
From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Daluz, Anthony z<laluz@wfil.edu> 

Friday, Jamlary 31, 2014 11:10 AM 

Miller, Greg S <gmille@athletics.pitt.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <a~son@email.unc.edu>; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Charles Chugger Adair <adair@vt.edu>; Eddie 

Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Karen Elizabeth Dayes <kl~rguson@louisv’ille.edw,; Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@adlnin.fsu.edu); 

Ma~ Frances Monroe (mmonroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Rand?" Waldmm < randy.waJdrum. 1 @nd.edu>; 

Robbie Chuleh (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@irginia.edu); tim sant~ro <tim santoro@ncsu.edu> 

Re: Beating that Dead Horse 

Thanks Cheg. It sounds like w-e are going in the right dilection but in the disastrous event that our 4 team tournament initiative doesnt pass, 

I propo~ that we dethult back to the 8 lean tournmnent so that we can at least maintain a 6.5 week regular season schedule in a 1-2-2-1-2-1 - 1 tbrmat. The one game 

first weekend, will allow us to taper into the ACC sea~n aJ~ter non-conference games (and allow us non cont~rence travel the weekend before, without worrying about 

jumping right into a tough opening 2 game ACC weekend). 

Folmat 10 ganles over 6 1/2 Weeks (SunXTlm/Sun)(Thu/SunXSun)(Thw’Sun)(Sun)(Thu) 

This s~[ill gives us some fle:dbility in pla?dng Sat or Sun on those 1 game weekends and obvious recovery breaks in the critical RED October grind. 

A 10 team ACC Tournament will never be an option I will personally support and I feel strongly that is the wrong thing for our conference. 

Feedback welcome as long as you agree, 

On Fri, Jail 31. 2014 at 6:24 AM, Miller, Greg S <gmiller~athletics.pitt.edu> wrote: 

My SWA is o~ board with the 10/4 proposak 

Have a good week,~d I 

Greg 

Greg M~ller 

HEAD WOMEN’S SOCCER COACH 

UNvers~:y of PRtsburgh ~ Department of ~thletk:s 

FRzgera~d F~e~d House ~ A~equ~pp~ / Darr~gh St, [ Pittsburgh, PA 

gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu 

office (4~2) 648-870~ [ r~?obi[e [ fax (4~2) 648-8~ 

website ] vCard [ map ~ 

INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN MAY INCLUDE PERSONAI.LY IDENTI[:IAgI.E INFORMATION SUg.IECT TO PROTECTION L NDER FEDERAl. LAW. THI,~ INFORMATION 

SHOULD ISE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL, RE-DI,SCLOSURE OF THIS INFORMATION IS PRE)EItBITED AISSENT SPECfFIC WRtTfEN CONSENT OR AS OTHERWISE PERM fl’TED BY 
LAW OR REGULATION. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 20:t4 4:32 PM 
To: Daluz, Anthony; Alison Foley (folevae@bc.edu}; Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Miller, Greg S; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark 
Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; Robbie Church 
(robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); tim santoro 
Subject: Beating that Dead Horse 

Thank you ].:_~ly, buL watch out "serious acadefrlk: purpose" frligbt drive us ~ll (if we are s,:_~ri.:_~us abouL our serious i~ci~derllk: purpose) back to Frid~wi,Sut~day. t 

still have not figured okat how all of yoka guys fleeced yokar SWA~s into believing Th/Sun was good for our academic mission. Oh, now I remember: we used the 

"sLudent-.athteLe welFbeing" platform. WiLhokat any docume~ted proof, we told our SWA’s that Fri/Su~ was bad for our heafLh even Lhokagh 2i3rds ot: the 



matches we currerltly play in th~-’_~ NCAA "rournamef~t: are on the r:r~/Suf~ mode~ (wRhout m~y adverse effe(:~:s), 

Sti]~, ~ do love the direction of Lhe conference, With the excellent new proposals we wH~ have less ThiSun and I th~nk it w~H be ~ood for aH of 

~= Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz@~u.edu] 
Se~t= Wednesday, 3anua~ 29, 2054 5:$8 PN 
To= Alison Foley (fNeyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Anthony Daluz; Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@demson.edu); gm~ller@athletics.pi~.edu; 
Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Na~ Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; 
Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virqiNa.edu); tim santoro 
$~bje~t= .Quo~ from Nathan Hatch 

()~ 4 team -. 10~oame proposal promotes studc[~t-athlcte -~,e]l ~em~ arid ser~m~s academic 

~Tinally, and most importantly, the board must become more of a champion tier the core va]ues that en]ive~ the NCAA. College athletics,. 
American poHt~cs, can,. at times, seem all about the morley Fu]ly aware oftBese press~res:, the board must reassert the core respor~sibi]ity of its 
member h~stitut~ons to student-ati~iete wdl-beir~g and serious academic purpose. " 

Tony da L~ 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest Universi~: Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 o~ice 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

cell 

X Image 
rem~ed by 

www.wakeforestsports.com 

ww~-.wakeforestgirlssoccercamp.com 

Tony da Lt~z 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

cell 



www.wakeforestsports.com 

www.wakeforestgirls~ccercamp.com 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday,               1 1:26 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Urgent- Scholarship 

Hi Anson, 
I received an email from the cashiers office about a past due balance of $15,026 I emailed Tom Timmermans about the situation since I am on full scholarship and he replied back that he has 
down that the school is only covering 9 hours worth. I am enrolled in 13 hrs and am on tract to graduate this May, is there someone specific I should contact to fix the situ ation or figure out 

what to do? 

can for;vard you the emails if you would like me to. 

Thank you 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

James Beattie ~gmail.com> 

Friday, Jannary 3 l, 2014 11:32 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Interview: The Laura Ingrahmn Show 

It would be 11:30 AM this Monday. 

On Friday, January 31, 2014, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

OK .,,. What time? 

From: James Beattie [mailto          ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 4:36 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Interview: The Laura Ingraham Show 

It would be a brief 15 minute interview. 

On Thursday, January. 30, 2014, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(a)emml.unc.edn> wrote: 

How much time? 

From: James Beattie [mailto         @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, January 29, 2014 3:06 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Interview: The Laura Ingraham Show 

Hello Ivlr. Dorrmace, 

Are you able to cotne on the program this Monday’? Laura would love to have you on the afir. 

Best, 

James 

On Tue, Jan 28, 2014 at 4:17 PM, James Beattie < @gmail.com> wrote: 

Hello Mr. Dorrance, 

As per our conversation, Laura would love to have you on the show Monday; February 3, at 11:30 AM EST to discuss youth recruiting in sports. Thank yon again 
for your help and feel better. 

Best, 

Jmnes 

James Beatt~e 

Produce~; The Laura Ingraham Show 

901 North Nelson Street Apt. 1514 

Arlington, VA 22203 



Cell: 

James Beat~e 

Producer, The Laura Ingraham Show 

901 North Nelson Street Apt. 1514 

ArlinTton, VA 22203 

Cell: 

James Beat~e 
Producer, The Laura Ingraham Show 

901 North Nelson Street Apt. 1514 

Arlington, VA 22203 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Sisneros ~ @gmail.com> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 11:34 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Podeast interview request 

Hello Jason, 

Coach Dorrance has asked me to represent him on your podcast. I have e~ensive knoMedge of our program as well as 17 years of coaching experience in youth, high 

school and collegiate soccer. If that works for you, let me know and I’d be happy to represent UNC Women’s Soccer on your podcast. 

Have a good day! 

Jason Sisneros 

Universi~ of North Carolina \Vom en’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Fri, Jan 31, 2014 at 11:13 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Jason Oates [mailto          ;@qmail.com] 
Sent= Thursday, January 30, 2014 3:3~ PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Re: Podcast interview request 

Coach Dorrance, 

I would be thrilled if you would join me on my podcast Whistle and a Clipboard. This is a new podcast intended to help coaches all over the world increase their 

coaching knoMedge to help coach their kids. The ultimate goal of this podcast is to help kids enjoy sports more by helping their coaches become better through 

learning ficom professional coaches while they are commuting to work, working out, or running errands. I know you are busy and that’s why Whistle and a clipboard 

is an easy 30-minute audio only interview over Slope. 

I am reaching out to several college and professional coaches from multiple sports across the country to sha~e their knowledge with the other coaches of the world. 

Whistle and a Clipboard, with your help can become the "go to" free resource for coaches around the globe. Wouldn’t it be great to know that you helped a child in 

some remote count~ learn a sport or become better at the sport you coach. 

I would be honored if you would be willing to share a piece of your coaching knowledge with my audience. As a volunteer youth coach, assistant in football and 

head basketball and baseball for the past 7 years I know how valuable and motivational the knoMedge of a professional coach can be. 

If you accept, I will be greatly humbled. Your knoMedge will definitely help coaches ever?~vhere. Please send me a few dates and time that work tbr you. I am 

willing to work ayoand your schedule to maJ~e this interview happen. 

I have included a link below to the show outhne and interview questions. 

ww~v.whisfleandaclipboa:rd.com/flow 

Thank you for your consideration, 

Jason H Oates 

On Mon, Jan 20, 2014 at 4:59 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

J~son Si~,me~os will follow t~g~ with yoke, Good lucl~ with ¥ot~r 

From-" Jason Oates [mailto:          ;@qmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 20, 2014 4:34 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Podcast interview request 



Coach Dorrance, 

Please take a few ~ninutes to lis~ten to ~ny audio invite to join ~ne on ~ny podcast. I have already been clea~red by compliance m~d roll not be asking about specific 

players or recruits. 

An outline of the interview cam be found at w~v.whis~deandaclipboaxd.com/flow 

I would be humbled if you agree to come on my podcast. 

Thanks, 

Jason H Oa’tes 

Whistle and a Clipboard 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@8ooglegroups.com on behalf of 
Randy Waldrum <Randy.Waldrum.:[@nd.edu> 

Friday, January 3~_, 20:[4 $$:39 AM 

division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@8ooglegrou ps.com 

{Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Notre Dame 

Hey coaches, 

I just wanted to pass along my sincere thanks to so many of you for a great 28 years of college coaching. I’ve made so many friends and have been touched by so many good people 

over these years. Thanks to so many of you for those relationships, and thanks to each and every one of you for making this "college game" so great. I know there are a lot of NCAA 

issues, and recruiting issues, etc that need to be solved, but I do know that you all will work hard to do so. The college game is such an important part of the fabric of soccer in this 

country and don’t ever underestimate that fact. So thanks to each of you for making it great, and good luck to you all this spring and of course next fall. Who knows, depending on 

the success of the league, I may be back to hit that 30 year mark! Ha.. 

My new contact info for anyone that wants/needs it : 

Cell: 

Emaih rwaldrum @houstondyna too.corn 

Randy 

Randy Waldrum - rwaldrum@n&edu 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

University of Notre Dame 

574-631-3376 - office 

- mobile 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at www.nscaa.com/college. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches+unsubscribe@googlegroups~com. 

To post to this group, send email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com. 

Visit this group at http:!!groups.google.com!group!division-i-womens-soccer-coaches~ 
For more options, visit https:iigroups.google.comigroupsiopt out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Daluz, Anflaony z<laluz@wfi~.edu> 

Friday, January 3 l, 2014 11:44 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Beating that Dead Horse 

The only SWA againsl is UVA, that I know of. We have the Syracuse SWA on board, who apparently is not afraid to speaJc her ~nind in these ~neetings. It roll be 

interesting to see how finn our SWA’s sIand in the meeting. 

Hope Dino’s quad’s have successfully re-attached. Should have worked some lipo- suclion into the procedure. A little body ,sculpting’. 

On Fri, Jan 31, 2014 at 10:56 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good use of Snowden ~.. touch6 ....... Yes, Beth is going to support it. By your estimste, does that g~,e us enough? 

F~m= Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz@~u.edu] 
Senti Friday, ganua~ 3~, 20~4 ~0:52 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Re: Beating that Dead Horse 

Your new President is ma~ng quite ~ impression in the media. She seems pre~’ serious about a~letes and academic l~fo~. Good luck wifl~ thafi 

Thu/Sun was devised as a giant complex conspiracy to ~ke down the Tar Heel Nation~ We consulted Snowden on that one’. 

Is Beth Miller going ~ sup~g our 4 temn tournament initiative? 

td 

On Thu, Jan 30, 2014 at 4:31 PM, Do~ance, Albe~ A IV <a~son@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you Tony, but watch out; %erious academic purpose" might dr~ve us al~ (if we are serious about our serious academic purpose), back to grida,/!Su~d~v. 

st~ haw~ not figt~red out how al~ of you guys fleeced your SWA’s ~nto believing ThiSun wi~s good for our a(:adem~c mission Oh, now ~ remember: we used the 

"s ~:u d en t-.a t h ~ e ~: e we I~.- b e~ n g’~ pl atform. W ~ ~:h ou t a n V docu m en ted p roof, we tol d ou r SWA~ s tha t gr~iSu n wa s ba d [or ou r h ea ~ ~:h even ~:ho ugh 2/:~ rds o [ t h e 

matches we currently play ~n the NCAA Tournament are on the FriiSun model (w~thout any adver’se e[:fects). 

Stiff, ~ do ~ove the direction of the conference. With the excellent new proposals we will have less Th/Sun and I tMnk it w~l be good for all o[: 

Fmm~ Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz@~u.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 5:18 PM 
Te~ Alison Foley (folevae@bc.edu}; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Anthony Daluz; Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu}; ~miller@athletics.N~.edu; 
Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Na~ Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; 
Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virqinia.edu); tim santoro 
Su~ject~ .Quote from Nathan Hatch 

Our 4 team- ~ 0 game proposa~ promo[es "student-.at~e[e we~l being and serious acad~:mic purpose" 

"Finally, a~d most importa~t~, d-~e board must become more ofa champio~ [~:)r the core values [hat e~live~ the NCAA~ College athletics, 

America~ po~i[ics, ca~L at times, seem al~ about t~e mon~:~. Fully awar~: of [hes~: pressures, t~e board must reassert d-~e core responsibility of its 

m~mber Jnsti[!.~[iorls to studeut-atNetc well-being and serious academic p~.wposc " 

Tony da 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest Universib" Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 ol~ce 

(336) 758-4565 

cell 



removed by 
sender 
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Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 li~x 

cell 

% Image 
..... removed by 

sender 

www.wakeforestsports.cotn 
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Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest Uni~Tersi~ Womens Soccer 
P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

cell 



www.wakeforestsports.com 

www.wakeforestgirls~ccercamp.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Daluz, Antimony z<laluz@wfi~.edu> 

Friday, Jannary 31, 2014 11:53 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

brittaafi20@msn.com; Ducal Chris <ducar@unc.e&~>; gwpaJl@aol.com; Jason Sisneros (imsisneros@gmail.com); Smader, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: Beating that Dead Horse 

I like it. Perfect, Consistent rh~hm. 

1-2-1-2-1-2-1 +ACC Qtr. 

(sun) (thu/sun) (snn)(thu/sun) (sun)(thwsun) (thu) > (ACC QTR Final Sun) 

On Fri, Jan 31, 2014 at 11:25 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

How about 

From: Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz@wfu.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 11:10 AM 
To: Miller, Greg S 
C¢: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clernson.edu); Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Krikorian 
(mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; Robbie Church 

(robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virqinia.edu); tim santoro 

Subject: Re: Beating flint Dead Hor~ 

Thanks Oreg. It ~)unds like we are going in "the right direction but in flae disastrous event that our 4 team tournament initiative doesnt ~s~ 

I propo~ that we dei:ault ~ck to the 8 team tournament so that we can at least mainm]n a 6.5 week regular sea~n schedule in a 1-2-2-1-2-1 - 1 fo~at. The one 

gmne first weekenA roll allow us m roper into the ACC season a~er non-conibrence games (mid Mlow us non coherence travel fl~e weekend before, without 

wo~ing about jumping fight into a ~ugh oNmng 2 game ACC weekend). 

Fo~at 10 games over 6 1/2 Weeks (SnnXThw’Sun)(ThtgSunXSunXTh~’Snn)(Sun)(Thu) 

TNs still gives us some fle~biliU, in playing Sat or Sun on those 1 gmne weekends and obvious recoveu breaLs in the critical RED October grind. 

A 10 team ACC Tournament roll never be an option I will ~onally suppo~ mad I feel strongly fl~at is the wrong tNng lbr our conference. 

Feedback welcome as long as you agree, 

On Ffi, Jan 31, 2014 at 6:24 AM, Milleg Cheg S <gmillel~atNefics.pi~.ed~~ wrote: 

My SWA ~s on board with the 10/4 proposal FYL 

Have a good weekend! 

Greg 

Gre8 M~l~e~ 

HEAD WOblEN~S SOCCER COACH 

University of P~tsburgh ] Department of A~hlet~cs 

F~tzgera~d F~eJd House ~ A~Jequ~pps / Darrsgh SL I Pittsburgh, PA 15261 

gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu 

office (4~2) 648-8701 I rnobiB~ J Fax (412) 648-8~ 

webs~te J vCsrd j map ~ 



::~:: PITT 

INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN MAY INCLUDE PERSONALLY IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION SUBJECTTO PROTECTION UNDER FEDERAL LAW, TEllS INFORMATION 

SHOLiLD BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL RE-DISCLOSIJRE OF TEllS INFORMATION IS PROHIBITED ABSENT SPECIFIC WRKTEN CONSENT OR AS OTHERWISE PERMITTED BY 

LAW OR REGUI.ATION~ 

From: Dorrance, Albert A TV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 4:32 PM 
To: Daluz, Anthony; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Miller, Greg S; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark 
Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; Robbie Church 
(robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virqinia.edu); tim santoro 
Subject: Beating that Dead Horse 

Thank you Tony, but watch out; "serious academic purpose" might drive us all (if we are serious about our serious academic purpose}, back to FddavfSunday. ~ 

stN have not figured out how al~ of you ~uys fleeced ~,our SWA’s ~nto beheving Th!Sun was good for our academic mission. Oh, now ~ remember: we used the 

"studenDal:h]ete welb being" plsdorm Without any docurnented prooF, we told our SWA’s ~:hat FdiSun was bad for our hea~th even though 2i3rds of the 

rnatches we currently piay in the NCAA Tournament: are on the ~:d/Sun mode~ (wRhout af~y adverse effect:s) 

Stitl, I do love the direction ot: ~.he conference. With the excellent new proposals we will have less ThiSun and I think it will be good ]:or all of 

From: Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz@wfu.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 5:18 PM 
To: Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Anthony Daluz; Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); gmiller@athletics.pi~.edu; 
Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; 
Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virqinia.edu); tim santoro 
Subject: .Quote from Nathan Hatch 

Our 4 team -. 10aoamc proposal promotes "studc~t-ath[cte -well be~,n~, a~d serious academic purpose" 

"Finally, and most importan@, the board nmst become more of a champion %r the core vak~es tBat enliven the NCAA. College atldetica, like 

American politics, can:. at/itnes~ seem all abo~.~/the morley ]Fully aware oftBese pressmcs, the board must reassert the cor~ rcspor~sibi]i5’ of its 

member ]r~stitutJons to st!.~dent-ati~ietc well-beir~g and serious academic purpose. " 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

cell 
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Tony da Luz 



Head Coach 

Wake Forest Uni~Tersi~ Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

cell 
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Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 once 

(336) 758-4565 fax 
cell 

www.wake forestspo~ts.com 

ww~-.wakeforest~irlssoccercamp.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Daluz, Anflaony z<laluz@wfi~.edu> 

Friday, Janumy 31, 2014 12:08 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Beating that Dead Horse 

I already did by copying aJl coaches. 

Or are you talking about a not-so-friendly amendment of N/sun? 

I roll bnD~ that one deep 

On Fri, Jan 31, 2014 at 12:05 PM, Dorrance, Alberta IV <aJ~m,~email.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

If you accept this friendly amendment, will you send it out? 

Frera: Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz@wfu.edu] 

Sent; Friday, January 3:1, 20:14 :tJ.:53 AM 

To: 13,~,-,,~,~,-, Albert A IV 

Cc:         ~,~:msn.com; Ducax, Chris       i~/aol.com; Jason Sisneros         @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: Re: Beating that Dead Horse 

I like it. Perfect, Consistent rhs~hn. 

1-2-1-2-1-2-1 ~ ACC Qtr. 

(sun) (~u’sun) (sun Xthu/sun) (sun)(th~sun) (thu) > (ACC QTR Finn Sun) 

On Ffi, Jan 31, 2014 at 11:25 AM, Do~ance, Albe~ A IV <anson(~email.nnc.ed~~ wrote: 

"~’O~ ~ 

How about 1-.2--1-2--1-2- ~ ? 

From: Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz@~u.edu] 
Sent= Friday, Janua~ 3~, 20~4 ll:10 AN 
To: Miller, Greg S 
¢~ Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Krikorian 
(mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; RobNe Church 
(robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); tim santoro 

Subject: Re: Beating that Dead Horse 

Thanks Greg. It sonnds like we are going in the right direction bnt in the disaslrous event that our 4 team tournament initiative doesnt pass, 

I propose that we default back to the 8 team tournament so that we can at leas1 maintain a 6.5 week regular sea~m schedule in a 1-2-2-1-2-1 - 1 format. The one 

game first weekend, roll allow us to taper into the ACC season atter non-conference games (m~d aJlow us non cont~rence travel "the weekend beti~re, without 

worrying about j umping right into a tough o~ning 2 gmne ACC weekend). 

Fore, at 10 gmnes over 6 1/2 Weeks (Sun)(Thu/Sun)(Thu/SunXSunXThu/Sun)(Sun)(Thu) 

This still gives us sotne flexibilib, in playing Sat or Sun on those 1 game weekends and obvious recove~ breaks in the critical RED October grind. 

A 10 temn ACC Tournament roll never be an option I will personally support and I feel st~ongly that is the wrong thing for our conference. 

Feedback welcome as long as you agree, 

On Fri, Jan 31, 2014 at 6:24 AM, Miller, Greg S < gmiller(~athletics.pitt.edu> wrote: 

My SWA is on board with the ~0/4 proposak 

Have a good weekend! 



Greg 

Greg Miller 

HEAD WOMEN’S SE)CCER CE)ACH 

Universil:y of PittsburBh I Department of Athletk:s 

FkzBerald ~leld House I A~leqLdppa / DarraBh St. ~ PittsbuF~h, PA $526~ 

~miller@athletics.pitt.edu 

o~:fice (4&2) 648-8701 I rnobi~ I ~:ax (412) 648-8~ 

webs~te ] vCard ~ rasp ~ 

:: ::~;] :: PITT 

INFORMATION CE NTAINED HEREIN MAY INCI_L~DE PERSONALLY tDEN’I’IEIA[’}LE iNFORMATION SU[’UECT TO PROrECIfON UNDER FEDERAL LAW. THIS INFORMArK)N 

SHOLiLD SE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL RE-DISCLOSIJRE OF THIS INFORMATION IS PROHIBITED ASSENT SPECIFIC WPJTTEN CONSENT OR AS OTHERWISE PERMITTED BY 

LAW OR REGULATION, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, ,January 30, 2014 4:32 PM 
To: Daluz, Anthony; Alison Foley (folevae@bc.edu); Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Miller, Greg S; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark 
Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; Robbie Church 
(robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); tim santoro 
Subject: Beating that Dead Horse 

Thank you Tony, buL watch out; "serious academic purpose" might drive us all (if we are serious abouL our serious academic purpose), back to Friday/Sunday. 

st~f have not figured out how aH of you guys fleeced your SWA’s ~nto believing Th/Sun was ~ood for our academic miss~on~ Oh, now ~ remember: we used the 

%tudent-atMete weH-be~ng~ platform~ W~thout any documented proof, we told our SWA’s that Fd!Sun was bad for our hea~th even though 2!3rds of the 

matches we currently p~ay ~n the NCAA Tournament are on the FrO/Sun mode~ (w~thout any adverse effects)~ 

Still I do k)ve tl’u:_~ direction o[ l:he confer~:_mce, With the excelk_m~ new proposals we will haw:~ less ThiSun and I think it will b~-_~ ~ood for all of 

From: Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz@wfu.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3anuary 29, 2024 5:28 PM 
To: Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A TV; Anthony Daluz; Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); clmiller@athletics.pitt.edu; 
Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; 
Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); tim santoro 
Subject: .Quote from Nathan Hatch 

Om4 team - 10 game proposal promotes studeut-athk~te wall 1.em~> a,r~d serious academic purpose" 

"F’ir, ally, and most importantly, the board mast become more of a champion %r the core values that enliven the N(.AA. College athletics, like 

American politics~ can, at times, seem aH about the rr, or~ey. Fully aware of these press~a,es~ the board must reassert the core respor~sibi]it3, of its 

rr, ernber ir~stitutions to student-athlete well-being and serious academic purpose. " 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

T V~ ake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem. NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

cell 



removed by 

sender 

www.wakeforestsports.com 

w~,.waketbre stgirlssoccercamp.com 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 olfice 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

cell 

removed by 

sender 

www.wakeforestsports.com 

w~,.waketbrestgirlssoccercamp.com 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 olfice 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

cell 

removed by 

sender. 

www.wakeforestsports.com 

ww~-.wakeforestgirlssoccercamp.com 



Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 
cell 

www.waketbrestsports.com 

w~v.wakeforest~irlssoccercmnp.cotn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 12:13 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Urgent- scholarship- emails 

Anso~ 

These are all the e~nails I have since receiving the invoice from the cashiers office. I also have a hard cow of the worksheet the counselor I met ruth in the Steele 

building filled out slating that I had 13 hrs left to graduate (which I am currently enrolled in). 

Thank you so much for looking into this. 

Sent from nay iPhone 

Begin forwa:rded ,nessage: 

Date: January at 10:57:35 AM EST 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: UNIVERSITY CASHIER: Past Due Balm~ce Hold 

HI 

I will check with the financial aid office. However, I do have you down that we would only cover 9 credits for Lhe spring, since Lhat should have been 

all you needed to graduate. 

Tom 

From: 

Sent: Friday 10:40 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: Fwd: UNIVERSITY CASHIER: Past Due Balance Hold 

Hi Tom, 

I jusl got this emafil saying my account is pasl due. As far as I was aware I should have been on fifll scholarship this semester. What do I need to do to in 

order to clear this up? 

Thank you. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: <cashie~d~unc.edu> 

Date:               at 9:28:43 AM EST 

To: <lvsnch(a)emauk m~c.edu> 
Subject: UNIVERSITY CASItIER: Past Due Balance ttold 

Reply-To: <cashier(tbunc.e&~> 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office of Student Accounts & University Receivables 

2215 SASB North, CB# 1400, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1400 

Web: http:i,’cashier.uuc.edu * Email: cashieI~unc.edu 

Phone 919-962-1368 * Fax 919-962-1568 

Dem 

Our records indicate that you have outst~x~ding past due charges on your student account, in which a hold restricling registration and 

transcripts has been placed. Please review your account and make sure that any outstanding past due charges are resolved as soon as 

possible. Once your pay,nent has been made, your hold will be re,noved automatically within one business day. 

Thank you, 

Universi~ Cashier 

Student PID: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

James Beattie ~gmail.com> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 12:28 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Interview: The Laura Ingrahmn Show 

Let’s exchm~ge numbers, typically we ask for m,o numbels in case one does not work. Call 855.405.2872 at 11:30 AM EST. You will probably speak to Ine 

befolehand, if not certainly one of my colleagues. 

I j ust need a good landline for you, as well as a backup, and we should be good to go. 

On Fri, Jan 31, 2014 at 12:24 PM, Dorrance, Alberta IV <aJ~m,~email.unc.edu-* wrote: 

Very good ..... ,’to you call me 

From: James Beanie [mail~:         ~mail.coml 
Sent: Friday, 3anua~ 3~, 20~4 ~:32 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Interview: The Laura Ingralmm Show 

It would be 11:30 AM this Monday. 

On Friday, January 31, 2014, Dorrance, Albert A IV <a~son~.email.unc.edu> wrote: 

OK .... What time? 

From: James Beattle [mailto         :@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 4:36 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Interview: The Laura Ingraham Show 

It would be a brief 15 minute interview. 

On Thursday, Janualy 30, 2014, Dorrance, Albeit A IV <anson@emall.unc.edu> wrote: 

How much time? 

From: James Beattie [mailto:        ’.@clmai.coml 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 3:06 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Interview: The Laura Ingraham Show 

Hello Mr. Dorrance, 

Are you able to come on the program this Monday? [,aura would love to have you on the air. 

Best. 

James 

On Tue, Jan 28, 2014 at 4:17 PM, James Beattie < ,@~mail.cotn> wrote: 

Hello IVlr. Dorrance, 

As per our conversation, Laura would love to have you on the show Monday; FebruaD~ 3, at 11:30 AM EST to discuss youth recruiting in sports. Thank you again 
tbr your help and feel better. 

Best, 

Jmnes 



James Beatlie 

Producer, The Laura Ingraham Show 

901 North Nelson Street Apt. 1514 

ArlinTton, VA 22203 

Cell: 

James Beatlie 

Producer, The Laura Ingraham Show 

901 North Nelson Street Apt. 1514 

Arlington, VA 22203 

Cell: 

James Beattie 

Producer, The Laura Ingraham Show 

901 North Nelson Street Apt. 1514 

Arlington, VA 22203 

Cell: 

Jmnes Beattie 

Producer, The Laura Ingraham Show 

901 North Nelson Street Apt. 1514 

Arlington, VA 22203 

Cell 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 12:28 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Awaxd Nomination 

Dear Mr. Dorrance, 

I am writing to request your assistance in the research process of                 who has been nominated to one of the University’s honorary societies. 

Please be aware that this process is completely confidentiali please do not share our email or telephone conversation with the nominee or any 

other person. 

As part of the research process, I would appreciate the opportunity to ask you several questions about Please let me know if there is a phone 

number where I can reach you and a good time this coming week for a fifteen minute conversation. 

Thank you for your assistance in the process and for keeping this conversation confidential. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

James Beattie ~gmail.com> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 12:38 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Interview: The Laura Ingrahmn Show 

Excellent, thank you. 

On Fri, Jan 31, 2014 at 12:36 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~emafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

[.at~t [i~e is 919-962-5491 ~’this is l:he o~e I wH[ be (:ailing from) cell 

From: James Beanie [mailto:         @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, Januaw 31, 2014 12:28 PM 

To: Dorrmace, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Interview: The Laura Ingralmm Show 

Let’s exchange numbers, typically we ask for two numbers in case one does not work. Call 855.405.2872 at 11:30 AM EST. You will probably speak to me 

beforehand, if not certainly one of my colleagues. 

I just need a good landline tbr you, as well as a backup, and we should be good to go. 

On Fri, Jan 31, 2014 at 12:24 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <a~son~b~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

t;ery good ..... do you call me or do I call 

F~m: James Bea~e [mail~         @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, Januaw 31, 2014 11:32 AM 

To: Dorra~ce, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Interview: The [,aura Ingraha~n Show 

It would be 11:30 AM this Monday. 

On Friday, January 31, 2014, Donance, Albert A IV <a~son,@~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Og.._. Wh~t time? 

From: James Beanie [mailto         @qmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, ~anuary 30, 2024 4:36 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject: Re: Inte~iew: The Laura Ingraham Show 

It would ~ a brief 15 minute interview. 

On Thursday, Janumy 30, 2014, Do~ance, Albert A IV <an~n~emaAl.unc.edu> wrote: 

How much t~me? 

From= James Beagie [maiito:         @qma~Lcom] 
Sent: Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 3:06 PN 
To= Oorrance, Albe~ A N 
SubjeCt= Re: Inte~iew: The kaura Ingraham Show 

Hello Mr. Do~a~ce, 

Are you able m come on fl~e program this Monday? Lama would love to have you on fl~e mr. 

Best, 

Jmnes 

On Tue, Jan 28, 2014 at 4:17 PM, James BeaRie <ibeaNe422~gmail.com> wrote: 

tlello Mr. Do~ance, 

As ~r our convermtion, Laura would love ~) have you on the show Monday, Febmau 3, at 11:30 AM EST to discuss youth recruiting in spo~s. Thank you agmn 

tbr your help and l}el ~tter. 



Jmnes Beattie 

Producer, The Laura Ingraham Show 

901 North Nelson Street Apt. 1514 

Arlington, VA 22203 

Cell: 

James Beatfie 

Produce~; The Laura Ingraham Show 

901 North Nelson Street Apt. 1514 

Arlington, VA 22203 

Cell: 

James Beatlie 

Producer, The Laura Ingraham Show 

901 North Nelson Street Apt. 1514 

Arlington, VA 22203 

James Beatlie 

Producer, The Laura Ingraham Show 

901 North Nelson Street Apt. 1514 

ArlinTton, VA 22203 



James Beatlie 

Producer, The Laura Ingraham Show 

901 North Nelson Street Apt. 1514 

ArlinTton, VA 22203 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 1:04 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Award Nomination 

Mr. Dorrance, 

I think there may be lives like that, but I have yet to come across any. 

I am free to talk at :1:30 today. Should I plan on calling then? I will be calling from 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday 12:42 PM 

To 

Subject: RE: Award Nomination 

Best # is my cetl ..... my lit:e is chaos so call whenever you like (I am up until 10 pro), I do not have the kind of job where any 15 minute period w~l~ not 

be eclipsed or interrupted (are there actually lives ]~ke that where they w~l~ know they wN have 15 m~nutes of freedom in the future somewhere?}. 

BTW, brilliant choice, tNs kid will change the wor~d~ 

Sent: Friday, 12:28 PH 
To~ Dorrance, Nbe~ A N 
Subjeet~ Award Nomination 

Dear Mr. Dorrance, 

I am writing to request your assistance in the research process of                , who has been nominated to one of the Universi~’s honora~ societies. 

Please be aware that this process is completely confidential; please do not share our email or telephone conversation with the nominee or any 

other per~n. 

As pa~ of the research process, I would appreciate the oppo~uni~ to ask you several questions about ~lease let me know if there is a phone 

number where I can reach you and a good time this coming week for a fi~een minute conversation. 

Thank you for your assistance in the process and for keeping this conversation confidential. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sagula, Joseph A <j sagula@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 1:05 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: USADA, Penn State, UNC Conference in May 

Hi Anson, 

lo ~ee you are in demand! 

[ don’t l:hink th~-_W have a scfu:_~dule put together as yet, but [ wi~ check. 

f third< ~t w~l probably be ~ate afl:ernooniear~y evening on Saturday, May 3 

(3/4:00-6/7:00 PM range was ~he last ides tossed around 

~ w~lt let you know as soon as sornetNng ~s definite 

Thanks again 

Joe 

.~()~: SAGL}~,A, Head V~: ~eyba~ Coa~:h 

O~:~:.<:s~ URn: websits : www.goheels.cem 
( ~:m::s cmd (~imc:.: www.carolinavolle~ball.com 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent: Friday, Janua~ 31, 2014 10:26 AN 

To: Weight, Erianne A. 
Cc: Sagula, Joseph A 

Subject: RE: OSADA, Penn SMte, ONC Con%fence in Nay 

Erianne, 

~ do not know vet what I am doh~g for qol~eyba~, but ~ wfl~ copy Joe S~gula on th~s ~n case he might know my schedule. 

Fmm: Weight, Erianne A. 
Sent: Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 9:55 AN 

To: Oorrance, Nbe~ A N 
Subject: RE: USADA, Penn S~, ONC Con%fence ~n Nay 

Oh, that’s good to ~ow. Them is a lot going on that weekend~ You’re welcome to pick a panel that you tNnk migN won for your schedNe...and that you’re 

passionate about and would like to be part of the Nalogue. If you need to wMt until you ~ow v~ur schedNe for the other summit, we’re happy to wait if that me~s we 

migN gN you’. 

I hope you’re staying warm! Thank you ~ much tbr the consideration! 

Erimme A. Weight, PhD., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Sport Administ~ation 

The Unive~sib" of North Ca~rolina - Chapel Hill 

(919) 448-4870 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 3:01 PM 
To: Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject: RE: USADA, Penn State, UNC Conference in May 

It is actually a volleyball summit ..., So could liust pick and choose based on when I am free? I am sure volleyball will eventually have my schedule. 

From: Weight, Erianne A. 

Sent-" Tuesday, January 28, 2014 9:02 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: USADA, Penn State, UNC Conference in May 
I passed along your response to Jan. She was disappointed - her response is below :). The panels are mostly all on Saturday in the Genome Science Building (250 Bell Tower 
Rd). Specific times are below if that is helpful. 

Significance!Value of Sport (Friday, May 2:4:00 - 5:30) - Blue Zone 

Ethics & Sportsmanship (Saturday - 8:30 - 9:45am) 

Elite Performance/Early Specialization (:lO:O0 - l:l::15am) 

The influence of Parents (Either :12:30 - 1:45 or 2:00 - 3::15) 

Where do we go from here? (3:30 - 4:45) 

We’d love to have you but completely understand how busy you are! I do think it’s going to be a great (and very unique) conference in terms of audience, 

panelists, and topics. We’re hoping that many high school coaches, athletes, and parents attend in addition to academics and administrators. I’m looking forward to 

it! 

Have a great week! 

-E 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 8:35 AN 
To: Weight, Erianne A. 



Subject: RE: NWI- - Committing to Play for a College, Then Starting 9th Grade 

I bet it is Deb Stroman’s summit. I should have reached out long ago to Ansou as he was on our list in June. 

Jan Boxlll 
Chair of the Faculty 
Director, Parr Center fbr Ethics 
Master Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, N(~ 27599-3125 
Office Phone: 919-%2-3317 
Mobile Phone: 

Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. 
-- Michel De Montaigne 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

TONY YOUNT @gmail.com> 

Friday, Jannmy 31, 2014 1:17 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edn>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; DncaJc, Chris <ducag@unc.edn>; Pa]ladino, 

George W <bpalladino@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> 

Weekly & Orientation 

Final 2014 Orientation Dates (campus partners).pdf; 131soc.pdf 

Coaches, 

Please find the weekly attached. Please remember that we were closed [’or 2 of our 5 normal nights of operation this week so study hall and tutoring hours will be naturally lower this week 
than normab We are also closed this Sunday night since Super Bowl Sunday has historically been a night with virtually no students. We have asked tutors to come in Sunday morning and 
afternoon this week to make up sessions that may have been lost from last week’s weather and upcoming Sunday night’s closure. 

I also wanted to share with you the update we have received concerning summer orientation ~2~r the ~ncom~ng students There will be significant changes Plans are still in an ac[iustment 
phase, but here are the main points. ’]7he two-&~y orientation session will no longer include actual course registration. Instead, the students who are here will receive more individualized 
guidance from advising about what should be in their fall semester schedule (more sessions with advisers with fewer students in each session) Students will register [’or classes on the 
Wednesday following the week that they are here in Chapel Hill. They will register online as our current students do, and still in discussion is the possibility [’or priori~" registration [’or our 
~ncoming freshmen for the fall semester That decision has not been made, but it is under consideration. In my opinion, there is no single change to the system that would be more beneficial 
to us than that change to allow priori~ for incoming freshmen student-athletes. 

Registration [’or orientation sessions begins Feb 12. A calendar is included here if you would like to select sessions to recommend to your incomings I will keep you posted as we learn more 
about the specifics of the new orientation design 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu-~ 

Friday, 1:45 PM 

schedule tbr week of Monday Feb 3 

spring overedl cal week 5.pdf 

Team, 

This coming week’s schedule: 

Notes: 

Mon: CREED meeting for froshies 

Tues: Scholarship dinner at the Alumni center (across from Teague dorm). 

Wed: Stay on Ehaus after practice for conditioning with Greg 

Sat: Formal banquet at the Kenan Center (on the hill above the Dean Dome). Starts at 5:00 pro. 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

U niversi~ of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



2014 OFF SEASON CALENDAR 
SUN MON 

2 

1/31/2014 

TUES WED THURS FRI SAT 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <limmennan@nnc.edu> 

Friday, 1:46 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~dncar@unc.edu-~; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.~mc.edu-~ 

RE: account 

Chris, 
I am checking in to this. Will let you know 
Ton~ 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Thursday,               3:46 PM 
To: Timmermans, Tom; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Fwd:       account 
C~,n yon help me clari~" this for her? 

Chris 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~gmail.com> 

Date: JanuaD’ 30, I?M EST 

To: "Ducm; Chris" <_d__t_~c_gg(~i_t_~_n_.c_’_:.e_d__u> 
Subject:        account 

Hi Chris, 
I just checked account and the athletic money is still not 

posted, qualified tbr a Federal Pell Grant of about $650 and 

then two loans (ruth interest) of $3K each. I think she will take one 
loan and then that should give us about 2K to pay out of pocket. 

I just wmited to bring you up to date and see if you can check on 

athletic money as I think the bdl~lce is due shortly. 

BB~J1 Inuseum tour sounds great! I’m not coming anytime soon though! 

Too cold for my Canadian blood fliat has now thimied. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Daluz, Anflaony z<laluz@wfi~.edu> 

Friday, Janumy 31, 2014 1:58 PM 

Ali~n Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV ~m~son@email.nnc.edtr>; Anthony Daluz ~dal~@wfu.edu>; Charles Chugger 

Adair ~adair@vt.edtr>; Eddie Radwanski (eradwa~@clemson.edu); gmille@athletics.pitt.edu; Kaxen Elizabeth Dayes 

<kfergnson@louis~ille.edu>; Maxk Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsn.edu); Mary Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon 

(pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy WaJdrum <mndy.waldrmn. l@nd.edu>; Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson 

(sswa~son@irginia.edu); tim santoro <tim santoro@ncsu.edt~ 

Fwd: 2008 ACC Footprint 

2008 

https:i/maps.google.comimapdms?ie~JTF8&t h&oe4JTF8&ms~0&msid l15178923263124985256.0004494bd823396c8d624 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest UniversiF Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

cell 

www.wakeforestsports.com 

www.wakeforestgirls~)ccercamp.com 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 

cell 



www.wakeforestsports.com 

www.wakeforestgirls~ccercamp.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Daluz, Antlaony z<laluz@wft~.edu> 

Friday, Janumy 31, 2014 1:59 PM 

Ali~n Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV ~m~son@email.nnc.edtr>; Anthony Daluz ~dal~@wfu.edu>; Charles Chugger 

Adair ~adair@vt.edtr>; Eddie Radwanski (eradwa~@clemson.edu); gmille@athletics.pitt.edu; Kaxen Elizabeth Dayes 

<kfergnson@louis~ille.edu>; Maxk Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsn.edu); Mary Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon 

(pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy WaJdrum <mndy.waldrmn. l@nd.edu>; Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson 

(sswmason@irginia.edu); tim santoro <tim santoro@ncsu.edt~ 

Fwd: 2014 ACC Footprint 

2014 

http:i/mixsee.com/tonr/52ebedBl’7949dc736eadc4b 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest UniversiU Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 once 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

cell 

www.wakeforestsports.com 

www.wakeforestgirls~ccercamp.com 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest Universib’ Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 oNce 

(336) 758-4565 

cell 



www.wakeforestsports.com 

www.wakeforestgirls~ccercamp.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weight, Eria~ane A. <~eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 4:01 PM 

Dorrauce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: USADA, Penn State, UNC Couference iu May 

Well that’s encouraging! Given that, would you like to tentatively commit to one of the sessions? What are you most drawn to? 

If you’d like more info, there are more detailed descriptions on the website. 

http://www.unc.truesportsummit.orgi#!con ference- [hemesiclooh 

Significance/Value of Sport (Friday, May 2:4:00 - 5:30) - Blue Zone 

Ethics & Sportsmanship (Saturday - 8:30 - 9:45am) - Genome Science 

Elite Performance/Early Specialization (10:00 - 11:15am) 

The influence of Parents (Either 12:30 - 1:45 or 2:00 - 3:15) 

Where do we go from here? (3:30 - 4:45) 

Thank you so much! 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 3:55 PM 

To: Weight, Erianne A. 

Subject: FW: USADA, Penn State, UNC Conference in May 

From: Sagula, Joseph A 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 ~:05 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: USADA, Penn SMte, UNC Conference in May 

Hi Anson, 

Io see you are ~n dem~nd~ 

I don’t th~nk they have a schedule put together as yet, but I will check. 

~ tMnk ~t will probaMy be ~ate a~ernooniear]y evening on Saturday, May 3 

(3/4:00-6/7:00 PM range was ~:he last idea tossed around 

f w~H let you ~now as soon as something ~s definRe 

Thanks again 

From: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent: Friday, Janua~ 31, 2014 10:26 AM 

To: Weight, [rianne A, 
Cc: Sagula, Joseph A 

Subject: RE: USADA, Penn S~te, UNC Con%fence in May 

Er~anne.. 

I do not know yet what I am doblg for vol~eyba~f, but I wi~f copy Joe Sagula on this in case he might know my schedule. 

F~m= Weight, Erianne A. 
Sent~ Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 9:55 AN 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ RE: USADA, Penn S~te, UNC Conference in Nay 

O11, that’s good to know. There is a lot going on that weekeud~ You’re welcome to pick a pauel that you tNuk might work for your schedule...and that you’re 

passionate about and would like to be part of the dialogue. If you need to wmt until you know your schedule tbr the o~er summit, we’re happy to wait if that means we 

might ~et you~ 

I hope you’re stayiug warm! Thm~k you so much for the consideration! 

- grianlle 

Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Sport Administration 

The Universily of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

(919) 448-4870 

From: Dorrance, Albert A rv’ 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 3:01 PM 
To: Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject: RE: USADA, Penn State, UNC Conference in May 

it is actuatly a volleyball summit ._. So could I just pick and choose based on when I arn free? I am sure volleybalf wilt eventually have my schedufe~ 

Fro~: Weight, Erianne A. 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 9:02 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 



Subject: RE: USADA, Penn State, UNC Conference in May 
I passed along your response to .]an. She was disappointed - her response is below :). The panels are mostly all on Saturday in the Genome Science Building (250 Bell Tower 
Rd). Specific times are below if that is helpful. 

Significance/Value of Sport (Friday, May 2:4:00 - 5:30) - Blue Zone 

Ethics & Sportsmanship (Saturday - 8:30 - 9:45am) 

Elite Performance/Early Specialization (10:00 - 11:15am) 

The influence of Parents (Either 12:30 - 1:45 or 2:00 - 3:15) 

Where do we go from here? (3:30 - 4:45) 

We’d love to have you but completely understand how busy you are] I do think it’s going to be a great (and very unique) conference in terms of audience, 

panelists, and topics. We’re hoping that many high school coaches, athletes, and parents attend in addition to academics and administrators, l’m looking forward to 

it! 

Have a great week! 

-E 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 8:35 AM 
To: Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject: RE: NYT - Committing to Play for a College, Then Starting 9th Grade 

I bet it is Deb Stroman’s summit. I should have reached out long ago to Anson as he was on our list in June. 

Jan Boxil[ 
(;hair of the Faculty 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Master Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone: 919-962-3317 
Mobile Phone: 

" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 
-- Michel De Montaigne 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <limmennan@unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:09 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@~mc.edu> 

See the below email exchange. When we were going through the 5th year aid application for      it was determined she needed 33 more credits to graduate. 

She ~:ook 9 credits last ~.~umrner and shouM have ~:aken ~5 th~s fall, ~eaving her w~th 9 cred~l:~ ~efl: thb spring ~:o ~n~h 

Tony, d~d she not follow ~:he below? 

Thanks, 

Tom 

~rom: Timmermans, Tom 

Sent: Friday, 4:04 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: FW: 

Frem; Timmermans, Tom 
Sent; Thursday, :t0:47 AM 
To; Sander, Thomas .l; Ille, Vince (ille@email.unc.edu); Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Gwaltney, Clinton R (cgwaltne@email.unc.edu); Dorrance, Alber~ A IV (anson@email.unc.edu) 
Co; Yount, Tony 
Subject: RE: 

All, 

Please see the below e-mail exchange to catch up on ~ si[uation, was not enrolled this spring semester, so she could focus on professional 

soccer opportunities and at the same time help Anson out by having add~dona~ scholarship money available. After this summer       ~,i~ have 24 credits 

remaining to graduate. My suggestion is that we wi~ cover       at :1.00% for th~         semester, and she will complete a m~n~mum of :IS credits during th~s 

semester. This leaves, with 9 credits to complete for for which we wHI cover her at 100% up to 9 credits w~l] need to request under load 

approval for the ~emester from ~:he dean. 

Let me know ~[: you have any questions or concerns and if you approve the funding for 

Tom 

~rom: Sander, Thomas J 

Sent: Thursday, 9:42 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Co: Yount, Tony 

Subject: RE: 

~s taking 9 hours thb summer! 

-Tom 

F~m= Tom Timmermans [mailto:timmermans@unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, 9:29 AN 
To= Yount, Tony 

C¢= Sander, Thomas ] 
Subject: RE 
Tom and Tony, 

Same for ia she planning on taking any summer schoo~ dasses7 

Thanks~ 

From= Yount, Tony 

Sent: Monday, 4:28 PM 

Te= Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: Re: 

Tom~ 

is 33 hours sho~ ofgmd~tJou a~er ~ug the sp~ug semester o£ti 

Her rmnaining needs ~e: 
LFIT - 1 hr 
BIOL - 4 hrs 
EXSS courses in her major - 5 (4 must be C or be~er) 15 hours 
BN credit - 3 hrs 
Electives - 10 hrs. 
Two ~mes~em and one summer is the likely requirement lbr her to finish. I have met with Ba~k and Premji aN)m ~eir mmmning needs. I have had no di~ussion with 
Alysm abom her plans. She will also need to go t~ough the madmission to the Univemity hoops that Bfitmni must go t~ough. 
Tony 
On at 3:12 PM, Tom Timmemmns <thnmemmna@unc.edw~ 
wrote: 

Tony, 

Women’s Soccer is recommending additional funding for Could you please provide me with details on how many credits she needs to 

graduate, an academic plan to get her to graduation as soon as possible, and any learning disabilities she might have~ 

]hanka~ 

Torn 

Frem: Sander, Thomas J 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:59 PM 



To: Timmermans. Tom 

Subject: 

Tom, 

has been a model citizen on our team who as a senior helped lead us to our She was a major contributor on 

the tield until she was hampered with injuries in her Junior year and we would like to reward her tor her support ot the team both on and off the 

field. 

-Tom 

Tom Stander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

Universi~ of NortJ~ Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 4:18 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: USADA, Penn State, UNC Couference iu May 

Ok! Sounds good. Weql put you tentatively down for one of those two, and as we get other panelists confirmed ar, d you learn more about the volleyball panel, 

we’ll confirm it. Either way, if you could block off Saturday, May 2 between l0 --. :J:45, that would be wonderful We’H send more ~nformation as the date 

approaches. 

Thank you so much. JarL OLEr Sb.Edet~[:s, USADA and f are a~l thrilled to ha~e you as part of this. f hope you w~H en~ov ~t as we~H 

Have a wonderfu~ weekend~ 

--Erianne 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sent: Friday, January 3~, 2014 4:~3 PM 

To: Weight, Erianne A. 

Subject: RE: USADA, Penn State, UNC Conference ~n May 

f ~ike l:alk~ng about e~ite performance or the parents 

F~m= Weight, Erianne A. 
Sent; Friday, Janua~ 3~, 2054 4:0~ PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= ~E: USADA, Penn S~te, UNC Conference in Nay 
Well that’s encouraging~ Given that, would you like to tentatively commit to one of the sessions? What are you most drawn to? 

If you’d like more info, there are more detailed descriptions on the website. 

httpk/iwww.unc.~ru esportsumrrfit.o[gJ#!con ference--th em es/c~ooh 

Significance/Value of Sport (Friday, May 2:4:00 - 5:30) - Blue Zone 

Ethics & Sportsmanship (Saturday - 8:30 - 9:45am) - Genome Science 

Elite Performance!Early Specialization (~0:00 - Ii:lSam) 

The influence of Parents (Either ~2:30 - 1:45 or 2:00 - 3:15) 

Where do we go from here? (3:30 - 4:45) 

Thank you so much! 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sent: Friday, January 3~, 2014 3:55 PM 

To: Weight, Erianne A. 

Subject: FW: USADA, Penn State, UNC Conference in May 

F~m= Sagula, ~oseph A 
Sent: Friday, Janua~ 3~, 20~4 ~:05 PN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject; RE: USADA, Penn S~te, UNC Conference in Nay 

Hi Anson, 

[o see you are h~ demand~ 

J don’t tMnk they haue a schedule put together as yet, but J wi[J check. 

[ think ~t w~Jl probably be [al:e a[ternoonieady ewming on Saturday, I~day 3 

(2g/4:00-.6/7:00 PM range was the last: idea tossed around 

[ will le~ you know as soon as sometNng is definite 

Thanks again 

Joe 

Fmm: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent: Friday, Janua~ 31, 2014 10:26 AN 

To: Weight, Erianne A. 
Co: Sagula, Joseph A 
Subject: RE: USADA, Penn S~te, UNC Con%fence in Nay 

I do not know yet what I arn do~ng fo~ volfeyba~, but I wHI copy Joe Sagula on th~s ~n case he m~ght know my schedule. 

F~m: Weight, Erianne A. 
Sent: Thursday, 3anua~ 30, 2014 9:55 AN 

To: Dorrance, AIbe~ A N 
Subject: RE: USADA, Penn S~te, UNC Conference in Nay 

Oh, that’s good to ~ow. There is a lot going on that weekend’. You’re welcome to pick a panel that you tNnk might work for your schedule...and that you’re 

passionate about and would like to be pad of the dialogue. If you ueed to wait umil you know your schedule for file other summik we’re happy to wait if flint means we 

might get you[ 

I hope you’re staying warm! Thank you ,so much for the consideration! 



Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Prot~ssor, Sport Administration 

The Universi~ of North CaJcolina - Chapel ttill 

(919) 448-4870 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 20:1.4 3:01 PM 
To: Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject: RE: USADA, Penn State, UNC Conference in May 

It is ~;cl:ually ~; volleyball summit ... So could [ just pick and choose bas,-_~d on when I am free? f am sur*-’_~ voll*-’_~¥ball will ,-:~ventuall¥ have my schedule 

From: Weight, Erianne A. 

Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 9:02 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: USADA, Penn State, UNC Conference in May 
I passed along your response to Jan. She was disappointed - her response is below :). The panels are mostly all on Saturday in the Genome Science Building (250 Bell Tower 
Rd). Specific times are below if that is helpful. 

Significance/Value of Sport (Friday, May 2:4:00 - 5:30) - Blue Zone 

Ethics & Sportsmanship (Saturday - 8:30 - 9:45am) 

Elite Performance/Early Specialization (10:00 - :1:l::lSam) 

The influence of Parents (Either 12:30 - 1:45 or 2:00 - 3:15) 

Where do we go from here? (3:30 - 4:45) 

We’d love to have you but completely understand how busy you are! I do think it’s going to be a great (and very unique) conference in terms of audience, 

panelists, and topics. We’re hoping that many high school coaches, athletes, and parents attend in addition to academics and administrators, l’m looking forward to 

it! 

Have a great week! 

-E 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 8:35 AM 
To: Weight, Erianne A. 

Subject: RE: NYT - Committing to Play for a College, Then Starting 9th Grade 

I bet it is Deb Stroman’s summit. I should have reached out long ago to Anson as he was on our list in June. 

Jan Boxill 
Chair of the Faculty 
Director, Parr Centcr for Ethics 
Master Lecturer, Depaltment of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone: 919-962-3317 
Mobile Phone: 

" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 
-- Michel De Montaigne 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weight, Erimane A. <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 4:24 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: USADA, Penn State, UNC Conference in May 

Absolutely! No problem_.sorrg to insinuate otherwise~ Even having two bookings on the same day is not ideal. As you learn more, just let me know. I know how 

busy you areN 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 4:21 PM 

T~: Weight, Erianne A. 

SuNect: RE: USADA, Penn State, UNC Conference in May 

Er~anne, 

~ st~l need to ~ve priorky to volleyball shlce I a~reed to theirs first ~ hope you understand~ 

E~= Weight, Erianne A. 
SeBt= Friday, ]anua~ 3~, 2054 4:$8 PH 
To; Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
$~bje~t= RE: USADA, Penn S~te, UNC Conference in Nay 

Ok! Sounds ~ood~ We’~ puL you tentatively down for one o~: Lbose two, and as we set other panelists confirmed and you learn more abouL the vo~eybat~ 

we’lt co~firm Jr. E~ther wa% ff you coutd block off SsLurday, May 2 beLween &0--.Z:45, that would be wonderful We’ll se~d more Jn~:orrnation as Lbe date 

approaches. 

Thank you so much. Jan, our students, USADA and J are a~J thrilled to hs~e you as pa~t of this. J hope you wN enjoy k as we~l~ 

Have a wonderfu~ weekend[ 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sent: Friday, January 3~, 20~4 4:~3 PM 

T~: Weight, Erianne A. 

Subject: RE: USADA, Penn State, UNC Conference in May 

~ like talMng about elite performance or the parents 

F~m: Weight, Erianne A. 
Senti Friday, Janua~ 31, 20~4 4:0~ PN 
T~: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject[ RE: USADA, Penn S~te, UNC Conference in Nay 

Well that’s encouragingl Given that, would you like to tentatively commit to one of the sessions? What are you most drawn to? 

If you’d like more info, there are more detailed descriptions on the website. 

http:i!www.unc.truesportsumm~torg!#!conference-themes/c~ooh 

Significance/Value of Sport (Friday, May 2:4:00 - 5:30) - Blue Zone 

Ethics & Sportsmanship (Saturday - 8:30 - 9:45am) - Genome Science 

Elite Performance/Early Specialization (~0:00 - ~:~5am) 

The influence of Parents (Either ~2:30 - ~:45 or 2:00 - 3:~5) 

Where do we go from here? (3:30 - 4:45) 

Thank you so much~ 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sent: Friday, January 32, 20~4 3:55 PM 

To: Weight, Erianne A. 

Subject: FW: USADA, Penn State, UNC Conference in May 

F~= Sag@a, ]oseph A 
Sent= Friday, 3anua~ 3~, 202~ ~:05 PH 

Te: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= RE: USADA, Penn S~te, UNC Conference in Hay 

Io see you are in demand~ 

~ don’t Lbink they have a schedule put together’ as yet, but ~ wit~ check. 

~ th~nk ~t wN probaMy be ~ate a~ernoon!eady evening on Saturday, May B 

(B/4:00-6/7:00 PM range was the last idea tossed around 

~ w~l~ le~: you know as soon as something ~s defimte 

Thanks again 

Joe 

C~iW): 92~9 £}.2- 
Of~k~a:: ~Nt. webs~ie: www.goheels,com 

From: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent: ~riday, Janua~ 31, 2014 10:26 AN 
To: Weight, Erianne A. 
Cc: Sag@a, Joseph A 
Subject: RE: USADA, Penn S~te, UNC Con%fence in Nay 



I do not know yet what I am doing for volleybalf, but I will copy Joe Sagula on this in case he might know rny schedule, 

I=ropa; Weight, Erianne A. 
Sent; Thursday, January 30, 2014 9:55 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= RE: USADA, Penn S~te, UNC Conference in May 

Oh, that’s good to know. There is a lot going on that weekend~ You’re welcome to pick a panel that you tNnk might work for your schedule...and that you’re 

passionate about and would like to be part of the dialogue. If you need to wa~t tmtil you know your schedule tbr the o&er summit, we’re hapw to wait if that mea~s we 

might get you’. 

I hope you’re staying warm! ThaJ~k you so much for the consideration! 

Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Sport Administration 

The Universib’ of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

(919) 448-4870 

From; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent-" Tuesday, January 28, 2014 3:01 PM 
To; Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject: RE: USADA, Penn State, UNC Conference in May 

It is actuatly a vofleyball summit ._. So could I just pick and choose based on when I arn free? I arn sure volleyball wilt eventually have my schedufe~ 

Froth; Weight, Erianne A. 

Sent; Tuesday, January 28, 2014 9:02 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; RE: USADA, Penn State, UNC Conference in May 
[ passed along your response to Jan. She was disappointed - her response is below :). The panels are mostly all on Saturday in the Genome Science Building (250 Bell Tower 
Rd). Specific times are below if that is helpful. 

Significance/Value of Sport (Friday, May 2:4:00 - 5:30) - Blue Zone 

Ethics & Sportsmanship (Saturday - 8:30 - 9:45am) 

Elite Performance!Early Specialization (:lO:O0 - :Ll::15am) 

The influence of Parents (Either :12:30 - :1:45 or 2:00 - 3::15) 

Where do we go from here? (3:30 - 4:45) 

We’d love to have you but completely understand how busy you are] I do think it’s going to be a great (and very unique) conference in terms of audience, 

panelists, and topics. We’re hoping that many high school coaches, athletes, and parents attend in addition to academics and administrators. I’m looking forward to 

it! 

Have a great week! 

-E 

From; Boxill, Jan 
Sent; Tuesday, January 28, 2014 8:35 AM 
To; Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject; RE: NYT - Committing to Play for a College, Then Starting 9th Grade 

I bet it is Deb Stroman’s summit. I should have reached out long ago to Anson as he was on our list in June. 

Jan Boxill 
Chair of the Facult5’ 
Director, Parr Center [’or Ethics 
Master Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina at Chapel ]qi[1 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone: 919-962-3317 
Mobile Phone: 

" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 
-- Michel De Montaigne 



From: @live.unc.edu-~ 

Sent: Friday, 4:30 PM 

To: Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re:. 

’][’his past thll I took 15 hrs and I took2 o~fline classes last summer. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:15 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~ema]l.unc.edu> wrote: 

What did you do in the fall? Did you Lake Lhe :[5? Did you take 9 ~r~ ~he summer? 

F~m~ Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Friday, ~:09 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Cc: Sander, ~omas ~; Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A.; Younb Tony 
Subject: ~: 

S~e the beb:~w ema~ e’.<chang~. Whet~ we wer~ gok~g through the ~th ~ear aid apphc~[:~ot~ for       ~t wa~ deterrn~r~ed ~he needed 3~ more credits to 
grsd~ate. She Look 9 credits last summer and should have Lakerl 15 this fa~, ~eaving her w~Lh 9 credits left th~s spr~ng to finish 

Tony, did she not follow the below? 

Th~nks, 

Tom 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@workproducts.com~ 

Friday, 5:54 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

,@live. unc.edu>       ~gmail.com;                                          ~live.unc.edu>; 

McFaJdane, Oarcy Craig <dlnct~:rla@live.unc.edt~-; graybim~c@rocketmail.com; katiebowen.yff@gmail.cora; kkcball@graail.com; Nigro, 

@unc.edu> @ahoo.com; ~ymail.com; ~ ~yahoo.com: 
~live.unc.edu>; ~rasn.com; ,~!unc.edu> ~aol.com; Jason S~sneros 
~gmo~l.com); Stander, Tholnas J <pacraan@unc.edu> 

Re: March 22 - Dnnn/Averbuch/Harris/Gayle v. Current Heels 

Thanks Anson- This will be really nice tbr our FCV girls! 

Steve Lilley 

Skype- Steven.e.Lilley 

(703) 203-2868 

On at 3:54 PM, "Dorrance, Albeit A IV" <anson~eraaAl.unc.edu> wrote: 

At:ter the game would be best .._ our ~irls are very ~pp~oach~ble just come up to them. I have copied our ~eadership Council on this, these a~e 

wonderfu~ g~rls who w~l] try to accommodate your kids when they come forward. 

Also just call out to me and I will certain~y come to you and your k~ds. And don’t worry we always feel at home up there. 

From: Steve Lilley [. ~wo~’kproducts~com] 
Sent= Friday, 22:56 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Dunn/Averbuch!Harris!Gayle v. Current Heels 

Hi Anson: 

I’m bringing some of the u9 & u13 FCV (ECNL Club) teammates of to the game in our backyard @ the Maryland SoccerPlex. 

Don’t know if you, Bill P., Chris D., and the girls will have a moment to meet our young players, or if there is anything we could do, in advance, 

to welcome/’make the team feel at home while you are in the D.C. area? 

If so, thanks for putting me in touch with a team manager, etc. If not, no big deal. 

Hope all is well in Blue Heaven. 

Thanks in advance, 

Steve 

Steve Lilley 

~workoroducts,com ..................... 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Saturday, 10:09 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: 

No only 6 hrs. I looked at my co~mectc~xolina course histou to be sure. The only hours I have taken in the summer are 3 hrs in 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:21 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~:~n(c-~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

So not in 9 in the summer? 

m~d 6 hrs in 

!.~@live.unc.edu> wrote: 

This past t:all I took 15 hrs m~d I took 2 online classes last smnmer. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:15 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~u(c-~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

What did you do in the? fall? Did you take the 1S? Did you t~;ke 9 in the summer? 

F~ml ~mmermans, Tom 
Sent: Friday, 4:09 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~V 
CC= Sander, Thomas 3: Gallo. 3r.. Larw A.; Yount, Tony 
Subject: N: 

A~son, 

See the beh:~w ernaH exchange. When we were going through [:he 5th year aid a~)pHcation for A]y~;sa it was determined she n ~eded 33 

more credits to graduate She took 9 credits last summer a]?d sh.:?ukJ hi, re ti~ke]? ~.~) this fi;I], k~av~ng her" w~th 9 credRs ~e[t this sprh~g to 

Tony, d~d she not follow the below? 

Th a n 

"[’om 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott Dyreng <scott.dyreng@duke.edu> 

Sunday, February 2, 2014 8:25 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

a few details 

Hi Anson, 

Thanks again for your willingness to come and speak to my students on February 12, 2014 at 3:00 PM. Here are a few details. 

You will want to make your way to the faculty lot at the Fuqua School of Business. If you put "Fuqua Faculty Lot, Durham, NC" into Google maps it will get you there. Here is 

a link to the map. 

The lot is a gated lot. When you get to the entrance gate (which is the gate on the left), there is a phone which you can reach through your car window. Just dial the 

number listed there and they will open the gate. Park anywhere in that lot. I will have the building people notify me when they let you in the gate, and I will meet you at 

the door. My cell, in case we are having trouble connecting is             and my office is A420. Call if you have any logistical issues. 

I’m assuming you will want to arrive 20 or 30 minutes early so we can get you all set up. We have pretty much any technology you might want available in the room, so just 

let me know if you need anything (powerpoint, video, etc.). No need to use anything, but everything is available if you need it. 

In terms of content, in my class we are studying how to use data to evaluate performance and motivate people. Thus, anything related to using data to help motivate, 

teach, improve performance, etc. would be right on target. But I also think the students would generally be interested in the other aspects of leadership that you have 

developed, even including the values you ask your players to ascribe to. I realize you could teach an entire semester course on these issues, so just do what is easy for you. 

Feel free to take as much or as little time as you would like. I am [~uessing about an hour would be appropriate, but if you [~o more or less than that, nobody will complain. 

Totally up to you. 

I anticipate about 100 students in attendance. The classroom is a stadium style, and is fairly lar[~e, but will be mostly {if not completely) filled. 

Any questions? Just let me know. 

Thanks! 

Scott 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu> 

Sunday,               4:49 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <a~son@emaJl.unc.edu>; Gatz, Grego~ ~ggg@unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen <bin~hamm@email.~mc.edtr~; 
@live.unc.edu~                    @live.unc.edu> 

@live. unc.edu> 

Februo~cy C~xolina CI~EED Meeting 

Just a gentle reminder about Carolina CREED workshop on Monday, 
Meeting begins at 7pm -- see schedule below: 

7pm - 7:15pm Cricket 
7:15pm - 7:30pl~’7:40pm Anson Dorrance 
7:30pn’v’7:40pm - 7:50pm Greg and Malyellen 
7:50pm SWAG/Cricket 

Thanks 
Cricket 

Sent from my iPad 

/ on the 3rd floor of Loudelrnilk. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Randy Waldrum <Randy.Waldrum.l@nd.edu> 

Sunday, February 2, 20:14 5::19 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Notre Dame 

Thanks Anson, 

[get a chance I’II [give you a shout to pick your brain a bit about the pro [game and trainin[g, etc. 

Randy 

Randy Waldrum - rwaldrum@nd.edu 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

University of Notre Dame 

574-63:[-3376 - office 

~- mobile 

Thanks for everythin[g, and I’m sure when I 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@emaikunc.edu> 

Date: Friday, January 31, 2014 4:11 PM 

To: Randy Waldrum <Randy.Waldrum.l@nd.edu> 

Subject: RE: Notre Dame 

From: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@qooqleqroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@q!ooqleqlroups.com] On Behalf Of Randy Waldrum 

Sent; Friday, January 3:1, 20:[4- :[:1:39 AM 
To-" division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com 
Subject; {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Notre Dame 
Hey coaches, 

I just wanted to pass alon[g my sincere thanks to so many of you for a [great 28 years of colle[ge coachin[g. I’ve made so many friends and have been touched by so many [good people 

over these years~ Thanks to so many of you for those relationships, and thanks to each and every one of you for makin[g this "colle[ge [game" so [great. I know there are a lot of NCAA 

issues, and recruitin[g issues, etc that need to be solved, but I do know that you all will work hard to do so. The colle[ge [game is such an important part of the fabric of soccer in this 

country and don’t ever underestimate that fact. So thanks to each of you for makin[g it [great, and [good luck to you all this sprin[g and of course next fall. Who knows, dependin[g on 

the success of the lea[gue, I may be back to hit that 30 year mark! Ha.. 
My new contact info for anyone that wants!needs it : 

Cell: 

Email: rwaldrum ~houstondyna mo.com 
Randy 

Randy Waldrum - rwaldrum@nd.edu 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

University of Notre Dame 

574-631-3376 - office 

- mobile 

Find out ~nore about NSCAA College Services at ~,_~,_~,_:!!&c;~:_££_r_~!(__c_R!!__e_~_e_.. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google (2houps "Division I ~Vomens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send m~ email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches~ u~subscribe~googlegroups.com. 

To post to this group, send email to divis~ion-i-womens-soccer-coaches.~/~googlegroups.com. 

Visit this group at hN~:iigroups.google.com/~roup/division-i-won~ens- soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit https:i/groups.google.com/group~opt out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Last A. <athgallo@unc.edtc> 

Sunday, 5:28 PM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmennans@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <m~m@emaiLunc.edu> 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <km~,oun~unc.edu> 

RE: 

So what is the situation now, Tom? ~ She needs more than 9 credits this spring semester’? 

Thaztk you, 

Larry 

Lxecufive A~socia~e l)i~vc~or oKAtl-de6cs 

Univeraity ofNorfl~ Camima at Cha~xd Hill 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Friday ~:09 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A ~V 
Cc: Sander, Thomas _1; Gallo, _1r., Larry A.; Yount, Tony 
Subject: FW: 

See the below emai[ exchange. When we were going through the 5th yea~ Nd application for      it was determined she needed 33 mo~’e credits to g~adua[e. 

She took 9 credits last summer and should have taken 15 this fail, ~eavk~g her with 9 credi[s [ef[ [h~s spring to finish up. 

Tony, did she not follow the below? 

Than 

Tom 

From: Timmermans, Tom 

Sent: Friday, 4:04 PM 

Te: Timmermans, Tom 

Subje~: FW: 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Thursday, 10:47 AM 
To: Sander, Thomas J; Ille, Vince (!!!_e_.__@_e____m___a_jLu___n__c_~__e__d___u_); Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Gwaltney, Clinton R (_c_g__w___a_J_t__n___e__@_e_ED_[Lu__LLc_#_.__d___u); Dorrance, Albert A IV (_a___n__s___o_L~_@__e__r_LD_[Lu__n___c_=__e__d___u_) 
Cc: Yount, Tony 
Subject: RE: 

All, 

Please see the below e-mail exchange to catch up on situation, was not enrolled this spring semester, so she could focus on professional 

soccer o~lportunities and at the s~me l:~me help Anson out bV havk~g ~ddi~:ional scholarship) money avaHaMe. Afl:er this summe~        ,v~ll have 24 credits 

renla~rfing to graduate. My suggestion ~s that we w~f cover       at ~00% for the        semester, and she will complete a m~nimum of 15 credits during th~s 

semester’. Th~s leaves with 9 cred~[s to com#e[e for . for which we wi~f cover her at 100% up [o 9 credits, will need [o r’equest under’ 

~oad approva~ for the semester from the dean. 

Let me know if you have any questions or col3cerl33 al3d if you approve the funding for 

Tom 

From: Sander, Thomas J 

Sent: Thursday, 9:42 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

C¢: Yount, Tony 

Subje~: RE: 

~s taking 9 hours tNs summer! 

-Tom 

F~: Tom Timmermans 
Se~t: ~ursday, 9:29 AN 
To: Yount, Tony 
C~: Sander, Thomas 
Subject: RE: 
Tom and Tony, 

Same for is she planning on taMRg any summer school classes? 

Thanks~ 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Monday, ~ 4:28 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subje~: Re: 

is 33 hours sho]t 

LFIT- 1 hr 

BIOI ~ lab - 4 hrs 

EXSS courses in her major - 5 (4 must be C or better) 15 hours 

BN credit - 3 hrs 

Electives - 10 hrs. 



Two semesters and one snmmer is the likely requirement for her to finish. I have met with 

ruth ~bout her plans. She will aJso need to go through the readmission to the University hoops that 

Ton,v 

On at 3:12 PM, Tom Timmennans <timraermans@unc.edu> 
wrote: 

about their remaining needs. I have had no discnssion 

aust go throngh. 

Tony, 
~,’omen’s Soccer is recommending additional f~mding for Co~ld you please provide me with details on how many credits she needs to 

~raduate, an academic plan to get her to ~raduation as soon as poss~Me, and any learnin~ disabiJities she might have~ 

[om 

Frem: Sander, Thomas J 

Sent: Wednesday 2:59 PM 

Te: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: 

Tom, 

has been a model citizen on our team who as a senior helped lead us to our She was a major contributor on 

the field until she was hampered with injuries in her Junior year and we would like to reward her for her support of the team both on and off the 

field. 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Wome£~s Soccer 

U~ve~i~ of Noah Cazolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mackenzie Thomas @gmail.com> 

Monday, Februao~ 3, 2014 12:36 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Man’s Search for Meaning - Ve~ Quick Favor 

Hi Anson, 

Hope this email finds you well. As a fellow Tar Heel and Argonaut I was wondering if you wouldfft mind doing a ve~ quick favor. In short, a yew close friend of mine 

had you sign her copy- of Man’s Search for Meaning when she met you a few yeaJcs back. She, much like you, loved the book and it has served as a guiding light for her 

and a number of our friends. She lent the book to a friend who really needed to read it. but who unfortunately lost it. Given that her birthday is coming up, I’d love to 

see if you would be willing to sign another copy for her. Let me know if that would at all be possible as I know she would greatly, greatly appreciate. 

Go tteels! 

Best, 
Mackenzie 

mackenzielhomas.com 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Touloupas, Maw Alyson <matouloupas@unc.edn> 

Monday, FebruaD, 3, 2014 7:56 AM 

UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu-~; [YNCAA-Head Coaches 

<uncaa_headcoaches@gro ups.unc.edu-"~ 

UNCAA-Corupliance ~-~uncaa compliamce@groups.unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

<~athgaJlo@unc.edu>; Mille~; Beth ~-~betlnniller@unc.edu:>; Steinbacher~ Rick <rick@unc.edu:-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edt~" 

Recruit Ticket Deadline - Men’s BasketbaJ1 vs. Ma .ryland 

Ticket Request Form - Non-Football Games.Ms 

Coaches- 
As a reminder, the deadline for the game against Maryland is today Monday, February 3rd. Forms can be sent to me via email (m._~__t_o._q_[ .o_ _u_ p. _ .a_ _s_ @. _u_ . .n. £._ .e__d_.u_.). 

Don’t forget to use the non-football request form. i’ve attached a copy of the form for your use. The form can also be found by going to the 1: Drive, clicking on 

Compliance folder, and then clicking on either the Official Visits or Unofficial Visits folder. The document is titled "Ticket Request Form - Non-Football Games." 

As always, your recruiting budget will be charged per ticket requested, not per ticket used. Ticket prices are tiered based on the game and location. The range for 

Tuesday’s game is $55 to $45. 

For NCAA Compliance reasons, please be sure to include the recruit’s name as well as the name of every guest who is requesting a ticket. 

On game day, recruits and their guests can sign for tickets at the Ticket Office at Entry D of the Smith Center beginning an hour and a half prior to tipoff. This 

entrance will remain open until halftime of the game. 

Let me know if you have questions, thanks! 

Mary Alyson Touloupas 
Associate Director of Ticket Operations 

University of North Carolina 

PO Box 3000 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.2296 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <limmennan,N@Amc.edu> 

Monday, 9:01 AM 

Gallo, Jr., LarO’ A. <athgallo@unc.edu:~; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~oun~unc.edu> 

RE: 

All, 

Below is the email Tony sent explaining the situation: 

All, 

She took 14 credits in the fail. She is enrolled in 13 for the spring. One of her l~all credits was the necessmy LFIT 1 hour credit course, which she needed for 

graduation. Another fall credit was the 1 hour course in EDUC that she used ~ get to the 10 hours of electives that she needed. She is enrolled in a 1 hour course tNs 

spring, her BIOL lab. From an e:~mination of her advisor notes (Steele Buildina, Umversi~ advi~), she met with Michael Jal~n in           and ch~ged her 

major concentration from th             to the                              That major does require one more EXSS course (10), th~ the ~gul~ EXSS 

major (9) does. I believe that explains the need for the e~ra 3 hours. 

Tony 

From: Gallo, Jr., tarry A. 

Sent: Sunday,                 5:28 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom; Dorrance, Albert A lV 

Cc: Sander, Thomas J; Yount, Tony 

Subject: RE: 

So ~,hat is the sltuat~on now, Tmn? ~- She needs more than 9 credits ~is spring se~nester? 

~a~< you, 

La~ 

Exec~ti~ e Associate I)J~eci,)r of Athletics 

LJ~fis ezsity’ of North Carolina at Cha~[ } ~Jl] 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Friday, 4:09 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Sander, Thomas .1; Gallo, .lr., Larry A.; Yount, Tony 
Subject: FW: 

Anson, 

See the below email exchange. When we were going through the Sth year aid application for t was determined she needed 3?, more credits to graduate~ 

She too~ 9 credil:~ last summer and shouh~ have taken ~.5 th~s fMI, ~eaving her wRh 9 credit:s h~lt: t:t~ spring to fieish up. 

Tony, dR~ she no~: fo~b:?w the beh:~w? 

Th a n 

Tom 

From: Timmermans, Tom 

Sent: Friday, 4:04 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subje~: FW: 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Thursday, :[0:47 AN 
To: Sander, Thomas J; :[lie, Vince (ille@email.unc.edu); Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Gwaltney, Clinton R (cqwaltne@email.unc,edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV (anson@email,unc,edu) 
Cc: Yount, Tony 
Subject: RE: 

All, 

Please see the below e--maif exchange to catch up on ~ situation, was not enrolled this spring semester, so she could focus on prot:essionat 

soccer opportunities and at the same t#ne he~p Anson out by having add~tiona~ scholarship money ava~laMe. After this sumrner       wil~ have 24 credits 

remaining to graduate~ My suggestion ~s that we w~]~ cover       at :[00% for the        semester, and she wi~ complete a mhlimum of :1.5 credits during th~s 

semester. Th~s ~eave~ with 9 credits to complete for for wNch we will cover her at 100% up to 9 credits. @~ need to request under 

load approw;~ for the semester from the deae. 

Let me know ff you have any questh:ms or concerns and if you approve the funding 

Tom 

From: Sander, Thomas J 

Sent: Thursday, ~:42 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Cc: gount, Tony 

Subje~: RE: 

~s Laking 9 hours th~; summer~ 

.-Tom 

F~m~ Tom Timmermans [mailto:timmermans@unc.edu] 
Sent= ~ursday 9:29 AN 
Te~ Yount, Tony 

¢¢~ Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: 

Tom snd Tom/, 



Same for is she plannin{~ on taking any summer school (:lasses? 
Thanks] 

~rom~ Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 4:28 PM 
To= Timmermans, Tom 
Subje~: Re: 

Tom, 
is 33 hours sho~ of graduation s~er D~ng the spring semester ofl~ 

Her ~nsi~ng needs a~: 

LFIT ~ 1 hr 

BIOL    ~ lab - 4 hrs 
EXSS courses in her major - 5 (4 must be C or be~cr) 15 hours 

BN credit - 3 hrs 
Elecgves - 10 hrs. 

Two semesters and one summer is the likely requi~ment for her to fi~sh. I haw met with 

wifl~ about her plans. She will uiso need to go though the ~lmission to the Univemity hoops ~a~ 

ToW 
O~ at ~:l 2 PM, Tom Timmen~ans <timmem~ns~unc.~du> 

~TO ~ ~ 

about their remaining needs. I have had no discussion 

must go throngh. 

Tony, 

Women’s Soccer is recommendinA additional funding for Could you please provide me with details on how many credits she needs to 

gradu~t:e, an academic plan to get her to ~[n~duatk~n as soon as poss[Me, and any learnin{[ d~saMiities she might have 

Tom 

~rem= Sander, Thomas J 

Sent= Wednesday, 2:59 PM 

To= Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: 

Tom~ 

has been a model citizen on our team who as a senior helped lead us to our She was a major contributor on 

the field until she was hampered with injuries in her Junior year and we would like to reward her for her support of the team both on and off the 

field. 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

Umve~i~ of Noah Caxolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



Fti)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:22 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Two questions 

Hello Anson, 

~ hope You are doing well! It has been so interesting adjusting to this new stage in mY life with all this free time! ~ had two things wanted to ask you 

today if that is alright. 

1) MV new passion is developing my portfolio so I can have a chance at getting an internship/a job at one of the top TV commercial advertising agencies 

in the country, in order to do this ~ have been doing a lot of video of some of the team during their individual training. ~ was wondering if it was aVight if ~ 

stopped by practice to get some film every now and again, of course not being intrusive or disruptive. There is just some great footage to be found there 
and it would only be for my private portfolio. Perfectly fine if not! 

2) I have been talking to            daily. She has been updating me on process of hopefully making it to the varsity squad. I wanted to thank you 

immensely for giving her this opportunity, as she has was a extremely helpful and hardworking partner when I was going through the same process two 

falls ago.     is one of the best people I have met here at Carolina, she was invaluable in helping me achieve my goals here. I hope she can rise up to the 

opportunity, and I wanted to thank you again for your immense kindness in giving people like her and I a shot when you never had too. 

Thanks again, 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Paul Tamberino @aol.com> 

Monday, Februao~ 3, 2014 11:38 AM 

Alisou Foley <alison.foley@bc.edu-~; Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu>; ’Charles Adair’ <adai@vt.edu>; Eddie Radwanski 

<eradwan@clemson.edu>; Greg Miller <gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu>; Karen-Ferguson Dayes <karen@gocards co n>; Mark Krikoria 

<mkrikofim~@admin.t~u.edu>; Mary Monroe <m.monroe@mimni.edu>; Phil Wheddon <pswheddo@syr.edu>; Robbie Church 

<mbbie.clmrch@duke.edu>; Steve Swanson <sswm~son@virgiuia.edu>; Tiln Santoro ~-~tim santom@ucsu.edu>; Tony da Luz 

~edaz@wfu.edu> 

’Pierce, Kris’ <kpierce@theacc.org> 

Schedules 

Ladies and gentlemen, 

If you have not done so, please forward your schedules to me so I may begin to add them into arbiter. For those that wish me to assign their non- 

conference games please indicate that on the schedule as well. 

Enjoy 6 more weeks of winter and hopefully warmer weather is coming soon. 

Paul 

Paul Tamberino 

’,cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Alison Foley <alison.foley@bc.edu~ 

Monday, Februao~ 3, 2014 11:39 AIVl 

Paul Tmnberino ~aol.com> 

Alison Foley <a]isonAbley@be.edu>; Dorra~ce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edw~; Charles Adair -~dair@vt.edu-~; Eddie Radwanski 
<eradwan@cle~nsou.edt~>; G~eg Miller <gmiller@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Karen-Ferguson Dayes <karen@gocards.com>; Mark Krikorian 

<mkrikofian@admin.fsu.edtc,; MaU Monroe <m.monroe@miami.edu>; Phil Wheddon <pswheddo@syr.edtc,; Robbie Church 

<robbie.church@duke.edu>; Steve Swanson < sswa~son@virginia.edtc,; Tim Santoro <ti~n smatoro@ncsu.edu>; Tony da Luz 

<~tdluz@wfu.edu>; Pierce, Kris <kpierce@theacc.org> 

Re: Schedules 

Did I miss something? Did we get out 2014 schedule? 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 11:37 AM, "Paul Tamberiuo" <[?_N__n_!_~?__elij~.~_~_@_:_c_~_~__r~> wrote: 

Ladies and gentlemen, 

If you have not done so, please forward your schedules to me so I may begin to add them into arbiter. For those that wish me to assign their 

non-conference games please indicate that on the schedule as well. 

Enjoy 6 more weeks of winter and hopefully warmer weather is coming soon, 

Paul 

Paul Tamberino 

(cell) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Tamberino ~aol.com> 

Monday, Februao~ 3, 2014 11:41 AIVl 

’Ali~n Foley’ <ali~n.foley@bc.edu-> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu->; ’Charles Adair’ <adair@vt.edn>; ’Eddie Radwanski’ <emdwan@clemson.edu>; ’Greg 

Miller’ <gmille@athletics.pitt.edt~-; ’Kaxen-Ferguson Dayes’ <karen@gocards.coln>; ’Mark Krikorian’ <mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu>; 

’Ma~ Monroe’ <m.monroe@miami.edu>; ’Phil Wheddon’ <pswheddo@syr.edu>; ’Rabble Chmeh’ <robbie.church@duke.edu>; ’Steve 

Swanso~f <sswanson@irginia.edu>; ’Tim Santom’ <din santoro@ncsu.edu>; ’Tony da Luz’ <dalaz@wfu.edu:>; ’Pierce, Kris’ 

<kpierce@theacc.org> 

RE: Schedules 

If not, send them along ~s soon as you can. 

Paul 
P ~ u I "]’~ ~-r~ b e~’i n o 

:cell) 

Frera: Alison Foley [mailto:alison.Bley@bc.edu] 

Sent~ Monday, ~brua~ 03, 2014 1~:39 AN 
T~ Paul Tamberino 
~ Alison Foley; Anson Dorance; Charles Adair; Eddie Radwanski~ Gre~ Milieu Karen-Ferguson Dayes; Mark Krikorian~ Mary Monroe; Phil Wheddon; RobNe Church; Steve 
Swanson; Tim Santoro; Tony da Luz; Pierce, Kris 
Subjeet~ Re: Schedules 

Did I miss something? Did we get out 20~4 schedule? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 11:37 AM, "Paul Tamberino’ ~.a__.o._[:._c_.o._ .m._ > wrote: 

Ladies and gentlemen, 

If you have not done so, please forward your schedules to me so I may begin to add them into arbiter. For those that wish me to assign their 

non-conference games please indicate that on the schedule as well. 

Enjoy 6 more weeks of winter and hopefully warmer weather is coming soon. 

Paul 

Paul Tamberino 

(cell) 

No virus found in this message. 
Checked by AVG - www.av~.com 

Version: 2014.0.4259 / Virus Database: 3684/7054 - Release Date: 02/02/’14 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Edwaxd Radwanski <eradwan@clemson.edu:, 

Monday, Februao~ 3, 2014 11:43 AIVl 

Paul Tmnbefino <ptamberino@aol.com> 

Alison Kulik <alisou.foley@bc.edu>; Dorrauce, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.e&~; ’Chaxles Adair’ <adai@vt.edu>; Greg Miller 
<gmille@athletics.pitt.edu>; Kmen-Ferguson Dayes <karen@gocards.com>; Mmk Krikofim~ <mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu>; 

Monroe <m.monroe@~niami.edu>; Phil Wheddon <pswheddo@ss~.edu>; Robbie Church <robbie.church@duke.edu>; Steve Swansou 

< sswa~son@virginia.edtc,; Tim S~toro <ti~n santoro@ncsu.edu:>; Tony da Luz <daluz@wfu.edu:>; ’Pierce, Kris’ --~kpierce@theacc.org> 

Re: Schedules 

Paul Tamberiuo <ptamberino@aol.com> wrote: 

Ladies and gentlemen, 

If you have not done so, please forward your schedules to me so I may begin to add them into arbiter. For those that wish me to assign their non- 

conference games please indicate that on the schedule as well. 

Enjoy 6 more weeks of winter and hopefully warmer weather is coming soon. 

Paul 

Paul Tamberino 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Monday, Februao~ 3, 2014 11:48 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; @aol.com; Jason Sisnero~ 

Funny 3:50 30 tbr 30 Mockumentaxy on Richard Sherma~ 

~gmaAl.com); ~aol.com 

http:!!www.youtube.com!watch?v=WwMON EPz4yA&feature=youtu.be 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom qimmennan@unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:59 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Looking in to it. Will get back to you. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sent: Monday, 11:51 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: RE: 

TortL 

This is a good kid, can we help her? 

Frera: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Monday,               9:01 AM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Sander, Thomas J; Yount, Tony 

Subject: RE 

All, 

Below i~.~ th,-_~ ,-_m~ail rotw sent explaining the situi~tion: 

She took 14 credits in the fail. She is e~olled in 13 tbr ~e spring. One of her t~ll credits was ~e necessa~ LFIT 1 hour cre&t course, which she needed 

gradation. Another [~ll credit was the ] hour course in EDUC that she used ~) get to the l 0 hours of electives that she needed. She is enrolled in a 1 hour course this 

spring, her BIOL lab. From an e~minatJon of her ~tvisor notes (Steele Building, University advi~), she met with Michael Jahn in August     and changed her 

major concentration [?om the mgulaz That major does require one more EXSS course (10), tha~] the mgulaz EXSS 

major (9) does. I believe that explains the need for the e~ra 3 hours. 

Tony 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Sent: Sunday,                5:28 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

C~: Sander, Thomas J; Yount, Tony 

Subject: RE: 

So what is the situation now, Tom? ~ She needs more than 9 credits ~is spring semester? 
~ you, 
La~y 

~Larry Ga~e, 

E-x¢cudve Assocm~e Director of Athletics 

Univc~ib’ of No~ll~ Car~ina at Chat~l 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Friday, 4:09 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Sander, Thomas 3; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Yount, Tony 
Subject: FW: 

Anson, 

Se~-’_~ the bel.:_~w ~-_~mail exchange. When we were going through the ~th year aR~ application [or it was deLermined she needed 2~3 more credRs to gr~duate. 

She took 9 credits last sun~mer and should have taken ~5 [his fall, ieavh~g her w~th 9 credits ~eft tMs spring [o hnish 

Tony, d~d she not follow the below? 

Thanks, 

Tom 

From: Timmermans, Tom 

Sent: Friday, 4:04 PM 

To: Timmermans. Tom 

5ubje~: FW: 

From: Timmerman$, Tom 
Sent: Thursday, ~0:47 AM 
To: Sander, Thomas 3; 1lie, Vince (ille@email.unc.edu); Gallo, 3r., Larry A.; Gwaltney, Clinton R (cgwaltne@emaiLunc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV (anson .@email.unc.edu) 
Cc: Yount, Tony 
Subject: RE: 

All, 

Please see the below e-mail e×change to catch up on s situation, was not enrolled this spring semester, so she could focus on professional 

soccer opportunities and at the same time help Anson out by having ~dd~tiona~ scholarship money avaHaMe. After this summer       z~l~ have 24 credits 

remaining ~:o gn~duate. My suggestkm ~s that we wH~ cower       at 100% ~or the fa~ 2013 semester, i~nd she wi~i compiete a minimum o~ 15 cred~:s during ~:h~s 

semester. Th~s ~eave~ with 9 credits to complete for , for which we wi~ cover her at 100% up to 9 credits, w~ need to request under 

~osd approva~ for the semester from Lhe dean. 

Let me know ~]: you have any questions or concerns and if you approve the kmd~ng for Al~yssa 

Tom 

From: Sander, Thomas J 

Sent: Thursday, 9:42 AM 



To: Timmermans, Tom 

Cc: Yount, Tony 

Subject: RE: 

is taking 9 hours this ~ummer! 

From: Tom Timmermans [[~__a_jJ__tg__Lt_L_m____m___e__r___r[)~_r_)_s___@__u___n__c_~__e_~_u_.] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:29 AM 
To: Yount, Tony 
Cc: Sander, Thomas .] 
Subject: RE: 

Same for is she planning on taking any summer schoot classes? 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Monday~ 4:28 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: Re: 

Tom~ 

is 33 hours sho~t of graduation a~ter tald~g the spring semester 

Her ~m~ning needs ar~: 

LFIT- 1 hr 

BIOL - 4 brs 

EXSS courses in her major - ~ (4 ~nst be C or better) ] ~ hours 

BN credit - 3 hrs 
g]ectives - ]0 hrs. 

Two s~m~st~rs and on~ summer is th~ likely ~quh~m~nt £br ~r to ~sh. ~ hav~ m~t wi~                a~ut ~ir ~mah~ng n~ds. ~ hav~ h~d no discussio~ 

with about ~r plans. Sh~ wi]] ~]so need ~ go t~mugh th~ ~dmissio~ to th~ UniY~Bi~~ ~oops t~at must go through. 

To,y 

On. ~ at 3: ]g PM~ Tom Timm~rm~ns 

w~3tc: 

Tony, 

Wom~-:m’s Socc~:~r is recommending ~ddil:i.:_~nal flmding ~or . Could you p~ease provR~e me with deLai~s on how many credRs she f~eeds [o 

grsduate, an academic plan Lo get her to gradusL~on as soon ss poss~Ne, and any learning d~ssb~ities she might hsve. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

From: Sander, Thomas J 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:59 PM 

To; Timmermans, Tom 

Subject’. 

Tom, 

has been a model citizen on our team who as a senior helped lead us to our She was a major contributor on 

the field until she was hampered with injuries in her Junior year and we would like to reward her for her support of the team both on and off the 

field. 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

Unive~i~, ofNoN~ Caxolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pierce, Kfis <kpierce@theacc.org> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 12:10 PM 

Paul Tamberiuo            ,@ar~l.com>; Alisou Foley <alison.tbley@bc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV ~m~son@email.unc.edtr’~; ’Charles 

Admr’ ~adair@vt.edtr~; Eddie Radwanski <eradwm~@clemson.edtr~; Greg Miller <gmille@athletics.pitt.edu>; Kareu-Fergusou Dayes 

<karen@gocaxds.com:~; Mark Krikorim~ <mkrikorima@admin.i~u.edu>; Mary Monroe <m.monroe@mia~ni.edu>; Phil Wheddon 
<pswheddo@syr.edu>; Rabble Church <robbie.church@duke.edu>; Steve Swanson <sswausou@virginia.edu>; Tim Santoro 

<tim sa~ltoro@ncsu.edu>; Touy da Luz <da~uz@wfu.edt~~ 

I~E: Schedules 

Paul---The 20Z4 ACC schedule hasn’L been released yet so the coaches wilt not have thaL For those wishing 1:o~’ Paul to schedule non-conference, please t:orward 

him those games~ 

Thanks, 

Kris 

From: Paul Tamberino [mailto: @aol.com] 
Se~t: IVlonday, February 03, 20:[4:1~.:38 AN 
3re: Alison Foley; Anson Dorance; ’Charles Adair’; Eddie Radwanski; Greg Miller; Karen-Ferguson Dayes; lv~ark Krikorian; Mary lv~onroe; Phil Wheddon; Robbie Church; Steve 
Swanson; Tim Santoro; Tony da Luz 

Cc: Pierce, Kris 
Subject: Schedules 

Ladies and ~entlemen, 

If you have not done so, please forward your schedules to me so I may be~in to add them into arbiter. For those that wish me to assign their non- 

conference ~ames please indicate that on the schedule as well. 

Enjoy 6 more weeks of winter and hopefully warmer weather is coming soon. 

Paul 

Paul Tamberino 

(cell) 



FFom" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Baninger, Tamara <Tamara Barringer@kenan-flagler.unc.edn> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 12:14 PM 

Dormnce Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Friday’s presentation 

Tamara Barringer 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 11:27 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@eraail.unc.edu> wrote: 

it is always fun for rne ...see you soon! What is your cell? 

Frem: Barringer, Tamara [rnaiJto:iarnara Barringer@kenan-flagler.unc,edu] 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 20:1.4 4:01 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Cc: Pickett-Byrden, Allicia 

Subject: Re: Friday’s presentation 

Anson: 

We are delighted that you will be once again speaking to the UNC Master of Accounting Class of 2014 on the differences in coaching men and women. Your 

presentation is always thought provoking and well receive by the students. 

As in the past, the class meets in Koury Hall in rvlcColl Hall at the Business School. Allicia, who is copied on the email, will arrange for your parking pass that you 

should receive by email. Will you forward your resume? 

The students arrive at 8:45 and your presentation will begin promptly at 9:00. After your presentation, we will have continental style breakfast refreshments in the 

lobby. 

Please let me know if there is anything else we can do to assist you. Your talk is truly a highlight of this class each year! 

With warm regards, 

Tamara Barringer 

~,~:::~:!’~i t~t’~:{~i!!.~!!" .~,ssi.~i:~’~t: ~.it}.!~}.(~]. ~!"(£,’!s5(.!" !;~: l.~!!.~iZ{ ~..i:~.:~ii.~, i~.~:~!" :/ .~.(::(~.:~’~t:~.~i!!. {~ii’,t..~ ~i!~{i t~:~:~i~}.o:’" ~£ ~.,:}.~’~(~ :{:’i 

i~i~.~-~:{~;-~:";;:i::io~-~ (~..:’.~.~.e,~ pr.c i:.p;;:~.:-:s iL;r,~. ~:.~;~--F).~!!.].~?:’" ’~<~.::;i.~;~; ’.~c:h<,o}.~i:o~~ 919.962.87501Tamar’a Bar’rJ.nger6lkenan-~:lag]_er’.unc.edul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Tamberino ~ @aol.com> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 12:21 PM 

’Pierce, Kris’ <kpierce@theacc.org>; ’Alison Foley’ <alison.foley@bc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email. unc.edu>; ’Charles 

Adair’ vadair@vt.edu-~; ’Eddie Radwanski’ <eradwa~@clemsou.edu>; ’Greg Miller’ <gmiller@athletics.pitt.edtr>; ’Ka, en-Ferguson Dayes’ 

<karen@gocards.com>; ’Mark Krikorian’ <mkrikoria~@admin.fsu.edu>; ’Mary Monroe’ <m.monroe@miami.edtr>; ’Phil Wheddou’ 
<pswheddo@syr.edu>; ’Robbie Church’ <robbie.charch@dake.edu>; ’Steve Swanson’ <sswanson@virgmia.edu>; ’Ti,n Santoro’ 

<tim sautoro@ncsu.edu>; ’Touy da Luz’ <~hluz@wfu.edt~. 

I~E: Schedules 

Thanks Kris..lust trying to get a .jump 

Paul 

f,’a ul Tamberino 

(cell) 

From: Pierce, Kris [mailto:kpierce@theacc.org] 

Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 :t2::t0 PM 
Te: Paul Tamberino; Alison Foley; Anson Dorance; ’Charles Adair’; Eddie Radwanski; Greg Miller; Karen-Ferguson Dayes; Mark Krikorian; Mary Monroe; Phil Wheddon; Robbie 
Church; Steve Swanson; Tim Santoro; Tony da Luz 
Subject: RE: Schedules 

Paul - The 2014 ACC ~,;ch~-_~duk_~ hasn’t: been releas~ed vet so ~:he coaches w~l~ not haw? that ~:or ~:hose w~;h~ng for Paul to 5~chedu~e non-conferer~ce, p~ease Forward 

Thanks, 

Kr’is 

F~m= Paul Tamberino [mailto: @aol.com] 
Sent~ Monday, ~brua~ 03, 2014 11:38 AN 
To= Alison Foley; Anson Dorance; ’Charles Adair’; EdNe Radwanski; Greg N~ller; Karen-~rguson Dayes; Mark Krikorian; Ma~ Monroe; Phil Wheddon; Robbie Church; Steve 
Swanson; ~m Santoro; Tony da Luz 

~¢~ Pierce, Kris 
Su~ject~ Schedules 

Ladies and gentlemen, 

ffyou have not done so, please forward your schedules to me so I may begin to add them into arbiter. For those that wish me to assign their non- 

conference games please indicate that on the schedule as well. 

Enjoy 6 more weeks of winter and hopefull~ warmer weather is coming soon. 

Paul 

Paul Tamberino 

(cell) 

No vires tbund iu ~is mes~ge. 

Checked by AVG - ~wvw.av~.com 

Version: 2014.0.4259 / Vires Database: 3d84/7054 - Release Date: 02/02/14 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:32 PM 

Youut, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-* 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu-* 

I~: Chem Absence 

Hi Tony, 

I finally heard back from my professor and I am all good for tomorrow night. I will send an email to Sue Walsh to thank her. 

Thanks!! 

Nunc.edu I 

From: Forbes, Malcolm D. E. <mdef@unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 10:30 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Chert Absence 

your absence is excused. Please plan to make it up on either Wed pm or Thursday evening. Details to follow. 

MF 

Malcolm D. E. Forbes 
Professor of Chemistry 

Caudill Laboratories Room 020 
Department of Chemistry 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, 4:52 PM 
To: Forbes, Malcolm D. E. 
Subject: Re: Cherr Absence 

Hi Prot}ssor Forbes, 

I’m sorry to email you about this lab absence again. I believe Sue Wa]sh emaJled you about my excused lab ab~nce tbr the university events I need to attend Tuesday 

night. Did you receive this email, and if ~ will that suffice as documentatiou or do you need a hard coW letter? 

Thank you so much for your lime and agaiu I’m solD" about this, I wish it was a difi~lent night. 

Hope you are having a good weekeud! 

Best, 

OI at 7:36 PM, "Forbes, Malcohn D. E." <mde~a~unc edu> wrote 

If you have documentation (a le~er from your coach for example) stating that this is a University-sanctioned event and required, then it can be excused. 
Otherwise not, sorry. 

Malcolm D. E. Forbes 
Professor of Chemistry 

Caudill Laboratories Room 020 
Department of Chemistry 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Forbes, Malcolm D. E. 
Subject: Chem:      Absence 

7:01 PM 

Hi Professor Forbes, 

I am in your Chert    class this semester and I am also currently enrolled in the Chem as well. My lab is section ,. 



I am emailing you to ask about a potential lab absence. I am on the UNC Women’s Soccer Team and I just learned that our scholarship banquet with the Rams 
Club is on Tuesday night,            This banquet is to thank all the Rams Club members who donate and help us to attend UNC as scholarship athletes. I 
have been chosen by the Rams Club to be on the student athlete panel, which is something I feel as though I owe as gratitude to the Rams Club for their 
support. 

I understand this is not a sickness but is there any possibility I can miss my lab that night to attend this University event? I could of course make it up during 
the make-up lab time. I will also email my lab T.A. to let him know my situation. 

Thank you for your time and consideration, 

,’~.unc.ed u i 



FFom" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu~ 

Monday, Februaw 3, 2014 1:09 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Schednles 

I~m o13 it. 
-Tom 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 12:11 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas .I 
Subject: FW: Schedules 

How are we doing in this? 

Frem: Paul Tamberino [mailto: (.@aol.com] 
Seat: Monday, February 03, 2014- :[1:38 AM 
To: Alison Foley; Dorrance, Albert A [V; ’Charles Adair’; Eddie Radwanski; Greg Miller; Karen-Ferguson Dayes; Mark Krikorian; Mary Monroe; Phil Wheddon; Robbie Church; 
Steve Swanson; Tim Santoro; Tony da Luz 

Cc: ’Pierce, Kris’ 
Subject: Schedules 

Ladies and gentlemen, 

If you have not done so, please forward your schedules to me so I may begin to add them into arbiter. For those that wish me to assign their non- 

conference games please indicate that on the schedule as well. 

Enjoy 6 more weeks of winter and hopefully warmer weather is coming soon. 

Paul 

Paul Tamberino 

, (cell) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Atom Rodenbough @gmail.com> 

Monday, i 2:05 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; l@gmail.com; 

~(a)vmail.com;                ~yahoo.com; 

@gmafil.com>;         ,~byahoo.com 

Dorra~ce, Albert A IV <a~son@email.unc.edu>; Ducker, Chris <duca@unc.edu>; 
@gmo~l.com); Smader, Tholnas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: CFK cliNc 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@rocketmaJl.com; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

@gmaJl.com; 

@unc.edu>; 

@aol.com; ~msn.com; Jason Sisneros 

ttey y’all, 

When we came to talk wifl~ yon last week, we mentioned screening the docnmentaxy, Wifl~out a Fight, tbr the team. 

’][’he CFK tblks are able to show the film for yon on either Tuesday,       or Wednesday,       at the FedEx Glob~J Education Center. Which one of those 

evenings w-onld work best for you all? We could schedule it for a~ytitne a£ter 5pm. 

Alternatively, if next week isn’t good, we c~ tl3~ for the following w-eek. 

Please let me know what your preference is ASAP so that and can get eve ,rything set up! 

Thanks, 
Am~a 

On Tue, at 10:58 AM, @unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi everyone, 

Thanks for letting us come and talk to you about CFK and the soccer clinic. I’m so grateful to be working with the team again this year. 

If you have 3 minutes - here’s a little video that introduces you to I and in our girls soccer program. 

Warmly, 

From: Anna Rodenbough. @gmail.com> 

Date: Wednesday, 4:05 PM 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Cc’.                        _~unc.edu>, Nick Johnson <nick@carolinaforkibera.org>, 

~live.unc.edu>, @gmail.com" @gmail.com>, 

Nlive.unc.edu>, @rocketmail.com" @rocketmail.com>, ’ ~gmail.com’ 

@unc.edu>, .@yahoo.corn" ~@yahoo.com>, ’ @ymail.com", 

@live.unc.edu>, pmsn.com>, "Ducat, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>, bill palladino 

pgmail.com)" < ~gmail.com>, "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: CFK clinic 

@live.unc.edu>, 

I _@. gmail.com>, 

~ymail.com>, ’ 

~aol.com>, "Jason Sisneros 

That sounds great! Would it be okay for us to come talk with you all next week? We hope to work closely with the Leadership Council to make this clinic a great experience for 

the team and the kids who participate each year. 

And both and I will be able to join y’all on Saturday! Looking forward to it. 

On Wed, 

Anna, 

at 11:48 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

think you should come to our Leadership Council. This is made up of all our team’s leaders. We meet in our conference room at 9:30 every Tuesday. You can accomplish a lot 

in that meeting. 

BTVV, the NC Soccer Hall of Fame is honoring our program (and every team in our history) this Saturday at the North Raleigh Hilton at 6:15. Can you join us? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Anna Rodenbough [mailto: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A iV 

Cc: Nick Johnson 

Subject: CFK clinic 

9:51 AM 

~@gmail.com] 

Hey Ans, 

Hope you are having a good start to the spring season! 



wanted to email you to set up a meeting with a couple folks at Carolina for Kibera to talk about the soccer clinic. It has been such a rewarding experience for me to help 

organize the clinic the past few years, and I appreciate the support from you, Tom, and the team. I will still be similarly involved on the operational side this year, but the CFK 

staff will be taking over the reigns this year in terms of marketing, publicity, etc. In the past, this role has been filled by student volunteers. In making this a priority for CFK, 

backed by staff members, we are hoping to create a more established and streamlined clinic annually, for years to come. 

On this email, I have copied CFK Executive Director Leann Bankoski (who you have met before, I believe) and CFK staff member Nick Johnson. The three of us would like to 

meet with you to discuss ways to solidify the partnership between the soccer team and CFK so that the clinic runs more smoothly each year. 

In addition, the CFK folks would like to host a screening for the team of Without a Fight, the documentary released a couple years ago that shows the impact of soccer on 

youth in Kibera. We would love to set that up sometime in the next couple of months. 

Would you have a moment to meet with us in the next week or two? We could come over to the Castle or go out to lunch - whatever suits you. 

Thank you again for your continued support of CFK and the clinic. I will let Leann and/or Nick follow up with any other thoughts that they have. 

See you soon! 

Anna 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

division- i- womens- socce r- coache s@googlegroups.com on behalf of 

Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@nscaa.com> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 4:20 PM 

division-i-mens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com; division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com; division-i-mens- soccer- 

coache@googlegroups.com; division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com; division-iii-mens- soccer- 

coache@googlegroups.com; division-ill- wotnens- soccer- coaches@googlegroups.com 

{Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} hnportant: Feedback Requested - Soccer Playing Rules 

Coaches. 

Please ,see information below regarding the NCAA Soccer Rules Committee’s request for opinions on rule changes. Plense note that the deadlh~e for repl.~in~ is 

this Friday~ Februa~ 7. 

Linktoquestionnaire-https:i/ncaa.qualtrics.com/SEi?SID SV IY5vYp5F2ESGSOZ 

All the besl. 

Rob 

The NCAA Soccer Rules Committee recently approved several rules change proposals at 
its annual meeting. Your feedback is requested regarding your opinions of these rules 
changes through the form below. Your input will be shared with the NCAA Playing Rules 
Oversight Panel before final implementation of the proposals. To download the rule 
changes for review in a separate document, please click 

Thank you for your interest in NCAA soccer. We appreciate your time and feedback. 

Please provide the following contact information: 

Name:                    [ ........................................................................................................... 

Email:                    [ ........................................................................................................... 

Primary Phone Number:     [ ........................................................................................................... 

What is your division of NCAA membership? 

i: Division I 

Division II 

i Division III 

For which rule would you like to comment.’? 
[NOTE: Selection of any rule will auto-display the rule change, rationale and a text box to enter 
your opinions on this same page. By selecting multiple rules, those additional rule-specific text 
boxes will also display below this question. Changes are italicized and highlighted in blue. 
Deletions have been struck through.] 

Rule 1.1.1 New Note 3 and Rule 4.5.6, 12.14.1, 12.14.2: Rule 7.1.2.1,7.1.2.4: Kicking 

Penalty Electronic Devices Order 

Rule 1.4: Offside Violations 
Rule 5.4.1,5.5.1.1,7.3: 
Referee’s Official Jurisdiction 

Rule 12.4.6, 12.14.3, 12.14.4: 
Penalty - Deleted Verbal 
Warning 

Rule 3.6.2, 3.6.3: Second 
Period Clock 

Rule 6.3.8, 6.3.9, A.R. 6.3.9: Rule 12.12.1: Enhanced 
Time Keepers Penalty 



Rob Kehae 

Director of College Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of Arnerica 

800 Ann Aw!, Kan!~a!~ City~ I(S 66101 i 9LL3 362 LL747 x LL015 I 913 362 3439 (f} 

Wisconsin Office: 920 674 4391 I Cell: ~ 

NSCAA.com ~ Tw~t~r: @NSCAA ~ Facebook 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at ~,w.nscaa.comicollege. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Crroups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubscribe t?om this group and stop receiving emafils l]com fl, send a~ email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com. 

To post to this group, send email to division-i-wotnens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com. 

Visit this group at htlp:/ip, mups.p, oogle.com/~roup/division-i-womens- soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit https://~roups.google.com/groups/opt out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kerry Dziczkaniec <kad9f@virginia.edu> 

Monday, Februaw 3, 2014 4:43 PM 

DlWSoc@soccerlists.org 

{DlWSOC} 2014 Spring Game-Universi~ of Virginia 

Hello All, 

The Umversi~- of Virgima is looking to schedttle ONE more spring gatne. 

Looking for a game on: 

Fliday, April 25th 

Happy to consider any & all options:) 

Please contact Steve Swanson at sswanson@virginia.edu 

Many thanks, 

Kerry Dziczkan 

University of Virginia 

Women’s Soccer 

Assistant Coach 

434-982-5576 office 

cell 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Daly, John B <jbdaly@wm.edu> 

Monday, FebruaW 3, 2014 4:46 PM 

Kero., DziczkaJ~iec <kad9t(~vi~inia.edu> 

DlWSoc@soccerlists.org 

Re: {DlWSOC} 2014 Scheduling:) University of Virginia 

Could you come to the burg on that Friday? 

JD 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 4:30 PM, "Kerry Dziczkaniec" <kad9f@virginia.edu> wrote: 

Hello All :) 

The U~tivei~ity of Virgi~tia is looMng to schedule a few more gaines in 2014. 

LooMng lbr gaines on lhese dales: 

Fliday, August 22rid al 7pro in Charlollesville, VA-Klockttei Stadi~tm 

Smlday, August 24th at 2prn in Charlottesville, VA-KlocMier Stac~urn 

We are happy to consider all options. 

Please contact Steve Swanson at sswatlsoi1Ua)virai~lia.edn 

Many thanks, 

Kerry Dziczkaniec 

University of Virginia 

Women’s Soccer 

Assistant Coach 

434-982-5576 office 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

division- i- womens- socce r- coache s@googlegronps.com on behalf of 

Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@nscaa.com> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 5:06 PM 

division-i-mens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com; division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com; division-i-mens- soccer- 

coache@googlegroups.com; division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com; division-iii-mens- soccer- 

coache@googlegroups.com; division-ill- wotnens- soccer- coaches@googlegroups.com 

{Division I Wo~nens Soccer Coaches} NCAA Rules Survey 

Coaches, 

I’ve heart from some trying to complete the Playing Rules Survey that they are ex~riencing difficnlty in submitting due to a system error. I have notified the NCAA of 
this. I will let you know when I receive a response. 

Thank you to all who hmTe reported the error. 

All the bes~t. 

Rob 

Rob 
Director of Coil¢!ge Programs I Ni~tional Soccer Coaches Associi~tion of America 

g00 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 663_01. i 91.3 362 1.747 x 1.0:[5 I 9J_3 362 3439 (f) 

Wiscorlsin Oifice: 920 674 4391 I Cell: 

N.S_C_._A_A:.c__o_.Ln_ I Twitt{!r: @NSCAA I Facebook 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at w~-w.nscaa.comicollege. 

You received this message becanse you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubscribe t?om this group and stop receiving emafils room it, send a~ email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com. 

To post to this group, ~nd email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com. 

Visit fl~is group at http:/igroups.google.com/group/division-i- womens- soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/groups/opt out. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 5:16 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@email.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@nnc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@nnc.edu>; Sisneros, Jason 

M ~isneros@email.unc.edu-~ 

Fava, Nicole M ~-~fava@email.unc.edu> 

I~NV: NCAA Drug Testing Consent foru~ for Soccer; Wolnen’s 

is cleared [:rom my end to practice. Once Nicole says she can go, she can go. 

She has 45 days to get through the ~ligibliity Ce~ter - she ca~ only practice, not compete until she gets through, ~f she’s not ~one by the end of the 45 days, weq~ 

pt~ll her from all ac~vi~es tm~[ she gets throt~gh, ~’ll keep you posted o~ her 0rog~ess 

F~m= InControl Automated Notification [mailto:incontrol@acsathletics.com] 
Sent: Nonday, 5:ll PN 
To= Narkos, Lance N 
Subject; NC~ Drug Testing Consent form for Soccer, Women’s 

Please do not reply to this e~nail as it is not monitored. 

The NCAA Drug Testing Consent form has been submitted by for 

Plea~ log into https://mcontrol.ac~thletics.com to review tiffs form. 

ACS lnControl WorkIlow System, Powered By ACS Athletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fav& Nicole M <fava@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 5:26 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@email.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@nnc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@nnc.edu>; Sisneros, Jason 

M ~isneros@email.unc.edu-~ 

ILE: NCAA Drug Testing Consent form for Soccer, Women’s 

She’s all set from my end to "try out". If her try out is longer than a week or is going to be all semester then let me know. T’II get her to jump through the rest of our hoops. 
Thanks! 

Nicole 
Nicole M. Fava MA, ATC, LAT, CSCS 
Staff Athletic Trainer Womens Soccer/Womens Rowing 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Stallings-Evans Sports Medicine Center 
919-962-2067 (office) 
9:t9-843-4982 (fax) 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original message. 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Monday, . g:iS PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A TV; Sander, Thomas J; Ducar, Chris; Sisneros, Jason M 
C¢: Fava, Nicole M 
Subject: FW: NCAA Drug Testing Consent form for Soccer, Women’s 

is cleared frorn my end to practice. Once Nicole says she can go, she can go. 

She has 45 days to get through the Eligibliity Center - she can only practice, not compete until she gets through~ If she’s not done by the end of the 45 days, we’ll 

pull her from all activities until she gets through. I’ll keep you posted on her progress.,, 

From: InControl Automated Notification [mailto:incontrol@acsathletics.com] 
Sent: Monday, 5:11 PM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: NCAA Drug Testing Consent form for Soccer, Women’s 

Please do not reply- to this e~nail as it is not monitored. 

The NCAA Drug Testing Consent form has been submitted by for 

Please log into https:/,%contml.acsathledcs.com to review this form. 

ACS InControl Workflow System, Powered By ACS Athletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:48 PM 

~live.unc.e&~> 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@email.unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros 

Re: Eve .rything but SAT/ACT and transcript 

You are good to go. See you tomorrow’. 

Sent from my iPad 

On . at 6:25 PM, ’h @live.unc.edtr~ wrote: 

I completed my physical and got the blood work done today. I also filled out all of the compliance and eligibility center forms. The only thing I 
haven’t been able to do is get my transcript and SAT!ACT scores sent because Eligibility Center only lists a mailing address for high school 
transcripts and I wasn’t sure if I needed to send my SAT/ACT scores, and wanted to be sure before paying the fee. Plus you said I’d be clear to 
work after I got the physical. 

I just wanted to double check that I can practice tomorrow morning? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

A~ach: 

Mike Keating ,~@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, Februaw 4, 2014 9:26 AM 

Donance, Albert A IV <m~son@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Stats Analysis on P|ayers 

Youtl~ P|ayer Dev - Time Variable (Anson).pdf 

Anson, 
These are type charts I am envisioning from the youth development survey._ take a look. I think you will like where this is going.., feeds our need for analysis for 

sure. 

To keep it all in one place, the survey link is here 
I had multiple people take it yesterday from multiple locations 

and it works. Here you go ! Once you approve, it is ready for you to send to your kids. A cover from you strongly encouraging / mandating will go a long way for 

distracted college kids! 

Mike Keating 

(m) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Keating @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, February. 4, 2014 11:24 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Everyone including seniors a~d pro~ please help us with this! Thank you’. 

Friggin awesome! 

’I’h~k you’. 

Can’t wait to see if numbers have outliers with stories. 

Mike Keating 

(m) + 

On Feb 4, 2014, at 11:16 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

I know you guys are prodded and poked more than any other team because of your success. Please allow one more invasion into you time by doing a 

favor for a friend of mine by taking this survey: 

It will not take too long and it will help us! Thm~k you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

~gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, 2:11 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: (?irls & Won~en in Sports Day 

Hey Alison, 

Yes, tliis is the clinic we did tliis Sunday. We actually had a great turn out amongst the gifts, was a great help in giving me the infomlation to relay to the gifts, 

and keeping in contact ruth the ladies in charge. I credit her moffdy with organizing our soccer station at the clinic, it was good to see someone take charge. The 

freshman were all in attendance, a couple oftbe sophomores, and we conld have had a better turn out from the junior class, bnt it was fun all in all’. The little gifts really 

seemed to enjoy it and I hope we get the chance to do it again next year. 

O11 at 12:52 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

ts this ~:he clinic you guys did? Who j{m~ped 

~= Gelin, Dana E 
Sent: Monday, 8:10 PM 
To: UNC~-Eve~one 
Subject: Girls & Women in Spots Day 
Here’s a recap of yesterday’s second-annual National Girls and Women in Sports Day celebration, at Eddie Smith Field House: 

Great and enthusiastic turnout by the student-athletes from our women’s teams, and more than 200 kids who had a great time trying out different sports before 

heading for the women’s basketball game. Many people helped in the effort, but special recognition goes to Cricket Lane, Jenn Townsend and         student- 

athlete              , who spearheaded the planning and execution of the event. And thanks to all the staffers who brought their kids! 

D~n~ Gelin ¯ University of North C~rolin~ 

!?_~j_.c_,_l!~__~ ~_u_r_!c_::_e__(_~ ~. ¯ ’;’1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 2:17 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: (?irls & Women in Stx~rts Day 

Yes, we did this clinc. I set things up with help from       but everyone helped out and covered shifts for each other so that we could go paint bailing! All 
the freshmen were great about coming to help out. It was great working with the kids! 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:52 PM 

To: ~gmail.com; 

~gmail.com; @gmail.com; @yahoo.corn; @ymail.com; 

~msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros _~gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: FW: Girls & Women in Sports Day 

Ladies, 

Is this the clinic you guys did? Who jumj2~ed ~r~ for us? 

From: Gelin, Dana E 
Sent; Honday, 8:10 PH 

To= UNC~-Eve~one 
Su#jeet= Girls & Women ~n Spots Day 
Here’s a recap of yesterday’s second-annual National Girls and Women in Sports Day celebration, at Eddie Smith Field House: 

_~rocketmail.com; 

pyahoo.com; 

Great and enthusiastic turnout by the student-athletes from our women’s teams, and more than 200 kids who had a great time trying out different sports before heading for the 

women’s basketball game. Many people helped in the effort, but special recognition goes to Cricket Lane, Jenn Townsend and student-athlete . who 

spearheaded the planning and execution of the event. And thanks to all the staffers who brought their kids! 

Dana Gelin ¯ University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~; 

Tuesday, 2:45 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: The 2v2+2 this morning 

saw this on Twitter and thought you’d appreciate the team build up and combinations! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_1601XlolOk#t=30 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:06 AM 

To: ~gmail.com; 

~hotmail.com;        @sbcglobal.net; 

@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J; 

~gmail.com); 

Fava, Nicole; 

~comcast.net;         ~gmail.com; 

@gmail.com;         @aol.com; ~msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros 

~aol.com); 

@gmail.com; ~gmail.com); 

@gmail.com; 

_~yahoo.com); @gmail.com; 

@yahoo.corn;       ~ymail.com; 

@aol.com; ~gmail.com; .~ 

~gmail.com); 

@rocketmail.com; @gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; ~gmail.com; @yahoo.com; 

@gmail.com 

Subject: The 2v2+2 this morning 

Ladies, 

I know many of us struggled in the 2v2+2 combinational play game. Here is an example of knocking and moving and combinational play at the highest level. 

http://www.youtube.comiwatch ?v=kyk6js Kt Dr4 

Trust me, you will get better at this but for that to happen, watching the game at the highest level will help so will GETTING IN THE HABIT OF ALWAYS SPRINTING 

AFTER YOU PASS. 

This morning was the toughest session o[ the week. I appreciated your efforL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@nscaa.com> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 2:52 PM 

Becky Burleigh <BeckyB@gators.ufl.edu>; Klatte, Robert L. <rklatte@purdue.edu>; 
John Daly       " " @gmail.com>; Susan Ryan <susan.ryan. 1 @stonybrook.edu>; 
Albright, Peter <palbrigh@richmond.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
<anson@email.unc.edu>; Swanson, Stephen (ss4ub) <ss4ub@eservices.virginia.edu>; 
Leone, Tracey <T.Leone@neu.edu>; Cromwell, Amanda 
<acromwell@athletics.ucla.edu>; Kevin Boyd <kevinboyd@asu.edu>; Steve Nugent 
<smnugent@UNCG.EDU>; Lesle Gallimore <lesleg@uw.edu>; G Guerrieri 
<g@athletics.tamu.edu>; Jerry Smith <j smith@scu.edu>; Greg Ryan 
<gregryan@umich.edu>; Erica Walsh <emwl3@psu.edu>; Stone, Tom 
<tom.stone@ttu.edu>; Carin Gabarra <gabarra@usna.edu>; ~,mac.com 

Pac 12 Recruiting Model Proposal 

Pac 12 Recruiting Model.docx 

All. 

Thank you for your participation in the call today. I will summarize and follow up in the next few days. 

Relating to the discussion on early recruiting, attached is a model developed by the Pac 12 group a few years 
ago in response to the NCAA requesting input on recruiting matters., 

All the best. 

Rob 

Rob Kehoe 
Director of College Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 66101 I 913-362-1747 x 1015 I 913-362-3439 (f) 

Wisconsin Office: 920-674-4391 I Cell: 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAA I FacebooK 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lowell Hott]nan <lmhgloba]@cs.com> 

Tuesday, February. 4, 2014 3:25 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Scheduling Goveruors Club 

Thank you, Anson, for your response. 

I have now checked Club calendar and wish to run available dates by 
you Perhaps you can select the date that will best fit your own 
calendar and any required flexibility. 

The dates are: 

First Priority Set: Wed. May 28 
Tu-We-Th June 3, 4, 5 
Tuesday, June 10 

Back-Up Second Priority Set: 
Tu-Wed-Th May 6, 7, 8 

This would be an evening program e.g 5:45 PM and later 

Once we have agreed on a date, I would like to meet with you briefly to 
talk about message and arrangements We would certainly wish to make 
this a most e~iuyable evening [’or yuu and as well as for 
our Club members 

With best regards, 

Luwe[l Hull}nan 

919-933-5053 

M: 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Albright, Peter ~:palbrigh@fichmond.edu> 

Tuesday, Febma~ 4, 2014 3:32 PM 

Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@nscaa.com>; Becky Burleigh <BeckyB@gators.ufl.edu>; Klatte, Robert L. <rklatte@purdue.edu>; John Daly 
~gmail.com>; Susan Ryan <su~n.ryan. 1 @stonybrook.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu-~; Swanson, 

Stephen (s~ub) <s~ub@eservices.virginia.edtr~; Leone, Tracey <T.Leone@neu.edu>; Cromwell, Ama~da 
<ac~mwell@athletics.ucla.edt~-; Kevin Boyd <kevinboyd@asu.edu>; Steve Nugent <smnugen .~)UNCG.EDU>; Lesle Ga]limore 
~qesleg@uw.edu>; G Guemeri < g@athletics.tamu.edu:>; Jeny Smith <jsmith@scu.edu>; Greg Ryan <greg~yan@umich.edu>; Efica Wa]sh 

<emwl3@psu.edu>; Stone, Tom <tom.stone@tm.edu>; Carin Gabarra <gabarr@usna.edu>; ~mac.com 

RE: Thank you 

Hi All, 

I appreciaLe the opporLurfity to be included in such a great group of coad~es and people. I want you to know that I heard and undersLand the greaL cry and 

consensus that ~.~t~.b.~.~.~.n.~.t..o..~#~[1~!1.o..[1.~.~.r~.a..~.b.~£.~.~[~!2~Lj~)~.t.~/. and ~..e:...d..o...[!o..L~.’..a..n..t...t.~2..b..,~.c:.o..~..!~..!!.~#..~9.D~.~.~Jj.. I agree on both counts. 

So, as we proceed in o[Jr effort to design legislation that will move the recruitii~g process to a more reasonable time frame, I believe that we face a couple of big 

cfH~llen~es: 

T~ere is a great incentive to sign player who can help our programs get be~ter. T~ere is a great incentive on the par~ ot: PSA’s and parents ~o get "the deal" before 

the sd~ofarships are all gone, and there is great pressure on club coaches ~o show parents that d~ey are "ptacinL~" players and ~e~tb~g them scho~a~sh~ps~ Regardless 

of the date that we att~ve at to be~n the recru~tin~ process, ot the restrictions that we h~pose, these press~Jtes will ~ead people to do what ~s ~n the~ best ~nte~est. 

That ~s what has gotten us to the point that we are at today. 

Arriving ~t a good set of guk~e~ines w~H be a (:ha~lenge, Getting them passed w~th the NCAA may be a bigger one. But I fear that getting people to abide by the s~rit 

and m~:ent of the ruk~ ~s the most ~)roblemati(:. We (~:oa~:hes) have ~ Ion~ Ms~ory of k~gaHy "getth~g around the r~.~k~s" ~o ma’,dmum per~ona~ adva~age, [hi~ 

tendency is natural [o [he most competitive or despers[e. The res[ soon follow. 

~ agree w~th Steve that this ~s the most pressh~g proMem in our sport, ~ wish us luck as th~s collection of bright and passionate professionals try to tackle k. 

All the best, 

Peter 

~,~,~ palbright 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:05 PM 

~live.unc.e&~> 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@email.unc.edu>; Jason Sisnerosl 

RE: Everyihing but SAT/ACT and trmascript 

@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

G.ood job today, I know you were thrown into the deep end but it looked like you kept your head above water! 
I will be out of town until next ~,eek but you are ~nvked to train w~th the team wNle I am gone. ~’1~ check in with you next Tuesday when Fm at practice and weq~ 
go from ~:here OK? 
Bird (as ~n B~g Nrd) 

Sent= Nonday, 6:26 PN 
Te~ Ducat, Chris 
Su~jeet~ Eve~Nng but SAT/A~ and transcript 
I completed mg physical and got the blood work done today. I also filled out all of the compliance and eligibilit~ center forms. The onl~ thing I haven’t been 

able to do is get mg transcript and SAT/ACT scores sent because Eligibility Center only lists a mailing address for high school transcripts and I wasn’t sure 

if ~ needed to send mg SAT/A~ scores, and wanted to be sure before paging the fee. Plus you said ~’d be clear to work after I got the physical. 

I just wanted to double check that ~ can practice tomorrow morning? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:40 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ThaJ~k you! 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is            and I am a         athlete here at UNC on the                 team I just wanted to formally thank you for speaking at CREED on Monday night and also for 
sharing such excellent advice After having one of the worst semesters ever this past fall, evewthing you said about the importance of having self-discipline, competitive fire, and self-belief 
really rang true to me and made me realize what I’ve been missing 

Like you pointed out, being a high school athlete is pretty easy compared to being a Division 1 athlete Everyone on my team here is exceptionally strong and bet~veen being veW far from 
home, taking challenging classes, having a difficult roon~mate, and getting used to a much more grueling practice schedule, I was knocked on nay feet. Even though I was giving it evewthing 
I had at practice, I just ~vas not matching tap to the other girls on my team and my coach decided to move me down to the walk on team for the second semester. 

Although the other freshman recruits, teammates, and even my coach all figured I would quit and transfer schools, I am still here. Mostly because        s my passion and I love being at 
Carolina, but also because I’ve been trying to figure out what the heck I was doing wrong. Your speech last night ~vas the light at the end of the tuamel for me, especially when you talked 
about self-belie£ All of the phenomenal past athletes you have coached had confidence in themselves and they truly believed that the?- could accomplish anything. I realize now that I have 
been missing this huge, crucial piece of the puzzle If I am afi-aid of making mistakes and I doubt my abilities, ho~v will I ever succeed, regardless of the effolt I am putting in? Even in the half 
an hour you spoke, you have taught me that the effort and passion I put into eve~ day will go to waste unless I can develop the confidence and self-belief to know that I will be 
okay and I can be the best girl on the water ifI set my mind to it 

I alrea@ know that these three keys to success you have shared will stay with me throughout the rest of my athletic career and will effect the choices I make in my daily life. Thank you 
again for inspiring me and reminding me that my success lies in my hands 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Oates @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, Febmagr- 5, 2014 7:01 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ThaJ~_ks 

Coach Dorrance, 

Thanks for asking Jason to be interviewed for my podcast. He provi&d an wealth of knowledge that I know will help coaches eve .rpvhere. His passion for coaching is 
evident and you have yourself a great assistant coach. 

Jason Oates 
Whistle and a Clipboard 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com~ 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 10:31 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Tom Byer 

Good response from Tab! 

Best Regards 

Tom Byer 

Director 

T3 Group 

Http:i/tomsan.com 

Sent from nay iPhone 

Begin forwaxded Inessage: 

From: Tab Ramos <fRamos(dbussoccer.or~> 

Date: February 5, 2014 at 11:56:25 PM GMT ~9 
To: Tom Byer <tom~tomsan.com> 

Subject: Re: Tom Byer 

Hello Tom, 

The pleasure is certainly mine¯ You have accomplished so much! We appreciate you setting time aside m meet¯ 

I just returned on Monday t?om our game against South Korea where I briefly discussed your presentation with 
next week and I will follow up after. 

Besides all of the fune and work you have dedicated to promote and teach the game the App you put together is amazing and the idea of being on TV 

every day teaching the game to children is very. attractive from a US Soccer staaadpoint and hopefully from an MLS standpoint as well. In addition the 

thought of beginning to teach the game at two and three years of age rather than at five or six is without a doubt something for us to think about¯ As you 

know we do not live in a soccer culture but we will always be working towaNs making it one. 

Thank you again and I will get back to you in the next few weeks. 

In the mea~time if there is a~ything I c~m do for you plea~ let me know¯ 

Tab 

¯ We will be meeting once again late 

Tab Ramos 

USSF Youth Technical Director 

Head Coach U.S. U20 National Team 

732-619-8407 

www.ussoccer.com 

On Feb 5, 2014, at 1:34 AM, "Tom Byer" <tom@tomsan.com> wrote: 

Tab, 

It was great finally Ineeling you, thanks for your time. I hope there is something I can do to contribute to US Soccer a£ter spending an entire 
career outside of my Homeland! 

I’m waiting for to get back to me after he’s gotten feedback from you and the others¯ 

Good luck and I hope our paths cross once more in the future! 

Best Regards, 

Tom 

Tom Byer 

E-Mail: tom@tomsan.com 
Mobile: 



K.K. T3 
The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 
http:iiwww.tomsan,com 

Minato Ku, Minami Aoyama 6-6-22 
Luna Rossa Minami Aoyama 2F 
Tel: 03-4590-6658 / Fax: 03-3498-8877 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

John Daly~ :@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, Februagr-5, 2014 11:05 AM 

Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@nscaa.com> 

Becky Burleigh <BeckyB@gators.ufl.edu:~; Klatte, Robert L. <rklatte@purdue.edu-~; Susan Ryan <su~n.ryan. 1 @stonybrook.edu>; 
Albright, Peter < palbrigh@riclmaond.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@elnail.unc.edu>; Swanson, Stephen (sNub) 

<ss4ub@eservices.virginia.edu:>; Leone, Tracey -q’.Leone@neu.edu>; Cromwell, Amanda <acromwell@athletics.ucla.edu>; Kevin Boyd 

<kevinboyd@asu.edu>; Steve Nugent < slnnugent~!uncg.edu>; Lesle Gdllimore <lesleg@uw.edu>; G Guerrieri <g@athletics.taxnu.edu>; 

JeiD" Slnith--~j smith@scu.edu>; Greg Ryan <greguan@umich.edu>; Erica WaJ~sh <emwl 3@psn.edu>; Stone, Tom <tom.stone@ttu.edu>; 
Carin Gabarra <gabarra@usna.edu>; ~mac.com 

Re: Pac 12 Recruiting Model Proposal 

Hello, everyone. 

Having peru~d the recommendation, I have some comments aM questions. 

Whether we like to adlnit it or nok there are coaches out there who will do whatever they can to "steal a mmeh" on the colnpetition. The ihct that they have been able 

to do so has brought us to the present perilous precipice. 

Will those coaches honor such restrictions on their nefarious practices? If Coach A has a prospect attend camp prior to the permissible "ofl~r" date, what is to stop 

him/her making an offer any way? 

Coach: "This is between you and me and must remain so for another however many months." Will that immature, impressionable yonngster, accompanied by her 
financially motivated parent acquie~e?. 

I would not argue with the assertion that such a young person or parent would not be able to keep that qniet. 

Let’s ta]ce a look at the simplici .ty ruth which one way of slowing things down could be handled by the NCAA. We all know that we cannot contact a player before 

September 1. How many of you have actually seen the correspondence many coaches are sending to those sophomores and younger’? 

Take this example:- 

Dear Abby, 

I saw you play at Disney and was very impressed with your overall contribution to your team. I couM see you fitting b~ well here at Upper Northern 
Univemity. And, of course, we would have a sig~,ificant scholarship Jbr you. 

Under NCAA rules I am not permitted to send you anything other than a questionnaire and a camp broehure, both of which are enclosed. 

Yours truly, 

Coach "Knows Better, But Cheats" 

We all know that the final sentence is all that is permitted. All the NCAA needs to do here is make that final sentence a mandatol3~ sentence, NOTHING ELSE. when 

contacting a prospect before the junior year. Yet, interestingly, it does not. 

Of more importance to the NC~ is the restriction on me driving forty five minutes, at my own expense, to ~vatch an opponent play. It has got its 
priorities backasswards!! 

A tiiend of mine, a W & M grad, whose daughter is now a sophomore and a regional player, intbrmed me recently that she has already been receiving emails and 

letters ti~m college coaches extolling her virtues. Of course, he was reluctant to identil}’ which college coaches and I did not press him. He is reluctant to ideatitS~ them 
because they may end up being the only coaches to pursue his daughter! And, of course, they could be coaches from NAIA schools or D2 or D3 schools with dift}rent 

recruiting rules. 

The crux of what I have to say, unsavory though it may be, is that we have many cheats mnong us. They will find a way to cheak regardless of res~trictions/limitations. 

Nevertheless, I do like the recommendations put forward. However, I am involved in ODP and have been for 27 years. I would be opposed to college coaches not 

being involved in ODP. 

I have never discussed my school with a prospect on an ODP event. CertaiNy, I have seen them play and practice. I have interacted with them and been able to 

make a determination as to their character. 

There aye many coaches such as I who are involved in ODP and are ethical. I would not argue with the claJ~m that by being involved in ODP, coaches do have an 

advantage. How much of an advantage is difficult to ascertain. 

Region One coaches are directed by Sue Ryan to leave their College Cap behind when on an ODP event. 

We had many experienced coaches on the call yesterday. I believe we all would like to see commonsense prevad at long last in the recruiting "wars." I am confident that 

a collegiate coaches "brains trust" incorporating those on the call yesterday will enhance the game and I look forward to an improvement in all that comprises recruiting. 



All the best 

JD 

On Tue, l~’eb 4, 2014 at 2:52 PM, Robert Kehoe <rkehoe~nscaa.co~n> wrote: 
All. 

Thank you for your participation in the call today. I will summarize and follow up in the next few days. 

Relating to the discussion on early recruiting, attached is a model developed by the Pac 12 group a few years ago in response to tJ~e NCAA requeffting input on 
recruiting mat’ters., 

All the best. 

Rob 

Rob Kehoe 

Dir~!ctor of College! Program~ I Hational Socc~!r _oache!~ ~,~ociation of ~,merica 

800 Ann A~,e, Kansas City, KS 66101 I 913 362 1747 x 1015 i 913 362 3439 (f} 

Wisconsin Office: 920 674 4391 I Cel~: ’ 

NSC~.com ~ Twitter: @NSCAA ~ Face, book 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com~ 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 11:39 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Tom Byer 

Dolft forget our China plan!!!! 

Best Regards 

Tom Byer 

Director 

T3 Group 

Http:i/tom san.corn 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Feb 6. 2014. at 1 :_2 AM, Dorrance. Albert A IV" < anson~ernaJl.anc.edu> wrote: 

This looks good to me!!! I love it. Please keep me in the loop, Good luck, my friend!!~ 

From: Tom Byer [rnailto:tom@tomsan.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 05, 2014 10:31 AlVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Fwd: Torn Byer 

Good response from Tab! 

Best Regards 

Tom Byer 

Director 

T3 Group 

Et_t_p__;~’__tp__tr_~_~_:Lc:p__tr_~. 
Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Tab Ramos <TRamos(a)ussoccer.or~> 

Date: February 5, 2014 at l 1:56:25 PM GMT+9 

To: Tom Byer <ton~)tomsan.com> 

Subject: lie: Tom Byer 

Hello Tom, 

The pleasure is certainly mine. You have accomplished so much! We appreciate you setting time aside to meet. 

I just returned on Monday from our gmne against South Korea where I briefly discussed your presentation ruth We roll be meeting 

once again late next week and I will tbllow up aiier. 

Besides all of the time and work you have dedicated to promote and teach the game the App you put together is am~ing and the idea of 

being on TV eve~, day teaching the game to children is ve~ attractive from a US Soccer standpoint and hopefully from an MLS standpoint 

as well. In addition the thought of beginning to teach the game at two and three years of age rather than at five or six is without a doubt 
something for us to think about. As you know we do not live in a soccer culture but we roll always be worldng towmds malting it one. 

Thank you again and I roll get back to you in the next few weeks. 

In the meantime if there is anything I can do for you please let me know. 

Tab 

Tab Ramos 

USSF Youth Technical Director 

ttead Coach U.S. U20 National Temn 

732-619- 8407 

www.nssoccer.com 

On Feb 5, 2014, at 1:34 AM. "Tom Byer" <torn~tomsan.com> wrote: 

Tab, 
It was great finally meeting you, thanks for your time. I hope there is something I can do to contribute to US Soccer after 

spending an entire career outside of my Homeland! 

I’m waiting for     Io get back to me a~er he’s gotten feedback from you and the others. 
Good luck and I hope our paths cross once more in the future’. 

Best Regards, 

Tom 

Tom Byer 

E-Mail: .t___o____m____@_t___o_____m____s___a____n__;__c___o_____m__. 
Mobile: 



K.K. T3 
The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 
._h__~_:__i__i_~_._t___o_____m____s___a____n__;__c____o__~ 

Minato Ku, Minami Aoyama 6-6-22 
Luna Rossa Minami Aoyama 2F 
Tel: 03-4590-6658 / Fax: 03-3498-8877 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com~ 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 11:50 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Tom Byer 

I do remember your condition to retire from 5’our culrent day jo!!!! 

Best Regards 

Tom Byer 

Director 

T3 Group 

Http:i/tomsan.com 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Feb 6. 2014. at 1:42 AM, "Dorrance. Albert A IV" < _~._m_~!)@_e_ .rg__r.a_~l_:u__r_l.c_: _e_@_> wrote: 

HEY!! I would love to team up with you and take China to the top!! Can this wait antil I have retired from UNC? 

F~om-" Tom Byer [mailto:tom@tomsan.com] 
Se~t: Wednesday, February 05, 20:[4 :[:[:39 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1¥ 
Subject-" Re: Tom Byer 

Don’t forget our China plan’.!!! 

Best Regards 

Tom Byer 

Director 

T3 Group 

Sent froln my iPhone 

On Feb 6, 2014, at 1:32 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emad.unc.edu> wrote: 

This Iool~s good ~:o m*-’_~!! ! I low-’_~ it Ph:_~ase ke*-’_~p me in the Iooi:~. Good luck, my friend!! 

From: Tom Byer [Ln__a_jJ_tg__Lt_o___m__@__t__o__m__s_a__tL__c_o___m_] 

Sent: Wednesday, February 05, 20:[4 :[0:3:[ AN 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Fwd: Tom Byer 

Good response from Tab! 

Best Regards 

Tom Byer 

Director 

T3 Group 

Http://tomsan.com 
Sent t~om my iPhi~ne 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Tab Ramos <TRamos(r-~ussoccer.org> 
Date: Februaly 5, 2014 at 11:56:25 PM GMT+9 

To: Tom Byer <tom(d~toms’a~.com> 

Subject: Re: Tom Byer 

Hello To~n, 

The pleasure is certainly mine. You have accomplished so much! We appreciate you setting ti~ne aside to meet. 

I just returned on Monday from our game against South Korea where I briefly discussed your presentation with We will 

be meeting once aga~in late next week and I will ibllow up a£ter. 

Besides all of the time and work you have dedicated to promote and teach fl~e game the App yon put together is amazing and 

the idea of being on TV every, day teaching the game to children is very attractive from a US Soccer standpoint and hopefully 

from an MLS sta~dpoint as well. In addition the thought of beginning to teach the game at two and three years of age rather 

than at five or six is without a doubt something for us to think about. As you know we do not live in a soccer culture but we roll 

always be working towards making it one. 

Thank you again ~md I roll get back to you in the next few weeks. 

In the meantime ifflrere is anything I can do for you please let me know. 

Tab 

Tab Ramos 

U SSF Youth Technical Director 



Head Coach U.S. U20 National Team 

732-619- 8407 

www.ussoccer.com 

On Feb 5, 2014, at 1:34 AM, "Tom Byer" <tom~b~tom~n.corn> wrote: 

Tab, 

It was great finally meeting you, thanks for your time. I hope there is something I can do to contribute to US 

Soccer after spending m~ entire career outside of my Homeland! 

I’m waiting for     to get back to me after he’s gotten feedback from you and the others. 
Good luck and I hope our paths cross once more in the thture! 

Best Regards, 

Tom 

Tom Byer 
E-Mail: tom@tomsan.co _m__. 

Mobile: 

K.K. T3 

The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 

h_tt_p__;LL~:__t__o_____m___s____a___n__:___c___o____m__ 

Minato Ku, Minami Aoyama 6-6-22 
Luna Rossa Minami Aoyama 2F 
Tel: 03-4590-6658 / Fax: 03-3498-8877 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:48 PM 

Touloupas, Mar5., Aly~n <matouloupas@unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros 

Re: Recruit Ticket Confirmation - Men’s Basketball vs. Duke 

~gmail.com> 

Thanks. I will! Don’t know if Anson has any additions .... 

Chris 

Sent fk~m my iPad 

On , at 1:30 PM, T( uloupas, Mary Alyson" <raaf£mloupas@unc,ed~> wrote: 

Hi Chris, 

I wanted to confirm that I have :12 tickets for the Men’s Basketball against Duke held for you. Please let me know if you any changes to this number by 

the end of the week. 

Right now, I have ~nd . as well as their guests, on the pass list. If you have any name 

changes, please let me know by next Tuesday I 

Let me know if you have any questions, thanks! 

Mary Alyson Touloupas 
Associate Director ol Ticket Operatiorls 

University of North Carolina 

PO Box 3000 

Chapel Hill, NC 27S15 

919.962.2296 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ducar, Chris z<lucar@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:52 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <mthgallo@unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: Brief Meeting With Your Stu&nt-Athletes? 

image001.png 

Thanks LainT. I want yon to know that the gifts are working vmT hard right now to do their part to bring ns back above a 3.0 and beyond’. 

Bird 

Sent farm my iPaxt 

On , at 11:26 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" < ~mson~emaiLnnc.edu> wrote: 

Sure .,,. Tom? And thank you Larry! 

I:rem: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:07 AM 
To-" Sander, Thomas 3; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject," Brief Meeting With Your Student-Athletes? 
Is there a day & time (ma~e right before weights in Loudermilk??) I caaa spemk for 3 minutes to your student-athletes? Nothing is wrong! 
I am speaJ~ing to each temn a~d giving thegn our vote of confidence regarding °~the lack of acade~nic preparedness" stuff that has been flying a~’ound. We 
wamt them to know that both the Department’s & University’s administration supports them 100%. 
Thanks a~d you ca~ give me a few dates and titnes that may work for you ~- I would like to get this done ASAP! 

<imageO01.png>La ~’~"~ (~ a~(,% 

J;xecn~i~re z\ss,:~ciate ~)irector o~ &th]e~ics 

13 nivcrsit>, of North Caro]ina at ClmlXd Hil] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jolms~n, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu,; 

Wednesday, 3:08 PM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Thank you! 

First, thank you again for the time and expertise you so generously share with our student-athletes I am so very grateful that a student-athlete shared with you - ever so articulately and 
thoughtfully - the impact your words had on her.. and that you then shared them with me. Moreover, you continued the pep talk in your response to her and have Ii~rther validated her 
experience, mindset, catharsis, and perseverance by wanting to share that with your entire team Fabulous work, Anson. Truly, truly outstanding. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: DolTance, Albeit A IV 
Sent: Wech~esday 
To: 
Subject: RE: Thank you! 

11:11 AM 

Thank you for this verb, class?, email I can tell from what you shared you are a young woman of character.~ the young girl who del?nded me with her mother on the phone, 
when she lost her starting position, also had great character. Now- you have to decide how good you are going to be. This is where self-discipline, competitive fire and self-belief come in .... 
it is not easy to decide to have all three of these qualities because you have to re-decide this every day and it is exhausting. This is why there are so few truly extraordinary athletes. 

Sure we can all be disciplined for 5 minutes once a ;veek BUT CAN YOU DO THIS EVERY DAY FOR 12 MONTHS ? And yes, you can feign competition against someone who sucks but 
what do you do against a world beater: do you co;ver, go into a shell, quit? And self-belief is so fragile. One day you feel on top of the ;vorld the next you are in the Marianas Trench 
because your boyfriend looked at you cross-eyed How- fragile are we all going to select to be? 

Good luck to you! I silently cheer :For the women of character on my roster, but ! still play the ass kickers. ! love it when the women of character also kick ass That is my dream world!! 

Also it is always dangerous to send me a quality email because then ! would like to share it with my entire roster. Do you have any problem with that? ’]?his is very good self-analysis and 
reflection and others can benefit. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Thank you! 

8:40 PM 

Dear Coach Do~ance, 

My name is            and I am a         athlete here at UNC on the                 team. I just wanted to formally thank you for speaking at CR[~EI) on Monday night and also for 
sharing such excellent advice. After having one of the worst semesters ever this past fall, everything you said about the importance of having self-discipline, competitive :fire, and self-belief 
really rang true to me and made me realize what I’ve been missing. 

Like you pointed out, being a high school athlete is pretty easy compared to being a I)ivision I athlete. [~veryone on my team here is exceptionally strong and between being very far from 
home, taking challenging classes, having a difficult roowanate, and getting used to a much more grueling practice schedule, I was knocked on my feet Even though I was giving it everything 
I had at practice, I just was not matching up to the other girls on my team and my coach decided to move me down to the walk on team ~k~r the second semester 

Although the other fi-eshman recruits, teammates, and even my coach all figured I would quit and transfer schools, I am still here. Mostly because       is my passion and I love being at 
Carolina, but also because I’ve been trying to figure out what the beck ! was doing wrong. Your speech last night was the light at the end of the tunnel lk~r me, especially when you talked 
about self-belie[~ All of the phenomenal past athletes you have coached had confidence in themsetves and they truly believed that they could accomplish anything I realize now that I have 
been missing this huge, crucial piece of the puzzle. If I am afraid of making ruistakes and I doubt my abilities, how will I ever succeed, regardless of the effort I am putting in? Even in the half 
an hour you spoke, you have taught me that the effort and passion I put into rowing every day will go to ~vaste unless I can develop the cotffidence and self-belief to kno~v that I will be 
okay and I can be the best girl on the water if I set ray ruind to it. 

I already know that these three keys to success you have shared will stay ~vith me ttnoughout the rest of my athletic career and will effect the choices I make in my daily life. Thank you 
again for inspiring me and reminding me that my success lies in my hands. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:30 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Thank you! 

Sure! I don’t mind. Thank you again for evewthing, I ~vish you and ?’our team the best of luck as well. 

> On at 11:10 ~vl, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.uaac.edu> wrote: 
> 

> 

> 

> Thank you for this very classy email. I can tell from what you shared you are a young woman of character, the young girl ~vho defended me with her mother on the phone, 
when she lost her starting position, also had great character. Now- you have to decide how good you are going to be. This is where self-discipline, competitive fire and self-belief come in .... 
it is not easy to decide to have all three of these qualities because you have to re-decide this every day and it is exhausting. This is why there are so few truly extraordinary athletes. 
> 

> Sure we can all be disciplined for 5 minutes once a week BUT CAN YOU DO THIS EVERY DAY FOR 12 MONTHS? And yes, you can feign competition against someone who sucks but 
what do you do against a world beater: do you co~ver, go into a shell, quit? And self-belief is so fragile. One day you feel on top of the ~vorld the next you are in the Marianas Trench 
because your boyfriend looked at you cross-eyed How- fragile are we all going to select to be? 
> 

> Good luck to you! I silently cheer for the women of character on nay roster, but I still play the ass kickers. I love it ~vhen the women of character also kick ass That is my dream world!! 
> 

> Also it is always dangerous to send me a quality email because then I would like to share it with my entire roster. Do you have any problem with that? This is very good self-analysis and 
reflection and others can benefit. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Tuesday, 8:40 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Thank you! 
> 

> [)ear Coach Dorrance, 
> 

> My name is            and I am a         athlete here at UNC on the                      I just wanted to formally thank you for speaking at CRF.EI) on Monday night and also for 
sharing such excellent advice. After having one of the worst semesters ever this past fall, everything you said about the importance of having self-discipline, competitive :fire, and self-belief 
really rang true to me and made me realize what I’ve been missing. 
> 

> Like you pointed out, being a high school athlete is pretty easy compared to being a Division 1 athlete. Everyone on my team here is exceptionally strong and between being very far from 
home, taking challenging classes, having a difficult rootmnate, and getting used to a much more grueling practice schedule, I was knocked on my feet Even though I was giving it everything 
I had at practice, I just was not matching up to the other girls on my team and my coach decided to move me down to the ~2~r the second semester 
> 

> Although the other recrmts, teamanates, and even my coach all figured I would quit and transfer schools, I am still here. Mostly because rowing is my passion and I love being at 
Carolina, but also because I’ve been trying to figure out what the beck I was doing wrong. Your speech last night was the light at the end of the tunnel for me, especially when you talked 
about self-belie[~ All of the phenomenal past athletes you have coached had confidence in themselves and they truly believed that they could accomplish anything I realize now that I have 
been missing this huge, crucial piece of the puzzle. If I am afraid of making mistakes and I doubt my abilities, how will I ever succeed, regardless of the e[~fort I am putting in? Even in the half 
an hour you spoke, you have taught me that the effort and passion I put into rowing every day will go to waste unless I can develop the confidence and self-belief to know that I will be 
okay and I can be the best girl on the water if I set my mind to it. 
> 
> I already know that these three keys to success you have shared will stay w-ith me tl’tr oughout the rest of ray athletic career and will efi;ect the choices I make in my daily life. Thank you 
again for inspiring me and reminding me that my success lies in my hands. 
> 

> Sincerely, 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Keating @gmail.com> 

Thursday, 8:40 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

[Jpdale Development Survey 

Anson, 
:H respondents so far. The way these things usually work is you get 80% within first 2 days, so it I think it will require a reminder to get us to the threshold of 20 

respondents: 

8 completed the survey (all good data) 

3 started and abandoned after about 2 minutes                                 . I would really like to see data on WNT & pro players to understand outliers. 

With about 20 respondents, we can look at patterns, which I anticipate will be very interesting. At that point, I’d like to come in and show you the preliminary 

trends before doing stats on the data. I am a data junkie, like you, so I think you will like this process and I am convinced you can use these techniques in your 

work! 

Thanks, 

Mike 

Mike Keating 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@bmvemaila~ncp.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:39 AM 

@bmvemail.uncp.edu> 

RE: Invitation to Participate in Stu@ 

Dear Coach, 

I would like to thank those of you who have already participated in the study. The data you have provided has been vital to my research. 

My name is and I am ~ at the Universi~ of North Caxolina at Pemb~oke for the Currently, I am a graduate 

student in the at the universib,, and working on completing my For my 

capstone research project, I am conducting a study called,                                             . This study will investigate the leadership styles that 

college soccer coaches portray and how they may translate to the development of a successful program. For the study, success roll be defined as win-loss records and 

post- season appearances. 

I am extending this invitation to you to paxticipate in the research if you are coaching at the collegiate level and can help provide insight into this re,arch question. If you 

decide to pa(ticipate, you will be able to access an online survey at this location :                                                            Paxticipe~lts are 

encouraged to complete the survey by Monday,             at 11:59 p.m. 

Dr. Leah Holland Fiorentino, professor in the Depmtment of Professional Pedagogy & Research at the Universi~ of No(th Carolina at Pembroke (UNCP), is 

supervising my research. By completing this sur~’ey, you can help us lea:m more about the leadership styles that are most effective in collegiate soccer. This knoMedge 

will aide in understanding the correlation between selected leadership styles and their overall impact on success. For more information see the informed consent 

document below or email at     ?~bravemail.uncp.edu. 
Thank you for your time, and I hope you can participate! 

Sincerely, 

INFORMED CONSENT 

This stu@ is being conducted to investigate the relationship betw’een leadership styles (autocratic, democratic, passive/avoidant, servant, transtbrmafional, mad 

transactions]) and their impact on success. Previous reseaxch has been conducted to determine the influence of each s~le but no research has been conducted to 

understand the relationship with success. This knowledge is significant becau~ this could give college soccer coaches a better understanding of the most effective style 
when dealing with success. 

Why have I been asked to participate in this study? 

You have been asked to pa~icipate in this study because you are a collegiate soccer coach that can provide helpful insight into this research question. 

How many people besides me will participate in this study’? 

At least 50 participants. There conld be up to 300 participants. 

$\~at will I be asked to do in tiffs study and how mudl time will it take? 

Shonld you decide to participate in this study, it will approximately 15-20 minutes of your time. 

You roll be asked to use the Qualtrics survey sTstem and complete an anonymous survey. 
Will I be paid for completing the study? 

You will not be prod for your paxticipat~on. 

Will being in this study cost me anything? 

There will be no cost to you except your time to complete the survey, which will be approximately 15-20 minutes. 
Can the researcher take me out of the study? 

You may stop pa~Acipation at a~ly time by exiting the survey. 

What are the benefits of me participating in the study? 

There axe no direct benefits to you for being in this s~mdy. However, the infom~ation you provide will be used to educate college soccer coaches on the most effective 

leadership slyle and how it positively influences success. 
\Vhat are the risks of being in tiffs study? 

There are no risks associated with this study. Your confidentiali~l roll be protected at all times. 

\Vhat are the benefits to researchers or society.? 
This stu@ will investigate how certain leadership styles enh~mce the success rate of college soccer programs. 

How will my privacy be protected? "vVhat will happen m the information the study keeps on me? 

Your name will NOT be associated with your answers during any part of the study. Surveys will be identified with ID numbers. These numbers will NOT be your 

universiF ID or social security number. The restxmses you provide will be combined with other participants in this study and be reported together, without using any 

nmnes or identifiers. 

What are the "alternatives to participating in tiffs study? 

You may choose not to participate in this s~dy with no risk of peualty. 

What are my rights as a participant? 
Taking part in this study is completely voluntary. You may choose not to take part at all or you can s~op at any time during the study. Leaving the study will not resnlt in 

any penal~. The UNCP Institutional Review Board (IRB) is the committee that protects the rights of research participants. If you have any questions about your rights, 

please contact the IRB at 910.775.4548. 

Please contact’ (d~bravemail.uncp.edu or Dr. Leah Hollmad Fiorentino at leah.fiorentino(d~uncp~edu regarding may questions or concerns you 

have about the stu@. 

University of North Carolina at Pembroke 
C: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TONY YOUNT ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 10:41 AM 

Myer, Randy <Ranc~ Myer@kenan-tlagler.unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Math Tutor 

Rand>,. 

is a             (athletic redshirt) Business major currently in her 

contact info is here. She has tutored for us in Academic Support and she’s great. 

semester. She’s and a genuinely wonderful hnman being. Her 

Mobile - 

~emaJl.unc.e&t> 

On , at 7:45 PM, TONY YOUNT ~mac.com> wrote: 

Randy, 

I have two terrific people in mind. I’ll contact them tomorrow just to make sure that it’s okay for me to recommend them for this. 

Tony 

Sent from my iF’hone 

On at 3:47 PM, "Myer, Randy" <Rand,/ Myer~;;kenan-flafller unc.edu> wrote: 

Anson, thanks for the intro. Tony, if you get the names of any of the math tutors and their contact info, that is sufficient. I assume they would be 

free to work with someone outside the University and be paid for 
Randy Myer 

Entrepreneurial Professor of the Practice 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
University of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 

Office Phone 919-843-6124 

Email: randy...myer@unc,edu 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@ernail.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:25 PM 
To: Myer, Randy 
Cc: TONY YOUNT, .~_g___m___a_!!=c_gE~_) 
Subject: RE: Math Tutor 

I arn going to copy Tony Yount on this. He is rny team’s academic guy and witl not steer’ you wrong. 

Thanks agab~ [:or those great seals .._ I love seeing the game [:rom that dose (and the company could noL be beatenl}, 

F~m= Nyer, Randy [mailto:Randy Myer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:09 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Subject: Na~ Tutor 

Fun last night but that inconsistent level of performance has got to drive Roy crazy. ANt like my golf swing - here this hole, gone the 

next. 

To follow up, I am trying to find a math tutor for a friend’s ~6 year old daughter. I suspect the athletic tutor group has folks have folks by 

subject. Money is not an issue and can be done by Skype although they live locally. Let me know who is the right person or if there is a 

list of the math tutors for them to contact. Thanks for the help. See you at the banquet. 

Randy Myer 

Entrepreneurship Professor of the Practice 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

University of North Carolina 

Campus Box 3490 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3490 

Office: Kenan Center 402a 

Telephone 9~9-843-6~24 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Will Andrews @gmail.com> 

Thursday, February. 6, 2014 1:23 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Thank You 

Anson, 

I heard you are coming out to talk to our battalion leadership this Monday. My team and I are looking tbrward to hearing you speak 

Let me know if you need any assistance getting out here Our unit area is very new- so it’s not on a lot of maps. Call me if you need anything. 

Thanks 
Will 

Respectfully, 

Will Andrews 

> On Jan 23, 2014, at 11:04 AM. "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Will, 
> 

> I enjoyed meeting you as well’.[ I hope you enjoy the books’.[ 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Will Andrew’s [~nadrc           ’~mail corn] 
> Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 8:22 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Thank You 
> 

> Anson, 
> 

> ] wanted to say thank you for the leadership lesson and discussion on Monday. l am looking fonvard to reading your books and seeing how l can implement some of the techniques to my 
unit. 
> 

> ’]?his next Monday, I am doing an off site leadership development training day and we are going to be talking about how we can create a competitive caldron [’or my unit 
> 

> I will keep you posted as we progress as a unit and let you know of the results. 
> 

> On the recruiting front, 
> 

> Again, thanks :For the discussion. It was great meeting you. 
> 

> Respectfully, 
> 

> Will Andrew’s 
> 

> 

>> On Jan 21, 2014, at 3:57 P*L Riki Ellison <rikiellison@missiledefcnseadvocacy.org> wrote: 
>> 

>> Anson, 
>> 

>> Great night thanks for the discussion and thoughts on coaching charupions. Brought you up today to speak down ~vith the 108th Air and Missile Defense Brigade in Fayetteville and the 
Special Forces there. The first has the highest amount of women in a Army Branch deployed forward and the second, well the?" are just real bad asses. 
>> 

>> Will wanted your contact and listed hiru on it. 
>> 

>> Lets get a trip organized to Seattle for me to introduce you to Pete and get a tour of the #acilities both Soccer and NFL. Contacted Brent Jones last night, you have another NFL fan in him. 
>> 

>> *iy Best 
>> 

>> Riki 
>> 

>> Riki i~4 Ellison 
>> Chairman & Fo~mdcr 
>> Missile Defense Advocacy Alliance 

>> 515 King Street, Suite 320 
>> Alexandria, VA 22314 
>> 

>> rikiellison@missiledefenseadvocacy, org 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tim Nash <tim@greensborounited.org> 

Thursday, Febma~ 6, 2014 2:24 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Next week? 

Tim N a sl! 

General Man;3ger 

Greensboro United Soccer 

www.greens bor~]u nited,org 

Frem: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, Februa~ 06, 2014 2:17 PM 
To~ Tim Nash 
Subject: RE: N~ week? 

TH wN world 

F~m= Tim Nash [mailto:tim@greensborounited.org] 
~ent~ Thursday, Februa~ 06, 20~4 12:30 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: N~ week? 

How abou~ Tuesday and/or Thursday of nex~ week? 
Tim Na~h 
General Manager 

Greensboro United Soccer Association 

www.gr~!ens borou nited.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Sisneros "_(}gmail.com> 

Thursday, 2:28 PM 

@live.~mc.edu>;     @gmail.com; 

~live.unc.edu-~; " " @rocketmail.com; 
,~unc.edu>;              @yahoo.com;       @ymail.com; 

~live.unc.edu>; Dolrance, Albert A IV <~xison@email.unc.edu> 

Leadership Decision 

@gmail.com; 

@yahoo.com; 

~live.unc.edu>; 
~gmail.com; 

Leaders, 

I need to hea~c back from all of you regarding whether or not we should do a "Brain Training" day ruth John Kennedy. 

This is a volunta~./opportunity - he would be here on Sunday to work with the team - This is like what we did last spring, with blocks and arrows etc... 

w~,.combatbraJ ntraining.com 

After a 5-6 hour workshop on Sunday, John would be ruth yon at training every day for the entire week leading into the Duke game on Saturday         and 

essentially observe the team and help imple~nent his training ideas into your day/training time. He explained to me that his method would need 10 minutes per day, like 

before a match or during a warm up, and he’d like to be with us for the entire week so he could show you how all of that works into your performance. 

As this is volnnta~-, my question really comes down to buy in. Would we get enough buy in from yourselves and the team to really give this a genuine eltbrt? 

John is a great gny that has come np ruth some unique methods to help increase speed of thought and problem solving in @namic environments. His program is used in 

military and professional sports environments... Anson and I both see value in this, but only if we have buy in. 

I appreciate your thoughts and consideration of this. Please email me back by tomorrow morning so I can have your insights when booking John or not. 

Thank you, 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Assistant Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 2:59 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Publishing a sto~ ti~m Tim’s class 

Women’s soccer - .docx 

Ansor~ 

I am in Tim Cmtbers’                     class, and we recently interviewed you,                  for a story he assigned us. I write for Carolina Blue magazine, 

a monthly publication that covers UNC sports, and my editor wanted to run the piece I wrote on you guys in this month’s issue. Tim told me to make sure it was OK 

with you guys before Carolina Blue published it. If you would rather have us run the piece, I completely understand, but wmated to check either way. 

Attached is a copy of it. (I might make a t~w minor changes that Tim suggested, but other than that it roll remain largely the same. The quotes will not cha~ge, either.) 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 3:28 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: PuNishing a story t~om Tim’s class 

Anso~ 

Appreciate the kind words, and this is precisely why I emailed you. I completely understand that you guys are giving interviews under the assumption that it won’t be 

published, and the last thing I want to do is ruin the relationship you guys have with Tim or provide that ~pe of material to those rivals. I roll tell my editor that this piece 

is not for the magazine and look elsewhere for another s’toly. 

Appreciate your help. 

On Thu, at 3:16 PM, Donance, Albeit A IV <~son(~emaAl.unc.edu> wrote: 

You wrote an excellent piece but it is bulletin board material for UCLA, UVA, FSU. That sort of "freewheeling" interview is given because there is not a chance it 

is going to be published where anyone can see it. I am sorry, I cannot endorse its publication for Carolina Blue or any other puMicat~on. O~r team next year 

be very aw~rage. The only way we beat any of ~:bose three teams ~s if they are not up For the game. The h~st l:h~ng ~ woL~ld want to do is motivate an opponent and 

~:b~s is pure gold for a q~a~ity motiva~:or 

Now, we can tweak it and make it less rnodvational for our opponents. It will still be a good piece. If you are interested in that calf me 

From: ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:59 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Publishing a story from -0m’s class 

Anson, 

I am in Tim Crothers’                     class, and we recently interviewed you,                  tbr a slory he a~ssigned us. I write for Carolina Blue 

mag~ine, a moathly publication that covers UNC sports, and my editor wanted to mn the piece I wrote on you guys in this month’s issue. Tim told me to make sure 

it was OK with you guys betbre Carolina Blue published it. If you would rather have us run the piece, I completely understand, but wrested to check either way. 

Attached is a coW of it. (I might make a few minor chm~ges that Tim suggested, but other than that it will remain largely the same. The quotes will not change, either.) 

Thanks, 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(cell) 

:~)gm~Jl.co~n 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Constable, Glenn <Glenn Constable@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Febma~ 6, 2014 3:30 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Pickett-Byrden, Allicia<Allicia Pickett-Byrden@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Bamnger, Tamara Patterson <Tamara Bamnger@kenm~- 
flagler.unc.edu> 

RE: Parking pass 

Hi Anson ---here is the link for your visitors pass for tomorrow, February 7tn~ You can make two copies for your use. --.Glenn 

http:/iprintparkingpass.com/p!12taq93iUOu Upa7cGOoM Uw 

Glenn Constable 

919,962,0228 

glenn...consta hie @ unc,ed u 

From: Barringer, Tamara 

Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 3:25 PM 

To: Constable, Glenn 
Co: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Pickett-Byrden, AIIicia 
Subject: FW: Parking pass 

Coach Anson Dorrance is speaking to the MAC’s tomorrow~ Nlicia may have already requested one parking pass~ I do not know. At any rate, will you provide a 

total of two passes for Coach Dorrance presentation? He will be here at 9:00 A.M. tomorrow. 

Thank 

regards, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [__m___a_!J_t__o_2_a__D_S___q_n___@__e____m___a_!Lu__n___c_=__e__d___u_] 
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 2:37 PM 
To: Barringer, Tamara 

C¢: Jason Sisneros          ~qmail.com) 
S,,bject: RE: Friday’s presentation 

Can I have two parking passes for tomorrow? Jason Sisneros will also be coming (late} with a recruit (if you don’t mind)~ 

From: Barringer, Tamara [mailto:Tamara IBarringer(Okenan-flagler,unc,edu] 
Sent: Mtonday, February 03, 2014 12:14 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Friday’s presentation 

Tam ara Barrhger 

S ent from m y P hone 

0 n Feb 3, 2014, at 11 27 AN, "Dorrance, A bertA IV" <anson@em affunc.edu> wrote: 

Ta fg~ a ra., 

It is always fun for me ._ see you soon! What is your celt? 

From: Barringer, Tamara [mailto:Tamara Barringer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 4:01 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Pickett-Byrden, Allida 
Subject: Re: Friday’s presentation 

Anson: 

We are delighted that you will be once again speaking to the UNC Master of Accounting Class of 2014 on the differences in coaching men and women. Your 

presentation is always thought provoking and well receive by the students. 



As in the past, the class meets in Koury Hall in McColl Hall at the Business School. Allicia, who is copied on the email, will arrange for your parking pass that you 

should receive by emaik Will you forward your resume? 

The students arrive at 8:45 and your presentation will begin promptly at 9:00. After your presentation, we will have continental style breakfast refreshments in the 

lobby. 

Please let me know if there is anything else we can do to assist you. Your talk is truly a highlight of this class each year! 

With warm regards, 

Tamara Barringer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:35 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Soccer On TV: Thursday, 

Downstairs, just turn the TV on, hit the TWO button on the TIVO remote, click on "MY SHOWS", then "UPSTAIRS TIVO". The recording will be displayed. 

-Tom 

From: Dorrance, Alber~ A 111 
Sent: Thursday, 2:52 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J 
Co: @gmail.com; @rocketmail.com; I ~gmail.com; 

~gmail.com; @yahoo.corn; ~ymail.com; Oyahoo.com; @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; 
~ason Sisneros         @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas ~ 
Subject= RE: Soccer On ~: Thursday, 

Thank you Tom and can you describe the order oftheTVto get ~t up m~d running and on the right channel and ~ w~l~ send ~t tothe entire team? Heck, ~ can never 

remember what to do. 

E~= Sander, Thomas ~ 
Seat= Thursday, 2:44 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; ~yahoo.com 
Sabject; RE: Soccer On W: Thursday, 

A~ set, Youq~ have to select (upstairs T]VO) from the menu to watch ~t since that’s the unit Fm recordk~g ~t on. 

-Tom 

From: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Sent: Thursday, 2:22 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: FW: Soccer On TV: Thursday, 
Tom? 

Sent: Thursday, 12:55 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber[ A IV 
Subject: Re: Soccer On TV: Thursday, 

Hey Anson, 

Could Tom record that in the castle? Thanks. 

.~yahoo.com] 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 10:44 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Liverpool/Arsenal this Sunday at 7:45 AM IJSA Network! 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:12 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Soccer On TV: Thursday, 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s Copa Libertadores action on Thursday. 

I<~ ~WRD028.jpg>I 

<-WRDO2S.jpg>tTweet This I<-WRDO~&,ipg>lShare Thi~ 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming programming 

listed here, many ne~votks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). Check your 

local listings and network programming listings. Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week. 

THURSDAY, 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores GUARANI-UNIVERSIDAD CHILE (live) 6:45 pro. 

Copa Libertadores LANUS-CARACAS (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico ATLETICO SAN LUIS-PUEBLA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands AJAX-GRONINGEN (live) 2:30 pm. 

AZ’rECA AMERICA 

Mexico TIJUANA-MONTERREY (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

[~WRD028,j pg q 



Mexico TIJUANA-MONTERREY (live) 10:30 pm, 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France TOULOUSE-SAINT ETIENNE (live) 2:30 pro. 

BelN SPORTS 

England LEICESTER CITY-WATFORD (live) 10 am. 

Italy FIORENTINA-ATALANTA (live) Noon. 

Spain REAL MADRIDWILLAREAL (live) 2 pm. 

France MARSEILLE-BASTIA (delay) 5 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-AC MILAN (delay) 7 pm, 

NBC 

England SWANSEA CITY-CARDIFF CITY (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England LIVERPOOL-ARSENAL (delay) 2:30 pro. 

England MATCH OF THE DAY (delay) 11 pm. 

USA NETWORK 

England LIVERPOOL-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England CHELSEA-NEWCASTLE (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain VALENCIA-BETIS (live) 10 am. 

Spain RAYO-MALAGA (live) noon. 

Spain REAL MADRID-VlLLARREAL (live) 2 pm. 

Spain ALMERIA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 4 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-AC MILAN (delay) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany NUREMBERG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 9:30 pm. 

Netherlands PSV EINDHOVEN-FC TWENTE (live) 12:30 pm. 

mun2 

England LIVERPOOL-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England CHELSEA-NEWCASTLE (live) 10 am. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TIGRES-SANTOS (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico AMERICA-PACHUCA (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MARSEILLE-BASTIA (live) 11 am. 

France AJACCIO-STADE RENNAIS (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-MONARCAS (live) 10 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia CENTRAL COAST-MELBOURNE VICTORY (live) 1:30 am. 

Australia SYDNEY-ADELAIDE (live) 3:45 am. 
Australia MELBOURNE HEART-PERTH (live) 11 pm. 

NSC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England NORWICH CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 10 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-STOKE CITY (live) 10 am. 

England ASTON VILLA-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

England SUNDERLAND-HULL CITY (live) 10 am. 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

USSOCCER.com 

International Women’s Friendly USA-RUSSIA (live) 3:30 pm. 

BeIN SPORTS 

Italy LAZlO-ROMA (live) 9 am. 

France BORDEAUX-LORIENT (live) 11 am. 

Italy HELLAS VERONA-JUVENTUS (delay) 1 pm= 

Spain SEVlLLA-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

France MONACO-PSG (delay) 5 pm. 



USA NETWORK 

England TOTTENHAM-EVERTON (live) 8:30 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-FULHAM (live) 11 am. 

AZ’i’ECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-CHIVAS (live) 1 pro. 

Mexico QUERETARO-VERACRUZ (live) 6 pro. 

BeIN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy HELLAS VERONAS-JUVENTUS (live) 9 am. 

Spain VALLADOLID-ELCHE (live) 11 am. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-LEVANTE (live) 1 pm. 

Spain SEVILLA-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

Italy LAZIO-ROMA (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-CHIVAS (live) 1 pm. 

Mexico QUERETARO-VERACRUZ (live) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany STUTTGART-AUGSBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany SCHALKE-HANNOVER (live) 11:30 pm. 

Brazil PONTE PRETA-SAO PAULO (live) 2 pro. 

Argentina NEWELL’S OLD BOYS-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 4 pm. 

mun2 

England MANCHESTER UNITED=FULHAM (live) 11 am. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOULCA-JAGUARES (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-PSG (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-CRUZ AZUL (live) 6 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia NEWCASTLE-WELLINGTON (live) 11 am. 

BeIN SPORTS 

France NANTES-LYON (delay) 12:30 pm. 

England DERBY COUNTY-QPR (live) 2:30 pm. 

Italy INTER MILAN-SASUOLO (delay) 9 pro. 

BeIN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy INTER MILAN-SASUOLO (delay) 1 pm. 

Spain CELTA-ATHLETIC BILBAO (live) 4 pm. 

TUESDAY~ 

BeIN SPORTS 

Copa Dei Rey ATLETICO MADRID-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

Coppa italia FIORENTINA-UDINESE (delay) 5 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England WEST BROM-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

BeIN SPORTS en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey ATLETICO MADRID-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

Coppa Italia FIORENTINA-UDINESE (delay) 9 pm. 

GOLTV 

Brazil SANTOS-COMERCIAL (live) 5 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England HULL CITY-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 2:45 pm. 

England CARDIFF CITY-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

England WEST HAM-NORWiCH CITY (live) 2:45 pm= 

WEDNESD~Y~ 

BeIN SPORTS 

Copa Dei Rey REAL SOCIEDAD-BARCELONA (live) 4 pm. 

Coppa Italia NAPOLI-ROMA (delay) 6 pm. 



NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England ARSENAL-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:45 pm. 

BeiN SPORTS en Espanol 

Copa Dei Rey REAL SOCIEDAD-BARCELONA (live) 4 pm. 

mun2 

England ARSENAL-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:45 pm. 

NBC SPORTS MVE EXTRA 

England FULHAM-LIVERPOOL (live) 2:45 pm. 

England EVERTON-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 2:45 pm. 

England STOKE CITY-SWANSEA CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 2:45 pm. 

England NEWCASTLE-TOTTENHAM (live) 3 pm. 

USSOCCER.com 

International Women’s Friendly USA-RUSSIA (live) 7:30 pro. 

THURSOAY, 

TBA 

FR~DAY~ 

BelN SPORTS 

France PSG-VALENCIENNES (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy AC MILAN-BOLOGNA (live) 2:40 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

[<image001 j pg>] 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson(~uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~socceramerica com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate foP, warding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 6, 2014 3:42 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FW: Request [br An~m Dorrance to address Foothills Carolina Club 

From: Privette, Casey [mailto:casey_privette@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~ebruary 05, 20:1.4 4:53 PM 
To; Sander, Thomas .I 
Subject; Request for Anson Dorrance to address Foothills Carolina Club 

Tom, 

Our Foothills Carolina Club (based in Hickory, NC) asked me to gauge Coach Dorrance’s interest and ability to speak at their 5th annual scholarship fundraising 

dinner sometime in April. The dub would be flexible and work with any dates Coach has available. 

We’ve worked with compliance to ensure that the scholarships funded by this dinner and all of out" Carolina Clubs only go to previously enrolled students (no 

first-years) to avoid any comphance violations. 

Previous speakers for the dinner have been - A1 Wood ’SL Anne Mitchell Whisnant ’9~ (MA), ’97 (PhD), Woody Durham ’63 and Jones Angel] ’0~ and Adam Lucas. 

The event is typically held at the Crowne Plaza in Hickory. We’d plan to have it there again this year as long as it’s available on dates that Coach Dorrance could 

speak. 
Feel free to give me a call if you have any questions. 
Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Daluz, Antlaony z<laluz@wfi~.edu> 

Thursday, Febma~ 6, 2014 4:02 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Divisions 

ACC Divisons .docx 

Ansor~ 

Here are the ACC Football Divisions. 

ACC Footbal]L/W.Soccer Divisions 

Atlantic 

BC 
Clemson 

FSU 

Louisville 

NCST 
Syracuse 

WFU 

Coastal Divisions 

Duke 

GT/Notre Dame 

Miami 

UNC 
Pitt 

UVA 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest Universi~ Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winstou Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

cell 

www.wakeforestsports.com 

www.wakeforestgirlssoccercamp.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, February 6, 2014 4:07 PM 

DaJuz, Anthony ~daJuz@wfu.edu> 

@aol .corn; Sander, Thoma~s J <pacman@unc.edu>; acromwel@mail.uc£edu 

RE: Divisions 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Privette, Case?, <caseyAprivette@unc.edu> 

Thursday, Februa~ 6, 2014 4:11 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4an~n@email.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacmm~@unc.edu> 

RE: Request for/M~son Dorra~ce to address Foothills Carolina Club 

~ >A ~zl) yoc., and t]-~e best 

Coordi~mk~v ofl4egk~m~l Engagement and (3@~s Support 

P - j F - (919) g62-00"J0 

Toflether as GAA members, we can all serve C~rolina attd our studettts -- p~st, ~resent and future. S:::in ;>~: ,:<: <~ n~*,~:’~b, ;" Md*:~,~.’ 

From= Dorrance, ~]beg ~ N [mailto:ansonOema~l.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, Februa~ 06, 2014 4:00 PN 
To= Sander, Thomas J 
Ce= Privege, Casey 
Subject= RE: Request for Anson Dorrance to address FootNlls Carolina Club 
Ci~ sev, 

You ~re very kind to think of me but ~ am actually tr’yk~g to cut back on my out of town speeches, I hope you 
understand [! 

From= Sander, Thomas J 
Sent= Thursday, Februa~ 06, 20~4 3:42 PM 
T~= Dorrance, AJbeR A N 
Subject= ~: Request for Anson Dorrance to address Bothills Carolina Club 

F~m= Prive~e, Casey [~jJ_N;_¢_@#@_g~fl~A~_@_#_~g,_#~@ 
Sent= Wednesday, ~brua~ 05, 2014 4:53 PM 
T~= Sander, Thomas g 
Subject= Request for Anson Dorrance to address Foothills Carolina Club 
To~, 

Our Foothills Carolina Club (based in Nicko~, NC) asked me to gauge Coach Dorrance’s interest and abili? to speak at their 5th annual scholarship fundraising 

dinner sometime in April. The club would be flexible and work with any dates Coach has available. 
We’ve worked ruth compliance to ensure that the scholarships funded by this dinner and all of our Carolina Clubs only go to previously enrolled students (no 
first-years) to avoid any compliance ~o]ations. 
Pre~ous speakers tbr the dinner have been - N Wood ’8L Anne Mitchell Whisnant ’9~ (MA), ’97 (PhD), Woody Durham %3 and ]ones ~gell ’0~ and Adam £ucas. 
The event is Vpically held at the Crot~e Plaza in Hickory. We’d plan to have it there again this year as long as it’s available on dates that Coach Dorrance could 
speak. 
Feel ~ee to give me a call if you have any questions. 
Best, 

i.~.i GAA Logo 
Coordinator of Regional Engagement and Clubs Support 

P -- ~ F-- (919} 9{,2-0010 

Together as (;AA members, u,e cart all serve Carolirta artd our students -- p~z~t, presenl andj~t~re. ,.:bit: .:~?~" ~:i.s ~?: ~::~.~dH:.:- R~d~:/~f( 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Muldoon ~aol.com> 

Thursday, 4:16 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: 2-0, we won!!! 

See you guys Saturday night ! Speech is ready’, Go Heels’, 

Steve Muldoon 
Universal Business Systems,Inc. 

813-290-9406 (fax) 
800-522-9466 (toll free) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dorrm~ce, Albe(t A IV <mison@email.uuc.edn> 
To: Steve Muldoon @aol.com> 
Sent: Sun, 8:06 pm 

Subject: Re: 2-0, we won!!’. 

We don’t know about     ... 

Sere from ~, }~rizon tVireless 4( ~ L TE DR()ID 

Steve Muldoon 7a)aol.com> wrote: 

Another shin our today ! Keep it goiug! 

Steve Muldoon 
Universal Business Systems,Inc. 

? See you in two weeks ! Where it all began! 

813-290-9406 (fax) 
800-522-9466 (toll free) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~emafil.unc.edu> 
To: Steve Muldoou ?~aol.com > 
Sent: Sat. 12:42 pm 
Subject: Re: 2-0, we won!!! 

Thank you Steve! 

Steve Muldoon ~aol.com> wrote: 

Nice game last night coach’. Keep it up! Go Heels! Play well Sunday! You gws have the gifts peaking again! I would love to be in Cary in a few weeks where it all 
started!~- Love you all! Steve 
Steve Muldoon 
Universal Business Systems,Inc. 

813-290-9406 (fax) 
800-522-9466 (toll free) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: DolTance, Albert A IV <anson(~email.m~c.edn> 
To: (a)aol.com> 

Sent: Fri, 4:41 pm 

Subject: RE: 2-0, we won!’.! 

Will do!! 

From: (a)ao] corn [malitO: ~aol.com] 

Sent: Friday, 11:44 AM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 2-0, we won[[[ 
Keep it going’.! We have to best Florida state!!!! Go heels. 

Thanks’. 
Steve Muldoou 



Sent ti-om my iPhone 

On , at 11:41 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~:email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you Steve! ’. 

From: Steve Muldoon [mailto ~h)aol coral 
Sent: ’]23ursday, 8:46 PM 
Tn: DolTance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 2-0, we wont t t 

The post season begins this weekend! Been watching all year! Four # 1 ~eds t~m the ACC! God luck! Go tteels’. See you in early December! I,ove 

you all! Steve 

Steve Muldoon 
Universal Business Systems,Inc. 

813-290-9406 
800-522-9466 (toll free) 

..... Origin~2t Message ..... 

From: Anson Do~rance <m~son(~uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Steve Muldoon ~aol.com> 
Cc: (~acpub.dnke.edu>; 

(~email.unc.edu>; 
Sent: Mon,            5:42 pm 

Subject: Re: 2-0, we won!!! 

(~email.unc.edu >; ~ ~email.unc.edu >; 
~gma~l.com>; ~live.unc.edu> 

Thank you Steve! You are always so kind to us which is why our TOP AWARD at the L-nivrsity of North Carolina is the Kelly Muldoon Award. Our award is a character 

award and you and Kelly are motivational examples to us about how to act and ~’eat people. 

So thank you, my f~iend fo~ being ~’ho you a~e! ! ! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-962-41 (X) 
>>> Steve Muldoon ~aol.com> 10:22 AM >>> 
Keep it going, just wanted to let you know I go on all the time to keep up with you all and the team I know you will have them ready for the tournament run as aIwayst It has 
been over 5 years now :for Kelly, I just keep going every day, and smile when I think of the times we were able to spend you you and the girls back then, and I treasure the 
memories and friendships I have made from those teams, and when I go on line and read about the Heels, a smile ahvays comes to my face. 

Your team may not know it but the?’ ~nsp~re so man?’ people, the?" continue to touch many lived and are loved by so rnany fans When the?’ take the field the?" have many 
peoples around the country pulling for them and supporting them! 
May you all have a wonderful Thanksgiving, God bless you all, the staff, your famolies and the players, I cant wait to keep reading about your success. Go Heels ! 

Steve and Kelly" 

Steve Muldoon 
Universal Business Systems,Inc. 

813-290- 9/4)6 
8(30-522-9466 (toll free) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@unca a.unc edu> 
To: Steve Muldoon @aol.com> 
Sent: Sat. 7:46 pm 
Subject: 2-0, we won!!! 

Thank you Steve!! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
LrNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 
>>> Steve Muldoon ~@aol. corn> 8:08 ~’~i >>> 
Good luck todayt Play- well, We are watching t Go Heels! Love you guyst 

Steve Muldoon 
Universal Business Systems,Inc 

813 -290- 9dO6 (ihx) 
800-522-9466 (toll free) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, February 6, 2014 4:23 PM 

Steve Muldoon ~aol.com> 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu-~; wendy.gebaue@wachoviasec.com 

RE: 2-0, we wou!!’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Steve Muldoon ~aol.com> 

Thursday, 4:26 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: 2-0, we won!!’. 

Would not miss it ! Being in the ~oom jnst brings back many good memories and I am at a better place because of the people at Chapel Hill! See you Saturday 

afternoo!! 

Steve Muldoon 
Universal Business Systems,Inc. 

813-290-9406 (fax) 
800-522-9466 (toll free) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dorrm~ce, Albe(t A IV <mison@email.unc.edu> 

To: Steve Muldoon       @aol.com> 
Cc: Sander, Thomas J <pacmm~@unc.edu>; wendy.gebauer <wen@.gebaue@wachoviasec.comv 

Sent: Thu,           4:23 pm 

Subject: RE: 2-0, we won!’.! 

Very good Steve!! 

From: Steve Muldoon [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Dorrance, Albeit A IV 
Subject: Re: 2-0, ~ve wont t t 

~aol. com] 
4:16 P2vl 

See you guys Saturday night ! Speech is ready’, Go Heels’, 

Steve Muldoon 
Universal Business Systems,Inc. 

813-290-9406 (fa×) 
800-522-9466 (toll flee) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <ans~n(&email.tmc.edu> 
To: Steve Muldoon ~)aol.com> 

Sent: Sun, 8:06 pm 

Subject: Re: 2-0, we won!!! 

We don’t h~ow about 
Sem.f!"om my Ver’izor~ tiqrele,~s 4G L2’£ 

Steve Muldoon ~aol.com> wrote: 

Another shut our today ! Keep it going! 
Steve Muldoon 
Universal Business Systems,Inc. 

See you in two weeks ! Where it all began! 

813-290-9406 (fax) 
800-522-9466 (toll free) 
..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(~email.m~c.edu> 
To: Steve Muldoon ~)aol.com> 

Sent: Sat, 12:42 pm 

Subject: Re: 2-0, we won!!’. 

ThaJak you Steve’. ! 
Sere from ~’ }~rizor~ tVireIess 4(; L TE DROID 

Steve Muldoon ~aol.com> wrote: 

Nice game last night coach! Keep it up! Go Heels! Play well Sunday! You gws have the girls peaking again! I would love to be in Cmy in a few weeks where it all 
started’/~ Love you all! Steve 
Steve Muldoon 
Universal Business Systems,Inc 

8~3-290-9406 
800-522-9466 (toll fi-ee) 
..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dorrmme, Albert A IV <anmn@email.unc.edu> 
To: ~aol.com> 

Sent: Fri, 4:41 pm 

Subject: RE: 2-0, we won!!! 



Will do’.! 

From: @aol.com [mailto: @aol com] 
Sent: Friday, 11:44 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 2-0, we won!!! 

Keep it going!! We have to best Florida state!’.!! Go heels. 

Thanks! 

Steve Muldoon 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

On at 11:41 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~:email.~mc.edu> ;vrote: 

Thank you Steve ! ’. 

Frnm: Steve Muldoon [mailto: ~aol.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:46 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 2-0, ~ve wont t t 

The tx~st season begins this weekend! Been watching all year! Four # 1 ~eds t?om the ACC! God luck! Go Heels’. See you in early December! Love 

you all! Steve 

Steve Muldoon 
Universal Business Systems,Inc. 

813-290-9406 @ax) 
800-522-9466 (toll free) 

..... Origina2l Message ..... 

From: Anson Dorrance <axlson(~uncaa.unc.edu2> 

To: Steve Muldoon ~aol.com> 

Cc: ~acpub.dnke.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 

Sent: Mon,            5:42 pm 

Subject: Re: 2-0, we won!!! 

~email.unc.edu>; ~,~email.unc.edu>; 
~gma~l.com>; ~live.unc.edu> 

Thank you Steve! You are always so kind to us which is why our TOP AWARD at the L-nivrsity of North Carolina is the Kelly Muldoon A~vard. Our award is a character 

award and you and Kelly are motivational examples to us about how to act and treat people. 

So thank you, my friend for being who you are!!! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-962-41 (X) 
>>> Steve Muldoon (~aokcom> 10:22 AM >>> 
Keep it going, just wanted to let you know I go on all the time to keep up with you all and the team I know you will have them ready for the tournament run as alwayst It has 
been over 5 years now :[’or Kelly, I just keep going every day, and smile when I think of the times we were able to spend you you and the girls back then, and I treasure the 
memories and friendships I have made from those teams, and when I go on line and read about the Heels, a smile ahvays comes to my face. 

Your team may not know it but the?’ ~nspire so man?’ people, the?" continue to touch many lived and are loved by so many fans When the?’ take the field the?" have many 
peoples around the country pulling for them and supporting them! 
May you all have a wonderful Thanksgiving, God bless you all, the staff, your famolies and the players, I cant wait to keep reading about your success. Go Heels ! 

Steve and Kelly 

Steve Muldoon 
Universal Business Systems,Inc. 

813-290-9406 (Ihx) 
800-522-9466 (toll free) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@unca a.unc edu> 
To: Steve Muldoon O)aol.com> 
Sent: Sat. 7:46 pm 
Subject: 2-0, we won!!! 

Thank you Steve![ 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
LrN(2 Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 
>>> Steve Muldoon ~_~)aol. corn> 8:08 ~4 >>> 
Good luck todayt Play- well, We are watching t Go Heels! Love you guyst 

Steve Muldoon 
Universal Business Systems,Inc 

813-290-9406 (Ihx) 
800-522-9466 (toll free) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@nscaa.com> 

Thursday, Februa~ 6, 2014 4:48 PM 

Becky Burleigh <BeckyB@gators.uIl.edu>; Klatte, Robert L. <rklatte@purdue.edu-~; John Daly ~gmail.com>; Susan Ryan 

<susan.~an. 1 @stonybrook.edu>; Albright, Peter <palbrigh@richmond.edu~; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Swanson, 

Stephen (s~ub) <s~ub@eservices.virginia.edu~; Leone, Tracey <T.Leone@neu.edu>; Cromwell, Amanda 

~-acmmwell@athletics.ucla.edt~-; Kevin Boyd <kevinboyd@asu.edu>; Steve Nugent <smnugen .~UNCG.EDU>; Lesle Gallimore 

<lesleg@uw.edu>; G Guemeri <g@athletics.tamu.edu>; Jeny Smith <jsmith@scu.edu>; Greg Ryan <greglyan@umich.edu>; Erica Walsh 

<emwl3@psu.edu>; Stone, Tom <tom.stone@tm.edu>; Carin Gabarra <gabarra@usna.edu>; ~mac.com 

Advisory Council Meeting Summon’ 

Good Day All. 

Thank you to all who attended and participated in the call TueMay. Following is a summaw of the meeting. 

Discussion Topics 
1. US Soccer Meeting at NSCAA Convention - appreciated the opportuni .ty to meet with US Soccer leaders to discuss matters pel~ining to the college gmne. Need 

to know who the US Soccer point of contact is to be to follow up on the meeting conversation. 

a. Out of season playing oppoltunities - US Soccer expressed interes~t to provide tra~ning and playing opportunities for top college players in addition to current 

national team pool trainings, ideas included 

partnering ruth N~VSL k~ add college "reserve" players, and reviving an Olympic Festival lype of event. 

b. Asked the opinion of the ECNL - In that the ECNL is a for profit enti~ it appears that revenue is more of a priority than development. The cost of ECNL 

participation is very high for families. Needs to be 

regionalized. It would be valuable for US Soccer to try to influence changes in ECNL, as in the USSDA, by establishing and rewarding best practices (e.g. Germany). 

ECNL should consider a promotion - relegation 

system. 

c. Early recruiting - US Soccer is interested in supporting a move to eliminate the practice ofearl,v recruiting commitments. Concern was expressed that they don’t 
understand the hisk)~ or challenges associated 

with the matter. 

2. Full Academic Year Soccer Season Model - The model is being discussed at an advanced level by the Division I men as their current season forn~at is often 

criticized by US Soccer, MLS, et al., and is cause for an increasing number of PSAs to consider alternatives to confuming their soccer careers in the college 
environment. Additionally, as with the women, for years the current season model has been considered outdated and restrictive, and the men’s coaches are seeking a 

structure that roll provide more development and meaningful competition opportunities, while protecting the health and safety, of student-athletes, as well as enhancing 

academic performance. The concept has been viewed favorably and is being supported by some member ins~titution leaders and NCAA staff who have reviewed the 

proposal. Follomng are responses from the women’s call. 

a. Is a good idea but may be difficult to implement due to logistical t~tors - e.g. weather, t~ility use, event management. These are hurdles that can be overcome if it 

is the right thing tbr the sporl/student- athletes. 

b. Is similar to the model of the youth 10 month season, so, although immediately change may be met with resistance, in time it will be accepted and appreciated. 

c. Men’s college soccer is important to support in a matter such as this tbr reasons mentioned above. 
d. Mole details will be discussed as the proposal becomes refined. 

3. Eaxly recruiting - All agreed that the early recruiting issue is driven by the competition for early commitments, that the situation is unhealthy for all involved, and 

should be stopped. The question is HOW? Conclusion: Although the topic has been discussed "ad nausearn" over the years with no solution, the conversation needs to 

be revived. Suggestion is to form a committee to reignite the conversation. The Pac 12 proposal from a few years ago was circulated to the group for review. A single 

question survey will sent to the Division I coaches to know the national opinion on the topic. 

Action Steps 
1. Continue to communicate with the Advisor Council on initiatives discussed. 

2. Fom~ committees to speciiically address priority categories (US Soccer, Recruiting, NCAA re. playing and practice seasons, rules, etc.) 

Again, thank you to all lbr .5,our participation, and I look forward to continued communication. 

All the best. 

Rob 

Rob Keboe 

Director of College Programs I National Soccer Coach,?!; Association of Am~?rica 
8,00 Ann Ave_, Kansas City, KS 66]01 i 913 362 1747 x 10J.5 191.3 362 3439 (f) 

Wisconsir~ Office: 920 674 ,~39~ I Cell:’ 

N_~:_~Rq~. I Twitter: CNNSCAA I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Will Andrews < ’@gmail.com> 

Thursday, Februa~ 6, 2014 4:58 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Peter Peets (pete@peterpeets.com) 

Re: Thank You 

Anson, 

I will send you a pin from my phone tmr~v from our unit. The best way to get here is to take Highway 1 South until you get to the Manchester exit 

I will get you better directions tn~rw. 

It ~vill probably take a little more than 2 hours for you to get there from Chapel Hill. 

Talk to you soon 

Will 

R espect[hlly, 

Will Andrews 

> On Feb 6, 2014, at 2:23 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Will, 

> 

> Thank you Actually a GPS coordinate might help me. And what is the best route down there in your opinion and how long is the drive? 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Will Andrew’s [!nadro:will        a~vmail com] 

> Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 1:23 PM 

> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

> Subject: Re: Thank You 

> 

> Anson, 
> 
> ] heard you are coming out to talk to our battalion leadership ~his Monday. [v[y team and I are looking forward to hearing you speak. 
> 
> Let me l~ow if you need any assistance getting out here. Our unit area is very new so it’s not on a lot of maps. Call me if you need anything. 
> 
> Thanks. 
> Will 

> 

> Respectfully, 

> 

> Will Andrews 

> 

> 

>> On Jan 23, 2014, at 11:04 AM, "Dorrance, Albeit A IV" <anson@email.anc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Will, 
>> 

>> I er~ioyed meeting you as wellt t I hope you enjoy the books!! 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: Will Andrews [.mailtc           7~mail.com] 

>> Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 8:22 PM 

>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

>> Subject: Thank You 

>> 

>> Anson, 
>> 

>> I wanted to say thank you for the leadership lesson and discussion on Monday I am looking forward to reading your books and seeing how I can implement some of the techniques to 

my unit 

>> 

>> This next Monday, I am doing an off site leadership development training day and we are going to be talking about how ~ve can create a competitive caldron for my unit 

>> 

>> I ~vill keep you posted as we progress as a unit and let you kno~v of the results. 

>> 

>> On the recruiting Iicont, 

>> 

>> Again, thanks for the discussion. It was great meeting you. 

>> 

>> Respectfully, 

>> 

>> Will Andrews 

>> 

>> 

>>> On Jan 21, 2014, at 3:57 PM. Riki Ellison <rikiellison@missiledefenseadvocacy.org> ~vrote: 

>>> Anson, 
>>> 
>>> Great night thanks for the discussion and thoughts on coaching champions. Brought you up today to speak do~vn with the 108th Air and Missile Defense Brigade in Fayetteville and 

the Special Forces there The first has the highest amount of women in a Arm?’ Branch deployed forward and the second, well the?- are just real bad asses 



>>> Will wanted your contact and listed him on it. 

>>> Lets get a trip organized to Seattle for me to introduce you to Pete and get a tour of the facilities both Soccer and NFL Contacted Brent Jones last night, you have another NFL fan in 
him. 

>>> My Best 

>>> Riki 

>>> Riki M. Ellison 
>>> Chaim~an & Founder 
>>> Missile Defense Advocacy Alliance 
>>> 515 King Street, Suite 320 
>>> Alexandria, VA 22314 

>>> rikiellison@missiledefenseadvocacy.org 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com> 

Thursday, 5:33 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Soccer On TV: Thursday, 

Tharlk you Tom’. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:52 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <aaason(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

7’~q~rd~ yOU "]’.:_3r~ ~r~d t::~r~ yOU describe the order of the TV to get it u~) and rurmk~g and on the right chi~nnel and I will send ~t to the entire team? Heck, ~ 

can never remember what to do. 

F~m~ Sander, Thomas J 
Sent= Thursday, 2:44 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; @yahoo.com 
Subject: RE: Soccer On ~: ~ursday, 

Al~ set You’ll haw~ to select (upst~ir~ TIVO) fi’om the menu to w~l:ch it ~h~ce th~(s the urdt I’m recording il: on. 

~mm~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent~ Thursday, 2:22 PN 
To~ Sander, Thomas J 
Subjeet~ ~: Soccer On ~: Thursday, 

Tom? 

Fmm~ @yahoo.corn] 
Sent~ Thursday, 12: SS PM 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subjeet~ Re: Soccer On ~: Thursday, 

Hey ~son, 

Could Tom record that in the castle? Than~. 

Sere from my iPhone 

On at 10:44 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I.iverpool/Arsenal th~s Sunday at 7:45 AM USA Network~ 

From= Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, 4:12 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Subject~ Soccer On ~: ~ursday, 

ghursday, 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

]<~&VRD028.jpg>] 

<~WRD028.,[p~>~Tweet This I<~WRD028..ipg>[Share Thi, 

There’s Copa Libertadores action on Thursday. 
[ i ~I[<>-WRD028.~pg:~ 

All times Eastere unless noted. TV pregramming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming programming 

listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). Check your 

local listings and network programming listings. Soccer on TV is updated dai~v throughout the week. 

THURSDAY, 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores GUARANI-UNIVER$1DAD CHILE (live) 6:45 

Copa Libertadores LANUS-CARACA$ (live) 8 pro. 

UNIVISiON DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico ATLETICO SAN LUI$-PUEBLA (live) 10 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands AJAX-GRONINGEN (live) 2:30 pm. 

~RIDAY~ 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico TIJUANA-MONTERREY (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico TIJUANA-MONTERREY (live) 10:30 pm. 



UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France TOULOUSE-SAINT ETIENNE (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS 

England LEICESTER CITY-WATFORD (live) 10 am. 

Italy FIORENTINA-ATALANTA (live) Noon. 

Spain REAL MADRIDWILLAREAL (live) 2 pm. 

France MARSEILLE-BASTIA (delay) 5 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-AC MILAN (delay) 7 pm. 

NBC 

England SWANSEA CITY-CARDIFF CITY (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England LIVERPOOL-ARSENAL (delay) 2:30 pm. 

England MATCH OF THE DAY (delay) 11 pm. 

USA NETWORK 

England LIVERPOOL-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England CHELSEA-NEWCASTLE (live) 10 am. 

BeIN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain VALENCIA-BETIS (live) 10 am. 

Spain RAYO-MALAGA (live) noon. 

Spain REAL MADRID-VILLARREAL (live) 2 pm. 

Spain ALMERIA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 4 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-AC MILAN (delay) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany NUREMBERG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 9:30 pm. 

Netherlands PSV EINDHOVEN-FC TWENTE (live) 12:30 pm. 

mun2 

England LIVERPOOL-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England CHELSEA-NEWCASTLE (live) 10 am. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TIGRES-SANTOS (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico AMERICA-PACHUCA (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

France MARSEILLE-BASTIA (live) 11 am. 
France AJACCIO-STADE RENNAIS (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-MONARCAS (live) 10 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia CENTRAL COAST-MELBOURNE VICTORY (live) 1:30 am. 

Australia SYDNEY-ADELAIDE (live) 3:45 am. 

Australia MELBOURNE HEART-PERTH (live) 11 pm, 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England NORWICH CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 10 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-STOKE CITY (live) 10 am. 

England ASTON VILLA-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

England SUNDERLAND-HULL CITY (live) 10 am. 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

USSOCCER.com 

International Women’s Friendly USA-RUSSIA (live) 3:30 pm. 

BeIN SPORTS 

Italy LAZIO-ROMA (live) 9 am. 

France BORDEAUX-LORIENT (live) 11 am= 
Italy HELLAS VERONA-JUVENTUS (delay) 1 pm, 

Spain SEVlLLA-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

France MONACO-PSG (delay) 5 pm. 

USA NETWORK 

England TOTTENHAM-EVERTON (live) 8:30 am= 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-FULHAM (live) 11 am. 



ATTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-CHIVAS (live) 1 pm. 

Mexico QUERETARO-VERACRUZ (live) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy HELLAS VERONAS-JUVENTUS (live) 9 am. 

Spain VALLADOLID-ELCHE (live) 11 am. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-LEVANTE (live) 1 pm. 

Spain SEVILLA-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

Italy LAZIO-ROMA (delay) 5 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-CHIVAS (live) 1 pm. 

Mexico QUERETARO=VERACRUZ (live) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany STUI-rGART-AUGSBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany SCHALKE-HANNOVER (live) 11:30 pm. 

Brazil PONTE PRETA-SAO PAULO (live) 2 pm. 

Argentina NEWELL’S OLD BOYS-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 4 pm. 

mun2 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-FULHAM (live) 11 am. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOULCA=JAGUARES (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-PSG (live) 3 pm, 

Mexico ATLANTE-CRUZ AZUL (live) 6 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia NEWCASTLE-WELLINGTON (live) 11 am. 

BeIN SPORTS 

France NANTES-LYON (delay) 12:30 pm. 

England DERBY COUNTY-QPR (live) 2:30 pro. 

Italy INTER MILAN-SASUOLO (delay) 9 pm. 

BeIN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy INTER MILAN-SASUOLO (delay) 1 pm. 

Spain CELTA-ATHLETIC BILBAO (live) 4 pro. 

BelN SPORTS 

Copa Del Rey ATLETICO MADRID-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pro. 

Coppa Italia FIORENTINA-UDINESE (delay) 5 pro. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England WEST BROM-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

BeIN SPORTS en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey ATLETICO MADRID-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

Coppa italia FIORENTINA-UDINESE (delay) 9 pm. 

GOLTV 

Brazil SANTOS-COMERCIAL (live) 5 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England HULL CITY-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 2:45 pm. 

England CARDIFF CITY-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm= 

England WEST HAM-NORWICH CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

WEDNESDAY, 

BelN SPORTS 

Copa Del Rey REAL SOCIEDAD-BARCELONA (live) 4 pm. 

Coppa italia NAPOLI-ROMA (delay) 6 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England ARSENAL~ANCHESTERUNITED(live)2:45pm. 



BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey REAL SOCIEDAD-BARCELONA (live) 4 pm. 

mun2 

England ARSENAL-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:45 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England FULHAM-LIVERPOOL (live) 2:45 pm. 

England EVERTON-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 2:45 pm. 

England STOKE CITY--SWANSEA CITY (live) 2:45 pro. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 2:45 pm. 

England NEWCASTLE-TOTTENHAM (live) 3 pro. 

USSOCCER.com 

International Women’s Friendly USA-RUSSIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

TBA 

BeIN SPORTS 

France PSG-VALENCIENNES(live) 2:30pm. 

BeIN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy AC MILAN-BOLOGNA (live) 2:40 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters(~,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email 

Editorial Contact: mike(~socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation~,socceramerica.com 

I<~-WRD028.jpg~j 

[<image00l j 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution 

©     Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Daluz --qJaluz@w~.edu;. 

Thursday, Februa~ 6, 2014 5:33 PM 

Ammada Cromwell <acromwell@athletics.ucla.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.tmc.edu-~; bill palladino 

Fwd: Divisions 

@aol.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edtv~ 

Amanda, this from Anson. I’m assuming Dino or tom roll contact you to cow,firm. 

Looks good, 

Td 

Sent ti~m my iPad 

Begin ibm’axded message: 

Fr~n: "Do~rm~ce, Albe(t A IV" <~A~2!!@_e_g!_@_:__uj!_c_:__e__d___u_?- 

Date: Februa~ 6, 2014 at 4:07:17 PM EST 

To: "DaJuz, Anthony" <dalt~z(d~.edu> 

Cc:       ’~)aol.com"       ’~)aol.com>, "Sander, Thomas J" <laacmm~unc.edu>, "acromwel(d~mail.t~c£edu" <acmmwel@mailx~c£edu> 
Subject: RE: Divisions 

T~qar~lg you ].:_~r~y arHJ ~gain th~nk you for your lei~ders!qi~) ir~ our r,-:~fornls. 

will copy Bill Pall~;dino and "]’.:_~m %[lder on this to have thenl si~ve space in ot~r 20:1.5 scheduh-:! for UC[.A’s retur]l match to both of us or~ th,-:! weekend 

of .Sept :].:b:13~h. (Also please confirm with Tony and Amanda that we have cleared the decks for them.i 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest Universib’ Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 thx 

cell 

] 
~_i Image 

removed by 

sender. 

www.wakeforestsports.com 

w~wv.wakctbrestgM s~ccercamp.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Waiters, Josh -qwalters@athletics.ucla.edu> 

Thursday, Februa~ 6, 2014 6:12 PM 

DorraJ~ce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu-~; Palladino, George W <bpalladino@unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacmm~@unc.edu> 

14 Sche&fle Confirmation 

Anson, Dino and Tom, 

I am doing our schedule confirmation to make sure we are good with the 20:14 season. 

Can you please confirm our match: 

Joshua S. Waiters, Sr. 
Recruiting Coordinator/Assistant Coach 

UCLA Bruins Women’s Soccer 

325 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles, CA 90095 

3:10-794-6443 (o) I         (m) I 3:10-825-9603 (f) 

UCLAgruins.com I Twitter: (6)UCLAWSoccer I UCLA Soccer Facebook 

:: ~:*:; i WSoccerQRcode 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Sisneros 7(}gmail.com> 

Thursday, 7:41 PM 

~live.nnc.edu>; @gmail.com; 

@live.unc.edu-~; @rocketmail.com; 
,~unc.edu>;               ~yahoo.com;       ~ymail.com; 

@live.unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albe(t A IV <~xison@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Leadership Decision 

,~gmail.com; 

~yahoo.com; ’ 

@live.unc.edu>; 
~gmail.com; 

Leaders, thank you for your input. Based on that I have infom~ed john of our decision to pass on the opportt~nity. 

Have a good night! 

Jason 

On Thursday, , Jason Sisneros, ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Leaders, 

I need to hem lmck from all of you regarding whether or not we should do a "Brain Training" day with John Kenned?’. 

This is a voluntary opportuni~ - he would be here on Sunday to work with the team - This is like what we did last spring, with blocks and arrows 

etc... ~x~x~v.combatbraintraining.com 

After a 5-6 hour workshop on Sunday, John wotfld be with you at training eveiy day for the entire week leading into the Duke game on Saturday          and 

essentially observe the team and help implement his training idea~s into your day/training time. He explained to me that his method would need 10 minutes per day, 

like before a match or during a warm up, and he’d like m be with us for the entire week so he could show you how a]l of that works into your performance. 

As this is voluntaxy, nay question really comes down to buy in. Would we get enough buy in from your~lves and the team to reaJly give this a genuine ettbrt? 

John is a great guy that has colne up with some unique methods to help increase speed of thought and probleln solving in dynamic environments. His program is used 

in military, and professional spo(ts environments... Anson and I both see value in this. but only if we have buy in. 

I appreciate your thoughts and consideration of this. Please email me back by tomorrow morning so I can have your insights when booking John or not. 

Thank you, 

Jason 

Universi~ of North Carolhm Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Assistant Coach 

(c) 

University. of North Carolhm \Vomen’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Assistant Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

John Kennedy ~ ohn@combatbraintraining.com> 

Thursday, 9:04 PM 

’Jason Sisneros’ @gmail.com> 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thanks ]:or getting back to me Jason, I probably should have asked you more about the Council and what they might need to make the derision --- of course ] believe 

they just needed more information~ I.ast year so many g~ds came up to me with positive feedback --- one sa~d it was eery she could see so many more details even 

when she just looked at the carpet, ~nother sam even though she’d p~ayed soccer her who~e life she ~lw~ys felt a tension when the b~l] c~me to her which went 

away immediately after CBT. Another sakt she could sense the ba~l sooner, etc. But ~ke any great workot~t program after the ~mmed~al:e benefits, ~t needs to be 

sustairled. This does]T’t just mairRair~ the ru~w per~ormarK:e baseline, it conL~nues to increase performance throughout the season. If e~en mi]]imal pra(:L~ce does]]’t 

continue, eventua~fy the cognitive boost won’[ be sustained~ I don’t know if any o1: those players are on the coundf bu[ it’s beer a long tkne since then. 

Also, since last year after working with other teams and athletes I’ve deve~ooed more exerdses that relate directly to the brain/body connection making them 

more Oowerful but also easier to integrate into existing routines such as dribbling, shooting, etc, which reduces the t~me dedicated so]ely to the brain games. We 

also created a much shorter verskm of the Arrows whk:h are formatted to not ordy makes i1: a faster menta~ tune-up but also trak~ the pattern recognition and 

mental anti(:ipaLion more effidently, 

minute) before their even[ they know they’re not ready and so run through them again und~ they are. Better to correct mental m~stakes before the game[ Another 

use is as a posbconcussion lest, having been timed at the begkmb~g of the season as a baseline. 

5o much more to bring to the team this year, ~ did not expect having to resell it and Vm sorry if ~ put you in an awkward posit~on, The benefits are definitely there 

and have even been validated by 2 neuroscient~sts my fault for not getting you more information to give to the Coundl, 

f will copy Anson on th~s as well, and if you think ~t wouM help to send ~t to the Council, pk~ase do so, ~’1] also keep you updated with results from other programs 

and perhaps there w~H be an opportunity in the future before the regular season. 

I appreciate your supportl Have a great trip aRd enjoy HawaHl 

Best, 

.John 

John Kennedy 

The Brain Coach 

Combat Br~ rr~i~g 

Chicago hmovotion A words 

:[022 

Euanston, IL 60202 

~oh!~combatbraintraininq.com 

Frora: ~ason Sisneros [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Seat: Thursday, 6:39 PM 
To: 3ohn Kennedy 
Subject: Re: DuN 

Johr~ 

Unfortunately we’ll have to pass. The girls do not have enough interest to do the progr~ with ~vu this year, Our leadersNp council considered many facto~ ~d my 

pro~sal of a shorter first &y etc,.. Bnt they’re just not buying into the idea of the benefits, ~Ve wouldn’t go against their choice in this regard. 

I sincerely appreciate your time and passion. Th~k you for wor~ng ruth us last ~ax and for oflbfing such a tremendous deal~ 

Besl Wishes, 

Jason 

On Thursday, John Kennedy ~ioha@combaIbmintrainmg.com> wrote: 

Hi Jason, 
I was just reviewing our plans and realized I misspoke on the phone! I was thinking about the fact that last yem I cut my price to $1500 (from $4500) plus expenses 
for the day because it was pilot, and I still want to keep it easy on your budget m~d tneant to say $2500 for the tr~fining plus ex~n~s, even ~ough it’s a ~ll week. Last 
year was easy on expenses becau~ I was alrea@ at Cmnp LeJeune and that covered tnost ofthetn. 
I don’t me~ this to ~ a ~it and smtch~ But I’ll have about $1000 in expenses so should have stud $3500 fixed price instead of $2500. I hoN that’s still O~ let me 

~ow if it’s a proNem. 

Best, 

Jo~ 
Jo~m K.en~redy 

The Brain Coach 

1022 G 

K~,ansto~ IL 60202 

www. combatbraintmining, corn 

UniversiD of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis J Assistant Coach 

(c) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brian Kaslde <bkaskie@adrevmedia.com> 

Thursday, 9:40 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris ~ducar@~mc.edu> 

BriaJ~ Kaskie, father of (Invite) 

Shooting Star Celebration featuring pro soccer players.docx 

Hi Anson and Chris, 

Not sure if you remember me, Well, first of all, congrats on a great season as I felt you had done a fantastic job for team as I have 
friends like ..They are all fantastic. 

I embarked on a trail to truly build a "soccer community" in Las Vegas by creating an event called the Shooting Star Event celebrating Zakiya Bywaters, Nevada’s first 
professional female soccer player with the support of MLS. This event has gained lots of attention for my company as MLS and NWSL players from around the country have 
contacted me to represent them long term and have them attend the event. Site is www.ZakiyaBywaters.com 

I am bringing in 6-7 Pro female and male soccer pros; 6-7 college coaches to have AWESOME discussion panels in front of 1500-2000 parents, players, leagues and clubs 
with state officials. Ivan says you might be interested in sharing, recruiting and joining us. 

This event is designed to start to bring together a community, celebrate one of our own, have people interact and learn from Pros, Coaches and the paths of parental 
guidance. 

The event is Sunday, from 9-.6. I am attempting to get room and food and beverage (and hopefully flight) to come to Vegas and share insights. I feel you would be 

fantastic to have on Panel. 

I hope you or Chris can make a family event for a day or two as I build this for years to come. Have a look and feel free to give me a shout via phone or email. Cell is below. 

With praise, 

Brian 

CEO 

702.-386.-5330 l!!×t 302 
AdRevMedia.com 



Las Vegas based soccer professional Zakiya Bywaters is preparing to return to the 

Chicago Red Stars this Spring to kick offher     season. Being the #1 draft pick of 

Zakiya has obtained national and international recognition by representing UCLA for four 

years and USA under 17 and under 20 National soccer teams during the CONCACAF and 

World Cup soccer events. 

Las Vegas is fast becoming a breeding ground for college soccer players with the hopes of 

many to get to professional soccer and World Cup soccer rosters. Join us in celebrating 

Zakiya’s accomplishments, Professional Soccer athletes and hear from these professionals, 

college coaches, and finally, parents of these incredible athletes. 

Shooting Star Celebration 

On Snnday,         there is a host of activities for Parents, Players and Coaches that 

will impact valley soccer as we kno~v it. Hosted by Zakiya By~vaters, three different speaker 

panels will share the wisdom from Professional Soccer players from MLS, Collegiate Men’s 

and Women’s soccer coaches and finally, parents of college and professional soccer players. In 

addition, a $10 lunch includes lunch with select photos for professionals to autograph. Also on 

the agenda are ~,o training sessions led by Nu Gen (New Generation Soccer Training) led by 

Zakiya Bywaters and the other MLS soccer professionals in attendance. 

Join us on          recognizing our first Women’s Soccer pioneer and professional 

soccer player by either attending the events and/or sponsoring one of the pro soccer players or 

collegiate coaches. To view the schedule, $250 booth sponsor or "Sponsor a Pro" 

opportunities, and purchase lunch tickets, visit w~’.ZakiyaBywaters.com, email 

brian@bigdipperbranding.com or call Big Dipper Branding at 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 10:06 PM 

~live.unc.edu>;      @gmad.com; 

@live.unc.edu>;           ~rocketmail.com; 
.~unc.edu>;              @ahoo.com;       @mail.com; 

~)live.unc.edu>; Dolrance, Albel~ A IV <axison@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Leadership Decision 

.~gmail.com; 

@yahoo.com; ’ 

@live.unc.edu>; 
@gmail.com; 

Leadership, 

Here is what John has to say. I told him I would pass this on. 

Thanks for getting bacl~ to m,-_~ Jason, f probably should have asked you more abouL the {::otand~ and what Lhey might need Lo make the derision -of course ~ believe 

t:hey just needed more informatb:~n~ I_ast year so many gk~s came ~p to me w~th posit~w~ feedback -one sakt ~1: was eery she couh~ see so many more details ew~m 

when she j~ast looked at the carpet, another sa~d even Lhough she’d p~ayed soccer her who~e I~fe she always fek a tension when the bal~ came to her wNch went 

away immediately after CBT. Another sa~d she could sense the ba~l sooner, etc. But ~ke any great workout progrm~ after the h~med~ate benefits, ~t needs to be 

sustained. Th~s doesn’t jLast maintain the new performance baselh~e, ~t continues to increase performance throughout the season. ~f even min~ma~ practice doesn’t 

continue, evenl:ua~y the cognitive boost won’t be s{astained. ~ don"t know if any o[ those players are on the cound~ but it’s been a h:mg th~e since then. 

Abo, since last year aRer worMng with other teams and athletes I’ve developed more exerdses t:hat re]al:e dhect]y to the brain/body com}ec:t:ion malting t:hem 

more powerful but also easier to ~n[egrate ~n[o existing routines such as ddbblb~g, shooting, etc. which reduces [he t~me dedicated so~e~y to the bra~n games. 

also crea[ed a much shorter version of the Arrows which are for~T~atted to not only makes it a faster mental tune-~ap ~at a~so [rain the pa[tern recognition and 

menta{ anticipation more effidently. I’ve had feedback from people that they use tNs short version as a test --~f they struggle going through them (just takes I 

minute) before their event they know they’re not ready and so run thro~@~ them again until they are~ Better to correct mental m~stakes before the game~ Another 

use ~s as a post-.corH::ussi.:N~ test, havi[~g beert timed at t:he begh~nktg of the season as a baseline. 

So much more to bring to the team this year, ] d~d Rot expect havb~g to resell ~t and ~’m sorry if ] put yoga in an awkward pos~t~on. The Benefits are defin~[efy there 

and have even been va]~da[ed ~y 2 ReuroscieRt~sts ~T~y fault ~:or not getting you mo~e ~n~:ormation [o give to the Coundl. 

~ will copy Anson on tMs as well, and if you tNnk ~t wo~ald he{p to send ~t to the Coundl, p{ease do so. {’1{ also keep you updated with res~alts from other programs 

and perhaps there wN be an opportunity in the future before the reg~alar season. 

~ appredat:e your support ~ 

Best, 

John 

John Kennedy 

The Brain C.oach 

g~mb~t Br~i~ gr~i~ingTM 

(:h~cogo !nnovcdon Awcrds Fhmfist 

1022 Green~eaf 

EvansLon, IL ~0202 

john@combatbraintraining.com 

www.combatbraintraininq.com 

UniversRy of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel ttill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Assistant Coach 
(c) 

On Thu,           at 7:41 PM, Jason Sisneros          ~gmaAl.com> wrote: 

Leaders, thank you for your input. Based on that I have informed john of our decision to pass on the opportunity-. 

Have a good night! 

jdy,~i~, 

On Thursday, Jason Sisneros ~gma~l.coln> wrote: 
Leaders, 

I need to hear back l~om all of you regmding whether or not we should do a "Brain Training" day- ruth John Kennedy. 

This is a voluntao’ opportuni~’ - he would be here on Sunday 
etc.., www.combatbraintmining.com 

to work with the team - This is like what we did last spring, with blocks and mTOWS 

After a 5-6 hour workshop on Sunday, John would be with you at training every day tbr tile entire week leading into ti~e Duke game on Saturday          m~d 
essentially observe the rerun and help implement his training ideas into your day/training time. He explained to me that his method would need 10 minutes per day, 
like betbre a match or during a warm up, and he’d like to be with us lbr the entire week so he could show you how all of that works into your perlbrmance. 

As this is voluntmy, my question really colnes down to bW in. Would we get enough buy in froln yourselves and the team to rea]ly give tiffs a genuine efibrt? 



John is a great guy flint has come up with some unique mefl~ods to help increase speed of thought and problem solving in dynamic environments. His progman is 

used in milita~ m~d profession~l sports environments... Anson and I both see w]ue in this, but only if we have bny in. 

I appreciate your thonghts and consideration of this, Please email me back by tomon~ow morning so I can have yonr insights when booking John or not. 

Thank you, 

Jason 

University of North Carolina \Vomen’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Ca~-olina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Assis~nt Coach 

(c) 

University- of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Assistant Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brad Black <bmd.black@humane~’enmres.com> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 12:05 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ja~n Si sneros ~gmml.com); Fu SalaJn <fu.salam@humanexventures.com> 

RE: Follow-up 

Anson, I hope you’re having a great week. 

I wanted to follow-up from our last communication a few weeks ago, before your time in Philly~ I know our team missed connecting with Jason and wanted to 

reach out again and see what ~ could do to fac~l~tat~ this connection. 

As we are moving [orward w~th integrating our work w~:h SportsBoard, we’re looking [orward to hav~ng you and your ~:eam be another great example of ~ne>:t h~we~ 

human ana~ytic:s’ and adw~ndng your competil:~ve advantage on anon:her front. 

Please let me know what works besL for you and your tesm._.we’re ready[ 

Thanks, 

Brad Black 

P resider and CEO 

(d)2) 486-1103 

F~m: Brad Black 
Sent: Monday, 3anua~ 23, 2024 5:55 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Cc: Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); Fu Salam 
Subject: Re: Follow-up 

&nso~ thaws ~or your time tonight and eflbrts to co~ect ns with J~on. 

Fn mid Dane on our team will look £o~va~d to time with ~m~ moving our i~fiafives ~o~-~d. 

Thanks agmn a~d ~ travds k~ Philly~ 

Brad 

On Jan 13, 2014, at 5:45 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(u)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

grad, 

Jason Sisneros will be our point on this. I am taking him to the convention and I will send him to your booth~ 

All the best!! 

From; Brad Black [mailto:brad.black~humanexventures.com] 
Sent: Sunday, Janua~ ~2, 20~4 5:22 PM 
To: Dorrance, AlbeR A N 
Subject: RE: Follow-up 

Anson~ I hope you and your family enjoyed a great ho~day season and your 20:[4 ~s off to a great start. 

] wrested to fo~low-up from our ~ast communication, to explore options for connecth~g and helping to advm~ce the work d~scussed earlier (when Sue 

Enqu~st me~: with us). Wi~:h effor~:s working through Cricke~: not getl:~ng us to the point to deliver results eaM~er, ~ wanted ~:o exph:~re the bes~: op~:~ons 

for you. 

Our team ~s ready to guide and support you and anyone on your’ team Lhat we could work wkh, and dNiver great vNue on many ]eve~s. P~ease leL me 

know what w~l] work best for you and how we can be a s~gnificant asset and partner. 

Thin, ks and enjoy the rest of your weekend! 

P.S. Your recommendation to work with Becky Burleigh was greatly appredated, 

great re[erence for what we d~d for her, ~f you wanted a fur~:her preview. 

Brad Black 

Pr~.id~t a~d CEO 

Jm age001.jpg> 

(,~2) 486-1103 

F~m= Dorrance, NbeR A N [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, October 16, 2013 5:14 PN 

To= Brad Nack 
Subject= RE: Follow-up 
~£~ce~h~nt!~ My best to that ass kicker 

From: Brad Black [mailto:brad.Mac~humane~entures.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 20~3 6:04 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: Follow-up 
A~son, thanks for your ~uick reo~y~ Weql fo~low-uo in December. 



gest wishes for a championship year! 

Brad Biack 
P r~sqde~t and 

"im ageO01 j pg> 

(402) 486- ] 103 

From= Oorrance, Albe~ ~ N [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, October 16, 2013 4:29 PN 
g~= Brad Black 

Subject: RE: Follow-up 
No worries Brad and yes the off sea>:x~ would certa[rdy be bet:ter for rne Thank you~[ 

F~m= Brad Black [mailto:brad.Nack@humanexventures.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October $6, 20~3 5:27 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Aibe~ A IV 
Co= Sue Enquist 
Subject: Follow-up 

Anson, co~grats o~ Oass~g your/bO-’ w~ [asL month a~ conth~uh~g your championsMp level efforts and ~mpact. 

our past o:)mn]ut}~cation with Crk:ket. 

Wld~ a [:oNow-up shordy [:oNowing our meeting ~n Ma% as wen as follow-.up notes ~n July and August {bebw) we haven’t had success in moving things 

forward, but would be ready anytime to move things forward with you. We know that schedules get hectic and ~ am sure Cricket has a very full plate, 

but we didn’t want you to wonder where we went or if we were!are ready to support you with the work we discussed when the three of us were 

together in May 

ff now works for sl:artmg work wRh ~nterv~ewmg your "legends" (typically step one) we could do that, as well as offer a team culture 

anytime that would work for 

~f after your season works better, we can gear th~ngs up later. In any event, we want to make sure we keep in contact with you to suppor~ your needs. 

Phase let us know how we can be most supportNe of your "next leveV opportunities. 

Thanks for your time---and best w~shes for great success this season in the tough ACe! 

Brad Biack 

P r~’ident and CEO 

< im ageO01 j 
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(402) ,-186-1103 

F~m= Brad Black 
Se,t= Tuesday, August 13, 2013 7:27 AN 

Te= ’Lane, Cricket’ 
Subject= Young Leaders Summit 

Cricket, good morning. I hope your summer has been a great one and the new school year brings great things. 

t wanted to stay m contact, as t Draw m late spring when we met wit:h you and Anson he was wanting to get going on our work, and t:hen last month 

you nlet}L~ot}ed you were l:alkh}g w~Lh him about next st:eps. 

In the meantirne, I wanted you ~o know about a Summit that we have created focused on young leaders+ We are bofd~ng our second one at the end 

this month and expect at least a dozen in the next year, some of which will take place with our Sports Division’s client partners on college campuses. 

I’ve attached information on the content and this month’s speakers, along with information below on additional speakers~ 

As we continue discussions and planning on when Vou w~ll be ready, t will keep you apprised of other developments like Lhe one menL~oned here, 

that I feel Vou may be h}Lerested in learning more about. 

Please let rne know how we can be most hetpf:uf. 

Thanks and rnake a great res~ of: your week! 

P.S. Please tell Anson that we w~ll be w~th BeckV Burleigh at Florida in a few weeks, as they have already launched with four different initiatives+ As 

they have a relationship and what I hear as lots of mutual respect, there may be things Anson will want to learn from Beckv about their experiences 

with our world. 

Brad Black 

Ps-~.id~t and CEO 

< Jm ageOOl.j pg:> 
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(@2) 486-1103 

F~m= Humanex Ventures [maHto:discove~summit@humanexventures.com] 
Se,t= Tuesday, August 13, 2013 7:02 AM 

To= Brad Nack 
Subject= Auqust Discovew Summit 

[<im geOO Opg>] 



Presents: 

Introducing Your Speakers; 

Dr. Glinda Rawls 
Dr. Rawls, an Associate Professor of Counselor Education 

and Counseling Psychology at Western Michigan University, 
holds the distinction of being a Master Career Counselor. 

Dr. Rawls has taught numerous career related courses and 

is one of the three developing authors of the IMPACTeX 

Navigator. 

Dr. Mark St Martin 
Dr. St Martin serves as an Associate Professor and the 

coordinator of Western Michigan University’s career 

counseling services. He has been working in the career 

counseling field for over 12 years. Dr. St Martin is also a 

certified Master Career Counselor. He is one of the principal 

inventors of the IMPACTeX Navigator, 

[o Registel:                             Queslions? 

vwvwJnurr/ar~exventures.corn!r eg!ster discoverysummit@humanexventures.corT~ 

Forward this ernail 

[~ima~e0u:~ip~d 
This emaii was sent to brad.black@humane~ventures.com bv dirmove~,summit@humanexventures.com 

Humanex Ventures :: 100 W Nichigan Ave :: Suite 250 Kalamazoo :: NI :: ~9007 

I<image010,ipg>] 
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Fil~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Will Andrews < @gmail.com> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 5:37 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Will Andrews’s Loca’fion 

Will Andrews’ s Location.loc .vcf; ATF00001 .ht~n 

Will Andrews’s Location 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tim Nash <tim@greensborounited.org> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 9:52 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Next week? 

Great, See you then 

rim N ~ s I! 

General M arl;3ger 

Greensboro United Soccer 

www.greensborounited,org 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.un¢.edu] 
Bent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 2:26 PM 
To: Tim Nash 
Subject: RE: N~ week? 

Afternoo~ .,.. ~ pm wi~ be perfe~ 

F~: Tim Nash [mailto:tim@greensborounited.org] 
Bent: Thursday, Februa~ 06, 2014 2:24 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
B~bje¢t: RE: N~t week? 

A~ernoon or mom~ng? 

General Manager 

Greensboro Umted Soccer Association 

www.greensborounited.org 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Bent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 2:17 PM 

To: Tim Nash 
Subject: RE: Next week? 

TH will work! 

From: Tim Nash [mailto:tim@qreensborounited.orq] 
Bent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 12:30 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Next week? 

How about Tuesday and/or Thursday of next week? 
Tim Nash 
General Manager 

Greensboro United Soccer Association 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

division- i- womens- socce r- coache s@googlegronps.com on behalf of 

Ashton, Greg <grashton~davidson.edu> 

Friday, Februa~ 7, 2014 10:38 AM 

division- i- womens- soccer- coaches@googlegronps.com 

{Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} 2015 games 

Davidson College is looking for a couple of home games opening weekend of 2015, Aug 21 st and 23rd. Would be willing discuss return or guarantee. 

An?- interest please contact me. 

Cheers 

Greg Ashton 
Davidson College 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
Davidson, NC 28031-7158 
Office Ph: 7048942818 
Cell Ph: 
Emai[: grashton@davidson, edu 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at www nscaa corn/college. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to d~vision-i-womens-soccer-coaches~ unsubscribe@googlegroups.com<maiIto:dlvision-i-womens-soccer- 
coaches~ unsubscribe~oogle~roups c ore> 
To post to this group, send email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups com<mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches(~r!~oo~le~roups.com>. 
Visit this group at http://~roups ~oo~[e com/~roup/division-i-womens-soccer-coaches 
For more options, visit https://~roups.~oo~le.comi~roups/opt out 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at www nscaa corn/college. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to d~vision-i-womens-soccer-coaches~ unsubscribe@googlegroups.com. 
To post to this group, send email to division+womens-soccer-coaches@googIegroups.com 
Visit this group at http://~roups. ~oo~le. con~%roupidivision-l-womens-socc er-c oaches. 
For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/groups/opt out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, 11:32 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: PuNishing a stoo~ t~om Tim’s class 

My editor actaally jus~ assigned me a different sto~ to pursue, but I really appreciate the oiler and help. Best of luck with the offseason. 

Thanks, 

On Thu, at 3:34 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@emaJl.~mc.edu> wrote: 

I ~lrornis,:_~ yot~ we can st~ll haste a good 5d:ory, j~st (:a~ me and we can edit the contros~ersial ma~:erial ou~: o[ it. You wil~ see, ~t wH~ s~:~ have bite, it will 5d:~H be 

good. 

F~m: @qmail.com] 
~ent: Thursday, 3:28 PM 

To: Dorraalce, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Publishing a story from Tim’s class 

Anson, 

Appreciate the kind words, and this is precisely why I emailed you. I completely ~mdersland that you guys axe giving interviews under the assumption that it won’t be 

published, m~d the last thing I want to do is rain the relationship you guys have with Tim or provide that ~,pe of material to those rivals. I will tell my editor that this 

piece is not tbr the mag~ine and look el~where tbr another story. 

Appreciate 5’our help. 

On Thu, at 3:16 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

You wrote an excellent piece but it is bulletin board mateHat i:o~’ UCLA, UVA, FSIJ. That sort of "t:reewheeling" interview is given because the~e is not a chance it 

is going to be published where anyone can see ~t. ~ am so~Ty, ~ cannot endo~se ~ts puM~cadon for Caro~b~a Nue or any other puMicat~on. Our team next year 

be very average~ The only way we beat any of those three teams ~s if they are not up for the game. The ~ast th~ng ~ would want to do ~s motivate an opponent and 

tNs is plate gold for a quality motivator. 

Now, we can tweak it and make it less nlotivational for o{~r o~)pon~-:mts. It will still b~-’_~ a good piece. If yo(a are int~-:~rested in that call me ’ 

From: @cjmail,com] 
Sent-" Thursday, 2:59 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject-" Publishing a story from 3qm’s class 

Anson, 

I am in Tim Crothers’ Creative Sportswriting class, and we recently interviewed you,                 for a story he assigned us. I write for Cmolina Blue 

magazine, a Inonthly publication that covers UNC sports, and my editor wanted to mn the piece I wrote on yon guys in this month’s issue. Tim told me to make sure 

it was OK with you guys beibre Carolina Blue published it. If you would rather have us mn the piece, I completely understand, but wanted to check either way. 

Attached is a coW of it. (I might make a few minor changes that Tim snggested, but other than that it will remain largely the same. The quotes will not change, either.) 

Thanks, 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(cell) 



@gmail.com 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(cell) 

~gmaJl.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:47 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Leadership Council check out this from Is anyone free and would be willing? 

An~ 

We have weights after practice that usually goes until 10:30 so I’In not sure we could In~ke fliat. I’In sony because I’m sure we would all love to help out 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 11:43 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@eraail.unc.edu> wrote: 

We tr~in ew-_~ry Wed morning from 7:4~ to 9:15. Th~-:m they go to class at ~.0 ~m~, B{~t ~et me see if anyone ~s free~ 

Sent: Thursday, 11:32 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Re: Request for Anson Dorrance ~ address Foothills Carolina Club 

ttey 

?~ gm all. corn 

Thanksssssssss 

On at 4:22 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <~_gt__s_~?g(t~_e__n__!_a_~!:_u__~_~c__:_e___d__L~’. wrote: 

From= Privette, Casey [mailto:casey privette@unc,edu] 
Sent: Thursday,               4:11 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: Request for Anson Dorrance to address Foothills Carolina Club 
’i"ivmk y,.,u fo~’ ~;}re quick respm~se, O~ad~, ~ completely ~mder:.t~n~ a,~d F]~ ]e~ tire dub k~ m~, 

(:oord ~r, akw of Regior, a] Engagement arul Clubs Support 

:mmge001 ~pg: v -            IF- (9~9) %2-00~ ~} 

Toflether as G~%~ members, u~e can all serve Carolina and our students -- past, present and.I~ture. 

~m= Dorrance, ~lbe~ ~ N [mailto:ansonOemail.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, 4:00 PN 
To= Sander, Thomas J 
Co= Pdvege, Casey 
Subject= RE: Request [or ~nson Dorrance to address FootNIIs CarN~na Club 
Cagey, 
You are very k~nd to thhlk of me but ] am actually trying to cut back on my out of town speeches. 

hope you urH~ersl:and H 

F~= Sander, Thomas ~ 

Seat= Thursday, 3:42 PM 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 

S~ject= ~: Request for Anson Dorrance to address Foothills Carolina Club 

F~= Prive~e, Casey [mail~:casey prive~e@unc.edu] 

Se~t= Wednesday, 4:53 PM 

Te= Sander, Thomas ] 

Sadie�t= Request for Anson Dorrance to address ~othills Carolina Club 



Tom, 

Our Foothills Carolina Club (based in Hickory, NC) asked me to gauge Coach Dorrance’s interest and ability to speak at their 5thannual scholarship 

fundraising dinner sometime in April. The club would be flexible and work with any dates Coach has available. 
We’ve worked with compliance to ensure that the scholarships funded by this dinner and all of our Carolina Clubs only go to previously enrolled 
students (no first-years) to avoid any compliance violations. 
Previous speakers for the dinner have been - AI Wood ’81, Anne Mitchell Whisnant ’91 (MA), ’97 (PhD), Woody Durham ’63 and Jones Angell ’01 and 
Adam Lucas. 
The event is typically held at the Crowne Plaza in Hickory. We’d plan to have it there again this year as long as it’s available on dates that Coach 
Dorrance could speak. 
Feel free to give me a call if you have any questions. 
Best, 

Coordil~ator of Regiol~al Engagement and Clubs Support 

<image001 .jpg> p -           I }"- (919) 9~:~..~010 
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rogether ~s GAA members, we can all serve Carolina and our students -- p~st, present and.f!~ture. ,.~<:.:~ r:.:< ~:~ ~ ~?~ ~.:~b~.’r ~<:.: ~ ~z? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com> 

Friday, 12:58 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Leadership Council check out this from Is anyone free and would be williug? 

Hey Anson, 

We would love to go but Wednesdays are usual your busiest. Right a~er practice we have fitness with Greg and then weights following that. We usually finish up 
around 10:30 am. I don’t know ifil’s possible but Thursday would be a better day. Not sure if they are able to move the assembly. 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 11:42 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" < £m__~_o__r_~@.e__Kt@_:_u__r_~c_:e_._ql.u_> wrote: 

We train every Wed morning from 7:45 to 9:~5. Then they go to class at :].0 am. But let me see if anyone is free! 

From: ~, gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:32 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Request for Anson Dorrance to address Foothills Carolina Club 

Hey 

ra]ly is NEXT WEEK’. Oi vey Aud since d~e soccer team i~: ~,fi~:eason, I NougI~t I’d see if any members of No temn ;:o~]d come Wed in d~e AM t~, speak t~, a scho~d of very energetic PK-5t~: 

grader~ at Fea~so~tewn tI~ South: D~hmm . We wrested d~e ]eta] studeI~t athletes 

Thanksssssssss 

On , at 4:22 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <ansou~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

From: Privette, Casey [mailto:casey...privette@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,               4::t:t PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas _I 
Subject: RE: Request for Anson Dorrance to address Foothills Carolina Club 

~ wish y~u and the best 

£oordh’.ator of Regional Engager.,~ent and Clubs Suppo]t 

<image00~ :.p8~ P "              I F-- (919) 962-0010 
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rogether ~s GAA members, ~ue can all serve Carolina and our students -- p~st, t~resent and fi~ture. 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A W [ma~lto:anson@emaKunc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, 4:00 PN 
To= Sander, Thomas J 
Co= Privege, Casey 
Subject= RE: Request for Anson Dorrance to address Foothills Carolina Club 
Casey, 

You are very k~nd to d~nk of me but I am actually trying to cut back on my out of ~own speeches. 

hope you understandN 

F~= Sander, Thomas 3 

Se~t= Thursday, 3:42 PN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A W 



Subject: P~V: Request for Anson Dorrance to address Foothills Carolina Club 

From-" Privette, Casey [mailto:casey priveL~e~unc.edul 
Sent-¯ Wednesday, 4:53 PM 
To-" Sander, Thomas 3 
Subject," Request for Anson Dorrance to address Foothills Carolina Club 
Tom, 

Our Foothills Carolina Club (based in Hickory, NC) asked ~ne to gauge Coach Dorrance’s interest and ability to speak at their 5thannual scholarship 

fundraising dinner sometime in April. The club would be flexible and work with any dates Coach has available. 
We’ve worked with compliance to ensure that the scholarships funded by this dinner and all of our Carolina Clubs only go to previously enrolled 
students (no first-years) to avoid any compliance violations. 
Previous speakers for the dinner have been - A1 Wood ’81, Anne Mitchell Whisnant ’91 (MA), ’97 (PhD), Woody Durham ’63 and ]ones Angell ’01 and 
Adatn Lucas. 
The event is typically held at the Crowne Plaza in Hickory. We’d plan to have it there again this year as long as it’s available on dates that Coach 
Dorrance could speak. 
Feel free to give me a call if you have any questions. 
Best, 

Coordir, alor of Regior, a] }.:ngaget.~]ent and Clu];s Sut~port 

<image001 .jpg> e -           I F - (9 ~ 9) ~(2-001 c’. 
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Togeiher as G~ members, u~e can all serve Carol~na and our siudenis -- pt~st, present and~ture. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Christian Layers <clavers@usclubsoccer.org> 

Friday, Febmaly 7, 2014 1:08 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

’Jason Sisneros’           ~gma~l.com> 

RE: World Footba]l Acade~ny 

Hi guys --- 

I had a call with Tim this morning from LJK, I am putting together a list of who I think would be good "first adapters" to attend the course. I will send my thoughts 

shortly! 

From; Dorrance, Albert A EV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, February 05, 20~4 1:23 PM 
To; Christian Lavers 
C¢; 3ason Sisneros          ~gmail,com) 
Subject; RE: World Football Academy 

Christian, 

Yes, we are going to host it. Jason Sisneros from rny staff: ~s coordinating the event. Raymond Verheijen is an excellent instructor. H~s course has great v~lue and 

wN impact on how you look at periodization, I took his week long course in Amsterdam I~st summer and I loved 

h~ fact I w~s going to get together a short list of people that we are goh~g to offer a "right of first refusal" to and you were on that list. Who else should we invite 

before we open it u~ t:o t:he ge~era~ public? We do ~.:?t have unlimited %~ace but ~ do want the %hovers and ~;haker(’ to come 

t:h~nk~ng of dosing the cour~;e at 40 or 

Fmm~ Christian Layers [mailto:clavers@usclubsoccer.or~] 
Sent~ Wednesday, Februa~ 0S, 201~ ll:~6 AM 

To~ Dorrance, AlbeR A N 
Subject: World Football Academy 

Anson - 

Do you have anything to do with the World Football Academy course that is being held in NC April 21-237 

I am looking at the platform and trying to determine if it is a fit for something with US Club Soccer or ECNL, and am looking for objective feedback. I am considering 

going to that course to get a first-hand look at it. 

What are your thoughts? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu:, 

Friday, 1:31 PM 

Ducar, Chris <dncar@unc.edu-~; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.~mc.edu-~ 

RE: Bfim~ Kaskie,                    (Invite) 

I think you wold be fine to participate in the Panel discussions for those in attendance though we’d need to limit ourselves from having any face to face contact 

with HS kids or their parents. If you do have face to face conversations with prospects or their parents, they’d need to be and would count as contacts. 

Otherwise, follow the bylaw below. 

To avoid [:dggedng any evaluath:m activities, we’d need to make sure we’re good wRh the beh:~w which ~s usua~lV the case w~th these kind o[ ~:hmgs, f[ we end up 

having conversations wiLh Lhe I% and club coaches it~ attendance about any of their Mds (i,e, how good are they?), then we wou~d have to use an evaluation sb~ce 

thsL would trigger #4 below, 

13.1.8.2 Banquets or Meetings at Locations Other Than a Prospective Student-Athlete’s Educational Institution. 

A coach may speak at a meeting or banquet at which prospective student-athletes are in attendance at a location other than a prospective student-athlete’s 

educational institution (except during a dead period per Bylaw _1___3_:__0__2__:_5__:_5_.) outside of a contact period (recruiting period in men’s basketball) or may speak at such a 

meeting or banquet during a contact period (recruiting period in men’s basketball) without using one of the institution’s permissible contacts or evaluations, 

provided: (Revised: 4/15/09, 10/27/11 effective 8/1/12) 

(a) The meeting or banquet is initiated and conducted by an entity other than the coach’s institution; 

(b) The coach does not make a recruiting presentation in coniunction with the appearance; 

(c) The coach does not have any direct contact with any prospective student-athlete (or a prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians) in attendance; 

and 

(d) The coach does not engage in any evaluation activities. 

From-" Ducar, Chris 
Sent-" Thursday,               9:53 PM 

To-" Markos, Lance M; Dorrance, Albert A TV 
Subject; Fwd: Brian Kaskie, (Invite) 

What do you think’? 

Begin tbm’axded message: 

From: Brian Kaslde <bkaskie~adrewnedia.com> 

Date: :               at 6:39:53 PM PST 

To: <anson~email.unc.edu>, <ducar(~)uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Brian Kaslde,                       (Invite) 

Hi Anson and Chris, 
Not sure if you remember me, Well, first of all, congrats on a great season as I felt you had done a fantastic job for 
team as I have friends like ..They are all fantastic. 

I embarked on a trail to truly build a "soccer community" in Las Vegas by creating an event called the Shooting Star Event celebrating Zakiya B~aters, 
Nevada’s first professional female soccer player with the support of MLS. This event has gained lots of attention for my company as MLS and NWSL players 
from around the country have contacted me to represent them long term and have them attend the event. Site is w~q.ZakiyaBywaters.com 
I am bringing in 6-7 Pro female and male soccer pros; 6-7 college coaches to have AWESOME discussion panels in front of 1500-2000 parents, players, 
leagues and clubs with state officials. Ivan says you might be interested in sharing, recruiting and joining us. 
This event is designed to sta~ to bring together a community, celebrate one of our own, have people interact and learn from Pros, Coaches and the paths of 
parental guidance. 
The event is Sunday,        from 9~. I am a~empting to get room and food and beverage (and hopdully flight) to come to Vegas and share insights. I feel 
you would be fantastic to have on Panel. 
I hope you or Chris can make a family event for a day or two as I build this for years to come. Have a look and feel free to give me a shout via phone or email. 
Cell is below. 
With praise, 
Brian 

C, 

o. 702-386-5330 gx1302 

AdRevMedia.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lm~caster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, Febrnary 7, 2014 1:34 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Palladino, George W <bpalladino@unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducax@ unc.edu>; Sander, 

Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Sisneros, Jason M <sisneros@email.unc.edu>; Somomao, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu>; Negalha, Jeff 

<jnegalha@unc.edu>; Porter, Gra~t <gtporter@unc.edu>; StreetL Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu>; Breschi, Joe <breschi@unc.edu>; 

NIyers, Patrick Jacob <patmyers@unc.edu>; Feifs, Chris <cfeifs@unc.edu>; Martin, Joseph T <jmartinl@email.unc.edu>; Levy,, Jennifer 

S <jenny.levy@unc.edu>; Barnes, Philip E <pbarnes@unc.edu>; Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@unc.edu>; Lynch, Beck?" 

<~nlynch@e~na~l.unc.edu>; Holma~, Laurie J <lholman@unc.edu:>; Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu>; Steinbache~; Rick 

<rick@unc.edu>; Brnnne~; John F ~ohn Brnnne@unc.edu>; Gwaltney~ Clint <cgwaJtney@unc.edu>; Dui~, Kat21y B. 

<kduffy@unc.edu>; Robinson, Kevin T <krob@unc.edu>; Warner, Stacey Hams <staceywarne@unc.edu> 

McCaskill usage during Lacrosse Season 

Good afternoon, 

Both the men’s and women’s soccer teams have been incredibly generous and understanding during the spring lacrosse seasons. The men’s and women’s lacrosse 

teams and officials have had access to the soccer locker rooms and team room during their home games. Generally the locker room are used two hours before and 

until two hours after the game and the team room is used during halftime. We will work with Kathy to ensure that the team room and locker rooms are cleaned 

after each lacrosse game. 

May the lacrosse teams have access to McCaskill again this year? 

The home schedules for both lacrosse teams: 

2/8 12:00 p.m, Women’s Lacrosse vs. Florida 

2/14 4:00 p.m. Women’s Lacrosse vs. Boston U niversity 

2/15 1:00 p.m. Men’s Lacrosse vs. Manhattan 

2/22 11:00 a.m. Women’s Lacrosse vs. Vanderbilt 

2/22 2:00 p.m. Men’s Lacrosse vs. Dartmouth 

2/27 7:00 p.m. Women’s Lacrosse vs, Notre Dame 

3/1 12:00 p.m. Men’s Lacrosse vs. Notre Dame 

3/2 1:00 p.m. Women’s Lacrosse vs. Penn 

3/11 4:00 p.m. Men’s Lacrosse vs. Bucknell 

3/12 7:00 p.m. Women’s Lacrosse vs. Elon 

3/15 1:00 p.m. Women’s Lacrosse vs. Georgetown 

3/18 7:00 p.m, Men’s Lacrosse vs. Harvard 

3/26 6:00 p.m. Women’s Lacrosse vs. Virginia Tech 

4/5 12:00 p.m. Women’s Lacrosse vs. Maryland 

4/5 3:00 p.m. Men’s Lacrosse vs. Virginia 

5/9 TBD NCAA Women’s Lacrosse First Round 

5/10 TBD NCAA Men’s Lacrosse First Round 

5/11 TBD NCAA Women’s Lacrosse Second Round 

5/17 TBD NCAA Women’s Lacrosse Third Round 

Please respond with any questions or concerns. 

Thank you, 

Elizabeth 

Elizabeth Lancaster 

Assistant Director of Event Management 

UNC Athletics 

Office: 919.843.9209 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lesle Gallimore <lesleg@uw.edu> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 1:54 PM 

’Robert Kehoe’ <rkehoe@nscaa.com>; Becky Burleigh <BeckyB@gators.nfl.edu>; Klatte, Robert L. <rklatte@pnrdue.edtv~; 

~gmail.com>; Susan Ryan <susa~.ryan. l@stonybrook.edu>; Albright, Peter <palbrigh@iichmond.edtv~; Dorrance, Albert A 

IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Swanson, Stephen (s~nb) <sNub@eservices.virginia.edu>; Leone, Tracey <T.Leone@neu.edu>; Cromwell, 
Amanda ~-~acrolnwell@athletics.ucla.edu>; Kevin Boyd <kevinboyd@asu.edtt>; Steve Nugent <smnugent@UNCG.EDU>; G Guerrieri 

<g@athletics.ta~nn.edu>; Jen7 Smith <j smith@ scu.edu>; Greg Ryma <gregryma@umichedu>; Erica Walsh <emwl 3@psu.edu>; Stone, 

Tom <tom.stone@ttu.edu>; Carin Gabmra <gabarra@usna.edu>; ~mac.com 

RE: Advisoo/Council Meeting Snmmary 

"i’har~ks for the follow up Reb. 
ImportanL conversations. 

kesle D. GaNmore 
H~-2ad Womet~’s 5oco~r Coach 

Univers~:y of Wash~ng~:or~ 
Mobib: 
Office: 206--685-.3966 
Camp: www.wa shingtongirlssoccer.com 
Web: www.gohuskies.com 
Facebook: wwwSacebook~comiU WWomensSoccer 
Tw~:[er: www.twitter.com/CoachGallimore 

F~m= Robert Kehoe [mailto:rkehoe@nscaa.com] 
Sent; Thursday, Februa~ 06, 2014 1:48 PN 
Te= Becky Burleigh; Kla~e, Robe~ L.; 3ohn Daly; Susan Ryan; Albright, Peter; Dorrance, Albe~ A N; Swanson, Stephen (ss4ub); Leone, Tracey; Cromwell, Amanda; Kevin 
Boyd; Steve Nugent; Lesle Gallimore; G Guerrieri; Jerry Smith; Greg Ryan; Erica Walsh; Stone, Tom; Carin Gabarra; @mac.corn 
Subject= Adviso~ Council Neeting Summa~ 
Good Day All. 
Thai& ~u to all who a~ended and pa~ici~ted in &e cN1 Tue~ay. bollowing is a smnma@" office meeting. 

Discussion Topics 
1. US Soccer Meeting at NSC~ Convention - appreciated the oppo~ni~’ to meet with US Soccer leaders to discuss ma~ers ~ining to the college game. Need 

to ~ow who the US Soccer point of contact is to be to follow up on the meeting conversation. 

a. Out of ~a~n playing oppol~Nfies - US Soccer expressed interest to provide trMning and playing oppo~mities for top college players in addition to cnnent 

national team ~ol trainings, i&&s included 

pa(mefing with ~SL m add college "resenze" player~ and reviving a~ Olympic FestivaJ ty~ of event. 

b. Asked the opinion of the ECNL - In that the ECNL is a tbr profit enti~, it appeaxs that revenue is morn of a priority thma development. The cost of ECNL 

pa~iciNtlon is ve~ high tbr Families. Needs m be 

region~1ized. It would be wJuable for US Soccer m ~y m influence chm~ges in ECNL, as in the USSDA, by esmNisNng ~d rewarding ~st practices (e.g. 

Gennm~y). ECNL should consider a promotion - relegation 

system. 

c. Emty lecmiting - US Soccer is interested in suppoNng a move to elilninate the practice of eaxly recruiting comlnitments. Concern was expres~d that they 

don’t tmdersmnd the histo~ or challenges associated 

with the ma~er. 

2. Full Academic Year Soccer Season Model - The model is being Nscus~d at an advanced level by the Division I men as their cu~ent ~ason fo~at is o~en 

criticized by US Soccec MLS, et al., and is cau~ for an increasing numMr of PSAs to consider alternatives to continuing their soccer careers in the college 
enviroi~ent. AdNtionally, ~s with the women, tbr years ~e cu~ent sea~m model has been considered out&ted and restrictive, and the men’s coaches are seeking a 

smtcture flaat roll provide morn development and meamngthl competition oppoUm~fie~ while protecting the health a~d ~t~ty of stu&nt-athletes, as well as enhancing 

academic ~flbnnance. The concept h~s ~en viewed thvorably mad is being supported by some mem~r institution leaders and NC~ stuff who have reviewed the 

prog~sal. Follomng are resents farm the women’s caJl. 

a. Is a good idea but may be difficult to implement due to logisfic~J fac~rs - e.g. weatheg facili~ use, event management. These axe hurdles that c~ be 

oveleome if it is fl~e right ~ing for the s~l~/s~dent-atNetes. 

b. Is similar to the model of the 5~ufl~ 10 month se~o~ ~, oJthough immeNately change may be met ruth resis~nce, in filne it roll ~ accepted and appleciated. 

c. Men’s college soccer is implant to suppo~ in a ma~er such as ~is for iea~ns mentioned above. 

d. More derails roll be discussed ~ the proposal becomes refined. 

3. Eaxly recruiting - Nl agreed that the early recruiting issne is driven by the competition for early commi~ents, that the si~fion is u~eaJ~y for Ml involved, ~d should 

be stopped. The question is HOW? Conclusion: Although the topic has ~en discussed "ad nau~nm" over the years with no ~lution, the conver~tion needs to 

revived. Suggestion is ~ fo~ a commiRee to reignite the conve~ation. The Pac 12 pro~saJ from a few years ago w~ circulated to the group for review. A single 

qnesfion survey will sent k~ ~e Division I coaches to know flae nationaJ opinion on fl~e topic. 

Action Steps 
1. Continue k~ communicate with the Advisoo, Council on imtiatives discussed. 
2. Form committees m specifically address priority categories (US Socceg Recruiting, NC~ re. playing and practice seasons, rules, 

Agm~ tha~ you to all for your Nlficipation, and I look fom, md to continued comlnuification. 

All the besl. 

Rob 
Ro~ K~ho~ 

Director of (:ollege Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 66~0]. ~ 913 362 i747 x i0~5 I 9&3 362 3439 

Wisconsin Office: 920 674 439~ I Cell: 

NSCAA,com I Twitter: @NSCAA [ Facebook 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Will Andrews ’@gmail.com> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 2:42 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Thank You 

Anson, 

Just wanted to make sure you got my location and directions. 

Respectfully, 

Will Andrews 

On Feb 6, 2014, at 5:03 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email uric edu> wrote: 

Thank you my friend!’. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Will Andrews [.mailto ’@gmaihcom] 
Sent: Thursday, Febma~¢ 06, 2014 4:58 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Peter Peets (peter@peterpeets.com) 
Subject: Re: Thank You 

Anson, 

] will send you a pin from my phone tmrw from our unit. ~fhe best way to ge~ here is to take IIighway ] South until you get to [he Manchester exit 

] will get you bm[ter directions tmrw. 

It will probably t~ke a little more than 2 hours for you to get [here from Chapel 

Talk to you soon. 

Respectl~]ly, 

Wi[] Andrews 

>> On Feb 6, 2014, at 2:23 Phi. "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaiI.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Will, 
>> 

>> Thank you. Actually a GPS coordinate might help me. And what is the best route down there in your opinion and how long is the drive? 
>> 
>> ..... Origina[ Message ..... 
>> From: Will ~amdrews [mailto            ~glnail.com] 
>> Sent: Thursday, FebruaPy 06, 2014 1:23 PM 
>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>> Subject: Re: Thank You 
>> 

>> Anson, 
>> 

>> I heard you are coming out to talk to our battalion leadership this Monday. My team and I are looking forward to hearing you speak. 
>> 

>> Let me know if you need any assistance getting out here. Our unit area is vePy new so it’s not on a lot of maps. Call me if you need anything. 
>> 

>> Thanks. 
>> Will 
>> 

>> Respectfully, 
>> 

>> Will Andrews 
>> 

>> 

>>> On Jan 23, 2014, at 11:04 ~A4. "Dot~ance, Albert A IV" <anson@cmaihunc.edu> wrote: 
>>> 

>>> Will, 
>>> 

>>> I enjoyed meeting you as well!! I hope you enjoy- the books! t 
>>> 
>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>> From: Will Andrews [_mailto:will        @gmaihcom] 
>>> Sent: Wech~esday, Janua~ 22, 2014 8:22 PM 
>>> To: Dorrance, Alberta IV; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>>> Subject: Thank You 
>>> 

>>> Anson, 
>>> 

>>> I wanted to say thank you for the leadership lesson and discussion on Monday I am looking forward to reading your books and seeing ho}v I can implement some of the teclmiques to 
my unit. 
>>> 

>>> This next Munday, I am doing an off site leadership development training day and we are going to be talking about how }ve can create a competitive caldron for my unit 



>>> I will keep you posted as we progress as a unit and let you know of the results. 

>>> On the recruiting front 

>>> Again, thanks for the discussion. It was great meeting you 

>>> Respectfully, 

>>> Will Andrews 

>>>> On Jan 21, 2014, at 3:57 PM. Riki Ellison <rikiellison@missiledefenseadvocacy.org> wrote: 

>>>> Great night thanks for the discussion and thoughts on coaching champions. Brought you up today- to speak down with the 108th Air and Missile Defense Brigade in Fayetteville and 
the Special Forces there. The first has the highest amount of women in a Army Branch deployed forward and the second, well they are just real bad asses. 

>>>> Will ~vanted your contact and listed him on it. 

>>>> Lets get a trip organized to Seattle for me to introduce you to Pete and get a tour of the facilities both Soccer and b?FL. Contacted Brent Jones last night, you have another NFL fan in 
him. 

>>>> My Best 

>>>> Riki 

>>>> Riki M. Ellison 
>>>> Chairman & Founder 
>>>> Missile Defense Advocacy Alliance 
>>>> 515 King Street, Suite 320 
>>>> Alexandria, VA 22314 

>>>> rikiellison@missiledefenseadvoca cy. org 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Thomas Chestnutt <chestnu~fiu.edu~ 

Friday, February 7, 2014 3:07 PM 

DlWsoc@soccerlists.org 

{DI WSOC} GA tbr women’s or men’s programs 

Resume GA.docx 

Thanks, 

2011 :V~Lt 

2012, 2011, 2009 Sm~ Bek Co~,fem~ce Champim~s 

Camps and Clinics 

From: Williams, George B., "B~an" [williamsgb@vmi.edu] 

Sent; Friday, February 07, 2014 2:03 PM 
To; DlWsoc@soccerlists.org 
Subject; {D1WSOC} $3311 Looking!!! 

Hello to everyone again! 

Like many others I feel that I am repeating myself (which I am) in saying that VMI continues to look for a home match on the 29th of August, 2014. I would be open 

to a return in 2015 or 

2016 potentially. Please contact me if there is an interest. I will not bore anyone with the quaintness of Lexington, VA or the beauty of the surrounding 

Shenandoah Valley. Those aesthetics are already internationally well known. 

Hope everyone is well as Winter continues! 

Thanks. 

Bryan 

Bryan William~ 
Head gVomen’~ ~occer 

Viroinia Military Institute 

Lexington, VA 244~O 

Southern Con~r~n~/N~ Diuifion I 

Office - (540)46~7608 

Ceil - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Kennedy ~ ohn@combatbraintraining.com> 

Friday, 3:35 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Ladies, please read this below. We want eve~ edge. Can this give us an edge? 

Thanks Anson. My ~:ault for now giving this information sooner. I was focused on the How (to sus~in it) without doing a better job of explaining the Why. 

As soon as I get off the train to my laptop I11 s~nd something that may be helpful. 

Best, 

Jolm 

Johi~ Kennedy 
Combat Brain Training 

j ohn@combatbra~ntraAning.com 
w~v.combatbra~ntm~ning.com 

Combat Brain Training 

Chicago Innovation Awards FinalistSent via BlackBer~’ from T-Mobile 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a~son@email.unc.edu-~ 

Date: Fri,          20:12:55 +0000 
To: John Kennedy~john@combatbraintraining.com> 

Cc: ~live.unc.edu>; ,~bgmail.com ~gmail.com>; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~rocketm~l.com ,~)rocketmail.com>; 
~gm~l.com ~gm~l.com>; ~gma~l.com ,~!gm~l.com>; @unc.edu>; 

~yahoo.com ,~)yahoo.com>; ~yma~l.com ~ymail.com>; @vahoo.com~ 

@live.unc.edu>;         ~msn.com         @raSh.cam>; Ducar, Chris~:duca@unc.edu;,; Jason Sisneros 
~gmail.com)          ~gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J<pacmm~@unc.edu> 

Subject: Ladies, please read this below. We want eve~ edge. Can this give us an edge? 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~ydtioo.com>; 

John% 

I will send U~is t,o the Leadership Council. I like what you dM be~:ore and everything you have jus~ shared. 

F~m: 3ohn Kennedy [mailM:john@combatbra~ntraining.com] 
$ent: Thursday, 9:04 PN 
Tot ’Jason Sisneros’ 
C~: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
$ubject: RE: Duh[ 
Thanks for gettinA back to me .Jason, [ probably shou[~ have asked you more about the Cound~ sod what they might need to make the decision -of course ~ believe 

they ju~;t needed more inforn~at~on~ Las~: year ~;o many g~ds came up to me w~:h positive ~eedback -one sah~ ~t was eery she coukt ~;ee ~;o many more details even 

when she just looked at the carpet, another sa~d ew~m though she’d ph~yed soccer her whoh~ I~e she always fe~t s tension whet~ the bah came to her which went 

away ffnmed~ately after’ CgT~ ~nother ss~d she could sense the bail sooner, etc~ But Hke any gresL workout program after the ~mmed~ate benefiLs, ~L needs Lo be 

sustsined~ Th~s doesn’t just maintain the new performance baseline, ~t cor~t~nues to increase performance throughout the season~ ~[: even min#ns~ practice doesn’t 

conth~ue, eventually the cognitive boost won’t be sustained. ~ don’t know if any of those players are on the cound~ but it’s been a ~ong t~me since them 

A~so, since last year after working with other teams and ~tNetes I’ve developed more exercises that re,ate d~rect~y to the brain!body connection making them 

more powerful bu~: also easier to ~ntegrate ~nto e>:isth~g rouL~[)es such as ddbblk~g, shootir~g, etc. whk:h reduces the tkne dedicated so~e~y to ~:he bra~n games. 

s~so created a much shorter version o[: Lhe Arrows which are formatted to noL only makes it a faster’ menta~ tune--up but Nso train the pattern recognition and 

mental snLicipation more efficiently. I’ve had feedback from people thsL Lhey use th~s short version as a test ---H: they struggle go~ng through them (just Lakes ~ 

minute) before their event they know they’re not ready and so run through them agah~ unti~ they are. Better to correct mental mistakes before the game~ Another 

use ~s as ~ post-concussion test, hav~ng been timed at the beginning of the season as a b~selh~e. 

So much more to brff~g to the team this year, ~ dk~ t~ot expect: havk~g to resell ~t and ~’m sorry if ~ put you in an awkward pos~:~om The bet~efits are definitely there 

a[)d have e~zen beet~ ~za]klated by 2 t~eurosc:iet~:~sts my fault fl)r not getting you more ~nformation to give to ~:he Council. 

~ wH~ copy Anson on th~s as well, and i[: you think it wou~d help to send it to the Council, #ease do so. ]’1] also keep you updated with results from other programs 

and perhaps there will be an opportunity in Lhe future before the regular season. 

~ appreciate your supportl Have a great trip m~d enjoy HawaHl 

Best, 

John Kennedy 

The Brain Coach 

~ombat Brai~ rraiM~gTM 

Chicofto Innovation A wards Finolist 

3.022 Greenk~a[ 

Evanston, IL 60202 

john@combatbraintraininq,com 

www.combatbrointraininq.com 
From: Jason Sisneros [__m___a_j_[_~__o_; 
Sent: Thursday, 
T~: John Kennedy 
Subject: Re: Duh! 

Joht~ 

6:39 PM 



Untbrtunately we’ll have to pass. The girls do not have enough interest to do the progran with you this year. Our leadership council considered maay factors and my 

prolyosal of a shorter first day etc... But they’re just not buying into the idea of the benefits. We wouldn’t go against their choice in this regard. 

I sincerely appreciate your time mad passion. Thank you lbr working with us last year and tbr ofl~ring such a tremendous deal! 

Bea Wishes, 
Jason 

On Thursday, , John Kennedy <j~?!LrL~_c_o_r__n_b__~_t_t__l?£~i!N_~_i__r_t_i__r_~g=_c_R_r_~> wrote: 

Hi Jason, 
I was just reviemng our plans and realized I misspoke on the phone! I was thinking about the fact that last year I cut my price to $1500 (from $4500) plus expenses 

for the day because it was pilot, and I still want to keep it easy on your budget and meant to say $2500 for the training plus expenses, even though it’s a fidl week. Last 

year was easy on expenses because I was already at Camp LeJeune and that covered most of them. 

I don’t mean this to be a bait aad starc!! But I’ll have about $1000 in expenses so should have said $3500 fixed price ins~tead of $2500. I hope that’s still Ok, let me 

know if it’s a problem. 

Best, 

Jolm 

Jotm K.en~edy 

The ]3rai~ Coach 

(-’~mbat Bra in l>~in ing~ ’~ 

1022 G 

E~an~ton, IL 60202 

,iohn’(?~combalbra#ttraining. corn 

www. combatbraintraining, corn 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Assistant Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

HiAn~n, 

Brian Kaslde <bkaskie@adrevmedia.com> 

Friday, 3:56 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu-*; Jason Sisneros 

Re: Brian Kaslde,                    (Invite) 

~gmNl.com) 

Thank you for the kind      words. Of course, our first, and memorable as I am sure you can remember. And Chris and Jason, absolutely, since I know Chris 

comes out tbr recruiting (fiiends ruth Jose Romero) but Jason would be great too. Let me know guys a~d I will correslx~nd! 

With praise, 

Brian Kaslde 

Las Vegas, Nv 

On Fri, at 12:24 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(~email.unc.edu:> wrote: 

What: you are building is wonder’h.d, 

assistants that might be able to help you. I will copy them both on this t:or you. 

Congrats on wonderful run to a nadonal championship .,,. right through the ~eeth o1: our’ conference. 

From: Brian Kaskie [mailto:bkaskie@adrevmedia.com] 
Sent: Thursday,               9:40 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Brian Kaskie, (Invite) 

Hi Anson and Chris, 

Not sure if you remember me, 
have friends like 

.... however, t h~;v~-:~ two excellent 

I embarked on a trail to truly build a "soccer community" in Las Vegas by creating an event called the Shooting Star Event celebrating Zakiya Bywaters, Nevada’s first 
professional female soccer player with the support of MLS. This event has gained lots of attention for my company as MLS and NWSL players from around the country 
have contacted me to represent them long term and have them attend the event. Site is www.ZakiyaBywaters.com 

I am bringing in 6-7 Pm female and male soccer pros; 6-7 college coaches to have AWESOME discussion panels in front of 1500-2000 parents, players, leagues and clubs 
with state officials. Ivan says you might be interested in sharing, recruiting and joining us. 

This event is designed to start to bring together a community, celebrate one of our own, have people interact and learn from Pros, Coaches and the paths of parental 
guidance. 

The event is Sunday, from 9-6. I am attempting to get room and food and beverage (and hopefully flight) to come to Vegas and share insights. I feel you would be 
fantastic to have on Panel. 

I hope you or Chris can make a family event for a day or two as I build this for years to come. Have a look and feel free to give me a shout via phone or email. Cell is below. 

With praise, 

Brian 

Bria~ Kaskie 

o, 702-386-5330 Ext 302 

AdRevMedia,com 

Well, first of all, congrats on a great season as I felt you had done a fantastic job for team as I 
..They are all fantastic. 



o, 702.-}S6.-51~!~t) Ext }02 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 5:03 PM 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

Yount, Tony <ton~,oun@unc.edu>; Dolrauce, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu> 

Weekly Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Fonn.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your P~C    tutoring session on at ~i~P~. This is your [i~t documented 

infraction and shall be considered your first warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a rnandatory meeting with the student, head coach, acadernic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~~~~ ~_ ~u~du) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

if you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben 5heu 
Assistan[ Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-A[hletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

(::ell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 5:03 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edtr~; Yount, ToW <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Weekly Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in Four P~C    tutoring session on at 6i~PN. This is Four [i~ documented 

infraction and shall be considered your first warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class)~ Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a rnandatory meeting with the student, head coach, acadernic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HEkD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~~~~ ~_ ~u~du) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

if you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben 5heu 
Assistan[ Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-A[hletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

(::ell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 5:03 PM 

@live.uuc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edtr~; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Weeldy Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your PORT tutoring session on at ~i00p~. This is your final documented 

infraction and shall be considered your first warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class)~ Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

Sth infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, aH tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and [utorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~~~~ ~_ ~u~du) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

if you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben 5heu 
Assistan[ Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-A[hletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

(::ell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 5:03 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu:~; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Weekly Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your MATH    tutoring session on at 7100P~. This is your ~j~ documented 

infraction and shall be considered your first warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class}. Students who h~ve a history of ~nfract~ons may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd ~nfraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Str~ke one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th ~nfraction = Str~ke three 

With Stri~e three, aH tutorial services may be suspended until a rnandatory meeting w~th the student, head coach, acadernic counselor, assodate director of 

acaderrfic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HEkD. 

Appeal Pro~ess: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have ~ Business doFs from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~~’~ ~~du) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments Bpm or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pm - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunda~ Appointments and Monday Appointments before Spin - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ass~stan~ Tutorial Coordb~atoriAcademic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-A[hletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

Cell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:13 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Yount, ToW <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Hi Ben, 

Was this a new tutor? I did not even kmow I had this on my schedule. Sorry. for the confusion. I will be there next week! 

Thank you!! 

Sent from Iny iPhone 

On 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your p~    tutoring session on at 7i~p~. This is your 

documented infraction and shall be considered your first warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester {not by individual clas@ Students who have a history of in[ractions may lose their 

tutoring privileges. 

1st and 2rid infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

Wi[h Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate 

director of academic support, and tutorial coordina[or has been HELD, 

Appeal Process: 

if the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have .q Eusiness days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached 

Appeal form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor 

Coordinator. The appeal must state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, 

and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~.~!~.~.~t:!~2~:!~:~!~.9.9!~:~.~.~) within the timeline 

listed below and inform your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments Spin or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before Spin - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before Spin - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

B~n Sh~’u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

91._, 843 

Cell: 

<Infraction Appeal Form.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Friday, 5:17 PM 

@live.uuc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu:~; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

RE: Weekly hffraction Notice 

Thank you. 

Just as an FYI ---there was a slight typo, the tutoring is for PORT 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

b s h e u @ em~ u nc. e d u 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 5:13 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Cc: Oorrance, Albert A IV; Yount, Tony 

Subject: N~: W~kIN Infraction 

Hi Ben, 
Was this a new tutor? I did not even know I had this on my schedule. Sorry for the confusion. I will be there next week! 

Thank you!’. 

Sent froln my iPhone 

On at 5:03 PM, "ASPSA Tutoring" <ASi~SATator;.na@tmc,edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your POR~ tutoring session on at 7i~p~. This is your fi~t 

documented infraction and shall be considered your first warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their 

tutoring privileges. 

1st and 2nd in[raction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

Sth infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, aN tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate 

director of academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached 

Appeal form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor 

Coordinator. The appeal must state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, 

and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~c.edu) within the timeline 

listed below and inform your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

B~’n Sheu 
As~.;istallt Tutorial CoordinatorlAcademic Coclns~:_~lor 

U NO Acaderrfic Support Prograrrl for S[udent-Athletes 

Office: o- a ~ ~, ~ ~ ~.1..,-~4.. 

Cell: 

<Infraction Appeal Form.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Kennedy ~ ohn@combatbraintraining.com> 

Friday, 5:21 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

More info 

Hi Anson, 

Please forward this to the Council as well, I am sorry I didn’t get some contextual information to them earlier. 

Hello everyone, 

First l’d like to apologize for not sending this info sooner. I had been focused on working through the logistics of making this sustainable throughout the season 

and I believe we have a good handle on that by empowering Jason for that role. 

However, fixing the how doesn’t do much of there is no context for the why! So I will briefly describe the two primary areas CBT will help the team. 

Soccer - My daughter and I watched many of your games last year on the web and l’m sure you’ll agree, and you have much more soccer knowledge than I, that 

games are lost by mistakes. And these are not physical mistakes as much as mental mistakes. Your team knows how to dribble, pass and shoot, and where they 

should be at all times, but yet mistakes are still made. l’m sure you’ve also experienced the opposite - being in the zone when it seems like you can do no wrong, 

everything just flows automatically. That’s because a phenomena neuroscientists call zombie systems (you might call it muscle memory) takes over. Procedural 

actions happen unconsciously which is much faster and more accurate than conscious thinking. Your drills and practices strive to create zombie systems at the 

procedural level, CBT does this at a Foundational level. 

CBT increases focus, situational awareness, pattern recognition, decision making and execution by malting the foundational thinking process a zombie system. This 

is done at the physical, not the psychological level. The comments from your players I mentioned in the previous email are similar to ones from over 2500 people 

trained including military elites - Snipers, SpecOps, pilots, marksman - and professional athletes. 

An example of the transformational potential of CBT is the Chicago Soul M ISL team I worked the last year. They had lost 4 games in a row and were at the bottom of 

the league standings. The first game after CBT they beat the only undefeated team in the league and went on to make the playoffs. Along the way some incredible 

things happened. The goalie broke the existing record for saves in a game, he said he could sense where the ball would be before it got there and react faster to it. 

At another game, the team held the opponent scoreless for almost a full 2 minutes with two players in the penalty box, an almost statistical impossibility in indoor 

soccer. One player said he could visualize the play forming before it happened, and he just flowed along with it, scoring a goal without realizing he had taken a 

shot- that’s the CBT zone! You already have the best soccer training, what could you accomplish with the best mental training? 

School - the same foundational process underlying athletic ability is involved in learning. I’ve trained students from elementary schools, high school, military 

training schools and adults. In every case they learn faster and remember better. A common comment is similar to:" I used to have to read it several times- to get 

it, not I just read it once and I know it". Running through one of the exercises before studying or a test will improve results. Less time studying with better grades 

means less pressure and more time for other important activities (like soccer!). 

I don’t want to take too much of your time, but if you want to investigate more I can send you a longer report with some scientific data and lots of testimonials. 

Just know that CBT really works (validated now by two neuroscientists and 2500 people). There is also info on www.combatbraintraining.com. I believe we got off 

to a great start last year with the training and the missing piece - sustainability should now be solved. Imagine the changes the players mentioned last year after 

the training increasing throughout the year? I can commit to making my time with you as flexible as needed, and I guarantee you’ll have fun doing the training 

together, especially with the newer exercises l’ve added. 

In any case, GoTar Heels! 

John 

The Brain C.:_~ach 

Combat Br~n Tr~ni~g 

Chicago hmovotion A words Finalist 

:[022 

Euanston, IL 60202 

~oh!~combatbraintraininq.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Sisneros ~}gmail.com> 

Friday, 6:15 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Brian Kaskie <bkaskie@adrevmedia.com>; Ducat, Chris ~a:tucar@unc.edw~ 

Re: Brian Kaslde,                    ’,Invite) 

Brian, 

TNs sounds like a wonderful event! Unfortunately for attending, I roll be on vacation during that weekend~’week. 

Besl of luck a~d continued success ruth that! 

Jasou Sisneros 

University. of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Caroliua USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Assistant Coach 

(c) 

Ou Fri, at 3:24 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.e&t> wrote: 

Who;i: yok~ ar~:" buildit~g is wo~lder~ul, 

assistants that m~ght be able to he~p you. I will copy them beth on tNs [:or you, 

Congrats on wonderful run to a nadonal champ~onsMp .... Hght through the [eeth o1: our conference. 

From: Brian Kaskie [mailto:bkaskie@adrevmedia.com] 
Sent: Thursday,               9:40 PN 

T~: Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Ducat, Chris 
Subject: Brian Kaskie, ~nvite) 

Hi Anson and Chris, 

.... however, t h~;v,:_~ two excellent 

Not sure if you remember me, Well, first of all, congmts on a great season as I felt you had done a fantastic job for team as I 
have friends like .They are all fantastic. 

I embarked on a trail to truly build a "soccer community" in Las Vegas by creating an event called the Shooting Star Event celebrating Zakiya Bywaters, Nevada’s first 
professional female soccer player with the support of MLS. This event has gained lots of attention for my company as MLS and NWSL players from around the country 
have contacted me to represent them long term and have them attend the event. Site is www.ZakiyaBvwaters.com 

I am bringing in 6-7 Pro female and male soccer pros; 6-7 college coaches to have AWESOME discussion panels in front of 1500-2000 parents, players, leagues and clubs 
with state officials. Ivan says you might be interested in sharing, recruiting and joining us. 

This event is designed to start to bring together a community, celebrate one of our own, have people interact and learn from Pros, Coaches and the paths of parental 
guidance. 

The event is Sunday, from 9-6. I am attempting to get room and food and beverage (and hopefully flight) to come to Vegas and share insights. I feel you would be 
fantastic to have on Panel. 

I hope you or Chris can make a family event for a day or two as I build this for years to come. Have a look and feel free to give me a shout via phone or email. Cell is below. 

With praise, 

Brian 

CEO 

o. 702-386-5330 Ext 302 

Ad}[<(a Media.corn 

Big Dip]x~r 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}live.nnc.edu~ 

Friday, 7:30 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATuto6ng@unc.edu> 

Yount, Tony <ton~oun@unc.edu>; Domance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Infraction Notice 

To whom it may concern, 

I apologize. I was not aware that I needed to cancel the tutor session being that there was a CREED meeting. I’ll keep that in mind in the future. Thank you! 

Sincerely, 

On 

Dear 
Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your ~S~ tutoring session on at ~!0~P~. This is your 

documented infraction and shall be considered your first warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their 

tutoring privileges. 

Ist and 2rid infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

Sth infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate 

director of academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached 

Appeal form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor 

Coordinator. The appeal must state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, 

and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (t!)~[~.~.*.’~z!~!~[!~3~@.!).L’..~:.#~.£) within the timeline 

listed below and inform your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for SLudenl:-Athh:_d:es 

Office: 919-.843-2~28 

Cell: 

<Infraction Appeal Form.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, 8:22 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

story 

Coach Dorrance, 

Hem’s the link to the story about that you were looking for: 

ht~://w~v.dail~tarheel.com/m/article/ 

Glad to hear it was somefl~ing you might be able to use. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attad~: 

TONY YOUNT ~(}gmail corn> 

Friday, 10:25 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edn>; Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@email.unc.edu>; Ducax, Chris <ducm(a~unc.edn>; Palladino, 

George W <bpaJladino@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros 
~gmail.com> 

weekly 

soc.pdf 

Weekly is attached. A few early grades for a few of our kids, but midterm activi~/really picks tap next week and remains high thrc~ugh         Progress reports will go to professors next 
week, and we ~vill ask for a retuxn by spring break. We were open for a full week last week so study hall hours should be accurate and you can see whether our kids are meeting their 

expected hours. 

If I need to be away for any extended period of time Brent B anion will ser~,e as ~he primary 

contact for our students, and I will so inform them and you if that time occurs 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loehr, Laura Ross <lloeh@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 12:47 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Confirmation regarding speech this friday, noon to 1 at the School of Medicine 

Hello Anson, 

I am faculty in the School of Public Health and work with Gene Orringer and others involved with the education core at the CTSA. I wanted to confirm that you are still available 
to speak this coming friday, 2/14, from noon to 1. I am your escort to help you find the well hidden "Old Clinic" auditorium. If you enjoy a walk then it is not far from your office 
(just past the bell tower and left at the light then up to the hospital), and I can come by your office at 11:30, or I can meet you wherever is convenient and drive you over and 
walk you in, or meet you by the hospital entrance. Please let me know what is most convenient for you? After your talk, I can also help you back out of the hospital maze. 

Thanks so much for agreeing to come speak to this group. We are all looking forward to it. 

Best, 
Laura Loehr 

From: Pusek, Susan N 
Sent: Saturday, 

To: Loehr, Laura Ross 
Subject: Anson- 

9:41 AM 

Susan Pusek, MPH, MS 
Director Education Programs 
NC TraCS Institute 
919-966-0128 phone 

From: Orringer, Eugene P 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:24 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Pusek, Susan N; Weinberger, Morris 
Subject: RE: UNC CTSA Program 

Anson: 

Feb 14th at noon it is. Thee sessions are generally held in the Clinic Auditorium that is located on the 4th floor of the Old Clinic Building. However, Susan Pusek will be in touch 
with you to provide you with all of the details. Also, I am sure that she will arrange for someone to meet you in the front of the Main Entrance of UNC Hospitals and escort you 
to the Auditorium. 

We are very much looking forward to your talk. 

GENE 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Orringer, Eugene P 
Subject: RE: UNC CTSA Program 

10:02 AM 

Feb I4th noon ~... Where? 

From: Orringer, Eugene P 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:02 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co: Pusek, Susan N; Weinberger, Morris 
Subject: RE: UNC CTSA Program 

Anson: 

This is terrific - I am sure you will really enjoy these young people. They are very special. 

The dates that we currently have available are as follows: 

¯ 12-1 pm 
¯ 1 hour either 12-1 or 1-2 pm 
¯ I hour either 12-1 or 1-2 pm 
¯ 12-1 pm 

If one of them works best with your schedule, pick it out & we will hold it for you. We very much look forward to having you 
speak to the Scholars in our program. 



GENE 

From: Dorrance, Alber~ A 131 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:01 PM 
To: Ordnger, Eugene P 

Cc:        ~. msn.com; Ducar, Chris; 
Subject: RE: UNC CTSA Program 

~aoLcom; .Jason Sisneros , @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas 

Love to jump in. What might work best is for me to .give my "canned speech" and then be guided by a Q&A in the directions you would like. This way I don’t have to 

preb-:md to ~mow any~:h~ng and f w~I no~: have to pre~are ~nyl:h~ng. t ~m a~w~ys reluctant to act I~l<e [ know someone else’s bus~ness. 

E~= Orringer, Eugene P 
Seat= Tuesday, ~:23 PN 
Te: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
~= Weinberger, Morris; Pusek, Susan N 
Subject~ UN¢ ~SA Program 

Anson: 

I hope this email finds you well. I wanted to ask a favor. The Clinical & Translational Science Awards (CTSA) Program, 
supported by one of the largest grants (> $10 M/year) that UNC has ever received from the NIH, was just renewed for second 
five year period. The overarching goal of this grant is to accelerate the process by which scientific discoveries ultimately 
impact human health. One of the strategies to accomplish this is through working together on interdisciplinary teams. A key 
component of the CTSA is our Education Program, which is intended to provide junior faculty with the training and resources 
required to lead and work together on teams of this type. 

I (along with the two other individuals copied here) direct this Program. A very successful component of our curriculum is a 
course that we teach to 60 or so junior faculty members focusing on professional development skills. I was hoping that 
sometime in the winter or early spring you would be willing to speak with this group about leadership and working on teams. 
We thought the sports analogy would be particularly appropriate. Some of the topics that we thought would be very relevant 
for you to address are: 

¯ Virtually all of the junior faculty have excelled individually in academics. What advice do you have as a coach on 
teaching your athletes to form a new team at UNC in which they may not be the leader and/or may have to alter their 
usual role? How do you determine the leaders? 

¯ Most of these individuals have been extraordinarily successful to date. But, with increased competition, they may 
experience failure for the first time (grants that are not funded, articles that are rejected, etc). What kinds of strategies do 
you use to deal with the failure that inevitably occurs at the highest level of competition? 

These are some of our initial thoughts but given your remarkable success in developing teams and leaders, we are sure you 
will have numerous other topics in mind. If you are willing to talk to these faculty, the course is held at lunchtime on Fridays. 
The dates & times that we currently have available include the following: 

¯ 12-1 pm 
¯ 1 hour either 12-1 or 1-2 pm 
° 1 hour either 12-1 or 1-2 pm 
¯ 12-1 pm 

Please let us know if you would be willing to speak with our group and, if so, whether any of these dates work for you? If these 
dates do not work with your schedule, we could almost certainly find others that would. 
In closing, we wish you much success throughout the rest of the ACC regular season, the ACC tournament, and the NCAA 
tournament. We hope to root you on in person, here and in Cary. 
GENE 

EuAene P. Orringer, MD 

Profl-:~ssor of M~-’_~di~:ine 

Direcl:or, UNC MD-PhD Prof?am 

Director, Id~cation/TraininI/Csreer Development Core 

NC TraCS Institute 

130A MacNider Build~ng 

Campus Box 7005 

Ch~pel H~, NC 27599- 7~}5 

e£opmed.unc.edu 

TEL: 919:843.9485 

PAGER: 

FAX: 919:843.5945 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Saturday, 2:44 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Girls Gone Wild 

Anson 

I have no idea what this person is talking abont. I’ll look back some bm I feel I would have at least seen something like this 

Sent from my iPad 

O11 at 11:37 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanl~ you for pointing all this out to me, We have a Leadership CourH::il that: is respons~Me [or my t:eam and t w~H prk~t yo{~r ema~[ and address ail of 

this w~th rny ~eaders. Obviously, th~s sort of behavh:~r ~s not ~ppropriate. Also "bragging" about: i1: on so(:i~ media ~s also very poor derision making, 

Th~s ~s not somethin~ we foster, 

] sppredate you taMng the dine to share th~s with rne. ~ w~l~ see what ] can do to change the behavior. ~ am so sorry these g~rls have been such poo~’ 

role mode~s for your daughter. 
F~; Ernest Hemingway [.E)#_[[~£.                    ~g~_~JJ~_£9_~] 
Seat= Friday, 7:30 PM 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: UNC Girls Gone Wild 

Coach, 

With that being said, my daughter began following your players on social media, As 

you and I know teenagers these days are very sophisticated in finding everything out about a person or persons through social media, 

Late last summer my daughter began to tell me about the behavior of your players. More specific the underage drinking, "hooking-up" with 

guys and going out to clubs. Over the last 8 months or so my daughter has seen on social media where underage drinking is encourage at 

clubs and parties at "UNC girls soccer houses" and a number of younger players "freshmen" having "hooking-up" with male athletes. She has 

also seen where players dress up in sexually provocative Halloween costumes. The partying, drinking and "hooking-up" goes on pretty much 

every weekend on and off season. This last month players took part in the "Beer Olympics" where underage drinking took place, party games 

with males that were designed to encourage provocative touching and a party at a "soccer house" where there were male strippers. 

The behavior and actions of the players at UNC has tainted my daughter view of UNC, the program and players. Although she still has a great 
respect for you and the coaching staff. She doesn’t want to go to a school that fosters this environment and would put her in a position where 
she would feel pressured to behave in such a manner in order to be accepted by the team. As a parent Iwould not want her to go to such a 

school, 

As a parent you know that it is hard enough to keep our children safe and away from drugs and alcohol. The last thing we need is to have our 
children encourage to drink by peer pressure or by persons our children look up to. 

I’m telling you this because we have a tremendous amount of respect for you and the staff. I don’t know what you can do about this if 

anything or what your responsibility and authority are in a matter like this. 

Respectfully, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Saturday, 2:47 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Girls Gone Wild 

Ask this person to call you aud get specifics, rm ve~ suspicious of a~ything ~onymous 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 11:37 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson({~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Thanl~ you for pointing all this out to me. We have a L~:,adership CourH::il that: is responsible [or my t:eam and t will print yo{~r email and address all of 

this with Rly leaders. Obviously, this sort of behavior is not appropriate. Also "bragging" abouL it on social media is also very poor decision making. 

This is not somethin£ we foster. 

I appreciate you taking the time to share this with me. I will see what I can do to change the behavior. I am so sorry these girls have been such poor 

role models for your daughter. 

From: Ernest Hemingway [mailto:                    @clmajl.com] 
Sent: Friday, 7:30 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: UNC Girls Gone Wild 

Coach, 

With that being said, my daughter began following your players on social media. As 
you and I know teenagers these days are very sophisticated in finding everything out about a person or persons through social media. 

Late last summer my daughter began to tell me about the behavior of your players. More specific the underage drinking, "hooking-up" with 

guys and going out to clubs. Over the last 8 months or so my daughter has seen on social media where underage drinking is encourage at 

clubs and parties at "UNC girls soccer houses" and a number of younger players "freshmen" having "hooking-up" with male athletes. She has 

also seen where players dress up in sexually provocative Halloween costumes. The partying, drinking and "hooking-up" goes on pretty much 

every weekend on and off season. This last month players took part in the "Beer Olympics" where underage drinking took place, party games 

with males that were designed to encourage provocative touching and a party at a "soccer house" where there were male strippers. 

The behavior and actions of the players at UNC has tainted my daughter view of UNC, the program and players. Although she still has a great 
respect for you and the coaching staff. She doesn’t want to go to a school that fosters this environment and would put her in a position where 
she would feel pressured to behave in such a manner in order to be accepted by the team. As a parent Iwould not want her to go to such a 
school. 

As a parent you know that it is hard enough to keep our children safe and away from drugs and alcohol. The last thing we need is to have our 
children encourage to drink by peer pressure or by persons our children look up to. 

I’m telling you this because we have a tremendous amount of respect for you and the staff. I don’t know what you can do about this if 

anything or what your responsibility and authority are in a matter like this. 

Respectfully, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Laay A. <athgallo@unc.edtc, 

Sunday, Februaly 9, 2014 9:33 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu-*; ~msn.com’; Ducax, Chris <ducax@unc.edu>; 
Sisneros ! @gmail.com)’; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

THANK YOU! 

~aol.com’; ’Jason 

Thank you for inviting me a~ad including me in last night’s celebrato~ event ~ I appreciated being there! 
It was a ~’eat night honoring our 2013 team mad its student-athletes, coaches, mad stafl~ However, I viewed it as a night to celebrate the longevity of an ~rnazing progrm~n 
comprised of ma~ny deserving individuals past and present. 
One may say your "end of the yeast banquets" mn long, but I view- it as just a °1fleeting a~nount oftN~e" in the people’s lives ~,ho have been deeply impacted by the 
women’s soccer program at the University of North Cm’olina. 
Dino, please tell Wen@ thanlcs fbr a wonderfifl job in hosting m~d facilitating the progrmn ~ ~,ell done! 
Take care, and I wish you all continuing success mad happiness in living your vocation with passion and class on a daily basis! 
Be well, m~d THANK YOU! 
Larry 

Lxecu~ve Associate l)i~vc~or o~’.Atl-t~etk:s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Myer, Randy <Randy IVlyer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Sunday, Februao~ 9, 2014 10:37 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Duke game 

Many thanks for last night and a special event, truly enjoyed it 
As I suggested last night, would you like to take seat Wed night for the Duke game? She is not too high on 9pro games. Let me know and we can work out 
arrangements on where to meet. One of my oldest friends from grade school days will be the third. 
Randy Myer 

Entrepreneurial Professor of the Practice 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
University of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 

Office Phone 9~.9-843-6~.24 
Email: randy_myer@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <limmennan@nnc.edu> 

Monday, 10:42 AM 

Timmenna~s, Tom qimmerma~@unc.edu>; UNCAA-ttead Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@gronps.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Asst Head 

Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu> 

Vangel&r, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edtP,; Markos, Lance M <markos@ema~,l.unc.edu>; Strassnel; Rachel 

<r4strass@email.unc.edt~-; @email.unc.edu> 

Paperwork Reminder 

Coaches, 

Today is the deadline for January paperwork. All contacts and evaluations must be logged in to ACS. If you don’t have any contacts or evaluations, you must still notify the 

Compliance Office. 

For those sports that held official visits in January, we must have both post visit forms (Student Host and Guidelines) on file for all visits through the weekend of January 

In addition, we also need all countable hours and participation logs for January submitted today. 

Contact for ALL SPORTS at 3 4738 or 

Holds will be placed tornorrow. Thanks. 
Tom Timmermans Associate Director of Compliance/Monitoring I University of North Carolina 

Office 9:[9.962.785:1 I Celi             I Fax 9:19.962.6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Marilou McFarlane ~ @gmail.com> 

Monday, 1:11 PM 

Dolrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Invoice tbr SportsBoard subseriptions 

UNC Wsoc SB Invoice .pdf 

Hi, Anson. Incredible evening Saturday night. Can’t believe your "bobbers and weavers" are now Alums! 

I spoke briefly with Greg Gatz and he’s on [x~ard to staxt ruth his own subscriplion for Strength and Conditioning for your temn, so that all the data on each player roll 
live in her own profile all in one database. 

I know you and Gregg Jacobs have spent good time with me explaining how valuable your stock options are and will only incre&se in value. He’s forwarded you a 

letter, have you had chance to review? 

Would you please fol-ward this to Shelly and I can give her a cdll and get the dept p-card again? 

Thank you so much! We will renew your subscriptions and get Ducar and Jason all set ibr TX next week. 

ML 

Marilou McFarlane 
VP Business Development 

C: 
marilou.mcfarlane@sportsboard-win.com 
wv~¢.sportsboard-win.co m 

@SportsBoard #gopaperless #scoutyou~/ay #getwithit 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Marilou McFadane <maNou.mcfarlane@sportsboard-win.com> 
Subject: Invoice for SportsBoard subscriptions 
Date:               11:19:36 AM EST 

To: Anson Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Anson, please see attached the invoice for renewal of 3 subscriptions plus the addilionaJ one for Greg to use for Strength and Conditioning. Please let me 

know when you’ve talked with hiln and I’ll give him a call. We can start now to set it up with spring training stult~ 

If you would have so,neone from the business once contact me with the p-card ibr your team, you’ll be good to go thru You’ll see there is a 
10% UNC discount to take into account other teams using SB at Carolina. 

Right now the 3 users ale your email, Ducar email and Jason’s gmail address: ~gmail.com. So you already have your own acconnt on yonr 
iPad now yes? 

Thanks, let me know if you have questions. 

Go Heels! 

Marilou McFarlane 
VP Business Development 

C: 
marilou.mcfarlane@sportsboard-win.com 
~mm¢.sportsboard-win.com 

@SportsBoard #gopaperless #scoutyoup,^/ay #getwithit 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:33 PM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmerma~s@unc 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu>; Jason Sisnerosl 

RE: Paperwork Reminder 

~gmail.com) 

All clear from my end... 

chris 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Monday, 10:42 AM 
To: Timmermans, Tom; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches 
C¢: Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance M; Strassner, Rachel; 
Sabject: Paperwork Reminder 
Importance: High 

Today is the deadline for January paperwork. All contacts and evaluations must be logged in to ACS. If you don’t have any contacts or evaluations, you must still notify the 

Compliance Office. 

For those sports that held official visits in January, we must have both post visit forms (Student Host and Guidelines) on file for all visits through the weekend of 

In addition, we also need all countable hours and participation logs for January submitted today. 
Contact for ALL SPORTS at 3 4738 or 

Holds will be placed tomorrow. Thanks. 
Tom Timmermans i Associate Director of Compliance/Monitoring I IJniversity of North Caroiina 

Office 9:[9.962.785:1 I Celi             I Fax 9:19,962.6002 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Layer’ A. --~athgallo@unc.edtc> 

Monday, 6:01 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@email.unc.edu>; Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc.edu> 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@m~c.e&t>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu> 

Sport Team Captains Lunch w-ith Chancellor Folt on Wednesday, (11:45 AM) 

Karcn & Anson: 

I assume your respective student-athletes (see below-) are all set to attend the luncheon with Chancellor Folt on Wednesday, 
(11:45 AM) at the Carolina Club. If there are any changes, additions, subtractions, etc. please let both ~ne and Molly Norton know as soon ~s possible. 

Thank you for your cooperation and assistance with this matter. 
Take care, aand be well. 
LanT 

~ Larry Ga~, ~r. 

ExecutNe Associate lT)imclor of Athletics 

U mversity o[’No~l~ Cm~ma a~ Cha~ }11I~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Will Andrews ~gmail.com> 

Monday, Februa~ 10, 2014 7:15 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Peter Peets (pete@peterpeets.com) 

Re: Thank You 

Anson, 

Phenomenal talk today. I have already received positive feedback from my junior leaders 

Thanks again for the books; I look forward to reading them. 

The cauldron is still a work in progress for my unit I expect to have our initial product out within the first munth of us getting to the Middle East. I will share once I have something more 
concrete 

Looking forward to working with you and your team on this project, documenting the results, and hopefully - blazing a new path to excellence that others can ~2~llow 

As One.. Let’s Roll! 
Will 

R espect[’ully, 

Will Andrews 

On Feb 10, 2014, at 9:54 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Will, 

I think we are all set Peter Peets is coming with me. He is taking care of all the details VVe will be departing Chapel Hill at around noon to get there a little before 2 pm. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: W]I[ Andrew’s [!nadro ~mail com] 
Sent: Friday, February 07, 2014 2:42 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~iect: Re: Thank You 

Anson, 

]ust wanted to make sure you got my location and directions. 

Respectfully, 

Will Andrews 

>> On Feb 6, 2014, at 5:03 PM. "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Thank you my friend!! 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Will ~amdrews [gnailto           (~glnail.com] 
>> Sent: Thursday, February- 06, 2014 4:58 PM 
>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>> Cc: Peter Peets (peter@peterpeets.com) 
>> Subject: Re: Thank You 
>> 

>> Anson, 
>> 

>> I will send you a pin from my phone trr~ from our unit. The best way to get here is to take Highway 1 South until you get to the Manchester exit. 
>> 

>> I will get you better directions tmrw. 
>> 

>> It will probably take a little more than 2 hours for you to get there licom Chapel Hill. 
>> 

>> Talk to you soon. 
>> 

>> Will 
>> 

>> Respectfully, 
>> 

>> Will Andre~vs 
>> 

>> 

>>> On Feb 6, 2014, at 2:23 PM. "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>>> 

>>> Will, 
>>> 

>>> Thank you. Actually a GPS coordinate might help me. And what is the best route do~vn there in your opinion and how- long is the drive? 
>>> 
>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Will Andrews [mailto:           ~gmail.com] 
>>> Sent: Thursday, February’ 06, 2014 1:23 PM 
>>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>>> Subject: Re: Thank You 



>>> Anson, 

>>> I heard you are coming out to talk to our battalion leadership this Monday My team and ! are looking forward to hearing you speak. 

>>> Let me know if you need any assistance getting out here. Our unit area is very new so it’s not on a lot of maps. (;all me if you need anything 

>>> Thanks. 

>>> Respectfully-, 

>>> Will Andrews 

>>>> On Jan 23, 2014, at 11:04 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@errlail.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>> Will, 

>>>> I enjoyed meetit~g you as well!! I hope you enjoy the bookst t 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> Froru: Will Andre~vs [_ruailto           (~,grrlail.com] 
>>>> Sent: Wedrlesday, January 22, 2014 8:22 PM 
>>>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albeit A IV 
>>>> Subiect: Thank You 

>>>> I wanted to say- thank you for the leadership lesson and discussion on Monday. I am looking forward to reading your books and seeing how- I can implement some of the techniques to 
my unit. 

>>>> This next Monday-, I arrl doing an off site leadership development training day and we are going to be talking about how we can create a competitive caldron for my unit. 

>>>> I will keep you posted as we progress as a unit and let you kmow of the results 

>>>> On the recruiting front, 

>>>> Again, thanks for the discussion It was great meeting you. 

>>>> Respectli~lly, 

>>>> Will Andrews 

>>>>> On Jan 21, 2014, at 3:57 PM. Riki Ellison <rikiellisun@missiledefenseadvocacy org> wrote: 

>>>>> Great night thanks for the discussion and thoughts on coaching champions. Brought you up today to speak down with the 108th Air and M~ssile Defense Brigade in Fayetteville and 
the Special Forces there The first has the highest amount of women in a Arm?’ Branch deployed forward and the second, well the?- are just real bad asses 

>>>>> Will wanted your contact and listed him on it. 

>>>>> Lets get a trip organized to Seattle for me to introduce you to Pete and get a tour of the facilities both Soccer and iX~FL. Contacted Brent Jones last night, you have another iX~’L fan in 
him. 

>>>>> My Best 

>>>>> Riki 

>>>>> Ihki M Ellison 
>>>>> Chairman & Founder 
>>>>> Missile I)efense Advocacy Alliance 
>>>>> 515 King Street, Suibe 320 
>>>>> Alexandria, VA 22314 

>>>>> rikiellison@missiledefenseadvocacy.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adam Grh~holz < @gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, Februa~ 11, 2014 6:42 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hi Anson, 

You may not remember me, bnt I am the Australian soccer coach that you spoke with over the phone at the end of2011. I am very grateful for having that chance to 

speak with yon. 

How are you? 

How’s the program coming Nong? 

Regards, 

U,five~si~" of Mel~ume 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loehr, Laura Ross <lloeh~}emaiLunc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:41 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

@msn.com; Ducax, Chris <ducaJc@unc.edtr~; Jason Sisneros ~ @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

RE: Confirmation regmding speech this friday, noon to 1 at the School of Medicine 

Great! rll come to your office with a car nearby in case the weather is dreary. 
Best, 
Laura 

From: Dorrance, Albert A 111 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:39 AM 

To: Loehr, Laura Ross 
~msn.com; Ducar, Chris; ,1ason Sisneros I        @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas -1 

Subject: RE: Confirmation regarding speech this friday, noon to I at the School of Medicine 

Yes~ I am all set! Please come at :l:1:30 am that will be easy for me! 

Frora: Loehr, Laura Ross 
Sent: Saturday, 12:47 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Confirmation regarding speech this friday, noon to i at the School of Medicine 

Hello Anson, 
I am faculty in the School of Public Health and work with Gene Orringer and others involved with the education core at the CTSA. I wanted to confirm that you are still available 
to speak this coming friday,     from noon to 1. I am your escort to help you find the well hidden "Old Clinic" auditorium. If you enjoy a walk then it is not far from your office 
(just past the bell tower and left at the light then up to the hospital), and I can come by your office at 11:30, or I can meet you wherever is convenient and drive you over and 
walk you in, or meet you by the hospital entrance. Please let me know what is most convenient for you? After your talk, I can also help you back out of the hospital maze. 

Thanks so much for agreeing to come speak to this group. We are all looking forward to it. 

Best, 
Laura Loehr 
Froro: Pusek, Susan N 
Sent: Saturday, 9:41 AM 
To: Loehr, Laura Ross 
Subject: Anson- 

Susan Pusek, MPH, MS 
Director Education Programs 
NC TraCS Tnstitute 
919-966-0128 phone 

From: Orringer, Eugene P 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:24 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
C¢: Pusek, Susan N; Weinberger, Morris 
Subject: RE: UNC CTSA Program 

Anson: 

at noon it is. Thee sessions are generally held in the Clinic Auditorium that is located on the 4th floor of the Old Clinic Building. However, Susan Pusek will be in touch 
with you to provide you with all of the details. Also, I am sure that she will arrange for someone to meet you in the front of the Main Entrance of UNC Hospitals and escort you 
to the Auditorium. 

We are very much looking forward to your talk. 

GENE 

Froro: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Orringer, Eugene P 
Subject: RE: UNC CTSA Program 

10:02 AM 

r~.:_~ot~ .... Wtl ere ? 

From: Orringer, Eugene P 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:02 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
C¢: Pusek, Susan N; Weinberger, Morris 
S..bject: RE: UNC CTSA Program 

Anson: 

This is terrific - I am sure you will really enjoy these young people. They are very special. 



The dates that we currently have available are as follows: 

¯ 12-1 pm 
¯ 1 hour either 12-1 or 1-2 pm 
¯ I hour either 12-1 or 1-2 pm 
° 12-1 pm 

If one of them works best with your schedule, pick it out & we will hold it for you. We very much look forward to having you 
speak to the Scholars in our program. 
GENE 

From-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent; Tuesday, 6:01 PM 
To: Ordnger, Eugene P 

C¢;        ~___m___s_£~__c__o__E_~; Ducar, Chris; 
Subject-" RE: UNC CTSA Program 

@__a_o__L¢__o_m_; 3ason Sisneros ( @_g_&~_a__!Lc__o____m_); Sander, Thomas 

Love to jump in What mi~hl: work b~-_~sl: is for me to give my "canned speech" and then be guided by a Q&A in ~:he d~rec:~:ions you would Nke. TMs way I don’t have to 

pretend to know anyth~n~ and ~ wH~ not have to prepare anytf~b~g. ~ am a~ways reluctant to act I~ke ~ know someone else’s bus~ness. 

~: Orringer, Eugene P 
$eBt: Tuesday, ~:23 PN 
Te: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Ce: Weinberger, Morris; Pusek, Susan N 
Subject: UNC ~SA Program 

Anson: 

I hope this email finds you well. I wanted to ask a favor. The Clinical & Translational Science Awards (CTSA) Program, 
supported by one of the largest grants (> $10 M/year) that UNC has ever received from the NIH, was just renewed for second 
five year period. The overarching goal of this grant is to accelerate the process by which scientific discoveries ultimately 
impact human health. One of the strategies to accomplish this is through working together on interdisciplinary teams. A key 
component of the CTSA is our Education Program, which is intended to provide junior faculty with the training and resources 
required to lead and work together on teams of this type. 

I (along with the two other individuals copied here) direct this Program. A very successful component of our curriculum is a 
course that we teach to 60 or so junior faculty members focusing on professional development skills. I was hoping that 
sometime in the winter or early spring you would be willing to speak with this group about leadership and working on teams. 
We thought the sports analogy would be particularly appropriate. Some of the topics that we thought would be very relevant 
for you to address are: 

¯ Virtually all of the junior faculty have excelled individually in academics. What advice do you have as a coach on 
teaching your athletes to form a new team at UNC in which they may not be the leader and/or may have to alter their 
usual role? How do you determine the leaders? 

¯ Most of these individuals have been extraordinarily successful to date. But, with increased competition, they may 
experience failure for the first time (grants that are not funded, articles that are rejected, etc). What kinds of strategies do 
you use to deal with the failure that inevitably occurs at the highest level of competition? 

These are some of our initial thoughts but given your remarkable success in developing teams and leaders, we are sure you 
will have numerous other topics in mind. If you are willing to talk to these faculty, the course is held at lunchtime on Fridays. 
The dates & times that we currently have available include the following: 

° 12-1 pm 
° 1 hour either 12-1 or 1-2 pm 
° : I hour either 12-I or I-2 pm 
° 12-1 pm 

Please let us know if you would be willing to speak with our group and, if so, whether any of these dates work for you? If these 
dates do not work with your schedule, we could almost certainly find others that would. 
In closing, we wish you much success throughout the rest of the ACC regular season, the ACC tournament, and the NCAA 
tournament. We hope to root you on in person, here and in Cary. 
GENE 

Eu~,ene P~ Orringer, MD 

Professor of Medicine 

Director, UNC MD-PhD Program and 

Director, ~]ducationiTrainin~iC~reer Dew:%:_~pment Core 

NC rraCS Institute 

130A MacNider Bu~ld~ng 

Campus Box 7005 

Chapel H~H, NC 2759%7~5 

epo@med.unc.edu 

[~} [.: 919:843.948S 

PAGER: 

FAX: 919:84&5945 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:58 AM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC 

Thmiks’. Thanks for all your help. said at the press confeience that she will t~ke with her what you said for the rest of her life. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:40 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ansou(r-~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

They w~:~re excellent, my fri~:’nd![! Congrats on crushing E)uk~:~ AT i:h.El~e[! 

From," Calder, Andrew G 
Sent-" Saturday, 12:$9 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject." UNC 

Thoughts for the talk to the team 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->= <!--[endif]--> Being a good teammate 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->~ <!--[endif]-->Cliques: Merging the upperclassman with the young talent even though they are taking your playing time 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Not passing the ball to a teammate because you yourself want to be the star - Star player acceptance 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Self-discipline-Competitive Fire-Self-belief 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Daluz, Anflaony z<laluz@wfi~.edu> 

Tuesday, February. 11, 2014 11:59 AM 

Ali~n Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV ~m~son@email.unc.edtr>; Anthony Daluz ~dal~@wfu.edu>; Charles Chugger 

Adair ~adair@vt.edtv>; Eddie Radwanski (eradwa~@clemson.edu); gmille@athletics.pitt.edu; Km~en Elizabeth Dayes 

<kferguson@louis~ville.edu>; Mm~k Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon 

(pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy WaJdrum <mndy.waldrmn. l@nd.edu>; Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson 

(sswmason@irginia.edu); tim santoro <tim santoro@ncsu.edt~- 

Pierce, Kris <kpierce@theacc.org> 

2014 ACC Opponents 

I jus~t want to confirm my 2014 ACC opponents (home/away) schedule. Does anyone have the latest schedule that they could tbrward to me? I just want to make we 

are all on the same page. 

Thank~ 

’ID 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest Universib’ Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 

cell 

www.wakeforestsports.coln 

w~v.wakeforestgirlssoccercamp.co~n 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Philip S Wheddon <pswheddo@syr.edu~ 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 12:02 PM 

DaJuz, Anthony ~daJ uz@~vfu.edu> 

Ali~)n Foley (Ibleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~m@email.unc.edu>; AnthoW Dal~ <~l~@wfu.edu>; Charles Chugger 

Ad~r <adair@vt.edu>; Eddie Radwanski (eradw~xl@clemson.edu); gmille@athletics.pitt.edu; Kaxen Elizabeth Dayes 

<ld’erguson@louis~dlle.edu>; Maxk Krikorian (mkrikofian@admin.fsu.edu); Ma~ Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Rmady 

Waldrum <randy.waldrum. 1 @nd.edu>; Robbie Clmrch (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@irginia.edu); tim santoro 

<tim santoro@ncsu.edu>; Pierce, Kfis <kpierce@theacc.org > 

Re: 2014 ACC Opponents 

No sorry 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

On Feb 11, 2014, at 11:59 AM, "Daluz, Anthony" <daluz(~wfu.edu> wrote: 

I jufft want to confirm my 2014 ACC opponents (holneiaway) schedule. Does anyone have the latest schedule that they could forward to Ine? I just want 

to make we are all on the stone page. 

Thanks. 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

cell 

www.wakeforestsports.com 

www.waketbrestgifl ssoccercamp.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Daluz, Antlaony z<laluz@wfi~.edu> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 12:10 PM 

Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV ~m~son@email.nnc.edu>; Anthony Dal~ ~dal~@wfu.edu>; Charles Chugger 

Adair ~adair@vt.edt~>; Eddie Radwanski (eradwax~@clemson.edu); gmille@athletics.pitt.edu; Ka~en Elizabeth Dayes 

<kfergnson@louis~ille.edu>; Ma~k Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsn.edu); Mary Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon 

(pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy WaJdrum <mndy.waldrmn. l@nd.edu>; Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson 

(sswm~son@irginia.edu); tim santoro <tim santoro@ncsu.edt~- 

Pierce, Kris <kpierce@theacc.org> 

ACC Schedule 

AC C. S chedule 2014.17. pdf 

Here is what Tim sent me so hope it matches what everyone else is doing. 

thanks 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 once 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

www.wakeforestsports.com 

www.wakefo~est~iflssoccerca~p.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Daluz, Antlaony z<laluz@wfi~.edu> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 1:00 PM 

Ali~n Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV ~m~son@email.unc.edu>; An’thony Daluz ~dal~@wfu.edu>; Charles Chugger 

Adair ~adair@vt.edtr>; Eddie Radwanski (eradwax~@clemson.edu); gmille@athletics.pitt.edu; Ka~en Elizabeth Dayes 

<kferguson@louis~ille.edu>; Ma~k Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon 

(pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy WaJdrum <mndy.waldrmn. l@nd.edu>; Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson 

(sswanson@virginia.edu); tim santoro <tim smatom@ncsu.edu>; Pierce, Kris <kpierce@theacc.org>; Michael Buddie 

<buddiemj @~vfu.edu> 

2014 ACC WFU Schedule Co~Kirmation 

Kris, 

Ok so ifI am reading this schedule aJ~d assuming that this is the (Home/Away) alternating order in Milch we play the games in a 1-2-1-2-1-2-1 format, plea~ confirm 

the follomng schedule (or not). 

WFU vs 

Sep 21 NCST Home 

Sep 25 UNC Away 

Sep 28 BC Home 

Oct 5 Miami (away) 

Oct 9 Syracuse (home) 

Oct 12 VT (away) 

Oct 19 Clemson (home) 
Oct 23 UVA (away) 

Oct 26 Notre Dame (home) 
Nov 2 Duke (away) 

WFU not plabling PITI’, FSU, Louisville in 2014. 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest UniversiU Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

www.wakeforestsports.com 

w~xav.wakefore stgirlssoccercamp.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Keating @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 2:21 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Update Development Survey 

Update 2 m~d question for you: 

:1.3 tool< survey, 9 completed it. We’re half way to getting critical mass of 20 respondents. 

Those that cor..r~}~e’~ed: 

~com#lete (answered average of 5 questions and s~:opped): 

Can you chsL briefly on how to get 10-~2 more Lo [:H~ out? Maybe resend after 

whaL ~ooks good to call you. 

Mike 

M~ke ~(es~:ing 

F~m= Mike Keatinq @gmail.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, 8:~0 AN 
Te~ ’Dorrance, Albe~ A N’ 
Su~ject~ Update Development Su~ey 

ABSOB, 

are back frorn WNT. I am not traveling this week, so le[ me know 

work! 

Thanks, 

Mike 

Mike Keating 

(m) 

1:1 respondents so far. The way these things usually work is you get 80% within first 2 days, so it I think it will require a reminder to get us to the threshold of 20 

respondents: 

8 completed the survey (all good data) 

3 started and abandoned after about 2 minutes                                  I would really like to see data on WNT & pro players to understand outliers. 

With about 20 respondents, we can look at patterns, which I anticipate will be very interesting. At that point, I’d like to come in and show you the preliminary 

trends before doing stats on the data. I am a data junkie, like you, so I think you will like this process and I am convinced you can use these techniques in your 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 2:50 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: TItANK YOU! 

Tha.nk you my ~ end’. 

~ Larry Gal~o~ 

Exocuti~;e Associate lNmctor of AtMetics 

University ofNorJ~ C~olina at Chapel }51l 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:42 plVl 

To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
~msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros         @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: RE: THANK YOU! 

This is very kind. We all thought it went a bit tong and we have some ideas on how ~o clip ~t a b~t. StH~, you are r~ghL ther’e were some poignant mor~ents and for 

that the evenh~g had valise. And yes, Wendy is excellen!! 

F~m~ Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
Sent~ Sunday, 9:33 AM 
Te= Dorrance, Albert A N; @msn.com’; Ducat, Chris; @aN.corn’; ’Jason Sisneros .@_gE?NL_¢9_~)’; Sander, Thomas ~ 
Subje¢t~ ~NK YOU[ 
Im~e~anme~ High 
~a]~ you for invkNg me amd including me ~ last ~fi~]t’s celebrator" event ~ I appreciated being there[ 

It wa~ a geat ni~t honoring our     team and its student-athletes, coaches, and staftl Howeveg I viewed k as a night to celebrate the longevity of am am~ing prog’am 

comprised of many dese~’ing individuals p~t and present. 

(Ne may say your "end of the year banquets" mn long, but I view k ~ just a ’~eeting amount of time" in the people’s lives who have been deeply impacted by the 

women’s soccer pro~am at the University of Noah Carolina. 

Dino, ple~e tell       tha~ for a wonderful job ~ hosting m~d facilitating the progam ~-- well done~ 

Take ca~e, m~d I wish you all continu~g success and happiness in living yonr vocation with passion and class on a daily bmis! 

Be well, and THANK YOU! 

LanT 

~Larry Ga~o~ 

Executis e Ass~ciatc Director 

University of Noitl~ Carolina at Chapel 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jared Spires <JaredS@realcolorado.net> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 3:08 PM 

Horace Pugh @gmail.com> 

Dorrm~ce, Alber~t A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Lome Donaldson <LomeD@realcolorado.net> 

UNC 

Norace, 

I just got off with Lorne and he would like both you and Karen to get on a call with Anson at UNC, He would like to chat with both of you at the same 
time, His cell is               If you can reply all to this email and let him know when you will be calling him MS] as well as the number you will be 
calling from it should make the connection easiest. Let me know what I can do to help. 
Best, 

Chief Administrative Officer 

Office: 303.694.6882 

Direct: 

Real Colorado is a ~a*~-~refi~ 501(c)(3) organization. 

Connect with Real Colorado on F.acebook and rwi[[ev 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mazilu, Molly <MaziluM@cbsnews.com> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 3:30 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Eaxly Recruiting in Womeffs Soccer 

Hi Anson 

I’ve been working on putting together a story on early recruiting for women’s soccer for CBS This Morning. I am still looking for the right voices!the right event. I 

understand your team is one of the top teams in the country. Do you have a few minutes this afternoon for an informal conversation? 

Best, 

Molly 

Molly Mazilu 

CBS This Morning Producer 

w: 2:12-975-4646 

C: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducat, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:09 PM 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email.unc.edu-~ 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros 

RE: Message from 

@gmail.com) 

So we are done and good to go on everyone? 
Chris 

From: Strassner, Rachel 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:08 PM 
To: Ducat, Chris 
Subject: RE: Message from 
All set on this too! 
i-:~:~:::;i’: ,~!’i 

ii ’:::.:.::. i i?.~.d :: ::i ::":~i:: 

From: Ducat, Chris 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:07 PM 

To: Strassner, Rachel 
Subject: FW: Message from From 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:05 PN 
To: Ducat, Chris 
Subject: Fwd: Message from 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

Begin ibm’axded message: 

From: @gmail.coin> 

Date: 3:54:06 PM EST 

To: (~aol.com" ,~d~,~:~lucom> 
Subject: Fwd: Message from 

for ducar, the hard copies are in the mail. should get there today or tomorrow. 

.......... ForwaMed message .......... 

From: (~sportsendeavors.com> 

Date: 

Subject: Message from 

To:          ,%gmail.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:15 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros 

RE: Message fix3m 

~gmail.com) 

From: Ducar, Chris 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Strassner, Rachel 

Subject: FW: Message from 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Fwd: Nessage from 

4:07 PM 

4:05 PM 

Sent froln my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

Frown: 2~)gmal.com> 

Date: 3:54:06 PM EST 

To:’ ’,~ar~l.com" d~aol.com> 
Subject: Fwd: Message from 

for ducar, the hard copies are in the mail. should get there today or tomorrow. 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: ?~sportsendeavors.com> 

Date: 
Subject: Message from 

To:         ~g_r_&{_U_!:__c_£~! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Fava, Nicole M <fava@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 4:59 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; 

Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu-~ 

soccer IR 2.11.14.:dsx 

@gmail.com; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; @aol.com; Sander, 

Coaches- 
Attached is the IR. We have a new tracking system and still are working out some things. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks! 
Nicole 

Nicole M. Fava MA, ATC, LAT, CSCS 
Staff Athletic Trainer Womens Soccer/’ Womens Rowing 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Stallings-Evans Sports Medicine Center 

9 J.9-962-2067 (office) 
9 J.9-843-4982 (fax) 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edtc> 

Tuesday, 5:06 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

@gmail.com>;                 @gmail.com>; Sa~der, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

RE: Fall Sport Team Captains Lunch ruth Chancellor Folt on Wednesda);           (11:45 AM) 

’Ihank you! 

~Larry Ga~o 
k;xecuti~ e AssocJa~ I)J~ecior of Athletics 

F~m= Dorrance, Nbe~ ~ IV 
Se.t= Tuesday, S:01 PN 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larw A. 
Cc: Sander, Thomas 3 
Subject: RE: Fall Spo~ Team Captains Lunch with Chancellor Folt on Wednesday, 
La 
{ wH[ copy them on th~s as a remh~der. 

From= Gallo, Jr., Larw A. 
Sent: Nonday,               6:0~ PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N; Sheikh, Karen C 
Ce= No.on, Holly; Hiller, Beth 
Subject= Fall Sport Team Cap.ins Lunch with Chancellor Folt on Wednesday, 
lm~o~anee= High 
Karen & ~M~son: 

(11:45 AM) 

(11:45 AM) 

I assnme your respective student-athletes (see below-) are all set to attend the luncheon with Chancellor Folt on Wednesday, 
(11:45 AM) at the Carolina Club. If there axe any changes, additions, subtractions, etc. please let both me and Molly Norton know as soon as possible. 
Field Hockey 

~lhank you tbr your cooperation and assistaaace with this matter. 
Take cm’e, and be well. 

I~xecntivre Associam Director of Alh]etics 

U nh’ersity ofNorO~ Cm~lina at Chapd Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott Dyreng <scott.dyreng@duke.edu> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 5:20 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Shelly I am speaking at 3 pm Wed, he needs the one page bio! 

thanks 

Frem: Dorrance, A[ber~ A A/[mailto:anson@emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, February :[1, 20:[4 4:57 PM 
To: Sco~ Dyreng 
Cc: Sbee~, Shelly 
Subject: Shelly I am speaking a~ 3 pm Wed, he needs the one page bio[ 

~cott, 

~ w~l~ have my sec send something. 

F~m~ Sco~ Dyreng [mailto:sco~.dyrenq@duke.edu] 
~e~t; Monday, ~brua~ $0, 20~4 4:32 PM 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
C~: @duke.edu) 
Subject: RE: a few devils 

Do you have a brief bio that you commonly use when being introduced? Ym happy to give them the "Anson is awesome" introduction ~ have in my mind, but one 

t:hat is slightly more polished might be good~ 

giso, I wit[ be in touch if the weather is crazy, which tooks possible, 

Thanks~ 

Scott 

F~: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [ma[lto:anson@ema[Lunc.edu] 
~e~t: Honday, ~brua~ 03, 20~4 ~:~9 AN 
T~ Sco~ Dyreng 
~e: ~@duke.edu) 
Subje~tt RE: a few devils 

Scott, 

Got it~ Can’t wa~t! [ 

Fmmt Sco~ Dyreng [ma[lto:sco~.dyrenq@duke.edu] 
Senti Sunday, Februa~ 02, 20~4 8:25 AN 

T~t Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: a few devils 
Hi Anson, 
Thanks again for your willingness to come and speak to my students on February 12, 2014 at 3:00 PM. Here are a few details. 

You will want to make your way to the faculty lot at the Fuqua School of Business. If you put "Fuqua Faculty Lot, Durham, NC" into Google maps it will get you there. Here is 

a link to the map. 

¯ The lot is a gated lot. When you get to the entrance gate (which is the gate on the left), there is a phone which you can reach through your car window. Just dial the number 

listed there and they will open the gate. Park anywhere in that lot. I will have the building people notify me when they let you in the gate, and I will meet you at the door. 

My cell, in case we are having trouble connecting is             and my office is A420. Call if you have any logistical issues. 

I’m assuming you will want to arrive 20 or 30 minutes early so we can get you all set up. We have pretty much any technology you might want available in the room, so just 

let me know if you need anything (powerpoint, video, etc.). No need to use anything, but everything is available if you need it. 

In terms of content, in my class we are studying how to use data to evaluate performance and motivate people. Thus, anything related to using data to help motivate, 

teach, improve performance, etc. would be right on target. But I also think the students would generally be interested in the other aspects of leadership that you have 

developed, even including the values you ask your players to ascribe to. I realize you could teach an entire semester course on these issues, so just do what is easy for you. 

Feel free to take as much or as little time as you would like. I am guessing about an hour would be appropriate, but if you go more or less than that, nobody will complain. 

Totally up to you. 

I anticipate about 100 students in attendance. The classroom is a stadium style, and is fairly large, but will be mostly (if not completely) filled. 

Any questions? Just let me know. 

Thanks! 

Scott 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott Dyreng <scott.dyreng@duke.edu> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 7:15 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Shelly I am speaking at 3 pm Wed, he needs the one page bio! 

Try "Fuqua Faculty Lot, Durham, NC" and see if it brings something up. If so, that will bring you directly to the parking lot. 

If that doesn’t work, try "Towerview Rd and Circuit Dr, durham, nc 27278". That will bring you to a 4-way stop at the intersection of those two roads. At that four-way stop, there 

is a sign that says "Fuqua School of Business". Turn into the Fuqua School, drive about 100 yards and turn right at the next stop sign. Follow this road to the gated lot (about 

another 100 yards)~ Dial the number on the gated lot, and it will ring to the office. They are expecting you and will raise the gate. They will also call me and I will meet you. 

My cell is If you need anything, please calk 

What is a good number to reach you in case we need to communicate about weather, etc.? 

Scott 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, February :I:1, 20:[4 6:25 PM 

To: Scott Dyreng <sco[t.dyreng@duke.edu> 

Subject: RE: Shelly I am speaking at 3 pm Wed, he needs the one page bio! 

BTW, 

What ~:k) I punch inl:o my C-:PS? An~:~ t plar~ I:o try to get ther’e at 2:30 pm tornorrow~ 

F~m: Sco~ Dyreng 
Sent= Tuesday, Februaw ~, 2014 5:20 PH 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Subject~ RE: Shelly [ am speaking at 3 pm Wed, he needs the one page bio~ 

thanks 

~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [ma~lto:anson~ema~Lunc.edu] 
SeBt~ Tuesday, Februa~ ~, 2014 4:57 PN 
T~ Sco~ Dyreng 
~e~ Street, Shelly 
S~bje~t~ Shelly [ am speaking at 3 pm Wed, he needs the one page bio~ 

~ w~l~ have ~T~y sec send so~T~eth~ng. 

Fmm~ Sco~ Dyreng [mailto:sco~.dyrenq@duke.edu] 
SeBt: Monday, ~brua~ ~0, 2014 4:32 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Cc: ~duke.edu) 
S~bject: RE: a few devils 

A~son~ 

Do yOL~ have a brief bio ~hat Vou c.:)i~lr~lo~y use when bein~ introduced? ~’rll h~ppy to ~ve [:hem [:he "Anson is ~wesome" ~ntroductkm t haw~ ~n my m~nd, bu~: one 

~:hat ~s sHgh[ly more polished rnigh[ be good~ 

~]so, I wi]~ be ~n touch if the wesLher ~s crazy, which looks possible, 

Thanks~ 

Scott 

E~= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [ma~lto:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 
SeBtl Monday, ~brua~ 03, 2054 $$:$9 AN 
Te= Sco~ Dyreng 

$~bje~t= RE: a few devils 

Got it~ Can’t 

E~= Sco~ Dyreng [ma~lto:sco~.dyren~@duke.edu] 
Seat; Sunday, Februa~ 02, 2054 8:25 AN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A 
$abjeet= a few devils 
Hi Anson, 
Thanks again for your willingness to come and speak to my students on February 12, 2014 at 3:00 PM. Here are a few details. 

You will want to make your way to the faculty lot at the Fuqua School of Business. If you put "Fuqua Faculty Lot, Durham, NC" into Google maps it will get you there. Here is 

a linkto the map. 

The lot is a gated Iot~ When you get to the entrance gate (which is the gate on the left), there is a phone which you can reach through your car window. Just dial the 

number listed there and they will open the gate. Park anywhere in that lot. I will have the building people notify me when they let you in the gate, and I will meet you at 

the door. My cell, in case we are having trouble connecting is             and my office is A420. Call if you have any logistical issues. 

I’m assuming you will want to arrive 20 or 30 minutes early so we can get you all set up. We have pretty much any technology you might want available in the room, so just 

let me know if you need anything (powerpoint, video, etc.). No need to use anything, but everything is available if you need it. 

In terms of content, in my class we are studying how to use data to evaluate performance and motivate people. Thus, anything related to using data to help motivate, 

teach, improve performance, etc. would be right on target. But I also think the students would generally be interested in the other aspects of leadership that you have 

developed, even including the values you ask your players to ascribe to. I realize you could teach an entire semester course on these issues, so just do what is easy for you. 

Feel free to take as rnuch or as little time as you would like. I am guessing about an hour would be appropriate, but if you go rnore or less than that, nobody will complain. 

Totally up to you. 

I anticipate about 100 students in attendance. The classroom is a stadium style, and is fairly large, but will be mostly (if not completely) filled. 



Any questions? Just let me know. 

Thanks! 

Scott 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Laacs Van Dam @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 7:36 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: NIRSA soccer - eligibility queslJon 

Hi Anson, 

Found out from the club soccer nationals director that if 

Participating in the spring doesn’t impact the fall. 

Lars 

is on the NCAA compliance squad list in the fall, she would not be eligible to play in games in the fall. 

Begin tbrwm-ded message: 

From: Valerie McCutchan <.__V__’_a_!__ejj__e_:_M__@_’:_u__t__c__I!’_a_~_!@!!i!?~:R_rg. > 

Date: at 18:30:22 EST 

To: Lm’s Van Dan~ ~)g_r__n_~!:__c_~_?~!> 

Subject: RE: N IRSA soccer - eligibility question 

Hi La rs, 
We use %quad list" to track varsity status. II: the UNC varsity team lists her on their NCAA compWance "squad list" then she wou~d not be aMe to 
cow.pete o~ the club te~m during the s~me ~c~demic year, 
Valerie NlcCutchan 
E)ir~ctor of National SpoX 

Xll http:iA.,~vw.nirsa orf~/imageslemaH&i9 fCRSAOhsmp~onshipSeries- 

..... 300 jp9 

F~m= Lars Van Dam ~g_~_~lL¢9_~] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:30 PM 
To= Valerie McCutchan 
Subject= NIRSA soccer - eligibili~ questbn 

Hi Valefie, 
Hope your year is offto a good s~. 

I wanted m touch ~ ruth you mgmding a question about player eligibili~ for ne~ fall. 

I’m the coach of the ~C ~Vomen’s Club mccer team. Over the Nst >vo years, we’ve built a close relationship with our vazsi~- program, which provi&s 

a groat motivation for our top players and gives us the abili~- to adopt many of tim drills used by the ~C program. 

For ne~ fall, we wanted to see ifffs possible to take the follomng approach for one of our players. She would be traimng once a week with the vami~’ 

team, but would not ~ on "their focal game roster. ~n is checking with the NCAA to make sure ~is is ok. She would then play with fl~e club team 

for games and other practices. This would provide the player ruth the best possiNe situation: an ability to gain ruth bo~ teams and get gmne experience 

wifl~ the club team. We would only do fl~is lbr one player:          . I wanted m check m ma~e sure flint she would still ~ eligiNe m play at regionals 

and nationals ~tbre heading down ~is path? Please let me know Mint you fl~ink or if you want m talk. Than~ veu much. 

La~s 

La~s Van Dmn 

UNC Women’s Club Soccer - Head Coach 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Keating @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 8:50 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Update Development Survey 

You’re the master! 

Mike Keating 

(m) 

On at 5:58 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an,_~n(?~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

.... thank you ~or doing this for my friend. 

If we can gel the rest of you to jump ~n, it w~H not take too nmch time, ~ would genuinely appredate ~t. One day you might be asMng me for a 

recommendation for something. I will work hard for you ~ promise (read the great piece on            that was just sent out). 

We are tryin8 to figure out what are some of the "~eadin8 ~nd~cators" for soccer success. TMs stuff obviously we will be 8~vin8 back to you ~n some 

form or 

"l’h~t~k you~ 

F~m: Mike Keating 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:21 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Subject: RE: Update Development Su~ey 
Update 2 and question for you: 

I3 ~:ook survey, 9 comph~d:ed ~t. We’re half w~y to ge~:t~ng critica~ mass of 20 responde[l[:s. 

Thorpe that completed: 

~ncomplete (answered average of 5 questions and stopped): 

Can you chat briefly on how to get 10-I2 more to fiH out? Maybe resend after 

~et me know what ~ooks good to call you. 

M H~ e 

Mike Keating 

From: Mike Keating @qmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:~ AN 
To: ’Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Subject: Update Development Survey 

Ansoo, 

~1 respondents so far. The way these things usually work is you get 80% within first 2 days, so ~t I think it will require a reminder to get us to the 

threshold of 20 respondents: 

8 completed the survey (all good data) 

3 started and abandoned after about 2 minutes . I would really like to see data on WNT & pro players to 

understand outliers. 

With about 20 respondents, we can ~ook at patterns, which ~ anticipate will be very interesting. At that point, I’d like to come in and show you the 

preliminary trends before doing stats on the data. I am a data junkie, ~ike you, so I think you will like this process and I am convinced you can use 

these techniques in your work] 

Thanks, 

Mike 

Mike Keating 

(m) 

are back from WNT. I arn not traveling this week, so 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pierce, Kfis <kpierce@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 9:33 PM 

Daluz, Anthony <daluz@~vfu.edu>; Alison Foley (Ibleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu>; ChMes Chugger 

Admr ~adair@vt.edu>; Eddie Radwanski (eradwa~@clemson.edu); gmille@athletics.pitt.edu; Kaxen Elizabeth Dayes 

<kferguson@louis~ille.edu>; Maxk Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon 

(pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy WaJdrum <mndy.waldruln. l@nd.edu>; Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson 

(sswa~son@irginia.edu); tim santoro <tim san~oro@ncsu.edt~-; Michael Buddie <buddielnj@wfu.edu> 

I~E: 2014 ACC WFU Schedule Confirmation 

2014-2017 ACC Women’s Soccer Opponents - FINAL.pdf 

7ony -This is not your :;chedule. We are working on the order o~ games as we type. Opponent~; are correct. For everyone’s re~erence, [:he opponen[:s that were 
sent out ~n December’ are a~so attached. Thanks~ 
E~= Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz@~u.edu] 
Seat= Tuesday, Februa~ $$, 20~4 $:00 PN 
Te; Alison Bley (foleyae@bc.edu); Anson Dorrance (anson@uncaa.unc.edu); Anthony Daluz; Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); 
gm~ller@athletics.pi~.edu; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Krikorian (mkrikoHan@admin.fsu.edu); Na~ Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miamLedu); Phil Wheddon 
(pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); tim santoro; Pierce, Kris; Michael Buddie 
Subject: 2014 ACC WFU Schedule Confirmation 
Kfis, 
Ok so ifI am reading Nis schedule and ~suming ~at tNs is the (Home/Away) altemating oNer in which we play ~e g~es in a 1-2-1-2-1-2-1 foimat, plebe confim~ 

the ibllomng schedule (or not). 

WFU vs 
Sep 21 NCST Home 

Sep 25 ~C Away 

Sep 28 BC Home 

Oct 5 Miami (away) 

Oct 9 Syracuse (home) 

Oct 12 VT (away) 

Oct 19 Clemson (home) 
Oct 23 UVA (away) 

Oct 26 Notre Dame (home) 
Nov 2 Duke (away) 

WFU not pla)dng PITF, FSU, Louisville in 2014. 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 once 

(336) 758-4565 
cell 

__w___~:_~:!~2_~2_’_a___k__e__t_~ £e___s_t_N2_R_r_l__s_:__c_£!Ln_. 
w~v.wakefore st~irlssoccercamp.com 



From: ?}gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:47 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subject: Practice 

Hey Ans, 

Just wanted to apologize tbr arguing with you this morning. I wasn’t at all tlTing to undermine your authoriW or make it seem like you didn’t kno~v what you were talking about (obviously 
you do, you have 22 championships to prove it)!! I kept possession instead of taking a risk and possibly scoring, something I now know I do on a full field game too. Passing responsibiliw 
has never been my intention, I always thought passing to someone with a better chance of doing something valuable was most important because I don’t care who gets credit as long as my 
team well. But today you made me realize that like the small sided game, where I should have taken a risk and played it long, I need to be selfish and shoot in a match In all, I just wanted you 
to know that I felt bad about how I expressed my opinion this morning and hope you don’t think of me dift?rently because of it I’m traditionally a very nice person but competition gets the 
best of me at practice, especially because I know the spring is my chance to prove that I’m good enough to play tbr you. I hope you enjoy the rest of your night 

See you tomolTow! 

Sent from my iPhone 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Keating @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 9:53 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Update Development Survey 

They roll be looking for the survey link. Here it is 

Thanks! 

Mike Keating 

(m) 

011 at 5:58 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <au~m(tbemail.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies~ 

.... thank you R~r doing this for my friend 

If we can gel the rest of you to jump in, it wi[] not take too nmch time, ~ would genuinely appreciate it. One day you rnight be asMng me for a 

recommendation [:or sorneLMng. I w~[I work hard for you ~ promise (read the greaL piece on            that was just sent out}. 

We are trying to figure out what are some of the ’leading ~nd~cators" for soccer success. Th~s stuff obviously we wi~ be g~ving back to you ~n some 

form or fashion. 

Thank you~ 

From; Mike Keating 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:2~ PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Subject= RE: Update Development Su~ey 
Update 2 and question for you: 

I3 took survey, 9 completed ~t. We’re haft way to getting critica~ mass of 20 respondents. 

Those that completed: 

~ncomplete (answered average of 5 questions and stopped): 

Can you chat briefly on how Lo get 10-~2 more to fil~ out? Maybe resend after 

let me know what ~ooks good to cal~ you. 

Mike 

Mike Keating 

(m) 
F~m= Mike Keating @~maj!.coml 
Sent= Thursday, 8:~ AN 
Te= ’Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Subject: Update Development Survey 

Anson~ 

li respondents so far. The way these things usually work is you get 80% within first 2 days, so it I think it will require a reminder to get us to the 

threshold of 20 respondents: 

8 completed the survey (all good data) 

3 started and abandoned after about 2 minutes I would really like to see data on WNT & pro players to 

understand outliers. 

With about 20 respondents, we can look at patterns, which [ ant[dpate will be very interesting. At that point, I’d like to come in and show you the 

preliminary trends before doing stats on the data. I am a data junkie, like you, so I think you will like this process and I am convinced you can use 

these techniques in your work[ 

Thanks, 

Mike 

Mike Keating 

(m) 

are back from WNT. I am not traveling this week, so 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Streett, Shelly [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SJGREEN] 

2/12/2014 12:50:42 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIbert A Dorrance IV (anson)]; Scott Dyreng [scott.dyreng@duke.edu] 

RE: Shelly I am speaking at 3 pm Wed, he needs the one page bio! 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

Scott & Anson, 

The one page bio is attached, 

Please let me know if you need anything else. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 4:57 PM 

To: Scott Dyreng 

Cc: Streett, Shelly 

Subject: Shelly I am speaking at 3 pm Wed, he needs the one page bio! 

Scott, 

l will have my sec send something. 

From: Scott Dyreng [mailto:scott.dyren#@duke.edu] 

Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 4:32 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Cc: ~__d____u____k___e__,__e___d___u__) 
Subject: RE: a few details 

Anson, 

Do you have a brief bio that you commonly use when being introduced? I’m happy to 8ive them tile "Anson is awesome" 

introduction I have in my mind, but one that is slightly more polished might be good! 



Also, I will be in touch if the weather is crazy, which looks possible. 

Thanks! 

Scott 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email,unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 11:19 AM 

To: Scott Dyreng 

Cc: @duke,edu) 

Subject: RE: a few details 

Scott, 

Got it!! Can’t wait!! 

From: Scott Dyreng [mailto:scott.dyreng@duke.edu] 

Seat: Sunday, February 02, 2014 8:25 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: a few details 

Hi Anson, 

Thanks again for your willingness to come and speak to my students on February 12, 2014 at 3:00 PM. Here are a few details. 

You will want to make your way to the faculty lot at the Fuqua School of Business. If you put "Fuqua Faculty Lot, 

Durham, NC" into Google maps it will get you there. Here is a link to the map. 

The lot is a gated lot. When you get to the entrance gate (which is the gate on the left), there is a phone which you 

can reach through your car window. Just dial the number listed there and they will open the gate. Park anywhere in that lot. I 

will have the building people notify me when they let you in the gate, and I will meet you at the door. My cell, in case we are 

having trouble connecting is             and my office is A420. Call if you have any logistical issues. 

I’m assuming you will want to arrive 20 or 30 minutes early so we can get you all set up. We have pretty much any 

technology you might want available in the room, so just let me know if you need anything (powerpoint, video, etc.). No need 

to use anything, but everything is available if you need it. 

In terms of content, in my class we are studying how to use data to evaluate performance and motivate people. Thus, 

anything related to using data to help motivate, teach, improve performance, etc. would be right on target. But I also think the 

students would generally be interested in the other aspects of leadership that you have developed, even including the values 

you ask your players to ascribe to. I realize you could teach an entire semester course on these issues, so just do what is easy 

for you. 

Feel free to take as much or as little time as you would like. I am guessing about an hour would be appropriate, but if 

you go more or less than that, nobody will complain. Totally up to you. 

I anticipate about :100 students in attendance. The classroom is a stadium style, and is fairly large, but will be mostly 

(if not completely) filled. 

Any questions? Just let me know. 

Thanks! 

Scott 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Kennedy ~ ohn@combatbraintraining.com> 

Wednesday, 8:49 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: More inlb 

BTW Anson, Jason mentioned you need a new computer. My brother has aNalional colnputer suppo(t company with an office in Caiy. IfI can get the specs from 

someone I can put him on it, might save you solne money. 

John 

John Kem~edy 

Combat Brain Training 

j ohn@combatbramtrmrfing.com 
w~¥.combatbraJ ntmining.com 

Combat Brain Training 

Chicago hmovation Awaxds Finalis~tSent via Blacld3el~" from T-Mobile 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue,            21:51:37 +0000 
To: John Kennedy-john@combatbraintraining.com~ 

Cc: ~live.unc.edu>; @gmail.com @gmml.com>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @rocketmml.com @rocketmail.com>; 
~gmail.com             @gmml.com>;      @gmml.com       @gmaJl.com>; 

@yahoo.cam               ,~!yahoo.com>;       @yma~l.com       @ymail.com>; 
@unc.edu>; 

~ahoo.com~ 

@gmail.com) 

Subject: I~E: More info 

@live.m~c.e&~; 

@ydtioo.com>; 

@live.unc.edu>;        @Insn.com,         @msn.com>; Dncax, Chris<dncar@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros 
~)gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J<pacman@unc.edt~- 

Thanka John, will 

From: John Kennedy [mailto:john@combatbraintraining.com] 

Sent: Monday,               1:58 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: More info 

Hi Anson, 

Were you able to send this below to the council as well? I think it demonatraLes the edge the team will have based on aH previous trainings. Vd ~ove to hMp you 

win Lhe Championship again[ 

John 

F~m= John Kennedy [maHto:john@combatbraintrain~ng.com] 
Sent= Friday,               4:2~ PN 

Subjeet; Note info 

Hi Anson, 

Please forward this to the Council as well, I am sorry I didn’t get some contextual information to them earlier. 

Hello everyone, 

Fkst I’d like to apologke for not sending this info sooner. I had been focused on working through the logistics of making this sustainable throughout the season 

and I believe we have a good handle on that by empowering Jason for that role. 

However, fixing the how doesn’t do much of there is no context for the whyl So I will briefly describe the two primary areas CBT will help the team. 

Soccer - My daughter and I watched many of your games last year on the web and I’m sure you’ll agree, and you have much more soccer knowledge than I, that 

games are lost by mistakes. And these are not physical mistakes as much as mental mistakes. Your team knows how to dribble, pass and shoot, and where they 

should be at all times, but yet mistakes are still made. I’m sure you’ve also experienced the opposite - being in the zone when it seems like you can do no wrong, 

everything just flows automatically. That’s because a phenomena neuroscientists call zombie systems (you might call it muscle memory) takes over. Procedural 

ac~ons happen unconsciously which is much faster and more accurate than conscious thinking. Your drills and prac~ces strive to create zombie systems at the 

procedural level, CBT does this at a Foundational level. 

CBT increases focus, s~tuational awareness, pattern recognition, decision making and execution by making the foundational tNnking process a zombie system. This 

is done at the physical, not the psychological level. The comments from your players I mentioned ~n the previous email are similar to ones from over 2500 people 

trained including military elites - Snipers, SpecOps, pilots, marksman - and professional athletes. 

An example of the transformational potential of CBT is the Chicago Soul M ISL team I worked the last year. They had lost 4 games in a row and were at the bottom of 

the league standings. The first game after CBT they beat the only undefeated team in the league and went on to make the playoffs. Along the way some incredible 

things happened. The goalie broke the existing record for saves ~n a game, he said he could sense where the ball would be before it got there and react faster to it. 

At another game, the team held the opponent scoreless for almost a full 2 minutes with two players in the penalty box, an almost statistical impossibility in ~ndoor 

soccer. One player said he could visualize the play forming before ~t happened, and he just flowed along with it, scoring a goal without realizing he had taken a 

shot- that’s the CBT zone l You already have the best soccer traiNng, what could you accomplish with the best mental traiNng? 

School - the same foundational process underlying athletic ability is involved in learning. I’ve trained students from elementary schools, high school, military 

training schools and adults. In every case they learn faster and remember better. A common comment is similar to:" I used to have to read it several times- to get 

it, not I just read it once and I know it". Running through one of the exercises before studying or a test will improve results. Less time studying with better grades 

means less pressure and more time for other important activities (like soccerl). 

I don’t want to take too much of your time, but if you want to investigate more I can send you a longer report with some scientific data and lots of testimonials. 

Just know that CBT really works (validated now by two neuroscientists and 2500 people). There is also info on www.combatbraintraining.com. I believe we got off 

to a great start last year with the training and the missing piece - sustainability should now be solved. Imagine the changes the players mentioned last year after 

the training increasing throughout the year? I can commit to making my time with you as flexible as needed, and I guarantee you’ll have fun doing the training 



together, especially with the newer exercises Fve added. 

In any case, GoTar Heels! 

John 

,John Kennedy 

The Brain Coach 

Chicz~go lnnovodon Awords 

1022 Green~eaf 

Evanston, IL 60202 

john@combetbraintreininq.com 

www.combatbr~intraininqo¢Om 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:05 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FW: Mann transfer credit eval 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: 

9:55 AM 

don’t help,, 

Do we have fall grades ~md spring schedule? Would need to get her to hours by the for her to be eligible 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Dorrance Harris @hotmail.com> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 11:06 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; VlLLANO, ANTHONY <villanoc@ bcschools.net> 

RE: Getting Started 

Two coaches come for free :). 

Natalie Harris 

NCGSC Team Camp Coordinator 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 
To: villanoc@ bcschools.net 
CC:            @hotmail.com 
Subject: RE: Getting Started 

Date: Wed, 12 Feb 2014 15:53:06 +0000 

Tony, 

For’ the Team Camp, you would sign up wiLh my daughLer~ I am copying her on thb~ 

The best # to bring to Team Camp is 20 (the camp ~s physically exhausting {we have two scrimmages a day attached to two training sessions}). What ~ recommend to 

aH my h~gh schoo~ coaches ~s to ekher open ~t up to the JV (as a tryout opportunity) OR (and th~s is becoming increasingly more popular) team up w~th a buddy who 

coaches e~ther a dub team or another H~gh School team so you car~ gel enough ]lumbers. This way you have someo[~e Lo chat w~th about everyt:hmg every seas~on, 

One coach comes for free but additional coaches only pay room aRd board~ 

F~= V[L~NO, ANTHONY [mailto:villanoc@bcschools.net] 
$e~t= Wednesday, Februa~ $2, 2054 8:37 AN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subje~t= Re: Geeing S~ed 

Thanks for the supporH I’m going to make a team trip to N.C. happen. I want to copy offyou and get on the fast trackto making my program awesome. 

Took me 5 seconds online to figure out you are the boss of girls soccer. Why would I reach out to anybody else? 

Pretty sure I will get enough girls...parent support/oversupport is strong. 

1’11 be in touch with secretary to sign up...probably not until March though. 

Take Care, 

Tony V. 

On Tue, Feb $$, 2054 at 5:32 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

You obviously have a great personality and don’t take too much too seriously (a crH:h::al qual~t:y m t:he coaching profession). [ tMnk you are ~oing t:o make ~t 

~ V[L~NO, A~HONY [mail~:villanoc@bcschools.net] 
SeBt= Tuesday, February $$, 2054 $2:$2 PN 

To; Dorrance, Albert A [V 

Subject: Re: Getting Started 

Haha...Ioaded..I thought I mentioned I am a teacher. 

Everybody around here keeps tel ling me what a great team I have and what great talent I have coming in. If that is true..I think I can get a bunch to sign on 

to this. I know they’ve been shelling out the money for years. Going to try to make it happen! Ill talk to your secretary. 

Thanks! 

Tony V. 

On Tue, Feb 11, 2014 at 10:52 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

It: you are loaded get the books anti videos. 

You can order the books from my secretary: Shelly Street 9:[9-962-5220, The videos? Championship Productions :].-8~%873-2730 

If your kids are loaded bring them ~:o Team Camp, Check ~: out: www.ncgsc.com this ~s a coachk~g schoo] fix you in our methodology and a camp for your kids in 

every sess~OD we 

And good luck to you, ~ think you are ~oh~g to ~ove 

~= VILBNO, A~HONY [mailto:villanoc@bcschools.net] 
8e~t~ Saturday, ~ebrua~ 08, 20~ 3:2~ 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
8~ject~ Geeing S~ed 

Coach, 

Here I am, up here in Michigan. I played baseball in college and have coached wrestling at the varsity level for many years. Gave that up a few years ago. 

I’ve been a math teacher for 18 years and ..... 

I was just given the girls soccer program here. I’ve coached my daughter’s youth team for 6 years and I’ve always believed in copying from top sources and 

will always adapt and continue to learn. After watching some tar heel videos of ~our practices on YouTube it was refreshing for me to finall~ see a coach I 

could relate to. I also coach in a positive wa~. 

Man~ soccer coaches I’ve run into or watched are so full of themselves and think the~ are the center of the game. I’m sure I have the coaching and 

teaching ability. If I can make my students work hard and have fun in math class, I can do the same on a soccer field. I have the basic techniques ready to 

go. I like to incorporate a lot of one touch in trainingso the~ have to think before the ball, I saw your girls doing some of that on the video. 

Now I just need to organize m~ thoughts and plan out my operation. It is quite a lot to think about. They tell me there is talent coming in and I’m sure many 

will want me to fail because people are like that sometimes. 

Don’t want to take up your time. We play in the spring here so it won’t be Iongl 

One thing I was curious about one of your videos was how you set up your practice competitions and rankings. The girls might have fun with that and try 

extra hard. It’s easy to see your players enjoy playing for you. Any tips, resources, or ideas would be appreciated. 



Thanks and Good Luck next fall and in your recruiting! 

Tony Villano 

Bay City Western H.S. 

Tony Villano 

Bay City Western H.S. 

Tony Villano 

Bay City Western H.S. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

VILLANO, ANTHONY <villanoc@bcschools.net~ 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 11:21 AM 

Natalie Dorrance Hams            @hotmail.com> 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Getting Started 

We will roll have about 40 in the program so I hope they will step up. But if not, there are other schools around I can pull from_great idea. I am even more confident 
this roll happen now. Thanks. 

On Wed, Feb 12, 2014 at 11:06 AM, Natalie Dorrance Hams 

Two coaches come tbr free :). 

~hotmail.com> wrote: 

Natalie ttam s 
NCGSC Team Cmnp Coordinator 

336-301-2641 

From: anson~email.unc.edu 

To: villanoc~beschools.net 

CC:           ~hotmail.com 
Subject: RE: Getting Staxted 

Date: Wed, 12 Feb 2014 15:53:06 +0000 

For the Team Camp, you would sign up with my daughter, I am copying her on this~ 

T~qe b~-’_!st # to br~rt~ tO "[’e~lm Camp iS 20 (the car]l~:~ 15 physica~lV exhaustir~g {we have two scrimmages a day attached to two ~:rainir~g sess~ot~s}). What f recommend 
to aH my h~gh schoo~ coaches ~s to eRher open ~t up to the JV (as a tryout oppor~:umW) og (and th~s ~s becoming increasingly more popular) team up w~th a buddy 
who coaches either a dub team or another High School [eam so you can get enough numbers. This way you have someo~?e to thai with about everything eveW 
session. One coach comes for [:ree but additional coaches only pay room and board. 

F~m~ VIL~NO, A~HONY [mailto:villanoc@bcschools.net] 
Sent~ Wednesday, Februa~ 12, 2014 8:37 AN 
T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subjeet~ Re: Geeing SN~ed 

Than~ for the support~ rm going to make a team trip to N.C. happen. I want to copy offyou ~d get on the fast track to ma~ng my program awesome. Took me 5 
seconds online to figure out you are the ~ss of girls soccer. Why would I reach out to ~y[~dy else? 

Pretty sure I will get enough gids...Nrent supp~/oversuppo~ is strong. 

Pll ~ in touch wi~ ~creta~ to sign up...proNbly not until March though. 

Take Care, 

Tony V. 

On Tue, Feb ] ], 2014 at 5:32 PM, Do~ance, Albe~ A IV <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

You obviouMy have a great personality and don’t take too much too seriously (a critical qualiW k~ [he coaching profession). I think you are going [o make 

F~m~ VIL~NO, A~HONY [mailto:villanoc@bcschools.net] 
Nentl Tuesday, ~ebruary ll, 2014 12:12 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Re: Getting Started 

Haha...loaded..I thought I mentioned I am a teacher. 

Eve~body around here keeps telling me what a great team I have and what great talent I have coming in. If that is true..I think I can get a bunch to sign on to this. I 

know they’ve been shelling out the money for years. Going to try to make it happen! I’ll talk to your secreta~. 

Thanks! 



Tony V. 

On Tue, Feb 11, 2014 at 10:52 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

If yo~ are loaded get the books ~nd 

You can order ~:he books from my secret~ry: Shelly Street 919-962.-5220. The vkteos? (:h~mpk~nsh~ Produ(:~:~ons ].-g,:X)..87:~-2730 

~f Voter Mds are loaded bring them to re~;m (;i~mp. {::he(:k ~: out: www.ncgsc.com this ~s ~; co,;chang school for you in our methodology, ~md a camp for your kids in 

every session we run. 

And good luck to you. ~ think you are going to ~ove 

F~m= VIL~NO, A~HONY [mailto:villanoc@bcschools.net] 
Se~t= Saturday, Februa~ 08, 2014 3:21 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject; Geeing S~ed 

Coach, 

tlere I an, up here in Michigan. ~ played b~eball in college and have coached wrestling atthe varsity level for many years. Gave that up a few yeaB ago. l’ve been a 

math teacher tbr 18 yeaxs and ..... 

I was just given the girls soccer program here. I’ve coached my ~ughter’s youth team lbr 6 yeas and I’ve always believed in copying t~om top sources and will 

always adapt a~d continue to ]ea~. A~er watching some ~r heel videos of your practices on YouTube it w~ refreshing for me to finally see a coach I could ~late 

to. I also coach in a positive way. 

Ma~y ~ccer coaches I’ve rnn into or watched are so full of themselves and thi~& they are the center of the g~e. I’m sm~ I have the coaching m~d teaching abilib,. If 

I can make my s~dents work hard and have fun in math class, ~ can do the same on a ~ccer field. ~ have the basic techniques ready to go. I like ~ inco~orate a lot 

of one touch in t~i~ng so they have to thi~ before the [~11, ~ saw your gifts doing some of that on the video. 

Now I just need to orga~ze my thoughts and plm; out my operation. It is quite a lot to tNnk about. They tell me there is ~lent coming in and I’m sum many will want 

me to l~i] because ~ople are like fl~at sometimes. 

Dofft want to ~ke up your time. We play in the spring here so it won’t be long~ 

One firing I was curious about one of your videos w~ how you ~t up your practice com~tifions a~d ra~ngs. The gifts might have fun with &at and tO, e~ra hard. 

Ifs easy to see your players enjoy playing for you. ~y tips, ~som~es, or ideas would be appreciated. 

ThaWs a~d Good Luck ne~ fall m~d in your recrniting~ 

Tony Villano 

Bay Cib- Western H.S. 

Tony Vilbaao 

Bay CiW Western H.S. 

Tony VillaJlo 

Bay Cir.5, Western tt.S. 

Tony Vilbaao 

Bay Ci~ Western H.S. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 12:02 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

j ohn@combatbramtraini ng.com 

Re: More info 

Unfortunately we’ll need to o~vler through the universi~ so fl~ey can use their official contractor for such purchases. Bm thank you John! 

As for ne~ weekend, I’ll connect with you tomorrow and we’ll hash out the final details. 

Have a great day! 

Jason 

Universi~ of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Wed, at 10:55 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <a~son@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank yon Jolm .... I will copy Jason on ~his. 

From-" 3ohn Kennedy [mailto:iohn@combatbraintraininq.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday,               8:49 AM 

To: Dorra~ce, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: More info 

BTW Anson, Jason mentioned you need a new computer. My brother has a Nationa1 computer support company with an office in Cary. IfI can get the specs fi~om 

someone I can put him on it, might save you some money. 

John 

John Kennedy 

Combat Brain Training 

i ohn(~combatbr~J, ntraAning.co~n 
www.combatbraAntiuAnin~.com 

Combat Brain Training 

Chicago Ira~ovation Awaa:ds FinalistSent via BlackBerry fi’om T-Mobile 

From: "Dorrance, Albe(t A IV" < anson~em~JA.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 21:51:37 ~ 0000 

To: John Kennedy<john(~combatbmintraAning.com> 

~live.unc.edu>; 
~gmail.com 

@ya?noo.com 

~live.unc.edu>; ~,%gmail.com ~,%gmail.com>; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~mcketmaAl.com ~ocketmail.com>; 

’,~:gmail.com>; @gmaAl.com ~)gmaAl.com>; ,@unc.edu>; 

(o~yahoo.com>; ~)ymaAl.com (o~ymail.com>; ))yahoo.cam, ~)?~ahoo.com>; 

~live.unc.edu>; !       ~msn.com         ~msn.com>; Ducar, Chris<ducaz@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros 
%gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J<Imcman~unc.edu> 

Subjevt: ILE: More info 

~hanks Johi~. %11 



From: John Kennedy [rnailto:iohn@combatbraintrainincj~com] 
Sent: Monday,               1:58 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: More info 

Were you able to send this below to the council ~ well? [ think it demonstrates the edge the tean~ will have based on all pre~ ious trainings. I’d love to help you win 

{[~O C[~,~tnlpiollship 

From: John Kennedy [mailto:john@combatbraintraining~com] 
Sent: Friday, 4:21 PM 
To: anson@email,unc,edu 
Subject: More info 

Hi Anson, 

Please fo~-vvard this to the Council as well, I an~ sorry I di&~’t get some contextual infom~ation to them earlier. 

Hello eve~one, 

Firs1 I’d like to apologize for not sending this iat’o sooner. I had been focused on working through the logistics of tnaking this sus~inable throughout the season and I 

believe we have a good handle on that by empowering Jason for that role. 

However, fixing the how doesn’t do much of there is no conte~ for the why! So I roll briefly describe the two primary areas CBT roll help the team. 

Soccer - IVly daughter and I watched many of your games last year on the web and I’m sure you’ll agree, and you have much more soccer knoMedge than I, that 

games axe lost by mistakes. And these are not physical mistakes as much as mental misVaJaes. Your team knows how to dribble, pass and shoot, and where they 

should be at all times, but yet mistakes axe still made. I’m sure you’ve also experienced the opposite - being in the zone when it seems like you can do no wrong, 

eveDthing just flows automatically. That’s because a phenomena neumseientists call zombie systems (you might call it muscle memoD’) ta~es over. Procedural 

actions happen unconsciously which is much tKster and more accurate than conscious thinking. Your drills and practices strive to create zombie s.~,stems at the 

procedural level, CBT does this at a Foundational level. 

CBT increases focus, situational awareness, pattern recognition, decision making and execution by making the foundational thinking process a zombie s?’stem. This is 

done at the physical, not the psychological level. ’][’he comments from your players I mentioned in the previous email are similar to ones from over 2500 people 
trained including milita~’ elites - Snipers, SpecOps, pilots, marksman - and professional athletes. 

An example of the transformational potential of CBT is the Chicago Soul MISL team I worked the last year. They had lost 4 games in a row and were at the bottom 

of the league s~ndings. The first game after CBT they beat the oNy undefeated team in the league and went on to make the playoffs. Along the way some incredible 

things happened. The goalie broke the existing record for saves in a game, he said he could sense where the ball would be betbre it got there mad react faster to it. 

At another game, the temn held the opponent ~oreless for almost a full 2 minutes with two players in the penalty boK an almost ~ta~6 slical impossibility in indoor 

soccer. One player ~id he could visualize the play tbm~ing betbre it happened, and he just flowed along with it, seoring a goal without realizing he had taJ~en a shot 

that’s the CBT zone! You already have the best soccer training, what could you accomplish with the best mental training? 

School - the same foundational process underlying athletic abiliU is involved in learning. I’ve trafined s~dents from ele~nenta~y schools~ high sehool, ~nilitary training 

schools and adults. In every case they learn Faster and remember better. A cotnmon cotnment is similar to:" I used to have to read it several times- to get it, not I just 

read it once and I know it". Running through one of the exercises before studying or a test will itnprove results. Less time studying with better grades means less 

pressure and more time for other important activities (like soccer!). 

I don’t want to take too mnch of your time, but if you want to investigate more I can send you a longer report with some scientific data and lots ofteslimonials. Jnst 

know that CBT really works (validated now by t~vo neuroscientists and 2500 people). There is also intb on www.combatbraintraining.com. I believe we got off to a 

great start last year with the training and the missing piece - sus~ainability should now be solved. Imagine the changes the players mentioned last year after the training 

increasing throughout the year? I can commit to making my time with you as flexible as needed, and I guarantee you’ll have thn doing the training together, especially 

with the newer exercises I’ve added. 

In any case, Go Tar Heels! 

Jotm Kent~e@ 

The Beam Coach 



iohn(~combatbra#ttraining, corn 

www. eombatbraint~aining, cam 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ian Miller ~gmaJl.com> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 12:03 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Soccer Toummnent 

Hi Anson 

I hope your having a good week and keeping womi. 

Just a quick note to say I’m still awaiting info on the touman~ent. 

With thanks 

Ian 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edtc> 

Wednesday, 1:17 PM 

Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edtr>; Fox, Mike <mfox@unc.edtr>; Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu>; DeSehn, Rich L 

<richdeselm@anc.edu>; Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@nnc.edu>; Forbes, Scott <sforbes@unc.edtf>; Jackson, Scott C < sjackson@unc.edu>; Gaines, Buant 

Anthony <bagaines@email.unc.edu>;                  @live.unc.edu>; Arendas, Dave <arendas@unc.edu>; KolaL Ca~cy J 

<kolat@emml.unc.edt~,; Papadatos, Dionisios <dpapa@mnafil.unc.edu>; Chinn, Trevor Jacob <tjchim~@unc.edu>; Litzinger, Michael B 

<mlilzing@email.unc.edu>; Garth, ChrisV Lsa~n <cgarth@nnc.edtf>; Sanchez, Abel <abel2s@enmfil.unc.edu>; Workmar~ Aaron 

<aworkman@unc.edu>;             @gmail.com;                     @gmail.com); Fulton, Grant <gfulton@unc.edn>; 

@gmafil.com>; Ducar, Chris --~ducar@unc.edu>; Sisneros, Jason M <sisnero@email.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edn> 

PRACTICE ~ Adverse Weather Conditions 

Coaches~ 
Please see the information be{ow regarditN practices during adverse weather conditions. ~f you have any questions, please let me ktmw. 

THANK YOU AND BE CAREFUL OUT THERE - THE WEATHER iS NOT GOOD RIGHT NOW AN D THE DRIVING ~S VERY DANGEROUS!! 
LARRY 
Unfortunately, we are facing Adverse Weather conditions again. 
Please communicate with all of your Head Coaches concerning upcoming practices in regards to the University’s Adverse Weather Policy. If the University declares 
Condition 2 or Condition 3, Head Coaches need to have all practices approved by their Primary Sport Administrator. If the University deems it necessary to cancel 
class, it is probably not in our best interest to conduct a practice during that time. Also, please remind coaches that if a practice is approved during a time where we 
are under Condition 2 OF Condition 3, Student-Athletes have the right to not participate in a scheduled practice if they do not feel safe OF comfortable trying to get 
to practice OF participate in the practice. 
Thanks, 
Clint 

Below is an explanation of the Adverse Weather Condition Levels: 

The adverse weather status of the University is designated by three condition levels: 

CONDITION LEVEL I: This is "normal" weather conditions up to moderate snow accumulations, power outages, etc. 

Staff can still navigate the campus and local areas safely. Classes are in session and University offices are open. 

Employees are encouraged to exercise caution while traveling. Unless otherwise stated, the University always 

functions at a Condition Level I for adverse weather. 

CONDITION LEVEL I1: This is more severe weather -- heavy snow or ice, heavy accumulations; public transportation 

limited. Sidewalks are in poor condition. Available parking is limited. Classes are canceled, but University offices are open. 

Emergency employees must report to work, while other employees are strongly urged to consider campus conditions 

and the weather conditions in their residential area, as well as law enforcement reports of road conditions, before 

making a decision whether to come to work. (NOTE: Emergency employees are those who have been officially designated 

as such by their departments and are so noted in the HR system. If managers have questions, please contact your departmental HR Officer). 

CONDITION LEVEL II1: This is extremely bad weather -- unusually large accumulations of snow, ice, sleet, etc. Law enforcement 

is advising no one to travel except in an emergency. Roads are impassable. Public transportation is canceled. Parking conditions 

and sidewalks are unnavigable. In the interest of safety, the Chancellor has closed the University. Classes are canceled, and 

University offices are closed. Emergency employees must report for work. Employees who have not been designated "emergency" 

must not attempt to come to their worksites. 
Employees should stay tuned to media outlets for any announcements that may affect the Adverse Weather condition for the 

University: 

¯ Adverse Weather Hotline: Call 9!9-843-1234 for a recorded message on the adverse weather status for the University. 

¯ Website: Adverse weather condition levels during hazardous conditions can be found at the top of the University homepage 

at t:i:t ~:iiwww u nc.ed u. Cu rrent status is availa ble on t he Alert Ca rolina hom epage at ht t p i!www.alert< ~ro~na u~c.ed u. 

¯ Radio: Regarding University operations and Chapel Hill buses, tune into Radio Station WNJW, ~610 am, the Travelers Information System. 

WUNC (9~.5 FM) will also broadcast regular announcements regarding any weather-related closings. 

¯ Television: Most local television stations will report weather-related closings during severe weather events. 

Any announcement indicating the closing of State government offices due to adverse weather does not apply to the University. 

Be sure to watch for the difference between classes canceled (Condition II) and University closed (Condition III). 

PLEASE NOTE: Any announcement indicating the closing of State government offices due to adverse weather does not apply 

to the University. Be sure to watch for the difference between classes canceled (Condition ~1) and University closed (Condition I~1). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 3:08 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Intb 

Now that is fairly compelling. We can not lose spring ad~nits...we need more not less! 

Carlos Somoano 

UNC Soccer 

Beth, 
Still putting together formally. But here are some accurate numbers since This is when we really started to do this on a regular basis with reason to be 

more competitive. Corresponds with the best period in the history of the program. Also five starting players off the national championship team were spring 
admits. I did not put down all of the accolades per player but some I could think of off the top of my head. 

The scary part is that spring admits are now more important than ever! 

Let me know if you have any other thoughts to put down. Perhaps we can send to Bubba as well? 

Carlos Somoano 

Head Coach 

UNC Nen’s Soccer 

Po Box 2"126 
Chapel Hill, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

~a~gmail.com> 

Wednesday,                 8:08 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu> 

Hey Anson, 

Just thought I’d give you a quick update here fiom par~ise. I got about 30rain in the last game at left back and did realb’ well. Almos~t scored so that was pre~l cool. 

Coaches were really happy with me and as a result I’m starting in today match at left back against I’m pretty dam nervous because I can probably count 

on one hand the amount of times I’ve played left back but I’m excited. 

I saw that fllere was a huge snow storm in the hill...of course that would happen while I’m away!! rm jealous. Hope eve~one is ~tE and warm. Miss you all so much 

and am looking tbrwaxd to trainiug when I get back! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jared Spires <JaredS@realcolorado.net> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 8:35 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC 

image001 .gif 

We are glad to help. Neil indicated you wele able to connect. Thanks for watching onr kids. 

Best, 

Sent ti~)m my iPhone, spelling errors are simply tbr your eNoyment. 

On Feb 11, 2014, at 4:02 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~m,~;email.~mc.edu-~ wrote: 

Thank you ,Jared! I know the stress on them must be extraordinary, f do not mean to add to it but [ do appreciate your effort to connect 

All the best!! 

From: Jared Spires 
Sent: Tuesday, ~ebruary 11, 2014 3:08 PN 

To: Horace Pugh 

Cc~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ Lorne Donaldson 
Subject: UNC 

Horace~ 

~ just got off with Lorne and he would like bot~ you and Karen to get on a call wit~ Anson at UNC. He would like to chat with bot~ of you 
at the same time, His cell is              , ~f you can reply all to this emaH and let him know when you will be cal~i~g ~im ~ST 
t~e number you will be calling from it s~ou~d make t~e connection easie~t. Let me know what ~ car do to 

Best~ 

Chief Administrative Officer 
Rea~ Colorado Soccer 
Office: 303.694.6882 
Direct: 
Real Colorado is a ~e~-.profit 501(c)(3) organization. 

Connect with Real Colorado on Facebook and .......................................... 

<image001.gif> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Vicki Limon @hotmail.cx~m> 

Thursday, Febmau 13, 2014 10:59 AM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Asst Coach and GK Coach 

Hi Anson 

Hope all is well! 
I am looking for an asst coach and a OK coach for the upcoming season. 

Do you know of anyone who might be a good fit? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Kennedy ~ ohn@combatbraintraining.com> 

Thursday, 3:35 PM 

’Jason Sisneros’ ~gmaJl.com>; Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

RE: More intb 

Hi Jason, 

Call anytime, I will be available. My goal next Sunday will be to inspire them to want more during their free time! Iql be bringing a new exercise I developed just 

[or goalies as well. 

Best, 

Jo~ln 

John Kennedy 

The Brain Coach 

1022 Greenieaf 

Evans[on, IL 60202 

john@combatbraintraininq.com 

www.combatbraintm~i~ t’nm 

From: Jason Sisneros @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:02 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Cc: john@comba~brain~raining.com 
Subject: Re: More info 

Ulffoltunately we’ll need to order through the universi~ so they c~ use their ott]cial contractor for such purchases. But thank you John! 

As for ne~ weekend, I’ll connect with you tomorrow and we’ll hash out the final details. 

ttave a great day! 

Jason 

University. of North Carolina SVomen’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Wed, at 10:55 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <~lson@)email.unc.eda> wrote: 
T~mnk you J~ ~h~ .... I will copy Jason o~ ~his. 

From: John Kennedy [mailto:iohn@combatbraintraining.com] 
Sent: Wednesday,               8:49 AM 

To: Dorrm~ce, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: More i~ffo 

BTW Anson, Jason mentioned you need a new computer. My brother has aNa~ional colnputer suppo(t company with an office in Cmy. IfI can get the specs from 
someone I can pnt him on it, might save you some money. 

John 
John Kennedy 
Combat Brain Training 

.iohn(a~combatbrai~m’airfing.com 
w~a~,.cornbatbI~J ntraining.com 

Combat Brain Training 

Chicago Innovation Awards FinalislSeut via BlackBer~’ from T-Mobile 

From: "Dormnce, Albert A IV" <ma,~n@emailamc.edn> 

Date: Tue,            21:51:37 +0000 
To: John Kennedy<j2__[__m__~2~_c_’~g!_[~_t__bj:_a_~__n__t£_a_i_~i__n_g:_c_’~_~? 

Cc: ~2_1_i 5__e_ :__~Ln__c_’_:_e_d__~! >; .~_a~ g__r_~ _~__U_!:__c_9__n_ )_: .~_a~ g__n_ )__a__i_! :__c_9__n_ )_>; 

L~!b_:_e__:_u__~::V__._e___d__u 
~grnail .corn ~!gmail .corn>; ~)~mail.com ~_a) gn rail:corn>; @unc:edu >; 

([~vahoo~com= 2"~’ahoo.com>; ’~)wnaJl.com ~>,’mail.com>; ~yahoo.com. ~)vahoo.com>; 

@live.unc.edu>;         ~msn.com         (d~msn.com>; Ducar, Chris<a:lucar~f~unc.edu> ; Jason Sisneros 

?-ggmail.com) ~gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J<laacmm~unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: More info 

Thanks Joha, wi 

From: John Kennedy [ma!lto:jo[m{~combatbraintraining~com] 



Sent: Monday,               1:58 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: More info 

\Very you aNc ~o send tiffs belo~ to the coancil a.~ ~e11’? [ ~tfi~ak i~ demons~rak:a ~be edge the k:am will bare based on all prcvions trainings, l ’d love ~o help ?ou x~i,~ the 

Champiot,sN p again’. 

Fmm~ 3ohn Kennedy [mai~o:~ohn~combatbraintraiN~g,com] 
Sent= Friday, 4:2~ PM 
T~= ~nson@email,unc,edu 
Su~je~t~ More info 
Hi Anon, 
Please fom~ard ~is m the Council as well, I am sow I didn’t get some conte~al info~afion to them earlier. 

Hello eveuone, 

Firfft I’d like to apologize for not sending this iat’o sooner. I had been focused on working through the logistics of ,naking this sustainable throughout the season and I 

believe we have a good handle on that by empowering Jason for that role. 

However, fixing the how doesn’t do much of there is no conte~ for the why! So I will briefly describe the two prinmry areas CBT will help the team. 

Soccer - My daughter and I watched many of your games last year on the web and I’m sure you’ll agree, and you have much more soccer knoMedge than I, that 

games are lost by mistakes. And these are not physical mistakes as much as mental mistakes. Your temn knows how to dribble, pass and shoot, and where they should 

be at all time~ but yet mistg~es are still made. I’m sure you’ve also experienced the opposite - being in the zone when it seems like you can do no wrong, everything 

just flows automaticaJly. That’s because a phenomena neuro~ientists call zombie systems (you might call it muscle memory) takes over. Procedura] actions happen 
unconsciously which is much faster and more accurate than conscious thinking. Your drills and practices strive to create zombie systems at the procedural level, CBT 

does this at a Foundational level. 

CBT increases focus, situational awareness, pattern recognition, decision making mid execution by making the tbundational thinking process a zombie s?’stem. This is 
done at the physical, not the psychological level. The comments from your plwers I mentioned in the previous emafil are similar to ones fi~om over 2500 people trained 
including milita*T elites - Snipers, SpecOps, pilots, marksman - and professional athletes. 

An example of the transformational potential of CBT is the Chicago Soul MISL team I worked the last year. They had lost 4 games in a row and were at the bottom of 
the league standings. The first game alter CBT they beat the only undefeated team in the league and went on to make the playott~. Along the way some incredible things 
happened. The goalie broke the existing record tbr saves in a game, he said he could sense where the ball would be beIbre it got there and react faster to it. At another 
game, the team held the opponent scoreless lbr almost a full 2 minutes with two players in the penalty tx~x, an almost statistical impossibilit.5~ in indoor soccer. One 
player mid he could visualize the play lbnning before it happened, and he just flowed along with it, scoring a goal without realizing he had taJ~en a shot that’s the CBT 
zone! You already have the best soccer training, what could you accomplish with the best mental training? 

School - the sanle foundational process mlderlying athletic abiliU is involved in learning. I’ve trskled students from ele,nenta~y schools, high school, ,nilitaU training 
schools mid adults. In eveU case they learn Faster and remember better. A common comment is similar to:" I used to have to read it several times- to get it, not I just 
read it once and I know it". Rtmning through one of the exemises before studying or a test will improve results. Less time studying with better grades means less 
pressure and more time for other important activities (like soccer!). 

I don’t want to take too much of your time, but if you want to investigate more I can send you a longer report with some scientific data and lots oftes*imonials. Jus* 

know that CBT really works (validated now by two neuroscientists and 2500 people). There is also intb on www~combatbraintraining.com. I believe we got off to a 

great start last yeast with the training and the missing piece - sustainabilit.3~ should now be solved. Imagine the changes the players mentioned last year after the training 

increasing throughout the year? I can commit to making my time with you as flexible as needed, and I guarantee you’ll have thn doing the training together, especially 

with the newer exercises I’ve added. 

In any case, Go Tar Heels! 

Jolm 

Jolm Kent}e@ 

The Brain Coach 

1022 Gmen]eak 

LvansI~m. II, 60202 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 3:47 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Ma~elle A <mvangeld@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

ACC Scholar-Athlete Postgraduate Award 

Anson, 

As you know,¯ has been selected to receive an ACC Postgraduate Scholar-Athlete award. The ACC Luncheon to honor the recipients of these awards 

will be on Wednesday, at 1:~:30 am. It will be held at the Koury Convention Center in Greensboro, N.C. 

Bubba would like to invite you to attend this luncheon where will be honored. Please let me know if you will be able to attend. Hope you can join us. 

All the best, 

~Beth 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 10:46 AM 

Scan Nahas <sean.nahaa@caslnc.com> 

Dorrance Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edw~; Jason Sisneros < 

Re: CASL GIRLS COLLEGE COMBINE 

@gmail.com> 

We have a game v duke at 11 on the first date and ECNL San Diego on the second date. 

On Feb 14, 2014, at 10:28 AM, "Scan Nahas" <sean.na]ms,@~caslnc.com> w~ote: 

All 
Thank you to everyone tbr your eitbrts in getting beJa to me yesterday, tIope everyone is sate 

We have decided due to weather conditions, traveling, snow/ice still on turf and wanting to pat in the bes~t combine possible, that this weekends CASL 

GIRLS COLLEGE COMBINE will be rescheduled. 

Now with that said I do need your help once again to help select that makeup date. I am looking at MARCH 1 st as our priority makeup date and April 

12 as another date. 

IF YOU DONT MIND PLEASE LET 31E I~’~O 14/IF YOU CAN ATTEND EITHER OF THESE DATES. 

It is very important that in order to put on the right event that we have you the coaches in attendance. The list we had was fanttt~tic and we 

want to have the same list for our makeup 

Please let me know if you can attend either March 1 or April 12 I will need to make an announcement by end I business day Monday to the 

players families. Your help as always is much appreciated 

Thanks and I look forward to h earing from you 

Sean Nahas ] ECNL Director 
Capital A~ea Soccer League 

3300 Womans Club Drive Suite 1 Raleigh NC 27612 

P: 919.532.2014 [ F:919.834.4369 

sean.nahas(~caslnc.com ]7~vw. face book.com/caslnc 

w~v.caslnc.com    ] ~vw.twitter.com/caslnc 

On Feb 13, 2014, at 6:48 PM, "Sean Nahas" <sean.nahas@caslnc.com> wrote: 

Just a follow up as I know many of yon have been alt’ected by the weather. I wanted to ask Ibr a lesponse from you 811 on If the combine is 

held Saturday a scheduled, 

HOW MANY OF YOU WILL HAVE A HARD TIME GETTING TO WRAL? 

This will help in us making a decision as well. A much needed response would be great! Thank you for yonr help in letling me know. I have 

to make sure If the event goes as scheduled that colleges coaches can make the event especially since we have a large list of programs 

committed to attend. 

Thank you again tbr your assistance 

Scan Nahas ECNL Director 
Capital Area Soccer League 

3300 Womans Club Drive Suite 1 Raleigh NC 27612 

P: 919.532.2014 ] F:919.834.4369 

sean.na~has(~caslnc .com ]7a~,w.facebook.com/caslnc 

wx~-.caslnc.com    ] www.mitter.com/caslnc 

On Feb 13, 2014, at 9:45 AM, "Scan Nahas" <sean.nahas,~caslnc.com> wrote: 

All 

Hope you are all sale with this weather. I j ust waated to emaJl you all that updates on the combine will be sent today around 2 

or 3 pm and then again at axound 8pm. Then once morning breaks we roll make a final decision by mid afternoon on Friday 

(the latest). Please s~y tuned 

Please note that due to not being able to get into office, profile booklets may not be leady until Saturday Inoming at check in 

College coaches check in roll be upstairs of the building at wral soccer center where all food and booldets will be for you. 

Thanks again 



Scan Nahas ] ECNL Director 
Capital Area Soccer League 

3300 Womans Club Drive Suite 1 Raleigh NC 27612 

P: 919.532.2014 I F:919.834.4369 

sean.nahas(gbcaslnc.com ] ycTv-w, facebook.com/caslnc 

w~vw.caslnc.com    i www.pa, itter.conv’caslnc 

On Feb 11, 2014, at 4:15 PM, "Scan Nahas" < sean.naha ~s(~caslnc.com> wrote: 

All 
Hope you are doing well.. OK!! Getting close. Just wanted to give you some follow ups and hopefully this email 
will help to finalize this weeks prepaacations: 

Weather 

AS many of you have heard there is a forecast for inclement weather then next 48 hours. We won’t know 

the severity of it for till Thursday but please note that we WlLL BE DOING EVERYTHING IN OUR POWER 
to have this combine played. Good news is that all games axe on Turf. You will get weather updates as the week 

goes on but right now there axe no plans to cancel and we will be coming up with contingency plans in the event 

an~hing must be adjusted 

Attached you will find the team lists and the schedule for the event. 

We will be providing Bagels mad Coffee for all the coaches during breaklkst and Chmnps tbr lunch 

If anyone is interested in helping speak at "the College Recruiting meetings please let me know.. It is always 
beneficial for the coaches to have a hand in that BUT I also don’t want to take you oifthe field. 

Some Graduating 2016s will be plwing with the Graduating 2015/2015 to fill out rosters 

I will have coaching scbematics for each game for you as well in the profile booklets 

I will keep you posted throughout the week! 

I will send you completed profile books later in the week 

Scan Nahas ] ECNL Director 
Capital Area Soccer League 
7700 Perry Creek Road, Raleigh NC 27616 
P: 919.532.2014 ] C: 919.760.7117 
sean.nahaggb caslnc.com<mailto: sean.nahas(gbcaslnc .corn> ] 
wu~, .facebook.com/caslnc<http://www.facebook.com/caslnc > 
www.caslnc.co,n<http://w~,.caslnc.com/> ] ~wvw.twitter.com/caslnc < http://~,.twitter.com/caslnc> 
*PLEASE NOTE MY NEW EMAIL ADDRESS* 

<2014 CASL GIRLS COLLEGE COMBINE (2).pdf> 

<CASL GIRI,S COLLEGE COMBINE Team Assignments - Cow.pdt> 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

John Kennedy ~ ohn@combatbraintraining.com> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 12:09 PM 

’Jason Sisneros’ <         ;@gmail.com> 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu-~; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.~mc.edu-~ 

RE: CBT 

I uRderstaRd Jason, and perhaps this is a good chaRce to catch our breath and reevak~a[e how we got here and what’s best going [:orward. 

My desire to help the team more than any other is because I admire ARson, Ms philosophy, Ms approach and his attitude to wh~nh~g w~th obvious resuks --. I I~ke to 

work with the best (which ~s why Snipers, 5pecOps, etc.). It’s the right attitude and a wHHngness to do whatever ~t takes to win that differentiates a w~nner. Of 

~:he colk~ge soccer coaches m the coun~:ry f reached out to him because of that. 5~nce then, I’ve gotte[l to ]~now h#r~ persona%, at)d read his books, and spent t~me 

with the team ~ast year which h~s only increased my desire to help ~:he team w~n a {::hamp~onsh~p. 

Fve had Recon teams sacr~:~ce ~esve before deployment and Snipers g~ve up sleep t~me after ~8 hr days to spend the t~me with CBT because [hey knew how 

important it was to their success. Honestly, when you said you couldn’t afford my price because you wanted a new computer, I was a ]~tfie shocked. A new 

computer won’t he~p you w~n the Champ~onsMp, CgT cm~. ~ even offered to help you get one for less, but you sa~d the schoo~ had to get ~t for you. Rather than 

exph:~dn~ other options on the computer - find an akm~ to donate one, work wRh the schoo~ to change their pohcy~ wait, etc, you asked me ~:o reduce my alre~dy 

higNy d~scounted ra~e. L~st year f spen~ 2 days w~th you, th~s year Vve giving you ~ whole week ~o work aroused the girls schedule and ~mpk~ment some 

susta~nabH~ty withou[ [he Marines to cover my expenses, ff the desire ~s [here~ you can fiRd a way [o pay me, even ~f ~[ means finding aRother team, or s[udents or 

teachers or paren[s to p~tch b~--you jus[ need the des~re~ 

~ watched the team play ~ast year and ] saw the mistakes and specifically created new exercises to target those mental setbacks -m~ssed shots on goal, missed 

passes, people out of posit~on, poor m~t~dpat~on~ etc. My prh~ary reference to a ful~ soccer team ~s the transformation ] saw w~th the gou~ ~n a faster mote ~ntense 

~ame, a]ld they never got the ful~ program yet ~mproved and ~e~k~d hke no other team Vve seen. Hoh~n~ the o~:her ~eam scoreless for 2 m~m~es down 2 men (out 

or 5) wi~s i~rnos~ surrea~ to watch, bu~ they did R. You have ~he best coi~ch, bu~ o~her teams have good coaches. You may have [:he best workout roul:k~es, but other 

teams have good ones too. You may have some of the best p~syers, but other teams have great p~ayers too. The only LNng you w~l] have that they don’t and thsL 

cm~ g~ve you an edge is CBT. 

~ want to help the team achieve another Champ~onsMp -- it w~H be something the team wi~ remember for the rest of thek Hves. But ~ can’t care more than they 

which b what ~ feel ~s happening. Winners find ways to make things happen. If this ~s not the right l:kne, ]el:s postpone. ~f you’re not avaHaMe in person then ~:o 

learn how ~:he sus~:ain it, I’H leisure checMists and wod~ w~l:h you remotely v~a Skype. f[ the wea~:her ~s bi~d, we can do it i~] indoors. ~f money ~s short let’s find a way 

to gel ~t. We can [:b~d a way, but only if the desire is there. 

~ don’t mean to be harsh Jason, but every day ~ see the poster’ ~n my daughters room that ARson gave me. ~t’s the one of the g~rls OR the ground firsL in agORy and 

then ~n jubilation clutching the trophy w~th the quote q’m not telling you ~t w~H be easy, I’m teHh~g you it wi~ be worth ~t!’. ~ can’t say ~t any better than that~ 

Best, 

,John 

John Kennedy 

The Brain Coach 

Chic~o hmov~tion A w~rds Fh~/ist 

1022 Greetfleaf 

E~ans~:on, IL 60202 

847-791-.~825 

www.combatbraintraininq.com 
F~m: Jason Sisneros @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, February ~4, 20~4 ~2:05 AM 
To: John Kennedy 
Co: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Re: CBT 

Joh~ 

U~o~natelv~ the weather has tMown some t~ngs o~ so I still do not ~ow for ce~in ffwe’li ~ having you work with the team, ~d I will need to ~urther chec~ into 

ore budget for such t~ngs and get back with you on price. 

I’ll call you tomom~w once I have covered all the ba~s ~om this end. 

Jason 

On Thursday, February 13, 2014, John Kennedy ~iohn@combatbraintrairfing.com> wrote: 

Ill Guys~ 

I think last year you just paid me over the phone via credit card. Can yon do that to~Ny as well? Let me know if yon need me to send you an invoice. 

Best, 
Jolm 
+]ol+m Keru~ed3, 

The Brain Coach 

1022 G reenleal’ 

LvansI<m, ~I, 60202 

john@combatbraintndning, corn 

ww~: combatbraintrainin~, corn 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 



Director of Match Analysis ] Assistant Coach 

(c) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Friday, .2:06 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <aJ~m@email.unc.edu-~; VickJ Linton 

RE: Asst Coach and GK Coach 

~hotmail.com> 

Hi VIcki, 

Give me an idea of the duties, time frame and pay (if any) and rll keep my ears open for you. 

On a recruiting note, have you coached the girls who are up and coming out of Australia such as 
be able to impact for us in the years     and              ?! 

Also, if there is a coach in the Federation you can connect us with ~vhom you trust and would be willing to speak with us regarding recruiting the talented 
appreciate it[ 

Good luck in your upcoming season. 

Chris Ducat 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: DolTance. Albeit A IV 
Sent: Friday, 1:50 PM 
To: Vicki Linton 
Cc: Sander, Thomas J; ~msn.com; Ducar, Chris Jason Sisneros ~ 
Sut~ject: RE: Asst Coach and GK Coach 

Vicki, 

I have nu idea! I will cupy my staff and ask Tom tu send this uut to uur alumnae network. 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Vicki Lintun [ ~hutmail.cum] 
Sent: Thursday, ~ 10:59 AM 
Tu: I)urrance, Albert A iV 
Subject: Asst Coach and GK Coach 

Hi Anson 

Hupe all is well{ 
I am [uoking [’or an asst cuach and a GK coach [’or the upcuming season. 
Du yuu knuw uf anyune who might be a guod :fit’? 

@gmail corn) 

? Or an?’ others you know of who may 

we’d really 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Mackenzie Thomas ~gmail.com> 

Friday, 2:18 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Man’s Seaxch tbr Meaning - Very Quick Favor 

Thmik you so very much for signing the book today! Since I will be out of town in a couple of days, I gave her the book at lunch today and it actually brought her to 

tears. So, thank you’. 

I will of course, tell that we met! I totally forgot to mention that I actually went to the US~NST game with her when they played New Zealand at Candlefftick 

Park. We met up with after and they reminisced over their time at UNC! 

Thanks again. Your impact on this campus is rally immeasurable. 

Best. 

Mackenzie 

On Fri, at 2:11 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson,@,email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I ar~ a scatter brain .... I did not leave my celt #!! gut ye~, you found me! gay be~t to 

From: Mackenzie ~omas [mailto @qmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, ~: ~8 PM 

To: Dolrm~ce, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Man’s Search for Memfing - Very Quick Favor 

Wonderful! See you then. I don’t see your number below but I’m sure I’ll be able to fine you! 

Thank you again! 

On 5:33 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~b~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I will be in Cannichael auditorium from 9 a.m. Until noon. We are playing an indoor soccer tournament. Please come by and find me. If you miss u~ fl~is cell 

number. 

Mackenzie Thomas < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

Are you going to be in your office tomorrow? I’m assuming that you won’t be headed in given the snow. Thus, are you free at all on Friday? 

Thanks again, 

Mackenzie 

On Mon, 

Great’. Thank you. 

On Mon, 

IVlcCi~.ddll Soccer Center 

From-" Mackenzie Thomas [mailto 
Sent; Monday, 

at 12:30 PM, Mackenzie Thomas @gmail.com > wrote: 

at 9:29 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV -~anson(~email.unc.edu~; wrote: 

12:18 PM 
@qmail.com] 

To: Dorrmace, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Man’s Search for Meaning - VeD, Quick Favor 

Gerat! See you on at 10:30. Where would you like me to meet you? 

On Mon, at 9:10 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 



From: Mackenzie Thomas [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, 11:36 AM 

~qmail.com] 

To: Do~rm~ce, Albert A IV 

Subject: Re: Man’s Search for Meaning - Ve~, Quick Favor 

Wonderf@! I roll be back in Chapel Hill next Wednesday- Friday. Is there a certain day/time that is best for you? 

Thank yo~ 

Mackenzie 

On Mon, 

No problem! 

at 8:34 AM, Dorrance, Albelnt A IV <anson(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Mackenzie Thomas [mailto @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 12:36 AM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Man’s Search for Meaning - VePl Quick Favor 

HiAn~n, 

Hope this email finds you well. As a fellow Tar Heel and Argonaut I was wondering if you wouldfft mind doing a veD, quick favor. In short, a veu close friend of 

nine had you sign her copy of Man’s Search for Meaning when she met you a few years back. She, much like you, loved the book 
. but who unfortunately lost it. 

I’d love to see if you would be rolling to sign another coW for her. Let me know if that would at aJ, l be possible as I know she would greatly, greatly appreciate. 

Go Heels! 

Best, 
Mackenzie 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vicki Linton ~hotmaJl.com> 

Friday, 2:29 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Asst Coach and GK Coach 

Hi Chris 

Looking for an asst coach and gk coach or one coach who can do both. Able to train gk’s, be involved in other field training components, assist with team management, video breakdown etc 

Preferable start date: end of 
End of season: 

Pay - housing plus $500 a week 

RE 

’]7he current U 17 WNT Coach is Belinda Wilson. 

tIope that helps 

Vicki 

Her emai[ address is: @gmail corn 

On , at 11:06 AM, "Ducal Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Iti Vicki, 
> 
> Give me an idea of the duties, time frame and pay @’any) and I’ll keep my ears open for you. 
> 

> On a recruiting note have you coached the girls who are up and coming out of 

> 

> Also, if there is a coach in the 
appreciate it[ 
> 

> Good luck in your upconring season. 
> 

> Chris Ducat 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Sent: Friday, 1:50 PM 
> To: Vicki Linton 
> Cc: Sander, Thonras J; ~_@msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros 
> Subject: RE: Asst Coach and GK Coach 
> 

> Vicki, 
> 

> I have no idea! I will cop?, ray staff and ask Toru to send this out to our alumnae network. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Vicki Linton [mailto ~hotraail.cora] 
> Sent: Thursday, 10:59 AM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Asst Coach and GK Coach 
> 

> Hi Anson 
> 

> Hope all is wellt 
> I am looking for an asst coach and a GK coach for the upcoming season 
> Do you kaaow of anyone who might be a good fit? 
> 

> 

> 

you can connect us with whom you trust and would be willing to speak with us regarding recruiting the talented 

~gmail.com) 

we’d really 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:54 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Thank you so much for your letter. All I have to say it that       career here was a success story and I will share the story of her fighting to get to the top with 

anyone who will listen, What is so remarkable about the way you raised              ~s that she never fe~t ent~ded to anything and fought for ~t when she 

derided ~t meant something to her, ihat goes for on the [~eld as well as o~f, ~ w~J~ cherish the ~nd~viduaJ meel:~ngs f had w~th her when she t:ook in t:he hard th~ngs 

had to sh~;re wH:h and not assign Marne and to her credit, she was mature enotlgh to know [:hat what ~ shared with her was [rorn the hear[: both ~msJ[:ive and 

negsLive. ~ already m~ss at practice every day but cannoL wail Lo hear how she 

My best to the fami~yl 

F~ @gmaiLcom] 

Sent: Friday, 10:38 AN 
To= Ducar, Chris 
Subject= 

Chis~ 

Its      morn. Hope this note finds you we}i.I cant beiieve bow last the time ~ew by.I bad ho~d to ~k with you in person at the banquet but i will not ~ there. 

Jt Js not a ~ood time 1St us to come.I j ust wanted to ~y ~rs~tba~k yo~tbank you~thank you [or pJc~n~ .I c~ not even imagine 

her lJ[e without IJvJn~ the Cam~ma @yam.What ~ adven~re [or her.As I toid Anson she bad her ups a~d downs~but I have never ~en a ~Jfl mow proud to 

Heel .She loves you all ~) much ~d she will miss yon all more th~ you can imagine.You have ~en a great mentor, coach m~d friend to     and we ~e so grateful to 

you.Tha~ you Clms for all you have done for her.Im sure she roll talk ruth you hersel£but I as a pa~nt, I wanted to get my ~y in.I wish you nothing but the ~st.Go 

Heels Forever 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

TONY YOUNT @gmail.com> 

Friday, 4:45 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Ducax, Chris <ducag@unc.edu>; Pa]ladino, 

George W <bpalladino@unc.edu>; @gmail.com> 

Weekly 

soc.pdf 

Coaches, 

Weekly is attached We were closed Wed. and Thurs. nights so maW of the students will not have met their hour requirements. Not much we can do about that I also didn’t see some of the 
freshmen this week due to Thursday’s closing, but enough significant grades have been reported that there is some useful information for some kids. Progress reports have been sent to 
professors We shou]d start seeing some reporting from the profs in the next two weeks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, 8:01 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: We are so proud of you 

Thanks Anson. I’ll come see you in your office to give you leports cause ifs easier than writing it in an elnafil. I must be doing something right though because I’m 

starting agafin today. So yeah that’s pretty cool. 

I’m so glad to hear that eye,one is working hard. I’m looldng forwaxd to the games and seeing where we truly stand against teams like the spirit. 

Anyways taJk soon, miss you guys!! 

On Saturday, . Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

CO NG 8ATU LATIO NS 

We are all so excited for Vou!!! Good luck! I hope you pl~y well ~nd the 

Please give us ~; report ~fl:er ~:he g~m~e, obvi.:_~usly I ~rn copying th~-_~ girls on this. gTW, the third g~me ir~ 

worldng h~mJ t.:_~ get better in your absence!!! 

From: @qmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:08 PM 
To: Dorrance, AIbeFc A IV 
Subject: 

Hey Anson, 

I saw that the~e was a huge snow storm in the hill...of course that would happen while I’~n away’.! rm jealous. Hope everyone is safe and wman. Miss you all so 

much and am looking forward to training wben I get back! 

Just thought I’d give you a quick ulxtate here ficom paradise. I got about 30min in the last gmne at left back a~d did really well. Ahnost ~ored so that was pretty 
cool. Coaches were really happy with me and as a result I’m starting in today’s match at left back agains~t I’m pret~ dam nervous because I can 

probably count on one hand the amount of times I’ve played left back but I’~n excited. 



FFom" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu~ 

Friday, 8:23 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: ACC Scholar-Athlete Award 

Great! I’m glad you can be there. 

My best to 

Thanks, 

~-Beth 

Sent from nay iPhone 

O11 at 1:54 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~n(tbemail.mlc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, I can make it! 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Thursday, 3:47 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
C¢: Gallo, .Jr., Larry A.; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: ACC Scholar-Athlete Postgraduate Award 

Anson, 

As you know,               has been selected to receive an ACC             Scholar-Athlete award. The ACC Luncheon to honor the recipients of 

these awards will be on Wednesday,             at :1:1:30 am. It will be held at the Koury Convention Center in Greensboro, N.C. 

Bubba would like to invite you to attend this luncheon where will be honored. Please let me know if you will be able to attend. Hope you can 

join us. 

All the best, 

~Beth 



Fil~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducal, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:25 PM 

DorraJ~ce, Albert A IV <aJ~son@email.unc.edtv~; Jason Sisneros 

Fwd: Recruiting 

@gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu-~ 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~¥ahoo.com> 
Date: at 6:39:24 PM EST 

To: <ducm~a) uncaa.unc .edu> 
Subject: Recruiting 

Mr. Ducal, 

Our daughter received word that she has been accepted the UNC. She is an excellent student at                                       and plays 

soccer as well. I am a and enjoy watching UNC in every sport. Our daughter is a very good soccer player and a few years 

ago was but with her exceptional academic endeavors she selected to attend Of course they 

are, very difficult educational rose so juggling both academics mid sports is even more exceptional. We know our daughter 

would love to continue to play soccer at UNC. How does she tryout for the women’s team and is it possiNe for someone to take a look at her this year 

during play. Now that she is accepted to UNC we know that she is reaJly excited about the school as she plans to be a but she also loves to play 

soccer. What can we do to ensure she continues playing soccer at UNC or at 

least has an opportunity to tryout with your program? Thank you for your time. Go Heels’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Saturda5 10:50 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: U20 Women - Summer Playing Opportunity 

Awesome! I sent in my application! @ Can’t wait to play 

From: Dorrance, Albert A lV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:04 PM 
To: Pete Sadin 
Cc: :@s-sm.org); @gmail.com); 

@yahoo.corn); @raSh.COrn; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros _ 
L@aol.com); 

.... }@gmail.com); 

~.@gmail.com); 
@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas 

s@gmail.com); 

@gmail.com); 

K_c~gma~l.com; K_c~gma~l.com); ~£:Oyanoo,com); ; 
@gmail.com; ~@rocketmail.com @gmail.com; ~@yahoo.com; @ymail.com; 
@gmail.com; )@comcast.net; ;@gmail.com; @hotmail.com; 

@gmail.com; F@gmail.com; @aol.com; t@gmail.com; @yahoo.corn; ~@gmail,com 
Subject: RE: U20 Women - Summer Playing Opportunity 

Pete, 

I will forward l:his to rny rosb:_~r and my incoming Idds. Good luck with it, rny friend!! 

From: Pete Sadin [E:1a~[Lt~9~:~P~S~a~d~j~r~L‘r~s~R~Lt~s~e~[~!~e~a~9~r~£g~] 
Sent: Thursday,               8:21 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, George W; @gmail.com 
Subject: U20 Women - Summer Playing Opportunity 

Guys - 

I wanted to pass along an opportunity for any of your players that might be staying around this summer to train and play with our 20 Women. Here’s some 

additional details and of course they can contact me directly if interested. 

Eligibility: Any player born on or after January :1st :1994. 

Season: Training will start in late May!early June. Approximately 8-10 USL league games. The season will run through mid-July. - http:/!www.w20soccer.com/ 

Competition: College-level!elite competition. 

Training: Our professional training program will consist of weekly technical/tactical training on a high quality training surface. In addition to training for our league 

games, we will also focus on helping players prepare to return to their College or Club team in the fall. 

Cost: ~200 - which includes coaching fees, referee fees, administration costs, insurance, field rentals, and operational expenses. Travel expenses are not included 

in the fee. (W20 teams may travel to SC!GA; or to VA!MD depending on divisional placement.) Coach’s travel expenses to away games are also not included, and 

are shared by the rostered players for those games. Uniforms will be kept by the club. 

Online Registration - https:il’e~,~w.youthlea,quesusa,com!gnslite!camp!OOO390/V~!elcorne.h~rnl 

Thanks as always!! 

Pete Sadin 

DOC U15-U~L8 Girls 

NC Alliance 

Triangle FC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clms Rich ~gmail.com> 

Saturday, Februa~ 15, 2014 11:17 AM 

Palladino, George W <bpalladino@unc.edtr~ 

Somoa~o, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu-~ 

UNC Spring Break Camp 

This is Chris, new assistant with the men We’re having a spring break camp next month and would like to add girls to the program We noticed you’ll do not have a spring break camp but 
wanted to run it by you either way Would you guys be ok with us adding girls? Let me know, thanks. 

Chris Rich 
UNC Men’s Soccer 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Keating ~gmail.com> 

Saturday, 1:46 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Update 3 - Youth Player Development Survey (Need pros and VVNT players to finish) 

Anson, 

We have 20 completed surveys, which is enough to look at trends, however, after reviewing the data I noticed I only have one that is currently playing for u20 

national team          and 1 pro in Europe      , so I do not have enough data points representing the top levels. 

Any chance you can encourage the pro and WNT players as a group to participate? 

thanks! 

Mike Keating 

(m) 



From: ~yahoo.com> 

Sent: Saturday, 3:36 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subject: Visits 

Anson, 

hope all is well with you! Just wanted to see how visits ~vent. I have had great feedback from the both of them and their parents Speak to you soon’. 

Sent from ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nugent, Steve <steve.nugen~wsu.edu> 

Sunday, Februao~ 16, 2014 1:58 PM 

Nugent, Steve <steve.nugen@wsu.edu> 

New Intb 

Hello .... 

My apologies for sending this via mass email, but it’s the easiest way to get the info out there. I am in Pullman full time now and below is the new contact 

information. We will move permanently in June when ’                        are out of school and will send an address then. For now, you can use the PO Box 

address below. My UNCG email address will not work after February 28th. My cell phone will stay the same. If you have new contact info please send it off to me 

when you can. 

Check us out online at www.wsucougars.com for info on the team and our schedule. Maybe you can even come out to visit us! Pullman is an amazing place, with 

awesome people, and a great college town feel. Go Cougs! 

Be great today! 

Steve Nugent, Head Coach 

Cell 

866-596-6248 Fax 

steve,nugent@wsuoedu 

PO 80× 1386 

Pullman, WA 9916~ 

~O COUGS~ 

i.~.i Description: cid:image001.png@01CF2308.B69F7DD0 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Kennedy ~ ohn@combatbraintraining.com> 

Sunday~ 9:29 PM 

’Jason Sisneros’ ~gmail.com> 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edtr~; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edtv~; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edtr~ 

Regroup 

Hi Jason, 

I’ve been going over the info I have as well as what has worked with other trainees and I have something that may address all the concerns if we’ll willing to find a 

way together. 

I see that according to the preseason schedule on the website that the team has workouts and scrimmages for the next several weeks, which means some 

structure which is good. There are two parts to successful sustainability - one is just doing the basic exercises 5-10 minutes a day. If spent doing Arrows that’s 500- 

1000 fast accurate, increasingly difficult decisions which use the same mental processes as the decisions made on the soccer field along with pattern recognition, 

situational awareness, stress reduction and increased focus. The other is increasingly relating the exercises to specific situations on the field, mistakes, bad 

tendencies, etc. The first part can be accomplished with checklists and a little coaching, the second is what I want to work with you on through the season so you 

can relate what you see on the field to new exercise variations. 

The plan, assuming I can still get the 3 hours on Sunday is to cut the beginning part of my training dealing with the what and why we do it down to 5 minutes and fill 

the three hours on Sunday with solid training to the point where they will notice it. If we can get 25 minutes outside great, if not we’ll make it work inside. I’ll 

leave them with what they need to do going forward and we’ll make a checklist -the best time will be 5-10 minutes of Arrows (and its variations) before they work 

out every time -just make it one more exercise to do. Incidentally they’ll have more intense, focused workouts as well. Before scrimmages and games is also 

important for two reasons - first as a gauge of their readiness to play. If they struggle with the Arrows they’ll struggle in the game. If they can run through them 

until they’re fast and accurate they’ll play better. Better to make and correct mental errors on the Arrows than on the field! 

My goal will be for them to notice enough that they’ll want more and will be willing to give up some of their free time to take advantage of CBT. Iql be available 

the rest of Sunday, all day Monday and Tuesday to meet with any or all of them whenever or wherever its convenient for them -in a classroom. Gym or coffee 

shop. I’ll spend that time working on more advanced exercises while they can do the basics as part of their routines. I also have a new exercise specifically for 

goalies that I only need an hour to teach them how to do, but it’s something fun that can do with their roommates, team mates, etc. which should encourage them 

to practice. I’ll also be available any time throughout the season for any of the team via Skype or Face Time. 

I can also coach you Jason on the second part and going forward we can talk or Skype regularly throughout the season so we catch mental issues in practices before 

game time. Over the past year I have been sending out different variations of Arrows and other more advanced symbols to my trainees on a regular basis as part of 

ongoing support and I’ll include that as well for the team. They are shorter more intense versions that can be completed in about a minute. Hopefully this year you 

can add the exercise tracking along with all the other things you track and correlate the results. 

This will give us good jumpstart to the season and ensure sustainability and the ability to continually tweak the training as the year progresses. If I am only there 

thru Wednesday I can drop the price a little more to ~2500, but include all the remote support. This should help your cash issue, get me back to Chicago sooner and 

still give the team the initial benefits along with a solid plan for sustainability. But I’ll need you to prime to girls to take it seriously and encourage them to think 

about what free time they may have in their schedules that they would be willing to give up to get an edge over their competition. I’ll stress that the pain of 

discipline is always less than the pain of regret! 

Let’s try to make this happen and help win the Championship this year! 

All the best, 

John 

Go Tar Heels! 

PS As far as the computer, if you can get the school to make exceptions or consider an additional vendor to save costs I’m sure my brother would be happy to help. 

That price seems very high. 

,John Kennedy 

The Brain Coach 

john@combotbraintroininq.com 



World Football Academy 
Burg. Stramanweg 102T 

1101 AA Amsterdam 

The Netherlands 

finance@worldfootballacademy.com 

T: +31 (0)204721992 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Attn. Mr. A. Dorrance 

Date: 14 February 2014 

Invoice No.: WFA140273 

1 WFA Periodisation Expert Meeting 2014 1.500,00 21% 1.500,00 

Net Total 1.500,00 

VAT 315,00 

EUR Total � 1.815,00 

We kindly request you to pay the total amount of this invoice within 14 days on our bank account 
(IBAN: NL70RABO0154459267; BIC: RABONL2U)and refer to the number of this invoice. 

Bank: 
Bank address: 
Account name: 
Account number: 
IBAN: 
BIC: 

Reference: WFA140273 

1/1 

Company Registr~ion number: 
53834917 

VAT Registration Number: 
NL851037203B01 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

LombaMo, Dave - lombardm <lombardm@jmu.edu> 

Monday, Februao, 17, 2014 10:59 AM 

dl wsoc@socceflists.org 

{D lWSOC} assistant coach vacancy 

Coaches, 

I am currentlV looking for a fuN-time assistant to start here this spring, The ideal candidate would have a goalkeeping background, but not limiting candidates to 

t:hat.,,trying to find the best: fit for us. 

There wH~ be an ad ou~: th~s week m the NCA~ Market i~[x~ a~so .:N~ JMU"s FIR webs~:e, called .Jobl_~t~k, Access to that s~te ~s 

H~ght~ghted gharaeter~stigs 

Mh~imum of a b~che~or’s degree, 

Prefer 3-5 years of co]leg]ate coaching experh~]~ce, preferably at D-l, but not ~kmted ~:o 

Strong admmistra~:ive experience and organizath:mal sMNs, 

SoNd experience and exposure with recruitb~g. 

FarnH~adW wiLh recruiting data software and vk~eo editing systems. 

Priority wH] be given to cm~dMates with goalkeeper training experience, 

Th~s is ~ fu~Fth~e posit~on w~th fun medical, educational and retirement benefits and ~ ten phone, 

5tarring salary ~s shght]y nor~:h of ~30,000 with the o~)portunity to augment ~:hat wRh carny)s, dh~k:s and/or ~ocal dub c.aaching, 

~f you have a candidate tha~: you can recommend, either your assistant, or know o~ sofrH~ot~e who ~i[:s this descdpL~o[L please do[)’t hesitate ~:o contact me. 

Thanks, in advance, for your help. 

Dave 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

James Madison UniversiW 

lombardm@]mu.edu 

i0 NCAA Tournoments 
:t.995, 5996,1997,199& :1.999 

2002, 2004, 2007, 2008, 20~0 

3 NCAA "Sweet ~6’s" 

3 CAN Championships 
~995, 2002, 20~0 

F~m= kombardo, Dave - Iombardm 
Sent~ Tuesday, January 28, 2014 4:42 

Te~ d ~wsoc@soccerlists,org 
Subject: 2015 dates 

Dawd M. L om bardo 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Iombardm@jmu.edu 

20 NCAA Tourn#menL~ 
11995,199& 1~97, 5998, 

2002, 2004, 2007, 2008, 2050 

3 NCAA "Sweet 
1995,1996 & 

3 CAA Championships 
2995, 2002, 2020 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff Vogt <jvog ~seattlesportsciences.com> 

Monday, Februao~ 17, 2014 11:03 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

SideKick soccer machine 

Hi Anson and Tom, 

I hope this email finds you well. We’ve gotten word that you had some issues with the consistency of service with you SideKick soccer machine. 
Based on what we have heard, we believe it may be something to do with the tires and should be an easy fix. 

To be sure, 1 need some information from you and for you to do a quick test. 

First, can you look at the tires and tell me what they look like. If you can take a couple of pictures and send them to me, that would be great. 

The test is very simple. Can you take 1 ball and place it through the machine at the exact same orientation and with the valve in the back. This will 
also let us know if it is the tires. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 
J eff 

Jeff Vogt 
Director of Sales 
Seattle Sport Sciences 

jvogt (c~seattlesportsciences.com 
w: 425-939-0015 ext 04 
c: 
htt p:/!www.seattlesportscien ces.com 

/ http:~/www.yout u be.com/seattlesportsciences 
US Patent Nos. 7882831, 8342162. US and foreign patents pending 

John Stark Reg HS Varsity Boys Coach 
Former NH ODP U15 Girls State Coach 
USSF C License 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 11:11 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Re: We are so proud of you 

Hey Ans, 

Thanks so much for the kind words. It is so nice being back in America ruth some real food! 

It was filn being able to observe practice today and see how much evelyone is improving. I saw that     and others had moved up and was so proud. It’s great to 

see everyone pushing themselves to be better because we are going to need that mentalib’ to become national champions again. 

Again, it is great to be back! I roll be training tomorrow even though all nay txx~ts a~e in my suitca~ flint hasn’t amved. Another positive outcome from good old 

Thank~ 

On Monday, , Dorrance, Albell A IV <anson(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

It was good to see you this morning. 

As you can see your teammates are getting better. I loved the session this morning. The 4.v:1. was the best I have ever seen with the :[st Division. My 5v2 got 
b~:_d:ter and b~-:d:ter even ~:hough we cranked up the ruk~s a bit (’If ~:he ba~ h~aw~s the I0xi0, you have ~:wo passes to get ~t back ~n’}. Even our 3v3+~. had NI kinds 

positives w~th        comMning at w~II after a brilliant per[ormarH::e m her first ciimb into the 4vl 1st d~v~s~on 

all climbed a level today,    never gave it away in the 9v9 and was looking to change [he point directly whenever she could. The 

made some world class saves h~ the 5v5 and      is a winner ~ust Hke         Oet’s aH aspire [o compete every s~r@e second ~ike she does),      grinds 

for the entire time she ~sout there and does the defensive work that most people do only when they are in the mood or when they are beh~g wNpped. ~f we aH 

grind IH<e she does for 90 m~nutes, we beat EVERYONE~ I aJso Hke our finishing. Many of our m~sses are "good misses~’ wMch means we are no ~ong just shooting 

~:he bah ~n the dire(:~:~on of the goal bu~: trying to finish w~th ideas (ben[:) and pr~n(:ipk~s (k~w, across the flame). 

For you to s[:art in two gam,:_~s for your            [:eam as a            in colleg,-_~ is a [:remendous achievemenL All of us are very proud of what you have 

accomplished and know thaL when you are reinserted into our culture you will keep improving and will be a part of this "never ending ascension" thaL we all are 

witnessing right nm, w 

Welcome back you were missed, 

Sent: Friday, 8:01 PlVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert ~ ~V " 
Subject: Re: We are so proud of you 

@gmail.com] 

Thanks Anson. I’ll come see you in your office to give you repolls cause i~s easier than writing it in an email. I must be doing solnething right though because I’m 

starting again today. So yeah that’s pretly cool. 

I’m so glad to heal that eveo~one is working hard. I’m looking fon~-ard to the games and seeing where we truly s~and against teams like tl~e spirit. 

Awways talk ~)on, miss you guys!! 

On Saturday, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

CO NG RATLJ LATIO NS 

We are all so excited for VouH! Good luck! I hope you play well and the winH 

Please give us a report after the game, obviously I am copying the girls on this. BTW, the third game in 

working hard to ge~ better in your absence!!! 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:08 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hey Anson, 

today was world daas, so your Tar Heels are a]l 

Just thought I’d give you a quick update here from paradise. I got about 30min in the last game at left back and did really well. Ahnost scored so that was pretty 

cool. Coaches were really happy with me and as a result I’m starting in today’s match at left back against            I’m pletty darn nervous because I can 



probably count on one hand the amo~mt of times I’ve played left back but I’m excited. 

I saw that flaere was a huge snow storm in the hill...of course that would happen M~ile I’m away!! rm jealous, ttope everyone is sale and waJxn. Miss you all so 

much mad am looking forward to traiNng when I get back! 

Sweet, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stree~ Shelly <sjgreen@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Monday, Februao~ 17, 2014 11:26 AM 

Touloupas, Mary Aly~n <matouloupas@unc.edu> 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: W Basketball Tickets 

Mary Alyson, 

Anson doesn’t know the names of the family members~ The name of the gentlemen who picked him up is . Will it work to only have the one name 

but have the ability to have others ~oin? 

-$5 

Frora: Touloupas, Mary Alyson 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 11:01 AM 
To: Streett, Shelly 

Co: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: W Basketball Tickets 

I just need to know the name of the person and I can arrange to have the tickets at will call for any of the remaining games. 

Work for you? 

Mary Alyson 

From: Streett, Shelly 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 i0:24 AM 
To: Touloupas, Mary Alyson 

Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: W Basketball Tickets 

Mary Alyson, 

Anson was given a ride by a kind soul during snowpocalypse. Anson would like to give this person basketball tickets to a women’s game (which I don’t know). How 

can we make this happen? 

Shelly Streett 

Olympic Sports 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Office 919.962.5220 

Fax 919.962.4038 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:45 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: We axe so proud of you 

Good letter 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Monday, :I0:48 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: We are so proud of you 

It was good to see you this morning. 

As you can s,-_~e your reanimates are getting be[:ter. ~ loved the sessh:m tMs morning. The 4v]. was the best I have ever seen with the 1st Div~sh:m. My 5v2 got better 

and be~:ter even though we cranked up the rules a Mt ("if the bal~ ~eaves ~:he 10>:10, you haw~ two passes to get it back in"}. Even our 3v:~+~. had a~l kinds of positives 

with combh~ing sL w~f after s br~fisnt performance in her first climb into the 4v1 1st d~vision. 

a~l d~mbed a leve~ today.    ~ever gave ~t away ~t~ the 9v9 and was Iookk~g to change Lhe poker d~rectly whenever she could. The 

made some word class sa~,es ~n the 5v5 and      is a winner)Jar Hke         0et’s aH aspire to compete every s~ngle second Hke she does},      grh~ds for 

the entire t~me she is out there and does the defensive work that most people do only when they are in the mood or when they are being wNpped. If we a~l gr~nd 

I~ke she does for 90 m~nutes, we beat EVERYONt?. f a~so ]~ke our finishing, Many of our misses are "good misses" which means ~ve are no long just: shoo~:~ng the bah 

in the dkection o[ the goa~, but trying to finish ~v~th h~eas {bent) and pdndp~es {h~w, across the frame), 

For you to s[art in two games for your           [eam as a           ~n college is a [remendous achievemenL AH of us are very proud of what you have 

accomplished and know thai when you are reb~serted k~to our cukure you will keep improving and will be a part of tNs "never ending ascension" thai we aH are 

witnessing right now. 

Wek:ome baci~ , you ~vere missed, 

F~m= ~qmail,com] 
Sent~ Friday, 8:0% PM 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ ~ N 
Subject~ Re: We are so proud of you 

Thm~s Anson. I’ll come ~e you in your o~ice ~) give you ~)~s cause ifs e~ier than writing it in an emml. I must be doing something right though ~cause rm 

s~ing agmn today. So yeah thWs pre,y cool. 

I’m so glad ~ hear that eveD’one is wor~ng had. I’m loo~ng fonvazd ~ the games m~d seeing where we truly s~nd against teams like ~e spirt. 

Anyways taJk soon, miss ?~u guysH 

On Saturday, . Dorrance, Albert A IV <ansou(d~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

CONGRATULATIONS 

We are all so excited for you!H Good luck! I hope you play well and the win!! 

Please giue us a report after the g~me, ob~’iousJy ~ am copying the g~ds on tNs. BTW, the tNrd game h~ ~oday was word class, so your Tar Heels are 

~vork~ng hard ~:o get bet~:er ~n your absence~[ 

F~m: 9qmail,com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 8:08 PM 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ 

Hey Anson, 

Just thought I’d give you a quick up~te here [~om paradise. ~ got about 30min in fl~e last game at left back and did really well. Almosl scored ~ that was pret~ cool. 

Coaches were really happy with me a~d as a result I’m skating in today’s match at left back against I’m pret~ dam ne~ous because I can probably count 

on one ha~d fl~e mnount of times I’ve played ~e~ back but I’m excited. 

I saw fl~at there w~ a huge snow storm in the hill...of course that would happen while I’m away~ ’. rm jeaJous. Hope everyone is sa£e a~d wa~. Miss you all so much 

and am loo~ng tS~vazd to ~aining when I get back~ 

Sweek 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Touloupas, MaW Alyson <matouloupas@unc.edu> 

Monday, Februa~ 17, 2014 12:29 PM 

StreetL Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

RE: W Basketball Tickets 

Yes, I can leave all the tickets under name. Now I just need to know which game and how many tickets. 

From: Streett, Shelly 

Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 11:26 AM 
To: Touloupas, Mary Alyson 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A lV 
Subject: RE: W Basketball Tickets 

Mary Alyson, 

~nson doesn’t know [:he n~mles o[ [he f~mily members. 111~:, m~m~:, .:_~f the gentl~:_~men who picked him up is W~l~ ~[: work to only h~ve the one n~me 

but have the ability to have others join? 

From= Touloupas, Ma~ Alyson 
Sent= Monday, ~brua~ ~7, 2014 iI:0I AN 
To; Street, Shelly 

~e= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= RE: W Basketball TickeN 

I just need to know the name of the person and I can arrange to have the tickets at will call for any of the remaining games. 

Work for you? 

Mary Alyson 

F~m= Street, Shelly 
Sent= Monday, ~brua~ ~7, 2054 ~0:24 AN 
To= Touloupas, Ma~ Alyson 

Ce= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= W Basketball ~ckeN 

Mary Alyson, 

Anson was given a ride by a kind soul during snowpocalypse. Anson would like to give this person basketball tickets to a women’s game (which I don’t know). How 

can we make this happen? 

Shelly Streett 
Olympic Sports 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Office 919.962.5220 
Fax 919.962.4038 



From: Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 12:58 PM 

To: @yahoo.com 

Cc: Ja~n Si snerosL @gmail.com) 

Subject: UNC Soccer 

Thank you so much for your letter regarding        Congratulations on the acceptance to UNC! 
I wanted to let you know what our current process is for non-recruited players. We ask that in the fall, they join the UNC Club Soccer team. We will be given reports 

of performance and progress from the coach of that team. When the Spring rolls around and assuming she does well for them, we will invite her out to train for the 

spring with our team. At the end of the spring we will decide if she has earned an invitation to become a part of the team in the fall. 

Having said that, please keep me up to date on any current high school or club events where we can watch her play in the near future. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adam Gm~holz @gmail.com> 

Monday, Februa~ 17, 2014 l:01 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Re: 

After the injuries, was there a thought of malting adjustments to your pressing/defensive strategy or your offenswe strategy? 

Regards, 

AdaJn Grinholz 
University of Melbourne 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

On 13/02/2014 2:54 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

We had a better team than last year (when we won the nat~ona~ championship) but injuries caused us to ~ose to the eventua~ national champion. We had beaten 
th~s team earlier h~ the ,tear when we were healthy. 

F~= Adam Grinholz [mailto:       :@gmail.com] 
$e~t= Wednesday, Februa~ ~2~20~4 8:~ AM 
To= Dorrance, AlbeR A ~ 
Subject: Re: 

How was your Inost l~cent season? 

On Wed, Feb 12, 2014 at 9:21 AM, Adam @inholz a)gm~l.com > wrote: 

Brilliant, thank >vu. 

EveD~Nng is good ruth me, and i~s Nce m be wor~ng in Melbourne, at home mtl~ family and friends a~er 3 >eaxs over~. The op~m~mty I cnnently have ruth 

the UNversiD- of Melbourne is really exciting m~d we have sta~ed the pmseason redly well. We even have one ~efican player in the Nnad and she reminds me of 
a lot of the players I mw there; outs~nNng atNete and person and a veD’ good player. 

Regards, 

Adam GrinhoLz 
University of Melbourne 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

On 12/02/2014 9:13 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~ email.unc.edu> wrote: 

We ar~-_~ doing fine thank you How ar~-_~ things with you? 

From: Adam Grinholz [mailto:        ~qmail,com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February iI, 2014 6:42 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi An~m, 

You may not remember me, but I mn the Australim~ ,soccer coach that you stx~ke with over the phone at the end of 2011. I am very gratethl for having that chm~ce to 
speak ruth you. 

How a,e you? 

How’s the program coming along? 

Regards, 

Adam Gfinho~ 

University of Melbotmm 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 



Regards, 

Adam Grinholz 

Universi~ of Melbx~ ume 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Februa~ 17, 2014 1:30 PM 

Touloupas, Mary Aly~n <matouloupas@unc.edu> 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJd.unc.edu> 

RE: W Basketball Tickets 

Mary Alyson, 

I’m going to answer for Anson and say four tickets for Virginia Tech and Duke. 

Thanks! 

From: Touloupas, Mary Alyson 
Senti Monday, February 17, 2014 12:29 PM 
To: Street, Shelly 

Co: Dorrance, A~be~ A ~ 
Subject: RE: W Basketball Ticke~ 

Yes, I can leave all the tickets under 

From: Street, Shelly 
Sent: Monday, ~brua~ ~7, 2014 ~1:26 AM 
To= Touloupas, Ma~ Alyson 

~c= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= RE: W Basketball Ticke~ 

Mary A~yson, 

Anson doesn’t know the names of the farm~y mernbers The name o~ the ~endernen who picked him up is 

but have the abi]~W to have others ~oin7 

-SS 

F~m: Touloupas, Ma~ Alyson 
$ent: Monday, ~brua~ ~7, 20~4 ~:0~ AM 
To: Street, Shelly 

Co: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: RE: W Basketball Ticke~ 

name. Now I just need to know which game and how many tickets. 

¯ Will it work to only haw:" the one name 

can we make this happen? 

Shelly Streett 

Olympic Sports 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Office 919.962.5220 

Fax 919,962.4038 

I just need to know the name of the person and I can arrange to have the tickets at will call for any of the remaining games. 

Work for you? 

Mary Alyson 

From: Street-t, Shelly 

Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 10:24 AM 
To: Touloupas, Mary Alyson 
C¢: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: W Basketball Tickets 

Mary Alyson, 

Anson was given a ride by a kind soul during snowpocalypse. Anson would like to give this person basketball tickets to a women’s game (which I don’t know). How 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Riclcy Clarke @gmail.com> 

Monday, Februa~ 17, 2014 3:36 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

World Football Academy - Chapel Hill 

Hi Anson, 

Is the World Football Academy course Raymond Verheijen holding based at UNC? If so, do you know how I can register? 

Also, if it is, are you training axound that time? Would it be possible to watch some of your training sessions? 

I hope all is well. 

Regards, ~ 

Ricky Clarke 

Acade~ny Soccer Coach - North American Director 

Click here for a FREE TriaJ www.AcademySocce~Coach.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Street1, Shelly <sjgreen@emaiLunc.edu> 

Monday, Februa~ 17, 2014 4:23 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@email. unc.edu~; massimo migliorini 

RE: Books 

@gmail.com> 

The books were just returned because the customs slip went missing~ They should go back out tomorrow. 

S}~e]Iv Streett 
Olympic Sports 

I)epar~me~t of 

Office 919.902.5220 
l:ax 919,962,4038 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ 
Sent~ Nonday, ~brua~ 17, 2014 4:08 PN 
Te~ massimo migliorini 

¢¢~ Street, Shelly 

Subject: RE: Boo~ 

M~ss~mo, 

~ wH~ copy Shelly Street who mai~ed d~em to you to follow 

AH the best, my 

From: massimo migliorini [mailto 
Sent= Nonday, Februa~ 17, 2014 3:14 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Subje¢t= Boo~ 

Ciao Anson 

How are you? 

I have always problems ruth the post office here; books aren’t amved yet. 

Can you please give me the tracking m~mber of the shipment? Would be easier to find. 

Thanks a lot 

Ciao 

Massimo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:31 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Second semes~ter classes for 

UNC school[1 ].pdf; ATT00001 .htm 

I’ll let you handle this one... 

Begin forwarded message: 

Frown: ~gmail.com> 

Date: at 4:28:31 PM EST 

To: "ducar@unc.edu" <ducax~b~ unc.edu> 
Subject: Second semester        classes for 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 4:54 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Reminder: Career Fair tonight! 

’I’h~xllcs Ans I will ~nost definitely be going! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb at 4:31 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~n(?~elnail.unc.edu;, wrote: 

From: Gelin, Dana E 

Sent: Monday, 8:44 AM 

To: UNCAA-Head Coaches 

Co: Williams, Andre 

Subject: Reminder: Career Fair tonight! 

Coaches, 

Please remind your teams about the Student-Athlete Career Fair tonight from 6:30-8 p.m on the third floor at Loudermilk. Dress for the event is casual, in hopes that 

will make it easier for students to stop by after workouts or on the way to study. 

We have companies attending from a wide range of fields - banking, accounting, staffing services, pharmaceutical sales, education and more. We’ll also have 

representatives from USA Baseball (internships), the Rams Club (internships) and University Career Services. 

Several of the representatives attending are former UNC student-athletes and would be outstanding contacts for current Tar Heels. This will be a valuable event for 

those seeking jobs and internships as well as networking experience. It’s open to all classes and also to alums - if you know of former team members who are still in 

the area and might be in the job hunt, please invite them. 

Thank you for encouraging your student-athletes to attend ! 

Best, 

Dana 

Dana Gelin ¯ University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matthew Conway <matthew.conway@bc.edu~ 

Monday, Februa~ 17, 2014 4:55 PM 

Mark Krikorian <mkfkoriaJ~@admin.f?~u.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~m@email.unc.edu> 

FW: WSOC 

Gentlemen --- 

Since it seemed like the two of you supported this the most based on your responses, I wanted to let you know that the M~dfie~der of the Year passed w~th the 

awards committeel They dedded to go back with that name versus the overall Player of the Year. Now ~t just: has ~:o get past the SWAs. Frankly, I don~t care what 

they (:al~ K: as h:mg as we have an additk)nal award for our student athletes, t w~ll ema~l the SWA’s just ~:o cover rny bases, bu~:~ would assume they wil~ pass ~t. 

Hope you both are doing well 

Matt 

Matthew Conway 

Assistunt Ath[etics Directar/E~ent Ogeratians 

BOBTON COLLEOE 
140 Commonwealth Ave. 

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467 

Tel: 6:17-552-6672 

Cell: 

Fax:617-552-4335 

cid:imageO01 .png@O!OBF05C 223~373 ~0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Neddo, Lynn J <neddo@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februa~ 17, 2014 4:58 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Neddo, Lynn J <neddo@email.unc.edu> 

soccer and study abroad 

Good afternoon, Coach Dorrance, 
If the name Neddo sounds familiar to you, then you will wonder if I am related to - yes, I am . I have been working here at UNC IOf almost 5 year’s and although 

has told me more ~han ence that ~ sheu~d "just slop by amt [e~ Mm he~W’, I am not ao presumNuous [o do [hat’. ~ know hew b~ESy ~S wi[h Na program in Hawaii and 
can oNy ~mag~e what your schedule looks I~ke. 
Neve~he~ess, ~ do have a reason to request a meet~g w~th you or w~th someone o~ your slaff who m~ght have a~ ~terest ~n what I’d ~ike to propose. 
Here ~n the Study Abroad Office, we t~ ~e tMnk outside the box and one o~ my goals has bee~ ~e find ways to provide opportunNes for s~udy abroad to sR~dents who may 
think ~t’s a possibility for ~hem. Student a~h~etes are such a gt~)up and yek getting the epper~umty to de a program designed just £)r them in anether country may be very 
attractive. 
If you o~’ somee~]e on your staff would be wi~ng to meet wltl~ me for a few minutes, I’d ~ove [o prese~]t some though[s ~’ve had. 
I a~ready know o~ a ceuple ef programs (one lbr football players and erie for soccer p~aye~) ~hat are having success. There is a~so a kx:ation and a pa~lner (Sevi~a, Spain) who 
is very inlerested m dew, loping an inleresting pregram for seccet playe~;. 
P~ease let me know ~f this might be of ~nteresL 
W~ah~llg you all ~he besL 
Lynn 

Ly n n N e d d o 

Director, Cortt~nen[:al Europe Progn~ms 

University o[: North Carolina a~ Chape~ 

2015 Fedex G~obal Education Cer~er 

Chapel H~, NC 2759%3:130 

Office: +1.91.9.962.9272 

Fax: 919.962.2262 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff Vogt <jvog ~seattlesportsciences.com> 

Monday, Februa~ 17, 2014 4:59 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: SideKick soccer machine 

Hi Anson, 

Thank you for getting back to me. Tom and I have already been in communication today and are working together to fix the issue. 

Best Regards, 
J eff 

Jeff Vogt 
Director of Sales 
Seattle Sport Sciences 

jvogt @seattlesportsciences.com 
w: 425-939-0015 ext 04 
c: 

htt p://www.seattlesportscien ces.com 
htt p ://www.yout u be.com/seattlesportsciences 
US Patent Nos. 7882831, 8342162. US and foreign patents pending 

John Stark Reg HS Varsity Boys Coach 
Former NH ODP U15 Girls State Coach 
USSF C License 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: SideKick soccer machine 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Mon, February 17, 2014 4:46 pm 
To: Jeff Vogt <ivogt@seattlesportsciences.com> 

Cc: "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> 

Thank you Jeff for your follow up, I will turn this over to my Director of Operations Tom Sander. 

Frem: .left Vogt [mailto:jvogt@seattlesportsciences.com] 
Sent-" Monday, February 17, 2014- 11:03 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas g 

Subject: SideKick soccer machine 

Hi Anson and Tom, 
I hope this email finds you well. We’ve gotten word that you had some issues with the consistency of service with you SideKick soccer 
machine. Based on what we have heard, we believe it may be something to do with the tires and should be an easy fix. 
To be sure, I need some information from you and for you to do a quick test. 
First, can you look at the tires and tell me what they look like. If you can take a couple of pictures and send them to me, that would be 
great. 
The test is very simple. Can you take 1 ball and place it through the machine at the exact same orientation and with the valve in the back. 
This will also let us know if it is the tires. 
Please let me know if you have any questions. 
Thank you, 
J eff 
Jeff Vogt 

Director of Sales 
Seattle Sport Sciences 

jvogt@seattlesportscien ces.com 
w: 425-939-0015 ext 04 
c: 
http ://www,seattlesportsciences.com 
htt p://www.yout u be,com/seattlesportscien ces 
US Patent Nos. 7882831, 8342162. US and foreign patents pending 

John Stark Reg HS Varsity Boys Coach 
Former NH ODP U15 Girls State Coach 
USSF C License 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:11 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Soccer 

Ok. What’s his emml? 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 4:53 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~n(Z#)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Chris, 

Ser~d it to the club coach. 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Monday, 12:58 PM 
To:            ~yahoo.com 
Cc: Jason Sisneros, ~gmail.com) 
Subject: UNC Soccer 

Thank you so much for your letter regarding        Congratulations on the acceptance to U NC! 

I wanted to let you know what our current process is for non-recruited players. We ask that in the fall, they join the UNC Club Soccer team. We will be 

given reports of performance and progress from the coach of that team. When the Spring rolls around and assuming she does well for them, we will 

invite her out to train for the spring with our team. At the end of the spring we will decide if she has earned an invitation to become a part of the 

team in the fall. 

Having said that, please keep me up to date on any current high school or club events where we can watch her play in the near future. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, 6:45 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

~yahoo.com); Dncar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: 

Hi Chris. 

Eithe~ ~)gmail.com o~ ~ ,valloo.com works. Thanks’. 

On at 16:53, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson,~;email.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Chris, 

Fro~: Ducat, Chris 
Sent: Monday, t2:58 PM 
To’. }yahoo.com 
~= Jason Slsneros ~g~jJ_,g~) 
Subject: 

Thank you so much for your letter regarding        Congratulations on the acceptance to U NC! 

I wanted to let you know what our current process is for non-recruited players. We ask that in the fall, they join the UNC Club Soccer team. We will be 

given reports of performance and progress from the coach of that team. When the Spring rolls around and assuming she does well for them, we will 

invite her out to train for the spring with our team. At the end of the spring we will decide if she has earned an invitation to become a part of the 

team in the fall. 

Having said that, please keep me up to date on any current high school or club events where we can watch her play in the near future. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Ducat 

Assistant Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adam Grinholz < ~gmail.com~ 

Monday, Februa~ 17, 2014 11:19 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: No 

Interesting. 

I prefer using a 1-4-2-3-1 system - the ~’stem we will use this season - with a 1-3-4-2-1 as our ’secondary’ system. 

In the 1-4-2-3-1, one aspect that I regard as an obligation, not just important, is that the two players in fi~ont of the defence, the three advanced midfielders and the 

centre-forward musk before an~hing else, have an offensive mentality. That is, with the ball and their movement without the ball. 

The two midfielders in front of the det~nce will also always have ditt~rent roles. Firstly flaere is one who tbcuses mainly on det~nsive actions, a player who is skilled at 

regaining possession via interceptions, tackles etc. and knows how to delay opposition counter-attacks. Then the other midfielder has more licence to create, use her 

passing and be resIyonsible for the build-up play and organising at’tacks. 

What Fpe of player do you usually use behind the centre-forward? 

On Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 8:58 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

No. We now play two ~.;vsterns very cornforl:~;bly: the sem~ flat bi~ck I- 3-.4-3 (whkzh we start the game with) i~nd the 1--4-2-.:¢-L ~n the ]al:ter system it ~s easier to 

hide "non-.a dflet~c’~ p~ayers ._. with 5 starters out, we went to a 1-4-2-3-1. We still press out of both systems, [hough. We ~eamed [he press ~:rom watching the 

French Nat~onai Team press the US ~n the ~ast world cup. Eve~ though the French iost that game, the US were ~lucky". 

~ now iove BOTH systems. 

F~m= Adam Grinholz [mailto:        ~gmail.com] 
Se~t~ Monday, Februa~ 17, 2014 1:01 PM 

To~ Dorrance, AlbeR A ~ 
Subject: RE: Re: 

A~er fl~e injuries, was there a thought ofma~ng adjustmems to your p~ssingidefensive strategy or your o~nsive s~tegy? 

Regards, 

A~ Gm~o~ 

Umve~i~ of Melb0urne 

ttead Women’s Soccer Coach 

On 13/02/2014 2:54 AM, "Dorlance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

We ha,,d a better team than last yea,,r (when we won the na,,tional cha,,mpionship) but injuries caused us to lose to the eventual nationa,,I champion. We had beaten 
this tea, m earlier in the yea, r when we were healthy. 

Frem: Adam Grinholz [mailto         ,bgmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2014 8:40 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albed: A IV 
Subject: Re: 

How- was your most fecent season? 

On Wed, Feb 12, 2014 at 9:21 AM, Adam Grinholz~ ~mail.com > wrote: 

Brilliant, tJaank you. 

Everything is good with me, and ifs nice to be working in Melbourne, at home mfli family and friends after 3 yeazs overseas. The opportunity I cunently have ruth 

the University of Melbourne is really exciting and we have started the preseason really well. We even have one American player in "the Nuad and she reminds me of 

a lot of the players I ~w there; outstanding athlete and person and a very good player. 

Regards, 

Adam GrinhoLz 

University of Melbourne 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 



On 12/02/2014 9:13 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~:email.nnc.edtr~ wrote: 

We ~r~-’_~ doing tim:" th~mk Vot~ How ~re th~ngs wRh 

F~m= Adam Grinholz [mailto:         ~qmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, Februa~ ~, 20~4 6:42 AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ 

Hi An~m, 

You may not re,nem~r me, but I am the Australian mccer coach that you s~ke with over the phone at fl~e end of 2011. I am ve~3, grateful for having fl~at chance to 

speak ruth you. 

How axe you? 

How’s the program coming along? 

Regards, 

A&m (Nnho~ 

Univemity of MelN~tm~e 

HeM Women’s Soccer Coach 

Regards, 

Adam (Nnholz 

University of Melbx~ ume 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Regards, 

Adam (~nholz 
University of Melbourne 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Riclcy Clarke b~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, February. 18, 2014 10:45 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Jason Sisneros ~gmaJl.com) 

Re: World Football Academy - Chapel Hill 

Magic, thank you Anson. 

Jason, I look forward to hearing from you. 

Cheers, 
Ricky 

Regards, ~ 

Ricl~ Clarke 

Academy Soccer Coach - No(th American Director 

Click here for a FREE Trial w~-.AcademvSoccevCoach.com 

On Man, Feb 17, 2014 at 5:06 PM, Dorrance, Albeit A IV <anson(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Y~:,s, to eve~ything ~ti(:ky! I will c.:_~py .Jason 5isner.:_~.~ who will be the ~OC fo~ the ev~:,nL W~-_~ hoi:H:" to s~-_~:, ¥ot~ my frie~,’t[! 

Frem: Ricky Clarke [mailto:         .~qmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 3:36 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: World Football Academy - Chapel Hill 

Hi Anson, 

Is the World Football Academy course Raymond Verheijen holding based at UNC? If so, do you know how I can register? 

Also, if it is, axe you training axound that time’? Would it be possible to watch some of your training sessions’? 

I hope all is well. 

Regards, 

Ricky Clarke 

Academy Soccer Coach - North American Director 

Click here for a FREE TriaJ www.AcademySoccelCoach.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~;ielle A-~mwaageld@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February. 18, 2014 11:39 AM 

UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edw~; UNCAA-Head Coaches 

<unc~ headcoaches@gro ups.unc.edtv~ 

Markos, L~lce M <meakos@emedl.unc.edu>; Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edt~; Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@em~Jl.unc.edu>; 

~em~Jl.unc.edt~>; Ballen, M~ina K <:mbedlen@unc.edu>; Be~Je, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin 

S. -dCbest@unc.edtt>; Bitting, Angelyn S <~bitting@unc.edu>; Brunner, John F <3ohn Brunner@unc.edt~>; Bunting, Mike 

<:mbunting@unc.edu>; Clem3~, Kenneth Eugene <kcleau@unc.edu>; Creeck K~xlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Culler, Ellen B 
--~eculler@unc.edu~; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@em~Jl.unc.edu>; Gallo~ Jr., L~;ry A. ~athgallo@unc.edu>; Gwaltney~ Clint 

--~cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Ille~ Vince ~ille@unc.edu>; John~n, Shelley FI <shelljo@unc.edu>; Kirschner. Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; 

Lane, Cricket <cricket~unc.edu~; Miller~ Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Perldns, Michael ~mperkins@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul 

-~ppogge@unc.edu~; Robinson, Kevin T <kro[~{unc.edu~; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu>; Steinbacher~ Rick -~fick@unc.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item 2/18/14 - 13.6.3, 13.9.1 - Registration with NCAA EC 

Good Moming--- 

Pleas~-_~ see tod~y’~.; Daily Complianc~-_~ f~:em reg~rdin8 what cof~s~:itu~:es ~Yegis~:ratk~n" fi:~r the E~igibilRy Cen~:er as ~t re,ares to official 

TO be registered w~th the EHgib~lity Ce~ter, ~ ~rospective stude~thlete ~T~.~st: 

Successfully compiete the onfi~e red,striation process o~ the NC~A E~b~Hty Center webs~te (~r~:iud~ng an a~reerne~t to the {{thh::al Co~h~(:t st~:eme~t ~er 

NCAA Bylaw 10.1); and 

~ Make a successk~l payment or i~dk:ated tLu~t he or she is e~i~ibk~ to re~:eive ~ fee wa~ve~. 

The prospective student-athlete will receive a payment CoRl:~m~lt~oR eRlai]~ as well as a~] emaH conl:iRTfi~g successfu~ ~e~istra[~on with his or her ~O-dlgit NCAA 

~s always, the CompfiaRce Off:ice r~]ust apg~ove al~ official v~s~ts PRIOR to the studer~t--aUflete ~ece~vlng aRy expenses associa[ed w~th the visit. 

~et us know ~f ~/ou have any quest~ol~s or 

Tha]]k you 

Madelle A. vanGefder 

~ssociate Athletic Di~ec[or 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: ~9:19) 962~7953 

Fax: (919) 962- 

Every year questions come up as to what constitutes registration with 
the NCAA Eligibility Center for purposes of providing an official visit or 
written offer of athletic aid. Here are a few reminders: 
NCAA Educational Column- 2/14/13-Definition of 
Registration with the NCAA Eligibility Center (I)- states that 
NCAA Division I Bylaws ::[3.6.3 and ~3.9.1 include a requirement that 
a high school or preparatory school prospective student-athlete be 
registered with the NCAA Eligibility Center and on the institution’s 
Institutional Request List (IRL) before being provided an official visit or 
written offer of athletically related financial aid. 
A prospective student-athlete is considered to be registered with the 
NCAA Eligibility Center once the individual has successfully completed 
the online registration process on the NCAA Eligibility Center website, 
which includes an agreement to the Ethical Conduct statement per 
NCAA Bylaw 10A, and has made a successful payment or indicated 
that he or she is eligible to receive a fee waiver. The prospective 
student-athlete will receive a payment confirmation email, as well as 
an email confirming successful registration with his or her :[0-digit 
NCAA ID. 
To qualify for a waiver of the NCAA Eligibility Center fee, the 
prospective student-athlete must already have received a fee waiver 
from ACT or SAT. If the prospective student-athlete has not been 
granted a fee waiver by ACT or SAT, he or she is not eligible for a 
waiver of the registration fee. 
Prospective student-athletes who qualify for a fee waiver may be 
provided an official visit or written offer of athletically related financial 
aid even if the high school official has not yet attested to the fee 
waiver. However, the prospective student-athlete must be registered 
with the NCAA Eligibility Center. 



To determine whether a prospective student-athlete has successfully 
registered, please follow these steps: 
Log on to the NCAA Eligibility Center’s Member Institution Portal and 
enter your institution’s Iogin information. Navigate to the IRL tab and 
then IRL Activation to search for the prospective student-athlete. 
If the prospective student-athlete does not appear on the TRL 
Activation search page, that student has NOT registered and is NOT 
permitted to take an official visit or be provided a written offer of 
athletically related financial aid. 
If the prospective student-athlete’s name and NCAA ID appear, the 
student is considered registered, and is eligible to receive an official 
visit and a written offer of athletically related financial aJd. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 13.6.3 (requirements for official 
visit) and 13.9.1 (requirements for offer of athletically related financial 
aid)] 

Want to follow the Ocean State Orcas on Twitter? You can find 
them at @OrcasOSU 
Receive the Daily Compliance Ttem via Twitter each day by 
following @JumpForward and @DCf_Daily 

Jennit~r M. Condaras 

Associate Co~nmissioner for Co~npliaaace & Governance 

BIG EAST Conference 

Cell, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jason Sisneros ~ ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, February. 18, 2014 11:48 AM 

John Kennedy ~ohn@combatbraintraining.com> 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edtv~; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edtv~; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Regroup 

Johr~ 

It’s just not looking like this will work for us. Our budget can’t aflbrd anything beyond $500 for this - and it’s not fair to you. To add to that, I have been over this with 

the gifts several times and although there are benefits, it’s not something they have much of an interest in long term. 

I am sorry man. I have t~ed to make it work tbr us and you - and it’s not going to happen. 

Thank you [i~r your time and eflbrts and enthusiasm I’ll let you know if things change in the thtare. 

Best Wishes, 

Jason 

University. of North Carolina \¥omen’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Sun, Feb 16, 2014 at 9:29 PM, John Kennedy <iohn(~)combatbraintra~ning.com> wrote: 

Hi Jason, 

I’ve been going over the info I have as well as what has worked ruth other trainees and I have something that may address all the concerns if we’ll rolling to find a 

way together. 

I see that according to the preseason schedule on the website that the temn has workouts and scrimmages for the next several weeks, M~ich means some structure 

which is good. There are two parts to successful susIainabili~ one is just doing the basic exercises 5-10 minutes a day. If s~nt doing Arrows that’s 500-1000 fast 

accurate, increasingly dilticult decisions which u~ the same mental processes as the decisions made on the soccer field along with pattern recognition, situational 

awareness, stress reduction and increased focus. The other is increasingly relating the exercises to specific situations on the field, misIakes, bad tendencies, etc. The 
first part can be accomplished with checklists and a little coaching, the second is what I want to work ruth you on thiough the season so you can relate what you see 

on the field to new exercise variations. 

The plan. assulning I can s~till get the 3 hours on Sunday is to cut the beginning part of my tra~ning dealing with the M~at and why we do it down to 5 minutes and fill 

the three hours on Sunday with solid training to the point where they roll notice it. If we can get 25 minutes outside great, if not we’ll make it work inside. I’ll leave 

them ruth what they need to do going forwalfi and we’ll make a checklist the best time roll be 5-10 minutes of Arrows (and its variations) before they work out 

every time just make it one more exercise to do. Incidentally they’ll have more intense, focused workouts as well. Before scrimmages and games is also impol~aat 

for two reasons first as a gauge of their readiness to play. If they straggle ruth the Arrows they’ll straggle in the game. If they can nm through them until they’re fast 

and accurate they’ll play better. Better to make and correct mental errors on the Arrows than on the field! 

My goal will be tbr them to notice enough that they’ll want more and will be willing to give up some of their flee time to ta~e advantage of CBT. I’ll be avaJdable the 

res"t of Sunday, all day Monday and Tuesday to meet with any or all of them whenever or M~erever its convenient tbr them in a classroom. Gym or cofl’ee shop. I’ll 

spend that tilne working on more advanced exercises while they can do the basics as par of their routines. I also have a new exercise specifically for goalies that I 

only need an hour to teach them how to do, but it’s solnething fun that can do with their roommates, team mates, etc. which should encourage them to practice. I’1l 

also be avadable any time throughout the season for any of the team via Skype or Face Time. 

I can also coach you Jason on the second part and going forward we can talk or Skype regularly throughom the season so we catch mental issues in practices before 

game time. Over the past year I have been sending out different variations of Arrows and other more advanced symbols to my trainees on a regular basis as part of 

ongoing support and I’ll include that as well for the team. They are shorter more intense versions that can be completed in about a minute. Hopefiflly this year you 

can add the exercise tracking along with all the other things you track and correlate the results. 

This will give us goodj umpstaxt to the season and ensure sustainability and the ability to continually t~veak the training as the year progresses. If I am only there thru 

Wednesday I can drop the price a little more to $2500, but include all the remote support. This should help your cash issue, get me back to Chicago sooner and still 

give the team the initial benefits along with a solid plan for sustaluability. But I’ll need you to prime to gifts to take it seriously and encourage them to think about what 
tree time they may have in their schedules that they would be willing to give up to get an edge over their competition. I’ll stress that the pain of discipline is always less 

than the pain of regret! 

Let’s try. to make this happen and help win the Championship this year! 

All the best, 



Jolm 

Go Tar ]Heels! 

PS/ks far as the computer, if you can get the school to make exceptions or consider an additional vendor to save costs I’m sure my brother would be hapw to help. 
That price seems very high. 

.Jotm Konnedy 

The Brait~ Coach 

Combat Brain l>aining:B~ 

Evm~*o~ IL 60202 

847-791-1825 

john~combatb,"ainmTtmin~, corn 

www. eombatbraintraining, eom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Perkins, Michael <mperkins@tmc.edu> 

Tuesday, FebmaU 18, 2014 12:10 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Gallo, Jr., LanT A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Mafielle A qnvangeld@email.unc.edu> 
~unc.edu>; StreetL Shelly <sjgmen@email.unc.edu> 

Women’s Soccer Budget Up&re Through January, 31, 2014 

319618 - Women’s Soccer - January’ 31 .pdf 

Coach, 

Attached is your budget update through January 31, 2014. Please review and do not hesitate to contact your Business Office representative or me, with any 

questions or concerns. Thank you! 

Mike 

Michael Perkins 

Assistant Athletic Director for Business Operations 

Department of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Office: (919) 962 5155 

Cell 

Fax : (919) 962 0125 

mperkins@uncaa.unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

division- i- womens- socce r- coache s@googlegroups.com on behalf of 

Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@nscaa.com> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 18, 2014 12:25 PM 

Ward, Tim <Tim.Ward@pep~rdine.edu> 

Albright, Peter <p~2lbrigh@richmond.edu>; division-i-womens-socce~coaches@googlegroups.com 

{Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Re: Queslion about NCAA rule~8 hour role... 

Hello Tim. 

TNs is definitely something being worked on in anticipation of a new Division I governance structure in which hopefully some rifles will be changed, such as the 8 hour 

rule. As always, it will be a process, but something to be pursued once we know how the new governance model is going to operate. 

All the best. 

Rob 

Rob Kehoe 
Director of College Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas City, I<S 6610i i 913 362 1747 x 10iS I 913 362 3439 

Wisconsin Office: 920 674 4391 I Celh 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAA I Facebook 

On Feb 17, 2014, at 3:55 PM, Ward, Titn <Tim.Ward~)pepperdine.edu> wrote: 

Hey Everyone... 

Just wondering if we as a group could/would support the use of our 8 hour segment in any manner we see fit... 

Right now...the 2 hours of skill instruction and then the other 6 hours of strength/conditioning/etc, doesn’t make a whole lot of sense to me... 

As long as we count our 8 hours as CARA...what does it matter what we do...leadership? Skill work? Video? Etc? 

Would love to hear if there is a rational rationale:) 

Peace be with you! 

Tim 

Pepperdine Soccer 

Find out more about N SC.A~\ College Se~ices at ~vw.nscaa.comicollege. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google (2houps "Division I ~Vomens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubscribe l~om this group and stop receiving ema~ls from it, send an email to division-i-womens-soccer- coaches+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com. 

To post to this group. ,send email to division-i-womens- soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com. 

Visit this group at http:i/groups.google.com/groupidivision-i-womens- soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/groups/opt out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Riclcy Clarke ~ ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 12:55 PM 

.la~n Sisneros~ ~gmml.com> 

Do~ance, Albert A IV ~anson@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: World Football Academy - Chapel Hill 

Thanks Jaso~L 

I’ll keep an eye am for this email. I appreciate the first lier invite massively. 

Cheers, 
Ricky 

Regards, ~ 

Ricl~ Clarke 

Academy Soccer Coach - North American Director 

Click here for a FREE Trial www.AcademvSoccei~Coach.com 

On Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 11:18 AM, Jason Sisneros ~ 
Ricky, 

~gmaAl.com> wrote: 

We axe finalizing the details and shonld have registration open veo, soon. You will receive a special invitalion with our First Tier Invitees as space is limited with are 

giving these First tier Invitees tirst right to re~rve their ~at! 

I should have those ema~led out within the next week I am hoping. Feel free to check back with me if it seems like it’s taldng too long :) My cell number is below as 

Have a great day! 

Jason Sisneros 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 10:44 AM, Rick?- Clarke < 
Magic, thank yon Anson. 

Jason, I look forwayd to hearing from you. 

Cheers, 
Ricky 

Regards, ~ 

Ricky Clarke 

Academy Soccer Coach - North American Director 

Click here for a FREE Trial www.AcademvSoccerCoach.com 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

On Man, Feb 17, 2014 at 5:06 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@emml.unc.edu> wrote: 

v~s, to ~:’v~rythir~g Ricing! f will copy Jasor~ Sist~eros who will be the POC for the:" ~:’~mt. We hop~ to se~ you my frF:md!! 

From: Rick,/Clarke [mailto:         ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2024 3:36 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: World Football Academy - Chapel Hill 

Hi Anson, 



Is the World Football Academy course Raymond Verheijen holding based at UNC? If so, do you know how I can register? 

Also, if it is, are you training around that time? Would it be possiNe to watch some of your training sessions? 

I hope all is well. 

Regards, 

Rick?, Clarke 

Academy Soccer Coach - North American Director 

Click here for a FREE Trial w~wv.Academ,/Socceff2oach.com 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 1:15 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

robertson contact 

Hey Anson, 

Here’s the link to the Robertson Staff. Alice Cheung (listed below Allen Chart) is who is interviewing me on Thursday. 

http:i/robertsonscholars.org/a bout-us/progra m-staff/ 

Sorry about the argumentative nature of today’s practice, I take some responsibility for that. Like you said in leadership some arguing to an extent is good 
and shows we want to win but I think that today it took away from the quality of the games. I got a little too heated and needed to just focus on playing. 
Getting caught up in that stuff is sometimes the curse of being so competitive. I will try to channel it better in the future. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adam Gm~holz ~gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 3:30 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: No 

Yes. 

Actually. my right ranger/right sided attacking midfielder is from Kentucky and she played as a forwaJ:d for her high school and a forwaid/midfielder at EKU. She 

scored quite regularly in high school apparently, which gives us a player capable of scoring goals outside of our main striker and second striker, giving us the possibility 

of having more of a midfielder, someone who can help us retain possession and create chances as our left winger. 

Regards, 

Adam Gfinho~ 

University of Melbo~m~e 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

On 19/02/’2014 2:48 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(dbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, I agree the nlidfiefd three are all attack minded and the player behind the center forward must be aNe to score goa~s. 

F~m= Adam Grinholz [mailto:          ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, Februa~ 17, 2014 11:19 PM 

To; Dorrance, AIbe~ A N 
Subject: Re: No 

Interesting. 

I prefer using a 1-4-2-3-1 system - the system we will use this ~ason - ruth a 1-3-4-2-1 as our ’seconda~" system. 

In the 1-4-2-3-1, one ~pect that I regard as an obligation, not just impo~ant, is that the two players in t?ont of the del~nce, the three advanced midfiel&rs and the 

centre- fo~wmd mus~ ~fore ans~Nng else, have ~ o~nsive mentally. That is, win the b~ll ~d their movement wi~out Ne ~ll. 

The ~vo midfieldeB in ~ont of the &fence roll also always have N~mnt roles. Firstly the~e is one who focuses ~n~fiNy on &fensive actions, a player who is s~lled at 

regmning possession via interceptions, ~c~es etc. and ~ows how to delay opposition counter-a~c~. Then the other midfielder has mo~e licence to create, use her 

passing and ~ ~es~nsible for the h~ild-up play ~d o~gaNsing a~c~. 

What ~pe of player do you usually use behind the cen~e- focal-aN? 

On Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 8:58 AM, Do~ance, Albe6 A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

No, We now play two systems very comfortaMy: the sem~ fiat: back 1--:~-4-.3 (whk:h we ~;tart the game with) and the 1-4-2-3-I, h~ the ~atter system it ~; eash~r to 

hide ’~not~-ath]et~(:" ph~yers ..., with }; starters out, we wen~: ~:o a 1.-4-2-.3-1, We still press ou~: o~ both systems, though, We h?arned the press from watcMng the 

French Nat~ona~ Team press the IJS ~t~ Lhe ~ast world cup. Even though the French ~ost that game, the US were "lucky". 

~ now ~ove BOTH systems. 

F~m= Adam Grinholz [mailto:         ~qmail.com] 
Sent= Monday, Februa~ ~7, 20~4 i:01 PN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= RE: Re: 

A~er the injuries, was there a thought ofma~ng adjustments to your pressing/defensive strategy or your o~nsive s~ate#~? 

Regards, 

A&m (Nnho~ 

Unive~ity of Mel&mme 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

On 13/02/’2014 2:54 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(dbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

We had a better Learn than last year (when we won the national championship) buL injuries caused us to lose to the eventual national champion. We had beaten 

this team earlier in the year when we were healthv, 

From: Adam Grinholz [mailto:          igmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2014 8:40 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 



How was your most recent season? 

On Wed, Feb 12, 2014 at 9:21 AM, Adam Grinholz < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

BrilliaJ~l, thaJ~k you. 

Eve ,rything is good with me, and ifs nice to be working in Mdboume, at home with tiimily aM [~ends after 3 yeaacs overseas. The opportnnity I currently have with 

the University of Melbourne is really exciting and we have started the preseason really well. We even have one American player in the Nuad and she reminds me of 

a lot of the players I saw there; outstanding athlete and person and a velT good player. 

Regards, 

Adam Gmtholz 

University of Melbourne 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

On 12/02/2014 9:13 AM, "Dorrance, AlbertA IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ikdam, 

F~m: Adam Grinholz [mailto:        ~l 
Sent: Tuesday, Februa~ ll, 2014 6:42 AN 
To= Dorrance, AIbe~ A N 
Subject: 

Hi Anmn, 

You may not remem~r me, but I a~ the Australian mccer coach that >~u s~ke with over the phone at the end of 2011. I am veW grateful for having that chance to 

speak ruth you. 

How are yon? 

How’s the program coming Nong? 

Regards, 

A&m (NN~olz 

Umvemi~ of Mel~ume 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Regards, 

Adam Gfinho~ 

University of Melbourne 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Regards, 

Adam GrinhoLz 

University of Mdboume 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 





From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marilou McFaflane <marilou.mcfarlane@sportsboard-ran.corn> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 3:49 PM 

Dorrance, Albe(t A IV <anson@email .unc.edu>; Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; ~SgmaJl.com ~gmail.com) 

Sander, Thomas J <pacmau@unc.edu>; Dom Isetta ~dom.ise~sportstx~ard-win.com>; Crregg Jacobs <gregg:iacobs@sportsboard- 

u, in.coln> 

SportsBomd for your recruiting use at ECNL this week 

Hi,/Mason, Bird and Jason. Wanted you to know that we are all set with your renewal subscriptions, so we’d like to make sum you are ready to roll in TX. Which of 
you is going this week? 

Tom, thank you so much for your help with the payment ou Fridw, will send you receipt as soon as possible. I’ll reach out to          sepeacately to get his streugth 

& conditioning program loaded iu tbr your players to start to use as soon as you’d like. It may be that we can load in there some of the spring data you’re collecting on 

players &s well as plaJa tbr the summer. And I’ll tbllow up sepazately with you and Jason regardiug use tbr summer camps. 

Introducing you all here to Dom Isetta, who knows we spent some lime together in Philly cuslomizing your account and will make sure you 3 are all dialed for use this 

week in Ft. Wort~h. I’ll be them Thursday night, all day Friday a~d Saturday morning aud would love to commct in person at some point if you’d like! 

Dom roll make sum that the data is all uploaded for this ECNL event and can auswer auy questions you have in your SportsBoard account. 

Cool? 

Thanks much’. 

ML 

Marilou McFarlane 
VP Business Development 

C: 

marilou mcfarlan e~,,spo rtsboa rd-win.co m 

www.sportsboard-win.co m 

@SportsBoard #gopaperless #scoutyourway #getwithit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 4:04 PM 

Marilou McFarlane <marilou.mcfarhine@sportsboaxd- mn.com>; Dormnce, Albert A IV -~anson@email.unc.edu>; ~gmail.com 

~gmaJl.com) 

Sm~de~; Tholnas J <paclnan@unc.edu>; Dom Isetta <dom.isetta@sportsboard-win.cotn>; Gregg Jacobs <gregg.jacobs@sportsboard- 

win.com > 

RE: SportsBoard for your recruiting use at ECNL this week 

I will be there all three days. Jason will be [here Saturday and Sunday. I have Anson’s iPad that I will let Jason use. 
I think Iql need a ret:resher on how to set every[hing up onfine as far as scheduling goes. If someone is available [omorrow afternoon to run me through i[ I’d 
appreciate it. 
Chris 

Frera: Mafilou NcFarlane [mailto:marilou.mcfarlane@sportsboard-win.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February :18, 20J.4 3:4-9 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; ~gmail.com ~gmail.com) 
~¢: Sander, Thomas J; Dora lsetta; @egg Jacobs 
S~bject-" SpoCcsBoard for your recruiting use at ECNL this week 
Hi, Ansor~ Bird and Jason. W~ted you to know that we are all set with your renewal subscriptions, so we’d like to make sure you are ready to roll in TX. Which of 

you is going this week? 

Tom, thank you so much tbr your help with the payment on Friday, will send you receipt as soon as possible. I’ll reach out to         separately "to get his strength & 

conditioning program loaded in for your players to start to use as soon as you’d like. It may be that we cma load in flaere some of the spring data you’re collecting on 

players as well as plan for the summer. And I’ll follow up sepazately with you and Jason regarding use lbr summer camps. 

Introducing you all here to Dom Isetta, who knows we spent some lime together in Philly customizing your account and will make sure you 3 are all dialed tbr use "this 

week in Ft. WortJl. I’ll be there Thursday night, all day Friday m~d Saturday Inorning and would love to colmect in person at some point ifyoffd like! 

Dom will make sure that fl~e data is all uploaded for this ECNL event m~d can answer any questions you have in your SportsBoard account. 

Cool? 

Thanks ~nuch! 

ML 

Marilou McFarlane 
VP Business Development 

S~orte~oard 

C: 

._m___a___r jJ__q _u_ =__Eq__c__f_a___rJ__a__n___e_ £@:_s_ P___q A _s___b__Q _a___r__d__-2( Ln_:__C__Q__m__ 

_w__ ~__~__z_:_s_ ~___o_ / _t:~__b__o___a__r__d_: _w__i_n__:_o___o___m_. 
@$portsBoard #9opaperless #s¢outyourway #getwithit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 4:08 PM 

Touloupas, Mary Aly~n <matouloupas@unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros 

RE: Recruit Ticket Update - Men’s Basketb~Jl vs. Duke 

;gmaiLcom) 

Thanks. Please remove 

Chris 

From: Touloupas, Mary Alyson 
Sent: Tuesday, February :18, 20:14- 3:2:1 PM 

To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: RE: Recruit Ticket Update - Men’s Basketball vs: Duke 

Here’s what l’ve got for you as of now... 

Unfortunately, since the game is sold out, we can’t sell recruits additional tickets. Sorry! 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Tuesday, February :18, 20:14 3::19 PM 
To: Touloupas, Mary Alyson 
Subject: RE: Recruit Ticket Update - Men’s Basketball vs. Duke 

Working on revising my list. Can you send n~e who I had on the last list so ~ don’t forget anyone or remove sonde that are not going to make it? Thanks~ 

~so, one ~amHv wi~ possibly need one addith:mal ticket. How does that wor~? 

Chris 

Fmm~ Touloupas, Ma~ Alyson 
Sent~ Monday, ~brua~ 17, 2014 4:S8 PM 

T~ UNC~-Asst Head Coaches; UNtO-Head Coaches 
~ UNC~-Compliance~ Gwaltney, Clint; Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A.; Miller, Beth; Steinbacher, Rick; 1lie, Vince 
Subjeet~ Recruit ~cket Upda~ - Men’s Basketball vs. Duke 

Coaches, 

As I mentioned last week, I need to know about any changes in your requests for the Men’s Basketball game vs. Duke by tomorrow, Tuesday, February ~8 . You can 

send me a new request form to replace any previous forms. If I do not hear from you, I will assume that you still need the same number of tickets and will be using 

the same form. 

Obviously, this is a unique situation, so please don’t hesitate to ask any questions about tickets. 

Thanks! 

Mary Alyson Touloupas 
Associate Director of Ticket Operations 

University of North Carolina 

PO Box 3000 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9~9,962,2296 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc,edu~ 

Tuesday, 4:11 PM 

Re; practice 

Leadership, 

There have been numerous inquiries about practicing on Fri Technically classes don’t let out until 5 pm so we should practice like any other day. 

But Anson is leaving it up to you to decide what you think is best for the team.., you have three choices: 

1) Have practice and make it mandatory 

2) Have practice and make it optional 

3) Have no practice and let people start break early 

Please email Anson anson(~ernail.unc.edu with your choice and a paragraph backing up your decision. 

Anson has no problem making practice optional or taking the day off, but with a game against a pro team the week that we return looming on the horizon, he 

wonders what the work ethic will be over break and if people will "get it done" to continue preparing for this match. Giving them that Friday off puts the team one 

day father behind if no one does anything over break. 

This is a decision about your team and what you want the culture to be and how you want to shape it. 

Anson wants a response from everyone. Thank you. 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 4:17 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Anson, 
I don’t really have a strong preference either way. I have faith in my team and believe evewone ~vill work hard over break either way. 

so I personally would love to go home a day early BUT I don’t mind one bit staying in Chapel Hill another day more :) If the others think we should, rm ~vith them. 

Sent from ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dominic Isetta <dom.isetta@sportsboaxd-win.com> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 4:19 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Mafilou McFarlane <marilou.mcthrlane@sportsboaxd- win.com>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; 
~,@gmail.com); Sander, Tholnas J <pacman@unc.edu>; C~egg Jacobs <gregg.jacobs@sportsboaxd-win.con~> 

Re: SportsBoald for your recruiting use at ECNL this week 

~gmail.com 

Hi Chris, 

I’d be happy to give you a refiesher course. I have something at 8am PST and 10:30 PST tomon~ow, but any other times work for me. Let me know what works for 

you and I can adjust accordingly on my end if need be. 

Best, 

Dominic Isetta 

O: 415.322.1049 
C: 
www.sporbsboard-win.com 

On Feb 18, 2014, at 1:03 PM, Duca~ Chris <ducar(a)unc.edu> wrote: 

I will be there all three days, Jason will be there Saturday and Sunday. I have Anson’s iPad that I will let Jason use, 
t l:hinl~ I’ll ne~-’_~d a refresh~-_~r on how to set everything up onlin~-_~ as far as scheduling goes. If someone ~s ava~Dble tomorrow afternoon to run me 

Chris 

~m: Narilou NcFarlane [mailto:maNou.mcfarlane@spor~board-win.com] 
Se~t= Tuesday, February $8, 2054 3:49 PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~; Ducar, Chris; #gmail.com ~gmail.com) 
C~= Sander, Thomas 3; Dom [se~; @egg 3acobs 
$~bje~t= Spo~Board for your recruiting use at ECNL this week 
Hi, ~so& Bird and .!&~on. Wanted you to know that we are all set with your renewal subscriptions, so we’d like to make sure you a~e ready to roll in 

TX. Which ofv~u is going tiffs week? 

Tom, thank you so much for your help ruth file Nyment on Friday, roll ~nd you receiN ~ soon as possiNe. I’ll leach out to         separately to get 

his s~length & conditioning program loaded in for your players to s~ to use as soon as you’d like. It may be that we can load in there ~Ine of~e spring 

data you’re collecting on players ~ well as pl~ for ~e summer. And I’ll follow up ~p~ately ruth you and Jason regarding u~ for summer camps. 

In~oducing Vvu all hem m Dom Ise~ who knows we spent some time together in Philly customizing your account and roll m~e sure you 3 ~e all 

dialed for use this week in Ft. ~Vo~h. I’ll ~ there Thurs&y mght, all day Friday and Saturday morning ~d would love m connect in Nr~n at some point 

ifyoffd like~ 

Dom roll make sure that the &~m is all uploaded tbr this ECNL event and can answer any questions you have in your SpoasBoard account. 

Cool? 

Thanks much~ 

Marilou McFarlane 
VP Business Development 

C: 

@SportsBoard #gopaperless #scoutyourway #getwithit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Neddo, Lynn J <neddo@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 4:26 PM 

.la~n Sisneros < ~gmaJl.com> 

Neddo, Lylm J <neddo@email.unc.edw~; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: Jacobs University?North Caxolina Accredidation 

I’d like to introduce you via email to Lynn Neddo, she has a way for Jacobs to create a path for UNC studems to work toward and/or finish their degrees at Jacobs 

UniversiU. Lynlfs elnaJl is !.v__m__:__r_Le__d_~t_s~L~__u_!)__c_:__e__d___t! and she’s cc’d on this elnail. This would of course be supported by our progrmn, as you know, our kids love to 

play in Gem~any and all of them want to finish their degrees. Let me know how it all worlcs out! 

Thank you both! 

Have a good day! 

Jason Sisneros 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Assistant Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Touloupas, Ma~ Alyson <matouloupas@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 4:44 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros 

RE: Recruit Ticket Update - Men’s BasketbaJl vs. Duke 

~gmaiLcom) 

Can’t provide a host ticket to sit with 

Let me know about ~vhen you hear back. 

Thanks!! 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 4:08 PM 
To: Touloupas, Mary Alyson 
l:::c: Dorrance, Albert A 111; Jason Sisneros~ ~gmail.com) 
Subject: RE: Recruit Ticket Update - Men’s Basketball vs. Duke 

Thanks. Please remove 

are coming and it’s an unofficial visit. Sorry! 

Chris 

From: Touloupas, Mary Alyson 
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 3:21 PM 

To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: RE: Recruit Ticket Update - Men’s Basketball vs. Duke 

Here’s what l’ve got for you as of now... 

Unfortunately, since the game is sold out, we can’t sell recruits additional tickets. Sorry! 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 3:19 PM 
To: Touloupas, Mary Alyson 
Subject: RE: Recruit Ticket Update - Men’s Basketball vs. Duke 

Working on revising nly fist. Can you send me who I had on [he last list so I don’[ t:orget anyone or remove some thai are not going [o make it? Thanks! 

Also, one family will possibly need one additional ticket. How does that work? 

Chris 

Froro: Touloupas, Mary Alyson 

SeBt: Monday, February 17, 2014 4:58 PM 
T~: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
~c: UNCAA-Compliance; Gwaltney, Clint; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Miller, Beth; Steinbacher, Rick; Tile, Vince 
Subject: Recruitl~cket Update - Men’s Basketball vs. Duke 

Coaches, 
th As I mentioned last week, I need to know about any changes in your requests for the Men’s Basketball game vs. Duke by tomorrow, Tuesday, February ].8 . You can 

send me a new request form to replace any previous forms. If I do not hear from you, I will assume that you still need the same number of tickets and will be using 

the same form. 

Obviously, this is a unique situation, so please don’t hesitate to ask any questions about tickets. 

Thanks! 

Mary Alyson Touloupas 
Associate Director of Ticket Operations 

University of North Carolina 

PO Box 3000 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.2296 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 5:07 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvas~gel@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: I am so sony I missed the meeting this mornin!! ’. 

Anson-~ understaJnd aJnd I appreciate you explaining. I have some meeting notes from the meeting that our intern 

Beth I shall also send them to yon, Donna Papa, and 

ThaJnk you all! 

Lan3~ 

~ Larry Ga~ 

ExecutNe Associate Dh~clor of Athletics 

University ofNorJ~ C~olina at Chapel }51l 

took, mad I shall send them to you. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2024 5:03 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Vangelder, Marielle A; Miller, Beth 
Subject: I am so sorry I missed the meeting this morning!! 

I have no excuse. We train at 7:45 at E’haus and I lost track of time and then I lost track of the fact I had a meeting to attend!! 

Larry, thank you for sending me the meeting’s agenda. Andrew Calder and briefed me when they got back. 

Again, I am very sorry!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 5:10 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: I am so sony I mis~d the meeting this mornin!! ’. 

Dragnet ~ Sgt. Friday....not needed on this one! Drive 

~ Larry Gal~o~ 

t’;xocuti~;e Ass~ ~ciatc lN~ctor of Athletics 

University of North C~olina at Chapel }51l 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2024 5:09 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: RE: I am so sorry I missed the meeting this morning!! 

L~ rw, 

Thank you for Vo~r ~nderstanding! 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 5:07 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Miller, Beth; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: RE: I am so sorry I missed the meeting this morning!! 
Importance: High 
,4J~son ~ nnderstm~d and I appreciate you explaining. I have so~ne tneeting notes t?om the meeting that our intern 

Beth I shall also send them to you, Dogma Papa, and 
Thm~k you all! 
LaJTy 

E-xect~fi~’e A ssocial~: Dir<:ctor of Ad~ledcs 

took, mid I shall send thegn to you. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2024 5:03 PM 

To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Vangelder, Madelle A; Miller, Beth 
Subject: I am so sorry I missed the meeting this morning!! 

I have no excuse. We train at 7:45 at E’haus and I lost track of time and then I lost track of the fact I had a meeting to attend!! 

Larry, thank you for sending me the meeting’s agenda. Andrew Calder and briefed me when they got back. 

Again, l am very sorry!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

John Kennedy ~ ohn@combatbraintraining.com> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 5:52 PM 

.la~n Sisneros ~gmail.com> 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edtv>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edtr>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edtr> 

Re: Regroup 

Thanks again Jason for all your help’. I really enjoyed last time and the coonection to the team for my’ daughter (and Ansons books) made it speciaJ. I would do it for 

free ifI could! 

There is a chance Ill be training at either Ft Bragg or LeJetme sometime and if so ill let you know. Is so, and it works for the team ill donate some time. 

We’ll also keep watching the team online mad aJways rooting tbr the Tar Heels! 

Best to everyone, enjoy your trip. 

John 

John Kenned.,/ 
Combat Brain Training 

847-791-1825 
j ohn@combatbraintraining.com 

ww~-.combatbmintraining.com 

Combat Brain Training 
Chicago Innovation A~vards FinalistSem via BlackBerry from T-Mobile 

From: Jason Sisneros-          ~gmail.co~n> 

Date: Tue, 18 Feb 2014 11:47:54 -0500 

To: John Kennedy<john@combatbraintraining.com> 

Cc: Sander, Tho~nas J<pacman@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV<anson@email.unc.edu:>; anson<anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Regroup 

John, 

It’s just not looking like this will work tbr us. Our budget can’t attbrd anything beyond $500 ti~r this - and it’s not fair to you. To add to that, I have been over this with 

the girls several times ~md a~though there a~e benefit~ it’s not ~mething they have much of an interest in long tenn. 

I mn ~rry man. I have tried to make it work tbr us and you - and it’s not going to happen. 

Thank you for your time and efibrts and enthusiasm. I’ll let you know if things change in the future. 

Best Wishes, 

Jason 

University of North Carolina \Vom en’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Sun, Feb 16, 2014 at 9:29 PM, John Kennedy- <iohn(&combatbraintraining.com> wrote: 

Hi Jason, 

I’ve been going over the info I have as well as what has worked with other trainees and I have something that mW address all the concerns if we’ll willing to find a 
way together. 

I see that according to the preseason schedule on "the website that the temn has workouts and scrimmages for the next several weeks, M~ich means some structure 

which is good. There are two parts to successful sus~tainabili .ty one is jus~t doing the basic exercises 5-10 mintues a day. If spent doing Al~ows that’s 500-1000 fust 

accurate, increasingly difficult decisions which use the same mental processes as the decisions made on the soccer field along with pattern recognition, situational 
awaaceness, stress reduction and increased focus. The other is increasingly relating the exercises to specific situations on the field, Inis~takes, bad tendencies, etc. The 

first part can be accomplished with checklists and a little coaching, the second is what I want to work ruth you on thiough the season so you can relate what you see 

on the field to new exmvise variations. 

Tile plmL assuming I can fftill get the 3 hours on Sunday is to cut the begiraling part of my training dealing with the what and why we do it down to 5 minutes and fill 
tile three hours on Sunday with solid training to the point where they will notice it. If vve can get 25 minutes outside great, if not we’ll make it work inside. I’ll leave 
them with what they need to do going forward and we’ll maJ~e a checklist the best time will be 5-10 minutes of Arrows (and its variations) betbre they work out 
every time just make it one more exercise to do. Incidentally they’ll have more intense, ti~cused workouts as well. Betbre scrimmages and ganles is also important 



for two reasons first as a gauge oftheir readiness to play. Ifthey stmggle with the Arrows they’ll stmggle in the game. Ifthey can run thmugh them until they’re t?ast 

and accurate they’ll play better. Better to make and correct mental errors on the Arrows than on the tield’. 

My goal will be lbr them 1,~ notice enough that they’ll want more and will be willing to give up some of their free time to taJ~e advantage of CBT. I’ll be available the 
rest of Sunday, all day Monday and Tuesday to meet with any or all of them whenever or wherever its convenient for them in a classroo~n. Gym or cofl’ee shop. I’1l 

spend that time working on more advanced exercises while they can do the basics as part of their routines. I also have a new exercise specifically for goalies that I 

only need an hour to teach them how to do, but it’s something tun that can do with their roommates, team mates, etc. which should encourage them to practice. I’1l 

also be available any time throughout the season for any of the team via Slope or Face Time. 

I can also coach you Jason on the second part and going forward we can talk or Skype regularly throughout the ,season so we catch mental issues in practices before 

game fime. Over the past 5,ear I have been sending out difl’erent variations of Arrows and other more advanced symbols to my trainees on a regular basis as part of 

ongoing supIx~rt and I’ll include that as well for the team. They are shorter more intense versions that can be completed in about a minute. Hopefully this year you 

can add "the exercise tracking along with all the other things you track m~d correlate the results. 

This will give us good jumpsta;t to the season and ensure susIainability and the abili~ to continually tweak the training as the yeaac progres~s. If I am only there thru 
Wednesday I can drop the price a little more to $2500, but include all the remote support. This should help your cash issue, get me back m Chicago sooner and still 

give the team the initial benefits along ruth a solid plan for sus~k~abiliF. But I’ll need you to prime to girls to take it seriously mid encourage them to think about what 

free filne they may have in their schedules that they would be willing to give up to get an edge over their competition. I’ll stress that the pain of discipline is always less 

thm~ the pain of regret! 

Let’s tU to make this happen and help win the Championship this 5,ear! 

All the bes~t, 

Go Tar tteels! 

PS As far as the computer, if you can get the school to make exceptions or consider an additional vendor to save costs I’m sure my brother would be happy to help. 

That price seems very high. 

Jo[m Ke~medy 

The Braia Coach 

C~mbat Brain l>aining:r~ 

022 Green~ea~" 

Evanston, 1L 60202 

847-791-1825 

john,@~combatbraintraming:, corn 

wwm combatbraintraining, corn 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, FebmaD’ 18, 2014 7:33 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

TONY YOUNT ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 8:32 PM 

~ .ovg>;                          ~grnail.com>;                        ~live.unc.e&c-; 

~gmail.com>;                        ~)yahoo.corn>-;                           @grnai|.corn> 

Sander, Thomas J < pacrnan@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Duc~x, Chris <~tuca@unc.edu>; PaJdadino, 

George W <bpalladino@unc.edu> 

and Carolina Orientation 

New Student Orientalion Registration- pdf 

Ladies, 

Congratulations for earning a place on the       team here at Carolina If you have already received your letter from Admissions welcoming you to Carolina, congratulations again. When 
the admissions letter comes, please respond quickly so that you can complete registration for New Student Orientation - details in the attachment below. Please remember that you cannot 
take aW of the steps below unti[ you have accepted your offer of admission. 

1. First, you must pay, or defer, your deposit, in order to activate your PID (Personal Identification number) in the University’s computer system This will allow you establish your UNC 
email account, and to register for New Student Orientation program that all incoming students must attend during the coming summer. Here is the website for information about 

Orientation: http ://nscpp.unc. edu/first-vear-students/orientatmn 

New Student Orientation is a two-day program. There are many different sessions during the surcaner. You can choose any of the sessions that you would like to attend that are labeled 
(FY). There is no advantage regarding fall course availability by coming early. We realize that school schedules, family vacations, or other factors will influence your schedule. Ifyo~tr target 
session is Session 5,               please register for that session as soon as possible as that session is usually the most popular of the sun~mer. Please check with    before you 
register as they coaches may have specific dates in mind for you. 

Detailed instructions for corapleting New- Student Orientation are attached. Please follow those instructions exactly. When you corr@ete steps 3 and 4, please email me using yo~tr ne~v UNC 
email address. Once it is established, I’ll be using your UNC email account for all correspondence going folward. There will be several more cmails corning about preparation for your year at 
Carolina. 

Please remernber that for Math Placement at Carolina, you will need test results from either the SAT Math 2 Subject test, or the ACT Math test score, or an AP Calculus Exam score. Having 
those scores available for use at New Student Orientation is ideal. The qualifying score on the SAT Math 2 Subject test is 520, and and qualifying score on the ACT Math portion is 27. 
Either of those scores places you out of 2vLATH    at Carolina. 

We’re glad to have you with us. Please don’t hesitate to email or call if you have any questions. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselor for Women’s Soccer 
cell: 
office: 919 962 9535 
emaih tonvvount(~)unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matthew Conway <matthew.conway@be.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 7:41 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: WSOC 

The Olympic Hockey has been great, it is actually much more similar to college hockey then NHL hockey in terms of the style of play. I am actually more a fan of 

speed and athleticism of the game then physical play, but that is just me. 

As for BC p~ayers, we actually have I of our current W~H players t              on the team and 2 former #ayers 

but ~ wouM expect ~:hat m~mber to increase in [:he ne>:t Olympic as we 

have 20 former players ~n the NHL r~ght now. 

Thanks for the kb~d words and I really enjoy working w~th a]~ the WSOC coaches. I hope thai ~n some way my ro~e can serve as a ca[alyst for ~esgue wide success. 

Matt 

AssistG~* Athletics Directer/Event Opetotions 

BOSTON COLLEGE 
140 £ommonwealth Ave, 

Chestnut Hill, MA 02457 

Teh 6~7-552-6672 

Cell 

Fax:617-552-4335 

[ ~:~: Descd[~tion D~scdp~on: 

c~d:~mage001 png@0 ~CBF05C.223B7310 

~= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mail~:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 
$e~t~ Monday, ~brua~ ~7, 2014 5:36 PN 
To: Na~hew Conway 
Subject= RE: WSOC 

Matt, 

Thank you. ~ had a fee~h~g ~t wouM go through w~th you as our point. ~ appredate you navigath~g the politics for us. 

A~i the bes~:, my friend~ 

(Are you wab::hmg the O~ymph:: Hockey? ... ~: ~s my absok~te faw:~rRe event of the Winter C)~yrnp~cs and f am hearing BC[ How many kkts do you have there?) 

F~= Na~hew Conway [~#_[[#_£;_~a#_h#~_e_~Aay_@_~_,#_~#] 
Sent," Monday, ~brua~ ~7, 20~4 4:55 PN 
To: Mark Krikorian; Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= FW: WSOC 

Gentlemen --- 

S~nce ~t seemed like the two of you supported tMs the mo~d: based on your responses, ~ wanted to kd: you know tha~: the Mkffielder of the Year passed with the 

awards committee~ They derided to go back with that name w?rsus the overa~ Player of the Year. Now ~: ~ust ha~; to get past the 5WA~;. Frankly, I d.:N~’t care what 

d~ey ca~l ~t as long as we have an additional award for our student adfletes. ~ w~l erna~l the SWA’s just to cover my bases, but ~ would assume they will pass ~t. 

Hope you both ~re doh~g well 

Matt 

AssistG~* Athletics Directer/Event Opetotions 

BOSTON COLLEGE 
140 £ommonwealth Ave, 

Chestnut Hill, MA 02457 

Tel: 5~7-552-6572 

Cell 

Fax:617-552-4335 

...... c~d:~mage001 png@0 ~CBF05C.223B7310 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:41 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Practice 

Ans, 

Regarding practice on          I think we should have it. Whether it be deemed "optional" or mandatory I definitely think it should be scheduled If~ve have class, then practice should be 
expected, but also practice is early enough that I don’t think it would interfere with anyone’s travel plans. They are about to have a ~vhole ~veek "ofI" Iicom organized practice anyway so I 
don’t see much point in giving another day. 
If people are in uproar about this or paid extravagant amounts for flights that interrupt practice then in my mind it’s also ok to call practice "optional" and take note of who cares to show up. 
If there’s anything I’ve learned over m? it’s that college athletics don’t care to have the word optional in their dictionary, as everyone knows optional is a synonym of mandatoly 
in this arena. 
So in conclusion I say we just have it like any other Friday, and don’t make a big deal out of it, but if this is going to create a bad attitude and a rift, then we can hit them with the trick shot 
and call it optional haha. 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Keating ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 11:37 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

In Your Couri - Self-Belief, Self-Discipline, Competitive Fire 

Anson, 

I am working on your follow-up survey and need definitions from you_. For example, correct / modify below and I’ll design and develop the survey for you to 

approve. I see the below data as specific to UNC versus the youth development as applicable to all youth players. Make sense? 

SELF-DISCIPLINE Scale 

~_- Undisciplined (very inconsistent) 

2 - Somewhat disciplined (occasionally consistent) 

3 - Moderately Disciplined (average collegiate commitment) 

4- Very Disciplined - Consistent - Hate to miss any commitment 

5 - World Class Disciplined - Olympic Athlete - I Never Miss a Workout 

COMPETITIVE FIRE 

~_- Low Others always out compete me 

2- One Directional - I do not defend or I do not attack 

3- Moderate - I go moderately hard. I rarely expose myself to risk 

4-Strong -Teammates use me as an example. I intend to win every battle 

5- Olympic Athlete - I am the benchmark. I do win every battle. 

SELF-BELIEF 

Add Your scale here 

Mike Keating 

(m) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peter Peets <peter@peterpeets.com> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 11:47 AM 

~mml.mil> 

Do~ance, Albert A IV ~anson@emml.unc.edu> 

UNC visit with Anson Dorrance 

-thanks for the call and facilitation with our upcoming meeting. 

Suggested schedule that would work with Coach Dorrance is as follows: 

¯ Block off two days for discussion - with aim to complete them in one day. 

¯ We’ll block off a second day in case the first day’s discussion warrant that. 

¯ Day 1 - Monday, Wednesday, Friday (11 am to 6 pm) 

¯ Day 2 -Tuesday, Thursday. (1:30 pm to 6 pro) (if interested you’re welcome to observe a practice session in the morning) 

His schedule is always packed so if you could suggest more than one possible set of days for your trip, that would be helpful in determining which days to clear and 

move things around for your visit. 

Peter Peets 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

b~live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:31 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacmm~@unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@~mc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@email.unc.edu>; 

~aol.com; Ducal Chris <ducax@unc.edu> 

Possible Shi(t Donation for my Students 

Hi there Tom, Anson, Dino and Ducar, 

I hope you are all doing well and I hope you’re spring season is going well so far. I just wanted to check in with all of you and see if you had 
heard anything from other coaches or staff at UNC who might be able to donate about 33 UNC t-shirts for students at my school. Each 
classroom at our school has adopted a college to get students thinking about college and hoping to go someday. Originally my class was 
assigned Duke, but there’s no way I was going to let that happen, so I convinced them to let us switch to UNC. 

If there’s anything you’ve heard or any other people you think I should get in touch with, I would love any help at all. 

Thank you so much again and I hope everything is still amazing in Chapel Hill. 

Take care, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:02 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Meet at 8:10 at Finley parking lot? 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gregg Jacobs < ~gmaiLcom> 

Thursday, February. 20, 2014 8:16 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: follow up re: SportsBoard and UNC Women’s Soccer 

Hi, Anson. 

I received yonr signature page for the s~ock options. Thank you for sending. I’ve attached the fully-executed signature page. 

Are you going to ECNL Ft Worth? Mmilou and Deanne Brock will be there...FYI. 

Let’s connect next week about specific next steps now that you are on-board our Advi~D Council. 

Best, 

Gregg 

On Jan 24, 2014, at 7:24 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Gregg, 

I know nothing about [he business world or the true value o1: what you extended me and my stat:f. ~1: ~t is worth what you say [hen ] do really 

appredate what you have done. And ~ do see (at least ~n the recruiting area AND the summer workout packet area) ~,ahJe. My strength coach also ~kes 

~t for the summer~ ~e does not need it for the rest of the vear, so can this be prorated based on what % of the year we are using it ~n strength and 

(:onditkm~ng? 

So, let me ask you What are the odds the stock w~l ever be worth anything? What haste happen? 

And on Lhe work ethic thk~g Tom and Jason w~l] work Lheir Lai]s off if there ~s a way to get compensated~ Chris is a~so very responsible. Dine, not so 

m k~c h. 

From: Gregg 3acobs [mailte ~gmail,com] 
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 12:17 AM 
To: Dorrance, AlbeCc A IV 
Co: Marilou McFarlane 
Subject: Fwd: follow up re: SportsBoard and UNC Women’s Soccer 

Hi, Anson. 

Mmilou tbrwarded your email to me and I am sorry that I am just getting to this now. I would like to keep this communication between you, Mafilou and 

me and not the rest of your staB~ assuming you are good with "that also. 



Best regards, 

Gregg Jacobs 

Founder/CEO 
SportsBoard 

c: 

f: 415 532 3234 

http:/iw~,w,sportsboard- win.corn 

Mobile Player Assessment Solutions 

Follow us on Facebook and Twirter! 

NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIALrFY: 

This e- mall, and any attachtnents thereto, is intended only tbr use by the addressee(s) named herein and may contain confidential information, legally 
privileged information and attorney client work product. If you are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, 

distribution or copying of this e-mail, and any attachments thereto, is strictly prohiNted. If you have received this e-mall in error please immediately noti~ 

me by e-mail or telephone and permanently delete the original and any coW of any e-ma~l and printout thereof. Thank you for your cooperation ruth 
respect to this matter. 

Begin forwarded message: 

Marilou McFarlane 
vP Business Development 

C: 
msrilou.mcfarlane~sportsboa rd-win.com 
www sportsboard-win corn 
@SportsBoard #gopaperless #scoutyourway #getwithit 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: follow up re: SportsBoard 
Date: January 23, 2014 11:54:29 AM PST 
To: Marilou McFarlane <marilou.mcfadane@sportsboard-win.com> 
Cc: ~unc.edu>, ~msn.com" ¯ ~msn.com>, "Ducar, Chris" 
<ducar@unc.edu>, ~aol.com" ¯ ~aol.com>, "Jason Sisneros ~ ~.c!ma!Lcom)" 

~gmail.com>, "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> 

I have spoken ~o Chris Ducar abou~ doing more o~: what SportsBoard can do for our ~ong range recrLdting. Honestly, ~ can’ ~ remember one recruit 

relative to another espeda~g when we are ~ook~ng ~t 8th and 9~h graders. Th~s w~H help us, We c~n’t keep ~eavh~g scholarship money on our bench~ 

The          p~ece ~ wH~ ~eave up to h~m but ~ do see great potential with the accountability of the summer packet on each players phone. 

We witl try to model that and obviously ANYONE can game self-reporting but if they do Lhe weight of their consciences mifihL kill 

them or motivate them to DO SOMETHING. 

The camp piece has the potential to be a revenue producer for Tom and ,Jason1 and ~ w~ ~eave it up to D~no to he~p these two hard workers to aH the 

work for this ~n the camp and then reap aH the benefits. I wN ~eave ~t up to D~no to see ~f Patrick fits into h~s p~ans for staffing and obv~ouslV his 

e’,<per~:~se m~ght be i~b[e to help get ~:he camp side of 5portsgoard off the ground for the starving Jason, 

~ haw~ no ~ssue ma~dng m~:rodu(:~:~ons but always remember ~:ime ~s my ~ssue. 

For the last severa~ year as Lhe emaH keep r~munting and more and more 

of my time ~s eaten away ] am usually ~n here st work unti~ 7:30 pm or 8 pm at ~east two days a week. 



Now, my question is cost ... is ours a quid pro quo relationship? If not remember ouL ot: the I4 member ACC our budgeL r’anked 12th ._ get ~t? 

F~m= Narilou NcFarlane [mail~:madlou,mcfarlane@spo~sboard-win,com] 
Sent= Thursday, ]anua~ 23, 20~4 $0:53 AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A W 
~ Gregg Jacobs 
S~bje¢t= follow up re: Spor~Board 
Hi, ~son. G~eat ~eing you in PNlly last week o~d M~ng ag~n Tues&y. 

We’re psyched that we got to spend time with you m~d at NSC~ to customize Spo6sBo~xd to your specific da~ ~nodel for recruiting, enabling 

you to apply a ~no~e ana]~ical approach to your process. 

As follow-up m ~e items we disused: 

- S~en~h & Condifio~g: ~er you’ve had a chance to communicate with         that you’d like m move ahead ruth this feature of SB, I’ll 

co~mect directly with Nm to s~ to put your players’ workonts in the cloud ~d allow them to sync tfieir individ~l program, report on their progress and 

activities, all in their iPhones. I’ll include the cos~ of 1 additional sub~fiption in your renewN invoice for Feb~ ~d send to you ~Nrately. 

- C~ps: With the objective of generating more revenue ~om your summer camps, we’ll work tow~ds se~ing up the process for generating video 

m~&’or PDF evals lbr campers who opt-in lbr this ~nel]t lbr an ~tNtional lee. Lasl yea~ we discns~d o~bfing it up-~ont on fl~e oNine registration fi)~ 
tbr an additional $50 l~e, or just applying $50 of the $75 security deposit reward it. Plea~ let me know when yoffd like me to tbllow up with Dino, 

Snsa~ Tom m]&’or Jason; it would be great to know who the mmn point pemon roll be, or two ~ople. 

I’m glad that you and Jason met our good t~end Patrick McGi~is, soccer coach of new program at Fmnnont Sm~, in PNlly with us. tle who would love 

to work at your sum,ner camps m~d is a totaJ ex~ on Spo~sBoard. Having N,n on-site in Cha~l Hill roll be help~l to Jamn a~d Tom, who 5~u 
envision ma~ng ~is a]l hap~n. There a~e examples of ca~p videos and PDF’s on our website at ~Ri~!~t~L~i:~R~P£~P_~i~:_~P_r~_~4~g~:~’_ 

- Introductions: Will follow up wi~ >~u ~pmately to ~k for wa~ introductions to some of your friends M~o are the top coaches and admimstmtors, 

from international scale to ,najor US club Nrectors of development.., tho~ >~u feel would be interested in a]l that Spo~sBoaN ofl}B. A quick emml 

from you, cowing me, is all I need m t&e ~e Nss and mn ruth it. 

Thm~s ve~7 much. Talk to you mon and see you on Febm~’ 8~ 

Marilou McFarlane 
VP Business Development 

C: 

marilou, mcfarlane@spo rtsboa rd-win.co m 

www sportsboard-win corn 

@SportsBoard #gopaperless #scoutyoup,^/ay #getwithit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matthew Conway <matthew.conway@be.edu> 

Thursday, Febma~ 20, 2014 8:43 AM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: WSOC 

Get you~r Pop Corn ready for the 11.2 ~oon face off! 

MC 

BOSTON COLLEGE 
140 Commonwealth Ave, 

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467 

Tel: 517-552-5572 

Cell: 

Fax:517-552-4335 

cid:image001 png@0 ICBF05C.223B7310 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mail~:anson@emaiLunc.edu] 
$ent~ Wednesday, FebruaE ~9, 20~4 ~:~0 AH 
Te= Ha~hew Conway 
Subject: RE: WSOC 

Matt, 

You have already he~ped us. We cot~d not get that "midfie~der of the year" through until yot~ joined 

Actually, the p~ayer ~:hat ~s getting a~l kinds of press ~s Congral:s on a~ the exposure~[ 

From= Ma~hew Conway [mailto: ma~hew.conwa~G_¢~_M] 
Sent~ Wednesday, Februa~ ~9, 20~4 7:~ AM 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: RE: WSOC 
The O~ymp~c Hockey has been great, ~t ~s actually much more s~mi~ar to college hockey then NHL hockey in terms of the style of play. ~ am actually more a fan of 

speed and athletk:ism o[ ~:he game then physical play, but that is just 

Thanks for the kind words and I really enioy working with all the WSOC coaches. I hope that in some way my role can serve as a catalyst for league wide success. 

Matt 

BOSTON COLLEGE 
140 Commonwealth Ave, 

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467 

Tel: 517-552-5572 

Cell: 

Fax:617-552-4335 

cid:image001 png@0 ICBF05C.223B7310 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [__m___a_!J_t__o_2_a__t~__s___o__n___@_e____m___a_!Lu__n___c_:__e__d___u_] 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 5:36 PM 
To: Matthew Conway 
Subject: RE: WSOC 

Matt, 

Thank you. I had a feeling it would go through with you as our point. I appreciate you navigating the politics for ~s. 

All the best:, my [riend! 

(Are you watching the Olympic Hockey? ._. IL is my absok~te favorite ever~t of the Winter Olympics arid I am hearing BC[ How many kids do you have there?} 

From: Matthew Conway [mailto: matthew.conway@bc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 4:55 PM 

To: Mark Krikorian; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: FW: WSOC 

Since it se~-’_m~ed iike th~-’_~ two of you supported this the m.:_~’.d: based on your responses, I wanted to h:_d: you know tha~: the Mid~ielder of the Year passed with the 

awards comrnittee! They decided to go bad( with that name versus the overatl Player of the Year. Now i[ ~ust has to get past the SWAs. Frankly, I don’t care what 

[hey calf it as long as we have an additional award for our student adfletes. I will ernail the SWA’s just to cover my bases, but I would assume they will pass it. 

Hope you both are doing well 

Matt 

BOSTON COLLEGE 
~40 Commonwealth Ave, 



Chestnut Hill, MA 02467 

Tel: 617-552-6672 

Cell: 

Fax:6:17-552-4335 

...... cid:ir~lageO01 pl~g~!O !CBF05C 223B7310 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:44 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FW: video from NCAA Top 10 Award 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: mailto: ~gmail com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:56 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: video from NCAA Top 10 Award 

http://www.voutube.com/watch?v Cs5bTHSnhU 

Nice little shout out about "academics over athletics" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:49 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <mason@ema~l.unc.edu> 

RE: Meet at 8:10 at Finley parking lot? 

Perfect 

........ Ofginal message ........ 

From: "Dorrance. Albert A IV" 

Dat~           2:42 PM (GMT-05:00) 

Subject: RE: Meet at 8:10 at Finley parking lot? 

I will see you 

From: mailto: Ikenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

Sent-" Wednesda! :t:t:02 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Meet at 8:J.0 at Finley parking lot? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

b~gmail.com~ 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 3:57 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

How The Norih Caxolina Tar Heels Learned To RISE Above Crisis - Forbes 

Anson, thought of you when I read this. Hope this is really happening. Always felt women’s soccer treated like a step-child during the Baddour regime. Never understood, for instance, why 
your girls had to staffa concession stand at Smith Center for lunch money. 

Hope you’re doing well and playing a lot of golf. 

Best 

h ttp://~vww.f~rbes.c~sites/ias~nbe~zer/2~4/02/2~/how-the-n~rth-car~ina-tar-hee~s-~eamed-t~-rise-ab~ve-crisis/ 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff Tipping <jeff@palmbeachsoccemcademy.com> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 4:21 PM 

DorraJ~ce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc .edtr~; Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email. unc.edu> 

Anson Appearance in Palm Beach 

We discussed you flying in late morning mid making evening presentations on Wednesday May 7t~ play golf on Thursday and another presentation in the evening on 
Thursday May 8th...you saJd you had nothing in your dimy on those days... 

Apart from golf on the Thursday morning on one of our premier courses we also offered to put you np in the PGA Resort hotel                  for your 

presentations etc.....to add spice to the occasion I believe the 7th might be the birthdate of Edward VIIth....but mav~e not. It may have been his death! 

Another additional a~row to the quiver would be the pl~omotion of the UNC girls snmmer camp to wealthy S. Florida female players and their respective envoys! 
That should sway the ba]mace! 

Tippster 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                 4:3 8 PM 

Subject: 

Shelton, Karen (2 <kcs@unc.edu>; Meaders, Harlis James <meaders@unc.edu>; 
VanAlstyne, Mark <coachmva@unc.edu>; Anderson, Melinda 
<mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Holliday, (2orey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A 
<j sagula@unc.edu>; Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
<anson@email.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
<athgallo@unc. edu> 

Thank you 

All, 

Thanks for taking the time to visit and have lunch with the Chancellor yesterday. She was very impressed, as 

we all are, with your commitment to both academics and athletics, and she was enamored by your 

personalities, questions, and the overall discussion. 

Thanks for taking time out of your busy schedules to visit with the Chancellor. I know she appreciated it and 

so do I. 

Thanks again. All the best. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

gubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Duca~; Chris z<lucar@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 4:47 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

~msn.com; Jason Sisneros 

Re: UNC Men’s Soccer Update 

i~nage001 :ipg; image002.jpg 

~gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edtv> 

TNssl~r 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 20, 2014, at 4:41 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~n(a)email.unc.edn> wrote 

Lady and gentlemen, 
Who wi~.~ going ~:o do ~:his for t~s? I forgot! 

From: Grant Porter [ff)a_[l_t.~Nt_p_ .o_~_e_L@e_._m_._a_j!:_~_n_.c__ .e_d__u_] 
Sent~ Thursday, February 20, 2014 12:45 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= UNC Men’s Soccer Update 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email .~.~__CL~CK HE~E, 

T~s mes~ge includes the following a~hments: 

I DowNoM A~hment: Banquetlnvitatio~014 32860.pdi] 

De~ AlumN and Friends, 

First, a friendly reminder that the annual banquet is quickly approaching. 

Attached is an invitation with complete details for the evening of 
Februa~ 28th at the Carolina Inn. If you have not sent in an RSVP and would 

still like to come, please u~ emaJl at this point to maJae the plmming process 

easier. You can email me names oftho~ attending to gtporter,~;,unc.edu and bring 

the appropriate payment with you to the banquet. 

Also, below is a link to our Spring Schedule of games. We hope to see some of you at the 

matches as the returning group continues to work, train, and prepare for the Fail 2014 season. 

htip://~v.,o_oheels~com/ViewArticleJbrnl? 
SPSlD=668163&SPID=12969&DB LANG=C&SITE=UNC&DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=20941097 

As always, reach out to us at the office ruth any questions and follow us at: 

Web: ~ii/www.goheels.com/ 

Facebook: www.l?acebook.comicarolinasoccer 

Twitter: @ancmenssoccer 

Go Heels! 

Grant Porter 

Assistant Men’s Soccer Coach 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

If you did not wish to receive this, please .u__n__s_’L_tb_s_’c__r_Lb_% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Diane C Drake <ddrake3@gmu.edu> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 5:30 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Seeking help plea~ tbr a "Players Handbook" 

--.WRD191 .jpg; image001 .png 

Completely! 

Diane Drake 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
George Mason Universib, 

703-993-3295 

Drakesoccer.com 

aomason.com 

On Feb 20, 2014, at 5:04 PM, "Dorrance, Albelnt A IV" <a__n_~?._r_~2(~i._e!_n_.~i!_:_t!_n_..c_:.e__d_.__~ wrote: 

Diane, 

I would love to help but all we ever seem to run into these days is negative recruiting. Truest me, whatever we would send, the unscrupulous would 

s~)in it m[o something nega~:~ve. ~ hope you unders[and why we can’t j{m~p ~n ...... 

~; Diane C Drake 
Seat= Thursday, Februa~ 20, 2054 2:24 PN 
Te= ’Michael Needham’; Dave Lombardo; David M Nolan; 3ohn Daly; Tracey Leone; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Kla~e, Robe~ L.; Schilte-Brown, Denise; Sarah 
Strickland; Alison Foley; Pincince, Philias; Wendy LeBolt 
Co: Diane C Drake 

Subject: Seeking help please for a "Players Handbook" 

Hello Coaches, 

A very good friend and physiologist (Dr. Wendy Lebolt) is putting together a handbook for female soccer athletes who are considering college level play. To help them 

approach recruiting with more realistic expectations, improve the fitness basing and help them come in completely prepared. Pretty sure we can all share the horror 

stories of the athletes who "went on long walks on the beach with morn in preparation for pre season", only to transfer out because they don’t understand fitness in 

time to help our programs. I am trying to help her gather a group of coaches from various levels of conferences and play to help validate the end product. We may all 

have suggestions but she wants a select group of 10-12 coaches. Please email       @cox.net or hit a reply to me if you will be willing to help. I know every minute 

is busy for all of us and we do appreciate your willingness to help or even if you can pin it on your assistant coach (: 

She would like to gather information about a range of college soccer programs to give the players a clearer picture of what they are getting themselves into. A 

"what to look for, what to expect and what’s expected from you" handbook. (finished handbook will be made available to you for distribution to your prospects) 

Your participation will require: 

~, Answer survey questions by email re. your coaching philosophy and approach, your program, your ideal recruit (estimate 30-45 min) 

* reply to follow up email or phone call for any clarification of responses (estimate 15-30 min) 

* willingness to share fitness standards and soccer training package you expect incoming freshman to comply with, plus in-season fitness training and testing 

schedule and protocol for your athletes 

Target survey and response timing: Feb!March. Tentative production of booklet Fall 2014. 

Please let me know if you would be willing to help[[ 

Dr. Lebolt just finished and is publishing a great book called Fit to the Final Whistle. It is truly a fantastic read for how much youth coaches are overtraining and or 

under training soccer athletes, and in return we are seeing increased injuries (e.g growth plates etc.) In her book She discusses in depth the SAID principle, and how 

most youth coaches are missing the catch. Dr Lebolt hits it square on the head when she says the game alone doesn’t provide the proper environment for healthy 

adaptatiom Of course we know its the best teacher of the game, but not the best teacher of overall fitness. 

She brings up Sidedness, players defaulting to favor their strong side because under pressure as human nature. This makes the weakness even weaker. She brings up 

habits as kids engage in habitual movement patterns it can be disadvantageous from an injury standpoint. (e.g to stop and turn, girls tend to stay more upright 

causing quadriceps to overpower weaker hamstring to put knee ligaments at risk) She brings up Patterns and Repetition and how kids favor certain muscles and 

[earned movement patters (e.g inner thigh for passing. This accentuates the acting muscles but disregards the stabilizing and supporting muscles needed to provide 

balance to execute the skill and the big one overtraining. They subject muscles to repetitive use without proper recovery. This can be a source of imbalance and 

excessive fatigue, especially in growing athletes, and ultimately of injury. (e.g running and news extension in kicking activities pull on the patellar tendon again and 

again offer resulting in knee soreness and pain) 

So this first book has been the precipice for another book (she will be using the same publisher) 

Please consider helping. It will not take but a couple hours of your valuable time. 

<image001.png> 

Thank you. 

Wendy R LeBolt, PhD 

Read the blog: www.Fit2Finish.com 

~)gmail.com 

(c) 

Error! Fi[ename not specified. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edtp 

Thursday, 6:30 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Possible Shirt Donation tbr my Studenks 

Thanks Anson, and that’s good to hear about the sun. We saw it briefly yesterday, but it’s gone again today. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 2:38 PM 

To: Sander, Thomas J; Sander, Thomas J; 

Subject: RE: Possible Shirt Donation for my Students 

_5)aol.com; Ducar, Chris 

I am putting Torn in charge of this for you! Good luck with it!! 

And yes, the sun finally returned to Chapel Hill this week and we are enjoying life. 

From; 
Sent; Wednesday, 9:31 PN 
Te; Sander, ~omas J; Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albett A IV; ~aol.corn; Ducat, Chris 
Subject: Possible Shh¢ Donation for my Students 

Hi there Tom, Anson, Dino and Ducar, 
~ hope you are all doing well and I hope you’re spring season is going well so far. I just wanted to check in with all of you and see if you had 
heard anything from other coaches or s~ff at UNC who might be able to donate about 33 UNC t-shirts for students at my school. Each 
classroom at our school has adopted a college to get students thinking about college and hoping to go someday. Originally my class was 
assigned Duke, but there’s no way 1 was going to let that happen, so ~ convinced them to let us switch to UNC. 
If there’s anything you’ve heard or any other people you think 1 should get in touch with, I would love any help at all. 
Thank you so much again and ~ hope eveHthing is still amazing in Chapel Hill. 
Take care, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu; 

Thursday, 6:34 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Possible Shirt Donation tbr my Studenks 

That’s really good to hear. Both of you take care. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 6:33 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Possible Shirt Donation for my Students 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 6:30 PN 

To: Dorrance, Nbed: A IV 
Subject: RE: Possible Shirt Donation for my Students 

Thanks Anson, and that’s good to hear about the sun. We saw it briefly yesterday, but it’s gone again today. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 2:38 PM 

To: Sander, Thomas J; Sander, Thomas 

Subject: RE: Possible Shirt Donation for my Students 

@aol.com~ Ducar, Chris 

I ~m ~mtting rom in charge .:_~f this for you! Good luck w~th ~t~ 

~nd yes, the sun finally returned to Cbape~ I-t~J th~5 week and we are enjoying iife. 

Sent: Wednesday,               9:31 PH 

Te; Sander, ~omas J; Sander, ~omas 3; Dorrance, Albert A N; }aoLcom; Ducat, Chris 
Subject= Possible Sh~ Donation for my Students 

Hi there Tom, Anson, Dino and Ducar, 
I hope you are all doing well and I hope you’re spring season is going well so Far. 1 just wanted to check in with all of you and see iFyou had 
heard anything from other coaches or s~ff at UNC who m~ght be able to donate about 33 UNC t-shirts For students at my school. Each 
classroom at our school has adopted a college to get students thinking about college and hoping to go someday. Originally my class was 
assigned Duke, but there’s no way I was going to let that happen, so I convinced them to let us switch to UNC. 
IF there’s anything you’ve heard or any other people you think I should get ~n touch w~th, I would love any help at all 
Thank you so much again and I hope eveHthing is still amazing in Chapel Hill. 
Take care, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com’- 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 6:55 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: How The North Caxolina Tar Heels Learned To RISE Above Crisis - Forbes 

Anson thanks for your note and your perspective. Believe me I agree with the points you make about the University and the education/opportumties afforded all students, including 
scholarship athletes One reporter at the N&O on a mission isn’t going to change my opinion 

Your comment about Baddour’s support during                         As an outside observer/supporter of the University’s athletics program it never occurred to me that the AD 
wouldn’t have supported you (especially considering I fully believed you) But I can certainly understand your perspective of how important his long- term support was to you personally. 
So congrats to Dick Baddour for doing it 

A few years ago there was a Texas Monthly story on the overall success (including financial) of the UT-Austin athletics program. The AD DeLoss Dodds ~vas quoted as saying Texas only 
fielded teams in sports where the?’ felt they could compete on a national level. So, no men’s soccer for example, although Texas clearly had the money to support a team Don’t know if that’s 
where Bubba Cuamingham is headed On one hand I appreciate all the opportunities the University affords so man?’ by fielding all the teams they do But I hate seeing your program for 
example -- arguably the most successful program in NCAA history -- fight for limited resources. 

Thanks again for ?’our thoughts and look forward to seeing you soon Pull us through against Dook tonight! 

Go Heel!! 

Sent fi’um my iPhune 

> On at 5:14 PM; "Durrance, AlbertA IV" <ansun@email unc edu> wrote: 
> 

> 

> ’]’hank you for your support but just so you know, I never felt like I was pourly treated during Mr Baddour’s mn as our athletic directur. ’]"he issue here at UNC in athletics is a lack uf 
revenue productiun ]’or the large # uf sports that we are carrying. Fuotball has tu be the main revenue driver because the?" have the potential tu generate the most $ Our very successful 
basketball program certainly generates a wonderful amuunt uf revenue but nut enough tu keep any of the nonrevenue sports suppurted at the level of the uther teams in the conference ur 
uur natiunally competitive peers And one ufthe many things I do like about Bubba is he has actually shown us this majur issue (in writing) and wants tu figure out a way tu solve it 
> 

> What I will ahvays luve Mr Badduur for is the way he suppurted me during an incredibly stressful~ I think a weaker AD wuuld have thrown me to the wolves And the media 
and those that live in the Ivury Tuwer can blow these issues we all keep reading abuut up tu whatever extent they like, but I believe there is an incredible amuunt ufgoud going un with all 
the athletic teams and the academic flagship here at the University uf North Carolina at Chapel tIill and that did not change even through the "crisis" we have recently lived thruugh, tIow 
mare’ degrees were cumprumised, Were the undergraduates in my day a cullectiun uf saints? Maybe my [uyalty blinds me but ] du nut louk at my Universi~ or in’,’ leaders am’ di]i’erently 
than I ever did. And no media scrutiny ur judgment ufthe righteous is going tu change huw I feel. Tou maW guod men that I love have fallen on their swurds uver this for une reasun: 
because they were goud men. Nut because the?’ lacked mural clarity ur integrity. 

> I guess there might be a way ]’or us to have avuided all uf these issues we keep reading abuut but it will be at the sacrifice o17 the way all of us would like to be treated. I want tu be trusted 
by my athletic director to do the right thing ... Mr Badduur trusted me AND proved it when the natiunal media wanted him tu du something else. 

I hupe you understand what I have tried tu share. Thank yuu for your cunstant suppurt o17 uur prugram and yuur love o17 this great University. 

Original Message ..... 

> From:            mailto       ~gmaih coral 
> Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 3:57 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: How The North Carolina Tar Heels Learned To RISE Above Crisis - Forbes 

> Anson, thought of you when I read this. Hope this is really happening. Always felt women’s soccer treated like a step-child during the Baddour regime. Never understood, for instance, 
why your girls had to staffa concession stand at Smith Center for lunch money. 

> Hope you’re doing well and playing a lot of golf. 

> Best 

> h ttp://wa~,w.forbes.corrgsites/]asonbelzer/2014/02/20iho~v-the-north-carolina-tar-heels-learned-t o-rise-above-crisis/ 

> Sent from my ff~hone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edtc> 

Thursday, Februagr’ 20, 2014 10:17 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

VaJ~gelder, Ma~ielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu:~ 

RE: Head Coaches’ Meeting Minutes .- February 18, 2014 

Knew it would be, Coach - glad to help! 

~Larry Ga~o 
k;xecuti~ e Associate I)J~ecior of Athletics 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 4:21 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
l::c: Vangelder, Marielle A; Miller, Beth 
Subject: RE: Head Coaches’ Meeting Minutes ~ February 18, 2014 

rha~k you l_~r~y, thi~.~ is very helpful to 

Frem: Gallo, Jr., Larw A. 
Sent= ~ursday, ~bruary 20, 20~4 1~:08 AN 
Te= UNtO-Head Coaches 
C¢= HooN, Eric N; Holliday, Corey L~ Calder, Andrew G; Cunningham, Bubba; Hiller, Beth~ Brown, Nichelle; Gwaltney, Clint; Steinbacher, Rick~ Broome, Lissa L; Pogge, Paul~ 
Vangelder, Narielle A;              No,on, Molly 
Subject: Head Coaches’ Meeting Minutes ~ February 18, 2014 
Impo~ance: High 
Friends: 

A~ached are the minutes from the Head Coaches’ Meeting on Tuesday, Feb~mT 18~ ~0l 4. I want to thank for providing these minutes to us. I ~mv these 

minutes will ~sist those coaches who ~ere unable to a~end the ~neeting ~ you no~ will ~ow what ~s discussed~ 

I also know Dr. Miller and I provided those coaches who could not a~end this meeting with hard copies of the agenda and the h~dout Rick Steinbacher provided 

concerning the renovations pla~ed at the ~o Center. 

ffyou should have ~y questions aboot ~e lneet~g’s minutes, please fed free to contact Dr. Miller or me. 

T~ke cm’e, and be wdl~ 

J~xeC~JtJvre Associam Director of Ath]etics 

Universit3 of North (;a~a~]ina at Chapd 



From: ~live.unc.edu~, 

Sent: Friday, 2:39 AM 

To: Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Practice 

Hey Anson, 

I n~ticed this didn’t send earl!er so 
~ I won’t be at"ractice t ..... owb ...... I’m volunteering fo ....... g¥ confe ....... ’ .... 

having 
here in chapel h!ll. I~’s afe~?~b~lthe 

I’m going to try again-- hopeiully this gets to yo~             ~                   . .    .    ~       .._~ ~-~ _~ ~ ~ ,~,t ~ attendin~ ~ractice in the mormng ~ut ~ w         p 
and for my class we are supposed to vohmteer 8 hours for a free pass to the event anct tnls is the omy open m~c ~ ~. ~ .......... ~ ~ 

weights in the afternoon when I’m done 

Thank 7ou, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 2:43 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hey Anson, 
I’m not sure if you got my earlier email-- my phone has been acting up Just a reminder that I won’t be at practice in the morning because I am volunteering at a conference. Ho~vever, this 
should be the last Friday I miss because the conference is in two ~veeks Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Keating ~gmail.com> 

Friday, 10:37 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Success Traits (Sel-Beliet) & Youth Dev 

Anson, 

On my way to Williamsburg for ODP in an hour. Will call you on: 

1) UNC Traits survey discussed in your office https:!/www.surveyrnonkey.com/s!Youth Development UNC Traits (completing it will take 2 - 3 minutes) 

2) Getting more pro and WNT players to fill out Elite Youth Dev survey https:iiwww.surveymonkey.comis!Elite Youth Development 

For Youth Development Survey, here is list of participants who completed: 

started Elite Youth Dev survey but did not complete. 

What we need to complete the study is: 

1) 100% participation of current team in the UNC traits survey-will take 2-3 minutes https:!/www.surveymonkey.comis!Youth Development UNC Traits I 

recommend you get former players at higher levels, too for benchmarking. 

2) Pro & WNT players (other than to take the original survey -will take 7-9 minutes. Suggest this be sent as a separate email only to that group -h-~-t--t-p--~-s-;/-/-~--w-~--w-~--w-~-s-~-u--r--v-~-e-~y-~-~-~-n-~-k--e-~y-:~-c--~--~/-~-s~E~ite 
Youth Develop___n_!__e__n___t" 

I’ll try you by phone later to discuss. 

Mike 

Mike Keating 

(m) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:58 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Today’s futsal 

Anson, 

I just wanted to let you know that you have some terrific girls! Today was absolutely fantastic and enjoyable for me to play in goal and it wasn’t because 

we won all three of our games or listening to everyone around me yell glowbug. The camaraderie that I felt today coming from my team was fantastic, 

played out of their minds in all three games and I wish you could have seen the combinations and runs they were 

doing in Fetzer, They played like mad women until they were dead and then subbed out for a few minutes and then came back in with defensive ferocity 

and skill and precision on the ball. 

More than that, they never said anything negative or got down when someone else made a mistake. They even extended me the same. Over three 

games full of goalkeeping mistakes [ never heard one complaint or sigh. Instead of whining or verbally berating me, they said "we will get it back" or "we 

didn’t play defense hard enough". 

So, basically, thank you so much for allowing me to play in goal. [ love the moments like where after we won in Carmichael, we all were hugging and 

high riving and laughing with them. [ never got that experience in high school and to feel it here with the girls is something I will cherish for life! 

Thanks again Anson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stree~ Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, February 21, 2014 11:13 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Loudermilk Center Access 

From: Dorrance, AlbeCc A IV 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 20:t4 11:13 AM 
To: Streett, Shelly 
Subject: FW: Loudermilk Center Access 

What is my PlD #? 

From: Grimsley, Richie 
Sent: Friday, February 2:t, 20:14 :t0:56 AM 

To: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Cc: Grimsley, Richie; Hilton, Nathan Scott; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Loudermilk Center Access 

As mentioned a few weeks ago, we have installed Biometric Fingerprint Scaamers at the Doudermilk Center for Excellence at the ist Floor door from the parking lot and at 

a door into the 3rd floor elevator lobby from the Kenan Stadium Concourse. This will enable us to provide a more secure Facility for our Student Athletes and Staff as well 

as be a means to control or restrict access when needed. We will need for all Coaches and Student Athletes currently on rosters to stop by the Loudermilk Center to have 

their fingerprint entered into the system. The information entering process tmkes about 3 minutes per person. Student Athletes eligible to be in the system will come from a 

list provided t?om Co~npliance. 2dl Head and ~Lssistant Coaches will need to provide Nate Hilton (~dlton(a)email.unc~edu) with their PID number to have it pre-entered into 

the system prior to coming over to expedite the process when your fingerprint is scanned if you have not already done so. Any coach with an outside door key to 

Loudcwmilk (LM-A01) will be asked to turn it in once the system goes active. 

’Ihe scheduled enrollment period will be March 3-6 from 11:00 AM-2:00 PM on the 5th Floor (Upper Club) of the Loudermilk Center. We hope to get as many of our 

Coaches and Student Athletes era’oiled during these dates as we can. Please pass this location and these times along to your teams. Thank you. 

Richie Gfimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

[YNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

Chapel ttill, NC 27517 

919-452-9472 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Galz, Gre~o~-~- <~,@~nnc.edu~ 

Friday, 11:23 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacmm~@unc.edu> 

conditioning 

Conditioning 2 x VO2 Ladder.docx 

Anson/Tom .............. attached is conditioning results from Wed. 

2 x VO2 Ladder ( 10 shuttle sprints from 100m to 10m with prescribed run and rest times). Each athlete performed 20 total sprints. Scores are listed as % completed 

(made) for the total. 



UNC-WSOCC 

CONDITIONING SESSION 

WED 

2 X V02 LADDER: (20 shuttle sprints each set from 100m to lOm with prescribed run/rest 

times). 2 rain rest between sets 

Athlete % _made of_20 sprint___~s 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

95% 

90% 

85% 

50% 

40% 

40% 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu~ 

Friday, 11:36 AM 

FW: l,oudermilk Center Access 

Players; 

Plea’.;~:" go by ~ flo r lot~d -:mnilk N’~ar S-5 from 1.1 -2 to g~H: yo~r grimy finger~r~r~ts put in the ~;Vs~:ern ~;.:? you cat~ get ~t~ ~:he r~ew e~ectronR: doors. 

F~m~ Grimsley, Richie 
Sent: Friday, 10:56 AM 
To: UNC~-Asst Head Coaches; UNC~-Head Coaches 
Cc: Grimsley, Richie; HilMn, Nathan Sco~; Pogge, Paul 
~ubject: Loudermilk Center Access 

As mentioned a few wee~ ago, we have b~stalled Biometdc F~ge~rint Scarers at the ~ude~ilk Center for Excellence at the 1st Floor door from file pm’~ng lot and at 

a door into the 3rd floor elevator lobby from the Kenam Stadium Concourse. ~is will enable us to provide a more secure Facility for our Student Athletes and S~fl" as well 

as be a means to control or restrict access when needed. We will need for all Coaches a~d Student Athletes cuwently on rosters to stop by the Loudermilk Center to have 

thek finge~rint entered Nto the system. ~e ii~o~ation entering process taJ~es about 3 minutes per person. Student A~letes eligible to be in the system will come from a 

list provided from Compliance. ~1 Head and Assistant Coaches will need to provide Nate Hilton (nhi~ton@emaiLunc.edu) with their PID number to have it pre-entered into 

the system prior to coming over to expedite the process when your finge~rNt is sca~ed if you have not already done so. ~M~y coach with ~ ou~ide door key to 

Loud,’milk (LM-A01) will be asked to turn it in once the system goes active. 

~]e scheduled e~olhnent period will be Maxch 3-6 from 11:00 ~/I-2:00 PM on ~e 5th Floor (Upper Club) of the Loude~ilk Center. We hope to get as many of our 

Coaches and Stndent Athletes ei~olled during these dates as we cam. Ple&se pass this location and these times along to your tea~s. ~a~ yon. 

RicNe Gdmsley 

Asst. Director for Facility PlaJ~ng and Management 

I~C Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

919-452-9472 



From: Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 1:04 PM 

To: 

Subjet’t: schedule tbr week of Monda? 

ACtacl~: overall cal week 8.pdf 

Team, 

Things get switched up a little this week because of the game Sat: 

Mort -we’re at Finley, so allow a little more time to get to practice in the morning. 

Tues - normal 

Wed -we’re off, but you still need to come in for treatments! 

Thurs - weights after practice 

Thurs and Fri - both days start a little later 

Fri-Thursday meetings moved to Friday 

-Tom 

Tom S~der 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



OFF SEASON CALENDAR 
SUN MON TUES WED THURS FRI SAT 

26 

OFF 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:56 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Rammy’s video project 

This is for you (staff) Anson, not the girls! 

-Torn 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Friday, 11:36 AM 
To: @gmail.com. 

@gmail.com;                       @yahoo.corn; 
Jason Sisneros (        @grnail.corn); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: FW: Rammy’s video project 

F~m= Shelton, Karen C 

~rocketmail.com _~gmail.corn; 
@ymail.com; @yahoo.corn; @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; 

Sent: Friday,               11:35 AM 
To: Miller, Beth; Bresc’hi, J~e; DeSelm, Rich L; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Fedora, H. Larry; Fox, Mike; Galvin, Derek P; Haney, Sarah K; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Kalbas, Brian J; Levy, 
Jennifer S; Lynch, Nadia Suzanne; Mann, Jan lvl.; Meaders, Harlis Jarnes; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Papa, Donna J; Paul, Sarnpson L; Sagula, Joseph A; Sapp, Andrew; Somoano, 
Carlos M; Calder, Andrew G 
�::c: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Rammy’s video project 

How ’bout: t:hern Tar Heels! What a game! 

While everyone is still in a good mood, ] thought ] would follow up on the Rammy’s v~deo project assigned at Tuesday’s coaches meeting. ~ have attached the song 

that we wH[ use along w~th the music u~deo~ We will follow a similar format as the music video only personalizing with town and campus locations. Hopefully, we 

can ge~             to agree to be our ]eaddn guy in the hat at the beginning of the u~deo. After the lead ~n, we wouM have head coaches and assistants filmed 

dancing iac:~:~ng at each sports practk:e and or competition s~te. The th~e comrn~:rnen~: at your are w~II not be h:mger than 30 rain rna>:,. 

Addh:~onaHy, we will have sign up time slots at d~fferent campus and town h:~catkms (OM Well Sutton’s, Morehead P~anetarium, The P~:, Topo, etc). Hopefully we 

can organize some group moves that are fun and that w~l] not take much of your th~~e. ~f you have any dates that are more conven~ent than others, just let rne 

know. 

We wou~d Hke to beg~n fih~h~g the week of March 3, and w~l~ do a group shot after our Leadership Workshop 

Please have a k)ok at the music vMeo and begin thmMng about your rnoves@, tf anyone has specific thoughts or suggestions, #ease feel flee ~:o send them rny 

Thank you for your attention to thb important rnsLter and ~ appredate your cooperation. 

Go Hee~s~ 

Karen 

h t [p://www.youtu be.corn/watch ?v=y6Sxv--sUYtM 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Friday, 2:25 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Article j ust got published 

Hey it’s          . I interviewed you a while ago for an article, and it was just published today on topdrawersoccer.com. I just wanted to give you a heads 
up and thank you again for talking to me. 

Here is the link: 
http:i/www.topdrawersoccer.com/college-soccer-a rticles/pa rt-:I:-unc-womens-soccer-and-recruiting aid32552 

Best of luck, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edtc, 

Friday, 3:22 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacmm~@unc.edu> 

@gmail.com>; Cunrfingha~n, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu>; Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

RE: video from NCAA Top 10 Awmd 

Anson and Tom -- 

Thank you for sharing this information ~vith me. This is a terrific and well deserved award, and we are so proud of for all of her achievements both on and offthe field. 

you are a true Carolina treasure, and thank you for representing yourselI; your family, and Carolina with class and dignity. 

All the best and be well, 
Larry Gallo, Jr 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Thursday, 4:15 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J 
Cc: 
Sut~ject: RE: video fi-om NCAA Top 10 Award 

This is awesomet 

thank you :[’or your tremendous loyalty to our program and this universi~ 
and li)r the wonderful way you represented us on the :field, off the field, and in the 
classroom[! t 

>http://www.youtube.com/watch?v Cs5b THSnhU 

Nice little shout out about "academics over athletics" 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:26 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga]lo@unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@tmc.edu-~ 

Re: video from NCAA Top 10 Award 

Thank you for sharing! About to send out "Latest from Loudermilk" and I 
will include this! 

On 3:21 P’~{, "Gallo, Jr., LarO’ A" <athgallo@unc edu> wrote: 

>Anson and Tom ~-~ 
> 
>Thank you for sharing this ilfformation with me. This is a terrific arid 
>well deserved award, and we are so proud of for all of her 
>achievements both on and offthe field 
> 

you are a true Carolina treasure, and thank you for representing 
>yourseli; your family, and Carolina with class and dignity. 
> 

>All the best and be well, 
>Lam)~ Gallo, Jr. 
> 

> 

>> ..... Origina[ Message ..... 
>> From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>> Sent: ~Ihursday, 4:15 PM 
>> To: Sander, Thomas J 
>> Cc 
>> Subject: RE: video l?om NCAA Top 10 Award 
>> 

>> Tom, 
>> 

>> This is awesome! 
>> 
>> thank you for your tremendous ]oyal~ to our program and this 
>>university 
>> and for the wonderful way you represented us on the field, offthe 
>>field, and in the 
>> classroom[[[ 
>> 

>> 

>>http:i/www.voutube.com/~vatch’.’v Cs5b THSnhU 
>> 

>> 

>> Nice little shout out about "academics over athletics" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lisa Waxdle <Lisa.Wardle@dukece.com> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 3:53 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Nike- week of May 19-21, 2014 

Hi Anson, 

I hope this message finds you doing well. 

I wanted to try, once again, to get you to meet with the Nike folks. Do you have availability the week of May 197 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Lisa 
Lisa Wardle 
Mana8in8 Director 
Duke Corporate Education 310 Blackwell Streetj Durham, NC 27713 
phone: +1 919 680 5685 I mobile: I fax: 41 919 680 5602 
ww,:~.d u kece~com 

Duke CE Privacy Statement 
Please be advised that this e-mail and any files transmitted with it are cor~’idential cornm~mication or may otherwise be privileged or confidential and are intended solely for the individual or 
entib, to whom they are addressed. If’you are not the intended recipient you may not rely on the contents of this email or any attacktments, and we ask that you please not read, copy or 
retransmit this colrm~unication, but reply to the sender and destroy the email, its contents, and all copies thereof invnediately. Any unauthorized dissemination, distribution or copying of 
this conmatmication is strictly prohibited 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lisa Waacdle <Lisa.Wardle@dukece.com> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 4:04 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Nike - week of May 19-21,2014 

Well, that is evolving b~t essentially we would like you to do an inspirational session with them. 

I am just beginning the design of this last module but the content you shared with me earlier was terrific. We may adiust to their current challenges a b~t b~t ~ think 

yO~.Er story and you as an ~nd~v~dua~ wou~d be a great treat for them. 7hey wou~d ]eam and be ~nsp~red - and that ~s the goal 

Thanks~ 

phone: 

F~m: Dorrance, A~be~ A ~ [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, Februa~ 2E, 20E~ ~:0E PM 
To: Lisa Wardle 
Subject: RE: Nike - week of May Eg-2I, 20E~ 

~ do have some freedom that week ..., Please remh~d me what you wou~d ~ike me to 

F~m: Lisa Wardle [mai~to:Lisa.Wardle@dukece.com] 
Sent: Friday, Februa~ 2E, 20E~ 3:53 PM 
To: Dorrance, A~be~ A ~ 
Subject: Nike - week of May Eg-2E, 20E~ 

Hi Anson, 

I hope this messase finds you doin8 well. 

~ wanted to try, once asain, to set you to meet with the Nike folks. Do you have availability the week of May 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Lisa 
Lisa Wardle 
Manasin8 Director 
Duke Corporate Education ~ 310 Blackwell Street~ Durham, NC 27713 
phone: �~ 9~9 680 5685 ~ mobile:                  ~ fax: ~ 9~9 680 5602 

Duke CE Privacy Statement 
Please be advised that this e-mail and any files transmitted with it are cordidential cornm~mication or may otherwise be privileged or confidential and are intended solely for the individual or 
entity to whom they are addressed. If yott are not the intended recipient you may not rely on the contents of this email or any attacktments, and we ask that you please not read, copy or 
retransmiI t1~is communication, but reply Io Ihe sender and destroy the email, ~ts conlents, and all copies thereof immediately. Any unaulhorized dissemination, distribution or copying of 
this comrounication is strictly prohibited 

Duke CE Priva cy Stalement 

Please be advised that Ibis e-mail and a~y fi]es transroitted wilh it are coat’~dential communication or may otherwise be privileged or confidential a~d are intended solely :[br the indwidual or 

entity to whom they are addressed. Ifyoa are not the iris.ended recipient, you may not rely on the corrtents of this ernail or any attachments, and we ask that you please not read, copy or 

retransmit this con’tmanication, bu~ reply to the s~nder and destroy the email, its contents, and all copies thereof irnmedia~ely. An?’ unauthorized dissernmation, distriba~ion or co~ving of 

this cornraunication is strictly prohibited. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Friday, Februmy 21, 2014 4:19 PM 

Touloupas, Mary Aly~n <matouloupas@unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@emaJd.unc.edu> 

’Fix to wake 

Hi NtA 

I’m in TX. Just got email from/M~son, Two recruits on campus, 
player to join them? 

Chris 

and Are we allowed a ticket for their club coach mad one for a currem 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Conway, Connie Morgan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CONNIE MORGAN CONWAY (DANCER)] 

2/21/2014 10:03:00 PM 

Aguilar, Alain J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Alaguila]; Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Albert A Dorrance IV (anson)]; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Larry A. 

Gallo Jr. (athgallo)]; Battaglini, Rebecca L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rebecca L Battaglini (bbatt)]; Klomparens, Bonnie Ledford [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bklompar]; Miller, 

Beth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Beth 

Miller (beth)]; Breschi, Joe [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Joe Breschi (breschi)]; Brianna Edwards [brianae@bridge2sports.org]; 

Cathro, Guy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Guy Cathro (cathro)]; clanigan@townofchapelhill.org; Somoano, Carlos M 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Carlos M 

Somoano (somoano)]; Suits, Christy H. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christina Hanson Suits (chsuits)]; Arendas, Dave [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=David C Arendas 

(arendas)]; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dlhawkin]; Papa, Donna J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Donna J Papa (djp)]; fiona@bridge2sports.org; 

Boaz, Frank W. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Frank W. Boaz (fboaz)]; Fulton, Grant [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Grant Fulton (wfulton)]; Grimsley, Richie 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Richie 

Grimsley (richie3)]; Porter, Grant [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSICN=Grant Porter (gtporter)]; @aol.com; Hirth, Christopher J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher J Hirth 

(chirth)]; Field, Jaci [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=Jaci Terese Field (field)]; Fuchs, Jeffrey W [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeffrey W Fuchs 

(jfuchs)]; Halsey, Jason [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=Jason Halsey (jjhalsey)]; Langley, Raymond Joshua [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Raymond Joshua 

Langley (rjl)]; Negalha, Jeff [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=Jeff Negalha (negalha)]; Brunner, John F [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Brunner]; Cleary, 

Kenneth Eugene [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSICN=Kenneth Eugene Cleary (kecleary)]; Shelton, Karen C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Karen C Shelton 

(kshelton)]; Dully, Kathy B. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=Kathleen B Dully (kduffy)]; Robinson, Kevin T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin T Robinson 

(ktrob)]; Lancaster, Elizabeth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=Lizlan]; Bunting, Mike [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Michael D Bunting Jr (mbunting)]; Crowe, 

Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=Michael P Crowe (crowel)]; Meaders, Harlis James [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Meaders]; 

meredith@bolons.com; Terrell, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 



CC: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MterreII]; Fava, Nicole M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Nicole M Fava (lava)]; Hilton, Nathan Scott 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Nhilton]; 

Walker, Nina [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Nina Walker (walkern)]; Sander, Thomas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tjsander]; Plunkett, 

Mary Rob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=7ae6c8e54b304ae89fbc7aS:~Sd983418]; Myers, Patrick Jacob [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Patrick Jacob Myers 

(patmyers)]; Pogge, Paul [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=John Paul Pogge (ppogge)e3b]; Halverson, Doug [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN--RECIPIENTS/CN=Doug Halverson 

(halverso)]; Oliaro, Scott M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Scott M Oliaro (oliaro)]; Stewart, Robert House [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Robert House 

Stewart (rhstewar)]; Levy, Jennifer S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Slinger]; VanAlstyne, Mark [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mark Lin Vanalstyne (vanalsty)5a7]; Vangelder, 

Marielle A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MarielIe A Vangelder (mvangeld)83b]; Scroggs, William E [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WilIiam E Scroggs 

(wscroggs)] 

Robinson, Kevin T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin T Robinson (ktrob)] 

Athletic Field Schedule for week of 2/24/:~4 - 3/2/:~4 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Attached is the Athletic Fields Schedule for next week (week of February 24, 2014 through March 2, 2014). 

Facility schedules for Ehaus and Hooker are attached or online at http://campusrec.unc.edu/facilities- 

schedules-reservations. 
Reggie Hinton also keeps a list of our upcoming facility hours for Ehaus an Hooker here: online 

calendar. Select the "Facility Hours of Operation" option under the "Select Category" menu at the top. 

clicking the hours listed for each date, you can see the specific facility hours of operation for Ehaus and 

Hooker. 

By 

Have a great weekend!!! 

GO 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Touloupas, Ma~ Alyson <matouloupas@unc.edu> 

Friday, Februmy 21, 2014 5:17 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Touloupas, Mary Alyson <matouloupas@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <aJ~son@email.unc¯edu> 

Re: Tix to wake 

Yes, we could do four tickets. Jufft send me a form, thaulcs! 

On Feb 21, 2014, at 4:18 PM, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar(F~uuc.e&~> wrote: 

tti MA 

I’m iu TX. Just got emN1 t?om Anion. Two mcmi~ on campus¯ 

for a cu~ent player to joiu them? 

Ch~s 

¯ Are we allowed a ticket lbr their club coach and oue 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Friday, Februmy 21, 2014 5:22 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Do~ance, Albert A IV ~anson@emml.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Tix to w~ke 

Tom, 

If you are still in the office roll you fill om a ticket reques~ from and email to IVIA please? 

Chris 

Sent ti~m~ my iPad 

Begin ibm’a~ded message: 

From: "Touloupa~ Masy Alyson" <._n_)__a_g?__u__[~_?__u_I~?~t_~_a~3_t__n__c_’_:_e_d____~ 

Date: Februaly 21, 2014 at 4:17:08 PM CST 

To: "Dncar, Chris" z<lucat,’~unc.edu> 

Co: "Toulonpas, Mary. Alys~n" <matouloupas(?~uuc.edu>, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu~ 

Subject: Re: Tix to wake 

Yes, we could do tbur tickets. Just send me a form, thanks! 

On Feb 21, 2014, at 4:18 PM, "Ducat, Chris" <ducm(tbunc.edn> wrote: 

Hi N~ 

I’~n in TX. Just got email from Anson. Two recruits on cm~pus and 

coach and one for a current player to join them? 

Clms 

¯ Are we allowed a ticket for their club 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 5:38 PM 

Touloupas, Mary Aly~n <matouloupas@unc.edu> 

Touloupas, Mary Alyson <matouloupas@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <aJ~son@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tix to wake 

MA 

Will you send me a copy? rll be able to do it from my iPad right? 

Sere ti~m my iPad 

On Feb 21,2014, at 4:17 PM, "Touloupas, Mary Alyson" <matouloupas~i~unc.edn> wrote: 

Yes, we could do four tickets. Just send me a fom~, thanks! 

On Feb 21~ 2014, at 4:18 PM~ "Ducar~ Chris" < ..d__t!_c__~_~__r~i._t_~..n_9_:e_~t_..u_ > wrote: 

Hi MA 

I’m in TX. Jnst got email from Anson. Two recruits on campus. 

coach and one for a current plAyer to join them? 

Chris 

and ¯ Are we allowed a ticket for their club 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Touloupas, Mary, Alyson <matouloupas@unc.edu> 

Friday, Februmy 21, 2014 7:21 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Touloupas, Maty Alyson <matouloupas@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <aJ~son@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tix to wake 

I don’t have one at home. Just send me the names and I can add itto a form in the morning. 

On Feb 21, 2014, at 5:37 PM, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar({~ut~c.e&~> wrote: 

MA 

Will you send me a copy? I’ll be able to do it from my iPad right? 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 21, 2014, at 4:17 PM, "Touloupas, Mary. Alyson" <_r!3~t_R_t_t_l_R_t_ti~.~__u__r_t__c_:_e_~t___u_> wrote: 

Yes, we could do four tickets. Just send me a fo~rn, thanks! 

On Feb 21, 2014, at 4:18 PM, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar(d~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi MA 

I’m in TX. Just got email from Anson. Two recruits on campus. 

for fl~eir club coach and one tbr a current plAyer m join them? 

Chris 

and Are we allowed a ticket 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lisa Waxdle <Lisa.Wardle@dukece.com> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 10:14 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Nike - week of May 19-21,2014 

I will let you know. It will either be Monday or Friday. 

Oh, another important point~,.it would be at Nike HQ in Oregon. Are you okay to travel? 

The audience is a group of 35 o~ ~:he h~ghest potential leaders ~n ~:he orgamzat~on. Great group, 
Lisa Wardie 
phone: 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, Februa~ 21, 2014 4:08 PN 
To= Lisa Wardle 
Subject= RE: Nike - week of Nay 19-21, 2014 

Got ~t ,.. What day what: thole what audience .... 

F~m= Lisa Wardle [mailto:Lisa.Wardle@dqkece,com] 
Sent= Friday, Februa~ 21, 2054 4:04 PN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Subject= RE: Nike - week of Nay 19-21, 2014 

We~L that ~s evo~4ng but essentially we wouM hke you to do an ~ns~#ational ses~km w~th them. 

f am just: beg~nrdng the design o~ ~:h~s last module but ~:he content you shared w~th me earlier was terd~k:. We may adjust to their current challenges a bR but t think 

your story and you as an ~nd~v~duai wou~d be s great treat for them. They wouid ~esrn and be k~spired --and that is the goal 

Thanks, 

phone: 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [ma~lto:anson@ema~l.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, Februa~ 2~, 20~4 4:05 PN 
Te= Lisa Wardle 
Subject= RE: Nike - week of Nay ~9-2~, 2014 

Lisa, 

~ do have some freedom that week .... Please rem~nd me what you wouh~ Hke me to do? 

F~m= Usa Wardle 
Sent; Friday, Februa~ 2~, 2054 3:53 PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Subject= Nike - week d Play ~9-21, 20~4 

Hi Anson, 

I hope this message finds you doing well. 

I wanted to try, once again, to get you to meet with the Nike folks. Do you have availability the week of May ~97 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Lisa 
Lisa Wardle 
Managing Director 
Duke Corporate Education I 3~0 Blackwell StreetI Durham, NC 277~3 
phone: +~ 9~9 680 5685 I mobile: I fax: +~ 9~9 680 5602 
www.dukece.com 

Duke CE Privacy Statement 
Please be advised that this e-mail and any files transmitted with it ate confidential cornrrtLmication or may otherwise be pm’ileged or confidential and are intended solely for the individual or 
entity to whom they are addressed. Kyo~ are not the intended recipient you may not rely on the contents of this email or any attachments, and we ask that you please not read, copy or 
retransmit this co~rm~unication, but reply to the sender and destroy the email, its contents, and all copies thereof irmnediately. Any unauthorized dissemination, distribution or copying of 
this conmatmication is strictly prohibited 

Duke CE Priva cy Statement 
Please be advised that this e-mail and a~y files transroitted with it are coEfidemial communication or may otherwise be privileged or confidential and are intended solely :[br the indwidual or 
entib’ to whom they are addressed. It’you are not the intended recipient you may not rely on the contents of this emai] or a~y attachroents, and we ask that you please not read, copy or 
retransmit this comrounicalion~ but reply to the sender and destroy the emai], its conte~ts, and all copies thereof immediately. Any unauthorized disseminati(m, distribution or copying of 
this communication is strict]}’ prohibited. 

]:)ake CE Privacy Statement 

Please be advised [ha~ this e-.mai[ and any :files; transmitted with it are confidential communication ot may otherwise be privileged or confidential arid are intended solely for the individual ot 

emlty to whom they are addressed I:fyou are not the intended recipient you may not rely on the concerns of this; emai l or any attachments, arid we ask that you please not read, copy or 

[ettansmit this; comrnurfication, but reply to the sender and destroy [he email, its; contems, and all copies thereof itmnediate]y. Any Lmauthorized dissemination, distribution or copying of 

this communication is strictly prohibited 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu~-- 

Saturday, February 22, 2014 1:26 PM 

Chris Rich <          ~gmml.com> 

Palladino, George W <bpalladino@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV ~nson@email.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Spring Break Cm~p 

Dino 

Are you ok with this? Just want to ask befbre moving fbrward. Thanks. 

Carlos Somoano 
UNC Soccer 

On Feb 15, 2014, at 11:16 AM, "Chris Rich" ~)gmail.com> wrote: 

> Bill, 
> 

> This is Chris, new assistant with the men. We’re having a spring break camp next month and would like to add girls to the program We noticed you’ll do not have a spring break camp but 
wanted to run it by you either way. Would you guys be ok with us adding girls? Let me know, thanks. 
> 

> 

> Chris Rich 
> UNC Men’s Soccer 
> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Saturday, 5:19 PM 

@live. unc.edu-* 

Yount, Tony <ton~,oun@unc.edu>; Dolrauce, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu> 

Weekly Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your MATH tutoring session on at 6i00p~. This is your fi~t documented 

infractions and shall be considered your first warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a rnandatory meeting with the student, head coach, acadernic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~~~~ ~_ ~u~du) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

if you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben 5heu 
Assistan[ Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-A[hletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

(::ell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Reggie Allred ~ ~gmaJl.com> 

Saturday, February 22, 2014 11:02 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

field tuff 

Coach Anson, 
I coach the Faith Christian High School baseball team, in addition to the CNC Baseball Club 18u team. Our school is trying to raise money to get sod so that we can have a 
grass infield. We need to raise about $1800 to complete it. To raise this money, we are having a "Sports Auction" and Hot Dog Supper on March 15. Is there ANYTHING that 
you can donate to the school? We can give a Tax Deductible Receipt to you or the college. We will take anything-sports weadshirts/sweat shirts, excess equipment, used 
items (ierseys, pants,etc. ) or anythin.q e]se VOU can think of. We are a rea]ly sma]] school, and with your help, we can get a grass infield. Thanks so mucht 

Thanks, 

Coach Reggie Allred 

CNC Baseball Club Speed & Agility Coach 

Post 81 Senior Legion Head Baseball Coach 

Faith Christian Hio._li School Head Baseball Coach 

www.cncbaseballclub.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bill Palladino <, @aol.com~ 

Sunday, Februao~ 23, 2014 9:49 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Spring Break Camp 

Anso~ 

We ( our camps) are plamling a tree clinic as a promo for this summer camp sessions. Obviously, this roll be somewhat of a conflict. Our Day Camp ~mmbers are a 
little down already due to the strange ending date for the local schools (mid week). 

I’m not fond of the idea (boys camp ruth girls) but it’s your call .... 

Dino 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 22, 2014, at 2:26 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~b~emaAl.unc.edn> wrote: 

Dino, can yon respond to this? 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: UNC Spring Break Camp 

From: "Somomao, Caftos M" <csomoano~tmc.edu> 

To: Chfi s Rich ~         ))gmaJl.com> 

CC: "Palladino, George W" <bpalladino(a)nnc.edu-~,"Dorrance, Alberi A IV" <anson,~email.unc.edu-~ 

Dino 

Are you ok with this? Just want to ask before moving forward. Thanks. 

Carlos Somoano 
UNC Soccer 

On Feb 15, 2014, at 11 : 16 AM, "Chris Rich" ~gmail.com> wrote: 

> Bill, 

> 

> This is Chris, new- assistant with the men. We’re having a spring break camp next month and would like to add girls to the program. We noticed you’ll do not have a spring 

break camp but wanted to run it by you either way. Would you guys be ok with us adding girls? Let me kno~v, thanks. 

> 

> 

> Chris Rich 

> UNC Men’s Soccer 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

TONY YOUNT < ~}gmail.com> 

Sunday, Februao~ 23, 2014 11:24 AM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Ducax, Chris <ducag@unc.edu>; Pa]ladino, 

Geo~e W <bpalladino@unc.edu> 

Weekly 

222soc.pdf 

Coaches, 

Weekly attached 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Nugent ~mac.com> 

Sunday, FebruaD~ 23, 2014 8:08 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Grading Character featuring Anson Dorrance : FilmRoomTV Insider 

What a great sloly. Just one more chmacteristic to elnulate within our prograln. Hope to see you on the field again soon. 

All the best. 

Steve Nugeat, Head Coach 

Washington State Women’s Soccer 

Cell: 

Fax: 866-596-6248 
www.WSUCougars.com 

"Make sure people know they axe working with you and not for you." 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Ledbetter Basketball <info(~ledbetterbasketball.com> 

Date: Februa~ 23, 2014 at 6:59:26 PM CST 
To: Steve <       ~mac.com> 

Subject: Grading Character featuring ~Mason Dorrance : FilmRoomTV Insider 

Reply-To: Ledbetter Basketball <intb(~:ledbetterbasketball.com> 

Featuring Anson Dorrance 

Anson Dorrance has one of the most successf’ul coaching records in the 

history of athletics, As head women’s soccer coach at the University of 

North Carolina, he’s won 22 National Championships (not a typo), 

So, what’s the foundation of UNC’s program? How is it measured? See 

what the most coveted award is tha~ his players value most.., and how 

it was inspired by a very speciai ~2 yr old. 



CORPORATE 
PROGRAM 

With this hands on program, Brett brings customized exercises and 

roofs to your business leaders and teams. The program utilizes Brett~s 

research fl’om ~.30+ hsterviews w~h chamNoash~p coaches, profess~o~a~ 

athletes, and best-sell~n~ authors ~ bringh~g a unique perspective to 

personal and professional growth, 

Ladbe~.e~- Baskatbs~ 

PO Box ~354 

Powered by 
MailChimp 

Add us to your address book 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:34 PM 

FW: For the team 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, 

To: Sander, Thomas .] 
Subject: For the team 

.9:13 PM 

Hey guys, 

Sorry I’ve been a-wall for the past few weeks¯ 

days even getting up to eat a meal or take a shower wore me out. 

¯ For a couple of 

Given all of this I have decided not to play      anymore. It has been one of the hardest decisions of my life since I love it and you guys so much but its 

what I have to do for my health. I’m so thankful for the two amazing seasons I had with you guys and will never forget them. I wish I could play a role like 

this spring but I’ve had to take                                    for the semester so legally with the NCAA I cannot participate in many 

team activities. I’ll be at practice tomorrow and the Duke game this weekend and obviously still hang out with everyone outside of whenever I can 

I love you guys so much and will miss getting to play with you all every day! TFLF 

Love, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 9:37 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris ~ducar@~mc.edu-~ 

Hello’. 
Just wanted to touch base and see how is going? Do you 
think she is progressing well? I know she is very happy! 
Also, we are in a bit of a bind and wondered if you had any 
suggestions. I have booked      on a flight out of Greensboro on 
Sunday, and the Canadian friend I have there is now going 
to ..so I wondered if you know of a shuttle or something 
oIt’ered to students 
Thanks.. I hope you both are doing well 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Monday, FebruaD~ 24, 2014 10:49 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@email.unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros( 

RE: Lad&r 

~gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Paul. Thank you. 

That is a house where some of our players live~ I have forwarded your email to the landlord and will follow up with the girls. 

Chris 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent-" Monday, February 24, 20:~4 9:08 AM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducat, Chris; Sander, Thomas .~ 
Subject: Ladder 

All, 

The attached picture was sent to me from someone concerned that some women’s soccer players might be living in this house. They were alarmed that a ladder 

was positioned on top of a picnic table. I don’t know if any of your student-athletes live in this house or not, but thought l’d share this so you can discuss it with 

them if they do in fact live there. 

Hope you had a nice weekend, 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, Februao~ 24, 2014 10:53 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: field turf 

Yep - he asked Carlos the same thing; can’t do it... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014:10:52 AM 
"ro: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: FW: field turf 

Illegal right? 

From: Reggie AIIred [mailto:            .@. gmail.com] 

Sent: Saturday, February 22, 2014 1J.:02 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: field turf 

Coach Anson, 
I coach the Faith Christian High School baseball team, in addition to the CNC Baseball Club 18u team. Our school is trying to raise money to get sod so that we can have a 
grass infield. We need to raise about $1800 to complete it. To raise this money, we at~ having a "Sports Auction" and Hot Dog Supper on March 15. Is there ANYTHING that 
you can donate to the school? We can give a Tax Deductible Receipt to you or the college. We will take anythin.q-sports wear/shirts/sweat shirts, excess equipment, used 
items (ierseys, pants,etc. ) or anythin.q else you can think of. We are a really small school, and with your help, we can get a grass infield. Thanks so much! 

Thanks, 

Coach Reggie Allred 

CNC Baseball Club Speed & Agility. Coach 

Post 81 Senior Legion Head Baseball Coach 

Faith Christian Hill School Head Baseball Coach 

www.cncbaseballclub.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc,edu~ 

Monday, 11:28 AM 

~hedule tbr Saturday 

Team, 

Here’s the schedule for Saturday: 

7:45 am Panera (get it to go if you need treatments) 

8:00 am treatments 

9:00 am pregame Castle 

10:00 am leave for Duke 

:10:30 am warm up 

:1:1:00 am game vs Duke 

:1:00 pm BoJangles! 

* remember to bring a change of clothes for after the game so I can get your unis back 

** Plan to ride back with the team in the vans unless I have the permission forms from your parents ( 

) 
-Tom 

Tom S~der 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

Univel~i~ ofNort~ C~olina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Warner, Stacey Hams <staceywame@unc.edu~ 

Monday, Februao~ 24, 2014 11:41 AM 

Jason Sisneros < @gmaJl.com> 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@email.unc.edu>; Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu> 

RE: My Ti~nes Lasl Week 

Ok, Lhanks. 

.Just an FYI, you have 52.8 regular hours and 22,5 hours in overtime (meaning your rate will go up significantly for those hours). 

Be sure ya’I] are keeping a check on your hours as it pertains to your budget. I don’t know what you have allotted for that. 

"~Sl:acey 
Fro~: .~ason Sisneros [mailto::        @gmail.¢om] 

Sent: Monday, February 2% 2014 :L[:36 AM 
To: Warner, Stacey Harris 
Subject: Re: My Times Last Week 

I clocked in at l 0am - 1:30pm (lunch 1:30-2:30pm) 

Then I worked from 2:30 - 5: 30pm 

Jason 

University. of North Carolhm \Vomen’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, Norfl~ Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Mon, Feb 24, 2014 at 11:32 AM, Warner, Stacey Hams <staceywame~unc.edu> wrote: 

What was your out time on Wednesday, 2/21? 

Fro~: Jason Sisneros [mailto:        @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 I:1:03 AM 
To: Warner, Stacey Harris 
Subject: My Times Last Week 

Stacey, 

I am so sorry! I was on the road Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Stmday and I forgot to clock in! It was my first recruiting trip and I just spaced. 

I apologAe for any inconvenience. My times were a.s tbllows: 

Thursday (2/20) - 7:30am- 1:30pm then 2:30-5:30pm 

Friday (2/21) - 7:30am- 12:30pm then 1:30pm-6:30pm 

Saturday (2/22) - 7:30am-5:30pm (I didn’t really have a lunch a break this day - at a soccer tournament and watching ganges all day solid) 

Sunday (2/23) - 7:30am-3:30pm 

If there is anything else, plea~ let me know. I’ll try mad remember to clock in and out next tri!! 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Assistant Coach 

(c) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monday, 12:33 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@em~fil.unc.edu> 

Re: [,adder 

Anson, 

Hmmm that doesn’t look good. Someone might have tried to break in the top window today.., scary! 

I’m just kidding.       ; last night in Chapel Hill was last night and we all got up on our roof and hung out. We only used the ladder once though because we ended up getting 
the top window open. Sorry for being dangerous! 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: @aol.com> 
Sent: Mon, 11:43 am 
Subject: FW: Ladder 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday, 9:08 AM 

To: Dorrance, AIber~ A IV; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Ladder 

All, 
The attached picture was sent to me from someone concerned that some womenDs soccer players might be living in this house. They were alarmed that a ladder was 
positioned on top of a picnic table. I don 15It know if any of your student-athletes live in this house or not, but thought I E~]d share this so you ca n discuss it with them if they do 
in fact live there. 
Hope you had a nice weekend, 
Paul 

Paul Pogge 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
450 Skipper Bowles Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919)-843-7690 
"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: @gmaikcom> 

Sent: Monday, 12:55 PM 

To: Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: 

Anson, 
Thanks for the information and glad you are of the same opinion 

is mature for a           and is handling all of the new 
challenges well. I would love to heal- ticom      ..I asked      if 
I should speak to her and her answer..was no..of course! 
I know- she has received some good grades so far ..hope that 
continues ..and yes, I agree loving their college years is huge! I 
know- this will be the case and hope it includes natiunal championships 
too[ 
Any thoughts on the airport ride? 
Thanks for all you do! 

On Man,            at 12:10 PM. Dorrance, Albert A IV 
<anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> 

> I will copy on this so you can get a professional opinion. As far as I am concerned I am very happy is here. She is a very important player for us and ~ve need her healthy 
and from what So I know this has been addressed in 
> 

> Tony Yount, our academic guy, is also extremely pleased with maturl~ We all have the feeling that coming early was a very wise move I know this is made by a great sacrifice by 
you guys but I love having her here. And thank you for sharing that she is happy. Even though we certainly love winning national championships and sending our kids offto World Cups 
and Olympics, still my greatest satisfaction is that the kids really do love their four years in Chapel Hill. 

Original Message ..... 
> From: [rnailto: t(~r)gmail.com] 
> Sent: Monday, 9:37 AM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
> Subject: 
> 

> Hellot 
> Just wanted to touch base and see how 
> Also, we are in a bit of a bind and wondered if you had any suggestions. ] have booked 
now going to       .so I wondered if you know of a shuttle or something offered to students 
> Thanks..I hope you both are doing well. 

> 

> 

> 

> 

is going? Do you think she is progressing well? I kno~v she is very happy[ 
on a flight out of Greensboro on Sunday, and the Canadian friend I have there is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 1:38 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Spring Break 

Hey Anson, 

Is it okay if I return from Spring Break Monday the 

have to miss practice, :( 

so I can attend a family event the night before? I’d get back Monday at 11:30 which means I would 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:16 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@ema~l.unc.edu>; Sisnero~ Jason M <sisnems@emaJl.unc.edtr* 

Yount, Tony <ton~ount@unc.e&~> 

I~NV~: Two W Soccer transfers 

.xlsx; .xlsx 

’,-111, 

See aLtached for the Lwo Lransfer credit evak~ations from Admissions for and Lhe updaLed one for 

actually needs to have 48 hours towards her degree by the start of next fall so she’s got work to do; the credit hour ~nformat~on for th~s current semester is 

a~so as estimate from the Admissions Office as      didn’t get us the information on how many credits each c~ass on her schedule ~s worth. 

on ~:he other hand is ~t~ much better shape, She enrolled as a                     , so she would need 48 hours here at the begmt~mg o[ the fa~ semes~:er 

(aFter compkd:k~g 5 fulM:~me semesters) and then would haw? to hit 72 hours prb:?r to Spdt~g fF we can g ~t a c:u]: k~ :f sgl]id)i we can probably get h :~r well 

with~n shooting range w~thout needing summer school 

Tony - can you take a look to see if these courses w~l~ be degree aOOHcab~e; not sure what they’re each thinMng for ma~ors but the credits may ~end themselves to 

an Mea. ThanksH 

[.at?ce 

F~m= Robinson, Emma Mac 
Sent= Monday, 3:00 PN 
To= Narkos, Lance N 
~ubjeet= RE: Two W Soccer transfers 

Hi Lance, 

evak~ation may be incorrect as far as hours. I had to search her school’s website to find the courses she ~s currently taMng. 

From: Markos, Lance M 

Sent: Thursday, ~:47 AM 

To: Robinson, Emma Mae 

Subject: Two W Soccer transfers 

Hey Emma, 

These things just keep coming - must be that time of year somehow. One is for a kid from th~                     rhe other is for a kid you’ve already looked at 

I’ve attached her spring schedule just to get the updated projection. 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email,nnc.edu 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Victoria Pratt < ~(}gmail.com> 

Monday, February 24, 2014 4:56 PM 

Chapel Hill 1st Wa~-d Mailing List <chlwar~liskserv.unc.edu> 

Chapel Hill 1st Wa~;d Mailing List <chl wax&~listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Ichlwm~] Family History Fair! 

Hi eye,one, 

For those of you who would like to view some of the sessions l~om the recent Family History Fair, you can find them on roots tech.org. On the website, go to Roots 

Tech Recorded Sessions and check "here?’ If at any time yon get a "503 Service Unavailable" message, jnst go back and re-enter. ENoy! It was a wonderful fair. 

Vicky 

On Wed, Feb 5, 2014 at 10:37 AM, Swanson, Rosa <rosa swanson~)med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Everyone, 

First, I want to thank Vicky Pratt for this wonderful email abont the Family History Fair. I am sending to the Ward List Serve, because we can as many as possible 

to reap the blessings of a concentrated effort to learn more about Fmnily History, work. 

In case you hadn’t heard the announcements or seen the flier on the upcoming Family History Fair, here again is the information. M~at you might 

not know is that there are 29 classes to choose from and lunch is included If interested, you will need to register as soon as possible at 

www.ld~.org/familyhistoryfair Sign up under the Durham Stake and it will lead you to a site with all the clc~ses and descriptions. I have attached a 
copy of the descriptions that you can print out to help when deciding on classes when you move onto the registration page. 

Family History Fair 

Saturday, February 22from 9:00 - 4:00 

Durham Stake Center 

Ages 12 and older 

There are a variety of classes - take a look! Invite a frien!! 

Rosa Swanson 

Course Manager 

Department of Social Medicine 

CB# 7240, 345 MacNider Hall 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7240 

Phone: 9~9-966-4799 

Fax: 919-966-7499 

Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter. 
M~xfin Luther King, Jr. 

<li~ -- You are cnrrently subscribed to 

<"ul> 

chl wa~d as: <a hre~"mailto: ~gmail.com":: ~gmail.com~a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emaJl to <a href "mailto:leave- 34210762- 72176368 .a24albc2fd0b009c90077a9cb543076e@listserv. unc. edu’~-leave- 34210762- 
72176368.a24afbc2fd0b009c90077a9cb543076e,~+qistserv .unc.edu</a> 

<ul > 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
%/ul> 

chlward as: <a hre~"mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edn">anson@uncaa.unc.edu<~/a;< To unsnbscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-34304081-15290174.30fl 9568670012b668cadeca395b5555@listserv.unc.edu">leave-34304081- 



15290174.30fl 9568670012b668cadeca395b5555@listserv.unc.edu</a:~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtv~ 

Monday, 6:57 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Spring Break 

My parents are having relatives in from           and are wanting me to stay and see family I haven’t seen in awhile. 

don’t want to miss practice and if you don’t think it’s a good idea then I will tell my parents I need to come back Sunday night. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 2:43 PM 

To~ 

Subject: RE: Spring Break 

What is the event? 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 1:38 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject: Spring Break 

Hey Anson~ 

Is it okayif I return from Spdn~ Break Monday the 

have to miss practice. :( 

so I can attend a family event the night before? I’d get back Monday at 11:30 which means I would 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Keating @gmail.com> 

Monday, Februa~ 24, 2014 7:38 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Success TraJts (Self-Belial) & Youth Dev 

I know you’re slammed, so as not to chase you, let me know when you’re available to catch up on the survey I designed for you. Next steps outlined below, 

m~ke myself avmlaMe on your schedule ~f you give me a day or two notice, 

Hope you are wel~, my fdend~ 

M~ke 

M~ke gearing 

from= Mike Keating [mailto:      @gmail.com] 
Sent~ Friday, February 21, 20~4 10:37 AN 

To~ ’Dorrance, Albe~ A N’ 
Subject~ UNC Success Trai~ (SeI-Belie0 & Youth Dev 

Anson, 

On my way to Williamsburg for ODP in an hour. Will call you on: 

]) UNC Traits survey discussed in your office https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/Youth Development UNC Traits (com#eting it wil~ take 2 - 3 minutes) 

2) Getting more pro and WNT players to fill out Elite Youth Dev survey https:!/www.surveymonkey.com!s/El~te Youth Development 

For Youth Development Survey, here is list of participants who comNeted: 

and     started Elite Youth Dev survey but did not complete. 

What we need to complete the study is: 

:I) :100% participation of current team in the UNC traits survey -will take 2-3 minutes !ittps~iiwww.surveymonke%conffsiYouth Deve!opment L!NC Tra!ts I 

recommend you get former players at higher levels, too for benchmarking. 

2) Pro & WNT players (other than Heather) to take the original survey -will take 7-9 minutes. Suggest this be sent as a separate email only to that group 

https:iiwww.surveymonkey.comis!Elite Youth Development 

VII try you by phone later to discuss. 

Mike 

Mike Keating 

(m) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 8:26 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Spring Break 

Thank you very much I really appreciate it!! My parents are going to be thrilled! 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 7:24 PM 

To: ; Sander, Thomas J; Jason Sisneros 

Subject: Re: Spring Break 

Nope .... this is the off season and there is nothing more important than famii,,, ... you can miss practice. 

Sea’,t from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DRO~.D 

@live.unc.edu> wrote: 

My parents are having relatives in from           and are wanting me to stay and see family I haven’t seen in awhile. 

don’t want to miss practice and if you don’t think it’s a good idea then I will tell my parents I need to come back Sunday night. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 2:43 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Spring Break 

Wh~l: is the event? 

Sent: Honday, 1:38 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A ~’ 
Subject." Spring Break 

Hey Anson, 

Is it okay if I return from Spring Break Monday the 

have to miss practice. :( 

so I can attend a family event the night before? I’d get back Monday at 11:30 which means I would 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:02 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

good soccer article 

Hey Anson, 
I came across this article and thought you would find it interesting. It talks about youth player development in Holland and the idea of getting 10,000 
touches a day. It compares this idea to Gladwell’s Outliers book and his concept that :[0,000 hours will lead to mastery. However it adds to Gladwell’s idea 
by saying ":[0,000 hours of application doesn’t really guarantee mastery," which I agree with. It reminded me of our freshmen book meeting last week 
talking about being efficient and meaningful with our time. Training for hours isn’t going to help someone if they aren’t doing the right things. What’s 
important is what we accomplish based on the goals we have for a certain period of time, not the amount of time we spend doing something. 

http:!/www.theguardia n.com!football/these-football-times/:          /footballers-practice-perfection-:[O-OOO-touches-day 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@rocketma~l.com~ 

Monday, 10:08 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

meeting 

Hey Anson, 
Just wanted to give you a heads up that I won’t be able to come in tomorrow around 11 as usual after my 9:30 class to discuss what happened at 

the leadership meeting. I have to make up an exam and the teacher’s only available time is at 11, but later on when my classes are finished or 
another time this week I will try to come by to see if you’re in your office if that works. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Pierce, Kris [kpierce@theacc.org] 

2/25/2014 2:25:06 PM 

Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu) [foleyae@bc.edu]; Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Albert A Dorrance IV (anson)]; Charles Adair 

(adair@vt.edu) [adair@vt.edu]; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu) [eradwan@clemson.edu]; Greg Miller 

(gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu) [gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu]; Jonathan Morgan (jmo1119@umd.edu) 

[jmo1119@umd.edu]; Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com) [karen@gocards.com]; Mark Krikorian 

(mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu) [mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu]; Mary-Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu) 

[m.monroe@miami.edu]; Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu) [pswheddo@syr.edu]; Robbie Church 

(robbie.church@duke.edu) [robbie.church@duke.edu]; Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu) 

[sswanson@virginia.edu]; Tim Santoro (tfsantor@ncsu.edu) [tfsantor@ncsu.edu]; Tony Da Luz (daluz@wfu.edu) 

[daluz@wfu.edu]; mharrity@nd.edu 

Matt Conway (BC) (conwayml@bc.edu) [conwayml@bc.edu]; Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.pitt.edu) 

[kbruce@athletics.pitt.edu]; Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu) [vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu]; Barrett, Jennie 

[jbarrett@theacc.org]; Fraser, Alex [afraser@theacc.org]; Butler, Lee [Ibutler@theacc.org]; Moore, Donald 

[dmoore@theacc.org]; Champigny, Ashley [achampigny@theacc.org] 

ACC W Soccer Conference Call - Tuesday, March 4 at 10 a.m. 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Importance: High 

Women’s Soccer Coaches .... 

As a follow-up to our January meeting, we will convene via conference call next Tuesday IlViarch 4t at 10 a,mo to discuss 

the following items: 

Video Exchange Platform 

Proposals from ProZone, Match Analysis, Team XStream, and EzXchanges are provided for your review, tf you have 

specific questions about these proposals, please let me know prior to Tuesday. The goal is to have questions answered 

ahead of time so we can spend our time discussing which platform is best for us to use. I would highly suggest 

discussing these options and preferences with the person on your staff that coordinates video for you. 

2o     Video Exchange Policy 

Depending upon which platform is recommended, we will then look to see if any recommendations need to be made to 

the policy. Once again, I would encourage you to discuss the preferences of your video contact prior to the call so that 

we can be ready to make a decision on the conference call. I have attached the current policy for your information. 

3°     Championship Venue 

I will provide the group with an update on venues interested in hosting our championship. The venues that I have 

reached out to per your request at: our meeting are WakeMed (Cary, NC}; Kennesaw State University; UNC-G; Virginia 



Beach Sportsplex; the new MLS Stadium in Orlando, FL; and PPL Park (Philadelphia). If there are other venues that you 

would like for me to reach out: to prior to Tuesday’s call, please let: me know immediately. 

Schedule for 20:[4 
1 know you all are anxiously awaiting the 2014 schedule, t have been working continuously with our scheduler on 

versions, and actually have another one on my desk to review this mornins. It remains the top priority for me and the 

scheduler to get: this completed as quickly as possible without sacrificing qualit:y. Realistically, you should have it by 

March :~ if not before. 

It is imperative that all head coaches partid~atein th~sconference ca!!, If there is a conf|ict, the on!y substitutes 

allowed from your school is your AD, SWA or your sport supervisor and I must be notified PRIOR to the call if you 

cannot attend. Let me know if you have any questions. Call-in information is below. 

][hanks! 

Kris 

Ace Women’s Soccer Conference Call 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 - 10 

Call-In Number: :L866.244.8528 

Passcode: 527972 

From: Moore, Donald 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 11:52 AM 

To: Pierce, Kris; Butler, Lee 
Subject: Soccer Video Exchange Proposals 

Kris & Lee, 

I finally received all the video exchange proposals for soccer. 

I’ve attached the proposals and presentations (if provided) from ProZone, Match Analysis, Team XStream, & EzXchanges. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

DONALD MOORE~ JR. 
Director of Championships 

O: 336.369.4655 I C: 

dmoore~theacc,org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fava. Nicole M <fava@email.unc,edu~; 

Tuesday, 10:09 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu>; 

RE: 

@gma~l.com> 

is doing well and I have enjoyed working with her thus far. She has a great attitude, ~vork ethic eve~z day and she is progressing with         weekly. ~en      got to campus 
she needed to gain a better strength base as ~vell as more efficient movement patterns. She has been working diligently to~vards these goals and I feel has made some good progress. Our 
plan is to                  next week prior to her heading home for spring break 

Thanks! 
Nicole 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Don-ance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Monday, i 
To: 
Cc: Fava, Nicole M 
Subject: RE: 

12:10PM 

I will cop)’ Nicole on this so you can get a professional opinion As far as I am concerned I am very happy      is here. She is a ve~z important player fbr us and we need her health?- and 
from what Nicule said she needed                                                      ~ So I knuw this has been addressed in 

Tony Yuunt, uur academic guy, is also extremely pleased with      maturity. We all have the feeling that cuming early was a very w~se move I know this is made by a great sacrifice by 
you guys but I love having her here. And thank yuu J2~r sharing that she is happy Even thuugh we certainly luve winning national championships and sending our kids ufftu World (;ups 
and Olympics, still my greatest satisfaction is that the kids really du [uve their J2~ur years in Chapel Hill. 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: [mailtu: 5a)~mail.com] 
Sent: ]VIonda’~,, 9:37 AM 
Tu: I)urrance, Albert A IV; Ducat, Chris 
Subject:, 

Hello! 
Just wanted to touch base and see how. is going? I)u you think she is progressing well? I knuw she is very happy! 
Alsu, we are in a bit uf a bind and wundered if you had an)’ suggestiuns. I have buoked      on a flight uut of Greensburu un Sunday, 
now gu~ng tu        ..so I wondered ifyuu knuw ufa shuttle ur sumething offered to students. 
Thanks..I hope you both are duing well. 

and the Canadian friend I have there is 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:32 AM 

@live.unc.edu~ 

RE: clofl~es tbr saturday 

Just a reminder that NCAA rules prohibit you from traveling with us or competing in matches until yt~e transcript and test scores are cleared by the 

cle~dngho~se Hopeft~%, ~t comes through by Vdd~y~ 

--’[’om 

Sent; Nonday, 7:29 PN 
Te= Sander, Thomas ~ 
Subject= clothes for saturday 

Hey coach, 

I don’t know if all the girls already have uniforms or if we get them on game day, or however it works, but I don’t have a uniform or any gear for the 

game on Saturday, Should I pick some up or just wear a Carolina shirt or something? 

Thanks, see ya tomorrow, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Keating < ;@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 25, 2014 11:02 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Success Traits (Self-Belie0 & Youth Dev 

I’ll call you at :lOAM tomorrow (Wed} unless I hear otherwism.. 

Mike Keating 

From= Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, February 2S, 20J.4:10:33 AM 
"l’e= Mike Keating 

Subject: RE: UNC Success Traits (Self-Belief) & Youth Dev 
Tomorrow I have some time in the mid morning .,, 

From= Mike Keating [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 7:38 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: UNC Success Traits (Self-Belief) & Youth Dev 

~nson, 

I know you’re slammed, so as not to chase you, let me know when you’re available to catch up on the survey I designed for you. Next steps outlh~ed below. 

make myself available on your schedule if you give me ~ day or two notice. 

Hope you are wel], my frkmd~ 

M~ke 

M~ke Keating 

(rn) 
F~= Mike Keating [mailto: _ 
Sent= Friday, February 21, 20~4 ~0:37 AN 

To= ’Dorrance, Albe~ A N’ 
Subject= UNC Success Train (SeI-Belie0 & Youth Dev 

Anson~ 

On my way to Williamsburg for ODP in an hour. Will call you on: 

~) UNC Traits survey discussed in your office https:iiwww.surveymonkey.com/siYouth Development LJNC Traits (completing it will take 2 - 3 minutes) 

2) Getting more pro and WNT players to fill out Elite Youth Dev survey https:!/www.surveymonkey.com!siElite...Youth...Deve~opment 

For Youth Development Survey, here is list of participants who completed: 

and    started Elite Youth Dev survey but did not complete. 

What we need to complete the study is: 

I) 100% participation of current team in the UNC traits survey- will take 2-3 minutes -h---t--t~.-s-~L~-~-w-.--w-.-w---~.-s---u--r--v---e--~---m----~---n--k---e--~-:-c-.-~-.--m-j--s-/Y~uth Development UNC Traits I 

recommend you get former players at higher levels, too for benchmarking. 

2) Pro & WNT players (other than Heather) to take the original survey -will take 7-9 minutes. Suggest this be sent as a separate email only to that group 

https:iiwww.surveymonkey.comis!Elite Youth Development 

VII try you by phone later to discuss. 

Mike 

Mike Keating 

(m) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Tuesdav. Februarv 25.2014 11:10 AM 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc.edu>; Meaders, Harlis James <meaders@unc.edu>; 
Anderson, Melinda <mj oines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L 
<cholliday@unc.edu>; VanAlstyne, Mark <coachmva@unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A 
<j sagula@unc.edu>; Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
<anson@email.unc.edu> 

Thank You! 

Dear Students: 

I want to thank you for attending the luncheon with Chancellor Folt last Wednesday. You are great representatives of your 
respective teams and teammates. 

I am hopeful you enjoyed your time with the Chancellor and appreciate her sincere interest in and concerns for the 
students on our campus. We are very lucky to have her as our Chancellor. 

Thank you again for attending the luncheon, and I was so proud of the manner in which you expressed your opinions and 
questions to the Chancellor. 

Take care, and all the best in the classroom and on the playing field, court, and track. 

Be well, and GO HEELS! 

Larry Gallo, Jr. 

~ Larry Ga~o, Jro 

Executive Associate Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Respor~sibility Ii~movatior~ Se~dce Excelle~ce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Neddo, Lynn J <neddo@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Febma~ 25, 2014 11:43 AM 

Lapenna, Michele <m.lapenna@jacobs-university.de>; Jason Sisneros < ~gmail.com> 

Neddo, Lylm J <neddo@emaJl.unc .edu>; Dorra ~ce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc .edu> 

RE: Jacobs University?North Ca~rolina Accredidation 

Hello lVNchele, 
I apologize if I need some clarification here. 
My understandhN is tha~ we are taNing abou~ UNC ~UE~[~i!}~.#~}~L~J#.!~5~[}!!k who aro atso UNC socoer playera who study for 1 sorneator (aprhN) at Jacob’a Univer’si~y. rNa 
wo~d be considered a study abroad pro#ram where students are enter d~recfly-entoNed in courses at Jacob’s Un~vets~, or ~att of an exchange, and where they receive credit 
(a kanscd~l from Jacob’s university} for ~l~e courses 1hey take d~dn~ the semester they are enrolled a~ Jacob’s University, ~l~at these co~;es would be able to transfer back 
for credi[ on the home campus (UNC-Chapel Hll0 and that [hese courses would count towards their de#tee and #tadua[ion at UNC-Chapel H~N. These sluden~s wo~ld NOT be 
seokh~g a degroe at Jacob’s Un~vors~ty, ju~#: crodit ]k~r ~he oeutses taken durin~ ~ho aemesN~r ~hey are in Bremen. 
These stude~?ts atMeles wouk~ also be aMe to p~ay, al an amateur level on the learn of Jacob University or even a Bremen c~ub soccer team. 
In order ~er s~uden[s [o be enrolled at Jacob’s Univers~[y ~6r a semes[er of courses, there needs ~o be all agreement wd~ten lis[ing INs h~formafion and signed by bo~h 
umvets@~s. 

I wou~d appreciate knowh~g ~f my undorstandh~g ~s correct or ned 
Best regards, 
Lynn 
Ly n n N e d d o 

Director, Continental Europe Programs 

University of North CaroNna at Chape~ H~H 

2015 Fedex G~obal Education Center 

Chapel H~N, NC 27599-3~.30 

Office: +1.919.96Z9272 

Fax: 919.962.2262 

F~m= Lapenna, Niche~e [mail~:m.lapenna@jacobs-universiN.de] 
Sent; Tuesday, Februa~ 25, 20~4 9:34 AN 
Te= Jason S~sneros; Neddo, Lynn J 
Subject= RE: Jacobs Universi~!No~h Carolina Accredidation 
Dear [ynn, 

~ ta~ked to nW co~[eague, Dr. Sonja, who ~s responsible for our grad programs. 

To avoid ang Mnd of misunderstanding she h~formed me that there’s no possibiNtg to work toward &~_~5__~)_DJ~_~ their degrees at Jacobs U~{vers~tg for UNC 

students at Jacobs. 

f[ we are ranting about being enroNed as a [uN studenL at Jacobs U~l~vers~ty, than we are .:)~1 the same page. 

You can [md aN kfformation about our grad programs and spp~ical:b:)~l deadN~es o~ our homepage: 

htt~j/wwwjacobs-qniv~rs!ty~de!~radqat~-adm!ssion 

I thi~k this is ~ triple whl sittJatio~: 

].)The studen[: has [:be chance to con[:mae Mslher athletk: and academic career on really high standards 

2) Hei she win be thankful to UNC thsL you showed l:hem an sdd~L~onal way for the# future and maybe donsLe some money for your programs this al:hleLes can 

also be good PR for UNO. 3) Jacobs University gets good educated students and we can s[art ( sooner or later} to build up our own University varsity teams. 

Here’s another question for you: 

Are undergraduate students allowed by NOAA rules, once they are on an exchange semester, to play for a club abroad? 

I think th~s could be an option to have regular team practice and competition e~ther for the time when there’s no offidal season for some sports (e.g. spring time 

For soccer, Football, hockey-fall for Basketball) or flbr red-sMr~: players to get sorne game experience 

We would be happy to have some good athlete students on campus which falfiH oar academic sta]ldards. 

Let me know what you think 

Best 

Mlchele 

Micbele Laperma 

Sports Coordinator 

Jacobs University Bremen gGmbH 

Campus Life 

Phone: +49 42t 200 - 43 t8 

Fax: +49 421 200 - 49 4318 

Erna~N m.la£enna~jacobs-u n~vers~ty.d e 

~_~_~_: J_~ ~_9_#_&:_~_~ )_K¢ f~)_[~:_#_#. 

Success is r:o accidentt 

~t is hard work, #erseverance, sacrifice, and most o~ aH LOVE OF WHK[ YOU ARE DOING 

{Pele) 

Commercial reslstry: Amtsserlcht Bremen, NRB 

CEO / Gesch~ftsfOhrerin: Prof< Drln~ Katja W~ndt 

Chair Board of Governors: Prof. Dr. Kadn LochLe 

~= Jason Sisneros [mail~: @gmail.com] 
$e~t= Dienstag, ~8. ~bruar 20~4 2~:3~ 

~= Lapenna, Nichele 
$abject= Jacobs Universi~/No~h Carolina Accredidation 

Mlchde, 



I’d like to introduce yon via email to Lynn Neddo, she has a way tbr Jacobs to create a path tbr UNC students to work toward and/or finish their degrees at Jacobs 

University. Lynn’s email is lwm.neddo(/&unc.edn and she’s cc’d on this email. This wonld of course be supported by our soccer program, as yon kmow, our kids love to 

play in Germany and a]l of them want to finish their degrees. Let me know how it a31 works out’. 

Thank you both! 

Have a good day! 

Jason Sisneros 

University. of North Carolh~a \Vomen’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Assistant Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, l: 10 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Leadership meeting 

Hey Anson, 

Just wanted to say SO1Ty for missing the leadership meeting this morning. They wanted me to see Brickner, and he was only available right after practice so I ~vent straight there I have a 
3o he wants me to rest at home today and then go back to see him in the morning. 

Not stare what you all ~vent over in the meeting, so I thought I ~vould just send you a quick note with the passage that stuck out to me from the Frankl reading this week: 

".. mental health is based in a certain degree of tension, the tension between what one has already achieved and what one still ought to accomplish... Such a tension is inherent in the 
human being and therefore is indispensable to mental well-being. We should not, then, be hesitant about challenging man with a potential meaning for him to Ii~lfill... I consider it a 
dangerous misconception of mental hygiene to assume that what man needs in the first place is equilibrium. A tensionless state" (104) 

This stood out to me as being really interesting because I think that he is right that we inherently embody a certain tension, but I would suggest that we also inherently have a dr~ve to attain 
the (meaningless or inhibitor) "equilibrium" he mentions. This equilibrium obviously has a different meaning than what ~ve might irmnediately associate with it (living a well-rounded life), 
and I thought Fral~l’s interpretation of this state was really valuable. Relating it to soccer, the equilibrium he speaks of might most closely resemble our "comfort zone" We introduce 
various competitions -- or tensions -- to combat the innately human characteristic of falling back into what is comfortable, routine, or easy.. Because that won’t get us anywhere, and it’s 
unlikely we would find any sense of accomplishment or meaning in hying that way. I think this can be applied to pretty’ much anything in life: sport, academics, relationships, etc. 

Hope that made sense 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 2:04 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Documentary screening 

Hey Ans, 

The CFK folks have agreed to host the team for the screening of Without a Fight (trailer here) tomorrow evening at 7pm in the FedEx Global Ed Center. 

has gracionsly volunteered to be our liaison and has helped us schedule the event ruth feedback from the team. She roll be reminding the team 

today/tomorrow of the screening; I would appreciate it if you could also encourage the girls to attend, if possibl!! 

In addition, you, Dino, Duca~, and Tom are welcome to attend fl~e screening. I think y’all would really enjoy it’. 

Thank~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Microsoft Outlook [MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@admin.live,unc,edu] 

7:25:16 PM 

@live.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: RE: Documentary screening 

RE: Documentary screening 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: RE: Documentary screening 

Sent: 7:24:40 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

@Ive,unc.edu 
The e-mail address you entered couldn’t be found. Please check the recipient’s e-mail address and try to resend the 
message. If the problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 2:25 PM 

~gmail.com> 

RE: Documentaxy screening 

Will do~l Yes, ladies this is a charity we have always supported. If yo~ can dear your decks please try to support it! 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, 2:04 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Documentary screening 

Hey Ans, 

The CFK folks have agreed to host the team for the screening of Without a Fight (trailer here) tomorrow evening at 7pm in the FedEx Global Ed Center. 

has graciously volunteered to be our liai~n and has helped us schedule the event with t~edback from the reran. She roll be reminding the teaJn 

today/tomorrow of the screening; I would appreciate it if you could also encourage the girls to attend, if possibl!! 

In addition, you, Dino, Ducker, and Tom are welcome to attend the screening. I think y’all would really enjoy it’. 

Thanks, 



University of North Carolina 

Player Goals Boy 

1. 

3. 

5. 

7. 

8. 

Goals 



University of North Carolina 

Rank m Rayer % Won Previous Ranks S(13,12,11) 

21,17,- 

17,1,- 

9,17,- 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Friedman <david~dj friedman.corn> 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 9:00 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Can you send our "Core Values" to ... 

FYI, didu’t get these froln 

On Feb 25, 2014, at 5:44 PM. Dorrance. Albert A IV < anson~em~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Can you send the "Core Values" to David? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@emaikunc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:44 PM 

@live.unc.edu:~ 

Do~ance, Albert A IV ~anson@emml.unc.edu> 

International Taxes - 

to complete the proper international documentation. This will allow athletics to 

If you do not sign the document, you will be responsible for the fees applied to your 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 5:52 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: International Ta~xes - 

I never got this. But I will go see them filst thing tomorrow Inorning. 

On Thursday, . Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(~email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

You got th~s? 

From: Strassner, Rachel 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: 
Cc: Dorran’ce, Albert A IV 
Subject: International Taxes - 

5:44 PM 

Plea~se be reminded to visit the Cashier’s Office no later tha~ Friday,         to complete the proper international documentation. This will aJlow athletics to 

assist in paying some of the intemationaJ tax fees chaxged to your account. If you do not sign the document, you will be responsible for the fees applied to your 

Connect Caroliim account. 

R .::::~’-ii’::~’.I :":~ ~:r.::::~-:.::: :~’: :~" :~" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edtc, 

Friday, February 28, 2014 9:15 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJd.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Sisneros, Jason M <sisneros@email.unc.edu>; Stander. 

Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; @msn.com’; ~live.unc.edu>; @aol.com 

GOOD LUCK! 

All the best vs. Duke tomorrow -~ play well and have fitn ! Most of all stay injury free. 
Be well, and GO ItEELS’. 
Take care, 
Larry 

Lxccutive Associmc I)irect~)r of Athletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris zmlucar@unc.edu> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 10:39 AM 

Randy Myer (Randy Myer@kenan-tlagler.unc.edu) 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@emml.unc.edu> 

Randy, 

our superstar freestyler, would love to talk with you about entrepreneurship and business school. Will you have any time to meet with her in the near 

future? 

Thanks my friend! 

Bird 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:13 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Relay tbr Lit~ Main Evem Invitation 

Coach Dorrance, 
My name is , and I am currently on the Relay for Life of UNC Publicity Committee. 
In honor of this year’s athletic theme "lust Cure It," we would like to invite the UNC Women’s Soccer Team to join us for our main event, 

at Fetzer Field. The event is a 20 hour overnight celebration with activities, food, entertainment, and events to honor those who have 

battled cancer, including special ceremonies to commemorate survivors as well as those we’ve lost. 

We were hoping that the UNC Women’s Soccer Team would be able to attend our Survivor Lap that kicks off the event at 6:00pm as well as 

participate in field events, pick-up games, and other activities throughout the evening or as their schedules permit. 

Thank you, 

Public Relations & Economics Double Major I French Minor 
Relay for Life at UNC-CH           [ Publicity Committee 

@live.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

TONY YOUNT @gmail.com> 

Friday, Februmy 28, 2014 2:18 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edn>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; DncaJc, Chris <ducag@unc.edn>; Pa]ladino, 

George W <bpalladino@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com> 

Weekly 

228soc.pdf; 228socgrades.pdf 

Coaches, 

We have received a significant number of progress reports from professors so a grade report is attached in addition to the weekly Please remember that an * beside a grade represents 
feedback directly from the professor. 

The drop deadline for spring semester classes is next Wednesday. After that day passes, I wi]l get to you an degree progress update to you highlighting which students really need summer 
school. You will get that toward the end of spring break Registration begins for sumaner school March 24 Jl)r seniors and juniors and 25 for sophs and freshmen. 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 2, 2014 12:02 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Checking In and a couple of recruiting questions:) 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Dana Jones           ~mac.com> 

Date: March 2, 2014 at 11:46:44 AM EST 

To: Chris Ducar <ducar,~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Checking In and a couple of recruiting questions:) 

Well Good Morning from overcast and very cold California!!! 

I heard from Biem that you had quite the walk the other day - very mnbitions - hope you had snow boots on walldng all the way home, wow! 

I sent a note t~            as I’ll be in Texas again soon mad wanted to check in with her on Maere 

usually does take a couple weeks, so checking in on that. 

process is at. ttaven’t heard back but it 

Also, our good friends the       were so encouraged and excited about       visit with Anson - although we just recd a very sad and disappointed 

note frown them regmding her transfer not going thlx3ugh? She is an outstanding young lady and the family would be an awesome addition to the Carolina 

~amily. 

Obvionsly I l, mow it might be too late, but what happened? She is a great kid! 

Miss you and all the happenings - 

Go Heels!’.! 

Dana 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Sunday, 12:39 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hey Ans, 

I know you have meetings aJl week but I was wondering if yon had a few minutes to spare an~ime aYter 3:30 tomorrow to chat. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Sunday, 1:13 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hey Anson, 

Just letting you know I got here safe and sound. Had the first practice today and mm~aged to get my heavy legs going after the flight. 

It was awesome reading your email about the girls against duke. Freaking awesome that saved that pk!! Hope everything back in the hill is good. I’ll be in 

touch. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sunday,              3:19 PM 



Cc: 

Subject: 

Levy, Jennifer S <jenny.levy@unc.edu>; Barnes, Philip E <pbarnes@unc.edu>; Mann, 
Jan M. <janmann@unc.edu>; Tony Yount ¯         @mac.corn>; Fulton, Grant 
<gfulton@unc.edu>; rackham <rackham@unc.edu>; Adams, Tyler G 
<tadams@unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <j sagula@unc.edu>; Shelton, Karen C 
<kcs@unc.edu>; Wigger, Leah Marie <wigger@unc.edu>; Dowd, Katrina M 
<kmdowd@unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
<anson@email.unc.edu>; Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Palladino, George W 
<bpalladino@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros " ~gmail.com>; Blanton, Brent S 

<blanton@unc. edu> 

Registration and Drops 

Ladies, 

1. The last day to DROP or to declare PASS/D/FAIL is Wednesday, March 5. Advisers will be available in Loudermilk from 6-8 
Monday evening, and 10-3 on Tues and Wed to assist with that process. See them first, and then bring the drop form to me for 
processing. IF YOU ARE ON BOOK SCHOLARSHIP, you must bring me the textbooks for the course that you intend to drop before 
I can process your drop form. Steele Building will be available for drops Tues and Wed from 8-5. If you go there, identify yourself as 
an athlete so that they will give you the drop form to bring to me. 

2. Registration for SUMMER SCHOOL begins March 24 for upperclassmen, and March 25 for underclassmen. If you are on 
scholarship, and you intend to take summer school classes from Carolina this summer, you should talk to me about which classes, and 
tall to your coaches about the possibility of funding assistance from them. They have limited funds, and many factors to consider 
when they decide to allocate their funds. The earlier the conversation, the better to get that process started. 

FALL REGISTRATION begins April 1 and continues through April 11. All athletes should have completed an appointment with your 
academic adviser each semester by the date of your registration. Lacrosse and Golf, advisers will be here over spring break and that’s a 
great time to meet with them. For all of you, you can meet with the Steele Building adviser of your choice. If you would like to meet 
an adviser in Loudermilk, the five advisers who work from our building are Andrea Caldwell, Tony Hansen, Roger Kaplan, Chloe 
Russell, Spencer Welbom. 

Take care of your business. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Gorman @hotmail.com> 

Sunday, March 2, 20:[4 3:48 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Practice Concept 

Anson, 

This all started because I wanted to be able to explain my practice philosophy in a few sentences. As Einstein {supposedly) said, "If you can’t explain it to 
a six-year-old, you don’t understand it yourself." 

At the moment, the system is this: 

--[if !supportLists]-->l) <!--[endif]-->Give the practice {not the individual) one point every time a player has his best repetition of the day on a particular 
drill. {And the first repetition of the day for each player on each drill is not eligible for the one point.) 

--[if !supportLists]-->2) <!--[endif]-->Give the practice (not the individual) three points every time a player has the best repetition of the day, out of all 
players, on a particular drill. (And the first overall repetition of the day on each drill is not eligible for the three point.) 
If you have managers and video and that sort of thing, you can track the points. If you cannot (or do not want to) track the points, I think the concept of 
what you are trying to accomplish can still be helpful. 

That’s it. 

I think the more points the practice is worth the better the practice. And the better the coach, the more points his practices will tend to receive. 

think it will guide a few behaviors by coaches. 

--[if !supportLists]-->l) <!--[endif]-->EVERY repetition is vitally important (yes, the first repetition by the first player on any drill doesn’t count for points, but 
that’s a weakness in the scoring I’d like to fix), and improvement means it was worthwhile while lack of improvement means it was not {except as it can 
be utilized to achieve improvement on later repetitions, from the same player and or/other from other players. 

--[if !supportLists]->2) <!--[endif]-->lf, at any point, a drill begins to yield less expected improvement than another drill (designed for the same skills or for 

other skills) would, either the coach must coach better, the drill must be adjusted, or the drill should be abandoned in favor of another drill. 

--[if !supportLists]-->3) <!--[endif]-->Drills must move quickly, but not too quickly, from repetition to repetition. There will be a speed at which points are 
maximized. Any slower, and time is being wasted. Any faster, and the drill will yield more total repetitions but fewer effective repetitions. 

--[if !supportLists]-->4) <!--[endif]-->Drill must be appropriately challenging. Too easy, and there will be no improvement. Too difficult, and improvement 
will {probably) be random, and another drill would probably yield more points. 

--[if !supportLists]-->5) <!--[endif]-->Repetitions must include the appropriate number of players. If too few go simultaneously, time is being wasted. If 
more go simultaneously than can be coached effectively, improvement will be close to random, and few players going at once might yield more points. (I 
want that to be the case, but I don’t know if the scoring system will actually yield that result.) 

--[if !supportLists]->6) <!--[endif]-->Players of different levels might need to participate in different drills, due to {4) above. Players whose repetitions will 
not contribute many points to the practice should be doing a drill in which their repetitions will contribute many points. 

So that’s where the concept stands right now. I definitely want your feedback. I am sure it can be improved and that you can help improve it. There a 

probably ways in which it can be "gamed" and points can be scored while making the practice worse rather than better. I think the three points -- for the 

best repetition of the day so far -- helps in that nobody {who’s anywhere near the top of the group, anyway) will have incentive to tank their first repetition 

in order to set themselves up for one point on their second repetition. And, of course, there’s always the question of whether you share the concept with 

the players or not. I think I would. 

It basically comes down to "We’re trying to improve as much as possible," and then trying to figure out what, exactly, that means for practice and how to 
evaluate if you’re doing the right things to accomplish it. 

Thanks, 
Michael 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Gorman @hotmail.com> 

Sunday, March 2, 20:[4 3:50 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

That was a rough draft. 

I’m sure it can be significantly improved, but that’s why I shared it with you in the first place. 

Let me know what you think. 

Thanks, 

Michael 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Palumbo @aol.com> 

Sunday, March 2, 2014 5:42 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hey Anion 

http:/iit~lsa-cm~es/index mxzhiw:~s,’vimeo~ php?ncs~ee 1536hte 

His explanation? His part-time job as a pizza deliverer takes him to drug-using neighborhoods off-base; he has a habit of licking his finger when he coums out dollar 
bills for change, and some of his custome~ mnst have used rolled bills to snort cocaine. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu; 

Sunday, 5:47 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Pa~t of my Ivo~ Latta interview you will LO~ 

Anson, 

For Tim Crothers class we interviewed Ivory Latta (UNC women’s basketball player and National Player of the year in 2006). Here is one of her responses I 

think you will like. Bold sections are the highlights. 

A: "Man, I don’t try to make people look foolish, it just happens. To be honest, I don’t know. People may not believe me, I’m gonna be honest guys, I never 

worked on ball handling in high school. I never did drills in high school. I never did any drills until I came here in college~ I learned that crossover by 

watching Allen Iverson - he’s my favorite player of all time. Pistol Pete, and I watched them, and I just went out there and did it. Like, I’m a visual 

learner. Don’t give out my secrets. And I just watched what they did and my dad was like, ’OK, go do it.’ I’m like, ’All right, cool. It’s not hard.’ And 

I’d just go out there and do it. 

You know with the girls here, I just try to tell them, ’Study the game of basketball.’ Thatls what I did. You know when I say, ’Pistol Pete,’ Theylre like, 

’Who is that.’ 

’You don’t know who that is.’ (Latta’s voice rises as she teases the players) ’One of the greats.’ 

That’s what my dad made me do. I had to study. Even I had to watch Magic Johnson had to watch the game of basketball all the time because when 

you build your knowledge, your game will progress. You’ll become a better player. So that’s what I try to tell the girls now, ’You know what, 

watch the NBA.’ 

I watch now. I watch Chris Paul. I watch how he do on pick and rolls. That’s what I try to tell my guards. Watch people in your position, so you can 

learn from them, so when you get in the game you won’t make those same mistakes or you could be better. That’s what I did. 

I’m not saying I’m great. But I will be great though by the time of the end of my career. I want to be the best point guard in the WNBA, yes. I will be, but 

I’m going to have a lot to learn {Latta says coyly). I don’t like talking about myself." 

Thanks Anson! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ryan Alexander --~alexmade rr@ g oldmall.etsu.edu> 

Sunday, 10:51 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

US U-20 WNT: 

Coach, 

My name is Ryan Alexander. I am the Physiologist for the U20 Women’s National Team. I would like to thmak you for the time ruth               Our time this 

past week has provided us a peNnent opportuniD’ for development and programming. Due to the travel and the training loads acquired this past camp I would 

recommend 24-48 hours rest for these players npon their return to campus. I suspect they should be fully ready for participation by- Tuesday. 

I know that your time this spring is important and I am aware of the sacrifice altbrded to allow us the time to work with them. I wanted to take this optx~rtuni~~ to olt}r 

to you a~y information necessa~ that you would like to ~e t~om this pas~t camp. We collected Yo-Yo hatermittent Recovery Test Level 1 data and heart rate data for 

almost eveW training and match participated in. Also, I wanted "to u~ this opportunity to reach out to you all to work with you for the opv~rtunity tbr your player to 

j oin in additional camps. There are camps in April and May that the coaching staB’is deciding on the official ros~ter. If there were any chance that we could continue to 

increase the fitness of        I would greatly appreciate any opportunity to work with your staff to compliment any current programming you all have. IfI could 

please requefft spring match dates and any pertinent play dates that you all have currently scheduled so that we may be able to best build a physical program together to 

compliment your schedule and the dates scheduled for U-20 Women’s National Team. Thank you again for the opportuniW to work ruth 

Please let me know if you all have aw questions or concerns. 

Regards, 

Rya~ Alexander 

Physiologist 

United States Soccer Federation 

alexander(a) goldmaJl.etsu.edu 

423.741.2203 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Massimo Ivligliotini < ~gmaJl.com> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 5:52 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Books 

Ciao Anson 

How you doing? 

Books amved, thanks a lot. 

I saw that W-Usl and W U20 leagues have vely- short schedtfles which cotfld fit perfectly ruth my needs either of improve direct coaching experience of women’s 

teams or save time to the Italian project of players development. What is your opinion? Are good leagues? Do you know any team? 

Th~ks agaJ~n 

Ciao 

Massimo 

Inviato da iPad 

I1 giomo 1Tfeb/2014, alle ore 09:14, ~nassimo migliorini ~ ~)~m~l.com> ha scritto: 

Ciao Anson 

How are you? 

I have always problems with the posit ottice here; books aren’t amved yet. 

Ca~ you please give me the tracking number of the shipment? Would be easier to lind. 

Thanks a lot 

Ciao 

Massi~no 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Levy, Jennifer S ~enny.lew@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 9:02 AM 

Donance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: good morning CD 

Sent from my iPhone 
Follow the Heels... 
Goheels.com @uncwlax 

Begin tbrwm-ded message: 

From: "Sagula, Joseph A" ~i mgula~unc.edu> 

To: "Mock, Conrad D Jr" <cdmock(a)unc.edu>, "LeL% Jennifer S" <ienny.lev>\@tmc.edu> 

Subject: good morning CD 

Hi CD and Jenny, 

Did you mad this? 
I ran into Clint and JOE BRESCHI YESTERDAY. This is a hot topic (controversy amongst the ranks) 
that I didn’t see until last night and has apparently be discussed around tile department by admin, and others. 
A lot of unhappy people based on tile tone of the article.. 

I was told that this article in Forbes is why Bubba has called a meeting, and is going to address this with the head coaches on Monday 
I may look tbr you today to discuss ? 

JS 

JenW nice win over the Irish :) 

<How The North Carolina Tar Heels Learned To RISE Above Crisis.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Levy, Jennifer S ~enny.lew@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 9:02 AM 

Donance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: good morning CD 

Sent from my iPhone 
Follow the Heels... 
Goheels.com @uncwlax 

Begin tbrwm-ded message: 

From: "Sagula, Joseph A" ~i mgula~unc.edu> 

To: "Mock, Conrad D Jr" <cdmock(a)unc.edu>, "LeL% Jennifer S" <ienny.lev>\@tmc.edu> 

Subject: good morning CD 

Hi CD and Jenny, 

Did you mad this? 
I ran into Clint and JOE BRESCHI YESTERDAY. This is a hot topic (controversy amongst the ranks) 
that I didn’t see until last night and has apparently be discussed around tile department by admin, and others. 
A lot of unhappy people based on tile tone of the article.. 

I was told that this article in Forbes is why Bubba has called a meeting, and is going to address this with the head coaches on Monday 
I may look tbr you today to discuss ? 

JS 

JenW nice win over the Irish :) 

<How The North Carolina Tar Heels Learned To RISE Above Crisis.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Levy, Jennifer S ~enny.lew@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 9:02 AM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: good morning CD 

Sent from my iPhone 
Follow the Heels... 
Goheels.com @uncwlax 

Begin tbrwm-ded message: 

From: "Sagula, Joseph A" ~i mgula~unc.edu> 

To: "Mock, Conrad D Jr" <cdmock(a)uuc.edu>, "LeL% Jeunifer S" <ienny.lev~,\@tmc.edu> 
Subject: good morning CD 

Hi CD aud Jenny, 

Did you mad this? 
I ran into Clint and JOE BRESCHI YESTERDAY. This is a hot topic (controversy amongst the ranks) 
that I didn’t see until last night and has apparently be discussed around tile department by admin, and others. 
A lot of unhappy people based on tile tone of the article.. 

I was told that this article iu Forbes is why Bubba has called a meeting, and is going to address this with the head coaches on Monday 
I may look tbr you today to discuss ? 

JS 

JenW nice win over the Irish :) 

JOE SAGULA, Head Volleyball Coach 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

OFFICE: 919 962-5228 FAX: 919 843-8543 

CELL: CAMP: 919 612-7009 

Olticial UNC website: www.goheels.co<http://~’.goheels.com/>m 

Camps and clinics: ~’.can)linavollevball.com<http://~’.cm’olinavolleyball.com/> 

[cid:01 B900D2-FB61-43E2- 8548-2C0CFB75F046] 



From: Mike Keating @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 9:42 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV ~a~n@email.unc.edu>; 

~li~Te.tmc.edu-~ 

Subject:       ILE: 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Thank you for completing the questionnaire, It took you less than 4 minutes! 

f~ your answers the first time were correct (see my concerns below),, please 1el Anson and/or me know. Otherwise, please retake, tt w~ll take 5 minutes or less 

s~nce vo~ know the flow. h~ps:/Tw~v.su~’eymonkcv.con~,’~Elite Youth Development 

M~ke Keating 

F~= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mailto:anson@emaiLunc.edu] 
Seat= Thursday,               5:40 PH 

¢¢1 IVlike Keat[ng @gmail.com) 
Subject: ~: 

F~m: Hike ~eating [~_~[~ ~_g_~_~,£~_ff~] 

Sent: Thursday~ 4:02 PH 

To: Dorrance, Aibe~ A ~ 
Subject: 
I am pm~ sum       ~swemd ~equency aad duration of youth trafining inco~ecfly. She has hafning with club or school as once per week ul0 a]l way ~ u] 8. This 

is uNikely consi&fing the aa~ount oftrmmng jus~ with 5~uth nationals she earned. She needs m include all fom~N training in club or school and o~a~n 

seNmtely. It is laid out that way in 6e su~ey. 

Can you ask her ~d            to retake elite youth dev questionnaire? 

h~ps:/Tw~v.su~eyn~onkev.com,’~Elite Youth Development 
We need as much &m on ~ds who reached youth national as we can get. 

Th~k you~ 

Mike Keating 

(m) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Kennedy ~ ohn@combatbraintraining.com> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 10:13 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Brady S LTC SOCPAC SO J07 Reed 

Glad you met’. 

mac.com> 

Hi Anson, 

Fm so glad you had a chance to meet Brady. He’s been a good friend since back in Hawaii days and was instrumental in getting CBT into Special Operations 

Command. He mentioned you were interested in his Covey work, Brady brings a unique leadership quality to his work and I highly recommend him in any capacity 

you might wish to use him. Fm copying him on this email so you two can connect directly. 

Fm sorry I could not have been there myself, and I will keep you in the loop on any travel plans I have to NC. I am working on engagements at both Ft Bragg and 

Camp LeJeune. If I can get down there Fm happy to donate some time with the team if any of them want to invest in a few hours of CBT, I have a new shorter 

version of the Arrows which has proven very effective as a pre game mental tune-up. 

By the way, Brady sent me the picture of you and Vivian, thanks for taking the time for that - she wants to play for you one day! 

Go Tar Heels!! 

John 

John Kennedy 

The Brain Coach 

Combat Br~ Trc~i~gTM 

Chicogo ~nnovation A wards Finolist 

1022 Green~es[ 

Evanston, IL 60202 

847-.791-1825 

]ohn~combotbraintroininq,com 

www.combatbraintrainMq.com 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Keating < @gmail.com> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 11:38 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

"Captain Elite" Business Outline - Meeting 

Anson, 

How does lunch look Wed or Thurs? If those times are locked, let me know what else works those days. 

Objective is to review my business outline and get a Mutual NDA in place so I can share more business / direction details with you. 

Let me know what works for you. Exciting stuff.., looking forward to improving the passion for elite in America’s youth soccer players! 

Mike Keating 

(m) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCGSC Administrator @gmail.com> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 12:47 PM 

Bill Palladino @ar~l.com:~; Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edtr~; lewi~@lycoming.edu 

Update on Team Camp Numbers 

Hey Eve~one, 

I jnst wanted to give you an update on our team camp nnmbel~. I currently have 10 teams registered for team camp. I have been talking to another 6 teams who sound 

like they are coming too. Last year we had 17 teams, so I am hoping we can come close to that again this summer. 

Thanks, 

Natalie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edtc> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 12:58 PM 

Sapp, Andrew <masapp@unc.edu->; ~unc.edu>; Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc.edu->; DeSelm, Rich L 

<tic ~deselm@unc edu>; Dorra~ce, Albert A IV <~nson@email.unc.edu>; Galvin, Derek P <derekg@unc.edu>; Kalbas, Brian J 

<bkalba@unc.edu-~; Haney, Sarah K <shaney@email.unc.edu> 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

RE: All Spo(ts Video Fihning 

I would agree with Andrew 

From: Sapp, Andrew 
Sent: Monday, March 03, 2024 22:22 PM 
To: Shelton, Karen C; DeSelm, Rich L; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Galvin, Derek P; Kalbas, Brian .]; Papa, Donna 3; Haney, Sarah K 

Co: Lane, Cricket 
Subject: RE: All Sports Video Filming 
Hey 

i do hay*:_! a question. Shouldn’t Ibis be rescheduled due to wea[her? Having £;o~ched in [he gig Ten for ~3 years ~ a~ways h~d a rLde tha[:t~o pictures or video couk~ 

be [:~fl<en when we were a~l bundled u~ because ~t was so coJd out. 

IL ~s bad for recrMt~ng to for recruits to see us it~ horrible weather and co~d tempersLures. 

~ know ~t is hard Lo reschedule 

wouM be rm/suggestion to wa~t until we have better weather. 

Any other thoughts? 

Thanks, 

~ndrew 

Andrew Sapp 

Hesd Men’s Golf 

University of North (::aroUna 

PO Box 2126 

~hapel Hill N~ 275:i.5 

office: 9Z9 962 07~3 

ceil: 

~ax: 9Z9 843 4062 

~w.goheels.com 

~ .caroHnaqolfcamp.c m 

Sent~ Monday, March 

T~ Sapp, ~ndrew; Shelton, ~aren 

~¢~ kane, Cricket 
Subject: All Spots Video Filming 

Coaches, 

Thank you for a~reein8 to be in the "scooter 8an8" scene for the all sports video] Here are more details for filmin8 tomorrow. 

¯ Please try to arrive between 8:25-8:30PM. If you will be arrivin8 later, please let me know ahead of time. 

¯ Meet in the visitin~ team tunnel near the Olympic sport weisht room at Kenan. 

¯ Once you arrive, we will assign you a scooter donated by student-athletes. 

¯ We hope to have filmin8 for the "scooter scene" wrapped up no later 9:20PM. 

After the scooter scene, we will be~in filmin~ the student-athlete ~roup scene at 9:I5PM. You are welcome to stay for this scene. Please encourage all of your 

student-athletes to come out for this. I have attached a flyer that was sent to all student-athletes. 

If you have any questions please do not hesitate to ask. Thanks asain for helpin~ us out] 

Graduate Intern 

Student-Athlete Development 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: 919-843-2306 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 2:11 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Coach, 

Congratulations on the Duke game Sunday! I was more than imp~essed ruth your young talent--even missing In the second half especially it 

seemed to me that Duke was trying hm~l not to lose while the Heels were looking to ran. 

told me she sent you a letter--that she just couldn’t deal ruth going to practice and not really being a part of the action. I didn’t think she’d be able to jufft turn off 

the l?aucet. Probably          unti~rtunate iN ury spurred some of her reaction as well. Soccer’s a tough gmne as you’ve said many times. 

said that she hopes she can stay connected to her temnmates. It’s really sad that she won’t be able to experience her senior year playing with them, but we 

obviously think she’s making the right decision to stop playing. 

Thanks for all your belief in and support for . Let me know if there’s mayt~ing I can do for you in the future. My best to 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lisa Wa~’dle <Lisa.Wardle@dukece.com> 
Monday, March 3, 2014 3:41 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Nike 

Hi Anson, 
I believe we are leaning towards Friday, May 23 for your piece. Also, do you have a few minutes today or tomorrow to connect about it? 

Thank you, 

Lisa 
Lisa Wardle 

Managing Director 

Duke Corporate Education I 310 Blackwell StreetI Durham, NC 27713 

phone: 71 919 680 5685 I mobile:                  I fax: ~1 919 680 5602 

Duke CE Priva cy Stalement 
Please be advised that Ibis e-mail and aW fi]es transmitJed wilh il are coafidemial communicalion or may otherwise be privileged or confidential a~d are intended solely :[br the in&vidual or 
entil~,’ to whom they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient you may not rely on ~he contents of~his email or aW attachmen~s~ and we ask that you please not read, copy or 
re~ransmit this communicalio~, but reply to the sender and destroy the emaii, i~s conte~ts, and all copies ~5ereof immediately. Any unauthorized disseminalion, distribution or copying of 
this communication is strictly prohibiled. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 3:42 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Confidential: ttonor Society Induction 

CONFIDENTIAL: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I am excited to inform you that              will be tapped for membership in the Order of the Golden Fleece as part of the     class of 
Neophytes. Founded in 1904, the Order of the Golden Fleece is the University’s oldest and highest honorary society. The Golden Fleece selects its 
members based upon exemplary service to the University as reflected in scholarship, motivation, creativity, loyalty, and leadership in academic 
and extracurricular pursuits. 

I would like to invite you to join us in celebrating Kelly at the public tapping ceremony on Friday, 
Theater at UNC-Chapel Hill 

at 4:15pm at Historic Playmakers 

DOES NOT know that she was nominated and will be tapped for membership in the Fleece. We would greatly appreciate it if you would 
keep this ceremony a secret. We. therefore, ask that ~tou please arrive in the theater by 4:00 pm, Also. please enter throuqh the main doors of 
__H_j__s__t__o___r_Lc_____P_!__a__y___m____a___k___e___r__s__= If you are, unfortunately, unable to attend the ceremony, v, ie ask that you not congratulate them until after 7pm on the 

We look fopward to seeing you at the public tapping and once again, thank you for respecting the confidential nature of this process! If you would 
like to invite others to attend, please reach out to me first to ensure that they too are not being tapped! Thank you! 

Sincerely, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:18 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

More than applicable to leadership 

ouforb.es/lgN3tsd 

I was surfing the web if you roll, for lack of a better description of what I do during commercials, and came across this article. It’s pretty self explanatory when you 

read it and points out some simple, but good reminders for those in leadership. EveD~thing mentioned cma relate to us and the team, ie not holding biases and worldng 

behind the scenes to bring out the best in others etc, so I thought it might be something worth sharing. 

Sent from nay iPhone 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 6:02 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: survey link a~d the presentation 

It was nice to "meet" Matt by phone in gout office and to approve you sending this to me~ I did a quick scan to see how many questions and esth~ate th~s ~s a 45 to 

60 m~nute survey, Longer for those that think through questions, 

M~ke 1(eating 

F~m: Oorrance, AIbe~ A N [mail~:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 2:43 PN 
Te: Nike Keating       9gmail.com) 

Subject: N: su~ey link and the presen~tion 

F~m: Robinson, Na~hew ] [mailto:mirobins@udel.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 1~:12 AN 

Te: Oorrance, AIbe~ A N 
Subject: su~ey link and the presenNtion 

Anson here is the survey ~ink. I tNnk ~t is ready to go we would just need a cover ~et~er from you to send wid~ d~e ~h~k. ~T wou~d just be you asking them to 

complete iL 

Presentation and a~so a p~ayer development presentat~os ~ 

7he ~arenLing style questions are in the sur~ey. 

Thanks for the ca~ I needed a kh::k in ~:he ass to get going on ~:h~s. 

Matt 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, December 04, 2053 ~0:25 AN 

Te= Robinson, Na~hew J 
Subject= RE: Paul Gardner: Genes and Sport (Pa~ 2): Jamaican sprinters, Kenyan dis~nce runners, high-responders and Alaskan huskies 

Mat[:~ 

Please send ~t to me and don’t worry, ~ understand how busy our Hves get. 

F~m= Robinson, Ha~hew ~ [mailto:mirobins@udel.edu] 
Se~t= Tuesday, December 03, 20~3 4:33 PN 

Te= Dorrance, AIbe~ A N 
Subject= RE: Paul Gardner: Genes and Sport (Pa~ 2): Jamaican sprin~rs, Kenyan dis~nce runners, high-responders and Alaskan huskies 

~ hope you are we~i. Long tkne no taik. Jus[: wanted to ~et you know f haw~ the survey ready [:o 8o for your former players. I can send you the I~nk for your re~4ew 

~ 8or swamped w~Lh internat~onN pro~ects~ I wrapped up before thanks~iv#~8 and landed a contracL with USOC on performance anslys~s with their combative 

sports, very k~terestin~ what we did ~:or them usin8 Lhe ELO ratings. ThsL ~s what F~FA uses for the women’s world rarfldn~s. 

Aft the best and thanks for shadns, Great book ~ am worMn8 on ca~led Mastery by Robert Greene, Exceflent in terms of the process one must £o throush to master a 

ski~L 

A~ the best. 

Matt 

E~= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
$eat= Tuesday, December 03, 2053 4:26 PN 

Te= Robinson, Na~hew 3;        @msn.com; Ducar, Chris;     @aol.com; ]ason Sisneros         @qmail.com); Sander, Thomas 
Subject= ~: Paul Gardner: Genes and Spo~ (Part 2): Jamaican sprinters, Kenyan distance runners, high-responders and Alaskan huskies 

E~= Soccer America [mailto: news@socceramerica.com] 
Seat= Sunday, December 05, 2053 8:52 PN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
$~bject= Paul Gardner: Genes and Spo~ (Pa~ 2): ]amaican sprin~rs, Kenyan distance runners, high-responders and Alaskan huskies 

sender. 
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Genes and Sport (Part 2): Jamaican sprinters, 
Kenyan distance runners, high-responders and 
Alaskan huskies 

~hare Thi~ 



By Paul Gardner 

I left you last time with the vision of the virtually untrained high jumper Donald Thomas winning the world 

championship against Stefan Holm, who had spent the previous 25 years of his life training to perfect his 

jumping technique. 

removed by 

sender 

It is a stow related by David Epstein in his wonderful book "The Sports Gene." But Thomas is an 

exception. To become a world champion with so little work is rare. After the Thomas saga, Epstein takes us through the 

fascinating stories of why so many top sprinters come from Jamaica. And why the world’s leading distance runners come from 

East Africa, most of them from one tribe, the Kalenjin. 

These are accounts that bring in the full mixture of genes and training and environment. Body build is important. Narrow hips 

and long legs make for good sprinters, something that links Jamaicans and American blacks - because the ancestors of both 

were from West Africa, where the body type prevails. But there is something else to be considered. Malaria. 

Malaria? Right. The theory involves a disorder known as sickle cell anemia for which there is a known gene. It is relatively 

common among American blacks and is generally not considered a good thing. It developed back in West Africa as a 

protective response to the malaria parasite, which attacks the hemoglobin in red blood cells. But in carriers of the sickle-cell 

gene, the red blood cells become sickle-shaped, and effectively cease to be of any use to the parasite as a source of 

hemoglobin. 

If the subsequent loss of hemoglobin is high, it will cause anemia in the human. At lower levels it can be lived with, but then 

presents another problem: the lungs are now getting less oxygen. This is where the theory becomes controversial, when it 

claims that the pr~)blem of oxygen shortage was solved over the centuries, by a genetic switch in muscular makeup: from 

slow-twitch muscle fibers to fast-twitch muscles. Because fast twitch muscles use less oxygen. And it turns out that fast- 

twitch muscles are "essential for an elite sprinter." 

Sprinters have some 75% of the fast4witch version, whereas most people have a more or less equal spread of fast and slow 

muscles, something that cannot be changed by training. Says Epstein: "No training study ever conducted has been able to 

produce a substantial switch of slow-twitch to fast-twitch fibers in humans." 

Genes then play a big role. In fact, there is single gene that appears to be much related to sprinting prowess. It has a name, 

ACTN3, and Epstein, as ever, will tell you all about it and its variant form, and its relationship to sprinters. 

But another factor, environment, is important. In Jamaica, sprinting is a big deal It matters, and youngsters showing promise 

are encouraged to stay with the sport - where similarly gifted athletes in the USA would get switched to basketball or football 

Usain Bolt wanted to be a soccer player. His second choice was cricket. But once his running talent was suspected, coaches 

made sure he stayed with track. 

From West Africa, Epstein takes us over to East Africa, the powerhouse area for long-distance runners. Mostly from the 

Kalenjin tribe, living in Kenya and Ethiopia. Do they have a genetic advantage from body build? Possibly - they are among 

those classified as Nilotic - slender bodies, narrow hips, long legs. 

A Danish study compared a group of Kalenjin youngsters with a similar group of Danish boys and found almost nothing to 

support theories that the Kalenjins had a high proportion of slow4witch muscle fibers in their legs, that they had a superior 

aerobic capacity (the amount of oxygen used in strenuous exercise), or that they responded better to endurance training. 

As expected, the Kalenjin had slightly longer legs, which was where a big difference emerged: not so much the length of the 

Kalenjin legs, but the thickness of the lower legs, which was some 15% to 17% less in the Kalenjins. The finding is 

considered key, for extra weight in the lower legs has a big effect on running economy (again, a measure of oxygen 

consumption). ’We have solved the main problem" of the Kenyan super~runners, claimed one of the resem~hers, who might 

have thought a bit more about his use of the word "problem." 

A genetic advantage then, in body build, those slender ankles, those long, almost spindly legs. 

But nurture plays a big role here. There’s the altitude. All the runners live in the Rift Valley - at a height of between 6,000 to 

9,000 feet. Just right. A height where the body responds by upping its output of red blood cells. And if you’re born there and 

grow up there, you tend to develop larger lungs. 

Even the 10,000-hour mentality can get a word in here. Epstein tells of the young kids - most of them, it seems - who 

regularly tun to and from school, often over distances of several miles. That must be wonderful training. But not, apparently, 

necessarytraining. Epstein, never shirking awkward facts (and the field of genetics bristles with them), blandly mentions two 

Kenyans: Paul Tergat "the greatest cross-country runner in history" ("My school was very close. I could walk to school.’); and 

Wilson Kipketer "one of the greatest middle-distance runners of all time" whose school was next door to his home. 

Intertwined (you can read that as entangled) with all that is the question of response. Obviously, training helps - but to what 

extent? Studies have been done (that’s yet another surprise in Epstein’s book - the sheer volume of research that has been 

done on the many aspects of athletic performance). 

So we learn about responders, and the now famous HERITAGE study. At four different sites, fit but previously untrained 

volunteers were put through a regular exercise program. From all four sites came remarkably similar results for the effects of 

the program on aerobic capacity: 15% showed little or no improvement, while another 15% showed dramatic improvement (up 

to 50%) with the remainder of the volunteers somewhere between the M,o extremes. 

By 2011 the HERITAGE researchers reported that they had pinned down 21 gene variants from which they could predict 



aerobic response to exercise. Exercise certainly did work - but it worked best when the exerciser already had the genes 

making him a high responder. 

An ideal recipe suggested itself for running success: an athlete with a naturally high aerobic capacity who was also a high 

responder. In Kansas, some 30 years before the HERITAGE research, that magic combination had been found, almost 

serendipitously, in a high school athlete named Jim Ryun, who went on to twice break the world one-mile record. 

Just as there appears to be a genetic basis to the response to training, it seems that genes may also be involved in what is 

called will-power. The evidence for this comes from dogs - Alaskan huskies bred to win the famous 1,000-mile Iditarod race for 

dogsleds. Bred certainly not for speed, and not so much for endurance, as for persistence. Dogs that were always pulling, 

always wanted to pull. Even after a race was over. A trait that was evidently genetic, because the dogs that have this 

tremendous will-power can be bred. 

Dogs can be bred, just as thoroughbred race horses are. Humans are not bred that way. Not yet, anyway (though Epstein 

gives us the lowdown on the giant Chinese basketball player, the 7-foot-5 Yao Ming, who was conceived as a result of a union 

between extra-tall patents engineered by the Chinese basketball federation). 

In the absence of athlete breeding programs, and given the uncertainty and complexity that envelops so much of the gene 

world, is all this new knowledge of any practical use? Is genetic testing, for instance, of any value. 

Yes, says Epstein ._ because it can save lives. It can detect the genetic disorder known as HCM - hypertrophic 

cardiomyopathy - a leading cause of sudden natural death in young people. For people with the HCM gene, exercise can be 

dangerous, even fatal. 

The NCAA already screens football players for the sickle-cell gene; it adopted that measure after a series of sudden deaths 

involving black players during training were linked to the disease. 

Commercial interests have scented profits, of course. Genetic profiling is now on offer. Whether it is reliable is questionable. 

Just this past week the FDA shut down a company that, for $99.00, was offering profiles (to show how personal genetic codes 

may affect future health). The FDA said the company had failed to supply any of the required proof that its tests were 

accurate. 

On the sports side, most interest, so far, has centered around ACTN3, the sprinting gene. For a fee, parents can establish 

whether their kids (quite possibly still in diapers) have the right versions of the gene and may be therefore potential gold-medal 

winners. The knowledge seems to be of little value. Absence of the correct genes considerably reduces but doesn’t rule out 

success. But their presence is no guarantee of success. 

In fact, there are few, if any, tidy answers to the growing number of questions. Which makes it all the remarkable that Epstein 

has been able to come up with such a riveting book. No one is going to be satisfied - not the 10,000-hour people, nor the 

determined gene-theorists, nor those who see racial superiority or inferiority in athletics, nor the feminists and particularly not 

those looking for a straightforward road map to better performances. 

Epstein talks more than once about the complexity of genetics. Noting that, in the heady days following the sequencing of the 

human genome in 2000, scientists were carried away and "underestimated the complexity of genetics." 

Maybe that’s still the case. As more is learned, the more complex things get. And therein lies the fascination. 

Next time: Genes and Sport, Part 3. What Soccer Can Learn from Genetics. 

Genes and Sport, Part 1 : Complexity Nature vs. Nurture and the Holes in the 10,000-hour Theo[y 

The Sports Gene. Inside the Science of Extraordinanf Athletic Performance. By David Epstein. Current, 2013. $26.95. 

Post your response to the public SoccerTalk biog. 

See what others are saying on the SoccerTalk biog. 
Sunday, Dec. l, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson(~,uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 7:55 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Yeah that works perfectly! Do you have a preference of when? I could come when we would have normaJly had practice... Around 10? 

On Mon,            at 6:07 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Today was filled. How about tomorrow? 

~mail.com> wrote: 

Hey Ans, 

I know you have meetings aJ1 week but I was wondering if you had a few minutes to spare an~ime after 3:30 tomorrow to chat. 

Thanks! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Helene Kepas-Brown @msn.com> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 10:30 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Question ficom one of our refugee sons 

Thank you. I hope you are having a wonderful time in Europe. 

Sent from my Windows Phone 

From: Dorrance~ Albert A IV 

Sent: 3/3/2014 9:47 PM 

To: Helene Kepas-Brown 

Subject: Re: Question from one of our refugee sons 

Helene, I will connect hi~n when I get back from Europe. Love to help! 

Sem.,h"om my Verizon lFireie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

Helene Kepas-Brown ~ @msn.com> wrote: 

ARSOn, 

One of our is a soccer player ( he played semi pro club soccer in Pakistan) and was a youth soccer coach. He is interested in becoming a soccer 

coach here in the US. 

My question for you is where should he start? I was at a loss how to answer his questions and thought of you. Thanks for your time. 

Helene 

Sent from my Windows Phone 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Levy, Jennifer S ~enny.lew@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 11:03 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: good morning CD 

You were great- a good balance of respect for our past, empathy for some, a fighting spirit for our future and of course great humor. 

I find the entire situation fascinating. Being a pazt of change and watching how it unfolds and how people resIx~nd. It could be a business school case study! 

I wonder what Bubba thought of the feedback. Overall, I thought the meeting went well. 

is doing great D1 Rookie of the week. Starting to rip it up. 

Sent froln my iPhone 

Follow the Heels... 

Goheels.com @uncMax 

On Mar 3, 2014, at 10:44 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

I guess I did have to say something even though I did not read it before the meeting. 

Som~.f!~om t~’ ~rizon ~Vire&~ss 4G LYE DR()~D 

"Levy, Jennifer S" < ienny.levy~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Follow the Heels... 

Goheels.com @uncMax 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Sagnla, Joseph A" ~jsagula@anc.edu> 

To: "Mock, Conrad D Jr" <cdmock(~unc.edu>, "Lew, JennilSr S" <ienny.levvOa)unc.edu> 
Subject: good morning CD 

Hi CD and Jenw, 

Did you mad this? 
I mn into Clint and JOE BRESCHI YESTERDAY. This is a hot topic (controversy amongst the ranks) 
that I didn’t see until last night and has apparently be discussed around the departmem by admin, and others. 
A lot of unhappy people based on the tone of the article.. 

I was told "that this article in Forbes is why Bubba has called a meeting, and is going m address this with the head coaches on Monday 
I mw look for you todw to discnss ? 

JS 

Jenny nice win over the Irish :) 

-cHow The North Carolina Tar Heels Learned To RISE Above Crisis.docx> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 11:35 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I got Toln’s group Ine about there being meetings even though there isn’t practice so c~l we tly the a~emoon? I c~l swing by anytime ~£ter 1:45 and before 5:30. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

massimo migliofini @gmaJl.com> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 12:41 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

F.xpefience 

Anson 

I need to improve my knowledge about women soccer: books, talks, lessons, etc. But I think a direct coaching experience would be veu useful. In Europe coaching a 

club means be committed for 9 months and not all the leagnes have a good qualiD’ level. I don’t have that much because I have to visit teams, prepare materials for 

coaches seminars, analyze WNT matches and so on. 

That’s why I decided that US women USL leagne could fit perfectly with my needs: good quality, very short schedule. Do you agree? 

Also NCAA is similaac but only the best colleges have veu good quality, the season is short but the job is 10-11 months, so stone problems of Europe. Am I right? 

I have met the W league commissioner Dull), do you think she would be able to help me finding a team? 

Thanks agaJm 

Ciao, take care 

Massimo 

I1 04/nmac/2014 04:03 "Dorrance, Albert A IV" < anson~email.unc .edu> ha scritto: 
I am confused please ask your question again. 

Massimo Migliorini < ’,~:gmml.com> wrote: 

Ciao Anson 

How you doing? 

Books arrived, thanks a lot. 

I saw-that W-Usl and W U20 leagues have veu sho(t schedules which could fit perfectly ruth my needs either of improve direct coaching experience of women’s 

teams or save time to the Italian project of players development. What is yonr opinion? Are good leagues? Do you know any team? 

Thm~s again 

Ciao 

Massimo 

Inviato da iPad 

I1 giorno 1Tfeb/2014, a~le ore 09:14, massi,no migliorini @gmail.com> lm scfitto: 

Ciao Anson 

How are you? 

I have always problems ruth the post office here; books aren’t arrived yet. 

Can you please give me the tracking number of the shipment? Wonld be easier to find. 

Thanks a lot 

Ciao 

Massimo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu~; 

Tuesday, 8:38 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; RyaJ~ Alexander <alexanderr@goldmaJd.etsu.edw~ 

RE: US U-20 Vv2qT: 

We play vs DC Spirit Sat Mar 22, vs NY!NJ Sky 8k~e on Sat Mar 29, and vs two ACC teams on Sat April 5, 

I=i~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
$e~t~ Monday, ~0:02 PN 
Te~ Ryan Alexander; Sander, Thomas J 
S~ject~ Re: US U-20 WNT: 
Rya~ no probleln,        sat out to~y and we don’t exact her to join us until Wednesday. (She mentioned an a~Me issue that she thought would ~ OK to test on 

Wednesday.) Yes, I would love m know how        compared with the rest of the U-20 roster in the Yo-Yo. I roll copy ~ny Director of Operations on ~is. He roll 

send you our spring schedule. And please tell me what we can do ibr you to help prepaze 

Sem.~~om my Verizor~ tYireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Ryan Alexander <alexanderr’~)goldmail.etsu.edu> wrote: 

Coach, 
My nmne is Ryml Alexander. I am the Physiologist for the U20 Women’s National Team. I would like to thank you for the time with Our ti~ne this 

past week has provided us a pertinent opportuni .ty for development and progrmmning. Due to the travel and the training loads acquired this past cmnp I would 

recommend 24-48 hours rest for these players upon their return to cmnpus. I suspect they should be fully ready for participation by Tuesday. 

I know that your time this spring is important a~d I am aware of the sacrifice ail’orded to dllow us the time to work with them. I wanted to take this opportunib~ to oiler 
to you any information necessary that you would like to ,see from this past cmnp. We collected Yo-Yo Intermittent Recovery Test Level 1 data and heart rate data for 

almost every training and match participated in. Also, I wanted to us~ this opportunib’ to ~each out to you all to work ruth you for the opporttmity for your player to 

join in additional camps. There are camps in April and May that the coaching staff is deciding on the official roster. If there were may chance that we could contim~e to 

increase the fitness of        I would greatly appreciate any opportunity to work with your stail’to compliment any current programming you all have. IfI could 

plea~ request spring match dates and any pertinent play dates that you all have currently scheduled so that we may be able to best build a physical program together to 

compliment your schedule and the dates ~heduled for U-20 Women’s National Team. Thank you again for the optx~rtunity to work with 

Please let me know if you all have any questions or concerns. 

Regards, 

Rym~ Alexmlder 

Physiologist 

United States Soccer Federation 

alexander@goldmail.etsu~edu 

423.741.2203 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc,edu~; 

Tuesday, 8:45 AM 

roster tbr M~ite house "trip 

Team, 

We will be meeting the President on a team by team basis like the photos with president Bush in the Castle. 

Here’s who I have going to the White House. This is the list I am turning in. Let me know if there are any corrections. 

-bus 

-bus 

- bus 

- meeting there 

- bus 

- bus 

-meet there 

-bus 

We will leave early Monday morning, the reception is from 2-5 pro, and will return home later that night. 

If you are meeting us there, be at the East Gate of the white house by :12:30 pm for security check in. 

-Tom 

Tom Stander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North. C~Jcolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, 9:26 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Today’s meeting 

Hey Ans, 

I wont be atthe meeting today, because I have some extra studying that I need to do for tests coming up, but I still wanted to share my thoughts on 
the article and the summer packet. 

The article over all I thought was really interesting and I liked it. I really liked the line where the writer says "After 70 minutes, I was sore, I was tired, 
but most of all, I was exposed." For me this sums up life, haha. I know that is a broad statement, but this is a key aspect to anything worth 
accomplishing in your life. I think one of the main reasons that some people avoid time with the ball is because of that reason exactly, being 
exposed. I experienced this first hand my first summer working camps. I was God awful at coervers and dreaded the morning sessions mainly 
because I knew Dino would call me out to do the one move I was uncomfortable with. But what better way to learn it than, by yourself, with 3 
hundred little girls watching, and Dino ripping into every little mistake you make hahaha! I learned very quickly, once I can learn to be 
uncomfortable, my technical platform can expand greatly! Over all I think that as a team the majority have a great attitude towards getting exposed 
and learning to like it, but we still need to get everyone on the same page, and that is what we struggle to do. 
I also really enjoined how the coaches had counters which would track how many touches the players had in a session. I think it would be great if 
we could somehow incorporate this into our training sessions, because clearly all of them differ in difficulty and length. But to be able to see the 
amount of touches you actually got in comparison to the 10,000 touches a day would put into perspective how many more touches you would still 
need for that day. Clearly tracking everyone would be impossible so many we could only track like 3 and average them out. This might be a lot of 
work, but I do think that it would be useful and help us. 
As for the summer packet, the only complaint that I had was that the agility latter section was confusing. It is on page 25 part A. I do like this section 
so I think it should be kept, but I think it should be written more clearly on the directions how many reps and sets we are supposed to do. Last 
summer I read this section as I was supposed to do 12 reps of each accelerations, which was extremely exhausting! You are really only supposed 
to do one of each, so maybe change the 12xl 0 yards to lxl for 10 yards (meaning 1 rep x 1 set for 10 yards). 

See ya tomorrow! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lisa Wa~rdle <Lisa.Wardle@dnkece.com> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 9:40 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Nike 

Hi Anson, 

I will be flying to Turkey this evening at that time. Any chance that Wednesday or Thursday morning might work for you? 

"r h~lr~k you, 

Lisa Wa rd~c’ 
phone: 

Fmm~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent~ Nonday, Notch 03, 2014 ~0:23 PN 
Tel Usa Wardle 
Subje¢t= Re: Nike 

We can chat tomom~w evening ... what would proNbly be best is ~er 8 p.m. and before 10 p.m. The best number to call? 

Sere.5"~om #6’ VeHzon tl2reie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

Lisa Wardle <L sa Ward e@dukece co n> wrote 

Hi Anson, 

I believe we are leaning towards Friday, May 23 for your piece. Also, do you have a few minutes today or tomorrow to connect about it? 

Thank you, 

Lisa 

Lisa Wardle 
Managing Director 
Duke Corporate Education I 310 Blackwell StreetI Durham, NC 27713 

phone: +J_ 9ft9 680 5685 I mobile:                  I fax: ~:t 9~.9 680 5602 

Duke CE Privacy Statement 
Please be advised that this e-mail and any files transmitted with it are cortfidential cornm~mication or may otherwise be privileged or confidential and are intended solely for the individual or 
entity to whom they are addressed. If’you are not the intended recipient you may not rely on the contents of this email or any attaclaments, and we ask that you please not read, copy or 
retransmit this co~rm~unication, but reply to the sender and destroy the email, its contents, and all copies thereof irmnediately. Any unauthorized dissemination, distribution or copying of 
this conmaanication is sUictly prohibited 

Duke CE Priva cy Stalement 

Please be advised that Ibis e-mail and a~y fi]es transroitted wilh it are coafidemial communication or may otherwise be privileged or confidential a~d are intended solely :[br the in&vidual or 

entib~ to whom they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipiem you may not rely on ~he contents of~his email or a~y attachmen~s~ and we ask that you please not read, copy or 

re~ransmit this communicalio~ but reply to the sender and destroy the emaii, i~s conte~ts, and all copies ~hereof immediately. Any unauthorized dissemina~io~ distributio~ or copying of 

this communication is strictly prohibited. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@rocketmaJl.com~ 

Tuesday, 10:42 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

meeting 

Hey Anson, 
Sorry I wasn’t able to make it to the meeting this morning. I just got my yesterday afternoon so it was a rough night for me. 

Since the     seems to be working and                                   it was harder for the doctor to                  this time 
around, making my     a lot more soar this time. I’m just happy it seems to be working though! 

As far as the meeting goes, I read the email      sent out and I loved the ideas that were talked about in the article. I totally agree with getting 
as many touches as you can in one day, but another part that stood out to me was where they talked about how so many kids in our culture are 
scared to go out and work on their own without a coach supervising for some reason. This is one of the most important things a developing player 
can do though. I feel like a lot of times, this is what sets people apart in the first place going into practices, games, and even try outs since these 
players seem to have so much more creativity in their game and are the players that aren’t afraid to try new things. I think this is an area in my 
game I can work on a lot as well. Getting more creative with the ball and also not being afraid to try things or make mistakes can definitely add to 
the deceptiveness in someones game as well, which is a big part of the women’s game that can improve too. 

I also read       email and absolutely loved it since growing up playing basketball,         was my favorite player. Funny that she says the 
exact same thing you say to us about how important and influential just watching the game can be. I definitely agree with this as well. There have 
even been times when I actually noticed a greater level in my game, even if it was just a little improvement, when I watched pro games or even just 
random videos of great players. I know you guys were also supposed to talk about summer workout plans in the meeting today too, and watching 
as much soccer as I can is definitely a part of my plan for this summer as well as getting back in shape and staying healthy after being out for so 
long. The other big aspect I plan to work on is confidence when I play which I think comes from not being afraid to make mistakes either. Many 
times I think I let my nerves get to me more than I should, when really there is nothing to be afraid of other than the fear of not attaining my potential. 
But without confidence you never really can gain your true potential, so this summer I plan on becoming a more creative and confident player and of 
course also plan on continuing to work on my technical abilities and goal scoring abilities since many of us are going to have to take on big 
responsibilities this year. I’m up for the challenge though, and I look forward to being back on the field. I can’t wait to be out there playing and 
getting better again! 

Thanks Anson! 
All the best, 



From: "_c}gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:38 AM 

To: Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

It’s kind of impotent and I can tn~ke sure it won’t take long if that helps. Or I can come to your office or your house later tonight if it’s easier. But if you really don’t 

have time I can and come tomorrow after practice and skip weights or come after class around 3:30. 

On Tue, at 11:32 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

rod~y i~ ~ nightm~’~ h:~r rne!! 

From: @qmail.coml 
Sent: Monday, 11:35 PM 
T~: Dorrance, A~be~ A ~ 

I got Tom’s g~up me about there ~ing meetings even though the~ isn’t practice so can we t~ the afternoon? I can swing by anytime after 1:45 and before 5:30. 

Thank~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 12:53 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@em~Jl.unc.edu> 

~gmail.com 

RE: UNC Wo~nen’s Soccer Core Values 

UNC Core Values 2013.pdf 

Please see attached~ 

Sbe]]~ S~ree~ 

Elrdversity of ~o~t~ Ca.ro~a. 

Depar~ne~t: of At:bletk:s 
Office 919,962.5220 

Fax 9~9,962.403B 

F~m{ Dorrance, AIbe~ A ~ 
~t: Tuesday, March 0~, 20~ 9:25 AM 
To: Street, Shelly 

@gmail.com 
Subject~ UNC Women’s Soccer Core Values 
Shelly, 

Can you send our "Core Values" to the above email address? Thank you~ 



The University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer Team’s Core Values 

People who make a living from studying what makes organizations excellent usually boil their 
consi stent success down to the group living a powerful set of core values. So if you were to read "In 
Search of Excellence: Lessons from America’s Best Run Companies" (by Tom Peters et. A1) or 
"Built to Last: Successful Habits of Visionary Companies" (by Collins & Porras) or "Good to 
Great: Why Some Companies Make the Leap... and Others Don’t (Collins) or even "The Seven 
Habits of Highly Successful People (Covey) or "The 10 Natural Laws of Successful Time and Life 
Management" (Smith), and these might be the best of the books by the brightest minds,.., what these 
people are trying to teach us is this: there are certain principles &behavior that produce extraordinary 
results. 

Every year ~vhen I meet with the rising seniors each week in the spring our discussions center 
around our core values and what they can do to live them and how they can help drive everyone ~vithin 
the culture to live them as well. Human nature being what it is, some leaders embrace the personal and 
public challenge of our discussions and some don’t; just like some people within the culture live the 
core values and some just don’t have the strength. 

What we are trying to do now is collect our core values under an umbrella of quotes that are 
meaningful to us (coaches and rising seniors). Obviously since I have been reflecting on this longer 
and with a better understanding of what kind of behavior will positively effect our culture (because I 
have seen quite a bit in coaching the past 30 years) much of what you are going to digest are ideas that 
have inspired me. Still every rising senior has made contributions or is sold on these ideas because we 
ask them to review them in the spring. We need them to embrace and live what we have collected 
belo~v because our culture and core values are only as strong as our leaders and ~vhat they endorse and 
drive as acceptable behavior. 

So over the past 34 years, since our program began in 1979, what are the best elements of 
our tradition? What are our core values? 

The Core Values 

Let’s begin with this, we don’t whine. This tough individual can handle any situation and never 

complains about anything on or offthe field. ("The true joy m life is to be a force of fortune 
instead of a feverish, selfish #ttle clod of ailments and grievances complaining that the world 
will not devote itself to making you happy." George Bernard Shaw). 

TOUGH - from Nordic wheel cross signifying thunder, power, and energy 

II. The trul~ extraordina~ do something. This individual has remarkable self-discipline, 
does the summer workout sheets from beginning to end without omission or substitution, and 
every day has a plan to do something to get better. ("Roosevelt, more than any other man #ving 

within the range of notoriety showed the singular primitive qua#ty that belongs to ultimate 
matter, the qua#ty that medieval theology assigned to God." ’he was pure act ’. " HenO, 

Adams Theodore Rex - Desmond Morris). 

DISCIPLINED - from "careful" cycle on washing machine 



III. And vve want these four years of college to be rich, valuable and deep. This is that focused 
individual that is here for the "right reason" to get an education. She leads her life here with the 
proper balance and an orientation towards her intellectual growth, and against the highest public 
standards and most noble universal ideals, she makes good choices to best represent herself, her 
team, and her university. ("College is about books. And by the word books’, the proposition 
means this: College is about the best available tools" books’, computers, lab equipment for 

broadening your mastery of one or more important subjects" that will go on deepening your 

understanding of the world, yourself and the people around you. 

This will almost certainly be the last time in your life when other people bear the expense 
of cm, arding you four years of financially unburdened time. If you use the years primarily for 

mastering the skills of social life as though those skills" shouldn ’t already have been acquired 

by the end of middle schoo~or if you use lhese years for testing the degree to which your 
vulnerable brain and body can bear the strains of the alcohoOsm with which a number of 
students depart campus, or the sexual excess" that can seem so rewarding (to name only two of 

the lurking maelstroms), then you may ultimately leave this vast table of nutriment as the one 
more prematurely burnt-out case." Reynolds Price). 

- from camera focus button 

IV. We work hard. This individual embodies the "indefatigable human spirit" and never stops 
pushing herself. She is absolutely relentless in training and in the match. ("2he difference 

between one person and another, between the weak and the powerful, the great and the 

insignificant, is energy invisible determination... This quafity will do anything that has" to be 
done in the world, and no talents’, no circumstances, no opportunities will make you a great 
person without it. " Thomas Buxton - Philanthropist. 

"The common denominator of success... [is forming] the habit of doing things that 
failures don’t like to do... Failures are influenced by the desire for pleasing methods... 
successful [people] are influenced by the desire for pleasing results... We’ve got to realize 
right from the start that success is something which is achieved by the minority..., and is 
therefore unnatural and not to be achieved by following your natural likes and dislikes nor by 
being guided by our natural preferences and prejudices.., you won’t have to be told how to 
find your purpose or how to identify it or how to surrender to it. If it’s a big purpose, you will 
be big in its accomplishment. If it’s an unselfish purpose, you will be unselfish in 
accomplishing it. And if it’s an honest purpose, you will be honest and honorable in the 
accomplishment of it. But as long as you live, don’t ever forget that while you may succeed 
beyond your fondest hopes and your greatest expectations, you will never succeed beyond the 
purpose to which you are willing to surrender. Furthermore, your surrender will not be 
complete until you have formed the habit of doing the things that failures don’t like to do." 

Albert E.N. Gray, The Common Denominator o~Success) 

RELENTLESS - from the symbol for Saturn: god of"relentless natural forces" 



We don’t freak out over ridiculous issues or live in fragile states of emotional catharsis or create 
crises where none should exist. The best example is the even-keeled stoic that is forever 
unflappable and resilient. The worst example is the "over-bred dog," that high maintenance, 
overly sensitive "flower" that becomes unstable or volatile over nothing significant. ("What an 

extraordinary place of#berries the West really is... exempt from many of the relentless 
physical and social obligations necessary for a traditional life for survival, they become spoiled 

and.!~agile #ke over bred dogs; neurotic andprone m a host of emotional crises elsewhere." 

Jason Elliot An Unexpected Light: Travels in Afghanistan). 

RESILIENT - nautical buoy symbol which rises and falls with the water, 

always staying upright. 

VI. We choose to be positive. Nothing can depress or upset this powerful and positive life force - 
no mood swings, not even negative circumstances can affect this "rock". ("... everything can 
be taken.!~om a man but one thing: the last of the human.~eedoms to choose one’s attitude in 

any given set of circumstances, to choose one’s own way. And there were always choices to 

make. Eveo~ day, every hour, offered the opportunity to make a decision, a decision which 
determined whether you would or would not submit to those powers which threatened to rob you 

of your very self your inner freedom; which determined whether or not you would become the 
plaything of circumstance... . in the Jinal analysis it becomes clear that the sort of person (you 

are is) the result of an inner decision ... therefore, any man can.., decide.., that (this’) last 

inner freedom cannot be lost." Viktor E. Frankl ~lan’s Search for Meaning). 

POSITIVE 

VII. We treat everyone with respect. This is that classy angel that goes out of her way to never 
separate herself from anyone or make anyone feel beneath her. "Class is the graceful way you 
treat someone even when the), cart do nothing for you. "Doug Smith, Mgr (’86)) 

CLASSY - British hobo symbol for "here live generous people" 

VIII. 

~ 
thee." John Donne 

CARING 

We care about each other as teammates and as human beings. This is that non-judgmental, 
caring and inclusive friend that never says a negative thing about anyone and embraces 
everyone because of their humanity, with no elitist separation by academic class, social class, 

race, religious preference, or sexual orientation. ("No man is an island, entire of itself every 
man is apiece of the continent, apart of the main.., any man’s death diminishes me, because I 

am involved in mankind, and therefore never send to know for whom the bell tolls; it tolls for 
For Whom the Bell Tolls). 



IX. When we don’t play as much as we would like we are noble and still support the team and its 
mission. This remarkably noble, self sacrificing, generous human being always places the team 
before herself~ ("If there is a meaning in life at all, then there must be a meaning in suffering. 
Suffering is an ineradicable part of life, even as fate and death. Without suffering and death 

human lijb cannot be complete. The way in which a man accepts his.fate and all the s~ffering it 
entails, the way in which he takes up his cross’, gives him ample opportunity even under the 
most d~fficu# circumstances to add a deeper meaning to his life. It may remain brave, 
dignified and unse/fish. Or in the bitter fight for se/f-preserva#on he may forget his human 

dignity and become no more than an animal Here #es the chance for a man either to make use 

of or to forgo the opportunities of attaining the moral values that a difficult situation may afford 

him. And this decides whether he is worthy of his s~fferings or not. " Viktor E. Frankl 2~Ian’s 

Search ]’or Meaning). 

NOBLE - Hittite sign for king 

We play for each other. This is the kind of player that works herself to death covering for all of 
her teammates in the toughest games. Her effort and care (her verbal encouragement) make her a 
pleasure to play with and her selflessness on and off the field helps everyone around her. 
( "People don’t care how much you know until they know how much you care." N~te given t~ 
me by Rakel Karvelsson (UNC ’98)) 

SELFLESS - from combination of ancient symbols for "not" and "relating to self" 

XI. We are well led. A) This is the verbal leader on the field that is less concerned about her 
popularity and more concerned about holding everyone to their highest standards and driving her 
teammates to their potential. This galvanizing person competes all the time and demands that 
everyone else do as well! ("Not long ago, to ’be#eve in yourself’ meant taking a principled, and 

often lone/y, stand when it appeared difficult or dangerous to do so. Now it means accepting 
one’s own desires and inc#nations, whatever they may be, and taking whatever steps that may 
be necessary to advance them." William Damon Greater Expectations). 
B) This is that leader who lives our core values and tries to get those around her to live them as 
well. She is also not shy about calling people out who don’t live them and not afraid to protect 
those not present when others are trashing them. This tribute was paid to Abraham Lincoln by 

Carl Sandburg. The poet wrote: "Not often in the story of mankind does a man arrive on earth 
who is both steel and velvet, who is as hard as rock and soft as dr~ftingfog, who holds" in his 
heart and mind the paradox of tetT"ible storm and peace unspeakable and perfect. " Carl 

Sandburg about Abraham Lincoln 

GALVANIZING - international symbol for pushbutton or switch 



XII. We want our lives (and not just in soccer) to be never ending ascensions but for that to happen 

~v our fundamental attitude about life and our aA~preciation for it is critical. This is that 
humble, gracious high-achiever that is grateful for everything that she has been given in life, 
and has a contagious generosity and optimism that lights up a room just by walking into it. 
("fTnally there is lhe question of whether we have a duty to feel grateful. Hundreds of 
generations who came before its #ved dire, short #ves, in deprivation or hunger; in igr, orance or 

under oppression or during war, and did so partly motivated by the dream that someday there 

would be men and women who #ved long #ves in #betty with plenty to eat and without fear of an 
approaching storm. 

Suffering through privation, those who came before us accumulated the knowledge that makes 

our #yes favored;fought the battles that made our #yes free; physically built much of what we 
rely on for our prosperity; and, most imporlant, shaped the ideals of Oberty. For all the myriad 

problems of modern society, we now #ve in the worM our f!)rebears would have wished for us 

in many ways, a better place than they dared imagine. For us not to feel gratgful is treacherous 

selfishness. 
FaiOng to feel grateful to those who came before is such a corrosive notion, it must account at 
some level for part of our bad feeOngs about the present. 2he solution a rebirth of 

thankfulness is in our self-interest". Gregg Easterbrook, The Progress Paradox.) 

GRATEFUL - Gordian knot indicating person is "bound" by debt of thanks 



The University of North Carolina 
Women’s Soccer 

Self/Peer Evaluation 

So with these things in mind let’ s look at where we stand and our teammates stand with our core 
values. First, measure yourselves against all twelve of them: "how many of them do you live and to 
what extent?". Then measure your teammates against them. (Obviously the freshmen just do a self- 
evaluation for now.) The grading scale is "0" to "5" with "0" being the worst example of this core 
value on the team and "5" being the best example of this core value on the team. And "4" being "an 
extraordinary example of this core value and "1" means this person rarely embodies this core value or 
is the embodiment of an "over-bred dog" or ~vhatever the negative opposite extreme of that core value 
is... 

1. We don’t whine: this tough individual can handle any situation and never complains about 
anything on or off’the field. 

2. The truly extraordinary do something every day: this individual has remarkable self- 
discipline, does the summer workout sheets from beginning to the end without omission or 
substitution and ever?- day has a plan to do something to get better. 

3. And we want these four years of college to be rich, valuable and deep: this is that focused 
individual that is here for the "right reason" to get an education. She leads her life here with 
the proper balance and an orientation towards her intellectual growth, and against the highest 
public standards and most noble universal ideals, she makes good choices to best represent 
herself, her team, and her university. 

4. We work hard: this individual is the "indefatigable human spirit" and never stops pushing 
herself. She is absolutely relentless in training and in the match. 

5. We don’t freak out over ridiculous issues or live in fragile states of emotional catharsis or 
create crises where none should exist: best example is the even-keeled stoic that is forever 
unflappable and resilient. The worst example of this is the "over-bred dog" that high 
maintenance, overly sensitive "flower" that becomes unstable or volatile over nothing 
significant. 

6. We choose to be positive: nothing can depress or upset this powerful and positive life force, 
no mood swings, not even negative circumstances affect this "rock". 

7. We treat everyone with respect: this is that classy angel that goes out of her way to never 
separate herself from anyone or make anyone feel beneath her. 

8. We care about each other as teammates and as human beings: this is that non-judgmental 
caring and inclusive friend that never says a negative thing about anyone and embraces 
everyone because of their humanity, with no elitist separation by academic class, social class, 
race, religious preference or sexual orientation. 

9. When we don’t play as much or we would like we are noble and still support the team and its 
mission: this remarkably noble self sacrificing generous human being always places the team 

before herself. 
10. We play for each other: this is the kind of player that works herself to death covering for all 

her teammates in the toughest games. Her effort and care (her verbal encouragement) make 
her a pleasure to play with and her selflessness on and off’the field helps everyone around her. 

11. We are well led: this is a verbal leader on the field that is less concerned about her popularity 
and more concerned about holding everyone to their highest standards and driving her 
teammates to their potential. This inspirational person competes all the time and demands 
that everyone else do as well! 

12. We want our lives (and not just in soccer) to be never ending ascensions but for that to happen 
properly our fundamental attitude about life and our appreciation for it is critical: this is that 



humble, gracious high achiever that is grateful for everything she has been given in life, and 
has a contagious generosity and optimism lights up a room just by walking into it. 

Right after you email your Peer/Self Evaluation back, begin memorizing the three core value 
quotes (from pages 1-3) assigned to your class below. They are listed in order of class. 

I: freshmen 
II: freshmen 

III: freshmen 
IV: so ~homores 
V: so~homores 

VI: so ~homores 
VII: jumors 

VIII: jumors 
IX: jumors 
X: seniors 

XI: semors 
XII: semors 

You will be tested in front of the team in preseason, and then tested in every player conference 
that you have (three a year). Not only do you have to memorize them, but you have to understand 
them, so reflect on them as well. Anson Dorrance, former law school dropout, will be cross-examining 
you, and these have to be "performed" in front of your teammates.., these are wonderful insights into 
how we should lead our lives so present them with some drama and passion! Be prepared! 



Orea~ing Oommuni~y Oharac~e~ 

~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: s ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~- ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: , ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ;~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
e :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: , :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: 335 365 3.79 3.79 4.04 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 369 3.44 3.49 3.32 3.32 

3.71 3.69 3.83 378 356 I ~ I 3.79 3.75 ~ ~ 
402 388 ~ ~ 

3.66 3.74 353 365 3.47 

3 69 3.27 3.04 3.71 3 31 3 77 3.50 3.85 3 69 3.67 3.65 3.46 3.57 3.12 

3.46 3.33 3.44 386 352 3.50 3.79 3.50 3.58 381 373 3.58 3.59 3.55 3.44 345 3.34 

3.63 3.4~6 3.52 3.44 3.58 3.63 3.75 3.63 3.69 3.38 3.27 3.77 3.56 3.40 

3.42 3.90 ~ 354 3.50 3.48 3.48 3.71 342 358 3.07 3.46 3.55 3.51 

368 3.67 3.17 3.81 3.63 365 354 3.48 3.40 3.53 3.09 350 3.51 3.22 

3.31 3.42 3.17 3.17 3.38 3.60 3.58 3.63 3.54 3.51 iii 
~ ~iiiiii 

3.77 3.40 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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5 ~s the sir~gle ~est exa~nple oi: this co~e value on the, ~earn 

4 Is an ~x~raordinary example of th~s core va~e 

3 ~rnbod~es th~ co~e yahoo most of the g~ne 

2 Embodies th~s co~e yahoo some of the l~me 

0 Embodies NON~ o~ th~s co~e value and 

i~ the e~rst example o~ the tean"~ 



The University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer Team’s Core Values 

People who make a living from studying what makes organizations excellent usually boil their 
consi stent success down to the group living a powerful set of core values. So if you were to read "In 
Search of Excellence: Lessons from America’s Best Run Companies" (by Tom Peters et. A1) or 
"Built to Last: Successful Habits of Visionary Companies" (by Collins & Porras) or "Good to 
Great: Why Some Companies Make the Leap... and Others Don’t (Collins) or even "The Seven 
Habits of Highly Successful People (Covey) or "The 10 Natural Laws of Successful Time and Life 
Management" (Smith), and these might be the best of the books by the brightest minds,.., what these 
people are trying to teach us is this: there are certain principles &behavior that produce extraordinary 
results. 

Every year ~vhen I meet with the rising seniors each week in the spring our discussions center 
around our core values and what they can do to live them and how they can help drive everyone ~vithin 
the culture to live them as well. Human nature being what it is, some leaders embrace the personal and 
public challenge of our discussions and some don’t; just like some people within the culture live the 
core values and some just don’t have the strength. 

What we are trying to do now is collect our core values under an umbrella of quotes that are 
meaningful to us (coaches and rising seniors). Obviously since I have been reflecting on this longer 
and with a better understanding of what kind of behavior will positively effect our culture (because I 
have seen quite a bit in coaching the past 30 years) much of what you are going to digest are ideas that 
have inspired me. Still every rising senior has made contributions or is sold on these ideas because we 
ask them to review them in the spring. We need them to embrace and live what we have collected 
belo~v because our culture and core values are only as strong as our leaders and ~vhat they endorse and 
drive as acceptable behavior. 

So over the past 34 years, since our program began in 1979, what are the best elements of 
our tradition? What are our core values? 

The Core Values 

Let’s begin with this, we don’t whine. This tough individual can handle any situation and never 

complains about anything on or offthe field. ("The true joy m life is to be a force of fortune 
instead of a feverish, selfish #ttle clod of ailments and grievances complaining that the world 
will not devote itself to making you happy." George Bernard Shaw). 

TOUGH - from Nordic wheel cross signifying thunder, power, and energy 

II. The trul~ extraordina~ do something. This individual has remarkable self-discipline, 
does the summer workout sheets from beginning to end without omission or substitution, and 
every day has a plan to do something to get better. ("Roosevelt, more than any other man #ving 

within the range of notoriety showed the singular primitive qua#ty that belongs to ultimate 
matter, the qua#ty that medieval theology assigned to God." ’he was pure act ’. " HenO, 

Adams Theodore Rex - Desmond Morris). 

DISCIPLINED - from "careful" cycle on washing machine 



III. And vve want these four years of college to be rich, valuable and deep. This is that focused 
individual that is here for the "right reason" to get an education. She leads her life here with the 
proper balance and an orientation towards her intellectual growth, and against the highest public 
standards and most noble universal ideals, she makes good choices to best represent herself, her 
team, and her university. ("College is about books. And by the word books’, the proposition 
means this: College is about the best available tools" books’, computers, lab equipment for 

broadening your mastery of one or more important subjects" that will go on deepening your 

understanding of the world, yourself and the people around you. 

This will almost certainly be the last time in your life when other people bear the expense 
of cm, arding you four years of financially unburdened time. If you use the years primarily for 

mastering the skills of social life as though those skills" shouldn ’t already have been acquired 

by the end of middle schoo~or if you use lhese years for testing the degree to which your 
vulnerable brain and body can bear the strains of the alcohoOsm with which a number of 
students depart campus, or the sexual excess" that can seem so rewarding (to name only two of 

the lurking maelstroms), then you may ultimately leave this vast table of nutriment as the one 
more prematurely burnt-out case." Reynolds Price). 

- from camera focus button 

IV. We work hard. This individual embodies the "indefatigable human spirit" and never stops 
pushing herself. She is absolutely relentless in training and in the match. ("2he difference 

between one person and another, between the weak and the powerful, the great and the 

insignificant, is energy invisible determination... This quafity will do anything that has" to be 
done in the world, and no talents’, no circumstances, no opportunities will make you a great 
person without it. " Thomas Buxton - Philanthropist. 

"The common denominator of success... [is forming] the habit of doing things that 
failures don’t like to do... Failures are influenced by the desire for pleasing methods... 
successful [people] are influenced by the desire for pleasing results... We’ve got to realize 
right from the start that success is something which is achieved by the minority..., and is 
therefore unnatural and not to be achieved by following your natural likes and dislikes nor by 
being guided by our natural preferences and prejudices.., you won’t have to be told how to 
find your purpose or how to identify it or how to surrender to it. If it’s a big purpose, you will 
be big in its accomplishment. If it’s an unselfish purpose, you will be unselfish in 
accomplishing it. And if it’s an honest purpose, you will be honest and honorable in the 
accomplishment of it. But as long as you live, don’t ever forget that while you may succeed 
beyond your fondest hopes and your greatest expectations, you will never succeed beyond the 
purpose to which you are willing to surrender. Furthermore, your surrender will not be 
complete until you have formed the habit of doing the things that failures don’t like to do." 

Albert E.N. Gray, The Common Denominator o~Success) 

RELENTLESS - from the symbol for Saturn: god of"relentless natural forces" 



We don’t freak out over ridiculous issues or live in fragile states of emotional catharsis or create 
crises where none should exist. The best example is the even-keeled stoic that is forever 
unflappable and resilient. The worst example is the "over-bred dog," that high maintenance, 
overly sensitive "flower" that becomes unstable or volatile over nothing significant. ("What an 

extraordinary place of#berries the West really is... exempt from many of the relentless 
physical and social obligations necessary for a traditional life for survival, they become spoiled 

and.!~agile #ke over bred dogs; neurotic andprone m a host of emotional crises elsewhere." 

Jason Elliot An Unexpected Light: Travels in Afghanistan). 

RESILIENT - nautical buoy symbol which rises and falls with the water, 

always staying upright. 

VI. We choose to be positive. Nothing can depress or upset this powerful and positive life force - 
no mood swings, not even negative circumstances can affect this "rock". ("... everything can 
be taken.!~om a man but one thing: the last of the human.~eedoms to choose one’s attitude in 

any given set of circumstances, to choose one’s own way. And there were always choices to 

make. Eveo~ day, every hour, offered the opportunity to make a decision, a decision which 
determined whether you would or would not submit to those powers which threatened to rob you 

of your very self your inner freedom; which determined whether or not you would become the 
plaything of circumstance... . in the Jinal analysis it becomes clear that the sort of person (you 

are is) the result of an inner decision ... therefore, any man can.., decide.., that (this’) last 

inner freedom cannot be lost." Viktor E. Frankl ~lan’s Search for Meaning). 

POSITIVE 

VII. We treat everyone with respect. This is that classy angel that goes out of her way to never 
separate herself from anyone or make anyone feel beneath her. "Class is the graceful way you 
treat someone even when the), cart do nothing for you. "Doug Smith, Mgr (’86)) 

CLASSY - British hobo symbol for "here live generous people" 

VIII. 

~ 
thee." John Donne 

CARING 

We care about each other as teammates and as human beings. This is that non-judgmental, 
caring and inclusive friend that never says a negative thing about anyone and embraces 
everyone because of their humanity, with no elitist separation by academic class, social class, 

race, religious preference, or sexual orientation. ("No man is an island, entire of itself every 
man is apiece of the continent, apart of the main.., any man’s death diminishes me, because I 

am involved in mankind, and therefore never send to know for whom the bell tolls; it tolls for 
For Whom the Bell Tolls). 



IX. When we don’t play as much as we would like we are noble and still support the team and its 
mission. This remarkably noble, self sacrificing, generous human being always places the team 
before herself~ ("If there is a meaning in life at all, then there must be a meaning in suffering. 
Suffering is an ineradicable part of life, even as fate and death. Without suffering and death 

human lijb cannot be complete. The way in which a man accepts his.fate and all the s~ffering it 
entails, the way in which he takes up his cross’, gives him ample opportunity even under the 
most d~fficu# circumstances to add a deeper meaning to his life. It may remain brave, 
dignified and unse/fish. Or in the bitter fight for se/f-preserva#on he may forget his human 

dignity and become no more than an animal Here #es the chance for a man either to make use 

of or to forgo the opportunities of attaining the moral values that a difficult situation may afford 

him. And this decides whether he is worthy of his s~fferings or not. " Viktor E. Frankl 2~Ian’s 

Search ]’or Meaning). 

NOBLE - Hittite sign for king 

We play for each other. This is the kind of player that works herself to death covering for all of 
her teammates in the toughest games. Her effort and care (her verbal encouragement) make her a 
pleasure to play with and her selflessness on and off the field helps everyone around her. 
( "People don’t care how much you know until they know how much you care." N~te given t~ 
me by Rakel Karvelsson (UNC ’98)) 

SELFLESS - from combination of ancient symbols for "not" and "relating to self" 

XI. We are well led. A) This is the verbal leader on the field that is less concerned about her 
popularity and more concerned about holding everyone to their highest standards and driving her 
teammates to their potential. This galvanizing person competes all the time and demands that 
everyone else do as well! ("Not long ago, to ’be#eve in yourself’ meant taking a principled, and 

often lone/y, stand when it appeared difficult or dangerous to do so. Now it means accepting 
one’s own desires and inc#nations, whatever they may be, and taking whatever steps that may 
be necessary to advance them." William Damon Greater Expectations). 
B) This is that leader who lives our core values and tries to get those around her to live them as 
well. She is also not shy about calling people out who don’t live them and not afraid to protect 
those not present when others are trashing them. This tribute was paid to Abraham Lincoln by 

Carl Sandburg. The poet wrote: "Not often in the story of mankind does a man arrive on earth 
who is both steel and velvet, who is as hard as rock and soft as dr~ftingfog, who holds" in his 
heart and mind the paradox of tetT"ible storm and peace unspeakable and perfect. " Carl 

Sandburg about Abraham Lincoln 

GALVANIZING - international symbol for pushbutton or switch 



XII. We want our lives (and not just in soccer) to be never ending ascensions but for that to happen 

~v our fundamental attitude about life and our aA~preciation for it is critical. This is that 
humble, gracious high-achiever that is grateful for everything that she has been given in life, 
and has a contagious generosity and optimism that lights up a room just by walking into it. 
("fTnally there is lhe question of whether we have a duty to feel grateful. Hundreds of 
generations who came before its #ved dire, short #ves, in deprivation or hunger; in igr, orance or 

under oppression or during war, and did so partly motivated by the dream that someday there 

would be men and women who #ved long #ves in #betty with plenty to eat and without fear of an 
approaching storm. 

Suffering through privation, those who came before us accumulated the knowledge that makes 

our #yes favored;fought the battles that made our #yes free; physically built much of what we 
rely on for our prosperity; and, most imporlant, shaped the ideals of Oberty. For all the myriad 

problems of modern society, we now #ve in the worM our f!)rebears would have wished for us 

in many ways, a better place than they dared imagine. For us not to feel gratgful is treacherous 

selfishness. 
FaiOng to feel grateful to those who came before is such a corrosive notion, it must account at 
some level for part of our bad feeOngs about the present. 2he solution a rebirth of 

thankfulness is in our self-interest". Gregg Easterbrook, The Progress Paradox.) 

GRATEFUL - Gordian knot indicating person is "bound" by debt of thanks 



The University of North Carolina 
Women’s Soccer 

Self/Peer Evaluation 

So with these things in mind let’ s look at where we stand and our teammates stand with our core 
values. First, measure yourselves against all twelve of them: "how many of them do you live and to 
what extent?". Then measure your teammates against them. (Obviously the freshmen just do a self- 
evaluation for now.) The grading scale is "0" to "5" with "0" being the worst example of this core 
value on the team and "5" being the best example of this core value on the team. And "4" being "an 
extraordinary example of this core value and "1" means this person rarely embodies this core value or 
is the embodiment of an "over-bred dog" or ~vhatever the negative opposite extreme of that core value 
is... 

1. We don’t whine: this tough individual can handle any situation and never complains about 
anything on or off’the field. 

2. The truly extraordinary do something every day: this individual has remarkable self- 
discipline, does the summer workout sheets from beginning to the end without omission or 
substitution and ever?- day has a plan to do something to get better. 

3. And we want these four years of college to be rich, valuable and deep: this is that focused 
individual that is here for the "right reason" to get an education. She leads her life here with 
the proper balance and an orientation towards her intellectual growth, and against the highest 
public standards and most noble universal ideals, she makes good choices to best represent 
herself, her team, and her university. 

4. We work hard: this individual is the "indefatigable human spirit" and never stops pushing 
herself. She is absolutely relentless in training and in the match. 

5. We don’t freak out over ridiculous issues or live in fragile states of emotional catharsis or 
create crises where none should exist: best example is the even-keeled stoic that is forever 
unflappable and resilient. The worst example of this is the "over-bred dog" that high 
maintenance, overly sensitive "flower" that becomes unstable or volatile over nothing 
significant. 

6. We choose to be positive: nothing can depress or upset this powerful and positive life force, 
no mood swings, not even negative circumstances affect this "rock". 

7. We treat everyone with respect: this is that classy angel that goes out of her way to never 
separate herself from anyone or make anyone feel beneath her. 

8. We care about each other as teammates and as human beings: this is that non-judgmental 
caring and inclusive friend that never says a negative thing about anyone and embraces 
everyone because of their humanity, with no elitist separation by academic class, social class, 
race, religious preference or sexual orientation. 

9. When we don’t play as much or we would like we are noble and still support the team and its 
mission: this remarkably noble self sacrificing generous human being always places the team 

before herself. 
10. We play for each other: this is the kind of player that works herself to death covering for all 

her teammates in the toughest games. Her effort and care (her verbal encouragement) make 
her a pleasure to play with and her selflessness on and off’the field helps everyone around her. 

11. We are well led: this is a verbal leader on the field that is less concerned about her popularity 
and more concerned about holding everyone to their highest standards and driving her 
teammates to their potential. This inspirational person competes all the time and demands 
that everyone else do as well! 

12. We want our lives (and not just in soccer) to be never ending ascensions but for that to happen 
properly our fundamental attitude about life and our appreciation for it is critical: this is that 



humble, gracious high achiever that is grateful for everything she has been given in life, and 
has a contagious generosity and optimism lights up a room just by walking into it. 

Right after you email your Peer/Self Evaluation back, begin memorizing the three core value 
quotes (from pages 1-3) assigned to your class below. They are listed in order of class. 

I: freshmen 
II: freshmen 

III: freshmen 
IV: so ~homores 
V: so~homores 

VI: so ~homores 
VII: jumors 

VIII: jumors 
IX: jumors 
X: seniors 

XI: semors 
XII: semors 

You will be tested in front of the team in preseason, and then tested in every player conference 
that you have (three a year). Not only do you have to memorize them, but you have to understand 
them, so reflect on them as well. Anson Dorrance, former law school dropout, will be cross-examining 
you, and these have to be "performed" in front of your teammates.., these are wonderful insights into 
how we should lead our lives so present them with some drama and passion! Be prepared! 



Rankin~~ 

~s [[~e single Best ex~mple of this cole value on the [earn 

~rnbod~es th~s core yahoo mos[ of [be [#ne 

Embodies this co~e yahoo some of the time 

Embodies NON~ o~ th~s co~e value and 

is the e~rsl example o~ the tean’~ 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Patrick L Goss <p-goss@northwestem.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 12:55 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Combat Brain Trmning question ficom Northwestern Golf Coach 

Anson, 

My name is Patrick Goss, and I am the Director of Golf and Head Men’s Golf Coach at Northwestern University. We have a mutual friend in Marcia McDermott. 

Congratulation on all of your success. I enjoyed reading Vision of A champion and the Man Watching and have always admired your program. 

I recently met with John Kennedy of Combat Brain Training. He is actually located in Evanston where Northwestern is located. This is an area that I have a great 

interest in, and he references having done some work with your team. I was hoping to get some feedback from you on his program. 

I understand how busy you are, but if you have any time I would love to hear your thoughts. You can either email me or call me at 

I appreciate your time and wish you the best. 

Warmest Regards, 

Pat Goss 

Pa~ Goss 

Director of Golf 

Northwestern Athletics 

o: 847-491-4642 I f: 847-491-4659 

e: p-qoss@northwestern,edu 

i.~.i http:i/grfx.cstv cornlschools/nw/graphics/a 
uto/NUEmaiISigNew2013.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jason Sisneros "(}gmail.com> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 1:58 PM 

Luke Parrott @digitalmn.co> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edtr~; Ducat, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu>; Palladino, George W <bpalladino@unc.edu>; Sander, 

Thomas J --~pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: Soccer Camp Inquiry 

You can call me if you like. 

Jason Sisneros 

On Tuesday, March 4, 2014, Luke Parrott <    ({bdigitalmn.co> wrote: 

Who is the point of contact for any ques~tions related to your soccer camp? 

Thanks, 

Luke P. 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Assistant Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Keating @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 3:36 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: "Captain Elite" Business Outline - Meeting 

MUTUAL NDA Captain Elite Do~rance Feb 26 2014.docx 

OK~ Noon at Spanky’s? 41I? 

I attached a mutual NDA that we can back-date to Feb 26tt~ to cover when I outlined the business concept and app functionality in your office, Ideally we sign this 

prior to further d~scusskms ~f possible, Let rne know if you can review ~t before ~unch tomorrow, ~ w~l~ bring d~e bush~ess ph~n outline to fi~dlitate a discussion on 

how we c~m work together. If you need more tkne on ~:~e NDA, ~et me know and maybe we can back up the meeting a day. 

LooMn~ forward to ~t~ 

M~ke 

M~ke Keating 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@email,unc,edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, March 04, 2014 10:45 AN 
Te~ Mike Keating 
Subje¢t~ RE: "CapNin Eli," Business OuNne - Meeting 

Wed lunch wi]~ work .... 

F~m= Mike Keating             @gma~Lcom] 
Sent~ Monday, March 03, 20~4 11:38 AN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subje¢t~ "Cap~n Elite" Business Outline - Meeting 

Anson, 

How does lunch ~ook Wed or Thurs? ~f those times ~re locked, let me know wh~t else works those 

Objective is to review my business outline ~nd get ~ Mutual NDA in pl~ce so I c~n sh~re more business / direction details with you. 

Let me know wh~t works for you. Exalting stuff.., looking forward to improving the p~ssion for elite in America’s youth soccer pl~yers~ 

~ike Ke~ting 

(m) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@rocketmaJl.com~ 

Tuesday, 3:54 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Leadership meeling 

Hey Anson, 
Sorry I wasn’t able to make it to the meeting this morning. I just got mv yesterday afternoon so it was a rough night for me Since the seems to be working and 

it was harder for the doctor to this time around, making my a lot more soar this time I’m just happy it seems to be working 
though! 

As far as the meeting goes, I read the email sent out and I loved the ideas that were talked about in the article I totally agree with getting as man?’ touches as you can in one day, 
but another part that stood out to me was ~vhere the?’ talked about how so many kids in our culture are scared to go out and ~vork on their o~vn without a coach supervising for some reason 
This is one of the most important things a developing player can do though I feel like a lot of times, this is ~vhat sets people apart in the first place going into practices, games, and even tiy 
outs since these players seem to have so much more creatIvi~ in their game and are the players that aren’t afraid to try new things. I think this is an area in my game I can work on a lot as 
well. Getting more creative with the ball and also not being afraid to try things or make mistakes can definitely add to the deceptiveness in someones game as well, which is a big part of the 
women’s game that can improve too. 

I also read        email and absolutely loved it since growing up playing basketball,           was my favorite player Funny that she says the exact same thing you say to us about 
how important and influential just watching the game can be I definitely agree with this as well There have even been times when I actually noticed a greater level in my game, even if it ~vas 
just a little improvement, when I ~vatched pro games or even just random videos of great players. I know you guys were also supposed to talk about summer workout plans in the meeting 
today too, and watching as much soccer as I can is definitely a part of my plan for this summer as well as getting back in shape and staying healthy alter being out for so long. The other big 
aspect I plan to work on is confidence when I play which I think comes from not being afraid to make mistakes either Many times I think I let nay nerves get to me more than I should, when 
really there is nothing to be afraid of other than the fear of not attaining my potential But without confid ence you never really can gain your true potential, so this surmner I plan on 
becoming a more creative and confident player and of course also plan on continuing to work on my technical abilities and goal scoring abilities since man?’ of us are going to have to take 
on big responsibilities this year. I’m tap for the challenge though, and I look forward to being back on the field. I can’t wait to be out there playing and getting better again! 

I was also wondering if you got the email from the program about writing my recommendation letter. If not I will have them resend it to you. 

’]7hanks! 
Hope all is well! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Elovaara, Mika <Mika.Elovaar~s- sm.org> 

Tuesday March 4, 2014 4:34 PM 

Dorrm~ce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edtr~; Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu> 

Ducar, Chris <~tuca@unc.edu->; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Ja~m Sisneros          ~gmail.com) bill palladino 

~aol.com); DeMay, Joe <Joe.DeMay@s-sm.org> 

Oar visit 

Anson, 
Thanks again for hosting us a little over a week ago. The girls and I had a good time and Jo was a great host. 

The schedule for our U17s at the Players Showcase in Vegas was finally released, here’s a link: http:/!events.gotsport.com!events/schedule.a~ 

eventid=323~&Field~D=~&appiicati~n~D=2176417&acti~n=G~&AspxAut~De~ec~C~kie~upp~rt=1 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Best, 

Mika 

w~w,~-~m,org I www,~m~p°r~s’°r~t I Take a V~rtual Tour of Sha~uck-gt, Nary~s S~ool 

............................................................................................................................................................................. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tim Crothers @aol.com> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 5:36 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

30 tbr 30 contact info? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 30, 2013, at 3:29 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Tim, could you please work on your writing skills!! 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Caterina 
From: Chauncey Hitchcock <chitchcock(a)rainbowccc.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(d~email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

t really [:hink you should hir~:_~ rne as a consultant [or training camp~ @ You couk~ caJl rne a MentaJist who can get in the head of all of the players, 

take s couple week ssbbat~ca~ for the experience. 

The book on you ~s great The stories I mean. The writing could be bet[er, gu[ the subject matter couldn’t be more fascinatb~g. ~ am st~l~ fightb~g the 

C~vi~ War up here, But what I do ~s cajole Southerners to allow me ~nto their confidence and then ~ h~filtrate their defenses and take the fort. ~t ~s 

surprisingly easy. You would be a challenge because o[ your intellect and you have 24 years on me, So you wouh~ whip my ~:ai~ for a decade or two but 

uH:~matelv ~ would prevail, ~) 

~ actually have picked up enough of your ~essons to use them w~th my younger p~ayers. ~ can’t use curse words with them, but ~ Hke the idea of telling 

them that the other team ~th~r~l<s that we sth~k". ~ srh an underdog, so ~ ~ove the underdog mentality even when you are more prepared and the better’ 

team. ~ use sn Ugshorn, oranges st hafftime, a she~ter umbrella and blankets and high fives, but ~ a~so pun them aside and tel~ them ~ know they can 

take ~t up another ~evel (and it’s ~ke Gene Hackman in Hoosiers, "Now after OH~e makes the second freethrow _." Tota~ confidence booster a~ the 

Fd k~ve to do a training camp for 7 and 8 year ohms, Tearn Camp for my daughter’s travel ~s not boot carnp, And maybe ~1: shouk~rCt be But ff I had the 

money ~’d take the team to a lake house and train during the day and then go hang out on the beach at n~ght. But people aren’t wi~fin8 to even 

practice over break, There was a tournament at U~t~mate yesterday and ~ took my daughter to watch (and of course h~t the pro shop)~ But my 

daughter’s coach d~dn’t enter them ~nto ~t, The wMteiA team d~d and another coach from RSC coached them as their coach was back ~n England for 

Chrism:ross. They d~dn’t invite shy of our players ~:o p~ay on their team, wMch is te~ng, as my daugh~:er practices w~th them. So I am go~ng ballistic on 

them and will have her ~:rain w~th a pro named Aaron gyrd this winter. Ne wor~s w~th Summer, Aaron sees it ~n Caterina as we~l. Ne is a reserved but 

b~Lense guy. And educated ~ can teN. Ne doesn’t confuse early size and stride ~ength and pushh~g from behind for ski~l. Ne sa~d Caterina, who’s 8, 

dribMes as wel~ ff not better than his ~2 year o~ds. So weql work together and she w~l do his opposite foot class and further develop what already is a 

devastating left foot on her, ~ could always shoot w~th my ~eft foot from far out, but she can trap, touch, ddbMe and shoot w~th hers~ At 8, Once she 

catches up hi s~ze, sh~ I~tera~lV ~s going to be a kiCker/sniper with ~t, I can’t wait. 

Happy New Year to you[ Let’s l:a~k sometime, Maybe we o:?uM play on-~h~e S~:ratego (ff ~:hey have ~:), Fd ~ike for Caterina to ~:rain w~:h your carnp 

coaches th~s summer (my friend is slaying in Apex so we can stay with h~m). ~’d have to pu~l Cater~ns from her last week of school (we go ~s[e here), 

but ~’d do ~t if you can guarantee me that she won’t be s number at your camp. We will come to the field an hour before camp starts and stay unti~ 

they kick us out, but if she won’t be challenged by the coaches to p~ay to her potential (wMch ~s ~im~t~ess}, then ~ wou~d rather stay home and let her 

be a kid. If you can pa~r her with the r~ght coach(es) -not young ones earning some summer ~ncome w~th ~itt~e!no coaching exper~ence----.we are 

"A~.-hY’as they say, And she w~ be the fittest p~ayer at the camp, Or dose, She is 60 ~bs of solid muscle and can run I~ke a gazelle/cheetah, ~ th~nk the 

coaches at the Strength and Agility "[’raining were shocked that she can do these drills better than the o~der kids. She I~kens herseff ~:o Katniss, the 

herob~e in The Nunger Games books/movies, who wh~e s good person ~s a killer. ~ am convinced that ff she entered The Nunger Games, she wou~d 

emerge as the survivoH 

Nappy New Year! 

Chauncey 

To: Chauncey Hitchcock 
S~bject: RE: Six Words you should say 

Go get’era H! 

F~= Chauncey Hitchcock [ma~lto:chi~hcock@rainbowccc.com] 
Sent= Thursday, December ~9, 2013 5:12 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= RE: Six Words you should say 

Yes, and they now denver through d~e Post Office on Sundays {~ knew d~s but the point was hammered home when I took out the ~rash Sunday night 

and saw a postal truck). 

Th~nks agah~ and hope you enjoy the holidays, ~t’s a winter wonderland h~re (h~ M~chig~n}. Thank goodness for h~door soccer fadl~ties~ I wou~d 

probably bu~d one out in my basement ff th~ furnace wasn’t ~n th~ m~ddle of the room! 

Ph?ase know tha~: you provide ~nspiratkm to fledgling coaches, ~ had rny U8 recreat~ona~ league A~l-Sl:ar team that I was tapped to coach in October 

worldng to predsion. ~’~ keep a~ ~t and absorMng what ~ see and hear (and read!). ~ have a ~ot to ~earn from a p~ayer development s~andpoh~t, but from 

a mot~vationa~ standpo~n~ ~ tMnk I get about every once out of a #ayer that a coach can. These seven and 8-.year-o~d g~rls would run d~rough a wan if 

asked them to. Fortunately ~ do not. Hope to redprocate a v~s~t to mg friends down h~ Apex this spring and get a closer ~ook at UNC and your soccer 

operations there, ~ h~ar it’s impressive, After v~s~t~ng M~ch~gan I~te summer, ff ~ am st~ wowed by UNC that w~l~ b~ truly 



Thanks and Happy Holidays, 

Cha u ncey 

From; Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, December 19, 2013 4:36 PM 
To-" Chauncey Hitchcock 
Subject-" RE: Six Words you should say 

Amazon i~.~ ea~.~iest!! 

From: Chauncey Hitchcock [--m---a--~[t---~-L-c~!~-j~-h-~-c-9~-c--k--@r--a-~[[Lb--~---w---c--c-~-c-&---~---m--] 
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 1:38 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Six Words you should say 

Hi Coach, 

Are any oF your books For sale at r~-’_d:aih:’rs or are theV ~II on-line (~-_~.g., Amazon}? For a chan~e, I will a(:tt~ally have a h-’_~w days ow:_~r Christmas t:o do 

some reading. I looked h:~r Vision of a Champion and it looked lik~-’_~ I had to b(~., it on-line. I/Vben are you coming out with qndomitabI~:_~ 

Thanks, 

Chaancey 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson(@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, June 14, 2013 7:52 AM 
To: Chauncey Hitchcock 
Subject: Fwd: Six Words you should say 

Hey, how about fl~is? 

Seniti’ore ~ry G,,ri.:on ~irele.~;~’ 4G [.TE DROID 

........ Origina] Message ........ 

Subject: Six Words you should say 

From: "O. Towusend’’~ ~2.}2_a__~_t£?£E_c_9__r_~!> 

To: "Donance, Albert A IV" <La__r_t_~?__n_~L~_e___n_!_LU_[=_u__~Zc2_e__d_t!> 
CC: 

Hey Anson, 

}tope all is well. I thought you might get a kick out of reading this a_ttachmeut. 

See you at camp. 

Glenn Tow~end 

Faulkner University 

Ilead Coach 

334-546-8483 

2012 
National 1om~mment 

SSAC Tournament FinNists 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:36 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Ga~, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu> 

Catapult Reports 

Hi Greg & Anson, 

Just to update you, I have started organizing all the Catapult data for each practice and for the Duke game. This is some cool stuff, and I should be able to get player 

loads, meters per min, etc. for each portion of practice. I want to create a nice-looking report, so I will probably have that finished tomorrow. However, the report 

for the game at Duke I will try to finish tonight! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brady Reed <bmdy.reed@franklincovey.com~, 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 11:45 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: New 7 Habits 4.0 and 5 Choices to Extraordinary Productivity 

You’re most welcome, Sir. Can you tell me if any Covey programs are taught regularly at UNC? I was unable to find any references to it on the Web~ 

Best regards, 

Brady 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mail~:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 
$ent~ Tuesday, Narch 0% 201~ 10:42 AN 
To: Brady Reed 

@msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros         @gmail.com); Sander, ~omas J 
Subject= RE: New 7 HabiN ~.0 and 5 Choices to ~raordina~ ProductiviN 

Brady, 

Th~s is ~xceH~nt, thank gou!~ 

~ ~ove a~ of Fr~nkl~niCovey’s stuff .._ ~ ~ook forward to studying th~s~ 

F~m= Brady Reed [mail~:brady.reed@franklincovey.com] 
Sent= Nonday, Narch 03, 2014 ~1:33 AN 

To= Dorrance, A~be~ A N 
Subject= New 7 Habits 4.0 and 5 Choices to E~raordina~ Productivi~ 

Coach Dorrance, 

In a prior email I sent you a link to the new 7H app for lOS. (There is also one for Android.) Below is further information per our conversation after your Duke game 

this past weekend regarding the new 7 Habits 4.0 and 5 Choices program. An informational flyer is attached for both programs. 

5 Choices: 

First Things First has been superseded by "The 5 Choices to Extraordinary Productivity." The website link is: 

http://www.frank~inc~vey.c~m/tc/s~uti~ns/pr~duc~ivi~Y-s~uti~ns/the-5-ch~ices-t~..extra~rdinary-pr~ductivitY~ This program also has an app that should extend 

its value to your girls. The course addresses the appropriate use of technology to rule our lives vs having it rule us. 

7 Habits 4.0: 

The next 7 Habits 4.0 Overview will be in Raleigh May 6 @ The Cardinal Club, I50 Fayetteville Street, Raleigh, NC 2760:[. Registration can be found at: 

http://www.franklincovey.com/7htour!/morNng/and hope we will see you there. 

Should you need anything from FranklinCovey, I am at your service. 

Best regards and best wishes for your team this year! 

Brady 

~N~ cid:image001.jpg@01CD9AEF.79976A8 
0 

Brady Need 

e. 252.557.4000 c. 

brady ~reed@Ira n klincovey.com 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.nnc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:23 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Ga~, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu> 

Spring Game vs. Duke Catapnlt Rankings 

Duke Spring Game Catapnlt.pdf 

Hi Greg & Anson, 

Attached are the Catapult rankings from Saturday’s game vs. Duke. In addition to the values I provided in the fall (ground covered, effort & engagement, and 

hybrid score), I have added minutes played, total miles run, avg mile page, total workload (player load} and avg workload (player load/rain}, which I thought the 

girls might find interesting. 



Catapult: Spring Game vs. 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player Min Played (meters/rain) (playerload/mtr) Score Rank 

::’ ’o ~6i ~ 
90 116.2 0.113 285.7 2 

86 113.1 O. 104 269.1 4 

~~~i~~~ ~ ’.:::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::: 
74 100.0 0.104 256 6 

90 88.4 0.105 245.9 8 

Total Ground Avg Mile Pace Total Workload Avg Workload 

Player Covered (miles) (rain/mile) (player load) (player load/rain) 

6.5 13:51 1184 13.2 

6.0 14:14 1013 11.8 

4.6 16:06 772 10.4 

4.9 18:12 832 9.3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.nnc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:27 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Ga~, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu> 

Dnke Catapult raw data 

Spring Game Duke team report.csv; ¯ Spring Game Duke temn report.pdf 

Hi Greg & Anson, 

Attached is the raw catapult data from Saturday’s Duke game, without any fancy formatting. Let me know if you have any questions. More stuff to come soon re 

practices! 



Date 

Session Details Spring Game vs. Duke 

Session 

Average 

2nd Half 

Average 

Start Time: 11:02:00 Duration: :40:00.7 

8492 7.9 121.3 64.7% 0 2 900 0 12,9 0,106 0 0 

7500 7.0 93.8 51.2% 0 0 843 0 10.5 0.112 0 0 

7813 8~0 86.8 52,4% 0 0 834 0 9~3 0.107 0 0 

8091 6.0 120.8 69.5% 0 0 946 0 14.1 0.117 0 0 

7959 7.3 88.4 55.6% 0 2 832 0 9.3 0.105 0 0 

7399 7.5 100.0 59.4% 0 2 772 0 10,4 0,104 0 0 

9724 7.3 113.1 69.3% 0 0 1013 0 11.8 0.104 0 0 

10454 6~4 116,2 66,4% 0 0 1184 0 13.2 0.113 0 0 

8429 7.2 105.0 61.1% 0.0 0.8 916 0.0 11.4 0.109 0 0 

Start Time: 11:02:00 Duration: 45:00.7 

3588 7.3 119.6 66.4% 0 1 393 0 13.1 0.110 0 0 

3214 &8 91.8 56,4% 0 0 371 0 10.6 0.116 0 0 

4052 8.0 90.0 55.9% 0 0 422 0 9.4 0.104 0 0 

3873 5.8 117.4 70.3% 0 0 464 0 14,1 0,120 0 0 

3993 6.8 88.7 55.6% 0 0 430 0 9.6 0.108 0 0 

4047 7.3 103.8 62.1% 0 2 429 0 11.0 0.106 0 0 

4783 7.3 116.7 71.6% 0 0 491 0 12.0 0.103 0 0 

5235 6.4 116.3 69.0% 0 0 614 0 13.7 0.117 0 0 

4098 7.0 105.5 63.4% 0.0 0.4 452 0.0 11.7 0.110 0 0 

Start Time: 11:57:00 Duration: 45:00.7 

4904 7.9 122.6 63.5% 0 1 506 0 12.7 0.103 0 0 

4286 7.0 95.2 47.3% 0 0 471 0 10.5 0.110 0 0 

3761 7.3 83.6 48.5% 0 0 411 0 9.1 0.109 0 0 

4218 6.0 124.1 68.8% 0 0 482 0 14.2 0.114 0 0 

3966 7~3 88.1 55,6% 0 2 402 0 9~0 0.102 0 0 

3352 7.5 95.8 56.2% 0 0 343 0 9.8 0.103 0 0 

4941 7.1 109.8 67.0% 0 0 521 0 11,6 0,106 0 0 

5219 5.9 116.0 63.8% 0 0 570 0 12.7 0.109 0 0 

4331 7.0 104.4 58.9% 0.0 0.4 463 0.0 11.2 0.107 0 0 

catapultsports.com 

Catapult Sprint 5.1.0 

Generated by ducar on 8:15:25 PM Page 1 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducat, Chfs z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             10:31 AM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@ unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Will you send this to the team? 

Beasts, 
Check out this video before practice tomorrow 1 want you to see what the volley/side volley looks like at the highest ~evel. Critically anal~ize the techniques that 

we disc ~s~ed last week The p’eparation the torq ~e from your core t ~e foot to ba co ~tact and most ~mportantlv driving through the bah and committing to 

getting the kicking foot to the ground. 7he sk)-mo reph~ys show it incredibly we~l. it’s only 6 m~nutes so definitely worth your time, 

Watch the ~brahknovk: ftvm~ side ~olle~ at ~. 27 that’s what w~ r t you ~:o demonstrate ~:omorrow[ :-) 

add the goal at 4:45 ~o your bag of tricks. I thh~k Lbat was TNerry Henry. 
The 2~Sane goa~ at 5:2g is s~ck, ff anyone scores ~ke that, in a spring game, ~ w~l had de~iver the footage to ESPN. 

~t’s amazing how the best are able to create sornethh~g out of nothing.,, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Roberts, Barry. <Bar~ Roberts@kenan-flagler.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 10:46 AM 

Brendan Moylan <BMoyla~@sportsendeavors.com>; Mike Moylm~ <MMoylma@sportsendeavors.com>; Mike Munsch 

@nc.rr.com>; ’Barry Poss’ @msn.com>; JeffMonsein <jmonsein@alumim~mcompany.com>; Clay Schossow 

<cschossow@newmediacmnpaigns.com>; Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email. unc.edu> 

Roberts, Barry. <Bmly Roberts@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Maitland, Scott <Scott Mafitland@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

confirming speaking date m~d subject 

I am j ust confirming our schedule :for the rest of the semester. 
Thank you. 

Course Schedule 

3/~8 Roberts’ entrepreneurial endeavors: 

MycoSearch, Cellpath, Azalea Stables, 

Triangle Apparel 

3/20 Discussion of Entrepreneurship 

3/25 

3/27 

4/1 

4/10 

4/15 

Starting a Business while in High 

School 
Speaker: Brendan and Mike Moylan, Founders 

and Owners of Sports Endeavors, EuroSport, 

soccer.com and LaCrosse.com) Visit EuroSport’s 

websites prior to class 

http:iiwww.soccer.comi, 

h~tp://www.lacrasse.cam , and 

h ttp:i/www.sportsen deavors.comi 

Starting a Business in the 

Entertainment Industry 

Speaker, Barry Poss, Founder and Former 

President of Sugar Hill Records 

See http:iiwww.suga rhillrecords.comi 

The Art of Selling 
Speaker: Jeff Monsein, owner, Aluminum 

Company of NC and Real Estate Entrepreneur 

Visit Aluminum Company of NC’s website prior 

to class http:iiwww.aluminumcompany.com! 

From College Startup to a Business 

Speaker: Clay Schossow, Founder and Partner, 

New Media Campaigns Visit New Media 

Campaigns’ website prior to class 

htt~/]www.newmediacampa!gns.comJ 

Building a World Class Program from 

Scratch 

Speaker, Anson Dorrance, Head Coach UNC 

women’s soccer team 

~ t__t__n_;/Z_t__~r_~_Lh__!~:_�_~t__~:_c___o____mL~n__o__r_t__U___w___:. 
soccer/mtt/dorrance ansonOO.html 

The Real Story of VCs? 
Speaker, K. Michael Munsch, CO0 of Mi 

Corporation; Former CEO of Mercury MD, 

Founder and former CEO of ATCOM; Former 

CEO of Foveon 

TEAM MEETING 

4/~7 TEAM PRESENTATION 

ALL BUSINESS PLANS DUE 4/’17 



4/22 TEAM PRESENTATION 

ALL BUSINESS PLANS DUE 4/17 

4,/24 TEAM PRESENTATION 

ALL BUSINESS PLANS DUE 4/17 

Barry S, Roberts 

Kenan Institute Entrepreneurial Scholar and Professor of Entrepreneurship 
The University of Nodh Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
Campus Box 3490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.3490 

919-962-3152 ("1-) 
91.c),~43-798(~ (F) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@rocketma~l.com~ 

Wednesday, 11:32 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hey Anson, 
I sent you an email yesterday since I couldn’t come to the meeting because of my PRP injection and was wondering if you got it. 

Hope all is well! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Daly <matt@dolphin-mortgage.com> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 11:51 AM 

’Mike Keating’ @gmail.com>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

10000 touches 

Mike and Anson[ 

Thanks for the article on 10000 touches. It rings with a lot of truth. I love the simplicity of it. 

I put it into action with                     this week. 

For . we did after her practice on Monday after about 50 minutes she did 3000 touches 

For we went prior to practice and had about 35 -40 minutes and she did 2200 touches. 

We did various Coerver, some Footability and some ist touch drills ( linear cones) All at a fast pace. For she mixed in some juggling as she already had a 

practice prior to. 

Here is what we discovered. 

Depending on the move the touches can be a lot or not a lot ....... ping ping roll is 3 touches and the girls can knock out 100 touches really quickly 

...... a step over is one touch but a lot more movement and will take longer but is more functional to the game of soccer ...... 

...... on a scissor or a double scissors move there is really no touches during the move but a touch before the move and a touch after the move.... So getting 100 

touches will take longer unless you count each step as a touch 

..... on an outside of the foot touch on the linear cones there is only 10 touches but a lot of foot movement and body shifting ..getting a 100 touches here will take 

time but is great for game like soccer development 

To accumulate more touches you can do did ping pongs, toe taps and ping ping rolls every three of four moves. 

The article said they did a 10000 touch workout in about 70 minutes. Based on the touches we were doing. It would be very difficult to accumulate 10000 touches in 

even two hours. Hmmmm 

After the first night I did the math 70 minutes x 60 seconds = 4200 seconds 10,000 divided by 4200 = 2.38 touches per second continuously for 70 minutes .... About 

a 142 touches per minute pace ...... possible but to achieve it would need to be moves that accumulate a lot of touches in rapid succession....toe taps, ping pongs, 

ping ping rolls, push pulls, triangles etc .... 

I like all of these moves but also I think it is important to incorporate moves that are more applicable to game conditions with body movement and balance. Moves 

to deceive and unbalance the defender ....body feint moves like the Mathews and a shoulder drop .... change of direction change of speed etc 

Both the rapid movements Coerver type moves and the more complex feints and deceptive moves have great value. 

They both will build and develop soccer specific coordination, agility, skill, technique, strength and balance. It develops the muscle memory (myelin) that helps 

one to move like a soccer player. Build the soccer specific myelin consistently over time and good things happen. 

The more they are done, over time, the more confidence on the ball will be attained. With better ball control, the ability to pick up your head and constantly see 

and scan becomes second nature and better decisions are made. Also for the individual that puts the time in each and every day, the enjoyment of the game rises 

to another level as they can apply what they are developing. This leads to further development and growth as the level of completion gets more challenging. 

Basically, to quote the article, the more you learn the more you find out you do not know. 

We are going to continue to build these into our training. Excellence is mundane but with the right attitude it is also a lot of fun. 

Thank you so much for sharing 

Matt Daly 

Matt Daly 
Certified Mortgage P~annin~ Special~ 

NN~ # 25379~ 

Dolphin Home Mortgage 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc,edu~ 

Wednesday, 1:56 PM 

FW: Will you send fl~is to the team? 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Wednesday, i0:31 AM 
To: Sander, Thomas .1 
Co: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Will you send this to the team? 

Beasts, 

Check out this video before practice t.:_~morrow. I want yot~ to see what the v.Nleyiside w)lley looks like at the highest: level. Critically ~malyze the techniques that 

we discussed last week. The preparation, the torque from your core, the foot to ball contact and most importantly driving through the ba~l and committing to 

ge[tb~g the kicMng foot to the ground. The s~o--mo replays show it incredibly weiL Ws oNy 6 minu[es so definitely wor[h your time. 

Watch the ~braMmov~c flying side volley at :].:27._that’s what I want you to demonstrate tomorrow! 

add the goa~ at ~]:4.5 to your bag of tricks. I tNnk that was Th~erry Henry~ 

The Z~dane goal at 5:28 is s~ck. tf anyone scores ]~ke that, ~n a s,)rmg g~;me, t w~l~ h~;d de~iver the foo~:age to 

~t"s ~m~;z~ng how the best are ~d)le to create some~:hmg (mr of nothing... 

Bkd 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~}live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:55 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; 

Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu-~ 

UNC fact sheet 

UNC Fact Sheet docx 

@aol.com; Ducax, Chris ~ducaJc@unc.edtr~; @gmail.com; Sander, 

Hi Coaches, 

Earlier I overheard Anson talking to a recruit about the academics at UNC. I am a tour guide and so we have a large fact sheet about this university. Many are great 

facts to use in convincing someone that the academics are superb here (they truly are) and that the other parts of our university are great, too. The fact sheet (from 

) is attached! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ashlee Comber <ACombe@washingtonspifit.com> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 2:58 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@email.unc.edu>; Mark Pin-sons <mpar~ns@washingtonspirit.com>; Katie Go~alez 

<kgonzalez@washingtonspirit.com>; Emily Fom~nato ~)gm~l.com>; Nadine Tmughber 

<ntraughbe@washingtonspirit.com> 

Washington Spirit E:dlibition - UNC 

Good Afternoon! 

We looking forwaxd to hosting you all on Ma~ch 22. Kick offis set for 7:00pm. I’ve cc’d our traJming on here, Emily Fortunato, so she can connect with you all on that 
side of things. Also, Katie Go~alez our Operations Manager can assist ruth getting you other information that yon need as well. 

Respectfully, 

Ashlee Comber 

VP of Operations - Washington Spirit 

(m) 
Website: washingtonspirit.com I Tickets: tickets.washin(~tonspirit.com 

Twitter: @washspiritI Facebook.comiwashingtonspirit 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<lucar@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:07 PM 

@live.unc.edw~ 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@email .unc.edu>; 
Thomas J --~pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC fact sheet 

@aol.com; Ducax, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; @gmail.com; Smader. 

Tl~anks 

On at 2:54 PM, ~live.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Hi Coaches, 

Earlier I overheard Anson talking to a recruit about the academics at UNC. I am a tour guide and so we have a large fact sheet about this university. 

Many are great facts to use in convincing someone that the academics are superb here (they truly are) and that the other parts of our university are 

great, too. The fact sheet (from :      ) is attached! 

<UNC Fact Sheet docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jason Sisneros < ?}gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 3:29 PM 

,~live.unc.edtr> 

Dorra~ce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; 
<pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC fact sheet 

~aol.com; Dncar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Smader, Thomas J 

Nice man! 

On Wednesday: ~live.unc.edu~ wrote: 

t~[i Coaches, 

Earlier I overheard Anson "talking to a recruit alx~ut the academics at UNC. I mn a tonr guide and so we have a large fact sheet about this nniversity. Mmay are great 
i:acts to use in convincing someone that the academics are superb here (they truly are) and that the other parts of our m~iversity, are great, too. The fact sheet (from 

) is attached! 

Universit?,., of North Carolina \Yore en’s Soccer 
Chapel t~[ill, MoNa Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Assistant Coach 

(c) 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peter Peets < > 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 3:55 PM 

McCracken, JeffB. <jmccrack@psafety.unc.edu> 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

To UNC Public S~£ety - Thank you for your help. 

J elf -thank you for your highly responsive assistance in helping facilitate the helicopter landing of our Dept. of Defense visitor from DC. 

Matt Lawrence and his team from CHFD were great. On behalf of Coach Anson Dorrance, thank you for helping with these logistics. 

i ~:~:; i i-q89Wrrh-L.jpg 

Some photos of CHFD on the scene: http://www.smugmug.com/gallery/37479030 H4PMq4 

Peter Peets 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anabel Jimenez Hering @menez@americm~.edu~ 

Wednesday, 4:27 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Coach Anson, 

I received a release for one of your players,           , and wanted to get some feedback from you on her reasoning for leaving UNC. I’m excited to hopefully get a player 
from such an amazing program and really hope it’s a good fit. 

Any information on would be most helpful and greatly appreciated. 

Thank you for your time! 

Sincerely, 

Anabel Hering 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anabel Jimenez Hering @menez@americm~.edu; 

Wednesday, 5:07 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Ok thaws good. I would imagine she will be reaching outto me soou? I haveu’t received au email fioln her as of yet. If you seud tne her etnail I cm~ reach out as well. 

Thanks again and good luck with the rest of your sprin!! 

Thanks, 

Anabel 

Sent from nay iPhone 

Ou at 5:00 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~rn¢~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

An~bel, 

From: AnaJ~el ~ime~ez Hering [mailto:]imene~americam~du] 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:27 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Cc: Ducat, Chris 
Subject: 

Coach Anson, 

I received a release for one of your players,           and wanted to get some feedback from you on her reasoning for leaving UNC. I’m excited to hopefully 
get a player from such an amazing program and really hope it’s a good fit. 

Any information on would be most helpful and greatly appreciated. 

Thank you for your time! 

Sincerely, 

Anabel Hering 
<image001 .j pg> 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 5:08 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

~ema~l.unc.edu> 

RE: le~ease 

Will do. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Don-ance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: release 
Importance: High 

5:06 PM 

Lance, 

Can we please send a release to Davidson College as well? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ashton, Greg [mailto:grashton(@davidson edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:44 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: : release 
Importance: High 

Hi Anson, 

I just had a call form             morn asking if I had recelvec 
to try and have her visit during her spring break if possible. 

Thanks Greg 
Greg Ashton 
Davidson College 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
Davidson, NC 28031-7158 
Office Ph: 7048942818 
Cell Ph: 
Email: grashton@davidson, edu 

release release, ff she has could you send it to me as I really want to try and see ffwe can make it work :[’or her I want 

On 3:47 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> I have not had the conversation with her but will 
> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: Ashton, Greg [mailto :grashton(~,davidson. edu] 
>Sent: Tuesday 3:45 PM 
>To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>Subject: possible Transfer 
> 

>Hi Anson, 
>I wanted to follow up on the conversation we had a couple of weeks ago 
>about Just ctaious and hopeful to be perfectly honest! 
> 

>Greg 
> 

>Greg Ashton 
>Davidson College 
>Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
>Davidson, NC 28031-7158 
>Office Ph: 7048942818 
>Cell Ph: 
>Email: grashton@davidson edu 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

>On 
> 

>>Greg, 
>> 

>> Call me when you have a minute. (c) .... thank yout t 
>> 

>>-----Original Message ..... 
>>From: division-i-womens-socc er-coaches@googlegroups com 
>>[mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf 
>>Of Ashton, Greg 
>>Sent: Friday,                  10:38 AM 

10:00 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email uric edu> ~Vl-ote: 



>>To: divisiun-l-womens-soc cer-cuach es@gougle~roups, corn 
>>Subject: {Divisiun I Womens Soccer Coaches} games 
>> 

>>Davidsun CulIe~e is luokin~ fur a couple of home games opening weekend 
>~oJ Would be willing discuss return or guarantee 
>> 

>>Any interest please contact me. 
>> 

>>Cheers 
>> 

>> 

>>Greg Ashton 
>>Davidson College 
>>Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
>>Davidson, NC 28031-7158 
>>Office Ph: 704.894.2818 
>>Cell Ph: 
>>Email: grashton@davidson, edu 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>>Find out more about NSCAA College Services at w~’.nscaa.comicollege. 

>>You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google 
>>Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 
>>To ~msubscribe from this group and stop receiving eruails from it, send 
>>an email to 
>>division-i-womens-soc cer-coaches+unsubscribe@googlegroups, com<mailto: d 
>>division-i-womens-soc cer-coaches+i 
>>division-i-womens-soc cer-coaches+vis 
>>ion-i-womens-soc cer-coaches+unsubscribe@googlegroups.c om>. 
>>To post to this group, send email to 
>>division-i-womens-soc cer-coa ches@googlegroups, com<mailto:division-i-wo 

>>-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com>. 
>>Visit this group at 
>>http ://groups. google comigroup/division-i-womens-soc cer-co aches 
>>For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/groups/opt out 

>>Find out more about NSCAA College Services at ~v,a~’.nscaa corn/college. 

>>You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google 
>>Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group 
>>To uaasubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send 
>>an email to 
>>division-i-womens-soc cer-coaches+unsubscribe@googlegr oups. corn 
>>To post to this group, send email to 
>>division-i-womens-soc cer-coaches@googlegroups c om. 
>>Visit this group at 
>>http :/&roups. google comigroup/division-i-womens-soc cer-co aches 
>>For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/groups/opt out 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

joshua~traintobeclutch.com 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 8:53 AM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

Mann, Jan M. <janmann@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Leadership Acade~ny 

Hi Shelley[ 

I hope this message finds you well’. I’m truly humbled and honored to hear that, UNC was my dream school growing up, so getting to work ruth Anson and Jan has 

been really amazing! 

My cell is just let me know what you need t~om me. 

Warmest Regards, 

Joshua 

Sent from the land of possibiliU .... 

On Mar 6, 2014, at 5:30 AIVl, "Johnson, Shelley H" <shellio@unc.edu> wrote: 

Joshua, 

We have received rave reviews about you from two of our most esteemed coaches (Jan Mann and Anson Dorrance). We would love to explore the 

possibility of you visiting us next spring. Ideally, you would speak to our Veteran Leaders group of student-athletes on a Monday evening and then to 

our Coaches the following morning. I look forward to discussing with you the potential for this happening. Hope to hear back from you soon. 

Shelley Johnson 

Director, Richard A. Baddour Ca rolin a Lea dership Aca d emy 

Department of Athletics, UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anabel Jimenez Hering @menez@americm~.edu~ 

Thursday, 11:45 AM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Coach-       cell voicemail is not set up so I was not able to leave a message. I will try again later. If you have her email that may be better. Otherwise, let her know I tried 
to reach out, my contact info is below. Thanks again! 

Fror!l: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Yo: Anabel Jimenez Hering <jimenez@american.edu>, 

Date 05:10 PM 

S~biect: RE: 

Coach, 

TNs is her cell # 

From: Anabel Jimenez Herin~ [mailto:iimenez@american.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:07 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Re: 

Ok that’s good. I would imagine she will be reachiug outto me ~on? I haven’t received an email fiom her as of yet. If you ~nd me her email I caJ~ reach out as well. 

Thanks again m~d good luck with the rest of your spring! 

Thank& 

Anabel 

Seut fi~om my iPhone 

On at 5:00 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <al~sou~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ar~aDei, 

From: Anabel Jimenez Hering [~--m-~-a-!~-t--~-~j~Ln-~-e--n-~-e--z-~-@~-a-~--m-~-e--r-[-c--a---n-=e--d---u-~ 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:27 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co: Ducar, Chris 

Subject: 

Coach Anson, 

I received a release for one of your playem            and wanted to get some feedback from you on her reasoning for leaving UNC. I’m excited to hopefully get a player 
from such an amazing program and really hope it’s a good fit. 

Any information on Nould be most helpful and gt~atly appt~ciated. 

Thank you for your time! 

Sincerely, 

Anabel Hering 
<image001 .jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc,edu~’- 

Thursday, 2:45 PM 

last call: final list tbr white house 

This is the final list that I am submitting for the on Monday. 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

UtfiversiW ofNort~ Caacolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 12:33 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Re: ESPN story on Coach Smith 

I think you have met his standards and set quite a few of your own..heck,. I’ve tried to follow you! 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(9:[9) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu> 

Date: Friday, March 7, 20:14 at :1:1:43 AM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: ESPN story on Coach Smith 

Thank yo~J Steve ._. this is my mentor. I tried to build my program like his!! 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2014 2:11 PM 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
$,,bject: ESPN story on Coach Smith 

http://espn‘g~.c~m/espn/feature/st~rY/---/id/1~4S949/preci~us~mem~ries~dean-smith-st~rY 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 
University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(9:[9) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ashlee Comber <ACombe@washingtonspirit.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 1:31 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: Washington Spirit E:daibition - UNC 

Hi Anson, 

Yes, that is correct. I spoke with Mark and confirmed it is 6 subs with no re-end,. 

Respectfully, 

Ashlee Comber 

VP of Operations - Washington Spirit 

(m) 
Website: washingtonspirit.com I Tickets: tickets.washingtonspirit.com 

Twitter: @washspiritI Facebook.com/washingtonspirit 

Ou Mar 7, 2014, at 12:14 PM, "Dorrauce, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank yo~ Ashlee ._. We are looking forward to it as well. We were told 6 subs, no reentry. Is that still the case? 

From: Ashlee Comber [mailto:AComber@washinqtonspirit.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 20:t4 2:58 PN 
"re: Sander, Thomas .l 
Ce: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Mark Parsons; Katie Gonzalez; Emily Fortunato; Nadine Traughber 
Subject: Washington Spirit Exhibition - IJNC 
Good Aftemoou! 
We looking tbrward to hosting you all on March 22. Kick offis set lbr 7:00pm. I’ve cc’d our traiuing on here, Emily Fortunato, so she can connect with 

you all ou that side of thiugs. AI~, Katie Gonzalez our Operations Manager cm~ assist mfl~ getting you other iuformation that you need as well. 

Respectfully, 

Ashlee Comber 

VP of Operations - Washington Spirit 

(m) 
Website: washingtonspirit.com I Tickets: tickets,washingtonspirit.com 

Twitter: @ w a s h s p i r i t I ~..F.~.a..~.c.~.e-.b.~..~.~.~..~.k.~:~.c.~.~..~..m]~..a.~.s-.h.~!~.n.g.t.~.~-.n.~.s..p.~![!~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ashton, Greg <grashton@davidson.edu> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 1:39 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: [SuspiciousURL]RE: 2015 scheduling 

I have all her information up with our admissions folks to do an assessment. Will contact her later this afternoon 

Greg Ashton 
Davidson College 
Head ~vomen’s soccer coach 
Sent from my iPhone 

> On Mar 7, 2014, at 1:17 PM. "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.uaac. edu> wrote: 
> 

> Have you connected with 

Original Message ..... 
> From: division-i-~vomens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-~vomens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf Of Ashton, Greg 
> Sent: Thursday, March 06, 2014 3:28 PM 
> To: division-l-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com 
> Subject: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} 2015 scheduling 
> 

> Hi Coaches, 
> Davidson College is looking for a fe~v games for 2015. 
> We can play Friday Aug 28th hume or away within a cuuple uf hours. 
> We need a home game on Friday Sept 4th 

> Let me knuw if interested. 

> Greg 

> Greg Ashton 
> Davidson College 
> Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
> I)avidsun, NC 28031-7158 
> Office Ph: 704.894.2818 
> (;ell Ph 
> Email: grashton@davidsun.edu<mailtu:~rashtun~davidsun.edu> 

> Find out more abuut NSCAA Cullege Sep~ices at www.nscaa.con~,cullege. 

> Yuu received this message because yuu are subscribed to the Guogle Groups "Division I Wumens Succer Cuaches" group. 
> Tu unsubscribe frum this group and stup receiving emails from it, send an email tu division-i-womens-soccer-cuaches ~unsubscribe@gouglegroups.com 
> To post tu this gruup, send email tu division-i-wumens-succer-coaches@guoglegroups cure 
> Visit this group at http:i/groups.google.com/group/division-i-womens-soccer-coaches. 
> For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/groupsiopt out. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~yahoo.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 2:17 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: White House Trip Itinera~/DetaJls 

’][’hat’s so exciting and unreal ! I’~n so jealous ! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 7, 2014, at 1:34 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~:~n({~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

t-ter’e is what s visit to see the presider~ looks like!! Have fun, I will be with Bayern Munich and Arsenaf![! My bes~ to the president!! 

<White House Visit - 3-10-14.docx~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

@mac.com> 

Friday, i 2:22 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edtr~ 

ficeestyle opportunities 

Tony and Ansor~ 

I have a few incredible oppollunities that have just come up, including a . Unfortunately, I could potentially 

miss up to 15vo weeks of school and I wanted to contact my professors on rather they would be in support of me taking the time off and helping me with the school 

work throngh this period. I have constructed the following and wanted to get your opinion on how it sounded... 

Dear Professor 

I hope you are doing well and that you excited about spring break! I wanted to give you a heads up that and ask for your recommendation and 

consideration on an opportunity that has just come up for me. ! am a                           and working to establish my brand, my website 
will provide more information on this. ! have been offered t~vo incredible oooortunities (in Brazil and Europe) but that would 

unfortunately result in m e potenti’ally missing up to t~vo weeks of school                             I would obviously do whatever it takes insure 

that I take care of my school work remotely dining tiffs period and while I am traveling, mid work wifll you accordingly. Thank you for your 

consideration. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

TONY YOUNT < "_c}gmail.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 2:51 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <ans~n@email.unc.edu~; Ducar, Chris <ducag@unc.edn>; Pa]ladino, 

George W <bpalladino@unc.edu~’-; Jason Sisneros ~ ~gmail.com> 

Weekly 

0307soc.pdf; 0307socgrades.pdf 

Coaches, 

Again there are 2 reports. 7’he first is the one with my commen~a~’, ghe secnnd has grades and progress reports. 

I’ll be out o~ the office next week with the exception of Thursday. 

’Pake care 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

division- i- womens- socce r- coache s@googlegroups.com on behalf of 

Hempen,Bill <Bill.Hempen~ colo s~te.edu~ 

Friday, March 7, 2014 3:26 PM 

division- i- womens- soccer- coaches@googlegroups.com 

{Division I Wo~nens Soccer Coaches} ’][’he Schedule 

The blips in scheduling continue. 

For my friend Todd the magic eraser is alive and well. 

Colorado State with a poor RPI now, but we think it will get better, is in the market for a home match or an away match within driving distance. That latter part of 

that previous statement eliminates most of the country. 

The date in question is Sept. 5th, 2014, a Friday. We will work what magic we can as far as guarantee options in order to make this work. All options will be 

considered. 

Thank you for your time. 

Bill Hempen 

CSU Women’s Soccer 

bill.hempen @colostate.edu 

0-970-491-7147 

C- 

::~:: Picture2 

01CE66A~:.7596A54 !CE66AF 7596A540 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at ~vw.nscaa.com/college. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google (2houps "Division I ~Vomens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsub~ribe [h~m fl~is group and stop receiving emails from it, ,send an email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches+unsnbscribe(~googlegronps,com. 

To post to this group, send email to divis~on-i-womens-soccer-coaches,%googlegroups.com. 

Visit fl~is group at http:i/groups,google,com/gronpidivision-i-womens-soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit https:i/groups~oo_~le:conr’d,’optout. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

tsole@ecoslip.org 

Friday, March 7, 2014 3:30 PM 

Ja~n Sisneros < @gmaS~l.com> 

Dorra~ce, Albert A IV <a~son@email.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu-~; 

RE: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in playing in Europe ne:~ yem 

~aol.com 

HI Jason, 

Just wanted to let you know that 
Do you have another good 

Sincerely, 

Tania Sole 
Business & Career Coach 
Ecoslip 
415-987-3283 
tsole@ecoslip.orq 

told me that she is trying out next week for the Washington Spirit. 
interested in playing in Europe? 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in 
playing in Europe next year 

From: <tsole@ecoslip.org > 
Date: Fri, February 28, 2014 12:10 pm 

To: "Jason Sisneros" <          .~gmail.com> 
Cc: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>, "Ducat, Chris" 
<ducar@unc.edu>, ’       ~aol.com" <       ~aol.com> 

HiJason, 

Thank-you. I just left her a voice mail message. 

Tania Sole 
Business & Career Coach 
Ecoslip 
415-987-3283 
tsole@ecoslip.org 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in 
playing in Europe next year 

From: Jason Sisneros <          ~qmail.com> 
Date: Fri, February 28, 2014 11:15 am 

To: "tsole@ecoslip.org" <tsole@ecoslip.org> 
Cc: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>, "Ducat, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>, ’ 

.~aol.com> 
~aol.com" 

spoke with she said you could give her a call to discuss - 

I’m not acting as her agent, but will be here to help if needed. 

Thank you Tania! 

Jason 

)n Friday, February 28, 2014, <tsole@ecoslip.orq> wrote: 
HI Jason, 

They are interested. To get the process started they need a copy of her passport and a copy of her official criminal record in 
English. In so far as the offer is concerned, 1 am confirming some final details but would like to know if you are acting as her agent 
and T discuss this with you or do you want to send send me contact email and telephone number to discuss the 
opportunity directly with her? 

Sincerely, 

Tania Sole 
Business & Career Coach 
Ecoslip 
415-987-3283 
tsole@ecoslip.orcl 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in 
playing in Europe next year 

From: Jason Sisneros <           .~qmail.com> 
Date: Thu, February 27, 2014 1:54 pm 
To: "tsole@ecoslip.orq" <tsole@ecoslip.orq> 



Cc: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>, ’      ~aol.com" 
<      @aol.com> 

Thanks Tania! Let us know what develops! 

Jason 

On Thursday, February 27, 2014, <tsole@ecoslip.orcj> wrote: 
HI Coach Dorrance, 

OK, I will submit her name to IBV and let you know what they say. 

Tania Sole 
Business & Career Coach 
Ecoslip 
415-987-3283 

tsole@ecoslip.org 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in 
playing in Europe next year 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A ]IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Thu, February 27, 2014 11:52 am 

To: "tsole@ecoslip.orq" <tsole@ecoslip.orq> 
Cc: "lason Sisneros ( @gmail.com)" < @gmail.com>, 
"Ducat, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>, " @aol.com" < .~aol.com> 

Tania, 

is an incredible athlete. She is very fast AND strong AND tough. She is a superb destroyer. 

From: tsole@ecoslip.orq [mailto:tsoJe@ecoslip.orq] 
Sent; ~ursday, Februa~ 27, 20~ ~2:~ P~ 
Te= 9ason Sisneros’ 

~¢= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
$~je~t~ RE: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in playing in Europe ne~ year 

H I J a son, 

I have a ~eam in Europe took~n~ for s stron8 defensive m~d--fielder. Would 

of position? Or do you have a d~fferent p~ayer you could recommend? 

Thank-you. 

Sincerely, 

Tank~ So~e 

415- 987-:~283 

F~= 3ason SJsneros [mailto:.        ~] 
$e~ti Nonday, 3anua~ 06, 201~ 9:35 AM 
To= Tania Sole 
¢¢1 Dorrance, 

be a good candidate for that type 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Assistant Coach 

(c) 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Assistant Coach 

~c) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu~, 

Friday, 5:07 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu:~; Yo~mt, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Weekly Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Deal 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your HIS~ tutoring session on at ~i~0P~. This is your fi~[ documented 

infraction and shall be considered your first warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class)~ Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and ~utorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~~~~ ~_ ~u~du) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pm - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben 5heu 
Assistan[ Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-A[hletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

(::ell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu~, 

Friday, 5:07 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu:~; Yo~mt, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Weekly Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Deal 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your HIS~ ~utoring session or at ~i~P~. This is your fi~[ documented 

infraction and shall be considered your first warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class)~ Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and ~utorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~~~~ ~_ ~u~du) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pm - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben 5heu 
Assistan[ Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-A[hletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

(::ell: 



Elom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu~, 

Friday, i 5:07 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu:~; Yotmt, Tony <ton~Toun~@unc.edu> 

Weekly Infraction Notice 

Infraction ApNal Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your BIOL tutoring session on at 8i~. This is your ~ documented 

infraction and shall be considered your second warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual classy. Students who h~ve a history of ~nfract~ons may lose their tutoring 

priviJeges. 

1st and 2nd ~nfraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Str~ke one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th ~nfraction = Str~ke three 

With Strike three, aH tutorial services may be suspended until a rnandatory meeting w~th the student, head coach, acadernic counselor, assodate director of 

acaderrfic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HEkD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 Business daFs from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~~’~ ~~du) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunda~ Appointments and Monda~ Appointments before Spin - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Assistant Tutorial Coordb~atoriAcadem~c Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-A[hletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

Cell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 5:07 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edtr~; Yount, ToW <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Weekly Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your NO[ tutoring session on ~t 8i~. This is your ~6~ documented 

infraction and shall be considered your second warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class)~ Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a rnandatory meeting with the student, head coach, acadernic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HEkD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~~~~ ~_ ~u~du) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

if you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben 5heu 
Assistan[ Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-A[hletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

(::ell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 5:07 PM 

~email.unc.edu-* 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edtr~; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Weeldy Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your S~AN tutoring session or at ~i~. This is your f!~ documented 

infraction and shall be considered your first warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a rnandatory meeting with the student, head coach, acadernic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~~~~ ~_ ~u~du) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

if you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben 5heu 
Assistan[ Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-A[hletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

(::ell: ’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 11:04 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: On bus to see the Prez 

Decem substitution 

Sent from my iPad 

On Mar 10, 2014, at 10:49 AlVl, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

That is ok... I mn heading to 

"Ducea, Chris" <dncar~unc.edu> wrote: 

No way! Incredibly bad timing! Sony man. Jus~t s~y in England longer and hang out ruth sir Alex .... 

On Mar 10, 2014, at 9:49 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~emaAl.unc.edu> wrote: 

I am still in Englmad. My passIx~rt expires at the end of the month and the Germans need a thlee month cushion to aJlow someone to enter 

the co~mt~. Bummer!! 

"Ducaac, Chris" <ducar~unc.edu> wrote: 

How’s it going over there? 

Sent ticom my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Paul Tamberino ~ ~aol.com7 

Monday, March 10, 2014 2:55 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

’Pierce, Kris’ <kpierce@theacc.org> 

Refrmikings 

UNC ref mnkings.docx 

Anson, 
Could you take a moment to review last year’s refs and rank from $-5 with $ being the best? 

Please include comments to give me a better idea of the referee. 

Hope all is well. 

Paul 

Paul Tamberino 

(cell) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Riclcy Clarke < ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday,, March ll, 2014 11:51 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: World Football Academy - Chapel Hill 

All paid Anson, I’,n looking tbm’a,d to it! 

Cheers 

Rick?., 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 17, 2014, at 5:06 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~m(tbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, to everything Ricky! I will crony lason Sisneros who will be the POC for the event. We hope to see you my friend!! 
From: Ricky Clarke [mailto:         )cjmail,com] 
Sent-" Monday, Februa~/17, 2014 3:36 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: World Football Academy - Chapel Hill 
tli Anson, 

Is the World Football Academy course Raymond Verheijen holding based at UNC? If so, do you know how I can register? 

Also, if it is, a,e you training a, ound that tilne? Would it be possible to watch some of your training sessions? 

I hope all is well. 

Regards, 

Ricky Clarke 

Academy, Soccer Coach - North American Director 

Click hem for a FREE Trial w~v.AcadenwSoccerCoach~com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

William Reid @gmail.com7 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 12:46 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

soccer coach in need of assistance. 

Hello Mr Anson I am Will Reid, a soccer coach in the Long Island area. I have grown up watching North Carolina soccer, and what you have done with the program is phenomenal. You 
have become someone I aspire to be I am currently coaching youth club level at the moments, with hopes for bigger and better things to come. I would love to know some of your input on 
good 9v9 and 1 lvl 1 tactics, as well as drills I know you are a ve~ busy man, but I wanted professional advice, ti~om a tree master of coaching. Thank you and good luck to you. 

Best Regards, 

Will Reid 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Lettin @frontier.com> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 12:52 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Goal Keeper being fi~onted on set pieceffcorners 

Hi Coach Anson- 

I am a club coach/high school girls soccer coach in Oregon. This last weekend we had a tall opposing player set in front of our keeper on set pieces. ~Vhen the play 

was stmclc she would t~ and back our keeper into the uet impeding her progress to the ball. 

Without this s~trate~- being called a foul, how do we defend agaAnst it. I thought ofhaviug one of our forwards coming back and s~uding on the fronting playeB feet. 
Perhaps that would discourage her, the coach from doiug it again. 

Ideas? Thank you tbr a~y input you might have. Talk caJce. 

Best, 

Robert E. L ettin 
Registered Investment Adviser Representative 

::.g.:: 

Wealth and Tax Management 

wo~w.robertlettin.com 

It is our policy to not disseminate any subscriber information to outside parties. For the purpose of disclosure, Form ADV, Part II is available upon request. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

William Reid @gmail.com7 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 12:52 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

My email was not urgent, so reply ~vhenever. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:44 PM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmenna~s@unc.edu> 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Papera, ork Reminder 

i~nage001,ipg; image002.jpg 

Tom, 

I believe ever~hing is done from my end. 

Chris 

On at 1:42 PM, "Tim~nermans, Tom" < ~i!?.~.~!.~.c.’2:,.~:4!)@.).!4!?#.~q~.!4.> wrote: 

Coaches, 

Today is the deadline for paperwork. All contacts and evaluations must be logged in to ACS. If you don’t have any contacts or evaluations, you must 

still notify the Compliance Office. 

For those sports that held official visits in , we must have both post visit forms (Student Host and Guidelines) on file for all visits through the weekend 

of 

In addition, we also need all countable hours and participation logs for submitted today. 

Contact for ALL SPORTS ~ernail.unc.edu. 

Holds will be placed tomorrow. Thanks. 
Tom -Firnmermans I Associate Director of Compliance/Monitoring University of North Carolina 

Office 919,962.7851 I Cell             i Fax 919.962.6002 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 3:41 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Tar Heel Soccer Players at Harvard MBA School at virtually same time: 

Anson, 

Thanks for your note about the incredible students who are now in MBA programs m some of the most prestigious schools in the country. It is truly 

remarkable what these students have been able to achieve academically and athletically. Your leadership is second to none and the culture you have 

created speaks for itself. 

Appreciate the information and wish you all the best. Hope you have a great trip to Germany. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Friday, i0:24 AM 
Subject:     Tar Heel Soccer Players at Harvard MBA School at virtually same time: 

Ladies, 

I am so proud!! Very few athletic programs have EVER achieved this: bad athletes admitted to Harvard Business School at virtually the same time ! Yes, we 

want to devek)p the com~Iete person academk:aIIV, athle~:~caHy and wRb the capaciW to lead a prku::~ple centered life {cbarac~:er deve~opmem:icore values). Please 

read [:he note at the bo[tom [ror[~ ~ would Jove to geE: th~s note from o]~e.:~ your parches ot~e day][ 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent; Wednesday, ~:27 AN 

Subject: you are so sweet, can I share this? 
Thank you for being so Mnd~ I know ~ have tom Vou this on many occasions but ~t was a true joy coaching your . One of the greatest challenges 

~:hese days ~r~ ~x~rem:mg i~; to raise someone in pr~vik~ge and have them not ~ee~ entRled,              managed to do tba~: ... al~ we dkl ~r~ Chapel H~I was 

And yes, "come here, go anywhere’q You and the rest of our UNC honors ~eadership came up w~d~ d~at perfect phrase to help us recruit "d~e best of the best" 

academically; m~d then, ah~ost to make the point, your family from                                went about provh~g ~t w~th the arc of your lives. AH of you 

bare ~eft your mark at North Caro~h~a, )Jst before leaving your mark on the world. Th~s ~s quid pro quo 

F~m: ~g_~_~JJ:_~9_~] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:47 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= ~ank you~ 

An~ 

As ?~u ~ow by now, is on her way to the ne~ challenge in ¯ at Ha~md Business School - a wonde~)l op~l~niF. I c~not help but reflect on the 

velN wise choice she made at to come to Carolina ~d play for you. As she told you, all good things sma at Carolina. So tme~ Your role in         success 

happiness is ~mething I will be forever gratei)i for. The culture of excellence you cultivate is ~metNng ve~~ sNci~1 - a lifelong les~n for the women who have the 

good fo~ne of playing for you. Even                           appreciates the "specia1 sauce"of being ~A of your team and the corn valnes. 

So,        are on their way to tbe ne~ s~ge in their lives .... 

can only say, thaws to yot~ they thrived at ~C, have much to be grateful for m~d much to give [mck. Thank you and Go Heels~ 

Come Hem. Go Anywhere. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Patrick W. Farmer <pwf32@cornell.edu;, 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 3:55 PM 

DlWSoc@soccerlists.org 

{DI WSOC} asst coach position available at Arsenal supporte~’s school 

Hey all - I don’t have too many friends willing to house me or keep me stocked with Guinness so I can’t afford to have my children disown me .... hence this email 

requested by an offspring with an asst coaching position available in his RPI program. (Please encourage someone apply so that Cord knows I sent this out and then 

he will like me more.) Thanks, pwf 

Intern Women’s Socce~ - Renss~laer Women’s .So~ce~ 

Rensselaer eolytech~ic ]nstitut# in~ites ap#licatio#s fo~ the positio~ of In tern, Women’s 5occe~ Coach This is a .full-time, 9-mo~th #as it ion #egin#i#g Augus~ 4, 20~ 

(negotiable) The in let#posit in# will focus on rec~u~men t a#~ operations in addi~ion to ~a~hing duties 

Qualifications Some coaching experience, #re~ious collegiote playing experience, basic computers~flls~ fam~fiofity with t#e college admis#ons process anO 

w filing n e sst o w o rk a n #~e a r n; 5ala ry S ~14,040 p lu s5 e n eft ts O n~ a m p u ~ h ou s in g Bp ro vid e # # n d r e ~ u ire d (a n o~co m #u s h o u s e a dj a ce n~ ~ o ca m #u s owne d by t #e 

~a~mer. ~ea~ Wome," s Soccer Coach. ECA~ ~O ~th Stree~ Trov. m" ~2~SO 
The search will bNin immedia~Oly a~O contin~e until ,filled. 

Go Big Red ~ 
Patrick Farmer 

Cornell Women’s Soccer Head Coach 

-cell 

pwf32@corne~l.edu 

~ Description: 
CU emblem 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ga~’ Ireland @yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 3:34 AM 

Dolrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino 

@gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: Yes, come work Team Camp! 

@aol.com>; Ducar, Chris ~Muca~@m~c.edu>; Jason Sisneros 

Hello Anson- 

Thank you for your email- Im guessing you were at the game today in Munich. What a lovely city- I moved to Palo Alto from Munich as it happens 
and i met Chris soon after-Visiting UNC sounds tremendous. I’d love to come over and visit you guys. Be it in the summer or whenever is 
convenient. I have to check my summer sched, with Carine (we are two peas in a pod so she would be coming with me and eager to see you all 
aclain). III take a look at the website too. 

should be heading your way about that time. She has been in daily touch with us while she is in Spain. Tomorrow she starts for 
(i think they are playing their U19’s though) as you may already know. We are very proud of the fact that the young lady that no-one 

wanted as a youth player has grown from strength to strength. I told her i wont be happy until she becomes captain of UNC and on the USA 
womens national team:) The best is yet to come from her and we will be making some big strides in the Spring and Summer to prepare her for 
UNC. Carine and i are grateful for your belief in our prediction that this tremendous kid would come good and she/we will repay that faith you paid 
in her and us. 

To give you an update on whata happening over here, tonight we had 2 sessions together with Hugo Perez who is pretty much full time when he 
isn’t with the Federation and when he is in town. We are trying to make a bigger difference at the youngest age groups and we have him working 
with our 11-15 year olds with myself and     e. I’m trying to get the best coaches and trainers working with the youngest players and its working 
great On the player development side we are meeting with Cruyff’s manager Todd Beane who is also his son in law. Ive been having some good 
discussions on player development with Todd and will be making a trip to visit him and hopefully Johann Cruyff in the Spring. They are doing some 
great work at Ajax right now and hopefully he will be back at Barca not before too long (more of a hunch of course). We are always trying to find 
better ways to help raise the bar here. Hopefully we are heading down the right track. Ive always enjoyed Cruyffs approach to development and of 
course Guardiola got his start from Cruyff and started the Barca renaissance during his time there. See this great quote on Cruyff below. 

Johan Cruyff remembers the first time he set eyes on Pep Guardiola. The scrawny teenager was playing in Barcelona’s youth team and Cruyff had just been appointed first-team 

manager at the club. ’He was a boy and the people said to me, "Ob, be’s ot~e of the best". ’So (over the next year) I looked for him in the reserves, but he didn’t play in the reserves So 

then I looked at the first youth team, and he didn’t play in that team. And eventually I found him in the third youth team ’So I said to t,~e coaches, "You said he was the best one?’ And 

they said, "Yeah, but physically..."1 said, "Put him there (in the reserves). He will grow. Don’t worry, everybody grows % And they said, "Yeah, but ~/e will lose" I said, "If we lose, we 

lose. We t~eed to create players". And he did very welL’ Johan Cruyff 

In the summer John Owens (former LFC Academy manager) is coming to stay with us and also coach the kids/work with Norcal on coach 
education etc. John is now working with the EPL Academy auditors (technical) and is doing some very interesting work there. Im sure you have 
your own access to EPL clubs but he is a tremendous resource, fyi, he works with the Belgian company Footpass who work with the Belgian and 
German Federations to do similar work in those countries. If you havent seen their work, there are some excellent projects they are working on as 
we speak. Its a shame he will be here during the time you have your camps. Id love for him to meet you and vice verca. Ive pasted Johns bio below. 
Anytime you want to meet the Footpass people Im happy to make the introduction. 

Best Wishes 
Gary 

John is an auditor for the English Premier League (EPL) Football Academies for ’FootPASS 

England’, evaluating & ranking (EPL) Academies into 4 categories representing a significant 

challenge in positively impacting the development of English home grown talent. Footpass is 

also the Technical auditor for Belgian, German and Finnish Leagues. 

Former Academy Manager Liverpool F.C; Winner FA Youth Cup ’06 & ’07; England U16 

coach ’95-’97; England ’C’ team coach ’97-’01. UEFA ’A’ License; FA Academy Manager’s 

License; FA youth Coach’s Award. Has coached: European Football of the Year Michael Owen 

and Steven Gerrard, Jamie Carragher, Wes Brown, Joe Cole 

John is one of the most respected and experienced youth coaches in the world today. He has 

recently become an independent coach after 19 years work with Liverpool Football Club in the 

English Premier League 

Full time coach at Liverpool FC since 1991 (9 years as a part-time coach. 10 years full- 

time) made up of one year as Assistant Academy Manager U9 - U14 age range, 5 years 

as Youth Team Coach U19/U18s winning the FA Youth Cup 2006 and 2007 in the final 

two years as Youth Team Coach, then 4 years as Academy Manager 2007-11. 

1995-97 England Schoolboy Manager U16’s 

Former Umbro USA staff coach 

1997-2001 England ’C’ Team Manager 



UEFA ’A’ License, FA Academy Manager’s License, FA youth Coach’s Award 

Academic qualifications:- MSc. Pure Mathematics, MEd. Sports Psychology, P/G.C E. 

Teaching in Physical Education and Mathematics 

Joh~ has coached these p~ayers at Liverpoo~ & E[~g~and 

Michael Owen (Liverpool, Real Madrid, Man United & England), Steven Gerrard (Liverpool & 

England), Jamie Carragher (Liverpool & England), Wes Brown (Man United), Joe Cole (West 

Hame, Chelsea, Liverpool & England), Steve MacManaman (Liverpool & Real Madrid & 

England), Leon Osman (Everton), Steven Warnock (Liverpool, Aston Villa), Robbie Fowler 

(Liverpool & England) and Scott Parker (Newcastle, West Ham, Fulham & England). 

JOHN OWENS PRESENTA’F~ONS 

¯ The new Premier League plan forAcademies (EPPP) 

¯ The audit process for the EPPP 

¯ Parental Influence - some guidance for parents 

¯ Sports Psychology for Football 

¯ Session planning to involve decision-making 

¯ Creating the Right Atmosphere 

From: "Dorrance, Albeit A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: Gary Ireland             ~yahoo.com>; Bill Palladino 

~aol.com>; "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros 
@gmail.com>; "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, March 9, 2014 1:13 AM 
Subject: Re: Yes, come work Team Camp! 

Gary, we would love it. I will pass this on to Bill Palladino who 
directs the camps. Pick out a week that suits you best although the 
Team Camp is our most detailed "product" and might be most 
interesting for you. Check it out: VWWV.ncgsc.com 

Sent from my Vefizon [AX,~re/ess 4G L TE DRO/D 

Gary Ireland ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

hi anson, 

i hope you are dong well and you are seeing the tail end of winter, you got hit pretty hard there on the east coast according to the weather reports. 
we kicked off the first day of spring season this past week and we are in full swing and with daylight savings tonight we are getting so extra light 
which means of course that we get to stay behind and play some small sided, soccer tennis or simply have the kids strike balls after practice- 
always a great time of the year after winter. 

carine and i suggested to           to attend the id camp at unc. she is a great kid so please look out for her. she has a tonne of potential, i 
might try to encourage a few players to attend the camp and ive intimated that anyone wanting to be ’seen’ by you and the staff might would be 
wise to attend the ID camps. 

my primary objective of visiting aside from simply saying ’hello’ after so long and catching up with chris and re-counting the australia trip with tom:), 
is to see you work in action and learn from you. im still a sponge and want to soak up as much of your culture and material as possible, if you are at 
the camp and could use some help id love to work with you if only to observe, please let me know if your are open to me paying a visit, be it in the 
summer or whenever its convenient for you. 

give my best to the rest of the staff and uric family! 

best wishes 
gary 

Gary Ireland 

Find me on Pass2Me.com: garyjireland 
Join my personal blog on Pass2Me.com: The Technician 

PSV Union FC: www.psvunion.org 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 8:09 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Jason Sisneros          @gmail.com>; Bill Palladino       @aol.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Reminder: NSCAATV.com 

$3000-4000 per game 

Sent from my iPad 

On Mar 12, 2014, at 7:35 AM, "Dorrance, AlbertA IV" <a~son~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Are we interested in this? Is it going to cost us money? 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Reminder: NSCAATV.com 

From: Robert Kehoe <rkehoe~nscaa.com> 

To: division-i- meas- soccer- coaches,@~googlegroups.com,division- i- womens- soccer- coaches~googlegroups.com 

CC: 

t tello Coaches. 

I’m writing to remind you that applications are being accepted lbr the 2014 NSCAATV.com webeast schedule in which 12 Division I men’s and 8 

Division I women’s games will be featured. 

The NSCAATV.coln live stream production is a high quali~ four HD camera, two comlnentator, presentation that will receive global promotion through 

all of the NSCAA promotion~ platforms, o~d will provide continual axchived viewing opportunities. 2013 games, featured from coasl to coast, received 
up to more than 5,000 views for a single game, and in year two we anticipate significant increase in the viewing audience. 

Following is a link that presents a sample ofthe quality ofthe NSCAATV.com lifestream p~oduction, h ~’s 5: ~’~ ~i r~o~ocorrdg ~ 5797 ~ 

Attached is production intbrmation, including an application tbrm. Submit applications to me via emml (rkehoe@nscaa.com) or fax (913 362 3439), and 
con’tact me if you have questions. Please submit applications by Tuesday, April 1. 

All the best. 

Rob 

<ATT00001.c> 

Director of College Programs I National ~occer Coachc~s Association of Amc~rica 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 66:[0J. I 9J.3 362 ~747 x ~0~5 I 9~3 362 3439 f) 

Wisconsin Office 920 674 439~ I Ce~: 

~}~:~ I Twitter: @NSCAA I Facebook 

< GOW SpecForm2014-Feb23.docx> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pierce, Kris <kpierce@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 8:53 AM 

Alison Foley (Ibleyae@bc.edu); Dorrm~ce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Charles Adair (adai@vt.edu); Eddie Radwm~ski 

(eradwan@clemson.edu); Greg Miller (gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu); KaJcen Fevguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com); Mark Krikorian 

(mkrikoria~@admin.iim.edu); Mary-Fra]~ces Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Rabble Church 

(robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswa~son@irginia.edu); Ti~n Santoro (ffsmato@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@wfu.edu); 

mhaxri~’@nd.edu 

Matt Conway (BC) (conwayml@bc.edu); Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.pitt.edu); Barbara Kennedy-Dixon (kbarbar@clemson.edu); 

Barbara Walker (walkerbg@wfu.edu); Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu>; Christine Krellmlz (Chrisline@gocards.com); Donna Sanft 

(dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu); Jaclyn Jacld Silar (jsilar@duaa.duke.edu); Jm~e Miller (jm2y~virgiNa.edu); Jennifer Stmwley 

(j.strawley@miami.edu); Jody Moomdim~ (mooradjo@bc.edu); Michelle Lee (michelle lee@ncsu.edu); Missy Conboy 

(conboy. 1 @nd.edu); Renee M. Baumgartner (rmbaumg@syr.edu); Sharon McCloskey (smcclosk@vt.edu); Vanessa Fuchs 
@fuchs@admin.iim.edu); peterste@bc.edu; Bill D’Andrea <DANDREA@clemson.edu>; Christopher B. Kennedy 

(ckennedy@duaa.duke.edu); Bonasorte, Monk (MBonasorte@admin.fsu.edu); Seng,Amy M (amy.seng@lonisville.edu); ’Sherard 

Clinkscales (lsclink@ncsu.edu)’; ’t.wise@miami.edu’; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edw~; Klaczak, Paul Joseph 

<pklacza~@athletics.pitt.edu>; ’buddiemj@wfu.edu’; Butler, Lee <lbutle@theacc.o~>; Moore, Donald <dmoore@theacc.org>; 

Chalnpigny, Ashley <achmnpigny@theacc.org> 

2014 ACC Women’s Soccer Schedule 

2014 ACC Women’s Soccer Schedule - FINAL.pdf; 2014-2017 ACC Women’s Soccer Opponents - F1NAL.pdf 

Women’s Soccer Coaches - 

Thank you again for your patience as we have worked for the past two months to create the revised 7-week 2014 women’s soccer schedule. As a reminder, here are 

the parameters that were used to create the schedule: 

Play 10 games over 7 weeks in a 1-2-1-2-1-2-1 format 

o Your 10 opponents were determined based on splitting the league into two RPI-based pods. You play 6 "in-pod" opponents and 4 "out of pod" 

opponents. The schedule of opponents, which was released in December, is attached for your reference. 

Maintain both competitive and travel balance in terms of trying to allow for double-away trips for teams to save travel costs when possible 

As a result of these parameters, we were able to create a schedule that has no one on the road for more than two Thursday matches, and everyone has at least one 

double-away trip. 

When scheduling the actual dates of competition, please note the following: 

For single match weekends, games may be played Friday, Saturday or Sunday. The home team will set the game day and time. If there is an issue with the 

date selected, the visiting team head coach should consult the home team’s head coach. If a solution cannot be determined from that conversation, the 

two schools’ sport supervisors and!or SWAs should confer. The Conference Office will only get involved in extenuating circumstances. 

For double match weekends, games may be played Thursday or Friday and Saturday or Sunday. Once again, the home team will set the game day and time. 

Any issues should be dealt with in the same manner as single match weekends. 

¯ The Conference Office MUST approve any request to play matches outside the windows stated above. 

¯ Dates for each week are listed under each week at the top of the schedule. 

Should you have any questions, please let me know. Thank you, and best wishes for the spring season. 

Kris 

KRf$ ~fERCE 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Championships & SWA 

©: 336369.4652 I C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pierce, Kris <kpierce@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 9:14 AM 

Alison Foley (li~leyae@bc.edu); Dorra~ce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Charles Adair (adai@vt.edu); Eddie Radwa~ski 

(eradwan@clemson.edu); Greg Miller (gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu); KaJcen Fevguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com); Mark Krikorian 

(mkrikorim~@admin.iim.edu); Mary-FraJ~ces Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Rabble Church 

(robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswmason@irginia.edu); Ti~n Santoro (ffsmato@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@wfu.edu); 

mha~’ib’@nd.edu 

Matt Conway (BC) (conwayml@bc.edu); Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.pitt.edu); Barbara Kennedy-Dixon (kbarbm~bclemson.edu); 

Barbara Walker (walkerbg@wfu.edu); Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu>; Christine Krellmlz (Chrisline@gocards.com); Donna Sanft 

(dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu); Jaclyn Jacld Silar (jsilar@duaa.duke.edu); Jm~e Miller (jm2y~virgiNa.edu); Jennifer Stmwley 

(j.strawley@miami.edu); Jody Moomdim~ (mooradjo@bc.edu); Michelle Lee (michelle lee@ncsu.edu); Missy Conboy 

(conboy. 1 @nd.edu); Renee M. Baumgartner (rmbaumg@syr.edu); Sharon McCloskey (smcclosk@vt.edu); Vanessa Fuchs 
@fuchs@admin.iim.edu); peterste@bc.edu; Bill D’Andrea <DANDREA@clemson.edu>; Christopher B. Kennedy 

(ckennedy@duaa.duke.edu); Bonasorte, Monk (MBonasorte@admin.fsu.edu); Seng,Amy M (amy.seng@lonisville.edu); ’Sherard 

Clinkscales (lsclink@ncsu.edu)’; ’t.wise@miami.edu’; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edw~; Klaczak, Paul Joseph 

<pklacza~@athletics.pitt.edu>; ’buddiemj@wfu.edu’; Butler, Lee <lbutle@theacc.o~>; Moore, Donald <dmoore@theacc.org>; 

Chalnpigny, Ashley <achmnpigny@theacc.org> 

1),22:2014 ACC Women’s Soccer Schedule 

The question has beer asked about what days to starL with for the double--match weekends. The group’s traditional play dates are still Thursday and Sunday, with 

Lhe option to move games to Friday and Saturday. The home team leads those d~scuss~ons, and I believe most of our group agreed ##:ormaHy ~n January that you 

wanted to keep Thursday-Sunday unless both coaches agreed to go to Friday or Saturday. Certainly, there are a ~ot of factors that go into that decision from both 

sktes, and in a lot of cases [:rave~ for ~:he v[s~t#~g team may proh[bR Friday and Saturday from being optk~ns. The pohcv on play dates has no[: changed this year w~th 

[:he schedule. 

F~m~ Pierce, Kris 
Sent~ Wednesday, March 12, 2014 8:S3 AN 

T~ Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Anson Dorrance (anson@uncaa.unc.edu); Charles Adair (adair@~.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Gre9 Miller 

(gmiller@athletics.N~.edu); Karen ~erguson-Dayes (karen@9ocards.com); Mark Kdkorian (mkrikorian@admin.Nu.edu); Naq-Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miamLedu); Phil 

Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virgiNa.edu); Tim Santoro (ffsantor@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz 

(daluz@~u.edu); ’mharriN@nd.edu’ 
C¢~ Na~ Conway (BC) (conwayml@bc.edu); Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.pi~.edu); Barbara Kennedy-Dixon (kbarbar@clemson.edu); Barbara Walker (walkerbg@~u.edu); 

Beth Miller (bethmiller@unc.edu); Christine Krellwitz (Christine@9ocards.com); Donna San~ (dsan~@atNetics.pi~.edu); Jaclyn "Jacki" Silar Osilar@duaa.duke.edu); Jane Miller 

0m2y@virgiNa.edu); Jenni%r Strawley 0.strawley@miami.edu); Jody Nooradian (mooradjo@bc.edu); N~chelle Lee (michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); Missy Conboy 

(conboy.l@nd.edu); Renee N. Baumga~ner (rmbaumga@syr.edu); Sharon NcCloskey (smcdosk@~.edu); Vanessa Fuchs &fuchs@admin.Nu.edu); ’peterste@bc.edu’; ’Bill 

D’Andrea’; Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@duaa.duke.edu); Bonaso~e, Monk (NBonaso~e@admin.Nu.edu); Seng,Amy N (amy.seng@louisville.edu); ’Sherard Clin~cales 

(Isclinks@ncsu.edu)’; ’t.wise@miami.edu’; ’Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. (athgallo@unc.edu)’; ’Klaczak, Paul Joseph’; ’buddiemj@~u.edu’; Butler, Lee; Moore, Donald; 

achampigny@theacc.or9 

SubjeCt~ 2014 ACC Women’s Soccer Schedule 

Impo~ance: High 

Women’s Soccer Coaches - 

Thank you again for your patience as we have worked for the past two months to create the revised 7-week 20~4 women’s soccer schedule. As a reminder, here are 

the parameters that were used to create the schedule: 

Play ~0 games over 7 weeks in a ~-2-~-2-~-2-~ format 

~ Your ~0 opponents were determined based on splitting the league into two RPl-based pods. You play 6 "in-pod" opponents and 4 "out of pod" 

opponents. The schedule of opponents, which was released in December, is attached for your reference. 

Maintain both competitive and travel balance in terms of trying to allow ~or double-away trips for teams to save travel costs when possible 

As a result of these parameters, we were able to create a schedule that has no one on the road for more than two Thursday matches, and everyone has at least one 

double-away trip. 

When scheduling the actual dates of competition, please note the following: 

For single match weekends, games may be played Friday, Saturday or Sunday. The home team will set the game day and time. If there is an issue with the 

date selected, the visiting team head coach should consult the home team’s head coach, ff a solution cannot be determined from that conversation, the 

two schools’ sport supervisors and/or SWAs should confer. The Conference Office will only get involved in extenuating circumstances. 

For double match weekends, games may be played Thursday or Friday and Saturday or Sunday. Once again, the home team will set the game day and time. 

Any issues should be dealt with in the same manner as single match weekends. 

* The Conference Office MUST approve any request to play matches outside the windows stated above. 

* Dates ~or each week are listed under each week at the top of the schedule. 

Should you have any questions, please let me know. Thank you, and best wishes ~or the spring season. 

Kris 

KR~S P~ERCE 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Championships & SWA 

O: 336.369.4652 ] C: 
kpierce~theacc.orfl 
l:heAOC corn ¯ (~heAOC 

~ ACC 2013-14 ES~jr;ature Ju~yl (2) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Greg S <gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 9:43 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2014 schedule 

Anson- 

How are you? I wanted to check to see when you might be thinking of play our game tim weekend of Oct 9-12? We play home against ND on that Thursday the 9th 

and I s~e you guys have Wake at home that weekend as well. Let me know when you can so we can get a jump on some travel a~angements. 

Best, 

Greg 

Greg Miller 

HEAD WOMEN’S SOCCER COACH 

University of Pittsburgh ] Dep~xtanent of Athletics 

Fitzgerald Field House ] Allequippa/Darragh St. i Pittsburgh, PA 15261 

gmillel ,@,atNetics.pitt.edu 

office (412) 648-8701 I mobile I fax (412) 648-8940 

website] vCard map ~ 

:: N~ :: PITT 

INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN MAY INCLUDE PERSONALLY IDENTIFIABLE INFORIVlATION SUBJECT TO PROTECTION UNDER 

FEDERAL LAW. THIS INFORMATION SHOULD BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL. RE-DISCLOSURE OF THIS INFORMATION IS PROHIBITED ABSENT 

SPECIFIC WRITTEN CONSENT OR AS OTHERWISE PERMITTED BY LAW OR REGULATION. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Doug Landefeld @sbcglobal.net> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 10:17 AM 

greg rym~ <gregryan@umich.edu>; Michael moynihan <michael.moynihan@nort~hwes~tern.edu>; Tom Saxton <saxton’Qa)ath.msu.edu>; pauIa 

wilkins <plw@athletics.msc.edu-~; Nate norman <natha~.nonnan@wmich.edu>; Nicky Adams <thrashe@tice.edu-~; Evans Brad 

<brad.evans@utoledo.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Robbie Church 
~church@duaa.duke.edu>; dnm@geo~getown.edu; lindsay Basaly <lbasaly@bgsu.edu>; Anthony Daluz <d~Juz@~vfu.edu> 

U 18 Michig~n Hawks 

Coaches, 

With the High School season beginning in Michigan, I have lost the girls for the next 3 months. 

Over the last month, we have talked about our goals and the need to stay fit. We have decided that we 
would have fitness tests when they come back to determine their eligibility to play in Seattle. I had 
thought about doing my own test, but thought since they will have to come and pass your tests in July or 
August, why not have them tram to pass your tests. I think this would address both of our needs. 

If you are okay with this, please send me your expectations for these girls for preseason and I will 
incorporate that into our June expectations. 

Good luck this spring. 
Doug Landefeld 
DOC Michigan Hawks 

@sbcglobal.net 
cell 



Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Ma;ielle A-~mvaaageld@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:08 AM 

UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edw~; UNCAA-Head Coaches 

<unc~ headcoaches@gro ups.unc.edtv~ 

Maxkos, Lance M -:mmkos@email.unc.edu>; Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu>; 
Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@emedl.unc.edu>; Ballen, Mea~tina K ~qnbaJlen@unc.edu>; BeaJe, Michael ~:michaelbeale@unc.edu>; Best, 

Kevin S. <kbesl@unc.edu:>; Bitting, Angelyn S <~bitting@unc.edu>; B~anner, John F <John B~anner@unc.edu>; Bunting, Mike 

<:mbunting@unc.edu>; Clem3~, Kenneth Eugene <kcleau@unc.edu>; CreeclL Kaxlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Culler, Ellen B 
--~eculler@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., La;ry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint 

--~cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince ~ille@unc.edu>; John~n, Shelley FI <shelljo@unc.edu>; Kirschner. Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; 

Lane, Cricket <cricket~unc.edu~; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Perldns, Michael ~mperkins@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul 

-~ppogge@unc.edu>; Robinson, Kevin T <kro[~{unc.edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edn>; Steinbacher, Rick -~fick@unc.edu~ 

NCAA St~Tlnteqo. & Educationa] Column: Leadership Training a~ct Teaanbuilding Activities 

Good Morning- 

We recently received a staff interpretation and associated educational column from the NCAA relative to leadership training and teambuilding activities with 

physical components. 

It was determined that bona fide leadership training and/or teambuilding activities, conducted as part of life skills programming, that include physical components 

incidental to the leadership/teambuilding exercise (e.g., carrying a teammate) may occur at any time (in season or out of season). Such physical activities are not 

countable athletically related activities as long as they are separate and distinguishable from normal practice or strength and conditioning activities, occur only on 

an infrequent basis and neither tactical nor technical instruction related to the student-athletes’ sport is provided. 

Ail i~bd~i~ t~i~i~g ~]~ ~ b~iiai~g ~i~i~i~ ~Eb~id b~ p~ ~ b~ ~0~P!ia,~ Please remember to provide, at a minimum, the following details in 

advance of participation in any such activities (or commitment to participate in any such activities): 

* Location of the activity 

* Components of the activity 

* Cost of the activity 

* Associated expenses you wish to provide (transportation, meals, lodging) 

~ Organization or individuals responsible for conducting the activity 

~ Dates!times associated with the student-athletes participation 

The following questions and answers were also released by the NCAA and are intended to assist us in applying the interpretation. 

Question No. 1: May coaches observe and/or participate in bona fide leadership training and/or teambuilding activities, including those with physical components, 

at any time? 

Answer No. 1: Yes. Bona fide leadership training and/or teambuilding activities conducted as part of life skills programming that include physical components 

incidental to the activity may occur at any time. Such activities are not countable athletically related activities as long as they are separate and distinguishable from 

normal practice or strength and conditioning activities, occur only on an infrequent basis and neither tactical or technical instruction related to the SA’s sport is 

provided. 

Question No. 2: May coaches provide instruction or facilitate bona fide leadership training and/or teambuilding activities, including those with physical 

components, at any time? 

Answer No. 2: Yes. Bona fide leadership training and!or teambuilding activities conducted as part of life skills programming that include physical components 

incidental to the activity may occur at any time. Such activities are not countable athletically related activities as long as they are separate and distinguishable from 

normal practice or strength and conditioning activities, occur only on an infrequent basis and neither tactical or technical instruction related to the SA’s sport is 

provided. 

Question No. 3: Must an outside instructor or facilitator of bona fide leadership training and/or teambuilding activities that include physical components be 

counted against the limit on the number of countable coaches for the sport? 

Answer No. 3: No, provided any physical component is incidental to the activity and the instructor does not provide any tactical or technical instruction related to 

the SA’s sport. 

Question No. 4: In football, must an outside instructor or facilitator of bona fide leadership training and/or teambuilding activities that include physical 

components be counted against the limit of five strength and conditioning coaches? 

Answer No. 4: No, provided any physical component is incidental to the activity and is not done for the purpose of performing strength, flexibility, or conditioning 

activities. 

Question No. 5: May the SAF be used to fund bona fide leadership training and!or teambuilding activities conducted as part of life skills programming that include 

physical components incidental to the activity? 

Answer No. 5: Yes, subject to any applicable conference or institutional policies regarding the use of SAF. 

Question No. 6: What is meant by "infrequent" in the context of bona fide leadership training and/or teambuilding exercises that include physical components? 

Answer No. 6: There is no set number of occasions associated with the term; however, "infrequent" was intentionally used instead of "occasional" which is 

commonly found in permissive legislation. The purpose of using "infrequent" rather than "occasional" is to affirm that such activities should not occur very often. 

Question No. 7: May bona fide leadership training and/or teambuilding activities that include physical components occur during the summer? 

Answer No. 7: Yes. Bona fide leadership training and/or teambuilding activities conducted as part of life skills programming that include physical components 

incidental to the activity may occur at any time. Such activities are not countable athletically related activities as long as they are separate and distinguishable from 

normal practice or strength and conditioning activities, occur only on an infrequent basis and neither tactical or technical instruction related to the SA’s sport is 

provided. 

Question No. 8: Is there a geographical limitation on where bona fide leadership training and!or teambuilding activities with physical components may occur? 

Answer No. 8: No. 

Question No. 9: May an institution require student-athletes to participate in bona fide leadership training and/or teambuilding building activities that include 

physical components at any time? 

Answer No. 9: Yes. Bona fide leadership training and/or teambuilding activities conducted as part of life skills programming that include physical components 

incidental to the activity are not considered countable athletically related activities as long as they are separate and distinguishable from normal practice or 

strength and conditioning activities, occur only on an infrequent basis and neither tactical or technical instruction related to the SA’s sport is provided. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 



Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 11:30 AM 

Miller, Greg S <gmille@athlefics.pitt.edu> 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: 2014 schedule 

Greg, 

I’m pretty sure we’ll go Sund~y the ?.2~-h at I:00 pro, Would you be interested in ~ Saturday m~,tch or do you want the two day break? 

--Tom 

F~m= Niller, Greg S [mailto:gmiller@athletics.pi~.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, Narch 12, 2014 9:49 AN 

Te= Sander, Thomas ~ 
Subject: Fwd: 2014 schedule 

Tom- 

I just sent tNs to Anson and got a ~eply that he is out of the count~y. I’m not sure if you me hm~dling the 2014 ACC schedule devils. If so let tne ~ow when we tnight 

play tNs g~e. 

Tha~a 

Greg Miller 

HEAD WOMEN’S SOCCER COACH 

University of Pittsburgh ] Depa~xnent of Atfiletics 
Fi~gerald Field House ] Allequippa / Dawagh St. i Pittsburgh, PA 15261 

office [J__l___2__)__fiJ_~__-__8__7__Q__I_. I mobile I l~ax L4__1_~_)_~__4__~_-__~2_4___0__ 
F---F-q 

website]vCardi map 1>"1%1 

i~i PITT 

INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IVIAY INCLUDE PERSONALLY IDENTIFIABLE INFORIVIATION SUBJECT TO PROTECTION UNDER 

FEDERAL LAW. THIS INFORMATION SHOULD BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL. RE-DISCLOSURE OF THIS INFORMATION IS PROHIBITED ABSENT 

SPECIFIC WRITTEN CONSENT OR AS OTHERWISE PERMITTED BY LAW OR REGULATION. 

Begin forwaxded message: 

Fr~n: "Miller, G~eg S" <g_Ln_i_l_!_e__ _r_~iLa_~!__e__tLc_~:p_i_t__t:__e__d___u_.> 

Date: March 12, 2014 at 3:43:07 PM GMT ~2 

To: Albert A Dorrance IV <a~son(~)email.unc~edu> 
Subject: 2014 schedule 

How are you? I wanted to check to see when you might be thinking of play our game the weekend of Oct 9-12? We play home against ND on that 

Thursday the 9th and I see you guys have WaJ~e at home that weekend as well. Let me know when you cm~ so we can get a jump on some travel 

arrangements. 

Best, 
Greg 

Cheg Miller 

tlEAD WOMEN’S SOCCER COACtt 
University of Pittsburgh i Depaxtment of AtNefics 

Fitzgerald Field ttouse ] Allequippa/Darragh St. ]Pittsburgh, PA 15261 

~mille(d;athlefics.pitt .edu 

office (4 ~2) 648:~0 !: ] mobile 

website vCardlmap ~1 

.:~:i PITT 

INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN MAY INCLUDE PERSONALLY IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION SUBJECT TO PROTECTION 

UNDER FEDERAL LAW. THIS INFORIVIATION SHOULD BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL. RE-DISCLOSURE OF THIS INFORMATION IS 

PROHIBITED ABSENT SPECIFIC Vv~ITTEN CONSENT OR AS OTHERWISE PERMITTED BY LAW OR REGULATION. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 12:15 PM 

Palladino Dino @aol.com>; Dotrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Sunday Nov 2 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Philip S Wheddon <pswheddo~svr.edn> 

Date: March 12, 2014 at 11:58:25 AM EDT 

To: "ducar@unc.edu" <ducar,~unc.edu> 
Subject: Sunday Nov 2 

Chris, 

Our schedule came out today, finedly. You are coming to sunny Syracusc on the finoJ weekend. 

We have a holne football game on November 1 st and we are scheduled to play you that weekend. Are you ok with playing on Sunday November 2nd? I 

guess that was the day we were supposed to play anyway. I was checking into a Saturday option but it is not available. 
Hope you are well. 

Phil Wheddon 
Head Coach 
Syracuse Women’s Soccer 

Go Orange!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edtc, 

Wednesday,              4:30 PM 

Fox Mike <mtbx@unc.edw~; Forbes, Scott <sforbes@unc.edw~; Jackson, Scott C <sjackson@unc.edu>; Gaines, B~ant Anthony 

<bagaines@email.unc.edu>; Arendas, Dave <arendas@unc.edu-*; ~live.unc.edu~>; ~gmail.com; 

Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc.edu~’-; Fulton, Crra~t <gfulton@unc.edtt>; . @gmaJd.com>; Dorra~ce, Albert A IV 
<aaason(gbelnail.unc.edu---; Ducm; Chris <duca ,~)unc.edu>; Sisneros, Jasoi~ M < sisnero@email.unc.edu>;      @aol.com; Sandec 

Thoma~J <pacman@unc.edtc,; Mocl< Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu>; Kolat, Cau J <kolat@email.unc.edu:>; Papadatos, Dionisios 

<~dpap@email.unc.edu>; ChinI~ Trevor Jacob ~-~tjchilm@unc.edu>; DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu>; Lilzinger, Michael B 

<mlilzing@elnail.unc.edu>; Garth, Christy Lyrm ~-~cgarth@unc.edu>; Workman, Aaron <aworkmma@email.unc.edu>; 
~gmail.com); Sanchez, Abel <abel2s@email.unc.edu>;             ~gmail.com 

Miller, Beth <bethmille@tmc.edu~’-; Galz, Gregory <ggg@tmc.edu~--; Gwalmey, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu-> 

~ Athletic Performance Workshop 

Athletic Pefl’ormance Workshop     .docx 

Tiffs email’s attach~nent describes an Athletics Performance Workshop hosted by our UNC Sports Perfoimmnce Staff on 
If your time permik% I encourage you to attend any session or sessions you desire. If you should have aaay questions, please do not hesitate to contact Greg Gatz as I know 

he will be happy to assist you. 
Thank you, and I applaud onr Sports Performance St~a’l" for hosting this professional development opportunity not only their staff~ but also for our coaching statI~ 

Take care, and best of luck. 
Be well, 
Larry 

]~;xec~ti~ e Associate I)i~ecmr of Athletics 

U~is e~sity of North Carolina a~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:32 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <~anson@emM.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Yikes’. 

On at 3:52 PM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bp<~ik~2admissi~,~:,;.~mc.~&~> w~me: 

..... no fooling. 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Ducar, Chris" 

Date:          12:22 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Polk, Barbara Jo" 
Subject: Re: 

We’re still debating. What’s our drop dead date? 

On , at 10:08 AM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <!?.r?~.,2!iLi...(qi2~.~i’:;i.~i.~2!~;!~!!~.2~.!.!4/, wrote: 

Bird, 
How are ya? Did you have fun hanging out with 

Are you recruiting a transfer from 

Thanks for letting me know. 

Barbara 
t?arbara ~. Polk 
D e.p u~.y D~re.ctor 
Office ofl,J~dergrad uate Admisskms 
University of North (;aroli~m at Cl~apel Hill 
Phone: ~1%-966-39}3~ 

If so, are you going to recommend (slot) her? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

division- i- womens- socce r- coache s@googlegroups.com on behalf of 

Hempen,Bill <Bill.Hempen~ colo state.edu> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 5:35 PM 

division- i- womens- soccer- coaches@googlegroups.com 

{Division I Wo~nens Soccer Coaches} Schedule 

Only a handful of bites on my request for a HOME game this fall. I realize the words HOME and AWAY have the same number of letters but separate and distinct 

definitions. 

I will modify my request as there have been away offers but they are just too far to justify a one game option. WE would be willing to get on a bus for 4-5 hours, 

highly unlikely as you can only get to a few places by bus from Colorado, or a plane for no more than 2 hours with a lot of financial incentive and a i goal lead. (We 

only scored 8 last year). If you are willing to come to Colorado State University we can even play your teams pre-game music. 

This is in order for us to keep our home game on Sunday and not be too beat up from game and or travel in order to compete appropriately on Sunday against a 

very good team. 

Programs that I have been a part of are consistently at the low end of fouls, cards, etc. We will "attempt" to play and we will play hard. As mentioned in an earlier 

email we took our lumps as a new program last year and did a lot of travel that caused academic angst for our kids. They were very excited to see so few Thursday 

and Friday classes missed in the tentative schedule for 2015 so I am still hoping there is a team in search of a game in Colorado. There are worse places to take your 

team. 

Thank you for your time and I hope you made it this far into the email. 

Bill Hempen 

CSU Women’s Soccer 

bill.hempen @colostate.edu 

O-970-491-7147 

C- 

i~i Picture2 
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Find out more about NSCAA College Services at www.nscaa.com/college. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails frown it, send ~ email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches ~ unsubscribe(~googl~,roups.com. 

To post to this group, send e~nail to divi~on-i-womens- soccer-coaches.~9~?g!__e_g_ri£__u_p_~:_£R_r_~b 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vicki Linton ~hotmaJl.com> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 5:37 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Spring 

Hope your visit with Pep and Arsene is going well’. That’s awesome. 

I am t~ing to finalise things here but it is being dragged out. I want to make sure that I make the most of my time here and wrested to ask if it would be possible to 

spend a few weeks with you and your program during your Spring Season? I would love to spend some more time with you talking football! 

On 11/03/2014, at 3:38 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~son@emaJ4.unc.edtr~ wrote: 

Vicki, I am so sorry. We will let our kids know. And please reconnect when you find another coachin9 position, 
would trust any one o~ my players with you. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

Vicki Linton @hotmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson 

I just wanted to share some news regarding the Breeze. The owner has made a decision to change the status of the Breeze from a professional team to an 
amateur team effective immediately. As such, a new staff structure will be put in place and I will be moving on. 

This has come as a shock and is quite disappointing with all the things the staff had put together to take the team into this season. 

I thank you for the support you expressed and the assistance you provided in helping me to communicate with your players. I am sor[¥ it hasn’t worked ouL 

Vicki 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 5:58 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Goa] Keeper being t~onted on set pieces/corners 

Done. 

Jason 

University. of North Carolina \Vomen’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Wed, Mar 12, 2014 at 7:04 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~)elnaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 
Please tbllow up.. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Goal Keeper being fronted on set pieces/comers 
From: Robert Lettin      5a)t?ontier.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a~son~email.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi Coach Anson- 

I am a clnb coach/high school girls soccer coach in Oregon. This last weekend we had a tall opposing player set in front of our keeper on set pieces. When the play 
was struck, she would tD~ and back our keeper into the net impeding her progress to the ball. 

Without this strategy being called a foul, how do we defend against it. I thought of having one of our forwards coming back and sianding on the fronting players feet. 
Perhaps that would di~ourage her/the coach fi’om doing it again. 

Ideas? Thank you for any input you might have. Talk care. 

Best, 

R obert E. L ettm 
Registered Investment Adviser Representative 

Wealth and Tax Management 

503-925-0554 ©~iica 

1-877-777-0705 

503-625-I 620 i-:~z 

www robertlettin.com 

It is our policy to not disseminate any subscriber information to outside parties. For the purpose of disclosure, Form ADV, Part II is available upon request. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Sisneros ?}gmail.com> 

Thursday, 6:22 AM 

Tania Sole <tsole@ecoslip.org> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <a~son@email.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@anc.edu-~; 

Re: Looking for women senior soccer players inte~effted in playing in Europe next year 

~aol.com 

Tania, 

So~ for the delayed response, I have been away on vacation for a bit. I cannot think of anyone that’s available at the moment, but I roll look into it. Do they still need 

a player? I know it’s been a week - and things may have changed. What’s the team and scenario so I can let whoever I talk with know more about it? 

T~Jk with you soon! 

Jason 

Universi~ of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Caroli~m USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Fri, at 3:29 PM, <tsole@ecoslip.org> wrote: 

HI Jason, 

Just wanted to let you know that     told me that she is trying out next week for the 
Do you have another good defensive midfielder interested in playing in Europe? 

Sincerely, 

Tania Sole 
Business & Career Coach 
Ecoslip 

tsole@ecoslip.org 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in 
playing in Europe next year 

From: <tsole@ecoslip.orq > 
Date: Fri, 12:10 pm 
To: "Jason Sisner(~s" ,~.gma com> 
Cc: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>, "Ducat, Chris" 
<ducar@unc.edu>,       .~aol.com"       @aol.com> 

HiJason, 

Thank-you. I just left her a voice mail message. 

Tania Sole 
Business & Career Coach 

Ecoslip 

tsole@ecoslip.orq 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in 
playing in Europe next year 
From: Jason Sisneros ¯ @gmail.com> 
Date: Fri, 11:15 am 
To: "tsole@ecoslip.orq" <tsole@ecoslip.orq> 
Cc: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>, "Ducat, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>, 

’@aoLcom> 

I spoke with she said you could give her a call to discuss - 

I’m not acting as her agent, but will be here to help if needed. 

Thank you Tania! 

Jason 

On Friday, 

I HI Jason, 

<tsole®ecosli .or > wrote: 

~aol.com" 



They are interested. To get the process started they need a copy of her passport and a copy of her official criminal record in 
English. In so far as the offer is concerned, I am confirming some final details but would like to know if you are acting as her 
agent and I discuss this with you or do you want to send send me contact email and telephone number to discuss 
the opportunity directly with her? 

Sincerely, 

Tania Sole 
Business & Career Coach 
Ecoslip 

tsole@ecoslip.org 

........ Original Message 
Subject: Re: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in 
playing in Europe next year 
From: Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> 

Date: Thu, 1:54 pm 
To: "tsole@ecoslip.org" <tsole@ecoslip.org> 

Cc: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>, 
@aol.com> 

Thanks Tania! Let us know what develops! 

Jason 

On Thursday, 

HI Coach Dorrance, 

<tsole@ecoslip.org > wrote: 

OK. I will submit her name to IBV and let you know what they say. 

Tania Sole 
Business & Career Coach 
Ecoslip 

tsole@ecoslip.orcj 

@aol.com" 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in 
playing in Europe next year 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Thu,                  11:52 am 
To: "tsole@ecoslip.orq" <tsole@ecoslip.orq> 
Cc: "Jason Sisneros @gmail.com)" < @gmail.com>, 

"Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>, @aol.com" @aol.com> 

is an incredible aLhfete. She is very fast AND strong AND tough. She is a superb desLroyer. 

From: tsole@ecoslip.org [mailto:tsole@ecos@.org] 
Sent: ~ursday, 12:31 PM 
To= ’Jason Sisneros’ 
~= Dorrance, AlbeR A IV 
Subject= RE: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in playing in Europe ne~ year 

HI Jason, 

I h~ve a team in Europe looking for a stron8 defensive mM-fielde~. Would be a 8ood candidate for that 

b’pe o[ posil:h:~n? Or do you have a d~[ferent ~layer you could recommend? 

Sincerely, 

Tan~a Sole 

Jason Sisneros [mailto ;@gmail.com] 
Monday, 9:35 AM 

Tania Sole 
Dorrance, 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Ducar <duca~:@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 10:16 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Trip to the White House Monday 

This message includes the following attachments: 

IDownload Attachment: InWhiteHouse 33288.ipg] 

IDownload Attachment: Whitehouse 33289.ip~] 
[Download Attachment: ThePrez 33290.ipg[ 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, .EL__E_.A_~_E____C_I:_[_.C_!<:__H__E_.R_~. 

Wanted to send you a few photos of our trip to meet the President for our      National 
Championship. It was a long day up and back but everyone had a blast! We went up on a charter bus 
with our                   team and it felt great to have two teams represent UNC! 

B i rd 

If you did not wish to receive this, please _u__r)__s__u__~_3__s_£_r_L~2__e_. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hempen,Bill <Bill.Hempen@ colo sqbate.edu~ 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 10:30 AM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Schedule 

This scheduling thing is not as easy as it was in the ACC, Big:l.2 and Pat12. That’s a lot of miles on this old boy. 

Not a day goes by I don’t think about my time at Duke and many of the memories are of roller hockey and golf, and of course the occasional classic with the hens! 

All the besl: my friend. 

CSU Women’s Soccer 

bill.hempen @colostate.edu 

0-970-491-7147 

i~i Picture2 
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Frora: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, Ivlarch 13, 2014 3:22 Alvl 
To: Hempen,Bill 
Subject: Re: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Schedule 

Good argument Bill’. 

"t Jempen, Bill" <Bill.Hempen(/~colo4ate.edu> wrote: 

Only a handful of bites on my request for a HOME game this fall. I realize the words HOME and AWAY have the same number of letters but separate and distinct 

definitions. 

I will modify my request as there have been away offers but they are just too far to justify a one game option. WE would be willing to get on a bus for 4-5 hours, 

highly unlikely as you can only get to a few places by bus from Colorado, or a plane for no more than 2 hours with a lot of financial incentive and a i goal lead. (We 

only scored 8 last year). If you are willing to come to Colorado State University we can even play your teams pre-game music. 

This is in order for us to keep our home game on Sunday and not be too beat up from game and or travel in order to compete appropriately on Sunday against a 

very good team. 

Programs that I have been a part of are consistently at the low end of fouls, cards, etc. We will "attempt" to play and we will play hard. As mentioned in an earlier 

email we took our lumps as a new program last year and did a lot of travel that caused academic angst for our kids. They were very excited to see so few Thursday 

and Friday classes missed in the tentative schedule for 2015 so I am still hoping there is a team in search of a game in Colorado. There are worse places to take your 

team. 

Thank you for your time and I hope you made it this far into the email. 

Bill Hempen 

CSU Women’s Soccer 

bill.hempen @colostate.edu 

O-970-491-7147 

C- 

i~i pictu re2 

T 
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Fiud out more about NSCAA College Se~ices at ~wwv.nscaa.comicollege. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 



To unsub~ribe tiom this group and stop receiving emails from it, ~nd an email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches+unsubscribe(?,~googlegroups,com. 

To post to this group, send email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches,%googlegroups,com. 

Visit this group at http:i/groups,google,com/groupidivision-i-womens-soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit ht~ps://groups.google.con~@optout. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 1:13 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <aJ~m@email.unc.edu-~; Vicki Linton 

RE: Spring 

14 spring overall cal.pdf 

@hotmail.com> 

Vicki, 

Here’s what we have coming up. 

-Tom 

F~m: Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Sent: Wednesday, March 12, 20~4 7:~:L PM 

T~: Vicki Linton; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Re: Spring 

Vicki, you ~e ahvays welcome. I will have Tom send you the spring schedule. I think we only have a ~nonth left. 

Sent from ~v ~ ~ri:o~t tfireles,~" 4G LI~’ DROID 

Vicki Linton ~{~hotmail.coin> wrote: 

Hope your visit with Pep and Arsene is going well! That’s awesome. 

I am tiying to finalise things here but it is being dragged out. I want to make sure that I Inake the most of my time here and wanted to ask if it wonld be possible to 

spend a few weeks with you and your program during your Spring Season? I would love to spend some more tilne with you talking football! 

On 11/03/2014, at 3:38 AM, "Doirance, Albert A IV" < _~_Ln_~!).@_e_.g_l.~.!:U__r_Lc_:_e_@.> wrote: 

Vicki, I am so sorry. We will let our kids know. And please reconnect when you find another coaching position, I would trust any 
one of my players with you. 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

Vicki Linton @hotmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson 

I just wanted to share some news regarding the Breeze. The owner has made a decision to change the status of the Breeze from a professional team to an amateur team 
effective immediately. As such, a new staff structure will be put in place and I will be moving on. 

This has come as a shock and is quite disappointing with all the things the staff had put together to take the team into this season. 

I thank you for the support you expressed and the assistance you provided in helping me to communicate with your players. I am sorry it hasn’t worked out. 

Vicki 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Sander, Thomas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TJSAN DER] 

3/13/2014 5:14:17 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Albert A Dorrance IV (anson)]; Doug Landefeld 

@sbcglobal.net] 

RE: U18 Michigan Hawks 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Here’s the summer workout. 

-Tom 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, March 12, 2014 7:05 PM 

To: Doug Landefeld; Sander, Thomas 3 

Subject: Re: U18 Michigan Hawks 

Doug, will do! Tom, send him an Almanac. 

Sent[tom my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

Doug Landefeld 

Coaches, 

@sbcglobal.net> wrote: 

With the High School season beginning in Michigan, I have lost the girls 

for the next 3 months. 

Over the last month, we have talked about our goals and the need to stay 

fit. We have decided that we would have fitness tests when they come 

back to determine their eligibility to play in Seattle. I had thought about 

doing my own test, but thought since they will have to come and pass 

your tests in July or August, why not have them train to pass your tests. I 

think this would address both of our needs. 



If you are okay with this, please send me your expectations for these girls 

for preseason and I will incorporate that into our June expectations. 

Good luck this spring. 

Doug Landefeld 

DOC Michigan Hawks 

@sbcglobal.ne~t 

cell 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ga~’ Ireland @yahoo.com> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 2:32 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Yes, come work Temn Cmnp’. 

Hello Anson- 

You are most welcome! Thats a great shame the visa didn’t come through. I didn’t know about the 3 month cushion. III take note of that- 

I’m always trying to keep my mind open and learn. Thats how i got this far. This means i bring in people to challenge me and my staff and share as 
much knowledge as possible when i can. I love the fact you are always willing to discuss and listen to others, despite your success. I remember 
Emma from when she was Arsenal (I’m pretty sure it was her) but it was a brief exchange. I hope you and John can connect. He was a big part of 
helpin£      catch the soccer bug having arranged our tickets to Anfield and the Academy while he was running the show.      s fav/player was 
Gerrard so the fact that he coached him helped inspire her.       dso set up a visit to the LA Sol and had Annie meet with Marta. We try to find 
ways to inspire and motivate players and tell a lot of stories so the kids can make the connection. 

I think that your culture at U NC helps nurture this environment too. I like your website wilh the numbers on the success youve had. I wonder if you 
could make a USA map and put a dot on each birthplace or club the players played at. That would be fun to see. I saw the Barcelona tunnel which 
has icons and images of legendary players which may be intimidating to the opponents and inspiring to the home team. I wonder if you are able to 
do this at UNC? Images of the top players (and you!) as players walk out of the dressing room..Just a though and something youve probably 
thought about. 

Thank you for your open invitation to visit. We will certainly be taking you up on this offer- I want to sit down with you and compare notes on 
identifying talent down the food chain and all the moving parts. I’ve got a simple formula which is working from the vision of a player backwards and 
removing the road blocks along the way. More when we meet together! We have some talented players here who aren’t catching the tide because 
they aren’t in the right cultural environment. 

As for      our challenge will be to continue to improve her entire game and prime her physically so she can come to you in the best possible 
condition. We will do our best and i know she is keen to get started! 

Best Wishes 
Gary Ireland 

Find me on Pass2Me.com: garyjireland 
Join my personal blog on Pass2Me.com: The Technician 

PSV Union FC: www.psvunion.org 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: Gary h~land,          @yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, Mamh 12, 2014 4:17 AM 

Subject: Re: Yes, come work Team Camp! 

Gary, thank you for your wonderful email message. I was hoping to be in Munich but because of a passport issue I was unable to board my plane. 
Apparently, when you visit Germany your passport needs a three-month cushion. So, I am still in London, & I spent yesterday with Emma Hayes, an 
old friend of mine who manages Chelsea, watching their operation at work. Yes, we are all excited about              and can’t wait for her to 
join us in August. I am so pleased she had coaches like you and Carine guiding her development. I know she’s going to be equipped technically 
and tactically to compete at our level. We can’t wait. I also would love you and Carine to visit whenever you like. I would love to pick your brain and 
listen to the new things you have learned from Cruyff’s son-in-law and all your other extraordinary sources. All the best, my friend I look forward to 
seeing you sometime soon. 

Sent from my Verizon £Vire/ess 4G L TE DROID 

Gary Ireland < @yahoo.com> wrote: 

Hello Anson- 

Thank you for your email- Im guessing you were at the game today in Munich. What a lovely city- I moved to Palo Alto from Munich as it happens 
and i met Chris soon after-Visiting UNC sounds tremendous. I’d love to come over and visit you guys. Be it in the summer or whenever is 
convenient. I have to check my summer sched, with Carine (we are two peas in a pod so she would be coming with me and eager to see you all 
again). III take a look at the website too. 

should be heading your way about that time. She has been in daily touch with us while she is in Spain. Tomorrow she starts for 
(i think they are playing their U19’s though) as you may already know. We are very proud of the fact that the young lady that no-one 

wanted as a youth player has grown from strength to strength. I told her i wont be happy until she becomes captain of UNC and on the USA 
womens national team:) The best is yet to come from her and we will be making some big strides in the Spring and Summer to prepare her for 
UNC. Carine and i are grateful for your belief in our prediction that this tremendous kid would come good and she/we will repay that faith you paid 
in her and us. 

To give you an update on whats happening over here, tonight we had 2 sessions together with Hugo Perez who is pretty much full time when he 
isn’t with the Federation and when he is in town. We are trying to make a bigger difference at the youngest age groups and we have him working 
with our 11-15 year olds with myself and Carine. I’m trying to get the best coaches and trainers working with the youngest players and its working 
great. On the player development side we are meeting with Cruyff’s manager Todd Beane who is also his son in law. Ive been having some good 
discussions on player development with Todd and will be making a trip to visit him and hopefully Johann Cruyff in the Spring. They are doing some 



great work at Ajax right now and hopefully he will be back at Barca not before too long (more of a hunch of course). We are always trying to find 
better ways to help raise the bar here. Hopefully we are heading down the right track. Ive always enjoyed Cruyffs approach to development and of 
course Guardiola got his start from Cruyff and started the Barca renaissance during his time there. See this great quote on Cruyff below. 

Johan Cruyff remembers the first time he set eyes on Pep Guardiola. The scrawny teenager was playing in Barcelona’s youth team and Cruyff had just been appointed first-team 

manager at the club. ’He was a boy and the people said to me, "Ob, be’s one of tt~e best". ’So (over the next year) I looked for him in the reserves, but he didn’t play in the reserves. So 

then I looked at the first youth team, and he didn’t play in that team. And eventually I found him in the third youth team. ’So ! said to the coaches, "~’ou said he was the best oneP And 

they said. "Yea& but physically’..."1 said, ",out bim tbere (in tbe reserves). He will grow. Don’t worry, everybody grows". And they said, "Yea& but we wil! lose". I said, "If we lose, we 

lose. We need to create players". And he did very weft.’ Johan Cruyff 

In the summer John Owens (former LFC Academy manager) is coming to stay with us and also coach the kids/work with Norcal on coach 
education etc. John is now working with the EPL Academy auditors (technical) and is doing some very interesting work there. Im sure you have 
your own access to EPL clubs but he is a tremendous resource, fyi, he works with the Belgian company Footpass who work with the Belgian and 
German Federations to do similar work in those countries. If you havent seen their work, there are some excellent projects they are working on as 
we speak. Its a shame he will be here during the time you have your camps. Id love for him to meet you and vice verca. Ive pasted Johns bio below. 
Anytime you want to meet the Footpass people Im happy to make the introduction. 

Best Wishes 
Gary 

John is an auditor for the English Premier League (EPL) Football Academies for ’FootPASS 

England’, evaluating & ranking (EPL) Academies into 4 categories representing a significant 

challenge in positively impacting the development of English home grown talent Footpass is 

also the Technical auditor for Belgian, German and Finnish Leagues 

Former Academy Manager Liverpool F.C; Winner FA Youth Cup ’06 & ’07; England U16 

coach ’95-’97; England ’C’ team coach ’97201. UEFA ’A’ License; FA Academy Manager’s 

License; FA youth Coach’s Award. Has coached: European Football of the Year Michael Owen 

and Steven Gerrard, Jamie Carragher, Wes Brown, Joe Cole 

John is one of the most respected and experienced youth coaches in the world today. He has 

recently become an independent coach after 19 years work with Liverpool Football Club in the 

English Premier League. 

Full time coach at Liverpool FC since 1991. (9 years as a part-time coach. 10 years full- 

time) made up of one year as Assistant Academy Manager U9 - U14 age range, 5 years 

as Youth Team Coach U19/U18s winning the FA Youth Cup 2006 and 2007 in the final 

two years as Youth Team Coach, then 4 years as Academy Manager 2007-11. 

1995-97 England Schoolboy Manager U16’s 

Former Umbro USA staff coach 

1997-2001 England ’C’ Team Manager 

UEFA ’A’ License, FA Academy Manager’s License, FA youth Coach’s Award 

Academic qualifications:- MSc. Pure Mathematics, MEd. Sports Psychology, P/G.C E. 

Teaching in Physical Education and Mathematics 

John has coached these players at Liverpool & England 

Michael Owen (Liverpool, Real Madrid, Man United & England), Steven Gerrard (Liverpool & 

England), Jamie Carragher (Liverpool & England), Wes Brown (Man United), Joe Cole (West 

Hame, Chelsea, Liverpool & England), Steve MacManaman (Liverpool & Real Madrid & 

England), Leon Osman (Everton), Steven Warnock (Liverpool, Aston Villa), Robbie Fowler 

(Liverpool & England) and Scott Parker (Newcastle, West Ham, Fulham & England). 

JOHN OWENS PRESENTATIONS 

¯ The new Premier League plan forAcademies (EPPP) 

¯ The audit process for the EPPP 

¯ Parental Influence - some guidance for parents 

¯ Sports Psychology for Football 

¯ Session planning to involve decision-making 

¯ Creating the Right Atmosphere 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: Gary Ireland           J@yahoo.com>; Bill Palladino 

@aol.com>; "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros 
~@gmail.com>; "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, March 9, 2014 1:13 AM 
Subject: Re: Yes, come work Team Camp! 

Gary, we would love it. I will pass this on to Bill Palladino who 



directs the camps. Pick out a week that suits you best although the 
Team Camp is our most detailed "product" and might be most 
interesting for you. Check it out: WV£W.ncgsc.com 

Sent from my Ve~:izon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

Gary Ireland ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

hi anson, 

i hope you are dong well and you are seeing the tail end of winter, you got hit pretty hard there on the east coast according to the weather reports. 
we kicked off the first day of spring season this past week and we are in full swing and with daylight savings tonight we are getting so extra light 
which means of course that we get to stay behind and play some small sided, soccer tennis or simply have the kids strike balls after practice- 
always a great time of the year after winter. 

carine and i suggested to           to attend the id camp at unc. she is a great kid so please look out for her. she has a tonne of potential, i 
might try to encourage a few players to attend the camp and ive intimated that anyone wanting to be ’seen’ by you and the staff might would be 
wise to attend the ID camps. 

my primary objective of visiting aside from simply saying ’hello’ after so long and catching up with chris and re-counting the australia trip with tom:), 
is to see you work in action and learn from you. im still a sponge and want to soak up as much of your culture and material as possible, if you are at 
the camp and could use some help id love to work with you if only to observe, please let me know if your are open to me paying a visit, be it in the 
summer or whenever its convenient for you. 

give my best to the rest of the staff and unc family! 

best wishes 
gary 

Gary Ireland 

Find me on Pass2Me.com: garyjireland 
Join my personal blog on Pass2Me.com: The Technician 

PSV Union FC: wwvv.psvunion.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:40 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ESPNW article l’rom last yeax 

Was thinking we could print this on some nice stock and have    ~and others in the future) read this... 

http://espn .go,com/espnw/athletes-life/a rticle~ ~total-access-north-carolina-tar-heels-competitive-culture-leads-success 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., LaxO’ A. <athgallo@unc.edtc, 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 3:38 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacmm~@unc.edu>; DucaJc, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edtr~ 

FW: NCAA Event at the White House - Team Photos 

FYI, Gentlemen’. Thanks. 
Larry 

Executi~e Associate Dh~clor of Athletics 

Unive~i~y ofNoN~ Car~lina at Chat~l Hill 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Thursday, March 13, 2014 3:04 PM 
To: Levy, Jennifer S 
C¢: Lohse, Dave Clark; Bowers, Matthew B; Kirschner, Steve; Best, Kevin S.; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: b-W: NCAA Event at the White House - Team Photos 

From: FN-WHO-Social Office RSVP [mailto:SocialOfficeRSVPC~who.eop.c~ov] 
Sent: Thursday, March 13, 2014 2:58 plVl 
To: FN-WHO-Social Office RSVP 
Subject: NCAA Event at the White House - Team Photos 

Hi all -thanks for joining us at the White House on Monday. We hope your teams enjoyed their visit. Below is a link to the team photos and further information 

from the White House Photo Office. 

Thanks again, 

Kyle and Lauren 

You have received this email because you were photographed with the President. 

The White House Photo Office has posted your photo on a private Flickr site that can be accessed by clicking on the link provided here: 

http://flickr.com/gp/whitehousepi~oto 

This link is for personal use only. Please do not share it. If you know someone who might be interested in receiving it, simply have them contact the photo office at 

Photo-Off!ce ~who.eop.g~ov. 

This photograph is provided by THE WHITE HOUSE as a courtesy and may be printed by the subject(s) in the photograph for personal use only. The photograph may 

not be manipulated in any way and may not otherwise be reproduced, disseminated or broadcast, without the written permission of the White House Photo Office. 

This photograph may not be used in any commercial or pofitical materials, advertisements, emails, products, promotions that in any way suggests approval or 

endorsement of the President, the First Family, or the White House. 

Again, this photograph is for personal use only -it is not for publication. You can download the high-resolution version of the photo and make as many prints as 

you’d like or email it to family and friends. 

To download the high-resolution version, click on the photo you are interested in. It will open as a larger image. Control Click (left click) on the image. You will see 

a pop-up that says "View all sizes." Click on the size file you wish to download. When that size photo loads in the browser, click the "Download the .... size of this 

photo" link above the top left corner of the photo. 

If you have any questions, please email the photo office at Photo-Office@who.eop.gov. 
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A B C 

i Highest Priority 

i Second Priority 

i No academic need for summer school 



D 
1 10 hours ahead 

2 5 hours behind 

3 2 hours behind 

4 exactly on schedule 

5 4 hours ahead 

6 1 hour ahead 

7 4 hours ahead 

8 needs 12 hours this summer and 16 hours in the fall to graduate in Dec 

9 1 hour behind 

10 17 hours ahead 

11 4 hours ahead 

12 5 hours behind 

13 18 hours ahead 

14 :~ hour behind 

15 8 hours ahead 

16 7 hours ahead 

17 14 hours behind- will need at least 3 hours this summer to maintain eligibility 

18 3 hours behind 

19 29 hours ahead 

20 4 hours behind 

21 5 hours behind 

22 2 hours behind 

23 3 hours behind 

24 5 hours behind 

25 5 hours behind 

26 2 hours behind 

27 6 hours ahead 

28 2 hours behind schedule- but ahead on a redshirt schedule 

29 

3O 

31 

32 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 3:47 PM 

TONY YOUNT @gmail.com> 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu-~; Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.~mc.edu-~; Ducar, Chris ~<tucar@unc.edu-~; Palladino, 

George W <bpdlladino@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros @glnail.com> 

Re: Smnmer School Needs 

Thanks Tony 

> On Mar 13, 2014, at 3:44 PM; "TONY YOUNT" " @gmail corn> wrote: 

> 

> Coaches, 

> 

> Here is a spreadsheet that outlines summer school needs for our students The listing shows how many hours ahead or behind the students are toward graduation on a normal 8 semester 

schedule. 

> ’]7he color of their name indicates their priority :[’or sun.her school to stay on that pace Red represents those with the greatest need. Yellow is not as urgent. Green means that there is no 

academic need :[’or summer school ~2~r this student. Updated from the earlier list to include courses that were dropped before the March 5 deadline. 

> 

> I hope this is helpful Summer School registration begins ~2~r students March 24 

> 

> 

> Tony 

> 

> <Soc Summer.×lsx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Doug Laudefeld @sbcglobal.net> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 9:00 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Dormice, Albert A IV <anson@email. unc.edu> 

Re: U18 Michig~ Hawks 

Thanks 
Doug Landefeld 

@sbcglobal.net 
cell 

From: "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> 
To: "Dormnce, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>; Doug Landefeld 
Sent: Thursday, March 13, 2014 1:14 PM 
Subject: RE: U18 Michigan Hawks 

~sbcglobal.net> 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, March 12, 2014 7:05 PM 
To: Doug Landefeld; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Re: U18 Michigan Hawks 
Doug, will do’. Tom, ,send him aaa Almmmc. 

Sere from ~v ~ ~ri.vo~t Wire.les, v 4G LI~’ DROID 

Doug Landefeld ~;sbcglobal.net> wrote: 

Coaches, 
With the High School season beginning in Michigan, I have lost the girls for the next 3 months. 
Over the last month, we have talked about our goals and the need to stay fit. We have decided that we 
would have fitness tests when they come back to determine their eligibility to play in Seattle. I had 
thought about doing my own test, but thought since they will have to come and pass your tests in July or 
August, why not have them train to pass your tests. I think this would address both of our needs. 
If you are okay with this, please send me your expectations for these girls for preseason and I will 
incorporate that into our Jmne expectations. 
Good luck this spring. 
Doug Landefeld 
DOC Michigan Hawks 

@sbcglobal.net 
cell 



From: Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 11:18 AM 

To: 

Subjet’t: schedule tbr week of Mon 

Attacl~: overall cal week 10.pdf 

Team, 

Next week’s schedule: 
Notes: Mon and Tues are at Finley 
Wednesday conditioning is on Hooker so bring cleats to Futsal. 
Thursday is OFF 
Friday has freshman and sophomore meetings 
-Tom 
Tom Sander 
Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

UnivelsiV of Sort21Caxolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dominic Oliveri <d_oliveri@sympatico.ca> 

Friday, 2:03 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Ottawa Fury 

Hi Anson, 

hope all is well. 

am looking for a to round out our roster and was wondering what was up to I 

Regards, 

Dominic Oliveri 
Ottawa Fury FC 
W-League Head Coach 
www.ottawafuryfc.com 
doliveri@ottawafuryfc.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eric McAleer <tour@excelsports.net> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 2:33 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

European College Soccer Tours 

Hello 
I wanted to touch base and introduce myself, I work for Excel International Sports Tours and we specialize in CoIlege Team travel to Europe (we also 
work with youth teams and ODP programs), 
%qth the cha~gh’~g ~andscape of col~ecate soccer ma~y of [he D1, D2 amJ D3 programs opt [o take this trip every 4th year which ~s a~lowed by the 
NCAA, We work with the coaching staff to fine tune a trip that meets the needs of their program and a~ows them to gain the maximum benefit as a 
team, The coach Mways travels for [ree, 
For example, th~s past August we took Salisbury University Hen’s soccer team to Spah’, (Barce~o~a and Naddd), NYU Women’s soccer team to the UK 
and are curre~th¢ worMn~ w~th tl’~e University of Naryla~d Hen’s soccer o~ their UK 2014 tr~p, Programs we have worked w~tl’~ ~nc~ude [.o,¢o~a College 
(ND) Hen and Women~ UNBC },’len, Stevenson University [V~en and Women, Wes~e~ College Nen and Women, Dickhsson Co~ege },’len and Women, the 
Urfivers~ty of Hary Washington Women and many more~ 

sample destinations and our 20Z5 Nanchester United trip fundraJser, As an example of the compeNNve games tha~ are p~ayed the men’s teams 
against pro and semi pro academy teams, ~he women’s Icarus p~ay a~ainst top ~adies programs, 
I weuk~ be more than happy to set up some t~r~e to discuss this opportunity further~ 

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions, 
Yours in sport, 
Eric HcAleer 
Excel International Sports 
3060 Washington Road, Route 97, Suite tt5 

Gtenwood, ND 21738, USA 
www, e u rosoccertou rs. n et 
Te~ --. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Conway, Connie Morgan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CONNIE MORGAN CONWAY (DANCER)] 

3/14/2014 8:06:36 PM 

Aguilar, Alain J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Alaguila]; Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Albert A Dorrance IV (anson)]; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Larry A. 

Gallo Jr. (athgallo)]; Battaglini, Rebecca L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rebecca L Battaglini (bbatt)]; Ledford, Bonnie Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bklompar]; Miller, 

Beth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Beth 

Miller (beth)]; Breschi, Joe [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Joe Breschi (breschi)]; Brianna Edwards [brianae@bridge2sports.org]; 

Cathro, Guy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Guy Cathro (cathro)]; Rich, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Christopher Robert Rich (chrisr)3ff]; 

clanigan@townofchapelhill.org; Somoano, Carlos M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=Carlos M Somoano (somoano)]; Suits, Christy H. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christina Hanson 

Suits (chsuits)]; Arendas, Dave [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=David C Arendas (arendas)]; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn [/O--UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dlhawkin]; Papa, 

Donna J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSICN=Donna J Papa (dip)]; fiona@bridge2sports.org; Boaz, Frank W. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Frank W. Boaz 

(fboaz)]; Fulton, Grant [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=Grant Fulton (wfulton)]; Grimsley, Richie [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Richie Grimsley 

(richie3)]; Porter, Grant [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=Grant Porter (gtporter)]; @aol.com; Hirth, Christopher J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher J Hirth 

(chirth)]; Field, Jaci [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=Jaci Terese Field (field)]; Fuchs, Jeffrey W [/O--UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jeffrey W Fuchs 

(jfuchs)]; Halsey, Jason [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSICN=Jason Halsey (jjhalsey)]; Langley, Raymond Joshua [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Raymond Joshua 

Langley (rjl)]; Negalha, Jeff [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=Jeff Negalha (negalha)]; Brunner, John F [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Brunner]; Cleary, 

Kenneth Eugene [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=Kenneth Eugene Cleary (kecleary)]; Shelton, Karen C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Karen C Shelton 

(kshelton)]; Dully, Kathy B. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kathleen B Duffy (kduffy)]; Robinson, Kevin T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kevin T Robinson 

(ktrob)]; Lancaster, Elizabeth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSICN=Lizlan]; Bunting, Mike [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Michael D Bunting Jr (mbunting)]; Crowe, 

Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=Michael P Crowe (crowel)]; Meaders, Harlis James [/O=UNC 



CC: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Meaders]; 

.com; Terrell, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MterreII]; Fava, Nicole M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Nicole M Fava (lava)I; Hilton, Nathan Scott 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Nhilton]; 

Walker, Nina [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Nina Walker (walkern)]; Sander, Thomas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tjsander]; Plunkett, 

Mary Rob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=7ae6c8e54b304ae89fbc7a818d983418]; Myers, Patrick Jacob [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Patrick Jacob Myers 

(patmyers)]; Pogge, Paul [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=John Paul Pogge (ppogge)e3b]; Halverson, Doug [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Doug Halverson 

(halverso)]; Oliaro, Scott M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Scott M Oliaro (oliaro)]; Stewart, Robert House [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Robert House 

Stewart (rhstewar)]; Levy, Jennifer S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Slinger]; VanAIstyne, Mark [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mark Lin Vanalstyne (vanalsty)5a7]; Vangelder, 

Marielle A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Marielle A Vangelder (mvangeld)83b]; Scroggs, William E [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=William E Scroggs 

(wscroggs)] 

Robinson, Kevin T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin T Robinson (ktrob)] 

Athletic Fields Schedule for week of 3/17/14-3/23/14 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Attached are the Athletic Fields Schedule for next week (March 17, 2014 through March 23, 2014). 

Facility Schedules for Fetzer Stadium, Finley Athletic Fields, Cross Country, Navy Fields and Henry Astroturf may also 

be viewed anytime on Outlook Calendars found in the Open Calendar from Room List under UNCAA. 

Facility schedules for Ehaus and Hooker are attached or online at http://campusrec.unc.edu/facilities- 

schedules-reservations. 

Have a great weekend! 



GO HEELS!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dominic Oliveri <d_oliveri@sympatico.ca> 

Friday, 7:00 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; 

RE: Ottawa Fury 

@gmail.com> 

Thanks Anson. I hope you are enjoying your trip. 

we have built a tremendous team in Ottawa this year that will definitely compete for a W-League Championship. I am hoping that we can speak 

soon to discuss this option. 

Dom 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 

To: d_oliveri@sympatico.ca; 

Subject: Re: Ottawa Fury 

Date: 22:48:35 +0000 

@gmail.com 

No clue but I will copy her on this for you!! 

SeP, t from my V~rizon Wire,~ess 4G LTE DRO~,D 

Dominic Oliveri <d_oliveri@sympatico.ca> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

I hope all is well. 

I am looking for a to round out our roster and was wondering what was up to this 

Regards, 

Dominic Oliveri 
Ottawa Fury FC 
W-League Head Coach 
www.ottawafuryfc.com 
doliveri@ottawafuryfc.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, 8:10 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Ottawa Fu~ 

Hi Arts, 

I might come talk to you after about what you’d advise me to do if you dofft mind... So, I don’t want to respond to this quite yet! 

On Fri,~            at 6:48 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
No clue but I will cow her on this tbr you’.! 

Dolninic Oliveri <d oliveri(dbsvmpatico.ca> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

hope all is well. 

am looking for a to round out our roster and was wondering what 

Regards, 

Dominic Oliveri 
Ottawa Fury FC 
W-League Head Coach 
www.ottawafuryfc.com 
dolive ri(~,ottawafu ryfc.co m 

was up to this summer? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Saturday, 9:23 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Otlawa Fu~ 

It’s awesome! Just been hm~ging and tr~Aning. We’ve been m~ming m~d lifting in the mornings and playing pickup in the aftemoon~ it’s been sweet! 

Hope Germany has been cool, see you soon! 

On Fri,            at 8:16 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
No problem’. How is          going? 

@gmaAl.com > wrote: 

Hi Arts, 

I might come taJk to yon after about what you’d advise me to do if you don’t mind... So, I don’t want to respond to this quite yet! 

On Fri,            at 6:48 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
No clue but I will cow her on this for you’.! 

I)ominic Oliveri <d oliveri(~sympatico.ca~ wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

hope all is well. 

am looking for a to round out our roster and was wondering what 

Regards, 

Dominic Oliveri 
Ottawa Fury FC 
W-League Head Coach 
www.ottawafurxfc.com 
doliveri@ottawafuryfc.com 

was up to 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vicki Linton          @hotmMcom> 

Saturday, March 15, 2014 3:09 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emM.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring 

Hi Anson 

I really appreciate your offer and I understand that you are OS and will be back next week. I wanted to ask you a couple of questions... 

On my laser visit, you had offered accommodation at the Anson homestead. Not wanting to impose, but would that be possible this time? 

Given that. I was wanting to spend a couple of weeks ruth you and your program including seeing some games and training. 

Would you please let me know what might be possible? 

Thank you. 

On 12/03/2014, at 4:10 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ans~n(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Vicki, you are always welcome. I will have Tom send you the spring schedule. I think we only have a month left. 

Som~.f!%,m t~’ ~rizon ~Viref~ss ,i.~( ~ LYE DRO~D 

Vicki Linton ~hotmail.com> wrote: 

Hope your visit with Pep and Arsene is going well! That’s awesome. 

I am trying to finalise things here but it is being dragged out. I want to Inake sure that I make the most of my tilne here and wanted to ask if it would be 
possible to spend a few weeks with you and your program during your Spring Season? I would love to spend some more time with you talking football! 

On 11/03/2014, at 3:38 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson$b~emM.m~c.edu> wrote: 

Vicki, I am so sorry. We will let our kids know. And please reconnect when you rind another coachin9 
position, I would trust any one of my players with you. 

Sent from my Verizon V~qreless 4G LTE DROID 

Vicki Linton ~@hotmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson 

I just wanted to share some nev~ regarding the Breeze. The owner has made a decision to change the status of the Breeze from a professional 
team to an amateur team effective immediately. As such, a new staff structure will be put in place and I will be moving on. 

This has come as a shock and is quite disappointing with all the things the staff had put together to take the team into this season. 

I thank you for the support you expressed and the assistance you provided in helping me to communicate with your players. I am sorry it hasn’t 
worked out. 

Vicki 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 9:58 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <an~m@email.unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros 

FW: Document & Ba~ll 

pdf; ATT00001 .ht~n 

~gma~l.com); Sander, Thomas J <pacma~@m~c.edu> 

forwarded this to L~mce a~d garb.,. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 10:57 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: 

i~i htt ps:/,incont rol.acsath letics.com/media/386/ima ges/U NC %20Soccer2, U NC-Soccer. pn g 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB#: 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit time University web site: www.unc.edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

[?:Lt_p_:!_Z~_~g__o_b_~__e_[_s_=_c_£4[i~_LS_~ortSelect.dbrnl?sr]E=UNC&DB OEM ID=3350&SPID=12982&SPSID=667900 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 

https:/!secure.assistantcoach.net/colleqes/athlete webform.asp?oid=118&sid=2845 If for some reason the link does not work correctly, just copy and paste it into your 

browser. 

Good luck and thank you for your interest!. 

Sincerely, 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Soccer Camp Information 

http://ncgsc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 

_d___u___c~_~_@___u__~_~__c__a__a__~_u__r_Lc_~__e__d___u_. 
qttp://www.qoheels.com/SportSelect.dbml?S[TE=UNC&DB OEM ]D=.£~50&SP]D=12982&SPSID=667900 

ii~iI https://inc~ntr~Lacsath~etics c~m/media/386~images/uNC%2~S~ccer2/uncs~ccerF~~ter png 

From-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 



Sent: Wednesday, March "12, 20"14. 7:53 PM 
To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Fwd: 

Se~t.~°om my Ve~oizor~ ~Fire[ess 4(7 L~ L)ROIL;~ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ducar, Chris <ducar~unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:33 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@email.unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros(jmsisneros@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

I~NV: Document & B~Jl 

pdf; ATT00001.htm 

think this is [:or you..~She’s coming in this 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:33 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FW: Document & Bail 

From: Polk, Barb=r= ~ 
Sent: Sunday, :~0:59 AM 
To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: RE: Document & Ball 
gird., 

We’ll attach the document to her fi~e but you should a~so [:orwa~’d ~t to your team’s academic advisor. 

FYL...I’ve tentatively admitted her but we have one additiona~ process to complete before we can of[:~da~fy admi[ her. It appears she had an academic disciplinary 

issue ~n her junior year. Her application wH] have to go through an additional review and she w~]l have to be cleared h~ that arena before we can release her 

admission decision. Let me know ~f you have any questions about tNs. 

Tha~ks. 
gar’bara 

PS: Per’sona~ emsi~ i~ ~g_~_~jJ_:~_~_~. Can’t wait to ~esd about "the rest of the stow". 

F~m; Ducar, Chris 

Sent; Sunday, March ~6, 20~4 9:57 AM 

Tm Polk, Barbara Jo 

Subject; FW: Document & Ball 

Hi garb. lust got this from one of our incoming Freshies. What do we do wRh tNs ~etter? 

PS If you send me your persona~ emait, I’ft send you a link on what the Bird’s fife has been going through for’ the past year._ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:48 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: Document & 

Oh marl. 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Sent: Sunday, 11:46 AM 

To: Ducar, Chris 

Subject: RE: Document & 

Chris, 

Her explar~ation is below. Let me know what other qL~estions you have. (The writing itsef[ is ent~re~y 8r~oLher ~ssue.} 

garbara 

}m~l~sm J. Polk 
Depu ty I} 

0 flk:{: o[I i};de~zraduate 
U~}ivevsily {}[ North Carolina 8t Chapel }fill 

From: Ducar, Chris 

Sent: Sunday, .1:2~ AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Subject: RE: Document 8 



Thar~ks Barb, What w~s her issu~-:~? 

From: Polk, Barbara .1o 
Seat: Sunday, $0:59 AM 
T~= Ducar, Chris 
Subject: RE: Document & 

B~rd, 

W~-’_~"ll ~tl:ach l:he document to her fife but you shouhd a~so ~orw~rd ~t to your ~:e~m’s ~c~demk: advisor. 

FYL_.I’ve tentatively ~drn~tted her but ~,ve have one additiona~ process to complete before we can off,daffy admiL her. It appears she had an academic disc~plb~ary 

issue ~n her jurfior ye~r. Her application w~lt h~ve to ~o through an additional review and she witl have to be cleared b~ that arena before we can release her 

admission decision. Let me know ~f you have any questions about th~s, 

Thanks, 

PS: Personal em~i~ is @gmail.com Can’t: wait to re~d about "the rest of the story", 

From; Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Sunday, ):57 AM 

To= Polk, Barbara Jo 

Subject; FW: Document ~ 

Hi Barb, Just 8or this from one of our incom~n8 Freshies. What do w’e do w’ith this letter? 

B~rd 

PS If you send me your person~ ernai~, I’i~ send you a I~nk on what the 8~fd’s iife has been ~oing ~:hrou~h for the past year,, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 12:29 PM 

@thewilliamscompanie s.com> 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: C~Jl me please’. 

I was just going through my Junk Email folder and saw this email I never think to check it except today I was supposed to get something and didn’t. 

Anson gets back tomorrow and we will sit down and both call admissions and if ~ve get the green light, we will put you in touch with Lance Markos to map out a plan to see if 
grind out and pass the courses necessary for her to be eligible for the fall. 

Chris 

..... Original Message ..... 
Fron~ 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: (;all me pleaser 

~thewiHiamscompanies com] 

cell 
Best wishes, 

Sent li~om my iPhone 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Sunday 12:40 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FW: Call me please! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From 
Sent: Sunday, 
To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Re: Call me please! 

?~thewilliamscompanies c om] 

Chris, 
I had sr~nke with the Dean of Admissions a week ago and we are driving in on ’]Tuesday to sit for an interview with the assistant Dean of Admissions on Tuesday, just so they could speak 
with       hce to face while she’s on spring break. I hope that was alright? 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On at 12:29 PM, "Ducat, Chris" <ducar@unc edu> wrote: 

> I was just going through my Junk Email folder and saw this email. I never think to check it except today I was supposed to get something and didn’t 
> 

> Anson gets back tomorrow and we will sit down and both call admissions and i[‘ we get the green light, we will put you in touch with Lance Markos to map out a plan to see if 
grind out and pass the courses necessary for her to be eligible :[’or the [’all. 
> 

> Chris 
> 

()ri~inal Message ..... 

> From ~)thewilliamscompanies c oral 
> Sent: Friday, - 2:07 PM 
> To: Ducar, Chris 
> SubJect: (;all me pleaser 
> 

:ell 
Best wishes, 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Sunday 12:46 PM 

@thewilliamscompanie s.com> 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@emaJd.unc.edu> 

RE: Cdtl me please’. 

Of course. V~en do you get in? We practice at 7:45 am each morning. 

Chris 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Sunday, 
To: Ducal Chris 
Subject: Re: (;all me please! 

12:34 PM 
@the~villiamscompa nies. c om] 

Chris, 
I had spoke with the Dean of Admissions a week ago and we are driving in on Tuesday to sit for an intep¢iew with the assistant Dean of Admissions on Tuesday, just so they could speak 
with      face to face while she’s on spring break. I hope that was ahight ? 

Sent li’om my iPhone 

> On at 12:29 PM, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> I was just going through my Junk Email folder and saw this email I never think to check it except today I was supposed to get something and didn’t. 

> 

> Anson gets back tomorrow and we will sit down and both call admissions and if we get the green light, we will put you in touch with Lance Markos to map out a plan to see if 

grind out and pass the courses necessary for her to be eligible ~2~r the fall. 

> 

> Chris 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: ~thewilliamscompanies.com] 

> Sent: Friday, 2:07 PM 

> To: Ducar, Ctn~s 

> Subiect: Call me please! 

> 

; cell 

> Best ~vishes, 

Sent from iW it)hone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 12:46 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FW: Call me please! 

Here we go.. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Sunday 
To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Re: Call me please! 

))thewilliamscompanies c om] 
12:34 PM 

Chris, 
I had spoke with the Dean of Admissions a week ago and we are driving in on Tuesday to sit for an interview- ~vith the assistant Dean of Admissions on Tuesday, just so they could speak 
with      face to face while she’s on spring break. I hope that was alright? 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On at 12:29 PM, "Ducal Chris" <ducar@unc edu> wrote: 
> 

> Charles, 
> 

> I was just going through my Junk Email folder and saw this emai[. I never think to check it except today I was supposed to get something and didn’t 
> 

> Anson gets back tomorrow and we will sit down and both call admissions and i[‘ we get the green light, we will put you in touch with Lance Markos to map out a plan to see if 
grind out and pass the courses necessary for her to be eligible for the [’all. 
> 

> Chris 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: ~)thewilliamscompanies c oral 
> Sent: Friday, ] ~:07 PM 
> To: Ducar, Chris 
> SubJect: (;all me pleaser 
> 

cell 
Best wishes, 

Sent from my iPhone 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Sunday 2:50 PM 

~thewilliaJnscompanie s.com:~ 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Call me please! 

Ok. We’ll also go over to meet with Lance in compliance. Let’s plan on meeting for luaach as well. 

Chris 

On at 12:59 PM, 

Chris, we meet at 11:00am 

Best wishes, 

Sent fi-om my iPhone 

>> On , at 12:45 PM, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Of course. When do you get in? We practice at 7:45 am each morning. 

>> 

>> Chris 

>> 

Original Message ..... 

>> From: (a)thewilliamscompanies.com] 

>> Sent: Sunday, i 12:34 PM 

>> To: Ducal Chris 

>> Subject: Re: Cal[ me please! 

>> 

>> Chris, 

~thewilliamscompanies. corn> ~Vl-ote: 

>>> Chris 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: 
>>> Sent: Friday, 
>>> To: Ducar, Chris 
>>> Subject: Call me please[ 

>~ cell 
>>> Best wishes, 
>> 

>>> Sent from my iPhone 

~thewilliamscom panies, c om] 
2:07 PM 

>> I had spoke with the Dean of Admissions a week ago and we are driving in on Tuesday to sit for an interview with the assistant Dean of Admissions on Tuesday, just so they could 
speak with face to face while she’s on spring break. I hope that was alright ? 
>> 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>>> On at 12:29 PM, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> wrote: 

>>> I was just going through my Jtmk Email folder and saw this email. I ncver think to check it except today I was supposed to get something and didn’t. 

>>> ~amson gets back tornorrow and we will sit down and both call admissions and if we get the green light, we will put you in touch with Lance Markos to map out a plan to see if ~ 
grind out and pass the courses necessaly for her to be eligible for the fall. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 3:49 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dncar, Chris <ducar@nnc.edu-~; Jason Sisneros 
@aol.com> 

Re: Cancel Monday? 

~gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@m~c.edu>; Bill Palladino 

I support that. 

On Mar 16, 2014, at 3:40 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~son~email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Boys, ti~om what we can tell fl~e weather is going to be poor tomorrow (in Chapel Hill). If that is the case let’s cancel tomorrow and fl~en be able to train 

Tuesday through Friday. What do you flfink? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com> 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 7:38 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edtr~; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Bill Palladino < 

Re: Cancel Monday? 

@aol.com> 

Sounds good 

On Sunday, March 16, 2014, Ducar, Chris <ducar~unc.edu~ wrote: 

I support that. 

On Mar 16, 2014, at 3:40 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Boys, from what we can tell the weather is going to be poor tomom~w (in Chapel Hill). If that is the case let’s cancel tomorrow and then be able to train 

Tuesday through Friday. What do you flfink? 

Sen~ fi~om my I/erizo~ ~,Virele.~s 4G { 7}~2 DROll) 

University. of North Carolhm \Vomen’s Soccer 
Chapel ttill, Norfl~ Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Assistant Coach 

(919) 812-8322 (c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:05 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Meeting her and her dad in lobby of Carolina inn at 9:30 and bringing th to soccer office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:02 AM 

~live.unc.edu>: Dorrance, AlbertA IV <aJ~m@email.unc.edn>;     ~,@gmail.com; 
l ~,msn.com; Lindquist, ~live.unc.edu>; ] ~live.unc.edu>; 

~rocke~unail.com ~gmml.com; l’ ~unc.edu>; ~yahoo.com; )ymaJd .corn; 

~live.unc.edtc, 

I:W: Carolina Outreach Reps (WSoccer) 

Leader’ship, 

See below. 

-Tom 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Sunday, t I0:32 AM 
To: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: FW: Carolina Outreach Reps OAISoccer) 

Tom, 

Will you sei~cl this to the leadership council and have them get back to me who would be interestecl in doing this? Thanks. 

Bird 

Sent: Friday, t 3:~ PN 

To: Ducat, Chris 
Subject: Carolina Outreach Reps ~Soccer) 

Hey Coach Ducat, 

This i:         working for Cricket at the Student-Athlete Development office. 

~ want to follow uO with you about nominating two women’s soccer student-athletes to serve as the team Carolina Outreach 

The Carolina Outreach is the driving force behind the community service effort of UNC student-athletes. Outreach 8e~s from each team meet monthly to 

brainstorm and Nan for activities, some of which are generated by the student-athlete ideas and ~nterests and others which come about as the result of requests 

from local entities. 

Both and are doing great job on attending meetings and getting teammates involved with community outreach ~roject. So I’m 

really looking forward to work with some other women’s soccer student-athletes for the rest of this semester. 

Thank you! Have a great weekend! 

Best, 

Student-Athlete Development 

The Univemity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(o) 919~43-2306 

~_live. unc. edu 
Connect With Us On 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Monday 11:17 AM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edn>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Outreach Reps (WSoccer) 

image009.png; image010.png; image011.png; image012.jpg 

we can talk about it in our leadership meeting but I wotfld love to be one of the reps! 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On ~t 11:02 AM, "Sander, Thomas J" <iaacmma@unc.edu> wrote: 

Lea d ~:_~r s h i p, 

S ~-’_! e belOW. 

-Tom 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Se~t= Sunday, :[0:32 AM 
To= Sander, Thomas 3 
Subject= FW: Carolina Outreach Reps (WSoccer) 

"]’.:) ~T~ , 

Will you send this to the leadership council and have thern get back to rne who would be ~nterested ~n doing this? ThaM<s. 

Sent~ Friday, 3:~4 PN 
T~ Ducat, Chris 
Subject= Carolina Outreach Reps ~Socce0 
Hey Coach Ducar, 

This is        working for Cricket at the Student-Athlete Development office. 

I want to follow up with you about nominating two women’s soccer student-athletes to serve as the team Carolina Outreach Reps. 

The Carolina Outreach is the driving force behind the community service effort of UNC student-athletes. Outreach Reps from each team meet 

monthly to brainstorm and plan for activities, some of which are generated by the student-athlete ideas and interests and others which come about 

as the result of requests from local entitles. 

Both               an~                  ~re doing great job on attending meetings and getting teammates involved with community outreach 

project. So I’m really looking forward to work with some other women’s soccer student-athletes for the rest of this semester. 

Thank you! Have a great weekend! 

Best, 

DanDan 
Rong H~a (DanDa~) 
Studem-A fldete Development 
The UniversiIy ~¢ Nor¢h Carofina at Chapel 
(~) ~19-843-2306 

~live. uric’, edu 

Connect WRh ~s On 

<imageOO9.png><imageOlO.png><~m~geOll.png><~mageO12.jpg> 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, ] [:22 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hey Anson, 

just wanted to update you on the adventures of "The Dream Team" ( and I) at 

Last week we played Chapel Hill, home of the future Tarheel,            She was devastating for the parts of the game she was in. I think she had a 
hat trick by half time and no matter what we did to shut her down, she would find a way to get free or carve up my defense and make my team look silly. 
She definitely would have went on to a few more goals but was disqualified early in the second half. She got a yellow for dissent and then for taunting my 
goalkeeper (That is what I think I was told. I could be wrong). 

The weather has been killing us. We have had to reschedule or cancel five of our first eight games and it is taking its toll on our team. We challenged our 

girls to kill themselves for every ball during the game and practice (after watching inspirational clips from our beloved Heels). The next day, practice was 
INTENSE and they were fighting for every ball, every second. The girls are also dedicating themselves to watching as many soccer games on TV as they 
can and are trying to find as many          video’s as possible. 

Hope your Spring Break was relaxing! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Sundheim <mikes@carolinahurricanes.com> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 5:08 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Ca:rolina Hurricanes 

Hey coach- 

Checking back in about the Hurricanes Warning siren. Could March 25 work? SorO’ for the delay, our fm~ development departmeut just got back to me. 

Hope you’re doing well! 

Mike 

On Jm~ 28, 2014, at 10:38 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(i~emailatnc.ed~> wrote: 

Love tO .... F~-’_!b 4th and 7th iS booked ... When else? 

From: Mike Sundheim [Ln---a-j~L--m-~-k--e---s~-@--c--a-~-r~9-!Ln--a-~-h--u-~[y-j-c-~-a--n-~-e--s-.&~--Ln-~ 

Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 4:11 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Carolina Hurricanes 

Hey Coach- 

Now I am the Senior Director of Communications for the Carolina Hurricanes, where I have worked since graduation. 

Our promotions staff is interested in having you out to sound the "Hurricanes Warning Siren" prior to a game this season. The tradition of having a 

celebrity sound the siren as the team comes onto the ice began in 2008, and "Siren Sounders" have ranged from Sir Nick Faldo and Bill Cowher to 

Russell Wilson and Lennie Rosenbluth. You can read more about it here, if you are interested: http:i!hurricanes.nhl.com/ckJbipage.htm?id=62652 

We have openings for Siren Sounders in the immediate future on Feb. 4 and Feb. 7, or we could look further into March for a date you might be 

interested in. It’s a pretty quick and painless process, it takes all of 90 seconds and then you’d be in your seats to enjoy the game shortly after puck 

drop, if you’d like. 

Hope all is well with you. As an alumnus who spent time around your program for two years, I couldn’t be more proud of everything you’ve continued 

to accomplish. All the best for continued success. 

Go Heels! 

Mike 
Mike Sundheim 
Senior Director of Communications 
Carolina Hurricanes 
O: 9~9-86:1_-5477 I C                I Twitter: .@MikeSundheim 
Hurricanes Media Resources Site: CanesPR.com 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monday, 6:15 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

banquets 

Hey, there. For futule fmnily plmaning, do you limit the number of player fmnily melnbers who can attend the almuaJ banquet? 

Chapel Hill, N. C. 27554 

Phone 91.9-.968--4811]. Fax 919-918-.2028 

Voice Mail 9119-9~[8-20].4 x 6000 

A Commitment to Excellence 

WCHI_ Radio - U Campus Media ¯ Uniw~rsity Directories 

The Print Shop ¯ VilCom Propert%!s. HWl,~nc 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Tuesday 9:30 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@emml.unc.edu>; Jason Sisnero~, ~gmail.com); Markos, Lance M <maxkos~email.tmc.edu-~ 

Finally talked with Anson. We are goi~g to use a slot for      Just tell Andrea to put the academic fear’ ot: God into her s~d then leL Lhem know we are go~ng to 

he~p them and they have to jump through every hoop that [ante te~ls them to. 

Thanks for a~l your he~p! 
g~rd 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:32 AM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros, ~gmail.com) 

We are going to use a slot on 

eligibility? 

Thanks Bro! 

¯ They are on campus today¯ Can we come by your office (l:30ish) to meet with you and have you lay out the plan for her 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Geoffrey Theobald <gtheobald@bbns.org> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 10:52 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

practice drills tbr high pressure 

Dear Anson, 

My name is GeoffTheobald and I’m a UNC alum ’88 and ’91 as well as a high school principal and soccer coach (currently at BB&N School in Cambridge, MA). 

and I have 

had great fun coaching against Jamie Gilbert both when she was a player and now as a rival coach at Brooks over these last years. 

At any rote, I hope it might be ok if I pick your brain. I have tbllowed many of your tenants in my own coaching and particularly love to plW high pressure det}nse and 
a quick combination possession game whenever "the players suit. We had lots of success with this style in the 90’s mad 2000’s when I coached at Milton Academy (also 
in the ISL league with BB&N and Brooks), but the last few yeaacs we haven’t had enough strong and fit tbrwards and midiielders to pull it oiE However, next year we 
have an eager and energized crew of many returning players who have agreed to commit to increasing their fitness over the summer in all effort to p]ay the faster style 
we like. They are not particularly technically sldlled just yet but they are large in number and we hope to dictate the tempo of the game and pressure the other teams 
into many mis~takes with our depth. 

My question of you is how to best train for developing such defensive pressure? We do lots of 1 v 1 and 3 v 3 drills in terms of teaching p~oper taclding and the concept 
of closing off’space and time, but I’m wondering if you wonldn’t mind sharing what you do that makes snch a difference in developing this sUle. 

Respectfully....and with great admiration, 

GeoffTheobald 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roberts, Barry. <Bar~ Roberts@kenan-flagler.unc.edu;> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 11:21 AM 

Corvey, Debra <Debra Corvey@unc.edu> 

Maitla]ad, Scott <Scott Maitland@kena~-flagler.unc.edu>; Brendan Moylan <BMoylan@sportsendeavors.com>; Mike Moylan 

<MMoylan@sportsendeavors.com>; Mike Munsch <         ~nc.mcom>; ’Barry Poss’        b~msn.co~n>; JeffMonsein 

@nonsein@aluminumcompany.com>; Clay Schossow <cschossow@newmediaca~lpaigns.com >; Dorr~ce, Albert A IV 

<anson@em~l.unc.edu>; Jay Patel ~-jaypatel@wintergreenhospita]i~’.com>; Joe Doughty. ~aol.com> 

RE: confirming snaking date and subject 

Debra--can you get parking passes for my speakers below 
All are cc’d on this email so you have their email address, 
Jay Patel and Joe Doughty get parking passes for April 17, 22 and 24 
Bar~’ 

From: Roberts, Barr~ 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2014 3.0:46 AM 

To: Brendan Moylan; Mike Moylan; Mike Munsch; ’Barr~ Poss’; .left Monsein; Clay Schossow; Dorrance, Albert (Ath Olympic Sports) 
Cc: Roberts, Barry; Maitland, Scott 

Subject: confirmin9 speakin9 date and subject 

I am just confirming our schedule for the rest of the semester. 
Thank you. 

Course Schedule 

3/zs 

3/27 

Starting a Business while in High School 
Speaker: Brendan and Mike Moyian, Founders and Owners of Sports 

Endeavors, EuroSport, soccer.com and LaCrosse.corn) Visit EuroSport’s 

websites prior to class ht[p://www.saccer.com/, 

http:/iwww]acrosse.com, and http:iiwww.sportsendeavars.cam/ 

Starting a Business in the Entertainment industry 
Speaker, Barry Poss, Founder and Former President of Sugar Hill 

Records 

See --h--t--t-p--;L~-~-w---w----w--~-s---u-g--a--r---h-!~-Lr---e--c---~--r---d--s--.~-c-9----m--L~-. 

The Art of Selling 
Speaker: Jeff Monsein, owner, Aluminum Company of NC and Real 

Estate Entrepreneur 

Visit Aluminum Company of NC’s website prior to class 

~.t..t.p....~.j....w....w....w.....a.~Lu~.m..~t.n.~..m...c.~.~.~.n.~p...a.~.n.~‘~.~.c..~.~..m..~ 

From College Startup to a Business 
Speaker: Clay Schossow, Founder and Partner, New Media Campaigns 

Visit New Media Campaigns’ website prior to class 

..h~;/L.w....w....w..:~.n.e....w....m..~.e...d.~..a.~..a...m..~...a.~.n...s.:~9.~..mJ. 

Building a World Class Program from Scratch 
Speaker, Anson Dorrance, Head Coach UNC women’s soccer team 

http:!/tarheelblue~cstv.com/sports/w- 

soccer/mtt[dorrance anson00.html 

The Real Story of VCs? 
Speaker, K. Michael Munsch, CO0 of Mi Corporation; Former CEO of 

Mercury MD, Founder and former CEO of ATCOM; Former CEO of 

Foveon 

TEAM PRESENTATION 

ALL BUSINESS PLANS DUE 4/17 

4/22 TEAM PRESENTATION 

ALL BUSINESS PLANS DUE 4/17 

4/’24 TEAM PRESENTATION 

ALL BUSINESS PLANS DUE 4/27 



Barry S. Roberts 

Kenan Institute Entrepreneurial Scholar and Professor of Entrepreneurship 
The University of No~h Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
Campus Box 3490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-,3490 

919-962-3152 (T) 
919-843-7986 (F) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ashlee Comber <ACombe@washingtonspirit.com> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 11:53 AM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Maa~k PaJc~ns <mpar~ns@washingtonspirit.com>; Emily Fortunato <emily.tbrtunato@gmail.com>; Nadine Tranghber 

<ntraughbe@washingtonspirit.com>; Katie Gonzalez <kgonzalez@washingtonspirit.co~n >; Dorrm~ce, Albert A IV 

<anson@email.unc.edu:> 

Washington Spirit vs UNC - Mar 22 

14.03.22 Coaches Refs Timeline.xlsx 

Tom, 

Here’ more inlbnnation tbr this weekend’s game, attached is the tentative timeline as well. 

Locker Rooms 

Showers axe available alter the game. Each team locker room will have towels available. Please bring toiletries. There will be coolers of ice water and cups in each 

locker room. 

Post Game Meal 

We do not provide a post game meal for the visiting teams or officials. There is a slew of restaurants down 118. Here a just a few: 

Baja Fresh (301) 528-1630; Comer Bake~ (301) 250-7203; Panem Bread (301) 515-5777. 

Parking 
There is no reserved parking. Please unload the bus in the back paved parking lot behind the building. All players, start’mad media are requested to paa~k in the rear 

parking lot. Players, coaches mad officials will enter the back of the building tbr easiest access to the locker rooms. 

***This exhibition match we will have player escorts, l?lease be advised to follow the instructions of your assigned liaison as they will be adhering to the ti~neline mad 

ensuring thing s mn smoothly.* * * 

Contact Information 

Nadine Traughber Director of Game Day Operations ntraughbe(~washingtonspirit.com 703-585-8351 

Katie Gonzalez Director of Operations kgonzalez~washingtonspirit.com 704-249-7313 

Emily Follunato Head Trainer efortunato,@mashingtonspirit.com 516-369-6854 

Mark Parsons GM / Head Coach mparsons(~washingtonspirit.com 540-729-9938 
Ashlee Comber VP of Operations acomber@washingtonspirit.com 571-420-4681 

Please let me know if you have questions. 

Respectfully, 

Ashlee Comber 

VP of Operations - Washington Spirit 

(m) 
Website: washingtonspirit.com I Tickets: tickets.washingtonspirit.com 

Twitter: @washspiritI Facebook.com/washin,qtonspirit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

verizon.net> 

Tuesday, 2014 1:04 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

welcome to DC 

Hi Mr Dorrance, 
You may or may not remember myself and my daughter 

intervie~ved you last year for a paper and a project she was 
researching regarding the 1999 Women’s World Cup and the imquences on 
Title IX 
You were very helpful to her ~vhen she wrote that paper by allowing her 
to interview you and because of that interview and a few others she is 
now somewhat famous at her school for getting the best intelwie~vs for 
that particular proj ect 
Anyway...I wanted to take a minute to thalS: you again for that help a 
year ago ( I can’t believe it has been a whole year! ) and also to 
welcome you and your soccer Tar-Heels to the Washington area and to the 
Soccerplex in Boyds, 1rID (which is practically m our back yard). 
Last stammer,      got to play for the ~ 
team and is no~v very excited to ~velcome the UNC Tar-Heels to play 
very own Washington Spirit 
Last Satin-day,                 had the privilege of meeting 

and can’t wait to see her play against her alma mater. 
I also was f,artunate enough to meet -     " and chatted ~vith her for a 
minute and she had only cumplimentary things to say about you! We both 
agreed that yuu are very generuus with your t~me tu alluw young, 
aspiring succer players to talk with yuu and to intepdew you. 
We are luoking forward to the pre-seasun game and ifyuu have a minute 
after the game,      would love tu meet you and say hellu face tu face 
Ifyuu are too busy, we will completely understand. 
Best uf luck and luoking forward to the game! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:11 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Relay For Lit~ 

Hey Anson! 

Hope you’re doing well. I just want to say thanks for helping us out with the Relay For Life video we did last semester. Took a while to get everyone we wanted to get in the 
video but it is finally done! Feel free to share it and hopefully we can get some more donations, the event is in two weeks so this video will be part of our last big push. I’II stop 
by the office sometime soon, I know you miss me! 

Thanks again! 

http:/!www.youtube.com!watch ?v=XX7dWBpxFE8 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:36 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Carolina Outreach Reps (WSoccer) 

also vokmteered 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, ~:34 PM 
To: McFarlane, Darcy Craig; Sander, Thomas J 
Cc: ~qmail.com; 

~amail.com; ~aol.com; 
_~msmcom; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros i 

Subject: RE: Carolina Outreach Reps 0NSoccer) 

Done! 

Fro~: McFarlane, Darcy Craig 
Sent: Monday, 1.1:17 AM 

To: Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Carolina Outreach Reps 0NSoccer) 

we can talk about it in our leadership meeting but I would love to be one of the reps! 

~yahoo.com; _~ymail.com; 
_~gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

~rocketmail.com; :@gmail.com; 
_~yahoo.com; 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:02 AM, "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> wrote: 

Leadership, 

.-Tom 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Sunday, 10:32 AM 

To: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: FW: Carolina Outreach Reps (WSoccer) 

T.:_3 m , 

Nrd 

Se~t~ Friday, 3:44 PM 
To= Ducat, Chris 
S~bje~t~ Carolina Outreach Reps ~Socce0 

Hey Coach Ducar, 

This is        workin8 for Cricket at the Student-Athlete Development office. 

I want to follow up with you about nominatin8 two women’s soccer student-athletes to serve as the team Carolina Outreach Reps. 

The Carolina Outreach is the drivin8 force behind the community service effort of UNC student-athletes. Outreach Reps from each team meet 

monthly to brainstorm and plan for activities, some of which are 8enerated by the student-athlete ideas and interests and others which come about 

as the result of requests from local entities. 

Both               and                 are doin8 8rear job on attendin~ meetinss and 8ettin8 teammates involved with community outreach 

project. So I’m really Iookin8 forward to work with some other women’s soccer student-athletes for the rest of this semester. 

Thank you] Have a ~reat weekend~ 

Best, 

Studen!-A thlete Development 
The University off’,forth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(o) 919-843-2306 

~,live. unc. edu 

Connect With Us On 

<image009.png><image010.png><image011.png><image012.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Sundheim <~mikes@carolinahurricanes.com> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 5:48 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

~aol.com; Tim Crothers < ~b~aol.com>; ~duke.edu); 
<~tucm@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J <pacman@nnc.edu> 

Re: C~rolina Hnmcanes 

~msn.com; Ducar, Chris 

Awesome! You would probably need to arrive by 6:45 for the siren. You roll sound the siren at about 7:02 as the temn comes out for the game. 

We can probably get you as many tickets as you want. Just let me know! 

Thank you, 

Mike 

On Mar 18, 2014, at 5:37 PM, "Dol~ance, Albert A IV" <~_r!~9_n_~L_e.g!~__~_d_!:.u__n_.c_’_...e_ .d__q> wrote: 

Yes ... what time? And how many ticket can you give me? 

From: Mike Sundheim [mailto:mikes@carolinahurricanes.com] 
Sent: Monday, March :17, 20:14 5:08 PM 

To." Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Carolina Hurricanes 

Hey coach- 

Checking back in about the Hurricanes Warning siren. Could March 25 work? Sorry for the delay, our fan development department just got back to me. 

Hope you’re doing well! 

Mike 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 10:38 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Love Lo .._ Feb 4th and 7~h is booked ~... When else? 

From: Mike Sundheim [mailto:mikes@carolinahurricanes.com] 
Sent-" Monday, .lanuaty 27, 20:14 4::1:1 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Carolina Hurricanes 

Hey Coach- 

Now I am the Senior Director of Communications for the Carolina Hurricanes, where I have 

worked since graduation. 

Our promotions staff is interested in having you out to sound the "Hurricanes Warning Siren" prior to a game this season. The tradition of 

having a celebrity sound the siren as the team comes onto the ice began in 2008, and "Siren Sounders" have ranged from Sir Nick Faldo 

and Bill Cowher to Russell Wilson and Lennie Rosenbluth. You can read more about it here, if you are interested: 

http;//hurr!canes.nhLcom/c!ubipage.ht m ?!d=62652 

We have openings for Siren Sounders in the immediate future on Feb. 4 and Feb. 7, or we could look further into March for a date you 

might be interested in. It’s a pretty quick and painless process, it takes all of 90 seconds and then you’d be in your seats to enjoy the 

game shortly after puck drop, if you’d like. 

Hope all is well with you. As an alumnus who spent time around your program for two years, I couldn’t be more proud of everything 

you’ve continued to accomplish. All the best for continued success. 

Go Heels! 

Mike 
Mike Sundheim 
Senior Director of Communications 
Carolina Hurricanes 
O: 919-861-5477 I C: 
Hurricanes Media Resources Site: CanesPR.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tuesday, [ 7:31 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: banqueks 

image001 .j pg 

thanks, didn’t think so, but wauted to be sure. 

says she is really learning a lot from you. She’s loving it. 

You might know that will be Phi Bet Kappa. 

Sent t?om my iPad 

might have been loving it, but wotfld never tell us anything! 

011 at 5:37 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: 
Sent: Monday, I 5:15 PM 

To: Dorrance, AlbeYc A IV 
Subject: banquets 

Hey, there. For future family planning, do you limit the number of player family members who can attend the am~ual banquet? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 9:39 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC vs Wash. Spirit Gmne 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I plan on attending the UNC game this Saturday. I really look forward to seeing the girls play and meeting you and the team. 

Good luck and Go Heels! 

Sincerely, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday 10:02 AM 

~live.unc.edu>: @live.unc.edu>i 
@gmail.com>; _ ~live.unc.edu>; 

’,@live.unc.edu>; ~@aol.com>; 

@live.unc.edu>; _ _ ~g~nail.com>; 

~@yahoo.com>: ~afin.cotn>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @unc.edu:>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

:@live .unc .edu~; e~llVe .unc .edu;,; 

~@live.unc.edn>; ~live.unc.edu~ 

@live .unc .edtc,; @live .unc.edu~; 

@live.unc .edn>; ~@live.nnc .edtr~; 

@live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edtv~; ’ @live.unc.edu>: ~ 
{live.unc.edu>; t@live.unc.edu>; ,~)live. unc.edu>; 

~(a~live. unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

r@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edtr~; 

..@live.unc.edtc,;                   ~live.unc.edu:>; live.unc.edu>; 

,,@live.unc.edu>: 2z)hve.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc .edu:>; ’ ~@live.unc .edt~-; 

@live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> 
@live .unc .edu>; @live .unc.edu>; __ [@email .nnc.edu~; 

@live.unc.edu>;                                   ~live.unc.edtc,; 
v~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu~; @live.unc.edu>; c@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>;. @live.unc.edw~; ~ @live.unc.edu>; 

.~bJive.unc.edw~; @live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.e&~~                              @live.unc.edtv~                               @live.unc.edu>; 

~b]ive.unc.edtv~;                                    (~live.unc.edu-~; 

.’@hve.unc.edu>; t@live.unc.edu>; @live unc edu> 

@live.unc.edu:>; @live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edt~< @unc.edu>; ?,~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edt~,; ,@email.unc.edt~; @live.unc.edu>; 

@live,unc.edu~; ~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

t@live .unc .edu>; @live,unc.edu~: 

@live.unc.edtc~; @live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>: 

@live.unc.edu>; ~hgard~}live.nnc.edtr~ @live.unc.edu;,; 
~)live.unc.edu>;                                88@live.unc.edu>;                        @gmail .corn>; 

@live.unc.edu>;                         l@live.unc.edu-~; ’              @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; ~bellsouth.net>; 

_ @yahoo.corn>; ~ @live.unc.edw~; 
3?live unc edu:> 

@aol.com>;_ _ _ @gma~l.com>; 

@live.unc.edu>;                          @live.unc.edt~- 

3@hotmail.de>; 

@live.unc.edtv~; 

;@aol.com>; 

t~live.unc.edu>; = . l 

~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edt~;     _ 
@aol.com>; 

&live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edn> 

~?live unc edu> 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Levy, Jennifer S ~enny.levv@unc.edu;,; Barnes, Philip E <pbarnes@unc.edn>; Mann, Jan M. <janmann@unc.edu~; Tony Youm 

@mac.com>; Fulton, Grant <gfillton@unc.edu>; rackham <rackham@unc.edtc,; Adams, Tyler G <~tadams@nnc.edu~; Sagula, 

Joseph A <~j sagul@unc.edu>; Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc.edu;,; ~Vigger, Leah Marie <wigge@unc.edu~; Dowd, Katrina M 

<kmdowd@unc.edn>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu~; Dorrance, Albeit A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Ducat, Chris 

~<tuca~@unc.edu>; Palladino, George W <bpalladino@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros % @gmail.com> 

Advising, Registration, Books 

Ladies, 

2 firings. 

1. ALL s~aldem athletes are to meet with Academic Advisers during each semester. Registration is appl~oaching (see my email fiom March 2). Advising will make it 

easy to see an adviser over the next 3 weeks before your registration date. Here ale the details. If you hm~e not seen an adviser this semester, please take care of the 

asap. Here is how to sign tip. 

What: Academic Advising Blitz 

When: March 24 - March 27; March 31 -April 3 (6pm -8pm) 

Where: Loudermilk Center for Excellence (Concourse Level; North End) 

How to Sign-Up: http:/iapps.research,unc.edu/eventsiindex.cfm?event=events, eventDetails&event key=SE3EFE4E7FBSSBABDEEB4:[lO47D1545039CO3E53 

(students will need to click "Register for Event" button at the bottom of the page) 

The Advising Blitz will take place on the third floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence (north end). Andrea or Spencer will greet students entering on the 

third floor and direct them to the appropriate advisors. 



2. For those on BOOK SCHOLARSHIP: 

Your book charge was added to your account on Monday. It will be paid for you to the cashiers office by tonight. You do not need to do anUthing about the book 

charges j ust added "this week. However, other charges need to be paid. I ~nt emails early this week to those who have holds that will prevent registration. Please take 

care of those issues so that you may register on time. 

Tony 



@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, [0:14 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.e&t> 

Jason Sisneros ~)gmail.com) 

ACOG Leadership Institute Disclosure 

Disclosure Metno. 13 w logos.doc 

Hi Anson, 

Couid you piease complete the disclosure form for’ your ACOG presenLation nexL week? 

Th a n ks ! 

From: Christina Brooks [mailto:CBrooks@acog.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, ):47 AM 
To: akdean@unc,edu 
Subject: ACOG Leadership Institute Disclosure 

Good Morning 
The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists require that all planning committee members, faculty, abstract reviewers and other presenters complete a disclosure 
form. 
Please find attached our disclosure memo with instructions on how to complete this. 
Please let me know if you have any questions or problems. 
Thank you 
Christina A, Brooks 

Dept of Continuing Professional Development 

The American College of Obstelricians and Gynecologists 

409 12~h Street SW 

The American Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists and The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists respect your email privacy. To remove this email 
address from future email messages, please email us at Unsubscribe@acog.org. Please copy and paste the email you received from the Congress or College in your opt-out 

request. You may also send a written request to 409 12th Street, SW, Washington, DC 20024-2188, ATTENTION: information Systems. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~duke.edu;, 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 10:22 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Invitation- Gathering of the Coaches Circle April 12 

B’day, but it ~nay be in the morning or early afternoon. (and we are not expected since we are going these to Easter dinner on 4/20 his real b’day.) But I’d like 

to go to G’ sboro anyway, but fl~ey roll understood if you need to do this. Am I joining you at this Coaches Circle event? Attire? Smart Casual? "I’u lbr both’? I’ll caJl 

On Mar 19, 2014, at 9:50 AM, Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Witl I be back in town for this? 

From: Kim Jones [mailto:kim@ramsclub,coml 
Sent; Friday, March 14, 2014 3:06 PM 
To-" Kim Jones 
Subject-" Invitation- Gathering of the Coaches Circle April 12 
Coach- Below please find tlrc olticiaJ invitation to the Coaches Circle fimction on April 12. You were previously sent a ~ve the date via email. Click on 

tlrc card to enter your RSVP. This is one of two signature events [br donors at the Coaches Circle level. These donors are giIting $5000 m~nuaJ that 

directly impacts your stx~rt program. We will be at the tented pazty location on Navy Field from 4-6PM. Please make an effort to stop by and thank the 

donors. They enjoy seeing you and hearing about your progra~. There is a cotnment box at tl~e end of the RSVP fom~ where you c~ let me know what 
ti~ne you might be by. Thanks so much. We look forward ~o seeing you. 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
The Rams Club 
(919) 843-6433 

We educate and inspire through athletics. 
<Coaches Circleinvite3.2014.j pg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marilou McFaflane <mariloumcfarlane@sportsboard-mn.com~ 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 11:19 AM 

~gmail.com 

Jack Dagley <jack.dagley@sportsboard-win.com>; Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@email.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J 
<pacman@unc.edu>; Gregg Jacobs --~gregg:iacobs@sportsboard-win.coIw- 

SportsBoard for NCGSC 

Hi, Jason. HoWs it going? Nice to see you have a new 919 cell phone, guess you have to stay in Chapel Hill for awhile now. :-) 

As follow up to my voicemail to you now, I hope you’ll give me and Jack a call today at your earliest convenience. As we discussed in Philly, we’d love to diseuss the 

opportunib, tbr you to easily capture several video clips of campers M~o would like to receive an email a£ter camp with demos of some skills by players as well as 

several clips of themselves in action at the camp. 

It can be a very simple new process integrated into the camps that will yield enormous satisl?action ti~om the girls and their parent, s aa well as a significant new revenue 
stream for you! 

I spoke with Toln yesterday who indicated that he had other commitlnents over the summer - so he won’t be able to participate in this project this time. But remember 

that we have Patrick McGinnis, who I introduced you to, who is eager to assist your efforts and work at the camps this summer as needed. He knows SportsBoard 

ahnost as well as we do! 

Hope you can give us a shout... Jack leaves for Hawaii tomorrow and hopefully you can give him some highlights of your own recent trip ruth your family - looked 

amazing! 

Thanks much, 

ML 

Marilou McFarlane 
VP Business Development 

C: 

marilou, mcfarla n e(~,spo rtsboa rd-win.co m 

www.sportsboard-win.co m 

@SportsBoard #gopaperless 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Coaches, 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 11:24 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; 
~gmail.com 

compliance meeting Tues at 2 

~)msn.com; Ducar, Chri s -~ducar@anc.edu>; 

Mandatory compliance CYA meeting at 2 pm next Tues (25th) 

-tom 
Tom Sander 
Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 11:27 AM 

Joe Holladay ~gmml.com> 

RE: Early Practice 

Thanks Joe. Feel free to come out and see us anytime! 

-Tom 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Joe Holladay [_mailto ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 10:08 AM 
To: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Earl?- Practice 

Please tell Anson thank you ibr allowing me to watch this AM 
I was meeting a service man at my house at 9:00 so I had to skip out earl?’. 
Your ~vhole staff is very impressive with everyone responsible for various aspects of the program 

It works. Anson and RW are so much alike, because of the Dean Smith influence. 
I love the work ethic environment that has been created for your girls over the last 36 years. 
I can see "the FU]~Y" in their eyes! 

Sent from my iPad 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:48 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Anson, 

Glad to inform you (in strictest silence and confidentiality because they want to surprise her) that 

Friday, the 21st, in the Old Naymakers at 4:15 pm. Hope you can be there. 

will be tapped into the Golden Fleece on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Steve Lilley [slilley@workproducts.com] 

k47:56 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Albert A Dorrance IV (anson)] 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= @gmail.com; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= 

~rocketmail.com ~gmail.com; ~gmail.com; I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=~ 

_~yahoo.com; .~ymail.com; @yahoo.com; /O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Thompssg]; 

.’)msn.com; Ducar, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Chris Ducar (ducar)]; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

pgmail.com) [ _~gmail.com]; Sander, Thomas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tjsander] 

RE: 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Leadership Council + Anson: 

Our FC Virginia u9 plus some u:13 girls are ’stoked’ to cheer on the Heels v. the Washington Spirit this Sat. 

nite ! 

l’ve attached 2 pixwith our u9’s sporting their recent tournament hardware - we have commenced on the 

long run of accumulating as much hardware as the Heels!!!! 

Thanks so much for spending time with the girls after the game. They will be screaming for you all during and 

after the game. Meeting successful players and students means so much to these young ladies. 

Go FC Virginia, Go Heels!!!! 

Steve Lilley 

From: Steve Lilley 

Sent: Friday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

@rocketmail.com; 

@yahoo.corn; 

5:53 PM 

~gmail.com; 

_~gmail.com; 

.~ymail.com; 

@gmail.com 

~yahoo.com; 



@msn.com; Ducar, Chris; 

Subject: Re: 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Thanks Anson- This will be really nice for our FCV girls! 

Steve Lilley 

Skype-Steven.e.Lilley 

On 

Steve, 

, at 3:54 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

After the game would be best .... our girls are very approachable .just come up to them, I have copied our Leadership 

Council on this, these are wonderful girls who will try to accommodate your kids when they come forward. 

Also iust call out to me and I will certainly come to you and your kids, And don’t worry we always feel at home up 

there. 

From: Steve Lilley [...m.....a..i~..t...~....~...s..~i.~~...e..y.@...w....~....r...k.p...r.~.~....d.~..u.~.c...t.~.s.~~~.c....~.~m] 
Sent: Friday, 12:56 PM 

To." Dorrance, Albert A [V 

$~bject:         DunniAverbuchiHarrisiGayle v. Current Heels 

Hi Anson: 

I’m bringing some of the u9 & u13 FCV (ECNL Club) teammates of Sophia and Ava to the game in our backyard 

@ the Maryland SoccerPlex. 

Don’t know if you, Bill P., Chris D., and the girls will have a moment to meet our young players, or if there is 

anything we could do, in advance, to welcome/make the team feel at home while you are in the D.C. area? 

If so, thanks for putting me in touch with a team manager, etc. If not, no big deal. 

Hope all is well in Blue Heaven. 

Thanks in advance, 
Steve 

Steve Lilley 

Skype - Steven.e.Lilley 

slilley@workproducts.com 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 1:23 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

this weekend 

Anson, 

I work on Saturdays and have found it a little difficult finding covers for the next three weekends due to our games. It appears that I will be able to cover 

next weekend and the following weekend after that. However, l’ve had difficulty finding someone to cover for me for this Saturday. I wanted to know what 

you would think if I didn’t come to the game in order to work this weekend so that I can make the next two games. I didn’t think this would be a problem 

since I probably wouldn’t play because of the 6 sub rule for this weekend; I feel like I will be of more help to the team in the next two games. Let me know 

what you think. I will do whatever you feel is best! 

Also, I had a blast in practice today-- I feel like we are getting better while having fun. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

TONY YOUNT <tony.yount@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, i 2:43 PM 

~live.unc.edu>: 

~live.unc.edu>; ~ 

~live.unc.edu> 

~!live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

?)unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu> 
g!live.unc.edu>: ~live.unc.edu>; 

~live nnc edn>" 

~live.unc.edu>; i ~live.nnc.edu>; ’ 

~live.mm.edu>; ~!live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; _z~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edn>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.nnc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 
}live.unc.edu>; ~ .~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~)live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~gmail.com> 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducag@unc.edu>; PaJladino, 
George W <bpa]ladino@unc.edu> 

Advising Appointments 

~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.tmc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; Gardner, 
~live.unc.edu>; 

Ladies, 

These s~dents have completed their spring semester advising appointment as of March 14. 

WSO Spring 2014 - COMPLETED advising appointment as of March 14, 2014 

Graduating seniors do not need to schedule an appt. 

If you have an appt scheduled between now and registration day, then you are fine. If not, see the email from earlier today and schedule one please. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, 3:55 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Protile Piece Interview 

Hi Coach, 

My name is          and I’m a junior at UNC. I’ve actually talked to you before through Tim Crothers’ class earlier this semester. My reporting teacher 

wants me to do a profile piece on an influential person in the Carolina community, and I would love to do an interview with you. Please let me know iftNs 
would be a possibility and what times are convenient for you. I would only need 30 minutes max. Thank you for your time. 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

B.A. in Journalism and Mass Communication-Sports Broadcasting 

Judicial Council-Zeta Iau Alpha, Theta rau Chapter 

_~live.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 4:37 PM 

Chad Graham ~gmail.com>; Mike Sundheim <mikes@caarolinahurricanes.com> 

~aol.com; Mike Roth ~earthlink.net); Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: Anson Dorrance 

Hi Chad, 

Thanks for checking into this for 

Chris 

From; Chad Graham [mailto: .~gmail.com] 
Sent; Friday, March 07, 20:14 :t:4:t PM 
To: Mike Sundheim 

~aol.com; Mike Roth (rothy@earthlink.net); Ducar, Chris 
Subject; Re: FW: Anson Dorrance 

Let me see ifI ca~l track down a DVD from that game. 

On Fri, Mar 7, 2014 at 12:29 PM, Mike Sundheim <mikes.~(-~ca~:olinahurricanes.com> wrote: 
Is there any way we can get this clip t~r Chris? ] believe it was dre home game against St. [ ,ouis on Jan. 31. 

Mike 

From: Ducat, Chris [mailto:ducar@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 07, 2014 12:07 PM 
Te; Mike Sundheim 
Co: Dorrance, AlbeCc A ~V 
S~bject; Anson Dorrance 
Hi Mike, 

st Doug Bennett gave me your name as a contact to tW to track down a video clip ti-om the Jan 31: gmne v. St. Louis where the announcer was talking about one of the 

coaches using Anson’s compelifive cauldron trmning mefl~odolo~" wifl~ his team. 

Is there m~y way we can get a coW of that segment and if so, who do we ask tbr permission to post it on our website or put it out on our ,social media. I kmow you 
guy’s have a game tonight and are super busy so there is no rush froln our end. We appreciate any’ help you can provide to Inake it happen. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Duca:r 

UNC Women’s Soccer, Assistant Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@nnc.edu; 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 9:14 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., I,arry A. ~athgallo@unc.edu> 

Nike GIG Branding Program 

Anson, 

The Athletics Department is entering into the next phase of the branding initiative with Nike and their Graphics Identity Group (GIG). As we discussed in the initial coaches meeting with 
Nike this process will allow us to clean up our current marks/logos and create a consistent brand across the entire athletic department 

Mr. Gallo and I would like to come over and sit down with you and review where we are in this process and discuss a few proposed marks specific to Women’s Soccer and get your input. 
Please let me know ~vhen would ~vork best for you to get together. 

Thanks, 

Michael 

Michael Beale 
Assistant Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-5193 (w) 

(c) 
michaelbeale@unc.edu 

"We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@duke.edu:, 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 10:10 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Magazine Feature-UNC Women’s Soccer 

Cool! 

On Mar 19, 2014, at 5:57 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(&email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Very kind to include ~s 

From: Malena Jaime [mailto:miaime@beckett.coml 

Sent: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 2:31 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject; Magazine Feature-UNC Women’s Soccer 

Hello Anson, 

I hope this messag;e finds you doing; well. I am an editor with Beckett Media (we publish several sports, collectibles and enthusiast magazines), and I am currently working; on a 

special issue called 50 Greatest Sports Dynasties. The issue will of course be looking; at some of the biggesL greatest sports dynasties (professional and college) of all time, but will 

also be including;special features on what it takes to be a dynasty and how certain teams have done it so effectively. 

So, I’m writing to you because it needs not be said that you have effectively coached one of the g;reatest dynasties in history, and certainly in soccer. I would love to write a feature on 

your incredible run with the U niversity of North Carolina Women’s soccer team, and look back on some of the greatest moments in your career with the team. 

If interested, I’d like to set up an interview some time within the 3-4 weeks (whether on the phone, or even via email, depending; on what works with your schedule) to discuss these 

topics Please let me know if this is something;you would be interested in. It would be an honor to include your perspective 

Thanks for your time. 

All the best, 

Malena 

Malena Jaime 

Editor I Beckett Media 
American Farmhouse Style 
¯ American Made Living 

2014 World Cup Guide 

¯ 50 GreatestSports Dynasties 

50 Greatest World Cup Players of All Time 

714.200.1981 I mjaime@beckett.com 

22840 Savi Ranch Parkway, Suite 200 I Yorba Lind& CA 92887 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edtc, 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 7:20 AM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <aJ~son@email.uuc.edu> 

RE: Nike GIG Branding Program 

Michael -- 

Received your text -- at the present time, I am wide open tomorrow (Friday) morning to meet. Just name the time! 

Thank you for including me 

Late! Gallo, Jr 
Executive Associate Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Responsibili~z Innovation Service Excellence 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Beale, Michael 

Sent: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 9:14 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alberta IV; Gallo, Jr., Lan7 A. 

Subject: Nike GIG Branding Program 

Anson, 

The Athletics Department is entering into the next phase of the branding initiative with 

Nike and their Graphics Identity Group (GIG). As we discussed in the initial coaches 

meeting with Nike this process will allow us to clean up our current marks/[ogos and 

create a consistent brand across the entire athletic department. 

Mr Gal[o and I would like to come over and sit down with you and review where we 

are in this process and discuss a few proposed marks speci:t]c to Women’s Soccer and 

get your input. Please let me know when would work best for you to get together 

Thinks, 

Michael 

Michael Beale 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

919-962-5193 (w) 

(c) 

michaelbeale@unc.edu 

"We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu; 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 7:38 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga~lo@unc.edu> 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Nike GIG Branding Program 

Le~s plan on meeting over in Anson’s office at 10:30am tomorrow. 

Michael 

Michael Beale 
University ofNorih Caxolina Athletics 

919-962-5193 

"Gallo, Jr., L~zry A." <athgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Michael ~- 

Received your text -- at the present time, I am wide open tomorrow (Friday) morning to meet. Just name the time[ 

Thank you for including me 

Larry Gallo, Jr 
Executive Associate Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Responsibilib~z Innovation Service Excellence 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Beale, Michael 

Sent: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 9:14 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Gallo, Jr., Larp)~ A. 

Subject: Nike GIG Branding Program 

Anson, 

The Athletics Department is entering into the next phase of the branding initiative with 

Nike and their Graphics Identity Group (GIG). As we discussed in the initial coaches 

meeting with Nike this process will allow us to clean up our current marks/[ogos and 

create a consistent brand across the entire athletic department. 

Mr Gal[o and I would like to come over and sit down with you and review where we 

are in this process and discuss a few proposed marks specific to Women’s Soccer and 

get your input. Please let me know when would work best for you to get together 

Thanks, 

Michael 

Michael Beale 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

919-%2-5193 (w) 

(c) 
michaelbeale@unc.edu 

"We Educate and Inspire Ttnough Athletics" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Last A. <athgallo@unc.edtc> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 7:41 AM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: Mike GIG Brauding Program 

10-4, got it’.!! ’lhm~s. 

~Larry Ga~o 
Executi~ e AssocJaie I)J~ecior of Athletics 

From: Beale, Michael 
Sent== Thursday, March 20, 2014 7:38 AM 
To== Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Cc== Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Nike GTG Branding Program 
Let’s plan on meeting over in Auson’s oftice at 10:30am tomorrow. 
Michael 

Michael Beale 
Univmsi~ ofNortk Caroli~m Athletics 
919-962-5193 

"Gallo, Jr., LarU A." <athg~allo~unc:edu:> wrote: 

Miichae[ ~-- 

Received your text ~ at the present ume, I am wide open tomon-ow (Friday) morning to meet Just name the time{ 

Thank you for including me. 

Larpi (3allo, Jr. 
Executive Associate Director of Athletics 
Univcrsi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Responsibili)- Immvation Service Excellence 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Beale, Michael 
Sent: Wednesday-, March 19, 2014 9:14 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subiect: Mike GIG Branding Program 

Anson, 

The Atl-detics Departrnent is entering into the next phase of the branding initiative with 
Mike and their Graphics Identi~ Group (GIG). As we discussed in the initial coaches 
nreeting with Mike this process xvill allow us to clean up our CUl~ent marks/logos and 
create a consistent brand across the entire athletic department. 

)&. Gallo and I would like to come over and sit down with you and reviexv where we 
are in this process and discuss a few proposed marks specific to Women’s Soccer and 
get your input. Please let me know xvhen would xvork best for you to get together. 

Thanks, 

Michael 

Michael Beale 
Assistant Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

919-962-5193 (~v) 

"We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 8:18 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Profile Piece Interview 

Thmik you! Will 9 mn work? Whele should I meet you’? 

Sent from my iPhone 

University ofNoNa Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

B.A. in Journalism and Mass Communication - Sports Broadcasting 

@live.~mc.edu 

On , at 6:09 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" < _Lm__~_o__r_l@.ejr_~@_:_u__r_lc_:e_._c_l.u_> wrote: 

This Friday in the morning ._. any time will work, 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:55 plv~ 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Profile Piece Interview 

Hi Coach, 

My name is         , and I’m a junior at UNC. I’ve actually talked to you before through             class earlier this semester. My 

reporting teacher wants me to do a profile piece on an influential person in the Carolina community, and I would love to do an interview with 

you. Please let me know if this would be a possibility and what times are convenient for you. I would only need 30 minutes max. Thank you for 

your time. 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

B.A. in Journaiism and Mass Communication-Sports Broadcasting 

@live~unc,edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff Tipping <jeff@palmbeachsoccemcademy.com> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 2:07 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dncar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros 
Jeff Tipping <jeff@pahnbeachsocceracademy.com> 

RE: Palm Beach - Anson Visit May 7 - 9, 2014 

@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; I@msn.com; 

Anson 

We want to ramp up the interest with a flier or two...you haf a photo taken with all the NCAA tropies around yon...where can I find that and/or can you send me a 

copy of that photo for our fliers? 

Tl~x 

Tipp 

On Mar 20, 2014 1:51 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~n@emml.unc.edu> wrote: 

Looks good to 

From: .left Tipping [mailto:jeff@palmbeachsocceracademy.com] 
Sent; Thursday, March 20, 2014 5:14 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A lV 
Subject; Palm Beach - Anson Visit May 7 - 9, 20:14 

Anson, 

Hope all is going well. We a~ looking forward to your visit in May. 

Hem is a brief schedule we have pnt together for your approval; 

Wednesday morning May ?th - Anson flies in to Palm Beach Intema/ional 

Al?ternoon - Lunch with some Palm Beach Staff lbllowed by golf with the Tippster and selected individuals 

F~,ening ? - 9pm. Field Session - Oxbridge School. A topic of your choice. 

Thursday May 8th 

Morning - Golf- we opened this up to college coaches last year with a ~nodest response. 

Af[ernoon - Meet with PBSA Staff and/or college coaches 

Evening ? - 9 pro. Lecture - Oxbridge Auditorenm 

Friday May 9th 

Speak at breakfast or business luncheon 

Depart. 

We are just beginning to publicize your visit and want to ~nake sm~ you are ok with this itinerary. We can make changes were appropriate. 

We want to make it a fun trip for you but, also, raise the profile of the sIx~rt in the Palm Beach area prior to the Palm Beach Cup which begins Friday night. 

Last year Tony DiCicco came in and we had a modest resIx~nse, not bad for first time ont. ~Ve are hoping for more numbers than last year and hoping to get more 
college coaches at our Tournament but, also, more local club and high school coaches. 

I will call you later today. 

Tipps~er 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday,              2:31 PM 

Donmace, Albert A IV <m~son@email.unc.edu> 

Hey Anson, 

Summer class registration is coming up so I just wanted to see if it would be possible for me to take maybe 1 or 2 courses the second half of the summer. Thanks, let 

me know! 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, k44 PM 

To: Dorrauce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subject: Heyy 

He)’ Ans! I hope all is well with you and the girls! I’m so excited for you guys to come up this weekend It will be really nice to see you again’.! Please tell Dino, Ducar and Jason i say hello as 
well See you soon! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 3:46 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Palm Beach- Anson Visit May 7- 9, 2014 

ANSON: PHOTO HAS ALREADY BEEN SENT. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 

9:[9-962-7257 office 

cell 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <a__q.s_o__q.~_e__m_._a_!.[: .u_q_c_.__e_.d__u_.> 

Date: Thursday, March 20, 2014 3:44 PM 

To: Jeff Tipping <jeff@palmbeachsocceracademy.com> 

Cc: Dave Lohse <davelohse@unc.edu>, "Streett, Shelly" <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

Sisneros ~         ~@gmail.com> "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Palm Beach - Anson Visit May 7 - 9, 2014 

~@msn.com>, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>, Jason 

f will copy Dave in sports info for you!! What about ~:hat promo do~-’_~s years ago made into a poster with m~-_~ and all th~-_~ trophies? 

From: Jeff Tipping [mailto:ieff@palmbeachsocceracademy.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 20:[4 2:07 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros (,        ~. gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J;        ,~. raSh.COrn; Jeff Tipping 
Subject: RE: Palm Beach - Anson Visit May 7 - 9, 2014 

Alison 

We want ~o ramp up the interest with a flier or two...you haf a photo taken with all the NCAA tropies ~round yon...where ca~ I find that m~d/or can you send me a 

copy of that photo for our fliers? 

TI~-: 

Tipp 

On Mar 20, 2014 1:51 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <emson~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Looks good to 
From: Jeff Tipping [mailto:jeff@palmbeachsocceracademy.com] 
Sent; Thursday, March 20, 20:1.4 5::1.4 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Palm Beach - Anson Visit May 7 - 9, 20:[4 
Anson, 

Hope all is going well. We are looking forward to your visit in May. 

Here is a brief schedule we have put togefl~er tbr your approval; 

Wednesday morning May 7th - Anson flies in to Pahn Beach International 

Al?ternoon - Lunch with some Palm Beach Staff lbllowed by golf ruth the Tippster and selected individuals 

Fxening 7 - 9pm. Field Session - Oxbridge School. A topic of your choice. 
Thursday May 8th 

Morning - Golf- we opened this up to college coaches last yeax with a ~nodest response. 

Afternoon - Meet with PBSA Stuff m~d/or college coaches 

Evening 7 - 9 pm. Lecture - Oxbridge Auditoreum 

Friday May 9m 

Speak at brealdiast or business luncheon 

Depart. 

We are just beginning to publicize yonr visit and wm~t to make snre you axe ok ruth this itinera~. We can make changes were appropriate. 

We wmat to maJ~e it a fun trip for you bu~, al~, raise the profile of the stx~rt in the Palm Beach area prior m flae Palm Beach Cup which begins Friday night. 

Last year Tony DiCicco crone in a~d we had a modes1 restx~nse, not bad tbr first time out. We axe hoping for more numbers fl~an last yeaJc m~d hoping to get more 

college coaches at our Tournament but, also, more local club and high school coaches. 

I will call you later today. 

Tippster 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 4:31 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Profile Piece Interview 

Ok, great, thank you very much. And, yes, that is my cell number. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 1:56 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Profile Piece Interview 

Mc(;i~.ddll S :~ccer L.en. :,r m my ofh :e ,_ - floor 1... 9 am will work. Is that you ce~ # below? 

Sent: Thursday, 8:18 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~’ 
Subject; Re: Profile Nece InteHiew 

Thank you~ Will 9 ~ work? Where should I meet you? 

Sere fiom my iPhone 

Unive~i~" of North Caroliua at Chapel Hill 

B.A. in Journalism m~d Mass Communication - Sports Broadcasting 

~live.unc.edu 

On at 6 09 I?M~ "Dommce, A~,be~ A IV" <&r_~.~£_n_~2__er_n__~_d_!:u__n_£..e_d__q:~ wrote: 

This Friday in tt~e morning ..,. any time will work. 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:55 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A N 
Subject: Profile P~ece I~te~iew 

Hi Coach, 

My name is          and I’m a junior at UNC. I’ve actually talked to you before through            class earlier this semester. My 

reporting teacher wants me to do a profile piece on an influential person in the Carolina community, and I would love to do an interview with 

you. Please let me know if this would be a possibility and what times are convenient for you. I would only need 30 minutes max. Thank you for 

your time. 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hiil 

B.A. in Journalism and Mass Communication-Sports Broadcasting 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Layry A. <athga/lo@unc.edu> 

Friday,              9:01 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJd.unc.edu> Ducar, Chris <ducar~unc.edu>; Slsneros, Jason M ¢.sls ~eros@emml unc.edu> Sander, 
Thomas J <pacmml@unc.edu>; ,@msn.com’; ,,~hve.unc.edu ; @aol.com 

ALL THE BEST! 

Safe travels to )vim311and and all the best tomon:ow vs. the Washington Spirit. Enjoy the competition aaad play well ~ stay injuB,~ free~ 

GOOD LUCK & GO ItEELS ~ 
Be well, 
La~v 

Executive Assocmte Dhector of Ath~e{ics 



From: ~gmail.com~ 

Sent: Friday, March 21, 2014 10:01 AM 

To: Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Update 

Ansou, 

I hope this emml finds you, the stair; the team, and you family all doing well! 
I am now 8 months into this teaching gig and evidently, it does not get any easier. Although my sonl has haacdened and I mn phased by veD~ little, these kids test me far 

beyond anything I’ve ever encountered. With that being said, it does not make me want to run 120’s to compare suffering, ha! 

I am e-mailing you k) see if you or anyone will be in town this weekend? I’m guessing that 5,’all will be travdling to spring games but if not, I will be in town and would 

love to catch up. I am t~ing to bring a student (or a t~w) and their t?~Jnilies to the ba~ball game Sunday and think it would be really cool tbr you or anyone from to 

prograJn to meet the young minds I am supla)sedly molding. They were trying to guess what 5,ear I graduated this morning oJ~d they concluded that it must have been 

beIi~re they were bom....appareutly teaching has aged me more than I thought, I won’t be bringing any of my "hell-raisers" don’t worry! 

Happy Friday and I hope to see you this weekend! 

Best, 

( ~, more commonly known as "Ms. uh, Ms. uhhk yeah yon") 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Lilley <slilley@workproducts.com> 

Friday, 10:01 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: v. Current Heels 

Thanks! 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent; Wednesday, 5:40 PM 

To; Steve Lilley 

Subject: RE: v. Current Heels 

F~om: Steve LNleF [mailto:slilley@workproducts.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:48 PN 

To: Dorrance, Nber~ A IV 

~gmail,com; @yahoo.corn; @ymail.com; 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: v, Current Heels 

Leadership Council + Anson: 

@rocketmail,com; @gmail.com; 
@yahoo.corn; @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; 

Our FC Virginia u9 plus some u13 girls are ’stoked’ to cheer on the Heels v. the Washington Spirit this Sat. nite! 

I’ve attached 2 pix with our u9’s sporting their recent tournament hardwar-ewe have commenced on the long run of accumulating as much hardware as 

the Heels!!!! 

Thanks so much for spending time with the girls after the game. They will be screaming for you all during and after the game. Meeting successful players 

and students means so much to these young ladies. 

Go FC Virginia, Go Heels!!!! 

Steve Lilley 

From: Steve Lilley 

Sent: Friday, 5:53 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Cc:                              ._@__g__m_a__!!:__c_o_m__.; 

. @gmail.com;       @gmail.com; 
@msn.com; Ducar, Chris;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( 

Subject: Re:                                     v. Current Heels 

Thanks Ansono This wili be realiy nice for our FCV giris! 

~)yahoo.com;        @ymail.com; : 

~gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

@___r_9_£_k___e_~__m____a_![:_c___o___m_ j 
@yahoo.corn; 

Steve Lilley 

Skype- 

On at 3:54 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

At:ter the game would be best .._ our girls are very approachable just ¢onqe Lip tO them. I have copied our’ Leadership Council on this, these are 

wonderfu~ g~rls who wH~ try Lo accomrnodate your kids when they come forward. 

Also just can out to me and I win cerLain~y come to you and your k~ds. And don’t worry we a~wags feel at home up there. 

F~m= Steve LNley [ma~to:slilley@workproducts.com] 
Sent= Fdday, 12:56 PN 

To= Dorrance, AlbeR A ~ 
S~bject= w Current Heels 

Hi Anson: 

I’m bringing some of the u9 & u$3 FCV (ECNL Club) teammates of Sophia and Ava to the game in our backyard @ the Maryland SoccerPlex. 

Don’t know if you, Bill P., Chris D., and the girls will have a moment to meet our young players, or if there is anything we could do, in advance, 

to welcome/’make the team feel at home while you are in the D.C. area? 

If so, thanks for putting me in touch with a team manager, etc. If not, no big deal. 

Hope all is well in Blue Heaven. 

Thanks in advance, 

Steve 

Steve Lilley 

Skype - 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cleao~, Mmy A <clearym@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 11:04 AM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

PARKING PERMIT FOR FRIDAY CENTER mad keynote for NCCCttCA Annual Meeting 

It wax good to speak with you yesterday about this coming Wednesday’s keynote. I am re-sending the background information about the group for your further 

review. The professional focus the of NC Child Care Health Consultants Assodation ~s making ~ves better for children in child care by consulting with careg~vers, 

Leachers and dkectors o~ chiM care ~acHil:k~s on ~ssues of hea~:h a~d safety. 

Overa~] ~ wouM say that ~:h~s grou~ o~ consu~tat~ts, Hke most of us, res~x~nds w~ry well to humor, stories of persew~ra~ce a~d w~nt~ing against the odds. The valuab]e 

work of individuals who care for young chik~ren ~s usually not rewarded w~th high pay or status. These consultants he~p them to do that work in s pro[:ess~onaL 

ef[:ident and caring way. This conference and keynote he~ps to motivsLe the consultants to teach and motivsLe others. 

~ ~ook forward to seeing you on Wednesday, March 26 ~t 8:~0 am at the ~dday Center. Please follow this ~h~k to prh~t your parMng permit: 

http:iipr#~[parkingpass.com/p/WCrdryruOkWgsxTkn ~wSA?s=gOq3--b2yPkWl(PNhr4sX KA 

Please feel free to call me if you have other questions: 

919-707-5679 (work) 

(cell) 

Best regards, 

Mary Cleary 

From: Cleary, Mary A 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 2:55 PM 

To: ’anson@uncaa.unc.edu’ 
Subject: NCCCHCA Annual Meeting 

Dear Mr. l)orralice, 

I mn writing in reference to your participation in the North Carolina Child Care Health Consultm~ts Association (NCCCHCA) annual 

conference as the presenter of the keynote address. We are very pleased that you will be able to join us and provide an address 

focusing on issues of coaching. It was a pleasm’e to speak with you just now, m~d I mn including some background informaOon about 

the orgm~ization which I hope will prove helpful as you complete the forms and prepare your remm’ks. 

The NCCCItCA is a group of about 85 consultm~ts, usuMly nurses or health educators, who m’e employed across North Cm’olina by 

either locM health departments or Smart Stm’t pm’tnerships. They provide consultation m~d trMning to child cm’e providers on 

heMth, salary and quality of care issues in the child care setting. My office, The North Carolina Child Care Health and S~ty 

Resource Center, works with the Association to present their manual conference, which will be held March 25 m~d 26 at the Willimn 

and Ida Friday Continuing Education Center in Chapel Hill. 

The keynote is scheduled for a 50 minute block of fime from 8:40-9:30 AM on the mol~dng of Wednesday M~ch 26, 2014. The forms 

that Sharon Brown gave you ask you to list any AV needs and the general outline of your rem~ks, which ~ve mllst have to plan our 

brochure and apply for CEUs. I would be veiT appreciative if you can retul~ those forms, along with the W-9, in the stamped and 

addressed envelope she provided by Friday, December ~0. 

We m’e prepared to pay h~f the fee before the conference and the other h~f on the day of the presentation. 

Please let me know if you have any other questions. I look fo~’m’d to working with your 

Mary Cleary, MPH 

Training Specialist 

NC Child Care Health and Safety Resource Center 

UNC ~llings School of Global Public Health 

919~707-5679 direct line 

www.healthvchildcarenc.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu~ 

Friday, March 21, 2014 11:29 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Nike GIG Branding Program 

Anson, 

Thanks for meeting with Larry and me this morning. Always appreciate getting your feedback. I will be at the head coaches meeting next week to give an overview 

of the branding process but will not touch on the Jordan Brand concept as that is something Nike has asked us to keep very close to the vest for a while. 

Thanks again and have a great weekend. 

Michael 

From: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, March :Lg, 2014 :L0::~8 PM 

To: Beale, Michael 
Subject: Re: Nike GIG Branding Program 

Fri morning ... anytime. 

Sen@’om my l~rizo~ Wh’eles,~’ 4G LTE DRO/D 

"Bedle, Michael" < _r__n_i__c_[r_a__e__l_~_~_~_!_e_[~)__ujLc2_e__d_t!> wrote: 

Anson, 

The Athletics Department is entering into the next phase of the branding initiative with Nike and their Graphi cs Identity Group (GIG). As we discussed in the initial coaches meeting with 
Nike this process will allow us to clean up our current marksilogos and create a consistent brand across the entire athletic department 

N/Ix. Gallo and l would like to come over and sit down with you and review where we are in this process and discuss a few proposed marks specific to Women’s Soccer and get your input. 
Please let me know when would work best for you to get together. 

Thanks, 

Michael 

Michael Beale 
Assistant Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-5193 (w) 

(c) 
mi chaelb eale(d~unc, edu 

"We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Perkins, Michael <mperkins@tmc.edu> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 11:50 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Gallo, Jr., LalD’ A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A qnvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Zwierlein, Chad Nicholas 
<zwierlein@unc.edu>; StreetL Shelly <sjgmen@email.unc.edu> 

Women’s Soccer Budget Update through Februaly" 28, 2014 

319618 - Women’s Soccer - FebruaU 28.pdf 

Coach, 

Attached is your budget update through February 28, 2014. Please review and do not hesitate to contact your Business Office representative or me, with any 

questions or concerns. You should have received your budget letters recently for the 2014-2015 budgets. I would like to meet once again to discuss additional 

needs, and go over the 13-14 budget as well as the 14-15 budget. Please contact me with a time that is convenient for you so that we can set these meetings up 

before the April 19th deadline. Thank you for your consideration. 

Mike 

Michael Perkins 

Assistant Athletic Director for Business Operations 

Department of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Office: (919) 962 5155 

Cell: 

Fax : (9~L9) 962 0:L25 
[~_ p__e_ £ _k_ j_Q _s_ ~__u__Q _c__a___a_~_u__[q___c_~ _e__d___u_. 



FY 2013-14 BUDGET REPORT 

Transactions Through: 2/28/2014 

BUDGET 

Date Printed: 3/18/201 

2013-14 
ACTUALS     % OF BGT 

SPECIAL ACCOUNT 

Revenue N/A $ 85,606.53 NiA N/A $    12,867.32 NiA 

, E..x.., .p..e...n.s..?. ........................................................................................................................ ..N.~.A.. ................... .$. ............ Z;.~3...3..:~6. ............... ..N..(..A.. ............................. ..N.~...A.. .................. ..$. .............. .8.,..7..7..~..6..5.. ................. .N..~..A. .............. 
Net Income/(Loss) NiA $ 77,772.67 NiA NiA $ 4,088.67 N/A 
Previous Balance NiA $ (2,072.38) NiA NiA $ 34,588.29 N/A 

CURRENT BALANCE NiA I $ 75,700.29 I NiA NiA I $ 38,676.96 I N/A 

Starting Operating Balance $ 181,474.00 
Minus Operating Expenses $ 182,548.94 

Remaining Operating Balance $ (1,074.94)~ 
Plus Special Account Balance $    38,676.96 



Object Code J Description 

1411 NON-STUDENT WAGES 

1411 NON-STUDENT WAGES 

1421 NON-STUDENT OVERTIME 

Vendor l 
42 

42 

42 

Re~rence 

1155849 

1155849 

1155849 

Transaction Description 

7-Feb J M SISNEROS 

21-Feb J M SlSNEROS 

21-Feb J M SlSNEROS 

Amount 



1991 NON INSTSERVICE 48 C643516 18-Jul PAMELA~WOLFMAN 

1991 NON INST SERVICE 

1991 NON INST SERVICE 

68 

48 C675603 

18-Sep C643516 P WOLFMAN 

14-Oct CAROLYN B’LEVY 

1991 NON INST SERVICE 48 C714770 23-Dec CAROLYN B’LEVY 

1991 NON INST SERVICE 48 C730130 31-Jan DEBBIE*HOWARD 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 48 S100127 1-Aug CHERRY PHARM $540.00 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 30-Jul WAL-MART #2137 $129.73 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 4-Aug WAL-MART #5346 $37.82 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 5-Aug HARRIS TEETER #0120 $221.57 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 64 CARD08 12-Sep PCARDO8/WAL-MART #53 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 5-Oct WAL-MART #3182 $42.53 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 64 CARD09 31-Oct PCARDO9/HARRIS TEETE $20.93 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 31-Oct WAL-MART #3182 $27.57 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 2-Nov WAL-MART #2137 $12.90 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 15-Oct WAL-MART #5346 $12.29 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 64 CARD11 31-Dec PCARDll/WAL-MART #53 ($12.29) 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 64 CARD11 31-Dec PCARDll/WAL-MART #31 $13.19 

2311 EDUCATIONAL SUPPLIES 60 18-Nov SSR R070 T0459 D1021 $3.00 

2411 REPAIR SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 22-Nov EPRO-STAPLES-1122 $3.90 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 31-Jul TAPESTOCKONLINE.COM $327.91 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 6-Aug AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS $32.04 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 11-Aug TIV*TIVO SERVICE $14.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 11-Aug TIV*TIVO SERVICE $19.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 12-Sep PCARDO8/TIV*TIVO SER 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 12-Sep PCARDO8/TIV*TIVO SER 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 18-Sep EPRO-STAPLES-0918 $31.75 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 ll-Sep TIV*TIVO SERVICE $14.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 ll-Sep TIV*TIVO SERVICE $19.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 17-0ct EPRO-STAPLES-1017 $33.13 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 11-Oct TIV*TIVO SERVICE $19.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 11-Oct TIV*TIVO SERVICE $14.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 25-0ct EPRO-STAPLES-1025 $29.83 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD09 31-Oct PCARDO9/TIV*TIVO SER 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD09 31-Oct PCARDO9/TIV*TIVO SER 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARDIO 13-Nov PCARDIO/TIV*TIVO SER 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARDIO 13-Nov PCARDIO/TIV*TIVO SER 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 14-Nov WAL-MART #3182 $13.19 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 6-Nov ACCO BRANDS DIRECT $35.97 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 lO-Nov TIV*TIVO SERVICE $14.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 lO-Nov TIV*TIVO SERVICE $19.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 23-0ct STAPLES DIRECT $96.64 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 22-Nov EPRO-STAPLES-1122 $53.72 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARDll 31-Dec PCARDll/TIV*TIVO SER 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD11 31-Dec PCARDll/TIV*TIVO SER 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD11 31-Dec PCARDll/STAPLES DIRE 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARDll 31-Dec PCARDll/WAL-MART #31 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 9-Jul TAG UP $333.98 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD08 12-Sep PCARDO8/WAL-MART #53 $37.82 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD08 12-Sep PCARDO8/LOWES #00487 $59.36 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 EPRO01 16-Sep EPRO-STAPLES -0914 $24.78 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 EPRO01 18-Sep EPRO-STAPLES -0918 $21.04 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 30-Aug HARRIS TEETER #0120 $20.93 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 4-Sep SYX*TIGERDIRECT.COM $98.63 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 lO-Oct WAL-MART #3182 $29.70 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 EPRO01 25-0ct EPRO-STAPLES -1025 $15.49 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD09 31-Oct PCARDO9/HARRIS TEETE 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 16-Nov WAL-MART #3182 $5.24 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 22-Nov WAL-MART #3182 $121.44 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 23-Nov WAL-MART #3182 $38.05 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 24-Nov FOOD LION #1480 $24.39 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 29-Nov WAL-MART #5346 $40.14 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 30-Nov WAL-MART #3182 $13.65 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 30-Nov HARRIS TEETER #0223 $3.64 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 30-Nov HARRIS TEETER #0120 $17.19 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD11 31-Dec PCARDll/STAPLES DIRE $96.64 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD11 31-Dec PCARDll/WAL-MART #53 $12.29 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 48 $123284 27-Jan MTM RECOGNITION CORP $197.50 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD12 31-Jan PCARD12/HARRIS TEETE $38.97 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD12 31-Jan PCARD12/HARRIS TEETE $35.98 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD12 31-Jan PCARD12/WHOLEFDS CHP $27.93 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 3-Feb EPRO-STAPLES-0201 $48.44 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 lO-Feb TIV*TIVO SERVICE $19.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 lO-Feb TIV*TIVO SERVICE $14.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 25-Feb EPRO-STAPLES-0225 $47.01 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 EPRO01 3-Feb EPRO-STAPLES -0201 $6.83 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 7-Feb WAL-MART #5346 $36.31 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 7-Feb CHAMBERS TROPHY CASE S819,00 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S100123 1-Aug SPECTRUM SCREEN PRIN $1,973.75 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 60 19-Jul KWII( GOAL $3,167.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 60 22-Jul LOWES #00487* $59.36 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 60 29-Jul KWIK GOAL $75.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 $104317 30-Aug SPECTRUM SCREEN PRIN $124.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 12-Sep PCARDO8/LOWES #00487 (559.36) 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 K666869 13-Sep KWIK GOAL LTD $185.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 $105570 25-Sep SPECTRUM SCREEN PRIN $222.80 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 $109692 16-0ct SPECTRUM SCREEN PRIN $398.70 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 60 5-Oct RADIOSHACK COR001175 $14.97 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 $114352 25-Nov CHAPEL HILL SPORTSWE $777.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 $114859 25-Nov CHAPEL HILL SPORTSWE $50.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 60 12-Dec RADIOSHACK COR001175 $11.98 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 $126621 28-Feb CHAPEL HILL SPORTSWE $237.50 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 l-Nov Diners Club $I00.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 l-Nov Diners Club $600.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 l-Nov Diners Club $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 l-Nov Diners Club ~I00.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Nov Diners Club ~518.30 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Nov Diners Club ~100~00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Jan Diners Club $336~70 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T197269 12-Feb JASON*SlSNEROS S8,33 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T193738 19-Feb ANSON*DORRANCE S18~00 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T193731 19-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR S12~25 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T197269 12-Feb JASON*SlSNEROS ~799,72 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T193731 19-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR $96,53 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T192683 19-Feb ANSON*DORRANCE ~619,08 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T197269 12-Feb JASON*SISNEROS ~159,20 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T192683 19-Feb ANSON*DORRANCE S82,10 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T192683 19-Feb ANSON*DORRANCE ~132,04 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T193731 19-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR $29.60 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T193738 19-Feb ANSON*DORRANCE S18.90 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T192683 19-Feb ANSON*DORRANCE $50~00 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T193731 19-Feb CHRIS~DUCAR $65~00 

3129 OUT/STATE REG FEES 48 T197269 12-Feb JASON*SlSNEROS $309~00 



Object Code ~ Description ~_ Vendor 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

314~L TEAM TRAVEL 

314~L TEAM TRAVEL 

314"1 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 
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3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 
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48 K666851 
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6O 

6O 

6O 

60 

60 

60 

60 

60 

60 

6O 

6O 

6O 

6O 

6O 

6O 

Date [ Transaction Description [ Amount 

16-Sep TRIANGLE RENT A CAR 5394.03 

23-Sep HARRISON TRANSPORATI 52,750,00 

1-Sep Diners Club 5234.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5234.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5234.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5234.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5600.00 

1-Sep Diners Club 5234.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 56,172.20 

1-Sep Diners Club 5234.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5234.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5234.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5234.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5234.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5600.00 

1-Sep Diners Club 5234.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5234.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5234.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5234.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5234.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5234.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5234.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5234.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5234.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5234.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5234.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5234.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5234.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5234.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5234.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5234.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5234.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5234.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5234.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5234.80 

14-Oct HARRISON TRANSPORATI 51,800.00 

1-Oct Diners Club 5344.15 

1-Oct Diners Club 5344,15 

1-Oct Diners Club 5236,65 

l-Oct Diners Club 5344,15 

l-Oct Diners Club 5344.15 

l-Oct Diners Club 5236.65 

l-Oct Diners Club 5344.15 

l-Oct Diners Club 5236.65 

l-Oct Diners Club 5236.65 

l-Oct Diners Club 5236.65 

l-Oct Diners Club 5236.65 

l-Oct Diners Club 5236.65 

l-Oct Diners Club 5236.65 

l-Oct Diners Club 5236.65 

l-Oct Diners Club 5344.15 

l-Oct Diners Club 5344.15 

l-Oct Diners Club 5236.65 

l-Oct Diners Club 5236.65 

l-Oct Diners Club 54,464.00 



Object Code ] Description ]_ Vendor 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

Reference 

60 

64 K669542 

48 K698711 

48 K693650 

48 K693673 

48 K693696 

64 K680449 

48 P402396 

48W400464 

64 K564441 

64 K583460 

48 K672544 

64 K658994 

48 K678688 

48 K678688 

48 K678688 

48 K687889 

48 PC04643 

64 K664886 

64 K671846 

64 K669542 

48 K698708 

64 K680449 

64 K658994 

64 K664886 

64 K671846 

64 K669542 

64 K680449 

48 K717114 

69 

Date [ Transaction Description [ Amount 

1-Oct Diners Club $344.15 

1-Oct Diners Club $236.65 

1-Oct Diners Club $236.65 

1-Oct Diners Club $236.65 

1-Oct Diners Club $236.65 

1-Oct Diners Club 5236.65 

1-Oct Diners Club 5236.65 

1-Oct Diners Club 5236.65 

1-Oct Diners Club 5236.65 

1-Oct Diners Club 5236.65 

1-Oct Diners Club 5236.65 

1-Oct Diners Club 5236.65 

31-Oct WSOC-FSUMIA-9/17-22 52,456.95 

7-Nov ANTHONY TRAVEL INC 527.10 

ll-Nov ANTHONY TRAVEL INC 53,520.00 

ll-Nov ANTHONY TRAVEL INC 52,923.05 

ll-Nov ANTHONY TRAVEL INC 53,460.00 

30-Nov WSOC-BC-lO/12-13 595.70 

6-Dec FSCS CORPORATION 5807.00 

9-Dec HARRISON TRANSPORATI 5995.00 

15-Aug 890615/PAMELA~WOLFMA 54,175.00 

15-Aug 902975/LARRY*CHEEK 52,250.00 

13-Sep THOMAS*SANDER 5251.27 

30-Sep WSOC-UVA-8/21-25 515,593.84 

1-Oct THOMAS~SANDER {5:1.93.75) 

7-Oct THOMAS~SANDER 5193.75 

1-Oct THOMAS~SANDER 5193.75 

15-Oct THOMAS~SANDER 51,657.22 

24-Oct UNC ATHLETIC ASSN 54,824.00 

31-Oct WSOC-VATECH-9/ll-12 53,400.00 

31-Oct WSOC-PITT-9/25-27 55,660.00 

31-Oct WSOC-FSUMIA-9/17-22 57,160.61 

20-Nov J & E INC 5420.00 

30-Nov WSOC-BC-10!12-13 53,946.52 

30-Sep WSOC-UVA-8/21-25 5406.16 

31-Oct WSOC-VATECH-9/11-12 5100.00 

31-Oct WSOC-PITT-9/25-27 51,840.00 

31-Oct WSOC-FSUMIA-9/17-22 51,990.00 

30-Nov WSOC-BC-10/12-13 5220.00 

6-Jan THOMAS~SANDER 5452.71 

30-Jan ATHBUSOFC A039 (S1,167.25) 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

3211 POSTAGE 60 25-Jul KWIK GOAL $20.00 

3211 POSTAGE 64 CARD08 12-Sep PCARDO8/KWlK GOAL 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Jul TELECOM SPECIALIZED $11.00 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Aug TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~II.00 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Sep TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~11.00 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Oct TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~11.00 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Nov TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~11.00 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Dec TELECOM SPECIALIZED $11.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Jul BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Aug BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Sep BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Oct BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Nov BUNDLED VOICE/DATA $58.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Dec BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 31-Jul SUM CORE DATA FEE 5122.84 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 30-Aug SUM CORE DATA FEE 5122.84 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 30-Sep SUM CORE DATA FEE 5125.09 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 31-Oct SUM CORE DATA FEE 5125.09 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 29-Nov SUM CORE DATA FEE 5125.09 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 23-Dec SUM CORE DATA FEE 5155.09 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 60 lO-Jul TIV*TIVO SERVICE ~19.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 60 lO-Jul TIV*TIVO SERVICE ~14.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Jul CABLE TV ~37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Aug CABLE TV $37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD08 12-Sep PCARDO8/TIV*TIVO SER 519.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD08 12-Sep PCARDO8/TIV*TIVO SER 514.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Sep CABLE TV ~37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Oct CABLE TV ~37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD09 31-Oct PCARDO9/TIV*TIVO SER 514.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD09 31-Oct PCARDO9/TIV*TIVO SER 519.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARDIO 13-Nov PCARDIO/TIV*TIVO SER 514.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARDIO 13-Nov PCARDIO/TIV*TIVO SER 519.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Nov CABLE TV ~37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Dec CABLE TV ~37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARDll 31-Dec PCARDll/TIV*TIVO SER 514.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD11 31-Dec PCARD11/TIV*TIVO SER $19.99 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 31-Jul JULY 13 CELL PHONE 5202.80 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 lO-Sep AUGUST 13 CELL PHONE 5202.85 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 9-Oct SEPTEMBER 2013 CELL 5202.85 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 11-Nov OCT 2013 CELLPHONE 5202.96 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Jan TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~11.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Jan BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 31-Jan SUM CORE DATA FEE 5108.84 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Jan CABLE TV ~37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 60 14-Dec TIV*TIVO SERVICE ~19.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 60 14-Dec TIV*TIVO SERVICE S14.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 60 lO-Jan TIV*TIVO SERVICE 514.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 60 lO-Jan TIV*TIVO SERVICE 519.99 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 31-Jan JAN 2014 CELL PHONE 5205.01 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 31-Jan DEC 2013 CELL PHONE 5204.90 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Feb TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~11.00 

3222 TELEPHONE LONG DIST 69 16-Feb TELECOM LONG DISTANC S0.99 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Feb BUNDLED VOICE/DATA $58.00 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 7-Feb SUM CORE DATA FEE $2~59 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 21-Feb SUM CORE DATA FEE $6~69 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 28-Feb SUM CORE DATA FEE $3_08.84 

3233_ TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 ~.6-Feb CABLE TV $37.50 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

3411 PRINTING AND BINDING 60 PRTO02 16-Jul PRINTING MAIN SHOP $87,89 

3411 PRINTING AND BINDING 60 PRTO02 16-Oct PRINTING MAIN SHOP $320,86 

3411 PRINTING AND BINDING 60 PRTO02 16-Dec PRINTING MAIN SHOP $274,99 

3411 PRINTING AND BINDING 60 PRTO02 17-Feb PRINTING MAIN SHOP $202,04 



Object Code Description 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 

Vendor     I      Reference 

64 CARD08 

69 

69 

48 $123284 

69 

Date 
I Tmnsaction Descri~ion 

I 
Amount 

12-Sep PCARD08/KWIK GOAL $20,00 

20-Dec MMD-FEDEX $18,23 

20-Jan MMD -FEDEX $9,64 

27-Jan MTM RECOGNITION CORP $17.47 

20-Feb MMD -FEDEX $61.54 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 31-Jul SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $54.82 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 30-Aug SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $54.82 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 30-Sep SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $55.83 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 31-0ct SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $55.83 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 29-Nov SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $63.71 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 23-Dec SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $78.99 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 BKGO001 13-Aug CH Larry Kevin $56.00 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 BKGO001 13-Sep CH Shelburne Howard ~35.00 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 BKGO001 13-0ct CH Shelburne Howard ~35.00 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 48 Z341096 19-Aug DESTINATION CAROLINA ~112.10 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 60 16-Nov HARRIS TEETER #0297 ~35.98 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 60 15-Nov WHOLEFDS CHP 10008 $27.93 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 60 15-Nov HARRIS TEETER #0120 ~38.97 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K671751 13-Sep THOMAS*SANDER ~3,202.11 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K665752 13-Sep J & E INC ~597.54 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K662647 25-Sep J & E INC ~622.27 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 64 K653228 30-Sep WSOC-PRESEASON $7,000.00 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 31-Jan SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE ~55.43 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 48 Z373323 27-Jan DESTINATION CAROLINA ~32.00 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 64 CARD12 31-Jan PCARD12/HARRIS TEETE t~35.9B) 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 64 CARD12 31-Jan PCARD12/HARRIS TEETE t~38.97) 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 64 CARD12 31-Jan PCARD12/WHOLEFDS CHP {$27.93) 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K711382 3-Jan FOUR ELEVEN WEST ITA ~80.50 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K715627 22-Jan FOUR ELEVEN WEST ITA ~315.71 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 7-Feb SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE ~1.32 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 21-Feb SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE ~3.40 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 28-Feb SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $55.43 

3929 MISC OBLIGATIONS 48 K741550 24-Feb THOMAS*SANDER ~497.50 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K737441 6-Feb FOUR ELEVEN WEST ITA ~82.85 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K739982 25-Feb FOUR ELEVEN WEST ITA ~79.39 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 48 K67:~856 25-Sep TISOA S:~0,2:~5.00 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 48 K67:~342 26-Sep J & E INC $375.00 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 48 K669935 26-Sep ITALIAN PIZZERIA III $426.90 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 48 K679463 :~6-Oct THOMAS~SANDER $837.53 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 48 K682057 :~8-Oct J & E INC ~465.00 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 48 K688906 25-Oct J & E INC $420.00 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 48 K696377 :~5-Nov J & E INC $420.00 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 48 K697854 :~8-Nov THOMAS~SANDER $787.04 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 48 K703502 :~8-Nov THOMAS~SANDER S:~,:~93.42 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 48 K7:~:~770 :~8-Dec J & E INC $420.00 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 64 K669935 28-Feb 9625:~8/ITALIAN PlZZE te~426.90) 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 64 K67:~342 28-Feb 9624:~7/J & E INC te~375.00) 



44~.~. MAINT CONTR-OTH EQU 48 W400725 

Date ~ 
Transaction Description 

~ Amount 

9-Sep KONICA MINOLTA BUSIN $271.80 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

4912 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 48 K639188 15-Jul CATAPULT SPORTS LLC $1,125.00 

4912 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 48 W400789 26-Aug CATAPULT SPORTS LLC $3,375.00 

4912 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 68 18-Sep K639188 CATAPULT SPR (~1,125.00} 

4912 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 48 K661751 23-Sep THOMAS*SANDER $60.00 

4912 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 48 K671299 24-Sep RECOVERY SCIENCE AND ~1,700.00 

4912 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 48 K678469 24-Sep FILM EXCHANGE NETWOR ~1,125.00 

4912 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 60 9-Oct TOPDRAWERSOCCER.COM $89.95 

4912 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 64 CARDIO 13-Nov PCARDIO/TOPDRAWERSOC (~89.95) 

4912 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 60 28-0ct SUCCESS IN SOCCER LL ~50.00 

4912 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 60 4-Dec GAN*USATODAYCIRC ~297.11 

4913 LICENSES & PERMITS 48 W400389 24-Jul DRAGONFLY ATHLETICS ~573.75 

4912 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 48 K714483 6-Jan THOMAS*SANDER $60.00 

4912 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 60 3-Jan PAYPAL *SOUTHERNSOC ~39.95 

4912 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 60 3-Jan SOCCER AMERICA COMM ~39.00 

4912 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 60 30-Dec TWX*SPORTS ILLUSTRAT ~77.84 



Date    ],       Transaction Description 

9-Aug NSCAA 

Object Code l Description 
1 Vendor J. Reference J J. Amount 

4911 INSTIT DUES & MEMBER 48 K644640 $625.00 



6991 OTHER CONTRACT & GRA 48 K703228 19-Nov HOMEWOOD SUITES HOTE $3,689,27 

6991 OTHER CONTRACT & GRA 48 K729671 29-Jan HOMEWOOD SUITES HOTE $283,02 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 19-Jul DUCAR/CHRISTOPH $673.80 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 19-Jul DUCAR/CHRISTOPH $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 19-Jul DUCAR/CHRISTOPH ~20.00 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 25-Jul DUCAR/CHRISTOPHER ~638.70 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 19-Jul DUCAR/CHRISTOPH ~673.80 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 25-Jul DUCAR/CHRISTOPH ~20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Oct Diners Club $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 l-Oct Diners Club S546.60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 l-Nov Diners Club S20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Nov Diners Club ~132.30 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Nov Diners Club ~161.90 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T186831 3-Oct DUCAR/C $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T187558 15-Oct DUCAR/C $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T187558 15-Oct DUCAR/C $414.10 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T186831 3-Oct DUCAR/C $371.90 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T186831 3-Oct DUCAR/C $332.30 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Dec Diners Club $110.90 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Dec Diners Club ~490.30 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T190109 24-Nov DUCAR/C ~609.60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T190109 22-Nov DUCAR/C S430.60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T191151 22-Nov DUCAR/C S20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 22-Nov DUCAR/CHRISTOPH ($20.00) 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T191151 11-Nov DUCAR/C $627.60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T191151 11-Nov DUCAR/C $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 4-Nov DUCAR/CHRISTOPH $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T191151 4-Nov DUCAR/C $586.10 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 22-Nov DUCAR/CHRISTOPHER {$430,60) 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T180094 9-Sep CHRIS*DUCAR $353.16 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T182802 30-Sep CHRIS*DUCAR $174.90 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T187558 6-Nov CHRIS*DUCAR ~I03.15 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T186831 6-Nov CHRIS*DUCAR ~364.50 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T191151 18-Dec CHRIS*DUCAR $392.00 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T180094 9-Sep CHRIS*DUCAR S200.12 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T186831 6-Nov CHRIS*DUCAR ~127.14 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T187558 6-Nov CHRIS*DUCAR ~111.95 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T180094 9-Sep CHRIS*DUCAR $119.40 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T182802 30-Sep CHRIS*DUCAR $50.50 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T182329 9-Oct CHRIS*DUCAR $68.90 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T182326 23-0ct CHRIS*DUCAR $68.90 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T187558 6-Nov CHRIS*DUCAR ~39~80 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T186831 6-Nov CHRIS*DUCAR ~130~10 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T191151 18-Dec CHRIS*DUCAR $169.90 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T186831 6-Nov CHRIS*DUCAR ~15.00 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K648892 20-Aug THE*CAROLINA CLUB S185.88 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K672648 26-Sep THE*CAROLINA CLUB $99.60 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K690461 7-Nov THE CAROLINA CLUB ~114.60 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K702593 20-Nov CHAPEL HILL COURTYAR $241.68 

3411 PRINTING AND BINDING 60 PRTO02 16-0ct PRINTING MAIN SHOP ~303.95 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 60 X102398 22-Nov 3 BOSTON COLLEGE TX ~150.00 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 60 X102504 18-Dec 3 FB TX DUKE ~150.00 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 48 K711772 18-Dec FOUR ELEVEN WEST ITA ~293.46 

4912 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 64 CARDIO 13-Nov PCARDIO/TOPDRAWERSOC $89.95 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Jan Diners Club ~371.80 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T192457 13-Dec DUCAR/C ~330,20 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T192456 13-Dec DORRANCE/A ~25,00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T192456 13-Dec DORRANCE/A ~330.20 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T192456 4-Dec DORRANCE/A $295.90 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T192457 4-Dec DUCAR/C $326.90 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T192456 4-Dec DORRANCE/A $326.90 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T192457 4-Dec DUCAR/C $295.90 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T192456 5-Dec DORRANCE/A $275.80 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T190109 8-Jan CHRIS~DUCAR $200.23 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T190109 8-Jan CHRIS~DUCAR $362.97 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T190109 8-Jan CHRIS~DUCAR ~159.20 

3929 MISC OBLIGATIONS 48 K717110 6-Jan CHRIS~DUCAR ~80.00 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 60 X102516 14-Jan 3TX KENTUCKY MENS BB ~195.00 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 60 X102526 31-Jan 5TX MEN BB MIAMI ~275.00 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 60 X102531 31-Jan 3TX MEN BB BOST COLL $180.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Feb Diners Club ~379.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Feb Diners Club $239.00 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T196384 17-Jan DUCAR/C $403.00 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T196884 23-Jan DORRANCE/A $514.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T197692 31-Jan SlSNEROS/J $114.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T197692 31-Jan SlSNEROS/J $244.00 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T196382 17-Jan DUCAR/C $350.00 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T192457 5-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR $617.23 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T192456 5-Feb ANSON*DORRANCE $422.88 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T192457 5-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR $456~18 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T192456 5-Feb ANSON*DORRANCE $259~70 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T192457 5-Feb CHRIS~DUCAR ~259.70 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K736414 25-Feb SQUID’S RESTAURANT & ~79.85 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K744915 25-Feb THE CAROLINA CLUB $12.00 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K744907 25-Feb THE CAROLINA CLUB $280.80 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K744919 25-Feb THE CAROLINA CLUB $57.60 

3929 MISC OBLIGATIONS 48 K737689 5-Feb CHRIS~DUCAR $80.00 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 60 X102541 28-Feb 19TX MENS NCSU BB GM $1,235.00 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 DEV0330 29-Aug Fidelity Charitable (~350.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 DEV0528 2-Oct Griffin, Geoffrey, T ($250.00} 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 DEV0528 2-Oct EIby, Mark,, 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 DEV0528 2-Oct Griffin, Geoffrey, T 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 DEV0593 9-Oct Muster, Karl, F., ($250.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 DEV0813 15-Nov Weinhouse, Alan, H.,                  (~2,000.00) 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 69 REC 16 31-Jul ATHBUSOFC 7-3 AO01 ($2:l:l.32) 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 69 REC 61 31-Jul ATHBUSOFC 7-22 AO04 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 69 31-Oct ATHBUSOFC A024 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 69 31-Oct ATHBUSOFC A022                    (~425.00} 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 69 20-Dec ATHBUSOFC A032 ($5,000.00) 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 69 20-Dec ATHBUSOFC A032 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 DEV9180 6-Jan Hoover, Allison, P., (~I00.00) 

794 IVlISCELLANEOUS INCOME 69 30-Jan ATHBUSOFC A041 (~293.00) 

794 IVllSCELLANEOUS INCOME 69 30-Jan ATHBUSOFC A038 (~447.00} 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 69 30-Jan ATHBUSOFC A040 ($344.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 DEV1521 6-Feb Roy A Hunt Foundatio (~i,000.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 DEV1513 11-Feb Birinyi, Laszlo, ,Jr (~500.00} 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 69 7-Feb ATHBUDIFC A046 {$48.00} 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

2711 PURCHASES FOR RESALE 48 K652932 22-Aug IMAGEMARK BUSINESS S $422,25 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 48 S116188 2-Dec JOSTENS INC $455~97 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S114354 25-Nov SPECTRUM SCREEN PRIN S70~00 

3511 REP & MAINT-BLDGS 48 W301753 24-Jul RAINIER INDUSTRIES L $31,600,00 

3511 REP & MAINT-BLDGS 68 18-Sep RAINIER INDUS7819291 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 69 20-Dec MMD - FEDEX $10~56 

3511 REP & MAINT-BLDGS 48 W301753 29-Jan RAINIER INDUSTRIES L $8,400~00 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 48 S123645 4-Feb RAINIER INDUSTRIES L $558~00 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 48 S123645 4-Feb RAINIER INDUSTRIES L S21,87 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 69 7-Feb ATHBUDIFC A046 (~450,00} 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 69 28-Feb ATH BUS OFC A050 (~420,00} 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 69 28-Feb ATH BUS OFC A050 (~290,00} 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vicki Linton ~ ~hotmaJl.com> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 11:58 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Florida Spring Games 

Anson 

Florida am playing 3 games this weekend,.. 

March 22 Duke 

Virginia 

March 23 Virginia ]-ech 

Cary, N.C 0~,!ake Med Park) 

Cary, NC. (Wake Med Park) 

Cary, NC. (Wake Med Park) 

10am 

4pm 

11 a.m. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Conway, Connie Morgan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CONNIE MORGAN CONWAY (DANCER)] 

3/21/2014 5:10:54 PM 

Aguilar, Alain J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Alaguila]; Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Albert A Dorrance IV (anson)]; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Larry A. 

Gallo Jr. (athgallo)]; Battaglini, Rebecca L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rebecca L Battaglini (bbatt)]; Ledford, Bonnie Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bklompar]; Miller, 

Beth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Beth 

Miller (beth)]; Breschi, Joe [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Joe Breschi (breschi)]; Brianna Edwards [brianae@bridge2sports.org]; 

Cathro, Guy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Guy Cathro (cathro)]; Rich, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Christopher Robert Rich (chrisr)3ff]; 

clanigan@townofchapelhill.org; Somoano, Carlos M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=Carlos M Somoano (somoano)]; Suits, Christy H. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christina Hanson 

Suits (chsuits)]; Arendas, Dave [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=David C Arendas (arendas)]; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn [/O--UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dlhawkin]; Papa, 

Donna J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSICN=Donna J Papa (dip)]; fiona@bridge2sports.org; Boaz, Frank W. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Frank W. Boaz 

(fboaz)]; Fulton, Grant [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=Grant Fulton (wfulton)]; Grimsley, Richie [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Richie Grimsley 

(richie3)]; Porter, Grant [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=Grant Porter (gtporter)]; @aol.com; Hirth, Christopher J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher J Hirth 

(chirth)]; Field, Jaci [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=Jaci Terese Field (field)]; Fuchs, Jeffrey W [/O--UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jeffrey W Fuchs 

(jfuchs)]; Halsey, Jason [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSICN=Jason Halsey (jjhalsey)]; Langley, Raymond Joshua [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Raymond Joshua 

Langley (rjl)]; Negalha, Jeff [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=Jeff Negalha (negalha)]; Brunner, John F [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Brunner]; Cleary, 

Kenneth Eugene [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=Kenneth Eugene Cleary (kecleary)]; Shelton, Karen C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Karen C Shelton 

(kshelton)]; Dully, Kathy B. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kathleen B Duffy (kduffy)]; Robinson, Kevin T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kevin T Robinson 

(ktrob)]; Lancaster, Elizabeth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSICN=Lizlan]; Bunting, Mike [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Michael D Bunting Jr (mbunting)]; Crowe, 

Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=Michael P Crowe (crowel)]; Meaders, Harlis James [/O=UNC 



CC: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Meaders]; Meredith 

Bolons [ccpacers@gmail.com]; meredith@bolons.com; Terrell, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MterreII]; Fava, Nicole M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Nicole M Fava 

(fava)]; Hilton, Nathan Scott [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Nhilton]; Walker, Nina [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Nina Walker (walkern)]; Sander, Thomas J 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tjsander]; 

Plunkett, Mary Rob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=7ae6c8e54b304ae89fbc7a818d983418]; Myers, Patrick Jacob [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Patrick Jacob Myers 

(patmyers)]; Pogge, Paul [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=John Paul Pog~e (ppo~e)e3b]; Halverson, Dou~ [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Doug Halverson 

(halverso)]; Oliaro, Scott M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Scott M Oliaro (oliaro)]; Stewart, Robert House [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Robert House 

Stewart (rhstewar)]; Levy, Jennifer S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Slin~er]; VanAIstyne, Mark [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mark Lin Vanalstyne (vanalsty)5a7]; Vangelder, 

Marielle A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Marielle A Vanl~elder (mvan~eld)83b]; Scroll, s, William E [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=William E Scro~gs 

(wscroggs)] 

Robinson, Kevin T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin T Robinson (ktrob)] 

Athletic Fields Schedule for Week of 3/24/14-3/3014 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

PLEASE NOTE THIS CORRECTION TO THIS WEEKEND’S SCHEDULE: 

MENS LACROSSE vs MARYLAND GAME WILL BE PLAYED AT KENAN STADIUM THIS SATURDAY, MARCH 22~d at 2:00PM 

Attached are the Athletic Fields Schedule for next week (March 24, 2014 through March 30, 2014). 

Facility Schedules for Fetzer Stadium, Finley Athletic Fields, Cross Country, Navy Fields and Henry Astroturf may also 

be viewed anytime on Outlook Calendars found in the Open Calendar from Room List under UNCAA. 

Facility schedules for Ehaus and Hooker are attached or online at http://campusrec.unc.edu/facilities- 

schedules-reservations. 



Have a great weekend! 

GO HEELS!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@emaiLunc.edu> 

Friday, l:53 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

;ummer School Recommenda~donsJAllocations (WSO) 

Cost Breakdown and Equivalencies.xls; Olytnpic Sport Recommendation Form (Sample).doc; Olympic Spo(t Recommendation Fonn.doc 

Anson, 

Your Summer school allocation is 

Attached or h~lnw are the following forms and document: 

1) Summer Award Recommendation Form 

2) Summe= Award Recommendation Form (Sample) 

3) Summel Cost Breakdown and Equivalencies (1st and 2nd Sessions) 

4) Athletics GIA Spreadsheet 

important information: 

¯ An Award Recommendation Form must be completed for each student-athlete you wish to recommend for summer school. (See Sample Form attached). 

Recommend ALL student-athletes who may possibly enroll in summer school. This alerts the Department of Athletics and the Office of Scholarships and 

Student Aid of all potential awards and facilitates the processing of these awards. 

Notify me immediately if a recommended student-athlete does not enroll in summer school. 

¯ Current student-athletes: a student-athlete may receive an athletic aid during the summer only if he!she received athletics grant-in-aid during the 

academic year. The award may only be provided in proportion to the amount he!she received during the        academic year. For instance, a student- 

athlete who had an equivalency of .85 during the academic year must have an equivalency of .85 or less during each summer session. Consult your GIA 

spreadsheet for your student-athletes’ academic year equivalencies, using the overall equivalency column. Also use this spreadsheet to determine the 

student-athlete’s residency status! 

o Exception: If a student-athlete received a full component of athletic aid during the        academic year (e.g., book scholarship), it is permissible to 

provide the same component during the summer on the same basis, even if the summer equivalency is higher than the academic year. 

Incoming student-athletes (initial full-time enrollment): may receive athletic aid during the summer only if he/she is receiving athletic aid in the ensuing 

academic year,          In addition, the summer athletic aid must be proportional to the stud~Nl]lete’s academic year grant-in-aid. Incoming student- 

athlete must also be enrolled in six credit hours for summer aid to be applied. 

The entire form must be completed, prior to submitting. This includes, but not limited to, the Academic Support Section, including signature on the Summer 

Recommendation Form. Each form shall be completed and return to me, no later than 

cause delay, but may impact our ability to provide athletic aid to the student-athletes. Forms cannot be acce 

56,423 

528,205 55,756 54,252 

56,423 55,756 $4,252 

528,205 55,756 

56,423 

514,103 52,878 $2,126 

~3,507 

~3,507 

~2,298 

~28,205 ~5,756 54,252 

~28,205 ~5,756 54,252 

~6,423 

~26,~95 

~4,~03 ~2,878 ~2,~26 

$28,205 $5,756 ~4,252 

$28,205 $5,756 ~4,252 

$28,205 $5,756 

S~4,~03 $2,878 ~2,~26 

$28,205 $5,756 ~4,252 

$28,205 

~2,279 

S~4,~03 

~4,~03 ~2,878 $2,~26 

~0577 282 

S~4,~03 ~2,878 $2,~26 

~13,287 ~2,878 ~2,~26 

Feel free to contact me or any member of the Compliance Office with any questions or concern. 

;:~ :?h:: h .:?:~ :):~:~".~: "~.’~. ~’: e: 

Forms submitted after this deadline will not only 

~ted after the first da,, of classes for each sesmon. 

Books Other Other NCT O/A O/A 

CT Total Equiv. 
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11,817 
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0.34 

1.00 

1.00 

0.90 

0.34 

0.50 

0.33 

0.33 

0.12 

1.00 

1.00 

0.34 

0.64 

0.50 

0.83 

0.50 

0.69 

0.30 

0.34 

14.00 

0.53 

0.30 
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0.96 





Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mark ~Vasho <mwasho@washingtonspirit.com> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 6:11 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Good luck tomorrow! 

Anson- good luck tomorrow- look forward to saying "hi" to you tomorrow- and seeing your squad compete against the Spirit- hope all else is well 

Mark W 

Mark Washo 

Chief Marketing Officer/FSE 

Website: washingtonspirit.com I Tickets: tickets.washingtonspirit.com 

Twitter: @washspirit I Facebook.com/washingtonspirit 

Twitter 2: @soccerwasho 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCGSC Administrator < ~gmaJl.com> 

Saturday, March 22, 2014 10:02 AM 

Bill Palladino <gwpall@aol.com>; Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Susan Ellis <su~n.ellis@da.org> 

Day Camp Dates 

Hey Dino, 

We have been getting ,some emails about the day camp dates. Are you guys going to push them back ruth aJl the snow days that need to be made up? I think CH 

schools go th~ongh the 12th now and the camp is schedule for 12-15 right now. Just sometlaing to tlaink about. 

Natalie 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Beth ~:bethmiller@unc.edu7 

Saturday,              11:36 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Warner, Stacey Hams <staceywarne@unc.edu> 

Roan Village Housing 

Anson, 

Below are Ram Village housing assignments: 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 

~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

@~ .com] 

3:00:12 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHAN(3E/OU=EXCHAN(3E ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Albert A Dorrance IV (anson)] 

3 generations of UNC (3Ks 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edtc, 

Sunday, 9:02 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJd.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Sisneros, Jason M <sisneros@email.unc.edu>; Stander. 

Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; ~msn.com’; .@live.unc.edu-*; @aol.com’ 

Went Well? 

Hope all went well yesterday vs. the Washington Spirit ~ we played well and remained inju~ free. 
Travels home were s~£e I assume!?! Enjoy your Sunday’, and be well my friends. 
Take care, 
Larry 

Lxecutive Associate I)irect~)r of Athletics 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

TONY YOUNT < @gmail.com> 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 12:07 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edn>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; DncaJc, Chris <ducag@unc.edn>; Pa]ladino, 

George W <bpalladino@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> 

Weekly 

0321soc.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 12:29 PM 

TONY YOUNT < @gmail.com> 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edtr~; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edtr~; PaJladino, George W <bpaJladino@unc.edu-~; 
Jason Sisneros ~ @gm~l.com> 

Re: Weekly 

Thanks Tony! 

Sent from mY iPad 

> On Mar 23, 2014, at 9:07 ~M, "TONY YOI~YNT" <tony.youn@gmail corn> wrobe: 

> 

> <0321 soc pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steve Lilley <slilley@workproducts.com~ 

Sunday, 1:46 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>;      @gmail.com; 

@live.unc.edt~-;         .~!rocketmail.com; 

@unc.edu>; @yahoo.com; @y~nail.com; 

@live.unc.edu>; @msn.com; Ducm; Chris <ducax@unc.edu>; 
@gmoJl.com); Sander, Tho~nas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

UNC v. Spirit - picture of autograph competition for our FC VirgiNa u9 girls! 

fcv u9 - unc + spirits.JPG 

~!gmail.com; 

:@yahoo.corn; 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

@live.unc.edu>; 
@gmail.com; 

Leadership Council + Anson: 

See attached photo - Our u9 FC Virginia girls competed for your autographs last nite, with the winner getting 25 signatures! 

If you heard the chants behind your bench - TAR HEELS and BLUE WHITE, it was these hard playing, skilled soccer players! Our girls are playing for another 
tournament championship today so we’ll do our best to play like the Heels! 
I had each of these u9 girls parents tell me how impressed they were with how hard you played, how skilled you are, and most important how much 
character you displayed in spending time with their young daughters after the game! 

Thanks so much, 
Steve Lilley for the FC Virginia u9 Parents 

From: Steve Lilley 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:47 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Cc: @gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; @gmail.com; 

@msn.com; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( 

Subject: RE: v. Current Heels 

Leadership Council + Anson: 

@yahoo.corn;       @ymail.com; 

@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

@rocketmail.com; 

@yahoo.corn; 

Our FC Virginia u9 plus some u13 girls are ’stoked’ to cheer on the Heels v. the Washington Spirit this Sat. nite! 
I’ve attached 2 pix with our u9’s sporting their recent tournament hardwar-ewe have commenced on the long run of accumulating as much hardware as 

the Heels!!!! 
Thanks so much for spending time with the girls after the game. They will be screaming for you all during and after the game. Meeting successful players 
and students means so much to these young ladies. 
Go FC Virginia, Go Heels!!!! 
Steve Lilley 

From: Steve LilIey 

Sent: Friday, 5:53 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~t A IV 

Cc: @gmail.com’ 

@gmail.com; @gmail.com; 

@msn.com; Ducat, Chris; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( 

Subject: Re:                                     v. Current Heels 

Thanks Anson- This will be really nice for our FCV giris! 

@yahoo.com;       @ymail.com; 

@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

@rocketmail.com; 
@yahoo.com; ’ 

Steve LilIey 

Skypeo 

On at 3:54 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Steve, 

A[b-:~r the game wouk~ be best .... our girls an-:~ very approachabh? just come up to them. ~ have copied our Leadershi~ Cound~ on this, these are 

wonderfu~ gMs who w~l~ try [:o accommodate your kids when thev come forward. 

Also just csl~ out to me and I wiil certsiNy come ~o you and your Mds. And don’t worry we aIways feel at home up there. 

~= Steve Ulley [mail~:slilley@workproducts.com1 
Se~t= FrMay, Z2:56 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject= v. Current Heels 

Hi Anson: 

I’m bringin8 some of the u9 & u13 FCV {ECNL Club) teammates of and    to the same in our backyard @ the Maryland SoccerPlex. 

Don’t know if you, Bill P., Chris D., and the girls will have a moment to meet our young players, or if there is anything we could do, in advance, 

to welcome/make the team feel at home while you are in the D.C. area? 

If so, thanks for puttin~ me in touch with a team manager, etc. If not, no big deal. 

Hope all is well in Blue Heaven. 

Thanks in advance, 

Steve 

Steve Lilley 



Skype - 

slilley@workprod ucts.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 4:30 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Ga~, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu> 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Raw Catapult Data for Spirit Gmne 

Spirit game catapult.xlsx 

Hi Greg & Anson, 

Attached is the raw Catapult data from yesterday’s game vs. the Washington Spirit. Due to my error, only one of the units ( 

half, although all of the units were turned on for the 2nd half. 

was turned on during the 3Lst 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

A 

Entire game 

B 

Min Played 

9724 

D 

Max Velocity 

C 

i Odometer 

90i 

45i 

10i 
4si 
4si 
3si 
4si 
4si 
10i 
4si 
35i 

6.1 

E 

Metres/Min 

105.7 

1316 7.2 131.6 

5468 7.2 116.3 

4247 7.2 90.4 

4535 5.4 122.6 

5258 7.1 111.9 

4107 6.9 87.4 

1339 7 133.9 

4662 6.1 103.6 

3867 6.8 112.2 

1st half 

5062 6.1 112.5 

2nd half 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

F 

Hi Intensity Running 

G 

Player Load P.L / Odometer 

H 

iP.L per Min 

1170i 

571i 

134i 

513i 

468i 

467i 

518i 
380i 

134i 

599i 
4Oli 

54.2% 12.7 0,12 

60.8% 12.7 0,11 

68.5% 13.5 0.102 

70.1% 10.9 0.094 

55.7% 10 0,11 

68.0% 12.6 0.103 

63.6% 11 0.099 

50.4% 8.1 0.093 

70.7% 13.4 0.1 

47.6% 13.3 0.129 

61.8% 11.6 0.104 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.nnc.edu~ 

Sunday, 4:35 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; 

Gmne vs. Washington Spirit Catapult Rmaldngs 

Spirit Game Catapult.pdf 

~gmail.com; Gatz, Gregory <ggg@unc.edtr~ 

Anson, 

Attached is a PDF with Catapult rankings from yesterday’s game against the Washington Spirit. It includes ground covered (along with miles run and mile pace), 

effort & engagement, hybrid score, and a few other data points. This is the document you might be interested in forwarding to the team. Note, due to my error, 

this data only includes the 2nd half. 



Note: only data from 2nd half was captured 

Catapult: Spring Game vs. Washington Spirit 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player Min Played (meters/rain) (playerload/mtr) Score Rank 

131.6 0.102 284.6 2 

122.6 0.103 277.1 4 

116.3 0.094 257.3 6 

87.4 0.093 226.9 8 

Player 

Total Ground 

Covered (miles) 

Avg Mile Pace 

(rain/mile) 

0.8 12:14 

Total Workload 
(player load) 

Avg Workload 
(player load/rain) 

134 13.5 

2.8 13:08 467 12.6 

3.4 13:50 513 10.9 

2.6 18:25 380 8.1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:38 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

meeting 

Hi Anson, 

I’ve been thinking more about what we talked about in my player meeting. I was really surprised and disappointed by the direction our conversation. I continue to work hard and 

having finally had a healthy stretch, I feel like I’ve shown that I deserve the opportunity to finish out my last semester as a rostered member of the team. 

Would it be possible to talk more about this in person? Maybe sometime on Friday, or early next week?Let me know if there’s a day that would work best for you, and we can 

coordinate a time. 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 9:34 AM 

@live. unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edtr~; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Weeldy Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your MATH I tutoring session on at 9i0~P~. This is your ~d documented 

infraction and shall be considered your second warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a rnandatory meeting with the student, head coach, acadernic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~~~~ ~_ ~u~du) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

if you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben 5heu 
Assistan[ Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-A[hletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

(::ell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 9:34 AM 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edtr~; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Weeldy Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your CHEM tutoring session on !at 6i~. This is your ~d documented 

infraction and shall be considered your second warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a rnandatory meeting with the student, head coach, acadernic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~~~~ ~_ ~u~du) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

if you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben 5heu 
Assistan[ Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-A[hletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

(::ell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 9:35 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <ansou@email.unc.edtr~; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Weekly Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your BIOL    tutoring session on at 8i~p~. This is your ~hi~d documented 

infraction and shall be considered Strike One. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class)~ Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a rnandatory meeting with the student, head coach, acadernic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HEkD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~~~~ ~_ ~u~du) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

if you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben 5heu 
Assistan[ Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-A[hletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

(::ell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thom McDonald <thom.mcdonald@championshipproductions.com> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 3:45 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Video Schedule 

Coach, 

Would you be interes~ted in being the Honoraw Chairman for our Soccer Committee? The committee helps us ruth topics and which coaches to deal ruth, and it’s like 

an advisow board. This would be no time at all for you. We may create an email for you and have you okay it and send it out to the committee. We definitely wouldn’t 

ask for any of your time. It’d be more like a figurehead position. 

Thom McDouald 

Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

A~nes, IA 50010 

800-873-2730 (office) 

(cell) 

515-232-3739 (fax) 
CONFIDENTIALrFY NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is 
privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, any disseminatio~ dis~tribution or cowing of this 
communication is strictly prohibited. Please notify the sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy the original message and any attachments. Thank 
you. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thom McDonald <thom.mcdonald@championshipproductions.com> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 3:57 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Video Schedule 

Coach, 

Thanks for the reply, r ll take care of Jason, you may jusl want to ask your compliance dept. if you can be an honorary chairman for an educational video company. I 

asked a friend of mine who is in compliance at Oklahoma State, he said it would be fine for one of his coaches to do something like that. I’ll get with Jason about fiee 

videos. 

On Man, Mar 24, 2014 at 2:51 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

If it takes no time and it is leg~,l and lean get some free product for Jason to sell ,.., sure!! 

From: Thorn McDonald [mailto:thom.mcdonald@championshipproductions.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 24, 2014 3:45 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Video Schedule 

Coach, 

Would you be interesled in being the Honomly Chairman for our Soccer Com~nittee? The com~nittee helps us with ~opics and which coaches to deal with, and ifs 

like an advisory boaxd. This would be no time at rill for you. We ~nay create an em~l for you and have you okay it and send it out to the committee. We definitely 
wouldn’t ask for any of your time. It’d be more like a figurehead position. 

Thom McDonald 

Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

A~nes, IA 50010 

800-873-2730 (oNce) 

! (cell) 

515-232-3739 (fax) 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that 
is privileged, confidentia] and exempt t?om disclosure under applicable law. If you axe not the intended recipient, any dissemination, distribntion or cowing of this 

communication is s~ricfly prohibited. Please notify the sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy the origina] message mad any altachments. Thank 

you. 

Thorn McDonald 
Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 

800-873-2730 (ottice) 

515-460-8080 (cell) 

515-232-3739 (fax) 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended only- for the use of the individual or entib- to which it is addressed and may contain information that is 
privileged, confidential and exempt l]com diselosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, any dissemination, distribution or copying of this 
comlnunication is strictly prohibited. Please notify the sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy" the origina] message and any attachinents. Thank 
you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

,@live.unc.edu:, 

Monday, 4:27 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

this weekend 

Hey Ans, 

Do you know the subbing rules for this weekend? Is it the same as last weekend? 



From: Justin Feil        ~vefzon.net> 

Sent: Monday, 5:53 PM 

To: Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: quote tbr Magazine 

Hi Anson, 

l’m working on a story for          Magazine on the fast start for the LWC 
team. I’m going to be talking to 

I just wanted to ask you for a quote on what it was about her that earned 

her playing time as a         for your               program? 

Thanks, 
Justin Feil 
C: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:29 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Int>action Notice 

Hi Anson, 
I got caught up ffaldying for my exam and I lost track of time. I take full responsibili~ for it a~d will not miss another. Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 2:_ 2 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ans~:~.,’;emaii.~mc.edu> wrote: 

?’?7!!! 

From: ASPSA Tutorina 

Sent: Monday, 9:34 AM 
To: 
Co: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your MRTH :utoring session on at 9i00~. This is your 

documented infraction and shall be considered your second warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their 

tutoring privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tu[orial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associa[e 

direc[or of academic support, and [utorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached 

Appeal form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor 

Coordinator. The appeal must state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, 

and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~~c.~iu) within the timeline 

listed below and inform your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

B~’n ,Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for S[udent-Athletes 

Office: 9:].9-843--2329 

Cell: 

<Infraction Appeal Form.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Justin Feil [@verizon.net> 

Monday, 7:41 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE:           quote for        Mag~ine 

Thanks for getting right back to me. Wishing you all continued success. - Justin 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email,unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday, 7:16 PM 
To: .]ustin Feil 
Subject: Re: quote for Magazine 
The thing I loved about as a player was her extraordinary confidence. I genuinely/~el her elite level in has helped her confidence on the soccer 

field. She had a surprising composure tbr someone so young. Also, I just liked her as a person. She is upbeat, hard~vorking, and fun to be axound. She is a classy 

young lady with a ihbulous attitude. I can’t believe how lucky we are and I am thanM’ul           was willing to share her with us. 

Justin Fell @erizon.net~ w~ote: 

Hi Anson, 

I’m working on a story [’or        ~ Magazine on the fast start [’or the UNC 
team. I’m going to be talking to 

I just wanted to ask you for a quote on what it was about her that earned 
her playing tirue as a         [’or your               program? 

Thanks, 
Justin Feil 
C: 

No virus found in this message. 

Checked by AVG- 

Version:           / Virus Database: 3722/7240 - Release Date: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:46 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Re: meeting 

Thanks. Would next Monday work for you? I’m free after weights until my class at 4. 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, at 9:42 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: meeting 

Sure 

Sentj?om my Verizon Vl/ireless 4G LTE DROID 

@live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

I’ve been thinking more about what we talked about in my player meeting. I was really surprised and disappointed by the direction our conversation. I continue to work hard and 

having finally had a healthy stretch, I feel like I’ve shown that I deserve the opportunity to finish out my last semester as a fostered member of the team. 

Would it be possible to talk more about this in person? Maybe sometime on Friday, or early next week?Let me know if there’s a day that would work best for you, and we can 

coordinate a time. 

Thanks, 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu;’ 

Tuesday, 9:57 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

~nnc.edu> 

RE: this weekend 

6 subs, no re-entry. 

-Tom 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent-" Monday, 7:23 PM 

Sander, Thomas .l 
Subject: Re: this weekend 

I will check.... Tom? 

Sent from my Ver~zo~t Wb’eles,~" 4G LTJZ D~OID 

~unc~edu> wrote: 

Hey Ans, 

Do you know the subbing rules for this weekend? Is it the same as last weekend? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               10:39 AM 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros( @gmail.com) 

Annual APR Breakdown Women’s Soccer 

Michelle, 

Thank you for your print out. I notice that there were about 14 players from the fall not listed and 13 for the spring. 

you want me to provide you the names? 

Do 

Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               10:40 AM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros( @gmail.com) 

RE: Annual APR Breakdown Women’s Soccer 

Hi Chris, 
Were they on aid.~ Not worried about the non-scholarship students on that report. 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:39 AM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Blanton, Brent S 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Jason Sisneros¢ @gmail.com) 
Subject: Annual APR Breakdown Women’s Soccer 

Michelle, 

Thank you for your print out. I notice that there were about 14 players from the fall not listed and 13 for the spring. Do 

you want me to provide you the names? 

Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               10:45 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros( @gmail.com) 

RE: Annual APR Breakdown Women’s Soccer 

No...Thanks 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:40 AM 
To: Ducar, Chris; Brown, Michelle 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Jason Sisneros( _~gmail.com) 
Subject: RE: Annual APR Breakdown Women’s Soccer 

Hi Chris, 
Were they on aid? Not worried about the non-scholarship students on that report. 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:39 AM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Blan}con, Brent S 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Jason Sisneros( @c~mail.com) 
Subject: Annual APR Breakdown Women’s Soccer 

Michelle, 

Thank you for your print out. I notice that there were about 14 players from the fall not listed and 13 for the spring. Do 

you want me to provide you the names? 

Chris 



From: TONY YOUNT ~(}gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, l 1:20 AM 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander~ Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Ducaac, Chris <~uca@unc.edu>; Pgdadino, 

George W <bpaJladino@unc.edu> 

Advising Appt. 

Ladies, 

You still need to make an advising appointment. Lots of times are available next week. Follow the link and instructions here. 

1. AII, s~tudent athletes are to meet with Academic Advisers during each semester. RegiS_ration is approaching (see my email from March 2). Advising 

will tnake it easy to see an adviser over the next 3 weeks before your registration &re. Here are the details. If you have not seen an adviser this semester, 

please take care of the asap. Here is how to sign up. 

What: Academic Advising Blitz 

When: March 24- March 27; March 31 -April 3 (6pm -8pm) 

Where: Loudermilk Center for Excellence (Concourse Level; North End) 

How to Sign-Up: http:iia[~[~s.research.unc.eduievents/index.cfm? 

g‘~?~n~t~-~?~v~e~D~t~s~g‘~e~n~t~D~e~t~a~!!~s~&~g~p~-~2~g~}~:~g~~g~f!~!~~g~ (students will need to clicl< "Register for Event" button at 

the bottom of the page) 

The Advising Blitz will take place on the third floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence (north end). Andrea or Spencer will greet students 

entering on the third floor and direct them to the appropriate advisors. 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tuesday, .12:36 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Dorrance. Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu-~; Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu-~ 

Ok, we can have Eddie Smith Field House and the Stop Hunger people can do Sunday, 

preferred time? I was thinking 2pm in case we have some that like to do church in the AM? 

Are we good to go to lock this in for both teams. Do we have a 

i.~.i IMAGE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 2:23 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Thom McDonald <thom.mcdouald@championshipproductions.com>; Jason Sisneros 

@gmail.com> 

IU:;: Video Schedule 

I don’t see any issues from my end with your kwolvement. Obviously, it any student-athletes were to potentially start to be involved, we may have to pump the 
brakes but ¥o~r involw:_~mer~t is fine. 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ email.unc.edu 

From: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Sent: Monday, March 24, 2014 7:26 PM 
To: Thorn McDonald; Markos, Lance IVl; 3ason Sisneros 
Subject: Re: Video Schedule 
Very good! 

Sem./~orn my V~’.rizo~ 14%el~’s 4G £Yh" I)ROID 

Thorn McDonald <~thom.mcdoiMd(~)championsNppmductions~com> wrote: 

Coach, 

Thanks for the reply, r ll take care of Jason, you may just want to ask your colnpliance dept. if you can be an honora~ chairman for an educational video colnpmay. I 

asked a friend of mine who is in compliance at Oldahoma State, he said it would be fine for one of his coaches to do something like that. I’ll get with Jason about free 

videos. 

On Mon, Mar 24, 2014 at 2:51 PM, Dorrance, AlbertA IV <anson(d~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

If it takes no [:im~:_~ and it is I~-_~gal and I can get som~-_~ free ~lroch.ECt ~or J~son to ~e[I ..., ~ure]! 

From: Thom McDonald [mailto:thom.mcdonald@championshipproductions.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 24, 2014 3:45 PM 

To: Dorrance, AlbeCc A IV 
Subject: Video Schedule 

Coach, 

Would you be interested in being "the Honorary Chairman tbr our Soccer Committee? The committee helps us with topics and which coaches to deal with, and it’s like 

an advisory board. This would be no time at all for you. We may’ create an email lbr you and have you okay it and send it out to the committee. We deiinitely wouldn’t 

ask for any of your time. It’d be more like a figurehead position. 

Thom McDonald 

Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 

800-873-2730 (ottice) 

cell) 
515-232-3739 (the,0 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended only for the use of the individual or enti~ to which it is addressed and may contain infom~ation that is 

privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipien~ any dissemination, distribution or cowing of this 

co,nmunication is sntrictly prohibited. Please noti~ the sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy the original message and any attaclm~ents. Thank 

you. 

Thom McDonald 

Recrhiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 



800-873-2730 (ottice) 

(cell) 

515-232-3739 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addres~d and may contain information that is 
privileged, confidenlial and exempt fiom disclosure under applicable law-. If you a~e not the intended recipient, any disseminalion, dis~tribution or copying of this 

com~nunication is strictly prohibited. Please notify the sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy the origing~ message and any attachinents. Thank 

you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@aol.com 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 3:43 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Palladino, George W <bpalladino@unc.edu> 

W LEAGUE 

Anson & Dino, 
I wanted to check in to see if any of your players would like to play in the W League this season here in Northern Virginia. My club, BRYC recently purchased the rights to a W 

League franchise so we’re looking to fill out our roster with a some college players. 
Below is a link to the announcement. 
http://www.w20soccer.com/home1795997.html 
I’m not sure what you’re training schedule is but I will be down in your area later this week and would love to come by and see you guy’s. I would also like to hear more about 
the UNC World Football Academy seminar in April. 
I hope all is well with you guy’s. 
Dino - Please pass on a big hi to 

Cheers, 
LRB 
LARRY R. BEST 
BRYC 95 ELITE 
BRYC ELITE Director of Coaching - Girl’s 
703-587-3379 
www.bryc95elite.com 
wvw~.brvcsoccer.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 3:56 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@email.unc.edn>; 

RE: 

@unc.edu> 

2 pm sounds great[ 

-Tom 

Frem: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:43 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas 3 
Subject: FW: 

Tom, 

Can you take the point on this? 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, ~2:36 PN 

Te~ Sander, Thomas J 
~¢~ Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Somoano, Carlos N 
Subject: 

0~, w~ c~n h~v~ Eddi~ Smith Field Hous~ ~nd th~ Sto~ Hu~r ~opl~ c~n do Su~d~y, 

preferred t~m~? I w~ thin~ing 2~ in c~s~ w~ h~v~ som~ that lik~ to do church in th~ A~? 

¯ Are we good to go to lock this in for both teams¯ Do we have a 

IMAGE 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

larry best ~aol.com> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 6:18 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: W LEAGUE 

Thmiks Anson. I will be down in the triangle area later this week and wondered ifI could stop by and see so~ne training’? 

Cheers, 

LRB 

LarD’ R. Best 

C- 

BRYC Elite Academy 

Director of Coaching - Girl’s 

. ._W_.-_ ~r?__r.y_ c_’.~9_c_.c_’ .ej2 _c9_n_! 

On Mar 25, 2014, at 4:03 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" < ~mson@email.anc.edu> wrote: 

Larry, 

Thank you for this opportunity, I will send this to our roster. 

From-" @aol.com [!~ailto: ~aol.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, March 25, 2014 3:43 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W 
Subject-" W LEAGUE 

Anson & Dino, 
I wanted to check in to see if any of your players would like to play in the W League this season here in Northern Virginia. My club, BRYC recently purchased 
the rights to a W League franchise so we’re looking to fill out our roster with a some college players. 
Below is a link to the announcement. 
htt p://www.w20soccer.com/home/795997.ht ml 
I’m not sure what you’re training schedule is but I will be down in your area later this week and would love to come by and see you guy’s. I would also like to 
hear more about the UNC World Football Academy seminar in April. 
I hope all is well with you guy’s. 
Dino - Please pass on a big hi to 
Cheers, 
LRB 
LARRY R. BEST 
BRYC 95 ELITE 
BRYC ELITE Director of Coaching - Gifts 

vwwv.brvc95elite.com 

~ =__b_ E _u_’A _o___c__c_’__e_ £=_u_’£ E~_ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 9:46 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tomorrow and this weekend 

Anson, 

Just wanted to send a quick email that I won’t be at practice tomorro~v. 
especially with our limited subs. 

since we have a game on Saturday, 

With that being said, I wanted to let you know that I would rather stay in chapel hill this weekend and train and do school work since I won’t get to play in New Jersey due to sub 
restrictions I would be happy to run a training session ~vith anyone else staying as well Hope this is okay and hopefully see you on Thursday. I hope you know that I really try to push the 
rest of the team to be the best they can be. I may not get to play but I’m happy to help the others in practice etc. 

Thanks Anson 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Keating ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 9:16 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FW: Proper Heading Technique 

ODP Header vs GK.jpg 

I shot video of good heading technique for the girls to learn.., youtube link below. 

Mike Keating 

From." Mike Keating [mailto:      @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, March 26, 2014 8:57 AM 
To-" ’Matt Daly’; ’Michael Green’; ’Duncan Henshall’ 
Subject: Proper Heading Technique 

Guys, 

I video’d Brandt BroNco (likely to go pro with Seattle Sounders) at last training session to help teach the girls proper heading. They should watch it, slow it down, 

study this, and pick out the technique. Very few girls know how to head properly and it causes injuries, so worthwhile to get it right. For offensive players going 

against the keeper, it is REALLY important to jump in FRONT of the keeper versus side by side to protect the forward as well as beat the GK. See attached pix 

showing that... Share with your girls as you like. 

http:/iyo~tu~ bei-.G rf}pZO n ~ F.:.-. 
Mike Keating 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc,edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:46 AM 

another ca~colina classic correction 

Everyone, 

Our Carolina Classic next fall is That’s what happens when you cut and paste from previous years’ schedules! 
All of these changes will be reflected in the schedule when I resend it later this spring. 
-Tom 
Tom Sander 
Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

Universi~ of No~h Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stewart Mairs <Stewart.Mairs@prozonesports.com> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 11:33 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

DncaJc, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Palladino, George W <bpalladino@unc.edu-~; 

<pacman@unc.edu> 

Prozone Demo 

~gmail.com; Sander, Thomas J 

Good morning Anson. 

Hope all is well, 

Just wanted to reach out and see if there was a good time to get you guys running with the Prozone software and a demo game? Would be good to get the other 

assistants up and running sooner rather than later to give you enough time before the start of the season to get used to it. 

Let me know 

Stewart 

Stewart Mairs 
U.S. Operations Manager 

",,": 001 773 857 1727 

,,,,.,’~: vwwv.R[.oz~ne~ports~com 

Prozone - part of the Amisco Group 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Neal [cneal3@elon.edu] 

5:47:53 PM 

Scott Wollaston @gmail.com]; paul cairney [cairneyp@uncw.edu]; Cullen, John [jcullen@uncc.edu]; Hain, 

Jessica J [jjceli@liberty.edu]; Rob D [donnenwirthrOecu.edu]; Martin Beall [mbeall@highpoint.edu]; Sarah Strickland 

[stricklandsc@appstate.edu]; Anthony Daluz [daluz@wfu.edu]; Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Albert A Dorrance IV 

(anson)]; church@duaa.duke.edu; robbie.church@duke.edu; Charles Chu~er Adair [adair@vt.edu]; Tim Santoro 

[tfsantor@ncsu.edu]; tim_santoro@ncsu.edu; Miller, Gre~ S [l~miller@athletics.pitt.edu]; sl~towne@unc~.edu 

Re: Southern Soccer Showcase Update 

Hey everyone, 

Scott Wollaston and TCYSA have been incredibly generous in allowing us to piggy back their event to raise awareness!donations for 

We will be dedicating the college matches to 

If your team is up for it, I ask a simple favor to help us raise awareness on the day of your games at the Southern Soccer Showcase. If 

your team could do what Clemson, UNCW, and High Point have already done in previous spring matches that would be fantastic. They 

basically used a little bit of pre-wrap and athletic tape to spread the word! See pictures below. There should be a pretty big crowd there 

each day and every little bit of awareness helps. Thanks so much - Chris Neal, Elon U. 

Chris Neal 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Elon University 

2500 Campus Box, El@n, NC 27244 

336-278-6745 

ELON ATHLETICS: www.elonphoenix.com 

CAMP INFO: ~_:__e__L_o___n____s___o___c___c____e___r__c___a_____m__E_s___.__c___o_____m__. 
Follow us on FACEBO©K 

Follow us on TWITTER ............................ 

From: Scott Wollaston < _~gmail.com> 

Date: Friday, 3:00 PM 

To: Paul Cairney <cairneyp@uncw, edu>, John’ ’Cullen <jcullen@uncc.edu>, Steve Nugent <smnugent@uncg.edu>, 

Jessica Hain <jjceli@libertyoedu>, Rob Donnenwirth <DONNENWIRTHR@ecu.edu>, Elon University <cneal3@elon.edu>, 

Martin Beall <mbeall@hi~ghpoint.edu>, Sarah Strickland <stricklandsc@appstate.edu>, Anthony Daluz 

<daluz@WFU.EDU>, "anson@uncaa.unc.edu" <anson@uncaaounc.edu>, Robbie Church <church@duaa.dukeoedu>, 

Robbie Church <robbie.church@duke.edu>, Charles Chugger Adair <adair@vt.edu>, Timothy Santoro 

<tfsantor@NCSU.EDU>, "tim santoro@ncsu.edu" <tim santoroC~ncsu.edu>, "Miller, Greg S" 

<gm!!/er@ath/et!cs~pitt.edu>, "sgtowne@uncg.edu" <sgtowne@uncg.edu> 

Subject: Southern Soccer Showcase Update 

Coaches, 



Thank you so much for coming to the 2014 Southern Soccer Showcase sponsored by Mercedes Benz of Winston Salem. We have 

nearly 100 club teams participating in the event, along with your 14 college teams. Here are some updates: 

1. Mercedes Benz has been generous to sponsor the event. They will be providing the Mercedes Benz hospitality tent, which will be 

located above the Stadium field. All college teams and coaches will be invited into that tent before and after games. We will provide 

drinks, snacks and lunches for all of your players and coaches. In addition, Mercedes Benz has purchased a tournament shirt for each 

of your players. 

For this, I have attached a Team Order Form. On this form, you will let us know how many lunches your team would like, and if anyone 

has any dietary restrictions. Also, you will add the sizes of tshirts that you would like for your players and coaches. 

Please email this form to me before next Friday, March 21st. 

2. We would really appreciate if you would register online as an Attending College Coach on our event website link below. It really 

helps us in growing our event. Here is the 

link: http://soccer.sincsports.com/TTColleq~R~g!st~r.~px?tid =TWlNSO&tab=7&su b= 1 

We hope that you will look to recruit at our event as we have some fantastic teams from up and down the east coast attending. 

3. Chris Neal, coach of Elon, will be sending you all an email regarding support for one of his players that was recently diagnosed with 

cancer. We would like to offer support by increasing the awareness at this event for her cause. Please look for an email from him. 

4. Our final game schedule is at the following 

link: http://soccer.sincsports.com/TTMore.aspx?tid=TWlNSO&tab=3&su b=4&Qual=MISC&Seq=7 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Scott 

Scott T. Wollaston 

Executive Director: Twin City Youth Soccer Association 

www.twincitysoccer.com 
Manager: Winston-Salem SoccerPlex 

www.wssoccerplex.com 
Manager: SoccerOP Management, LLC 

www.soccerop.com 

Email:         ~ g___m____a_[!:__c___o___m___ 

Winston Salem SoccerPlex Office: (336) 896-0383 

BB&T Soccer Park Office: (336) 998-4277 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc,edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:20 PM 

bring towel to NJ 

Players, 
Make sure you pack a towel for the post game shower. And toiletries like last time. All they’re giving us is the water. 
-Tom 
Tom Sander 
Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 3:54 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino 

faculty athletics committee liaison meeting 

~aol.com>; SaJ~der, Thomas J <pacmma@unc.edu> 

Dear Anson et al: 

The Faculty Athletics Committee is in the planning stages for its year-end retreat, in mid-May To that end, the chair ofFAC ~vould like us facul~z liaisons to meet with our assigned teams 
(that is, with the coaches, as well as with one or more player representatives), so that we can hear about an?- issues related to academics that concern you, as well get your reactions to what 
we can do to strengthen the bond between athletics and academics on campus. 

Would you please let me kno~v when we could meet? My schedule is fairly flexible after April 12, as I’m not teaching this semester. I’d be happy to meet separately with the player 
representatives (so if you want to just give me their names, I can reach out directly to them) 

Thanks very much, 

Layna 

Layna Mosley 
Dept of Political Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3~’55 
mosley@unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@aol.com 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 3:58 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

~msn.com; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; 

Re: W LEAGUE 

~gmail.com; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Anson, 
Thanks for the email and updates buddy. I won’t be in your area until the afternoon so no worries. 
Good luck against Sky Blue. 
Let me know if you have any players that may be interested in the W League. 
Cheers, 
LRB 
LARRY R. BEST 
BRYC 95 ELITE 
BRYC ELITE Director of Coaching - Girl’s 

www.bryc95elite.com 

www.brycsoccer.com 

In a message dated 3/26/2014 3:32:16 P.M. Eastern Daylight Time, anson@email.unc.edu writes: 

Our last session is tomorrow at 7:45 am at Ehringhaus Field {we are driving up to NJ Fri (to play Sky Blue)}. 

From: larry best [mailto:         _~aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 25, 2014 6:18 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Re: W LEAGUE 

Thanks Anson. I will be down in the triangle area later this week and wondered if I could stop by and see some training? 

Cheers, 

LRB 

Larry R. Best 

C- 

BRYC Elite Academy 

Director of Coaching - Girl’s 

W-bryc95elite.com 

W-brycsoccer.com 

On Mar 25, 2014, at 4:03 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you For this .:_~ppor~uniW, I wiil send this ~:o our ros~:er. 

Froro: ,~. aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 25, 2014 3:43 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; Palladino, George W 
Subject: W LEAGUE 

Anson & Dino, 

I wanted to check in to see if any of your players would like to play in the W League this season here in Northern Virginia. My club, BRYC recently 
purchased the rights to a W League franchise so we’re looking to fill out our roster with a some college players. 

Below is a link to the announcement. 

http:Hwww.w20soccer.com/home/795997.html 

I’m not sure what you’r~ training schedule is but I will be down in your area later this week and would love to come by and see you guy’s. I would also 
like to hear more about the UNC World Football Academy seminar in April. 

I hope all is well with you guy’s. 

Dino = Please pass on a big hi to Wendy. 



Cheers, 

LRB 

LARRY R. BEST 
BRYC 95 ELITE 
BRYC ELITE Director of Coaching - Girl’s 

www.bryc95elite.com 
www. brycsoccer.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Malena Jaime <mjaime@beckett.com> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2024 5:22 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc edu>: 9msn com: Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros 

@gmail.com): Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: Magazine Feature-UNC Women’s Soccer 

G reat to hear from you. It’s ou r pleasu re! We would love to work with you r team on potentially setting up an interview for a feature story on the team. 

Would you have any interest? 

All the best. 

Malena 

Malena Jaime 

Editor I Beckett Media 
American Farmhouse Style ¯ American Made Living ¯ 2014 World Cup Guide ° 50 Greatest Sports Dynasties 

50 Greatest World Cup Players of !!! Time 

c~gagedmedi ama~s.com 

714200.1981 I mjaime@beckett.com 

22840 Savi Ranch Parkway, Suite 200 I Yorba Linda, CA 92887 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 2:57 PM 

TO: Malena Jaime <._m__~_a__[__m____e__@__b___e__c__k___e__t__t_:_£__o___m__.> 

Cc: "Lohse, Dave Clark" <._d__a___v_£Lo___h__s___e____@____u___q_c__.___e__d___u_.>, ~msn.com>, "Ducar, Chris" <._d___u__c__a___r___@.___u___n__£:£_d__9.>, "Jason Sisneros 

~gmail.com>, "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: Magazine Feature-UNC Women’s Soccer 

Very kind to include us 

From-" Malena Jaime [mailto:miaime@beckett.com] 

Seat: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 2:31 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Magazine Feature-UNC Women’s Soccer 

Hello Anson, 

I hope this message finds you doing well I am an editor with Beokett Media (we publish several sports, collectibles and enthusiast magazines), and I am ourrently working on a speoial issue called 

50 Greatest Sports Dynasties. The issue will of course be looking at some of the biggest, greatest sports dynasties (professional and college) of all time. but will also be including special features 

on what it takes to be a dynasty and how certain teams have done it so effectively. 

So. I’m writing to you because it needs not be said that you have effectively coached one of the greatest dynasties in history, and certainly in soccer I would love to write a featu re on your incredible 

run with the University of North Carolina Women’s soccer team. and look back on some of the greatest moments in your career with the team. 

If interested. I’d like to set up an interview some time within the 3-4 weeks (whether on the phone, or even via email, depending on what works with your schedule) to discuss these topics. Please let 

me know if this is something you would be interested in. It would be an honor to include your perspective 

Thanks for your time. 

All the best. 

Malena 

Malena Jaime 

Editor I Beckett Media 
American Farmhouse Style 
° American Made Living 

2014 World Cup Guide 

¯ 50 GreatestSports Dynasties 

50 Greatest World Cup Players of All Time 

714.200.1981 I mjaime@beckett.com 

22840 Savi Ranch Parkway, Suite 200 I Yorba Linda, CA 92887 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stewart Mairs <Stewart.Mairs@prozonesports.com> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 5:26 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

~msn.com; Ducax, Chris <ducaJc@unc.edtr~; Jason Sisneros 

RE: Prozone Demo 

~gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Thanks Anson 

I will connect with Jason to get set up. Look forward to working with you guvs this year~ 

Best 

Frem; Dorrance, Albert A ~ [mailto:anson@email.un¢.edu] 
Se~t: Wednesday, March 26, 20:[4 3:35 PM 
To: Stewart Mairs 

Co:        ~msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros 
Subject; RE: Prozone Demo 

Stewart, 
Thank you. 

~gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Jason Sisneros will be our point of contact. I will let him set up what we need to with you. And thank you for all you have done for us in the past. You are easy to 

work with and are always a consummate professional 

F~m= Stewa~ Nairs [mailto:Stewart.Nairs@~tozonesports.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, Narch 26, 2014 11:33 AN 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
~¢~ Ducar, Chris; Palladino, George W; ~_g_~_¢~L~9_~; Sander, Thomas ~ 
Subject~ Prozone Demo 
Impo~ance: High 

Good morning Anson. 

Hope a~l is well, 

Just wanted to reach out and see if there was a good time to get you guys running with the Prozone software and a demo game? Would be good to get the other 

assistants up and running sooner rather than later to give you enough time before the start of the season to get used to it. 

Let me know 

Stewart 

Stewart Mairs 
U.S. Operations Manager 

"X 001 773 857 1727 

W: ~m.prozonesports.com 
Li~:i,~:’,din I ~:’ao<:book 

Pmzone - part of the Amisco Group 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Malena Jaime <mjaime@beckett.com> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2024 6:28 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc edu> @msn com: Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>: Jason Sisneros 

@gmail.com): Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: Magazine Feature-UNC Women’s Soccer 

That would be absolutely fantastic! I’m based in Southern California. so a phone interview would probably work best. 

However. if that is not feasible with your schedule, we may be able to email some questions. 

Let me know what works best for you in the next few weeks and we can set something up. 

Thanks! 

Malena 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, March 26, 2014 2:15 PM 

TO: Malena Jaime <._m__~_a__[__m____e____@____b___e__c__k___e__t__t_:_£__o___m__.> 

Cc: "Lohse, Dave Clark" <davelohse@unc.edu>, ~msn.com>, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>, "Jason Sisneros 

~gmaiLcom>, "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Magazine Feature-UNC Women’s Soccer 

From: Malena Jaime [__m___a_jJ___tg__L_m_j_a_Lm___e_@__b__e_£_k__e_~&___q__m__] 

Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 20:[4 5::[2 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 

Cc: Lohse, Dave Clark;        #_[9__S_D~__c_9___m_; Ducar, Chris; .Jason Sisneros          ~g[3_a_!J_,_c___o___m_}; Sander, Thomas 

Subject: Re: Magazine Feature-UNC Women’s Soccer 

G rear to hear from you It’s ou r pleasu re! We would love to work with you r team on potentially setting up an interview for a feature story on the team. 

Would you have any interest? 

All the best. 

Malena 

Malena Jaime 

Editor I Beckett Media 
American Farmhouse Style 

* American Made Living 

* 2014 W’orid Cup Guide 

o 50 GreateatSports Dynasties 

50 Greatest World Cup Players of All Time 

714.200.1981 I mjaime@beckett.com 

22840 Savi Ranch Parkway. Suite 200 I Yorba Linda. CA 92887 

From= <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date= Wednesday, March 19, 2014 2:57 PM 

To: Malena Jaime <mjaime@beckett.com> 

Co: "Lohse, Dave Clark" <davelohse@unc.edu>, @raSh.COrn>, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>, "Jason Sisneros 

@gmail.com> "Sander Thomas J" <l~acman@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Magazine Feature-UNC Women’s Soccer 

Very kind to include us 

Frem: Malena _laime [mailto:miaime@beckett.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, March :[9, 20:[4 2:3:[ PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 

S..bject: Magazine Feature-UNC Women’s Soccer 

Hello Anson. 

I hope this message finds you doing well I am an editor with Beckett Media (we publish several sports, collectibles and enthusiast magazines), and I am currently working on a special issue called 

50 Greatest Sports Dynasties. The issue will of course be looking at some of the biggest, greatest sports dynasties (professional and college) of all time. but will also be including special features 

on what it takes to be a dynasty and how certain teams have done it so effectively. 

So. I’m writing to you because it needs not be said that you have effectively coached one of the greatest dynasties in history, and certainly in soccer I would love to write a featu re on your incredible 

run with the University of North Carolina Wol]len’s soccer team. and look back on some of the greatest l]lOl]lents in your career with the team. 

If interested. I’d like to set up an interview some time within the 3-4 weeks (whether on the phone, or even via email, depending on what works with your schedule) to discuss these topics. Please let 

me know if this is something you would be interested in. It would be an honor to include your perspective 

Thanks for your time. 

All the best. 

Malena 

Malena Jaime 

Editor I Beckett Media 
American Farmhouse Style 
° American Made Living 

2014 W’orid Cup Guide 

o 50 GreateatSports Dynasties 

50 Greatest World Cup Players of All Time 

714.200.1981 I mjaime@beckett.com 

22840 Savi Ranch Parkway. Suite 200 I Yorba Linda. CA 92887 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Vicki Linton ~hotmaJl.com> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 10:10 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Athlete As~ssmenks DISC Profiling in Sport, Performmace Reviews & more 

WebPage.pdf 

Anson 

See attached the website of the ~uys who do the DISC assessments that I mentioned the other dav. 
I have done my individual consNtation and it was vepy interesting! I have heard how beneficial it ~an be when done with a team and with coaches. 

http://www.athleteassessments.com/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Masur, Ed.D <masurd@stjohns.edu> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 10:22 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ii~iI EmailHeader Top 

Hi Ano~n 

I hope your spring is going well and recruiting is moving along probably too thst!! 

I wanted to touch base to ask you about the forum that you were going to have at UNC with Gns Hedik’s trainer Raymond Verheijen in May 

I am still inteiested and am toting to see about putting it into my calendm hopefully !! 

Four children in their peek activi~" yeasts is a lot to Inove ~xound !! 

All the bes~t 

Dave 

Dr. David Masur 
Associate Athletic Director 
Head Men’s Soccer Coach 
St. John’s University 
8000 Utopia Parkway 
Queens, NY 11439 
718-990-6197 (o) 

(c) 
718-990-1988 (f) 
www. redstormsports.com 
www.davemasur.com 

i~i EmailHeader BOTTOM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:27 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; 

FW: re : survey 

~aol.com 

From: ~ol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:08 Plvl 
To: Sander, Thomas .I 
Subject: Re: re : survey 

Tom, 

That survey was murder. I was unable to answer MANY of the questions accurately because the options were too limited. For example, I HAD siblings to begin 

with although I now only have and the highest option to choose was 6, so I chose option 6 because it seemed the most accurate, but I also chose 

because the options didn’t go any higher. 

Whoever wrote the survey was not thinking outside the proverbial box. He or she had made a lot of assumptions.., or perhaps he or she had a particular, 

preconceived result in mind that does not cover the subjects of the survey accurately. I thought that at the end of the survey there would have been a space to add 

comments or further info, but there wasn’t. No worries. Not the end of the world.., well, at least not yet, but with the way the Russians are carrying on and planes 

disappearing and Scottish people all running around with one eye, in the land of the blind.., who knows what’s around the corner! Please say Hi to Anson and Dino 

for me. All the best, 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 18:14, "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc~edu> wrote: 

Alums, 
l’ve been told to warn you that the survey may take a little more than a few minutes, so please allot some time for it. When I said ’quick’, I meant ’Tar 
Heel quick’, like "we’ll just make a quick stop for snacks on the way to the airport" or "we’ll just do a few quick sprints down the field for fitness" You 
guys know the lingo! 
-Tom 
Tom Sa~der 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of Nort~ Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mosley, Layua <mosley@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 12:06 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: t~cul~ athletics committee liaison meeting 

Anson, 

That sounds like a good plan Would it ~vork for ~vorkout/lunch on Thursday 

got in touch with me and we’ll figure out details 

Thanks, 

Layna 

Layna Mosley 
Dept of Political Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
mosley@unc edu 

? If that doesn’t work, we could try nstead. 

On at 4:51 PM; "Don-ance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Layna, 

> 

> My schedule lightens up as wefl Why don’t you join us liar our TiTh 11 am workout one morning and then have lunch with me? 

> 

> I will copy my Leadership Council to respond with you as to when it would be good to meet with them (Obviously, I know you do not have to meet with all of them ) And you will like 

these kids Layna!! 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Mosley, La’~’na 

> Sent: Wednesday: 3:54 PM 

> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

> Cc: Ducal Chris; bill palladino; Sander, Thomas J 

> Subject: facul~ athletics committee liaison meeting 

> 

> [)ear Anson et al: 

> 

> ’]7he Faculty Athletics Committee is in the planning stages for its year-end retreat, in mid-May. To that end, the chair of FAC would like us faculty liaisons to meet with our assigned teams 

(that is, with the coaches, as well as with one or more player representatives), so that we can hear about any issues related to academics that concern you, as well get your reactions to what 

we can do to strengthen the bond between athletics and academics on campus. 

> 

> Would you please let me know when we could meet? My schedule is fairly flexible after April 12, as rm not teaching this semester I’d be happy to meet separately with the player 

representatives (so if you want to just give me their names, I can reach out directly to them) 

> 

> Thanks very- much, 

> 

> Layna 

> 

> Layna Mosley 

> Dept. of Political Science 

> Univcrsi~" of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 mosley@unc.edu 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.uuc.edu;, 

Thursday, 4:14 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Southern Soccer Showcase Update 

of course 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:10 PM. "Dorrance, Albeit A IV" <anson@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you fur responding. 

Can you take the lead on this for us? 

..... ©riginal Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 7:19 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Southern Soccer Showcase Update 

Let’s do it! 

Sent from my iPhune 

>> ©n at 4:38 PM, "Durrance, Albert A IV" <ansun@email unc edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Ladies, 
>> 

>> It is up tu yuu guys! 
>> 

>> From: Chris Neal [mailto:cneal3~elon.edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday,               1:48 PM 
>> To: Scott Wullaston; paul cairney; Cullen, John; Hain, Jessica J; Rob 
>> D; Martin BeaH; Sarah Strickland; Anthony Daluz; Dorrance, Albert A 
>> IV; church@duaa.dnke edu; rubbie.church@duke.edu; Charles Chugger 
>> Adair; Tim Santuru; tim~ santoro@ncsu.edn; Miller, Greg S; 
>> sgtowne@uncg.edu 
>> SubJect: Re: Southern Soccer Shuwcase Update 
>> 

>> Hey eveuune, 
>> 

>> Scutt Wullaston and TCYSA have been incredibly generuus in alluwing us to piggy, back their event tu raise awareness/donations 

>> 

>> If your team is up for it, I ask a simple favur to help us raise awareness on the day ufyour games at the Suuthern Soccer Showcase If your team cuuld do what Clemson, UNCW, and 
High Puint have already dune in previous spring matches that wuuld be fantastic. They basically used a little bit of pre-wrap and athletic tape to spread the word! See pictures beluw There 
should be a pretty big crowd there each day and every little bit of awareness helps. Thanks so much - Cl-tris Neal, Elon U. 
>> 

>> [cid:BDFEB 653 -D917 -420E-9027-33830~4BBB41A] 
>> 

>> [cid:802C6199-7CCA-4D94-SDB5-772BE38952AC] 
>> 

>> [cid:29DBBF4F-F727-4496-A4B 1-33FBFB2C77E3] 
>> 

>> Chris Neal 
>> Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
>> Elon University 
>> 2500 Campus Box, Elon, NC 27244 
>> 336-278-6745 
>> EL ON ATHLETICS: ~w~v. elonphoenLx, com 
>> CAMP INFO: ~’w.elonsoccercarrlps.com 
>> Follow us on 
>> FA CEBOO K<wwav.facebook. congpages/Elon-Womens-Socceri132696887191> 
>> Follow us on TWITTER<https://twitter.comiElonWSoccer> 
>> 

>> From: Scott Wollaston 
>> ~raail.cora>> 
>> Date: Friday, 3:00 PM 
>> To: Paul Cairney <cairneyp@unc~v.edu<mailto:caimeyp@ancw.edu>>, Jotm’ 
>> ’Cullcn <jcullen@ancc.edu<rrlailto:jcullen@uncc.edu>>, Steve Nugent 
>> <smnugent@uncg.edu<mailto:s~rmugent@uncg edu>>, Jessica Hain 
>> <jjceli@liberty edu<mailto:jjceli@liberty.edu>>, Rob Dormenwirth 
>> <DON2NEN~VlRTHR@ecu.edu<mailto:DOix.~ENWIRTHR@ecu.edu>>, Elon University 
>> <cneal3@elon.edu<mailto:cneal3@elon.edu>>, Martin Beall 
>> <mbeall@hIghpoint.edu<mailto:mbeall@highpoint.edu>>, Sarah Strickland 
>> <stricklandsc@appstate.edu<mailto:stricklandsc@appstate.edu>>, Anthony 
>> Daluz <daluz@~rizL;.EDU;mailto:daluz(~rFU.EDU>>, 
>> "anson@uncaa.unc. edu<mailto :anson@uncaa.uaac edu>" 
>> <anson@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu>>, Rubble Church 
>> <church@duaa.duke.edu<mailto:church@duaa.duke.edu>>, Rubble Church 
>> <robbie.church@duke.edu<mailto:robbie.church@duke.edu>>, Charles 
>> Chugger Adair <adair@vt.edu<mailto:adair@t.edu>>, Timothy Santoro 
>> <tfsantor@NCSU EDU<mailto:tfsantor@NC SU.EDU>>, 



>> "tim santoro@ncsu.edu<mailtoinm santoro(~r!ncsu edu>" 
>> <tim santoro@ncsu.edu---mailto:tim santoro(~r!ncsu edu>>, "Miller, Greg S" 
>> <gmiller@ath letics.pitt.edu<mailto:~miller(~athletics pitt.edu>>, 
>> "sgtowne@uncg. edu<mai[to :s~town e(~unc~ edu>" 
>> <sgtowne@ uncg.edu<mailto :s~towne(@unc~ edu>> 
>> Subject: Southern Soccer Showcase Update 
>> 

>> Coaches, 
>> 

>> Thank you so much for coruing to the 2014 Southern Soccer Showcase sponsored by Mercedes Benz of Winston Salem. We have nearly 100 club teams participating in the event, along 
with yo~tr 14 college teams. Here are some updates: 
>> 

>> 1. Mercedes Benz has been generous to sponsor the event. They will be providing the Murcedes Benz hospitali~" tent, which will be located above the Stadium field. All college teams 
and coaches will be invited into that tent before and after games. We will provide drinks, snacks and lunches for all ofyo~tr players and coaches. In addition, Mercedes Benz has purchased 
a tournament shirt for each of your players. 
>> 

>> For this, I have attached a Team Order Form. On this form, you will let us know how- many lunches your team would like, and if anyone has any dietal?~ restrictions. Also, you will add the 
sizes of tshirts that you would like for your players and coaches. 
>> 

>> Please email this form to rue before next Friday, March 21 st. 
>> 

>> 2. We would really appreciate if you would register online as an 
>> Attending College Coach on our event website link below. It really 
>> helps us in growing our event. Here is the link: 
>>http:i/soccer.sincsports.cotr~’TTCollegeRegister.aspx?tid TWINSO&tab 7&s 
>>ub 1 
>> 

>> We hope that you will look to recruit at our event as we have some fantastic teams from up and down the east coast attending. 
>> 

>> 3. Chris Neal, coach of Elon, will be sending you all an eruail regarding support for one of his players that was recently diagnosed with cancer. We would like to offer support by 
increasing the awareness at this event for her cause. Please look for an email frora him. 
>> 

>> 4. O~tr final game schedule is at the following link: 
>>http://soccer.sincspolts.comJTTMore.aspx?tid TWINSO&tab 3&sub 4&Oual M 
>> ISC&Seq 7 
>> 

>> Please let me kno~v if you have an?- questions 
>> 

>> Sincerely, 
>> 

>> Scott 
>> 

>> Scott T. Wollaston 
>> Executive Director: Twin Ci~ Youth Soccer Association 
>> www.twincitysoccer.com<http :/i;vww.t;vincit~,’soccer. corn> 
>> Manager: Winston-Salem SoccerPlex 
>> w~. wssoccelT)lex com<http ://w~. wssoccerplex, com> 
>> Manager: SoccerOP Management, LLC 
>> www.soccerop.com<http://w;vw soccerop.com> 
>> Email:                                     ~)gmail corn> 
>> Winston Salem SoccerPlex Office: (336) 896-0383 BB&T Soccer Park 
>> Ofi~ice: (336) 998-4277 

>> <802C6199-7CCA-4EY)4- 8DB5 -772BE38952AC png> 
>> <BDFF~653-Dgl 7"420E-9027-33830ABBB41A.png> 
>> <29DBBF4F-F727-4496-A4B 1-33FBFB2C77E3.png> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

KeN Banda ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 4:26 PM 

Tony Dicicco <tony@soccerplus.org>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Banda Bola Sports Foundation 

I hope you ~:re able to check out http:i/mwnation.com/using- sports-attaAn-educatior~/ and share. 

Keni 

Contact information: 

BaJ~da "Bola" Soccer 

P.O. Box 105 

Guilderland, NY 12084 

E-mail at: banda~b~ba~dabola- soccer.corn 

Visit our website 

wv~v.bmadabola- soccer.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mosley, Layua <mosley@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:37 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: t~cul~ athletics committee liai~n meeting 

Sure I can come to the workout at 11 if you ~vant to go to lunch from there Either way. 

On 

wrote: 
at 5:28 PM. "DolTance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.Lmc.edu> 

> Yes, lunch ;vill work on .... Spanlcy’s at 12:30? What is your cell? M~ne is 
> 
> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Mosley, Layna 
> Sent: Thursday, 12:06 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Sul~iect: Re: faculty athletics committee liaison meeting 
> 

> Anson, 
> 

> That sounds like a good plan. Wuuld it wurk for wurkout/lunch un Thursday ? If that duesn’t work, we could try instead 
> 
> gut in tuuch with me and we’ll figure uut details. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> Layna 
> 

> Layna Musley 
> Dept. of Pulkical Science 
> L’niversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 mosley@unc edn 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> On at 4:51 PM. "Durrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Layna, 
>> 

>> My schedule lightens up as well. Why dnn’t yuu join us for uur T/Th 11 am workout une murning and then have lunch with me? 
>> 

>> I will cupy my Leadership Council to respond with yuu as to when it would be goud to meet with them. (Obviously, I know yuu do not have tu meet with all of them) And you will like 
these kids Laynat[ 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Mosley, Layna 
>> Sent: Wednesday, 3:54 PM 
>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>> Cc: Ducat, Chris; bill palladino; Sander, Thomas J 
>> Subject: faculty athletics cormnittee liaison meeting 
>> 

>> Dear Anson et al: 
>> 

>> The Faculty Athletics Cormnittee is in the planning stages for its year-end retreat, in mid-May. To that end, the chair of FAC would like us faculty liaisons to meet with our assigned 
teams (that is, with the coaches, as well as with one or more player representatives), so that we can hear about any issues related to academics that concern you, as well get your reactions 
to what we can do to strengthen the bond between athletics and academics on campus. 
>> 

>> Would you please let me know when we could meet? My- schedule is fairly- flexible after April 12, as I’m not teaching this semester. I’d be happy to meet separately- with the player 
representatives (so if you want to just give me their names, I can reach out directly to them). 
>> 

>> Tharks vecy much, 
>> 

>> Layna 
>> 

>> Layna Mosley 
>> Dept. of Political Science 
>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
>> moslcy@unc.edu 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 1:15 PM 

Suiks, Christy H. <christy@unc.edu> 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@emaJd.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2724147 

Christy, 

Don’t know if you got my- message last week but can we change the new email to Tarheel~vomenssoccer? 

Thanks! 

Chris 

From: Suits, Christy H 
Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 20144:46 PM 
To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: FW: UNC-Ctl Remedy Ticket 2724147 

The account is created but may take a little time to go through exchange system 
Keep trying to use http://outlook.unc.edu use 

Let me know if you have problems. 

Christy 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR[mailto:dave mason(@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 2014 4:43 PM 
To: Suits, Christy H 
Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2724147 
hnportance: Low 

Client Information: chris~ h suits 

Location: unc athletics business office old kenan field house rm 316 cb 8500 chapel hill, nc 27515 usa 

Affiliation: 

Department: irfformation technology svcs. 

Phone: (919) 843-5296 

Email: chris)- suits@anc.edu 

Short Description: Email - Exchange 

Email Text : Hi Cl~isty, 

I mail enabled the account with address uncwsoccer@tmc.edu. 

Dave 
445-0051 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

TONY YOUNT < ~gmail.com> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 3:44 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edn>; Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@email.unc.edu~; Ducax, Chris <duca~@tmc.edn>; Palladino, 

George W <bpa~ladino@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> 

Weeldy 

0328soc.pdf 

Attached 

Exactly 4 weeks of class le:t’t as of today. Registration for fall classes begins on Monday and runs through April 9 of the following week, depending on their class. 

On their day ~ ~registration, they have a 30 - minute window from 8 am until 8:30 to register Then they are shut out of the system until the regular (non-priori~’)registration time kicks m. 

They wil[ need to be free fi-om 8 - 8:30 and have intemet available to ghem on their registration day 

Most of the freshmen are in good academic shape heading into the last mon[h. Chris, the group that you are working wit& have made wonderful progress m erasing the miseries of the fall 

semester. ~[qae importance of finishing ~heir c tasses strong will be my emphasis for the next 4 weeks. I 

Academic Counselors WILL be allowed to proctor exams on trips going forward. 2~aat policy was approved as one of several options for exam make-up just last week by the Faculty Council 

I will be out of the office Monday April 14 to attend a former student’s wedding in Savannah. 

’]?on’:,’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Conway, Connie Morgan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CONNIE MORGAN CONWAY (DANCER)] 

3/28/2014 8:14:07 PM 

Aguilar, Alain J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Alaguila]; Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Albert A Dorrance IV (anson)]; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Larry A. 

Gallo Jr. (athgallo)]; Battaglini, Rebecca L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rebecca L Battaglini (bbatt)]; Ledford, Bonnie Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bklompar]; Miller, 

Beth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Beth 

Miller (beth)]; Breschi, Joe [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Joe Breschi (breschi)]; Brianna Edwards [brianae@bridge2sports.org]; 

Cathro, Guy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Guy Cathro (cathro)]; Rich, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Christopher Robert Rich (chrisr)3ff]; 

clanigan@townofchapelhill.org; Somoano, Carlos M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=Carlos M Somoano (somoano)]; Suits, Christy H. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christina Hanson 

Suits (chsuits)]; Arendas, Dave [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=David C Arendas (arendas)]; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn [/O--UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dlhawkin]; Papa, 

Donna J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSICN=Donna J Papa (dip)]; fiona@bridge2sports.org; Boaz, Frank W. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Frank W. Boaz 

(fboaz)]; Fulton, Grant [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=Grant Fulton (wfulton)]; Grimsley, Richie [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Richie Grimsley 

(richie3)]; Porter, Grant [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=Grant Porter (gtporter] @aol.com; Hirth, Christopher J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher J Hirth 

(chirth)]; Field, Jaci [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=Jaci Terese Field (field)]; Fuchs, Jeffrey W [/O--UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jeffrey W Fuchs 

(jfuchs)]; Halsey, Jason [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSICN=Jason Halsey (jjhalsey)]; Langley, Raymond Joshua [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Raymond Joshua 

Langley (rjl)]; Negalha, Jeff [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=Jeff Negalha (negalha)]; Brunner, John F [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Brunner]; Cleary, 

Kenneth Eugene [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=Kenneth Eugene Cleary (kecleary)]; Shelton, Karen C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Karen C Shelton 

(kshelton)]; Dully, Kathy B. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kathleen B Duffy (kduffy)]; Robinson, Kevin T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kevin T Robinson 

(ktrob)]; Lancaster, Elizabeth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSICN=Lizlan]; Bunting, Mike [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Michael D Bunting Jr (mbunting)]; Crowe, 

Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=Michael P Crowe (crowel)]; Meaders, Harlis James [/O=UNC 



CC: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Meaders]; Meredith 

Bolons @gmail.com]; meredith@bolons.com; Terrell, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MterreII]; Fava, Nicole M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Nicole M Fava 

(fava)]; Hilton, Nathan Scott [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Nhilton]; Walker, Nina [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Nina Walker (walkern)]; Sander, Thomas J 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tjsander]; 

Plunkett, Mary Rob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=7ae6c8e54b304ae89fbc7a818d983418]; Myers, Patrick Jacob [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Patrick Jacob Myers 

(patmyers)]; Pogge, Paul [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=John Paul Pog~e (ppo~e)e3b]; Halverson, Dou~ [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Doug Halverson 

(halverso)]; Oliaro, Scott M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Scott M Oliaro (oliaro)]; Stewart, Robert House [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Robert House 

Stewart (rhstewar)]; Levy, Jennifer S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Slin~er]; VanAIstyne, Mark [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mark Lin Vanalstyne (vanalsty)5a7]; Vangelder, 

Marielle A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Marielle A Vanl~elder (mvan~eld)83b]; Scroll, s, William E [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=William E Scro~gs 

(wscroggs)] 

Robinson, Kevin T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin T Robinson (ktrob)] 

Athletic Fields Schedule for week of 3/31/14-4/5/14 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Please note the FSU Softball Games this weekend are Sunday at I:00PM and 3:00PM and Monday at 6:00PM. 

Attached are the Athletic Fields Schedules for next week (March 31, 20:14 through April 6, 20:14). 

Facility Schedules for Fetzer Stadium, Finley Athletic Fields, Cross Country, Navy Fields and Henry Astroturf may also 

be viewed anytime on Outlook Calendars found in the Open Calendar from Room List under UNCAA. 

Facility schedules for Ehaus and Hooker are attached or online at http://campusrec.unc.edu/facilities- 

schedules-reservations. 



Have a great weekend! 

GO HEELS!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Thom McDonald <thom.mcdonald@championshipproducdons.com> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 5:18 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Video Sche&de 

Coach DolTance, 

Can I give you a call next week and talk abont this honoragr’ Ix~sition? Thanks for evmything. Have a great weekend. 

On Tue, Mar 25, 2014 at 2:53 PM, Dorrance, Albeit A IV <anson(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

thanks Lance! 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Tuesday, March 25, 2014 2:23 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Thorn McDonald; Jason Sisneros 
Subject: RE: Video Schedule 

I don’t see any issues from rng end with your involvement. Obviously, it any student-athletes were to potentially start to be involved, we may have to pump the 

brakes but your involvement is fine. Thanks!! 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: {919} 843-7259 
Fax: {919} 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Monday, March 24, 2014 7:26 PM 

To: Thorn McDonald; Markos, Lance M; Jason Sisneros 
Subject: Re: Video Schedule 

Very. good’. 

Thorn McDonald <thom.mcdonald~championshippl~oductions.com> wrote: 

Coach, 

Thanks tbr the reply, rll "take care of Jason, you may jnst want to ask your compliance dept. if you can be an honoraU chairman for an educational video company. I 
asked a friend of mine who is in compliance at Oklahoma State, he said it would be line tbr one of his coaches to do something like that. I’ll get with Jason about free 
vi&os. 

On Mon, Mar 24, 2014 at 2:51 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~email.unc.edu > wrote: 

It: it takes no tirne and i[ is legal a~?d I carl get sorne t:ree product for Jason to sell ._. sure1! 

From: Thorn McDonald [mailto:thom.mcdonald@championshipproductions.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 24, 2014 3:45 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Video Schedule 

Coach, 



Would you be interested in being the ttonom~ Chairman for our Soccer Committee? The committee helps us with topics and which coaches to deal with, mad it’s 

like an advisory boaxd. This would be no time at all for you. We may create an emaJd for you and have you okay it and send it outto the committee. We definitely 
wouldn’t ask for may of your time. It’d be more like a tigurehead position. 

Thorn McDonald 

Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 

800-873-2730 (office) 

(cell) 

515-232-3739 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: ’][’his e-mail message is intended only tbr the use of the individual or enti~ to which it is addressed and may contain mtbrmation that 

is privileged, confidenti~2l and exempt fiom disclosure under applicable law. If you ~re not the intended recipient, aW dissetnination, distribution or copying of this 

comtnunication is strictly prohibited. Please notify the sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy the originaJ message and any attachments. Thank 

you. 

Thom McDonald 

Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

A~nes, IA 50010 

800-873-2730 (oNce) 

cell) 

515-232-3739 (fax) 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed mad may contain information that 

is privileged, confidentia] and exempt ti~om disclosure ~mder applicable law. If you a~e not the intended recipient, any dissemination, distribution or cowing of this 

communication is s~rictly prohibited. Please notify the sender by e-mail at the address shown mad delete or destroy the original message and may attachments. Thank 

you. 

Thom McDonald 

Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 

800-873-2730 (ottice) 

(cell) 

515-232-3739 (t~ax) 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is 
privileged, confidential and exempt l]com diselosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, any dissemination, distribution or cowing of this 
comtnunication is strictly prohibited. Please notify the sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy the originaJ message and any attachments. Thank 
yOU. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ga~’ Ireland -- @yahoo.com> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 5:27 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu>; Ducax, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edtr~; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
<anson@emaJ4.unc.edu-~; carine irelm~d            ~yahoo.com:~ 

hi anson and chris- 
as you know, most will do what they can to become competitive with 
unc in as many creative ways as possible, some are using new media and social 
media to do this, appealing to the parents as well as the kids. its window dressing and editing video can 
be favorable to even the most modest of teams and players but with a bit of nip and tuck it can help programs, perception and 
recruiting as you know. with all due respect to others, they arent unc and cant put up the performance stats and numbers that unc 
can. 

i see that virginia are promoting the ’beautiful game’ and compiled and attractive video/pr piece 
below, https:i/www, youtube.comiwatch ?v=otlDV4n6Lu4 

not that you need to so as much or even close to it but i was thinking that you might have a video you 
can send us so we can share with our kids in the area and greater area. pls fvvd to me if you do. id like to share this with others. 

chris, it was great seeing you out there on the weekend, thanks for spending the time with us and supporting/watching. 
it means a lot you did this. wait one more year and you will see a top group of players- 

thanks again! 

Gary Ireland 

Find me on Pass2Me.com: garyjireland 
Join my personal blog on Pass2Me.corn: The Technician 

PSV Union FC: www.psvunion.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~yahoo.com~ 

Friday, March 28, 2014 6:11 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: A Note From Reilly Hovis 

This has been a tough yeas for Carolina baseb~J1. The tealn needs our support! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 28, 2014, at 12:30 PM, "Dorrance Albert A IV" <anson(d#,email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Frem: UNC Ticket Office 
SeBt: Friday, March 28, 20:[4, 8:0:[ AM 
Te: UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject: A Note From Reilly Hovis 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edtc, 

Sunday, 8:28 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJd.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Sisneros, Jason M <sisneros@email.unc.edu>; Stander, 

Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; @msn.com’; Come, ~live.unc.edu-*; ~aol.com’ 

CONGRATS ON THE 2-1 WIN’. 

Well done yesterday in what I heard were horrible weather conditions ~- hopeful all our playe~ remained injury t~ee ~ good win over the Sky Blue FC, 2-1 ~ Take caxe, and 
have a good week[ GO ItEELS[ 

~ Larry Ga~+ 

Executi~e Associate Dh~ctor of Athletics 

Unive~ity of No~ll~ Carolina at Chapel 

Sky Blue FC ffdoed 2-1 by the On~vers~ty of North Carolina 
Defender Kendall Johnson scores loan qoal for SBFC 

~~~: http://~,.skybluefc.com/docs/Johnson UNC Web.jpg 

Lakewood Township, N.J. 1               - University of North Ca~:olina :                  lifted the Tar Heels to a 2-1 victory, over Sky Blue FC on 

Saturday afternoon at Georgian Court University in Lakewood Township, N.J. The loss is the first for the New Jersey squad of the     preseason. 

The Tin Heels got on the board first in the 19th minute when made a run down the left flank and crossed the ball into the box. The ball deflected off of Sky Blue 

FC del~nder Lindsi Cutshall into the awailing UNC who then chipped the ball over Sky Blue FC goalkeeper Jill Loy&n into the back of the 

net. 

The New Jersey squad struck back late in the first half to lie the game. SBFC midfielder Ashley Nick sent a ball up the left flank to teammate Kendall Johnson. The 

defender was wide open and ripped a shot into the opposite side of the net for the equalizer in the 39th minute. 

The rain picked up in the second half, and both teams fought to adjust to the slick surface. After several scoring oppormnilies from both sides, including UNC : 
hitting the post, the Tar Heels broke the stalemate. 

In the 73rd minute, slid out near the edge of the box to make a save, bta the ball came loose, capitalized on the opportunity and scored to take back 

the lead indefinitely. 

Sky Blue FC vs. University of North Carolina 
March 29, 2014 Georgia~l Court University 

Scoring Summozo~: 

Sky Blue FC 1 0 1 

University of North Carolina 1 1 2 

SBFC Johnson (Nick) 39’ 

UNC 

UNC 
Lineups: 

SBFC Jill Loyden, Kendall Johnson, Lindsi Cutshall (CoCo Goodson 46), Maddie Thompson, Kelley O’Hara; Taylor Lytle, Ashley Nick, Sophie Schmidt, Katy 

Freels (Nanase KiD~u 46), Maya Hayes; Jonelle Filigno 
Substitutes Not Used: Brittany Cameron, Christie Rampone, Caiflin Foord, Cami Levin, Rachel Breton, Trish DiPaolo, Nikki Stanton, Yirlmaia Arroyo Fonseca 

UNC 

Miseonduct S umma~: 
None 
Referee: Hem~x~ Aguilax 

AssisIant Referees: TJ Zablocld, Arthuer Sibiga 

Fourt~ Official: --- 



Weather: 48 degrees, heavy rain 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@sinclink.com 

Sunday, 2:06 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Southern Soccer Showcase 

Sports in College ] 



B C D A 

1 Date 

2 Session Details 

3 

4 

5 

6 Session 

7 

1st half 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 Average 

27 

28 2nd half 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 IAverage 

Spring Game 

Odometer 

vs. Sky Blue 

Start Time: 15:59:00 

Start Time: 15:59:00 

Start Time: 16:57:00 

Max Velocity 

iDuration:l:45:00.8 

11215i 

11041i 

8015i 
9791i 
5167i 
8394i 

I0710i 
11172i 
9438i 

iDuration:47:00.8 
5748i 
5672i 
5400i 

5197i 
4325i 

4349i 

5437i 

5668i 

5225i 

iDuration:47:00.8 

5467i 

5369i 

2615i 

4594i 

842i 

4045i 

5273i 

5504i 

4214i 

Metres/Min 

10i 119.3 

7.1i 117.5 

7.3i 112.9 

7.1i 104.2 

7.3i 90.6 

7.5i 89.3 

6.1i 113.9 

7.2i 118.9 

108.3 

6.1i 122.3 

7.1i 120.7 

7.2i 114.9 

6.5i 110.6 

7.3i 92 

6.8i 92.5 

6.1i 115.7 

7.2i 120.6 

6.8i 111.2 

10i 116.3 

6.6i 114.2 

7.3i 108.9 

7.1i 97.7 

5.6i 84.2 

7.5i 86.1 

5.4i 112.2 

6.5i 117.1 

7i 104.6 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

G 

Hi Intensity Running Hi Intensity Accel Hi Intensity Decel iPlayer Load P.L. High Efforts 

63.40%i 0 0i 1135i 0 
8 56.40%i 0 0i 1060i 0 

9 63.30%i 1 0i 772i 0 
10 63.60%i 0 0i 941i 0 

11 58.30%i 0 0i 543i 0 

12 56.60%i 0 0i 780i 0 

13 64.50%i 0 0i 1146i 0 

14 64.20%i 0 0i 1079i 0 

15 61.30%i 0.1 O i 932i 0 

16 

17 

18 67.50%i 0 0i 604i 0 

19 59.40%i 0 0i 562i 0 

20 64.90%i 1 0i 527i 0 

21 66.50%i 0 0i 502i 0 

22 59.30%1 0 0i 457i 0 
23 59.20%l 0 01 4o2i o 

24 66.7o%i o oi 596i o 

25 67.2o%i o oi 563i o 
26 63.80%i o.& 0i 527i 0 
27 

28 

29 59.10%i 0 0i 530i 0 

30 53.&0%i 0 0i 498i 0 
31 59.90%i 0 0i 245i 0 

32 60.30%i 0 0i 438i 0 
33 53.3o%l o oi ~6i o 
34 53.90%l 0 oi 378i o 
35 62.20%i 0 0i 549i 0 

36 6&.&o%i o oi 516i o 
37 57.90%i 0 0i 405i 0 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

M 

P.L. per Min    P.L. / Odometer Average H.R. Maximum H.R. 

12,1 0.101 0 0 

8 11,3 0.096 0 0 

9 10,9 0.096 0 0 

10 10 0.096 0 0 

11 9,5 0.105 0 0 

12 8,3 0.093 0 0 

13 12,2 0.107 0 0 

14 11,5 0.097 0 0 

15 10,7 0.099 0 0 

16 

17 

18 12,9 0.105 0 0 

19 12 0.099 0 0 

20 11,2 0.098 0 0 

21 10,7 0.097 0 0 

22 9,7 0.106 0 0 

23 8,6 0.093 0 0 

24 12,7 0.11 0 0 

25 12 0.099 0 0 
26 11.2 0.I01 0 0 
27 
28 
29 11.3 0.097 0 0 
30 10.6 0.093 0 0 
31 10.2 0.094 0 0 
32 9.3 0.096 0 0 
33 8.6 0.102 0 0 
34 8 0.093 0 0 
35 11.7 0.104 0 0 
36 ii 0.094 0 0 
37 i0.i 0.097 0 0 



Date 

Session Details Spring Game vs. Sky Blue 

Session 

Average 

1st half 

Average 

2nd half 

Average 

Start Time: 15:59:00 Duration: :45:00.8 

11215 10.0 119.3 63.4% 0 0 1135 0 12,1 0,101 0 0 

11041 7.1 117.5 56.4% 0 0 1060 0 11.3 0.096 0 0 

8015 7~3 112,9 63,3% 0 772 0 10.9 0.096 0 0 

9791 7.1 104.2 63.6% 0 0 941 0 10.0 0.096 0 0 

5167 7.3 90.6 58.3% 0 0 543 0 9.5 0.105 0 0 

8394 7.5 89~3 56.6% 0 0 780 0 8.3 0,093 0 0 

10710 6.1 113.9 64.5% 0 0 1146 0 12.2 0.107 0 0 

11172 7~2 118,9 64,2% 0 0 1079 0 11.5 0.097 0 0 

9438 7.5 108.3 61.3% 0.1 0.0 932 0.0 10.7 0.099 0 0 

Start Time: 15:59:00 Duration: 47:00.8 

5748 6.1 122.3 67.5% 0 0 604 0 12.9 0.105 0 0 

5672 7~1 120,7 59,4% 0 0 562 0 12.0 0.099 0 0 

5400 7.2 114.9 64.9% 0 527 0 11.2 0.098 0 0 

5197 6.5 110.6 66.5% 0 0 502 0 10,7 0,097 0 0 

4325 7.3 92.0 59.3% 0 0 457 0 9.7 0.106 0 0 

4349 6.8 92.5 59.2% 0 0 402 0 8.6 0.093 0 0 

5437 6.1 115.7 66.7% 0 0 596 0 12.7 0.110 0 0 

5668 7.2 120.6 67.2% 0 0 563 0 12.0 0.099 0 0 

5225 6.8 111.2 63.8% 0.1 0.0 527 0.0 11,2 0,101 0 0 

Start Time: 16:57:00 Duration: 47:00.8 

5467 10.0 116,3 59,1% 0 0 530 0 11.3 0.097 0 0 

5369 6.6 114.2 53.1% 0 0 498 0 10.6 0,093 0 0 

2615 7.3 108.9 59.9% 0 0 245 0 10,2 0,094 0 0 

4594 7.1 97.7 60.3% 0 0 438 0 9.3 0.096 0 0 

842 5~6 84.2 53.3% 0 0 86 0 8~6 0.102 0 0 

4045 7.5 86.1 53,9% 0 0 378 0 8.0 0.093 0 0 

5273 5.4 112.2 62.2% 0 0 549 0 11.7 0.104 0 0 

5504 6.5 117.1 61.1% 0 0 516 0 11,0 0,094 0 0 

4214 7.0 104.6 57.9% 0.0 0.0 405 0.0 10.1 0.097 0 0 

catapultsports.com 

Catapult Sprint 5.1.0.1 

Generated by ducar on 1:22:16 PM Page 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu;~ 

Sunday, 2014 3:24 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Ga~z, Gregory <ggg@unc.edtc~; 

Spring Game vs. Sky Blue Catapult Rankings 

Sky Blue Game Catapult.pdf 

@gmaiLcom; Ducal Chris ~duca*@unc.edu> 

Coaches 8, Greg, 
Attached are the PDF version of the Catapult rankings for yesterday’s game vs. Sky Blue. Anson -this is the viewer-friendly version if you want to forward it on to 

the team. 

See you tomorrow, 



Catapult: Spring Game vs. Sky l~lue 

Player Min Played 

94 

94 

94 

94 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement 

(meters/rain)    (player Ioad/mtr) 

Hybrid 

Score 

119.3 0. i01 270.8 

261.5 

248.2 

228.8 

Hybrid 

Rank 

4 

Total Ground Avg Mile Pace Total Workload Avg Workload 

Player Covered (miles) (rain/mile) (player load) (player load/rain) 

7.0 13:29 1135 12.1 

6.9 13:42 1060 11.3 

6.1 15:27 941 i0 

5.2 18:01 780 8.3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Sunday,              3:42 PM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <ma~n@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

RE: Spring Game vs. Sky Blue Catapult Rankings 

Surprisingly the data was much improved now that the ui~its were turned on! 

From: Dorrance, Alber~ A lV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 3:41 PM 

To: 
Subject: Re: Spring Game vs. Sky Blue Catapult Rankings 

Thanks .... excellent!! 

Sem.f!"om my Yerizon tFireie,~s 4G L)"E LL~OJL) 

21,live. mac.edu> wrote: 

Coaches & Greg, 
Attached are the PDF version of the Catapult rankings for yesterday’s game vs. Sky Blue. Anson -this is the viewer-friendly version if you want to forward it on to 

the team. 

See you tomorrow, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Sunday~ 11:29 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Mid-Year Progress 

Strong work in progress.., keeping yon posted. See below. 

Fingers, toes crossed. 

CONGRATS ON BEATING SKY BLUE’. 

Might need your help firing up Jason re: the cmnps m~d SB. 

Talk soon, 

Begin lbm’axded message: 

From: @live.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Mid-Year Progress 

Date:              7:09:40 PM PDT 

To: Alice Cheun~l <cheunfl@robertsonscholars.org> 

Hi Ms. Cheung, 

Thanks for checking in! I hope you are doing well. I am really looking forward to the Finalist events coming up. 

My second semester is going well. To the best of my knowledge, I am currently getting an in Spanish 
Honors and an in English     Business Writing. I hope to finish off the rest of my freshman year strong. 

See you soon ! 

Thanks so much, 

Stor LFIT and Policy 

From: Alice Cheung <cheung@robertsonscho[ars.org> 

Sent: Thursdav, 10:06 AM 

To: 

SubjeCt: Mid--Year Progress 

Dear 

I hope this email finds you well, We are looking forward to seeing you for the Robertson Finalist events in 

[ am writing to follow up on a conversation topic that Allen Chart raised during your Semifinalist ff~terview. As Vou may know, we require Robertson 

Scholars to uphold a 3.0 n~inirnum GPA lot their first year and a 3.3 m~nimum GPA for each subsequent year. It is important to the Robertson Program 

that Scholars can successfully navigate their academic course load in addition to their extracurricular and programmatic commitrnents~ With this in 

mind, could you please send me an update on your academic performance tNs semester? [ understand that UNC does not provide official mid-term 

grades, but it would be helpful to have an idea of how the second semester of your freshman year has been progressing. 

Manv thanks, 
Alice Chem~g 
Market~ng and Selec~on ~ 14obertson Scho]ars Leadership Program 

cheunR@robertsonscholars.orR [ (9~ 9) 6(;[~-2764 [ ;~v.robertsonscholars.orR 



Fl~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edup, 

Monday 9:15 AM 

@live.unc.edu,* 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <ansou@email.unc.edu:*; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

RE: Weekly hffrac~ion Notice 

Our records have now been updated to fix the error of your CHEM infraction. 

Yo J are now at 3 documented infractions. 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U N C Aca d em ic S u ppo rt Progr a m for S~ u d e~) t- A[:h I e t e s 

Office: 9~9-8~13-2328 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 

Sent: Friday, ¯ 2:50 PM 

C¢: Dorrance, Albert A IV; gount, Tony 

Subject: WeeMy Infraction Notice 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received infractions for not showing up in your 

tutoring session on         at 8~0O~N. These are your thi~6 ~O~ f~rth documented infractions and shall be considered Strike one and two. 

At tNs point, your academic counselor is informing your coaching staff and your continued privilege of receiving tutorial services is at risk. 

AI~ infractions will be recorded cumulatively for ~he semester (not by ~ndJv~dual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Str~ke one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th ~nfraction = 5tr~ke three 

With Strike three, aH tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting w~th the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate dkector of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~t~.~>..~.~.~.t4~/~.[)~:~.~[).9:2?.~!t~) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordh~atoriAcadem~c Counselor 

U NC Academic Support P~ogram fo~ Student-Athletes 

Offk:e: 919.-843-.2328 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Keating ~gmail.com> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 9:35 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Next Week - Important Next Steps 

Anson, Can we meet wkh Gatz on Wednesday, 2:00 for 15 rains on athleticism measures? Then can cover our other topics. 

My Strawman Athletic measures.., need std tests that can be done easily at a club or "at home". 

a. Agility-Compass, 5-10-5, 

b. Strength 

c. Power 

d. Speed - 10 second run, 40 yard 

e. Endurance- 300 yd shuttle, cones, beep test 

f. Mobility/flexibility-overhead squat, "Luau Limbo" 

Mike Keatin~ 

(rn) 
From: Dorrance, Albert A 11/[mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 28, 2014 12:33 PM 

To: Mike Keatincl 

Subject: RE: Next Week - Important Next Steps 

Mike, 

We both caught a break ! What luck for both of usH 

From: Mike Keating [Ln___a_jJ_t_9_:_E~_p____~____g_:~f~g__m___ajJ_&9_Er_fl 

Sent: Friday, March 28, 2014 8:43 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Re: Next Week - Important Next Steps 

That’s the funniest email l’ve received all week! 

Anson, see you at 2pm Wednesday, your office. 

Mike Keating 

(m) 

On Mar 27, 2014, at 6:12 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Wed at 2 prn wilt work for rne in my office ... 

From: Mike Keating [En___a_jJ_t__o__[ ................ _@g~la__[[:_c_9___m__] 
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2014 5:15 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Next Week - Important Next Steps 

Wednesday better... 1 have to be back in Greensboro by 4:45 for training, so have to leave by 3:15. What time and where works for you ending by 3:157 

Ell also layout major next steps that get to point of validating (or invalidating) the business hypothesis, which would lead to more formalizatiom 

Mille Keating 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2014 4:19 PM 
To: Mike Keatinq 

Subject: RE: Next Week - Important Next Steps 
Tuesday or Wed afternoon? 

From: Mike Keating [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent= Thursday, March 27, 2024 9:26 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject~ Ne~ Week - Impo~ant N~ Steps 

Anson, important next steps in this email. 

For next meeting, I’d like to accomplish following: 

2) 

3) 

4) 

Confidential 

Review my initial designs of Captain Elite storyboards (your office or conf room is fine) 

Review my logic for a youth development model (your office or conf room is fine) 

List out measures of athleticism that can be tested by an athletic facility or ideally, at home. I contacted Greg Gatz to start discussion, but 

needs work. Looking for simple tests for u15 and up athletes to determine 

~d~ (~i!i~ ~ p!a~ 30 ~ 9~ ~i~), etc. COMPARED to elites. Areas I identified as a start are: 

a. Agility-Compass, 5-10-5, 

b. Strength 

c. Power 

d. Speed - 10 second run, 40 yard 

e. Endurance- 300 yd shuttle, cones, beep test 

f. Mobility!flexibility-overhead squat, "Luau Limbo" 

Maybe we meet with Greg on athleticism measures? 

What days / time look good next week? If you meet with Greg and me, this will take longer than your target 30 minutes. So, alternative is lunch and 



meet and we can talk business whole time. 

Mike I~eating 

(m) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu~ 

Monday,               11:28 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A 1V <anson@email.unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros( 

- Visit 

@gmail.com) 

have a 2pro court date on Thursday at 2prn so I may be able to take the lead early but will have to do the handoff 
This is that pheQom forward from 

around lunch time 

Bird 

From: [mailto: ] 

Sent: Nonday, :t~:~.8 AM 

To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: - Visit 

Importance: High 
Coach, We are looking forward to the visit this week. I just wanted to update you on our arrival times and departure times. I was ~ooking at your scrimmage 

schedule this weekend and we would definitely like to watch some of those games if possible. I am not sure how far the fields are from the airport but hopefully 

you can let us know when we would need to leave. 

Arrivak Raleigh lO:50pm 04-02,-2014 

Departure: Raleigh 4:40pro 04-05-2014 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ducat, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:33 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Jason Si sneros( ~gmail.com) 

RE: Possible Visit - 

OK. We’lf have to do a song and dance with her. Maybe Jason can take her if you guys have [:inished with      or maybe we turn       over to the team after 

lunch. I’m not sure how long will take but I think I will finally be put on the stand this time. 

Frem: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Sent; Sunday, 9:10 PM 

To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Fwd: Posible Visit - 

Chris, please follow up_.. thank you. 

Sem f!"om my Ver’izor~ tYireie,~s 4(3 L2~ L)ROIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Posible Visit - 

From: ;~gm all .cam> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~_~_~?_r_(~i_email.unc.eda~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is ~, I play on the , Team. IVly prima~ position is center midfield and I graduate in You watched me and 
my teammates play at the ECNL event in Florida back in December. 

I will be in North Carolina at the end of this week to attend a camp at Wake Forest and was wondering ifI could set up a time to stop by and meet with you to discuss 

your program. Alfl~ough I haven’t reaJly narrowed down my list of schools yet. I t~el that my style of play is geared toward schools in the ACC. I visited UNC last 

summer tbr a~ academic tour a~d have included it in my "top ten list of schools. 

My flight amves in Raleigh at 1:30 on Thursday so I will have some free time Thursday afternoon and evening. If you have time to meet with me please 

contact in5’ coacl~ . I put his contact information below. I have also included links to my’ account mad my ECNL webpage. 

Thanks, 

Coach: 

phone: 

email: @yahoo.cam 



From: Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 11:36 AM 

To: @yahoo.com 

Cc: Ja~n Si snems! ~gmail.com) 

Subject: 

Just heard from . We would love to have her stop by UNC when she gets into town. Her point of contact will be Jason Sisneros 

him to set up the meeting time and place for Thursday. Thanks! 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach 

U NC Women’s Soccer 

¯ Have call 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jason Sisneros < @gmail.com> 

Monday, 11:43 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: - Visit 

Can’t wait to meet her. She’s a hell of a player! 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel ttill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Assistant Coach 

~c) 

On Mon, at 11:28 AM, Ducar, Chris <dncar(~unc.edu> wrote: 

This is that phenom li:~rward from 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: - Visit 
Importance: High 

11:18 AM 

Coach, We are looking forward to the visit this week. I j ust wanted to update you on our amval times and departure times. I was looking at your scrimmage 

schedule this weekend and we would detinitely like to watch some of those games if possible. I am not sure how thr the fields are from the mrport but hopefully you 

can let us lmow when we would need to leave. 

Amved: RaJ~eigh 10:50pm 

Departure: Raleigh 4:40pm 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3 l, 2014 11:44 AM 

chuck@metroproductions.com 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@emaJd.unc.edu> 

UNC Wo~nen’s Soccer 

Chuck, 

I got your info from Grant Porter. We like what you have assembled for them and we would like to do something similar. 

I have a rough draft put together based on their template and would like to talk to you about getting this done. 

My cell phone is 

Chris Ducar 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wade Sutton < ~yahoo.com> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 12:55 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Tonight 

Anson, 
Let me know if you need anything. We look forward to seeing you tonight. Thanks again for taking time to come talk. 

Wade 

On Friday, March 28, 2014 12:04 PM, Wade Sutton, i@yahoo.com> wrote: 

Great. That sounds really good. Thanks for coming and talking with the handball teams. 

Wade 

On Friday, March 28, 2014 11:43 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

All I will need is 15 to 20 minutes and what I will address is the core of athletic character: self-discipline, competitive fire, self-belief and then a brief Q&A.. 

From: Wade Sutton [mailtc @yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2014 7:19 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Tonight 
Anson, 
That sounds good. We could do it in Fetzer Gym B where we practice. It is the smaller gym in the back of Fetzer. How much time would you like? Maybe we can plan from 6 to 6:45 or 6 to 7? Maybe you can 
talk about teamwork, confidence, and learning to try new things to get better. Not trying to put a Gospel spin on it but maybe making their weaknesses become strengths in their game We have a young team 
so anything you can say to help them get more pumped up or excited and help them build a desire to get better would be great. I don’t know if that helps at all. My cell number is 
Wade 

On Thursday, March 27, 2014 6:16 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Mon might work at 6 pm ... where shall I come, what do you want me to say and what is you cell #? 

From: Wade Sutton [mailto:~ ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2014 5:27 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Tonight 
Thanks. This year we are practicing on Monday and Wednesday nights from 6-8. We leave for college nationals on April 1 lth so ideally for us would be April 9th (Wednesday at 7 or 7:30). If any of those 
nights work though let me know. If not, I do understand your time is limited. Just thought it would be good for them to learn from you and get motivated before we go to college nationals. 
Wade 
PS- If you had any seniors that you think would be interested in participating in another college championships this year I could use a couple of players for my team. 

On Thursday, March 27, 2014 4:49 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Time is always limited but let’s see what I can do. 

From: Wade Sutton [tD__a_jJ_t__o_. ~,v___a__[!__o__o__,_c___o___m_] 

Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2014 10:36 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Re: Tonight 

Anson, 
I hope all is well. I wanted to reach out to you and see if you could come talk to the handball teams again either next week or the following week. Would be great to have you if you have time 
Wade 

On Friday, July 12, 2013 11:52 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~,email.unc.edu> wrote: 
No one to recommend Wade, I’m sorry. 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

Wade Su~on @_,’,t a_h_q.o__~._c_ .o__ .m__.> wrote: 

Anson, 
Sounds great. Would be great to have you come by next spring. Did you have any athletes who will not be returning to soccer who still will be at 
Carolina or will have eligibility left and might want to play another sport? If so, please let me know as I need some more players for next year. 
Wade 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: Wade Sutton.           .@y#__h___o___o_=_c___Q_r_[).> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 11,2013 2:17 PM 
Subject: Re: Tonight 

Congratulations Wade on your success! And I’d love to jump in with you next spring. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

Wade Su~on < @ y_a____h___o___o__&o_____m__ > wrote: 

Anson, 
I am sorry I never got back to you in the spring. We had a busy spring and ended up finishing 2nd at college nationals. I know the fall will be busy for 
you but maybe next spring you can come talk to the handball teams again. As far as players, are there any players that are finished with soccer or 
that won’t be playing next year that I could reach out to about playing handball? I would appreciate any names you could give me. I did reach out to 
the ones you gave me last year but they never made it out to practice. I hope you are having a good summer and talk to you soon. 
Wade 

From: Anson Dorranoe <anson~,unoaa.uno.edu> 
To: Wade Sutton.            .~,yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 23, 2013 6:43 PM 



Subject: Re: Tonight 
Sure .... give me a month 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-962-4100 
>>> Wade Sutton < @yahoo.corn> 1/23/2013 12:18 PM >>> 
Anson, 
Would you be able to come and talk to our team one Wednesday or Thursday evening? I know you talked to the team a couple of years ago but I 
have a brand new group now and I am sure they would love it. It could be anywhere from 30 minutes to an hour or whatever you could do according 
to your schedule. Thanks for considering. 
Wade 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Wade Sutton <           ~@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, December 7,2012 5:07 PM 
Subject: Re: Tonight 
Thank you Wade!! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-962-4100 
>>> Wade Sutton < _@y_a____h__o___o__~_c_,__o____m___> 12/5/2012 12:14 AM >>> 
Anson, 
Congratulations on winning the NCAA Championship. What a great accomplishment. Hopefully we can work out a time in the spring to have you 
come talk to the handball team again. I have several players now that have played soccer in high school and I am sure they would be thrilled to have 
you and so would I. Congratulations again. 
Wade 

--- On Mort, 10/8/12, Anson Dorrance <anson_@~ncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Tonight 
To: "Wade Sutton",            ~yahoo.com> 
Date: Monday, October 8, 2012, 6:47 PM 

Thank you Wade, we are improving! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-962-4100 
>>> Wade Sutton < ~yahoo.com> 10/8/2012 5:01 PM >>> 
Anson, 
I was able to watch the Boston College game on Thursday night. The girls are getting better and better. Hopefully it will all come together for you 
and the team as they continue getting more experience and continue to play with each other. Congrats on the win. 
Wade 

--- On Thu, 9/27/12, Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Tonight 
To: "Wade Sutton"<           .@.y__a___h___o___o__~__c__g___m__.> 
Date: Thursday, September 27, 2012, 1:15 PM 

Than ks Wade!! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-962-4100 
>>> Wade Sutton, ~yahoo.com> 9/27/2012 11:54 AM >>> 
Anson, 
Just wanted to say good luck tonight in the game. I will be there watching. 
Wade 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Co~ Harbinson <coo~harbinson@andrewcollege.edu> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 1:22 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Inspiration 

Hello Anson, 

My name is Cory Harbinson and I mn the new Head Women’s Soccer Coach at Andrew College in Georgia. I hope this emaJl finds you. The reason why I am emailing 

yon today is because I want you to know that I am cnrrently 24 years old, wNch makes me right now the youngest collegiate head coach in women’s soccer. I have 

been reading your book and it has leally helped me on how to approach women’s soccer and both the physiological and psychological aspects of the game. ~Vhen 

reading yonr book I saw that you had taken over the Tar Heels program at 25 years old and now you are one of if not the greatest college coach in soccer. Reading 

your book makes me want to aspire to be the best as well and I wanted to know if you have any advice tbr a yom~g coach like my~lfyou can pass on. I haven’t been 

given may respect in nay conference and amongst the other coaches yet becau~ I have not earned the right yet and I am so eager to show them that despite my age and 

lack of coaching experience that I can become of the best like you. Thank you ti~r taking the time in reading my email and you axe my idol that I hope I can be to 

someone my age one day as you are to me. 

All the best’. 

Co+y Harbins+m 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

+M~drew Colliege 

501 Colilege St 

C~thbert, GA 3~40 

Office: (229) 732- 5912 

Cell: 

Entail: co~-~harbinson~)andrewcolle~e.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lensing, George <lensing@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 1:25 PM 

Claybren, Kevin <NCHighSchoolClimateStudy@unc.edu> 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Anson Dormice 

Kevin, 
Anson Dorrance, the soccer coach who knows Mia Harem very well, asked me to ask you to contact him about his helping you prepare an introduction to Mia 

Hamm Garciaparra for the 11th. 

Would you please drop him an email at your earliest convenience? 

George 



From: Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc,edu~; 

Sent: Monday, March 31, 2014 1:45 PM 

To: 

Subjet’t: FW: TONIGItT: Life Skills Program 

Altacb: Lit~ Skillsjpg 

Sorry, it;s tonight, not tomorrow! 

-Tom 

Sent: Monday, March 3.t, 20:t4:1:34 PM 
To: UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches~ Hoots, Eric M 
~:¢: Lane, Cricket 
Subject-" TONIGHT: Life Skills Program 

Coaches, 

Please remind your student-athletes that the Life Skills Program (required for all SA’s) featuring the Disney Institute is tonight at 7:001~M in Carmichael 

Auditorium. Immediately following the program (around 7:45), we will be filming the group scene for the All Sports Video, "Space Jam". You are welcome to join 

us for both events. 

Attached is the flyer for the event. If you have any questions feel free to contact myself or Cricket Lane. 

Thanks! 

Graduate Assistant 

Student-Athlete Development 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monday, 1:56 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Duca~r, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Thanks for looking into this for us. We obviously will heed your advice. 

From: Markos, Lance M [mailto:markos@email,unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:20 AM 
To: Ducat, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: 

Hey.      and gird, 

There ix no issue with communicating with agents at any time. However, I’d strongly recommend not doing so as it opens the door for other impermissible things 

(accepting i~:ems, having them repn:_~s~:_mt you to pro teams, ok:.) tha~: might jeopardize      ~, Th~-:~re realb/isn’t much good ~:hat can come of dealing wi~:h guys 

this at this time; Anson and Chris will be way bet[or resources [:or the foreseeable future and without any of the risk, Thanks!! 

La n c e 

Lance Mor/~os 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@ email.unc.edu 

From: [mailto ] 
Sent: Monday, 11:43 AM 
To: Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
~c: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: 

Bird 

Thanks for the quick response. We HAVE NOT, nor will we be making any contact with this individual unless you tell us that it is o.k. to do so. When I saw this I was 

concerned tha~: any kind of contact would p.:_~l:entiaily jeopardize her eligibility. lha~: is why I Forwarded it to you guys for input and guidance, Much appr~:_~dab:_~d. 

[ will tell       to JUMP after (!very pass. I will also have to ask her what it means! 

Talk to you soon and congrats on the Sky Blue win. 

From: Ducar, Chris [mailto:ducar@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, r 2014 10:26 AM 
To: : Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: 

Hi 

Alter a rain soaked but satisfying win agak~st [:he S]W {Clue up in New Jersey this weekend, we were wek:omed home to warm and sunny weather...apparently it 

wH~ be 80 on Wednesdsy~ 

~ don’t know th~s gentleman or his group but even though they say they are not acting as agents, ~t seems I~ke they want to act as m~ agent. Be very wary of mW 

contact w~th th~s type of person or bushless as ~t could affect eligibility h~ a worst case scenario~ I have copied Lance Markos our NCAA compliance guru so 

he is aware o[ {:Msgroup and will advise you ~f need be. 

Please send links to any HS h~gM~gh{:s and o[ course {:ell to JUMP aft:or ew~ry pass 

A~oha, 

Bkd 

From: ’ [mailto: 
Sent; Nonday, 201~ 8:4~ AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject= N: 

Anson and Chris 

Good mornb~g. Hope al~ is well and warming up k~ Chape~ HHL Just checking in. is playing for her HS team and that makes me very nervous each year as the 

quality ~s not very good across the board, and the incidence of ~njudes seems to be much higher ~n HS vs. ECN[.. gut, at ~east her schoo~ has 4 other ECNL teammates 

of I~ers, so there ~s that camaraderie aspect to the experience. I s~ncerely appredate you guys keeping in touch with      . ~t really means a lot and makes her fee~ 

I~ke she is being wek:omed im:o the USE: "family". She conl:h~ues to be very excited about joining ~:he Tar Elee~s, and fran~dy she wou~d show up tomorrow ff she 

could pull it off. 

Please take a took at the unso~idted ~etter d~at our fam~y received betow. What do you d~ink? Do you know this group? Any advice? As usual please don’t hesitate 

to contact me ~f we need to discuss somethh~g. H: we need to discuss anyd~b~g further please give me a preferred tkne to call 

Take care. 

Bryan 

From= ’ [mailto ~kqrr~com] 
Sent= Sunday, 5:53 PM 
To= 
SubjeCt; Fw: Dorian 

.... Original Message --- 

To:      _ ~kc.rr.com 
Sent: Friday, 6:24 PM 
Subject: 
Dear Mr and Mrs 



My name is Jack Gidney, I am one of the partners with Sterling Sport Management based in Los Angeles. I have also been a scout and held positions 
with several English Premier League sides~ I have lived in Los Angeles for 10 years now and about 5 years ago we set up a group to advise the most 
promising youth international players in the United States. We are very open and honest in discussions and have set ourselves up to be there for the 

young players and their families in helping them navigate the shark infested world of soccer. We do not look to represent these players until they 
become professionals. We believe that until a young player becomes a professional there is no need for an agent, a contract or anything that can rule 
out collegiate eligibility. However, we do believe that there is a need for the most exciting youngsters and their families to ask questions and be 
helped in knowing about the world that their child is soon to go into. 
We work mostly on the boys side and have several boys that we have now placed with professional teams in Europe who are now on the way to 
becoming full time professional soccer players at the highest level. I was recently at the U17 Women’s National team camp and got to see Dorian play 
a few times. T was actually there with a top club in Holland. T was seriously impressed with the potential of Dorian and the way she plays. I would love 

to chat to you sometime about options for Dorian to help maximize her talent, to gain her some exposure in a professional environment and just be a 
sounding board for you as she continues her very promising career. 
If you would like to chat my number is              or you can email me here. 
I look forward to hearing from you and I hope you’re well. 
Jack Gidney 

"This email is intended to be reviewed by only the intended recipient and may contain infi?mlation that is privileged and, or confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified tbat any review, use, dissen/ination, disclos~ir e or 
copying of this ealail and its attachments, if ally, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in enor, please immediately notify the smder by return email and delete this email fiom your system." 

"This email is intended to be reviewed by only the intended recipient and may contain infomlation lhat is privileged and/or confidential. If you ale not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified/hat ally review, use, disserrdnation, disclosure or 
copying of this en/ail and its attachments, if any, is strictly prohibited If you have received this email in error, please in/mediately notify the sender by retm’n email and delete this email fion/your sys*em" 

"This email is intended to be reviewed by only the intended recipient and may contain infomlation that is privileged and/or confidential. If you are not tile intended recipient, you are hereby notified that ally review, use, dissealination, disclos~ir e or 
copying of this ealail and its allachments, if any, is sliictly prohibited If you have received this email in eiTor, please immediatdy notify the sender by return email and delete this email from your system" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maria Lubraa~o- Lavadera < @gmail.com> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 2:32 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Summer packet 

Hey" Anson, 

I hope you me doing well. Things are pletty good on my end, working a good amount. ~Vhen I was leaving the house this morning I was thinking to myself wbether I 

prefer going to work each day or if I would rather be going to classes. My answer was pretty immediate, go to work- however I think that answer is only true because 

I am still learning each day’. I really enjoy the different types of people I am surrounded by, something I didn’t really do while at UNC. However. better late than never. 

Tom ~nt out an email about a week ago about recruiting girls for your soccer team, ever since then there have been a number of former players emailing back saying 

how they would love to, but Mter X amount of surgeries, or if they have avoided surgeries that their aches a~d pains won’t allow them to play ~mymore. As bad as this 

may ~und I was glad to hear that it was not a curse of the Lubrano’s (Mmady and I) and that many more people experienced the same pains. However, almost every 
single one of these ladies were either 50 years old or approaching 50 :( 

It’s possible that I train 2 of your incoming freshinmi this summer. I was wondering if the sumlner packet is completed a~ld ifI could get mi electronic version of it? 

Have a great day! 

MaFia 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chuck Underwood <chuck@metroproductions.com> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 2:56 PM 

Ducar. Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Wo~nen’s Soccer 

Hey Chris - 

I just left you a voice mail. I can swing by and sit down with you aud go over details, or we can work by email. I am pretb’ open Wednesday and Thursday this week, 

aud most ofuext week - let me know what works best for you. 

Look tbrwaJcd to meeting you and working on this project! 

::N:: metro m 

[ i~i chuck und .... d ] 
....... [ Netro Productions ] 

.... I ~:1 ........ I ~:[::~: ....... 

6005 Chapel Hill Road [~ Raleigh, NC 27607 [~ 919 853_ 6420 [p] 

On Mar 31, 2014, at 11:44 AM, Ducar, Chris ~<lucar~unc.edu> wrote: 

Chuck, 

I got your info from Grant Porter. We like what you have assembled for them and we would like to do something similar. 

I have a rough draft put together based on their template and would like to talk to you about getting this done. 

My cell phone is 

Chris Ducar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matthew Harloff b~me.com> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 3:07 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Coaching/Teaching Book 

Hi Mr Dorrance .. I hope this email finds you well I have been working on a project for quite sometime that I ~vant to share with you: 

One thing that I have learned in my almost 20 years teaching, is that successtM teachers must know their subject matter and they must have an element of being a coach. I credit the success 
that I have had to having incredible parents, a great education, being around great people, and my studying of coaching by reading their books (such as yours) and observations. There are 
so many similarities between teaching and coaching, in fact I am sure there are many coaches that consider themselves teachers. This got me thinking .. education has changed so much 
these past few years, I believe being a coach is so important that I ~vould love to write a book, in fact I would love for it to be on iBook. So malay things to talk about in telrnS of cormecting 
with students, motivating students, recruiting students, etc I would love to set tap meetings with various coaches around the countly and I would love to spend some time with you I am 
not sure when would be a good time, but I ~vould love to share this project with you. I am also a huge basketball fan ... what do you think the chances would be to set up a meeting with 
Coach Roy Williams? I would love to get his take on this and maybe even see if he would be interested in being a co author of the book. 

Do you think I could set tap a meeting with Coach Williams? If not, is there anything that I might be missing that I could get to be able to schedule a meeting ~vith him? But if this is possible, 
when would be a good time to set tap a meeting. I could move my schedule around to fit his schedule I am sure now is not the best time, but I wasn’t sure if something could be set up in 
April or May. I honestly dont know what would be available. I know this book would sell in my field of music ... it would sell big However it would be a goal of mine to be able to reach out 
to more than music teachers. 

Thank you again 

Matt 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nugent, Steve <steve.nugen@wsu.edu> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 3:13 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Reading 

What are you reading these days? 

Be Great Today! 

Women’s Soccer Head Coach 

Skype: 

Website: wsucougars 

Twitter: @CoachNugent 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robyn Lesser < @gmail.com~ 

Monday, March 31, 2014 3:28 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: FW: Wilmington 24-25th May Memorial weekend tournament. 

Anson, 
It sounds like full bm my fandly has decided flley think our usually canlping Mp fllat weekend will be much mole fun than watching Ine play soccer. I will keep it in mind 

for other tournaments though. I certainly won’t be a ringer but I can still run, trap and pass. 

We am all doing well, still in Raleigh. I have two playing in CASL system right now. I coach tl~e older as befit I can - haha. I have high expectations of my 10 year old 

gifts, I need a reality check sometimes. 

Beth and I came out to the NCAA games and I saw your kids there, I can’t believe how big they are now. I was babysitting one of Donovan’s soccer teammates M~en 

they were in Kindergarten I think. It doesn’t feel like that much time has pas~d. 

Take care, 
Robyn 

On Thu, Mar 27, 2014 at 4:38 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

RobytL 

We usually play two on Sat, one or two on Sun and (if we win) one on Monday! You do not have to play h~ aH Lhe games. I do not p~ay on Sunday (~ am a 

Mormon). And there ~s un~in~ted subs. Every g~F~ that has]o~ned us has had fun and that ~s the way we a~l look at it! 

~ hope you and yours are doing weilH 

From: Sander, Thomas 3 
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2014 10:18 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: FW: FW: Wilmington 24-25th May Memorial weekend tournament. 

Anson? 

From: Robyn Lester [mailte @qmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 2014 4:33 PM 

To: Sander, Thomas .1 
Subject: Re: FW: Wilmington 24-25th May Memorial weekend tournament. 

Tom 

How many games over the weekend? 

Robyn 

On Wed, Mar 26, 2014 at 3:34 PM, Sander, Tholnas J <pacman@unc.edu> wrote: 

Anson’s ~ooking for some r~ngers on h~s "old goats" team th~s May~ 

-Torn 

Froro: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 2014 3:29 PM 

~mindspring.com 
Cc: Sander, Thomas ~ 
Subject: RE: Wilmington 24-25th May Memorial weekend tournament. 

Go~: it, Kim! 

Tom, see if any of the ak~mnae want to play with me in the memorial day weekend in WilmingtotL NC. See email below. We can give then~ all ~:he itffo (mo~:els, 

times, fields) they need if they want to come. 

From: @mindspring.com [mailto: ~mindspring.com] 



Sent: Tuesday, March 25, 2014 5:52 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Wilmington 24-25th May Memorial weekend tournament. 

Anson. 

We currently have :1.9 players confirmed~ and if we enter the younger 055 team h~ the 050 d~vision and the older 060/6~ team ~n the OB5 d~v~s~on, we need 

a[~oLher 17 pk~yers to reach Lhat. 

The 055 d~viskm alk~ws 6 women 35 m~d up or 5 men 50 and up 

(or combination of both of course). 

So that would be your fim~L 

But aRy girls 30-34 shouk~ know you not playing w~Lh Lhe 050 team, but the 055 team, ~ut of course will coach Lhem H: our game t#~es are diff:erenL? 

Kim 

Robyn Lester 
Independent Chott~ Distributor 

robyndrinkschof~@ gmail.eom 

~wv.drinkd~ofl’v.eom/Raleigh 

ww~>~.faeebook.eom !brewehoeolate 

twitter.com/brewchocolate 

Robyn Lester 
Independent Chofi~ Distributor 
robyndrinkschof6~@ gmail.eom 
ww~>~.drinkehoffv.eomiRaleigh 
~wv.faeebook.eom! brewehoeolate 
lwitter.com,’brewchocolate 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ally < ~aol.com> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 3:45 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re:: survey 

Hi Anson, 

Doing fine Sounds like you’re enjoying life and staying fit I think 
of you often with fond memories. I find it hard to imagine my t;armer 
team-mates being 50. As I have never seen any of them, they have stayed 
forever young in my- mind! lol 

God bless 

Senga 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <ansun@emaihunc.edu> 
To: @aol cam> 
CC: @aol.com> 
Sent: Thu. 27 IVlar 2014 20:47 
Sut~iect: FW: re : sup~ey 

Very furmy .. I love your answers!!! I hope you are doing well!! 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2014 10:27 AM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV; gwpall@aol.com 
Sut~iect: FW: re : sup~ey 

From: All?" AHan [mailto       (i~aohcom] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 2014 10:08 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J 
Sublect: Re: re : survey 

Tom, 

That survey was murder. I was unable to answer MANY of the questions 
accurately because the options were too limited. For example, I HAD 10 
siblings to begin with although I now only- have 6 because 4 died and 
the highest option to choose was 6, so I chose option 6 because it 
seemed the most accurate, but I also chose 6 because the options didn’t 
go any higher. 

Whoever wrote the survey was not thinking outside the proverbial box. 
He or she had made a lot of assumptions.., or perhaps he or she had a 
particular, preconceived result in mind that does not cover the 
subjects of the SUl~,’ey accurately. I thought that at the end of the 
survey there would have been a space to add cormnents or further info, 

but there wasn’t. No worries. Not the end of the world.., well, at 
least not yet, but with the way the Russians are carwing on and planes 
disappearing and Scottish people all running around with one eye, in 
the land of the blind.., who knows what’s around the corner! Please say 
Hi to Anson and Dino for me. All the best, Ally 
Sent from ray iPad 

On 26 Mar 2014, at 18:14, "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> wrote: 

Alunas, 
I’ve been told to warn you that the survey may take a little more than 
a fe~v minutes, so please allot some time for it. When I said ’quick’, I 
meant ’Tar Heel quick’, like "we’ll just make a quick stop for snacks 
on the way to the airport" or "we’ll just do a few quick sprints down 
the field for fitness" You guys know the lingot 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 



Director of Operations 
Women’s Soccer 
University of North Carolina 
w)919-9624100 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 3:54 PM 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email. unc.edu> 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Proof o fArina Sieloffon ProfessionaJ Ros~ter 

Hi Michelle, 

My name is and I am one of the for the women’s soccer team. Anson wanted me to send you the following links, which prove that Anna 

Sieloff is on a professional soccer team roster. Can you redo our current status for our APR breakdown, as the previous breakdown listed Anna as not being on a 

professional roster? Thank you. 

1) News article about Anna Sieloff playing in a professional game on March 25, 2014: ht[p://www.nwzonline.deidoppenburgiIokalsporticloppenburger-. 

_r__e___s__e___r__v___e__:_s__c___h___o___e_pft-letzte-reserven-aus a ._]___3_~__6_~__2__3___3___2__5___2___8__3___2___8__.__h__t___m__!. 

2) German Bundesliga website that shows Anna Sieloff was picked up by BV Cloppenburg this January: http~/~!www~we!tfussba!/=de~!transfers/frauen- 

bu nd esliga-2013-20:[4! 

3) Anna Sieloff’s profile on the German Bundesliga website that shows she has a contract with BV Cloppenburg: 

http:iiwww.weltfussbMI.de/spieler profil/anna-.sieloff/ 

Best, 

Major: Economics; Minors: Education & Business Admin. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~!~_~.e_:_.u__n__c_:_e_~.u_ I cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 3:55 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FW: Proof of Anna Sieloffon Professional Roster 

From: Brown, Michelle [mailto:mbrown3@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:54 PM 
To; 
Subject; Automatic reply: Proof of Anna Sieloff on Professional Roster 
Thank you For you r email. I will be out of: the office th rough April 4th. While I am out, I will check emails periodically. If: you need immediate assistance, please contact Brent Blanton at (919) 962-9536 or 
blanton@unc.edu and he will be able to assist you. ~ Nichelle Brown 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:03 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: possible tra~st~r 

I have ~, call in to A~gie 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Sunday, 6:35 PM 
To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Fwd: possible transfer 

What do you think’? 

Sem.~"om my Ferizor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: la~ssible transt~r 

From: I~d;gmail.com > 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <’.a_~_~_~?_r_(~i_email.unc.eda> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Do~ance, 

My name is                I am a         that plays for the~                   and I’m looking to transfer to another school I know you carmot communicate with me until I have my 
release but in?’ paperwork should be completed by Thursday. I wanted to know if you all would be interested in adding me to your roster I am a very hard working player and I can definitely 
contribute a great deal to your program at the University of North Carolina. I would also like to know if you have scholarship money available and like I said, I feel as though I can be a major 
contributor to the success of the program 

I would greatly appriciate it if you could let me know your thoughts about the situation at hand. 

Thank you so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"GoGo" Ed Lovelace <gogo@phewsioneering.com> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 4:06 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Women’s Soccer 

Hey there Coach!!! 

Awesome and will do when in tobaccoville! ’... is aj unior now..and chomping at the bit. 

I only work on the talent that puts the work in so_I am so not one of those services I am sure you have to sift thru. 

I will ask her morn about the ability a~d resources to attend the camp... I know many programs have them would i be able to get the intb and costs via the UNC ICA 

site? 

I will follow up as soon as I get inib etc. Thanks for you follow up Coach!!! The Best to you this season!! 

Lovelace..GoGo EdLovelace 

WE TEACH SPEED ONE MPH AT A TIME 

www. ph ewsion ee rinq corn 
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"Speed is the monetization tool of sports" 

On Mar 31, 2014, at 3:51 PM, Ducar, Chris <~tucar(dbunc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Ed, 
Thanks for emailing me regarding your speedster, We love fast and that she plays with boys. What year does she graduate high school? Are 
there any videos of h~-_~r soccer higtfligh[:s online? Can she afford Lo attend out: camp tMs summer? 
Chris 
Please stop by and introduce yourself ~ext time you sw[[~g through ACC territory~ 

F~m: GoGo Ed Lovelace [ma~lto:qoqo@phewsioneerinq.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 31, 2014 3:42 PM 
To= Ducar, Chris 
Subject= - Women’s Soccer 
llello C~s Duca~... 
My name is Ed Love]~e, Mum I~m Arizona S~te, Track & Fie~d, a~d Ib~er world level sprinter. I w~s mem~r of San~ Monica Track Club that 
trained many yea~s at UCLA a~]d l?om there I mn around the world as an elite sprinter. I am qui~ fa~nilia~ with D] comings and goings wa~ted to inlb~ 
you of a possible prospect. 
Cm~ent]y I develop athletes for speed in many sports. I am the speed coach for MLB academies in the US. 
I sha~e tlfis so that you don’t thi~ a kook is emai]ing ~u. I am ~-een NY and Los ~ge]es ~d I have under development a t~ma]e ~ccer player out 
o£                    to be exact. The prospects na~e is                She has superior dribble s~lIs and comes fm~n sound fundamentals. 
She has ~en invited to play with FC Barcelona m~d Manchester Umted boys club in 2013. She wouM have been required to live in Europe to 
pa~icipate. That w~ too much to do for a young lady. She has received 3 invites to the U.S. Soccer Center Noah East region. 
in the game play she was ve~ dominm~t ~orer. 
She plays with boys as the competition among young ladies in 3        : is not as challenging. Needless to ~y she is agg~vssive m~d caNble. 
So as not to deluge you with resumes and so o~ if your p~gram has need Ibr such a player ~ can provide l~er info regarding Y~mine. 

I am in North Carolina at times as ~ am the s~ed Coach ~br Wake Forest Umvesi~ Ba~ba]] with Coach Tom Wa~ter. So I am fond ofACC li~ as we~l. 
If the planets align a~d there is a window Ibr a brief conve~ation I ca~ ma~e myself available k~ talk. Below is my contact inlb~ation tha~ you fi~r your 

~me. 

Cell: 

Tha~ ~u in advance, 
Ed Lovelace, Founder 
Pbewsioneedng 

Lovelace .GoGo EdLovelace 

WE TEACH SPEED. ONE MPH AT A TIME 
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"Speed is the monetization tool of sports" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 4:08 PM 

GoGo Ed Lovelace <gogo@phewsioneering.com> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@ema~J.unc.edu> 

RE: - Women’s Soccer 

Ed, 

Our camp is www.ncgsc.com 

While we have moved on to the 20?.6 and 20?.7 classes, based on your recommendation we will take a serious look at her and go from there. 

Chris 

F~m: "GoGo" Ed kovelace [mailto:9ogo@phewsioneerin9.com] 

Sent: Monday, March 31, 2014 4:06 PM 

To~ Ducar, Chris 
~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subjeet~ Re: - Women’s Soccer 

Hey there Coach~ ~ ’. 

Awesome and will do when in to~ccoville~ ~..         is aj unior now..and chomping at the bit. 

I only work on the ~]ent that puts the work in so..I am so not one of those sen~ices I am sure you have to si~ thin. 

I wi]] ask her mom about the abi]i~ and resources to a~end the camp... I ~ow many programs have them would i be able to get the info and costs via the ~C ICA 

site? 

I wi]] follow up as soon as I get inlb etc. ThaWs for you follow up Co~h~ H The Best to you ~is ~a~nH 
Lowlace..GoGo EdLovelace 

WE TEACH SPEED. ONE MPH AT A TIME 
~.ph~ws~oneerinq cam 
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"Speed is the monetization tool of sports" 

On IVlar 31, 2014, at 3:51 PM, Ducar, Chris <duc~il~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Ed, 
Thanks for emailing me regarding your speedst~:_~r, We love fast and that she ~)lays with boys, What year does she graduate high school? Ar~-’_~ there any 
videos of her soccer highlights online? Can she afford to attend out camp this sun’l~T~er? 
Chris 
Please stop by and introduce yourself next time you swing through ACC territory! 

From: GoGo Ed Lovelace [mailto:gogo@phewsioneering.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 31, 2014 3:42 PM 
To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: - Women’s Soccer 
Hello Chris Ducaar... 

My name is Ed Lovelace, Alum from Arizona State, Track & Field, and former world level sprinter. I was member of Santa Monica Track Club that trained many 

years at UCLA and l]’om there I ran around the world as an elite sprinter. I am quite fan~iliar with D1 comings and goings wanted to inform you of a possible prospect. 

Currently I develop athletes for speed in many stx)rts. I am the speed coach tbr MLB academies in the US. 

I share this so that you don’t think a kook is emailing you. I am bet~veen NY and Los Angeles and I have under development a female soccer player out of 
to be exact. The prospects name is She has superior dribble skills mad comes ti~)m sound fundamentals. She has been invited to play 

with FC Barcelona and Manchester United boys club in 2013. She would have been required to live in Europe to participate. That was too much to do lbr a young 

lady. She has received 3 invites to the U.S. Soccer Center North East region. 

in the game play she was very dominant scorer. 

She plays with boys as the competition among young ladies in         :is not as challenging. Needless to say she is aggressive and catmble. 

So as not to deluge you with resumes and so or~ if your program has need for such a player I can provide further info regarding Yasmine. 
I am in North Carolina at times as I am the speed Coach for Wake Forest Univesi~ Baseball with Coach Tom Walter. So I am fond of ACC life as well. If the planets 

align and there is a window for a brief conversation I can make myself available to talk. Below is my contact information thank you for your time. 

Cell: 

email: go ao,@~l~hewsioneerin~.com 
Thank you in advance, 

Ed Lovelace, Founder 
Phewsionee~ng 

Lovelace..GoGo EdLovelace 

WE TEACH SPEED ONE MPH AT A TIME 

’_,_~:~t_~_YL ,9_ ~ _~:~_s__Lo_ ~__e_ ~__~j_~ .g_&o_ E2 
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"Speed is the monetization tool of sports" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 4:19 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FW: - Wonlen’s Soccer 

From: "GoGo" Ed Lovelace [mailto:gogo@phewsioneering.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 3:1., 20.t4 4:.t6 PM 
To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Re:              - Women’s Soccer 

Very nice.., and tha~k you tbr the proibssional courtesy, I will circle back this week Coach. 

Again, thank you very much mad I will tbllow np this week.. 

Lovelace..GoGo EdLovelace 
WE TEACH SPEED. ONE MPH AT A TIME 
www ph ewsion ee ring.com 
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"Speed ie the monetization tool of sports" 

On Mar 31, 2014, at 4:08 PM, Ducar, Chris <ducm~,~uuc.edu> wrote: 

Our camp is www.ncgsc.com 

While we have moved on ~o the 2016 and 20~7 classes, based on your recommendation we ~,v~ take a serious look at her and go from there. 

Chris 

F~m= "GoGo" Ed Lovelace [ma~lto:gogo@phewsioneering.com] 

Sent= Monday, March 31, 20~ ~:06 PM 

To= Ducar, Chris 

Co: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 

Subject: Re: - Women’s Soccer 

Hey there Coach~ [ ’. 

Awesome and will do when in to~ccovilleH..,        is aj unior now..and chomping at the bit. 

I only work on the talent fl]at pun the work in so..I am so not one of those sel~ices I am suiv you have to si~ thm. 

I will ask her moln about the abilib~ a~id resources to a~end &e camp... I lmow many programs have theln would i be able to get the iniB and costs via the UNC ICA 

site? 

I will iBilow up as soon as I get info etc. ThaNes ibr ?~u follow up Coach~ ’.[ The Best to you tiffs ~a~n’.[ 

Lovelace .GoGo EdLovelace 

WE TEACH SPEED¯ ONE MPH AT A TIME 

<image001.png> 
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"Speed ie the monetization tool of sports" 

On Mar 31, 2014, at 3:51 PM, Ducar, Chris <ducm~,~unc.edu> wrote: 

[-{i 

Thanks for ~-_mlailing me regarding your speedster, We [ow~ fast: and that she plays with boys, What year does she graduate high s(:hoo~? Are t:here any 

videos of her soccer Nghl~ghLs online? Can she afl:ord Lo attend out camp this sumrner ? 

Chris 

Please stop by and introduce yourseff next t~me you swing through ACC terr~tory~ 

~m= GoGo Ed Lovelace [mailto:gogo@phewsioneering,com] 
Sent: Monday, March 3~, 20~4 3:42 PM 
To= Ducar, Chris 
Subject= - Women’s Soccer 

Hello C~is Duc~... 

My name is Ed Love]ace, Alum from ~zona State, Track & FieM, and fom]er world level sprinter. I was member of Santa Monica Track C]nb that trNned many 

years at UCLA ~d ~om there I ran ~ound the world as an elite sprinter. I am quite fmniliar with D1 comings and goings w~ted to infom~ yon of a possible prosNct. 

Cuwenfly I develop athletes Ibr speed in many s~s. I am the speed coach for MLB academies in tbe US. 



I share this ~ that you don’t think a kook is emailing you. I am between NY and Los Angeles and I have nnder development a tbmale mccer player out ofl 
to be exact. The prospects name is                ;. She has supefor dribble skills and comes farm sound thndameutals. She has been invited to play 

witl(FC Barcelona and Manchester United boys club in 2013. She would have been required to live in Europe to participate. That was too much to do tbr a young 

lady. She has received 3 invites to the U.S. Soccer Ceuter North East region. 
in the gmne play she was very dominant scorer. 
She plays with boys as the competition among young ladies in         is not as challenging. Needless to say she is aggressive and capable. 
So as not to deluge you with resmnes and so on, if your progra~ has need for such a player I ca~ provide fm~tker info regarding Yasmine. 
I am in North Carolina at times as I mn the speed Coach for Wake Forest Univesity Baseball with Coach Tom Walter. So I am fond of ACC life as well. If the planets 
align and there is a window for a brief conversation I cma make myself available to talk. Below is my contact information thank you for your time. 
Cell: 
email: aogo!~?;phewsioneedna~com 
Thank you in advance, 
Ed Lovelace, Founder 
Phewsioneering 

Lovelace .GoGo EdLovelace 

WE TEACH SPEED. ONE MPH AT A TIME 

:~L~ ~_~_2 P_~__e_:~_~:~ig_~ ~__e_£[~:__c_g__m__ 
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"Speed is the monetization tool of sports" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jordan Raper <jrape@matchfitacademy.net> 

Monday, 4:20 PM 

Ducar. Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV "m~son@email.unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros 

Re: 

~gmail.com) 

Haha, I agree. 

You are in charge of coffee’s for our 7:30am game then! 

Match Fit Academy 
ECNL U17, U15 Head Coach 

IEmaihjraper@matchfitacademy.net 
Twitter; @jordie716 

www, matchfitacademy, net 

On Mar 27, 2014, at 11:48 AM, Ducar, Chris <ducal,@.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jordan, 
This is great news[ She is the BOMB, On her visit recently with her’ parents gnson was out of the country and she promised to come bad( [:or a visit so 
she can meet Anson and of course demonstrate to her what we think of her as a p~ayer. 
~ wN be in SD wRh Jason 5. and ~ promise we win be planted on your s~deNne. 

Chris 

F~m= Dorrance, A[be~ A N 
Sent: Thursday, Narch 27, 20~4 ~:00 AN 
Te= Jordan Raper 
Co: Ducar, Chris; Jason Slsneros (]msisneros@gmail.com) 
Subject= RE: 
Thank you Jordan .._ Very helpful ..... we Nke her too!~ 

F~m= Jordan Raper [mai~to:jraper@matchfitacademy.net] 
Sent= Thursday, Narch 27, 20~4 8:53 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Co= Ducar, Chris; Jason S~sneros 
Subject= Re: 
I have always loved her a s a player, she ahYays ~oms agaiust us and we have to plan tbr her eve~ time we play her team. Considering she h~ little 
suppo~ on that team and is playing up, it is am~ing how good she has been. Her movement is good, touch is cleau and she has Nce. My biggest "thing 
about her though is &at she fiuishes~ Ha~t commodity "# find in a t~male player but she is an out a~d out goal~orer. 
Sbe will be wi& us atthe ECNL event in San Diego. 

Match Fit Academy 
ECNL U17, U15 Head Coach 
6~11:973-943-1302 
Emalhjraper@,matchfitacademy.net 
Twitter; @jordie7 ~6 
www. matchf!tacadem g. net 

On Mar 26, 2014, at 10:13 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <~a~n(~emaiLunc edu> wrote: 

Jordan, she is absolutely awesome and I am so happy she is playing for you! We would love for her to come to Chapel Hill! 

Tell me what you think 

Serl~ frown my Verizon ~,~Zqe.Jess 4G L TE DROID 

Jordan Raper <lraper(~,ma[chfil, academv ne[> wrote: 



Hey Anson - 

What do you think about 

I just added her to my ECNL roster, I love her! 

Sent from my iPhone 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pierce, Kfis <kpierce@theacc.org> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 4:20 PM 

Alison Foley (Ibleyae@bc.edu); Dorrm~ce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Charles Adair (adai@vt.edu); Eddie Radwm~ski 

(eradwan@clem~n.edu); Greg Miller (gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu); Jonathan Morgan (jmol 119@umd.edu); KaJcen Ferguson-Dayes 

(karen@gocards.com); Mark Krikofian (mkrikolima@admin.t~u.edu); Mary-Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon 

(pswheddo@syr.edu); Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@irginia.edu); Tim Sm~toro 

(ffsantor@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@wfu.edu); Theresa Romagnolo (romagnolo@nd.edu) 

Butler, Lee <lbutle@theacc.org>; Moore, Donald <dmoore@theacc.org>; Champigny, Ashley <achmnpigny@theacc.org>; Fraser, Alex 
<afrase@theacc.org>; Matt Conway (BC) (conwayml@bc.edu); Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.pitt.edu); Vanessa Fuchs 

(vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu) 

Conference Call - Thursday, April 3rd at 11 a.m. 

Women’s Soccer Coaches - 

I apologize for the late notice, but we will need to convene via conference call briefly on Thursday at 11 a.m. to discuss our site for the 2014 ACC Women’s Soccer 

Championship. While I have been given some feedback by the sites we discussed on the last call (FAU, U NC-G), I feel that a quick conference call is better to gauge 

your thoughts, feelings and recommendations rather than an email chain. I will also give you all updated pricing for our video exchange proposal. 

if you cannot be on the call, please let me know. Otherwise, I will look forward to speaking with each of you at that time. 

Thanks! 

Kris 

Women’s Soccer Conference Call- Thursday, Apri~ 3 

11 a.mo 
CalMn Number: 1.866,244og528 

Passcode: 527972 
KR~S P~ERCE 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Championships & SWA 

O: 336.369.4652 ] C: 
kpierce~theacc.or~] 
l:heAOC tom ¯ (~[heAOC 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 4:29 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~)n@email.unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edtr> 

Confirming we ate using a slot on 

You said April 1 was the deadline so I didn’t want this one falling through the cracks. Looks like they (and Lance) are on top of getting her eligible for the fall. 

Bird 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wade Sutton @yahoo.com> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 4:36 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Tonight 

Ok, I will let everyone know that it is next Monday and not tonight. Thanks again. 

Wade 

On Monday, March 31,2014 4:26 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Actually, I was coming next Monday evening .... 

From: Wade Sutton [mailto           @yahoo.com] 

Sent: Monday, March 31,2014 1~-:55 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Re: Tonight 

Anson, 
Let me know if you need anything We look fopz~ard to seeing you tonight. Thanks again for taking time to come talk. 

Wade 

On Friday, March 28, 2014 12:04 PM, Wade Sutton < @y__a__h___o___o_=_c___o__r_[_~> wrote: 

Great. That sounds really good. Thanks for coming and talking with the handball teams. 

Wade 

On Friday, March 28, 2014 11:43 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <.a_!_~__S_Q_r_L@#L!)#jL~Ln__9_’:__e_d___u_.> wrote: 

All I will need is 15 to 20 minutes and what I will address is the core of athletic character: self-discipline, competitive fire, self-belief and then a brief Q&A.. 

From: Wade Sutton [mailto: @yahoo.coral 
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2014 ~i19 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Tonight 
Anson, 
That sounds good. We could do it in Fetzer Gym B where we practice. It is the smaller gym in the back of Fetzer. How much time would you like? Maybe we can plan from 6 to 6:45 or 6 to 7? Maybe you can 
talk about teamwork, confidence, and learning to try new things to get better. Not trying to put a Gospel spin on it but maybe making their weaknesses become strengths in their game We have a young team 
so anything you can say to help them get more pumped up or excited and help them build a desire to get better would be great. I don’t know if that helps at all. My cell number is 919-280-3150. 
Wade 

On Thursday, March 27, 2014 6:16 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Mon might work at 6 pm ... where shall I come, what do you want me to say and what is you cell #? 

From: Wade Sutton [mailto:, ~vahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2014 5:27 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Tonight 

Thanks. This year we are practicing on Monday and Wednesday nights from 6-8. We leave for college nationals on April 1 lth so ideally for us would be April 9th (Wednesday at 7 or 7:30). If any of those 
nights work though let me know If not, I do understand your time is limited Just thought it would be good for them to learn from you and get motivated before we go to college nationals. 
Wade 
PS- If you had any seniors that you think would be interested in participating in another college championships this year I could use a couple of players for my team. 

On Thursday, March 27, 2014 4:49 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Time is always limited but let’s see what I can do. 

From: Wade Sutton [mailto @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2014 10:36 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Tonight 
Anson, 
I hope all is well. I wanted to reach out to you and see if you could come talk to the handball teams again either next week or the following week. Would be great to have you if you have time 
Wade 

On Friday, July 12, 2013 11:52 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~,email.unc.edu> wrote: 
No one to recommend Wade, I’m sorry. 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

Wade Sutton < @yahoo.com> wrote: 

Anson, 
Sounds great. Would be great to have you come by next spring. Did you have any athletes who will not be returning to soccer who still will be at 
Carolina or will have eligibility left and might want to play another sport? If so, please let me know as I need some more players for next year. 
Wade 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~.emaEunc.edu> 
To: Wade Sutton,           ~.yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 11,2013 2:17 PM 
Subject: Re: Tonight 

Congratulations Wade on your success! And I’d love to jump in with you next spring. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

Wade Sutton ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Anson, 
I am sorry I never got back to you in the spring. We had a busy spring and ended up finishing 2nd at college nationals. I know the fall will be busy for 
you but maybe next spring you can come talk to the handball teams again. As far as players, are there any players that are finished with soccer or 



that won’t be playing next year that I could reach out to about playing handball? I would appreciate any names you could give me. I did reach out to 
the ones you gave me last year but they never made it out to practice. I hope you are having a good summer and talk to you soon. 
Wade 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Wade Sutton,           @yahoo.corn> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 23, 2013 6:43 PM 
Subject: Re: Tonight 

Sure .... give me a month 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-962-4100 
>>> Wade Sutton < @yahoo.com> 1/23/2013 12:18 PM >>> 
Anson, 
Would you be able to come and talk to our team one Wednesday or Thursday evening? I know you talked to the team a couple of years ago but I 
have a brand new group now and I am sure they would love it. It could be anywhere from 30 minutes to an hour or whatever you could do according 
to your schedule. Thanks for considering. 
Wade 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Wade Sutton,           @yahoo.corn> 
Sent: Friday, December 7,2012 5:07 PM 
Subject: Re: Tonight 
Thank you Wade!! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-962-4100 
>>> Wade Sutton, L’5~.vahoo.com> 12/5/2012 12:14 AM >>> 
Anson, 
Congratulations on winning the NCAA Championship. VVhat a great accomplishment. Hopefully we can work out a time in the spring to have you 
come talk to the handball team again. I have several players now that have played soccer in high school and I am sure they would be thrilled to have 
you and so would I. Congratulations again. 
Wade 

--- On Mort, 10/8/12, Anson Dorrance <anson@..uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Tonight 
To: "Wade Sutton" <           @y__a____h___o___o__~__c__o_____m__> 
Date: Monday, October 8, 2012, 6:47 PM 

Thank you Wade, we are improving! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-962-4100 
>>> Wade Sutton < ~@yahoo.com> 10/8/2012 5:01 PM >>> 
Anson, 
I was able to watch the Boston College game on Thursday night. The girls are getting better and better. Hopefully it will all come together for you 
and the team as they continue getting more experience and continue to play with each other. Congrats on the win. 
Wade 

--- On Thu, 9/27/12, Anson Dorrance <anson@..uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@unca&unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Tonight 
To: "Wade Sutton",            @yahoo.com> 
Date: Thursday, September 27, 2012, 1:15 PM 

Than ks Wade!! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-962-4100 
>>> Wade Sutton. _ @y_a___h___o___o__,__c_o____m__.> 9/27/2012 11:54 AM >>> 
Anson, 
Just wanted to say good luck tonight in the game. I will be there watching. 
Wade 





From: Jason Sisneros ~}gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 5:26 PM 

To: Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Co: Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: - Visit 

I see I roll be with Thursday - I’ll make sure I meet 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel tlill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Assistant Coach 

(c) 

at some point to tell her how impressed I was watching her play at the Dallas ECNL event’. 

On Mon, at 5:17 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(~email.tmc.edw- wrote: 

Jason and ] can rake her .... 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Monday, 11:28 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Jason sisneros(imsisneros@qmail.com) 
Subject: FW: ;- Visit 
Importance: High 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: - Visit 
Importance: High 

11:18 AM 

Coach, We are looking forward to the visit this week. I j ust wanted to update you on our amval times and departure times. I was looking at your scrimmage 

schedule this weekend and we would definitely like to watch some of those games if possible. I am not sure how fair the fields are from the airport but hopefully you 

can let us lmow when we would need to leave. 

Amval: RaJeigh 10:50pm 

Departure: Raleigh 4:40pm 

Thanks 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nugent, Steve <steve.nugen~wsu.edn> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 6:01 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Reading 

hnmmmi.., a name? Need a good read fight now. Finished Top Dog and How Children Succeed. 

Be Great Today! 

Steve Nugent 

Women’s Soccer Head Coach 

Cell 

866-596-6248 Fax 

Skype: 

Website: wsucougars 

Twitter: @CoachNugent 

On Mar 31,2014, at 2:55 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(i~email.unc~edn> wrote: 

A book about Arsenal .... 

Frem: Nugent, Steve [mailto:steve.nugent@wsu.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 31, 2014 3:13 plvl 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject: Reading 
What are you reading these days? 

Be Great Todayt 
Steve 
Women’s Soccer Head Coach 

Ce]i 
866-596-6£48 Fax 
Skyp e : 
Websi~e: ws~co~$a~s 
’Twi~er: @CoachNuses~ 

<image001 .prig> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 6:05 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hey Ans, 

Because we didn’t have practice this morning I got in an extra 3 hours of stu@ing (woke up and got breald’ast and studied until class at 11) for my exam and got a 

95%’. IVly best in college so far so I was really excited. With that said I have another exam ~Vednesday so I was thinking of missing practice Wednesday morning to 

extra- s~d.v for that but I think futsol and conditioning would be more beneficial for me (as it’s all super intense and I get to work on foot skills as well as score goals) 

compared to the boys game (where I don’t even really play or play ruth the boys not against them). So I think it’s best ifI miss practice tomorrow attend the rest of the 

week! Also, my tiJend t?om out of town a~d my dad were "trying to see if they shimld come this weekend. Any ch~mce i’ll get some minutes? 

Thank~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 6:14 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

;@ea~cthlink.net> 

Re: Mid-Year Progress - Looking the Part 

They are pre~’ special, I agree of course :-) and I got ve~ luck3.’ ruth these two’. 

So glad you love them too!’.!! 

Tha]lks for everything, Anson. We axe all ve~ lucky that "the moons and stm-s lined up and they get to play lbr you! 

O11 at 3:06 PM, "Dorrauce, Albert A IV" <anson(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I love your kids!!!! Just h~d a gre~t ch~t with 

From [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 4:59 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject: Re: Mid-Year Progress - Looking the Part 
Oh, she’s all set on the nice dress from. When she was home I took her to our favorite store in and got her all dialed in. She’ll look good 

from the hips up, those beat up calves will show the warrior lying underneath that pretly facade. 

is veu well-dressed, check her out at her prom! While you may see the braise on her arm, what you don’t see is that she had 9 stitches over her 

left eyebrow the week betbre ti’om soccer that miraculously healed up in a week.., here’s the before and after. Literally Saturday to Saturday. 



In fact when 

×i 

first left for UNC, she had to check in with regularly for fashion advice, they were very cute chatting about it. 





On at 1:45 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~email.unc.edu> w~me: 

Y~-’_~s, I really l:hinl~ the Robertson p~-_~ople WANT I:o m~ke this happ~-:m .... I low-_~ it it ~:hose grades      projected hold up. Does 

~ was tess~ng her that "you don’t even have a dress" but ~ wss hoping she ac[ualfy does. What do you think? 

Your k~ds are speds~ .... I hope the selectors can see ~L. 

And yes, beating (and dom~nath~g) the SKY BLUE was so much fun!! Your kM was a Hon out there. 

F~m [mailto: @gma~l.com] 
Sent~ Sunday, 11:29 PN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Su~ject~ Fwd: Mid-Year Progress 

Strong work in progress.., keeping you posted. See below. 

Fingers, toes crossed. 

CONG~TS ON BEAT~G SKY BLUE~ 

Might need yonr help firing np Jason m: the camps and SB. 

Talk soon, 

have a flick:~ d[ess~ 

Begin forwarded message: 

F rom: @_!!__v____e__:__u____n___c___.__e____d____u_> 
Subject: RE: Mid-Year Progress 
Date:              7:09:40 PM PDT 
To: Alice Cheung <..c.~.h....e.~..u.~.n..g~.@~.~..~.b....e.~.s....~.~.n....s.~.c....h.~.~..[.a..~.r~.s.~..~.~..~.r~> 
Hi Ms. Cheung, 

Thanks for checking in! I hope you are doing well. I am really looking forward to the Finalist events coming up. 

My second semester is going well. To the best of my knowledge, I am currently getting an in Spanish    , Stor 

Honors and an in English     Business Writing. I hope to finish off the rest of my freshman year strong. 

, LFIT and Polic~ 



See you soon ! 

Thanks so much, 

From: Alice Cheun~ <cheur~-~robertsonscho[ars.org> 

Sent: Thursday~ 10:06 AM 

To: 

Subject: Mid--Year Progress 

Dear 

I hope this email finds you well. We are looking forward to seeing you for the Robertson Finalist events in April. 

I am writing to follow up on a conversation topic that Allen Chart raised during your Semifinalist interview. As you may know, we require Robertson 

Scholars to uphold a 3.0 n~inimum GPA for their first year and a 3.3 m#~imum GPA for each subsequent year. It is important to the Robertson Program 

that Scholars can successfully navigate thek academic course Mad in addition to their extracurrkular and programmatic commitments. W~th th~s in 

m~nd, could you please send me an update on your academic performance this semester? [ understand that UNC does not provide official mid-term 

grades, but it would be helpful to have an idea of how the second semester of your freshman year has been progressing. 

Many thanks, 

Alice ~he~8 
Marketktg and Selec~ort i Robertson Scholar’s Leadership P~’ograrn 

cheunx@robertsop, sc]~olars,orR ~ (gJ 9) 66{~-2764 ~ w~,~v,robertsonscho]ars,orR 



From: "_c}gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 6:18 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Awesome thaaak you! Okay i’ll relay the info. And I know I shouldn’t but my parents had such slrict guidelines on what kind of school (had to be great academic~Jly) 

and I had tny own preferences of location and soccer level that 

On Mon, at 6:13 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <mas~n(&email.tmc.edu~ wrote: 

Good i:di~n ... No[: ~.;ure about t h*-’_~ w,-_~ek,-_md vet .._ [ don"t even I~now who we are playing. Every substkution will be "[:actic~;l" ... N ew-_~r i~ guar~mte,-_~ wkll ti~ctk:al 

substi~:utiot~ {exhaust:ion, injury, "give some one rest" ..., Eb::) 

From: [mailto .@gmail.com] 
Sent: Mon~lay, 6:05 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert: A IV 
Subject: 

Hey Ans, 

Because we didn’t have practice this morning I got in an ex’wa 3 hours of studying (woke up a~d got brealdiast and studied until class at 11) tbr my exam and got a 

95%’. My best in college so thr so I was really excited. With that said I have another exam Wednesday so I was thinking of missing practice Wednesday morning to 
extra- s~dy for that but I think futsol and conditioning would be more beneficial for ~ne (as it’s aJ,1 super intense and I get to work on foot skills as well as score goals) 

compared to the boys g~sne (where I don’t even really play or play ruth tbe boys not against them). So I think it’s best ifI miss practice to,no,row attend the rest of 

the week! Also, my friend from out of town and ~ny dad were t~ying to see if they should come this weekend. Any chance i’ll get some minutes? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Co~ Harbinson <coo,harbinson@andrewcollege.edu> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 6:26 PM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Inspiration 

I most cedainly will! Thank you for file elna~l back. I look forwaxd to taJking with you. 

On Man, Mar 31, 2014 at 5:50 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <ans~n(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

@ ... n~-’_~x ~ week is best .,, evening are also best 

From: Cory Harbinson [mailto:coryharbinson@andrewcollege.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 31, 20:t4 1:22 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Inspiration 

Hello Anson, 

My name is Co~ Harbinson and I am the new Head Women’s Soccer Coach at Andrew College in Geo~ia. I hope this email fi~Ms you. The reason why I am 

emailing you today is because I want you to know that I am currently 24 years old. which makes me right now the youngest collegiate head coach in women’s 
soccer. I have been reading your book and it has really helped me on how to approach women’s soccer and both the physiological and psychological aspects of the 

game. When reading your book I saw- that you had t~ken over tile Tar Heels program at 25 years old and now you are one of if not the greatest college coach in 

soccer. Reading your book makes me want to aspire to be tile best as well and I wanted to know if you have any advice for a young coach like Inyselfyou can pass 

oil. I haven’t been given any respect in my confeience and mnongst the other coaches yet because I have not earned the right yet and I am so eager ~o show them 

that despite my age and lack of coaching experience that I can become of the best like you. Thank you for taking the time in reading my email and you are my idol 

that I hope I can be to someone my age one day as you are to me. 

All the best! 

Cory I [arbinson 

Head Worn en’s Soccer Coach 

~drew College 

501 College St 

Cmhbert, GA 39840 

Office: (229) 732-5912 

Cell: 

Email: co~-¢harbinson(~)andmwcolle ue .edu 

X Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Co~’ Harbir~son 
Head Women’s Soccer Coadl 

Andrew College 

501 College St 

Cuthbert, GA 3~40 

()[’lice: (229) 732- 5912 

Cell: 

l{~rmil: coryharbinson,@an@ewcolle ~e .edu 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nugent, Steve <steve.nugen~wsu.edn> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 6:34 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Reading 

thmfl<s.., if you think about it please send it to me. Hope you are well. 

Be Great Today! 

Steve Nugent 

Women’s Soccer Head Coach 

Cell 

866-596-6248 Fax 

Skype: 

Website: wsucougars 

Twitter: @CoachNugent 

On Mar 31,2014, at 3:10 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson¢~email.unc~edn> wrote: 

I have it at home .... 

From: Nugent, Steve [mailto:steve.nugent@wsu.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 3:t, 2014 6:0:1 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Reading 

hnmm~ra.., a name? Need a good read right now. Finished Top Dog and How Children Succeed. 

Be Great Todayt 
Steve ?qugen,,: 
Women’s Soccer Head Coach 

Ceil 
866-596-62~18 Fax 
Skyp e : 
We b:-;-i~e : wsucougars 
Twi~ter" @CoachNugent 

<image001 .prig> 

On Mar 31, 2014, at 2:55 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <_a_n_~__o__rgq)__ej__r_~j_a_i_l_:__u__rLc_:_e__£~__u_> wrote: 

A book abouL Arsenal 

From: Nugent, Steve [mailto:steve.nugent@wsu.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 3:t, 2014 3:13 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Reading 

What are you reading these days? 

Be Great Todayt 
Steve :qugen t 
Women’s Soccer }{ead Coach 

Ceil 
866-596-6248 l:ax 
Skyp e : 
Website: WStlCOtlgarS 
Twi~ter" @CoachNugent 

<ilnage00 l.png> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~@gmail.com> 

Monday, 7:16 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Could you eln~,l ~oW or the tutoring place’? If that’s okay. To say that I was actually doing something ilnporta~t. 

On Monday, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

I hope they excuse you for helping us with the greatest incoming player since Mia Natu!!! What can I do to help? 

From: [mailto: @qmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, ~0:28 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject: Re: FW: Weekly Infraction Notice 

It’s because I was at that dimmer with you and    at the Carolina inn. I told my tutor and he was fine with it. 

On Monday, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.e&t> wrote: 

Froro: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Friday 2:50 PM 
To: 
Co: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your PORT: tutoring session on 

infraction and shall be considered your first warning. 

at ~iOO~. This is your f!~ documented 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2rid infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) 

to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal 

must state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<lucar@unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:29 PM 

Dolrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

@aol.com; ~msn.com; Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros 
<pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: Proof of Anna Sieloff on ProfessionaJ Ro s~ter 

@gmaiLcom); Smader, Thomas J 

Great job     i 

at 6:02 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <emson~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 3:54 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Proof of Anna Sieloff on Professional Roster 

Hi Michelle, 

My name is             and I am one of the         for the women’s soccer team. Anson wanted me to send you the following links, which prove 

that Anna Sieloff is on a professional soccer team roster. Can you redo our current status for our APR breakdown, as the previous breakdown listed 

Anna as not being on a professional roster? Thank you. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->1) <!--[endif]-->News article about Anna Sieloff playing in a professional game on 

htt~:/~www.r~wz~rd!ne~de/c!~er~bur~/~ka!sp~rt/c!~enbur~er..reserve-sch~e~ft-~etzte-reserverv.aus a 13~6~2332528328:htm! 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2) <!--[endif]-->German Bundesliga website that shows Anna Sieloff was picked up by BV Cloppenburg this January: 

h ttp :~ www. w e ltf t~ ss ba/~. d eit ra nsfers~fra u e n-b~Jpde s~ ig a:          ~ 

<F-[if ~supportLists]-->3) <F-[endif]-->Anna Sieloff’s profile on the German Bundesliga website that shows she has a contract with BV 

Cloppenburg: http:!/www.weltrussball.deispie~er profi~ianna-sielorfi 

Best, 

Major: Economics; Minors: Education & Business Admin. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ’:15 

~live.unc.edu I cell 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, 10:15 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Hi Anson, 

Here’s the email fi~om Randy. I will blind cow you on my response to him. 

Glad I had a chance to stop by and chat today! I don’t think I tell you enough how gratefifl I am to be a part of this amazing program’. 

Thanks tbr everyfl~ing, 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Randy Waldrum <rwaldrum~)houstondynamo.com> 

Date: Sun, at 3:11 PM 

Subject: 

To: " ~m~l.com" < ~?~m~l.co~n> 

Let me know what your class schedule is like in terms of you getting here for some games on the weekends. Let me know if you can come in on Wednesdays, Thursdays, or Fridays, 

etc. around your class schedule. I wanted to see if there were any possible training days as well as possible games on weekends. 

If you can’t get away at all, don’t worry. I’m just trying to make some decision in trying to have a roster ready for at least April and May until you and the others get here. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:20 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacmm~@unc.edu> 

Carolina Leadership Academy Interview 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

IVly name is            and I am a       Sport Administration student here at UNC I am cun-ently working on a project for the Carolina Leadership Academy with my professor, Dr. 
Erianne Weight. We are writing a case stu@ on the Leadership Academy ~vith the goal of promoting this unique program and shedding some light on the positive impact it has not only on 
our I_,~,~’C student-athletes but also on the Chapel Hill con~munity. In an efl’ort to qualify’ the efl’ects of bCLA I am interviewing several students athletes ~vho have participated in the 
Leadership Academy as well as some alunmi. Several athletes have mentioned your speech as one of the highlights of the workshops, so I would love to hear your perspective I also live in 
the yellow house with some of your players (                                         and can see that you all have a special team culture 

I know you have been very successful in your program and would greatly value and appreciate your input. It is important to get the perspective of a coach to fully understand how the 
Leadership Academy has impacted team culture as well as the the overall athletic department Would you be willing to meet ~vith me sometime in the next two weeks for a quick (15-20 min) 
intervie~v? 

In conjuaaction with this case study- I am also making a video to help promote the Leadership Academy to incoming freshman athletes I’ve been filming student athletes talking briefly about 
their favorite/most valuable part of the Leadership Academy. I’d love to get a short clip of you talking about what you’ve found most helpful/valuable/interesting about bCLA to include in 
this video as well My hope is that this compilation of coach, athlete and administrator testimonies about the internal value of participating in this program ~vill help incoming freshman buy 
in to the CREED program better from the get-go 

If you would be willing to help with this project I would really appreciate it. Please let me know if you have any free time in the next couple weeks. Thanks so much for your time and 
consideration and hope you are having a great offseason! 

Thanks so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Sisneros "_(}gmail.com> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 11:51 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

@msn.com; Ducar, Chris <duca~c@~mc.edu-% Sa~der, Thomas J <pacma~@~mc.edu-% 

Re: FW: A~mual John Lotz Aw~M 

~aol.com 

comes to mind 

On Monday, March 31, 2014, Dorrance, Albert A IV <aJ~son(~email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Whom do you guys think? 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Monday, IVlarch 31, 2014 2:40 PM 
To: UNCAA-Head Coaches 
C¢: UNCAA-Senior Staff; Holliday, Corey L; Hoots, Eric P1; Adams, Clarissa; Townsend, Jenn; Orr, Kym N 
S,,bject: Annual .John Lotz Award 

Hello All: 

Attached you will find the 2013 2014 nomination form for the annual John Lotz Award. 

The description of the ~ohn Lotz Award is as follows: 

The John Lotz Award is given annually to the University of North Carolina student athlete who best exemplifies the spirit of the late John Lotz. Coach Lotz was an 
assistant men’s basketball coach at UNC from 1965 to 1973. After a tenure as the head coach at the University of Florida, where he was named SEC Coach of the Year, 

he returned to UNC as an Assistant Director of Athletics for Campus and Community relations. He served in that capacity from 1980 to 2000. Coach Lotz was known 

throughout the department as one who always had an encouraging word, especially for those who were facing adversity. 

The winner of the John Lotz Award will be a student athlete who has demonstrated a passion to succeed under adverse circumstances. The winner will have faced 

difficulties and overcome them while maintaining a positive attitude and serving as an inspiration to all. 
We request that nominations are submitted (email or campus mail) to Spencer Welborn by April 7, 20:13. The winner of the John Lotz award will be announced during 

the Rammys April 

Thank you for your time, 

Cricket I.ane 

for Kym Orr 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3~07 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

Universi~ of North CaroEna \Yore en’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Assistant Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Sisneros ~(}gmail.com> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 1:05 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

@msn.com; Ducar, Chris ~ducar@anc.edu-~; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@anc.edu-~; 

Re: FW: A~mual Mildred McCasldll Award 

aol.com 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Direc~,)r of Malch Analysis ] Assistant Coach 

On Mon, Mar 31, 2014 at 5:54 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV < anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Monday, March 31, 2014 2:47 PM 
To: UNCAA-Head Coaches 
C¢: UNCAA-Senior Staff; Holliday, Corey L; Hoots, Eric M; Adams, Clarissa; Townsend, .lenn; Orr, Kym N 
Subject: Annual Mildred McCaskill Award 
Importance: High 

Hello All: 

Attached you roll find the nomination form for the 2013-14 Mildred McCaskill Award. 

Please review the award description below and nominate a student-athlete that you feel is worthy of this distinction. 

Mildred McCaskill Award: 

The Mildred McCasldll Award was established by members of the McCaskill family to recognize her contribution and support of the athletic programs at the 

UniversiU of North Carolina. Originally es~blished as an endowment scholarship, the awa~l has been broadened to include annual recognition to an outstanding 

male and female SENIOR student-athlete. Excellence in athletics, scholarships, and ser~4ce to the community are the criteria for the annual individual award. 

Please nominate a senior student-athlete (l~om yonr respective team) that has excelled in academics and commtmi~ service as much as in the athletic realm. 

We request that you submit yonr nominations to Cricket Lane by April 7, 2014. Please feel t~ee to submit the attached nomination tbm~ either by email or campus 

mail. 

The winners of the award will be honored during at the R,mmi? s on A~I 14~h. 
Thank you 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344- Ridge Road, CB 3~L07 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3~.07 

9~9-84-3-2328 (w) 

(cl 
swel born~email.u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 7:38 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Ja~n Sisneros < 

@aol.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@~mc.edu-~; ~msn.com> 

Sixty completed surveys. Again great stuff: 

~gmail.com>; Bill Palladino 

Hey guys, just wanted to let you know we have 62 responses.. I an1 not sure how many were on the list, but this is a decent sample size. It looks like there is a good 

spread over the vears. 

We can ~;end a [ollow up ema~l t:o see if we can get some more or leave it as ~s. 

~ think you haste some great data here ~n telling you who it ~s has played h:~r you. 

A~so, we have the ability ~o look across variables such as starter vs non starters, captains vs non captains, nationa~ ~eam p~ayers vs non. 

Again, I have not run the data, I have jus~ looked over some resuks and a few thk~gs that jump 

Fathers most~g d~d not plag soccer; ~nstead basketball football 

Parents d~d not coach the k~ds. 

Players come [rom ~:he type of parenl:h~g sl:V~e that ~s predicative o[ positive performance and behavior of k~ds.: the kkls are se~f motivated, ~:hey assign Marne and 

success ~nternal~y, they hok~ themselw~s accountaMe, aw)id behavh:~r tha~: ~s not related to acMev~ng thek goa~s. For you I th~n~ you should h:~o~ at Mds who did 

not fit and recN~ the parents. 

Kids only p~ayed soccer on average at age 

Started p~aying year around at :[3. MULT~SPORT[ 

Most kids are flom multiple Md families and are a younger s~bl~ng. 

BASKETBAI_L: many p~ayed ~t and ~[ they were not playing soccer they wou~d ph;y ~t. 

Sorry i[: d~e survey was onerous, bu~ we had to d~g down at their experiences at d~e different developmenta~ stages. 

A~ the best 

Matt 

F~m~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, Narch 26, 201~ ~0:14 PM 
Te~ Robinson, Na~hew ~; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros; Bill Palladino; Sander, ~omas 
Subject~ Re: First Day of Su~ey Great Resul~ 

Wow’. ~ 

Sem.~"~om ~6’ Verizor~ tYireie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

"Robinson, Matthew J" <n~irobina:tb udel.e&,> wrote: 

Anson 

:14 completed surveys on first day. Just did a quick glance of res~.~Its. Real interesting stuff on parenting, YO~.~F kids come from the right Mnd of p~rents, 
A~so interesting stuff on parental involvement, birth order, rnultisport, p~aying against boys. A lot of sirn~h~ril:h~s as s~:udy with natkmM team pool. 

Fasdnating s~uff. 

Matt 

F~m= Sander, Thomas J [ma~lto:pacman@unc.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, March 26, 201~ ll:i3 AM 
Te~ ~ason Sisneros 
C¢~ Robinson, Ma~hew ~; Dorrance, Albert A N 
Subject: RE: HEre is the link 

Just sent it out to aH the ahJms. 

-Tom 

F~m= Jason Sisneros [maH~ @qmaiLcom] 
Sent~ Wednesday, March 26, 20~4 10:49 AM 

Te= Sander, Thomas J 
Subject~ Fwd: HEre is the link 

Did we send INs out to alum~ yet? It’s a suwey to help in Anson’s book wifl~ this protbs~r I believe. 

Jason 

University. of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Assistant Coach 

(c) 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Robinson, Matthew ,1 <n!jrobins~i~u&l.edu~"~ 

Date: Thu, Feb 27, 2014 at 1:27 PM 

Subject: HEre is the link 

To: ’L ...................... ~i~_~__r_~:_a_i!_:_c___o__r__n_.’ ’ <      ~g_m_~__u_L_c_~_?m> 

Jason 

Here you go. Enjoy time in Hawaii, get back to me when you can. 

Your Anonymous Snrvey LiI~k: 

I fl~ink tNs will ~ ~me groat data. 

Matt 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 



Professor of Sport Management 

Director of Stx~rt Management Program 

Director of Sport Researeh, Center for Applied Business and Economic Research (CABER) 
Chaim~ Delaw~xe Slyort Commission 

Director Intemation~J Coaching Era~ichment Certificate Program (ICECP) 

Alfred Lemer College of Business ~ad Economics 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nugent, Steve <steve.nugen~wsu.edu> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 9:49 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Reading 

Thank you. 

Be Great Today! 

Steve Nugent 

Women’s Soccer Head Coach 

Cell 

86~-59~-6248 Fax 

Skype: 

Website: wsucougars 

Twitter: @CoachNugent 

On Apr 1, 2014, at 6:39 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n(i~ema]l.tmc.e&~> wrote: 

Actually, this will be better for you than the Arsenal book I am reading: "The Numbers Game" ... 

From: Nugent, Steve [mailto:steve.nugent@wsu.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 3:[, 2014 6:34- plvl 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Reading 

thanks.., if you fl]ink about it please send it to me. Hope yon are well. 

Be Great Todayt 
Steve ?~ugent 
Women’s Soccer Head Coach 

Cell 
866-596-62~8 Fax 
Skyp e : 
Website: wsucougars 
Twitter" @CoachNugent 

<image001 .prig> 

On Mar 31, 2014, at 3:10 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <~__n_5R_r£6}__ej__r_u_aj_[:__u__rLc_:_e__£t__u_> wrote: 

I have it at home .... 

From: Nugent, Steve [mailto:steve.nugent@wsu.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 3:[, 20:[4 6:0:[ Plvl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Reading 

hnmm~m.., a name? Need a good read right now. Finished Top Dog and How Children Succeed. 

Be Great Todayt 
Steve ?<ugent 
Wc):,ne:q’~, Y4occer }{ead Coach 

Ceil 
8~6-596-6248 Fax 
Skyp e : 
Website: wsucougars 
Twitter" @CoachNugent 

<image001 .png> 

On Mar 31, 2014, at 2:55 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <~__n_bR_~gq]__g_f_U_4iku__~!_c_:_e__£t_~> wrote: 

A book abouL Arsenal 

From: Nugent, Steve [mailto:steve.nugent@wsu.edu] 
Se~t: Monday, March 3:[, 20:[4 3::[3 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Reading 



What are you reading these days? 

Be Great Today! 
Steve Nugent 
Women’s Soccer }{ead Coach 

Cell 
866-596-6£48 Eax 
Skyp e : 
Webs~te: wsucougars 
’Twitter: @Coach~use~t 

<i~nageO01.png> 



From: Eric Wiberg ~charter.net> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:54 AM 

To: Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Meeting 

I see you met the force of nature named             That kid has spunk and is going to do veW well in life! My favorite "~vhy I became a keeper" stoW is from       . ."because my 
mother didn’t ~vant me to.. !" Not that she is problematic.., it is just that she believes that she can do anything (and she may be right!), 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Sisneros 7(_}gmail.com> 

Tuesday~ 10:23 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~rocketmail.com>; Bill Palladino < @aol.com>; 
~gma~l .com>; ~z) gmail .com>;, 

<ducar@unc.edu>;. @aol.com>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu~; 

"_c}yahoo.com>; i 

~live.unc.edu>; 
@yahoo.corn>; 

@gmail.com> 

Sky Blue FC Game 

@live. unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edtr~; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris 

@live.nnc.edu>; 

@gmail.com>; 

~live.unc.edu>; @glna~l.com>; 

~live .unc.edu~;                       ~gmail.com>; 

~comcast.net~;                 ,@nnc .edu>; 

@aol.com>; . @gmail.com~; 

@live.unc.edu>; ~ymail.com>; 

@ahoo.com:~; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; 

The game vs Sky Blue is posted on TeamXStream. Cnrran is coding the game for statistics and to pull out your individual touches etc... In the meantime, feel free to 

watch the game and assess your own performance as well as things we can improve. 

Good session this mornin!! 

ttave a good day! 

Jason 

University. of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Assistant Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 10:37 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: Annual John Lo~ Award 

agreed 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent-" Tuesday, April 0:[, 2014 10:2:[ AM 
To: Jason Sisneros 
Cc:        ~@msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas J;      ~aol.com 
Subject-" RE: FW: Annual John Lotz Award 

Guys~ 

I totally agree fet’s promote .... what she did last year with the deep reserves under very tWinS times personalfy is a tremendous testament to her depth of 

character and her extraordinaW selfless nature. 

From: Jason Sisneros [mailto: @small.corn] 
Sent: Monday, March 31, 2014 ~.l:S1 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 111 
Co:        !_~___m___s__n_:__c__o__~_~ Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas J; ............ 
Subject-" Re: FW: Annual John Lotz Award 

comes to mind 

On Monday, March 31,2014, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~m@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Whom do you guys think? 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent-" Monday, March 3:t, 20:t4 2:40 PM 
To; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Cc; UNCAA-Senior Staff; Holliday, Corey L; Hoots, Eric M; Adams, Clarissa; Townsend, Jenn; Orb Kym N 
Subject; Annual John Lotz Award 

Hello All: 

Attached you will find the 2013 2014 nomination form for the annual John Lotz Award, 

The description of the John Lotz Award is as follows: 

The John Lotz Award is given annually to the Universib/of North Carolina student athlete who best exemplifies the spirit of the late John Lotz, Coach Lotz was an assistant 

men’s basketball coach at UNC from 196S to 1973, After a tenure as the head coach at the University of Florida, where he was named SEC Coach of the Year, he returned 

to UNC as an Assistant Director of Athletics for Campus and Communib/relations, He served in that capacib/from 1980 to 2000. Coach Lotz was known throughout the 

department as one who always had an encouraging word, especially for those who were facing adversity, 

The winner of the John Lotz Award will be a student athlete who has demonstrated a passion to succeed under adverse circumstances, The winner will have faced 

difficulties and overcome them while maintaining a positive attitude and serving as an inspiration to all, 
We request that nominations are submitted (email or campus mail) to Spencer Welborn by April 7, 20:~3. The winner of the John Lotz award will be announced during the 

Rammys April 14rh 

Thank you for your time, 

Cricket Lane 

[or Kym 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.33.07 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Assistant Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Panl Connell @earthlink.net> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 10:52 AM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: IfNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Hello Anson --. 

If you’re around today!tomorrow, I’d like to drop in for a quick update on the venue campaign. Let me know what’s convenient for you and VII accommodate your 

schedule 

BesL 

Paul ConneB 

PMC Brand Management 

D[rect: 704.995.25Z0 

(@earthlink.net 

Fmra: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@emaikunc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2014 12:34 PM 
To:           @earthlink.net 
Subject: RE: uNc soccer venue campaign 
2 pm McCaskitl 

From: Paul Connell [maiitc @earthlinkmet] 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 12:29 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Vm open unt~ 4:30 on Friday afternooR; seL a L~T~e sf~d ~q~ see you then, 
Best, 
pc 
Paul C~nne!t 

Mana~in# Partner 

PMC Brand Management 

Direct: 704,99B,2:iA 0 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [__m___a_![t__o_2_a__D_S___o__D__@__e____m___a_!Lu__D__c_=e__d___u_] 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2014 11:23 AM 
To:            @earthlink.net 
Subject: RE: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 
Fri afternoon will work! 

From: Paul M. Connell [mailto @earthlink.net] 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 10:35 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 
Hi Anson - 

Just back from NYC for some pro-Super BoM meetings ruth clients and glad to be back in Chapel Hill. 

Uuless Peyton Manning needs anotber TE or ESPN another analyst, my couch is still the best seat for tonight’s game. 

I’m booked MTW, but would like to drop in Thursday/Friday or any time next week to get a firsthand update ou the venue/legacy programs. 

Planning turns to action once the weather warms, and I’d hate to be left in the cold. 

Dave Lohse and I have been working with UNC Swilnming while we await the Spriug Sports season; however, we’re both anxious for ’14 soccer - looking forward to 
seeing what you do with one of the more intriguing UNC l~osters to take the field. 

Hoping this note finds you and M’Liss well, wann and enjoying the off-season... 

I look forwazd to conuecting as your scbedule allows. 

Best - 

Paul 

Paul M. Connell 

Managing Partner 

PMC Brand Management 

Direct: 704.995.2110 



pmcbmndnagt@earthlink.net 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <Or_!~?.n_~i~2e._r_n_~_i_]:.~_~_n__c_:e__.d._~_!> 

Date: Wed, 8 Jan 2014 19:01:10 ÷0000 

To:        ~.e__a_r~!~[i._n_.L .n_e_.t_~         )~._e_g.Lb.l_i n__k_:! ~_.e_ _~ 
Subject: RE: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Wit[ do[ 

From: Paul M. Connell [mailto @earthlink.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 :t0:50 AM 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Thanks Anson - 

Please be candid wifl~ regard to the politics a~d egos flaat potentially need to be navigated. 

As always, I will tbllow your lead. 

Best - 

Paul 

Paul M. Connell 

Managing PaJctner 

PMC Brand Management 

Direct: 704.995.2110 

From: "Dormnce, Albert A IV" <an~:~n({~email.uuc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 7 Jau 2014 15:25:53 +0000 

To:             ~earthlink.uel             !~earthlink.net> 

Subject: RE: [~C Soccer Venue CmnNign 

~ ~ove your ideas and your energy, f w~H connect 

F~m= Paul ConneH [man,to: ~earthlink.net] 
8ent~ Nonday, Janua~ 06, 20~4 6:19 PN 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
~msn.com; Ducar, Chris;     @aol.com; ’Jason Sisneros’; Sander, Thomas 

S~bject= RE: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 
Thanks fo~ the quick r~ply Anson - 

Happy to work w~th th~ marketin~ t~arn in any capacity that drives v~s~MHty, t~cket s~les; revenue and partnerships to UNC soccer. Unless ~t’s m~ administrative 

necessary, I don’t need a t~tle -jus~ an mvRation. ]hrou~h my 

Al:~er 25 years of service to ~rands, teams, venues, events, and ~cons, ~ know ~’s never ~oo early to ~et involved ---only too ~ate. Plu~ me b~ wherever ~ can ~enefit 

your ~eam and weql let skills and needs determine the next steps~ 

A~I the best - 

Paul 

M~n~ging Pertner 

PMC Brand Management 

Direct: 704.995.2J_~0 

@earthlink.net 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 6, 20:[4 4:57 PM 
To-" :@earthlink.net 
Co: @man.corn; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @qmail.com); Sander, Thomas 3 
Subject= RE: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Paul 

~ meet wkh rmt boss tomorrow .... ~et’s see where we areH Perhaps we should get you with "marketh~g" ~ow for ~ext fall’s seaso~ (obvk~usly, th~s would be m~ 

internship posit~on until the new stadium is built) Wh~L s~y you? 

From: Paul Connell [.~_@~g2 [~[~bJJ_@~_[)~] 
Sent: Monday, ~anua~ 06, 20~4 4:53 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: RE: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

H@o Anson - 

Hopm~ Lhis note finds you and your farn~y well after an enjoyable holiday ~eason, ~nd ready to tackle Lhe New Year, 

Please se[ a [#ru~ to discuss nex[: 5d:eps ~n [he vemle (:ampa~gn 

A]~ the best--- 

Pau~ 
Pau~ Conneli 

PMC Brand Management 

Direct: 704.995.21.J_0 



:~earthlink.net 

DiSCLAiMER: Ibis message, together with any attachment% is intended on!y for the u~e of the addrPssee, the information in this message is con~identia! and may be iegafiy priviieged. Access to ~h~ message by anyone 

From: Dorrance, Albert A 1V [mailto:anson@email,unc,edu] 
Seat: Thursday, September 19, 2013 3:53 PM 
To:            @earthlink.net; Ducar, Chris; bill palladino; Jason Sisneros; Sander, Thomas 3; Brittani Bartok 
Subject: Re: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Paul, I like what you are saying!’.! 

Sen/.~"om my VeHzon Hqreie,~s 4G L2’E DROLL) 

Paul Connell < 

Good Morning Anson --- 

Hoping sorne of tfu:_~se shots start finding the net in M~am~ & Pittsburgh .. we’re h:~okmg forward to havff~g the team back @ Fetzer against Maryh~nd, 

Regarding the soccer campaign; prk)r to the spring, if there’s an opport:unRy to be a part o[ the strat:egh:: t:eam charged with funding and bu[kl#~g, please throw me 

into the m~x. ~n the rneant~me, ~’~ ab~de by St. Augustine ("patience ~s the cornparfion o[: w~sdom") .,. but having stockpiled creative energy for the past three years, 

~ am anxious to engage. 

The strategy for se~l~ng game t~ckets should be simple ---there wi]~ be none availaNe. Every seat h~ that stadium can be sold before the first game is p~ayed there. 

We will have a vibrant stude[)[: ~ectk)n, unique medk~ capab~Ry, a]?d a ’lab" se(:tkm where coaches ca[) brh]g etltire teamsi~eagues to teach [:hem the game in real 

time. 

Won’t get any [:urther ahead of myself 

Safe trsveb -- see you back ff~ Chape~ I-till for an ff~Lerview prior to the MD brosdcasL 

Thanks, 

Pau~ 

Mana~in~ Partner 

PMC Brand Management 

Direct: 704.99B.2~_~0 

~earthlink.net 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [__m___a_!J_t__o_2_a__t)_s___o_E_@__e____m___a_!Lu__0__c_=e__d___u_] 

Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 11:28 PH 
To:           :@earthlink.net 
Subject: Re: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Paul, let’s get you in the spring connected to our ma~rketing group. We will be building a new stadium soon and a peal of my ambflion is to sell it out. 

Semj?om my VeH~ou 14~reless 4G L77: 

"Paul M. Co~mell" ~earthlink.net> wrote: 

I’ll accommodate your schedule; please set the meeting. 

Paul M. Connell 

Managing Partner 

PMC Brea~d Management 

Direct: 704.995.2110 

............................... ,~ .e_a__~J. _Ni! ~_.k__:_r_Le. _t. 

From: "Dormnce, Albert A IV" <an~ ~(a~ema 1 u ~c edu> 

Date: Tue, 17 Se~2013 23:08:36 +0000 

To:             ~eealhlink.net<           ~)eeathlir&.net > 
Subject: Re: UNC Soccer Venue Ceanpaign 

Yes, let’s chat 
Sent from ~ ~ ~’rizon Igireless 4( ~ LIW I)ROID 

Paul Connell < ~earthlink.net> wrote: 

Good Morning Anson, 

Hoping the squad can shake off the disappointing loss to ND. Certainly the no-call on the goal was stunning; however, a couple of strong finishes would have made 

it a non-issue. The scratch/claw effort from the Irish is a pretty good harbinger of the strategy that’ll be employed by opponents the rest of the way. 

Thanks again for taking the time to speak with me about my intense interest in working with you to drive the legacy campaign for UNC Soccer. I’ve not stopped 

thinking about the infrastructure necessary to pre-sell seats, and the outside-the-box partnership concepts that can only be created in this environment. 

With three straight ACC games on the road, I’m sure your dance card is punched for the next week; however, I look forward to continuing our discussion at your 

earliest convenience. 

All the best, 

Paul 

Paul Conneil 

PMC Brand Management 

Direct: 704.995.21.J_0 

............................ _@__e_ A _r Lb_L LrJ__k_:_rj_~ _t. 





Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Arma Sieloff< "@gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, 10:52 AM 

Dolrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sielott; Anna (Anna Sielofl@kenan-flagler.unc.edu); @aol.com; 
Sisneros (         ~gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Proof of Anna Sieloffon Professional Ros~ter 

@msn.com; Ducar. Chris <duca~c@unc.e&t>; Jason 

Hey Anson and the rest of the gang!!!! 

Yes, I am on a professional team roster haha (thank you~     ). Congmts on the HUGE win on Sky Blue. I am glued to the twitter feed while you gnys play and grill 

Bartok for more updates when I don’t know whats going on. I sure do miss suiting up with you guys, but am proud of how everyone has stepped up’. 

Sorry for not writing in so long, my plan was to ,send a thrilling email when I won the starting spot but it has taken longer than expected ha]~a...UNike the merit system 

instilled at Carolina, our temn is basically run by our sponsor M~o knows dismal about soccer. I guess that is May we are in 1 lth out of 12th place with the amount of 
talent we have haha. But since he pays all the bills he wants to decide who plays. This is the 1 st lime ever that I have been on a "losing" team and has provided a new 

perspective for me. I am confident we can pull ourselves out of the depths of relegation. Surprisingly enough, we have switched to playing a higher pressure defense 

and it has helped. However, our bacHine does not have the pace of[ and is reluctant to step creating a nightm~:re for our Inidfield. We still get 

shredded but its a step in the write direction haha. 

As a restflt, the other new GK, BaJcbara, got to play. She had been on the Brazilian National Team tbr about 5 years mad is quali~. Since then she has been playing 

fairly well. ttowever in our last game against Bayem Munich (Amber’s old squad) she did not have the best showing. We have a tw’o week break now as some of my 

squad leaves tbr national te~un duty. I have been pressing my coaches tbr weeks on what I need to do to play. I have a good t~eling I will be playing in our next g~une if 

our sponsor doesn’t veto it. He thinks I am too short and do not have a resume like the other GK... Another upside to this experience is I have learned how to stand up 

and fight for mysel£ I normally mn as fax as possible fioln confrontation, but I truly feel I deserve to play at this level and wo~lt to make it happen. 

With aJl flliS being said, I mn actu~Jly reaJly enjoying tnysel£ The GK training is excellent and I am ranking saves I wasn’t when I first arrived. I can feel myself reaJly 
getting better with each session. I have also been watching more of the game. My roommate is an avid Bm~ca fan and makes me watch all oftbeir games with her (she 

played in Spain for 3 years before here). I honestly still love the game and look forwaKl to each training. Thank yon again Ans~n for believing in me and nudging me 

towards this incredible experience. 

I am also learning a lot on the cultural level. I have decided to make friends with 2 Brazilians and the Swedish stad. While we commanicate in a mix of broken 

Engliskv’Spanish/Portuguese they are a lot ofthn aM are teaching me both authentic Bv~ilian dancing and cooking. I am enjoying lit~ but excited to winch you guys 

dominate in the fall. 

Please send my best to all of the coaches and girls. Let thetn know A Money" is watching is happy ruth what she sees. Hope yon and M’Liss are doing well. Thanks 

again as GO HEELSSSSSSS!!!’.! 

Anlla 

On Tue, at 9:54 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV -~anson(~email.unc.edtc, wrote: 

}low is i~ going? (;an yo~ catch us up with what ~xm are up to? ~]75e school (~ !NC) was c]Nming you were t~ot on ~my pr~)lkssionN roster so flaey were docking us 

APR points (saying y~:~u h~ dropped out of school withoa a proR:ssionN contr~m0 so wc put             on it to prove them ~rong and here is what he cane up 

Sent: Monday, 3:54 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
C¢: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Proof of Anna Sieloff on Professional Roster 

Hi Michelle, 

My nmne is and I am one of the         ~ for the women’s soccer team. Anson wanted me to send you the following links, which prove 

that Anna Sieloff is on a professional soccer team roster. Can you redo our current siatus for our APR breakdown, as the previous breakdown listed 

Anna as not being on a professional roster? Thank you. 

1) News aJcticle about Anna Sieloff playing in a proihssiona] gmne on 

http://www.nwz~n~ine.de/c~ppenburg/~ka~sport/c~ppenburger-reserve-sch~ep~-~e~zte-reserven-aus a 13,6,2332528328.html 



2) GermaJ~Bundesli~awebsitethat showsAnnaSieloffwaspickedupbyBVCloppenbuvg thisJaJmary: http://~’w.weltfussball.de/transt~rs/fmuen- 

bundesliga- 

3) Anna SielotFs profile on the German Bundesliga website that shows she has a contract with BV Cloppenbu~: 

~:/7~wwv.welffussball.de/s~ profil!arma- sieloi]7 

Best, 

Major: Economics; Minors: Education & Business Admin. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~live.unc.edu I cell 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

,@live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 11:18 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Annual Jolm ][,o~ Award 

Thank you! I’m honored 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:24 AM 

To: Lane, Cricket 

Cc: ~aol.com; @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros (_ 

Subject: RE: Annual John Lotz Award 

Cricket, 

We ar~-’_~ going to nominate ..... [:he nornination form ~s 

F~m: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: MoRday, 2:~ PN 

Te; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Ca= UNC~-SeNor Staff; Holliday, Corey L; HooN, Eric N; Adams, Clarissa; Townsend, Jenn; Orr, Kym N 

Subject; ~: A~nual John Lotz Award 

@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Hello All: 

Attached you will find the nomination form for the annual John Lotz Award, 

The description of the John Lotz Award is as follows: 

[he John Lotz Award is given annually to the University of North Carolina student athlete who best exemplifies the spirit of the ~a[e John Lo[z, Coach Lo[z was an assistant 

men’s basketball coach at UNC from 1965 to $973. After a tenure as the head coach at the University of Florida, where he was named SEC Coach of the Year; he returned to 

UNC as an Assis[ant Director of A[hle[ics for Campus and Cornmunity relations. He sailed in thai capacity from i.980 [o 2000. Coach Lotz was known throughou[ the 

department as one who always had an encouraging word, especially for those who were facing adversity. 

The winner of the John Lotz Award will be a student athlete who has demonstrated a passion to succeed under adverse circumstances. The winner will have faced difficulties 

~_[~_~__Q:~Z~#__[[~_¢~_~,~_[&_~j_D_~j_Dj_Dg_#__positive attitude and se~,4n~_~__&Q_j_D~piration to all. 

We request that nominations are submitted (ernai~ or campus rnail) to Cricket Lane by The winner of the John Lorz award will be announced during the 

Ra m rays 

Thank you for your ~ime, 

Cricl,;et Lane 

for Kym Orr 

Loudermiik Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 1:43 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Dash 

Thanks Anson! 

I just blind copied you on my email to Randy, I’ll let you know when I hear back. When I call him I usually use his cell phone, 

O11 Tue, at 10:17 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <a~son~ema]l.m~c.edu> wrote: 

womat~. ~r~d hey!! 6rear job to,lay, you are still getting better. 

~ w~l~ be ca~g Randy soon ._. ~tw, what # do you use Lo 

From: [mailto: .@qmail.coml 
Sent; No~day, ~0:~5 PN 
To: Dorrance, Nbe~ A N 
Subject; Fwd: Dash 

Hi An~m, 

Here’s the email i?om Randy. I will blind copy you on my res~nse 

Glad I had a chance to stop by ~d chat today~ I don’t thii~ I tell you enough how grateful I am to ~ a ~ of this am~ing pmgram~ 

Th~ for eveotlfing, 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Rm~dy Waldrum <rwaldrum(&hous~ond;,nmno.com> 

Date: Sun, at 3:11 PM 

Subject: Dash 

To:’ @gmail.com" ~gmml.com> 

Let me know what your class schedule is like in terms of you getting here for some games on the weekends. Let me know if you can come in on Wednesdays, Thursdays, or 

Fridays, etc. around your class schedule. I wanted to see if there were any possible training days as well as possible games on weekends. 

If you can’t get away at all, don’t worry. I’m just trying to make some decision in trying to have a roster ready for at least April and May until you and the others get here. 



From: Bill Steft~n @yahoo.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 1, 2014 1:53 PM 

To: Bill Stett~n ~@yahoo.com> 

Subject: 

This is good coverage: 

https://www.youtu be.com/watch?v=92dvjohiOgo 
Bill Steffen, Ed.D. 
336-707-8960 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, 3:28 PM 

DorraJ~ce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc .edtr~; Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email. unc.edu> 

RE- In State and Out of State students fees UNC Chapel 

Hello Coach, 

As always it was a pleasure speaking to you about my daughter intentions this summer. Please send us some info. the respective fees for in state 
and out of state students. I thank you in advance and I look forward to meeting you over the Memorial weekend. 

Yours in friendship and soccer 

PS congrats on your girls have a great weekend against the pros. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@hotmail.com> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 3:32 PM 

John Garrison <garrisonj@guilford.edu> 

RE: Grass Fields!Practice Fields 

Hi John, 

Part of the deal we initially negotiated with Nancy was that we weren’t going to be charged for the fields. If this is going to change, we will start looking 

to have our team camps elsewhere. With the possibility of you guys charging us for the fields on top of the fact that we have lost 3 good field spaces 

since we initially moved over to Guilford it is making it harder for us to host our soccer camps at your facility. We really like the set up at Guilford, but field 

space and potentially cost is becoming an issue. 

Date: Tue, 1 Apt 2014 11:35:01-0400 

Subject: Grass Fields/Practice Fields 

From: ga rrisonj@guilford.edu 

To:             _~hotmail.com 

Good morning, I hope you’re well! After researching the invoices over the past few years I have noticed that you weren’t charge for the practice fields. 
you know why, was it because Eric worked at the college, or if Nancy had it included in other cost. Please let me know your thoughts and we can go from 
there. I will tell you we will not charge you the rates that we charge other folks, we will work with you to come up with a cost that suites both Guilford and 
UNC Soccer. 

Best, 
John Garrison 

Guilford College 

Coordinator of Conferences & Events 

Facilities Building 

(336) 316-2109 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <limmennan@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April l, 2014 3:46 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacmm~@unc.edu> 

Anson and Tom, 

I will run it up the flag pole. Just as an FYI she has an outstanding balance of $736.:[2 related to the summer school class she took last year that will need to be paid 

off before she could register for the upcoming summer. 

Tom Timmermans Associate Director of Compliance/Monitoring I University of North Caroiina 

Office 91_9,962,785:[ I Celi             I Fax 9:].9.962,6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@hotmail.com> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 4:29 PM 

Eric Lewis <lewiser@lycoming.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Dino Palladino < 

FW: Grass Fields/Practice Fields 

@aol.com> 

Hey Eric, 

Can you let me know which three full fields we have lost. See emails below. 

Thanks, 

Date: Tue, 1 Apt 2014 15:57:53 -0400 

Subject: Re: Grass Fields/Practice Fields 

From: ga rrisonj@guilford.edu 

To:            .@hotmail.com 

Good afternoon, thanks so much for the clarification, if that was part of the initial negotiation don’t intend on changing that. l am still catching up 

everything, can you help me with the 3 fields you lost and where they were located. I know that Armfield can be utilized as two fields if you choose to use 

it that way. 

Thanks again, 

John 

On Tue, Apt 1, 2014 at 3:31 PM, @hotmail.com> wrote: 

Hi John, 

Part of the deal we initially negotiated with Nancy was that we weren’t going to be charged for the fields. If this is going to change, we will 

start looking to have our team camps elsewhere. With the possibility of you guys charging us for the fields on top of the fact that we have 

lost 3 good field spaces since we initially moved over to Guilford it is making it harder for us to host our soccer camps at your facility. We 

really like the set up at Guilford, but field space and potentially cost is becoming an issue. 

Date: Tue, 1 Apt 2014 11:35:01-0400 

Subject: Grass Fields!Practice Fields 

From: ga rrisonj @guilford.edu 

To            @hotmail.com 

Good morning, I hope you’re well! After researching the invoices over the past few years I have noticed that you weren’t charge for the 
practice fields. Do you know why, was it because Eric worked at the college, or if Nancy had it included in other cost. Please let me know 
your thoughts and we can go from there. I will tell you we will not charge you the rates that we charge other folks, we will work with you to 
come up with a cost that suites both Guilford and UNC Soccer. 

Best, 
John Garrison 
Guilford College 
Coordinator of Conferences & Events 
Facilities Building 

(336) 316-2109 

John Garrison 

Guilford College 

Coordinator of Conferences & Events 



Facilities Building 

(336) 316-2109 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April l, 2014 4:33 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Section 1: MLS rookies struggle to see action 

image001.jpg; image002.jpg; image003.jpg; image004.jpg 

On Apr 1, 2014, at 4:16 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Chris, 

Check out this 

From: Soccer America Daily [mailto: news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, April 0:1, 2014 7:08 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sub|ect-" Section 1: MLS rookies struggle to see action 

~ -WRD343 .j pg>] 

<image001 .jpg:J 

Fuesday, April 1, 2014 

¯ Might be s player and like might be loaded .... 

Rookies struggle to see action 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] It is getting harder and harder for rookies to 

break into MLS lineups. In the first month of the season, just four 

rookies started regularly. The top rookies so far have been Chivas 

USA’s Tommy McNamara and Chicago’s Harry Shipp. But of the 10 
first-round picks in the 2014 SuperDraft, just one~ Eric Milieu has 
started and only three have even played .... Read the whole story 

Pep doesn’t underestimate Manchester United 

by Soccer America 
[UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE] Manchester United may be struggling 

under new manager David Moyes, but that doesn’t mean defending 

champion Bayern Munich is taking it lightly in their quarterfinal 

series that begins Tuesday....Read the whole story 

Cruz Azul and Toluca short-handed for first le~s 

What They’re Saying 

"1 have to make decisions with my staff to put them 

into the spots where I think they are the best in 

order to hopefuUy do weR this summer in Brazil 

Sometimes it’s a shift that doesn’t please 

everybody, but this is part of the head coach’s 
role. You’re not there to please everybody, you 

are there to put people hopefuRy in the best 

positions, get a job done. The job is getting out of 

the group stage this summer." 

-- U.S. national team coach Jurgen Klinsmann on 

the "professional shift" removing his Iongtime 
assistant Martin Vasquez from the national team 
staff less than three months before the World Cup 

finals. (Goal.corn) 

by Paul Kennedy 

[CONCACAF CHAMPIONS LEAGUE] The Concacaf Champions League 

moves into the semifinals without MLS partidpation, but Americans 
wiU be represented as Tijuana, which hosts Cruz Azul on Tuesday, 

has used seven U.S.-born players this season, including three 

national team players not called into the USA-Mexico friendly. 

Toluca and Cruz Azul~ on the other hand, wiU be without key 

players who are with El Tri in Arizona....Read the whole story 

Construction halted at Sao Paul stadium after worker death 
by Soccer America 

[WORLD CUP 2014 COUNTDOWN] Already way behind schedule~ work 

at Sao Paulo’s Itaquerao Stadium was halted on Monday by order of 

Sao Paulo’s labor secretariat following the death of a construction 
worker on Saturday, the third fatality at the project....Read the 

whole story 

Japan cruises into championship game 

by Soccer America 

[UNDER-17 WOMEH’S WORLD CUP] Japan cruised into Friday’s final at 
the Under-17 Women’s World Cup with a 4-1 win over surprise 

semifinalist Venezuela. The victory brought the Japanese tally to 

five games, five wins and a goal mar~in of 21-1....Read the whole 
story 

Fine free kick from Riquelme 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazo] He’s now 35 years old, but the great Argentine 

midfielder Juan Roman Riquelme is still making the highlight reels -- 

here with a free kick for Boca Juniors against archival River Plate. 

...Read the whole story 

<-WRD343.jpg>I 

l<-WRD34S.jpg>l 

What They’re Saying 

"It’s like having Peyton Manning back there, really 
providing a level of service that will help these 

guys become better goalscorers, better finishers." 

-- Jurgen Sommer, coach of NASL expansion team 
Indy Eleven, on the signing of Brazilian Kleberson 

whom he compared to the former Colts 

quarterback great, now with the Denver Broncos. 

(Indianapolis Star) 

1, Klinsmann hires Vests, adds Ramos, 
reassigns Vasquez 
2o Real Salt Lake hands Toronto a lesson 
3o Big crowd anticipated for USA-Mexico 
4o Pele joins Cristiano Ronaldo in=flight 
5, Puebla refuses to release Beasley and 
Orozco 

-~~WRD343.jpg>] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@aol.com 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 5:27 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Scholarship US Soccer 

Anson, 

This was sent to me from Shad in Germany. He is the strength and conditioning coach for the German National Team. One of the DFB staff coaches asked about german 
players playing in US at universities. Is there anyway to help him with some info that he could share? 

Thanks. 
Mia 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Shad Forsythe <sforsythe@teamexos.com> 
To: Angela Kelly ~        ~gmail.com>: Mariel < 

Sent: Mon, Mar 31,2014 2:49 am 
Subject: FW: Scholarship US Soccer 

gaol.corn> 

Ang and Mia, 

Hope you are all recovered and back in your element in the USAE~ ..again great to catch up with you!!! 

See below from our Head Scout of our National Team [] [] I am sure he is talking about Men [] s players but both of you and your vast contacts on the 

University front could you point me in the right direction to get him some info regarding what it takes for German players to go over on Scholarship? 

Thank you both for your time!!! 

Big Hug! 

Shad 

From: Clemens, Christofer [mailto:Christofer.Clemens@DFB.DE] 
Sent: Friday, March 28, 2014 10:46 AM 
To: Shad Forsythe 
Subject: Scholarship US Soccer 
Hi Shad, 
I hope you are fine - now time is running and we are moving closer to our big time ... it was a bit a pity that we had too short time in Stuttgart, but from 12.5. on, we will start 
our match day runs and night before matches again - and we will bring it to the end,my friend this time!! 
Before that I have a short question: 
I received several requests from your bundesliga players who would like to apply for a scholarship in US University soccer. I tried also to contact an University Coach in the 
US, but I also thought, that you might know enough people in the US to deal with and maybe also someone whom these players can get in contact with to understand the 
process and the requirements to be able to apply for a scholarship. Maybe you know also some University coaches personally. 
Anyway, if you have any information or hint, I would be grateful for your feedback. 
I will be in England next week - watching matches in Sunderland and Manchester (vs. Bayern), but please feel free to contact me anytime. 
Take care and see you soon, 
Christofer 

Deutscher Fu D balI-Bu nd e.V. 
Christofer Clemens 
Leiter DFB-Scouting und Spielanalyse / B[~tr) Nationalmannschaff 
Head of DFE~Scouting and Match Analysis / National Team Department 

Tel.: +49 (0) 69 / 6788-215 
Fax: +49 (0) 69 / 6788-6215 
Mobil: - 
E-Mail: christofer.clemens(~..dfb.de 

Otto-Fleck-Schneise 6 
60528 Frankfurt / Main 

Sitz: Frankfurt/Main - Vereinsregister 7007 

Amtsgericht Frankfurt/Main 

PrUsident Wolfgang Niersbach, Schatzmeister Reinhard Grindel, Generalsekretsr Helmut Sandrock 

Diese E-Mail enthE~lt vertrauliche und/oder rechtlich geschlCtzte Informationen. Wenn Sie nicht tier richtige Adressat sind oder diese E-Mail irrtUmlich erhalten haben, informieren Sie bitte sofort den Absender und 

I:qschen Sie diese Mail. Das unerlaubte Kopieren sowie die unbefugte Weitergabe dieser Mail und der darin enthaltenen Informationen sind nicht gestattet 

This e-mail may contain confidential and/or privileged information If you are not the intended recipient (or have received this e-mail in error) please notify the sender immediately and delete this e-mail Any 

unauthorized copying, disclosure or distribution of the material in this e-mail is strictly forbidden 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@ndel.edn> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 5:28 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edn>; Ja~n Si sneros < 

~aol.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@nnc.edu-~; .~msn.com> 

l~L: Sixty completed surveys. Again great stuff 

@gmail.com>; Bill Palladino 

Anson 

I would say this is a good sample size, but if you had a reminder email sent with the link I sent originally. We can see if we can get some more. Then we can start 

running numbers and d~scussmg 

A~ the best 

Matt 

F~m; Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, April 01, 2014 4:21 PN 

To~ Robinson, Na~hew J; Ducat, Chris; Jason Sisneros; Nil Palladino; Sander, ~omas 
Subject; RE: Si~ comple~d su~eys. Again great stuff. 

M al:[:~ 

We wH~ follow up ... [.eL’~; gel everyone to jump ~n ..... f want to renew our alumnae tie~; more seriously We haw? sort have dropped [:he ba~i here by not organ~zmg 

reunions anymore and not keeping ~n consisLent contact wiLh LheRL We HAVE to do a better job. 

F~m= Robinson, Ma~hew J [maU~:miroNns@udeLedu] 
Sent; Tuesday, April 05, 20~4 7:38 AN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros; Bill Palladino; Sander, ~omas 
Subject: Si~ completed surveys. Again great stuff. 

Hey guys, just wanted to let you ]~now we have {52 responses_ ~ am not sure how many were on the Hal:, but this b a decent sample size. [t looks Hke there [s a good 

spread over the years. 

We can send a [:oHow up emaU Lo see if we can get some more or leave it 

[ think you have some great data here ~n telling you who it ~s has played for you. 

A~so, we have the abifity to look across variables such as starter vs non starters, captains vs non captah~s, nat[ona~ team players vs non. 

Again, I have not run Lhe data, I have just looked over some results and a few l:hhlgs that jump out. 

Fathers mosl:~y dh~ not play soccer; ~ns~:ead bssketbsU, football baseball. 

Parents did not coach d~e Mds. 

Players come from d~e type of parenth~g style that ~s predicative of positive performance and behavior of kids.: the kids are seU: motivated, d~ey assign Marne and 

success ~nternaUy, they ho~d themsNves accountaMe, avoid behavior that is not related to achieving their goa~s. For you I th~nk you should ~ook at kids who did 

tl O[ [~ [: a n d r e ca~ ~ t h e pa r e~l [: s. 

Kids only played soccer on average a[: age 

Started p~aying year around a~ ~3. MULT~SPORT! 

Most kids are from rnu~tip~e Md families and are a younger s~bling. 

BASK~TBAU.: many p~aged k and ~f they were not p~aying soccer they wouM 

Sorry ~f the survey was onerous, but we had to d~g down at their experiences at the d~fferent developmenta~ stages. 

A~ the best 

F~m= Dorrance, AlbeR A N [maUto:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, March 26, 20~4 10:~4 PM 

Te~ Robinson, Ma~hew J; Ducat, Chris; Jason Sisneros; Bill Palladino; Sander, ~omas 
Subject~ Re: First Day of Su~ey Great Resul~ 

Wow~ 

Sen@’om my I~rizo~ l~2reles,~’ d~ LTE DRO/D 

"Robinson, Matthew J" <!N[£__b_i__n___s_@__t_Ld__e__l_:_e___£t__u_: wrote: 

44 completed surveys on first day. Just did a quick glance of resufLs. Real interesting sLuff on parenting. Your kids come t:rorn the right k~nd of parents. 

Also interesting stuff on parenta~ hw’olvement, b~rth order, mult~sport, p]ayh~g agah~st boys. A ~ot of s~m~arit~es as study with nat~ona~ tem~ pool. 

Fasdnating stuff, 

M art 

F~m: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent= Wednesday, March 26, 2014 ll:i3 AM 
To= Jason Sisneros 
Co= Robinson, Na~hew 3; Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Subject= RE: HEre is the link 

Just sent it out to aU the aiums. 

-Tom 

F~= 3ason Sisneros [.~_¢~]~_ 
Sent= Wednesday, March 26, 20~4 $0:49 AN 
To= Sander, Thomas ~ 
Sabject~ Fwd: HEre is the link 

Did we send t~s out to aium~ yet? It’s a su~ey to help in Ansoffs book with this profes~r I believe. 

Jason 

University of North Carolina ~Vomen’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 



Director of Match Analysis I Assistant Coach 

(c) 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Robinson, Matthew J <!__rfi~_r~@__@__e__l_:__e__@_.> 

Date: Thu, Feb 27, 2014 at 1:27 I?M 
Subject: HEre is the link 

To:’         ~gmail.com" <         ,.~gmail.com> 

Jason 
Here you go. Enjoy time in Hawaii, get back to me when you can. 
Yore- Anonymous Sms, ey Lit~k: 

I think tiffs will be some great data. 

Matt 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

Professor of Sport Management 

Director of Sport Managenrcnt Program 

Director of Sport Research, Center for Applied Business and Economic Research (CABER) 

Chairman Delaware Sport Commission 

Dissector International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program (ICECP) 

Alfred Lemer College of Business and Economics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:35 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Spring Game vs. Sky Blue Catapult Rankings 

Thanks for sending this out! 

Sent from my Windows Phone 

From: Dorrance~ Albert A IV 

Sent: 5:32 PM 

To: ~msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros @~mail.com); Sander, Thomas J; o _ L 

............................ __@_g___m___aj_L.__c__o____m__)~ ..................................................... 
~gmail.com; ~gmail.c~?m~_ ._~ao com); 

i@gmail.com; 

~gmaEcom); _ _ _ @gmail.com; @rocketmail.comj 

................ __@__~__m___a__[!:_£_o__m__; @_Y_ a__h_.o_ 9_:c__o_. _m_j ................. J_@ Y__n_!_a_[!: .c_o__m_ @ ~Ln_~_a__[!_._£_o____m__; 

~comcast.net.; @gmai!.com; .~. hotmail.com; __ ’@gma!Lcom~ 

@gmail.com; @aol.com.; @gmail.com @yahoo.corn ~@gmail.com 

Subject: FW: Spring Game vs. Sky Blue Catapult Rankings 

Ladies, 

Take a look: some really good results!! I love watching us get bet[er week after week!!! 

Well done, myTar Heels .._ proud of you!!! 



Fl’om" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Densmo~e <execdirecto~@volleyballbc.ca> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 5:58 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Sport Leadership Contbrence 

i~nson 

f just wanted to follow-up to confirm with you that Jan 10th, 2015 works for you. Once confirrned, ~ wfl[ put together contracL. Let me know if you have any 

q u est~o n s. Th a n ks ~ 

F~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mail~:anson~email.unc.edu] 
~en[~ Harch-27-~ 3:~9 PH 
T~ Chris Densmore 
~b~e~ RE: Sport Leadership Conference 

worMn~ on Sund~y’s ]f ~ can av.Nd it is out ... sorry. And no ~u~rantee yet 

F~ Chris Densmore 
~en[~ Thursday, Narch 27, 20[~ 6:~3 PH 

T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
~msn.com; Ducat, Chris; ’Jason Sisneros’; Sander, Thomas J 

S~b~ee[~ RE: Sport Leadership Conference 

Anson 

Thanks for the emaiL I auee. I h~ve built my own caldron in the past and the athletes loved it. As for the fee, I appreciate the discounted rate. W~th th~s bein~ part 

of our 50th Annh~er~;ary, ~ am want]n~ to keep the prh::e as affordabk~ a~; possible, ts prese~t~g on the Sunday to some soccer coaches of intere~;t to you as 

Thanks fo~ U~e quick responses~ 

Chris 

F~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mailto:anson~email.unc.edu] 
Sen[~ Harch-27-~ 2:35 PN 
T~ Chris Densmore 

~msn.com; Ducat, Chris; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
S~b~e~ RE: Sport Leadership Conference 

Chris, ~ th~nk what m~ht be most ~nteresting h:~r mosL co~ches wouh~ be ’~%he e~u~ence of the Uniw~r~;Ry of North Carofin~r’s Competitive CMdron" .... ~ wi~ do fl: for 

my normal speMdng fee is 

F~m~ Chris Densmore 
Sen[~ Thursday, Harch 27, 2014 ~:~6 PH 

T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~b~ee[~ RE: Sport Leadership Conference 

Anson 

Thanks; for the emaiL We are looMng to solidify our venue m the t~ex[: week or two. Our top chok:e is January ].0th. 

In regards to presenting, ] have two questions. One, what would you Hke to present on? [ have ideas, bu[ always Hke to tailor [o [he presenters strengths. Second, 

what is your presen[~ng fee? We will obviously cover travel accommodations, and food, but would Hke to know the cost for the presentation. 

To give you a little more ~nformat[on, we are looking to have six presenters throughout the day. Presentations will be one hour ~ong, This can be done solo with 

power point present~;L~ons ~md any other video requirements or (:ou~d be done in more of a question and ~mswer wfl:h a facflRator asking the questions. Send me 

your Lhoughts ~md let me know if you have any other questkms I would a~so k)ok to partner up wRh gC Soccer our provincial sporL organizing body Lo see if they 

would fike to have you present oR the Sunday to a soccer specific crowd. Let me know fl: [hat wou~d be of k~terested [:or you as well 

I look [orward to hearing back from you. 

Chris 

From-" Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: March-26-:14 7::t8 PM 
To: Chris Densmore 
Subject: Re: Sport Leadership Conference 

Yes it is possible .... 

Sent from ~v ~ ~ri:o~t W~re/es’,~" 4G L]~’ DROID 

Chris Densmore <execdirectoll’i~vollevl~llbe~ca~ wrote: 

Anson 

I am reaching out to connect with you and see if you would be available to present at Sport Leadership Conference in Vancouver BC, Canada next January ~0th or 

~L7th? We are looking to put together a variety of sport coaches who can present on their experiences and philosophies. The crowd will be coaches and 
th administrators from a large group of different sports. For Volleyball BC, next year is our SO Anniversary and this is the kick-off event to our celebration. Coach 

development and education is something that is part of our strategic plan. Anyhow, I have read some of your work and believe that you would be a great presenter 

with a strong message that would help every coach no matter what sport they are from. Let me know if you have any questions and if you would be available. I 

look forward to hearing back from you! 

Chris 

Chris Densmore 

Executive Director 

Volleyball BC 

Ph: 604-291-2007 (223) 

Fax : 604-291-2602 

Website I Facebook 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Connell @earthlink.net> 

Tuesday, April l, 2014 6:08 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

That’s fine ... let me koow what works. 

Best, 

Paul 

Paul Connelt 

Managing Partner 

PMC Brand Managernent 

Direct: 704.995.2J_i0 

_(alea rt hlin k.net 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 1, 2014 5:17 PN 

~earthlink.net 
Subject: RE: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Nexl: week is better! 

From: Paul Connell [.__m___a_!!_t__o_. ~___e__a__r__t__h_Jj__n__k_:_r_~___e__t.] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 01, 2014 10:52 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Hello Anson --. 

ff you’re around today!tomorrow~ [d like to drop in for a quick update nn the venue campaign. Let me know what’s convenient for ynu and VII accommodate your 

schedule 

Best, 

Paul Conneli 
Managing Partner 

PMC Brand Managemer!t 

Direct: 704.995.21.J_0 

~@earthlirlk.net 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: IVlonday, ~ebruary 3, 2014 12:34 PM 

To:           @earthlink.net 
Subject: RE: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

2 pm McCaskitl 

From: Paul Conne[I [mailto: @earthlink.net] 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 12:29 PM 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Vm open until 4:30 on Friday afternoon; se~ a dine and VII see you then. 

Best, 

pc 
Paul Cannelt 
Managing Partner 

PMC Brand Management 

Direct: 704.99B.2J_~0 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [__m___a_![t__o_2_a__0_s___o__n__~_e____m___a_!Lu__n___c_=e__d___u_] 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2014 11:23 AN 
To:            @earthlink.net 
Subject: RE: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Fri afternoon will work! 

From: Paul PI, Connell [mailto: :,@earthlink.net] 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 10:35 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Hi Anson - 

Just back from NYC for some pre-Super BoM meetings ruth clients and glad to be back in Chapel Hill. 

Uuless Peyton Manning needs another TE or ESPN a~other maalyst, my couch is still the best seat for tonight’s game. 

I’m booked MTW, but would like to drop in Thursday/Friday or any time next week to get a firsfl~a~d update ou the venue/legacy programs. 



Plmming turns to action once the weather warms, and I’d hate to be left in the cold. 

Dave Lohse and I have been working with UNC Swimming while we await the Spring SForts season; however, we’re both anxious tbr ’14 soccer - looking forward to 

seeing what you do with one of the more intriguing UNC rosters to take the field. 

Hoping this note finds you and M’Liss well, wam~ and enjoying the off-season... 

I look forwaacd to connecting as your schedule allows. 

Best - 

Paul 

Paul M. Connell 
Managing Pa~ner 

PMC Brand Management 

Direct: 704.995.2110 

@emlihlink.net 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an,~)n@emailamc.e&~> 

Date: Wed, 8 Jan 2014 19:01:10 +0000 

To:            ~earthlink.ne>            ,~)~earthlink.net> 
Subj~vt: RE: UNC Soccer Venue CamNign 

Will do~ 

From: Paul M. Connell [mailto: :@ea~hlink.net] 
Sent~ Tuesday, 3anua~ 07, 2014 10:S0 AM 
T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subjeet~ Re: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 
ThaWs Anson - 

Pleas~ be candid with regard to the politics and egos that potentially need to be navigated. 

As ahvays, I will tbllow your lead. 

Best - 

Paul 

Paul M Connell 
Managing Partner 

PMC Brand Management 
Direct: 704.995.2110 

:~)earthlink.net 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~)n;~ernaJl.unc.edn> ............. x ................................. 

Date: Tue, 7 Jan 2014 15:25:53 ÷ 0000 

To:             ~earthlink.net<-            ~)earthli~Lnet> 
Subject: RE: ~C Soccer Venue CamNign 

~ tore your ideas and your energy. I writ connect you. 

From: Paul Connell [mail~: @eartNink.net] 
Sent: Monday, Januaw 06, 2014 6:19 PN 
TO: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 

~msn.com; Ducar, Chris;      ~aol.com; ’Jason Sisneros’; Sander, Thomas ] 
Subject: RE: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 
Thanks for t:he quick reply ~nson - 
Happy to work w~t:h t:he marketing t:e~m~ in any cap~city that dr~ves v]sff)Hity, tk:ket sales, revenue and ~)~r]:t}ers}l}[)s to UNC soccer, tJnh~ss ~]:’s an ~HJ[~fit}istratJve 
necessity, I don’t need s title ---just an invitation. Through rny PA g~gs for UNC Athletics, Vm a~ready registered as an hourly employee --- so, at ~east rny paperwork is 
on fi~e~ 
After 25 years of service to brands, teams, venues, events, and icons, ~ know ~t’s never too early to get involved ---only too ~ate. Plug me h~ wherever ~ can benefit 
your team ~nd weql ~et skH{s and needs determine the next steps. 
~ the best - 

Paul ConneB 

Mana~a~ ~ar~ner 

PMC Brand Management 

Direct: 704.995.2110 

Dearthlmk.net 
DISCLAIMER: ghis rnessc#e, toffether with ony attachments, is intended oniy for the use of the addressee. ]#e informotion in this rr,~essa#e is confidential and moy be leO’ally privile#*ed. Access to this messo2e by onyone else is 

From= Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 

Sent= Monday, January 6, 2014 4:57 PM 



To: @earthlink.net 
l:::c: ...................... ~..m__s._n_:._£.o__n_]; Ducar, Chris; ~..a_0_!=.c__o__m_; Jason Sisneros 
Subject: RE: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Paul, 

I meet with my boss tomorrow ._. fe(s see where we are!! Perhaps we should get you with "marketing" now for next fall’s season (obviously, this would be an 

internship position until the new stadium is built)~ What say you? 

Fro~: Paul Connell [mailto #earthlink.net] 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 20:~4 4:53 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 111 
Subject: RE: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Hetlo Anson --. 

Hoping this note finds you and your family well after an enjoyable holiday season, and ready to tackle the New Year. 

Please set a time to discuss next steps in the venue campaign~ 

All the best- 

PauI 
Paul 
Managing Partner 

PMC Brand Management 

Direct: 704.995.2110 

~f@earthlink.net 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 3:53 PM 
To:           ~ea[th!!nk~net; Ducar, Chris; bill palladino; Jason Sisneros; Sander, Thomas 
Subject= Re: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Paul, I like what you are ~ying! ! ! 

Sen@’o~n my l~ri:o~ Wireles,~’ 4G LTE DRO/D 

Paul Connell < 

Good Morning Anson --- 

Hoping some of these shots start finding the net in Miami & Pittsburgh ~,. we’re looking forward to having the team back @ Fetzer against Maryland. 

Regarding the soccer campaign; prior to the spring, if there’s an opportunity to be a part of the strategic team charged with funding and building, please throw me 

into the m~x, tn the meant#r~e.. [I~ aMde by SL Augustine ("patience ~s the compank~n of w~sdom") .,, but havi~lg stod~p~led crea~:~ve energy for the past three years.. 

~ am anxious to 

The strategy ~:or se]l~n~ ~ame dcke[s shouM ~e simple .-- there wi~f be none ava~lsNe. Every ses[ in thai stadium can ~e sold before the first game is played there. 

We will have a vibrant student section, uNque med~a capsM~ty, and a ’lab" section where coaches can bring entire teams/leagues to teach them the game k~ rea~ 

time. 

Won’t get any furLher ahead o~ mysel~ .... 

Safe ~:ravels- see you back ~n Chapel ~-I~1] h:~r an ~nterview prior ~:o ~:he MD broadcast. 

Thanks, 

Paul Connel~ 
Manag~n~ Part~er 

PMC Brand Managerner!t 

Direct: 704.995.21.10 

g@earthlink.net 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, September $8, 20113 $::[:28 PM 
To:           ~earthlink, net 
Subject: Re: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Paul, let’s get you in the spring connected to our m~keting group. We will be buildiug a new stadium soon and a part of my ambition is to sell it out. 

Sent from ~v ~ ~rizon Wireles,~" 4G LI~’ DROID 

"Paul M. Conuell" ;~ear~hlmk.uet> wrote: 

I’ll accommodate your schedule; please set the meeting. 

Paul M. Conuell 

Ma~agiug Pmlner 

PMC Brand Management 

Direct: 704.995.2110 

~earthlink.uet 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n~?ernaAl.unc.edu> ............. x ................................. 

Date: Tue, 17 Sep2013 23:08:36 ~ 0000 

To:             ~eartlthnk.uet<             ~)earthlinLnet> 

Subject: Re: ~C Soccer Venue Campaign 

Yes, let’s chat 

Sent.f!~om my VeHzon tFire/e,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 



Paul Connell < ~tbearthlir~,nel> wrote: 

Good Morning Anson, 

Hoping the squad can shake off the disappointing loss to ND. Certainly the no-call on the goal was stunning; however, a couple of strong finishes would have made 

it a non-issue. The scratch/claw effort from the Irish is a pretty good harbinger of the strategy that’ll be employed by opponents the rest of the way. 

Thanks again for taking the time to speak with me about my intense interest in working with you to drive the legacy campaign for UNC Soccer. l’ve not stopped 

thinking about the infrastructure necessary to pre-sell seats, and the outside-the-box partnership concepts that can only be created in this environment. 

With three straight ACC games on the road, l’m sure your dance card is punched for the next week; however, I look forward to continuing our discussion at your 

earliest convenience. 

All the best, 

Paul 
Paul Connell 
Managing Partner 

PMC Brand Management 

Direct: 704,995,2J_10 

~earthlink.net 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ERIC LEWIS <lems~lycoming.edu> 

Tuesday, April l, 2014 6:23 PM 

~hotmail.com> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu>; Dino Palladino 

Re: Grass Fields/Practice Fields 

@aol.com> 

We started with 10. We lost the from field, the field beside the tennis courts, the back field behind baseball lost 20 ymvls, and the long field in the complex lost 20 yards 

due to a parking lot. 2 fields at Armfield would give 2 55x66 fields. Too small. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

OnApr 1, 2014, at 4:31 PM,’ 

ttey Eric, 

Can you let me know Milch three full fields we have lost. See emails below. 

Thanks, 

,~)hotmail.com> wrote: 

Date: Tue, 1 Apr 2014 15:57:53 -0400 

Subject: Re: Grass FieldgPractice Fields 

Froln: gamsoni ({b guilford.edu 

To:           @hotmail.co,n 

Good afternoon, thanks so much for the clarification, if that was paxt oftbe initial negotiation I don’t intend on changing that. I am still catching up on 

everything, can you help me with the 3 fields you lost and where they were located. I know that A~rnfield can be utilized as two fields if you choose to use 

it that way,. 

Thanks again, 

John 

On Tue, Apr 1, 2014 at 3:31 PM, ~{bhottna~l.com > wrote: 

Hi John, 

Part of the deal we initially’ negotiated with Nancy was that we weren’t going to be charged for the fields. If this is going to change, we will 

start looking to have our team camps elsewhere. With the possibility of you guys chacging us for the fields on top of the fact that we have 

lost 3 good field spaces since we initially moved over to Guilford it is making it harder for us to host our soccer camps at your ti~cility. We 

really like the set up at Guiltbrd, but field space and potentially cost is becoming an issue. 

Date: Tue, 1 Apr 2014 11:35:01 -0400 

Subject: Grass Fields/Practice Fields 

From: garrisoni~guilford.edu 

To:           (&hotmail.com 

Good morning, I hope you’re well! Alter researching the invoices over the past t~w years I have noticed that you weren’t charge for the 

practice fields. Do you know why, was it because Eric worked atthe college, or if Nancy had it included in other cost. Please let me know 

your thoughts and we can go from there. I roll tell you we will not charge you the rates that we charge other folks, we will work with you to 

come up with a cost that suites both Guilfold and UNC Soccer. 

Best, 
John Garrison 

Guillbvd College 

Coordinator of Conferences & Events 

Facilities Building 

(336) 316-2109 



John Garrison 
Guilford College 

Coordinator of Co~fferences & Events 

Facilities Building 

(336) 316-2109 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eric Wiberg < ~charter.net> 

Tuesday, April l, 2014 7:09 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting 

Already ta]ked to them..advised they call Chris about ID cmnp vs GK camp 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~J~son@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Great, I hope we see her. 

S~:ttt from ~, ~rizon tVireIe~’s ~K ~ L TE DR()ID 

Eric Wiberg ~chaxter.net~ wrote: 

They- can afford it... Met theru 2 years ago at a Camp Shutout camp and fihned her for ruy website. She is also scheduled to attend Stan Anderson’s Camp Shutout July 20-26...I believe that 
you have multiple camps this summer 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc edu> ~vrote: 

>I got that sense ... two VERY nice people. I look for~vard to seeing her play. Can she afibrd to come to camp? www.ncgsc.com 
> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: Eric Wiberg [mailto:     @charter.net] 
>Sent: Tuesday, April 01, 2014 5:07 PM 
>To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>Subject: RE: Meeting 
> 

>You got it 
> 

>"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>>Eric, 
>> 

>> Very funny and I love it!! 
>> 

>>-----Original Message ..... 
>>From: Eric ~ iberg [mailto      ~charter.net] 
>>Sent: Tuesday, April 01, 2014 9:54 AM 
>>To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>;>Subject: Meeting 
>> 

>>I see you met the force of nature named ~             That kid has spunk and is going to do very well in life! [\/[y favorite "why I became a keeper" story is from 
mother didn’t want me to.. !" Not that she is problematic.., it is just that she believes that she can do anything (and she may be right!), 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 7:13 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

RE: Sixty completed suweys. Again great slufl: 

Ansol3 

Just checked, number it is up to 80. That is great. Again, 1 am ilot sure how many were on list, but great sample size. 

This is cool 

T h a n k s 

Matt 

I=rem: Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@emaEunc.edu] 
8ent~ Tuesday, Apri~ 01, 201~ 6:53 PN 

Te= Robinson, Na~hew ~; Sander, Thomas J 
$ubject~ Re: Si~ completed surveys. Again great stuff. 

Sen@’om my I~rizo~ l~reles,~’ d~ LTE DRO/D 

"Robinson, Matthew J" <!N_6_?__b_i__n___s_@LLd__e__l_:_e___£t__u_> wrote: 

I would say this is a good sample size, but if you had a reminder email sent with the link I sent originally. We can see if we can get some more. Then we can start 

running numbers and discussh~g. 

A~ the best 

Sent; Tuesday, Apri~ 0~, 20~4 4:2~ PN 
Te= Robinson, Na~hew ~; Ducat, Chris; Jason Sisneros; Bill Palladino; Sander, ~omas 
Subject= RE: SiN comple~d su~eys. Again great stuff. 

Matt, 

We wH~ follow up ... [.eL’s gel everyone to jump ~n ..... ~ want to renew our 81u~nae ties more seriously We have sort have dropped the ba~l here by not organizing 

reunions anymore m~d not keeping m cons~s~:ent contact w~:h ~:hem. We HAVt? to do a better job. 

F~m= Robinson, Ma~hew ~ [ma~l~;miroNns@udeLedu] 
Sent; Tuesday, Apri~ 05, 20~4 7:38 AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros; Bill Palladino; Sander, ~omas 
Subject= SiN completed surveys. Again great stuff. 

Hey guys, just wrested to let you ~now we have (~2 responses_ ~ am not sure how many were on the Hat, but this b a decent sarnp~e s~ze. ~t looks Hke there ~s a good 

spread o~er the years. 

We can send a follow up emaH ~o see if we can get some more or ~eave it 

~ think you have some great data here ~n telling you who it ~s has played for you. 

A~so, we have the abifity to look across variables such as starter vs non starters, captains vs non captains, nat~ona~ team p~ayers vs non. 

Again, I have not run the data, I have just looked over some results and a few thhsgs that jump out. 

Fathers mostly dh~ not play soccer; ~ns[:ead basketball, football baseball. 

Parents dM not coach [:he Mds. 

Players come from the type o1: parenth~g style that is predicative of positive performance and behavior of kids.: the kids are se]t: motivated, they assign Marne and 

success ~nternal]y, they ho~d themsNves accountaMe, avoid behavior that ~s not related to achieving their goa~s. For you I th~nk you should ~ook at Mds who did 

not fit and reca]~ the parents. 

Kids only played soccer on a~erage a[: age 16. 

Started playing year around aL 13. M U [.T~SPQffl’~ 

Most kids are from rnuttip~e Md families and are a younger sibling. 

BASKETBALL: many p~ayed it and i[: they were not p~aying soccer they woutd 

Sorry ~f the .survey was onerous, but we had to d~g down at their experiences at the different developmenta~ stages. 

A~ the best 

Matt 

Sent~ Wednesday, Narch 26, 2014 10:14 PN 

Te~ Robinson, Na~hew J; Ducat, Chris; Jason Sisneros; Nil Palladino; Sander, ~omas 
Su~jeet~ Re: Rrst Day of Su~ey Great ResulN 

Wow’. ~ 

Sem f!’om my Ferizo~ }f2reless 4G L72: DROID 

"Robinson, Matthew J --mlrok~ns’.a udel.edu~, wrote: 

44 com#eLed surveys on first day. Just did a quick glance of results. Real interesting stuff: on parentingYour kids come from the right kind of parents. 

Also interesting stuff on parental involvemer~t, birth order’, multisport, #a¥ing against boys. A lot ot: similarities as study with national team pool 

Fascinating stuff, 

Matt 

From: Sander, Thomas J [mailto:pacman@unc,edu] 
SeBt: Wednesday, March 26, 20:1~ :U.:~.3 AM 
To: Jason Sisneros 
~¢-" Robinson, Matthew J; Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 



Subject: RE: HEre is the link 

,J~.~t se~l~- it out to all the alums. 

--[orr~ 

Frem: Jason Sisneros [ma~lto: ~maiLcoml 
Seat= Wednesday, Narch 26, 2054 $0:49 AN 

Te; Sander, Thomas 3 
Sabje~t= Fwd: HEre is the link 

Did we se~N this out to alumni yet? It’s a sun~ey to help in Ansoffs book with this professor I believe. 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Aualysis I Assistant Coach 

(c) 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobiu(a))~del.edu> 

Date: Thu, Feb 27, 2014 at 1:27 PM 
Subject: HEre is the link 

To:’       @g_r_~_~__u_L_c_~_?m’’~       ~!g_~__r_~:_a_iL_c___o__r__n_.> 

Jason 

Hem you go. Enjoy time in Hawaii, get back to me when you can. 
Yore- Anonymous St~:ey Link: 

I tNnk tNs will ~ ~me groat dam. 

Matt 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinsou 

Prol~s~r of Spo¢t Management 

Director of S~ Management Program 

Director of Spo~ Research, Ceuter for Applied Business and Economic Research (CABER) 

Chai~ma~ Delawaxe S~ Commission 
Director IutemationaJ Coaching E~mchmeut CeNficate Program (ICECP) 

Alfred Lemer College of Business ~d Economics 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~}tampabay.rr.com> 

Tuesday, April l, 2014 9:22 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

bewaJce of gators on the golf course 

photo.JPG 

Hey Anson, 

Looks what happens when you go for the green in two on a par 5 in Florida 
and end up green side bunker. Should have laid tap! 

John Confer 
home office 
cell 

~tampabay.rr.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@hotmail.com> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 10:39 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Dino Palladino < @aol.com>; Eric Lewis <lewis@lycoming.edu> 

RE: Grass Fields/Practice Fields 

Hey 

The lack of game fields is becoming an issue at Guilford. We might need to start thinking about other options for the future. Now that you don’t have as 

many of the camps on UNC’s campus, could we possibly squeeze in one week of team camp on campus? Is it too expensive? It might increase our team 

numbers if we have it in Chapel Hill. Let me know your thoughts or thoughts on taking the camp elsewhere. 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 

To: @hotmail.com 

CC: @aol.com 

Subject: RE: Grass Fields/Practice Fields 

Date: Wed, 2 Apt 2014 14:12:38 +0000 

Good j.:)b ..... protect: the "T~-:~a m 

From: [mailto: ,@hotmail.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, April 01, 2014- 3:32 PH 
To-" John Garrison 
Subject-" RE: Grass Fields/Practice Fields 

Hi John, 

Part of the deal we initially negotiated with Nancy was that we weren’t going to be charged for the fields. If this is going to change, we will start looking 

to have our team camps elsewhere. With the possibility of you guys charging us for the fields on top of the fact that we have lost 3 good field spaces 

since we initially moved over to Guilford it is making it harder for us to host our soccer camps at your facility. We really like the set up at Guilford, but field 

space and potentially cost is becoming an issue. 

Date: Tue, 1 Apr 2014 11:35:01-0400 

Subject: Grass Fields/Practice Fields 

From: garrisonj@guilford.edu 

To:            @hotmail.com 

Good morning, I hope you’re well! After researching the invoices over the past few years I have noticed that you weren’t charge for the practice fields. I 

you know why, was it because Eric worked at the college, or if Nancy had it included in other cost. Please let me know your thoughts and we can go from 

there. I will tell you we will not charge you the rates that we charge other folks, we will work with you to come up with a cost that suites both Guilford and 

UNC Soccer. 

Best, 

John Garrison 

Guilford College 

Coordinator of Conferences & Events 

Facilities Building 

(336) 316-2109 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Keating ~ @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 10:42 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Player Cont~rence Questionaire 

Anson, 

Reminder to send questionnaire.., https:!/www.surveymonkey.com/s/Development...Sel[...Assessment 

Suggest you put a cover note linking to player conference and give them a due date. It will take them about 10 minutes or less. The more thoughtful they are, the 

more value you and they get out of it. 

I will send you a data file with player conference answers that Jason, etc. can put into a form you can use for the meetings. 

See you at 2:00 today, your office. 

Mike 

Mike Keating 

(m) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 10:47 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Timmennans, Tom <limmennan@anc.edtr~; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu-~; TONY YOUNT 

Re: 

~gmail.com) 

Hello All- 

Just to clarify, what I have been told by Dr. May’ is that an old AFAM course I took was deemed "taught inappropriately" by an exterual auditor. All those who have 

not graduated must either retake the course entirely or I was given the option to take an exam covering my knoMedge of the course. I chose to take the exam which I 
have now and have one week to complete and send back to her. I have been promi~d flint this is my last requirement to graduate. 

Regarding the outstanding fee: before I was told about the retaking of this AFAM exam, I was mistakingly told "that I needed to take another course (any course) to 

graduate. I signed up online mad dropped it as soon as I realized I did not think I needed this course which turned out to be correct. I have asked Dr. May to help me 

get rid of this balance. 

Let ,ne know if you need an~king ,nore on my end. I appreciate all who are helping. 

Speak soon, 

On Wed, at 10:35 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson,~email.unc.edu-* wrote: 

Tom Timmeu~an.~q’ony. 

I just got off the phone with and she claims that Dr Lee May has bee,~ m roach wN~ her about g~aduatmg al?d she will graduate (a:cording to Dr May) if 

she passes an AI:AM class she took in that was %on~p~:~mi~d"~ She ~d¢cs the exam to get c~edit tb~ that class this Monday. 

Do yoa guys mind checking on fl~is ~br me. I would love ~o help bN I am not con~ inced Dr May is correct and I do not want t~:~ get her hopes up~ It 

so~mds like gae [ Ji~h~ersib~ x~[ll pa} R~r her course IO GRAD[ JNI’E 

Frolll: Timmerman$, Tom 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:46 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas 
Subject: 

Anson and Tom, 

I will run it up the flag pole. Just as an FYI she has an outstanding balance of $736.12 related to the summer school class she took last year that will need to be paid 

offbefore she could register for the upcoming summer. 

Tom Timmecmans j As~ciate Director of ComplianceiMo~itoring j Unive~i~" of North Carolina 

OP6ce 919.962.7851 ICell I Fax 919.962.6002 

~ 

[[~ IMAGE 55 ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dennis Lukens z<llukens@soccercampbytheocean.com> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 10:48 AM 

@yahoo.com 

Stafftbr College ID Camps in CA and PA 

Dear Coach, 

We are running a College ID Camp at University of California Long Beach in Southern California during July 13 16 for Girls and 16 19 for Boys and then also at 

Elizabethtown College in PA July, 13 16 for Boys and July 16 19 for Girls. 

Would you be interested in coming yourself or sending one of your staff members to work with us? The salary is from $750 to $1000 for the 3 nights and 4 days. In 

addition to observing players we expect staff members to run trainin9 sessions, Obviously, that is a great way to see players up close and personal, My expectations are 
that we will have 100 top college bound soccer players attending our College ID Camps. 

We have a great reputation and typically have sold out our sister camp in Carlsbad,CA during the first 3 weeks of August, I most recently was Head Coach of Krystal 

Kherson of the Ukraine Professional 2nd Division and have a UEFA "A" License and USSF "A" License, I was Head Coach of the Bay Area Seals of the USL "A" League and 

Director of Soccer for the Californa Cougars of the MISL, I have also previously coached college soccer at Southern Connecticut State University and Bridgewater State (MA), 

Please let me know if you are intersted in working with us yourself or sending a staff member, It would be great to have your school represented as there will be some high 

quality college candidates attending our camp, 

Sincerely, 

Dennis Lukens, Director 
Premier Soccer Camps 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Densmo~v <execdirecto~@volleyballbc.ca> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 10:53 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Sport Leadership Cont~rence 

Work # - 1-604-291-2007 ex.223 or cell # Glad to hear the date works. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Chris 

From: Dorrance, AIbe~ A N [mailM:anson~emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent: April-02-14 7:51 AM 
To: Chris Densmore 
Subject: RE: Sport Leadership Conference 

What is your cei~ #? 

From: Chris Densmore [mailto:execdirector~volleyballbc.ca] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 0~, 20~4 5:58 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: RE: Sport Leadership Conference 

~nson 

~ just wanted to fol~ow-up to confirm with you that Jao ~[0th 2055 works for you. Once coofirmed ~ w~ll put together contract Let me know if you have 

q u estio n s. Th a n ks ~ 

Chris 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson~email.unc.edul 
Sent: Narch-27-14 3:19 PN 
To: Chris Densmore 
Subject: RE: Sport Leadership Con%fence 

sorry. And no guarantee yet 

From: Chris Densmore [t_n___ajJ_t_o__Le_._x_e__c__d_jy_e_.__c_~_9_r_~_v_9_!!_e_._y__b_aJLb_c_=c_a] 
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2014 6:13 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
._@_m__s_D_=_c_9Ln_~ Ducar, Chris; ’Jason Sisneros’; Sander, Thomas 

Subject; RE: Sport Leadership Conference 

Anson 

Thanks for the email. I agree. I have built my own caldron in the past and the athletes loved it. As t:or the fee, I appreciate the discounted rate. With this being parL 

of our 50th Annh~er~;ary., ~ am wanting to keep the prh::e as affordabh~ a~ possible, ts presentk~g on the Sunday to some soccer coaches of k~tere~d: to you as 

?hanks for ~:he quk:k responses[ 

Chris 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [ma~lto:anson@ema~l.unc.edu] 
Sent; Narch-27-i4 2:35 PN 
Te= Chris Densmore 

,@msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros !        @qmail.com); Sander, Thomas 3 
Subject: RE: Sport Leadership Conference 

Chris, ~ tMnk what m~ght be most h~teresfing for most coaches wou~d be "The essence of the LJn~vers~W of North Carofina’s Competitive Caldron" ._.. ~ wi~ do ~t for 

... my normal speaking fee is ~ 

From= Chris Densmore 
Sent~ Thursday, March 27, 2014 l:16 PM 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ RE: Sport Leadership Conference 

l~nJon 

Thanks for the emaiL We are looMng to solidify our w?nue m the next: week or two. Our top chok:e ~s Ja~luary ].0th. 

~n regards to presenting, ~ haw~ two questb:?ns. One, what would you I~ke to present on? ~ have ~deas, bu~: a~ways l~ke to ta~lor ~:o ~:he presenters strengths. Second, 

what ~s your presenting fee? We w~l obviously cover travel, accommodations, and food, but wou~d f~ke to know the cost for the presentation. 

To give you a I~tt~e more ~nforrnation, we are Iookb~g to have six presenters throughout the day. Presentations will be one hour ~ong. This can be done solo with 

power point presentations and any other video requirements or could be done in more of a question and answer with a fadl~tator asking the questions. Send me 

your fl~oughts and let me know ff you have any other questkms I would a~so k~ok to partner up wRh gC Soccer our provh~dal spor~: organizing body ~:o see if they 

wou~d fike to haw~ you present on the Su~lday to a soccer specific crowd. Let me ~mow ~f ~:hat wouk~ be of interested [or you as we~l. 

I look t:orward to hearing back from you. 

Chris 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: March-26-:14 7:.t8 PM 
To: Chris Densmore 
Subject: Re: Sport Leadership Conference 

Yes it is possible .... 

Sen@’om my I~rizo~ Wh’eles,~’ 4G LTE DRO/D 

Chris Densmore <execdirectoll/~vollevl~llbe.ca~ wrote: 

Anson 

I am reaching out to connect with you and see if you would be available to present at Sport Leadership Conference in Vancouver BC, Canada next January ~0th or 

17th? We are looking to put together a variety of sport coaches who can present on their experiences and philosophies. The crowd will be coaches and 
th administrators from a large group of different sports. For Volleyball BC, next year is our 50 Anniversary and this is the kick-off event to our celebration. Coach 

development and education is something that is part of our strategic plan. Anyhow, I have read some of your work and believe that you would be a great presenter 

with a strong message that would help every coach no matter what sport they are from. Let me know if you have any questions and if you would be available. I 



look forward to hearing back from you! 

Chris 

Chris Densmore 

Executive Director 

Volleyball BC 

Ph: 604-29:1-2007 (223) 

Fax : 604-291-2602 

Website I Facebook 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <limmennan@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:54 AM 

~gmail.com>; Dorra~ce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edtr~ 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@uuc.edu>; TONY YOUNT I @gma~l.com); Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Please keep me up to date in regards to the outstanding fee. The athletics department paid $2000 towards the class ~¢our dropped and if the tuition and fees and 

returned ~,ou~d ~ike that back. 

Tom 

From [mailto: ~gmail.com] 

Sent: Wednesdag, ~0:47 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Cc: Timmermans, Tom; Sander, Thomas J; TONY YOUNT :@gmail.com) 

Subject: Re: 

Hero NI- 

Just ~ clari~’, what I have been told by Dr. May is that an old AF~I coupe ~ took was deemed "taught inappropriately" by an e~emal auditor. NI those w-ho have 

not grad~mted must either re~e the course entirely or I w~s giveu the option to ~ke an exam coveting my knowledge of the course. I chose to ~ke the exam wl~ch I 

have now and have one week to complete and send back to her. I have been promi~d that fl~is is my last requirement to graduate. 

Regardiug the ouks~udiug fee: ~lbm I was told about the retaking of thi s AFAM exam, I was mistakingly told that ~ needed to ~ke another coupe (~y course) to 

graduate. I signed up ouline aud dropped it as soon ~s I realized I did not think I needed tNs course which turned out to ~ co~ect. I have asked Dr. May to help me 

get rid oftl~s balance. 

Let tne ~ow if you need au~iug tnore on my eud. I appreciate all who are helping. 

Speak soon, 

On Wed at 10:35 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <ansou~emaJl.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Tom 

I j~s~ got offlhe phot~e wi~h 

she pasties an A]AM class 

I)o you guys mind checking or~ this fi)r me. I would lo~e l,) help 

somlds like the Uni~,ersib, will pay fi)r hc~ course IO (}RAII)UAT~;. 

F~m~ Timmermans, Tom 
Sent~ Tuesday, 3:46 PN 
T~ Dorrance, Albe~ 
Subject: 
Anson a~d Tom, 

that was %ompromised’. She takes the exam to get credit fbr tha~ class this Mop,day. 
but ] am n~)t c,m~ raced Dr May is c~rrect m~d I do n,)t want 

aud she claims tha~ l)r Lee May has been m touch with her about grad~atiug and she will gmdta~te (according to Dr May) if 

. t~ get her h,)pes up~ It 

I will ruu it up the tlag pole. Just as an F’~q she has an outstanding balance of $736.12 related to the summer school class she took last year that will need to be paid 

offbeibre she could register lbr the upcoming summer. 

Tom Timmermans i Associate Direclor of ComplianceiMonil~m~g i University of North Carolina 

ONce ~_1_~:9__6_._2__:_7_.8__~_1_. l Cell .................................. Fax 2_l__2:2L}__2_:__6__(_!_(_!__2_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 10:56 AM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Stander, Thnmas J <pacman@unc.edu>; TONY YOUNT ( 

Gallo, Jr., LarD" A. <iathgaJlo@unc.edu> 

Re: 

@gmaJl.com); 

I roll absolutely. 

On Wed, at 10:54 AM, Timmennans, Tom <timmemmn~a)unc.edu> wrote: 

Please keep me up to date in regards to the ot~tstanding fe~-_~. The athle~:~cs depart:merit paid $2000 towards the class y(mr dropped and ~[ ~:he t(ait~on and fees and 

retur’ned wou~d ~ike that back. 

Thanks~ 

Tom 

From: [mailto @ mail.corn] 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:47 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Co: Timlnemm~s, Tom; Sander, Thomas J; TONY YOUNT 
Subject: Re: 

~gmail.com) 

Hello All- 

Just to clari~’, what I have been told by Dr. May is that an old AFAM course I took was deemed "taught inappropriately" by an external auditor. All those who have 
not graduated must either retake the course eutimly or I was given the option to taJ~e an exam covering my knowledge of the course. I chose to take the exam which 
I have now and have one week to complete and send back to her. I have been promised that this is my last requirement to graduate. 

Regarding the outstanding fee: belbm I was told about the retaking of this AFAM exam, I was mistakingly told "that I needed to take another course (any course) to 
graduate. I signed up online and dropped it as soon as I reaJized I did not think I needed this course which turned out to be correct. I have asked Dr. May to help 
me get rid of this balance. 

Let ,ne know if you need an~king ,nore on my end. I appreciate all who are helping. 

Speak soon, 

On Wed, at 10:35 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tom %mmemmn’,~,q~ony, 

Ij us1 got offthe phone with            and she claims fl~at Dr Lee May has ~en in touch with her a[x~uI graduating m~d she will g~adt~ate (according to Dr 

May) if she passes an AFAM c]ass s}le took in     that was %on~p~omised". She ~tkcs the exam to get c~edit fb~ tN~t class fl~is Monday. 

Do yon guys miad checking o,~ this For me. I would love ~o help but I am not com’i,~ced Dr May is correct and I do not waaat to get her hopes 

souads like Ne U niversib’ s~ill pay For her cont~e TO GRAI)UNIE. 

From: TJmmermans, Tom 
Sent: Tuesday,, 3:46 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas 
Subject: 

Anson and Tom, 

I will run it up the flag pole. Just as an FYI she has an outstanding balance of $736.12 related to the summer school class she took last year that will need to be 
paid oft’before she could regisler for the upcoming summer. 

Tom Timmennans i Associate Director of Compliance/Monitoring I U*fiversib~ of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 iCell IFa.x 919.962.6002 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TONY YOUNT @gmaiLcom> 

Wednesday, 11:22 AM 

Timmennans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <uthgaJlo@unc.edu> 

Gentlemen, 

Asst Dean Spencer Welborn is checking with Dr. May to veri~ the information 

I will pass it on as to the exact graduation status for 

shared. When he hears back from her, he roll share the infornmtion mtk me and 

Tony 

On at 10:55 AM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 

I roll absolutely. 

On Wed, at 10:54 AM, Timmermans, Tom <timmermans~unc.edu> wrote: 

Please keep me up to date in ~egards to the outstanding fee. The athletics department paid $2000 towa~ds the da~ your dropped and ~f the tuition 

and ~:ee~ and returned wotdd ~l<e that back, 

Thanks! 

Tom 

From: [mailto:    _ @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:47 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Cc: Timmermans, Tom; Sander, Thomas J; TONY YOUNT I 
Subject: Re: 

~gmail.com) 

Hello All- 

Just to clarify, what I have been told by Dr. May is that an old AFAM course I took was deemed "taught inappropriately" by an external auditor. All 

those who have not graduated must either retake the course entirely or I was given the option to take an exam covering my ki~oMedge of the course. I 

chose to take the exam which I have now and have one week to complete and send back to her. I have been promised that this is my last requirement 

to graduate. 

Regarding the outsta~ding tee: beibre I was told about the retaJ~ing of this AFAM exam, I was mis~akingly told that I needed to take another course 

(any course) to graduate. I signed up online and dropped it as soon as I realized I did not think I needed this course which turned out to be correct. I 

have asked Dr. May to help me get rid of this balance. 

Let me know if you need anything more on ~ny end. I appreciate all who are helping. 

Speak soon, 

On Wed at 10:35 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <mason(~email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

Tom Timme~man,~To~ 

I j~s~ got offdae pbo~e wi~h and ~dae claims Na~ I)r [ ,ee May has ~en in t~uch wifl~ her alx~ut graduating and she wil~ g~ad~m 

(accoNing to Dr May) if she passes an AFAM class she took in     thN was "compromised". She takes the exam l,) get credit t]:~r that class this 

I)o yot~ guys mind checki~N on this t]:~r me. I wot~ld love to help     ’ N~t I am not corn i~ced Dr May is correct and [ do not waut    . ~,) get her 

bot~s np. It sounds like flae [ Jt~versity will pay R~r bet course TO GlaADUATE, 

From; Timmermans, Tom 



Sent: Tuesday,            3:46 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas .~ 
Subject: 

Ansou and Tom, 

I will mn it up the flag pole. Just as an FYI she has m~ outstanding balance of $736.12 related to the summer school class she took last year "that roll 

need to be paid offbetbre she could register tbr the upcoming summer. 

Tom Timmem~s As~cia~.e Director of Con~plim~ce/Mordto~ing i U niversity of No~.l~ Carolina 

()ffice 919.962.7851 ]Cell ]Vax 919.962.6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shotther, Wilson A (AI) Jr BG USARMY TRADOC (US) <~wilson.a.shofther.mil@mail.mil~ 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 11:31 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

at UNC next week (UNCLASSIFIED) 

Classification: UNCLASSWIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Coach, 

We corresponded a few weeks ago on our effort to expand opportumties for 
Women in the Arm?-. Believe you recently met *vith my deputy,, Dave Brinkley 

I’ll be at Lr>,-C Chapel Hill next week If you’re around, *vanted to see if we 
could find time to chat. Mon or Wed evening will probably work best for me. 

- A1 

BG A1 Shoffner 
DCS, G-3/5/7 
HQs TRADOC 
Ofc: 757-501-5856 
BB: 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

tsole@ecoslip.org 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 11:46 AM 

Ja~n Sisneros @gmaJd.com> 

Dorm~ce, Albert A IV <~son@email.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edw< 

RE: Looking for women senior soccer players interes~ted in playing in Europe ne.’d yem 

~aol.com 

HI Jason, 

I reached out to her several times and she did not seem interested. Although I have corresponded with her via phone and text, when I sent a follow 
up text last week she did not respond. 

Tania Sole 
Business & Career Coach 
Ecoslip 
415-987-3283 
tsole@ecoslip.org 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in 
playing in Europe next year 

From: Jason Sisneros ¯          @clmail.com> 
Date: Wed, April 02, 2014 6:58 am 

To: Tania Sole <tsole@ecoslip.org> 
Cc: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>, "Ducat, Chris" 
<ducar@unc.edu>,       ~aol.com",       .~aol.com> 

Tania, 

is available - she is not under pro contract in the U.S. but has been training with the Washington Spirit - would there still be a 

team out there interested in a defensive midfielder, outside back/outside mid? 

Thank you! 

Jason Sisneros 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Fri, Mar 7, 2014 at 3:29 PM, <tsole{c~ecoslip.org> wrote: 
HI Jason, 

Just wanted to let you know that     told me that she is trying out next week for the Washington Spirit. 
Do you have another good defensive midfielder interested in playing in Europe? 

Sincerely, 

Tania Sole 
Business & Career Coach 
Ecoslip 
415-987-3283 
tsole@ecoslip.orq 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in 
playing in Europe next year 

From: <tsole@ecoslip.orq > 
Date: Fri, February 28, 2014 12:10 pm 

To: "Jason Sisneros" <          ~qmail.com> 
Cc: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>, "Ducar, Chris" 
<ducar@unc.edu>,       @aol.com" <      @aol.com> 

HiJason, 

Thank-you. I just left her a voice mail message. 

Tania Sole 
Business & Career Coach 
Ecoslip 
415-987-3283 
tsole@ecoslip.orq 

Original Message ........ 



Subject: Re: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in 
playing in Europe next year 

From: Jason Sisneros <:         @qmail.com> 
Date: Fri, February 28, 2014 11:15 am 
To: "tsole obecosli .or" <tsole@ecoslip.orq> 

Cc: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>, 
I@aol.com> 

@aol.com" 

T spoke with . she said you could give her a call to discuss - 

not acting as her agent, but will be here to help if needed. 

Thank you Tania! 

Jason 

Friday, February 28, 2014, <tsole@ecoslip.orq> wrote: 

HIJason, 

They are interested. To get the process started they need a copy of her passport and a copy of her official criminal 
record in English. Tn so far as the offer is concerned, 3[ am confirming some final details but would like to know if you are 
acting as her agent and I discuss this with you or do you want to send send me contact email and 
telephone number to discuss the opportunity directly with her? 

Sincerely, 

Tania Sole 
Business & Career Coach 
Ecoslip 
415-987-3283 
tsole@ecoslip.org 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in 
playing in Europe next year 
From: Jason Sisneros <          @gmail.com> 
Date: Thu, February 27, 2014 1:54 pm 
To: "tsole@ecoslip.org" <tsole@ecoslip.org> 

Cc: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>, ’ 
_~aol.com> 

Thanks Tania! Let us know what develops! 

Jason 

On Thursday, February 27, 2014, <tsole@ecoslip.org> wrote: 
HT Coach Dorrance, 

OK. 3[ will submit her name to IBV and let you know what they say. 

Tania Sole 
Business & Career Coach 
Ecoslip 
415-987-3283 
tsole@ecoslip.org 

~aol.com" 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in 
playing in Europe next year 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Thu, February 27, 2014 11:52 am 
To: "tsole@ecoslip.org" <tsole@ecoslip.org> 
Cc: "Jason Sisneros (jmsisneros@gmail.com)" < @gmail.com>, 

"Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>, " _~aol.~om" < I@aol.com> 

Tania, 

an incredible athlete~ She is very fast AND strong AND tough. She is a superb destroyer. 

From; tsole@ecoslip.org [mailto:tsole@ecoslip.org] 
Seat: Thursday, February 27, 2014 12:31 PM 
Te: ’Jason Sisneros’ 
C¢: Dorrance, Albert A 
Subject: RE: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in playing in Europe next year 

HI Jason, 

I have a team in ~!urope looking for a strong defensive mid-fielder. Would 

for that type of position? Or do you have a different player you could recommend? 

Thank-you. 

Tania Sole 

415-987-3283 

From; Jason Sisneros [mailto:L @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 201~ 9:35 AM 

be a good candidate 



I To: Tania Sole 
C¢: Dorrance, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jason Sisneros ~_~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 11:50 AM 

tsole@ecoslip.org 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <~son@email.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edw~ 

Re: Looking for women senior soccer players inte~es~ted in playing in Europe ne~ year 

aol.com 

I’m son~’ to hear that. Let me check with her. Thank you for reaching out to her! 

Jason 

On Wednesday, April2,2014, <tsole@ecoslip.org> wro~: 
HIJason, 

I reached out to her several times and she did not seem interested. Although I have corresponded with her via phone and text, when I sent a follow 
up text last week she did not respond. 

Tania Sole 
Business & Career Coach 
Ecoslip 
415-987-3283 
tsole@ecoslip.orc! 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in 
playing in Europe next year 
From: Jason Sisneros .          ~mail.com> 
Date: Wed, April 02, 2014 6:58 am 
To: Tania Sole <tsole@ecoslip.org> 

Cc: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>, "Ducat, Chris" 
<ducar@unc.edu>, "     @aol.com"       @aol.com> 

Tania, 

is available - she is not under pro contract in the U.S. but has been training with the Washington Spirit - would there still be a 

team out there interested in a defensive midfielder, outside back/outside mid? 

Thank you! 

Jason Sisneros 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Fri, Mar 7, 2014 at 3:29 PM, <tsole@ecoslip.org> wrote: 
HI Jason, 

Just wanted to let you know that     told me that she is trying out next week for the Washington Spirit. 
Do you have another good defensive midfielder interested in playing in Europe? 

Sincerely, 

Tania Sole 
Business & Career Coach 
Ecoslip 
415-987-3283 
tsole@ecoslip.org 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in 
playing in Europe next year 
From: <tsole@ecoslip.org> 
Date: Fri, February 28, 2014 12:10 pm 
To: "Jason Sisneros" <         @gmail.com> 

Cc: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>, "Ducar, Chris" 
<ducar@unc.edu>, "      l@aol.com" <      @aol.com> 

HiJason, 

Thank-you. 1 just left her a voice mail message. 

Tania Sole 
Business & Career Coach 



Ecoslip 
415-987-3283 
tsole@ecoslip.org 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in 
playing in Europe next year 
From: Jason Sisneros ,          _~gmail.com> 
Date: Fri, February 28,2014 11:15 am 
To: "tsole@ecoslip.org" <tsole@ecoslip.org> 
Cc: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" < 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Assistant Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 11: 55 AM 

@comcast.net> 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in playing in Europe next year 

Tania seems to have some opportunities for you. Here’s what she emaJled - even if you’re 100% not interested in her currem opportunities, I suggest you thank her and 

ask to keep the door open for fi~ture chances that may come her way -- you never know :) 

Please email or call her as soon as you ca~. Commm~ication is the key. 

Hope you are well! 

Thanks! 

Jason 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

Fl~om: tsole~ecoslip.or~ <tsole~ecoslip.org> 

Date: Wednesday 

Subject: RE: Looking for women ~nior soccer players interested in playing in Europe next year 

To: Jason Sisneros <         ?b~gmml.com> 
Cc: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu>, "Ducay. Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>, &aol.com" < ~aol.com> 

HI Jason, 

I reached out to her several times and she did not seem interested. Although I have corresponded with her via phone and text, when I sent a follow 
up text last week she did not respond. 

Tania Sole 
Business & Career Coach 
Ecoslip 
415-987-3283 
t sole ~.c~ecoslip. orcj 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in 
playing in Europe next year 

From: Jason Sisneros , Ngmail.com> 
Date: Wed, 6:58 am 
To: Tania Sole <tsole@ecoslip.org> 

Cc: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>, "Ducar, Chris" 
<ducar@unc.edu>,       _~aol.com"       @aol.com> 

Tania, 

is available - she is not under pro contract in the U.S. but has been training with the Washington Spirit - would there still be a 

team out there interested in a defensive midfielder, outside back/outside mid? 

Thank you! 

Jason Sisneros 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Assistant Coach 

On Fri, at 3:29 PM, <tsole@ecoslip.org> wrote: 
HI Jason, 

Just wanted to let you know that     told me that she is trying out next week for the Washington Spirit. 
Do you have another good defensive midfielder interested in playing in Europe? 

Sincerely, 

Tania Sole 
Business & Career Coach 
Ecoslip 



415-987-3283 
tsole@ecoslip.org 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in 
playing in Europe next year 
From: <tsole@ecoslip.org > 

Date: Fri, 12:10 pm 
To: "Jason Sisneros" , ~gmail.com> 

Cc: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>, "Ducat, Chris" 
<ducar@unc~edu>, ’      ~aol.com" <      ~aol.com> 

HiJason, 

Thank-you. I just left her a voice mail message. 

Tania Sole 
Business & Career Coach 

415-987-3283 
tsole@ecoslip.org 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in 
playing in Europe next year 
From: Jason Sisneros < _~gmail.com> 

Date: Fri, 11:15 am 
To: "tsole@ecoslip.org" <tsole@ecoslip.org> 

Cc: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" < 

University. of North Carolhm \Vomen’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Assistant Coach 



Froth: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Shanna <Shanna.Caldwell@tamucc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 11:55 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Re: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} 2014 Home game 

Hi Anson, 

Thanks for the email. Things are going great down here. I am really enjoying the challenge and rewards of starting a program from the beginning. And honestly I learned a lot in 

my short time at U NC, and from you the entire staff that have really helped me know how I want this program to run. I have a great sense of pride of having played at Carolina and 

respect more and more what you are able to accomplish year in and year out. I don’t think enough people realize just how hard it is to continually be the top dog being hunted and 

to produce results. It’s just so special. And I consider myself lucky to have been on the inside. 

We actually just played Texas this past weekend so it was great getting to talk with Ang after the game. I love the Tarheel connection and how it’s all over the coaching world. 

I’m trying to get back to 411 and Chapel Hill this summer, hopefully it works out. Iql definitely be stopping in the office if I get back. 

All the best! 

Shanna 

Sha~na ~aldwe~l 

Hc!ad COati~, Wome~ SOCCC!r 

Islanders Women’s Soccer 

2~4 Islanders Sprin~ Camp 

~r~m: "Oorrance, Albert ~ IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
~ate: Thu, 13 Mar 2014 ~:23:34 +~00 

T~: Shanna Caldwell <shanna.caldwel~@tamucc.edu> 
5ub~e~: Be: {~Ms~on I Womens Soccer Coaches} 2014 Nome game 

Shanna, how is ~t go~ng down there? 

Sent¢?om mv Vet)on Wireless 4G LTE DRO]D 

"Caldwell, Shanna" <Shanna.Caldwell@tamucc.edu> wrote: 

Giving it another shot .... 

We are looking for one last home game this fall. Open dates are Sept. 11th -14th. We will have lights so you don’t have to worry about the heat! 

We can provide Hotels. 

Thanks- 

Sha~na Ca~dwe~l 

1exas A&M Corpus Christi 

Islanders Women’s Soccer 

2014 IsDnders Spring Camp 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at www.nscaa.comicollege. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches+unsubscribe@~oo~le~roups.com. 

To post to this group, send email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com. 

Visit this group at http://£~roups.goo£~le.com/group/division-i-womens-soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/dioptout. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Densmo~e <execdirecto~@volleyballbc.ca> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 12:44 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Sport Leadership Contbrence 

[)qJson 

Thanks for all the quick responses! I will draft up a contract in the next few weeks {away on holidays next week ---heading to San Diego for some R & R). This is 

more just a formahLy to protect both of us. [.eL me know ~f there ~s anytMng that you wouk~ ~i~e to see ~nduded. 

f have ta~ked with Doug Reimer {U nivers~tv o~ g{:: Women’s Volleyball Coach - 6 t~r~e defending Math:real Champs -lost in the final this year) and he ~s extremely 

excited to have you come out. He ~s a Mg fan and #rip,emerita his own caldron with h~s time. 

Don’t ever hesitate Lo contacL me if you have any questions[ 

Chris 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= April-02-14 7:~ AN 
To= Chris Densmore 
Nubje~t= RE: Sport Leadership Conference 
Yes, that appears to be s good date 

F~m= Chris Densmore [mailto:execdirector@volleyballbc.ca] 
Sent= Tuesday, April 0~, 20~4 5:58 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Nubje~t= RE: Sport Leadership Conference 

A]~aon 

~ just wanted to fol~ow--up to confirm with you that Jan 10th, 2015 works for you. Once confirmed, ~ wH[ put together contracL Let rne know if you have any 

quest~ons~ Thanks! 

Chris 

Sent: March-27-14 3:19 PN 
To: Chris Densmore 
~ubje~t: RE: Sport Leadership Conference 

~ am a Mormon so working on Sunday’s if ~ can avoid it is out .._ sorry. And no guarantee yet 

From: Chris Densmore [mailto:execdirector@volleyballbc.ca] 
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2014 6:13 PN 
To: Dorrance, AlbeR A N 

~msn.com; Ducat, Chris; ’Jason S~sneros’; Sander, Thomas J 
~ubje~t: RE: Sport Leadership Conference 

~nsotl 

Thanks for Lhe emaiL I agree. I have bLd~t my own caldron ~n the past and the athletes loved it. As for the lee, I appreciaLe the discounLed rate. Wkh tNs being part 

of o~r 50th Anniversary, ~ am wanting to keep the price as affordaMe as possible. ]s presenth~g on the Sunday to some soccer coaches of h~terest to you as we]FP 

Thanks for the quick responsesl 

Chris 

Seat: March-27-~4 2:35 PN 
Te= Chris Densmore 
Cc @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros, ~majLcom); Sander, Thomas 
Sabject= RE: Sport Leadership Conference 
Chrb, ~ tNnk what m~sht be rnost ~nterestb~8 for mosL cosches wou~d be "The essence of the University of North Carolina’s Competitive Caldron" ..._ ~ wi~ do ~t for 

~2,0~0 .._ my normal speakh~ fee is ~10,000. 

F~m= Chris Densmore [mailto:execdirector@volleyballbc.ca] 
Sent= Thursday, March 27, 20~4 $:$6 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Sabje¢t= RE: Sport Leadership Conference 

Anson 

Thanks fo~ the emsik We are ~ooMn8 to solMifv our venue h~ the next week or two~ Ou~ top choice 

h~ regards to presen~#~8, ~ have ~:wo questions. One, what: would you l~ke to present on? ~ have hJeas, but a~ways ~ke to l:a~k}r to the presenters s~:ren~:hs. Second, 

what ~s your presentk~ fee? We w~ll obviously cover ~:raveL accommodatk}mb and h:~od, but would ~ke to ~now ~he cost for the presenl:a~on. 

To ~ive you a I~Lt~e more ~nformadon, we are IooMn~ to have six presenLers d~rou~hout Lf~e day. PresenLafions will be one hour ~ons. TNs can be done solo with 

power pob~t presentsdons snd any other video requirements or could be done in more of a question and snswer w~th a fad~tator askin~ the questions. Send me 

your thouAhts and ~et me k~ow ~f you have any other questions. ~ would slso ~ook to psrtner up with BC Soccer our prov~nda~ sport orsan~zh~ body to see if they 

wov~d ~ike to hsve you present on the Sunday to a soccer specific c~owd. Let me know ~f that wou~d be of h~te~ested for you as well. 

I look forward to h*-:~aring back fl’om you. 

Chris 

Frem; Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [ma~lto:anson@ema~l.unc.edu] 
Seat= Narch-26-$4 7:$8 PN 
Te= Chris Densmore 
Sabject= Re: Spo~ Leadership Conference 

Yes it is pssible .... 

S~:m from ~’ ~rizon tVireIe~’s ~K ~ L TE DR()ID 

Chris Densmore <_e_%e_.c_’£!_i_r._e_c_’_t_Rr(_a~y£I_!_e_2 .~_3l_]b__c_:_c:~_’> wrote: 

Anson 

I am reaching out to connect with you and see if you would be available to present at Sport Leadership Conference in Vancouver BC, Canada next January 10th or 



17th7 We are looking to put together a variety of sport coaches who can present on their experiences and philosophies. The crowd will be coaches and 

administrators from a large group of different sports. For Volleyball BC, next year is our 50th Anniversary and this is the kick-off event to our celebration. Coach 

development and education is something that is part of our strategic plan. Anyhow, I have read some of your work and believe that you would be a great presenter 

with a strong message that would help every coach no matter what sport they are from. Let me know if you have any questions and if you would be available. I 

look forward to hearing back from you! 

Chris 

Chris Densmore 

Executive Director 

Volleyball BC 

Ph: 604-291-2007 (223) 

Fax : 604-291-2602 

Website I Facebook 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peter Peets <peter@peterpeets.com> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 _ :45 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: at UNC next week (UNCLASSIFIED) 

I received a phone call from their flight operations preparing for another 
landing on campus. 
Anson - do you want me to facilitate this again - including collaborating 
the objective and agenda between all parties 

Peter Peets 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 2014 3:30 PM 

To: Shotther, Wilson A (A1) Jr BG USAI:O~IY TRADOC (US) 
Cc: Peter Peets (peter@peterpeets.com) 
Subject: RE: at UNC ne.~ week (U2"qCLASSWIED) 

General, 

Monday evening would be best for me What time is good for you? 

look forward to our meeting. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Shoffner, Wilson A (AI) Jr BG US~A2P~MY TRADOC (US) 
[mailt o :wilson a shoflher.mil(~m all.mill 
Sent: \Vednesday, April 02, 2014 11:31 AM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: at UNC next week (UNCLASSIFIED) 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NO Nt~; 

Coach, 

We corresponded a few weeks ago on our eJtk)rt to expand opportunities for 
Women in the Army Believe you recently met with my deputy, Dave Brinkley. 

I’ll be at UNC Chapel Hill next week. If you’re around, wanted to see if we 
could find time to chat. Man or Wed evening will probably work best for me. 

-AI 

BG AI Shoffner 
DCS, G-3/5/7 
HQs TRADOC 
Ofc: 757-501-5856 

Classification: LrNCLASSWIED 
Caveats: NONE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 3:51 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: (UNC) World Football Academy Invitation 

Anso~ 

Hello, my name is Jason Sisneros, I am an assistant coach at North Carolina as well as the on site coordinator for Raymond Verheijen’s first symposium in the United 

States this April 21st throngh 23~d in Chapel Hill. 

I am writing to in*ite your organization to attend Raymond Verheijen’s WFA Symposium April 21-23rd 

You may" already be thmiliar with Raymond Verheijen and his impact on the game at the highest levels. Since 1998 coach Verheijen has been involved in eve~ FIFA 

World Cup and EURO reaching five semi finals. This summer he will be involved in his 4th consecutive FIFA World Cup. In 2009 Verheijen worked with the Dutch 

National Women’s Temn in their first ever EURO reaching the semi final. At club level Verheijen has been working as a football conditioning consultant with European 

giants like Glasgow Rangers, Baxcelona (Champions League 2006), Zenit St Petersbmg (UEFA Cup 2008), Chelsea (FA Cup 2009) and Manchester City. In 2011 

Verl~eijen became assistant manager with Wales. Under the tenure of this coaching team Wales becmne the most improved nation in the FIFA World Rankings of 

2011. 

The conrse will cover Basic Periodisation as well as the philosophy and methodology to apply these concepts to your teams. Anson has attended Raymond’s 

symposiums in the past yeaxs and found them immensely valuable. After spending time discussing the possibiliF of hosting a World Football Academy event in the 

United States at this year’s NSCAA Convention, Raymond and Anson moved forward to bring this opportunity here for the first tim!! 

We hope that hosting this event in the United States will help open more knowledge and expansive tx~ssibilities in our game in the U.S. We also believe that having 

soccer leaders in the United States, like yourselve~ will establish an incredible tbundation tbr the continued evolution of soccer in America. 

Space is limited l[br this event - you can learn more and REGISTER ttERE 

If you have any questions please feel free to e~na~l or call me back 

Thank you! 

We sincerely hope you can make it! 

Best Wishes, 

Jason Sisneros 

Universi~, of North Carolina \Vom en’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Assistant Coach 

WFA-USA Periodisation-Course April2014.pdf 

746 KB 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Shanna <Shanna.Caldwell@tamucc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 2, 20!~4 4::14 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@ernaikunc.edu> 

Assistant Coach 

Hi Anson, 

I only have one assistant and a GA. I will be looking for a GA this fall, but to be honest it does not exactly cover the cost of school unless you are a Texas resident. 

I know Kat Mertz at Oregon is now in the search for an assistant, she just lost one to Stanford. And I’m not sure if Oklahoma has filled their opening yet or not. 

I will keep my ears open and definitely reach out if I hear of any, or if I have an opening again. 

Shanna 

Head Coach Women’s Soccer 

Islanders Women’s Soccer 

20£4 Islanders Sprin~ Camp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 4:17 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: (UNC) World Football Academy Invitation 

University. of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Assistant Coach 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Jason Sisneros ~gma~l.com> 
Date: Wed, Apr2, 2014 at 4:15 PM 

Subject: (UNC) World Football Academy Invitation 

To: divisJon-i-womens-soccer-coaches(a)~oo~le~roups.com, divisJon-i-~nens-socce~coaches(~ooglee, roups.co~n 

Fellow College Coaches, 

Hello, my naane is Jason Sisneros, I an~ an assistant women’s soccer coach at UNC, as well as the on site coordinator Ii)r Raymond Vefl~eijen’s first symposimn in the 

United States this April 21 s~t through 23rd in Chapel tlill. 

I am writing "to invite you to attend Raymond Verheijen’s WFA Symposium as a Collegiate Delegate. 

You may already be i:amiliar with Raymond Verheijen and his impact on the game at the highest levels. Since 1998 coach Verheijen has been involved in every FIFA 

World Cup and EURO ~eaching five semi finals. This summer he will be involved in his 4th consecutive FIl~?k World Cup. In 2009 Verheijen worked with the Dutch 

National Women’s Teanl in their first ever EURO reaching tile semi final. At club level Verheijen has been working as a football conditioning consultant with European 
giants like Glasgow Rangers, Barcelona (Champions Leagne 2006), Zenit St Petersburg (UEFA Cup 2008), Chelsea (FA Cup 2009) and Manchester Ci~. In 2011 

Verheijen became assistant manager with Wales. Under the tennre of this coacNng team Wales became the most imp~oved nation in the FIFA World Ranldngs of 

2011. 

The course will cover Basic Periodisation, as well as the philosophy and methodoloD to apply these concepts to yonr reruns. Anson has attended Raymond’s 

symposiums in the past yeaJcs and found "them immensely valnable. After spending "time discussing the possibility of hosting a World Football Academy event in the 

United States at this year’s NSCAA Convention, Raymond ~md Anson moved tbrward to bring this opportunity here tbr the first time! 

We hope that hosting this event in the United States will help open mole knowledge and expansive possibilities in our game in tile U.S. We also believe that having 

soccer leaders in the United States, like yourselves, will es~blish an incredible foundation for the continued evolution of soccer in America. 

Space is li~nited for this event - you can learn ~nore and REGISTER HERE 

We have hotel accommodations arranged, as well as a shuttle service to pick you up from the Raleigh Dnrham International Airport, as well as to and fiom the conrse 

daily. I am also hapw to help you secure a~ffare through our travel concierge, Cindi Atwater. She will find you the best fares and travel options to get you here, as well 

as book your flights. Simply contact me once you are registered and we’ll take care of the rest! 

If you have any qnestions please feel tiee to email or call me back; 

Thank you! 

We sincerely hope you can make it! 

Best Wishes, 

Jason Sisneros 

Universi~, of North Carolina \Vom en’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Assistant Coach 

~gmail.com 

WFA-USA Periodi~tion-Course April2014.pdf 
746 KB 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}gmail.com> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 5:37 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Assistant Coach 

Thanks Ans. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 2, 2014, at 4:26 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <aalson(~)email.unc~edu> wrote: 

From: Caldwell, Shanna [t.n-a.!!.t..~..L.S..h...a..n..~..a.:..~..a..!.d...w-e...[[.‘r~N.~.N..c..c..#.~!~] 

Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 20J.4 4:14 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Assistant Coach 

Hi Anson, 

I only have one assistant and a GA. I will be Iookin~ for a GA this fall, but to be honest it does not exactly cover the cost of school unless you are a Texas resident. 

I know Kat Mertz at Oregon is now in the search for an assistant, she just lost one to Stanford. And I’m not sure if Oklahoma has filled their openin~ yet or not. 

I will keep my ears open and definitely reach out if I hear of any, or if I have an openin~ a~ain. 

Shanna 

Sh~nna Ca~dwet~ 

Islanders Women’s Soccer 

<ODT:[ EBBs5- EgBO-4DOF-8~,2F-945 DSE EDgF64178]~png> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thursday,            1:46 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <mason@email.unc.edu> 

OGF Mia ttamm Introduction 

Hello Anson Dorrance, 

I hope that you are having a wonderful day! My name is 
at the Public Tapping. George Lensing informed me that 

you wou Id like to chat about Mia Hamm’s introduction. ~ will be out of town presenting research at the University of Pittsburgh for the duration of this 
week. As such, I will not be able to meet with you in person until next week, However, if you are interested I can chat with you over the phone this week if 

you would like. Thanks for your willingness to help and I look forward to your response. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com~ 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 4:59 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Yes, Japa~ right now is our technical role model ... 

Wow, sounds like Sunil has his Hands full! 

Tomonow will be the Final, Japan vs Spain, although we beat them 2-0 in Choup play, will be interesting to see how it turns out. 

I’ve got some ideas for Sunil to consider and roll be sending them across in the next week or so and then we’ll do the face to face when I’m back in NY at the end of 

the month. 

Great to hear the Women’s ga~ne is coming along! 

Tom Byer 
E-Mail: tom@tomsan.com 
Mobile: 

K.K. T3 
The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 
http:!!www.tomsan.com 

Minato Ku, Minami Aoyama 6-6-22 
Luna Rossa Minami Aoyama 2F 
Tel: 03-4590-6658 / Fax: 03-3498-8877 

On Apr 1, 2014, at 11:14 PM, Dorrm~ce, Albert A IV < anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tom, 

I can’t wait to see the game and see where you (Japan’s players) are now. And I am looking forward to seeing what Sunil roll come up ruth for you 

Zone 1, then this will be our evolution at a youth level. You are our fi~ture, I am convinced. So few of us vitally interested in "player development" have 

the patience to live in Zone 1 (where our bread roll ultimately be buttered). 

Sunil solved fl~e US Women’s pro league issue after two failed leagues (the V~LJSA and tl~e WPS) by designing a business model tbr the new league (the 

NWSL) that is sustainable and he recruited MLS teams to jump in wifl~ both feet (first Portland and now ttouston). Cindy Pa~low, a lbnner player of 

mine who coached Portland to the first NWSL Championship said Portland was in the black before the first game was played last year because of 

season ticket sales. This of course is unheard of in wo~nen’s professional sports (and incredibly unlikely in the first season of men’s pro sports for that 

matter). 

..... Origin~J Message ..... 

From: Tom Byer [mailto:tom~tom#n.com] 

Sent: Monday, March 31, 2014 9:58 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Yes, UK visit was a great success’.! 

Thank s Anson ! 

You’ve probably seen our U17 Girls have glided into tl~e Final ruth a 19 Goals for and I against. I’ve worked with most of tl~e Girls a~d Coaching Staff 

and went on ~ecord 2 years s~?dng this batch of Girls is better Technicedly thm~ the Girls who won the WC in 2011. Lel~s see if they cm~ win the FinaJ! 

Best Regards 

Tom Byer 

Director 

T3 Group 

Http://tomsan.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 5:47 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: AW: German Players to the US 

DFB- SIG-LOGO.jpg 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Clemens, Christofer Ch stoier.ClemenNa!DFB.DE~ 

Date: April 3, 2014 at 5:10:09 AM EDT 

To: "Ducat, Chris" <duca~tbunc.e&~> 

Cc: < ~_l_’__o__r~_’t:_t] )__e_~i_t__e__&r__n__e_x__£ ~:__c_ ~ _r__n_ > 
Subject: AW: German Players to the US 

Dear Chris, 
thanks for your feedback and the very helpful information inside. 

As Vm responsible for the men’s soccer in the FA, there are mainly male players who are contacting me for any information about US soccer scholarship (so in 
the entire case). But I will speak to our women’s soccer department and forward your message to the right conlact in our FA. As I made myself familiar with 

your soccer programme and reckognized the success in the recentyears, this might be of interest fer any knowledge exchange from our side. 

Thanks so far four your help and please fell free to contact me anytime. 
W~th best regards from Germany, 

Christofer 

Deutscher FugbalI-Bund e.V. 

Christofer Clemens 
Leiter DFB-,Scouting und Spielanalyse / BDro Nationalmannschaft 
Head of DFB-Scouting and Match Analysis / National Team Department 

Tel.: +49 (0) 69/6788-215 
Fax: +49 (0) 69 / 6788-6215 
Mobil: 

E-Mail: ch rk~to~er.clemens@dt b.de 

Otto-Fleck-Schneise 6 
60528 Frankfurt / Main 

Sitz: Frankfurt/Main - Vereinsregister 7007 

Amtsgericht Frankfurt/Main 

Prdsident Wolfgang Niersbach, Schatzmeister Reinhard Grindel, Generalsekretdr Helmut Sandrock 

Diese E-Mail enthdlt vertrauliche und/oder rechtlich geschatzte Informationen. Wenn Sie nicht der richtige Adressat sind oder diese E-Mail irrt0mlich erhalten haben, informieren Sie bitte sofort den 

Absender und I~schen Sie diese Mail. Das unerlaubte Kopieren sowie die unbefugte Weitergabe dieser Mail und der darin enthaltenen Informationen sind nicht gestattet. 

This e-mail may contain confidential and/or privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient (or have received this e-mail in error) please notify the sender immediately and delete this 

e-mail. Any unauthorized copying, disclosure or distribution of the material in this e-mail is strictly forbidden. 

Yon: Ducar, Chris [mailto:ducar@unc.edu] 
Gesendet: Mittwoch, 2. April 2014 17:36 
An: sfors’gl:he@teamexos, com; Clemens, Christofer 
Betreff; German Players to the US 

Shad and Christofer, 

I was forwarded your emails by Mia and Anson Dorrance regarding German players seeking scholarships in the US. We are on the Women’s side and 

we would love a connection to the elite players Germany has to offer. One of the roadblocks we have run into in the past with Germany (and other 

top flight soccer nations) is when we express an interest in a player, the various federations or professional clubs immediately sign that player to a 

professional contract which immediately eliminates her chances to play for us since she has lost her amateur status. 

Assuming there is an amazing player who chooses not to sign professionally, we need to see her play. A quality highlight video is the best way to get 

started and based on that, we may follow up with a trip to see her play in person. 

Once we decide on a player, there are numerous things to be completed from the academic side in order to be eligible. Here are the links to the 

specific things that need to be done in order to become eligible to play at any Division :1 University: 

http://compliance~su.edu/D~cuments/Amateurism%2~Certificati~n%2~Pr~cess%2~FAQs%2~f~r%2~nternati~na~%2~tudents.pdf 

htt p j/www.ncaapub~ications.c~m~P-4326-internati~na~..standards-.2~:14..guide-~..internati~na~-academic-.standards-r~r..a thletics.-elig!bi!ity-updated- 

j__a___n___u__a___r_ y_: _ _2_ _O_ _ _l_ _ _4__ : _a_ _ _s_ p___x_ 

This is a great starting point for you to familiarize yourself with our process of getting players into an American University. 

Here is a link to our website where you can get a sense of who we are and what Coach Dorrance has accomplished in his lifetime as coach of the 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and the US Women’s National Team. 

http:iiwww.goheels~comiSportSelect.dbml?SITE=UNC&DB OEM ID=3350&SPID=12982&SPSID=667900 

Anson Dorrance: 

-h---t--t~--~/-~--w----w--:g.-~---h---e---e-[-s--~--c--~----m--/viewArtic~e~dbm~?DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=209108867 

If you have any follow up questions, please feel free to contact me directly. 

Sincerely, 



Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shofther, Wilson A (AI) Jr BG USARMY TRADOC ([IS) <wilson.a.shoffner.mil@mail.mil> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 6:03 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Peter Peets (peter@peterpeets.com) 

RE: at UNC next week (UNCLASSIFIED) 

Classification: UNCLASSWIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Coach, 

On 2vfonday, I am free at about 5:45 pm or anytime at’ter that 

- A1 

BG A1 Shuffner 
DCS, G-3/5/7 
HQs TRADOC 
Ofc: 757-501-5856 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Durrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson(~r)emaiI.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 2014 3:30 PM 
Tu: Shu[’lher, Wilsun A @1) Jr BG U SARMY TRAI)OC (US) 
Cc: Peter Peers (peter@peterpeets.com) 
Subject: RE: at UNC next week (UN(X~ASSIFIED) 

General, 

Monday evening wuuld be best fur me What time is goud for you? 

I [uok fi)rward tu our meeting. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Shuff’ner, \Vilsun A (AI) Jr BG US~k2P~MY TRADOC (US) 
[mailt u :wilsun a shuffher.mil@m all.mill 
Sent: Wednesday, @ril 02, 2014 11:31 ~,x~/i 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: at "LrNC next week (UNCLASSWIED) 

Classification: LrNCLASSWIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Coach, 

We corresponded a few weeks ago on our effort to expand oppott~mities for 
Women in the Army. Believe you reccntly met with my deputy, Dave Brinkley. 

I’ll be at UN-C Chapel Hill next week. If you’re around, wanted to see if we 
could find time to chat. Mon or Wed evening will probably work best for me. 

- A1 

BG A1 Shoffner 
DCS, G-3/5/7 
HQs TRADOC 
Ofc: 757-501-5856 

Classification: UNCLASSWIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Classification: UNCLASSWIED 
Caveats: NONE 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Young, Jaclyn <JaclynJoung@kenaJ~-flagler.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 8:17 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Corvey, Debra <Debr%Corvey@unc.edu> 

RE: Parldng Pass Request 

Good Morning Coach, 

Per Debra, here is the link to your parking permit for 4/8: -h-~#-i/j#-r--[Et-p-a--r---k-~-n-~g#--a--s-~s-.-~-c--~--[9j#-/--4--~g~[~g 

Thanks so much and have a great day! 

Best, 
Jaclyn Young 
Kenan Center Program Coordinator 
919-962-0228 

From: Corvey, Debra 
Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 2014 6:00 PM 
To: Kenan Mgmt 
Subject: Parking Pass Request 

Hi Glenn, 

Barry Roberts has several more guest speakers next week coming into his class. Would you send parking passes to them? Here is the info. I believe the undergrad 

class is from 12:00 - 2:20. 

Tuesday, April 8th: 

Arisen Dorrance 

anson@uncaa.unc~edu 

Thursday, April loth: 

K. Michael Munsch 

~nc.rr.com 

Thanks so much, and please let me know when the passes have been sent. 

Debra 

Debra Corvey-Area Assistant - Leadership Initiative/Strategy & Entrepreneurship 

UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School - Campus Box 3490 - McColl Building -Suite 4200 - 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 

Phone: (9~L9) 962-1312 - Fax: (919) 843-7986 - Debra_Corvey@unc.edu - www.kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders, Driving Results 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc,edu~ 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 9:38 AM 

FW: ACC Outdoor Track and Field Championship 

Anyone interested in helping out? Tshirt and free meal! 

-Tom 

From: Stewart, Robert House 
Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 2014 4:27 PM 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject: ACC Outdoor Track and Field Championship 

Good Afternoon - 

I hope that everyone is enjoying this amazing spring weather! As many of you know, we have the privilege of hosting the ACC Outdoor Track and Field 

Championship at Fetzer Field!Belk Track Thursday, April 17 through Saturday, April :19. 

This is one of the largest events that we have hosted with over :1,000 student-athletes, coaches and administrators from each of the :15 ACC institutions. We will 

essentially be using all of the Henry/Navy, Fetzer Field/Belk Track and Carmichael footprint to host this event. 

Due to the timing of this event on a holiday weekend with Good Friday and Easter weekend we are in short supply of volunteers. We’d like to ask if you are 

available and willing to please help us out in filling the following roles: 

.Thursday, April 17 

o Hurdle Crew - seeking 20 volunteers. Check-in will be at 4:15 p.m. and assuming all events are running on schedule volunteers should be done by 

approximately 5:45 p.m. 

[] Friday, April 18 (University holiday) 

o Hurdle Crew - seeking 20 volunteers. Check-in will be at 4:00 p.m. and assuming all events are running on schedule volunteers should be done by 

approximately 5:~I0 p.rn. 

[] Saturday, April 19 

o Hurdle Crew -seeking 15 volunteers. Check-in will be at 4:00 p.m. and assuming all events are running on schedule volunteers should be done by 

approximately 6:~30 p.m. 

o Lap Counters -seeking IS volunteers. Check-in will be at 6:00 p.m. and assuming all events are running on schedule volunteers should be done by 

approximately 7:~I0 p.m. 

*Meals and t-shirts will be provided to all volunteers. 

Please respond if you or anyone you know may be interested or have any questions in regards to helping us in a volunteer position at any point during this 

Championship. This will be a great opportunity to work something new and contribute to the success of our student-athletes. 

Thank you for your consideration and Go Heels! 

(on behalf of the entire Event Management team) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday. _ 10:11 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

.~live.unc.edu> 

~vmail.com: . @yahoo.corn; 

@gmail.com>         @yahoo.corn 

i i@live.unc.edu>; @gmaJl.com; 

.~gmail.com; ~rocketmaJl.com: ~unc.edu>; 

5@live.unc.edu>; 

Dorra~ce, Albert A IV <a~son@email.unc.edu:>; Duca:r, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>;      @aol.com;         ~msn.com; Jason Sisneros 
~glnail.com); Sander~ Thomas J <pacman@unc edu>; Bmakoski, Leann <bankosld@anc.edu>; Nick Johnson 

<nick@carolinaforkibera.ovg>; a@live.unc.edu> 

Kick for Kibera Clinic THIS SUNDAY 10-2! 

tli eveuone, 

First of all, I was so hapw that many of you were able to attend the film ~reening in February! Hopefully you were able to see how much CFK means to the kids of 

Kibera. 

Now it’s lime to gear up for the clinic on Sunday, fiom 10a-2p in the ’Fin Car~’Field Hoase! I hope all of you will be able to participate in the clinic this year and make it 

a great experience for the kids who have signed up! I will also be there to help out, along with some of the CFK sIaf£ 

Please arrive a little before 10am on Sunday. The tentative schednle is: 

10-10:t5am: Registration and warm-up 

10:15-t0:31:1: Introductions (CFK staff and soccer team) 

10:30-11:45ish: Stations 

11:45-12pm: Snack/Break time 

12-12:45/tish: locker room tour, raffle, autographs, etc. 

12:45/lish-2pm: Scrimmage and group photo 

Pleaae pass this info along to the rest of the girls!!t I look forwaacd k) seeing y’all on Sunday! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ally @aol,com> 

Thursday. April 3, 2014 11:05 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re:: survey 

Anson, 

emailed me, but I lost the email after I read it. So I’m 
responding through you. 

very kindly offered to put me up, or should I say ’put tap with 
me’ if I wished to return to Chapel Hill for a visit. Please tell her 
that I am very, grateful for her thoughtfulness, however, the difficulty, 
is that when I do have the money to visit the States, I have to visit 
my sisters One’s in NY. and ones currently in Florida. It would just 
be impossible to include Chapel Hill as well, not only financially, but 
especially time-wise. I spend eveW moment I can with my sisters. Eve~- 
minute with them is a blessing I was able to visit once before 
because my sister was driving my nephew home to Charleston in South 
Carolina, and as we were nearby, I was able to visit Chapel Hill with 
my nephew and sister in tow. Do you remember? I’ll never forget the 
look on yours and Dino’s faces I have a friend who left Scotland for 
a scholarship in Miami 12 years ago. She got married and stayed there. 
Even though my sister Helen moved frol;q Cape Cod to Tampa, I’ve never 
been able tu visit my friend in Miami, cos spending time with my sister 
is mute lmpurtant as I never knuw une year tu the next when I’m going 
tu see her again. It.just so happens that she is coming tu Scotland un 
12th May and then we are going un a camping trip tu the Western Isles 
offthe west coast uf Scutland.. The Outer Hebrides You shuuld 
google image Uig Sands on the Isle uf Lewis and Lusken~’re on the Isle 
of }fan-is They are astuunding, Caribean-like beaches. Don’t reckon the 
weather will be Caribean-like though! lul more like the Nurth Pole! lul 
Only joking, the weather there is nut too bad. In fact if we are 
lucky, it might just be ruasting. 

Once again, please tell      thank yuu su much fur the lovely offer. 
In return, I wuuld like to extend my huspitality to you and      and 
your family. I might just live in a small apartment, but I could uffer 
a few nights uf comfort were any ofyuu louking 12~r a pitstop whilst 
v~siung the U K. Man?’ Americans visit Lundon, and sadly du nut get the 
oppurtunity tu visit Scotland 

Maybe when (if) Scutland becomes independent, the citizens uf Scotland 
will becume rich frum their uil .just like the Kuwaitis, then I could 
buy an uld run-duwn castle and [’ix it up. ~I1qat *way I cuuid put up the 

whole team, former and current! 1ol 

Till then, adios, and Gud bless. 

Ally... Senga x 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@cmail.tmc.edu> 
To: ~aol.com> 
CC: ~aol.com> 
Scnt: Thu, 27 Mar 2014 20:47 
Subject: FW: re : survey 

Senga, 

Very f~my ... I love your answers!t! I hope you are doing xvell! ! 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Thttrsday, March 27, 2014 10:27 

To: Dot*ance, Albert A IV; @aol.com 
Subject: FW: re : survey 

From: Ally Allan [rnailto:       }aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 2014 10:08 PM 

To: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Re: re : survey 

Tom, 

That survey was murder. I ~vas unable to answer \IANY of the questions 
accurately because the options were too limited. For example, I HAD 10 



siblings to begin with although I now only have 6 because 4 died and 
the highest option to choose was 6, so I chose option 6 because it 
seemed the most accurate, but I also chose 6 because the options didn’t 
go an?’ higher. 

Whoever wrote the survey was not thinking outside the proverbial box. 
He or she had made a lot of assumptions .. or perhaps he or she had a 
particular, preconceived result in mind that does not cover the 
subjects of the survey accurately. I thought that at the end of the 
sm~’ey there would have been a space to add conm~ents or further inl’o, 

but there wasn’t. No worries. Not the end of the world.., well, at 
least not yet, but with the way the Russians are carrying on and planes 
disappearing and Scottish people all running around with one eye, in 
the land of the blind.., who knows what’s around the corner t Please say 
Hi to Anson and Dino for me. All the best, Ally 
Sent from my iPad 

On 26 Mar 2014, at 18:14, "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@anc.edu> wrote: 

I’ve been told to warn you that the sm~’ey may take a little ruore than 
a few minutes, so please allot some time for it. When I said ’quick’, I 
meant ’Tar Heel quick’, like "we’ll just make a quick stop for snacks 
on the ~vay to the airport" or "we’ll just do a few- quick sprints down 
the field for fitness" You guys know the lingo! 

-Toru 

Tom Sander 
Director of Operations 
Women’s Soccer 
University of Nolth Carolina 

w) 919-9624100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peter Peets <peter@peterpeets.com> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 11:14 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: at UNC next week (UNCLASSIFIED) - what about dimmer 

Do you want to do this over dinner instead? 

Peter Peets 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2014 10:03 AM 

To: Shotther, Wilson A (A1) Jr BG USAI:O~IY TRADOC (US) 
Cc: Peter Peets (peter@peterpeets.com) 
Subject: RE: at UNC ne,~ week (U2"qCLASSWIED) 

A1, 

5:45 will certainly work for me We have a conference room in Carmichael 
Auditorium (where Michael Jordan played his final game on campus). We cari 
meet there. I can have my POC (Peter Peets) meet your transportation and get 
you up here and take you back. 

All the best! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Shoffner, Wilson A (A[) Jr BG USARMY T[L~.D()C (US) 
[!n aiIto :wi lson.a, sho[’lher milk,mail anil] 
Sent: ~Ilaursday, April 03, 2014 6:03 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Peter Peers (peter@peterpeets corn) 

SubJect: RI~: at UNC next week (UNCLASSIFIF, D) 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NO Nt~; 

Coach, 

On Mnnday, I am li’ee at about 5:45 pm or anytime after that 

BG AI Shoffner 

DCS, G-3/5/7 

HQs TRADOC 

Ofc: 757-501-5856 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson(~email.m~c.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 2014 3:30 PM 

To: Shoffncr, Wilson A (A1) Jr BG USAR~MY TRADOC (US) 
Cc: Peter Peets (peter@peterpeets.com) 
Sul~iect: RE: at UNC next week (I~2qCLASSWIED) 

General, 

Monday evening would be best for rne. What time is good for you? 

I look forward to our nreeting. 

..... Original Message ..... 
Front: Shofiher, Wilson A (A1) Jr BG USARMY TRADOC (US) 
[mailt o :wilson.a. shofiher .rnil~mailaml] 
Sent: Wednesday, @ril 02, 2014 11:31 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: at LrNC next week (UNCLASSWIED) 

Classification: LrNCLASSWIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Coach, 

We corresponded a few weeks ago on our effort to expand opportunities fbr 
Women in the Arm?-. Believe you recently met ~vith my depu~, Dave Brinkley 

I’ll be at Ulk-C Chapel Hill next week If you’re around, ~vanted to see if we 
could find time to chat. Mon or Wed evening will probably work best for me. 

- A1 



BG AI Shoffner 
DCS, G-3/5/7 
HQs TRADOC 
Of c: 757-501-5856 

Classi:fication: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Classification: UNCLASSD’IED 
Caveats: NONE 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shofiher, Wilson A (AI) Jr BG USARMY TRADOC (US) <wilson.a.shoffner.mil@mail.mil> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 11:15 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Peter Peets (peter@peterpeets.com) 

RE: at UNC next week (UNCLASSIFIED) 

Classification: IJNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Coach, 

Sounds good rll be at the Rizzo Conference Center all next week. Not 
familiar with the UNC campus but assume it’s not too far 

Appreciate the offer for Peter tu pick me up; that will save time 

A[ 

BG AI Shoffner 
DCS, G-3/5/7 
HQs TRADOC 
Of c: 757-501-5856 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dorrance, AlbertA IV [mailtu:ansun(~email unc.edu] 
Sent: ~[lqursday, April 03, 2014 10:03 AM 
To: Shuf[her, Wilson A (AI) Jr BG USARMY T[L~D()C (US) 
Cc: Peter Peers (peter@peterpeets cure) 

SubJect: RE: at UNC next week (UNCLASSIFIED) 

5:45 will certainly wurk for me. We have a conference roum in Carmichael 
Auditurium (where Mrchael Jurdan played his final game on campus). We can 
meet there I can have my POC (Peter Peers) meet yuur transportation and get 
you up here and take you back. 

All the best! 

..... Original Message ..... 
Front: Shoflher, Wilson A (A1) Jr BG USAILMY TRADOC (US) 
[mailt o :wilson.a. shofIher .rail,@mailanil] 
Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2014 6:03 ~a&~i 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Peter Peets (peter@peterpeets.com) 
Sul~iect: RE: at UNC next week (U2qCLASSW]ED) 

Classification: UNCLASS]FIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Coach, 

On Monday, I ara free at about 5:45 pm or anytime after that. 

- A1 

BG A1 Shoffner 
DCS, G-3/5/7 
HQs TRADOC 
Ofc: 757-501-5856 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 2014 3:30 PM 

To: Shofther, Wilson A (A1) Jr BG USAPJ~’IY TRADOC (US) 
Cc: Peter Peets (peter@peterpeets.com) 
Subject: RE: at UNC next week (U2"qCLASSIFIED) 

General, 

Monday evening would be best f,ar me What time is good for you? 

I look forward to our meeting. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Shoffher, Wilson A (A1) Jr BG USAPJ~’IY TRADOC (US) 
[mailto:wilson a shofther.mil@mail.rml] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 2014 11:31 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albeit A IV 
Sulzject: at UNC next week (UN-CLASSWIED) 



Classi:[ication: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: 

Coach, 

We corresponded a :[’ew weeks ago on our elti)rt to expand opportunities 
Women in the Army Believe you recently met with my deputy, Dave Brinkley. 

I’ll be at UNC Chapel Hill next week. If you’re around, wanted to see if we 
could find time to chat. Mon or Wed evening will probably work best for me. 

- A1 

BG A1 Shoffner 
DCS, G-3/5/7 
HQs TRADOC 
Ofc: 757-501-5856 

Classification: LrNCLASSWIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Classification: UNCLASSWIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Classification: LrNCLASSWIED 
Caveats: NONE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gregg Jacobs <gregg.jacobs@sportsboard-mn.com> 

Thursday. April 3, 2014 11:41 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ma~lou McFarlane <marilou.mcthrlane@sportsboaxd- win.com> 

NCGSC/Advisor Ne:~ Steps 

Hi, Anson 

How are you? I hope is doing ok. 

is killing it for us, which I thought you’d want to know. VeW happy to have her on board! 

Regarding camps, ~ve really need Jason to engage with Cal Kelmedy, one of camps specialists, to get this setup We know Jason is running all over...is there a way you can prioritize this 
higher for him? 

I’d also like tu hup un a call with you to discuss next steps regarding things you can help us with as an Advisop)~; what times work for you over the next week or so? 

Thanks! 

Best regards, 

Gregg Jacobs 
Fuunder/CEO 
SpurtsBoard 

f: 415 532 3234 
http ://www.spor tsboard-win corn 

Mobile Player Assessment Solutions 

Fulluw us on Facebook and Twitter! 

NOTICE OF CONFII)ENTIALITY: 

This e-mail, and any attachments thereto, is intended unly for use by the addressee(s) named herein and may cuntain confidentia] infurmation, lega]ly privileged informatiun and attorney 
c]ient work pruduct. Ifyuu are not the intended recipient uf this e-mail, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distributiun ur copying of this e-mail, and any attachments theretu, is 
strictly pruhibited. If you have received this e-mail in errur please immediately nutff~y me by e-mail ur telephune and permanent]y delete the uriginal and any copy of any e-mail and printuut 
thereof Thank yuu fur your couperation with respect to this matter. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TONY YOUNT @gmail.com> 

Thursday, 1:11 PM 

Timmennans, Tom <timmermaJ~s@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga]lo@unc.edu> 

Re: 

Gentlemen 

I jns~ heard from Dean Welbom who had a conversation with Dean May’ concerning 

referenced below that she will indeed graduate fi~om the UniversiF. So good luck on the exam. 

Tony 

The word from Dean May is that if passes the test 

at 11:21 AM, TONY YOUNT ¯ ~mail.com> wrote: 

Gentlemer~ 

Asst DeaJ~ Spencer Welborn is checking with Dr. May to verify the inforniation 
with me and I will pass it on as to the exact gradnation status for 

sh~xed. When he hears back from her, he will sha~:e the mt’onnation 

Tony 

On at 10:55 AM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 

I will absolutely. 

On Wed, at 10:54 AM, Ti~nmennans, Tom <limme~maJ~s(~?unc.edu> wrote: 

Please keep me up ~o date in regards to the outstanding fee, The athletics department paid $2000 towards d~e class your dropped and 

if the tuition and fees and returned would like that back. 

Thanks! 

Tom 

From: [mailto _~gmail.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:47 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Cc: Timmernmns, Tom; Smader. Thomas J; TONY YOUNT 
Subject: Re: 

b)gmaJl.com) 

Hello All- 

Just to cla~fy, what I have been told by Dr. May is tl~at an old AFAM course I took was deemed "taught inappropriately" by an external 

auditor. All those who have not graduated must either retake the course entirely or I was given the option to take an exam covering my 

knowledge of the course. I chose to take the exam which I have now and have one week to complete and send back to her. I have been 

pl~omised that this is my last requirement to graduate. 

Regarding the outstanding fee: before I was told about the retaking of this AFAIVl exam, I was mistakingly told that I needed to take 

another course (any course) to graduate. I signed up online and dropped it as soon as I realized I did not think I needed this course which 

turned out to be correct. I have asked Dr. May to help me get rid of this balance. 

Let me know if you need anything more on my end. I appreciate all who are helping. 

Speak soon, 

On Wed, at 10:35 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <m~son~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tom Ihnmemm~s’T m}, 



graduale (according ~o Dr May) if she passes an AIAM class she ~ook m tha~ was %ompr;~mi:~d’. She ~akes ff~e exam to get 

credit tbr ~hal cle~s this Monday. 

I)o you gays mind checking oa ~is tbr me. I woaM love t~ help      but I am sot cons inced Dr May is co~rect and [ do not want 

to get her hot-~s up. It ~ ~u~ds like the LJais ersib, will pay fbr her course TO Gl{~’d)! ]AT’~. 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Se~t: Tuesday, 3:4.6 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas 
Subject: 

Anson a~d Tom, 

I will mn it up the flag pole. Just as an FYI she has an outsta~ding balance of $736.12 related to the summer school class she took last 
yem that will need to be paid off before she could register for the upco,ning sum,ner. 

Tom Timmennans I Associate Director of Compliance/Monitoring i Unive~ib, of North CaoAina 

Office 919.962.7851 iCell Fax 919.962.6002 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 2:21 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Kick for Kibera Clinic THIS SUNDAY 10-2! 

Thmiks, Ans. I appreciate you supporting the clinic, as always! 

We were psyched to have so many girls come to the screening and are looking folavard to Sunday. 

Glad the spring season is going well! 

O11 at 10:34 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 
This is a tr,:_~[~’~endous caus,-:~ i~nd one we have supported from the beg~m~ng My [.eadersh[p Council plei~se take over and run this thit~g wK:h 
er~thusiasm ~nd passion ~ike pros. : contku~es to show her "core 
values" by still being s driving [:orce. We can s~l learn something from her example. 
This has been a gresL spring ~n so many respects (oR the fiek~, in the classr’oom), let’s aiways be s psr’L o[: serving our’ communities and the woHd when 
we can~ 
F~m: [E)~J_t~ ~_g_~N~_~_E~] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:11 AN 
To: @gmail.com; @gmail.com; 

@rocketmaiLcom; ...... @ymaLcom; @vahoo.com; ~@yahoo.com 
Ce~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N; Ducat, Chris; ........... :~_~b_~9_~; : ................... @E)~_~_~_~E); ~ason Sisneros _@_g_~_@Jb_~9_tg); Sander, Thomas ~; Bankoski, Leann; 
Nick ~ohnson; 
Su~je~t~ Kick for KJbera Clinic THIS SUNDAY 10-2[ 
Hi eye,one, 
Firs~ of all, I ws so happy ~at ~nany of you were able to a~end the film screemng in Febma~ Hopefully you were able to ~e how much CFK means to 

the ~ds of Kibera. 
Now i~s time to gear up ~br the clinic on Sunday, ~om 10a-2p in the Tin Can/Field Housd I hope all of you will be able to p~Jcipate in the clinic ~is 
year and m~ke it a great experience for ~e ~ds who have signed up~ I will also ~ there to help out, along with some of the CFK 
Please anive a li~le ~fore 10ran on Snnday. The tentative schedule is: 
~ 0-~ 0:~ ~am: Registration and warm-up 
~0:~40:~0: Introductions (CFK staff and soccer team) 
~ 0:~04 t :4~Jsh: Stations 
~ ~ :4~42pro: Snack/Break time 
~2-~2:4g/~ Jsh: locker room tour, raffle, autographs, etc. 
~ 2:4~/~ ish-2pm: Scrimmage and group photo 

Please pass this info along to the rest of the girls!!! I look forward to seeing y’all on Sunday’, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gregg Jacobs <gregg.jacobs@sportsboard-mn.com> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 2:50 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ma~lou McFarlane <marilou.mcthrlane@sportsboaxd-win.com>; Cal Kennedy <cal.kennedy@sportsboa~cd-mn.com:~ 

Re: Glad     is killing it! 

How abont Tues at 1130 EST? Can you bring Jason on the call as well so can kill both things on the same call? If so, we will bring Cal as ~vell. 

On Apr 3, 2014, at 10:55 AM. "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email uric edu> wrote: 

> He has a family to support and we do not pay him much, so I give him every paying opportuni~z I have. His priori~z is to MAKE $ to stu-.zive. 
> 
> Simply put: he jumps on prc~jects as they come to pay the bills I]k,fMEDIATEI.Y His is not putting money away in a stock portfolio for retirement, tJe needs $ NOW for rent, food, clothing. 
> 

> As soon as the wolves leave his door he will crank fi~r you. He is a very hard worker and he is very smart 
> 

> Starting next week I will have more and more time available ... I would love to connect!! Monday/Tuesday mid morning will probably work best 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Gregg Jacobs [mailto:gre~ iacobs(@sportsboard-win.com] 
> Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2014 11:41 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Cc: Marilou McFarlane 
> Subject: NCGSC/Advisor Next Steps 
> 

> Hi, Anson 
> 

> How are you? I hope is doing ok. 
> 
> is killing it for us, which I thought you’d want to know. Very happy to have her on boardt 
> 

> Regarding camps, we really need Jason to engage with Cal Kennedy, one of camps specialists, to get this setup. We know Jason is running all over ...is there a way you can prioritize this 
higher for him? 
> 

> I’d also like to hop on a call with you to discuss next steps regarding things you can help us with as an Advisor),; what times work for you nver the next week or so? 
> 
> Thanks t 
> 

> Best regards, 
> 

> Gregg Jacobs 
> Founder/CEO 
> SportsBoard 
> 

> £ 415 532 3234 
> http:i/www.sportsboard-win.com 
> 

> Mobile Player Assessment Solutions 
> 

> Follow us on Facebook and Twitter t 
> 

> NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIALITY: 
> 

> This e-mail, and any attachraents thereto, is intended only- for use by the addressee(s) named herein and may contain cotffidential information, legally privileged information and attorney 
client work product. If you are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, you are hereby notified that an?" dissemination, distribution or copying of this e-mail, and any attacktments thereto, is 
strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error please inm~ediately notit}" me by e-mail or telephone and permanently delete the original and any copy of any e-mail and printout 
thereof. Thank you for your cooperation with respect to this matter. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 3:03 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris -~ducar@~mc.edu-~ 

48 UNC Rhodes Scholars 

UNC has 48 Rhodes Scholars and ranks :Ist in public universities for most Rhodes Scholars since J.987 

Here’s the list of all 48 (and what they’re up to now): http:/ialumni.unc.eduiarticle.aspx?sid=3326 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~*: 

~live.unc.edt~- 

Thursday°            4:28 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc edu> 

UNC is the best value 

Kiplinger (h~m too~ colle e TO14-SOO~l.-ki~er-s-best-values-in-~?utm source=Twitter&utm medium=social% 

2B&utm can~) has UNC ranked as the #1 school for value in the country. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday,, 5:01 PM 

Do you have "grit" .... flaat elixir flaat will be the rea~n you utJmately succeed or not? 

Ladies, 

When you have a minute read this: http:!iwwwmytimes~com~ ’opinion!sunday!what-drives-success~html? r=O 

This is quite powerful. What I like most about it is, it is telling us we control our fate. That with "grit" and choosing three qualities, we can do anything we want. 

And honestly, seeing the way some of you have improved this winter/spring, I am seeing wonderful proof of all of this. 

Now, this is quite long. So to read this you are going to need to have one of the three qualities this article says you must have to make it: "impulse 

control" (delayed gratification). And because I know people do "what you inspect, not what you expect" I will be having a brief conversation with you on the way 

to W!S this weekend to see if you have read this and you understand iL I want you guys to be "world beaters"; and not just in soccer~ For those of you who don’t 

make the trip, find me in my office next week and we will discuss it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peter Peets <peter@peterpeets.com> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 5:13 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

TRADOC Meeting w/Shotther on Monday - what about Gem.~ Bell? 

Also - what about Gerl~- Bell? 

Peter Peets 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2014 1:45 PM 
To: Peter Peets 
Subject: RE: at UNC next week (I_,2"4CLASSWIED) - what about dinner 

Sure ... ask him it’that is OK and what his favorite cuisine is .. my 
treat’.! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Peter Peets [mailto:peter@peterpeets corn] 
Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2014 11:14 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albeit A IV 
SubJect: RE: at UNC next week (UNCLASSIFIED) - what about dinner 

Do you want to do this over dinner instead? 

Peter Peets 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson(~email unc.edu] 
Sent: ~Ihursday, April 03, 2014 10:03 AM 
To: Shoffher, Wilson A (AI) Jr BG USARMY T[~.DOC (US) 
Cc: Peter Peers (peter@peterpeets corn) 

SubJect: RE: at UNC next week (UNCLASSIFIED) 

5:45 wit[ certainly work for me. We have a conference room in Carmichael 
Auditorium (where Mrchael Jordan played his final game on campus). We can 
meet there I can have my POC (Peter Peers) meet your transportation and get 
you up here and take you back. 

All the best! 

..... Original Message ..... 
Front: Shoflher, Wilson A (A1) Jr BG USARMY TRADOC (US) 
[mailt o :wilson.a. shoflher .rrlil,@mail.trfil] 
Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2014 6:03 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Peter Peets (peter@peterpeets.com) 
Sul~iect: RE: at UNC next week (U2"qCLASSD’IED) 

Classification: UNCLASSD’IED 
Caveats: NONE 

Coach, 

On Monday, I am free at about 5:45 pm or anytime after that. 

- A1 

BG A1 Shoffner 
DCS, G-3/5/7 
HQs TRADOC 
Ofc: 757-501-5856 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 2014 3:30 PM 

To: Shotther, Wilson A (A1) Jr BG USAPd~IY TRADOC (US) 
Cc: Peter Peets (peter@peterpeets.com) 
Subject: RE: at UNC next week (U2"qCLASSWIED) 

General, 

Monday evening would be best for me What time is good for you? 

I look forward to our meeting. 



..... Original Message ..... 
From: Shoffner, Wilson A (AI) Jr BG USARMY T[L~.D()C (US) 
[m ai[to :wi lson.a, sho[~lher milk,mail anil] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 2014 11:31 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: at UNC next week (UNC[~ASSW[ED) 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Coach, 

We corresponded a few weeks ago on ottr effort to expand opportunities for 
Women in the Array. Believe you recently met with ray depu~’, Dave Brinkley. 

I’ll be at UNC Chapel Hill next xveek. If you’re around, wanted to see if we 
could find time to chat. )�Ion or Wed evening will probably work best for me. 

- A1 

BG A1 Shoffncr 
DCS, G-3/5/7 
HQs TRADOC 
Ofc: 757-501-5856 

Classification: UNCLASS]FIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Classification: UNCLASS]FIED 
Caveats: NONE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~chapelhillrestaurantgroup.com> 

Thursday, _ 5:22 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Do you have "grit" .... that elixir that will be the reason you utimately succeed or not? 

this is a great one! 

~ww.4’[’lwes~ corn 

w~w squ i d s re~a u ra n~ co m 

www.~aqe~oadqrill corn 
www.519wesk.cor~ 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mail~:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday,. 5:01 PN 
Te= Undisclosed recipienN 
Subject= Do you have "grit" .... that elixir that will be the reason you utimately succeed or not? 

Ladies, 

When you have a minute read this: h[tp:i!www.ny[#~es.com/2014iO1/26!opin~on/sundayiwhat-drNes-success.html? r=~ 

This is quite powerful. What I like most about it is, it is telling us we control our fate. That with "grit" and choosing three qualities, we can do anything we want. 

And honestly, seeing the way some of you have improved this winter/spring, I am seeing wonderful proof of all of this. 

Now, this is quite long. So to read this you are going to need to have one of the three qualities this article says you must have to make it: "impulse 

control" (delayed gratification). And because I know people do "what you inspect, not what you expect" I will be having a brief conversation with you on the way 

to W/S this weekend to see if you have read tNs and you understand ~t. I want you guys to be "world beaters"; and not just in soccer. For those of you who don’t 

make the trip, find me in my office next week and we will discuss it. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gregg Jacobs <gregg.jacobs@sportsboard-win.com> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 5:43 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Glad is killing it! 

How about you and I talk alone at 1030EST Monday? ;Vhat’s the best way for us to schedule time with Jason? 

On Apr 3, 2014, at 2:21 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email unc edu> ~vrote: 

> I have to speak at 12:30 ... how long are we going to be on the phone? And can I be on the phone for 5 minutes and then leave Jason on it the rest of the way? 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Gregg Jacobs [mailto:gregg.jacobs@sportsboard-win.com] 
> Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2014 2:50 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Cc: Marilou McFarlane; Cal Kemaedy 
> Subject: Re: Glad is killing it! 
> 

> How about Tues at 1130 EST? Can you bring Jason on the call as well so can kill both things on the same call? If so, we will bring Cal as well 
> 

> On Apr 3, 2014, at 10:55 AM, "Dorrance, Albeit A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Greg, 
>> 
>> He has a family to support and we do not pay him much, so I give him every paying opportunity I have. His priority is to MAKE $ to survive. 
>> 

>> Simply put: he jumps on projects as the?’ come to pay the bills IMMt~;DIATEI~Y. His is not putting money away in a stock porifolio :[’or retirement. He needs $ NOW for rent, ~2~od, 
clothing. 
>> 

>> As soon as the wolves leave his door he will crank for you. He is a very hard worker and he is very smart 
>> 

>> Starting next week I will have more and more time available .... I would love to cormectt t Mi~nday/Tuesday mid morning will probably work best 
>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> From: Gregg Jacobs [mailto:~re~.iacobs(~sportsboard-win.com] 
>> Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2014 11:41 AM 
>> To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
>> Cc: Marilou McFarlane 
>> Subject: NCGSC/Advisor Next Steps 
>> 

>> Hi, Anson 
>> 

>> How are you? I hope is doing ok. 
>> 

>> is killing it for us, which I thought you’d want to know. Very happy to have her on board! 
>> 

>> Regarding camps, we really need Jason to engage with Ca[ Kennedy, one of camps specialists, to get this setup. We know Jason is running all over...is there a way you can prioritize this 
h~gher for him’? 
>> 

>> I’d also like to hop on a call with you to discuss next steps regarding things you can help us w-ith as an AdvisolN; what times w-ork for you over the next week or so’.’ 
>> 

>> Thaakst 
>> 

>> Best regards, 
>> 

>> Gregg Jacobs 
>> FounderiCEO 
>> SportsBoard 

>>£ 415 532 3234 
>> http://~vw~v.sportsboard-win.com 
>> 

>> Mobile Player Assessment Solutions 
>> 

>> Follow- us on Facebook and Twittert 
>> 

>> NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIALITY: 
>> 

>> This e-mail, and any attactwrlcnts thereto, is intended only- for use by the addressee(s) named herein and may contain confidential information, legally privileged irfformation and attorney 
client work product. If you are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this e-mail, and any attactlments thereto, is 
strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error please irmnediately notify me by e-mail or telephone and permanently delete the original and ant" copy of any e-mail and printout 
thereof. Thank you for your cooperation with respect to this matter. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu; 

Thursday, 5:59 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Networking event tbr student-athletes -- nominations reqnested 

Anson! 
would love to do this if that is alright! Thanks so much! 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 5:44 PM 

To: ~gmail.com; @comcast.net; .~gmail.com; 

~hotmail.com 

Subject: FW: Networking event for student-athletes -- nominations requested 

Anyone interested? This could be gig for you. 

From: Gelin, Dana E 
Sent: Thursday,            3:39 PM 
Te: UNCAA-Head Coaches; Williams, Andre; Sander, Thomas 3; Barnes, Philip E; Adams, Cladssa; Hoots, Eric N 

Co: Lane, Cricket; kim@ramsdub,com; Williams, Bti~ 
Subject: Neg~¢orking event for student-athletes -- nominatbns requested 

Hi all, 
For several years, we’ve talked about wanting to come up with ways to give our student-athletes the opportunity to network more with Rams Club members who could provide 

them with valuable career advice and connections. An outstanding option for doing that has arisen and we hope you’ll help us target students who would benefit most from the 
experience. 

On April ~, following their spring meeting, members of the Rams Club Board of Directors will attend a one-hour networking reception, from 5-6 p.m. We would like to select 30-40 

student-athletes to participate in this event. It should be a valuable hour for any student-athlete, but particularly for seniors who are still looking for jobs and/or trying to figure out 

what they want to do after graduation. 

At your earliest convenience (by Monday at the latest), please send me the names of two or three members of your team that you would like to nominate to attend this reception. 

Feel free to talk to your student-athletes to see whether they’re able to attend and are interested in doing so before you forward their names to me. As soon as I hear from you, I 

will reach out to them with more information. Again, the event is April Ii (a Friday) from 5-6 p.m. 

If you have any questions or comments, please let me know. Thanks very much for your help in targeting the student-athletes who will benefit most from this opportunity, and I 

look forward to hearing back from you with your nominations. 

Best, 
Dana 

Dono Gelin. Universify of North Corolino 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu~; 

Thursday, ~           6:02 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Do you have "grit" .... that elixir that will be the reason you ufimately succeed or not? 

Fantastic email .... 

Carlos Somoano 

UNC Soccer 

On at 5:01 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ar~son(&email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

When you have a minute read this: ._h__t__t_p__;i_/____w____w___w_.:__n__y___t_!__m___9_s_.__c___o___m__.~ .-~--p--~.-n-.[-~-n-~--s--u-.-n-.-d-.-a--y~--w-h-.-a--t--~.-d--r-!.-v-e--s--Ls--u-.-c--c-.~:.b.~.~!~-[.~ 

This is quite powerful. What I like most about it is, it is telling us we control our fate. That with "grit" and choosing three qualities, we can do anything 

we want. And honestly, seeing the way some of you have improved this winter,/spring, ~ am seeing wonderful proof of a~l of this. 

Now, this is quite long. So to read this you are going to need to have one of the three qualities this article says you must have to make it: "impulse 

control" (delayed gratification). And because I know people do "what you inspect, not what you expect" I will be having a brief conversation with you 

on the way to W/S this weekend to see if you have read this and you understand it. I want you guys to be "world beaters"; and not just in soccer. For 

those of you who don’t make the trip, find me in my office next week and we will discuss it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:17 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Networking event for student-athletes -- nominations requested 

Hi 

I will put you on the list[ I’ll send more into next week, but the basics are: Next Friday, 

More details to follow soon. Glad you can come -- I think it’s going to be a great opportunity! 

Best, 

Dana 

5-6 p.m. In the Pope Boxat Kenan Stadium. 

Dana Gelin ¯ University of North Carolina 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday,            6:28 PM 

To: Dana Gelin <._d_g_e_!_L_n____@____u___n__c__.__e___d___u_> 

Subject: FW: Networking event for student-athletes -- nominations requested 

I would like to nominate What does she need to do and where will it be hosted? 

From: 
Sent-" Thursday, 5:59 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject-" RE: Networking event for student-athletes -- nominations requested 

Anson! 

I would love to do this ifthatis alright! Thanks so much! 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 5:44 PM 

To: @gmail.com; ~)comcast,net; ~gmail.com; 

~hotmaikcom 

Subject: FW: Networking event for student-athletes -- nominations requested 

Anyone interested? This could be ~G for you. 

Fro~: Gelin, Dana E 

Se~ Thursday,            3:39 PM 

T~ UNC~-Head Coaches; Williams, Andre~ Sander, ~omas ~; B~rnes, Philip E; Adams, Cladssa; Hoots, Eric M 

¢e~ Lane, Cdcket; k~m@ramsdub.com; Williams, 

~bje~t~ Ne~orking event for student-athletes -- nominations requested 

Hi all, 

For several years, we’ve talked about wanting to come up with ways to give our student-athletes the opportunky to network more with Rams Club members who could provide 

them with valuable career advice and connections. An outstanding option for doing that has arisen and we hope you’ll help us target students who would benefit most from the 

experience. 

On April 11, following their spring meeting, members of the Rams Club Board of D~rectors will attend a one-hour networking reception, from 5-6 p.m. We would like to select 30- 

40 student-athletes to participate in this event. It should be a valuable hour for any student-athlete, but particularly for seniors who are still looking for jobs and/or trying to figure 

out what they want to do after graduation. 

At your earliest convenience (by Monday at the latest), please send me the names of two or three members of your team that you would like to nominate to attend this reception. 

Feel free to talk to your student-athletes to see whether they’re able to attend and are interested in doing so before you forward their names to me. As soon as I hear from you, I 

will reach out to them with more information. Again, the event is April 11 {a Friday) from 5-6 p.m. 

If you have any questions or comments, please let me know. Thanks very much for your help in targeting the student-athletes who will benefit most from this opportunity, and I 

look forward to hearing back from you with your nominations. 

Best, 

Dana 

D~no Gelin ¯ University of Nodh C~rolin~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu; 

Thursday, ~ 7:26 PM 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@ema~J.unc.edu> 

Re: Networking event tbr student-athletes -- nominations requested 

Dana, 
Thank yon ve~ much! I look forward to it. 

On at 7:17 PM, "Gelin, Dana E" <dgelin@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I will put you on the list! I’ll send more into next weelc~ but the basics are: Next Friday, 

More details to follow soon. Glad you can come I think it’s going to be a great oppoltunity! 

Best. 
Dana 

,5-6 p.m. In the Pope Box at Kenan Stadium. 

Dana Gelin ¯ University of North Carolina 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday,            6:28 PM 

To: Dana Gelin <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Networking event for student-athletes -- nominations requested 

t would lille to nomina~:e What: does she need ~:o do and where will i~: be hosted? 

Sent: Thursday, 5:59 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Networking event for student-athletes -- nominations requested 

Anson! 

I would love to do this ifthatis alri~ht! Thanks so much! 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 5:44 PM 

To: ..~gma!!.com~ pcomca st.n et; ~gm ai!.com~ 

.bhotmail.com 

Subject: FW: Networking event for student-athletes -- nominations requested 

Anyone im:erested? TMs could be BIG ~or you. 

F~: Gelin, Dana E 
Sent= Thursday,            3:39 PN 
To= UNC~-Head Coaches; W~l~ams, Andre; Sander, Thomas 3; Barnes, PNlip E; Adams, Clarissa; Hoo~s, Eric N 

¢e= Lane, Cricke[; kim@ramsclub.com; Williams, Bri~a 
S~bjeet: Ne~vork~ng event for student-athle~s -- norninatbns requested 

Hi all, 
For several years, we’ve talked about wanting to come up with ways to give our student-athletes the opportunity to network more with Rams Club members who 

could provide them with valuable career advice and connections. An outstanding option for doing that has arisen and we hope you’ll help us target students who 

would benefit most from the experience. 

On April 11, following their spring meeting, members of the Rams Club Board of Directors will attend a one-hour networking reception, from 5-6 p.m. We would like 

to select 30-40 student-athletes to participate in this event. It should be a valuable hour for any student-athlete, but particularly for seniors who are still looking for 
jobs and/or trying to figure out what they want to do after graduation. 

At your earliest convenience (by Monday at the latest), please send me the names of two or three members of your team that you would like to nominate to attend 

this reception. Feel free to talk to your student-athletes to see whether they’re able to attend and are interested in doing so before you forward their names to me. 

As soon as I hear from you, I will reach out to them with more information. Again, the event is April 11 (a Friday) from 5-6 p.m. 

If you have any questions or comments, please let me know. Thanks very much for your help in targeting the student-athletes who will benefit most from this 

opportunity, and I look forward to hearing back from you with your nominations. 

Best, 

Dana 
D~n~ Gelin ¯ Universify of Norfh C~rolin~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com] 

12:02:05 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Albert A Dorrance IV (anson)] 

Arsenal vs. Chelsea 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Hi Anson! 
How are you? 
Here’s my report for the Arsenal vs. Chelsea game: 
Arsenal have up the ball constantly! They couldn’t keep it. Which resulted in them losing 
6-0. They were defending very poorly and Gibbs received a red card early in the first 
half so that didn’t help. Chelsea had some very good movements band attack. Their first 
goal came from a counter-attack. Eto’o was very smooth on the ball, he cut it back and 
got his shot off quickly and placed it low far post. Their next goal came from a counter 
attack as well. The third was a PK, because of a hand ball in the box. My favorite goal 
Chelsea scored was probably the 5th goal. Oscar won the ball outside the box, turned and 
struck it low hard to the far post. It was a very good strike!! The 6th goal taught me a 
lot about how making sneaky runs can pay off. Saleh made a sneaky run and darted in 
behind when the ball was played up and over the defense and the Arsenal defense couldn’t 
catch up. 
Most of the goals were off of Arsenal mistakes. Arsenal had some chances and created some 
opportunities but didn’t take advantage of them and their errors outweighed the good. 
Here is a picture of my notes: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gregg Jacobs <gregg.jacobs@sportsboard-win.com> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 9:45 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Glad is killing it! 

perfect! 

On Apr 3, 2014, at 3:02 PiVl, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email unc edu> ~vrote: 

> 10:30 IVlon is fine with me and 11:30 Tuesday with me and Jason is fine also as long as I am on the call for 5 min or less .... 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Gregg Jacobs [mailto:gregg.jacobs@sportsboard-win.com] 
> Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2014 5:43 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Re: Glad~ is killing it! 
> 

> How about you and I talk alone at 1030EST Monday? VVhat’s the best way for us to schedule time ~vith Jason? 
> 

> On Apr 3, 2014, at 2:21 P\{, "DolTance, Albert A IV" <ansun@email.tmc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> I have to speak at 12:30 ... how long are we going to be on the phone? And can I be on the phone tbr 5 minutes and then leave Jason on it the rest of the way? 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Gregg Jacobs [mailto:~re~.jacobs(~sportsboard-win.com] 
>> Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2014 2:50 PM 
>> To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
>> Cc: Marilou McFarlane; Cal Kennedy 
>> Subject: Re: Glad is killing it! 
>> 

>> How about Tues at 1130 EST? Can you bring Jason on the call as well so can kill both things on the same call? If so, we will bring Cal as well. 
>> 

>> On Apr 3, 2014, at ] 0:55 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email uric edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Greg, 
>>> 

>>> He has a family to support and we do not pay him much, so ! give him every paying opportuni~ ! have His priorib" is to MAKE $ to survive. 
>>> 

>>> Simply put: he jumps on projects as they come to pay the bills ]E’fMEDIATf~;LY His is not putting money away in a stock portfolio for retirement He needs $ NOW for rent, food, 
clothing. 

>>> As soon as the wolves leave his door he will crank for you. He is a very hard worker and he is very smart. 

>>> Starting next week I will have more and more time available .. I would love to connect!! Monday/Tuesday mid morning will probably work best. 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: @egg Jacobs [mailto:gregg.jacobs@sportsboard-win.com] 
>>> Sent: ~fhursday, April 03, 2014 11:41 AM 
>>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>>> Cc: Marilou McFarlane 
>>> Subject: NCGSC/Advisor Next Steps 

>>> Hi, Anson. 

>>> How are you? I hope is doing ok. 

>>> is killing it for us, which I thought you’d want to know. Very- happy to have her on board! 

>>> Regarding camps, we really- need Jason to engage with Cal Kennedy, one of camps specialists, to get this setup. We know Jason is running all over....is there a way you can prioritize 
this higher for him? 

>>> I’d also like to hop on a call with you to discuss next steps regarding things you can help us with as an Advisory-; what times work for you over the next week or so? 

>>> Thankst 

>>> Best regards, 

>>> Gregg Jacobs 
>>> Fo~der/CEO 
>>> SportsBoard 

>>> f: 415 532 3234 
>>> http ://www. sportsboard-win.coin 

>>> Mobile Player Assessment Solutions 

>>> Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! 

>>> NOTICE OF CONFIDEik~fIALITY: 

>>> This e-mail, and any attacl~ments thereto, is intended only for use by the addressee(s) named herein and may contain COlffidential information, legally privileged infbrmation and 
attorney client work product If you are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this e-mail, and any attachments 
thereto, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error please immediately notit},’ me by e-mail or telephone and permanently delete the original and any copy of an), e-mail and 
printout thereof Thank you for your cooperation with respect to this matter 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott ~Vollaffton @gmail.com> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 10:07 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu-~; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Charles Chugger Adair ~adair@vt.edu-~; Erin 

Lycan <lycan@t.edu>; Miller, Greg S <gmiller@athle’fcs.pitt.edu> 

Southern Soccer Showcase Reminder 

Hi Coaches: 

We’re looking folavard to hosting your games on Saturday at BB&T Soccer Park. Just a few last minute details: 

1. The games roll be on Stadium Field 1.35 mim~te halves. Schedule reminder below. 

UNC Chapel ttill v VA Tech at 11:00am 

VA Tech v Pitt at 12:30pm 

Pittv UNC Chapel Hill at 2:00pm 

2. We have the Mercedes Benz college VIP tent set up above the Stadium Field. We roll have snacks and a few drinks for UNC Chapel Hill after the 11:00 game in 

the tent. We roll have VA Tech’s lunch in the tent after the 12:30 game. And we will have lunch for UNC Chapel Hill and Pitt in the tent after the 2:00 game. 

3. We will have your official Southern Soccer Showcase tshirts for your players in the tent after your games as well. 

4. Please remember that we do have large bathrooms, but no official "Locker Rooms". 

5. You guys can communicate on jersey colors that you roll wear. 

6. Van and Bus Parking will be in tile upper Proking Lot A by the BB&T Soccer Park Field House. 

I roll be your point of contacL but Sarah Henson will be assisting as well, in case you need anMhing. If you have any questions, please feel flee to call my cell at 

Thanks so much, 

Scott 

Scott T. Wollaston 

Executive Direck~r: Twin CiF Youth Soccer Association 
wv~v.twincitvsoccer.com 

Manager: Wins~n- Salem SoccerPlex 

www.wssoccerplex.com 

Manager: SoccerOP Management, LLC 

www.soccerop.com 
Email: swollas~n(~gmail.com 

Winston Salem SoccerPlex Office: (336) 896-0383 

BB&T Soccer Park Office: (336) 998-4277 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Nelson <s~teve@eipisystems.com> 

Friday’, April 4, 2014 12:48 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@email.unc.edu>; ~duke.edu> 

Thursday evening, April 17, 2014 ... tbr you all, ~YNC CH Chancellor Folt, and our VIP guests 

Anson and we would love to have you join us! 

Hope you can make it!! 

Best, 

Steve 

Sent farm my iPad 

Begin forw~:rded tnessage: 

From: Steve Nelson <s~teve(dbeipisvstems.com> 

Date: April 4, 2014, 12:17:04 AM EDT 

To: Tom Ross <tomross(~northcamlina.edtc,, Susan Ross < 

Co: Susan Nelson <:       ~gmail.com> 

~gmall.com>, "David S. Roufl~" <droufl~,~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Thursday evening, April 17, 2014 ... for you all, UNC CH Chancellor Folt, and our VIP guests 

Thursday evening, April 17, 2014 

1 ) EiPi Systems and Friends dinner and world famous opera star, private pertbrmance event. 

My dear pal, Lucas Meachem, who has recently starred in lead roles of Figaxo in Barber of Seville and Don Giovanni in San Fran, plus stamng roles in 

Chicago, the Met in New York City, London’s Royal Opera House in Covent Garden, and Vienna, and toured with world’s favorite and best soprano 

Anna Netrebko, at her invite, to European cities (his season began ruth a tour of Tchaikovslu’s Iolanta ruth Anna Netrebko, ruth performances in eleven 

of Europe’s most important musical centers including Vienna, Munich, Pa~s, Berlin, and Alnsterdam. Lucas then returned to the Lyric Opera of Chicago 
to sing Maxcello in La Boh~me, followed by performances as the title role in Vienna and SF in Baxber of Seville and Don Giovanni). 

Lucas roll perform privately for us. And only us. See his amazing backgrounder below. 

It promises to be a most memorable, even a spectacnlar performance! Lucky. us! And me. 

http://lucasmeachem.con~/AbouV 

5:30pm Cocktail hour (Beer and wine) 

Steve and Susan Nelson’s house, 

6:15pm Bus arrives at Steve’s house 

6:30pro Depart for UNC Campus 

6:45pm Arrive at UNC Campus 

University Room, Hyde Hall direct access from Franklin Street 

7:00pm Super VIP Private Concert at University Room in ttyde Hall 

8:00pro Bus arrives at UNC campus access t?om Franklin Street 

8:15pm Depa(t for Nelson house 

8:30pm Arrive at Nelson house 

8:30pm Tamntini’s Restaurant founder arrives at Nelson house and sets up 

8:45pm Fun and Casual Dinner is ready" buffet style ... foo& drink, good cheer! 

2) Friday, April 18 EiPi Systems boaxd meeting.in Chapel Hill 

Sent t?om my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robinson, Matthew J <~mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Friday,            7:21 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Do you have "grit" .... that elixir that will be the reason yon ntimately succeed or not? 

A~3son 

This is ,~ great article. 

Two t h in gs i t scr ea m s Pr ~ ms I Q.u es ~ ~ 

Seco~d, 

It is not the rich man’s son that the young struggler for advancement has to fear in the race for life, nor his nephew, nor hB cousin. Let him look out for the dark 

horse in the boy who begins by sweeping out the office. Andrew Carnegie 

I know you love quotes and carnegie has great ones on effort. 

We now have over 100 responses to survey. I have grad student back Monday and I will have him run the data. Waht do you want to do with it. It is rich stuff. 

Matt 

F~m= Dorrance, A~be~ A N [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday,.           5:42 PN 

Subject~ N: Do you have "grit" .... that elixir that will be the reason you utimately succeed or not? 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
$ent~ Thursday,.           S:01 PN 
Su~ject~ Do you have "grit" .... that elixir that will be the reason you utimate~y succeed or not? 

kad~es, 

When you have a m~nute read this: http:/iwww.ngt~rnes.comi           iopin~onisundag!what--dr~ves-.success.h~ml? r=0 

TNs is quite powerful What I like most about it is, it is telling us we control our fate. That with "grit" and choosing three qualities, we can do anything we want. 

And honestly, seeing the way some of you have improved this winter/spring, I am seeing wonderful proof of all of this. 

Now, this B quite long. So to read tNs you are going to need to have one of the three qualities this article says you must have to make it: ’qmpulse 

control" (delayed gratification). And because I know people do "what you inspect, not what you expect" I will be having a brief conversation with you on the way 

to WiS tNs weekend to see if you have read thB and you understand it. I want you guys to be "world beaters"; and not just in soccer. For those of you who don’t 

make the trip, find me in my office next week and we will discuss it. 

Anson 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Keating < @gmail.com> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 9:01 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Goal / Pertbrmance Dashboard - ~nfidenlial 

Anson, when you have ten minutes to think this through, take a look. Some interesting ideas here.., please keep this to you and me. I am getting close to what I 

think is a scalable development & accountability model. Next, I am greatly simplifying it all and designing a minimum viable product to develop. 

Snapshot of dashboard for a player and/or a parent. 

Goal is set by athlete (state team, region, D1, etc.), but the GOAL SCORE is CALCULATED by my math model of scores in each of these areas five: 

1) Training (are they doing the prescribed training, how much?) 

2) ~ (are they improving in game possessions, types of possessions?) 

3) Challenges (are they trying to excel against their peers and older athletes?) 

4) Development (are they actively seeking areas to improve from game performances and actually doing the work?) 

5) Connections (are they connected to fans, athletes, coaches in their quest?) 

Below example shows deficiencies and resulting "risk" of reaching their goal. The lower the score in the 5 categories, the more risk there is they will achieve their 

goal. We’re not saying they can’t reach their goal (always will be outliers). We’re saying they are adding lots of risk to reaching it without doing the work. 

Thoughts? 

Mike Keating 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc,edu~-- 

Friday, 10:49 AM 

schedule for week of Mort 

small group sched - apr.pdf;    ipring overall caJ~ week .pdf 

Team, 

Here’s next week’s schedule and the small groups schedules for Mort and Tues. 
-Tom 
Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 
University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



7:OO 

8:OO 

April 
GROUPS OF 4 SCHEDULE 
AT INDOOR FACILITY 
April 7-8 

MON 
INDOOR FACILITY 

OUT 

7:001 

8:OO 

TUES 
INDOOR FACILITY 



OFF SEASON CALENDAR 
SUN MON TUES WED THURS FRI SAT 

ser~i~e p~oje~t 
2 pm Tin Can 



Froill~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

TONY YOUNT @gmail.com> 

Friday, 11:10 AM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edn>; Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@email. unc.edu~; Dncar, Chris <duca~@unc.edn>; Pa]ladino, 

George W <bpalladino@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros 
~gmail.com> 

Registration 

Soc cmrent.pdf 

tlere is our registration as of[his morning arnund 10:30 }:resbanen register next Tuesday 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steve Nelson <s~teve@eipisystems.com> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 11:16 AM 

Donm~ce, Albert A IV <anson@emM.unc.edu> 

~duke.edw~ 

Re: Thursday evening, April 17, 2014 ... lbr you all, UNC CH Chancellor Folt, and our VIP guests 

Fabulous, Anson! ! Thrilled that you and can join’. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 4, 2014, at 11:07 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaila~nc.e&~> wrote: 

I ncre d i bl e ! ! ! W~-_~ ca rr’ t wait ! ! 

From: Steve Nelson [~_a__[[~Ls_~_v___e_@_e__igj__s_y_s__t__e_~_s_,__c__o____m_] 
Sent-" Friday, April 04, 2014:12:48 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV; 
Subject; Thursday evening, April :t7, 2014 ... for you all, UNC CH Chancellor Folt, and our VIP guests 

Anson and       we would love to have you join us! 

Hope you can make it!! 

Best, 

Steve 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Steve Nelson <steve(?~)eipisystems.com> 

Date: April 4, 2014, 12:17:04 AM EDT 

To: Tom Ross <tomross(~)noVfhcarolinaMu~--, Susan Ross < ~gmail.com >, "David S. Routh" <droufh(F~email.unc.e&~> 

Cc: Susan Nelson <       ~gmall.com> 
Subject: Thursday evening, April 1"7, 2014 ... for you all, UNC CH Chancellor Folt, and our VIP guests 

Thursday evening, April 17, 2014 

1) EiPi Systmns and Friends dimmer a~ld world famous opera stm, private performance event. 

My dear pal, Lucas Meachem, who has recently starred in lead roles of Figaro in Barber of Seville and Don Giovanni in San Fran, plus 
starring roles in Chicago, the Met inNew York Ci~; London’s Rwal Opera House in Covent Garden, and Vienna, and tonmd with world’s 
favorite and best soprano Anna Netrebko, at her invite, to European cities (his season began with a tour of Tchaikovslcy’s Iolanta wifia A~ma 
Netrebko, with pertimnances in eleven of E urope’s most important mnsical centers including Vienna, Munich, Paris, Berlin, and Amsterdam. 
Lucas then returned to the Lyric Opera of Chicago to sing Marcello in La Boh6me, followed by pertbrmances as "the tire role in Vienna and 
SF in Barber of Seville and Don Giovanni). 

Lucas will perform privately for us. And only us. See his amazing backgrounder below. 

It promises to be a most ,nemorable, even a spectacular performance’. Lucl~. us! And me. 

http://lucasrneachem.com/A[xm~/ 

5:30pro Cocktail hour (Beer and wine) 

6:15pm Bus arrives at Steve’s house 

6:30pm Depart tbr UNC Cmnpus 

6:45pm Arrive at UNC Campus 

University Room, Hyde Hall direct access froln Franklin Street 

7:00pm Super VIP Private Concert at Universi~" Room in Hyde Hall 

8:00pm Bus arrives at UNC campus access from Franklin Street 

8:15pm Depart for Nelson house 



8:30pm Amve at Nelson house 

8:30pm Tarantini’s Restaurant thunder arrives at Nelson hou~ mad sets up 

8:45pm Fun and Casual Dinner is ready bult~t s~le ... food, drink, good cheer! 

2) Friday, April 18 EiPi Systems board meeting.in Chapel Hill 

Sent flom my iPad 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peter Peets <peter@peterpeets.com> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 11:34 AM 

wil~n.a.shotther.mil@nail.mil 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~’anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FW: at UNC next week (UNCLASSIFIED) - Meeting ruth Anson Do~rance Monday evening 

Gen Shoflher - we look fbrward to your visit. ] will be at the Rizzo Center to pick you up at 5:45. My mobile # is 

I will wait in the main lobby of the McLean building, unless I receive other instructions from you. 

Also - we would like to know if you would want to meet over dinner. If so do you have any cuisine preference? 

Best Regards, 

Peter Peers 

..... original Message ..... 
From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc,edu] 
Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2014 10:03 AM 

To: Shoffner, Wilson A (A1) Jr BG USARMY TRADOC (US) 
Cc: Peter Peets (peter@peterpeets.com) 

Subject: RE: at UNC next week (UNCLASSIFIED) 

At, 
5:45 will certainly work for me. We have a conference room in Carmichael Auditorium (where Michael Jordan played his 

final game on campus). We can meet there. I can have my POC (Peter Peets) meet your transportation and get you up here 

and take you back. 

All the best! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Shoffner, Wilson A (AI) ]r BG USARMY TRADOC (US) [mailto:wilson.a.shoffner.mil@mail.mil] 
Sent: Thursday, April @3, 2014 6:03 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Peter Peets (peter@peterpeets.com) 

Subject: RE: at UNC next week (UNCLASSIFIED) 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Caveats: NONE 

Coach, 

On Monday, I am free at about 5:45 pm or anytime after that, 

- A1 

BG A1 Shoffner 

DCS, 6-3/5/? 

HQs TRADOC 

Ofc: 757-501-5856 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 2014 3:30 PM 

To: Shoffner, Wilson A (At) Jr B6 USARMY TRADOC (US) 
Cc: Peter Peers (peter@peterpeets.com) 

Subject: RE: at UNC next week (UNCLASSIFIED) 

General, 
Monday evenlng would be best for me. What tlme ls good for you? 

I look forward to our meeting. 

..... Orlglnal Message 

From: Shoffner, Wilson A (A1) ]r B6 USARMY TRADOC (US) [mallto:wllson.a.shoffner.mll@ma11.mi1] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 2014 11:31 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: at UNC next week (UNCLASSIFIED) 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Caveats: NONE 

Coach, 
We corresponded a few weeks ago on our effort to expand opportunities for Women in the Army. Believe you recently met 

with my deputy, Dave Brlnkley. 

I’ll be at UNC Chapel Hlll next week. If you’re around, wanted to see if we could flnd time to chat. Mort or Wed evenlng 

wlll probably work best for me. 

- A1 

BG A1Shoffner 

DES, 6-3/5/7 

HQs TRADOC 
Ofc: 757-501-5856 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Caveats: NONE 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Caveats: NONE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 12:00 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

this weekend 

Anson, 

I wanted to write you an email to explain what has been going on these past couple weeks. While I’ve been really busy with work and the 

application process, there are a few other things that have been on my mind. 

First let me preface this by saying that I absolutely love soccer. It was my first love, and I continue to love it more and more everyday. I also love this team. 

I would never stop playing soccer here due to my undying love for the program and the girls who are apart of it. My first year I didn’t play a minute while 

my second year I got the opportunity to contribute to a national championship. I enjoyed both seasons equally because I absolutely adored the girls on the 

team and how close we were. In addition, Anson, I absolutely care for you and the staff. While I may get upset at you at times {like every player-coach 

friendship), I am completely committed to you and your mission. I would do anything for you and the team; please don’t ever doubt my loyalty. 

With that being said, I have had the hardest time this semester. Losing                  has been detrimental to the team. The quality of characters 

we have now has significantly decreased. So much so, that I often feel miserable coming to practice. Not because of the soccer (I love it and understand 

that I will never get a lot of minutes) but of the chemistry I feel with this squad. Never in my life have I felt so alienated and lonely in a group of people. 

We are divided by how many minutes we play in a college soccer game. How silly is that? I know you addressed this last meeting but it’s true. We have 

bullies who have fostered this negative atmosphere of pretentiousness that is alarming and down right sad. I know that I am not the only one who feels 

this way. A couple of the girls have spoken to me about this, as well.                 I know that this team is mine. I understand that our season will be 

what we make it. I want us to win every game, win the ACC, and win a national championship but MORE importantly I want to do it beside girls who are 

my family and who treat each other as such. 

I know that this may seem like it’s coming from left field, but I have felt this way all semester and have been internally struggling with how to deal with it. 

I have spoken a lot with my dad, and he has been encouraging me to find a way to help rebuild our team chemistry. So, that is what I have and am still 

trying to do. But in order to do this, I have found it helpful to be away from the team so that I can objectively evaluate the situation and develop a method 

to handle it. This is why I have been a little absent this spring. 1) to preserve my own mental health and 2) to figure out a way to tackle this challenge. For 

me, my      season will not be a success unless I find a way for every one on our foster to enjoy being on this team and enjoy playing together. I want 

us to go back to the                       kind of love for the team. I know that not everyone will get along but we need to change the character of this 

team holistically before it becomes toxic and seeps into future seasons. 

I will not be in attendance at the games this weekend, mostly because I have a lot on my plate that needs to be dealt with. But I would love to talk about 

this more in person next week. Please see that this email is coming from a good place, with great concern for this program and the people who are apart 

of it. 

Thank you, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

TONY YOUNT "(}gmail.com> 

Friday, 12:10 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edn>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Dncm; Chris <ducag@unc.edn>; Pa]ladino, 

George W <bpalladino@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros ~ ~gmail.com> 

Weekly 

socgrades.pdf 

Coaches, 

’]7he weekly this week is just the grade report My office was full aH week with people needing help with registration so the normal weekly meetings with freshmen were usually overrun with 
upperclassmen ’];here was simply no time to write the blurbs on each so the grade report will have to do this week, and I missed Monday afternoon and evening witt             and 
missed many individual meetings to get that done ]t was a chaotic week Registration wi[] end, mercifu]ly, with the freshmen on Tuesday, and             on Wednesday. 

A second round of progress reports has been sent to professors Updated progress report grades should begin to appear next week 

Tony 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

[(~duke.edtc, 

Friday, April 4, 2014 12:37 PM 

Steve Nelson <steve@eipisystems.com> 

Do~ance, Albert A IV ~anson@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Thursday evening, April 17, 2014 ... lbr you all, UNC CH Chancellor Folt, and our VII? guests 

WOW’. Thanlcs so such for including us! Honored and thrilled’. 

On Apr 4, 2014, at 12:47 AM, Steve Nelson <steve(~eipi~’stems.com> wrote: 

Anson and we would love to have you join us’. 

Hope you can make it!! 

Best, 

Steve 

Sent fi~om my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Steve Nelson <steve~eipisvstems.com> 
Date: April 4, 2014, 12:17:04 AM EDT 

To: Tom Ross <tomross(a~norflacarolina.edu>, Susan Ross 

Cc: Susan Nelson ~       ~)gmml.com> 

~gmail.com>, "David S. Routh" <drouth~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Thursday evening, April 17, 2014 ... for you "all, UNC CH Chancdlor l;olt, and our VIP guests 

Thursday evening, April 17, 2014 

1) EiPi Systems and Friends dimmer and world famous opera stax. private performance event. 

My dear pal, Lucas Meachem, who has recently starred in lead roles of Figaro in Barber of Seville and Don Giovanni in San Fran, plus 

starting roles in Chicago, the Met inNew York City, London’s Royal Opera House in Covent Garden, and Vienna, and tonred with world’s 

favorite and best soprano Anna Netrebko, at her invite, to European cities (his ~ason began with a tonr of Tchaikovsky’s Iolanta with 

Anna Netrebko, with pertbrmances in eleven of Europe’s most important mnsical centers including Vie~ma, Munich, Paris, Berlin, aa~d 

Amsterdam. Lncas then returned to the Lyric Opera of Chicago to sing Mm~cello in La Boh~me, followed by pertbnnances as the title role 

in Vienna and SF in Barber of Seville and Don (;dovanni). 

Lucas will perfo~xn privately for us. And only us. See his amazing backgrounder below. 

It promises to be a most tnemorable, even a spectacular performance’. Lucl~ us! And me. 

http:i/lucasmeachem.com,’Abont,’ 

5:30pro Cocktail hour (Beer and rune) 

Steve and Snsan Nelson’s house, 

6:15pm Bus arrives at Steve’s house 

6:30pin Depart for UNC Campus 

6:45pm Arrive at UNC Campus 

University Room, Hyde Hall direct access froln Franklin Street 

7:00pm Super griP Private Concert at University Room in Hyde Hail 

8:00pro Bus arrives at UNC campus access from Franklin Street 

8:15pro Depart for Nelson house 
8:30pm Arrive at Nelson house 

8:30pm Tarantini’s Restaurant tbander arrives at Nelson hou~ mad sets up 

8:45pm Fun and Casual Dinner is ready bult~t style ... food, drink, good cheer! 

2) Friday, April 18 EiPi Systems board meeting.in Chapel Hill 

Sent fiom my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Conway, Connie Morgan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CONNIE MORGAN CONWAY (DANCER)] 

4/4/2014 8:16:28 PM 

Aguilar, Alain J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Alaguila]; Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Albert A Dorrance IV (anson)]; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Larry A. 

Gallo Jr. (athgallo)]; Battaglini, Rebecca L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rebecca L Battaglini (bbatt)]; Ledford, Bonnie Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bklompar]; Miller, 

Beth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Beth 

Miller (beth)]; Breschi, Joe [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Joe Breschi (breschi)]; Brianna Edwards [brianae@bridge2sports.org]; 

Cathro, Guy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Guy Cathro (cathro)]; Rich, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Christopher Robert Rich (chrisr)3ff]; 

clanigan@townofchapelhill.org; Somoano, Carlos M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=Carlos M Somoano (somoano)]; Suits, Christy H. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christina Hanson 

Suits (chsuits)]; Arendas, Dave [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=David C Arendas (arendas)]; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn [/O--UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dlhawkin]; Papa, 

Donna J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSICN=Donna J Papa (dip)]; fiona@bridge2sports.org; Boaz, Frank W. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Frank W. Boaz 

(fboaz)]; Fulton, Grant [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=Grant Fulton (wfulton)]; Grimsley, Richie [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Richie Grimsley 

(richie3)]; Porter, Grant [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=Grant Porter (gtporter)]; _~aol.com; Hirth, Christopher J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher J Hirth 

(chirth)]; Field, Jaci [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=Jaci Terese Field (field)]; Fuchs, Jeffrey W [/O--UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jeffrey W Fuchs 

(jfuchs)]; Halsey, Jason [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSICN=Jason Halsey (jjhalsey)]; Langley, Raymond Joshua [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Raymond Joshua 

Langley (rjl)]; Negalha, Jeff [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=Jeff Negalha (negalha)]; Brunner, John F [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Brunner]; Cleary, 

Kenneth Eugene [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=Kenneth Eugene Cleary (kecleary)]; Shelton, Karen C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Karen C Shelton 

(kshelton)]; Dully, Kathy B. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kathleen B Duffy (kduffy)]; Robinson, Kevin T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kevin T Robinson 

(ktrob)]; Lancaster, Elizabeth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSICN=Lizlan]; Bunting, Mike [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Michael D Bunting Jr (mbunting)]; Crowe, 

Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSICN=Michael P Crowe (crowel)]; Meaders, Harlis James [/O=UNC 



CC: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Meaders]; Meredith 

Bolons @gmail.com]; meredith@bolons.com; Terrell, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MterreII]; Fava, Nicole M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Nicole M Fava 

(fava)]; Hilton, Nathan Scott [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Nhilton]; Walker, Nina [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Nina Walker (walkern)]; Sander, Thomas J 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tjsander]; 

Plunkett, Mary Rob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=7ae6c8e54b304ae89fbc7a818d983418]; Myers, Patrick Jacob [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Patrick Jacob Myers 

(patmyers)]; Pogge, Paul [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=John Paul Pogge (ppogge)e3b]; Halverson, Doug [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Doug Halverson 

(halverso)]; Oliaro, Scott M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Scott M Oliaro (oliaro)]; Stewart, Robert House [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Robert House 

Stewart (rhstewar)]; Levy, Jennifer S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Slinger]; VanAIstyne, Mark [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mark Lin Vanalstyne (vanalsty)5a7]; Vangelder, 

Marielle A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Marielle A Vangelder (mvangeld)83b]; Scroggs, William E [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=William E Scroggs 

(wscroggs)] 

Robinson, Kevin T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin T Robinson (ktrob)] 

Athletic Fields Schedule for 4/7/14 - 4/13/14 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Attached are the Athletic Fields Schedules for next week (April 7, 2104 through April 13,2014). 

Facility Schedules for Fetzer Stadium, Finley Athletic Fields, Cross Country, Navy Fields and Henry Astroturf may also 

be viewed anytime on Outlook Calendars found in the Open Calendar from Room List under UNCAA. 

Facility schedules for Ehaus and Hooker are attached or online at http://campusrec.unc.edu/facilities- 

schedules-reservations. 

Have a great weekend! 



GO HEELS!!! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pierce, Kris <kpierce@theacc.org> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 4:27 PM 

Alison Foley (Ii~leyae@bc.edu); Dorra~ce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Charles Adair (adai@vt.edu); Eddie Radwa~ski 

(eradwan@clem~n.edu); Greg Miller (gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu); Jonathan Morgan (jmol 119@umd.edu); Karen Ferguson-Dayes 

(karen@gocards.com); Mark Krikorian (mkrikofim~@admin.t~u.edu); Mary-Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon 

(pswheddo@syr.edu); Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@irginia.edu); Tim Smitoro 

(ffsanto@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@wfu.edu); Theresa Romagnolo (romagnolo@nd.edu) 

Butler, Lee <lbutle@theacc.org>; Moore, Donald <dmoore@theacc.org>; Champigny, Ashley <achmnpigny@theacc.org>; Fraser, Alex 
<afrase@theacc.org>; Matt Conway (BC) (conwayml@bc.edu); Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.pitt.edu); Vanessa Fuchs 

(vfi~chs@admin.fsu.edu); Barbara Kenned,v-Dixon (kbarbar@clemson.edu); Barbara Walker (walkerbg@wfu.edu); Miller, Beth 

<bethmiller@unc.edu>; Christine Herring (Christine@gocards.com); Donna Sanft (dsanfl@atNetics.pitt.edu); Jaclyn Jacki Silar 

(j silar@dtma.duke.edu); Jane Miller (jm2y@virginia.edu); Jennifer StraMey (j.strawley@mimni.edu); Jody Mooradian (mooradjo@bc.edu); 

Michelle Lee (michellelee@ncsu.edu); Missy Conboy (conboy. l@nd.edu); Renee M. Baumgartner (nnbaumga@syr.edu); Sharon 

McCloskey (smcclosk@vt.edu); Theresa Wenzel (twei~el@athletics.gatech.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu); 

peterste@bc.edu; dandre@clemson.edu; Christopher B. Kenne@ (ckennedy@duaa.duke.edu); Bonasorte, Monk 

(MBona~rte@admin.t?~u.edu); Seng,Amy M (amy.~ng@louisville.edu); ’Sherard Clinksca]es (lsclinks@ncsu.edu)’; ’t.mse@miami.edu’; 

Gallo, Jr., Lany A. <athgallo@unc.edu:,; mhamty@nd.edu; Klaczak, Paul Joseph <pklaczak@athletics.pitt.edu>; ’buddielnj@wfu.edu’ 

ILk: Conference Call - Thursday, April 3rd at 11 a.m. 

W. Soccer Conference Call 4-3-14.docx; W. Soccer Conference Call 3-4-14.docx 

the rnim~tes [torn our call on thursday as wel~ as our call [torn March 4th are attached, tf you have any questkms or edits, please let me know, Thanks[ 

F~m: Pierce, Kris 
Sent: Monday, March 31, 2014 4:20 PM 
To= Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Anson Dorrance (anson@uncaa.unc.edu); Charles Adair (adair@~.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Greg Miller 
(gmiller@athletics.pi~.edu); Jonathan Morgan 0moiIIg@umd.edu); Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com); Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Ma~-Frances 
Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); Tim San~ro 
(~san~r@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@~u.edu); ’~eresa Romagnolo (romagnolo@nd.edu)’ 
~c= Butler, Lee; Moore, Donald; Champigny, Ashley; Fraser, Alex; Ma~ Conway (BC) (conwayml@bc.edu); Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.pi~.edu); Vanessa Fuchs 
(~uchs@admin.fsu.edu) 
Subject= Conference Call - Thursday, April 3rd at ~i a.m. 
Impedance: High 

Women’s Soccer Coaches - 

~ apologize for the late notice, but we wil~ need to convene via conference call briefly on TRursday at ~ a.m. to discuss our site for the 20~4 ACC Women’s Soccer 

Championship. Whi~e I have been given some feedback by the sites we discussed on the last ca~l (FAU, U NC-G), I fee~ that a quick conference cal~ is better to gauge 

your thoughts, fee~ings and recommendations rather than an email chain. I wil~ also give you all updated pricing for our video exchange proposal. 

If you cannot be on the ca~l, please let me know. Otherwise, I will look forward to speaking with each of you at that time. 

Thanks~ 

Kris 

Women’s Soccer Conference Call = Thursda% Apri~ 3 

11 

CalMn Number: 1.866,244~8528 

Passcode: 527972 
KR[S P[~rRc~ 
senior Associate Commissioner, Championships & SWA 

O: 336.36g.4652 [ C: 

kpierce@~theacc.orr~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Matthew Conway <matthew.conway@bc.edu~ 

Friday, April 4, 2014 8:54 PM 

Pierce, Kris <kpierce@theacc.org> 

Alison Foley <alisou.Ibley@bc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edtr~; Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu); Eddie RadwanskJ 
(eradwan@clemson.edu); Greg Miller (gmille@athletics.pitt.edu); Jonathau Morgan (imol 119@umd.edu); Kaxeu Ferguson-Dayes 

(karen@gocmds.com); Mmk Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary-Frm~ces Monroe 0n.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon 

(pswheddo@ss~.edu); Rabble Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swauson (sswansou@irginia.edu); Tim Saatoro 

(tfsanto@ucsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@wfu.edu); Theresa Romagnolo (romagnolo@nd.edu); Butler, Lee <lbutler@theacc.o~g>; 

Moore, Donald <dmoore@theacc.org>; Champigny, Ashley <achampigny@theacc.olg>; Fraser, Alex <afraser@theacc.org>; Matthew 

Conway <matthew.conway@bc.edu>; Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.pitt.edu); Vmaessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu); Barbara 

Kennedy-Dixon (kbarbar@clemson.edu); Barbara Walker (walkerbg@wfu.edu); Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edtp; Christine Herring 

(Christine@gocards.com); Donna Sanfl (dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu); Jaclyn Jacld Silar (j silar@duaa.duke.edu); Jane Miller 
(jm2y@virginia.edu); Jennifer Strawley (i.strawley@miami.edu); Jody Mooradi~m <jody.mooradi~m@bc.edu>; Michelle Lee 

(michelle lee@ncsu.edu); Missy Conboy (conboy.l@nd.edu); Renee M. Baumgartner (rmbaumg@syr.edu); Shaxon McCloskey 

(smcclosk@vt.edu); Theresa We~el (twenzel@athlefics.gatech.edu); Thomas Peters <thomas.peters@bc.edw~; dandrea@clemson.edu; 

Christopher B. Kennedy (ckenuedy@duaa.duke.edu); Bonasorte, Monk (MBonasorte@admiu.i~u.edu); Seng,Amy M 

(amy.seng@louisville.edu); Shermd ClinkscaJes (lsclinks@ucsu.edu); t.wise@mimni.edu; Gallo, Jr., Larry. A. <athgallo@uuc.edu>; 

mham .ty@nd.edu; Klaczak Paul Joseph <pklaczak@athletics.pitt.edu>; buddiemj@wfu.edu 

Re: Confereuce Call - Thursday, April 3rd at 11 a.m. 

image001 .j pg 

Kris - 

ThaJ~k you tbr all your hard work ruth the schedule, video exchange and champiouship site ~lection. I really appreciate all you have done for the women’s soccer 

st udent- athletes. 

Matt 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 4, 2014, at 4:29 PM, "Pierce, Kris" <kpierce(E#4heacc.org> wrote: 

The minutes from our call ot~ Thursday as w~i~ as our ca~i from March 4th are a[:tached, if you have any questions or ediLs, pleas;e ~et me k~ow. 

F~m= Pierce, Kris 
Sent-" Monday, March 35, 20~4 4:20 PN 
Te= Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Anson Dorrance (anson@uncaa.unc.edu); Charles Adair (adair@~.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Greg 
Miller (qmil~er@athletics.pi~.edu); Jonathan Morgan (imolI~9@umd.edu); Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@qocards.com); Mark Krikodan 
(E)_~tJ_~#Z]~_[)_@_~#_[~[[)_:[~_~:_~#_#); Mary-Frances Monroe ([#_:A)RtER~_~JAA)]:_#~#); Phil Wheddon ~[)_~#_~£@~Zt2g~#); Robbie Church 
Steve Swanson (sswanson@vir~nia.edu); Tim Santoro (~santor@~csu.edu); Tony Da Luz (da~uz@~u.edu); ’Theresa Romagnolo (romag~olo@nd.edu)’ 
Ce= Butler, Lee; Moore, Donald; Champigny, Ashley; Fraser, Alex; Ma~ Conway (BC) (conwavml@bc.edu); Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.N~.edu); Vanessa Fuchs 
(vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu) 
Subject= Conference Call - Thursday, April 3rd at ll a.m. 
Impo~ance: High 
Women’s Soccer Coaches - 
I apologize for the late notice, but we will need to convene via conference ca~l briefly on Thursday at 22 a~m. to discuss our site for the 2024 ACC 
Women’s Soccer Championship. While I have been 8iven some feedback by the sites we discussed on the last cal~ (FAU, UNC-G), I feel that a quick 
conference call is better to ~au~e your thoughts, feelinss and recommendations rather than an email chain. I will also ~ive you all updated pricin~ for 
our video exchange proposal. 
If you cannot be on the cal~, please let me know. Otherwise, I wil~ ~ook forward to speakin~ with each of you at that time. 
Thanks~ 
Kris 

Women’s Soccer Conference Call- Thursday, April 3 

11 a,m. 

Ca~Mn N~mber: 1~86&244,8528 

Pass~ode: 527972 
KR~S P~ERCE 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Championships & SWA 

O: 336.3694652 ~ C: 

th~AOO com , ~heACC 

<:imageOOl.j~g> 

<W. Soccer ConI~rence Call 4-3-14.docx> 

<W. Soccer Conference Call 3-4-14.docg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kimberley Crabbe ~yahoo.com> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 10:07 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Veteran’s Cup’. 

"Hey Anson!" 

WOW!’.! ...... For it’s been quite a~vhile since I’ve either seen or spoken with you! 
> With hopes all is well with you and the family! 
> Staci, forwarded on the info. re: The Vet.’s Cup held here in Wilmington! 

> Though I’d truly ~ [] to (0 []! 
> I too ~vill be hosting a Tournament for ray Outreach Program that weckendt 
> I share w-ith approx. 600 plus kids within the cormnunity! 
> Offhring a FREE Non-Profit Soccer Program tl-trough CFSC. 
> I both organize Recess ~vith schools within the counb’, as well as after school. 
> "Impacting and Saving lives EVERYDAY[" 
> Let me l~mw if ya’ get into a bind filling rosters. 
> Bkessingz! 

Sent li~om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 12:34 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Networking event tbr student-athletes -- nominations reqnested 

Hi Anson, 

I’d be happy to go, it looks like it’s right before Miffs speech at the Golden Fleece event. However I already have a job for after graduation so if there are other people who want 
to go they can go instead of me, it doesn’t matter. 

Thanks, good luck in Winston-Salem tomorrow! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 5:44 PM 

To: ; @gmail.com; ~comcast.net; ~gmail.com; 

~hotmail.com 

Subject: FW: Networking event for student-athletes -- nominations requested 

Anyone interested’.," This could be gig for you. 

F~m: Gelin, Dana g 

Sent: Thursday,            3:39 PH 
Ta= UNCAA-Head Coaches; Williams, Andre; Sander, ~omas J; Barnes, PNlip E; Adams, Cladssa; Hoots, Eric 

Cc= Lane, Cricket; kim@ramsdub~com; Will,ares, 
Subject= Negqorking even[ for studen[-athletes - nominations requested 

Hi all, 

For several years, we’ve talked about wanting to come up with ways to give our student-athletes the opportunity to network more with Rams Club members who could provide 

them with valuable career advice and connections. An outstanding option for doing that has arisen and we hope you’ll help us target students who would benefit most from the 

experience. 

On        following their spring meeting, members of the Rams Club Board of Directors will attend a one-hour networking reception, from 5-6 p.m. We would like to select 30-40 

student-athletes to participate in this event. It should be a valuable hour for any student-athlete, but particularly for seniors who are still looking for jobs and/or trying to figure out 

what they want to do after graduation. 

At your earliest convenience (by Monday at the latest), please send me the names of two or three members of your team that you would like to nominate to attend this reception. 

Feel free to talk to your student-athletes to see whether they’re able to attend and are interested in doing so before you forward their names to me. As soon as I hear from you, I 

w~ll reach out to them with more information. Again, the event is       (a Friday) from 5-6 

If you have any questions or comments, please let me know. Thanks very much for your help in targeting the student-athletes who will benefit most from this opportunity, and 

look forward to hearing back from you with your nominations. 

Best, 

Dana 

D~n~ Gelin. University of North C~rolin~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Turk Ozturk <1 .~hotmail.com> 

Saturday, April 5, 2014 12:41 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Game tomorrow 

BOzturkResume.doc 

Dear Coach Anson, 
You may or may not recognize my name, but over the years I have followed your coaching career and have periodically reached out to you to offer 
congratulations for a great season or to gauge UNC’s interest in recruiting talented players, like Taylor Uhl, who I coached when she played club soccer 

with me in Minnesota. 
I arrived today in North Carolina with my U16 team to play in the Southern Soccer Showcase this weekend. While here, I intend to treat my team to a few 
college games, including tomorrow’s match between UNC and Virginia Tech. My team is particularly excited by this opportunity and I feel honored to 
finally see you coach in person. 
As you may recall, I have been building my soccer coaching career and have recently taken on the role of the South Director for the largest soccer club in 
Minnesota called MTA. Until this point, my experience has included all levels of coaching, including college, club and high school. I also have my own 
technical training academy for elite athletes and have achieved B license status. 
I provide this level of detail about my background for the sole purpose of seeking career advice from someone like you, a virtual mentor for whom I have a 
tremendous amount of respect. I would very much like to continue and evolve my soccer career with the possibility of acquiring an assistant coaching or 
volunteer coaching position at the D1 collegiate level. 
If you have any time this weekend, I would be very interested in meeting you and shake your hand (assuming it doesn’t conflict with my team’s three 
scheduled games). 
Thanks for your consideration; it’s been a thrill to watch your career thrive and your program succeed over the years. 
Best regards, 

Bulut ’Turk’ Ozturk 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Saturday, April 5, 2014 6:10 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thank You! 

Coach ~- 
You are too ldnd’. I appreciate the opportunities afforded to me in my cameer which have enabled me to be associated with wonderful people such as you. 
Your words mean the world to me, and I am privileged to call you my friend, rlhis recognition that has come my way is ve~ humbling amd has le~ me somewhat 
speechless, which is yew odd for me. 
We are ~ fl~is fl~ing together, a~d ifI ca~ assist you in a~y mmmer with anything, please feel free to let me ~ow~ 
THANK YOU AGAIN, COACH~ 
Be well my ffiend~ My best to 
La~ 

~Larry Ga~, 

Lxccutive Associmc Director of Athletics 

From: Dorrance, AlbeCc A IV 
Sent: Friday, April 04, 2014 3:06 PH 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: RE: 

I.arry, 

Thank you for keeping us in the loop and congratulations on the Masse7. You are the finest of men and I have I.OVED having you as my immediate supervisor+ 

There ~s not a coach h~ th~s depart:merit [:hat would not want: 1:o have you fight:~t~g for them< 

All the best, my frkmd~ 

F~m= Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
Sent= FrMay, April 04, 20~4 $:33 PN 

Te= UNC~-Eve~one 
6¢= Broome, Lissa L; ’Evans, Jack 0acK..Evans@kenan-flaq~er.unc.edu)’; Strohm, Leslie Chambers; Cleveland, Joanna Carey 
Subject: 
Friends: 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2014 9:25 AM 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Cc: Broome, Lissa L; Evans, Jack (Jack EvansCa)kenan-flagler.unc.edu) 
Subject: Some Sad News 
Importance: High 

rI1aank you and take cadre. 
Larry 

Exec~live Associate [)bect~r of Alhlelics 

{Saiversity of Nortt~ Carolina at Charvl I 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Akers, John C. <AkersJC@wofford.edu~ 

Saturday, April 5, 2014 9:23 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

this weekend 

Hi Anson, 

It looks like we will try to drop by Sunday am -~1000; I hope that’s okay. 

My cell is 

Looking forward to seeing you and 

John 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 31, 2014 6:09 PM 
To: Akers, John C 
Cc: ~duke edu) 
Subject: RE: this weekend 

Yes!! .. I ~vill copy We have church at 11 A2vl Sunday .... rest of the time we are fcee .. my cell 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Akers, John C. [mailto :AkersJC~wofford edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 31, 2014 5:19 PM 
To: I)urrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: this weekend 

what is yours? 

Hi Anson, 

I am coming to Chapel Hill with three ufmy kids this weekend to see my daughter whu is a freshman Would love tu say he[lo and intruduce them tu yuu and 
about 6:00 pm un Saturday; leaving alrea@ aruund noun un Sunday Any chance we could drop by fur a halfhuur? 

Warm regards, 

Juhn 

We hupe to get in at 

Dr John C. Akers 

Associate Prufessor 

Department of Mudern Languages, Literatures and Culture Wuf]hnd College 

429 N Church Street 

Spartanburg, SC 29303 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff Tipping <jeff@palmbeachsoccemcademy.com> 

Saturday, April 5, 2014 12:39 PM 

Jeff Tipping <Jefl@palmbeachsoccemcademy.com> 

Anson Dorrance Education - College, HSchool, Club education for players, coaches mad parents. Click on Pahn Beach Cup to learn more 

of Tournament. 

~Palm Beach Soccer Acaderay 

* Tar Heels record under Anson Dorrance is 719-39-~4 (,935; winning percentage) 

* ~ NCAA National Champion with University of North Carolina 

"199z Women’s World Cup Champion as the USA Coach 
*USA Women’s NatJona~ team ~986-~994 (~945 wgnngng percentage 

* Won th~ ACC Tournament ~9 t~mes - ACC Champion zo times 

*NCAA Women’s Soccer Coach o~the Year 8 t~mes (~982, ~986,~987,~997,20o0,2o0~,a003, ~oo~) 
*MeWs Soccer Coach of the Year &987 

*El£cted to the National Soccer Hal~ of Fame 

Create a ~ompet~tive pra~tke environment that will ~mprove players’ sk~ls and ab~ties 
Pra~tkal 

Developing the ~ompetitive training environment 
Drills and exerdses {or developing ~on{iden~e and ~omposure 

Lecture 
Understanding gender differences and the prindples to a~hieve elite per{orman~e 

Arisen Dorrance Books .......................................................... 

o "The Vision ofa Champion: Advice & Inspiration flom the 
World’s mos~ Successful Women’s Soccer Coach" 

- "The Ma~ Watchin~j - Anson Dorrance and the 
University of: North Carolina Women’s Soccer Dynasty" 



- "Training Soccer Champion,~" 
"Competition is key to developing players, The only practice environment in which you truly develop a player 
Js a competitive arena."" Anson Dorr~nce 
~eg~ster by Ema~ling: Christine T~pp~ng 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@comcast.net> 

Saturday, 6:08 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: NWSL Standard Player Contract -- 

NWSL STANDARD PLAYER AGREEMENT 

Schedule                  ~.pdf; ATT00003.htm 

(Sky Blue) 

pdf; ATT00001 .htm; Player Handbook NWSL pdf; ATT00002.htln; SPA 

Begin fomarded message: 

Fr(~n: Li~ Levine <LLevine(/~ussoccer.org> 

Date:            ~t 12:43:56 PM EDT 

To: ~comcast.net" ~comcast.nev~ 
Co: Che .ryl Ba~ley <~_t_~_a__i_!__e2:(_a2__t_~_~9__c__c_’__ejz_o__rg.>, ’"jg~__r_~__s_l_!y__b__Lu__e__~9__c__c_’__ejzc_’~?__n_!’" <:ig~_a__r__r_~__s_l_!y__b__!__u__e__~9__c__c:__ejzc_’~?__n_!> 

Subject: NWSL Standard Nayer Contract -            (Sky Blue) 

Attached please find the NWSL Player Handbook, ~long with the NWSL Standard Player Agreement (SPA) and Schedule for your execution. Upon 

reviewing the docum~-:mts car~-:~fully, please comphH:e Page 16 of the SPA ( ~~re hne) and al~ three page~ of the 

Schedule (h~Ri~e~; es). ff a sectkm does not apply or is no~: renewing:, pk~ase ]ndk:ate "not app]k:able." 

Kk~d~y scan and return to me v~s emaH Lhe execuLed SPA s~gnsture page (# 16) and Lhe entire, Lhree-page Schedule, a~ong with a photocopy of your 

passporL ~ Lota] of five pages should be returned. 

P~ease fee] free to contact me at the number below should you have any questions. 

Thank you and best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 7:22 PM 

~comcast.net>; Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edtr~; Jason Sisnems ~gmail.com>; Bill Palladino 

~aol.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; @msn.com>; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

<anson@email.anc.edu> 

Re: NWSL Standard Player Contract --            ~ky Blue) 

Congrats! !! This is a contract. Now read it. And understand it. And follow it. And welcome to adulfl~ood where weaving and bobbing will jump up mad bite you in the 

ass! Time to grow up and take FULL responsibility for eve ~rvthing. Because you are the choices you make eveuday. And good luck, of course .... I roll be follomng 

the arc of your life. 

~comcast.net-~ wrote: 

Begin forw~rded ~nessage: 

From: Lisa Levine <LLevine(3)ussoccer.org> 

Date: at 12:43:56 PM EDT 

To:’ f~)comcast~net" ~comcast.net> 
Cc: Cheryl Bailey <CBadey@ussoccer.org>, ’"jgabarr~,~i~skybluesoccer.com’’’ ~igabarr~i~sk-vbluesoccer.com> 

Subject: NV~SL Standard Player Contract -             (Sky Blue) 

Attached ple~se find th~-_~ NWS[. Play,:_~r Har~db.:?ok, along with the NWS[. Standard Player Agreen~er~t (SPA) arid Scheduk~ for your exe(:u~:~ot~. Upot~ 

reviewing the documents carefully, please complete P~ge 16 of the SPA ( ~~re hne) and al] three pages of the 

Schedule (~.[?.[~.[~).[)3K#.~]..~.~.E#.~.I~.~A~4.&). H:s section does not apply or is noL re]evanL p~esse indicate "not applicable.’~ 

~h~dly scan and return to me v~a entail the executed SPA s~gnature page (# 15) and the entire, three-page Schedule, along w~th a photocopy of your 

passport. A tota~ of five oages should be returned. 

P~ease ~ee] free to contact rne ~t the humbler bek)w should you [~ave any questions. 

q’har~k you and best regards, 

Lisa Lev~ne 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu;, 

Sunday, 9:02 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@ema~,l.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar~unc.edu>; Sisneros, Jason M <sisneros@email.unc.edu>; Stander, 

Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> ~msn.com’; ~live.unc.edu-* @aol.com’ 

Checking In! 

Hopeful all went well yesteMay in Clemmons and we played well vs. VT mqd PITT ....... AND INCURRED NO INJURIES! 
Take care, amd enjoy your Sunday ~ all the best to you~ GO ttEELS~ 
Be well, 
La~ 

Lxccutive Associmc I)irect~)r of AthJe~ics 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Friday, 6:30 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Sisneros, Jason M; Sander, Thomas 
Subject: Here We Go! 
~mportance: High 
Safe travels to Clemmons a~d all the best tomon’ow vs. VTeoh and Pitt. 
Have fun, play ~,ell, m~d stay inju~ fi’ee ,-, GO HEELS! 
With you all the way! Take care. 
Larry 

]~}xec~tive Associate I)ircct~r of A~hle~ics 

U~aiversiI? of North (;a~ina at (;Bape~ 

@msn.com’; ,~aol.com’ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peter Boneparth - ~gmail.com> 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 10:48 AM 

Dormnce, AlbertA IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Ducar, Cliffs <ducar@unc.edu-~; Bill Palladin 

Anybody up for Old Chatham this Friday afternoon? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peter Boneparth < @gmail.com> 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 2:03 PIvl 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: 

U there all weekend? 

On Apr 6, 2014, at 2:01 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <mason(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Bummer!! I am in NY watching my kid dance’.! 

Sen@’om ~ry I~i.:o~ ~ irele.~:~’ ~( ~ LEE DROID 

Peter Boneparth < g~glnail.com> wrote: 

Awbody up for Old Chatham tkis Friday afternoon? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peter Boneparth @gmail.com> 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 2:25 PIVl 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Sorry I will miss you Peter! 

I will check it out, u want to play Saturday pm instead? 

On Apr 6, 2014, at 2:23 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <mason(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Get up there Wed afternoon get back Fri evening into CH. Nice picture oi 

Peter Boneparth ~: ~-~ glnail.com> wrote: 

U there all weekend? 

n the NY Times Art section today. 

On Apr 6, 2014, at 2:01 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Bummer’.! I am in NY watching my kid dance!’. 

Peter Boneparth ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Anybod,v up for Old Chathmn this Friday afternoon? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peter Boneparth ~gmail.com> 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 2:48 PIVl 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Sorry I will miss you Peter! 

Anso~ 

Just saw- the pictme, temfic’. I am cmrently in kiawah headed back to ny and heather is with the girls in P~is, Caroline ran the Paris maxathon today. If you can’t do this 
weekend, I will be back end of April as well. Look forward to catching up! 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 6, 2014, at 2:23 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Get up there Wed afternoon get back Fri evening into CtL Nice picture of in the NY Times Art section today. 

Sem fi~om my Verizo~ ~,Vire~e.~s 4G ~ 7~2 DROll) 

Peter Boneparth (~ p.mail.com> wrote: 

U there all weekend? 

On Apr 6, 2014, at 2:01 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(a)email.unc.edtw wrote: 

Bummer!! I am in NY watching ~ny ldd dance!! 

Sera J~om my Verizon ~Vire]e~’ 4( ~ L77~2 

Peter Boneparth ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Anybod.v up for Old Chathmn this Friday afternoon? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peter Boneparth < ~gmail.com> 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 3:08 PIVl 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Sorry I will miss you Peter! 

I am quite flexible on time, how about we t~y and tee off axound 10, that should give us ample tilne. Chris is out but I will ask others. Does that work? Weather looks 

redlly good. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 6, 2014, at 3:03 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <mason(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I am free on Sat until 4 pm .... love to join you even ifjust tbr 9 holes. 

Sen~ ,#’om ~ry l~rixo~ ~ ire~e.~:~’ ~( ~ LEE DROID 

Peter Boneparth < ~glnail.com> wrote: 

I roll check it out, u want to play Saturday pm instead? 

On Apr 6, 2014, at 2:23 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Get up there Wed a2[temoon get back Fri evening into CH. Nice picture of 

Sera fi~om my Verizon ~Vire]e~’ 4(; LI7~2 DRO]D 

Pe~r Boneparth < ~gmail,com> wrote: 

U them all weekend? 

n the NY Times Art section today. 

On Apr 6, 2014, at 2:01 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~son(~email.unc.edtr> wrote: 

Bummer!! I am in NY watching my kid dance!! 

Senl.~:rom my ~ 2"rizon IVirele~s~ 4(; L T~" DI’~OID 

Peter Boneparth < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Awtx)dy up tbr Old Chatha~n this Friday al?temoon? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peter Boneparth ~gmail.com> 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 3:12 PIVl 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Sorry I will miss you Peter! 

Great. From what I can tell Caroline rm~ a marathon and heather did 120’s through the shops. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 6, 2014, at 3:09 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <amon(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Perfect’. I will be there at 9:59 to warm up’. 

Peter Boneparth ~: ~glnail.com> wrote: 

I am quite flexible on time, how about we tiy and tee offamund 10, that should give us ample time. Chris is out but I will ask others. Does that work? 
Weather looks really good. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 6, 2014, at 3:03 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I am free on Sat until 4 pm .... love to join you even if just lbr 9 holes. 

SeraJ~’<)m my Veriz<)~ ~iire/~".~’ 4(; L17~2 DRO/D 

Peter Boneparth < ~mail.com> wrote: 

I roll check it out, u want to play Saturday pm instead? 

On Apr 6, 2014, at 2:23 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~son@emml.unc.edu:~ wrote: 

Get up there Wed o£temoon get back Fri evening into CH. Nice picture of 

Ser~I from r;qy ~ 2"rizon I~;~ir~".[e~s~" 4(~ LT~~ DE()ID 

Peter Boneparth a~gmail.com> wrote: 

U there all weekend? 

in the NY Times Art section today. 

On Apr 6, 2014, at 2:01 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~)elno~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Bummer!! I am inNY watching my kid dance’.! 

Sem,l~’um ~r¢ ~ ~rizcm ~ireles:~" 4G Li~’ D~?_OID 

Peter Boneparth -~ ~gmaJl.com> wrote: 

Anybody up tbr Old Chatham this Friday a£temoon? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Sunday, 3:45 PIvl 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Dash 

Hi Anson, 

Hem’s what I got back from Randy. I am fine with just going there after graduation, I wonld only be able to make a game or two between now and then anyway. I will 

call Randy this week and ask about the details of a contract and everything like that. 

Hope you’re having a good weekend’. 

Thank~ 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Randy Waldrum <rwaldrum~)houstond’~a~amo.com> 

Date: Thu, at 11:23 AM 

Subject: Re: Dash 

To: ~gmaAl.com> 

Let’s just do this. Graduate, get things done with your school without trying to juggle this team, flying back and forth, etc as well as taking final exams and so forth. It would be 

difficult anyway since you are not training with us. So let’s just get you here as soon as possible after your graduation. Keep me posted as to when that would be and we’ll get you 

here right away. I can’t wait until you join us, and we’ll take twenty players now to get us through the month of April, and early May, and then we’ll get you signed once you are 

finished. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Randy Waldrum 

Head Coach - Houston Dash 

NWSL - Women’s Pro Soccer 

From: .~gmail.com> 

Date: Tuesday, at 12:41 PM 

To: Randy Waldrum <rwaldrum@houstondynamo.com> 

Subject: Re: Dash 

Hi Randy, 

Thanks so much for the email, l’ve been following the team and it sounds like everything is going well! 

It looks like the first weekend I would be able to come in is Easter weekend. I could come Thursday of that week, , and stay until Sunday night, April 20th. 

I know that the season starts the weekend before that, on          I could possibly come that weekend however I recently was inducted into the                      UNC, 

the                         and that weekend is a special induction weekend that I think is important for me to attend. 

I finish finals on and could come for that weekend and the first part of that week, from 

If you do want me to come in between now and my graduation, would we figure out my contract and housing and everything then? Also, would you all be able to pay for my flight? 

Alternatively, if you would like to sign someone else in the meantime I completely understand and would look forward to coming after graduation. Graduation is the weekend of 

. and either way I am planning to be in Houston as soon as that is done. 

Thanks, 

On Sun, at 3:11 PM, Randy Waldrum <rwaldrum@houstondynamo.com> wrote: 

Let me know what your class schedule is like in terms of you getting here for some games on the weekends. Let me know if you can come in on Wednesdays, Thursdays, or 

Fridays, etc. around your class schedule. I wanted to see if there were any possible training days as well as possible games on weekends. 

If you can’t get away at all, don’t worry. I’m just trying to make some decision in trying to have a roster ready for at least April and May until you and the others get here. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Last A. <athgallo@unc.edtc> 

Sunday, 4:10 PIVl 

Dorrance, Albert A IV qanson(a)emml.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar~unc.edu>; Sisneros, Jason M <sisneros@email.unc.edu>; Stander, 

Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> ~msn.com’; ~live.unc.edu>; ~aol.com’ 

Checking In! 

Thanks, Coach ~ certainly sounds like it was a ve 
sounds like what happened vs. The tIokies. Then we ’Tmish" amd then some vs. Pitt, 4-0. That is what Pitt gets for not hiring Cindy a few years ago! 
Drive an enjoy the remainder of the day. GO HEELS and see you soon. 
Be well, 
LarW 

Lxecutive Associate l)hvc~or o~’.Ath~etics 

lJniversib~ of Norfl~ Carolina at Cha~xd Hill 

From: Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Sent= Sunday, 2:29 PH 
To= Gallo, 3r., Lar~ A. 
Subject= Re: Checking 
W~ lost ~ Vh~fi~a T~ch ]-0~ Vh~a T¢ch lost to P~ ] -0~ we beat P~ 4- 0. Played wall ~] ~7 could not ma~¢ to finish ~aJnst Vh~h~a T~ch. Still ~mat sprin~. 

S~m,/~om ~r(~ ~ ~’r~zor~ W~reles~ 4(; L 77i I)ROID 

"Gallo, Jr., Lany A." <athgallo~unc~edu> wrote: 

Hopeful all went well yesterday’ in Clemmons mad we played well vs. VT and PITT ........ AND INCURRED NO INJURIES !!’. 
TaJ~e care, and enjoy your Sunday ~- all the best to you! (~.) HEELS’. 
Be well, 
LarW 

I~XeCUtivre Associam Director 

~Jmversity ofNorO~ Cm~lina at Chapd Hill 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Friday, 6:30 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; Ducar, Chris; Sisneros, 3ason M; Sander, Thomas 3; 
Subject: Here We Go! 
Importance: High 
Safe travels to Clemmons a~d all the best tomorrow vs. VTech a~d Pitt. 
Have fun, play well, and stay- injuW free ~ GO HEELS! 
With you all the way! Take care. 
Larry 

~Jmversity of Nora~ Carolina at Cha~xd Hill 

~msn.com’; @aol.com’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmafil.com> 

Sunday, 9:36 PIVl 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Upcoming Year 

Hey Anson! 

I wanted to get your opinion I’m not sure if I should stay with my club team for my senior year, or if I should t~’out for another team, such as CASL or NC Alliance. My current club team is 
getting a new coach, the assistant Duke women’s soccer coach..just wondering what your thoughts about are about my senior year? Thalzks! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}live.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 9:39 PIvl 

.la~n Sisneros < @gmml.com> 

DucaJg Chris <ducar@unc.ed~; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.ed~: 

<pacman@unc.edu> 

RE: FW: Basketball AnaJyfics Summit 

~aol.com; Sander, Thomas J 

Is anyone sLill interested in going to this basketball anafytics confe~’ence 

Frora: Jason Sisneros [mailto @gmail,com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:07 PM 
To: jorian 

Cc: Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); anson@emaiLunc.edu; ~aol.com; pacman@unc.edu 
Subject: Re: FW: Basketball Analytics Summit 

Glad you aJce going! Remind me alter spring break and if I’m here I’ll go with you. 

Jason 

On Tuesday ..... ’,~liveamc.e&t> wrote: 
Hey coacl~es~ 

My econ pro~bssor sent this to me. I kn~ it’s not soccer; buI it should ~ an ink~resting corflbrence or~ basket~ll ~mal)’~ic~ and it’s here at UNC Fr~da5, 

Ihn p]mming on going ifm~yone is mtcmstcd in joining. ]Looking li~i~ ~u-d to learm~N some morn at~ut st-~ts analytics~ 

tO 

From: Petranka, Jeremy M [mailto: petranka@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, 4:20 PM 

To: 
Subject: FW: Basketball Analytics Summit 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday,               4:15 PM 
To: Carlstein, Edward; I~rovan, J S; Pataki, Gabor; Pipiras, Vladas; Balaban, Rita A; Conway, Patrick J 

Cc: Goldstein, Buck; Stewart, John F; Merritt, Charles E.; Feldman, NaP/ann P.; Petranka, Jeremy M; Akin, John Stephen; Sackaroff, Jeff; Bruce, Rob; Ji, Chuanshu; Nobel, 
Andrew B; Marron, James Stephen; Tidwell, Care; Hazeltine, Lizzy; Aaron Scarboro ~qmail.com); Jim Kitchen; Mumford, Christopher Lee; Caudill, Walter 
Lowry 
Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit 

Pon~ =oy, an0 the e~:t:ire NBA 

Deborah L. Stroman> Ph.D. CLU 

EtNa<qe, ~p!ore. 

~N~ emailSignature 

919.843,0336 



CONFIDENu IALrrv NOTICE: This e-m~Ji messay, e, m,:l,~ding attachments, Jf mtl,, is i~t~d,’d onl] fbr ~ -Ferscn or ,’~i[y to which i~ i}; ~ddxe};sed and may c,,m@n ccnfid,’~i~l andi,,x priviley~ed ma~efi~l. A:~y --- 

~mm~lhorJzed Jeview~ us~- disc]c:,ix~e or dJ~ t~ibu~cn is pro}ill)lied if you m’~- not the i~xl~-n..t~-..t recipienL p]e~e contact r}xe sex,din %y reply e-m~Ji sx~d tlesiroy ~i] c.:,pie~ of the original rues:, ~ge 

Fmm~ Stroman, Oeborah k 
Sent~ Friday, Janua~ 10, 2014 4:~ PM 

To= Carls~in, Edward; Provan, J S; ’~a~a_~[~_~_~Jk~_~G_~_~.’; Pipiras, Vladas; Balaban, Rita A; Conway, Patrick J 

Co= Goldstein, Buck; Stewa~, John F; MettlE, Charles E.; Feldman, Mawann P.; Petranka, Jeremy M; Akin, John Stephen; Sackaroff, Jeff; Bruce, Rob 

Subject; Basketball Analytics Summit 

HJ Drs. ] am exc~ted to a~]ounce an ~nau~ural co~mnce that represents ~e inte~ection o£basket~H and s~tistics. ] have man~ students who am 

5e]d and thought ~t approp~ate k~ send ~ou this ~ve-’d]e-date commu~cafion. Please let ~e ~]ow J£~ou are interested Jn any type o£¢o]la~)ratJon. 

keep ~ou abreast of the ~eneraJ ro]] out, as approp~ate. It is exc~tm~ to know that ESPN, NBA, ACC, and others are supportin~ t~s 

Continued success to ~ou’. 

¯ h¢ intersection~ of t¢chno]o~, s~tistics~ Cx¢cution~ and performance is here.., so, p]oas¢ save-the-date for ~¢ Jna~ura] S~]A Ba.~ket6Mi A~M~ti¢,~ ~mmit hosted by the 

K~an Institute of Privat~ Ente~rise on the campus of the Universi~ of North Carol~a at Chapel Hill. 

Friday, May 2 ~ S~lurda)5 ~[ay ,~, 2(~ 

Our mission is to engage with and explore fl~e best practices of the leading bas#~tba/l experts (prolEssionals, students, and scholars) who love, research, and work in the 

discipline of p~fonnance (individual or team) and business analytics. 

Please pass fl~e word to yore" collea~es. More details soon~ 

(Questions or Feedback: dstro(~unc.edu) 

debby 

Explore. Engage. Empower. 

Frank Hawkins ~n~n ~t~t~ o~ Private E~te~p~i~ Sen~or Advi~ (~g~J_~k~_~_~_;_~_g~E~_~_~!_~_~_~:~_B~_~_~ 
Carolina ~p~ ~usi~ess Club, Fa~u~ Advi~r (~.csbcunc,com~ 

Universi~, of North Carolina \~/om en’s Soccer 

Chapel ttill, Norlh Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Assistant Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com> 

Sunday, 9:55 PIVl 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

DucaJc, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; 
<pacman@uuc.edu> 

Re: FW: Basketl~J1 Analytics Summit 

@aol.com; Smader, Thomas J 

and I want to go ruth you. 

On Sunday, (~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Jason Sisneros [mailto @c~mail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:07 PM 
To: 
Cc: Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); anson@email.unc.edu; 
Subject: Re: FVV: Basketball Analytics Summit 

_~aol.com; pacman@unc.edu 

Glad you ~xe going! Relnind me after spriug break and if I’m here I’ll go with you. 

On Tuesday, @live.tmc.edu> wrote: 

~[{[e? coaches, 

My econ prol’essor sepal ~his lo me. I know it’s not ~occer. bu~ k should 1:~ an in,resting coati,fence o~ baskctl.~ll a~aly~ic~, and k’~ here a~ UNC Friday 
Satmda3,      (schedule he~e: hRp:i/~s~.unc.edu/index.php/m~a]~ic~) 

Fm plmming on going ifm~yone is mtcmstcd injoimng. Looking lb~ ~u-d to learm~N some morn at~ut st~ts analytics~ 

From: Petranka, Jeremy M [mail:o: petranka@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:20 PM 
To: 
Subject: FW: Basketball Analytics Summit 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 4::t5 PM 
To: Carlstein, Edward; Provan, J S; Pataki, Gabor; Pipiras, Vladas; Balaban, Rita A; Conway, Patrick J 
�::c: Goldstein, Buck; Stewart, John F; Merritt, Charles E.; Feldman, Maryann P.; Petranka, Jeremy M; Akin, John Stephen; Sackaroff, Jeff; Bruce, Rob; Ji, Chuanshu; Nobel, 
Andrew B; Marron, James Stephen; Tidwell, Ca:e; Hazeltine, Lizzy; Aaron Scarboro I @gmail.com); Jim Kitchen; Mumford, Christopher Lee; Caudill, Walter 

LowPl 
Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit 

2. "1’he E~*ly Bird Di~co~xa~: e*}(Js Selecl:ior~ S’~mday, Match 16. So please 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Assistant Coach 

(c) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 11:09 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Thanks 

That means a lot Anson. Thank you very much’. Enjoy the lest of your week. 

On Mon, at 9:55 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(~email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

problem for me. gy i~ll means concerti:rate on your academics. 

I also appreciate this classy email message. I would also love for you to show 

are making an excellent decision in EVERY respect. 

they made a great choice as well. So good tuck with evewthing, You 

From: [mailto: @qmail.coml 
Sent: Sunday, 7:42 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Thanks 

Hey Ans, 

Hope you’re eNoying your weekend! I wanted to thank you tbr letting the reserves play an extended period of time yesterday. It definitely made the spring season 

worth while. I was so impressed with            , and      and can’t wmt to see them get more time in the next few years. I couldn’t have asked for a better 

way to end my Carolina experience than scoff ng my first ever collegiate goal! 

I wanted to thank you for letting me take part in the spring season even though you knew my predicament fiom the stast. I truly believe I improved my game in 

aspects and have you and the Carolina staffto thank for that. I can’t wait to use what I’ve learned about soccer and myself over the last two years to become a 

leader and key player for          team. 

With that said, I’ve decided that the benefits of playing in the next two weeks do not outweigh the costs (ie happiness, grades, etc). I’d like to take a little break l~om 

the competitive environment and get back to loving the game. I want to stazt playing for me again, not to impress you or win the approval of teammates. I want to 

work on things I need to work on and take a day offwhen I want to take a day of[: I think I did a great job last snmmer of getting into shape and improving my skills 

so I know I can train on my own and still be successful at         in four months. 

Thanks again tbr eveD~thing you’ve done. I know I am leaving Carolina as a bet’mr person, student and athlete. I cannot wait to show         that they made a 

great choice in admitting me. Hopeihlly I roll see you beibre the school year is over and be able to say a proper goodbye in person. I hope that it is okay for me to 

attend any team parties or celebrations between now and exan~s because I love these girls with all of my heart and even though I ki~ow it’s the right decision, I’ll be 
leaving my ~:a~nily behind. 

Much appreciation, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gregg Jacobs <gregg.jacobs@sportsboard-mn.com> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 11:28 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

SportsBoard: Chat Follow-Up 

Hi, Anson. 

Thanks for your time today! Really appreciate it and feel like we have a good plan with Jason for our call tomorrow 

In terms of action items, as we discussed: 
1. Player Development: I think there are ways to streamline how- your staff tracks player development via a data model that can be incorporated into SportsBoard the same way you have a 
data model for recruiting Can you have Tom Sander contact me at a good time tbr him to explore this? 
2. Outreach: There are loads ofUNC WSoc alums out coaching D1, sub-D1 and even club level teams, and SportsBoard could be great for all of them. Can you tee up a conversation for us 
to have ~vith Jason,’Tom about ho~v to send out an e-blast with proper messaging and a testimonial from you about the value of SportsBoard? 

The only item ~ve didn’t discuss was any possible investors in SportsBoard ~vhom you might knnw These people could be wealthy, suppomve "friends" of your program, whether they are 
alums or other people you know who have some connection to Women’s Soccer. JeffMallett comes to mind, the former Yahoo employee who made hundreds of millions from Yahoo stock 
and who started and folded a pro Women’s Soccer league over the past 10 years. Anyway, I’d love to discuss a list of possible investors as well at some point soon 

Thanks for your suppolt! Looking forward to working together with you on all of this! 

Best regards, 

Gregg Jacobs 
Founder/CEO 
SportsBoard 
c: 
f: 415 532 3234 
http ://www.spor tsboard-win corn 

Mobile Player Assessment Solutions 

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! 

NOTICE OF CO]xT;II)[{NTIAI,ITY: 

’]?his e-mail, and any attachments thereto, is intended only for use by the addressee(s) named herein and may contain confidentia] information, legally privileged information and attorney 
c]ient work product. If you are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this e-mail, and any attachments thereto, is 
strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error please immediately notff~y me by e-mail or telephone and permanent]y delete the original and any copy of any e-mail and printout 
thereof Thank you for your cooperation with respect to this matter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jayne Bamwell <jayne@ramsclub.com> 

Monday, 11:51 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: MVP Freshman ofihe YeaJ~ 

Thx! I’ll circle hack around to you just as soon as I talk with Sue 

Jayne W, Bamwe~l 

UNC AtNetics 

The EducationM Four, darien, Into dba The Rams Ck~b 
PO Box 
Chapel Nil{, NC 275~5 

F~m: Dorrance, A]be~ A N [mailM:anson@emaU.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:50 AN 
To: Jayne Barnwell 

@raSh.COrn; Ducar, Chris; ,1ason Sisneros ( 
Subje~t: RE: MVP Freshman of the Year 
Jayne, 

My Roo]de o~ the Year was 

The week of through the is a fFee week for me~ 

F~m~ Jayne Barnwell [maHto:jayne@ramsclub.coml 
Sent~ Nonday, 10:37 AN 
T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sub]e~t~ NVP Freshman of the Year 
lm~nee~ High 

Hi Coach, 

@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas 

Just let me know. 

Thx! 

Jayne W. Barnwell 

UNC Athletics 

The Educational Foundation, Inc. dba The Rams Club 

PO Box 2446 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9~9-8�~-:~000 (o) 
9:19-843-5777 (f) 

"W~ e<~::<,,’~ ~:s~:,~/~n:q¢~i,’e" ~¢~’~:~u~),~.," ..~.,’?L’,ie ~,~::s"° 

Sue wanted me to email you to find out who your MVP Freshman of the Year is. 

Also, she is requesting that you send us some dates that you would be available for to do a luncheon for the Brax-Schell Scholarship. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TONY YOUNT < @gmaiLcom> 

Monday, 12:25 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <aJ~son@email.unc.e&~> 

Re: Weekly Int~action Notice 

So 

At this point, with so man?, tutoring absences, the procedure is that you, Anson, Susan Ma]oy and I need to have a face to face meeting with the 4 of us to figure out 

why you miss so man?, sessions, and whether or not to suspend tutorial services for you. We are less than 3 weeks from the last day of class. If you are missing 

because you are doing so well in the class that you no longer need the tutoring, the we canjus~ cancel the sessions completely and be done ruth it. However, if you still 

need and want to have the tutoring services, then you roll need to arrange the meeting so that the four of us can have the discussion that we need to have about your 
attendance issues. Please let Anson and I know what you are thinking about this situation and we’ll proceed from there. 

Tony 

On , at 11:31 AM, ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring,@unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 
Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your B!~ tutoring session on atSi~p~. This is your 

documented infraction and shall be considered Strike three. 

At this point in time, your academic counselor is informing your coaching staff and your continued privilege of receiving tutorial services is at risk. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their 

tutoring privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate 

director of academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached 

Appeal form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be sisned off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor 

Coordinator. The appeal must state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are travelin~ or required to attend CREED, Risin8 Stars, etc, 

and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators ([~)~[~.~/~t~!~[~3~.~).~).~:.~.~) within the timeline 

listed below and inform your tutor durin~ your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

B~o 5heu 
Assista~lt Tutorial Coord~nato~Academ~c Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program h:~r S~:udenl:-Athh~d:es 

bsheu~)emaiLunc,edu 

Office: 919-.843-2328 

<Infraction Appeal Form.doex> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu~ 

Monday, 3:17 PM 

FW: Last Day To Vote for Superlatives!!! https:i/~¥.surveymonkey.cona/s/RAMMYSsuperlatives 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 2:47 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas 3 
Subject: Last Day To Vote for Superlatives!!! https:!!www.surveymonkey.com!s!RAMMYSsuperlatives 
Hey Tom, Oan you send this out to the Team today??? 
HI GUYS!!! 
Today is the last day to vote for the Rammy Superlatives Awards. Everyone make sure to go vote today, especially for our teammates who are nominated for superlatives 
(            ) and our team for the Reality Show superlative! 
It will literally take maybe 2 minutes! Here’s the link to the survey: https://www.survevmonkev.com/s/RAMMYSsuperlatives 
Thanks! 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 3:28 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FW: Chapel ttill Visit 

From: Thomas L. Prestwich [mailto:TPrestwich@greeneradovsky.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 07, 2014 3:26 PM 

To; Ducar, Chris 
Subject; Chapel Hill Visit 

Anson, 

I not certain if you remember me, but we knew each other as Carolina undergrads and athletes. I was close friends with Jim Greenawalt, with whom I think you 

roomed after Jim (and I) left the football team after our junior-year season. I’ve been practicing law in the SF Bay Area for 30+ years and have rarely returned to 

UNC since finishing graduate business school; however, VII be in Chapel Hill early next week - Monday!Tuesday (morning) April :14/:15 -to visit some former B- 

School colleagues. If you’re around and have a few minutes I’d like to stop by your office to say hello. Please let me know if there’s a convenient time for you. 

Many thanks, Tom 

Thomas L Prestwich I Partner I Greene Radovslqt LLP I Four Embarcadero Center, 4.0th Floor I San Francisco, CA 94.$15 I Office: 4.$5.985.$4.00 I Direct Dial: 415.248.$554 I Mobile: 

I Facsimile: 455.777.4955 I Email: tprestwich@greeneradovskv.com I Website: www.greeneradovsky.com 

THLS MES3AGE CONTAINS INi:ORMA 77ON ~:’ROI~/I A LA W ~:’!RM AND I~/IA Y L’N~ CONFiDENTi,4L OR PRtWLEGL~LZ ii: YOU RECEIVED 7"Ht._~ M~ES_’.~GE IN ERROR., PLEASE ADWS"E 
TNE SENDER BY REPLY ~::-MAiL AND DELETE TNi5 M~:SSAGE. IN SUCH EVENT, YOU MAY NOT LISE::, COPY OR D/SCLO3E ANY iNFORMATiON CONTAINED HEREIN. 

PLEASE NOTE: To ensure compliance wiLh revised Treasury Regulations under Circular 230, this is to advise you thaL any tax advice contained in this communication 

is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of avoiding tax-related penalties that may be asserted against the taxpayer. A taxpayer 

may rely on professional advice to avoid federal tax penalties only if that advice is reflected in a comprehensive tax opinion that conforms to stringent 

r~-_~quir~:_~mer~ts under h:_~deral law. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 6:46 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Congratulations! You’ve been selected as a Rammys Finalist. 

Dear 

Congratulations! You have been selected as a finalist in the Female Breakthrough Athlete category for our second annual Rammys awards this Monday, 

at 7 pm at Memorial Hall. 

This event will be a wonderful celebration of your team’s and your accomplishments and I look forward to seeing you there. There will be reserved seating 

for you as an award finalist in the front sections of Memorial Hall, your coach will be sent your special finalist ticket this week, please be sure to sit in that 

seat so that we can locate and identify you as a finalist. Also, please confirm to Molly Norton via email (mbnorton@email.unc.edu) that you will be in 

attendance Monday night. 

Immediately following the Rammys awards at Memorial Hall, there will be a desserts / social event at the Carolina Inn where I look forward to seeing you 

and congratulating you on your contributions to Carolina Athletics. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 6:53 PM 

@live. unc.edu-~ 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Congratulations! You’ve been selected as a Rammys Finalist. 

Dear           , 

Congratulations! You have been selected as a finalist in the Best Play category for our second annual Rammys awards this Monday, at 7 pm at 

Memorial Hall. 

This event will be a wonderful celebration of your team’s and your accomplishments and I look forward to seeing you there. There will be reserved seating 

for you as an award finalist in the front sections of Memorial Hall, your coach will be sent your special finalist ticket this week, please be sure to sit in that 

seat so that we can locate and identify you as a finalist. Also, please confirm to Molly Norton via email (mbnorton@email.unc.edu) that you will be in 

attendance Monday night. 

Immediately following the Rammys awards at Memorial Hall, there will be a desserts / social event at the Carolina Inn where I look forward to seeing you 

and congratulating you on your contributions to Carolina Athletics. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Jones < @gmail.com> 

Monday, 7:15 PM 

Dolrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Do you have "grit" .... that elixir that will be the reason you ufimately succeed or not? 

Love it Anson! Great read - just sent it out to some friends and on Facebook for the rest of the world. 

Good resource for reflection - I could use some improvement in the impulse area. I’ve had spurts of all three, but imagine how we could chm~ge the world if we 

committed to living by all tllree consistently! 

Thanks - I’ll work on my thromng sldlls ruth Matt tonight! 

O11 , at 5:01 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <a~lson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

When you have a minute read this: http:i/www.nytirnes.corni /o[~inionisundayiwhat--drives--success.html? r=O 

This is quite powerful. What I like most about it is, it is telling us we control our fate. That with "grit" and choosing three qualities, we can do anything 

we want. And honestly, seeing the way some of you have improved this winter/spring, I am seeing wonderful proof of all of this. 

Now, this is quite long. So to read this you are going to need to have one of the three qualities this article says you must have to make it: "impulse 

control" (delayed gratification). And because I know people do "what you inspect, not what you expect" I will be having a brief conversation with you 

on the way to W/S this weekend to see if you have read this and you understand it. I want you guys to be "world beaters"; and not just in soccer. For 

those of you who don’t make the trip, find me in my office next week and we will discuss it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 7:29 PM 

@live.unc.e&~ 

Do~ance, Albert A IV ~anson@emml.unc.edu> 

Congratulations! You’ve been selected as a Rammys Finalist. 

Dear 

Congratulations! You have been selected as a finalist in the Outstanding Female Athlete of the Year category for our second annual Rammys awards this 

Monday, at 7 pm at Memorial Hall. 

This event will be a wonderful celebration of your team’s and your accomplishments and I look forward to seeing you there. There will be reserved seating 

for you as an award finalist in the front sections of Memorial Hall, your coach will be sent your special finalist ticket this week, please be sure to sit in that 

seat so that we can locate and identify you as a finalist. Also, please confirm to Molly Norton via email (mbnorton@email.unc.edu) that you will be in 

attendance Monday night. 

Immediately following the Rammys awards at Memorial Hall, there will be a desserts / social event at the Carolina Inn where I look forward to seeing you 

and congratulating you on your contributions to Carolina Athletics. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu~; 

Monday, April 7, 2014 9:18 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; ~tampabay.rr.com; webintern@theacc.org; updates@ncaa.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

<anson@email.unc.edu>;          ~gmail.com; sports@newsobserver.com; apraleigh@ap.org; sports@news14.com; Miller, Beth 

<bethmille@unc.edu>; paul@soccera~nerica.com;      @aol.com; rstutts@1360wchl.com; chnsports@nando.com; 

obsports@charlotteobserver.com; socce@sportsvu.net; Ducar, Chris <~tucax@unc.edu>; edito@soccertimes.com; 

my@southernsoccerscene.com; sports@dailytmheel.com; sphillips@theacc.org; Sander, Thomas J <pacmm~@unc.edu>; 

ewamock@nando.com; college@topdrawelsoccer.com; ESPNdatainfo@espn.com; news@wchl1360.com; info@fairgamemagazine.com; 

sports@wsjournal.co~n; graham.hays,a)espn3.com; sports@news-record.com; hhirschman@theacc.org; jim@theheaw~ers.com; Durha~ 

Herald-Sun (sport@heraldsun.com); Heather Hirschman (hhirschman@theacc.org); Jenn Hildreth (jhildreth~foxsports.net); Cunningham, 

Bubba <~bubbac@email.unc.edu~; aufnowski@theacc.org; fbssport@visionsportsnews.com; lhumber ~theacc.org; 

pmc@logocapital.com; production@fl~eaccdn.com; stanle~j@lenovo.com 

Tar Heels Announce 2014 Women’s Soccer Schedule 

Tar Heels Announce 2014 Women’s Soccer Schedule 

OFFICE OF ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

FOR iMMEDiATE RELEASE 

(April 7, 2014) 

Contact: Dave Lohse, Associate Athletic Communications Director, dave!ohse@unc~edu, 919-641-4128 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. -The University of North Carolina has announced its 2014 women’s soccer schedule on Monday and it features 10 games against teams which played in the 2013 

NCAA Tournament, including defending champion UCLA, runner-up Florida State and semifinalist Virginia Tech. 

UNC has assembled one of the nation’s toughest non-conference schedules for 2014. It includes games against 2013 NCAA participants Stanford (3rd round), Ohio State (1st round), 

UCLA (champion), Arkansas (3rd round) and Penn State (2nd round). The Tar Heels will also play at Pepperdine to conclude a two-game trip to the West Coast which starts against UCLA 

on August 29. 

For the first time in league history, the ACC, which will include 14 teams, will not play a complete round robin. UNC will play 10 league foes including games at Notre Dame and Duke 

and at home against Virginia Tech, Wake Forest and Florida State. All five of those teams qualified for the 2013 NCAA Tournament with all five reaching at least the third round of the 

tournament. 

In the ACC rotation, UNC will not play regular season games this year against Virginia, Boston College or Louisville. 

The ACC Tournament semifinals and finals will be played at UNC Greensboro on Nov. 7 and 9. The six rounds of the NCAA Tournament begin Saturday, Nov. 15. The College Cup is slated 

for Fort Lauderdale, Florida on December 5 and 7. 

North Carolina finished the 2013 season with a 20-5 record before losing in double overtime to eventual NCAA champion UCLA 1-0 in the NCAA quarterfinals at Fetzer Field. Coach 

Anson Dorrance will be crafting a squad in 2014 that needs to replace six starters from the 2013 squad -forward Kealia Ohai, midfielders Crystal Dunn, Meg Morris and Kelly 

McFarlane, defender Megan Brigman and goalkeeper Anna Sieloff. 

2014 NORTH CAROLINA WOMEN’S SOCCER SCHEDULE 

Fri. Aug. 22 Carolina Nike Classic (Chapel Hill, N.C.) 

Duke vs. Ohio State, 5 p.m. 

UNC vs. Stanford, 7 p.m. 

Sun., Aug. 24 Carolina Nike Classic (Chapel Hill, N.C.) 

Duke vs. Stanford, 1 p.m. 

UNC vs. Ohio State, 3 p.m. 

Fri., Aug 29 at UCLA, 5 p.m. (8 p.m. EDT) 

Sun., Aug. 31 at Pepperdine, 1 p.m. (4 p.m. EDT) 

Fri., Sept. 5 Duke Nike Classic (Durham, N.C.) 

UNC vs. Arkansas, 5 

Duke vs. Penn State, 7 p.m. 

Sun., Sept. 7 Duke Nike Classic (Durham, N.C.) 

UNC vs. Penn State, 12 p.m. 

Duke vs. Arkansas, 2 p.m. 

Sat., Sept. 20 at Notre Dame, 7 p.m. 

Thurs., Sept. 25 at Clemson, 7 p.m. 

Sun., Sept. 28 at NC State, i p.m. 

Fri., Oct. 3 Virginia Tech, 5 p.m. 

Thurs., Oct. 9 Wake Forest, 7 p.m. 

Sun., Oct. 12 Pittsburgh, 1 p.m. 

Sun., Oct. 19 at Duke, 2 p.m. 

Thurs., Oct. 23 Florida State, 7 p.m. 

Sun., Oct. 26 Miami, i p.m. 

Sun., Nov. 2 at Syracuse, 1 p.m. 

Fri., Nov. 7 ACC Tournament Semifinals (Greensboro, N.C.) 

Sun., Nov. 9 ACC Tournament Finals (Greensboro, N.C.) 

Sat., Nov. 15 NCAA Tournament First Round 

Fri., Nov. 21 NCAA Tournament Second Round 

Sun., Nov. 23 NCAA Tournament Third Round 

Sat., Nov. 29 NCAA Quarterfinals 

Fri., Dec. 5 NCAA Semifinals (Fort Lauderdale, Fla.) 

Sun., Dec. 7 NCAA Finals (Fort Lauderdale, Fla.) 

Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-7257 

(Cell) 
davelohse@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 8:47 AM 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 7:23 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas .] 
Subject: 
Hey tom could you send this out to the team please’? 

Hey team, 

So through the grape vine I’m sure you’ve all heald about my situation. I’m trying to transfer to College, a small liberal axts school near my hometown in 

North Carolina. Originally it was supposed to be kept a secret because I didn’t want to olt’end anyone, didn’t want you guys to get mad at me for wanting to train ruth 

the team through the spring season or have it causc commotion and hinder the awesome progress the team’s made. As of now, I’ve been accepted to my tirst choice 

but don’t know how my credik~ will tmnsi~r over so nothing is oil~cial yet. 

All I want to say is that me leaving has absolutely nothing to do with any of you guys. I love this team with all of my heart and would do an~ing tbr any one of you. I 

hope you all know that the reason I’ve been down playing the likelihood/scriousness of leaving is because I am trying to convince mysclf that nothing will change. I am 

going to a school that is only two hours away so I plan on visiting as often as possible and cheering for you guys on your journey to another national championship. I 

plan on relnaining friends with every single one of you and know that the dis~nce won’t matter. 

This whole situation just sucks and is incredibly hmd for me. Solne of you might feel betrayed or personally offended with how you found out or that I’m deciding to 

leave UNC because it feels like I’m choosing to leave you. That’s not it at 8211! I’m leaving the school because I don’t like not having relationships with my teacher~ 
don’t like the class size and don’t like that I can’t help you guys on the field. I’m leaving the school but I’ll never leave the team. I will always be a Tar Heel at heart and 

hope to always be considered a teammate and friend. 

But you have to put yourself in my shoes. I have no idea how to/don’t want to say goodbye to 30 of my best friends. I don’t know how to go to practice and see all of 

your faces and not burst into tears, knowing I won’t be a part of this team in the fall. 

With that said, I’ve decided that the benefits of partaking in the last few weeks of training don’t outweigh the Iyositives... So I won’t be at training thesc next two 

weeks. But I want to thank all of you tbr being such great friends mad ~ suptx~rtive through this whi~le process. I love you guys so much! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ducm’, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,            9:31 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Recruiting Class 

WSoccer Recruiting Class.xls 

Anson, 

Here is who ~ have on the list. Do we include Did you offer a spot to ~,ny mystery recruits your recruiting coordinator does not know about? 



A B C D 
1 Grad Year AthleteFullName Team Name Address 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

7 

8 
9 



l~City E 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

7 

8 
9 

10 

State iZip Email 
H I 

Mobile Phone 
@gmail,com 

@gmail.com 
@gmail.com 

÷       @gmail.com 

~ @thewilliamscompanies.com 

~ 
@gmail.com ~ 

~yahoo.com 



Fron|: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,            9:58 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions unc.edt~> 

Markos, Lance M <ma~cko@email.unc.edu>; Dorrance, AlbertA IV <anson@email.unc.edtr~; Jason SisneroN 

¯ Admitted? 

@gmafil.com) 

Just checking since I have not seen anything. Any stuff you need from this end let me know and I’ll jump on 

Bird 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:21 AM 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

RE: Recruiting Class 

I’ll get you 

-Tom 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:31 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Lohse, Dave Clark; Sander, Thomas .1 
Subject: Recruiting Class 

Anson, 

Here is who I have on the list. Do we include 

info so you can get in touch and have her ready when she’s admitted (transfer}, 

? Did you offer a spot to ? Any mystery recruits your recruiting coordinator does not know about? 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:45 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Do you have "grit" .... that elixir that will be the reason you ufimately succeed or not? 

Hello Anson, 

Thank you for sharing this article. I have an interest in studying the sports psychology aspect of the drive for success. I actually applied to 
intern at       this summer to work in the "grit" research lab.(t towever I decided to intern with the UNC Marine Science program 
instead) Dr. Duekworth has a very interesting TedTalk discussing her research of the specific traits that propel success. The fusion of a 
superiority and insecurity complexes, and impulse control allows ones performance to transition to the next level. As a manager, I have been 
able to witness "grit" in the competitive culture during practices. 

On that note, I wanted to discuss with you my future as a potential walk-on to the Carolina       program for the           year. You have 
saw me play once during futsal before spring break, and I love playing in that highly competitive enviroment in order to become a better 
player of the game. I will be a positive contribution both on the field and classroom to help the team "keep getting better." Plea~ let me know 
what you fl~ink. 

Thanks, 

UniversiU of No(th Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Mathematics Major aM ChemistD’ Minor 

On , at 5:01 PM, "Dorrm~ce, Albert A IV" <a~son@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

When you have a minute read this: http:i!www.nytimes.comi iopinionisundayiwhat-drives-success.html? r=0 

This is quite powerful. What I like most about it is, it is telling us we control our fate. That with "grit" and choosing three qualities, we can do anything 

we want. And honestly, seeing the way some of you have improved this winter/spring, I am seeing wonderful proof of all of this. 

Now, this is quite long. So to read this you are going to need to have one of the three qualities this article says you must have to make it: "impulse 

control" (delayed gratification). And because I know people do "what you inspect, not what you expect" I will be having a brief conversation with you 

on the way to W/S this weekend to see if you have read this and you understand it. I want you guys to be "world beaters"; and not just in soccer. For 

those of you who don’t make the trip, find me in my office next week and we will discuss it. 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

TONY YOUNT < ~(}gmail.com> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 11:45 AM 

Sander, Thomas J <pac nan@unc.edn> Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email. unc.edu>; DncaJc, Chris <duca@tmc.edu> Pa]ladino, 

Geo~e W <bpalladino@unc.edu> 

current ~egistration 

soccer- cmrent.pdf 

as of this morning after the freshmen registered - here is where we are with schedules 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Keating < @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 12:01 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Player Conference Questionaire 

For your convenience.., see below 

Mike ~(eating 

From: Nike KeatJng [maJlto:      @gmaJl.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 20:[4 :[0:4-2 AN 

To: ’Dorrance, Albert A ~V’ 
Subject; Player Conference Questionaire 

Anson, 

Reminder to send questionnaire.., https:!/www.surveymonkey.com/s/Development...Sel[...Assessment 

Suggest you put a cover note linking to player conference and give them a due date. It will take them about 10 minutes or less. The more thoughtful they are, the 

more value you and they ~et out of it. 

I will send you a data file with player conference answers that Jason, etc. can put into a form you can use for the meetings. 

See you at 2:00 today, your office. 

Mike 

Mike Keatin~ 

(m) 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Sovacool- Smith < @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 3:02 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Question... 

Thank you so much![ :) I really appreciate this![ :) 

Jennifer Sovacool- Smith 

Sent with Sparrow 

AttacI~ed~ 

-Ton3 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Monday, 4:58 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas 3 
Subject: FW: Question... 
Send Jem~i[:er o~r most recent one [:or the fall and the spr~ng . ~hank VoLt! 

From: Jenni%r Sovacool-Smith [mailto: ] 
Sent-" Monday, 4:38 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Question... 

Hey coach~ [ what would I need to do to see what your score sheet looks like for the competitive cauldron?? ;) PS what did you think of 

Je~ifer Sovacool- S~N 

Sent with Sparrow 

,?? 

Attachments: 

spfingcomp.pdf 

final comp.pdf 



Date 

Session Details VaTech/Pitt games 

Session 

Average 

Pitt 1st 11 min 

Average 

Start Time: 14:00:00 Duration: :01.5 

770 5.3 70~0 43.3% 0 0 81 0 7.4 0,105 0 0 

856 5.4 77.8 48.4% 0 0 93 0 8.5 0.110 0 0 

1313 5~9 119,4 65,7% 0 0 146 0 13.3 0.112 0 0 

1276 6.0 115.8 62.3% 0 0 122 0 11.1 0.096 0 0 

1263 7.0 114.8 56.2% 0 0 127 0 11.6 0.101 183 195 

1380 5.2 125.5 64.7% 0 0 141 0 12,9 0,103 0 0 

1296 6.3 117.8 65.4% 0 0 129 0 11.8 0.100 187 190 

981 7~3 89.2 54,1% 0 0 90 0 8~2 0.092 0 0 

1142 6.0 103.8 57.5% 0.0 0.0 116 0.0 10.6 0.102 46 48 

Start Time: 14:00:00 Duration: :01.5 

770 5.3 70.0 43.3% 0 0 81 0 7.4 0.105 0 0 

856 5~4 77.8 48,4% 0 0 93 0 8~5 0.110 0 0 

1313 5.9 119.4 65.7% 0 0 146 0 13.3 0.112 0 0 

1276 6.0 115.8 62.3% 0 0 122 0 11,1 0,096 0 0 

1263 7.0 114.8 56.2% 0 0 127 0 11.6 0.101 183 195 

1380 5.2 125.5 64.7% 0 0 141 0 12.9 0.103 0 0 

1296 6.3 117.8 65.4% 0 0 129 0 11.8 0.100 187 190 

981 7.3 89.2 54.1% 0 0 90 0 8.2 0.092 0 0 

1142 6.0 103.8 57.5% 0.0 0.0 116 0.0 10,6 0,102 46 48 

catapultsports.com 

Catapult Sprint 5.1.0.1 

Generated by ducar on 1:41:11 PM Page 1 



Date 

Session Details VaTech/Pitt games 

Session 

Average 

VaTech 1st half 

Average 

VaTech 2nd half 

Average 

Start Time: 11:08:00 Duration: :18:00.8 

8806 6.2 120.6 65.2% 0 0 903 0 12,4 0,103 0 0 

6660 7.6 91.2 53.2% 0 0 693 0 9.5 0.104 0 0 

6396 7~6 87.6 54,2% 0 0 617 0 8~5 0.096 0 0 

8313 5.8 113.9 61.4% 0 0 956 0 13.1 0.115 0 0 

7892 7.5 108.1 56.7% 0 0 707 0 9.7 0.090 0 0 

6468 7.0 8&6 56.0% 0 1 661 0 9.1 0,102 0 0 

8340 7.7 114.2 56.1% 0 0 823 0 11.3 0.099 0 0 

5336 7,2 106.7 56.1% 0 1 522 0 10.5 0.098 0 0 

7276 7.1 103.9 57.4% 0.0 0.3 735 0.0 10.5 0.101 0 0 

Start Time: 11:08:00 Duration: 37:00.9 

4459 6.0 120.5 86.8% 0 0 473 0 12.8 0.106 0 0 

3555 7~6 96.1 56,5% 0 0 369 0 10.0 0.104 0 0 

3454 7.8 93.4 59.2% 0 0 333 0 9.0 0.098 0 0 

4124 5.5 111.5 62.0% 0 0 479 0 13,0 0.116 0 0 

3917 6.3 105.9 55.1% 0 0 355 0 9.6 0.091 0 0 

3318 6.8 89.8 56.2% 0 1 339 0 9.2 0.102 0 0 

4273 6.6 115.5 57.2% 0 0 428 0 11.6 0.100 0 0 

4120 7.2 111.4 57.2% 0 1 401 0 10.9 0.097 0 0 

3902 6.7 105.5 58.8% 0.0 0.3 397 0.0 10,7 0,102 0 0 

Start Time: 11:50:00 Duration: 36:00.9 

4347 6.2 120.8 63.7% 0 0 430 0 12.0 0.099 0 0 

3105 8.8 86.3 49.5% 0 0 324 0 9.0 0.104 0 0 

2942 6.8 81.7 48.3% 0 0 283 0 7.9 0.097 0 0 

4189 5.8 116.4 80.9% 0 0 477 0 13.3 0.114 0 0 

3975 7~5 110.4 58.4% 0 0 352 0 9~8 0.089 0 0 

3152 7.0 87.6 55.8% 0 0 321 0 8.9 0.102 0 0 

4067 7.7 113.0 55.0% 0 0 395 0 11.0 0.097 0 0 

1216 7.1 93.5 52.1% 0 0 121 0 9.3 0.100 0 0 

3374 6.8 101.2 55.5% 0.0 0.0 338 0.0 10.1 0.100 0 0 

catapultsports.com 

Catapult Sprint 5.1.0.1 

Generated by ducar on 1:36:39 PM Page 1 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:14 PM 

To: Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: OGF Introduction 

Hello Anson, 

I hope that you are having a wonderful day! I wanted to know if you were still interested in chatting today about 

know your next best availability. 

Best, 

introduction? If not, please let me 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 4:44 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: OGF Introduction 

Google her and decide what would be most interesting .... 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 3:07 PM 

To: Dorrance, Nber~ A IV 
Subject= RE: OGF Introductbn 

Hello Anson Dorrance, 

I am available tomorrow at 3:00¯ My cell phone number is 

tomorrow? 

Best, 

¯ Is there anything that I should have accomplished by our conversation 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, :10:08 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: OGF Introduction 

Tomorrow afternoon at 3 pro? What is your celt #? 

Sent: Monday, J.:00 AM 

To: Dorrance, AIbe~± A N 
Subject: RE: OGF Introduction 

Hello Anson Dorrance, 

~ hope that you had a wonderfu~ weekend~ When would be the best day for us to meet!discuss 

support and guidance throughout this p~ocess. 

Best, 

introduction? Thank you so much for your 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 9:43 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: OGF Introduction 

Next week will work f.:)r me) 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 1:46 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: OGF Introduction 

Hello Anson Dorrance, 

~ hope that you are having a wonderful day~ My name is             , I will be presenting    at the Public Tapping. George Lensing informed me that 

you would like to chat about            introduction. ~ will be out of town presenting research at the University of Pittsburgh for the duration of this 

week. As such, I will not be able to meet with you in person until next week. However, if you are interested ~ can chat with you over the phone this weekif 

you would like. Thanks for your willingness to help and I look forward to your response. 

Best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc,edu~ 

Tuesday, 3:39 PM 

Friday change of ~hedule 

Players and Managers, 

This Friday will be the BEEP and AGILITY testing in the Tin Can. We will follow afterward with a finishing session in there as well. 

7:30 am Treatments 

8:30 am BEEP and AGILITY in Tin Can 

9:30 am Finishing session in Tin Can 

NO FRESHMAN OR SOPHOMORE MEETINGSTHIS WEEK 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North Coaolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Malena Jaime <mjaime@beckett.com> 

Tuesday, 6:0~L PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc edu>: @msn com: Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>: Jason Sisneros 

@gmail.com): Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: Magazine Feature-UNC Women’s Soccer 

HiAnson. 

I am just following up with you regarding the interview we had discussed. You had previously said a couple weeks would work. 

I have assigned a writer to put together the piece, so she would be contacting you directly to discuss--is there a particular day or time that works best for you? 

Also. I was wondering if you might be able to put me in contact with someone who may have images or photography that is available to the press? I’d be most interested in archived images from 80s- 

90s. 

Let me know when you have a chance, and we’ll set everything up 

Thanks! 

Malena Jaime 

Editor I Beckett Media 
American Farmhouse Style ¯ American Made Living ¯ 20:I4 World Cup Guide ¯ 50 Greatest Sports Dynasties 

50 Greatest World Cup Players of All Time 

.e_ _~_~&a_ g _e_ _4_ _LLLe_ _£[j" _~_L[£O&~: _c_’ _o_ _~! 

714.200.1981 I [[~aime@beckett.com 

22840 Savi Ranch Parkway. Suite 200 I Yorba Unda. CA 92887 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday,              2::[5 PM 

To: Malena Jaime <rnjaime@becketLcom> 

Cc: "Lohse, Dave Clark" <davelohse@unc.edu>, @msn~com" ~ @msmcom>, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>, "Jason Sisneros 

_~_g_n__l__a__[!:__c___o___m__.)".           ~g__m____a_!)_:_c___o____m__>, "Sander, Thomas J" < p_ _a_ _£ _n_ _l_ _a_ _ _n_ _@_ _ _ _u_ _ _n_ _c_ _._ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u_ . > 

Subject: RE: Magazine Feature-UNC Women’s Soccer 

From: Malena Jaime [mailto:mjaime@beckett.com] 

Sent; Wednesday, 5::[2 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1~ 

(::¢; Lohse, Dave Clark; @msn.com; Ducat, Chris; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Sabject; Re: Magazine Feature-UNC Women’s Soccer 

Malena 

Malena Jaime 

Editor I Beckett Media 
American Farmhouse Style 

¯ American Made Living 

¯ 2014 World Cup Guide 

e~tAa£eJ~te~[i a~ta~s.cot~t 

714.200.1981 I ]2 J_’_a_j]2 .e_@___b .e_£.k_ e_.t__t:.c_ o_[~_. 

22840 Savi Ranch Parkway. Suite 200 I Yorba Linda. CA 92887 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday,              2:57 PM 

To: Malena Jaime <._m_~a__[ .m._ .e__@ .b__e_.c_l~__e_.t__t__..£..o_ .m._.> 

Cc: "Lohse, Dave Clark" <d~£!#~Ae.@~££:gd!~>, ,.~msn.com" < @msmcom>, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>, "Jason Sisneros 

@gmail.com)" <          @gmaiLcom>, "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Magazine Feature-UNC Women’s Soccer 

Very kind to include ~s ...... 

Frown; Malena Jaime [__m___a_jJ___t#j___m_j_a_j___m___e__@___b__e_c__k__e_~,_c_q__m__] 

Sent; Wednesday, 2:31 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A ~ 

Subject; Magazine Feature-UNC Women’s Soccer 

Hello Anson. 

I hope this message finds you doing well I am an editor with Beckett Media (we publish several sports, collectibles and enthusiast magazines), and I am currently working on a special issue called 

50 Greatest Sports Dynasties The issue will of course be looking at some of the biggest, greatest sports dynasties (professional and college) of all time. but will also be including special features 



Malena 

MalenaJaime 

Editor I Beckett Media 
American Farmhouse Style 

¯ American Made LMng 

2014 VVorld Cup Guide 

¯ 50 GreatestSpotts Dynasties 

50 Greatest World Cup Players of !!! Time 

c~]gagedmedi 8ra~s.com 

714200.1981 I mjaime@beckett.com 

22840 Savi Ranch Parkway, Suite 200 I Yorba Linda, CA 92887 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shoflher, Wilson A (AI) Jr BG USARMY TRADOC (US) <wilson.a.shoffner.mil@maiLmil> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 6:07 PM 

Peter Peets <peter@peterpeets.com> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@emaJ, l.unc.edu> 

RE: Thanks for our meeting (UNCLASSIFIED) 

Classification: UNCLASSWIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Anson and Peter, 

Thanks so much for dinner last night’. Thoroughly enjoyed the company and 
the discussion. "¢~qaen I returned to the Rizzo center, I downloaded "Lean 

In." Look forward to reading it. 

Below is the link to an article I mentioned un female Marine officers: 
http :i/www. washin~tonpost cum/news/post-natiun/wp/2014/04/04/marines-wi[[-le 
t-women-try-infantry-ufflcer-cuurse-sec on d-fime/ 

Propuse we conduct a phonecon in about a month tu discuss the way ahead 

AI 

BG A1 Shuffner 

DCS, G-3/5/7 

HQs TRADOC 

Ofc: 757-501-5856 

BB: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Peter Peeks [mailto:peter(a)peterpeets.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 08, 2014 11 : 17 AM 
To: Shuf[her, Wilson A (AI) Jr BG USARMY T[~*.D()C (US) 
Cc: ’Durrance, Albert A IV’ 
Subject: Thanks for our meeting (UNCLASSIFIED) 

Al - it was tremendous tu visit with you last night to explore the vast 
number of issues with your 2016 and 2020 initiatives. Thanks fur taking the 
time to be with us. 
We’re eager to continue the process to help you determine the fit with 
Anson’s time-tested approach and content that might ensue. 
In terms of next steps, while we get the paperwork completed we’ll also 
huddle on what our next best steps can be to help you move things forward in 
understanding what we bring to the table and what the fit might be. 

Best Regards, 
Peter Peets 

..... Original Message ..... 
Front: Shoflher, Wilson A (A1) Jr BG USARMY TRADOC (US) 
[mailt o :wilson.a. shofiher .mil,@,,mailanil] 
Sent: Friday, April 04, 2014 11:40 AM 
To: Peter Peets 
Cc: ’Dorrance, Albert A IV’ 
Sut~iect: RE: at UNC next week (Io2XICLASSD’~ED) 

Classification: UNCLASSD’IED 
Caveats: NONE 

Peter, 

Dinner works too. Have no plans that evening. No dietary restriction and 
open to anything except maybe Ethiopian. 

Thales for your mobile number. \fine is 

BG A1 Shoffner 
DCS, G-3/5/7 
HQs TRADOC 
Ofc: 757-501-5856 
BB: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Peter Peets [mailto:peter@peterpeets.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 04, 2014 11:34 AM 

To: Shofther, Wilson A (A1) Jr BG USAPdvIY TRADOC (US) 
Cc: ’Dorrance, Albert A IV’ 
Sul~iect: FSV: at UNC next week (LrNCLASSIFrPI~D) - Meeting with Anson Dorrance 
Monday evening 

Gen Shoffner - we look forward to your visit. I ~vill be at the Rizzo Center 
to pick you up at 5:45. My mobile # is 



I will wait in the main lobby of the McLean building, unless I receive other 
instructions from you. 

Also - we would like to know if you ~wmld want to meet over dinner If so do 
you have any cuisine preference? 

Best Regards, 

Peter Peets 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson(~email.~mc.edu 
<mailto:anson(~email.anc. edu> ] 

Sent: Thursday, @ril 03, 2014 10:03 AM 

To: Shoffner, Wilson A (A1) Jr BG USAR~MY TRADOC (US) 

Cc: Peter Peets (peter@petcrpeets.com <mailto:peter,@,peterpects.com> ) 

Su~iect: RE: at UNC next week (IJ2"qCLASSWIED) 

A1, 

5:45 will certainly work for me. We have a conference room in Carmichael 
Auditorium (where Michael Jordan played his final game on campus). We can 
meet there I can have my POC (Peter Peets) meet your transportation and get 
you up here and take you back. 

All the best! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Shoflher, Wilson A (A1) Jr BG USAPdvIY TRADOC (US) 
[mailt o :wilson.a. shofther mil@mail.mi 1 
<mailto:;vilson a. shofiiaer.mil@ma il.mil> ] 

Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2014 6:03 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albeit A IV 

Cc: Peter Peers (peter@peterpeets cam <mailto:peter@petelT)eets.com> ) 

Subject: RE: at UNC next week (UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSWIED 

Caveats: NO NK*; 

Coach, 

On Mi~nday, I am l~cee at about 5:45 pm or anytime after that 

BG A1 Shoffner 

DCS, G-3/5/7 

HQs TRADOC 

Ofc: 757-501-5856 

BB: 



..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson(~email.~c.edu 
<mailto: anson(&,’email.~mc, edu> ] 

Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 2014 3:30 PM 

To: Shoflher, Wilson A (A1) Jr BG USARMY TRADOC (US) 

Cc: Peter Peers (peter@peterpeets.com <ruailto:peter(~peterpeets.coru> ) 

Subject: RE: at UNC new week (L2qC’LASSIFIED) 

General, 

Monday evening would be best for me What time is good for you? 

I look forward to our meeting. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Shoffher, Wilson A (A1) Jr BG USAPdvIY TRADOC (US) 
[mailt o :wilson.a. shofiher mil@mail.mil 
<mailto:;vilson a. shofiiaer.mil@ma il.mil> ] 

Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 2014 11:31 AiM 

To: Dorrance, Albeit A IV 

Subject: at UNC next week (UNCLASSW~ED) 

Classificadnn: UNCLASSWIED 

Caveats: NONE 

Coach, 

We corresponded a few weeks ago on our elt~)rt to expand opportunities for 
Wnmen in the Army Believe you recently met with my deputy, Dave Brinkley. 

I’ll be at UNC Chapel Hill next week. If you’re around, wanted to see if we 
could find time tn chat. Man or Wed evening will probably work best for me. 

- A1 

BG A1 Shoffncr 

DCS, G-3/5/7 

HQs TRADOC 

Ofc: 757-501-5856 

BB: 

Classification: UNCLASS]FIED 

Caveats: NONE 



Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Caveats: NONE 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michelle Brunner < @gmail 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 6:15 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@em~Jl.unc.edu> 

Re: 2014 Mia Hmnm Foundation Golf Classic 

Hi Anson, 

She is coming in town tomorrow with the kids for their spring break. I heard something about a speaking engagement (maybe Golden Fleece) but I don’t know for snre 

when or where or any details. Sorry. 

Michelle 

On Tue, Apt 8, 2014 at 5:58 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~m@emuJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Michelle, 

Mia is in town this Friday speaking isn’t she? 

From-" Nichelle Brunner [mailto: @gma[l,com] 
$eBt= Tuesday, April 08, 20~4 2:~ PN 
Te= Nichelle Brunner 
Subject= 20~4 Nia Harem Foundation Golf Classic 

Hello Friends, 

We hope you will mark your calendars and plan to join us once again. 

Please SAVE THE DATE for: 

Oc~ob~r I st & 2rid. 20t 4 

UNC’s }:’~sy Golf Course 

We look B~ard to seeing you there~ 

Thanks, 

Michelle 

Michelle Brenner 

Executive Director 

Mia Harem Foundation 

P.O. Box 56 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919- 544-9848 Phone 

919-544-9878 Fax 

michelle@mi~£oundation.org 

Micbelle Brenner 

Executive Director 

Mia Harem Foundation 

P.O. Box 56 

Chapel ttill, NC 27514 

919- 544-9848 Phone 

919-544-9878 Fax 

michelle(~mia£om~dation.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 7:16 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

@msn.com; Ducax, Chris <ducax@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros ( 

RE: Recover}, 

@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Anson, 

I know        would appreciate everyone wanting to visit her, but right now it seems like that would be too stressful for her. Sending those cards will be 

the best way to keep her spirits up and let her know that we’re all thinking about her! 

She’s doing her best to stay positive and she’s surrounded by an amazing family who is doing a great job helping her through this rough time! I know she 
can’t wait to leave all this behind and get back to being the        we all know and love! 

Thanks again, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:56 PM 

To: 

Cc: @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros I 

Subject: RE: Recovery 

@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Thar~k you [or takit~g th*-:~ time [:o uodate us. What ~m absolute nightmare[[ 

~s ~:here atW joy m her ~ife at a~? Would she appre(:h~[:e a v~s~t or w~H that be stressK~i for her? 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:07 PN 

To= @msmcom; Ducar, Chris; @mac,corn;. @gmail.com; 

~_~gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; @yahoo.corn; 
~gmail.com; @yahoo.corn; @yma&com; 

~gmail.com;                            @aol.com; 
Subject: Recovery 

Hey guys, 

I was hoping that I could come to practice to give you all an update on 

I wanted to catch you up as soon as possible. 

@rocketmail.com; 
~gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; Sander, qFnomas J 

in person, but Tom said you won’t all be together until late in the week and 

The          are asking for those who wish to contact        to send her colorful cards with personal messages/pictures to help keep her spirits up, 
I’ll be going back to Raleigh in a couple days to hopefully drop off a big pile of these cards from all of her friends. So if any of you would like to make!get 

her a card I would be more happy to deliver it for you. 
My cell is             if you would like to find a time to drop offa card with me. If we can’t work out something you can always give them to one of the 
other ’Boys’ and I’ll be sure to meet up with them. 
Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Sisneros < "_c}gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 8:48 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email. unc.edu> 

3v3+1 Rankings 

Here’s the rank in order: 

FINAL Player 

Universi~, of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Assistant Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Keating < ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 8:49 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Player Cont~rence Questionnaire Results - Prelim 

Anson, here are preliminary observations from about 25% of respondents (7 players so far). Obviously, revealing any of this before the entire team takes the 

questionnaire will bias it. You will need to send out a reminder to complete it by xxx date after this weekend. 

:i) They look like they are answering honestly.., very good! 

2) Grit survey revealing players who are more variable in their focus then perhaps expected. Pinpointing the who and how to help them should yield 

significant results assuming the distribution remains the same when all players answer. 

3) Love ball, love game responses are interesting.., some love it "somewhat" which is surprising for this level. 

4) Self-Disciple, Belief, competitive fire average across all three traits is a high 3 out of 5, with some saying they are average (3 rating) and some below 

average (2 rating). 

I am glad to brainstorm with you on this. Like you, I love the mental part of the game, business, life, etc. Like you, I have seen connecting on this dimension can 

lead to overnight results. 

By the way, your speech I gave on competitive fire, self-discipline and self-belief hit home with      team. They played a rival last night and they were friggin’ 

relentless. In fact, they started to fatigue in second half but never let down.     scored the second and third goal as attacking mid. Her first goal was pass to her at 

top of box, settled outside foot, fake shot right,      behind leg, left footed shot, hit inside post and into goal. Second goal received middle third, combining with 

teammates i-2 touch, dribble through 2 defenders, looked up, keeper off her line, ripped a right footed shot from 30+ yards over keeper head. The head referee 

talked to her at length at half-time and after game as if he knew her as an old friend. He told her many things, but one was to "keep up the hard work, you have 

what it takes". She was jacked!! 

Mike Keating 

(m) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.uuc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 9:30 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ans, 

Thank you for talking with me on Monday. I am going to do my best and help om in eve~ way I can. 

I wanted to thank you for being so understanding. It really meant a lot that you took the lime to hear my concerns. 

As you know, my dream is to join the Peace Corps after I graduate. It’s a really extensive interview process that I have been sIarting this spring. It requires a lot of’time 

and eltbrt. That coupled with my heavy course load has lead me to decide to take a leave of ab~nce ficom the rest of our      practices. I have found it extremely 

haxd successfully juggling eve ,rything. However I will be here all summer due to internships and summer school and plan to train with the girls here. I plan to lead the~ 

sessions with Greg mad really dive into the summer packet. Thank you tbr your suplyort and understanding. 

Sent fmln my iPhone 

On at 5:32 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(d~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

I know you guys are driven nuts with all we ask you to do but I was excited about how well everyone did with the "What Drives Success" interview. It 

probably took you more than 10 minutes to read and almost all of you really "got it". 

Here is my last request of the spring: 

Do this survey above. I like the direction we are going in. This will take you 10 minutes. Introspection is good for the soul. 

Tom and I are working with      and Jason to finish the spring competitive cauldron and there is SO MUCH IMPROVEMENT. I love it!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc,edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:59 AM 

bxmfire Sat night 

Players and Managers, 
We’re doing a team bonfire Sat night at house where we did it last year (and go shooting). I’ll head out there around 6 if anyone wants to canoe around the 
lake or play around the haunted house up on the hill. I’ll bring hot dogs hamburgers snacks and drinks and stuff for s’mores to make over the cooking fire. The giant 
bonfire will start around 7:30 when it’s getting dark. 
-Tom 
Tom Sa~der 
Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of SoNs C~olina 

w) 919-962-4100 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chad Stoloff < ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 11:52 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@em~Jl.unc.edu> 

How are you? 

Hi Anson, 

How ~xe you? Have you ever interacted with Geno Auriemma? I read an article the other night from an interview yon gave a while back and thought I would check 
back in and see how you ave doing. I loved how you said the best coaches take the best practices from others and implement them. 

Best regards, 

Chad Stoloff 

Mental Conditioning Coach 

A Disciplined Mind-training your mind to excel in sports and life 

~mail .com 

adisciplinedmind.com 

chadstoloitlwordpress.com 
twitter.com/C hadStoloff 

t:acebook.com/ADisciplinedMind 
linkedin.com/in/chadstoloff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ducar, Chris z<lucar@unc.edu> 

Wednesday,            12:14 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros( 

~NV: classes Ibr 

ONC [1].pdf 

?~gmail.com) 

Anson, 

think I forwarded this to you but please re read it and let me know what you want to do with 

Bird 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: a)~mail.com] 

Sent: Mondayl 4:29 PM 

To: Ducar, Chris 
SubJect: classes for 

taking a class or two 

Sent fi-om my iPad 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Wednesday,            12:22 PM 

> 

Dorrm~ce, Albert A IV <anson@email. unc.edu>; 

FinaJ Amateurism Certification 

Requesaing l:inaJ~ Amateurism Certification.pdf 

>; Jason Sisneros( @gmail.com) 

f dot~’t I<t~ow if Vo(a receiv*-:~d my last enlail but Vot~ t~eed to do this ASAP. You ~re [:he or~ly one left: in your class who has not <:ornpleted 

Erna~ r~e back to ~et me know yo~ got t ~ s entail and emsi~ rne when you have comp~ete~ 

Thank you. 

Chris 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:34 PM 

~gmail.com) 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

School 

Please talk with Tony Yount. Apparently Anson has her down for 2 classes, 

food!housing. Tony will help you through the registration process. 

If you have any questions after that, please call! 

Chris 

and we are paying for Tuition and Fees and you will be responsible for 



Frolll: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu~; 

Wednesday,            12:36 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~:ducar@unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~ans~m@email .unc.edu> 

J-School Course 

Here’3 course for 5econ’~ session. 

-Tom 

From: @aol.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:S6 PM 

To: Sander, Thomas ~ 
Subject: J-School Course 

Tom, 

My class is dOMC and the dates are weekdays from 

website, but this is the last info on dates and times that I was given. Let me know if you need any other inIo. 

That may not be the same info as on the registration 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Keating < ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 2:38 PM 

Ga’~, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu> 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

AtNelicism Measures & KBm~ds 

Greg, 

I am working on the write-up for the measures for the 5-6 areas we discussed. 

Do you recommend using I~ Bands for resistance in agility training? 

Mike Keating 

(m) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:46 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Do you have "grit" .... that elixir that will be the reason you utimately succeed or not? 

Everything sounds great. I will keep playing club soccer with    in the    and improving my game. Yes, I am interested in adding input into the 

scoreboard/ranking system. Next semester I am eligible for a work study, so this will work out perfectly. 

Thanks, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:52 PM 

To: 

Cc: @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J; ~gmail.com; 

@rocketmail.com; @gmail.com; @gmail.com; @aol.com; @yahoo.corn; 

@ymail.com;         @yahoo.corn; 

Subject: RE: Do you have "grit" .... that elixir that will be the reason you utimately succeed or not? 

Kim, 

You did very well in the futsal while I was watching you. You would not hurt us in the ~easL Our proMem ~s we ~re tryh~g to shorten our roster because ~t ~ 

becoming an ~ssue ~n recruiting. Here is what l will do ff you will stay with us (quMi[:y people are so hard [:o find) You can ~oin us ~n the      as a full-fledged 

mernber of the tearn and compete for a p~ace on the team for the           Your spring performance wH~ g~ve you this shot. 

A~so, I wou~d ~ove to have you work w~th me and Tom Sande~ and Jason this fall to ~rnprove our ~compe]~ing scoreboards" to he~p drive perforrnance~ I arn ~ntr~gued 

with your Math Major~ Interested? I I~ke smart people and we are a wonderful laboratory to try out new ideas. 

Seat; Tuesday, 10:45 AN 
Te~ Dorrance, NbeR A [V 
$abjeet= Re: Do you have "grit" .... that elixir that will be the reason you uth~a~ly succeed or not> 

Hello Anson, 

Thank yo~ for sharing this artJc]e. [ have a~ h~terest in stud~h~g the sports psychology aspect of the drive for success. [ actually applied to 

~ntern at UPen~ this summer to work ~n the "grR" research }ab.(} ~owever [ dec~ded to i~tern wRh the UNC Marine Science program instead) 

Dr. Duekworth has a very interesting TedTa]k d.iscussing her research of the specific traits that propd suecess. The flJsion of a superiority and. 

insecurity complexes, and impulse control allows ones performance to transition {o the next level. As a manager, I have been able to witness 

"grit" in the competitive culture during practices. 

On that note, i vwanted 1o discuss with you my future as a potential walk-on to the Carolina soccer program for the           year. You have 
saw me play once during futsal before spring break, and I love playing in that highly competitive envivoment in order to become a be~er 
player of the game. :I will be a positive contribution both on the field and classroom to help the team "keep geeing beAer." Plea~ let me krxow 
what you ~ink. 

Thanks, 

On at 5:01 PM. "Dorrance. Albert A IV" <anson(r-~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

When you have a minute read this: http:/iwww.nytirnes.comi ~opinionisundayiwhat--drives-success.h[ml? r=O 

This is quite powerful. What I like most about it is, it is telling us we control our fate. That with "grit" and choosing three qualities, we can do anything we want. 

And honestly, seeing the way some of you have improved this              I am seeing wonderful proof of all of this. 

Now, this is quite long. So to read this you are going to need to have one of the three qualities this article says you must have to make it: "impulse 

control" (delayed gratification}. And because I know people do "what you inspect, not what you expect" I will be having a brief conversation with you on the way 

to WiS this weekend to see it you have read this and you understand iL I want you guys to be "world beaters"; and not just in soccer. For those of you who don’t 

make the trip, find me in my office next week and we will discuss it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wednesday, 4:33 PM 

Ducal Chris <ducar@unc.e&~>; 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu>; Jason Sisnerosl 

RE: FinaJ Amateurism Certification 

~gmail.com) 

Chris, 

Thanks for keeping me in the loop about this, I will not see again today, but will make sure she gets this done no later than tomorrow! 

Feel free to copy me in all the emails about any unfir~ished bus~ness, Fm happy to heJp any way J can. 

gest, 

From: Ducar, Chris [mailto:ducar@unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:22 AM 
To-" 
Co: Dorrance, Albert A ~V; 3ason Sisnerosl 
Subject: Final Amateurism Certification 

~gmail,com) 

I don’t know if you received my fast ernail but you need to do this ASAP. You are ~he only one left 

Emai[ me back to let me Imow you got this emait a~]d emsi~ me when you have completed 

Thank you. 

Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sagula, Joseph A <j sagula@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 6:37 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Volleyball Clinic intb 

Hi Anson 

I just spoke with Terry Liskevich regarding our Coaches clinic on May 3-4 

Things are looking great, we have over 260 coaches already signed up and expect that we may get over 300 on that weekend. 

So for your talk to the coaches Terry was mentioning that you might want to speak about: 

1. Coaching MEN vs. WOMEN, differences, issues, etc. 

2. How do you build a champion, and that culture on a team 

3. And, If you were starting over, what elements would you see as the most important to put into your program. 

The talk with go from about 4~30-5~30 PM on Saturday, May 3 at Carmichael. I know you may also be speaking to the 

EXSS special group that day as well, so please be sure to let me know that the timing works out well and no conflict. 

There will be a social time for all the coaches immediately after your talk at Carmichael. 

AND, he said YES, you are welcome to have someone there selling your books!! 

Terry said he will probably send you an email as well or call you sometime soon to discuss things. 

Thanks again for being a part of this coaches’ weekend for our sport 

Ciao, Joe 

Cs~?~s s:~~ c~: :.( s : www,carolinavolleybalLcom 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elsmore, Joe <Joe.Elsmore@nike.com> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 7:37 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dallas Intemalional Girls Cup Opening 

Good afternoon, 

Ph?ase see note below. Any chance of he~ping us ou~: next week m Dallas? 

We h~;d Tom Serrnanni committed but obvk)usly some th~lgs have ch~;nged in the pa~d: few daysL 

Please ~et us know your thoughts one way or anothen 

S~nce~e~y, 

Direclor Nodh America Soccer Spo~s Marketing 

ioe.elsmore@nike.com 

This communication may contain personal and confidential information. Access to this information should be restricted to safeguard any sensitive information. If you are not the intended recipient, any dissemination, 

distribution, or copying is strictly prohibited If you think you have received this e-mail messaqe in error, please e-mail the sender 

From: Michaelson, Emily 
Sent: Tuesday, April 08, 2014 8:26 AM 

To: Elsmore, Joe 
Subject: DIGC Opening 

Joe -would it be possible for you to reach out to Anson Dorrance to see if he might be able to attend the Dallas International Girls Cup Opening? I briefly met 

Anson about 5 years ago, but it is unlikely that he would remember me so I need a little assistance with the initial ask. 

The details of the event are as follows: 

This is for the Dallas International Girls Cup opening ceremony. The tournament is hosted by the Dallas Texans and consists of about 90 girls teams ages U12- 

th Opening ceremony is the evening of Tuesday April 15 (about 7-9pro) 

¯ Anson would be brought up on stage for a brief O.&A (we can script out the questions a bit, but would likely focus on the development of female players, 

the evolution of the WNT, his success with the WNT and UNC, etc) 

¯ The event will be about 1500 people total (teams participating in the tournament plus coaches and parents) 

¯ We will accommodate all travel based on what works best for Anson 

Please let me know if you need any additional information from me and your thoughts about this request. 

Thanks, 

Emily Michaelson 
Elite Youth Field Rep 
North America Soccer Sports Marketing 
503.532.2747 (Office) 

(Mobile) 
503.395.2944 (Fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Wednesday, 

@email.unc.edu> 

9:18 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; : 
~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>;    - 

~live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu>;    - 

@live.unc.edu>; 
.... @live.unc.edu->; 

~live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; 

~liv~.unc.edu>; 
;@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>;. 

- ~live.unc.ed~>; 
@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.~du>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu>; Wong, 

~live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu~; 

@live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>. 

~live.unc.e~l~>; 
.... @live.unc.edu>;, 

~live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; 

~hve unc.edu>; 
~vahoo.com; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

@livelunc.edu>; 

......... @live.unc. edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; 

~live unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; 

~@e~aail.u~ac.edu>; - 
@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~ @live.unc.edu~; 

~_~llve.unc.eclu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu~; 

~live.unc.edu>: 

~live.unc.edu>;                - 
~live.unc.edu>; J 

@live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.ed~; 

@live.unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; " ~ 
~live.unc.e~u>; - 

@live.unc.edu>; ~ 
~live.unc.edu>; @yahoo.corn; ] 
@live.unc.edu>; 
.... @live.unc.edu>i 

@live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; __ 
@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>;    - " 
~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; .... 

.~ @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; 

" @hotmail.com; 
@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 
@unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 
__ ~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc edu>; 
<ecovert@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 



Cc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.ec~u> 

Levy, Jennifer S <jenny.levy@unc.edu>; Miller, Ron (2. <rmiller2@email.unc.edu>; 
Kalbas, Brian J <bkalbas@unc.edu>; DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu>; 
Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu>; Breschi, Joe <breschi@unc.edu>; Shelton, 
Karen (2 <kcs@unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <j sagula@unc.edu>; Papa, Donna J 
<djp@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; VanAlstyne, Mark 
<coachmva@unc.edu> 
RE: Meet and Greet Pen Pal Day 

Hello everyone, 

Thanks to all the student-athletes, who came to the baseball game last night and hang out with elementary school 

students. You made their evenings so special. Their parents kept telling our game day staff how much fun they were 

having and how awesome you are. You probably won’t believe how big impacts you guys have made for those students’ 

lives. I cannot describe how appreciated for your support! You all rock! 

For pen pals who unfortunately not be able to make the game, if you want to visit your pen pals at the school, please let 

know. 

Thank you again for all the great work you all have done. I am always proud of you! Go heels!! 

Here is the link to the Meet and Greet Pen Pal Day photo album on Carolina Outreach Facebook page. Please share with 

anyone you think wil! be interested. 

http://on.fb.me/lk5SOg0 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elsmore, Joe -<loe.Elsmore@nike.com> 

Thursday. April 10, 2014 1:29 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

~&~ke.edu~; Michael~m, Emily <Emily.Michaelson@nike.com> 

Re: Dallas International Gifts Cup Opening 

Ansor~ 

Thanks for response. 

My colleague, Emily Michaelson, National Champion at University of Portland, cas~ provi& you with all derails and organize logistics to make tNs really simple tbr you 

and hugely sup~Nve of Nike. 

Emily? 

Joe Els~no~e 

Directol; NA Soccer Spots Maxkefing 

Sent from Iny iPhone 

On Apr 9, 2014, at 7:39 mPM, "Do~ance, Albert A IV"<an~n(daemml.m~c.edu> 

Joe, Nike has token cam of me and my family for yea~s. If this means a lot to you and your company I wotfld love to it for you. 

"Elsmore, Joe" <_Js?._e_:.[L;l_~_~._r_~:?j:.e_@_r_fi_._k_e_:c_gy!~> wrote: 

Anson~ 

Good afternoon, 

Please see no~:e beiow, Any c~qance or ~qelping us ou~: he’,d: week ~n Dallas? 

We hind rom 5ermann~ cornmRted bu~: obviously some things haw~ chi~nged ~n ~:he past few days, 

P~ease le[ us know your thoughts one way or another. 

S~ncerei% 

,JOe E~s~ose 

D~eclor ~odh Amedca Soccer Sports Markefin{~ 

~oe.e~smore@nike.com 

This communication may contain personal and confidential information. Access to this information should be restricted to safeguard any sensitive information If you are not the intended recipient, any 

dissemination, distribution, or copying is strictly prohibited. If you think you have received this e-mail message in error, please e-mail the sender. 

From: Michaelson, Emily 
Sent: Tuesday, April 08, 2014 8:26 AM 

To: Elsmore, ~oe 
Subject: DIGC Opening 

Joe -would it be possible for you to reach out to Anson Dorrance to see if he might be able to attend the Dallas International Girls Cup Opening? I 

briefly met Anson about 5 years ago, but it is unlikely that he would remember me so I need a little assistance with the initial ask. 

The details of the event are as follows: 

This is for the Dallas International Girls Cup opening ceremony. The tournament is hosted by the Dallas Texans and consists of about 90 girls 

teams ages U:12-U17 
th Opening ceremony is the evening of Tuesday April 15 (about 7-9pm) 

¯ Anson would be brought up on stage for a brief Q&A (we can script out the questions a bit, but would likely focus on the development of 

female players, the evolution of the WNT, his success with the WNT and UNC, etc) 

¯ The event will be about 1500 people total (teams participating in the tournament plus coaches and parents) 

¯ We will accommodate all travel based on what works best for Anson 

Please let me know if you need any additional information from me and your thoughts about this request. 

Thanks, 

Emily IVlichaelson 
Elite Youth Field Rep 
North America Soccer Sports Marketing 
503.532.2747 (Office) 

(Mobile) 
503.395.2944 (Fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

MichaelsolL Emily <EmilyMichaelson@nike.com~ 

Thursday. April 10, 2014 1:58 AM 

Elsmore, Joe <!oe.Elsmore@nike.com>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edw~ 

@duke.edw~ 

RE: Dallas Intemalional Girls Cup Opening 

Arisen -thanks so much for being willing to participate in this event! The opening ceremony will take place on Tuesday night (April :[5ti~), you are welcome to stay 

and watch some of the tournament if you’d like. 1 will work on all of your travel and accommodation details tomorrow; can you please provide me w~th the 

¯ Your h.d~ name as ~1: appears on your driver"s hcense 

¯ Your dateof Mrth 

¯ YourceH phone number 

¯ When wou~d you Hke to fly ~n and out (in Tuesday afternoon and out Wednesday mornb~)? Or wou~d you Hke to stay 

¯ Will you be departing form Raleigh Durham a~rport? 

¯ if:you have a preferred airline p~ease ~et me know, and a~so leL me know your frequent ~:~yer number if:you’d ]H<e me to k~dude that 

¯ Address the car service wH~ need to p~ck you up from to take you Lo Lhe a~rport? 

¯ Address Lhe car service w~H need to take you back Lo when returning home? 

Once ~ have a]~ of the travel and accommodations complete ~ wH~ send you a surnmar% 

Please also ~et me know your N~ke shkt/jacket size as we~ as footwear size. ~ w~l~ bring ~n a few items for you to wear if you’d Hke, but you are also welcome to 

wear anytMn~ you have ~:hat you are comfortable 

ff you have any ques~:~ons pk~ase don’t hesitate to contact me. Lookmg ~orward to seemg you in Dallas ne>:t week. 

Thanks, 

Emily Michaelson 
Elite You~.h }:ield Rer3 i North America Soccer Sports Marketing I 503.5~2.2747 (office) 

From: Elsmore, .~oe 
Seat= Wednesday, April 09, 20:~4 ~.0:29 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A 111 
Co=              Michaelson, Emily 
Subject= Re: Dallas International Girls Cup Opening 

Arisen, 

Thanks for response. 

My colleague, Emily Michaelson, National Champion at University of Portland, can provide you with all details and organize logistics to make this really simple for 

you and hugely supportive of Nike. 

Emily? 

Joe Elsmore 

Director, NA Soccer Sports Marketing 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 9, 20:14, at 7:39 mPM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV"<anson(~)email.unc.edu> 

Joe, Nike has to£en care of me and my fa~fily for yeoas. If this means a lot to you and your company I would love to it for you. 

Sc’.~t.fkom ~0~ ~’erizort ~ff ire/ess 4G L T/:’ 

"glsmore, Joe" <Joe.glsmore(d~i~lce.com> wrote: 

Good afternoon, 

Please see hole below. Any chance of helping us ouL next week in Dallas? 

We had Tom Sermanni committed but obviously some things have changed h~ the past few days. 

Please let us know your thoughts one way or another. 

S~ncere~y, 

Joe E~smore 
D~reck~r North Arnerk:a Sooner Spo~ts Market~n~ 

joe.e~smore@nike.com 

This communication may contain personal and confidential information. Access to this information should be restricted to safeguard any sensitive information. If you are not the intended recipient, any 
dissemination, distribution, or copying is strictly Fohibited. If you think you have i~ceived this e-mail message in error, please e-mail the sender. 

From= Michaelson, Emily 
Seat= Tuesday, April 08, 2054 8:26 AM 
To= Elsmore, Joe 
Subject= DIGC Opening 

Joe -would it be possible for you to reach out to Arisen Dorrance to see if he might be able to attend the Dallas International Girls Cup Opening? I 

briefly met Anson about 5 years ago, but it is unlikely that he would remember me so I need a little assistance with the initial ask. 

The details of the event are as follows: 

This is for the Dallas International Girls Cup opening ceremony. The tournament is hosted by the Dallas Texans and consists of about 90 girls 

teams ages U:12-U:17 
th Opening ceremony is the evening of Tuesday April :15 (about 7-9pro) 

,~ Anson would be brought up on stage for a brief Q&A (we can script out the questions a bit, but would likely focus on the development of 

female players, the evolution of the WNT, his success with the WNT and UNC, etc) 



¯ The event will be about 1500 people total (teams participating in the tournament plus coaches and parents) 

¯ We will accommodate all travel based on what works best for Anson 

Please let me know if you need any additional information from me and your thoughts about this request. 

Thanks, 

Emily Michaelson 
Elite Youth Field Rep 
North America Soccer Sports Marketing 
503.532.2747 (Office) 

(Mobile) 
503.395.2944 (Fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Keating < ~gmail.com> 

Thursday. April 10, 2014 9:11 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@em~Jl.unc.edu> 

RE: Player Conference QuestionnaAre Results - Prelim 

When do player conferences sta, rt? 

Mike Keating 

From: Dorrance, Albert A 1V [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 2014 10:14 PM 
To: Mike Keating 
Subject: Re: Player Conference Questionnaire Results - Prelim 

Ve~" good~ 

Semj?om my Verizo~ }f~reless 4G LT?: 

Mike Keating < ’~)gmail.com> wrote: 

Anson, here are preliminary observations from about 25% of respondents (7 players so far). Obviously, revealing any of this before the entire team takes the 

questionnaire will bias it. You will need to send out a reminder to complete it by xxx date after this weekend. 

I) They look like they are answering honestly.., very good! 

2) Grit survey revealing players who are more variable in their focus then perhaps expected. Pinpointing the who and how to help them should yield 

significant results assuming the distribution remains the same when all players answer. 

3) Love ball, love game responses are interesting._ some love it "somewhat" which is surprising for this level. 

4) Self-Disciple, Belief, competitive fire average across all three traits is a high 3 out of 5, with some saying they are average (3 rating) and some below 

average (2 rating). 

I am glad to brainstorm with you on this. Like you, I love the mental part of the game, business, life, etc. Like you, I have seen connecting on this dimension can 

lead to overnight results. 

By the way, your speech I gave on competitive fire, self-discipline and self-belief hit home with Cain’s team. They played a rival last night and they were friggin’ 

relentless. In fact, they started to fatigue in second half but never let down. Cam scored the second and third goal as attacking mid. Her first goal was pass to her at 

top of box, settled outside foot, fake shot right, Cruyf behind leg, left footed shot, hit inside post and into goal. Second goal received middle third, combining with 

teammates :i-2 touch, dribble through 2 defenders, looked up, keeper off her line, ripped a right footed shot from 30+ yards over keeper head. The head referee 

talked to her at length at half-time and after game as if he knew her as an old friend. He told her many things, but one was to "keep up the hard work, you have 

what it takes". She was jacked!! 

Mike Keating 

(m) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 10:02 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I fltink you roll eNoy this 

Anson, 

I am sending you a link below to one of the three new videos we produced for our recmitmem eltbrts at Honors Caacolina this spring.This video is our "feel good" 
selection and ma attempt to capture the "zeitgeist" of Chapel Hill. I think you will appreciate the nod to athletics in this, among the mm~y views of Carolina. We haven’t 
sent this out yet so your view is a confidential sneak peek for now. 

have plans Saturday. Love to you m~d 

Perhaps I roll see you at Mia’s address for the Fleece tomorrow night. In any case, I know you and 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wade Sutton < @yahoo.com> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 10:32 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Tonight 

Anson, 
I thought I got a n email back from you since I sent this one but can’t find it now. Did you send me a n email back? I hope the meeting went well for you I am not sure if you have time in the next week on Monday 

or Wednesday to come talk to us or if we need to wait until next year so just let me know. We go this weekend for college nationals. 

Wade 

On Monday, April 7, 2014 5:48 PM, wade_sutton < @yahoo.com> wrote: 
Anson, 
I got your message and tried to call you back. Is the number you called me from your cell phone? It rang but no voice message came on. I 
understand with the opportunity you told me about. I hope it goes well for you. Let me know if there is another time soon you can come speak. 

Wade 

Anson, 
I got your message and tried to call you back. Is the number you called me from your cell phone? It rang but no voice message came on. I 
understand with the opportunity you told me about. I hope it goes well for you. Let me know if there is another time soon you can come speak. 

Wade 

Sent from my Samsung Galaxy Note® 3 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mark Hambeflin < ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 10:34 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Jnly SpeaI:ing Engagement 

Hi Anson, hope you axe well. I just wanted to confirm that we can have you come speal( to our Global HR leadership tean~ on Tuesday July 22 in southern California. 

We are really excited about this prospect. We can work through details as needed to accommodate your schedule and travel needs. 

Thanks and speak to you soon. I really appreciate it and would be hapw to return the favor in any way I can. Rgds. MH 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Allen Chart <chan~robertson~holars.org> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 10:38 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Time to talk? 

Hello Anson: 

This is Allen Chan from the Robertson Scholars Leadership Program. 

Please give me a call when you have some time. I can be reached at 

Thank you. 

Regards 

Allen 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Thursday, 11:35 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: I think you roll enjoy this 

Yes she is’. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:16 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Excellent! I roll be using this in recruitin!! Is the girl in the credits sister? 

@gmail.com > wrote: 

Anson. 

I am sending you a link below to one of the three new videos we produced for our recruitment eltbrts at Honors Carolina this spring.This video is onr "feel 

good" selection and m~ attempt to capture the "zeitgeis~t’’ of Chapel Hill. I think you roll appreciate the nod to athletics in this, among the many views of 

Carolina. We haven’t sent this out vet so your view is a confidential sneak peek for now. 

Perhaps I will see you at Mia’s address for the Fleece tomorrow night. In any case, I 
know you and     have plans Saturchy. Love to you and 



Froth: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Dorrance Harris < @hotmail.com> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 11:40 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Dino Palladino < 

FW: 2014 Preliminary Invoice 

UNCSOCCE R20141nvoice.docx 

@aol.com>; Eric Lewis <lewis@lycoming.edu> 

Hey Everyone, 

Attached Js the preliminary invoice for Guilford College, Most charges have gone up by a 3% increase, On top of that we use to get a 50% discount on the 

coaching lecture rooms and now we are only getting a 30% discount on those rooms, Let me know if you want me to do battle on anything, 

Natalie 

Date: Thu, 10 Apt 2014 11:23:23 -0400 

Subject: 2014 Preliminary Invoice 

From: ga rrisonj@guilford.edu 

To:            @hotmail.com 

Natalie, 

Good morning, I hope you’re well! Attached is your preliminary invoice for this summer. Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Best, 
John Garrison 
Guilford College 
Coordinator of Conferences & Events 
Facilities Building 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Thursday, 11:42 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: I think you roll enjoy this 

Once we officially release the video I can provide you a link via the website in case that replaces this one, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:16 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Excellent! I roll be using this in recruitin!! Is the girl in the credits sister? 

@gmail.com > wrote: 

Anson. 

I am sending you a link below to one of the three new videos we produced for our recruitment eltbrts at Honors Carolina this spring.This video is our "feel 

good" selection and m~ attempt to capture the "zeitgeis~t’’ of Chapel Hill. I think you roll appreciate the nod to athletics in this, among the many views of 

Carolina. We haven’t sent this out vet so your view is a confidential sneak peek for now. 

Perhaps I will see you at Mia’s address for the Fleece tomorrow night. In any case, I 
know you and     have plans Saturchy. Love to you and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Michaelson, Emily <Emily.Michaelson@nike.com> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 11:46 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Elsmore, Joe -\loe.Elsmore@nike.com>; 
<pacman@unc.edt~; Jason Sisneros ~ @gmail.com > 

RE: Dallas Intemalional Girls Cup Opening 

~duke.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@m~c.edtr>; Sander, Thomas J 

Anson --- the earliest flight into Greensboro on Wednesday would arrive at 1:1:4.5am. Will that be okay for you given that the event you are attending begins a ~:ew 

minutes earlier than that? 

The event ~s very casual, so you can wear jeans, N~ke shoes, and any sort of top you’d Hke. ~ w~l~ ]H<Ny brh~g a pa~r of n~ce running shoes, polo sh~rt, and ~acket for 

you..bu~: if you have a UNC pok) or other item you wou~d prefer to wear ~:hat is okay as well. 

Please let me know ~f that Wednesday fl~ght wH~ be okay and f w~l~ finalize ~ravel and se~d you a]~ 

Thanks, 

Emily Michaelson 
Elite YouU3 Field Rep i North America Socce~ Sports Ma~ketirlg [ 503.532.2747 (office} 

F~m~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, April ~0, 201~ 7:05 AN 
T¢~ Nichaelson, Emily 

Co: Elsmore, Joe;              Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas J; Jason Sisneros 
~bject= Re: Dallas International Girls Cup Opening 

Emily, fly me out of RDU Tuesday a~moon a~d into Greensboro Wed morning ( I have to be at the ACC postgraduate scholar athlete award luncheon at ~e Kou~ 

Convention Center at 1130 Wednes&y morning). Nbe~ Anson Do~ance, DOB            , cell              ... I can get to fire mr~ and back from my 

home. I cm~ fly any ratline. And what would you like me to wea~? Nike is my wardro~ but should I wear a suit? (Laxge shift, size 9 shoes.) 

Sere from ~, ~rizon tVireless 4G L TE DROID 

"Michaelson, Emily" <,!:iLn__i_!:~__.__M__j__c__[_@__e_!_~?_~L~_~i__k__e_:__c_LLn_!> wrote: 

Anson --- thanks so much for being willing Lo participaLe in this event! The opening ceremony will take place on Tuesday night (April 15th), you are welcome to stay 

and watch some of the tournament if you’d Hke. ~ w~l~ work on aH of your traveJ and accommodation deta~s tomorrow, can you please provide me w~th the 

fo]Jowb~g h~format~on: 

* Your fu~ name as ~t appears on your driver’s ~cense 

* Your dateof birth 

* Your cell phone number 

* When wou~d you Hke to fly ~n and out {in Tuesday a~:ternoon and out Wednesday morning)? Or woLHd you Hke to slay ~onger ? 

* Will you be departh~g forrn Raleigh Durham s~rporL? 

* ][:you have a preferred airline please let me know, and also leL me know your frequent [/yer number i[:you’d ]H<e me to k~dude that 

~ Address the car service wHi need to pick you up from to take you ~:o ~:he akport? 

~ Address ~:he car servk:e w~H t~eed to take you back ~:o when retur[lhlg home? 

Once ~ have all of the travel and accommodations complete ~ wH~ send you a summary. 

Please also let me know your Nike shirt/jacket size as wel~ as footwear size~ ~ wH~ bring ~n a few items for you to wear if you’d Hke, buL you are also welcome to 

wear anything you have that you are comfortable h% 

~ you have mW questions please don’t hesitate to contact me. Lookk~g forward to seek~g you in D~Has next week. 

Thanks, 

Elite_¯ Youth Field Rep i North Allqerica Soccer Sports Mark~_~t[ng I 503.592.27/47 {office} 

F~m= Elsmore, Joe 
Sent= Wednesday, April 09, 2014 ~0:29 PN 

T~= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Michaelson, Emily 

S~bje~t~ Re: Dallas International Girls Cup Opening 

Anson, 

Thanks for response. 

My colleague, Emily Michaelson, National Champion at University of Portland, can provide you with all details and organize logistics to make this really simple for 

you and hugely supportive of Nike. 

Emily? 

Joe Elsmore 

Director, NA Soccer Sports Marketing 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 9, 2014, at 7:39 mPM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV"<anson@email.unc.edu> 

Joe, Nike has ta£en care of me and my fa~fily for yems. If this ~neans a lot to you and your company I would love to it tbr you. 

Ser~t,l~um ~e¢ ~ ~rizun ~1~ire/~.s:v 4G L2~’ DROID 

"Elsmore, Joe" <Joe.Elsmore(d~nike.com> wrote: 

Anson, 



(~ood a ltemoon, 

Please see note befow~ Any chance of helping us out next week ~n Dallas? 

We had Torn Serrnsnni committed but obviousfy some things have changed in the past few days. 

P~ease let us know your thoughts one way or another. 

S~ncere~y, 

Joe 
D~reclcm North Arner~c~ Socosr Sports Ma~’ket~n~} 

~oe.elsmore@nike.com 
503.~71.4546 
This ~mmunication may contain personal and ~nfl~ntial in#rmation. A~ss b this information should ~ restricted b safeguard any sensitive information If you ar~ not the intended recipient, any 

dis~mination, distribution, or copying is strictly pDhibited. If you think you have r~ived this e-mail message in error, plea~ e-mail the ~n~r. 

F~m= Nichaelson, Emily 
Seat= Tuesday, April 08, 2054 8:26 AN 

To= EIsmore, Joe 
Subject= D[GC Opening 

Joe -would it be possible for you to reach out to Anson Dorrance to see if he might be able to attend the Dallas International Girls Cup Opening? 

briefly met Anson about 5 years ago, but it is unlikely that he would remember me so I need a little assistance with the initial ask. 

The details of the event are as follows: 

This is for the Dallas International Girls Cup opening ceremony. The tournament is hosted by the Dallas Texans and consists of about 90 girls 

teams ages U&2-U~7 

~ Opening ceremony is the evening of Tuesday April ~£th (about 7-9pro) 
~ Anson would be brought up on stage for a brief Q&A (we can script out the questions a bit, but would likely focus on the development of 

female players, the evolution of the WNT, his success with the WNT and UNC, etc) 

* The event will be about ~500 people total (teams participating in the tournament plus coaches and parents) 

* We will accommodate all travel based on what works best for Anson 

Please let me know if you need any additional information from me and your thoughts about this request. 

Thanks, 

Emily Michaelson 
Elite Youth Field Rep 
North America Soccer Sports Marketing 
50S.5S2.2747 (Office) 

(Mobile) 
50S.$95.2944 (Fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ERIC LEWIS <lems~lycoming.edu> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 11:58 AM 

Natalie Dorrance Hams < @hotmail.com:~; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Dino PaJladino 

~aol.com> 

I~E: 2014 Preliminmy Invoice 

3% is normal for food, and thaL may be the only increase in room rates in years, buL I am not positive. I think we started aL :15 dollars :1:1 years ago. We were 

probably due one, to be fair. While it is only a difference of ~400 for the lecture space, I would still press it a bit and also question the 3%. I had to constantly stay 

on them. While these increases are reasonabh:_~, if yo~ giw:, an inch, they will take a miie 

From: Natalie Dorrance Harris [mailto:. ~hotmail.com] 
Se~t: Thursday, April 10, 2014 11:40 AM 

Te: Anson Dorrance; Dino Palladino; ERiC LEWIS 
S,,bject; FW: 2014 Preliminary Invoice 

Hey Everyone, 

Attached is the preliminary invoice for Guilford College. Most charges have gone up by a 3% increase. On top of that we use to get a 50% discount on the 

coaching lecture rooms and now we are only getting a 30% discount on those rooms. Let me know if you want me to do battle on anything. 

Natalie 

Date: Thu, 10 Apr 2014 11:23:23 -0400 
Subject: 2014 Preliminary Invoice From: 

g:_a__r__r_j__S_Q__r_d__6_~ g__u_j_L_f_Q__r_~_:__e__d____u- 

To: @hotmail,com 

Natalie, 

Good morning, I hope you’re well! Attached is your preliminary invoice for this summer. Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Best, 

John Garrison 

Guilford College 

Coordinator of Conferences & Events 

Facilities Building 

(336) 316-2109 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Beth <~bethmiller@unc.edu~ 

Thursday,             1:14 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: ACC Postgraduate luncheon 

Anson, It will be okay if you are late.._.just come wher~ you can. I may not be coming back to Chapel Hill after the hmcheon. If I do, you are certainly welcome to 

ride with me..... If I don’t, I’m sure we can find you a ride, so no worries. 

S’hanks, 

"BeLh 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Sent; Thursday, 12:55 PN 

To= Miller, Beth; Ducar, Chris; 3ason Sisneros; Sander, Thomas 3; 
Subject; Re: ACC Postgraduate luncheon 
Beth, I will be tlying in t~om Dall&s imo C~eensbo~ (I am doing Nike a ~vor). I amve (touch down) at l 1:45 so I will be late. Is that an issue? I will a~so ueed a fide 

back to Chapel Hill, cm~ I fide with you? 

Mlllei, Beth <-bethmfllevc~unc.edu/. wrote. 

Friends, 
I wanted to remind you of the ACC Postgraduate luncheon on Wednesday, April 16 at the Koury Convention Center/Sheraton Hotel in Greensboro. The luncheon 

will be in the Guilford Ballroom at 11:30 am. will be recognized as 

award recipients. 
I will have tickets for you when you arrive. The award recipients will sit at a table with their "hosts" and we will be seated at the "North Carolina" table. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 

I look forward to seeing you on Wednesday in Greensboro. 

~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Malena Jaime <mjaime@beckett.com> 

Thursday, 1:22 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Magazine Feature-UNC Women’s Soccer 

Wonderful, sounds great. 

I will have the writer, Shannon Miller, contact you directly. Thank you so much for makingthe time! 

All the best, 

Malena 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday,            3:22 PM 

To: Malena Jaime < .m_j._a_km__e_~__b_.e_c_l~ .e_t_t_:c__o_._m_> 

C;c: "Lohse, Dave Clark" <_d_..a_ .v__e_[_o_.h__.s__e_._@..__u_.n__.c__._.e__d_._u_> 

Subject: RE: Magazine Feature-UNC Women’s Soccer 

Malena, 

I will be in NY for the next three days 

pictures. 

From: Malena Jaime [mailto;mj_a_Lm___e_,r~__b_e_£_k_e_~:_c__o__m_] 
Sent; Tuesday, 6:01 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co; Lohse, Dave Clark; @___m___s__n_~__c__o____m_.; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros 
Subject; Re: Magazine Feature-UNC Women’s Soccer 
H i Anson. 

Next week should work .... Midafternoon .... 

~g_m__a_jJ_&q._m_); Sander, Thomas 

© ..,~ Dave Lohse is the key for 

I am just following up with you regarding the interview we had discussed. You had previously said a couple weeks would work. 

I have assigned a writer to put together the piece, so she would be contacting you directly to discuss--is there a particular day or time that works best for you? 

Also, I was wondering if you might be able to put i~qe in contact with someone who i~qay have images or photography that is available to the press? I’d be most interested in archived images from 80s- 

90s. 

Let me know when you have a chance, and we’ll set everything up. 

Thanks! 

Malena Jaime 

Editor I Beckett Media 
American Farmhouse Style 

¯ American Made Living 
° 2014 World Cup Guide 

¯ 50 GreatestSports Dynasties 

50 Greatest World Cup Players of All Time 

~rLRa£ed~ nediam a£s corn 

714.200.1981 I [!~airne@beckett.com 

22840 Savi Ranch Parkway, Suite 200 I Yorba Linda, OA 92887 

From: <Oorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday,              2:15 PM 

To: Malena Jaime <rnjaime@beckett~com> 

Cc: "Lohse, Dave Clark" <davelohse@unc.edu> ~_r~_s_.n__:.c_o__n!" @msn.com> "Ducar Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> "Jason Sisneros 

,.@. gmail.com)" @gmail.com>, "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Magazine Feature-UNC Women’s Soccer 

Sure ,,, 

From: Malena Jaime [.__m___a_j!_t__o_j___m_j_a__[__m___e___@__b___e__c___k__e_~_£_o____m_.] 

Sent; Wednesday, 5:12 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Co; Lohse, Dave Clark; _@_..r[_).s_p_,_c_£ .m._; Ducar, Chris; 3ason Sisneros ~ ~_g.r[_)a_[!~._c_.o__.m_); Sander, Thomas .~ 

Subject; Re: Magazine Feature-UNC Women’s Soccer 

G teat to hear from you. It’s ou r pleasu re! We would love to work with you r team on potentially setting up an interview for a feature story on the team. 

Would you have any interest? 

All the best. 

Malena 

Malena Jaime 

Editor I Beckett Media 
American Farmhouse Style 
° American Made Living 

° 2014 World Cup Guide 

¯ 50 GreatestSports Dynasties 

50 Greatest World Cup Players of All Time 

724200.2982 I mjaime@beckett.com 

22840 Savi Ranch Parkway. Suite 200 I Yorba Linda. CA 92887 

From; <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@emailamc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday,              2:57 PM 

To: Malena Jaime <rnjaime@beckett~com> 

Cc: "Lohse, Dave Clark" <davelohse@unc.edu>, #msn.com" @msn.com>, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>, "Jason Sisneros 

:__@__g_n_!_a__[!:__c_o_m__.)"           @gmail.com> "Sander Thomas J" <p.acman@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Magazine Feature-UNC Women’s Soccer 



Very kind to i~clksd~-’_~ k[s ..... 

I~rora: Malena .laime [mai!to:miaime__@__b___e__c__k___e_#~__c__o____m_.] 

Seat; Wednesday, 2:35 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Alber~ A lV 

Subject; Magazine Feature-UNC Women’s Soccer 

Hello Anson. 

I hope this message finds you doing well. I am an editor with Beckett Media (we publish several sports, collectibles and enthusiast magazines), and I arn currently working on a special issue called 

50 Greatest Sports Dynasties. The issue will of course be looking at some of the biggest, greatest sports dynasties (professional and college) of all time. but will also be including special features 

on what it takes to be a dynasty and how certain teams have done it so effectively. 

So. I’m writing to you because it needs not be said that you have effectively coached one of the greatest dynasties in history, and certainly in soccer. I would love to write a featu re on your incredible 

run with the University of North Carolina Women’s soccer team. and look back on some of the greatest moments in your career with the team 

If interested. I’d like to set up an interview some time within the 3-4 weeks (whether on the phone, or even via email, depending on what works with your schedule) to discuss these topics. Please let 

me know if this is somethingyou would be interested in. It would be an honor to include your perspective. 

Thanks for your time. 

All the best. 

Malena 

MalenaJaime 

Editor I Beckett Media 
Amedcan Farmhouse Style 

¯ American Made Living 

2014 World Cup Guide 

¯ 50 GreateatSports Dynasties 

50 Greatest World Cup Players of All Time 

ett ~,a~ eclt~t~liat~-~ags corn 

754.200.$981 I mjaime@beckett.com 

22840 Savi Ranch Parkway. Suite 200 I Yorba Unda. CA 92887 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michaelson, Emily <EmilyMichaelson@nike.com> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 2:43 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Dall&s International Girls Cup Opening 

Perfect, I will get the car services added to the itinerary and send the information through to you later today. 

One last question for VOU~,.a few folks from the Dallas Texans (including Hassan Nazari} wanted to invite you to a late dinner after the event, Would you I~ke to go 

~:o dinner or woukJ you rather go s~ra~h~: back to the hol:e~ and res~ [or your early fright the next day? 

Thanks, 

EHte Youth ~ield Rep ~ North America Soccer Sports Marketing I 503.5B2,2747 ~office~ 

~= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mail~:anson@email,unc,edu] 
SeBtl Thursday, April 10, 201~ 10:3~ AM 
Te~ Michaelson, Emily 
$~bjeCt~ Re: Dallas International Girls Cup Opening 

This will all work..., if you can a~ange a car from the Greensboro ai~ort to the Kou~ convention Cen~r I world appBciate k 

Sere from ~0’ ~%rizon ~VireIess 4G L TE DROID 

"Michaelson, Emily" <,!:iLn__i_!:f__.__M__j__c__[_Ea__e_!_~?_~@_~i__k__e_:__c_9__n_!> wrote: 

Anson --- the earliest flight into GreensL~oro on Wednesday would arrive at 1:1:45am. Will that be okay for you given that the event you are attending begins a ~:ew 

minutes earlier than that? 

The event ~s very casual~ so you can wear jeans, N~ke shoes, and mW sort of top you’d I~ke. ~ wH~ ]H<e~v bring a pa~r of n~ce running shoes, polo sh~rt, and jacket for 

you, ,but: if you have a UNC pok) or other item you wou~d prefer to wear t:hat is okay as well. 

Please let me know if that Wednesday fhght wH~ be okay and ~ w~H finalize trave~ and se~}d you all ~ti[~erarv, 

Thanks, 

Elit~ Youth Field Rep i North America Socce~ Sports Marketing I 503.5~2.2747 {o~t:~ce) 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [ma~lto:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Se.t= Thursday, April 10, 2014 7:05 AM 
Te= Hichaelson, Emily 

Co: E~smore, Joe;              Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas J; Jason Sisneros 
$~bje¢t= Re: Dallas International Girls Cup Opening 

Emily, fly me out of RDU Tuesday a~moon a~d into Greensboro Wed morning ( I have to be at the ACC postgraduate scholar athlete award luncheon at ~e Kou~ 
Convention Center at 1130 Wednes&y morning). Nbe~ Anson Do~ance, DOB             cell              ... I call get m the mr~)~ and back t?om my 
home. I cm] fly any mdine. And what would you like me to wea,? Nike is my wardro~ bm should I wear a suit? (Laxge shi~, size 9 shoes.) 
Sentj?om ~ ~ Z,r~zon Wireless 4G LIW I)ROID 

"Michaelson, Emily" <.!:iLn__i_!:f_:___M_i__c__[_Ea__e_!_~?_~@_~i__k__e_:__cLLn_!> wrote: 

Anson --- thanks so much for being willing Lo participaLe in this event! The opening ceremony will take place on Tuesday night (April 1£th), you are welcome to stay 

and watch some of the tournament if you’d ~ke. { w~l{ work on aH of your trave~ and accommodation deta~s tomorrow, can you please provide me with the 

fo]~ow~ng h~format~on: 

* Your fu~ name as k appears on your driver’s ~cense 

~ Your dateof Mrth 

* YourceH phone number 

* When wou~d you fike to fly ~n and out (in Tuesday a~:ternoon and out Wednesday mornb~g)? Or would you like to s~ay ~onger ? 

* Wil~ you be departing forrn Raleigh Durham 

* ~: you have a preferred airline p~ease ~et me know, and a~so leL me know your frequent ~:fyer number ~: you’d lil<e me to k~dude that 

~ Address ~he car service wH] need to pick you up from to take you Lo Lhe airport? 

~ Address ~:he car servk:e w~H need to take you back ~:o when returning home? 

Once I have al~ of the travel and accommodations complete I wilf send you a summar% 

Please also ~et me know your Nlke shirt/jacket size as we~f as footwear size. I wilf bring in a few items for you to wear if you’d like, buL you are also welcome to 

wear anytMng you have that you are comfortable 

If you have mW questions please don’t hesitate to contact me. LooMng forward to seek]g you in Dallas next week. 

Thanks, 

Elite_¯ Youth ~:ield Rep i North America Soccer Sports Mark~_~ting I 503.5B2.2747 ~office) 

Fre~; Elsmore, Joe 
Sent; Wednesday, April 09, 20:[4 10:29 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc-"              Michaelson, Emily 
Subject: Re: Dallas International Girls Cup Opening 

Anson, 

Thanks for response. 

My colleasue, Emily Michaelson, National Champion at University of Portland, can provide you with all details and orsanize logistics to make this really simple for 

you and hugely supportive of Nike. 

Emily? 



Joe Elsmore 

Director, NA Soccer Sports Marketing 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 9, 2014, at 7:39 mPM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV"<anson@email.unc.edu> 

Joe, Nike has taken care of me and my fa~lily for yems. If this Ineans a lot to you and your conlpally I would love to it tbr you. 

S~’.~t.fkom ~ro~ ~ ~rizor~ fV~re&,s’~" 4G L TA’ DROID 

"Elsmore, Joe" <Joe.Elsmore(r-~ike.com> wrote: 

Good afternoon, 

Please see note befow~ Any chance of helping us out next week in Dallas? 

We had Tom Sermanni committed but obviously some things have changed h~ the past few days. 

P~ease let us know your thought~ one way or another. 

Sincerely, 

Joe 
OirecR~r North Arnehca Socoer Sports MarkeHn[l 

~oe.elsmore@nike.com 
503.671.4546 
This mmmunication may contain pemonal and mnfl~ntial information. A~ss b this information should ~ restricted b safeguard any sensitive information. If you are not the intended recipient, any 

dis~mination, distribution, or copying is strictly Fohibited. If you think you have r~ived this e-mail message in error, plea~ e-mail the ~n~r. 

F~m= Michaelson, Emily 
Sent-" Tuesday, April 08, 2014 8:26 AM 

Te= Elsmore, Joe 
Subject= DIGC Opening 

Joe -would it be possible for you to reach out to Anson Dorrance to see if he might be able to attend the Dallas International Girls Cup Opening? 

briefly met Anson about 5 years ago, but it is unlikely that he would remember me so I need a little assistance with the initial ask. 

The details of the event are as follows: 

This is for the Dallas International Girls Cup opening ceremony. The tournament is hosted by the Dallas Texans and consists of about 90 girls 

teams ages UI2-UI7 

¯ Opening ceremony is the evening of Tuesday April ~£th (about 7-9pro) 
¯ Anson would be brought up on stage for a brief Q&A (we can script out the questions a bit, but would likely focus on the development of 

female players, the evolution of the WNT, his success with the WNT and UNC, etc) 

¯ The event will be about ~500 people total (teams participating in the tournament plus coaches and parents) 

¯ We will accommodate all travel based on what works best for Anson 

Please let me know if you need any additional information from me and your thoughts about this request. 

Thanks, 

Emily Michaelson 
Elite Youth Field Rep 
North America Soccer Sports Marketing 
50~.5~2.2747 (Office) 

(Mobile) 
50~.~95.2944 (Fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 6:06 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@email.unc.edu>; 

Mia Harem Introduction 

Mia Hamm Intmduction.docx 

~live.unc.edtr~; Lensing, George <lensing@email.unc.edu> 

Hello Anson, and George, 

I hope that y’all are EXCITED for the Public Tapping and Mia’s Speech! I recently completed my introduction and wanted y’all to read over it and provide 

any suggestions, comments and changes before later today. Specifically, Anson can you check for accuracy of information and edit things that you think 

are less important!more important. Thanks so much for everything and I look forward to your response. 

Best, 



Good Afternoon Fellow Argonauts, Family and Friends, 

My name is               (Argonaut #    ) and I am the          for the          Active 
Order. Today, I have the greatest honor of introducing someone who needs little introduction this 
year’s Frank Porter Graham Lecture on Excellence presenter, Mia Hamm However, before she 
takes the stage, I would like to share with you all some of the extraordinary accomplishments 
that distinguishes Mia Hamm as one of Carolina’s most notable graduates, and inspirational 
Argonaut. 

Mia Hamm was born March 17, 1972 in Selma, Alabama as the fourth out of six children. As 
the daughter of an Air Force pilot, Hamm moved often with her family throughout her 
childhood. She credits her brother, Garrett, for encouraging her in sports and at the age of 15, 
Hamm was the youngest soccer player to play for the United States National Team. 

At Carolina, Hamm lead the Tar Heels to four National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) 
Women’s Championship. Additionally, throughout this time she was an All-American and 
Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC) Player of the Year for three years. And recognized as the ACC 
Female Athlete of the Year in 1993 and 1994. And if all that was not enough, Mia served as an 
Active Order member during her time at Carolina. 

During her 17 year soccer career,, she was instrumental in leading her teams to win two World 
Championships (once in 1991 and another 1999), two Olympic Gold Medals (once in 1996 and 
another 2004), and achieved a notable career record of 158 international goals and 1144 assists. 
Mia Hamm retired from professional soccer in 2004 not only as one of the greatest women’ s 
soccer players in history but also as one of the most notable and recognizable female figures in 
the history of sport. As demonstrated by her being elected Soccer USA’s "Female Athlete of the 
Year" five years in a row, named MVP of the Women’s Cup in 1995, and winning three ESPY 
Awards, including in the "Soccer Player of the Year" and "Female Athlete of the Year" 
categories.. Additionally, Hamm was named FIFA’s "World Player of the Year" in both 2001 
and 2002 along with being named one of only two women named by Pele to FIFA’s best 1125 
players in 2004. 

Hamm has been inducted into four sports and soccer halls of fame including; Alabama Sports 
Hall of Fame; the National Soccer Hall of Fame; Texas Sports Hall of Fame and in 2013, she 
was the first women to be inducted into the World Football Hall of Fame 

Beyond the field Hamm has made her mark in other areas through The Mia Hamm Foundation. 
This non-profit, national organization is dedicated to raising funds and awareness for families in 
need of a marrow or cord blood transplant and to the development of more opportunities for 
young women in sports. This organization encourages people to register in the national bone 
marrow registry and provides funds to UNC Health Care and Children’s Hospital Los Angeles. 

Mia’s commitment to excellence and the impact she makes on and off the field should serve as a 
reminder to fellow Argonauts and our new cohort of Neophytes of the Order’s continued 
commitment to service. With this please help me give Mia Hamm, this year’s Frank Porter 
Graham Lecture on Excellence presenter, and a HUGE TAR HEEL WELCOME! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 3:11 PM 

~live.uuc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edtr~; Yount, ToW <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Weeldy Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your GEOE tutoring session on at ~i~. This is your ~d documented 

infraction and shall be considered your second warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a rnandatory meeting with the student, head coach, acadernic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~~~~ ~_ ~u~du) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

if you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben 5heu 
Assistan[ Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-A[hletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

(::ell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TONY YOUNT < @gmail.com> 

Friday, 9:03 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducag@unc.edu>; Pa]ladino, 

Geo~e W <bpalladino@unc.edu> 

Incoming First Years 

Coaches, 

We got our first update today on student-athlete mgis~alion for incoming first-year students. 0 of 5 are registered. They should register soon as sessions roll begin to 

fill very- soon. 

I will be out of the office most of the day Monday (after a recruit visit early Monday) for a quick ~mp to Savannah for ~        and return on Tuesday at midday (tbr 

a recruit visit Tuesday). I will be in Tuesday aIlemoon and out again Wednesday morning Ii)r a          Then things should get back to norms] Wed attemoon. 

Tony 

Name PID Spo(t Dates Session 

Women’s Soccer 

Women’s Soccer 

Women’s Soccer 

Women’s Soccer 

Women’s Soccer 

Women’s Soccer 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff Janssen ~eff@jefijanssen.com> 

Sunday, 1:33 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Leadership Depth Chart 

Hey Anson, 

Hope all is going ~vell! 

I had a good chat with recently about their 360 
feedback. Sounded like had recently met with you on it too so 
I am glad you ~vere able to talk with her about it 

Let me know if there is anything I can do to support your team’s 
leadership development elt’orts over the surmner,       obviously is 
much more of a Leader by Example so a lot of the Vocal Leadership 
load, and leadership in general, will fall to        I think she is 
willing to do it but has some things she needs to work on too She 
said she is much better "Requirer" than "Relater" so I recommended 
she read the 2R Manager book over the summer. 

Both                  seemed to have moderate respect from their 
teammates based on their 360 numbers - but it doesn’t seem you are 
blessed to have some of the strong, highly respected leaders you have 
had in the past Let me knuw if there are any vuunger ones who have 
sume putential - mentioned as an uption and 
pussibly - but both seemed to have some liabilities as well 

It may end up being a season where yuu end up shuuldering more ufthe 
leadership luad. Keep me posted if I can help in any way.. 

JJ 

’]7he Leader in Leadership Develupment :[’or Captains and Cuaches 
http ://www.i anssensportsleadership.c am 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
Janssen Spurts Leadership Center 
1-888-721 -TEAM 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make 
a difference around the wurld! Student-Athletes Leading Sucial Change 
(SAI;SC) http :/iwww salsc, or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Mike Keating < ~gmail.com> 

Sunday, April 13, 2014 2:14 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <m~son@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Model boys in their youth 

Anson, 
Let’s discuss using L~NC guys to model what boys did in their youth from ul 0-ul 8. If we use only girls in my model, ~ve cut out 60°/3 of soccer making it tough to do test launch this summer. 

All I need is to talk to Carlos and tell him this is to help youth players understand what they need to do in their youth to play at top collegiate, state, regional, national levels. His total time 
investment will be ten minutes explanation from me, ten minutes to send two emails each. I only need to get youth data to be credible with boys. Players take ten miautes to answer 

questions No names ~vill be used in model. 

I’ll call you Monday. If we don’t do this no,v, college is out and we miss the window for ten weeks. 

Mike 

Mike Keating 

(m) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:35 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE Interview 

Mr. Dorrance, 

I went by your office this morning, but you weren’t there. Can we set up a time to meet this week? I could meet you today at 5:00 p.m., tomorrow anytime 

before 11 a.m. or after 3:15 p.m. Would any of these times work for you? 

Thank you, 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:52 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert 

Subject: Interview 

Anson, 

I am writing a story on 
Thursday? 

Thank you very much, 

sportswriting class. Is there any chance I could sit down with you for five minutes tomorrow or 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

C~live.unc.edu~ 

Monday 12:19 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ga~, Gregory <ggg@unc.edu>; ~gmail.com; Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

VaTech & Pitt Catapult Reports 

Pitt Game Catapult.pdf; VaTech Game Catapult.pdf 

Anson, 

Hope you had a good trip to New York! Apologies for the delay, but attached are the Catapult reports from the VaTech & Pitt games last weekend. These are the 

ones I would recommend forwarding to the team if you want to do so. Note: for the VaTech game I broke down the numbers by half, and for the Pitt game all the 

girls wearing units only played 11 minutes. 

See you soon, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Keating ~gmail.com> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 12:36 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FW: Player Cont~rence Questionnaire 

Here is your origh~al email with me on blind copy. Suggest you give them a date of end day Wednesday and make sure they understand it is a part of player 

conference, i will assemble data and get to Tom. 

Mike t(ea~:in~ 

(m) 
F~m~ Dorrance, AIbe~ A N [mail~:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, April 08, 2014 ~:32 PN 
T~ Undisclosed recipienN: 
Subjeet~ Player Conference Questionnaire 

Ladies, 

I know you guys are driven nuts with all we ask you to do but I was excited about how well everyone did with the "What Drives Success" interview. It probably took 

you more than 10 minutes to read and almost all of you really "got it". 

Here is my last request of the spring: 

Do this survey above. I like the direction we are going in. This will take you 10 minutes. Introspection is good for the soul. 

Tom and I are working with      and Jason to finish the spring competitive cauldron and there is SO MUCH IMPROVEMENT. I love itH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Coaches, 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu~’- 

Monday-,             2:37 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; 
~gm~l.com 

stopped by today 

stopped by today to say hello. 

@msn.com; Ducar Chris <~ducax@anc.edu-~; mac.com; 

She will be calling Chris to follow up. 
-Tom 
Tom Sander 
Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

Universi~ of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Tamberino ~aol.com> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 2:43 PM 

Alisou Foley <~alison.foley@bc.edtr~; Dorrance, Alberta IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Eddie Radwm~ski <eradwan@clemson.edu>; (keg 

Miller <amille@athletics.pitt.edu>: Mark Krikorian <mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu>; Mary Monroe <tn.monroe@miatni.edu>; Phil Wheddon 

<pswhe~ido@syr.edu~-; Rabble Church <robbie.chnrch@duke.edu-~; Steve Swanson <s~u~virginia.edu-~; Tim Santoro 

<tim saxitoro@ncsu.edu>; Tony da Luz --~daJuz@wfu.edt~~ 

Fihn dips 

Ladies and gentlemen, 
We will be holding our Elite camps in the coming months and one of the issues we have are tackles that are not being dealt with according to your reports back to 

me. If there are clips that you have could you please send them so I may continue to further educate our referees. 

I appreciate any help that you may give. If there is another issue you would like for me to pass along please include that as well. 

Thank you, 

Paul 

Paul Tamberino 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 5:38 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

P,2 Interview 

very sorry to hear that. We can absolutely do this by phone. Could I call you tomorrow morning around 9:457 Or would there be a better time for you? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, :12:52 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Interview 

.... can we do this by phone? 

5ent ft"orn my V~’rizon Wireiess 46 L TE DROiD 

~iive,unc,edu> wrote: 

Mr. Dorrance, 

I went by your office this morning, but you weren’t there. Can we set up a time to meet this week? I could meet you today at 5:00 p.m., tomorrow anytime 
before ll a.m. or after 3::15 p.m. Would any of these times work for you? 

Thank you, 

Sent: Tuesday, ~ 1:52 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert 

Subject: Interview 

Anson, 

I am writing a story on 
Thursday? 

Thank you very much, 

sportswriting class. Is there any chance I could sit down with you for five minutes tomorrow or 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 5:51 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: interview 

I am actually going to be covering the Rammys tonight for the DTH, but the interview doesn’t have to be today or tomorrow. I can do later this week too if 

you can. I am sorry for the inconvenience. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, ~ 5:42 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Interview 

Tonight would be better ._ 8 pro. 

Sen ~. from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DRO/D 

@[ive.unc.edu> wrote: 

very sorry to hear that. We can absolutely do this by phone. Could I call you tomorrow morning around 9:45? Or would there be a better time for you? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 12:52 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Interview 

.... can we do this by phone? 

Sen t from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DRO/D 

@iive.unc.edu> wrote: 

Mr. Dorrance, 

I went by your office this morning, but you weren’t there. Can we set up a time to meet this week? I could meet you today at 5:00 p.m., tomorrow anytime 

before 11 a.m. or after 3:15 p.m. Would any of these times work for you? 

Thank you, 

From 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:52 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert 

Subject: nterview 

Anson, 

I am writing a story on sportswriting class. Is there any chance I could sit down with you for five minutes tomorrow or 



Thursday? 

Thank you very much, 



From: Ga~’ Ireland ~yahoo.com> 

Sent: Monday, 11:26 PM 

To: Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: 

good to know anson..a trip oseas is always a football ’injection’...im in need of one real soon...i love to coach and train but i feel an oseas trip 
coming on. 

btw,     doing well. im focussing on her delivery- we are working on striking with all surfaces and 
receiving, she will be in good form when you see her. i was surprised when april said she was very technical because she 
has a long way to go. she will get there though, she is hungry for success and is completely dedicated to going to the highest levels. 
the main thing is that we are going to deliver to you a player who we think could be special, my guess is that she will need further detail with her 
dynamic/explosive/stamina/power but we have limited time and we need to ’shine the jewel’ technically, we will sharpen her up for pre-season and 
she will do your package of course but ill send her to unc as technically special as possible, this way you wont have to worry too much about thi 
when she gets there, this is a kid who will train on her own 24/7 and has a dream._we know she will just get better and better every day. 
best wishes 
gary 

Gary Ireland 

Find me on Pass2Me.com: garyjireland 
Join my personal blog on Pass2Me.com: The Technician 
PSV Union FC: ~w.psvunion.org 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: Gary h~land, ~yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, 2:36 PM 
Subject: Re: 

Hey!!! I loved the two sessions I saw run by a friend of mine: Emma Hayes. I also liked the level of the game .... good speed of play. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DRO!D 

Gary Ireland ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

hello anson- 
i wish had told you that one of our friends is at the academy at cobham and introduced you. not sure if you know but i spent 6 months as a player at 
chelsea in the youth team. some good memories and not so good.     was there too as you know. 
id love your impression of your visit to chelsea & english football, when carine played for liverpool she was one of only 10 foreign players playing in 
england and the only non-english player at liverpool, like you im a world traveler who probably has a broader perspective than most. while i love to 
develop locally we always want to be around quality and sometimes it doenst come from local pastures, a longer debate! 

best wishes 

Gary Ireland 

Find me on Pass2Me.com: garyjireland 
Join my personal blog on Pass2Me.com: The Technician 
PSV Union FC: www.psvunion.org 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema&unc.edu> 
To: Gary Ireland. ~yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, 12:01 PM 
Subject: Re: 

Interesting!! Yes, I was over there watching Chelsea Ladies. The best players in training were not English!! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROfD 

Gary Ireland < @yahoo.com> wrote: 

hi anson 
thought you would like to see this interesting article on foreign womens players playing in english pro league 
and discussion on limiting this vs EC employment law and football bodies 
wanting domestic player opportunities. 
best wishes 
gary 

PASS2ME 



Gary Ireland 

Find me on Pass2Me.com: garyjireland 
Join my personal blog on Pass2Me.com: The Technician 
PSV Union FC: ~/w.psvunion.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bankoski, Leann <bankoski@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 11:35 AM 

~gmail.com 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Anna Rodenbough 

@~mail.com>; Nick Johnson <nick@carolinaforkibera.or~> 

Follow up/Thank you with Leadership Council 

Hi Katie, 

Thanks again so much for helping make the Kick for Kibera soccer clinic so successful! We’d love to stop by and thank you in person and drop offsome gifts, Might we be able to do 

that next Tuesday? 

Best, 

Leann 

Carolina for Kibera 

CENTER for GLOBAL INITIATIVES 

Universi~ of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 
30~ Pi~sboro ~ Ste 30~4 I Campus Box 5~45 

FedEx Global Education Center I Cha~l Hill NC 27599-5~45 
tel:~l 9~9 962 6362~ ~ ~x: +~ 919 962 5375 

htip://cfk.unc,edu I h~p://c~Lunc edu/I skype: 

Follow us on -rwitter and Facebook 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farrow, RaymoM Benjamin <raymond lhnow@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 4:42 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

@duke.edu) 

RE: CPA 10fl~ A~mive~sazy Gala 

A~’~gotl 

My board meeting is now behind me, so my schedule is beginning to o~en up as well. Let me know when you’d like to meet. 

I announced your participation in the gala to the board ~ast Friday, and everyone was delighted to ~eam of your involvement and to hear about M~che~{e’s 

performam;es People are very excited, 

Many th~nks. 

Raymond B. Farrow III I Director of Development and Strategic Initiatives 

Carolina Performing A~s I Univers~’ of Noah CaroEna at Chape~ Hil~ 

Campus Box 3233, Chapel Hill, NO 27599-3233 

P: (9~9) 843=3307 I C: ~ raymond farrow@unc.e~u 

earolinaper*orm~nga~s,org I ClicR to see our Spring 2014 Performance Sche~ale 

" ~N~ Description: Description: Description: 11-12 
CPA - Croate Present 

~Click here to fi~d out how yo u c~n support the performing ~ts at Cat’oih~ 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Monday, April 07, 2014 4:26 PM 
To: Farrow, Raymond Benjamin 

@duke.edu) 
Subject: RE: CPA 10th Anniversary Gala 
Thank Vou Ravmond at~d ~ are very excited, Yes, k~t’s have kmch .,,, My schedule starts ~:o ~:hit~ ou~: next week. 

F~m: Farrow, Raymond BeNamin 
Sent: Monday, April 07, 2014 3:02 PM 

~duke,edu; Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Subject~ CPA [0th Anniversary Gala 

and Anson: 

Emil asked me to reach out to you. We are all excited to be presenting Michelle next year to kick-off our ~0th anniversary season. I am grateful that you both are 

willing to serve as co-chairs of the openin~ gala. I and my team, including Rachel Ash and Jennifer Cox, stand ready to help in any way we can and to work with you 

in deciding the best way to promote the gala and have a successful event. 

We are making some preliminary arrangements already. Of course, CPA will do everything related to organizing the actual event, but we will be looking for your 

input as far as marketing and publicizing the event to the community and how best to sell tables, etc. Perhaps there might be a time to meet so we can share some 

of these initial plans, get your thoughts and ideas, and come up with a general plan for how best to move forward? Let me know what might work for you. Maybe 

lunch one day? 

We do plan to send a save-the-date card to a number of our key donors and friends soon (within two weeks), with a formal invitation to follow sometime later this 

spring. An initial task will be making sure we have any names of people on your list we want to be sure to include in the mailing. 

l’ve got a great team of people here that will make sure this is a great event, so no worries on any details. We’ll take care of that. You just help us position it within 

the community and with the right people, etc. 

Looking forward to meeting you both soon. 

Cheers. 

Raymond B. Farrow ill i Director of Development and Strategic Initiatives 

Carolina Pe~orming A~s i Universi~ of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 3233, Chapel Hill, NO 27599-3233 

P: (919)843-33071 C: 

carol~napefformiaga~s.org I el~ck to see our Spring 2014 Performance Schedule 

" ~::~:~ Description: Description: Description: 11-12 

CPA - Create Present Conne~ 

~E:lk:k here to find out how yo u c~n sup;~od: the,~ pe, r~ormk~g ar~s at Oarolin~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jordan Raper <jrape@matchfitacademy.net~ 

Tuesday 10:16 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

~vas outstanding for us this weekend. 4 goals in 3 games, her link play w/ 

Sent from my iPhone 

vas too quick and clever for teams to deal with. Great striker! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:20 PM 

Jordan Raper <jrape@matchfitacademy.nel> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: 

Jordan. 

She rocked. I love that kid! Anson would love to talk with her ASAP if you can pass the message along Thanks! 

Chris 

> On~ , at 7:16 PM. "Jordan Raper" <jraper@matchfitacademy.net> wrote: 
> 
~ ,,¢as outstanding for us this weekend. 4 goals in 3 games, her link play w was too quick and clever ~r teams to deal with. Great striker! 
> 

> Sent from my ;Phone 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jordan Raper <jrape@matchfitacademy.net~ 

Tuesday, 10:32 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Done 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:20 PN~ "Ducal Chris" <ducar@unc edu> wrote: 

Jordan. 

She rocked. I love that kid! Anson would love to talk with her ASAP if you can pass the message along. ~fhanks! 

Chris 

>> Or~ at 7:16 PM; "Jordan Raper" <jraper@matchfitacademy.net> wrote: 
>> 
>; was outstanding for us this weekend 4 goals in 3 games, her link play w, was too quick and clever :[’or teams to deal with Great striker! 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jayne Bamwell <jayne@ramsclub.com> 

Wednesday, 1:07 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: MVP Freshman of the Yeas 

:l.-Woukt you b¢_~ ~3vailabl¢_~ to do a kmch on the 

2.-~so, wH~                be around a[ [:h~s time as wel~? 

The Educationa~ ~undat~on, Inc, dba The Rams 

PO Box 2446 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mail~:anson~ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:S0 AN 
T~: Jayne Barnwell 

Co:        ~msn.com; Oucar, Chris; Jason Sisneros ~ 
Subject= RE: MVP Freshman of the Year 

J~yr~e, 

My Rook~ o~: the Year was, 

TS~ week of ~s ~ fr~e week for 

From= 3ayne Barnwell [ma~lto:iay~e(~ramsdub.com] 
Sent= Monday, 20:37 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= MVP Freshman of the Year 
Zmpo~ance= High 

Hi Coach, 

@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas 

Just let me know. 

Thx! 

layne W. Barnwell 

UNC Athletics 

The Educational Foundation, Inc. dba The Rams Club 

PO Box 2446 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9J.9-843-2000 Io} 

919-843-5777 If) 

Sue wanted me to email you to find out who your MVP Freshman of the Year is. 

Also, she is requesting that you send us some dates that you would be available for to do a luncheon for the 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:25 PM 

To: Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: RE: Interview 

Anson, 

Would I be able to meet you in your office this afternoon, tomorrow afternoon or Friday morning? Or is an interview over the phone still the most 

convenient for you? I am just trying to lock down a time by the end of this week that we could talk for about :[0 minutes. 

Thank you very much, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent; Monday, 5:53 PM 

To; 

Subject; Re: Interview 

Very good! 

Sent ~;,om my Verizon Wir~/ess 4G L TE DROID 

~iive.unc.edu> wrote: 

I am actually going to be covering the Rammys tonight for the DTH, but the interview doesn’t have to be today or tomorrow. I can do later this week too if 

you can. I am sorry for the inconvenience. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, k42 PM 

To; 

Subject: Re: Interview 

Tonight would be better ... 8 pm. 

Sent ~;,om my Verizon Wire/ess 4G L TE DROID 

~iive.unc.edu> wrote: 

I’m very sorry to hear that. We can absolutely do this by phone. Could I call you tomorrow morning around 9:45? Or would there be a better time for you? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, .2:52 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Interview 

.... can we do this by phone? 

.~ent ~rom my Verizon Wirefess 4G L TE DRO!D 



~iive.unc.edu> wrote: 

Mr. Dorrange, 

I went by your office this morning, but you weren’t there. Can we set up a time to meet this week? I could meet you today at 5:00 p.m., tomorrow anytime 

before :1:1 a.m. or after 3::15 p.m. Would any of these times work for you? 

Thank you, 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:52 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert 

Subject: Interview 

Anson, 

I am writing a story on 
Thursday? 

Thank you very much, 

sportswriting class. Is there any chance I could sit down with you for five minutes tomorrow or 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 2:29 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: t~cul~ athletics committee liai~n meeting 

Hi -- just wanted to confirm that we are on for lunch tomon-ow at 12:30 at Spankys. My cell is in case you need to get in touch 

Thanks, 
Layna 

> On Mar 27, 2014, at 5:28 PM. "Dorrunce, Albert A IV" <anson@email uric edu> wrote: 
> 

> Yes, lunch ~vill work on April 17th .. Spanlcy~ ’s at 12:30? What is your cell? Mane is 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Mosley, Layna 
> Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2014 12:06 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Sulliect: Re: faculty athletics committee liaison meeting 
> 

> Anson, 
> 

> That sounds like a good plan. Would it work for workout/lunch on Thursday 4/17? If that doesn’t work, ~ve could try 4/15 instead 
> 
> got in touch with me and we’H figure out details. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> Layna 
> 

> Layna Mosley 
> Dept. of Political Science 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hil[ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 mosley@unc edu 
> 

> 

> 

> 

>> On Mar 26, 2014, at 4:51 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email uric edn> wrote: 
>> 

>> Layna, 
>> 

>> My schedule lightens up as well. Why dnn’t you join us for our T/Th 11 am workout one morning and then have lunch with me? 
>> 

>> I will copy my Leadership Council to respond with you as to when it would be good to meet with them. (Obviously, I know you do not have to meet with aH of them) And you will like 
these kids Laynat[ 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Mosley, Layna 
>> Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 2014 3:54 PM 
>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>> Cc: Ducat, Chris; bill palladino; Sander, Thomas J 
>> Subject: faculty athletics cormnittee liaison meeting 
>> 

>> Dear Anson et al: 
>> 

>> The Faculty Athletics Cormnittee is in the planning stages for its year-end retreat, in mid-May. To that end, the chair of FAC would like us faculty liaisons to meet with our assigned 
teams (that is, with the coaches, as well as w-ith one or more player representatives), so that we can hear about any issues related to academics that concern you, as well get your reactions 
to what we can do to strengthen the bond between athletics and academics on campus. 
>> 

>> Would you please let me know when we could meet? My- schedule is fairly- flexible after April 12, as I’m not teaching this semester. I’d be happy to meet separately- with the player 
representatives (so if you want to just give me their names, I can reach out directly to them). 
>> 

>> Thanks very much, 
>> 

>> Layna 
>> 

>> Layna Mosley 
>> Dept. of Political Science 
>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
>> moslcy@unc.edu 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc,edu~ 

Wednesday 6:36 PM 

FW: Short Survey 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 4:47 PM 
To-" Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Fwd: Short Survey 

Hey Tom, 

Could you send it out to the team, it’s for a friend! 

Thanks, 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: ~i_~__e__r!~ ! )__-__t_! O)g_I__ej2 _u__r_Lc_:_e_d_u_> 

Date: Mon,             at 12:52 PM 

Subject: Sho(t Survey 

To:’ 
_~1~ 

g__r_~ _~__u_!:__c_9__n_ )- < ~ig~!~_l_:_c_’~?~!> 

Hey 
Here is the link. It is really short and should only take 3 rain or so. Its about ESPN and mainly X Games and ESPNW. Anyone who takes it has a chance to win a $50 VISA gift 
card so tell everyone that as a little extra motivation!!! Thanks again for your help!!! 

Cheers, 

Cell                    @kenan-fla,qler.unc.edu " ,~t~vw.kenan-flagler unc.edu 

Shapir~g Leaders I Driving Results 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:42 PM 

~nnc.edw~ 

Do~ance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

RE:          SAAC Representatives 

Works for us! And last name is with an A. Thanks! 

-Tom 

Sent; Wednesday, 5:25 PN 
To; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Co; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; Adams, Clarissa; Hoots, Eric M; Williams, Andre; Lane, Cricket 
Subject; SAAC Representatives 

All, 

We are trying to get an earlier start on SAAC, and would like to finalize our          SAAC Roster. We have made suggestions for teams that have graduating SAAC 

Reps (highlighted in yellow) in the attached excel document. We would like to invite those student-athletes to our next meeting , so at your earliest 

convenience, please approve your SAAC rep or let us know if you have any concerns!others you have mind. 

Thanks, 

Graduate Assistant 

Student-Athlete Development 

UNC Athletics 

Office: 919-843-2306 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@hotmail.com> 

Wednesday, 7:17 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

RE: faculty athletics committee liaison meeting 

think we will be done by noon and if not you can leave at that time. 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 

To:            @hotmail.com 

Subject: FW: faculty athletics committee liaison meeting 

Date: Wed,            23:14:57 +0000 

I can’t get out of this ... this is a faculty liaison thing we have tried to schedule forever. I will watch the DVD tonight and be ready!!! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Mosley, Layna 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:29 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Re: faculty athletics committee liaison meeting 

Hi --just wanted to confirm that we are on for lunch tomorrow at 12:30 at Spankys. My cell is 

Thanks, 

Layna 

> On , at 5:28 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> 

> Yes, lunch will work on .... Spanky’s at 12:307 What is 

> your cell? Mine is 

>> 

Original Message 

> From: Mosley, Lavna 

> Sent: Thursday, 12:06 PM 

> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

> Subject: Re: faculty athletics committee liaison meeting 

>> 

> Anson, 

>> 

> That sounds like a good plan. Would it work for workout!lunch on Thursday If that doesn’t work, we could try instead. 

>> 

> got in touch with me and we’ll figure out details. 

>> 

> Thanks, 

>> 

> Layna 

>> 

> Layna Mosley 

> Dept. of Political Science 

> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

> mosley@unc.edu 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On . at 4:51 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> 

>> Layna, 

>> 

>> My schedule lightens up as well. Why don’t you join us for our T/Th 11 am workout one morning and then have lunch with me? 

>> 

, in case you need to get in touch. 

with all of them.) And you will like these kids Layna!! 

> >> 

> >> ..... Original Message ..... 

> >> From: Mosley, Layna 

> >> Sent: Wednesday, 3:54 PM 

> >> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

> >> Co: Ducat, Chris; bill palladino; Sander, Thomas J 

> >> Subject: faculty athletics committee liaison meeting 

> >> I will copy my Leadership Council to respond with you as to when it would be good to meet with them. {Obviously, I know you do not have to meet 



> >> Dear Anson et ah 

> >> The Faculty Athletics Committee is in the planning stages for its year-end retreat, in mid-May. To that end, the chair of FAC would like us faculty 

liaisons to meet with our assigned teams (that is, with the coaches, as well as with one or more player representatives), so that we can hear about any 

issues related to academics that concern you, as well get your reactions to what we can do to strengthen the bond between athletics and academics on 

campus. 

> >> Would you please let me know when we could meet? My schedule is fairly flexible after        as I’m not teaching this semester. I’d be happy to 

meet separately with the player representatives (so if you want to just give me their names, I can reach out directly to them). 

> >> Thanks very much, 

> >> Layna 

> >> Layna Mosley 

> >> Dept. of Political Science 

> >> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 

> >> 27599-3265 mosley@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

:@Aol.com> 

Wednesday,             9:0l PM 

Don’ance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

, Ins~mgram 

i.instagmm.conv’p/m2xYZfl~,R1N 
Hi Anson 

Not sure if this photo will come through but it is 

Download the otY~cial Twitter app berne 

walldng offthe field after beating China aJ~d playing for the USA 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~msn.com 

Wednesday, 9:14 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: ¯ Instagmm 

I’ll te:d ~nd try and get the original but she is asleep in Europe so it might take a while but I will get on it. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:05 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~email.unc.edtc, wrote: 

Britt, how do we get this ruth a caption on Go Heels? 

........ OriginaJ Message ........ 

Subject: ¯ Instagrm~ 

Frown: ~’(~Aol.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~emaAl.unc.edu> 

CC: 

i.instagmm.com/p/m2xYZtkRlN 

tfi Anson 

Not sure if this photo will come through but it is 

Download the official Twitter app here 

walking offthe field after beating China a~d playing tbr the USA 

Sere froln my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jason Sisneros ~(}gmail.com> 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 10:42 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sagula, Joseph A <j~gula@unc.edu-~; Ducar, Chris qtucax@nnc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: Volleyball Clinic i~ffo 

It’s on my calendar. I’ll order more books in the next week. 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel ttill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Wed, Apr 16, 2014 at 5:36 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~email.unc.edu> w~me: 

Grea~ J. I haYe blocked off thai time and [ will cot~?, Jargon on fl~is so he can se~ up ahop right afler my @k lo se]~ ;~s ma~%~ booka aa he ca~l[ [ So arc lhey all up 

m@i~oium aea~s? Can I have a podium? 

From: Sag@a, Joseph A 
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 2014 6:37 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject; Volleyball Clinic info 
Importance-" High 

Hi Anson 

I just spoke with Terry Liskevich regarding our Coaches clinic on May 3-4 

Things are looldng great, we have over 260 coaches aheady signed up and expect that we may get over 300 on that weekend. 

So for your talk to the coaches Ter~ was mentioning that you might want to speak about: 

1. Coaching MEN vs. WOMEN, differences, issues, etc. 

2. How do you build a champion, and that culture on a team 

3. And, If you were starting over, what elements would you see as the most important to put into your program. 

The talk with go from about 4:30-5:30 PM on Saturday, May 3 at Carmichael. I know you Inay also be speaking to the 

EXSS special gloup film day as well, so please be sure to let me lmow that the timing works out well and no conflict. 

Tbele will be a social time for all the coaches immediately after your talk at Carmichael. 

AND, he said YES, you are welcome to have someone there selling your books!! 

Terry said he will probably send you aa~ email as well or call you sometime soon to discuss things. 

Thaa~ks again tbr being a pa~ of this coachesL; weekend for our sport 

Ciao, Joe 

( N gV.,"::RS P,,"’Y ()~ X©RY’}/CAR().," ..;"N £ 



919 962-5228    ;:~,~[~ 919 843-8543 

i?: i¢~ ~zv w. ear olinavo|leyball, c~ m 



Fron~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sagula, Joseph A <jsagula@unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 6:56 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: Volleyball Clinic info 

Anson, 
Yes, We will have a central area for you to speak from on the floor with a podium 

And all of the coaches will be sitting in the auditorium seat of Carmichael 

We have it covered 
Thank you. 

JS 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, April 16, 2014 at 5:36 PM 

To: Joseph Sagula <jsagqla@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Jason Sisneros           @gmail.com)", 

Subjeet~ RE: Volleyball Clinic info 

@gmaiLcom>, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>, "Sander, Thomas J" <[~acman@unc.edu> 

Great_.. I have blocked off that time and I will copy Jason on this so he can set up shop right after my talk to sell as many books as he ca~!! So are they all up in the 

~udil:orium seats? Can I fu~ve a podh.Em ? 

~= Sagula, Joseph A 
Se~t~ Wednesday, April 09, 20~4 6:37 PN 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject~ Volleyball Clinic info 
Impo~ance: High 

Hi Anson 

I ~ust spoke with Terry Liskevich regarding our ~oaches clinic on 

Things are looking gre~t, we h~ve over 260 co~ches ~lready signed up and expect that we m~y get over ~00 on that weekend. 

So for your talk to the coaches Terry was mentioning that you might want to spe~k about: 

<~--[if ~supportLists]-->~. <~[endif]-->~oaching ~EN vs. WO~EN, differences, Bsues, etc. 

<~--[if ~supportLists]-->2. <~--[endif]-->How do you build a champion, and that culture on ~ te~m 

<~--[if ~supportLists]-->~. <~--[endif]-->And, If you were st~rtin~ over, wh~t elements would you see as the most important to put into your program. 

The talk with go from about 4:30-5:30 PM on Saturday, May 3 at Carmichael. I know you may also be speaking to the 

EXSS spedal group that day ~s well, so please be sure to let me know that the timing works out well and no conflict. 

There will be ~ social time for all the coaches immedi~tely after your t~lk at ~armich~el. 

AND, he s~id YES, you ~re welcome to have someone there selling your books!! 

Terry s~id he will probably send you an ema~l ~s well or call you sometime soon to dBcuss thin~s. 

Thanks ~g~in for being a p~rt of this co~ches’ weekend for our sport 

~iao, Joe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sue Walsh <sue@ramsclub.com> 

Thursday. 9:11 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Kenan Lunch 

Anson, Jayne indicated that you are not available for the Kenan lunch until mid May, but that       will have already left campus. Do you have any availability between now and when she 
finishes her exams that we might t~z and plan it? If not we’ll have to do it in the fall and I’m hoping that she ~vill be on campus and not with the national team? 

Sue Walsh 
Director of Legacy Programs 
919.8436413 
"We educate and inspire through athletics" 



Se~t: 

Subject: 

@aol.com 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 9:38 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Belated wish 

] hear you, And Some coaching situations see~n destined for rocky times-- hopefully it is temporary. There are a lot of us who miss the days of you and Tony up there-- 

quality, competitiveness, stability__ champions! 

Take care, 

Ashu. 

Saxena Coaching Services 

asaxena@saxenacoachingservices.con~t 

SOCCER-- Strategies for Sustained Coaching Success (Me~[er & Me~er Sport, 2012) 

Mobile: Ema~l: @aoLcom 

Web: www.letsgogetem-ashus.com 

~oin the ONE Can~tpaign! www one.org 

NOTE: "IHIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION. Do not forward this email without consent of this sender. This transmission is intencled only for the use of the individuals or entity to which it is addressed. If 

you are not the intencled recipient, or the person responsible for delivering the lnessage to the intended recipient, please return it immediately. Although this e-mail and any attachments are believed to be free of 

any virus or other defect, it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that it is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by this sender for any loss or damage arising in any way from its unauthorized 

modification or use 

In a message dated 4/16/2014 7:01:13 P.M. Eastern Daylight Time, anson@email.unc.edu writes: 

No idea on what happened with the USWNT! 

From:     @aol.com [mailto     @aol.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, April 16, 2014 10:46 AM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Belated wish 

Hi ±~ns on, 

Thank you for the note. 

Very cool to hear about the spring-- it is always a pleasure to hear how effectively you use the spring season, and it sounds as if the Full-strength team could be 

near the top of the NWSL just as it was when the WPS was around! 

Any insights to USWNT coaching duties? I am not in the know obviously, but: some public reports cite Riley and Wald rum as candidates (?). On another note, I 

flew out to Iowa to work with a couple of Beth Huber’s teams-- it is evident to see your impact on her and what a terrific coach she is as she establishes a healthy 

culture with her teams. 

Yes, looking forward to DA/the Triangle and being closer to all of you. Will be in touch, and all the best! 

Take care, 

Ashu. 

Saxena Coaching Services 

asaxe~-~a@saxenacoachingservices.com 

SOCCEP~er & Me er S ort 2012) 

Mobile Email: @aol.com 

Web: www.letsgogetem-ashus.com 

Join the ONE Campaign! www.one.org 

NOTE: THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION. Do not forward this email without consent of this sender. This transmission is intended only for the use of the individuals or entity to which it is 

addressed If you are not the intended recipient, or the person responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, please return it immediately. Although this e-mail and any attachments 

are believed to be free of any virus or other defect, it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that it is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by this sender for any loss or damage arising in 

any way from its unauthorized modification or use. 

In a message dated 4/14/2014 1:10:23 P.M. Eastern Daylight Time, anson@email.unc.edu writes: 

Thank you .... 

Wash Spirit. You will like DA .. and I will like having you near by!! 

Spring has been good .... we beat Sky Blue and dominated I st: half against 



;@aol.com wrote: 

Hi Anson! 

How are you? A quick note to wish you a belated very Happy Birthday! How time flies with a little one and how the memory for some dates on the 

calendar are challenged. Nonetheless, better late than never as the saying goes. 

:M:e you keeping well? t tow is your family? How is the spring season going? Would enjoy catching up. One update is that I am going back to 

teaching!coaching-- my true passions and a renewed vigor as some time away has proved valuable. Headed to Durham Academy in the Triangle and 

looking forward to it! 

Take care, 

Ashu. 

Saxena Coaching Services 

asaxena@saxenacoachingservices.com 

SOCCER-- Strate~{ies f!)r Sustained Coachin;{ Success (Melter & Melter Sport~ 2012) 

Mobile Email @aol corn 

Web: www letsgo~;etem-ashus.com 

oin the ONE Campaign! www.one.org 

NOTE: THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION. Do not forward this email without consent of this sender. This transmission is intended only for the use of the individuals or entity to 

which it is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, or the person responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, please return it immediately Although this e-mail 

and any attachments are believed to be free of any virus or other defect, it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that it is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by this sender 

for any loss or damage arising in any way from its unauthorized modification or use. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Porter, Grant ~gtporter@unc.edtc, 

Thursday. Ap61 17, 2014 9:40 AM 

Dave Merola <dmerol@valuetbods.com>; Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu>; Negalha, Jeff<jnegalha@unc.edu> 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: Camp 

Great to hear from you and glad David will be joining us for camp! 

some point whi~e ~’ou ~re here, 

[.o.:_~k [orward to seeing 

From:         @gmaiLcom [mailto:        ~gmail.com] On Behalf Of Dave Merola 
Sent: wednesday~ April ~6, 20~4 ~:29 AN 
To: Somoa~o, Carlos ~; Po~er, Grant; Negalha, 

Cc: Dorrance, Aibe~ A ~ 
Subject: Camp 

Guys~ 

Ho~ tNs no~ finds all o[you guys well’. 

My wife     just sigued my son      up to come ~ the UNC soccer camp ~om July 5- 8. ~t has been a few yea~s since I have been back to Chapel Hill and am 

looNng veo" i~l~vard to ~naNng fl~e trip. 

Best, Dave Merola 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TONY YOUNT @gmail.com> 

Thursday. 9:51 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacmm~@unc.edu> 

and v~licy 

Anson, Toln, 

FYI      will have to switch one of her summer school courses. It will not impact the finances but I ~vanted to alert you to the policy since it will impact 
going forward as ~ve try to get kids to graduate in 7 semesters, or finish their degrees online. 

going forward and others 

The policy is a rule I just learned about. It is buried on page 415 and it says: "No more than two online courses in any one department or curriculum may count toward a major, minor, or 
degree in the College of Arts and Sciences." 

has taken one COiVE’~I class online last summer, and may only take one more COiVE’~I class online for the rest of her academic career here. I share this because it ~vill impact students 
seekmg to complete their degrees once they leave Carolina. The policy is short-sighted since most of the kids going pro in sports will have been here for 2 years and have most of their 
general education requirements completed The classes that they need are the ones in their major, and this role will make the completion of their degree more difficult. Jeun Townsend and I 
will be raising this issue with advising in the near future. But I wanted you to be aware in the event you had the opportunity to speak to an?’ of the higher ups in academics in the Universi~. 
The policy is quite restrictive for student athletes who leave early to play professionally. 

spoke with last night and she kno~vs to change one of her summer school classes. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:29 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Leadership Academy: Rising Star Applications (finaJ) 

Very well. Most of the froshies are signed 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:59 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: FW: Leadership Academy: Rising Star Applications (final) 
Importance: High 

"i’.:_3~TL 

HOW are we doing with this? 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 

Sent: Wednesday,            10:25 AM 

Te: Sapp, Andrew; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Kalbas, Brian .1; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Somoano, Carlos M; Galvin, Derek P; Papa, Donna J; Meaders, Harlis James; Mann, Jan M.; 
Levy, Jennifer S; Breschi, Joe; Sagula, Joseph A; Shelton, Karen C; Fox, Mike; DeSelm, Rich L; Miller, Ron C.; Paul, Sampson L; Haney, Sarah K; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Workman, 

Aaron; Sanchez, Abel; Smith, Amy Diane; Williams, Andre; Calder, Andrew G; DiBitetto, Andrew F; Reckart, Angela; ~           ~.a_.o_k.c_q._m_; .......................... 2@.q~_a_fl&o_m__.; 

#no co n; Ho man, Brian;               Gaines, Bryant Anthony;                            Anne; Ducat, Chris; Feifs, Chris; Rich, Chris; Garth, Christy 
Lynn; Holliday, Corey L; Papadatos, Dionisios; Biener, Eric; Hemandez, Erik H; rackham; Fulton, Grant; Porter, Grant; Gatz, Gregory; Cathro, Guy; 

~mail.com; Negalha, Jeff; Charles, Jennifer S; Langley, Raymond Joshua; Webb, Josh; Dowd, Katrina M; Wigger, Leah Marie; Roberts, Logan; Young, Marissa 

Veronica; VanAIstyne, Mark; Jednak, Matt; Litzinger, Michael B; Hudson, Nicole; Myers, Patrick Jacob; Barnes, Philip E; Anundsen, Sara; Forbes, Scott; Jackson, Scott C; 
Rubin, Stephen Aaron; Gisselman, Steve; KOgmail.com; Baldwin, Richard Anthony; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D; Chinn, Trevor Jacob; Phillips, Tripp; Adams, 

Tyler G; Johnson, Zoya; ~gmail.com; .    :@gmail.com; Sander, Thomas J; Adams, Clarissa 
Ce: Lane, Cricket; 
Subject: Leadership Academy: Rising Star Applications (final) 

Importance: High 

Attached is the final roster of the        Rising Stars Applications. We will spend the next week or so confirming applicants’ Carolina CREED eligibility and then 

contact them regarding their acceptance status (full or conditional) into the program. N.B. If they receive conditional acceptance, they must meet with Cricket by a 

specific date (typically, the last day of classes) to go over the Carolina CREED material they missed. 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Monday, ¯ 3:47 PM 
Subject: Leadership Academy: Rising Star Applications 

We would appreciate your help in getting the word out about applications for the Rising Stars Program. Typically, we provide a pitch for this at our March Carolina 

CREED meeting; however, winter weather forced us to cancel this meeting. Also, our April Carolina CREED meeting has been pushed back until April 2:1 given the 

scheduling of the Rammy’s (Apr:14) and our Recognition Banquet (Apr7). Much appreciated. 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:45 PM 
Subject: Leadership Academy: Rising Star Applications 

Coaches, 

Who are you looking to lead your teom 2-3 seosonsfrom now?] Get those student-athletes in the leadership pipeline next year. Help position them so that when 

you say to them, "You are a senior.., a captain.., a leader, now LEAD!" that they are ready for that moment, that they have the necessary insights, experience, skills 

and rapport to do so. 

Deadline isTuesday, . 

O~!i~ ~i~i~g S~ A~!i~a~i~: 

Attached is a flyer for applications to the        Rising Stars Program - and for Carolina CREED Mentors. Normally, we would distribute these at the March 

Meeting for Carolina CREED; however, the weather conspired against us. We can’t wait until the rescheduled meeting. We would appreciate your help in sharing 

this information with your student-athletes and possibly posting it to a visible and highly trafficked area in your locker room or team room. Thank you for your 

help. 

Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fava, Nicole M <fava@email.unc.edu-~ 

Thursday, 10:41 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

next week 

Anson- 

I was hoping to catch up with you in the office but I understand that you are with 

I just wanted to let you know that I’ll be out of town next week. I am traveling as the athletic trainer with the Region I ODP team for Jean Brooks.              will both be 
in town to continue treatments with the girls as well as Scott O if you/the team needs a staff member or any reason. Please let me know if you have any questions/concerns. 

Thanks! 
Nicole 

Nicole M. Fava MA, ATC, LAT, CSCS 
Head Athletic Trainer Womens Soccer/Womens Rowing 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Stallings-Evans Sports Medicine Center 
919-962-2067 (office) 
919-843-4982 (fax) 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Keating ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 3:05 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Player Conference Queslionnaire 

Here is your original email with me on blind copy~ Suggest you give them a date of end clay TU ESDAY and make sure they understand it is a part of player 

conference, i will assemble data and get to Tom. 

blike Kea~:ing 

F~: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:32 PM 
To: Undisclosed recipient: 
Subject: Player Conference Questionnaire 

Ladies, 

I know you guys are driven nuts with all we ask you to do but I was excited about how well everyone did with the "What Drives Success" interview. It probably took 

you more than 10 minutes to read and almost all of you really "got it". 

Here is my last request of the spring: 

Do this survey above. I like the direction we are going in. This will take you ~0 minutes. Introspection is good for the soul. 

Tom and I are working with      and Jason to finish the spring competitive cauldron and there is SO MUCH IMPROVEMENT. I love 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc,edu> 

Thursday 3:19 PM 

FW: Mandatory Medical Things - ficom Nicole 

Player~: From Nicole! 

From: Fava, Nicole M 
Sent: Thursday, 1:25 PM 

To: Sander, Thomas J 
C¢: Shipp, Megan; ,]ungdas, Grace 
Subject: Mandatory Medical Things 
Tom- Can you send to the team? 

Hello everyone- 

I wanted to touch base with you about next week/end of the semester. 

:l. I will be out of town next week. I will have limited access to email but I won’t have access to calls/texts. Megan and Grace will both be here for anything that you need. 

2. Monday is mandatory for everyone at 9 it won’t take long but please be on time. There will also be treatments if you need anything. 

3. Tuesday the following people need to meet Rachel in the Fetzer lab at the scheduled time. Please be on time! Do not eat or workout 2 hours prior to your appt time. Also 
wear!bring compression shorts and a sports bra. IF you get lost on your way there please call Megan. 

4. Good luck with finals! We will be around, please set up individual times for treatment appts during finals. 

5. If you need prescription refills prior to the summer please set up an appt with Dr B before you leave for the summer. 

6. As you all head home for the summer please keep me updated on things and if you sustain an injury please let me know ASAP. 

Thanks! 
Nicole 
Nicole M. Fava HA, ATC, LAT, CSCS 
Head Athletic Trainer Womens Soccer! Womens Rowing 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Stallings-Evans Sports Medicine Center 

919-962-2067 (office) 
929-843-4982 (fax) 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 

original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail,com> 

Thursday, 6:26 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Do you ~vant to meet ~vith me for another player COl~ference? I know ~ve don’t have too much to cover but I’m just checking! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:27 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu>; Stander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Kenan Lunch 

Hello, I am free for lunch on Monday or Wednesday around 2:00 pm or anyday from 
around         if those previous dates do not workout. 

at any time. I am also doing first session surnmer school so I will be in town from till 

at 5:47 PM. Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email unc edu> wrote: 

> Sure ... I will copy her and see when her best lunch opportunities are between now and when she leaves ¯ When are you free for lunch in the next three weeks? (If you can give us 
tl~ree or four days that would be great.) 
> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Sue Walsh [mailto:sue(gr)ramsclub.com] 
> Sent: Thursday, ): 11 AM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Kenan Lunch 
> 

> Anson, Jayne indicated that you are not available [’or the Kenan lunch until mid May, but that will have already left campus. I)o you have any availability between now and when 
she finishes her exams that we might try and plan it? ~[’not we’ll have to do it in the fall and I’m hoping mat she will be on campus and not with the national team? 
> 

> Sue Walsh 
> Director of Legacy Programs 
> 919.8436413 
> "We educate and inspire through athletics" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sue Walsh <sue@ramsclub.com> 

Friday,. 7:51 AM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu>; Stander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: Kenan Lunch 

Perfect’. Thank you I will contact the Kenan family and Trust members and be back in touch soon 

Sue Walsh 
Director of Legacy Programs 
919.8436413 
"We educate and inspire through athletics" 

> On , at 9:27 PM, @live.uaac.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Hello, I am :free for lunch on Mi)nday or Wednesday around 2:00 pm or anyday from May    at any time I am also doing first session summer school so I will be in town from        till 
around if those previous dates do not workout. 
> 

>> On at 5:47 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Sure .. I will copy her and see when her best lunch opportunities are between now and when she leaves. When are you free for lunch in the next three weeks? (If you can give us 
three or 12~ur days that would be great.) 
>> 
>~ ...... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Sue Walsh [mailto:sue(~ramsclub.com] 
>> Sent: 9:11 AM 
>> To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
>> Subject: Kenan Lunch 
>> 

>> Anson, Jayne indicated that you are not available for the Kenan lunch until mid May, but that will have already left campus. I)o you have any availability between now and when 
she finishes her exams that we might try and plan it? If not we’ll have to do it in the fall and I’m hoping that she will be on campus and not with the national team? Thx!! 
>> 

>> Sue Walsh 
>> Director of Legacy Programs 
>> 919.843 .(~13 
>> "We educate and inspire through athletics" 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:09 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Soccer- W 

Soccer - W.pdf; ATT00001 .htm 

Looks like evelyone is good to go 

Begin forwarded message: 

Fresh: <noreply@unc.edu> 

Date:             at 5:03:14 AM EDT 

To: ~anson@uncaa.tmc.edu-~, ~ ~ar~l.com>, <ducarSb~uncaa.unc.edtv~, <markosSb~uncaa.unc.edtv~, <pacman@uncaa.unc.edn>, 

<ille~em~l.unc.edu> 
Subject: 2014 Fall Soccer -W 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc,edu~ 

Friday, 9:42 AM 

quotes tbr conI~rences 

Players, 
You just need to know the three quotes for your class for your player conference. Not the extra ones from your peer evaluation. 
-Tom 
Tom Sander 
Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc,edu~ 

Friday, 9:49 AM 

sign up for player con[~rences 

Players, 

Here are the available times. 

Mon 

5:30 

5:50 

6:10 

6:30 

6:50 

7:10 

Tuesday 

5:30 

5:50 

6:10 

6:30 

6:50 

7:10 

Wed 

5:30 

5:50 

6:10 

6:30 

6:50 

7:10 

Thursday 

9:00 

9:20 

9:40 

i0:00 
2:00 
2:20 
2:40 

3:00 

3:20 

3:40 

4:00 

Friday 

9:00 

9:20 

9:40 

3:00 

3:20 

3:40 

4:00 

4:20 

4:40 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

Universib~ of North Cmolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc,edu~ 

Friday, 10:08 AM 

schedule for week of Mort 

overall cal week pdf 

Team, 

Next week’s schedule. 
-Tom 
Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 
University of North Cmolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu~ 

Friday, April 18, 2014 10:52 AM 

Dave Merola -<tmerola@valuetbods.com>; Porter, Grant <gtporter@unc.edu>; Negalha, Jeff<jnegaJh~r@unc.edu> 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: Cmnp 

L3reaL We look forward to seeing you here in Chapel Hill. l.eVs touch base in the summer closer to camp dates. Take care and see Va soon. 
From:         }gmail.com [mailto:        @gmail.com] On Behalf Of Dave Merola 
Sent: Wednesday, April :~6, 2014 :~1:29 AM 

To: Somoano, Carlos IVl; Porter, Grant; Negalha, Jeff 
Co: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Camp 

Guys, 

Hope this note finds all of you guys well’. 

My wif~     jufft signed my son      up to come to the UNC soccer camp from July 5- 8. it has been a few yeaxs since I have been back to Chapel Hill and am 

looking vels, tbrward to making the trip. 

Best, Dave Merola 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, 11:39 AM 

DorraJ~ce, Albert A IV <aJ~son@email.unc.edtr>; Ducax, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Dino < 

Checking in 

Hi coaches! 

How’s evewthing going down in Chapel Hill? That was a great win against sk5’ blue! Talk soon! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Friday 12:04 PM 

@gma~l.com:~ 

Dorra~ce, Albert A IV <a~son@email.unc.edu>; Ducax, Chris ~ducar@unc.edtr~; Dino 

Re: Checking in 

~aol .com> 

thanks for the update’. Am I going to get to see you play at the PDA tournament? 

As ahvays, life is beautiful in Chapel Hill! Talk to you soon! 

Btrd 

> On at 11:38 AM. ’~ @gmail corn> wrote: 
> 
> tIi coaches! 

Huw’s everything guing down in Chapel }{ill? That was a great win against sky blue! Talk soun! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attadl: 

Bunting, Ivlike <mbunting@unc.edu;, 

Friday, April 18, 2014 4:06 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Somoa~o, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.e&l> 

Ga]lo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu>; Vangelder. Marielle A <mvangel@email.unc.edu-*; Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu>; Brenner, 

John F ~ohn Brunne@unc.edu> 

Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

Soccer - Master Plan notes - May 23, 2012.docx 

Anson ~ Carlos, 

wanted to follow up with you and all of our coaches regarding the Athletic Facilities Master Plan. Last month gubba sent out the following emaih 

Since that email, Tom Waggoner with 360Architecture has been on campus for 3 days of workshops to tour all of our facilities and to begin interviewing some of 

the stakeholders in our department and on campus. To fully develop the master plan it is critical that we have input from all of our coaches and the purpose of this 

email is to determine if you have any availability May 12-14 to meet with Tom and me. I know that you are busy and I am hopeful that I can schedule you for a 1- 

hour workshop sometime during those 3 days to talk about your facility and learn from you what we can improve as we plan what the future of our facilities could 

be. So, please let me know your availability during the following times: 

May 12th: 12:00 noon - 6:00 pm 

May 13th: 8:00 am - 6:00 pm 

May 14t h: 8:00 am - 4:00 pm 

So that we can schedule efficiently we will hold all of our workshops in the 2nd floor conference room at 220 Finley. 

Also, please find attached to this email my notes from our original master plan meeting. I realize that the earlier meeting was almost 2 years ago and that much 

may have changed in the interim, but these notes might be a useful tool to at least "jump start" our upcoming discussions. 

Some final thoughts; I will invite your sport administrators to our meeting and you are welcome to invite anyone from your staff that you would like to attend. 

Also, please know that the 1-hour workshop in May does not need to be your only opportunity for input. I don’t want you to feel like you didn’t have enough time 

to talk about something this important but based on Tom’s past experience, we believe that 1 hour allows us enough time for the thorough overview that is 

important to this exercise. After our initial meeting we will schedule follow up meetings as needed. 

I’ll look forward to hearing back from you. 

Have a great weekend, 

Mike 
Mike Bunting 

(cell) 



Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

Soccer (Men & Women) 

McCaskill 2nd floor conference room 

Attendees: Anson Dorrance Carlos Somoano, Karlton Creech, Diane Bachman, Keith Snead 

Sell women’s sports (like basketball at UConn and Tennessee) 

Remain at current site 

Stadium should help us win and recruit (like Boshamer & Carmichael) 

Vertical stadium that surrounds the field, bring fans close to the field (360 degree seating) 

Lower band of approximately 6000 seats, skyboxes, ability to add more seats going up 

Ability to host major events (would mean 12,000 - 14,000 seats) 

3-phase construction possible (lower tier, suites, upper seats) 

If marketed well women’s soccer could be a revenue sport 

New stadium would include both soccer and both lacrosse programs 

Huge local fan base with 2 major youth leagues nearby 

Let’s build something truly unique, the ideal stadium doesn’t currently exist 

Good stadiums currently at Kennesaw, Clemson, Portland, Creighton 

UVA not good 

Maryland has intimidating stadium but the facility is not good 

MLS - best stadiums at Philly, Kansas City, Houston 

Covered seats are a must 

Field must be grass (recruiting) 

2 separate officials locker rooms 

At least 3 visiting locker rooms 

Video board (UVA has great production on their board) 

Sell everything! (no limit on advertising) 

Have access to the stadium by the public on non-game days - believes this promotes the game 

Graphic recognition of the history of the program throughout the stadium - honor former 

players 

Training room with private exam room 

Press room/interview room that is separate so as not to interfere with other post-game 

activities 

Retail space (on-line sales through goheels.com are good) 

Pre-wired video and broadcast locations 

Equipment room (Carmichael eq. room only use for game gear) 

Space for Maintenance 

New stadium should blend in with other campus buildings (Boshamer & Carmichael are good 

examples) 

Varied options for premium seats (terraces, Ioge seats, etc. and something for kids to do) 

DO sell alcohol 

Player’s lounge (Boshamer has good one) 

Video room/meeting room (like men’s lacrosse) 

Residential laundry operation 

More parking & visitor spaces 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc,edu~ 

Friday, 5:45 PM 

t~aesday out 

Players, 
Tuesday is out for player conferences as 
-Tom 
Tom Sander 
Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc,edu~ 

Friday, 6:25 PM 

npdated conference slots 

Here’s what’s available... 

Mon 

5:30 

5:50 

6:10 

6:30 

6:50 

7:10 

Wed 

5:30 

5:50 

6:10 

6:30 

6:50 

7:10 

Thursday 

9:00 

9:20 

9:40 

10:00 

2:00 

2:20 

2:40 

3:00 

3:20 

3:40 

4:00 

Friday 

9:00 

9:20 

9:40 

3:00 

3:20 

3:40 

4:00 

4:20 

4:40 

- Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

WoiIlen~s Soccer 

UtfiversiW of Sort21C~colina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 10:19 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacmm~@unc.edu> 

Re: What is your role on your club teams with set pieces? 

I wmlt to work on finishing comer kicks with Iny head. I took aJ,1 tile free kicks for Iny club team...but my temn wasn’t veiy good and I know I probably will never take 

any here-- just wanted to fully answer your question! I will work oil everyflaing ~av~vays though! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:52 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ml~n(T~email.unc.edu;, wrote: 

Ladies, 

Tom Sander and I are finishing up our Champions Almanac. We have a section on set pieces and we want to know what ‘/ou are good at and what 

,/ou want to specialize in and work on this summer ._. PKs, free kicks, serving corner kicks, finishing corner kicks with ,/our head etc? You can select as 

man,/things as ,/ou like. 

Please email Tom back immediatel,/(pacman@uncaa.unc.edu) with the information ... this goes to print on Monda,/so please do not dela,/. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~earthlink.net~ 

Friday              11:21 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Re: What is your role on your club teams with set pieces? 

All of the!! If that’s possible?? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:52 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~n(g~email.unc.edu~" wrote: 

Ladies, 

Tom Sander and I are finishing up our 
Champions Almanac. We have a section on set pieces and we want to know what you are good at and what 

you want to specialize in and work on this summer .... PKs, free kicks, serving corner kicks, finishing corner kicks with your head etc? You can select as 

many things as you like. 
Please email Tom back immediately (pacmanOJuncaa.unc.edu) with the information ... this goes to print on Monday so please do not delay. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc.edu;> 

Saturday, April 19, 2014 9:01 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.e&t> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc.edu>; Somoano, Caxlos M <csomoano@unc.edtv4 

Vangelder, Mm-ielle A <mvangeld@emml.uuc.edt~4 Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu>; Bm~mer, John F <John Brdnne@unc.edtP, 

Re: Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

image002.png; image003.gif 

Everyone, my apologies if it wasn’t clear in the original email, but Tom Waggoner is flying in fr~m Kansas Ci,ty the morning of the 12th and will not be here by 10:00 

am. The first time we are able to meet on the 12th is 12:00 noon. 

Also, if there is more than one time over the 3 days that will work for you please let me know that also. I am hoping to schedule 16 dilt~rent workshops while Tom is 

here and I may not be able to accommodate everyone’s 1st choice. 

Thanks! 

Mike 

Mike Bunting 

Cell: 

mbuntin~,"F~uuc.edu 

Sent ti~m my iPad 

On Apr 19, 2014, at 7:55 AM, "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

GOOD FOR ME- 5/12/14 AT 10:00 AM! 

<imageOO2.png> La~’]~’~~ (~(~ 

U nivcmily of Nora~ Carolina at Cba~xd Hill 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Friday, April 18, 2014 5:24 PM 
To: Bunting, Mike; Somoano, Carlos M 
C¢: Gallo, .]r., Larry A.; Vangelder, Marielle A; Miller, Beth; Brunner, John F 
Subject: RE: Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

~t~ 10 am M.:mday May 12 ’will work for rne .., 

From: Bunting, Mike 
Sent: Friday, April ~8, 20~4 4:06 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Somoano, Carlos M 
~¢~ Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A.; Vangelder, Marielle A; Miller, Beth; Brunner, 3ohn F 
Subject: Athletic Facilities HasMr Plan 

Anson & Carlos, 

I wanted to follow up with you and all of our coaches regarding the Athletic Facilities Master Plan. Last month Bubba sent out the following email: 

M ;:.:r~.p.:~~:~i~:m jo.,’ d):? u~:,i;..er~;u~y:; <:%~.,~::~.: c~:m’~;:.:~:~:,, vv:? ~:~~. ~e~h~r~irq~ ~o m~:~p o~u: ~h:? ~uu.~:? ~:~/~h~ ::~tk, i~.u<:~x:~h’~i~.~ ~:,’~::~ t~.:~ pi~:~ ]:;:r ::~L’ of o~.~r 

Since that email, Tom Waggoner with 360Architecture has been on campus for 3 days of workshops to tour all of our facilities and to begin 

interviewing some of the stakeholders in our department and on campus. To fully develop the master plan it is critical that we have input from all of 

our coaches and the purpose of this email is to determine if you have any availability May 12-14 to meet with Tom and me. I know that you are busy 

and I am hopeful that I can schedule you for a 1-hour workshop sometime during those 3 days to talk about your facility and learn from you what we 

can improve as we plan what the future of our facilities could be. So, please let me know your availability during the following times: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->. <.--[endif]-->May :12 : :12:00 noon- 6:00 pm 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->May :13th: 8:00 am - 6:00 pm 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->~ <!--[endif]-->May :14th: 8:00 am - 4:00 pm 

nd So that we can schedule efficiently we will hold all of our workshops in the 2 floor conference room at 220 Finley. 

Also, please find attached to this email my notes from our original master plan meeting. I realize that the earlier meeting was almost 2 years ago and 

that much may have changed in the interim, but these notes might be a useful tool to at least "jump start" our upcoming discussions. 

Some final thoughts; I will invite your sport administrators to our meeting and you are welcome to invite anyone from your staff that you would like 

to attend. Also, please know that the 1-hour workshop in May does not need to be your only opportunity for input. I don’t want you to feel like you 



didn’t have enough time to talk about something this important but based on Tom’s past experience, we believe that 1 hour allows us enough time 

for the thorough overview that is important to this exercise. After our initial meeting we will schedule follow up meetings as needed. 

I’ll look forward to hearing back from you. 

Have a great weekend, 

Mike 
Mike Bunting 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bunting, Ivlike <mbunting@unc.edtc, 

Saturday, April 19, 2014 11:17 AM 

Fox Mike <mIbx@unc.edu>; Miller, Ron C. <rmiller2@email.unc.edtv~; Shelton, Karen C <kcs@uuc.edu>; Maim, Jan M. 
<janmann@unc.edu>; Sapp, Audrew <masapp@unc.edu>; Breschi, Joe <bre~hi@unc.edu>; Levy, Jennifer S <jenny.levy@unc.edu>; 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edtv~; Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu>; Papa, Donna J ~<tjp@unc.edtv~; DeSelm, 
Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu~; Paul, Smnpsou L <stmul@uuc.edu>; K~]bas, Brian J <bkalbas@uuc.edu>; Meaders, Harlis James 

<~-meaders@unc.edu> 

G~JAo, Jr., L~ry A. <~athg~JAo@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu>; Gw~J~tuey, Cliut <cgwaltney@unc.edt~-; Ille, Vince 

<ille@unc.edu~; Steinbacher. Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

Everyone, if possible, please give me 3 choices for times that you are available during the following times: 

* May 12th: :12:00 noon - 6:00 pm 

* May :I3t h: 8:00 am - 6:00 pm 

. May 14t h: 8:00 am - 4:00 pm 

My goal is to schedule as many as 16 different workshops over the 3 days and that task will be much easier if I have some options to work with. I will do my best to 

accommodate everyone’s first choice but I certainly expect to have some conflicts to work out. Thanks in advance for your patience and for your willingness to 

meet. 

Also, I will be out of the office on Monday and unable to return emails but l will be back in touch as soon as possible to let you know the meeting schedule. 

Thanks again and have a great weekend! 

Mike 
Mike Bunting 

(cell; 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc.edu;, 

Saturday, April 19, 2014 11:18 AM 

Dorrauce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

Perfect --thank you! 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Saturday, April 19, 2014 11:07 AM 
To: Bunting, Mike; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Co: Somoano, Carlos M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Miller, Beth; Brunner, John F 
Subject: RE: Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

3 pm on the 12th, 13tt~ or 14th 

From: Bunting, Mike 
Sent: Saturday, April 19, 2014 9:01 AM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
~c: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Bunting, Mike; Somoano, Carlos M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Miller, Beth; Brunner, John F 
Subject: Re: Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

Everyone, my apologies if it wasn’t clear in the original email, but Tom Waggoner is flying in from Kansas City the morning of the 12th and will not be here by 10:00 

am. The first time we are able to meet on the 12th is 12:00 noon. 

Also, if there is more than one time over the 3 days that will work for you please let me know that also. I am hoping to schedule 16 different workshops while Tom 

is here and I may not be able to accommodate everyone’s 1st choice. 

Thanks! 

Mike 

Mike Bunting 

Cell: 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 19, 2014, at 7:55 AM, "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc~edu> wrote: 

GOOD FOR ME ~- 5/12/14 AT 10:00 AM! 

<imageOO2.png> Larry Ga~, Jr~ 
Exec~d~’e .As.~ciak~ Ditvctor of Ad~ledcs 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Friday, April 18, 2014 5:24 PM 
To: Bunting, Mike; Somoano, Carlos M 
~c: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Vangelder, Marielle A; Miller, Beth; Brunner, John F 
Subject: RE: Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

10 am Monday May 12th will worl~ for m~-_~ ,. 

From: Bunting, Mike 
Sent: Friday, April 18, 2014 4:06 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Somoano, Carlos M 
Co: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Vangelder, Marielle A; Hiller, Beth; Brunner, John F 
Subject: Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

Anson & Carlos, 

I wanted to follow up with you and all of our coaches resardin~ the Athletic Facilities Master Plan. Last month Bubba sent out the followin~ email: 

~:.:~.~:" H~.::W ~:~::;~:::~.~.~.. 

:: (?//47(1 

Since that email, Tom Waggoner with 360Architecture has been on campus for 3 days of workshops to tour all of our facilities and to begin 

interviewing some of the stakeholders in our department and on campus. To fully develop the master plan it is critical that we have input from all of 

our coaches and the purpose of this email is to determine if you have any availability May 12-14 to meet with Tom and me. I know that you are busy 

and I am hopeful that I can schedule you for a 1-hour workshop sometime during those 3 days to talk about your facility and learn from you what we 

can improve as we plan what the future of our facilities could be. So, please let me know your availability during the following times: 

May 12th: 12:00 noon - 6:00 pm 



May 13th: 8:00 am - 6:00 pm 

May 14th: 8:00 am - 4:00 pm 

So that we can schedule efficiently we will hold all of our workshops in the 2nd floor conference room at 220 Finley. 

Also, please find attached to this email my notes from our original master plan meeting. I realize that the earlier meeting was almost 2 years ago and 

that much may have changed in the interim, but these notes might be a useful tool to at least "jump start" our upcoming discussions. 

Some final thoughts; I will invite your sport administrators to our meeting and you are welcome to invite anyone from your staff that you would like 

to attend. Also, please know that the 1-hour workshop in May does not need to be your only opportunity for input. I don’t want you to feel like you 

didn’t have enough time to talk about something this important but based on Tom’s past experience, we believe that ~L hour allows us enough time 

for the thorough overview that is important to this exercise. After our initial meeting we will schedule follow up meetings as needed. 

I’ll look forward to hearing back from you. 

Have a great weekend, 

Mike 
blike Bunting 
~ ;\~" .i ~’L, ~.’~ ~"~ 

(celll 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

Mike Keating < ~gmail.com> 

Saturday, 12:27 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacmm~@unc.edu> 

Player Conference Dala: Grit Sur~zey, I~YNC Trff~ts 

UNC Player Conf- Grit+ UNC Traits (15 players) 

Tom, Anson: 
I attached the first 15 players that filled out Grit & UNC traits as of Noon today... I embedded the scoring instructions for Tom to tally the Grit survey results. A cool 

chart would be a scatter plot of all players and then highlight the player in the conference to compare to teammates. 

The UNC trait (love ball, love game, self-belief, discipline, competitive fire) results are interesting.., looks ~ike about 75% of girls rate themselves AVERAGE on self- 

belief. How do we move them up a notch? 

I will send the remaining data as soon as the girls fill it out. 

Mike Keating 

(m)-~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

TONY YOUNT @gmail.com> 

Saturday, 6:14 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edn>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <~anson@email.unc.edu>; DncaJc, Chris <ducag@unc.edn>; Pa]ladino, 

George W <bpalladino@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> 

Weekly 

socgrades.pdf 

Coaches, 

’]7he grade report again this week as so man?’ new progress reports were sent or updated. ] was out most of Monday, half of Tuesday and Wednesday for various reasons and did not see 
but about half of my kids. Study ha]l was c]osed Monday and ’]2aursday nights so it was an odd week. 

What appears below is my best guess of where our kids will finish [’or the spring semester. Disasters, and mirac]es, can happen on exams, but at this point I do not anticipate any academic 
issues with any of our kids. is rea]ly my only worry at this point. I think she’[] be OK, but there is a risk with her. I’]l be accompawing lax to Boston next week for the ACC 
tournament and we’ll do some studying. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc.edu> 

Sunday, April 20, 2014 5:22 PM 

Aguilax, Alton J <alaguil~email.unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu>; Ga]lo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu~; 

Bartaglini, Rebecca L <bbat@email.unc.edu>; I ~edtbrd, Bonnie Ellen <blc@psMEty.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu~; 

Breschi, Joe <breschi@unc.edu>; Brianna Edwards <brianae@bridge2stx~rts.org>; Cathro, Guy <guycathro@unc.edu>; Rich, Chris 

~chrisr@email.unc.edt~-; clanigan@townofchapelhill.org; Somoano, Caxlos M <csomoano@unc.edu>; Suit~ Christy H. 

<christy@unc.edu>; Arendas, Dave --~arendas@unc.edu>; Hawkins~ Deborah Lynn <dlhawkin@psafety.unc.edu>; Pap~ Donna J 

~q:ljp@unc.edu>; fiona@bridge2sports.org; Boaz, Fr~lk W. < fboaz@email.unc.edu>; Fulton, Grant <gfulton@unc.edu>; Grimsley, Richie 

<rgrimsley@unc.edu>; Porter, Grant < gtporter@unc.edu>;      [@aol.coln; HirflL Chrislopher J <chirth@email.unc.edu>; Field, Jaci 

<jfield@unc.edtc,; Fuchs, Jeffrey W <jfi~ch@email.unc.edu>; Halsey, Jason <jjhalsey@email.unc.edtc,; Langley, Raymond Joshua 

<jlangley@unc.edu~; Negalha, Jeff<jnegalh@unc.edu>; Brunner, Jolm F <Joh~Bmnner@unc.edu~; Cleaxy, Kenneth Eugene 

<kcleary@unc.edu~; Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc.edu~; Duff?’, Kathy B. <kduffy@unc.edu>; Robinson, Kevin T <krob@unc.edu~; 

Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email.unc.edu>; Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc.edu>; Crowe, Michael <mcrowe@unc.edu>; Meaders, Haxlis 

James <meaders@unc.edtr~; Meredith Bolons       @gmail.com>; meredith@bolons.com; Tenell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Fava, 

Nicole M <fava@emaJl.unc.edu>; Hilton, Nathan Scott <nhilton@email.unc.edu>; Wa3ker, Nina <walkern@email.unc.edu>; Sander, 
Thomas J <pacman@unc.edw~; Plunkett, Ma~ Rob <maryrobp@unc.edu>; Myers, Patrick Jacob <patmyers@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul 

<ppogge@unc .edtr~; Ha3verson, Doug <ha]ver~@email.unc .edu>; Oli aro, Scott M <oliaro@email. uric .edu>; Stewart, Robert t louse 
<rhslewar@email.unc.edu>; Levy, Jennifer S ~enny.le~5@unc.edu: ; VoxlAlstyne, Mm’k :coachmv@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Ma~elle A 

<mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu>; Scroggs, William E <williescroggs@unc.edu> 

Robinson, Kevin T <krob@unc.edu> 

Athletic Fields Schedule for 4/21/14-4/27/14 

Schedule by Facility for 42114-42714.pdf; EXCEL SCHEDULE for April 21. 2014 through April 27, 2014.pdf; 
Ehaus Field Schedule 0421-04 27.pdf: Hooke~Fields Schedule 0421-04 27.pdf 

Attached are the Athletic Fields Schedules for next week (April 21, 2014 through April 27,2014). 
Facility Schedules for Fetzer Stadium, Finley Athletic Fields, Cross Country, Navy Fields and Henry Astroturf may also be viewed anytime on Outlook Calendars 

found in the Open Calendar from Room List under UNCAA. 
Facility schedules for Ehaus and Hooker are attached or online at http:/icampusrec.unc.eduifacilities-schedules-reset-~ations. 

Have a great week! 

GO HEELS!!I 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Sunday, 9:31 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Next Couple Days 

Hey Anson, 

I know you’ve been busy so I just wanted to shoot a short as possible email to fill you in 

especially really focusing on my studies and exams coming soon now that I am healing up and recovering. 

Thanks and hope everythings going well. Let me know if you need me to come in and talk 

and also wanted to say that I am 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sue Walsh <sue@ramsclub.com> 

Monday, 8:47 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Kenan Lunch 

Anson, 

Is that Thursday still good with you? I am not available on (nor would many of our staff be) nor 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dorrance. Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 9:58 AM 
To 
Cc: Walsh, Sue; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: Kenan Lunch 

I am free on the : for lunch. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 9:27 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albeit A IV 
Cc: Walsh, Sue; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Re: Kenan Lunch 

Hello, I am free for lunch on Monday or Wednesday around 2:00 pm or anyday from 
around         if those previous dates do not workout. 

at an?" time. I am also doing f~rst session summer school so I will be in town from till 

On ¯ at 5:47 PM. Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edn> wrote: 

> Sure. I will copy her and see when her best lunch opportunities are between now and when she leaves. When are you :tree for lunch in the next three weeks? (If you can give us 
three or ]2~ur days that would be great.) 
> 
> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Sue Walsh [mailto:sue!~ramsclub com] 
> Sent: Thursday, 9:11 AM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Kenan Lunch 
> 

> Anson, Jayne indicated that you are not awiilable for the Kenan lunch unti l mid I but that will have alrea@ l et’t campus Do you have an?’ availability between now and when 
she finishes her exams that we might try and plan it? If not we’ll have to do it in the tait and I’m hoping that she will be on campus and not with the national team? Thx!! 
> 

> Sue Walsh 
> Director of Legacy Programs 
> 919 843.6413 
> "We educate and inspire through athletics" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu~ 

Monday, April 21, 2014 9:42 AM 

Va~gelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.e&~; Dorraa~ce, Albeit A IV ~anson@email.unc.edu>; Bunting, Mike 

<mbunting@unc.edtv;; G~]lo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

Miller, Beth <beth~niller@unc.edu>; Brunner, John F <3ohn Brunner@unc.edu> 

RE: Athletic Facilities Mas~er Plan 

Mike, 

I am wide open that week at the moment. 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Monday, April 21, 2014 7:56 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Bunting, Mike; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
~::c: Somoano, Carlos M; Miller, Beth; Stunner, John F 
Subject: RE: Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

All of thoa~-’_~ dates/times work h:~r me as well 

rha~ik you. 

Marielle 

Marielte A. w~nGekter 

;~ssociate AtNetic Director 

UniversiW of Norl:h Carolina 

Phone: (919) 9(~2..7853 

Fax: (959) 962-5L~2 

~_gg_£_&~]_~_@[_@_£_~ ~:_#_#_#. 

From= Dorrance, ~lbe~ A N 
Sent= Saturday, April ~9, 2014 ~:07 AM 
To= Bunting, Hike; 6allo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
C~= Somoano, Carlos ~; Vangelder, Harielle A; Hiller, Beth; Brunner, John F 
$ubje¢t= RE: Athletic Facilities Master Nan 

3 pm .:?rl the ].2th, 13th or 14th ... 

F~m= Bunting, Hike 
Sent= Saturday, April 19, 2014 9:01 AN 
To= 6allo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
C¢= Dorrance, Albe~ A N; Bunting, Mike; Somoano, Carlos ~; Vangelder, Harielle A; Hiller, Beth; Brunner, John F 
Subje¢t= Re: Athletic Facilities Haster Plan 

Everyone, my apologies if it wasn’t clear in the original email, but Tom Waggoner is flying in from Kansas City the morning of the 12th and will not be here by ~0:00 

am. The first time we are able to meet on the 12th is ~2:00 noon. 

Also, if there is more than one time over the 3 days that will work for you Nease let me know that also. I am hoping to schedule ~6 different workshops while Tom 

is here and I may not be able to accommodate everyone’s 1st choice. 

Thanksl 

Mike 

Mike Buntin~ 

Ceil 

mbunting@unc.edu 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 19, 2014, at 7:55 AM, "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <._a__t_h_gallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

GOOD FOR ME ~- 5/12/14 .AT 10:00 

<imageOO2.png> Lar~:}~ (~;,a~O,, 

Executive As~ciak~ J)ilecto~ of Athletics 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Friday, April 18, 2014 5:24 PM 
To: Bunting, Mike; Somoano, Carlos M 
Co: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Vangelder, Marielle A; Miller, Beth; Brunner, John F 
Subject: RE: Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

tl 10am Monday May 12 ~ wifl work for me ._ 

From: Bunting, Mike 
Sent: Friday, April 18, 2014 4:06 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Somoano, Carlos M 
Ce: Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A.; Vangelder, MarieJJe A; Miller, Beth; Brunner, John F 
Subject: Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

Anson & Carlos, 

I wanted to follow up with you and all of our coaches regarding the Athletic Facilities Master Plan. Last month Bubba sent out the following email: 



Since that email, Tom Waggoner with 350Architecture has been on campus for 3 days of workshops to tour all of our facilities and to begin 

interviewing some of the stakeholders in our department and on campus. To fully develop the master plan it is critical that we have input from all of 

our coaches and the purpose of this email is to determine if you have any availability May 12-14 to meet with Tom and me. I know that you are busy 

and I am hopeful that I can schedule you for a 1-hour workshop sometime during those 3 days to talk about your facility and learn from you what we 

can improve as we plan what the future of our facilities could be. So, please let me know your availability during the following times: 

May :12th: :12:00 noon - 6:00 pm 

May 13th: 8:00 am - 6:00 pm 

May 14th: 8:00 am - 4:00 pm 

So that we can schedule efficiently we will hold all of our workshops in the 2nd floor conference room at 220 Finley. 

Also, please find attached to this email my notes from our original master plan meeting. I realize that the earlier meeting was almost 2 years ago and 

that much may have changed in the interim, but these notes might be a useful tool to at least "jump start" our upcoming discussions. 

Some final thoughts; I will invite your sport administrators to our meeting and you are welcome to invite anyone from your staff that you would like 

to attend. Also, please know that the :l-hour workshop in May does not need to be your only opportunity for input. I don’t want you to feel like you 

didn’t have enough time to talk about something this important but based on Tom’s past experience, we believe that :l hour allows us enough time 

for the thorough overview that is important to this exercise. After our initial meeting we will schedule follow up meetings as needed. 

Iql look forward to hearing back from you. 

Have a great weekend, 

Mike 
Mike Buntin~ 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Keating < ~gmail.com> 

Monday, 11:13 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacmm~@unc.edu> 

LATEST - Player Conference Data: (Nt Survey, UNC Traits 

UNC Player Conf - Grit+ UNC Traits (25 Responses) ..xls 

LatesL. added 

Mike Keating 

(m) ~- 
Frenm Mike Keating [mailt~ ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 8:15 PH 
To= ’Dorrance, Albe~ A ~’; ’Tom Sander’ 
Subject= RE: Player Conference Da~: Grit Suwey, UNC Trai~ 

22 responses as o[: 8:~5 PM tonight._ Looks ~ike ~mswered twice, so ff no others repeated, then we have 2I players... 

~’1] send another update tomorrow. 

M~ke Keating 

(rn) + 
F~m= Mike Keating [E?~_[[~R _ ~_g_~_¢~9_9_E?] 
Sent~ Saturday, 12:27 PN 
Te~ ’Dorrance, Albe~ A N’; ’Tom Sander’ 
Su~ject~ Player Conference DaN: Grit Su~ey, UNC Train 

To~ ABSOB: 

I attached the first 15 players that filled out Grit & UNC traits as of Noon today... I embedded the scoring instructions for Tom to tally the Grit survey results. A cool 

chart would be a scatter plot of all players and then highlight the player in the conference to compare to teammates. 

The UNC trait (love ball, love game, self-belief, discipline, competitive fire) results are interesting.., looks like about 75% of girls rate themselves AVERAGE on self- 

belief. How do we move them up a notch? 

I will send the remaining data as soon as the girls fill it out. 

Mike Keating 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc,edu> 

Monday 11:16 AM 

where are yon "this summer? 

Players, 

I’m putting together a summer phone list with locations for everyone so the staff knows where you are and your teammates know where you are and can train 

with you if you’re around. 

So let me know in the next week or so where you’ll be this summer and when. (eg. Home in CA until       , then in chapel hill, or in chapel hill for maymester, 

home until        then in chapel hill, or home all summer and back to chapel hill 

I’ll have a mini calendar on the phone list so detail is appreciated. 

Thanks! 

-Tom 

Tom Sa~der 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Densmo~v <execdirecto~@volleyballbc.ca> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 11:41 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Sport Leadership Contbrence 

f warred to just cot~firm with you ~:hat our venue and dates are set for .hmuary 10th as originally discussed, We will be worMng with Soccer BC to see how they 

might be aMe to utilize you as welH ~f tha~: works out [or them, ~ w~H be connecting you w~th ther[L Hope you had a great: h:mg weekend[ 

Chris 

Fmm~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mail~:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Nentl April-02-14 1:07 PN 

To~ Chris Densmore 
Subject= RE: Sport Leadership Conference 
Thank you 

F~m: Chris Densmore [£9_~J]~9_~9~9~_~£9_~_~E~_~Jg_Y~]]_~:_~] 

Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 2014 ~2:44 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= RE: Sport Leadership Conference 

Anson 

Thanks for aH the quh::k responses~ I will draft: up a contract 

more)~st a formN~ty to protect both of us. Let me know ~ there ~s anything that you wou~d like to see k~duded 

~ have ta~ked with Doug Ee~mer (Univers~W of BC Womerffs Volleyball Coach --. 6 dme defending National Champs ---lost in the [b~al this year) and he ~s extremely 

excited to have you come out. He ~s a b~g Ion and ~m#emen[s hb own cNdron with hb dme. 

Don:t ever hesitate to contact me ~f you have any que~t~ons~ 

Chris 

Fmm: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [~_~]~g2~_£)~B_~9_~_~N~_G_~_M] 

Sent= April-02-24 7:~ AM 
To= Chris Densmore 
Subject: RE: Sport Leadership Conference 

Yes~ that appears to be a good date 

F~m= Chris Densmore [mailto:execdirector@volleyballbc.ca] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 01, 2014 5:58 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: RE: Sport Leadership Conference 

~ just wanted to follow-up to confirm with you that Jan :[0th 2015 works for you. Once confirmed ] w~l~ put together contract, let me know if you have any 

q u est io n s. Th a n ks ~ 

Chris 

Sent~ March-27-14 3:~9 PN 
T~ Chris Densmore 
Su~jeet~ RE: Sport Leadership Con%fence 

And no guarantee yet 

Thanks for the email. I agree. I have built my own caldron in the past and the athletes loved it. As t:or the fee, I appreciate the discounted rate. W~th thb being par[ 

of our 50~h Anniversary, ~ m-n wanting to keep the price as affordable as possible. ~s present~ng on the Sunday to some soccer coaches of ~nterest to you as we~? 

Thai?ks for ~:he quk:k responses[ 

Chris 

F~m~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N [maHto:anson@ema~l.unc.edu] 
Sent~ March-27-14 2:3~ PN 
T~ Chris Densmore 

@msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros (        @qmail.com); Sander, Thomas ~ 
Subject= RE: Sport Leadership Conference 

Chris, ~ think what m~ght be most h~terest~ng for most coaches wou~d be "The essence of the University of North Carolina’s Competitive Caldron" ._.. ~ wi~ do ~t for 

$2,~0 .,,. my normal speaMng fee is S:1.0,000. 

F~m= Chris Densmore [mailto:execdirector@volleyballbc.ca] 
Sent= Thursday, March 27, 2014 l:16 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
SubjeCt= RE: Sport Leadership Conference 

~r~sot~ 

Thanks for the emaiL We are looMng to solidify our vemle m the t~ex[: week or two. Our top cho~(:e ~s .January ].0th. 

~r~ regards to presenting, t haw~ two questbns. One, what would you like to prese]lt .:~[~? ~ have ~deas, bu~: abvays iike to ta~ior ~:o ~:he prese]lters stret~gths, Second, 

what b your presenting fee? We w~H obviously cover travel accommodations, and food, but wou~d Hke to know the cost for the presentation. 

To give you a I~tde more ~nforrnat~on, we are Iookb~g to have six presenters throughout the day. Presentations will be one hour ~on~. Thb can be done solo with 

power point presentations and any other video requirements or could be done in mote of a qvest~on and answer w~th a fad~tator asking the questions. Send me 

Vo~J[ thoughts and let me know ~f you have any other quest~ons~ I wou~d abo look to partner up w~th 8C Soccer our ptovh~dal sport organizing body to see if they 

wou~d like to have you present on the Su~day to 8 soccer specific crowd. Let me ]mow ~f ~:hat wouM be of ~eresl:ed [or you as well, 

~ h:>:~]~ Forward to hear~n~ back ~rom you. 

From: Chris Densmore [mailto:execdirector@vo!!eyballbc~ca] 
Sent= Thursday, March 27, 2014 6:13 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A ~V 
Cc=        ~__m__s_D_=_c_9_tD3 Ducar, Chris; ’Jason Sisneros’; Sander, Thomas 
Subject= RE: Sport Leadership Conference 

Anson 



From: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV [.__m___a_i]_t__o_i_a___n__s___o_D_@¢___m___a_i!N_n___c_~__e__d___u_] 
Sent: March-26-14 7:18 PM 
To: Chris Densmore 
Subject: Re: Spor~ Leadership Conference 

Yes it is possible .... 

Sent.!?om my Veri.~o~ ~reless 4G 

Chris Denstnore <_e_x_e__c_d_i!:e___c__t!?!~2~hiR!_[_e_.~i_~__!_l__b_c_:__c__~!> wrote: 

Anson 

I am reaching out to connect with you and see if you would be available to present at Sport Leadership Conference in Vancouver BC, Canada next January 10th or 

17th? We are looking to put together a variety of sport coaches who can present on their experiences and philosophies. The crowd will be coaches and 

administrators from a large group of different sports~ For Volleyball BC, next year is our 50th Anniversary and this is the kick-off event to our celebration. Coach 

development and education is something that is part of our strategic plato Anyhow, I have read some of your work and believe that you would be a great presenter 

with a strong message that would help every coach no matter what sport they are from. Let me know if you have any questions and if you would be available. I 

look forward to hearing back from you! 

Chris 

Chris Densmore 

Executive Director 

Volleyball BC 

Ph: 604-291-2007 (223) 

Fax : 604-291-2602 

Website I Facebook 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 11:44 AM 

Jason Sisnero~ @gmail.com); Dorrance, Albert A IV ~an~n@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: College ID Camp Inquiry 

Either of you gu~/s doing this clii~ic? 

From: K.C. Bennett [mailto ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April :17, 2024:1:36 PM 

To: Ducar, Chris; Somoano, Carlos N 
Subject: College ID Camp Inquiry 

Coaches Dorrance and Somoano, 

Below is an advertisement for a camp in which members of our club, Evansville Soccer Club (Evansville, IN) and other clubs in our soccer community have 

been sent by Tudela Soccer Academy. This was also an advertisement published in our local newspaper today, Thursday, April :17. In the best interest of 

our club members and our greater soccer community we would like to ask you to confirm that someone from your program has committed to attending this 

published event. 

Thank you in advance for your valued time. 

Sincerely, 

K.C. Bennett 

Evansville Soccer Club 

Club Administrator 

cache 4204794390.jpg 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:41 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: NCAA Eligibili~ 

Thanks 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Monday, 1:26 PM 

To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: RE: NCAA Eligibility 
Sh~:_~r did- all your are good on the e~g~biiity ~ront. "l"h~mks~ 

From: Ducat, Chris 
Sent: Monday, 12:19 PN 

To: Markos, Lance M 
Subj~ct: RE: NC~ EligibiliW 

Did she finally do it? 

Fmm~ Markos, Lance M 
Sent~ Thursday, 3:13 PM 

T~ Ducat, Chris 
Subjeet~ RE: NC~ [ligiNl~W 

She a[~swered the questions but did[~’t click Request Final Certificatio[~ button - tell her to log back in click that button... 

Frem: Ducat, Chris 
Sent: Thursday, 2:53 PM 
Te: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: Fwd: NCAA Eligibility 

Begin tbrwa~ded message: 

Date: at 1:52:17 PM CDT 

To: Cliffs Ducar <_d___t_Lc__a_!~L~__e__r!L~_~_i_!:__t_Ln__c_’_:_e___d_u> 
Subject: NC~\ Eligibility 

Ill Chri~ 

I just responded to the amateur quest:ions, I hope its all finished now, it says pending review. Please let me know! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCGSC Administrator <ncgscadmin@gmaJl.com> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 3:53 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV-~anson@email.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino 

Fwd: Team Camp Coach Audit & Guest Player 

~aol.com> 

How much do we want to charge Jason’s friend M~o wants to audit and bring 

Natalie 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

Fl~om: Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com> 
Date: Sat, Apr 19, 2014 at 8:15 PM 

Subject: Re: Team Camp Coach Andit & Gues~t Player 

To: NCGSC Administrator <ncgscadmin@gmail.com> 

to teamcmnp? 

Oh, wow!    is a fi-iend of mine - I had no idea it was so much - bm I did not give him a price, but he’d like to bring           and I know this is the bes~t camp tbr 

both of them to attend. They’re flying frown Hawaii, so anything we can do to package this for them into a worakble fee. I know we need to cover our expenses and 

make money, so see what can be done. He’s &finitely an ally of ours in Hawaii and may lead to potential recruits down the road. 

Thanlcs for letting me know :) 

On Saturday, April 19, 2014, NCGSC Administrator <ncg~adminSb~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Jason, 

I just wanted to check and see if you had advertised a certain price to audit the camp to     Our normal auditing fee is pretty, high ($1000) to discourage people 

from doing so. But if he is a close friend of yours or my dad’s then we can bring that price down a bit. Let Ine know when you get a chance. 

Thanks, 

Natalie 

On Wed, Apr 16, 2014 at 10:27 PM, Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> wrote: 

Natalie! 

I hope yon are well and gearing up for camp season :) 

I wanted to email you and            at the same time so you could help hitn get signed up for team camp.    is a soccer coach in Hawaii and he would like 

to come to the camp and audit it - as well as bring               to gnefft play on ateam and train at camp as well. 

doesn’t currently know a team coming to camp, so perhaps we could help in that regard. She is a very. good player, so no worries - she can hang with any 

team we’d have. I believe she’s 15 years old. 

They’d just need whatever fees would be for their attendance ~md a room for each of them as well as food and ever?. 4~hing else camp related dialed in tbr their 
unique scenario. 

Thanks tbr’taking the time to connect with them! 

Looking forwmd to seeing you this smnmer! 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] AssisIant Coach 

(c) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Keating <~ ~gmail.com> 

Monday, 9:12 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacmm~@unc.edu> 

Third Set - 27 players - Player Contbrence Data: Grit Sur~ey, UNC Trmts 

UNC Player Conf- Grit+ UNC Traits (27 Responses) .xls 

27 responses._ added 

Mike Keating 

From: Mike Nearing [mailte ~gmail,com] 
Sent: Monday, 11:13 AM 
To: ’Dorrance, AIbe~ A N’; ’Tom Sander’ 
Subject: LATEST - Player Conference Data: Grit Survey, UNC Traits 

L~ ~est... ~dded 

M~ke Keating 

From: Mike Keating [tg_~JJ~9_; 

Sent: Sunday, . 8:15 PM 

To: ’Dorrance, Albe~ £ N’; ’Tom Sander’ 
Subject: RE: Player Conference Da~: Grit Su~ev [INC Traits 

22 responses as of g::1.5 PM ton~ghL.. Looks like mswered ~wice, so if ~o others re,eared, then we have 21 

HH send m~other update tomorrow. 

M~ke Keating 

E~= Mike Keating [mailto: )~ma~Lcom] 
8e~t~ Saturday, 12:27 PM 
Te~ ’Dorrance, Albe~ A ~’; ’Tom Sander’ 
$~ject~ Player Conference Da~: Grit Suwey, UNC Trai~ 

Tom, Anson: 

I attached the first 15 players that filled out Grit & UNC traits as of Noon today... I embedded the scoring instructions for Tom to tally the Grit survey results. A cool 

chart would be a scatter plot of all players and then highlight the player in the conference to compare to teammates. 

The UNC trait (love ball, love game, self-belief, discipline, competitive fire) results are interesting.., looks like about 75% of girls rate themselves AVERAGE on self- 

belief. How do we move them up a notch? 

I will send the remaining data as soon as the girls fill it out. 

Mike Keating 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Sisneros ~(~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 2:45 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@em~Jl.unc.edu> 

Re: Team Camp Coach Audit & Guest Player 

I spoke mti~ Nat and we have it solved - $500 for the coach and $595 for his daughter. 

Jason 

University. of North Carolhm \Vomen’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Mon, Apr 21, 2014 at 10:27 PM, Dol~ance, Albeit A IV <anson(~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jason.... what would help you? 

........ Origina] Message ........ 

Subject: Fwd: Team Camp Coach Audit & Guest Player 

From: NCGSC Administrator <ncgscadmin(a)gmml.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,Bill Palladino 
CC: 

~aol.com> 

How much do we want to charge Jason’s friend who wants to audit and bring 

Natalie 

to team cmnp? 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Jason Sisneros (~:gmail.com> 
Date: Sat, Apr 19, 2014 at 8:15 PM 

Subject: Re: Team Cmnp Coach Audit & Guest Player 

To: NCGSC Administrator <n~nail.com> 

Ok wow!     is a friend of mine - I had no idea it was so Inuch - but I did not give him a price, but he’d like to bring            and I know tiffs is ti~e bes~t can~p 

for both oftheln to attend. They’re flying from Hawaii, so an~hing we can do to package this for theln into a worakble fee. I know we need to cover our expenses 

and make money, so see what can be done. He’s definitely an ally of ours in Hawaii and may lead to potential recruits down the road. 

Thanks for lethng me know :) 

On Saturday, April 19, 2014, NCGSC Administrator <nc~mail.com> wrote: 

Hey Jason, 

I just wanted to check and see if you had adverlised a certain price to audit ti~e camp to     Our normal auditing fee is pretty high ($1000) to discourage people 

from doing so. But if he is a close friend of yours or tny dad’s then we can bring that price down a bit. Let me know when you get a chance. 

Thanks, 

Natalie 

On Wed, Apr 16, 2014 at 10:27 PM, Jason Sisneros 

NataJie! 

@gmaJd.com> wrote: 

I hope you axe well and gearing up for cmnp season :) 

I wanted to email you and            at the same time so you could help him get signed up for team camp.    is a soccer coach in Hawaii and he would 

like to come to the camp and audit it - as well as bring                to guest play on a team and train at camp as well. 



doesn’t currently know a team coming to camp, so perhaps we conld help in that regard. She is a ve~ good player, ~ no wordes - she cm~ hang with aJ~y 

team we’d have. I believe she’s 15 years old. 

They’dj ust need whatever tbes would be tbr their attendm~ce and a room tbr each of them as well aa tbod and eve~thing else camp related dialed in for their 
unique scena-io. 

Thanks for taking the lime to connect with them! 

Looking forward to seeing you this summer! 

Jason 

University of North Carnlina \Vnmen’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Assistant Coach 

(c) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Ducar <duca~:@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, _ 9:46 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

CTOPS 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, ._P_L__E_.A_~_E____C_~_I_.C_!(__H__E_.R_~. 

This message includes the following attachments: 

IDownload Attachment: NewStudentOrientationRegistralion- 34286.pdfl 

Just got an email from Tony Yount and he shared that you have not registered for CTOPS (Orientation) 

If you have an questions about it, please email him at tonyyount@unc.edu or you can give me a call. 

Here’s the link to the website: http://nscpp.unc.edu/first-year-students/orientation/dates 

Here’s his original email in case it got lost in your inbox: 

Ladies, 

Congratulations for earning a place on the soccer team here at Carolina. If you have already received ?’our letter tlcom Admissions welcoming you to Carolina, 
congratulatinns again. When the admissinns letter comes, please respond quickly so that you can complete registration :[’or New Student Orientation - details in 
the attaclmaent belo~v. Please remember that you camaot take any of the steps below until you have accepted your offer of admission 

1. First, you must pay, or defer, your deposit, in order to activate your PID (Personal Identification number) in the Universi~’s computer system. This will allow 
you establish your UNC email account, and to register ]2~r New Student Orientation program that all incoming students must attend during the coming summer. 
Here is the website for irfformation about Orientation: http:i/nscpp.unc.edu/first-year-students/orientation 

New Student Orientation is a two-day program. There are many different sessions during the summer. You can choose any of the sessions that you would like to 
attend that are labeled (FY). There is no advantage regarding fall course availability by coming early We realize that school schedules, family vacations, or other 
factors will influence your schedule. If your target session is Session 5,               please register for that session as soon as possible as that session is 
usually the most popuiar of the summer. Please check with Eve before you register as they coaches may have specific dates in mind ]2~r you. 

Detailed instructions for completing New Student Orientation are attached Please follow those instructions exactly. "¢,qaen you complete steps 3 and 4, please 
email me using your ne~v UNC email ad&ess. Once it is established, I’ll be using your UNC email account for all correspondence going forward. There will be 
several more emails coming about preparation for your year at Carolina 

Please remember that for Math Placement at Carolina, you will need test results from either the SAT Math 2 Subject test, or the ACT Math test score, or an AP 
Calculus Exam score. Having those scores available for use at New Student Orientation is ideal. The qualifying score on the SAT Math 2 Subject test is 520, and 
and qualifying score on the ACT Math portion is 2,. Either of those scores places you out of M_ATH 11.~ at Carolina. 

We’re glad to have you with us. Please don’t hesitate to email or call if you have any questions 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselor for Women’s Soccer 

cell: 
oflice: 919 962 9535 
email: tonyyount(~unc.edu 



If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc,ed~; 

Wednesday, 10:15 AM 

FW: Rock some Socks! 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Tuesday, 6::[1 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas 3 
Subject: Rock some Socks! 

Torn could you send this to the team please please please!!]! 

Hey everyone, so I had a meeting this afternoon with representatives from an organization called . _m_ _ _ Lr_ _a_ _ _c_ ]_ _e_ _f_ _ _e_ _e_ _ _t~ a non-profit based in Carrboro that provides 

treatment for children born with clubfoot in developing countries. They are just now firing up a connection between clubfoot and soccer--- and in fact they are 

doing pretty well so far, having secured Ali Krieger, Herculez Gomez and Cindy Parlow to champion their cause {see 

http:/!www.miraclefeet.org!SoccerLovers.php)~ They are also now trying to engage the local soccer community and are soon partnering with CASL in Raleigh. 

They want us to help out any way we can and I know our team loves cool socks to wear and train in. SO, at the website below they have really cool purple socks 

that are only 105 if anyone is interested..At’s for an awesome cause and everyone will be looking stylish. The proceeds go to miradefeet, so you won’t regret it! 

Also, if anyone wants to be a point-person with me that this organization can contact with events and information let me know - I know that they have upcoming 

events planned and have already requested our participation if enough of our team is interested. Thanks guys! 

Socks: 
htt~;!/www.soccer,com/IWCatProductPa~e~process?Merchant Id=l&Ne=646&N=4294338355&Product Id=1.7287561 

mhaclefeet Socks J SOCCER,CON 
Shop i:o~ ~i~e miraciefeet Socks at ~;occeicom. Reaci p~oducls reviews, spec~ and order the ~rac~ei:eet 

Read more... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:35 AM 

~yahoo.com> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Yoant, Tony <tonxs~oun@unc.edu> 

RE: CTOPS 

Sorry to hear that but thanks t:or get[ing back to me. Yes, catl Tony. He will definitely be able to help you~ 

Bird 

From: @yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, .tl: 19 AM 

To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Re: croPs 

I’m having trouble signing up for classes and setting up my email. It keeps telling me to set up a prox~w ? rm going to call tony this afternoon. I will aJso have my 

transcript sent by the end of the week 

Sent from nay iPhone 

O11 at 9:45 AM, "Chris Ducar" <&~car@email.anc.edu> wrote: 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

This message includes the following attachments: 

Just got an email from Tony Yount and he shared that you have not registered for CTOPS (Orientation) 

If you have an questions about it, please email him at tonyyount(cbunc.edu or you can give me a call. 

Here’s the link to the website: http:!/nscpp.unc.edu/first-year-students/orientation!dates 

Here’s his original email in case it got lost in your inbox: 

Ladies, 

Congratulations for earning a place on the soccer team here at Carolina. If you have alrea@ received your letter from Admissions ~velcoming you to Carolina, 

congratulations again. When the admissions letter comes, please respond quickly- so that you can complete registration for New Student Orientation - details in 

the attactwnent below. Please remember that you cannot take any of the steps below until you have accepted your offer of admission. 

1 First, you must pay, or defer, your deposit, in order to activate your PID (Personal Identification number) in the University’s computer system. This will allow 

you establish your L,24C email account, and to register for New Student Orientation program that all incoming students must attend during the coming sunmaer. 

Here is the website for information about Orientation: l~--t-t-~?-:~-~-n--r-~-c-2~?~-LL~1-c-~-c-l-u--~!-f-i--r~-t-~2~-e--a--r-~-s--t-L~[~A~~ 

New Student Orientation is a twu-day prugram ’]?here are many di:[’ferent sessiuns during the summer. You can choose any of the sessions that you wuuid like 

to attend that are labeled (FY). There is no advantage regarding fal[ course availability by coming early We realize that schoul schedules, family vacations, or 

uther factors will influence your schedule ~[’yuur target session is Sessiun 5, please register :[’or that session as suon as possible as that session 

is usually the most popular nfthe summer Please check with F, ve before you register as they coaches may have specific dates in mind for you. 

Detailed instructions for completing New- Student Orientation are attached. Please follow those instructions exactly. When you coraplete steps 3 and 4, please 

email me using your new UNC email address. Once it is established, I’ll be using your L~-C cmail account for all correspondence going forward. There will be 

several more emails coming about preparation for your year at Carolina. 



Please remember that J2~r Math Placement at Carolina, you will need test results :from either the SAT Math 2 Subject test, or the ACT Math test score, or an AP 

Calculus Exam score. Having those scores available for use at New Student Orientation is ideal The qualifying score on the SAT Math 2 Subject test is 520, and 

and qualifying score on the ACT Math portion is 27. Either of those scores places you out of MATH 110 at Carolina. 

We’re glad to have you ~vith us. Please don’t hesitate to cmail or call if you have any questions. 

Tony- Yount 

Academic Counselor for Women’s Soccer 

cell: 

office: 919 962 9535 

email: Jo~v¥ounl@unc edu 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 







Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TONY YOUNT @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 12:45 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

@yahoo.corn>; Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~; Yount, Tony <towyount@unc.edu-~ 

Re: CTOPS 

Here are detailed instructions on how to do everything. Your email and ONYEN are established so I know that you have a password to log onto Connect Carolina. 

Your onyen is      - your password is whatever you established when you created your ONYEN. Log on to Connect Carolina. You have several things to do there 

including, providing your Social Security Number, completing a communi~ standaacds statement, and providing an immunization health history. Plea~ take care of all of 

those things asap. 

You are also NOT cleared to register Ii~r summer school. Ple&se follow these instructions if you are planning on attending tNs summer: 

A iEw of you plan to enroll in second session smnmer school in mid July. There are two steps that you must take before you roll be allowed to enroll in summer school. 

It is tilne to complete those two steps. If you are NOT coming to sumlner school, please skip to #3. 

1. Send an email to (using your unc email account) to Jennifer Thompson in the Admissions office at Carolina. Her email address is:adjct@email.unc.edu 

In that email, identify yourself by name and PID. Tell her that you are an incoming first year student and that you would like to have your enrollnrcnt date ~olled forwaid 

so that you may enroll in summer session II at Carolina. 

2. Send an email to Andrea Caldwell and Spencer Welborn in the Advising office at this address: advisingtbrstudentathletesAAP~unc.edu 

Identi~ yourself by name, PID, and six, ft. Tell them that you plan to enroll in 2 summer school courses (NCAA requires you to be a full-time enrolled student) in 

Summer Session II and ask tbr their advice in course selection tbr the summer. Andrea mad Spencer should be your first, and will be your best source of advice about 

course planning for your time at Caacolina. You will get in[bm~ation from many source~ but Spencer and Andrea ~md their team of advisers are your official contact 

about your academic path through Carolina. Please take advantage oftlffs resource. You will not be allowed to iegister until this step has been completed. 

3. A relninder that as you create your unc email address, AND as you register for Orientation tiffs sumlner, please emaJl me to confirm your new ema~l address, a~d to 

let me know when you axe coming for orientation. I spent 33 years in high school, both attending and teaching, and its a special time that you are experiencing now. 

Don’t be in such a hurry, to get here that you miss out of the very best of high sehool. Finish strong in the classroom, have a great time, and we’ll see you here soon. 

Call me if you get s~ck and we’ll work through it. 

Tony 

On , at 11:34 AM, Ducat, Chris <ducar(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Sorry to hear tha~ but thanks for getting back to m÷. Yes, call Tong, He 

Bird 

From: [mail~ i(Oyahoo:corn] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 11:19 AM 
To= Ducar, Chris 
Subject," Re: CTOPS 

I’m having trouble signing up [br classes a~d se~ing up my emai]. It keeps telling ~ne to set up a pro~ ? I’m going to call tony tlfis a~emoon. I will also 

have my tmn~fipt sent by the end of the week 

Sere from my iPhone 

On at 9:45 AM, "Chris Ducar" <ducat,@~email.ut~c.edu> wrote: 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, .~_L_#__A2_S_L_=__~__L_[_~_K___!:[~__R__~. 

This nrcssage includes the [bllowing a ’ttachmenL~: 

[Dowrtload Attaclm~ent: N ewStudentOrientationRegi stration.            :pdlTj~ 



lust got an email from Tony Yount and he shared that you have not registered for CTOPS (Orientation) 

If you have an questions about it, please email him at tonyyount@unc.edu or you can give me a call. 

Here’s his original email in case it got lost in your inbox: 

Ladies, 

Congratulations for earning a place on the soccer team hcre at Carolina. If you have already received your letter from Admissions welcoming you to Carolina, 

congratulations again When the admissions letter comes, please respond quickly so that you can complete registration for New Student Orientation - details in 

the attachment below. Please remember that you cannot take an?’ of the steps below until you have accepted your oiler of admission. 

l. First, you must pay, or det?r, your deposit, in order to activate your PID (Personal Identification number) in the University’s computer system. This will allow 

yuu establish your UNC email accuunt, and to register R~r New Student Orientation program that all incoming students must attend during the coming summer 

Here is the website for inR~rmatiun about Orientatiun: h[tp://nscpp.unc edu/:[irat-year-studen~.siurientaHun 

New Student Orientatiun is a two-day prugram. There are many different sessions during the summer You can chuose any of the sessiuns that yuu would like 

to attend that are labeled (FY). There is no advantage regarding fall course availability by coming early. We realize that school schedules, family vacations, or 

other factors will itffluence your schedule. If your target session is Session 5, , please register for that session as soon as possible as that 

session is usually the most popular of the surmner. Please check with Eve before you register as the?" coaches may have specific dates in mind for you. 

Detailed instructions for completing New Student Orientation are attached Please follow those instructions exactly. When you complete steps 3 and 4, please 

email me using your new UNC email address. Once it is established, I’ll be using your UNCl email account for all correspondence going forward. There ~vill be 

several more emails coming about preparation for your year at Carolina. 

Please remember that [’or Math Placement at Carulina, you will need test results from either the SAT Math 2 Sut~iect test, ur the ACT Math test score, ur an AP 

Calculus Exam score. Having those scures available for use at New Student Orientation is ideal. ~I1ne qualil}’ing score on the SAT Math 2 Subject test is 520, 

and and qualifying scure un the ACT Math purtiun is 27. Either of those scores places you out uf MATH 110 at Carulina 

We’re glad to have you with us. Please don’t hesitate to email or call if you have any questions. 

Ton?" Yount 

Academic Counselor for Women’s Soccer 

cell: 

office: 919 962 9535 

email: tonyymlntf~’)unc.edu 



you did noL wish Lo receive this, please 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Burning, Ivlike <mbuming@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 1:16 PM 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu-~; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Brunner, John F <John Brunner@unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Lain., A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Vangelder, 

Mamielle A <mva~geld@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Athletic Facilities Mas~Ler Plan 

Everyone, we are all set to meet at 3:00 on May :13~h in the 2r~d floor conference room at 220 Finley~ As you can see, we are planning to meet with both soccer 

programs at once~ Please let me know if you wou~d Nke to schedule some k~div~duaJ time w~th Tom Waggoner as well 

Thanks~ 

M~ke 

(c~li) 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent-’ Monday, April 2:1, 20:t4 9:42 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Bunting, Mike; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Cc-" Miller, Beth; Brunner, John F 
Subject-’ RE: Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

blike, 

I arn wide open that week at the momenL 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent; Monday, April 2:t, 20J.4 7:56 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Bunting, Mike; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Cc; Somoano, Carlos M; Miller, Beth; Brunner, John F 
Subject: RE: Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

All of those dates/times work for me as well. 
Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle A< vanGekder 

Associate Athletic Direc[or 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:19) 962-7853 

Fax: {91.9) 962- 5002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From-’ Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent-’ Saturday, April 19, 20:t4 l:t:07 AM 
Te: Bunting, Mike; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Co: Somoano, Carlos M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Miller, Beth; Brunner, John F 
Subject-’ RE: Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

3 pm on the :12th, [].]tt~ or :14th ... 

Froro: Bunting, Mike 
Sent: Saturday, April :[9, 20J.4 9:0:t AM 
Te: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Co,, Dorrance, Albert A IV; Bunting, Mike; Somoano, Carlos M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Miller, Beth; Brunner, John F 
Subject-’ Re: Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

Everyone, my apologies if it wasn’t clear in the original email, but Tom Waggoner is flying in from Kansas City the morning of the :12th and will not be here by :10:00 

am. The first time we are able to meet on the 12th is 12:00 noon. 

Also, if there is more than one time over the 3 days that will work for you please let me know that also. I am hoping to schedule :16 different workshops while Tom 

is here and I may not be able to accommodate everyone’s :1st choice. 

Thanks! 

Mike 

Mike Bunting 

Cell: 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr :19, 20:14, at 7:55 AM, "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc~edu> wrote: 

GOOD FOR ME ~- 5/12i’14 AT 10:00 AM! 

<imageOO2.png> Larry Galls, Jr, 
Exect~d~’e .As.<~ciak~ Ditvctor of Ad~Jedcs 

[ ;rnive~ib of No~lh CatAlan at Cha~l Hill 

I From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Friday, April 18, 20.t4 5:24 PM 
To,, Bunting, Mike; Somoano, Carlos M 



C¢-" Gallo, .]r., Larry A.; Vangelder, Marielle A; Miller, Beth; Brunner, 3ohn F 
$,,bject; RE: Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

:l.O am ~,4onday ~,4ay :1.2th will work for me ... 

From; Bunting, Mike 
Sent: Friday, April ~.8, 20:[4 4:06 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A ]IV; Somoano, Carlos M 
C¢-" Gallo, .Jr., Larry A.; Vangelder, Marielle A; Miller, Beth; Brunner, .~ohn F 
Subject-" Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

Anson & Carlos, 

I wanted to follow up with you and all of our coaches regarding the Athletic Facilities Master Plan. Last month Bubba sent out the following email: 

Since that email, Tom Waggoner with 360Architecture has been on campus for 3 days of workshops to tour all of our facilities and to begin 

interviewing some of the stakeholders in our department and on campus. To fully develop the master plan it is critical that we have input from all of 

our coaches and the purpose of this email is to determine if you have any availability May 12-1#, to meet with Tom and me. I know that you are busy 

and I am hopeful that I can schedule you for a 1-hour workshop sometime during those 3 days to talk about your facility and learn from you what we 

can improve as we plan what the future of our facilities could be. So, please let me know your availability during the following times: 

May 12th: 12:00 noon - 6:00 pm 

May 13th: B:O0 am - 6:00 pm 

May :14th: 8:00 am - 4:00 pm 

nd So that we can schedule efficiently we will hold all of our workshops in the 2 floor conference room at 220 Finley. 

Also, please find attached to this email my notes from our original master plan meeting. I realize that the earlier meeting was almost 2 years ago and 

that much may have changed in the interim, but these notes might be a useful tool to at least "jump start" our upcoming discussions. 

Some final thoughts; I will invite your sport administrators to our meeting and you are welcome to invite anyone from your staff that you would like 

to attend. Also, please know that the :1-hour workshop in May does not need to be your only opportunity for input. I don’t want you to feel like you 

didn’t have enough time to talk about something this important but based on Tom’s past experience, we believe that :1 hour allows us enough time 

for the thorough overview that is important to this exercise. After our initial meeting we will schedule follow up meetings as needed. 

I’ll look forward to hearing back from you. 

Have a great weekend, 

Mike 
]’,/bke B untin g 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <~jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:22 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Yount, Tony <ton~ount@unc.e&~> 

Academic Awards Luncheon for Student-Athletes on 

Hi, Anson: 

I hope you are doing well. This year, for the first time, we are holding an awards luncheon to honor our student-athletes for their academic achievements. We 

have created a new academic recognition for student-athletes called the Tar Heel Scholar-Athlete for those students who earned a 3.2 GPA for the and 

semesters combined. We will also be honoring those students who earned a 4.0 GPA in either semester and those who were named to an AII-ACC 

Academic team or named Academic All-America. The banquet will be held from ~_:l:30am-]_:OOpm on Wednesday, in Alumni Hall in the Alumni Center. 

The following students from your team received an invitation to attend the banquet: 

In addition,               is being honored as one of the winners of our Top Five Female Scholar-Athlete award. The recognition of our these students will be 

the main part of the program. 

We would love your help in encouraging all of these students to attend. We will have many faculty guests and the Provost will also be in attendance. You should 

have received an email invitation. All assistant coaches are also invited but I do not believe they received a direct invitation; please tell them to respond to me if 

they will be attending. 

Thanks so much for your help! 

We hope we will see you on the 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~Z9...~2..9.~ 
919 9~2 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu~; 

Wednesday, 1:34 PM 

geofl’rey.griffin@wellst?~xgoadvisors.com; Porter. Crrant <gttx~rter@unc.edw~ 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu:~; @live.unc.edu:~ 

RE: A Great Tean~ Effort-                            participated in this S~p Hunger Now event-Note to Rich (see below) 

Safe tr’avels! 

From: geoffrey.griffin@wellsfargoadvisors.com [mailto:geoffrey.griffin@wellsfargoadvisors.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:49 AM 
To: Porter, Grant 
~: Somoano, Carlos M~ Dorrance, Albert A IV~ Rhyne, Kacy Turner 
Subject: N: A Great Team Effort- participated in this Stop Hunger Now event-Note to Rich (see below) 

Thank,.; for the email from ,_SHN* about the r~lea~s going to the I:)or~i~lkza~? Repub~k:, I ar~l sure that you passed that message aior~g to Tom a~?d ~nson, ~ a~so wrote to 
Rich DeSe~m about your event. He may ca~ you. Thanks [:or supporting a gresL csuse~ ~ arn off to Honduras on Wednesday to work wiLh Mike and Kim MHler’, We are 
actually meeting with the governor of their state and ~nLrodudng Stop Hunger Now to the governor’, [n~oy the day, 
G eoff 
Crick ~n my business card end i£~ ~obs £o/~’~;;r~ more’~ 

i.~.i Visit mywebpage 

iNi Add metoyour Contacts 

Sincerely, 

Geoffrey T. Griffin, CFP® 

Senior Vice President - Investments 
Anthony~Berra~Griffin Wealth Management Group of: Wells Fargo Advisors 

Advisors, U..C i 3105 Gl~.,n,,’,,.ao.::l Avemle S~Aie 20i i Rai.~igi;, NC 27612 

9~-782-12r’~0~"       o I ",,oil-h-ee 800-678-12:88 I Fax 9~9-782-3856 

qeoffrey.qrfffin@wellsfarqoadvisors.com I http://www.wfadvisors.com/qeoff:rey.qriffin 

From: @aol.com @aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, i0:06 PM 
To: .r_Lc__h___d___e__s__e_,_tt_n___@__u__t]_c___a__a__#__t]_c__=_e__c_l__u_~ Griffin, Geoffrey 
Subject: A Great Team Effort- participated in this Stop Hunger Now event 
Dear Rich, 
I hope that your temn had a great year, and that you are looking tbrward to the season. Jusl recently, I had a unique team building experience with the UNC 

Men’s and Women’s Soccer Temns. As a former player and assistant coach of these programs, I was extremely proud to be part of the spirit, effort and camaraderie 

of the players during this event. I could sense why these temns have had such a successful histo~ on the field, in the classroom and in the community. 

The players came together to team up with Stop Hunger Now, a Raleigh based non-profit organization, M]ose mission is to connect, direct and coordinate a 
worldwide effort to elitninate hunger during our lives. Since 2005 the Stop Hunger Now meal packaging program has sent over 141 million meals to 65 countries to 

provide food for children in schools. 

During this evenL the teams packaged 10,000 meals in approxi~nately 90 migrates. Team members took on various roles among the cha~,n of duties to package the 

meals. Frotn assembling the meaJs, weighing and sealing, boxing and loading, it was total team eflbrt from both soccer programs. From my peBpective, it was a great 

way for the teams to end the year in a highly spirited, fun environment for a great cause. 

I have attached Stop Hunger Now’s     annual report for your review. If you are looking for an activity to build communib~ and team spirit among your athletes, I 

would encourage you to consider hosting a meal packaging event. I would also recommend that you contact Carlos, Chant. Anson or Tom to get their feedback on the 

success of the experience. If you have an interest in hosting an event, please feel free to give me a call at 919-782-1200 or email me at 

GeoI][iw.griflin~;wellsfargoadvisors.com In short, I know that eve~one will walk away ti~)m the activity feeling good about their team aM sensing that they have made 

a dit][brence in the world. I hope to hear from you. 

Geoff(hitfin 

Former UNC soccer player and assistant coach 

Current Boaxd Member-Stop Hunger Now 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Last A. <athgallo@unc.edtc> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 2:35 PM 

Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc.edu>; Somoano, Caados M <csomoa~o@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Brunner. John F <Jolm Brunner@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Athletic Facilities Masler Plan 

From: Bunting, Mike 
Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2014 1:16 PM 

To: Somoano, Carlos M; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co: Miller, Beth; Brunner, John F; Gallo, Jr., Larel A.; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: RE: Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

Everyone, we are all set to meet at 3:00 on May :13th in the 2nd floor conference room at 220 Finley. As you can see, we are planning to meet with both soccer 

programs at once. Please let me know if you would like Lo schedule some individual time with Tom Wsggoner as well 

Thanks! 

M~ke 
>,’f~k e B LmtJng 

(cel0 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Monday, April 21, 2014 9:42 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Bunting, Mike; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Cc: Miller, Beth; Brunner, John F 
Subject: RE: Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

Mike, 

I arn wide open t:hat week at the mornent. 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent~ Monday, April 21, 2014 7:56 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Bunting, Mike; Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 

C~: Somoano, Carlos H; Miller, Beth; Brunner, 3ohn F 
Subject: RE: Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

All of those datesit~mes work for me as well 

Thank you. 

Mar~e~e 

Assock~t:e At:Met:it Dkector 

Un~versi[y of Nor[h Carolina 

Phone: {919) 962-7853 

Fax: {919} 962-8~32 

mvange~der@unc.edu 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Sent-" Saturday, April ~9, 20~4 ~:07 AN 
Te= Bunting, Mike; Gallo, Jr., Larw A. 
C¢= Somoano, Carlos N; Vangelder, Narielle A; Miller, Beth; Brunner, John F 
Subje¢t= RE: Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

3 pm on the I2th, 13th or 14th .,. 

From: Bunting, Mike 

Sent= Saturday, April 19, 2014 9:01 AM 

To= Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
~= Dorrance, Albert A IV; Bunting, Mike; Somoano, Carlos N; Vangelder, Narielle A; Miller, Beth; Brunner, John F 
Subject= Re: Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

Everyone, my apologies if it wasn’t clear in the original email, but Tom Waggoner is flying in from Kansas City the morning of the i2th and will not be here by 

~0:00 am. The first time we are able to meet on the 12th is ~2:00 noon. 

Also, if there is more than one time over the 3 days that will work for you please let me know that also. I am hoping to schedule ~6 different workshops while 

Tom is here and I may not be able to accommodate everyone’s 1st choice. 

Thanks~ 

Mike 

Mike Bunting 

Cell: 
mbunting@unc,edu 
Sent from my iPad 



On Apr 19, 2014, at 7:55 AM, "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo~’aunc.edu> wrote: 

GOOD FOR ME ~-5/12/14 AT 10:00 AM! 

<image002.png> J[.;a}~}~’ (’~a~(~ 0~’ 

Executive Associate Director of Athletics 

! lr~versib’ ot’No~J~ C~u-o]ma at Chapd Hill 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Friday, April 18, 2014 5:24 PM 
To: Bunting, Mike; Somoano, Carlos M 
Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Vangelder, Mafielle A; Miller, Beth; Brunner, John F 
Subject: RE: Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

10 am Monday May 12t~; will work for me .,, 

From: Bunting, Mike 
Sent: Friday, April 18, 2014 4:06 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Somoano, Carlos M 
C¢: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Vangelder, Mafielle A; Miller, Beth; Brunner, John F 
Subject: Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

Anson & Carlos, 

wanted to follow up with you and all of our coaches regarding the Athletic Facilities Master Plan. Last month gubba sent out the following email: 

Since that email, Tom Waggoner with 360Architecture has been on campus for 3 days of workshops to tour all of our facilities and to begin 

interviewing some of the stakeholders in our department and on campus. To fully develop the master plan it is critical that we have input from all 

of our coaches and the purpose of this email is to determine if you have any availability IVlay 12-14 to meet with Tom and me. I know that you are 

busy and I am hopeful that I can schedule you for a 1-hour workshop sometime during those 3 days to talk about your facility and learn from you 

what we can improve as we plan what the future of our facilities could be. So, please let me know your availability during the following times: 

May 12th: 12:00 noon - 6:00 pm 

May 13th: 8:00 am - 6:00 pm 

May 14th: 8:00 am - 4:00 pm 

nd So that we can schedule efficiently we will hold all of our workshops in the 2 floor conference room at 220 Finley. 

Also, please find attached to this email my notes from our original master plan meeting. I realize that the earlier meeting was almost 2 years ago 

and that much may have changed in the interim, but these notes might be a useful tool to at least "jump start" our upcoming discussions. 

Some final thoughts; I will invite your sport administrators to our meeting and you are welcome to invite anyone from your staff that you would like 

to attend. Also, please know that the 1-hour workshop in May does not need to be your only opportunity for input. I don’t want you to feel like you 

didn’t have enough time to talk about something this important but based on Tom’s past experience, we believe that 1 hour allows us enough time 

for the thorough overview that is important to this exercise. After our initial meeting we will schedule follow up meetings as needed. 

I’II look forward to hearing back from you. 

Have a great weekend, 

Mike 
Mike Bunting 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc,edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:49 PM 

FW: Healthy (?iris Save "the World 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:47 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas .1 
Subject: FW: Healthy Girls Save the World 

Thanks. 

~eBtl Wednesday, ~:35 PM 
To~ Ducar, Chris 
~je~t~ Healthy Girls Save the World 

ttello, 

My name is              I am a representative t?om Healfl~y (~fls Save ~e Wofld~ We are an on campus o~amzafion geaxed towards helping gifts in grades 6-9 

develop healflay minds, healey bodies and healthy mlationships~ ttere is a li~ ~ our website if you would like m learn morn about us: 

http/ihealtky~Ms~ve~eworl&o~g/. We are cu~ntly plmming our Summer Experience held wNch h~ a theme of"Recipes for Success." We were 

wondering if any mem~ on your team would ~ interesCed in co~ning out Wednesday from 10-11 m help mfl~ some t)n team building activities we have 

planned for ~e gifts. If you think aW of your players could possibly help us mfl~ ~i~ we would greatly appreciate it~ I ~lieve ~me of your aflfletes have previously 

helNd us in the p~t, a~d our gifts ~=ally love when s~dent atNetes come out to our events’. We look fo~vaxd to hea~ng from you and hope you have a great ~vst of 

the week. 

Best Regards, 



Thursday, 

Dear AWESOME women of the UNC Soccer Team 

Thank you aii SO MUCH for all of your help this semester in preparinl~ for and runnin8 the Kick for 
Kibera soccer clinic: for having us at your leadership meeting in       for coming to the screening 
of Without a Fight, for coordinating with us in the lead-up to the clinic, and of course for all of your 
time, energy~ enthusiasm, patience, and bailer skills on the cfinic day itself. Special shout-out to 

for volunteering to be our point of contact,         for helpin8 with coordination and 

communication, and for taking leadership on the event day. But really, you are 

winners. :) 

On a personal note-- I want to thank you all for helping me make Kick for Kibera a success this 
year. I’ve been working with Carolina for Kibera for two years now, and this spring, organizing Kick 
for Kibera fell to me. As you already know, the primary purpose of the clinic is to raise money for our 

girl’s soccer league in Kibera. And for those of you who attended the screening, you learned that 
women, especially young women, are amonl~ the most vulnerable in Kibera. They face challenges 
that I, and most likely none of you, have ever had to deal with on a daily basis: rape, HIV/AIDS, 
female genital mutilation, unequal access to education, etc. But Carolina for Kibera’s soccer league 

provides a safe space for these women to play, learn, grow, and just be. 

The money that our annual Kick for Kibera clinic raises is crucial in sustaining and expandinB the girl’s 

leaBue, and this year, you all helped us raise 51,932- all of which is going to Kibera. And you made a 

difference in our local community too. The I~irls who come to the clinic each year look up to you and 

are so excited for the opportunity to play with you, learn from you, and get piggyback rides all 

around the Field House. A couple parents have already emailed me to tell me how much fun their 

daughters had--you are all now their new best friends, just FYI. 

So thank you, I (and everyone else at CFK) deeply and sincerely appreciate everything you do. It’s 

true that this clinic woufd not work without your support and participation. Because let’s be real-- 

11-year-olds don’t come to learn about Kibera, they come to play with 22-time NCAA championship 

su persta rs. 

We can’t wait for next year! 

All my best, 

Micaela Arneson I Kick for Kibera Coordinator 
Carolina for Kibera 
cfkounc.edu 

GL.OB~L A 50] (c)3 non-profit organization and major affiliated entity of The University af North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sue Walsh <sue@ramsclub.com> 

Thursday, 1:02 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FW: William Rand Kena~L Jr. Scholar in honor of Lunch 

See below. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sue Walsh 
Sent: Thursday, 11:33 ./~M 
To: Deal, Tinka 
Cc: Jayne Barnwell; anson@unc.edu; 
Subject: Re: William Rand Kenan, Jr Scholar in honor of 

It sounds like just about everyone from the Kenan side is booked through the summer. Perhaps it is best to wait. They will certainly be informed as to ~vho the recipient is prior to the start of 
the season. I will see if she might have any time in the fall to meet with the family/trustees. Thank you[ 

Sue Walsh 
Director of Legacy Programs 
919843.6413 
"We educate and inspire through athletics" 

> On at 11:11 AM. "Deal, Tmka" <TinkaDeal@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
> I talked with Mr. Kenan’s assistant and he is booked solid - In fact, his schedule this spring and summer is overloaded, tie requests that you move ]2~rward with your plans without him He 
very much appreciates the gesture but his schedule will not allow him to attend 
> Thank you for thinking of the Kenan family and the folks at the Kenan Trust. 
> Best, 
> Tinka 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Sue Walsh [mailto:sue(~r)ramsclub.com] 
> Sent: Thursday, 8:53 AM 
> To: Deal, Tinka 
> SubJect: RE: William Rand Kenan, Jr. Scholar in honor of Lunch 
> 

> Tinka, 
> 

> (;an you please ]find out what dates in May or June Tom is currently available? Once I know his availability, I will then check with Anson and the student-athlete scholar. 
> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Brett Ledbetter <~brett@ledbetterbasketball.com> 

Thursday, April 24, 2014 2:25 PM 

Jack E CLARK <clarkj@berkeley.edu> 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Re: Introduction 

Hey Jack - This link should work: 

Championship Roses: 

https://vimeo.comi91007093 

Password: 

Let me know if it doesn’t. 

Blett 

Brett kedbetter 
31 .:~ .3:?:2. "i ?:!;:’.; (.::ii~:! ~::t :: 

[ 
.~ 

On Apr 23, 2014, at 7:36 PM, Jack E CLARK <clarki(~berkeley.edu> wrote: 

Thanks BretL link didn’t work. May I ask you to check mad resend. 

Thanks, Jack 

Jack C~ark 

Head Ceaci] 

Vanity Rugby 

Mtercolle~iate Athletics 

Doc Hudson Fieldhouse, Berkeley, CA 94720 

P: 510-642-6927 C: E: £[~[]5j~!~[~[~:~!:~:9.~£! W: C_’_a_[.R__u_gb__y_:.c_o_.r_[]. 

On Wed, Apr 23, 2014 at 9:46 AM, Brett Ledbetter <bret ,~]edbetterbasketball.com> wrote: 

Anson / Jack - Hope both of you are having a great day! 

First of£..Thank You! I’ve really enjoyed learning from both of you. I wanted to take a second to put together an email to introduce you to one 

another. I’ve found that you guys have a lot of crossover with some of your coaching techniques. And...I think it’d be great tbr you two to coimect. 

t tere’s a ~lm session that we j ust produced that t~atures both of you - 

Championship Roses: 
/ / h~ps:/, vimeo.coIn, 91007093 

Password: 

@Jack: I think you would enjoy hea:ring about a few things from Anson: 

Competitive Caldron (Inspect vs Expect) 

Character Banquet - (How peers rate each other & How parents observe) 

12 Core Values 

@Anon: ttere are some of the fl~ings that I fl~ink you’d enjoy learning ti~m Jack: 

Sport is Study (Notebook usage) 

6 Core Values 

Proprietaiy Statistics 

I will continue send you the film sessions that we produce that feature you. 



Talk soon, 

Brett 

Brett Ledbetter 

ii-!! ~ :!~:il ii~ii::s;i ii. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

< LA-main-loqo.jpg><LA- secondarv.ipg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Daly, John B <jbdabQ@wm.edu> 

Thursday, April 24, 2014 3:58 PM 

.la~n Sisneros @gmaJd.com> 

Pdcky Clarke @gmml.com>; jmnes@arlfntbol.com; Lshabazz@kzoo.edu; aidan byme ~hotmail.com>; Hamilton, 
Stephen J <stephen.hamilton@enc.edu>; " " @me.corn; Chris LeFevm @yalaoo.com>; Cmail 

@chamctem~ail.com>; ssiebert@springfiel&ollege.edu; Michael Milazzo @gmail.com>; 
@hotmail.com; Andy Thomson <m~dy@focusfimess.o~g.uD-; Pitum-Hutchison, Cameron < cameron.pimra- 

hutchison@oj c.edu>; Bill Bwer - DOC <bill.boye~bdelawareunion.com>; CR1647. --~cr1647@tealconstmction.com>; 
estephens@talladega.edu; Christian Layers <clavers@usclubsoccermg>; Tim Gentles <fim@drillboard.com>; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
--~anson@email.unc.edu--; Negalha, Jeff<jnegalha@tmc.edu>; Bill Palladino @ax~l.com> 

Re: ~FA USA Thmak Yon! 

John Da]y jIxtaly@wmedu 

I have made a good "mcoveu." 

J-D 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 24, 2014, at 2:30 PM, "Jason Sisneros" 

Guys. 

@gmail.com 757-221-3387 office mobile 

{&gmail.com> wrote: 

Thank you for attending the first ever WFA USA course’. We couldn’t have a~sked tbr a better group of coaches and people - mad hopefully yon all felt 

that you came away with tremendous inlbnnalion and a great visit to Chapel Hill! I know we enjoyed hosling everyone. 

Hopefully your brain is recovering nicely as well :) 

I have attached ma Excel of the elnail mad attendee - but feel free to add your twitter and cell numbers etc.., as you see fit and then share with the group! 

Be well and stay tuned for next year as we look to host the first USA Level 2 course in Chapel Hill! 

Thanks again! 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis i Assistant Coach 

(c) 

<WFA USA Contact List.~sx> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu:, 

Thursday, April 24, 2014 6:19 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

ThaJ~ks, Anson! I believe Mike Bunting will be totally in agreement with you entire staff’being there! 

Be well my friend, and feel free to call on me ifI cam assist you in any mamner, 

Larry 

Lxccutive Associate Director of Athletics 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sent: Thursday, April 24, 2014 5:20 PM 
To: Bunting, Mike; Somoano, Carlos M 
Cc: Miller, Beth; Brunner, John F; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: RE: Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

Very good ._ and with your permission I will invite all my staff. 

From: Bunting, Mike 

Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2014 1:16 PM 

To: Somoano, Carlos M; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Cc: Miller, Beth; Brunner, John F; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: RE: Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

Everyone, we are all .set to mee~: at 3:00 on IVlay :l.:-}th in the 2nd floor conference room at 220 Finley. As you can see, we are i:~l~nning to meet wi~:h both soccer 

programs at once. P~ease ~et me know ~f you wou~d ~ke Lo schedule some ind~v~dua~ t~me w~th Tom Waggoner as well 

Thanks~ 

M~ke 
>,’iik e B Lm£Jng 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Monday, April 21, 2014 9:42 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Bunting, Mike; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Cc: Miller, Beth; Brunner, John F 
Subject: RE: Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

Mike, 

I am wide open that week at the moment. 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Monday, April 21, 2014 7:56 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Bunting, Mike; Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 

~¢~ Somoano, Carlos M; Miller, Beth; Brunner, John F 
Subject: RE: Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

A~ of those datesit~mes work for rne as we~L 

Thank you. 

Mar~e~e 

Marie~]e A. vanGe~der 

Assock~:e A~:Me~:~c D~rector 

Un~vers~[y of Nord~ Carolina 

Phone: (9~9) 962--7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6G32 

mvan~elder~unc.edu 

F~m~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~V 
Sent~ Saturday, April ~9, 20~4 ~:07 AM 
To~ Bunting, Mike; Gallo, ~r., Lar~ A. 
C¢= Somoano, Carlos M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Miller, Beth; Brunner, gohn F 
S~jeet~ RE: Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

3 prn on the ~2th, ~3th or ~4th ._ 

Fmm~ Bunting, Mike 
Sent~ Saturday, April ~9, 20~4 9:0~ AM 

To= Gallo, ~r., Lar~ A. 
C~ Dorrance, Albert A IV; Bunting, Mike; Somoano, Carlos M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Miller, Beth; Brunner, gohn F 
S~jeet~ Re: Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

Everyone, my apologies if it wasn’t clear in the original email, but Tom Wa~oner is flyin@ in from Kansas City the mornin~ of the ~2th and will not be here by 

~0:00 am. The first time we are able to meet on the ~2th is ~2:00 noon. 

Also, if there is more than one time over the 3 days that will work for you please let me know that also. I am hopin@ to schedule ~6 different workshops while 

Tom is here and I may not be able to accommodate everyone’s ~st choice. 

Thanks~ 



Mike 

Mike Bunting 

Cell: 

.__m___b___u__~__tLn__g_@__u___q_c_:__e___d___u_. 
Sent from my iPad 

On Apr :19, 20:14, at 7:55 AM, "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athp~allo@unc.edu> wrote: 

GOOD FOR ME ,-, 5/12/14 AT 10:00 AM! 

<imageOO2.png> Larry Ga~, 
Exccudve Aaaociak~ Di r~ck~r of Atbledca 

[ h~ivc~[b of Noah Carolhaa ai Chapel Hill 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Friday, April 18, 2014 5:24 PM 
To: Bunting, Mike; Somoano, Carlos M 
Co: Gallo, 3r., Larry A.; Vangelder, Marielle A; Miller, Beth; Brunner, .]ohn F 
Subject: RE: Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

:10 am Mor~day Mav -12th wi~ work for me 

From= Bunting, Mike 
Sent; Friday, April $8, 2054 4:06 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~; Somoano, Carlos M 
C~= Gallo, 3r., Lar~ A.; Vangelder, Marielle A; Miller, Beth; Brunner, 3ohn F 
Subject: Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

Anson & Carlos, 

wanted to follow up with you and all of our coaches re~ardin~ the Athletic Facilities Master Plan. Last month Bubba sent out the followin~ email: 

~:.,~’~" .~-~’~:! ~:<~::~:.h~’E. 

Since that email, Tom Waggoner with 360Architecture has been on campus for 3 days of workshops to tour all of our facilities and to begin 

interviewing some of the stakeholders in our department and on campus. To fully develop the master plan it is critical that we have input from all 

of our coaches and the purpose of this email is to determine if you have any availability May 12-14 to meet with Tom and me. I know that you are 

busy and I am hopeful that I can schedule you for a :1-hour workshop sometime during those 3 days to tall{ about your facility and learn from you 

what we can improve as we plan what the future of our facilities could be. So, please let me know your availability during the following times: 

May :12th: :12:00 noon - 6:00 pm 

May 13th: 8:00 am - 6:00 pm 

May :14th: 8:00 am - 4:00 pm 

nd SO that we can schedule efficiently we will hold all of our workshops in the 2 floor conference room at 220 Finley. 

Also, please find attached to this email my notes from our original master plan meeting. I realize that the earlier meeting was almost 2 years ago 

and that much may have changed in the interim, but these notes might be a useful tool to at least "jump start" our upcoming discussions. 

Some final thoughts; I will invite your sport administrators to our meeting and you are welcome to invite anyone from your staff that you would like 

to attend. Also, please know that the :1-hour workshop in May does not need to be your only opportunity for input. I don’t want you to feel like you 

didn’t have enough time to talk about something this important but based on Tom’s past experience, we believe that :1 hour allows us enough time 

for the thorough overview that is important to this exercise. After our initial meeting we will schedule follow up meetings as needed. 

I’ll look forward to hearing back from you. 

Have a great weekend, 

Mike 
blike Bunting 

(celD 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@aol.com 

Friday, April 25, 2014 11:10 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Greetings & meeting time 

Hi Anson - hope all is well with you and your family! 
I am looking forward to seeing you and all of us are looking forward to having you speak at our Art of Coaching Volleyball Clinic next Saturday at UNC - we are expecting over 

300 coaches. 
I would like to get 30 minutes of your time sometime that Saturday or Sunday morning to discuss the potential of starting an Art of Coaching Soccer series with you as the 
headliner. 
Our Art of Coaching clinic series and website (www.theartofcoachin.qvolleyball.com) have gained great momentum - - we have over 6,500 members on our website and will 
average over 250 coaches per our five clinics this year - UNC, Denver, Toronto, Portland and Austin. 
Meeting times that would work for me - anytime between 1:30 to 3:00 pm on Saturday - May 5; anytime between 10:30 am to 12 noon on Sunday morning - May 4. 
I will follow up with a call. 
Warmest regards, 
Terry 
PS - Please give my best to Chris! 

Terry Liskevych 

Total Sports NW, LLC 

Cell - 

E-mail - @aol.com 

Confidentiality Note: This Email is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise protected 

from disclosure. No intent to waive a ny privilege or confidential nature of this communication is to be assumed or implied. Dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email or the 

information herein by anyone other then the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, is prohibited. If you have 

received this communication in error, please immediately notify us by telephone and/or email. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@aol.com 

Friday, April 25, 2014 11:18 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Greetings & meeting time 

Had the wrong May dates - - - That is Saturday - May 3 and Sunday May 4!! 

From:          @aol.com 
To: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
Sent: 4/25/2014 8:10:21 A.M. Pacific Daylight Time 
Subj: Greetings & meeting time 
Hi Anson - hope all is well with you and your family! 
am looking forward to seeing you and all of us are looking forward to having you speak at our Art of Coaching Volleyball Clinic next Saturday at UNC - we are 

expecting over 300 coaches. 
I would like to get 30 minutes of your time sometime that Saturday or Sunday morning to discuss the potential of starting an Art of Coaching Soccer series with you 
as the headliner. 
Our Art of Coaching clinic series and website (www.theartofcoachin.qvolleyball.com) have gained great momentum - - we have over 6,500 members on our website and 
will average over 250 coaches per our five clinics this year - UNC, Denver, Toronto, Portland and Austin. 
Meeting times that would work for me - anytime between 1:30 to 3:00 pm on Saturday - May 5; anytime between 10:30 am to 12 noon on Sunday morning - May 4. 
I will follow up with a call. 
Warmest regards, 
Terry 
PS - Please give my best to Chris! 

Terry Liskevych 

Total Sports NW, LLC 

Cell - 

E-mail - ~aol.com 

Confidentiality Note: This Email is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise 

)rotected from disclosure. No intent to waive any privilege or confidential nature of this communication is to be assumed or implied. Dissemination, distribution or copying of 

this Email or the information herein by anyone other then the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, is 

prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify us by telephone and/or email. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc.edu> 

Friday, April 25, 2014 3:50 PM 

Aguilax, Alton J <alaguil~email.unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu>; Ga]lo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu~; 

Bartaglini, Rebecca L <bbat@email.unc.edu>; I ~edtbrd, Bonnie Ellen <blc@psMEty.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu~; 

Breschi, Joe <breschi@unc.edu>; Brianna Edwards <brianae@bridge2stx~rts.org>; Cathro, Guy <guycathro@unc.edu>; Rich, Chris 

~-~chrisr@email.unc.edt~-; clanigan@townofchapelhill.org; Somoano, Caxlos M <csomoano@unc.edu>; Suit~ Christy H. 

<christy@unc.edu>; Arendas, Dave --~arendas@unc.edu>; Hawkins~ Deborah Lynn <dlhawkin@psafety.unc.edu>; Pap~ Donna J 

~q:ljp@unc.edu>; fiona@bridge2sports.org; Boaz, Fr~lk W. < fboaz@email.unc.edu>; Fulton, Grant <gfulton@unc.edu>; Grimsley, Richie 

<rgrimsley@unc.edu>; Porter, Grant < gtporter@unc.edu>;      ~aol.coln; HirflL Chrislopher J <chirth@email.unc.edu>; Field, Jaci 

<jfield@unc.edtc,; Fuchs, Jeffrey W <jfi~ch@email.unc.edu>; Halsey, Jason <jjhalsey@email.unc.edtc,; Langley, Raymond Joshua 

<jlangley@unc.edu~; Negalha, Jeff<jnegalh@unc.edu>; Brunner, Jolm F <Joh~Bmnner@unc.edu~; Cleaxy, Kenneth Eugene 

<kcleary@unc.edu~; Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc.edu~; Duff?’, Kathy B. <kduffy@unc.edu>; Robinson, Kevin T <krob@unc.edu~; 

Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@emaJl.unc.edu>; Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc.edu>; Crowe, Michael <mcrowe@unc.edu>; Meaders, Haxlis 

James <meaders@unc.edtr~; Meredith Bolons         @gmail.com>; meredith@bolons.com; Tenell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Fava, 

Nicole M <fava@emaJl.unc.edu>; Hilton, Nathan Scott <nhilton@email.unc.edu>; Wa3ker, Nina <walkern@email.unc.edu>; Sander, 
Thomas J <pacman@unc.edw~; Myers, Patrick Jacob <pat nyer@unc.e& >; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edw~; Halverson, Doug 

<halverso@email.unc.edu>; Oliaro, Scott M <olia3"o@email.unc.edu>; Stewart, Robert ttou~ <rhstewar@email.unc.edw~; Levy, Jennilbr 

S <jenny.levy@unc.edt~-; ValkAls~’ne, Mark <coachmva@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@em~l.unc.edu>; Scroggs, 

Willimn E <williescrogg@unc.edu> 

Robinson, Kevin T <krolY,~bunc.edu> 

Athletic Fields Schedule for 4/28/14 - 5/4/14 

Schedule by Facility for 42814-5414.pdf; EXCEL SCHEDULE for April 28.2014 through May 4, 2014.pdf; Ehaus Field Schedule 04 
28-05 04.pdt:, ttooker Fields Schedule 04 28-05 04.pdf 

Attached are the Athletic Fields Schedules for next week (April 28, 2014 through May 4,2014). 
Facility Schedules for Fetzer Stadium, Finley Athletic Fields, Cross Country, Navy Fields and Henry Astroturf may also be viewed anytime on Outlook Calendars 

found in the Open Calendar from Room List under UNCAA. 
Facility schedules for Ehaus and Hooker are attached or online at http:/icampusrec.unc.eduifacilities-schedules-reset’~ations. 

Have a great week! 

GO HEELS!!I 



From: @aol.com 

Sent: Friday, April 25, 2014 8:27 PM 

To: Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subject: Cell Number 

Hi Anson 

So1~" to trouble you but can I get your cell number again. My phone died and I lost all my contacts. 

Would you be up for a quick visit tomorrow? We are playing Casl In the afternoon. So If It works out we could stop by for a few minutes. But completely understand 

if now is not a good time. We will see you this summer for sure. 

Love Laurie and Meilin 

Sent from AOL Mobile Mail 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <a~son@email.unc.edu> 
To: Lesle Gallimore <lesleg@uw.edu>; Adele Dolansky" ,~!cox.net>; April Heinrichs (aheinrich~!ussoccer.org) <a~einrichs@ussoccer.or~>; Colleen Hacker 

<hackercm@plu.edu>;                        @aol.com>; John Daly <jbdaly@wm.edt~>; Lauren Gregg        ~aol.com>;              ~verizon.net>; 

Lynn Berling- Manuel <ly~mbefling-manuel@ayso.org>; Micbelle Morgan <mcmorgan@amherst.edu>; ’Sue Ryan’ <sD~an@notes.cc.sunysb.edu>; Tony DiCicco 

(tony@soccerplus.org) <tony@soccerplus.org> 

Cc: lisa cole       ~(~msn.com> 

Sent: Wed, Nov 20, 2013 10:45 AM 
Subject: RE: And the winner is... 

]1 {hink Mia will WANT to be the speaker but I x~ill certainl3 encourage her. It will be tough to top last ye;~rs; but t}~ese are truly ~onderii~l events with the entertainment 

vak~e of a roa~;t and ~he [~ear~s~rk~g pt~l~ of a etdogy. 

See you guys soonP, t 

From= kesJe GalJimore [mailto:lesleg@uw.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, November 19, 2013 11:13 PN 
To: Adele Dolans~; Dorrance, Albe~ A N; April Heinrichs (a[t~J_t)flg[t~_~_Qg~_~E:RN); Colleen Hacker; ~.~[:gq~; John Daly; Lauren Gregg; ~g.~E{~9~,_r)~}; 
Lynn Berling-Manuel; Michelle Morgan; ’Sue Ryan’; Tony DiCicco (tony~Osoccerplus.org) 
C~= lisa cole 
Subject= And the winner is... 
Hello Fellow ~ Major AwardG Wim]m~ (I like to ret}rence C~istmas Sto~" because it makes me giggle). 

~aa~ you all for ta~ng "d~e time to submit your ~ou~]ts ~d votes for this ye~sG award wi]mer. I am in 100% a~eement with all of you, ~ey ~e all desexing and it was 

a very tough choice. 

(Two thou~ts: ttow ~e hell did I ever win it ~d I donG t th~ we should take more nombmtions until each one of these people ge~ it G b~icaHy ~ order of when their 

nomination came in ~.HONESTLY, it G s an a~azing and dese~’ing group of people). 

,~-ay, it w~ close, but ~j~t~ Lilly has been selected as this years~ wi*mer and Lisa has inbred her of the honor. 

She is scheduled to be at the convention am~,ay which is ~eat. 

I have been in co~mnication with Mia about inlJ’oducing her and beh]g the keynote ~ well (or involv~g Ca~’~ G. somehow because I ~ow she ~d Li] aJ’e ti~t) ~d Mia 

is worMng on it (~SONG .this is where you come in~ .make Mia come and be the speaker). 

You may not ]au~ ~ ha~’d ~ you did ]~st yeaJ’, but you may c~T : ) 

~ay~ ~a~ you all again. Ilumble and honored to be amongst you all. 

Lesle 

Lesle D. Gall~ore 

Head Women G s Soccer Coach 

UNvemib, of W~hh~gton 

Mobile: 

O~ce: 206-685-3966 

Camp: ~zw.wm~hin~a~!£j rls socc e r. co m 

Web: www.gohusldes.com 
Facebook: w~5~.lJcebook.com/UWW omens Soccer ......................................................................................... 

TwiRer: www.twitt er. eon~"CoachGallimore 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

aol.com 

Friday, April 25, 2014 9:37 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Cell Number 

Anso~ 

Sent from AOL Mobile Mail 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <aJ~son@email.unc.edu> 

To:                @aol.com> 
Sent: Fri, Apr 25, 2014 09:26 PM 

Subject: Re: Cell Number 

Lauren, 

(a)aol.com wrote: 

Hi Anson 

Sol~" to trouble yon but can I get your cell number again. My phone died and I lost all my contacts. 

Would you be up for a quick visit tomorrow? We are playing Casl In the afternoon. So If It works ont we could stop by for a few minutes. But completely understand 

if now is not a good time. We roll see you this summer for sure. I hope M’Liss is doing better. 

Love Laurie and Meilin 

Sent from AOL Mobile Mail 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV < anson@email.unc.edu> 

To: Lesle G~Nmore <lesleg~)uw.edu>; Adele Dolansky ~cox.net>; April Heinrichs (abeinrichs~)ussoccer.om) <aheinrichs(~ussoccer.olg>; Colleen Hacker 

<hackercm~plu.edu>; i                        ~aol.com>; John Daly <ibdaly~)wm.edu>; Lauren Gregg        ~aol.com>; lwaxler        ~)verizon.net>; 

Lynn Berling- Manuel <l’~mberi~iN-manuel(~ayso.or~>; Michelle Moigan <mcmol~an(~amherst.edu>; ’Sue Ryan’ <sls~an(~notes.cc.sunysb.edu>; Tony DiCicco 

(tonv~soccerplus.org) <tonv(~soccerplns.org> 

Cc: lisa cole       ~msn.com> 

Sent: Wed, Nov 20, 2013 10:45 AM 
Snbject: RE: And the winner is... 

I think Mia will WANI to [x~ the speaker N~t I "aill cei~:~dnly encourage her. I* will be *ough to t~:~p last yeas; but these a~e italy ~ onderf~l e~,ents with the 

~,alue ofa I~:~t ~d the heart~ing pull of a eulogy. 

See you guys 

From: Lesle Gallimore [Ln___a_j!_tg__~!__e_s_]_e_._g_@__q_w_=e__d__~] 

Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2023 22:23 PM 

To: Adele Dolansky; Dorrance, Albert A IV; April Heindchs (aheinrichs@ussoccer.org); Colleen Hacker; 
Lynn Beding-Hanuel; Hichelle Horgan; ’Sue Ryan’; Tony DiCicco (tony@soccerplus.orq) 

Co: lisa cole 
Subject-" And the winner is... 

~aol.com; John Daly; Lauren Gregg; ~verizon.net; 

Hello Fellow ~; Major Award~l Wi~mers (I like to reference Clmstmas Story becau~ it makes me giggle). 

Thank you all tbr taking the time to submit your thoughts mad votes tbr this years ~] award winner. I am in 100% agreement with all of you, they are all deserving and it 

was a ve~ tough chi~ice. 

(Two thoughts: How the hell did I ever win it and I don ~2t think we should take more nominations until each one of these people gets it~ basically in order of when their 



nominalion caane in D .HONESTLY, it[~ s an amazing and deserving group of people). 

An~-ay, it was close, but l’r~i~ ~!/y has been selected as this years ~ winner and Lisa has infom~ed her of the honor. 

She is schednled to be at the convention ma~-ay which is great. 

I have been in communication with Mia about introducing her a~d being the keynote as well (or involving Carin G. somehow because I know she a~d Lil axe tight) and 

Mia is working on it (ANSON ~ .this is where you come in LJ .make Mia come and be the speaker). 

You may not laugh as hard as you did last year, but yon may cry : ) 

Anyway ~ thank yon aJd again. Hmnble aaad honored to be amongst you all. 

Lesle 

Lesle D. Gallimo~e 

Head Women~ s Soccer Coach 

Uni~ersity of Washington 

Mobile: 

OlYice: 206-685-3966 

Caanp: 3:~%~_~2v_:5 ~i’_a_ ~ _l!i!ig_t_ R _r_tg _i__r~ ~ ~?__c__c_’__e__ri:_c_o_!i_n_. 

Web: v~-.gohuskies.com 

Facebook: wx~a~-.*;acebook.com:UWWomensSoccer 

Twitter: www.twitter.con-gCoachGallim om 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Dorrance Harris @hotmail,com> 

Saturday, April 26, 2014 2:50 PM 

Eric Lewis <lewis@lycoming,edu>; Dino Palladino 

team camp update 

@aol.com>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Hi guys, 

Just wanted to let you know I have 13 teams registered so far, with the possibility of 3 more coming. 

Natalie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pitura- Hutchison, Cameron <Cameron.Pimra- Hutchison@ojc.edu> 

Saturday, April 26, 2014 11:08 PM 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com>; Ricky Clarke < ,@gmail.com>; james@aatfutbol.com; Lsha ’bazz@~oo.edu; aidan 

byme, @hotmail.com>; ttamilton, Stephen J <stephen.hamilton@enc.edu>; JBDALY@wm.e&t; @me.cam; Chris 
LeFevre < ~yahoo.com>; Cmail @charactennail.com>; ssiebert@springfieldcollege.edu; Michael Milazzo 
< ~g~nail.com>; ~)hotmail.com; Andy Thomson <andy@focusfituess.o~g.ul~>; Bill Bayer - DOC 

<bill.boye@delawareunion.coln>; CR1647. <cr1647@tealcoustmction.com >; estephens@talladega.edu; Christian Lavers 

~clavers@usclubsoccer.org>; Tim GeiNes <tim@drillboard.com>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Negalha, Jeff 

~-jnegalha@unc.edtc,; Bill Palladino < ,~!aol.com> 

RE: Vvq?A USA Thank You! 

It was a pleasure getlng 1o know each of you last we~@ the course was a fantastic learning experience for me, and Vm excited to use the ~deas we shared 
last week w~th our team, obviously ~n a flexiMe ’leve~ 4" kited of way ha--ha! 
Please ~et me know ~f any of you are ever h~ Colorado and need anything. My twitter handle ~s jam~ehutch86 for those of you who want to keep in touch v~a twitter, 
otherwise my contact ~nformat~on is below. I’m ~ooMng forward to attending th~ WFA ~evel 2 cours~ ~n 20:[S as ~t will be interesting to see how our resp~ct~,e 

~N~ Description: DescAption: womens soccer Ic,go 

2022 & 

Ai:i:-.-"~m ~i~:’ R@~::o~:I~ 27-.-.6..-..;{ 

]~(-: ~:-X:] ’>~i .:;:~"~"K:: ~/::) 

g::Al:::..::.: ~::::. :.’::’~ 

From: Jason Sisneros [mail~o:        @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 24, 2014 12:30 PN 
To: Ric~ CMrke; james@arlfutbol.com; kshabazz@~oo.edu; aMan byrne; Mami~n, Stephen J; JBDALY@wm.edu; ~me.com; Chris Le~evre; Cmail; 
ssiebert@springfieldcolege.edu; Michael Nilazzo;          @hotmail.com; Andy Thomson; Pitura-Hutchison, Cameron; Bill Boyer - DOC; CR1647 .; 
estephens@mladega.edu; Christian Layers; ~m Gentes; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Negalha, Jeff; Bill Palladino 
Subject: WFA USA ~ank You[ 
Guys, 

Thank you for attending the firs1 ever WFA USA course! We couldn’t have asked for a better group of coaches and people - and hopefully you all felt that you came 

away with trelnendous information and a great visit to Chapel Hill’. I know we enjoyed hos~ing everyone. 

Hopefully your brain is recovering nicely a~s well :) 

I have attached au Excel of the email aud attendee - but feel free to add your twitter and cell numbers etc.., as you see fit and then share with the group! 

Be well and stay tuned for ne~ year as we look to host the first USA Level 2 course in Chapel Hill’. 

Thanks again’. 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Assistant Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com~ 

Monday              11:11 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Concussion piece 

Concussions.docx 

Ansor~ 

For my 
class I wrote my final aNcle on my experience with concussions--it’s a little lengthy but I know you’re a reader! Let me know what you think. 



From: Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 11:13 AM 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu-~ 

RE: IMPORTANT REGISTIL&TION INFORMATION 

Here’s the person to talk with regarding scheduling: 
Tony Yount 

Academic Counselor for Women’s Soccer 

cell: 

office: 919 962 9535 

email: torwyoan t~i~unc.edu 

Tom (our manager) has talked with all the girls living off campus and currently there are no rooms ava~aMe. ~s she h~terested ~n ~vh~g h~ the dorms? ~f so ~ w~l~ talk 

with our AD h~ charge of that stuff and see ~f we can pa~r her wRh an atMete. I can a~so put out feelers wiLh Lhe other sports teams to see if their off campus 

players need ~:o f~l~ a room if you wouM ~ke, 

[ ~eHeve [he summer pad<el b ~n ~ts final stages of paltering. Tom sometimes sends out a weekly ema~[ until the main packet is ready to 

Hope tNs helps but ~ve me a call if you need [o [:oHow up on anytMn~. 

B~rd 

F~m= [mailto: .com] 

Sent~ Monday, 8:39 PM 

Te= Markos, Lance M 

C¢= Ducar, Chris 

$ubject~ N: IMPORTA~ REGI~ON INFORMA~ON 

lm~e~anee~ High 

Guys, 

Th~s note is From my wife; 

¯ Can get he~p pk:Mng her classes from someone in ~:he s~orts department:? 

¯ Where will live; we know most oF ~:he w~ll live ir~ apar~:men~:s? 

¢ Whe~l w~ll we gee [:he summer packet~ so that we can de~se her schedule for 

The first :[0-weeks of      summer break starts w~th 5 classes beginnh~g on         thru wil~ be fNed wit 

From: Registrar’s Office [mai~to:regBtrationservices@unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, 7:05 PM 

To: 

Subject: IMPORTANT REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

Importance: High 

Dear 

Welcome to registration for Fall. Through your ConnectCarolina Student Center, you may search for classes, access your course planner and the shopping ca~ to prepare for your actual 

registration which will be open at the date and time specified in your enrollment appointment. A registration guide with information on registration can be found on the Office of the Univemi~ Registrar’s 
webpage at [!~;~E~gJ~[[gf:_~[~:~#_~[ by clicking on Registration If you have any questions about registration aRer reviewing this email and information on our website, feel free to conNct us at 

registratio nseixdces~u nc edu. 
To log in to your Connec~arolina Student Center, visit h~p://connectcarolina.unc edu and click on the "Login to Connec~arolina Student Center" link on the right and sign in with your onyen and 

password. 

Undergraduate and Graduate students will have access to Shopping Ca~ Appointments to assist in planning class schedules. Check our website at h~p://re~istrar.unc.edu/re~lstration/re~lstration-~uide/ 

for information on validating classes in your shopping ca~ prior to registration. 

REGIST~TION AP~INTME~ TIM ES 
Undergraduate studen~ are divided into smaller groups based on the number of completed terms in residence before they are assigned a time. Students who have completed a higher number of terms in 

residence would be given an earlier registration sta~ date than students with fewer completed terms in residence. Within each grouping of completed terms in residence, students are randomly assigned 

appointment times. 

Graduate and professional school students are also randomly assigned appointment times. 
You may register any time a~er your registration appointment day and time. Appointments run from 8:00 AM-3:45 PM, Monday-Friday. The purpose of this process is to spread registration over time so that 

the computer sy~em can be~er handle the load 

To find out your registration date/time for      Fall, please go to ConnectCarolina Student Center, and click on link under Enrollment Dates, and select the term. You will also see your Registration/Advising 

Option on this site as determined by the various Deans’ Offices and depa~ments Please pay close a~ention to any correspondence you may receive from your Dean’s Office or depa~ment to determine 
what you need to do before your appointment date. 

Use the ConnectCarolina Student Center to check for SeNice Indicators through the registration period and to view your schedule. 

OTHER REGIST~TION INFORMATION 

You will be able to sta~ enrolling in the Registration System using your ONYEN/PASSWORD sNRing on the date and time of your registration appointment. A~er this time, the Registration System under 
ConnectCarolina will operate on a 24/7 schedule (24 hours/day, 7 daysNveek) other than occasional times when the system is down for maintenance. Please note suppo~ from cam pus offices will only 
be available during normal business hours. For advising information and complete registration information, go to the Office of the University Registrar’s homepage (b~/£9~q!~f@_[:~9_9_:~9) and select the 

Fall Regi~ration link. 

Please note that the initial registration for Medical, Dental, Pharmacy, flint-year Law, first-year M BA, and all EM BA and Master of Accounting students will be handled by their School Registrars. 
If you are graduating at the end of the current semester and have not been officially admi~ed into a new program, you are not permi~ed to register. 
Also, please Nke time to review impo~ant U niversi~ policies located at b~iZZ£~91~$f@_Eg_9_~:~9., under Registration and then Registration Policies 

If you need to update your addresses or phone numbem, you can do this through your main po~al page a~er logging in using the ConnectCarolina Student Center link from http:fconnectcarolina unc.edu by 

clicking on the "Home" link on the top right and then clicking the "Update Personal Information" link under General Links. 

Thank you, 
Office of the University Registrar 

919-962-3954 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:16 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Attim~a~on 

So I had been mulling over the weekend about the summer affirmation we discussed in my meeting and finally last night came across something that struck me and stuck with me. It kind of 
comes off more as a mantra but is a good way id like to look at my summer. 
Don’t judge when I tell you I was looking through a list of David beckham’s tattoos haha and one of them is Latin script that says "De integro" and it was explained to mean "again, a second 
time" or "repeat again, from the start" I felt I really could relate to this because that is exactly what I’m having to do this sun~aer Rebuild myselI; again, from square one with nay 
The phrase could go even further once I don’t have to pay attention to my      as a simple reminder to do something over; ~vork at it again from it’s foundation to get better at whatever the 
skill may be. If it’s free kicks, go through a set, then start tlcom the basic technique again practicing it over and over. If it’s something like 120s you do one, then you have to go back to the 
start and do it again, a second time 
So I just really liked this phrase and it’s veW simple and easy to repeat to myself and live by for this summer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:24 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edw>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu-> 

RE: IMPORTANT REGISTI~\TION INFORMATION 

Thanks , I’m assurning you rneant off carnpus housing and not parking @ 

From: ~ corn [mailto: com] 

Sent: Monday, 2:22 PM 

To: Ducar, Chris 

Subject= RE: IMPORTANT REGI~RA~ON IN~RNA~ON 

Chris, 
Thanks for getting back to me, I will have speak with Tony Yount this week about her fall schedule. 
As far as off-campus parking, if you could put feelers out for other spots that would be great. 
It will be great to get the weekly schedule until the workouts are set. I have hired a personal trainer for her 
summer workouts along with playing with the U23 team she should be fine. 
All the best, 

On at 11:12 AM "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> wrote: 

Here’s the person to talk with regarding scheduling: 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselor for Women’s Soccer 

cell: 

office: 919 962 9535 

email: .t__o__t)~ 5"__o__t_t__n__t_ (~_t_t__n__c_~_: ~_c_! _u_ 

Tom (our manager) has talked ~Ath all the girls living off campus and currently there are no rooms available. Is she interested in living in the dorms? If so 

will talk with our AD in charge of that stuff and see if we can pair her with an athlete, I can also put out feelers with the other sports teams to see if their 

o~f campus players t~eed to fiil a room if ¥o~ wo~ld like. 

f believe the stm~mer packet is it~ its final s[:ages of printing. Tom s.:_~metirnes sends out a weekly ema~i un[:i~ the rnam packet is ready to roll 

Hope this helps buL give me a csl~ ~]: you need to follow up on anyLh~ng. 

Bird 

Sent= Monday, 8:39 PN 

To= Narkos, Lance N 

Ca= Ducar, Chris 

Subject= ~: IMPORTANT REGIS~ON IN~RNA~ON 

~m~o~anee= High 

Guys, 

My baby ~s a Tarhee~; yeahHH!H~ 

Th~s note is from rny w~fe; 

* Can get help p~ddng her classes from someot~e m the spor~:s department? 

* Where wH] ]~qe; we know most of the w~l~ ]~qe in aoertments? 

* When wfl] we get the summer packet, so that we can devise her schedule for trainh~g? 

* The first :].O-weeks of summer break starts with 5 classes beginning on thru w~l~ be filled w~t 

~mm: Registrar’s Office [mai~tolre~strat~opservices~ppc,edt~] 

SeBt: Monday, 7:05 PM 

T~I .corn 

5ubje~: IMPORTANT REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

Impedance: High 

Dear 
Welcome to registration [or Fall. Through your Connec~arolina Student Center, you may search [or classes, access your course planner and the shoppin9 ca~ to prepare for your actual 

registration which will be open at the date and time specified in your enrollment appointment. A registration guide with information on registration can be found on the Office of the U niveBi~ 
Registrar’s webpage at ~£9~q!~£~_E=MD_~_=~. by clicking on Registration. If you have any questions about registration a~er reviewing this email and information on our website, feel free to 

con~ct us at reqistrat~onservices(~unc.ed~. 

To Io9 in to your Connec~arolina ~udent Center, visit ht~p://connectca roHna.unc.edu and click on the "Login to ConnectCarolina Student Center" link on the right and sign in with your onyen and 

password 

U ndergraduate and Graduate students will have access to Shoppin9 Ca~ Appointments to assist in plannin9 class schedules. Check our website at 

~£9~q[~r~_E:M_B~_~M[£~gJ~2£~[~B[£~g!~2fN~[~B:~qM[~ br information on validating classes in your shopping ca~ prior to registration. 
REGI~TION AP~INTMENTTIMES 

Undergraduate students are divided into smaller groups based on the number of completed terms in residence before they are assigned a time Studen~ who have completed a higher number 

of terms in residence would be given an earlier registration sN~ date than studen~ with fewer completed terms in residence Within each groupin9 of completed terms in residence, students 
are randomly assigned appointment times 

Graduate and professional school students are also randomly assigned appointment times. 

You may register any time a~er your registration appointment day and time Appointments run from 8:00 AM-3:45 PM, Monday-Friday. The purpose of this process is to spread registration over 

time so that the computer system can be~er handle the load. 
To find out your registration date/time for      Fall, please go to ConnectCarolina Student Center, and click on link under Enrollment Dates, and select the term. You will also see your 

RegistrationlAdvisin9 Option on this site as determined by the various Deans’ O~ices and depa~ments. Please pay close a~ention to any correspondence you may receive from your Dean’s 

Office or depa~ment to determine what you need to do before your appointment date. 

Use the ConnectCarolina Student Center to check br Se~ice Indicators through the registration period and to view your schedule 
OTHER REGI~TION INFORMATION 

You will be able to ~a~ enrollin9 in the Regi~ration System using your ONYEN/PASSWORD s~in9 on the date and time o[ your registration appointment. A~er this time, the Regi~ration System 

under Connec~arolina will operate on a 24~ schedule (24 hours/day, 7 days/week) other than occasional times when the system is down for maintenance. Please note suppo~ from campus 

offices will only be available dudn9 normal business hours For advising information and complete regist~tion information, 9o to the O~ice of the University Registrar’s homepage 



(http://rectistrarL[nc:edLD and select the      Fall Registration link. 
Please note that the initial registration for Medical, Dental, Pharmacy, first-year Law, first-year M BA, and all EM BA and Master of Accounting students will be handled by their School Registrars. 

If you are graduating at the end of the current semester and have not been officially admitted into a new program, you are not permitted to register. 

Also, please take time to review important University policies located at http://registrar unc.edu, under Registration and then Registration Policies. 

If you need to update your addresses or phone numbers, you can do this through your main portal page after logging in using the ConnectCarolina Student Center link from 
[!~.r2~L/__c__o__n__n___e__c_t__c__a__rg_~_n___a_:_u__n__c_~__e__d__u_, by clicking on the "Home" link on the top right and then clicking the "Update Personal Information" link under General Links 

Thank you, 

Office of the University Registrar 

919-962-3954 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gregg Jacobs <gregg.jacobs@sportsboard-mn.com> 

Monday, 2:39 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ma~lou McFarlane <marilou.mcthrlane@sportsboaxd- win.com> 

NCGSC Follow-Up 

Hi, Anson 

How are you? Hope you are well 

Did you hear is interning for us this summer until she comes back to campus? ;-) 

Wanted to £/u with you on NCGSC. We spoke to Jason a couple of weeks ago and really didn’t get ve~z far But then Marilou spoke to him again at ECNL San Diego and he seemed to be 
more interested when he spoke with Marilou there Jason envisioned using SB for his basic eval to most of the campers, and a more detailed video-edited version that parents may opt in for 
that he would wofl~ with Team Extreme. 

Since San Diego, he hasn’t responde to Marilou. An?’ suggestions on next steps? 

Best regards, 

Gregg Jacobs 
Founder/CEO 
SportsBoard 
c: 
f: 415 532 3234 
http ://www.spor tsboard-win corn 

Mobile Player Assessment Solutions 

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! 

NOTICE OF CO]XT;II)[{NTIA]~,ITY: 

’]?his e-mail, and any attachments thereto, is intended only for use by the addressee(s) named herein and may contain confidentia] information, legally privileged information and attorney 
c]ient work product. If you are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this e-mail, and any attachments thereto, is 
strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error please immediately notff~y me by e-mail or telephone and permanent]y delete the original and any copy of any e-mail and printout 
thereof Thank you for your cooperation with respect to this matter. 



From: Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday-, 2:53 PM 

To: ~unc.edu>; 

Suh.je~’t: I=~T: make up compliance meeting 

~yahoo.com 

Here are 3 more meetings this week. ~qopefk~l~y you can make one. 
Wed. ~: 9 am,        .2 ~m~ ({i~c4f}, a~ad 3 pm ~          ~ The first ~:wo are in [.oudem~lk 240(~ ~vh~e Vol~eyba~ ~s ~n the Medi~ Room 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Allie Long ;@gma~l.com> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 4:13 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Allie, I can’t believe how much you have improved’. 

Thanks Ans! !’. Also it’s not out yet but I just got an email this morning inviting me into this next National team camp, next week!! I can’t even believe it. You can help me write my book one 
day haha this is a story 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Apr 28, 2014, at 12:39 PM. "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Allie, 
> 

> I am also sending this out to our team and our recruits’!! You are playing out of your mind right now- and I need all my kids to see that IT IS FL~RD WORK AND COiVE’dITMENT TO 
MASTERrNG THE BALL WITH MAXIMIZING THEIR COMFORT (TOUCHES) THAT WILL GET THEM TO THEIR POTEik~2LAL! 
> 
> Also seeing all you Tar Heels take over for the Thorns over the weekend 0’ou and Jess McDonald scoring all three of the goals {you assisting one as well} and Amber Brooks dominating 
centrally) was so much f’tm for me. And thank you for giving the Tar Heels a plug in the press conference’.! 
> 

> Subject: Re: Allie, I can’t believe how- much you have improved! 
> 

> Haha thanks art!!!! You can also tell them my mentality- has been that I need to do stuff’that no one else is doing I always want to get more touches, more games than any other player 
because I want to be the best I even dribble my ball in New" York City streets to the gym or field or wall with my head up to get better on the ball (I read messi did it! Hah) I even dribble to 
practice here and Paul thinks I’m craW but I don’t care haha Anyways, this mentality has been developed over years to want to succeed and be the best I wasn’t always this dedicated and 
determined It will all be worth it when I am playing :[’or a World Cup in 2015!! 
> Have a great day, 
> Allie 
> Sent fi-om my iPhone 
> 

>> On Apr 24, 2014, at 7:39 AM. "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Allie, 
>> 

>> Your improvement in the last year is remarkable. You are a testament to the indefatigable human spirit. I am going to share this with my team You are the easily the most improved player I 
have seen this year in the pro ranks (and yes, I am watching EVERY SINGLE GAME!) Good luck to you and the Thorns! 
>> 

>> Subject: Re: Great job today! 
>> 

>> Thanks Ans!! I told you I am not giving up on my dreams to make the National team I played futsal with men all off season, literally 6 -9 games a week plus racket ball court training and I 
think it’s helping me. Thanks :[’or watching ! 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>>> On Apr 19, 2014, at 9:59 PM, "Don-ance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc edu> wrote: 

>>> Brilliant performance All .. you are still getting better!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~aol.com 

Monday, April 28, 2014 4:27 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Greetings & meeting time 

Anson - Saturday it is - please pick the best time for you between 1:30 and 3:00 pm. 

Thanks, 
Terry 
In a message dated 4/28/2014 12:50:33 P.M. Pacific Daylight Time, anson@email.unc.edu writes: 

Terry, 

look forward to it as well Meeting Sat would be best for me~ 

From=         ~aol.com [mailto: 
Sent= Friday, April 25, 2014 11:10 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albed: A :IV 
Subject: Greetings & meeting time 

~aol.com] 

Hi Anson - hope all is well with you and your family[ 

am looking forward to seeing you and all of us are looking forward to having you speak at our Art of Coaching Volleyball Clinic next Saturday at UNC - we are 
expecting over 300 coaches. 

I would like to get 30 minutes of your time sometime that Saturday or Sunday morning to discuss the potential of starting an Art of Coaching Soccer series with you 
as the headliner. 

Our Art of Coaching clinic series and website (www.theartofcoachin.qvolleyball.com) have gained great momentum - - we have over 6,500 members on our website and 
will average over 250 coaches per our five clinics this year - UNC, Denver, Toronto, Portland and Austin. 

Meeting times that would work for me - anytime between 1:30 to 3:00 pm on Saturday - May 5; anytime between 10:30 am to 12 noon on Sunday morning - May 4. 

I will follow up with a call. 

Warmest regards, 

Terry 

PS - Please give my best to Chris! 

Terry Liskevych 

Total Sports NW, LLC 

Cell - 

E-mail - Ca~aol.com 

Confidentiality Note: This Email is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise 

)rotected from disclosure. No intent to waive any privilege or confidential nature of this communication is to be assumed or implied. Dissemination, distribution or copying of 

this Email or the information herein by anyone other then the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, is 

prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify us by telephone and/or email. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

tfidentsoccer~btinternet.com 

Monday, April 28, 2014 5:43 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Willie Donachie 

Thanks Anson! f wili get that to the press :--) f told Dave Watson from NUFC about you anxd was very impressed 

Sent from my BiackBerry 1.0 smartphone on the 02 network. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Monday, 28 April 2014 22:09 

To: R JOBSON 
~msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros         @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: RE: Willie Donachie 

Rya~% 

Yes~ you can tell everyone we loved her when she came to our camps as a young girl for 3 or 4 summers in a row and when we saw her get better every year we 

offer~:_~d her ~ scholarshi~ and even though we only had her for one semester, she helped us wm ~ nat~ona~ charnpk~nsh~p that year. We (:nard not be prouder of her 

and where her garne is gok~g~ 

~= R ]OBSON [mailto:tridentsoccer@btinternet,com] 
8eBt~ Monday, April 28, 20~ 5:38 AM 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
$~jeCt~ Re: Willie Donachie 

Hi An~)n, 

Lucy Broke h~s been awaNed the Women’s PFA Player of the Year Award 2013/14. I hmze sent a link to the press. Is there an~hing you would like to mention? 

I have posted this on FacebooL but I roll get a official quote when ~e Journalist calls later...feel free m send me the quote and I will pass that on. 

M~y 

Ry~ 

Rgan 3obson 

Trident Soccer 

Hazon Mill 

Guyzance 
Norpeth 
Northumberland 

ME65 9AT 
Home: 
Mobile: 

From: R dOBSON <tridentsoccer@btinternet.com> 
To: Albert A IVDorrance <.a__LLS__o_LL@g[!)~_j]ALn___c_’:__e__d___u_.> 
Sent: Tuesday, 8 April 2014, 22:04 
Subject: VVillie Donachie 

Hi An~)n, 

I mn putting out ’t~elers’ tbr Willie Donachie to find employment iu the U.S. He is a UEFA Pro Liceu~ coach and is lookiug to work in soccer in America a£ter leaving 

Newcastle United. Is there an54hing you can suggest that you know that is available iu the US or where to look, websites etc? 

M~y fl~m~ks 

Ry~l 

Ryan 3obson 
Trident Soccer 
Hazon Mill 
Guyzance 
Morpeth 
Northumberland 
NE65 9AT 
Home: 
Mobile: 
http://wv,,w.facebook.corr~,tridentsoccer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Allie Long ~gmafil.com~ 

Monday, April 28, 2014 6:37 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Allie, I can’t believe how much you have improved’. 

Thank you and start with a soccer ball under your desk while you read emails do toe taps haha you’ll be the leading scorer in no time !!! Haha 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Apr 28, 2014, at 3:03 PM. "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Allie, 
> 

> I would love to help you with your book. 
> 

> And of course, congratulations .. I could not be prouder of what you have done but also your willingness to let me "share part of your stow" with my team. Heck, you have motivated me 
to start training better for nay 0-60 Nat’l Championship this summer[[[ 
> 

> You are the best’.!! 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Allie Long [rnailto         @~mail.com] 
> Sent: Monday, April 28, 20144:13 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Re: Allie, I can’t believe how much you have improved! 
> 

> Thanks Ans[t [ Also it’s not out yet but I just got an email this morning inviting me into this next National team camp, next week! t I can’t even believe it You can help me write my book one 
day haha this is a story 
> 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

>> On Apr 28, 2014, at 12:39 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Allie, 
>> 

>> I am also sending this out to our team and our recruits! t You are playing out of your mind right now and I need all my kids to see that IT IS tlARD WORK AND COMMITMENT TO 
MASTERING TIlE BALL WITH ~XI[\AIZING TI]EIR CO]VIf;OR;]7 (TOUCI]ES) T}IAT WILL GET TI]EM TO ~fItEIR POTENTIAL! 
>> 

>> Also seeing all you Tar Heels take over ~2)r the ’]"horns over the weekend @ou and Jess ]V]cDona]d scoring all three of the goals {you assisting one as wel]} and }~nber Brooks 
dominating centra]ly) was so much fun :[’or me And thank you for giving the Tar Hee]s a plug in the press conference! t 
>> 
>> Sut~iect: Re: Allie, I can’t believe how much you have improved[ 
>> 

>> Haha thanks anst 1! You can a]so tell them my mentality has been that I need to do smffthat no one else is doing. I always want to get more touches, more games than any other player 
because I want to be the best I even dribb]e my ball in New" York City streets to the gym or field or wall with my head up to get better on the ball (I read messi did itt Hah) I even dribble to 
practice here and Paul thinks I’m cram), but I don’t care haha Anyways, this mentality has been developed over years to want to succeed and be the best I wasn’t always this dedicated and 
determined It will all be worth it when I am playing :[’or a Wor]d Cup in 2015!! 
>> Have a great day, 
>> Allie 
>> Sent from ray iPhone 
>> 

>>> On Apr 24, 2014, at 7:39 ANti "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaihtmc.edu> wrote: 
>>> 

>>> Allie, 
>>> 

>>> Your improvement in the last year is remarkable. You are a testament to the indefatigable human spirit. I am going to share this with my team. You are the easily the most improved player 
I have seen this year in tk~e pro ranks (and yes, I am watching EVERY SINGLE GAME! ). Good luck to you and the Thornst 
>>> 

>>> Subject: Re: Great job todayt 
>>> 

>>> Thanks Ans tt I told you I am not giving up on ray dreams to make the National team. I played futsal with men all off season, literally 6 -9 games a week plus racket ball court training and 
I think it’s helping me. Thanks for watching t 
>>> 

>>> Sent from my iPhone 
>>> 

>>>> On @r 19, 2014, at 9:59 PM, "Dot~ance, Albclt A IV" <anson@emaihtmc.edu> wrote: 
>>>> 

>>>> Brilliant performance Ali ... you are still getting better[[[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

tfidentsoccer~btinternet.com 

Monday, April 28, 2014 6:37 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Willie Donachie 

Newcastle United :-.) 

Sent from my giackBerry 1.0 smartphone on the 02 network, 

From; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent-" Monday, 28 April 2014 23:17 

"ro.. tridentsoccer@btinternet.com 
Co-"        ~msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros         @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject," RE: Willie Donachie 

I am.sorry what is the NUFC? 

From-" tridentsoccer@btinternet.com [mailto:tridentsoccer@btinternet.com] 
Sent-" Monday, April 28, 2014 5:43 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A ~V 
Subject; Re: Willie Donachie 

Thanks Anson! I wili get that to the press :-) I told Dave Watson from NUFC about you anxd was very impressed 

Sent from my giackgerry 10 smartphone on the 02 network. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent." Monday, 28 April 2014 22:09 
To: R JOBSON 
Co:        @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros          ~qmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject-" RE: Willie Donachie 

Ryan, 

Ve.s, Vou car] tell ew-:~ryoru:_~ we loved her wh~-:m .sl’u:_~ came to our (:arnps ~s ~ young girl for 3 or 4 surnmers in a row and when we saw her ge~: better every year we 

offered her s scholarship and even though we only had her for one semester, she helped us w~n s nat~ona~ championship that year. We could not be prouder of her 

and where her’ game is 

F~m= R ~OBSON [mail~:triden~occer@btintemet.com] 
Sent~ Monday, April 28, 2014 5:38 AN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ Re: Willie Donachie 

Ill An~)n, 

Lucy Broke h~s been awaited the Women’s PFA Player of the Year Award 2013/14. I have sent a link to the press, ls there an~hing you would like to mention? 

I have posted this on Facebook but I will get a o[~cial quote when the Journalist calls ]aler...feel t?ee to send me fire quote and I will pass that on. 

htIps:/,’www.i?~.ceN)ok.comiwm~,iob~m 

Rya~ 

Ryan Jobson 
Trident Soccer 
Hazon Mill 
Guyzance 
Norpeth 
Northumberland 
NE65 9AT 
Home: 
Mobile: 
http ://w~,~v. facebook.co~’trJdentsoccer 

From: R JOBSON <tridentsoccer@bfinterneLcom> 
To: Albert A IVDorrance <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, 8 April 2014, 22:04 
Subject: Willie Donachie 

Hi Anson, 

I mn putting out ’t~elers’ fi)r Willie Donachie to find employment in the U.S. He is a UEFA Pro Licen~ coach and is looking to work in soccer in America a£ter leaving 

Newcastle United. Is there an54hing you can suggest that you know that is available in the US or where to look, websites etc? 

Many fl~a~ks 

Ryan 

Ryan ]obson 
Trident Soccer 
Hazon Mill 

Guyzance 
Morpeth 
Northumberland 

NE65 9AT 
Home: 
Mobile: 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monday, 6:37 PM 

DorraJ~ce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc .edtr~; Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email. unc.edu> 

My Dear Anson, 

I hope that my email finds you in great health, and enjoying all the good things in life. All is well here in, and I find myself beginning to enjoy being an 

Empty Nester Morn. 

shared with me some of the good news that you recently discussed with her, and I just wanted to visit with you about that. Of course I am very excited that 

she will get the opportunity to fulfill her dream of playing on a much bigger stage, and what bigger stage than that of, She and I are both excited 

at the prospect of her going to play in England, as she will also have a great opportunity to meet at least 30-40 Aunts, Uncles and cousins none of whom she has 

ever met before. 

Anson, can you give me your prospective on this please? Would she be training there and playing in the only? Or would she be coming back to the 

States to play in the      here? I would think that the two seasons run simultaneously, and this may not even be an option. 

My other question is - What do you think of her possibly doing an Internship towards the completion of her                    whilst she’s there in London? I 

am just thinking about some of the possibilities that might be available to her and how best we can take advantage of them. Eventually somewhere in the distant 

future, she will still need to be able to use her College Education to find a good job. 

( I’m just thinking aloud) 

As always Anson, I rely on your knowledge and expertise on these matters especially where my daughter is concerned and any additional ideas or thoughts that 

you have I’d greatly appreciate hearing them. 

Warmest wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ryan Alexander --~alexmade rr@ g oldmaJl.etsu.edu> 

Monday, 8:30 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

@yahoo.com:~ 

PhysicaJ Testing Results 

Ansor~ 

I apologize for the delay, the following are the physical testing results for from the camp in Chnla Vista with the 

Vertical Jump (with arms): 21.4 inches (Team Rank: 19) 

20-meter Sprint: 3.29 seconds (Temn Rank: 17) 

Am~whead Agility: Right - 8.20 I.eIt - 8.18 (Temn Rank: 15) 

Yo-Yo Level 1:35 (Team Rank: 15) 

Thank you for the opportuni~ to work with again. Please let me know if you have any qnestions. 

Regards, 

Ryan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farrow, RaymoM Benjamin <raymond lhnow@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 9:28 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

~duke.edu) 

RE: CPA 10th A~mive~a~ry Gala 

Ar~gOtl and 

I can’t remember whether we finally confirmed our lunch meeting tomorrow (Tuesday)? Rachel Ash and I are available if it works well for you. :1.2 noon at Carolina 

Coffee Shop? Feel free to suggest another p~sce or time ~f that is not convenient, 

Cheers. 

Raymond B. Farrow ~1~ ~ Director of Development and Strategic Initiatives 

Carolina Pedo~ming A~s ~ UniverN~ of Noah Oaro~i~a at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 3233, Chape~ Hill, ~O 27599-3233 

P: (919) 843-3307 I C: I raymond farrow@unc.edu 

~[9_[~!?_~J~_9~9_[E?)_~g_~:2[g ~ C~ick to see ou~ SRg~_Eg__~_$_~__~9_r~[~_~g!~_fl__~_b_9_~_~_[~ 

~.~.~ Description: Doscdption: Description: 11-12 
CPA - Creat~ Present Conn~ 

~Cfick here [o find out how you can support the performing arts at Carolina 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Thursday, April 17, 20:~4 5:59 PM 
To= Farrow, Raymond Benjamin 

~duke.edu); 

Subject= RE: CPA J.0th Anniversary Gala 

Raymond., 

E>:cellent ... I wiil run this by 

F~m= Farrow, Raymond Benjamin 
Sent= Thursday, April ~7, 20~4 ~:02 PN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
~duke.edu) 

Su~ject~ ~E: CPA ldth Anniversa~ GaM 

~gmail.com; @gmail.com 

and copy I (and her [uture director of operatior~s Donovan) [or ~icl:ures. 

Tuesday, April 2% works well for me and my colleague Rachel. How about lunch at noon? 

in ~:he meantime~ do you have a good photo of you ~:wo and         ? We mav have an opporttm~:y to add an ex~:ra page ~t~ our 20].4/~.5 season guh~e about the 

gMa, arid Emil thought i~you had a good pR:ture of the three of you roger:her we (:ou~d try to k~(:h.Ede that, Tha~ks, 

Raymond B. Farrow ~1~ ~ Director of Development and Strategic InNatives 

Carolina Pedo~ming A~s ~ UniverN~ of Noah Oaro~i~a at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 3233, Chape~ Hill, NO 27599-3233 

P: (9~9) 843-3307 I C: ~ raymond farrow@unc.edu 

carol~napedorm~ugar[s.org I Click to see our Spring 2014 Performance Schedule 

~N~ Description: Description: Description: 11-12 
CPA - Create Present Connect 

~Click here to find out how yo u can s~pport the performing arts at Carolina 

From= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, April :t6, 2014 6:48 PM 
To= Farrow, Raymond Benjamin 

Subject= RE: CPA :t0th Anniversary Gala 

My first free day is April 29ti~ ..... 

From= Farrow, Raymond Benjamin 
Sent= Tuesday, April :1.5, 20:14 4:42 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Co:                      ~duke.edu) 
Subject: RE: CPA lOth Anniversary Gala 



Anson and 

My board rneeting is now behind me, so my schedule is beginning to open up as well Let me know when you’d like to rneet. 

~ announced your partidpat~on b~ the ga~a to the board ~ast Friday, and everyone was delighted to ~earn of your involvement and to hear abouL 

performances~ People are very excited. 

Many thanks. 

Raymond B. Farrow III I Director of Development and Strate@ic Initiatives 

Carolina Pe#ormin@ A~s I Un~v~rs~ of NoAh Carolina at Chapel 

Campus Box 3233, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3233 

P: (9~9) 843-3307 I O: ~ ~ raymond farrow@unc.edu 

~ ~script~on: ~escfipflon: ~oscdption: ] 
CPA - Cr~at~ Present Conn~ 

~Click here to find out how yo u can support tha perPerming sr[s at Carolina 

From: Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Sent-" Monday, April 07, 20:[4 4:26 PM 
To; Farrow, Raymond Benjamin 

Cc:                      ~duke.edu) 
Subject: RE: CPA :[Oth Anniversary Gala 

Thank you Raymond ._       and I are very excited. Yes, let’s have kmch ._. My schedule starts to thin out next week. 

Frem; Farrow, Raymond Benjamin 
Seat-" Monday, April 07, 20:[4 3:02 PM 

To-"        ~duke.edu; Dorrance, Albert A 1~/ 
S,,bject-" CPA :[Oth Anniversary Gala 

and Anson: 

Emil asked me to reach out to you. We are all excited to be presenting Michelle next year to kick-off our :10th anniversary season. I am grateful that you both are 

willing to serve as co-chairs of the opening gala. I and my team, including Rachel Ash and Jennifer Cox, stand ready to help in any way we can and to work with you 

in deciding the best way to promote the gala and have a successful event. 

We are making some preliminary arrangements already. Of course, CPA will do everything related to organizing the actual event, but we will be looking for your 

input as far as marketing and publicizing the event to the community and how best to sell tables, etc. Perhaps there might be a time to meet so we can share some 

of these initial plans, get your thoughts and ideas, and come up with a general plan for how best to move forward? Let me know what might work for you. Maybe 

lunch one day? 

We do plan to send a save-the-date card to a number of our key donors and friends soon (within two weeks), with a formal invitation to follow sometime later this 

spring. An initial task will be making sure we have any names of people on your list we want to be sure to include in the mailing. 

I’ve got a great team of people here that will make sure this is a great event, so no worries on any details. We’ll take care of that. You just help us position it within 

the community and with the right people, etc. 

Looking forward to meeting you both soon. 

Cheers. 

Raymond B. Farrow ill i Director of Development and Strategic Initiatives 

Carolina PerformJn~ Arts I University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 3233, Chape~ Hill, NO 27599-3233 

P: (919) 843°3307 I C: i ~ raymond farrow@unc,edu 

caralinaperfarmingar~s,or# I Click to see our Spring 2014 Performance Schedule 

i~i Description: Description: Description: 11-12 1%i IAA~T~CI 
CPA - Create Present Connect 

~Click here to find out how yo u can support the performing arts at Carolina 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:55 PM 

Dolrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Attirm~Jon 

I thilzk I can stand it I trust you haha Let me know.. 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On at 5:33 PM. "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email uric edu> wrote: 
> 

> Hey!!! Very deep, I like it ... I will mull this over and tie it into who I want you to be by adding on to it (if you can stand it). 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: 
> Sent: Monday, 11:16 AM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Affirmation 
> 

> So I had been mulling over the weekend about the summer affirmation we discussed in my meeting and finally last night came across something that struck me and stuck with me It kind of 
comes off more as a mantra but is a good way id like to look at my summer. 
> Don’t judge when I tell you I was looking through a list of David beckham’s tattoos haha and one of them is Latin script that says "De integro" and it was explained to mean "again, a 
second time" or "repeat again, from the start". I felt I really could relate to this because that is exactly what I’m having to do this summer. Rebuild myself, again, from square one with m~,~ 

The phrase could go even further once I don’t have to pay attention to         as a simple reminder to do something over; work at it again from it’s foundation to get better at 
whatever the skill may be. If it’s :Free kicks, go through a set, then start frum the basic technique again practicing it over and over. If it’s sumething like 120s you du one, then yuu have to go 
back to the start and du it again, a secund time. 
> Su ! j ust really liked this phrase and it’s vet.), simple and easy to repeat tu myself and hve by :For this summer. 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@aol.com 

Monday, April 28, 2014 11:59 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Greetings & meeting time 

Anson - I am speaking at 3:15. How about 2:30? 
Teny 
In a message dated 4/28/2014 6:41:39 P.M. Pacific Daylight Time, anson@email.unc.edu writes: 

How about 3 pro, just before 1 speak? Can we meet in my office? (It is right next to where I am speaking.) 

From-"         ~aol.com [mailto:         ~aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 28, 2014-4-:27 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Greetings & meeting time 

Anson - Saturday it is - please pick the best time for you between 1:30 and 3:00 pm. 

Thanks, 

Teny 

In a message dated 4/28/2014 12:50:33 P.M. Pacific Daylight Time, ansonCb..email.unc.edu writes: 

Terry, 

look forward to it as well. Meetin~ Sat would be best for me. 

From;         @aol.com [mailto: 
Sent-" Friday, April 25, 2014- 11:10 AM 

To." Dorrance, Albert A 
Subject." Greetings & meeting time 

@aol.com] 

Hi Anson - hope all is well with you and your family! 

am looking forward to seeing you and all of us are looking ronsard to having you speak at our Art of Coaching Volleyball Clinic next Saturday at UNC - we 
are expecting over 300 coaches. 

would like to get 30 minutes of your time sometime that Saturday or Sunday morning to discuss the potential of starting an Art of Coaching Soccer series 
with you as the headliner. 

Our Art of Coaching clinic series and website (www.theartofcoachinqvolleyball.com) have gained great momentum - - we have over 6,500 members on our 
website and will average over 250 coaches per our five clinics this year - UNC, Denver, Toronto, Portland and Austin. 

Meeting times that would work for me - anytime between 1:30 to 3:00 pm on Saturday - May 5; anytime between 10:30 am to 12 noon on Sunday morning - 
May 4. 

will follow up with a call. 

Warmest regards, 

Terry 

PS - Please give my best to Chris! 

Terry Liskevych 

Total Sports NW, LLC 

Cell - 

E-mail - @aol.com 

Confidentiality Note: This Email is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or 

otherwise protected from disclosure. No intent to waive any privilege or confidential nature of this communication is to be assumed or implied. Dissemination, 

distribution or copying of this Email or the information herein by anyone other then the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering the 

message to the intended recipient, is prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify us by telephone a nd/or email. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vicki Linton ~hotmaJl.com> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 12:03 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Heading home 

Hey Anson 

Just letting you know that I am heading back to Australia tomorrow Not sure what job I might end up in but it seemed time to head home 

I really eRjoyed being able to meet you this past year and spend some time with you and your program. If there was any opportunity to collaborate or ~vork together in the future I would 
love that! 

Good luck ~vith your program. 

Please say hello to for me and if you guys are ever thinking of coming over to Australia, please let me know! I would love to have you guys out there! 

Vicki 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:45 AM 

FW: Healthy Gifts Save the World Follow Up 

For those of you in town this summer! 

You can contact her directly. 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: ~!_i2Le_:__uJ~_c_:__e__d___~_~5, 
Date: at 7:48:57 PM EDT 
To: "Ducax, Christopher" <ducar~uncaa~unc.edu> 
Subject: Healthy Girls Save the World Follow Up 

ttello Coach Ducax, 

I hope this email finds you well! My name is               I am a representative of the on campus organization ttealthy Gifts Save the World. I emaAled 

you last week about possibly having your players help us out with our Summer Experience we axe currently planning. I wasn’t sure if you had thought it 

over or asked a~y of the gifts, but if you are too busy I would be happ.v to email some of your players! Wednesday         froln 10-11 would be the 

tilne slot we were hoping to have the playem come out and interact ruth our gifts! We have lots of fun team building activities planned mad if your athletes 

could come it would be great’. I believe some of your athletes have previously helped us in the past, mad our gifts reolly love when student athletes colne 

out to our events! ~Ve look forwaxd to hearing fi~om you. 

Best, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tuesday, 11:24 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Thank you Anson. 
Whatever I can do please let me know. I read an article by Lucas Scott titled "10 steps to becoming a professional Soccer player" and two of the tips that jumped out at me 
were Continuous Development and Ttain#~g. 
I think that      is very focused and really wants to be a success with whatever team she plays for, and of course I will support her all the way. 
Yes thanks to Social Media, I read about Lucy Bronze and I am so proud of her. Thank you for sharing this with me. 
Thanks again, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday,            9:48 AM 

Cc; @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros, 
Subject: RE: 

@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas 

I think      has huge promise at a pro level (of course all Lhis is up to her and how hard she works NOW). In fact, iL is kind of cool to see what our last English Tar 

Heel has done d~is year (see below). I like what you are thinking to see if she can continue to grind academically while she is competing professionally. But eid~er 

way we have an academic safety net for her: she can always return to school on her full scholarship in the fall. 

check this out: Q~cy Bronze just won the female Player of the Year Award in the She is a former Tar Heel ._. How cool is that?!? 

htt P:iiwww.t hepFa.comith epfaipfaawa rdsilucy-bronze--wpot¥ 

From= [_~Ea__[!_t__o_; ............................................. 
Sent= Monday 6:37 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: re: 
My Dear Anson, 

I hope that my email finds you in 8reat health, and enjoyin8 all the 8ood thinss in life. All is well here in and I find myself besinnin8 to enjoy bein8 an 

Empty Nester Morn. 

shared with me some of the 8ood news that you recently discussed with her, and I just wanted to visit with you about that. Of course I am very excited that 

she will set the opportunity to fulfill her dream of playin8 on a much bi88er sta~e, and what bi88er stase than that of                 She and I are both excited 

at the prospect of her 8oin8 to play in Ensland, as she will also have a 8reat opportunity to meet at least 30-40 Aunts, Uncles and cousins none of whom she has 

ever met before. 

Anson, can you 8ive me your prospective on this please? Would she be trainin~ there and playin~ in the only? Or would she be comin8 back to the 

States to play in the      here? I would think that the two seasons run simultaneously, and this may not even be an option. 

My other question is - What do you think of her possibly doin~ an Internship towards the completion of her                    whilst she’s there in London? I 

am just thinkin8 about some of the possibilities that misht be available to her and how best we can take advantase of them. Eventually somewhere in the distant 

future, she will still need to be able to use her Collese Education to find a 8ood job. 

( I’m just thinkin~ aloud) 

As always Anson, I rely on your knowledse and expertise on these matters especially where my daushter is concerned and any additional ideas or thoughts that 

you have I’d 8reatly appreciate hearin8 them. 

Warmest wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris z<tucar@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:41 PM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.e&~>; Jason Sisnerosl_ 

FW: UNC tour 

~gmaJl.com) 

From: Sari Rose [mailto:sari@ncsoccer.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:38 PM 
To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: FVV: UNC tour 

From: SCOR Tim Krout [.-m--.-a-!.[-t.-~-.Lt-!.-m--.@.-s--c-~--r-~.-r-[-c-.-h-.-m--.-~-.-n-.-d-:.-c-~-m--.] 

Sent: Thursday, 2:21 PM 

To: Sari Rose 

Cc: vysaatd 

Subject: Re: UNC soccer tour 

Hey Sari ’. 

Spanky’s was great and the girls really enjoyed the tour at UNC!! Eve~ one was so nice and helpful! It was a great trip for the 

Thank You lbr all your help!! 

On Tue~ at 1:49 PM, Sari Rose <.~’_a_!j_(_a2__rLc_~__o__c_L_c__e___r:~?__rg > wrote: 

Thr~ 

I forgot to follow up with you about the Sunday in Chapel Hill. How was the restaurant? How was the tour with 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Tim Krout [ma~lto:tim(i~or-richmond.coml 

Sent: Saturday, 7:08 PM 

To: 

Cc: Sari Rose 

Subject: Re: UNC tour 

Hi 

It is tomorrow and we will be there!’. Thank you so much’.! Could you ~nd the address of where we are meeting you 

Thanks 

Sent froln my iPhone 

> On at 6:53 PM, 2~i_i__c_L{~_?__u_d_:__c_9__n_)_> wrote: 

> Hi Sari and Tim, 

> Just wanted to confirm that it is tomorrow, Sunday, that we will be meeting you. One of our managers thought it was supposed to be today and I wanted to check! 

Sony iftbere was a miscommunication. 

> Thanks, 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

>> On at 12:10 PM, Sari Rose <~_n__~L~__n__c_’_~9__c__c_’__ej2_ojg.> wrote: 

>> That is temfic. I have forward your information onto Tim who is the head coach for the VA team. He will reach out to you. 

>> The group has a reservation for lunch at Spanky’s at 1:30 and so concluding the tour sometime around then would be perfect. 

>> Thanks so much lbr doing this. 

>> Sari 

Original Message 

>> Frown:-- ,[mailto !.~ j__c_!~?__u__d__:_c___o_!xl 
>> Sent: Friday, 11:50 AM 

>> To: Sari Rose 



>> Subject: UNC tour 

:~> Hi, My name is and I am on the team at UNC and I was just contacting you atx~ut giving a tour to the Virginia ODP temn 

visiting this weekend, my teammate, and I would love to give Tim Kmta and his team a little tour of ca~npus and our facilities around 12:30 on 
Sunday afternoon. We c~ ~neet them at our field and take off frown there for an hour or so. We are hapw to talk to the girls ~d answer any ques~dons, just let us 

know! Let me know if this works and feel free to call me with m~y questions or an~hing regarding details. 
>> 

>> Thanks~ 

Tim Krout 

General Manager 

Sports Center of Richmond 

www.scor-richmond.com 

Player Develop~nent Specialist - Beast Mode Soccer VA/DC 
www. beastmodesoccer.com 

tim(?~) beastmode soccer.corn 

Virginia Youth Soccer Association - ODP 

Central District Head Coach 

1999 Girls State Pool ttead Coach 

1996 Girl’s State Staff’- 2012 National Championship Finalis~ts 

USSF "A" License 

BI~LJ’I’ Level 1 

~__~i_~i._~E__s_&_c_’~?__n_! 

removed by 
sender. 

removed by 
sender. 

1~ 1~ Irnage removed by ser~der. 

removed 

sender. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

tridentsoccer~btinternet.com 

Tuesday, 2:44 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Thanks 

Let’s have z~ look a~ tMs. I wiiJ speak to Newcz~stle first but we cz~n get the ball roiling. I wouid be happy to help :-.) 

Se~t from my BiackBerr¥ 1.0 smartphone on the 02 ~etwork. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, :t9: 
To: R JOBSON 

@msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros         @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: Thanks 

Rya~% 

I have a . . with more athletic qualities than Lucy that wants to play pro in England. She will be avaHaMe from m~d 

December on ._ any ~nteres~:? 

The gkVs name ~s She ~s big, fast and ~n~:~midal:~ng. She has s~:arted at right back for ~:he past three seasons for rne and w~l star~: th~s fal as she 

finishes her car’eer. L~ke w~th Lucy, I Lh~nk she has some promise for Lhe England ~:ufl team with some seasoning. 

F~m: R 3OBSON [mai~:tridentsoccer@btinternet.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:46 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject~ Re: Than~ 

~ have han&d owr the quote to the press. 

Ce~inly, ~ and when ~ou come over to tbe UK, Dav~ Watson who is now the R~e Manager wou~d wdcome ~ou and show you around the dub. 

Have a ~reat day 

Ry~ 

Ryan 3obson 
Tdfent Soccer 
Hazon Mill 
Guyzance 
Nor~eth 
Northumberland 
N[65 9AT 
Home: 
Noble: 

From: "tridentsoccer@btinternet.com" <trktentsoccer@btintemet.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Monday,.            ,23:36 
Subject: Re: Willie Donachie 

Newcastle United :-) 

Se~t from my Biackgerr¥ 1.0 smartphone on the O2 ~etwork. 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Sent: Monday, 23:17 
To= tHden~occer@btinternet.com 

@msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros         @qmail.com); Sander, ~omas 3 
Subject~ RE: Willie Donachie 

1 am sorry wha~ Js lhe 

From: tt iden~soccer~a~btin~ernet.com [mail~o:~ridentsoccer~a~btin~ernet.com] 
Sent: Monday, 5:43 PM 
To: Dot~ance, Albert A IV 
S~bject: Re: Willie Donachie 

Tha~ks A~on~ I will get t~a~ ~ t~e press :-) I told Dave Wa~o~ J)om NUFC. abo~t yo~ anxd wu~ veO~ impressed 

Se~g tom my BhmkBerO, I 0 sma~Iphor~e on the 02 network. 

~em: Do~ance, ANert A IV 
Sent: Monday, 22:09 
To: R JOBSON 
Cc:         ~!!~!:~_~; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros _         ~g!!~£)~:~P!r!); Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: ~: Willie Donachie 

Ryan, 

Y es, you ca~ tell everyone we ~oved her when she c~mae to our camps as a young girl lbr 3 or 4 smnmers i~ a row and whe~ we stay her get better eveO ?ear we o~k-red 

her a scholarship and even flao~gh we only had her tbr o~e semesteL she helped us ~in a nationaI ch;uNAonship flaa~ ye;~c We could ~ot be prouder of her and where her 

game is 

Fnnn: R K)BSON [maiko:1ridentsoccerdd)btintemet.com] 
Sent: Monday, 5:38 AM 
’re: Dogance, Albert A IV 

Su~iect: Re: Willie Donachie 

tli Anion, 

Lucy Broke h~s been awaNed the Women’s PFA Player of the Year Award         I hmze sent a link to the press. Is there an~hing you would like to mention? 

I have posted this on Facebook but I roll get a oNcial quota when the Journalist calls lamr...feel t?ee m seM me fl~e quote and I will pass that on. 

https:/,’www.IhceN)ok.comi~m~dob~m 



Ryan 

Ryan Jobsou 

Trident Soccer 

Ilion Mill 
Guyzance 

Morpeth 

Northumbeflmid 

NE65 9AT 
Home:, 
Mobile 
http :/iwvcw. facebook.corr~!uidentsoccer 

From: R JOBSON <tridentsoccer~btinternet corn> 
To: Albert A IVDolTance <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday,~ 22:04 
Subject: Willie Donachie 
Hi Anson, 

I am putting out ’feelers’ for Willie Donachie to find employment in the U.S. He is a UEFA P~o License coach and is looking to work in soccer iu America after leaviug 

Newcastle United. Is the~ anything you can suggest that you know that is available in the US or where to look, websites etc? 
Man5, fl~anks 

Ryan 

Ryan Jobson 

Trident Soccer 

Hazon Mill 

Morpeth 

Nort~umberl~ad 

NE65 9AT 
IIome: 
Mobik 
h tip :/iwww fh c e b o ok c o m/’tr i d ents o c c er 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Her email is 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 2:45 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Lucy 

~)hotmail.com 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On at 5:17 PM. "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email uric edu> wrote: 
> 

> I did see it ... do you have her email address? I would like to congratulate her! 
> 

©riginal Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Monday, 9:56 AM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Lucy 
> 

> He?’ arts, 
> 

> Not sure if you saw this but Lucy just won a big award{ She beat out one of my current teammates 
goals as an attacking midfielder 
> 

> http://www.thep fa.cum/thepfa/p faawards/[ucy-bronze-wpo W 
> 

> Hope aH is well in Chapel Hill. I miss everyone tons{ 
> 

> 

> 

> Sent from my fPhone 

who is one of the best in the league. I thilzk shes even leading the league in 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tim Gentles <tim@drilltx~ard.com> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 7:04 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ja~n Sisneros < ~gmaJl.com> 

RE: Huge thanks! 

Jason did indeed do a fantastic job and it’s much appreciated by the whole WFA team :-) 

We’re starting to firm up the next steps for the US and have further East Coast course dates provisional for the next year or so.. 

Would it work for you guys if we were to allocate these to Chapel Hill? 

August 20t4 

Basic Periodisation.- Mon 4th - Wed 6th 

March 2015 

1 day Football Braining 
1 day Goalkeeping 
1 day Football Technique 
1 day Football Strength 

Courses to be run in blocks between Sun 1st - Fri 13th. 

July 2015 

Basic Periodisation - Sun 26th - Fri 28th 
Advanced Periodisation -Wed 29th - Fri 31st 

All the best 

Tim 
Tim Gentles 
Managing Director World Football Academy USA 

CEO DrillBoardTM Worldwide 

Tel: +44(0)7749611480 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: 28 April 203_4 22:49 

To: Tim Gentles 

Cc: @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros, @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: RE: Huge thanks! 

Tim, 

My respect for Raymond is without limits. He has cutting edge information and he is a superb instructor. 

It was our "honor" to schedule Ravmond’s first US event. Obviously all the work credit from our perspective goes to Jason S~sneros, a young coach w~th a wonderful 

wod~ ethic and huge coaching potential. 

[~ook forward to seeing you bo~:h h~ SA~ We b:>:~k [orward to helping you con~:inue ~:o build the game in America. 

Frem= ~m Gentles [ma[[to:t[m@dri[[board.com] 
Sent; Honday, April 28, 20~4 2:26 PN 

Tot Dorrance, Nbe~ A N 
Su~je~t: Huge than~[ 
Hi Anson 
As the dust settles on the first ~A US event, just wanted to reach out and say what a special three days it was for us. 
Going into the coume we had hoped that it might, one day, prove be a seminal moment in the development of the game on the soccer side of the pond. 
Coming out of it...it feels like that vision could well be in play. 
There have been some great ~A courses around the world and this one sits right up there at the top tithe pile. 
This wouldn’t have happened without the tremendous contribution d the UNC team. 
Thank you for making that possible :-) 
Time commitments allowing, ~ look forward seeing you in SA. 
Meanwhile, please extend my thanks to your staff and the team at the Kenan Stadium. 

Best wishes 
Tim 
Tim Gentles 
Managing Director World Football Academy USA 
CEO Dd[[BoardTM Worldwide 

Tel: +44(0)7749611480 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MichaelsolL Emily <EmilyMichaelson@nike.com~ 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 7:34 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

DIGC Quote 

Hi Anson, 

I hope your return flight home from Dallas International Girls Cup went well and that you made it to the banquet on time. 

The DIGC was wondering if you might be able to provide a quote that they could use on their website as part of their recap of the event. Below is the quote that 

Tom Sermanni provided last year as an example. Anything you would be willing to provide would be great. 

"It was great to be part of the Opening Ceremony of the 2013 Dallas International Girls Tournament. The atmosphere and excitement in the theatre among the 

teams and players was electrifying. The ceremony highlighted that soccer is truly The World Game and the Dallas International Girls Tournament is of a world class 

standard. I would encourage top level girls soccer teams from throughout the world to come and play in this tournament in 20:14". 

Thanks again for your participation this year, it was great to have you there. 

Emily Michaelson 
Elite Youth Field Rep 
North America Soccer Sports Marketing 
503.532.2747 (Office) 

(Mobile) 
503.395.2944 (Fax) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tim Gentles <tim@drilltx~ard.com> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 8:27 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ja~n Sisneros < ~gmaJl.com> 

Re: Huge thaxiks! 

That’s fantastic :) Think we can create something very- special here. 

Jason, let’s fix up a Skype (Thursday?) and start to look into some details. 

Sere ti~m my iPad 

On 30 Apr 2014, at 01:17, Dorrance, Albert A IV --ansontaemml.unc.edt wrote 

Yes, I have discussed it with Jason and we agreed we would love to continue to serve as your local partners. 

S~’.~L fi’om ~r~v ~’erizor~ fV~re&,s~" 4G L TA’ 

Tim Gentles <tim(?~drillk’omd.com> wrote: 

Jason did indeed do a fantastic job and it’s much appreciated by the whole WF’A team :-) 

We’re starting to firm up the next steps for the US and have further East Coast course dates provisional for the next year or so_ 

Would it work for you guys if we were to allocate these to Chapel Hill? 

August 2014 

Basic Periodisation.- Mon 4th = Wed 6th 

March 2015 

day Football Braining 
day Goalkeeping 
day Football Technique 
day Football Strength 

Courses to be run in blocks between Sun 1st - Fri 13th. 

July 2015 

Basic Periodisation - Sun 26th - Fri 28th 
Advanced Periodisation -Wed 29th - Fri 31st 

All the best 

Tim 
Tim Gentles 
Managing Director World Football Academy USA 
CEO DrillBoardTM Worldwide 

Tel: +44(0)7749611480 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: 28 April 2014 22:49 

To: Tim Gentles 

Cc: @msn.comj Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: RE: Huge thanks! 

Tim, 

My respect for Raymond is without limits. He has cutting edge in[:ormation and he is a superb instructor. 

It was our "honor’~ to schedule Raymond’s first US event. Obviously all the work credit from our perspective goes Lo Jason Sisneros, a young coach 

with a wonderful work ethic and huge coaching potential. 

I look forward to seeing you both in SA!! We look forward to helping you co[;tinue to build the game in America. 

Frora; Tim Gentles [mailto;tim@dr!!!boar&com] 
Sent." Nonday, April 28, 2014 2:26 PH 

To." Dorrance, Alber~ A ~ 
Subject." Hucje thanks! 
Hi Anson 
As the dust settles on the first WFA US event, just wanted to reach out and say what a special three days it was for us. 
Going into the course we had hoped that it might, one day, prove be a seminal moment in the development of the game on the soccer side of the pond. 
Coming out of it...it feels like that vision could well be in play. 
There have been some great WFA courses around the world and this one sits right up there at the top of the pile. 
This wouldn’t have happened without the tremendous contribution of the UNC team. 
Thank you for making that possible :-) 
Time commitments allowing, I look foPc~ard seeing you in SA. 
Meanwhile, please extend my thanks to your staff and the team at the Kenan Stadium. 



Best wishes 
Tim 
Tim Gentles 
Managing Director World Football Academy USA 
CEO DrillBoardTM Worldwide 
Tel: +44(0)7749611480 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Tamberino - ?}aol.com> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 11:37 AM 

Alison Foley <alison.foley@bc.edtr~; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Eddie Radwm~ski <eradwan@clemson.edu>; Crreg 

Miller <gmille@athletics.pitt.edu>; Mark Krikorian <mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu>; Mary Monroe <m.monroe@miami.edu>; Phil Wheddon 

<pswheddo@syr.edu>; Rabble Church <robbie.church@duke.edu-~; Steve Swanson <sMu~virginia.edu-~; Tim Santoro 

<tim s~ltoro@ncsu.edu>; Tony da Luz <daluz@wfu.edt~- 

Clips 

Ladies and gentlemen, 

I just want to follow up on the previous email as to helping me out with any clips you may have regarding tacldes and any other issues as we prepare for the 

upcoming camps for referees. 

I appreciate any assistance you may be able to give. 

Paul 

Paul Tamberino 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Keating @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 12:45 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Update Captain Elite 

Anson, 
C~uick update: I have been meeting with DOC’s, parents & players to get "market" feedback on the concept, how I designed the player development model and the 

app screens. Very well received so far. I have redesigned and prioritized functionality based on those interviews. 

I am also broadening the gathering of player data to allow me to model youth training to various levels of adult play. As you know, while all players may dream of 

powerhouse programs like Carolina, few put in the hours required. This technique shows them a way to move their training "One-up" to next level. So, I am polling 

lower level D1 conferences, and D2 and D3 as well. 

How does your day look for a call Friday? After that, Iql have enough to come down and review what I believe should be developed for the first launch. 

Thanks, 

Mike Keating 

(m)- 

PS. Nice to see         in London. Love the international experiences! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

division- i- womens- socce r- coache s@googlegronps.com on behalf of 

Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@nscaa.com> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 1:24 PM 

division- i- womens- soccer- coaches@googlegroups¯com 

{Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Division I Wome~ts Listserv Use 

Good Day Coaches. 

As we begin to transition from one academic year into the next I’m writing to remind of the nse of the relatively newNSCAA Division I women’s lislserv that began 

operation in the fall of 2013. 

The NSCAA College Soccer Listserv i s a "subscriber only service" designed to facilitate communication tbr the Division I coaching community through the emafil 

address: 

division-i-wonrens- soccer-coaches~b~googlegroups.com¯ Subscribers are able to view and reply to all emails sent through this address, and may also originate email 

messages to reach all on the Division I list¯ The listserv is managed by the NSCAA College Programs Deparbnent s~afl’to ensure ~curity. 

If you have received this etn~fil you are subscribed to the lisl. If any on your coaching statt’are not receiving listserv emails you may add them directly through the 

Ibllomng linlc 

https:/igroups.google.com/fomm/?fromgroups#! managemen~bers/division-i- womens- soccer- coaches/add 

The primary guideline for listserv nse is that commmfication should be pertinent to all on the list and should relate to the bulleted categories¯ This is to ensnre that 

unnecessa~ information is not added to colleagues’ Inbox space. Additionally, for safeW purposes in this technological age of social media and access to information, 

please use discretion in considering what, and the manner in which, communication is presented. 

College soccer business / topical conversations - legislatio~, playing rules, charupionships 

College soccer promotion - e.g. College Cup 

Schedule requests - tbr national consideration (lbr specific requests such as ’Xve need a game within a three hour drive distance" contact tearus directly within that 
geography-not the whole list) 

¯ OpportuniW/Position Notices - e.g. need a GK coach (the listserv should not be used for recruiting players - PSAs or current student-athletes) 

Event announcements - e.g. US Youth National Team training carup intbm~ation, World Cup tour, Algarve Cup Coaches Course 

The listserv presently has 442 members, meaning that many assistant coaches are not subscribed¯ As stated above, if you want all on your stall’to be connected to the 
listserv please add through the follo~,ing link. 

https://groups.google.cona/tbmm/?ti~>mgroups#! managemembers/division-i- womens- soccer- coaches/add 

All the besL 

Rob 

Rob Kehoe 
Director of College Progl-ams I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

g00 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 66J_01. i 9~.3 362 ~.747 × J.01g I 9J_3 362 3439 

Wisconsin Office: 920 674 439:k I Cell: 

NSCAA¯com I Twitter: @NSCAA I Facebook 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at w~-w.nscaa.comicollege¯ 

You received this message becanse you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubseribe from this group and stop receiving emails fi~om it, send an email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches+tmsubscribe~googlegroups.com. 

To post to this group, send email to division-i-womens-soccer-coache(~googlegroups.com. 

Visit this group at http:/igroups.google.com/group/division-i-womens-soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/d/optout. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bill Stelt~n ~yahoo,com> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 2:38 PM 

Bill Stett~n @yahoo com> 

Hello, 

I got this email from overseas regarding a training game. 

Small sided game - 4 contro 4 con 5 porte 

Small sided game - 4 contro 4 
con 5 porte 

Make sure you open it in Chrome - that should provide an easy link to translate .... then check out the materials needed. 
Bill Steffen, Ed.D. 
336-707-8960 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MichaelsolL Emily <EmilyMichaelson@nike.com~ 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 3:09 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: DIGC Quote 

Anson -                                      I took a stab at a quote below, but please feel free to make any changes you would like, 

It was an honor to be part of the 20:].4. Dallas international Girls Cup Opening Ceremomi, Bringing together the different cultures created a unique and exalting 

atmosphere that ~s hwak~aMe for youth teams to experience I enjoyed being part of the openh~g ceremony and would recommend this ew~nt to any team JooMn~ 

for a cornpet~:~e tournament w~th a unique international eh~ment. 

Thanks, 

E]i~e Youth Field Rep ~ Nor[h America 3occer Spor~s Marke~h~g ~ 503,532,2747 (office) 

F~m; Dorrance, Albe~ A W [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
$ent: Tuesday, April 29, 20~4 5:~4 PM 
To: Michaelson, Emily 
Subject: Re: DIGC Quote 

Emily, yes. love ~ help. Right now I am buried ( .... how abom you write iL send it to me, Iql edit it and then you will get it quicUy. 

"Michael~L Emily" <EmilyMichael~m@rdke.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

I hope your return flisht home from Dallas International Girls Cup went well and that you made it to the banquet on time. 

The DIGC was wonderin8 if you misht be able to provide a quote that they could use on their website as part of their recap of the event. Below is the quote that 

Tom Sermanni provided last year as an example. Anythin8 you would be willin~ to provide would be great. 

"It was 8reat to be part of the Openin~ Ceremony of the 2013 Dallas International Girls Tournament. The atmosphere and excitement in the theatre amon~ the 

teams and players was electrifyins. The ceremony hi~hlishted that soccer is truly The World Game and the Dallas International Girls Tournament is of a world class 

standard. I would encourage top level 8iris soccer teams from throughout the world to come and play in this tournament in 20:14". 

Thanks a~ain for your participation this year, it was ~reat to have you there. 

Emily Michaelson 
Elite Youth Field Rep 
North America Soccer Sports Marketing 
503.532.2747 (Office} 

(Mobile} 
503.395.2944 (Fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Sisneros ;@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 3:35 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@em~Jl.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Elite Soccer Bulletin: May 2014 

3 issues of this magazine for $1 

University. of North Carolhm Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Wed, Apt 30, 2014 at 10:44 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <~lson~!emo~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

.J~sorL 

Check this oL~t it might have valu,~. ~. Let me k~ow what it costs. 

From: Elite Soccer [mailto:paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 30, 2054 9:4-7 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Elite Soccer Bulletin: May 2054 

Mauricio Pochettino writes exclusively for Elite Soccer 

NEW iSSUE -- OUT TODAY! 

We are delighted to announce the line-up for the May 20!4 issue of 
E’,q~e Soccer (published today). 

Image removed by sender. The latest issue is 

out now! 

The lead session in the latest Elite Soccer has 
been supplied by Southampton manager Mauricio 
Pochettino. 

It is called Pressing Initiation. Mauricio says: "This 
session coaches players on understanding 
defensive pressing. 

"It’s impo[tant to practise the key elements to 
identify how, when and where we can apply pressing 
technique, and that includes adopting the right 
shape tactically and togetherness of the group, as 
well as being able to identify the right moment to 
close down. 

"We see the benefits of this session paying off every 
week - indeed, good pressing technique is central to 
the intense brand of football we play." 

Also in the latest issue, Karl Robinson, manager of 
League One MK Dons, gives a session about quick 
and inventive play around the edge of the 18-yard 
box. 

Plymouth Argyle boss John Sheridan has put together a drill that gets players firing forward at 



close range. Being an attacking midfielder, who scored the winning goal at Wembby for Sheffield 
Wednesday against Manchester United in the 1991 League Cup final, John knows how to find the 
back of the net! 

In our Coaching Consultation, LMA Ambassador Adam Sadler - former coach at Manchester City 
and Newcastle United -who is now plying his trade at Ukranian side SC Tavriya, talks about 
attacking breaks. 

And fellow LMA Ambassador Peter Farrell, who has worked with Uwe Rosier when he was at 
Brentford, shows us how a team can pass and retain possession through the thirds of the pitch. 

~i Image removed by sender¯ SUBSCRIBE NOW 

MANAGER PROFILE 

Prior to arriving in the Engfish Premier League, fans in the UK might 
have best known Mauricio Pochettino as the man who conceded the 
crucial penalty that meant England triumphed over Argentina at the 
2002 World Cup.., 

Espanyo~ £~hrse spe~s), PSG and Bordeaux, [he 

o(~fi~ away ~rom ~h8 ~oot of t~e table ~n [he 
2008/09 camps4{~n. 

Poci:etti~:o remaised at the club u~til November 

2012; a~d after a short break t.~on~ the 
a~rbed a~ Southampton, becoming en~y 
secor~d Argentine mar~ager ~n ~he English 
;~[ter Ossie 

i~i Image removed by sender. 

teaching sessior:s in tibia issue, click here, 

Image removed by sender. SUBSCRIBE NOW 



If you have friends or colleagues who would be interested in Elite Soccer, please forward this email to 
them. They can sign up to receive a free session and future editions of this Blite Soccer Bulletin here. 

Image removed by sender¯ SUBSCRIBE NOW 

TESTIMONIAL OF THE MONTH 

~i Image removed by sender¯ 

%:: Image removed bysender. SUBSCRIBE NOW 

CLASSIC QUO’I°E 

~ "Leaders aren’t born, they are made. And t,#ey ate made just 

like anything else, through hard work. And that’s the price we’ll 

have to pay to achieve that goal, or any goal" 

Yours in football, 

~’-’i Image removed bysender. 

Paul Mortimer, 
Head of marketing, Elite Soccer 

Xi Image removed by sender 
..... Green Star Media 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here to view in 

your browser, 

i~’{ Image removed bysender. In 
...... Association with the LMA 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chad Stoloff ~ ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 5:37 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@em~Jl.unc.edu> 

The Art of Learning- Josh Wai~kin 

Hi Anson, 

I think you will find groat insights froln this interview. Have you read the book-The Art of Learning by Josh Wailzkin? He discusses high pertbnnance from personal 
experience as a world champion and in his consulting work he does. He talks about operating at the razors edge to get to the top 1 percent where you can Now it big 

time. 

Check out this great Podcast: http:i/feeds.feedbumer.com/thetimfemssshow 

Best regards, 

Chad Stoloff 

Mental Conditioning Coach 

A Disciplined Mind ~tr~ning your mind to excel in sports and life 

775-229-5498 

(& e,~noil.com 

adisciplinedmind.com 

chadstoloil:wordpress.com 

twitter.com/ChadStoloff 

facebook.com/ADisciplinedMind 
linkedin.com/i~/chadstoloff 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~juno.com 

Wednesday 7:46 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Work party needed for conference chairs detail 

can be there 

The #1 Worst C~rb Ever? 
Click to Learn #1 Carb that Kills Your Blood Sugar (Don’t Eat This!) 

FixYourBIoodSugar.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:09 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Attirm~Jon 

I like it, I like it a lot[[ 

And thank you fbr helping me with my paper yesterday, I think an A is in the works. 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On at 1:54 PM. "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email uric edu> wrote: 
> 

> How- about: "De integro, at the best of my abili~, to get better every day all surmner because I am and I am the margin of victory". 
> 

> I need you to believe that you are the difference maker and for you to train for it all sunzmer I have enough Indians, I need a chieP !! 
> 

©riginal Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Monday, 11:55 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Re: Affirmation 
> 

> I think I can stand it I trust you haha. Let me klmw.. 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

>> ©n at 5:33 PM. "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaikunc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Heyt !! Very deep, I like it .. I will mull this over and tie it into who I want you to be by adding on to it 01"you can stand it). 
>> 

©riginal Message ..... 
>> From: 
>> Sent: Mi~nday, 11:16 AM 

>> To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
>> Subject: Affirmation 
>> 

>> So I had been mulling over the weekend about the summer affirmation we discussed in my meeting and finally last night came across something that struck me and stuck with me. It kind 
of’comes offmore as a mantra but is a good way id like to look at my summer. 
>> Don’t judge when I tell you I was looking through a list of David beckham’s tattoos haha and one of them is Latin script that says "De integro" and it was explained to mean "again, a 
second time" or "repeat again, from the start". I felt I really could relate to this because that is exactly what I’m having to do this summer. Rebuild myself, again, f,rom square one with my 

The phrase could go even further once I don’t have to pay attenuon to         as a simple reminder to do something over; work at it again from it’s foundation to get better at 
whatever the skill may be. If it’s :Free kicks, go through a set, then start from the basic technique again practicing it over and over. If it’s something like 120s you do one, then you have to go 
back to the start and do it again, a second time. 
>> So I just really liked this phrase and it’s very simple and easy to repeat to myself‘ and live by ~2~r this summer 
>> 

>> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vicki Linton- ~hotmaJl.com> 

Thursday, 1:13 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Heading home 

Anson 

The Australian W-League will run from Sept to Dec this year as Australia is hosting the Men’s Asian Cup in I am not stare when the league ;vill be played ir 

Would be looking at this year or next year then? 

I could certainly assist in getting her in contact with coaches. 

Vicki 

> On 

> 

> Vicki, 

> 

> I ~vould love it too!! 

> 

> If you don’t mind helping me alrea@: 

recommend? And can we find her a team? 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Vicki Linton [mailto 

> Sent: Tuesday, 

> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

> Subject: tleading home 

> 

> Hey Anson 

> 

at 4:00 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email uric edu> ~Vl-ote: 

is interested in playing professionally in Australia. She can leave school after the fall or spring whatever works best. YVhat do you 

~?hotmail com] 
2:03 AM 

[ore that[ 

Good luck with your program. 

Please say hello to 

Vicki 

%r me and if you guys are ever thinking of coming over to Australia, please let me know! I would love to have you guys out there! 

> Just letting you know that I am heading back to Australia tomorrow. Not sure what job I might end up in but it seemed time to head home. 
> 

> I really eNoyed being able to meet you this past year and spend some time with you and your program. If there was any opportumty to collaborate or work together in the future I would 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 8:28 AM 

Robinson, Kevin T <kro~unc.edu-~ 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu:~ 

I~NV: Risk Management Landing Page 

Thanks for your note regarding Finley. Also do we have a plan for Fetzer? We have a game scheduled for the 15th of August this year and are hoping it w~ll be ready 

a bit sooner th~s fail....Fina~lV, f am sti~ hoping we can ge~: sore ~ (laspsichak~s for the goai weights down at finley. We need them so we can att~ched the weights 

more securely to the goMs. ~t the n~omet~: ~ve are stH~ ~ay~ng the w~:s on top...would rather haw~ a secure att~chment. Thoughts? 

~X~ EmailS~gnatu re-Oadc~ 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Tuesday, April 29, 20J.4 5:.t7 PM 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject; Risk Management Landing Page 

All, 

In an effort to provide a central repository for some of the various risk manasement resources for our collective use, we have developed a landin8 pase on the 

8oheels.com website under the "Inside Athletics" tab. After selectin8 the "Risk Manasement" link, please enter         as both the username and password. I 

would like to extend considerable 8ratitude to Matt Bowers for all of the time and effort he spent in the development of this pase. 

The various policies and educational pieces on the landin8 pa~e are intended to provide assistance in our Department-wide efforts to mitisate risk in our 

operations. Please remain cosnizant of the items included and revisit the pa~e periodically for updates. In addition, please immediately communicate to me any 

concerns about safety, security, risks, or other perceived threats of any kind to our Department. 

As always, thank you for your assistance in helpin~ address the various risks encountered in your respective areas. Our collaboration is essential in these 

endeavors and your awareness, diligence, and efforts are ~reatly appreciated. 

Best, 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 8:30 AM 

Somoano, Caxlos M <csomoano@unc.edu>; Robinson, Kevin T <krob@unc.edu>; Bunting, Mike <mb~mting@unc.edu> 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: Risk Management Lmading Page 

I agree that allocating some funding for this would be a good idea. Thanks, Carlos. 

Paul 

Fro~: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Thursday, May 02, 2024 8:28 AM 

To: Robinson, Kevin T 
C¢: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ Pogge, Paul 
~bje~ ~: Risk Nanagement Landing Page 

Kevin, 

Thank~ for ~our note regarding F~ley. Atso do we h~ve a p~an for Fetzer? We have a game scheduled for the ~5~h of August ~h~s year and are hoping it w~l be ready 

a bit sooner th~s faH....ginally, ~ am still hopk~g we can get some clasps/chains for the goa~ weights down at finley. We need them so we can attached the weights 

more securely to the goals. At the moment we are st~ll laying the wts on top~..would rather have a secure attachment. Thoughts? 

~.~.~ Em ~ilS~jr;atu re~L~a dos 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Tuesday, April 29, 2024 £27 PM 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject: Risk Management Landing Page 

All, 

in an effort to provide a central repository for some of the various risk management resources for our collective use, we have developed a landin~ pa~e on the 

~oheels.com website under the "Inside Athletics" tab. After selectin~ the "Risk Management" link, please enter         as both the username and password. 

would like to extend considerable ~ratitude to Matt Bowers for all of the time and effort he spent in the development of this pa~e. 

The various policies and educational pieces on the landin8 pa~e are intended to provide assistance in our Department-wide efforts to mitigate risk in our 

operations. Please remain cognizant of the items included and revisit the pa~e periodically for updates. In addition, please immediately communicate to me any 

concerns about safety, security, risks, or other perceived threats of any kind to our Department. 

As always, thank you for your assistance in helpin8 address the various risks encountered in your respective areas. Our collaboration is essential in these 

endeavors and your awareness, diligence, and efforts are ~reatly appreciated. 

Best, 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robinson, Kevin T <krob@nnc.edu> 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 9:26 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@tmc.edw~; Somoano, Carlos M <csomom~o@unc.edu>; Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc.edu:~ 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Risk Management La~nding Page 

We can definitely buy some more clasps/chains for the weights. When facilities originally put d~e weights down there they had clasps/chains at[ached to them. 

When the goa~s where moved periodically during the season the weights were not mo~,ed w~th the goa~s and the claspsichak~s were lost, Facilities will purchase 

the daspsichNns and reattach them to the we~shts and ~oa~s, Thanks 

k:ev~n Robinson 

U NC Athle~:~cs 

krob@unc.edu 

From-" Pogge, Paul 

Sent-" Thursday, May 01, 2014 8:30 AM 
To: Somoano, Carlos M; Robinson, Kevin T; Bunting, Mike 
~¢: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: RE: Risk Management Landing Page 
I agree that allocating some funding for this would b~:_~ a good idea, Thanl~s, Carlos, 

Paul 

From: Somoano, Carlos N 
Sent; Thursday, May 01, 20:[4 8:28 AM 

To: Robinson, Kevin T 
C¢; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: FVV: Risk Management Landing Page 

Kevin 

a bit sooner this fall._.Finally, I am still hopin~ we can get some clasps/chains for the ~oal weights down at finley. We need them ~o we can attached the we~ht~ 

more ~ecure[y to the ~oa~s. ~t the momen~ we are st~H ~ay~ the w~s on top._would ~athe~ have a secure attachment. Thou~ht~? 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent-" Tuesday, April 29, 2014 5:17 PM 
To-" UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject: Risk Management Landing Page 

All, 

In an effort to provide a central repository for some of the various risk manasement resources for our collective use, we have developed a landin8 pase on the 

~oheels.com website under the "Inside Athletics" tab. After selectin~ the "Risk Management" link, please enter         as both the username and password. 

would like to extend considerable 8ratitude to Matt Bowers for all of the time and effort he spent in the development of this pase. 

The various policies and educational pieces on the landin~ pa~e are intended to provide assistance in our Department-wide efforts to mitisate risk in our 

operations. Please remain cosnizant of the items included and revisit the page periodically for updates. In addition, please immediately communicate to me any 

concerns about safety, security, risks, or other perceived threats of any kind to our Department. 

As always, thank you for your assistance in helpin~ address the various risks encountered in your respective areas. Our collaboration is essential in these 

endeavors and your awareness, dilisence, and efforts are ~reatly appreciated. 

Best, 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 9:26 AM 

Robinson, Kevin T <ka~b@unc.edu>; SomoaJ~o, Carlos M <csomoa~o@unc.edu>; Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc.edu> 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~’anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Risk Management Lmading Page 

Thanks very much, Kevin. 

Paul 

From: Robinson, Kevin T 
Sent: Thursday, May 01, 2014 9:26 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Somoano, Carlos M; Bunting, Mike 

Co: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: Risk Management Landing Page 

W~-’_~ can definib:_@ buy some rnore ch~sps/chains ~or the weights. When fadiith~s origk~aHy put the weights down there they had dasps/chak~s attached to them. 

When the goa~s where moved periodically during the season the weights were not rnoved w~th the goa~s and the clasps/chains were ~ost. Fadl~ties will purchase 

the dasps/chab~s and reattach Lhem to the weights and goa~s. Thanks 

Kevh~ RoNnson 

U NC Athletics 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Thursday, May 01, 2014 8:30 AM 
To: Somoano, Carlos M; Robinson, Kevin T; Bunting, Mike 

Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Risk Management Landing Page 

I agree that allocating some funding for this would be a good idea. Thanks, Carlos. 

Paul 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Thursday, May 01, 2014 8:28 AM 

To: Robinson, Kevin T 
Co: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: ~: Risk Management Landing Page 

Kevi~, 

Thanks for your note reAm*dh~g F~ley. A~so do we hsve a O~an for Fetzer? We have a Aarne scheduled for the 15th of AuAust th~s year an~ a~e hoping it w~H be ~eady 

more securely ~o ~he goa~;. At the moment we are ~d:~H ~aymg ~he wts on Lop.would raLher have a secure atLachrnent. Thou~hLs? 

~:~ ~maHS~gnalure4Cados 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Tuesday, April 29, 2014 5:17 PM 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject: Risk Management Landing Page 

In an effort to provide a central repository for some of the various risk management resources for our collective use, we have developed a landing page on the 

goheels.com website under the "Inside Athletics" tab. After selecting the "Risk Management" link, please enter         as both the username and password. I 

would like to extend considerable gratitude to Matt Bowers for all of the time and effort he spent in the development of this page. 

The various policies and educational pieces on the landing page are intended to provide assistance in our Department-wide efforts to mitigate risk in our 

operations. Please remain cognizant of the items included and revisit the page periodically for updates. In addition, please immediately communicate to me any 

concerns about safety, security, risks, or other perceived threats of any kind to our Department. 

As always, thank you for your assistance in helping address the various risks encountered in your respective areas. Our collaboration is essential in these 

endeavors and your awareness, diligence, and efforts are greatly appreciated. 

Best, 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 9:31 AM 

Robinson, Kevin T <krob@unc.edtr~; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edtr~ 

Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <p~gge@unc.edu> 

RE: Risk Management La~nding Page 

Kevin, 

cant remember exactly but 1 think the chains were not very practical and very difficult to attach!reattached...can we get something like this? 

i[;~:;i http://image.rakuten.co.jp/utac/cabinet/ikou 20100326/img10064245551.jpg? ex=128x128 

From: Robinson, Kevin T 
Sent: Thursday, May 0l, 2014 9:26 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Somoano, Carlos M; Bunting, Mike 
C¢: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Risk Management Landing Page 

We can definitely buy some more clasps/chains t~or the weights. When fad~it~es originally put the weights down there they had clasps/chains attached to them. 

When the goa~s where moved periodically during the season the weights were not moved w~th the goa~s and the clasps/chains were lost. Fadl~ties will purchase 

the daspsichak~s and reattach ~:hem to the weights and goa~s. Thanks 

k:ev~n Robinson 

UNC Athletics 

krob@unc.edu 

"i.U:::’ L i¢~i:::~:~::’ o.,,~..’ h!::.:::.:,’:::’ t:q:~.:;.::.:iL~, ..:~ L~,,~.’::’~’)~L’:’" 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Thursday, May 0:t, 20:t4 8:30 AM 
To: Somoano, Carlos M; Robinson, Kevin T; Bunting, Mike 
Ce: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Risk Management Landing Page 

I agree that allocating some funding for tNs wou~d be a good idea. Thanks, Carlos. 



From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Thursday, May 01, 2014 8:28 AM 

To-" Robinson, Kevin T 
~:¢: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Posse, Paul 
Subject; I=W: Risk Management Landing Page 

Ke~,in, 

"i’hank~.~ for your not~-’_~ r~-_~sardin8 Finley, Also do ~ve have a plan ~or Fe~zer? We haw? a same scheduled ~or the 15th .;_3f A~,~>us~ (:~rlis yea~" and are hopin~ i~ ~vill be ready 

a bit sooner l:h~s h~l...,Fina~ly., ~ am sti~I hoping ~ve can get some clasps/chains for the ~oa~ we~hts down a~: finley We need ~hem so we can ate:ached the we~h~:s 

more secu~’ef7 to the ~oa~s, At the moment we are st~l~ ~ay~ng the wts on Lop~,,would rsLher have a secure atLachrnent. ThoufihLs? 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent; Tuesday, April 29, 2024 5:17 PM 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject; Risk Management Landing Page 

All, 

in an effort to provide a central repository for some of the various risk manasement resources for our collective use, we have developed a landin8 pase on the 

~oheels.com website under the "Inside Athletics" tab. After selectin~ the "Risk Management" link, please enter         as both the username and password. I 

would like to extend considerable 8ratitude to Matt Bowers for all of the time and effort he spent in the development of this pa~e. 

The various policies and educational pieces on the landin~ pase are intended to provide assistance in our Department-wide efforts to mitigate risk in our 

operations. Please remain cosnizant of the items included and revisit the pase periodically for updates. In addition, please immediately communicate to me any 

concerns about safety, security, risks, or other perceived threats of any kind to our Department. 

As always, thank you for your assistance in helpin8 address the various risks encountered in your respective areas. Our collaboration is essential in these 

endeavors and your awareness, diligence, and efforts are ~reatly appreciated. 

Best, 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robinson, Kevin T <krob@nnc.edu> 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 9:33 AM 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edw~; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.e&~> 

Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc.e&~>; Pogge, Paul <ptx~gge@unc.e&~> 

RE: Risk Management La~nding Page 

Will do. 

Kevin Robinson 

UNC Athletics 

krob@unc.edu 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Thursday, May 0:t, 2014 9:3:t AM 

To: Robinson, Kevin T; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co: Bunting, Mike; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: Risk Management Landing Page 

Kevin, 

i.~.i http://image.rakuten.cojp/utac/cabinet/ikou 20100326/img10064245551.jpg? ex=128x128 

From: Robinson, Kevin T 
Sent: Thursday, May 01, 2014 9:26 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Somoano, Carlos M; Bunting, Mike 
Co: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Risk Management Landing Page 

We c~m defini~:eiy buy sorne more clasps/chains for the weights When fad[it~es originally pu~: ~:he weights down there they fund daspsichams ate:ached to them, 

Whe[) the goMs where moved pedodk:allV during ~:he season the we~ghLs were [)o[: [T~oved w~th the goMs and the (:h;spsicha~ns were losL r:adl~ties will purchase 

[he cbspsichNns and reattach them to the weights and goNs. Thanks 



~:evin Robinson 

UNC Athletics 

krob@unc,edu 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Thursday, May 01, 2014 8:30 AM 
To: Somoano, Carlos M; Robinson, Kevin T; Bunting, Mike 

C¢: Dorrance, Albeit A 11/ 
Subject: RE: Risk Management Landing Page 

~ agree that a~ocat~ng some funding for this wou~d be a good idea. Than~(s, Car~os. 

Pau~ 

F~m: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Thursday, May 01, 2014 8:28 AM 

To: Robinson, Kevin T 
Co: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: ~: Risk Management Landing Page 

Kevin, 

Thanks for your note re~srdb~g F~nley. A~so do we have a p~an for Fetzer? We have a ~ame scheduled for the 15d~ of August th~s year and are hoping it w~fl be ready 

a bit sooner this faH._.Fina]ly, ~ am sti]~ hop~n~ we can ~eL some claspsicha~ns for the goa~ weights down at finley. We need them so we can attached the weights 

mo~e securely to the goa~s. At the moment we are stH~ laying the wts on top...would rather have a secure attachment, Thoughts? 

~.~.~ EmsilS~gnatu re-Oadc~ 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Tuesday, April 29, 2014 5:17 PM 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject: Risk Management Landing Page 

in an effort to provide a central repository for some of the various risk management resources for our collective use, we have developed a landing page on the 

goheels.com website under the "Inside Athletics" tab. After selecting the "Risk Management" link, please enter         as both the username and password. 

would like to extend considerable gratitude to Matt Bowers for all of the time and effort he spent in the development of this page. 

The various policies and educational pieces on the landing page are intended to provide assistance in our Department-wide efforts to mitigate risk in our 

operations. Please remain cognizant of the items included and revisit the page periodically for updates. In addition, please immediately communicate to me any 

concerns about safety, security, risks, or other perceived threats of any kind to our Department. 

As always, thank you for your assistance in helping address the various risks encountered in your respective areas. Our collaboration is essential in these 

endeavors and your awareness, diligence, and efforts are greatly appreciated. 

Best, 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 9:33 AM 

Robinson, Kevin T <krob@unc.edm~; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edtr~ 

Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <pD)gge@unc.edu> 

RE: Risk Management Lmading Page 

Thanks Kevin!!! 

i.~.i Em r, il~3ign atu re-Oa dc~ 

From: Robinson, Kevin T 
Sent: Thursday, May 01, 2014 9:33 AM 

To: Somoano, Carlos M; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Ce: Bunting, Mike; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: Risk Management Landing Page 

Will 

Kevin Robinson 

lJNC Athletics 

kFob@ un(:.~:~dt~ 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 

Sent: Thursday, May 01, 2014 9:31 AM 

To: Robinson, Kevin T; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

C¢: Bunting, Mike; Pogge, Paul 

S,,bject: RE: Risk Management Landing Page 

Kevin, 

I cant remember e×actly but ~ think the chains were not very practical and very difficult to attachireattached._ca~ we get something I~ke this? 

~.~.~ http://image.rakuten.cojp/uta~Zcabinet/ikou 20100326/img10064245551.jpg? ex=128x128 



From: Robinson, Kevin T 
Sent: Thursday, May 01, 2014 9:26 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Somoano, Carlos M; Bunting, Mike 

Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Risk Management Landing Page 
We can definitely buy some more clasps/chains for the weights. When facilities originally put the weights down there they had clasps/chains attached to them. 

When the goa~s where moved periodically d~.~r~n~ the season the weights were not rnow~d wkh the ~oa~s and the claspsi(:ha~ns were lost. Fadlkies will purchase 

the c~aspsicha~ns and reattach ~:hern to the we~hl:s and goa~s. Thanks 

Kev~n Robinson 

UNC Athletics 

krob@unc.edu 

.... i.;i~.i:!! ~!-[i:i=~::::i::i:!: :::~=’!i:~~ ~!rL’~.;!:~’~ r :!! ~i?i:~;~:.::~:?~! 

Froth: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Thursday, May 0:[, 20:[4 8:30 AM 
To: Somoano, Carlos M; Robinson, Kevin T; Bunting, Mike 

Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Risk Management Landing Page 

I agree that allocating some funding for t~s wou~d be a good idea. T~anks, Carlos. 

Pau~ 

E~= Somoano, Carlos N 
Seat= Thursday, May 0~, 20~4 8:28 AN 

Te; Robinson, Kevin T 
C¢= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~; Pogge, Paul 
S~bject= ~: Risk Management Landing Page 

Kevin, 

Te~anks for your note reEardb~g F~nley. Also do we have a p~an for Fetzer? We have a Earne sd~edu~ed for the 15~h of AuEust this year and are hoping it w~fl be ready 

a bit sooner this fall....Fina]ly, ~ arn sti]~ hoping we can get some clasps/chains for the goal weights down at finley~ We need them so we can attached the weights 

mo~e securely to the goa~s. At the moment we are stil~ laying the wts on top~..would rather have a secure attachment. Thoughts? 

~.~.~ Em silS~gr~atu re~:]a dos 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Tuesday, April 29, 20:~4 5::t7 PM 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject: Risk Management Landing Page 

In an effort to provide a central repository for some of the various risk management resources for our collective use, we have developed a landing page on the 

goheels.com website under the "Inside Athletics" tab. After selecting the "Risk Management" link, please enter         as both the username and password. 

would like to extend considerable gratitude to Matt Bowers for all of the time and effort he spent in the development of this page. 

The various policies and educational pieces on the landing page are intended to provide assistance in our Department-wide efforts to mitigate risk in our 

operations. Please remain cognizant of the items included and revisit the page periodically for updates. In addition, please immediately communicate to me any 

concerns about safety, security, risks, or other perceived threats of any kind to our Department. 

As always, thank you for your assistance in helping address the various risks encountered in your respective areas. Our collaboration is essential in these 

endeavors and your awareness, diligence, and efforts are greatly appreciated. 

Best, 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 10:46 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

~msn.com; Ducax, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu~; Jason Sisneros ( 
@aol.com 

Re: Crosby Scholars Golf Invitationa] 

@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; 

I’ll go unless someone else really wants to 

On May 1, 2014, at 9:43 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~:~n(/~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Din.:_% Chris at~d ,Jason, 

I usually go to this but would ri~ther s~aV back wRh can one or ~;~ of you go? You (:ar~ see from Bubble’s memo, th~; is good for PR. 

From= Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent-" Thursday, May 05, 2014 10:03 AM 
To= UNC~-Head Coaches 
C~= UNC~-ExeS~ff 
Subject= Crosby Scholars Golf Invitational 

Dear Head Coaches: 

The Crosby Scholars Golf Invitational is coming up on Tuesday, May 20th in Winston Salem (~3~A;!Z~_:£C_9#_)_Y#_£~3£JA_C#_:R£~]9~]~A~[£fAJ.). 

Crosby Scholars is an organization that seeks to ensure that every public school student in Forsyth County has the opportunity to attend 

college. 

Paul Fulton, former Dean of the UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School and former member of both the UNC Board of Trustees and the UNC Board 

of Governors, has asked for our assistance in having a strong representation from UNC Athletics to help ensure an outstanding event. Please 

let me know if you or one of your assistant coaches is able to attend the dinner, breakfast, or golf outing. You will net be responsible for 

covering the cost out of your own budget. 

Thank you for your time and consideration of this wonderful cause. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cmm~gham 

Dkector of Athletics 

Universi~ of Nor~ Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom and Alison Sermanni @hotmail.com> 

Thursday, 2:43 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Touching Base 

Hi Anson 

Hope all is well in the hallowed halls of UNC. Been meaning to email for a while and my memory was sparked again when I spoke to           a couple 

of days ago. She speaks of you in glowing terms and really appreciated how welcoming you were and how well you looked after her during her visit to 

UNC. 

I also wanted to touch base to thank you for your unconditional support during my time as WNT coach (and before that as well). Having your support and 
expertise to tap into helped me greatly during the past :15 months. 

Obviously I was taken by surprise and somewhat disappointed by the president’s decision (and rather frustrated that I’m not able to complete the task I 
started) but that’s life in this wonderful game of ours, 

I look forward to keeping in touch and catching up at a soccer event somewhere around the globe in hopefully the not too distant future. 

Thanks again, take care 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bill Palladino < @aol.com~ 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 4:12 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Crosby Scholars GolfInvitationa] 

I’ll be happy to join in.... Always up for golf 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 1, 2014, at 11:07 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~)emaiLunc~edu~ wrote: 

We can s,-_~nd ~;ll thre~:, but cert~;inly one wot, ld b~:, ex,::el~et~t[ rh~mk you 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent~ Thursday, May 0~, 2014 10:~ AM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
@raSh.COrn; Ducat, Chris; Jason Sisneros          ~qmail.com); Sander, Thomas 

Subject= Re: Crosby Scholars Golf InviNtional 

I’ll go Ulfless ~Ineone else really wants to 

~aol.com 

On May 1, 2014, at 9:43 AM, "Dorrance, Albeit A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ditto, Cl’tris and 

Fmm: Cunningham, Bubba 

Sent: Thursday, Nay 01, 20:!.4 10:03 AN 

To: UNC~-Head Coaches 
¢c= UNC~-ExeSNff 
Subject= Crosby Scholars Golf Invitational 

Dear Head Coaches: 

The Crosby Scholars Golf Invitational is coming up on Tuesday, May 20th in Winston Salem 

(htt~:iiwww.crosbyscha~ars.org]~nv~tatiana[). Crosby Scholars is an organization that seeks to ensure that every public school 

student in Forsyth County has the opportunity to attend college. 

Paul Fulton, former Dean of the UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School and former member of both the UNC Board of Trustees and 

the UNC Board of Governors, has asked for our assistance in having a strong representation from UNC Athletics to help ensure an 

outstanding event. Please let me know if you or one of your assistant coaches is able to attend the dinner, breakfast, or golf 

outing. You will not be responsible for covering the cost out of your own budget. 

Thank you for your time and consideration of this wonderful cause. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cu~ingham 

Director of Athletics 

Universi~ of North Carol~a 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@emaiLunc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:46 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; VangeMer, Marielle A <mvangeld@ema~l.unc.edu>; Sa~der, Thomas J <pacmm~@unc.edu> 

Smnmer School Award (WSO) 

Anson, 

Your Summer School Award Recommendations forms have been reviewed and approved. Please take a moment to review the below information for 

accuracy. Once you have reviewed the information, please inform me of any changes or inaccuracies promptly to ensure the award is applied to the student- 

athlete(s) account correctly~ This information will also be emailed to you prior to Summer Session II beginning to ensure we have any and all changes. If you do 

not have any changes, you may simply reply to this email confirming the information is correct. 

Thank you kindly. 

s1 

51 

52 

52 

52 

LEGEND 

R = Resident 

NR = Non-resident 

T = Tuition 

F = Fees 

B = Board 

RM = Room 

BK = Books 

AY= Academic Year Award 

MM = Maymester 

$1 =Summer One 

$2 = Summer Two 

OCRC = Off-Campus Room Check 

Total Aid 

Awarded: $ 41,357 

Aid Budget $ 42,500 

Difference .~ 1,143 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:55 PM 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email.unc.edu-~; Dorrance, Albert A IV -~J~son@email.unc.edu~ 

RE: Summer School Award (WSO) 

Rachel, 

You may have done this sheet before we told you about a few days ago, but she is not doing any summer school so you can remove her request. I’ll 

look ow?r the rest and let you I~now if ther~:_~ are any other changes. 7hanks! 

--’[’om 

From-" Strassner, Rachel 
Sent; Thursday, 4:46 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
C¢; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Vangelder, Narielle A; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Summer School Award (WSO) 

Anson, 

Your Summer School Award Recommendations forms have been reviewed and approved. Please take a moment to review the below information for 

accuracy. Once you have reviewed the information, please inform me of any changes or inaccuracies promptly to ensure the award is applied to the student- 

athlete(s) account correctly. This information will also be emailed to you prior to Summer Session II beginning to ensure we have any and all changes. If you do 

not have any changes, you may simply reply to this email confirming the information is correct. 

Thank you kindly. 

Total Award ~ 

si     6 X 

$2     9 x 

s1     3 

$2     6 

$2     3 X 

$2     3 

52 

41,357 

Total Aid 

Awarded: $ 41,357 

Aid lSud~et $ 42,500 

Difference ~ 1,143 

LEGEND 

R = Resident 

NR = Non-resident 

T = Tuition 

F = Fees 

B = Board 

RM = Room 

8K = Books 

AY= Academic Year Award 

MM = Maymester 

$1 = Summer One 

$2 = Summer Two 

OCRC = Off-Campus Room Check 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@emaiLunc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:58 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Summer School Award (WSO) 

Tom, 

Thanks for catching as I did not remove her from the list below. 

I Name I PID I EnroillR/NRI Tuition I Fees I Boom I Board I 
allocation was going to which I updated on the below. 

SJ./S2 Hours Online IT°talAward I Tota~,A I AY I Equiv. 

s1 6 x 

s1 9 x 

$1 3 

$1 3 

$2 6 

$2 3 X 

$2 3 

i ’:;vAs. 

~::’?’:o/’::s : 

From: Sander, Thomas J 

Sent: Thursday, 4:55 PM 

To: Strassner, Rachel; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

SuNect: BE: Summer School &ward (WSO) 

Rachel, 

You may have done th~s sheet be[:ore we to~d you about a few days ago, bu~ she ~s not doing any summer ~choo~ so you can remove her requesL ~’~ 

look over the rest and ~et you k~ow ~f there are any other changes. Tha~ks~ 

-Tom 

F~m~ Strassner, Rachel 
Sent~ Thursday, 4:~ PN 
T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
~e~ Gallo, Jr., Lar~ Ad Vangelder, Narielle A~ Sander, ~omas ~ 
Subjeet~ Summer School Award ~SO) 

Anson, 

Your     Summer School Award Recommendations forms have been reviewed and approved. Please take a moment to review the below information for 

accuracy. Once you have reviewed the information, please inform me of any changes or inaccuracies promptly to ensure the award is applied to the student- 

athlete(s) account correctly. This informa~on will also be emailed to you prior to Summer Session II beginning to ensure we have any and all changes. If you do 

not have any changes, you may simply reply to this email confirming the ~nforma~on is correct. 

Thank you kindly. 

[ Name                   PID     Enroll R/NR T~on    Fees    R~m    Board    Books S1/S2 Hours       Online 

S1 6 X 

51 9 X 

$1 3 

$1 3 

Total Award 



LEGEND 

R = Resident 

NR = Non-resident 

T = Tuition 

F = Fees 

B = Board 

RM = Room 

BK = Books 

AY= Academic Year Award 

MM = Maymester 

$1 = Summer One 

$2 = Summer Two 

OCRC = Off-Campus Room Check 

$2 6 

52 3 X 

52 3 

Total Aid 

Awarded: $ 41,357 

Aid Budget $ 42,500 

Difference g    1,Z43 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 5:11 PM 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email.unc.edw~ 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@ema~J.unc.edu> 

RE: Smnmer School Award ~VSO) 

We also submitted a request for incoming plager            for tuition for two 2nd session classes. Don’t see here here. 

And             should be down for t online class and one Maymester class (Her S:1. should be MM --- numbers are right, just wrong term). 

Other thank that it looks good. 

-Tom 

From; Strassner, Rachel 
Sent; Thursday,            ~,:58 PM 

To; Sander, Thomas _l; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; RE: Summer School Award (WSO) 

Tom, 

Thanks for catching as I did not remove her from the list below, allocation was going to 

k Name PID Enroll R/NR T~on Fees Room Board Books S~.1S2 Hours 

which I updated on the below. 

Online TotalAward ~ Equiv. 

Si 6 X 

Si 9 X 

s J_ 3 

~i ’, ~ ’. 

51 3 

$2 6 

52 3 X 

52 3 

i-: W.::. :: i::.~.~ i:: d ::":~i:: 

i:’i":::" ~:. : :i:~ i!-) 9:!::.2 

%.:.. !..<l:::~ !..~:L:2 

:~" :::!? ::?.,:i:~.bf!d ~ i!’.!::?R’.!::.: ~Y::::~: ~::’~f:.;:.!::.: ;:.;:.::::ii’;4.:~.’:’ .::: ? :::!? ::’.:::t:’;?:2!." .:! .bfb!.::! : :::::.!::::’ .!:,:! :.,’~)’ :::::v’!:::.!?;~! ::.::i!’ .::::.:i7~::’~;:.;!. "" 

From: Sander, Thomas J 

Sent: Thursday,            4:55 PM 

To: Strassner, Rachel; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

SuNect: RE: Summer School Award (WSO) 

Rachel, 

You may have done th~s sheet before we tom you sbout a few days sgo, but she ~s not doing any summer school so you can remove her request. 

look over the rest and let you ~now ~f there are any other change~. Thanks[ 

--Tom 

F~m= Strassner, Rachel 
Sent= Thursday, 4:~ PN 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
¢¢~ Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A.; Vangelder, Narielle A; Sander, ~omas J 
Subject~ Summer School Award ~SO) 

ABSOB~ 

Your     Summer School Award Recommendations forms have been reviewed and approved. Please take a moment to review the below information for 

accuracy. Once you have reviewed the information, please inform me of any changes or ~naccuracies promptly to ensure the award is applied to the student- 

athlete(s) account correctly. This information will also be emailed to you prior to Summer Session II beginning to ensure we have any and all changes. If you do 

not have any changes, you may simply reply to this email confirming the information is correct. 

Thank you kindly. 

Total Award ~ 



s1 

Sl 

s1 

s2 

$2 

s2 

41,357 

Total Aid 

Awarded: $ 41,357 
Aid Budget $ 42,500 
Difference ~ 1~143 

LEGEND 

R = Resident 

NR = Non-resident 

T = Tuition 

F = Fees 

B = Board 

RM = Room 

BK = Books 

AY= Academic Year Award 

MM = Maymester 

$1 = Summer One 

$2 = Summer Two 

OCRC = Off-Campus Room Check 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Kennedy ~ ohn@combatbraintraining.com> 

Thursday, 6:21 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

~live. unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edt~i 

.~!unc.edu>; ~yahoo.com; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Thomas J <pacmm~@unc.edu> 

RE: Mo~e info 

~gmail.com; 

.~!rocketmail.com; ~b!gmail.com; 

@ymail.com; ~yahoo.com; 

3!msn.com; Ducal Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; ’Jason Sisneros’ 

~live.unc.edu>; 
~gmail.com; 

.~!gma~l.com >; Sander, 

I thought I’d continue to pass on relevant results so d~at you’d consider giving me some time when I get to NC again. 

First ~’e: sports ---I started t~aining Nick Roach (Oakland Raiders linebacker) in person and then remotely, he says h~s memory has improved as we~l as his ability to 

antidpate where the bah wi~ be. He says it’s even helped Ns weight ~fting training as he can better visualize the ~fti~g motion and the muscles ~nvo~ved. 

Re: academics--~’m sure you students a~ took ACTs so can relate to th~s~ I spent some thee w~th an ~nner dry school in Chicago who needed hNp raising the kids 

English ACT scores since the A(:Ts are so important to getting into a good school. They t:ook 3 practk:e tests before the actual A(:T last week, F~rst time the class 

average in Er@~sb was 18.5. They ~ntroduced typical rest boosting programs and the next test actually dropped to 17.4 which ~s when they contacted me ~n a bit of a 

panic. A[:ter only about 2 hours of my tkne spread ove~ 6 weeks, w~th the advisor having them run through the Arrows a cou#e times a week on [heir own 

(remember on going practice ~s key to continued h~provement) the last pretest average jumped over 20% to 2:1..:~ Nmost a ful] 4 points. Same training for both the 

class and Nick, improvements ~n both atMet~c ability and academics, 

Re: neuro~;c~ence -since we ]ast spoke, a neuroscient[st and a neuro-engineer have reached out to me w~t:h t:heir research and both exp[ah~ed that the reason CBT 

is so effect:~e so last ~s that it ~ncreases post--synaptk: recept:ors, bask:ally increasing the bandwMth of the bra~n, Hke g.Nng from dia] up t:o cable ~ntemet, The key 

however is to condnue [o make the exercises more strenuous, s~nce the br’ak~ wi[~ only change as much as it needs to to accommodate [he load (cognitive 

exertion). Another reason why continuing [o pr’act~ce the Arrows k~ particular’ pr’ogressive[y making them harder will continue to cr’eate improvements in focus, 

anticipation and reaction time wh[]e reducing stress. 

Best of luck for a great season, I will let you know when ~’1~ be back ~n NC and we can see [f you have even a couple hours to go through a new more intense yet 

shorter version of Arrows f recendy developed rot the Igdadnes. 

Go Tar’ Heels~ 

John 

John Kennedy, Neurop[ast~cian 

The Brain Coach 

1022 GreennesS: 

Evanston, IL 60202 

847-79:1.-I825 

]ohn(~combotbraintraininq.com 

www.combatbraintraininq.com 

From: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mail~:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:53 PH 
To= ~ohn Kennedy 
Co: @gmail.com; @rocketmail.com; ’@gmail.com; 

@gmail.com ~yahoo.com; @ymail.com; @yahoo.corn; " @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; 
Jason Sisneros 
Subject: RE: More info 

Thanks John wi~i doJ~ 

F~m= John Kennedy 

Sent~ Nonday, 1:58 PM 
Te~ Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albe~ A 1V 
Su~ject~ ~E: More info 

Hi 

Were you able to send tMs below to the counc~ as well? ~ think it demonstrates the edge the team will have based on aH preu~ous trainings. ~’d ~ove to he~p you 

win ~:he Championship again[ 

John 

From= John Kennedy [mailto:john@combatbraintrainin~.com] 
SeBt~ Friday, 4:21 PM 
T~ anson@ema~l.unc:edu 
S~ject~ More info 

Hi Anson, 

Please forward this to the Council as well, I am sorry I didn’t get some contextual information to them earlier. 

Hello everyone, 

First I’d like to apologize for not sending this info sooner. I had been focused on working through the logistics of making this sustainable throughout the season 

and I believe we have a good handle on that by empowering Jason for that role. 

However, fixing the how doesn’t do much of there is no context for the why~ So I will briefly describe the two primary areas CBT will help the team. 

Soccer - My daughter and I watched many of your games last year on the web and I’m sure you’ll agree, and you have much more soccer knowledge than I, that 

games are lost by mistakes. And these are not physical mistakes as much as mental mistakes. Your team knows how to dribble, pass and shoot, and where they 

should be at all times, but yet mistakes are still made. I’m sure you’ve also experienced the opposite - being in the zone when it seems like you can do no wrong, 

everything just flows automatically. That’s because a phenomena neuroscientists call zombie systems (you might call it muscle memory) takes over. Procedural 

actions happen unconsciously which is much faster and more accurate than conscious thinking. Your drills and prac~ces strive to create zombie systems at the 

procedural level, CBT does this at a Foundational level. 

CBT increases focus, situational awareness, pattern recognition, decision making and execution by making the foundational thinking process a zombie system. This 

is done at the physical, not the psychological level. The comments from your players I mentioned in the previous email are similar to ones from over 2500 people 

trained including military elites - Snipers, SpecOps, pilots, marksman - and professional athletes. 



An example of the transformational potential of CBT is the Chicago Soul M ISL team I worked the last year. They had lost 4 games in a row and were at the bottom of 

the league standings. The first game after CBT they beat the only undefeated team in the league and went on to make the playoffs. Along the way some incredible 

things happened. The goalie broke the existing record for saves in a game, he said he could sense where the ball would be before it got there and react faster to it. 

At another game, the team held the opponent scoreless for almost a full 2 minutes with two players in the penalty box, an almost statistical impossibility in indoor 

soccer. One player said he could visualize the play forming before it happened, and he just flowed along with it, scoring a goal without realizing he had taken a 

shot- that’s the CBT zone! You already have the best soccer training, what could you accomplish with the best mental training? 

School - the same foundational process underlying athletic ability is involved in learning. I’ve trained students from elementary schools, high school, military 

training schools and adults. In every case they learn faster and remember better. A common comment is similar to:" I used to have to read it several times- to get 

it, not I just read it once and I know it". Running through one of the exercises before studying or a test will improve results. Less time studying with better grades 

means less pressure and more time for other important activities (like soccer!). 

I don’t want to take too much of your time, but if you want to investigate more I can send you a longer report with some scientific data and lots of testimonials. 

Just know that CBT really works (validated now by two neuroscientists and 2500 people). There is also info on www.combatbrain[raining.com. I believe we got off 

to a great start last year with the training and the missing piece - sustainability should now be solved. Imagine the changes the players mentioned last year after 

the training increasing throughout the year? I can commit to making my time with you as flexible as needed, and I guarantee you’ll have fun doing the training 

together, especially with the newer exercises I’ve added. 

In any case, GoTar Heels! 

John 

John Kenr~eJy 

The Brain Coach 

Combat Br~ Tr~gTM 

1022 {Sreee~es[ 
Evanston, IL 60202 

847-.791-1825 

]ohn@combetbreintreininqmom 

www.combatbraintrainMq.¢om 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@emaiLunc.edu> 

Friday, 8:17 AM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Do~ance, Albert A IV <anson@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: Smnmer School Award (WSO) 

Tom, 
The revised chart is below, thanks for letting me know the errors!changes. 

-changed $1 term to Maymester 
added 

Name PID Enroll R/NR Tuition    Fees Room    Board Books S1/$2 Hours Online 

MM    3 

Sl     3 

$i     3 

Sl     3 

S2     6 

S2     3 X 

S2     3 

Total 

Award Total 61A    AY Equiv. 

39,197 { 68,999 { 

allocation was going to which I updated on the below. 

Board I Books IS1/$2 Hours Online 

Ch~:i)el i--i::ii, r,.iC 27771:;. 

r .~::.. :? $ $ ..:?::;;::. 

")7::: / ) ~.:,::’.’:~i :::’ti )iY.’::i :::v:’?:..: .,:7::?:’.’::/::?:’.:::~:;~.::,:?:: ::’? ::.?::: o::::/~ ~.’~/:’; .L,::’t~’~?:" .~::?.’::t::/:;:~7.:.:,:~?’ :::~..;,.:L::.~.~?:.?.::::..: .::’:::L,:?;?’;. " 

From: Sander, Thomas J 

Sent: Thursday, 5:11 PM 

To: Strassner, Rachel 

Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

SuNe~t: RE: Summer School Award (WSO) 

We al~o 3ubm~tted a request for incomi~g p~ager for tuitio~ for two 2nd sess~o~ classes~ Don’t see here here~ 

And             should be down for I on~h~e class and one Mavmester das~ {Her S:[ ~hou~d be MM --. number~ are right, just wrong term}. 

Other thank that ~t k~o~s good, 

--Tom 

F~m= Strassner, Rachel 
Sent= Thursday, 4:58 PN 
To= Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, AlbeR A IV 
Subject= RE: Summer School Award (WSO) 

Tom~ 

Thanks for catching as I d~d not remove her from the list below. 

Name I ~’~ I En~°’IR/NRIT"~i°" I~e~ I .oo~ I 

$1     6 x 

Si 9 X 

$1 

Notes 

Total Award ~ Equiv. 



3 

52 6 

$2 3 X 

$2 3 

ii ’~:.:.::. i i?.~.~ i:: ::i ::"~i:: 

)" :::!: ::!;:i:~.b~! !;~ i!’.! ::!;::’.!::.: !:.h:::~: ;7~?:.!::.: ~?:.::::i]’:<.:~;? .::: ~ :::!: ::’.:::L:’:!::~!." .:! J:~! .! .: :! : ?h.!:::? .!7:! :;’~i:~ ::::b’!:::.!?: ~! ::.::i!’ .::?.:i::;7~?!. "" 

From: Sander, Thomas J 

Sent: Thursday,            4:55 P~ 

To: Strassner, Rachel; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subje~l: RE: Summer School Award (WSO) 

You may have done this sheet before we to~d you about            a few days ago, but she is not doing any summer school so you can remove her request. 

look over the rest and let you k~ow ~f there are any other changes. Thanks! 

--’[’on1 

F~m= Strassner, Rachel 
Se~t~ Thursday, 4:~ PM 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
C¢~ Gallo, ~r., Lar~ A.; Vangelder, Marielle A; Sander, ~omas ~ 
S~bject~ Summer School Award ~SO) 

Anson~ 

Your     Summer School Award Recommendations forms have been reviewed and approved. Please take a moment to review the below information for 

accuracy. Once you have reviewed the information, please inform me of any changes or inaccuracies promptly to ensure the award is applied to the student- 

athlete(s) account correctly. This information will also be emailed to you prior to Summer Session II beginning to ensure we have any and all changes. If you do 

not have any changes, you may simply reply to this email confirming the information is correct. 

Thank you kindly. 

PID - E~I ~- T~ - Fees    ~ard - Books                      Online       TotalAward 

$1 6 x 

s~_ 9 x 

5J- 3 

~ I ~ I ~ 

$1 3 

52 

$2 3 x 

LEGEND 

R = Resident 

NR = Non-resident 

T = Tuition 

$2     3 

41,357 

Total Aid 

Awarded: $ 41,357 

Aid Budl~et $ 42,500 

Difference ~ 1,143 



F = Fees 

B = Board 

RM = Room 

BK = Books 

AY= Academic Year Award 

MM = Maymester 

$1 =Summer One 

$2 = Summer Two 

OCRC = Off-Campus Room Check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bill Palladino ~aol.com~ 

Friday, May 2, 2014 9:52 AM 

Va~gekter, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Re: May Rules Education Meetings 

Marielle, 

How abom 10:00am on May 8. 

Thanks, 

Dino 

Sent ti~m my iPad 

On May 1, 2014, at 10:12 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dino, 

Can you please follow up with this and copy me? Thank you! 

From: Vangelder, Mtarielle A 
Sent: Wednesday, April 30, 2014 6:50 plVl 
To: UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L; Lynch, Nadia Suzanne; Law, Greg A 
Subject: Nay Rules Education Mteetings 

Good Evening- 

I would like to schedule our rules education meeting for May 20~4 to review NCAA camp and clinic legislation as well as relevant changes to our 

camp!clinic policies and procedures. 

We will need approximately 45 minutes of your time. It is not necessary for all coaching staff members to be present; however, please be sure that all 

staff who have responsibilities in the conduct of our institutional camps/clinics are available. 

We are available during the following blocks of time. 

Thursday May 8 -8:00am to 5:00pm 

Friday May 9 - 8:00am to 5:00pm 

Monday May ~2 - 8:00am to 2:00pro 

Tuesday May 23 - 8:00am to 2:00pro 

Wednesday May ~4 -8:00am to 2:00pro 

Monday May ~9 - 8:00am to 2:00pro 

Tuesday May 20 - ~:00am to 5:00pm 

Wednesday May 2~ -8:00am to 5:00pm 

Thursday May 22 -8:00am to 

Wednesday May 23 -8:00am to 5:00pm 

Tuesday May 27 - 8:00am to 5:00pm 

Thursday May 29 -8:00am to 5:00pm 

Friday May 30 - 8:00am to 

At your earliest convenience, please let me know what will work for you and your staff. If none of the dates and!or times above work for you, please 

provide me with an alternative date/time and we will do our best to accommodate you. We will come to whatever location is convenient for you or I 

can make space available here in EWAC dependent on the date/time. 

This will be our last individual rules education meeting of the 2013-2014 academic year. The first individual sport rules education meeting of the 2014- 

20:15 academic year will be held in September 20:14. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:19) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvan~elder@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvaaageld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May2, 2014 10:01 AM 

Bill Palladino ~aol.com> 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: May Rules Education Meetings 

Perfect. I have Carlos et al right before that. See you Lhen. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

Uniw:~rsit¥ o~ North Carolina 

Phone: (9:19) 962- 78~3 

Fax: (919) 9~2--~2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

F~m~ Bill Palladino [mailto: @aol.com] 
Sent~ Friday, Nay 02, 2014 9:~2 AN 
T~ Vangelder, Narielle A 

~e~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
S~je~t~ Re: Nay Rules Education Meetings 

Marielle, 

How about 10:00am on May 8. 

Thanks, 

Dino 

Sent from my iPad 

On May 1, 2014, at 10:12 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a__Qs_._o_ .n_~_m._a_!J_.__u_.n__c__._e__d_._u_> wrote: 

Can you please follow up with this and copy me? Thank you! 

From-" Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent-" Wednesday, April 30, 2014 6:50 PM 

To." UNCAA-Head Coaches 
~¢-" Holliday, Corey L; Lynch, Nadia Suzanne; Law, Greg A 
Subject: May Rules Education Meetings 

Good Evening- 

I would like to schedule our rules education meeting for May 2014 to review NCAA camp and clinic legislation as well as relevant changes to our 

camp/clinic policies and procedures. 

We will need approximately 45 minutes of your time. It is not necessary for all coaching staff members to be present; however, please be sure that all 

staff who have responsibilities in the conduct of our institutional camps/clinics are available. 

We are available during the following blocks of time. 

Thursday May 8 -8:00am to 5:OOpm 

Friday May 9 - 8:00am to 5:00pm 

Monday May 12 - 8:00am to 2:00pro 

Tuesday May 13 - 8:00am to 2:00prn 

Wednesday May 14 -8:00am to 2:00pro 

Monday May 19 - 8:00am to 2:00pro 

Tuesday May 20 - 11:00am to 5:00pro 

Wednesday May 21 -8:00am to 5:00pro 

Thursday May 22 -8:00am to 5:00pro 

Wednesday May 23 -8:00am to 5:00pro 

Tuesday May 27 - 8:00am to 5:00pro 

Thursday May 29 -8:00am to 5:00pro 

Friday May 30 - 8:00am to 5:00pm 

At your earliest convenience, please let me know what will work for you and your staff. If none of the dates and/or times above work for you, please 

provide me with an alternative date/time and we will do our best to accommodate you. We will come to whatever location is convenient for you or I 

can make space available here in EWAC dependent on the date!time. 

This will be our last individual rules education meeting of the 20:13-20:14 academic year. The first individual sport rules education meeting of the 20:14- 

20:15 academic year will be held in September 20:14. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (9:19) 962-6002 

mvangelderOunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~; 

Frida5 11:06 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: More intb 

Hey Anson, 

I wouldn’t be opposed to trying this out. He seems pretty persistent and I feel like we can’t really lose anything from trying it. If it doesn’t help then at 

least we gave it a chance, and if it does actually help that would be awesome. Any edge we can get for the fall will help. 

Would there be a time during preseason we could do it? I know once classes and games start it will be hard to make a priority. I think it should be up to 

the seniors, whether they think this would be worth while or not, but just thought I’d put in my two cents. 

Thanks, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Friday, 7:06 AM 

To: John Kennedy 

Cc: @gmail.com; 

@aol.com;               @yahoo.corn; 

@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: RE: More info 

I love it .John _.. I will be sending this to the Leadership CounciH 

F~m: John Kennedy [mailto:john@combatbraintraining,com] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:21 PM 

To: Dorrance, Nber~ A IV 
Cc: @gmail.com; 

~gmail,com; ~yahoo,com; 

’Jason Sisneros’; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: More info 
HeUo everyone, 

@rocketmail.com; 

@ymail.com; ~yahoo.com 

_5)gmail.com;      @gmail.com; 

@msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros 

I thought I’d continue to pass on relevant results so that you’d consider giving me some time when I get to NC again. 

First re: sports - 

antidpate where the bah will be. He says it’s even helped h~s weight ~fting training as he can bet~:er visualize the hFting moti.:)n and the muscles mv.:)~ved. 

Re: academics ---Vm sure you students a~ took ACTs so can relate to th~s~ I spent some t~me w~d~ an ~nner dry school in Chicago who needed he~p ra~sb~g the kids 

English ACT scores, sh~ce the ACTs are so irnportant to getting ~nto a good school. They Look 3 practice tests before the actual ACT last week. F~rst time the class 

average in Enghsh was 18£. They ~ntroduced typical test boosting programs and the next test actually dropped to 17.4 which ~s when they contacted me ~n a bit of a 

panic~ After only about 2 hours of my t~me spread over 6 weeks, w~th the advisor having them run through the Arrows a couple times a week on their own 

(rernernber on go~ng practice ~s key to continued ~rnprovemenO the last pretest: average ~um~)ed over 20% to 2L3, almost a full 4 ~)oints. Same training for both the 

class and N~ck, improw~menl:s it~ boLh atMetk: abHRy and academics. 

Re: neurosder~ce-- s~nce we ~ast spoke, a neuroscient~st and a neuro-engineer have reached out to me wiLh Lheir research and both exp~ah~ed that the reason CBT 

is so effective so fast ~s that it ~ncreases post-synapfic receptors, basically increasing the bandwidth of the brahe, I~ke go~ng from dia~ up to cable ~nternet. The key 

however is to continue to make the exercises more strenuous, s~nce the brah~ wiU only change as much as it needs to to accommodate the load (cognitive 

exer~:k)n) .Another reason why contk~uing to practk:e ~:he Arrows h~ partk:ular progressively making them harder will continue to crea~:e ~mprovernents in focus, 

antidpatkm and reacth:m time while reducing stress. 

BesL o[: luck for a gresL season, I will let you know when ~’H be back in NC and we can see ~f you have even a couple hour’s to go through a new more intense yet 

shorter version of Arrows ~ recendy developed for the Marines. 

Go Tar Heels! 

.John 

John Kennedy, Neuroph~stk:ian 

The Brain Coach 

Chicago hmov~don A w~rds Fh~a!ist 

:[022 Green~eaf 

Evans~:on, H_ 60202 

847-79Z-.I825 

~rem= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [maHto:anson@ema~kunc.edu] 
Nent~ Tuesday, 3:52 PM 
To~ 3ohn Kennedy 

C¢~ ~qma~l.com; ~rocketmaH.cam: ~gmail.com; 
~ma~Lcom; @yahoo.corn; ~ymail.com; ~yahoo eom; @man.corn; Ducat, Chds; 

Jason S~sneros 
Subjeet~ RE: More info 

Thanks John, wiU 

Fmm~ John Kennedy [mailto:iohn@combatbraintraiNnq.com] 
Sent~ Monday, ~:58 PM 

Te~ Dorrance, Nbert A IV~ Dorrance, A~be~ A 
Subjeet~ RE: More info 

Hi Anson, 

Were you able to send th~s below ~o d~e councU as well? ~ th~nk it demonstrates d~e edge the ~eam will have based on aH previous trab~ngs. [d ~ove to he~p you 

win d~e Championship again[ 

John 

@rocketmail.com; @gmail.com; 
@ymail.com; @yahoo.com; ~Omsn.com; Ducar, Chris; 



Fro~: John Kennedy lmailto:iohn@combatbraintraininq.com] 
Sent: Friday 4:2:1 PM 
To: anson@email.unc.edu 
Subject: More info 

Hi Anson, 

Please [orward this to the Council as well, I am sorry I didn’t set some contextual information to them earlier. 

Hello everyone, 

Fkst Yd like to apolos~ze for no~ sendh~8 ~his info sooner. I had been focused on worldn8 through the lo~stics of rnakin8 this sustainable throushout the season 

and I believe we have a 8ood handle on that by empowerin~ Jason for that role. 

However, fixin8 the how doesn’t do much of there ~s no context for the why~ So I will briefly describe the two prima~y areas CBT will help the team. 

Soccer - My daughter and I watched many of your 8ames last year on the web and l’m sure you’ll asree, and you have much more soccer knowledge than I, that 

~ames are lost by mistakes. And these are not physical mistakes as much as mental mistakes. Your team knows how to dribble, pass and shoot, and where they 

should be at all ~mes, bu~ yet mistakes are still made. l’m sure you’ve also experienced the opposite - bein8 in the zone when it seems like you can do no wrons, 

everythin8 just flows automatically. That’s because a phenomena neuroscientis~s call zombie systems (you rnisht call i~ muscle memory) takes over. Procedural 

actions happen unconsdously which is much faster and more accurate than conscious thinking. Your d~Hls and practices strive to create zombie systems at the 

procedural level, CBT does this at a Foundational level. 

CBT increases focus, s~tuational awareness, pattern recosnition, decision makin~ and execution by makin8 the foundational th~nkin~ process a zombie system~ This 

is done at the physical, not the psychological level. The comments from your players I mentioned ~n the previous email are similar to ones from over 2500 people 

trained includ~n~ military elites- Snipers, SpecOps, pilots, marksman - and professional athletes. 

An example of the t~ansformat~onal potential of CBT is the Ch~caso Soul M ISL team I worked the last yea~. They had lost 4 8ames ~n a row and were at the bottom of 

the leasue stand,riBs. The first same after CBT they beat the only undefeated team in the league and went on to make the playoffs. Alon8 the way some ~nc~edible 

thin~s happened. The 8oalie broke the existin8 record for saves ~n a same, he said he could sense where the ball would be before it 

At another ~ame, the team held the opponent scoreless for almost a full 2 minutes w~th two players in the penalty box, an almost statistical impossibility ~n ~ndoor 

soccer. One player said he could visualize ~he play formin~ before ~t happened, and he just flowed alon8 with it, scodn8 a ~oal without realizin~ he had taken a 

shot- that’s ~he CBT zone~ You already have ~he best soccer trainh~8, what could you accomplish with the bes~ mental 

School - the same foundational process undedyin8 athletic ability ~s involved in lea~nins, l’ve trained students f~om elementary schools, hish school, military 

train~n8 schools and adults. In every case they learn faster and remembe~ better. A common comment is simila~ to:" I used to have to read it several times- to set 

it, not I just read it once and I know ~t". Runnin8 through one of the exercises before studyin~ or a test wHl improve results. Less t~me studyin8 with better ~rades 

means less pressure and more time for other important activities (like socceH)~ 

I don’~ want to take too much of your time, but if you want ~o investigate more I can send you a lonser report w~th some scientific data and lots of testimoniab. 

Just know that CBT really works (validated now by two neuroscientists and 2500 people). There ~s also ~nfo on www.combatbra~ntrainin~.com. I believe we 8ot off 

to a 8teat start last year with the tra~nin~ and the m~ss~n8 piece - susta~nability should now be solved. Imasine the chanses the players mentioned last year after 

the trainin~ increasin~ throushout the year? ~ can commit to makin8 my time with you as flexible as needed, and 18uarantee you’ll have fun doin8 the tra~nin~ 

to~ether, especially w~th the newer exerdses Yve added. 

In any case, GoTar Heelsl 

John 

John Kennedy 

The Brain Coach 

Chic~;go ~nnov~tton A w~ds 

3.,:321~ Greerdea[ 

Evanston, IL 60202 

847-.791-I825 

john@comb~tbr~Antroininq.com 

www.combatbraintraininq.cem 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TONY YOUNT ~gmail.com> 

Friday, 4:06 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edn>; Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@email. unc.edu>; DncaJc, Chris <duca@unc.edn~; PaJladino, 

George W <bpalladino@tmc.edu>; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com> 

Early look at grades 

Coaches, 

About 30% of the grades have been posted. A much more meaningful run will occur Monday afternoon and I’ll send that one as soon as it becomes available. 

Things look very good. Of the 42 grades or so that have been posted, only these are not in the        range: 

COMM 
in PHIL 

m ECON 
in ENGL 

in LFIT 

Tony 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Conway. Connie Morgan <connie@unc.edu> 

Friday, May2, 2014 4:18 PM 

Aguilax, Alton J <alaguil@email.unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@~mc.edu~; 

Bartaglini, Rebecca L <bbat@email.unc.edu>; Ledtbrd, BonNe Ellen <blc@psMbty.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu~; 

Breschi, Joe <breschi@unc.edu>; Brianna Edwards <brianae@bridge2stx~rts.org>; Cathro, Guy <guycathro@unc.edu>; Rich, Chris 

~-~chris@email.unc.edt~-; clanigan@townofchapelhill.org; Somoano, CMos M --~csomoano@unc.edu>; Suit~ Christy H. 

<chrisb’@unc.edu>; Arendas, Dave ~-~arendas@unc.edu>; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn <dlhawkin@psafe~’.unc.edtc>; Pap~ Donna J 

<djp@unc.edu>; fiona@bridge2sports.org; Boaz, Fr~zik W. <iboaz@email.unc.edtc>; Fulton, Grant <gfulton@unc.edu>; Grimsley, Richie 

<rgrimsley@unc.edu>; Porter, Grant <gtporte@unc.edu>:      @aol.coln; HirtJL Clms~opher J <chirth@email.unc.edu>; Field, Jaci 

<jfield@unc.edtc,; Fuchs, Jeffrey W <jfi~ch@email.unc.edu>; Halsey, Jason <jjhal~y@email.unc.edtc,; Langley, Raymond Joshua 

<jlangley@unc.edu~; Negalha, Jeff<jnegalha@unc.edu>; Brunner, Jolm F <John Bmnner@unc.edu~; Clea~-, Kenneth Eugene 

<kcleary@unc.edu~; Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc.edu~; Duff?’, Kathy B. <kduffy@unc.edu>; Robinson, Kevin T <krob@unc.edu~; 

Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan~email.unc.edu>; Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc.edu>; Crowe, Michael <mcrowe@unc.edu>; Meaders, HMis 

James <meaders@unc.edtv~; Meredith Bolons         @gmail.com>; meredith@bolons.com; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu2; Fava, 

Nicole M <fava@emaJl.nnc.edu2; Hilton, Na/than Scott <nhilton@email.unc.edu>; WaJker, Nina <walkern@email.unc.edu2; Stander, 
Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu-~; Myers, Patrick Jacob <patmyer@unc.edu2; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu-~; Halverson, Doug 

<halverso@email.unc.edu>; Oliaro, Scott M <olia~co@email.unc.edu>; Stewar’t, Robert ttou~ <rhstewar@email.~mc.edu-~; Levy, JennilEr 

S <jenny.levy@unc.edtp-; ValkAls~’ne, Mark <coachmv@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@em~Jl.unc.edu>; Scroggs, 

Willi~zn E <williescrogg@unc.edu:> 

Robinson, Kevin T <krolY,@unc.edu> 

Athletic Fields Schedule for 5/5/14 - 5/11/14 

Schedule by Facility for 5514 - 51114.pdf; EXCEL SCHEDULE for May 5. 2014 through May 11, 2014.pdf; RecFacility ScheduleO5 
05-05 11.pdf 

Attached are the Athletic Fields Schedules for next week (May 5, 2014 through May 11,2014). 
Facility Schedules for Fetzer Stadium, Finley Athletic Fields, Cross Country, Navy Fields and Henry Astroturf may also be viewed anytime on Outlook Calendars 

found in the Open Calendar from Room List under UNCAA. 
Facility schedules for Ehaus and Hooker are on the attached Campus Recreation Break Schedule or online at: http:/icampusrec.unc.edu/facilities- 
schedules-reservations. 
Have a great week! 

GO H~ELS!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jett~ Low ~gmaJl.com> 

Saturday, 10:06 AM 

@aol.com 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@email.unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@emml.unc.edu> 

Thas~k you 

I wanted to thank you and the gifts                                              for coming out last week to practice and helping us with the clinic. Our team 

was thrilled to have the Tar Heels and it showed by all the antographed t-shirts! It means so mnch that you and the players axe willing to take the time to reach out to a 

young team like ours and give our gifts some good instruction along ruth something exciting 1,3 remember aa a player. The impact of community outreach like this is 

immea.sumble--not only for UNC but Ii)r the images and impressions left on young gifts as they are finding their way and ~azching for contidence through tx~sitive role 

models. I thought the attached picture sv3ke volumes. 

That,s again and please make sure to thank each of players for us--we axe truly grateful. 

Best- 

Jeff 

Coach Low - Trinity Soccer 
¢b, ctmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Neil McGuire <rancgnire@berkeley.edu> 

Saturday, May 3, 2014 3:08 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Nell McGuile - Cal 

Good Day Anson, 

I hope all is well and you are looking forward to summer. I just had a nice chat with Bird and had asked him about your summer workout!fitness plan for your players. 

I feel we need to do a better job and wondered what you all did. I have read your books but thought you may have added more or changed some of what was in 
there. He mentioned you may consider helping me out with some information t~om your fitness packet. 

If you feel like you could shm-e information, I can work through Bird to get it. AW help would be truly appreciated. 

Have a great rest of the weekend. 

Cheers, 

Neil 

Neil McGuire 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Simpson Center 

2227 Piedmont Ave, Berkeley, CA 94720 

P: 510-643-8100 C: E: nmcfluire@berkeley.edu W: CalBears.com 

Follow US OI3 Facebookl Twitter I YouTube 

Camp Information www CaliforniaGirlsSoccerCamps corn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Tamberino ~ ~aol.coln> 

Monday, May 5, 2014 10:03 AM 

Alisou Foley ~-alison.foley@bc.edtv~; Dorrance, Albe(t A IV ~-anson@email.unc.edu>; Eddie Radwauski ~eradwan@clemson.edu>; Greg 

Miller ~gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu>; Mark Krikorian ~mkfikofian@admin.fsu.edu>; Mary Monroe ~m.monroe@miami.edu>; Phil Wheddon 

~pswheddo@syr.edu>; Robbie Church ~robbie.church@duke.edw~; Steve Swanson ~sMu~virginia.edw~; Tim Santoro 

<tim s~toro@ncsu.edu>; Touy da Luz <do]uz@wfu.edt~~ 

Schedules 

Ladies and gentlemen, 

I understand that the fall schedule has been finalized. If you have not done so already, could you please forward to me. 

Enjoy your summer. 

Paul 

Paul Tamberino 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lm~caster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 5, 2014 11:20 AM 

DorraJace, Albert A 1V <a~son~b~emafil.unc.edu>; Palladino, George W <bpalladino@unc.edu>; Ducax, Chris ~:-ducar@unc.edu>; Sisneros, 
Jason M ~sisneros@email.unc~dtv~; Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edtr~; Por[er, Grant <gtporter@unc.edtr~; Rich, Chris 

<chrisr@email.unc.edtr-~; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.e&~>; Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr"~ 

Mille~; Beth -cbethmille@unc.edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculle@unc.edu>; Brum~er~ John F <3ohn~Brunne@unc.edu> 

NCAA Women’s Lacrosse 

Good morning, 
This weekend we will be hosting the NCAA Women’s Lacrosse First and Second Rounds. The First Round game will be Friday at 5:00 p.m. and the Second Round 

game will be on Sunday at 1:00 p.m. 
May we use the McCaskill conference room for VIP hospitality and the team locker rooms on Friday and Sunday? As always, we’ll leave some delicious treats in 

your fridge as a small thank you. 
Should we win this weekend, we will host the Quarterfinals next Saturday at 1:00 p.m. Would it also be possible to use the same spaces next Saturday? 

Thanks for your help during the postseason, we really appreciate it. 

Elizabeth 

Elizabeth Lancaster 

Assistant Director of Event Management 

UNC Athletics 

Office: 919.843.9209 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Monday, May 5, 2014 11:22 AM 

Lancaster, El~abeth <lizla~@email.unc.edu> 

Streett. Shelly <sjgreen@emml.unc.edu-~; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

RE: NCAA Wo~nen’s Lacrosse 

Not a problem Liz[ 

-Tom 

From: Lancaster, Elizabeth 
Sent: Monday, May 05, 2014 11:20 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducat, Chris; Sisneros, Jason M; Somoano, Carlos M; Porter, Grant; Rich, Chris; Sander, Thomas J; Streett, Shelly 

Co: Miller, Beth; Culler, Ellen B; Brunner, John F 
Subject: NCAA Women’s Lacrosse 

Good morning, 

This weekend we will be hosting the NCAA Women’s Lacrosse First and Second Rounds. The First Round game will be Friday at 5:00 p.m. and the Second Round 

game will be on Sunday at 1:00 p.m. 

May we use the McCaskill conference room for VIP hospitality and the team locker rooms on Friday and Sunday? As always, we’ll leave some delicious treats in 

your fridge as a small thank you. 

Should we win this weekend, we will host the Quarterfinals next Saturday at 1:00 p~m~ Would it also be possible to use the same spaces next Saturday? 

Thanks for your help during the postseason, we really appreciate iL 

Elizabeth 

Elizabeth Lancaster 

Assistant Director of Event Management 

UNC Athletics 

Office: 919.843.9209 

Cell: I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

rick seiffert < ~yahoo.com> 

Monday, May 5, 2014 12:53 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Thanks and a question. 

Hi Anson,, 

Hope all is going well with you and your team. Looking for a bit of advice, if you don’t mind. Do you have a grading/rating system that you use to 
rate your players during a match. We’re familiar with your comprehensive training session grading and player ratings but I didn’t know if you do 
something similar but more match related for your games. Any information along these lines would be greatly appreciated. 

Rick Seiffert 

On Wednesday, September 23, 2009 2:18 PM, Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
Rick, 
good luck .... I enjoyed our conversation as well. 

>>> rick seiffert, ~yahoo.com> 9/23/2009 11:34 AM >>> 
Anson, 
Thanks for your time and suggestions during our conversation this morning. We’ll put your "shooting mantra" to immediate use to develop better 
quality in our chances. 
Thanks, again, for your terrific support of women’s soccer, and best wishes for a successful result against Duke tomorrow and for another 
championship season! 
Rick Seiffert 

--- On Fri, 9/18/09, Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Thanks and a question. 
To: "rick seiffert",          ~yahoo.com> 
Date: Friday, September 18, 2009, 11:22 AM 

Call me ... let’s chat... 919-962-41 O0 ... late mornings ... 

>>> rick seiffert ’ ~yahoo.com> 9/17/2009 11:12 P M >>> 
Anson, 
Over the years I’ve had the opportunity to participate in a handful of your soccer coaching clinics and I wanted to thank you for what you’ve 
meant to women’s soccer over so many years. You continue to have a remarkable career and even more important, your willingness to 
share your knowledge of the game, especially from the women’s side, is unmatched. Thanks. 
My son, Daniel, just took over as head women’s soccer coach at Mount Vernon Nazarene University. It’s his first college coaching position. 
He asked me, his dad, to be his assistant and I truly consider that gesture an honor. As such I’d like to get your thoughts on something. 
We’re running a 1-4-3-3 and although we’re outshooting our opponents 3-4:1, we’re not creating quality chances. We don’t think that we 
have the athletes to run the 1-3-4-3 but we like the three top runners. Any thoughts that you could provide as to training the midfielders and 
forwards to create those quality chances would be greatly appreciated= 
I’ve truly valued and used extensively what I’ve learned through your clinics and books over the years and thank you again for the quality 
ambassador that you’ve been for the sport. 
Thanks, 

.~,yahoo.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TONY YOUNT < "(}gmail.com> 

Monday, 1:51 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; DucaJc, Chris <ducag@unc.edu>; Pa]ladino, 

Geo~e W <bpalladino@unc.edu> 

h~comings 

Incoming freshmen: Only        does not have a I~’C email address, and there also has no orientation appointment I just texted her about what to do to make progress about those issues. 
has also not yet registered for Orientation The other 3 have. 

does not yet have a UNC email, has not registered for orientation, and needs to schedule her fall classes. She is eligible to do that now-. I told her to finish at 
then contact me so that we can get her registered for fall classes soon before the freslmaen register this stammer 

and 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Malena Jaime <mjaime@beckett.com> 

Monday, May5, 2024 2:54 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Re: Magazine Feature-UNC Women’s Soccer 

HiAnson. 

I hope you are doing well. I wanted to extend my sincerest thanks and appreciation for taking the time to speak with our magazine. Shannon Shelton M iller’s article was fantastic, and she shared 

that it was an absolute pleasure to speak with you. 

I would love to send you some copies of Sports Dynasties when it is printed. If you could let me know of an appropriate mailing address to use, I’ll be sure you are added to our list. 

Thank you again, it has been a pleasure workingwith you! 

All the best. 

Malena 

Malena Jaime 

Editor I Beckett Media 
American Farmhouse Style ¯ American Made Living ° 2014 World Cup Guide ° 50 Greatest Sports Dynasties 

50 Greatest World Cup Players of All Time 

en£a,gedtlle~[iamags corn 

714.200.1981 I mjaime@beckett.com 

22840 Savi Ranch Parkway, Suite 200 I Yorba Linda, CA 92887 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, April 8, 2014 3:22 PM 

To: Malena Jaime <__m_j__a_Lm___e____@_b___e__c__[£_e__t__t_:_c___o____m__> 

Cc: "Lohse, Dave Clark" <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Magazine Feature-UNC Women’s Soccer 

Malena 

Ne’,d: week should work ,., Midafternoon .... ..... Pave Lohse isthe key for 

90S. 

Let me know when you have a chance, and we’ll set everything up. 

Thanks! 

Malena Jaime 

Editor I Beckett Media 
American Farmhouse Style 

° American Made Living 

° 2014 World Cup Guide 

° 50 GreateatSports Dynasties 

50 Greatest World Cup Players of All Time 

enAag edmediam a~4s corn 
714.200.1981 I .r_[~j~?_[r_[]_e_..@__.b__e_.c__k_.e__t.t_:q.o_E[ 

22840 Savi Ranch Parkway. Suite 200 I Yorba Unda. CA 92887 

From= <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date= Wednesday, March 26, 2014 2:15 PM 

To: Malena Jaime < .m_ j. _a_ ! . _m_ _e_ ~_ _b_ .e_ c_l~ .e_t_t_:c__o_._m_> 

Cc: "Lohse, Dave Clark" <davelohse@unc.edu>, ’                               ~msn.com>, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>, "Jason Sisneros 

@gmail.com>, "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Magazine Feature-UNC Women’s Soccer 

Sure ,,, 

From: Malena Jaime [.__m___a_!!_t__o_2__m_j_a__L_m___e___@__b___e__c___k__e_~_£_o____m_] 

Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 20:[4 5::[2 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A lV 

Co: Lohse, Dave Clark;        ~msn.com; Ducar, Chris; 3ason Sisneros I         ~gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: Re: Magazine Feature-UNC Women’s Soccer 

G reat to hear froFn you. It’s ou r pleasu re! We would love to work with you r teaFn on potentially setting up an interview for a feature story on the team. 

Would you have any interest? 

All the best. 

Malena 

Malena Jaime 

pict~fes. 

From: Malena Jaime [mailto;mjaime@beckett,com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 08, 20:[4 6:0:[ PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Lohse, Dave Clark; ]       @raSh.COrn; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros         @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Re: Magazine F:eature-UNC Women’s Soccer 
H i Anson. 
I am just following up with you regarding the interview we had discussed. You had previously said a couple weeks would work. 
I have assigned a writer to put together the piece, so she would be contacting you directly to discuss--is there a particular day or time that works best for you? 
Also. I was wondering if you might be able to put me in contact with someone who may have images or photography that is available to the press? I’d be most interested in archived images from 80s- 



Editor I Beckett Media 
American Farmhouse Style 

¯ American Made Living 

¯ 2014 World Cup Guide 

¯ 50 GreateatSports Dynasties 

50 Greatest World Cup Players of All Time 

_~&l. &~lkL _e_~ _b_t ! _e_~_ _li__ ’_a__ _ _T_~ ’_a_ g ~ ~!£1~_~_1_ 

714.200.1981 I mjah’ne@beckett.eam 

22840 Savi Ranch Parkway. Suite 200 I Yorba Linda. CA 92887 

From; <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Bate; Wednesday, March 19, 2014 2:$7 PM 

To~ Malena Jaime <mjaime@beckett.com> 

I::c: "Lohse, Dave Clark" <davelohse@unc.edu>, ~msn.com>, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc~edu>, "Jason Sisneros 

@._gmail.com> "Sander Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> 

Subject; RE: Magazine Feature-UNC Women’s Soccer 

Very kind to inck~de us 

From: Malena _laime [mailto:miaime@beckett.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 2:31 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Magazine Feature-UNC Women’s Soccer 

Hello Anson, 

I hope this message finds you doing well I am an editor with Beokett Media (we publish several sports, collectibles and enthusiast magazines), and I am ourrently working on a speoial issue called 

50 Greatest Sports Dynastiea. The issue will of course be looking at some of the hi.eat, greatest sports dynasties (professional and college) of all time. but will also be including special features 

on what it takes to be a dynasty and how certain teams have done it so effectively. 

So, I’m writing to you because it needs not be said that you have effectively coached one of the greatest dynasties in history, and certainly in soccer I would love to write a featu re on your incredible 

run with the University of North Carolina Women’s soccer team, and look back on some of the greatest moments in your career with the team. 

If interested. I’d like to set up an interview some time within the 3-4 weeks (whether on the phone, or even via email, depending on what works with your schedule) to discuss these topics. Please let 

me know if this is something you would be interested in. It would be an honor to include your perspective 

Thanks for your time. 

All the best, 

Malena 

Malena Jaime 

Editor I Beckett Media 
American Farmhouse Style 

¯ American Made Living 

2014 World Cup Guide 

¯ 50 GreateatSports Dynasties 

50 Greatest World Cup Players of All Time 

_~&l. &~lkL _e_~ _b_t ! _e_~_ _li__ ’_a__ _ _T_~ ’_a_ g ~ ~!£1~_~_1_ 

714.200.1981 I mjah’ne@beckett.eam 

22840 Savi Ranch Parkway. Suite 200 I Yorba Linda. CA 92887 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Laro’ A. --~athgallo@unc.edtc> 

Monday, May 5, 2014 2:07 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

@ar~l.com 

RE: IMPORTANT .- Minors on Cmnpus ,- IMPORTANT 

’Ihamk you, Coach ~ know you Ntys will stay on top of this stuff ~ very importm~t to do so. 

Take care, and be well! 

All the best, 

Larry 

~ Larry Ga~+ 

Executi~e Associate Dh~ctor of Athletics 

University ofNorJ~ C~olina at ChaN1 Hill 

Fmm: Dorrance, Albeg A IV 

Sent: Monday, Nag 05, 2014 12:lS PN 

To: Ga~o, Jr., karW A. 

l@aol.com 
S~b~eCt= RE: IMPORTANT ~ Minors on Campus ~ IMPORTANT 

Sent= Saturday, May 03, 20~4 4:0~ PM 
To= Kirschner, Steve; Ballen, Martina K; Beale, Michael; Johnson, Shelley H; Bi~ing, Angelyn S; Vangelder, Marielle A~ Clea~, Kenneth Eugene; Bunting, Mike; Best, Kevin S.~ 
Brunner, 3ohn F; Lane, Cricket; Culler, Ellen B; Sabo, Tim; Perkins, Michael; Pogge, Paul; Robinson, Kevin T; UNC~-Head Coaches; UNC~-Asst Head Coaches; UNC~- 
Compliance; UNC~-Senior S~ff 
~c= Gwaltney, Clint; llle, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Cunningham, Bubba; Miller, Beth; Holliday, Corey L; Frederick, Brad; Brown, Michelle; Montgome~, 3ohn R; Field, 3aci 
S~bje~t= IMPORTANT ~, Minors on Campus ~ IMPORTANT 
Zmpo~ance= High 
Friends ~ 

Plebe review, and if you have any question, ple~e feel free to discuss with me or Paul Pogge. ~is will be one office topics of discussion at this month’s coaches’ 

meeting. 

Take care, ~d have a good weekend. 

Be well, 

La~ 

Execrative Associate Director of Afldetics 

U~iversiIy ofNor~ Ca~a?~ina at CBape~ t 

F~m= CunNnoham, gubba 

Sent= Saturdag, Nag 03, 2014 6:49 AN 

T.= ONC~-[xeStaff 
Subject= ~: Minors on Campus 

Impo~ance: High 

Good information for our next coaches meeting to discuss. The coaches and sports administrators should get this ASAP. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Wilkinson>, Patti <pattiw@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, April 30, 2014 at 2:11 PM 

To: "Curran Joel" <~curran~email.unc.edu> "Routh, David S" <drouth~emaiLunc.edu> Felicia Washington <fel~ci~.wash~ton~unc.edu> Kevin Seitz 

Douglas Dibbert <ddibber~@email.unc.edu>, "Roper, William L" <william roper@med.unc.edu>, Leslie Strohm <stro~m@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Moore, Tanya Topolka" <tan~a moore@unc.edu>, "Scott, Carroll" <carroll scot~@unc.edu>, "Watkins, Minda L" <minda wa~kins@unc.edu>, "Eubanks, 

Trevaughn B" <tb~owo3@email.unc.ed~>, "Riordao, Bridget" <briordan@uoc~edu>, "Eatman, Debra H." <de~tm~n@email.uoc.ed~>, Molly Norton 

<mbnorton~unc.edu>, "Elliott, Marisa Elizabeth" <meell~o~emaiLunc.edu>, "Mitchell, Marie" <marie mitchell~med.unc.edu>, "Meyers, Kathryn" 

Subject: Minors on Campus 

The attached memorandum was distributed to all campus deans by the Provost’s Office today. We were asked to share this information with you as well. 

Patti D. Wilkinson 

Business Officer 

Executive Assistant to the Chief of Staff 

And the Directors of State and Local Relations 

Office of the Chancellor 

~03 South Building, CB #9:100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9:100 

9~9-843-4747 (direct/voicemail) 



919-962-1647 (fax) 

~__a___t__t_!~ @_ _u_ _ p_ _ _c_ :_ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u- 
Successful is the person who has lived well, laughed often and loved much; who has gained the respect of children; who never fails to look for the best in others 

or give the best of themselves~ who strives to leave the world better than they found it~ and whose life is an inspiration. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ga~’ Bums <gao@mmsclub.com~ 

Monday, 2:37 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Graduation Stole~Sashes tbr Senior Student-Athletes 

Thm~s Anson. Let’s get out to Finley soon. 

Sent from my iPad 

On , at 12:23 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ala,~)n’,~:l-saU a~c.edu> wrote: 

GaF~ 

I will copy her and she witl follow up, she is VERY responsibte. 

From: Gary Burns 
Sent: Sunday, 3::[2 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
~= Sue Walsh; 3ayne Bamwell 
Subject= ~: Graduation S~les/Sashes for Senior Student-Athle~s 

~ ~s Lhe only one from Women’s Soccer on my ~st. B Lhere a tkne tMs week f couM connecL with her to de~ver the sash? 

Thanks--Gary 

Ga~y Bums 
Majo~ Gif~ D~ector ~ UNC Rams Ck~b 
P.<). Bo~ 2448. (X~apel H~l N()27515 

O: (919) 84345405 ] r,~: ~ F: (919} 843-5777 

F~m= Sue Walsh 
Sent= Wednesday, ~:0~ AM 
To: Arendas, Dave (~1£1?£[~£~!R()£~£[~0; ~£~£L[g~£[#.(~£~@}4D#.:#.@4; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D; 
cho~k~a~unc~a.unc,e6u; ~~n¢.edu; Sapp, Andrew; BrescN, Joe; (,e~¢v::.edu; ~~[~:.edu’ DeSelm, Rich L 
(r~ncedu); Paul, Sampson L; Neaders, HaNs James (~; Hudson, Nicole 

~g~!R{?~?~!~,~£~g:.~!~; Mann, Jan N. (~.{?E?~.t?~¢~}d~?£:~.@:0; Derek Galvin G~£~.g~!~.~?£,~@:~:£~[ Coach-Gym; LeW, Jennifer S; Haney, Sarah K; Dorrance, Albe~ A 
IV; Street, Shelly; ’{Jl~?~72#.~#!G.~.~’; Kalbas, Brian J; 
Co: Tim Smith; John Nontgome~; Ken Mack; Na~ Terrell; Don NcCauley; Ga~ Burns; Eric Nontross; Nick Fulton; Dawn NcPherson; Diane Aldridge 
Subject: Graduation Stoles/Sashes for Senior StudenbAthletes 

Coaches, 

In recognition of their academic achievements, The Educational Foundation/Rams Club will be "presenting" all graduating seNors in all sports with 

custom designed stoles (sashes) for them to wear next Sunday        on graduation day. The Rams Club staff member who is the fundraiser for your 

respective sport will be contacting you to determine the best way to distribute these to your seniors. In the meantime, if you could please let me 

know if you already have in place a meeting or event at which your seniors will be present between now and       that would be extremely helpful. 

We are aware of the senior pictures today at 1:15-2:3OPM at Loudermilk, but we aren’t sure if the stoles will arrive ~n time for that. Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Laro’ A. <athgallo@unc.edu;, 

Monday, May 5, 2014 2:39 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: IMPORTANT ~- Minors on Campus ~- IMPORTANT 

10-4, Coach ~- be well my- friend 

~ Larry Gal~o~ 

Exocutive Ass~ ~ciatc lNmctor of AtMetics 

University ofNorJ~ C~olina at Chapel 

From: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Sent: Monday, May 05, 2014 2:38 PM 
To= Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject= RE: IMPORTANT ~ Minors on Campus ~ IMPORTANT 

I agree Larry, thank you! 

From= Gallo, _lr., Larry A. 
Sent= Monday, May 05, 2014 2:07 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co:     @aol.com 
Subject: RE: IMPORTANT ~ Minors on Campus ~, IMPORTANT 
Thank you, Coach -- ~ow you guys will stay on top of this stuff-- ve~ import~t to do so. 

Take care, a~d be well[ 

,M1 the best, 

!,anT 

I~NeC~N~re Associa:~c Dh’cctor of Alhlefics 

F~m= Dorrance, Nbe~ A IV 
Sent= Monday, Hay 05, 2014 12:15 PN 

To= Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Co: 
Subject: RE: IHPORTANT ~ Minors on Campus ~ [HPORTANT 

Thank you Larry._. i just read ~t and sent ~t to Bil~ Pa~adino who runs Lhe carnps to read and follow. 

AI~ the bestl~ 

E~= Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Se~t= Saturday, Nay 03, 20~4 4:0~ PN 
Te= Kirschner, Steve; Ballen, Marina K; Beale, Michael; ~ohnson, Shelley H; Bi~ing, Angelyn S; Vangelder, Narielle A; CleaE, Kenneth Eugene; Bunting, Mike; Best, Kevin 
S.; Brunner, ~ohn F; Lane, Cricket; Culler, Ellen B; Sabo, ~m; Perkins, Michael; Pogge, Paul; Robinson, Kevin T; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNC~-Asst Head Coaches; UNC~- 
Compliance; UNC~-Senior Staff 
6¢= Gwaltney, Clint; [lie, Vince; S~inbacher, Rick; Cunningham, Bubba; Miller, Beth; Holliday, Corey L; Frederick, Brad; Brown, Nichelle; Nontgome~, ~ohn R; Field, ~ad 
$~bject= [NPORTA~ ~ N~nors on Campus ~ [MPORTANT 
l~e~B~e= High 
Friends ~ 

Please review, a~d if you have amy question, please feel free to discuss with me or Paul Pogge. ~Ihis will be one of the topics of discussion at this month’s coaches’ 

meeth~g. 

Take ca~e, and have a good weekend. 

Be wall, 

La~ 

~Larry Ga~ 

[ !niv~:rsi~} of North Carolina at Cha~[ Hill 

F~m: Cunningham, Bubba 

Sent= Saturday, Nay 03, 2014 6:49 AN 

To= UNC~-ExeS~ff 
Subject= ~: Minors on Campus 

Impo~nce= High 

Good information for our next coaches meeting to discuss. The coaches and sports administrators should get this ASAP. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carofina 

From: <Wilkinson>, Patti 

Date: Wednesday, April 30, 20~4 at 2:1~ PM 

To: "Outran, Joel" <jgcurran@email.unc.edu>, "Routh, David S" <drouth@email.unc.edu>, Felicia Washington <felicia.washington@unc.edu>, Kevin Seitz 

<krseitz@ernall.unc.edu>, Barbara Entwisle <entwisle@unc.edu>, Winston Crisp <wbcrisp@email.unc.edu>, "Cunningham, gubba" <bubbac@emaiLunc.edu>, 

Douglas Dibbert <ddibbert@email.unc.edu>, "Roper, William k" <william roper@med.unc.edu>, keslie Strohm <strohm@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Moore, Tanya Topolka" <~_~_y~. moore@unc.edu>, "Scott, Carroll" <carroll scott@unc.edu>, "Watkins, Minda k" <minda watkins@unc.edu>, "Eubanks, 

Trevaughn g" <tbrown3@emall.unc.edu>, "Riordan, Bridget" <briordan@unc.edu>, "Eatman, Debra H." <deatman@email.unc.edu>, Molly Norton 

<mbnorton@unc.edu>, "Elliott, Marisa Elizabeth" <meelliot@email.unc.edu>, "Mitchell, Marie" <marie mitchell@med.unc.edu>, "Meyers, Kathryn" 



<krneyers@emaiLunc.edu> 

Subject: Minors on Campus 

The attached memorandum was distributed to all campus deans by the Provost’s Office today. We were asked to share this information with you as well. 

Patti D. Wilkinson 

Business Officer 

Executive Assistant to the Chief of Staff 

And the Directors of State and Local Relations 

Office of the Chancellor 

103 South Building, CB #9100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9100 

919-843-4747 (directivoicemail) 

919-962-1647 (fax) 

Successful is the person who has lived well, laughed often and loved much; who has gained the respect of children; who never fails to look for the best in others 

or give the best of themselves; who strives to leave the world better than they found it; and whose life is an inspiration. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

rick seiffert ~yahoo.com> 

Monday, May 5, 2014 2:46 PM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Jason Sisneros i ~gma~,l.com) 

Re: Thanks m~d a question. 

Thanks, Anson! Look forward to hearing from him. 

Rick Seiffert 
On Monday, May 5, 2014 2:21 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Rick, 
I am send ~ou over to Jason Sisneros, m~st to answer ouyA~Eguestion. 

From: rick seiffert [mailto @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Monday, May 05, 2014 12:53 PM 
To: Dormnce, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Thanks and a question. 
Hi Anson,, 
Hope all is going well with you and your team. Looking for a bit of advice, if you don’t mind. Do you have a grading/rating system that you use to 
rate your players during a match. We’re familiar with your comprehensive training session grading and player ratings but I didn’t know if you do 
something similar but more match related for your games. Any information along these lines would be greatly appreciated. 
Rick Seiffert 
On Wednesday, September 23, 2009 2:18 PM, Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
Rick, 
good luck .... I enjoyed our conversation as well. 

>>> rick seiffert @y___a___h___o__9_=__c__9____m__.> 9/23/2009 11:34 AM >>> 
Anson, 
Thanks for your time and suggestions during our conversation this morning. We’ll put your "shooting mantra" to immediate use to develop better 
quality in our chances. 
Thanks, again, for your terrific support of women’s soccer, and best wishes for a successful result against Duke tomorrow and for another 
championship season! 
Rick Seiffert 

--- On Fri, 9/18/09, Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Thanks and a question. 
To: "rick seiffert" <          ,~,yahoo.com> 
Date: Friday, September 18, 2009, 11:22 AM 

Call me ... let’s chat... 919-962-4100 ... late mornings ... 

>>> rick seiffert¯ ~yahoo.com> 9/17/2009 11:12 PM >>> 
Anson, 
Over the years I’ve had the opportunity to participate in a handful of your soccer coaching clinics and I wanted to thank you for what you’ve 
meant to women’s soccer over so many years. You continue to have a remarkable career and even more important, your willingness to 
share your knowledge of the game, especially from the women’s side, is unmatched. Thanks. 
My son, Daniel, just took over as head women’s soccer coach at Mount Vernon Nazarene University. It’s his first college coaching position. 
He asked me, his dad, to be his assistant and I truly consider that gesture an honor. As such I’d like to get your thoughts on something. 
We’re running a 1-4-3-3 and although we’re outshooting our opponents 3-4:1, we’re not creating quality chances. We don’t think that we 
have the athletes to run the 1-3-4-3 but we like the three top runners. Any thoughts that you could provide as to training the midfielders and 
forwards to create those quality chances would be greatly appreciated. 
I’ve truly valued and used extensively what I’ve learned through your clinics and books over the years and thank you again for the quality 
ambassador that you’ve been for the sport. 
Thanks, 

~y_~b__o___o__=__q__o___m__. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Sisneros ~ "_c}gmail.com> 

Monday, May 5, 2014 2:47 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

rick seiffert ~yahoo.com> 

Re: Thmaks and a question. 

Rick 

I just saw this ema~l and wanted to get you some information. 

The short answer on "grading" is no - Our aim is not to be subjective with the raw data itselt; though judging whether someone is det~nding or not would seem 

subjective from the outside looking in, internally, we know what our established culture dictates is del}nding. 

We record all of our matches and use a video coding system called Sportscode Elite (They also have Game Breaker and it’s tens of thousands more affordable m~d 

good for mos~tly every level of soccer) to break our game footage down and create stat repo~nts on our players and team, but this data is really more about what you 

did. From this we can discuss with the players target areas of improvement. We axe looking for the who, what, when and where from this information so we can then 

figure out why and how - which is sometimes obvious and other not so much. In this case, we are hoping to detect trends - which is why, when you look to record 

an~hing, make sure you have a systems you cm~ use every, gaa~e in order to have a consistent picture to detect these trends. 

F~om a motivational s~ndpoint - you could rank certain categories, especially the ones valued in your system or various positions would be sorted based on variables 

importa~t to their specific ~oles and responsibilities. 

We ra~k things, but ti-om data that comes ficom a yew objective point of view within our wstem. We value det}nding, certain types of finishes m~d shot attempts, 

headers and lvl’s probably more than other categories. 

Hopefully this gives you some ideaa - but I see tea~ns rank things all of the time, from plugminus all the way to grading quali~ of perii)rmmace in a given position. 

Have a good day! 

Jason Sisneros 

University of North Carolina ~Vomen’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Mon, May 5, 2014 at 2:20 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <m~son~)emafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Rick, 

I ara send you over to .Jason Sisneros, my analyst to answer your questiom 

From: rick seiffert [mailto         _~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, May 05, 203.4 3.2:53 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject-" Re: Thanks and a question. 

Hi Anson,, 

Hope all is going well with you and your team. Looking for a bit of advice, if you don’t mind. Do you have a grading/rating system that you use to 
rate your players during a match. We’re familiar with your comprehensive training session grading and player ratings but I didn’t know if you do 
something similar but more match related for your games. Any information along these lines would be greatly appreciated. 

Rick Seiffert 

On Wednesday, September 23, 2009 2:18 PM, Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Rick, 

good luck .... I enjoyed our conversation as wee 

>>> rick seiffert @yahoo.com> 9/23/2009 11:34 AM >>> 

Anson, 

Thanks for your ti,ne and suggestions during our conversation this morning. We’ll put your "shooting mantra" to immediate use to develop better quaJity in our 



chances. 

Thanks, again, tbr yonr temfic support of women’s soccer, and best wishes for a successful result against Duke tomorrow and tbr another championship season! 

Rick Seiffert 

--- On Fri, 9/18/09, Anson Dorrance <anson@~uncaa. une edu> wrote: 

From: Anson Dormnce <anson~uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Thanks and a question. 

To: "tick seifl~ff’           ~va~hoo.com> 

Date: Friday, September 18, 2009, 11:22 AM 

Call me ... let’s chat ... 919-962-4100 ... late mornings ... 

>>> tick seiffert ~: (~yahoo.cotn> 9,/17/2009 11:12 PM >>> 

Anson, 

Over the years I’ve had t~e opportuni~ to participate in a handful of your soccer coaching clinics and I wanted to thank you for what you’ve meant to 

women’s soccer over so many years. You continue to have a remarkable career and even more important, your willingness to share your l, mowledge of the 

game, especially from the women’s side, is m~matched. Thanks. 

My son, Daniel, just took over as head women’s soccer coach at Mount Vernon N~arene University. It’s his first college coaching position. He asked me, 

hi s dad, to be his assis~tant and I truly consider that gesture an honor. As snch I’d like to get your thoughts on something. We’re running a 1-4-3-3 and 

although we’re outshooting our opponents 3-4:1, we’re not creating quality chances. We don’t think that we have the athletes to mn the 1-3-4-3 but we like 

the three top runners. Any thoughts that you could provide as to training the midfielders and forwards to create those quality chances would be greatly 

appreciated. 

I’ve truly valued and used e~ensively what I’ve learned through your clinics and books over t~e yeaacs and thank yon again for the quality ambassador that 

,~ou’ve been for the sport. 

Fhanks, 

~yahoo.com 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

rick seiffert < ~yahoo.com> 

Monday, May 5, 2014 2:59 PM 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com>; Dorvance, Albert A IV ~anson@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Thanks and a question. 

Jason, 

Thanks for responding so quickly and your insight is an immense help. We wanted to take our review process up a few notches and your advice is 
very helpful. 

Take care and good luck in the coming season! 
Rick Seiffert 
On Monday, May 5, 2014 2:47 PM, Jason Sisneros 

Rick, 
@gmail.com> wrote: 

just saw this email and wanted to get you some information. 

The short answer on "grading" is no - Our aim is not to be subjective with the raw data itself, though judging whether someone is defending or not 
would seem subjective from the outside looking in, internally, we know what our established culture dictates is defending. 

We record all of our matches and use a video coding system called Sportscode Elite (They also have Game Breaker and it’s tens of thousands 
more affordable and good for mostly every level of soccer) to break our game footage down and create stat reports on our players and team, but 
this data is really more about what you did. From this we can discuss with the players target areas of improvement. We are looking for the who, 
what, when and where from this information so we can then figure out why and how - which is sometimes obvious and other not so much. In this 
case, we are hoping to detect trends - which is why, when you look to record anything, make sure you have a systems you can use every game in 
order to have a consistent picture to detect these trends. 

From a motivational standpoint - you could rank certain categories, especially the ones valued in your system or various positions would be sorted 
based on variables important to their specific roles and responsibilities. 

We rank things, but from data that comes from a very objective point of view within our system. We value defending, certain types of finishes and 
shot attempts, headers and lvl’s probably more than other categories. 

Hopefully this gives you some ideas - but I see teams rank things all of the time, from plus/minus all the way to grading quality of performance in a 
given position. 

Have a good day! 

Jason Sisneros 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Mon, May 5, 2014 at 2:20 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Rick, 
I am send you over to Jason Sisneros, my analyst to answer your question. 

From: rick seiffert [mailtc .~,vahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, May 05, 2014 12:53 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albent A IV 
Subject: Re: Thanks and a question. 
Hi Anson,, 
Hope all is going well with you and your team. Looking for a bit of advice, if you don’t mind. Do you have a grading!rating system that you use to 
rate your players during a match. We’re familiar with your comprehensive training session grading and player ratings but I didn’t know if you do 
something similar but more match related for your games. Any information along these lines would be greatly appreciated. 
Rick Seiffert 
On Wednesday, September 23, 2009 2:18 PM, Anson Dorrance <anson(~.uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
Rick, 
good luck .... I enjoyed our conversation as well. 

>>> rick seiffert ~ ~3tahoo.com> 9/23/2009 11:34 AM >>> 
Anson, 
Thanks for your time and suggestions during our conversation this morning. We’ll put your "shooting mantra" to immediate use to develop better 
quality in our chances. 
Thanks, again, for your terrific support of women’s soccer, and best wishes for a successful result against Duke tomorrow and for another 
championship season! 
Rick Seiffert 



--- On Fri, 9/18/09, Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa=unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Thanks and a question. 
To: "rick seiffert" <         @yahoo.com> 
Date: Friday, September 18, 2009, 11:22 AM 

Call me ... let’s chat ... 919-962-4100 ... late mornings ... 

>>> rick seiffert @yahoo=com> 9/17/2009 11:12 PM >>> 
Anson, 
Over the years I’ve had the opportunity to participate in a handful of your soccer coaching clinics and I wanted to thank you for what you’ve 
meant to women’s soccer over so many years. You continue to have a remarkable career and even more important, your willingness to 
share your knowledge of the game, especially from the women’s side, is unmatched. Thanks. 
My son, Daniel, just took over as head women’s soccer coach at Mount Vernon Nazarene University. It’s his first college coaching 
)osition. He asked me, his dad, to be his assistant and I truly consider that gesture an honor. As such I’d like to get your thoughts on 
something. We’re running a 1-4-3-3 and although we’re outshooting our opponents 3-4:1, we’re not creating quality chances= We don’t 
think that we have the athletes to run the 1-3-4-3 but we like the three top runners. Any thoughts that you could provide as to training the 
midfielders and forwards to create those quality chances would be greatly appreciated. 
I’ve truly valued and used extensively what I’ve learned through your clinics and books over the years and thank you again for the quality 
ambassador that you’ve been for the sport. 
Thanks, 

@3/ahoo.com 



FFonl; 

Sent: Thursday, 12:24 PM 

To: Anson Dorrance ~anson@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: Hi 

Hi Anson, 

Happy Thanksgiving. 

I hope y(m ~m:" over th~-’_~ stir~g of Iosit~g th~-’_~ :_~’ " rou]~d garm? ~ersus UC~:, f kr~ow theft w~H likely never h~ppen ~s the season didn’t: er~d t~p to the Ngh ~;tl)t?d~lrds; you have 

set ~: UNC bu~: ~ ~m~ sure ~:hat ne’,<t year w~H once i~ga~n be our year. 

Thank you for everything U~at you, D~no, Chr~s aRd To~ do for the teagl and our daughter, You are al~ an integrN part of her H[:e and we thank you for taking such 

wonderful care el: her. 

I carlo across this very interes[~ng article and ~[ was such a good read ~ had to share it with someone. As you are an avid reader and [:roR1 everytNng ~ know about you 

I tNnk the article, a~though more psycho~ogica~ than soccer X and O’s, ~s right up your a~ey and hope you enjoy ~t as n~uch as ~ did. 

Here is the link: 

h [tp://www.competitivedge.comiconten [iiealousy-ugHer.-side-spor[s 

AH the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Frank DiCocco < ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, Februa~ 2, 2012 8:14 PM 

undisclosed- recipients: 

Character Resources for Student-Athletes 

Hello Coach, 

My name is Frank DiCocco, and I am an assistant coach and Player-Development Director at Stillman College in Tuscaloosa, Alabama. I just wanted to take a 

moment to pass along some of the character-development resources that we are using with our young men here at Stilhnan, as I am trying to spread fl~e positive 

message of what we are doing to every coach in the country. I try to spend some time each day reaching out to other coaches and progrmns around the countly to 

share onr materials. 

One of the resources is an e-coW of a book: "Playtx~ok tbr Manhood," and the other is a 2-page handout as well, which makes tbr a great double-sided handout, or 

for posting all over the wails in your locker room, weightroom, office, or classroom.., anything to drive home the message of what it means to be a "real" man. There is 

also a brief article, that I think every coach should shaxe with his boys. It is entitled "1st & 10: The Facts and Fictions of Manhood." Finally, there is also a handouVsign 
for young women, bearing a sitnilar message. 

I hope this all helps. If you’d like, please feel free to share the ideas and resources with anyone you would like... 

We’re trying to impact our whole world, beyond just our team and program here. 

Take care, be blessed, and be a blessing to others. 

Coach Frank DiCocco 

Stillman Tigers Football F~mily 

DFO & Player Development Director 

860-543-9683 / w~.CoachDiCocco.com 

w~wv.Stillm mlAthletics.com 

Playbook for Manhood - Condensed Version - Electronic File.pdf Wed: 02 ~,l~::y 20i2 21:1 ;:22 -0400 ~348423bytes 

Be a REAL Nan - Make a REAL Difference.pdf Vs’~:’d. 02 ~’,lay 2012 21(:t:~:27 -0400 j.4g30f~byt.~:’s 
1st and 10 - The 10 Facts and Fictions of: Manhood.pall Wed, 02 Msy 20_!.7 71.J_4:27 ..01.00 b#0494b?tes 
Be a REAL Woman - Make a REAL Difference.pall Wed, 02 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Joshua Medcalf @gmail.com] 

9/22/2013 3:19:51 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Albert A Dorrance IV (anson)] 

3 tools for the girls! 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Anson- 

I hope you and the girls are doing very well! I’ve attached 3 tools I think will be very helpful for them :) 

Warmest Regards, 

Joshua 

Dream Sports Academy 
Executive Director & Founder 

Watch our Videos 

www.raisetheratio.com 

www.dreamsportsacademy.com 

T2BC 
President & Head Trainer 

www.traintobeclutch.com 

Changing the world...One person at a time 

Facebook Follow me on Twitter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:44 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Classic clips 

This could be any of the knuckleheads on our team but could be a metaphor for 

http://w~v.voutube.com/watch?v= 2Co6 tuSOS&feature=player embedded 

as well. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Jason Sisneros < ~(}gmail.com> 

Sunday, Februaw 24, 2013 11:58 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

4-2-3-1 Article 

I loved the quote about the 4-2-3-1 I’ve highlighted below: 

has the 4-4-2 been superseded by the 4-2-3-17 

At what turned out to be Roy Keane’s final press-conference as Sunderland manager, after the 4-1 defeat to Bolton, he admitted his side’s 4-4-2 formation had been 

part of the proNem. Kenwyne Jones and Djibril Ciss~ may be a forward pairing that, given their power and pace, will terrify defences, but it doesn’t really matter if, as 

happened in that Bolton game, the midfield four are outunmbered and - outplayed - by an opposition using five midfielders, rendering them unable to work the ball into 

dangerous areas. 

Fielding five midfielders was for a long time considered a negative tactic, but that is dependent entirely on the make-up of the five. It is still a commonplace of English 
punditry to spe~k of teams not playing "two up" as being negafive, but even a glance at a team- sheet should show what nonsense that it. Take, for example, France in 

the Euro 2000 final ruth Youri Djorkaeff, Zinedine Zidane and Chrifftoph Dugaaqy playing off Thierry Henry, or Poi~ugal in the san~e tournmnent with Luis Figo, Rui 

Costa and Sergio Conceicao playing offNuno Games. Take Spain in the final of Euro 2008, with Andres Iniesta, Cesc Fabregfis, Xavi and David Silva axrayed behind 

Fernando Torres. 

As ever in tactical matters, the sense is that British football lags behind. In Spain, for instance, 4-2-3-1 was common by 2000, and within a couple of years had 

become ahnofft a default. Perhaps that is not surprising, for it was in Spain that the formation first developed as something difftinct l~om 4-4-2. 

Once sides had started using their playmaker as a second striker a trend that emerged at the1986 World Cup the coming of4-2-3-1was inevitable. Initiallya 

holding midfielder would be deployed to pick him up hence the late-nineties boom in players capable of playing the Makelele role at which point the deep-lying 

tbrward would start driNng wide to find space. If the holding player lbllowed him, that created space in the middle, so an addifional player would be dropped deeper 

as cover, with knock-on effects tbr the more attacking midfielders. 

Or the evolution could colne from the other direction: a side playing 4-4-2, with the wingers pushed high and one of the centre-forward dropping deep, is effectively 

playing a 4-2-3-1. When Manchester United beat Barcelona in the 1991 Cup-Winners’ Cup final, for instance, they had Blyan Robson and Paul Ince holding, with Lee 

Sharpe and Mike Phelan wide, and Brian McClair dropping offMa~ck Hughes. Everybody still referred to it as 4-4-2, but it was in effect a 4-2-3-1. 

Self-conscious symmetry in Spain 

The first to deploy the new formation self-consciously, at least according to the Spanish coaching magazine Training Football, was the Real Sociedad coach Juanma 

Lillo while he was in charge of the Segunda Division side Cultural Leonesa in 1991-92. "IVly intenfion was to pressure and to try to s~teal the ball high up the pitch," he 

explained. 

"It was the most symmeNcal way I could tim of playing with tbur tbrwards. One of the great advantages is that having the tbrwards high allows you to play the midfield 

high mad the &fence high, so evelybody benefits. But you have to have the right players. They have to be ve~, very mobile and they have to be able to play when they 

get the ball. You have to remember that they’re pressuring to play, not playing to pressure." 

Read Full Article http://wwav.guardian.co.uk/football!blog/2008idec/18/4231-442-tactics-ionathan-wilson 



From: ~live.unc,edtc" 

Sent: Saturda? 6:08 PM 

To: Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: notre dame stats 

Attach: Unlitled attachment ,.txt 

NOTRE DA~E.xls 

17:07:38 .0500 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:36 PM 

Dorrance, Albert <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Ohio State 

Hey Anson, 

Here is the new Ohio State with the new formatting that you decided. If there are any more changes you want, just let me know. I will have the revised Nebraska, Notre 
Dame, and Houston games soon. 

Thanks, 

Ohio State Final.xlsx                                      W~d, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:48 PM 

Dorrance, Albert <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Statistics (NB, ND, Houston) 

Hey Anson, 
Attatched are the new statistics for Nebraska, Notre Dame, and Houston! I hope they are all right. Let me know if we need to fix anything else. 

Thanks, 

New Notre Dame.xls 
New Houston.xlsx 
New Nebraska.xlsx Wed; 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:55 PM 

Dorrance, Albert <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNCG and Texas A&M stats 

Hey Anson, 

Here are the final Texas A&M stats! I apologize for their delay. I am not going to any more conferences for the rest of the year and *knock on wood* won’t get sick again. 
I am also evaluating how we take live stats and the distribution of the non-live stats to see if we can speed up the progress some more! 

Also, if you would take a look at the players in the possessions tabs to make sure they are in the right places. 3[ made sure was a forward in the UN¢ G game and 

was in the defense for the Texas A & M game. 
Thanks Anson and 3[ will get N¢ State to you by tomorrow, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:58 PM 

Dorrance, Albert <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

NC State final stats 

Hey Anson, 

Here are the stats from the N¢ State game! Please make sure that everyone is correct on the possession tab! 
Thanks, 

NC State Final.xlsx 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:02 PM 

Dorrance, Albert <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Virgina Stats 

Hey Anson, 
I just finished the Virginia stats. Sorry they took so long, but we just got the StatDNA results today. Florida State and Miami are in the process of being done! 

Thanks, 

Virqinia Final.xlsx W.’-! ~, ]%:02 :O~; -%00 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:40 AM 

Dorrance, Albert <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FSU and Mia~ni Stats 

Hey Anson, 
Attatched are the final FSU and Miami stats. I am still waiting on ¢lemson from statDNA so we can finish those and get them to you. 

Thanks, 

Florida State Final.xlsx M(,!~, ~ ~:4.~:~ :-; i:5~0 ~52977bv~.’-~s 
Miami Final.xlsx 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11: 54 PM 

Dorrance, Albert <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Virginia Tech Final s~Ls 

Hey Anson, 

Here are the final Virginia Tech stats! Under the heading category, the reason there are so many second places is because those people had the same amount of headers but 
just different percentages (some were S0% of 4, one was I00% of 2 and another was something else). That was the only fair way T could think of distributing it. Let me know 
if you think of something else you would like to do instead 
Thanks, 

Virqinia Yech Final.xlsx .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:49 AM 

Dorrance, Albert <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Maryland and FSU stats 

Hey Anson, 
Attached are the Maryland and Florida State (A¢C) stats. I am so very sorry that they took over a month to complete. It was a mixture of having very little help, class, and a 

virus that took me out of school for almost a week and a half and most of Thanksgiving. Once again, I apoogize profusely for the delay and I will have the NCAA games to you 
as soon as I possibly can. 
I also wanted to take this opportunity for allowing me to work so closely with this wonderful program. In my first season, I have learned so many invaluable lessons that have 

helped me prepare myself for my dream job of being a collegiate coach and about life in general I look forward to the spring with much anticipation and willingness to learn 
even more! 
Thank you very much, 

Florida State (ACC).xlsx We,J, ?2 : :.;2:09 - 0:.;00 56998b~t~::, 
Maryland Final.xlsx Wed; 1.l:52:0’:~ 0500 582’:~4b,i~:e~; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Sisneros ~(}gmail.com> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 25, 2012 5:38 AM 

anson <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Happy New Year! 

Happy New Year Anson! 

I have the game stat matrices mastered. I have reviewed the StatDNA process and believe I should have a good handle on that. Is there more I can do or an~hing you 
may have for me to sVady leading up to the summer? 

Thank You & Best Wishes, 

Jason Sisnems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, January 25, 2012 6:24 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Happy New Year’. 

Logistically, ~ny plan was to come over in July (after the 4th) and find a place to live through the soccer season. My wife       and our kids,       and.     roll 

be coming too. I just need to set up a base of operations. I work with a non profit called Race For A Soldier http:/iracefomsoldier.o~g - and this summer I am working 

on an east coast expansion plan for the race, so being in Carolina works great for me, as we have a city- near Ft. Bragg we are talking to and Baltimore is also another 

ci~ we are making in roads with. 

I am available to coach during the summer, if there’s an opportunity to work at a canlp or help as a trainer for a local club in any capacity- etc... I’m up for it. 

For your program, I will pretty much do anything you’d need. I have a wide variety of experience and my ultimate goals are to coach at the highest levels. My dream 
jobs currently include running a college program and coaching with the Nalional Team, so learning from being aaround this ~ason is an enormous opportunity that I 
value. I undersIand that the position is a non paid internship, where I’d be responsible tbr compiling match analysis data lbr the coaching staffs use through video 
analysis software and other means. My ultimate plan tbr helping your program is to do a great job at that. 

Let me know what you think. If I’m still on for that position and an)/thing else I may need to know. 

Thanks again! Have a great day’. 

Jason Sisneros 

On Wed, Jan 25, 2012 at 7:43 AM, Anson Dorrance <anson~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Very good Jason .... so tell me your plans then .... 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNCWomen’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

>>> Jason Sisneros , @gmail.com > 1/25/2012 5:38 AM > > > 

Happy New Year Anson! 

[ have the game star matrices mastered. ~ have reviewed the StatDNA process and believe [ should have a good handle on that. Is there more [ can do or anything you 

may have for me to study leading up to the summer? 

Thank You & Best Wishes, 

Jason Sisneros 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, k36 PM 

Dorrance, Albert ~anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

final team stats 

Final Cumulative Stats.xlsx 

Anson, 

Here are the team stats for the year! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~aol.colrl> 

Tuesday, ~ 5:27 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Ladie~ please fill out this EXTREMELY IMPORTANT PLA’r~R SUR’v~Y 

In case you want to read what I wrote .... 

On at 2:09 PM, Anson Dorrance wrote: 

Ladies, 
we added five more so we are up to fifteen who have completed the survey ..... Thank you to that group! 

We need the rest to jump in to help save our off season. In my opinion it is the best time of year for your development! 

Anson Uorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

From: Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@NSCAA.COM> 
Date:                11:18:54 PM EDT 
To: D1WSOCCER-L@metis3.flmu,edu 
Subject: EXTREMELY IMPORTANT:PLAYER SURVEY 
Reply-To: Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@NSCAA,COM> 

Hello Coaches. 

In the last 24 hours over 2,600 players have responded passionately to the survey bringing our "total to over 6,700. The 12,000 goal is certainly within 
reach as there still is time, a~d there are still a number oftea~ns who have not submitted vote~ and many who have submitted few, or well under their 

roster number. 

Regarding the Work Group recommendations, I’m told they are a "done deal". However, I oJso know that Yogi Belra said, "it ain’t over until it’s over". 

Yogi happened to be from St. Louis, mid perhaps tile St. Louis Cardinals believed Yogi more thm~ the "done dealt" view that mmay had last week when 

the Birds were down re, ice to their last strike, and were trailing by two in the baseboJl World Series. For those of you who have no idea what Fin taJldng 

about using a baseball analogy, perhaps the Manchester United "miracle" mn over Bayem Munich in ) may relate more. Simply stated, whether in 

baseball, soccer, or in NCAA politics, it’s important to play through the final whistle. 

As mentioned in previous emails, the Resource Allocation Work Group meets again on Frida>;            and the deadline for our survey is 

Wednesday, 10 pm CT, . That will give me time to prepare and then present the survey summary and position statement to the NCAA on 
Thnrsday, I will provide a specific school/team/number of players who have completed "the snrvey ulxtate in the morning. 

Here is the link to the survey: 

Goodnight. 

Rob 

Rob Kehoe 
Director of College Programs 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
8oo Ann Ave. Kansas City, Kansas 66101 

913 362 1747 x lOl5 (phone); 913 362 3439 (fax) www.NSC_~.eom 



Wisconsin: Office - 920 674 4391; Cell - 

2o12 NSCA£~ Conve~tion - Kansas CiU Convention Center, Kansas City, MO January 11-15 

2o1~ Women’s College Cup - December 2-4, KSU Soccer Stadium Atlanta, GA; Men’s College Cup - December 9-~, Region, s Park Stadium Hoover, AL 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 3:12 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert ~anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Co: ~gmail.com 

Subject: tbltlm~d Game 

Attach: UNC vs. Portla~d.xlsx 

Anson, 

Attached is {:he Portland game!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday 1:41 PM 

Dorrance, Albert <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Florida stats 

UNC vs. Florida.xlsx 

Anson, 

hope that all the stat~ are to your liking! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Division 1 Women’s Soccer List <~D1WSOCCER-L@metis3.gmu.edu~ on behalf of 

Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@NSCAA.COM> 

Friday, August 12, 2011 9:15 AM 

DI WSOCCER- L@metis3.gmu.edu 

Article: NCAA Leadership Retreat Repot1 

Publish date: Aug 11, 2011 

DI Board approves increased academic performance concept 

By Michelle Brutlag Hosick 

NCAA.oF~ 

Less than 24 hours after emerging from a landmark Presidential retreat, the Division I Board of Directors unanimously approved the concept of increasing the required academic 

performance of all teams and mandated that teams must meet those requirements in order to participate in any NCAA-sponsored championship or football bowl game. 

NCAA President Mark Emmert touted the change as proof of the NCAA’s commitment to the academic success of all student-athletes. ’This is about the academic performance of all of 

our students in all of our sports. This is about the academic expectations we have for all of our student-athletes." 

The board voted to raise the Academic Progress Rate benchmark from 900 to 930 and supported a penalty structure that will require teams to earn at least a 930 four-year, rolling APR 

in order to participate in postseason competition. 

These changes stemmed from the t~’,~o-day piesid~!nti~ti u~i~tt which concluded Wednesday and focused on improving intercollegiate athletics in a variety of ways: academics, fiscal 

responsibility and integrity. The presidents also directed NCAA President Mark Emmert to assemble whatever groups are necessary to codify the recommendations in all three areas 

discussed at the retreat. 

"We have made some very significant recommendations that we want to turn into action. We will begin working on this immediately," Emmert said. "We will come before this group no 

later than October with a clear action agenda to implement the ideas that were developed over the past two days. Some of that action began today." 

The presidents felt strongly that the academic principles be adopted swiftly and decidedly, with details to be finalized in October. The Board directed the Committee on Academic 

Performance to produce particulars about the new changes in academic requirements, including a timeline for phased-in implementation for both the new 930 benchmark and the 

penalty structure 

Currently, the most serious APR penalties are assessed when a team falls below a 900 four-year APR. The move to 930 will be significant, especially as it relates to championship 

participation. 

The 930 APR predicts an approximately 50 percent Graduation Success Rate. Within the last year, the presidents on the Board stoutly affirmed a commitment to keeping the benchmark 

for penalties at a minimum 50 percent graduation rate The relationship between the two rates had changed over the last several years as adjustments were made to improve the 

fairness of the APR 

In other business, the Division I Board of Directors adopted a Legislative Council recommendation that the number of schools required to initiate an override of legislative action be 

increased to 75 from 30, effective immediately. 

The Council recommended the increase because the number of active Division I members has increased significantly since the original number was set. The Board’s action also 

increased the number of requests necessary to suspend legislation from 100 to 125. 

The numbers for Football Championship Subdivision-specific override requests changed as well, from 15 to 25 for an override and from 40 to 50 for suspension of legislation. 

The Council believed it was important for the membership to have the opportunity to override legislation if a significant majority opposed the action taken by the Council and Board of 

Directors. However, the previous standard represented less than 10 percent of the Division I membership. The new standard requires 22 percent of schools to disagree with a 

legislative action for an override to take place. 

The change is effective immediately and will apply to any legislation adopted going forward. 

The Board endorsed the NCAA staff’s interpretation of existing bylaws to prohibit youth programming on institutional and conference networks and broadcasts, which will provide time to 

evaluate the proper application of NCAA rules. The NCAA is holding a meeting on August 22 with representatives from broadcast networks and several conferences to discuss the 

issue 

The Board heard an update from Bowl Task Force Chair Ha~/ey Perlman The presidents expect a final report from the task force with recommendations for action at their October 

meeting. 

Rob Kehoe 
Director of College Programs 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
8oo Ann Ave. Kansas City, Kansas 66101 

913 362 1747 x lol5 (phone); 913 362 3439 (fax) www.NSCAA.com 

Wisconsin: Office - 92o 674 4391; Cell - 

2o12 NSCAA Convention - Kansas City Convention Center, Kansas City, MO January 11-15 

2Oll Women’s College Cup - December 2-4, KSU Soccer Stadium .Atlanta, GA; Men’s College Cup - December 9-~1, Regions Park Stadium Hoover, AL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@ aol.corll> 

Monday, 1:45 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

@gmail.com> 

Team Acade~nic Documents 

Anson, 

So here are the documents       and I have put together. We are still waiting on everyone on the team to send us their majors so that ~ve can put together a team academic resource sheet 
have attached tl~ree documents - a description of the academic competition, a summaly of the Lutz packet, and a description of study hall. Let me kno~v what you think, got a folder for 
everyone on the team and we are going to put these together in a little packet for everyone on the team to have. 

M~ SecureStor Stored: total 624181bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/205b3da461e3b89b9d27bli52478cf505 

File Name: Competition Details.docx 

Expiry Date: Sun, 12:45:54 -0500 

Size: 187496bybes 

Attachment Link: http://archlve02.uncaa unc.edu/b92fSdca9c6b9cSddc0d4d250b20dee0 
File Name: Path to Academic Success.docx 
Exptry ][)ate: Sun, 12:45:54 -0500 
Size: 238344bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archlve02.uncaa.unc.edu/46a87eee4d279442eS0145772cd5c24f 

File Name: Stu@ HaH.docx 

Expiry Date: Sun, 12:45:54 -0500 

Size: 198341bybes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

10:14 AM 

@acpub.duke.edu >; 

~email.unc.edu >; 

~live.unc.edu > 

Tremendous Spring Academically 

Hey Ans! (2.52 KB).msg 

~email.unc.edu >; 

@em ail.u nc.edu >; 

@gmail.com >; 

Ladies, 

just a short note to congratulate everyone academically on this past spring. 

We had women with 4.0’s: ~nd 

We had women over a 3.5: the four above plus 

We Had women with a 3.0 and above: in addition to the abo~e we had 

and 

Even/one on the team was over a ~.0 and only out of the were between a 2.0 and a 2.5. 

I want to publically thank my academic captains 

and 

for selflessly caring about their 

who was just admitted to 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNCWomen’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

teammates and helping us create a positive academic culture of hard work and accountabilit~ Special shout out to 

School to begin after her first two years at           is too humble to allow me to share what her first year salary is at 
her first year out of her undergraduate degree is 48 times as much as I made my first year coaching the men here at UNC in 1976 and Iwent to law school!!!},    is iust an 

extraordinary example of what hard work on and off the field will do for anyone. [ could not be prouder!! 

I have also attached a very gracious email from who made a wonderful academic turn around from the fall. What I genuinely like about the wonderful message is the 

real appreciation shows towards who has been nothing but tremendous for this program from her first day on campus (hard working, 

always upbeat, excellent recruiter, never whining). Without turning this into a cliche,        concern for       success is what being a team is all about and I love seeing 

this selfless commitment towards your teammates, Unquestionably this attitude is a positive part of our culture and it makes for a more powerful team. 

in more good news:            has safely arrived from      to begin the prestigious MAC Program (a year long program to get a Masters in Accounting degree). For 

those in summer school, you will be running into her shortly, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pierce, Kris <kpierce@theacc,org> 

Friday, August 12, 2011 10:42 AM 

undisclosed- recipients: 

FW: 2011-12 ACC Manual 

FYI 
Kris W. Pierce 
Assistant Commissioner, Championships 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 
P - 336.854.8787 ext. 240 
M- 
F - 336.369.1203 

kpierce@theacc.or.q 

From: Babcock, Lindsey 
Sent: Friday, August 22, 2011 10:36 AM 

Subi~;ti: 2011-12 ACC Manual 

ATLANTIC COAST 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Faculty Athletics Representatives 

Athletics Directors 

Senior Woman Administrators 

Compliance Coordinators 

CONFERENCE 

August12,2011 

FROM: Lindsey Babcock, Assistant Commissioner 

SUBJECT: 2011-12 ACC Manual 

Attached you will find a copy of the 2011-12 ACC Manual. An electronic version can also be accessed 

through the password protected ACC Online Info site (instructions for accessing the site are included 

below). Please note that hard copies of the manual will NOT be provided so feel free to forward the 

attached document to any institutional personnel (e.g., coaches, administrators) who require a copy. 

Please let us know if you have any questions. 

Instructions for using intranet.theacc.org: 

1. Go to: http:!/intranet.theacc.org 

2. Enter username: 

3. Enter password: 

4. Select General Information 

5. Select 2011-12 ACC Manual 

cc: Commissioner John D. Swofford 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 . P.O. DRAWER ACC ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ¯ (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ¯ MEDIA RELATIONS FAX (336) 85d-8797 ° ADMINISTRATION FAX (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON COLLEGE ° CLEMSON UNIVERSITY ° DUKE UNIVERSITY ¯ FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY ° GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECttNOLOGY 
UNIVERSrI"Y OF MARYLAND ¯ UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ° UNIVERSrI"Y OF NORTH CAROLINA ¯ NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSrI"Y 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ° VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY ° WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 

Lindsey K. Babcock 

Assistant Commissioner, Compliance & Governance 



Atlantic Coast Conference 

LBabcock@theacc.org 

336-854-8787 (phone) 

336-3694)065 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timothy Gepp <tim.gepp@moko.mobi> 

Thursday, November 11, 2010 8:44 AM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

MOKO 

Anson great to talk to you .To contact me you dial 

Moderation was the word I was looking for .We can discuss how we moderate on the conference call. 

Look forward to it. 

Kind Regaxds Tim. 

"rim Gepp 

Director of Media Content and Sales 

tim.qepp(~,loo pmobilelimited.com 

Mobile: 

www.moko.mobi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iet~: 

amcas@aamc.org 

Tuesday, November 16, 2010 9:29 AM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

Your new AAMC accoullt has been created. 

This message xvas sent by an automatic mailer 

Your new AAMC account has been created 
Yotu- A~4C ID is: 
Your User Name is: 
Your Password is: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timothy Gepp <tim.gepp@moko.mobi> 

Monday, November 29, 2010 7:03 PM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

Meeting Monday 6th 

Anson how did you go with your colleagues ie meeting at Chapel Hill on Monday? 

Regards Tim. 

Tim Gepp 

Director of Media Content and Sales 

tim.~qepp(~,loo pmobilelimited.com 

Mobile: + 

’w~ww. moko. mobi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Genninaxio ~yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, December 1~ 2010 11: 52 AM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

Anson 

Ian.Rodwell@Moko.mobi 

Oreg MCCalm@Moko.mobi 

Thank you my Friend 

John 

John A. Oerminario 

Global Securities Set, rices Corp 
Chief Executive Officer 

The Summit Group 
Managing Partner 

48 Wall Street, 4th Floor 
New York, N’Y 10005 

’]? 212.328.2500 x 338 

www.globalsecuritiesservices.biz 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:12 PM 

Fwd: Honduras Link 

> > > On          at 8:43 AM, in message <C98A792D.542F%I      ~email.u nc.edu >, 

Probably could use the link ..oops 

http://v~ew.crowd rise.com/CompassionMedHond u ras/fundraiser/compassionmedinternationai 

~email.unc.edu > wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jin Wang < ~gmail.com~ 

Friday, March 11, 2011 6:49 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: A message from Dr. Jin Wang 

Hi, Anson: 

This week is our spring break m~d I will call yon next week. Have a great weekend! 

On Wed, Mar 2, 2011 at 11:22 AM, Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you for this wonderful lobbying effort on my betnalf. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
>>>JinWang < }gmail,com> 3/1/2011 11:21 PM >>> 

I would like to take this opportunity to sincerely thank you for your hospitality extended to me during my stay in China. I enjoyed the Chinese National Olympic and 

Professional Coaches’ Conference and this conference was a great success with your leadership! 

During the conference, I introduced the U.S. Former National Women’s Soccer Coach, Mr. Anson Dorrance, about his successful stories of soccer. [ also extensively 

introduced his successful coaching approaches during my two presentations at this conference. During our conversation, you expressed a great interest in considering 

him to be your national soccer consultant. Upon your request, attached please find a copy of his brief vita for your review. If any additional information about his 

experiences is needed, please let me know and I would be more than happy to get the info from him. 

Coach Dorrance is the King of Women’s soccer in the U.S, and the world, I truly believe that his coaching talents, leadership style, technical training approaches, and 

team management system are so unique and so excellent. He has mastered the winning formula for the game of soccer. Not only would he help Chinese national teams 

enhance athletes’ performance, but also, his coaching approaches provide a successful model for all of our teams. I highly recornmend him be Chinese teams’ 

consultant. Also, as I mentioned to you that Coach Dorrance is interested in coaching for Chinese national women’s soccer team after his retirement in the U.S. 

Coach Dorrance was born in China with a great passion for Chinese and I truly appreciate his love and caring for China’ soccer development. Your consideration in this 

regard is very much appreciated. 

Good luck for your new approaches of leading Chinese soccer movement! I am confident that you will do well and will be successful. 

Best regards, 

Jin Wang, PhD. 

Professor 

Coordinator of Coaching Education 

Registered Sport Psychology Consultant for the U.S. Olympic Committee 

Certified Sport Psychology Consultant for the Association of Applied Sport Psychology 

Research Consortium Fellow of American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance 

Dept. of Health, Physical Education and Sport Science 

Kennesaw State University 

Kennesaw, GA 30144 

W: (770) 423 6233 
H: 

E mail: jwang@kennesaw,edu 

The Former U.S. National Coach- Anson Dorrance’s bio.doc Tue. :37 ~’4a~, 207J. n~. "2 ~ <)4 - 4~. ) :t{~? J.9~A~L, yte:~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jin Wang @gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 2:06 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: A message from Dr. Jin Wang 

Thank you for your nnders~nding and I roll periodically call China to find out their decision once it is done. 

We are working on your paper ma will let you read before we send it out to the editor. 

Have a great year of your se&son! 

Best regards, 

Jin 

On Tue, Apr 26, 2011 at 1:39 PM, Anson Dorrance <anson~)uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Jin, 

no problem! Thank you for representing me to the Chinese Soccer Federation. 

~ look forward to reading your paper. 

All the best, my friend! 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

>>>JinWang < 

Dear Anson: 

4/20/2011 11:29 AM > > > 

I have received a call from the Chinese Soccer Federation official who told me about your consultant agenda, The committee has decided to postpone the selection 

process toward the end of this year because the top four Chinese soccer federation officials and the top national soccer referees have been arrested due to 

corruptions, The new leaders are not soccer experts, and instead, they are from the Chinese Olympic boat racing event. So these new officials are unfamiliar with 

Chinese and international soccer industry. They need to re shape and re organize Chinese soccer profession as the first priority. To hiring the soccer consultants has 

been postponed to the later time. Mr. Cao asked me send his best regards to you and he appreciates your interest in helping Chinese soccer development, He will get 

back with me toward the end of this year. Your understanding is appreciated. 

Dr. Bill Straub (one of leading sport psychologist in the country) and I are working on a paper about your coaching experiences. Once it is done, we will send it to you 

for approval before submitting it for publication. Thank you very much for collaborate with us on this project. 

Hope that you have a great weekend! 

Best regards, 

Jin 



~=ror~-" 

"ro: 

Hyrum Smith <        ~msn.com> 
Saturday, May 1, 2010 12:17 AIVI 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: New Book 

Anson, forgot the attachment, its coming tomorrow. Great to hear from you. my best to your family. 

Date: Fri, 30 Apt 2010 15:07:45 -0400 
From: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
To: ~ _~msn.com 
CC: ~duke.edu 
Subject: Re: New Book 

Hyrum, 
yes, T would. We are still using the 10 Natural Laws of Time and Life Management to train my freshmen. Hope you are doing well! 

>>> Hyrum Smith .        @msn.com> 4/30/2010 3:08 AM >>> 
thought you would like to know about my new Book 



FFOIll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, May 9, 2011 2:07 PM 

Anson Dorrance ~anson@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Fw: Contact mt’o - SFA 

Ask and you shall receive! Good luck. 

From: Paul Nagy <nagypz@sfasu.edu> 
Date: May 9, 2011 12:28 PM 
Subject: Contact info - SFA 
To: ’Chris Ducar’ <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

I-leg Bird! 

Sorry it took me so tor~g to gel back to you!!!! I have some ir~fo for you U~ough on Catherine Lundy-Peterson. Her contact info is: 

Phone: 
Emaik lundypecr@titan.sfasu.edu 

If yoL~ need ~twth~ng e~se jL~st let me kt~ow. You s[~l~ have me down for camp from Ju~y 2~~ ---29tl~ right? 

A~I the best 

Paul 

~Fomen ’ s Soccer 

Slephen F. ~u.s’lin Stale UniversiO~ 

936,46& 4207 

From: Chris Ducar [mailto:ducar@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, March 31, 2011 2:59 PM 
To= Paul Nagy 
Subject= Re: UNC Girls Summer Camp - CBPA 2 - July 25-29 

Brotherman! You are down for that week. Should be a blast! 

I like Peter but it is based on a false nostalgia about what recruiting once was_How do i know? I WAS THERE Bitchez! Coaches were whining and complaining if a kid only did 

3 out of their 5 allowed visits among other complaints. I frigging changed the whole recruiting paradigm 3 years after Anson hired me because that’s what had to be done to 

keep the winning edge and press our name recognition. We never forced anyone to come here and that’s that. There are always going to be inherent advantages toward 

bigger, wealthy schools assuming they have someone coaching who can recruit and coach. 

The only way to make things "fair" is go to a draft. Bummer Notre Dame, you get the 310th pick! Congrats Howard, you can pick : ) 

Talk to you soon brother. 

Bird 

>>> Paul Nagy <nagypz@sfasu.edu> 3/31/2011 3:24 PM >>> 
Hey Bird! 

I hope all is well this spring and on the recruiting trail! I have looked at my summer schedule and the CBPA 2 camp from July 2.~th - 29th will probably be the best 

chance for me to get up there again and work for you. My residential camp here at SFA ends on the 24th at 12:00pro so I will try to get a flight out on that night and get 

to Chapel Hill. Let me know if this works for you and the camp. 

BTW.._ Did you read the Memo "A Modest Proposal" from Peter Albright that went out to the College List Serve about recruiting? LOL I couldn’t help but laugh at 

it ........ He must not be getting any good recruits and is blaming the system because of it © 

See you soon bro 

Paul Nagy 
Xssish~n~ Coach 

~Fomen ’ s Soccer 

Slephen F. ~u.s’lin Stale Univers#y 

936, 46~’. 42O 7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sports Path Commtmity <admin@sportspathcommuni~.com> 

Thursday, June 24, 2010 1:03 PM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

User account created 

Anson Dorrance, 

A user account has been created for you at Sports Path Communi~. To log in, visit: 

http ://www sportspathcomrnunitv.corn/ 

And log in with these user credentials: 

gsername: 

Password: 

Once you have logged in, we highly recommend that you change your pass~vord 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

RRus~ll@sportspath.com 

Thursday, June 24, 2010 1:04 PM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

’Howard Wilkinson’ <howard.wilkin~n@lmasecure.com> 

Welcome to the LI~k School of Football Management 

Anson 
Welcome to the LMA School of Football ManagemenL The course content has been devised by Howard Wilkinson and I have been responsible 
for developing the content into an e-learnMg course. 
The courses are recognized by the English FA and UEFA as an alterna~ve method of retainMg the UEFA Pro Licence 

I have provided free log-in details for you personally below and I have provided below some simple instructions for you to maximize your 
learning experience. Every learner is provided with a tutor and your group tutor is Terry Dolan the former Manager of Hull City FC and Bradford 
City FC 
If you have the time ,we would very much welcome any feedback you would have Anson 
Any problems please let me know 
All good wishes. 
Many thanks 
Robin 

How to work through the LMA School of Football Management Courses 
There are two aspects to the courses -The Course Videos with interactive tasks AND the Community Site. 

1. To access the Course Video and Interactive Tasks 

Go to www.sp_o__~__s_R_a__t__h__:__c___o____m__ and double click onto the left hand side box over the courses for the ’ LMA School of Football Management ’ 

A Log-in box will appear asking you to provide your e=mail address .Use the following e-mail address and password that has been especially 
created for you 

e-mail: 

Password : 

¯ Once you have typed these - Click Log-In and you will be directed to an introduction page and then a List of Courses. The LMA School of 
Management Course at the top of this page. Choose ’ Creating a Culture of Excellence ’.There are six modules - to start the course click on 
’Play’ to access a Module. 

Once in a Module click one of the units in the left hand column. The course videos and interactive tasks will appear in the centre of the screen. 
Work your way through each module by clicking onto the ’next’ or ’submit’ buttons, if these are not shown then click onto the subsequent unit to 
view in the left hand column= 

° You now have access to the Course Videos and Interactive Tasks for 100 days. Your access to these videos will expire after 100 days. Your 
access to the community site will be ongoing and will not expire after 100 days. You can start and stop the course at any time, at your leisure. 
You do not need to complete the six modules in any particular order but you are advised to attempt them in logical order beginning with Module 1 

¯ To maximize the learning experience you are advised to: 

Use headphones - as the sound may vary on some computers. This will also reduce any distractions, 

Have two internet links open at the same time. One link will allow you to work through the course and the other link will allow you to visit the 
community site 

2. To access the Community Site 
I have e-mailed you an invitation to join the community site as a user. This invitation may go to your junk mail so please check there. Look out for an 

e-mall from ’sports path community’ You need to click onto this invitation. You will need to log-in using the details I have sent you in this 
specific e-mail. The log in details are different for the community site 
This is the page to log-in 



i.~.i cid:image005 jpg@01CAD814.A 162C230 

3.Once you get into the community site 
You should now be into the site and enrolled in the groups to which you were invited. I would be grateful if now you would now complete these tasks: 

1. Develop your profile. On the top of your home page on the community site click onto ’ My Profile’ and then on your profile page click onto to ’ Edit 
Profile’ ,Please add as much information on this as you would like to ( Date of birth is not essential !) 

2. It wotdd be helplhl ifuploaded a photo ofyonrself 

To do this : 

on your profile page click onto ’edit profile icon° in the left hand column ~d then° browse’ 

then click on to a photograph of yourself that you have saved in your own computer 

then press Upload 

PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU CLICK ON ’SAVE’ AFTER YOU HAVE COMPLETED ENTERING THE INFORMATION. 

3. If you have not done so please add your tutor and How~d Wilkinson as a colleague. To do so : 

In the group file - in the bottom left ha~ad comer- click onto your tutor’s Profile and then click’ Add as Colleague’ to tnake your tutor a colleague 

4. When yon log-in and go to your home page you may not see all the groups to which you are subscribed. You should see 8 gv~)ups as shown below which are : 

Your Tutor Gronp 

Acti~zities Ibr Modnles 1,2,3,4,5 & 6 

The Coffee Bar 



i~i cid:image001.jpg@0 ICAEDD6.7COCOFF0 

Start to familiarize yourself with the navigation of the Activities for Module 1, which is in the group ’ Activities for all students for Module 1 ,Course 
1 ’.Click onto this group and the page you should see below is this : 

cid:image008.jpge01CAD814 A 162C230 

Please note the Terms and Conditions of use of the Community Site - in the bottom red toolbar of the site. Basically we expect professional 
conduct in the community site, and to respect tha~ student’s personal matet~al on this site should not be used without ~he permission of the student. 

IT IS A PRIVATE PASSWORD PROTECTED SITE FOR THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED INTO THE LMA SCHOOL OF 
FOOTBALL MANAGEMENT 

If you use the Sports Path Community website you agree to be bound by the terms and conditions of use. 

You can choose who you would like to be a colleague -this is entirely your choice but we hope you see the value in making your tutor a ’colleague.’ 
Colleagues’ and only those marked as your colleagues will be able to see and comment on your learning log - your personal biog. To create a 
colleague ,click on to their photo which will take you to their profile page. On their profile page on the left hand column under their photo it says’ Add 
as A colleague ’ can you click on this to them as a colleague. 

If you want to change your password in the Community Site > Go to to Settings - and then enter new password in Account settings 

4. Tutor Support 

Each learner is allocated a tutor group or team. The tutor’s main function is to provide feedback to your response to the 12 Scenarios in the course 



¯ Each Tutor team will have a start date 

¯ You will have the benefit of feedback from your tutor from week 3 until week 8 

¯ There are six modules in the first course. It will take you between 2 to 3 hours to complete each module fully. All six modules will therefore take at 
least 15 hours to fully complete.You can start and stop the course at any time, at your leisure, completing as little or as much as you want each 
time. 

I hope this clarifies some of the questions you may have: if you have any other questions please e-mail me at rrussell@sportspath.com 
Howard Wilkinson and I hope you find the course of value and hope you will take the opportunity - as part of the course activities - to let us have your 
feedback 
Best Wishes 
Robin Russell 

LMA School of Football Management 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rudy Zimmennann <~zimmermaJm@nscaa.com> 

Thursday, December 2, 2010 2:18 PM 

Ansou Dormuce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: NSCAA Conventiou 

Your lecture session is scheduled for Saturday 12:45pm in rooms 314-317. We would need an outline for that session so that people will know what to expect before 

they get there. The outlines often draw attendance. 

From your email, I take it that will wil co-present at your session at the above time. 

Matt is scheduled for his own session 30 minutes after yours in room 318-19. 

Please get me the title you want to use and then we would need your outline by the beginning of next week. I believe that we have to go to print at the end of next 

week. 

Thanks 

Rudy Zimmermann 

NSCAA Convention Program Manager 

(0/703-730-7112 

On Wednesday, December 1, 2010 5:15pm, "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> said: 

Rudy, 

do you need my lecture outline too? I am going to do something in conjunction with Matt Robinson on Player Development. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 

>>> belaine Marbry 12/1/2010 7:29 AM >>> 

Attached is Anson’s session outline that you requested. If you have any questions please let us know. 

Delaine 

>>> "Rudy Zimmermann" <rzimmermann@nscaa.com> 11/30/2010 10:15 PM 

Thank You Delaine. 

Anson’d housing is taken care of and is, of course complimentary. I have confirmed it with our housing manager. 

Rudy Zimmermann 

NSCAA Convention Program Manager 

(0)703-730-7112 

On Tuesday, November 30, 2010 11:48am, "Delaine Marbry" <dmarbry@uncaa.unc.edu> said: 

Attached are the forms you requested. Let me know if you need anything else. 

Delaine Marbry 

Administrative Assistant 

UNC Athletic Department 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(P) 919-962-5220 

(F) 919-962-4038 

>>> "Rudy Zimmermann" <rzimmermann@nscaa.com> 11/27/2010 2:34 PM 

Anson - thanks. 

See the attached. 

Rudy Zimmermann 

NSCAA Convention Program Manager 

(0/703-730-7112 



On Saturday, November 27~ 2010 1:35pm~ "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc~edu> said: 

Rudy, 

I will get you something on Monday. Can you send me the forms again? Thank you, my friend! 

Head Coach 

UNCWomen’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 

>>> "Rudy Zimmermann" 11/27/10 8:34 AM >>> 

Hello Anson, 

Thank you again for agreeing to be one of our featured clinicians as we highlight the "Best of the US" in Baltimore this January. 

We are one week away from finalizing the print version of the NSCAA Convention schedule and I am in desperate need of your information for our program. Back on 

Oct 3 1 sent you a number of forms that we need you to complete so that we can facilitate your session and presence at the convention. 

You will recieve a stipend of $2500.00 for 2 field sessions and 1 lecture session. We ask that you prepare for one field session and repeat that same session at the 

second field sesson~ 

You also recieve complomentary housing and and registration. 

I am resending all of those forms and ask for expediancey sake that you return all of them to me and I will see that they are forwarded to all convcerned. 

Finally, be mindful that the NCAA has been adament that we not use high school demo players for our College Coach clincians. We can provide older players or those 

of middle school age. 

Your sessions are scheduled as follows. 

Field Session on Thursday at 11am 

Field Session on Friday at 4pro 

Lecture Session on Saturday at 12:45pm 

Please feel free to contact me with any questions. 

Rudy Zimmermann 

NSCAA Convention Program Manager 

(0)703-730-7112 

VIP - Comp Convention VIP Form 1.pdf Pri, 2:i, F~b 20J. i 08:34:3i 
VIP - Guest & VIP Housinq Form.doc ~:’}, 2FI Feb 201& 08:34:3i 

Clinician Info Form Blank.doc Fi’i. 25 f:~-:b 201 i. ~.4:::;4:::~4 . ,~q // 2" t~J 
Speaker Release Form 9 01.doc F~~ 25 f-eb 201 i i4:,14::~4-0[’10~ 4771 
VIP - Comp Convention VIP Form 1.pdf ~::-~, 2S F~:’b :Z0~.~ ~-~:3-~::.~-~-0~;~~. -~:Z:t549byLes 
VIP - Guest & VIP Housinq Form.doc Pr}, 2:~ F~b20J. i 14:34:~4-~:~;~0 70400~ytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amanda Johnsen <:ajohnsen@kwikgoal.com> 

Monday, December 6, 2010 9:53 AM 

~aol.com; tony@soccerpluscamps.com; aa~son@nncaa.unc.edu;        ~verizon.net; nfeldman@bu.edu; 

sibrsythe@athletesperformance.com; lesleg@uw.edu; @art.net; vince@indiaamyouth~ccer.org; ~comcast.net; 
rherringer@benedictine .edn; Angela.I .Hind@dar~uno uth.edn; ~hotmail.com; ~ne~ero.net; 
marlon.leblanc@~na~l.~vvn.edu; ~aol.com: ~co~ncasl.net; gperb@monm.edn; Deborah.Raber@mcla.edu; 

m.~eld@illinois.edu; ~yahoo.com; creyna@nssoccer.org; paul.riley@wpsphillyindependence.com; 

siyan@notes.cc.sunysb.edu; saward@middlebmT.edu;         ~vefizon.net; ssnow@usyonthsoccer.org; E.Stewart@az.nl; 

jtipping@nscaa.com; rwaldmm@nd.edu; dwilliamson@nscaa.com 

NSCAA Clinic Product List 

Dear Coach, 
My name is Amanda Johnsen and I am the Marketing Activation Coordinator for Kwik Goal. As you may know, Kvvik Goal is the Official Goal and Equipment Supplier to the 
NSCAA Convention and we would like to offer our assistance with your clinic at the upcoming show in Baltimore, Man/land in Januan/. 

Kwik Goal will be providing the following equipment (per demonstration field) for you to utilize during your session: 

2 each 282001 Pro Premier Euro Match Goal 

4 each 285002 4.5’x9’ Academy Goal 

2 packs 6A501 Cone Carry Packs (75 Small Disc Cones, 12 9" Practice Cones) 

2 each 287204P Infinity Weighted 4’ Goals 

2 each 287206P Infinity Weighted 6’ Goals 

2 each 16A601 Agility Ladders 

2 each 16B2708 Yellow, 5’10" Training Opponent Mannequins (TOM) 

2 each 16B2308 Yellow TOM Base 

2 each 1682604 Blue, 5’4" TOM 

2 each 16B2304 Blue TOM Base 

2 each 1682501 Red, 4’10" TOM 

2 each 1682301 Red TOM Base 

2 sets 1681605 Deluxe Speed Rings 

I set 1682981 Elite Coaching Sticks Set (with 168206 Black Universal Bases) 

4 each 182615 Soccer Medicine Balls, size 5 

4 each 287404P Weighted Infinity Squared Goals 

2 each 182822 Futsal Ball, 22" 

2 each 182825 Futsal Ball, 25" 

1 each 1686 All-Surface Soccer Tennis Systems 

We would like to extend our assistance at the clinics in helping you set up your field as needed (e.g. cones, scrimmage vests, small sided goals, etc.). Please provide as 
much advance notice as possible so we can fully accommodate your needs. 
If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to email me back or give us a call. 
We look forward to hearing from you and will see you in January! 
Regards, 

Amanda 

Amanda J. Johnsen 
Marketing Activation Coordinator 

Kwik Goal, Ltd. 
P: 800-531-4252 
F: 800-778-8869 

[ i~i KGSIG.jpg 

*This email is intended for the personal use of the recipient(s) named above This message is privileged and confidential. 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Monday, December 6, 2010 10:19 AM 

’Anion Dorrance’ <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rudy Zimmerma~n <rzimmennm~n@nscaa.com> 

RE: NSCAA Convention 

Rudy 

Here is outlhle and abstract for presentation and Anson and my presentation, 

Ti~ a n ks 

Matt 

From: Anson Dorrance [rnailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2020 6:03 PM 
To: Rudy Zirnrnerrnann 

(:::c: Robinson, Matthew 3 
Subject: Re: NSCAA Convention 

Thanks Rudy! Iwill jump on it! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > "Rudy Zimmermann" <rzimmermann@nscaa.com > 12/2/2010 2:17 PM > > > 

Anson, 

Your lecture session is scheduled for Saturday 12:45pm in rooms 314-317. We would need an outline for that session so that people will know what to expect before 

they get there. The outlines often draw attendance. 

From your email, T take it that will wil co-present at your session at the above time. 

Matt is scheduled for his own session 30 minutes after yours in room 318-19. 

Please get me the title you want to use and then we would need your outline by the beginning of next week. I believe that we have to go to print at the end of next 

week. 

Thanks 

Rudy Zi mmermann 

NSCAA Convention Program Manager 

(0)703-730-7112 

On Wednesday, December 1, 2010 5:15pm, "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> said: 

Rudy, 

do you need my lecture outline too? I am going to do something in conjunction with Matt Robinson on Player Development. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 

>>> Delaine Marbry 12/1/2010 7:29 AM >>> 

Attached is Anson’s session outline that you requested. Tf you have any questions please let us know. 

Delaine 

>>> "Rudy Zimmermann" <rzimmermann@nscaa.com> 11/30/2010 10:15 PM >>> 

Thank You Delaine. 

Anson’d housing is taken care of and is, of course complimentary. I have confirmed it with our housing manager. 

Rudy Zimmermann 

NSCAA Convention Program Manager 

(O)703-730-7112 



On Tuesday, November 30, 2010 11:48am, "Delaine Marbry" ~dm~ry@uncaa.unc~d~> said: 

Attached are the forms you requested. Let me know if you need anything else. 

Delaine Marbry 

Administrative Assistant 

UNC Athletic Department 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(P) 919-962-5220 

(F) 919-962-4038 

>>> "Rudy Zimmermann" <.r_z_!m__m__e_.r_m__c~._n_._@_!_~_s~a_:~_._o_~> 11/27/2010 2:34 PM >>> 

Anson - thanks. 

See the attached. 

Rudy Zimmermann 

NSCAA Convention Program Manager 

(O)703-730-7112 

On Saturday, November 27, 2010 1:35pm, "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> said: 

Rudy, 

I will get you something on Monday. Can you send me the forms again? Thank you, my friend! 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 

>>> "Rudy Zimmermann" 11/27/10 8:34 AM 

Hello Anson, 

Thank you again for agreeing to be one of our featured clinicians as we highlight the "Best of the US" in Baltimore this January. 

We are one week away from finalizing the print version of the NSCAA Convention schedule and I am in desperate need of your information for our program. Back on 

Oct 3 I sent you a number of forms that we need you to complete so that we can facilitate your session and presence at the convention. 

You will recieve a stipend of $2500.00 for 2 field sessions and 1 lecture session. We ask that you prepare for one field session and repeat that same session at the 

second field sesson. 

You also recieve complomentary housing and and registration. 

I am resending all of those forms and ask for expediancey sake that you return all of them to me and I will see that they are forwarded to all convcerned. 

Finally, be mindful that the NCAA has been adament that we not use high school demo players for our College Coach clincians. We can provide older players or those of 

middle school age. 

Your sessions are scheduled as follows. 

Field Session on Thursday at 11am 

Field Session on Friday at 4pro 

Lecture Session on Saturday at 12:45pm 

Please feel free to contact me with any questions. 

Rudy Zimmermann 

NSCAA Convention Program Manager 

(0)703-730-7112 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandy Thielz < ~verizon.net> 

Monday, December 6, 2010 2:28 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WCU Soccer at NSCAA Convention 

Anson, Filst of all, I hope you are well and I hope you are happy with your team’s play this season. I followed your progress and I know the end tnust have been 

somewhat disappointing, but all of us know what that is like. 

We would like to invite you to attend the West Chester Universi~ Soccer Alumni and Friends Reception at the NSCAA Convention in Baltimore on Thurs., Jan 13 

from 5:30 PM -7:00 PM at the Hilton Hotel (Room: Holiday 1). This is the 50th armiversaw ofWCU NCAA National Soccer Championship and we are hoping you 

can attend the kick off (no pun intended!) event. Mel coached that team and Jerry Yeagley, Bill Killen and others played on it, so it should be a fi~n time. Hope you can 
join us. 

We look tbrward to seeing you in Baltimore and best wishes for a hapw holiday. 

Best personal regaxds, 

Sandy 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vanessa Martinez < ~hotmail.com> 

Sunday, Januao~ 20, 2013 2:03 PM 

’Anson Dorrance’ <anson@ancaa.unc.edn> 

AW: Best wishes and congratulations... 

Hi Anson, 
Thanky for your kind words! 
I am now back in Germany after the FIFA course in Las Palmas. In the following link you can find some information about the FIFA Grassroots 
Programme. Hope it is helpful to you- maybe for the Girls Summer Camps you organize every year! 
http://grassroots.fifa.com/en/for-coa ch-educators.html 
Hope you had a great time at the 2013 NSCAA convention. I would be great if you could shere with me your most favorite practical and theory 
sessions from this year’s convention to check them out later in the online library! I wish I could have been there! 
Have a wonderful day and hope to see you soon again! 
Best regards, 
Vanessa 
Von: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Gesendet: Sonntag, 13.3anuar 2013 04:28 
An -"         .~hotmail.com 
Betreff-" Re: Best wishes and congratulations... 
Vanessa, congratulations on your tremendous cmeer. If you think the FII?A inibnnation you’re sharing will have value for me please send it, I would certa~,nly appleciate 

it. 

Sen@~om my Veri.:o~ 14~rele.~.s 4G LYE I)ROID 

"Vanessa MaNnez @hotmail.com>" ~hotmail.com> wrote: 

>>> "Vanes~ Martinez" 2013-01 - 11T02:56:32.807738 >>> 

Ill Anson, 

I am still in Germany. I co,npleted the UEFA Pro License last year and this year I will be focusing in completing my PhD in Sports Science with specia]ization in the 

Physica] and Physiological Demands of Wo,nen’s Soccer. I mn also still working for FIF~ as FIFA instructor in Women’s Soccer and Grassroots. I am in Las 
Plamas, Canal’ Islands at the moment conducting a FIFA Grassroots course and festival. 

I will not be able to attend the NSCAA Convention this year. However, I wish you all the best and enjoy this wonderful event! 

Hope we keep in touch! 

Best regards, 

Vanessa 

Von: Anson Dorrance [_r__n_~i!_t_Ri~__n_}~2!:~.~__%Lc_~:_t_Ln_c_:_e_d___u_] 
Gesendet: Mi~voch, 9. Januar 2013 14:32 

An: Vanessa Maxtinez 

Betref[? Re: Best rashes and congratulations... 

Thank you Vanessa! ! ! 

What are you up to these days? 

Anson Dorrance 



Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 

>>> Vanessa MaNnez 1/8/2013 11:04 AM >>> 

Hi An,son, 

Hope you had great holidays. I rash you and your family all the best for 2013, specially lots of health, happiness and success. 

I al~ take fl~is opportunity to ~nd you my belated congratulations to you and your temn for conque6ng one more time the National Women’s Soccer Championship in 

December 2012. You guys are mn~ing! 

Best reg~Jcds t?om Genna~y, 

Vanessa 

Von: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson~uncaa.unc.edu] 

Gesendet: Donnerstag, 21. Juli 2011 01:23 

An: Vanessa Martinez Lagunas 

Betrett! Re: UNC vs. Leverkusen... 

You "saved" our trip .... thank you’.!! It was also good to see you! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 

>a> "Vanessa Martinez Lagunas" 7/20/2011 4:16 AM >>> 

Hi Anson, 

You’re ve~?~ welcome. I am glad I was able to help. 

I wish you and your team a great season! 

Kind ~egards’. 

Vanessa :) 

-- Sent ti~om my PaJm Pre 

On 18.07.2011 23:03, Anson Dorrance wrote: 

Vanessa, it was great to see you. Thank yon for all your help! We loved everything about our trip. 

Connected by DROID on Verizon Wireless 

..... OriginaJ message ..... 

From: "Vanessa Martinez" 

To: Anson Do~rance, Bill Paladino 

Sent: Sun, Jul 3, 2011 18:14:34 GMT÷00:00 
Subject: UNC vs. Leverkusen... 



Hi Anion and Bill, 

It was great to see you today a’t the game vs. Leverkusen. As promised here is my contact intbrmation. You will also find a t~w pictures from the gaJne. 

Hope you enjoyed your say in Germany. I wish you a safe trip back home! 

Sincerely, 

Vanessa :) 

Va~essa Marlinez Lagunas 

PhD Student 

Institute of Movement and Training Science in Sports 

Facul~ of SIx~rts Science / Universitfit Leipzig 

Jahnallee 59 

04109 Leipzig 

Germany 

Tel: +49 (0)341/97-31736 

Mobil: ~ 

Fax: ~ 49 (0)341/97-31719 

e-mail: !~__u_!:~b__u__r~__-_!__e_ip_~ig:__d__e_. or ~_l!~_?_t__r_~_~__U_!:__c_9__n_)_ 
Website: ~:~_x_?5~_i_:__u__r~_-_!_e_it¥_,_i_g_:_~_t__e_ 

UNC vs. Leverkusen 

htlp:i/skvdrive.live.com/redir.aspx?cid=:61595e625eOetxtfl &page browse&resid 6F595E625EOEBDFI! 

358&type 5&Bpub SDX.Photos&Bsrc Phommail&authkey 9oARrqVKdXo%24 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Tuesday, November 16, 2010 2:54 PM 

’Anson Dorrance’ <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call Number for Wed 

Anson 

Take a look at this one, this is not sport specific but talks about the parenting style and impact on kid. I am still sifting through the sport specific stuff. But basis here 

is that there are four parenting styles and potentially different outcomes based on the style~ 

hl:tp:/iwww.scientifi~:~ournals,orgijournals2DOTiarticlesilO:-~l,htm 

Talk to you on W~-’_~d. 

Matt 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, November 16, 2010 2:09 PM 
1"o-" Robinson, Matthew 3 
Subject-" RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call Number for Wed 

Matt, 
good stuff..., can you send me the parent info? 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > "Robi nson, Matthew J" < [9.[E_O___b_j_r_Ls__@__u___d___e_Le___d__L_[ > 11/15/2010 3:2B PM > > > 

Hello Everyone: 

We are set for call Wednesday at 10 a.m. EST. The call number is provided below 

Conference Dial in Number: (424) 203 8400 

Participant Access Code: 

I believe we will be missing Jean and Caitlyn on the call. I will have Corey, grad assistant who is helping me with research, sit in on call. 

The Agenda for the meeting is as follows 

1. Germany Trip 

Delegation 

Research Protocol/Questions to be Asked!Information to Be Acquired 

Report Writing 

2. Brazil Trip 

Delegation 

Date 

Contact with Federation 

3. Other Countries Outreach (Aussie, S.Korea etc.) 

4. Funding 

5. Timetable!Finished Product 

6. Potential New Member 

I have attached some information I have gathered over recent months. Review if you like. I provided it just to give a sense of how scientific other countries are taking talent 

identification and player development. 

Australian High Performance Report: Aussie because of size of population and desire to compete with USA and China have become very efficient in talent identification. 

Canadian Long Term Athlete Development Plan for Soccer: Canada seeing results in basketball and women’s soccer as well as other sports at winter Olympic games. 

Study done on correlation between population size and elite athletic performance. Interesting where do our best players come from, small town or metropolitan areas. 

Article on Future models/methods of talent identification and player development. Very much an academic article but important points. 

Article on Psychological Aspects of Talent Identification: Stated in article that weakness in many talent id systems is that psychological profiling is left to guess and chance 

Information I did not include but have come across some interesting studies is parenting style and impact on athlete performance. 

If interested I have much more. Also of interest I am working with Iranian National Basketball coach in developing a talent identification system for their national teams in 

basketball. I can explain on call what it will entail. 

All the best and look forward to the call. I apologize for confusion and multiple emails on Saturday. 

Matt 



Original Message 

From: mjrobins@udel.edu [mailto:mjrobins@udel.edu] 

Sent: Saturday, November 13, 2010 9:43 AM 

To: Tony DiCicco; Layers, Christian CDL (5627); Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing,biz; jean,brooks@reveraliving,com; 

anson@uncaa,unc,edu;          @mac,com; Germain, Caitlyn A 

Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

Sorry. Wed at 10 am. Is planned time for call. Matt Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

Original Message 

From: Tony DiCicco <tony@soccerplus.org> 

Date: Fri, 12 Nov 2010 18:46:18 
To: Lavers, Christian CDL (5627) <CLavers@whdlaw.com >; Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@admin.udel,edu >; 

mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com <mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com >; tschiller@paragonmarketingbiz<tschiller@paragonmarketingbiz>; 

jea n.brooks @reveraliving.com <jea n.brooks@reveraliving.com >; anson@u ncaa,unc.edu <anson@u ncaa.unc.edu >; @mac.com 
Caitlyn A<cgermain@udel.edu > 

Subject: RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

@mac.com >; Germain, 

Hi everyone. 10 11:15am works for me. If it runs over 11:15am...I will have to take it while driving. Thanks, Tony 

Tony DiCicco 

cell 

Original Message 

From: Lavers, Christian CDL (5627) [mailto:CLavers@whdlaw.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 3:25 PM 

To: Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz;jean.brooks@reveralivingcom; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Germain, Caitlyn A; Tony DiCicco 

Subject: RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

@mac.corn; 

That time works for me, 

Original Message 

From: Robinson, Matthew J [mailto:mjrobins@udel.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, November 11, 2010 1:45 PM 

To: mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz;jean.brooks@reveralivingcom; Lavers, Christian CDL (5627); anson@uncaa,unc.edu; 

@mac.com; Germain, Caitlyn A; ’Tony DiCicco’ 

Subject: RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

I hope everyone is well. 

I wanted to see if everyone can make a conference call for this coming 

Wednesday Nov 17 at 10 est. We have some positive developments in 

terms of visits and also wanted to discuss future sight visits and also wanted to share information that me and graduate student have gathered up to this point. 

Also, by my oversight Tony has not been included on past emails, but I reached out to him last week and he is now on board. Sorry Tony. 

Let me know if that date works, if it does not can I propose Tuesday at the same time. Once set Iwill get call number out to everyone, 

Thanks and all the best 

Matt 

Original Message 

From: Robinson, Matthew J 
Sent: Monday, September 27, 2010 11:09 AM 

To: Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarl<etingbiz; jean,brooks@reveraliving,com; clavers@whdlaw,com; anson@uncaa,unc,edu; 

@mac,com; Germain, Caitlyn A 

Subject: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

hope everyone is well. I am sorry for the delay on this, But wanted to see if we can organize a conference call for later this week. Iwanted to propose Thursday Sept 30 at 9 

a.m. central time, 10 am eastern time fora call. An alternative time would be Friday Oct 1 for the same time. 

The purpose of the call is to discuss the next steps in terms of communicating with subject countries and to get an update from Hank on feedback from federation. 

Let me know if this time works, I would not anticipate the call lasting more than 45 minutes, 

All the best 

Matt 

Original Message 

From: Dr. MatthewJ. Robinson [mailto:mjrobins@UDeI.Edu] 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2010 11:19 AM 

To: Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketingbiz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; clavers@whdlaw.com; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@mac.corn; Germain, Caitlyn A 

Subject: Re: LATEST SWOTRe: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 



Thanks for everyone’s time. I will get draft of proposal off to everyone ASAP. 

All the best 

Matt 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

University of Delaware 

Associate Professor!Program Director Sport Management Director international Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program www.udel.edu,f[CECP 

302 831 6680 

Original message 

>Date: Thu, 19 Aug 2010 09:38:33 0400 (EDT) 

>From: "Dr, Matthew J. Robinson" <[[~j£_o___’b_j_L~_S___@___U___D__~LE__d___u_.> 

>Subject: LATEST SWOTRe: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force 

>Conference Call 

>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mirobins@UDeI.Edu>, 

> mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, 

>[ean,brooks@reveraJiv]ncicom, c[avers@whdlaw.com, anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
: ~@r’nac,com, cgermain@UDel.Edu 
> 

>here is update swot. 
> 

>thanks and talk to you soon. 
> 

>matt 

>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

>University of Delaware 

>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 

>international Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 

>www.udel.edu/]CECP 
>302 831 6680 
> 

> 

>    Original message 

> > Date: Wed, 18 Aug 2010 22:00:09 0400 (EDT) 

> > From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mirobins@UDeI.Edu > 
> >Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>Call 

> >To: "Dr. Matthew J, Robinson" <njrobins@UDeI.Edu >, 
> > ~-r[-mz-~-d-~-e-E!~-~-~-Lt-@~-~-L~i~--a--g~-~--r-~-(-!-s--t--a--r--%~-~-~-~-r[-].~ _ts__c_L~i[Le__r__@_p__a_E_a_.g_o___L!r_:o__a__r__k_~__tj_r_].%__b_]_z_, 

> >jeanbrooks@reveraliving.com, davers@whdlaw.com, anson@uncaa.unc.edu, 

> @mac.com, cgermain@UDeI,Edu 
>> 

>>Looking forward to the call on Thursday. 
>> 

>>Attached is input we have in regards to the SWOT. There may be some 

late additions, but I wanted to get this version to you for your review prior to the call, 
>> 

> >I have also attached the minutes from the last call for approval. 
>> 

>>The Agenda will be to review and discuss what has been included and to 

determine next steps, 
>> 

> >Conference Dial in Number: (805) 360 1000 Participant Access Code: 

>> 

>>All the best in all you do. 
>> 

>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

> >University of Delaware 

> >Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 

> >international Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 

> > ~_u___d___e_Le___d___u/L<~__C___P_ 
>>302 831 6680 
>> 

>> 

>>    Original message 

> > > Date: Wed, 11 Aug 2010 15:23:05 0400 (EDT) 

> > > From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <njrobins@U DeI.Edu > 
> > >Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

> > >Call 

> > >To: "Dr. Matthew J, Robinson" <.r_:n_.[E_O___b_jD__s__@__U___L_b__e___LE_c_!__u_>, 

> > >mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paraqonmarketinq.biz, 

> > >~[ea0,brooks@[eve[a!]vi0g,com, clave[s@whd!aw~corr!, 

> > >anson@uncaa,unc.edu @mac.com, cgermain@UDeI.Edu 
>>> 

> > >] hope everyone is well. ]just wanted to confirm the conference call 

for Thursday August 19 at 9 am central time 10 am eastern time. I believe everyone can make the call. 



>>> 

> > >The main focus of the call will be discussing the SWOT analysis each 

of us have done. With that said if you could foreward your SWOT to me by Monday August 16, I will compile and then send out to everyone prior to the call on Thursday, 
Again if you can send as AnsonSWOT, Hank SWOT attachment in word that would be great, 

> > >The SWOT is the main agenda item for the call, 
>>> 

>>>Belowis the call in number for the call, 
>>> 

> > >Conference Dial in Number: (805)360 1000 Participant Access Code: 

>>>All the best in all you do, 

>>>Matt 
>>> 

> > > Dr, Matthew J, Robinson 

> > >University of Delaware 

> > >Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 

> > >International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 

> > > ~v_~__u__d__~Le__d___u_/__LC___E__C___P_ 
>>>302 831 6680 

>>>    Original message 

> > > > Date: Thu, 5 Aug 2010 07:29:35 0400 (EDT) 

> > > > From: "Dr, Matthew J, Robinson" <mjrobins@U DeI,Edu > 

> > > >Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>>>Call 

> > > >To: "Dr, Matthew J, Robinson" <[~j_r__o___b_j_~_~__s__@___U___D___e_LE__cj___u_,>, 
> > > >mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, 

> > > >i_e_~LL!b_r__r_4_o___k__s___@__r_~_v___e__r__a_JLv_Ln__~_c__o__[~_, ._c_La__v___e__r__s_@~_&~_c_!La_~y~__c__o__r_~__!, 
> > > >anson@u ncaa.unc,edu ~mac.com, cgermain@UDeI,Edu 
>>>> 

> > > >I hope everyone is well. ]just wanted to confirm day and time for 

next conference call, I al’n going to propose Thursday August 19 at 9 a.m. 

central time. 10 a.m. eastern time. Please let me know if that works for you. Anson, I know you would be in preseason at that point, so let me know if that works with practice 

schedule. ]will forward call in number once time is confirmed, 
>>>> 

>>>>All time best 
>>>> 

>>>>Matt 

>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

> > > >University of Delaware 

> > > >Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
> > > >Tnternational Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 

> > > >www,udel,ed uf!CECP 

> > > > 302 831 6680 
>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>>    Original message 

>>>>>Date:Thu, 22 Ju1201010:34:53 0400(EDT) 

> > > > >From: "Dr, Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDeI,Edu > 
> > > > > Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>>>>Call 

> > > > >To: "Dr, Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrob[ns~UDeI,Edu>, 
> > > > > mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paraqonmarketing.biz, 

> > > > >iean.brooks@reveraliving.com, davers@whdlaw, com, 

> > > > >anson@uncaa.unc.edu ~@mac:com, cczermain@UDeL Edu 
>>>>> 

>>>>>Hello Everyone: 
>>>>> 

> > > > > First of all thank you for your time and input du ring yesterday’s 

call. Spent rest of day thinking about dicussion. Second, I apologize for the mixup on the date of the meeting, I added a quarter mile to morning run so I dont screw up again. 
>>>>> 

> > > > >Ok, a few attachments. First minutes/summary of yesterday’s 

meeting. Thanks Caitlyn. Second, I have attached a template for the SWOT. You can type right into and save with your name eg. MATTSWOT and then send to me so I can 

compile for discussion for next call. 
>>>>> 

> > > > >I have also attached two articles you may find of interest. One is 

aim overview of talent identification models, the second is on personality as a predictor of athletic success. Finally I have attched a long term athlete development plan. When 

reviewing take a look at the seven stages of long term athlete development. Again, this gives an idea of a structured system that is being adopted around the world, In fact 

USA Hockey is using this model in thier player development. In discussions I have had with them, there seems to be a similar culture as soccer. Again, this just gives us an idea 

of what others are doing. 
>>>>> 

> > > > > Finally, I want to put the dates of Thursday Aug 19 of Friday 

August 20 for Conference call. If 9 a.m central worked for everyone we can go with that. Just let me knowwhat works best. 
>>>>> 

> > > > >All the best and I look forward to moving along with the project. 
>>>>> 



>>>>>Matt 

>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>> >>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

> > > > > University of Delaware 

> > > > >Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director International 

> > > > >Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program www.udel.edu/[CECP 

> > > > > 302 831 6680 

>>>>>    Original message 

>>>>>>Date:Tue, 20 Ju1201012:24:46 0400(EDT) 

> > > > > > From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" < mjrobins@UDeI.Edu > 

> > > > > > Su bject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>>>>>Call 

> > > > > >To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" < mirobins@UDeI.Edu >, 
> > > > > > r~mcdermott@chicagoredstars,com, tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, 
> > > > > >i_ean~brooks@revera[jvinq~com. davers @vvhd[aw~com. 

> > > > > >anson@uncaa,unc.edu           @mac.corn, cgermain@U DeI.Edu 

>>>>>>Hello Everyone. 

> > > > > >[ apologize for the confusion, but the call was scheduled for 

today but [sent out call number and agenda for Wed at 10 a.m. est and 9 central. The original email I had sent was for Tuesday and confirmation email was for Wed. 

> > > > > > Please let me know if you Wed still works for you. If not we can 

look to reschedule. 

> > > > > >Again, I apologize for the confusion. 

>>>>>>Matt 

>>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

> > > > > > University of Delaware 
> > > > > >Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 

> > > > > >International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 

> > > > > >www.udel.edu/ICECP 
>>>>>>302831 6680 

>>>>>>    Original message 

>>>>>>>Date:Mon, 19 Ju1201012:34:49 0400(EDT) 
> > > > > > > From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <.E~_r__o___b__[L~__s_@__U___D__#j_~_L_:_d___u_.> 

> > > > > > > Subject: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>>>>>>Call 

> > > > > > >To: mmcdermott@chicagostars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketinq.biz, 

> > > > > > >jean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 

> > > > > > >anson@uncaa.unc.edu, @mac.corn, cqermain@U DeI.Edu, 

> > > > > > >rqirobins@U DeI.Edu 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>Hello Everyone: 

>>>>>>>I look forward to our conference call on Wednesday at 10 am EST, 

9 am central time. We will try to keep the call to no longer than 1 hour. 
>>>>>>> 

> > > > > > > Listed below is the agenda for the call as well as the call in 

number and access code. Jean you should be good calling from europe. [ will keep the minutes from the meeting and will for~vard for review. I have also attached the 

purpose statement again for your review. 
>>>>>>> 

> > > > > > > Please let me know if you have any questions. All the best and I 

look forward to the call on Wednesday. 

>>>>>>>Matt 

> > > > > > >Agenda for Conference Call 

> >> >> >>[nitiate Call 

> > > > > > >Intro of each participant and backg round Review of charge of task 

> > > > > > >force. Anson and Hank Review of planned activities: Matt with 

>>>>>>>feedback from all Discussion on critical path of those 

> > > > > > >activities: Matt with feedback from all. 

>>>>>>>Develop Tentative Time line: All 

>>>>>>>Assign of Responsibilities: All 

>> >>>>>Planned meeting time for regular conference call. All 

> > > > > > > Planned meeting for face to face: eg NSCAA All Tasks to be 

> > > > > > >completed by next call. All Other items Closing 

> > > > > > >Conference Dial in Number: (805) 360 1000 Participant Access 

>>>>>>>Code: 



>>>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

> > > > > > >University of Delaware 

> > > > > > > Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 

> > > > > > >international Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 

> > > > > > >www.udekedu/ICECP 
>>>>>>>302831 6680 
>>>>>>> 

> > > > > > >womensoccertaskforcestatement of purpose,doc (37k bytes) 
>>>>> 

> > > > >Womens Soccer Task Force conference call 7 20,doc (53k bytes) 
> > > > > SWOTWomen’s Soccer Development TaskForce.doc (155k 

> > > > >bytes). talent id_ardcle.pdf (67k bytes) 
>>>>> ABSP JournalAidmanl,pdf (226k bytes) 
> > > > > 2009_WellnessWorldCup.pdf (1464k bytes) 
>> 

> >soccerswotmaster.doc (68k bytes) 
>> 

> >Womens Soccer Task Force conference call 7 20.doc (53k bytes) 
> 

>soccerswotmaster.doc (83k bytes) 

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the internal Revenue Service, we inform you that, unless expressly stated otherwise, any U.S, 

federal tax advice contained in this e mail, including any attachments, was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) 

avoiding any penalties that may be imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another person any tax related matter 

addressed herein. 

The information in this e mail is confidential and may be protected by the attorney’s work product doctrine or the attorney/client privilege. 

it is intended solely for the addressee(s); access to anyone else is unauthorized, if this message has been sent to you in error, do not review, disseminate, distribute or copy 

it. Please reply to the sender that you have received the message in error, then delete it. Thank you for your cooperation. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 7336812bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc,edu/dd52aaa6e7b0169c3c6995bf66d23dbc 

File Name: AOC_High_Perf_Plan_2009 (2).pdf 

Expiry Date: Sun, 13 Feb 2011 15:23:55 0500 

Size: 5710502bytes 

Attachment Link: http:!/archive02.uncaa.unc,eduic22d5018b3c].de5af658698945e7ffdb 
File Name: 2009_WellnessWorldCup.pdf 

Expiry Date: Sun, 13 Feb 2011 15:23:55 0500 

Size: 1093512bytes 

Attachment Link: .!~-t--t:p--~/-/--a--r--c--~-!~-v---e--~--~--u-[-~--c--a--a--~-u--r-!-c-=--e--d---u-z~-~-~L!2~-~-b[~-~-¢~-~g-~-~-~b~-$~ 
File Name: Cote et al JSS.pdf 

Expiry Date: Sun, 13 Feb 2011 15:23:55 0500 

Size: 101203bytes 

Attachment Link: ~.t.t.~:/./..a..r..c.~h..~.v..e...~..2..~Ln.~c...a..a..~.u..n...c.:~e...d...u./..3...6.f...e.f...8.~7..a..f..c..~...6..4...d...5..c..f..c..a.~f..9..b~b~§.$~. 
File Name: Talent Identification and.pdf 

Expiry Date: Sun, 13 Feb 2011 15:23:55 0500 

Size: 199337bytes 

Attachment Link: http:/iarchive02.uncaa.unc.edu/52aSf3992f5938bb104a7537501a5b8e 

File Name: Eliminating the dichotomy between theory and practice (3).pdf 

Expiry Date: Sun, 13 Feb 2011 15:23:55 0500 

Size: 232258bytes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Danielle Sunderhaus ~-’dsunderh@email.arizona.edu> 

Friday, February 25, 2011 12:34 PM 

’Anson DormJ~ce’ <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Articles 

Anson, 
I’m sure you’ve probably already read these articles and possibly the "Good to Great" book, but I thought I’d pass these on to you. As I read the articles and tried to figure out 
how I could help develop a competitive environment here without over stepping my bounds, I kept thinking of the things you taught us at Carolina and how relevant these 
concepts wer~ in our success. 
Borgs 
Danielle Sunderhaus 
The University of Arizona 

Women’s Soccer Assistant Coach 
1 National Championship Dr. 
McKale Center #311 
Tucson, AZ 85721 
520.621.8755 (office) 

866.282.7959 (fax) 
dsunderh@arizona.edu 
vww4.a rizonawildcats.corn 

Turninq Team Around by Bill Parcells.pdf 



From: ~aol.com 

Sent: Friday, August 3, 2012 1:21 PM 

To: a~son@uucaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Fwd: 

I ntemsting concept .... 
.... Original Message .... 

From: Ihor Kutynsky ~gmail.com> 
To: Bill Palladino ~aol.com>; mike <mike@acsandhills.com>; sephill <sephill@uic.edu>; Todd Abbey <todd@acsandhills.com> 
Sent: Wed, Aug 1,2012 9:17 pm 

http://tacticalboards.com/mourinho tactical board.php 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steven E. MacIn~re < ~mac.com~ 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 6:19 PM 

AlaJ~ N. von Hohenberg-Balladur < ~AOL.com:~; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Researchers Find Brain Trauma Disease in a Soccer Player - NYTimes.com 

http:i/w~vw.nytimes.com/2014i02i27/spo(ts/soccer/reseeachers- Nil- bl~n-tmuma- disease- in- a- soccer- player.html?hp 



From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:20 AM 

To: ~gmail.com> 

Co: ~gmail .com> 

Subject: RE: 

Yo~ are right, we played well!! 

Yes,       sent me a wonderful letter and we do want her to stay connected to her teammates, Of course~ I would love to have her back playing b~t 1 know there 

are risks and t ~now ~:hese risks are increased once you haw~ had                          I ~vot~ld never sit ~n j~dgment of anyone ~vho cannot see ta~dng these 

risks Yot~r k)~e for voter daughter a~ld her safety ~s unders~:andaMe bt~: please kno~v ~f f really fek our game was too ris~y ~ would not coach ~:, What 

develop s protoco~ to he~p protect our p~ayers better. We have some of experLs ~n the world on our campus and I wahl to make heading safer 

and figure out w~gs to protect our kids, 

~ think with       t was ~ncred~My bad ~uck. The circumstances surroundh~g some of her wors~            were freak. Could they happen that w~v again? .., 

yes b~t ~n m~, 2~5 years of coacMng I have seen si>: o[ those Mnds of acddents and two happened to 

Thanks again [or tr~st~ng me w~l:h Voter ~vonderft~l dm~ghter. 5he will a~ways be a Tsr }~ee~ and we w~l~ embrace her w~tMn o~r [amity in whatever ~va~, she wouh~ 

~ike to he. Her "Core Values" (a~ ~ trufg believe so much of this comes from family} are extraordinary’ and se~l:ishl’f the more she interscts with her teammates the 

better they wi~ become and al~ of us w~l~ bene[:iL 

F~m: ~gmail,com] 
Sent~ Nonday, Z:ll PN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: 

Coach, 

Congm~ations on the Duke game Sunday~ I was more than imp~s~d with your young relent--even missing In the second half esNciaJly it 

seemed to me that Duke was t~-ing hind not to 1o~ while the Heels were loo~ng to win. 

old me she sent you a leffer--that she just couldn’t deal with going to practice and not reN]y ~ing a N~I of the action. I didn’t tNnk she’d ~ able to jusl ~rn off 

the faucet. Probably          unfo~nate i~u~ spuned ~me of her reaction as well. Soccer’s a tough game as yoffve sNd many times. 

said that she hopes she can s~y connected to her teammates. It’s reaJly sad that she won’t be able to ex~fience her playing with them, but we 

obviously fl~ink she’s making the right decision to skip playing. 

Tha~ks tbr all your N]iefin and sup~ Ibr       Let me know if there’s anything I can do lbr you in the t5ture. My ~st to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brad Black <:bmd.black@humane~’enmres.com> 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 5:56 PM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

mlliam lam <wlam4860@sbcglobaJ.net> 

I~v~: UNC Legend/role mo&l Benchmark eftblls 

Anson, I hope your week is going greaL As promised, I wanted [o send you a sample of how we introduce the concept of our "ro]e nlodeli[egend" benchmark 

process to those that w~l~ be ~nterv~ewed. Of course th~s ~s a sample, but should be he~pfu~ as a reference~ 

looking forward to next steps ~n the near future~ 

Ma~e a great week[ 

Brad Black 

P resJdem and 

(402) 4Sd.-~ 103 

This message has been scanned for malware by Websense. www.websense.com 

._U___N___C_’__L__e_.g__e___n__d____B___r_n__L*_L(_’_2__lA:2__d__[ lh~<:’, ::~:: .~;:’: ’20J.] ] ;’::.;~:]4-t!4~)0 ~%~5.::~b?t~-:~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Frank DiCocco ~gmail.com> 

Saturday, Februa~ 4, 2012 8:28 PM 

undisclosed- recipients: 

Thonght of the Week, from Coach DiCocco - Super Bowl Edition 

The Odds for this Week’s Bi~ Game 
With the Super BoM coming up this Sunday, it seems like eve~one is weighing in on who they think is going to ran, and by how much The so-called expe(ts have 
made their picks, and the Vegas odds-makers have selected their favorites. Having had a chance to see the odds for each team’s chances in the Big Game, I got to 

thinking about some of the more importam "odds" that will play-out on Sunday fight. 

$~at Are the Odds... ? 

What are the odds tlmt someone who was the 199th Pick overall in the NFL Draft (that someone being Tom Brady)... would become an NFI, starting quarterback, 

lead his team to not- 1, not-2, but 3 world ch~unpionships.., lead his team to a fifth Super Bowl, and ultimately end np being considered one of the greatest 

quarterbacks of all-time? The odds.., aboutamillion-to-one. 

What are the odds that a formerly-fired head coach (Bill Belichick) would get a second chance to mn a franchise, would lead that franchise to its first ever world 

championship, would then lead it to several more Super BoM rifles, and would end up being considered one of the greates~t coaches in NFL histoly? The odds... 

about a million-to-one. 

What are the odds that a coach whose job was being called-for on a daily basis a i~w 5ears ago (Tom Coughlin) would rand up making it to a Super Bowl, winning the 

Super Bowl (by defeating the previously-undefeated New England Patriots), and then making it back to the Snper Bowl yet again (to face those same exact New 

England Patriots)? The odds.., about a million-to-one. 

What are the odds that the son of a former NFL quarterback (Eli Manning) would become one oftw~o brothers to both be selected 1 st overall in the NFL Draft, play 

in and win the Snper Bowl, be named MVP of the Super Bowl, and then sign a huge contract worth more than $100 million? 

The odds.., about a million-to-one. (Or in this case.., about two-rfffffion-to-one.) 

What are the odds that five Boston College alumni (both players and coaches including two of my own ti~rmer classmates) would end up all on the same team, 

playing together in a Super Bowl, and thcing the team ti~m Boston that they watched (and likely cheered tbr) in several Super Bowls past? What are the odds tlmt a 

former BC coach would have his own son-h-la~v (and l~llow Boston College Eagle) starting for him on the offensive line? The odds.., about a million-to-one. 

What are the odds of New York Giants Linebacker, and yet another BC alumnus, Maxk Helzlich, being diagnosed with a life-threatening and cancerous tumol; while 

being jus~t a young man still in college, while being less than one year away froln being dra£ted in the first round and signing a contract upwmds of $30 million? What 

are the odds of Maxk surviving his serious battle with cancer (which camed with it a survival rate of less than 30%)... ? 

What are the odds ofhim ever living normally again. . . What are the odds ofhim ever walking ormm~ing normallyagain... What are the odds ofhim ever playing 

football again... What are the odds of him returning to the football field.., as a starter for the Boston College defense.., and as a team captain for those very same BC 

Eagles? What are the odds of Mark then being signed by an NFL team, making the roffter, and contributing significanfly to his team’s playoff ran? What are the odds 
of him then playing in this weekend’s Super Bowl (under his current Giants coach, who also happens to be one of BC’s former coaches)? The odds.., about a million- 

to-one. 

It goes to show you how much the "odds-ma£ers" actually know... 

Not much, apparently.., at least not when it comes to the Game of Lit~. 

So often in life, it’s not about what other people think~ or say, or do that determines yonr success. 

It’s whatyou think, whatyou say, and whatyou do that ultimately determines your success. 

One of my all-time favorite commercials is a Nike advertisement that ran during the Tour de France several years ago. The print-version ran in mag~ines neaxly a 

decade ago, when Lance Armstrong was maJ~ing his initial retam to cycling, tbllowing his battling and beating of cancer. 

The ad was a simple black-and-Maite photo of Lance riding through a grueling s~ge of the Tour. 

Embl~oned in the bright-yellow wording (that eventually would become the hallmark of the world-famous LIVESTRONG mantra) was the following statement of 

defiant inspiration: 

"According to the most recent cancer statistics: 

Lance Armstrong is neither alive, nor is he riding in the Tonr de France." 

One week later, a similar advertisement ran. This time, the wording was slighfly different: 

"According to the most recent cancer statistics: 

Lance Arms~tmng is neither alive, nor is he leading the Tour de France." 

Two weeks late~; yet another ad graced the pages of magazines wofldwide. This one read: 

"According to the Inost recent cancer statistics: 

Lance Armstrong is neither alive, nor did he win the Tour de France." 

Priceless. PertEct. Lance Arms~trong, the Nike Corporation, and everyone watching and cheering on the man who defied science, defied statistics, and detEated 
cancer.., all essentially proclaimed: 

"The Human Spirit Is Stronger ~llaan Anything That Can Happen To It." ~ George C. Scott 



In other words... Who cares what the statistics say’? ~¢,~at do you say? 

Believe It & Achieve It 

If your mind can conceive it, 

Ifyonr spirit can believe it, 

If your lungs can breathe it, 

And if your eyes can see it, 

Then you can achieve it. 

It doesn’t matter what other people think, say, or do... 
All that matters is what you know in your heart "to be "true. 

In other words... Who cares what the odds say? }~’lmt doyou say? 

There are some things in life that have a million-to-one chance of happening. 

If "all you’ve got is a million-to-one chance.., then just go out and do it--now... 
Alld then you won’t need the other 999,999 chances. Be file One to Get It Done. 

After a]l... 

It’s not what the ODDS say... 

It’s what YOU say.., and what YOU do. 

Live Right. Live ~dl. 
LIVESTRONG. 

Who Cares What the Odds Say - What Do YOU Say.pdf ~:~q, 04 ?4a>, 20~t’Z 21 :’ZS:L53 -0400 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bill Stelt~n "_c}yahoo.com> 

Monday, March 26, 2012 8:54 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hi Anson, 
Hope all’s well and you’ve had a good Spring thus far! 

I crone acl~oss this quote regarding confidence and thought you would appreciate: 

If you are not afraid of the voices inside you, you roll not fear the critics outside you. 

Natal% G~dberg 

Bill Steinbok Ed.D. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Cast~o @gmail.com> 

Monday, June 25, 2012 12:58 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saw this aJ~d thought of you... 

"The true soldier fights not because he hates what is in front of him, but because he loves what is behind him. " ~ G.I~~. Chesterton 

Paul Castro, WGA 

~,ctmail. corn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 12:30 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

M~m’s Sem-ch tbr Meaning clip you would like’. 

Anso~ 

http:/iwww.ted.coln/talks/viktor franld youth in search of memling.html 

I aIx~logize ifI have sent this to yon already. I cannot ~emember! This is Viktor Fmnkl speaking years after the war, returning to his work as a psychiatrist. His message 

is vely powerful and I think that it is VERY applicable to leadership group. It’s five minutes long and he gets right to the point! It’s also interesting to hear his voice after 
reading his book! 

To summarize Frankl, a man who has seen endless brntality and crnelty, states flint we should all believe in the bes"t parts of people and never lower our expectations so 

people can meet them easier. If you believe someone has a wonderful character and embrace them as such, he believes they will rise to the occasion. This is great when 

applied to ch~xacter, I am not so sure about soccer...but training mentality perhaps? 

Anyway jus~t thought it was interesling....thank you for eve ,r, Ahing and good luck in NY! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

information@dartfish.com on behalf of 
Jason Sisneros           ~gmail.com> 

Saturday, September 8, 2012 10:43 PM 

Anson <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Jason Sisneros shared videos with you 

Jason Sisneros invites you to view videos on the channel 

UNC Women’s Soccer TV 

C~ick to view the videos 

This invitation grants you additional rights: download. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 2:24 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Zonal Approach 

MD & UVA Goals Against.pdf 

Onr goals against in the run of play by zones. 

On Wed, at 1:49 PM, Anson Dorrance <anson~uncaa.unc.edn> wrote: 

Excellent Jason! 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 959 962 4500 

>>> Jason Sisneros ~cLmail.com> 1:33 AM > >> 

Coach, 

[ have been working on defining some ideas I have always used in coaching and training players, but never noticed until I took time to reflect and try and put them into 
words. I have attached one diagram and a summary of what I got out of my head about 6 months ago. It’s not refined, but I am starting to see how this ties into 

accurately assessing our match performances as a team and individuals from all of the data we have the power to collect, and then apply that to our benefit. I also just 

got done reading this article on Shane Battier that                sent me http://www.nvtimes.com~           /magazine/15Battier t.html? 

r=4&pagewanted=all&pagewanted=all and I was hit with a solution that I am working on that could accurately score games to give us a truer measure of a player’s 

contribution to meaningful results at meaningful moments. I may not be able to come in tomorrow much as we are preparing for our son, 

and this will take some time but my goal is to work something up between now and the FSU game that demonstrates and shows statistical correlation (at least enough 

to evaluate if I’m onto something) and present it to you and Dino, Chris and Tom. So I just wanted to share all this right now while it was still so clear. 

Have a good night, 

Jason 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Jason Sisneros ~(}gmail.com> 

Thursday, 12:50 AM 

a~son <anson@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Bill Palladino 

Match Analysis Summary 

UNC Match Analysis.ods 

@aol.com>; Chris Ducar <ducax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Here’s the version with onr Goals For added to the sheet. Below is my quick summa~. It’s a work in progress but I believe more immediately insightful and impac/ful 

than our current approach. I am working up a system that does this ~pe of analysis, but for more variables during the games. 

Have a good night! 

Jason 

SummaO, of Goa[~ For & Against for eveo~ game thus far: 

Time of Goals For: 

0-30 Minutes 3 Goals 

31-60 Minutes 5 Goals 

61-90 Minutes 8 Goals 

By Italf: 

First HalfGoaJs 5 

2nd Half Goals 10 

OT Goals 1 

Thne of Goals Against: 

0-30 Minutes 1 Goal (Portland 4th Minute) 

31-60 Minutes 4 Goals 

61-90Minutes 0 Goals 

By Halt’." 

First Half Godls 2 

2nd Half Goals 3 (All between the 54th and 58th Minntes) 

OT Goals 0 

Goals For By Zones (P.O.P - Point of Possessinn): 

Left Side Zones (Our Left when Attacking) 7 

Right Side Zones (Our Right when Attacking) 5 

Central Zones 2 

PK 2 

Goals Against By Zones (P.O.P - Point of Possession): 

Left Side Zones (Our Left when Defending) 1 

Right Side Zones (Our Right when Defending) 3 

Central Zones 1 

Players Involved In Goals For Sequences: 16 Total Seqnences 

7 Sequences 



6 Sequences 

Sequences 

5 Sequences 

5 Sequences 

4 Sequences 

3 Sequences 

2 Sequences 

Sequences 

1 Sequence 

Sequence 

1 Sequence 

Field PlayersInvolvedlnGoalsAgainst Sequences: 5 Total Sequences 

4 Sequences 

4 Sequences 

4 Sequences 

4 Sequences 

3 Sequences 

2 Sequences 

1 Sequence 

1 Sequence 

1 Sequence 

1 Sequence 

1 Sequence 

Sequence 

Goalkeepers Involved In Goals Against Sequences: 5 Total Sequences 

3 Sequences (Twice off her line near top 18, one tap in from 6 ymds out) 

2 Sequences (1 Free Kick, got hand on ball, One top 18, mad first save but gave up deflection) 

*All    in run of play thus far have been scored off’shots’ to our keepers Right, Shooter’s Left - Only the 

right, 

Free Kick was a "shot" to the keeper’s 



From: TarHeel Family @live.corn > 

Sent: Saturday, 9:19 PM 

To: 

Subject: Congratulations & New VOTING Opportunity! 

We’re missing you all, already. How truly amazing our players are...in so many ways. 

¯ Congratulations to           Winner of the     Lowe’s Senior Class Award! 
We are all so proud of you ana your accomplishments. Expect an upcoming headline in the NY Times & Bloomberg News.. 

¯ Next Up                                 Congratulations 
Takes Manhattan!" 

¯ Now, Tar Heel Family...time for you to VOTE for the Soccer News Net Player of the Year! 

Both are nominees, so be sure to Vote Early and Often, as would say: 

(Voting closes                  ) 
Online fan voting accounts For 40% of the vote in determingthe Soccer News Net Player of the Year. Winners will 
be announced in 
Click the link below & Vote...please spread the word to as many people as you can 

Best of luck to our Tar Heels as they study for & take exams, and Happy Holidays to All. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Heather Boneparth @gmaiLcom> 

Thursday, 2:25 PM 

anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

Honors Carolina requests your &ssistance 

You and I have spoken about the effort a team from the Honors Carolina staff and Advisory Board has engaged this year to convince our most promising students to 

come to Carolina. ~Ve think you could be a great asset to our campaign and would like to enlist your support in recruiting these amazing students to come to Chapel 

Hill. 

I believe I "told you that we have taken a page from your recruiting playbook and designed a campaign of letters and emails to "the students we have ott~red admission. 

Together ruth our new website, honorscarolina.unc.edu, the~ communications are all aimed at telling the students what tremendous, world class opporttmi’des await 

them in Chapel Hill. So fax, the students have heard from Jim Leloudis, Dean of Honors Carolina, Chancellor Holden Thorpe and Buck Goldslein. 

We believe you would be a terrific voice in support of our program, given your uncolnpmmising pursuit of excellence and 20 National Chanlpionships to back it up. 

So, here’s the ask....we’d like you to write a letter that we can send to the + 1,000 students who have been invited to join Honors Carolina next fail, exhorting them to 

come to Chapel Hill. You are a master at recruiting the elite and we want to pull out all the stops. 

I know you will have no trouble conveying the "Come Here, Go Anywheve" message we are selling because you ave a master letter writer’. Yesterday, my co-chafir on 

this committee, Bob Maneldn, was musing to me about the angle you might take. Heve axe his thoughts .... 

We are all very enthusiastic about having you help us in this campaign. We’ll handle the logistics of getting the letters mailed and I would be happy to send you copies of the 
letters we have sent so far, if that would be helpful. An Honors Carolina "deal toy", as ~ would say, is yours in addition to the genuine gratitude of the whole team if you 
agree. 

was so excited to make it back to Chapel Hill a few weeks ago and I know she enjoyed seeing you at the Carmichael event. A few hours in Chapel Hill does wonders 
for the weary! She is delighted to have in NYC now." We miss those team events.Go 
Heels! 

Best, 

Heather 





Chancellor’s Briefing 
Carolina Women’s Leadership Council Annual Meeting 

Hill Ballroom, The Carolina Inn 
Thursday, February 24, 2011 

Contact: Lanier Brown May- (cell ) ~vill be at the Carolina Inn all day. 

Purpose: This is the ninth annual meeting of the Council, which was founded during the 
Carolina First Campaign. More than 140 women--25 are here for the first time--will 
gather at the Carolina Inn for two days of meetings. (See attached agenda.) You are the 
first speaker. Many of the attendees know you, but many of them will be meeting/seeing 
you for the first time. 

Format: Mary Anne Dickson will introduce you. You are invited to speak on "the state 
of the University" - anything you wish to address, from the budget to basketball, for 15 
minutes, and then answer questions for 15 minutes. Also: Patti and Susan Ross will be 
there and will be introduced after you are finished speaking. 

About the Council and women’s giving/involvement: The Council is co-chaired by 
Mary Anne Dickson ’63, Molly Dewar Froelich and Drucie French ’71. 

Women contributed more than $486 million to Carolina First, which is about 38% 
of all campaign gifts from individuals. 
More than 24,000 women gave to the University for the first time in the past five 
years. The average gift by all women during the Campaign was more than $5,300 

Almost half (48%) of all donors to Carolina First were women. 
The Council hosted more than 100 events by and for women all over the country. 
We placed more "than 100 women in leadership positions across campus including the Board of 
Trustees, the Board of Visitors, the College of Arts and Sciences, the Libraries, Lineberger 
Comprehensive Cancer Center, School of Education and Kenan-Flagler Business School. 

The Council created and endowed the faculty mentoring awards to honor, faculty- 
to-faculty mentoring and faculty-to-student mentoring. This year will be the sixth 
time the awards are given. We have raised over $300,000 for these awards. 

(PAGE } 



Chancellor’s Talking Points: "The State of the University" 
Carolina Women’s Leadership Council 
Thursday, February 24, 2011, 12:30 - 1:30 pm 

Carolina Inn, Hill Ballroom 

[Mary Anne Dickson will introduce you.] 

Thank the three co-chairs for inviting you: 

¯ Mary Anne Dickson, 

¯ Drucie French, and 

¯ Molly Froelich. 

Thank the Women’s Leadership Council for all 

they do for Carolina. 

It’s great to see so many people (150) here today. 

It’s a testament to the great work of this council, 

and we’re grateful for all your gifts to Carolina, the 

Faculty Mentoring Award, and your involvement. 

Quality of our students, faculty and research: 

Quality of our students 

¯ Incoming Class of 

(PAGE } 



7% increase in applications; just over 14,000 

applications. 

5,100 offered admission. 

From 97 North Carolina counties, 45 U.S. 

states and 21 countries. 

If you know someone who has been admitted, 

convince them to come to Carolina. 

Fall 2010 class- 78.2% in top 10% of high school 

class; 18% first-generation. 

lst-year retention-96.6% returned (2009). 

4-year grad. rate-76.3% (2006). 6-year rate-89.2% 

(2004). 

Rhodes Scholars: Since Rhodes program began in 

1904, 47 Carolina students have been selected- 

tying the University for first among top public 

research universities in the United States. We had 

two Rhodes scholars selected this year. 

(PAGE } 



Among all research universities, we rank 5th- for 

the most winners in the last five years, behind only 

Harvard, Yale, Stanford and Princeton. 

Quality of our faculty 

¯ 3,500 faculty; we are challenged to compete for 

faculty at a national level (U. Michigan, Johns 

Hopkins, Cal-Berkeley, Harvard, Yale) 

Quality of the research 

¯ AAU ranking 

¯ Times Higher Education ranking: 30th among top 

200, and 21 st in the US. 

¯ Faculty attracted a record $803 million in 

research funding- 12% increase. Pays for life- 

changing research and better teaching and 

learning for undergraduate and graduate 

students. 
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¯ In contrast, UVA contracts and grants relatively 

flat for the past 7 years. 

¯ Lack of investment in buildings - $308M, lost 

9,000 jobs. 

° $1.6B Duke, NC State, NCCU 

° 28,000 jobs 

Creative hubs for generating wealth and creating a 

worldwide network for North Carolina. 

¯ Xanthon- best company in RTP/east of I-5 

¯ Viamet- international company 

¯ Our companies have to be the best in the world. 

¯ David Brooks visit- Universities are model for 

countries. 

° Attract talent and create environment. 

¯ Leaders are stagehands. 

Scientists want to live near other scientists. 
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Some people say that the reason scientists want 

to live near other scientists is because they don’t 

know how to talk to anyone else. 

Cities and universities are the future of the U.S. 

Dan Pink, Rick Florida and Steven Johnson- 

people want to live in dense areas where lots of 

ideas come together. 

New ideas come from two people sharing in new 

ways. 

University towns bring together people and ideas 

in unique ways. 

Loreleis 

Innovation at UNC: 

Talk briefly about the Innovation Circle. 

Roadmap ($125 million; over $20 million 

pledged). 

Preview of the TEDx presentation at Duke. 

(PAGE } 



Pres. Obama’s weekend address: We have 

everything we need to compete: bold 

entrepreneurs, bright new ideas, and world-class 

colleges and universities. And, most of all, we 

have young people just brimming with promise 

and ready to help us succeed." 

¯ Legislative Priorities/Budget Update: 

¯ Challenging times, but we’re doing our part. 

¯ Highest priority is protecting our ability to 

provide a high-quality education to students and 

our national prominence as a top public research 

university. 

¯ Our priorities in Raleigh: 

¯ Minimize Reductions; Maintain Flexibility-- By 

July, we’ll have absorbed at least $157 million in 

total state cuts - mostly for administration and 

efficiency measures - since 2008. That’s based on 
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final budget actions taken to date. (Note." That 

doesn’t account for the difference in offsets for 

tuition and enrollment.) 

We’ve announced cuts equal to a 5% permanent 

state budget reduction ($26 million) for 2010-11. 

That will help us meet the holdbacks requested by 

Governor Perdue and the legislature. 

Being proactive helps to plan for inevitable 

permanent reductions coming. 

Any additional cuts over 5% will begin to 

significantly harm the classroom. 

¯ We’re asking that any reductions set by the 

General Assembly come with full flexibility, 

allowing administration and trustees to manage 

campus cuts. 

Keep Tuition Revenues on Campus 
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Historically, tuition has stayed on campus to 

support instruction. We’re seeking support to allow 

future tuition increases to also stay on campus. 

That happened last year- $750 increase; we 

protected the classroom. Very appreciative of the 

support already provided by legislative leadership 

in both the House and the Senate on this issue. 

Fully Fund Need-based Financial Aid and 

Enrollment 

A dramatic increase~ 37% of undergraduates 

require need-based aid. 

Students who require loans graduate with an 

average $16,000 in debt. Students on financial aid 

graduate at essentially the same rate as non-needy 

students. 

Carolina Covenant enables qualified students to 

graduate debt-free. 

(PAGE } 



Any erosion of support for state-funded need- 

based financial aid will be detrimental to 

students. 

Not keeping Carolina from moving forward. We 

will emerge stronger. 

Q&A 

(PAGE } 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.un¢.edu> 

Thursday, 10:39 AM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Women’s Golf Team 

Anson, 
We are going into the ACC’s somewhat as the underdog behind WFU, Duke and Virginia. Although we have beaten all of them in the regular season, we have had an 

inconsistent spring. I attribute this to a young team and also, scheduling two very tough events to start the spring season. The first two tournaments of the spring were on 

very difficult golf courses, and I believe that shook the team’s confidence a bit. Most of the top teams that played in our first event of the spring had already played once. 

Our second event was on a golf course that was recently rebuilt. They need to blow up all of the greens and start over! 

Our number one player                  is a      who has had a      injury all spring. She has managed the injury and been very strong throughout,          is a 

but is just getting back into collegiate competition this spring                    She is going to be fine but has been somewhat up and down. We really need for 

her to perform well all three days. The other three that will be competing are either                                            More than anything else with these 

last four individuals is believing in themselves and maintaining a level of confidence throughout, We have worked really hard with the entire team to be process oriented 

verses result oriented, "One shot at a time" and add up the scores at the end. They tend to either have difficulty recovering from a bad shot or hole and also keeping it 

going if they are playing well. They naturally want to get ahead of themselves. 

The strength of this team is that first and foremost that have a tremendous amount of talent, [ know they are as talented as any team out there. They also possess a great 

deal of heart. They work hard at practice. They are a very close team with little to no d rama among the team (amazing !). They are competitive among themselves and other 

teams, They take care of each other. Truly an amazing team for a group that has to compete as individuals. 

[ am most proud of how committed they are as a team to succeed (even the one’s who are not in the lineup). They will not give up. They have a very strong desire to win! 

Hope this helps, 

Jan 

1 
Jan Mann - UNC Women’s Golf - 

> > > Anson Dorrance 9:40 AM > > > 

Very good! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

>>> Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 5:19 PM >>> 

The Chapman Center is our team building on the back of the range at Finley. Let me think a bit on your questions. Will get back to you tonight or in 

the morning. Thanks! 

Sent via DROID on Ve~izon Wireless 

Original message 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wed,            21:00:24 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Re: Women’s Golf Team 

Sure .... where is the Chapman Center? What would be good for them to hear? What have they done this year that you are proud of? What are their strengths? 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
>>> Jan Mann 4:00 PM >>> 

Would Monday at 2 work for you? Also is it convenient for you to come out to the Chapman Center? 

Sent via DROiD on Verizon Wireless 

Original message 

From: Anson Dorrance 

To: Jan Mann 

Sent: Wed, 19:04:17 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Re: Women’s Golf Team 

Jan, 

would love to .... my lunches Mon and Tues are booked and that’s it! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNCWomen’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 



>>>Jan Mann 2:29PM >>> 

anson, 

Would you by chance have any free time to talk to my team next week before we leave for ACC’s? We will be leaving next Wednesday afternoon, 

Thanks, 

Jan 

Sent via DROID an Vedzan Wil’eless 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Heather Bonepa~h @gmaiLcom> 

Sunday, 9:15 PM 

anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

Thought you would want to see "this 

Anson, 

It was terrific to see you, Bill and Chris Friday. Peter and I love the feeling we get whenever we are around you and your team. Your confidence and determination to 

set the standard for excellence is inspiring and contagious. When we left Peter remarked that what he admires (and we all envy) is the enthusiasm ruth which you 

embrace your mission eve~ day. What a gift and it’s why we all want to be a part oftbe dynas~ you continue to build. I hope the weekend games went well. Go 

Heels! 

I am tbrwarding the latest email from Jim Leloudis to our ttonors recruits so you can see where our message is going. I loved yoar draft and look forward to having you 

be our "closer" for these academic all stars. To ensure we meet the deadline we’d like to have your final letter in hand (email) by this Wednesday. I hope "that is 

possible. Thanks so much for helping me out on this project for ttonors Carolina. I believe that our campaign will make a big ditt~rence. 

sends her best but she’ll keep you up to date on her and adventures in NYC. 

All the Best, 

Heather 

The latest email to recruits is below .... 

Dear [First Name]: 

Choosing where to attend college is a decision that may ultimately 

determine where else you go in life. 

Honors Carolina students begin planning their futures as soon as they 
set foot on campus. Our job is to get you ready for that ne~ 
step--whether it’s attending a top-rated graduate school, working for a 
successful corporation, curing disease, or making a better world at home 
or abroad. 

Our stndents embark on atoning adventures that prepare them tbr life 

after Carolina. They study in London, Cape Town, Beijing, and Rome. They 

take advantage of a changing roster of faculty-led research seminaacs in 

which they explore such topics as archaeology in the Peruvian Andes, 

genocide and human rights law in Rwanda, and public health in Vietnan~. 

Or they take the initiative to create their own educational experiences, 
an>vvhere in the world, through our special Burch Fellows prognnn. 

You can learn more about our study abroad and international programs at 
the Honors Carolina web site. While you’re there, take a moment to read 
about a t~w of our Honors Carolina alumni and check out the list of 
gradnate and professional schools that our students have gone on to 
attend. 

We have a saying at Honors Carolina- -Come Here. Go Anywhere--that 

illustrates our commitment to making sure that you leave Chapel Hill 

with the knowledge, skills, and passion to take you wherever you want to 

go in life. The first step in that journey: choosing Carolina. 

I look forward to welcoming you to Chapel Hill next fall. 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Purdy <jpurdy@soccercan.ca~ 

Tuesday,                  8:17 AM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

RE: 

Hi ’~nson, 

emailed me last week and asked .Iohn to contact you regarding as wee 

Je~mifer Purdy 

Oct EN 

F~m: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, 7:23 PM 
To= Jennifer Purdy 
Cc; bill palladino; 
Subject= 

Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 

Jennifer, 
please congratulate John for me on the performance of his team against the United States this past weekend. Let him know I would love to connect with him on two separate 

issues: 

having him look at a fine young playmaking midfielder we have here at the University of North Carolina for his Canadian Full Team 
and feedback on who is looking to play c@legiately in the United States. 

Thank you. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jerome de Bontin <jerome@mekar.com> 

Tuesday, 3:38 AM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Courtney Jones <cjones28@sbcglobal.net> 

Re: France 

Thank you Anson, 

I will wait to hear from 

I mn in Europe until tomorrow evening. Either write or call my cell at on Thursday. 

Jerome 

On at 9:40 PM, Anson Dorrance wrote: 

Jerome, 

we graduate a with exceptional speed and a powerful strike She is Iooldng to go pro in the WPS, but [ met with her last 

week and told her how difficult it will be for a college player to make a WPS roster since the league ls going from 6 to 5 teams this spring. 

[ will copy         on this email and see what her interests might be. ~f she is not interested ~ calm certainly serve as a reference for the top college strikers 

coming out this year. 

All the best, my friend! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

>>> Jerome de Bontin <ierome@mekar.com> 

Hello Anson, 

1:37 PM > >> 

I hope this email finds you well and in good health. Iwas sorry to read that your team lost to Florida in time ACC but I am cheered by the news that some of 

your injured players may be fit again for the NCAA tournament. 

I am in Europe and just attended the France USA game. Nothing to feel great about except that [ got to have dinner after the game alone with 

It was fun to listen to the two of them. [ left the table feeling like an important coach .... 

As you know                      are now playing for         scored two goals in their most recent Champions League game. ~ saw them both 

recently and they seem to really enjoy their time in France. 

~ ran into Noel Le Graet on Friday night. He is the President of the French Football Federation and the President of Guingamp, a men division [land women 

division 1 Club in France. He is a fan of women soccer and would like to strengthen his women’s prograrn over the January period. He has asked me to 
identify a forward/stricker who could join them this coming January. Pay will probably be in the vicinity of $40K a year. Can you think of and recommend 

anyone like you did with 

plan on being in Kansas City in January. Will I have the pleasure to see you there as well? 

Jerome 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Frank Tschan <tschan@isdedu.de> 

Sunday, 10:27 AM 

Anson Donm~ce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: players for Bayer Leverkusen Women... 

Anso~ 

Just a quick note to let you know I’m slill worldng on it with Leverkusen...lots of travel these past couple of weeks. 

I’ll be in toucl~ 

Frank 

On Thu, at 3:54 PM, Anson Dorrance <m~son@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Frank, 

they don’t get paid much: anywhere from $25,000 to $~0,000 for the typical rostered players, the Marta’s obviously much more. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
>>> Frank Tschan <tschan@isdedu.de> 7:02 AIr1 >>> 

Thanks for the quick response Anson. i’m with their assistant coach at a tournament right now and will find out more about what they can offer. The question [ can’t 

answer is what our girls in the WPS typically get paid. Perhaps you can give me an indication. 
Frank 

On Wed, at 11:10 PM, Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa,unc.edu> wrote: 

Frank, 

[ have an outstanding      that would love to play in the WPS here in the United States, but the league has contracted from six to five teams and it might be tough 

for collegiate players to break in this year with an entire team of seasoned professionals looking for a job on the remaining five rosters. 

~ will copy her on this email. 

Her name is She is a national champion who has : for me. She is very fast and tough with a powerful right footed 

strike. She would be excellent as a She is superb at getting to the end line on the right side and driving 

balls across. She is also with ambitions to continue to develop, 

I am meeting with her tomorrow to discuss her potential professional career. Would the Bayer Leverkusen offer be competitive with time salaries in the WPS? 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > Frank Tschan <tschan@isdedu.de > 12:10 PM > > > 

Hi Anson and Randy, 

I’ve recently been contacted by the coach of Bayer Leverkusen (Doreen Meier), who’s on the hunt for players that could come to Germany for at least half season 

and play in our Women’s Bundesliga. Her team is struggling with injuries, national team absences, etc. They’re trying to remain in the league and build a future with 
the backing of the very affluent club Bayer Leverkusen and want to now look toward the U.S. 

Since you both watched the team play and were here with us in the spring, [’d like to ask you about any of your former players who might be interested in coming 

out right away and playing in Germany. Doreen said basically anyone who was on the field during the friendly vs. UNC would fit the bill, however she’s specifically 

looking for a top #9 and #10 in the team. 

Please let me now if anyone comes to mind, 

Thanks, 

Frank 

Frank Tschan 

Sport Director/Club Manager 

International School of Dusseldorf 

Niederrheinstr. 336, 40489 Duesseldorf 

Office: 49 2119406751 / Cell: 
NSCAA Technical Director Europe 

Frank Tschan 

Director of Sport & Physical Education 

Sportverein Manager 

International School of Dusseldorf 

Niederrheinstr. 336, 40489 D’dorf 

0211 9406751 / 



Frank Tschan 

Director of Stx~rt & Physical Education 

Sportverein Manager 

International School of Dusseldorf 

Niederrheinstr. 336, 40489 D’dorf 

0211-9406751 / 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Frank Tschan <tschan@isdedn.de> 

Tuesday, 1:31 AM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Thanks Anson, I’m meeting with Claudio Mmcone, the manager of FCR Duisburg tonight and will make sure he knows that. 

Frank 

On Tuesday, Anson Dorrance <mason~tmcaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Frank, 

>            just emailed me and is "vERY interested in playing in Germany. She has several caps liar the US Full Team and I highly recommend her. Again I know 

you are not her agent but I wmated you to know my opinion of her as you speak to these German teams. She has wonderful skill and good speed and quickness ... can 
play any where in Inidfield. 

> All the best! 

> Anson Dorrance 

> Head Coach 

> UNC Women’s Soccer 

> w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Frank Tschan <tschan@isdedu.de> 

Friday, 8:04 AM 

@sbcglobaJ.nel>; Anson Dorrance ~anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

1. FFC Frankfurt... 

Hi 

I jus~t received a phone call from Bryan Eylert of 1. FFC Fmnkl"urt. He’s an agent, born in the U.S., who represents the club and was instrumental in bringing 

overseas. Anson, he knows you from yeaxs ago when he sent a German kid called                to UNC to do an internship ruth your program. 

Anyway, FFC Frankfurt is looking for a goal scorer, effective immediately. They vary their shape throughout a season so this player doesn’t necessarily have to be a 
target striker, winger, etc._just someone who can score goals at this level. 

BD’an is aware of your background and is going to have a chat with the coach to let him know of your potential interest, tte’ll get back to me. 

I’ll keep you posted. 

Have a nice weekend. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Saturday, 2012 8:51 PM 

Anon Dorrance <anson@ uncaa, unc.edn>; Lou Oppenheim <oppenheim@headlinemedi a.tv> 

@northgate.com> 

Ema~l Introduction - ’ Agent 

Hi Anson and Hi Lou, 

and I are meeting in Washington DC tomorrow- to stalt her journey to Germany. I wanted you to have each other’s contact information 

Lou is representing ’ as her agent and his entire family are dear Iiciends to our family, as he is agent as well. 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-9624100 

Lou Oppenheim 
CEO tteadline Media Management 

You can update with better numbers but with the WPS Dr~[t on Saturday 
be a good idea that you both l~ew each other’s contact info on her behah. 

and her workout with Frankfurt JanuaW 10-19, then possibly onto Duisburg for 1/20-24; thought it would 

Thanks ]br evep£thing, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sarina Glotzbach Wiegman <s.wiegman@hetnet.nl> 

Monday, July 30, 2012 7:08 PM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

Great!! 

Hi Anson, 
First of all: it’s really groat to get in touch again after so many years!! 
Thank you for giving me some more information about Teresa. Hopefully she will come over to ADO Den Haag and play for us. 
Tonight we had a meeting and I told my boss about our phone call. He’s really enthousiastic. 
I’m now trying to get some more information about Libby Guess, but that’s not so easy. I only found her date of birth, 
Can you help me with some more information about her (bio)? 
And do you know if she’s really interested in coming over and play for us and what she expects from us? 
Our time difference is six hours, your time 1 pm is our time 7 pm. So if I would call you, what time would be best? 
Good luck with your soccer camps and with your national team in London. 
Hope to hear from you soon. 
Sarina W~egman 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Angela Verdoes @hotmail.com> 

Friday, August 17, 2012 5:15 PM 

@aol.com 

~rina Glo~bach <s.wiegmma@hetnet.nl>; Anson Durrance <an~n@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Ado Den Haag womensoccer THE Netherlands 

Hi Bill, 

I am Angela Verdoes, manager womensoccer in The Hague and working together with Sarina Wiegman, headcoach. She would love to get in contact with you and will get in contact with 
you too. 

As you know I’ve been in contact with Anson about Libby Guess and we are trying to get her overhere asap to have her play for our team. In order to make that happen we need/~ 
workpermit and in order to get that we need official proof from USsoccer that Libby played for several youth national teams. We need an official writing/document sun~aing up the youth 
national teams ;vhere and when she played. 

Can you help us with that? Thanks so much! 

Regards, 

Angela Verdoes 

Manager Ado Den Haag womensoccer 

Verstuurd vanaf mIjn iPad 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hallddm Vanda Sigurgeirsd6ttir <vand@hi.is> 

Wednesday, January 23, 2013 11:17 AM 

’Anson Dorrance’ <anson@uncaa.unc.edtr~; 

RE: Goal keeper 

~aol.com 

Hi again. 
I am very interested in a goalkeeper~ You tall< about that you have ,~ goalkeeper available. Do yot~ think she is interested in playing in Iceland? 
Vanda. 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent~ 10. jan~ar 2013 02:21 

@aol.com; vand@hi.is 
Subject: Re: Goal keeper 
Vanda, I would love ~ help you. My best player has signed with Ba~m MUNICH but we have some othe~ that might contribute b~ed on the level of your team. Bill 

Palladino does my professional placement so I will coW him to help you as well. We do have a goalkeeper available. 

"Halld6ra Vanda Sigu~geirsd6tti~vand~hi.is>" <vand(/~hi.is> wrote: 

:~>> "Hallddra Vanda Sigurgeirsddttir" 2013-01-09T17:49:58.269342 >>> 

Hi. 

My name is Vanda Sigurgeirsddttir and I am a soccer coach in Iceland. I have 

also been a player and played on the womefis national team for 11 years. I 

also coached the Icelandic womefis national team some years ago (1996 

1998) and during those years we played againsl the US and some of your 

great players from North Cazolina. I even have a book you wrote :o) 

(Training soccer champions), which I like very much. 

Through my career I have often coached the best teams in Iceland and the 

first six times I coached teams in our highest league my teams won every 

time. This yeax I decided I wanted to try something new and I am coaching 

a team that just won a place in the highest league. So I am trying to 

strengthen my team and to do that I am trying to get some good players from 
the US. In Iceland we have had s~me great players from USA who have played 

here during our rather short summer season but we have also had players who 

are not so good. My problem is that I really need good players but I do not 
know anyone in US to help me with this. So I thought, why not got to the top 

and just ask. IfI am completely out of line just say so :o) 

What I mn looldng for is a goalkeeper and a midfielder or a striker or a 

defender even, but a goalkeeper is a must. Our season starts in the 

beginning of May and this yeast it roll go on until the end of September 

because our national team is pealicipatang in the EURO final toummnent in 
Sweden. So it would be best for me to have players who roll finish their 

education in the spring of this year, or who have already finished. So do 

you l~ow of anybody who wants to have an adventure in Iceland? And also play 

some fine soccer, Iceland is ranked 15 at the FIFA ranking list and the 
standard is pretty good. 

I was also thinldng, if you cannot help Ine, if you could point me in the 

right direction. Is there maybe a website, a firm or something M~ere I 

contact people? A person you know? 

Finally, congratulation on your never ending success!, best regai~ts, Vanda. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jdn 01after Dmaielsson <jonoli@ibv.is> 

Thursday, 10:38 AM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hello Anson. 

My name is Jon and i’m a coach of IBV-lceland premier leauge team. I’m interesting in one of your former student 

from USA/Italia but did not stand up to the quality needed here. Her name is 

coach. Can you compare these two players (is      with more quality than 

Can you also give your opinion on these things about on the scale 1-10. 

Tegnique: 

Short passes: 

Long passes: 

Heading: 

Speed: 

1:1 deefending wise: 

1:1 attacking wise: 

Playing as a midfield deefender: 

Playing as a midfield attacker: 

Hope to hear from you soon. 

Regards, Jon 

I had here two years ago player 

and she used to play for some school in the USA probably at the east 

had at her time) 



tsole@ecoslip.org 

Friday, May 17,2013 1:14 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.e&t> 

’bill paJladino’       @aol.com> 

RE: Looking for women senior soccer players interesled in pla4~ing in Europe next yeast 

I-tl Coach Dorrance and Coach 

I arn currently looking for a strike~ywing or attacking midfiefder ~n~erested ~n pfay~ng ~n Europe nex~ ~,ear. Do you have any p~a~,ers that m~ght be b~terested? 

If ~t would be easier to d~scuss v~a phone, please let me know a good time to ca~l. 

Sincere~v, 

Tania Sole 
Business & Career Coach 
Ecosl~p 

tsole~ecosl~_otg 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Udberg <Robert Udberg(~ChelseaFC com> 

Wednesday, 11:31 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu> 

RE: New Role 

Hi Anson, 

Thank you for your e-mail and I hope that you are we[[. 

I have spoken with Emma about recruitment for next season and I’m sure she wilt be in contact soon. Although we are a bit hampered by The FA as the league rules state 

that we can only sign two Non-EU players in our squad. 

If you ever wish to come over for a Visit then we wou[d be happy to host you here at Cobham. 

Best regards, 

Robert Udberg 

Head of Devetopment 

Chelsea Ladies FC 

Desk +44 (0)1932 588 214 

Mobile 

Chelsea Football Club 

Training Ground 

Stoke Road 

Cobham 

Surrey KT11 3PT 

~iI cid:image001.png@01 ] 
CE1C24.8F689800 

v, rww.che[seafc.com/che[sea-ladies 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: 20:33 
To: Robert Udberg 
Cc: 
Subject: Re: New Role 

Robert, 
congratulations! 

Please give rny best to Emma as well. 

Please know we will have many significant young women looking to go pro in 

the young women in alphabetical order who have the promise of contributing on a professional roster: 

played on National Youth Teams for the United States. Two of them are 

If this is something you are interested in tracking please let me know. Here are 

All of them have 

All the best from Chapel Hill!! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 9:19 962 4:100 
> > > Robert Udberg < Robert.Udberg@ChelseaFC.com> :10:36 AM > > > 

Dear 

I am writing to friends and co[leagues in the world of women’s football to inform them of my new role that I started this week at Chelsea FC as the Head of Development for 

Chelsea Ladies. 

Thank you to those of you who wished me we[[ and supported my application with references and advice. 

I am excited about the new role and working with our Ladies’ first team manager, Emma Hayes. Our department is pushing forwards we[[ and Emma has done a tremendous 

job in the off-season to prepare us for the future. I wi[[ be looking after the development pathway of our elite players from U9 - U21, continuing in the role as Technical 

Director for our Girls’ Centre of Excellence as we[[ as assisting Emma with the Ladies’ first team at training and on match days. 

The next few weeks wi[[ be a bit manic as we set up our new department but I am looking forward to communicating with and working with you a[[ in the future! 

Best wishes to a[[ of you in your various roles and organisations... I hope you a[[ have a successfu[ and beyond. 

Robert Udberg 

Head of Development 

Chelsea FC Ladies 

Desk +44 (0)1932 588 214 

Mobile 

Fax +44 (0)1932 588 225 

Chelsea Football Club 

Training Ground 

Stoke Road 

Cobham 

Surrey KT11 3PT 

www.che[seafc, com/chelsea-ladies ........................................................................... 

CHELSEA FC PLC is registered in England and Wales. Company No. 0253623:1. Registered office: Stamford 

Bridge, Fulham Road, London SW6:1HS, United Kingdom. 

The information contained in this e mail or in any attachments is confidential and is intended solely 

for the named addressee only. Access to this e mail by anyone else is unauthorised. If you are not 

the intended recipient, please notify Chelsea FC plc immediately by returning this e mail to sender. 

Do not read, use or disseminate the information. Opinions expressed in this e mail are those of the 

sender and not necessarily the company. Although an active anti virus policy is operated, the company 



accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this e mail, including any 

attachments. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

division- i- womens- socce r- coache s@googlegronps.com on behalf of 

Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@nscaa.com> 

Friday, December 27, 2013 10:27 AM 

division- i- mens- soccer- coaches@googlegro ups.com; division-i- womens- soccer- coaches@googlegroups.com 

{Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Graduate Playing Opportunities In England 

Graduate Playing Opportunities in England. 

The International Academic and Soccer Academy ofl~rs the opportuni~ for former NCAA College Level players to gain a Masters Degree in England while playing in 

a professional soccer academy. The opportuni~ is open to both men and women. This past year 18 former NCAA student athletes played and s~died within a 

professional academy allomng exposure to the professionaJ game. 

For further details please con’tact Brian Haley, Head Coach at Heidelberg University at bhaley(a)heidelberg.edu. 

Rob Kehoe 

Director of College Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

g00 Arm Ave, Kansas City, KS 663.01 i 913 362 1747 x 3.015 I 93_3 362 3439 

Wisconsin Office: 920 674 4391 I Cell: 

NSCAA~com I Twitter: (ONSCAA I Facebook 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at www.nscaa.co~n/college. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubscribe fi~om this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to division-i-womens-soccer- coaches+tmsubscribe@googlegronps.com. 

To post to this group, send email to division-i-womans-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com. 

Visit this group at htlp://gronps.google.com/group/division-i-womens- soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit https:/ig~onps.google.com/groups/opt out. 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 22, 2011 12:14 PM 

ARson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton 

< kcs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sue Walsh < suewalsh@ad.unc.edu >; bilLsanford@bellleadership.com; Broome, Lissa L 

< Ibroome@email.unc.edu >;             @gmail.com; Swendiman, Robert < robert_swendiman@med.unc.edu >; 

@nc.rr.com; Mindy Storrie <Mindy_Storrie@unc.edu>; @yahoo.corn 

Cricket Lane <cdcket@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <]gb@uncaa.unc.edu>;]eff@]eff]anssen.com 

Re: Carolina Leadership Academy: Strategic Aims & Priorities 

Critical ]ssues & Strategic Aims.Priorities.pdf 

An earlier draft of the document was attached to previous email. Please reference this PDF. 

>>> Shelley Johnson 12/22/2011 12:02 PM >>> 

Committee Members, 

In June, we met to discuss solutions and recommendations for the Critical Issues which the Carolina Leadership Academy identified as it moves forward with its development, 
Each work group explored a specific critical issue ideally over series of meetings, 

Time suggestions have been documented, The attachment includes time Critical Issues, Strategic Aims & Priorities, Gantt Chart and Evaluation Instruments. We look forward to 

your continued feedback, Please pay particular attention to the Critical Issue assigned to your work group, 

Thank you for your service, Happy holidays! 

Shelley 

Work Groups 
Communication 

Shelley Johnson 

Carla Overbeck 

Sue Walsh 

Programminq for Administrators 
John Blanchard 

Lowry Caudill 

Bill Sanford 

Coach Involvement 

Jeff Janssen 

Dick Baddour 

ARson Dorrance 

Robert Swendiman 

CREED Program 
Cricket Lane 

Mindy Storrie 

Karen Shelton 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, February 9, 203_2 9:48 AM 

Anson Dorrance < anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Frank DiCocco @gmail.com > 

Re: The Building Blocks of Character - from Coach DiCocco and the Stillman Tigers 

UNC Core Values 2010.doc 

Frank, 

The W Soccer core values are attached. 

Please enjoy, 

Shelly Streett 

Olympic Sports 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Office 919.962.5220 

Fax 919.962.4038 

>>> Anson Dorrance 2/8/2012 3:29 PM >>> 

Frank, 

[will ask Shelly to send you our "Core Values". [ hope they have some value for you! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919 962 4100 
> > > Frank DiCocco @gmail.com > 2/7/2012 2:01 PM > > > 
Hello Coaches and Colleagues, 

I j ust wanted to pass along a Character-Development initiative that we ale going to implement here this spring. We have put together something we call ~’lhe Building 

Blocks of Character. [] Similar to John Wooden ~ s f~ran~id of Success, we have compiled a collection of 21 important character traits that are designed to help lead to 

personal excellence and collective temn success. 

There are 21 specific traits, each accompanied by a ~ block[] to be posted on the locker room wall with eve~ new day. We will cover one trafit each day, during the 

spring season, installing the character traits much like we would instil Offensive, Defensive, or Special Teams schemes. 

With the spring football season about to begin, I thought it might be helpful to share the materials ruth evely-one else out there who may be getting ready to start the spring 
season: both at the college level, and also for any of you high school coaches who roll have a spring season later on this year as well. Also, they hopefully roll be helpful 

to those of you in other sports. 

Please feel ficee to make use of any or all of the materials, if you would like, and also to share them ruth other coaches and tea~ns you may know. For those of you who 

net~vork with high school coaches and deal with High School Relation~ please t~el free to pass the resources onto those coaches and their progra~ns, if you would like 

they would benefit from the character ideas. 

By definition and design: ~ The Building Blocks of Character[] are the traits’ & habits’ that help people maximize their talents and abilities, pursue personal and 

collective excellence, and successJhlly reach their absoluteJhll potential in hJb. 

As I mentioned, we will be ins~lling one Building Block of Character each day this spring with our team. For about 20 days, we will discuss one character trait daily, 

post one building block on our bulletin board to go along ruth it, and provide a handout (and corresponding bulletin-board sign) to our s~dent-athletes to drive home the 

message for that day. By the end of the spring season, we will have constructed the entire wmmid of character blocks, as well as discussed the nature and importance of 

each. 

We will continue the character-development process throughout the t~11 season &s well, taking time each to delve into two traits each week in greater detail. But tbr now, 

however, I thought it would be worth sharing some of these ideas and resources with everyone: especially those of you getting ready to embark upon spring practice or 

summer workouts. 

For anyone wbo is interested, I have atlached the li~llowing documents within this email: 

* The Building Blocks of Character ~ The Actual [] Blocks [] 

(Meant to be cut-out & displayed on bulletin boards and/or locker room/weight-room walls) 

* .~m Over,dew & Brief Stmimary of All 21 Character Traits 

(Meant for use as a personal or professional reference tool, or silnply as reading material) 

~ A Series of Daily Handouts for Each of the 21 Building Block Character Traits 

(Meant to be used as daily handouts for the team, or to be posted on bulletin board areas or 

locker room walls) 

The Building Blocks of Character axe designed to help propel your athletes toward individual greatness and collective tean~ success. Hopefully, they will spur you and your 

team on toward a special kind of excellence. 

Take care, be blessed, and be a blessing to others. 

,~ Coach Frank DiCocco 
Stil[man tigers Football Family 

DFO & Player D~velopmen[ Director 

860 b43 ~83 / w~,v CoachDiCocco.com 

w~v.Still ma nAt hletics.com 



The Buildinq Blocks of Character - Overview of the 21 Character Traits.docx p4(:~!~, 07 r~4ay ~:0.1.2 j.~-; 01 :J.7 -0~0~ ~:~031 t~’yI~s 
The Buildinq Blocks of Character - Traits, Notes, and Ouotes.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> 

Monday, 10:19 PM 

~ar~l.com;       @aol.com; 

Albert A IV ~anson@email.unc.edu:~; 

~gmail.com; 

~gmaAl.com; 

@hotmail.com; 

~live.unc.edu;>; 

~live.unc.edu~; 

@shaw.ca; 

@ahoo.com; : 

Power Posing - TED Talk 

@aol.com; @aol.com; @aol.com; @ar~l.com; Dorrance, 

~gmaJl.com; @gmm co n; @gmail.com; ~gmail.com; 

~gmaJl.com; ~gmml.com; @gmaJl.com; @gmaJl.com; 

~@gmail.com; @hotmail.com; @hotmail.com; ~!hotm~Jl.com 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; ,@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu:>; ,~!live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; @msn.com; ~mcketm~l.com; 

@unc.edu;,; Chris Ducm" ~<lucar@uncaa.unc.edu;,;          @yahoo.com; 

@yahoo.corn;       ~yma~l.com 

I suggest watching this entire video clip. There’s vaJue in this and if you axe not awa~e of body posture and physiologicaJ/psychologicaJ outcome~ you should be. 

TED Tolk- Power Posing http://w~wv.ted.conv’talks/amy cuddv ,/’our body language shapes who you axe.htlnl 

Jason 

University of North Carolina ~Vomen’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysi s I Vol unteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Sisneros ?}gmail.com> 

Monday, 10:20 PM 

Dolrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Ray Lewis - I only know GR1ND! 

Not sure ifI sent tills to you - love some of his temiinology! 

Jason 

University. of North Carolina \Vomen’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Jason Sisneros ~ma~l.com> 

Date: Wed,            at 8:22 PM 
Snbject: Ray Lems - I only know GRIND! 

To:           ~hotmail.com"           (~hotmail.com>,           ~’~lal~oo.com"           ?~yahoo.com>, 

~shaw.ca>, ~msn.com" ~msn.com>, "ducar~uncaa.unc.edn" ~<lucar~uncaa.unc.edn>, 
"Jason Sisneros, ~i~gmml.com)" (~:gmail.com>, $~live.unc.edu>, 

(a)aol.com" ~,~:ar~l.com>, ~live.unc.edu>, 

,~gmaal .cam ’(a) gma~l .cam>, i~/gmail .cam" ~gmail.com>, ~ia~hom~afl .cam 

~hotma~l.com>, ~aol .cam" ~)aol .cam>, ~mail .cam" ~a) ~mail .cam>, 

~hom~ail .cam >, ~v~hoo.com" ~val~oo.com>, ~gmail .cam" ~gmail .cam ~, 

~live.unc.edu>, ’ @gma~l.com", (~gm~l.com>, ?~ma~l.com ", ~gmail .cam>, 

~live.unc.edu>, ~live.unc.edu>, @hotmail.com" ~hotmail.com>, 

~mail .co~n>, ~aol .co~n" ~aol .cam >, ~z)aol.com" ’(~aol.com>, 

~gmail .cam>, (~live.unc.edu>, (~gmail.com" ~gmail.com>, ’ 

~aol.com>, ~gmaJl.com" ~gmail.com>, "())rocketmail.com" (~ocketmail.com>, 

~gmail.com>, ~unc.edu>. ~yahoo.com" ~yahoo.com>, 

(~wnail.com>, ~live.unc.edu~ 

~shaw.ca" 

~aol.com" ~aol.com>, 

~live. unc.edu>, 

@gmail.com" 

,~{b ~na~l .cam" 
~aol.com" 

~gmail.com" 

~,imail.com" 

Watch this: Ray Lewis speaking to kids in London http://youtu.be/qTbBBthUS4s 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, Nortli Carolina USA 

Dilector of Match Analysis I Volnnteer Assistant Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jeff Janssen ~eff@jefljanssen.com> 

Monday, March 11, 2013 11: 59 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~q~son@emaJl.unc.edu>; khambly2@illinois.edu; Julie Sterret <j ulie@jettja~ssen.com>; 

Twila.Kaufman@pepperdine.edn; Karen Shelmn <kcs@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Commitment Continuum - Module 6 

Commitment Continuum - Module 6.pdf 

me.com; 

Hey Coaches, 

Attached you roll find the sixth m~d likely fina] Commitment Continunm modnle. Thanks for your help and please send me the feedback from your team and 
staff on each of the six modules as you complete them. 

Ba~d on the I~edback, I pla~ to put a version 2.0 together and make it available in April/May lbr teams who might wamt to use the system over the summer. 

I am worldng on a Coaches/Facilitator Guide for it ~d have created some "Committed" and "Co~npelled" stickers that coaches c~ use to acknowledge and mu.ard 
those who display Committed mid Compelled behavior on a weekly basis. (let ~ne know if yon wa~t so~ne for your tea~0 

Finally, I am having some posters made up of the Commit~nent Continuum to help reinforce the concept in locker rooms, weight room~ coaches offices, etc. 

Any other thonghts or feedback yon might have on how to make this a complete and practical system would be greatly appreciated! 

THANKS’. 

JJ 

Check out our all-new website at http://www:ianssensportsleadership.com 

JetT Janssen, M.S. 

Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

phone: 1-888-721-TEAM, flax: (919) 303-4338 

address: 

Team up ruth student-athlete leaders from across the country to make a ditt~rence around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change (SALSC) 
http:/Twww.salsc.o~g 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:47 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Cool article from a leadership class I’m taking 

Hi Anson, 

I am in a class called                                                                    . We had to read the article below which I thought you’d enjoy if you haven’t 

seen it and I also had to do an assignment on what I think great leadership is. Both of these things have made me think about our team and everything I’ve learned as a part of 

your program and it’s pretty cool! 

htt p://www~nytimes.com~ 

See you tomorrow, 



El’am: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joshua Medcalf < ~gmaJl.com> 

Tuesday, January. 17, 2012 8:18 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Barbara Fredrickson 

Hey Coach, 

I hope you made it back to Chapel Hill safely. What do you and the girls have the week of April 19-23? I am scheduled to be in your area at that time. Let me know 

if we conld work out a time for a workshop. Most of what I teach roll greatly benefit them for finals as well. The principles mad skills I teach have leceived rave 

reviews from professional students axonnd the connt~. Attached is a workshop proposal. 

Warm Regards, 

Joshua Michael Medcalf 

On Sat, Jan 14, 2012 at 5:37 PM, Anson Dorrance < anson@nncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
Joshua, I am intrigued! Let’s stay in touch. I am interested. 

Connected by DROID on Verizon Wireless 

..... Original message ..... 

From: ’               ~.q mail.cam>"               ~..qmail.com> 
To: Anson Dorrance <ansan@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Sat, dan ~4, 2012 2] :58:]3 GMr+00:00 
Subject: Barbara Fredrickson 

~¥.po sitivityratio.com 

tter bx~ok is called Positivity. 

I would love to come mad do a workshop for your girls. I’ve got lots ,nore stuffwhere that came fro,n. It was a pleasure speaking with you. 

BesL 

Joshua 

Sent from my iPhone 

Dream Sports Academy 
Execntive Director & Founder 

Cell 

www.dre~nsportsacademy.com 

T2BC 
President & Head Trainer 

www.tmJntobeclutch.com 

Chm~ging the world...One person at a time 

Facebook Follow me on Twitter 

T2BC Workshop Proposal. pdf ~]o~, ?6 Ap:- 201.2 2 J. : "[ S :48 - 0400 22595 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Topper Van Backer <topper@restwise.com> 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 12:37 PM 

dhooke@uncaa.unc.edu; soliaro@uncaa.unc.e&~; ggg@uncaa.unc.edu; chirth@uncaa.unc.edu; nt?ava@uncaa.unc.edu; 

mwlke@uncaa.unc.edu; breschi@uncaa.unc.edu; unclax@uncaa.uncedus; hatchell@uncaa.unc.edu; csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu; 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

Restwise Recovery, Monitoring System Published ANcle 

Good Morning everyone, 

I am attaching an article that was just published in the most current issue of the "Soccer Journal", National Soccer Coaches Association of America publication. It is 

authored by the Recovery Science and Technology (Restwise)team, including Dr Vern Neville, internationally recognized authority in the field of Athlete Fatigue 

and Recovery. Dr Neville is accompanied by Dr Phil Cutti from the Stanford Human Performance Department in his work in the creation of the Restwise Recovery 

Monitoring system. 

Although this article includes reference to soccer, the information that it includes is applicable to all sports and athletes and the principles apply across the board. 

I hope that you will find this informative and helpful in your work with your athletes. I’d be happy to discuss any details or questions that you may have and 

welcome further discussions. As you may know, the UNC Women’s Field Hockey Team trialed the Restwise system this past season under Scott’s tutelage with 

some compelling results. You would certainly find his input appropriate and helpful. 

I look forward to continuing our work together in helping healthy UNC athletes to maximize their athletic potential and bring team successes to the next level. 

Thanks for all the hard work you do with your athletes. 

Kind Regards, 

Topper 

Topper Van Backer 

978.405.0333 p 

C 

877.348.6264 f 

topper@restwise.com 

:: ::~:: :: 600x125 

www,restwise.com 

,T__,h__e___S_’._cLe_E_c_#__p__f__._R_..e_c_p__,v__e_E~_j_l3 Soccer flnal.p___d__f. ~k;~-:: 17 ~.pi" 2012 1:33;":;2 -0400 :;~?::~9:34b~,~,e:- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

aol.colrl> 

Tuesday, 6:37 PM 

Ansou Dolrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edtc~ 

Fwd: Maybe Auson would like this? 

Uutifled attachmeut htm 

Hey, 

This is an article my dad sent me that you might like. It is about Bill Parcels and leadership. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~aol.com 
Date: 4:10:58 PM EST 
To: @aol.com 
Subject: Maybe Anson would like this? 

Bill Parcells on Leadership[1].pdf 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 12:34 PM 

To: Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: ttey Ans! 

Anson, 

Congrats to you and the team! Job well done this year. I’m always so proud of the ladies because I know what it takes to be a champ, but this year was definitely 

special. The day alter you won I came to the law school and received kind words from many of my peers and professors. Its great to see how much the efforts of our 

program ~vsonate throughout the community. Not only did I get complimented on the program’s amazing record, but a few were impressed with the women’s 

resiliency this season. Great stuff~ Please congratulate them all for me, as well as wish them all well on their finals :) 

On Thu, at 11:06 AM, Anson Dorrance <aJ~son(a)uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

thank you for sending me this wonderful email. We just did our "Core Values" Peer Evaluation session yesterday with the     National Champions and started to 

prepare to win it all again ir      Honestly, there are rnany ways to win national championships but what is always a factor is the principled centered leadership they 
follow. Because great chemistry ALWAYS flows from great character. 

I loved this team and wanted them to win mostly for that reason (every practice: great kids having fun). And then, with appropriate karma, they won BECAUSE of that 

reason. 

Thank you for sharing this with me. As with all "brilliant" messages from the alumnae, I will be sharing this with my current team. And this will also be a test because I 

am going to ask all of my rising senior leadership (my current junior class) what     : message below rneans to them, 

Thanks again you are kind to take the time to send something so positive. 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4]_00 

HeyAns! 
@amail.com> 1:31 PM > >> 

I hope the year has treated you well ::                                               Just thought I would send you a quick note. I’m in my last year of school 

and I’m now working on job applications, bar applications, etc, I decided to apply for the Presidential Management fellowship, which will basically provide me with a 
b, qo year position at one of the federal agencies of my choosing, In the application I was asked to describe my journey and discuss how it molded me into the person I 

am today, First thin9 I thought about was you guys! I actually looked up our core values and read them all again, As I read, I started reciting them just like we used to 

during preseason, Something hit me though,,,I know I fell drastically short of fulfilling these values, As I read them I realized I never really took the time to truly think 

about what they meant and how important they were to my four years at UNC, It is my opinion that the mark of a great person/leader is their willingness to serve while 

in the position of leadership, Iwas not that person durin9 most of my four years, But I am certain I have grown into that person, One of the things I regret is not 

exercising my ability to embody these values early on, But I know after reading them again and getting the refresher, I will truly work hard to continue incorporating 

these values into my professional/personal life, Thanks for the reminder, Glad I could find them on the internet :) 1 hope you guys have a wonderful holiday season and 

as always you are all in my prayers! 

Thanks for everything you do for all the women who pass through the program. You, Dino, Dukes, and Tom are truly extraordinaFy. 

,(a)eaAles.nccu.edu 

@eagles.neeu.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 2:18 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Please pick your team and email me back (with your selection) betbre Th practice! 

Hey Ans, 

I choose to watch Man U 

Sent from nay iPhone 

O11 ¯ at 2:12 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <mlson@ema~J.unc.edu> wrote: 

This ia the! beginning of nly m:,v~:_~r ~-_mding desire to ~-:!r~courage a][ of you to become fans of the game. My motivation [s entirely selfish: it will help you 

become better soccer players (and then of course we will have a better ~:eam}. 

Everyone has Lo select from amon~ these [:~ve teams ~r~ Lhe EPL: 

<[ - -=if ’. supp~ListsJ - ->-. <~--[endi~-->Arsena~ 

<~--[if’.supg~rtLis~s]-->-. <~--[endiO-->M~n U 

<~ - - =if ’. supg~rtLis~s] - ->-. <~--[endiO-->Che~sea 

<~--[if’.supg~Lis~s]-->-. <~--[endiO-->Man City 

<~--[if ’.sup~Lis~s]-->-. <~--[endi~-->Tottenham 

Once you have picked yot~r Learn, EVERY WEEKEND { would like yot~ to watch at ~east one haft of their game. [f they are noL play~ng (on TV) then yot~ 

have to watch 45 m~uLes of the EPL Review show. Perhaps each house should deride on a team and then watch it together’ (any 

suggest~ons/so~udo~s would be appredaLed). Tom w~l[ record the EPk games so all Lhe freshmen can watch them in McCask~[L 

F~m= Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~:07 AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Soccer On ~: Wednesday, 

I~-WRD 1 gT.j pgq 

h/ednesday 

[~-WRD 187.j pg>[ 

<-WRD187.jpg>[Tweet This I<-wRD187.jpg>lShare Thi~ 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

UEFA Champions League playoffs continue on Wednesday.... Also on Wednesday: Chelsea hosts 

Aston Villa; Atletico Madrid faces Barcelona in the first leg of the Spanish Supercopa; MLS Week 26 

kicks off. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League LUDOGORETS RAZGRAD-BASEL (delay) 7:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League DINAMO-AUSTRIA WlEN (delay) 9:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League STEAU BUCHAREST-LEGIA WARSZAWA (delay) 11:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana LIBERTAD-MINEROS (live) 7 pm. 

NBCSN 

England CHELSEA-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN2 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-LOBOS BUAP (live) 8 pm. 



UNIViSION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico MONTERREY-ALTAMIRA (live) 10 pm. 

BeIN SPORT 

Copa do Brasil CRUZEIRO-FLAMENCO (live) 8:45 pro. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS CHIVAS USA-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 11 

ESPN3,com 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico ZACATEPEC-TIGRES (live) 10 pm. 

THURSDP-~Y 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana LIGA DE LOJA-NACIONAL (live) 2 pro. 

Copa Sudamericana SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 6:30 pro. 

Copa Sudamericana DEPORTIVO PASTO-COLO COLO (live) 8:30 pro. 

UNiViSION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League SPORTING SAN MIGUELITO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Santiago Bernabeau Trophy REAL MADRID-AL SAAD (live) 4:30 pro. 

Copa do Brasil BOTAFOGO=ATLETICO MG (live) 8:45 pro. 

FRIDAY, 

NBCSN 
MLS CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

BeIN SPORT 

FranceMONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pro. 

UNiViSION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-UNIVERSIDAD DE COLIMA (live) 10 pm, 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm, 

Mexico TIJUANA-TORREON (live) 10:30 pm, 

GOLTV 
Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-WERDER BREMEN (live) 2 pm. 

Netherlnads HERENVEEN-AJAX (live) 4:30 pm. 

AZ’FECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-GUADALAJARA (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-SANTOS (live) 10:30 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm, 

SATURD.~Y~ 

NBC 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) Noon, 

FOX SPORTS 2 

NWSL Playoffs FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal (live), 2 pm. 

NWSL Playoffs WESTERN NEW YORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (live), 8 pm 

NBCSN 
England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

Mun2 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy HELLAS VERONA-AC MILAN (live) 11:30 am. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm, 



BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain ELCHE-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 12:30 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain VILLAREAL-VALLADOLID (livE) 5 pm. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England HULL CITY-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-NUREMBERG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany HERTHA BERLIN-HAMBURG (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay RENTISTAS-NACIONAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

Germany HANNOVER-SCHALKE (live) 4:30 pm. 

Mexico MERIDA-ZACATEPEC (live) 7 pm. 

UNiViSION DEPORTES 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (live) 11 am. 

France LYON-STADE DE REIMS (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-UNAM (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico AMERICA-MONARCAS (live) 6 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS MONTREAL-HOUSTON (live) 7 pm. 

MLS D,C, UNITED-TORONTO (live) 7 pm, 

MLS VANCOUVER-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm, 

MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm, 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-COLUMBUS (live) 9:30 pm, 

ESPN2 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (liv~ 10 pm. 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY(liv~ 11am. 

Mun2 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm= 

France NANTES-PSG (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Italy LIVORNO-ROMA (delay) 7:15 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-RAYO (delay) 5:15 pm= 

Spain LEVANTE-SEVlLLA (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORT LIVE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am= 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

NWSL FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal, (delay) 8 pm. 

NWSL WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (delay) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-ALTAMIRA (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil VASCO-CORINTHIANS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay DEFENSOR-PENAROL (live) 5 pm. 

Argentina ESTUDIANTES-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 8:15 pm. 

UNiVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA-VERACRUZ (live) 1 pm. 

UNiMAS 



MLS CHIVAS USA-NEW YORK (live) 5 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 1 pm, 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED=CHELSEA (live) 3 

BelN SPORT 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pro. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm, 

BeIN SPORT 

Capital One Cup LIVERPOOL-NOTTS COUNTY (live) 2:40 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Leagues ofledng live streaming el games include: 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com 

Wednesday, 4:07 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Please pick your team and email me back (with your selection) betbre Th practice! 

Arsenal!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:12 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu~ wrote: 

This is the beginning of my never ending desire to encourage all of you to become fans of the game. My motivation is entirely sethsh: it will help you 

become better soccer players (and then of course we will have a better Learn). 

[veryone h~s to select from among these five teams h~ the EPL: 

<~--[if ~supp~l J sts]-->- <[-- [endit]-->Arsena~ 

<~--[if’.sup~Lis~s]-->-. <~--[endiO-->Man U 

<~ - -[if ’. sup~Lis~s] - ->-. <[--[endiO-->Che~sea 

<~--[if’.sup~rtLis~s]-->-. <~--[endiO-->Man City 

<~--[if’.sup~rtLis~s]-->-. <~--[endiO-->Yottenh~m 

Once you have picked your ~eam, EVER’( WEEKEND I wou~d Hke you to watch at ~east one half of their game. ff they are no~ play~ng {on TV) then yot~ 

have to watch 45 m~nutes of the EP[ Review show. Perhaps each house should decMe on a team and then watch it together (any 

suggestions!sok~t~ons wouJd be appreciated). Tom wH[ record the EPL games so aH the freshmen can watch them in McCask~JL 

F~m~ Soccer America [maJl~:news@socceramerJca.com] 
~ent: Wednesday, 4:07 AN 
T~: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Su~jeet~ Soccer On ~: Wednesday, 

I<.~WRD187.jpg:~ 
~gednesday,, 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

UEFA Champions League playoffs continue on Wednesday.... Also on Wednesday: Chelsea hosts 

Aston Villa; Atletico Madrid faces Barcelona in the first leg of the Spanish Supercopa; MLS Week 26 

kicks off. 

[<’-’WRD 187.j pg>I 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

WEDNESDAY~ 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League LUDOGORETS RAZGRAD-BASEL (delay) 7:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League DINAMO-AUSTRIA WlEN (delay) 9:30 pro. 

UEFA Champions League STEAU BUCHAREST-LEGIA WARSZAWA (delay) 11:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana LIBERTAD-MINEROS (live) 7 pro. 

NBCSN 

England CHELSEA-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN2 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-LOBOS BUAP (live) 8 pro. 

UNiVISION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico MONTERREY-ALTAMIRA (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 



Copa do Brasil CRUZEIRO-FLAMENGO (live) 8:45 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS CHIVAS USA-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm= 

MLS PORTLAND-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico ZACATEPEC-TIGRES (live) 10 pm. 

THL~RSDAY~ 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana LIGA DE LOJA-NACIONAL (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 6:30 

Copa Sudamericana DEPORTIVO PASTO-COLO COLO (live) 8:30 pm= 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League SPORTING SAN MIGUELITO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Santiago Bernabeau Trophy REAL MADRID-AL SAAD (live) 4:30 pro. 

Copa do Brasil BOTAFOGO-ATLETICO MG (live) 8:45 pm. 

FRIDAY. 

NBGSN 

MLS CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

FranceMONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm= 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-UNIVERSIDAD DE COLIMA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-TORREON (live) 10:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-WERDER BREMEN (live) 2 pro. 

Netherlnads HERENVEEN-AJAX (live) 4:30 pm. 

AZTEGA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-GUADALAJARA (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-SANTOS (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

SATURDAY, 

NBC 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) Neon. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

NWSL Playoffs FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal (live), 2 pm. 

NWSL Playoffs WESTERN NEWYORK-,SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (live), 8 pm 

NBGSN 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

Mun2 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy HELLAS VERONA-AC MILAN (live) 11:30 am. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain ELCHE-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 12:30 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 



Spain VILLAREAL-VALLADOLID (livE) 5 pm. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England HULL CITY-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-NUREMBERG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany HERTHA BERLIN-HAMBURG (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay RENTISTAS-NACIONAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

Germany HANNOVER-SCHALKE (live) 4:30 pm. 

Mexico MERIDA-ZACATEPEC (live) 7 pm. 

UNiVISION DEPORTES 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (live) 11 am. 

France LYON-STADE DE REIMS (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-UNAM (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico AMERICA-MONARCAS (live) 6 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS MONTREAL-HOUSTON (live) 7 pm. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-TORONTO (live) 7 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-COLUMBUS (live) 9:30 pm. 

ESPN2 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (liv~ 10 pm. 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY(liv~ 11am. 

Mun2 
England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CiTY (live) 11 am. 

BeIN SPORT 

Italy iNTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

France NANTES-PSG (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Italy LIVORNO-ROMA (delay) 7:15 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Italy iNTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-RAYO (delay) 5:15 pm= 

Spain LEVANTE-SEVlLLA (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORT LIVE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

NWSL FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal, (delay) 8 pm. 

NWSL WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (delay) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-ALTAMIRA (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil VASCO-CORINTHIANS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay DEFENSOR-PENAROL (live) 5 pm. 

Argentina ESTUDIANTES-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 8:15 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA-VERACRUZ (live) 1 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHIVAS USA-NEW YORK (live) 5 pm. 

AZ’FECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 1 pm. 



MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

8elN SPORT en Espanyo~ 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

TUESDAY, _ 

BelN SPORT 

Capital One Cup LIVERPOOL-NOTTS COUNTY (live) 2:40 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

College Soccer on TV 

Leagues offering live streaming of games include: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 5:30 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Please pick your team and email me back (with your selection) betbre Th practice! 

--,WRD 187.jpg; image001 .jpg 

Hi Anson, 
My roomie 

Thanks, 

and I will be following Chelsea. I’m looking forward to this weekend’.! 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

On , at 2:12 PM, "Dolrance, Albert A IV" < anson~em~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

This is the beginning of my never ending desire to encourage all of you to become fans of the game~ My motivation is entirely selfish: it will help 

beceme bett~-:~r seccer ph~yers (im~t then of coarse we will have a better team). 

~?w~ryene h~s to sek~ct frem amot~g these five [:earns h~ the 

<~--[if ~supp~gists]-->- <~--[endi~-->Arsem~ 

<~--[if ~supp~gists]-->- <~--[endi~-->M~m U 

<~--[if ~supp~Lists]-->- <~--[endi~-->(:he~se~ 

<~--[if~sup~)~Lists]-->- <[--[endit]-->Ma~ City 

<~--[if ~sup~)~Lists]-->- <[--[endit]-->Tottenham 

Once yea have picked yeur team, [{VERY W}?[{KI?N[) I woukt I~ke yeu te watch i~t ]e~;st one h~fl[ ef their game. f[ they are net playing (en ]V) then yeu 

have to watch 45 m~nut~?s ef the EPL Revk~w shew. Perh~ps each hoase shoald deride en ~ team ~md ~:hen w~tch it reset:her 

saggesL~onsisok~tions weald be appreciated). Tom wH~ record the EPL games so aH the freshmen can watch them in rvlcCaskiH. 

F~m= Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramedca.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, 4:07 AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Soccer On ~: Wednesday, 

I~ ~WRD 187 :iPg>l 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

UEFA Champions League playoffs continue on Wednesday.... Also on Wednesday: Chelsea hosts 

Aston Villa; Atletico Madrid faces Barcelona in the first leg of the Spanish Supercopa; MLS Week 26 

kicks off. 

[~WRD187.jpg:~ 

(All ~imes Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

WEDNESDAY, 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League LUDOGORETS RAZGRAD-BASEL (delay) 7:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League DINAMO-AUSTRIA WIEN (delay) 9:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League STEAU BUCHAREST-LEGIA WARSZAWA (delay) 11:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana LIBERTAD-MINEROS (live) 7 pm. 

NBCSN 

England CHELSEA-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN2 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-LOBOS BUAP (live) 8 pm. 



UNiViSION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico MONTERREY-ALTAMIRA (live) 10 pro. 

BelN SPORT 

Copa do Brasil CRUZEIRO-FLAMENCO (live) 8:45 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS CHIVAS USA-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm= 

MLS PORTLAND-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico ZACATEPEC-TIGRES (live) 10 pm. 

THURSDAY~ 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana LIGA DE LOJA-NACIONAL (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 6:30 pm= 

Copa Sudamericana DEPORTIVO PASTO-COLO COLO (live) 8:30 pm= 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League SPORTING SAN MIGUELITO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Santiago Bernabeau Trophy REAL MADRID-AL SAAD (live) 4:30 pro. 

Copa do Brasil BOTAFOGO-ATLETICO MG (live) 8:45 pm. 

FRIDAY. 

NBCSN 

MLS CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

FranceMONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-UNIVERSIDAD DE COLIMA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-TORREON (live) 10:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-WERDER BREMEN (live) 2 pm. 

Netherlnads HERENVEEN-AJAX (live) 4:30 pm. 

AZTEGA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-GUADALAJARA (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-SANTOS (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

SATURD&Y, 

NBC 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) Neon. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

NWSL Playoffs FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal (live), 2 pm. 

NWSL Playoffs WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (live), 8 pm 

NBGSN 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

Mun2 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy HELLAS VERONA-AC MILAN (live) 11:30 am. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 



BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain ELCHE-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 12:30 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain VILLAREAL-VALLADOLID (livE) 5 pm. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England HULL CITY-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-NUREMBERG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany HERTHA BERLIN-HAMBURG (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay RENTISTAS-NACIONAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

Germany HANNOVER-SCHALKE (live) 4:30 pm. 

Mexico MERIDA-ZACATEPEC (live) "7 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (live) 11 am. 
France LYON-STADE DE REIMS (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-UNAM (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico AMERICA-MONARCAS (live) 6 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS MONTREAL-HOUSTON (live) 7 pm. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-TORONTO (live) 7 pro. 

MLS VANCOUVER-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-COLUMBUS (live) 9:30 pm. 

ESPN2 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (liv~ 10 pm. 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITy(liv~ 11am. 

Mun2 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

France NANTES-PSG (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Italy LIVORNO-ROMA (delay) 7:15 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-RAYO (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-SEVILLA (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORT LIVE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

NWSL FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal, (delay) 8 pm= 

NWSL WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (delay) 10 pro. 

GOLTV 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-ALTAMIRA (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil VASCO-CORINTHIANS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay DEFENSOR-PENAROL (live) 5 pm. 

Argentina ESTUDIANTES-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 8:15 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA-VERACRUZ (live) 1 pm. 



UNIMAS 

MLS CHIVAS USA-NEW YORK (live) 5 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 1 pro. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

ESPN3,com 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

NBCSN 
England MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm~ 

BelN SPORT 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

TUESDAY, 

BelN SPORT 

Capital One Cup LIVERPOOL-NOTTS COUNTY (live) 2:40 pm. 

GOLTV 
Germany FREIBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

College Soccer on TV 

Leagues offering live streaming of games include: 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer League 

[<image001 ~ pg>] 

Soccer Arnerica on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook; Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 
Soccer on TV for Wednesday 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson~,uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation~,socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate foP,^zarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

I<,-~WRD 187.jpg>l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~rocketmaJl.com~ 

Thursday. 7:55 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Please pick your team and email me back (with your selection) betbre Th practice! 

Hey Alison 

I’ve picked to watch Man U 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 2:12 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~son@emaJ4.unc.edtr~ wrote: 

This ia the! beginning of nly m:,v~:_~r ~-_mding desire to ~:_!rlcourage a][ of you to become fans of the game. My motivation [s entirely selfish: it will help you 

become better soccer players (and then of course we will have a better ~:eam}. 

Everyone has Lo select from amon~ these [:~ve teams ~r~ Lhe EPL: 

<[ - -=if ’. supp~ListsJ - ->-. <~--[endi~-->Arsena~ 

<~--[if’.supg~rtLis~s]-->-. <~--[endiO-->M~n U 

<~ - - =if ’. supg~rtLis~s] - ->-. <~--[endiO-->Che~sea 

<~--[if’.supg~Lis~s]-->-. <~--[endiO-->Man City 

<~--[if ’.sup~Lis~s]-->-. <~--[endi~-->Tottenham 

Once you have picked yot~r Learn, EVERY WEEKEND { would like yot~ to watch at ~east one half of their game. [f they are noL play~ng (on TV) then yot~ 

have to watch 45 m~uLes of the EPL Review show. Perhaps each house should deride on a team and then watch it together’ (any 

suggest~ons/so~udo~s would be appredaLed). Tom w~l[ record the EPk games so all Lhe freshmen can watch them in McCask~[L 

F~m= Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:07 AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Soccer On ~: Wednesday, 

fqednesday, 

[~-WRD 187.j pg>[ 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

UEFA Champions League playoffs continue on Wednesday.... Also on Wednesday: Chelsea hosts 

Aston Villa; Atletico Madrid faces Barcelona in the first leg of the Spanish Supercopa; MLS Week 26 

kicks off. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League LUDOGORETS RAZGRAD-BASEL (delay) 7:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League DINAMO-AUSTRIA WlEN (delay) 9:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League STEAU BUCHAREST-LEGIA WARSZAWA (delay) 11:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana LIBERTAD-MINEROS (live) 7 pm. 

NBCSN 

England CHELSEA-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN2 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-LOBOS BUAP (live) 8 pm. 



UNIViSION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico MONTERREY-ALTAMIRA (live) 10 pm. 

BeIN SPORT 

Copa do Brasil CRUZEIRO-FLAMENCO (live) 8:45 pro. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS CHIVAS USA-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 11 

ESPN3,com 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico ZACATEPEC-TIGRES (live) 10 pm. 

THURSDP-~Y, 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana LIGA DE LOJA-NACIONAL (live) 2 pro. 

Copa Sudamericana SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 6:30 pro. 

Copa Sudamericana DEPORTIVO PASTO-COLO COLO (live) 8:30 pro. 

UNiViSION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League SPORTING SAN MIGUELITO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Santiago Bernabeau Trophy REAL MADRID-AL SAAD (live) 4:30 pro. 

Copa do Brasil BOTAFOGO=ATLETICO MG (live) 8:45 pro. 

FRIDAY, 

NBCSN 
MLS CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

BeIN SPORT 

FranceMONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pro. 

UNiViSION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-UNIVERSIDAD DE COLIMA (live) 10 pm, 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm, 

Mexico TIJUANA-TORREON (live) 10:30 pm, 

GOLTV 
Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-WERDER BREMEN (live) 2 pm. 

Netherlnads HERENVEEN-AJAX (live) 4:30 pm. 

AZ’FECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-GUADALAJARA (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-SANTOS (live) 10:30 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm, 

SATURD.~Y~ 

NBC 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) Noon, 

FOX SPORTS 2 

NWSL Playoffs FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal (live), 2 pm. 

NWSL Playoffs WESTERN NEW YORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (live), 8 pm 

NBCSN 
England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

Mun2 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy HELLAS VERONA-AC MILAN (live) 11:30 am. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm, 



BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain ELCHE-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 12:30 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain VILLAREAL-VALLADOLID (livE) 5 pm. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England HULL CITY-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-NUREMBERG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany HERTHA BERLIN-HAMBURG (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay RENTISTAS-NACIONAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

Germany HANNOVER-SCHALKE (live) 4:30 pm. 

Mexico MERIDA-ZACATEPEC (live) 7 pm. 

UNiViSION DEPORTES 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (live) 11 am. 

France LYON-STADE DE REIMS (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-UNAM (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico AMERICA-MONARCAS (live) 6 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS MONTREAL-HOUSTON (live) 7 pm. 

MLS D,C, UNITED-TORONTO (live) 7 pm, 

MLS VANCOUVER-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm, 

MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm, 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-COLUMBUS (live) 9:30 pm, 

SUNDAY~ 

ESPN2 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (liv~ 10 pm. 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY(liv~ 11am. 

Mun2 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm= 

France NANTES-PSG (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Italy LIVORNO-ROMA (delay) 7:15 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-RAYO (delay) 5:15 pm= 

Spain LEVANTE-SEVlLLA (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORT LIVE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am= 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

NWSL FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal, (delay) 8 pm. 

NWSL WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (delay) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-ALTAMIRA (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil VASCO-CORINTHIANS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay DEFENSOR-PENAROL (live) 5 pm. 

Argentina ESTUDIANTES-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 8:15 pm. 

UNiVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA-VERACRUZ (live) 1 pm. 

UNiMAS 



MLS CHIVAS USA-NEW YORK (live) 5 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 1 pm, 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED=CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm, 

TUESDAY 

BelN SPORT 

Capital One Cup LIVERPOOL=NOTTS COUNTY (live) 2:40 pm= 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Leagues ofleting live streaming el games include: 

Major Lea.que Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

[<imageO01 :iPg>] 

Socce[ A~’~erica on Twirler: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Geogle+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 
Soccer on TV for Wednesday 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters(~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

l< ~WRD 187,jpg ~ 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution 

Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday 9:58 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Please pick your team and email me back (with your selection) be{bre Th practice! 

Hi Ans, 

I’m going to watch Manchester United again this year! 

O11 at 11:12 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

This is the beginning of my new:_~r ending desire t.:_~ e]~courage all of you to become fans o~ the game. My mot~w~tion ~s enterely selfish: it w~ll he~p you 

become better soccer p~ayers (and then of course we will have a better Learn). 

Everyone has Lo select from amoRg these ~:~ve teams ~r~ Lhe EPL: 

Arsena~ 

Man City 

Tottenham 

Once you have picked your team, EVERY WEEKEND I wou~d I~ke you to watch at least one half of their game. ~f they are not playing (on TV) then you 

have to watch 45 m~nutes of the EP[ Review show. Perhaps each house should decMe on a team ~nd then watch it together 

sugges~:~ot~sisok~tkms would be appred~ted). Tom wH~ record the EPL gi~mes so aH the fieshmet~ ci~n watch them in Mc{::ask~H. 

F~m~ Soccer Amedca [mailto: news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday,, 4:07 AN 
T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subjeet~ Soccer On W: Wednesday~ 

I~-~WRDlNTjpg ~ 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

UEFA Champions League playoffs continue on Wednesday.... Also on Wednesday: Chelsea hosts 

Aston Villa; Atletico Madrid faces Barcelona in the first leg of the Spanish Supercopa; MLS Week 26 

kicks off, 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings.Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

FOX SPORTS t 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (delay) 5 pm, 

UEFA Champions League LUDOGORETS PJ~GRAD-BASEL (delay) 7:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League DINAMO-AUSTRIA WIEN (delay) 9:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League STEAU BUCHAREST-LEGIA WARSZAWA (delay) 11:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (delay) 5 pro. 

Copa Sudamericana LIBERTAD-MINEROS (live) 7 pm. 

NBCSN 

England CHELSEA-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN2 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pro. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-LOBOS BUAP (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISiON DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico MONTERREY-ALTAMIRA (live) 10 pm. 



BeIN SPORT 

Copa do Brasil CRUZEIRO-FLAMENGO (live) 8:45 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS CHIVAS USA-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico ZACATEPEC-TIGRES (live) 10 pm. 

THURSDAY, 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana LIGA DE LOJA-NACIONAL (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 6:30 pm, 

Copa Sudamericana DEPORTIVO PASTO-COLO COLD (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League SPORTING SAN MIGUELITO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Santiago Bernabeau Trophy REAL MADRID-AL SAAD (live) 4:30 pm. 

Copa do Brasil BOTAFOGO-ATLETICO MG (live) 8:45 pm= 

NBCSN 

MLS CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

FranceMONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-UNIVERSIDAD DE COLIMA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-TORREON (live) 10:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-WERDER BREMEN (live) 2 pm. 

Netherlnads HERENVEEN-AJAX (live) 4:30 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-GUADALAJARA (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-SANTOS (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

$~TUF~DAY~ 

NBC 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) Neon. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

NWSL Playoffs FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal (live), 2 pm. 

NWSL Playoffs WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (live), 8 pm 

NBCSN 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

Mun2 
England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy HELLAS VERONA-AC MILAN (live) 11:30 am. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

Be~N SPORT en Espanyo~ 

Spain ELCHE-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 12:30 pm. 



Spain ESPANYOL-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain VILLAREAL-VALLADOLID (livE) 5 pm. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England HULL CITY-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-NUREMBERG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany HERTHA BERLIN-HAMBURG (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay RENTISTAS-NACIONAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

Germany HANNOVER-SCHALKE (live) 4:30 pm. 

Mexico MERIDA-ZACATEPEC (live) 7 pm~ 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (live) 11 am. 

France LYON-STADE DE REIMS (live) 2 pro. 

Mexico ATLANTE-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-UNAM (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico AMERICA-MONARCAS (live) 6 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS MONTREAL-HOUSTON (live) 7 pm. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-TORONTO (live) 7 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-COLUMBUS (live) 9:30 pro. 

ESPN2 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

Mun2 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am= 

BeIN SPORT 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

France NANTES-PSG (delay) 5:15 pro. 

Italy LIVORNO-ROMA (delay) 7:15 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyoi 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pro. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-RAYO (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-SEVILLA (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORT LIVE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

NWSL FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal, (delay) 8 pm. 

NWSL WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (delay) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-ALTAMIRA (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil VASCO-CORINTHIANS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay DEFENSOR-PENAROL (live) 5 pro. 

Argentina ESTUDIANTES-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 8:15 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA-VERACRUZ (live) 1 pro. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHIVAS USA-NEW YORK (live) 5 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 



Mexico PUEBLA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 1 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

BeiN SPORT 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

TUESDAY, 

BelN SPORT 

Capital One Cup LIVERPOOL-NOTTS COUNTY (live) 2:40 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

College Soccer on TV 

Leagues offering live streaming of games include: 

Major Lea.que Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer League 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Rid.qe Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+; Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson(~,uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 
Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 5:47 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Please pick your team and email me back {with your selection) before Th practice! 

Hi Anson, 

I’ll go with Man City. Thanks, 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, 2:12 PM 

To: @msn.com" @msn.com>, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu_>, I@aol.com’ 

@gmaiLcom)" @gmail.com>, )@unc.edu>, 

~@live.unc.edu>, )@email.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>,                 @gmail.com)"                   @gmail.com>, 

@live.unc.edu>,                @~mail.com"                @gmail.com>, " 

@small.corn> @live.unc.edu>, @live.unc.edu>, ’ 

@aol.com>, "Jason Sisneros 

@live.unc.edu>, 

@live.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu>, 

@email.unc.edu>, 

;@uga.edu)" 

@icloud.com>, 

@aol.com>, ’ 

@gmail.com)" 

)@yahoo.com)"          @yahoo.com>,                            @icloud.com)" 

:@aol.com)" @aol.com>, @aol.com.)" 

~@live.unc.edu>, "@comcast.net)" r@comcast.net>, 

@ea rthlink.net)"         @earthlink.net>, 

@mindspring.com)" @mindspring.com>, 

~@[ive.unc.edu>, @gmaiLcom" 

@rocketmail.com>, @gmail.com" @gmail.com>, ~ . 

@yahoo.com>, ’ @ymail.com" ~ymail.com>. 

t@live.unc.edu>, @gmail.com" ;@gmail.com>, ’ @comcast.net" 

:@gmail.com>, :@live.unc.edu>, ’ 

’@hotmail.com>, i~live.unc.edu>, 

@gmail.com>, :@gmail.~om" 

, @gmail.com" , ~gmail.com>, @hotmail.com" 

@gmail.com"       @gmail.com> 

@uga.edu>, 

~gmail.com>, 

~yahoo.com>, ’ 

~rocketmail.com" 

~@yahoo.com" 

)@yahoo.corn)" 

@gmail.com>, " 

@unc.edu>, 

[@live.unc.edu>, 

~@comcast.net>, @gmail.com" 

.~live.unc.edu>, @hotmail.com" 

@live.unc.edu>, @gmail.com" < .. 

@gmail.com>,             @aol.com",            @aol.com>, 

D hotmail.co m >, ’          @ya hoo.com ".          @ya hoo.com >, 
Cc: "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> 

Subject: Please pick your team and email me back (with your selection) before Th practice! 

Ladies, 

This is the begirming of my never ending desire to encourage all of you Lo become fans of the game. My rnotivatio~ is entirely seff~sh: ~t w~l[ hel£ you become 

better soccer p~ayers (a~d the~ of course we win have a better team). 

Everyone has to select from among these five teams in the EPL: 

<~ - - Elf [ sup~LJs~s] - ->- <[-- [endJl]-->Arsenal 

<[--[if[sup~Lis~s]-->- <[--[endil]-->Man U 

<[ - - [if [ sup~Lis~s] - ->- <[-- [endil]-->Ch elsea 

<[--[if[sup~Lis~s]-->- <[--[endil]-->Man C~tv 

<[ - - [if [ sup~Lis~s] - ->-- <’. --lendifl- ->TotLen ha m 

Once you h;ve p~cked your team, EVERY WEEKEND ~ wou~d ~ike you to watch at least one haft of theh~ g~me. ~f they are not playing (on TV) then you have to watch 

45 mh~utes of the [PL Review show. Perhaps each house should dec~de on a te~m and then watch ~t together (any suggestions!solutions wou~d be appredated). 

tom w~l~ record the EPL games so a~ the freshmet~ carl watch them ~n McCasl<i~l. 

F~m= Soccer America [mailto: news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, 4:07 AN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Soccer On W: Wednesday, 

::N:: Image 
removed by 
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Image 

removed by 
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sender 
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UEFA Champions League playoffs continue on Wednesday, .,. Also on Wednesday: Chelsea hosts 

Aston Villa; Atletico Madrid faces Barcelona in the first leg of the Spanish Supercopa; MLS Week 26 

kicks off. 

(Aft t#nes Eastero unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. 

Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League LUDOGORETS RAZGRAD-BASEL (delay) 7:30 pro. 

UEFA Champions League DINAMO-AUSTRIA WIEN (delay) 9:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League STEAU BUCHAREST-LEGIA WARSZAWA (delay) 11:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana LIBERTAD-MINEROS (live) 7 pm. 

NBCSN 

England CHELSEA-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN2 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-LOBOS BUAP (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico MONTERREY-ALTAMIRA (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Copa do Brasil CRUZEIRO-FLAMENCO (live) 8:45 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS CHIVAS USA=DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico OAXACA=PACHUCA (live) 8 pro. 

Copa Mexico ZACATEPEC-TIGRES (live) 10 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana LIGA DE LOJA-NACIONAL (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 6:30 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana DEPORTIVO PASTO-COLO COLO (live) 8:30 pro. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League SPORTING SAN MIGUELITO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Santiago Bernabeau Trophy REAL MADRID-AL SAAD (live) 4:30 pm. 

Copa do Brasil BOTAFOGO-ATLETICO MG (live) 8:45 pro. 

NBCSN 
MLS CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

FranceMONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

France MONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-UNIVERSIDAD DE COLIMA (live) 10 pm. 

removed by 

sender 



ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-TORREON (live) 10:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-WERDER BREMEN (live) 2 pm. 

Netherlnads HERENVEEN-AJAX (live) 4:30 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-GUADALAJARA (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-SANTOS (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

NBC 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) Neon. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

NWSL Playoffs FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal (live), 2 pm. 

NWSL Playoffs WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (live), 8 pm 

NBCSN 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 arm. 

Mun2 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy HELLAS VERONA-AC MILAN (live) 11:30 am. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

ReIN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain ELCHE=REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 12:30 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain VILLAREAL-VALLADOLID (livE) 5 pm. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England HULL CITY-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-NUREMBERG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany HERTHA BERLIN-HAMBURG (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay RENTISTAS-NACIONAL (live) 2:30 

Germany HANNOVER-SCHALKE (live) 4:30 pm. 

Mexico MERIDA-ZACATEPEC (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (live) 11 am. 
France LYON-STADE DE REIMS (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm= 

Mexico ATLAS-UNAM (live) 10 pro. 

UNIViSiON 

Mexico AMERICA-MONARCAS (live) 6 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS MONTREAL-HOUSTON (live) 7 pm. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-TORONTO (live) 7 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-COLUMBUS (live) 9:30 pm. 

ESPN2 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 



NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

Mun2 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

France NANTES-PSG (delay) 5:15 pm= 

Italy LIVORNO-ROMA (delay) 7:15 pro. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA=BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-RAYO (delay) 5:15 pro. 

Spain LEVANTE-SEVILLA (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORT LiVE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

NWSL FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal, (delay) 8 pm. 

NWSL WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (delay) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-ALTAMIRA (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil VASCO-CORINTHIANS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay DEFENSOR-PENAROL (live) 5 pm. 

Argentina ESTUDIANTES-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 8:15 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA-VERACRUZ (live) 1 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHIVAS USA-NEWYORK (live) 5 pm. 

AZTEGA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 1 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND=PHILADELPHIA (live) 7:30 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

~onday~ 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

TUESDAY, 

BelN SPORT 

Capital One Cup LIVERPOOL-NOTTS COUNTY (live) 2:40 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Leagues off~ring live stre~mi~g of .(!~mes inclu~e: 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer League 

Soccer America on Twitter: 



Follow Soccer America i Paul Kennedy I Rid.qe Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Goo,~le+ : Soccer America 

Faceboek: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson~,uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate fo~/arding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

Image 

~moved by 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~yahoo.com> 

Monday, 5:53 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Please pick your team and email me back (with your selection) betbre Th practice! 

Anson 

The team I have chosen to watch is man ci~’. 

Can’t wait to watch! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:12 PM, "Dorrance, Albeit A IV" <anson(~ema~,l.unc.edu> wrote: 

TNs is the beginning of my never ending de~ire to encourage all of you to become fans of the game. My motiv,~tion is entirely selfish: it will I~e[p you 

becom~:_~ b~-:d:ter soccer p~ayers (and then of course we will ha~e a better 

[~veryot~e has [:o se~ecl: flom among these fiw~ teams ~n Lhe EPL: 

<~ - - [if ’. supg~rtLists] - ->-. <~--[endi~-->Arsena~ 

<~--[if’.supg~rtLists]-->-. <~--[endi~-->Man U 

<~ - - [if ’. supg~rtLists] - ->-. <~--[endi~-->Che~sea 

<~--[if ’.supprtLists]-->- <~--[endi~-->Man City 

<~--[if ’. sup~rtLists] - ->- <~-- [endi~-->Tottenha m 

Once you ha~e picked your team, EVERY WEEKEND IwouM I~ke you to watch at ~east one hslf of their game. ffthey are not play,rig(on TV) then you 

have to watch 45 m~nuLes of the EPL £ev~ew show. Perhaps each house should deride on a team and then watch it together (any 

suggestions/solutions wou~d be appredsLed). Tom w~l~ record the £PL games so a~l Lhe freshmen can watch them in McCask~L 

~m= Soccer America [mail~:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:07 AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Soccer On W: Wednesday, 

I~-WRD 1 gT.j pg~ 

Nednesday, 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

UEFA Champions League playoffs continue on Wednesday.... Also on Wednesday: Chelsea hosts 

Aston Villa; Atletico Madrid faces Barcelona in the first leg of the Spanish Supercopa; MLS Week 26 

kicks off. 

[~-WRD187.j pg~ 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listing& Soccer on TV is 

updated dally throughout the week.) 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League LUDOGORETS RAZGRAD-BASEL (delay) 7:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League DINAMO-AUSTRIA WlEN (delay) 9:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League STEAU BUCHAREST-LEGIA WARSZAWA (delay) 11:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana LIBERTAD-MINEROS (live) 7 pm. 

NBCSN 

England CHELSEA-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN2 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 



Mexico VERACRUZ-LOBOS BUAP (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico MONTERRE¥-ALTAMIRA (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Copa do Brasil CRUZEIRO-FLAMENGO (live) 8:45 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS CHIVAS USA-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico ZACATEPEC-TIGRES (live) 10 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana LIGA DE LOJA-NACIONAL (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 6:30 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana DEPORTIVO PASTO-COLO COLO (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League SPORTING SAN MIGUELITO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Santiago Bernabeau Trophy REAL MADRID-AL SAAD (live) 4:30 pm. 

Copa do Brasil BOTAFOGO-ATLETICO MG (live) 8:45 pm. 

NBCSN 

MLS CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

FranceMONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-UNIVERSIDAD DE COLIMA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-TORREON (live) 10:30 

GOLTV 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-WERDER BREMEN (live) 2 pm. 

Netherlnads HERENVEEN-AJAX (live) 4:30 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-GUADALAJARA (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-SANTOS (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3,com 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

~ATURDAY 

NBC 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) Noon= 

FOX SPORTS 2 

NWSL Playoffs FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal (live), 2 pm. 

NWSL Playoffs WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (live), 8 pm 

NBCSN 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

Mun2 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy HELLAS VERONA-AC MILAN (live) 11:30 am. 



Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain ELCHE-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 12:30 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain VILLAREAL-VALLADOLID (livE) 5 pm. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England HULL CITY-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

GOL’rV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-NUREMBERG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany HERTHA BERLIN-HAMBURG (live) 12:30 pro. 

Uruguay RENTISTAS-NACIONAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

Germany HANNOVER-SCHALKE (live) 4:30 pm. 

Mexico MERIDA-ZACATEPEC (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (live) 11 am. 
France LYON-STADE DE REIMS (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-PACHUCA (live) 8 pro. 

Mexico ATLAS-UNAM (live) 10 pro. 

UNIVISlON 

Mexico AMERICA-MONARCAS (live) 6 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS MONTREAL-HOUSTON (live) 7 pm. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-TORONTO (live) 7 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-COLUMBUS (live) 9:30 

ESPN2 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (liv@ 10 pm. 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY(liv@ 11am. 

Mun2 
England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

BeIN SPORT 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

France NANTES-PSG (delay) 5:15 pro. 

Italy LIVORNO-ROMA (delay) 7:15 pro. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-RAYO (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-SEVILLA (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORT LIVE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

NWSL FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal, (delay) 8 pm. 

NWSL WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (delay) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-ALTAMIRA (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil VASCO-CORINTHIANS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay DEFENSOR-PENAROL (live) 5 pro. 

Argentina ESTUDIANTES-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 8:15 pm. 

UNiViSION 

Mexico TOLUCA-VERACRUZ (live) 1 pm. 



UNIMAS 

MLS CHIVAS USA-NEW YORK (live) 5 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 1 pro. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pro. 

NBCSN 
England MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pro. 

TUESOAY 

BelN SPORT 

Capital One Cup LIVERPOOL-NOTTS COUNTY (live) 2:40 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

College Soccer on TV 

Leagues offeri~g live streaming of games include: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~comcast.net 

Monday 8:50 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hi Anson! 

would like to watch Man City. Thanks[ 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, [ 0:18 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subject: Ma~LI 

Dear Ansorl, 
Just wanted to let you know that rm choosing ManU as my team this season 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com> 

Tuesday~ 12:08 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Please pick your team and email me back (with your selection) betbre Th practice! 

Hey Allson, 

I roll be following Man U. 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 2:12 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~son@ema~J.unc.edu> wrote: 

This ia the! beginning of nly m:,v~:_~r ~-_mding desire to ~-:!r~courage a][ of you to become fans of the game. My motivation [s entirely selfish: it will help you 

become better soccer players (and then of course we will have a better ~:eam}. 

Everyone has Lo select from amon~ these [:~ve teams ~r~ Lhe EPL: 

<[ - -=if ’. supp~ListsJ - ->-. <~--[endi~-->Arsena~ 

<~--[if’.supg~rtLis~s]-->-. <~--[endiO-->M~n U 

<~ - - =if ’. supg~rtLis~s] - ->-. <~--[endiO-->Che~sea 

<~--[if’.supg~Lis~s]-->-. <~--[endiO-->Man City 

<~--[if ’.sup~Lis~s]-->-. <~--[endi~-->Tottenham 

Once you have picked yot~r Learn, EVERY WEEKEND { would like yot~ to watch at ~east one half of their game. [f they are noL play~ng (on TV) then yot~ 

have to watch 45 m~uLes of the EPL Review show. Perhaps each house should deride on a team and then watch it together’ (any 

suggest~ons/so~udo~s would be appredaLed). Tom w~l[ record the EPk games so all Lhe freshmen can watch them in McCask~[L 

F~m= Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:07 AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Soccer On ~: Wednesday, 

I~-WRD 1 gT.j pgq 

h/ednesday, 

[~-WRD 187.j pg>[ 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

UEFA Champions League playoffs continue on Wednesday.... Also on Wednesday: Chelsea hosts 

Aston Villa; Atletico Madrid faces Barcelona in the first leg of the Spanish Supercopa; MLS Week 26 

kicks off. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League LUDOGORETS RAZGRAD-BASEL (delay) 7:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League DINAMO-AUSTRIA WlEN (delay) 9:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League STEAU BUCHAREST-LEGIA WARSZAWA (delay) 11:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana LIBERTAD-MINEROS (live) 7 pm. 

NBCSN 

England CHELSEA-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN2 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-LOBOS BUAP (live) 8 pm. 



UNIViSION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico MONTERREY-ALTAMIRA (live) 10 pm. 

BeIN SPORT 

Copa do Brasil CRUZEIRO-FLAMENCO (live) 8:45 pro. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS CHIVAS USA-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 11 

ESPN3,com 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico ZACATEPEC-TIGRES (live) 10 pm. 

THURSDAY 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana LIGA DE LOJA-NACIONAL (live) 2 pro. 

Copa Sudamericana SAN LOREN70-RIVER PLATE (live) 6:30 

Copa Sudamericana DEPORTIVO PASTO-COLO COLO (live) 8:30 pro. 

UNIViSION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League SPORTING SAN MIGUELITO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pro. 

BelN SPORT 

Santiago Bernabeau Trophy REAL MADRID-AL SAAD (live) 4:30 pm. 

Copa do Brasil BOTAFOGO-ATLETICO MG (live) 8:45 pro. 

F~:IDAY, 

NBCSN 
MLS CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

BeIN SPORT 

FranceMONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pro. 

UNiViSION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pro. 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-UNIVERSIDAD DE COLIMA (live) 10 pm= 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-TORREON (live) 10:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-WERDER BREMEN (live) 2 pro. 

Netherlnads HERENVEEN-AJAX (live) 4:30 pro. 

AZ’i’ECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-GUADALAJARA (live) 8:30 pro. 

Mexico TUUANA-SANTOS (live) 10:30 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pro. 

NBC 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) Noon. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

NWSL Playoffs FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal (live), 2 pro. 

NWSL Playoffs WESTERN NEW YORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (live), 8 pm 

NBCSN 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Sisneros "_c}gmail.com> 

Wednesday, May 23, 2012 12:54 AM 

a~son <anson@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sounders FC Article & Videos 

Short summaly of the Sounders success to draw fans h_ttp/iespn.go.comisports/soccer/stoI>’/ /id/7929299isoccer- seattle- sounders- prove- mls- put- iSa~s - seats- espn~- 

m~azine 

Worth skimming this video to see the atmosphere from the malvh to the match to the s~dium vide http://wv~".’~outube.com/watch?v=DaVdZVx/xTGw 

Brougham End "Boom Boom Clap" http:i/w~,w.voutube.com/watch?v=5sn9BpGYTOw&feature=related 

Kasey Keller’s last game Call & Repeat Chant h_ttp:/iw~’.5’outube.com/watch?v=2sscwZ8 JWo&i}ature=related 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Sisneros ~ @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, May 23, 2012 1:09 AM 

anson <anson@uncaa.unc.edn> 

Sounders Women 

Ok - it’s $18.00 General Admission, but still a solid price for the amount of sales they’re doing (4,500 is a sell out) I’ve seen matches here that probably had more 

people than that crammed in here ~ staa~ding room fall eve~ were and people on the outside of the fence looldng in. This is where the team trains and plays - the ~nen 

play US Open Cnp games here occasionally and reserve matches http:/iwww.starfiresports.con~,’ 

Team website http:i/ww~.sounderswomen.com/ 

They’re averaging around 4,000 per match right now. I know the first two were sell outs and you couldn’t get a ticket on match day. 

http:i/soccer365.com/news/features/the graJmey report/14721/seattle sounders women draw huge crowds 

Hem’s the WPSL ino http://~’.wpsl.info/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~}email.unc.edu> 

Friday,            10:57 AM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

duke minus det~n~ 

Un~dtled attachment 105074.~q 

DUKE Stats.xlsx                                   : : ~":, 
3 << 17 0 b f te ~. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday,             3: 02 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

miami & phi|ly 

Untitled attachment 105062.txt; Untitled attachment 105065.htm; Untitled attachment 105068.txt 

.0400 

MIAMI Stats.xlsx Mo:% .’.’_~?:01: ;’}i ..0 ;00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Phillips, Steve <sphillips@theacc.org> 

Monday, 5: 5 8 PM 

undisclosed- recipients: 

Women’s Soccer All-Conference Nomination Guidelines 

Coach .... 

Hope you are doing well. The note belmv and atl~ched nomination Ibrm del~il the nominating and w)ting procedures for the AII-ACC Women’s Soccer Team. The Ibrmat is t:he same 

as in recent years. As usual, I greatly appreciate your help, and please contact me with any problems or questions. --- Steve 

To:     Alison Foley             Hershey Strosberg     Robbie Church          Mark Krikorian 

Brian Pensky Tricia Tafiaferro Anson Dorrance Steve Springthorpe 

Steve Swanson Kelly Cagle Tony da Luz 

From: Steve Phillips, ACC Media Relations 

Date: 

Re: w omen’s ~occer Aft-Conference Nomination Guid elines 

Two 1 l-member All-Conference temns (first m~d second) will be selected by a vote of the head coaches. The teams will consist of the top vote recipient field players, the 

top two goalkeepers and at least tbur defenders (the 8 top field players, 2 defenders and top goalie on the first team and the next 8 field players, 2 defenders and other 

goalie on the second team). 

One 11-member All-Freshmen team will also be determined by a vote of the head coaches and will consist of the top 11 true t?eshmen, regardless of position. 

I have attached a word document nomination form, which you may fill ont and return to me via email. I have also copied your SIDs on this memo, in case it is easier to 

sub,nit the nominations through thetn. The following are the procedures to be used in All-Cont~rence nominations this year: 

1. You may nominate a maximnm of 10 players from your team only for AII-ACC consideration. Players mnst be listed in ramk order and nominated for one position only. 

2. Please include first and last name, class, jersey number and position for each player. Please identify your players as one of the following font positions: 

fox,yard, mid field, defense or goallfeeper. Do not list sweeper or striker as a position. 

3. You may nominate a maximum of five true freshmen from your team only for All-Freshmen team consideration. Please include lull names, positions and jersey 

numbers and list your nominees in rank order. You may only list one position for each nominee. 

4. For Offensive and Defensive Players of the Year and Freshman of the Year, you may nominate one player per individual honor from your school only. Only tree 

ffesh~nen are eligible for Freshman of the Year. 

5. Nominations must be submitted to the ACC office by Monday,               at 12 noon. 

The All-Con[’erence voting ballot m~d procedures for on-line voting wilt be delivered to you and your SID no later thm~ mktnight on Friday,            via email. Ballots 

should be completed electronically via on-line voting m~d are due by Monday,            , no later than 5:00 p.m. 

The 22-~nember All-ACC team (announced as a first m~d second tealn), the 11-metnber All-Freshmen team, the Offensive and Defensive Players of’the Year, Freslm~an 

and Coach of the Year recipients will be mmounced to the media on Tnesday, 

Thank you in advance for your cooperation. Please call me at 336-851-6062 or email me at SPhillips@theacc.org with any questions. 

Steve 

Steve Phillips 

Assistant Director of Communications 
The Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 
sphillips(~,t heacc.or~ 
(336) 851-6062, ext. 264 

- cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Ketcham <~jketcham@WGP.com> 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 9:06 AM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu; clilt~:nwsoccer.org 

m.audick@rcn.com; Janice ttolland <jholland@WGP.com>; Glenn Gautier <GGautier@WGP.com>; BraAden Tinnell 

< btinnell@WGP.COM> 

NSCAA Video Shoot 

Hello, eve~zone’. 

Here is a brief schedule J2~r the next couple of days: 
(Please feel li’ee to fill in any blanks!) 

Wednesday, Dec 1 
5:30 PM I amve on AMTRAK 

601 W Main St, Durham, NC 

Ideally, Cliff will meet me at the station and we’ll 
drive to Chapel till1 for droner. 

8:00 PM Mike Audick, our videographer, arrives by car. 

Thursday, Dec 2 

9:00 AM Meet with Anson Dorrance and set up for taping 
(Set up time will depend on whether we are outside 
at Fetzer Field, or inside due to bad weather. 
Current forecasts suggest the weather will cooperate.) 

N©~II~: Is this time OK with everyone? 

Noon We should be able to wrap things up I don’t 
anticipate a 3 hour shoot, but again, we’re 
dependent on the weathert 

The shoot ~vill include a Q and A session and a fe~v 
establishing shots- in the office and on the field. 

I have lots of pad in the afternoon for flexibility, if needed. 

Question: Do ~ve need to check in ~vith anyone at the university’.’ 

Thoughts? 

Cheers! 

John Ketcham 
cell 

202-234-7320 office 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stanley Popovich -~    ~verizon.net;, 

Sunday, December 18, 2011 12:30 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

SPORTS ARTICLE QUERY 

Hello, 

I was reviemng your sports section I an~ published author of a managing fear book. I was wondering would you mad could you l~SS the following the articles on 

athletes and depression to people you know who could benefit fiom these articles so they could put it on their website, blog, newsletter, social media or anywhere else 

they see fit. 

Many college athletes have made the news recently about deaJing ruth depression, fear, and other mental health issues. 

There is no cost to use these articles which could help some people. Again if you kmow of anyone in your network of athletes who could benefit, could you send them 

these 3 helpiid aNcles They could put it on their website, blog, newsletter or elsewhere you see fit or send them to your different sports departments. There is no cost. 
Thank you lbr your time. 

Sincerely, 

Stan Popovich 

HOW ATHLETES CAN DEAL WITH THEIR FEARS AND STRESSES 
By: Stanley Pepovich 

Some athletes have a difficult time in managing their fears and stresses. As a result, here is a brief list of techniques that an athlete can use to help manage their most 

persistent fears and every day anxieties, 

When facing a cur~n~ or upcoming task that overwhelms you wffh a lot o~ anxiety, the firs~ thing you can do is ~o divide the task #fro a series of stonier steps~ Completing 

these smaller tasks one a~ a ~ime w~ make the s~ress more manageaMe and increases your chances of success~ 

Sometknes we get stressed out whe~ everything happens all at o~ce. When this happens, a person should take a deep breNh a~d t~ to find something ~o do for a 

minutes to gel their mind off of 1he problem, A person could get some flesh air, ~isten to some music, or do an activity that will give them a fresh pe~;pecfive on things. 

A person should visualize a red stop sign in their mind when they encounler a fear provoking though1, ~en the negative 1bought comes, a person should lMnk of a red stop 

sign thal sepves as a reminder to sto~ focusing on that thought and to tMnk of somelMng e~se. A person can then ttv 1o tMnk of something ~ositive to replace the negative 

thoughL 

Another techNque that is ve~ helpfu~ is to have a small notebook of posNve statements that makes you feel good. Whenever you come across an affirmation that makes you 

fee~ good, wdte ff down ~n a sma~ notebook that you can carpi around with you ~n your pocket. Nlenever you fee] depressed or frustrated, open up your small notebook and 

read those statements. This wil~ he~p to manage your negative thinking. 

Learn to take it one day at a time. ~nstead of wor~ing about how you wi~ get through the rest of the week, t~ to focus on today. Each day can provide us with different 

oppoduNties to learn new th~ngs and ~hat includes learn#N how to deal wffh your proMems. You never know when the answers you are ~ook~n9 for will come lo your 

We may be n#~e~ymine pemen~ co~rec~ in predicting the [utu~e, bu~ all it takes is ~6r ~hat one percen~ to make a world of digerence. 

Take advantage o[ the help that ~s available around you, If possible, ~a~k to a pro[essional who can help you manage your depression and anxieties. They will be able to p~evide 

you with additional advice and ~ns~ghts on how ~o deal with your current p~Mem. By ~a]k#N to a professional, a person will be help#N themselves in the long run because they 

will become better aMe to deal w~lh theh" proMems ~n the future. Remember that ~t never hu~s to ask for help. 

Dealing w~th our pers~stenl fears ~s not easy. Remember that a~ you can do ~s to do your best each day, hope fer the besl, and take lMngs in stride~ Patience, persistence, 

education, and being committed in trying to solve your preblem will go along way in fixing your proMems. 

BIOGRAPHY: 

Stan Popovich ~s the author of "A Layman’s Guide to Managing Fear Ush~g Psychology, Christianity and Non Resistant Methods" - an easy to read book that presents a 

genera~ over~ew d techNques that are effective ~n managing persistent foam and anxieties. For addffiona] ~nformafion go to: http://w~v.managingfear.com/ 

WHEN A TEAMMATE STRUGGLES W~TH DEPRESSION AND ANXIETY 
By: StaNey Popovich 

What do you do when a teammate has to deal wffh persistent fears, anxieties, or even depression? We~l the first thing you need to do ~s to get the person to seek the 

so,ices of a profess~ona] who can ~ead them in the right d~recfion and give them the help they need. In addNon, here are some other techNques you can use to help the 

person cope. 

Learn as much as you can in managing anxiety and depression. There ate many books and information that will educate you on how lo deal with fear and anxiety. Share this 

information with the person who is struggling. Education is ~he key in Iinding ~he answers your looking for in managing your feats. 

Be understanding and patient with the person struggling with their fears. Dealing with depression and anxiety can be difficult for the person so do not add more problems than 

what is already thete. 

In every anxiety-related situation you experience, begin to learn what works, what doesn’t work, and what you need to improve on in managing your fears and anxieties, For 

instance, you have a lot of anxiety and you decide to take a walk to help you feel better. The next time you feel anxious you can remind yourself that you got through it the 

last time by taking a walk. This will give you the confidence to manage your anxiety the next time around. 

Challenge your negative thinking with positive statements and realistic thinking. ’¢~ren encountering thoughts that make your fearful or anxious, challenge these thoughts by 

asking yourself questions that will maintain objectivity and common sense. For example, you are afraid that if you do not get that job promotion then you will be stuck at your 

job fo~ver. This depresses you, however your thinking in this situation is unrealistic. The Iac~ of ~he matter is that ~here all are kinds el jobs available and jus~ because you 

donq ge~ this job p~mo~ion doesn’t mean ~hat you will never get one, In addition, people change jobs all the time, and you always have that option el going elsewhere if you 

are unhappy at your present Ioca~ion. Changing your thinking can help you manage your fears, 

Another thing to remember is that things change and events do not stay the same, For instance, you may feel ovep¢~,helmed today with your anxiety and feel that this is how 

you will feel the rest of the week or month, This isn’t correct. No one can predict the futute with one hundred percent accuracy, Even if the thing that you feared does happen 

there are circumstances and factors that you can’t ptedict which can be used to your advantage, You never know when the help and answers you are looking fer will come to 

you, 

When your fears and anxieties have the best of you, seek help from a professional. The key is te be patient, take it slow, and not to give up. In time, you will be able to find 

those resoumes that will help you with your problems. 



BIOGRAPHY: 

Stan Popovich is the author of "A Layman’s Guide to Managing Fear Using Psychology, Christianity and Non Resistant Methods" - an easy to read book that presents a 

general prep, dew of techniques that are effective in managing persistent fears and anxieties. For additional information go to: http://vwvw.managingfear.com/ 

NOW ATHLETES CAN ~ANAGE DEPRESSION 

By Stanley Popov~ch 

Sometimes, athletes deal with depression. Here is a short ~isl of lechni(~ues that an atMele can use to help manage their depression. 

One of ~he ways to manage your dep[ess~on Js to challenge your negative thinking w~h positive statements and realistic th~nkJng. When encountering thougMs ~ha[ make your 

feadul or depressed, challenge those thoughls by asking yourself questions that wi~ maintain objectMty and common sense~ For example, your afraid that ~f you do not get 

that job promotion lhen you will be stuck at your lob forever. This depresses you, however your tMnking in tMs situation ~s unrealistic. The fact of the malter is lhat there 

are k~nds of jobs ava~aMe a~d just because you don’t get tMs job promotion doesn’t mean that you wJII never get one. ~n addition, people change jobs a~ the time, and you 

a~ays have that option of going e~sewhere ~f you ale unhappy at your #resenl location. 

Some people get depressed and have a d~ff~cult time getting out of bed ~n the mornings. ~en th~s happens, a pe~on should take s deep breath and tpt to find something to 

do to get their m~nd off of the proMem. A person could take a walk, ~sten to some music, read the newspaper or do an activity that w~l give them a fresh perspective on 

things. Doing somethh~g w~l get your m~nd off of the proMem and g~ve you confidence to do other th~ngs. 

Sometimes, we can get depressed over a task that we w~ have to pedorm in the near future. When this happens, v~sualize youme~f doing the task ~n your m~nd. For ~nstance, 

you and you[ team have to p~ay Jn the championship volleyball game in front of a ~arge group of people in the next ~ew days. Before the big day comes, ~magine yourself 

p~ayJng the game ~n your m~nd. ~magJne that your playing ~n flont o~a ~arge audience. By p~ay~ng the game ~n your m~nd, you w~ be better prepared to perform fo[ [ea~ when 

the lime comes. Se~f-V~sualization Js a greaI way to reduce lhe fea[ and st[ess of a coming situation. 

Another lechnJque lhat is veo’ helpfu~ is to have a sma~ notebook of pos~I~ve statements that makes you fee~ good. Wheneve[ you come ac[oss an affirmation thai makes you 

feel good, wdte ~t down h~ a sma~ notebook thai you can car~ around with you in your pockeL ~enever you feel depressed, open up your sma~ nolebook and read those 

statements. 

Take advantage d the heIp that ~s availaM8 around you~ ~f possible, la~k to a profess~ona~ who can he~p you manage your fears and anxieties. They w~ be able to pro~dde you 

with add~t~ona~ advice and insights on how 1o deal w~th your current proMem. By la~Mng to a professional, a person wi~ be helping lhemselves ~n the Iong run because they w~ 

become better able to dea~ with their proMems in the future. Managing your foam and anxieties takes practice. The more you practice, the better you wi]] become. 

The techniques that ~ have just covered are some basic ways to manege your depression, however your best bet ~s to get some he~p from s professional 

B~OGRAPNY: 

Stsn Popov~ch ~s the author of "A Layman’s Guide to Managing Fear Ush~g Psychology, Christianity and Non Resistant Methods" - an easy to read book that presents a 

gene~a~ ovew~ew o~ techniques that are efI~ctJve ~n managing persistent fears and anx~eI~es. For add~tiona~ ~nformat~on go to: http://w~7 mana~in~ar.com/ 

SPORTS ARTICLE QUERY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 11:21 AM 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M & W Soccer Fall Competition Schedules 

Fall Schedule 2.pdf; Fall gchedule.pdf 

Dr Miller, 
Please see attached. 

SS 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Proposed Schedule 

Sport: Women’s Soccer 

Anson ................................ a o r ra n oe ~r,~,,=,~0,oeo~ ................ 
Coach’s Signature: 

Academic Year: 

Date Submitted: 

Coach 

CompL # of 

Contest Contest 

Count Count 

1 
1 

2 
2 

4 
4 

5 

6 

7 

9 
9 

~o 

i1 

~2 
12 

~4 

]5 

Date Day of Week 

Fri 

Fri 

Sun 

Fri 

Sun 

Fri 

Sun 

Th 

Sun 

Th 

Th 

Sun 

Th 

Fri 

Th 

Sun 

Opponent 

Portland 

Florida 

U of Montreal 

UConn 

Notre Dame 

Marquette 

San Diego 

Maryland 

Virginia 

Virginia Tech 

Florida State 

Miami 

Boston College 

Clemson 

Duke 

Wake Forest 

Sit_._~e 

Portland, OR 

Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

South Bend, IN 

South Bend, IN 

Durham 

Durham 

College Park, MD 

Charlottesville, VA 

Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

Clemson, SC 

Durham, NC 

Chapel Hill 

Class Days 

Missed 

Game/Match (include :1/2 

Time days) 

7pm 

7pm 

3pm 

5pm 2 

130pm 

5pm 

noon 

7pm 1 

2pm 

7pm 

7pm 

lpm 

7pm 

7pm 1 

7pm 

lpm 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Proposed Schedule 

Coach 

CompL # of 

Contest Contest 

Count Count 

17 

19 

20 

20 

Date 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

Total Contest Count 

D~V of Week ~ Sit_~e 

Th NC State Raleigh 

~un ACC Quarterfinals Chapel Hill 

Fri ACC Semifinals Wake Med 

Sun ACC Final Wake Med 

Ga me/Match 

Time 

7pm 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

Total Missed Days 

Class Days 

Missed 

(include 1/2 

4 

Sr. Assoc, AD/SWA Signature: Date: 

AD/Designee Signature: Date: 

Approved Copies to: 

Beth Miller (original) 

Dick Baddour 

Larry Gallo 

Steve Kirschner 

Amy Herman 

Susan Maloy 

Lance Markos 

Compliance Intern(s) 

Head Coach 

Applicable NCAA Regulations 

In Soccer, institutions and student-athletes are limited to 20 contests (games and scrimmages) during the NCAA championship segment, except for those contests excluded in 

Bylaw 17 (e.g., ACC and NCAA Tournament, Alumni Games). Additionally, they may compete in 5 dates of competition during the non-championship segment. To qualify for 

sports sponsorship, institutions must engage in at least :1:1 contests (per Bylaw 20.9.4.3). 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Proposed Schedule 

Sport: Men’s Soccer 

Carlos 
Coach’s Sisnature: 

Academic Year: 

Date Submitted: 

Coach 

Compl. # of 

Contest Contest 

Count Count 

1 

2 

3 

1 
4 

2 

4 

5 

9 

7 

i1 

9 
12 

]o 

]2 

Date Day of Week 

Wed 

Sat 

Fri 

Fri 

Sun 

Sat 

l-ue 

Fri 

l-ue 

Fri 

l-ue 

Fri 

l-ue 

Fri 

Sat 

Fri 

Opponent 

Winthrop 

Coastal Carolina 

Gardner Webb 

West Virginia 

Boston University 

Virginia Tech 

James Madison 

Wake Forest 

Davidson 

Virginia 

Wofford 

Duke 

Georgia Southern 

Clemson 

Charleston 

Maryland 

Class Days 

Missed 

Game/Match (include 1/2 

Sit_=~e Time days) 

Rock Hill, SC 7pm 

Chapel Hill 7pro 

Chapel Hill 7pn~ 

Chapel Hill 7~ 

Chapel Hill 7~n~ 

Chapel Hill 7~ 

Harrisonburg, VA 7pm 1 

Chapel Hill 7~ 

Chapel Hill 7pn~ 

Chapel Hill 7~ 

Chapel Hill 7~n~ 

Durham 7pm 

Chapel Hill 7~n~ 

Clemson, SC 7pm 1 

Charleston, SC 7pm 

College Park, MD 730pm 1 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Proposed Schedule 

Coach 

CompL # of 

Contest Contest 

Count Count 

~4 

]5 

Date 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

Total Contest Count 

D~V of Week ~ Sit~e 

Tue Campbell Chapel Hill 

Fri NC State Raleigh 

Th Boston College Chapel Hill 

Ga me/Match 

Time 

7pm 

7pm 

7pm 

Class Days 

Missed 

(include 1/2 

Total Missed Days 
3 

Sr. Assoc, AD/SWA Signature: Date: 

AD/Designee Signature: Date: 

Approved Copies to: 

Beth Miller (original) 

Dick Baddour 

Larry Gallo 

Steve Kirschner 

Amy Herman 

Susan Maloy 

Lance Markos 

Compliance Intern(s) 

Head Coach 

Applicable NCAA Regulations 

In Soccer, institutions and student-athletes are limited to 20 contests (games and scrimmages) during the NCAA championship segment, except for those contests excluded in 

Bylaw 17 (e.g., ACC and NCAA Tournament, Alumni Games). Additionally, they may compete in 5 dates of competition during the non-championship segment. To qualify for 

sports sponsorship, institutions must engage in at least :1:1 contests (per Bylaw 20.9.4.3). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 5:28 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Training sessions 

UNC Preseason Soccer Schedule.xlsx 

Hey Anson! Here are the training sessions from laser fall. Let me know if you have any questions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 

Monday, May 3, 2010 5:22 PM 

Jeff Tipping <jtipping@n~aa.com>; ’Matt Robinson’ <mjmbin@UDel.Edu>; ’bill stefl~n’~ @yahoo.com>; ’Danny L Beamer’ 

<dbeame@roanokestar.com>; ’Chris West’ <chris.west@uconn.edu>; ’Anson Dorrance’ <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Peter Broadley 
<broadley@capefearsoccer.com>; Charlie Slagle @caslemail.com> 

Re: Dir of Club Coaches Diploma- Aug 20 - 22, N. York 

I can do 

matt 
Dr Matthew J. Robinson 
Unlversi~ of Delaware 
Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management 
Director International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
www udel edu~,lCECP 

.... Original message .... 
>Date: Mi)n, 3 May 2010 12:29:40 -0.500 
>From: "Jeff Tipping" <j tipping@ns caa c om> 
>Subject: Dir of Club Coaches Diploma - Aug 20 - 22, N York 
>To: "’Matt Robinson’" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu>, "’bill steffen’" 

~r)yahoo.com>, "’Danny L Beamer’" <dbeamer@roanokestar corn>, "’Chris 
West’" <chris west@uconn edu>, "’Anson Dorrance’" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>, 
"Peter Broadley" <broadley@capefearsoccer corn>, "Charlie Siagle" 

;@caslemail.com> 
> 

> Colleagues, 
> ~IIIe New York Red Bull have asked if they can host a 
> Director of Club Coaches I)iploma Aug 20-22, 2010. 
> Please let me know of your availability for this 
> event 
> Best Wishes, 
> Tipp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 

Wednesday, August 18, 2010 10:00 PM 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson <mjrobins@UDel.Edu>; mmcdennott@chicagoredstaacs.com: tschille@paragonmarketing.biz; 
jea~.brook@reveraJiving.com; clavers@whdlaw.com; anson@uncaa.unc.e&t; ~mac.com; cgermain@UDel.Edu 

Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

soccerswotmaster.doc; Womens Soccer Task Force conference call 7-20.doc 

Looking forward to the call on Thursday. 

Attached is input we have in regards to the SWOT There may be some late additions, but I wanted to get this version to you :for your review prior to the call. 

I have also attached the minutes from the last call fi~r approvak 

The Agenda will be to review and discuss what has been included and to determine next steps. 

Conference Dial-in Number: (805) 360-1000 
Participant Access (;ode: 

All the best in all you do. 

Dr. Matthew J Robinson 
University of Delaware 
Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management 
Director International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
www.udel.edu/ICECP 
302 831-6680 

.... Original message .... 
>Date: Wed, 11 Aug 2010 15:23:05 -0400 (EDT) 
>From: "Dr. Matthew J Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
>SubJect: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 
>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu>, wancdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing biz, jean.brooks@reveraliving corn, clavers@whdlaw corn, 
anson@uncaa.unc.edu: @mac.com, cgermain@UDel.Edu 
> 

>I hope evewone is well. I just wanted to confirm the confe*ence call for Thursday August 19 at 9 am central time 10 am eastern time. I believe evepy-one can make the call. 
> 
>The main focus of the call will be discussing the SWOT analysis each of us have done. With that said if you could foreward yottr SWOT to me by Monday August 16, I xvill compile and 
then send out to evelyone prior to the call on Thursday. Again if you can send as AnsonSWOT, Hat~: SWOT attactm~ent in word that xvould be great. 
> 

>The SWOT is the main agenda item for the call. 
> 

>Below is the call in nmnber for the call. 
> 

>Conference Dial-in iNXtmbcl: (805) 360-1000 
>Participant Access Code: 
> 

>All the best in all you do. 
> 

>Matt 
> 

>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>University of Delaware 
>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management 
>Director International Coaching Enricl’unent Certificate Program 
>w~’.udel.edu/ICEC’P 
>302 831-6680 
> 

> 

>---- Original message .... 
>>Date: Thu, 5 Aug 2010 07:29:35 -(;,400 (EDT) 
>>From: "Dr. Matthew- J. Robinson" <mjrobins@U~3el.Edu> 
>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 
>>To: "Dr. Matthew J Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel Edu>, mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, jean brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdla;v.com, 
anson@uncaa.unc edu: ~,mac.com, cgermain@UDel.Edu 
>> 

>>I hope everyone is well. I just ;vanted to confirm day al’~d time for next conference call I am going to propose Thtu-sday August 19 at 9 am central tnne 10 a.m. eastern time Please let me 
know if that works for you. Anson, I know you ;vould be in preseason at that point, so let me know if that ;vorks with practice schedule. I ;vill forward call in number once time is confirmed. 
>> 

>>All the best 
>> 

>>Matt 
>>Dr. Matthew J Robinson 
>>University of Dela~vare 
>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport iVlanagement 
>>Director International Coaching El~richment Certificate Program 
>>w~,;v.u del. edu/ICECP 
>>302 831-6680 
>> 

>> 

>>---- Original message .... 

>>>Date: Thu, 22 Jul 2010 10:34:53 -(;,400 (EDT) 
>>>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
>;>>SubJect: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 
>>>To: "Dr. Matthew J Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel Edu>, mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing.bi~, jean brooks@reverahving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 



anson@uncaa, unc edu, @mac.corn, cgermain@UDel.Edu 
>>> 

>>>Hello Everyone: 
>>> 

>>>First of all thank you for your time and input during yesterda??s call Spent rest of day thinking about dicussion. Second, I apologize for the mixup on the date of the meeting. I added a 
quarter mile to morning run so I dont screw up again 

>>>Ok, a few attachments. First minutes/summary of yesterday’s meeting Thanks Caitlyn Second, I have attached a template for the SWOT. You can type right into and save with your 
name eg MATTSWOT and then send to me so ! can compile J2~r discussion for next call 

>>>I have also attached two articles you may- find of interest. One is an over,~iew of talent identification models, the second is on personality as a predictor of athletic success. Finally I have 
attched a long term athlete development plan. \Vhen reviewing take a look at the seven stages of long term athlete development. Again, this gives an idea of a structured system that is 
being adopted around the world, h~ fact USA Hockey is using this model in thier player development. In discussions I have had with them, there seenrs to be a similar culture as soccer. 
Again, this just gives us an idea of what others are doing. 

>>>Finally, I want to put the dates of Thursday Aug 19 of Friday August 20 for Conference call. If 9 a.m central worked for everyone we can go with that. Just let me know what works best. 

>>>All the best and I look forward to moving along with the project. 

>>>Matt 

>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>University of Delaware 
>>>ProfessoriProgranr Director Sport Managcment 
>>>Director International Coaching Enrictwaent Celtificate Program 
>>>w~wz.udel. edu/ICE CP 
>>>302 831-6680 

>>>---- Original message 
>>>>Date: Tue, 20 Jul 2010 12:24:+5 -0400 (EDT) 
>>>>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
>>>>Subiect: Re: Women Soccer Player Developnrent Task Force Conference Call 
>>>>To: "Dr Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@l~el.Edu>, mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing biz, jean.brooks@reverahving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
anson@uncaa.unc edu           ~mac.com, cgermain@UDel.Edu 

>>>>Hello Evei~’one 

>>>>I apologize for the confusion, but the call was scheduled for today but I sent out call number and agenda for Wed at 10 a m est and 9 central. The original email I had sent was for 
Tuesday and confirmation email ~vas for Wed. 

>>>>Please let me know if you Wed still works for you. If not we can look to reschedule 

>>>>Again, I apologize for the confusion. 

>>>>Matt 
>>>>Dr. Matthew J Robinson 
>>>>University of Delaware 
>>>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management 
>>>>Director International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>>>~--www.udel.edu/ICECP 
>>>>302 831-6680 

>>>>---- Original message .... 
>>>>~’-Date: Mon, 19 Jul 2010 12:34:49 -0400 (EDq2) 
>>>>>From: "Dr. Matthew J Robinson" <mjrobins@ErDel.Edu> 
>>>>>Subject: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 
>>>>>To: mmcdermott@chicagostars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, jean brooks@reverahving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, anson@uncaa.unc.edu, @mac.corn, 
cgermain@UDel.Edu, mjrobins@UDel.Edu 

>>~>>He[[o [~veryone: 

>>>>>I look forward to our conference call on Wednesday at 10 am EST, 9 am central time We will try to keep the call to no longer than 1 hour 

>>>>>Listed below is the agenda for the call as well as the call in number and access code. Jean you should be good calling from europe. I will keep the minutes from the meeting and will 
forward for review. I have also attached the purpose statement again ]2)r your rewew. 

>>>>>Please let me know if you have any questions. All the best and I look ~2~rward to the call on Wednesday 

>>>>>Agenda for Conference Call 

>>>>>[mtiate Cal[ 
>>>>>Intro of each participant and background 
>>>>>Review of charge of task ]2~rce. Anson and Hank 
>>>>>Review of planned activities: Matt with feedback from all 
>>>>>Discussion on critical path of those activities: Matt with feedback from all. 
>>>>>Develop Tentative Time line: All 
>>>>>Assign of Responsibilities: All 
>>>>>Planned meeting time for regular conference call. All 
>>>>>Plarmed meeting for face to face: eg. NSCAA All 
>>>>>Tasks to be completed by next call. All 
>>>>>Other items 
>>>>>Closing 

>>>>>Conference Dial-in Number: (805) 360-1000 
>>>>>Participant Access Code: 



>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>>>Universi~, of Delaware 
>>>>>Professor/Program Director Sport Management 
>>>>>Director Nternational Coaching Enrichment Certificate ~ogram 
>>>>>www udel ed~[CECP 
>>>>>302 831-6680 

>>>>>womensoccertasklk~rcestatement of purpose doc (37k bytes) 

>>>Womens Soccer Task Force coherence call 7-20.doc (53k bytes) 

>>>SWO~omen’s Soccer Development Tas~orce.doc (155k bytes) 

>>>talem idatticle.p~" (67k bytes) 

>>~ SP-Jo~nalAidmanl .p~" (226k bytes) 

>>>2009 ~VellnessWorldCup.pdf ( 1464k bytes) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 

Thursday. August 19, 2010 9:39 AM 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson <mjrobins@UDel.Edu>; mmcdennott@chicagoredsta~’s.com; tschille@paragonmarketing.biz; 
jea~.brook@reveraJiving.com; clavers@whdlaw.com; anson@uncaa.unc.e&t; ~mac.com; cgermain@UDel.Edu 

LATEST SWOTRe: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

soccerswotmaster.doc 

here is update swot. 

thanks and talk to you soon. 

matt 
Dr. Matthew J Robinson 
University o17 Delaware 
Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management 
Director International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
www.udel.edu/ICECP 
302 831-6680 

.... Original message .... 
>Date: Wed, 18 Aug 2010 22:00:09 -0400 ([{DT) 
>From: "Dr. Matthew J Robinson" <mjrobins@UDehEdu> 
>SubJect: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 
>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinsc, n" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu>, wancdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing biz, jean.brooks@reveraliving corn, clavers@whdlaw corn, 
anson@uncaa, unc edu: @mac.com, cgermain@UDehEdu 
> 

>Looking forward to the call on Thursday 
> 

>Attached is input we have in regards to the SWOT. There may be some late additinns, but 1 wanted to get this versmn to you for your review prior to the call 
> 

>I have also attached the minutes from the last call for approval 
> 
>The Agenda will be to reviexv and discuss what has been included and to determine next steps. 
> 

>Conference Dial-in Nt~ber: (805) 360-1000 
>Participant Access Code: 238926# 
> 

>All the best in all you do. 
> 

>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>L-r~iver si~ of Delaware 
>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management 
>Director International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>w,~v.udeh edu,’ICECP 
>302 831-6680 
> 

> 

>-- Original message .... 
>>Date: Wed, 11 Aug 2010 15:23:05 -0400 (EDT) 
>>From: "Dr. Matthexv J. Robinson" <rnjrobins@LTDehEdu> 
>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Developraent Task Force Conference Call 

>>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDehEdu>, nwncdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragorm~arketing.biz, jean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavcrs@whdlaw.com, 
anson@uncaa.unc.edu, ~’@mac.com, cgermain@UDehEdu 
>> 

>>I hope everyone is welh I just xvanted to confirm the conference call for Thursday August 19 at 9 ara central time 10 ara eastern time. I believe everyone can make the call. 
>> 

>>The main focus of the call xvill be discussing the SWOT analysis each of us have done. With that said if you could foreward your SWOT to me by Monday- August 16, I will corapile and 
then send out to everyone prior to the call on Thursday. Again if you can send as AnsonSWOT, Hank SWOT attacl~ment in word that would be great. 
>> 

>>The SWOT is the main agenda item for the call. 
>> 

>>Below- is the call in number for the call. 
>> 

>>Conference Dial-in N-umber: (805) 360-1000 
>>Participant Access Code: 238926# 
>> 

>>All the best in all you do. 
>> 

>>Matt 
>> 

>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>>University of Delaware 
>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management 
>>Director International Coaching E~ichment Certificate Program 
>>www.udel.edu/ICECP 
>>302 831-6680 
>> 

>> 

>>---- Original message .... 
>>>Date: Thu, 5 Aug 2010 07:29:35 -0400 (EDT) 

>>>From: "Dr Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel Edu> 
>>>Sutzject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development ’]?ask Force Conference Call 
>>>To: "Dr. Matthew J Re, bin,;on" <mjrobins@UDehEdu>, mmcdennott@chicagoredstars corn, tschiller@paragonmarketing.bi7, jean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw corn, 
anson@uncaa, unc edu:          @mac.com, cgermain@UDehEdu 



>>>l hope evewone is well. I just wanted to confirm day and time for next conference call I am going to propose Thursday August 19 at 9 am central time 10 a.m. eastern time Please let me 
know if that works :[’or you Anson, I know you would be in preseason at that point, so let me know if that works with practice schedule I will forward call in number once time is confirmed. 
>>> 

>>>All the best 

>>>Matt 
>>>Dr. Matthew J Robinson 
>>>Universi~ of Delas’are 
>>>Associate Professur/Program Director Sport Management 
>>>Director International Coaching Et~rictm~ent Certificate Program 
>>>www.udel. edu/ICE CP 
>>>302 831-6680 

>>>---- Original message .... 
>>>>Date: Thu, 22 Jal 2010 10:34:53 -0400 (EDT) 
>>>>Frora: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
>>>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Cotfference Call 
>>>>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mirobins@l~TDel.Edu>, mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarkcting.biz, jean.brooks@rcveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaxv.com, 
anson@uncaa.tmc.edu,         ~’@mac.com, cgermain@UDel.Edu 

>>>>Hello Eveq-one: 

>>>>First of all thank you for your time and input d~ing yesterday’s call. Spent rest of day thinking about dicussion. Second, I apologize for the mixup on the date of the meeting. I added a 
quarter mile to morning rtm so I dont screw up again. 

>>>>Ok, a few- attactwnents. First minutesisurmnary of yesterday’s meeting. Thanks Caitlyn. Second, I have attached a template for the SWOT. You can type right into and save with your 
name eg. _’vLa_TTSWOT and then send to me so I can compile for discussion fi~r nero call. 

>>>>I have also attached two articles you may find of interest. One is an ovet~ziew of talent identification models, the second is on personalib- as a predictor of athletic success. Finally I 
have attched a long terra athlete development plan. When reviewing take a look at the seven stages of long term athlete development. Again, this gives an idea of a structured system that is 
being adopted around the xvorld, h~ fact USA Hockey is using this model in thier player development. In discussions I have had with them, there seems to be a similar culture as soccer. 
Again, this just gives us an idea of what others are doing. 

>>>>Finally, I want to put the dates of Thursday Aug 19 of Friday August 20 for Conference call. If 9 a m central worked for evec#one we can go with that Just let me know what works best. 

>>>>All the best and I look forward to moving along with the project. 

>>>>Matt 

>>>>Dr Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>>Universi~# of Delaware 
>>>>Professor/Program Director Sport iVlanagement 
>>>>Director International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>>>>www udel edu/ICECP 
>>>>302 831-6680 

>>>>---- Original message .... 

>>>>>Date: Tue, 20 Jul 2010 12:24:46 -0400 (F.DT) 
>>>>>From: "Dr. Matthe~v J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel Edu> 
>>>>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 
>>>>>To: "Dr. Matthew J Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel Edu>, n~mcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragomnarketing.biz, jean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw corn, 
anson@uncaa.unc edu           -@mac.corn, cgermain@UDel.Edu 

>>>>>Hello Everyone. 

>>>>>I apologize :[’or the confusion, but the call was scheduled for today but I sent out call number and agenda Jk~r Wed at 10 a.m. eat and 9 central. The original emai[ I had sent was for 
Tuesday and confirmation email was 12~r Wed. 

>:>>>:>Please let me know if you Wed still works for you. IYnot we can look to reschedule. 

>:>>>:>Again, I apologize 12~r the confasinn. 

>>>>>Matt 
>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>>>Universi~, of Delaware 
>>>>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management 
>>>>>Director International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>>>>>www udel edu/IC]~;CP 
>3.>3.>302 831-6680 

>>>>3 ..... Original message .... 

>>>>>>Dabe: Mon, 19 Jul 2010 12:34:49 -0400 
>>:>>>:>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel Edu> 
>:>>>:>>Subject: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 
>>>>’>>To: mmcdermott@chicagostars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing biz. jean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, anson@uncaa uric edu, @mac.corn, 
cgermain@UDel.Edu, mjrobins@UDel.Edu 

>>>>>>Hello Evewone: 

>>>>>>I look forward to ottr conference call on Wednesday at 10 ara EST, 9 am central time. We will t13~ to keep the call to no lot~ger than 1 hour. 

>>>>>>Listed below is the agenda fi~r the call as well as the call in nuraber and access code. Jean you should be good calling from europe. I xvill keep the minutes from the meeting and will 
fi~rward for review. I have also attached the purpose statement again for yottr review. 

>>>>>>Please let me knoxv if you have any questions. All the best and I look forward to the call on Wednesday. 



>>>>>>Agenda for Conference Call 

>>>>>>]ninate Call 
>>>>>>Intro of each participant and background 
>>>>>>Review of charge of task force Anson and Hank 
>>>>>>Review of planned acuvities: Matt with feedback from all 
>>>>>>Discussion on critical path of those activities: Matt with feedback from all. 
>>>>>>Develop Tentative Tinge line: All 
>>>>>>Assign of Responsibilities: All 
>>>>>>Plauned meeting time for regular conference call. All 
>>>>>>Planned meeting for face to ~ace: eg. NSCAA All 
>>>>>>Tasks to be completed by next call. All 

>>>>>>Closing 

>>>>>>Conference Dial-in Number: (805) 360-1000 
>>>>>>Palticipant Access Code: 238926# 

>>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>>>>Uni’,,ersi%- of Delaware 
>>>>>>I%ofessoriProgram Director Sport Management 
>>>>>>Director International Coaching Enricl~nent Certificate Program 
>>>>>>www.udel.edu~’ICECP 
>>>>>>302 831-6680 

>>>>>>womensoccertasklbrcestateruent ofpurpose.doc (37k bytes) 

>>>>Womens Soccer Task Force conference call 7-20.doc (53k bytes) 

>>>>SWOTWomen’s Soccer Development TaskForce.doc (155k bytes) 

>>>>talent id article.pdf(67k bytes) 

>>>>ABSP-JournalAidmanl pd£ (226k bytes) 

>>>>2009 WellnessWorldCup pdf (1464k bytes) 

>soccers}votmaster doc (68k bytes) 

>Womens Soccer Task Force conference call 7-20 doc (53k bytes) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 

Monday, August 23, 2010 12:57 PM 

][tank Steinbrecher          ~mac.com>; anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

Comparative AnaJysis Propoml Dra£t: Matt Robinson 

comparative analysisWSPDT.doc 

Hank and Anson: 

I hope you both had a good weekened Anson congrats on 3-0 win at A&M. 

Ok, attached is a draft of proposal for conducting comparative analysis. I ~vanted to share with you both first before taking to rest of task force. I tried to capture what was discussed in call 
in terms of information that ~ve desire to get. If you both feel it is ready to share with full group I can send. The input I want from eye,zone at some point iswhat I missed and should include 
or what I should remove 

Hank, you let me know best formatting for when it goes to Dan for review. I followed template I use for proposals here. I dont know if that is best or not. 

If you can get back in next few days so I can send to group that would be great. 

Thanks 

Matt 
Dr. Matthew J Robinson 
University o17 Delaware 
Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management 
Director International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
www.udel.edu/ICECP 
302 831-6680 

.... Original message .... 
>Date: Thu, 12 Aug 2010 08:54:16 -0500 
>From: Hank Steinbrecher @mac.corn> 
>SubJect: Re: Women Socce~ rtay~ ~cvelopment Task Force Conference Call 
>To: "Dr. Matthew J Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 

>Cc: Flank Steinbrecher <hstouchline@mac corn> 
> 

>Matt, 
> Top of mind first thoughts 
> 

>SWOT~romen’s Soccer D#70901C.doc (124k bytes) 
> 

> 

>On Aug 11, 2010, at 2:48 PM, Dr. Matthew J. Robinson wrote: 
> 

>> Hank 
>> 

>> here you go. 
>> 

>> nlatt 

>> Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>> University of Delaware 
>> Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management 
>> Director International Coaching Enrict~ment Certificate Program 
>> unwg.udel.edu/ICECP 

>> 302 831-6680 
>> 

>> 

>> ---- Original message .... 
>>> Date: Wed, 11 Aug 2010 14:44:46-0500 
>>> From: Hank Steinbrecher           ~mac.com> 
>>> Subiect: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Cortference Call 
>>> To: "Dr. Matthexv J. Robinson" <rnjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
>>> Cc: Haak Steinbrecher ~mac.com> 
>>> 

>>> Matt, 
>>> I do not have the swat analysis f,arm. 
>>> On Aug 11, 2010, at 2:23 PiVL Dr. Matthew J. Robinson wrote: 
>>> 

>>>> I hope everyone is well. I just wanted to confirm the conference call for Thursday August 19 at 9 am central time 10 am eastern time. I believe eve~zone can make the call 

>>>> The main focus of the call will be discussing the SWOT analysis each of us have done With that said if you could fore~vard your SWOT to me by Monday August 16, I will compile 
and then send out to everyone prior to the call on Thursday. Again if you can send as AnsonSWOT, Hank SWOT attachment in word that ~vould be great 

>>>> The SWOT is the main agenda item f,ar the call. 

>>>> Below is the call in number for the call. 

>>>> Conference Dial-in Number: (805) 360-1000 
>>>> Participant Access Code: 238926# 

>>>> All the best in all you do. 

>>>> Matt 

>>>> Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 



>>>> Universi~, of Delaware 
>>>> Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management 
>>>7. Director International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>>~> www udel edu/IC]~;CP 
>>7.> 302 831-6680 

>7.>7 ..... Original message .... 
>>>>> Date: ’l’hu, 5 Aug 2010 07:29:35 4Dg)0 @I)’I;) 

>>>>> From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mirobins@UDel.Edu> 
>>>>> Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 
>>>>> To: "Dr. Matthew- J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu>, nnncdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, jean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
anson@uncaa.m~c.edu,          @mac.com, cgermain@UDel.Edu 

>>>>> I hope evel~/one is well. I just wanted to confim~ day and time for next conference call. I am going to propose Thursday August 19 at 9 a.m. central time. 10 a.m. eastern time. Please let 
me know- if that works for you. Anson, I know you would be in preseason at that point, so let me krmw if that works with practice schedule. I will forward call in number once time is 
confirmed. 

>>>>> All the best 

>>>>> Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>>> University- of Delaware 
>>>>> Associate ProfcssoriPrograra Director Sport Management 
>>>>> Director International Coaching Enricl~nent Certificate Program 
>>>>> wa~’.udel.edu/ICECP 
>>>>> 302 831-6680 

>>>>> ---- Original message 
>>>>>> Date: Thu, 22 Jul 2010 10:34:53 -0400 
>>>>>> From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@I_rDel.Edu> 
>>>>>> Subiect: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

>>>>>> To: "Dr. Mattbm~" I ~c~hinson" <mjrobins@L~Del.Edu>, rmncdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketit~g.biz, jean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
anson@uncaa.unc.edu:          @mac corn, cgermain@l~rDel.Edu 

>>>>>> Hello Everyone: 

>>>>>> First of all thank you for your time and input during yesterday’s call. Spent rest of day thinking about dicussion Second, I apologize for the mixup on the date of the meeting. I 
added a quarter mile to morning ru~ so I dont screw up again 

>>>>>> Ok, a few attachments. First minutes/summal)’ of yesterday’s meeting. Thanks Caitlyn. Second, I have attached a template for the SWOT. You can type right into and save with your 
name eg. \IATTSWOT and then send to me so I can compile for discussion for next call. 

>>>>>> I have also attached two articles you may find of interest. One is an overvie~v of talent identification models, the second is on personality as a predictor of athletic success. Finally 
have attched a long term athlete development plan When reviewing take a look at the seven stages of long term athlete development. Again, this gives an idea of a structured system that is 
being adopted around the world In fact USA Hockey is using this model in thier player development. In discussions I have had with them, there seems to be a similar culture as soccer. 
Again, this just gives us an idea of what others are doing 

>>>>>> Finally, I ~vant to put the dates of Thursday Aug 19 of Friday August 20 for Conference call. If9 am central worked for eve~’one we can go with that Just let me know what works 
best. 

>>>>>> All the best and I look forward to moving along with the project. 

>>>>>> Matt 

>>>>>> Dr Matthe~v J. Robinson 
>>~>>~ University of Delaware 
>>>7.>> Professor/Program Director Sport Management 
>7.>>7.> Director International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>>>>>> www.udel.edu/ICECP 
>7.>7.>7. 302 831-6680 

>>>>>> .... Original message .... 
>>>>>>> Date: Tue, 20 Ju[ 2010 12:24:46 -0400 @DT) 
>>>>>>> From: "[Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobms@UDe].Edu> 
>>>>>>> Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Ca]l 
>>>7.>>7. To: "Dr. Matthew J Robinson" <mjrobins@l_2Del Edu>, mmcdermott@chic~Noredstars.com, tschil[er@paragonmarketing.biz, jean.brooks@reveraliving corn, clavers@whdlaw corn, 
anson@uncaa.unc.edu,          @mac corn, cgermain@UDe].Edu 

>>>>>>> He]lo t~veryone. 

>>>>>>> I apologize [’or the confusion, but the call was scheduled [’or today but I sent out call number and agenda for Wed at 10 a.m. est and 9 central. ’Jibe original email I had sent was for 
’]/uesday and confirmation email was :[’or Wed 

>>>7.>>7. P]ease let me know if you Wed stil] wo[ks for you. If not we can look to reschedule. 

>>>7.>>7. Again, I apologize for the confusion 

>>>>>>> Matt 
>>>>>>> [Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>>>>> University of Delaware 
>>>>>>> Associate Professor/Program Director Spolt Management 
>>>>>>> Director International Coaching Ertrict~ment Ccrtificate Program 
>>>>>>> w~wz.udel.edu/ICEC~P 

>>>>>>> 302 831-6680 

>>>>>>> .... Original message .... 



>>>>>>>> Date: Mon, 19 Ju12010 12:34:49 4)400 (b;DT) 
>>~>>~>> From: "Dr. Matthew J. R obinson" <mjrobins@l~2Del.Edu) 
>~>>~>>~ Subject: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 
>>>>>>~> To: mmcdermott@chicagostars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing biz, jean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, anson@uncaa.unc edu, ~)mac corn, 
cgermain@UDel.Edu, mirobins@UDel Edu 

>>>>>>~> Hello Everyone: 

>~>>~>>~ I look forward to our conference call on Wednesday at 10 am EST, 9 am central time. We will try to keep the call to no longer than 1 hour. 

>>>>>>>> Listed below is the agenda for the call as well as the call in number and access code. Jean you should be good calling from curope. I will keep the minutes frora the raeeting and 
will forward for review. I have also attached the purpose statement again for your review. 

>>>>>>>> Please let rue know if you have any questions. All the best and I look forward to the call on Wednesday. 

>>>>>>>> Agenda for Cortference Call 

>>>>>>>> Initiate Call 
>>>>>>>> Intro of each participant and backgrouad 
>>>>>>>> Review of charge of task force. Anson and Hank 
>>>>>>>> Review of planned activities: Matt with feedback from all 
>>>>>>>> Discussion on critical path of those activities: Matt with feedback from all. 
>>>>>>>> Develop Tentative Time line: All 
>>>>>>>> Assign of Responsibilities: All 
>>>>>>>> Plarmed raeeting time for regular cortference call. All 
>>>>>>>> Plarmed meeting for ~ace to face: cg. NSCAA All 
>>>>>>>> Tasks to be corapleted by next call. All 

>>>>>>>> Closing 

>>>>>>>> Cotfference Dial-in Number: (805) 360-1030 
>>>>>>>> Palticipant Access Code: 238926# 

>>>>>>>> Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

>>>>>>>> Professor/Program Director Sport Management 
>>>>>>>> Director International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>>>>>>>> *vww udel edu/ICECP 
>>>>>>>> 302 831-(~580 

>>>>>>>> womensocceltask£orcestatement of purpose doc (37k bytes) 

>>>>>> Womens Soccer Task Force conference call 7-20.doc (53k bytes) 

>>>>>> SWOTWomen’s Soccer Development TaskForce.doc (155k bytes) 

>>>>>> talent id article pdf (67k bytes) 

>>>>>> AB SP-JonrnalAidman 1 .pdf (226k bytes) 

>>>>>> 2009 WelhaessWorldCup pdf (1464k bytes) 

>> <SWOTWomen’s Soccer Development TaskForce doc> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

gaverbuch@s~’bluesoccer.com 

Friday, August 27, 2010 10:17 AM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Yael NY "dmes blog 

Anson, 
Do you read this blog (nice discussion of ? Did you see all the UNC comments? Scroll down and check out the thread 
htt~://q~a~‘b~qs.nvtimes.c~m/2~1~/~8/19/in-w-~-s-a-iob-an-adventure-a-cha~enc~e/ 
Hope to see you later today! 
Gloria AverbuchlSky Blue FC 
Director, Marketing & Public Relations 
Phone: 732-27t-7700 x307 I Cell:            Fax: 732-271-7735 

80 Cottontail Lane I Suite 400 I Somerset, NJ 08873 

www.SkyBlueFC.com 
www.Facebook.com/SkyBlueFC 
www,Twitter.com/SkyBlueFC 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Tuesday, September 28, 2010 11:44 AM 

’Anson Dorrance’ ~anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

Anson sorry sent wronger version here is pdf. 

matt 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, September 28, 2010 10:53 AM 
To-" Robinson, Matthew .] 
Subject-" RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

That works for me Matt .... thank you! 

ARson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > "Robi nson, Matthew J" < mirobins@udel.edu > 9/27/2010 4:02 PM > > > 

Based on responses, Friday at 9:30 a.m. central 10:30 est is looking favorable for most. Let me know if that works and [ will get call number out to even/one. 

Thanks 

Matt 

Original Message 

From: Robinson, Matthew J 
Sent: Monday, September 27, 2010 11:09 AM 

To: Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; clavers@whdlaw.com; anson@uncaa.uncedu; 

@mac.com; Germain, Caitlyn A 

Subject: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

I hope everyone is well. I am sorry for the delay on this. But wanted to see if we can organize a conference call for later this week. Iwanted to propose Thursday Sept 30 at 9 

a.m. central time, 10 am eastern time for a call. An alternative time would be Friday Oct i for the same time. 

The purpose of the call is to discuss the next steps in terms of communicating with subject countries and to get an update from Hank on feedback from federation. 

Let me know if this time works. I would not anticipate the call lasting more than 45 minutes. 

All the best 

Matt 

Original Message 

From: Dr. MatthewJ. Robinson [mailto:mjrobins@UDeI.Edu] 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2010 11:19 AM 

To: Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; clavers@whdlaw.com; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@mac.com; Germain, Caitlyn A 

Subject: Re: LATEST SWOTRe: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

Thanks for everyone’s time. I will get draft of proposal off to even/one ASAP. 

All the best 

Matt 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

University of Delaware 

Associate Professor!Program Director Sport Management Director International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program ~tww.udel.edu!LCECP 

302 831 6680 

Original message 

>Date: Thu, 19 Aug 2010 09:38:33 0400 (EDT) 

>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDeI.Edu> 
>Subject: LATEST SWOTRe: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force 

>Conference Call 

>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <[Djf_o___b_j_L%@__U___D__~J~__E__d___u_.>, 

> mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketinq.biz, 

>jean.brooks@reveraliving.corrl, clavers@whdlaw.com, anson@uncaa.uncedu 
.~@mac.com, cgermain@UDeI.Edu 

> 

>here is update swot. 
> 

>thanks and talk to you soon. 



> 

> matt 

>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

>University of Delaware 

>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 

>International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 

>w~wv.udel.edui~CECP 
>302 831 6680 
> 
> 
>    Original message 

> > Date: Wed, 18 Aug 2010 22:00:09 0400 (EDT) 

> > From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <.E~j_r_£-!_b__iL~__s_@__U___D__~j_~_L_:_d___u_.> 

> >Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

> >Call 

> >To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mirobins@UDekEdu >, 
>>mrncde’mott@c~cagorecstarscom, tsc~ er@pa’ago~marketngbz, 
> >]ean.brooks@reveralivinq.com~ clavers@whdlaw.coFn, anson@uncaa.unc.edu, 

>> .... @mac.col’n, cgermain(.6~U DeI.Edu 
>> 

>>Looking foFward to the call on Thursday. 
>> 

> >Attached is input we have in regards to the SWOT. There Fnay be SOFne late additions, but ] wanted to get this version to you for your review prior to the call. 
>> 

>>] have also attached the minutes from the last call for approval. 
>> 

>>The Agenda will be to review and discuss what has been h~cluded and to determine next steps. 
>> 

> >Conference Dial in NuFnber: (805) 360 1000 Participant Access Code: 

> > 238926# 
>> 

>>All the best in all you do~ 
>> 

>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

> >University of Delaware 

> >Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 

> >International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 

> >www.udel.edq/]CECP 

>>302 831 6680 
>> 

>> 

>>    Original message 

> > > Date: Wed, 11 Aug 2010 15:23:05 0400 (EDT) 

> > > From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <rL~.U-._o_ .b_]~V_~’~__U_.L_b_f_L_Ec!_u_> 
> > >Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

> > >Call 

> > >To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mirobins@UDeI.Edu >, 
> > > mmcdermott@chicagoredstars,com, tschiller~paragonmarketingbiz, 

> > >,]~an~b[oQk~@reve ra[]vinq~om~ clave rsL~whdjaw~g~m, 

> > >anso ~@u ~ca a [ nc ed[, @mac,corn, cgermain@UDel,Edu 
>>> 

> > >] hope everyone is well, ]just wanted to confirm the conference call for Thursday August 19 at 9 am central time 10 am eastern time, ] believe everyone can make the call, 
>>> 

> > >The main focus of the call will be discussing the SWOT analysis each of us have done, With that said if you could foreward your SWOT to me by Monday August 16, ] will 

compile and then send out to everyone prior to the call on Thursday, Again if you can send as AnsonSWOT, Hank SWOT attachment in word that would be great, 
>>> 

> > >The SWOT is the main agenda item for the call, 
>>> 

>>>Belowis the call in number for the call. 
>>> 

> > >Conference Dial in Number: (805) 360 1000 Participant Access Code: 

> > >238926# 
>>> 

>>>All the best in all you do, 
>>> 

>>>Matt 
>>> 

>>>Dr, Matthew J. Robinson 

> > >University of Delaware 

> > >Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 

> > >International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 

> > >www.udel.edui]CECP 
>>>302 831 6680 
>>> 
>>> 
>>>    Original message 

> > > > Date: Thu, 5 Aug 2010 07:29:35 0400 (EDT) 

> > > > From: "Dr, Matthew J, Robinson" <mirobins@U DeI,Edu > 
> > > >Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>>>Call 



>>>>To: "Dr. MatthewJ. Robinson" <._r[~r__?___b_i_n___s_@___U____D__e__LE_:__d__u__>, 
> > > >mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, 

> > > >j__e__&r_Lb__r__o___o__Ls_~3_r_#_y_e__r__a__[i_v_j_r_!.%~__o___r[!., _c_]__a_y_e__r__s__@__w__b__d__La___w__~_c__o__[z~_, 

> > > >anson@uncaa.unc.edu @mac.corn, cqermain@UDeI.Edu 

>>>> 

>>>>I hope everyone is well. I just wanted to confirm day and time for next conference call. I am going to propose Thursday August 19 at 9 a.m. central time. 10 a.m. eastern 
time. Please let me know if that works for you. Anson, I know you would be in preseason at that point, so let me know if that works with practice schedule. I will forward call in 

number once time is confirmed. 
>>>> 

>>>>All the best 
>>>> 

>>>>Matt 

>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

> > > >University of Delaware 

> > > >Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 

> > > >International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 

> > > >www.udel.edu/ICECP 
>>>>302 831 6680 
>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>>    Original message 

>>>>>Date:Thu, 22 Ju1201010:34:53 0400(EDT) 
> > > > >From: "Dr, Matthew J. Robinson" < E1j_r__o___b__[D__s_@___U___D__#j_~_E_-_d___u_.> 

> > > > > Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>>>>Call 

> > > > >To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mirobins@U DeI.Edu >, 
> > > > >mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, 

> > > > >~iean.brooks@reveralivinq.com, davers@whdlaw.com 

> > > > >anson@uncaa.unc.edu, @mac,corn, cgerrnain@U DeI.Edu 
>>>>> 

>>>>>Hello Even/one: 

> > > > > First of all thank you for your time and input dud ng yesterday’s call. Spent rest of day thinking about dicussion. Second, I apologize for the mixup on the date of the 

meeting. Iadded a quarter mile to morning run so Idont screw up again. 

> > > > >Ok, a few attachments. First minutes/su mmary of yesterday’s meeting, Thanks Caitlyn. Second, I have attached a template for the SWOT. You can type right into and 
save with your name eg MATTSWOT and then send to me so I can compile for discussion for next call. 

> > > > >f have also attached two articles you may find of interest. One is an overview of talent identification models, the second is on personality as a predictor of athletic 

success. Finally I have attched a long term athlete development plan. When reviewing take a look at the seven stages of long term athlete development. Again, this gives an 

idea of a structured system that is being adopted around the world. In fact USA Hockey is using this model in thier player development. In discussions I have had with them, 

there seems to be a similar culture as soccer. Again, this just gives us an idea of what others are doing 
>>>>> 

> > > > > Finally, I want to put the dates of Thursday Aug 19 of Friday August 20 for Conference call. If 9 a.m central worked for everyone we can go with that. Just let me know 

what works best. 
>>>>> 

>>>>>All the best and I look forward to moving along with the project, 

>>>>>Matt 
>>>>> 

>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

> > > > > University of Delaware 

> > > > >Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director International 

> > > > >Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program wvwv.udel.edu/[CECP 

>>>>>302 831 6680 

>>>>>    Original message 

>>>>>>Date:Tue, 20 Ju1201012:24:46 0400(EDT) 
> > > > > > From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" < LT_~£_o___b_j_L%@___U___D___e_LE__d___u_.> 

> > > > > > Su bject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>>>>>Call 

> > > > > >To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" < mjrobins@UDeI.Edu >, 
> > > > > > [~.E!~.@~Er.~..~.~..t..t.@..c~bj..c~.a.‘~.~..E.e..d.~.s..t??..r..s~:.c..~..[~[~ :Ls_~_bjj_t~_r_#~#___a_E~?_~_o__r_)_E)__a_A#_tj_r?_~,_b_Lz_, 

> > > > > >jean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 

> > > > > >anson@uncaa.unc,edu @laac,com, cgerrnain@U DeI,Edu 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>Hello Everyone. 

>>>>>>I apologize for the confusion, but the call was scheduled for today but I sent out call number and agenda for Wed at 10 a.m. est and 9 central. The original email I 

had sent was for Tuesday and confirmation email was for Wed, 

> > > > > > Please let me know if you Wed still works for you, If not we can look to reschedule. 

> > > > > >Again, I apologize for the confusion, 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>Matt 

>> >>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

> > > > > > University of Delaware 



> > > > > >Associate Professor!Program Director Sport Management Director 

> > > > > >International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
> > > > > > ~_~:__u__d___e_j~__d_~[L]__C_’__E__C__P_ 
>>>>>>302831 6680 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>>    Original message 

> > > > > > > Date: Mon, 19 Jul 2010 12:34:49 0400 (EDT) 

>>>>>>>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <rqirobins@UDeI.Edu> 
> > > > > > > Su bject: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>>>>>>Call 

> > > > > > > To: E)_r_~_Z_c__d___e__r_!~__o___t_t_@__c_L~j__c__a_.g£4_s__t__a_£_s_:_c_£4~), _t_s___c_!)jj_t~£@~___a_E~_~_~_o__r_)_r_L~__a_E_k_~_t_j£~_g:_b__[_z_, 

> > > > > > >jean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 

> > > > > > > _a__n___s__o__r_)_@__u__r_)_c___a__a_,~Ln___c_:~_c_!__u_, ’_@_~La___c_&__o__r_’_n_., .c__g__e_Er_’_n_~_j_r_~_~___U___L_b_~_[:_L_:_c_!__u_, 

> > > > > > > mi robins@U DeI.Edu 
>>>>>>> 

> > > > > > > Hello Everyone: 
>>>>>>> 

> > > > > > >I look forward to ou r conference call on Wednesday at 10 am EST, 9 am central time. We will try to keep the call to no longer than 1 hou r. 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>Listed below is the agenda for the call as well as the call in number and access code. Jean you should be good calling from europe. I will keep the minutes frorn 

the meeting and will forward for review. ~ have also attached the purpose statement again for your review. 
>>>>>>> 

> > > > > > > Please let me know if you have any questions. All the best and ~ look forward to the call on Wednesday. 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>Matt 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>Agenda for Conference Call 
>>>>>>> 

> > > >> > >Initiate Call 

>>>>>>>~ntro of each participant and background Review of charge of task 

> > > > > > >force. Anson and Hank Review of planned activities: Matt with 

>>>>>>>feedback from all Discussion on critical path of those 

> > > > > > >activities: Matt with feedback from all. 

> > >> >> >Develop Tentative Time line: All 

> > > > > > >Assig n of Responsibilities: All 

>>>>>>>Planned meeting time for regular conference call. All 

>>>>>>>Planned meeting for face to face: eg. NSCAAAII Tasks to be 

> > > > > > >completed by next call. All Other items Closing 
>>>>>>> 

> > > > > > >Conference Dial in Number: (805) 360 1000 Participant Access 

>>>>>>>Code: 238926# 
>>>>>>> 

>> >>>>>Dr. MatthewJ. Robinson 

> > > > > > >University of Delaware 

> > > > > > > Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 

> > > > > > >international Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 

> > > > > > >www.udel.ed u,f[CECP 
>>>>>>>302831 6680 
>>>>>>> 

> > > > > > >womensoccertaskforcestatement of purpose.doc (37k bytes) 
>>>>> 

> > > > >Womens Soccer Task Force conference call 7 20.doc (53k bytes) 
> > > > > SWOTWomen’s Soccer Development TaskForce.doc (155k 

> > > > > bytes) talent id_article.pdf (67k bytes) 
>>>>> ABSP JournalAidmanl.pdf (226k bytes) 
> > > > > 2009_WellnessWorldCup.pdf (1464k bytes) 
>> 

> >soccerswotmaster.doc (68k bytes) 
>> 

> >Womens Soccer Task Force conference call 7 20.doc (53k bytes) 
> 

>soccerswotmaster.doc (83k bytes) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GaD’ Ireland @yahoo.com> 

Monday, Januau 10, 2011 12:02 PM 

Anmn Dormnce ~anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; bill palladino @ael.com>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: US Federation MTC Training; Santa Clara. JanuaD, 9th, 2011 (DRAFT) 

FYI 

US Federation MTC Traininq; Santa Clara. January 9th, 20t t 

Today I observed the USSF MTC National training session held at Santa Clara University for 1996.97 & 94/95 National pool players, featuring the best players 
state-wide. PSV Union had 4 players in attendance. Three in the 96/97 group and one in the 94/95 age group. MTC is headed by former National team player 
Claudio Reyna and was established to select National team level players from NorCal PDP, id2 and ODP. Players can get selected into or dropped from the 
National teams programs at any given time. It is the most influential ID program in the country and uses all venues and organizations to identify and select 
players. 

I observed the practices from the soccer field with PSV Union Coaching Co-Director Carine Ireland, Mexico National Soccer team player and University of 
Washington Volunteer Assistant Women’s coach Veronica Perez, now part of the PSV Union staff once again. Former Chilean player Freddy Ferragut and Fox 
Soccer TV presenter, former National team player Christopher Sullivan (coincidentally the event was held next to the Sullivan Aquatic Center ;) now with PSV 
Union as a technical trainer was also in attendance for part of the training. St May’s head coach Kai Edwards was also in attendance, as were Jerry Smith from 
Santa Clara women’s program and Stanford coach Paul Ratcliffe. Other scouts and observers were at the event. 

Today, the head selector for the West Coast MTC, former USA National team legend Hugo Perez, had former FC Gold Pride coach AIbertin Montoya and Erin 

Montoya run passing/technical warm up for the 96&97 players and ran the 94/95 session himself. Each session was 2 hours long and mainly focused on 
technical training very similar to what we do at PSV Union. 

It was r~freshing to see an actual quality training session similar to how we train at PSV Union= The focus of the session was related to how players train with 
Hugo Perez reminding players to imitate and mimic how players actually play in the game. Many players seemed to have poor training habits and trained with 
low technical speed which was a bit disappointing. As a world class player himself, Hugo Perez knows all too well the importance of practicing with detail and 
focus and precision as well as replicating a game dynamic.i.e practice the wayyou play. At PSV Union we understand the importance of practice. 

Practice sessions for the coaches at PSV Union are equally importantthan league or tournament games! The ratio of practice: games should be at least 5:1 
(i.e 5 practices for every game played), not including time spent by players practicing on their own. At PSV we currently hold 3 team practices per week with 1 
optional additional. Most players do opt for an additional session. We dont feel that players who are not prepared to do at least the minimum requirements 
should be concerning themselves with higher level play regardless of how many games they play. Too many coaches, managers and parents focus too much on 
tournaments and games as a substitute for technical training. This simply damages their players’ future. Players need to improve technically and tactically, 
regardless of how physically dominant they are at the young levels. The physical dominance ceases to be the most redeemable feature of a players game as 
they get older and play improved, elite level competition. 

Most young players do not practice the way they play and therefore do not improve enough in practice sessions, waiting instead for game situations which dont 
give the player enough repetition. Not necesarilly the players fault. The coaches need to instill this= Most coaches, unfortunately, dont know what ’professional’ 
means due to the fact they have not either been around the pro or college game long enough as a player or coach. Through NorCal PDP Coaches Education and 
clubs such as PSV Union which places a premium on technical development, this may change over time. 

Many young players simply dont train enough on their own and do not do enough ’homework’ or individual training. Most clubs do not offer the correct training 
with the correct content and intensity with the correct guidance. This needs to change. MTC can help. 

The general consensus by professionals in the game is that too many young players play too many league games, far too many tournaments and travel too 
much to play meaningless showcase events. The cost of travel and lost time ar~ not beneficial for youth development. Pro. teams, National teams Colleges and 
arent selecting teams, they are selecting PLAYERS. Its important to remember this. Some quality trainings focusing on technical development are often better 
than tournaments which is why at PSV Union we dont feel the necessity to attend many tournaments and instead focus on teaching palyers how to strike/pass 
(in all forms) and receive a ball (in all forms), qualities that are so often lacking in college soccer, as many college coaches would attest to= 

The players today at MTC were encouraged to work on their juggling skills for homework, for example, and to ensure they are in a quality training environment 
when they go back to their teams and clubs. 

KeepinR it Local 

MTC brings the identification and recruiting process to us. For many years we have been saying that players can be identified in any environment, including 
training sessions and local games. We coaches, as players, have all been recruited in a variety of ways. 
Spending excessive amounts of time and money traveling for meaningless events are fruitless, according to many key decision makers in the game as well as 
college coaches. If players are dominating their own age group or level of play, then they simply need to be moved ’up’ and age group, or more if required. 

The players are the MTC event in the 96/97 age group were not necessarilly physically big, however, the older group were unusually big but lacked the requisite 
technical and coordination qualities and needed for the higher level, in my opinion. I was disappointed not to see as much technical flair as i would have hoped. I 
was joking that the top players on the field (all coaches) were all shorter than the shortest player out there. The women’s game is starting to change around the 
globe. The physically dominant players are not winning as much as they used to- as the women’s game becomes more technically and tactically sophisticated, 
we need to ensure that US players are not being identified and selected for their physical qualities at the younger levels. 

MTC is currently held once per month at various locations around the State. We hope they will hold once per week training sessions at some poinL 

We are very encouraged that individuals such as Hugo Perez and Organizations such as NorCal Premier PDP and id2 are making an effort to get involved in 
youth development. These only reinforse what we do on and off the field as coaches and clubs and we welcome the support. 

Looking fonNard to the next event! 

Gary Ireland 

PSV Union FC 
www.unionfoot ballclu b.com 

(650) 387 4~28 



Find me on Pass2Me 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gary Ireland @yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, February 15, 2011 6:01 PM 

hugo perez <hperez@ussoccer.org>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edtr>; Benjamin Ziemer 

mjrobin~ udel .edu 

Re: Introduction 

Talent Flow .dat 

~comcast.net> 

Hello Matt and Anson..(Hugo and Ben- you may have ,seen this). 

fyi. pls tind attached PP slides on Player Flow. 
This mW be useful lbr you understanding how "things work in this region and the rest of the country. 

Ga~. Ireland 

Find me on Pass2Me 

--- On Fri, 2/11/11, GaD" Irdand ~yahoo. corn> wrote: 

From: Gary Ireland @yahoo.corn> 
Subject: Re: Introduction 
To: "hugo perez" <hperez@ussoccer.org>, "Anmn Dormnce" <a~son@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Benjamin Ziemer’’, 
Cc: mjrobins@udel.e&t 
Date: Friday, February 11,2011, 10:36 PM 

Thanks Benjamin...i put this on my blog too 

Garg Ireland 

Find me on Pass2Me 

@comcast.net> 

--- On Thu, 2110111, Benjamin Zielner @eomeast. net> wrote: 

From: Benjamin Ziemer @comca.st.net> 
Subject: Re: Introduction 

To: "Gary Ireland" @yahoo.corn>, "hugo perez" <hperez@ussoccer.o~>, "Anson Dorrance" (anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cc: mjrobins@udel.edu 

Date: Thursday, February. 10, 2011, 9:06 AM 

Sorry - but here is another: 

The Case for Leaving CYSA/USYSA 

"Grassroots football needs qualified leaders, at the political, administrative and technical levels." 

Uefa Grassroots Charte,., 

’Football associations that are serious about the game s health and growth are duty-bound to promote mass 

participation and interest... Grassroots fbotball, which acts’ as a vehicle fbr social integration, health and happiness, 

is the aim. As a by-product, talents will emerge. In Brazil, a love of the ball, expression through small-sided games, 

and the sheer joy oJ)olaying have been cultivated to such an extent that fi)olbal[ passion and creativity have become 

part of the nation’s DNA. 



Andy Roxburgh Uefb Technical Director 

Who Should Run Competitive Youth Soccer? 

There are many competitive youth soccer clubs and leagues trader the CYSA umbrella. The problem is the5’ are ruled by 
the CYSA state organization. Within the state organization lies many of the problems. There are many rules and 
restrictions which affect the competitive clubs ability to develop players. Often many of the leaders of the state 
organization are at odds with the competitive clubs and the competitive clubs voice is rarely heard. 
The culture of CYSA does not encourage feedback from those most interested in the product on the field - the coaches 
and competitive clubs. Instead the culture encourages advancement through agreement. Those who disagree with the 
current culture or those who would offer different points of view are often not invited to the table. For this reason CYSA 
currently finds itself as one of the most backward of all of USYSA soccer organizations. 

Who should be in charge of of California Soccer? 

"Grassroots and voluntary work is absolutely essential fbr the Olite, and sometimes this can be fbrgotten ..... Without the 

grassroots, the O#te would be absolutely nothing. If the work was not done in the grassroots, )botball wouM not be the 

most popular sport in the world." 

Andy Roxburgh European Union Coaching Director 

We believe those most passionate about soccer have a duty to spread the world’ s game to more people. There are two 
primary reasons underlying this belief. 

The most important reason is the benefits a high level activity prevides to the youth involved. Study after study show 
youth with involvelnent in a high level activity have better gwades, better healttk higher self esteem and are less likely to 
engage in the taking of drugs and alcohol. We believe more of our youth should be encouraged to be involved in a high 
level activity - any physical activity - and soccer is a great choice, especially, because it promotes and leads to bodily 
health as well. 

The second reason passionate soccer people have a duty to spread soccer is their own Club’s progress and health. 
If you are a board member, coach, manager or a parent you have a duty to help your Club nmke progress towards a 
brighter future for more plwers. A great way to help your Club make this progress and remain healthy is to invest in your 
base. 

Every Club in youth soccer deals with dropout as players, especially recreational players, become older. We believe 
you calmot count on CYSA to previde a quality program which will properly premote soccer to our recreational 
youngster players. If this were ever going to happen, they would have been encouraging more competitive "learning" 
teams because it is common knowledge that the drop numbers among competitive players is much lower than among the 
recreational players. If it is to be done, the passionate soccer people and Clubs must nurture and develop their base to 
include more well trained players. Young people, or older, do not usually drep out of activities they enjoy and in which 
they are proficient! 

If a club does not promote a greater involvement with soccer to its base, players ages 4 to 10 - who will? If it is clear 
that offering soccer for 2-3 months a year sentences kids to a lifetime of mediocrity and promotes drop out, soccer 
clubs must act. 

CYSA has provided soccer programs for years. Their are maw volunteers who deserve to be recognized for their 
contributions to the welfare of our youth. However the present culture in CYSA creates a situation in which their leaders 
are seemingly unwilling to move into the future. 

The gmssmots has been turned over to parent: volunteers, maw wonderful people, but are they passionate soccer 
people who can " cultivate" a love for the game and develop "Jbotball passion and creativiO~" which would allow it 
to "become part ofthe nation’s DNA. " 

For this reaso~ we believe the next step for competitive Soccer Clubs is to leave CYSA and move into the younger 
age groups by previding gmssroots leagues for players in their area. We believe clubs must not only do this - they must 
do so quickly. Clubs can previde their own pregram :for children from 4-10 if they leave CYSA. 

"Healthy competitioff’, on a worldwide scale, has brought improvement in ahnost every area of human endeavor. Why 
would youth soccer in America with grassroots soccer deviate from this basic truism that is beyond argument? 

While we do believe the soccer community is best served by a soccer structure which prevides promotion, relegation 



and cooperation from a local level to a state level, we also believe clubs must grab a hold of the grassmots in their area. 
Let the youngsters in your area experience the world’ s game first from passionate soccer people. 

Clubs developing using only US Club Soccer papers can folTn their own local leagues this spring and tap into vast 
lmmber of youngsters waiting for the next fall season. Perhaps the league would offer a practice a week and a game a 
week or perhaps only a game a week. Anything is better than what is currently offered to maw recreational soccer 
plwers during the spring - nothing! 

Under the current system, most so called "recreational" players am sentenced to a lifetime of mediocrity as a player 
because the season(s) of practice and play is so short. How can a young player be expected to become a passionate 
player and fan when they are expected to ignore the sport for 8 months of the year? 

"Constant development of’the game is imperative, and the foundation of all football growth and advancement lies 

in the grassroots. " 

Andy Roxburgh 

If a competitive soccer club leaves their league they will often improve their hand because they can go to the schools, 
the news papers, and the parks to advertise their club without concerns of poaching. MaW leagues tolerate class I soccer 
but do not support it. Many lower level coaches speak poorly of competitive club soccer and in fact, actively withhold 
players from those teams. Competitive clubs am hamstrung by a myriad of rules that keep them from really advertising 
their programs. At the ve~" least, they" allow recreational soccer people to ingrain a negative view of competitive soccer in 
many people, creating an uphill battle for clubs. 

By offering soccer morn year round, without too many restrictions, Clubs can be flexible in the nfles and their league 
format shaping their programs to match their area. A club can mn it’ s own 4-10 year old pmgwam. Offering three, three 
month seasons, with one month off would insure children could play soccer year round - if they choose to. Currently a 
recreational player who wanted to play soccer more than the recreational season could, in some areas, have a hard time 
finding all organized program. If competitive clubs offered grassroots recreational soccer, the so called "recreational 
player" could play enough to sharpen the skills and not stop playing just as they begin to develop competence with the 
ball. 

The clubs who register only through U S Club Soccer will not need to follow the current restrictive nfles on Club 
promotions (flyers, ads, etc.). They will be able to book fields and operate under US Clubs Soccer’ s insurance. Can you 
imagine operating free from most restrictions facing Clubs at the pmsem time? Of course Clubs should cooperate with 
neighboring Clubs to insure them is a good environment surrounding soccer. Can you imagine how many "recreational 
players" would become accomplished players if given the structure in which to thrive as player and fan? 

"Football is not a sport fbr the elite ...... It is available fbr everyone, irrespective of size, shape, colour or f&ith. It is a 

real sporting democracy, which offbrs educational values, health benefits, social opportunities, and sporting worth. 

The game is a wonderful vehicle for personal and sporting development. At the base of the football pyramid, 

grassroots football benefits all levels of the game." 

Uefa Grassroots Charter 

Who is watering the "Grass Roots" of Norlhern California Soccer’? 

Them are 200,000+ youth players in Northern California. Most am recreational players, nmw should be, but there am 
an incredible amount ofyotmgsters who have the ability to be better- much better!. They never realize this potential 
because in the present soccer structure most young players never play morn than 3 months a year - the length of the 
current recreational season. 

As crazy as it nmy seem, nmw youngsters are never introduced to the idea embraced by the rest of the world - 
playing soccer throughout the year for about nine months. Most am encouraged to play multiple sports, which may be 
morn reasonable for baseball and football, but soccer, played with the feet, can only be mastered by first spending a 
significant amount of time, over a period of time, with the ball. 

Playing multiple sports is not a problem but taking 8 - 9 months off, between seasons, at a young age is a problem. 
The season should be 9 - 10 months with a 2-3 month break - it is the reverse. This 9 month break does not help 
develop a players abilib;, a lack of whick can diminish ones enjoyment of the game. Playing soccer for 3 - 4 lnonths a 
year semences kids to mediocrib~ in a groat sport, which should be widely available year round. The short season for the 
recreational player robs most players, except the veu talented athlete, of future competence as a soccer player. 



If Clubs formed their own club leagues, for players ages 4-10, through US Club Soccer they could offer more 
opportunities for young players to play soccer. Imagine if those players registered in your youth Clubs never read the 
extremely negative articles sent to them monthly in their CYSA magazine ripping competitive soccer. Imagine if your 
players were encouraged to move up the ladder :from recreational soccer to competitive soccer. For these reasons alone, 
those people most passionate about soccer, the competitive soccer Clubs, should start leagues, first for player’ s ages 4 - 
10 and eventually for players 4 - 50. By building programs offering soccer more year round to more youngsters and 
adults in their area of operation surely fl~ey can encourage players to have a greater involvement with soccer. 

Clubs that fail to take advantage of US Club Soccer and its league sanctioning program will fail to offer the opportunity 
for the world’ s greatest game to be enjoyed by many more children. Passing up the oppommity to offer players even a 
few e~ra months of soccer will greatly diminish the likelihood that these youngsters will enjoy and continue to play 
soccer. Having passionate people involved at d~e base of the pyramid will insure those players are encouraged, by d~ose 
who love soccer, to reach their potential in soccer. 

L~FA’s mission as the parent body of European Jbotball includes helping to ensure that the sport maintains a 

healthy grassroots the Jbundation on which the blite game can thrive. 

Uefa Grassroots Charter 

If your club is" serious about the game’s health and gro~r¢h" then you "are duty-bound to promote mass 

participation and interest ". Grab hold of your soccer future now! 

Benjamin Ziemer 

Frum: Gary Irelaad           @yahoo.corn> 

Date: Wed, 9 Feb 2011 22:54:18 -0800 (PST) 
To: Benj~anin Ziemer- ~corncast.net>, hugo perez < hperez@ussoccer.org >, Auson Dorrance <auson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Co: <mjrobins@udel.edu > 

Subject: Re: Introduclion 

Matt 
My apologies- I did not include you in my latest email. 
See below, 

Gary Ireland 

Find me on Pass2Me 

<http://pass2me.com/> 
< http://wvwv.linkedin .com/pu b/.qa ry -ireland/18/34b/761 > 

-- On Wed, 2/9/11, Gary Ireland @yahoo.corn> wrote: 

From: Gary Ireland @yahoo.com> 
Subject: Introduction 

To: "Benjamin Ziemer". ~comcast.net>, "hugo perez" <hperez@ussoccer.org>, "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, February 9,2011, 7:24 PM 

It is my pleasure to connect you all together. Thanks for meeting today-. Ber~iamin has extended an invitation for you to come out to California Anson- 
That would be terrific as we t~" to build relationships with colleges outside the Bay Area. (it gets a little old hearing Starfford and Santa Clara all the time ;). 
Joking aside, I think the league should provide as much information as possible for college resources. The more ’outside’ colleges can reach out to us and 
vice verca, the better. Northern California/Bay Area is a hotbed of soccer with a year round climate and excellent resources. I would like to make this a 
destination for college scouting as well as National team scouting and development and have more ideas on the subject. We think you could help us 
tremendously Anson. 

would like to follow up with an email with some suggestions and sunmaa~. I will meet again with Hugo tomorrow. 

Anson, would you be kind enough to introduce us to April Heinrich? I would like to speak with her about her vision and thoughts on the scouting system 
and discuss efficiencies with her. 

I will follow up with an email later. BTW- Amson, Im in touch with Lorrie pret~" much daily- ttTing to help her with the CTAOP- i know she has shared this 
with )~fia Harcan...Great work they are doing! 

Best Wishes 



Gary Ireland 

Find me on Pass2Me 
<htt p :i/pass2me.cora/> 

<http :/Iwww. lir~edin.comkpubi~ac,!-ireland/18/34b/761 > 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bill Stelt~n @yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, October 5, 2011 6:09 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hello Anson, 
How are you’? I’ve read your results. It sounds like a mixed bag. 

I understand you’re busy, but I’ve been conlmuing to ask coaches about the availabiliF of mental skills coaching. The vast majori~l have some sort of access - the 

methodology varies greatly. Chugger at VA Tech was veD~ high on their program. They have someone who attends practices and games (for many teams) and 

occasionally travels with teams. It sounds like a good model - especially as the coach has an athletic background. Please keep this in mind. As your time becomes more 

open, I would like to see how best to press this issue (as long as you are still supportive of the idea). 

Here’s a decent article about Dweck and coaches from Blackburn Rovers - FYI: 

http://~wvw.s~nforda]umni.org/new~/magazine/2OO7/marapr/feature~/dweck.html 
BTW,      team is doing well - some bump~ but overall fine. You won’t be surprised but     qualified tbr the Boston Marathon. I dofft know if she actually get to 

run it - hope she does - I need to find the time m qualify. 

Good luck versus Clemson. I’m hopeful/confident are handling things well. 

Bill Steff~n, Ed.D. 

336-707-8960 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nick Cowell ~gmail.com~ 

Friday, October 14, 2011 9:22 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Performance Clock and Coaching ] Sports Coaching Brain 

Anso~ 

This article made me think of the "dynast," mad all that you have achieved. 

htm://www.sportscoachingbmin.com/the- perfommnce- clock/ 

Congrats on the mn against the Dookies. 

Keep evolving. 

Nick 

Nick Cowell 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

St. Edward’s University 

3001 S. Congress Avenue 

Austin, TX 78704 

www.nickcowellsoccer.com 

cell - 

~’,:- 512-416-5834 
twitter- nickcowell 

* St. Edward’s UniversiD" ranks 21st in the U.S. News and World Report of"America’s Best Colleges" 

** SEU womeffs soccer is ranked #2 in the nation this season: v~vw.NSCAA.com 

*** The universi~’s student-athlete graduation rote of 88% is the 4th highest in the conntry out of 270 Division II infftitutions. 



From: justin wagar ¯ @hotmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 6:16 PM 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
First 3 weeks evaluation and my thoughts- Please read before coming to practice tomorrow... Nediocrite or Excellence- 
the choice is ours. 

Nediocrite or Excellence.docx 

Please read the attached document ladies. We’ve got some changes that we need to make if we want to experience the successes you dreamed of when 
coming here. Lets get this done today. 

See you at practice tomorrow, 

Coach Wagar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Cramp @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 1:30 PM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

Fwd: Michael sent you a SlideShare presentation 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Michael Mil~zo <              [a)gmail.com> 

Date: November 5, 2012, 11:36:14 AM EST 

To:           (a) gmail.com 
Subject: Fwd: Michael sent you a SlideShare presentation 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: SlideShare <donotreply,@~slidesharemaAl.com> 

Date: Sat, Nov 3, 2012 at 4:14 PM 
Subject: Michael sent yon a SlideShare presentation 

To:l             ~gmail.com 

On Sat, Nov 3, 2012 at 4:14 PM, SlideShare <donotreplv~slidesharemaAl.com> wrote: 

Your colleague Michael sent you this SlideShare presentation 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Soccer LI Magazine I @gmail.com] 

9:22:09 PM 

’Anson Dorrance’ [anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 

’Soccer LI Magazine’[ _~gmail.com]; ’Kevin McCrudden’ I 

RE: Hello Coach ~ Re: 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Importance: High 

~gmail.com] 

][hank you again for your time Coach, 

Attached is a oPDF copy of my book, ~h..q..~..~..~.r.~.Y..£~.~.B..~..q.~#~[.~..~..e.~..V....e.£y..~..B.~..e.#~[~..Y..£~..u.~..t...h..~.[.~..Y...~..~..u.~B~2~#.~ !" where I introduce the 

most significant addition to Maslow~s Hierarchy of Needs in 60 years, I hope you enioy it. It’s a quick read at ~L20 pages. 

I will certainly get you a copy of the article once it’s complete. Like I said, probably for our March issue and the LUSL 

Convention. 

And certainly look forward to visiting at: some point to watch play together and meet you in person. 

Thanx again and God Bless° 

KLM 

Kevin Lo McCrudden 

Publisher 

.Soccer Long Island Magazine 

www.SoccerLIMagazine.com 

Kevin L McCrudden 

"helping people be the very best U that U can be!" 

AS SEEN ON FOX & friends: ~.h....E....p.~;~.Lv..i..d..e....~.~:~.f...Q..x..~.e.~..~..~.s..:~..c...~....m..~.~yL1.~.3..~5...9.~..1.~.4...9..~ 

President ~ Motivate America 
Founder ~ National Motivation & Inspiration Day ~ Jan. 2nd? 

Author ~ "U ~ Who Are U?" 
www.KevinMcCrudden.com 

www. MotivateAmerica. us 

www. Motivatio nand lnspiration Day.oriel 
www.AmericanMotivationAwards.com 

http:/twww, lamAmerica.us 
631- 245 - 6738 



From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:26 PM 
To: Soccer LI 
Subject: Re: Hello Coach ~ Re: 

4 pm 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 

> > > Soccer L][ <soccerlimagazine@gmail.com > 

Ha! Deservedly so !! 

is tomorrow about noon ok? 

7:12 PM > > > 

KLM 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 6:21 PM, "Anson Dorrance" <..a....n...s....~....n....~L~..u....n....c...a....a..~...~L.n...c......e....d....u..> wrote: 

Call me, I would love to brag about her!! (c) 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 

> > > Soccer L][ Magazine <soccerlimagazine@gmailocom > 

Hello Coach. It: has been a couple of years since we last: spoke, 

10:40 AM > > > 

Not: surprised that l am reaching out to you again about 

I understand that she is being called up to the USWNTo No surprise based on how she did this summer and of course 

being named 

l remember you saying that you knew she was good, but you didn’t th~nk she was that good, when referring to her 

freshman year. 

Coach, Can you provide me with a quote about her sensational year and her being called up to the fu~l nat~ona~ team, 

Thanx again. ~ 

hope we have similar d~scuss~ons about ~ 

I ~ook forward to your response, 

KLM 

Kevin L McCrudden 

Publisher 

Soccer Lon~ Island Magazine 

www.SoccerLIMa~azine.com 

63~ 245 6738 

~re~= Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson~uncaa,unc,edu] 
Se~t= Nonday,                4:57 PN 



Cc: Soccer Long Island Magazine 

Subject: Hello Coach ~ Re: 

Sure call me 919-962-4100 late mornings 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 

> > > Soccer Long Island Magazine via LinkedIn <member@linkedin.com> 

Linkedln 
Soccer Long Island Magazine has sent you a message. 
Date: 
Subject: Hello Coach - Re: 
Hello Coach Dorrance. 

10:39 AM > > > 

I am sure you are disappointed to not win another national title again this year. You always seem to be in the mix though, so, I’m sure 
next year you will be just as competitive. 

Coach. I see that was named to the , as a 

Can you share a quote with me that I can put in an article in soccer Long Island Magazine? 

Thanx Coach. 

KLM 

No virus found in this incoming message. 
Checked by AVG - www.av%com 
Version: 9.0.872/Virus Database: 271.1.1/3282 - Release Date: 02:34:00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nick Cowell < @gmail.com~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 24, 2013 5:18 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

competitive cauldron 

competltivecauldmn.pdf 

Have you ever read this? 

Nick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com~ 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 8:32 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

http:#~wvw.be,~’ondthepitch.ne~/podcastsieditio~/index.cfm/beyond- the - pitcl~/2013/08/25/to~n- byer/ 

Tom Byer 

E-Mail: tom@tomsan.com 
Mobile: 

K.K. T3 
The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 
http:!!www,tomsan .corn 

Minato Ku, Minami Aoyama 6-6-22 
Luna Rossa Minami Aoyama 2F 
Tel: 03-4590-6658 / Fax: 03-3498-8877 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             10:15 AM 

~¢live.unc.edu>; DorroJ~ce, Albert A IV ~anson@email.unc.edu> 

Ibr~]~imovic 

Check out how he scores balls that bounce inside the :18 .... 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v--21zRpU M293¥ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 12:26 AM 

Gatz, Gregory <ggg@unc.edu>; Dorrauce, Albert A IV <auson@email.uuc.edu> 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; @gmail.com; Ducax, Chris <ducag@unc.edu> 

Practice Andb~ics via Catapult 

Practice Catapult master.xlsx; Practice Catapult silnple .xlsx 

Hi Greg & Anson, 

Attached are my Catapult analytics on practices -there are two documents: 

J_. The one with "master" in the title has everything - the first sheets are catapult results from each practice this Spring, the following sheets aggregate all the 

data for each different kind of drill, and the final sheet "summary" is a drop-down menu comparing the analytics for each type of drill. 

2. The one with "simple" in the title is simply the "summary" sheet from the master excel doc, updated as of If you just want some quick info, I 

would head there. 

I’m really excited about these documents, especially the master version, since there is so much you can look at. Let me know if you have any questions since I 

know this is an overload of information. Also, sorry it took a while to get this to you guys - it took about g hours to compile everything! 

p.s. be careful if you try to change anything in the "master" document - there are tons of links and references, so it is very sensitive to changes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:07 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@email.unc.e&~>; Ducar, Chris <ducax@uuc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Sisueros, Jason 

Subject: Volley and Side Volley Video 

Great job at my station today! There was a very steep learning curve by everyone. The best place to practice this on your own is on the wall down at Finley. You can 

get tons of quality reps in a very short amount of time. For those of you who did not watch the SIX MINUTE video I sent yesterday, here it is again. 

: Watch the Ibrahimovic flying side volley at 1:27.,. 

add the goat at 4:45 [o your bag of tricks. I think d~at was TNerry Henry~ 

The Z~dane goa~ at 5:28 is s~ck, ~f anyone scores ~ke that, ~n a spring game, ~ w~l~ had dNiver the footage to ESPN. Up to the challenge ? 

~t’s amazing how the best are able to create somethh~g out of nothing.,, 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v= M D_pg4qlvb U 

Enjoy~ 

Bird 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Daniel Chu [dchu@tricolorauto.com] 

3/6/2014 8:37:15 PM 

george.raveling@nike.com; cmooney@richmond.edu; Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Albert A Dorrance IV (anson)]l Robert Smith 

(bob@cleardirection.com) [bob@cleardirection.com]; Kevin Frick [Kevin.Frick@serentcapital.com] 

Harvard Business Review on Team Chemistry and Analytics 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Daniel Chu 
President & CEO I Tricolor Auto Group, LLC 

545 E John Carpenter Fwy. I Suite 1900 I Irving TX 75062 

O: 214.271.0637 I E: 10101 I F: 214.271.0638 

dch u@tricolorauto.com I www.tricolorauto.com 

Disclaimer: The content of this e-mail is intended solely for the use of the k~dividual or entity to whom i[ is addressed. If you have received this communication 

error, be a~re that forwarding it, copying it, or in any way disclosing its content to any other person, is strictly prohibited. If you haw~ received this comrnunication 

in error, please notify the author by replying to this e-.mail imrnediately. 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Thursday, November 11, 2010 10:53 AM 

~iean.brooks@reveraling.com’; ’anson@nncaa.unc.edu’ 

FW: AW: University ofDeleware/SUCCESS!! ! 

Here you go. 

F~m: Hank $~einbrecher [mail~o:         ~ma~.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 11, 2010 8:06 AN 
To: Robinson, Na~hew 3 
Subject: Fwd: AW: Universi~ of Deleware 
FYI. We should send bios of all who will visit 

Sent from my iPad 

Beginforwardedmessage: 

From: "Ullrich, tteike" <Heike.Ullrich@dib.de> 

Date: November 11,2010 2:03:17 AM CST 

To:          ~i~mac~com 
Co: "Niersbach, Wolfgang" <~___o_!_t_~_~__m__g:__N___Le_!?__b_~__c__l!(~_d___l__b_:~t___e_>, "HinL Willi" < Willi.Hink@~_dJ__b_:~t__e_.> 

Subject: AW: University of Deleware 

Dear HanL 

My name is Heike Ullrich, maybe you also remember me from 1999 and 2003 F~%VCs or some friendlies played in Chicago between our ~Vomen’s 

National Teams. 

I am looking tbrward to welcoming your delegation in Germany here at German FA HQ in Frankfurt in Janua~, 2011. I will be back in the ottice on 

January 4. Theretbre J~m. 4 or 5 would be perfect tbr me to meet your delegation. 

I am hapw to discuss with your group the options to develop Women’s Football on different levels. 

Just fonvaxd my contacts to your group and we can a~range a meeting in direct contact, no problem. 

With kind regards from sunny Franld’urt 

Deutscher Fugball-Bund e.V. 

Heike Ullrich 
Head of Women’s Football 
Head of Tournament Organisation FIFA Women’s World Cup 2011 
Tel.: +49 (0) 69 / 6788-226 
Fax: +49 (0) 69 / 6788-6226 
E- Mail: .t_:[_e_i~_e__:_glJ!_-j__cJ:~.~_d___l__b_:__d__e_. 

Otto-Fleck- Schneise 6 

60528 Frankfurt/Main 

Si~: Fmnld’uWMain - Vereinsregister 7007 
Amtsgeficht Fra~ldhrVMain 

President Dr. Theo Zwanziger, Schatz~neister Horst R. Schmi& Generalsekiet~x Wolfgang Niersbach 

Diese E-Mail enth~ilt ve(trauliche und/oder rechthch geschOtzte hffonnationen. Wenn Sie nicht der richtige Admssat sind oder diese E-NIedl inVamlich 
erhalten haben, informieren Sie Ntte sofort den Absender und 16schen Sie diese Mail. Das unerlaubte Kopiemn sowie die unbefugte Weitergabe dieser 
Mail und der darin enthaltenen Informationen sind nicht ges~attet. 

This e- maJl may contain confidential and/or privileged informalion. If you am not the intended recipient (or have received this e-mail in error) please notify- 
the sender immediately ~md delete this e-mail. Any nnauthorized cowing, disclosure or distribution of the material in this e- mail is strictly tbrbidden. 



..... Urspgingliche Nachricht ..... 

Von: Niersbach, Wolfgang 

Gesendet: Mittwoch, 10. November 2010 20:50 
An: ’             ~/)ln ac,com~ 

Cc: Ullrich, Heike 
Betrelt? AW: University of Deleware 

Dear Hank, 
sorry answering so late - actoally I’m in London for finding a boa~ting scholl for my daughter. Betwenn aJ1 the football dates this is a ve~ special 

challenge. 

Of course we’ll try to give you all our support. Heike Ullrich will check our possibilities and roll send you an answer asap. 

Best regards 

~Volfgang 

..... Ofiginalnachricht ..... 

Von: Hank Steinbrecher ~);mac.com> 
An: Niersbach, Wolfgang 

Cc: Hank Steinbrecher < ,%~mac.com>; Matt Robinson <~jrobins(tbUDel.Edu> 

Gesendet: SatNov 06 15:51:51 2010 
Betreff: University of Delewme 

Dem Wolfgang, 

It has been quite some ti~ne since we have last seen each other. It amazes me that we met so many years ago in the USA. Time l~sses quickly! I 
attempted to look for you in South Africa, but was unable to see you. 

I am writing at this time to introduce a group of football experts from the USA who will visit Germany in January of2011. The University of Delawm~e is 

conducting a research into the training and development of gifts and women’s football. They roll visit 5 National Associations in the ,scope of their 

research. 

Would it be possible tbr this small group to visit ruth the DFB and whoever is responsible for the development oftbe women’s game. They will be in 

Frankfurt t]com January 2, 2011 to January 5, 2011. 

The group will be headed by Anson Dorrance, the highly successful University of North Carolina coach. 

Woll~ang, thank you very much tbr any assistance you can aflbrd. Plea~ say hello to Horst for me. I remember my time in Germany mad in tbotball with 

the fondes~t of thoughts. 

Hank Steinbrecber 

President 
Touchline Consulting Inc. 

584 Hill Avenue 

Glen EII?~ Illh~ois 

U.S.A. 60137 

÷1 630 750 9266 

’,~mac.com 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: ’][’his e-mail message is intended only for the above-mentioned recipient(s). Its content is confidential. If you have 

received this e- mafil by en~r, please noti~ us itnmediately and delete it without making a copy, nor disclosing its content, nor taldng any action based 
thereon. Thank you. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@ndel.edn> 

Monday, November 15, 2010 3:23 PM 

Robinson, Matthew J qnjrobins@udel.edu.>; Tony DiCicco <tony@soccerplus.org>; Layers, Christian CDL (5627) 
<CLavers@whdlaw.com>; mmcdennotk@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@pazagonmarketing.biz; jem~.brooks@revemliving.com; 
a~son@uncaa.unc.edu:          @mac.corn; GermaJn, Caitlyn A <cgennain@udel.edu> 

Johnson, Corey Luke --~johnson@udel.edu> 

RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call Number for Wed 

Hello Eveuone: 

We are set [’or call Wednesday at 10 a.m. EST The call number is provided below 

Conference Dial-in Number: (424) 203-8d00 
Participant Access (;ode: 421829# 

believe *ve will be missing Jean and Caitlyn on the call I will have Corey, grad assistant who is helping me with research, sit in on call 

The Agenda for the meeting is as follows 

1. Germany Trip 
Delegation 
Research Protocol/Questions to be Asked/Information to Be Acquired 
Report Writing 

2 Braml 
Delegation 
[)abe 
Contact with Federation 

3. Other Co~xtries Outreach (Aussie, S.Korea etc.) 

4. F~xding 

5. Timetable/Finished Product 

6. Potential New Member 

I have attached some information I have gathered over recent months. Review if you like. I provided it just to give a sense of how scientific other countries are taking talent identification 
and player development. 

Australian High Performance Report: Aussie because of size of population and desire to compete with USA and China have become very efficient in talent identification. 
Canadian Long Term Athlete Development Plan for Soccer: Canada seeing results in basketball and women’s soccer as well as other sports at winter Olympic games. 
Study done on correlation between population size and elite athletic perfmrnance. Interesting where do our best players come from, small town or metropolitan areas. 
Article on Furore models/methods of talent identification and player development. Very much an academic article but important points. 
Article on Psychological Aspects of Talent Identification: Stated in article that xveakness in many talent id systems is that psychological profiling is left to guess and chance 
Information I did not include but have come across some interesting studies is parenting s~’le and impact on athlete performance. 

If interested I have much more. Also of interest I am working with Iranian National Basketball coach in developing a talent identification system for their national teams in basketball I can 
explain on call what it will entail. 

All the best and look forward to the call. I apologize for confusion and multiple emails on Saturday. 

Matt 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: mjrobins@udel.edu [mailto:mirobms@udel.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, November 13, 2010 9:43 AM 
To: Tony DiCicco; Layers, Christian CDL (5627); Robinson, iVlatthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean brooks@reverahving.com; 
anson@uncaa.unc.edu;          @mac com; Germain, Caitlyn A 
Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

SorlT. Wed at 10 am Is plaimed time for call Matt Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBelTy 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ToW DiCicco <tony@soccerplus org> 
Date: FV, 12 Nov 2010 18:46:18 
To: Lavers, Christian CDL (5627)<CLavers@whdlaw com>; Robinson, ivlatthew J<mjrobins@admin udel.edu>; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars com<lnmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com>; 
tschiller@paragonmarketmg biz<tschiller@paragonmarketing biz>; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com<jean brooks@reveraliving.com>; anson@uncaa unc.edu<anson@uncaa unc.edu>; 

:@mac. corn<          @ma c corn>; Gelrnain, Caitlyn A<cgermain@udel.edu> 
Subject: RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

Hi evelTone 10-11 : 15am works for me. If it runs over 11 : 15am.. I will have to tnke it while driving. Thanks, Tony 

Tony DiCicco 
- cell 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Layers, Christian CI)L (5627) [mailto:CLaversO~whdlas’.com.] 
Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 3:25 PM 
To: Robinson, Matthew J; tmncdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; 
Caitlyn A; Tony DiCicco 
Sutzject: RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference (;all 

~r)mac corn; (iermain, 

’]7hat time *vorks for me 



..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Rubinson, Matthew J [mailtu:mirobins(~udel.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 11, 2010 1:45 PM 
Tu: mmcdermutt@chicaguredstars cum; tschiller@paragunmarketing.biz; jean.bruoks@reveraliving.cum; Layers, Christian CDL (5627); anson@uncaa.unc.edu; 
Germain, Caitlyn A; ’Tony I)iCiccu’ 
Subject: RE: Women Succer Player Develupment Task Force Cunference Call 

I hupe everyune is well. 
I wanted to see if eye.one can make a conference call for this cuming 
Wednesday Nov 17 at 10 est. We have some positive developments in 
terms of visits and also wanted to discuss future sight visits and also wanted to share information that me and graduate student have gathered up to this point. 

Also, by ray oversight Tony has not been included on past emails, but I reached out to him last week and he is now on board. Sorry Tony. 

Let me know if that date works, if it does not can I propose Tuesday at the same time. Once set I will get call n~tmber out to everyone. 

Thanks and all the best 

Matt 

@mac.corn; 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Robinson, Matthew J 
Sent: Monday, September 27, 2010 11:09 AM 
To: Robinson, Matthew J; l~wncdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; clavers@whdlaw.com; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@mac.corr,; Germain, Caiflyn A 
Subject: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

hope everyone is well. I am sorq- for the delay on this. But wanted to see if we can organize a conference call for later this week. I wanted to propose Thursday Sept 30 at 9 a.m. central time, 
0 am eastern time for a call. An alternative time would be Friday Oct 1 for the same time. 

The purpose of the call is to discuss the next steps in terms of communicating with subiect countries and to get an update from Hat~: on feedback from federation. 

Let me kno~v if this time works I would not anticipate the call lasting more than 45 minutes. 

All the best 

Matt 

..... Original NIessage ..... 

From: Dr. Matthew J Robinson [mailto:mlrobil~s@U~3el.Edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2010 11 : 19 AM 
To: Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving corn; clavers@whdlaw.com; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~mac.com; German, Caitlyn A 
Subject: Re: LATEST SWOTRe: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

Thanks for eve~-one’s time. I will get draft of proposal offto everyone ASAP. 

All the best 

Matt 

Dr. Matthew J Robinson 

University of Delaware 

Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program www udel.edu/ICECP 

302 831-6680 

.... Original message .... 

>Dae: Thu, 19 Aug 2010 09:38:33 -0400 (EDT) 

>[~’rum: "Dr. Matthew J Rubinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 

>SubJect: LATEST SWOTRe: Women Succer Player I)evelupment Task Force 

>Conference (;all 

>Tu: "Dr. Matthew J. Rubinsun" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu>, 

>mmcdermutt@chicaguredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing biz, 

>jean.brouks@reverahving.cum, clavers@whdlaw.cum, ansun@uncaa unc.edu, 

> ~mac.cum, cgermain@UI)el.Edu 

> 

>here is update swot 

> 

>thanks and talk to you soun. 

> 

>Dr. Matthew J. Robinsun 

>University uf Delaware 

>Associate Professor/Prugram I)irectur Spurt Management Directur 

>International Cuaching E~ichment Certificate Prugram 

>www.udel.edu/ICECP 

>302 831-6680 

>---- Original message .... 

>>Date: Wed, 18 Aug 2010 22:00:09 -0400 (EDT) 

>>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <tNrobins@L~Del.Edu> 

>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>Call 

>>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@krDel.Edu>, 

>>nm~cdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller @par agonmarketing .biz, 

>>jean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, anson@m~caa.unc.edu, 

@mac.corn, cgermain@L~Del.Edu 



>> 

>>Looking forward to the cal] on Thursday 
>> 

>>Attached is input we have in regards to the SWOT. There may be some 
late additions, but I wanted to get this version to you [’or your review prior to the calk 
>> 

>>I have also attached the minutes from the last call for approvab 
>> 

>>The Agenda will be to review and discuss what has been included and to 
determine next steps. 
>> 

>>Conference Dial-in Number: (805) 360-1000 Participant Access Code: 
>>238926# 
>> 

>>All the best in all you do. 
>> 

>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>>University of Delaware 
>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>International Coaching Et~rictm~ent Certificate Program 
>>~w¢w.udel. edu/ICECP 
>>302 831-6680 
>> 

>> 

>>---- Original message .... 
>>>Date: YVed, 11 Aug 2010 15:23:05 -0400 (EDT) 
>>>prom: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
>>>Subject: Re: Woruen Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>>Call 

>>>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mirobins@l~Del.Edu>, 
>>>rmncderraott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing.bia 
>>>j ean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>anson@uncaa.unc.edu, @mac.corn, cgermain@L~)el.Edu 
>>> 

>>>I hope eveczone is ~vell. I just wanted to confirm the conference call 
for Thursday August 19 at 9 am central time 10 am eastern time I believe eveuone can make the call. 
>>> 

>>>The main focus of the call will be discussing the SWOT analysis each 
of us have done With that said if you could foreward your SWOT to me by Monday August 16, I will compile and then send out to evelTone prior to the call on Thursday. Again if you can 
send as AnsonSWOT, Hank SWOT attachment in word that would be great. 
>>> 
>>>The SWOT is the main agenda item for the call 
>>> 

>>>Below is the call in number for the call 
>>> 

>>>Colcference Dial-in Number: (805) 360-1000 Participant Access Code: 
>>>238926# 
>>> 

>>>All the best in all you do 
>>> 

>>>Matt 
>>> 

>>>Dr. Matthew J Robinson 
>>>Universi~ of Dela~vare 
>>>Associate ProtEssor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>>International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>>>wv~v.u del. edu/ICECP 
>>>302 831-6680 
>>> 

>>>---- Original message .... 
>>>>Date: Thu, 5 Aug 2010 07:29:35 -0400 CEDT) 

>>>>[~’rom: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mlrobins@UDel.Edu> 
>>>>SubJect: Re: Women Soccer Player I)evelopment Task Force Conference 
>>>>Call 
>>>>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu>, 
>>>>mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmafl~eting.biz, 
> >>>j ean.brooks@reveralivin~ corn, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>>anson@uncaa unc.edu,          @mac.corn, cgermain@UDel Edu 

>>>>! hope everyone is well. ! just wanted to confirm day and time for 
next conference cal]. [ am going to propose Thursday August 19 at 9 aan. 
central time 10 a.m. eastern time Please let me know if that works for you Anson, I know you wou]d be in preseason at that point, so let me lmow if that works with practice schedule. ! will 
forward cal] in number once t~ne is corffirmed. 

>>>>AI] the best 

>>>>Matt 
>>>>I)r Matthe*v J. Robinson 
>>>>University of Delaware 
>>>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>>>International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>>>>www udel edu/[CECP 
>>>>302 831-6680 

>>>>---- Original message .... 
>>>>>Date: Thu, 22 Jul 2010 10:34:53 -0400 ~DT) 
>>>>>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
>>>>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>>>>Call 



>>>>>To: "Dr Matthew J Robinson" <n!irobins@UDel Edu>, 
>>>>>mmcdermott@chicagoredstars cam, tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, 
> >>> ~j can brooks@reverahving.com, clavers@whd[aw.com, 
>>>>>anson@uncaa.unc edu,          ~@mac cam, cgermain@UDeI.Edu 

>>~>>tlelIo Everyone: 

>:>>>>First of all thank you fi~r your rune and input during yesterday’s 
call. Spent rest of day thinking about dicussion. Second, I apologize for the mi×up on the date of the meeting I added a quarter mile to morning run so I dont screw up again. 

>>>>>Ok, a few- attactwnents. First minutes/smnmary of yesterday’s 
meeting. Thanks Caitlyn. Second, I have attached a template for the SWAT. You can type right into and save with your name eg. MATTSWOT and then send to me so I can corapile for 
discussion for next call. 

>>>>>I have also attached two articles you may find of interest. One is 
an overview of talent identification models, the second is on personality as a predictor of athletic success. Finally I have attched a long term athlete developrnent plan. When reviewing take 
a look at the seven stages of long terrn athlete development. Again, this gives an idea of a structured system that is beit~g adopted around the world. In fact USA Hockey is using this model 
in thier player development. In discussions I have had with them, there seems to be a sirnilar culture as soccer. Again, this just gives us an idea of what others are doing. 

>>>>>Finally, I want to put the dates of Thursday Aug 19 of Friday 
August 20 for Conference call. If9 a.m central worked for evelNone we can go with that. Just let me know- what works best. 

>>>>>All the best and I look forward to movit~g along with the proiect. 

>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>>>University of Delaware 
>>>>>Professur/Program Director Spolt Management Director International 
>>>>>Coachit~g Emichment Certificate Program v~,wv.udel.edu/ICECP 
>>>>>302 831-6680 

>>>>>---- Original message .... 

>>>>>>Date: Tue, 20 M 2010 12:24:46 -0490 (EDT) 
>>>>>>From: "Dr Matthew J Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
>>>>>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>>>>>Call 
>>>>>>To: "Dr Matthe~v J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel Edu>, 
>>>>>>n~mcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragomnarketing.biz, 
>>>>>>j ean.brooks@reverahving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>>>>anson@uncaa uric edu, @mac cam, cgermain@UDel.Edu 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>Hello Everyone 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>I apologize for the confusion, but the call ~vas scheduled for 
today but I sent out call number and agenda for Wed at 10 a.m. est and 9 central. The original email I had sent was for Tuesday and confirmation email was for Wed. 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>Please let me know if you Wed still works for you If not we can 
look to reschedule. 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>Again, I apologize for the confusion. 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>Matt 
>>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>>>>Ul"iiversity of Delaware 
>>>>>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>>>>>International Coaching F.nrichment Certificate Program 
>>>>>>wvav udel.edu/ICECP 
>>>>>>302 831-6680 

>>>>>~" ..... Original message .... 
>>>>>>>Date: Man, 19 Jul 2010 12:34:49 -0400 
>>>>>>>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel Edu> 
>>>>>>>Subject: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>>>>>>Cal[ 
>>>>>>>To: trancdermott@chicagostars.com, kschiller@paragor~narketing.biz, 
>>>>>> >j can brooks@reveraIivin~.com, clavers@whdlaw cam, 
> >>> > >>anson@uncaa.unc. edu, @mac.cam, cgermain@UDel Edu, 
>> >>>>>mjrobins@UDeI.Edu 

>>>>>>>tle[lo Everyone: 

>>>>>>>! look for*w~rd to our conference call on Wednesday at 10 am EST, 
9 am central time We*viii try to keep the call to no longer than 1 hour 

>>>>>>>Listed below is the agenda fi~r the call as well as the call in 
number and access code Jean you should be good calling from europe. I will keep the minutes from the meeting and *vill k~rward [’or review. I have also attached the purpose statement again 
k~r your review. 

>>>>>>>Please let me know if you have aw questions. All the best and I 
look forward to the call on Wednesday. 

>>>>>>>Agenda for Conference Call 

>>>>>>>Initiate Call 



>>>>> >>Intro of each participant and background Review of charge of task 

>>>>>>>force. Anson and Hank Review of planned activities: Matt with 
>;,>>;,>>feedback fi~om a[l Discussion on critica[ path of those 
>>>>>>>activities: Matt with feedback from al[. 
>>>>>>>Develop Tentative Time line: All 
>>>>>>>Assign of Responsibilities: All 
>>>>>>>Planned meeting time for regular corfference ca[l AI[ 
>>>>>>>P[anned meeting for face to face: eg. NSCAA All Tasks to be 
>>>>>>>completed by next call. All Other items Closing 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>Cotfference Dial-in Number: (805) 360-1000 Palticipant Access 
>>>>>>>Code: 238926# 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>>>>>Universi~" of Delaware 
>>>>>>>Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>>>>>>International Coaching Et~rictm~ent Certificate Program 
>>>>>>:-wwa~.udel. edu/ICECP 
>>>>>>>302 831-6680 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>womensoccertaskI?~rcestateraent of pmpose.doc (37k bytes) 
>>>>> 

>>>>>Womens Soccer Task Force cotfference call 7-20.doc (53k bytes) 
>>>>> SWOTWomen’s Soccer Development TaskForce.doc (155k 
>>>>>bytes) talent id article.pdf (67k bytes) 
>>>>> ABSP-JoumalAidmanl .pdf (226k bytes) 
>>>>> 2009 WellnessWorldCup.pdf (1464k bytes) 
>> 

>>soccerswotmaster.doc (68k bytes) 
>> 

>>Worauns Soccer Task Force conference call 7-20.doc (53k bytes) 
> 

>soccerswotmaster.doc (83k bytes) 

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by’ the Internal Revenue Service, we inform you that, unless expressly stated otherwise, any U.S. 
I~deral tax advice contained in this e-mail, including any’ attachments, was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any’ person for the purpose of(i) avoiding any’ 
penalties that may be imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, or (ii) promoting, marketing or recormnending to another person any- tax-related matter addressed herein 

The iniblrnation in this e-mail is confidential and may be protected by the attorney’s work product doctrine or the attorney/client privilege. 
It is intended solely tbr the addressee(s); access to anyone else is unauthorized. If this message has been sent to you in error, do not review, disseminate, distribute or copy it Please reply 
to the sender that you have received the message in error, then delete it. Thank you for your cooperation. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 7336812bytes; 

Attachn~ent Link: http://archiveO2.uncaa.uncedu~’dd52aaa6e7bO169c3c6995bf66d23dbc 

File Name: AOC High Perf Plan 2009 (2) pdf 

Expiry Date: Sun, 13 Feb 2011 15:23:55 -0500 

Size: 5710502bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa uric edu~’c22d5018b3clde5aii"J58698945e7ffdb 
File Name: 2009 WellnessWorldCup.pdf 
ExpiD’ Date: Sun, 13 Feb 2011 15:23:55 -0500 
Size: 1093512bytes 

Attachn~ent Link: http://archive02 uncaa.unc edu/a48fd911063387c932ac 1ac592b04519 
File Name: Cote et al JSS.pdf 
Exptry Date: Sun, 13 Feb 2011 15:23:55 -0500 
Size: 101203bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02, uncaa unc.edu/36fef87afc064d5cfc~t’9bf4bcd361 dl 
Fi[e Name: Talent Identification and.pd£ 
Expiry Date: Sun, 13 Feb 2011 15:23:55 -0500 
Size: 199337bybes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02 uncaa unc edu/52aS13992J15938bb104a7537501 a5bSe 
File Name: Eliminating the dichotomy between theory and practice (3).pdf 
Exptry [)ate: Sun, 13 Feb 2011 15:23:55 -0500 
Size: 232258bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Robinson, Matthew J <~mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Thursday, December 2, 2010 4:05 PM 

Tony DiCicco <tony@soccerplus.org>; Layers, Christim~ CDL (5627) <CLavers@whdlaw.com>; tschiller@paJcagonmarketing.biz; 

jean.brooks@revemliving.com; anson@uncaa.unc.edu: @mac.com; Germain, CaJ~tlyn A <cgem~mn@udel.edu> 

Johnson, Corey Luke <johnson@udel.edu>; ~bmac.com’ 

RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Research Protocal 

I hope eye.one is well. 

I just wanted to folluw up to see if anyune had any suggestiuns input in regards tu the research protocul. Tony forwarded sume suggestiuns and I have wurked them into the document If I 
cuuld have sumething by Munday that would be great, ]2~r I am reaching uut tu the cuntact ttank set up in (iermany tu talk and then share the questions with him. 

All the best in all that you du 

Matt 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Robinsun, Matthew J 
Sent: Monday, Nuvember 15, 2010 3:23 PM 
To: Robinsun, Matthew J; Tony DiCicco; I.avers, Christian CDL (5627); mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.cum; tschiller@paragunmarketing.biz; jean bruoks@reverahving.com; 
anson@uncaa.unc.edu; ~r)mac cure; Germain, Caidyn A 
Cc: Juhnsun, (;ore?’ Luke 
Sublect: RE: Women Succer Player Deveiupment Task Force Cunference Call Number for Wed 

ttellu [~veryune: 

We are set for call Wednesday at 10 a.m EST. The cal[ number is provided below 

Cunference Dial-in Number: (424) 203-8400 Participant Access (;ode: 421829# 

l believe we will be missing Jean and Caitlyn un the call I will have Curey, grad assistant who is helping me with research, sit in on call 

The Agenda for the meeting is as fullows 

1. Germany Trip 
Delegation 
Research Protocol/Questions to be AskecL’Inforraation to Be Acquired 
Report Writing 

2. Brazil Trip 
Delegation 
Date 
Contact with Federation 

3. Other Countries Outreach (Aussie, S.Korea etc.) 

4. Funding 

5. Timetable/Finished Product 

6. Potential Ncw Membcr 

I have attached some information I have gathered over recent months. Review if you like. I provided it just to give a sense of how scientific other countries are taking talent identification 
and player development. 

Australian High Performance Report: Aussie because of size of population and desire to compete with USA and China have become vcry efficient in talent identification. 
Canadian Long Term Athlete Development Plan for Soccer: Canada seeing results in basketball and women’s soccer as well as other sports at winter Olympic games. 
Study done on correlation between population size and elite athletic perfom~ance. Interesting where do our best players come from, small town or metropolitan areas. 
Article on Future models/methods of talent identification and player development. Vew much an academic article but important points. 
Article on Psychological Aspects of Talent Identification: Stated in article that weakness in many talent id systems is that psychological profiling is left to guess and chance Information I 
did not include but have come across some interesting studies is parenting style and impact on athlete performance. 

If interested I have much more. Also of interest I am ~vorking with Iranian National Basketball coach in developing a talent identification system for their national teams in basketball. I can 
explain on call what it will entail. 

All the best and look forward to the call I apologize for confusion and multiple emails on Saturday 

Matt 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: mjrobins@udel.edu [mailto:mirobms@udel.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, November 13, 2010 9:43 A2vl 
To: Tony DiCicco; Layers, Christian CDL (5627); Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean brooks@reverahving.com; 
anson@uncaa.unc.edu;          @mac com; Germain, Caitlyn A 
Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

Sorly. Wed at 10 am Is planned time for call Matt Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony DiCicco <tony@soccerplus org> 
Date: FV, 12 Nov 2010 18:46:18 
To: Lavers, Christian CDL (5627)<CLavers@whdlaw corn>; Robinson, Matthew J<mjrobins@admin udel.edu>; mmcdermo@chicagoredstars com<mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com>; 
tschiller@paragunmarketing biz<tschiller@paragunmarketing biz>; jean.brouks@reverahving.com<jean bruoks@reveraliving.cum>; ansun@uncaa unc.edu<ansun@uncaa unc.edu>; 

~mac.com<l         @mac cure>; Germain, Caitlyn A<cgermain@udel.edu> 
Sut~iect: RE: Wumen Soccer Player Development Task Furce Conference Call 



Hi everyune 10-1 ] : 15am works fur me. I[’it runs over 11 : 15am. ! will have tu take it while driving, rflqanks, Tony 

Tony I)iCiccu 

- cell 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Layers, Christian CDL (5627) [mailto:CLavers~whdlas’.cum.] 
Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 3:25 PM 
To: Robinsun, Matthew J; wancdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragunmarketing.biz; jean.bruoks@reveraliving.com; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; 
CaitIyn A; Tuny DiCiccu 
Sutziect: RE: Wumen Soccer Player Development Task Furce Conference (;all 

’]?hat time *vurks fur me 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Rubinson, Matthew J [maiffu:mirobins(~udel.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, Nnvember 11, 2010 1:45 PM 
Tu: mmcdermutt@chicaguredstars cum; tschiller@paragunmarketing.biz; jean.bruoks@reveraliving.cum; Layers, Christian CDL (5627); anson@uncaa.unc.edu; 
Germain, Caitlyn A; ’Tony I)iCiccu’ 
Subject: RE: Women Succer Player Develupment Task Force Cunference Call 

I hope everyone is well. 
I wanted to see if everyone can make a conference call for this coraing 
Wednesday Nov 17 at 10 est. We have some positive developments in 
terms of visits and also wanted to discuss future sight visits and also wanted to share information that me and graduate student have gathered up to this point. 

Also, by ray oversight Tony has not been included on past emails, but I reached out to him last week and he is now on board. Sorry Tony. 

Let me know if that date works, if it does not can I propose Tuesday at the same time. Once set I will get call n~tmber out to everyone. 

Thanks and all the best 

Matt 

@mac cure; Germain, 

))mac.corn; 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Robinson, Matthew J 
Sent: Monday, September 27, 2010 11:09 AM 
To: Robinson, Matthew J; nwncdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; clavers@whdlaw.com; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~mac.com; Germain, Caiflyn A 
Subject: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

hope everyone is well. I am sorry for the delay on this. But wanted to see if we can organize a conference call for later this week. I wanted to propose Thursday Sept 30 at 9 a.m. central time, 
0 am eastern time for a call. An alternative time would be Friday Oct 1 for the same time. 

The purpose of the call is to discuss the next steps in terms of communicating with subject countries and to get an update from Hank on feedback from federation 

Let me kno~v if this time works I would not anticipate the call lasting more than 45 minutes. 

All the best 

Matt 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 

From: Dr. Matthew J Robinson [mailto:mlrobil~s@U~3el.Edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2010 11 : 19 AM 
To: Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving corn; clavers@whdlaw.com; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@mac.com; Germain, Caitlyn A 
Subject: Re: LATEST SWOTRe: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

Thanks for everyone’s time. I will get draft of proposal offto everyone ASAP. 

All the best 

Matt 

Dr. Matthew J Robinson 

University of Delaware 

Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program www udel.edu/ICECP 

302 831-6680 

.... Original message .... 
>Dae: Thu, 19 Aug 2010 09:38:33 -0400 (EDT) 
>[~’rum: "Dr. Matthew J Rubinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
>SubJect: LATEST SWOTRe: Women Succer Player I)evelupment Task Force 
>Conference (;all 
>Tu: "Dr. Matthew J. Rubinsun" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu>, 
>mmcdermutt@chicaguredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing biz, 
>jean.brouks@reverahving.cum, clavers@whdlaw.cum, ansun@uncaa unc.edu, 

~@mac.cum, cgermain@UDel.Edu 
> 

>here is update swot 
> 

>thanks and talk to you soun. 
> 

>Dr. Matthew J. Robinsun 
>University uf Delaware 
>Associate Professor/Prugram I)irectur Spurt Management Directur 



>International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>www udel. edu~,ICECP 
>302 831-6680 
> 

> 

>---- Original message .... 
>>Date: Wed, 18 Aug 2010 22:00:09 -0400 (EDT) 
>>t~’rom: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>Call 

>>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mirobins@UDel.Edu>, 
>>rmncdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonnrarketing.biz, 
>>jean.brooks@reveraliving.conr, clavers@whdlaw.cora, anson@uncaa.unc.edu, 

>~" ~mac.com, cgem~ain@l~TDel.Edu 
>> 

>>Looking forward to the call on Thursday. 
>> 

>>Attached is input we have in regards to the SWAT. There nray be some 
late additions, but I wanted to get this version to you for your review prior to the call. 
>> 

>>I have also attached the nrinutes from the last call for approval. 
>> 

>>The Agenda will be to review and discuss what has been included and to 
determine next steps. 
>> 

>>Conference Dial-in iN\trr~bel: (805) 360-1000 Participant Access Code: 
>>238926# 
>> 

>>All the best in all you do. 
>> 

>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>>Universi)- of Delaware 
>>Associate Professoriprogranr Director Sport Management Director 
>>International Coaching Enricl~nent Certificate Program 
>>w~v.u del. edu/ICECP 
>>302 831-6680 
>> 

>> 

>>---- Original message .... 
>>>Date: Wed, 11 Aug 2010 15:23:05 -0400 (EDT) 

>>>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@U~Del.Edu> 
>>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>>Call 
>>>To: "Dr Matthe~v J. Robinson" <mjrobins@U~Del.Edu>, 
>>>n~mcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, 
>>>j ean.brooks@reveraliving cam, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>anson@uncaa uric edu,          @~mac. cam, cgermain@L’Del Edu 

>>>I hope everyone is well. I just wanted to confirm the conference call 
for Thursday August 19 at 9 am central time 10 am eastern time. I believe everyone can make the call. 
>>> 

>>>The main focus of the call will be discussing the SWaT analysis each 
of us have done. With that said if you could foreward your SWaT to me by Monday August 16, I ~vill compile and then send out to ever,vane prior to the call on Thursday. Again if you can 
send as AnsonSWOT, Hank SWaT attachment in word that would be great. 
>>> 

>>>The SWaT is the main agenda item for the call. 
>>> 
>>>Below is the call in number for the call. 

>>>Conference Dial-in Number: (805) 360-1000 Participant Access Code: 
>>>238926# 

>>>All the best in all you do. 

>>>Dr Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>University of Delaware 
>>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>>International Coaching [{nrichment Certificate Program 
>>>www udel edu/[CECP 
>>>302 831-6680 

>>>---- Original message .... 
>>>>Date: Thu, 5 hug 2010 07:29:35 -0400 (}{DT) 

>>>>From: "Dr Matthew J. Robinson" <n!irobins@UDel Edu> 
>>>>Sut~ject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>>>Call 
>>>>To: "Dr. Matthew J Robinson" <mjrobins@l_TDel Edu>, 
> >>>mmcdermott@chicagoredstars cam, tschiller@paragonma~keting.biz, 
>>> >j ean brooks@reverahving.com, clavers@whdlaw cam, 
>>>>anson@uncaa.unc.edu,          @mac.corr~, cgem~ain@l~’Del.Edu 

>>>>I hope everyone is well. I just wanted to confirm day and time for 
next conference call. I ara going to propose Thursday August 19 at 9 aan. 
central time. 10 a.nr. eastern time. Please let me know- if that works for you. Anson, I know you would be in preseason at that point, so let nre know if that works with practice schedule. I will 
forward call in number once time is confirmed. 

>>>>All the best 



>>>>Dr. Matthew J Robinson 
>>>>University of Dela*vare 
>>>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>>>[ntematinnal Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>>>>wwxv.ude[.edu/ICECP 
>>>>302 831-6680 

>>>>---- Original message .... 
>>>>>Date: Thu, 22 Jul 2010 10:34:53 -0400 @DT) 
>>>>>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDehEdu> 
>>>>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>>>>Call 
>>>>>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <rnjrobins@UDel.Edu>, 
>>>>>nm~cdermott@chicagoredstar s.com, tschiller @paragonmarketing.biz, 
>>>>>j ean.brooks@r everaliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>>>anson@m~caa.tmc.edu,           ~_@rnac.com, cgermain@UDel.Edu 

>>>>>Hello Everyone: 

>>>>>First of all thank you for your time and input during yesterday’s 
call. Spent rest of day thinking about dicussion. Second, I apologize for the mixup on the date of the meeting. I added a quarter mile to rnorning run so I dont screw up again. 

>>>>>Ok, a fexv attacl-tments. First minutes/summa1T of yesterday’s 
meeting. Thanks Caitlyn. Second, I have attached a template for the SWOT. You can type right into and save with your name eg. MATTSWOT and then send to me so I can compile for 
discussion for next call. 

>>>>>I have also attached two articles you may find of interest. One is 
an ovelwiew of talent identification models, the second is on personali~ as a predictor of athletic success. Finally I have attched a long term athlete development plan. When reviewing take 
a look at the seven stages of long term athlete development. Again, this gives an idea of a structured system that is being adopted around the world. In fact USA Hockey- is using this model 
in thief player development, h~ discussions I have had with them, there seems to be a similar culture as soccer. Again, this just gives us an idea of xvhat others are doing. 

>>>>>Finally, I want to put the dates of Thursday Aug 19 of Friday 
August 20 for Colfference call. If 9 a.m central worked for eve~-one we can go with that. Just let me know what works best. 

>>>>>All the best and I look for~vard to moving along with the project. 

>>>>>Matt 

>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>>>Umversity of Delaware 
>>>>>Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director I~temational 
>>>>>Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program ,a~vw.udel.edu/ICECP 
>>>>>302 831-6680 

>>>>>---- Original message .... 
>>>>>>Date: Tue, 20 Jul 2010 12:24:46 -0400 ~DT) 
>>>>>>From: "Dr. Matthew- J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel Edu> 
>>>>>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>>>>>Call 
>>>>>>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu>, 
>>>>>>rmncdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing, biz, 
>>>>>>j ean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>>>>anson@ uncaa.unc.edu:          @mac.com, cgermain@UDehEdu 

>>>>>>Hello EvelTone. 

>>>>>>I apologize for the confusion, but the call was scheduled for 
today but ! sent out call number and agenda for Wed at 10 a.m. est and 9 central The original email I had sent was k~r Tuesday and confirmation email was for Wed 

>>>>>>Please let me know if you Wed still works for you. If not we can 
look to reschedule 

>>>>>>Again, I apologize for the confusion 

>>>>>>Dr Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>>>>University of Delaware 
>>>>>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>>>>>]ntematkmal Coaching Em-ichment Certificae Program 
>>>>>>v#s~w.udel.edu~’ICECP 
>>>>>>302 831-6680 

>>>>>>---- Original message .... 
>>>>>>>Date: M0n, 19 Jul 2010 12:34:49 -(MOO (EDT) 
>>>>>>>From: "Dr Matthew J Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
>>>>>>>Subject: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>>>>>>Call 
>>>>>>>To: ramcdermott@chicagostars.com, tschiller@paragot~markcting.biz, 
>>>>>>>j ean.brooks@rcveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>>>>>anson@uncaa.unc. edu, ~mac.com, cgermam@UDeh Edu, 
>>>>>>>mjrobins@UDel.Edu 

>>>>>>>Hello Everyone: 



>>>>>>>I look forward to our conference call on Wednesday at 10 am EST, 
9 am central time. We will try to keep the call to no longer than 1 hour. 

>>>>>>>Listed below is the agenda for the call as well as the call ~n 
number and access code. Jean you should be good calling from europe I will keep the minutes from the meeting and will forward for review. I have also attached the purpose statement again 

>>>>>>>Please let me know if you have aW questions All the best and I 
look forward to the call on Wednesday. 

>>>>>>>Agenda for Conference Call 

>>>>>>>Initiate Call 
>>>>>>>Intro of each participant and background Review of charge of task 

>>>>>>>force. Anson and Hank Review of planned activities: Matt with 
>>>>>>>feedback from all Discussion on critical path of those 
>>>>>>>activities: Matt with feedback frora all. 
>>>>>>>Develop Tentative Time line: All 
>>>>>>>Assign of Responsibilities: All 
>>>>>>>Platmed meeting time for regular corfference call. All 
>>>>>>>Plarmed meeting for face to face: eg. NSCAA All Tasks to be 
>>>>>>>completed by next call. All Other items Closing 

>>>>>>>Conference Dial-in Number: (805) 360-1000 Participant Access 
>>>>>>>Code: 238926# 

>>>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>>>>>University of Delaware 
>>>>>>>Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>>>>>>International Coaching Ertrictwaent Certificate Program 
>>>>>>>w~wz.udel. edu/ICECP 
>>>>>>>302 831-6680 

>>>>>>>womensoccertaskforcestatement of purpose doc (37k bytes) 

>>>>>Womens Soccer Task Force COl~ference call 7-20.doc (53k bytes) 
>>>>> SWOTWomen’s Soccer Development TaskForce.doc (155k 
>>>>>bytes) talent id article pdf (67k bytes) 
>>>>> ABSP-JoumalAi&nanl .pdf (226k bytes) 
>>>>> 2009 WellnessWorldCup.pdf (1464k bytes) 
>> 

>>soccerswotmaster.doc (68k bytes) 
>> 

>>Womens Soccer Task Force conference call 7-20 doc (53k bytes) 
> 
>soccerswotmaster.doc (83k bytes) 

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, we infol~n you that, unless expressly stated otherwise, any U S 
federal tax advice contained in this e-mail, including any attachments, ~vas not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of(i) avoiding any 
penalties that may be imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, or (ii) promoting, marketing or recon~mending to another person any tax-related matter addressed herein. 

The information in this e-mail is confidential and may be protected by the attorney’s ~vork product doctrine or the attorney/client privilege. 
It is intended solely for the addressee(s); access to anyone else is uaaauthorized. If this message has been sent to you in error, do not review, disseminate, distribute or copy it. Please reply 
to the sender that you have received the message in error, then delete it. Thank you for your cooperation. 

M~ SecureStor Stored: total 19623bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archiveO2.uncaauncedu~,66a6dagf57eblc4gaOa9fe616elegc42 

File Name: Women’s Soccer Research Protocal .doc× 

][~;xpiry Date: Wed, 02 Mar 2011 16:05:07 -0500 

Size: 19623bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lavers, Christian CDL (5627) <CLavers@whdlaw.com> 

Sunday, December 26, 2010 8:01 PM 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu-~; Tony DiCicco <’tony@soccerplus.org>; tschille@paragonmarkefing.biz; 

jean.brook@revera3iving.com; an~n@uncaa.unc.edu;          @mac.corn; Germain, Caitlyn A <cgennaJm@udel.edu>; 

mac.com 

Johnson, Corey Luke --~johnson@udel.edu> 

New Contact Information 

All: 

As some of you already know, I have accepted a new position as Executive 
VP of US Club Soccer, effective January 1 I will still be coaching in 
Mihvaukee ~2~r the foreseeable future, but, as of January 1, I will no 
longer be using this email account You can reach me via email by any 
of the following emai[ accounts: 

christian @fcmilwaukee.com 
christian lavers@liberospor ts. com 
c [avers@usc [ubsoccer org 

Please feel free to send emails to aW or all of the above accounts. 

I hope everyone had a very merry Christmast 

Christian 

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, we inform you that, unless expressly stated otherwise, any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this e-mail, 
including any attachments, was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by an?’ person for the purpose of (i) avoiding any penalties that may be imposed by the Internal 
Revenue Selwice, or (ii) promoting, marketing or reconwnending to another person any tax-related matter addressed herein. 

The information in this e-mail is comfidential and may be protected by the attorney’s work product doctrine or the attorney/client privilege. It is intended solely for the addressee(s); access 
to anyone else is unauthorized. If this message has been sent to you in error, do not review, disseminate, distribute or copy it. Please reply- to the sender that you have received the nressage 
in error, then delete it. Thank you for your cooperation. 



Fi~om¯ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carin Gabarra <gabarra@usna.edtc, 

Monday, 4:18 PM 

Anson Dorra~ce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Julie Foudy 

DiCicco <tony@soccerplus.org> 

US Soccer Task Force 

@mac.corn>; @verizon.net; Mia~ @aol.com>; Tony 

Anson, Tony, Mia, Jules, and Lil, 
X wanted to give you guys a quick synopsis of the first task force meeting. Kristine attended, but X did not want to 
leave her off this email. JiB Ellis is doing a summary, and you all will be included in that email, but X wanted to pass 
on my personal feelings. The meeting went really weB, and it was really just a long discussion on the problems 
facing player development in the US, on the girl’s side. You really did not miss anything, but X know the discussion 
would have been incredibly different with all of you sharing your ideas. That is the next step. Jim Moorhouse is 

"thinking" of the next meeting in Boston, around the June 4th Women’s National Team World Cup send-off game. 

Keep that date in mind, and X certainly will let you know if I hear anything more from US Soccer. 
At this point, as soon as Jill gets the summary notes up, we will be forming some sub-committees or working 
groups to do some research in the meantime and keep moving this forward. ~ promise all of you X will not take my 
foot off the gas, as this has been my mission, as well as all of yours, for a very long time. i am as committed as 
ever to making the necessary changes to player development. X am ready for a National Team with 

Maybe’ will still be hanging on, after her 4 years as a Tar 
Heel!!! 
The other thing I ascertained is that I have a really good feel for all the individuals who attended, and how I 
perceive they can help and/or hurt the progress we want to make, I am learning all about the political process, 
and do understand what is necessary to get the end result we all wish to attain, 
I will keep in touch and hope you are all well, I cannot wait to hear about Barcelona from Anson and Mia!!! 
If we do meet in Boston, please make sure that Lil gets on the correct shuttle bus!!!! 
Carin 



Frolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carin Gabarra <gabarra~usna.edu> 

Friday’, April 1, 2011 2:34 PM 

’Anson Dorrance’ -~anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

tW#: Great Interview with Xavi 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2012 3:49 PM 
To: gabarra@usna.edu 
Subject: Re: Great Interview with Xavi 

@aol.com] 

spoke with Asher yesterday - meeting is the 19-21 of April. Its with all the academy coaches and directors, plus the DOC’s of the states. Asher was going to speak with Jim 
but I suggested that you be there, and possibly some key members from your Zone 1 subcommittee. I specifically suggested Anson and whoever is chairing. We are likely 
going to have a Men’s Player Development Task Force meeting while out there and would want you and whoever from your committee comes to be at that meeting. I’ve already 
raised the issue with Dan about a gender neutral approach to Zone 1 and he thinks it makes sense - I want to see what the rest of the Task Force, plus Claudio and your folks 
think. I will have to be back in DC on the 21st so VII be looking for the meeting to be on the 20th. 

Kevin 

In a message dated 3/31/2011 1:42:55 P.M. Eastern Daylight Time, gabarra@usna.edu writes: 

Kevin, Any news/information on the Zone I meeting in Portland? 
Carin 

From: @aol.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 1:11 PM 

To: jerome@mekar.com 

Cc: creyna@ussoccer.org; amendelsohn@ussoccer.org; trongen@ussoccer.org; 
sasho@umd.edu; porterc@uakron.edu; gabarra@usna.edu 
Subject: Re: Great Interview with Xavi 

@aol.com; Tommy.Kain@nike.com; dflynn@ussoccer.org; skg21@columbia.edu; 

Interesting stats...I think baseball has real problems moving forward for the reasons in the article - its too slow to play, but even more to the point, it’s way too slow to 
watch. For Generation X and Generation Now, the idea of spending 4 or 5 hours watching pitching changes is like torture. That’s why the average age of a MLB viewer 
on ESPN is 51...the average age of an MLS viewer is 29! Literally different generations. Now what we need to do is start producing world class American players and 
we can really take off! 

KP 

In a message dated 3/31/2011 10:35:50 A.M Eastern Daylight Time, jerome@mekar.com writes: 

Mr. Chairman, 
Committee Members, 

In case you do not read the Wall Street Journal, I take the liberty to forward this article from this morning edition, which I believe is indirectly very encouraging 
for all of our efforts and work. 

Jerome 

ML8 

Has Baseball’s Moment Passed’? 

Article 

Save Thisre 

o 

[] 
[] 

By MAIIHEW FUT[ERMAN 

Hank Crone is the grandson of a major leaguer and the son of one of the top scouts for the Detroit Tigers. Growing up in north Texas, one of the world’s great breeding 

grounds for baseball talent, there was no question he’d play the family game. 



But after a few seasons, the athletically gifted 13-year-old said he found himself absent-mindedly kicking the outfield grass during travel4eam games. The problem: he was 

bored. "1 like baseball," he said, "but it’s just too slow for me." 

View Fuli Image 

[he n{imber of kids aged 7 to 17 piayil~g baseball fall 24% from 200’.’.’ to 2’.’.’09. 

Two 

years 

ago, 

Hank 

dropped 

baseball 

for 

hockey, 

a game 

that 

feeds hi~ 

love for 

speed 

and 

constan 

movement. He now plays wing and center for a Chicago-based select team that has traveled to tournaments in Russia and Sweden. "Look, if anyone would want him to play 

baseball it would be me," said Hank’s dad, Ray Crone, Jr. "But you’ve got to follow your heart in this sort of thing, so let him do what he wants." 

As the 2011 Major League Baseball season begins Thursday, the national pastime has a problem. Too many kids like Hank Crone are choosing to dedicate themselves to 

other sports. 

With 11.5 million players of all ages in the U.S., baseball remains the fourth-most-popular team sport, trailing only basketball, soccer and softball. 

But over the last 16 years, numbers for Little League Baseball, which accounts for about two-thirds of the country’s youth play, have been steadily dropping. And there are 

signs the pace is accelerating. 

~ore 

Opening Day Scoreboard 

Jas~ Gay: A Oeset~/ed Underdog Status 

From 2000 to 2009, the latest year for which figures are available, the number of kids aged 7 to 17 playing baseball fell 24%, according to the National Sporting Goods 

Association, an industry trade group. Despite growing concerns about the Iong4erm effects of concussions, participation in youth tackle football has soared 21% over the 

same time span, while ice hockey jumped 38%. The Sporting Goods Manufacturing Association, another industry trade group, said baseball participation fell 12.7% for the 

overall population. 

"The days of kids being born with a glove next to their ear in the crib and boys playing catch in the backyard by age three, those are over," said Len Coleman, the former 

president of the National League. 

Coleman, who counts Hall of Famers Hank Aaron and Frank Robinson as close friends, said he watched his son, now 23, drop baseball as a teenager for soccer--the sport 

he starred in at Georgetown University. "1 even tried to keep him interested by having him catch so he’d be involved in every play," Coleman said. 

According to scouts, the declining numbers are beginning to alter the talent pool in ways that could have a noticeable impact on player quality. "There are still players, but 

there aren’t the numbers out there anymore," said David Bloom, a scout with the Baltimore Orioles. "The great players just don’t stand out like they used to." 

Tim Brosnan, an executive vice-president for Major League Baseball, said the recent gloomy studies have prompted the league to order up its own research, which is 

ongoing, and to review the league’s efforts to grow the game. Since 1989, baseball has spent more than $50 million building and renovating fields and creating baseball 

leagues, especially in urban areas where kids have been abandoning the sport. It has also opened youth training academies in California and Texas to teach all aspects of 

the game--even umpiring. "We know if you play as a kid you over-index in your propensity to become a fan," Brosnan said. "That’s our core right there, so any decline in it 

is going to get our absolute and full attention." 

At the high school level, baseball has held steady with about 15,786 programs in the U.S.--a number that ranks it No. 3 among all boys’ sports. Youth sports officials say 



there’s been a small decline in the number of teams, but largely because of funding cutbacks. 

As for Little League, which covers kids aged 4 to 18, about two million kids played in the U.S. last year, compared to about 2.5 million in 1996---an overall decline of 25%. 

The only growth in youth baseball participation since the 1990s, according to the NSGA, has come from kids who play more than 50 times a yem~-4Nhich suggests more 

children who play baseball have chosen to specialize. 

Lance Van Auken, Little League’s spokesman, said baseball seems to be morphing into a more-structured year-round activity that requires expensive lessons, equipment 

and travel. "Our position is that kids should play baseball, soccer, a musical instrument, do scouting, and specialize later on," Van Auken said. "It seems ridiculous that 

there are eight-yem~old travel teams, but there are." 

There hasn’t been any definitive research on why baseball is losing ground. Anecdotally, parents say it has to do with the game’s languid pace--and the fact that other 

sports do a better job forcing kids to stay alert. "Parents want to see their kids moving," said John Mitchell, a former college baseball coach from Alabama. "They drop their 

kids off at soccer and they know they’re going to run around like maniacs for an hour. When they watch baseball practice, they often see them standing around in the 

outfield while the coach throws batting practice." 

Lou Warner, the principal of Tennessee-based Warner’s Athletic, an athletic field construction company, said much of his municipal work these days involves converting the 

outfields in countless parks into multi-sport facilities for soccer, football and lacrosse use. 

Studies suggest more people now play soccer in the U.S. than baseball, and lacrosse participation among kids has more than doubled in the last decade. The number of 

high school lacrosse programs has been growing by about 7% a year. 

Todd Hatgmve of Rockwall, Texas, had hoped his son, Colton, would play baseball--the same sport he’d played as a teenager. But Colton Hargrove, 18, chose elite hockey 

instead---and now plays for the Fargo Force of the U.S. Hockey League. "He’s 6 -2, 210 pounds, with big hands," Hargrove said. "Could have thrown a mean forkball if he’d 

stuck with it." 

He didn’t. ’Td sort of just be standing there on the field," Colton said. "It was kind of boring." 

Coleman said baseball’s only hope may be to make some radical changes in youth and high school play. His idea: eliminate the walk. Walks slow the game down, he said, 

and also rob the best players of opportunities to hit because opposing pitchers get orders from their coaches to walk the other teams’ best players. "Give the batter three 

strikes and tell the pitcher he’s got to throw the ball over the plate," Coleman said. "That ought to liven things up." 

Write to Matthew Futterman at matthew.futterman@w.%c 

On Feb 15,2011, at 10:38 AM, ~_a___o_]~_£_o__[__n_. wrote: 

which pretty much explains the Barcelona mentality and c[ystallizes a lot of values we need to instill in our young players...men and women... 

http~!iwww~g.uardi~a~.co.uk/football/201 lit~b’l l/xa~4-barcelona-sp~dn-inte~view?CMt~twt gu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com~ 

Thursday, April 7, 2011 5:37 AM 

Robinson, Matfl~ew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

’Anson Dorra~ce’ <anson@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: FIFA Letter of Support 

Matt, 

I just returned to Tokyo from Jakarta this at’ternoon. I will be 
putting you in touch with the Head Coach of the Australian National 
Woman’s Team, Tom Sermalmi. 

http ://en.wikipedia. or g/wiki/Tom S elrnarmi 

tie should be of help to you or be able to point you in the right 
direction. I close friend of mine Naoki Imaya use to play for him and 
knows him well. We should be hearing back from him soon 

Also, I know the Japanese Woman’s Team is heading your way in May and 
I believe they have a game in Columbus as well? I’m sure I can arrange 
a meeting with some of the people from the JFA Woman’s Program Can 
you send me the dates of their visit and possible dates you would be 
available? 

Lastly, let me know some potential dates for a trip to Japan? There is 
a Tournament for U12 Boys and Girls sponsored by Canon that I am apart 
o1~ The qualifiers are on 5/14 Kobe, 22 Nagoya, 28-29 Yokohama. And 
the Final is on 6/12 Usually during the Yokohama Qualifier and or 
Final, the Head of the Woman’s Department for the JFA attends. His 
name is Ueda-san and is also the Former Head Coach for the Woman’s 
Team as well. Anyway, just throwing some dates and ideas out there, 
although I would imagine that Ueda-san will be heading to the U.S 
with the Team when the?’ visit I will check out what the schedule will 
be I think it would be interesting for you guys to check out what is 
happening with the U12 Kids here in Japan. There are plenty of other 
opportunities to put something together as well ifI have an idea of 
when you might be able to visit? 

On Apt 6, 2011, at 12:15 AM, Robinson, Matthew J wrote: 

> Tom: 
> 

> I hope you are well. If you reach out to your contacts in Japan and 
> Australia. I am attaching the letter of support that I have received 
> from FK’A. Again, in the case of Australia I am happy to call at a 
> time that is convenient to thera. In case of Japan Anson and I hope 
> to make the trip still so we can do face to face. We also hope to 
> meet with someone ~vhen Japan team is in carolina in May. 

> Again, thanks for your support on this. 

> Matt 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Tom Byer [mailto:tom~tomsan.com] 
> Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 11:36 PM 
> To: Robinson, Matthew J 
> Cc: ’Anson Dorrance’ 
> Subject: Re: Thank you Tom for your thorough response! 
> 

> Matt, 

> I will speak to my contacts down under and get back to you soon with 
> the appropriate person to work ;vith. 
> 

> Regards, 

> Tom 

> On Mar 30, 2011, at 3:04 AM, Robinson, Matthew J ;Vl-ote: 

>> I hope you are well. I look forward to our conversation in the near 
>> ti~ture. In the meantime, would there be someone you would suggest 
>> reaching out to ~vith the Australian Football Federation. Again, the?- 
>> are one of the countries I am examining I have gained a great deal 



>> of information on Aussie soccer from documents they have made public 
>> on the interact, but there is some information I would need to 
>> acquire 
>> from a person in the federation whether overall or specifically with 
>> the Women’s program Eg Funds directed to women’s soccer, 
>> comparison 
>> to men’s budget, some questions on use of sport sciences, and the 
>> degree of involvement of government and Australian sport commission. 
>> I was j ust at an event last night where I spoke with person from FIFA 
>> and they are veW interested in the findings of the study and I would 
>> be sharing findings with all countries when completed. If you need 
>> anything else from me, I can forward. Also, I am happy to call them 
>> on 

>> their time schedule. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> All the best and again I really look forward to speaking. 
>> 

>> Matt 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From: .amson Dorrance [mailto:anson(&uncaa.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 10:21 AM 
>> To: Tom Byer 
>> Cc: bill palladino; ~aol.com; cindy cone; Robinson, Matthew 
>> J; 
>> Chris Ducar; Torn Sander; Carin Gabarra 
>> Subject: Re: Thank you Tom for your thorough response! 
>> 

>> 

>> Tom, 
>> 

>> excellent..., thankyou! 
>> 

>> I spoke with Mia Harem this weekend and she is the Chairperson of 
>> Zone I (the U-12 age group) so I will copy her on this and everything 
>> ~ve do from here out I am very excited about everything you have done 
>> and know we can benefit Iicom your expertise. 
>> 

>> All the bestt 
>> 

>> 

>> Anson Corrance 
>> Head Coach 
>> UNC Women’s Soccer 

>> ~v) 919-962-4100 
>>>>> Tom Byer <tom@tomsan corn> 3/26/2011 12:04 .~vl >>> 
>> Anson, 
>> 

>> It would be great if you could come over for a visit. I am close 
>> friends will all of the JFA Staff and Coaches and my closest friend 
>> is 
>> the Vice Chairman of the JFA His name is Kohzo Tashima and is the 
>> person who has been in charge of Coaches education for many years. 
>> Also, the head of the Woman’s Department, Ueda-san, former Woman’s 
>> National Team Head Coach is a close Iiciend as ~vell I am sure they 
>> would love to meet with you, so let me speak with them regarding 
>> their 
>> schedule As you can imagine things are quite hectic because of the 
>> disaster here and the J-League has had to postpone their Season until 
>> 4/23. 
>> 

>> Also, the JFA Academy, both Girls and Boys Residency Programs were 
>> located on the ac{jacent proper~" to where the Nuclear Facility’ that 
>> 1s 

>> causing all of the problems is Luckily the?" were able to evacuate 
>> all 
>> of the 120 Players to a safe haven before the Tsunami hit All of the 
>> staff are very busy trying to :find a suitable location 12~r the 
>> Academy 
>> to continue. Of note, Japan’s school calendar runs from April to 
>> March, so all of the kids are on Spring Break now and the new school 
>> year starts up on April 1st. 
>> 

>> I’ll be back in touch after I speak with a few people. 
>> 

>> Regards, 
>> 

>> Tom 
>> 

>> 

>> On Mar 25, 2011, at 11:55 PM. Anson Dolwance wrote: 
>> 

>>> Torn, 

>>> I am overwhelmed with your response and now I understand clearly 
>>> how- you transformed the culture. I xvould be honored to visit the Tom 
>>> Byer academy. Where is it located? 



>>> [ have copied my University of North Carolina staff on this (Bill 
>>> Palladino, Chris Ducar, Tom Sander, and Cin@ Parlow) along with 
>>> Carin Je~ings Gabarra who is the (;hair of US Soccer’s Women’s/Girls 
>>> Player Development Committee and Dr Matt Robinson who is a part of 
>>> an independent Player Development Task Force organized honestly to 
>>> do some research on movements like yows that are trans%rming the 
>>> game. Yes~rday Carin asked me to be a part of the U-12 (Zone I in 
>>> US Soccer player development parlance) platform so yow email 
>>> message could not be better timed for my cwrent responsibilities. 

>>> Thank you for your thorough and detailed response. I know how yore 
>>> daily schedule m~st be, especially- now with all of your long 
>>> distance travel and I genuinely appreciate the time yo~ have taken 
>>> to educate me. With your permission I fully intend to spend time 
>>> with you at your academy. 5@ first opport~ities are in May and June 
>>> .... would that be possible? 

>>> Anson Dorrance 
>>> Head Coach 
>>> ~C Women’s Soccer 
>>> w) 919-%2-41 
>>>>>> Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com> 3/24,,’2011 11:51 PM >>> 
>>> Dear Anson, 

>>> Tha~ you for ow email and sor~ for the late reply. I just 
>> retwned 
>>> to Tokyo last night and the bags are alrea@ packed for my usual 
>>> we&end Clinics in other parts of Japan. 

>>> As you may have read the NYT article that I wrote, I believe it 
>> was a 
>>> combination of several factors that have contributed to the success 
>>> Japan is having c~rent day. With my introduction of TecMical 
>>> Training, (Coepzer), back in the late 90’s, coupled ~vith an o~i 
>> media 
>>> approach, TV, Print, Events and the establishment of Schools, this 
>>> seems to be the only real O~i Media 360 approach that I have 
>> seen. I 
>>> believe we helped to lift the overall level of play tl~oughout the 
>>> entire count~ by focusing on regular players in our schools and 
>>> empowering individuals by providing content while at the same time 
>>> educating Coaches who work with the U12 age group along with the 
>>> Parents. 

>>> I required that eve~’ Coach who worked at our schools be hired t)ll 
>>> time and given a decent salad- along with barring any of them from 
>>> having a Club affiliation. The age group of the schools starts from 
>>> 5yrs old up to 12. ~ey come to the schools M-F, 3-Spm to receive 
>>> Technical Trining and ~am normally with their own CNb Teams 
>> &~ring 
>>> the week and on the weekends The emphasis is on Technical Training 
>>> and small sided games at the schools. 
>>> 

>>> On the TV side, my Comer reaches millions of households per day, 
>>> although the comer is vel)’ short, 1-2 minutes, however it’s shown 
>>> daily for 13 years. ~is coupled with being inside the most popular 
>>> Manga Book for Kids each month, a reach of nearly 2 million copies 
>> per 
>>> month, this has made learning Technic cool for kids 
>>> 

>>> I’ve conducted thousand’s of Event’s throughout the country on a 
>>> consistent basis, again, introducing the importance of Technical 
>>> Training 
>>> 

>>> We basically made teaching TecMical Training a must l~r eye.one 
>> who 
>>> plays the game, especially at the younger ages. 
>>> 

>>> Then you factor into it, the Japanese are very disciplined, they 
>> love 
>>> teaching and learning, and they have great respect l~r the "Sensei", 
>>> or Teacher. ’]Ney train all year long, and you swear allegiance to 
>> only 
>>> one sport, not multiple sports like in the U.S.. 

>>> We’ve basically been able to improve the bottom of the pyramid, 
>> which 
>>> pushes the players above them to become better. 

>>> Also, the JFA does a vew good job of organizing their NTC, National 
>>> Training Centers, which there are 9 different Regions. I was able to 
>>> convince the JFA years ago to let us Train their Staff Coaches who 
>>> were working with these age groups. The ~C’s %cus on U12. ~ey 
>>> idcnti~ Players when they are 10 and 11 years old and track them. 

>>> ~e J-League also has U12 Teams and very large Schools as well. So 
>>> that they can t~y and develop their own players as well. 

>>> I think this total effort of the Orchestra playing in complete 
>> Harmony 



>>> with each other is the magic that is making eye.thing work so well. 
>>> And in the past couple of years the Music they have been playing is 
>>> finally coming on Note! 
>>> 

>>> I have written several books on my work being done here in Japan, 
>>> however they are all in Japanese. I’ve attached a few articles that 
>>> have been written including an Interview I did for Football Weekly 
>> in 
>>> Singapore Interesting to hear that you spent time there as a young 
>>> boy t 

>>> Because of the success Japan is having of recent I am in great 
>> demand 
>>> to help replicate a similar model in China, India and Indonesia. So 
>>> it’s a quite exciting time for me these days. 

>>> In closing, I headed up the Coerver Program here in Japan and other 
>>> parts of Asia. However the Coel~’er Program although the Content is 
>>> quite good, does not have a good business model and has not evolved 
>>> since the original ~vork that Wiel did years ago. It is ptuely a body 
>>> of work, which is quite useful for many, but will not transform an 
>>> entire countries level without the proper mixttue of what I have 
>>> ~vritten about above. In the U.S. the program is basically- a Camp 
>>> Program with no permanent presence such as I established here. 
>> Technic 
>>> as you know has to be repetition training, not just a week in the 
>>> s~trmner tittle. 

>>> I hope this helps with some insight into what has been done. Please 
>>> let me know if you’d like to chat on the phone or visit some day my 
>>> Tom Byer Acadc~w, I have 250 kids in ray Academy and my U6 program 
>>> there are 100 players and a ~vaiting list to get in. 

>>> M~ SecureStor Stored: total 10354565bytes; 
>>> Attachment Lil~: 
>>> http://arch~veO2.uncaa unc edu/Of4d9bTad13dlc82bOd2bd17c2966dlb 
>>> File Name: MLS Magazine pdf 
>>> Expiry Date: Wed, 22 Ju~ 2011 23:52:45 
>>> Size: 2289326bytes 

>>> Attachment Lil~: 
>>> http://archive02 uric aa.unc, edu/e5 ebb 81060984c c 101 t23 ba 331994f6d 
>>> File Name: Singapore Article.pdf 
>>> Expiry Date: Wed, 22 Ju~ 2011 23:52:45 
>>> Size: 8065239bytes 

>> 

> 

> <FIFA Letter of Support.pdI~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rachel Gmshkin <rgrushkin@uss~ccer.org> 

Thursday, April 7, 2011 12:44 PM 

a~son@uucaa.unc.edu 

U.S. Soccer + NIKE SPARQ Summit- Contirmed Flight 

Anson, 
Below you will find your confirmed flight itinerary for the upcoming U.S. Soccer Player Development Summit hosted by Nike SPARQ in Portland, Oregon. Again, the event will 
take place April 19-21,2011. 
The main focus of the summit is to present U.S. Soccer’s new Zone 1 Player Development Curriculum to a wide cross-section of youth coaches across the country (with most 
coming Development Academy clubs). A final schedule and agenda will be provided in the coming weeks, but in addition to the presentation and ensuing conversation 
surrounding the Zone 1 Player Development Curriculum, attendees will watch the U.S. U-18 Men’s National Team play the Portland Timbers on the Nike Campus on April 19. 
There will also be other speakers and presentations, field sessions and a SPARQ presentation during the Summit. 
All attendees will stay at the Hotel Monaco in downtown Portland and will be transported to and from the NIKE World Headquarters daily. 
We will provide more details as we get closer to the event, but please feel free to contact me if you have any questions. 
Rachel Grushkin 
National Training Center Manager 
U.S. Soccer Federation 
18400 Avalon Blvd., Suite 400 
Carson, CA 90746 
(310) 630-2285 - tel 

- cell 

~ ~.~ .o_q.c_~_r_:.C_Qr [_1 

From: Am’/Rogers [mailto:AmyRogers@anthong~ravel.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 9:34 AN 

To: Rachel Grushkin 
Subject: confirmed Travel Reservation April :t9 for AkBERT ANSON DORRANCE 

Click here to access voter reservation on the web or a mobile device~ 

Itinerary 
ALBERT ANSON DORRANCE 

Reservation c)le: HGZTXQ 

Tue, ADr 19 

Flights: DELTA AIR LINES INC, DL 3423 

Operated by: HESABA DBA DELTA CONNECTION 

F~om: RALEiGN DURHAM, NC (RDU) 

Departure Terminal: TERMINAL 2 

To: MINNEAPOLIS ST PL, MN (MSP) 

Arr~w~l TermirH~l : LINDBERGH 

Class: Economy 

Seat (s) : DORP~NCE/ALBERT ANSON - 14C 

Status: Confirmed 

Aircraft: CANADAIR REGIONAL JET 

Duration: 2hour(s) and 4/minute(s) 

Frequent Flyer: DELTA AIR LINES INC 22325703d7 

Please verify flight times prior t) lepartzure 

Tue, Apt 19 

Flights: DELTA AIR LINES TNC, DL 1968 

Fron: HINNEAPOLIS ST PL, HN (MSP) 

Departure Terminal : LINDBERGN 

To: PORTLAND OR, OR (PDX) 

Class: Economy 

Seat (s) :Check-Kn RequJ red 

Status: Conf irme@ 

Heal: Food for Purchase 

Aircraft: MCDONNELL DOUGLAS HD-9@ JET 

Duration: 3hour(s) and 40"-inute(s) 

Frequent Flyer: DELTA AKR LINES INC 2232570347 

Please verify flight times prior to departure 

Thu, Ap~ 21 - Fri, Ap~ 22 

Flights: DELTA AIR LINES iNC, DL 2321 

From: PORTLAND OR, OR (PDX) 

To : ATLANTA, GA (ATL) 

Arrival Terminal: SOUTH TE~IINAL 

Class: Eeonoi ?y 

Seat (s) :Check-In Required 

S k;atus : Confirmed 

Heal: Refreshments fo~ Purchase 

Ai rci[aft: BOEING 737 800 JET 

Duration: 4hour(s) anl 35mir?ute(s) 

Frequent Flyer: DELTA AIR LINES iNC 223257034/ 

Please verify flight times p~ior to departure 

FEi, Apl 22 

Flights: DELTA AIR LINES INC, DL 1858 

Fro’": ATLANTA, GA (ATL) 

Departs: 6: 30am 

A:[ i ives : 8:~7am 

Airline Confirmation: GGUUL9 

Smoking: No 

Distance (ill Hiles): 0981 

Depalts: 9:~0am 

Arrives: 10:50am 

Airline Confirmation: GGUUL9 

Smoking: No 

Distance (in Hiies) : 1423 

DeDarts: 10:50pm - April 21 

Arrives: 6:25am - April 22 

Airline Confirmation: GGUUL9 

Smoking: No 

Distance (J[~ Miles) : 2169 

Departs: 7:35am 



Departuze TermJnai: SOUTH TERMINAL 

To: P~,LEIGH DURHK~I, NC (RDU) 

Arrival Terminal: TERHINAL 2 

Class: Economy 

Seat(s):DORRANCEiALEERT ANSON - 23C 

Status: Confirme@ 

Heai~ 

Aircraft: MCDONNELL DOUGLAS HD-88 JET 

Duration: iheur(s) and 24mixture(s) 

Frequent Flyer: DELTA AIR LINES iNC 223257034~ 

Please verify flight times prier to departure 

Februazy 01 

Other: 

City: LOS ANGELES, CA (LAX) 

S%a t t]S : Conf i £xled 

Infermation:HAVE A NICE TRIP 

ARPANGER REMARKS: 

FOX EHERGENCY TXAVEL ASSISTANCE CALL 80@-530-2560 

24 HOURS A DAY. GIVE VIT CODE.~S7T5C 

PASSENGERS MUST SHOW GOVERNHENT ISSUED PHOTO ID 

FARES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE UNTIS PURCHASED 

PLEASE LOOK OVER THIS ITINERARY AND INFORM OF ANY 

DISCREPANCIES WITHIN 24 HOURS OF TICKETING. 

ANY DISCREPANCIES AFTER THIS TIME MAY RESULT 

IN A PENALTY FEE 

eTicket Receipt(s): 

006797128560’7 - DOR~/A 

Arrives: 8:59am 

Airline ConfirmatJen: GGUUL9 

Smoking: No 

Distance (in Hiies) : 0356 

For your convenience, a text version of your itinerary is included in this e-mail aa~d was current as of the time the e-mail was sent. Please click on the link above or 

con’tact Your TPavel An-anger tbr the most current inlbnnation. 

Virtually There® allows you to review or print your reservations, as well as: 

Register for tfp reminders and caucellationidelay notifications 

View maps & driving directions 

Review cib’ guides & res~auraaat recomtnendations 

Get up-to-date weather and much more! 

You may also access your reservation on the web or fiotn your mobile device at _%a_~a_~::5:j_~J.._~.@.._~.._e_._r%c_._o__r._n_.. Simply enter your last name ~d the six-character reservation 

code provided to you by Your Travel Arranger. As a security tneasure, you will be prompted to enter your e-mail address or a password that Your Travel Arranger 

may have provided to you. If you hmze any question about which e-mail address to use, we recommend that you use the one that received this e-ma£ 

CLICK ttERE to opt out of receiving future e-marls t?om VirttMlv There. 

If the atx~ve link is inactive, please paste this URL into your browser to access your reservations: 

htt~s://~v~vi~aal~vthere.c~m/new~reservati~nsCIm:~.htm~?h~s~w&p~VL~GDHI?~7R~NI&name DORRANCE&language 0&email~ 

ANTHONY TRAVEL INC 

THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING ANTHONY TRAVEL 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com~ 

Wednesday, April 27, 2011 11:41 PM 

Robinson, Matfl~ew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Anson Dormnce <aJ~son@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Re: JFA 

Matt, 

I think the best course of action is to pass him the list of questions 
that you have. He will likely pass this on to one of his staff to take 
care of I would just meet him face to face for a discussion about 
your work etc. His English is minimal I believe, but not really sure 
since I al~vays speak Japanese ~vith him I will call him again before 
he leaves to reconfirm the meeting 

Great to hear you are getung help from down under! They run a pretty 
good program in Australia for both the Men’s and Woman’s Program. ~Ihey 
have a great Institute of Sport in Australia and their Youth 
Development is second to none. I have worked down there many times in 
the past 

Regards, 

Tom 

On Apr 28, 2011, at 6:17 AM. Robinson, Matthew J wrote: 

> Tom 
> 

> I just wanted to touch base Anson and I are looking forward to 
> meeting with Ueda-san during his visit to north carolina with 
> national team Is there anything we need to do in preparation for 
> the meeting. 
> Also, I have been able to get a great deal of information on the 
> Australian Football Association and look ~2~rward to doing some 
> fol[owup questinns with them. Again, some very interesting trends 
> have already emerged. 
> Also, I will be in Switzerland and rueet with FIFA early next week 
> about the project. 
> 

> All the best 
> 

> Matt 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> Froru: Toru Byer [mailto:tom(~,torusan.com] 
> Sent: Tuesday, @ril 12, 2011 3:39 A_’vl 
> To: Robinson, Matthew J; Anson Dorrance 
> Subject: YFA 
> 

> Matt, 
> 

> I just spoke with Ueda-san, former Woruan’s National Tearu Head Coach 
> who is currently in charge of the YFA Woman’s Program. I have known 
> hiru for quite some time and just verified his schedule. He will be 
> arriving in NC on the 15th and staying for a few days. He would be 
> happy to meet with whoruever is available at the time. He will be in 
> Columbus for the Game as well before that. Please let rue know if you 
> ~vould like to meet with him etc. ? 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> Tom 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> ............... 

> Tom Byer 

>E-Mail: tom@tomsan.com 
> Mobile: 
> 

> K.K. T3 
> The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - http ://w;vw.tomsan corn http:/i;vww.igoal jp 
> 

> 1st Fh, 6-2-7 Tsukiji, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104-0045 JAPAN 
> Teh +81 3-3541-1590/Fax: +81 3-3541-1591 
> 

> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Wednesday, May 11, 2011 11:54 AM 

~hotmail.com 

Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com>; Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Matt Robinson: FIFA Women’s Soccer Research Project/Tom Byer Anson Dorrance 

Dear Tom: 

My name is Dr. Matthew Robinson. I am a professor of sport management at the University of Delaware in the US. I am in the process of conducting a comparative 

analysis of the top women’s soccer programs in the world and will be presenting the findings at the Symposium at the Women’s World Cup in July and also 

preparing an article and writing a book. I have attached the research proposal and the research protocol as well as a letter of support from FIFA. 

I have had the chance to either meet or interview directors of women’s football in Germany, Brazil, US, England, France, Norway and Canada and I am working on 

Japan, and Sweden. I am working with Anson Dorrance on the project and Tom Byer has been an incredible assistance with the project. 

I have been able to gain a great deal of information from the Associations website but there are still some information I would need. I thought I would reach out to 

you first, for Tom offered your email. I am happy to follow proper protocol and go through the Secretary General as well. I have Ben Buckley listed as your secretary 

general. I can modify the research questions to provide only those questions I need information from someone at the association, for as stated earlier I have 

gained a great deal from the website. 

I wish you all the best. 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

Professor 

Sport Management 

Alfred E. Lerner College of Business 

University of Delaware 

Women’s Soccer Research Protoca] .docx ]u% 09 Aclg 2011 ii:55:~.9 -0~.00 20Oi4bv[c:s 
Univ of Delaware Research proposal for women’s soccer.doc Tue. 09 ,~i,:y .::011 11 :!~5:49 -0400 ] 1929i.qwtes 
F:[FA Letter o~ Support.pall [~_1¢, 09 ,~\=-=£1 20~1 1.!_:55:49 -0400 i~147781~b?tes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Sunday, May 15, 2011 9:34 PM 

’Anson DorraJ~ce’ <anson@tmcaa.unc.edu> 
FW: JFA: con’tact with japan 

Anson here contact 
Other email forthcoming asap tonight. 

matt 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tom Byer [mailto:tom@tomsan.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 28, 2011 10:56 ASA 
To: Robinson, Matthew J 
Subject: Re: JFA 

Matt, 

I would say that as soon as they arrive you should tly to make contact ~vith Ueda-san I have already introduced about you regarding the work and info you are trying to gather. The 
Japanese way is best to introduce yourselves and brief him again on what it is you ~vould like to know from the JFA. Then perhaps you could either give him a hard copy or email him the 
questions etc. I can then follow up once he returns to Japan. 

Also, if you are close to the Japanese Team on or off the Pitch, please seek out Sa~va, ~vho is the Captain and very close friend of mine She speaks perfect English’. I have already told her 
about you and of course she kno~vs of Anson 

I *viii also call Ueda-san early next week! 

Regards, 

Tom 

On Apr 28, 2011, at 11:39 PM, Robinson, Matthew J wrote: 

Tom 

So it would be best to reach out to JFA to arrange meeting when the?" 
are here Anson said he can get an interpreter fi-om the school to 
assist. 

Again, thanks :[’or all of your assistance on this. 

I depart today and ~vill have limited email, but will be checking a few 
times a day 

All the best 

Matt 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tom Byer [nrailto:tonr(~,tomsan.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 11:41 PM 
To: Robinson, Matthew J 
Cc: Anson Dorrance 
Subject: Re: JFA 

Matt, 

I thirtk the best course of action is to pass him the list of questions 
that you have. He will likely pass this on to one of his staff to take 
care oE I would just meet him face to face for a discussion about 
yo~ xvork etc.. His English is minimal I believe, but not really sure 
since I always speak Japanese with him. I will call hirn again before 
he leaves to reconfirnr the meeting. 

Great to hear you are getting help from down under! They run a pretty 
good program in Australia for both the Men’s and Wonran’s Program. They 
have a great Institute of Sport in Australia and their Youth 
Development is second to none. I have xvorked down there many tinres in 
the past. 

Regards, 

Tom 

On Apr 28,2011, at 6:17 AiV~ Robinson, ivlatthew J ~vrote: 

>> Tom 
>> 

>> I just wanted to touch base. Anson and I are looking forward to 
>> meeting with Ueda-san during his visit to north carolina with 
>> national team. Is there anything we need to do in preparation for the 
>> meeting. 
>> Also, I have been able to get a great deal of information on the 
>> Australian Football Association and look forward to doing some 



>> lk~llowup questions with them. Again, some very interesung trends 
>> have already emerged 
>> Also, I will be in Switzerland and meet with FIFA early next week 
>> about the project. 
>> 

>> All the best 
>> 

>> Matt 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Tom Bycr [mailto:tom(d~,,tomsan.com] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2011 3:39 AM 
>> To: Robinson, Matthew J; .amson DolTance 
>> Subject: JFA 
>> 

>> Matt, 
>> 

>> I just spoke with Ucda-san, former Woman’s National Team Head Coach 
>> who is currently in charge of the JFA Woman’s Program. I have known 
>> him for quite some time and just verified his schedule. He ~vill be 
>> amving in NC on the 15th and staying for a few days. He ~vould be 
>> happy to meet with whomever is available at the time. He will be in 
>> Columbus for the Game as well before that. Please let me know- if you 
>> would like to mect with him etc. ? 
>> 

>> That’:s, 
>> 

>> Torrl 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Tom Byer 
>> E-Mail: tom@tomsan.com 
>> Mobile: 

>> K.K. T3 
>> The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - http:/i~vw~v.tomsan.com 
>> http://w~vw.igoal.jp 

>> 1st F1., 6-2-7 Tsukiji, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104-0045 JAPAN 
>> Tel: +81 3-3541-1590 / Fax: +81 3-3541-1591 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Sunday, May 15, 2011 9:46 PM 

’Anson Dorrance’ ~anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Questions m~d letter of support frown 

Anson, here are questions. I make a note at top. Also, just in case I have attached the letter of supporL from l:il:a~ I am talking to Australia this week, should also tall( 

to France and reaching out to Sweden. 

will get to work on rough of a course proposal for Federation course. Also, I have access to funds from UD to get the program started as well. Long story, but 1 am 

pre~:ty sur~-’_~ f can still get ~:he h.mds. 

the besL 

From= Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, May 09, 20:[:t 6:08 PM 
To= Robinson, Matthew ~ 
Subject= Re: Matt Robinson Touching Base 

7:30 PM Wed Philly Union Stadium ..... I asked him for a parking pass for you ..... if he does not respond just come Iwill have your name at will call. My cell? 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Wome~Ys Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

>>> <mjrobins@udel.edu> 5/9/2011 2:48 PM >>> 
Anson thanks for invite I think I can make it. I also have been hoping to meet Ritchie I have heard good things. Let me know where and when. Also I will let you know on Japan 

visit to NC Matt 

Sent ~h~m my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Date: Mon, 9 May 2011 14:19:32 0400 

To: Robinson, Matthew J<mjrobins@admin.udel.edu> 

Subject: Re: Matt Robinson Touching Base 

Matt, 
England looked good when they beat us! 

Congrats on your success with FIFA. 

I am in town for one day then I am off again for the rest of the week (a golf boondoggle). But I will be in Philly for the Union game against the LA Galaxy this Wednesday at 
7:30 (as a guest of Ritchie Graham {the guy who got Dan Coyle for the US Soccer thing in Portland a couple of weeks ago}). If you are bored and want to join us in Philly 

Wednesday, I have six tickets for the directors box and I am sure Ritchie can accommodate you and you can join us. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > "Robi nson, Matthew J" < mirobins@udel.edu > 5/6/2011 9:04 AM > > > 

B~;cl~ from Switzerland. I l’u;v~-_~ call at 10:30 wit:h Engkmd Scary wh~;t t:hey have sent me. They are ~n full board man. 

Great meeting with FIr:A they want me to present ~: svmposh~m at world cup. 

Also, can ~ ca]~ k~:er to get japar~ visit set. ~ h~ve corresponded w~th tom about: it. 

AH the besL 

Matt 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, April 29, 20:L[ 2:49 PM 
To= Robinson, Matthew J 
Subject= Re: German test 

For sure Matt ._, can’t wait to see you! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNCWomen’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 



> > > <._r[_~[£4_b_[D__s_~iLd__~j_~_e_d___u_.> 4/29/2011 12:36 PM > > > 
Anson, Ok well let’s develop our own. One thing of benefit is the predictive ability, In Switzerland ] meet with fifa on wed [ came across some interesting stuff yesterday [want 
to show you when ~ get back, All the best and I will also touch base avout coming down for Japan meeti gs in NC, All the best. Matt 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Bate= Wed, 27 Apr 2011 16:26:42 0400 

To= Robinson, Matthew J<mjrobins@admin.udel.edu> 
Cc= scott.leber@isoccer.org <scottleber@isoccer.org > 

Subject; RE: German test 

Matt, 

no wonder Tina (the former German women’s Nat’l coach) hated technical testing, unless there are more elements to the shooting it does not appear to be a good test to 

me. ] do like the element of turning in the "bench" test but as someone who does a bench turning test there has to be a better way. And ~ can see Tina hating this one as well. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > "Robi nson, Matthew J" < mirobins@udel.edu > 4/26/2011 11:03 AM > > > 

Here is a write up of what they do. Also I shared with April and she is ir~ter~-’_~sl:ed so perhaps we can get something imph-:~mented. Look fl)rward to hearing about 

Portlar~d f h?aw? for" Swi~:zedand on Thursda,/I meet with ~:I~:A .:)n wed .:)f next week ab.:)ut the study. 

Matt 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 20:L~ :[0:42 AM 
To: Robinson, Matthew,] 
Cc: scott.leber@isoccer.org; ryan.gray@sparqtraining.com 
Subject: Re: German test 

VERY interesting! What EXACTLY were the dribbling, shooting and ball control tests? And are these the best players now in their U 17 national team player pool? This is the 

stuff ~ was selling ten years ago that everyone was skeptical of .... and wouldn’t you know the Germans were the ones that had their "mavericks" and blue sky thinkers 

imbedded in their national leadership; it is usually the first to collect the data that gain the initial edge, now we have to catch them and pass them. (] have copied the isoccer 

leadership {Scott Leber} and the SPARQ leadership {Ryan Gray} on this. ~ think both groups can be a positive force in helping us get back to world domination on the women’s 

side {if anyone with power will help them implement this up and down the elite player chain}.) 

And Portland was excellent .... more later. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > "Robi nson, Matthew J" < mjrobins@udel.edu > 4/20/2011 9:58 AM > > > 

I hope you are welt and trip to Portfand was good. 

Just wanted to share something quick. I was talking to research person with DFB this rnorning. They have done tests w~Lb 12 year o~d boys and now they are at 17 age 

~eve~ and, the p]ayers who are h~ that poo~ and have performed best a~l finished ~n the top tO of the testing at age 12. They had a samp]e of 3000 p~ayers from across 

the country who were k~entified by re~h:ma~ scouts at age 10 to ~)arl:h::~pate in Lbe test~n~ and Lbey were tested twk:e a year Test were 20 meter dash, agility test, 

ddbb~n8, shooting and ba~ control. 

Thought you wou~d find #~terestin~. 

Matt 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 20:[:[ :[0:04 AM 
To: Tom Byer; Robinson, Matthew 3 
Subject: Re: FTFA Letter of Support 

Tom, 

what would be most interesting for us is seeing the training .... f know what you are doing in training separates the Japanese .... that is why the soccer culture has been 

transformed as you well know. What specifically have you done? What has worked so well? 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNCWomen’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com > 4/7/2011 5:36 AM > > > 

Matt, 

I just returned to Tokyo from Jakarta this afternoon. I will be 

putting you in touch with the Head Coach of the Australian National 



Woman’s Team, Tom Sermanni. 

.h___Lt_p__ j.Le__n__~_w__j_l_<_[p__e__d__i_a_~_9_£ 9Z_~__u_jJ_<j!I o i a Serrnanni 

He should be of help to you or be able to point you in the right 

direction. I close friend of mine Naoki Imaya use to play for him and 

knows him well. We should be hearing back from him soon. 

Also, I know the Japanese Woman’s Team is heading your way in May and 

I believe they have a garne in Columbus as well? I’m sure I can arrange 

a meeting with some of the people from the JFA Woman’s Program. Can 

you send me the dates of their visit and possible dates you would be 

available? 

Lastly, let me know some potential dates for a trip to Japan? There is 

a Tournament for U12 Boys and Girls sponsored by Canon that ~ am apart 

of, The qualifiers are on 5/14 Kobe, 22 Nagoya, 28 29 Yokohama. And 

the Final is on 6/12. Usually during the Yokohama Qualifier and or 

Final, the Head of the Woman’s Department for the JFA attends. His 

name is Ueda san and is also the Former Head Coach for the Woman’s 

Team as well. Anyway, just throwing some dates and ideas out there, 

although I would imagine that Ueda san will be heading to the U.S. 

with the Team when they visit. I will check out what the schedule will 

be. I think it would be interesting for you guys to check out what is 

happening with the U12 Kids here in Japan. There are plenty of other 

opportunities to put something together as well if I have an idea of 

when you might be able to visit? 

TB 

On Apr 6, 2011, at 12:15 AM, Robinson, Matthew J wrote: 

> Tom: 
> 

> I hope you are well. If you reach out to your contacts in Japan and 

> Australia. I am attaching the letter of support that I have received 

> from FIFA. Again, in the case of Australia I am happy to call at a 

> time that is convenient to them. In case of Japan Anson and I hope 

> to make the trip still so we can do face to face. We also hope to 

> meet with someone when Japan team is in carolina in May. 
> 

> Again, thanks for your support on this. 
> 

> Matt 
> 

> Original Message 

> From: Tom Byer .[__m___a_j_Lt__o_:_t__o_j__*o_@_t__o_j__*o__s__a___n_~_c___o___m__} 

> Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 11:36 PM 

> To: Robinson, Matthew J 

> Cc: ’Anson Dorrance’ 

> Subject: Re: Thank you Tom for your thorough response! 
> 

> Matt, 
> 

> I will speak to my contacts down under and get back to you soon with 

> the appropriate person to work with. 
> 

> Regards, 
> 

> Tom 
> 

> 

> On Mar 30, 2011, at 3:04 AM, Robinson, Matthew J wrote: 
> 

>> Tom: 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> I hope you are well. I look forward to our conversation in the near 

>> future. In the meantime, would there be someone you would suggest 

> > reaching out to with the Australian Football Federation. Again, they 

>> are one of the countries I am examining. I have gained a great deal 

> > of information on Aussie soccer from documents they have made public 

>> on the internet, but there is some information I would need to 
> > acquire 

> > from a person in the federation whether overall or specifically with 

>> the Women’s program. Eg. Funds directed to women’s soccer, 



>> comparison 

>> to men’s budget, some questions on use of sport sciences, and the 

> > degree of involvement of government and Australian sport commission, 

> > I was just at an event last night where I spoke with person from FIFA 

>> and they are very interested in the findings of the study and Iwould 
>> be sharing findings with all countries when completed. If you need 

> > anything else from me, I can forward. Also, I am happy to call them 

>> on 

> > their time schedule. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> All the best and again I really look forward to speaking. 
>> 

> > Matt 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> > From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 10:2Z AM 

> > To: Tom Byer 

> > Cc: bill palladino; ~aol.coi’n; cindy cone; Robinson, Matthew 

>> J; 

>> Chris Ducar; Tom Sander; Carin Gabarra 

>> Subject: Re: Thank you Tom for your thorough response! 
>> 

>> 

> > Tom, 
>> 

> > excellent .... thank you! 
>> 

>> I spoke with Mia Hamm this weekend and she is the Chairperson of 

> > Zone I (the U 12 age group) so I will copy her on this and everything 

> > we do from here out. I am very excited about everything you have done 

> > and know we can benefit from your expertise. 
>> 

>> All the best! 
>> 

>> 

> > Anson Dorrance 

> > Head Coach 

>> UNC Women’s Soccer 

> > w) 919 962 4100 
> > > > > Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com> 3/26/2011 12:04 AM > > > 

> > Anson, 
>> 

> > it would be great if you could come over for a visit, i am close 

> > friends will all of the J FA Staff and Coaches and my closest friend 

>> is 

>> the Vice Chairman of the JFA. His name is Kohzo Tashima and is the 

>> person who has been in charge of Coaches education for many years, 

> > Also, the head of the Woman’s Department, Ueda san, former Woman’s 

>> National Team Head Coach is a close friend as well. I am sure they 

> > would love to meet with you, so let me speak with them regarding 

> > their 

>> schedule. As you can imagine things are quite hectic because of the 

>> disaster here and the J League has had to postpone their Season until 

>> 4/23. 
>> 

> > Also, the JFA Academy, both Girls and Boys Residency Programs were 

> > located on the adjacent property to where the Nuclear Facility that 

>> is 

> > causing all of the problems is. Luckily they were able to evacuate 

>> all 

> > of the 120 Players to a safe haven before the Tsunami hit, All of the 

> > staff are very busy trying to find a suitable location for the 

> > Academy 

>> to continue. Of note, Japan’s school calendar runs from April to 

>> March, so all of the kids are on Spring Break now and the new school 

> > year starts up on April 1st. 
>> 

> > I’ll be back in touch after I speak with a few people. 
>> 

>> Regards, 
>> 

> > Tom 
>> 

>> 

>> On Mar 25, 2011, at 11:55 PM, Anson Dorrance wrote: 
>> 



> > > Tom, 
>>> 
> > > I am overwhelmed with your response and now I understand clearly 
> > > ho~v you transformed the culture. I would be honored to visit the Tom 
> > > Byer academy. Where is it located? 
>>> 

> > > [ have copied my University of North Carolina staff on this (Bill 

> > > Palladino, Chris Ducar, Tom Sander, and Cindy Parlow) along with 

>>> Carin Jennings Gabarra who is the Chair of US Soccer’s Women’s/Girls 

>>> Player Development Committee and Dr Matt Robinson who is a part of 

> > > an independent Player Development Task Force organized honestly to 

> > > do some research on movements like yours that are transforming the 

>>> game. Yesterday Carin asked me to be a part of the U 12 (Zone tin 

> > > US Soccer player development parlance) platform so your ernail 

> > > message could not be better timed for my current responsibilities. 
>>> 

> > > Thank you for your thorough and detailed response. [ know how your 

> > > daily schedule must be, especially now with all of your long 

> > > distance travel and [ genuinely appreciate the time you have taken 

> > > to educate me. With your permission ! fully intend to spend time 

> > > with you at your academy. My first opportunities are in May and June 

>>> ,,,, would that be possible? 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> Anson Dorrance 

>> > Head Coach 

>>> UNC Women’s Soccer 

>>> w) 919 962 4100 
>>>>>> Tom Byer <tom@tomsan,corn> 3/24/2011 11:51 PM >>> 

>> > Dear Anson, 
>>> 

>>> Thank you for our email and sorry for the late reply,]just 

>> returned 

>>> to Tokyo last night and the bags are already packed for rny usual 
> > > weekend Clinics in other parts of Japan. 
>>> 

> > > As you may have read the NYT article that f wrote, f believe it 

>> was a 

> > > combination of several factors that have contributed to the success 

> > > Japan is having current day. With my introduction of Technical 

>>> Training, (Coerver), back in the late 90’s, coupled with an omni 

> > media 

>>> approach, TV, Print, Events and the establishment of Schools, this 

>> > seems to be the only real Omni Media 360 approach that I have 

> > seer], ] 

> > > believe we helped to lift the overall level of play throughout the 

> > > entire country by focusing on regular players in our schools and 

> > > empowering individuals by providing content while at the same time 

> > > educating Coaches who work with the U12 age group along with the 

>>> Parents. 
>>> 

> > > [ required that every Coach who worked at our schools be hired full 

>>> time and given a decent salary along with barring any of them from 

>>> having a Club affiliation. The age group of the schools starts from 

>>> 5yrs old up to 12. They come to the schools M F, 3 8pm to receive 

>>> Technical Trining and train norrnallywith their own Club Teams 
>> during 

>>> the week and on the weekends. The emphasis is on Technical Training 

>>> and small sided games at the schools. 
>>> 

> > > On the TV side, my Corner reaches millions of households per day, 

> > > although the corner is very short, 1 2 minutes, however it’s shown 

>>> daily for 13 years, This coupled with being inside the most popular 

>>> Mango Book for Kids each month, a reach of nearly 2 million copies 

> > per 
> > > month, this has made learning Technic cool for kids. 
>>> 

> > > f’ve conducted thousand’s of Event’s throughout the country on a 

> > > consistent basis, again, introducing the importance of Technical 

> > > Training. 
>>> 

> > > We basically made teaching Technical Training a must for everyone 

>> who 

> > > plays the game, especially at the younger ages, 
>>> 

> > > Then you factor into it, the Japanese are very disciplined, they 

> > love 

> > > teaching and learning, and they have great respect for the "Sensei", 

> > > or Teacher, They train all year long, and you swear allegiance to 

>> only 



>>> one sport, not multiple sports like in the U.S.. 
>>> 

> > > We’ve basically been able to improve the bottom of the pyramid, 

> > which 

>>> pushes the players above them to become better, 
>>> 

>>> Also, the JFA does a very good job of organizing their NTC, National 

>> > Training Centers, which there are 9 different Regions. Iwas able to 

>>> convince the JFA years ago to let us Train their Staff Coaches who 

>>> were working with these age groups. The NTC’s focus on U12. They 

>>> identify Players when they are 10 and 11 years old and track them. 
>>> 

>>> The J League also has U12 Teams and very large Schools as well. So 
> > > that they can try and develop their own players as well. 
>>> 

> > > I think this total effort of the Orchestra playing in complete 

> > Harmony 

> > > with each other is the magic that is making everything work so well. 

>>> And in the past couple of years the Music they have been playing is 

> > > finally coming on Note! 
>>> 

> > > I have written several books on my work being done here in Japan, 

> > > however they are all in Japanese. i’ve attached a few articles that 

> > > have been written including an interview I did for Football Weekly 

>>in 

>> > Singapore. interesting to hear that you spent time there as a young 

> > > boy! 
>>> 

>>> Because of the success Japan is having of recent I am in great 

>> demand 

>>> to help replicate a similar model in China, india and indonesia. So 

>>> it’s a quite exciting time for me these days. 
>>> 

>>> in closing, I headed up the Coerver Program here in Japan and other 

> > > parts of Asia. However the Coerver Program although the Content is 

>>> quite good, does not have a good business model and has not evolved 

> > > since the original work that Wiel did years ago. it is purely a body 

> > > of work, which is quite useful for many, but will not transform an 

> > > entire countries level without the proper mixture of what I have 

>>> written about above, in the U.S. the program is basically a Camp 

>>> Program with no permanent presence such as I established here, 

> > Technic 

>>> as you know has to be repetition training, not just a week in the 

>> > summer time. 
>>> 

>>> i hope this helps with some insight into what has been done. Please 

> > > let me know if you’d like to chat on the phone or visit some day my 

> > > Tom Byer Academy, I have 250 kids in my Academy and my U6 program 

>>> there are 100 players and a waiting list to get in. 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

> > > M+ SecureStor Stored: total 10354565bytes; 

> > > Attachment Link: 

> > > k!ttp~!/archive02.uncaa.unc,edut’0f4d9bTad13dlc82b0d2bd17c29b6dlb 
>> > File Name: MLS Magazine.pdf 

>>> Expiry Date: Wed, 22 Jun 2011 23:52:45 0400 

> > > Size: 2289326bytes 
>>> 

> > > Attachment Link: 

> > > http://archive02,uncaa.unc.edu/e5ebbS].060984cc:[01f23ba331994f6d 
>>> File Name: Singapore Article,pdf 

>>> Expiry Date: Wed, 22 Jun 2011 23:52:45 0400 

> > > Size: 8065239bytes 
>>> 

>>> 

>> 

> 

> <FIFA Letter of Support.pdf> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Friday, August 5, 2011 9:15 AM 

’Anson DorraJ~ce’ <anson@tmcaa.unc.edu> 
MAtt Robinmu mmething ofinterst tbr you 

Anson: 

Thought of you on this Read article in Sports Illustrated about Juergon’s hire. He talked of understanding American culture and style of play being a statement of the culture 

Check ~vith website out when you get a chance. I used this as a reference for part of the report on women’s soccer Read about the five dimensions and then go to left and click on USA and 
read who ~vere are as a culture. We are self reliant individuals ~vho are masculine and physical by nature who is open to new- ideas and who will challenge the authority- and we do ~vhat we 
want to do because we can On the women’s side because we are high in masculinity it makes our ~vomen more assertive. That is who we are why try- to be something ~ve are not Also 
interesting reading about other com~tries In regards to PL~ look at Sweden Again, I like her but as guy from USA basketball said to me Slovania ~vould be better at playing the Slovenian 
way than the US would. 

Hank made a great point to me the other day Juergon is an immigrant just like all of us, but he is newer. I think he kno~vs us better that we do for we take many things for granted that for him 
are new and interesting. He is excited about embracing those great things about our countr.v and our people 

http ://w~vw geert-hoilsted e c om/ 

Hey will send report. I am missing one piece of financial data from france I am going to send to you and hank and tony and ask you guys to think in terms of recommendations that can be 
made based on the comparisons. Again, you guys are the soccer experts. 

Matt 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Anson Dorran ce [m ailto: anson(a)uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Fri&ry, July 15, 2011 10:57 AM 

To: tom@tomsan.com 
Cc: tony@soccerplus.org; Robinson, Matthew J 
Subject: Re: ESPN Request 

Sold! 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jul 15, 2011, at 10:02 AM, "Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com>" <tom@tomsan.com> wrote: 

> Thank you Anson, much appreciated. I was telling Tony it would be 
> great to bring you guys out here for a visit to exchange ideas. Let’s 
> work on this after the WC! 
> 

> TB 
> On Ju[ 15,2011, at 10:58 PM, Anson Dorrance wrote: 
> 

>> Warren and I are on a committee selecting the next DOC for the NSCAA 
>> and he sang your praises in a pr~w~te conversation we had yesterday 
>> Congratulations on what you have done All of us are in awe of how 
>> you helped shape this extraordinary technical soccer culture 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPad 
>> 

>> On Ju114, 2011, at 10:47 PM. "Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com->’’ 
>> <tom@torusan.com 

>>> wrote: 

>> 

>>> Anson, 

>>> Maybe a coincidence, but I received this email below this morning. I 
>>> will film something for them tomorrow which they say- will appear on 
>>> Spolts Center. So thanks for the intro if it came from you guys! 

>>> Although adidas has ofi;ered to fly me out to the Final Match, I’ve 
>>> decided to stay put here in Tokyo and enjoy the game xvith friends 
>>> and family. There have been so many people over the years that have 
>>> been working xvith me that never get recognized. So watching with 
>>> them is the most enjoyment I can have. 

>>> I also received a very- nice email from Warren Merscreau today that 
>>> mentioned you[ Warren and I have been friends for many years, he’s 
>>> one of the good guyst 

>>> Regards, 

>>> Tom 

>>> Begin forwarded message: 

>>>> From: "Fujita, Akiko" <Aktko.Fujita@abc.com> 
>>>>Date: July 15, 2011 7:15:33 AMJST 

>>>> To: "tom@tomsan.com" <tom@tomsan.com> 
>>>> Subject: ESPN Request 



>>>> Hi Tom: 

>>>> rm a Tokyo-based reporter for A[3C News, ~w)rking on a story about 
>>>> Nadeshiko Japan. 

>>>> I am putting together a story for Sports (;enter, to mn Saturday 
>>>> night (in the US) - and would love to talk to you about the state 
>>>> of women’s soccer in Japan. 

>>>> Would you have some time to meet Satmday? I’d like to do the 
>>>> intel~’iexv in person, but would first like to chat over the phone. 
>>>> ;~at would be the best n~ber to reach yon? 

>>>> My schedule is flexible. Please let me ~ow what works best for you. 
>>>> You can reach me on my cell phone 

>>>> Look fot~¥ard to speaking[ 

>>>> ~iko F@ta I ~C News Tokwo 
>>>> o~ce: +81.3.3485.2631 
>>>> ccll:+ 
>>>> TwiRcr: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony DiCicco <tony@soccerplus.org> 

Tuesday, August 9, 2011 4:17 PM 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobin@udel.edu-~; Anson Dormnce <a~son@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hank 

RE: Task Force Repo(t ~md Presentation 

~gmail.com> 

Early pm on Friday works for i’ne~ Something like 

From: Robinson, Matthew .l [mailto: mjrobins@udel.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 09, 20:l.:t 4:09 PM 
To: Tony DiCicco; Anson Dorrance; Hank 
Subject: RE: Task Force Report and Presentation 
Tony 
Thank you for your comments and observations. ~ have put responses #~ the erna~l. 

A~so, how does Friday work for you guys for a ca~L ~ only have an 1:[ a~m eat meeting right now. 

What ~bout :[:30 p,m, est~ or ~ could do 9:30 s.m est. 

M art 

F~m= Tony DiQcco [mail~:~ny@soccerplus,org] 
Sent; Monday, August 08, 20~ ~0:30 PM 

To= Robinson, Ma~hew ~; Anson Dorrance; Hank 
Subject= RE: Task Force Repo~ and Presentation 
Matt, thanks for compiling this report it really is impressive and I think it will be a big help for US Soccer as they move forward to the next phase of player 

ch-:welopment I do have a coupF:~ of thoughts: 

Do w~-_~ haw:_~ a breakdown o[ Federatkm cos~:s for their youth players as compared ~o ~hek sen~or nationa~ team players? Some provided a percentage for 

el~te and grassroots, not aH of them. 

2. Do we have Federat~on’s finsnda~ part~cipa don ~n the respective professional/semi-professional leagues. The mos[ common ~s [he support of the p~ayers~ 

They do not support the dubs, but Germany and Australia strongly!recommend boardh-,g on mandating that the top ~evel dubs offer a women’s team as 

we~L In aH cases the women’s teams don’t make money. The challenge we face in the US ~s wsa is a market dr~en entity. TMs would be an ~nteres~ng 

discussion o[ if or how federation would suppor[ sen~or women’s ~eague. I~ appears k ~s impor[ant to have. 

3. Addk~ona~ thoughts: 

a. There is not way to determine [he positive ~mpact of futsN in Brazil but~ ~ am very interested to see some ~evel o~: correlation between fu[sa~ and 

technical development Yes 

b. Canada used 32% of thek budget for their gMs!women~s development wMch was way above any other federation. ~ know that ~s a big push not in 

soccer but all spor~s. The [TAD B bein~ implemented across most of the sports. We have the ~uy who does ~[ speak a[ our Olympic Coaching 

program~ 

England has 14 ful~ tkne sts~:f on the female side and a~so pay 50 deve]opmen[ officers._there are English players in our league that are ~rnpressive 

but are not ~n the England WNT program. Perhaps they ~nd~recdy benefited from the system. They have benefited from the strong soccer culture of 

the country and I got the sense the women were very focused on the development of players and a v~ew that was opposite of the crit~dsms 

presented in the Every Boys Dream book. 

their h~H tesm._[hey are d~e-hard 4-3-3 teams and don’t charge. I got friendly w~th FA person who d~d survey I can ask this of her. Potential 

guess is that she answered th~s as to say they train in it 4-3-3 but there may be flexibility at the higher levels depending on opponent etc. 

but still it is most preferred even if coach has choice. 

d. France ~nd~cated that over 500K was allocated to major events but they don’t seem to create any events~ Clearly their club system, spedfical]y I.yon 

~s the pseudo nationM team trainin~ groud ok 

Gerrnanyhasthe~rownwomen’sdepartmen~:h~the Federation and has 360 regkmal traink~g centers...WOW~ Yea Lhat biew us away when we 

v~s~ted there. 

f. Japan has 20% of thek top plays U:].5 or youngec training with boys. Yes, 

g. USA has 7 mHHon female p~ayers and 4000 dubs. That is ~ncredible. However, I tNnk that ODP stil~ has a big role in developing e~ite female players 

but has moved to a more ID program. The ECNL (Elite Club Na~:~ona~ League) has reai~y becorne ~:he developmental s~ruc~ure within USA Soccer. The 

~}(::N[ most closely resembles the US Soccer Boys Academy.I believe [hat ~s Anson’s view ss well CoHabora[~on and not competition. Our ODP Js 

very much Hke the Australian model Tom even said that. Tom said Auss~e federation has more control and or say over their states than we do with 

ODP. 

Matt again thank you for aH your work... Thanks it was a fascinating experience. 

Tony 

F~= Robinson, Ma~hew 3 [ma~]~:mjroNns~@udel,edu] 
$eBt= Friday, August 05, 2055 $:39 PM 
To= ’Anson Dorrance’; ’Hank’; Tony DiCicco 
$~bjeCt; Task ~rce Report and Presentation 

Anson, Hank and Tony 

Attached is a draft of the final report of our taskforce, have also added power point slides. 

I am interested in feedback on a couple of levels. 

First, I have asked anson and hank this should we make recommendations for us soccer based on findings. I have not done that at this point. In fact in the 

powerpoint slides I discuss and evaluation of the countries in terms of the nine areas. I did not include that in this report. 

Also, I have identified trends, it is under research observations. Did I miss anything that should be included. 

I am still working on a cover sheet, thank you etc. and bibliography but I wanted to get this off to you guys for initital feedback. 

The completed report would bring closure to our taskforce. 

I am preparing another version for FIFA and the participating countries, but I wanted to make one that is directed at US Soccer. 

If you all want to do a call on this next week after you read and digest let me know. 

All the best 

Matt 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

Professor 

Sport Management 

Alfred E. Lerner College of Business 



University of Delaware 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Wednesday, September 21,2011 10:07 PM 

’Anson Dorrance’ <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RAE in german soccer 

Anson 

Article you may find interesting dealing with RAE effect in German soccer. Best under 17 teams have the RAE but it does not ensure ~f those p~yers wH~ advance to 

Mgher ages In the end it (:a~[s fl:~r m~port:aru::e of coaches educatkm addressk~g this, [ would love to do a session at NSCAA on this. ~ haw~ ~malyzed d~t:a from womens 

~md mens worm cup and wouM love t:o look at ECNL and Boys academy program. 

Matt 

F~m~ Anson Dorrance [mail~:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, Sep~mber 16, 2011 9:33 AN 
Te~ Hank; ’Tony DiCicco’; Robinson, Ma~hew J 
Subje~t~ Re: Soccer Taskforce. 

Matt, 
I am free when you are .... just pick and ~ am with you. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 9:19 962 4:100 

> > > "Robi nson, Matthew J" < mirobins@udekedu > 9/:15/20:1:1 9:34 PM > > > 

Gt~s 
th 

April and Jill cant do this coming week but can the the week of September 26 (Jill has a camp next week). April can do either Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday at 

lpm ET is best. I can do either wed or thurs, but can not due the Tuesday. 

Let me know. Also do we want "to talk before then. It seemed that 11 a.m. on Tuesday worked for everyone. If we are good, then no need for that call. Just let me know 

and I will cortfinn those limes with April and Jill. 

Thanks 

Matt 

From: Anson Dorrance [_m__ajJ_~La_n___s_o___q_,r~__u_n_£__a_a__:_u__E£:_e_.__d_u_~ 
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2011 10:47 AM 
To: Hank; ’Tony DiCicco’; Robinson, Matthew _I 
Subject: RE: Soccer Taskforce Call on Wed at 11 am EST Thanks and followup 

very good ... 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 9:19 962 4:100 
> > > "Robi nson, Matthew J" < mjrobins@udel.edu > 9/:12/20:1:1:10:04 PM > > > 
I will run I:1 arn esL on sept 20 past april. 

Thanks 

Matt 

I=~m: Tony DiCicco [mailto:tony@soccerplus.org] 
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2011 9:58 PM 
Te: Anson Dorrance; Hank; Robinson, Matthew_1 
Subject: RE: Soccer Taskforce Call on Wed at 11 am EST Thanks and followup 

llam on Tuesday, September 20th works. Please confirm, thanks. Tony 

F~: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 12, 20il 4:26 PM 

Te: ’Hank’; Matthew J Robinson 
~e: Tony DiCicco 
S~bjeet: RE: Soccer Taskforce Call on Wed at ll am EST Thanks and followup 

9 AM on the 19th will work so will 11 arn on the 20th (September). 11 arn on the 21st will not work for me. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 9:19 962 4:100 

> > > "Robi nson, Matthew J" < mjrobins@udel.edu > 9/:12/20:1:1 3::12 PM > > > 
Anson, Hank and Tony: 

I arn sorry for d~e delay on this. I have been swamped with new responsibilities, starting [o get a ho~d of things. 

I did presentation for April, .J~m and JHL ~ kept ~t to the facts and ~im~ted my observations. 

Apd[ ~s open for a (:a~l for Vou aH to offer your h~eas based on report. We need to set ~ date, 

Also, Sweden came ~n with report late I am ~dd#~g now 

What dsys for week of week of Sept 19 

Matt 

~ Anson Dorrance [ma~l~:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
SeBt~ Wednesday, August ~7, 20[~ 2:[7 PM 

Te= ’Hank’; Robinson, Ma~hew ] 
¢~= ’tony@soccerplus.org’ 
$~bject= RE: Soccer TasWorce Call on Wed at [[ am EST ~anks and followup 

Matt, 

tremendous job .... ~ learned more this year from jumping into your work product than my three years in law school. 



ARson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > "Robi nson, Matthew J" < [njrobjr]s@ude!~ed u > 8/17/2011 12:01 PM > > > 
Guys 

Thanks for your time todav~ If you have any specific suggestions or recommendat ors please send them to me. ~ w~l~ start putth~ to~ether the fina~ draft ASAP. 

reach out to April to ~et her know report ~s forth comins. 

A~ ~:he best m a~l ths~: you do and tony 8ood Iuck with ph~yoffs. 

Matt 

~mm= Robinson, Ma~hew ~ 
Seat: Tuesday, August ~6, 20~$ 4:04 PM 

To: ’ARson Dorrance’; ’Hank’ 
¢¢: ~ny@soccerplus.orq 
Sabject: Soccer Taskforce Call on Wed at ~$ am EST Call number 

Confere~ce Dial-in Number~ {712) -t5J.-.6000 

Par[i¢i£ant Access Code: 510395# 

I=ro~: ARson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edul 
Sent: Monday, August 15, 2011 5:05 PM 
To-" ’Hank’; Robinson, Matthew J 
Cc= Lo.ny@soccerplus.orq 
Subject: RE: Task Force Report and Presentation 

Yes, 11 AM Wednesday will work for me as well; and congrats Tony on making the playoffs. [ heard from Kling about the game details and of course from all those Tar Heel 
Sky Blue kids you eliminated!!! 

ARson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > "Robi nson, Matthew J" <.E~r_£4b_LL!_s_@_u__cJ_~j_&cJ__u_.> 8/15/2011 9:10 AM > > > 
Ok, how about 11 instead of 10:30 that works for hank and and tony wont have to be late, leL me know ansom 

Matt 

From: Hank [mailto: ~gmaii.com] 
Sent; Monday, August 15, 2011 9:09 Alvl 

To: Robinson, Matthew .~ 
Cc= Hank; ’Anson Dorrance’; tony@soccerplus.or_[g 
Subject-" Re: Task Force Report and Presentation 

Wednesday 9: central time works {br me. 

On Aug 15, 2011, at 8:03 AM, Robinson, Matthew J wrote: 

ARson, thanks 1 will wait to hear from hm~k and tony 

Matt 

Fre~= ARson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Sunday, August 14-, 2011 8:21 PM 
Te= Robinson, Matthew .1 

Subject-" RE: Task Force Repo~ and Presen~tion 

Works for me~ 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > "Robinson, Matthew J" <._n_~j_r__o___b__[_n___s_@__L_Ld___e_Le__d___u_.> 8/13/2011 9:31 AM > > > 
Ok, conflicts on Monday. 

What does Wednesday morning say 10:30 est. 

Again would love to have all three of you on the phone to discuss the meaning of the what I presented in the research findings and potential recommendations. 

All the best 

Matt 

Original Message - 

From: ARson Dorrance Imailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, August 11, 201Z Z0;53 PM 

To: Robinson, Matthew J 

Cc:        @_ d_:n___a_] Lc__o__.n__~; _t__o__r_] y__@__s__r_4 _c__c___e__r_ p__!_u___s_~_o__r_ .g 

SubJect: Re: Task Force Report and Presentation 

12:30 Mon works best for me. The NSCAAjust set up a call for me on Tuesday at 11 am. I finished the report Matt, it was excellent! 

Sent from my iPad 

On Aug 10, 2011, at 9:26 AM, "Robinson, Matthew J" <.r_’_n_.[Eg__b_jD__s__(~_.u__c_!_e___[:gc_!__u_> wrote: 



> Tony Does Tuesday at 11 work, of not [will see with hank and anson 

> for the 12:30 on Monday Thanks 
> 

> Matt 
> 

> From: Tony DiCicco [mailto:tony@soccerplus.org] 

> Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2011 7:41 AM 

> To: Robinson, Matthew J; Robinson, Matthew J; Anson Dorrance; Hank 
> Subject: RE: Task Force Report and Presentation 
> 

> [ expect to be in training at 11am on Monday...earliest for me is 

> 12:30pm 
> 

> From: [T~robir)s@udel.edu < mailto:iT~robir)s@ude!~edu > 

> [mailto:mirobins@udel,edu]< mailto:[mailto:mirobins@udel,edu]> 
> Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2011 7:32 AM 

> To: Tony DiCicco; Robinson, Matthew J; Anson Dorrance; Hank 

> Subject: Re: Task Force Report and Presentation 
> 

> Guys Anson ca~Yt do Friday. What about 11 am EST on monday. Just let 

> me know, Thanks, Matt 
> 

> Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 
> 

> 

> From: Tony DiCicco <tony@soccerplus,org < mailto:tony@soccerplus.org > > 

> Date: Tue, 9 Aug 2011 16:17:26 0400 

> To: Robinson, Matthew 
> J <mjrobins(.~admin.udel,edu < mailto:mjrobins@admin,udel.edu > >; Anson 

> Dorrance <-a--r-~-s--~--D~-@--u-~[~--c~-a--&~-u-£Lc-~£-d-£~-<--r-[~[[~-t--~-~La--n-~-s--~-~r-~-@~-[~#-~£~-&~!£> >; 

> Hank < &~gmail.com > > 

> Subject: RE: Task Force Report and Presentation 
> 

> Early pm on Friday works for me. Something like lpm 
> 

> From: Robinson, Matthew J 

> [mailto:mirobins@udel.edu]< mailto:[mailto:mirobins@udel.edu]> 
> Sent: Tuesday, August 09, 2011 4:09 PM 

> To: Tony DiCicco; Anson Dorrance; Hank 

> Subject: RE: Task Force Report and Presentation 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> Thank you for your comments and observations. 1 have put responses in the email. 
> 

> Also, how does Friday work for you guys for a call. ~ only have an 11 a.m est meeting right now. 
> 

> What about 1:30 p.m. est. or [ could do 9:30 a.m est. 
> 

> Matt 
> 

> From: Tony DiCicco 

> [mailto:tony@soccerplu s.orgl < mailto:[mailto:tony@socce rplus.org] > 

> Sent: Monday, August 08, 2011 10:30 PM 

> To: Robinson, Matthew J; Anson Dorrance; Hank 

> Subject: RE: Task Force Report and Presentation 
> 

> Matt, thanks for compiling this report it really is impressive and ~ think it will be a big help for US Soccer as they move forward to the next phase of player developmenL ~ 

do have a couple of thoughts: 
> 

> 1. Do we have a breakdown of Federation costs for their youth players as compared to their senior national team players? Sorne provided a percentage for elite and 

grassroots, not all of them. 
> 

> 2. Do we have Federation’s financial participation in the respective professional!semi professional leagues. The most common is the support of the players. They do 

not support the clubs, but Germany and Australia strongly/recommend boarding on mandating that the top level clubs offer a women’s team as well, In all cases the 

women’s teams don’t make money. The challenge we face in the US is wsa is a market driven entity. This would be an interesting discussion of if or how federation would 

support senior women’s league. It appears it is important to have, 
> 

> 3. Additional thoughts: 
> 

> a. There is not way to determine the positive impact of futsal in Brazil but, [ am very interested to see some level of correlation between futsal and technical 

development Yes 
> 

>b, Canada used 32% of their budget for their girls/women’s development which was way above any other federation. ~ know that is a big push not in soccer but all 

sports. The LTAD is being implemented across most of the sports. We have the guy who does it speak at our Olympic Coaching program. 
> 

> c. England has 14 full time staff on the female side and also pay 50 development officers...there are English players in our league that are impressive but are not in the 

England WNT program. Perhaps they indirectly benefited from the system. They have benefited from the strong soccer culture of the country and ~ got the sense the women 

were very focused on the development of players and a view that was opposite of the criticisms presented in the Every Boys Dream book. 



> 

> i. interesting that England mandates 4 3 3 up to U15s...I am interested to learn their rationale. Having played their U20s and 

also watching their full team._they are die hard 4 3 3 teams and don’t change. I got friendly with FA person who did survey I can ask this of her. Potential guess is that she 
answered this as to say they train in it 4 3 3 but there may be flexibility at the higher levels depending on opponent etc. but still it is most preferred even if coach has 

choice. 
> 

> d. France indicated that over 500K was allocated to major events but they don’t seem to create any events. Clearly their club system, specifically Lyon is the pseudo 

national team training 9roud. ok 
> 

> e. Germany has their own wornen’s departrnent in the Federation and has 360 regional training centers...WOW! Yea that blew us away when we visited there. 
> 

> f. Japan has 20% of their top plays U15 or younger, training with boys. Yes, 
> 

> g. USA has 7 million female players and 4000 clubs. That is incredible. However, I think that ODP still has a big role in developing elite female players but has moved 

to a more ID program. The ECNL (Elite Club National League) has really become the developmental structure within USA Soccer. The ECNL most closely resembles the US 

Soccer Boys Academy.I believe that is Anson’s view as well. Collaboration and not competition. Our ODP is very much like the Australian model. Tom even said that. Tom said 

Aussie federation has more control and or say over their states than we do with ODP. 

> Matt again thank you for all your work... Thanks, it was a fascinating experience. 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> From: Robinson, MatthewJ 
> [mailto:mjrobins@udel.edu]< mailto:[mailto:mirobins@udel.edu]> 

> Sent: Friday, August 05, 20:1:1:1:39 PM 

> To: ’Anson Dorrance’; ’Hank’; Tony DiCicco 

> Subject: Task Force Report and Presentation 
> 

> Anson, Hank and Tony 
> 

> Attached is a draft of the final report of our taskforce. I have also added power point slides. 
> 

> I am interested in feedback on a couple of levels. 
> 

> First, I have asked anson and hank this should we make recommendations for us soccer based on findings. I have not done that at this point, in fact in the powerpoint 

slides I discuss and evaluation of time countries in terms of the nine areas. I did not include that in this report. 
> 

> Also, I have identified trends, it is under research observations. Did I miss anything that should be included. 
> 

> I am still working on a cover sheet, thank you etc. and bibliography but I wanted to get this off to you guys for initital feedback. 
> 

> The completed report would bring closure to our taskforce. 
> 
> i am preparing another version for FIFA and the participating countries, but i wanted to make one that is directed at US Soccer. 

> 

> if you all want to do a call on this next week after you read and digest let me know. 
> 

> All the best 
> 

> Matt 
> 

> Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

> Professor 

> Sport Management 

> Alfred E. Lerner College of Business 

> University of Delaware 
> 

RAE and success in German elite soccer.pall: Tu% 20 Dec 201;_ 21:07:30 



From: ~aol.com 

Sent: Thursday, September 29, 2011 12:55 PM 

To: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: GPS Report 

Hi Anson, 
Attached is a report on your players from the game vs UVa this past Sunday. Here is what you will find in the report: 
Min [] minutes played 

Dist (m) [] Total distance (meters) 
Zone distances 

Walking [] 0-6kph 
Jog D 6-8kph 
Low speed run [] 8-12kph 
Moderate speed run [] 12-15kph 
High speed run D 15-18kph 
Sprint ~ 18+kph 

Top 3 Zone distance (m) - sum of Moderate running to Sprinting 
Dis/M [] distance per minute (meters/minute) 
Zone percentage [] proportion of each zone compared to total distance 
Top 3 Zone Percent - sum of Moderate running to Sprinting 
Sprints [3 the number of sprints pedormed 
Top sprint [] highest speed achieved during a sprint 
In the game against UVa there wer~ 2 players who stayed in the entire game. At the bottom of the main table is a summary of those players as well as a summary of the other 
players who were subbed in/out of the game. 
One of the best ways to compare players is using distance/minute (workrate) since it takes into account the amount of time played. Defenders typically have the lowest 
workrate (below 100 m/min) whereas midfielder and forwards typically are above 100 m/min. You could also compare the Percent of Top 3 Zones (%) as it indicates how much 
of their total distance was spent at higher speeds. 
I’d welcome the opportunity to discuss the information in more detail. Let me know when might be convenient for you. Thanks again for having your team participate and best of 
luck the rest of the season. 
Best. 
Jason 

UNC v UVa Sept 25 2011.pd[ W(.’t, 28 [7~.’: 201! 1].:5[’.:2~: 0500 459977. yb.~s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mike tully <edgetully@optonline.net~ 

Thursday, March 8, 2012 1:19 PM 

Ansou Dormuce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Who is going to maJae it? 

Hi, Coach! 

I gave you a ring or two and will try again. If you’d like, try me at 

Regards, 

Mike 

On Mar 6, 2012, at 12:54 AM, ARson Dorrauce wrote: 

Early afternoon! 

Connected by DRO!D on Verizon ~,~Zireless 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "mike tully <edgetully@optonline.net>" <edgetully@optoNine.net> 
To: ARson Dorrance <anson(~,uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tue, Mar 6, 2012 04:20:46 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Re: Who is going to make it? 

Hi, Coach, 

VVhat time is good for you Thursday? I coach in the evenings. 

http://harvardsportsanalysis.wordpress.com/2012/02/27/does-the-nfl-combine-matter-offense/ 

Regards, 

Mike 

On Mar 5, 2012, at 2:00 PM, ARson Dorrance wrote: 

Mike, I would be interested ... let’s talk .... call me in three days. 

Connected by DROtD on Verizon ~lfiretess 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "mike tully <edgetully(~,optonline.net>" <ed.qetully~,optonline.net> 

To: ARson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Mon, Mar 5, 2012 14:29:52 GMT+00:00 
Subject: VVho is going to make it? 

Dear Coach, 

Thank you for your time and insight when I called about Jeremy Lin. 



The question of "Who Is Going to Make It? is a central one for so many 
people. 

Why don’t we team up and write a book about it? 

You say you are all over the Jeremy Lin story, looking for clues on 
how to help your program. So am I. By writing this book, we can gain 
some of the knowledge we’re looking for, and pass it along to 
businesses, sports teams, colleges, anyone who has to get it right the 
first time. 

I’d be happy to fly down to say hello, and we could talk about it. 

Thanks and best regards, 

Mike Tully 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Simon Clements <simon.clements@exactsports.com~ 

Thursday, March 8, 2012 5:01 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Player Pier Evaluations 

It’s that UChicago Education. All Math. No English. 

Well, after we get done comparing boat docks, we can get to work on looking at your team. I’ll work with Tom to get this up and running for you. If he can send me 

the scales you use, questions you ask, and I’ll create an online version of the survey. I’ll then put together a spreadsheet of responses comparing the player to their self- 
review, peer-review, and if you want, coach-review. 

Dr. Tamer and I would love to be involved with a book on potential. Dr. Tarter created EXACT Sports with this vision, and it would be great to team up on a project 

of that nature. Let me know where the project is at this point m~d we can discuss how EXACT could par~mer with you on it. 

I look tbrward to it. 

Best 

Siinon 

On Thu, Mar 8, 2012 at 2:14 PM, Anson Dorrance <anson~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Simon, 

you misspelled "peer" ,,.. what the heck, did you sldp all your English classes in high school??? You catch fish off a "pier". Just kidding Simon .._ yes, I am very 

interested, Tom is the best one to work with down here, He will always get everythin9 done for you, quickly and efficiently (usually same day), 

By the way, I was approached by an academic to co write a book on the challenge of determining athletic potential. He interviewed me for an article about Jeremy Lin; 

as in "how could everyone miss hh’n"? Does Exact want to get involved in a book? You guys are in this business (determining athletic potential), so would you guys 

consider jumping into this with me? It might be good PR and it might ask us to make some bold statements about what we know and don’t know. (I don’t know much so 

I will have that side covered.) 

All the best! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > Simon Clements <simon.clements@exactsports.com > 3/8/2012 11:28 AM > > > 

[ wanted to let you know that rve been working to develop an online tool to collect pier evaluations. Becky Burleigh used it down in Florida, and I think you’ll find it very 

useful in terms of consolidation and extracting value from the data. If you’re interested in utilizing this, please let me know. I can customize it to your needs. In the future, 

this will be an application we offer through the PrepHero systern, right in line with the MAP. 

Let me know who I would work with on your staff if this is of interest, 

Simon 

Simon Clements, MPP 
Director, EXACT Sports 

simon.clements @exactsports.org 
mobile 

fax 773.423.0252 

Simon Clements, MPP 

Director, EXACT Sports 

simon.clements~exactsports.org 

mobile 

fax 773.423.0252 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mike tully <edgemlly@optonline.net~ 

Friday, March 9, 2012 9:42 AM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Who will make it? 

Hi, Coach! 

Just put t~vo books in the mail. 

Blogged a bit on predicting results today at http://v,~vw totalgameplan.com 

Regards, 

Mike Tully 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mike ttdly <edgemlly@optonline.net~ 

Sunday, March 11, 2012 10:58 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Who will maJ~e it? 

Tommy Lasordajust told a story, about Gary. Carter. 

"I heard about a kid named Gray Carter and I sent one of our scouts to see him. The scout came back and said, ’We don’t need him.’ Now he’s in the Hall of Fame." 

On Mar 9, 2012, at 5:53 PM, Anson Dorrance wrote: 

Thank you Mike! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 9:~9 962 4:~00 

> > > mike tully <edqetullv@optonline.net> 3/9/20:]_2 9:42 AM > > > 

Hi, Coach! 

Just put two books in the mail. 

Blogged a bit on predicting results today at http:!/~mw.totalgameplan.com 

Regards, 

Mike Tully 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmaJl.com on behalf of 

Terv Pettit ~pettit@terrs.~pettit.com> 

Thursday, April 26, 2012 11:05 AM 

Eric ttoos <eric.hoos@du.edtr~; Hill, Brian <brian hill@unco.edu>; Nicole Keuneally <nicole.kenneally@colorado.edu>; Cook, John 

~jcook@huskers.com>; Shaw Don         @earthlink.net-~; anson@uucaa.unc.eda; Booth, Kirsten B. <KirstenBooth@creighton.edu>; 
Jolmson, Christy L IATHDP] <c|ms~j@ias~ate.edu>; Hilbert,Thomas <Tom.Hilbert@~colostate.edt~’; Jilli~ Kramer 

<jillian.kraa~e@mail.x~a~u.edu>; tmiles@huskers.com; Shelton Collier <scollier@wingate.e&~~ 

Video ou frustration with 20 year olds from Pettit 

Coaches, This pre~~ nmch sums up are fmstratio~a with young athletes at times. 

~:/, w~a~,.vo ut ube.com/watch?v=rzxcigTYZSs&feamre=share%27%2C%29 

Terry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~(}optonline.net 

Friday, April 27, 2012 7:38 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: why people succeed 

Oops! Forgot link. Here it is: 

http://~w~¥.f~rbes.c~n+siteskeldiense~v~2~2~4~2/inte~i~ence-is-~ve~ated-what-v~u-re~v-need-t~-succeedi~a~back=j~2Egde 4322397 member 110171872 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Anson Dorrance 

Date: Friday, April 27, 2012 4:52 pm 
Subject: Re: why people succeed 

To: mike tully 

> What? 

> Anson Dorrance 

> Head Coach 
> UNC Women’s Soccer 

> w) 919-962-4100 

> >~> mike tully 4/27/2012 8:08 AM >>> 

> Hi, Coach! 

> Here’s ~mething that could help us. 
> 

> Regards, 
> 

> Mike Tully 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mike tully @optonline.net7 

Monday, June 18, 2012 1:55 PM 

Ansou Dormuce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

gilt 

Seven years after graduating from university, J.K. Rowling saw herself as "the biggest failure I knew.’’[451 Her marriage had failed, she was jobless with a dependent child, but she described her failure as 

liberating: 

Failure meant a stripping away of the inessential. I stopped pretending to myself that I was anything other than what I was, and began to direct all my energy to finishing the only work that 

mattered to me. Had I really succeeded at anything else, I might never have found the determination to succeed in the one area where I truly belonged. I was set free, because my greatest 

fear had been realized, and I was still alive, and I still had a daughter whom I adored, and I had an old typewriter, and a big idea. And so rock bottom became a solid foundation on which I 

rebuilt my life. - J K Rowling, Harvard commencement address, 2008 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mike tully ?~optonline.net7 

Friday, June 22, 2012 8:23 AM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

driven man 

http ://www theat~antic, c~1rdmagazine/arch1v e/2~12/~7 /the-measured-mard9~ ~ 8/# T-RQih uRNU.twitter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pauliina Miettinen ~hotmail.com~ 

Monday, December 10, 2012 3:59 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Congrats! 

Coach~ 

congrats on your nalional chmnpionship. Impressive! 

Pauliina 

Pauliina Miettinen 

+358 50 4926230 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Frank Tschan <tschan@isdedu.de> 

Monday, 2:47 AM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: congraks ti~om Deutschland... 

I’ve passed that infol:mation along to Brian Eylert and Claudio M~xcone, the two player representatives I refened to. If interested, should they contact you directly or 

go through someone else on your sl~lt’(i.e. Bill)? 

Frank Tschan 

Director of Sport/Club Manager 

International School of Dusseldorf 

Niederrheinstr. 336, 40489 D’dorf 

0255 9406755 / 0577 7789689 

On Fri, at 11:08 PM, Anson Dorrance <anson(~uncaa.tmc.edu> wrote: 

We are trying to find a home for 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 959 962 4500 

>>> Frank Tschan <tschan@isdedu.de> 52:54AM >>> 

If you give me their names and details [ can switch on the two representatives [ use here. As always, [ don’t know what they require in terms of $ or how it would work if 

they already have someone doing that stateside. Anyway, just an option, 

Frank 

On Wednesday, Anson Dorrance wrote: 

Frank, 

thank you! Yes, you guys did help. We have one kid going to Bayren Munich (we think) and we are trying to find places for two others. 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

vv) 959 962 4500 

> >> Frank Tschan <tschan@isdedu.de> 2:57 AM > > > 

Dear Anson and "the team around the team" as we say, 

Wunderbad Just a quick note to wish you guys many heartfelt congratulations on the return to the top ~ust when they thought they had you by the throat, right?). 

[ assume some of your latest national champions were with us here in Germany during the Women’s World Cup when you played both Bayer Leverkusen and 

Lokomotiv Leipzig? Glad to see that we perhaps played a very, very small part in those kids’ college soccer experience, 

As always, let me know if there’s anything you need from us out here in Germany, 

Hope to see you in [ndy at the convention, 

Frank 

By the way, I started using the word "relentless" this year in my coaching vocabulary. We have kids from all over the world so it takes some translating...but that’s a 

good one! 

Frank Tschan 

Director of SIx~rt & Physical Education 

Sportverein Manager 

International School of Dussektorf 

Niederrheinstr. 336, 40489 D’dod" 

0211-9406751 / 0177-7789689 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Frank Tschan <tschan@isdedu.de> 

Monday, 4:58 AM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: two interested players... 

Anso~ 

Please see below... 

Thanks, 

Frank 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: daudio.marcone <claudio.mavcone~b, bluewin.ch> 

Date: Mon,            at 10:03 AM 
Subject: AW: two interested players... 

To: tschm~@isdedu.de 

Thanks Frank, 

Do they also have a resume or video lines ...... tell me to whom I shall address this directly please. 

Claudio 

Frank Tschan qschan(Jbisdedu.de> hat geschrieben: 

Hi Claudio, 

Anson Dorrance, Head Coach at UNC, the best college team in the country which just won yet another NCAA Division 1 Championship, is 
looking for a home for 

]: promised I would pass that information along to you, 

Best Regards, 

Frank 

Frank Tschan 

Director of SIx~rt & Physical Education 

Sportverein Manager 

International School of Dussektorf 

Niederrheinstr. 336, 40489 D’dorf 

0211-9406751 / 0177-7789689 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Frank Tschan <tschan@isdedu.de> 

Monday, 5:04 AM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Fwd: two interested players... 

Anso~ 

...too many e-mails for one day, I ki~ow. 

We’re speaking about Brian Eylert and Claudia Ma~:cone as the two contacts I use for players. 

As I’ve gotten to know Brian, he is as honest and legitimate as they come in this business, tte’s agent as well should you want a reference. 

Let me ki~ow if this is a direction you and the players would like to go or if you think I should speak with them tirst to establish a more social contact and get an 

understanding of where they’re at with this. 

Frank 

.......... Fo~varded message .......... 

From: Brian Eylert <bpeylert~web.de> 

Date: Man,            at 10:53 AM 
Subject: Aw: two interested players... 

To: Frank Tschan <tschaaa~)isdedu.de> 

Hi Frank, 

because of recent developments where a number of agents are working simultaneously for the same player and often approaching the same clubs at the 
same time, I have decided that I will no longer spend time and expenses to look for opportunities for any American players unless they sign exclusive 
representation agreements for a minimum time frame until the end of the next possible transfer period. 

If any of the players Anson or anyone else suggests to you, are interested to be represented under the above condition, I will be happy to look for 
opportunities for them in Europe. If not, I suggest they hook up with other agents. 

Please let me know if would consider signing exclusive representation rights. 

Brian 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marina Nesic ~yahoo.com> 

Monday, 11:45 PM 

Dorrance, Albert (Ath Olympic Sports) <anson@uncaa.uuc.edu> 

RE: No~way women’s football clubs 

Anson, 

Her name is Vania Stefanovic and her e-mail is vanja.stefanovic@stabak.no ~F__.~ 

In cas~-_~ f don’t s~-_~e you either, Merry Christmas to you and y.:)ur family as we~l, 

AH the best 

E~: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Seat: Monday, 3:45 PN 
To: Marina Nesic 
Co: bill palladino 
S~bject: Re: Noway women’s football clubs 

Marina, 

that would be ve~ helpful .... thank youH 

in case [ don’t see you: Merry ChristmasH~ 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > "Mad na Nesic" ¯ @yahoo.com > 2:30 PM > > > 
Hey Ans, 

I have been thinking last night about since I know you have been helping them to go overseas and play. Well, I just remember that friend of mine 

(who I played with in national team) is assistant coach of one Norway team, called Stabakk. They won cup this year and I think they ended up fifth in the league. I 

don’t want to "ruin" any plans you had for                but I just wanted you to have one more option in case you need it. I also know few coaches in Iceland 

where I played and they will need girls in summer. Their league starts in the beginning of May and ends end of September. In case you want the info and contact of 

the assistant coach I would be happy to give it to you. I hope you find something for them because they both deserve it. © 

Thank you Anson. 

I will stop by your office tomorrow to drop something off. 

Have a great day] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Aaran Lines _~hotmail.com> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 9:19 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 

~gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; @msn.com> 

RE: Duke Classic 

Anson, 

Hope all is well mate. 

I plan on being at the Duke Nike Classic both days this weekend. 

Please let me know if you have a moment to catch up. 

Best, 

Aaran Lines 
Western New York Flash 
General Manager / Head Coach 
716-655-7529 
wv~v.sahlensportspark,com 
www.wnyflash.com 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 
To:          @hotmail.com; ducar@unc.edu; 
Subject: Re: All the best this season. 
Date: Fri, 16 Aug 2013 00:22:41 +0000 

Excellent Aaran! 

Senti?ore my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DRO/D 

@aol.com; @gmail.com; pacman@unc.edu; ~msn.com 

Aaran Lines @hotmail,com> wrote: 

Anson, 

wouldn’t expect it any other way! I look forward to watching you piece it all together again this year. 

am very interested in several of your players and look forward to catching up and hearing more about them both on and offthe field. 

Thank you for the well wishes for the play-offs and please know that I appreciate the kind words. 

I will look to connect with you once our season is over. 

Best, 

Aaran Lines 
Western New York Flash 
Head Coach 
716-655-7529 
www.sahlensportspark.com 

www.wnyflash.com 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 
To:         @hotmail.com;      @aol.com; 
Subject: Re: All the best this season. 
Date: Thu, 15 Aug 2013 14:45:08 +0000 

@gmail,com; ducar@unc.edu; pacman@unc.edu; @msn,com 

Aemn~ thenk you. We should hove e good squed this yeor end it does hove the potentie! to win e lot o~ gomes, We wifi see i[ it comes together like 

yeer, i hove some kids th~t c’ould be quefity professionals, Pfeese cef! me i~ yeu ~re interested in eny of them. We ~re gre~t f~ns o~ yours beceuse o[ how 

you treot our kids ~nd would love to push them your w~y if you ~re interested. Good luck in the p/eyo]~ .... ~I/ of us wifl be w~tching! 

,Senti?ore my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DRO/D 

Aaran Lines @hotmail.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

Just a quick note to wish you and Bill the very best of luck this season in your quest for back to back national championships. Im completely confident you 

guys:) 



Best, 

Aaran Lines 
Western New York Flash 
Head Coach 
716-655-7529 
www.sahlensportspark.com 

www.wnyflash,com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stewart Mairs <Stewart.Mairs@prozonesports.com> 

Monday, February 13, 2012 4:25 PM 

Anson Domance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

mnigos: bill palladino ~      @aol.com> 

~!gmaJl.com >; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Prozone 

@msn.com>; Cliffs Ducar ~<tucaJ~@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

If rny cak:ulations are correct there are 55 h] :onferen(e games m [ota~ ~n the ACC. ff ew~ry team s~gned up for [:he ~)ackage [11] then the cost per team wou~d be 

~3,800 k~dud~ng trab~ng and support for the year’. TNs figure wou~d obviously r~se k~crernenta~y sboufd there be tearns who did not want to buy h% w~th the final 

dollar amount beh~g 55 games split between these teams. 

I can produce a matrix of the costs ~ssociated with 1:1., :[0 9 temps 3ignhlg up ff you feel that wou~d be a good idea. The SEC works really well w~th th~s model as ~ 

beiieve a~i teams w~il be on board tMs year. 

For out of conferenceiNCAA games where we cannot [:]centraHzeZ] or sp~k costs, g~e per game charge b ~600. 

ke[ me know ~f you any more questions 

Beat 

Stewart 

Stewart Mairs 

US Operations Manager 

’,’: 001 312 528 1259 
~i : 
[-’." : Stewa rt, Mairs@prozonesports.com 
W: www. prozon esports.com 

~:~’FC,’~s PRt?:~iZ-.’.: Latest News 

Prozone Sports LLC 

1801 S.Prairie Ave. 
Chicago, TL 60616 
USA 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc,edu] 
Sent-" 13 February 2012 12:20 
To-" Stewart Mairs 
C¢-" amigos: bill palladino; Chris Ducat; Cindy Cone; Tom Sander 
Subject," Re: Prozone 

Thank you Stewart. 

I was quoted a very reasonable fee per team if we can get the entire ACC involved (an 21 team league), I think someone was telling me of your relationship with the SEC 

and how reasonable the per team fee is ..... 

What would a per team fee be? 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > Stewart Mairs < Stewart.Mairs@prozonesports.com > 2/~2/2012 9:11 PM > > > 

Coach Dorrance, 

I hope all is well. 

It was a pleasure meeting you at the NSCAA convention in Kansas, I hope you gained a better understanding of what we do here at Prozone and Andrew and I 

certainly enjoyed your company at the Prozone booth. As you know, we are committed to the developing soccer in the US, especially in the collegiate 

environment where our clientele continues to grow exponentially each year. I~d love to pick up a conversation with you at the right moment where we can 

discuss a potential partnership with UNC. Please feel free to drop me a line at a convenient time. 

Best Wishes 

Stewart 

Stewart Mairs 



US Operations Manager 

7:001 312 528 1259 

~ : Stewa rt.t4a irsC®prozonesports,com 

W: www.~[~o~ports, co m 

Prozone Sports LLC 
1801 S.Prairie Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60616 

USA 



Frolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Stewart Mairs <Stewart.Mairs@prozonesports.com> 

Tuesday, February 14, 2012 10:31 PM 

ARson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Prozone 

Please find attachecl cost matrix for the ’ACC package. The matrix highlights the cost per team based oR schooi buy ~n for aH 55 ACC games fully analysed on our 

Matchviewer product. 

I have a~so put together a discounted credk system for the out of conference games. 

"rrah~ng b ~SO0 per Learn m add~L~on [:o e~Lher package. 

For example, ~[ al~ ACC teams were Lo s~gn up the cost to UNC wouhJ be ~:;3500 for all ACC games and training [1~ actua~V k~ss than I quoted the other day, 

Any questions p~esse ~et me know 

Best 

Stewart 

Stewart Mairs 

US Operations Manager 

"1": 001 312 528 1259 

[-’.’: Stewa rt. Mairs@prozonesports.com 

~""’,.~,, www.prozonesports.com 

S’~’C’~s PRt~:SS: Latest News 

Prozone Sports LLC 
1801 S.Prairie Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60616 
USA 

From: Anson Dorrance [maflto:anson@uncaa,unc.edu] 
Sent: 13 February 2012 16:29 
To: Stewart Mairs 
Subject: RE: Prozone 

S tewa rt, 
this is what I need ,,,, thank you! 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > "Stewart Mairs" < Stewart.Mairs@prozonesports.com > 2/13/2022 4:25 PM > > > 

ARson, 

If my calculations are correct there are 55 in conference games in total in the A¢C. If every team signed up for the package [ll] then the cost per team would be 

~�3,800 ~ncluding Lrainmg and support for Lhe year This figure wou~d obviously rise ~ncrernental]y shouM there be Learns who did not warn: Lo buv m, with the 

fina~ do~ar amount being 55 games sp~t: between these teams. 

~ can produce s matrix of the costs assodated w~th I1, 10, 9 teams signing up if you feel d~at wou~d be a good ~dea. The 

believe aH teams wH~ be on board this year. 

For out of conference/NgAA games where we cannot ~centraHze ] or spht costs, the per game charge ~s 

[.e[ frH~ kt~ow if yOU arw more quest[.:N~s 

Best 

Stewart 

Stewart Mairs 

US Operations Manager 



T: 001 312 528 1259 
M : 
~::: Stewa rt.Mairs@prozonesp0rts.com 

W www. prozonesports.com 

STOI> ~SS: Latest News 

Prozone Sports LLC 
1801 S.Prairie Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60616 

USA 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sel~t: 13 February 2012 12:20 
To: Stewar~ Mairs 
Cc: amigos: bill palladino; : Chris Ducat; Cindy Cone; Tom Sander 
Subject: Re: Prozone 

Thank you Stewart. 

] was quoted a very reasonable fee per team if we can get the entire ACC involved (an 11 team league). ] think someone was telling me of your relationship with the SEC 

and how reasonable the per team fee is ..... 

What would a per team fee be? 

ARson Do rra nee 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > Stewart Mairs < Stewart.Mairs@prozonesports.com > 2/$2/2012 9:15 PM > > > 

Coach Dorrance, 

I hope all is well. 

It was a pleasure meetin8 you at the NSCAA convention in Kansas, I hope you ~ained a better understandin8 of what we do here at Prozone and Andrew and I 

certainly enjoyed your company at the Prozone booth. As you know, we are committed to the developin~ soccer in the US, especially in the collegiate 

environment where our clientele continues to ~row exponentially each year. IDd love to pick up a conversation with you at the right moment where we can 

discuss a potential partnership with UNC. Please feel free to drop me a line at a convenient time. 

Best Wishes 

Stewart 

Stewart Ivlai rs 

US Operations Manager 

7:001 312 528 1259 
~i: 
~:.: Stewa rt.Ma irs@prozonesports.com 
~’,,t: www.p rozonesports.com 

i"~.," C e b <i <i i< 
Z:,.::’_i_Lb_<!: 
!3q"(’.~~ I>R[:!3S: Latest News 

Prozone Sports LLC 
1801 S.Prairie Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60616 

USA 





Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stewart Mairs <Stewart.Mairs@prozonesports.com> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 23, 2013 9:43 AM 

.la~n Sisneros "          .~gmail.com> 

Anson Dormnce <a~son@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

US W%mens Olympic Benchma~king 

Women’s Obmpics Positional benchmmkmg- technical.lxtf 

Jason, Anson 
As promised, pleased find attached position benchmarkin~ averages for the Olympics. 

Stewart 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Ann MnD,n Kaminski ~ kaminski@~obertmoms.edu> 

Thursday’, January. 27, 2011 3:07 PM 

Anson Dowance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: MBTI 

See attached, please let me know if you have any issues accesing or taldng. The results come to me so know you will log on, take, I receive a notification a~d I will pull 

and send to yoa. 

I think I am ethically obligated to interpret it for you; I think you will be amazed at how straightfonYard this report is - very. readable. 

On Thu, Jan 27, 2011 at 1:44 PM, Anson Dorrance <anson(a)uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you .... 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > Jennifer Ann Muryn Kaminski <jkaminski@robertrnorris,edu > 1/27/2011 11:40 AM > > > 

MBTI IS one of those better things! Will send soon, file is on my desk 

and I’ll be there soon. 

On Wednesday, January 26, 2011, Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jennifer, 

you are very kind to indulge me. I am fascinated by all this stuff and like you I am convinced this will help me in all kinds of ways. 

Thank you for being so willing, I know you have better things to do! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100> > > Jennifer Ann Muryn Kaminski <jkarninski@robertmorris.edu > 1/26/2011 3:43 PM > > > 
anson, 

Serendipitous timing. I was just researching direction of MBT1 and 

what research has been done. I willcheckoutsports/coachingas 

well. Focused on education and organizational behavior ([ teach 

management and oversee an undergrad business program). 

I am off campus and away from my desk but Thursday I will send you 

password/user id to access MBTI, if you would like to take the 

assessment (there are many versions out there, I would send you one 

that generates an 18 page report on your type preferences; "Step II"). 

If you don’t want to take, just disregard. 

There are layers to MBTI and I truthfully find that the more I get 

into it the more I understand the nuances in different t~pes. 
Extremely beneficial in working with others, managing or motivating 

others! I have been "into" MBTI and type theory for about 20 years, 

the last five immersed and conducting workshops with students, 

faculty, staff and partnering organizations to Robert Morris 

Universit7. 

I will send that information to you Thursday! 

Jennifer (ENTJ) 

On Wednesday, January 26, 2011, Michael O’Gorman 

~hotmail.com> wrote: 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 



> Jennifer and Anson, 
>> 

> As [ discussed with both of you, Jennifer can set Anson up with the assessment test to figure out what MBTI type seems to fit him best. 

>> This should be good stuff. 

> Thanks, 

> Michael 
>> 

>> 

Jennifer Kaminski 

Associate Dean, School of Business 
Robert Morris University 

401 S, State Street 

Chicago, IL 60605 

Ph. 312.935.6430 

.~robertmorris.edu 

Jennifer Kaminski 

Associate Dean, School of Business 
Robert Morris University 

401 S. State Street 

Chicago, [L 60605 

Ph. 312.935.6430 

jkaminski@robertmorris.edu 

Jem~it:er Kaminski 

Associate Dean, School of Business 

Robert Morris University 

401 S. State Street 

Chicago, IL 60605 

Ph. 312.935.6430 

ikmninski@robemnoms.edu 
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From: Michael O’Gorman 

Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 2:36 PM 

To: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: RE: MBTI 

~hotmail.com > 

Jennifer will send them to you as soon as she gets back to her work computer. So maybe this weekend, and Monday at the latest. 

We went to an MBTI workshop in Madison, Wisconsin yesterday evening. It was great stuff. One exercise was this: 

Make four columns on a sheet of paper. 

Column 1: List all of the qualities you hate or don’t like in other people. 
Column 2: List the opposite of each quality from Column 1. 
Column 3: Describe an excess of each quality in Column 2. 
Column 4: Describe each quality in Column 2 as tempered by each quality in Column 1. 

Column 2 is how you see yourself. 
Column 3 is probably how a lot of other people see you. (I’m guessing at that, but I think I’m right.) 
Column 4 is probably where you should be headed. (I’m not really into balance, though, to be honest.) 

It’s a damn hard exercise. Columns 1 and 2 are pretty easy. Columns 3 and 4 can be damn hard. 

Thanks, 
Michael 

Date: Fri, 11 Feb 2011 14:00:18 -0500 
From: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
To: @hotmail.com 
Subject: RE: MBTI 

It was interesting to take .... how do I get my results? 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-962-4100 
>>> Michael O’Gorman 
So what did you think? 

@hotmail.com> 2/11/2011 12:02 PM >>> 

Date: Wed, 26 Jan 2011 15:30:27 -0500 
From: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
To: ~@hotmail.com 
Subject: RE: MBTI 

You may end up being able to teach it at a professional level! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-962-4-100 
>>> Michael O’Gorman @hotmail.com> 1/26/2011 3:29 PM >>> 
By the way, the San Francisco trip in August is for a four-day conference on MBTI. 

Date: Wed, 26 Jan 2011 15:15:33 -0500 
From: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
To: @hotmail.com 
Subject: Re: MBT~ 

This is fasdnating! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-962-4100 
>>> Michael O’Gorman @hotmail.com> 1/26/2011 3:05 PM >>> 
This is my type: http://www.personalitypage.com/iNTP.html. 

Thatfs just a very brief synopsis. The MBTI stuff goes way, way deeper, but reading that might be sort of a quick introduction into a small part of it. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Ann Mnryn Kaminski ~ kaminski@~obertmoms.edu> 

Monday, February 14, 2011 6:12 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: tbllow up 

See attached ppt I use in workshops. Slide 12 staints the actual MBTI and Type theory. 

As aJ~ aside, I enjoy nsing difi}rent personaliD’ tools but MBTI is the only one I have come across that truly captures the gist of personality, and I say that from both a 

personal pespective (my own gains in understanding using this tool) and from an objective, professional perspective (teaching management and mmmging others). 

I have some background in tests and measurements so if you also wrested to ask about or know anything about how this compares with other tools please feel free to 

ask, that is a little peripheral to the theory and most people are not concerned with that, and as a thinker I always hope to get those questions!’. (I am very critical m~d 

welcome critical questions.) 

Always a pleasure to chat MBTI.... really..., hope you find this useful as you start or are continuing your interaction with it. 

On Mon, Feb 14, 2011 at 4:44 PM, Anson Dorrance <anson~uncaa.nnc.edu> wrote: 

You are very kind .... thank you! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > Jennifer Ann Muryn Kaminski <~kaminski@robertmorris.edu > 2/14/201]_ 5:20 PM > > > 

Anson, 

In a separate email you should have received your MBTI results. ~ know you have many resources at your disposal but please know, now or however long into the future, 

you can email or call me re: MBTI and your results. My cell is             and my"landline" is 

Emphasis is on contacting me at ANY point in time! Really, if ~ don’t hear from you and a year from now you had a question or comment that you wanted to run by me ~ 

wouldn’t hesitate to chat MBT[ with you. [ offer that to all who take this assessment. 

It has been a 20+ year interest for me and ~ don’t foresee that changing! 

Jennifer (ENTJ, in case I ha@Yt shared that before!) 

Jennifer Kaminski 

Associate Dean, School of Business 
Robert Morris University 

401 S. State Street 

Chicago, IL 60605 

Ph. 312.935.6430 

jkaminski@robertmorris.edu 

Je~mifer Kmninski 

Associate Dean, School of Business 

Robert Mortis University 

401 S. State Street 
Chicago, IL 60605 

Ph. 312.935.6430 

j ka~ninskJ(a) robertmorris.edu 

MBTI slides.pdf :’Ai!~, ~.S Nay ::0.li i9:i~:q6 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Ann MuD,n Kaminski ~ kaminski@~obertmoms.edu> 

Tuesday’, February 15, 2011 9:00 PM 

Ansou Dowauce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Your Results 

Will do! Michael mentioned talking and I am available Friday 
afternoon. My number is             Absolutely no obligation to 
call but kno~v I am available via phone Friday afternoon 

Other dates/times do work too! :) 

Bt;v, I recall a wonderful, personal ENFP presenter for type joke that 
ENFP stands for extra nice friendly person I always think of that 
when thinking of eni~s! (I have NO acronyms for any other type, but it 
seemed to fit the elcfps I have met! ) 

On Tuesday, February 15,2011, Anson DolTance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Jennifer, 
> 
> ! love it! And I would eNuy reading it My address is 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Ansun Dorrance 
> Head Cuach 
> UNC Women’s Soccer 
> w) 919-962-4100>>> Jermifer Ann Muryn Kaminski <j kaminski@robertmunds edu> 2/15/2011 3:49 PM >>> 
> 

> Anson, 
> 

> There is a great buok called "Type Talk" by Ottu Krueger and Janet Thuesen - and either Michael ur I will send to you Does Michael have yuur address? Or details ufyuur address 
(department, etc)? 
> 

> Many goud examples in the book tuo! I started reading it and like the layout of the bouk. I think it may appeal tu yuu as well (they seemed tu apply their understanding of type even in the 
chapter layuut and examples) appealing tu some structure (J) but leaving enough open and flexible (P) tu maintain interest. ’]’he chapters start with a basic but cuncise example that quickly 
illustrates a key difference in E ur I, S or N, ’]7 or F and J ur P Sume bouks start with the first pair, then gu tu the secund, etc. This une dues nut Mi)re fluid 
> 

> This only gets mure engaging when yuu realize all the letters "interact"! ~Ihere is much on what uur preferences are and how they come out (or stay "in"). For example, as an ENTJ my first 
prefen-ed function is F.xtraverted Thinking (Te), Second is Intuitive, but intraverting my intuitiun, and least preferred is Feeling which 1 in{raver{. This alone has helped me immensely 
understand why I can take and give critical feedback but when sumeone is upset - I recall a student cuming in my ol!fice and literally crying because she thuught she would get a "(2" in my 
class - I have no idea what to do or huw to reach uut and cumfort the person (Furtunately, in that situatiun being an extraverted thinker helped - we reviewed her grades and came up with a 
plan - su , really! - tu get her un track. It wuuld have even been better if I knew her type and modifed MY way uf being with what she actually needed, which may have just been a 
shoulder to cry un (! smile because that IS prubably what she needed! :)) 
> 
> Jennife~ 
> 

> 

> On Tue, Feb 15, 2011 at 1:10 PM, Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.nnc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> 

> Jennifer, 
> 

> this is very helpful, tharfK you (and right on, BTW). 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Anson Corrance 
> Head Coach 
> UNC Women’s Soccer 
> w) 919-962-4100>>> Jermil’er Ann Muryn Karuinski qikaminski@robettmorris.edu> 2/14/2011 6:03 PM >>> 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> E is Extroverted (not Introverted) and this is directing energy outward, where you recharge your batteries so to speak. 
> 

> N is Intuitive (The letter I is simply taken for Introverted) and this is ho;v you prefer to take in and give infolTnation Ns are big picture, concept-based thinkers who make intuitive leaps, 
versus understanding the world step-by-detailed-step. (I am highly intutive and find it less stressful to put on a huge fundraiser than to assemble a small table where I have to read step by 
step directions.., and this is a real example I recently lived through{ ) 
> 

> F is feeling which really just means that you place yourself in the other person’s shoes ;vhen making a decision (thinnk sulzj ective versus objective decision making). We need both and 
boy I have a reminder of this every day working with my feeling oriented boss. It is truly "where" you start when making decisions. Many T (thinkers) and F (feelers) may make the same 
decisions but where the?- start is velT different. And how they get there But they may end tap in the same place 
> 

> P is Perceiving. Considered "lifestyle" dimension and the gist is that Perceivers like to wait to make decisions for the purpose of keeping options and information open, whereas those with 
a J (Judging) preference like to close the decision. Ps go ;vith the flow and are okay (dare I say enjoy!) having no agenda or a distraction or change in the agenda. From a J perspective I 
envy the P approach but it is SO FOREIGN to me As a J, things are closed (decisions made), orderly/planned and more formal than less formal. 
> 



will also email you the ppt I use in workshops - and let’s keep the dialogue going. 

On Mon, Feb 14, 2011 at 4:40 PM, Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jem~ifer, 

thartk you .... OK what is an ENFP 

Jermifer Kaminski 
Associate Dean, School of Business 
Robcrt Morris Universit’}~ 
401 S. State Street 
Chicago, IL 60605 
Ph. 312.935.6430 
j kaminski@r obertraorris, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:25 PM 

Albert A DorraJ~ce <anson@~mcaa.unc.edu> 

ENFP 

see a~ached 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 22246bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archiveO2.uaacaaunc.edu/2e31533028131d8580802d5ce748040e 
File Name: EN~P.pd£ 
ExpiW Date: Tue, 18:25:06 -0400 
Size: 22246bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~flol.com> 

Thursday, 2:11 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: SeminaJcin April 

Hahaha I thought you ki~ew. You forwa~rded me the email from the man and I said that I couldn’t quite tell from the email because it was brief bm that it sounded like 

he was similar to a sports psychologist. You told me to set it up so I thought you maybe knew more about it than I did. I looked it up online and the link to the guy’s 

website is below, if you want to look at it. It doesn’t say a whole lot. It basically says that he tries to support a holistic approach to sIx~rts because he met with a sports 

psychologist later in his life and it chm~ged his game entirely. So he wants to give kids the same infolrnation earlier on. I don’t know what the information is. My 

understanding is that it is a worlcshop, so probably some sort of speech ruth interactive portions. 

http:i/~,w.dreamsportsacademy.com/# ! dreaJn- sports- academy 

On at 9:47 AM, Anson Dorrance wrote: 

what was he 9oing to do with us again? 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
>>> 

Hey, 
@aol.com> 7:14 PM >>> 

So you told me to set this up with this guy and this is what he sent back in terms of times and money. Do you have any preferences in the matter, and how 

much can we spend? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Joshua Medcalf ~gmail.com> 
Date: 4:08:55 PM EST 

To: @aol.com > 
Subject: Re: Seminar in April 

Hi 

No worries, Iknow all about juggling everything as a student athlete, 

I will be in town the weekend of           so if we could do a workshop Friday the      Saturday th~    , or Sunday the     ,would be 
best. The workshop usually lasts for about 1.5 to 2 hours, depending on interaction from the team. College teams usually give me $1,000 and 

cover my travel expenses, but since I am already going to be in the area, $1,000 would be fine, I also give teams the option of paying for 

individual Skype or phone sessions with each girl on the team for an additional $1,250. Usually I charge around $175 per session, so this 

breaks down to a great discount for teams, Individual sessions will last around 45 min to an 1 hr. Included in this package is a 1 hour post 

workshop session with the captains to discuss simple ways for how you can implement what you will learn into your team routines. 

If you would like to discuss more, or if you have any questions, please feel free to give me a call. 

Warm Regards, 

Joshua Michael Medcalf 

On Wed, at 8:04 AM,, @aol.com> wrote: 

Joshua, 

Sorry it has taken me so long to get on top of this. Anson told me to set up this seminar and discuss a price point. What are the dates/times 

that work for you and the price range that you usually charge? 

Sincerely, 

Dream Sports Academy 



Executive Director & Founder 

Cell 

Watch our Videos 
www.raisetheratio.com 

www.d rea msportsacademy.com 

T2BC 
President & Head Trainer 

www,traintobeclutch.com 

Changing the world...One person at a time 

Facebook Follow me on Twitter 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Phil Barnes <pbarne@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:14 PM 

Anon Dorvance ~anson@ uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar -~<lucar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Fw (1.37 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Cook <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 9:11 PM 

Phil Barnes <pbame@nncaa.unc.edu> 

Fw: 

(913 bytes).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:53 PM 

Jessica Lauren (US - Dallas) Maxwell <jesmaxwell@deloitte.com > 

Subject: Re: interesting article on the World’s Best Soccer Teams 

Jess, 

this is wonderful thank you for sharing. ] am going to send it out to our entire roster! 

it is so funny, we are criticized by all of our recruiting rivals and all the "carolina haters" because we play such high pressure defence and yet, here is the best team in the 

world doing the same thing. What we also can’t fathom is, because of our pressurizing defence and the fact we play a COMBiNATiON of the direct and indirect game, teams 

underestimate our ability to possess and give us no credit for it. What was so cool a couple of years ago in the national championship final against Stanford, a team known 

for their "possession style" the TV people kept possession statistics during the game. And so here on national television, with the entire women’s soccer nation watching, they 

put up the stats for the first half: we had a 68% to 32% possession superiority over Stanford. That is like Man U playing a team from the third division. 

So ladies be proud of who you are, how you play and what you have accomplished. Genuflect to no one: on the field or in an argument with what the "haters" are trying to 
diss you with. [f you can’t handle them on the field work hard to get better. If you can’t handle them in an argument (or they are a coach and you are too polite to contradict 

them) give me their # and [ will deal with them. We have been beaten in bars with theory and expert opinion so often you would think we suck. [t is a lot different on the field 

and in flesh and blood of reality. 

! have always liked what Mike Tyson used to say to the press who invariably would find him to share what the latest "contender" would say before a world championship fight: 

"Everyone has a plan, until the first punch"! 

When we play our best high pressure defence with everyone playing for each other and sprinting like their lives depended on it few teams have EVER been able to handle it. 

Thanks Jess for sharing and inspiring me to go on this pro Tar Heel rant! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
>>> "MaxwelI, Jessica Lauren (US Dallas)" <jesmaxwell@deloitte.com> 

:]_0:3:]_ AM >>> 

Anson- Came across this article in the Wall Street Journal this morning about Barcelona Z]s high-pressure defense separating them from the WorldlZ s Best. Thought 

you would enjoy if you havenZJt already seen it! 

Jessica Maxwell 
De[oitt:e & Touche LLP 

2200 Ross Ave S~e :[600 

Dallas, TX 7520:[ 

Fax: +:[ 2:[4 880 5202 

Cell: + 

jesmaxwell@deloitte.com 

www.de[oitte.com 

This message (including any attachments) contains confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If 
you are not the intended recipient, you should delete this message. 

Any disclosure, copying, or distribution of this message, or the taking of any action based on it, is strictly prohibited. 

v.E.1 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:23 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@aol.com 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

- No Emails!! 

Hey guys, 

This quick note serves as a reminder that we can not email or otherwise write for two weeks starting on 

her last year while she was a rising sophomore be sure to not include her on any mailing, electronic or otherwise, until 

Lance 

This is a result of accidentally emailing 

Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

HuRon, Steve <shntton@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 11:48 AM 

SEANC25 EMAIL LISTSERV <seanc25@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

lbrum@listserv.unc.e&~ 

[seanc25] Wed. news 

UNC’s Withers reassures faculty in email 
http://www.newsobserver.com/20iI/og/14/~486602/withers-emails-faculty.html 

UNC improves in national rank, still 5th among public schools 

http://heraldsun.com/view!full st~ry/~.55~336/artic~e-UNC-impr~ves-in-nati~na~-rank--sti~-5th~am~nq~pub~ic~sch~s?instance=main article 

lit is also discouraging for staff to not have a pay raise for three years.] 

UNC’s faculty resources ranking in U.S. News declines 
htto://www.dailytarheel.com/index.pho/article/20:t:t/O9/unc faculty resources rankincl declines 

The pain of the unpaid internship 
http://www.dailytarheel.com/index.php/article/2011/09/col 09~.4 

Could Obama’s jobs bill help end jobless benefits as we know them? 

http://news.yah~~.c~m/b~~gs/~~~k~ut/c~u~d-~bama-~~bs-bi~~-he~p-end-~~b~ess-bene~ts-:t5~4:t772L html 

Study: Private contractors not saving gov’t money 

http://www‘news~bserver.c~m/2~:~/~9/:t4/:t486387/study-private-c~ntract~rs-n~t.htm~ 

Steve Hutton 
cell: 

alternate email: @yahoo.corn 

SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
<www.seanc25.orc!> 

<u]> 

<li> --You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

seanc25 as: <a hie~"maAlto:anson@email.unc.edu">mison@elnail.unc.edu</~>. To unsubscribe send a blank email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-29884325- 
10529847.5985fce68124be79f54da55fac00a4cl@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29884325-10529847.5985fce68124be79f54da55fac00a4c l@listserv.unc.edu<ia> <p> 

~ + ~ Recruit a me~nber today. To join online or get an application go to: <a hre~’’http:/~w~w~.seanc25.~rg/j~in.html.’’>http://www.seanc25.~rg/j~in.httn~.</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ETSU Track & Field <TRACK@mail.etsu.edu> 

Monday, September 19, 2011 1:34 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Hello from ETSU 

Ansen, 
Just wanted to drop you a quick note saying hello, and passing on an article that I thought you would find interesting. My father (Scott) played soccer with you from ’72-’73, 
and I am almost done reading "The Man Watching" which is a fantastic read. Thanks for being an inspiration, and I hope all is well 
~tt p:/A~,vw.nytimes.com/2011/09/’~ 8/maqazine/what-if-the-secret-to~uccess-is4ailu~e.htm~?emc=eta ~ 

Eli Sunquist 

Assistant Coach 

Jumps, Combined Events, Pole Vault 

ETSU Track and Field 

423-4,39-5784 (o) 



From," 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:38 AM 

To: Ansou Donm~ce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: & UNC 

@sbcglobal.net> 

Anso~ 

Let ~ne know if the~e is a good time for 

Thanks 

--- Ou Tue, wrote: 

Subject: 

Date: Tuesday, 

& UNC 
@mi .rr.com> 

,11:09 PM 

;@sbcglobaJ~.net> 

Sorry to bother you but I have a quick question for you._       has called Anson from UNC twice on his cell phone without getting through (Yesterday & Today). The 
last time she said she would try to call him at a specific time tomorrow. If she does not get through should she then try his home phone. She does not really want to 
bother him at home if at all possible. Just looking for some direction from you. Thanks for your help. 



Michael Oq%ill <moneill@scarletknights.com> 

Wednesday,                  I h01 AM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.nnc.edu> 

Chris Ducar <~ucar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: contact intb. 

She is a [ What did 

Michael O’Neill 

Associab:_~ Head 

W.:)[’fv_~[’~’s Soccer C.:)ach 

~ Ru[gersR 

sag? 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:41 PM 
To: Michael O’Neill 
Cc: Chris Ducat; Shelly Streett 
Subject: Re: RAI     contact info. 

Thank you Michael! We are putting her on our list and twill call 

All the best! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > Michael O’Neill <moneill@scarletknights.com > 

A~IsO~, 

h’fro you requested. Give          a call as well 

Good h~@ ~:omght and have a great seasonH~[ 

A~I the besN 

M~chae~ O’Nei~t 

Assodate Head 

Women’s Soccer Coach 

(Shelly, start a file and get her on our recruiting list .... she is a 

11:39 AM >>> 

From: : [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Michael O’Neill 
Subject: contact info. 

Name: 

Address: 

,@aol.com] 
11:36 AM 

Phone 
E-mail: 

Father: 

’,~gmail.com 

PhOne 
E-nmil: [~_a_9. !_:.c._q_ .m._ 

Sent from my iPhone 

*** This message contair’s confidential infor’~’ation ar’d is 

inte[zded only for the ~nJividua] [lamed. If you are not the 

named addressee, you should not disseminate, distribute oz 

copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by 
e-ma:[l if yeu hav~ received th~s ~-mai] by nistake and delet~ 
this e-mail from your system. E-mail transmission eannot be 
guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be 
intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late o< 

accept liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of 
this message, which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. 
if v}rificatJon is required ~]eas} request a hard-copy version. 



Ruigers University - DiA 

83 Rockafeller Road 

Piscataway, NJ 08854 

w’~^,~, scar i et kni gh t s. tom *** 

*** This message contains confidential information and is 

intended only for the indivi@ual named. If you are not the 

named addressee, you should not disseminate, distribute or 

copy this e-maii. Please notify the sender immediately by 

e-mail if you have received this e-mail ~y mistake and delete 

this e-mail from your syst£Kl. 8-mail transmission cannot be 

guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be 

intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or 

incomplete, or contain viruses. The sender therefore does not 

accept liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of 

this message~ which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. 

Tf verification is requi~ed please request a har@-copy version. 

Rutgers Nniversity - DIA 

83 Rockafeller Road 

Piscataway, NJ 08854 

wws. scarlet knights, com *** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 21, 2011 3:26 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

7 min inte~4ew and highlights with 

http://www,nationalsoccerwire.com!newsi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thursday, 11:34 AM 

anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu; ducar@ uncaa, unc.e&~ 

RE: ’- Soccer Prospect 

This is We have met a few times and have communicated by ernail on a couple of occasions, I also coached our U:l.gs last year which went 

on to win the and had national team players such as on the team. 

Anywav [ ]t~s[: warred to fo~k)w up to ~he ema~ sen[: [:o you flom tha~ ~ w~s cc’d on I c~n provk~e full det~s and ~hough~s on ff your 

ir~terest gets ~:o ~:hat p.Nnt, but I wouh~ at l:h~s poir~t IH<e ~:o state th~;t [ think she is a very good p~aver and i~ poter~tial "kmnedi~:e impact" type of college player ff 

she coRt~Rues to develop. ~ wou~d say thsL she is at ieast worth spending some tkne having s ~ook st her and keeping tabs of her progress. She’s good. 

Let me know ff I c~n he~p h~ any m~nner at aH~ I am ~lways very honest (perhaps too honest at times) regardh~g my p~ayers, 

Huw 

::~:; D~scd p’rio 

Descriptio 

From: [mailto: ;@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:1!.5 PM 
To: anson@uncaa.unc.edu; bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject:               - Soccer Prospect 
Dear Coach Dorrance, Coach Palladino, and Coach Ducar, 
My name is . This school year I am a at My cumnlative grade point average at 

is and I am on the First Honors Academic Dean’s List. As a at . I was a full-time starter at center back on the varsity soccer team (I 

scored 5 goals and had 6 assi sts on corner kicks and re- siart plays). I was ~lected to "the                       All- Tournament Team, a        All- District 

Team, and a                    Area All-State Team. At           I was also an outside hitter and a defensive specialist on the vaxsi~ volleyball team. I was 

involved in several clubs and civic activities at 

I am a member of the . club soccer temn coached by I am a starting center back on the ’ team, and I occasionally 

play tnidfield as well. This pas~ spring our team won the                    and participated in the                Championships. I also pazticipate in the 

ODP soccer program where I am on the ’95 team. This summer I attended the ODP can~p and was selected to the 

Team for 

Our ’ team is paNcipating in the top division of the in This fall our team is offto a good start in the ECNL 

league. We are 3 - 0, with significant runs against the Michigan Hawks and Michigan Vardar. So far, we have scored 15 goals and have allowed 0 goals. I am our 

starting center back in our 3-4-3 formation. I move up into the box on corner kicks and have scored 3 goals in these three games. 

In addition to our regular ECNL leagne games, we will payticipate in the ECNL National Tournaments in Phoeni~ AZ on                   in Sanford, FL on 

, in San Antonio, TX on and in the National Championship Tournament in Waukegan, IL on 

I wear jersey number 18 for the               ~ team. I respectfully reqnest that you or other members of your coaching stall’come to watch onr temn play at any of 

onr ECNL league game~ or at may of the ECNL National Tonmaments. 

I have attached a coW of my soccer profile. 

As my parents and I continue my college search process, I hope I can visit the North Caxolina campus to watch one of your games, to talk to you and your start; to see 

your facilities, and talk to the admissions stalt’ofthe university. 
Thank you. 



From: ~gma~l.com> 

Sent: Friday, 2:21 AM 

To: a~ason@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subjet~: 

Hi Anson! 

Son?’ its taken me so long to finally email you. Things have been cram’ aronnd here, I’ve just started training with my         residency temn and am in the process 

of getting my touch back after having a bit of a break. I jus~t moved over to so I have also been getting nsed to a new school, as well as new house and 

family. ,All in alk things are doing great! 

I leave for the                             next Wednesday, and I am veD excited about this. I don’t really know what to expect at this point, but I believe it 

will be a great experience for me and will help me in improving as a player and as an over all person. Would you like some game tapes l]com our games against 

? I can possibly ask if we record the games if 1 could get a copy tbr you if you want! 

University wise I have visited Notre Dame, Portland, Oregon, and Washington but I would say North Carolina would defi~fitely fall into my top 3. I love soccer and it is 

my life, so going to a school where a soccer culture is strong is very important to me. I saw a bit of NC laser year when there with the residency program, and 

it looked absolutely great. Would it be ok ifi called sometime so we could speak on the phone? 

I will let you know the schedule for my ne~ whitecaps trip when we find out. It would be absolutely awesome if yon could see me play live at some point! 

Thanks, hopefully talk to you soon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 23, 2011 11:54 AM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

video 

http://www.yo u tu be,com !wa tch 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ARson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:07 AM 

@aol.com 

scholarship 

thank you for taking the time to call me last night. We are so excited about      interest and the wonderful opportunity she has to step in and start her freshman year. With 

our final     recruit on campus this weekend you could not have timed your call better, we had almost spent ALL our scholarship money. (If     ends up coming, [ am 

going to build a small shrine to Mike O’Neil for his wonderful call about your talented daughter.) 

Our scholarship policy is to award anyone we feel can step in and start for us as freshman a tuition scholarship. A tuition scholarship is worth 70% of a full scholarship. This 
year tuition at UNC is $24,953, The other expenses are: 

fees: $1,881 

books: $400 

room: $5,520 
board: $3,950 (although this is what a football player eats, a college girl would have half these expenses especially since we are feeding her regularly on our budget through 

the fall). 

Kiplinqer’s Magazine says that UNC is always one of the best buys in American University Education given the affordable cost and the caliber of the education. 

Since     was so open with us by telling us we would be her first choice, if we can make this happen financially, [ would like to try to make this as affordable as possible. I 

have increased her scholarship in her sophomore, junior and senior years. So here is what we will do if you can let me know before ) meet with our other top recruit 

before our match today: 

Freshman year: the tuition grant we talked about on the phone (we are at our scholarship limit for ) 

Sophomore year: tuition, fees end books 
Junior year: tuition, fees and books 
Senior year: full scholarship (tuition, fees, room, board and books) 

The NCAA allows us to help with a job if this would still be a challenge and 

. We also run a soccer camp in the summer where many of our players join us for extra income. (one of 
friends) worked all our six weeks for us last summer. ] will be meeting with our on campus recruit two hours before the match today at 1 PM .... she has narrowed her 

choices between Stanford, Portland and UNC (she is from the west coast). [ will be carrying my cell phone. Please know is our first choice but in this day and age of early 

commitments we need to make an offer or be without the quality we all need to compete. ] hope you understand. 

All the best Mike and thank you again for your timely call!! 

ARson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, 5:29 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Full International tbr 

Anson,       is looking to the US for 

equaliser against i      in injmy time in 

Here is the li~k to her ~oring agains~ 

Academically she is smart (High school GPA over 3.5) and has been at Universi~ in 
her high school years      and university results to date. 

currently has genuine interest fi-om top German Clubs waJ~ting her to go over in 

Kind Regards 

She has played 24 full internationals and featured in all 3 of    ; recent FIFA World Cup Inatches. scored the 

final group match. She is a striker with pace and is physically a great athlete. A strong character. 

to make it 2-2. http:/Twww.fifa.com/womensworldcnp"highlights/video/video 

for the pas~t 12 months with a 3+ GPA studying Psychology. I have attached 

pretbrence at this poim is "the US. 

2010 & 2011 Results - AUT.pdF S~a!L 25 17e(: 201A ~5:2’:L2!:~ 0500 
Hannah Wilkinson Reference.pdf Sun~ 2~~ ~ie~’ 201.’.’_ i~1.:2’?i:2~., -0500 
Curriculum Vitae.doc Sun, 2:~ [Pc; 1:0.li i¢~:29:1:6 -0500 
Year 11-13.pdf Sun, 25 rb¢,c 20£i 18;29;26 -05100 52777b~’tgs 



From: @comcast.net 

Sent: Monday, 10:06 PM 

To: a~son Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

Subject: 

Hi Coach Anson! 
Thank you for the letters regarding your team. I hope you guys get healthy soon. High school is going well for me. 
Good luck the rest of the season! 



From: ~comcast.net> 

Sent: Monday, 10:17 PM 

To: a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subje~’t: u23 camp roster 

http://www.ussoccer.com/News/U-23-’¢,,2x,-T/2011/09/Top-Collegians-a nd-Pros-Report-for-U23&VNT-Camp aspx 

quite the collection of players 16-23 year olds...some sixteen year old, morgan brian Iicom uva, mollie pathman from duke, katie stengel and wake gk 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gma~l.com> 

Sunday, 10:32 PM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

. Prospect Update (ACT Score) 

Dear Anson, 

Congratulations on the victories this ~veek against Florida State and 
Miami rm sure it was good to ~vin those after losing to Virginia 

I really enjoy receiving your ~veekly updates; it seems like a real 
challenge to overcome all of your injuries’. After reading your last 
update, I went back and reread part of your "Vision of a Champion" 
book. It reminded me how important speed is to you and your program I 
wanted to let you know that when I was in middle school, ! set 7 
school records and one league record in track before giving ~t up to 
concentrate on soccer. 

Also, I took the ACT September 10 I just received the results and 
scored a 33 (including a perfect 36 in reading). I have attached a 
copy of the score report 

Good luck this week against Clemson and I’ll look ]k~rward to 
continmng to stay ~n touch 

Sincerely, 

M~ SecureStor Stored: total 132535bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archlve02.uncaa.unc.edu, 

File Name: ACT[1 ].prig 

Expiry Date: Sat, 21:32:22 -05(X) 

Size: 132535bytes 



From: @hotmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday,, 9:01 PM 

To: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: RE: Greetings from Chapel Hill 

Hi Anson, 

Wow the ACC sounds like an incredible conference. Its fantastic to have such a brilliant women’s college soccer system in the states. 

Have you sent any other emails prior to this one? This is only the second email 1 recieved back from you. Did you recieve my reply from your first email? 
I’m aware that there were issues with the Blackberry phones in the states and [ was just wondering. 

rm currently being contacted by various other Universities now, including Virginia, Maryland and Miami. 

So [ have a few decisions to make. 

rm also in the middle of my final exams so things are rather busy! 

Best of luck for your upcoming matches 

Cheers, 

From: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
To: @hotmail.com 
Date: Wed, 22:09:56 +0000 
Subject: Greetings from Chapel Hill 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CL[CK HERE. 

~his message includes the following attachments: 

[Download Attachment: RPI :[2298.pdf] 
[Download Attachment: BostonCollecleArticle 12299.pdf] 
[Download Attachment: VirqiniaTechArticle 12300.pdfl 
Download Attachment: CourtneyJonesArticle_1230$.pdf] 

We split the a~vay matches last week beating Boston College up there on their artificial surface 1-0 on a nice Kealia ©hai finish (see attached article from the Boston Globe) and lost to 

Virginia Tech team by the same score up in Blacksburg, Virginia Despite losing our chance to win the ACC regular season out right (it could still be a tie), with the BC win we have no~v 

beaten 3 out of the 4 College Cup (final four) teams from last fall (Notre Dame, Ohio State and Boston College) This certainly demonstrates our effort to play the best teams in the countl~- 

and our desire to compete ~vith all of them. 

Honestly we struggled against Virginia Tech in the first half (in our 1-4-2-3-1 ) but at the half we switched into our old 1-3-d-3 regained control of the game and dominated Ironically, VA 

Tech scored 

when we were dominant in our 1-3-4-2 offa well-executed counter attack to give them the margin. Fitness is still an issue for us and you can see it in our Sunday performances: in Thursday 

matches 

we are 8-0 on Sunday we are 3-3-1 We will not get fit this week but we are getting health?’ so hopefully by the NCAA tournament we will be fit enough to take a nice run at our 22nd natiunal 

championship. 

Now we are thinking of starting the Maryland game this Thursday in the 1-3-~-3 and letting the resel~’es play- in the 1 4-2-3-1. Hopefully this will allow us to make it hard for Maryland and 

give us a great opportunity to still protect our injured players that are not match fit yet (Meg Morris, Satara Murray, Maria Lubrano, Rachel Wood, Alyssa Rich, Ranee Premji). 

Hey, this is the ACC, every team can beat you as all of us are learnin!! 

We have clinched a home seed for the first round of the ACC Tournament (top four in the regular season) which we will play on Sunday in Chapel Hill at 1 pm. Right now we don’t know our 

opponent or our 

final seeding. There is still potential for a three way tie for first place in the regular season between us, Duke, and Virginia. This has been the best ACC regular season in telrnS of parity of all 

time. ][~;ver,i game ~s a nail biter as elite matches should be. 

Sincerely, 

Anson Dorrance 

Soccer Coach North Carolina 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Judd Green @yahoo.com> 

Monday, October 31, 2011 10:05 PM 

;@sbcglobal.net> 

aJ~son@uncaa, unc.e&t; ducar@ uncaa, unc.edu 

Fw: U.S. U- 17 WNT Schedule Outlook 

U~ 
Judd 

.... Forwarded Message .... 

From: Zach Crusse <ZCrusse@ussoccer.org> 
To: Zach Crusse <ZCrusse@ussoccer.org> 
Sent: Monday, October 31,2011 7:48 PM 
Subject: U.S. U-17 WNT Schedule Outlook 

All U.S. U-17 WNT Players & Families, 
I hope this email finds you well and your return home from training camp went as planned. 
Although no future rosters have been finalized, you are receiving this email since you are a part of the current U.S. Under-17 Women’s National Team player pool. 
On behalf of Head Coach Albertin IVlontoya and Director of Development Jill Ellis, I wanted to contact all of you regarding the team schedule outlook for the upcoming months. 
As always, our coaching staff wants to thank you for the dedication and hard work you have committed to this team thus far. We hope the below information will aid you in 
future planning and will help you understand what will be required from you as we head into the new year. 
We are now close to six months away from the U-17 Women’s World Cup qualifying event and approximately a year away from the 2012 U-17 Women’s World Cup being 
staged in Azerbaijan. Please see below regarding the planned future schedule leading up to both of the above mentioned events. 

December (2011) 
From December 11-18, 2011, we will host a domestic training camp in Chula Vista, California at the U.S. Olympic Training Center. December 11 and 18 will be the travel 

dates. 
February/March (2012) 

From February 3-11, 2012, we will host a domestic training camp in Sunrise, Florida at the KTCS Tnternational training site. This camp will also coincide with Germany’s 
U-17 WNT which we will have multiple matches against. February 3 and 11 will be the travel dates. 

From February 28-March 10, 2012, we will host an international training camp in La Manga, Spain. This camp will feature multiple international matches in a tournament 

setting. February 28 and March 10 will be the travel dates. 

April/May (2012) 
We are planning on hosting a domestic training camp in early April to prepare for World Cup qualifying. The dates and location for this potential camp are still TBD; 

however we are looking at dates through the Easter holiday between April 1-15, 2012 (approximately). The length of this training camp could range from one to two weeks 
and we will notify you of the specific dates and location once finalized. 

From May 2-13, 2012, CONCACAF qualifying for the U-17 Women’s World Cup will take place in Guatemala. As noted, this event will last roughly two weeks with the 
travel dates being April 27 and Hay 14. 
June/Jul¥/Au,qust (2012) 

We are planning on hosting two domestic and one international training camp during these months. Dates and locations for all three events are still TBD. 

September/October (2012) 
- The official FTFA Under-17 Women’s World Cup will be scheduled from September 22-October 13, 2012 in Azerbaijan. Specific travel dates and locations are still TBD. 
As I’ve mentioned in previous emails, we need for all of you to get a U.S. Passport before February of next year if you do not already have one. The process can take upwards 

of a month so it would be best to get the paperwork started now. Please also check to make sure your current passport will not expire in the upcoming months. 
Additionally, we want to make sure that every player is maximizing their time when called into an Under-17 Women’s National Team training camp. With that in mind, it is very 
important that every player coming into a U-17 WNT camp does not play in any club or high school matches one day before or after the start and conclusion of that training 
camp. We recognize that you have commitments to these teams, however taking time before and after camp to rest and recuperate is for your own well-being and will help 
you to maximize your performance during your time with us. Please do so in the right ways and use the resources we have given you during our training camps. Tf you have 
specific questions regarding fitness and recovery please do not hesitate to ask. Additionally, as many of you have requested, T will be sending out a fitness program within the 
next few days on behalf of Rabble Elliott. 
I will be in touch again very soon, however if you have any questions or concerns please feel free to contact me. 
Take care and see you all soon, 
Zach Crusse 
National Teams Coordinator 
United States Soccer Federation 
18400 Avalon Blvd., Suite 400 
Carson, CA 90746 
310-630-2182 (o) 

(c) 
310-630-2270 (f) 
www.ussoccer.com 

Chain Vista, Calitbmia at the U.S. Olympic Training Center. December 11 and 18 will be the travel dates. 

February/March (2012) 

From February 3-11, 2012, we roll host a domestic training camp in Sulwise, Florida at the KICS International training site. This camp will also coinci& wifli 

Germa:ay’s U- 17 WNT which we will have multiple matches against. Februa~cy 3 a~ld 11 will be the tlavel dates. 

From February. 28-March 10, 2012, we will host an international traJning camp in La Ma~ga, Spain. This caa~p will i~ature Inultiple international matches in a 

tournament setting. Februao~ 28 and March 10 will be the travel dates. 

April/May (2012) 

~Ve are plarming on hosting a domestic training camp in early April to prepare for World Cap qualifying. The dates and location for this potential camp are still 

TBD; however we are looking at dates throngh the Easter holiday between April 1-15, 2012 (appro~mately). The length of this training camp could range from one to 

two weeks and we will notiI~ you of the specific dates a~d location once finalized. 

From May 2-13, 2012, CONCACAF qualit~ing for the U- 17 Women’s Wodd Cup will "take place in Guatemala. As noted, this event will last roughly two 

weeks with the travel dates being April 27 and May 14. 

,lunei,lulviAu~ust (2012) 

We are plalming on hosting two domestic and one international training camp during these months. Dates and locations for all fliree events are still TBD. 

September/October (2012) 

- The official FIFA Under-17 Women’s World Cup will be scheduled from September 22-October 13, 2012 in Azerbaijan. Specific travel dates and locafions are still 



TBD. 

As I’ve mentioned in previous email~ we need tbr all of you to get a U.S. Passtx~rt betbre February of next year if you do not already have one. The process can "take 

upwaxds of a month so it would be best to get the paperwork started now. Please also check to make sure your current passport will not expire in the upcoming 

months. 
Addition~2lly, we want to m~ke sure that every player is maximizing their ti~ne when called into an Under- 17 Women’s National Temn training camp. With that in mind, it 

is very important that every player coming into a U- 17 WNT camp does not play in any club or high school matches one day before or after the staxt and conclusion of 

that training c~anp. We recognize that you have comtnitments to these teams, however taking lime before and after camp to rest and recuperate is for your own well- 

being and roll help you to ma.’dmize your performance during your lime ruth us. Please do so in the right ways and use the resources we have given you during our 

training camps. If you have specific questions regarding fitness and recovery please do not hesitate to ask. Additionally, as many of you have requested, I will be 

sending out a fitness program within tlae next few days on behalf of Robbie Elliott. 

I will be in touch again very soon, however if you have any questions or concerns please feel free to contact me. 

Take care and see you all soon, 

Zach Crusse 

National Tean~s Coordinator 

United States Soccer Federation 

18400 Avalon Blvd., Suite 400 

Carson, CA 90746 

310-630-2182 (o) 

(c) 

310-630-2270 (f) 
www.ussoccer.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kris~ine ~verizon.net> 

Wednesday, December 7, 2011 7:22 PM 

Dr. Hacker <hackercm@plu.edu> 

Anson Do~ance ~ms~son@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

Re: Anson 

Hey hack! 

I just read this article yesterday!!!!’. 

Anson yon’ve done great things and helped so many, including 

Thanl~s! 

Lil 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

On Dec 7, 2011, at 4:54 PM, "Dr. Hacker" <hackercln@pln.edu> wrote: 

Hello my anmzing UNC Pack (a~e you guys a pack or a litter or a gaggle or what?...what IS the proper rifle’?) 
Anyway, Colleen here...and yes, I am cowing Anson as well (Hello Anson). 

I continue to be inspired, amazed and awed by the leadership, legacy and insights that YOUR program has engendered. UNC Soccer has shaped so 

many lives, so many progrmns, so many corpomrions, so many Sport Psychologists (Ok...ME for sure), so many other sIx~rts and so many spheles of 

excellence BEYOND sport. I don’t know how many of yon have already seen this article, if yon have, it’s worth reading again. If not....enjoy! Anson, You 
know my regard, respect and appreciation tbr you and ofyou....thank you tbr conrinuing to lead by teaching others how to succeed. 

If only I could play soccer ..... 

Miss you all, Colleen 

http:/i~v, forbe s.com/site s/karlmoore/2011/12/05/le~rning- from- womens- soccer- leveraaiiN- the-volne- of- colnpefition- for- success/ 

Colleen M. Hacker, Ph.D. 

Professor, Sport and Exercise Psychology 

Movement Studies and Wellness Edncarion 

Pacific Lutheran UniversiF 

Tacoma, WA 98447 
USOC Sport Psychology Registry 

Certified Consultant - AASP 

https://sites.google.com/a/plu.edu"colleen-hacker/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com> 

Sunda? 1:40 AM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu 

Soccer resume - 

Dear coach, 

Hi, my name is           . I currently play soccer for ....                                                       .. I’m also a member of       National 

Team and I was jnst named the                     player of the year for the second consecutive year. I’ve enjoyed my time at     and feel rye progressed 

tremendously both athlelically m~d academicaJly. However, I wonld like to challenge myself more. My goaJ is to play at a higher level where I feel I conld greatly 

contribute to a successful soccer program. I’m ve~ interested in North Carolina Universi~ and would like to taJk to you more about IX~ssibly playing for your temn. 

I have created my own website where you will be able to take a look at my player protile, a highlight video, pictures, archived stories about me, mad much more. 

Here is the link to the website: 

I have aJ~so gotten the release fiom my current school, and Iny compliance coordinator will be willing to send it to yon whenever yon ask for it. 

Thank you for your time and I look fo~-vvard to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 8:27 PM 

To: a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: In the News 

Hey Anson, 

Hope you’re doing well. I just wanted to let you know that I was in the paper this morning. It’s an article about how I’ve come back from my injury and can’t wait to play for 
Carolina. The guy that interviewed me did it over the phone in less than five minutes so I was a little worried it wouldn’t be accurate but aside from a few minor mistakes he did 
a great job. I attached it; hope you like it! Also, the men’s game was so much fun to watch! It was awesome having two North Carolina teams in the finals but i’m glad the 
Heels won! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 13, 2011 3:50 PM 

Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Please start a file on this girl...bigtime transfer 



From: @yahoo.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:49 PM 

To: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Transcript 

Attach: Unofficial TR pdf 

Coach, 

It has been my priviledge to talk to you. I am FLATTERED. :-) 

Attached am my transcripts from 

Looking forward to talking to you. 

All "the best, 

.... Forwarded Message .... 
From: 
To: @yahoo.corn" < 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:48 PM 
Subject: Unofficial Transcript 

,@yahoo.corn> 

Hello 
Attached is your unofficial transcript, as requested. You may forward to all necessary coaches. 
If you have any questions, my contact information is below or stop by the Enrollment Center. 

system. 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 13, 2011 5:58 PM 

Peter Albright < palbrigh@richmond.edu > 

@acpub.duke.edu >; 

> <, @email.unc.edu> 

@hotmail.com.> 

Re: 18 minutes 

@hotmail.com >; 

,@snet.net> 

Peter, 

you are the kindest of men .... thank you! 

I finally found 18 minutes to listen to it and I loved it. 

And you are right I enjoyed listening to this guy and I always want all of us to dream impossible dreams .... it still gets me out of bed every morning. 

All the best, my friend! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > "Albdght, Peter" < palbrigh@richmond.edu > 12/10/2011 3:26 PM > > > 

Anson, 
i was watching this and couldn’t stop thinking of you. 

i’m pretty sure that this is a great compliment......if you have 18 munites, I think that you might really enjoy listening to this guy. 

I think he is talking about you! 

All the best, 

Peter 

http:iivwvw.ted.comitalks/lang/engisimon sinek how qreat leaders inspire action.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ben Boehner < ~hotmail.com> 
Sunday, December 18, 2011 9:53 PN 

anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

Thanks for everything Coach Dorrance ............... 

Coach Dorrance, 

(Last summer I got the chance to meet one of your former players Anne Felts at a camp we both worked at in Missouri, and was astonished at how humble she was to say she 

went to UNC and was part of what I consider the best collegiate dynasty ever) 

You have no idea who T am and you would have no reason to. The past few years of my life T have read several of your books and really tried to instill whatever I could from 
the great successes you have had for many decades now. 1 remember in one of them that it said you answered all emails, no matter how big or how small so I thought 1 
would give it a whirl. 

My name is Ben Boehner, I am 29 and the past two years I got into collegiate coaching in an effort to finally do what I love more than anything else in the world, and that is to 
be involved with the game of soccer. I joined an NAIA institution a few years back and now it is time to move on to what I hope are bigger better things. As I am sure you 
know there are tons of jobs out there on posting boards and college websites. So many in fact that it’s almost impossible to even keep up with all of them. There is one 
problem I run into again and again and that is that [ can sit down and apply to all of these jobs, send a follow-up email, and then an actual letter or resume to the AD or 
Coach’s office all day all the while never, ever hearing anything back from them. Positions I feel that I am above and beyond qualified for yet still the same old story of never 
hearing from anyone let alone not being able to reach someone so that I can get some face time. 

My question to you is how can I make sure that I am at least looked at, or contacted. Or better yet how can 1 maximize my opportunity to do so. How can I standout or which 
route should I take to contact these people. ~ am at a loss currently on where to go from here. I will never let anything get me down but feel as if any guidance or support 
could never hurt. 

I look forward to watching you speak next month in my hometown of Kansas City, Mo at the NSCAA Convention and if you need any ideas on where to go don’t hesitate to call 
me. 

Cheers and thanks for everything you have ever done for the sport in this country ...... 

E~en E~oehner 
Asst Coach Missouri Valley College 
Marshall, No 

816,529o0986 
@hotmail,com 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, :12:37 PM 

bill palladino ~ @aol.com> 

Re: 

please congratulate     for us, the 990 demonstrates she will be able to do the University level work here! We are very excited! 
With Christmas coming it is hard for us to get      score breakdown from our admissions committee so if you have all of her SAT score breakdowns (math, verbal, writing) 

of both tests near by, please send them to me. Bill Palladino will follow up with where you are in the application process to get that ball rolling. This is wonderful. We can’t 
wait for Auqust and puttinq soccer prowess to work for our Tar Heels!!! 

Will have a chance to play in the Olympics this next summer? We will have several Tar Heels playing for the US team assuming we can get through 

qualifying this January. 

All the best from Chapel Hill. And thank you for the excellent news! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > "Dave" < Dave@silverlake.co.nz> 5:14 AM > > > 
Hi Bill & Anson [3.this is Just thought I would drop you a quick line to say that re-sat the SATs at the beginning of December and has just this minute 

received her results. She improved in both the maths and writing sections but unfortunately dipped a little in the reading section. If you take her best score in the maths and her 
best score in the reading they now total 990. Is this score good enough for your requirements??     is feeling quite distressed as she was determined to break the 1000 point 
benchmark and so is rather disappointed. As her parents, and I are reluctant for her to go through the process again as she has found it stressful. She has set her heart 
on coming to UNC but we need to know whether you consider this score good enough to facilitate her entry to the university. We would appreciate hearing from you as soon as 
possible in case we reluctantly need to explore other options. 
Both ~Ds sets of scores have been submitted and can be accessed by UNC. 
113d like to take the opportunity of wishing you a merry Christmas and happy new year and we look foe~vard to hearing from you. 
Kind regards 

The information contained in or attached to this email is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the 

recipient, you are not authodsed to and must not disclose, copy, use, review, disseminate, distribute, reproduce or retain this message or any part of it. It may contain information which is confidential and/or covered by 

legal professional or other privilege. The views expressed in this email are not necessarily the views of Silverlake Electrical Services Limited and the company, it’s directors or employees make no representation or 

accept any liability for its accuracy or completeness unless expressly stated 

__ Information from ESET NOD32 Antivirus, version of virus signature database 6733 (20111222) __ 

The message was checked by ESET NOD32 Antivirus, 

b_Lt_p__k/i_w__~L~_s_~__Lc___o__E~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:46 PM 

~@yahoo.com > 

bill palladino Daol.com > 

Re: MAC program :-) 

you are already demonstrating why you are going to be successful in our MAC program! 
I was born in an era where the internet was not a part of my life, so I am very clumsy in it (it is embarrassing)! Thank you for doing your own research. 
Chris Ducar and I leave for a tournament in Florida today to recruit. We will not be back until so I will copy Bill Palladino on this and he will be the one to help you with 
campus questions until we get back, 
I had a wonderful Christmas, thank you. I hope you did as well. I look forward to connecting with you in the new year!!! 
We can’t wait for you to become a Tar Heel 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919 962 4100 

Coach Dorrance, 
@yahoo.com> 10:28 PM >>> 

I tbnnd this link under Uni~Tersdy of North Carolina graduate programs. 

http:i/www.kenan- fla~ler.unc.edu/ e~/admissions/master-of- accounfin~ 

It says that MAC program requires GMAT score of 640 or higher. So, I found that information and hopefully made it easier for you so you won’t have to call people to 

find that out. :-) I really like this program and I am excited when I think I could possibly study that. I wasn’t so tnuch impressed with IVLA~C idea in the beginning, but only 
because I haven’t researched it well enough. Also, because it is one-year program, it will be faster for me to graduate. :-) So, let’s go for this one. I mn going to study 

hard for the GMAT test, get a good score on it and help you guys out with the whole admission process. 

I am so so excited about this oppormni~. I can’t fftill believe it. Thank you for your call yesteiday but more importa~tly thank you for working hard to get me there. I can’t 
tell you how much I appreciate it. 

Merry Clmstmas to you and your lhmily, ttope you roll hmTe great holidays. 

All the best, 



I::ro~lq: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:36 AM 

@gmail.com > 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; bill palladino ¯ 

Cone ¯ @gmail.com > @msn.com > 

Re: Thank you! 

@aol.com >; Cindy 

I thoroughly enjoyed watching you play. All the things you did in camp that excited me were there to see, You are mobile, aggressive with the ball running at people lvl with 

a solid athletic platform (and a tremendous vertical). You are also responsible and work to close people down defensively with a very good work rate. 

Are there things to improve on? Yes, like you said: work to get faster and stronger, keep improving on your defensive presence; BUT above everything it is the ball and your 
mastery of it that is the most important thing for EVERYONE to work on. So let’s work on your strengths with the ball: power and accuracy in your strike, keeping 

possession, heading presence (your vertical is wonderful, now get your timing and aggression in the air to catch up to it). One of the reasons I recruited you is because you 

seem to love the ball and love the game so get more comfortable with the ball, watch the game at the highest level [become a fan of the Arsenal (Fox Soccer Channel)]. The 

next time we connect I want you to tell me who your favorite player is on the Arsenal, who is the fastest, who is the best header, who is the best tackler ... we all have to be 

fans of the game and this will help you become a more sophisticated player. {I might forget this so the next email you send me tell me .... try to do this by February!) 

And don’t worry I will keep trying to watch you play and hopefully I will see you getting better and better. Remember you are a scholarship athlete at the University of North 

Carolina and there are expectations for you to live on a "never ending ascension". Yes, we want you to get better every year and this is what you control. 

Thank you for your email message. You are a classy kid with a great personality, You are a character and I liked that about you as well. Now please be a character for "good" 

because characters can go in either direction. 

All the best! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
>>> 

Hi Coach Anson, 

@gmail,com> 12:36 PM >>> 

Thank you for coming to watch me play in Stanford! I’m continuing to workout to get stronger and faster and hopefully by the time I come to the UNC soccer camp you will 

be able to tell. I’ve been trying to have more of an impact on defense, improve my heading and improve my first touch as well. £m sure there are many things I need to 

improve on, but if there were any major things you noticed while watching me play, f’d be happy to hear! Hopefully you will be able to come watch me play another time. 

Hope you had a wonderful holiday! 

Thank you!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 4, 2012 4:51 PM 

Michele Lapenna <m.lapenna@jacobs-university.de> 

bill palladino @aol.com > 

RE: German Players 

Michele, 
Bill Palladino will be your contact through this process. He is doing our foreign recruiting. I will let Dino make the call on all of this, but like you I am intrigued! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > "Lapenna, Michele" <m.lapenna@jacobs university.de> 1/4/2012 4:48 AM > > > 

I wish you a’l happy new year! 
Coming back to your questions: 
To be honest, I don~t know much about Lhe sL~en~Lh / d~ffe~ence between Lhe US women,s soccer ~nd Lhe Gem~an women,s 
I saw one of your games this year (unfortunately the loss ~r~ the NCAA tournament) but none of the Werder Bremen games~ 

Wha[ I know is [hat they are good k~ [:heir leagues and [:hat they have a Io[ o~ potential 

Before we are [a~Mn8 about any[hing e~se, ~ would I~ke to ask you wha[: do you need to gel an ~mpressk~n of these 2 p~ayers? A dw~? 

Would it make sense ~f you come over to Germany and watch at ~esst one game of Werder Bremen piay~ng? 

As more I th~nk a~out tMs idea as more I ~H<e it: If you would come to Bremen you could get an impression o~:my University and te~Hng your graduating p~ayers about 

the chances they m~ght have here in Germany. I could also set up a meeting for you w~th Werder Bremeo to t~lk about a possible cooperation if this ~s in your 

~nterest. 

Bes[: 

M~cheie 

M~chele Lapeooa 

Sports Coordinator 

Jacobs Un~vers~[:y Bremen gGrnbH 

Campus Acl:~vil:h~s and in[ercul[:ura~ Affairs 

Phone: +49 421 200 -- 43 18 

Fax: ~-49 42I 200 - 49 43 I8 

Email: maapeooa ~jacobs-un~vers~ty.de 

www.jacobs.-u niversi ~y.d e 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Mit-~och, 7. Dezember 2011 20:52 
To-" Lapenna, Michele 
C¢; bill palladino 
$,,bject; Re: German Players 

Michele, 

do you think she has the quality to get on the field for us? Can she afford to come? What position does she play’? is she fast, can she head? 

Thank you for alerting us to her interest. Things are good in Chapel Hill! 

All the best! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > "Lapenna, Michele" <m.lapenna£~iacobs university.de> 12/7/2011 7:48 AM > > > 

Hello Anson, 

How are you and how are the things going in CH? 

I have a player, who could be interesting for you. 

Her name i~             . She is playing in the 2nd team for              ~ in the third division in 

the club¯ Before that she played for the girls and this team played against boys of the same age[J 

X Description: 

media,qma 9es,dFa uenfiJssball/po 

r1 ra it s/p,~tra it s20 11 2012/sach 

sulS0jp9 

¯ Since this year she is playing for the womens team of 



is interested in studying in the USA. Her mother told me, that another girl of her team is interested as well in going to the states. Unfortunately I don~3t have 

her name yet. 

What do you think, are you interested in seeing both of them? 

I would be happy if I could help you finding new players! 

Best regards 

Michele 

Michele Lapenna 

Sports Coordinator 

Jacobs University Bremen gGmbH 

Campus Activities and Intercultural Affairs 

Phone: +49 42:1200 - 43:18 

Fax: +49 421 200 - 49 43 18 

Email: -n-~-.]~-a-~-~-e---q--q-a-~--@-~-a-~£-~---b-~-s-:~-u-~-n-~[-v-~-e-~-r--s~[-t-~-.---d--e-~ 

www.jacobs-university.de 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 4:34 PM 

@aol.com 

@acpub.duke.edu > 

Re: Recruiting for my 0-60 team! 

Tish, 
trust me, if I had a choice between you never touching a ball and our guys I would always pick you! 

We loved seeing you AND you looked so fit .... in fact ]was driving around campus one morning and saw you churning up the miles! 

And thank you for your ver~/kind words: I loved coaching you ... that was a "wonderful experience" for me as well 
And yes when we are out there we would love to see you. 

Our best to 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > < ~aol.com > 1/18/2012 12:06 PM > > > 
Anson, 
Thanks for the invite to play.. I would love to but it is just too far and I can’t pull it off this time. I am not sure I would be much help- haven’t played in forever... 

Fun seeing you         in October[ You guys both look great! Love Chapel Hill... I really miss that place. What an amazing place to go to college!! Thank you for helping 
make it such a wonderful experience! 

Take care and maybe see you guys out this way???? 

Love, Tish 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Anson gorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tue, Jan 17, 2012 8:55 am 
Subject: Recruiting for my 0-60 team! 

Ladies, 
in one of those wonderful quirks in "age group" tournaments, my Over 60 team is allowed to recruit Over 30 women to help us play in the Over 50 division that we will be 
participating in next month. (The definition of 0-30 is your 30th birthday is sometime in 2012, even late in December.) I would love to encourage you to join us in Wilmington, 
NC, if you have time (Wilmington Sea Side Adult tournament February 11-12, 2012). 
This could be positive in all kinds of ways: 
Firstly, I get to see some of you again. 
Secondly, this will be a chance to get some exercise. 
Thirdly, we will have some people on the field that can trap and pass. 
Fourthly, when you stop on the field, we will not be worried that you are having a heart attack. 
And most importantly, we would have a chance to win if we could get one Tar Heel woman in each line! (it is VERY tough for O-60’s to beat O-50’s) 
Our team is not bad; we are tile defending Veterans Cup Champions (the US equivalent of an age group national champion). But because of injuries (we get injured getting out of 
our cars), and the fact most of us are dead in 15 minutes, there will always be room for you on the field. If you have any interest please let me know. If you want to make a 
vacation out of it, come to Chapel Hill for a day or two before the event, stay with me and M’Liss and I will drive you down to Wilmington and back. Honestly, I would love four of 
you to show all the male chauvinist old goats how well women can play!!! 
I am going to copy Kim Bergenser on this. He runs our teams and he knows women can play, his daughter is superb. And if you are interested he will give you more information 
on the event. 
I miss you guys, hope all of you are doing well and certainly encourage you guys to come back when you can. And for those of you who generously contributed to the NSCAA 
Scholarship Endowment in my name: thank you! Tile NSCAA is an extraordinary organization and we awarded our first coaching school scholarship to a wonderful young lady 
at the convention last week. Rest assured everyone of the scholarships awarded from our fund will go to deserving young women. You are still serving as great examples for our 
game. 
All the best from Chapel Hill!!! 
ARson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ARson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 19, 2012 2:42 PM 

Kristin Acquavella < @yahoo.corn > 

~acpub.duke.edu > 

Re: Recruiting for my 0-60 team! 

Kristin, 
can’t wait to have you back!!! Then you will have to get fit to play with me!!! 

ARson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > Kristin Acquavella @yahoo.com> 1/19/2012 11:21 AM > > > 

ARson, 

Great email that made me laugh out loud. Would love to join but have not touched a soccer ball in a decade so not sure [would be much help. Grab Mia...heard she’s back in 

chapel hill. Her participation would guarantee the win. 

Some new news on this side...found my retirement home and am buying in The Woodlands off Jones Ferry by university Lake. Check it out if u r down that way...six miles from 
campus. Amazing place and am buying the land now to build on later. Can’t get to chapel hill soon enough to start my indentured service to u for no speaker fee for the 

military ball. :) future is leaning toward making captain... We will see how things play out over the next few years, All the best...missed u as [ was in CH recently but think u were 

still comina back from coaching convention. Was able to see Dino, Wendy, and Zach and eat at my favorite restaurant (4/11). 

V/r 
kristi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 17, 2012, at 16:55, "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu > wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 

> in one of those wonderful quirks in "age group" tournaments, my Over 60 team is allowed to recruit Over 30 women to help us play in the Over 50 division that we will be 

participating in next month. (The definition of O 30 is your 30th birthday is sometime in 2012, even late in December.) ] would love to encourage you to join us in Wilmington, 

NC, if you have time (VVilmington Sea Side Adult tournament February 11 12, 2012). 
> 

> This could be positive in all kinds of ways: 
> 

> Firstly,[ get to see some of you again. 
> Secondly, this will be a chance to get some exercise. 
> Thirdly, we will have some people on the field that can trap and pass. 

> Fourthly, when you stop on the field, we will not be worried that you are having a heart attack. 
> And most importantly, we would have a chance to win if we could get one Tar Heel woman in each line! (it is VERY tough for O 60’s to beat O 50’s) 
> 

> Our team is not bad; we are the defending Veterans Cup Champions (the US equivalent of an age group national champion). But because of injuries (we get injured 

getting out of our cars), and the fact most of us are dead in 15 minutes, there will always be room for you on the field. If you have any interest please let me know. If you want 

to make a vacation out of it, come to Chapel Hill for a day or two before the event, stay with me and and I will drive you down to Wilmington and back. Honestly, I 

would love four of you to show all the male chauvinist old goats how well women can play!!! 
> 

> I am going to copy Kim Bergenser on this, He runs our teams and he knows women can play, his daughter is superb. And if you are interested he will give you more 

information on the event. 
> 

> I miss you guys, hope all of you are doing well and certainly encourage you guys to come back when you can. And for those of you who generously contributed to the 
NSCAA Scholarship Endowment in my name: thank you! The NSCAA is an extraordinary organization and we awarded our first coaching school scholarship to a wonderful 

young lady at the convention last week. Rest assured everyone of the scholarships awarded from our fund will go to deserving young women. You are still serving as great 

exarnples for our game. 
> 

> All the best from Chapel Hill!!! 
> 

> 

> ARSOn Dorrance 

> Head Coach 

> UNC Women’s Soccer 

> w) 919 962 4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 23, 2012 4:53 PM 

Tracey Leone @hotmail.com > 

@acpub.duke.edu > 

Re: Recruiting for my 0-60 team! 

Tracey, 

you are so sweet!!! 

No, ] was the luckiest coach in the world to coach a jewel like you!!! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > Tracey Leone @hotmail.com > 1/23/2012 1:19 AM > > > 

HeyAnson! 

[would love to join your team and relive out rainbow soccer days :) but unfortunately f cannot. That would be SO fun though. Good luck getting a tar heel in each line I’m 

sure that will happen and your team will dominate the O 50s! 

Please keep us all posted on how you all do. [ really need to get back to paradise sometime. [was just talking about you and my college days to my team and telling them 

that everyday [ woke up in college [ felt like [ was the luckiest person in the world. And I was. 

I wish you and your team the best! 

Hello to and your family! 

Big hugs! 

Tracey 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 17, 2012, at 4:55 PM, "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu > wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 

> in one of those wonderful quirks in "age group" tournaments, my Over 60 team is allowed to recruit Over 30 women to help us play in the Over 50 division that we will be 

participating in next month. (The definition of O 30 is your 30th birthday is sometime in 2012, even late in December.) I would love to encourage you to join us in Wilmington, 

NC, if you have time (VVilmington Sea Side Adult tournament February 11 12, 2012). 
> 

> This could be positive in all kinds of ways: 
> 

> Firstly, I get to see some of you again. 
> Secondly, this will be a chance to get some exercise. 
> Thirdly, we will have some people on the field that can trap and pass. 

> Fourthly, when you stop on the field, we will not be worried that you are having a heart attack. 
> And most importantly, we would have a chance to win if we could get one Tar Heel woman in each line! (it is VERY tough for O 60’s to beat O 50’s) 
> 

> Our team is not bad; we are the defending Veterans Cup Champions (the US equivalent of an age group national champion). But because of injuries (we get injured 

getting out of our cars), and the fact most of us are dead in 15 minutes, there will always be room for you on the field, if you have any interest please let rne know. if you want 

to make a vacation out of it, come to Chapel Hill for a day or two before the event, stay with me and and I will drive you down to Wilmington and back. Honestly, I 
would love four of you to show all the male chauvinist old goats how well women can play!!! 
> 

> I am going to copy Kim Bergenser on this. He runs our teams and he knows women can play, his daughter is superb. And if you are interested he will give you more 

information on the event. 
> 

> I miss you guys, hope all of you are doing well and certainly encourage you guys to come back when you can. And for those of you who generously contributed to the 

NSCAA Scholarship Endowment in my name: thank you! The NSCAA is an extraordinary organization and we awarded our first coaching school scholarship to a wonderful 

young lady at the convention last week, Rest assured everyone of the scholarships awarded from our fund will go to deserving young women. You are still serving as great 

examples for our game. 
> 

> All the best from Chapel Hill!!! 
> 

> 

> Anson Dorrance 

> Head Coach 

> UNC Women’s Soccer 

> w) 919 962 4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,. 10:21 AM 

@yahoo.com 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Application for MAC program 

Hi       We haven’t forgotten about you! Some great things happening on this end but I’ll let Anson share that with you. In the meantime, please start your application to 

the program TODAY. They said just to fill out as much as you possibly can and then you can fill in the blanks as you get your letters of recommendation in, your essays and of 

course your transcripts and test scores. 

http://wvwv.kenan flagler.unc.eduiadmissions/master of accountinq 
Click on the "Apply" link on the lower left side of the web page. 

Please let me know when you get this started and I’ll help you with the process if you need me. Call me ANYTIME! 

Talk to you soon. 

Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2::12 PM 

~@yahoo.com > 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; bill palladino ¯ 

Re: MAC application 

~aol.com > 

] was thrilled as well to get the call from Diane, the MAC admissions director. Yes, what we have now is much better than what ] had originally offered but please understand 
the admissions director was "offering" just the cost of tuition (which is wonderful since tuition in the MAC program is so expensive {over $44,100 a year}), We still need to 

come up with some creative ways to pay for the living expenses (housing and your food) and the much lesser expenses of fees and books. But what ] love about this is if you 

do win this scholarship, this tuition grant is for the whole year and the MAC is just a one year program. What ] was trying to set up for you before would have taken two 

years. AND most importantly, this degree after just one year will put you in a position to get a tremendous high paying job immediately. 

Thank you for jumping on the application process so quickly. And yes, get your two favorite professors to recommend you, but also get the Sports ]nformation Director. He 

will be an outstanding additional reference and will be able to address your work ethic from an employer perspective which will also have some value and variety to the 

application picture. 

And just so you know, Diane already has a VERY high opinion of you since you have taken your academics seriously; since you are a        a woman, and an elite athlete. 

She is attracted to you because you will bring this entering MAC class a wonderful diversity. What the rest of the application process will convince her of is that you will work 

hard and become successful not just at UNC but throughout your life!! 

And from my selfish point of view, you are going to put the Tar Heels in the thick of it and help us take a run at our 22nd National Championship. ]love the way you play!!!! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
>>> @yahoo.com> 8:35 AM >>> 
Coach Dorrance, 
Thank you for great news yesterday. What an unbelievable opportunity to become part of the IvlAC program and have it paid for. It is going better than all of us probably 
expected. :-) 
][ just want to get your opinion on letters of recommendations though. ][ need three of them and I just wanted to consult with you to see who do you think would be the best 
person to write them. Do you think professors are a good source?I also used to work in our Sports Information Department for two years and Sports Information Director would 
be more than happy to write me one. He used to work with Diamond Backs and few other professional teams. I am just wondering since it’s an application for getting accepted 
into grad school if it would be best that academic people write it or that shouldn’t matter. 
Everything else is going well. There are seven essay questions to answer, and they are really interesting. I will enjoy writing them. I am quite confident that I will have whole 
application done by this coming IVlonday. Once I am done with it, I will let you know just so you know it I have done it. 
Thank you so much for everything. 
I can’t tell you how excited I am for this opportunity. 
Have a great weekend. 
All the best, 



I::ro~lq: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:22 AM 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; bill pa[ladino < 

Cone         @gmaii.com >                        @msn.com > 

What meal plan do we recommend? 

@aol.com >; Cindy 

Mike, 
I just met with all the freshmen and here what every one of them shared: 
get     on the "120" plan (cost is $1,080 a semester) .... that is the minimum plan you can sign up for .... check it out: http://w\~#v.dining.unc.edu/MealPlans.aspx 

Then count on another grocery bill of $35 a month (they said as roommates they split the average of $70 they spend each month for cereal, pasta etc that they keep and 

prepare in their rooms). Everyone of them also shared that between all the meals we (as a soccer program) are feeding them (pre game, on the road) they all have "swipes" 

left at the end of the semester (they "swipe" a card as they check into the "all you care to eat" cafeteria). Another common source of food are their friends and teammates 

who get the more expensive plan and realize they can’t spend it all and share with everyone because it does not carry over into the next semester. 

I hope this is helpful. [will call again next week if other questions pop up. 

We are all very excited about . She is going to love this special place. All the best!! 

ARson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:18 PM 

@yahoo.corn > 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Torn Sander <pacrnan@uncaa.unc.edu>; bill palladino ~ 

Cone         @gmail.com >;                      @rn sn.corn > 

The Mac’s Return on Investment 

_~aol.com >; Cindy 

I told Diane Horton the MAC admissions director that I wanted you to take your time in writing your essays and she had no issue with it. She also got me even more excited 

about how this degree will prepare you for an amazing future. She said the RO] for a UNC accounting degree was one of the best il~ higher education in the United States. Of 

course, I did not know what ROI is and she explained to me that it was the "return on investment" for what you paid to get the degree, And the figures she shared with me 

were incredible: 

1st year out of school starting salary now is between $51,000 and $55,000 (our former player Jessica Maxwell, who is a MAC grad, started at $75,000 with Deloitte in Dallas 

because of our connections with Gary Loveman, the CEO of Harrahs ... 
. Google Loveman .... he is impressive! 

Within 5 years the average salary is over $100,000. 

in 15 to 20 years when you become a partner in an accounting firm the average income is over $1,000,000 a year,.., yes, over one million dollars a year!!! 

Here check out what Diane sent me: http://Www.kenan flaqler.unc.eduiproqrams/master of accountinq/roi 

All the best[!! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Steve Nelson <steve@wakefieldgroup.com> 

Thursday, 3:13 PM 

Anon Dorvance ~-nnson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducax ~<tucax@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Bill Palladino 

Fwd: Interview Advice 

~ao] 

Below is fyi, guys. Another of your all but cel~n "to be" winners in life. Vein happy to try to help. 

Good to see yon this AM. Go Heels! 

Steve 

Sent from nay iPhone 

Begin forw~:rded Inessage: 

From: Steve Nelson <s~teve~)w~kefield~roup.com> 

Date: 2:17:35 PM EST 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Interview Advice 

. great to hear from you. I would LOVE to help yon! ~Vould Saturday or Sunday AIVl work for a cup of coffee? If not, we will find a time that does 

betbre your interview. Btw, I know UNC SPH and its Derek, Barbara Rimer, ve~ well. Used to serve on her and her predecessor’s (Bill Roper) School 

of Public ttea]th Advisory Board. Believe I can assist and would love to try.’. 

Best to you, 

Steve 

Sent froln my iPhone 

Or at 11:47 AM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Mr. Nelson, 

gave me your email address. I applied to the School of Public Health for my major at UNC and ljust recently got invited to interview. 

told me you were extremely helpful with the business school application process and especially her interview, and I was wondering if you had 
any interview advice? My interview is Wednesday which is very soon, and I’m sure you’re very busy, but I would appreciate any help 
or advice you could give me. 

Thankyou, 

This message (and any associated files) is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, subject to copyright or constitutes a trade secret. If you 

are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or distribution of this message, or files associated with this message, is strictly prohibited. If you ha~,e received this message in error, 

please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer. Messages sent to and from us may be monitored. 

Internet communications cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. Therefore, we do not accept 

responsibility for any errors or omissions that are present in this message, or any attachment, that have arisen as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required, please request a hard-copy version. Any views or 

opinions presented are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the company. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

HuttolL Steve <shntton@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, February, 7, 2012 11:29 AIVl 

SEANC25 EMAIL LISTSERV <seanc25@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

lbrum@listserv.unc.e&~ 

[seanc25] ’rues. news 

UNC named best value among public colleges 

http~ //www.bi2~1~urna~s.c~m/triang~e/m~rninc~-ca~/2~12/~2/unc-named~best-va~ue-am~n~-pub~ic.htm~ 

UNC campuses slated for new fee, tuition increases 

http://www.wral.com/news/education!stopl/iO68980:t/ 

Steve Hutton 
cell: 

alternate email: tbomadil@yahoo.com 

SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
<www.seanc25.orq> 

<li> --You are cnrrently subscribed to 

</ul> 

seanc25 as: <a href "maAlto:a~n@email.unc.edu">a~m@email.unc.edu<!a>. To unsubscribe send a blank email to <a href "mailto:leave-30802322- 
10529847.5985fce68124be79f54da55fac00a4cl@listserv.unc.edu">leave-30802322-10529847.5985fce68124be79f54da55fac00a4c l@listserv.unc.edu<ia> <p> 

~ + ~ Recruit a me~nber today. To join online or get an application go to: <a hre~’’http:/~w~.seanc25.~rg/j~in.html.’’>http://www.seanc25.~rg/j~in.httn~.</a> 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 6:05 PM 

Re: 

@acpub.duke.edu>; bill palladino < _~aol.com > 

we love everything about       and can’t wait for her to get to Chapel Hill, ] have the same faith in her that you do and yes, I can feel her Ioyalb! already and she is not even 
here yet! On her recruiting visit all of our kids said how mature she was AND friendly ,,,, we know she is going to fit right in here, 

This accounting program she was admitted to is going to change her life. if she stays with it, she will retire a millionaire (it will be a challenge though) ,,,, I can’t believe how 

much money these people make (where was I when the Masters of Accountin9 recruiters came by?). We have been able to take care of her summer financially, but the NCAA 

will not let me touch the rest of the year, Bill Palladino, my assistant responsible for our foreign student athletes, is tryin9 to see how best for all of us to 9et       through 

the year. He is looking into everything he can, Bill also runs our soccer camps and we will definitely hire her there to help with some spending money if the NCAA approves it, 

And thank you for this very graceful introduction and please feel free to stay in touch with us, We are so excited about her and can’t believe how good 

she is!!!! 

All the best from Chapel Hill!! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
>>> .edu> 11:26 AM >>> 

Coach Dorrance, 

By way of introduction, I am ;) We informally adopted her when she became best friends with my daughter four years ago. She came to the 

U.S. by herself, with no resources, against the will of her father who told her she would never play at a collegiate level! What courage this took] 

I want to thank you for all you are doing to help       progress as an athlete and a student] You will find that she is a person of exceptional character and heart] She 

is extraordinarily loyal, competitive, positive, enthused, level-headed, bright, and caring! She fits so well with our family; we fell in love with her from her first visit 

and we are better because she is one of us! (In fact, she just spent the weekend with my parents in Utah. They have adopted her, too!) I am confident you will have 

the same experience as she joins your amazing group of athletes! I can.t wait to hear about your team[3 s success this next year. I will be watching closely and plan 

to attend when Ican] 

Additionally, I thoroughly enjoyed the opportunity to meet with Chris, when he visited . We ( , my daughter , and I) were collectively impressed by 

his positive attitude, sincerity, concern for Marina and your other players, and how he spoke of you and your program. Your reputation is well-known~but it was so 

refreshing to hear of your positive coaching philosophyF: which very much aligns with my philosophy of teaching and raising children, for that matter ;) 

Again, thanks for all you are currently doing to help ~. I am confident that you will not be disappointed. Best of luck to you in your upcoming season. I hope to 

meet you soon! 

Warmest regards, 

This message is private and confidential. If you have received it in error, please notify the sender and £emove it from your 

system. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:22 PM 

@acpub.duke.edu >; 

~email.unc.edu >; 

~live.unc.edu > 

ESPN2 US/Brazil (men) 7:50 Wednesday 

Soccer America Confidential_ How the USA routed Scotland (8.46 KB).msg 

)@email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; @gmail.com >; 

Ladies, 
I can’t believe I did not remind you to take in the US men’s game VS Scotland this past Saturday evening. It was a 5 1 US rout of Scotland and the US played brilliantly. 

Juergen Klinsman (the current US Coach) invited me to spend a week with him and his German Men’s National tearn before Germany ascended to a third place finish in the 

men’s World Cup the Germans hosted in 2006. He liked the first book I wrote "Training Soccer Champions" and he wanted insights into time UNC Competitive Caldron. He 

was worried that since the German’s did not have to qualify (since they were hosting) they needed to develop their competitive fire in training (like you guys do since we set 

everything up as a competition). Juergen is also credited with a part of time success of the wonderful German fon-n in the     World Cup in South Africa since a lot of 

Juergen’s philosophy was carried through by his 2006 assistant who succeeded him (Joachim lowe). I loved the week I spent with Juergen. He is a classy coach and I would 

love to see the US take off under his leadership. 
So, I do not want to make another mistake. Tomorrow at 7:50 pm the US are playing Brazil on ESPN2. They are having a US Soccer Hall of Fame induction that same day and 

will be up there welcoming Tony DiCicco and Claudio Reyna into the Hall (Claudio married Danielle Egan a former starting left midfielder for the Tar Heels), 1will also be 

watching the game in person. 
Again, we need to become fans of the game if we want pro soccer to take off in this country, I hope you find time to tune in and enjoy the match!! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 9]_9 962 4]_00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 25, 2012 10:15 AM 

Fwd: ESPNW Names Hamm Top Female Athlete of Title ]X Era 

> > > On 6/22/20:12 at 4::15 PM, in message <CCOA4A9D.43A4%dlohse@email.unc.edu >, "Lohse, Dave Clark" <davelohse@unc.edu > wrote: 

ESPNW Names Harem Top Female Athlete of Title IX Era 
Lilly also amongst top 40 players honored by network. 
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. D North Carolina soccer legends Mia Hamm and Kristine Lilly have beenhonored by ESPNW as two of the top 40 female 

athletes of the Title IX era. Hamm was named the top athlete of the past 40 years by ESPNWwhile Lilly ranked 36th on the list of the Top 40. 

ESPNW announced its choices this week to mark the 40th anniversary of Title IX legislation passed by Congress and signed by President 

Richard Nixon in 1972. Title IX is credited with opening up not only educational opportunities for women but also being the key legislation that 
led to the rise of women lls collegiate sports. 
There is no arguing that both Hamm and Lilly were key players in the growth of womenDs sports. Hamm, from the Virginia suburbs of 
Washington, D.C., and Lilly, from Wilton, Conn., both arrived at Carolina in the fall of 1989. 
Collectively they played key roles in the Tar Heels domination of the NCAA and ACC during their collegiate runs. Lilly played on NCAA 
championship teams in 1989, 1990, 1991 and 1992. Hamm red-shirred in 1991 and was on NCAA title-winning teams in 1989, 1990, 1992 
and 1993. They both played roles on teams which posted 103-match unbeaten and 92-game winning streaks. The only loss of their Tar Heel 
era came at Connecticut in 1990. 
Check out the online tributes to Hamm and Lilly on the ESPNWwebsite here: 
<a href="http:!!espn.go.com!espnw!title-ix!top-40-female-athletes!_/num!41" class="redlink">Mia Hamm: No. l<!a> I <a 
href="http://espn.go.com/espnw/title-ix/top-40-female-athletes/_/num/41" class="redlink">Kristine Lilly: No. 36</a> 
Dave Clark Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 
919 962 7257 (office) 

(cell) 
Davelohse@unc.edu 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:48 AM 

@comcast.net 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; bill palladino 

Cone. @gmail.com > @msn.com > 

Re: Thank you 

~aol.com >; Cindy 

thank ~’ou for this kind and thoughtful note. [ know this was not an easy decision and it was hard for all the right reasons: you were very concerned about us. Please know how 

much I appreciate that but also know there is nothing to forgive. You are making a ground breaking decision that is not only good for you but good for our game. I told your 

morn that Billy Jean King, the former women’s tennis star, was in the vanguard for insisting that women’s tournament tennis have the same purses as the men, She helped 

revolutionize women’s professional tennis. Your wonderful salary is doing that for women’s soccer. 

And now [ would like to thank you for picking us as your collegiate choice. [ really think you can be one of the truly great American women’s soccer players. You love the ball, 

you love the game, you love to train; you love to watch the game at the highest level. You have EVERYTHING to make it on the world stage and that is whywe recruited you. f 

don’t need to prove anything anymore, so what circulates my blood is helping the truly amazing players live their dreams. 

~ know you are about to live yours and there will be an unconditional cheering section for you in Chapel Hill!!! Good luck       from all of us! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919 962 4100 
> > > ¯ @comcast.net 2:28 AM > > > 
Hi Anson, 
I really wanted to just write to you and tell you everything I was feeling. I am not one to say things in person or on the phone sometimes it.s just easier 
for me to write it out. I am truly so thankful for everything you have done and given to me. I respect you as a coach and a person so much. I cannot tell 
you how much I appreciate the things you have done for me, and you went way out of you way to do them. I hate saying no to people and letting 
people down. I know you said I wasn lit doing this to you, but it feels like it. As you can see I am writing this at 12:30 in the morning. I have been 
thinking about it a lot. I hope everything for you and UNC is great in the future. I will always be watching and keeping up with the team. I just wanted to 
write a quick note saying how much I appreciate what you have done for me. You really cared about me and it was a great feeling. I hope I don :Jr 
lose contact with you I would like to be up to date with whaLJs going on in your world! I hope the rest of the team can forgive me for what l have 
chosen to do with my life. 
Again Anson thank you so very much and I will always be there in my heart. This was not an easy decision for me. I loved UNC. It had the best coach 
and the best program. 
Thanks again, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Steadman < @gmail.com> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 10:33 AM 

m,~s~m@uncaa.unc.edu 

~tey 

Anson - hey! How axe you doing’? How is the fmnily? I hope all is well. I am reading a new book that I thought you would enjoy - its called Unintended 
Consequences. You have probably already heard of it, but in case not I wanted to pass along the nan~e. I think you would enjoy the whole book - including the p~:rt I 

recently read that talks about what motivates people, which often times is the "shame" associated with other people knowing what you have or have not achieved, For 

instance, the guy that wrote the books gives an example that goes a little Nt like this: "He tried to motivate people at a company by giving them each individual targets to 

make upon which they would receive certain incentives...however, that led to no improvement in results. However. when he decided to post the results for each 

individual, and how they were tracking versus their targets, for all to see that is when he started to see a dramatic improvement in results." Made me think of you and 

your program! 

Hope all is well!! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Steadman < @gmail.com> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 4:47 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Amy, this is excellent .... I will be using "this in recruiting and with my current roster! 

Below is a WSJ axticle on the book. Its highly controversial, but at a minimum is a 

refieshing take on the econolny and what went wrong and what we should do to fix it....it is veiy "republican leaning" from an economic perspective. I an~ only about 

halfia~ay done yet, but the main argument is that the US has succeeded in the last centuly because it had an incentive structure that rewai~ted risk taking. Without the 

incentive structure to be a risk taking economy, i~movalion is less likely and the overall socieb~ will benefit less over the long ran. I guess I equate that to your program 

(and in large part to where I am today in life because I went through your program) - in the UNC soccer program you have to be risk taking, you have to push yourself 

to a level you previously thought impossible or else you roll not make it. This mentalily and slructure leads to an overall better outcome for all temn members - 

eve~one reaches a higher potential than they would have in a system that allowed people to "hide" and not be accountable. Take care!! 

http://online.wsi.com/articleiSB 10001424052702303901504577462621107941692.html 

On Mon, Aug 13, 2012 at 3:46 PM, Anson Doirance <anson(~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Amy, 

I have not read Unintended Consequences but I will now! How is Harvard? How are you? 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
>>> Amy Steadman , @gmail.com> 8/13/2012 10:32 AM >>> 
Anson hey! How are you doing? How is the family’? I hope all is well. I am reading a new book that I thought you would enjoy its called Unintended Consequences. 

You have probably already heard of it, but in case not Iwanted to pass along the name. I think you would enjoy the whole book including the part I recently read that 

talks about what motivates people, which often times is the "shame" associated with other people knowing what you have or have not achieved. For instance, the guy 

that wrote the books gives an example that goes a little bit like this: "He tried to motivate people at a company by giving them each individual targets to make upon 

which they would receive certain incentives...however, that led to no improvement in results. However, when he decided to post the results for each individual, and how 

they were tracking versus their targets, for all to see that is when he started to see a dramatic improvement in results." Made me think of you and your program! 

Hope all is well!! 

Amy 



Fro~tl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 4, 20:[2 :[:[:47 PM 

Amy Steadman @gmail.com > 

@acpub.duke.edu > 

Checking ]n from Harvard Business School 

Amy, 

you are so sweet!!! Thank you! 

We ground out a gritty i 0 win over BC. 

Amy, we are so proud of you. I brag about you all the time especially in recruiting. I also talk about your example to our kids that want to conquer the world. In fact this email 

will certainly be shared in recruiting and to inspire my young college kids (rest assured). I try to tell all these kids that I lose to Stanford on a regular basis that UNC and this 
program are very special and different but they get lost in the US News and World Reports and they are off to California. 

Fortunately, we have played Stanford 11 times and we have never lost to them (1 am very proud of that despite losing player after player to them)! Yes, there is something to 

be said for competitive fire and no one develops that like the University of North Carolina women’s soccer team!! And of course "character development" means everything 

to me. 

Amy, keep kicking everyone’s rear end in up there .... I am so proud you selected to come and play for me!!! 

Anson 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
>> > Amy Steadman < 

Anson, 

i@gmail.com> 10/4/2012 8:12 PM >>> 

I am sitting in front of my TV in Boston watching the heels play! (Boston sports coverage is great so I getyour game against BC). Hope the game turns out well foryou all! How is 

everything going? There have been a few updates in my life. First, I received first year honors at HBS (given to top 20% of the class). Its so funny because so many of my girl friends 

who went to what they would consider more "prestigious" schools (like Princeton, Stanford,. Yale) can’t understand how someone that went to a state school could do better than them. 

I quickly remind them how important the "will to win" is in the equation (aka, I think Ijust work harder than others)....learned tha t from you! Secondly, I recently accepted an offer to 

return back to The Carlyle Group, but this time in New York (as a single ~30 year old female I felt being in a bigger city than Charlotte would be advantageous...). So I have 9 more 

months to "goof off", travel the world, and maybe learn a few things along the way before I will become a career professionaL_kind of crazy how fast time flies. ! think all the time 

about how I don/know ill would be where I am today ill had not learned all the valuable lessons I did playing at UNC (ranging from dealing with disappointment to not being an 

over bred dog, e/c). Just wanted you to know/ha/your teachings/lessons are still having an profound impact on my life today/ 

I hope all is well with you and the family and good luck with the rest of the season! 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~aol.com> 

Frida5 11:50 AM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Checking In from Harvaxd Business School 

What a great email! I’ve been to one of those prestigious schools mid it has NOTHING on what you learn from this program. 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 11:47 PM, "Anson Dorrance" <anson(cb~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Amy; 

you are so sweet!’.! Thank you’. 

We ground out a gritty 1-0 win over BC. 

Amy, we are so proud of you. I brag about yon all the time especially in recruiting. I also talk about your exmnple to our kids that want to conquer the 

world. In ihct this emaAl will ce(tainly be shared in recruiting mid to inspire my young college kids (rest assured). I try to tell all these kids that I lose to 

Stanford on a regular basis that UNC and this program axe very special mid different but they get lost in the US News and World Reports and they are 

offto California. 

Fortunately, we have played Sta~ford 11 times and we have never lost to them (I am very proud of that despite losing player after player to them)! Yes, 

there is something to be said for competitive fire and no one develops that like the UniversiW of North Carolina women’s soccer team!! And of course 

"chaxacter development" means everything to me. 

Amy, keep kicking everyone’s rear end in up there .... I am so proud you selected to come and play tbr me!!! 

Anson 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 

>~> Alny Steadman < 

Anson, 

~gmail.com > 8:12 PM >>> 

1 am sitting in J?ont of my TV in Boston watching the heels play! (Boston ~ports coverage is great so I get your game against BC). Hope the 

game turns out well for you all! How is everything going? There have been a few updates in my liJb. First, I received first year honors at HBS 

(given to top 20% of the cl(~’~). Its so fimny because so many of my girl fiqends who went to what they wouM consider more "prestigious" 

schools (like P~#nceton, Stanjbrd l~-ale) can’t understand how someone that went to a state school couM do better than them. I quickly remind 

them how important the "will to win" is in the equation (aka, I think I just work harder than othem)....learned that from you! Secondly, I 

recently accepted an offer to return back to The Carlyle Group, but this time in New ~))rk (as a single ~30 year oldJbmale I felt being in a 

bigger city than Charlotte would be advantageous...). So I have 9 more months to "goof qfJ", travel the world, and maybe learn a Jbw things 

along the w~N beJbre I will become a career pr(~essional...kind of crazy how fast time flies. I think all the time about how I dont know iJ7 wouM 

be where I am today ifI had not leat~ted all the valuable lessons I did playing at UNC (ranging from dealing with disappointment to not being 

art over-bred dog, etc.). Just wanted you to know that your teachings!lessons are still having an proJbund impact on r~.w life today! 

I hope all is well with you and the family andgood hick with the rest of the season! 



From: @aol.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 11:29 AM 

To: Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: ttey Ans! 

I was thilfldng about the speech I’m giving at the celebration thing tonight and this email solar of fits into what I was going to say. 

I tmly believe that this program saved my life. I know that sonnds dramatic but I don’t mean my physical life. I mean my belief in all ofonr core values. Becanse I think 

if you don’t believe in onr core values, if you don’t believe that they am valuable, then you are living a very. sad life. rm embarrassed to think about how very close I 

was to giving up on the idea that "character" mattered when I was at Yale. I was in a place where people were out for themselves, where they cut comers when it didn’t 

"matter," where it was mnch easier to just think about myself and what was convenient and easy. Where the short term goal took precedent over doing what was right 

or noble, but sometimes difficult. 

I crone here to win a national championship but the real prize for me was meeting people who genuinely care about other people. Who don’t take the easy route. Who 

live lit~ to the fullest. Who emIx~dy our core values. My first year here might be deemed a failure tbr me on the field but it restored my thith in eve .rything that I grew up 

believing was right. And I am immeasurably grateful. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

Or at 11:06 AM, "Anson Dorrance" <anson(~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

thank you tier ~nding me this wonderfnl email. We just did our "Core Values" Peer Evaluation session yesterday with the     National Champions and 

started to prepare to win it all again in      Honestly, there are many ways to win national championships but what is always a factor is the principled 

centered leadership they tbllow. Becanse great chemistry, ALWAYS flows ficom great character. 

I loved this team and wanted them to win tnostly for that reason (every. practice: great kids having fun). And then, with appropriate kazma, they won 

BECAUSE of that reason. 

Thank you for shm-ing this with me. As with all "brilliant" messages from the alumnae, I will be sha~ing this with my current teaa~. And this will also be a test 

because I am going to ask all of my rising senior leadership (my current junior class) what     ; message below means to them. 

Thanks again    . you are kind to take the time to send something so positive. 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-962-4100 

Hey Ans! 

~,,@~gmail.com> 1:31 PM >>~ 

I hope the yeast has treated you well :) It was great to see all of you guys at                Just thought I would send you a quick note. I’m in my last 

yeaac of school and I’m now working on job applications, bar applications, etc. I decided to apply tbr the Presideutial Management t~llowship, which will 

basically provide me with a two-year position at one of the federal agencies of my choosing. In the application I was asked to describe my journey and 

discuss how it molded me into the person I am today. First thing I thought about was you guys’. I actually looked up our core values a~d read them all 

again. As I read, I s~tm~ted reciting them just like we used to during preseason. Something hit me though...I know I fell drastically sho~t of fulfilling these 

values. As I read them I realized I never really took the time to truly think about what they merest m~d how impo~tant they were to tny four years at UNC. 

It is my opinion that the mark of a great person/leader is their willingness to serve while in the position of leadership. I was not that person during most of 

my four years. But I am certain I have grown into that person. One of the things I regret is not exercising my ability- to embody these values early on. But I 

know after reading them again and getting the refiesher, I will truly work hard to continue incorporating these values into my p~ofessional/personal life. 
Thanks for the reminder. Glad I could find them on the internet :) I hope you guys have a wonderfnl holiday season and as always you are all in my 

prayers! 

Thanks for eve~thing you do tbr all the women who pass through the program. You, Dino, Dukes, a~d Tom axe truly extraordinaxy. 

Ariel 

North Carolina Central U niversity, 
School of Law 

Candidate for,luris Doctorate, 

(¢eagles.neeu.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Riclcy Clarke ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 8:18 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu>; Ricky Clarke < ~icloud.com> 

Cat Whitehill & Lisa Cole Di~uss NWS[AJniversity & Memors with RickyMasterCoach.com 

Dear All, 

Please check out my recent inte~adews with Cat Whitehill (Boston Breakers \ NWSL) and Lisa Cole Head Coach (Boston Breakers \ NWSL). 

Olympic Gold Medalist Talks Role Models, UNC & NWSL 

Boston Breakers Head Coach Discusses Mentors, NWSL & University Soccer 

Tha~k you to everyone M~o provided me with feedback regarding my Gabriele Marcotti interview. 

Regards, 

Ricky 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Valerie Prause <vprause@lec.edu;, 

Monday, April 1, 2013 5:07 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

3-4-3 and at’tacking life 

Good afternoon Anson, 
I am an assistant coach at a Division 2 school in sunny northeast Ohio. We have been the perennial bottom-dwellers in our conference (this is 
all before I showed up though, so I should say they) and need to switch things up. In a conference such as ours, I think that a 3-4-3 system 
would absolutely dominate as most defenders won’t have the skill to play out of pressure, ][ personally have never played the system, but 
recently read "The Nan Watching" and bought into evep! word, A lot of the concepts from that book were used where I played in college, 
Central Michigan University, by coach Tom Anagnost (who now coaches in your conference at the Universibi of Hiami), Every, single thing 
that could possibly be tracked, was tracked for the purpose of competition, It completely transformed me as a player and person and I cannot 
wait to implement some of the same ideals in my team here. 

That being said, I have been soaking up every possible detail I can about the 3-+3 and have sold the head coach on trying it with our team. 
They have played nothing but the sweeper/stopper system until now and really didn’t have the numbers/athletes to play anything different. 
We have been able to recruit and bring in the bipe of players we need in order to pull this system off. 

I merely just wanted to touch base with you to let you know how your book has inspired me both in a secondary way (through my former 
head coach) and now first-hand as I am going to help this team transform. I fully expect to send you another email by the end of next season 
about our successes, 

Thank you for all you have done for women’s soccer and I wish you the best of luck this spring and next fall, 

Graduate Assistant 
Women’s Soccer 

Lake Erie College 
39:L W, Washington St. 
Painesville, OH 44077 
celt: 

"Like" Lake Erie College Women’s Soccer on Facebook 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Nelson <steve@wakefieldgroup.com> 

Sunday, 9:40 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: The Legend na~ned Anson who, luck?, you and yours, coaches and develops your wonderful daughters...eNoy! ’. 

Proud of you, Anson. As I always am. Others notables below are, too! : ) 

Happy Memorial Day to you and yours! 

Steve 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin tbr~va~ded message: 

From: (~yahoo.com> 

Date: 11:39:15 AM EDT 

To: Steve Nelson <steve(~wakefieldgroup.com> 

Subject: Re: The Legend named Anson who, lucky you and yours, coaches and devdops your wondertid daughters...enjoy!! 

Thanks Steve, I’m playing it now. I’m exciting for . What a honor to have the opportunity to play for a Legend. Hope all is well. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 7:06 AM, Steve Nelson <steve@wakeiieldgroup.com> wrote: 

Great inter~iew (starts out a bit slow) with Anson on www.sportscoachradio.com. 

I enjoyed hearing his thoughts on recruiting in a new age, M~ere the average player is 10x better th~l in his early ye~xs of coaching the 

women’s game, oa~d how his philosophy hasn’t changed in regards to the importance of developing a player’s character, when law talent or 

playing pedigree isfft enough. A lengthy off’-season is rich with thought about how to construct new ways of helping players reach their 
potential. Nearly an hour, worth a listen. 

Best, 

Steve 

Sent t~om my iPad 

This message (and any associated files) is intended only for the use of the individual or entity/to which it iS addressed and may contain information that is confidential, subject to copyright 

or constitutes a trade secret. If you are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or distribution of this message, or fi~es associated with this 

message, is strictly prohibited. Tf you have received this message in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer. Nessages sent to and 

from us may be monitored. 

Internet communications cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. 

Therefore, we do not accept responsibility for any errors or omissions that are present in this message, or any attachment, that have arisen as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is 

required, please request a hard-copy version. Any views or opinions presented are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the company. 



Froill~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Marcie @gmail.com> 

Monday-, August 26, 2013 9:34 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Total Access: UNC’s minting culture 

good friend of mine seut tlfis article to tne.....I enjoyed reading it’. I hope you ~ace having a wouderful August and all is well with you. 

Marcie 

hl~p:/iespn.go.corrfespnwiathletes-life/articlei9587807/t°tal" access-uorth-carolina-mr-heels-competitive-culture-leads-success 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 4:01 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Video Link 

Here is the video link for the piece we shot the other day. It is on You Tube and GoHeelsTV. Takes a little while to load on your phone FYI. 

http://youtu.beihyr2whgli0A 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

cell 

"Gotta Find My Corner Of The Sky" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu-~- 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 11:27 AM 

tteather Boneparth <          @gmail.com> 

Heather, you are so sweet, can I share this? 

Thank you Heather for being so kied. I know I have told you this on man’,, occasions but it was a true jo~i coaching your daughters. One of the greatest challenges 

these days ~n pareet~ng is to raise someoee in privilege and have them not fee~ entitled. You and Peter managed to do that,,., al~ we d~d ~n Chapel H~ was 

continue Vo~r [rad~tkm, 
And yes, ’~corne here., go arw~vhere’q You and the rest of our UrIC honors ~eadershi~ came up w~th that perfect phrase to help ~s recruit "the best .:~f the besV’ 

academically; and then, a~mos[ to make the point, your family from you to Pe[er to Caroline to Pammy went about proving ~t with the arc of your ~ives. AI~ of you 

Boneparth’s have ~eft your mark st North Carolina, jus[ before lesvirlg your mark on the world. This is qui~ pro quo .... 

F~m= Heather Bonepa~h [mailto @gmail.com] 

Senti Tuesday, March 04, 2014 8:47 PN 

Te~ Dorrance, AJbe~ A N 
Subject= ~ank you[ 

An~ 
As you ~ow by now, Caroline is on her way to the ne~ chaJlenge in September at Ha~’azd Business School - a wondeN1 oppo~nity. I cannot help but reflect on the 

ve~, wise choice she made at 17 to come to ~amlina ~d play for you. As she told yo~ all good things s~g at C~olina. So tme~ Yo~ role in Caroline’s success and 

happiness is ~mething I will be forever grateful for. The cul~re of excellence you cultivate is ~metNng veD~ s~ciaJ - a lifelong les~n for the womeu who have the 

good fo~ne of playing for you. Even Pare, who o~fly played for a year appreciates the "special sauce"of being N~ of your team ~d tJ~e core values. 

So, my girls are on their way to the ~e~ stage in their lives... Caroline to HBS ~d Pam to Columbia’s School of Social Work ( uNess NW m~es a be,er o~9. ~ 

can only say, tha4s to you, they thrived at I~C, have much to be grateful [br ~d much to give Nck. Thank you and Go tleeis~ 

Come Here. Go Auywhere. 

Heather 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, Jnly 26, 2011 3:37 AM 

anson <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Resort Soccer Experience 

Anso~ 

I hope this paints a good picture abom the camp and the elements that go into this. I am working ruth Alliance Connection. They are a marketing company with over 

300 clients world wide and many resorts. They have sponsors, like Sports Authorfly, and more coming on boaacd for this camp/experience. They have asked me to 

coordinate their sports camps. In regards to soccer, I am hoping you can be a lead "counselor" on this first one and many more and help me gain some key coaches 

and players to be part of this. However, an,vthing you can do to help wonld be greatly appreciated! Thank you again! 

Best Wishes, 

Jason 

Camp Premise 

Offer a one of a kind soccer experience, geared toward soccer families, as part of an all inclusive resort vacation. Players have the opportuniU to train with world class 

coaches and meet soccer legends and heroes as well as some non soccer celebrities. Parents get to enjoy a family vacation that includes significant value adds for their 

kids. Parents may also take part in certain elements of the soccer experience, including meet and greets and other special events. This camp will also include a coaching 
track, that provides some degree of coaching education for youth soccer coaches (who may also be parents of youth soccer players). 

There is no additional cost to a guest’s stay to be part of the soccer experience. 

The soccer experience roll also work to raise money and awareness ibr a soccer oriented charity’. (Exact one TBD - Maybe Miffs Foundation??) 

First Camp - 5 Days/4 Nights (April 2-6 or 9-13) (Tentative) 

Our firfft camp will be a Spring Break Soccer Get Away at Moon Palace Resort in Cancnn, Mexico. This camp will give our camp and marketing team an opportunity+ 

to fine tune onr template for the summer and build marketing traction for the spring and summer camps. This camp will focus solely on the youth soccer market. 

Beyond our first cmnp, we envision one sports cmnp offered every month of the summer at various resorts worldwide. These camps will t~ature soccer and most likely 

olt}r other sports as well. 

I imagine our target market sweet spot is kids 11 - 16, Soccer Morns that like celebrities and need a vacation (and see that this gives "them the best of both worlds) and 

Soccer Dad Coaches. 

This resort also has guests from all over the world so we need to consider a global feel to our staff and maacketing approach. It will be centered around American~ but 

should also inclu& European and Mexican elements. 

Facilities 

Moon Palace Resort, Cancun, Mexico http://www.palaceresorts.com/resorts/moon-palace 

This is an all inclusive 4 Diamond Resort located approximately 15 minutes ti-om Cancun Airport. They have nearly 3,000 rooms, 3 golf courses including a Jack 

Nicklaus designed course, lull spa... I have s~yed at this resort and participated in resort marketing activities and they are top notch. For a thll profile of the resort click 

on the link above. 

For Soccer 

Moon Palace has outdoor grass areas that may be confignred to snpport outdoor soccer training. I could see at least 1 maybe 2 fifll sized soccer field in this area. 

They have a convention center room that holds a max capaci~ of 2,700 without being reconfigured. If it were reconfigured it could hold a max of nearly 8,000 people. 
The entire room has 30 tbot ceilings. This would be the perfect indoor venue to place a Fatsal Court and seating for demos. It could be used for training as well. 

They have an atoning beach with beach soccer nets a~s well :) 

SVhat We Need 

To gain Moon Palace’s approval we need: 

¯ Camp Curriculum 



Proposed Equipment List (Products that can be shipped t?om Mexico pretbrred) 

Equipment Budget 

5 Celebrities 

Celebrity appeaxance tbes budget 

Coaches and Counselors (’][’hat are AIVLA.ZING) 
Staff’Budget 

Total Proposed Budget (There are some magic numbers here and they don’t pay as much as we Inay rash fbr staff’and celebs) 

Keep in mind that all s*affmll receive airfare and full V.I.P. accommodations. This is all inclusive to the maximum - all you can eat. drink, V.I.P designated areas 

around the resort and clubs - eveo~thing! 

Celebrities and bigger name staff will receive first class aid?am, V.I.P accommodations, a FREE return trip (usually like 3 night flee) and generally a $250-$300 room 

credit to use on the trip (tbr golt; spa etc.., which comes at an extra cost aside fi’om the all inclusive basics). 

I would imagine we could have some of our coan~lors fill the role of celebrity if they axe a big enough name. I would also like to have some celebrities that really love 
soccer to come out. Perhaps they have kids that play as well. 

I am uncertain of the exact numbers of players we could expect. That is a variable that we may need to adjust for a month or two out - once we see how sign ups are 
coming along. If we could nail that framework and have all the key people in place, then we could build from them. 

I am also trying to come up with a way that makes sense to offer a coaching track alongside the player tracks for the week. Below is a day at can~p as I have worked 

up now. It’s a rough draft and any input would be great. We just need to balance the right work on the field with the player levels and motivations and keep their week 

a "vacation" so they have time to enjoy all of the resort. 

Note: Evening activities could be lots of things. On this day it’s a pro&lct and pro demo and an inspirational dinner with guest speakers. I would like the week to work 

like an all star game, Mmre we have a celebrity and coach game (maybe an All Stax Futsal Match). The first evening we’ll have a welcome reception of sorts and a 

social.., a celebrity beach soccer tournament would be cool an&’or pool volley ball tourney one day. So we have a lot of options that need to be narrowed down. 

Standa~xl T~ack 

A. Momh~g Group Session 9-11am 

Skills Sessiou 9-10am 

o Technical Skills Topic of the Day 

o Skills Demo 

o Skills Practice 

Functioual Competition 10-11am 

o Direct application of skills 

o Fun games amd prizes for use of skills 

B. Lnnch Break & Fnn Break 1-3pm 

Lunch Noon-lpm 

Beach Soccer 1-3pro 

Pool Activities 1-3pro 

C. Evening Activities 5-8pm 

Product & Pro Demo Sessiou 5-6pro 
o Sponsor products are displayed and 

demonstrated 

o Professional skills axe demonstrated using 
sponsor products 

Dinner & Guest Speaker 6-8pro 
o Dinner features a speech and 

presentation on a specific topic from 2-3 
athletes and/or coaches. 

o Dhmer is bullet style dimmer 

o Post dinner meet & greet with speakers 

Advanced Track 

A. Morning Group Session 9a~n-Noon 

Skills Session 9-10am 
o Technical Skills Topic of the Day 

o Skills Demo 

o Skills Practice 

Functional Competition lO-11am 

o Direct application of skills 

o Fun games aaad prizes for use of skills 

Advanced Training Session llam-Noon 
o Tactical Understanding 

o Advm~ced Competition 

B. Lunch Break Noon- lpm 

¯ Lm~ch 

C. zM,qernoon Advm~ced Session 1-3pm 

¯ Sin’,all Group Sessions 1-2pro 
o Essentially customized private trainings 

for small groups 
¯ Advauced Competitive Session 2-3pro 

o Beach soccer a~d various games 
comprised of advanced players 

D. Evening Activities 5-8pm 

Product & Pro Demo Session 5-6pm 
o Sponsor products are displayed and 

demonstrated 

o Professional skills are demonstrated using 
sponsor products 

Coach Track 

A. Morning Group Session 

Skills Session 9-10am 

o Counselor Led Observation 

Functioual Competition 10-10:30am 

o Counselor Led Observation 

Applied Coaching Session 10:30-Noon 

o Coaches participate in playing m~d 

coaching sessions led by counselol,~ on 

various topics 

B. Lunch Brea~k Coaches Meeting Noon- lpm 

Counselor led coaching presentation with video 
& Q&A 

C. F;vening Activities 5-8pm 

Product & Pro Demo Session 5-6pro 
o Sponsor products are displayed a~d 

demonstrated 

o Professional skills are demonstrated using 
sponsor products 

Dinuer & Guest Speaker 6-8pro 
o Dinner features a speech and 

presentation on a specific topic from 2-3 
athletes and/or coaches. 

o Dinner is bufibt style dirmer 

o Post dinner meet & greet with speakers 



Dhmer & Guest Speaker 6-8pro 

Dinner features a speech and 

presentation on a specific topic from 2-3 

athletes az~d/or coaches. 

Dinner is buffet style dinner 

Post dinner meet & greet with speakers 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Cramp @me.com> 

Saturday, May 5, 2012 9:15 PM 

jcmmp@uncaa.unc.edu; anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

Another Wigan Article 

http://afootballreport.com/post/15241655270/roberto-maltmez-inspired-bv-~valter-maxxams 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cliff McCrath <cliff@soccersaves.org> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 18, 2011 3:06 PM 

’Anson Dorrance’ <anson@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

’Jay Martin’ ~iamartin@owu.edu> 

I~NV: My hero and pal and the best at what you do... 

~duke.edu> 

Dearest Anson          : I trust you made it back and the trophy arrives unscathed. I still am flying back- 
and-forth across the country ~ without the use of cape or airplane ~ still fueled by the profound privilege of 
presenting a world figure as the penultimate Honor Award recipient. Added value for me is the humbling 
knowledge that I also can proudly call the two of you my friends. And, Anson, your acceptance speech was 
spectacular; nothing short of validating anything I might have said. It, truly, was the defining moment for my 
36 year assignment as Honor Award Chair and presenter. 
Thank you for what you mean to all of us who can point to the guy up front and say: "1 know who that is!!" 
God bless you even more in the years to come. Live forever + 47 days! 
Nubber 
P.S. A copy of the speech is attached as promised, it, also, will appear in a future copy of The Journal. 
C. C~iff McCrath, Presenter 
Honor Award Committee 
15600 NE 8th St. Suite 647 
Bellevue, WA 98008 
(o) 425-644-0470 (c) 
(f) 888471-1965 
www.nwsoccer.orq 
From: Cliff McCrath [mailto:cliff@soccersaves.org] 
Sent: Sunday, January 16, 201:t 1:49 PM 
To: ’Craig Bohner~’ 
Subject: My hero and pal and the best at what you do... 

Made it a seamless ~ best of all (for me) ~ final HA presentation. Can’t thank you enough. I will have separate 
letters going to Joe but, for your part in my assignment as well as the 50 year pin...massive Thanks. I will be 
pretty tied up tomorrow so please accept birthday greetings a day early. Live forever + 47 days! Final edited 
copy attached. Do you have Glen(n?) Gauthier (?) ’s email? ~s there a streamer or YouTube copy of the 
speech? 
Nubber 
C. C~iff McCrath, Executive Director 
National Intercollegiate Soccer Officials Association 
15600 NE 8th St. Suite 647 
Bellevue, WA 98008 
Tel. 206-963-9047 (f) 888471-1965 
www.nwsoccer.org 

is~.~. Secs~reS~or S~ored: so~al 29299byses; 

69th NSCAA Honor Award Speech.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Debbie & David Harris ~yahoo.com> 

Friday, Jannary 25, 2013 11:05 AM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: SpeaJaing tbr David’s Company Retreat in February 

Mission and Vision 2012.pdl~ Phillips Communi .ty Performance Standard 2012.pdf 

Hi Anson, 
I am sending you copies of our company Mission/Vision and other company documents for your review to give you an idea of our culture. 
I also need to know a good time for you to talk to Bill W~thers our HR team leader who is in charge of our recruiting. 
Thank you, 

David 

From; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To:               ~yahoo.com 
Sent-" Thu, January 17, 20:[3 9:32:07 AlVl 
Subject; Re: Speaking for David’s Company Retreat in February 

Great topic David. Good luck with it. 

"Debbie & David Hamis @yahoo com>" @yahoo.com> wrote: 

>>> "Debbie & David Hams" 2013-01-16T17:05:23.029104 >>> 
Thank you’. 

I am worldng on a presentation oflny own at the san~e Antrim meeting but s~till 

not sure when I am up or if you roll be there for it. 

My presentation is about our company system of continual improvement. 

By the way,      : sent us the church article abom you. Debbie and I 

thoroughly enjoyed reading it. 

Someday you’ll have to share with me your conversion story. 

Thank you agaJ n, 

David 

From: Anson Dormnce 

To:                @yahoo.com 

Sent: Wed, January 16, 2013 4:23:44 PM 

Subject: Re: Speaking for David’s Company Retreat in Februaxy 

David, thank you! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

"Debbie & David Hart-is" 
wrote: 

>>> "Debbie & Dmdd    " " 3 " - 3 Hams 20L-01-16T10:46:53.6~3687 >>> 
Thank you Anson tbr all your help. 

I just booked the ticket and you should have also gotten an email directly from 

Southwest. 
I have attached the itinerary just in case. 

As you might know Southwest has open seating so I booked it with early check-in 

so you can check-in eaacly and get to the front of the line. 

If you need to check a bag, just let me know and I will get the 

charge reimbm~ed. 

We will have a limo service pick you up and take you directly to the Antrim. 

I will be there to greet you when you arrive. 



Ifs~ou have any" problem or need anything you can call me on nay cell 24/7 

Thank you again, 

David 

From: Anson Dorrance 

To         @duke.edu;                  ~yahoo.com 

Sent: Wed, January 16, 2013 9:34:32 AM 

Subject: Re: Speaking tbr David’s Company Retreat in FebmaD 

David, you don’t owe me. We feel so blessed that       met a tnan like your 

son. Bring me in on the later flight if you don’t mind. I look forwmd to 
j oining you. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

"Debbie & David Harris" 
wrote: 

>>> "Debbie & David Hams" 2013-01-14TI 8:36:08.537051 >>> 

Hello Anson, 

There are two non- stop flights on the evening of the 1 lth, one leaving RDU at 

3:10PM arriving BWI at 4:10PM and the other leaving RDU at 6:50PM amving BWI 

at 7:55PM. 

The 3:10PM flight would get you to the Antrim around 6:00PM in time to meet 

everyone and have dinner and the later flight around 9:30i10:00PM. 

You let me know the flight you pret~r and I will book it. 

We roll have a room waiting for you. 

I cannot believe how kind you are being and generous with your time. 

I owe you big ti~ne for this. 

Thank you, 

David 

From: Anson Dormnce 

To: Debbie & David Harris 

Cc: ; bill paJladino : 

Cindy Cone ; Jason Sisneros 

; Chris Ducar ; Tom Sander 

Sent: Mon, Janum3, 14, 2013 6:01:17 PM 
Subject: Re: Speaking for David’s Company Retreat in Februa~- 

David, 

if you can work it out I would then love to come in on a flight the previous 

evening (Feb 1 lth) and the exit details the next day are aJl fine ruth ~ne. I 

want to do a good job for you. This way I roll be fresh. 

Anson Dormnce 

Head Coach 



UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100>>> Debbie & David Harris 1/14/2013 

5:51 PM >>> 

Hello Anson, 

With all considered, it seems the best day overall woald be Tuesday, Feb 12th. 

Because of the logistics of getting to Baltimore and then from there to the 

Antrim in Tanev~town, MD the only flight that works is Southwes~t, which leaves 

RDU at 8:20AM on Sonthwest flight 2971 and anives Baltimore (BWI) at 9:25AM. 

It will take about an hour and a half to get you to the Antrim, which puts you 

there around 11:00AM to 11 : 15AM. 

You could give your presentation and then we can break for lunch. 

After lunch we could have a qaes~tion answer session with the profit center 

managers. 

I am sure they will have lots of qaestions regretting the application of what you 

have discussed with ns, as it might relate to our business. 

You would have to be on your way by 4:00PM to 4:30PM the latest to catch your 

flight back to Raleigh at 7:20PM on Southwest flight 1370 which would have you 

back in Raleigh at 8:25PM 

I know that is a long day for you but with the logistics, there really axe no 

other viable options. 

So if it is OK with you, I will go ahead and book the flight. 

Thank yon again, 

David 

From: Anson Dormnce 

To: ,~!yahoo.com 

Sent: San, January 13, 2013 1:37:40 PM 

Subject: Re: Speaking for David’s Company Retreat in Februa~cy 

Thank you David! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

"Debbie & David ttarris" 

wrote: 

>>> "Debbie & David Harris" 2013-01-13T08:31:06.710010 >>> 
Thank you Anson. 

I roll make all the a~rangements this week and send you the itinera~. 

Thank yon again for eveo~thing, 

David 

From: Anson Donance 

To:                @yahoo.com 

Sent: Sat, Januao~ 12, 2013 10:14:59 PM 

Snbject: Re: Speaking for Dmdd’s Company Retreat in February, 



David, aJay of those days is good and later in the day is best since we train in 

the morning. My t~e? $6,000. 

Sent t?om my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

"Debbie & David Hams" 

wrote: 

>>> "Debbie & David Hams" 2013-01-12T21:19:30.368728 >>> 

Hi Anson, 

I just got back ti~om my corporate oltice in Maryland last Thur~tay and they are 

pestering me abx~ ut "the schedule liar our Antrim retreat meeting staxting "the 

evening of Feb 11 th. Have you had a chance to check out your ~hedule tbr those 

three days to see what time slot would be best for you? 

I also need to get your fee submitted so you can get paid. 

We should also get your flight booked before yon get a crummy flight. 

Thanks, 

David 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Reddick < @aol.com> 

Monday, August 22, 2011 9:46 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

speed training a~ticle 

@oach, 

Very, cool speed training article, and yew true :) 

http ://truthaboutquickness. com/TheGreatMyth html 

Best, 
Paul Reddick 

This message was sent to anson@email.unc edu from: 
reddick baseball I 524 union ave i new- providence, nj 07974 

Manage Your Subscription: 
http://app.icontact.com/icp/mmail-mprofile.pl?r 20508873&1 18537gas JYGW&m 350951&c 206725 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Reddick ~aol.com> 

Thursday, August 25, 2011 12:22 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: speed training aJ~ficle 

@oach, 

I send you the article below the other day. 
Well, the guy put together a whole program. 

Not sure if it’s a good fit. But, thougN I would 
pass along 

http://,a~vw. Super SpeedTrainin~.com 

Best, 
Paul Reddick 

This message ~vas sent to anson@email.unc.edu from: 
reddick baseball ] 524 union ave i new providence, ~!i 07974 

Manage Your Subscription: 
http://app.icontact.com/icp/mmail-mproflle.pl?r 20508873&1 18537gas JYGW&m 351155&c 206725 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joshua Medcalf < ~gmaJl.com> 

Saturda5, 12:31 AM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

bill pa]ladino <       ~aol.com>; cindy cone < 

@hotmail.com>: 
<pacman@unc~.unc.edu> 

Re: T2BC Workshop 

T2BC Workshop Outline.doc; From Barbara Fredrickson’s book Positivity.doc 

@gmaJl .corn>;                   ~gmaJl .com>; 

~msn.com>; Chris Ducar <ducai@uncaa.unc.edu>; Toln Sander 

Hey Coach, 

I ho~ this message finds you well. Per your request, I have altached a detailed outline of the material I will cover in the workshop. Also attached is a breakdown of 

Barba~ra Fredrickson’s work on Positivity you were interested in at the NSCAA convention. 

A brief bin: After having our soccer program dropped at Vanderbilt my junior ye~x, I played out my last year of eligibiliLy at Duke while working on my Masters. In the 

first month of the season I found myself the last pick on the team when we would play pickup. After working with Greg Dale and learning how to train mentaJly, I 

finished 2nd in points on the team, and was the first player from our team to be ACC player of the week. There were 15 future pros on that team. 

CulTently, I split time between training athletes in the housing projects in South Central, Los Angeles, where I have started a non-profit org, and traveling a~rotmd the 

count~ teaching performance psychology workshops and keynote speaking. I also fotmded Train to be CLUTCH Technologies, which created the first sport psych 

app for soccer. 

Reviews- 

"One phone call from Joshua can ci~ange ti~e entire spectrum o~ you~ game" 

~ Lizzie Keester, Oklahoma Gatorade Player of the Year 

"Thank you, you ]ust changed my entire perspective on life." ,~ Damian Rosales, SMU Soccer 

"After a meeting with Joshua, you are able to accomplish literaiiy, anything " 

-- Callie Young, Disney Actress 

"Two hours wRh Joshua changed years of negative thinking i i~onestly believe we will look back and will see iife as before and afte~ meeting Joshua" -- Elkin Antoniou, Co-Producer of Oscar Nominated short fiim. 

"Most" 

I’m really looking tbrward to working with your teana! 

Warm Regards, 

Joshua Medcalf 

On Fri, at 3:15 PM, Anson Dorrance <anson~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you Joshua .... and can you send me an outline of the program. Iwant to be able to sell it to our kids. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Wornen’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
>>> . Ca), gmail,com > 

Coach, 

2:59 PM >>> 

You were dead on about Adelaide, she was a pleasure to interact with! I’m looking fort, yard to seeing you all on Friday, 

Warm Regards, 

Joshua 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:39 AM, Adelaide Gay, ~, aol.com > wrote: 

at 4pm. 

Hey Anson, 

So Iset up the workshop for Friday         at 4pm. It usually last from 1.5 2 hours. We couldn’t do it Saturday or Sunday because of our camping trip 

and Iwasfft sure about class times on Friday so I tried to push it until later. Let me know if there are any problems! I also, cc’d Joshua on the email if you 

have any other questions for him, 

See you soon! 

Adelaide 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 



From: ~qmail.com 
Date: 12:05:36 AM EST 

To: Adelaide Gay, ~aol.com> 

Subject: Re: T2BC Workshop 

4oclock is perfect! Book it :) 

Sent from my iPhone 

Or" at 8:49 PM, Adelaide Gay ~.aol,con] > wrote: 

fs 4 o’clock too late? I’m just not sure how late everyone has class until. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 7:26 PM @gmail.com wrote: 

That works perfect! What time works best? It’s usually 1.5 2 hrs 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:13 PM, @aol.com wrote: 

[ am looking at our schedule for the weekend of and we have our annual team 
camping trip on that Saturday and Sunday. So it Io~ks like Friday the would be the only time 

that we could do it. fn the afternoon would be best since a lot of people have class in the mornings. 

Does that work? 

Adelaide 

Original Message 

From: joshua.medcalf, 

To: Adelaide Gay 

Sent: Mon, 

@qmail.com > 

@aol.com> 

12:19 am 

Subject: Re: T2BC Workshop 

Adelaide, 

No worries! i’ve had that happen numerous times. Tell Anson that I will do a workshop for whatever 

you can pay me. it’s not about the money, and i’m going to be there anyway. The app doesn’t 

include goalie affirmations and guided imagery, but the next update will. Even if I have to do the 

workshop for free, I’ll still do it, So, let’s just get it scheduled. 

Warm Regards, 

Joshua 

Sent from my iPhone 

Or at 12:09 AM, Adelaide Gay ~aol.com> wrote: 



Joshua, 

I sent you a message a couple of weeks ago that I am just now realizing didn’t go through because 

[ sent it from my phone. ~ talked to Anson about the seminar, and he said that we are still 

recovering financially from our trip to Germany this summer (to watch the world cup) and so we 

don’t have the money to do the seminar this year. But he wanted me to tell you to check back again 

next year or if you are in the area again, ~ know that our team would benefit from some type of 

psychological training, but unfortunately our budget really took a hit because of the Germany trip, 

I cannot wait to check out your new sports psych app. I have to develop a website and an app for 

one of my classes this semester so ~ know that it is not easy! 

Sorry again about the miscommunication! 

Adelaide 

On at 3:23 PM, Joshua Medcalf wrote: 

Hey Adelaide! 

I hope this message finds you well. I just wanted to quickly follow up and see if there were any 

updates or things we needed to discuss further in order to get the workshop finalized. If you have 

any questions please don’t hesitate to ask. 

Warm Regards, 

Joshua Medcalf 

Dream Sports Academy 

Executive Director & Founder 

Cell 

Watch our Videos 

www.raisetheratio.com 

wvcw.d rea ms portsacade my.com 

T2BC 

President & Head Trainer 

www.traintobeclutch.com 

Changing the world...One person at a time 



Facebook Follow me on Twitter 

Dream Sports Academy 
Executive Director & Founder 
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ww~-.misetheratio.com 

www.dreamsportsacademY,com 

T2BC 
President &ttead Trainer 

w~’.tmintobeclutch.com 

Ch~ging the world...One person at a time 

Facebook Follow me on Twitter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mike tully ~optonline.net~ 

Tuesday, April 17, 2012 8:47 AM 

Ansou Dormuce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

how to pick the right one 

Hi, Coach! 

Here are some thoughts. We’ve got a great project here. Best regards, 

Mike 

ttOW TO HCK TfIE RIGItT ONE 

Suggestions for Chapters 

Introduction -- by ? 

Chapter One -- The M&M demonstration 

Chapter Two -- tterb Brooks and the right one 

Chapter Three -- Competitive Fire 

Chapter Four -- Self-belief 

Chapter Five -- Self-discipline 

Chapter Six -- NASA and a trip to Mars 

Chapter Seven -- How Branch Rickey picked Jackie Robinson 

Chapter Eight -- How the Detroit Lions wasted a decade 

Chapter One 

The M&M demonstration 

A 4-year-old sits at a table, alone with M&Ms and the tantalizing offer made by the teacher who just just the room. 

"You can eat the M&Ms right now it" you want," the teacher said. "But if you can wait until I get back, you can have even more M&Ms." 

Now outside the room, the teacher watches as the 4-year-old copes with a dilemma that borders on cruelty. A hidden camera records the various strategies. 

For some of the children, the best plan is to turn their back on the candy. Others stare at it, their fingers creeping tantalizingly close. Still other give in; they take the linmediate 
reward. 

If you watch the film, you can’t help bnt smile at their cuteness as the children fidget, avoid their eyes and grit their teeth. But this game is not about cute; it is about predicting 
the future. It’s not about M&Ms; it’s about whether a human being can be as smart as a squirrel or any other animal that stores resources for the future. 

So this teacher is really a researcher, and the classroom is really a lab. The object of the M&M experhnent is to learn what happens when children make this early choice. 

Researchers studied the children for decades, and saw a powerful connection between what happened with the M&Ms and what happened in life. Those who took the 

immediate reward were more likely to go to jail, more likely to become pregnant. 

This powerful connection, of course, leads to other questions. \Vhat makes one child more likely than others to defer gratification? What other predictors of the future might be 

available? And can the child who took the candy learn to make dit’ferent decisions? 

Chapter Two 

Picking the Right Guys 

As a young man Ho’b Brooks learned all about who makes the team and who gek~ cut. 

A hockey player for the University of Minnesota, Brooks tried out for the 1960 U.S. Olympic squad. He was the last player cut before the team left for the Games in Squaw 

Valley, Calil~ 

Brooks watched at home with his father as the United States beat Czechoslovakia for the gold medal. That’s when his father said, "Looks like they cut the right guy." 

Brooks never forgot, and 20 years later he found hlinself as the man in charge of building another Olympic team. "I ’m not looking for the best players," he said. "i’m looking 

for the right ones." 

Looks like he kept the right guys. They won a gold medal, pulling offwhat’s come to be known as the Miracle On Ice. 

With that victory, Brooks left a blueprint for every team, every college, every business. Don’t look for the best people. Look for the right people. 

But just who are the right people? It’s a haunting question that organizations get wrong every day. 



Colleges put their applicants through a rigorous admissions process, but only 56 percent of people who em’oll in a four-year college get a bachelor’s degree. 

Big-league baseball teams scout their prospects with stats, fihn, teacher input and the on-site eye of pro scouts. Despite all that data, only about 10 percent of players 

who get drafted by big-league teams ever get to the major leagues. 

People walk down the aisle with love in their hearts and dreams for the future. For at least 40 percent of those couples, that future includes a divorce. 

We spend months looking at political candidates, only to be disappointed by their foibles in office. 

Being wrong is more than just an inconvenience. It costs time, money, and embatTassment. It’s enough to make you throw up your hands and despair of ever making file right 

choice. After all, who knows for sure what is going to happen tomorrow? No one. 

Even the movie "The Godfather" turns into a story about one person who made the cut and others who didn’t. Don Corleone had three sons, Sorely, Fredo and Michael, one of 

whom was going to take over the family crime business. So,my and Fredo were both in the business, while Nfichael had enlisted in the armed forces, became a war hero and 

went to college with a dream of going legit. 

Sonny got himself killed through his hot-headed nature. Fredo was, in Michael’s words, ’~veak and stupid." It was Michael, who, with the single stroke of killing a policeman 
and a rival mobster, made himself the new godfather. 

How can coaches, bosses, school and even prospective spouses know which person will be Sonny, Fredo o1" Michael? Which person has a fatal flaw that will hold them back? 
Which one has the inner fire to take the dramatic action that Michael did’? And which one will turn out to b, well, "weak and stupid’? 

These are not idle questions. They go to the stxength and future of organizations, and they can be expensive mistakes to fix. Go to Web sites like "Worst NFL draft picks~’ 
or ’Xvorst NBA draft picks," and you will find teams who paid lots of money and got little or nothing in return. 

On the other hand, there are people who come out of nowhere to rock the world and change it. Steve Zuckerberg can up with the idea of Facebook. Steve Jobs didn’t finish 

college but started a computer revolution. Jeremy Lin went from being undrafted to becoming the biggest star on Broadway. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 8, 20~12 ~1~1:00 AM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

re: affirmations app 

Players, 

Here are some links sent by Joshua (the guy who came and did the affirmations talk a couple of weeks ago). 

For freshmen who are interested, check with Adelaide Gay for more information on what the team is doing with affirmations and mantras. 

if you are interested, or want to pass along some of the info ] taught. Here is a 25 min version from my keynote at Pepperdine. httl~s://vimeo.com!38603628 

And this is the link to the first sport psych app for soccer, http:i/1tunes,apple.com/us/app/mental soccer training/]d495898525?ls=:]_&mt=8 
Tom 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Knotek, Steven E <sknotek@email.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, 2:11 PM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

@gmaiLcom) 

powerpoint frown CSRI conference 

The Ne:~ Twenty CSRI Conference.pp~ 

Hey Anson, 

Attached is the powerpoint I presented at the CSRI conference at the Friday Center. Thanks for thinking of me, I was able to network, talk to some fellow travelers, 

and brag about the women’s team. 

Steve Knotek, PhD 

Associate Professor 

Coordinator, School Psychology Program 

Human Development and Psychological Sciences 

School of Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Joshua Medcalf ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, May 23, 2012 3:34 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

short article I wrote yesterday, "There is always a choice" 

http:i/i oshuamedcalf.mmblr.com/ 

Dream Sports Academy 
Executive Director & Founder 

Cell 

Watch our Videos 

w~v.misetheratio.com 

www.drea~sportsacademv.com 

T2BC 
President & Head Trainer 

w~’.traJ ntobeclutch.com 

Changing the wofld...One person at a time 

Facebook Follow me on Twitter 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joshua Medcalf ~gmaJl.com> 

Wednesday, May 23, 2012 5:04 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: short article I wrote yesterday, "There is always a choice" 

Anso~ 

Thankyou! rm glad you found it beneficial. Ihaveanideaforapr~jectf~rthepr~gmm,which~believewou~dbe~fm~m~menta~importanceandprecedentsetting 

around the countDl. 

The idea is called ’The Wisdom Project’ and I believe Carolina is in a unique position to set the bar with it. Eve~ yeax wisdom walks right out the door with your 

players and is possibly lost forever. So here is what I propose. At the end of every semester, everyone on the team takes a couple hours to answer questions, aka- 

extract as much wisdom farm them as possible. This information would then be compiled and put into a UNC Women’s Soccer ’Wisdom Book’. 

Here is a list of ..... sample questions. 

What do you wish you knew at the beginning of your season that you know now? 

What axe the mosl valuable lessons you have learned in the last semester? 

What are the 3 biggest mistakes you tRade this semester? 

If you could go back and start this semester over. what would you do differently? 

Are there any books you would suggest reading for someone coming into this position? 

What were the 3 greatest challenges you faced this semester? 

What did you learn from these challenges? 

What mistakes did you make in addressing these challenges? 

How can a new player be more successful in this position? 

From your perspective, what do you think a new players most important priorities should be in the short, medium, and long term? 

What do you wish your younger self had known about this position that you know today? 

Is there anything you haven’t been asked about that you think is relevant for a new person coming into this position? 

How and where did you find inspiration? 

The reasoning behind ’The Wisdom Project’ 

* Intentional extraction of msdom. Many people are sh>; and unless they are prompted will not share the wisdom they have acquired because they do not think it is 

valuable, or croft find the proper place to share it ruth their teammates. We know this is happening on a low level already, but why not intentional extract as much 
wisdom as possible. 

* This tbnn of extraction removes all awkwa, dness. By doing it this way people axe able to learn tiee ti~om judgement, or supposed judgment t?om others. It tears 

down all the walls mad lets the wisdom stand on its own. It allows introverks m~d extroverts a sale place to put their thoughts down and be reviewed at the readers 

discretion. 

* Learn from those who have come before. This is a way of learning from the greats who have come before. How mm~y of the girls would go back and read Mids 

answers to these questions from eve~ semester? If you get girls who a~re unable to connect with the current members of the team, they a~re still able to learn from those 

who have gone before. Obviously we cannot go back in time, but this can be the precedent moving forward. 

Will this work for everyone? No. However, I believe at leas125% of the girls roll learn invaluable lessons which might have taken years to learn otherwise, mad I think 

those lessons can be the difference bemeen a National Championship and a Final Four appearance. More importantly, I think these lessons can help girls holistically 
develop as great people! 

I’m ve~ interested in your thoughts. I’m working on turning this idea into a lull fledged business tbr companies as well. Feel free to give me a call or whatever works 

best for you. 

Kind Regards, 

Joshua 

On Wed, May 23, 2012 at 1:05 PM, Anson Dorrance <anson~uncaa.unc.edu> w~me: 

Joshua, 

excellent my friend, I am sending this out!! (Ladies, we have HUGE potential but you know how I define "potential", Everyday let’s invest in our command of the ball.) 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
>>> Joshua Medcalf, 

http:!/ioshua medcalf.tu m blr.com/ 

~gmail.com> 5/23/2012 3:33 PM >>> 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joshua Medcalf ~gmaJl.com> 

Wednesday, May 23, 2012 5:30 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: short article I wrote yesterday, "There is aJways a choice" 

Give me a call whenever you have time. 

On Wed, May 23, 2012 at 2:15 PM, Anson Dorrance <anson~uncaa.unc.edu> wl~ote: 

I like it .... yes, let’s chat sometime. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
>>> Joshua Medcalf, ~gmail.com> 5/23/2012 5:04 PM >>> 

Thank you! I’m glad you found it beneficial. I have an idea for a project for the program, which I believe would be of monumental importance and precedent setting 

around the country. 

The idea is called ’The Wisdom Project’ and I believe Carolina is in a unique position to set the bar with it. Every year wisdom walks right out the door with your players 

and is possibly lost forever. So here is what I propose. At the end of every semester, everyone on the team takes a couple hours to answer questions, aka extract as 

much wisdom from them as possible. This information would then be compiled and put into a UNC Women’s Soccer ’Wisdom Book’. 

Here is a list of ..... sample questions. 

What do you wish you knew at the beginning of your season that you know now? 

What are the most valuable lessons you have learned in the last semester? 

What are the 3 biggest mistakes you made this semester? 

If you could go back and start this semester over, what would you do differently? 

Are there any books you would suggest reading for someone coming into this position? 

What were the 3 greatest challenges you faced this semester? 

What did you learn from these challenges? 

What mistakes did you make in addressing these challenges? 

How can a new player be more successful in this position? 

From your perspective, what do you think a new players rnost important priorities should be in the short, medium, and long term? 

What do you wish your younger self had known about this position that you know today? 

Is there anything you haven’t been asked about that you think is relevant for a new person coming into this position? 

How and where did you find inspiration? 

The reasoning behind ’The Wisdom Project’ 

* Intentional extraction of wisdom. Many people are shy, and unless they are prompted will not share the wisdom they have acquired because they do not think it is 

valuable, or can’t find the proper place to share it with their teammates. We know this is happening on a low level already, but why not intentional extract as much 

wisdorn as possible. 

* This form of extraction removes all awkwardness. By doing it this way people are able to learn free from judgement, or supposed judgment from others. It tears down 

all the walls and lets the wisdom stand on its own. It allows introverts and extroverts a safe place to put their thoughts down and be reviewed at the readers discretion. 

* Learn from those who have come before. This is a way of learning from the greats who have come before. How many of the girls would go back and read Mia’s 

answers to these questions from even./semester? If you get girls who are unable to connect with the current members of the team, they are still able to learn from 

those who have gone before. Obviously we cannot go back in time, but this can be the precedent moving forward. 

Will this work for everyone? No. However, I believe at least 25% of the girls will learn invaluable lessons which rnight have taken years to learn otherwise, and I think 
those lessons can be the difference between a National Championship and a Final Four appearance. More importantly, I think these lessons can help girls holistically 

develop as great people! 

I’m very interested in your thoughts. I’m working on turning this idea into a full fledged business for companies as well. Feel free to give me a call or whatever works 

best for you. 

Kind Regards, 

Joshua 

On Wed, May 23, 2012 at 1:05 PM, Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Joshua, 

excellent my friend, I am sending this out!! (Ladies, we have HUGE potential but you know how I define "potential". Even/day let’s invest in our command of the ball.) 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 



w) 919 962 4100 

>>> Joshua Medcalf ¯ 

http:!!joshuamedcalf.tumblr.com/ 

.Dqmail.com> 5/23/2012 3:33 PM >>> 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Franz Gastler ~gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, June 19, 2012 12:32 AM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Great reading 

Dear Anson, 

I stumbled upon another of your books today in a Barnes & Noble in Minneapolis. It’s fantastic to read how you send offyour seniors, and senior reserves. Your 

speeches remind me of what I’ve crafted in my mind before what comes out of my mouth is bad Hindi. I also read this today, and thought you might also enjoy seeing 

it. 

http://www.yaledailynews.com/new~2012/may/27ikeegan- opposite-loneliness,’ 

Best wishes. 

-Fmnz 

Frm~z Gasfler 

www.’mwa-india.o~ 
2011 Nike Gamechangers Award & 2012 NDTV Spirit of Sports Award winner 

India: (+91) 96 3182 3908 
USA: (+1) 612 600 2568 

Youtube: ~’w.voutube.com/yuwango I Picasa: ~’w.picasaweb.google.com/fmnz.gastler 

Yuwa, Inc. is a Calitbrnia-based 501 c3 non-profit olganization and Yuwa-India is registered under the Indian Societies Act. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> 

Sunday, January 20, 2013 9:45 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Jacques Crevoisier Personality & Motivation Questionnaire 

Yes, it does. I am going to rese~rch further! 

On Snn, Jan 20, 2013 at 9:20 PM, Anson Dorrance <anson(~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
Does it look interesting’? 

"Jason Sisneros - ~gmml.co~n~- < ({bg~nofil.com> wrote: 

>>> "Jason Sisneros 201 ~-01-20119: 50:33.490974 >>> 

Whoa! 

On Thn, Jan 17~ 2013 at 10:59 PM, Anson Dorrance wrote: 

> Jason, check this out.., this is what I was chatlfing about with the Exact 

> guys. 
> 

> *Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID* 

OriginaJ Message ........ 

> Subject: Jacques Crevoisier PersonaliF & Motivation Ques~tionnaire 

> From: "adam sanchez " 

> To: Anson Dorrance 

> CC: 

> Coach Dorrance: 

> Below is a link to aJa article that has Jacques Crevoisier’s 117 

> Questionna~re. 
> 

> 

> htlp:i/~xaxav.da~lvmail.co.nk/sl~wt/football!aNcle- 1323963/REVEALED-H~w-psvch~gis~t-Jacques-Crev~isier-assesses-cream-Arsene-wengers-ta~ent.htm~ 

> Adam Sanchez 

> Head Coach Women’s Soccer 

> College of Southern Maryland 

> 240-416-0821 



~rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,               3:03 PM 

missing B key from beach 

Players, 

We are still missing one of the B house 

we could find it. Thanks. 

Tom 

side) keys from the beach. Please keep an eye out in your bags for it, [t would help us avoid unnecessary fees if 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dmght Anderson z<lwight.ande~on~ospraie.com> on behalf of 

Dmght A <dmghta@ospmie.com~ 

Monday, August 13, 2012 3:16 PM 

~iane.fleming@amberentertaSmment.com’; ’CttRISTOPHER WILLIAMS’ < ~earthlink.net-~; ’Ronnie Lott’ 

<ronnie@lottautoventures.com>; ’Je~my McCarthy’ @gmail.com>; ’Anson Dorrance’ <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; ’Candace 

McDonald’ <candace.mcdonald@generationrescue.org> 

Adam Krikorian <akrikoria~@usawaterpolo.o~g>; ’Christopher Ramsey’ <cramsey@usawate~polo.org>; Graft; Michael 

<michael .g r~l’f~c)!w~:rburgpincu s. co~n> 

in a triumph of"sometimes the good people win" 

i.~.i https://sphotos-bxx.fbcdn net]hphotos-ash4/430213 10151378372169572 752729918 n.jp9 

Our women’s team won the gold... 

Awesome to see years of hard work and sacrifice pay off for them. 

Thanks for all of your support and encouragement for them over the past year (s)... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jason Sisnero~ ?}gmail.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 24, 2013 9:22 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Deloitte Footba]l Money League 

uk- sbg- footba]l- money-league-2013.pdf 

Yes - Here’ see the attached. This may have some rise on mm~y levels - one big one being the new stadium! 

On Thu, Jan 24, 2013 at 3:55 PM, Anson Dorrance <anson~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Can you pull this up? 

ijNC Weme~ ’s 

919 962 4100 

.......... Fora, arded message .......... 

Froln: "Stewart Mails" < Stewart.Mairs@prozonesports.com> 

To: "Stun Gubbels" <Sam.Gubbels~)prozonespo(ts.com> 
Cc: 

Date: Thu, 24 Jan 2013 15:19:56 -0000 
Subject: Deloitte Football Money League 

Coach, 

Thought this may be interesting to you, a review of the top 20 highest 

earning clubs in the world. 

@FootballLaw: The Deloitte Football Money League 2013 report can be 

downloaded here 

http:#u~,w.deloitte.conv’viewf en GBiuldnduslrie s/sportsbu sine ssm~up/spo 

rts/footballideloitte- football- money-leaane/c0d0cc64dac5c310V~nVCM300000 
3456f70aRCRD.htm 

Best 

Stewart 



UNC WOMEN’S SOCCER 

ATHLETIC DEVELOPM ENT PLAN 

S l~,~M ER 2010 



SUMMER 2010 

CONDITIONING PLAN 

120 Test Check Point 

BASIC CONDITIONING TERMINOLOGY: 

Aerobic Capacity= the total amount of energy available to perform work,"the size of the gas tank". 

ability to tolerate a high workload 

ability to recover from the workload sufficiently for next workload or competition. 

capacity to resist fatigue. 

Aerobic Power= the percentage of your aerobic capacity that can be used during work= 

the higher the percentage the better the power output. 

Percentage should increase through cumulative training effect. 

Anaerobic Capacity= maximum amount of lactate (by-product!fuel) that you can produce. 

(lactic acid is an energy end-product when you exercise, that can be reused to produce more energy) 

Anaerobic Power= percentage of your anaerobic capacity that can be used during high intensity work. 

percentage should improve through proper training. 

Conditioning Conditioning iConditioning 

AM [Day 1) AgilityiAcceli Shuttles [Day 2) 

~tren~th Training (I) Strength Training iStrength Training 

PM ~kill! Play Skill/Play iSkilli Play 

Weekly Training Rhythm (with Club Match Play) 

Notes: 

~ Modify training rhythm when club play or practice is involved= You may be able to use a "two-a-day " approach to 

your training by doing your workouts opposte of your practice/match schedule (AMiPM timeframe). Remember, 

we want to "get strong, get fast, and then "get fit", so that we are ready for pre-season in August. Pre-season fitness 

tests will reflect the conditioning throughout the summer= &20’s and cones show-up in the last block only. If you do 

the progression correctly with the right intensity,then you should be able to complete the tests when we need you 

to, FOR PRE-SEASON. 

If you are missing testing data for the 6min run and 10sec run, perform the tests prior to starting the workouts using 

those scores. 

**~ My contact info is ggg@unca.unc.edu or 919-962-1402 if you have any questions as they may arise over the summer. 

~**~ 10 x 120yd Check Point will be performed at the end of WEEK 6. 



Week 1 
DAY E (MONDAY) 

(soccer field (if 120x7S 3 3/4 laps) 

Run = 3:50 4:IS 

DAY 2 (’rUESDAY) 
Skillwork 

Day I Rep/Set REST 
Incline Pushup S x 10 I rain 

DB Cud & Press 3 x 8 :45 

I~t Pulldwn 3 x 8 :45 
Execise Band 2arm press 2 x 20 :45 
(standing) 
Squat(DB/Bar) 60% Bdywt 3xfl0 :90 

MedBafl (6-81bs) *Use a wafl to rebound 
Overbead tbrow 2 x 10 
Cbest Pass 2 x 1o 
Soc~r throw(fl step) 2 x 
Side Rotation 2 x fl0ea 
"Cross in fi~ont" I x flOea 
"A~ou nd the back" 1 x flOea 

DAY 3 (WEDNESDAY) 

sta[tilg posifions: lean, fall, go 
lateral side step 

crossove[ step 
drop step hack 
diagonal forward 
"get up" of f your belly 

B. A~lity[adder!or fines on the~Eound 
footwock: 1 in fol~ard 

2 in fo[ward 

diagonal shuffle 1 in 1 out 

in, in, out, ou t fo[ward 

~ossove[ backwald 

1 in, 1 out shuffle "down the side" 
2 foot hop zig zag pattern 

Stren_~th: 

C. ~x :~Syd N fl[~E[in~ (4Ss rest between) 

OR; 20~40~ 60~ 80 
4 x 2(~/ds 12sec ~est 
3x 40yds 24sec rest 
2x 6oyds 35sec rest 
lx 80yds 45see [est 

DAY 4 (THURSDAY) 

Skill Work 

DAY 5 (fiRIDAY) 

Conditioning - AerCap= Strength: 

2 x 1000m shuttle    (3:50 4:15) 
(cones at 10m,20m,50m,80m)x 3trips 

( 11yd, 22yds, 66yds, 88yds) 

DB Halg Clean 4 x 6 :45 

(Vest) Leg Circuit 4 sets I rain/set 

a. Squat x20 
b. Lunge x 10ea 
c. step up x 10ea, d squat jumpx 10 

MBWork (6-81bs) 
Single leg squat and throw x lOea. 
Single leg squat and scoop toss x lO ea 
2 Leg squat and pusb pass x 10 
"Over the back" x lO 
"~rough the Legs" x 10 



UNC-WSOCC 

SUMMER 2010 

Week 2 
DAY i (MONDAY) 

Conditionin~-AerCap: 

I)yna rn]c Warm up 

2 x 1000m(1,100 yds) time trial 

DAY 2 (TUESDAY} 

Dey E Rep/Set REST 

ncline Pushup S x l0 1 rn]n 

9B Curl & Press 3 x 8 :45 

ncline Pullup 5 x ~0 1 rn]n. 

9B S]ngle Arm Row ) x 8 :45 

_at Pulldwn ) x 8 :45 

~xc )and Punching 2 x 20 :45 

standing) 

VledBall (6--81bs) *Use a wall to rebound 

Overhead throw 2 x 10 

Zhest Pass 2 x i0 

~occer throw(~ step) 2 x 10 

~ide gotat]on 2 x lOea. 

’Cross in front" 1 x 10ea 

’Around the back" ~ x ~0ea 

DAY 3 (WEDNESDAY) 

Agility/Acceleration Training: 

* Dynarn]c stretch before 

** Perform drills on fieid or open area (rubber surface/turf) 

A. 12 x lOyd acceleration 

sta rting posit]ons: lean, fail, go 

lateral side step 

crossover step 

drop step back 

d;agonal forward 

"get up" off your belly 

B. Agilit~ ladder/or lines on tile ground 

footwork: ] ;n for’ward 

2 in forward 

2 in lateral 

diagonal shuffle 1 in i out 

in, in, out, out forward 

crossover forward 

crossover backward 

1 in ~ out "down the side" 

i in, 1 out shuffle "down the side" 

2 foot hop zig zag pattern 

~ foot hop zig zag pattern 

Strength: 

Oey 2 RepiSet REST 

Snatch 4 x 6 :45 

RDL 2 x 10 :45 

Split Jerk 4 x 6 :45 

Fro"t squat press 3 x 6 :45 

C. 6 x 3Oyd Hill Sprint (45s rest between) 

OR: Z0,40~60,80 

4 x 20yds 12sec rest 

3 x40yds 24sec rest 

2 x 60yds )Ssec rest 

1 x 80yds 45sec rest 

DAY 4 (THURSDAY) 

Skill Work 

DAY 5 (FRIDAY) 

Conditionin~-AerCap: Strength: 

Dynarnic warm up 

2 x lO00m(1,1OOyds) shuttle 

Cones at 10rn,20rn,60rn,80rn OR llyds,22yds,66¥ds,88¥ds 

(3:50--4:00)      *record your time! 

DeF 3 Dey 3 REST 

)B Hang Clean 4 x 6 :45 

:Vest) Leg Circuit 4 sets 1 rnn/set 

a. Squat x20 

~ Lunge x 10ea 

:. step up x 30ea, d. squat jurnp x 10 

~AB Work (6--Bibs) 

~ingle leg squat and th’ow x lOea. 

~ingie leg squat and scoo~ toss x 10 ea 

# Leg squat and push pass x ~0 

’Over the back" x 10 

’Through the Legs" x 10 



UNC-WSOCE 

SUMMER 20EO 

Week 3 
DAY 1 IMOHDAY} 

Conditioning - AerCap: 

Dynamic War’~" up 

3 x lO00m{1,1OOyds) time trial 
(3:50--4:00) 

start next inte~all at 9rain including recovery 

Cooldown-static stretch 

Strength: 

Doy I Rep!Set REST 

DB Curl & Press 3 x 8 :45 

DB Single Arm Row 3 x 8 :45 

Lat Pulldwn 3 × 8 :45 

Exc. Band Punching 2 x 20 :45 

[standing) 

MedBall (6--81bs) *Use a wallto rebound 

3verhead throw 2 x 10 

~,’Cross in front"          .     1 x 10ea 

DAY 3 (WEDNESDAYI 

Agility[ Acceleration Training: 

* Dynamic stretch before 

** Perform ddils on field or open area (rubber surface/courtI 

A. E2 x E0¥d acceleration 

starting positions: lean, fall, go 

lateral side step 

crossover step 

drop step back 

diagonal torward 

"get up" offyour belly 

B, Agilit~ ladder/or lines on the ground 

footwork: 1 in forward 

2 in torward 

2 in lateral 

diagonal shuffle 1 in 1 out 

in, in, out, out forward 

C. 6 x 30yd Hill Sprint (45s rest between) 

OR: 20~40~60~B0 

4x20yds 12sec rest 

3 x 40yds 24see rest 

2 x 60yds 3Ssec rest 

1 x 80yds 45see rest 

DAY 4 (THURSDAY} 

Skill Work 

Strength: 

Day 2 Rep/Set REST 

DB Snatch 4x6 :45 

DB RDL 3 x 10 :45 

DB Split Jerk 4x6 :45 

DB Front squat press 3 x B :45 

DAY 5(FRIDAY) 

Conditioning - AerEap: 

Dynamic warm up 

3 x lO00m{1,1OOyds) shuttle 
(Cones at 10m,2Bm,60m,80m OR ] lyds,22yds,66yds,BByds 

(3:50--4:00) 
start next inte~all at 9rain including r ec~vary 

Cooldown-static stretch 

Stren~th: 

Day 3 Day 3 REST 

DB Hang (Clean 4 × B :45 

:Vest) Leg Grcuit 4 sets 1 min/set 

a Squat x20 

3.Lunge x 10ea 

: step up x ] 0ea, d. squat ium,o × 10 

MB Work (6--81bs) 

Sngle leg squat and throw x 10ea. 

Single leg sauat and scoop toss x 10 ea 

2 Leg squat and push pass x 10 

’Over the back" x 10 

’Through the Legs" x 10 



lO00m time tirai 

finish 

after 2nd lap 

Track = 2.5 Laps 

(400m track) 

lO00m shuttle 

(need lOOm field) 

80m 

(88yds) 

Field= 3.75 laps 

120yds 

60m 

(66yds) 

sta rt 

20m 

lOm 

(IIyds) 

75yd 

finish 

after 3 laps 

start/finish (3 trips = lO00m) 

(1,100yds) 



Week 4 
DAY t (MONDAY) 

Conditioning - AerPow: 

Dynamic stretcb 

Pace intel~ais, shutde style (based on Deep stole) 

SEE ATtACHMENT-DEEP CONVERSION 
Level 14 and below [~evel 30see l~n, 40sec lest 

40see l~n, 45sec lest 

2 sets of 4 repetitions 

3 rain between sets 

DAY 2 (TUESDAY} 

Skill Work 

DAY 3 (WEDNESDAY) 

* Dynamic stretd~ before 
** Perform drills on field or open area (robber surface/court) 

footwoFk: 2 

2 feet side to side 
2 feet switch inside/outside 

High Knee runnb~ 

s 

MedBall (8--101bs) *Use a wall to rebound 

Ovefi~ead throw 2 x 10 
Chest Pass 2 x I0 
Soccer tbrow(~ step) 

Side Rotation 2 ~ 10ea. 

"Around the back" i x I Oea 
"Cross in front" ixlOea 

*** always finsh by spfintb~ out past N or s ~ne 

*Right centel cone, left hand outside cones 
** LeR hand center ~ne, light hand outside cones 

Perform jump or bound for 20m, then accelerate for 3.Om 
1. flog jump to acceleration 
2. 2 foot lateral jump to acceleration 
3. alter natir~ leg bound to accelet~ tion 

4. alter natir~ leg dia~onal bound to ac~leration 
S. single leg bound to acceleration (rt and leR) 

OR: 20~40, 60~80~i00 
6 x 20vds 12see test 
5 x 40vsd 2Ssec l~st 
3 x 60vds 3Ssec l~st 
2 x 80vds 4Ssec l~st 
i x 100yds 60see l~st 

DAY 4 (THDRSDAY) 

Skill Work 

DAY 5 (FRIDAY) 

Conditioning-AerPow: 

Dynamic stretch 

50s. 
4Ss. 
40s. 
3Ss. 

30s. 
25s. 
20s. 
10s. 



Week 5 
DAY 1 (MONDAY) 

Conditioning - AerPow: 

Dynamic stretch 

Pace inte~ais, shuttle style (based on Beep score) 

SEE ATTACH NIENT-BEEP CONVERSION 

Level 14 and below LLevel 
!5 and ahoye 30see ran, 30sec lest 

40see ran, 45sec lest ] 

2 sets of 6 repetitions 

3 min between sets 

DAY 2 (TUESDAY} 

DAY 3 (WEDNESDAY) 

* Dynamic stletd~ befole 

Example: 

BE£P SCORE= Level 16 
Pace Inte~al distance= Z65yd 
run shuttle style 83¥ds out and back 

in 40sec then rest 45s then repeat 

Strength: 

~a~/DB Bench Press 4 x 6 i rain 
)B Curl & Press 3 x g :45 

~ledBall 18--161bs) *Use a wall to rebound 

)vefi~ead thlow 2 x 10 
:hest Pass 2 x 10 
;occer thlow(1 step) 2x10 
;ide Rotation 2 x 10ea. 
’Cross in h ont" 1 x 10ea 

’Around the back" ~ x 10ea 

** Petform drills on field or open area (robber surface/court) 

footwork: 2 f~et 

1 foot 
2 f~et side to side 
2 foet switch inside/outside 
2 foet with tuck even/S jumps 
High Knee running 

wA 
Start 

Strenj~tl~ 

Day2 Rep/Set REST 
)B Snatch 4 x 4 :45 
)B High Pull 2 x 4 :45 
)B Split lerk 4 x 4 :45 

)B Squat/Leg Press 4 x 5 2 rain 
Lunge&Reach 5x3eaway 

6x 20yds 12see rest 
S x 40ysd 25sec rest 
3 x 60yds 35sec rest 
2 x g0yds 4Ssec rest 
1 x 100yds 60see rest 

DAY 4 (THDRSDAY) 

Skill Work 

DAY 5 (FRIDAY) 

Conditioning - AerPow: 

Dynamic stretch 

VO2 Ladder (full) 
(need 100m(l10yd) fieldl 

Strength: 

)B Hang Clean 4 x 4 :45 
)B Incline press 4 x 6 1rain 
~ack Extension 3 x lO :45 

vest) DB side step up 2 x 2C :4S 

)~ Squag Squat Jump squat x3, 



Week 6 
DAY t (MONDAY) 

Conditioning - AerPow: 

Dynamic stretcb 

Pace inte~ais, shuttle style (based on Beep stole) 

SEE ATrACHMENT-BEEP CONVERSION 
Level 14 and below [~evel 30see ran, 30sec lest I 40see ran, 4Ssec lest j 

2 sets of 8 repetitions 

3 rain between sets 

DAY 2 (TUESDAY} 

Skill Work 

DAY 3 (WEDNESDAY) 

* Dynamic stretd~ before 
** Pelform drills on field or open area (robber surface/court) 

A. ~ume Ro~e 6 x SOi~ ps 
footwork: 2f~et 

i foot 
2 feet side to side 
2 feet switcb inside/outside 
2 f~et with tuck every S jumps 

MedBall (8-ZOIbs) *Use a wall to rebound 

Overhead thlow 2x10 
Chest Pass 2x I0 
Soc~r throw(1 step) 2xi0 
Side Rotation 2 x Z0ea. 

"Around the back" ~ x 10ea 
"Cross in ~-ont" 1 x lOea 

s 

*Rigbt center rune, left hand outside cones 

*** always flnsh by sprinting out past N or S cone 

Left band cente~ cone, right band outside cones 

DAY 4 (TH DRSDAY) 

Skill Work 

DAY 5 (FRIeAY) 

Conditioning: 

10 x 120yds CHECK POINT 
ZSse¢ sprint, ~Osec return, ~9 see rest at start line | f 



Pace Intervals 

* Distance based on Beep Level finish 

70m 

(77yd) 

start 

ex. 140m = 70m out and back 

in 30sec. 

V02 Ladder 
(need lOOm(llOyd) field) 

start X 

lOOm 

90m 

80m 

70m 

60m 

50m 

40m 

30m 

20m 

lOm 

~n~sh 

(lloyd) 

(99yd) 

(88yd) 

(77yd) 

(66yd) 

(55yd) 

(44yd) 

(33yd) 

(22yd) 

(11yd) 



Week 7 



uNc-wsocc 
SUMMER 

Week 8 



UNC-WSOCC 
SUMMER 2010 

Wee k g 

b Over and Back with sprint (face fo~vard)    4 reps 

x ~t.rt 

7 .............. ............... 
7 x 30m(33ydI Hill Spl( :45 rest between reps) 

8x 20yds 12see rest 
5x 40ysd 2Ssec rest 
4x 60yds 35see rest 

2 x lOOyds 60see rest 

70m(77yd) Shuttles 
use field, cones set at lOm(llyd) and 25m(28yd) 
16 s. work,30 s. recoven/ 

3 sets of 12 reps (2 rain rest between} 

Strength: 

Single leg sqoat and throw x lOea. 
Singlelegsquatand scoop toss xlOea 
2 Leg squat and push pass x 20 
’rover the back" x 10 

DB Squat/Leg Press 4x 3 2 rain 
D B Lunge & Reach 5 x 3 ea way 



"2 rain" drill 70m(77¥d) Shuttle 

slowest 

grou, start 

finish lap + I more 

in 2 mins. 

fastest group start 

common finish point 

2Sm (28yd) 

lOm (11yd) 

start X finish 

running sequence- lOm(llyd) and back,25m(28yd) and back 



Week 10 

DAY Z ITUESDAY) 

DAY3(WEDNESDAY) 

Tempo Sprites 
(~Om(8~d) distance, build up speed Fol 20rn(22yd), Fast turn ovel for 401r,(44vd), decelerate for 20m(22¥d)) 

DAY s (FRIDAY) 

[~inamicstretch 
6x120yds@18s. 
SOsjogbacktostart 
SOsrestatstartllne 

3B Squat/Leg Press 4x4 :9O 
3B Lunge & Reach 5 xZeaway 



Week 11 

............... ~j~y,I) 

]Week ~1 Ix ~q ~0~ re~t t,e~ee,~)      ] 

> .................... ~,~ce!~yg) .................. >    ~o~(~vd) > 

Squat/Leg Press 5 x 3 2 rain 

DB Lunge & Reach 5 x3eaway 

sets    rest 



Week 12 

DAY Z ITUESDAY) 

DAY3(WEDNESDAY) 

\ 
,~ \ 

Tempo Sprints 
(80m(88"/d) distance, build up speed Fol 20rn(22yd), Fast turn ovel for 401n(44yd), decelerate for 20m(22¥d)) 

~BSquat/Leg Press 4 5 3 3 2 rain 

~B Lunge & Reach 5 x3eaway 



Sprint Ability Shuttles 120’s 

jog 

back 

and 

repeat 

(30so) 

X start 

distance based on 

sprint test 

(lOs.) 

then rest 30s more 



6 rain RUN 

YDS. 

1411 

1591 

1551 

1731 

1611 

1691 

1748 

1748 

1511 

1511 

1611 

1711 

1611 

1531 

1591 

1351 

Sprint Ability (lOsec run score) 

TEST SCORE 

90 81 86 

87 78 85 

85 76 81 

73 66 70 

82 74 78 

94 85 89 

85 76 81 

89 80 84 

75 67 71 

85 76 81 

82 74 78 

87 78 85 

85 76 81 

Beep Coversion for Pace Intervals 

13.2 150yd 

15.7 160 

16.7 165 

15.3 160 

16.5 165 

15.5 160 

15.4 160 

15.6 160 

~rg 18.8 175 

15.2 160 

15.4 160 

15.5 160 

15.5 160 

16.5 165 

17.6 170 

15.6 160 

15.2 160 

16.5 165 

13.4 150 

I 
~Min Run Test 

Perform on standard track or soccer field. 

Calculate distance for complete lap/field perimeter. 

Measure and mark(cones) every 20 yds of entire area. 

Run for 6min covering as much disatnce as possible 

Final score is distance covered up to last marker past. 

lOsec. Sprint Test 

Use soccer field of at least lOOyds in length. 

Mark a distance of 5yd increments starting from 60yds up to 90yds. 

Sprint for ten seconds and have a partner/trainer/coach mark the distance you 

covered in lOsec. 

Calculate 85% and 95% of that distance and use for sprint ability workouts. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:29 PM 

@msn.com 

Summer Skills Packet 

Summer Skill .pdf 

~duke.edu> 

here is what I recommend my kids do twice a week all summer for their skill development. For the ones who do the workouts, it makes a big difference. I did something 

similar as a player when [was an undergraduate here and it really helped me improve as a player every year. ] am going to copy this to three of my kids 

who {off and on} should be here this summer. These are nice kids and would be fine "instructors" for 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~duke.edtc, 

Tuesday, 4:16 PM 

a~son@uucaa.unc.edu 

Fwd: Soccer On TV: Tuesday, 

HTML.htln; Soccer On TV Tuesday, (7.30 KB).msg 

..... Forwarded message from anson@uncaa.unc.edu ..... 
Date: Tue,            16:01:00 -0400 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc edu> 
Reply-To: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Soccer On TV: Tuesday, 

To: ~aol corn> 
))branson. org> @comcast net> 

~comm odi~capital.com>, ~)email.unc.edu>, 
~emaihunc.edu>. ~emaihunc.edu>, 

@email.unc.edu>, <karigan@emaih uric. edu>, 

@emaih uric. edu>, k@email.unc, edu> 
[(@emaihunc.edu>, ~emaihunc.edu>, 

;@email.unc.edu>,                         @emaihunc.edu>, 
@emaihunc.edu>, ’               ~_@emaihunc.edu>, 

~graail.com>, ~gmaih corn>, 
@gmail.com> ~hotmaih cora>, 

@hotmail.com>, @msn.com>, ~ 
(fi)nc.rr. corn>, 

", @sbcglobahnet>, 
@unc.edu>, ~yahoo.com>, 

~yahoo.com> 

Ladies, 

by now you all should have the     Champions Almanac (if you don’t please let 
me or Tom know and we will get you one). Please take the time to read the cover 
letter (some important itfformation in there) and go through the entire Almanac 
(yes, this will take a little time). Then try- to "catch up" with filling in 
fiom memory what you have done from Monday         to today. Yes, I ~vould like 
a written record of your sunm~er training log. This is as much for me as for you. 

At the 10:30 meeting on            I want you to bring the Almanac to the 
Academic Center so your supervising coach can see if you actually tried to 
write every-thing down all summer and keep the training log. We want this to be 
a tool you learn to use because I know it will help you become more organized, 
"analytical" and a better self-coach and this is vital fbr your development 
into an elite athlete If you don’t show up with it or don’t have it filled 
out: if you are a starter you will become a reserve, if you are a reserve you 
will lose your place to one of the four players fighting for the two spots on 
the reseF~e roster for the starters/reserves first day scrimmage that 
afternoon And if the dog ate your computer: "I dich~’t get the message" (or 
what ever excuse you can come up ~vith) don’t wony’ we will still see you play 
eventually but possibly not much on that first day 

OK, we are getting more people teamed up for the paired teclmical testing So 
far we have: 

but we still need the rest of 
you If you can’t do this on your own ask if your mother can help you and then 
see if she can come ~vith you to UNC this fall to help you ~vith all the other 
bothersome chores of your life; or get on the phone recruit someone right now 
and get it done (the next email reminder will be sent to your mother and father 
along with this one). And remember at least twice a week you should be on page 
77 of your Champions Almanac with a training parmer doing the ~vorkout so when 
you and your partner get together to test on the second day of the preseason 
you can show all of us how- good you are with the ball. 

Now the World Cup is only 10 days away!! ’. So I need you to pick the team you 
are supporting in addition to the United States. ! am going to restrict your 
pool. You must pick from one of the following teams IN ADDITION to the United 
States (sorry Ranee and Ohvia): Spain, Brazil, Argentina, England, 
Netherlands, and Italy (1 added this for you Maria!). So you have to watch 
eveW game that team plays in addition to the games the United States plays. 
You are also required to watch the two semi final matches and the championship 
game even if neither of your teams are in it. You will be quizzed on your 
return So before you delete this message, send me your partner in the 
technical testing (unless ! list you above with your partner) and send me your 
WC team. 

This wed~end for your viewing pleasure? The US’s :final game before the WC on 
Sat (vs Australia) and the WPS game on Sun (Atlanta at Chicago)! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 



UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-9624100 

..... End fopa, arded message ..... 



Ladies, 
by now you all should have the Champions Almanac (if you don’t please let me or Tom know and we will get you one). Please take the time to read the cover letter 

(some important information in there) and go through the entire Ah’nanac (yes, this will take a little time), Then try to "catch up" with filling in from memory what you have 
done from Monday May 10th to today. Yes, I would like a written record of your summer training log. This is as much for me as for you. 

At the J[O:30 meetinq on Auqust 4th I want you to brinq the Almanac to the Academic Center so your supervisinq coach con see if you actually tried to write 
everythin~q down ell summer end keep the troininq Io~q. We want this to be a tool you learn to use because I know it will help you become more organized, "analytical" 

and a better self coach and this is vital for your development into an elite athlete. If you don’t show up with it or don’t have it filled out." if you are a starter you will 

become a reserve, if you are a reserve you will lose your place to one of the four players fighting for the two spots on the reserve roster for the starters/reserves 
first day scrimmage that afternoon. And if the dog ate your computer: "I didn’t get the message" (or what ever excuse you can come up with) don’t worn/we will still see 

you play eventu ally but possibly not much on that first day. 

OK, we are qettinq more people teamed up for the paired technical testing. So far we have: 

but we still need the rest of you. If you can’t do this on your own ask if your mother can help you and then see if she can come with you 

to UNC this fall to help you with all the other bothersome chores of your life; or get on the phone recruit someone right now and qet it done (the next email reminder will be 

sent to your mother and father along with this one). And remember at least twice a weal< you should be on page 77 of your Champions Almanac with a training partner doing 

the workout so when you and your partner get together to test on the second day of the preseason you can show all of us how good you are with the ball. 

Now the World Cup is only 10 days away!!! So I need you to pick the team you are supporting in addition to the United States. I am going to restrict your pool. You must pick 

from one of the following teams IN ADDITION to the United States (sorry Ranee and Olivia): Spain, Brazil, Argentina, England, Netherlands, and Italy (I added this for you 

Maria!). So you have to watch every game that team plays in addition to the games the United States plays. You are also required to watch the two semi final matches and the 

championship game even if neither of your teams are in it. You will be quizzed on your return, So before you delete this message, send me your partner in the technical 

testing (unless ][ list you above with your partner) and send me your WC team. 
This weekend for your viewing pleasure? The US’s final game before the WC on Sat (vs Australia) and the WPS game on Sun (Atlanta at Chicago)! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 9, 2011 3:47 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu > 

2011-12 Housing Assignments 

Coach, 
Here are your 2011 12 Housing assignments: 
Ave n/ 
Y                     so (~’R) 

so 
Y .SO (FR) 

Y 

Carmichael 

Y 

Ram Village 

so (FR) 
SO (FR) 

SO (FR) 

so (FR) 
SO (FR) 

so 

so 

TR 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jet’t: 

Riclcy Clarke < @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 22, 2013 8:36 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

NSCAA Lecture Blog Post 

Hi Anson, 

Great seemg you at the NSCAA convention 

Below is the post I wrote regarding your NCAA Championship game 

~tp ://rick¥masterc~ach.c~r~2~12/~ 2/~5/what-makes-unc-the-best-~vomens-universiw-s~ccer-pr~‘ram-ever/ 

I’ve also interviewed Yael Averbuch & C~stal Dunn, both were extremely interesting reads 

Cheers, 
Riclu~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:36 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

@emaiLunc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com >; 

@ kenan-flagler.u nc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

~yahoo.com > 

> < <adorranc@email.unc.edu>; 

< _~hotmail.com.>; 

We are into day three, what have you done so far? 

@email.unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edu >: 

@em ail.u nc.edu >; 

~@gmaiLcom >; 

Dlive.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu > 

@hotmail.com >; 

@snet.net> 

_~email.unc.edu>; 

Gem ail.u nc.edu >; 

@[ive.unc.edu >; 

Dunc.edu>; 

Ladies, 
we are on day three of our 12 week summer preparation. This is all about personal excellence, if you have started your summer training and you have done EVERYTHING 
for three days congratulations, if you have started "weaving and bobbing" already, I hope we have enough of the committed to carry us without you at peak performance. 

This email is your first test, Because I ca~Yt mass text you yet, this will be my best medium to communicate, so please clear your email daily (Leadership Council help me with 

the irresponsible), 
I want you to look at this: http:i/www.youtube.comiwatch?v=qaeFnxSfSC4 it will take you 18 minutes and 38 seconds. It is absolutely superb. When you ere done tell me how 

it applies to you. Also tell me what you have done today, yesterday and the day before. 
Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 959 962-4500 



I::rol~l: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:16 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: We are into day three, what have you done so far? 

Great Video, if I stretch for 10 years straight T should be able to grow some!! 

And also., maybe if T had more Grit 3[ would be a player and not a manager. 1‘ don’t know when my Grit went away because 1 certainly had to work very hard in the past. 

Today: worked out at the YMCA 
Yesterday: worked out at the YMCA and went to my high school’s first round playoff game-- we won! 
Monday: practiced with my high school soccer team, 1" am like a legend over here.. Google me. 

Peace out boy scout, 

UNC- Chapel Hill Class of 
B.S. Psychology-- Portuguese Minor 
Cell: 

P.S.: 1" am taking this seriously, 1" hope you know that. 1"f my jokes offend you in any way, 1" will stop. 1" have a lot of respect for you and 1" am grateful to be a part of this team. 

From: Anson Dorrance [anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:35 PM 
To: 

Subject: We are into day three, what have you done so far? 

Ladies, 

we are on day three of our 12 week summer preparation. This is all about personal excellence. If you have s~arted your summer training and you have done 

EVERYTHING for three days congratulations. If you have started "weaving and bobbing" already; I hope we have enough of the committed to carry us mthout you at 

peak performance. 

This email is your first test. Becau~ I can’t mass text you yet, this will be my best medium to communicate, so please clear your email daily (Leadership Council help me 

with the irrestx~nsible). 

I want you to look at this: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v qaeFnxSfSC4 It will take you 18 minutes and 38 seconds. It is absolutely superb. When you are Ok)he 

tell me how it applies to you. Also tell me what you have done today, yesterday and the day before. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, 7:08 PM 

Albert Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edtv~ 

Day Three 

Hey Anson, 

That video was a pert~ct kick offto this upcoming summer training and season! 

I fonnd it especially applicable to the idea of deep practice that you have been trying to instill into our minds, really focuses on this idea that "grit" isn’t just the 

honrs you put into something, bnt it’s how hard you work. Of course the goal for the summer is to make sure everyday yon are going out and doing something, but you 

won’t be as productive if you slack off during training. You must make sure that once you are traiNng consis~tently, you are also traiNng intensely and deeply to truly 

benefit from training. It is my goal this summer to not only do eveD~thing in the packet intensely and deeply, but also work separately and more intensely on my more 
prominent weaknesses like heading and technical work tbr this upcoming season. 

Thi s week I am actually in Davidson vi siting      so it has been really beneficial to have anotber person around to tram with; especially someone like      Mao is 

truly detern~ined to be the absolute best in eveD~thing that she does. 

Monday: did the weights session in the packet, the super tun 120s, mi abs circuit, shooting (with a warm up of coervers) 

Tuesday: I did iSoccer for warm up and coervers, and did the sulnmer skills progrm~ (the singular one) because I was alone, and one v ones with OC (a player on 

the guys team) 

Wednesday: Carly and I went to the YMCA to do our weights session, we did the conditioning session, and after dinner we axe going to an indoor gym to play some 

pick up with some of her guy friends t                two of the boys from the spring season, are coming along too). 

Hope you are having a good snmmer so far and that all is well with you 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:45 PM 

To: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subje~’t: Video 

Hey Anson, 

I just watched the video. Wow! I took AP Psychology this year and have never had a lecture as good as that one. 

I found it really interesting that people didn’t necessarily have to have talent to have a lot of"grit". In order to succeed, you need to be passionate and hardworking. 

But I learned that perseverance is key. And I like to tlaink I have perseverance. I don’t back down from a challenge and I certainly don’t give up when things don’t go 

my way. I’ve been presented with several obstacles, like knee surgeries and seizures, but i’m still going to my dream sehool. That was my impossible goal that I 

eventuaJly succeeded in accomplishing. And I am beyond proud! But it’s not over. I’ve hit my 10 year mark of hard-work and I’m ready to see the change! I’m very 

excited to be a part of the UNC family; thank you for giving me that chance. 

Today: Strength trained (legs) and High School Practice 

Yesterday: High School Practice and Day 1 Condilioning 

Day before yesterday: High School Soccer Game 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaiLcom> 

Thursday, 12:09 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: We are into day three, what have you done so t?ar? 

Anso~ 

The tree grit talk was incredibly’ interesting to me, especially, after studying psychology this semester...Sonrcthing I’ve always struggled with (not simply s~ccer-wise, but 

in all facets of my life) is focusing on one topic for an extended period of time. I’ve always been told how important it is to be a well- rounded individual, so I’ve strove 

for that and s~mewhat sncceeded, bnt being well-rounded has not given me a desire to pnt all of my eggs in one basket, as it were. I have rarely, if ever, put 100 

percent of my energies and talents into one project--I like to keep multiple things evolving and working in my life at one time. I’m not enti~ely sure ifI do that so I don’t 

get bored, or so that I can always be semi-successful or what it is, but I certainly tend to avoid tbcusing on just one thing. This past year playing for this program has 

been an unusual (but fantastic’.) experience tbr me pextly because of the incredible amount of time we spend on      --practicing, playing, analyzing it, talking about it, 

thinking about it. I’ve never spent so much time on one thing, but what I realized is that when I do tbcus my ellbrts, I can improve drastically. So maybe it’s time to take 

my well-roundedness and really hone in on one project. I think my project will be the ascension of this reran. I don’t see myself as a National Team player or a future 

Oly~npian or anything like that but I certaMy see many of~ny teammates with those possibilities (                            and      of course, but I also 

think    and      have it in them). I think our team can ascend in other areas as well--specifically in our service to our community and I’m hoping in our faith as 

well...so this sumtner our team’s my focus! I’m going to trafin hard (with deep, deliberate practice), push    to the brink, and work on my weaknesses (my long balls 

and driven balls and my footwork) as well. Whew! Sorry. that was such a long-winded answer. 

These past 3 days    and I have done the entire packet with these additions--we did 10 120s inslead of 6, but mthout timing any’ part of it. I did that all last summer 

and it worked pretty, well--you end up going a lot faster on the mn back and the rest, and on the 18 seconds past that’s jnst running yonr hardest so that’s not going to 

change_we also did a conple of figure 8 relays on Monday, to work on our quickness. Tuesday we did the skills program with a partner with the addition of a few pies 

and comers. Yesterday we stayed right on the packet but substituted stadiums tbr hill runs because that’s all we had...haha we also bought a medicine ball that may be 

a liiittle heavy for us but we should have great abs by the end of the smnmer : ) Wednesday we also watched a half of Liverpool crushing Chelsea last week--tD’ing to 

get our time watching the game in’. We start practice with the i<h~oxville Lady Force next week. 

Hope your summer’s going well so far Anson, 

On Wed, 

Ladies, 

at 4:35 PM, Anson Dolrance <anson(~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

we are on day three of our 12 week summer preparation. This is all about personal excellence. If you have started your summer training and you have done 

EVERYTHING for three days congratulations. If you have started "weaving and bobbing" already, I hope we have enough of the committed to carny us without you at 

peak performance. 

This email is your first test, Because I can’t mass text you yet, this will be my best medium to communicate, so please clear your email daily (Leadership Council help 

me with the irresponsible). 

I want you to look at this: http://www.youtube.com!watch?v=qaeFnxSfSC4 It will take you 18 minutes and 38 seconds. It is absolutely superb. When you ore done tell 
me how it applies to you. Also tell me what you hove done today, yesterday and the day before. 

919 962 4100 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mike tully @optonline.net7 

Friday, May 25, 2012 8:13 AM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

arlicle on picking fl~e right person 

Hi, Coach! 

Hope you’re well Here’s an alticle that made me flaink of our topic: 

http://blo~s.hbr.or~/hbsfacultv/2012/O2/talent-passion-and-the-creativhtml?cm rmnc email---newsletter- -mana~ementtip---tip052512&referral 00203 

Regards, 

Mike Tully 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:52 PM 

, @em ai I.u nc.ed u >. @em ail.u nc.edu >; 

_~em ai I.u nc.ed u >; ~g m ail.com > 

~acpub.duke.edu >; 

:@email.unc.edu>; @hotmail.com >; 

~hotmail.com.> ~snet.net> 

For those of you interested in living your life on a "never ending ascension" .... this is worth it!!! 

http~www.youtube.com_watch_feature=player_embedded&v=_lfxYhtfSo4 (52.8 KB).msg 

@live.unc.edu > 

Ladies, 
[ have attached a brilliant commencement address from an English teacher at Wellesley High School. This has gone viral and if you watch it you will understand why. "if"? Yes, [ 

am not requiring you to watch it. It wil! take 12 minutes and 46 seconds out o[ your li[e ol: ease," and,, for the "weavers and bobbers", I know that is too high a price to pay [or 

wisdom. (and ] assume ~ had this guy as an English teacher and said he was extraordinary (and a taskmaster .... surprise!!!), if you do 

watch this and you are so inclined tell me your "take away" as you prepare for this fall and your life (if you like). ! loved whotyou guys sent me from eorly in the summer 
from Angelo Duckworth’s TED took. 
The end of the first week of North Carolina Soccer Camp (day camp) is today and Dino took the staff to Spanky’s                           so we could watch 

Italy/Croatia while vve ate. Yes, emails are trickling in from more of you who are actually watching the Euro’s and enjoying it. I got this text today: "it took me 4 years but I think 

i’m finally becoming ’a fan of the game’ ... EURO has been fun to watch!" f love it ... selling the game to American girls/women, one player at a time!!! 

, confirmed that she is doing her :Lv]_’s with and shared she is beating like a drum. 

All the best!!!! I miss all you guys and can’t wait for August!!! 

Good luck to our full team player our U 23 our U 20’s ; our U ]_8’s, our U ]_7’s 

.... all of them are with their respective National Teams this week or last and all of your staff want to wish you guys all the success!! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 9:]_9 962 4]_00 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mike tully "_c~optonline.net7 

Thursday, June 14, 2012 4:01 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v w-HYZv6HzAs&feature results main&playnext l&list PLA044470ABFF8127E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com~ 

Thursday, 6:43 PM 

Ansou Dormuce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Wellesley High School Commencement Address 

I really enjoyed that cormnencement address, I’m jealous because all ~ve had at my commencement was a magician, but he did bring up some very interesting and valid points. This really 
reminds me of "disciplined" core value quote by HenW Adams which says, "Roosevelt, more than any other man hying within the range of notorie~z showed the singular primitive quality 
that belongs to ultimate matter, the quality that medieval theology assigned to God: ’he was pure act’" A huge part of our platform is a sense of self-discipline, ~vhich includes doing our 
stammer packets fully and thoroughly, or just planning something day to day to help ourselves get better. David McCullough Jr. brought tap this idea that we like accolades more than 
genuine achievement and ~ve are willing to compromise our standards and our reali~z just to win some sort of prize. Self-discipline is about not only a selfless nature, but a true want and 
belief that you and important and striving to reach this sense of impoltance by never omitting or substituting anything you don’t want to do You must resist complacency and never be 
satisfied with yourself, you have to love what you are doing and no that even though we aren’t special ~ve have to embrace the cha llenge that is presented in front of us. I love one of his 
ending quotes about ho~v you climb the mountain to see the world, not so the world can see you! 

For me this summer is all about marlying the ball I need and am gaining the self-discipline to go out evewday for a minimum of an hour and work with the ball, whether it be isoccer, 
coer~ers or just playing pick up. I love the game, so no~v I j ust need to make it eveW part of my life, and the way to do that is to never omit or substitute anything, al~vays do evewthing to 
the tMlest and for yourself, not for anyone else 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Saturday, 9:57 AM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: For those of you interested in living your life on a "never ending a~ension" _.. this is worth it’.!! 

Anso~ 

’][’his really was a great speech! Touching as well as entertaining...There were a few ideas that s~mlck me: 

Firs~t of all, the overwhelming idea that we are nothing special because, of course, everyone is special. In the Bible the best and most special (specialest?) of all men, 

Jesus, believes so much in the value ofotbers that he commits his life to servitude. Mr. McCullough touches on this point when he speaks of a life of selflessness, as 

opposed to one of selfishness. As a team member, that is my upmost goal. I train for my teammates, not for individual accolades, and I train because I love soccer and 

believe in its importance in my life. Trutlffully, I think each of us gets entirely difi~rent things out of our tenure in this program and jus~t our participation in this sport over 
a Ill, time, bnt ti~om watehing your coaching s~le and your love of the game I believe each of us will come to value learning a little more (another lesson of the speech). 

You personally demonstrate that in order to be elite, you must continue to leaJn and grow--a never-ending ascension. I guess I j ust wanted to say I really admire that 

about you because it wouMn’t be dillicult for you, considering your succes~s, to thll into a "narcotic pe~alysis of ~lf-satistgction." Thailkfidly, you are not stuck in that 

hole. 

Another tidbit I enjoyed in the speech was the leading paint--I absolutely LOVE to lead. Actually I’ve missed so many Eurocup ganges (and I don’t have DVR) that in 

lieu of watching highlights I’ve just read articles about them...Hal~a I realize that’s not effective at all ifrm trying to learn something about the ~novement of the game- -I 

promise I’ll stop doing that--but I jusnt really enjoy reading. Needless to say, reading va~ous articles and sources is one of the best ways to lea:m (about anything, really) 

and as I hope one dab, to be some sort ofjoumalist, I need to devour as many as I can. And reading also helps me to recognize how little I know, which I believe 

McCullough haxped on in his speech as well. Not to mention reading gives me perspective--I am one of one-tenth of the world that has clean drinking water, etc-- 

which propels me again toward acting as a servant ratl~er than a self-righteous master. All in all, a very thought-provoking piece. I really, really enjoyed it. 

I also wanted to tell you how great it is to hear that M’Liss is doing better--I’ll continue to pray for her recovery. Is she on a normal diet now? Is there any particular 

food I could bring her? I’d really love to bake her something if you think she’d enjoy that. 

Glad I got to see you the other day--thanks tbr helping us out on our tour! 

On Thu 

Ladies, 

at 3:51 PM, Anson Dorrance <anson(~uncaa.unc.edu > wrote: 

I have attached a brilliant commencement address from an English teacher at Wellesley High School. This has gone viral and if you watch it you will understand why. 

"If"? Yes, I am not requiring you to watch it. It will take 12 minutes and 46 seconds out o[’ your lil’e ol’ eose," and, [or the "weavers and bobbers", I know that is too high o price 

to p~y [or wisdom.                       (and I assume        had this guy as an English teacher and       said he was extraordinary (and a taskmaster .... 

surprise!!!). If you do watch this and you are so inclined tell me your "take away" as you prepare for this fall and your life (if you like). I loved whotyou guys sent me 

from early in the summer from Angelo Duckworth’s TED talk. 

The end of the first week of North Carolina Soccer Camp (day camp) is today and Dino took the staff to Spanky’s                            so we could watch 

Italy/Croatia while we ate. Yes, emails are trickling in from more of you who are actually watching the Euro’s and enjoying it. I got this text today: "it took me 4 years but 

I think I’m finally becoming ’a fan of the game’ ... EURO has been fun to watch!" [ love it ... selling the game to American girls/women, one player at a time!!! 

confirmed that she is doing her lvl’s with and shared she is beating like a drum. 

All the best!!!! I miss all you guys and can’t wait for August!!! 

Good luck to our full team playe~        our U 23         our U 20’s                                our U 18’s                   t); our U 17’s 

.... all of them are with their respective National Teams this week or last and all of your staff want to wish you guys all the success!! 

919 962 4100 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: "JeffNegaJha" qinegaJha(tb~uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Carlos Somoano" <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Grant Porter" <~uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: 

Date: Wed, 13 Jun 2012 18:40:43 -0400 

Subject: http://~wwv.youtube.com/watch?feature player embedded&v 1NYhllgo4 

http:L,’~vw.Youtube.com/watch?feature~layer embedded&v l£xYhtl8o4 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~rocketmail.com~ 

Monday, 11:09 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: For those of you interested in living your life on a "never ending a~ension" _.. this is worth it’.!! 

Ansor~ 

I thought this guy’s speech was great. I really liked what he said towards the end about not doing things just to do them or cross them off a list, but to embrace the 

experiences of it. It also reminded me of when we practice, we’re not supposed to just be going through the motions, but actually are supposed to be really engaging in 

whatever drill or game we are playing. In preparation for the fall I try to make sure that when I am training, I’m not just going through the motions or just doing things to 

add a checkmark in the packet for the day. I make sure that I know psychologically that I am doing those things to become a better soccer player, that way I am more 

passionate about doing them, ultimately helping me to get to deep practice and focus more. He also mentioned making snre you love what you do, which is a great 

point. I absolutely love ~ccer Mtich makes it really enjoyable to go out and train, even on days when we have fitness or have to do lv I’s which can be veD, tiring at 

times. Because I have grown to love the game, I have also learned to embrace ~md love all the challenges that come with it. 

Hope all is well! 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: ~                       @email.unc.edu>;                         @email.unc.edu>; 

@gmaiLcom> (~.live.unc.edu> 
Cc: ~acpub.duke.edu>; 

,@hotmail.com.> 
Sent: Thursday             3:51 PM 
Subject: For those of you interested in living your life on a "never ending ascension" ._. this is worth it!!! 

@email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu-" 
~snet.net> 

..... ForwaMed Message ..... 

Ladies, 

I have attached a brilliant commencement address from an English teacher at Wellesley High School. This has gone viral and if you watch it you roll understand why. 
"IF’? Yes, I am not requiring you to watch it. It will take 12 minutes and 46 seconds" out of your liJb of ease, and, f!)r the "weavers and bobbers ", I know that is 

too high a price to payJbr wisck)m.                        (and I assnme        had this guy as an English teacher and       ~id he was extraordinary 

(and a taskmas~ter .... surprise!!!). If you do watch this and you are so inclined tell me your "take-a~vay" as you prepare liar this thll and your liIE (if you like). I loved 

what you guys sent me from early in the summer from Angela Duekworth’s TED talk. 

The end of the first week of North Carolina Soccer Canip (day camp) is today arid Dine took the staff to Spmlky’s (                            ~ so we could 

watch ItalUCroatia while we ate. Yes, emails are trickling in from more of you who are actually watching the Euro’s and enjoying it. I got this te:d today: "it took rne 4 

yeaxs but I think I’m finally becoming ’a i:axi of the game’ ... EURO has been fun to watch!" I love it... selling the game to American gifts/women, one player at a time! ’. ! 
confirmed that she is doing her lvl’s with and shared she is beating like a drum. 

All ~he best!’.!! I miss all you guys and can’t wait for August!!’. 

Good hick to our full team player ( our U-23 ( !; our U-20’s, ; our U- 18’s, ; our U- 17’s 

( , .... all of them are ruth their respective National Teams this week or last and all of your s, aft want to wish you guys all the success!! 
Anson Dormnce 

ttead Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 

http:/Twww.youtube.com/watch?i~ature player embedded&v lfxYhtfSo4 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Cast~o ~gmail.com> 

Friday, August 3, 2012 8:20 AM 

Julie Foudy @mac.com>; michelle akers <infb@michelleaJaershorserescue.com: @aol.com; Kristine Lilly 

<kristinelilly@headrushcreative.com>; Tisha Hoch < @aol.com>; Anson Dorrance (anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hoping you enjoy this... 

Hello all, 

Good mornin!! 

Hope this finds you quite well. I thought you’d enjoy this GRATITUDE clip. After meeting with each of you, it seems to be running theme and a lovely one at that. 
You may want to watch all of it Ibr tbll value. 

http://w~wv.youtube.com/wmch?v gXDMoiEkyuQ&feature~outube gdata player 

Enjoy’. 

Blessings... 

PC 

Paul Castro, WGA, MFA 
cell 

~,qrnail. corn 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joshua Medcalf ~gmaJl.com> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 2:35 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Train to be CLUTCH axticle for your players 

In ]i~’e, YOU WILL expe~ience pain. The question is, how are you going to t’espond when you do? 

Most people run from pain, or desperately try to avoid it at all costs, but pain is often necessary to get where we say we want to go. Pain has many different faces, sometimes it 

might loo],: hke pushing yourself to the point of exhaustion, or it might look ]i],:e staying up all night studying, other times it might: look li],:e having a gve~t at:titude in the face 

of adversity, hut no matter what form it takes, the more you fall in love with teroporary pain, [he quicker you are going to get where you want to go. 

Similar to a video game, most pain is like an obstacle or a challenge we face. The only way we can get to the reward, or the place we desire, is by pushing through the pain 

;rod over’coming the obs[acle. When I am [t’aining a[hletes they are often pushed so hard they want to throw up ov quiL My training sessions ave extveroely challenging. 

They are designed to be tougher than games, nmeh tougher. The reason why is that at some point you are going to experience that type of pain, do you want it to be in 

training when no one is watching, or under the [)right lights when everyone’s eyes ~re on you. The choice is yours, do you want: to push through t:he pain in training so that 

games s~ow down and ave easy for you? OR do you w;mt to ’tt’y’ to push through the pain when it’s time to shine? 

I would rather train so hard competition becomes easy. 

When I wits prepaying [br my workshop with the greatest dynasty in college sports, I was studying like a reed student. One night I got less than 2 hours of sleep, but when it 

was time to perform, I knocked it out of the park. 

When you push through pain it refines you and prepares you for future challenges. In the movie, ’ Man on Fire," Denzel articulates it peffectly, There are only two types of 

people in the world~ "trained ~md untrained" 

Which are you? 

By: Joshua Medcalf 

@joshuamedcalf 

The 2 rain scene from "Man on Fire". http:/iWWWoyOutube,comiwatch?v=4~W1RcuLpR4 

Dream Sports Academy 
Executive Director & Founder 

Cell 

Watch our Videos 

w~,.rai~theratio.com 

www.dremnsportsacademv.com 

T2BC 
]?resident & Head Trainer 

w~v.traintobeclutch.com 

Changing the world...One person at a time 

Facebook Follow me on Twitter 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jerry Lynch <docj@wayofchampions.com> 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012 3:53 PM 

Sean Lynch~_            ~gmaJl.com~; Jenny Slinglnff- Le~i <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edn% Bob Hansen <rwhan~n@middlebury.edu-~; 

Brian Watts <brian.watts@usma.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mis~ Foote <tbote@ niddlebury edw~; Mike Morgan 

~gmail.com>; Paul Gastonguay <pgastong@bates.edu-~; Kit Vela ~       @aol.com>; Joe Sagula 

~-j sagnla@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Cindy Timchal <       ~z)gmail.com >; Paul A. Holocher <pholoche@calpoly.edu>; Nancy Stevens 

~earthlink.net>; Cory Dobbs Acadelny for Sport Leadership <coly@sporfleadership.com> 

Success 

Many of yon know that I am writing my ne~ book, Coaching With a Dancing Heart. It is with the inspiration of coaches like Wooden that enable me to continue my 

goa] of changing the world of sport thl~ongh coaching. I must iemind myself that I an~ a mere hole in a flute and the breath of great men like wooden and Dean Smith 

comes through me to you. And please enjoy this humble brilliant man in this TED talk. Love yon all., Jerry 

http://www.yont ube.com/watch?v4)MM- psvqiG8&feat ure related 

x 

Jerry Lynch, Ph.D. 

www.WayofOhampions.corn 
831-234-5606 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 11:49 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Great article 

http:/Tm.huffpost.com/us~’ent~, / 4269161 

Sent from my iPhone 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, November 18, 2013 12:19 PM 

Owen Spence < @gmail.com> 

RE: Championship 

Thank you! 

Honestly, the bes[: motivatior~ right r~ow is the desire to ph~y for each other. For the s[:rong to carry the weak, for the energetk: to work and cower for [:he ~istk~ss, for 

the courageous to protect the meek, for the competitors to protect the affi]~ators. Every team has aH s~x k~t~ds o~ ~)~ayers a[~d the (:hampkN~s all make sacrifices to 

make sure they carry the peo#e arouRd thefts. ~ was a great header and tacMer ir~ college and rny [:avodte expression on every defensive corner was: "I’ve got 

these three!" ~ abo loved cotltact aRd whenever someone k~cked ~T~e ] always asked them if they were a~right, "~ do not want you Lo injure yourse~[: kicMng 

And when ~ was being marked man to man, I knew ~ w~s fitter than ~ny opponent I faced and ~ would say early ~n the match: "Do you like to run?" and then 

op~mnent star~:ed to ge~: tired ~ would say "now don’t le~: then~ sub you out, don’t let them sub you out, stay wi~:h me, ~)lease stay with me~" Victory is a battle of 

wHYs, of confidence, of dea~ng with the ad~zersi[:y thai: w~H always rear its ugly head. ~t w~H a~ways come down to grR (ne~er quittir~g .. ever!}. 

Confidence has never been a persona~ problem for me aRd ] have always believed ir~ the star system (to recruit the confident on my roster to win Lhe game), 

encouraging the great p~ayers to show the world what they can do. My favorite Hne in ~ast year’s nat’] championship fina~ wheR we were tied 1-.~ with an exce]lenL 

Penn State Team was "1 want people to wr~te poetry about youY’ ~ ~ove seeh~g athletic character demonstrated ._. and boy, have I been spoiled the ~ast 35 yearsH 

Good luck Owen to you and your 

F~m= Owen Spence [mailto:        @gmail,com] 
Sent; Monday, November $8, 20~3 ~:57 AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
$ubjeet~ Championship 

Hello sir! My nmne is Owen Spence. I’m a student assistant for the Iowa Western Communibl College women’s soccer program. We me at nationals ourselves, ranked 

#1, m~d I know you’re a busy man right now, but I was just wondering ifI could get a few wo~ds of inspiration/insight to pass on to my team. Would mean a lot to 

them, mad me, coming from such a decorated and respected man as yonrselt~ Like I said, I know you’re busy. Had to ask though. 

Bes~t of luck to you aJl! Definitely cheering for you guys! 

God Bless, 

Owen Spence 

Iowa Western Community College Women’s Soccer-Assistant Coach @gmail.com ~;gmail.com mobile 



FFOlII; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc .edu;, 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 10:59 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.e&t> 

’][’he Duckworth Test for Grit 

12-item Grit Sca3e.05312011 .pdf 

From: Mike Keating [mailto:      @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, February 26, 2014 10:51 AM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: For those of you interested in living your life on a "never ending ascension" .... this is worth it!!! 

Ladies, 

I have attached a brilliant commencement address from an English teacher at Wellesley High School. This has gone viral and if you watch it you will understand why. "ff"? Yes, f 

am not requiring you to watch it. It wil! take 12 minutes and 45 seconds out of your life of ease," and.. for the "weavers and bobbers", I know that is too high a price to pay for 

wisdom.                       (and I assume        had this guy as an English teacher and       said he was extraordinary (and a taskmaster .... surprise!!!). If you do 

watch this and you are so inclined tell me your "take away" as you prepare for this fall and your life (if you like). I loved whatyou guys sent me from early ia the summer 
from Angola Duckworth’s TED talk. 

The end of the first week of North Carolina Soccer Camp (day camp) is today and Dino took the staff to Spanky’s                          ) so we could watch 

Italy!Croatia while we ate. Yes, emails are trickling in from more of you who are actually watching the Euro’s and enjoying it. I got this text today: "it took me 4 years but I think 

I’m finally becoming ’a fan of the game’ ... EURO has been fun to watch!" I love it ... selling the game to American girls/women, one player at a time!!! 

confirmed that she is doing her lv:Z’s with and shared she is beating like a drum, 

All the best!!!! I miss all you guys and can’t wait for August!!! 

Good luck to our full team player ~; our U 23 ; our U 20’s our U :~8’s ; our U ]_7’s 

.... all of them are with their respective National Teams this week or last and all of your staff want to wish you guys all the success!! 

ARson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 9]_9 962 4]_00 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:00 PM 

Sam Snow <ssnow@usyouthsoccer.org 

amigos: bill palladino 

cindy cone ¯        @gmail.com 

< pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Re: BLOG 

~msn.com >; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Tom Sander 

Sam, 

I would love to .... in fact I would love to visit with you on the phone when I get back from Germany (we leave tomorrow and back the 

US Soccer in player development and I would love to get your opinion on some issues. 

And what about your fine book? Is it out yet? 

. I am doing a bit of work for 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 9:1.9 962 4:1.00 
> > > Sam Snow <ssnow@usyouthsoccer.org > 9:38 AM > > > 

ARSOn, 
I hope theft you ~nd you,."s ~re weil. : write ~ biog for the US Youth Socc~r web site on a regular basis~ ~t occuned to m~ 
theft our m~ll~ons of members would I~ke to he, at from you, Th~ b~og could g~ve you a forum to rr}ak~ some~ st~tements on 

soccer ~n the U£;A @ past, preser}t t~r}d futures, Here@s the link to the blog ~sntries so th:~t you can ~"~s:~(.1 sore,s of them to 
get an ~dea of the medium, 
h~.~p.;.~£~d.t2~.‘.~;.~.~.~;.R.b.~.~.~B.c~..~.r:s3~;.~s~.g.~.@~.~.~.~.~Ls1.:.~.Z~.~ 
Would you be ~nt~rested in writing an ~ntry ~or the btog from time to time? 

Sam 

Co~i(h~n~ D~red:or 

(soo} ~: socc~:P, 
THI,~% GLOBALLY ~, AC~ LOO~LLY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:27 PM 

Ryan (SPARQ) Gray <Ryan.Gray@sparqtraining.com > 

Chris Ducat <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu~; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu~; bill palladino ~ 

@EMA[L.UNC.EDU ~; cindy cone , @gmail.com ~; 

Re: ECNL Standards Project 

@aol.com >; 

@msn.com > 

Ryan, 

I understand .._ what I was envisioning was setting up your tests ourselves for our elite camps of from 24 to 32 girls once a year in three age groups. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > "Gray, Ryan (SPARQ)" < Ryan.Gray@sparqtraining.com > 12:24 PM > > > 

Anson, 
There is interest on our side (has been for awhile) to that end. Realities right now, to be as candid as possible, are around budget and man power. Hope to have that figured 

out in the next month or two. Sorry if that seems like a cop out at this point. It is important for us to gather data on the elite girls ages 14 18 at the club level to complete the 

athleticism story for female soccer at that level. Our realities around SPARQ testing are when and how to gather data on a large group of clubs. Please keep looping us in 

and we will do the same as we figure things out on our end. 

Thanks 

Ryan 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 09:44:53 0700 

To: ¯ @aol.com>, Jay Howell <jay@birminghamunited.com>, <ebushey@coloradorush.com>, Christian Lavers <christian@fcmilwaukee.com>, Doug Bracken 

<dbracken@ohioelite.com >, Jason Dewhurst <jdewhurst@starsofma,org > 

Cc: "Gray, Ryan (SPAROD" <Ryan.Gray@sparqtraining.com>, <clavers@usclubsoccer.org> 

Subject: Re: ECNL Standards Project 

Ryan, 

I just got off the phone with the ECNL leadership about the issues you see below and wanted to know if you guys would be interested in helping us evaluate our elite player 

pool. The ECNL is the girls/women’s side of the boys academy and is critical for player development on our side of the gender divide. Any advice on how to integrate your 

research and testing into our club culture would be appreciated. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > "Christian Lavers" <christian@fcmilwau kee.com > 

All: 

12:03 AM >>> 

One of the issues that will be important to the future of the ECNL, and its growth and expansion, is the establishment of minimum standards that all of ECNL clubs are 

expected to meet. These standards can, and should be, established in multiple areas: administrative, technical, competition, player development, facilities, coaching, etc. 

Establishing and then enforcing these standards will help elevate the game, irnprove the environment for the players, and establish more credibility for the ECNL in the soccer 

community. 

These standards can be used to give clubs outside the ECNL general expectations for getting into the ECNL, and they can also be used to remove clubs from the ECNL if the 

standards are not met. Of course, depending on the standards, existing clubs may be given certain timelines to meet the standards. 

I would like to invite this group of people to help to establish ECNL minimum standards for the future. These standards will then be submitted to the ECNL Board for review, 

potential change, and approval. Anson Dorrance, copied here, has offered to provide his assistance and expertise to this project. 

Attached to this email are several documents: 

1) The ECNL Standards and Guidelines established during the 

2) The USSDAAcademy Club Evaluation Criteria for the 

season, These can be used as a starting point or reference. 

season, These can be used as a referenced based on what US Soccer has established, 

would like to have a conference call next week to begin discussion of this, with an aim towards presenting draft standards to the Board in early July, and then draft standards 

to time ECNL membership at the AGM for further discussion and comment. 

Date: Tuesday, 

Time: 11:00 AM Eastern, 10:00 AM Central 

Call In: 1 800 531 3250 
Pass: 

The agenda for the call will be generally as follows: 

1) The Value / Need for Standards 



2) Discussion of key standards and determining the weight to be provided to each 

3) ]mplel’nentation / Process for "Rolling Out" to the Clubs 

4) Miscellaneous 

Thanks for your participation on this. The tentative plan is to present draft standards to the membership at the AGM on Wednesday 

Denver for a follow up meeting with the clubs on Friday evening to make changes or discuss the issue after the AGM presentation. 

Please let me know if you can’t make the call. 

Christian 

Anson has offered to fly out to 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 374936bytes; 

File Name Expiry Date Size 
ECNL Member Club Standards and Guidelines pdf <http:iiarchive02.uncaa,unc.edui204bflcdff578c9b9033b210c6a7500f> Thu, 00:02:51 0400 

288186bytes 

Academy Club Evaluation Criteria       pdf <http://archive02,uncaa.unc.edu/95ab82f14a0b17ad1027aff2bb3192e1> Thu,           00:02:51 0400 86750bytes 



FFoln; 

Sere: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Snow <ssnow@usyonthsoccer.org> 

Thnrsday, 8:20 AM 

Anson Dorrance ~anson@uncaa.nnc.edw* 

bill paJladino      l@aol.com>; 
@gmaJl.com>; 

P,£: BLOG 

@,nsn.com>; Chris Ducar q:lucar@uncaa.unc.edu>; cindy cone 

@EMAILMNC.EDU>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hi Anson, 

Enjoy the trip to Germany and the sendoff for our NationaI Team. I’ll be back in my office the 

again on the               Please do give me a call at your convenience. 
Thank you for the wonderful foreword in the Coaching Youth Soccer book and it is indeed now on the market. 
Safe travels, 
Sam 
Sam Snow 
Coaching Director 
US Youth Soccer 
(800) 4SOCCER 
THINK GLOBALLY- ACT LOCALLY 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:00 PM 
To: Sam Snow 
Co: bill palladino; Chris Ducar; cindy cone; Torn Sander 
Subject; Re: BLOG 
Sam, 
~ would love to .... in fact ] would love to visit with you on the phone when ~ get back from Germany (we leave tomorrow and back the 
US Soccer in player development and I would love to get your opinion on some issues. 
And what about your fine book? ~s it out yet? 

and 

. I am doing a bit of work for 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 9~9 962 4~00 

> > > Sam Snow <220£.~@£~y£.~£:@~£.~£q.~£:~[:g.> 9:38 AM > > > 

~ hope chat you and yours are weU. [ wr~ce a b~og for :he US Youth Soccer web s~ce on a regcdar bas~s. ~: occurred to me 
that our miUions of members wou~d Hke to hea~ from you. The biog could g~ve you a forum to make some statements on 
soccer ~n t:he USA --- past, present and future. Here’s the J~k to t:he bJog e~~tdes so that: yo~ can read some of them to get: 
an ~dee of the medk~m, 

Would you be k~terest.ed in writing an en~y for ~he blog Prom tmse to time? 

Ceachh-~g D~r echo," 
US Youth Socce~ 
(800} 4SOCC{: R 

!hqNK GLOBALLY ... AC! LO[XLLY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

S.Kate Noftsinger <skate@eliteclubsnationalleague.com> 

Tuesday, June 28, 2011 8:26 PM 

undisclosed- recipients: 

ECNL National Championship Structure & Schedule 

Hope you are doing well and enjoying the WWC! Please see the attached news release for the 2010 ECNL National Championships. I have also included the 2011 

ECNL Nation~J Championship Guide as well as the 2011 ECNL Nationdl Championship Schedule. 

Feel free to contact me with any queslions. 

Thanks, 

Skate 

Sarah Kate Noftsinger 

Conmiissioner 

Elite Clubs National League 

e skate(~eliteclubsnationalleague.com ] ra [ w ECNL I Facebook: Elite Clubs National League (ECNL) 

News Release 2011 ECNL National Championship .pdf [’dolL 20, Sap 20]:t 2026:t2 -0400 51~.0S69bvte:- 
30-7 2011 ECNL National Championship Guide.pdf: i’,l.:::.n; 2~5 S~p 201.l 20:26:.12 0~i00 522’:~42~.::by/:,~ 
30-7 2011 £CNL National Championship Schedule SKN.pdF ~’,lcn. 26 Sep 20J. 1 20:2~,:12 ..0400 36974!~b?t<:s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sarah Kate Noftsinger ~gmail.com> 

Sunday, July 10, 2011 7:15 AM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Additional Competition Concepts 

Anso~ 

Thought you might be interested in this. I came up with a hybrid ~’stem, documem 1-2012-2013 Additional Competition Concepts. It goes mthout saying in the future 

I agree that more guidelines need to be established that will effect promotion and relegation. 

What I came up ruth was in response to two ideas Doug and Christian wanted to present to the member clubs at our AGM (1-Competition Concepts). I looked at it 
and started exploring a way to combine/think outside the box. Not eve~ age group needs to be s~ructared the same, emphasizing vayious gmnes tbr developmental 

purposes and others for the pure competitive environment. 

Just wanted to share! 

Hope all is well! 

S kate 
.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Sarah Kate Noftsin~er < ~gmaJl.com> 

Date: Sun, Jul 10, 2011 at 7:09 AIVl 
Subject: Re: Additional Competition Concepts 

To: Douglas Bracken <          ~b~gmail.com> 

Cc: Christian Layers <ch6stian,~eliteclubsnationalleague.com>, Christian Lavers <chris~fan(a)fcmilwaukee.com> 

See attached. I came up with a hybrid system that is wo~h discussing. Im happy to walk you guys thiongh it if it isnt clear! 

On Thu, Jun 30, 2011 at 10:58 AM, Douglas Bracken 

Chi~istim~/Skate- 

~)gm~fil.com > wrote: 

Attached is a document that outlines 2 options for our ECNL competition moving forw~xd. Hease take a look at this and let’s discuss ideas leading in to the AGM. 

It roll be imIx~rtant to offer a couple of options. 

Thanks. 

!)i~s ~ i!:li~,,:¯ 51~xxcr 

513.659.0861 

dbracken~ohioelite.com 

Sarah Kate Noftsinger 

e.           ~t~ p, mo~ l .coin     m [ Visit My Website 

Sarah Kate Noftsinger 

e        ~gmall.com    ra [ Visit My Website 

1-2012-2013 Additional Competition Concepts.pdf t,at, 0S Oct 20]:~ 07:~452 
1- Competition Concepts.pdf Sat, 07 ~3c:. 2011 :.’.7.14.~~2 -0400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Warren Mersereau <warren@soccersolutions.com> 

Thursday, July 14, 2011 7:17 AM 

Feldman, Nancy Carol <nfeldman@bu.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~aol.com> 

Technical Development --- Japan 

@sbcglobal.net; 

Nancy, Anson, Vince, and Rene, 

In speaking with the DOCE candidates, a couple of our questions (Anson’s, Rene’s) focus on technical/player development. 

in the few minutes prior to yesterday’s first interview, we were chatting about Japan’s progress and their players’ ability to control the ball and, consequently, be able to execute 

tactical plans. 

Anson mentioned Tom Byers’ contributions in Japan to technical/player development. 

Tom dropped me a note with the following link attached. It very briefly explains some of the efforts in Japan to raise the bar on technical/player development. 

It shows it is possible with a conscious effort. I particularly like Tom’s references to the federation’s commitment, the localized training opportunities, that "training centers" do 

not have to be physical facilities, and that the culture of year round soccer (even within the relatively small female player base) promotes technical training. 

I thought you would enjoy: 

http://~a~b~gs~nytimes.c~m/2~11/~7/13/japans-w~men~have-c~me-farther-than-m~st/ 

Thanks, 

Warren 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ga~’ Ireland ~yahoo.com> 

Thursday, 9:14 PM 

Anson DoIvance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

bill palladino       ~aol.com>; 

~,~bgmail.com>; 

Re: Thank you Gary for your wonderful support! 

~msn.com>; Chris Ducaac <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; cindy cone 
~EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Tom Stander <pacmma@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hello Anson- 
Thanks for your prompt response. I know this topic is dear to you and appreciate you have the time to read my reflections on the game. I’m very happy to share. Ive been in 
the youth ’trenches’, ’fields’ ’pastures’ for many years- If a day goes by that im not on the field its a tare occasion. I also hire dozens of coaches per year and mentor and 
advise hundreds of others so overall my positionality allows me to see whats going on day-in and day-out. 

Because of this positionality i think there are some coaches who do have the right qualities and pedigree to develop high caliber talent (im talking about real development- not 
taking athletic kids and turning them into soccer players- im talking about the Iniesta’s and Xaxi’s, Scholes- on the women’s side, maybe the Sawa’s and others-cant think of 
many right now) its hard to put a number on them. The system has really permitted ’glorified babysitters’ to make a living as ’professional’ coaches. While they may be 
professional in name, the only thing they are ’professional’ about is their ability to act s caretakers and guardians rather than mentors and real coaches- nothing wrong with 
this but these ’drill collectors’ are just that. There is a common misconception that Coaching Directors are the gatekeepers and culture makers and cultut~ keepers of the club 
philosophy. This is inaccurate and naive- The BOD of most clubs is comprised of self interested, vicarious parents who have little knowledge of the game and esp. what it 
takes to develop young players. This is exactly why i started and run my own club. We started with rec. players- No-one wanted to come to the club because we had to start 
in the lowest of all divisions and while some wanted to bring their children to the club for the coaching, most stayed away because they preferred the status of their existing 
environment, even if it meant them not ever receiving excellent instruction and guidance/coaching. Our same players now being looked at by the National selectors- these 
same players no-one picked when they were rec. players at the lowest club levels. Let me be clear; none of our players were in the top 200 players in the State 3 years ago. 
For them to be among some of the top 2-3 players in the State in various age groups (97, 95, 95, 94) is scary. What has everyone else been doing...??!! For starters, In 
addition to the lack of player development, their kids aren’t taught to train and compete and their practices, i.e they put more effort into games than training. We don’t. Training 
is as important to us as games. In addition their game/practice ratio is out of whack. 

So many youth coaches want to make money. There are some making $100,000-$200,000 per year with no desire to develop players. 

How to make money as a youth soccer coach in the USA. Their formula is simple. 

1- Get a coaching job at a club like Mustang (actually its a club associated with a 5,000 member league) who select the best athletes-the rest are sent away and only hope 
they get caught by a safety net somewhere (another coach or club perhaps) 
2- Don’t develop players. Put them in the B team and see where they end up. 
3- Sell parents on ’winning tournaments means being seen by college coaches’. Base all of your activities and trainings around your tournament schedule (note: if you want to 
make more money, attend more tournaments because you get paid for each game usually- think about iL go to Vegas for 5 games and pick up $1,000 (expenses included). If 
your’e smart about it, take 2 teams and pick up $2k ;) 
4- Keep practices 1.5 hours long up to 3 x per week. Try to aim for 2. Schedule back to back trainings and make $300-$400 per day. 
5- If players fall off the pace, have tryouts. Replace injured, out of form and weaker players every season. 
5- Get a few more coaching gigs. Some coaches here work with 4 teams with some up to 6 teams. They coach back to back to back games, often charging $150-$200 per 
game up to 6 games per weekend. None of these coaches would suggest running a training session in replacement for a tournament or suggest 1 game per day because they 
make substantially less $. 

If anyone looking for a job with me is trying to do any of the above with the interest of a select few or themselves over the player and the club, then these coaches wont earn a 
penny from me. 

Just wanted to share this with you :) 

You wrote something very profound. I agree. You are correct in saying there is little to no accountability. There isn’t any even in the youth clubs around here. It really is the 
wild west. The only way that we can start producing top talent is when the check book is owned by the technical people in the club. Pm not saying the coaches. I’m saying 
that people such as me (and i say this in all modesty) who has formal education in management along with a playing and coaching (technical) background needs to be in 
control of which staff to hire and the curriculum and philosophy. If i had run another club the way we run ours now, I would have been fired many times over. III spare you the 
reasons why! 

Stanford probably does not run out much unedited game footage of our matches with them when they are talking about UNC. But because girls do not watch the 

game and the press is rarely critical of anyththg they cover in the girls/women’s game (including this past world cup), the players rarely know when a "recruiter" is 
telling the truth. 
Gary Ireland 

(650) 387 4~28 
Skype 
Find me on Pass2Me 

From: Anson Dorranoe <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Gary Ireland @yahoo.com> 
Cc: bill palladino ~aol.com>: @msn.com>; Chris Ducat <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; cindy cone 

@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday,            12:28 PM 
Subject: Re: Thank you Gary for your wonderful support! 

@gmail.com>; 

I do appreciate your support becau~ I respect you as a coach because of what I know you can do with players, coming in was one of the most technica] 

players I had EVER recruited and she was not shy in sharing who taught her how to play. 

I know how people recruit aga~nst us ~d I know the ways they throw us under the bus. Staxitbrd ta]ks about this wonderful possession game that they play but it 



struggles to stand np against pressure. The most visible time we played Sta~ford was in the national championship fina] in     and the national telecast was keeping 

the possession statistic in lull view of mayone that was watching the telecast. At "the half the possession statistics was UNC 68% Stanford 32% by the end of the game it 

was UNC 56% Stantbrd 44% ... that is like MAN U against a team in the second division. Even the game fftatistics are very sla~ted ... shots UNC 19 to 9 maxgin; 

coruer kicks 11 to 3 margin. We played in their half most of the time m~d we tx3ssessed the ball against them. Stanford probably does not run out much unedited game 
footage of our matches with them when they are talking about UNC. But because girls do not watch the game and the press is rarely critic~ of an~hing they cover in 

the gifls/wotnens game (including this l&aSt world cup), the players rarely know when a "recruiter" is telling the truth. 

Still, we just wa~t our share of the good players mid I promise you if get players as good (they do not have to be better) as the ones Stratford is getting, they will 

struggle to beat us and at the end of tour years our players will have improved dramatically in compm-ison with ~:ayone. What we do is unique. 
Thanks again for trying to help us get onr share. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 
[YNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 
>>> Gary. Ireland 
Hello Anson and All. 

~yahoo.com> 12:54 AM >>> 

I’m naturally happy to continue to support UNC and pleased that you are enthused enough to share your thoughts! With     being there and      having been there and the 
subsequent interactions there is a certain amount of loyalty and interest that comes along with that. The fact that your success (as a program and individually) speaks for 
itself doesnt really need my endorsement or recognition. 

That said, we are always on the look out to find players who have that combination of competitiveness, soccer IQ and athleticism as well as the desire to wear the ’Carolina 
Blue’. The bar is very high needless to say. While your t~cruiting success (i.e. you get more bang for your buck) is relatively high compm~d to Stanford i often wonder how 
many of those players end up going to Stanford because UNC gets thrown under the bus by certain individuals? What I’m mostly concerned about is the underhanded 
methods people use to steer people away from UNC, including taking digs at playing style and focus on athleticism. Let me be candid with you. By now you know that UNC 
is used to being criticized. I get it all the time. I wont go on. It comes with the turf being a winner, no?:) 

We do things different at my club. We ask a lot of the players and coaches. We are all about continuous improvement and benchmarking. We are constantly comparing and 
contrasting what we do and pressuring ourselves and each other to do better- to strive. The environment at our club is an extension of how I grew as a player, something that 
attracts me to UNC. I see other college coaches ’candy coating’ their delivery and not being honest with their payers. I dont see players leaving programs as good as they go 

into them. 

I worked for 2 other institutions in soccer: Wiel Coewer and Liverpool F.C. I was often amazed by peoples’/others’ jealousy and envy and by people who would rather see 

them down than ask ’what do you do that makes you so successful?L While the secret to any individual and org. success is the ability to adapt for their competition 
(something you do better than anyone i might add- this is why i said you were the first to embrace what the Japanese are doing). 

You are correct in saying that too many people try to live vicariously through their kids. I have no doubt that you can take any player of any caliber into the UNC program and if 
they arent competitive then they soon will be. Taking athletic players into your program who are driven will only get you off on the right foot. 

The reality is that we have far too many youth coaches ruining players’ career’. We send players off to college without the requisite fundamental skills then blame colleges for 
not ’developing players’. This is unfair to the college who are placed under prohibitive rules preventing or at least inhibiting player development. While i myself developed 
extensively between 20 and 24 years of age, the ’right’ time to develop fundamental and advance techniques is when the players is young. Hopefully by the time the kids are 
14-15 they have terrific training habits. I know that whomever we send to a college will only continue to get better. I say in all modesty when i guarantee you that our players 
will only continue to improve without being pushed in college. That’s our job as youth coaches and mentors, right?! 

We are getting fantastic reviews back from some of the top coaches on the West coast about how skilled our players are which does surprise me to be frank with you. I beg 
to differ with their assessment of our players’ abilities. They all have a long way to go and they know it. While we try and build up the confidence of the youngsters, our 
responsibility is to ensut~ they understand whet~ they are on the madmap in every facet of the game. We don’t want to end up like the Atlanta school system! (CNN story you 
might have heard about). 

UNC will continue to attract some of the best talent in our region. What I would like to do is to make sure that the right information is pitched to them. Its pretty clear that the 
ODP Regional staff in the West (Jerry Smith, Mark Carr, Nell McGuirt~) use ODP as a recruiting network for their colleges. While Neil has made some effort to connect with 
the clubs in the area (first coach to do so!) so has Mark Carr from USF. I think they need to start doing more of this in general because ODP was not what it once was. Next 
weekend in Region 4 Camp they will be missing several of the Regions top players. Only 1 of 10 State, Regional and National Pool players attend ODP. We have a total of 20 
select players, of which only 1 opted to even attend ODP at the District level. 4 others have dropped out of ODP due to travel and other issues- mostly to do with US Soccer 
Federation Training centers and more recently the strength of our club connections. We are also helping players get tryouts with Mexico and Israel. After talking more with 
Abner, i think these are signs of changing times. Players feel that they can get their development with clubs and clubs as well as colleges are becoming better recruiters for 
colleges. I don’t think tournaments do it anymore. 

The future i think is connecting with each club. What are the virtues of the players? How to they train? How to they self train? What are they like at 12 years of age versus 
what they will be like at 15. We can tell tyout this. We do have the ’crystal ball’ to a certain extent, e.g- We have a young player heading to U14 National Camp in early July. 
We anticipate she will do well. Athletic but not polished. In 2 years if she continues to immerse herself in our program, she will be a household name. If she eases off and just 
competes in games and tournaments, she will get nowhere. I recall the conversation regarding Riley with Nell McGuire etc. My advice to Neil was have her ptactice mot~ and 
compete (on the road) less. Focus on becoming individually better and intensifying (with quality) her training environment. 

I know rm preaching to the choir! rll stop now-As Lorrie indicated in her previous email..J feel a ’rant’ coming on :) 

On a slightly separate but related subject, Im not sure if you know Michael Mulvey- Id like to introduce you if you havent met already. Michael was the Queensland coach you 
might have chatted to briefly when we played Queensland that night in Brisbane. He is now asst. Manager of the Australian Men’s Pro. team "Gold Coast" United (very close 
to where we stayed on the Gold Coast). He was saying that he had given 17 of the ’Mathilda’s’ their first start in soccer. While Australia has a ways to go, they have come a 
long way. When I took Coerver to Australia in 1988 there wasnt a team to speak of. The Australian coach at the time was a coaching associate of mine- we did clinics 
together and he met the Ozzie team whenver then had a match- no training and no development. Not even any girls teams. Progress has clearly been made in Australia. We 
see other countries catching up. Id like to see the US embrace whats happening o/seas and see of we cant progress. First problem- dont worry about gearing to win weekend 
games and tournaments. Compete within practice. Compete technically, physically and in every aspect. In other words: quality, quantity and duration of practices v games will 
get us on the right track. Without sounding like its a hopeless situation, i wouldnt hold your breath for us in Cal North- we have some work to do but could certainly use your 
help. 
Good luck in pt~-season! 

Best Wishes 
Gary 



(650) 387 4128 
Skype 
Find me on Pass2Me 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.uno.edu> 
To: Gary Ireland, ~yahoo.com> 
Cc: bill palladino ~aol.com>; @msn.com>; Chris Ducat <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; cindy cone 

~EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday,            7:52 AM 

Subject: Thank you Gary for your wonderful support! 

@gmail.com>; 

you axe a good man to keep us in the loop with your elite players 811d advise us on what we can do to have a presence in NorIhern CaliIbrnia. I am not naive to how 

effective Stanford and Paul are at recruiting. We have never recruited well againsl them. In t:act I thi~& in our history against Stanford we are 6 for 32 against them .... in 

other words we have gone head to head against them 32 times and we have won only 6 battles. During our recent three national championship mn in four years (2006- 

2009) there were six players on the field for Staxfford that we lost to them (so we were playing them with back up recPdits). Yet despite the huge dispari~ in recrniting 

agsJ, nst them we have never lost to them and we have managed to win 21 national championships and they are still searching for their first one. 

Years ago I was olt~red the job at Stanford and I was tempted to go bnt then winning would have been no challenge ont there as 811 their sports teams win; but despite 

their huge advantage in recruiting their soccer team has not won championsNps like all their other non revenne teams at Stanford. 

Thank yon for olt~ring to host an id camp for us. I do feel it would help us but I don’t think it would slow Stanford’s recn~iting. We are hoping to get the kid that is a bit 

of a maverick, that wants to carve her own path; that is confident in her own skin; who has a mother and father that is not living a life vicariously through their kids: "oh, 

my kid goes to StanIbvd" ! And there are so many quality players out there and we j ust want to get our share. We want five players a year that can play. Hopefully at 

least one will be t?om California (you guys are producing the best players). We are dil]~rent than mosl schi~ols, we try to play every player we recruit. And we are 

hoping that 811 "the characteristics that make us uniqne will still re,hate with five quality players a year. 

All "the best, nay ti-iend! Ye~ let’s tigure out a way to get at least one quaJity player every couple of years t?om your soccer rich commtmity. If we still manage to lind an 

occasionsJ southern CsJifornian (we have two coming in this fg,1), this will keep us at one California stud a year! 

Anson Dolrance 

Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 
>>> Gary Ireland 
hello anson and chris. 

@yahoo.com> 7:07 PM >>> 

fyi, im being your ’spy’ in the west. 
you can clearly see that albertin (strong supporter of paul # stanford) and 
erin (same) are copied in this string with Cooney (asst Stanford coach)- 
this is why i think you should come out and at least attend one of these events and tie in an id camp with us. 

most east coast and others are missing out on our payers, fyi paul met with albertin for lunch before one of the national training centers, to say that paul has access to these 
lists is an understatement, im not against stanford and paul networking to present stanford because id do the same but i do know of several players in the area that arent 
connected to unc or if they are, its indirectly through us or matin or others. 

i suggest a 2 x per year or min once per year presence in the area. id love to run an id camp for you.. 

btw, not sure what the entry level is for national teams but if albertin has the ul 7 national team, ill take the full squad :) 

btw, i had abner rogers here for 2 days. we are collaborating on a few things, speaks very highly of you as a person anson! 

best wishes 

best wishes 
gary 
Gary Ireland 

(650) 387 4128 
Skype 
Find me on Pass2Me 

.... Forwarded Message .... 

From: "jeff@upfmntmtg.com" <jeff@upfrontmtg.com> 
To: Gary h~land.           @yahoo.corn>; "manager@unionfootballclub.com" <manager@unionfootballclub.com> 
Cc: "Dave McGovern (dmcgovern@ussoccer.org)" <dmcgovern@ussoccer.org>; ’bill wiskeP             @sbcglobal.net> 
Sent: Monday,            3:53 PM 
Subject: FW: North TC’s for girls invite/rosters 9th and 10th=USSF 

Billy, Erin and Gary.-. please note that one of each girl listed below is in your club and their home family email came back as undeliverable ( due to my typo) 



so the pare~ts did ~ot gel Please conl]rm with Dave McGovem from USSF on this email thread that you did get the Dec invite and will pass this o~] to 
them directly and get us their corrected infe. 
[ha~ks JefI 

From: Dave McGovem [mailto:dmcgovern@ussoccer.org] 
Sent: Monday,            1:07 PM 
To: jeff@upfrontmtg.com; Hugo Perez 
Cc: Albertin Montoya; erin montoya; jcooney@stanford.edu 
Subject: RE: North TC’s for girls invite/rosters 9th and 10th-USSF 
Jeff: 
The following email addresses did not work: 

_~,comcast.net 

@comcast.net 

@sbcglobal.net 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Curtis Freeman     @me.com> 

Wednesday, August 3, 2011 12:50 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Proposal tbr Coastal District 

Untitled attachment 106921 .htm 

Coach, 
I thought I would share this email ruth you fl~at I sent to Sam and Brantley at SCYS. ~Ve are in the middle of developing a new league on the coast in SC and these 

are my ideas towards what is needed to truly impact player development. Probably got a lot of my thoughts from being around you, but also would love to get involved 

with you on fl~e National and Regional stuff~ 

I will see you next week in Ocean Isle! 

Curtis 

Begin tbm’axded message: 

SCYS proposal.pdf i:.:~, :."l N~,,, 20..’_2 12;50;29 -040:.’. 51O.¢2[::?tes 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Carin Gabarra <gabarra@usna.edu;, 

Tuesday, September 13, 2011 9:38 AM 

’Anson DorraJ~ce’ <anson@~mcaa.unc.edn> 

’Dave Brandt’ <brand@usna.edu-~ 

I~NV: Zone III Conference Call - Monday, Septelnber 12th at l:00pm ET (10:00am PT) 

Anson, 

Here is the latest copy for the zone 3 conference call we discussed yesterday. 

Before this email, Fotop offered 3 dates and everyone replied the best day/time. 

I am very excited you are coming to Annapolis to speak at the leadership conference. Dave Brandt and I will take you out to dinner if you have time, and Jim can get you on 
the golf course!!!! 

I will touch base after the zone 1 call tomorrow. Please mention to Mia the idea of presenting your top 3-5 ideas at October Task Force Meeting. 

Carin 

From: April Heinrichs [mailto:aheinrichs@ussoccer.org] 
Sent: Saturday, September 03, 2011 5:12 PM 
To: Danielle Fotopoulos (fotopodr@eckerd.edu); Tony DiCicco (tdidcco@bostonbreakers.com); Christian Lavers; ’Shannon Cirovski’; mjrobins@udel.edu 

@verizon.net; Jim Moorhouse; Jill Ellis; Carin Gabarra 
Subject: Zone III Conference Call - Monday, September :t2th at l:00pm ET (’10:00am PT) 

To All, 

I hope this email finds you well....and enjoying the holiday weekend! 

Here is a brief synopsis of a few ideas that may help us combat or overcome some of the major challenges and issues our Zone III players face today (in no 

particular order, and by no means all inclusive or fully defined yet): 

Summer Residency - invite players to CA for 8 weeks of training? 

Summer Y~VT Festival - #~’ite the top 200 players, co-mingle ages and train and play games? 

Build national trainh~g centers around the country creating regionah2ed academies of excellence 

Create a ’league’ we h~rve this on the table; we’re setting it aside until we’ve thrown all the ideas on the table. 

Others???? 

Please review and let me know if this sparks any further thoughts in preparation for our discussion during our next Zone III call. 

We are CONIF~IRMED for Monday, September 3.2, 

Here is the dial-in information: 

Domestically Dial: 888-850-4523 

Internationally Dial: 73.9-234-7800 

Participant Code: 574-3.96-0:137# 

*If you have trouble dialing in, please call my cell 

Here is a brief Agenda: 

:1. Propose,/discuss other ideas members have on solutions to issues identified in Zone Ilk 

2. Discuss goal for October Task Force meeting- present Top 3-5 concepts 

3. Schedule next Zone III Conference Call: 
th a. Week of September 26 (Monday or Tuesday at l:00pm ET (10:00am PT) 

b. Do we need another call to prepare for October 

I look forward to our next call, a healthy discussion and your input on the Zone III challenges. 

Happy- weekend and be safe! 

April 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Linda Cardenas <lcardenas@ussoccer.org> 

Wednesday, 10:25 AM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

RE: FW: Zone 1 Presentation.pptx 

Yes I will. No problem. 

Have a wonderful day! 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:26 AM 
To: Linda Cardenas 

Subject: Re: FW:       Zone i Presentation.pptx 
Thank you Linda and if you carl find what they sent out about the Portland Player Development meeting last spring ] would appreciate that as well, 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > Linda Cardenas < [_c__a__[ic_!_o___[?~LS__@__u___s__s__o___c__c__o___[2_o__[..q > 9/14/2011 9:56 AM > > > 

Please see attached. 

Thank you, 

Linda D. (:ardenas 

L~xecutiv¢ Ar;:;:.s~r.~nt !o Cl~O/Secr etoty Gem*.rol 

U.S. Soccer Federa don 

1801 S. Prairie Avenue 

Chicago, IL 60616 

Office: 

Mobile: 

Fax: :L312.808.:130:1 

Lc__a___r__d___e__n___a___s__@_____u___s__s_9__c__c___e__r_:__o_ £ ~ 
www, ussoccer.com 

From: Asher Mendelsohn 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:16 PM 
To: Linda Cardenas 
Cc: Brian Remedi 
Subject: Zone 1 Presentation.pptx 

Linda, 

Could you please print four color copies of the attached presentation for tomorrow’s meeting (Brian, Dan, Kevin and me)? 

Thanks, 

Asher 



Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Wednesday, October 5,2011 11:42 AM 

’Anson Dorrance’ <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Robinson, Mattkew J <,njrobins,a,~udel.edu> 

USA hockey video m~d informational campaign 

Anson take a look at this link. I talked to guy from usa hockey and he is happy to assist in anyway. Clikc on Lhe video on this tink. This is a vision of mia or abby or 

hope talking about what a coach should be doing, 

http:!iwww,admkids.com! 

F~m= Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa,unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 03, 2011 2:01 PM 
To= Robinson, Ma~hew 3 
Subject: RE: Soccer Tas~orce Call with April on Thursday at ~ pm. Ma~ Robinson 

Thanks Matt~ 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Wome~Ys Soccer 

w) 9:19 962 4:100 

> > > "Robi nson, Matthew J" < mirobins@udel.edu > :10/:1/20:1:1:1:20 PM > > > 
For ~:hose of you who wan~: to either redo th~-Ar weighl:k~gs and ~ote see the dkectkms 

Log onto demo.dec~s~onhms.com no need to do www in [font. Abo be sure to d~saMe pop up Mockers. 

Once there ~og and then put in password 

If you want to redo your comparisons 

When there launch comparative analysis file 

2 Click on compare criteria 

You will do a three step comparison of meso to macro and to Micro 

Then you w~H just do the meso comparisons. There are 36 ~ have done a~l of the others. 

If you want Lo vote on the countries. Anson, hank, and j~m have noL done yet. 

C~ck th~ #3 Evaluate A~ternat~ves 

Once ~n the upper left d~ck on group ratings. Again you only have to vote 

countries. You see the cout~[:ry you are eva~ua[}t~g above the ra[lk~[lg categories. After you vote on vokm~e of ~:~sr[Jc~patioq, go back k~p and select Lhe next countr 

then vo~:e on d~e nine variables again. ARer you finish a country, go with your k:on ~:o ~:he 

next vole in the orange. Remember you don’t have Lo do any other votes ~t is all data Lhat has been entered. 

If you have trouMe call me on cell Monday ~s very bad but rest of week ~ am good~ 

Th a n ks 

Matt 

From= Robinson, Ma~hew ~ 
Sent= Tuesday, September 27, 20~ ~0:06 AM 
To= ’Anson Dorrance’; ’Hank’ 
C¢= ’tony@soccerplus.org’; ’April Heinrichs’ 
Subject= RE: Soccer TasWorce Call with April on Thursday at ~ pm. Ma~ Robinson 
I-tel~o Everyone: JusL wanted to send dermis for con[:erence call on Thursday September 29 at ~:00 pm EST. 

The csH ~n number is 
Confere~ce D}aFin Numbe~: (805) 

the st~dy, 
April, t[[ar[k yo~ for t]~e opportm-~ity for ~Js to sh~re w}t]~ yotL for it was (m~ o~ out s~:a~:ed ~oa]s at the start was ~:o be able to s]~are t]~s in~otm~t~o~[ w~t[[ t]~e federatkm }r[ a formal 

A[[ t~e best and I am ~ook}n~ ~orward ~:o bHn!ling close,re t:o t~e fh~e work of the ~:ask h)rce over t~e past year. 

~m= Anson Dorrance [ma~l~:anson@uncaa,unc,edul 
$entl Monday, September ~2, 20~ 4:26 PN 
Te= ’Hank’; Robinson, Na~hew ] 
¢¢= ’tony@soccerplus,org’ 
Subject= RE: Soccer Taskforce Call on Wed at ~ am EST ~anks and followup 

9 AM on the 19th will work so will 11 am on the 20th (September). 11 am on the 21st will not work for me. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 9:19 962 4:100 

> > > "Robinson, Matthew J" <m~robins@L[del.edu> 9/:12/20:1:1 3::12 PM > > > 
Anson, Hank and Tony: 

I am sorry for ~:he delay on this, I have been swamped w~th new responsff)~Ries, starting ~:o get a hoM o~ things, 

I did presenl:at:~on for April J~rn and .JILL ~ kepL ~t to the facts and ~im~ted my observatkms 

Apd[ ~s open for a call for you a[[ Lo offer your ~deas based on reporL We need to set a date~ 

Also, Sweden ca~T~e [[~ with report late I am add[R~ now. 



What days h:~r w~-_~ek of w~-_~ek of Sept 19 

Matt 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edul 
Sent: Wednesday, August 17, 2011 2:17 PM 

To: ’Hank’; Robinson, Matthew J 
Cc: ’tony@soccerplus.org’ 
Subject: RE: Soccer Taskforce Call on Wed at 11 am EST Thanks and followup 

Matt, 
tremendous job __ ] learned more this year from jumping into your work product than my three years in law school. 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > "Robi nson, Matthew J" <.E~r__%b__LL!_s_@__u__d__~j_&d___u_.> 8/17/2011 12:01 PM > > > 

Guys 

Thanks for your time today. If you have any specific suggestions or recommendations please send them to me. I will start putting together the final draft ASAP~ I will 

reach out t.:) April to F:d: her know repot[: is h:~rth coming 

All the bes[: in all that you do and tony good hick with 

Matt 

F~ Robinson, Ma~hew 3 
~Bt~ Tuesday, August 16, 2011 ~:0~ PM 

To~ ’Anson Dorrance’; ’Hank’ 
~ tonF@soccerplus.or9 
~bje~t~ Soccer Taskforce Call on Wed at 11 am EST Call number 

Confere~ce OiaFin Numbe~: (712) 451-6000 

Pa~tk:ipant Access Code: 5~0395# 

Fre~: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 15, 2011 5:05 PM 

To: ’Hank’; Robinson, Matthew ] 
Cc: tony@soccerplus.org 
Subject: RE: Task Force Report and Presentation 
Yes, 11 AM Wednesday will work for me as well~ and congrats Tony on making the playoffs. ] heard from 
Sky Blue kids you eliminated!!! 

about the game details and of course from all those Tar Heel 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > "Robi nson, Matthew J" < mirobjns@udeLedu> 8/15/2011 9:10 AM > > > 

Ok, how about :1.:[ instead of 10:30 that works for hank and and tony wont have to be late, let me know anson. 

M a Lt 

From: Ha nk [mailto: _@gE)~_[[&___o___m__l 
Sent: Monday, August 15, 2011 9:09 AM 
To: Robinson, Matthew J 
Cc: Hank; ’Anson Dorrance’; .t__o___n_y__@__s__o___££_e__r_p__Lu___s_=_o___rg 
Subject: Re: Task Force Report and Presentation 

Wednesday 9: central time works for me. 

On Aug 15, 2011, at 8:03 AM, Robinson, Matthew J wrote: 

Anson, [:hanks I will wait to hear from hank and to[~y 

Matt 

Fm~: Anson Dorrance [.~_¢~92~_~B_@_M_~_~_M_~_¢~_M] 
SeBt= Sunday, August [% 20~ 8:2~ PM 
Te= Robinson, Ma~hew ~ 
Co:         ~qmaH.com; tony@soccerplus.orq 
Subject: RE: Task Force RepoR and Presen~tion 

Works for me~ 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > "Robinson, Matthew J" < mirobins@udel.edu > 8/13/2011 9:31 AM > > > 

Ok, conflicts on Monday. 

What does Wednesday morning say 10:30 est. 

Again would love to have all three of you on the phone to discuss the meaning of the what I presented in the research findings and potential recommendations. 

All the best 

Matt 

Original Message 



From: Anson Dorrance .[mailto:anson@uncaa.unc,eduj 

Sent: Thursday, August 11, 2011 10:53 PM 

To: Robinson, Matthew J 

Cc:          ~)gmail.com; tony@soccerplus.org 

Subject: Re: Task Force Report and Presentation 

12:30 Mon works best for me. The NSCAAjust set up a call for me on Tuesday at 11 am. [ finished the report Matt, it was excellent! 

Sent from my iPad 

On Aug 10, 2011, at 9:26 AM, "Robinson, Matthew J" < "njrob ns@ude ed > wrote 

> Tony Does Tuesday at 11 work, of not Iwill see with hank and anson 

> for the 12:30 on Monday Thanks 
> 

> Matt 
> 

> From: Tony DiCicco [mailto:tony@soccerplus.org] 

> Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2011 7:41 AM 

> To: Robinson, Matthew J; Robinson, Matthew J; Anson Dorrance; Hank 
> Subject: RE: Task Force Report and Presentation 
> 

> I expect to be in training at llam on Monday...earliest for me is 

> 12:30pm 
> 

> From: mirobins@udel.edu < mailto:mirobins@udel.edu > 

> [mailto:r~irobins@udel.edu]< mailto:[mailto:mirobins@udekedu]> 

> Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2011 7:32 AM 

> To: Tony DiCicco; Robinson, Matthew J; Anson Dorrance; Hank 

> Subject: Re: Task Force Report and Presentation 
> 

> Guys Anson can’t do Friday. What about 11 am EST on monday, Just let 

> me know, Thanks. Matt 
> 

> Sent from my Vedzon Wireless BlackBerry 
> 

> 

> From: Tony DiCicco <tony@soccerplus,org < mailto:tony@soccerplus.org > > 

> Date: Tue, 9 Aug 2011 16:17:26 0400 

> To: Robinson, Matthew 
> J <[Z~£-~-~-b-j~[~-s-~-@-a--c-!~E~j~r-~5-Ld-~j~-e--d-~-u-~5‘-[ZLa-j~[-L~-2E~r-~4--b-i-n-~-s~@-a---d--r-.-~-[I1~-u---d--e--[~&c-!--u-> >; Anson 

> Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu <mailto:anson@uncaa.unc,edu > >; 
> Hank <           ~r_p__a_jJ.__c__o__r_[lb_E0___a_jj__Lo__~          ~_g_E]__a_[[:_c_£4E] > > 

> Subject: RE: Task Force Report and Presentation 
> 

> Early pm on Friday ~vorks for me. Something like lpm 
> 

> From: Robinson, MatthewJ 
> [mailto:r~irobins@udel.edu]< mailto:[mailto:mjrobins@udekedu]> 

> Sent: Tuesday, August 09, 2011 4:09 PM 

> To: Tony DiCicco; Anson Dorrance; Hank 

> Subject: RE: Task Force Report and Presentation 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> Thank you for your comments and observations, I have put responses in the email, 
> 

> Also, how does Friday work for you guys for a call. I only have an 11 a.m est meeting right now. 
> 

> What about 1:30 p.m. est. or I could do 9:30 a.m est. 
> 

> Matt 
> 

> From: Tony DiCicco 

>/[n_a_j_LLo_zt__O__L~_~3_s___o__c___c_~_r_p__Lu___s_~_o__r__~ 3 < [ZLa_j_Lt:_o_l[n_a_j_[L¢~ ~_D~ @ ~_¢ ~_~ £ p_[~_~_~Z ~ ~ > 

> Sent: Monday, August 08, 2011 10:30 PM 

> To: Robinson, Matthew J; Anson Dorrance; Hank 
> Subject: RE: Task Force Report and Presentation 
> 

> Matt, thanks for compiling this report it really is impressive and I think it will be a big help for US Soccer as they move forward to the next phase of player development. 

do have a couple of thoughts: 
> 

> 1. Do we have a breakdown of Federation costs for their youth players as compared to their senior national team players? Some provided a percentage for elite and 

grassroots, not all of them, 
> 

> 2. Do we have Federation’s financial participation in the respective professional/semi professional leagues. The most common is the support of the players, They do 

not support the clubs, but Germany and Australia strongly/recommend boarding on mandating that the top level clubs offer a women’s team as well. In all cases the 

women’s teams don’t make money. The challenge we face in the US is wsa is a market driven entity. This would be an interesting discussion of if or how federation would 

support senior women’s league, k appears it is important to have. 
> 



> B, Additional thoughts: 
> 

> a, There is not way to determine the positive impact of futsal in Brazil but, I am very interested to see some level of correlation between futsal and technical 
development Yes 
> 

>b, Canada used B2% of their budget for their girls/women’s development which was way above any other federation, I know that is a big push not in soccer but all 

sports, The LTAD is being implemented across most of the sports, We have the guy who does it speak at our Olympic Coaching program, 
> 

> c. England has 14 full time staff on the female side and also pay 50 development officers...there are English players in our league that are impressive but are not in time 

England WNT program. Perhaps they indirectly benefited from the system. They have benefited from the strong soccer culture of the country and I got the sense the women 

were very focused on the development of players and a view that was opposite of the criticisms presented in the Every Boys Dream book. 
> 

> i. Interesting that England mandates 4 3 3 up to UiBs...I am interested to learn their rationale. Having played their U20s and 

also watching their full team...they are die hard 4 3 3 teams and don’t change. I got friendly with FA person who did survey I can ask this of her. Potential guess is that she 
answered this as to say they train in it 4 3 3 but there may be flexibility at the higher levels depending on opponent etc. but still it is most preferred even if coach has 

choice. 
> 

> d. France indicated that over 500K was allocated to major events but they don’t seem to create any events. Clearly their club system, specifically Lyon is the pseudo 

national team training groud, ok 
> 

> e. Germany has their own women’s department in the Federation and has 360 regional training centers...WOW! Yea that blew us away when we visited there. 
> 

> f, Japan has 20% of their top plays U15 or younger, training with boys. Yes, 
> 

> g. USA has 7 million female players and 4000 clubs. That is incredible. However, I think that ODP still has a big role in developing elite female players but has moved 

to a more ID program. The ECNL (Elite Club National League) has really become the developmental structure within USA Soccer. The ECNL most closely resembles the US 

Soccer Boys Academy.I believe that is Anson’s view as well. Collaboration and not competition. Our ODP is very much like the Australian model. Tom even said that. Tom said 

Aussie federation has more control and or say over their states than we do with ODP. 
> 

> 

> 

> Matt again thank you for all your work... Thanks, it was a fascinating experience. 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> From: Robinson, MatthewJ 
> [mailto:mjrobins@udel.edu]< mailto:[mailto:mirobins@udel,edu]> 

> Sent: Friday, August 05, 2011 1:39 PM 

> To: ’Anson Dorrance’; ’Hank’; Tony DiCicco 

> Subject: Task Force Report and Presentation 
> 

> Anson, Hank and Tony 
> 

> Attached is a draft of the final report of our taskforce. I have also added power point slides. 
> 

> f am interested in feedback on a couple of levels. 
> 

> First, I have asked anson and hank this should we make recommendations for us soccer based on findings. I have not done that at this point. In fact in the powerpoint 

slides I discuss and evaluation of the countries in terms of the nine areas. I did not include that in this report. 
> 

> Also, I have identified trends, it is under research observations. Did I miss anything that should be included. 
> 

> I am still working on a cover sheet, thank you etc. and bibliography but I wanted to get this off to you guys for initital feedback. 
> 

> The completed report would bring closure to our taskforce. 
> 

> I am preparing another version for FfFA and the participating countries, but I wanted to make one that is directed at US Soccer. 
> 

> ff you all want to do a call on this next week after you read and digest let me know. 
> 

> All the best 
> 

> Matt 
> 

> Dr, Matthew J. Robinson 

> Professor 

> Sport Management 

> Alfred E. Lerner College of Business 

> University of Delaware 
> 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amanda Vande~a~ort @mac.com~ 

Friday, October 7, 2011 3:16 PM 

Mia Hamm @aol.com> 

doc@msysa.org; j cosgrove@usyo uthsoccer.org; 

Donance <~anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Conference c~Jl info 

i@aol.com; mjrobins@udel.edu; Carin Gabarra <gaba~a@usna.edu>; Anson 

As a quick follow-up to the call in support of Action Item #4 - Implementing soccer/fi~tsal progmming at the elementao, school level in conjunction ruth the Let’s Move 

campaJgn - the USWNT did a training session mfla Michelle Obama on the White Hou~ lawn yesterday. Son?, if you you discus~d this on the caJl and I missed that 

because I joined late, but here are a t~w links. 

Photos on Facebook: 

http://www.facebook.com/mediaiset/?set a. 10150331638613941.355262.32421823940&type 1 

’][’he press release on US Soccer: 

http://w~v.ussoccer.com,~ ews/Womens-Nafional- Temn/2011 / 10/WNT- Visit- White- House.aspx 

Cheers, 

Amanda 

On Oct 6, 2011, at 9:23 AM, Mia Hamm wrote: 

Sony guys. I just noticed that the date and time were not included. 

It will be tolnolrow Oct 7., at 2pm eastern tilne. 

Thalfl~s again. 

Mia 

Sere from my iPhone 

On Oct 6, 2011, at 12:21 PM, doc@msysa.org wrote: 

Give me a time. 

Bill Stara, Technical Director 
MSYSA 
221 5th Ave SE 
Glen Burnie, MD 21061 
Education is the short cut to success. 

.... Original Message .... 

From: "Mia Hamm", ,~,aol.com> 
Sent: Thursday, October 6,2011 12:15pm 
To: "jcosgrove@us¥outhsoccer.org" <jcosgrove@usyouthsoccer.orq>, "doc@msysa.org" <doc@msysa.org>, " @aol.com" 

.~,aol.com>, " .~,mac.com" , ~,mac.com>, "mirobins~,udel.edu" <mirobins~,udel.edu>, "Carin 
Gabarra" <¢labarra(~,usna.edu>, "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Conference call info 

Hello there. I know this is short notice but if we can get as many of you on a call tomorrow as possible it will be greatly appreciated. This will 
allow us to be prepared for the larger meeting next week. 
Looking forward to your t~sponse. 
Thanks again, 

Mia 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jim Moorhouse <jmoorhouse@ussoccer.org> 
Date: October 6,2011 11:40:00 AM EDT 
To:         @aol.com"         ~aol.com> 

Cc: "gabarra@usna.edu" <gabarra@usna.edu> 
Subject: Conference call info 

Mia, 
I just spoke to Carin (and sounds like she gave you a bad email address for me so I didn’t get the email). 
No issue with scheduling a call tomorrow at any time. We are clear all day. Here is the call in information you can fotward around. 

Domestic Call-in Number: 888-850-4523 

International Call-in Number: 719-234-7800 
Participant Code: 574-196-0137# 



My email is imoorhouse@ussoccer.or.q (no E in the middle). 
Thanks! 
Moorhouse out. 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 7, 2011 6:11 PM 

@aol.com; mia harem <        @aol.com >;                 ~mac.com; doc@msysa.org; 

gabarra@usna.edu; aheinrichs@ussoccer.org; jellis@ussoccer.org; j m oorhouse@ussoccer.org; 

jcosgrove@usyouthsoccer.org 

mjrobins@udel.edu 

Hockey’s excellent player development website 

Guys, 
Thanks for all those who were able to join us today on the call. Here is the link to USA Hockey’s American Development Model website: ht~tp:i!www.admkids.com/(it is 

worth a look), 
Matt Robinson followed up after our call with USA Hockey and found out their investment in this was ~400,000.00. Matt has some detail of the cost breakdown~ but 

cert~in~v set~:mg up ~:he s~te, video produc:~:~on (great video 8]W), gel:ring the ri~ht people to the s~l:e through theh" marketing (:ampa~gn etc. were parts of the 

On behalf of M~a~ ~ wi~ be presentin8 ~:or d~scuss~on the ~:our ma~n points of ou~ call: 

I. Market,n8 m~d P "o-notion Campaign (l~ke USA ~ockev) 

~L A ~ew GoBeh~ Schoo~ w~th ~ayer De~elo?me~t as the ddv~n~ p~atfo~m ~n a DOC Course 

IlL Recommend a h.EIl l:kne US Soccer ~mbedded Zone I leader (lille Germ~ny) wkh the p.:)]i[k:~l savvy to recruit ALL the youth ten, ms, groups, ]e~gues to join our Zone 

p~ayer devek)pmen~: revolution 
IV. Develop a ~ocaf pilot P~E. program ~n the e~ement~w schools (to see ~f ~{ wo~’ks ~r~d ~s poss~Me)and ~ec~u~t the Ioca~ educsdon ~esders {o implement anti 

(Hke Miche]~e Obarna’s "Let’s Move" Program) ~deas ~n co[~nlun~[ies that st~ believe ~n "physical education’L 

AH the best. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Wome~Ys Soccer 

w) 919~962 4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mjrobins@udel.edu 

Friday, October 7, 2011 6:19 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Hockey’s excellent player development website 

Anson just forwarded breakdown it is annual and includes several things that were discussed today. Matt 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Bate." Fri, 7 Oct 2011 18:11:21 0400 

To;         _~aol.com,         @aol.com >; mia hamm <         @aol.com >;                  @mac.com,                  @mac.com >; 
doc@msysa.org <doc@msysa.org >; gabarra@usna.edu <gabarra@usna.edu >; aheinrichs@ussoccer.org <aheinrichs@ussoccer.org >; 

jellis@ussoccer.org <jellis@ussoccer,org >; j moorhouse@ussoccer,org <j moorhouse@ussoccer.org >; jcosgrove@usyouthsoccer.org <jcosgrove@usyouthsoccer.org > 

Co: Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@admin.udel.edu > 

Subject." Hockey’s excellent player development website 

Guys, 
Thanks for all those who were able to join us today on the call. Here is the link to USA Hockey’s American Development Model website: http://www.admkids.com/ 

worth a look). 

Matt Robinson followed up after our call with USA Hockey and found out their investment iN this was ~400,000.00. Matt has some detail of the cost breakdown; but 

cerLairfly sett~r~g up the s~te, video productk~r~ (great video }3TW}, getl:~r~g the right peopk~ to the sRe through ~:he~r markel:~r~g campaign e~:c, were par~:s of the 

e>:pense, 

OR behslf of M~a, ~ wi~ be presentin~ for d~scuss~oR the four ma~r~ points o~: our 

I, Market~ng and Promotion Campaign (Hke USA Hockey) 

II. A new Coaching Schoo~ w~th Player Development ~s the driving ~atform ~n ~ DOC Course 

Ilk Recommend a ful~ ~me US Soccer ~mbedded Zone I leader (~ike Germar~y) w~th the po~H:h::al savvy to recrui~ 

player deveh:~pment rew)lutkm 

IV. Develop a ]ocs~ pilot P,E, pro~sm ~n the e~ementa~y schools (to see H: ~t wod<s and ~s possible)and recru~L the Ioca~ educat~oR ~eaders to ir;~p~e~T~eRt s~Li obesity 

(l~ke Miche~e Obsma’s "Let’s Move~’ Program) ~deas ~n commLm~ties Lbat stH~ ~el~eve ~r~ ~’phys~csl education", 

AH the best, 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andy Barney <andyb@mokancomm.net~ 

Wednesday, October 12, 2011 7:24 AM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

New Book & First Book PDF’s 

Hi Anson, 
Thanks for contacting me about this exciting opportunity for children. It was groat chatting with you about the Zone One (U12) national objectives for developing players and 
fighting obesity. I was intrigued by your belief that Michelle Obama can be enlisted as the prime sponsor or spokesperson for youth soccer as a major vehicle for achieving her 
"Move Your Body" objectives. 
In my opinion my second book, "Legends For Life" (raw unedited copy attached), would be an excellent tool for convincing Michelle Obama to back soccer as the ideal sport 
with which to fight our national obesity epidemic. 
As discussed I would be willing to fly anywhere in the country on my own dime to help you make the case for soccer as the very best sporting vehicle for developing youth 
fitness and character. 
I knew when I started researching and writing this book that there was a greater purpose and benefit in it’s future. If it can be used to convince Michelle Obama that soccer is 
the most suitable vehicle for fighting poor health in children nationwide I would be honored. 
Feel fl~e to use and distribute either of the two PDF copies attached as you see fit. 
Please let me know when and where I can be of help, 
Many thanks, 
Kindest regards, 

:) A ndy B arn , 
Founder & President - Legends Soccer Clubs/HappyFeet/Soccer Excellence/National Indoor Soccer Championship 

Author"Training Soccer Legends" http://www.amazon.com/Training-Soccer-Legends-Andy-Barney/dp/1599759195/ref=sr 1 1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1289571804&sr=8-1 

"Legendary 1 v 1 Moves" http://www.worldclasscoachin.q.com/productcart/pc/viewPrd.asp?idproduct=174 

"Training Legendary 1 v 1 Moves" http://www~w~r~dc~assc~aching~c~m/pr~ductcart/pc/viewPrd~asp?idcateg~ry=~&idpr~duct=231 

NSCAA Clinician 

Cell 

Websites vwvw.happysoccedeet.com www.uppe~90.com vwv’w.legendssoccerclubs.com 

i’4+ SecL~reSter Stored: ~ot~d Z792346by~es; 

A1 - Traininq Soccer Leqends June 2011.pdf Tu,% 10 fan .::’012 05;25;37 0500 1712133byt ~s 

1A Latest copy of: LEGENDS FOR LIFE October 2011.pdf ]:.:% 1O Jan 7012 06;26;37 - 050:." b."S0213b’.,ees 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carin Gabarra <gabarra~usna.edu> 

Monday, October 17, 2011 9:15 AM 

’An~m Dorra~ce’ <an~n@uncaa.unc.edtv~; Mia < ~a~l.com>; April tteinrichs ~qaheinrichs@ussoccer.org>; Jill Ellis 

<jellis@ussoccer org>; Jim Moorho~ se <jmoorhouse@ussoccer.org>; @aol.com 

gabmra,~)usna.edu 

zone 1 

All, 

A little bit like one of the ideas we have been pushing in zone 1. 
C arin 

Title: 
U[~:http://www.usyouthsoccerorg/news/storv.asp’?storv id=6265 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amanda Vandel~ort < @mac.com~ 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 5:29 PM 

mia hamm ~ ~aol.com>; Anson Dorrance <aa~son@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Marketing Initiative - Zone 1 

Hey Mia. 

Good feedback. Maybe the Youth Coach Education piece (and tile U.S. Soccer Curriculum) should be wrapped up into Initiative #2 and we should expand the scope 

there? What do we have written lip for that already? Seems like we’re perhaps addressing two very. different needs and audiences here (althongh there will ofconrse 

be overlap especially where parent-coaches are concerned). Thoughts? 

Thanks, 

Amanda 

Initiative I = Marketing Campaign 

Problem: We live in a results-oriented society where individuals and tean~s are perceived as valuable only if they win. Theretbre, parents often hold their children mad 

their coaches accountable for winning, regardless of whether they are improving as players or not. This forces coaches to focus on results as opposed to development. 

Sohttion: Launch a Inarketing campaign utilizing all available touch points to instill the concept that soccer should be a positive activity at an early age, and it’s a vehicle 

develop young players as people filst. Getting a lot of touches on tile ball, playing different positions and celebrating all successes make soccer a great experience for 
eveo,bod.v. A good example is the USA Hockey website located at hte0://vx~x~v.admkids.com. 

Initiative II - Youth Coach Education 

Problem: Youth soccer coaches in the U.S. are often parent-coaches or volunteers who didn’t grow up playing soccer, and are therelbre ra, ely equipped with the 

basic knowledge of how to play or teach the game. 

Solution: Ensure distribution of educational materials to the U.S. Youth Soccer Coaching Community, including coaches, parent-coaches, parents, teachers and 
friends in clubs, recreational leagues, chraeh groups, schools and leisure programs to inform them about the skills their children can and should seek to acquire during 

childhood. 

1. U.S. Soccer Curriculum 

2. Tools to Enhance Coaching 

3. Resources to Support Coach Development 

On Oct 18, 2011, at 1:03 PM, Mia Hamm wrote: 

Great stuffand thanks lbr putting all the time into this. One item with regards to education, and I believe you brought this up is several meetings, would be 

tile access to a website with coaching tips. education, and drills as well as dish-ibution to the cumculum. 

I will look at it more in depth and write and fu(ther co,nments I think would be helpfifl. 

Thanks again, 

Mia 

Sere from my iPhone 

On Oct 17, 2011, at 9:31 PM, Amanda Vandervort < ~mac.com> wrote: 

fie), Anson and Mia, 

After last week’s meeting, April sent along a flurry of documenks that Zone III had put together for each of their initiatives tbr those of us 

who dialed into the call. 

Seeing that, I hope it’s okay" that I took the libel%~ to draw up a rough draft for our Zone 1 Marketing Initiative, attached. I tried to 

emphasize that we need to put resoraces into developing a marketing cmntmign, as I think it would be sho(t-sided to recommend a plan of 

action withont considering the who, what, whan, where, why and how to deliver the message effectively. I also didn’t include costs, because 

it can valy so greatly depending on how we choose to attack it. We can certainly amend anything and everUflfing in here. 

Looking forward to your feedback. 

Cheers, 
Amanda 

<Zone 1 - Maxketing.docx> 

On Oct 7, 2011, at 3:11 PM, Anson Dorrance wrote: 



Guys, 

Thanks for all those who were able to join us today on the call. Here is the link to USA Hockey’s American Development Model 
website: http://www.admkids.comi (il: is worth a looki. 

Matt Robinson followed up a[:ter our call with USA Hockey and fouled out d~eir investme~t i~ this was ~400,000.00. Matt 

has some deta~ of the cost breakdown; but certa~My setting up the s~te, v~deo production (great video BTW), gett~n~ the 

riAht people to the s~te through their marketing campaign etc. were parts of the expense. 

On behalf of Mia, ~ w~l~ be presenting for d~scussion the four main poh~ts of our ca~l: 

L Mar~etin~[ ~nd Promotion (:~mp~gn (l~ke USA }4ockey} 

fl. A new Coa(:hi~g School w~th P~aver Dew~h:~pmerd: ~s the driving p~atform m s DOC Course 

III. Recommend a fu~ dine US Soccer imbedded Zone ~ ~esder (l~ke Germany) with the po~tica~ savvy Lo recruit ALL the 

youth Learns, groups, ~eagues to join our Zone ~ p~ayer deve~opmenL revok~t~on 

~V. Develop a Ioca~ p~lot P~E. program h~ the e~ementaty schools (to see ~f it works and is poss~Me)and recruit the ~ocal 

education ~eaders to ~mp~ement a~ti obesky (l~ke M~che~le Obam~’s "Let’s Move" Progn~m) ide~s in c,:~mmunith~s th~[: sl:~l~ 

believe ~n "phys~c~ educatkm", 

A~I the best, 

AnsoR aorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 9Z9 962 4Z00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amanda Vandel~ort ~mac.com~ 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 6:01 PM 

mia hamm~ @aol.com>; Anson Dorrance <a~son@ uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Re: Marketing Initiative - Zone 1 

Hi Anson and Mia~ 

A follow up note regarding the Educational Materials and Marketing Micro-Site for USA Hockey. 

The materials USA Hockey has created (practice plans, etc.) are hosted on the USA Hockey website here http://www.usahockey.com/Template Usahockev.aspx? 

NAV CO 07 05&ID 275670. These are then supported by the ADM marketing campaign here http://w~x~v.admkids.com/coaches.php with some information 
about coaching specific age groups, but ultimately it links back to USAHockey.com. 

What this tells me is that the marketing campaign should be targeted toward pareatffi~milies/decision-makers. The U.S. Soccer Curriculum should be considered as 

part of a larger resource library of tools targeted toward coaches/volunteers. The links link between the two will hopefully capture the parent-coach overlap. 

Ultimatel?~ the issue really comes down to resource allocation. I think the most powerfal impact will come fiom one group developing coaching materials, and a second 

group developing a Inarketing campaign. Very difl~rent skill sets. 

On a side note, is there any chance we can get some website data about USAhockey.com and/or ADMKids.com? 

As always, looking forward to your feedback and thoughts. 

Thank~ 
Amanda 

On Oct 18, 2011, at 2:29 PM, Amanda Vandervort wrote: 

Hey Mia, 

Good feedback. Maybe the Youth Coach Edncation piece (and the U.S. Soccer Curriculum) should be wrapped up into Initiative #2 and we should 

expand the scope there? What do we have written up for that already? Seems like we’re perhaps addressing two veD~ different needs and audiences here 

(although there roll of course be overlap especially where parent-coaches are concerned). Thoughts? 

Thank~ 

Initiative I = Marketing Campaign 

Problem: We live in a results-oriented society where individuals and teams are perceived as valuable only if they ran. Therefore, parents often hold their 

children and their coaches accountable tbr winning, regardless of whether they are ilnproving as players or not. This forces coaches to focus on results as 

opposed to development. 

Solution: Lannch a mmketing can~paign utilizing all available touch points to instill the concept that soccer should be a positive activity at an early age, 

and it’s a vehicle develop young players as people first. Getling a lot oftoncbes on the ball, playing diff}rent positions and celebrating all successes make 

soccer a great experience for eveD,bod,v. A good example is the USA Hockey website located at http:i/x~-.admkids.com. 

Initiative II - ~t2mth Coach Education 

Problem: Youth soccer coaches in the U.S. are often parent-coaches or volunteers M~o didn’t grow up playing soccer, aM are theretbre rarely 

equipped with the basic knoMedge of how to play or teach the game. 

Solution: Ensare distribntion of educational materidts to the U.S. Youth Soccer Coaching Community, including coaches, parent-coaches, parents, 

teachers and friends in clubs, recreational leagues, church groups, schools and leisure prograans to inibnn them about the skills their children can and 
should seek to acquire during childhood. 

1. U.S. Soccer Cnrriculum 

2. Tools to Enhance Coaching 

3. Resources to Support Coach Development 

On Oct 18, 2011, at 1:03 PM, Mia Hmnm wrote: 

Amanda, 

Great stuff and thanks for patting all the time into this. One item with regaxds to educatio~ and I believe you brought this up is several 
meetings, would be the access to a website with coaching tips, education, and drills as well as distribntion to the curriculum. 

I roll look at it more in depth and write and further comments I think would be helpful. 

Thanks again, 



Mia 

Sent t~om my iPhone 

On Oct 17, 2011, at 9:31 PM, Amanda Vande~wort < ~illac.coIn> wrote: 

Hey Anson m~d Mia, 

After last week’s meeting, April s~nt along a flun7 of documents that Zone III had put together for each of their initiatives for 

those ofns who dialed into the call. 

Seeing that, I hope it’s okay that I took the liberty to draw up a rough draft for our Zone 1 Marketing Initiative, attached. I 
tried to emphasize that we need to put resources into developing a mazketing campaign, as I think it would be short-sided to 
recommend a plan of action mthont considering the who, what, when, M~ere, why a~d how to deliver the message effectively. 
I also didn’t include costs, because it can vaw so greatly depending on how we choose to attack it. We caJ~ certainly amend 
a~ything a~d everUthing in here. 

Looking forward to your feedback. 

Cheers, 
Amanda 

<Zone 1 - Marketing.docx> 

On Oct 7, 2011, at 3:11 PM, Anson Dorrance wrote: 

Guys, 

Thanks for all those who were able to join us today on the call. Here is the link to USA Hockey’s American 
Development Model website: http:!!www.admkids.com! fit is worth a 

Matt Robinson followed up after our call with USA Hockey and found out their investment in this was 

~.;40(},O(}D,OD, Matt has some detail of the cost breakdown; bu~: cer~:ainly setting up the site, video production 

(great vk~eo BTW), getting the r~gb~: people to the s~:e ~:hrougb their markel:~ng campaign e~:c. were par~:s of 

the expense. 

On behalf el: Mis, I w~H be presentb~g for discussion the four mak~ points of our 

L Marketing and Promotion Campaign (~ike USA Hockey) 

tL A new Coachk~g School wRb Player Dew~k~pment as tbe dr~vh~g pladorm in a DOC Course 

~H. Recommend a flAl time US Soccer k~bedded Zone ~ leader (l~ke Germany) w~:h ~:he poHth::al savvy to 

recruit ALL the youth teams, groups, leagues to job~ our Zone ~ p~ayer development 

~V. Develop a ~eca~ p~ot P.E. program ~n the e]emen[ary schools {[o see if ~t works and ~s poss~Me)and recrui[ 

the Ioca~ education leaders to ~mplement ant~ obesity (Hke Miche~e Obama’s "Let’s Move" Program) ideas in 

communities that stH~ behove hs "physical education". 

All the best. 

AnsoR Uorrance 

Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amanda Vandervort < @mac.com> 

Friday, October 21, 2011 3:13 PM 

ARson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Marketing Initiative - Zone 1 

Okay, you got it. 

So we’re on the same page, here are the bullets I’ve got. Please add to these if there are specifics you’d like to see incorporated. 

1. Marketing Campaign (my previous doc) 

2. Educational Materials for Coaches (includes prim and online distribution) 
3. Programming Initiative Ii)r Local Schools and Orgamzations tied to Obamds Let’s Move 

4. ttire a Fnll-time Zone 1 Gift s Development Manager to Oversee Program Development and hnplemeatation 

Best, 
Amanda 

On Oct 21,2011, at 12:06 PM, ARson Dorrance wrote: 

Amanda, 
[ have done nothing which is why [ was elated you were willing to write it up. 

ARson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > Amanda Vandervort 

Hi ARson, 

~mac.com> 10/19/2011 11:18 AM >> > 

Thank you, and no problem. Can either of you send me a bulleted list of what we’ve got already (or any documents you may have written up) so I’ve got the 

base you want to build from? 

So you’ve got an idea of the timeline I can deliver on, I’m on a flight to Tanzania on Saturday the 22nd, returning next Saturday the 29th, and will use my 

flight time to get this done. 

Also, good luck in Boston! 

All my best, 

Amanda 

On Oct 19, 2011, at 7:02 AM, ARson Dorrance wrote: 

Amanda, 
you did a great job .... yes, please write them all up. I am off to Boston and my season is getting in the way .... and thank you!!! 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > Amanda Vandervort < @mac,corn > 10/18/2011 2:02 PM > > > 

Hi ARson, 
Absolutely, I think the USA Hockey’s example would be great to add in. Please feel free to edit as you see fit, Also, if you’d like support with 

writing up the other initiatives please let me know, I’m happy to help, 

Thanks, 
Amanda 

On Oct 18, 2011, at 9:31 AM, Anson Dorrance wrote: 

Amanda, 

wow!! This is very thorough. 

The only thing Iwould add is to mention USA Hockey’s marketing as an excellent example for us and get an age group "best 

practices" website to deliver ready made training sessions for the less experiences coaches. [ know that the "who, what, when, 

where, why and how" are leaving the details for later but I think these details might be good to mention in this first outline. 

Still, superb draft, excellent work. Thank you. 

Do you mind if I steal it and add those wrinkles above and submit it with the other Zone 1 initiatives? 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 



w) 919 962 4100 

> > > Amanda VandePvort 

HeyAnson and Mia, 
@mac.com> 10/17/2011 9:31 PM >>> 

After last week’s meeting, April sent along a flurry of documents that Zone III had put together for each of their initiatives for 
those of us who dialed into the call, 

Seeing that, I hope it’s okay that i took the liberty to draw up a rough draft for our Zone 1 Marketing Initiative, attached. I tried 

to emphasize that we need to put resources into developing a marketing campaign, as I think it would be short sided to 

recommend a plan of action without considering the who, what, when, where, why and how to deliver the message effectively, 

I also didn’t include costs, because it can vary so greatly depending on how we choose to attack it. We can certainly amend 

anything and everything in here. 

Looking forward to your feedback. 

Cheers, 
Amanda 

~ .~.~! }’ D ;~:~ ........................ 
Zone 1 - Marketinq.docx £~un; ~:~ Jan 2012 20:.C1.:~17 -0500 J.2~i4S2by~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Po Bronson < @yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, October 26, 2011 1:02 PM 

m~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

~ience of competitiveness 

Hi Anson, 

Thanks for taking my call and the chat. 

You said you wanted support to help a US Soccer committee understand that they are making a mistake when they declare "it’s not about winning" 
and also put the kabosh out, "It’s not about competing." 

I’ve seen this argument with the declaration from US Soccer that kids should be playing fewer games, and instead have more practices. Now, I 
totally agree with that, if in games a team is bypassing the midfield, stringing no more than 2 or 3 passes in a row, and unwilling to possess on the 
back line. Kids shouldn’t spend too much time playing that way. But if the games are high quality, with 8-15 passes in a row, good shape, etc., then 
they do learn from the fact they are doing this in an actual game, not just in practice. It’s easy to do it in practice. It’s hard to do it in a game, under 
pressure, and forcing yourself to do it in a game, under pressure, is what has to be learned. The real wisdom is that games should still be learning 
experiences, not just a measuring stick. Learn from games, learn from competing, and you’re on the right track. 

US Soccer does seem to be confiating winning with competing. Kids do need to learn to compete. Kids need to train themselves to handle 
pressure. 

The science is saying that competitiveness itself is an ability that we can develop, and its role in our success is independent of how many hours 
you practice, or how good you are with the ball, or how much homework you do. Competitive fire has many biological and psychological 
dimensions. It starts with the fact that real live competition is amazingly stressful, and that neuroendocrine stress response never goes away, even 
after 10,000 hours - but we all can manage and interpret that stress differently. From studies on airplane pilots under intense stress, we know that 
even those who are genetically disadvantaged in stress processing can still train up their stress management, with lots of intense practice. We 
know that players whose testosterone goes up the most before and during a game are the best team players, and players who are more selfish on 
the field actually have Iowertestosterone responses. We know that our bodies have two neural systems, the approach system and the avoidance 
system (activation and inhibition), and when you talk about "fury," you’re talking about harnessing and channeling anger, which switches you from 
the avoidance system to the approach system (most negative emotions like anxiety and fear are avoidance, but anger is approach). That 
approach system is flat-out faster, it works in 13 milliseconds, it responds and activates at game speed. Learning to do this, to feel emotion and 
yet harness it, takes practice. Drilling in practice with the ball is emotionless and gives you nothing of this dimension. 
Approach orientation means you play to win; avoidance orientation means you play to not lose. Playing to win, from the science, comes down to 
two things: 1 ) continuing to take risks rather than get conservative, and 2) ignoring your mistakes in the immediate second or two after making one, 
so you don’t become attenuated to your own mistakes and become an overthinker. That’s in a game. In practice, attenuating to mistakes is crucial 
to learning, if you don’t notice you made a mistake you can’t learn from it. Being one who continues to take risks has many factors. Exposure in the 
womb to prenatal Testosterone is one, lots of studies out of Liverpool on soccer players on that one. Being a younger sibling, as I mentioned, is 
ano~er - an early life daring the self to be at older sibling’s level, the effect of being watched by crowds, or parents, or coaches, can also be a 
factor in risk taking, the general rule is a crowd (or parent) will make you mess up if you’re doing something you’ve just learned. If you’ve learned it 
already and do it well, the crowd will prick up your approach system to help you excel!outperform. 
Perfectionism is misunderstood, adaptive perfectionism is specific to a certain domain or skill (like soccer), but you’re fine being the worst tennis 
player on campus, they tend to play to win. Maladaptive perfectionists become overly attenuated to mistakes. They play to not lose. 
You might have seen Milan, and now other teams, Boston Bruins, etc., using EEG systems to train players to relax, there is no science to support 
the idea that you should be relaxed or in theta state. All the studies of competitors should high alpha and some beta brainwaves; basically, alert, 
up, but not overstressed. Telling people to relax is only for those who are overstressed. Being understressed is just as much or more of a problem, 
especially based on a certain gene factor, and for boys. girls - because of estrogen and its affect on dopamine - do get overstressed more easily. 
They also de-stress differently than boys, the science of de-stressing shows that women look at faces constantly to destress (tend and befriend), 
while men basically ignore faces to de-stress. 

All right I’m just going on and on. I could write a whole book about it - and am doing so. But our book won’t be done until June. 

Whether you’re aware of the underlying science or not, clearly you know what you’re doing - training up your players to handle the stress of 
competition by making practices more intense, helping them destress outside of practice, and in actual games, when the stress is so real and at 
its peak, you’re careful not to add to their stress and trigger overload. (when I say overload here, I’m specifically talking about prefrontal brain 
function regulated by dopamine levels, not emotional overload). 

best, 

Po Bronson 
415 699 4020 

From: Po Bronson, ~yahoo.com> 

To: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
Cc: dlohse@uncaa.unc.edu 
Sent: Wed, October 19, 2011 1:15:55 PM 
Subject: media request 

Dear Anson, 

My name’s Po Bronson. With my colleague Ashley Merryman, I am a journalist working on a new book that explores 



competition, competitiveness, and motivation from a number of scientific perspectives. 

Our last book,NurtureShock, was a New York Times’ bestseller for four months, and it was an Amazon Top 100 for over a 
year. Ashley and I have written for Time, Newsweek, New York, the Guardian and many other publications. NurtureShock is 

being published in 16 languages around the world. There are bits of science in there you’re probably familiar with; for instance, 
our writings on the science of praise/feedback from 2007 - those writings changed the PCA curriculum 

I’d love to interview you for 15 minutes. I’d like to use your program as a one-page case example, because what I’ve read of 
your coaching techniques, they fit perfectly with some of the newest science on stress acclimation, stress moderation, and the 
role of estrogen on dopamine turnover. I’ve read "The Man Watching" and "Vision of a Champion," and mostly want to get a 
quote or two, ask how competitive females players are today vs 20 years ago, and see what your latest inspirations are. I 
played at Stanford 1982-1986 under Nelson Lodge and Sam Koch and Tony Igwe, and now I co-run the San Francisco youth 
league, for over 8,000 kids, and coach U8s and U1 ls. I’m in frequent contact with Bret Simon at Stanford, since he has used 
some of my science articles for his team (and his own kids). My wife and I used to come to your games (as fans) when she 
lived in Durham, 1996-1998. 

I see you’re playing at BC Thursday, so are on the road now and probably not available. Anytime that’s convenient would 
work, ideally in the next couple weeks if possible. 

Just a little more about us - We have won nine awards for our reporting on the science of human development - including the 
AAAS Award for Best Science Reporting, the Pen USA award for literary journalism. Additionally, even though we are 
journalists not scientists, our work has been cited as a scientific authority in over 30 journals (e.g., the Lancet, Psychological 
Assessment, and the Cambridge Journal of Education). 

Thank you so much, and we look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 

Po Bronson 
San Francisco 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@ndel.edn> 

Thursday, October 27, 2011 4:42 PM 

’Ammada Vandervort’ ~mac.com>; Anson DorraJ~ce <anson@uncaa.unc.edtp; mia hamm < 

Player development school 

aol.com> 

Anso~? and Ama~da 
Sorry for the delay on this. 

Here is draft: feel free to edit etc. 

Amamta f hope yOLH" tr~p was well 

Anson, good [LiCk tonight I can not make down, ~ have to finish a book chapter for a think tank that I have ~o go to in a [:ew weeks. I dor£~ want to have being kicked 

out of a tNnk tank on my resumel 

A[[ the best 

M art 

F~m: Amanda Vande~o~ [mail~: @mac.corn] 
Sent: Friday, October 2~, 20M 6:24 PN 
T~: Anson Dorrance; mia hamm 
~e~ Robinson, Na~hew 
Subje~tt Re: Marketing Initiative - Zone 

Hey ~son and 

An uNate that I’m just offthe phone with MaU, ~d we’re N~th on board. His focus, of course, is sNcificNly on Zone 2. Expect to see some drafts after ne~ weekend 

when l’m back fiom tNs trip, 
Thm~ 
Aman& 

On Oct 21,2011, at 1:06 PM, Anson Do~ance wrote: 

Amanda, 
"2" would be a subset of a new coaching course sponsored by US Soccer cornmitted exclusively to "player development" .... I will ask Matt Robinson, if he has time to 

write this one up (since I feel he has the best background to do it justice). Matt, can you do it? 

And thank you Amanda for jumping in with both feet. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > Amanda Vandervort , _@_[ILa___c_S__o__[Zp 10/21/2011 3:12 PM > > > 

Okay, you got it. 

So we’re on the same page, here are the bullets I’ve 9or. Please add to these if there are specifics you’d like to see incorporated. 

1. Marketing Campaign (my previous doc) 

2. Educational Materials for Coaches (includes print and online distribution) 

3. Programmin9 Initiative for Local Schools and Organizations tied to Obama’s Let’s Move 

4. Hire a Full time Zone 1 Girls Development Manager to Oversee Program Development and Implementation 

Best, 

Amanda 

On Oct 21, 2011, at 12:06 PM, Anson Dorrance wrote: 

p_!"_a_2_’_e_£_d__’_e__v___e_[_o__p_!_n__e__o_L~£_o_~oosal.docx Wed, 25 .’.’a~ 2012 i5:41:33 -OSO0 2@.,82by[es 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Carin Gabarra <gabarra@usna.edu> 

Tuesday, November 15, 2011 12:22 PM 

@aol.com; jcosgrove@nsyouthsoccer.org; Bill Stara <doc@msysa.org>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; ’Amanda 

Vandervoff ~mac.com> 

Zone I Initiative Drafts 

ATT00199.htm; ATI’00202.htm; ATT00205.ht~n; Zone I - WPS Academy.dat; ATT00208.htm; ATT00211 .htm 

Zone 1 Task Fome Members, 
The attached are all the Initiatives that have been forwarded to US Soccer. They are exactly as you discussed at the last meeting, but have been transferred into the same 
format as zone 2 and zone 3. They have been forwarded to US Soccer in the interest of time, with adding the cost to them. Any additions or deletions may still be made 
before the next TF meeting, but I need to send all the initiatives out asap for the entire task force to approve. Can you all look over these and get back to me with any 
changes today? 

Carin 

Zone 1-Course.docx Tu,% 14 F~t 20J.2 ii:5~h5(5 
.Z_._ql]_e___l__::___L_e__t_?__.P]q_v_g_:91_q_cx_ lk~e, ~.4 Feb 201 2 
Zone 1. - Marketinq.docx T~se, J..~. Feb 2012 .tl ::54::55 0:500 .t2.1 J.Sgbyte~; 
~_qD_~__~__:__$~%J[(:~.gg~. "[~e, 11. Feb 3012 11:~14:~16.-0~10:3 25591bytes 



On Nov 9, 2011, at 3:36 PM, Anson Dorrance wrote: 

Amanda, 

can you resend them and copy Chris Ducar (above)? Thank you, we could not open them up. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
>>> Amanda Vandervort < 

Hi Anson and Mia, 

@mac.com> 11/9/2011 6:25 PM >>> 

I hope you’re both doing well. Good luck against W&M this weekend! 

I wanted to follow up on this email to make sure you received it along ~vith the attachments, and see if you had any additions, questions, 

thoughts or recommendations. 

Of course, I’m also happy to forward along directly to CariniApriliJill if you’d like me to. Just looking for your direction. 

Thanks, 

Amanda 

On Oct 30, 2011, at 3:01 PM, Amanda Vandervort wrote: 

Hi Anson and Mia, 

Attached, please find drafts of each of the Zone I Initiatives, with a few follow up questions I had in italics. If you’d like to send me 

edits!changes and I can put together final versions, or, please feel edit and/or change as you see fit. Please just let me know 

either way. 

Initiative 1 - Marketing Campaign 

To change the culture in youth soccer from a focus on winning to a focus on development in the 6 12 year old age group for 

both boys and girls soccer players. 

Initiative 2 - Coaching Development Course 
To develop a Federation Sponsored Elite Level Coaching course focused on player, coach and club development. 

** Is part of the intention here to specifically develop former WPS and USWNT ployers as technical coaches? I thought I recalled this os 

part of the conversation, but didn’t want to alter the content from what Matt hod submitted. 

Initiative 3 - Full-time U.S. Soccer Zone I Leader 
To recommend a full time Zone I leader at U.S. Soccer with the political sawy to recruit ALL the youth teams, groups, and 

leagues to join the Zone I player development revolution. 

** I didn’t write this out too much as it’s pretty cut and dr}< But I think a more spedficjob description could make it more impoctfuL 

Initiative 4 - Align with Let’s Move Campaign 

To align U.S. Soccer with First Lady Michelle Obama@s Let@s Move campaign to distribute the U.S. Soccer Curriculum to public 

schools, encourage casual participation in soccer by families, and ensure the build and upkeep of soccer facilities across the 

nation. 

Initiative 5 - WPS Youth Academy 

To develop the next generation of WPS stars and to provide a pathway for WPS professional players to become coaches. 

** I love the concept, but I’m not sure exactly what WPS is asking for US Soccer to approve is it just an af~liation? Because if they are 

looking for financial assistance, this is not clear in their document. 

Thanks, 
Amanda 

<Zone 1 Course.docx> 

<Zone 1 Marketing.docx> 

<Zone 1 Lets Move.docx> 

<Zone I Staff.docx> 

<Zone I WPS Academy> 

Amanda Vandervort 
http :iiamandavandervort.com 
http :/i.qplus.toiamandavandervort 

Email: 
Skype: 
Twitter 
Cell: 

@mao.oom 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carin Gabarra <gabarra@usna.edu;> 

Wednesday, November 16, 2011 12:43 PM 

Amm~da Vandervort <                 @mac.com>; Anson Dorrance <an~m@uncaa.unc.edu>; April Heinrichs 

<aheinrichs@ussoccer.org>; Bill Staxa <doc@ms)~sa.org>; Clmstian Layers <christia~@tEmilwaukee.com> @aol.com; Danielle 

Fotopolos <fotopodr@eckerd.edu>; Jill Ellis <jellis@ussoccer.org>; jcosgrove@usyouth~ccer.org; @aol.com; 

tony@soccerplus.org;          @aol.com; ’Paez, Maria’ <MPaez@dcunited.com>; ’Dave Chesler’ <DChesler@ussoccer.or~> 

’Jim Moorhouse’ <JMoorhouse@ussoccer.org> 

US Women’s Task Force 

All, 

Sunil has asked for the top 5 to 10 Task Force Initiatives before the BOD meeting on Nov. 20 in Los Angeles. While it is premature to 

cut the list of initiatives down to 5 to 10 at this time, we have attached a one-page summary of all the initiatives that we can send 

to Sunil to present to the BOD, with the understanding there is still much work to be done 

by the Task Force on final recommendations. 

Additionally, a common theme in each Zone’s work and in every initiative thus far is the need for significant support 

via full-time staffing. I discussed this with Sunil, and he said that if the Task Force supported this initiative, he could 

then ask the BOD to support it and potentially budget for it. With that in mind, attached is an initiative proposing incremental 

staffing over the next few years starting in January 2012. 

We wanted to let the entire Task Force know of this action between our overall Task Force meetings in October and 

January, as this is a great opportunity to get Board support at this time. For now, we will continue our Task Force 

work in advance of our meeting in January and I will forward a detailed synopsis of all the initiatives being discussed 

in the next few weeks so we are well prepared to make some recommendations coming out of the next meeting. 

This has taken a lot of time and effort and I applaud everyone for their dedication and comittment to girl’s and women’s soccer in 

the United States. As always, please keep all Task Force discussions and recommendations confidential. I am looking forward to the 

next meeting in January. Please call me if you have any questions. 

Carin 

~-~--~n-~-~--~-~-~--~-~-~--1-~J~F--~-~--n-j~t-j~t--[v--~e--~::~-F-.--u-~-:-T--[-n~2-e--~t-~f--f-[-n-~2q~::~-~:-~ iue, k 4 ~:~:~., 20 ?2 :~ 2 41~ 37 - 0500 

Women’s Task Force Initiatives (October 201.:1.) - BOD v2.docx Ti~, .i4 r-eb 2~q2 !2:d~<:.:;~.:: 0~00 



Se~t: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Snow <ssnow@usyouthsoccer.org> 

Saturday, JanuaD’ 7, 2012 6:02 PM 

Sam Snow <ssnow@u~outhsoccer.org>; Jim Cosgrove <lCosgrove@usyouthsoccer.org> 

Jim Kel|y ~aol.cora>; Andrea Dutt}~~ @snet.net>; ~hotmail.com; ~gmail.com; 

diarma doty@bd.com; Bob Riggs -~n-iggs@kansasyouthsoccer.org>; Auke Wiersma < @hotmail.con~>; David Buckler 

<David Buckle@Dell.corn>; sandy.castillo@regioniv.com; John Kuld~z        @aol.co~n>;         ,~!aol.com; 

~yahoo.com; carolyn@bnndystewa~.com; @msn.com; ~att.net; Ed Loucks ~ @aol.com> 

2012 National Youth License coaching conrses 

As we all collectively move to improve the soccer experience for everyone involved with the Zone 1 age groups (U6-U12) please note that the National Youth 

License directly addresses these ages. We should all push to get :1000+ coaches and administrators through the course in 2012. By doing so we directly influence 

youth soccer across our nation. Attached to this message is the current list of scheduled "Y" License courses. Others will be booked soon for the summer, fall and 

winter of the year. Keep an eye on the course listings in the coaches sections of the web sites for U.S. Soccer and US Youth Soccer. 

http:i/www.usvouthsoccer.org/coaches/NatYouthLicense.asp_ 

http://www~uss~ccer.com/Coaches/Nationa~oaching-Sch~s/5tate~C~urse~chedu~e.asp~- 

Sam Snow 
Coaching Director 

US Youth Soccer 

(800) 4SOCCER 
THINg GLOBALLY-ACT LOCALLY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carin L Gabarra <gabarra@usna.edu> 

Sunday, Januao~ 8, 2012 3:27 PM 

~aol.com; fotopod@eckerd.edu; 

Task Force 

@aol.com; an~n@uncaa.unc.edu 

All, 

As chairs of the task force zones, I want to give you a heads tap on what is going to happen at the next meeting I have had numerous calls with Sunil and Dan, and other US Soccer 
representatives. It is very important we come out of this next meeting with a direction. Not necesarily all the final answers, but a solid direction So instead of prioritizing within zones, we are 
going to act again, as one task tbrce, and prioritize the initiatives entirely. I have been told that we need to put ideas on the table and start to g~ve ideas that reflect the direction we want to 
go with player development. We will quickly review the initiatives within each zone, so we cam eliminate some, and even more importantly, we can make sure everyone fully understands 
each initiative to give an educated opinion Then we will move to finding the top initiatives Please let me know if this makes sense, as ~ve need to continue to work as an entire task tbrce to 
come up with the best solutions. Everyo! 
ne! 
’s voice is important Please respond so I know you understand this change Carin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carin Gabarra <gabarra~usna.edm, 

Monday, Januao, 9, 2012 1:55 PM 

Amanda Vandervort- @mac.com>; Anson Dorrance <anson@nncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Stara ~Moc@msysa.org>; 

chfi slian.laver~liberosiyorts.com; Christian Layers <clmstian@timfilwaukee.com>;          ~aol.com; Dan Flynn 

<dllynn@ussoccer.org>; Danielle Fotopolos <tbtopodr@eckerd.edu>; Dave Chesler <DChesle@ussoccer.org>; 

jcosgrove@usyouthsoccer.org; Julie Foudy <      ~mac.com>;          ~aol.com; Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

<mjmbins@UDel.Edtt>;          ~aol.co~n; Sunil Gulati <skg21@columbia.edu>;        @aol.com; Tony DiCicco 

<tony@soccerplus.org>; Tony DiCicco <tony@soccerplus.org>; Tony DiCicco <tony@soccerplus.org> 

@aol.com; ’Krisline’ @verizon.net> 

FW: U.S. Soccer Women’s Player Development Task Fo~ce Initiatives 

All, 
Just want to make sure that everyone received all the Initiatives that we have put together, with all the costs added. We want to push fo~Nard in the meeting this week, and 
really start to narrow down the initiatives. Please be familiar with all of these, as we will only briefly touch each one in the beginning of the meeting. 
I am excited to start to prioritize and get moving fo~Nard! 
Thanks for all you do and see you all soon, Carin 

From: Rachel Grushkin [mailto:RGrushkin@ussoccer.org] 
Sent-" Wednesday, December 28, 20:~1 1:03 AM 
Subject; U.S. Soccer Women’s Player Development Task Force Initiatives 
Dear U.S. Soccer Women’s Player Development Task Force Members, 

I hope that you had a wonderful holiday season and that you all enjoy the new year! In preparation for the January :t2, 20:t2, Task Force meeting in Kansas City, we would like 
to provide all with the updated Zone Initiatives in order for everyone to start reviewing. 

We request that over the two weeks you familiarize yourselves with the description, implementation, challenges, estimated costs and proposed timeline of each initiative. By 
doing so we will all be more informed and better prepared for a detailed discussion so we can collectively prioritize each Zone’s initiatives. 

If you have any questions about the information provided please let me know, otherwise I look forward to seeing everyone soon. 

Regards, 

Rachel Grushkin 

Zone I Sub TF Initiative - Full lh’ne Zone I Leader.docx S<ln, 0S Apt 20~.2 1.4:57:1.4 -0400 
Zone I Sub TF Initiative - Let’s Move.docx 
Zone I Sub TF IniUative .- Marketinq Campaiqn.docx 
Zone I Sub TF Initiative - Player Development Educational Course.docx 

Zone I II III TF Initiative - Full-Time Staf:finq - TF.docx 

Zone II Sub TF Initiative - Extended YNT Proqramminq.docx 

Zone III Sub TF Initiative - NT Development Leaque (Revised :1.0 6 ll.).docx 

Zone III Sub TF Initiative - Traininq Centers-Centers of Excellence.docx 
Zone III Sub TF Initiative - Winter Festival.docx 
Zone III SubTF Initiative - ODP Womens Teams.docx 

2012 14:57:1 i. -04OO 

20~2 14.5Y.la -0400 

2012 14:57:1 ~. -0400 

20J.2 1.4:57:1.4 -0400 
20i2 1.~1:57:1..$ ~0400 

2012 14:57:14 
20J.2 1.4:57:1.4 -0400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carin Gabarra <gabarra@usna.edu:, 

Thursday, Janua~ 26, 2012 10:37 AM 

Amm~da Vandervort ~mac.com>; Anson Dorrance <an~m@uncaa.unc.edu>; April Heinrichs 

<aheinrichs@us~ccer.org>; Bill Staxa ~<toc@msysa.org>; christian.lavers@liberosports.com; Christian Lavers 

<christian@ti:milwaukee.com>;         @aol.com; Danielle Fotopolos <fototx~d@eckerd.edu>; Dave Chesler 

<DChesle@ussoccer.org>; Jill Ellis <jellis@ussoccer.org>; jcosgrove@usyouthsoccer.org; @aol.com; 
Dr. Matthew J. Robinson <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 

Jim Moorhouse <jmoorhouse@ussoccer.org>;          @aol.co~n; ’Rachel Gmshkin’ <RGmshkin@ussoccer.org> 

~aol.com; 

All, 
I have attached notes from the Task Force Meeting in Kansas City. Again, I really appreciate all the time given for a long meeting, with so many 
other things going on. The detailed comments in these notes are a great starting place to generate more ideas, and more defined plans for our top 
initiatives. We have done a lot of work, but still need to work through every working detail of each initiative to be successful from the start. 
We are looking into another meeting in a few months, but in the meantime, I hope you all can do some analysis on your own, into each of our top 6 
initiatives for our next discussion. Please do not hesitate to call or email me with any questions you may encounter. 
Carin 

Notes on Task Force Mee~ing (2012~AN19).docx Wed, 75: AA,; 20_!.7 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Carin Gabarra <gabarra@usna.edtc, 

Wednesday, February 8, 2012 9:57 AM 

Mia         @aol.com>; Anson DorraJ~ce <anson@uncaa.unc.edtv~ 

FW: Presentation tbr Zone 1 Player Development Task Force Meeting on Feb. 8 in Chicago 

020812 Zone 1 Presentation Reaching the Masses.pptx 

Power point 

From: Asher Mendelsohn [mailto:AMendelsohn@ussoccer.org] 
Sent:= Wednesday, February 08, 2012 9:52 AM 

To; Tommy Kain (tommy.kain@nike.com); Claudio Reyna; -lira Moorhouse; .lay Berhalter; LynnBerling-Manuel@ayso.org; Dave Chesler; amanda.vandervort@mlssoccer.com; 
’anson@uncaa.unc.edu’; April Heinrichs; ’mbarr@epysa.org’; Steve Hoffman; ’sshay@saysoccer.org’; @raSh.COrn’; Mike Parsons (coach@stxsoccer.org); 
’SaharMilani@ayso.org’; gabarra@usna.edu 

@aol.com; Paez, Maria; Brian Remedi; Linda Cardenas; Dan Flynn 
Subject: Presentation for Zone 1 Player Development Task Force Meeting on Feb. 8 in Chicago 

Attached is today’s presentation. Please note the call-in number below. 

Call-in Details: 

Call-in Number: 1-888-450-5996 

Passcode: 

Schedule (All times CT): 

9am -Sub-Committee A Arrives 

:Ham-Sub-Committee B Arrives 

3’L2:30pm - Lunch 

1pro -Sub-Committee A Leaves 

4pro-Sub-Committee B Leaves 

Sub-Committee A - Implementation of Zone :1 Strategy via U.S. Soccer Membership 

Dave Chesler 

Mike Barr 

Steve Hoffman 

Sheila Shay 

Mike Sweeney 

Mike Parsons 

Sahar Milan 

Jay Berhalter 

Tommy Kain 

Sub-Committee B - Communication of Zone :1 Message to Broader Audience 

Tommy Kain 

Jay Berhalter 

Claudio Reyna 

April Heinrichs 

ARson Dorrance 

Lynn Berling-Manuel 

Amanda van der Vort 

Dave Chesler 

Thanks, 

Asher 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Asher Mendelsohn <AMendelsohn@ussoccer.org> 

Monday, June 25, 2012 6:29 PM 

Tommy Kain (tommy.kain@nike.com); Jim Moorhouse <JMoorhouse@ussoccer.org>; Jay Berhalter <jberhalte@kentarogroup.com>; 

LynnBerling-Manuel@ayso.org; Dave Chesler <DChesle@ussoccer.org>; amanda.vandervor~mlssoccer.com; ’anson@uncaa.unc.edu’; 

April Heinrichs <AHeinrich@ussoccer.org>; ’mbarr@epysa.org’; Steve HolTlin~ <        ~calsouth.com>; ’sshay@saysoccer.org’; 

@msn.com’; ’SaharMila~i@ayso.org’; gabarra@usna.edu; Robert Contiguglia I ~)aol.co~n); Jill Ellis 
~JEllis@ussoccer.org> 

~aol.com; Brian Remedi <BRemedi@ussoccer.org>; Dan Flynn <~tflynn@ussoccer.org> 

Follow-up: Materials from Zone 1 Player Development Task Force Webinar 

Thank you for joining the webinar earlier this afternoon. 

As a follow up, below are directions to review the current draft of the Parent Guide. If you could return any feedback to me by end of the day on Friday, it will 

allow our staff time to review for use as we move forward. 

Preview of www.ussoccer.com/parentguide: 

http:!!preview.ussoccer.com!parentguide!Parent-G uide-Home.aspx 

username 

password: 

iPad App: 

1. Download ’Adobe Viewer’ app from Apple App Store onto your iPad 

2. Open Adobe Viewerapp 

3. Click on Home icon in top left of the screen 

4. Log in to Adobe Viewer using the following details: 

account: ussoccerfa n @ ussoccer.or_g 
password: 

5. Download ’Parent Guide’app 

*We are making a few edits to the iPad app tonight, so please wait until tomorrow morning to download the latest version. 

Thanks, 

Asher 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Barr <mbarr@epysa.org> 

Tuesday, June 26, 2012 4:25 PM 

Asher Me ~de sohn <AMendelsoh ~@ussoccer.org>; Tommy Kain (tommy.kain@nike.com); Jim Moorhou~ 

<JMoorhouse@us~ccer.org>; Jay Berhalter <jberha]ter@kentarogroup.com>; LynnBerling-Manuel@ayso.org; Dave Chesler 

<DChesle@ussoccer.org>; amanda.vandervor@mlssoccer.com; ’anson@uncaa.unc.edu’; April tteinrichs <Atteinfichs@ussoccer.org>; 

Steve Hoffman ~        ~?calsouth.com>; ’sshay@saysoccer.org’; ’             ~msn.com’; ’Sal~arMilmfi@ayso.org’; 

gabana@usna.edu; Robert Contignglia     @aol.com); Jill Ellis <JEllis@ussoccer.org> 

@aol.com; Brian Remedi <BRemedi@ussoccer.org>; Dan Flynn <~flynn@ussoccer.org> 

RE: Follow-up: Materials fi~om Zone 1 Player Development Task Force Webinar 

I enjoyed the introduction video. I believe the next three sections should have a strong video related to each secdon and include some o1: the following 

information in sorne form: 

l) Following Best Practices and making sure c~ubs are prov~dh3g a~ children of a~ ages and abNtv levels, the opportunity to pl~g h3 competitive or recreation 

programs 

2} Allowing time within a (:h~b for free play wRhout an adult: driven schedule or structure 

Provide to the v~ewers who come [o the web site findings o[: The American Academy of Ord~oped~c Surgeons and the American Academy of Pediatrics on 

s~ng~e spot[ spedalization and the high ra[e of ~njur~es it~ children under 14. These studies also call [:or a period of down time ~f speda~izing in one sport, for 

two or three months 

4} Exam~nh~g the possibility of boy and g~rls p~ayh~g together competit~vNy up unti~ age 12 (Long term atMet~c development models fauor this ~ntegr~t~on) 

5} Creating an awareness of Mologk:al age vs. chronok~gical age by coaches and parents alike {AtMe~es between ~0 and 16 can be 4 ~:o 5 years apart 

dew?lopmentally and how rewarding the early maturing player does not lead to the development o[ ~he future e~ite player) 

6} Providing young families the po[ential cost of playing trave~ or competitive soccer and comb~g up w~th ~deas to provide quality training to all p~ayers 

w~thou[ regard [o a [:amily’s ~ncome level. 

7} The extensive value of co~ch~ng education ~t a~ ~eve~s. 

h~ the Resources Section prou~de USA Hooker’s American Development Mode~ - A P~n for long Term AtMet~c Development. 

~ stil~ haw~ to question the Age Appropria~:e Soccer SectiorYs decision ~:o play 8v8 or 9v9 at ages eigh~ and nine and at age ten, 9v9 or ~].vl.].. In our state we 

encourage 8v8 play at under 12 and most other slates follow the same procedure. ~[ appears in one section we encourage small sided #ay but with the numbers 

I~sted above we seem to be discouraging small sided p~ay. Most countries now encourage sma~ sided p~ay up to age fourteen. 

Asher, this is a huse endeavor but ~t tNs time there is Httle guidance for parents In navigating ~1~ the changes that occur ~n youth soccer~ H~ving US Soccer provide 

parents and making strong recommendations in cooperation w~th US Youth~ AYSQ, M[S, US Club and SAY Soccer wHI haue an enormous impact on the future of 

youd~ soccer ~n ~:he United S~ates. A quality produc~ at Zone One w~ll also have huge marke~aMl~:y poten~:~a~ if parents see d~at US Soccer ~s providing ~:he 

guidelines other m@?r sports are disregarding. Keep up the good work on this project. 

Mike 

M~chael K. Barr 

Director of Coaching 

Ess~:ern Pennsy~van~8 Youth Soccer 

4070 Butler P~ke 

Suite ~00 

P~yrnouth Meeting PA ~9452 

6:1.0-238-9966 

F~m: Asher Nendelsohn [mail~:AMendelsohn@ussoccer.org] 
Sent: Monday, ~une 25, 2012 6:29 PN 
Te: Tommy Kain (tommy.kain@nike,com); ~im Moorhouse; ~ay Berhalter; LynnBeding-Manuel@ayso.org; Dave Chesler; amanda.vande~ort@mlssoccer.com; 
’anson@uncaa,unc,edu’; April Heinrichs; Mike Barr; S~ve Hoffman; ’sshay@saysoccer.org’;             ~msn.com’; ’SaharNiMni@ayso.org’; gabarra@usna.edu; Robe~ 
Contiguglia ~aol.com); Jill Ellis 
Co: ~aol.com; Brian Remedi; Dan Flynn 
Subject= Follow-up: Ma~rials from Zone 2 Player Development Task Force Webinar 
Thank you for joinin~ the webinar earlier this afternoon. 

As a follow up, below are directions to review the current draft of the Parent Guide. If you could return any feedback to me by end of the day on Friday, it will 

allow our staff time to review for use as we move forward. 

Preview of www.usso¢cer.com!parent~uide: 

username 

password: 

iPad App: 

2. Download ’Adobe Viewer’ app from Apple App Store onto your iPad 

2. Open Adobe Viewerapp 

3. Click on Home icon in top left of the screen 

4. Lo~ in to Adobe Viewer usin~ the followin~ details: 

account: ussoccerfa n @ ussoccer.or~ 

password: 

5. Download ’Parent Guide’app 

*We ere meking o [ew edits to the iPod opp tonight, so pleese welt until tomorrow morning to downloed the/otest version. 

Thanks, 

Asher 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kevin Payne -; @aol.com> 

Wednesday, June 27, 2012 1:37 PM 

Mike Barr <mba~r@ewsa.org>; Asher Mendelsolm <amendelsohn@ussoccer.org>; Tommy KaJn <tommy.kain@nike.com>; Jim 

Moorhouse <jmoorhouse@ussoccer.org>; Jay Berhalter <jberhalte@kentarogroup.com>; Lynn Berling-Manuel <I,ym~Berling- 

Manuel@ay~.org>; Dave Chesler <DChesle@ussoccer.org>; amanda.vandervort@mlssoccer.com; Anson Dorrance 
~:anson@uncaa.unc.edt~; April Heinrichs <AHeinrichs@ussoccer.org>; Steve Hofth~an ~        ~)calsouth.com>; 

’sshay@saysoccer.org’;              ~msn.com’; ’SaharMilani@ayso.org’; Carin Gabarra <gabarra@usna.edu>; Dr. Robert 

Conliguglia <     @aol.coln >; Jill Ellis <JEllis@ussoccer.org> 

Brian Remedi <BRemedi@ussoccer.org~; Dan Flynn <dflynn@ussoccer.org> 

Re: Follow-up: Materials from Zone 1 Player Development Task Fol~ce Webinar 

All reaJly great points! 

Sent ti~om my handheld device 

From: Mike Bali <mbalr@ewsa.org> 

Date: Tue, 26 Jun 2012 20:25:07 ÷ 0000 
To: Asher Mendelsohn<AMendelsohn@ussoccer.org>; Tommy Kain (tommy.kain@nike.com)<tommy.kaJn@nike.com>; Jim 

Moorhouse<JMoorhouse@ussoccer.org>; Jay Berhalter~berhalter@kentarogroup.com>; LynnBefling-Manuel@ayso.org<LylmBefling-Manuel@ayso.org>; Dave 

Chesler<DChesler@ussoccer.org>; amanda.vandervort@n~lssoccer.com<amanda.vanden,or~@mlssoccer.com>; ’anson@tmcan.unc.edu’<anson@uncaa.unc.edtc,; 

April Heinrichs<AHeinrichs@ussoccer.org>; Steve Hoffinan<        @calsouth.comg; ’sshay@saysoccer.org’<sshay@saysoccer.org>; 
’ @msn.com’< ~msn.com>; ’SaharMilani@ayso.org’<SaharMilani@ayso.org>; gabarra@usna.edu<gabarr~@usna.edu>; Robert 

Contiguglia, @aol.com)< @aol.com>; Jill Ellis<,~Alis@ussoccer.org> 

Cc: @aol.com~ ~a~l.com>; Brian Remedi<BRemedi@ussoccer.org>; Dan Flym~<dflynn@us~ccer.org> 

Subject: RE: Follow- up: Materials from Zone 1 Player Development Task Force Webina~ 

Asher~ 

I enjoyed the introduction video. I believe the next three sections should have a strong video related to each section and include some of the following 

irl[ormatior~ it~ some form: 

1) Fo]iowmg Best Practices and malting sure ck~bs are prov~dh~g a~ (:hih~ren of a~ ages arid abH~l:V levels, the oppor~:un~ty to play ~rt (:ompe[:it~ve or re(:reatkm 

programs 

2) AHowh~g time within a dub for free p~ay without an adult driven schedule or structure 

3) Provide to the v~ewers who come to the web site findings of The American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons and the American Academy of Pediatrics on 

s~ ngk~ spo r t sp ec~a l iza t ion a t~ d t h e h~gh ra t e of ~ nj u d es ~ n ch i]d r e n u n d er 14 "Fh ese s t u d ~ es a Iso ca ~1 fo r a p e r~ od o f dowt~ t i m e ~ [ s peda ~i~ ~ n g i n on e spo rt, [o r 

two or three months 

4) Exami~l~ng [he possiNHty of boy and girls p~ay~ng together competitively up unt~ age 12 (Long [erm s[h~etic development models favor this ~r~tegrat~on) 

5} Creating an awareness of b~olog~cal age vs. chrono~ogica~ age by coaches and parents a~ike {Athletes between 10 and 16 can be 4 [o 5 years apart 

developmentally and how rewarding the early maturing player does not lead to the development of the future e]~te p~ayer) 

6) Providing young families the potentia~ cost of p~ay~ng trave~ or competitive soccer and comh~g up w~th ~deas to provide quality training to al~ p~ayers 

w~thout regard to a fam~ly"s ~ncome level. 

7) The extensive va~ue of coaching education at a~ ~eve~s. 

~n the Resources Section provide USA Hockey’s American Development Model -. A P~an for Long Term A[Netic Development. 

~ sti~] have to question the Age Appropriate Soccer Section’s decision to p~ay 8v8 or 9v9 at ages e~ght and nine and at age ten, 9v9 or :Ely1 :L In our state we 

encourage 8v8 play at under 12 and most other states follow the same procedure. ~t appears in one section we encourage smal~ sided play but w~th the numbers 

I~sted above we seem ~:o be discouragmg small sh~ed ph~y Niost counl:rk~s now encourage small sh~ed ph~y up ~:o age fourteen. 

Asher, th~s is a huge endeavor but at tNs ~:ime there is Ht~:le guidance for parents In naviga~:~t~g all the char~ges that occur ~r~ youth soccer Having US Soccer provide 

parents and making strong recommendations ~n cooperation w~th US Youth, AYSO, MLS, US C~ub and SAY Soccer wH~ have an enormous impac[ on [he future of 

youth soccer ir~ [he United States. A quality product at Zone One wH~ a~so have huge marketabH~[y poten[~a] ~f parents see that US Soccer ~s providing 

guidelines other major sports are d~sregarding~ Keep up the good work on this project~ 

Mike 
IV~R:hael K. garr 

Director of Coaching 

Ess[ern Pennsylvania Youth Soccer 

4070 Butler P~ke 

Suite 100 

Plymouth Meeting PA 19462 

{51.0- 238-.9966 

(cell) 

F~m= Asher Mendelsohn [mail~:AMendelsohn@ussoccer.org] 
Nentl Monday, June 25, 20~2 6:29 PN 
Te~ Tommy Kain (tommy.kain@nike.com); Jim Noorhouse; Jay Berhal~u LynnBerling-Nanuel@ayso.org; Dave Chesler; amanda.vande~ort@mlssoccer.com; 
’anson@uncaa.unc.edu’; April Heinrichs; Mike Barr; Steve Hoffman; ’sshay@saysoccer.org’;            @ash.cOrn’; ’SaharNilani@ayso.org’; gabarra@usna.edu; Robe~ 
Contiguglia ~aol.com); ~ill Ellis 
Co: @aol.com; Brian Remedi; Dan Flynn 
Subject= Follow-up: Materials from Zone ~ Player Development Task Force Webinar 

Thank you for joining the webinar earlier this afternoon. 

As a follow up, below are directions to review the current draft of the Parent Guide. If you could return any feedback to me by end of the day on Friday, it will 

allow our staff time to review for use as we move forward. 

Preview of www.ussoc~er.com/parentguide: 

http:i!preview.ussoccer.comiparentguideiParent-G uide-Home.aspx 

password: 

iPad App: 



1. Download ’Adobe Viewer’ app from Apple App Store onto your iPad 

2. Open Adobe Viewer app 

3. Click on Home icon in top left of the screen 

4. Log in to Adobe Viewer using the following details: 

account: ussoccerfa n @ ussoccer.or~ 

password: 

5. Download ’Parent Guide’ app 

*We are making a few edits to the iPad app tonight, so please wait until tomorrow morning to download the latest version. 

Thanks, 

Asher 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~,e: 

Subject: 

Asher Mendelsohn <AMendelsohn~ussoccer.org> 

Wednesday, June 27, 2012 5:51 PM 

Steve Hottinan <shoflhmn@calsouth.com>; @aol.com; Mike Barr <mbarr@ewsa.org>; Tommy Kain 

<tommy.kain@nike.com>; Jim Moorhouse <JMoorhouse@ussoccer.org>; Jay Berhalter <jberhalte@kentarogroup.com>; Lynn Berling- 

Manuel <I,y~mBerling-Manuel@ayso.org>; Dave Chesler <DChesler@ussoccer.org>; amanda.vandervor@mlssoccer.com; Anson 
Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; April Heinrichs 

<,AAteinrichs@ussoccer.org >; ’sshay@saysoccer.org’;              @Insn.coln’; ’SaharMilani@ayso.org’; Carin Gabmra 

<galmrra@usna.edu>; Dr. Robert Contiguglia <    ~!aol.com >; Jill Ellis ~<lEllis@ussoccer.org > 

Brian Remedi <BRemedi@ussoccer.org~; Dan Flynn <dflynn@ussoccer.org> 

RE: Follow-up: Materials fi~om Zone 1 Player Development Task Force Webinar 

St~-_~ve and Mike - 

Thank you lot raising t h~-_~ concern abouL the a~e appropriate standards. As you are aware, ~he sped[~c recornmendath:ms vary among domesl:k: and k~erna~onal 

sources. Dave Chesler ~s rev~ew~n8 d~ese standsrds. 

hs th~s process, ~t ~s importast to sote that we are not IooMn£ for an absokate number ~n these recommendations, but an acceptable ranae. 

Thasks, 

A s h e r 

~= Steve Hoffman [mail~:shoffman@calsouth,com] 
$e~t~ Wednesday, June 27, 2012 ~:54 PN 

@aol.com; Mike Barr; Asher Mendelsohn; Tommy Kain; Jim Moorhouse; Jay Berhalter; Lynn Berling-Nanuel; Dave Chesler; 
amanda.vande~ort@mlssoccer.com; Anson Dorrance; April Heinrichs; ’sshay@saysoccer,org’; @msn,com’; ’SaharMilani@ayso.org’; Carin Gabarra; Dr, 
Robe~ Contiguglia; Jill Ellis 
Cc: Brian Remedi; Dan Flynn 
Subject: Re: Follow-up: Materials from Zone ~ Player Development Task Force Webinar 
Mike all good points I totally agree 

I looked over the intro and the app and I feel we are going in the right direction ~ 

One concern we need to look at is the age appropriate recommendation pages 

AYSO and USYS would probably disagree with the amount of training time recommendations 

If we want by-in from everyone we should look over this page and maybe talk to Claudio and compare 

I understand that its just recommendations but the amount of time is different than all of the affiliated members 

Thank You 

Yours in Soccer 

Steve Hoffman 
Cal South Director of Coaching Education and Player Development 

805.331.1522 
Shoffman @calsouth.com 

Description: cid:C34C367C-7A40 47714~AAF-ACCCA4D4D2A9 

All really great points! 

Sent from my handheld device 

From: Mike Barr <mbarr@epysa.org> 

Date: Tue, 26 Jun 2012 20:25:07 +0000 
~ To: Asher Mendelsohn<AMendelsohn@ussoccer org>; Tommy Kain (tommy.kain@nike.com)<tommy.kain@nike.com>; Jim Moorhouse<JMoorhouse@ussoccer.org>; Jay 

Berhalter<jberhalter@kentarogroup.com>; LynnBerling-Manuel@ayso.org<LynnBerling-Manuel@ayso.org>; Dave Chesler<DChesler@ussoccer.org>; 

amanda.vandervort@mlssoccer.com<amanda.vandervortOmlssoccer.com>; ’ansonOuncaa.unc.edu’<anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; April Heindchs<AHe~nrichs@ussoccer.org>; 

Steve 

Hoffman, ~calsouth.com>; ’sshay@saysoccer.org’<sshayOsaysoccer.org>; pmsn.com’< @raSh.COrn>; ’SaharMilani@ayso.org’<SaharM 

.... ~J_~R[~Ay~2:2[~>; ggbarraOusna.edu<gabarra@usna.edu>; Robert Contiguglia      @aokcom <     ~.~R[:~£]~>; Jill Ellis<~.~J_[[~.~9.££#.££[~> 

Cc:          @aol.com<          @aoLcom>; Brian Remedi<BRemedi@ussoccer.org>; Dan Flynn<dflynnOussoccer.org> 

Subject: RE: Follow-up: Materials from Zone 1 Player Development Task Force Webinar 

Asher, 

~ enjoyed the introduction video, ~ believe the next three sections shouM have a strong v~deo re~ated to each section and ~nclude some of the foHow~ng 

information in some form: 

1) F.:>~lowmg Best Practk:es and ma~dng sure dubs are providing all ch~h~ren of a~ ages and abHil:y leve~s, the opportunity to play ~r~ (:ompe~:il:~ve or 

rec:real:k>]~ programs 

2) Al~owin~ tirne w~th~n a club for free play w~thout an aduk driven schedule or structure 

Provide to the viewers who come to the web s~te findings of The American Academy of Orthopedic Suraeons and the American Academy of Pediatrics 

on s~ng~e sport spedaHzation and the Mgh rate of ~njut~es hi chiMren under ]4, These studies also call for a period of down th-ne ~f speda]izing h~ one 

sport, h:~r two or three months 

4) E’,<amink~g the poss~bihLy of boy and girls playing Logel:her com~)etRiw?lv up until age I2 (Long term athletic development mode~s favor this ~ntegral:h:m) 

5) Cresdng an awareness of b~olog~ca~ age vs. chrono~og~ca~ age by coaches and parents a~ike (ALNetes between 10 and ~6 can be 4 ~o 5 years apart 

developmentally and how rewarding the eaHy rnsLudng player does not ~ead to the development of the future Nite p~ayer) 

6) Providing you[?g families the potent~a~ cost of p~ayh~g travel or competitive soccer and coming up w~th ideas to provide quality training to a]~ players 

without regard to a family’s h~come level 

7) The extensive w~lue of coaching educal:km at all k~vels. 



h~ the Resources Section provide USA Hockev’s Amerk:an B’,evelopment Mode~ - A ~lan for Lon~[ Term A~Metic Devek)pment. 
~ stH~ have to question the A@e Appropriate Soccer Section’s derision to play 8v~ or 9v9 a[ a~es eight and n~ne aT1d at ~e ten, 9vB or 22v22~ ~n ou~ state we 
encourage 8v8 play at under 12 and most other slates follow the same procedure~ ~t appears ~n one section we encourage srna~i s~ded p~ay but w~th the numbers 
listed above we seem to be d~scouraging small sided play. Mos~ countries now encourage small sided play up to age fourteen. 

Asher, this ~s a huge endeavor but at this time the~e ~s little guidance for parents In navigating al~ the changes that occur h~ youth soccer. Having US Soccer 

provMe parents and making s~ron~ recommenda~:ions in coopera~:ion with US Youth, AYSO, MLS, US Club and SAY Soccer ~vi~l have an enormous impact on the 

fu[ure of you[h soccer in the United Slates. A quaiity product at Zone One will also have huge marketability potendai ~f parents see [hat US Soccer is providing 

[he ~u~delines other major spor[s are disregarding. Keep up the good work on this projecL 

MH<e 

Michae~ K. Barr 

Director of Coaching 

Eas~:ern ~ennsyJw~nia Youth Soccer 

4070 Buder Pike 

Sui[e I00 

Plymouth Meetk~g PA :[9462 

(cell) 

SeBti Monday, June 25, 20~2 6:29 PM 
:;:; Te= Tommy Kain (tommy.kain@nike.com); Jim Moorhouse; Jay Berhalter; LynnBeding-ManueJ@ayso.org; Dave Chesler; 

amanda.vande~o~@mlssoccer.com; ’anson@uncaa.unc.edu’; April Heinrichs; Mike Barr; Steve 
Hoffman; :_~b_@Y_@_~9_¢~_[,_g£g’; ’.            ~_[~_~[)_~[~’; [~@~_C[!IJ@_D_[@~_~,~[:g:; g@_b_~Er@_@M_~_~,_¢~_~; Robe~ Contiguglia     @@_gJ_~[~O; Jill Ellis 

@aol.com; Brian Remedi; Dan Flynn 
S~bjeCt= Follow-up: Materials from Zone ~ Player Development Task Force Webinar 

:::::::: Thank you for joinin8 the webinar earlier this afternoon. 

As a follow up, below are directions to review the current draft of the Parent Guide. If you could return any feedback to me by end of the day on Friday, it will 

allow our staff time to review for use as we move forward. 

Preview of ~_~_~_t~_~_[z_~Z~_~_[~9~8_~_~_~.: 

http:!!preview.ussoccer.com!parent~uide!Pa rent-Guide-Home.aspx 

username: 

password: 

iPad App: 

~. Download ’Adobe Viewer’ app from Apple App Store onto your iPad 

2. Open Adobe Viewer app 

3. Click on Home icon in top left of the screen 

4. Lo~ in to Adobe Viewer usin8 the followin~ details: 

account: ussoccerfa n @ussoccer.or~ 

password: 

5. Download ’Parent Guide’ app 

*We ere reeking e ~ew edits to the iPed epp tonight, so pleese welt until tomorrow morning to downloed the letest version. 

:::::::: Thanks, 

Asher 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dave Chesler <DChesler@ussoccer.org> 

Wednesday, June 27, 2012 9:18 PM 

Asher Mendelsohn <AMendelsohn@ussoccer.org>; Steve Hottinm~ < ~caJsouth.com>; ~aol.com; Mike Barr 
<mbarr@epysa.org>; Tommy Kain <tommy.kain@nike.com>; Jim Moorhouse qlMoorhouse@ussoccer.org>; Jay Berhalter 

<jberhalter@kentarogroup.com>; Lynn Berling-MaJauel <LynnBerling-Mmmel@ayso.org>; mnanda.vandervorV~:mlssoccer.com; Anson 
Dorrm~ce ~son@uncaa.unc.edu>; April Heinrichs <AHeinrichs@ussoccer.org>; ’sshay@saysoccer.org’;              ~@msn.com’; 

’Sa~harMilm~i@ayso.org’; Carin Gabara <gabara@usna.edu>; Dr. Robe~ Contiguglia, @aol.com>; Jill Ellis <lEllis@ussoccer.org> 

Brim~ Remedi <BRemedi@ussoccer.org>; Dan F15~n <dfly~m@ussoccer.org > 

INPUT: Age-Appropriate Recommendations for Zone 1 Player Development Task Force Webinar 

Asher & Committee Members: 

I have collated the current factual data on recommendations from a cross-section of our members as well as the recommendations from the Best Practices Manual. 
After comparing and the considering the developmental concepts behind these guidelines, I came up with th ~[~~ in the ~ area of 

the chart. 

i ~hinl¢ ~e shouid consider d~fining ~his ~rogression by t~ SCHOO~E~R~GRABE [DdE~ as ~!i as ~he c~ronoiogicai ag~. This may provide a more relevant measure 

for the PARENT. Thoughts? 

NOTE: (She~la- I was not able to locate your data from your website today_...if you guide me I would immediately ~nclude the SAY progressions.) 

SOCCER AGE GROUP, U6, U7, U8 , US , U: 

2 3 

*60 

60- 

75 9O 9 

6~ 

6~ 

7~ 

8v8 o 

2 

2 

? 

45-60 

? 

3v3 or 4v4 

4v4 

5v5 

5v5 or 7v7 

3 

3 

3 

3 

4v4 8v8 or 9v9 

3 4 

* 60 minutes coach-directed+ 30 minutes free play/self-expression 

** 2-3 practices per match 

**75 min. coach-directed + 30 minutes of free play!self-expression 

# MATCHES PER WEEK? 

# MATCHES PER YEAR? 

DURATION OF MATCHES? 

F~m= Asher Nendelsohn 
Sent= Wednesday, June 27, 2012 3:51 PN 

To= Steve Hoffman;         Naol.com; Nike Barr; Tommy Ka~n; Jim Noorhouse; Jay Berhal~r; Lynn Berling-Nanue~; Dave Chesler; amanda.vandervoR@mlssoccer.com; 
Anson Dorrance; Apd~ Heinrichs/’sshay@saysoccer.org’; @raSh.COrn’/’SaharNilani@ayso.org’; Carin Gabarra; Dr. Robert Contiguglia; Jill Ellis 

Ce= Brian Remedi; Dan Flynn 

Subject= RE: Follow-up: Na~rials from Zone 1 Player Development Task Force Webinar 

Steve and M~ke--- 

Thank you for raising the concern shout the sge a0propr~ate standards. As you sre ~wsre, the spedfic recommendations vary among domestic and ~ternat~onsl 

sources;, [Z~ve Chesler ~5; reviewing [:hese stand~;rds. 

fn th~s process, ~t ~s inlpor[a]11:1:o ]l.:?te [:hat we i~re no[ looking for i~n absoh~:e number m these recommends~:~ons, but i~n 8ccepl:able range, 

Thanks, 

Asher 



From: Steve Hoffman [mailto        ~calsouth.coml 
Sent: Wednesday, -lune 27, 2012 1:54 PM 
To:         @aol.com; Mike Burr; Asher Mendelsohn; Tommy Kain; -lim Moorhouse; .lay Berhalter; Lynn Berling-Manuel; Dave Chesler; 
amanda.vandervod:@mlssoccer.com; Anson Dorrance; April Heinrichs; ’sshay@saysoccer.org’; @msn.com’; ’SaharMilani@ayso.org’; Carin Gabarra; Dr. Rober~ 
Contiguglia; .lill Ellis 
C¢: Brian Remedi; Dan Flynn 
Sul~ject: Re: Follow-up: Materials from Zone :[ Player Development Task Force Webinar 
Mike all good points I totally agree 

I looked over the intro and the app and I feel we are going in the right direction ! 
One concern we need to look at is the age appropriate recommendation pages 

AYSO and USYS would probably disagree with the amount of training time recommendations 

If we want by-in from everyone we should look over this page and maybe talk to Claudio and compare 

I understand that its just recommendations but the amount of time is different than all of the affiliated members 

Thank You 

Yours in Soccer 

Steve Hoffman 

Cal South Director of Coaching Education and Player Development 

805.331.1522 

Shoffman @calsouth.com 

Description: cid:C34C367C-7A40477 I~AAF-ACCCA4D4D2A9 

All really great points! 
Sent from my handheld device 

From: Mike Burr <mbarr@epysa.oflg> 

Date: Tue, 26 Jun 20:[2 20:25:07 +0000 

To: Asher Mendelsoh n<.-A-~--M-~-e---n--d-~-e-!-s--~---h-~-n---(‘~-L]-s--s--~---c--c--e-~-r:~-~--r-~>; Tommy Kain (.t--~----m-~--m-~y~-k--a-!--n---C-~-~-n-Lk~-e-~-c~-~-~-m---)<.t--~----m-~--m-~y~-k--a-!--n---C-~-~-n-Lk--e-~--c--~---m--->; Jim M~rh~use<~-M----~---~--r-]?~-~-~u---s--e---@-,---u-~s-~s-~---c-~c-~e--~-~--r-~>; Jay 

Berhalter<jberhalter@kentarogroup.com>; LynnBerling-Manuel@ayso.or~<LynnBerling-Manuel@ayso.or~,>; Dave Chesler<DChesler@ussoccer.org>; 

.... ~_n_zaj?_d__a_:_v_.a_0._d_.e_f.v_ .~--rt-.-@~-n-~[s-.s-~-~£.c--e-r-~-c~-~-.m--<a-~-n~A~[~£~!#~£~E~£~>;/.a__.n__s_£]?_~_u_££_a_.a._:~)_n_.c_._.e_ .d__u.’<~_n_.s_ .o_E._@._._u_£_c_.a_a__:~._n_.c_:.e__d_#.>; April Heinrichs<AHeinrichs@ussoccer.or~>; 

Steve Hoffman @calsouth.com>; ’sshay@saysoccer.org’<sshay@saysoccer.or~>; @man.corn’< @man.corn>; 

..... [S__a__.h_a__r_ .M__!]_a_n_!_~.a__y__s_o_:_o__r_j~’<.S_ .a_]!_a_r__M__~_t.a_n_!@a_~ts__o_:_o_r_~>; ~..a-b--a-r--r-a-~u--s-n--a-~-e-.d-~-L]<ga--b-#~£-r-a-~-@--~-L]s--n-.a-~-.e-d--u~>; Robert Contiguglia I @sol.corn)< (@_a_._o_!:__c.o_m._.>; Jill 
Ellis<J Ellis@ussoccer.org> 

~aokcom,          ~aol.com>; Brian Remedi<BRemedi@ussoccer.org>; Dan Flynn<dflynn~ussoccer.or~> 

Subject: RE: Follow-up: Materials from Zone 1 Player Development Task Force Webinar 

Asher, 

f eqjoyed tfH:~ introduction video. [ believe:~ the Dext three sections shouk~ haw:~ a strong video relab-:~d to ~-:~ach section and include some of the 

:: information in some ~orm: 
) 1) Foflowin~ Best I ractic-~s and making sure clubs are providing all children of a]f ages and abi]ity levels, Lhe opportunity Lo play in competitive or 

recreation programs 

2) Allowing time within a club for free play without an adult driven schedule or structure 

3) Provide to th~-:~ vi~:,wers who come ~:o ~:he web site findings o~ Th~-:~ ~merican Acad~:,my of C)rthop~-:~dic Surgeons and th~-:~ ~merican Acad~:,my of Pediatrics on 

single sport specialization and the:~ high ra~:e of in.juri~-:~s in chiidren und~-:~r 3.4. lh~:~s~:~ studi~-Ls also call ~or a period of down time if sp~-:~ciaiizing in one sport, 

t:or two or three ~T~onths 

4) Exanlinin~ the possibility ot: boy and girls playing together cornpeLitively up ~ntit age I2 (Lon~ term athletic development models favor this integration) 

5) Creating an awareness of biological age vs. chronological age by coaches and parents alike (Athletes between 10 and :15 can be 4 to S years apart 

developmentally and how rewarding time early maturing player does not lead to time development of the future elite player) 

15) Providing young families the po[ential cost of playing travel or competitiw:~ soccer and coming up wH:h ideas ~:o provide quality training to all players 

without regard to a family’s income 

7) The extensive value of coaching education aL all levels. 

In the Resources Section provide USA Hod<ey’s American Development K4odel - A Plan for Long Tern~ Athletic Development. 

I still have to question the Age Appropriate goccer gection’s decision to play 8v8 or 9v9 at ages eight and nine and at age ten, .~v~ ~.r l:].vl:L In our state we 

enco{~rage 8v8 play at under :[?_ and most other st:at~:,s folk~w tfu:, same procedure, ft app~-:~ars in oru:, s~-:~ction we encourage small sided play but with the numb~:~rs 

listed above we seem to b~:~ discouraging small sided play. Most court[ties now encourage small sided play up to age fourteen. 

Asher, this is a huge endeavor but at Lhis tinle there is little ~uidance t:or parents In navigating aH the changes thaL occur in youth soccer: Having US Soccer 

provide parents and making strong recommendations in cooperation with LIB Youth, AYSO, MLS, US Club and SAY Soccer will have an enormous impact on the 

future of youth soccer in the United States. A quality product at Zone One will also have huge marketability potential if parents see that US Soccer ix providing 

the guidelines other major sports are disregarding. Keep up the good work on this project. 

Mike 

Michael IC 8arr 

DirecLor of Coaching 

Eastern Pennsylvania Youth Soccer 

:1070 Butler Pike 

Plymouth Meeting PA 3.9462 

610- 298--9965 

Fro~: Asher Mendelsohn [mailto:AMendelsohn@ ussoccer.org] 
Sent: Monday, .lune 25, 20:[2 6:29 PM 

:::::::: To: Tommy Kain (_t__o___m____m__y~__k__a__~__n__#~__n_j__k__e_=_c___o___r[_)); .lim Moorhouse; .lay Berhalter; ._L_y_n__n_B_e_.r_!!.n_9:.P_la_p_.u_el@ayso.orq Dave Chesler; --a---m---a---n--d---a-~--v-~--n-~-e--~--~-~--@-[~[-s--s--~--£-c--e-’-~-c--~--[~; 

.... ’anson@uncaa.unc.edu’; April Heinrichs; Mike Burr; Steve Hoffman; ’sshay@saysoccer.org’;             @man.corn’; ’SaharMilani@ayso.org’; gabarra@usna.edu; 



Robert Contiguglia     @aol.com); Jill Ellis 
C¢;         ~ _a_ _ _o_ ! =_ _c_ _o_ _E _~ ; Brian Remedi; Dan Flynn 
Subject: Follow-up: Materials from Zone I Player Development Task Force Webinar 

:::::::: Thank you for joining the webinar earlier this afternoon. 

As a follow up, below are directions to review the current draft of the Parent Guide. If you could return any feedback to me by end of the day on Friday, it will 

allow our staff time to review for use as we move forward. 

Preview of www.ussoccer.com/parentguide: 

http:!!preview.ussoccer.com!parentguide!Pa rent-Guide-Home.aspx 

username: 

password: 

iPad App: 

1. Download ’Adobe Viewer’ app from Apple App Store onto your iPad 

2. Open Adobe Viewer app 

3. Click on Home icon in top left of the screen 

4. Log in to Adobe Viewer using the following details: 

account: .y_s___s__o___c__c___e_E_f__a___n____@__y__s__s___o__c__c___e__[:__o__[g 

password: 

5. Download ’Parent Guide’ app 

*We ere making a few edits to the iPad app tonight, so please wait until tomorrow morning to download the latest version. 

:::::::: Thanks, 

Asher 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

April Heinrichs <AHeinrich@ussoccer.org> 

Thursday, July 5, 2012 1:32 PM 

Dave Chesler <DChesle@us~ccer.org>; Asher Mendelsohn <AMendelsohn@ussoccer.org>; Steve Holqinan 

~calsouth.com>;          ~aol.com; Mike Barr <mba~@ewsa.org>; Tommy Kain <tommy.kain@nike.com>; Jim 

Moorhouse ~\lMoorhouse@us~ccer.org>; Jay Berhalter <jberhalte@kentaa~group.com>; Lynn Beding-Manuel <LynnBerling- 

Manuel@ayso.org>; amanda.vandervoN~!mlssoccer.com; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; ’sshay@saysoccer.org’; 

@Insn.coln’; ’SahaxMilani@ayso.org’; Carin Gabarra <gabarm@usna.edu>; Dr. Robert Contiguglia < ~)aol.coln>; Jill 
Ellis <JEllis@ussoccer.org > 

Brian Remedi <BRemedi@ussoccer.org~; Dan Flynn <dflynn@ussoccer.org> 

RE: INPUT: Age-Appropriate Recommendations for Zone 1 Player Development Task Force Webinar 

Asher, 

Chiming in here, although I’m clearly not the expert at these ages, I do believe the Parent’s Guide should include a recommended # of games per year for every age 

group. We know ti~m our ve~ recent and extensive YNT questionnmre/survey that the trainings to games ratio is signific~mtly off in terms of what’s happening aroand 

the world and what we KNOW should be happening here in the U.S. for our youth national temn pool players tinder 14 years of age. As such, we can probably 

assume that it is also the case for our new, recreational, emerging, pre-pre-academy (a~ld alike) players. At a Ininilnum, we are setting a taiget along with leading our 

parents, coaches, clubs, organizations on the ideal # of gaines per year for each age group, rather than allowing the training to game ratio to continue to slip down the 

slippe~ slope driven by the uneducated. 

Also, could we simply insert ’game durations’ alongside ’duration of practices’ in the same format.., mirroring one another.., to be more thorough thus educating 

further? 

That’s my 1 cent. 

April 

From: Dave Chesler 
Sent: Wednesday, June 27, 20~2 9:~8 PM 
To: Asher Mendelsohn; Steve Hoffman;         @aol.com; Mike Barr; Tommy Kain; Jim Moorhouse; Jay Berhalter; Lynn Berling-Manuel; 
amanda.vandervort@mlssoccer.com; Anson Dorrance; April Heinrichs; ’sshay@saysoccer.org’; ~msn.com’; ’SaharMilani@ayso.org’; Carin Gabarra; Dr. Robert 
Contiguglia; Jill Ellis 
Cc; Brian Remedi; Dan Flynn 
Subject-" INPUT: Age-Appropriate Recommendations for Zone 1 Player Development Task Force Webinar 
Asher & Committee Members: 
I have collated the current factual data on recommendations from a cross-section of our members as well as the recommendations from the Best Practices Manual. 
After comparing and the considering the developmental concepts behind these guidelines, I came up with th~ in the ~ area of 

the chart. 
! ~i~k ~ ~!~ ~i~ ~fi~i~ ~N~ ~i~ ~ ~ ~YE~G~ADE ~E~E~ ~ ~ii ~ ~ ~i~i~i ~. This may provide a more relevant measure 
for the PARENT. Thoughts? 
NOTE: (Sheila- I was not able to locate your data from your website today.....if you guide me I would immediately include the SAY progressions.) 

~a ~a ’, ................................................................... 

BEST PRACTICES 1 

U SYS 1 

AYSO 1 

PARENTGUIDE 2 

BEST PRACTICES 30-45 

U SYS 45 

AYSO 60 (35+25) 

PARENTGUIDE 60 

BEST PRACTICES 3v3 

USYS 3v3 

AY50 3v3 

PARENTGUIDE 3v3 

BEST PRACTICES 3 

U SYS 3 

AYSO 3 

PARENTGUIDE 3 

2 3 

*60 

60- 

75 9O 

4v4 8v8 or 9v9 

2 

2 

? 

3 

45-60 

? 

3v3 or 4v4 

4v4 

5v5 

5v5 or 7v7 

3 

3 

3 

3 4 3 

* 60 minutes coach-directed+ 30 minutes free play/self-expression 

** 2-3 practices per match 

**75 min, coach-directed + 30 minutes of free play/self-expression 

# MATCHES PER WEEK? 



# MATCHES PER YEAR? 

DURATION OF MATCHES? 

i.i S So<(:ei" 

Fro~a-" Asher Mendelsohn 
Sent; Wednesday, June 27, 2052 3:52 PM 
To; Steve Hoffman;         @aol.com; Mike Barr; Tommy Kain; Jim Moorhouse; Jay Berhalter; Lynn Berling-Manuel; Dave Chesler; amanda.vandervort@mlssoccer,com; 
Anson Dorrance; Aprii Heinrichs; ’sshay@saysoccer.org’; ’ @msn.com’; ’SaharMilani@ayso.org’; Carin Gabarra; Dr. Robert Contiguglia; Jill Ellis 
Co; Brian Remedi; Dan Flynn 
Sabject; RE: Follow-up: Materials from Zone $ Player Development Task Force Webinar 

Steve and Mike .... 

Thank you [:or raising the concern about the age appropriate standards. As you are aware, the speci[:ic recommendations vary among domestic and international 

sources. Dave Chesler is reviewing these standards. 

In this process, it is important to note th~L we are not Iooki~g for an absolute ~umber in these recommendatior~s, but an acceptable range. 

T h a n k s 

Asher 

Frona: Steve Hoffman [mailto:shoffman@calsouth.com] 
Seat; Wednesday, June 27, 2052 $:54- PM 
Te:         @aol.com; Mike Barr; Asher Mendelsohn; Tommy Kain; Jim Moorhouse; Jay Berhalter; Lynn Berling-lVlanuel; Dave Chesler; 
amanda,vandervort@mlssoccer.com; Anson Dorrance; April Heinrichs; ’sshay@saysoccer.org’; ’ @msn.com’; ’SaharMilani@ayso.org’; Carin Gabarra; Dr. Robert 
Contiguglia; Jill Ellis 
C¢; Brian Remedi; Dan Flynn 
SabjeCt-" Re: Follow-up: Materials from Zone $ Player Development Task Force Webinar 
Mike all ~ood points I totally a~ree 

I looked over the intro and the app and I feel we are ~oin~ in the right direction ! 

One concern we need to look at is the a~e appropriate recommendation pa~es 

AYSO and USYS would probably disagree with the amount of trainin~ time recommendations 

If we want by-in from everyone we should look over this pa~e and maybe talk to Claudio and compare 

I understand that its just recommendations but the amount of time is different than all of the affiliated members 

Thank You 

Yours in Soccer 

Steve Hoffman 
Cal South Director of Coachin~ Education and Player Development 

805.331.1522 
Shoffman @calsou~h.com 

i.~.i Description: cid:C34C367C-7A4047714AAF-ACCCA4D4D2A9 

All really g:reat points! 

Sent from my handheld device 

From: Mike Barr <mbar’r@e~)~tsa.or.g> 

Date: Tue, 26 Jun 2012 20:25:07 +0000 
i To: Asher Mende~s~hn<-A----M---e-~-n---d--e-)~-s~-~-~-h-!L-@--u---s--s--~--c---c--e--r-~-~---r~>; Tommy Kain (-t~-~-~-m--~-m--z~-k--a--[-n-~--@-!~[-k--e-~-c--~----m-~)<-t~-~-~-m----m--~v.kain @hike.corn>; Jim M~rh~use<J-~-M--~---~--~h---~---u-~s-~e---@-~L-is--s--~--c---c--e--r-:-~--r--~>; Jay 

Berhalter<jberhaker@kentaroF~roup.com>; LynnBerlin~-Manuel@ayso.orF~<LynnBerling-Manuel@ayso.org>; Dave Chesler<DChesler@ussoccer.org>; 

..... a_]~.a__n__d_a_ ._v_a_._n_~_e_.r_~._o_r__t_@_]~].s_ s_. _o_ c__c_ .e_q_c_ .o_r0_< _a_i~a__n_d__a__.v__a_ .n_ d_ . _e_ r_ _v_ .o_[~_i~!~2£~[:£q~).>; [~£~££ ¢~_#£~_~:~]?_£:~~’<a_]]_s__o_ .n_ ~_~_n_.c_a_._a_:._u_o_c_:_e_ .d_ u_>; April H e in r ich s<A__H_._e_!9_r_[c_b s__._@__u_s_s_o_ _c._ce__r_:._o_[~ >; 
Steve Hoffman< @calsouth.com>; ’sshay@saysoccer.ors’<sshay@saysoccer.ors>; ~)msn.com’. ~)msn.com>; 

.... ~.S_ .a_]t.a_r_._M_.~_[.a_]t[_C.~__a_~ts_._o_:._o_[8’<Sa ha r Mila ni@a_y__s_o._._o.__r~[>; Ea_.b_g_[[_a_.@___L]S_._n_a__._e__d_.u_.<~.a_b__a_r__r_a__ ._@._~__s_n__a_:_e_.d___L]>; Robert Contiguglia I __@__a___o_]_._£_o___n__~.)< @.a._o_.[:.c__o_._m_>; Jill 
Ellis<J Ellis@ussoccer.org> 

Co:          @aol.com.          @aol.com>; Brian Remedi<BRemedi@ussoccer.or~>; Dan Flynn<dflynn@ussoccer.or~> 

SubjeCt: RE: Follow-up: Materials from Zone 1 Player Development Task Force Webinar 

Ashec 

I e~joyed the introd~(:tion video, f believe [he ne>’,[ three sec[ions should have a sLron~ video rel~Led [o each secl:km a~d include :~.:>me of the followin~ 

informatio~ in some form: 

1) Followin8 Best Practices a~d making8 sure clubs are providin8 all children of atl a~es and ability levels, the opportunity to play in competitive or 

recreation prosrams 

2) AIIowinA time within a club for free play without an adult driven schedule or structure 

3) Provide to the viewers who come to the web :;ire findings of The American Ac~demy o~ Orthopedic Sur~eons and the &merican Ac~demy o~ £ediatri~:s on 

sinsle sport spedaliz~:ion ~nd ~:he hish rate of inj~ries in children under _[4, These studies ~ls.:_~ call for ~ period of down time i[ specializin8 i~ o~e sport, 

for two or three months 

4) Examinin8 the possibility of boy and sifts playin8 Losether competitively up u~til a~e $2 (Lon8 term athletic development models favor this intesration) 

5) Creatin8 an awareness of bioloAical abe vs. chronolo.qical* a.q~*e by coaches and parents alike (Athletes between :lO and t6 can be 4 to 5 years apart 

developmentally and how rewardinA the early rnaturin8 player does not lead to the development of the future elite player) 

6) Providin8 y.:>un8 [amilies ~he pol:enLial ~:os~ o~ playin8 traw?l or competitive sock:or a~d ~:omi~8 up with ideas to provide quality ~rainin~ to all pl~yers 

7) The extensive value o1:coachin8 education at all levels, 

In the Resources Sectio~ provide LISA Hockey’s American Development Model -A Plan for Lon£, Term Athletic Devetopme~t, 

I still have to question the ABe Appr~.priate .~occer .~ection’s decision to play 8v8 or 9v9 at aAes ei.~ht and nine and at abe ten, 9v9 or :l~v:l~ In our state we 



encourase 8v8 play at under J2 anc~ most other s~:ates follow the same procedure. ~[ appears hi one section we encourase 5mal~ 5~ded p~ay but w~th the nufT~bers 

I~sted above we seern to be d~scoura~n~ smalt sided play. Moat countries now encourage snlalt sided play up to abe fourteen. 

Asher, thb is a huse endeavor but at Lh~s t~me there b I~tt~e ~uidance ~:or parents ~n nav~satin8 aH the chsnses that occur in youth soccer. Havin8 US Soccer 

provide parents and maMn~ stron8 recommendations in cooperation wkh US Youth, AYSO, M[.S~ US Club and SAY Soccer will have an enormous ~mpact on the 

future of youth soccer ~n the United States. A quaUty product at Zone One wHI also have huse marketability potentia~ if parents see that US Soccer is prov~dh]£ 

~:he {~uh~e~ines other major spor~:s are d~sregarding, Keep up the good wor~ on this project 

Mike 

Mlchae~ I(. Barr 

D~rector of Coachin~ 

Eastern PennsyB’ania Youth Soccer 

4070 ~3uder P~ke 

Su~:e ~.00 

P~ymouth Meet]n~ PA ]9462 

6~0- 238--9966 

F~m~ Asher Mendelsohn [mailto:AMendelsohn@ussoccer.org] 
8emt= Monday, June 25, 2012 6:29 PM 

~ T¢~ Tommy Kain (tommy.ka~n@n]ke,com); Jim Moorhouse; Jay Berhalter; LynnBer~nq-Manue~@ayso,or~; Dave Chester; amanda.vandervo~@mlssoccer.com; 

:::::::: [~n~@~:~nc:~’; April Heinrichs; Mike Barr; S~ve Hoffman; ’sshay~ay~E:~rg’; 

:::::::: Robe~ Contiguglia _    @aol.com); Jill Ellis 
#aoLcom; Brian Remedi; Dan Flynn 

:::::::: ~bje¢t= Follow-up: Materials from Zone i Player Development Task Force WebJnar 
::~::~ Thank you for joinin8 the webinar earlier this afternoon. 

As a follow up, below are directions to review the current draft of the Parent Guide. If Vou could return any feedback to me bf end of the da~ on Friday, it will 

allow our staff time to review for use as we move forward. 

~review ~f www.usso¢¢er.¢om/parent~u~de: 

username 

password: 

i~ad App: 

~. Download ’Adobe Viewer’ app from Apple App Store onto your iPad 

2. Open Adobe Viewer app 

3. Click on Home icon in top ~eft of the screen 

4. Lo8 in to Adobe Viewer usin8 the followin8 details: 

account: ussoccerfa n @ussoccer.or~ 

password: 

5. Download ’Parent Guide’ app 

*We are making e ~ew edits to the iPed app tonight, so please wait until tomorrow morning to download the latest version. 

:::::::: Thanks, 

Asher 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Darren Ambrose z<lvambros@upenn.edn> 

Sunday, April 20, 2014 10:31 AM 

Division 1 Email list <dl wsoc@socceflists.org> 

{DlWSOC} Asst Coach opening 

Penn has an opening for a 2nd Asst position. Goalkeeping experience is NOT required though ~vould be beneficial Prefer 1-2 years experience in a collegiate environment 

What is required is: Someone of sound mind and bo@ who is young enough to master technology, social media, video soft~vare, ability to relate to college age women, keep an office 
organized, work long hours, be willing to travel, hve in or near the great city of Philadelphia, play a little, coach a little, and spot a good player on the recruiting trail. 

For all of that the?- get paid $23.5K (no benefits) plus $10K in camp and get to hang out in Philly ~vhich is a cool place even without the NSCAA Convention. 

Please for~vard to an?- qualified, interested people, and have them email me resume, letter of app AND names/contact info of 3 references asap. 

I would like to get someone in as soon as possible. 

Darren Ambrose 

Pelm Soccer 

Ivy League Champions 2001, 2007, 2010 

215-898-2923 o 

215-573-6030 f 

www.pennathletics.com 

www.pennsocceracademy.com 

www.pennathletics, com/supportsoccer 

Email ~gmail corn for additions or question about the D1WSOC@socccerlists org Listserv. Brendan Eitz can also be reached by cell at 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brett Ledbetter <brett@ledbetterbasketball.com> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 12:46 PM 

clarkj@berkeley.edu; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Intro&~clion 

Anson / Jack - Hope both of you are having a great day! 

First ofl~..Thank You! I’ve really enjoyed learning fiom both of you. I wanted to take a second to pm together an email to introduce you to one a~other. I’ve fonnd that 

yon guys have a lot of crossover ruth some of your coaching teclmiques. And...I think it’d be great for you two to co~mect. Here’s a film session that we just produced 

that features both of you - 

Championship Roses: 

https:i/vimeo.com/91007093 

Password: 

@Jack: I think you would enjoy hearing a~out a few things fiom Anson: 

Competitive Caldron (Inspect vs Expect) 

Character Banquet - (How peers rate each other & How parents obselwe) 

12 Core Values 

@Ans~n: Here are some of the things that I think yoffd enjoy learning from Jack: 

Sport is Study (Notebook usage) 

6 Core Values 

Proprietary Statistics 

I roll continue send you the film sessions that we produce that feature yon. 

Talk soon, 

Brett 

Brett Ledbetter 

.F’~ ~:~ ,3:?.2, i ?’5,!!, ~...:ii~ :. ::.~ :~ 

i×ii 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brittani Bartok < @msn.com> 

Thursday, April 24, 2014 10:53 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacmm~@unc.edu> 

You may use Tiffs article 

Tiff says absolutely no problem using her article in the summer packet 

Britt 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: "_c}gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 11:35 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subject: Quote 

Hey Anson, 

Hope you are well. I’m reading the book "The Genius in All of Us" by David Shel~ and this made me immediately think of the UNC women’s program: 

"In any competitive arena, the single best way to inspire better performance is to be surrounded by the fiercest possible competition and a culture of extreme excellence. Success begets 
success." 

Couldn’t be more grateful to have experienced that while playing for you. Thank you for bringing that to life on the soccer field. 

Yael 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 11:23 PM 

me.corn> 

Re: Email for the teaa~ 

Excellent send it out! 

Se~t.~°om my Verizou IVire[ess 4G L)"E DROLL) 

Hey Anson, 
I am super excited about taking tW freestyle to the next step and for evelything that is to corue. I love this team and program so much and I’m so excited that I will always be part of it. 
Thanks for everything Anson. 
Here is tW draft email for the tearut 

Hi evel¥one 

I hope everyone is having a good week. I wanted to let you all know that I have decided to pursue and focus on my freestyle career and business. To do this successfully and to take full 
advantage of tW opport~mities, this unfortunately means that I will lose my NCAA eligibility and can no longer play       with you guys. I have been offered aruazing opportunities with 
my freestyle that I can’t continue to pass up because of NCAA restrictions. I read a quote the other dab" that said "the man who chases two rabbits catches neither." This really- hit home 
with me and I realized that I need to fully dedicate myself to one sport. I ~vant you to kno~v that I love you all very- much and this has been a really difficult decision for me to make. I initially 
wanted to tell you guys in person but I aru getting emotional just typing up this email. 

Anson is working on keeping me connected to this team because that is ftmdamentally important to me. So I will still be aro~md a lot but in some other capacity. I love you all so much and I 
am so thapNl’ul to have you all in ray life and for all of the rr~eraolies that i have created with you guys so far and I’m excited and look forward to the ones that are still to come. 

www        cot~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 11:25 PM 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Emml for the team 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Email ti~r tim team 

From: ~me.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hey Anson, 

I am super excited about taking my freestyle to the next step and for everything that is to come. I love this team and program so much and I’m so excited that I will abvays be part of it. 
Thanks for eyeD-thing Anson 
Here is my draft email for the teamt 

Hi everyone, 

I hope eveD-one is having a good week. I ~vanted to let you all lcaow that I have decided to pursue and tbcus on nay freestyle career and business. To do this successfully and to take full 
advantage of my opportmaities, this unfortunately means that I will lose my NCAA eligibility- and can no longer play       with you guys I have been offered amazing opportunities with 
my freestyle that I can’t continue to pass up because of NCAA restrictions. I read a quote the other day that said "the man who chases two rabbits catches neither" This really hit home 
with me and I realized that I need to fully dedicate myself to one sport. I want you to know that I love you all velT much and this has been a rea lly difficult decision for me to make I initially 
wanted to tell you guys in person but I am getting emotional just typing up this email. 

Anson is working on keeping me connected to this team because that is fmadamentally important to me So I will still be aromad a lot but in some other capacity, I love you all so much and I 
am so thal~ful to have you all in my life and tbr all of the memories that i have created with you guys so far and I’m excited and look for~vard to the ones that are still to come. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <iO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTSiCN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, :1:1::18 PM 

@unc.edu > 

Re: Leadership Council, read this and tell me in a short email why I sent this to you. 

Excellent    r thank you. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROD 

@live.unc,edu > wrote: 

Anson, 

Loved the article, thanks for sending it to us. 

T think its important because of its relevance to us as leaders. Our job is to serve the team and do everything in our power to help the team complete its mission (ultimately a 

national championship). This article talks about the important of failure and I cannot agree more. We had a lot of adversity last season, but our captains and our leaders 
responded with grace and confidence and kept us on the path. This took our season to another level. That’s what we, as leaders, need to do for this upcoming season. 

I particularly loved the line: ’qhis thought- that any significant achievement and growth always involves embracing and overcoming adversity - is key to learning." Isn’t that the 

truth! 

Thank you, 

From: Anson Dorrance [anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:43 plVl 

To: Christian Lavers 
Cc: bill palladino; 

Subject: Leadership Council, read this and tell me in a short email why I sent this to you. 

cindy cone; Jason Sisneros; 
Ducar, Christopher; Sander, Thomas 

Chrislia~ 
I just read it... brillian!!!’. 

I am going to copy- my staff my Leadership Council and my fmnily on this.... (I should send this to some parents as well.) 

I got a book for you. They sent me an advanced cow, it comes out at the end of this month: "Top Dog". This book is one of the best breakdowns of the value of 

competilion I have ever read. When you fiNsh it, tell me what you think. 

All the best, my friend!! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
L~’~" C Women’s 
w) 919-962-4100 

>>> "Christian Layers" <clavers@usclubsoccer.org~ 3:26 PM >>> 

Anson - 

Hope things are going well for you. Thought you would enjoy my latest article: http://www. 

Talk soon! 
nation .com/th e- importa nce- of- adversity- cms- 390:L 

Christian 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday :UL:21 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Leadership Council, read this and tell me in a short email why I sent this to you. 

Excellent as usual. You are going to be a superb leader for us. 

5ent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L72 DP, O/D 

@live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

I just checked my email and read the article. 

We talked about this concept a little bit in leadership on Tuesday. It’s important to face adversity and fail sometimes because you learn a lot about yourself and you grow from 

dealing with adversity. Once you are able to successfully deal with adversity it builds your confidence as well; if you struggle regularly and learn to overcome it you become more 

comfortable in those situations because you have confidence you can deal with it. I think one of the things that helped us the most in our championship run was that we had played 

tough games all season, and even though we won some and lost some were were more prepared to have tough games later on, and we were more comfortable in those 

situations. I think it’s also similar to the idea of training on your edge, like he mentioned in the article, because the only way you can get better is to go outside your comfort zone 

and learn from the experience. 

Have a good weekend! 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday,.               6:43 PM 

To: Christian Lavers <clavers@usdubsoccer.org> 

Cc:                        ~acpub.duke.edu>, bill palladino.      @aol.com>, 

~comcast.net>, @email.unc~edu>, 

cindy cone @gmail.com>,. @gmail.com>, Jason Sisneros < 

@hotmail.com>, @hotmail.com> 

._@__[!__v__e__:__u___q_c__.__e___d___u_.>,             ,~, live. u nc.e d u >, 

~sneLnet>, "Ducar, Christopher" <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>, Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa~unc.edu> 

Subject= Leadership Council, read this and tell me in a short email why I sent this to you. 

@chapelhillrestaurantgroup.com>, 

@email.unc.edu>, ~gemail.unc.edu>, 

@grnail.com>,                      ~gmail.com>, 

~__h__9__t__n_~_a__[[:__c_9___m__ >, 
~__m____s__n__.__c___o___m__. >, 

Christian, 

I just read it ... brilliant!!! 

I am going to copy my staff, my Leadership Council and my family on this .... (I should send this to some parents as well.) 

[ got a book for you. They sent me an advanced copy, it comes out at the end of this month: "Top Dog". This book is one of the best breakdowns of the value of 

competition I have ever read. When you finish it, tell me what you think. 

All the best, my friend!! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s 

w)9~9 962 4~00 

>>>"Christian Lavers"<davers@usclub org> 3:26 PM >>> 

Anson - 

Hope thin~sare ~oin8 wellforyou. Thou~htyou would enjoy mylatestarticle:http://www, 

Talk soon! 
nation ,comithe-importance-of-adversity-cms-3901, 

Christian 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Snnday, Febrnary 10, 2013 3:47 AM 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Open Cup 2013 : college showcase divisions with international temns 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Open Cup 2013 : college showcase divisions with international teams 

From: Premier Soccer Services             ~hotmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~m~son@emml.unc.edtr’~ 
CC: 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

In the Olg-18 Co~lege Showcase divisions -there is still room for 
Boys and Girls teams to enter. Highlighted International teams in 
these divisions are: 
Boys: Garden City -Port Harcourt (Nigeria), Balboa Academy 



(Panama), Prepa Tec (Mexico) plus several top US teams. 
Girls: Bonvital SC (Canada), Prepa Tec (Mexico), Erin Mills 
(Canada) - p~us several top US teams. 

Early Registration Accepted Teams posted 
CLICK HERE 

Register here 

WVVVV.PREMIERSOCCERSERVlCES.COM 
Premier Soccer Services features Tournament 
Series 
(~lw~gs o~ "~op ~id~s ~ I~r.g~ ~o~pl~x~s): 

~..a.p~!.e.~...s.~..q~y~p.~..A..~yg..u...s...t~.2....3..-...2.~..a.~.e.~...s.~E~.L.~ 
Combine the the best beaches in Florida with a great preseason 
kickoff tournament! 

Tennessee Cup August 30 - Sept 2nd Nashville TN 
Clubs from Region 2 and 3 come together for the best Labor Day 
tournament - featuring all games at 1 location and a tournament 
waterpark party! 

Copa Rayados International - partnering with CF Monterrey 
Rayados - Thanksgiving November 2013 - more info coming at the 
NSCAA Convention! 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to ansonOemaiLunc.edu by             @hotrnail.corn 
Update Profile/Email Address ~nstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe’~’ Privacy Policy. 

Premier Soccer Services i ~.2~.04 Jefferson Square Court Decatur GA 30030 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 12, 2013 8:45 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Re: A Natural Born Scorer 

No, show me when I get back. Thank yon. 

Se~t.f!"om my Ver’izor~ tFire[e,~s 4G L)’~ LL~tOI£) 

"Streett, Shelly" <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

-SS 

Frera: william burkenroad [mailto: @live.corn] 

Sent: Nonday, Fsbruaty 11, 2013 12:22 AM 
Te: Streett, Shelly 

Subject: A Natural Born Scorer 

Shelly Streett, UNC; 

The edited manuscript enclosed is a more finished edition of A Natural Born Scorer. Page #14 is pertinent to Coach Anson Dorrance. It would also be 

wonderful if Coach Dorrance had any comments about Page #67. Actually, any insight or comment that Coach Dorrance would like to make would be 

welcome. Thank you for the time and interest. 

William Burkenroad 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, Febrnary 15, 2013 2:24 PM 

John Bytbrd <j ohn.byfor4@VILI ~ANOVA.EDU> 

Re: Part Time Assis~nt Coach 

John, I will get you one if you will play sweeper for ~ne this summer. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

John Bytbrd <john.bytbr&~VILLANOVA.EDU> wrote: 

Hey Everyone, 

I am Iookin~ for a part time assistant for the 20:13 season. I need someone to coach ~oalkeepers. It is a 40 week a year position with a salary of {;:10,000 without 

benefits, plus the opportunity to earn extra money coachin8 club, camps and clinics. After a year there is 50% tuition remission for Brad school. 

If you have anyone that is interested, please ask them to contact me directly. 

Thanks, 

John. 

John C Byford 

Head Coach Women’s Soccer 

Villanova University, 

800 Lancaster Avenue, 

V~{~anovs, PA 19085 

Office: 5~0- 519-4.135 

Cell: 

Fax: 8~[0~5~9-5875 

www.villa nova.corn 

NCAA TOURNAMENT APPEARANCES: ’0I, ’02, ’03, ’04, ’08, ~09 

Re~ste~ for camp at: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~&LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, February 16, 2013 1:29 PM 

president@pugetsoundpremierleague.com 

Re: Coaching Summit Headliner in Seattle June 1-2 

Stanley, th~k you for doing eveuthing you can to tnake this trip easy for me. Utfforlunately I’m just finishing up a clinic in Michigan and I croft believe I agreed to do it. 

I am just too old for these kinds of adventures. So I am sore., but I am going to have to back out. Good luck to you and for yonr obviously professionally run clinic. 

presiden@pugetso undpremierleague.com wrote: 

Hi Anson, 
Just checking to see if you have decided to participate in our Coaching Summit. 
Just let me know either way. 
Thanks for your consideration! 
Cheers, 
Stanley 
206-200-2245 
.... Original Message .... 
From: president@pugetsoundpremierleague.com 

Sent: Friday, January 25, 2013 11:43am 

To: "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc:                          ~acpub.duke.edu> 
Subject: Re: Coaching Summit Headliner in Seattle June 1-2 

Anson: 
So how about this proposal (I see I got the dates wrong): 

No participation on Sunday, June 2. 

One coaching session and one lecture/panel discussion on June 1, Saturday. 

How about this idea: On Friday evening May 31, you run two sessions for girls to promote your summer camps - a younger and older girls session. We promote it and 

secure the fields at Starfire and you charge your going rate and we share revenue 80/20. It could be a good way to promote your camps to the Northwest, including 
Oregon. Lot of good players here. 

You arrive Thursday night. We would cover your flight for you and your spouse as well as accommodations (if she was interested in visiting perhaps the most beautiful 

city in America:) 

You enjoy a leisurely weekend that involves one part inspiring coaches and players, one part generating revenue and promoting your camps, and one part relaxing over 

a long weekend here in the Emerald City. 

These are ideas to consider. Just doing some creative, out-of-the-box thinking. Of course, we would make sure you would have enough gophers at your sessions so you 
wouldn’t have to exert too much energy. And certainly we would not require you to pick up the gear or chase any balls:) 
Anyway, we would like to make it work. Let me know your thoughts. I understand if you can’t. Just appreciate the fact you are considering this offer. 
Cheers, 
Stanley 
206-200-2245 
.... Original Message .... 

From: "Anson Dorrsnce" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, January 24, 2013 4:15pm 
To: president@pugetsoundpremierleague.com 
Cc:                          ~acpub.duke.edu> 
Subject: Re: Coaching Summit Headliner in Seattle June 2-3 

Stanley, 
you am very kind! I will consider this opportunity. My only concern is I am an old man and I try to get out of every session I can with the exception of coaching my own team 
of course. The other concern I have is June 2nd is a Sunday. I am a Mormon and unless we can help it we do not work on Sundays. 
Again, thank you for the kind words! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 
>>> <president@pugetsoundpremiedeague.com> 1/24/2013 11:49 AM >>> 

Hi Anson, 
This is Stanley Holmes, president of the Puget Sound Premier League. We spoke briefly last week at the convention. 
I’m following up to see if you would be available to be our headliner at our second-annual Coaching Summit on June 2-3, at Starfire Sports facility just south of Seattle. 
Last year, Tony DiCicco, Jeff Tipping, Walid Khoury and Lesle Gallimore served as our top coaching talent for our first Summit, and it turned out to be very successful. 
We would like to make you the main attraction and give you free rein to run the kinds of sessions you would like. We also do a Q&A panel session at the end of Saturday 
with our top trainers that covers all of the burning soccer issues of the day. 
We’ll have very competent demonstration teams as well as all of the support equipment you’ll need. And the Starfire venue is top class - 11 soccer pitches, including a 2,000 
seat stadium. It’s also the training home to the Seattle Sounders. 
We would obviously pay for all your expenses and your appearance fee. 
The Puget Sound Premier League, a non-profit organization, is US Club Soccer’s largest competitive league in Washington state, with nearly 20,000 competitive soccer 
players. We are relatively new, beginning in 2009 and growing nearly 80 percent annually. 
We have made coaching education a primary mission of our organization, believing that one of the key ways to improve the level of play across the board is to improve the 
level of coaching. The coaches in our league range from professional to volunteer, and our teams range from premier to mc-select level 
Click PSPL for more information about our organization. 



I know you have a busy schedule but I thought I would try to see if you are interested and available. You have inspired me as a coach and I really can’t think of anyone else 
who can convey the passion and the insights of the game of soccer like you can. 
You have an opportunity to inspire hundreds of eager and willing coaches who are hungry for the kind of soccer wisdom that you can feed them. 
To say that you would bring the house down would be an understatement:) 
Anyway, I know this is a long shot. Still, I wanted to try. 
Thanks again for giving me a few minutes of your time in Indianapolis last week. 
Sincerely, 
Stanley 
206-200-2245 
P.S. You were right about your book "Training Soccer Champions." I read it on the plane ride home. Again, speaking as a former journalist, no one in American soccer writes 

better than you. Besides the insightful chapters, I really appreciate the appendix. Very helpful. Thanks again for all you do for women’s soccer! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, Februa~ 16, 2013 10:45 PM 

John B~brd <john.bylbrd@villanova.edu> 

Re: Part Time Assis~nt Coach 

Good we slill need a sweeper with a brain and someone with your height and heading ability,. 

Sent.f!’om my Verizon tYireie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

John Byford <john.byford@villanova.edu> wrote: 

I’m still working towaMs that goa] with stmn~h training and biking. 

John C. BytbM 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Villanova University, 

800 Lancaster Avenue, 
Villanova, PA 19085. 

Office: 610-519-4135 

Cell:. 

Fax: 610-519-6875 
www.villanov&edu 

NCAA Tournament Appearances: 2001, 02, 03, 04, 06, 09 

Register for camp at: www.villanovagiflssocceracademy.com 

On Feb 15, 2013, at 2:23 PM, "Donance, Albml A IV" <’.4_n_~?._r_(~i._ej._n_La_i!_:_kLn_..c_:.e__d_.__~ wrote: 

John, I will get you one if you will play sweeper for me this summer. 

John Byford <john.bvford~VILLANOVA.EDU> wrote: 

Hey Everyone, 
I am looking for a part time assistant for the 2013 season. I need someone to coach goalkeepers. It is a 40 week a year position with a salary of $10,000 
without benefits, plus the opportunity to earn extra money coaching club, camps and clinics. After a year there is 50% tuition remission for grad 
school. 
If you have anyone that is interested, please ask them to contact me directly. 
Thanks, 
John. 

<image001.jpg> 
John C, gyford 
Head Coach Women’s Soccer 
Villanova University, 
gO0 I.ancaster Avenue, 
Viilanova, PA ~.9085, 
Office: 610-519--4135 
Cell: 
Fax: 6t0-519-6875 
www.vHlanova.com 
NCAA TOURNAMENT APPEARANCES: ’01, ’02, ’03, ’04, ’0{5, ’09 
£egister for camp at:: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 18, 2013 3:46 PM 

Sue Enquist ~me.com> 

ILE: You were excellent’.!! 

As I said call AN’~%IM[!!! ©. 

From-" Sue Enquist [mailto: ~rne.com] 
Sent: Friday, February IS, 2013 10:59 AN 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: You were excellent!!! 
Hello Champ! 

Great to here from you! 

I am so into how I can change our (olympic sport) recruiting world right now! 

Yes the book is actually about 70% done. I am waging whether i wait for my brother to retire spring 2013. He is president of SWker (think UNC soccer in medical 

devices). 

I think it would be interesting to have a brother sister leadership book: sports and corporate 

I will have to get my cliffnotes to you :) (LOL). 

You know the way, your have the language, and mosl importa~t your kids LOVE being in YOUR BUBBLE. 

I can’t tell you how much I a@nire your sustained excellence! 

Please stay in coaching just 30 more years. Because I tell my young colleagues to watch m~d leea~ from YOU! 

Anson, I would really like to talk to you about two areas: 

1 .Recruiting cloud, driven by the Collegiate Coaches associations. (nationwide) 

2.Comprehension HardwMng Profiling (deeper than disc/) from 6th grd-Grad from college. Think HUMANEX. but change it’s model. 

Let me know when I can get on your calendar. ;) 

Sue 

On Feb 15, 2013, at 7:30 AM, Anson Dorrance <anson~uncaa~unc.edu> wrote: 

Sue, 

just a short note to thank you for spending time with us. You were absolutely outstanding!!! Your information is spot on, you are engaging and fun to listen to; where are 
your books? I would love to read one!!! My mind is like a sieve, so what book should ~ get so I can have your stuff close by? 
Anson Uorrance 

Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 9J.9 962 4J.O0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 18, 2013 4:02 PM 

Sammy Nasrollahi < @embaJ;qmail.com> 

Markos, Lance M <~narkos@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Anson Dorraaace Bio.docx 

I will run this by compliance and if: [here are no issues we can run with it. 

Fr~ra: Sammy NasrolJahi [mailto: ~embarqmaiLcom] 
Sent; Saturday, February 16, 20:t3 1:t:27 PN 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Fwd: Anson Dorrance Bio.docx 

Fresh: Sammy Nasrollahi <       ;:~embarqmail.com> 

Date: February 16, 2013, 11:15:33 PM EST 
To: Ga~min ~       ~__ej__r_L[?La__ri_cLn_ )__a__i_!:__c_ ~ _r__n_ > 

Subject: Anson Dorrance Bio.docx 

Hi Anson. 

Plea~ take a look at this No and let me know if you like to ChaJ~ge a~aything. I would like to "add you to our team of sport and educators on our website. 

Thanks for you tiJendship and all the help at this early s~age of my company. Please let me know ifI caJ~ do ansching tbr you or your thmily. 

ThaJ~k you my fiJend. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 18, 2013 4:12 PM 

@aol.com 

I<W: CHRIS VOELZ w HONDA ALERT 

Can Vo~ do this for me? Blind copy rn~ ~... Thank you! 

Frera: Chris Voelz [mailto: ~aol,com] 
Sent: Sunday, February :t7, 20:13 6::~7 plvl 
Te; Dorrance, Albert A IV; h-amonte@northwestern.edu; rdrS@psu.edu; ddurante@sports.uga.edu; John DUNNING; lelef@stanford.edu; mimterp@umd.edu; Karen Shelton 
S,,bject; CHRIS VOELZ w HONDA ALERT 
Champion Coaches -John, Rnss, Anson, Mis~, Kelly, Darma, Lele and Karen 

I am writing to you becanse you have been associated with the HONDA CUP and HONDA SPORTS AWARDS thronghout your illustrious coaching career. In fact, 

one of you was a 3 time winner themselves. 

We hope that when you think of Ogonna ,Logan, lCdisten, Kim and Bev or ; Blair, Megan,Nicole, Lauren, or ; Crystal, Whitney, Mia, Casey, Heather, 

Meredith and Catherine or ; Megan, Katie, Paula, Susie,and Autumn or ; Taylor, Shannon, Kristen, ttannah or ; Courtney, Katie or : Nicole, Laura, Marissa or ; Cindy, 
Rachel and Leslie --- you think of the HONDA SPORTS AWARDS ! And i hope you want them to continue ! 

I have a favor to ask of you and i apologize in advance that it is under such time constraints but I know i can count on you ! 

Please read below ...... 

TO : COACHES ASSOCIATED with the tIONDA CUP mtd HONDA SPORTS AWARDS 

PROM : chris voelz, Executive Director, The Collegiate Women Spots A~vard 

RE: IMPORTANT ACTION REQ~;EST 

I am the new Executive Director of The Collegiae Women Sports Awmds, wNch presents Ne HONDA CUP. 

¯ Tlfis does not have to be long - jnst a reflectim~ of gratii~lde aM anything it meant to you 

¯ If possible, please add yore lmiversity masthead to the email (as i have do~e)when yon email it to me 

I will col]ect them up ~ti] ~his c~i~g f~’rid~.~ attd the~ put them together in a power poim or other document dming the weekeM and get them to HoMa Feb 25th 

Call or email if you have questions. 

I thank you in advance¯ 

ON\VARD[ 

my best, 

chris voelz 

Executive Director 

THE Collegiate Women Sports Awards 
" t]~e best of tJ~e best of college athletics" 

~aoLcom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 4:42 PM 

~hotmail.com; ~yahoo.com; ~shaw.ca; ~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@aol.com; Ja~)n Sisneros ~gmaJl.com); ~live.unc.e&0; ~live.unc.edu); 
~aol.com; ,£z~live.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; ~grnail.corn; ~gmail.com; 

~!hotmail.com; ~aol.com; ,£z~gmail.com; ~hotmail.com; ~yahoo.com; 
~gmail.com; @email.unc.edu; ~!gmail.com; ~grnail.corn; O!email.unc.edu; 

&email .unc.edu; ~hotrnail .corn; ~gm~fil .com; ~z~ aol .corn; ~aol .corn; 
~gmail.com; @ema~l.unc.edu; @gmaJl.com; @aoLcom; ~gmail.com; 

@rocketmail.com; ~gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu; @ahoo.com; @ymaJl.com; 

@live.unc.edu 

FW: Soccer On TV: Monday, 

Arsenal/Bayem Tuesday 2:30 pm Fox Soccer!!! 

From; Soccer America [mailto:soccerontv@socceramerica.com] 
Sent-" Monday, 4:18 AM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Soccer On TV: Monday, 

Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

...... removed by 

sender¯ 

aonday, Feb. 18,2013 
N:: Image 

...... removed by 

sender¯ 

....... removed by 

sender¯ 

l’weet This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The USA starts its quest to qualify for the U-20 men’s World Cup on Monday. 

(,4II times Eastern unless noted. TV pro~Trammin£1 is always subject to chan~le. Check your local Iistin~,Ts. 

Soccer on TV is updated dally throu£1hout the week.) 

~’IONC~A Y, 

FOX SOCCER 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying HAITI-USA (live) 6:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy SIENA-LAZIO (live) 2:40 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy SIENA-LAZIO (live) 2:40 pm. FOX SOCCER 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying HAITI-USA (live) 6:30 pm. 

TUESDAY, February t9 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions League ARSENAL-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying MEXICO-CURACAO (live) 9 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League ARSENAL-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League PORTO-MALAGA (delay) 5 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League PORTO-MALAGA (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League ARSENAL-BAYERN MUNICH (delay) 5 pm. 

Share Thi 

::N:: Image 

...... removed by 

sender 



Subscribe to Soccer America E-Letters. 

Friend Soccer America Facebook 

Follow Soccer America Twitter 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 
Soccer on TV for Monday, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate fo~/arding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

Image 

~moved by 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 5:24 PM 

Beth Miller <bmille@uncaa.unc.edu~~ 

@msn.com; duc~:r@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com) 

RE: IMI?ORTANT ’.! HOUSING 

Thank you1![ 

From: Beth Miller [mailto:bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,               12:51 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Brian Kalbas; Joe Breschi; C D Mock; Carlos Somoano; Derek Galvin; Donna Papa; Jan Mann; Joe Sagula; Karen Shelton; Andrew Sapp; Harlis 
Headers; Mike Fox; Rich DeSelm; Ron Miller; Sarah Haney; Sam Paul; Jenny Levy 
Cc: Larry Gallo; Bubba CunNngham 
Subject: IMPORTANT !! HOUSING [! 

URGENT 
Coaches, 
I am worldng with housing to get additional spaces in Carmichael, Avery, Parker (will be co ed) and possibly Teague to compensate for some of the spaces lost in Koury. 

Please let me know if you prefer your students to be in these residence halls or in Craige North, Horton (across the street from Koury) or Hardin (all female). Also, if you 

prefer the updated Ehringhaus, include it in your preferences. 

I’m sure we will have some students in each of these facilities, so list all the residence halls in order of priority, not just Carmichael, Avery and Parker, and approximate 

number of spaces you would like in each. 

I don’t know how successful I will be, but I want to give them the numbers. 

Housing is wanting a response this week, so please send me your reply by the end of the day, Tuesday, Feb. :lg,,.,,tomorrow 

if you have any questions, just let me know. 

thanks, 
~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -¢’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, February 18, 2013 5:30 PM 

Lynn Oddenino <Lynn.Oddenino@bellleadership.com> 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~@gmail.com) 

RE: Follow up on Achievms I SeInin~m 

Thank you Lynn _.. Let me check and thank you for trying to make this possiMe for’ us! 

From: Lynn Oddenino [mailto:Lynn.Oddenino@beJHeadership.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 18, 2013 3:41 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Follow up on Achievers I Seminar 
Hello Coach Do~a~ce 

I hope you are hav~rlg a great start to your wee~< ~ wanted to foNow up with you on Dr, BeN’s; invitaUot~ to you a~?d your Learn to job? us for one of the Achievers 

seminar’s this year. ~ have attached a one--page description of the program w~th the 2013 dates, We hope you win be able to join us. Please tel me know if the 

suggesLed cost of ~BO0 per person wHJ worl< for your Lra~Ri~g budget. We are happy to work wkh you o~ th~s. Also, p~ease Jet me know ~f a part~cuJar date(s) works for 

your schedule and we will be happy to hold spaces for you. 

lhat~ks so much~ 

Ly n n 

F~m= Lynn Oddenino 
Sent= Thursday, Janua~ ~0, 2053 8:37 AM 
Tol ’AR£o~ Dorrance’ 
Subject= RE: Message from Dr. Bell 
Good morning, Coach Dorrat)ce, 

I hope your day is going well. Dr. gefl will be excited [o learn d~at you love the idem We certainly understand that all budgets are not created equal and Dr. 

considers this an investment in the project you are doing together as we~f as in the fuLures of the young women you and your staff coach. We work with other 

educators as weN. Please let me know if you think you can afford S500 per person for this tra~n~ng~ TMs basically covers the expenses of materials, meeting room 

rental and meals for 3 days. 

I look fl)rward to hearing [torn you soon and hope that some of the dates will wod~ w~l:h vour scheduk? th~s year. 

Best regards.+ 

kvnn Oddenino 
Director, Client 
Bell Leadership Institute 

Chape~ H~H, NC 2751.S 
t: {9~9) 967-7904 f: (919) 967-3484 

www.beNleadersNp.com 

PLEASE NOTE: Psrt~dpation by consultants or trainers ~s not permitted hs Bell I.esdersh~p Institute programs unless expressly authorized in writing in advance. 

Sent~ Wednesday, Janua~ 09, 2013 8:00 PN 
Te= Lynn Oddenino 
6¢= bill palladino; Cindy Cone; Jason Sisneros; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
Subject= ~e: Message from Dr, Bell 

Lynn, 

I would love it. 

Now, please understand this is not the football or men and women’s basketball program (all budgets are not created equal .... and we have no issue with this since we do not 

generate any revenue). We don’t want to insult Dr Bell about our inability to come an~vhere near his fee. We usually go twenty thousand dollars over budget every year which 

comes directly out of our summer camp (basically my pocket along with Bill Palladino and Chris Ducar’s). 

Honestly, everything we have heard about this from Cindy Parlow tells us this would be significantly worth while, but we would feel self conscious "freeloading". 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > "Lynn Oddenino" <l_ynn.Oddenino@belNeadership,com > ]./9/20].3 2:40 PM > > > 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

I hope your New Year is of:f to a great start. Dr’. Bell has been thinking about your work together, and he thinks it would be a great nest step and a wonderf:ul 

oppor’Lunity for you and your’ staff to atLend Bell Lesdership’s Achievers I seminar+ 

Having you and your coaches attend this seminar would be helpful in designing a possible program for your team and it would also offer ideas for your book project 

withDr Bell, 

I have attached a one-page description of this seminar (which includes date~@ Please let me know i[ Lhere are dates that work for you and your staff and we will be 

bapp7 to bold some sea~s for you. Because of the 360-.degree survey componen~ that is part of this seminar, it is good to sign people up at least 6-8 weeks in advance 

of the seminar date. We will work wid~ you on the pricing for this program. 

Please let me know if you have any quesUons or ~f I can be of assistance in any way. 

My very best regards, 

[?[rector, Client Services 
Bell Leadership Institute 
214 West Cameron Auenue 
Chapel HiM, NC 27515 



1:: (9~9) 967-.7904 f: (919) 967-3484 

Iyn n.oddenino@ bellleadership.¢om 

www.bellleadership.com 

PLEASE P,~OTE: I>ar [icipatio,~ bV co~su~ta~Ls o~" t~’ai~ers ~s r~ot permitted in k~eJ~ Leade~sh~p i~stitL~t~ pro~’sms ~rfiess e;<p~’ess~y sud~orized J~ w~’~tin~ ir~ advance~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:34 PM 

~)hotmail.com; @yahoo.com; ~shaw.ca; ~)msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmaJl.com); @live.unc.edu); ,~!live.unc.edu); 
(~aol.com; ~live.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; 7z)gmail.com; ~gmail.com; 

@hotmail.co~n; ~aol .corn; ~g~nail .co~n; ~b hotmail .com; ~ya2t~oo.com; 

~gmail.com; ~email.tmc.edu; ~gmail.com; ~gmail.com; ~email.unc.edu; 

"(}email.unc.edu; ~hotmail.com; ~gmaJl.com; ~aol.com; @aol.com; 
~gma~l.com; @email.tmc.edu; ~gmail.com; ~aol.com; ~gmad.com; 

~rocketmail.com; ~gmail.com; @live.unc.edu; ~yahoo.com; @ymail.com; 

@live.unc.edu 

RE: ECNL U23 League - Details and Commitment 

Sure!! (Sometimes it is my fault, this "Outlook" system is new for me.) 

From: [mailto: 
Sent; Monday, 4:25 PM 

To: Dorrance, AlbeCc A IV 
Subject; Fwd: ECNL U23 League - Details and Commitment 

Thanks. I dont think the attachment was included. Can you forward this again. Probably my bad. Thanks!’ 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin ibrwaa~ded message: 

From: "JD Cochran" < 
Subject: ECNL U23 League - Details mid Commitment 

Please look below for the U23 ECNL team 

The league has just released dates. 
Please emaJl me back that you roll and can play. 

We are making the roster big enough so that if you have to miss a game there are no worries. 

We can have up to 5 players from each college so please let me kmow if your college teammates want to play. 

Managers please send this to your old teams as I don’t have all of their emaJls. 
College coaches some of you have players who want to play. Please have them emad me so I can set up the distribution lists. 

Regards, 

JD Cochran 

ECNL Director of Coaching 

Lonestar Soccer Club 

2010 USYSA National Champions 

2011 ECNL National Champions 

www.lonestar- sc.com 

Direct: 832.721.6509 

Office: 512.336.5425 

> ~Ve are excited to create this new competition platfonn. We feel that this 

> roll set the foundation for growth and expaa~sion in the future in these age 

> groups. 

> Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 12:36 PM 

l~L: ECNL U23 League - Details and Commitment 

Yes, see you a~: Lhe banquet!! 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, 6:31 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: ECNL U23 League - Details and Commitment 

Thanks. See you at the banquet. How is      doing? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:37 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~n(f~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

St~re!! (Sometimes it is my ~ault, this "Outlook" system ~s new for 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 4:25 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Nd: ECNL U23 League - De~ils and Commitment 

Thanks. I dont think the a~chment was included. Can you fo~-a~d this again. Probably my bad. Thanks’.’ 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "JD Cochran"        ~@hotmail.com> 

Subject: ECNL U23 League - Details and Commitment 

Please look below for the U23 ECNL team 

The leagne has just released dates. 

Please emaJl me back that you roll and can play. 

We are making the roster big enongh so that if you have to miss a game there aye no womes. 
We can have up to 5 players from each college so please let me know if your college teammates want to play. 

Managers please send this to your old teams as I don’t have all of their emails. 

College coaches some of you have players who want k~ play. Please have them emafil me so I cm~ set up the distribution lists. 

Regaxds, 

JD Cochran 

ECNL Director of Coaching 

Lonestar Soccer Club 

2010 USYSA National Champions 

2011 ECNL National Champions 

w~¥.lonestar- sc.com 

Direct: 832.721.6509 

Office: 512.336.5425 

> We are excited to create this new competition plaffom~. We feel that this 

> will set the tbundation for gro~vth and expansion in the future in these age 

> groups. 

> Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 4:30 PM 

president@pugetsoundpremierleague.com 

1~:;: Coaching Summit Headliner in Seattle June 1-2 

Thanks Stanley, 

(&? ... see if this works (I have all kinds of #’s on her!!) 
From; president@pugetsoundpremierleague.com [mailto:president@pugetsoundpremierleague.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, February 3.9, 203.3 3.2:50 AlVl 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Re: Coaching Summit Headliner in Seattle June 3.-2 
Thanks Anson for considering our Coaching Summit. I really appreciate your time in pondering whether to go "adventuring" in the Northwest! 
Question: Do you have a contact number for April Heindchs? We’d like to see if she is interested. 
Good luck with the upcoming season! 

Go Tarheels:) 
Stanley 

.... Original Message .... 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Saturday, February 16, 2013 1:29pm 
To: "president@pugetsoundpremierleague,com" <president@pugetsoundpremierleague.com> 

Subject: Re: Coaching Summit Headliner in Seattle June 1-2 

Stanley, thank you for doing everything you can to make this trip easy for me. Unfortunately I’m just finishing up a clinic in Michigan and I can’t believe I agreed to do it. I am 

just too old for these kinds of adventures. So I am sorry but I am going to have to back out. Good luck to you and for your obviously professionally run clinic. 
Sent #era my VeHzon iAfireless 4G L TE DROID 

president@pugetsound premiedea.q ue.com wrote: 

Hi Anson, 
Just checking to see if you have decided to participate in our Coaching Summit. 
Just let me know either way. 
Thanks for your consideration! 
Cheers, 
Stanley 

.... Original Message .... 

From: president@pugetsoundpremierleague.com 
Sent: Friday, January 25, 2013 11:43am 

To: "Anson Dorrance" <_a__[)A_o___n_@_u___n__c_’__a__a__:_u__[)_c__:#__d__u_.> 
Cc:                          @acpub.duke.edu> 
Subject: Re: Coaching Summit Headliner in Seattle June 1-2 

Anson: 
So how about this proposal (I see I got the dates wrong): 

¯ No participation on Sunday, June 2. 

¯ One coaching session and one lecture/panel discussion on June 1, Saturday. 

¯ How about this idea: On Friday evening May 31, you run two sessions for girls to promote your summer camps - a younger and older girls session. We promote it and 

secure the fields at Starfit~ and you charge your going rate and we share revenue 80/20. It could be a good way to promote your camps to the Northwest, including 
Oregon. Lot of good players here. 

¯ You arrive Thursday night. We would cover your flight for you and your spouse as well as accommodations (if she was interested in visiting perhaps the most beautiful 

city in America:) 

¯ You enjoy a leisurely weekend that involves one pant inspiring coaches and players, one part generating revenue and promoting your camps, and one part relaxing over 

a long weekend here in the Emerald City. 
These are ideas to consider. Just doing some creative, out-of-the-box thinking. Of course, we would make sure you would have enough gophers at your sessions so you 
wouldn’t have to exert too much energy. And certainly we would not require you to pick up the gear or chase any balls:) 
Anyway, we would like to make it work. Let me know your thoughts. I understand if you can’t. Just appreciate the fact you are considering this offer. 

Cheers, 
Stanley 

.... Original Message .... 

From: "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, January 24, 2013 4:15pm 
To: p_[_e___s_’j_d__#__n_!_@ p___u_g gt__s_’_o___u__r_!_d_#__r_#_r_!)j__e_!:[&_a.g_u e. c o m 

Cc:                          @acpub.duke.edu> 
Subject: Re: Coaching Summit Headliner in Seattle June 2-3 

Stanley, 
you are very kind! I will consider this opportunity. My only concern is I am an old man and I try to get out of every session I can with the exception of coaching my own team 
of course. The other concern I have is June 2nd is a Sunday. 
Again, thank you for the kind words[ 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 



UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 
>>> <president@pugetsoundpremierleague.com> 1/24/2013 11:49 AM >>> 
Hi Anson, 
This is Stanley Holmes, president of the Puget Sound Premier League. We spoke briefly last week at the convention. 
I’m following up to see if you would be available to be our headliner at our second-annual Coaching Summit on June 2-3, at Starfir~ Sports facility just south of Seattle. 
Last year, Tony DiCicco, Jeff Tipping, Walid Khoury and Lesle Gallimore served as our top coaching talent for our first Summit, and it turned out to be very successful. 
We would like to make you the main attraction and give you free rein to run the kinds of sessions you would like. We also do a Q&A panel session at the end of Saturday 
with our top trainers that covers all of the burning soccer issues of the day. 
We’ll have very competent demonstration teams as well as all of the support equipment you’ll need. And the Starfire venue is top class - 11 soccer pitches, including a 2,000 
seat stadium. It’s also the training home to the Seattle Sounders. 
We would obviously pay for all your expenses and your appearance fee. 
The Puget Sound Premier League, a non-profit organization, is US Club Soccer’s largest competitive league in Washington state, with nearly 20,000 competitive soccer 
players. We are relatively new, beginning in 2009 and growing nearly 80 percent annually. 
We have made coaching education a primary mission of our organization, believing that one of the key ways to improve the level of play across the board is to improve the 
level of coaching. The coaches in our league range from pr~)fessional to volunteer, and our teams range from premier to rec-select level. 
Click PSPL for mor~ information about our organization. 
I know you have a busy schedule but I thought I would try to see if you are interested and available. You have inspired me as a coach and I really can’t think of anyone else 
who can convey the passion and the insights of the game of soccer like you can. 
You have an opportunity to inspir~ hundreds of eager and willing coaches who are hungry for the kind of soccer wisdom that you can feed them. 
To say that you would bring the house down would be an understatement:) 
Anyway, I know this is a long shot. Still, I wanted to try. 
Thanks again for giving me a few minutes of your time in Indianapolis last week. 
Sincerely, 
Stanley 

P.S. You were right about your book "Training Soccer Champions." I r~ad it on the plane ride home. Again, speaking as a former journalist, no one in American soccer writes 
better than you. Besides the insightful chapters, I really appreciate the appendix. Very helpful. Thanks again for all you do for women’s soccer! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 4:32 PM 

@hotmail.com; ~yahoo.com; ~shaw.ca; ~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 
~aol.com; Ja~m Sisneros i         ~gmaJl.com);                   ,~live.unc.e&0;                   ~live.unc.edu); 

@aol.com; @live.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; ~grnail.corn; ~gmail.com; 

@hotmail.com; ~aol.com; ~gmml.com; ~hotmail.com; @ahoo.com; 
~gma~l.com; @email.unc.edu; ,~!gmail.com; ~grnail.corn; ,~!email.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; ~hotrnail.com; ~gm~fil.com; ~aol.corn; @aol.corn; 
@gmail.com; ~ema~l.unc.edu; @gmaJl.com; @aoLcom; @gmail.com; 

~rocketmail.com; ~gmail.com; @live.unc.edu; ~}yahoo.com; @ymaJl.com; 

@live.unc.edu 

FW: Soccer On TV: Tuesday, 

Check out the Champions League 

From= Soccer America [mailto:soccerontv@socceramerica.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 4:23 AN 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Soccer On TV: Tuesday, 

Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

...... removed by 

sender¯ 

Fuesday, 

..... removed by 
sender. 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

tweet This 

The UEFA Champions League round of 16 (first leg) continues on Tuesday and Wednesday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. 

Soccer on TV is updated dally throughout the week.) 

TUESDAY, 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions League ARSENAL-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League PORTO-MALAGA (delay) 5 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying MEXICO-CURACAO (live) 9 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League PORTO-MALAGA (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League ARSENAL-BAYERN MUNICH (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League ARSENAL-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League PORTO-MALAGA (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Libertadores MILLONARIOS-TIJUANA (live) 7:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores TOLUCA-NACIONAL (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico MONARCAS-ESTUDIANTES TECOS (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico DORADOS-PACHUCA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico MONARCAS-ESTUDIANTES TECOS (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico ATLANTE-CORRECAMINOS (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico DORADOS-PACHUCA (live) 10 pm. 

Copa Mexico ATLAS-LOBOS (live) 10 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

::N:: Image 

....... removed by 

sender. 
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...... removed by 

sender 



UEFA Champions League PORTO-MALAGA (live) 2:45 pro. 

UEFA Champions League ARSENAL-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:45 pm. 

Scotland ST. JOHNSTONE-CELTIC (live) 2:45 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying PUERTO RICO-JAMAICA (live) 6:30 pro. 

U=20 World Cup Qualifying MEXICO-CURACAO (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

WEDNESDAY~ 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions League AC MILAN-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Champions League GALATASARAY-SCHALKE (delay) 5 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League GALATASARAY-SCHALKE (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Champions League AC MILAN-BARCELONA (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League AC MILAN-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Champions League GALATASARAY-SCHALKE (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Libertadores SAN JOSE-CORINTHIANS (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico VERACRUZ-QUERETARO (live) 10 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League GALATASARAY-SCHALKE (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League AC MILAN-BARCELONA (live) 2:45 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying COSTA RICA-HAITI (live) 6:30 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying NICARAGUA-CUBA (live) 9 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Europa League LYON-TOTTENHAM (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League CHELSEA-SPARTA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League RUBIN KAZAN-ATLETICO MADRID (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League METALIST-NEWCASTLE (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LIVERPOOL-ZENIT (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PLZEN-NAPOLI (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores TIGRE-LIBERTAD (live) 7:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores INDEPENDIENTE SANTA FE-DEPORTES TOLIMA (live) 10 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League RUBIN KAZAN-ATLETICO MADRID (live) Noon. 

UEFA Europa League METALIST-NEWCASTLE (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LYON-TOTTENHAM (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League CLUJ-INTER MILAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-MONCHENGLADBACH (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LIVERPOOL-ZENIT (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League CHELSEA-SPARTA (live) 3 pm= 

UEFA Europa League BENFICA-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FENERBACHE-BATE (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League OLYMPIACOS-LEVANTE (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PLZEN-NAPOLI (live) 3 pm. 

U=20 World Cup Qualifying PANAMA-PUERTO RICO (live) 6:30 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying EL SALVADOR-CURACAO (live) 9 pm. 

FRIDAY, 

FOX SOCCER 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying USA-COSTA RICA (live) 6:30 pm= 

BelN SPORT 

France NICE-STADE DE REIMS (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain ATHLETIC-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 3:25 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG-FRANKFURT (live) 1:20 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 



U-20 World Cup Qualifying CANADA-NICARAGUA (live) 9 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying USA-COSTA RICA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

Subscribe to Soccer America E-Letters. 

Friend Soccer America Facebook 

Follow Soccer America Twitter 

Soccer on "iV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Tuesday, 

FEEDBAOK: Send comments to letters(~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

©     Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ARSON)> 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 4:33 PM 

~msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) 

FW: IMPORTANT ’.’. HOUSING !! 

We agree 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, Februar/:[9, 20:[3 6:22 AN 
To; Beth Niller 
C¢: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Cunningham, Bubba; C D Mock; Karen Shelton; Nike R)x; Tom Sander; Rich DeSelm 
Subject; Re: IP1PORTANT !! HOUSING !! 

Thanks, Beth ~ looks like the housing issue is going to work out for our coaches? Appreciate you aggressively pursuing this! 

>>> Beth Miller 2/18/2013 12:50 PM >>> 

URGENT 
Coaches, 

I am working with housing to get additional spaces in Carmicbael, Avery, Parker (will be co ed) and possibly Teague to compensate for some of the spaces lost in Koury, 

Please let me know if you prefer your students to be in these residence halls or in Craige North, Horton (across the street from Koury) or Hardin (all female). Also, if you 

prefer the updated Ehringhaus, include it in your preferences. 

Fm sure we will have some students in each of these facilities, so list all the residence halls in order of priority, not just Carmichael, Avery and Parker, and approximate 

number of spaces you would like in each. 

I don’t know how successful I will be, but I want to give them the numbers, 

Housing is wanting a response this week, so please send me your reply by the end of the day, Tuesday, 

If you have any questions, just let me know, 

thanks, 

~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:37 PM 

.lean Brooks (VP of Premier Rehab) <Jean.Brooks@reveraliving.com> 

~z~hotmail.com; ~yahoo.com; ~shaw.ca; @msn.com; duc~:@uncaa.unc .edu; 
~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gma~,l.com); .~!live.unc.edu); ~!live.unc.edu); 

~aol.com; @live.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; ~z)gmail.com; ~gmail.com; 

~hotmail.co~n; ~aol.com; ~g~nail.co~n; ~hotmail.com; ~y~2t~oo.com; 
~gmail.com; ’@email.tmc.edu; ~gmail.com; ~gmail.com; ~email.unc.edu; 

"(}email.unc.edu; ~hotmail.com; ~gmaAl.com; ~aol.com; ~aol.com; 
~gmaAl.com; @email.tmc.edu; ~gmail.com; ~aol.com; ~gma~l.com; 

~rocketmail.com; ~gmail.com; @live.unc.edu; ~yahoo.com; ~ymail.com; 

@live.unc.edu 

RE: a couple picture/article 

.J e a 13, 

I love it! This opportunity is even better than I dreamed for SO, Full Nat’] Team players all over the place on her squad and with their opponents ...~ It does 

no~ g~-:d: any b~-:d:~:er ~han 1:hatH] 

~= ]can BrooB ~P of Premier Rehab) [mailto:Jean,BrooB@reveraliving,com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, 6:36 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= a couple picture/a~ide 
Anson --a couple thh~gs ~ didn’t know ~f you had seen. Unfortunately the game vs. Wolfsburg was canceled th~s Sunday due to weather. Only 2 out of the 6 gm~es 

were pk~yed Sunday. They have a ~ittle more snow then usual Bu~: a<:tuaHy in Wo~fsburg ~:hey had ram and sa~d the 5e~d hadn’t: drained wel~. The Bavern-Munchen 

coach tohJ me ~:hat he thought Wo]fsburg really didn’t want to p~ay them. gayem beat Wo]fsburg last l:h~e they met up. Wol[sburg ~s h~ first place and likely to win 

the ~esgue..but Bayern a~ways gives Lhem a good game. Wolfsburg has 8 German nationa~ team players on their squad..Popp and s few others,       is p~sying 

with another midfielder who p~ays on the German full womens team --- she ~s 19 and pbyed so we~ at the U-20 Worm Cup that she has been moved to the [:uH 

women’s team s~nce. She is also p~ay~ng with 2 Austria na~ona~ p~ayers and a Switzerland national player. They were a~ out ~ast week due to the F~FA schedu4e 

nice that tMs ~eague fo~h:~ws the F~FA scheduk~ as far as games, etc. They pk~yed a game Saturday n~gh~: versus a boys team since ~:heir game was (:anceHed. They 

had an offidal re[, e~:c. and some of the boys ~ooked ]~ke rnen - but it was a divis~o[l 2 tearn at least The speed of play was absoh~:ely amazing. As      ~:o~d me 

and as I watched the bah does not go into the air much.        head~ng sk~s are not needed too nmch on the [:ie]d. She gets occasional ones ir~ and ~s one of the 

[:ew that ~s fine tacM~ng for a head ba~ against a boys team.~though       is one of the shorLest out there. They only trsve~ wiLh ~5 and       is b~ the slatting 

I~ne up as D-mM~ She’s ~n the best shape she feels she’s ever been ~n. She p~ayed the ful~ 90 against the boys m~d has played the full 90 ~n the ~ast 5 scrimmages. 

She still h~s two practices a day 2-3 days a week and the rest of the days just o[;e. She w~H start hav~ng Tuesday’s off once the games start~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

9:36:48 PM 

@hotmail.com; ~yahoo.com; @shaw.ca; ~msn,com; 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) @gmail.com]; 

@live.unc.edu) @live.unc.edu]; @live.unc.edu) 

@live.unc.edu]; @aol.com; @live.unc.edu; _~live.unc.edu; _~gmail.com; 

~gmail.com; @hotmail.com; @aol.com; @gmail.com; 

~hotmail.com; @yahoo.corn; ~gmail.com; @email.unc.edu; 

@gmail.com; @gmail.com; @email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; 

@hotmail.com; @gmail.com;       @aol.com;           @aol.com; 

@gmail.com; @email.unc.edu; @gmail.com; @aol.com; 

@gmail.com; @rocketmail.com; @gmail.com; @live.unc.edu; 

@yahoo.corn; @ymail.com; @live.unc.edu 

FW: a couple picture/article 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

From: Jean Brooks (VP of Premier Rehab) [mailto:Jean.Brooks@reveraliving.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, 6:36 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; a couple picture/article 

Anson - a couple things I didn’t know if you had seen, Unfortunately the game vso Wolfsburg was canceled this Sunday 

due to weather, Only 2_ out of the 6 games were played Sunday. They have a little more snow then usual, But actually 

in Wolfsburg they had rain and said the field hadn’t drained well. The BayermMunchen coach told me that he thought 

Wolfsburg really didn’t want to play them. gavern beat Wolfsburg last time they met up. Wolfsburg is ~n first place and 

~ikely to w~n the ~eague..but Bayern a~ways gives them a good game. Wolfsburg has 8 German national t:eam pla~ers on 

their squad..Popp and a few others, is play~ng w~th another m~dfielder who plays on the German full womens 

team - she ~s ~.9 and played so wel~ at the U-20 World Cup t:hat she has been moved t:o the full women’s t:eam since. She 

~s also pla~ng w~th 2 Austria national pla~ers and a Switzerland national pla~ero They were all out ~ast week due to the 

FtFA schedule---, n~ce that this ~eague follows the FIFA schedule as far as games, etc. They played a game Saturday night 

versus a boys team s~nce their game was cancelled. They had an official ref, etc. and some of the boys looked l~ke men 

..... but it was a division 2 team at least. The speed of play ~as absolutely amazing. As       told me and as I watched 

the bal~ does not go into the a~r much. heading skills are not needed too much on the field. She gets occasional 

ones ~n and ~s one of the few that ~s fine tackling for a head bal~ against a boys team..though       ~s one of the 

shortest out: there. They only travel with ~.6 and is in the st:arting line up as D-mid. She’s in the best shape she 

feels she’s ever been in. She played the full 90 against the boys and has played the full 90 in the last 5 scdmmageso She 

st:ill has two practices a day 2-3 days a week and the rest of the days just one. She will start: having Tuesday’s off once 

the games start. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 4:49 PM 

Ma~k Winter < @hotmail.com> 

~)aol.com 

RE: good morning 

Mark, 

Thank you for your email. My assistant coach Bill Palladino does my foreign recruiting so I will let him address this for you, Rest assured we are all looking for 

quality players and will chase them foreign or domestic. The concern with the foreign players mostly might be academic (do they speak the language well enough}, 

From: Nark Winter [mailto: @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February :t9, 20:t3 7:25 AN 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: good morning 
Hey, how are you? i hope you don’t mind me emailing you, we were recently connected on Linkedin 

i was wondering if there is a current programme you guys have going over there for players coming in from the UK and europe? 
there are so many talented footballers over here but not many places for them to go, especially if they want to study at the same time, iv had many coming to me asking about 
going to the states to further educate themselves and perhaps get into a college/Uni 

let me know what your thoughts on this subject and maybe there is something we can work together on. 

hope to chat soon 

mark 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 5:07 PM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.~mc.edtr~ 

~)msn.com; duc~x@uncaa.unc.edu; ~.~baol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) 

RE: 2013 Spring Schedule 

That trip wilt be death BIJT we want to play the pros! 

F~m: Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February :[9, 20:[3 7:58 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Torn Sander 
Subject: 20:[3 Spring Schedule 

Good morning, gentlemen. 

I know that Lance has approved your 2013 spring schedule. I know that you will bus to Germantown, MD for the 3/30 game vs. Washington Freedom, but are you really going 

to bus for the game on 4/7 in Rochester, NYvs. the NY Flash? That’s a long trip! 

Thanks, and trust that all is well. 
Larry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:20 PM 

RGaddy < ~gmail.com> 

~live.unc.edu>; .~]live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: Rob Gad@, Goalie. 

I will copy my goalkeepers and see if they are interested. I do not lmow what their fee would be .... good luck! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: RGaddy [mailto ~mail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:20 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Rob Gad@, Goalie 

Dear Coach Anson, 

My 10 year old boy loves soccer and has been asking me repeatedly about getting someone to help him with his goalie skills Do you have a player, assistant or goalie coach that can spend 
30 minutes or so a couple of times a week working with him? I could bring him to campus, any place that is convenient ~2~r the trainer Thanks ~2~r you time. 

Regards, 

Bo Gaddy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:22 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~kvoun@unc.edu>; ~gmail.com> 

Academic Appeul 

Thank ¥ou~ Great advice, what help do you want form me? 

From= Yount, Tony 
Sent= Tuesday, 9:42 AM 
To= . Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bje~t= Academic Appeal 

Anson, 

here is a guideline for writing your academic appeal. Be as specific and direct as you can be. I’ll be happy to work with you on this if you like. Anson, when I 

spoke with Dema Barbara Lucido yesteNay, she mentioned that supporting documents are encouraged in addition to        appeal. Specificalb; she mentioned any 

communication from USA Soccer veri~ing        invitation and schedule. Any email exchanges between      and her professors otOining accommodations that 

the professors are willing to make would be welcome. The email that you sent in support of first trig comparing this opportuNty to a Rhodes Scholarship 

opportuni~ would be a perfect complement to this appeal. 

you should drop tlIST    and the GEOL lab on your own later this week m~d then let’s decide which course you will actually appeal to drop to get you down 

to 9 hours. An email ti~m that professor explaining "that he/she does not think in tx)ssible tbr you to successtully complete your work in that course with so many 
absences would be good to include in the appeal. We want to emplmsize that dropping to 9 hours is in your acade,nic best interest ruth the increased travel and 

absences. 

I’ll see you later this afternoon. 

Tony 
Begin forwarded message: 

From: < ._s___c____a___n____n___e____r_@__u____q__c___.__e____d____u_.> 
Date:                9:11:33 AM EST 

To: <gyount@email.unc.edu> 
This E-mail was sere from "R11153" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date:          09:11:32 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner~;unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 5:30 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Ja~n Sisneros @gmail.com) 

EW: Playing Rules Proposals 

From: Division 1 Women’s Soccer List [mailto:D1WSOCCER-L@metis3.gmu.edu] On Behalf Of Robert Kehoe 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 10:51 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; D1WSOCCER-L@metis3.gmu.edu 
Subject: Playing Rules Proposals 
Good Day Coaches. 

The 2013 season will be the tinal year of the two year playing rules cycle. As such, this year is a year tbr review and preparation li)r rule change or addition protx)sals 

to be considered for the 2014, 2015 seasons. Individual schools and / or co~brences may submit protx~sals to be considered. Following is a link tbr u~ in submitting 
proposals. 
Prooosals may be submitted any time ot~line at: 
http://www.ncaa.~rg/wps~wcrn/connect/pub~ic~ncaa/p~a~ing+rules+adrninistration/p~a~in~+ru~es+~n~ine+pr~p~sa~+f~rm 
All the best. 

Rob 
Rob K~ho~ 
Director of College Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of Arnerica 

800 Ann Aw!, Kansas City, KS 66202. i 93.3 362 3.747 x 3.03.5 193_3 3!52 3439 (f) 
Wisconsin Office!: 920 !574 4393_ I Cell: 

NSCAA.com I "twitter: @NSCAACoIlege I Facebook 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:33 PM 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

EW: Youtl~ Soccer Insider: View the Gmne as aaa Art, not a War (Book Review) 

Can you get this for 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, :t:t: :tO AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Youth Soccer Insider: View the Game as an Art, not a War (Book Review) 

removed by 

sender¯ 

removed by 
sender¯ 

tuesday, ;Nil Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

tweet This ~hare Thi 

View the Game as an Art, not a War (Book Review) 
By Mike Woitalla 

Imagine if cookbook publishing in the USA had the same approach that the soccer coaching industry has 

had for decades. You’d find mainly Northern European recipes at your Barnes & Noble. And you’d be a 

pretty limited chef. 

....... removed by 

sender¯ 

In soccer terms, focusing so much on the Northern European methods is particularly stifling considering 

the USA’s demographics and the fact that Latin American and Southern European nations have been 

producing most of the great players and winning teams. 

It’s been more than two decades since a Northern European nation, on the men’s side, has won the 

World Cup, 25 years since an Olympic gold, and 17 years since lifting a European Championship crown. 

It’s been 32 years since Northern Europe has claimed a U-20 World Cup title. Our neighbor, Mexico, has 

won two of the last four U-17 World Cups. 

....... removed by 

sender¯ 

So S~an Baker’s "Our Competition is the World" passes my first test for a coaching book that offers examples from abroad: It 

presents models from nations that have been producing successful and attractive soccer. 

We won’t be able to import any specific system that perfectly suits the unique U.S. youth soccer landscape, but this book by 

Baker- an Oregon-based coach who is fluent in Spanish, has lived in Spain and South America, and besides his USSF A 

and Y, has coaching licenses from Argentina and Brazil - goes deeper into describing the environments that produce brilliant 

players than any I’ve read. Barcelona and Spain figure prominently, as do Brazil and Argentina. Baker also conveys some of 

the best of what U.S. and Northern Europeans coaches have to offer. 

Baker’s book also passes my most important test: It avoids - as much as a book for coaches can - aggrandizing the role of 

the coach. Baker stresses the importance of free play and makes a strong case against the perils of over-coaching. 

I like this advice from Baker in a section about inspiring players to be creative: 

"Another way to encourage such creativity is by holding practice sessions where there is no coaching and only free play. In 

this situation, those players who are normally fearful of making mistakes, when the coach is running practice, will have a 

chance to play in a worry-free environment." 

The book does provide, with clear directions, lots of useful practice exercises - ones that simulate the real game and steer 

young players to a style of play U.S. soccer is aiming for, eg: playing out of the back, possession-oriented, attack-minded. 

(A simple suggestion to coaches of young players to help encourage a possession game: Encourage that most throw-ins are 

to a teammate’s feet and passed back to the throwers) 

Covering the whole spectrum, it includes advice on how to help players develop a love for the game that will encourage them to 

play on their own. 



The book is subtitled, "Ideas for implementing the United States Soccer Curriculum," which was unveiled by USSF Youth 

Technical Director Ciaudio Reyna in 2011, and it complements it well. 

Writes Baker: "As a melting pot of cultures, the United States soccer community is built on influences from all parts of the 

globe. Some view the game as an art, while others see it as more of a war. These differences in philosophy, the fractured 

nature of our youth organizations, along with the vast size of our country, have made it more difficult than some smaller 

countries to come together. Despite these difficulties, as we move forward, we should look to develop a common language 

amongst our players...." 

The book is chock-full of aphorisms from soccer minds from around the world (including Johan Cruyff, Pep Guardiola, Tele 

Santana), U.S. soccer leaders striving to get the youth game on the right track, and non-soccer figures such as John 

Cleese, Pablo Picasso and Ralph Waldo Emerson. These quotes complement the reference material - the examples of 

youth development guidelines from Spain, Argentina, Mexico, the English FA, U.S. Soccer- and the practical guidance for 

youth coaches. 

There is, I’ve found, an admirable hunger among American coaches to constantly educate themselves, and Baker delivers the 

perfect dish for youth coaches, whether they’re novice or vastly experienced. 

"Our Competition is the World: Ideas for im~ the United States Soccer Curriculum. "By Stan Baker 378 pages, 

2012. Lulu Publishing. $22.99. 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider blo.q. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

Tuesday, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation~,,socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

©     Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

~movedby 
sender, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 5:50 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu-~; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

IUS: Soccer New Student Orientation 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent; Tuesday, February 19, 2013 11:40 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject-" Soccer New Student Orientation 
Anson, Tom 
Please check this over to be sure its OK to send to the incomings. 
Thanks, Tony 
Ladies, 

Congratulations for earning a place on the women’s soccer team here at Carolina. If you have aheady received your letter :from Admissions welcoming you to Carolina, congratulations again. 
When the admissions letter comes, please respond quickly so that you can complete registration ]k~r New Student Orientation - details below. You won’t be able to complete any of the steps 
in this process until your admission is complete. 

1. First, you must pay, or defer, your deposit, in order to activate your PE) (Personal Identification number) in the Universi~’s computer system. ’l’his will allow you establish your UNC 
email account, and to register lk~r New Student Orientation program that all incoming students must attend during the coming sumaner. Here is the website for in]k)rmation about Orientation: 
http:i/nscpp.unc edu/[irst-y ear-studentsiori entat ion 

New Student Orientation is a two-day program. There are 14 dif[’erent sessions during the summer You can choose any of the sessions that you would like to attend. There is no advantage 
regarding fall course availability by coming earl?’. We realize that school schedules, fi~mily vacations, or other factors will influence your schedule 

Detailed instructions for completing New Student Orientation are attached Please follow those instructions exactly VVhen you complete steps 3 and 4, please email me using your new UNC 
email address. Once it is established, I’ll be using your UNC email account for all correspondence going forward. There will be several more emails coming about preparation for your year at 
Carolina. 

Please rcrnernber that for ~iath Placement at Carolina, you will need test results from either the SAT Math 2 Subject test, or the ACT Math test score. Having those scores available for use 
at New Student Orientation is ideal. The qualifying score on the SAT Math 2 Subject test is 520 or above, and and qualifying score on the ACT Math portion is 27 or above. Either of those 
scores places you out of ~4ATH 110 at Carolina. Scores below those levels place you into NL~TH 110. 

We’re glad to have you with us. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor for Women’s Soccer 

919 962 9535 office 
tonyyount~:a~unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <:JO k~C EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday,                6:04 PM 

@gmail.com~ 

RE: Appeal.DOCX 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: mailto ~gmail.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:33 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Appeal.DOCX 

Hello Anson, 
I wrote my appeal letter and was wondering if you could read it over in your free time Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 6:09 PM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.~mc.edtr> 

RE: Women’s Soccer Conference Call 

Thank you Larry! 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 4:48 Plvl 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Women’s Soccer Conference Call 

Anson ~ 

Very good response ~ I know that you would have participated if you realized the ACC’s protocol. 

Hopeful that you are well. 

Larry 

> > > Anson Dorrance 2/14/2013 3:40 PM > > > 

Kris, 
I am sorry. 

Of course, no disrespect was intended. I just wanted the people on the call that were most knowledgeable on the topic being discussed (Bill Palladino and Jason Sisneros are 

those people for us). We train in the mornings in the spring and 1 meet with my respective classes in the mornings as well. Had I known this was going to be an issue Iwould 

have requested a different time for the conference call, so I could have fulfilled both responsibilities (for my team/players AND the conference). Next time I will. 

This will not happen again, 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > "Pierce, Kris" <_k_p_j_o___[i_c_~_@__LP_!_e___a__c___c_&r_9.> 2/14/2013 11:12 AM > > > 

Anson, 

I was disappointed to learn that an assistant coach for UNC was on the conference call this morning instead of you as the head coach. As you know, 1 only schedule 

conference calls when necessary, tn this case, it was obvious tha~: there was some confusion on tl’u:_~ video exchange platform, and we needed ~:o clarify ~:hat. 

I realize that a~ of our head coaches haw~ e>:tremely busy scheduk~s, but i1: is imperative that any requests for absences be o:)mmunk:ated prior to conference (:a~s 

We do not N~ow assis[ant coaches to fill in [:or head coaches on conference calb per our policy. In the case o[: your absence, your spot[ supervisor or SWA should BI~ 

~n, and those absences shouM be requested in advance of the ca~L 

While ] know that you mean no disrespect to your fellow coaches, it cm~ appear that there are different standards when assistants fi]~ in for head coaches. ~ know you 

can appreciate how it m~ght appear to others, and ~ know that you d~d not h~tend for that, 

Thanks [or your assistance ir~ the future arHJ as a~ways, please don’t hesitate to contact me. 

Thanks, 

F~ Pierce, Kris 
Sent: Friday, Februa~ 08, 2013 4:25 PH 
To= ’Timothy Santoro’; S~ve Swanson 
Cc= Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Anson Dorrance (anson@uncaa.unc.edu); Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Grey Miller 

(~miller@athletics.pi~.edu); Mark Krikodan (mkrikorian@adm~n.fsu.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Rubble Church (robNe.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson 

(~_~t)_@_~gJ_t)D_,~_~); Tom Anagnost (~gE):_~D_~gt)_g~@~_~J_~_~); Tony Da Luz (@~_~@~_M:~_~); ~t~_g~_~_~_@_~_~:_¢~_~; Beth Miller (~_~JJ_[~@_ME~kN_[)_~_~_~_~); Moore, Donald 
Subject: Women’s Soccer Conference Call 
Impo~nce: High 

Coaches, 

While I ~:hmk our emml "d~scussh:m/’ has been bene[ida~, ~ do [ee~ that we m~ght reach an easier conseru;ua ~f we convene via a short conference ca~L ~’w~ reaerved 

our ~ine for Thursday, February I4th at :].0 a.m~ for ~ short call. The calMn information is below. 

ACC Women’s Soccer Conference Call - Thursday, February 14th - 10 a.m. 

Rarticipant passcode: 527972 

Dial in Phone Numbers: 

To~l free: 1-866-244-8528 

ToJk 1-719-457~0816 

T h a n k y o u ] 

Kr~s 

F~m= Timothy Santoro [maJlto:#san~r@ncsu.edu] 
Seat= Friday, Februa~ 08, 2053 $:30 PM 
To= Steve Swanson 
~= Pierce, Kris; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Anson Dorrance (anson@uncaa.unc.edu); Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@demson.edu); Grey Miller 

(qmiller@athletics.pi~.edu); Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Robbie Church (robNe.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson 

(#_~#~_D~_eD_@~J_[9JD_[@,_#~#.); Tom Anagnost (~9_~_,~_~#_g_£~$@_~J_@~k@#_M); Tony Da Luz (@]_Mg_@_~M_,#~#.); j~A$_$~_~@M~#_,#_~M; Beth Miller (h~JJJ~_[_@_M_~_@,_M_£~_@#_M.); Moore, Donald 
Sable�t= Re: Women’s Soccer Commi~ee Meeting Minutes 

Which Video Exchange Prm~der do )~u prefer’.) Dragonfly. Again, prompt and high quali~ is needed in this area. 
Would you want to pay for a Match ~alysis Pro~{der? No. 

Tim Santoro 

North Carolina State University 

(919) 515.3476 (work) 
(coco 



On Mon, Feb 4, 2013 at 4:02 PM, Steve Swanson <ss4ub(a)vi~gfuia.edu> wrote: 

Coaches: 

Given Kris and Stewart’s last e-ma~ls with all the options provided to us, I was hoping that we could clarify a tbw things as it relates to our votes tbr ~me of these 
video/match analysis providers. It would help me understand your thoughts a bit more and would also give me/you a chance to see if it is worthM~ile to look at using one 

of these match analysis providers in the future for an~Jo~zing our ganges through our conference. 

The first thing is the video exchange. As I understand it we can either remain with Dragon Fly at no cost (I am not awme that any ACC women’s soccer texan is paying 

for this cost) and continue to exchange video in the same mmmer as we have in the past ruth the exception that the timing and qugdty of the video is the same for 
everyone......or we can go to another provider such as Pro Zone, Match Analysis or Film Exchange for a fee of $400 or higher per conference team. 

The other item that we are voting on and that Anson brought up during the meeting is whether or not we as coaches wanted to enter into an agreement with ProZone or 

Match Analysis to breakdown our conference games and provide us with match analysis reports. This would have w_rying costs depending on the number of teams 

wanting this service and would be sigNficantly less should all of us decide to use one provider. I realize there ave some programs that have this service already. 

So for the dummy in the group (me) can everyone vote on the follomng: 

Which Video F~xchange Provider do yon prefer? 

Would you want to pay for a Match Analysis Provider? 

If~, which one? 

If you do want to purchase reports from one of these providers, would yon want this to only include yonr teams match analysis inlbnnation or the opponents as well? 

See Stewart’s e~nail below. 
Analysis provision based on X number of teams signing. The more teams sign, the cheaper the cost across the group. As an example, if all 13 teams sign with Prozone, 
the cost of all 78 in conference games [should you decide to share the analysis] would be 
Those not signing up would still have access to all video, but they would see NO analysis, with the potential for other teams to have analysis on your team. 
Alternatively we could work it so teams only get analysis on their own games - if there was a reluctance to share data with each other. This was the difference in SEC 
and Big10 analysis models, SEC shared - Big10 didn’t 

Thanks for your help, 

Steve 

PS I would really be interested in going with Pro-Zone as a match analysis provider if there was enough interest in the 

conference to take advantage of the cost discount. And if we are looking at doing this as a conference then in trying to keep 

consistent, I would prefer to use ProZone as our video exchange provider as well. As far as having access to opponents match 

analysis I am still unsure about this. 

On Feb 3, 2013, at 8:52 PM, Pierce, Kris wrote: 

Wor~’~en’s Soccer Coaches --. 

We have received proposals for video exchange from ProZone, Match Analysis and Film [xchange Network, They are attached, I do believe that we can engage in a 

d~scuss~on v~a ema~ regardh~g any questions, but to ensure that everyone’s feedback is accurately ~ortrayed, please vote h~ one of the fo[[ow~ng ways: 

1. £roZone 

2. FHm Exchange 

3. Match Analys~s 

4. Stay w~th Dragonfly 

E ] w~sh for the group to d~scuss via conference 

If Vou have ques~:i,:)ns, please let me km)w. 

Thanks~ 

F~ Pierce, 
~eBt~ Monday, 3anua~ 28, 2013 11;02 AM 
To~ Alison Foley (foleFae@bc,edu); Anson Dorrance (anson(guncaa,unc,edu); Charles Adair (adair@vt,edu); Eddie Radwanski (e~adwan(gclemson,edu); Greg Miller 
(gmiller@athletics,pi~,edu); Mark Krikorian (mkdkorian(gadmin,fsu,edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo(@syr,edu); Robbie Church (robNe,church(~duke,edu); Steve Swanson 
(sswanson@vjr~inia~edu); Tim San~ro (~san~r@ncsu,edu); Tom Anagnost (tom~ana~nost@miamj~edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@~u,edu) 
~ Barbara Kennedy-Dixon (~_~[~_g_[~E~D_~9_~M); Barbara Walker (~_~!~[:~g@~_M~_M); Beth Miller (~E)JJJ_~E@~_[)~_~_~_~_~); Donna San~ (~_D~_~D]_~[~J~_~_M); 3aclyn 
"3acki" Silar (isilar@duaa,duke,edu); ]ane Miller (im2y(~virqinia,edu); 3ennifer Strawley (i,strawley(gmiami,edu); ]ody Mooradian (mooradio~bc,edu); Lisa Rudd 
(Irudd@~edu); Michelle Lee (michelle,..leet~ncsu~edu); Renee ~, BaumgaRner (rmbaum~a@syr,edu); Sharon McCIoskey (smcclosk@vt,edu); Theresa Wenzel 

(~DZ~J_@_~D]_~[g~N~_~_~b_~9~!M); Vanessa Fuchs (~M_~b_~@~lmJ~_L~_~); Moore, Donald; Butler, Lee; Hvozdovic, Marra; Barre~, 3ennie; Finch, Nora Lynn; ’_p_~[~.~g~_~.’; 
Kyle Young (KNYOUNG(~clemson,edu); Chris~pher B, Kennedy (¢kennedy(~duaa,duke,edu); ’Bonaso~e, Monk’; Sherard Clinkscales (Isclin~(~ncsu,edu); t,wise(~miami,edu; 
Larry Gallo (athgallo@uncaa,unc,edu); pklaczak(~athletics,pi~,edu; buddiemi@~u,edu 
~bje~t~ Women’s Soccer Commi~ee Meeting Minutes 
Z~o~e~ High 

Women’s Soccer Coaches - 

Attached, you will find the full minutes from our meeting on January 10, 2013. Please let me know if you have any edits by Wednesday, January 30. 

The only follow-up item we have at this time is in regards to the film exchange platform for the 2013 season. Anson has agreed to reach out to ProZone to obtain 

information regarding a conference-wide platform price for 2013. Once we receive t~at information, we will either take a vote via email or by conference call. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Kris 

Associate Commissione~; Championships and Olympic Sports 
4512 Weybri~qe Lane, Greensboro, N.C. 27407 
(0) 33(~,369.4(~52 (M) (F) 336.369.1203 

<imaoeOOl.pn9> 

<ACC ~omen’s Soccer MA proposal ~ 30 ] 3 SH.docx><ACC Proposal Analysis & Video Transfer.pdf><ACC Video 
Exchange.ppN><ACC ~omen Analysis Price Matdx.pdf><F~N,pdf><Match Analysis - lntroducto& Presentation -20] 2.ppsx> 
Steve Swanson 
Head ~omen’s Soccer Coach 
Universi~ of VirgiNa 



PO Box 400847!McCue Center 
Charlottesville, VA 22901 
Cell:             Fax: 434-982-4926 
2013 Virqinia Soccer Centers of Excellence 
Winter Center @ University of Virginia Jan 12 SOLD OUT 
Youth Center @ Graves Mountain Lodge June 22-25 
Advanced Center @ University of Virginia June 27-30 
Advanced Center @ Episcopal School July 17-20 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT" JCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:11 PM 

~aol .cam> 

1~;: Bos~to~v’Icel~d question 

Well-reasoned!! I am with you!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: ~aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday 5:10 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Boston/Iceland question 

Hey Anson, 

Just following up with a couple of things about playing for Boston/Iceland etc. I am inclined to just commit to Boston for the season and not go to Iceland. I think the half and half thing 
could work out but it worries me for a couple of reasons. First, I don’t want to seem like I have one foot out the door in Boston I also don’t want to shoot myself in the foot if things do go 
well considering that people can get hurt etc... And lastly, the?, don’t play in July in Iceland and I want to try to go overseas to Germany etc.. in the fall and their season stalts in September 
so it seems like maybe it wouldn’t be worth it to go to Iceland to play for basically just August. 

Anyway, let me know what you think I’m up in Philly right now at that super group training. It’s a really good group of players and a great level for playing. All my muscles are killing me 
because they do extension diving and take shots every session[ It is super traumatic haha. But I’m enjoying it 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Februa~ 20, 2013 10:10 AM 

Yount. Tony <ton~yonn~unc.edu-~ 

@msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu;      .~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~!gmail.com) 

FW: U.S. Soccer U-20 Women’s National Tea~: Spain, March 1 - 12, 2013 

From:          [mailto:          @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 10:26 PM 
To: Gary Noynahan; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Aaron Byrd; Michele Brach Krzisnik; 
Subject: Fwd: U.S. Soccer U-20 Women’s National Team: Spain, March 1 - 12, 2013 

FYI 

Jim Jackman; Sue Krueger 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbm,aJcded message: 

Frora: Gary Moynahan <          ~)chaJ:ter.net> 

Date: Februa~ 19, 2013, 9:04:43 PM EST 

To:                      ~(~yahoo.com> 
Subject: Re: U.S. Soccer U-20 Women’s National Team: Spain, March 1 - 12, 2013 

The games will be on Narch 7, 9, and 11. I hope they will be streamed "live" 
The U.S. Under-20 Women’s National Team will make its first international trip of the year, traveling to La Nanga, Spain, from March 1-12 

for the 12 Nations tournament. 
While the friendly competition consists of 12 countries, each team will play three matches. The USA will face its counterparts from Norway 
on Narch 7, Germany on March 9 and Sweden on March 11. 
The other countries coming to La Manga are Iceland, the Netherlands, Scotland, England, Italy, France, Denmark and Wales. 
Eighteen players were called up for the event and almost all of them participated in the USA’s first training camp of the year at The Home 
Depot Center in early February. 
One player that did not attend that first U-20 camp was goalkeeper Jane Campbell, who was training with the full U.S. Women’s National 
Team before its recent two matches against Scotland. Eight of the players called up were members of the U.S. team that played in the 
2012 U-17 Women’s World Cup in Azerbaijan. 

On Mon, Feb 11, 2013 at 8:47 PM, wrote: 

Not sure yet, invite just came in 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 11, 2013, at 8:46 PM, Gary Moynahan <            .~]charter.net> wrote: 
Good fior         Will any of her games be available to watch on TV or the Internet? 

On Mon, Feb 11, 2013 at 7:24 PM, 

FYI 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

wrote: 

From: Barbara Blocker < BBIocker(~ussoccer.org> 
Bate= February 11, 2013, 2:00:43 PM EST 
To: Barbara Blocker < BBIocker@ussoccer.org> 
Subject: U.S. Soccer U-20 Women’s National Team: Spain, Harch I - 12, 2013 

Dear Athlete, 
Congratulations! You are part of the initial group of players selected to the roster for the upcoming U.S. Soccer Under-20 Women’s 
National Team trip to La Manga, Spain for the U-20 Twelve Nation Tournament. The complete roster has not been finalized yet, but 
we wanted to send out an invitation so that we can confirm your availability as soon as possible. Including travel days this trip will take 
place from Friday~ Narch 1 to Tuesday~ March 12 . Please respond to this email indicating if you are able to attend this event, as well 
as letting me know what airport you would like to fly out of. Additionally, if you have any updates to your contact or roster information, 
please send that to me as well. 
**PLEASE NOTE - YOU WILL NEED YOUR U.S. PASSPORT FOR TRAVEL ON THIS TRIP. PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU HAVE YOUR PASSPORT 
WITH YOU AND BRING IT WITH YOU TO CANP. PLEASE ALSO NAKE SURE THAT YOU HAVE ENPTY PAGES IN YOUR PASSPORT FOR 
CUSTOMS STAMPS** 
All information regarding this trip will be communicated to you via email from now on, so please make sure to frequently check your email 
for updates and further information about this event. I will be booking your plane ticket to and from Chicago (O’Hare - the departing 
airport for our international flight) soon, and will be sending that itinerary to you via email. Once I have sent you your itinerary you will 
have 24 hours to let me know if there are any problems with it (misspelled names, incorrect airport, etc.). After the 24 hour period your 
flight will be booked and you will be responsible for the fees associated with any changes. 

**PLEASE NOTE - ALL PLAYERS AND STAFF WILL FLY TO CHICAGO, ILLINOIS ON MARCH 1, WHERE WE WILL BOARD THE TEAM FLIGHT TO 
SPAIN. WE WILL RETURN TO CHICAGO ON MARCH 12, WHERE ALL PLAYERS AND STAFF WILL BOARD SEPARATE FLIGHTS BACK HOME** 
As we get closer to the trip you will receive an information packet with more details about this event including our housing 
accommodations, departure day flight schedule, and the tentative weekly schedule. If you have any questions at any point leading up to 



the trip please feel free to contact me. 
Finally, if you are currently playing for a professional club and need me to send a release request, please email me. 
Once again, congratulations, and I look forward to a great camp! 
Sincerely, 

Barbara Blocker 
U.S. Soccer Federation 
National Teams Coordinator 

(cell) 
310.630.2278 (office) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:12 AM 

CHHS StudentGov < ~chccs.kl 2.nc.u~"~ 

,~)live.unc.edu> 

RE: Chapel Hill High School Presentation 

Great idea .,,. We will copy on this for you. She is very responsible and I know she witl follow up, 

From: CHHS StudentGov [mailto: ~chccs.k12.nc.us] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 11:16 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Chapel Hill High School Presentation 

Hell(), 
The Chapel Hill High School Student Government is emTently organizing speakers for our annual Tigerfest. Tigerfest is an 

alternative educational day where students have the opportunity to take classes on a variety of subjects that aren’t traditionally 
offered during the sehool year. This year, Tigerfest will take place on              on the campus of the Chapel Hill High 
Sehool. In years past we have had sessions eovering topies that range from eooking to the music industry. Presenters in the 
past include Holoeaust survivors, college professors, the mayor, and ESPN jom’nalists. Vge believe a UNC soccer presentation 

on eollege athleties or a skills session with some of the team would make an excellent session option! One of our women’s 
soccer players, Frances Reuland, suggested           as a potential player to eome that day. 

We hope that this opportunity has piqued your interest in leading a session. Please reply to us at 
~?ehees.k12 me.us to let us know if you are interested in being a presenter and if you would like additional 

information. Please see the attached FAQ document for additional information. If you have any other questions or concerns 
please feel free to contact us. 
Thank you for your time and consideration! 

Sincerely, 

~?ehees.k12.ne.us 
Vice P~esident 
Chapel tlill IIigh School Student Government 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Ca~Tboro CiW Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law, which may result in monitoring and 
disclosure to thin parties, including law enforcement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Februa~ 20, 2013 10:47 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~yonn~unc.edu-~ 

I~E: U.S. Soccer U-20 Women’s National Team: Spain, March 1 - 12, 2013 

Thanks Tony .... She is a good kid but witl need guidance. 

From: Yount, Tony 

Seat; Wednesday, February 20, 2013 10:23 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: U.S. Soccer U-20 Women’s National Team: Spain, March i - 12, 2013 

Thanks, 

I’ve emailed        about coming in to see me, but havefft heaxd from her yet 

On Feb 20, 2013, at 10:09 AM, Albert A IV Dorrance <anson,~;email.nnc.edu-~ 

wrote: 

From;          [mailto:.         @yahoo.corn] 
Sent; Tuesday, February 29, 2013 10:26 PM 
To; Gary Moynahan; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Aaron Byrd; Michele Brach Krzisnik; 
Subject; Fwd: U.S. Soccer U-20 Women’s National Team: Spain, March 1 - 12, 2013 

FYI 

Jim Jackman; Sue Krueger 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

Begin forwaxded message: 

Fr~n: Gary Moynahan <          ~2..c_.!!_~_J.e_E_r_~.e:_t.> 

Date: February 19, 2013, 9:04:43 PM EST 

Subject: Re: U.S. Soccer U-20 Women’s National Te~: Spain, March I - 12, 2013 

The games will be on March 7, 9, and 11. I hope they will be streamed "live" 
The U.S. Under-20 Women’s National Team will make its first international trip of the year, traveling to La Manga, Spain, from March 1-12 
for the 12 Nations tournament. 
While the friendly competition consists of 12 countries, each team will play three matches. The USA will face its counterparts from Norway 
on March 7, Germany on March 9 and Sweden on March 11. 
The other countries coming to La Manga are iceland, the Netherlands, Scotland, England, Italy, France, Denmark and Wales. 
Eighteen players were called up for the event and almost all of them participated in the USA’s first training camp of the year at The Home 
Depot Center in early February. 
One player that did not attend that first U-20 camp was goalkeeper 3ane Campbell, who was training with the full U.S. Women’s National 
Team before its recent two matches against Scotland. Eight of the players called up were members of the U.S. team that played in the 
2012 U-17 Women’s World Cup in Azerbaijan. 

On Mon, Feb 11, 2013 at 8:47 PM, wrote: 

Not sure yet, invite just came in 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 11, 2013, at 8:46 PM, Gary Moynahan <            ~__c___h____a__E_t___e___r_:___n___e___t_> wrote: 

Good fior         Will any of her games be available to watch on TV or the Internet? 

On Mon, Feb 11, 2013 at 7:24 PM, 
FYI 
Sent from my iPad 
Begin forwarded message: 

wrote: 

From: Barbara Blocker < BBIocker@_u____s___s___o____c___c___e___r_:___o___c.q> 
Date: February 11, 2013, 2:00:43 PM EST 
To: Barbara Blocker < BBIocker@ussoccer,orq> 
Subject: U,S, Soccer U-20 Women’s National Team: Spain, March :~ - ~.2, 20~3 

Dear Athlete, 
Congratulations! You are part of the initial group of players selected to the roster for the upcoming U.S. Soccer Under-20 Women’s 
National Team trip to La Manga, Spain for the U-20 Twelve Nation Tournament. The complete roster has not been finalized yet, but 



we wanted to send out an invitation so that we can confirm your availability as soon as possible. Including travel days this trip will take 
place from Friday, March :I. to Tuesday, March :I.2. Please respond to this email indicating if you are able to attend this event, as well 
as letting me know what airport you would like to fly out of. Additionally, if you have any updates to your contact or roster information, 
please send that to me as well. 
**PLEASE NOTE - YOU WILL NEED YOUR U.S. PASSPORT FOR TRAVEL ON THIS TRIP. PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU HAVE YOUR PASSPORT 
WITH YOU AND BRING IT WITH YOU TO CAMP. PLEASE ALSO MAKE SURE THAT YOU HAVE EMPTY PAGES IN YOUR PASSPORT FOR 
CUSTOMS STAMPS** 
All information regarding this trip will be communicated to you via email from now on, so please make sure to frequently check your email 
for updates and further information about this event. I will be booking your plane ticket to and from Chicago (O’Hare - the departing 
airport for our international flight) soon, and will be sending that itinerary to you via email. Once I have sent you your itinerary you will 
have 24 hours to let me know if there are any problems with it (misspelled names, incorrect airport, etc.). After the 24 hour period your 
flight will be booked and you will be responsible for the fees associated with any changes: 

**PLEASE NOTE - ALL PLAYERS AND STAFF WILL FLY TO CHICAGO, ILLINOIS ON MARCH 1, WHERE WE WILL BOARD THE TEAM FLIGHT TO 
SPAIN. WE WILL RETURN TO CHICAGO ON MARCH 12, WHERE ALL PLAYERS AND STAFF WILL BOARD SEPARATE FLIGHTS BACK HOME** 
As we get closer to the trip you will receive an information packet with more details about this event including our housing 
accommodations, departure day flight schedule, and the tentative weekly schedule. If you have any questions at any point leading up to 
the trip please feel free to contact me. 
Finally, if you are currently playing for a professional club and need me to send a release request, please email me. 
Once again, congratulations, and I look forward to a great camp! 
Sincerely, 

Barbara Blocker 
U.S. Soccer Federation 
National Teams Coordinator 

(cell) 
3:!.0.630.2278 (office) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 2:46 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: ECNL Frisco Rosters Available on Spo~ntsBoard - Meet Us There! 

Soccer Scout lxtf.ht~nl 

From: noreply@salesforce.com [mailto:noreply@salesforce.com] On Behalf Of Stephen Kiraly 
Sent; Wednesday, ~ebruary 20, 2013 12:24 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: ECNL Frisco Rosters Available on SportsBoard - Meet Us There! 

i Try Soccer Scout at ECNL Frisco! 

i ISportsBoard has revolutionized the way that you can assess players at events like 

<ECNL Frisco this weekend! Join customers using SportsBoard like Stanford, ,San 

recruiting process, All you need ~s an H:>ad or iPhone, and you’ve got the edge you 

~ predoad your ~Pad w~th ECNL rosters and game schedules After you take notes 

~on potent~a~ recruits using soccer-specific metdcs as wel~ as video, voice memos, 

I I~and hotos,,s nc ok r dan back to the se &~er where ok can ana 7e and sqa’e t 
I rl P Y ’ Y ’ Y Y 

other coaches on your staff. 

Id~mo~,~t~t~,~g Spon~Bo~d (~,~d ,,,,~t~h~,~g h~ daughter p~ay). She’d ~ove to meet 

I 

for this weekend’s showcase in Frisco. 

530 323 0202 

spoctsboard-win, tom 

I 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 3:02 PM 

Lee Horton <lhorton@chMottelatin.o~> 

~,~hotmail.com; ~yahoo.com; ~shaw.ca; ~z,~msn.com; duc~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~,~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmaJd.com); @live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 

@aol.com; @live.unc.edu; ~)live.unc.edu; ~)gmail.com; [~gmail.com; 

@hotmail.co~n; @aol.com; ~g~nail.co~n; ~hotmail.com; @y~l~oo.com; 
~gmail.com; @email.tmc.edu; ~gmail.com; ~gmail.com; ~email.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; ~hotmail.com; ~gm~l.com; @aol.com; @aol.com; 

~gmail.com; ~email.unc.edu; _ ~gmail.com; @aol.com; ~gma~Lcom; 

@rocketmail.com; ~gmail.com; @live.unc.edu; ,~,yahoo.com; @ymail.com; 

@live.unc.edu 

RE: email tbr team 

I will send it out now, Good h~ck, my friend[! 

From: Lee Horton [mailto:lhorton@charlottelatin.org] 

Sent: Wednesday, J.:50 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: email for team 

Anson, 
I hope you are doing well and that the spring season is off to a good start. I have attached a note from our general manager that I was hoping you could blast out to the team. 
It would be awesome if there is a player or two who might be interested in our team and environment. Thanks so much for your continued support of our W-League Team. 
Go Heels!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Lee 

removed by 

sender 

removed by 
sender. 

Hello Ladies: 

Some of you might know who the Charlotte Lady Eagles are and what we are all about. If you do great, but if you do not, let me provide you with a little 

background. We are a non-profit mission organization run by Missionary Athletes International. Our goal is to glorify God and see lives transformed by 

communicating the message of Jesus Christ through the global environment of soccer. That basically means we are a ministry first, soccer team second that teaches 

our players how to use the platform of soccer to share the message of Jesus Christ. Now, while the heartbeat of our team is serving Christ; we also have a strong 

desire to field the most competitive women’s team possible. The training environment each day is set at a standard and designed to prepare our players to boldly 

compete each weekend and be sent back to school or overseas at a their highest possible level. 

Check out this link to a short (5 rain.) video about who MAI is: 

http://youtu.beiSeS57 DHiWAA 

We have a great relationship with Anson, and he has endorsed our program. Our environment is like nothing else you will experience. We train every day on the 

field and have sessions off the field as well. There is a lot of time spent with the other players on the team throughout the week, on away trips, and just hanging 

out. Our goal is to provide all of our players with a life-changing experience that integrates excellence in soccer, an authentic community, ministry involvement 

and spiritual growth. You’ll have opportunities to impact people’s lives through soccer both on and off the field. As a result of your time with Mai, you will be 

better equipped to love God and serve others. 

If you are interested in hearing more about the team, please let me know and we can talk. I hope the each of you seriously consider coming and playing for us this 

summer. It will change your life. 

Jeremy Auyer 
Charlotte Lady Eagles 

General Manager 

704-841-8644 ext. 23 1 cell 

www.charlotteeaqles corn 
Charlotte Eagles Soccer Club - 1020 Crews Road Sutie N - Matthews, NC 28105 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 3:02 PM 

@hotmail.com; @yahoo.com; @shaw.ca; ~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~aoLcom; Ja~m Sisneros ~gmaJl.com); @live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 
@aol.com; @live.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; @g~nail.co~n; @gmail.com; 

@hotmail.com; @aol.com; ~gmail.com; @hotmail.com; @yahoo.corn; 

~gma~l.com; @email.unc.edu; ~!gmail.com; ~g~nail.co~n; ~!email.unc.edu 
~,email.unc.edu; ’@hot~nail.com; ~gma~l.com; @aol.co~n; @aol.co~n; 

@gmail.com; @ema~l.unc.edu; ~gmaJl.com; @aoLcom; ~gmail.com; 

@rocketmail.com; ,Z~gmail.com; @|ive.unc.edu; @5,ahoo.com; @ymai|.com; 

@live.unc.edu 

FW: email tbr temn 

Note to prospective College Players.docx 

From= Lee Horton [mailto:lhorton@charlottelatin.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, :t:50 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; email for team 

Anson, 
I hope you are doing well and that the spring season is off to a good start. I have attached a note from our general manager that I was hoping you could blast out to the team. 
Tt would be awesome if there is a player or two who might be interested in our team and environment. Thanks so much for your continued support of our W-League Team. 

Go Heels!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Lee 

Image 

removed by 

sender 

...... removed by 
sender. 

Hello Ladies: 

Some of you might know who the Charlotte Lady Eagles are and what we are all about. If you do great, but if you do not, let me provide you with a little 

background. We are a non-profit mission organization run by Missionary Athletes International. Our goal is to glorify God and see lives transformed by 

communicating the message of Jesus Christ through the global environment of soccer. That basically means we are a ministry first, soccer team second that teaches 

our players how to use the platform of soccer to share the message of Jesus Christ. Now, while the heartbeat of our team is serving Christ; we also have a strong 

desire to field the most competitive women’s team possible. The training environment each day is set at a standard and designed to prepare our players to boldly 

compete each weekend and be sent back to school or overseas at a their highest possible level. 

Check out this link to a short (5 rain.) video about who MAI is: 

b_t__t_p__:_/ / Z o___u___t__u__:_b___e__/_S__~_S__6___7___D____U_! ~ ~ ~. 
We have a great relationship with Anson, and he has endorsed our program. Our environment is like nothing else you will experience. We train every day on the 

field and have sessions off the field as well. There is a lot of time spent with the other players on the team throughout the week, on away trips, and just hanging 

out. Our goal is to provide all of our players with a life-changing experience that integrates excellence in soccer, an authentic community, ministry involvement 

and spiritual growth. You’ll have opportunities to impact people’s lives through soccer both on and off the field. As a result of your time with Mai, you will be 

better equipped to love God and serve others. 

If you are interested in hearing more about the team, please let me know and we can talk. I hope the each of you seriously consider coming and playing for us this 

summer. It will change your life. 

.leremy Auyer 
Charlotte Lady Eagles 

General Manager 

704-841-8644 ext. 23 J cell 

Charlotte Eagles Soccer Club - 1020 Crews Road Sutie N - Matthews, NC 28105 



Hello Ladies: 

Some of you might know who the Charlotte Lady Eagles are and what we are all about. If you do great, 

but if you do not, let me provide you with a little background. We are a non-profit mission organization 

run by Missionary Athletes International. Our goal is to glorify God and see lives transformed by 

communicating the message of Jesus Christ through the global environment of soccer. That basically 

means we are a ministry first, soccer team second that teaches our players how to use the platform of 

soccer to share the message of Jesus Christ. Now, while the heartbeat of our team is serving Christ; we 

also have a strong desire to field the most competitive women’s team possible. The training 

environment each day is set at a standard and designed to prepare our players to boldly compete each 

weekend and be sent back to school or overseas at a their highest possible level. 

Check out this link to a short (5 min.) video about who MAI is: 

http :!!youtu.be!5eS67 DHiWAA 

We have a great relationship with Anson, and he has endorsed our program. Our environment is like 

nothing else you will experience. We train every day on the field and have sessions off the field as well. 

There is a lot of time spent with the other players on the team throughout the week, on away trips, and 

just hanging out. Our goal is to provide all of our players with a life-changing experience that integrates 

excellence in soccer, an authentic community, ministry involvement and spiritual growth. You’ll have 

opportunities to impact people’s lives through soccer both on and off the field. As a result of your time 

with Mai, you will be better equipped to love God and serve others. 

If you are interested in hearing more about the team, please let me know and we can talk. I hope the 

each of you seriously consider coming and playing for us this summer. It will change your life. 

3eremy Auyer 
Charlotte Lady Eagles 
General Manager 
704-841-8644 ext. 23 1 cell 
www.charlotteeaqles.com 
Charlotte Eagles Soccer Club - 1020 Crews Road Sutie N - Matthews, NC 28105 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}’- 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 6:10 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

~nsn.com; duca~@uucaa.uuc.edu;      ,~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~)gmail.com) 

I~NV: ACS Follow Up: Custom Ema3~l Template Complete’. (Case 47868) [ ref: OOD301V66. 50050JO5vC:ref] 

Help me do this so I c~,n see it ,.., Thank you! 

From: Chris Ducat [mailto:ducar@unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, February 20, 2013 5:56 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Fwd: ACS Follow Up: Custom Email Template Complete! (Case 47868) [ ref:_00D301V66._S00S0_1OSvC:ref ] 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Help Desk <.h...e..[.~...d...e..s..[<...(£~:.a...c..s..a...t..~3!..e..t..!..c...s.:..c..~> 

Date: February 20, 2013, 4:32:54 PM EST 

To: <ducar~unc.edu> 

Subject: ACS Follow Up: Custom Email Template Complete! (Case 47868) [ ref:_000301V66._S00S0JOSvC:ref ] 

removed by 

sender. 

Case 47868 is complete! 

Chris, 

Your custom email templates are now available for use in your ACS software 

system! We highly recommend sending yourself a test email to verify the 

configuration of the email template is correct. Please have all coaches on staff 

send a test using their custom email template design. 

To set up a test, we recommend adding yourself as a prospect and adding a 

Hotmail, Gmail, Yahoo, or AOL email address (not your University email address 

for the test). 

Once you’ve added yourself as a prospect, follow these easy steps to send 

yourself an email: 

1. Login to ACS and select the Recruiting Coordinator tab 

2. Select Athletes from the sub menu 

3. Search for your test prospect you’ve added and use the check box to the 

right to select this test athlete 

4. Select "Send Email" from the Functions drop down 

5. Select "Yes" to use your personal email template 

6. Your template will load on the screen. Compose your email. Note the 

following: 

a. The ({First_Name)) merge code will insert the first name of the 

athletes you have selected. When sending a mass email, 

prospects cannot tell that other athletes are being emailed. It is 

personal for each prospect! 

b. Use the ABC icon to spell check your email if you browser does not 

automatically underlines misspelled words! 

7. Once you’ve composed your message, select Next at the bottom of the 

screen. 

8. Preview your email. 

9. Click "Send" to send your email! 

***Other Important Note*** When you send email from the "Athlete Profile" by 

clicking the Send Email button either for Mass Email or for an Individual Email, 

and the "O, uick Email" box opens - Remember, your emails are already 

personalized! Don’t insert the prospects first name, the system does this for you! 

Thank you for choosing ACS Athletics to help design your email template. We 

appreciate your business and are excited to be working with you. If you have any 

questions about your new email template, please do not hesitate to let us know 

by either using the Live Chat button, calling 800.343.6220 and pressing Option 2 

or emailing helpdesk@acsathletics.com. 

Thank you, 



ACS Help Desk 

ACS Athletics 

800.343.6220, Option 2 

helpdesk@acsatNetics.com 

NON-DISCLOSURE OF PROPRIETARY INFORMATION: 

This email contains CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION, which may also be LEGALLY PRIVILEGED, and is intended 

only for the use of the addressee named above, The recipient shall maintain the confidentiality of this 
information and not sell, license, publish, display, distribute, disclose or othelwise make available this 

information to any competitor of AssistantCoach Systems, LLC nor use such information except as 

authorized, If you are not the intended recipient or employee responsible for deliverin9 it to the intended 

recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination or copyin9 of this information is prohibited, If you 
receive this communication in error, please notify us immediately via email: helpdeskC;~,acsathletics com 

Image 
removed by 

sender. 

ref: 00D301V66. 50050JO5vC:ref 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:44 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

~msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) 

RE: We have featured 

This is so cool to see       continue to climb the ladder. And to see so many Tar Heels climbing with her. 

Thank you for standing by us, my friend. We have loved your wonderful kM from the beginning and so gJad she w~H be w~th usH 

A~ the bestH 

F~m: [mailto: ~yahoo.com] 
$ent: Wednesday, 6:2~ PN 
To: Do~rance, Albe~ A ~ 
$ubject: Fw: We have featured 

--- On Wed, TopDrawerSoccer.com <supporg.uDJopdrawersoccer. corn> wrote: 

From: TopDrawerSoccer.com <support@topdrawersoccer.com> 

Subject: We have featured 

To: ~yahoo.com 

Date: Wednesday, 2:05 AM 

removed by 
sender. 

Hi, 

has been featured on TopDrawerSoccer.com, the #1 Destination for College & Club Soccer in America. 

Please click here to read the article. ............................................................................... 

Send this email to friends, teammates, family m~d club members to give them the news. 

Is PlayeB To WatchTM profile updated? Please keep this profile up-to-date at all times by becoming a Premier Member. 

As a Premier Member, players can keep their Players To WatchTM protile updated and taJ~e advamtage of our exciting new features. Click hem for more intbm~ation 

on our Premier Membership. 

If you have an.,,, questions, please contact us at ~ppor~topdrawersoccer.com. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 3:45 PM 

;@live.unc.edu> 

l~E: sign up for player contbrences 

Sure .... What time will you be over? 

From= [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday,               10:55 PM 
To= Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject= sign up for player conferences 
Hi Anson, 
Do you have time to meet on Monday any time after weights? 

From: <Sander>, Thomas J <p__a___c___m____a___n___@__.__9__n__£:__e___d_9_> 

Date: Wednesday,                4:21 PM 

To: "Dorrance, Albert" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>, 

@sol.corn>, ._~live.unc.edu>, ’ ~aol.com" < 

~mac.com>, @live.unc.edu>, ’@gmail.com" ~gmail.com>, ’ 

@small.corn>, @hotrnail.com", @hotmail.corn>, @sol.corn". 

_@__K_m____aj Lc___o___m__.’ ’ ._@.__g__m____a_!J_:_c__9___m__.>, ~__h___o__t___m___a__[Lc___q m" _@___h___o__t___m____aj [.__c___o___m__. >, ’ 

N~ahoo.com" @yahoo.corn>, ’ @gmail.com" ~gmai!:com>, " 

@small.corn" "- - ._@small.corn>, ’ ~)gmail.com", @small.corn>, 

]~live.unc.edu>, ’ ~hotrnail.com", ~ghotmail.com>, ’ @grnail.com". 

@rocketmail.com" @rocke[mail.com>, ~ggrnail.com" @gmail.com>, 

~ Z_a___h__o_9__:_c__9____m__’ ’ ~_y_a___h__9__9_:__c_o_m__. >, ’ ~_y__m____a_!_[:_c__9____m__’ ’. __@._y___m____a_!_[:_c__9____m__ >, 

Subject: sign up for player conferences 

Players, 

Here are your coaches for your player conferences. Please contact your coach directly by Friday to sign up for your conference. They will last around 30 minutes. 

Anson: anson@uncaa.unc.eduv 

@)msn.com"          ~)msn.com>, "Ducar, Christopher" <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>,"      ~)aol.com" 

@aN.corn>, ’ @mac.corn" 

@small.corn" 

~aol.corn>, 

@_._ live.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>, 

@live.unc.edu>, ’ 

~gmaiLcom>, 

~’~unc.edu>, 

Palladino: @sol.corn 

Ducar: ducar@uncaa.unc.edu, 

Sisneros: ~grnail.com, 

-Tom 
Tom Stander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 
University ofNort~ CaJcolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, Februa~ 21,2013 4:12 PM 

@ox~l.com 

I:W: Schedule 

Can ¥o~ jump oil this for 

From: Paul Tamberino [mailto: ~aol.com] 

Sent: Thursday, February 21, 2013 9:14 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Schedule 

Anson, 

I hope all is well and you are gearing up for ~he upcomin~ season. 
When you h~ve ~n opportunity, could you forward ~our sch~dul~ ~ ~m currently workin~ on ~h~ ~ssi~nmen~s. 

Stay well. 

~ul 

P~ul T~mberino 

(c~ll) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 4:18 PM 

@live.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; ~gmail.com; ~gmail.com; 

~ar~l.com; ~gmail.com; ~hotmaJl.com; ~yahoo.com; 

~msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.eda; .~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~)gmail.com) 

I~NV: Daily Impact Journey for Thursday, 

@ho’onail.com; 
~gmail.com 

Freshmen ladies, 

This is what I mental (and what astutely cat~ see) when I was saying ’q do noL worry about ,. Ner attit~de about life {her character) is wonderful. This 

does not mean she is ~ot going to have adversity, blot it means she is going to weather it and come out better. 

From= dailyimpact-journey@humanexventures.com [mailto:dailyimpactjourney@humanexventures.com] 
Sent= Thursday, 9:4:t AM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Daily Impact Journey for Thursday, 

This message has been scanned 
r malware by ~ ebsense. 

~vw.websense.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 4:26 PM 

~hotmail.com; ~yahoo.com; @shaw .ca; 

~aol.com; Ja~m Sisneros ~gmaJl.com); 

~aol.com;       @live.unc.edu;       ~live.unc.edu; 

~)hotmail.com; ~aol.com; ~)gmail.com; 

~gmail.com; @email.unc.edu; ~)gmail.com; 

&email .unc.edu; ~hotInail .corn; ~,@ g m~il .com; 

@gmail.com; ~email.unc.edu; ~gmail.com; 

~rocketmail.com; ~gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu; 

~live.unc.edu 

Let’s be good at Penalty Kicks!!! 

EmotionaJcontagion in soccer~penalty shootouts[1].pdf 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~live.unc.e&0; .~live.unc.edu); 
@glnail.coIn; @gmail.com; 

@hotmail.com; ~yahoo.com; 

~gInail.coIn; b)email.unc.edu; 

~)aol.coIn; ~aol.coIn; 
~aol.com;       ~gmail.com; 

~yahoo.com;       ~yma~l.com; 

From: Bill Steffen [mailto: Oyahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, If: ~3 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: 

Hello~ 

Here’s some esoteric reading for your weekend~ 

Bill Steffen, Ed.D. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 5:57 PM 

~unc.edu> 

l~E: Let’s be good at Penalty Kicks!!! 

YESSSS!!!! And thank you ..,~ This is who you are anyway, spreading joy to everyone on the roster (phJs HUGE goose bumps on cold mornings!). 

Sent: Thursday, 5:51 PN 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; RE: Let’s be good at Penalty Kicks!!! 
Anson, 

Very interesting article, I love that kind of stuff. The article was stating that those PK shooters who celebrated after scoring a PK (preferably celebrating with both arms raised 
above shoulder height) were more likely to be on the winning team. This emotional contagion of pride, self esteem and dominance is translated to other teammates, allowing 
them to feel the same emotions. On the other hand, it poses as a threat to the opposing team. 

An important point to take away from this is that our attitude is contagious and effects our team and, ultimately, the team’s success. 

From; Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:25 PM 
To; _~_[)__o__t___m___a_!!~__c__o___r[__~; ~y_a__[)__o__o__=_c___q__m__; _,¢~ _ _s_ _h_ _a_ _ _ _w_ :_ _c_ _a_ j L@___r[)_s__n__=_c___o___m__; Ducar, Christopher; 

@gmail.com); @aol.com; 
@hotmail.com; @aol.com; ~gmail.com; @hotmail.com; @yahoo.corn; 

_@_g___m___a_jL_c__o____m_; &g m__a__t Lc___o___m__; @_b__q_L_m___a_!k_c__o____m_.; 
@aol.com; #gmail.com; @gmail.com; @aoLcom; 

@gmail.com; #yahoo.com; #ymail.com; 
Subject: Let’s be good at Penalty Kicks!!! 

@__a___o_[=__c__o_A); Jason Sisneros 
~@gmail.com; #gmail.com; 

~gmail.com; . ~ . 
.@_ g [ .n__a_!.[ &o_ Ln.;       @aol corn; 

~’c~g mail ,corn;         ~rocketmail,com; 

All my penalty kickers .... R~_,ad this and ~,eH ma’ whot it saChs!I! 

From-" Bill Steffen [mailto: @yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, :tl: 13 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

He~e’~ ~o~e e~otefi~ ~e~ding fo~ yo~ ~ee~e~d! 

Bill Steffen, Ed.D. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 9:02 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: sign up for player conferences 

What time is that? 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L72 DfT,01D 

@live.unc.edu> wrote: 

I’ll come over as soon as we’re done with Greg, if that’s okay. 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, 3:45 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: sign up for player conferences 

Sure ..,. What tireu? wilJ you be over? 

From: [.m_~!!~_o_; 7~_t Lv__e__, _u___q _c_ <__e_ j _u_ ] 
Sent: Wednesday,               10:55 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: sign up for player conferences 

Hi Anson, 
Do you have time to meet on Monday any time after weights? 

From: <Sander>, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday,                4:21 PM 

To: "Dorrance, Albert" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>, 

~_a__Q_L.__c_Q___m__ >, 

~__m____a__c_:__c__9___m__. >, 
~gmail.com>, 

@aol.com>, 

~live.unc~edu>, 

~Nve.unc.edu>, 

.@ J )_ _v_ _ _e_ :_ _u_ _ _G _£ : _ _e_ _ _d_ _u_ _ >, 
@~mail.com>, 

~unc.edu>, ’ 

.C~live.unc.edu> 

Subject~ sign up for player conferences 

Players, 

@msn.com", @msn.com>, "Ducar, Christopher" <ducar@uncaa~unc.edu>, 

~live.unc.edu> ’ ~.a__9_[_..c_Q_m._". ~aol.com> ’ ~_._m_.a__c__.c_9_.n_7" 

~live.unc.edu> .__@_g__m___a__!Lc___o___m__.’ ’. @gnlail.com> ’ ~_g_07_a__[!..__c_..o_ .m._.’ ’ 

~hotmail.com"            @hotmaiLcom>, ’            @aol.com" 

~mail.com" @~mail.com>, @hotmail.com" @hotmail.com> 

@ya boo .corn "< @ya hoo .corn > ’ @ ~mail.com" ~_~mail .corn >, 

~mail.com". ~,mail.com>, ~mail.com" ~,mail.com>, ’ 

~live.unc.edu> .@.._ .h__o_.t_ .m._ ~_!J_.__c_..o_ .m._.’ ’ _~. hotmail.com> 

@rocketmail.com" ~roc <etma corn>, @~mail.com" ,.~.gmail.com>, 

~yahoo.com" @yahoo.corn>, ~)ymail.com" ~)ymail.com>, 

@aol.com" 

Here are your coaches for your player conferences. Please contact your coach directly by Friday to sisn up for your conference. They will last around 30 minutes. 

Anson: anson@uncaa.unc.ed% 

Palladino: ~aol.com 

Ducar: ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 

Sisneros: ~mail.com," 

-Tom 



Tom Sander 
Director of Operations 
Women’s Soccer 
University of Nortk Carolina 
w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 9:06 PM 

@live,unc,edu> 

Re: sign up for player conferences 

That will work. 

5ent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LT2 DP, OID 

@live.unc.edu> wrote: 

probably be 10:45-11 by the time I get back over to your office. 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date; Thursday, 9:01 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subje~: Re: sign up for player conferences 

What time is that? 

Senti?ore my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

~_[ Lv_..e_:#_n_c_ =.e_ d__u. > wrote: 

come over as soon as we’re done with Greg, if that’s okay. 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, 3:45 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: sign up for player conferences 

Sure .... What time will you be over? 

From= [ __m_a_jJ___tg_; ~!l_v___e_,__u__n___c_,__e__d___u_] 
Sent= Wednesday,               10:55 PH 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: sign up for player conferences 

Hi Anson, 
Do you have time to meet on Monday any time after weights? 

From: <Sander>, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday,                4:21 PM 

To: "Dorrance, Albert" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>, ’ 

,.@_. live.unc.edu> 

@hotmail.com" @hotmail.com>, ~aol.com" 

~gmail.com" @gmail.com>, @hotmail.com" @hotmaiLcom>, 

@yahoo.corn" @yahoo.corn>,’ ~gmail.com", ~grnail.corn>, ’ 

~gmail.com" @grnail.corn> ~gmail.com", ~gmail,com>, ’ 

~live.unc.edu> _@__h_.o_ _t. _m__a_ [[: .c_o__n_! ’ ’. @hotmail.com> 

@rocketmail.com" @rocketmail.com> ’. ............... _~_g..m__.a_[L..c__o_._m_" ~gmail.com> 

@yahoo.corn". @yahoo.com>, @ymail.com", ~ymail.com>, 

@8o{,com>, 

.@___n_~_a__£:_c___o___n_~ >, 

~"~ aoLcom>, ’ 

@Eve.unc.edu>, 

~live.unc.edu>, 

.gunc.edu>, ’ 

@live.unc.edu> 

Subje~: sign up for player conferences 

Players, 

~rnsn.corn". #msn.com>, "Ducar, Christopher" <ducar@uncaa.uncedu>, 

~live.unc.edu>, ~aol.com" @aol.com>, @mac,corn" 

.__@_.__g__m___a_![:_c___o___n_!" @gmail.com> ~ g. _m_. _a_j.m c__o__n_!" 

mail corn" 

Here are your coaches for your player conferences. Please contact your coach directly by Friday to sign up for your conference. They will last around 30 minutes. 

Anson: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

Palladino: t~~aol.com 



Ducar: duca r@ uncaa,unc.ed~u, 

Sisneros: .__@_g__m____a_!!_:_c___o____m_., 

-Tom 
Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

WoIIlen~s Soccer 

Universi~ of No~h Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~/O=LrNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday,                 11:04 AM 

~,rocketmml.com> 

I~E: meeting 

[-~ow abou[ tc~da~, at 3 pro? 

From: [mailto: @rocketmail.com] 

Sent: Thursday, 7:38 plvl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: meeting 

Hey Anson, 

I am just emailing you to set up a meeting time for our player conference. I have class on Monday from 11:00-12:00 and at 5:00 

on Tuesday and Thursday from 12:30 to 1:45 and then at 5 agai~ Wedne~tay pret~ much all day sm~ing at 1:00, and Fridays I am done by 12 in fl~e afternoon. 

Thin,ks’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 11:26 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: sign up for player cont~rences 

e×celfen~ 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 9:04 Plvl 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Re: sign up for player conferences 
It’ll probably be I0:4S-11 by the time I get back over to your office. 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <&q.s_o__q.~_e__m_.~!.!: .u_n__c_.__e_.d__u_.> 

Date: Thursday, 9:01 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: sign up for player conferences 

What time is that? 
.S~’.nt.f~o.~,t my V~rizon Wk’~:!~ss 4G L Tff DROID 

~[ive.unc~edu> wrote: 

I’II come over as soon as we’re done with Greg, if that’s okay. 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, 3:45 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: sign up for player conferences 

Sure ... What time will you be over? 

From: [.m_~l!~; ~JJ_~m~_~g~_~.] 
Sent: Wednesday,               10:55 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: sign up for player conferences 

Hi Anson, 
Do you have time to meet on Monday any time after weights? 

From: <Sander>, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday,                4:21 PM 

To: "Dorrance, Albert" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>,          @msn.com".         @msn.com>, "Ducar, Christopher" <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>,       @aol.com" 

~aol.corn>, @live.unc.edu>, @aol.com" @aol.corn>, @mac.corn" 

@mac.com> @live.unc.edu> ’ ~ g._m_.a__!!:_.c__o_._m_.’ ’ ~gmail.com> _@__g___m___a__[!:__c_o_m__.’ ’ 

~gmail.com>, ~hotmail.com". ~hotmail.com>, .~aol.com" @aol.com>, 

._’~gmail.com" ~)gmail.com>,’ @hotmail.com" ~ ~otma com>, ~)live.unc.edu>, 

@yahoo.corn" ~vahoo.com>, @gmaiLcom" @gmaiLcom> @live.unc.edu>, 

@grnail.corn" @gmail.com> @gmaiLcom" ~grnail.com> ’ ~live.unc.edu>, ’ 

@live.unc.edu> @hotmail.com" ~hotmail.com> ~gmail.com" _@_ gmail.com> 

~ r__o_.c_~_e_~_n_.l_a__[!:.£?_m. _ ’ ’ @rocketmail.com> ’ ._@_.__g__n_!_a__[!:_£__o___m__.’ ’. ~gmail.com> ~unc.edu> 

@yahoo.corn" ~ ~yahoo.com>, ’ ~)ymaiLcom" < ~)ymaiLcom>, @Nve.unc.edu> 

Subject: sign up for player conferences 

Players, 

Here are your coaches for your player conferences. Please contact your coach directly by Friday to sign up for your conference. They will last around 30 minutes. 

Anson: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

Palladino: @aol.com 

Ducar: ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 

Sis n e r o s: ~_g__m____a_!_[:__c_9__m__, 



-Tom 
Tom S~der 

Director of Operations 

Wolllen’s Soccer 

Universib~ of SoNs Caxolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 12:06 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

FW: Section 1: Donovm~ offto ... Cmnbodia 

Way to go !!!! I hep~ you get your first cap!!! 

From: Soccer America Daily [mailto:socceramericadaily@socceramerica.com] 
Sent-" Friday, 7:27 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Section :t: Donovan off to ... Cambodia 

removed by 

sender¯ 

removed by 
sender¯ 

Nhat They’re Saying 

’Nobody can fault [Landon 

:)onovan’s] service for his 

;lub or national team. He 

)as played in big games, he 

~as had to carry the weight 

)f multiple teams at the 

~ame time. Offthe field, he 

)as been the face of U.S. 

~occer. It’s a lot to carry. 

Credit to him: He has done 

t well and been very 

~uccessful. He is a hard- 

working guy, ,, Nobody in 

he history of US soccer 

)as had to deal with all the 

)ressure he has-- not one. 

4e has been doing this 

~ince 1999: international 

]ames, international travel, 

Norld Cups, MLS ,,, I don’t 

hink anybody is in a 

)osition to say what Landon 

;hould or shouldn’t do or 

)e needs to give this back, 

3ecause he has given the 

ast 15 years of his life to it," 

- D.C. United midfielder 

Iohn Thorrington, a 

ongtime friend of Landon 

:)onovan, whose return to 

he field is still pending 

Washington Post) 

’[today’s News--Friday, i~:i Image 

removed by 

sender. 

This 

Donovan off to ... Cambodia 
by Paul Kennedy 

ITweet 

removed by 

sender¯ 

Share 

This 

iXilmage 

removed by 

sender¯ [MLS SPOTLIGHTJ Landon Donovan has been the man of mystery. On 

Wednesday night, he made his first public appearance since winning a fifth 

MLS Cup in December. He spoke at USC’s Marshall School of Business on 

his life on and offthe field. Donovan, who plans on returning to the Los 

Angeles Galaxy late in March, said he would love to play for the national 

team - if given the chance. In the meantime, he said he was off to Cambodia for 10 days, saying 

soccer is not a big part of him and feeling he has so much more to give after soccer. - Read the 

whole story 

The 12 survivors from 2001 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MAKING A LIST] If you were wondering about Landon Donovan’s commitment to American 

soccer, consider this. He made his MLS debut in 2001 and has played in every season since 

then - and on top of that had four offseason spells at Bayer Leverkusen (2005), Bayern Munich 

(2009) and Everton (2010, 2012). He is one of only 12 players who played in 2001 and are still in 

the league. Only four players - Pablo Mastroeni,Chris Albright,Nick Rimando and Kyle 

Beckerman - have longer continuous service in MLS than Donovan. - Read the whole story 

Vancouver’s Rennie: Reo-Coker is ’a big piece for us’ 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS 2013 COUNTDOWN] The Vancouver Whitecaps completed the signing of 28-year-old 

Englishman Nigel Reo-Coker, whose wife is American and who joined MLS instead of accepting 

offers from clubs in England and Russia. The move follows a settlement of the dispute of Reo- 

Coker’s discovery claim between the ’Caps and Cascadia Cup rival Portland and gives them 

potentially one of MLS’s top defensive midfielders. - Read the whole story 

Solo out, Horan in for Algarve Cup 
by Paul Kennedy 

[USA WOMEN]Tom Sermanni’s 23-player roster for the annual Algarve Cup Mamh 6-13 in 

Portugal includes seven players based abroad, including Paris St. Germain teenager Lindsey 

Horan, who turned down a scholarship to national champion North Carolina to play in France. 

The notable absentee: Hope $olo, who has damage to ligaments in her right wrist and may need 

surgery. - Read the whole story 

Spurs’ Friedel and Dempsey advance in Europa League 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD]Brad Friedel started in goal, and Clint Dempsey came on as a 

substitute as Tottenham tied French club Lyon, 1-1, on the road on Mousa Dembele’s goal from 



25 yards in the 90th minute and moved into the round of 32 of the Europa League with a 3-2 

aggregate win. - Read the whole story 

Bad s~oort striker scores on colla~ 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: Off ~he PostjPiero Alva’s goal while opposing keeper Juan Flores laid 

motionless after collapsing from heat exhaustion in Peru was shocking, and the striker’s post= 

game comments exhibited no remorse whatsoever. - Read the whole story 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters(~socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

SoccerAmericaDaily is produced by editors of Soccer America: 

Paul Kennedy, Managing Editor 

Mike Woitalla, Executive Editor 

Ridge Mahoney, Senior Editor 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 12:08 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Ja~n Sisneros ( @gmail.com) 

EW: Eligible to Compete - spring setnester 

- Spring Eligible to Compete.pdf 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent; Friday, 9:12 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
�::¢; Sander, Thomas J; Ducar, Chris;      @aol.com; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Gwaltney, Clint; llle, Vince;                    : Timmermans, Tom; Pogge, Paul; Blanton, Brent 
S; Maloy, Susan B; Gatz, Gregory; Hipps, Travis; nfava@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: Eligible to Compete - spring semester 

Anson, 

Attached is the list of your student-athletes who are officially eligible for competition this spring. Please review it and let me know if it matches up with what you 

were expecting. Also,            is currently listed but once she drops below 12 hours, she will not be considered eligible for practice or competition; we’ll 

submit a waiver on her behalf with the NCAA to get her there but it can’t be submitted until after she is listed as part-time. 

If you hae any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Anson Dorrance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition. If a student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

4. 

7. 

22. 

5. 

8. 

11. 

14. 

17. 

20. 

23. 

6. 

9. 

12. 

15. 

18. 

21. 

24. 

Tom Sander 
Larry Gallo 

Brent Blanton 

Greg Gatz 

Chris Ducar 
Clint Gwaltney 

Susan Maloy 

Travis Hipps 

Bill Palladino 
Compliance Staff 

Nicole Fava 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 12:13 PM 

Lee Horton <lhorton@chaJdottelatin.o~> 

ILE: email for tean~ 

Please send it again and let me do a be[ter job .... 

From: Lee Horton [mailto:lhorton@charlottelatin.org] 
Sent: Friday, 9:38 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 111 
Subject: RE: email for team 
If it was the same email that you sent me (which had all your girls in the email) it did not have the attachment I sent to you included? Sorry to be a bother. Just trying to make 
sure they get a chance to hear about us. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:-12 PM 
To: Lee Horton 
Subject: RE: email for team 

f have no id~:_~a .,.. I hope so!!! 

From: Lee Horton rmailto:lhortoncc~£L~__a_E[_o_~_e_!_a__t_Ln_=o_N] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:2-1 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject: RE: email for team 

Anson, 
Thanks!!! Did your email have the attachment? 

Lee 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:01 PM 

To: Lee Horton 
Cc: @_!LO__t__m___a_!L_c__o___n_!; ~y_a__L~__o__o__=_c___o___m__; f~ _ _s_ _h_ _a_ _ _ _w_ :_ _c_ _a_ j ~g]_s__n__=_c___o___m__; .c_l_ _u_ _ _c_ _a_ _r_ f~ _ _u_ _n_ _ _c_ _a_ _a_ _ = _U_ _ E~_ _c_ = _e_ _c_ ! _u_ j ~_a___o_Lc_9___m_; Jason Sisneros 

(@gmail.com);                                   @aol.com;                                                            ~gmail.coln; 
@qmail.com; ~hotmail.com; @aol,com; ~qmail.com; @hotmail.com; @yahoo.com; ~qmail.com; 

~ ~_m___aj!=_c___q En_~      ~g___m___a_!L_c_o___m;                             _@_b__o__t En___aj!~_c__?X_n_.;          ~_~j__m___a__!Lc___o___m__; 
(c~aol.com; £’cb a ol .corn; ~gmail.com; ~c~g mail .corn; @aoLcom; ~gmail ~com; 

@rocketmail.com; ~gmaiLcom; ~yahoo.com; @ymail.com; 
Subject: RE: email for team 

Lee, 

I will send it out now. Good luck, my friend!! 

From: Lee Horton [mailto:N~orton@charlottelatin.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, .1:50 PM 

T~: Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject: email for team 

Anson, 
I hope you are doing well and that the spring season is off to a good start. I have attached a note from our general manager that I was hoping you could blast out to the team. 
It would be awesome if there is a player or two who might be interested in our team and environment. Thanks so much for your continued support of our W-League Team. 
Go Heels!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Lee 

removed by 

sender. 

X Image 
removed by 
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Hello Ladies: 

Some of you might know who the Charlotte Lady Eagles are and what we are all about. If you do great, but if you do not, let me provide you with a little 

background. We are a non-profit mission organization run by Missionary Athletes International. Our goal is to glorify God and see lives transformed by 

communicating the message of Jesus Christ through the global environment of soccer. That basically means we are a ministry first, soccer team second that teaches 

our players how to use the platform of soccer to share the message of Jesus Christ. Now, while the heartbeat of our team is serving Christ; we also have a strong 

desire to field the most competitive women’s team possible. The training environment each day is set at a standard and designed to prepare our players to boldly 

compete each weekend and be sent back to school or overseas at a their highest possible level. 

Check out this link to a short (5 min.) video about who MAI is: 

_h_Lt_P__]LY___o___q_t_y_:__b___eJ___5___e___S__6__Z__D____H_L_W____A___A__ 

We have a great relationship with Anson, and he has endorsed our program. Our environment is like nothing else you will experience. We train every day on the 

field and have sessions off the field as well. There is a lot of time spent with the other players on the team throughout the week, on away trips, and just hanging 

out. Our goal is to provide all of our players with a life-changing experience that integrates excellence in soccer, an authentic community, ministry involvement 

and spiritual growth. You’ll have opportunities to impact people’s lives through soccer both on and off the field. As a result of your time with Mai, you will be 



better equipped to love God and serve others. 

If you are interested in hearing more about the team, please let me know and we can talk. I hope the each of you seriousi¥ consider coming and playing for us this 

summer. It will change your life. 

Jeremy Auyer 

Charlotte Lady Eagles 

General Manager 

704-841-8644 ext 23 J cell 

~’_~__c__~__a__r!_~!_t~:.e__a_~ L-c:__s_~_c___o__r_n_. 
Charlotte Eagles Soccer Club - 1020 Crews Road Sutie N - Matthews, NC 28105 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, FebruaD 22, 2013 12:27 PM 

Greg Gatz <ggg@~mcaa.unc.edu-~ 

@msn.com; duc~r@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com) 

RE: today’s conditioning 

From: Greg Gatz [mailto:ggg@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2013 12:12 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; Nicole Fava 
Subject: today’s conditioning 

Anson, 

Just FYI, today the team performed the following listed for conditioning. We were inside because of weather, so I had to modify the run some. We’ll try and get outside next 

week to complete full run....GG 

2/22/13 "Aerobic Power" - (amount of energy produced per unit of time) 

Paced Intervals for field players 

warm up 10 min          * The co[’¢tplete run would nor!’naily have :[OOyd, 90yd, 80yd shut~ies to start. 
70yds and back (shuttle) in 28s 45s rest 

60yds and back in 24s 40s rest 

50yds and back in 20s 35s rest 

40yds and back in 16s 30s rest 

30yds and back in 12s 25s rest 

20yds and back in 8s 20s rest 

lOyds and back in 4s 2 min rest, repeated for 3 reps. (560yds x 3 reps = 1680yds) 

GK’s= 8 x lOyd starts, 6 x 5 10 5 agility shuttle, 2 x 300yd shuttle (25yd increments) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, February 22, 2013 2:22 PM 

.la~n Sisneros ~ @gmaJd.com> 

I~E: 5v2 & 3v3 Results Feb 21 

Very ir~terestir~g 

From: Jason Sisneros [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent; Friday, February 22, 20:[3 :t:33 PM 
To: Sill Palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV~ Chris Ducat; Torn Sander 
S,,bject; 5v2 & 3v3 Results Feb 
Here’s the 5v2 from yesterday and the 3v3 ÷ 1 performance results from the same day 

Interesting to note: 

and finished 1 s~ and 2nd in both 

All the playmaJ~ers completed more passes by nearly double 

and did MUCtt better in the 3v3+ 1 (I believe movement and t?eedom of touches helped them - especially with 

did worse in the 3v3 ~ l(Dino - thoughts :) 

Most of the players in gray iu the 5v2 finished in the gray iu the 3v3 ~ 1 

Most of the players in yellow in the 5v2 finished in yellow in the 3v3+1 

being ~ deceplive) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, February 22, 2013 2:30 PM 

.la~n Sisneros @gma~l.com> 

ILE: 5v2 & 3v3 Results Feb 21 

Did yo~ forget ~o attach? 
From: Jason Sisneros [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent; Friday, February 22, 20:t3 :t:47 PM 
To: Bill Palladino; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; Chris Ducar; Tom Bander 
Subject; Re: 5v2 & 3v3 Results Feb 2J. 
This is the Amended 3v3 ~ 1 (My fi~t one I sent had a few- formula errors - I am sometimes having trouble with that ~d sorting when I do copy l~ste) 

Anyway. this one is correct, fiNshed 2nd and finished 5th - won the 3v3+ 1 

Jason 

On Fri, Feb 22, 2013 at 1:33 PM, Jason Sisneros~          ~/~gmail~com> wrote: 

Here’s the 5v2 from yesterday a~d the 3v3+ 1 performance results from the same day 

Interesting to note: 

finished l s~ a~d 2nd in both 

All the playmaJ~cers completed more passes by nearly double 

and did MUCH better in the 3v3+ 1 (I believe movement and freedom of touches helped them - especially ruth being so deceptive) 

did worse in the 3v3+l(Dino - thoughts :) 

Most of the players in gray in the 5v2 finished in the gray in the 3v3+1 

Most of the players in yellow in the 5v2 finished in yellow in the 3v3 + 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 3:37 PM 

~hotmail.com; ~yahoo.com; ~shaw.ca; ~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~aol.com; Ja~)n Sisneros @gmaJl.com); ~live.unc.edu); ,~live.unc.edu); 
@aol.com; @live.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; ~}g~nail.co~n; ~gmail.com; 

@hotmail.com; __ @aol.com; _ ~gmail.com; ~hotmail.com; @yahoo.corn; 

~z)omail.com; ~email.unc.edu; ~!gmail.com; ~g~nail.co~n; ~!email.unc.edu; 
~email.unc.edu; ~hot~nail.com; @gm~fil.com; ~aol.co~n; ~aol.co~n; 

@gmail.com; ~ema~l.unc.edu; ~gmafil.com; ~aoLcom; ~gmail.com; 

~rocketmail.com; ~gmail.com; @live.unc.edu; ~}yahoo.com; ~ymafil.com; 

@live.unc.edu 

Ladie~ a North C~rolina playing option 

Note to prospective College Players.docx 

Anson, 
I hope you are doing well and that the spring season is off to a good start. 1 have attached a note from our general manager that i was hoping you could blast out to the team. 

1"t would be awesome if there is a player or two who might be interested in our team and environment. Thanks so much for your continued support of our W-League Team. 
Go Heels!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Lee 

removed by 
sender. 

removed by 

sender 

Hello Ladies: 

Some of you might know who the Charlotte Lady Eagles are and what we are all about. If you do great, but if you do not, let me provide you with a little 

background. We are a non-profit mission organization run by Missionary Athletes International. Our goal is to glorify God and see lives transformed by 

communicating the message of Jesus Christ through the global environment of soccer. That basically means we are a ministry first, soccer team second that teaches 

our players how to use the platform of soccer to share the message of Jesus Christ. Now, while the heartbeat of our team is serving Christ; we also have a strong 

desire to field the most competitive women’s team possible. The training environment each day is set at a standard and designed to prepare our players to boldly 

compete each weekend and be sent back to school or overseas at a their highest possible level. 

Check out this link to a short (5 min.) video about who MAI is: 

http:iiyoutu.be!SeS67 DHiWAA 

We have a great relationship with Anson, and he has endorsed our program. Our environment is like nothing else you will experience. We train every day on the 

field and have sessions off the field as well There is a lot of time spent with the other players on the team throughout the week, on away trips, and just hanging 

out. Our goal is to provide all of our players with a life-changing experience that integrates excellence in soccer, an authentic community, ministry involvement 

and spiritual growth. You’ll have opportunities to impact people’s lives through soccer both on and off the field. As a result of your time with Mai, you will be 

better equipped to love God and serve others. 

If you are interested in hearing more about the team, please let me know and we can talk. I hope the each of you seriously consider coming and playing for us this 

summer. It will change your life. 

.lererny Auyer 
Charlotte Lady Eagles 

General Manager 

704-841-8644 ext 231 cell 

www chadotteeaqles.com 
Charlotte Eagles Soccer Club - 1020 Crews Road Sutie N - Matthews, NC 28105 



Hello Ladies: 

Some of you might know who the Charlotte Lady Eagles are and what we are all about. If you do great, 

but if you do not, let me provide you with a little background. We are a non-profit mission organization 

run by Missionary Athletes International. Our goal is to glorify God and see lives transformed by 

communicating the message of Jesus Christ through the global environment of soccer. That basically 

means we are a ministry first, soccer team second that teaches our players how to use the platform of 

soccer to share the message of Jesus Christ. Now, while the heartbeat of our team is serving Christ; we 

also have a strong desire to field the most competitive women’s team possible. The training 

environment each day is set at a standard and designed to prepare our players to boldly compete each 

weekend and be sent back to school or overseas at a their highest possible level. 

Check out this link to a short (5 min.) video about who MAI is: 

http :!!youtu.be!5eS67 DHiWAA 

We have a great relationship with Anson, and he has endorsed our program. Our environment is like 

nothing else you will experience. We train every day on the field and have sessions off the field as well. 

There is a lot of time spent with the other players on the team throughout the week, on away trips, and 

just hanging out. Our goal is to provide all of our players with a life-changing experience that integrates 

excellence in soccer, an authentic community, ministry involvement and spiritual growth. You’ll have 

opportunities to impact people’s lives through soccer both on and off the field. As a result of your time 

with Mai, you will be better equipped to love God and serve others. 

If you are interested in hearing more about the team, please let me know and we can talk. I hope the 

each of you seriously consider coming and playing for us this summer. It will change your life. 

3eremy Auyer 
Charlotte Lady Eagles 
General Manager 
704-841-8644 ext. 23 1 cell 
www.charlotteeaqles.com 
Charlotte Eagles Soccer Club - 1020 Crews Road Sutie N - Matthews, NC 28105 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 3:52 PM 

.la~n Sisneros < @gmaJd.com> 

I~E: 5v2 & 3v3 Results 

E×cellent!!!! Let’s start to get this stuff on the wall as well, This tells a different story but a good one as well Are Vou moving? For example. 

Frem: Jason Sisneros [mailto:o @gmail,com] 
Sent: Friday, 3:44 PM 

To: Bill Palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Ducat; Torn Sander 
Subject: Re: 5v2 & 3v3 Results 

Hem’s the Attachment I forgot to include :) 

The 5v2 1 sent was correct - so compare this with the 5v2 and see what you think’. 

On Ffi,            at 1:47 PM, Jason Sisneros <         ?}gmail.com> wrote: 
This is the Amended 3v3+1 (My first one I sent had a few formula errors - I am sometimes having trouNe with that and sorting when I do copy paste) 

Awway, this one is correct, finished 2nd and finished 5th - won the 3v3÷1 

On Fri,            at 1:33 PM, Jason Sisneros <         )2)g~!’_a_~_l_:_c_’~?Lr_t7, wrote: 

Here’s the 5v2 from yesterday and tile 3v3 + 1 performance results from tile same day 

Interesting to note: 

finished ls~ and 2nd in both 

All the playmakers completed more passes by nearly double 

did MUCH better in the 3v3+1 (I believe movement and t?eedom of touches helped them - especially with 

did worse in the 3v3+l(Dino - tboughts :) 

Most of the players in gray in the 5v2 finished in the gray in the 3v3 ~ 1 

Most of the players in yellow in the 5v2 finished in yellow in the 3v3 ÷ 1 

being ~) deceplive) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 12:41 PM 

Jem/Lynch ~<tocj@wayoli:haJnpions.com> 

I~E: Intmducfion 

Jerry, 

I agree with you. Yes, we are alike. 
Gr~-_~at win, "epic" even ... 7-~. at the hail, awesorne sLart ,.. t am exalted for      ~ 

F~m= Jerry Lynch [mailto:docj@wayofchampions.com] 
Sent: Friday, 3:14 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Re: Introduction 
Good &ing I dodt work at UNC t)ll rime.., you and I would not get much work accomplished but we may ~lve the pmNems of the world. I adorn being intellec~lly 
stimulated and ~ a~racted to minds who love that too. Ever since I w~ a ~d, I w~ always in deep trouble with the nuns ~cause I rebelled ~ainst authod~ all the 
rime, questioned dogma, thougN "outside-tJ]e- box", and diddt quite "fit". In the words of JoN Mitchell ( "A case of You") some ~e "frightened by the devil and I’m 
drawn to those who aJn’t.., afraid". Who was it that saJd "death is not the wont tNng that c~ hap~n to ~u, it’s what dies inside wNle you are still alive". Never mdre 
when you can retire. 
Geeing ready to watch Heels claw the Cats (No~hwestem) could be an epic game. 

Kia Kaha, JL 

O11 at 12:20 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

Jerry, 
I love our "discussions" ,_. You and I have so much in common with the ways we think! 

Frera: Jerry Lynch [mailto:docj£’c~wayofchampions.com] 
Senti Friday, J.:t: 56 AM 
Te: Dorrance, Albert ~ IV " 
Subject: Re: Introduction 
That is an excellent question to ask Mark. His program is very pragmatic and experiential and it does emphasize the character piece. But you should get his answer to 

this. He is an Army guy from the ~ont lines of battle and has some interesfing methods to accomplish temn building, chaJcacter and culture. 

You V this season is perhaps tJ~e finest in all the years in some ways. Ve~ impressive yet more than that, an inspirational model for your sisters from UNC women’s 

Lacrosse. After out opening loss to Florida, I used your team as motivation for them to see light and direction and character ( from the loss). This roll be an interesting 

season for us. ToNght is Northwestern._ challenging and exciting. 

Chi(eers) 

On             at 9:25 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

Jerry, 

Thank you for this because I saw that this year ...... the character piece impacting the most. Our "peer evaluations~’ for the team, if we start with this year’s senior 

class, from their freshman gear forward; improved every year. I genuinely feel this year’s team won because of character. The chemistry was extraordinary and 

despite a~l the advers~i:y (FIVE LOSSES, THE [.OWEST ncaa SEED TQ W~N THE NAI"L CHAMPtONSHI£) we dR~ not ]t~s~: prew;i~, at the end. In the h~st three games, a~l 

against #I seeds, we dominated. 

Are his ideas practica~ for character development? 

Fmm~ Jer~ Lynch [mailto:docj@wayofchamNons.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, 8:00 PN 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ Re: Introduction 

Anso~ mark h~ an interesting approach to buil&ng the "ch~acter" piece that Paul Tough talks a~ut. I have ~en reading Ns book. Much of the finNngs I have 

known tbr years but he subs~]fiates most of it quite well. I have always fl]ought that spots is the perfect arena to ~acl~mentor these vi~ues and when an athlete "buys 

in" to this, ~ey begin to ~ke off on the pitch. I emphasize integrity, courage, perseverance, res~ck trusl, persistence, love and commitment as the foun~tional blocks 

to a solid culture and environment to having success. Of court, there is no Nth to success.., success IS the path, an ongoing, dmly vigilance to live a lil~ of 

e~mordina~. 

So~ we mis~d each other tlfis visit. We had ~vo games and eve~ lunch hour w~ filled wi~ ~metlfing to do. Plus, Je~my had 8 ~cmi~ in town along wi~ fl~eir 

pamnB hovering over their dmlings. Ifs all good. We’ll do it ne:d time. 

Kia Kaha, 

Jeny 

On at 2:22 PM, Dowance, Albe~ A IV wrote: 

Thank you Jerry!! 

From: Jerry Lynch [mailto:doci@wayofchampions.com] 
Senti Thursday,               :t0:04 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Joe Sagula; Jenny Levy 
Col Mark Tribus 
Subject: Introduction 



Good Morning, Jenny, Anson and Joe, 

I want to take a few minutes this day to introduce you to a friend and colleague, Mark Tribus. Maxk is a retired Army Colonel, veteran of the Iraq Wax and graduate of 

ttap~ard. I met Mark when he called to tell me he was using one of my books as a text and teaching device both in Iraq with the soldiers and as a prot~ssor at Duke 

Universi~ ( dofft hold that agaJmst him :-) ) teaching leadership in athletics. After a guest appearance in his clas~ I came to the realization thal this man had ~mething 

special to oft~r. It is with this in mind, that I ask that you open up to listening about ways he may be able to help you and your athletes in your "off season". Mark, 

please take this opportunity to contact these extraordinau coaches, and friends of mine. 

Presently, Mark is worldng with several notable universities throughout the country ott~ring customized tean~ building and leadership programs utilizing outdoor and 

indoor venues to help bring the athletes to new levels of performance. To really get a sense of what he does, I refer you to his website: ~a~a¥.rnmkt~ibus.corn as well as 

the link I provide to his work. I believe you will at leas~t find what he does as stimulating and powerfully intriguing. I ~ecommend him ve~Tr highly. 

http:/iw~,w~youta be ~co~Wwatch% drhIthaVHp0 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, 12:46 PM 

~hotmail.com; @yahoo.com; @shaw.ca; @msn.com; ducar@nncaa.unc.edu; 

~aol.com; Ja~m Sisneros @gmaJl.com); @live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 
@aol.com; ~z)live.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; @g~nail.co~n; ~gmail.com; 

@hotmail.com; ~)aol.com; ~gmail.com; @hotmail.com; @ahoo.com; 
@gmail.com; @email.unc.edu; l@gmail.com; ~g~nail.co~n; ,~!email.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; @hot~nail.com; @gm~il.com; @aol.co~n; ~aol.co~n; 
@gmail.com; ~email.unc.edu; @gmail.com; ~aoLcom; ~gmafl.com; 

~rocketmail.com; ~gmail.com; @live.nnc.edu; @ahoo.com; @ymail.com; 

@live.unc.edu 

FW: Soccer Business Insider: Alga;ve Cup available tbr first time on (PPV) television 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent-" Friday, 7:24 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject; Soccer Business Insider: Algarve Cup available for first time on (PPV), tel~evisio~n 

I 
removed by 

sender. 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

--riday, ~;iI image 
removed by 
sender 

removed by 
sender. 

tweet This 

Algarve Cup available for first time on (PPV) 
television 

~hare Thi~ 

By Paul Kennedy 

For the first time, U.S. women’s soccer fans will be able to watch the AIgarve Cup live from Portugal on 

television. 

removed by 
sender 

All four U.S. matches of the Algarve Cup -- the most important women’s invitational tournament in the 

world now in its 18th year - are being distributed in the USA by Integrated Sports Media for live viewing 

on both cable and satellite pay-per-view via iN Demand, AvaiI-TVN, DIRECTV and DISH for a suggested retail price of $14.95 

per match. Additional same-day replays will be available. 

Check Integratedsportsnet.com for updates on the TV coverage. 

Here are the three group matches: 

Iceland (9 a.m. ET) in Albufeira 

China (9 a.m. Er) in Albufeira 

Sweden (10 a.m. ET) in Lagos 

SOUNDERS EXPAND MATCHPASS. MLS’s Sealtle Sounders have expanded the MatchPass program for season4icket 

holders. 

It stores all 17 regular-season match tickets and features food and beverage discounts on match day from the time gates open 

until 30 minutes before first kick in partnership with the new concessionaire, Delaware North Sportservice. Those discounts 

will include a pre-match meal for $10, domestic beers for $5 and craft pints for $6. 

Last season, Sounders FC season ticket members were given the preference of how they received their season tickets - either 

by MatchPass or paper tickets. More than 11,500 season ticket members opted for the card. This year, more than 25,000 

season ticket members selected MatchPass.Starting ir      all season ticket members will receive MatchPass. 

"MatchPass offers convenience, flexibility and rewards," said Sounders FC owner Joe Roth in a statement. "The MatchPass 

program also helps us identify behavior and tendencies in order to better customize promotions and experiences for our fans." 



HOUSTON PLANS KICKOFF. Each year, MLS club expand their pre-season promotions, becoming more visible in their 

communities and inviting fans to take part in kickoff celebrations. For its second year at BBVA Compass Stadium 

March to Soccer Kickoff Week begins on Monday with the unveiling of the 

of Blues. 

Dynamo uniforms at a public event at House 

Wednesday is highlighted by the first Soccer Night Out of :    Wednesday at Houston Amateur Sports Park. The event, 

presented by Statoil, is a free community soccer festival focused on Houston’s suburban communities. 

To conclude Kickoff Week, on Friday the Dynamo will hold ’~Vear your Orange Friday," encouraging fans all over Houston to 

show off their orange pride the day before the team’s     home and season opener. 

Soccer America on Twitter: FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Rid.qe Mahonev I Mike Woitalla 

Soccer America on FacebookSoccer America 

Socce[ Business InsiderRSS feed 

Post your response to the public Soccer Business Insider biog. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer Business Insider biog. 

Friday, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(@~socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

©     Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, Februa~ 23, 2013 12:53 PM 

~aol.com 
~hotmail.com. 

RE: article, book 

Thank you gsbu! 

And yes, we want to include the book in the coaches packet. I will copy Natalie on this. You did a superb job! 

From: ~aol.com [mailto: ~aol.com] 
Sent= Saturday, ~bruary 23, 2013 8:55 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject; a~icle, book 

Good morning, Anson~ How are you? I hope the spring season is going well. 

I read another "helicopter parent" article this morning and thought I’d send to you for your files: 

p arents- may-breed-d epression-and -incompetence-in-their--childreni?Sd hl-article--mostpopl 

Also, are you still interested in giving our book away at camp? I remember you mentioning Nat does some of that ordering/paperwork, and I can connect her with the 

publisher/distributor to get their max discount if you’d like. My apologies if I am forgetting exactly what to do. 

ttave a nice weekend, and I hope all is well. Regards. 

Take care, 

Ashu. 

SOCCER-- Strategies [br Sustained Coaching Success (Me~ler & ~&qer Sport; 2012) 

Cell: Email: @aol.corn ..................... 

Web: !_~!~!~_:!__e_!:s_-~g__o_g_e__t__e__r_~_!:_~ ~_k_!_u__~:f__o___n_! 

Join the ONE Campaign! w w w.one.org 

NOTE: THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION. Do not forward this email without consent of this sender This transmission is intended only for the use of the individuals or entity to which it is addressed 

If you are not the intended recipient, or the person responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, please return it immediately. Although this e-mail and any attachments are believed to be 

free of any virus or other defect, it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that it is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by this sender for any loss or damage arising in any way from its 

unauthorized modification or use. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, February 23, 2013 1:01 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Loudoun College Showcase Hotel rates and reception 

Hospitality Invitution College Showcase 2013.pdf; stay and play soccer coaches flyer homewood march 1 m~d 2 (1).pdf 

From:       @aol.com [mailto:      @aol.com] 
Sent: Saturday, February 23, 2013 li:08 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; belinda@loudounsoccer.com; techdirector@loudounsoccer.com; traveldirector@loudounsoccer.com 
Subject-" Loudoun College Showcase Hotel rates and reception 
To: Men’s and Women’s College Coaches 
From: Randy May 

Loudoun College Showcase Director 
Re: Hotel rates/Saturday Coaches reception/Schedules 
We are just a week away from kicking off our 2nd Annual Loudoun Soccer College Showcase tournament. The Showcase committee is very excited with the response of the 
colleges who have signed up to attend the toumamenL We have been working hard to put on a first-class event. I am updating you on our hotel information, Saturday Coaches 
reception, game schedules and registration. 
In previous emails I have mentioned the hotel rate of $69 dollars per night but now we can offer the rate at $59 dollars per night. If you have previously booked your room 
please be sure that your rate is secured at $59 dollars. I have attached the flyer regarding the Homewood Suites stating $69 dollars but when you call in please inform them of 
the college you represent and the rate of $59 that Loudoun Soccer has secured for you. 
The Homewood Suites, our College Coach’s hotel, is attached to the Embassy Suites which is where we will be hosting the College and Club coach’s reception on Saturday 
evening. I sent out an invitation this past week, see attachment, asking if you or your assistant coaches are planning to attend the reception by emailing Belinda Hyde in our 
Loudoun Soccer office at ._B___e_!j_n___d_#__@!g__u___d__o__t_Ln___s_’_o___o_’9_&r_:9__o_E). If you or your assistants do plan on attending please let us know by this coming Monday, February 25. Doing so will 
help us provide Embassy Suites a projected head count for the food and drinks we are providing for our guests. 

We will be hosting the tournament at our new Loudoun Soccer Park facility and at Morven Park both our located in Leesburg. The two locations are just a few miles aparl. We 
will be providing food and drinks for the college coaches at both locations. We have designated a college coaches parking lot at Morven Park so look for your parking location. 
The link to the game schedule -h--t-~-]-/-#--v-#-r-~-l~-s-~g~-~--s-p--~-r-L-q-~--r-!~L#--v-#-r-L~-&!--D-~-e--f-&u-~[!~--a--s-‘~--x-Z#~-v-#~-tj~-d---=--2-~-9---~--4-~-2-. 
We are looking for great weekend of soccer and of course great weather. Loudoun Soccer and Morven Park have worked hard to ensure both facilities are ready to host the 
teams and coaches. If you have yet to register but plan on attending please go to our website and sign up: http://vwvw.loudounsoccer.comlDefault.aspx?tabid=220792 
We hope to see you next weekend. 
Randy May 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 1:05 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

l~E: Let’s be good at Penalty Kicks!!! 

Excellent! You have the potential to be a wonderful leader for this team, Thursday was one of the finest practices I have ever seen. You were superb in it!! 

Sent: Saturday, :[2:52 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Let’s be good at Penalty Kicks!!! 
Hi Anson, 
When someone celebrates after scoring a penalbl kick it shows they’re confident, and both their team and the other team see that. The other shooters on their team gain 
confidence, because emotions can be contagious, especially on a team, and if a teammate is self-assure and confident, their teammates feel more confident going into their 
kicks. Also, the other team loses confidence when they see someone on the other team celebrate because that person just beat their goalkeeper. 

I think this concept is true in the game as a whole, not just in PKs. When there are leaders on a team who are confident (without being cocky) it can spread to the rest of the 
team and help the team come out and play well. 
Hope you’re having a good weekend! 

Thanks, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:25 PM 
To: @hotmail.com; @yahoo.cam; ~shaw.ca; @msn.com; Ducar, Christopher; 

@_g_~_~_a__[L_c__o____m_); .~__a___o_L_c__o____m_.; 

@hotmail.com; _ _ @aol.com; @gmail.com; ~hotmail.com; @yahoo.cam; 
@gmail.com; @gmail.com; @hotmail.com; 

’_ _@ _a_ _g L _q _o_ _~ ] ; @_g___m___a_!L_c__o____m_.; _@_g_~]_a__[!:__c__o__~]; ~ _a_ _ _o_ !:_ _c_ 9_ _ _m_ . ; 
@gmail.com; @yahoo.cam; ,~,ymail.com; " 

Subject: Let’s be good at Penalty Kicks!!! 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
@_g_r_~__~_a__!!,__c__o__~_~; ~_g__m___aj kc___o__m__; 

@gmail.com; 
@gmail.com;       @aol.com; 

_@_g___m___a_jL_c__o____m_;       ._@_t:_o__c___k_e__t_t_n___ajJ_&o__t_n_.; 

All my penalty kickers ._, Read this and tel/me what it says!H 

From: Bill Steffen [mailto: @yahoo.cam] 
Sent: Thursday, :[2::[3 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hello! 

Here’s some esoteric reading for your weekend! 

Bill Steffen, Ed.D. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, February 23, 2013 1:06 PM 

@hotmail.com. 

EW: article, book 

From:     ~aol.com [mailto:     @aol.com] 
Sent: Saturday, February 23, 2013 8:55 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A ~V 
Subject; article, book 

Good momir, g, Anson! How are you? I hope the spring season is going well. 

I read another "helicopter parent" article this morning and thought I’d send to you for your flies: h!tp:i/healthland.time.comi2013/02/22/hover-no-more-helicopter- 

Also, are you still interested in giving our book away at camp? I remember you mentioning Nat does some of that ordering/paperwork, and I can connect her with the 

publisher/d istributor to get: their max discount: if you’d like. My apologies if I am forgetting exactly what to do. 

Have a nice weekend, and I hope all is well. Regards. 

Take care, 

Ashu. 

SOCCER-- Strate,gies for Sustai~u’.d Coachin, g Success (Me~er & Meqer Sport~ 2012) 

Cell: Email: q)aol.com 

Web: 

Join the ONE Campaign! www.one.org 

NOTE: THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION Do not forward this email without consent of this sender. This transmission is intended only for the use of the individuals or entity to which it is addressed. 

If you are not the intended recipient, or the person responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, please return it immediately. Although this e-mail and any attachments are believed to be 

free of any virus or other defect, it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that it is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by this sender for any loss or damage arising in any way from its 

unauthorized modification or use. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 10:19 AM 

@gmail .corn> 

ILS: 

Thank you for sharing all this with me~ Obviously, I want to be fair with      without compromising our ability to recruit and compete, Perhaps I can combine an 

off th~:_~ fi~:_~h:~ roie w~th preserving her ro~d:er ~pot since sew~ra~ of her teamma~:es that ~ w~il probaMy release at the end of the are performh~g at h~gher iew~ls 

(her ~njury notwRhstand~ng) 

~ ~ook forward to seek~g you seon~ 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
$ent: Saturday, 5:09 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Re: 
Hi Anson, 

Yore- email m~fised me aM I needed some time to p~ocess it. I’ve tried to respond to yore- cm~nenls as well as bdn~ in some addilion~ JrdbEnalion relevant to the situa’don. 

First, ~ you identified v~y ea-ly on,       has Jncre~ble character and ~dt. ghe will do ~ylifinA ~ yo~ team, pro~m and school. From the v~y staH, shds wa~ted only to have a chance to d~nonstrate 

whal she ca~ do on the field when shds healthy fi~r an extended p~od o[~me. I believe 1hal shds always ~mderstood the natm-e oflhe compefilive cmfl~-on aM how it wo~fld deteEnJne the ano~mt of 

time - if any - that she ~ets. It’s always been clea- 1hat it would be a huge challenge and thai she’d nev~ be one o[ yore- i:astest players or kJck the i:~-thest. ~he Js, ho wev~, a whiner who puls 1he team’s success 

first and has ~ways i~und ways to m~e every team shds played on better - bolh on and off the field. I’m not su~v youhe awa-e o£tt~s, but shds so dec~cated to ~etlinA beller thal in the mid¢Ue o[ last she 

be~ ~irfin~ wilh a spain1 coach in R~h - someltfinE she ¢~d on her own time in ad¢~tJon to 1he team’s regular ~ir~n~ regimen. 

~e~ardm~ rids spdn~, ~iv~ thal Dr. Crei~hlon says tiffs procedm-e ~eq~fi~vs a 12 week recovery p~od, shrill obviously miss the rest of As you ~ow, tiffs is not by choice, ~ havin~ tt~s opera, on is 

mandalory to co~ect her con~on and teflon her to ~ood health. She is very ~mhappy about it, bul she has no choice, has to be repahed. 

~pecifica]ly re~a-~n~ yore- commenls thal it may be best to spa~e       somehow and to find her a staff posi’don~ I ~el compelled to remind you of the ~mderstan~nA thal we had two years a~o, at 1he time 

~ained a~nission. The ~md~stanc~nA you ~M I had wifich was deified in several ~nails back aM ~brth so th~-e would be no mimmd~-stan~nAs ~M subsequently ~scussed in person bei~e 1he 

season he~ first.nan yea~ was that      wo~fld have a roster spot £br ~bm years, but that it wo~fld be VERY ¢~ffic~t £br her to Eel a quali~" ~nule of ~ame time. Tiffs is consistenl wilh what you ~scussed 

with         - and that he confi~ned with you in a ~bllow up call the day after you first told him thal       wo~d have a roste~ spot h~ £bm- yeas thai it was not a 1]your and thai she wo~fld not be cut 

she was admitted. I ~ea]ize you have lots o[ conve~alions with the parenls and club coaches of many ~JHs, and I wo~fl~’t necessarily expect you to rec~l lhese interactions above all oth~-s, bnl the one ttfin~ 

I’ve ~espected above all else is yore dhec’mess~ caMor and honesly. 

As her £:alh~-, I wo~fld ~reatly app~eciale it if you would mant~n the position you took l~vo years a~o no more and no less than what was previously ~mderstood and aAreed to ev~ if you’re ~nAin~ in 

bi~er classes chock fl~l of national te~n play.s. As a lhou~hlfifl, compassionale and, most impoHantly~ honorable person, I have every ~eason to believe that you will. In ~t~ I consid~-ed what happened l~st 

~M1 to be a ¢~rect reflection of o ~ a~reem~L wtfich is why you never heard one word fi-om me re~a~n~ yo ~ decision at 1he very sta-t of 1he season not to play her the en’d~v se~on. In yore- eyes      ~¢~’t 

merit a ~finute o£ field time and so she played the role of a prac~ce play~- who occasionally was allowed to s~t up ~br some 

Allhou~h she dearly had hopes o[ ~etlinA mow of a look and al least some playin~ time, I’m s~e she never complained and continued to have 1he same positive a~tude and approach toward the coaches and 

h~- ten,mates as she always has. 

dese~wes 1he oppo~ty to ~o into 1his s~E~y in a posilive fl-ame ofmind, work hard to rehab her ~e aM ~et into the best shape o[her 1~ £br the sial o[    pra~ice. As always~ it’s yore 

prer%afive florae as to whether she wJlI have a p~c~ce player role or someflfln& more. ~ ~fly hope that I stflI have yore- word we ca~ move fe~-a-d on the basis of the m~derstanc~n~ and ~reement we had two 

~ Iook fox.yard to hearin& fl-om you. Fm ~so av~lable to discuss in person Thm-sday~ bYiday or gaku-day of next week - just let me know what’s best for yore- schedule. 

The ~reatest measure of your pro~m and le~acy~ i~ t~s of coz~tfibution, may come 10 or 20 or 30 yea-s fl-om now Ple~e co~finue to ~ive her the oppo~b, to suppo~ the program by keepin~ her 

on the team h~ a player capacity for her remahfi~ ~o yea-s 

Tha~k you. 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> 
Date: Friday, 8:42 AM 

To: @gmail.com> 

@msn.com>, Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>, Bill Palladino 

~’~gmail.com> ~gmail.com)" 
Subject: RE: 

David, 

Yes, I can’[ believe aft of 

@aol.com>, "Jason Sisneros 

bad tuck. I really like her and I can see [his just eating away at her. And I am happy to receive [his email because i[ might be hard 

for      to recover in time to compete th~s      for a roster spot (we are d~pp~ng the roster at the end of this      t. So ~ wou~d ~ove for you and I to come up 

with some~:hmg fl:~r      to stH~ stay connected ~:o us ~n a staff capadty that w~l~ keep her w~th us but not put her ~n a pos~:~on o~ jeopardy competing w~th players 

who w~l~ obv~ouslv have a huge advantage because they have remained heaRhy. 

Wh3[ c3[~ we come up w~th that      would embrace [hat will save her from the %ompedtive cauldron" that ~s her dangerous ~:ate as an unprotected pbyer vying 

@gmail.com] 
1:23 AM 

a number of times over the last couple of weeks regaxding her and I just thought I’d check in with you. The otficial diagnosis is that 

t:or a     roster spot’.," 

Sent= Friday, 
To= Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject= 
Hi Anson, 
I hope you’re doing well. 
I’ve spoken with 

she has a 

which is why it lmrts so much. By the way, I’ve read that this is an especially p~nful condition for dancers and soccer players, two activities you know very well’. 

is understax~dably very upset and disappointed as it has disrupted her She feels like she keeps having these setbacks - first it was 

She mentioned to me that she’s told you about the injmy and the need to 
have it surgically repaired. She said you were supportive and I know that tneans a lot to her. And, it means a lot to me as well. 
Anything you can do to help her push through this latest setback and to let her l, mow that you’re ~ooting for her is much appreciated. I s~ill vividly recall the conversation 

we had in your kitchen where you told me that you realize how special these kids are and that you’ll take care of them that means a great deal to her room and me. 
One positive thing to come out of this for me is that I’ll be heading out to Chapel Hill next week to help her out and I’ll be able to attend the team banquet the night 
before I fly back to SF. I’ll look forward to seeing you and being able to celebrate one more time the team’s accomplishments. 
Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 25, 2013 10:54 AM 

.la~n Sisneros < @gmail.com> 

l~g: 4-2-3-1 Article 

This is excellent .,,. ket’s get this i~to the team camp manual. 

From: Jason Sisneros [mailto:        @gmail.com] 

Sent: Sunday, Februa~ 24, 2013 ll:S8 PN 

To~ Dorrance, AIbe~ A N 
Subject: ~2-3-i A~icle 

I loved the quote a~ut the 4-2-3-1 I’ve highlighted ~low: 

has the 4-4-2 been superseded by the 4-2-3-17 

At what turned out to be Roy Keane’s final press-conference as Sunderland manager, after the 4-1 defeat to Bolton, he admitted his side’s 4-4-2 formation had been 

part of the proNem. Kenwyne Jones and Djibril Ciss~ may be a forward pairing that, given their power and pace, will terrify defences, but it doesn’t really matter if, as 

happened in that Bolton game, the midfield four are outnumbered and - outplayed - by an opposition using five midfielders, rendering them unable to work the ball into 

dangerous areas. 

Fielding five midfielders was for a long time considered a negative tactic, but that is dependent entirely on the make-up of the five. It is still a commonplace of English 
punditry to speak of teams not playing "two up" as being negafive, but even a glance at a reran- sheet should show what nonsense that it. Take, for example, France in 

the Euro 2000 final ruth Youri Djorkaefl~ Zinedine Zidane and Chrifftoph Dugaaqy playing off Thierry Henry, or Portugal in the san~e tournan~ent with Luis Figo, Rui 

Costa and Sergio Conceicao playing offNuno Gomes. Take Spain in the final of Euro 2008, with Andres Iniesta, Cesc Fabregfis, Xavi and David Silva axrayed behind 

Fernando Torres. 

As ever in tactical matters, the sense is that British football lags behind. In Spain, for instance, 4-2-3-1 was common by 2000, and within a couple of years had 

become ahnofft a default. Perhaps that is not surprising, for it was in Spain that the formation first developed as something difftinct fi’om 4-4-2. 

Once sides had started using their playmaker as a second striker a trend flaat emerged at flae1986 Wofld Cup the coming of4-2-3-1was inevitable. Initiallya 

holding midfielder would be deployed to pick him up hence the late-nineties boom in players capable of playing the Makelele role at which point the deep-lying 

tbrward would start driNng wide to find space. If the holding player lbllowed him, that created space in the middle, so an addifional player would be dropped deeper 

as cover, with knock-on effects for the more attacking midfielders. 

Or the evolution could cotne from the other direction: a side playing 4-4-2, with the wingers pushed high and one of the centre-forward dropping deep, is effectively 

playing a 4-2-3-1. When Manchester United beat Barcelona in the 1991 Cup-Wirmers’ Cup final, for instance, they had Bryan Robson and Paul Ince holding, with Lee 
Sharpe and Mike Phelan wide, and Brian McClair dropping offMark Hughes. Everybo@ still referred to it as 4-4-2, but it was in effect a 4-2-3-1. 

Self-conscious symmetry in Spain 

The first to deploy the new formation self-consciously, at least according to the Spanish coaching magazine Training Football, was the Real Sociedad coach Jumm~a 

Lilb while he was in charge of the Segunda Division side Cultural Leonesa in 1991-92. "IVly intenfion was to pressure and to try to s~teal the ball high up the pitch," he 

explained. 

"It was the most symmeNcal way I could tim of playing with tbur tbrwards. One of the great advantages is that having the tbrwards high allows you to play the midfield 

high mad the &fence high, ~ everybody benefits. But you have to have the right players. They have to be very, very mobile and they have to be able to play when they 

get the ball. You have to remember that they’re pressuring to play, not playing to pressure." 

Read Full Article !~.t.t.p..i~:!~?.~i:g.uardian.c~.uk/footba~/blo~g:~.2..(.!.(.~.8.!~e..c.~..~.~/..4~2~3..~.~.-..4~4..~..-.~.t.i..c.~)ona~an- wJl~n 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, February 25, 2013 3:49 PM 

~aol.com 

~hotmail.com. 

RE: article, book 

Since we will not have a camp store, we will probably just buy enough books for the coaches packets. Hopefully this will stimulate a bit of word of mouth for you. 

@aol.com [mailto:     @aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, Februa~ 25, 20~3 9:08 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
@hotmaKcom. 

S~bject: Re: a~icle, book 

~eHo Anson ~ ~atMie~ 
T~ank yo~ for your note, and t~at wo~]d be s~per~ I appreciate yore" contributions to and s~ppo~ of the book. 
I am uot sure o[ the ca~p process to obtaiu books, b~t ] cau seud Natalie the publisher coutact w~eu she’s ready to order if t~at ma~es sense. ~asica]]y, we’d try to 
fi~ure o~t how ~any tea~s are ~oin~ and wbet~er you’d like to have any e~Iras a~ai]ab]e at the ca~ps (you’d buy the~ at author’s discount 
price). The contact’s name is GibBer Book and I can contact her also i[ you’d like, too. 
Coaches who are ~ettiu~ t~e book see~ to rea]]~ like it based on feedback, so I j~st hope to coufimm to ~et t~e word o~t and s~are the passion for exce]]euce 
eoac~]u~ and ~]a~er/persona] 
~]ease pass on a~d ~ff ~reetin~s to . as we hope the~ are both keepi~ well bea]t~wise. ~hank yo~ ~oth [or your s~pport, and ~ave a 

~reat wee~ 
Ta~e 

Ashu 

Cell: Email: @aoLcom 

Web: www.letsgogetem-ashus.com 

Join the ONE Campaign! www.one.org 

NOTE: I’HIS IS A CONFIDEN I’IAL COMMUNICATION. Do not forward this email without consent of this sender. This transmission is intended only for the use of the individuals or entity to which it is addressed. 

If you are not the intended recipient, or the person responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, please return it immediately. Although this e-mail and any attachments are believed to be 

free of any virus or other defect, it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that it is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by this sender for any loss or damage arising in any way from its 

unauthorized modification or use. 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: .@_a___o_L_c__o____m_.> 
Cc: @hobnail.com.> 
Sent: Sat, Feb 23, 2013 12:53 pm 
Subject: RE: article, book 

Thank you Ashu! 

And yes, we want to include the book in the coaches packet, will copy Natalie on this. You did a superb job! 

From: @aol.com [mailto: @aol.com] 
Sent: Saturday, Februmy 23, 2013 8:55 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: article, book 
Good morning, Anson! How are you? I hope the spring season is going well. 
I read another "helicopter parent" article this morning and thought I’d send to you for your files: ~!-~-t-p-2/--/~-h-g~-a-kt~!!La-!-Ld-~-t-[E!~&‘£[~!-2-~-~-~.J~-3--/--~-~-2-L2---2--/~-h-~:~!~:E~:~[£~[:~1!~:~!~yz 

breed-depression-and-incompetence-in-t heir-child ren/?iid= hl-a rticle-mostpop 1 
Also, are you still interested in giving our book away at camp? I remember you mentioning Nat does some of that ordering/paperwork, and I can connect her with the 
publisheddistributor to get their max discount if you’d like. My apologies if I am forgetting exactly what to do. 
Have a nice weekend, and I hope all is well. Regards. 

Take care, 
Ashu. 

SOCCER- Strategies for Sustained Coaching Success (Meyer & Meyer Sport, 2012) 

Cell:             Email:     @_a__gJ<_9_’_o__[3 

Web: wvwv.letsgogetem-ash us.corn 
Join the ONE Campaign! ~vw.one.or# 

NOTE: THiS IS A CON FIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION Do not forward this email without consent of this sender. This transmission is intended only for the use of the individuals or entity to which it is addressed if you 

are not the intended recipient, or the person responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, please return it immediately Although this e-mail and any attachments are believed to be free of any 

virus or other defect, it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that it is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by this sender for any loss or damage arising in any way from its unauthorized modification or 

use. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 25, 2013 3:51 PM 

@aol.com 

~hotmail.com. 

I~NV: 2013 Bums High School Showcase Sat. March 16th at GWU 

Team carhop promotion opportunity .... 

F~om: Clint Shuford [mailto:cshuford@PortersFab.com] 
Sent-" Monday, February 25, 20:[3 :[0:2:[ AM 
To," sazem@andersonuniversity.edu; morganll@appstate.edu; stricklandsc@appstate.edu; rnichaellynch@bac.edu; williamginn@bac.edu; egentilello@berr/.edu; 
Icanalis@berry.edu; browncn@brevard.edu; shinohs@brevard.edu; clarkt@campbell.edu; franklinl@campbell.edu; nocerod@campbell.edu; dnbrown@catawba.edu; 
mdswan@catawba.edu; pfriend@catawba.edu; bella@chowan.edu; phelpm@chowan.edu; eradwan@clemson.edu; jeferyr@clemson.edu; sirim@clemson.edu; 
cbonnes@cn.edu; mescott@cn.edu; wharvey@cn.edu; phogan@coastal.edu; rstonema@coastal.edu; jacksonll@cofc.edu; michnercm@cofc.edu; zapatah@cofc.edu; 
dmuns@coker.edu; jdenova@coker.edu; John.Constable@converse.edu; crostin@csuNv.edu; eterrill@csuNv.edu; jstoll@csuniv.edu; grashton@davidson.edu; 
LIBoldt@davidson.edu; church@duaa.duke.edu; kelyOduaa.duke.edu; lesesne@duaa.duke.edu; cherryjas@ecu.edu; donnenwirthr@ecu.edu; lewiss@ecu.edu; 

cneal3@elon.edu; shome@elon.edu; Dorrance, Albert A IV; millerc@email.wcu.edu; tcherman@emaiI.wcu.edu; Brereton@etsu.edu; sayersalOetsu.edu; wsoccer@etsu.edu; 
andre.burr@furman.edu; april.raymer@furman.edu; krmounce@gardner-webb.edu; rpilch@gardner-webb.edu;        ~gmail.com; ian.spooner@greensboro.edu; 
elewis@guilford.edu; wsoccer@guilford.edu; bfontain@highpoint.edu; kfontain@Nghpoint.edu; mbeall@Nghpoint.edu; cxwilliamsOlagrange.edu; jrobNns@lagrange.edu; 
cayer@lander.edu; jwyman@lander.edu; jashellenberger@liberb/.edu; jbbarnes2@liberb/.edu; kmillerOlimestone.edu; mrsmith@limestone.edu; 
cvargo0922@lions.piedmont.edu; tmccormack092:[@lions.piedmont.edu; morrillc@lmc.edu; whNngn@lmc.edu; blewitta@lr.edu; cosgriff@rnailbox.sc.edu; 
smithjrS@mailbox.sc.edu; smithsa7@mailbox.sc.edu; kmiller@mhc.edu; cnash@montreat.edu; banuelosf@my.lr.edu; samantha.huecker@my.lr.edu; chris_shawOncsu.edu; 
dena_floyd@ncsu.edu; steven_springthorpe@ncsu.edu; Jamie.RammOnewbem/.edu; karrie.miller@newberry.edu; jmccormick@ngu.edu; rachel.baer@ngu.edu; 
Ikjenkins@peace.edu; mlhowellOpeace.edu; elijah.denton@pfeiffer.edu; sandrew@piedmont.edu; bpurcell@presby.edu; decesaretOqueens.edu; talbertk@queens.edu; 
turnblome@queens.edu; bsohrabi@radford.edu; cbarrett@radford.edu; jay.callahan@salem.edu; john.stubblefield@salem.edu; sara.mccormack@salem.edu; 
tprice@swu.edu; keith.jenkins@townofcary.org; kwheelock@tusculum.edu; mjoy@tusculum.edu; mcasey@unca.edu; mdemko@unca.edu; Bill Palladino; Chris Ducat; 
calexa49@uncc.edu; jcullen@uncc.edu; rlane:[3@uncc.edu; jlcorti@uncg.edu; smdavisoOuncg.edu; smnugent@uncg.edu; lars.andersson@uncp.edu; 
pauline.privitera@uncp.edu; barnesm@uncw.edu; caimeyp@uncw.edu; mklebanow@uscupstate.edu; jd-kyzer@utc.edu; sam-stroud@utc.edu; jbowers@vwc.edu; 
Imtaylor@vwc.edu; mhurdle@vwc.edu; senos@warren-wilson.edu; catamountsoccer@wcu.edu; daluz@wfu.edu; jesseem@wfu.edu; santorff@wfu.edu; 
gcurneen@wingate.edu; s.rahko@wingate.edu; brabgonjOwinthrop.edu; mitrovichp2@winthrop.edu; smithsl@winthrop.edu; kiahab@wofford.edu; kirkamOwofford.edu 
Suloject: 20:[3 Burns High School Showcase Sat. March :[6th at GWU 
Impott~n¢e." High 

Hello Coaches. 

This year’s 4th Annual Bums High School Showcase for girls teams will be held Satarday Ma~:ch 16th, 2013. The new venue will be Garduer-Webb University in 

Boiling Springs, N.C. 

Mark your calendars to come and join us to see 8 of the top high school girls teams in Western N.C. iu head to head actiou all in one location and in one day. 

Participating teams iuclude: Bums, Crest, Shelby, Hickory, Fred T Foard, Polk County, RS Central and Kings Mountain. The~ teams contain mmay college prospects 

at each level of play. 

The proceeds of this event will go to benetit the Cleveland/Rutherford Counties Kidney Association. 

Here is the schedule for the day: 

GWU Varsity field: 

9:45 am Free Youth clinic for all youth players 

11:00 am Bums JV vs Fred T Foard JV (30 tnin. halves) 

12:30 pm Bums vs Fred T Foard 

2:30 pm Kings Mtu vs RS Central 

4:30 pm Shelby vs Hickory 

6:30 pm Crest vs Polk Count)’ 

GWU Field 2 (’SFhe Rock" adjacent to Varsity field): 

5:00 pm       Crest JV vs Polk County JV (30 nrin. halves) 

Show your credentials at the gate to get free admission and there roll be programs wil team rosters available. 

Thanks for your support and we hope to see you on the 16th! 

Clint Shulbrd 

tlead Coach 

g urns Women’s Soccer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 4:32 PM 

@aol.com 

@~nsn.com; ducm~buncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros          @gma~l.com) 

I~¢: {D1WSOC} Very I~nportant:New Division I Women’s Communication Listse~,~ 

ATT00001.c; ATT00002.htm; W Listserv-Guide-D 1WSoc.pdf 

These are instructions to get your’self on the list serve if you are cur’rently not on the lisL! 

Frora; Robert Kehoe [mailto:rkehoe@nscaa.com] 
Sent; Monday,               3:38 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; dlwsoc@soccerlists,org 
Subject; {D1WSOC} Very Important:New Division I Women’s Communication Listserv 
Good Afternoon Coaches. 
As you were notified in an earlier emaJd from Diane Drake (George Mason University - ddmke3,~;gmu.edu), arrangements have been made m have the Division I 

women’s listserv moved from the gmu.edu email system to a private system with the emafil address - dl wsoc,~;,soccerlists.~. An abundance of thanks m Dim~e who 

has managed the liskserv tbr many years as this has been a vital medium tbr connecting Division I womeffs soccer coaches. 
The new listserv is being managed by Brendan Eitz, M~o coached at Loyola in Chicago (Women’s 10yrs, Men’s 8yrs), and developed the Division I men’s listserv. 

Through Brendan’s efforts the new listserv is now in operation and attached is a Basic Guide tbr listserv use. 

Very hnportant: If you received this email that means you are on the new email list so please don’t submit your address to be added. Also, please read 
the attached Basic Guide to know how to add assistant coaches to the listserv as well as to send emails to the coaching community - don’t send address 
addition requests to - dlwsoc(g/?soccerlists.or~. 
Again, thank you Diane for your tremendous service to the game over the years, and also now to Brendan for providing the new system for Division I women’s .soccer 

communication, 

All the bes~t. 

Rob 



Rob Kehoe 

Director of College Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of Amedca 

g00 Ann Ave, Kansas Citv, KS 66101 i 913 362 1747 x 1015 I 913 362 3439 (f) 

Wisconsin Office: 920 674 4391 I Cell: 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: (~)NSCAAColle~e I Facebook 



A Basic Guide to NCAA D-I Women’s Soccer Email List 

What is the List? 
¯ The List for is a single e-mail address (D1WSoc@soccerlists.org) that contains the e-mail 

addresses current NCAA Division I Soccer Coaches. 
° When any one person sends an e-mail message to (or replies to) that D1WSoc@soccerlists.org, 

everyone on the list gets a copy of the message. This makes Listserv an ideal tool for scheduling, 
job openings and discussions on important issues in NCAA D-I Women’s soccer. 

Note: This is a secure list that can only be used by coaches that are subscribed to the Listserv. 
If someone who is not subscribed to the list tries to send an email, it will not go through. 

What is the purpose of the Listserv (DIWSoc@soccerlists.orq)? 
° Scheduling 
° Communication about job openings 
¯ Communication about important legislation 
° Communication about important issues in NCAA D-I Women’s soccer 

How Do I Subscribe to a List? If you .qet emails from DlWSoc VOU are subscribed. 
° Send an email to Brendan Eitz (BrendanEitz@gmail.com) to request a subscription to the 

Listserv. 
o Head coaches can request that assistants are put on the list 

When Replying to Listserv Mail... 
¯ If you reply to D1WSoc@soccerlists.org everybody on the Listserv will receive your response 

If you want to reply to a Scheduling email please make sure you do not reply to 
D1WSoc@soccerlists.org, but only or just to the individual coach who sent the request for 
scheduling. 

Getting Help 
If you want more detailed help please contact Brendan Eitz: 

Email @gmail.com 
Phone: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 25, 2013 4:33 PM 

~aol.com 

PJ~: article, book 

Very good! 

From-" @aol.com [mailto: @aol.com] 
Sent; Monday, February 25, 2013 4:01 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

@hotmail.com. 
Subject-" Re: article, book 

That sounds good, Anson-- I’ll stay in touch with Nat to get her the into and again, I sincerely appreciate your support with all of this. Thank you! 

Take care, 
Ashu. 
.... Original Message .... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: @__a_g_[=_c_’__o_E! > 

Cc: @hotmail.com.> 
Sent: Mon, Feb 25, 2013 3:48 pm 
Subject: RE: article, book 

Ashu, 
Since we will not have a camp store, we will probably just buy enough books for the coaches packets. Hopefully this will stimulate a bit of word of mouth for 

you. 
From:    @_a___o_Lo_’_O__Ln__ [ Ln__’_a_jJ_t__o__    @_’_a___o_!:__c__o_/!)] 
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2013 9:08 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc:           @hotmail.com. 
Subject: Re: article, book 
Hello Anson &      [ 
Thank you for your note, and that would be super! I appreciate your contributions to and support of the book. 
I am not sure of the camp process to obtain books, but I can send       the publisher contact when she’s ready to order if that makes sense. Basically, we’d try to figure 
out how many teams are going and whether you’d like to have any extras available at the camps (you’d buy them at author’s discount and sell at a higher price). The contact’s 
name is Ginger Bock and I can contact her also if you’d like, too. 
Coaches who are getting the book seem to really like it based on feedback, so I just hope to continue to get the word out and share the passion for excellence in coaching 
and player/personal development. 
Please pass on and my greetings tc as we hope they are both keeping well healthwise. Thank you both for your support, and have a great week! 

Take care, 
Ashu. 

SOCCER- Strategies for Sustah~ed Coaching Success (Meyer & Meyer Sport, 2012) 

Cell:             Ernail:      .@#__o__[:_c___o__r_[! 
Web: www.letsgogetem-ash us.corn 
Join the ONE Campaign! www.one.or.q 

NOTE: THIS IS A CON FIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION. Do not forward this email without consent of this sender. This transmission is intended only for the use of the individuals or entity to which it is addressed. If you 

are not the intended recipient, or the person responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, please return it immediately. Although this e-mail and any attachments are believed to be free of any 

virus or other defect, it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that it is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by this sender for any loss or damage arising in any way from its unauthorized modification or 

use. 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
T o: @__a___q L_c__o____m_.> 

Cc: ~hotmail.com.> 
Sent: Sat, Feb 23, 2013 12:53 pm 
Subject: RE: article, book 

Thank you Ashu! 

And yes, we want to include the book in the coaches packet, will copy on this. You did a superb job! 

From: @aoLcom [mailto: ~aol.com] 
Sent: Saturday, February 23, 2013 8:55 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: article, book 
Good morning, Anson! How are you? I hope the spring season is going well. 
I read another "helicopter parent" article this morning and thought I’d send to you for your files: [!_~_t_p_2/_/__h_g’_a_!_t_!!!_a_!)__d_~_t[E!#_,9_’£[~! 

breed-depression-and-incompetence-in-t heir-child ren/?iid= hl-a rticle-mostpop 1 
Also, are you still interested in giving our book away at camp? I remember you mentioning    does some of that ordering/paperwork, and I can connect her with the 
publisheddistributor to get their max discount if you’d like. My apologies if I am forgetting exactly what to do. 
Have a nice weekend, and I hope all is well. Regards. 

Take care, 
Ashu. 

_/__h__o___v_ gr__-_[)_o__-_ E )_o__[_e__r__h_ #J_[£ _o_ #_t__e__r_r~_’_a__r_ #_[)_t__s__-_r_!)A y_-_ 

SOCCER- Strategies for Sustained Coaching Success (Meyer & Meyer Sport, 2012) 

Cell:             Email:      _@_a__gJ<_£_o__[_n_. 

Web: www.letsgogetem-ash us.corn 
Join the ONE Campaign! ~vw.one.orf;I 

NOTE: THIS IS A CON FIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION Do not forward this email without consent of this sender. This transmission is intended only for the use of the individuals or entity to which it is addressed If you 

are not the intended recipient, or the person responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, please return it immediately Although this e-mail and any attachments are believed to be free of any 

virus or other defect, it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that it is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by this sender for any loss or damage arising in any way from its unauthorized modification or 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 3:20 PM 

@gmail .corn> 

1~: 

Yes, we had a good discussion. What we have to resolve is how I can keep her when kids that are out playing her are dropped. This is one of the many leadership 

dilernn’~a’s in trying to construct a "transparenL" seh?ction process. 

f am sure we can spend some t~me together on Friday.,, right now that dayis free for me, 

F~m: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Honday, 9:57 PH 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Re: 

Tha~ you [er ~e~n~ ~ack to me. ~ ~mderstand fiom      1hat ~ou ~M she had a productive crow ~-sa~on today. I haven’t had a ch~ce to ~et a]] o£ the details because Fm s~amb]JnA to ~et a n~m~ o£ lianas 

n~]ed down ~e~bre ~ ~ out 1here tomo~Tow, ~ut I ~M~-st~M that Jt has to do with      ta~n~ on mo~e o£ a ]eaderst~p role amongst the ~ese~es. Tha~ you £or workJn~ with h~- to 

~Jnce FU be out 1here ~r a [~w da~s, co~d I please ~et on ~om- c~endar l~ ~0 ~nutes Thursda~ or ~fiday? VmaJ] Js always he]pfifl, but I’d re~]~ appredale the oppoH~mJly to l~]]ow up on the ema]s with a 

conve~a’don Jn person. Please let me ~ow whal wJ]] work best lb~ you and I sho~fld be able to make Jt work too. 

Thank ~ou. 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a_._n_ _s_o_n__._@_._._e_ .m_ .a_i_[:u_n_.c__:._e_~l_~> 
Date: Monday, 7:18 AM 

To: ~gmail.com> 

Subject: RE: 

Thank you t:or sharing all this with me. Obviously, I want to be fair with      without compromising our ability Lo recruit and compete. Perhaps I can comNne 

o~:f the fie~d ro~e w~th preserving her roster spot since severa~ of her teammsLes that ~ w~H probably release at the end of the spdng are perforrnh~g at h~gher ~evels 

(her h~jurv notwithstanding). 

~ ~ook forward to seeh~g you soon~ 

From: @gmail&om] 
Sent: Saturday, 5:09 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Re: 
HJ Anso~t~ 

Yo~- emai] s~fised me atd [ ~teeded some time to process it. I’ve ~ied to respond to yo~- co~nents ~ we]] as bfi~t# Jn some addition~ Jn£umtation re]evatt to the sJtua~on. 

Fh-st~ &s you id~[tdfied v~" ea-]y on,      has incredible cha£acter and #fit She wJ]] do atytthn# £or yore- team, pro#]mn and school. From the v~- sta~ shds watted only to have a chance to d~no~tstrate 

what she cat do o~t the field when shds healthy £or an extended p~-iod o£ dme [ believe that shds always mtderstood the nacre o£ the compedtNe cmddron ~td how Jt wo~d detemthte the ~nomtt o£ 

time - J£ any - that she ~ets It’s always bee~t c]ea- that it would be a huge cha]]~e and that she’d nero- be one o£ yo~- ~astest players or ~ck the #~hest. She is, howev~; a whiner who puts the team’s success 

first and has ~ways £ound ways to m~e every team she’s played on better - both on and oft’the fie]& I’m ~tot sure you’re awa-e o£t]ds, but she’s so de.cared to ~e#in# be~er that Jn the mJdc£e o£ last ~a]] she 

be#a~ h-ahdn# with a spfi~tt coach Jn R~h - somet]dn# she ~d on her own time ht adchdon to the team’s r%u]ar h-ahdn# 

~e~ardht# rids spfi~t#, #Jven that Dr. CreJ#hton says rids procedure re£~res a ] 2 week recove]7 p~od, she’]] obviously miss the rest o£ spfin~ As you ~tow, rids Js not by choJce~ ~ havJn~ rids ope~]don 

mandato~7 to correct her cond~don and retm]t her to ~ood ]tea]fit. She Js ve~7 u~thappy about Jt, but she has no choice                       has to be repah-ed 

Specifically re#adJn~ yo~ comments that Jt may be best to spare       somehow a~td to find her a staffposJdon, ] £ee] compelled to r~nind you o£the u~tderstandht# that we had two years ~o~ at the time 

~ahted a~nJssio~t The ~M~-stan~n# you aM [ had wthch was deta]ed Jn several emai]s back atd [b~h so th~-e would be no mJsu~td~-stand~n#s aM subse£uent]y discussed Jn person be£ore the [:a]] 

seaso~t her fi-es]~nan year was that      wo~dd have a roster spot £ur [bur years~ but that Jt wo~d be VErY ~fhcu]t £ur her to #et a £ua]J~- [~nute o£ ~ame time T]ds Js consistent with what you discussed 

with         - and that he conhmted with you Jn a £o]]ow up ca]] the day a£ter you 5rst told hhtt that      wou]dhavearosterspoth~£u~yeas that Jt was not a hyout a[td that she wo~d not be cut 

she was adr~tted. [ realize you have lots o£ conversations with the parents a[td club coaches o£ ma~y #Jds, and ] wo~¢~’t ~tecessad]y expect you to reck] these htteracdons above a]] oth~% but the one 

I’ve respected above a]] else Js your dh-echtess, catdor and ho~tes~ 

As her #ath~-, [ wo~dd #reafly appreciate Jt J £ you would m~ntaJn the posJtio]t you took ~,vo years a~o no more and no less than what was previously understood and a#reed to ev~t J£ you’re txin#in# Jn 

bJ##er classes chock fi~] o[ nafio]ta] team players. As a thou#htfid, compassionate and, most impo~tt]y, honorable p~-son, [ have ev~- reason to believe that you wJ]L ht ~act, ] considered what happened last 

~]]] to be a direct re~edio]t o£ ore- a#reem~tt, which Js why you never heard one word fi-om me ]-e~ar¢hn# yore- decJsJ on at the ve[7 st~ o£ the season ]tot to play her the e]t~re se&~on, ht yore- eyes ¢5 dn’t 

merit a minute o£ 5e]d dine and so she played the role o£ a p]-acdce p]ay~- who occasionally was allowed to suit up [or some ~tes. 

A]thou#h she d early had hopes o£ #etdn# more o£ a look and a~ least some p]ayJn# tJme, Fm sm-e she never complained and continued to have the same positive a~tnde and approach toward the coaches and 

h~- teammates as she always has. 

I thi~fl~       deserves the oppo~ to go into this s~g~- i~t a positive frame ofmind, work hard to rehab her      and get into the best shape ofher life for the sta~ of fi]ll practice. As always, it’s yo~- 

prerogative al one as to whether she roll have a practice player rol e or somethi~tg more. ] ~afly hope that I still have yo~- word we can move fota~ard on the basis of the ~mde;stanNng and agreeme~tt we had two 

yeats ago. 

I look fo~-wm-d to hearing from you. I’m Nso avNlable to Nscuss in person Thm-sday, Friday or Sa~-day of next week - just let me know what’s best for yore- sche&de 

The greatest measure of your program and legacy, in t~ts of contribution, may come I0 or 20 or 30 yea-s from now. Plebe continue to give her the oppo~mi~ to suppo~ the program by keepi~tg her 

on the team in a player capacity for her remaiNng ~’o years. 

Thank you. 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, 8:42 AM 

To: @gmail.com> 

Cc: .@_m._~__n_..__c_..o_m._." @man.corn> Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu> Bill Palladino 

Subject: RE: 

@aol.com> "Jason Sisneros 

Yes, t can’t beliew? all o[       bad luck. I r~-_~Nly like her and I can se~-_~ this just ~-_~ating away at her. And I am happy ~:o rec:e~w~ th~s ernaH because ~t might be hard 

~:or      to recover in t~me to compete th~s spring for a roster spot (we are d~ppb~g the roster’ at the end of this spring). So ~ wou~d ~ove for you and I to come up 

with sorneLh#~g for      to sti~ stay connected Lo us ~n a staff capadty that wHf keep her w~th us but not put her ~n a pos~don o~:jeopardy compet~n~ w~th players 

who wH~ obviously have ~ huge advantage because they have remained healthy. 

Wh~t cm~ we come up wkh that wouM embrace that will save her from the "competitive c~uMron" that ~s her dangerous fate as an unprotected p~m/er vying 

fora fall roster spot:? 

Sent: Friday, 1:23 AN 



To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Hi Anson, 
I hope you’re doing well. 

Fve spoken with     a number of times over the last couple of weeks regarding her and I just thought I’d check in with you. The official diagnosis is that 

which is why’ it hurts so much. By the way, I’ve read that this is an especially pai~iful condition for dancers and soccer players, two activities you know very well’. 

is understa~dably very upset and disappointed as it has disrupted her spring. She t~els like she keeps having these setbacks - first it was her beIi3re she even 

showed up t?eshman year, then the     that one of the boys blasted last spring and now this. She mentioned to me that she’s told you about the inju~’ and the need to 

have it surgically repaired. She said you were supportive and I know that means a lot to her. And, it means a lot to me as well. 

Anyflaing you can do m help her push through this latest setback and to let her know that you’re rooting for her is much appreciated. I still vividly recall the conversation 

we had in your kitchen where you told me that you realize how special these kids are and that you’ll take care of them that means a great deal to her room and me. 

One positive thing to come out of this for me is fl~at I’ll be heading out to Chapel Hill ne,’~ week to help her out and I’ll be able to attend the team banquet the night 

before I fly back to SF. I’ll look forward to seeing you and being able to celebrate one more time the team’s accotnplishtnents. 
Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 3:22 PM 

.la~n Sisneros. ~gma~l.com> 

I~E: Power l~bsing - TED Talk 

Th~nk you Jason!! 

From: Jason Sisneros [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent= Monday, :~0:19 PM 
To: @aol.com; ~aol.com; @aol.com; ~aol.com; @aol.com; @aol.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV; 

@gmail.com; @gmail.com; ~gmail.com; @gmail.com; @gmail.com; ~gmail.com; 
@gmail.com; @gmail.com; @gmail.com; @gmail.com; @hotmail.com; @hotmail.com; 

@hotmail.com; @hotmail.com; 
@msn.com; ~rocketmail.com; 

@yahoo.corn; @ymail.com 

~gmail.com; 

@shaw.ca; Chris Ducar; @yahoo.corn; @yahoo.corn; 
Subject= Power Posing - TED Talk 

I sugges~t watching this entire video clip. There’s v~Jue in this and if yon are not aw~:e of body posture and physiologic~Jipsychologic~J outcomes, you should be. 

TED TaJk- Power Posing ht~tp://www.ted.com/lalks/amy cuddy your body language shapes who you are.html 

Jason 

Urdversi~ of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:40 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

EW: Section 1: USA faces pressure-packed test against Canada 

I love it ._. My real and honorary "Far Heets are connecting on the field[! Congrats       AND good luck with the full team[! I[: we count you there are 7 Tar I-teets 

on tNs trip to the A~garve (one honorary and 6 current a~d former), And when Kl~ngenberg joins you there w~ be 8!H 

F~m= Soccer America Daily [mailto:socceramericadaily@socceramedca.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, 7:26 AN 

To= Dorrance, AlbeR A N 
Subject: Section 1: USA faces pressure-packed test against Canada 

::~:: Image 

removed by 

sender. 
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Nhat They’re Saying 

’One of their players was 

~peaking after their keeper 

~as sent off He said to his 

eammates, ’They will score 

.~ight or nine.’ I said, ’Don’t 

qorry, w’e will keep the ball.’ 

t’s respect." 

- Swansea striker Michu 

lays his team took it easy 

)n fourth division Bradford 

~fter its keeper was ejected 

n the 56th minute, when the 

--PL club was ahead 3-0, in 

ast weekend’s English 

_eague Cup final. Swansea 

reded up winning, 5-0. 

Daily Express) 

today’s News =Tuesday, 

ITweet 
This 

JShare 
This 

USA will face pressure-packed test against Canada 
by Paul Kennedy i~:*:;ilmage 

...... removed by 

sender [CONCACAF UNDER-20 CHAMPIONSHIP] The pressure will be on the USA 

when it faces Canada Tuesday in Puebla, Mexico, for one of four berths at 

the 2013 Under-20 World Cup (TV: Fox Soccer, Univision Deportes, 6:30 

p.m. ET). Since first qualifying for the World Youth Championship in 1981, 

the USA has never failed twice in a rowto qualify for the U-20 

championships. Canada split in its first two games at the 2013 Concacaf U-20 Championship but 

has had recent success against the USA. - Read the whole story 

Preseason underscores Western Conference’s depth 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS 2013 COUNTDOWN] Preseason play did nothing to shoot down the argument that the 

Western Conference will be deep this season. The only team that could not take many positives 

away from the last month is Colorado, winner of only one of five matches. Seattle looked ready to 

tackle all comers, whether in MLS or Concacaf Champions League play, with a sweep of four 

games at the Desert Diamond Cup. The big surprise was Chivas USA, which went unbeaten with 

its new lineup imported from south of the border. For how the Western Conference teams fared, 

ranked 1-9    Read the whole story 

Dempsey sidelined, Brooks’ Hertha claims first place 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Clint Dempsey sat out Tottenham’s 3-2 win at West Ham United with a 

calf injury. The victory propelled Spurs into third place in the English Premier League ahead of 

defending champion Chelsea. In Germany, 20-year-old John Anthony Brooks started for Hertha 

Berlin in a 1-0 win over Kaiserslautern that moved it into first place in the German Bundesliga 2 

ahead of Eintracht Braunschweig. - Read the whole story 

Goals for Rapinoe and Horan in France 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Megan Rapinoe scored her first goal for French leader Lyon in its 5-1 

win at Guingamp, while Tobin Heath set up teenager Lindsey Horan for her 11th goal of the 

season in Paris St. Germain’s 2-0 win over Issy. - Read the whole story 

Excellent own goals in Turkey and Spain 
by Mike Woitalla 

[’v’l DEO PICK: Off the Post] One was really the goalkeeper’s fault and the other would go down as 

a golazo for the ages had it come at the other end. - Read the whole stow 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:43 PM 

~hotmail.com; @yahoo.com; ~shaw.ca; @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~aol.com; Ja~>n Sisneros (_ @gmaJl.com); @live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 

@uncaa.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; @gmail.com; .~)gma~l.com; 

~)hotmail.com: ~)aol.com; ~)gmail.com; ~hotmail.com; ~yahoo.com; 

~gmail.com; @email.unc.edu; @gmail.com; ~grnail.corn; ~)email.unc.edu; 

~email .unc.edu; @hotrnail .corn; @gm~l .com; ~z) aol .corn; ~aol .corn; 
@gmail.com; ~ema~l.unc.edu; ~gmaJl.com; @aol.com; ~gmail.com; 

~rocketmail.com; ~gmail.com; @live.unc.edu; @ahoo.com; ~ymaJl.com; 

@live.unc.edu 

FW: Soccer On TV: Tuesday, 

ladies, 

f love it:!! t w~s supposed t:o meet ~,,it:~r~ 

with all of Vo~ we will go into the sl:ratos~here!!! 

F~m= Soccer America [mail~:socceronN@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:39 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Soccer On ~: Tuesday, 

today a[: 3 PM and sh~-_~ re~.~ch~-:~duh?d because she wanted to watch garc~ and Real [! ! Yes, if this starts to h~ppen 

removed by 

sender¯ 
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sender. 
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removed by 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

tweet This 

The USA faces Canada on Tuesday with a U-20 World Cup spot at stake.... Also on Tuesday, Barcelona 

vs. Real Madrid in the Spanish Cup. 

~All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. 

Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

TUBSDAY~ 

FOX SOCCER 

FA Cup EVERTON-OLDHAM (live) 2 pm. 

U=20 World Cup Qualifying USA-CANADA (live) 6 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying COSTA RICA-CUBA (live) 9 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Copa Del Rey BARCELONA-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey BARCELONA-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland ABERDEEN-ROSS COUNTY (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup EVERTON-OLDHAM (live) 2:30 pm. 

Copa Ubertadores PENAROL-VELEZ SARSFIELD (live) 5:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores ARSENAL-ATLETICO MINEIRO (live) 7:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores TIJUANA-SAN JOSE (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico PACHUCA-ATLANTE (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico CORRECAMINOS-DORADOS (live) 10 pm. 

removed by 

sender¯ 
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UNIVISION DEPORTES 

German Cup MAINZ-FREIBURG (live) 12:55 pm, 

French Cup SAINT-ETiENNE-LILLE (live) 2:50 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying USA-CANADA (live) 6 pro= 

Mexican Cup NECAXA-ALTAMIRA (live) 7:55 pm. 

Mexican Cup SAN LUIS-JAGUARES (live) 9:55 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

U=20 World Cup Qualifying COSTA RICA=CUBA (live) 9 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland ABERDEEN-ROSS COUNTY (live) 2:30 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying USA-CANADA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying COSTA RICA-CUBA (On Demand) 11:59 

WEDNESDAY~ 

FOX SOCCER 

FA Cup MIDDLESBROUGH-CHELSEA (live) 2 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying PANAMA-EL SALVADOR (live) 6 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying MEXICO-JAMAICA (live) 9 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Copa Del Rey SEVILLA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey SEVILLA-ATLETICO MADRID (t~ve) 4 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland MOTHERWELL-CELTIC (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup MIDDLESBROUGH-CHELSEA (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Libertadores BARCELONA-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 5:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores CORINTHIANS-MILLONARIOUS (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico IRAPUATO-LOBOS (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

French Cup LORIENT-STADE BRESTOIS (live) 11 am. 

French Cup PSG-MARSEILLE (live) 3 pm. 

German Cup BAYERN MUNICH-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (delay) 5 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying MEXICO-JAMAICA (live) 9 pm. 

Copa Mexico MERIDA-CELAYA (delay) 11 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

U=20 World Cup Qualifying PANAMA-EL SALVADOR (live) 6 pm. 

GALAVISION 

Copa Mexico NEZA-AMERICA (live) 4 pm. 

Copa Mexico UNAM-PUEBLA (live) 10 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland MOTHERWELL-CELTIC (live) 2:30 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying PANAMA-EL SALVADOR (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying MEXICO-JAMAICA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores SPORTiNG CRISTAL-TIGRE (live) 3 pm. 

Copa Libertadores LIBERTAD-PALMEIRAS (live) 5 pm. 

Copa Libertadores SAO PAULO-THE STRONGEST (live) 7:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico LA PIEDAD-CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO (delay) 2 pm. 

FRiDaY, 

FOX SOCCER 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (live) 5 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (live) 9 pm. 

BelN SPORT 



italy NAPOLI-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

England WOLVES-WATFORD (delay) 4:45 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy NAPOLI-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain GETAFE-ZARAGOZA (delay) 4:45 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico JAGUARES-SANTOS (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIViSION DEPORTES 

France MONTPELLIER-STADE RENNAIS (live) 2:30 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (live) 6 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (live) 9 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany EINTRACHT FRANKFURT-MONCHENGLADBACH (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico UNIVERSIDAD DE QUADALAJARA-VERACRUZ (live) 9:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (On Demand) 11:59 pm= 

U=20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

SATURDAY, 

FOX SOCCER 

England CHELSEA-WEST BROM (live) 9:30 am. 

England WIGAN-LIVERPOOL (live) Noon. 

England SUNDERLAND-FULHAM (delay) 2 pm. 

England STOKE CITY-WEST HAM (delay) 4:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England EVERTON-READING (live) 10 am. 

England SWANSEA-NEWCASTLE (delay) 3 pm. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-QPR (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England CHELSEA-WEST BROM (live) 9:30 am. 

England WIGAN-LIVERPOOL (live) Noon. 

UNIViSiON 

Mexico AMERICA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

France STADE DE REIMS-PSG (live) 11 am. 

France BASTIA-AJACCIO (delay) 3 pm. 

Mexico AMERICA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico PACHUCA-SAN LUIS (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-TIJUANA (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES DOS 

Mexico QUERETARO-MONTERREY (live) 6 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TIGRES-MONARCAS (live) 8 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England EVERTON-READING (live) 10 am. 

England SWANSEA-NEWCASTLE (live) 10 am= 

England SOUTHAMPTON-QPR (live) 10 am. 

England SUNDERLAND-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

England CHELSEA-WEST BROM (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

England WIGAN-LIVERPOOL (On Demand) 11:59 pm~ 

SUNDAY, 

FOX SOCCER 

Australia MELBOURNE-NEWCASTLE (live) 1 am. 
England TOTTENHAM-ARSENAL (live) 11 am. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (live) 4 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (live) 7 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Australia MELBOURNE-NEWCASTLE (delay) 4:30 pm. 



FOX DEPORTES 

England TOTTENHAM-ARSENAL (live) 11 am. 

UNIVISiON 

Mexico UNAM=GUADALAJARA (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

France STADE BRESTOIS-LYON (delay) 9 am. 

Mexico UNAM-GUADALAJARA (live) 1 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE=TOLUCA (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (live) 4 pm. 

GALAVISION 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD=TBD (live) 7 pro. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico LEON-PUEBLA (live) 9 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia MELBOURNE-NEWCASTLE (live) 1 am. 

England TOFTENHAM-ARSENAL (live) Noon. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (On Demand) 11:59 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

MO~t~AY, 

TBA 

Subscribe to Soccer America E-Letters. 

Friend Soccer America Facebook 

Follow Soccer America Twitter 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 
Soccer on TV for Tuesday, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:01 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~W: Daily Impact Journey for Tuesday, 

~-Iave you seen Broadcast News yet? Here is a quote to help your climb in the peer’ evaluations. Change "your establishrne~L" to "the reset’yes’~. 

Frem: dailyimpactjourney@humanexventures,com [mailto:dailyimpactjourney@humanexventures.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, 9:50 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Daily Impact Journey for Tuesday, 

This message has been scanned 

malware by Websense. 

www.websense.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -¢’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday,                 5:52 PM 

Beth Miller <bmille@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

RE: housing 

Will 

From: Beth Miller [mailto:bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,               2:48 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
Cc: Larry Gallo 
Subject: housing 

Per our discussion at the rneeting this morning, please confirm whether the following students received an housing assignment through the regular housing process. If they 

did not, please confirm to me by Monday,         that they are committed to living in Ram Village, if they receive an assignment through the Athletic Dept. process. 

Thanks, 

~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A 1V -~’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday,                5:56 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; @ive.unc.edu>; 

Ducoar, Chris (duca ,r@unc.edu); Beth Miller (bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu) 

FW: housing 

@live.unc.edu> 

Are you guys committed to living in Ram Village il: you receive an assignment through the Athietic Department process? {Chris please follow up on this for rne .... 

Thank Vou~) 

From: Beth Miller [mailto:bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,               2:48 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
~c: Larry Gallo 
Subject: housing 

Anson, 
Per our discussion at the meeting this morning, please confirm whether the following students received an housing assignment through the regular housing process, if they 

did not, please confirm to me by Menday,         that they are committed to living in Ram Village, if they receive an assignment through the Athletic Dept. process. 

Thanks, 
~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 5:58 PM 

Na:talie DorraJ~ce ttams ~ @hotma~J.com>; Dino Palladino < ~aol.com> 

1),22: two team camp queslions 

Question 1, yes charge ~1,000 .... Question 2, I wilt leave up to Dine. 

From: Natalie Dorrance Harris [mailto: @hotmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, February 26, 2013 2:51 PM 

To: Dino Palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" two team camp questions 

Hey Dad & Dino, 

I have two team camp questions to ask you guys. 

1) I have a coach who wants to audit the camp. Last year we told people who wanted to audit they had to pay $1000 and it eliminated our auditors. Do you 

want me to tell him this same price? Or something lower? 

2) I got an email from a coach from MS who is interested in bringing her V and JV soccer teams to camp. Because they are bringing two teams and the far 

distance, they were wondering if they could get a discount. Your thoughts? Maybe we could give them the early bird special of $25 off per camper? 

Just let me know what you guys decide when you get a chance. 

Thanks, 

Natalie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 6:02 PM 

.la~n Sisneros < @gma~l.com> 

I~E: Power Posing - TED Talk 

I like that [oo[ 

From: Jason Sisneros [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:52 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Re: Power Posing - TED Talk 

No problem! She has a nice quote at the end that I liked; "Falce it, until you become it." 

On Tue, at 3:21 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(~)emaiLt~nc.edu> wrote: 

Tha n k yo u .Ja son ! ! 

From: Jason Sisneros [mailto: C@gmail.com] 
Sent: Honday, . 10:19 PH 

@ao.[~;      ~_t~;          ~#~q.[~Rt~;       .~q!~q.~;          c~@.g~.=Gg_t~;        @~9[~G.g~; Dorrance, Nbe~ A IV; 

;~gmafl.com; ;~gma~.com; @gmail,com; ~gmail.com; ~gmaiLcom; 

~@qmaiLcom; ~@qmail.com; @qmafl,com; @qmaiLcom; @hotmail.com; @hotmaiLcom; 

@msn.com; ~rocketma~.com; 

@shaw.ca; @yahoo,corn; @yahoo,comj t@yahoo,com; ~yma~Lcom 

~gmail,com; 

Subject: Power Posing - TED TaJk 

I suggest watching this entire video clip. There’s value in this and if you axe not aware of body posture and physiological/psychological outcomes, you should be. 

Jason 

University. of North Carolhm \Vomen’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:03 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

FW: Power Posing - TED Talk 

Take a look at this and tell me what ,¢ot~ think, 
From= Jason Sisneros [mailto: @gmail,com] 
Sent= Tuesday, 3:52 plVl 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Power Posing - TED Talk 

No problem’. She has a nice quote at the end that I liked; "Fake it, until you become it." 

@shaw.ca; 

On Tue, at 3:21 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(r-~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank yo~ Jason!! 

From= Jason Sisneros [mailto @cjmail,com] 
Sent= Mtonday, 10:19 PM 
To: ~_a___o_!:_£_o____m_.; @__a__o__[:_c___o___r[_); _@_ _a_ _ _o_ ! :_ _c_ _o_ _ _n_ _~ ; i_@__a__o__[:_c___o___m__; ~__a__o__[:_c___o___r[_); _@__a___o_!:_£_o____m_.; Dorrance, Albert A IV; 

@gmail~com; ~gmail~com; _ ~gma!!~corn; @gmail.com; #grna!!~corn; _ ~gmail~com; 
@gmail.com; @gmail.com; @gmail.com; .@gmail.com; ,,~hotmail.com; @hotmail.com; 

@hotmail.com;          @hotmail.com; 
@_t_n___s_Lk_c_9___m_.;       .&r__o__c___k__e__t_m_a_ jJ_:_c___o_ Ln_ j 

@yahoo.corn; @yahoo.corn; " #yahoo.corn; @ymail.com 

~@gma!!,com; 

Subject: Power Posing - TED Talk 

I suggest watching this entire video clip. There’s value in this and if you axe not awaxe of body posture and physiological/psychological outcome~ you should be. 

TED Talk - Power Posing http;/iw~wvJed.comitalk#am,~, cuddy your bx~dy lan_~m~c sha#es who you areJatm] 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 



Direr;tot of College Programs 1 Natioual SncceJ Coaches As=,omation of Amc-rica 

800 Aim Ave, Kansas City, KS 66 i01 1 913-362-17,17 a 1015 I 9i3-362-3439 (f) 

Wisconsin Office: 920-674-439] I Cell: 

N SCAA corn I Twitter: (a)N SCA ACollege I Facebook 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 6:10 PM 

The Morehead- Cai ~ <matt~proto@unc.e& > 

@duke.edu) 

RE: Morehead-C~Jn Final Selection Weekend Banquet 

Very good! 

From; The IVlorehead-Cain [mailto: matt_proto@unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, February 26, 20:[3 5:22 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Sul~ject; Morehead-Cain Final Selection Weekend Banquet 
Dear Anson: 

We look forward to seeing you on Sunday, Narch 3, at 6:15 p.m. at the Norehead-Cain Final Selection Weekend Banquet at the George Watts Hill 
Alumni Center. You will be seated with a group of six to eight finalists who will be interested to hear about your experiences at Carolina as well as 
your work with Morehead-Cain Scholars. Attire for the event is "professional" (coat-and-tie or suit for men; and suits, dresses, etc., for women). 

We have reserved parking for you in the Rams Head Parking Deck. As you exit, please tell the parking attendant you’re with the Norehead-Cain group. 
If you have any questions, please feel free to call me or our program assistant for scholar selection, Mariah Keller, at 919-962-120:[. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Natt Proto 
Director of Scholar Selection 

This emsii was sent to anson@uncaa unc.edu by Ti~e Morehead-CNn. 
L.[r]_.s_y._b_.s__c_[j_b_£ from Tile Morehead-Cain. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:13 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

RE: IzW: housing 

I am sorry .._ I was born in the wr’ong century! (And I am sure it will happen again.) 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:08 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: FW: housing 

I just wanted to let you know that you sent this to the wrong There are two. 

Thank~ 

On 5:56 PM, Dorrance Albert A IV <anson@email unc edu> wrote" 

Are you guys committed to living in Ram Village if you receive an assignment through the Athletic Department process? (Chris, please follow up on this for me 

thank you.} 

Frora: Beth Niller [mailto:bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Senti Tuesday,               2:4-8 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A fV; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
Co: Larry Gallo 
Subject: housing 

Anson, 

Per our discussion at the meeting this morning, please confirm whether the following students received an housing assignment through the regular housing process. If 

they did not, please confirm to me by Monday,         that they are committed to living in Ram Village, if they receive an assignment through the Athletic Dept. process. 

Thanks, 

~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:32 PM 

~gmail.com> 

I~JE: 1~¢: housing 

Thank you for being so understanding~ 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Seat= Tuesday, 6:26 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= RE: PC#: housing 

That’s okay! It happens aJ1 the titne. I just wanted to make sure the fight person gets the tnessage. 

On            6:13 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" -qauson~T~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I arn sorry .... I was born in the wrong century! (,And I arn sure it will happen again.) 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, 6:08 PH 
To; Dorrance, Nbe~ A ~ 
Subject= Re: ~: housing 

I just wanted to let you know that you sent this to the wrong There axe two. 

Thank~ 

On 5:56 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a__r_Ls_q_~3@.e_n_!a__i_!:_aj3c_:e__d__t_~’- wrote: 

Are you guys committed to living in Ram Village if you receive an assignment through the Athletic Department process? (Chris, please follow up on this for me .... 

Thank you,) 

F~: Beth Hiller [ma~[to:bm[ller@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Senti Tuesday,               2:~8 PH 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Chris Ducat; Tom Bander 
¢c~ Lar~ Gallo 
Subject= housing 

A~SO~, 

Per our discussion at the meeting this morning, pl~as~ confirm whether the following students received an housing assignment through the regular housing process. If 

they did not, please confirm to me by Monday,         that they are committed to riving ~n Ram V~llage, if they receive an assignment through the Athletic Dept. process. 

Thanks, 
~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Februa~ 27, 2013 10:05 AM 

Pam Perkins <PPerkins@ussoccer.org> 

1~9;: Mailing Address 

Thank you f"am, things are good in Chapel 

From: Pare Perkins [mailto:PPerkins@ussoccer.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 6:35 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Nailing Address 
Many thanks Anson, 

Hope you are well, 

Pare 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@emaikunc.edu> 

Date: Friday, February 22, 2013 12:38 PM 

To: Pare Perkins <pperkins@ussoccer.org> 

Subject: RE: Mailing Address 

Anson 

From: Pare Perkins [mailto:PPerkins@ussoccer.orq] 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2013 3:04 PN 

To: Oorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Nailing Address 

Gentlemen, 
Earlier this week you should have received our e-mail asking you to "Save the Date" for our Centennial Weekend in June. 

A formal invitation will follow for which we will need your address. I would be very grateful if you could please e-mail me your mailing address as soon as possible. 

Many thanks as always - Pam 



Rob Kehoe 
Director of ~2oilege Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 66J_01. i 9J.3 362 J.747 x ~.03.5 I 9:[3 362 3439 

Wisconsin Of[ice: 920 674 4391L I Cell: 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAAColleRe I Facebook 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, Februa~ 27, 2013 10:20 AM 

~duke.edn> 

ILE: Morehead-CaJn Fin~J Selection Weekend Banquet 

From=                           ~duke.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, February 27, 2023 9:55 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Re: Morehead-Cain Final Selection Weekend Banquet 

On Feb 26, 2013, at 6:09 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

Very good[ 

From= The Morehead-Cain [Ln___a_j!~g_:_E)_a__#_~__r__o__t__o__@_u___n__c_:__e__d___u_] 
Sent= Tuesday, February 26, 2023 5:22 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Morehead-Cain Final Selection Weekend Banquet 

Dear Anson: 

We look forward to seeing you on Sunday, March 3, at 6:15 p.m. at the Morehead-Cain Final Selection Weekend Banquet at the George Watts Hill 
Alumni Center. You will be seated with a group of six to eight finalists who will be interested to hear about your experiences at Carolina as well as 
your work with Morehead-Cain Scholars. Attire for the event is "professional" (coat-and-tie or suit for men; and suits, dresses, etc., for women). 

We have reserved parking for you in the Rams Head Parking Deck. As you exit, please tell the parking attendant you’re with the Morehead-Cain group. 
If you have any questions, please feel free to call me or our program assistant for scholar selection, Mariah Keller, at 929-962-2201~ 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Matt Proto 
Director of Scholar Selection 

This emaii was sent to _a__n__s___o_[~_Ltlb~_u__n__c___a__a_=_u__n__c_.__e__d__u_. by The Morehead-Cein. 
Unsubscribe fiorn The Morehead..Cairl 

[<image001 ~iPg:q 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:04 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Academic Emty Warning 

Thank you Tony for jumping on this 

From; Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:28 AN 

C:c; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Academic Early Warning 

I just got notice t?om the Dean’s Office that an academic early warning has been posted to your Connect Carolina page. Its for MATtt    mad what it says is listed 

below. I suggest that you seek a meeling ruth the professor during office hours to let the profknow that you axe concerned and that you want to find out what you need 

to do to improve in the class. Also, I’d reaJly appreciate it if you would visit me in my office so that could have a conversation about your semester. 

Thanks 

Tony 

MATH 

ALGEBf~A_ AS I,nmediate Action Suggested EX Quiz/E:maninalion Perfom~ance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 11:05 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~yonn~unc.edu-~ 

ILE: Academic Emty Warning 

Thank you Tony!! 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent; Wednesday, 10:49 AM 
To: 
(:c; Dorrance, AIber~ A IV 
Subject-" Academic Early Warning 

B~aJae, 

I just got notice fiom "the Dean’s Office that an academic early warning has been posted to your Connect Carolina page. Its {br ENGI,    and what it says is listed 

below. I suggest that you seek a meeting ruth the professor during office hours to let the profknow that you axe concerned and tl~at you want to find out what you need 

to do to improve in the class. Also, if you’re not using tl~e writing tutors at the Acadetnic Center to check your papers before you submit them in class, you should be. 

I would love it if yon would drop by my office for a conversation. 

Thanks 

Tony 

ENGL                     10508ENG COMP & RHETORIC WS      Writing Skills 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:57 AM 

dip@uncaa.unc.edu 

@~nsn.com; ducm@~mcaa.unc.edu;      ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros i         ,~)gmail.com) 

1 st pitch 

Donna, 

I would love to: Wed at 6 PM. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 12:01 PM 

djp@uncaa.unc.edu 

~!duke.edn); ~msn.com; ducar,~)uncaa.nnc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
~g~na~l.com) 

1 st pitch 

Dorlrla, 

I would love to throw out the 1st pitch: Wed at 6 pm. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 1:37 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~,V: housing 

Chris, 

Check with Beth when you get back; to get her what she needs on this stuf!!! 

From= 
Sent-" Wednesday, 12:31 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: housing 
I have not received a housing assignment through the Athletic Department. 

From; Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:55 PM 
To: 
Cc= Ducar, Chris; Miller, Beth 
Subject." FW: housing 

Are you guys committed to living in Ram Village if you receive an assignment through the Athletic Department process? (Chris, please follow up on this for me 

Thank you.} 

From= Beth Miller [mailto:bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Seat: Tuesday,               2:48 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
C~= Lar~ Gallo 
Subject-" housing 

Anson, 
Per our discussion at the meeting this morning, please confirm whether the following students received an housing assignment through the regular housing process. If they 

did not, please confirm to me by ~onday,         that they are committed to living in Ram Village, if they receive an assignment through the Athletic Dept. process. 

Thanks, 
~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, February 27, 2013 1:41 PM 

@aol.com 

FW: UNT Soccer 

image003.jpg 

FYI 

From: Division I Women’s Soccer List [mailto:DiWSOCCER-L@metis3.gmu.edu] On Behalf Of Mohammed EI-Zare 

Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 1:01 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; DiWSOCCER-L@metis3.gmu.edu 
Subject: Re: UNT Soccer 

I will come and play you twice. $15,000 guarantee, plus 2 of 2014 recruits. :) 

Mohammed 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 27, 2013, at 11:56 AM, "Hedlund, John" <John.Hedlund@UNT.EDU> wrote: 

Still looking for a few games for 2014 (home or away) 

Dates available: August 24, 29, 31. Possible away tournament Sept 19-21 

Thanks, 

<imageOO3.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday,                 1:41 PM 

~live.~mc.edu> 

I~W: {DlWSOC} Assistant Opening 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ed Matz [mailto:edmatz@admin umass edul 
Sent: Wednesday,                   1 : 19 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; D1WSoc@soccerlists org 
Subject: {D1WSOC} Assistant Opening 

The University of Massachusetts is looking for a second assistant to begin this spring. This is a full time benefited position. Salary range is $25,000-$30,000 witJa additional income from club 

and camps 

I am looking for someone with experience coaching field players. 
Anyone interested please emai[ me directly. No phone calls please. 

’]?hanks, 

Ed 

Ed Matz 

[lead Women’s Soccer Coach 

University of Massachusetts 

15 NCAA Appearances 

6 NCAA Final Fours 

5 Atlantic 10 Championships 

23 All Americans 

413-_545-4343 

www top 100girlssocceracademy.com 

Help promote our game with Twitter use ~D1WS()C for News, Spring Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, February 27, 2013 2:16 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

I~E: {DlWSOC} Extremely hnportant:NCAA Legislation - Recruiting Calendaar 

.... I got it! 

From= Ducar, Chris 
Sent= Wednesday, February 27, 2013 12:10 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Re: {DIWSOC} Extremely Irnportant:NCAA Legislation - Recruiting Calendar 

We definitely have issnes with ,some of these proposals but we can discuss tbem when I get back and we’ll write something up 

Bird 

Sent farm my iPad 

On Feb 26, 2013, at 3:05 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(tbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Chris, 

What do you think of this? 

From: Robert Kehoe [mailto:rkehoe(?~nscaa.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 4:33 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; DI 

Subject: {DIWSOC} Extremely hnportant:NCAA Legislation - Recruiting Calendar 

Good Afternoon Coaches. 

In the NSCAA Convention summaQ" sent on January 24, it was stated that a priority for the 2013-14 NCLD\ legislative cycle is the discussion of 

recruiting calendars for each sport. Attached are documents recently distributed by the NCAA describing Recruiting Calendar concepts, as well as a 

specific calendar for Division I men’s mad women’s soccer to be considered. 

The NCAA is soliciting responses from coaches associations, mad to do this we would like to have each conference discuss the concepts mad proposed 

schedule, m~d then submit opiNons that roll be shaped into a position statement tbr presentation to the NCAA by March 18. Contbrence Repre~ntafives 

are being asked to coordinate a co~brence call for the discussion, so please be prepared to contribute your thoughts through thi s forum. 

As you will note in the concepts document, the NCAA is proposing 100 Recruiting Person Days p/year p/program tbr all sports (Each day of a 
tournament shall count as a Recruiting Person Day - e.g. 2 coaches attend 3 days of a tournament 6 Recruiting Person Days. Presently men’s basketball 

operates ruth 130 Recruiting Person Days, and women’s basketball with 100 - pages 46, 47 NCA~\ Division I Manual 2012-13, Wotnen’s Volleyball 

has 80 Recruiting Person Days). To evaluate this concept for soccer it would be good for each program to assess recruiting his’tory in order to quantify 

Recruiting Person Days according to the NC?u’k definition. In other words - how many Recruiting Person Days do you use? Tiffs will be important to 

include in your conference snmmao.,. 

Also, please look over the specifics of the proposed Recruiting Calendar and include this in your discussion as this roll be important in presenting in onr 

summary. (E.g. Based on current format having a Dead Period during the College Cup weekend wonld significantly impact attendance at the event and the 
perception of our sport). 

Stay tuned in fi)r communication from your conI~rence representatives, and in advance thank you tbr reviewing the information in the a ’ttachment% and fi)r 

your preparation to contribute to the national di~ussion on this very important matter. 

All the best. 

Rob 

<ATT00001.c> 

<RWG-RecruitCalLetter-F e b. 2013.pdf~ 

<RecruitCalProposal-Wm-Feb. 2013.pdf> 

Rob Kehoe 

i)ire~:tor of C~ilege Programs ’~ Natio::al Soccer Coaches Associatio:~ ~f America 

800 Ann Ave, Ka~=,as Ci*y, KS 66101 [ 913-362-]’7d7 x ]0i5 [ 9i3-362-3439 (~ 

Wiscnnsin Office: 920-67:!-4391 ~ Cell: 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: U~NSCAAColle~,e I Facebook 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 3:04 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

l~g: housing 

I will copy Tom on ~.his 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:39 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Re: housing 

Yes but check with Tom. Before I left I think he was helping the girls 

On at 10:37 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~n(i~email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

Chris, 

Ch,-:~ck wRh Beth whet~ you get back; to get her what she needs ot~ this stuffi~ 

Sent= Wednesday, ~2:3~ PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= RE: housing 
I have not received a housing assignment through the Athletic Depa~ment. 

From: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:55 PM 
To: 
¢c: Ducar, Chris; Miller, Beth 
Subject: FW: housing 

Are you guys committed to living in Ram Village if you receive an assignment through the Athletic Department process? (Chris, please follow up on 

this for me ... "Thar~k you.) 

From: Beth Miller [.~_@J~92~_tD_[[[@!@_MD_~@_@,MD_G~_M] 
Sent: Tuesday,               2:48 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Chris Ducat; Tom Sander 
~c: Lar~ Gallo 
Subject: housing 

A~SO~, 

Per our discussion at the meeting this morning, please confirm whether the following students received an Inousing assignment through the regular housing 

process, If they did not, please confirm to me bg ~onday, that they are committed to living in Ram ~ilage, if they receive an assignment through 

the Athletic Oept, process, 

Thanks, 
~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 3:06 PM 

~duke.edu) 

I~W: friday cookout at dinos 

I know has a gig Friday ..... do you know when and where? 

From: Thomas J Sander [mailto:pacrnan@unc.edu] 
Senti Wednesday, 2:47 PM 
To: @aol.com; ~aol.com; @aol.com; ’@aol.com;          @aol.com; @aol.com; 

~ernbarqmail.corn; :@grnail.corn; @grnail.corn; @grnail.corn; @gmail.com; 

~gmail.com; ~gmail.com; ~gmail.com; @gmail.com; @gmail.com; 

~gmail.com; ~gmail.com; ~omail.com; ~qmail.com; ~hotmail.com; 

@hotmail.com; @hotmail.com; 

: Dorrance, Albert A IV; 
~gmail.com; ~gmail.com; 

~grnail.com; 

@hotmail.com; 

@mac.corn; @msn.com; @rocketmail.com; @shaw.ca; 

Fava;           @yahoo.corn;               ~yahoo.com;         @yahoo.corn;       ~@ymail.com 
Subject-" friday cookout at dinos 

Team, 

We’re doing a team cookout at the Palladino’s on Friday at 7pm to welcorne next year’s recruits to Chapel Hill during their official visit. Corne one corne all! 

-Tom 

Tom S~der 

Director of Operations 

WoiIlen~s Soccer 

U~fiversi~ of NortJ~ Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 5:50 PM 

@msn.com; duca;@uncaa.unc.edu; @ao co n; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com) 

FW: Recruit Ticket Deadline - Men’s Basketball vs. Duke 

F~m: Mary Alyson Touloupas [mailto: mtouloup@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,               4:24 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A TV; Andrew Calder; Andrew DiBitetto; Sara Anundsen; Andre Williams;         Boo Gillette; Billy Lee; Brian Kalbas; Blake Anderson; Bill Palladino; Joe 
Breschi; Guy Cathro; C D Mock; Chris Fells; Christy Garth; Corey Holliday; Chris Kapilovic; C B McGrath; Chelsea Pemberton; Carlos Somoano; Dave Arendas; Derek Galvin; Dan 
Disch; Donna Papa; Dennis Papadatos; David Duggan; Chris Ducar; Eric Hoots; Eric Stefanski; Gunter Brewer; Grant Fulton; Grant Porter; Joe Haydon; Hubert Davis; Jan Mann; 
Jason Beaulieu; Matt Jednak; Joe Holladay; Josh Langley; Jeff Negalha; Jason Onyebuagu; Joe Sagula; Josh Webb; Karen Shelton; Katrina Dowd; Vic Koenning; Greg Law; Larry 
Fedora; Andrew Sapp; Marcus Berry; Harlis Meaders; Mike Fox; Mike Litzinger; Nicole Hudson; Tom Sander; Phil Barnes; Pat Myers; Eve Rackham; Angela Reckart; Rich 
DeSelm; Ron Miller; Scott Forbes; Sylvia Hatchell; Scott Jackson; Sarah Haney; Sam Paul; : Steve Robinson; Trevor Chinn; Tommy Davis; Phillips, 
Tripp; Trisha Stafford-Odom; Tracey Williams; Jenny Levy; Mark VanAlstyne; Walt Bell; Leah Wigger 
Cc: Montgomery, John R; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Bubba Cunningham; Clint Gwaltney; Vince Ille; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Rick Steinbacher; 

Tom Timmermans; Tim Sabo 
Subject: Recruit Ticket Deadline- Men’s Basketball vs. Duke 

Coaches 
On Saturday, , the men’s basketball team is hosting Duke. Since the game is typically the biggest game of the season, we feel the demand for recruit tickets might be 
very high. 
If you are planning to have recruits attend the game, please send me the number of tickets you will need by this upcoming Friday, . By having an idea of how many 
tickets are needed, the Ticket Office will be able to plan ahead and hopefully fulfill all requests. I will let you know on Monday, if we are able to fulfill your request or 

I do not need the names of the recruits and their guests on Friday (names can be submitted the week of the game). I simply need a total number of tickets. 

Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks! 

Mary Alyson Touloupas 
Assistant Director of Iqckot Operations 

University of Nor[h Carolina 

PO Box 3000 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9199622296 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:59 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

@~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros t ,a!gmail.com) 

RE: appeal 

Tony, 

Excellent (and thank you)!! Yes, we have to keep her training if we can Is there any possibility to allow her to play in spring matches even though she is in only 9 hours? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Thursday, 10:14 AM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
Sutzj ect:         appeal 

Just talked with Ann Oldham in Advising and         appeal to drop to 9 hours for this semester was approved yesterday       was just notified by email 

I’m working now on a Academic Recovery Plan that Lance Markos needs in order to file an appeal so that can practice this spring. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 2:04 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~Toun~unc.edu> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ,~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ,~!gmail.com) 

RE: appeal 

Thank you! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Sutzject: Re:         appeal 

11:28 AM 

I believe that Lance is *w)rking on an appeal that would clear her for practice and competition. I will clari(y that *vith him. 

On at 10:5 8 AM. Albert A FV I)orrance < anson@email.unc.edu> *vrote: 

Tony, 

Excellent (and thank you)!! Yes, ~ve have to keep her training if we can. ls there any possibility to allow her to play in spring matches even though she is in only 9 hours? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Thursday, 10:14 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject:        appeal 

Just talked with Ann Oldham in Advising and appeal to drop to 9 hours k~r this semester ~w~s approved yesterday, was just notified by emai[. 

I’m working now on a Academic RecoveW Plan that Lance Markos needs in order to file an appeal so that can practice this spring. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 3:12 PM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com-~ 

@~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros t         ,~)gmail.com) 

RE: inib 

Tom, 

’]?his is excellent! It is going to Sunil and our player development staff. Thank you, my friend!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tom Byer [mailto:tom(~tomsan.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:34 AM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Sutziect: info 

Anson, 

I hope things are going well :[’or you these days. I still haven’t found time for a visit back to the States! I just returned from a week in China and have been invited by the Indian Goverrwnent 
to v~sit in March to present our work on (irassroots/Youth Development. I will travel to Indonesia after that because we are launching my Academy there in the coming Month’s[ 

Thought you might like to check out this article which went online yesterday at slate.corn I tried mailing it once before but it got returned! 

http://www.slatecom/articles/sports/sports nut/2013/02/tom bger the man who made iapanese soccer a player on the world football html 

Best Regards, 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 4:16 PM 

@gmail .corn> 

IL!:;: 

:121. am will work for me if ,;ou can come to my office. 

I am happy surgery went well. S~-_~e ~,,o~ ~:omorrow!! 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1 l: 27 PN 
To~ Dorrance, Nbe~ A N 
Subject; Re: 
Hi Anson, 
Excellent will 11:00 am. work for you? We coNd meet in your office or we coNd push the time back a bit and meet somewhere t~r ~r e~-ly lm~ch. Let me know or suggest somettfing that works be~er for 
yore- calendar 
I’ll look fo~w¢ard to it. 
Tha~s. 

from: "Oorrance, Albert ~ IV" <anson@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Date: Yuesdag, ~2:~9 PM 

To: ~ma~].com> 

Yes, we had a good discussior~, What we! have to resolve is how [ can keep her when kids that: are out playi]lg her are dropped. This ~s one of t:he many leadership 

dilemma’s in trying [o cons[ruct a "[ransparent" selection process. 

[ am sure we can spend some t~me to~e[her on Friday... r~ht now that day is free [:or me. 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 9:57 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject; Re: 
Hi Anso~, 
ThN~k you for ge~ng back to me. I tmderstand fi-om tbat you and she had a productive conv~-sa~on today I haven’t had a chaJ~ce to get all of the details because I’m s~-ambling to get a numbs- of things 
nNled down before I fly out tbere tomo~-ow, but I ~md~-staJ~d that it has to do ruth      taldng on more of a leadersN p role amongst the reserves. Thank you for working ruth h~- to idenfi~v tiff s role. 
Since II1 be out there for a few days, cotfld I please get on your cNendar for 30 minutes Thursday or Friday? EmN1 is always helpful, but I’d reNly appredate the oppo~mi~- to follow up on the emails ruth a 
conversation in person. Please let me know what roll work best for you and I should be able to make it work too 
Thank you. 
DT 

from: "~orrance, Albert A IV" <an~on@ema~l.unc.edu> 

~ate: Monda% 7:18 AM 

To: ~gmail,com> 

Subje~: 

Thank you for sharing all this with me~ Obviously, I want to be fair with      without compromising our ability to recruit and compete, Perhaps I can combine an 

off the field role with preserving her roster spot since severa~ of her teammates that ~ wN probaMy release at the end of the spring are performing at Mgher ~evels 

(her ~njt~ry notwRhstand~ng) 

~ ~ook forward to seek~g you soon~ 

~: ~ma~Lcom] 

Sent: Saturday, 5:09 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 

Subject; Re: 

Hi Anson, 

Yore- email s~fised me Nld I needed some time to process it. I’ve tried to respond to yore- cmr~nenls as well as bring in some addifionN in~b~Tnalion rdevNlt to the situation. 

First, ~ you identified v~y eN-ly on,       has incre~ble character and grit. She roll do ~tyltfing l~r yo~ team, program and school. From the v~y stall, she’s wN~ted only to have a chance to d~nonstrate 

whal she cN~ do on the field when she’s heNthy for an extended p~iod of time. I believe 1hal she’s always ~mderstood the natm-e oflhe competitive cmd&on m~d how it woNd dete~Tnine the Nno~mt of playing 

time - if any - that she gets. It’s always been deN- 1hat it would be a huge chNlenge and thai she’d nev~ be one of yore- Nstest players or kSck the l:~-thest. She is, ho were, a wim~er who puls 1he team’s success 

first and has Nways l~und ways to m~e eveW team she’s played on better - bolh on and off the field. I’m not sure you’re aw~-e of tiffs, but she’s so defecated to getling beller thal in the midNe of last l:all site 

beg~ ~Nmng mlh a spfinl coach in P.Ndgh - someltdng she Nd on her own time in adNfion to 1he team’s regNar ~Nmng regitnen. 

Regarding 1his spring, giver thal Dr. Creighlon says rids procedm-e req~dres a 12 week recoveW p~od, she’ll obviously nfiss the rest of As you brow, tNs is not by dmice, ~ having rids operd~on is 

mandalory to correct her conNfion and rel~n her to good health. She is very ~mhappy about it, bul she has no choice. ’ has to be repmred. 

Specifically rega-~ng yore- commenls thal it may be best to spa~e       somehow and to find her a staff position, I l~el compelled to remind you of the ~mderstanNng thal we had two years ago, at 1he time 

ginned arhnission. The ~md~stanNng you ~td I had wtdch was detNled in several ~nails back a~d fbrth so th~-e would be no mis~md~-stanNngs ~td subsequenlly ~scussed in person bel~re 1he fN1 

season her first,nan yea~ was that      wo~dd have a roster spot fbr fbur years, but that it wo~fld be VERY Nffic~At fbr her to gel a qualib" ~nule of game time. TNs is consistenl mlh what you ~scussed 

with         - and that he confh~ned ruth you in a lbllow up call the day after you first told him thal       wo~Ad have a roster spot h~ fbm- yeas thai it was not a 1]yoat and thai she wo~fld not be cut if 

she was arhNtted. I realize you have lots of conve~alions ruth the parenls and club coaches of many girls, and I wo~fl&~’t necessarily expect you to recN1 lhese interactions above N1 oth~-s, bnl the one ttdng 

I’ve respected above all else is yore direc’mess, candor and honesly. 

As her f:alh~-, I wo~fld greatly appreciale it if you would mantNn the position you took 15vo years ago no more and no less than what was previously ~mderstood and agreed to ev~t if you’re Ninging in 

bigger classes chock fidl of nafionN team players. As a thoughtflfl, compassionate and, most impo]l~ttly, honorable p~-son, I have evwy reason to believe thai you roll. In l:act, I considered what happened last 

~N1 to be a Nrect reflection of o ~ agreem~l, wtdch is why you never heard one word fi-om me rega~Nng yo ~ decision at 1he very sta-t of 1he season not to play her the entire se~on. In yore- eyes      N&t’t 

merit a ndnute of field time and so she played the role of a practice play~- who occasionally was allowed to s~dt up lbr some g~nes. 

Allhough she dearly had hopes of getting mol~ of a look and al least some playing time, I’m s~e she never complained and continued to have 1he same positive a~tude and approach toward the coaches and 

h~- ten,mates as she always has. 

I tlri~       dese~,es the oppo~m~b, to go into this surg~7 in a positive fi-ame o f mind, work hard to rehab her      a~d get into the best shape of her life for the st~ of ball practice. As always, it’s yore- 

prerogative None as to whether she roll have a p~cfice player role or somettdng more. I ~dy hope that I still have yore- word we ca~ move fo~-m-d on the basis of the mlderstanNng and ~reement we had two 

yea~ ~o. 

I look fo~svard to hearing from you. I’m Nso avNlable to discuss in person Thm-sday, bYiday or Saku-day of next week - just let me know what’s best for yore- schedule. 

The greatest measure of your program and legacy, in t~s of contribution, may come 10 or 20 or 30 yea-s fi-om now Ple~e con~nue to give her the opposedb, to suppo~ the program by keeping her 

on the team in a player capacity for her remaimng ~o yea-s 

Thank you. 



From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ernail.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, 8:42 AM 

To: ~ g__m___a__!!_.__c___o___m__.> 

@raSh.COrn>! Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>, Bill Palladino 

~gmail.com> 

Subject: RE: 

David, 

Yes, I can’L believe aft of 

@aoLcom>, "Jason Sisneros 

a number of times over the last couple of weeks regaxding her injured aJ~d I just thought I’d check in with you. The official diagnosis is that 

bad tuck. I really like her and I can see Lhis just eating away at her. And I am happy to receive Lhis email because iL might be hard 

for      to recover in time to compete th~s spring for a roster spot (we are d~pp~ng the roster at the end of this      . So ~ wou~d ~ove for you and I to come up 

with something for      to stU~ stay connected to us ~n a staff capadty that w~lJ keep her w~th us but not put her ~n ~ pos~t~on of jeopardy competh~g w~th players 

who wU~ obv~ousiv have ~ huge advanl:~ge because they have remained heaRhy. 

Who;f: c~m we come up w~th theft wouJd embrace [:hat will save her from the ’q::ompe[:~tive (:m~Jdron" that ~s her dangerous [ate as an tmprotected ph;yer vying 

[:or a roster spot? 

F~m: @qmail.com] 
Sent; Friday, 1:23 AN 
To= Dorrance, AlbeR A N 
Subject; 

Hi Anson, 

I hope you’re doing well. 

I’ve spoken with 

which is why it lmrts so much. By the way, I’ve read that this is an especially pafinful condition for dm~cers and soccer players, two activities you know ve~7 well’. 

is understax~dably veo~ upset m~d disappointed as it has disrupted her      She feels like she keeps having these setbacks - first it was her before she even 

showed up fi~eshman year. then the     that one of the boys blasted last spring and now this. She mentioned to me that she’s told you about the inju~ and the need to 

have it surgically ~epabed. She said you were supportive and I know that means a lot to her. And, it means a lot to me as well. 

An~lhing you can do to help her push through this latest setback m~d to let her l, mow that you’re rooting for her is much appreciated. I slill vividly recall the conversation 

we had in your kitchen where you told me that you realize how special these kids are and that you’ll take care of them that means a great deal to her room and me. 

One positive thing to come out of this for me is that I’ll be heading out to Chapel ttill next week to help her out and I’ll be able to attend the team banquet the night 

beIbre I fly back to SF. I’ll look tbrward to seeing you and being able to celebrate one more time the temn’s accomplishments. 

Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 4:37 PM 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ,~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros t ~)gmail.com) 

RE: Matt robinson Touching Base 

MarL, 

I am all in with everything below~ Tell me the dates I need to protect for the Talent Code discussion. 

All the best, my friend!! 

Frera: Robinson, Natthew J [mailto: mjrobins@udel.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 9:[;8 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A N 
Subject: RE: Na~ robinson Touching Base 

Anso~ 

Sorry for de~ay on response. We are using Talent code in the course. Perhaps you could lead a d~scuss~on on Talent Code and its applica~on. What co~ld be 

possible ~s havh~g yo~ skype into st. Georges park. ~ would be there in person and could help facNtate the conversation and 

~ a~so have Hsnk on board doing a session from trsnsitb:~n~ng from coach to businessman in running a dub. 

~ am pret~:y e>:cited about do~ng the course. 

A~so, I rea~y want to get started on book. This ~dea of prirna~ ques ~s t:ascinatb~g. Are you sti~ w~Hng ~o do survey w~th your past players in Iookb~g at their profile 

and potentia~ prh~al qtJs5~ Wou~d ~ WaS gO~ng to do ~s modify what we d~d for the US Soccer study w~th the nstiona~ team pool And what we wou~d do 

profile of Female Tar Hee~ p~ayers for the past 20 years or however far you want to go back. Agshs, my tho(@~t wou~d be that wou~d be the start of the book. let me 

know 

A~[ the best 

Matt 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [ma~lto:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, 2:04 PN 
Te= Robinson, Na~hew J 
Subject= RE: Na~ robinson Touching Base 
~ got the attachmen~:s ... Sorry (~ have a new erna~l server and d~d no~: know where they were Mding.} 

F~m= Na~hew ~ Robinson 
Sent: Wednesday, ~:47 PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Ha~ robinson Touching Base 

Anson: 

I hope you are well Great seeing you in Indy. 

Wanted to touch base on two things. 

See link below we are going to offer this starting in june. We have about 25 people signed up a~ready. I would love to have you as a speaker for the course. We are 

using online technology that you can present from NC if you like. 

http:!iwww.pcs.udeLedu!soccer-managementi 

You had asked for the survey on parenting. I have two I am a~aching. One is for the parent the other is for the athlete (title reduced parenting questions). Ag~ 

it is based on research on parenting styles and the questions are related to each one of the styles. 

Lastly, Apri~ has not ok the release of the presentation. I also have three articles ready to go off the data. US Soccer paid us to do study so I have to follow her 

wishes. I think I shared a draft of an article back in December. 

Finally, ~ had to put book on back burner to get the NSCAA course up and going. But I am prepared to take proposal to a publisher if you want to discuss some more. 

All the best 

Matt 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

Professor 

Program Director, Sport Management 

Director of Sport Research, Center for Applied Business and Economic Research (CABER) 

Director of International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program (ICECP) 

Alfred E. Lerner College of Business and Economics 

University of Delaware 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 4:41 PM 

@duke.edn> 

~)live.unc.edt~ 

RE: friday cookout at dinos 

f,’erhaps I can catch the end of iL, let’s get the address so I can GPS it. I love my son!!! 

From: ~duke.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:16 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: friday cookout at dinos 

8 pm Raleigh 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:05 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ernail,unc.edu> wrote: 

I know has a gig Friday ...... do you know wh~-’_~n and where? 

From: Thomas J Sander [.Ln___a_jJ~_:_p_a_c___m___a_E@_u___n_c_:__e_c_[g] 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:47 PM 
To: @sol.corn; @sol.corn; ~L~_aol.com; @sol.corn; ~aol.com; 
Dorrance, Albert A IV; @_e_.£n___b_a__[Lq_r[)_a__[L_c__o__E_~; .@_g__m___a_jJ=c_o___m_.; @_g__m___a_jL£_o___m_.; 

. ~a)g mail .corn; ,~@g mail .corn; (c~g mail .corn; ,r@gmail.com; 
@gmail.com; @qmail.com; @small.corn; 

@qmail,com; @hotmaiLcom; @hotmail,com; " @hotmaiLcom; 

@sol.corn; 
._@ g _m__a_jJ_&__O_Ln_ j _       _@_g_E_~_a__!L_c__o__E_~; 

,~@gmail.com; _      2a)gmail.com; 
~@gmail.com; @qmail.com; 

~hotmail,com; 

@mac.corn; @man.corn; @rocketmail.com; ~shaw.ca; @yahoo.corn; 
@ y_ _a_ h _o_ _ _o_ , _c_ _ _o_ m_ ; ~y_a__L~__o__o__=_c___o___m__; .@_y___m___aj_Lc___o___m__ 

Subject: friday cookout at dinos 

Team, 

We’re doing a team cookout at the Palladino’s on Friday at 7pro to welcome next year’s recruits to Chapel Hill during their official visit. Come one 

come all! 

-Tom 

Tom Sa~der 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of Norl~h Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, Februa~ 28, 2013 5:12 PM 

@aol.com 

FW: Are you ready for summer ca~:ps? 

From: ABC Sports Camps, Registration Software [mailto:Katie=abcsportscamps.com@mai128.wdc01.mcdlv.net] On Behalf Of Registration Software ABC Sports Camps 
Sent; Thursday, February 28, 2013 11:10 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A ~V 
Subject; Are you ready for summer camps? 

Online soccer camp websites & registration 
services 

Let’s bring your camp websites 
and online registrations to the 
next level this summer! 

Gal~’~# Websi~es 

¯ .B!snders websi[e for your 

p!ogram 

¯ .top Searc!l Er!g~r!es F>,e~ulS 

ABC Sports Camps, Registration Services 
Summer wil~ soon be here, Next season’s work ~s 

abo~ [o beginu Soccer camp is everybody’s nex[ 

p~ay. Oampers are ~ookh~g now, A~e you on~h~e and 

v~sib~e to the search engb~eSu We can he~p you get 

there~ 

Check i[ out below: 

Univ of Washington W Soccer Camps 

M..e...s..sJ..a...h....c...~JJ..e.~..e....M.....s...~...c..c...e...r....c...a....m.#..s. 

FAU Soccer Camps 

Shoot me back an email with your availability or give 
me to call and we can set up an online demo! Let our 
software help run your camps while you run the 
activities on the field. 

Contact: katie @abcsportscamps.com 

http:!ia bcregistrations.com! 

Phone: 561-702-4595 

Toll Free:800-222-8152 

.t__w__[#_e__c.I to__:_~ a _r__d___~£ _ a _ £ Le__r_Ld_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:12 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

appeal 

Thank you Tony!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re:         appeal 

1 l:28AM 

I believe that Lance is working on an appeal that would clear her for practice and competition I will clarit) that with him. 

at 10:5 8 AIVl, Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

Excellent (and thank you)!! Yes, we have to keep her training if we can. Is there any possibility to allow her to play in 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Thursday, 10:14 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject:        appeal 

Just talked with Ann Oldham in Advising and 

I’m working now on a Academic Recnvery Plan that Lance Markos needs in order to file an appeal so that 

Tony 

appeal to drop to 9 hours [’or this semester was approved yesterday 

can practice this 

matches even though she is in only 9 hours? 

was just notified by email 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 5:18 PM 

Robinson, MatEhew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

l~L: Matt robinson Touching Base 

How about         ? That would be my best day. 
f h>:_q~ [orward to the draft:. 

From= Robinson, Matthew J [mailto: mjrobins@udel.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, 4:47 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 
Subject= RE: Hart robinson Touching Base 

Anson 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) 

We are in SL Georges so I wou]d say mid week of the wee]( considering we would first few days ge[ting started~ I would say maybe wed or thurs ot: 

that week that would be 

[ will do a draft: of ~:he surw~y h:~r former players for you review to see ~f you want to add or de~ete anything. 

A~ the best 

Matt 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [maJlto:anson@emaJLunc.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, 4:37 PN 
Te~ Robinson, Na~hew ] 
Co:        @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros         @qmail.com) 
Subject~ RE: Ma~ robinson Touching Base 

Matt, 

~ am a~l h~ with everytNng below. Te~l me the dates ~ need to protect for the Talent Code d~scuss~on. 

A~I the besL rny [dendH 

From= Robinson, Ma~hew J 
Sent~ Thursday, 9:58 AN 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ RE: Ma~ robinson Touching Base 

A~13on 

Sorry for de~ay on response We are ush~g Talent code in the course. Perhaps you couk~ ~ead a discussion on Talent Code and Rs app~ca[Jon. What could be 

possible ~s having you skype into st Georges park. ~ would be ~:here in person and could he~p faci~i~:ate the cor~versal:h:m and d~scusskm. 

~ a~so have Hank on board doing a session from ~ransitionb~g from coach to businessman in running a club. 

~ am pretty excited about doing the course. 

A~so, I really want to get started on book. This idea of prima~ ques ~s fascinating. Are you still w~Hng to do survey w~th your past players in IooMng at their profile 

and po~:entia~ primal ques. Would ~ was g.Nng to do b modify what we dM for the US Soccer study w~l:h the nationa~ team poo~ And what: we wou~d do ~s create a 

pro[lie o[ Female Tar Hee~ ph~yers for the past 20 years or however Jar you want to go back Again, rny thought wouM be tha~: wou~d be the s~:art of the book. Le~: me 

know. 

A~I the best 
Matt 

From= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [ma~lto:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 2:04 PN 

T~= Robinson, Na~hew 3 
Subject= RE: Nag roNnson Touchin~ Base 

~ got the a[tachments .... Sorry (] have a new emaH server and d~d not know where they were 

F~m= Haghew J Robinson [mail~:m{roNns@udeLedu] 

Sent= Wednesday, 1:47 PN 

T~= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Nag robinson Touchin9 Base 

Anson: 
~ hope you are well. Great seeing you in Indy. 

Wanted to touch base on two things. 

See link below we are going to offer this starting in june. We have about 25 people signed up already. I would love to have you as a speaker for the course. We are 

using online technology that you can present from NC if you like. 

http:i!www.pcs.udeLeduisoccer--management/ 

You had asked for the survey on parengng. I have two I am aRaching. One is for the parent the other is for the athlete (gtle reduced paren~ng ques~ons). Ag~ 

it is based on research on parenting styles and the questions are related to each one of the styles. 

kastly, April has not ok the release of the presentation. ~ also have three articles ready to go off the data. US Soccer paid us to do study so I have to follow her 

wishes. I think I shared a draft of an article back in December. 

F~nally, I had to put book on back burner to get the NSCAA course up and going. But I am prepared to take proposal to a publisher if you want to discuss some more. 

All the best 

Matt 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

Professor 

Program Director, Sport Management 

Director of Sport Research, Center for Applied Business and Economic Research (CABER) 

Director of international Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program (ICECP) 

Alfred E. Lerner College of Business and Economics 

University of Delaware 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 8:38 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: petition 

imageO01 .j pg 

I have heard that and I am very excited for you. There is another appeal going on right now to allow you to stay with your 9 honrs and train and play in 

competitive games with us. I’m hoping that goes through as well. Please know we all want to wish you eve~ success with the full team. Please email us when you are 

bored and catch ns up on eveo~thing you are up to. All the best fiom your very excited stafl~ 

@live.unc.edtc> wrote: 

Hello, 
I just wanted to let you know that the committee granted my request. I do not know what this fully means but i am happy that this process is over. Thank you so much for all 
of your help! 

From: Oldham, Ann B. [aoldham@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:36 AM 
To: Dunn, Crystal A. 
Subject: petition 

Please find attached a letter regarding your petition. 

Asst. to Assoc. Dean 

Academic ~dvising 

CB# 31~0, 1010 steele Building 

DesaripIion: 
fl~umbnail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 9:46 AM 

Steve Muldoon @aol.com> 

~nsn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros .~)gmail.com) 

RE: saturday night 

Excellent Steve! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Steve Muldoon [mailto 5a)aohcom] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:31 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: saturday night 

My speech is ready ! (;ant wait to be there Saturday night (3 o Heels! 
Steve Muldoon 
Universal Business Systems,Inc 
813-290-9206 
813-290-9406 (fax) 
800-522-9466 (toll fi-ee) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 9:48 AM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; .~aol.com; Ja~n Sisneros @gmail.com) 

I~W: petition 

pdf 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:32 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Yount, Tony 
Subject: FW: petition 

Hello, 
I just wanted to let you know that the committee granted my request. I do not know what this fully means but i am happy that this process is over. Thank you so much for all 
of your help! 

From: Oldham, Ann B. [aoldham@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:36 AN 
To: 
Subject: petition 

Please find attached a letter regarding your petition. 

~ss~. to ~ssoc. Dean 

Academic Advising 

C~# 3110, 1010 steele ~uiidlng 

9.~-84 3-86~i 

I iNi Description: 
Description: 

thumbnail 



ACADEMIC ADVISING PROGRAM IN 

THE COLLEGE of ARTS & SCIENCES 

AND TItE GENERAL COLLEGE 

214 EAST (2AMERON AVENUE 

STEELE I[~UILDING, CB#3110 
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-3110 

TELEPHONE: (919) 966-5116 
FAX: (919) 962-6888 

http:/iadvising uric edu 

@email.unc.edu 

Dear 

Your petition requesting a drop (s) of PHIL        from the current semester has been reviewed 
by the Appeals Committee. I am pleased to inform you that your request has been approved. All 
necessary paperwork regarding this request will be submitted to the Registrar’s office on your 
behalf. 

We wish you the best as you work toward your academic goals. 

Best regards, 

Gary, Miller, Chair 
Appeals Committee 



Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O~LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-, 

Friday’, March 1,2013 10:01 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

photo.JPG; ATT00001 .c 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dottie Hyde ¯ (fr)~mail.coml 

Sent: Thursday, February 28, 2013 11:40 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Ducat 
Sut~ject: 

tIope served ~2~ur balls resulting in assists to goals 97-100 to K. Martin Obtained one alsot Leading assists at HPHS. Second in goals at HPHS. 

Coach S~ewart Brown Brownste@hpisd.org. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, 10:22 AM 

~hotmail.com; @yahoo.com; ~shaw.ca; @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@aoLcom; Ja~)n Sisneros @gmaJl.com); @live.unc.edu); ~bJive.unc.edu); 

nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; ~gmail.com; ,&!gm~fil.com; 

,&!hotmail.com; (~aol.com; @gmail.com; @hotmail.com; (~bya~hoo.com; 

@gm~l.com; ~email.unc.edu; ,&)~mail.com; @grnail.corn; ,&!email.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; @hotrnail.com; ~,~b g m ai 1 .corn: @aol.corn; ’@aol.corn; 
@gmail.com; ~em~l.unc.edu; _, @gma~l,com; ~aol.com; @gmail.com; 

~rocketmail.com; ~gmail.com; @live.unc,edu; ~}yahoo,com; @ymail.com; 

~live,unc.edu 

FW: Soccer On TV: Friday, 

~.adies, 

5om~:_~ great matches thi~ weekend! Yes, ~ ~m startk~g to hear d~scuss~ons about t:hese amazing teams, We h~ve a very good ctdture ~bo~t ~ree p~aV (you guys 

dearly love the bah and love the g~m~e), And you ~re s~:art~ng to w~:(:h the game whk:h w~ll be HUGE (if we re~l~y wm~[ [:o be an elite "player dew?lopment" 

culture). As soon as aH of you would rather watch Man Uigarca [han Jersey Shore we will have arrived[ 

F~m: Soccer America [mailto:socceron~@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Friday, 4:32 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Soccer On ~: Friday, 

~ ~m~g~ 
removed by 

sender. 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

:riday, 

removed by 

sender 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

tweet This 

The USA, which already clinched a spot in the U-20 World Cup, faces Costa Rica in the Concacaf U-20 

championship semifinals on Friday _. The MLS season kicks off on Saturday. MLS games at~ broadcast 

by NBC Sports Network, ESPN2, the Univision network, and are also available with the MLS Direct Kick 

package (free the first two weekends) and online streaming with MLS Live .... Real Madrid hosts 

Barcelona in a La Liga clasico on Saturday. 

removed by 

sender. 

~,hare Thi~ 

removed by 

sender. 

(A# times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local #stings. Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

FRIDAY, 

FOX SOCCER 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying USA-CUBA (live) 6 pro. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying MEXICO-EL SALVADOR (live) 9 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy NAPOLI-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

England WOLVES-WATFORD (delay) 4:45 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy NAPOLI-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain GETAFE-ZARAGOZA (delay) 4:45 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico JAGUARES-SANTOS (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

France MONTPELLIER-STADE RENNAIS (live) 2:30 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying USA-CUBA (live) 6 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying MEXICO-EL SALVADOR (live) 9 pm. 



GOLTV 

Germany EINTRACHT FRANKFURT-MONCHENGLADBACH (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico UNIVERSIDAD DE QUADALAJARA-VERACRUZ (live) 9:30 pm. 

ESPN&com 

Mexico JAGUARES-SANTOS (live) 8:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

U=20 World Cup Qualifying USA-CUBA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying MEXICO-EL SALVADOR (On Demand) 11:59 pm= 

ESPN2 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-NORV~CH CITY(live) 10am= 

FOX SOCCER 

England CHELSEA-WEST BROM (live) 9:30 am. 

England WIGAN-LIVERPOOL (live) Noon. 

England SUNDERLAND-FULHAM (delay) 2 pm. 

England STOKE CITY=WEST HAM (delay) 4:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS HOUSTON-D.C. UNITED (live) 8 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain REAL MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 10 am. 

France STADE DE REIMS-PSG (delay) 12:30 pm. 

Italy AC MILAN-LAZIO (live) 2:40 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Engiand EVERTON-READING (live) 10 am. 

England SWANSEA-NEWCASTLE (delay) 3 pm. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-QPR (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England CHELSEA-WEST BROM (live) 9:30 am. 

England WIGAN-LIVERPOOL (live) Noon. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain REAL MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 10 am. 

Spain DEPORTIVO-RAYO (delay) 12:30 pm. 

Italy AC MILAN-LAZIO (live) 2:40 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYER LEVERKUSEN-STUTTGART (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay CERRO LARGO-NACIONAL (live) 4 pm. 

Mexico PUMAS MORELOS-CELAYA (live) 6 pm. 

UNIViSiON 

Mexico AMERICA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France STADE DE REIMS-PSG (live) 11 am. 

France BASTIA-AJACCIO (delay) 3 pm. 

Mexico AMERICA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico PACHUCA-SAN LUIS (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-TIJUANA (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

Mexico QUERETARO-MONTERREY (live) 8 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TIGRES-MONARCAS (live) 8 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-KANSAS CITY (live) 4 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-COLORADO (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS CHIVAS-COLUMBUS (livE) 10:30 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-MONTREAL (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 



England MANCHESTER UNITED-NORWiCH CITY (live) 10 am. 

Netherlands PSB-VVV VENLO (livE) 1:45 pm. 

Netherlands TWENTE-AJAX (live) 2:45 pm. 

Portugal SPORTING LISBON-PORTO (live) 2:45 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England EVERTON-READING (live) 10 am. 

England SWANSEA-NEWCASTLE (live) 10 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-QPR (live) 10 am. 

England SUNDERLAND-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

England CHELSEA-WEST BROM (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

England WIGAN-LIVERPOOL (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN2 

MLS PORTLAND-NEWYORK(live) 7:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

Australia MELBOURNE-NEWCASTLE (live) 1 am= 

England TOTTENHAM-ARSENAL (live) 11 am. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (live) 4 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (live) 7 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy FIORENTINA-CHIEVO (live) 9 am= 

France MARSEILLE-TROYES (live) 11 am. 
Italy CATANIA-INTER MILAN (delay) 1 pm. 

Italy ROMA-GENOA (live) 2:40 pm. 

Spain MALAGA-ATLETICO MADRID (delay) 4:45 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Australia MELBOURNE-NEWCASTLE (delay) 4:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England TOTTENHAM-ARSENAL (live) 11 am. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

MLS PORTLAND-NEW YORK (live) 7:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy CATANIA-INTER MILAN (live) 9 am. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALLADOLID (live) 11 am. 

Spain MALAGA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-BETIS (livE) 3 pm. 

italy ROMA-GENOA (delay) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany HOFFENHEIM-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-HANNOVER (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil SANTOS-CORINTHIANS (live)2 pm. 

Uruguay RIVER PLATE-PENAROL (live) 4 pm. 

Argentina BOCA JUNIORS-UNION DE SANTA FE (live) 6:15 pm. 

UNIVlSION 

Mexico UNAM-GUADALAJARA (live) 1 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-CHICAGO (live) 5 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France STADE BRESTOIS-LYON (delay) 9 am. 

Mexico UNAM-GUADALAJARA (live) 1 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-TOLUCA (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (live) 4 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS LOS ANGELES-CHICAGO (live) 5 pm. 

GALAVlSION 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (live) 7 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Argentina SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 3 pm. 



Mexico LEON-PUEBLA (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS SAN JOSE-REAL SALT LAKE (livE) 10 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.corn 

Australia MELBOURNE-NEWCASTLE (live) 1 am. 

England TOTTENHAM-ARSENAL (live) Noon. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

~4ONDAY~ 

ESPN2 

England ASTONWILLA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 3 pro. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain SEVlLLA-CELTA (live) 3:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain SEVlLLA-CELTA (live) 3:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England ASTON-VILLA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England ASTON-VlLLA=MANCHESTER CITY (live) 3 pm. 

Subscribe to Soccer America E-Letters. 

Friend Soccer America Facebook 

Follow Soccer America Twitter 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 
Soccer on TV for Friday, March 1, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters(~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

~movedby 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 10:40 AM 

@live.unc.e&l> 

~msn.com; ducal@uncaa.unc.edu; ,~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros i ~!gmail.com) 

RE: petition 

I KNOW you can make this team. And it sounds like you are doingall the right things. Good luck my little stud and keep us all in the IoopH! 

Fro~: 
Sent: Friday, 8:4-8 AN 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject~ RE: petition 

Hi Anson, 
I~s funny because i was just about to email you about the good news. ~ am so happy~ ~ hope they allow me ~ play in the games this semes~r because i would really hate to 
sit and wash again. Camp is going really well. ~ am learning a lot and i think i can honestly make this team in the future. I am more composed on the ball, and i do not get 
down on my self after making a mis~ke. As the games approach i will send you another update. Talk to you soon~ 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,               8:38 PM 

Subject: Re: petition 

I have heard that and I am very excited for you. There is another appea1 going on right now to allow you to stay with your 9 honrs and train and play in 
competitive games with us. I’m hoping that goes through as well. Please know we all want to wish you ever?’ success with the thll team. Please email us Mren you are 

bored and catch us up on everything you are up to. All the best tkm your very excited start[ 

Sen@’om my l~:rizo~ Wireles,~’ zig LTE DRO/D 

~il_j£.e_=_~_~n__c_:_e_ .d_ u_> wrote: 

Hello, 
I just wanted to let you know that the committee granted my request. I do not know what this fully means but i am happy that this process is over. Thank you so much for all 
of your help! 

From: Oldham, Ann B. [aoldham@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,               9:36 AM 

Subject: petition 

Please find attached a letter regarding your petition, 

Ann ©L~ham 

,4,sst. to ,4:ssoc. bean 

Academic Advising 

CB# 312p, lOlO steele Building 

Desoription: 
thumbnail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 10:45 AM 

@hotmail.com; @ahoo.com; @shaw.ca; @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~aoLcom; Ja~m Sisneros @gmaJl.com); ~live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 
nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu);       ~,@ive.unc.edu;       @live.unc.edu;          @gmail.com;             ~!gmail.com; 

@hotmail.com;           ~t)aol.com;         @gmail.com;       ~hotmail.com;         @a~hoo.com; 

@gmail.com; ~email.unc.edu; @gmail.com; ~g~nail.co~n; ,~!email.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; @hot,nail.corn; ,~bgmail.com; ~)aol.co~n; @aol.co~n; 
~gmail.com; ~email.unc.edu; ~gmail.com; ~aol.com; @gmail.com; 

@rocketmail.com; ~gmail.com; @live.unc.edu; .@ahoo.com; ~ymail.com; 

@live.unc.edu 

Cc: @tdesignsource.com; ~gmail .corn; ~greenhosp.org; ~acpub.duke.edu; 

~hotmail.com.; ~hotmail.com; @aol.com 

Subje~’t: FW: Daily Impact Journey tbr Friday, 

One of the core themes in all of our offse~son "book" discus3ions i3 ~bout this very point, if you don’t believe it you will ~,chieve very little in your life. If you 

beli~-:~ve i1: you will achiew-:~ ~-:~veryl:hir~g. 

Frora: dailyimpactjourney@humanexventures.com [mailto:dailyimpactjourney@humanexventures.com 
Seat: Friday, 9:53 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject-" Daily Impact Journey for Friday, 

This message has been scanned for 

tnalware by Websense. 

www.websense.com 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 10:46 AM 

~li~e.unc.edu> 

VW: Strike like lighming - the Celtic way 

From: Elite Soccer [mailto:paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.com] 
Sent: Friday, 9:59 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Strike like lightning - the Celtic way 

STRIKE LIKE LIGHTNING - THE CELTIC WAY 

You can win games where you do not enjoy the bulk 

of the possession by being ready to counter-attack 

quickly and decisively. 

Tony Watt bursts past 

Javier Mascherano to score 
Credit: Action Images / Lee Smith Livepic 

That is exactly what Celtic did when they beat Barcelona last November despite just 

having 16.36% of the 

For the winning goal, Celtic took advantage of a Barcelona attack that broke down 

leaving their players out of position. 

And now you can use Celtic boss Neil Lennon’s counter-attacking session with your 

team. Neil has written up it up for the new issue of Elite Soccer(out now) - 

su bscribe today and you can use it at your next training session. 

"~iii Imag ........ d by sender Subscribe to Elite S ...... today 

THERE’S MOf:~,~ THAN ONE WAY TO WIN A GAM~ OF SOCCf~R 

It is great if your team ~~ Imag ....... d by sender Stephane M’Bia p ...... David Luiz in the clash at 

can rnonopolise 
S~arnford Bridge 

possession and pass 

opponents to death. But 

unless you are 

Barcelona, there are 

times when you will 

need to have a Plan B 

and be able to counter- 

attack effectively. 

Nei~ Lennon celebrates Tony Watt’s game clincher 
Coaching the counter-                     Credit: Action Images l Carl Recine 

attack means making sure all your players are aware of their roles and ready to 

strike when possession is won. 

Elite Soccer is offering you the chance to get your hands on the very coaching 

session that Celtic manager Neil Lennon uses to drill his side in the art of the 

counter-attack. 

The session looks at counter-attacking with an overload. It schools players in what is 

expected of them when the opposition is attacking so that when the attack breaks 

down they are ready to capitalise on opposing players being out of position. 

V~th this session from Nell Lennon at your disposal, your side can remain 



dangerous even without the ball. 

We are so confident that we can improve your side’s results we offer a 100% 

__m_____o___n____e_3(____b___a____c___k___g__u___a___t___a___n___t__e____e_. on every s u bscrilption. 

And if you subscribe before midnight on Sunday 3 March, you’ll receive our 

February issue featuring a session from Harry Redknapp free. 

iXi Image removed by sender. Subscribe to Elite Soccer today 

COACHING SESSIONS YOU WON"f" FIND ANYWHERE ELSE 

Elite Soccer is the monthly coaching e-magazine published with the LMA. That is 

why we can provide coaching sessions first-hand from great managers like Nell 

Lennon and Harry Redknapp for you to use with your team 

The managers provide their sessions direct to us and we put them in a format that 

coaches at all levels can use. Once we’ve done that, we go back to the manager and 

check the session is exactly as he runs it. 

It could not be clearer, easier to use, better laid out or more authentic. And you can 

use Elite Soccer sessions with an amateur team on a Thursday evening, just as 

easily as professionals can use them at their training ground. 

And remember, if you subscribe before midnight on Sunday 3 March, you will get 

our new Neil Lennon issue and we’ll also send you our February issue FREE. 

This issue features Queens Park Rangers manager Harry Redknapp’s session 

which looks at the art of shadowing player movement and being aware of when to 

press. This offer represents your last opportunity to get Harry’s session when you 

subscribe - and it won’t cost you a penny extra! 

i.~.i Image removed by sender¯ Subscribe to Elite Socoer today 

OFFER ONLY i-%#\ILABLE FOR ANOTHER 48 HOURS! 

VVhen you subscribe before midnight on Sunday 3 March you will receive the 

March issue featuring Neil Lennon’s coaching session. This session is designed to 

get your players counter-attacking more effectively. 

AND! We will also send you our February issue with Harry Redknapp’s session that 

will improve your team’s pressing and shadowing. So hurry - don’t miss out on this 

unique opportunity to coach like Neil Lennon and receive a free issue of Elite 

Soccerfeaturing Harry Redknapp too. Please remember though that this offer 

ends at midnight on Sunday and will not be made available again. 

Image removed by sender. Subscribe to Elite Soccer today 

PLUS! EveR,, issue of Elite Soccer contains six sessions from professional 

coaches, so when you subscribe before midnight on Sunday 3 March you will also 

receive the following: 

THE ~1ARCH 2013 ISSU~.’~ FEATURING NElL LENNON: 



Nell Warnock (Leeds United) - Quick movement in the final third 

Mark Robins (Huddersfield Town) - Crossing and finishing 

Nell McDonald (West Ham United) - Midfield positions in a 4-3-3 

Jamie Hoyland (Sheffield United) - The dedicated defence 

James Russell (Gillingham) - Post-match recovery session 

by sender. 

Elite Soccer 
March 2013 

Graham Turner (Shrewsbury Town) - \~¢hen to come for 
cresses 

Mark Yates (Cheltenham Town) - Defending the second ball 

Alan Irvine (Ever[on) - Blind side runs 

Liam Bramley (Newcastle United) - Options for your number I 0 

Michael Johnson (Birmingham City) - Attacking with a spare man 

~i Image removed 
...... by sender 

Elite Soccer 
February 2013 

To get all of these sessions in one go -you must subscribe before midnight on 

Sunday 3 March. 

Image removed by sender Subscribe to Elite Soccer today 

After that you will receive an issue, featuring six sessions from professional 

coaches, on the last Wednesday of ever}, month for the duration of your subscription. 

Subscribe now- don’t fall behind your coaching peers. 

Yours in soccer, 

~i: image removed ~ysender. 

Paul Mortimer 

Head of marketing, Elite Soccer 

removed by I 

sender ~ 

Green Star Media Ltd 
Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, 
Bramley, 
Surrey GU5 0AB, 
United Kingdom 

T: +44 (0)1483 892894 (from outside the UK) 
F: +44 (0)1483 894148 
E: paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.co m 

This e-mail is private and is intended only for the addressee and any copy 
recipients. If you are not an intended recipient, please advise the sender 
immediately by reply e-mail and delete this message and any attachments without 



retaining a copy. Green Star Media Ltd. Company number 3008779. Registered in 
England, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 3:21 PM 

k.koestner@caanpuso utreachservices.com 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edtc,; @msn.co~n; ducay~!uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

@gma~l.com);       ~e~nail.unc.edu;       @live.unc.edu;       @g~na~l.co~n;         ~gma~l.com; 

~email.unc.edu; ~!live.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; @hotmail.com 

RE: Katie Koestner Presentation 

Thank you[ 

This is excelle~t, I will copy Shelley Johnson who runs our Leadership Academy and see if somehow she can help us set this up for Thursday, 

I enjoyed our chance to meet on the phone a~d ~ k)ok forward to hearh~g you speak 

F~m= Katie Koestner [mailto:k.koestner@campusoutreachservices.com] 
Sent; Friday, 2:21 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Katie Koestner Presentation 
~mpo~ance: High 

Hi Anson, 

Thank you for your time on the phone and interest in women’s empowerment and leadership. 

Please find attached my biography, press photo and main presentation. 

The donation of ~     covers my presentation fee and is through the generosity of the Triad Foundation. Please read more about the Foundation here: 

ht[£://tdad- roundation-inc.id~log~c.aidpage.com/index.b124.u138.htm#GranteesL~st 

Vd like to recommend that we hold the program on Thursday,               if possible. 

~ would be happy to meet and train with the Team Captains and Women’s Teams Coaches and the provide a program to aH the atNetes. We can tailor the message 

as you’d like to suit your goals of women’s empowerment and respectful relationships. ~ hope we can connect on Monday about details. 

Ex£ect-Respect: Presentatio~ on Healthy Relatio~sN#s and Sexual Assault by Katie Noestner 

L~st~rfing to Katie’s story ~s engsging; watching her audience listen ~s enthrsl~ing~ Students slouched ~n their sesLs when she starts not only s~t up straight w~th~n the 

first few m~nutes, but sctua~ly are ~ean~ng ~n toward her by the time she ~s providing additiona~ stories from students across the county. Katie shares a message snd 

story that go we~l beyond the moments after her program. Students have recited examples and memorable messages to her during chance meetings years ~ster ~n 

air#orts and on the street. 

Th~s is the program that has been requested by the adn-dnistrators at grown, Dartmouth, MI% Amherst, Williams, ~enyon~ West Point, the US Nava~ Academy, and 

many of our most competitive colleges for their ~ncorning students~ #~depen6ent schools such as PNll~ps An6over Academy, St. Johns, sn6 Lawrencev~lle host 

Katie each yesr. Her progrsm provides students with just the right Nend of facts, statistics, rea~sm, and thought--provoking challenges sround relationships, 

respect, a~cohoL and decision-tasking. Students warm to her engaging speaking style and administrators find her ta~k o#ens the way for reflection, he,ping to ~ay 

the groundwork ~or proactive, ~ong-term behaviora~ transformat~om 

Katie Koestner 8io-Sketch: 
Ms. Koestner has ~ectuF~d at OV~F 2000 schooIs ~n North American, ~ndud~{~ about ~00 ~{~depe{~dent schools over the last ].5 years. She has appeared on the Cover 
of T~ME Ma~az#)e, on Oprah, CNN, MTV, MSNBC, NBC N{~hL~y News, Good Morrfin~ ~rnedcs, Larry KJn~ Uve, Later Today~ Entertainment Torfi~ht, ~s the subject of 
an HBO Movie, ~s wel~ ss dozens of other RatioRa~ Rews pFO~FS~S. The US Ambasssdor to ~nd~s has ~nv~ted Ms. KoestReF to lecture for 19 d~ys ~ india, and the US 
Department o~ Defense hss hsd Ms. Koestner train their top 200 
Kat{e’s quick w~t, humor and capt{vatin~ de~iveFin~ k~ep her audiences ~hJed to every worcH Ms. Koestn~r’s w{tty, fast-paced pro~ram~ packed with a~ the 
esse{~tiM "nooks a{~d cra{~nies" of ~nfoFmat~o{~ that truly ~et students F~-th{nk~{~ their assumptions and se~F co{~fidence {n r~at{onships, is ~n h~h demand. Sh~ has 
presented to hundreds of Lop schoo{s #) North ~merJca, ~ndud{n~ Harvard, YMe, Princeton, ~rowrL Stanford, M~T, and many more. 
Katherine Koestner 
COS ~ COO 
(P) 866-966-90Z3 I (F) ~66-96~-992~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 1, 2013 3:58 PM 

Chris Ducar < @gmail.com> 

I~E: Watch this... 

From: Chris Ducar [mailto:      @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 01, 2013 3:32 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Watch this... 
.h__t__t_!~?i/_:(~?_~?y__~’outube.com/watch?v M RVcoNX3ReY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 4:53 PM 

~aol.com> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

@msn.com; duca ,~)uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com) 

RE: Progress Report 

What I have seen that I have liked was an earlier pre shot focus against the boys. I don’t know whether we could attribute this to nutrition, I would be inclined to give it to competitive fire 
Your shot stopping has been good while I have been watching The challenge has been decision making, starting position, defensive organization fi~r your backs in transition. You gave up 
some goals by being in "no man’s land" recently and this is why     took control of the position last fall. ’]?his you need to think about and address this. 

Can I get the ball? 
Is a defender close enough so I can stay on my line and protect the goal? 
Are my backs too flat while we are being shelled over the top, so should I warn them early to "drop" or should I just play keeper/sweeper since this group in front of me are dumb as bricks 
or as slow as mud? 
Etc 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: (i~)aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, 4:35 PM 
To: Greg Gatz 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Bingham, Ma~ Ellen 
Subject: Progress Report 

Hey coach, 

So I had my weekly meeting with Mary Ellen on Thursday and she said that this was the first week where I had really put all the pieces together with my nutrition. With that being said I am 
consistently at     down 4 pounds from when we started, and we are into the fifth week. Iwas curious ifyou had noticed any changes inray quickness or explosiveness when we do 
agility? Obviously I kamw that this is going to be a slow process to improve ray speed, agility and vert but I wanted to kamw if you had any thoughts so far? 

I also wanted to let you know that I am going home to       for spring break where I will be goalkeeper training at LMG Acaderay and will have full access to a top notch strength coach 
that is willing to help me do anything that you think I need to be doing over spring break...(lifting, agility sessions, fitness, mobility etc.) 

Thartk you for everything so far!t! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Saturday, March 2, 2013 1:23 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: {DlWSOC} NCAA Legislation: Recruiting Calendm Discussion 

From: Robert Kehoe [mailto:rkehoe@nscaa.corn] 
Sent: Friday, March 01, 20:t3 5:34 PM 
To; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; D:I; ncaad-i@soccerlists.org 
Subject; {DIW$OC} NCAA Legislation: Recruiting Calendar Discussion 
Good Day Coaches. 

As is indicated in the Recruiting CaJendar intbrmafion recently distributed, the NCAA is moving towayds a rnle that would allow tbr a certain number of Recrniting 

Per~m Days, with 100 now being the sample number. Also, pertaining to the calendar there will be periods designated as either Recruiting or Dead Periods, thus 

eliminating all other period titles (e.g. Contact. Quiet, Evaluation Periods), with Recruiting Periods including both contacts and evaluations. 

In review of how this will apply to our sport keep in mind that the 100 Recruiting Person days relates to the Academic C~J~endar year, not the full 12 month yem. As 

such, it would be good for each coaching s~ffto look at recruiting history and attetnpt to quantify Recruiting Person Days utilized in the course of a yem. From this we 

will have a much better idea of whether or not the 100 being recommended will be sufficient and approved. This would be good information to include in the 

conference summa~-. 
Have a great weekend. 

Rob 
Rob Kehoe 

Director of College Programs I National Soccer Coache!~ Association of America 

800 Ann Ave, I(ansas City, KS 66~0J_ i 9J_3 362 J_747 x J_0LL5 1953 362 3439 (f) 

Wisconsin Office: 920 674 439J. I Cell: 

N~.C_A__A_:._co__qj. I .T_~’~_it_~_e_g2__@_.N__~_C_ .A_A_._Col le g, e I _F_a_.c_e__b_g_o_._k. 

Help promote our g~ane with Twitter use #D IWSOC for News, Spring Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 1:32 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Ja~n Sisneros ( @gmail.com) 

l~W: Weekly 

0302soc.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, 8:46 PM 

To: I)orrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
Sut~iect: Weekly 

Coaches, 

Progress reports have just started to come in. Very few in fiact so fiar. Remember that when I have a grade indicated for a course, it is my best guess based on information from the student 
there is an "*" by the grade, that grade has come from the professor. There will be many more of those next week, and the week after spring break. 

Classes and meetings with me will continue through next Friday. Registration for fall will be our main focus when classes resume after break. I will be sending sometime in the next 10 days or 
so a list of which students are ahead of graduation pace, on pace, and behind pace and in need of summer school. 

I’ve had two conversations, one with Lance Markos about o~tr ability to provide tutoring for            this spring (we can’t offer any help at all) and with Brent Blanton about her 
eligibility for fall, if she is successful in raising her GPA to a 2.0 and be able to return to school. If that happens, she should be fine to play- if she does not compete anywhere for anyone this 
spring and surrm~er. 

I am gradually meeting more of the girls and beginning to learn about them and their academic situations. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 2:57 PM 

Gary Ireland < ~yahoo.com> 

~msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; O!aol.com; Jason Sisneros i ~!gmail.com) 

Tha~k you Gary! 

From: Gary Ireland [mailto: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Sunday, March 03, 2013 :t:2:t PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
~c: @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
Subject: Re: 

Hi Fmson, 

Ill to’ you before mid- afternoon tomorrow. 

We axe merging ruth a big club (thats the plan) in Socal 

so have been busy with tiffs. We me also thinking of hosting 

a big showcase event in Norflmrn Cal. All is going well here. 

btw D2 soccer is actually better than D1 HS soccer. All back to front but 

thats the case. The D2 schools are smaller private schools. 

is at National Camp now ruth 17’s (she and her team were kicked 

ont of High School soccer because she played with the US National team vs 

Germany) and      has now rejoined us as of today. We roll be at Eclipse and 

S ufl’this coming Sprin~Summer. 

Best Wishes 

Gay 
Garg Ireland 

(6$0) 387 4128 
~1/" Uniou FC 

Find me on Pass2M~. corn ..................................................... 

Join My Personal Blog 

~gmail.com) 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~,emaEunc.edu> 
To: Gary Ireland ¯ @yahoo.corn> 
Cc: ~_t_n__s__0_:_c_’£E!" ¯ ~_[_n___s__n__:_c___o___r[_)>; "_d_~Lc_#_!i@~Ln_£_a_/a_=_u__n__c_’~_e__d___u_." < _d___u__c_’__a_ti@__u_!?__c_’_a_~_~!_n__£:__e__d___u_ >; ~_,_a__o_J_=_c_’_O__Ln_." 

,~,g mail.com)" , .~,g mail.com> 
Sent: Saturday, March 2, 2013 10:29 AM 
Subject: RE: fyi annie kingman 

Thank you ~’or the update. \Vc love i~el good reports about our fature players. 
And of’course yot~ are ~ dcome to call a~vtime ..... now wotfld be 

From: Gary Ireland [~!~__a_j_l__t~ 
Sent: Friday, March 01, 2013 6:49 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albeit A IV 
Subject: fyi 
hi anson 

i hope all is well! here is an update on 
reluctantly played hs soccer this season but we did work with her weeMy and will get her bacl~ on monday. 

she has fallen off a little since the fall (as every player does) and HS soccer is a shambles. (half of our players didnt play) 

but she did play for a decent hs team and will play with 4 of our players in the final of bay area HS champs on sat. see article below. 

got brought up. good kid! id like to ,speak in person when you get some time. when is a good time to chat for you ? 

best wishes 

~_,_a___o_J_&o__Ln_>; "Jason Sisneros 

gary 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 3:03 PM 

@aol.com> 
@msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com) 

RE: senior speech 

I foved it too AND because this speech from you was in it!!! 

From; [mailto: @aol.com] 
Sent; Sunday, 6:3.5 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Fwd: senior speech 
thank you so much for an awesome banquet and an even better four years, i meant every word i said in this speech, hope to see you soon :) 

.... Original Message .... 
From: @aN.corn> 
To: (~..aol.com> 
Sent: Sat, 10:10 am 
Subject: senior speech 

When I think about the past four years and having the opportunity to play here, one word 
comes to mind BLESSED. 

Blessed to be able to play for the best team in the country. 
Blessed to come to the greatest school of all time. 
Blessed to call this group my second family. 
Blessed to play on the same field that players like played on. 
Blessed to spend every day with my 30 best friends. 
Blessed to play for the best coaches in the world. 
Blessed to win two national championships. 
Blessed to play with some of the greatest players to ever play the game. 
But most importantly, blessed to find the true meaning in life. 

Growing up, playing here was always a dream of mine. Although, it was a dream I 
never thought would come true. I knew that this was the greatest soccer dynasty 
in the world and it would be a stretch to be able to be a part of it. When Anson 
asked me to be a part of this program, there was no way I could turn down this 
opportunity. 
Coming in as a freshman, I thought that this program was strictly soccer. I thought 
that these girls and these coaches only cared about soccer and your development 
as a player. Upon my arrival to Chapel Hill, that idea was quickly changed. I 
realized that the players on this team and the coaches cared about your character 
more than your development as a soccer player and I am so thankful for that. 
When I came in as a freshman, I didn’t know what a "core value" meant much less 
how to live them out each day. Throughout my four years here, I got to play with 
amazing players but I also got to be around some of the greatest people in the 
world. People like                      and                  who live 
each core value day in and day out. After watching these girls and their positive 
outlook on life, I knew that living each day like they do was my ultimate goal. 
Before my senior year, I met with Anson and we discussed my role on this team. 
He told me that it would be very difficult for me to get large amounts of playing time 
due to the talent of the incoming freshman class. It is really hard not contributing to 
a team on the field, and having to figure out a way to contribute from the sidelines 
but this was the biggest blessing over my four years. This is when I made the most 



important decision: to focus on living out the core values. It was this year that I 
realized what each core value means and the importance of each one. I want to 
publically thank Anson for allowing me to truly find myself the past season. You 
allowed me to focus on the things that really matter in life and for that, I am forever 
grateful. 
I also want to thank my teammates. I know everyone comes up here and says this 
but you truly are the most amazing group of girls in the world and I am so thankful 
to call each of you my best friends. You are the most humble, caring, thoughtful 
group of girls and I have been blessed to be able to spend each day with y’all for 
the past four years. There were times when I doubted myself and didn’t know if I 
wanted to continue playing. You are the people that kept me coming back. I 
couldn’t imagine passing up one single day of being with you. Every day has been 
a blessing and I cherish each moment I spent with each one of you. 
Anson, Dino, Ducar, Tom and Cindy: Thank you all for giving me the opportunity 
to play here. I have dreamed of this experience since I was 6 years old and you 
allowed me to live out my dreams. You all truly are the best coaches in the world 
and I am humbled to have played for each one of you. This experience was far 
greater than anything I ever dreamed up. You all have built a dynasty and I am so 
thankful to have been a part of it. It changed my life and to each one of you I am 
forever grateful. 
I also want to thank the Athletic Trainers. You all are the best support system we 
could ever ask for. You have been there whenever we need you and I have been 
so thankful for that. Nicole, when I tore my ACL sophomore year, my life unfolded 
before me. I cannot imagine going through rehab with anyone but you for 8 
months. Your smiling face and positive attitude got me through that time and I 
cannot thank you enough. 
Thank you to the managers and our Boys: your hard work behind-the-scenes does 
not go unnoticed and just know that we are all so thankful for that. You do not get 
the credit you deserve but this team would not be the same or as successful 
without each one of you. 
And finally, my family. You have been the best support system anyone could ask 
for the past 22 years. Thanks to each one of you, I can say that I am living out my 
dream. You made this dream a reality and have been there for me throughout the 
entire journey. Through the smiles, laughs, and tears you were there. You pushed 
me to be the best daughter, sister, athlete and person my entire life and I am so 
grateful for that. I cannot put into words how thankful I am for each one of you. I 
love each of you so much. 
Thank you to everyone in this room for the support over the past four years. I have 
learned so much about myself and I am so grateful for each day I got to spend with 
each one of you. Thank you for allowing me to represent this University; it truly is 
the greatest place in the world. 
Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP1ENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-, 

Monday,             3:06 PM 

@gmaJl.com> 

ILE: nay speech 

Thank you ..... britlia~t! What a wonderf~ evening!!! 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 

Sent: Sunday, 6:45 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: my speech 

It’s attached, I can’t believe it’s over!! 

Feeling nostalgic today... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 3:21 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Ja~n Sisneros ( @gmail.com) 

I~W: my speech 

SENIOR SPEECH FINALIZED.docx 

From: [mailto: 
Sent-" Sunday, 6:45 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" my speech 

It’s attached, I can’t believe it’s over!! 

Feeling nostalgic today... 

@gmail.com] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 3:33 PM 

@live.nnc.edu-~ 

ILE: Player Conference 

Yes I do. What time is good fo~ you? 2:30 pr~?? 3:00 PM? 

From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, I:t:43 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Player Conference 
Hey Anson! 
Do you have any time to meet on Wednesday? Let me know! See you tomorrow. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 3:53 PM 

mberrebi@mix.wvu.edu 

@email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 

.~!e~n~l.unc.edu;           @hotmail.com; 
(        @g~naJl.com) 

RE: NCAA Division I Soccer Study 

@gmail.com;         @gmail.com;     @ema~l.unc.edu;      @live.unc.edu; 

~.~bmsn.com; ducar@uncaa.nnc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

Michael, 

I will send this to my Leadership Council With the e×ception of who starts and plays, they" make the decisions for our team. Ladies, what do you think? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: survey-noreply@smo.sup~eymonkey.com [mailto:surve~/-norepb/~smo.surveymonkey.com] On Behalf Ofmberrebi@mix.wvu.edu via surveymonkey.com 
Sent: Monday, 8:31 AM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~iect: NCAA Division I Soccer Study 

[)ear Coach Dorrance, 

Hello, my name is 2/lichael Berrebi and I am a PhD student in the Sport & Exercise Psychology program at West Virginia University. I am currently" completing my internship with the WVU 
women’s soccer team under Coach Nikki Izzo-Brown. This experience has spa~ked my ~ntrigue in the athlete leadership-cohesion relationship, the basis of my master’s thesis research. 

You are receiving this cmail as a follow-up to an email I sent a couple of weeks ago regarding tW research study on NCAA Division I soccer players. Specifically, tW thesis will investigate 
gender differences between the ways in which athlete leaders influence a teanr’s overall cohesion. 

If you are interested in having your athletes participate, all it would require would be to forward the survey link below to your athletes. The electronic sua~’ey will take approxiraately 10 
nrinutes to complete. No attempt will be made to identify- individual athletes based on their responses. 

If you choose to allow your athletes to participate in the study, please just send me a quick reply that you have forwarded the link to your athletes. For your assistance, I will send you the 
findings of the study as well as some infornrational resources regarding team cohesion and efl;ective leadership. 

Thank you very- much for your time. 

Sincerely, 
Michael Berrebi 

*** Survey Link: http://w~’.smwcvmonkev.com/s/NCAAD1 SoccerStudv 

Michael Berrebi, B S. 
Sport & Exercise Psychology Graduate Student 
West Virginia University 
http://www.survevmonkey.com/s.aspx?sm gpfeKxiDSEPl~2OmkZ1Hl~k 3d 3d 
Phone: (304)-276-9580 
Email: mberrebi@mix wvu e&a 

Dr. Ed;vard Etzel, EdD. 
Principal Investigator 
Phone: (304)-293-7062 
Room 275A Coliseum 

Email: Edward. etzel@mail wwu edu 
http://wwwsurveymunkev.comioptout.aspx?sm gpfeKx~DSEPhf2On~hZ1HnA 3d 3d 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -~/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday,             3:59 PM 

@mailbox.ciu.edu~ 

ILE: Speech 

You are an amazing woman and I am so happy you choose to come across the count~z to play for 

And ?’our speech, and its performance, was brilliant’.! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: 

Sent: Monday, 9:22 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Speech 

@mailbox.ciu.edu] 

Hey Anson, 
Thank you so much for a wnnderfu[ banquet saturday I think as a senior it put a lot of clnsure on being done and really highlighted the best memories nf my past four years here-memories 
that I will cherish for many years to cnme. Thank you f~r hnac~ring us in this way. You asked for my banquet speech so I have attached it here. I had sn much fun saturday Thank you 

again!! 



F~Oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday,             3:59 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Ja~n Sisneros ( @gmail.com) 

I~W: Speech 

SeniorSoccerSpeech.docx 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mai/to: 

Sent: Monday, 9:22 AM 

To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Speech 

@mai b( x c uedul 

tIey Anson, 
Thank you so much for a wonderful banquet saturday. I think as a senior ~t put a lot of closure ~n being done and really highlighted the best memories of my past four years here-memories 
that I will cherish [’or many years to come Thank you for honoring us in this way You asked [’or my banquet speech so I have attached it here I had so much fun saturday. Thank you 

again ! ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, March 4, 2013 4:01 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: {DlWSOC} Recruiting Calendar Info~marion 

From: Robert Kehoe [mailto:rkehoe@nscaa.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 i0:17 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; D1; ncaad-i@soccedists.org 
Subject; {DIWSOC} Recruiting Calendar Information 
Good Day Coaches. 

Follomng is intbrmation sent late afternoon on Friday, with one piece of detail added (see underlined section). 

As is indicated in the Recruiting CaJendar intbrmafion recently distribnted, the NCAA is moving towayds a rule that wonld allow tbr a certain number of Recruiring 
Person Days, with 100 now being the saJnple number. Also, pertaining to the calendar there will be periods designated as either Recruiting or Dead Periods, thus 

eliminating all other period rifles (e.g. Contact, Quiet, Evaluation Periods), with Recmiring Periods including both contacts and evaluations. 

In review of how this roll apply to our sport keep in mind that the 100 Recmiring Person days relates to the Academic Calendar year, not the full 12 tnonth yem. (Yhe 

Academic Year is det:ined as that which SUFFOunds a colfe~iate institution’s academic year t:rom fall semester staFt date through spFing semesteF fi~af exams}. As 
such, it would be good for each coaching s~fl’to look at recruiting histo~’ m~d attempt to quanti~ Recruiting Person Days utilized in the course of a yeaz. From this we 

will have a mnch better idea of whether or not the 100 being recommended roll be snfficient and approved. This would be good information to include in the 

conference summmy. 

All the besl. 

Rob 
Rob Kehoe 
Director of College Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

g00 Ann Ave, Kansas Citv, KS 6~101 i 913 362 1747 x 1015 I 913 362 3439 (f) 

Wisconsin Office: 920 674 4391 I Cell: 

NSCAA.com I rwitter: @NSCAACollege I Facebook 

Help promote our game ruth Twitter use #D IWSOC for News, Spring Results 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, March 4, 2013 4:24 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Ja~n Sisneros ( @gmail.com) 

VW: Rules 

From: Peter Albright [mailto: palbrigh@richmond.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 20:[3 :[:[:34 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Robert Kehoe; D:[ 
Subject: {D:[WSOC} Rules 

Hi Everyone, 

You received an mail with a NCAA rules survey today. VVe are at a point in our history where Ln_____a_____n__y._ of 

the leaders of our sport believe that it is time to take a look at the substitution rules. While I am sure 

that we all hold many opinions about what might be best, I encourage you to keep an open mind to 

change, and consider the POSSIBILITY that limiting substitutions MIGHT be good for the game of 

Women’s Division I soccer° 

-[his is an opportunity, I believe, to make a change that ceuMadd emphasis to the technical and 

tactical qualities of teams and players, and lessen the emphasis on ~ame at a pace that 

g.~.D...~.!?.!.~L..i9.~...5.~.5.~.~.!..~.~.~...b:£:[.[..e..g.~.~.!?.[.5.~..b.5~.~.~.!.9.D.. This is our game. I encourage each of you to look at 
the "big picture" and help make it better. 

RespectfLdl% 

Peter 

Head Women!s 5occe! Coach 214 ROBC 
University o1: Richr~lond 

Virginia 2:}173 

tel: 804 287 6013 

palbrigh@richmondredu fax: 804 289 8820 

www,nch mondsp~ders,com mobile: 

Help promote our game with Twitter use #DlWSOC tbr News, Spring Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:28 PM 

Street~, Shelly <sjgreen@email.nnc.edtr~ 

EW: Speech 

SeniorSoccerSpeech.docx 

Can you print this for me? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, 9:22 AM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Speech 

(~mailbox ciu edu] 

Hey Anson, 

Thank you so much for a wonderful banquet saturday. I think as a senior it put a lot of closure on being done and really highlighted the best memories of my past four years here-memories 

that I will cherish [’or many years to come Thank you for honoring us ~n this way You asked [’or my banquet speech so I have attached it here I had so much fun saturday. Thank you 

again [ [ 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, March 4, 2013 4:36 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

bW: {D1WSOC} Very Important: NCAA Playing Rules Survey 

From: Robert Kehoe [mailto:rkehoe@nscaa.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 20:13 :t2::t5 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; D:t; DIIWSOC@soccerlists.org; ncaad-i@soccerlists.org; NCAAD-II@soccerlists.org 
Subject; {D:IWSOC} Very Important: NCAA Playing Rules Survey 
Hello Coaches. 

Following is a link to an NCAA playing rules survey that was sent by the NCAA to head coaches that includes questions on substitution rules, overtime, and a t~w 

other items being considered by the Soccer Rules Committee in preparation for the 2014 season. Both head and assistant coaches are invited to offer opinions. The 

deadline for completion is Friday, March 29. 
Rule Survey Link: Rules su~ve2 

It is ve~y important that this sm,~ey is completed as the future of college soccer will be shaped by the ~’dles that govern the game (e.g. 1992 - the change in the back 

pass to the goal keeper role). Thank you in advance for investing some time to offer your opinions. 

All the bes~. 

Rob 
Rob Kehoe 

Dir~!ctor of College! Programs I National Soccc!r Coaches Association of America 
8,00 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 66]01 i 913 362 1747 x 10J.5 191.3 362 3439 (f) 

Wisconsin Office: 920 674 439J. I Cell: 
I’:J_~.C_A__A_:._co_B). I .T_w_it_~_e_F_L_C~_N__~_C_ .A_A_._Col le ge I _F_a_.c_e__b_9_q._k. 

Help promote our game with Twitter use #D IWSOC for News, Spring Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, March 4, 2013 4:55 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: {DlWSOC} Playing Rules Survey - Now Open To Assistant Coaches 

From: Robert Kehoe [mailto:rkehoe@NSCAA.COM] 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 2:48 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; DI; DllWSOC@soccerlists.org; ncaad-i@soccerlists.org; NCAAD-ll@soccerlists.org 
Subject: {DIWSOC} Playing Rules Survey - Now Open To Assistant Coaches 
Coaches. 

I contacted the NCAA re. the Playing Rules survey and they have now added assistant coaches to the selection option~ and invite their contributions. Please let yonr 

assistants know that they ca~ complete "the snrvey through the tbllomng links, rules survey or https:i!ncaa.qualtrics.comiSF_!?SI D=SV 9GdQffDmMQdtMc5 

The sur~’ey is obviously pro~npting ma=y ~esponses, which in addition to being shared with colleagues through the listserv, should be included in the connnent a~rea on 

the formal survey so the ideas/concerns axe viewed by the Soccer Rules Committee. Thank you for your parlicipation. 

All the best. 

Rob 
Rob Kehoe 

Director of College Program~ I National Soccer Coache!~ A~ociation of America 

8,00 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 66~ 0:i_ i 93.3 362 3.747 x 3.0~.5 I 91.3 362 3439 (f) 

Wisconsin Oflice: 920 674 4392 I Cell: 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: ~NSCAAColle~e I Facebook 

Help promote onr game with Twitter use #DIWSOC fi)r News, Spring Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:08 PM 

@unc.edu> 

1~: NC.A~\ Division I Soccer Study 

OK, you are in charge!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 5:07 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: NCAA Division I Soccer Stud?- 

lets do it! 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [ansun@email uric edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:53 PM 
To: mberrebi(~m 5"~. wvu.edu 
Cc: ~gmail corn; ?~gmai[. corn; 

~@hotmail corn;         @msn corn; Ducar, Christopher;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros (          ~gmail corn) 
Sut~iect: RE: NCP~k Division I Soccer Study 

Michael, 

I will send this to my Leadership Council With the e×ception of who starts and plays, the?" make the decisions for our team. Ladies, what do you think’? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: survey-noreply@smo.sup~eymonkey.com [mailto:survey-noreply~smo.surveymonkey.com] On Behalf Ofmben-ebi@mix.wvu.edu via surveymonkey.com 
Sent: Monday, 8:31 AM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~iect: NCAA Division I Soccer Study 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

Hello, my name is 2/lichael Berrebi and I am a PhD student in the Sport & Exercise Psychology program at West Virginia University. I am currently completing my internship with the WVU 
women’s soccer team under Coach Nikki Izzo-Brown. This experience has spa~ked my ~ntrigue in the athlete leadership-cohesion relationship, the basis of my master’s thesis research. 

You are receiving this email as a follow-up to an email I sent a couple of weeks ago regarding my research sturdy on NCAA Division I soccer players. Specifically, my thesis will investigate 
gender differences between the ways in which athlete leaders influence a team’s overall cohesion 

If you are interested in having your athletes participate, all it would require would be to forward the sur~ey link below to your athletes The electronic survey will take approximately 10 
minutes to complete. No attempt will be made to identify- individual athletes based on their responses. 

If you choose to allow your athletes to participate in the study, please just send me a quick reply that you have forwarded the link to your athletes. For your assistance, I will send you the 
findings of the study as well as some informational resources regarding team cohesion and efi;ective leadership. 

Thank you ve~- much for your time. 

Sincerely, 
Michael Berrebi 

*** Survey Link: http://w~’.smwcymorgcey.com/s/NCAAD1 SoccerStudy 

Michael Bcrrebi, B.S. 
Sport & Exercise Psychology Graduate Student West Virginia Universi~ http://www.sur,~evmonkev.com,’s.aspx?sm ~l~feKxiDSEPhf2OmhZ1Hrvk 3d 3d 
Phone: 

Email: mbcrrcbi@mix.v~¢a, edu 

Dr. Ed;vard Etzel, EdD. 
Principal Imzestigator 
Phone: (304)-293-7062 
Room 275A Coliseum 

Email: Edward. etzel@mail wwu edu 
http://wwwsurveymunkev.comioptout.aspx?sm gpfeKx~DSEPl~2On~hZ1HnA 3d 3d 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:53 AM 

@gma~l .com> 

I~E: 

You are a good kid, no reason to apologize. We need you Thursday, get better! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto:" @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 6:56 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hey Ans, 
I want to apologize for my selfishness today I tried pushing through the pain I was feeling and because of that the qualiW of practice went down. It wont happen again. On a side note, I 
just wanted to let you know how much I appreciate my teammates and for looking our for me not just today but in general. And that I am honored evelyday to call this team my family. 
See you at practice tomorrow, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:58 AM 

Maxilou McFarlane < @gmail.com> 

ILE: SportsBoard UNC Soccer Scout Invoice 

Thanks Maritou .,_ I will ask Dino to be our’ point per’son on this 

From: Marilou McFarlane [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday,             7:49 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 11/; Dino Davanzo; Ducar, Chris 
Cc: Jack Dagley; Steve Nelson 
Subject: Fwd: SportsBoard UNC Soccer Scout Invoice 
Great lunch today, Anson, Oino and Steve. We missed you, Chris. but know you were taking care of important business, ttope your day with our prized recruit was 

great! We axe still planning on a post-event meeting with yon on Wednesday to show you how to corral and present all of your notes from these recent scouting events 
as you would like. 

Not only did I enjoy the time to hear about the team and especially appreciated hearing about     , I’m thrilled that you all see the benefits and the potential for what 

SportsBoard can do for the program. After meeting with Eric Hoots in the Dean Dome, who wants 4 subscriptions right away, I had a great meeting with Betl~ Clint 

and LarD" and they axe excited as well. Of course, they would like to speak with more coaches for feedback before they commit to multiple users so we are setting up 
webinars to introduce SportsBoard to all the interested coaches asap. 

To get our soccer program started asap, please see attached the invoice for 3 users for the soccer program. 3 users will be good especially for the camp coaches --- 

they all feed into one central database of UNC campers. Would you please let me know who takes care of an invoice such as this? I’m happy to follow up with Tom or 

whoever else to facilitate getting you dialed in. 

Once we aacertain in the coming weeks how many Carolina programs will want to adopt SportsBoa~d, we can prorate each program back accordingly to reflect the 

volume disconnt that will occnr. (Or have the athletic program jnst pick it up for all. :-) ) 

Dino, let’s talk asap about the camps... I’m psyched to work with you to can incorporate a video and pdf eval tbr all of your summer cmnpers that will easily add 

measurable value to the campers and their paxents. Let’s see how we can stoke that fire mad keep your camps growing. 

You guys are the best. The spirit and energy at the banquet Saturday night was indescribable for me and I’m so happy I was there with . Next yea:r, Crafig comes 

too, without a doubt! I think you’ll see a lot of us this fall. :-) 
Thank you! For eveL-,4hing! 

ML 

Marilou McFarlane 

VP Business Development 

SportsBoard 

O: 530.323.0202 

C: 

F: 415.532.3234 

www.sportsboard-win.co m 

"iPad and iPhone Player Assessment Solutions" 

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! 

Notice: The information contained in this message is intended only for use 

of the individual(s) named above and may contain confidential, proprietary 

or legally privileged information. No confidentiality or privilege is 

waived or lost by any mistransmission. If you are not the intended 

recipient of this message you are hereby notified that you must not use, 

disseminate, copy it in any form or take any action in reliance of it. If 

you have received this message in error please delete it and any copies of 

it and notify the sender immediately 

Begin tbr~va~ded message: 

From: Jack Dagley <iack,dagley@sportsboard-win.com> 
Subject: SportsBoard UNC Soccer Scout Invoice 
Date:             3:01:36 PM PST 
To: Marilou McFarlane < @sportsboard-win,com> 
Hi Ivlarilou, 
Attached is an invoice for UNC wsoc for 3 users that you can forward to Chris/Anson when appropriate. 

Regards, 
,Jack Dagley 
Inside Sales 
SportsBoard 
p: 530 323 0202, ext 7007 
c: 
f: 415 532 3234 
www.sportsboard-win,com 

"iPad and iPhone Player Assessment Solutions" 

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! 



Notice: The information contained in this message is intended only for use 
of the individual(s) named above and may contain confidential, proprietary 
or legally privileged information. No confidentiality or privilege is 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <:/O-UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 3:45 PM 

Shannon Serre <           @mindspring.com> 

I~E: Disciplinmy Council Reminder - Tuesdw at 7:30 PM 

Yes, all set! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Shalmon Serre [mailto: <a~.q~)mindsprina. com~] 

Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 8:41 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Harlos; Scott Kelly; Brad Kramer 

Subject: Disciplinau Council Reminder - Tuesday at 7:30 PM 

Brethren, 
A reminder about the disciplinary council tomorrow evening at 7:30 PM in the High Council room of the Stake Center. Thank you for your willingness to serve and I will see you tomorrow 

evening 

Shannon 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 3:46 PM 

~duke.edu) 

I~W: Disciplinmy Council Reminder - Tuesday at 7:30 PM 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Shannon Serre [.rnailto: @mindsprin~.com] 

Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 8:41 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Harlos; Scott Kelly; Brad Kramer 

Subject: Discipbnap)~ Council Reminder - Tuesday at 7:30 PM 

Brethren, 
A reminder ab mt the disciplinary council tomorrow evening at 7:30 PM in the High Council room of the Stake Center. Thaak you for your willingness to sep~e and I will see you tomorrow 

evening 

Shannon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 3:53 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

FW: {DlWSOC} U 17 USWYNT Cmnp Schedule Chauge 

From: Robert Kehoe [rnailto:rkehoe@nscaa.corn] 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 i0:26 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; DI; DIIWSOC@soccerlists.org 
Subject: {DIWSOC} U 17 USWYNT Camp Schedule Change 
Coaches. 

The U 17 Cmnp iu Chula Vista has a chm~ge of schedule. The Friday, March 8 Intersquad game scheduled tbr 11 am has been changed to 4 pm and will be played 

against a boys team. 

Rob 
Rob Kehoe 

Director of College Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas City, I<S 6610i i 913 362 1747 x 10iS 1913 362 3439 (f} 

Wisconsin Office: 920 674 439~ I Cell: 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAACollege I Facebook 

Help promote our game with Twitter use #DIWSOC Ii~r News, Spring Results 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 3:55 PM 

David Thompson <              @gmail.com> 

@raSh.COrn; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; ~!aol.com Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com) 

RE: You Were Completely Right! 

Grea[ collection of seniors ._ I enjoyed it to, tharfi< you! 

From: David Thompson [mailto: @gmail,com] 

Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 10:Sl PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: You Were Completely Right! 
Hi Anson, 
The banquet was awesome in every possiNe regard{ I ~joyed myself immensely. 
Tha~gs. DT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:42 PM 

@live.unc.e&~> 

~)unc.edu> 

RE: NCAA Division I Soccer Study 

VeW good let’s do it ..... get together with and you guys get it done for us! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:23 AM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Sutzject: Re: NCAA Division I Soccer Study 

Anson, 

I think this survey is worth doing because it supports leadership qualities, which we emphasize so much on both the individual and the team level Also, the survey will hardly take any time 
to :fill out. 
’]?hanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On ¯ at 3:53 PM, "I)orrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Michael, 
> 

> I will send this to my Leadership Councih With the exceptinn of who starts and plays, they make the decisions for our team Ladies, what do you think? 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> t"rom: survey-noreply@smo surveymonkey.com 
> [mailto:survey-noreply@smo.surveymonkey.com] On Behalf()[" 
> mberrebi@mix.ww~, edu via surveymonkey, corn 
> Sent: Monday, 8:31 AM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: NCAA Division I Soccer Stu@ 
> 

> Dear Coach Dorrance, 
> 

> Hello, my name is Michael Bet~ebi and I am a PhD student in the Spolt & Exercise Psychology program at West Virginia University. I am currently completing ray internship ~vith the WVU 
women’s soccer team ~der Coach Nikki Izzo-Broxvn. This experience has sparked my- intrigue in the athlete leadership-cohesion relationship, the basis of my master’s thesis research. 
> 

> You are receiving this email as a follow-up to an entail I sent a couple of weeks ago regarding ray research study on NCAA Division I soccer players. Specifically-, ray thesis xvill investigate 
gender differences between the xvays in which athlete leaders influence a team’s overall cohesion. 
> 

> If you are interested in having yore athletes participate, all it would require would be to forward the s~,~ey link beloxv to yottr athletes. The electronic st~,~ey will take approximately 10 
minutes to complete. No attempt will be made to identi£¥ individual athletes based on their responses. 
> 

> If you choose to allow your athletes to palticipate in the study, please just send me a quick reply that you have forwarded the link to your athletes. For your assistance, I will send you the 
findings of the study as well as some informational resources regarding teara cohesion and effective leadership. 
> 

> Thank you ve13~ much for yore time. 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> Michael Bet*ebi 
> 

> 

> 

> 

>*** Survey Link: http://wvav.surveymonkey.comis/NCAAD1 SoccerStudy 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Michael Berrebi, B.S 
> Sport & Exercise Psychology Graduate Student West Virginia Umversity 
>http:/i~vww.surveymonkey.colrdsaspx?sm gpfeKx~DSEPhf2OmhZ1HnA 3d 3d 
> Phone: (304)-276-9580 
> Emaih mberreN@mix.w,m.edu 
> 

> Dr. Edward Etzel, Ed.D 
> Principal Investigator 
> Phone: (304)-293-7062 
> Room 275A Coliseum 

> Email: Edward. etzel@maih ~a. edu 
>http://w~vw.sulv’evmonkev com/optout aspx?sm gpfeKNDSEPbf2OmhZ1Hl~k 3d 3 
>d 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 5:36 PM 

Anthony Silva ~anthony.silva@cumberlandschools.org> 

( @hotmail.com); @aol.com 

RE: Formation Queslion 

Anthony, 

We will play both systems based on our opponent and the quality of o~r reserves, I would love to teach you Ek;[R’~%HING we do. P~ease consider bringing your 

team to Te~m Camp this s~u~mer, Check it out: WWW.ncgsc.com ..... ca~ me if yo~J want to chat about the camp or have ~nother question ~ike the one raised ~n this 

ema~l: 

F~m= Anthony Silva [mailto:anthony.silva@cumberlandschools.org] 
Sent= Tuesday, Narch 05, 20~3 9:~8 AN 
ge= Dorrance, Nbe~ A N 
Subject= Formation Question 

Anm~ 

I was lucky enough R~ view the pmsen~fion you gave at the Champions Coaching Clinic at Mohegan Snn a t~w years ago. I was intrigued by the 1-3-4-3 

and implemented it during the tligh School soccer season. I w~ just wondering what made you switch to a 1-4-2-3-1 for a t}w games. I read on ESPN that it was 

becau~ of taJent level office other team w~ capable of exploiting your b~k line. Do you see yonmelf completely switching to a 1-4-2-3-1 or going back to fl~e 3 

back system during ne~ years ~ason. 

ThaWs for >~ur time, 

~ony Silva 

Cumberland N 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:51 PM 

wendy .paJladino@ wellslhrgoadvi sors.com 

@rnsn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com) 

RE: Follow up on l~anquet 

Yes to    and         stuff ~- as much other stuff you can send. I am going to try to capture the banquet in a recruiting letter. I loved it too Wendy AND THANK 

YOtJ SO M~JCH!!! The show you and Tom put on ~s first dass!!~ 

And, of course, for ~,hat Vou do ~or us, spe~king for you at IV~ez w~l~ be ~ ~;ma~ "quk~ pro quo". No problem ~eep~ng k [rom Dino Mega~ot~d~;. 

From= wendy.palladino@wellsfargoadvisors.com [mailto:wendy.palladino@wellsfargoadvisors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, ~0:58 AM 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Follow up on banquet 
~mpo~ance~ High 

Hi Anson, 

Thanks so much for your text! I have not stopped thinking about the evening. I have never been more proud to be a pad of your dynasty. 
You said you would like to have some of the pads I shared...are you specifically talking about the piece from and piece at the end? If there is anything else 
other than those 2 parts I can email those as well. Those pads would both be incredible to use in recruiting. 
I wanted to also check in with you and see if you might consider coming to speak at a client appreciation event later in the year. It would be very similar to the MEZ event 
where I would be looking for maybe 20 minutes. I thought it might be a nice trade for the banquet. My business is also growing to the point where you could definitely be 
addressing future contributors to the program. I want this to be something we don’t advedise to Dino Megaloudis for example because I have to respect my confidential 
relationship with these clients. I know you understand what I mean, but understand that I have had some of these conversations with a few of my clients lately who are also 
raving fans of the program. 
Thanks Anson. Please let me know what other content you would be looking for from the banquet. Look forward to hearing back from you. 
Have a great day! 
Wendy 

Wendy G. Palladino, CFP’’ 

Associate Vice President - Investment Officer 
Wells Fargo Advisors 
200 ~’ieado~,vmo~l \/illa~’~e Circle I Chapel Pliii, NC 27517 
Tel 9i 9-969-48t I 1800-334.-1637 

wendg.palladino@wellsfa rgoadvisors.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:52 PM 

Maxilou McFarlane < @gmail.com> 

ILE: SportsBoard UNC Soccer Scout Invoice 

No problem[! 

From: Marilou McFarlane [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 1 I: 52 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc; Dino Palladino 
Subject: Re: SportsBoard UNC Soccer Scout Invoice 

Thanks Anson. Copying Dino here but will text him to tbllo~v up. 

Good meeting yesterday with Hooks tbr men’s bball and AD’s. Hoots is in for sure and I’d appreciate any good word you mad Dino ca~ put in with Larcy, Beth and 

Clint. They like it and are eager for coach feedback. 

Sent fm~n my iPhone 

On at 10:57 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~n(Y~email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

rhank~; IVlarilou .,,, f will ask Dino to be our poir~t perk;on .:_~n th~s .... 

From: Narilou NcFarlane [~gj_[~£; ....................................... 
Se~t: Monday,             7:49 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A N; Dino Davanzo; Ducar, Chris 
~ Jack Dagley; Steve Nelson 
Su~je~t[ Fwd: Spo~sBoard UNC Soccer Scout Invoice 
G~at lunch today; Anon, Dino and Steve. We missed you, Chris, but ~ow you were miring care ofimpo~nt business. Ho~ your day wi~ our prized 

recruit was greafi We ~e still planNng on a ~st-event meeting ruth you on Wednesday to show you how to coral and present all ofyonr notes fiom 

these recent ~outing events as you would like. 

Not oNy did I enjoy the time to hear about the team and especially appreciated heating about     , I’m thrilled that you all see the benefits and the 

potential for what Spo~sBoard can do for the pmgrmn. ~er meeting with Eric Hoots in the Dean Dome, who wants 4 subscriptions right away, I had a 

great meeting with Beth, Clint and La~~ m~d they aye excited as well. Of course, they would like to spea~ with more coaches tbr feedback betbre they 

commit to multiple users so we am setting up webinars to introduce Spo~sBoa~t to all the interested coaches asap. 

To get our ~ccer program s~ed a~p, please see attached the invoice tbr 3 users ~)r the soccer program. 3 users will be good especially for fl~e camp 

coaches --- they all l~ed into one central database ofl~C campers. Would you please let me know who ~es care of an invoice such as tNs? I’m hapw 

to follow up with Tom or whoever el~ to facilitate geeing you dialed in. 

Once we ~ceaain in the coming weeks how ma~y Caxolina programs will want ~ adopt Spo~Boa~t, we can prorate each program back accordingly to 

reflect the volmne discount that roll occur. (Or have the athletic progra~ j ust pick it up for all. :-) ) 

Dino, let’s talk a~p about the camps... I’m psyched to work ruth you to cm~ inco~orate a video and Nf eval for all of your summer camNrs that will 

easily add measuraNe value to the campers and their parents. Let’s see how we cm~ stoke that fire and keep yonr camps gromng. 

You guys are the best. The spirit and energy at the banquet Sa~r~y night was indescfibaNe for me and rm so happy I w~ there with . Ne~ year, 

Craig comes too, wi~out a douN~ I think you’ll ~e a lot of us tNs fall. :-) 

Tha~ ~vu~ For eve~?~hing~ 

Marilou McFarlane 

VP Business Development 

SportsBoard 

O: 530323.0202 

C: 

F: 415.5323234 

"iPad and iPhone Player Assessment Solutions" 

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! .............................. 

Notice: The information contained in this message is intended only for use 

of the individual(s) named above and may contain confidential, proprietary 

or legally privileged information. No confidentiality or privilege is 

waived or lost by any mistransmission. If you are not the intended 

recipient of this message you are hereby notified that you must not use, 

disseminate, copy it in any form or take any action in reliance of it. If 

you have received this message in error please delete it and any copies of 

it and notify the sender immediately. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jack Dagley <jack.dagle¥@sportsboard-win.com> 
Subject: SportsBoard UNC Soccer Scout Invoice 
Date:             3:01:36 PM PST 
To: Marilou McFarlane <               @sportsboard-win.com> 



tti Marilou, 
Attached is m~ invoice lbr UNC wsoc for 3 users that you can forward to Chri~Anson wheu appropriate. 

Regards, 
Jack Dagley 
Inside Sales 
SportsBoard 
p: 530 323 0202, ext 7007 
c: 
f: 415 532 3234 
~_:__s_p o rts b o a rd-win .corn 

"iPad and iPhone Player Assessment Solutions" 

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! 

Notice: The information contained in this message is intended only for use 
of the individual(s) named above and may contain confidential, proprietary 
or legally privileged information, No confidentiality or privilege is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:54 PM 

Chad Stoloff < ~gmail.com> 

@msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; ,~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com) 

RE: 5 Keys 

Self discipline, competitive fire, self belieI; character (attitude) and leadership. If you coach girls soccer consider this: ww~ ncgsc corn 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (;had Stoloff [mailto: i~mail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 11:53 AM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~iect: 5 Keys 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

I read: The Man Watching this past summer and thoroughly loved itt You are an impressive persont t 

I am trying to educate high school athletes on what key characteristics coaches look for in the recruiting process. 

What are your top 5 characteristics that you look for when recruiting a student-athlete? 

Best regards, 
(;had Stoloff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, 6:22 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; @gmail.com; ~gmail.com; ~emaJl.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 

,~!e~n~Jl.unc.edu; @hotmail.com; ~,@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

(~g~na~l.com) 

RE: FemaJe empowem~ent/leadership development opIx~tuni~! 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 6:21 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Female empowerment/leadership development opportunity! 

Anso~ 

Ill talk with the girls but I’m in to go...ifs an important subject. 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 , at 6:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~m~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Cricket, 

Excellent, 

Leadership Cout~(:il, I t~eed 3 or 4 volu]~l:eers .., (::an ar~v o[ you look forward or~ yot~r cMet~dars arid agree to be there? I ar[~ sure this will llav,:_~ vak~e for 

your gt~ys, this woman is all about 

From: Cricket Lane [mailto:cricket_@uncaa.unc.ed~] 
Sent: Tuesday,             4:58 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Boxill, Jan; Andrew Calder; Andrew DiBitetto; Sara Anundsen; Bradley Bethel;         Boo Gillette; Billy Lee; Brian Kalbas; Blake 
Anderson; Blanton, Brent S; Bill Palladino; Joe Breschi; Beth Bridger; Guy Cathro; C D Mock; Chris Feifs; Christy Garth; Chris Kapilovic; C B McGrath; Chelsea 
Pemberton; Cricket Lane; Carlos Somoano; Dave Arendas; Derek Galvin; Devin Fratarcangeli; Dan Disch; Donna Papa; Dennis Papadatos; David Duggan; Chris 
Ducat; Eric Hoots; Beth Lyons; Eric Stefanski; Gunter Brewer; Grant Fulton; Grant Porter; Joe Haydon; Hubert Davis; Jaimie Lee; Jan Mann; Jason Beaulieu; Matt 
Jednak; John Blanchard; Joe Holladay; Josh Langley; Jeff Negalha; Jason Onyebuagu; Joe Sagula; Jennifer Townsend; Josh Webb; Karen Shelton; Katrina Dowd; 
Kym Orr; Vic Koenning; Greg Law; Larry Fedora; Andrew Sapp; Marcus Berry; Harlis Headers; Hike Fox; Mike Litzinger; Nicole Hudson; 
Overstreet; Tom Sander; Phil Barnes; Pat Myers; Eve Rackham; Angela Reckart; Rich DeSelm; Ron Miller; Susan Maloy; Scott Forbes; Sylvia Hatchell; Shelley 
Johnson; Scott Jackson; Sarah Haney; Sam Paul; _        . Sandy Restivo; Steve Robinson;           Trevor Chinn; Tommy Davis; Tony Yount; 
~Special Presentation~ Tuesday; @7pm 
Subject: 

Coaches, 

We were just given an opportunity to have Katie Koestner (see below) at no cost to speak with our student athletes on sexual assault and 

student safety’. In light of the campus climate, I do not think we can pass on this presentation. I am asking that each team have at least 3 4 

representatives at the presentation, which is ~[uesday,            at 7pm on the 3rd floor of l oudermilk. You can definitely send more. 

It will only last one hour. Please send names to r’ne. I will also be inviting CREED Mentors, Veteran Leaders, SAAC, and SWAG. Coaches are 

also encouraged to attend. 

This will not take the place of the Monday, alcohol and drug education workshop. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

lhanks, 

Cricket 

Katie Koestner was the first survivor of date rape to speak out nationally. Her emotionally-charged presentation creates an environment of 

understanding and helpslaythegroundworkforbehavioraltransformation Katie shares her sto~ on a level that everyone can feel, and 

to which everyone can relation. 

Koestner is a national expert on student safety and teen relationship culture. She has appeared on the cover of TIME Magazine, The 

OprahWinfreyShow, NBC Ni~htlyNews. CNBCTalk Live, CNN. Larry King Live, Good Morning America, Later Today, MSNBC, 

Entertainment Tonight and other national television programs. She is the subject of an HBO movie and has lectured at over 1700 schools 

in North America. In . the US Ambassador to India invited Katie to keynote and lead a 19 day campaign in India to raise awareness 

about Violence Against Women 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 9:14 PM 

@hotmail.com> 

Re: Fe~nale empowerment/leadership development oppo~’mnity! 

Great! When ~me we meeting’? 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tFireIe,~s 4G L)"E DROLL) 

@hotmail.com> wrote: 

I cm~ go Anson! 

Sent fm~n my iPhone 

On , at 6:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" < _~._m_~!)(~_e_ .~__~l_:u__r_Lc_: _e_kl._u_> wrote: 

Cricket, 

Excellent. 

Leadership Council, I need 3 or 4 vohmteers ._. Can any of you look forward on your calendars and agree to be there? 1 am sure this will have value 

for your guys; this woman is all about empowerment. 

From: Cricket Lane [mailto:cricket~Ouncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday,             4:58 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Boxill, Jan; Andrew Calder; Andrew DiBitetto; Sara Anundsen; Bradley Bethel;         Boo Gillette; Billy Lee; Brian Kalbas; Blake 
Anderson; Blanton, Brent S; Bill Palladino; Joe Breschi; Beth Bridger; Guy Cathro; C D Mock; Chris Fells; Christy Garth; Chris Kapilovic; C 13 McGrath; Chelsea 
Pemberton; Cricket Lane; Carlos Somoano; Dave Arendas; Derek Galvin; Devin Fratarcangeli; Dan Disch; Donna Papa; Dennis Papadatos; David Duggan; Chris 
Ducat; Eric Hoots; Beth Lyons; Eric Stefanski; Gunter Brewer; Grant Fulton; Grant Porter; Joe Haydon; Hubert Davis; Jaimie Lee; Jan Mann; Jason Beaulieu; Matt 
Jednak; John Blanchard; Joe Holladay; Josh Langley; Jeff Negalha; Jason Onyebuagu; Joe Sagula; Jennifer Townsend; Josh Webb; Karen Shelton; Katrina Dowd; 
Kym Orr; Vic Koenning; Greg Law; Larry Fedora; Andrew Sapp; Marcus Berry; HaNs Meaders; Mike Fox; Mike Litzinger; Nicole Hudson;              ~a 
Overstreet; Tom Sander; Phil Barnes; Pat Myers; Eve Rackham; Angela Reckart; Rich DeSelm; Ron Miller; Susan Maloy; Scott Forbes; Sylvia Hatchell; Shelley 
Johnson; Scott Jackson; Sarah Haney; Sam Paul;           Sandy ResUvo; Steve Robinson;           Trevor Chinn; Tommy Davis; Tony Yount; 
**Special Presentation** Tuesday; @7pm 
Subject-" 

Coaches, 

We were just given an opportunity to have Katie Koestner (see below) at no cost to speak with our student athletes on sexual assault and 

student safety. In light of the campus climate, I do not think we can pass on this presentation. I arn asking that each team have at least 3 4 

representatives at the presentation, which is Tuesday,            at 7pm on the 3rd floor of Loudermilk. You can definitely send more. 

It will only last one hour. Please send names to me. I will also be inviting (::Rli li D Mentors, Veteran I eaders, SAAC and SWAG. (:oaches are 

also encouraged to attend. 

Ibis will not take the place of the Monday, alcohol and drug education workshop. 

Please contact me if yo~ have any questions. 

Thanks, 

(i ric ket 

Katie Koestner was the first survivor of date rape to speak out nationally. Her emotionally-charged presentation creates an environment of 

understanding and helpslaythegroundworkforbehavioraltransformation Katie shares her story on a level that everyone can feel, and 

to which everyone can relation. 

Koestner is a national expert on student safety and teen relationship culture. She has appeared on the cover of TIME Magazine, The 

OprahWinfreyShow, NBC Nightly News, CNBCTalk Live, CNN, Larry King Live. Good Morning America, Later Today, MSNBC, 

Entertainment Tonight and other national television programs She is the subject of an HBO movie and has lectured at over ~_700 schools 

in North America. In , the US Ambassador to India invited Katie to keynote and lead a 19 day campaign in India to raise awareness 

about Violence Against Women 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, l 1:11 AM 

@gmaJl.com> 

~}hotmail.com ~yahoo.com; :~shaw.ca; ~msn.com; duc~:@uncaa.unc .edn; 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com)i @live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 

racole I:ava (nlhva@uncaa.unc.edu); ~@live.unc.edu; i@live.unc.edn; @gmafl.com; @hotmail.com; 

@aol.co~n; (@gmail.com; ~harris4@hotmafl .co~n; :@yahoo.conr (@gmail.com; 

@email.unc.edu: ~gmail.com; ~gmail.com; ~email.unc.edu; ~email.unc.e&~; 

@hotmail.com; !@gmail.com; @aol.com; @aol.com; @gmail.com; 

~email.unc.edu; ~gmail.com; ((}aol.com; @gmail.com;    " " ~rocketmal.com; 

"8~gmail.com @live.unc.edu; @yahoo.com; @~ail.com; ;@live.unc.edu 

RE: spaan 

"i’har]k you for [his email frH-_~ssage, I love i[ when one of you guys thai: are off on tour sends sor[~eth~ng. 

Some questions [or you: who are the coaches stud who beat you ou[? Wha[ sys[em are you playing? ~ assume [:he pos~[~ot~ you are cornpetk~g for ~s 1eft back. Arid 
how ~s your future teaRwnsLe, doing? And what possession gaRles do they have you play? 
Don’t get down, ~: you continue to work hsrd and keep a positive attitude you wi~ make ~t ~n this game, you have many fine qualities. ] w~H be send~ng this to your 
teammates because we all care about you and we are aH on your s~de hell or high water~ And remember you are the only collegiate defending national champion 
in camp~ 
F~m: @gmail.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, 10:28 AM 
To= Dorrance, AlbeR A ~ 
S~bje~t= spain 
Hi An~m, 

I just wanted to up,re you a little about my time here. Our first gmne is a3mo~ow against No~vay, but I got fl~e ~ot out of the smVting line-up since camp. I tNnk the 
UCLA game is still hovering over my head, because I ~i~ I have done pre~ well since I’ve been hem. What up~ts me mosi is my ~sition co~npetifion thougk Milch 

I really feel I am be~er tha~. We ~ally haven’t done ve~ much traimng in which I cmi show my abili~ m get fo~,a~O as a det~ndec but I did well at 2v2s fl~e other 

day, o~d I have been doing pm~ well wi~ fl~e possessional W~inin~ (althougk I admit I was forcing so~ne passes at the begi~ming). I~s been frustrating to me, 

esNcially since the trainers just ~cently told me                      but I’~n detemfined to mn ~ck a s~i~N spot hem iffl~ey give me a chance ~. I think 
is ~mewhat ~sCaated as well ~cause I just hope I roll get the op~ni~’ to ~pre~nt ~C on the international field in 

some otdle~ games’. 

Say h to the sq~d for me’. Miss eve~,bo@~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 11:52 AM 

~yahoo.com> 

~hotmail.com; @yahoo.com; 

NaoJ.com; Jason Sisneros, ~gmaJl.com);, 

nicole fava (nfavai~)uncaa.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu; " 

~hotmail.com; 
~ 

.~aol.co~n; 

:@shaw.ca;        @msn.com: ducm(~uncaa.unc .edu; 

.... @live.unc.edu);                  .a!live.unc.edu); 
-@live.unc.edu; h ~bgmml.com ~gmaJl.com; 

;@gmail.com; ~hottnail.co~n; ~gmail.com; 

,@email.unc.edu; ~gmail.com: ~gmail.com; ~email.unc.edu; ’,.ajemail.unc.e&~; 

@hotmail.com; @gmaaJ.com; @aol.com; @aol.com; 1 @gmail.com; 

@email.unc.edu; (.ajgmml.com; ;@aol.com; ~gma~l.com;    " " @rocketmaal.com; 
@gmail.com ~live.unc.edu; @yahoo.corn; @>~ail.com; @live.unc.edu 

We miss you too!! 

Thank you [or keeping us caught up. t am glad you are enjoying the camp, ~ ~]~e the fact that you !ove the 5{d/ond ~ove the grime because that tells me you are going 

~:o keep getting better. 

mentioned that                                     This ema~ tells me                          ~t is not getting you dowt~ }-~opefu[ly you are not 

makb~g ~t worse. (Yes, when ~ was young ~ thought I was immortal and coLdd p~ay through any injury as we~L) P~ease take care o1: yourself. You ere too importan~ to 

me ~ yo#g Ter Heels to do sometNng reckless and make a treatable h~jurv chronic. 

And yes, you Orange guys were awesome!!!~ Just to keep al~ of you Nationa~ Team stars caught up, we had a treme~ldotls futsa~ session yesterday (without the 

boys) wRh some techmca~ training and a one hour tapered practk:e today w~t:h some "qearn Trains" at the end for our excellent: goalkeepers, We play Elon 

tomorrow at 7:30 PM £ST, and w~th you guys gone and our numerous ~njuries we should be able to give many people a n~ce run. 

A~ the best         And please keep steadying HARD {this of course applies to everyone}, I know sometimes the d~straction of these Natq youth team camps 

makes it difficult BUT i~ is im~og~o**t as you know. 

From: @yahoo.com] 
Sent: wednesday, 11:18 AN 
To: Dorrance, AIbe~ A N 
Subject: 
Hey ~son, 
Cmnp h~ been fl~. Days have been cut short lho@x because of the ~mn wtfich Mnd of sucks but t~amm~ h~ve been enjoyable m~d ham fike usud. I do love it though, is playing we~ I ltfink 
also. Hope everpNng is going good back in Chapel Hi~. I miss eve~-one. ORANGE SQUADDDDD 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 12:01 PM 

Chad Stolofl @gmail.com> 

I~E: 5 Keys 

All five of those things are difficult to evaluate ... I make recruiting mistakes all the time Check out the "grit" questionnaire .. if I could "test" my recruits ~vith this test, I would make I~ver 
mistakes. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Chad Stoloff [mailto:, ~)gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:43 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albeit A IV 
Subject: Re: 5 Keys 

Thank you Coach DolTance for your quick reply! Ho~v do you evaluate their self-discipline during the recruiting process? 
I am a tennis coach and previously coached Division I mens tennis at three universities I am fascinated by your mindset and approach to coaching, so I plan on watching your lectures and 
reading more of your books! Thanks for the link! 

Best regards, 
Chad Stuluff 

On , at 3:54 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ansun@email uric edu> wrote: 

Self discipline, competitive fire, self belief, character (attitude) and leadership. If you coach girls soccer cunsider this: w~v.ncgsc.com 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Chad Stuloff [~nailto ~)~mail cum] 
Sent: Tuesday, i 11:53 AM 
To: Durrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 5 Keys 

Hello Cuach Dorrance, 

I read: The Man Watching this past summer and thuruughly lured itt You are an impressive persuntt 

I am tp)dng to educate high schuul athletes on what key characteristics coaches louk for in the recruiting process. 

What are yuur tup 5 characteristics that yuu look [’or when recruiting a student-athlete? 

Best regards, 
(;had Stoluff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 12:03 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

l~J:;: Ivleeting 

Yes ._. See you at 9AM ! 

From: Nlive.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, :t0::19 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Meeting 

Hi Anson, 
rm sorry I haven’t met with you yet, this week has been incredibly busy with school stuff. Would tomorrow morning at 9am work for us to meet? I have to meet with Shelley 
Johnson at 10am for Veteran Leaders and then I have class from ii until 4. 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 12:04 PM 

~duke.edu) 

FW: tomorrow’s schedule 

From: Thomas ,1 Sander [mailto:pacman@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, :t J.:59 AM 

To; @aol.com; .~aol.com; ~aol.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV; @embarqmail.com; @gmail.com; 
@gmail.com; ’@omail.com; @gmail.com; :@gmail.com; ~gmail.com; ~gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; @gmail.com; ~gmail.com; @gmail.com; _~gmail.com; ~hotmail.com; 
.@hotmail.com; @hotmail.com; @hotmail.com; 

~shaw.ca; Chris Ducar; Nicole Fava; @yahoo.corn; 
Subject; tomorrow’s schedule 

Team, 

Tomorrow: 

3:30 pm Panera 

4:00 pm Treatments 

5:30 pm leave from Finley 

7:30 pm game vs Elon 

10:00 pm Popeyes! 

Froshies and campus dwelling managers - I’ll have a van at the Castle that will leave at 5:20. 

-Tom 

@mac.corn;        ~msn.com         @rocketmail.com; 
¯ @yahoo.corn; :        i@yahoo.com;        ~ymail.com 

Tom Stander 
Director of Operations 

Womeffs Soccer 

University ofNort~ C~olina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 1:16 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

I~E: Rising Sta~s applications 

Thank you Tom!! 

From: Thomas J Sander [mailto:pacman@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday :I: 14 plVl 

To~ @aol.com; @aol.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV; 
_~hotmail.com; ~hotmail.com; 

Subject: Rising Stars applications 

Freshmen, 

@gmail,com; :@gmail,com; ’,@gmail.com; 
~mac.com; 

@gmail.com; 
l@yahoo.com 

Deadline is Monday 

Online Rising Star Applications 

www.Su rveym onkey.com!RisingStarApplication 
-Tom 
Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 
University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 

We would like to encourage those of you who would like to be future leaders on the team to apply for the Rising Stars program for next fall. Like 

CREED this meets once a month to work on your leadership skills. This is not mandatory. Current Rising Stars are 

you want to check it out with them first. 

Please note the deadline is next Friday during break, so if you are going to be away, please apply NOW[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 1:29 PM 

Chad Stoloff < @gmail.com> 

I~E: 5 Keys 

Love it!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Chad Stoloff [mailto: i@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:22 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 5 Keys 

Thanks Coach DolTance! I ~vill work on designing an appropriate questionnaire I think that would be rely helpful for coaches at a varie~ of levels and many sports actually Do you agree? 
Once I design it, will you tiN using it to test recruits if you think it is beneficial? 

Best regards, 
Chad Stoloff 

On , at 10:00 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> All five of tiaose things are difficult to evaluate .. I make recruiting mistakes all the time. Check out the "grit" questionnaire .. ff I could "test" my recruits with this test, I would make fewer 
mistakes 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Chad Stoloff [pnailto ~mail.com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 8:43 AM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Re: 5 Keys 
> 

> Thank you Coach Dorrance for your quick reply! How do you evaluate their self-discipline during the recruiting process? 
> I am a tennis coach and previously coached Division I mens tennis at three universities. I am fascinated by your mindset and approach to coaching, so I plan on ~w~tching your lectures 
an d reading m ore of y o ur books ! Thanks [’or th e link! 

Best regards, 
(;had Stoloff 

On , at 3:54 PM; "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaihunc edu> wrote: 

>> Self discipline, competiuve fire, self belief, character (attitude) and leadership. If you coach girls soccer consider this: www.ncgsc.com 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Chad Stoloff [mailto: ~graail.cora] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, 11:53 
>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>> Subject: 5 Key-s 
>> 

>> Hello Coach Dol~ance, 
>> 

>> I read: The Man Watching this past sur~nner and thoroughly loved it! You are an irapressive person!! 
>> 

>> I am trying to educate high school athletes on what key characteristics coaches look for in the recruiting process. 
>> 

>> ;\~at are your top 5 characteristics that you look for when recruiting a student-athlete? 
>> 

>> 

>> Best regards, 
>> Chad Stoloff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 1:36 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: USWYNT Schedule Update 

USWYNT Schedule 2013 - February.lxtf 

From: Division 1 Women’s Soccer List [mailto:D1WSOCCER-L@metis3.gmu.edu] On Behalf Of Robert Kehoe 
Sent; Tuesday, February 05, 2013 1:17 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; D1WSOCCER-L@metis3.gmu.edu 
Subject-" USWYNT Schedule Update 
Hello Coaches. 

Attached is an updated schedule for USVvWNT. 

All the bes~t. 

Rob 
Rob Kehoe 
Director of Coilege ProgFarns I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 66J_01. i 91.3 362 1.747 x 1.03.5 I 9J-3 362 3439 (f) 

Wiscorlsin OfFice: 920 674 4391L I Cell: 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAAColleRe I Facebook 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 1:39 PM 

Chad Stoloff @gmail.com> 

I~E: 5 Keys 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Chad Stoloff [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:32 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 5 Keys 

You are Awesome Coach’.! rll get cracking on it. It’s going to take a little time. Could I run some drafts by you and you could help me really fine tune it as we move along? 

Best regards, 
Chad Stoloff 

On at 11:28 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A FV" <anson@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 

> Love it!! 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Chad Stoloff [mailto: ~mail.com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 1:22 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Re: 5 Keys 
> 

> Thanks Coach Dorrance! I will work on designing an appropriate questionnaire I think that would be veo~ helpful Jk~r coaches at a variety of levels and many sports actually. I)o you 
agree? Once I design it, will you try using it to test recruits if you think it is beneficial? 
> 

> Best regards, 
> Chad Stoloff 
> 

> 

> On ut 10:00 AM, "Do~ance, Albert A IV" <anson@email unc edu> wrote: 
> 

>> All five of those things are dil~ficult to evaluate ... I make recruiting mistakes all the time Check out the "grit" questionaire, ifI could "test" my recruits with this test, I would make 
fewer mistakes. 
>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> From: Chad Stoloff [!nailto ~gmail com] 
>> Sent: WecNesday, 8:43 AM 
>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>> Subject: Re: 5 Keys 
>> 

>> Thatk you Coach Dorrance for your quick replyt How do you evaluate their self-discipline during the recruiting process? 
>> I am a tennis coach and previously coached Division I mens teunis at tk~ee universities. I am fascinated by your mindset and approach to coaching, so I plan on watching yow lectures 
and reading more of your books! Thanks for the lirtk! 
>> 

>> Best regards, 
>> Chad Stoloff 
>> 

>> 

>> On ~t 3:54 PM, "Dorrance, Albeit A IV" <anson@email.anc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Self discipline, competitive fire, self belief, character (attitude) and leadership. Kyou coach girls soccer consider this: ,,~,az~’w.ncgsc.com 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>> From: Chad Stoloff [.mailto ~amail.com] 
>>> Sent: Tuesday-: 11:53 AM 
>>> To: Dot~ance, Albeit A IV 
>>> Subject: 5 Keys 

>>> Hello Coach Dorrance, 

>>> I read: The Man Watching this past sunm~er and thoroughly loved it[ You are an impressive person’.! 

>>> I am trying to educate high school athletes on what key characteristics coaches look for in the recruiting process. 
>>> 
>>> What are your top 5 characteristics that you look for when recruiting a student-athlete? 

>>> Best regards, 
>>> Chad Stoloff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 4:01 PM 

Greg Gatz <ggg@~mcaa.unc.edu-~ 

~msn.com; duc~r@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros t ~gmail.com) 

RE: GPS 

Fwra: Greg Gatz [mailto:ggg@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, :3:49 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: GPS 

Anson ........ roster for GPS tracking at Elon (:]_0 players) ......... thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:19 PM 

@gmail.com> 

~hotmail.com; 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu); 

@gmail.com; 

~hotmail.com; 

~email.unc.edu; 

’@aol.com 

@gma~|.com; 

~ymail .cam; 

I love it’.!! 

~yahoo.com; 

@gmadl.com); i 

"@gmaJl.com; 

@yahoo.cam; 

?}emaila~nc.edu; 
~gmail.com; 

@rocketmail.com; 

@live.unc.edu 

~shaw.ca         ~msn.com; ducaa:@uncaa.unc .edu; 

,~!live.unc.edu);                  @live.unc.edu); 

@aol.com);       @live.unc.edu;       @live.unc.edu; 
@hottnail.co~n;          @aol.com;         @gmaJl.com; 

~gmail.com;       @emaJl.unc.edu;         ~gmail.com; 

@hotmaiLcom;              ~gmaJl.coml @aol.com; 

@ema~l.unc.edu; @gmafl.com; "(}aol.com; 

,a)gmail.com: ~l~ve.unc.edu; @ahoo.com; 

Congrats on your first start and your performance!!! 

Here is what Tom Sermanni said that I just pulled off USSOCCER.com: On the performance of, who made herfirst career start: 

"She did fantastic       played the full 90 minutes and she was still full of running near the end. She was aggressive in how she played, she was up and down the 

field throughout the game and played exceptionally well." 

We are all so proud of you!!! 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday’,             6:34 PM 

~gmail.com 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~iaol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) 

1[ had to share this! 

I am so proud I had to share this            got her first start today with the US full team in the Algarve Tournament in Portugal against Iceland. (This is her 

second "cap", she subbed in against Scotland earlier this year.) 

Here is what the US Coach Tom Sermanni had to say: 

On the performance of who made her first career start: 

"She did fantastic, played the full 90 minutes and she was still full of running near the end. She was aggressive in how she played, she was up and down the 

field throughout the game and played exceptionally well." And this was just stepping off the UNC practice field last week to join Tom and the rest of the "pros" on 

the US roster. And this is where I know you can go      . You wil~ love the playing environment here. You will get extraordinarily better every year and you will be 

playing        position, the midfield attacking point position in our 1-3-4-3. So one day when you get your chance, you will be ready too! I coached at the full 

team level for eight years (1986 through 1994) and I know what you need to play at that level and I will teach you EVERYTHING I know. 

And more good news for us in this game. The US Soccer Woman of the Match? Heather O’Reilly former Tar Heel 

Boy, it is all coming up roses for us right now. 

All the best from Chapel Hill]! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 6:35 PM 

Stewart Mairs <Stewart.Mairs@prozonesports.com> 

ILE: EPL shot a~n~Jysis 2012/’13 

Thank you Stewart! 

From: Stewart Hairs [mailto:Stewart.Mairs@prozonesports.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, March 06, 2013 6:11 PH 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject-" EPL shot analysis 2012/13 

Attached are a few interesting [but not totally unexpected] analysis charts depicting shot ratios and conversion rates in the EPL. Highlights the way data can be 

used visually. 

Stewart 

Stewart Hairs 

US Operations Manager 

T: 001 312 528 1259 
7,’?: 

~:-: .S-t..e-.w...a..Et.~..~....a.j.Es...@p-r.~.z...~..tLe...s.p..9..r..t..s..~g.g.t~ 

\~’: www. prozon esports.com 

?2<!t~ 
~-’.:TOi> F~R~-’:~-’.:S: Latest News 

Prozone Sports LLC 
1801 S.Prairie Ave. 
Chicago, ]EL 60616 
USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 10:30 PM 

@rocketmail.com> 

Re: update 

’I’hmik you I wmit you back. You axe oaa outsta~lding player and we’re going to miss your speed and colnposure againfft Elon’. 

Se~t.f!"om my Ver’izor~ tl~ireie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

~mcketmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Anson, 

Just to keep you updated, 

able to I roll be them happily cheering on all my teammates. 

Take Care 

¯ I wish I could play tomorrow but since I won’t be 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 2:01 PM 

@gma~l .com> 

~)aol.com); @live.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu ’@gmaJl.com; 

~hotmail.com; @aol.com; ~gmail.com ~hotmail.com; 

the Circle of Lif!! ! 

",~)gma~l.com; 

~z]yahoo.com 

Future Leaders of America (another phrase [:or the UNC freshmen soccer’ players): 

This critical message from               (has anyone seen graveheart?) ,,,. To aft of us inLerested in becorning "enlightened", 

OK .,,. Now Jet’s feed this into tonight’s performance!!! 
From: ~gmail,com] 
Sent: Thursday, :k~O plvl 

To: Dorrance, AIber~ A ~V 
Subject: 
Hey Ans, 

Thought you’d like to see my interpretation of swahili, Turns out "wahh chufenia" is "nants ingonyama", Anyways, here’s our daily alarm from The Lion King: 

Circle Of Life by The Lion King 

[MS: Male Singer] 

[BS: Background Singer] 

[FS: Female Singer (lead)] 

[MS:] Nants ingonyama bagithi baba [There comes a lion] 

[BS:] Sithi uhhmm ingonyama [Oh yes, it’s a lionl 

[MS:] Nants ingonyama bagithi baba [There comes a lion] 

[BS:I Sithi uhhmm ingonyama [Oh yes, it’s a lion] 

Ingonyama 

[MS:I Siyo Nqoba [We’re going to conquer] 

[BS:] Ingonyama 

Ingonyama nengw’ enamabaal [It’s a lion and a tiger] 

[repeats 5] 

Ingonyama nengw’ enamabala (Se-to-kwa!) 

Ingonyama nengw’ enamabala (Asana) 

[repeats 1] 

[FS:] From the daywe arrive on the planet 

And, blinking, step into the sun 

There’s more to see than can ever be seen 

More to do than can ever be done 

There’s far too much to take in here 

More to find than can ever be found 

But the sun rolling high 

Through the sapphire sky 

Keeps great and small on the endless round 

It’s the Circle of Life 

And it moves us all 

Through despair and hope 

Through faith and love 

Till we find our place 

On the path unwinding 

In the Circle 

The Circle of Life 

[FS:] It’s The Circle of Life 

And it moves us all 

Through despair and hope 

Through faith and love 

Till we find our place 

On the path unwinding 

In the Circle 

The Circle of Life 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -q’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday: 3:23 PM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa,~mc.edu:~ 

RE: Good luck Tonight! 

You are vet#, kind and patient to last the entire evening (nine seniors is an army of speeches). Thank you, my friend!! 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athoallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,             6:35 AM 

To: bill palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
Subject: Good luck Tonight! 

Gentlemen: 

All the best tonight at Elon ~ have fun and stay injury free ~ play well. 
Also, [ really enjoyed the banquet last Saturday ~ if one had the opportunity to attend that banquet, one would easily understand why our women’s soccer program is what it 

is ~ simply fantastic and dripping with tradition. [ was proud to be there! 

Take care, and GO HEELS! 

Be well, 
Larry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday~ 3:23 PM 

~gmail.com 

1~;: Nick Saban Gamechanger-YouTube 

Thank you Chad, I will check it out! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~gmail.com [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday, 6:47 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Nick Saban Gamechanger-YouTube 

~gmaih com] 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Have you seen the docunaentaW on YouTube about Nick Saban called Gamechanger? I believe you will identify with much of his mindset and approach to recruiting and coaching. It is very 
interesting[ 

Best regards, 
(;had Stoloff 

Or , at 11:38 ~M, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 

sure 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Chad Stoloff [maiIto ~)~mail com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:32 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 5 Keys 

> You are Awesome Coach!! I’ll get cracking on it. It’s going to take a little time Could I run some drafts by you and you could help me really fine tune it as we move akmg? 
> 

> Best regards, 
> Chad Stoloff 
> 

> 

> On at 11:28 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email unc edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Lnve it[! 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Chad Stoloff [.mailto: "(d),,gmail.com] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, 1:22 PM 
>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>> Subject: Re: 5 Keys 
>> 

>> Thanks Coach Dorrance! I will work on designing an appropriate questionnaire. I think that would be vely helpful for coaches at a variety of levels and many sports actually. Do you 
agree’.’ Once I design it, will you try using it to test recruits if you think it is beneficial? 
>> 

>> Best regards, 
>> Chad Stoloff 
>> 

>> 

>> On at 10:00 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> All five of those things are difficult to evaluate .... I make recruiting mistakes all the time. Check out the "grit" questionnaire ... if I could "test" my recruits with this test, I would make 
fewer mistakes. 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Chad Stoloff [.mailto:, ~mail.com] 
>>> Sent: Wednesday, 8:43 AM 
>>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>>> Subject: Re: 5 Keys 

>>> Thank you Coach Dorrance for your quick reply! How do you evaluate their self-discipline during the recruiting process? 
>>> I am a tennis coach and previously coached Division I mens tennis at three umversities. I am fascinated by your mindset and approach to coaching, so I plan on watching your lectures 
and reading more of your bookst Thanks fbr the linkt 
>>> 

>>> Best regards, 
>>> Chad Stoloff 

>>> Or , at 3:54 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
>>> 

>>>> Self discipline, competitive fire, self belief, character (attitude) and leadership If you coach girls soccer consider this: w~vw.ncgsc corn 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>>> From: Chad Stoloff [_mailto: @gmail com] 
>>>> Sent: Tuesday, :53 AM 
>>>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>>>> Subject: 5 Keys 

>>>> Hello Coach Don-ance, 



>>>> I read: The Man Watching this past sutmner and thoroughly loved it[ You are an impressive person[[ 

>>>> I am trying to educate high school athletes on what key characteristics coaches look for in the recruiting process. 

>>>> What are yow top 5 characteristics that you look 12~r when recruiting a student-athlete? 

>>>> Best regards, 

>>>> Chad Stoloff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 3:25 PM 

.la~m Sisneros ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: Nick Sab~ Gamechanger-YouTube 

Check this out and see if there is anything that ha s value for us. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @gmail.com [mailto 
Sent: Thursday, 6:47 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Nick Saban Gamechanger-YouTube 

@gmaih com] 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Have you seen the docunaentaW on YouTube about Nick Saban called Gamechanger? I believe you will identify with much of his mindset and approach to recruiting and coaching. It is very 
interesting[ 

Best regards, 
(;had Stoloff 

On at 11:38 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 

sure 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Chad Stoloff [~nailto E~&gmail com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:32 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 5 Keys 

> You are Awesome Coach!! I’ll get cracking on it. It’s going to take a little time Could I run some drafts by you and you could help me really fine tune it as we move akmg? 
> 

> Best regards, 
> Chad Stoloff 
> 

> 

> On ;, at 11:28 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email unc edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Lnve It[! 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Chad Stoloff [mailto ,@gmail.com] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, 1:22 PM 
>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>> Subject: Re: 5 Keys 
>> 

>> Thanks Coach Dorrance! I will work on designing an appropriate questionnaire. I think that would be vely helpful for coaches at a variety of levels and many sports actually. Do you 
agree’.’ Once I design it, will you try using it to test recruits if you think it is beneficial? 
>> 

>> Best regards, 
>> Chad Stoloff 
>> 

>> 

>> Or , at 10:00 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> All five of those things are difficult to evaluate .... I make recruiting mistakes all the time. Check out the "grit" questionnaire ... if I could "test" my recruits with this test, I would make 
fewer mistakes. 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Chad Stoloff [.mailto "(~mail.com] 
>>> Sent: Wednesday, 8:43 AM 
>>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>>> Subject: Re: 5 Keys 

>>> Thank you Coach Dorrance for your quick reply! How do you evaluate their self-discipline during the recruiting process? 
>>> I am a tennis coach and previously coached Division I mens tennis at three umversities. I am fascinated by your mindset and approach to coaching, so I plan on watching your lectures 
and reading more of your bookst Thanks fbr the linkt 
>>> 

>>> Best regards, 
>>> Chad Stoloff 
>> 

>>> Ot , at 3:54 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
>>> 

>>>> Self discipline, competitive fire, self belief, character (attitude) and leadership If you coach girls soccer consider this: w~vw.ncgsc corn 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: Chad Stolofflmailto: ¢~)gmail com] 
>>>> Sent: Tuesday 11:53 AM 
>>>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>>>> Subject: 5 Keys 

>>>> Hello Coach Don-ance, 



>>>> I read: The Man Watching this past sutmner and thoroughly loved it[ You are an impressive person[[ 

>>>> I am trying to educate high school athletes on what key characteristics coaches look for in the recruiting process. 

>>>> What are yow top 5 characteristics that you look 12~r when recruiting a student-athlete? 

>>>> Best regards, 

>>>> Chad Stoloff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 3:27 PM 

Ma~k Phialas < ~mac.com:~ 

ILE: Carolina On The Move 

From: Mark Phialas [mailto: ~rnac.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, 7:01 AM 

To: Frank Cole; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Carolina On The Move 
Hopefully, Saturday night will be the game we want it to be vastly intense, well officiated (as in same way in both halves and on both ends of the court), and ending with a 

Tar Heel triumph. I thought last night was a huge step forward. 

On the morning of       the stinging loss to I~fiami on the road the previous day, as well as the pending confrontation with dook, combined forces to produce a dark, ominous 
weather system that seemed as dangerous as it did almost certain to happen. But like last night’s predicted snow that ncver happened in College Park, the soothsayers, prophcts, 

prognosticators, and even the non-biased analysts were all wrong. And happily so. 

First, came at last the decision to start after the second Miami loss and the first dook game. Then, the dook game itself on which if there was ever a 

victory curled inside a loss that would be the game: A true page out of the Tar Heel Silver Linings Playbook. North Carolina finally competed against a superior team on the road, 

and with the exception of one lethal panic phase, played well enough to win. 

UNC played UVA on       , and with the precision and enthusiasm the team displayed in that game, this current winning streak began. 

Last night. Maryland cut the lead the 6 after some sloppy play, and a month ago, the Heels might not have responded as they did last night. But the early season Heels are no 

more. They are now The Boys of March, and they are, indeed, high-stepping toward something. 

The first dook game gave the team a keen lesson in the value and reward for consistent effort. I remember mulling during the first half that we had not seen the team play with 

that kind of sustained passion very often during the season. That lesson was apparently learned, because in addition to the small lineup, the biggest difference between the early 

season and even January performances and the past sevcn games has been the commitment to play hard and with abandon. I_~!C is getting aftcr it, and the "it" now has a dook 
jersey. 

Instead of the dread that many of us had prior to the       meeting, there is anticipation. Keen anticipation. The Smith Center will be rocking and rolling, as it always is when 

the Dark Lord and his IIypocrite Floppers come to town. And also as usual, it’s a tossup. Not sure we could have said that without the progress made since the middle of 

February. 

Dook, of course, has           back, but Carolina has developed a factor just as important confidence. I like our chances. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kE’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 3:44 PM 

Brad Feren @gmail.com> 

@live.nnc.edu> ~aol.com 

RE: Local Youth Soccer team 

Brad, 

I will copy one of our players on this for gou~ I Jove Rainbow .,,. It is where I started coaching!! 
I=r~ra: Brad Feren [mailto #gmail,com] 
Senti Thursday, 12:~ PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Local Youth Soccer team 
Coach, 

I am the head coach of an U- 10 girls team and we play in the Ra~n~w League here in Chapel Hill. It is tny second yeax ruth these girls and I have a very close reran. I 
have a tradition with these playe~ and families of inco~orafing "themes", in~ our game wee~. ~Ve do an "Ugly Hawaii~ Shirt" theme where NI the ~mnts wear ugly 

Hawaiian shi~ to the game, in addition ~ breast cancer awayeness, and a "Pu~le Ont" game. Our te~ colors. Onr team name is The Uno’s and our theme for the 

sea~n is "We am One", ~ we am lea~ng to ~come be~er at not only using individtml s~lls, but as an all ~ound team, ~d s~ressing the impotence of teamwork on 

and offfl~e field. 

Each week, tons of lhmily and t~ends gather to support these girls a~d their love of the game. It would be a great tlmll tbr our player~ their l?amily and t?iends if possibly 

one or t~vo of your players could attend one of our practices and give a brief pep talk on the joys of playing and tips on how to improve their game skills a~d life skills, 

too. Our practice times are Mondays and Wednesdays 5-6pm in Chapel Hill. 

I know you have buW schedules but a ten minute talk would mem~ a great deaJ to these girls. Please let tne know if that’s something we can do, or possibly point me in 

the direction on how to set something like tl~at up. 

Thanks. 

Brad Feren 

HEAD COACH 

(t~gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kE’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday 3:44 PM 

@aol.com 

I~W: Local Youth Soccer temn 

Camp ol? ._. Get      some brochures ._ yoL~ never know. 
From: Brad Feren [mailto @gmail,com] 
Sent: Thursday, :t2:40 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Local Youth Soccer team 
Coach, 

I am the head coach of an U- 10 girls team and we play in the Rainbow League here in Chapel Hill. It is tny second yeax with these girls and I have a very close reran. I 

have a tradition with these playe~ and families of incorporating "themes", into our game weeks. ~Ve do an "Ugly Hawaiian Shirt" theme where all the parents wear ugly 

Hawaiian shi~s to the game, in addition to breast cancer awaxeness, and a "Purple Ont" game. Our team colors. Onr team name is The Uno’s and our theme for the 

season is "We are One", as we are learning to become better at not only using individual skills, but as an all around team, and s~ressing the importance of teamwork on 

and offfl~e field. 

Each week, tons of lhmily and t~ends gather to support these girls and their love of the game. It would be a great tlmll tbr our player~ their l?amily and t?iends if possibly 

one or t~vo of your players could attend one of our practices and give a brief pep talk on the joys of playing and tips on how to improve their game skills and life skills, 

too. Our practice times are Mondays and Wednesdays 5-6pm in Chapel Hill. 

I know you have buW schedules but a ten minute talk would mean a great deal to these girls. Please let tne know if that’s something we can do, or possibly point me in 

the direction on how to set something like tl~at up. 

Thanks. 

Brad Feren 

HEAD COACH 

?~gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 4:19 PM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

;@hotmail.com; @yahoo.co~n; 

Jason Sisneros ~!gmaJl.com); 

0ffava@uncaa.unc.edu); 
~@gmail.com 

_:@yahoo.cam; 

@email.unc.edu; 
@gmaiLcom 

@rocketmail.com; 

~@ive. unc.edu 

RE: Good luck Tonight’. 

,~b shaw.ca; @msn.com; ducax@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; 

@live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu): nicole fava 

@aol.com); ~)live.unc.edu ~live.unc.edu; ~g~na~l.com; 

@hotmail.com; ~aol.com: ;@gmail.com; @hotmail.com; 

~gmail.com: ~emalLunc.edu @gmail.com; ~gmail.com; ~email.unc.edu; 

@hotmail.com; ~gm~l.com; ~aoLcom; ~aol.com; 

"_(#email.unc.edu; @gmail.com; "_(}aol.com; ?}gmail.com; 

l@gmml .cam; La)l~ve.unc.edu: @ahoo.com; @ymaJl.com; 

Larry, 

You are always so supportive. And please know the "charter" into Provo was the margin of victory in that game (EIby would not have cleared the ball off the line if 

she were exhausb-:~d from th~-_~ trip in) Your finger prints are all over this championship, my friend!] 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:39 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject: RE: Good luck Tonight! 

Anson.....it was very special and am not "blowing smoke".....am awesome feeling......both you (and your staff) and your student athletes should be very proud of what you 

continue to accomplish both on and off the field. 

Take care and enjoy tonight’s game with Elon ~ ....she looks great! 

Be well, 

Lorenzo 

> > > "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <._a_[?__s__o__r_]@__e_ELa_j_[:_U__L~__c_&d___u_> 3:22 PM > > > 

You are very kind and patient to last the entire evening (nine seniors is an army of speeches). Thank you, my friend!! 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo.@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,             6:35 AM 
To: bill palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
Subject: Good luck Tonight! 

Gentlemen: 

All the best tonight at Elon ~ have fun and stay injury free ~ play well. 

Also, [ really enjoyed the banquet last Saturday ~ if one had the opportunity to attend that banquet, one would easily understand why our women’s soccer program is what it 

is ~ simply fantastic and dripping with tradition. ~ was proud to be there! 

Take care, and GO HEELS! 

Be well, 

Larry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, ,8:06 AM 

Steve Nelson <steve@wakefieldgroup.com> 

bill palladino ~       ~aol.com>; Dnca~r, Clwls <duca:r@unc.edtP~; Tom Sa~der <pacmma@uncaa.nnc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re 

Fantastic Steve ..... thank you! What a great kid and we all appreciate your help, 

Sen@’om my ~;rizo~ l~Virelas’,~’ 4G LTE DRO[D 

Steve Nelson <steve@wakefieldgroup.com> wrote: 

Anson and lunch bunch pals, enjoy below from a great friend and amazing colleague post a one one meeting I arranged for all this week betw my 

friend and one of your stars and role models .... and winners, in every walk of life. 

Great going, 

Best, 

Steve 

Below btw is from the hugely respected nationally ... 

Maureen K. O’Connor 
Executive Vice President, 
Chief Strategy & Innovation Officer 
BlueCross BlueShield of North Carolina 

Sent farm my iPad 

Begin fbrwaxded message: 

From: Maureen O’Connor < ..M__g__kLr .e__e_..n_:_~;~_~..C__’£_n_!~_9_r.(_a~b_._c_..b_&~£:.c_£_E~2, 

Date             ~ 1:40:51 PM EST 

To: BOT Steve Nelson <~_t__e_~Le_@!~i~l__<__e_f!_e__l__d_&__r£____u_R:_c_£!Ln_~ 
Subject: 

Steve, 
I wanted you to know that I was able to connect with this morning. She’s terrific! We had a great conversation that covered a lot of ground. She 

has applied for two different summer internships here at Blue Cross. I’m going to keep my eye on both opportunities. I think she would be exposed to 

a lot of interesting work and have a chance to see the way we impact healthcare from a different vantage point. I also offered to make an introduction 

to Brian Caveney. Brian is an MD, MPH and ]D! I thought he might be able to share some perspective on the two tracks Kelly is considering. 

Rachel is working on calendars to discuss innovation and spin offs. I have a feeling we will be interacting often based on our noontime conversation! 

All very exciting by the way. 

Best, 

Maureen 

This message (and any associated files) is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, subject to copyright or constitutes a trade secret. If you 

are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or distribution of this message, or files associated with this message, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, 

please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer. Messages sent to and from us may be monitored. 

Internet communications cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. Therefore, we do not accept 

responsibility for any errors or omissions that are present in this message, or any attachment, that have arisen as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required, please request a hard-copy version. Any views or 

opinions presented are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the company. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday,             8:21 AM 

~yahoo.com> 

Re: SOCCER scores in international debut with USWNT U-20s : HS G~neTime 

Awesome Fhank you for sharing, we are as proud as you are! 

Se~i.f!°om my V~rizor~ tVirele,~s 4G L2 ’E DROID 

~.pe.com/hs-garnetime 

@yahoo.com> wrote: 

/soccer >in_international-d ebut-with-u swnt-u-20 s/ 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 8:28 AM 

@caJdwellpa~ners.com> 

Re: Hey 

you are too kind! I loved the season and every challenge along the way. But mostly I loved the kids like your sweet 

you for this ve~ thoughtfifl note. 

I will never forget Thank 

@caldwellpartners.com> wrote: 

It’s 

and I were driving home last Sunday, and a couple of things occurred to me. 

First, thank you for the wonderful banquet. I just wanted you to know how much we appreciated it all. Words are insufficient to express what we feel. 

Second, and far more importantly, the evening’s activities were just perfect for us self-absorbed parents and players. But, in truth and upon reflection, the evening 

left out the one person most responsible for the success of     . And that is you. 

My guess is     was the single most challenging season in your career for all sorts of reasons: 

We played the first 8 games missing 6 or so critical starters. The U-20 girls                  We prospered with good defense and the maturation of a ~7 

year old. And of course everyone wanted to beat our heads in. What other coach carried so great a burden with such handicaps? 

Then, the next third of the season (essentially, the ACC), we played without           As a former keeper, I think she is the best pure defender we have. 

She may not be as fast or as quick as you might like, but she is extremely solid and dependable, and her absence forced ~o be a defender, where she 

is OK, but we needed her offense to be the best. 

* Once went down, you had a defense with 3 walk-ons and a goalkeeper universally acclaimed to be too short - two sophomores, a freshman (and 

an old person). Playing a 3-4-3 with such inexperience was a another significant challenge. 

* By the end of the season, when we had all of our people in the right places, we were as good as, or I like to think better than, everyone else. That 

combined with a couple of extraordinary plays, and we won it all. 

Even while we had the players back and in their pro~er Naces, you then made some very difficult decisions that, I think, made the final difference. Among these 

are making       an attacking center mid; playing         playing    c)n the Baylor PK’s. These were not easy decisions, and I am sure you would have been 

second guessed had they not worked out. But they worked out. 

I guess I shouldn’t be surprised. There obviously are many reasons why you have been so successful over the years, but even so, I am in awe of you decisive 

leadership this year. I have spent a lot of time in my life trying to understand why some coaches are successful and some less so, and having the past 3 years to 

watch you has been a privilege and pleasure. 

No other coach had anything near these challenges this year, and how you are not the Coach of the Year is beyond me. In retrospect, we should have been 

honoring you and your coaches at dinner for what you accomplished. 

But speaking as one of those self-absorbed parents, thank you for making A’s time at UNC so special and allowing her to be part of the most exclusive club in 

women’s sports - UNC Women’s Soccer. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, March 8, 2013 10:54 AM 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: Loudoun Soccer College Showcase 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Loudoun Soccer College Showcase 

From:       @aol.com 

To: "DorraJ~ce, Albert A IV" ~mxis~n@ema]~.unc.edw~,~echdirec~r@~udoun~ccer.c~m,trave~direc~@~ud~uns~ccer.c~m 
CC: 

I want to thank the over 40 college coaches who attended our 2nd Annual Loudoun Soccer College Showcase this past weekend. The weather the previous week created a 
few challenges and changes to our tournament format as well as location changes but we were able to provide two games for the club teams and our college coaches. The 
cooler temperatures did not seem to bother the players who demonstrated a competitive and lively spirit of play. 
We learned a great deal from our expanded event moving from 16 teams to 64 in one year. Loudoun Soccer is committed to ensuring the club teams and coaches have a 
positive experience and we hope to grow and build the event into a top flight tournament in the coming years. We believe we are offto a good start. 
To the coaches who attended we hope you enjoyed the great food and accommodations as well the level of play. We certainly enjoyed hosting you! We realize that every one 
is very busy at this time of the year, when is there ever a down time with soccer, so I hope for those who could not attend you will make a note of our Showcase and join us 
next March. 
In closing, I wish everyone the very best in your recruiting efforts and have a great spring. Hope to see you in March 2014. 
Respectfully 
Randy May 
Loudoun Soccer College Showcase 

Director 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 8, 2013 2:11 PM 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: Ron Benjamin < ~yahoo.com> 

To: David Bucciero <bucciero@american.edu>,Jason Good~n                ~aol.com>,Tony Amato <tonyamato@arizona.edtr~,Kevin Boyd 

<kevin.boyd@asu.edtv~,Scott Chmnp <~ott.chmnp@asu.edu>,Amy Edwards <edwards@athlefics.go~aga.edu>,BJ Snow <bsnow@athlefics.ucla.edu>,Jillian Ellis 

<jellis@athletics.ncla.edu>,Hamid Sedehi <H~anid.Sedehi@athletics.ucsb.edu>,Panl Smmpf <paul.stu~npf@athletics.ucsb.edu>,Keidane McAlpine 

<kzm0001@aubnm.edu>,Allison Foley <foleyae@bc.edn>,Neil McGuire <~macguire@berkeley.edu>,Phil Pincince <Phil Pincince@bmwn.edu>,Liz Driscoll 

<edriscol@bu.edn>,Jessica Clinton <jclinton~!bu.edt~-,Na~cy Feldman <nfeldman@bn.edu>,Jennifer Rocl~vood <jrockwood@byu.edu>,"Alex G. Crozier" 

<acrozie@c~lpoly.edu>,Mr Radwanski <eradwan@clemson.edu>,Neil Stafford <stafflns@ctnich.edu>,Danny Sanchez 

<DanieLSanchez@Colorado.EDU~,Danielle LaRoche <~dt139@comelLedu~,Elke Reisdorph <~emr07@comelLedu~,Mo Whitney <mwhitney@csus.edu>,Randy 

Dedini <rdedini@csus.edu>,Angie Hind <Angie.Hind@dartmouth~edu;~,Mark Torguson ~        ~earthlink.net;~,Lisa oyen <~loyen@emaiLarizona.edu~,"Dorrance, 

Albert A IV" <~anson@email.unc.edu~,Carlos Elizondo <carlos.elizondo@enmu.edn>,Mike Calise <mcalise@fas.harvard.edu~,Ray Leone 

<rleone@fas.harvard.edn>,Diego Bocm~egm <~dbocanegra@fullerton.edn>,Demian Brown -qzlemimabmwn@fullerton.edu>,Dan Abdalla 
< ~gmail.com>,Matt Bernard < ~gmail.com>,Michelle Nagamine <mnaga@hawaii.edu>,Glen Tourville <Tourville@hendrix.edu~,Tracy 

Leone~ ~hotmaJl.com>,Rich Manning <manning@hunLsmm~.utalLedu>,Orla~do Cervantes <orcervan@india~a.edu>,Allison Gibson 

<gibsalli@isu.edu-~,Amphone Ketnouvong <Amphone.Ke~mouvong@liu.edu>,Michelle Meyers <mmyers@lmu.edw~,Michael Needham 

<mneedham06@mafil.u6 .edu>,Brooks Monaghn <bmonaghn@memphis.edw~,Tom Anagnos~t <tom.anagnos@miami.edu>,Kylee Rossi 

<kprossi@monmouth.edt~-,David Nikolic <david.nikolic@nortJawes~tern.edn>,Michael Moynihan <michael.moynihan@northwestem.edtC,,Eric Pohl 

<Eric.libhl@oregonstate.edu>,Li~ms Rhode <linus.rhode@oregons~tate.edu>,Michelle Voillm~d <Michelle.Voilm~d@oregonstate.edu>,Keith Coleman 

<kcoleman@pacific.edu>,Lanra Schott <lschott@pdx.edu>,Darren Ambrose <~tvambros@pobox.upenn.edu>,Tom Wassel <tjw217@psn.edu>,Ada Greenwood 

<hadrim~g@sandiego.edu>,Alicia Hall <a~hall@scaxletknights.com>,F~ed King <fldng@scea’letl,mights.com>,"Mike O&#39;Neill" 

<moneill@scaftetknights.com>,Curfis McAlister <Cmcaliffte@scn.edu;,,Blake Hombuckle <~bhombuckle@selu.edu>,Trae Malmy <mannymt@sfasu.edu>,Jay 

Cooney <jcooney@stanford.edu>,Paul Ratcliffe <~pratclif@s~nford.edn>,Kai Edwards <Kje4@stmarys-ca.edu>,Jessica Brown <jessicabrown4@stm.edtc,,Coach 

Brizaxd ~<tbrizard@tntech.edtc,,Erin Aubrey <eaubry@uark.edu~,Rosie DeWeesc <rmdeweese@ucdavis.edu~,Scott Juniper <sjuniper@nci.edu~,TJ Buchholz 

<Thomas.Buchholz@ucr.edu;,,Pete ShoMer <pshowle@uidaho.edu>,Demko <~mdemko@unca.edu~,Chris Dncar ~uca@uncaa.nnc.edu>,Steve Nugent 

<smnugent@uncg.edu>,Erica Jensen <Erica.Jen~n@unlv.edu>,Michael Coll <Michael.Coll@unlv.edu>,Missy Price <melissaprce@~mr.edu>,Kat Mertz 

<kmertz@uoregon.edu>,Rob Baaxts <baart@up.edu>,Bill Irwin <irwin@up.edu>,Laura Janke <ljanke@usc.edtr<Mario Rincon <ma~io.rincon@usma.edu>,Carin 

Gabarra <gabarra@usna.edu> 

CC: 

Coaches, 

The Winter NPL College Showcase for U15-U18 Gifts will be held on Mmch 23-24 in Turlock, Ca. Most of the top teams in Northern California will be participating 

in this event 

You can find the game schedules and register for the event at http://events.gotsport.com/events/Default.aspx?EventID 31240 

We hope that you can make it ! 

Thread, s 

Ron Benjamin 
Placer United Soccer Club 
Director of Coaching - Girls 

916-300-8884 
ron~placerunited.com 

yahoo.com 
CONfIDeNTIALITY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 4:06 PM 

@gmail.com> 

@~nsn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.eda @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~)gmail.com) 

RE: Full Team 

"This is excellent and 1 think Randy will st~pport VOt~ Obviot~sly, it is better if he addresses your st~ccess with the U-23’s than me~ But I will certsin~y make a c~l~ ss 

we~l and when ~ do I w~l get in to~ch with VO~ ~mmed~te~y and catch yo~ t~p, R~ght ~ow there ~s ~ ~ot of good going on with the T~r Hee~s and the flJ~ te~m, ~ k~ow 

~ do not need to share all the receipt good results ~or ok~r k~ds w~th you (beck% yotl are k~stl~ly the o~e te~fing ME what ~s going ot~ at theft ~evel) 

Keep gr~t~d~t~g awsy, Th~s Germany deds~ot~ ~s k)oking better and better for yot~ (as [ hoped ~t wouk~). I ~m st~re you ~re learning ~md growing by the week at~d ~ am 

absolutely jacked yot~ are starting and playing the two positions that [ know yot~ can play on a fLd[ team level 
g~[ the best[ 

F~m= Amber Broo~ [maiito: @gmai[.com] 
Sent: Friday, Hatch 08, 20~3 2:25 PN 
To; Dorrance, Albe~ A N; jean brooks 
Subject: Fwd: Full Team 

Here is Randy’s res~nse to my email below. 

Begin tb~va~ded message: 

From: Randy Waldrum <Randy,Waldmm.l@nd.edu> 
Date: 7:29:40 PM GMT+01:00 
To: ~.cjmail.corn> 
Subject: Re: Full Team 

That’s great news about your team and how things are going for you in 
Germany. As for your questions regarding the full team, things have 

changed just a bit since Pia left. As of today, I only spoke to Tom 

briefly at the coaching convenlion in January, and it was only a welcome 

on board type conversation. We have not spoken at 811 about the U-23 pool 

of players. He did not contact me regarding            etc. I 

believe that most likely came frown     I will reach oat to him alier 

he returns from the Algarve Cup. He was suppose to come to La Manga, bat 

canceled last minute.     ,lid come and watch the teaJn. Let me catch up 

to him a~ter Algarve, and I’ll have a better idea of what he is thinking, 

and if he even wants my input. I would hope that he would. 

I’ll keep you posted. In the meantime, keep doing what you are doing. 

It’s great prepexation tbr you, and know that I’ll help you in any way I 

can, so don’t ever hesitate to reach out. I’ll always be honest with you 

regarding my thoughts on these things. You are at an important stage in 

your litE and career, so you need to know. I just don’t have any answers 
now since this change was made with Tom. 

Randy 

Go Irish 

Rand5’ WaJdrum - c~valdrum~nd.edu 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Universi~ of Notre Dame 
574-631-3376 once 

- mobile 

On 2~ig Er_a_i_l_:__c_9__r_~ wrote: 

Hi Rand5’, 

Congrats on winning yet another tournamen!!! ! It was painful to keep up 

with the success on Trotter, but I played very well in our loss to 

Potsdam in the Pokal semi-fina!! It was one of those games where we 

played better than them, but they capitalized on their few chances and we 



could have made better decisions in the final third. Right now I am 

bouncing between one of the center backs and dmid. My coach told me today 

that he plans on getting in touch with the Full Team coordinator to 

update him and hopefully Tom with how the four Americans ale doing. As 

you know, there is a camp and game in Germany ne~ month, and it would 

obviously be convenient to be brought into camp then if it’s going to 

happen for us. With that being said, I was wondering what your thoughts 

were about my chances of getting a call up?!? I see yotmg players such as 

getting looks and that is promising. 

However, am I someone that is being vouched for or do I have a ways to 

go? rm not sure the relationship you have with Tom yek but I figured 

you are a good person to reach out to. And feel tree to be brutally 

honest. I prefer to have an open, honest conversation and be given advice 

for how to continue to get better than to tip-toe around the situation. 

So, any infoimation would be gieatly appreciated when you get a chance! 

Thank~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 4:14 PM 

~hotmail.com; ~yahoo.com; ~shaw.ca; ~msn.coin; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@aoLcom; Ja~m Sisneros, ~gmaJl.com); @live.unc.edu); t@live.unc.edu); 

nicole fava (nfiava@uncaa.unc.edu); @aol.coin); i@live.unc.edu; ~)live.unc.edu; 
’@ginail.coin; ;@gma~l.com; @hotinall.coin; @aol.coin; ,@gmail.com; 

_5)hotmail.coin; @yahoo.cam ~)gmail.coin; 

~,@g~na~l.coin; @eina~l.unc.edu; ~eina~l.unc.edu; 

~aol.corr @aol.coin; @ginail.coin; 

:@aol.com: ~gmail.coin @rocketmail.coin; 

~vahoo.coml @ymafl.com; @live.unc.edu 

FW: College player E cours~ 

college e.pdf 

,@emaaLunc.edu; ,@,amail.coin; 

~hotina~l.coin; ~gmaAl.com; 

~email.unc.edu;        @gmail.com; 

~gmail.coml      @live.unc.edu; 

Future coache~ of America!!! 

From: Sari Rose [mailto:sari@ncsoccer.org] 
Sent-" Friday, 3:02 PM 
To: Sari Rose 
Subject; College player E course 

Coaches, 

Attached is the registration for the E Course to be held for current college players. The lecture portions will be held at the state offices in Greensboro and the field 

sessions will be at Smith Soccer Complex behind the Sheraton Four Seasons. Players can email me their information or mail in the completed forms. This 

information is in the flyer. We need a minimum of 12 candidates and will most likely close the course at 24. If anyone has any questions they can email me 

_s__a___r!_~__n___c__s__o___c__c___e__r__._9___rg or Bill ._d___o__c__@_n__c__s__9__c___c__e___r:__o___rg for information. Please pass this along to your teams. 

Thanks 

Sad 

Sari Rose 

Assistant Teclmical Dh’ector 

Coaching and Player Development 

NC Youth Soccer 

Follow NCA~SA on Facebook or Ikvittcr 

Follow Sari Rose on T~i~ter 

NCYSA MAILING address ci~a~ge. 

PO Box 18229, i3reensbere, NC 27419 

physical address and shipping has not changed 

signatureLo I [i~:iI signatureLogo 
....... goNewNCY Score 

SA 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 4:15 PM 

Sari Rose <sari@ncsoccer.or~> 

I~E: College player E course 

Thanks Sad, ] just sent i[ [o my entire roster. 

From: Sari Rose [mailto:sari@ncsoccer.org] 
Sent; Friday, :3:02 PM 
To: Sari Rose 
Subject-" College player E course 

Coaches, 

Attached is the registration for the E Course to be held for current college players. The lecture portions will be held at the state offices in Greensboro and the field 

sessions will be at Smith Soccer Complex behind the Sheraton Four Seasons. Players can email me their information or mail in the completed forms. This 

information is in the flyer. We need a minimum of 12 candidates and will most likely close the course at 24. If anyone has any questions they can email me 

sari@ncsoccer.org or Bill doc@ncsoccer.org for information. Please pass this along to your teams. 

Thanks 

Sad 

Sail Rose 

Assistant Teclmical Dh’ector 

CoachhN and Player Development 

NC Youth Soccer 

Follow NCA~SA on Facebook or "Ik~ittcr 

Follo~v Sari Rose on 

NCYSA MAILING address ci~a~ge: 

PO Box 18229, @eensboro; NC 27419 

physical address and shippi~sg has not changed 

~ )~ signatureLo I ~ii signatureLogo 

..... : goNewNCY Score 

SA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday,             4:18 PM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.~mc.edtr"~ 

@msn.com; duc~x@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisnero,, ,~bgmail.com) 

RE: Elon GoJne! 

Larry, 

We did play well despite ~Tlissing four with National Tea~TIS .... We worl 3-0 ..... rlo injuries. Thank you Larry!! 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athqallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday              3:23 PM 
To: bill palladino; Oorrance, Albert: A IV; Chris Ducat; Tom Sander 
Subject: Elon Game! 

Hopeful all went well last night at Elon ~ you played well and had no injuries! Take care and have a good weekend, guys! 
Larry 

Gentlemen: 

All the best tonight at Elon ~ have fun and stay iniury free ~ play well. 
Also, [ really enjoyed the banquet last Saturday ~ if one had the opportunity to attend that banquet, one would easily understand why our women’s soccer program is what it 

is ~ simply fantastic and dripping with tradition. [ was proud to be there! 

Take care, and GO HEELS! 

Be well, 

Larry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 12:03 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Ja~n Sisneros @gmail.com) 

l~W: Weekly 

soc.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, 8:21 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
Sut~ject: Weekly 

Weekly attached. 

An * means its from a progress report from a professor. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Samrda~y 12:08 PM 

@msn.com; ~uncaa.unc.edu @aol.com; Ja~n Sisneros @gmail.com) 

I~W: nice s~tory about 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: nice story about 

8:06 AM 

Anon, 
Every kid you get has been a star at home. But, now that 

there. 

Nice niece. You’re going to like coaching her. 

is as much yours as ours, I thought you might enjoy seeing this story that popped up in the paper out 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Samrday, 12:12 PM 

~live.m~c.edu> 

RE: nice s~tory about 

Thank you for sending this .,.. Wonderful piece1! 

Sent= Saturday, 8:06 AlVl 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= nice story about 

AnsolL 
Eve~ kid you get has been a star at home. But, now that 

there. 

Nice piece. You’re going to like coaching her. 

is as much yours as ours, I thought you might enjoy seeing this stoU that popped up in the paper out 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, March 10, 2013 10:46 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Erik Bjertnes on Gold - Dukascopoy TV Interview [,inks 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Erik Bjertnes on Gold - Dukascopoy TV Interview Links 

From: Erik Bjertnes <        ~gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu-~,Bjertnes Erik <ebjertnes@~stechnology.co.uk> 

CC: 

Dear Friends, 
I am pleased to attach links for a short interview on Gold on Monday Ma~ch 4. 

Duka~opy TV site: http://ww~-.dukascop,v.com/tv/#96560 

Dukc~scopy TV Youtube channel: http:i/w~x~v.youtube.co~Wwatch?v n38Z-E0zlV8 

Best regards 

Erik 
Erik Bjertnes 

Tel.: +41 (0) 22 735 6760 
Mobile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, March 11, 2013 9:13 AM 

Chris Batchelder ~gmail.com> 

Re: Soccer Ideas 

Chri~ we mu a team camp in the summer, bring your girls team there and we will train tl~em in two systems. The semi fiat back 1-3-4-3 and in the 1-4-2-3-1. Check it 

out: www.nc~sc.com It is a coaching school for you and a soccer cmnp for your players. Call me if you have quefftions . We play both systems this year 

and they both contributed towmds our national championship. 

Sem.~"om my Verizon lYireie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

Chris Batchelder < @gmail.com> wrote: 

Anson Dorrance~ 

First I want to say how it has been a pleasure to follow your career, and what you have done for the world of soccer is just great. 

Now, let’s get to the reason I aln sending you this email. I coach varsity soccer for Benzie Central boys and Traverse City St.Francis for the girls. My 

girls season is starting in a few days and I am introducing to them a new formation, this formation has been one that I have never played in. In fact, it 

has been difficult to f’md too much information on it. I have however, found some great s~deos and information on the formation but, not enough. I aln 

the type of coach that can’t get enough knowledge on anytlfing. So, I thought I would send you a message and see if you could point me towards the 

right direction to obtain more knowledge on this topic. 

The formation is the 1-4-2-3-1. 

Thank you for your thne, have a great day! 

Christopher Batchelder 

Benzie Central Varsity Soccer 

Traverse City Liberty Soccer 

"When you want to succeed as bad as you want to breathe, then you’ll be successful" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~&LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, March 11, 2013 9:29 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~<tucar@unc.edtr~; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros < ~gmail.com> 

Fwd: Sportifus: a new recruitment tool, soccer 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Sportifus: a new recruitment tool, ~ccer 

From: Sporlif’us < @gmail.com> 

To: 

CC: 

Dear Coaches, 

My name is Bertrand Moulin and I am the Founder of a Website called Sportifus. I played College Tennis for James Madison University, where I 
also received a Bachelor in Business Administration. 

I wish you present to you a website which I have created in collaboration with Julien Roussel (Southern Mississippi DI ) and which I firmly believe 
can be a great asset to your University. The main goal of Sportifus is to create a platform of communication between coaches in the United States 
and athletes in Europe. We do this by compiling a database of coaches in different sports throughout the United States. From here, athletes may 
subscribe to the website and have their profiles posted on the website. Through Sportifus, coaches may gain access to the profiles of different 
athletes. Then, via Sportifus, they may contact the athletes that they feel may represent their university the best. Not only is this service entirely free 
for coaches, but we also provide this service for coaches and athletes in many sports. 

invite you to view the website at www.recruitment-usa.com read the section "coach central" and check out athletes profiles on the page dedicated 
to soccer prospect. (http://~ww.recruitment-usa.com/Soccer.html) 

The main objective of this email is to inform you on our concept. Through here, you may check our website regularly to find the athlete that would be 
a perfect fit for your team. For now, we mainly have soccer players and couple tennis players that subscribed. 

look for~#ard to working with you. 

Sincerely, 

Bertrand Moulin. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, March 11, 2013 10:11 AM 

Chris Batchelder @gmail.com> 

Re: Soccer Ideas 

Chris, we beat Stanford in the national chaanpionship semi finaJ playing the 1343. And then 2 days later we be Penn State using the 14231. There axe a lot of factors 

that determine which system is ultimately going to be successful for you. But ultimately it comes down to whether the team you’re playing against play’s the direct game 

or the indirect game. Stanford likes to go indirect ,so we jammed midfield and high pressured out of the 1343. Penn State has a phenomenal play making midfielder and 

a brilliant s~triker so we could not stay in the 1343 against them so we went to the 14231. And there are a lot of ways for you to manufacture the numbers to bring 

enough to team camp. What state are you guys located in? Call me let’s chat. 

Chris Batchelder < ~)gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi, 

Thanks for responding, I truly appreciate it’. 

Here at Traverse city St.Francis we are a smaller school and even though I get a great turnout for number each season (25 this year) it may be a bit hard to get them 

together for a team camp, however I roll try. I have your video on the 1-3-4-3 ustem and I have thought about introducing both of them so we can use these two 

tbrmations throughout the yeaJc. If you have any intbrmation that you would love to shaJ~e regarding to these formations I would love to hear it, I a~n the type of coach 

who wants to know as much as I can to help these girls be successful. 

The one thing that comes to my mind is the detEnse on the 3-4-3, how does the semi fiat back tbur work compared to the 4-2-3-1 ? 

Thanks again,’ 

Cl~is Batchelder 

Traverse City LibeW 

On Mon, Mar 11, 2013 at 9:12 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Chris, we mn a team camp in the summer, bring your gifts team there and we will train them in two systems. The semi flat back 1-3-4-3 and in the 1-4-2-3-1. 

Check it out: www.ncgsc.com It is a coaching school for you and a soccer camp for your players. Call me if you have questions We play both 

systems this year and they tx)th contributed towards our national championship. 

Sen@’om r~O/ I~wi.:o~t ~reles,~’ 4G LTE DRO[D 

Chris Batchelder, @gmail.cotn> wrote: 

~Amson Dorrance, 

First I want to say how it has been a pleasure to follow your career, and what you have done for the world of soccer is just great. 

Now, let’s get to the reason I am sending you this email. I coach varsity soccer for Benzie Central boys and Traverse City St.Francis for the girls. 
My girls season is starting in a fen, days and I am introducing tn them a new formation, this formation has been nne that I have never played in. In 
fact, it has been difficult to find too much information nn it. I have however, found some great videos and information on the formation but, not 
enough. I am the type of coach that can’t get enough knowledge on anything. So, I thought I would send you a message and see if you could point me 
towards the right direction to obtain more knowledge on this topic. 

The formation is the 1-4-2-3-1. 

Thank you for your time, have a great day! 

Christopher Batchelder 

Benzie Central Varsity Soccer 

Travers, e Ciiy Liberty Soccer 

"When you want to succeed as bad as you want to breathe, then you’ll be successful" 

Christopher Batchelder 

Benzie Central V(wsity Soccer 



Traverse (7ii~v Liberly Soccer 

"When you want to succeed as bad as you want to breathe, then you’ll be successful" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, March 11, 2013 10:40 AM 

Chris Batchelder @gmail.com> 

Re: Soccer Ideas 

Sure. 

Sem.f!"om my Ver’izon tYireie,~s 4G LTE DROLL) 

Chris Batchelder ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

We are from Michiga~ I will call you in about an horn; does that work? 

Chris Batchelder 

On Mon, Mar 11, 2013 at 10:11 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <m~son~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Chris, we beat Stanford in the national championship semi final playing the 1343. And then 2 days later we be Penn State using the 14231. There are a lot of factors 

that determine which system is ultimately going to be successful for you. But ultimately it comes down to whether the team you’re playing against plays the direct 

game or the indirect game. Sta~aford likes to go indirect so we jammed midfield and high pressured out of the 1343. Pem~ State has a phenomenal play making 
midfielder and a brilliant striker so we could not stay in the 1343 against them so we went to the 14231. And there are a lot of ways for you to manuthcture the 

numbers to bring enough to team c~unp. What state are you guys located in? Call me let’s chat. 

Se~tt from ~ }~rizon tVireless 4G LFE DROI1) 

Chris Batchelder ~ ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi, 

Thanks for responding, I truly appreciate it’. 

Here at Traverse city St.Francis we are a smaller ~hool and even though I get a great turnout tbr number each season (25 this year) it may be a bit hard to get them 

together for a teach camp, however I will t~. I have your video on the 1-3-4-3 system a~d I have thought about introducing both of them so we can use these two 

tbrmations throughout the yeaJc. If you have any intbrmation that you would love to share regarding to these formations I would love to hear it, I a~n the type of coach 

who wmats to know as much as I can to help these girls be successful. 

The one thing that comes to my mind is the defense on the 3-4-3, how does the semi fiat back four work compared to the 4-2-3-1 ? 

Thanks again,’ 

Chris Batchelder 

Traverse City Libel’ 

On Mon, Mar 11, 2013 at 9:12 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV (anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Clm s, we run a team ca~np in the summer, bring your girls team there and we will train them in two systems. The semi flat back 1-3-4-3 and in the 1-4-2-3-1. 

Check it out: www.ncgsc.com It is a coaching school for you and a soccer camp tbr your players. Call me if you have questions We play both 

systems this yeax and they both contributed towards our national championship. 

Chris Batchelder < ’~gmail.com> wrote: 

Anson Dorrance, 

First I w ant to say hnw it has been a pleasure to follow ynur career, and what ynu have done for the world of soccer is just great. 

Now, let’s get to the reason I am sending you this email. I coach varsity soccer fnr Benzie Central bnys and Traverse City St.Frands for the girls. 
~ girls seasnn is starting in a few days and I am introducing to them a new formation, this fnrmation has been one that I have never played in. In 
t~ct, it has been difficult to find too much information on it. I have however, found some great videos and intbrmation on the formation but, not 

enough. I am the type of coach that can’t get enough knowledge on anytlfing. So, I thought I would send you a message and see if you could point 
me towards the right direction to obtain more knowledge on this topic. 

The forlnation is the 1-4-2-3-1. 



Thank you for your time, have a ~’eat day! 

Chris~topher Batchelder 

Benzie Central Varsity Soccer 

Traverse City Liberty Soccer 

"When you want to succeed as bad as you want to breathe, then you’ll be successful" 

Christopher Batchelder 

Benzie Central Varsity Soccer 
Traverse City Liberty Soccer 

"When you want to succeed as bad as you wa~t to breathe, then you’ll be successful" 

Christopher Batchelder 

Benzie Central V(wsity Soccer 

Traverse City Liberty Soccer 

"When you want to succeed as bad as you want to breathe, then you’ll be successful" 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <iO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, :1:1:30 AM 

Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: blog 

Absolutely brilliant Greg, thank you. I will be sharing this with my team and family. 

Sent from my Ver~zon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Anson, 

Nice blog on Inspiration for Renewal, 

GG 

http ://ti nyu rl.c o m/bjte.q4a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, March 11, 2013 2:03 PM 

Chris Batchelder ~gmail.com> 

Re: Soccer Ideas 

Cl~is, I enjoyed our conversation mysel£ Good luck to you and your team. And please ca2ll when you need some help. You will see that affiliating with our tean~ camp 

would be a wonderer source of information for you and yonr players. 

Chris Batchelder ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

Thanks for ta]king with me today’, I truly appreciate it. 

I will keep you updated as the year goes on. 

Chris Batchelder 

On Mon, Mar 11, 2013 at 10:40 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Sure. 

Scott from ~ ~rizon IVireIess 4G LTE DROID 

Chris Batchelder @gmail.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

We are from Michigan. I will call you in abont an houn does that work? 

Chris Batchelder 

On Mon, Mar 11, 2013 at 10:11 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(~email.tmc.edu> wrote: 
Chris, we beat Stanford in the national championship semi tinal playing the 1343. And then 2 days later we be Penn State using "the 14231. There are a lot of 

t~ctors that determine which system is ultimately going to be successful for you. But ultimately it comes down to Maether the team you’re playing against plays the 

direct game or the indirect game. Stanford likes to go indirect so we jammed midfield and high pressured out of the 1343. Pe,m State has a pheno,nenal play 

making midfielder and a brilliant striker so we could not stay in the 1343 against them so we went to the 14231. And there are a lot of ways for you to 

mmmfacture the ~mmbers to bring enough to team camp. What state axe you guys located in’? Call me let’s chat. 

Set~: from ~v I/erizo.u lfqre/e,~ gG L’]’~" L)ROIL) 

Chris Batchelder ,~gmail.com> wrote: 

Thanks tbr responding, I truly appreciate it! 

Here at Traverse city St.Francis we me a s~naller school and even though I get a great turnout for number each season (25 this year) it may be a bit hard to get 

them together for a team caanp, however I will try. I have your video on the 1-3-4-3 system and I have thought about introducing both of them so we can use 

thesc ~,o formations throughout the year. If you have any information that you would love to shme regretting to these formations I would love to hem i~ I am the 

type of coach who wants to know as mnch as I can to help these girls be successful. 

The one thing that comes to my mind is the defense on the 3-4-3, how does the semi fiat back four work compared to the 4-2-3-1 ? 

Thanks again,’ 

Chris Batchelder 

Traverse City Liberty 

On Mon, Mar 11, 2013 at 9:12 AM, Dorrance, Albml A IV <anson(gbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 
Chi-is, we run a team camp in the summer, bring your girls team there and we will train them in two systems. The scmi flat back 1-3-4-3 and in the 1-4-2-3-1. 
Check it out: w~-.ncgsc.com It is a coaching school for you and a soccer camp for your players. Call me if you have questions We play- both 
~’stems this year and they- both contributed towards onr national championship. 



Chris Batchelder @gmail.com> wrote: 

.~mson Dorrmlce, 

First I want to say how it has been a pleasure to tbllow your career, and what you have done for the world of soccer is just great. 

Now, let’s get to the reason I am sending you tiffs elnail. I coach varsity soccer for Benzie Central boys and Traverse City St.Francis for the 

girls. My girls season is starting in a few days and I am introducing to them a ne~v formation, this formation has been one that I have never 

played in. In fact, it has been difficult to fred too much information on it. I have however, found some great videos and information on the 

formation but, not enough. I am the type of coach that can’t get enough knowledge on anything. So, I thought I would send you a message and 

see if you could point me towards the right direction to obtain more knowledge on this topic. 

The formation is the 1-4-2-3-1. 

~llaank you for your time, have a great day! 

Christopher Batchelder 

Benzie Central Varsity Soccer 

Traverse Ci& LibelS, Soccer 

"When you want to succeed as bad as you wmat to breathe, then you’ll be successful" 

Christopher Batcbelder 

Benzie Central Varsity Soccer 

Traverse City Liberty Soccer 

"~Vhen you want to succeed as bad as you want to breathe, then you’ll be successful" 

Christopher Batchelder 

Benzie Central Varsity Soccer 
Traverse City Liberty Soccer 

"When you want to succeed as bad as you want to breathe, then you’ll be successful" 

Christopher Batchelder 

Benzie Central Varsity Soccer 
Traverse City Liberty Soccer 

"When you want to succeed as bad as you want to breathe, then you’ll be successful" 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:38 PM 

Randy Myer <Randy Mye@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; @aol .corn; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

~reveraliving.com); @duke.edu); 

ducar@nncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com) 

RE: Thank You Plus 

msn.com; 

Randy, 

Thank you t:or your cor~tinued generosity! 

Yes, that was a very special evening ,.., Probably top to bottom the greatest collection of leaders in our history ,.., Amazing chemistry which is directly related to 

your leadership. And of course: what an NCAA run!![ 

f will ~::og~y on this , Sh~-:~ is such a th.:_~ughtful woman. Her daughter, of course, was one of my co-captains (the apple does r~ot fal~ far from the 

[:ree) a~d ~t was her ~dea to honor       dur~t~g the (:hampi.:~nsh~p wee]~end,, 

grid golf this spdr~g[~! 

F~m: Randy Nyer [mailto:Randy_Nyer@kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu] 
N~Bt[ Saturday,             10:43 AN 

@aol.com; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subje~tt ~ank You Plus 
First I wanted to thank you all for invitin9 and me ~ the banquet last Sat nNht. Each year there are so many pa~s that make you proud to be pa~ of the soccer family 
and your athletes. The leers that Anson read trom             remind us of how ~i~d they are off the field and how we feel so confident they will be successful beyond 
UNC. And of course the emotional momenN when Steve comes back to remind us of a litle ~irl who left such a bi~ memo~ not that Ion~ ago. 

On another note, and ~ have discussed this and we would like to match the $5000 9i~ that the parenN and kids raised for the UNC Kidney Foundation. Please tell me how 

to connect ~ or whomever is organizin~ the fundraisin~ so we can make sure to add our contribution ~ theirs. 
Golf in Nay sometime? School is pre~ hectic be~een now and then. But you can sense Sprin9 comin~ so I will be practidn~. 
By the way, please note my special tshirt for toni~h~s Duke 9ame. Hint - it is brown. 
Randy Nyer 
Entrepreneurial Professor of the Practice 

Kenan-Fla~ler Business School 
Universi~ of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 
Office Phone 919-843-6124 
Email: randy...mger@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: Monday, 4:40 PM 

To: @gmail.com 

Co: @hotmail.com; 

~aol.com; 

@aol.com); " " 

@hotmail.com; 

Subject: RE:. 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -~:/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSONp- 

@yahoo.com; @shaw.ca; ~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edn; 

@live.unc.edu); @hve.unc.edu); nicole thva (nfava~!uncaa.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu; @hve.unc.edu; ,~@gm~l.com; ~@gmail.com; 

@aol.com; ~gmail.com; @hotmail.com @~hoo.com; 

~gmail.com; ,a)emoal.tmc.edu; ,@gmml.com; "@gmail.com; ~email.unc.edu: 

~(~email.nnc.edu; ’@hotmml.com; @gma~l.com; " " ,~.)aol.com; @aol.com; 

@gma~l.com: ,~,a~email.tmc.edu; @gmml.com; @aol.com; ",a~gmml.com; 

@rocketmail.com; @gmail.com; @live.unc.edu; ~yahoo.com; @ymail.com; 

@live.unc.edu 

@gmail.com has sent yon a video on Ooyala 

Thanks Jason!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ooyala I mailto:nobodv@oovala com] 
Sent: Friday, 8:57 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subjec~           @gmail.com has sent you a video on Ooyala 

Hello, 

~)gmail.com has sent you a video on Ooyala 

To view the video, please click the link below: 
htt~ ://v~vw uss~ccer c~m/Teams/US-W~men.aspx#~id=U4~94~Tc~yVE~edzpza~wmsSzE~ Y2‘~v‘3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday 5:25 PM 

~gmail.com 

@msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; ,~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) 

Five ’Far Heels get on the field for the US Full Texan! 

]ust another short note to share wlth you that of the 15 US full team plavers that were selected to play against Sweden thls 
morning five were Tar Heeis (includlng the Woman of the Match:                     !! I love ±t, one third of the players 
selected to play today were ira±ned ±n the "compet±t±ve caldrons" of Chapel H±II. ht:tp://www.ussoccer.com/reams/US- 
Women.aspx#ooid=AOM DAwYTrqQE Um N U NVWJxv-RfSaySlg 
While that was going on in Portugal, the starting front line for the US U-20’s had two Tar Heels on it while they played Germany just now in 

Spain. Both of these strikers will be on your front line when you get here in a year and a half. And the third striker you will have to play balls into from your attacking center midfield 

role will be            who played with                  in the U-17 Youth World Cup in Azerbaijan this past fall. We have gathered a wonderful collection of elite players for 

you to orchestrate including this great kid who walked on for us last fall (she started). She will be your left back for two years until she graduates .... See below). I 
loved her humble email: 

Hi Ans! 

The other day we played Germany, and got creamed 3-0. It was’ pretty rough, the germans were very good, and one of our players" got a red card to give 

them a pk and numbers up. I finally got some pla)4ng time, because the girl in my position got hurt at the beginning of the game. I thought I did pretty well, 

andI definitely got a lot more comfortable as the game went on. I also think I proved nn/self defensively a lot with rO, lvl deJbnding. So, I’m starting to&c’ 

agc#nst Sweden, and we really need a win. I noticed a lot in the game yesterday, especially since we only had 2forwards for a lot of the game instead of the 

usual 3 we plot, with, that Amber works very hard on the defensive end which you will really like! That’s’ about it, can’t wait to get back together with the 

squad~ 

www.~oheels.com 

you are a tremendous talent and please know I believe in you and know if your true dream is to play at the highest level we are going to help you get there. 

Your composure, vision, strength, acceleration, finishing ability and versatility are the best we have seen in your generation of players (like            in hers.) 

No other program consistently gets the # of players selected for their full team on a consistent basis like we do. And every year your teams will be in a position to 

compete for national championships like no one else. Look at the front line we are going to have in place for you when you get here. We have not had a front line 

like this since the Hamm!Lilly era; and that group won four straight national championships, and they both played on the full national team forever!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:32 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~yonn~unc.edu-~ 

@msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros I ,~!gmail.com) 

RE: Priority Regislration 

Tony, 

We like to go from 2:30 to 4 pm followed by weighks a couple of days a week 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Monday, 11:36 AM 
To: Jan Mann; Joe Sagula; Jenny Levy; Karen Shelton; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~ject: Priority Registratmn 

Coaches, 

The deadline :[’or applying [’or priority registration :[’or your teams ]2~r the fall is Friday. If there are changes to your fall practice schedule, please let me know as soon as possible so that the?’ 
can be included in the application. It’there are no changes, we will submit the same infonnation that we submitted last year. 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, March 11, 2013 5:42 PM 

natalie dormnce ( @hotmail.com) 

FW: Soccer Ideas 

From: Chris Batchelder [mailto:       @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, March :t:t, 20:13 12:59 plVl 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Soccer Ideas 

Anson, 

Thanks for talking with me today, I truly appreciate it. 

I will keep you updated as the year goes on. 

Chris Batchelder 

On Mon, Mar 11, 2013 at 10:40 AM, Donance, Albert A IV <.ta__r!~?_n~)__e_Ln_~!:__tLn__c_’_:_e_d_E> wrote: 
Sure. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizon tFireie,~s 4G LTE DROLL) 

Chris Batchelder < ~);gnaail.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

We are from Michigan I will call you in about an horn; does that work? 

Chris Batchelder 

On Mon, Mar l 1, 2013 at 10:l I AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(~emailamc.edu> wrote: 
Chris, we beat StanIbrd in the national championship ~mi final playing the 1343. And then 2 days later we be Penn State using the 14231. There axe a lot of thctors 

that determine which system is ultimately going to be successlhl for you. But ultimately it comes down to M~ether the temn you’re playing against plays the direct gan~e 

or the indirect game. Stanford likes to go indirect so we jaamned tnidfield and high pressured out of the 1343. Penn State has a phenomenal play making midfielder and 

a brilliant striker so we could not stay in the 1343 against thetn so we went to the 14231. And there are a lot of ways for you to manufacture the numbers to bring 

enough to temn can~p. What state are yon guys located in? Call me let’s chat. 

SenL/?om my Verizou 14~reless 4G LT’t: 

Chris Batchelder < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Thanks for responding, I truly appreciate it’. 

Here at Traverse city St.Francis we are a stnaller school and even though I get a great turnout for number each season (25 this year) it may be a bit hard to get them 

together for a team can~p, how-ever I will t~y. I have your video on the 1-3-4-3 system and I have thought about introducing both ofthetn so we can use these 
formations throughout the year. If you have any information that you would love to share regmding to these formations I would love to hear it, I am the ~pe of coach 

who wants to know as much as I can to help these gifts be successful. 

The one thing that comes to my mind is the defense on the 3-4-3, how does the semi fiat back four work compared to the 4-2-3-1 ? 

Thanks again,’ 

Chris Batchelder 

Traverse City Libel" 

On Mon, Mar 11, 2013 at 9:12 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson({~email.unc.edt~> wrote: 
Chris. we run a team camp in the summer, bring your girls team there and we will train tbem in two systems. The semi flat back 1-3-4-3 and in the 1-4-2-3-1. Check it 

out: ~v.uc~sc~com It is a coaching ,school for you and a soccer camp for your players. Call me if you have questions We play both ~’stems this year 

and they tx~th contributed towards our national cha~npionship. 

Sent.from ~, ~rizon tVireIess 

Chris Batchelder < ’@igrnail.com> wrote: 

Anson Dorrance, 

First I want to say how it hns been a pleasure to follow your cnreer, and what you hnve done for the world of soccer is just great. 



Now, let’s get to the reason I am sending you this emaii. I coach varsity soccer for Benzie Cenia’al boys and Traverse City St.Francis for the girls. My 

girls season is starting in a few days and I am introducing to them a new formation, this formation has been one that I have never played in. In fact, it 

has been difficult to find too much information on it. I have however, found some great videos and information on the formation but, not enough. I am 

the type of coach that can’t get enough knowledge on anything. So, I thought I would send you a message and see if you could point me towards the 
right direction to obtain more knowledge on this topic. 

’][’he tbrmation is the 1-4-2-3-1. 

Thank you for your time, have a great day! 

Christopher Batchelder 

Benzie Centred VarsiO~ Soccer 

Traverse City Liberty Soccer 

"When you want to succeed as bad a~s you want to breathe, then you’ll be successful" 

Christopher Batchelder 

Benzie Central Varsity Soccer 
Traverse City Liberty Soccer 

"When you want to succeed as bad as you want to breathe, then you’ll be successful" 

Christopher Batchelder 

Benzie Central Varsity Soccer 
Traverse City Liberty Soccer 

"gVhen yon want to sncceed as bad as you want to breathe, then you’ll be successful" 

Christopher Batchelder 

Benzie Central Varsi& Soccer 
7’raverse City Liberty Soccer 

"When you wm~t to succeed as bad as you want to breathe, then you’ll be successful" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, March 11, 2013 5:44 PM 

John ByIbrd <john.byford@villanova.edu> 

Pal:;: Graduate Assistant Position 

Hire a fitness coach, just have him work with you until you are ready for the Vet Cup .... Hire the GK coach later .._. Where are your priorities? 

Ftem: John B/ford [mailto:john.b~ord@villanova.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March ~, 20~3 ~:42 PN 
Te; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; dSwsoc@socceNsts.org 
Subject: {D~WSOC} Graduate Assistant Position 

Hey All, 

I recently posted details of a part time position I have open. I am now posting it as a graduate assistant position, to expand the pool of applicants. 

I am looking for someone who can train goalkeepers. Grad classes will be paid for and there will be a stipend. Extra income is available from camps, clinics and club 

coaching. 

Please have anyone interested apply on our website https://jobsMIlanova.edu/postings/S166 under the part time position. 

Thanks, 

John. 

John C t3vford 

Head Coach Women’s Soccer 

V~Hanovs University, 

800 Lancaster Avenue, 

VH~anova, PA 19085~ 

Office: 610-5:1.9-4135 

CeH: 
Fax: g20-519--6875 

www.vil~a nova.corn 

NCAA TOU RNAMENT APPEARANCES: ’0I, ’02, ’03, ’04, ’06, ’09 

Register for camp at: 

www.villa nova gMssocceraca derny.com 

tlelp promote our game with Twitter use gDIWSOC tbr News, Spring Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, March 11, 2013 5:55 PM 

natalie dorrance ~ @hotmail.com) 

FW: Soccer Ideas 

From: Chris Batchelder [mailto 
Sent: Monday, March 11, 20.t3 2:22 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Soccer Ideas 

I defiantly wi]] and thank you. 

_~gmail.com] 

On Mon, Mar l 1, 2013 at 2:02 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(a)~email.anc.edu> wrote: 

Chris, I enjoyed our conversation my~ll: Good luck to you and your team. And please ca]l when you need some help. Yon will see that affiliating with our team camp 

would be a wonderthl source ofin[bm~ation ti~r you and your players. 
Sen@~om my Verizou 14~reless 4G LT’k 

Chris Batchelder ~ @g_r__n_~i!_:_c___o_Ln_?- wrote: 

Anson, 

Thanks tbr talking with me today, I truly appreciate it. 

I will keep you npdated as the year goes on. 

Chris Batchelder 

On Mon, Mar 11, 2013 at 10:40 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <emson~email~unc.edu> wrote: 

Snre. 
Sen@’om my lL’ri.:o~ Wireles,~’ 4G LTE 

Chris Batchelder < (tbgmail.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

We are from Michigan, I will call you in abom an honr, does that work? 

Chris Batchelder 

On Mon, Mar 11, 2013 at 10:11 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anmn(~ernaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Chris, we beat Stanford in the national championship semi final playing the 1343. And then 2 days later we be Penn State using the 14231. There axe a lot of factors 

that determine which system is ultimately going to be successful for you. But ulti,nately it comes down to whether the tea~m you’re playing against plays the direct game 

or the indirect game. Stanford likes to go indirect so we jammed midfield and high pressured out of the 1343. Penn State has a phenomenal play making midfielder and 
a brilliant striker so we could not stay in the 1343 against them so we went to the 14231. And there are a lot of ways for you to manufacture the numbers to bring 

enongh to team camp. What state are you guys located in? Call me let’s chat. 

Sent from ~v ~ ~ri.:o~t W~reles’,v 4G LI~’ DROID 

Chris Batchelder 

Hi, 

~(a)gmail.com> wrote: 

’I’hanks for responding, I truly appreciate it! 

Here at Traverse ciU St.Francis we are a smaller school and even thongh I get a great turnout for number each s~ason (25 this year) it may be a bit hard to get them 
together for a team camp, however I will try. I have your video on the 1-3-4-3 sTstem and I have thought about introducing both of them so we can use these two 
formations throughout the yeaac. If you have any inforn~ation that you would love to share regarding to these formations I would love to hear it, I am the type of coach 
who wants to ki~ow as much as I can to help these girls be successful. 

The one thing that comes to my mind is the defense on the 3-4-3, how does the semi fiat back four work compared to the 4-2-3-1 ? 

Thanks aga~r~’ 
Chi-is Batchelder 

Traverse Ci~ Libe~W. 

On Mon, Mar l 1, 2013 at 9:12 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(g.~email.nnc.edtv> wrote: 

Chri~ we run a team camp in the snmmer, bring your girls team there and we will tram "them in two systems. The ~mi flat back 1-3-4-3 and in the 1-4-2-3-1. Check it 

out: ~’.ncgsc.com It is a coaching ~hool tbr yon and a soccer camp for your players. Call me if you have questions               We play bx~th systems "this year 



and they both contributed towards our national championship. 

Scruff’ore my l~.~rizo~ lJVireles,~’ 4G LTE 

Chris Batchelder < ~?b~gmail.com> wrote: 

~ns on Dorrance, 

First I want to say how it has been a pleasure to follow your career, and what you have done for the world of soccer is just great. 

Non,, let’s get m the reason I am sending you this email. I coach varsity soccer for Benzie Central boys and Traverse City St.Frands for the girls. My 

girls season is starting in a few days and I am introducing to them a nen, formation, this formation has been one that I have never played in. In fact, it 

has been difficult to f’md too much information on it. I have hon, ever, found some great videos and information on the formation but, not enough. I am 

the type of coach that can’t get enough knowledge on anything. So, I thought I would send you a message and see if you could point me towards the 

ri~lt direction to obtain more knowledge on tiffs topic. 

The formation is the 1-4-2-3-1. 

Thank you for your time, have a great day! 

Christopher Batchelder 

Benzie Central Varsity Soccer 

Traverse City Liberty Soccer 

"When you want to succeed as bad as you want to breathe, then you’ll be successful" 

Christopher Batchelder 

Benzie Central Varsity Soccer 

Traverse City Liberty Soccer 

"When you want to succeed as bad as you want to breathe, then you’ll be successthl" 

Christopher Batchelder 

Benzie Central Varsi.tv Soccer 
7’raverse City Liberty Soccer 

"When you want to succeed as bad as yon want to breathe, then yon’ll be successfifl" 

Christopher Batchelder 

Benzie Central Varsity Soccer 
Traverse City Liberty Soccer 

"When you want to succeed as bad as you wm~t to breathe, then you’ll be successful" 

Christopher Batchelder 

Benzie Centred VarsiO~ Soccer 

Traverse City Liberty Soccer 

"When you want to succeed as bad as you want to breathe, then you’ll be successful" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, March 11, 2013 6:01 PM 

~an@extmvagantlhre.com 

@chapelhillrestaurantgroup.co~n>;        ~nsn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@gmaal.com) 

RE: Extxavagant Fare Catering 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

Thank you [:or your gracious 

All the best![ 

From: Sean Lyons [mailto:sean@extravagantfare.com] 

Sent: Monday, March 11, 20.t3 2:38 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Extravagant Fare Catering 

Hi Anson, 

so we witl remain loyal to him and his superb attention. 

My name is Sean Lyons. I’m Chef!Owner of E~avagant Fare Catering located in Durhmn. I’m contacting you to see if I can assist you with any catering needs you 
may have tbr your team this season. As a full service caterer we have the capabiliW to serve a small group of to 10 tbr lnnch or a large group of several hundred tbr a 

sit down dinner and can work within most budgets. Our company is ve~ food driven and we can prepare just about any ty~ of cuisine you might desire. 

If you have a catering need, please do not hesitate to contact me. I’d be delighted to speak to or meet in person to discuss any ofyonr npeoming catering needs. 

Thank you for considering Extravagant Fare Catering! 

Kind Regards, 

i~iilmage 
removed by 
sender, logo 

~¥w.e’~a~’a~antfme.com 

We’ve updated our menu[ Check it out on our Facebook Page: hltp://t.co/©vt~9zNhTvJ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, March 11, 2013 6:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: CSA ECNL 16-17 Teams at Jefferson Cup 

From: Adam Denton [mailto: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2013 3:16 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: CSA ECNL 16-17 Teams at Jefferson Cup 
College Coaches 
I hope this email find you well. Each of our U16 and U17 CSA ECN L teams will be participating in Jefferson Cup. All of you should be receiving 
letters of interest, resumes and schedules from our CSA ECNL players tre interested in your college programs. I have listed our master schedule 
below for each of our CSA ECN L U16-U17 teams and I hope to see you at the games. 
If you have any questions about any player in the C SA EC N L program please be sure to contact me directly at 704 609 0475 or at 
a dento n@charlottesocceracademy.co m. 

Friday Satmday Sunday-: 

U 17CSA 2:40 West Creek 2 U 17CSA 9:40 West Creek 2 U 17 CSA2:00West Creek 8 

U 16 CSA 4:20 West Creek 3 U 16 CSA 8:00 West Creek 3 U 16 CSA 1:00 Rivcr Ci~" Back 10 

Below are the links to our CSA team profile pages and the link to our remaining club schedule and 
showcase events for the rest of the season. 

Our team managers will also have team profiles at all the events. 
http://www.charlottesocceracadem¥.com/girls/index E.html 
http:iiwww.elitedubsnationalleague.com/clubsischedule/26969886.html 
Our showcase events for the 2012-13 Season are listed below. 
ECNL PDA Showcase CSA ECNL U15-U17 May 25-27 Zerapath, NJ 
ECNL Playoffs CSA ECNL U15-U17 June 21-23 Denver, CO 
Our U 16 and U 17 ECNL Teams will also be attending: 
Southern Soccer Showcase    April 13-14 Winston Salem, NC 
I hope to see you in Richmond and safe travels. 
Take Care 
Adam Denton 
Elite Clubs National League Director U14-18 Girls 
Charlotte Soccer Academy 
http:iiwww.cha rlottesocceracademy.comi www.www.charlottesocceracademy.com/girls/index_E.html 
901 Sam Newell Road 
Suite E 
Matthews NC 28105 
Tel: 704.609.0475 Fax:704.708.4512 
E-mail: adenton@charlottesocceracademy.com 

www.twitte r.co micsaecnl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, March 11, 2013 6:06 PM 

NCGSC Administrator. @gmail.com> 

I~E: NCAA Qneslion for campers 

Not a violation .,, which club and how are our tmmbers? 
From: NCGSC Administrator [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent; Monday, March l:l, 20:L3 3:4:1 PM 
To-" bill palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Ducat; Tom Sander 
Subject; NCAA Question for campers 
Hey Guys, 

I was snaking ruth a coach today who is interested in sending some teams from his club down. He did ask me if players who are already verbally committed to UNC 
OR other schools wonld be allowed to attend the camp. Would this be an NCAA violation of any kind? Let me know when yon get a chance. 

Thanks, 

Natalie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, March 11, 2013 6:07 PM 

John Bytbrd <john.byford@villanova.edu> 

ILE: Graduate Assistant Position 

From: John Byford [mailto:john.byford@villanova.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2013 5:45 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; RE: Graduate Assistant Position 

What was I thinking? 

John C. Byford 

H~-_~a d Coa<:h Wornen’s So<:cer 

Villanova University, 

800 Lancaster Avenue, 

Villanova, PA 19085. 

Office: 610-5:[9-4135 

Fax: &I0..519- 6875 

www.villa nova.corn 

NCAA TOURNAMENT APPEARANCES: ’0I, ’02, ’03, ’04, ’06, ’09 

Register for camp at: 

www.villa nova 6irlssocceraca demy.com 

Frora: Dorrance, Albert A 1!/[mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Se~t: Monday, March 11, 2013 5:44 PM 
Te: John Byford 
$,,bject; RE: Graduate Assistant Position 

Hire a fitness coach, just have him work with you until you are ready for the Vet Cup ._. Hire the GK coach later ..... Where are your priorities? 

From: John Byford [mailto:john.b,/ford@ villanova.edu] 
Seat; Monday, March 11, 2013 1:4-2 PM 
Te; Dorrance, Albert A [V; d_~..w__.s_o_.c_@soccerlists.org 
S~bject: {DlWSO¢} Graduate Assistant Position 

Hey All, 

I recently posted details of a part time position I have open. I am now posting it as a graduate assistant position, to expand the pool of applicants. 

I am looking for someone who can train goalkeepers. Grad classes will be paid for and there will be a stipend. Extra income is available from camps, clinics and club 

coaching. 

Please have anyone interested apply on our website https://jobs.villanova.edu/postin~si5166 under the part time position. 

Thanks, 

John. 

John C t3vford 

Head C.:)ach Wom~:’,n’s Socc~:’,r 

Viflanova University, 

gO0 Lancaster Avenue, 

Villanova, PA t9085~ 

Offic~:_~: (5:10- 5:19-4135 

C ~-_d h 

Fax: 6:10-5:[9-.6875 

www.villa nova.corn 

NCAA TOU RNAMENT APPEARANCES: ’O:l, ’02, ’03, ’04, ’06, ’09 

Register for camp at: 

www.villa nova ~irlssocceraca derny.com 

Help promote oar ga~e with Twitter use #D]WSOC ~br News, SpfiBg Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday,               6:50 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: Jealous? 

I ~an more th~ jealous What I would give to be in your place. I know you’re enjoying this wonderful adventure in Germany. I am hoping this will be your shot 

at the big time. As soon as Sermam~i gets back to the UNted States I’m going to call him for you. I hope Ran@ does the stone. And by the way, all the Tar Heels are 

doing well with the full team. This bodes well when I om selling you. 

~?¢,mail com> wrote: 

Got tW second row ticket for Bayern vs Arsenal this Wednesdayt ! Ill be sure to say hi to Wenger for you because our seats our right behind the visitors bencht 

Sent from ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 7:08 PM 

@gmail.com> 

1~;: JeaJous? 

Can I have a copy of your wonderful speech? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Jealous? 

6:43 PM 

~gmail corn] 

Got my second row ticket for Bayem vs Arsenal this Wedaaesday! ! Ill be sure to say hi to Wenger for you because our seats our right behind the visitors bench! 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 7:09 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

1~: Banquet Speech 

By the way w~t is Noleeeeeeee]! 

From: [mailto: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Monday, 10:21 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Banquet Speech 
Hi Ans, 

I am sony for not sending banqnet speech to you earlier, but I just came back from the vacation and I had ve~ limited access to the intemet. I attached the speech, 

however, it does not include last pa~t farm the banqnet speech because I made it up on the "stage" while giving the speech. It was originally supl~ose to be 2-3 minutes, 

bnt once I saw all the seniors going over, I realized I cm~ add some things, ha ha Anyway, I will write it t?om the memory and send you that version as well. 

I roll see you at some of the trainings. 

All the best, 

P.S. Go 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 7:12 PM 

@gmaJl.com> 

Can I have a cop?" of your wonderful speech? 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 7:14 PM 

@gmail.com> 

ILE: JeaJous? 

Best collection ot: senior speeches we have ever had .... I wish you had been there!! You were wonderful, even on the big screen!!!! And your rnom was 

very classy!! (And thank goodness she was there to get al~ of your ~oot!!~ 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
Sent~ Monday, 7:12 PM 
To: Do~rance, A~be~ A ~ 
Subject: Re: Jeabus? 
Yes~ ~o~ ~ was m ~taly this weekend visiting and keep forgetting to send it yo~- way~ Glad you enjoyed it..so~ds like my class hit the nail on the head with our speeches.. ~’m glad~ ~ 

On at 12:07 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

Can I have a copy o:[’your wonderful speech? 

..... Original Message ..... 

}:rom: ?t)grnai[.com] 
Sent: Monday, 6:43 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A W 
SuNect: Jealousg 

Got my second row ticket lk~r Bayern vs Arsenal this We~esdayt t I11 be swe to say hi to Wenger lk~r you because our seats our right behind the visitors bench~ 

Sent from my ~hone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 7:25 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Can I have a cop?" of your wonderful banquet speech? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 7:28 PM 

;@gmail.com> 

I~E: Jealous? 

I can’t wait to see you! And remember keep sending rne things that you think wilt inspire your team!! They will benefit [:rorn all and everytNng you learn, trust me. 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 7:24 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Re: Jealous? 

Believe me I wrested to ~ there morn th~ ever...but as ~u ~y, "TNs is the life we choose," wNch also happens to be wfi~en on a ~st it a~ve my light switch ~ a 

reminder of why rm here and not b~kin ChaNl Hill with my family and ffiends~ But rest assure& I have a countdown for when I visit ChaNl Hill in     ~d yes, 

is one cl~sy woman..as I ~id in my s~ech, "NI that I am I owe to my ~rling mother[" 

On , at 12:14 ~, Do~ance, Albe~ A IV wrote: 

Best collection of senior speeches we have ever had .... 1 wish you had been there!! You were wonderful, even on the big screen!H! And your morn was 

w-:~r¥ classy[! (Amd ~:hank goodness she was there to get all of your iootH~ 

Sent: Monday 7:12 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Re: Jealous? 
Yes[ SonT I was in Italy this weekend visiting      and keep forgetting to send it your way[ Glad you eRioyed it. sounds like my class hit the nail on the head with ow speeches..rm glad’, t 

O£ at 12:07 A’~{, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

Can I have a copy of your wonderful speech? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: 2vlonday, 6:43 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Jealous? 

Got my second row- ticket for Bayern vs Arsenal this Wednesdayt ! Ill be sure to say hi to Wenger for you because our seats our right behind the visitors bencht 

Sent from my iPhone 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kgi’4C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON):"~ 

Monday,              7:35 PM 

~gmaJl.com~ 

l~L: Can I have a cow of your wonderful speech’? 

~ loved it       Best collection ot: senior speeches we have EV~!R heard. And please kr~ow how r~?uch ~ am going ~o miss you. You were the easiest person for me to 

talk to .., and I can’t put my finger on why~ Why do you thh~k? Maybe we have thi[~gs h~ common we are not aware of ..... 

F~m: @gmail.com] 

Sent: Nonday, 7:29 PN 

To; Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject; Re: Can I have a copy of your wonderful speech? 
I sent you a copy last week but maybe I put in a wrong email or something. Give me a a few minutes to get to my laptop and I’ll send it asain :) 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 7:12 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~son@ernail.unc.edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 11:42 AM 

@gmaJl.com> 

1~: Can I have a coW of your wonderful speech’? 

Thank you for your speech and this thoughtful note. 1 guess what connected us is tha~’ou and your /bmi/y DiD trust me and you r~h~sr~ys made me f#el 

certainly in the way we could easily chat about anything, Yes, you guys d~d get along well, And one of your bes~: quaHl:k~s ind~viduMly, ~s ~ud mentM 

and ver~ we~-~ked by ew~ryone, t l:hkd~ that was a par~: of why, as a class, things went so smootMy {ew~n when we ~:ook hRs). Ultima~:e~ what came through A~ 

~our s£eeches was your co~ective character, There was not one self-serving or selfish speech ~n the entire class. Arnsz~ng]H~ And of course the season reflected 

that ..... whsL a fin~sh!H 

F~m~ @gmail.com] 
Sent~ Monday, 9:07 PN 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ Re: Can I have a copy of your wonde~ul speech? 

I am ~ glad you guys liked our speeches so much~ I really do think my class had ~metNng sNcial. We may not have all been best ~iends but we got along really well 

and ~ do believe we were/am aJl genuinely happy :D which I think is a rare "thing. I an aJready missing you and the team. Ifs weird not waking up early and going to 

prac~e but ~ love my job(s) which is a good ~cond beat to you guys to have. I am glad that it was so easy Ibr you to ~lk to me because honestly it was ve~ easy for 

me k) "talk to you too. No idea why but when I look back most of my best memories aze with you Nrsonally. I do believe we have a lot more in common than we may 

think and I do Nlieve and ho~ fl]at we will ~ lifelong [fiends. I will defimtely be azound a lot morn once school s~s in the Pall. 

I ~ow I didnt get to do tiffs in person but I do really appreciate eve~Nng you have done for me. You ~nay not ~ow how much you have i~uenced my life these p~t 

couple of years but you ~ally have. N~d I am sm~ you h~ew how ~amd I was co~ning in as a ~eshman but now Carolina is my home ~d you aze my family. When I 

said that my ~renB trusted you I meant fl~at. They lmow that these 4 years have been the best firing that has ever happened to me. I am not sure how to thank you 

enough o~er than to Mways have a smile on my face :) 

I ho~ this sp~ng is going just the way you wanted, hn hoping to make it out to a g~e or hvo becau~ ~ want to see the~ gifts ~ck some A**H :D 

I a~ached my speech again in ca~ ~gu couldn’t find the oilier one I ~nt. hn glad you liked it. It rea]ly w&s from the hea~ :D 

Best Reflards, 

O11 at 7:34 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~a;email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I loved it,      Best collection of senior speeches we have EVER heard. And please know how much I am going to miss Vou~ You were the easiest person for me to 

talk to .,.and I can’t put my finger on why. Why do you think? Maybe we have things in common we are not aware of 

Sent: Nonday, 7:29 PN 
To= Dorrance, A~be~ A N 
Subject= Re: Can I have a copy of your wonderful speech? 

I sent you a copy last week but maybe I put in a wrong email or something. Give me a a few minutes to get to my laptop and I’ll send it again :) 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 7:12 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 12:11 PM 

Jeff Janssen <j ett(~j effj an ssen.com> 

173~,: Conmfitment Continuum - Module 6 

Jeff, 
I do~’t get it either! 

From: .left Oanssen [mailto:jeff@jeffjanssen.com] 
Sent: Monday, March ii, 2013 9:34 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Commitment Continuum - Module 6 
Thanks so much Arisen - really- appreciate you lending your tremendous credibili~ to the canse!! ! 

I had a decent meeting with Vince and Dicky last Friday. Sounds like Vince wants to keep me involved in some capaci~, but they are plmming a whole new leadership 

offering for administrators so they said budget roll be a big concern as money will be diverted there. 

So they are exploring having me do less SA workshops. I am open to doing this to some degree but I am concerned how it might impact the strength of the current 

Academy. rm not sure if Shelley will be taJ~ing over more of them or what... 

AI~, I was hoping to get back involved to some degree with the coaches workshops but it ~3tmds like Shelley is looking at getting Jerry Bell and his group involved 

instead. I certainly respect what Jerry has to olIEr bu~t I think I can bring something of value to the table as well. 

As an FYI for you, NC State approached me about starting an Academy with them. I told both Vince and Dicky about it early on in hopes that the UNC situation 

would be ~esolved and I wouldn’t need to work with them. However, as this situation drags on and is still pret~" murky with likely a decreased role for tne, I feel I need 

to accept a contract with them as I would not want to possibly lose two loca] opportunities. I work with other same conference schools with Illinois and Michigan mid 

Arkansas and LSU so I know it can be done - but it was something I was hoping to avoid as my heart is definitely with the Heels. 

Thmiks again for your support - it means A LOT! I’ll keep you posited as hopefully this will all be somewhat resolved in the ne?g couple of weeks... Just sad and 

disheartening that something so good has devolved into something so @sfuncfional. Just shows axe fragile culture can be... 

JJ 

I chatted with Vince Ile, Dick Baddour, Karen Shelton and Johil Blanchard, before he left. and sang your praises . I hope it was enough. Good lnck’ my 

friend. You have tremendous valne to a]l of us. 

From: JeffJanssen [mailto:iefl?~)ieflianssen.com] 

Sent: Monday, March 11, 2013 11:59 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; kd~mnbly2~illiuois.edu; Julie Sterret; ’~f~me.com; Twila~Kaufinan@peppe~diue.edu; Karen Shelton 

Subject: Commitment Continnmn - Module 6 

Hey Coaches, 

Attached yon will find the sigh and likely final Commitment Continuum module. Thanks for your help and please send me the feedback from your 
team and staff on each of the six modules as you complete them. 

Based on the feedback, I plan to put a version 2.0 together and make it available in April/May for teams who might want to use the system over the 

summer. 

I am working on a Coache~Facilitator Guide tbr it and have created some "Committed" and "Compelled" stickers that coaches can rise to acknoMedge 

m~d reward those who display’ Committed and Compelled behavior on a weekly basis. (let me know if yon want some Ibr your team) 

Finally, I am having some posters made np of the Commitment Continnum to help reinlbrce the concept in locker rooms, weight rooms, coaches offices, 

etc. 

Any other thoughts or tbedback you might have on how to make this a complete m~d practical system would be greatly appreciated! 

THANKS ! 

JJ 

Check out our aJl-new website at http:/i~wvw:ianssensportsleadarship.com 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 

Jm~ssen Sports Leadership Center 

phone: 1-888-721-TEAM, fax: (919) 303-4338 

address: 6841 Piershill Lane, Cary, NC 27519 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make a difference arotmd the world’. Student-Athletes Leading Social Change (SALSC) 

http://x~a~a~-.salsc.o~g 

Check out our all-new website at ht~p://www,jmassensportsleadership.com 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

phone: 1-888-721-TEAM, lhx: (919) 303-4338 

address: 6841 Piershill Lane, CAD,, NC 27519 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the count~ to make a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change (SALSC) 



htlp:,’,,’www.~lsc.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 12:13 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

I~E: Banquet Speech 

Got it![ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~yahoo com] 
Sent: Monday, 10:07 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Banquet Speech 

It’s We call him shorter 
sent from my Samsung Mobile 

:-) He is playing at Indian Wells this week and he is going to win again! 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 

>By the way what is 
> 

>From: ffr)yahoo.com] 
>Sent: Monday, 10:21 AM 
>To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>Subject: Banquet Speech 
> 

>Hi Ans, 
> 

>! am sorry for not sending banquet speech to you earlier, but I j ust came back from the vacation and I had very limited access to the imernet. I attached the speech, however, it does not 
include last part from the banquet speech because I made it up on the "stage" while giving the speech. It was originally suppose to be 2-3 minutes, but once I saw all the seniors going over, 
I realized I can add some things, ha ha Anyway, I will write it from the memory and send you that version as well 
> 
>! will see you at some of the trainings. 
> 

>All the best, 
> 

> 

>P.S. (io 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 12:23 PM 

@live.com:~ 

~msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~)gmail.com) 

RE: Lovin’ the ’Far Heel Nation~J Players 

Tha~k you .... Yes, what a great collection on the team right 

From: [mailto ~live.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:29 AM 

To: Bill Palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Ducat; Torn Sander 
Subject; Lovin’ the Tar Heel National Players 

Hope this message finds you and your families well. 

We have been following along on line as our ladies shine at the Algarve- thinking of you all and imagining how proud you must be. 

Go USA, Go Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 2:27 PM 

~aol.com 

EW: Do you run an elite soccer cmnp? 

From: Ron Dvorkin [rnailto:rdvorkin@adsportsmedia.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, March :[2, 20:t3 8:31 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A ~ 

TopDrawerSoccer.com is committed to helping you maximize your 2013 enrollment and will develop unique integrated campaigns for your elite 
soccer camp. 

Your camp is a valuable tool for our players that help them enhance their skills and we want to ensure they don’t miss the opportunity. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com has the ability to geographically target your exposure and brand your campaign to the specific states and regions that you 
want to target! 

So call today to get started and be a part of an exclusive class of college camps. 

Regards, 

Ron Dvorkin 
Vice President of Business Development 
I__o_~Dr__a___w____e___r___S___o___c___c___e___r_:__c___q_~ 
Office: (562) 513-3737 
rdvorkin@adsportsmedia.com 

If you no longer wish to receive email from TopDrawerSoccer.com, click here to unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 2:27 PM 

Dominic Oliveri <d oliveri@sympa’uco.ca> 

~hotmail.corn; ~yahoo.com; :@shaw.ca; @rnsn.corn; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~aol.corn; Jason Sisneros @grnaJl.com); @live.unc.edu); ~!live.unc.edu); 

nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu); @aol.corn); @live.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; 
@grnail.corn; @gmail.com; @hottnail.co~n @aol.corn; @gmaJl.com; 

~hotmail.com; (~vahoo.corn; ~gmail.com; @erna~Lunc.edu @mnail.com: 

~gmail.com; ~email.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu; @hotmml.com; :@grnail.corn; 

~aol.corn ~aol.com @gmail.com; ~ernail.unc.edu; ~gmail.com; 

@aol.com; @gmail.com: @rocketmail.com; @gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu; 
@yahoo.com; @ymml.com; @live.unc.edu 

RE: Ottawa FuW 

DoIT~il)iC~ 

I will sent this back out to our Team List, If one of them in interested I am sure they will respond, 

Fr~ra: Dominic Oliveri [mailto:d_oliveri@sympatico.ca] 
Seat; Tuesday, 8:~ AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: ~wa Fu~ 
Hi Anson, 
I hope ~11 is well. One of the strikers we h~d signed h~s informed us that she now h~s to ~ke summer school and will not be coming to O~wa. I just 
wanted to touch b~ with you to see if you h~d ~ny strikers who would be interested in the oppo~unity to play with our club this summer. 

Regards, 

Dominic Oliveri 
Ottawa Fury 
W-League Head Coach 
Technical Director - You~ Girls 
~_o__~_w____a_f_u__ry:~__m__ 
_d___oJ_Lv__e_.__r_j_@__s_~_m__p_a_t Lq__q:__c_a 
613-282-0445 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 3:27 PM 

Jennit~r DiMeo ~tarheelmonthly.com> 

@aol.com 

RE: Ladies Clinic 

J emli~:eL 

Great idea ... ~lease meet with Bill Palladino. I will copy him on this. 
From: ~@gmail.com [mailto: ~gmail.com] On Behalf Of Jennifer DiMeo 
Sent: Tuesday, . 12:31 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Ladies Clinic 
Coach, 
I was a N~ of a team fl~at hosted the inaugural Carolina Ba~ll Ladies CliNc last night. Coach Ga~ led a s~tion in the weight room. He mentioned to me something 

that I had pondered earlier - soccer shonld do a similar event. I would love to meet ruth you and talk about the event and see if it is ~mething we could &velop for the 

soccer program. The initial feedback ~om the event is it was a huge snccess and the ladies c~’t wNt for new one. 

Take care $ Go Heels~ 
denNfer 

Director of Marketing 
Tar Hee! Monthly 

L~.ta rheelmo nth b/.com 

www.tarheelmonthly.com 
@TarHeelMonthly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 3:47 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Ja~n Sisneros .~gmail.com) 

FW: {DlWSOC} Cmnp 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ed Mi~tz [mailto:edmatz(h?admin umass edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 2:53 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Division One Coaches 
Subject: {D1WSOC} Camp 

Coaches, 

Hi, I hope all is well ~vith each of you ’]’his is not your ~pical 
list serve email and one that I have debated sending for sometime. I :Felt compelled to let you know a situation that myself and several college coaches experienced while working the "Where 
Players Play Soccer Camps" this past December at Bryant Universi~. Our paychecks were all returned for insufficient funds in the owners account. 
Several coaches were told the?’ would be provided with hotel rooms and found later that the credit card they presented for incidentals had been charged the :gull amount. BD’ant L’niversity 
was never paid ~2~r their facili~ rental 

It has been three months and we have not been paid. ’]?he owner of the camp has since run a couple of other camps and has not paid those coaches either. 

’]?he camp has a strict no refund policy. Coaches invotved with the camp have gotten numerous phone calls fi-om irate parents asking for a refund since the weather in RI was bad Phone 
calls to the owner have not been returned. 

I realize many of you including myself have known the director/owner of the camp for man?’ years. I would suggest using caution if you decide to work his camps. 

All the best. Ed 

Ed Matz 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
University of Massachusetts 
15 NCAA Appearances 
6 NCAA Final Fours 
5 Atlantic 10 Championships 
23 All Americans 
413-�45-4343 

www.top 100girlssocceracademy.coru 

Help pronmte our garue with Twitter use #D1WSOC for News, Spring Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 3:58 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu>; @mac.com 

l~g: Leadership/Core Values 

After you have chewed on this a while~ call me. I want to know what you think, 

From: Streett, Shelly 
Sent: Tuesday, March :12, 20:t3 3:03 PM 

To:       .@mac.corn 
Ce; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Leadership!Core Values 

Marcia, 

Anson asked me to send you the 2012 Core Values and Athletic Leadership information. 

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance. 

Shelly Streett 

Olympic Sports 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Office 919.962,5220 

Fax 9] 9.962.4038 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:13 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: College 

From: [mailto: @cuemail.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:56 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: College 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

My nameis,        and I mn interested in playing      ’ tbr your program. My goaJs are to study Medicine mad become a National Protbssional       player. I 

hope to one day play in the Olympics, that is another goal I want to achieve. Looking at the website, your program has won 22 Championships with the recent 

chmnpionship. Also Primary Medicine ranked number 1. 

I play for a Division 1       team, called PFA Swam~ in Maryland. I low       and have been playing for 8 years. I’m ha~dworldng on and offthe field, I’m a leader, 

and very determined to succeed. I’m in the ninth grade and was selected to the Southern Maryland All Conference team          and earned a VarsiD" Letter. 

Since~eb; 

removed by 
sender. 

Click this to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu-~ 

Tuesday, ; 11:44 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Jefferson Cup 

Semi?ore my Veri.:o~ Wireless 4G LTE ])ROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Jefferson Cup 
From:, @tampabay.rr.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance; 

This is                              of TBU U-15 Premier Girl s ~ 97 team; I wrote you previously 
with my scl~edule at Jefferson Cup ~md unfortunately our schedule has changed. I have included the new 
schedule below; I hope you can still get by one of my games. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 1:46 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l:W:     National Collegiate Recruiting Conference 

SFC - NCRC Conference Regis~tration Fom~.pdf 

From: Abbie Lynch [mailto: _~dantudor.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:03 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Ducar 
Subject-" 2013 National Collegiate Recruiting Conference 

Coach Anson Dorrance and Coach Chris Ducar, 

I’m the coordinator for the upcoming     National Collegiate Recruiting Conference in Charlotte, North Caxolina this 

registration information in ha~d in case you wa~ted to have someone them your staffat the cont~rence. 

If you have any questions, just let me know. I’m happy to help’. 

Hope to see you there, 

ABBIE LYNCH 

Client Senices Coordinator 
?2~dm~tudor.com 

c 

o (866) 944-6732 

I wanted to make sure you had the 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 1:48 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW:                     / updated schedule for Players 

From:. [mailto ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:43 plVl 

To-" Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: ¢ updated schedule for Players 

Hi Coach Anson, 

Here is the most recent schedule for Players.I have also sent a link for Sat game in Frisco ecnl. 

Hope to see you soon!! 

Players Showca~: 

Erlday Girls UI7 El Cortez 

9:30 AM LV PREMIER SC ’96G ECNL vs Gilbert Arsenal 

3:30 PM LV PREMIER SC ’96G ECNL vs Laguna Hills Eclipse 

Saturday Girls U17 El Cortez 

9:30 AM LV PREMIER SC ’96G ECNL vs Fram 95 LV Sports #1 

Sunday Gifts U17 El Cortez 

3:00 PM LV PREMIER SC ’96G ECNL vs BYSC Corona 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 
Wednesday,               1:48 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc edu) 
So Cal Blues GU 15 ECNL Draluck Teaan 

Letter to Coach DolTance.doc 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:07 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject:            So Cal Blues GUlf5 ECNL Draluck Team 

Hello Coach Dorrance, Please open attachment and read my letter to you. Thankyou 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, 2:48 PM 

tMlddra Vanda Siguvgeirsddttir ~    ~hi.i~ 

,~)live.unc.edu> 

RE: Player 

let ~qe see wh;t 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:J.1 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Player 

Hello again. 

As you probably know the goalkeeper, 

adventure in Iceland? And fine soccer also! 

is up to ..... she can playin midfield or up top. 

@hi.is] 

is going to play for a team in USA so I was just wondering If you know about anybody else who would like an 

I am mainly looking for a goalkepper and a midfielder or forward. A wing player is also something I could use. I am looking for two players who would share an 

apartment (not room). We pay for airplane tickets, the apartment and food. Then they would work in our soccer school for children for part of the time and get a 

salary for the work and for playing -that is the soccer school is not all summer, so when not working there we will pay them. This is not something to get rich from 

but certanly enough to provide for them selves and have a great stay. 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~/O LFNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 2:54 PM 

Bria~ Fitzgerald < ~gmail.com> 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: southern soccer showcase April 13,14 Winston-Salem, NC 

Briar~ 

I will copy my Director of Operations Tom Sander on this. He will mn it up the flagpole [’or us. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Brian Fitzgerald [mailto: ~mail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 11:57 AM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: southern soccer showcase April 13,14 Winston-Salem, NC 

Anson, 

It was very good to speak with you today. Thank you for your help 
I greatly appreciate it I am the new owner of Soccer Unlimited in Winston-Salem, NC. 

As I mentioned on the phone, we are providing the event tshirts at the Southern Soccer Showcase (SSS) in Winston this April. We would like to put all of the colleges that are participating 
on the back of the shirt. I believe I need permission fi’om the schools in order to put their logo on the shirt. I would like to get your permission to add UNC to the shirts 

I have attached a logo for the SSS that will go on the front and a mock up of what I would like to put on the back to give you an idea of what I am talking about. 

Thank you for yoar ume and I look forward to hearing back r-ore you. 

Best regards, 

Brian Fitzgerald 
President 
Soccer Unlimited 
www.facebook.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 2:54 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: southern soccer showcase April 13,14 Winston-Salem, NC 

sss logo 09.pdf; sss college.docx 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Brian Fitzgerald [!nailto:: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 11:57 AM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: southern soccer showcase April 13,14 Winston-Salem, NC 

Anson, 

It was very good to speak with you today. Thank you for your help 
greatly appreciate it I am the new owner of Soccer Unlimited in Winston-Salem, NC. 

As I mentioned on the phone, we are prnviding the event tshirts at the Southern Soccer Showcase (SSS) in Winston this April. We would like to put all of the colleges that are participaung 
on the back of the shirt. I believe I need permission fizom the schools in order to put their logo on the shirt. I would like to get your permission to add UNC to the shirts 

I have attached a logo for the SSS that will go on the front and a raock up of what I would like to put on the back to give you an idea of what I am talking about. 

Thar~ you for your time and I look forward to hearing back from you. 

Best regards, 

Brian Fitzgerald 
President 
Soccer Unlimited 
www f~cebook corn, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 3:18 PM 

@aol.com 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jon ),/hHer [mailto 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Phil Pincince@brown.edu 
Subject: 

Coach Dorrance, 

Just an fyi. 

Best regards, 

Jon ?,/hller 

~ec.rr.com] 
2:45 PM 

will be playing (New Hanover hs vs Chapel tliH hs) this evening at 6:30pm, at Chapel Hill, #10, NHtIS. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 3:18 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Jefferson Ga~n~e Schedule Change - 

From: mailto:~ @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:47 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Jefferson Game Schedule Change ¯ 
Hello Coach Dorrance: 
I sent you an email last week with my defferson game schedule. My schedule has now changed. Below is my new game schedule. 
The Jelferson Game Schedule is as IOIIows: 

-. Game/,~473 11:20 am Cleveland FC (Ot t) vs TSF Academy Magpies (N J) West Creek 7110 ((}~e time fl~e same as p~or email - field ?~ has changed) 

-. Game #478 3:00 pm Cleveland FC (OH) vs NY Rush (N YE) 1,5ver Cib~ #04 (Game time cha~ge and field # cha~ge) 

-. Game #483 11:20 am Cleveland FC (OH) vs Charlotte SA (NC) River Cib~ #03 ("t’he same as prior email) 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 3:21 PM 

Thorn McDonald ~championshipproductions.com> 

@~nsn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; ,~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~)gmail.com) 

RE: Schedule 

Spring is different tha~ the fall ._. Witl not work as well! 

From= Thorn NcDonald [mailto: @championshipproductions.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, March 13, 2013 3:13 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Schedule 

Coach Dorrance, 

I hope you’re doing well. We’d like to do a video project ruth you this spring if it works. Let me know if that works for you. Have a great day. 

Thom McDonald 
Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 

800-873-2730 (oNce) 

(cell) 

515-232-3739 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 8:55 PM 

Ducar, Chris <~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Jefferson Cup Schedule 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Jefferson Cup Schedule 

From:                  -~                ~cuemail.nel> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hello again coach Dorrance! 

I’m               ’ I’m jus~t following up ruth the email I sent you earlier tiffs week. I would like to provide you ruth my gmne schedule for the JeffErson Cup’. I 

would love for you to come out and see me play this weekend at some point’. 

My ~hedule is as follows; 

2:20 PM - 4:00 PM 

River City field #7 

11:20 PM - 1:00 PM 

River CiU (Back Field) #13 

2:40 PM - 4:20 PM 

River CiU (Back Field) #12 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 8:55 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 3/14/2013 1:45:53 AM 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: FW: 3/14/2013 1:45:53 AM 

From: Savanah Slockion ~yahoo.com> 

To: "Dormnce, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu~,l?ahygl ~ ~interact.ccsd.net>,maea < 
< ~micorp.com>, sha~l~rd @ sonoma.edtr~,vlicitra ~telepacific.com> 

CC: 

@interact.ccsd.net>,Ivan l?ams 

http:/i~a~a~-, sca~dinavi~vm.com/uaql~]zti w.uith 

3/14/2013 1:45:53 AM. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 10:54 AM 

@aol.com 

pacmm~@uncaa.uuc.edu 

I~W: updated schedules 

Dino, 

Please follow up, copy me. Thanl< you. 

Frem: Paul Tamberino [mailto:l ~aol.com] 
SeBt; Wednesday, March 13, 2013 ~:~2 PM 
Te; Mark Krikorian; Greg Miller; Alison Foley; ’Eddie Raswanski’; ’Robbie Chruch’; Dorrance, Albert A ~; Tom Anagnost; Phil Wheddon; Jonathan Morgan; Steve Swanson; 
Charles Adair; ’Tony Daluz’ 
Subject: updated schedules 

Lady and gentlemen, 

With the addition of Notre Dame would you please send your updated schedules? 

Paul 

Paul Tamberino 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 11:08 AM 

~gm~l.com> 

I~E: Fundmising Golf Toum~anent for Speci~l Olympics 

Thanks .... I will consider it! 
From: [mailto ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 6:29 PM 
To:      _~aol.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Ducat; Tom Sander 
Subject: Fundraising Golf Tournament for Special Olympics 
Hey coaches, Tom! 

I do a lot of volunteer coaching with Special Olympics (and Shelley does too actuall!!) m~d the Chapel Hill police department is hosting a golf tournament fundmiser for 

them coming up in April--I was wondering ifa~y of you were interested in paxticipating? 

Ifs Monda55 April 22nd at tile Governor’s Club. Attached is so~ne more info a~d tile sign-up foml--ifs very brief and you just emafil it back. 

Thanks, let me know if you have any questions! Hope yon guys are eNoying the break as much as I ra!! Saw CP in Portland yesterday and she said she misses Chapel 

Hill and the team like crazy... 

See you soon! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 11:32 AM 

Russ Gladden < @gmail.com> 

~hotmail.com); 5!aol.com 

RE: License 

Russ, 

What do you coach? We run a combination coaching school in our ideas for you and team soccer camp in our training sessions for your players in the summer Check it out: 
www.ncgsc.com 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Russ Gladden [mailto: ~mail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 8:18 PM 
To: Dorrunce, Albert A IV 
Subject: License 

Coach Don-ance, 

Will UNC host a national coach clinic or will one be held in your area this sumaner - preferably a clinic you will be an instructor or attending? I am looking to further my coaching knowledge 
this summer better my knowledge of soccer, specifically women’s soccer 

Thank you J2~r your urne 

Russ Gladden 
Augusta, Ga 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 11:40 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~Toun~unc.edu> 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu; ~msn.com; ducar@nncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

RE: Summer School Needs 

~}gmail.com) 

Tony, 

Thank you for all this ...~ It is very helpful. 

Yes,        redshirted last fall and has one more year. She will graduate next December. 

We have no intention of redsh[rl:ing          unless she becomes a k)~: be~:ter. 

~s go~ng pro in freestyle but w~ll stay ~n school as an {mdergradua~e coach bt~ no~ on scholarship. 

Guess has the requisite hours for graduation but not the GPA (she look a transferrable course frorn some school in Connecticu[ [hat never seems [o show up on her 

transcript). What can she take to ~et her degree thai w~l be her least expensive option? ~s there s one hoar thk~g she can take to graduate her? 

Tom Sander handles our summer scholarship 8 ._ our phibsophy is to try to get our future p~os to graduate in December of their senior year, since the American 

pro league is a spring league. 

~mm= Yount, Tony 
Se~t~ Wednesday, .9:02 PM 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~ject~ Summer School Needs 

I’m e~oying loo~ng out at the sound to~gbt dow~ hem at gmera]d Isle. 

Here is the list of hours each of our playe~ will have earned assuming that they all ~ss NI the courts in wNch they aze cu~ently enrolled. I am still in the process of 

gaining familiafi~ ruth each of the girls and their si~ations. Most of them I have figured out. It would ~ help~l to ~ow who among them have mdsN~ed. 

summer needs am cfiticN. Assnming she ~s eve~Nng this spring, she will s~ill ~ ineligible for fall nNess she ea~ a miNmnm of 3 hou~ in summer ~hool this 

summer. She is the most critical summer need.               is pro~bly the next in line, but them is no eligiNlity issue as~cia~d ruth her.            could need 

summer ~hool depending on her grates l~m her 2 spring online courses. If she is lower titan a B in either, she will need m earn more hours m~d Quality Points 

summer to lift her cumulative to a 2.0. 

Tony 

Hours 

73 

27 

106 yes 

32 2 

28 

36 

75 

56 

50 20 

62 2 

27 

52 22 

45 

36 6 

101 11 

6O 

49 

56.4 

57 

73 

30 

55 

87 

68 

26 

Ahead On Pace Behind 

13 

3 

redshirt - could graduate in 

2mdshirt? 
9redshirt? 

15 
4 

3 

2 

mnst have 2 B grades on online courses to 
15 .... 

ms, ore ehglblhty 
11 Must eazn 3 hours in summer to restore eligibility 

3.6 

3 

2 

yes 

5 

3 

8 

4 

103 

111 

7O 

110 

87 

120 

110 

118 

13 hours short of graduation 

9 hours short of graduation 

11 

2 hours short of graduation 

10 

109th semester approved - should graduate in Dec 

33 hours short of graduation 

should graduate in May 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 11:46 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

College Letter.docx 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: 

@ .org] 
1:40 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 12:04 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:58 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Below is attached a YouTube clip ot , highlights and her NCSA profile which is awaiting her full video to be completed very shortly. 

htto:/iww~, uyoum be .com:watch?v fiNdeTKzU f0 

http:/i~cmit-matchuucSe~s~:~ts.o~/clientrms:ptr~file/recmiting profilei1055252 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 12:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: [mailtc ~ ,org] 
Sent: Thursday, : :10:49 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 
Dear Coach Anson 

Please contact at or 

Sincerely, 

On Wed, at 10:39 PM, < 

if you have any interest in me! 

o~_~> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 12:08 PM 

Russ Gladden, @gmail.com> 

ILE: License 

Russ, 

Get 16 to 20 players together Iicom all of the teams you work with and check us out. I think you and the kids will get the information and experiences of elite training that will be worth the 
time Call me if you ~vant detail             (c) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Russ Gladden [~nailto @~maihcom] 
Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2013 11:51 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albeit A IV 
Subject: Re: License 

Coach Dol~ance, 

Thank you for the quick reply. 

I assist with U-I 6 and U-17 girls team [’or the Augusta Arsenal Gunners club. I also coach a middle school team [’or local schooh 

Primarily, I am looking to add to my NSCAA National license. Any team information would be good too. There are several girls on all three teams interested in UNC camps 

-Russ 

On Mar 14, 2013, at 11:32 AM, "I)orrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 1~ USS, 

> 

> What do you coach? We run a combination coaching school in our ideas for you and team soccer camp in our training sessinns ~2~r your players in the sutmner. Check it out: 
www.ncgsc.com 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From:Russ Gladden [!nailto:        ~h?;mail com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 8:18 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: License 
> 

> Coach Dorrance, 
> 

> Will UNC host a national coach clinic or will one be held in your area this summer - preferably a clinic you will be an instructor or attending? I am looking to :Further my coaching 
knowledge this summer better my knowledge of soccer, specifically women’s soccer. 
> 
> Thank you for your time. 
> 

> Russ Gladden 
> Augusta, Ga 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 2:46 PM 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

I~W: Algarve Champs Picture 

Alg~’e 13 Ch~anps=ipg 

From: Jason Sisneros [mailto:         @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2013 12:30 PM 

To: Bill Palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Ducat; Tom Sander 
Subject-" Algarve Champs Picture 

Championship Pictu~v’~ 

Could someone email this to Lohse. I don’t seem to have Ns email address. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 15, 2013 2:26 PM 

Kim Jones <kimajones@unc.edu> 

~msn.com; duca~@uucaa.uuc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( s@gmail.com) 

RE: Rams Club ’Far Heel Tour 2013 

Thank you for this opportunity~ 
I will go to any meeth~g you like if I will be before a MAJOR donor to our new soccer!lacrosse stadhJrm Someone will h~ve to call me and convince me that this 
individual has the potenl:h~ to be a gf(:~ contr~tmtor. 
Get my drift? 

F~m= Kim Jones [ma~]to:kimajones@unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, Narch ~4, 2013 4:58 PN 
Te~ Dorrance, Nbe~ A N 
Su~ject~ Rams Club Tar Heel Tour 2013 
Hi Coach- We would ~ove to get you out in front of donors this spring if you are able to join us for any Tar Heel Tour events. I have listed the full schedule of 
events below. Let me know if you are able to attend any of these with us. Thanks so mucM ~kim 
~lmington (Fedora) 
lunch 
Wednesday, April 24, 11:30 AM 
Cape Fear Count~ Club 
1518 CountN Club Road 
~lmington, NC 28403 
Atlanta (Fedora) 
Wednesday, April 24, 6PM 
The Buckhead Theatre 
3110 Roswell Road 
Atlanta, GA 30305 
Greensboro (~lliams & Fedora) 
Tuesday, April 30, 6PM 
Greensboro Coliseum 
1921 W. Lee Street 
Greensboro, NC 27403 
Winston-Salem (~lliams & Fedora) 
lunch 
Tue~ay, May 7, 11:30AM 
Old Town Club 
2875 Old Town Club Road 
~nston Salem, NC 27106 
Triangle ~lliams & Fedora) 
Tuesday, May 7, 6:30 PM 
CAROLINA THEATRE OF DURHAM 
309 W. Morgan Street 
Durham, NC 27701 
Hicko~ (~lliams) 
lunch 
Thur~ay, May 9, 11:30AM 
Rock Barn Golf & Spa 
3791 Clubhouse Drive 
Conover, NC 28613 
Raleigh (Fedora) 
Lunch 
ThuF~ay, May 9, 11:30AM 
Noah Ridge Count~ Club 
Raleigh NC 
Charlotte (~lliams & Fedora) 
Thursday, May 9, 6PM 
Booth Playhouse & Belk Theater Lobby 
Blumenthal Performing A~s Center 
130 Noah T~on St. 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
Pinehurst (Fedora) 
Thursday, May 30, 6PM 
Pinehurst Reso~ 
80 Carolina Vista Dr. 
Pinehurst,NC 28374 

Kim Jones 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
The Rams Club 
(919) 843-6433 
kimaiones(~4unc.edu 

Celebrating the First 7~ Years o~ Supporting Carolina Student-Athletes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 2:36 PM 

Maxilou McFarlane < ~gmail.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu     "" ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros (          ))gmail.com) 

RE: Advisory Council for SportsBomd - good time to speak later today? 

Marifou, 

I do have an iPad. (I don’t know how to use it, but I have one.) 

And please understand 1 am not a micromanager. "The person pulling the trigger on whether or not we will recruit with it is Chris Ducat. The person who will decide 

wheth~:_~r or not it: wHI be ~nvo~ved in our camps is BHI PaHadino. t wH~ not over r~ie either of those ~eop~e so honestiy I do not need to be ~nvolved at i~l h~ the 

vetting process. Obv~ouslv, it is a great idea w~th aH kinds of pol:ent~al, but you certainly don’t need me to tell you LhatJ have ~ f{mct~on at 7 {}m that Sunday ~n 

Durham but please do not reschedule on my accounL 

Good luck w~th my ~oys Marilou~ 

From= Marilou McFarlane [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Se.t= Thursday, 5:50 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Re: Advisow Council for Spo~Board - good time to speak later today? 

Okay, we’ll plan on dimmr on April 11 in Chapel ~ill. Plebe pnt that on your caJendar. 

Would like to show you the soccer app in more de’rail when we show the camp s~ff.., am you available to join our webinar on S anday afternoon at 6pm your 

time? I can’t remem~r, do you have an iPad yourselt? No womes if you don’k you can access all that you will need f~)m the server site, which we’ll show you. What’s 

the next recmi~ng event you aze ~Bonal]y going to? 

I’ve been meaning to tell you, if there are gifts on the team studying bnsiness looking for in’mmships fl]is snmmer, we could u~ ~eir help here at Spo~sBoa~’. Please let 

me ~ow. 

On at 11:57 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson([gemail.unc.e&~> wrote: 

No time for me today but the 11~t; might work hne. 

From: Harilou HcFarlane [mailto: @qmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:03 PM 
To: Dino Palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
~e: Gregg Jacobs 
Subject: Advisory Council for SportsBoard - good time to speak later today? 

Hi, Anson and Dino. I’d like to invite you both and Chiis to join our advisory council ~br SportsBoard. 

Our new partnership will without a doubt be beneficiaJ to both of us and I’d like to introduce you to my friend, our Founder/CEO Gregg Jacobs. 

Gregg will be in NC also on           with his son on a lax recruiting trip, and we’d love to have dimmr with you guys on Thursday night 

Is there a good ti,ne we could speak this afternoon? 

Many thanks, 

ML 

Marilou McFarlane 
VP Business Development 
SportsBoard 
O: 530.323.0202 

F: 41 &532.3234 

"iPad and iPhone Player Assessment Solutions" 

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! 

Notice: The information contained in this message is intended only for use 

of the individual(s) named above and may contain confidential, proprietary 

or legally privileged information. No confidentiality or privilege is 

waived or lost by any mistransmission If you are not the intended 

recipient of this message you are hereby notified that you must not use, 

disseminate, copy it in any form or take any action in reliance of it If 

you have received this message in error please delete it and any copies of 

it and notify the sender immediately. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, 3:21 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Ja~n Sisneros @gmail.com) 

FW: Soccer- W 

Soccer - W.pdf 

Boys, 

It looks like was admitted competitively! t 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: noreply@unc.edu [mailto:noreply(~r)unc edu] 
Sent: t;riday,                5:02 AM 
To: ~aol corn; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ille, Vince; Chris Ducar; Lance Markos; Tom Sander 
Subject: Soccer - W 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 15, 2013 3:42 PM 

CSCS Staci Wilson ~aol.com> 

,~!duke.edn); @msn.com; ducar,~)uncaa.nnc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
~gmaJl.com) 

RE: best coaching styli’ever 

Staci, 

You are always so sweet to me!! I am copying 

From= CSCS Staci Wilson [mailto:: ~aol,com] 
Sent= Friday, March :~5, 20:t3 8:49 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= best coaching staff ever 
Good Morning Anson, 
I am working on a heading biomechanics powerpoint and in looking in my old hard drive for presentation photos I ran across the attached photos of you (and the second has 
Dino and Cody) coming to my rescue during a half-time. I was loving the attention at the time. Poor injured me. :-) It was at Duke. They scored within the first couple minutes 
of the game, but then we came back and pounded them pretty good. 

I just wanted to share that and also say hi and check in on you. Please send my best and the whole family too. 
Warmest Regards, 

Staci 
Staci N, Wilson, CSCS, USSFB 

~ (c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 15, 2013 4:23 PM 

BrendaJ~ Ei~ <bei~@elitesoccer.net> 

ILE: U23 - Wotnen’s Summer Collegiate Program - Chicago Area 

Thank you coach for the information AND the inviLation! 
From:          @gmail.com [mailto:         @gmail.com] On Behalf Of Brendan Eitz 
Sent: Friday, March 15, 20~.3 12:29 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A iV;          @gmail.com 
Subject; U23 - Women’s Summer Collegiate Program - Chicago Area 
Coach, 
If you have players on your roster from the Chicago Area and would like them to train this summer with the goal of being ready for the fall season, I 
am running a U23 - Women’s Summer Collegiate Program. 
The summer training program will be designed and run by Brendan Eitz who has 18 years of NCAA DI coaching experience. 
Training and Games location: 
Rolling Meadows High School 2901 W. Central Rd. Rolling Meadows, IL 60008. 
(Good location for players who live in Chicago and Suburbs) 
Please forward the following links to players who might be interested in playing U23 in the Chicago area: 
U23 - Women’s Summer Collegiate Program 
Program Details 
To express interest, players need to fill out the information requested in the above linkto be considered for the program. Training and game dates 
are included in the information provided in the form. 
Coaches can also send me contact information of players if would like me to connect them directly at .~,gmail.com or 
If you have any question please call me at 
Have a productive and healthy spring, 

Brendan Ei~ 

Elite Soccer Director, Founder 

Image 

removed by 

sender 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 4:56 PM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

@~nsn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; ,~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros I @gmail.com) 

RE: Thaa~k You 

You are a great kid and remember it is out trials that shape us, not our successes!! You are a positive and far cry from tl]at freshman I recruited!! 

From: [mailto: }kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, ~: ~ PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Thank You 
Hey Anson! 

I hope this email finds you well. I made it to the final round of the selection process for the Nike Internship position, but unfortunately did not get the job. Just wanted to thank 
you again for putting in a recommendation for me(it means a lot!). I would not have made it this far without your help! See you in a few days, 

BSBA Class of : 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~ J j__v__e_ = _u_ jA _c_’= _e__d___u_ I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 2:15 PM 

Chris Batchelder ~ @gmail.com> 

nataJie dorrance ~hotmail.com) 

RE: Soccer education 

Chris, 
Get ¥ot~r USSF "C’. It is a national license and it is very good, 
Then if Vo~ can afford it, I would alternate between the NSCAA National licenses and the USSF National ~icenses as you c~imb the ladders. 
And then bring your team to Team Camp (you wi~l go for fl’ee) ~md th~s w~l~ be an extraordinary cow, thing schoo~ experh~nce for you and amadng c~lmp experience 

for your kh~s Check ~t ou[:: www.ncgsc.com 

F~m= Chris Ba~helder [man,to: @gmail,com] 
Sent= Sunday, Hatch 17, 2013 10:46 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Soccer education 

I hoN all is well. 
I have a question for you, I have ,ny "E" & "D" of the USSF coaching licen~. My question is where do I go fro,n here? Do I sm~ ,ny NSC,~k or go get my "C"? 

Th~ for everytlring, 

Christopher Batchelder 

Benzie Central V(wsity Soccer 

Travers, e CiLv Liberty Soccer 

"When you want to succeed as bad as you want to breathe, then you’ll be successful" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, March 18, 2013 3:13 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Ja~n Sisneros ( ~gmail.com) 

EW: Vehicle Use Policy 

Vehicle U se Policy.docx 

Yes, they are trying to keep us safe!!! 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 1:21 PM 
To; UNCAA-EveP/one 
Subject-" Vehicle Use Policy 
To: All Department Staff" 

F~om: Bubba Cmmingham 

Date: March 18, 2013 

RE: Depaartment of Athletics Vehicle Use Policy 

In an effi)rt to better protect our student-athletes and fftafl; we are evaJuating va~-ious options Ibr thture ground transv~rtation. In the mea~time, we are implementing a 

new Vehicle Use Policy tbr all automobiles owned and rented by the Department of Athletics (excluding rental cars thai will not transport students). Please take the 

time to read the attached Policy and fa~iliarize yourself with its temps. 

As many people have never been trained on safe operation of our vans, we are addressing that need by providing a new video tra~,ning session. Effective Jnly 1 of this 

year, any Depa~ment of Athlelics employee wishing to drive a vehicle governed by this Policy (to tr~spofft UNC perso~mel or tbr ~y other reason connected to their 

employment with UNC) will be required to watch an a~nuaJ online training session. This training will have to be updated each fisc~J year. The cunent training video can 
be seen using the follomng link: 

http:i/www.voutube.com/watch?v K5eNUSE9JQ8 

If you wish to drive a vehicle governed by the new Vehicle Use Policy, please watch the video then email Trey Parnell to verify’ that you have done so. Trey will be 

assuming the role of Fleet Management Coo~linator under this Policy and roll continue to oversee the vehicles owned by the Department of Athletics. 

We have aJ~ included measures in our new Vehicle Use Policy that are intended to promote ~t~ use of these vehicles mad to minimize liability. While every item in the 

Policy is important, the provisions below aye of particnlar note: 

~a(2) This Polio3 hereby spccitically prohibits use ofDcpa~lmenFowned Vchic]es tSr camps, camp-related parrx~ses, c]mics, and other similar activities. 

~c Alter flae implemet~tatiou of thit~ Policy, fl~e Det~%m~ent of Alhlelics shall not purchase or rent ~my addifionN 15 }Nt~senger Vant~ (excep~ whet~ specifically 

preapproved by the ]Nrect~:~r of Athletics or his designee). 

§d To be appro~,ed as a Vehicle Operato~; an individud must: 

Be a* least 2I 5,ears of age; 

] {a~,e a minimum of five 5,ears ofexpe~ience operating motor ~,ehicles; 

3 Be a cn~e~t empk~yee offlae [ h~iversity or gmdua~ or proRzssJo~al s~udertt of the Unive~h? ~hose edacatio~a~ trai~hN mq~fires use of the vehicle and 

whose use is ~m~itt~d t)~ the Flee~ Mm~agement CooNinator; and 

Hm~e completed O~c Vat~ "I’raimng EdncationaJ Bogcam wilhin a dine ~dod established by the Department of Athletics. 

Vehicle Owrators are exr~ctcd to reF)rt N~ tickets, charges, citations, and ~raflic ofl~uses received Maile &Jvmg a~)~ automobile, 1 lnivershy-owned or 

ofl~e~a~’ise, to dae &Jvcr’s superior at~d the ]leer Managemenl Coordinator within ~ct~ days. 

Excep~ i~~ e~nerge~cy sim~tions, oMy Vehicle Operators and ProfesNo~N Drivers are permitted to drive Vehicles governed 1}y this Policy, 

Passe~gers in all Ve]ficles shonld be limited to persons who are 1 g 3ears of age or o~der and arc ! lniversib emplo3 ees, students office ! lniversity, or other 
individuals on oNciN University business fbr which use of file ~ e[~cle has been g~m~ted. An exception to tlfis minh~nml age ~equvement sh~d] exist tier sa~&nts of 

the University ~ he a~ m~der the age of l 8. Family members who am not University employees a~e expressly p~ohiNted flom riding in fl~e Vehicles go~ erned 

by tk~s Policy, 

Limit the t,)tal nmnber of passengers t~ the num~r of availaNe seat[x:]ts. In 12 and 15 Passenger Vans, the ntm~ber of passengers shou]d not exceed 11 people 

(inclndit~g the ddver) 

Dndt~g and at~er o~rafion era Vehicle. a Vehicle Operator should: 

Roped all accidents, rega~vfless of damage, to the driver’s superior at}d the Fleet Managemen~ Coordinator in ~hc Facilities uni~ of the Det~r~me,~t of AtNctics 

as ~on as [x~ssible. Add t on al y accidents that occ~ar on ~he [ irNO-Chapd Hill campers shonld be reported hnmedialely ~ flae Departmen~ ofPnl>lic Sa{~:ly. 
Accidet,ts fl~a~ occur offofUNC.-Cha~[ Hill’s campus shonld be m~xmcd immedialely to the appr~p~atc slale police. 

£eport all lickets, citaliot,s, m,d ofl~er traffic-rdatcd cha~ges to d,e dri verbs superior and the F~eet Managemenl Coo~di~m u~r m the Faci]i tie:s uni~ oflhe 

Depa~lment ofAtNefics whhin let, da3 :s. 

Vehicle Operat~ms shonld be well-resmd at,d ale~t while dmJng. Vehicle Operators shotdd t~y not 1o exceed 7 hours of &Jvmg m any 24 hour period. 

Seat p~sse~gers ~’om the t>o~{ ~o the back so ~ha~ as m~eh weight as possible is located h~ ~’om of the rear a~e. Keep htggage on the floor if at all 

possiNe. Do not use the rooffi)r ~torage o~ ovedoad the vehicle~ 

The new Vehicle Use Policy roll beco,ne effective JNy 1, 2013. Efl}ctive i,nmeNately, howevec the Depm~ment of AtNefics roll no lo~Ner rent or pmvi& 

Depa~nent- owned vehicles for co, ops or cmnp-related pu~oses. 

If you have any questions abont tNs new VeNcle U~ Policy, please con~ct Paul Pogge at ppogge~uncaa.unc.edu. Thank you for your assis~nce and coo~ration. 

Bubba 
Bubba Cunningham 
Bireeter of ~thleties 
The ~ni~ersiW of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 8:16 PM 

bill palladino < @aol.com>; TOM SANDER <pacma~@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Fwd: 

@gmail.com> 

Dofft let tr~fn Tuesday! 

Sent.~"om my Verizon IYireie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: "Markos, Lance M" <maykos@emaJl.unc.edu> 

To: "Dormnce, Albert A IV" <aJ~son@emaJl.unc.edu>,ducay@uncaa.unc.edu, ~aol.com,"Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> 

CC: "Yonnt, Tony" <tons.woun@unc.edu>,"Gallo, Jr., Lany A." <athgaJlo@e~na~l.unc.edu>,"Gwaltney, Clint" 

<cgwaltney@unc.edt~-,nfava@uncaa.nnc.edtk"Timmennans, Tom" <timmenn~s@unc.edu>,"Gatz, Gregou" <ggg@email.unc.edt~- 

Ok, so it looks like       is officially down below 12 hours this afternoon, so no training or workouts with the team and obviously no competition until further 
notice. We should be able to have the last few documents for the waiver by early tomorrow to get the waiver submitted. If you have any questions, just let us 
know. Thanks!! 
Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@uncaa,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 4:41 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

~gmail.com>; ~live.unc.edu:>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu:> 

RE: 

No problern ._. Please let us know whet~ we can involve her ag~in. Now we are playing Florida Lhis Sut~d~y and I would love to it~volve her in that game, so if we can 

accelerate tNs ~ would appreciate ~t. Tha~ks LanceH 

F~m: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Monday,             4:23 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      }aol.com; Sander, ~omas J 
Cc: Yount, Tony; Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A.; Gwaltney, Clint; nfava@uncaa.unc.edu; Timmermans, Tom; Gatz, Grego~ 
Subject: 

~o~ice. ~e ~ho~ld ~ ~M~ ~o h~v~ ~h~ I~ f~w doc~ for ~h~ w~iv~r ~y ~rly ~o~orrow ~o ~ ~he w~iv~r ~u~itte~. if you h~v~ ~ny qu~io~, j~ le~ u~ 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:49 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Hey anson quick ques~tion! 

You can come by anytime. You are a great kid. I would enjoy any kind of conversation. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 5:07 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: He?- anson quick question! 

Hello Anson, 
Hope you are doing well. I am supposed to have my meeting with Chris but I am having trouble coordinating it because my schedule is so erratic and he is often out recruiting studs for this 
lovely program. Anyway, I was ~vondering if you had ten minutes to talk in the next few days I would really appreciate it’. I ~vill email Chris as ~vell just in case! 

All the best and thank you, 

Ps I have some readings from my samurai honors course I think you would immensely er~joy! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ASSES); 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 5:02 PM 

~aol.com 

I~W: {DlWSOC} Santa Clara Universi~ - 2013 

Look Ditto how Santa Clara tries to promote their camps .... 

From: Lesle Gallimore [mailto:lesleg@uw.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, March 18, 2013 7:14 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; @egg Murphy 
~:c; D:tWSoc@soccerlists.org 
Subject: Re: {DIWSOC} Santa Clara University - 20:13 

Sent fro,n my iPhone 

On Mar 18, 2013, at 3:46 PM, "Gregg Murphy" <gr_~ .u__rl@_~(~_s_c_’_u_:__e~_tg> wrote: 

Due to recent conference realignment, Santa Clara is in need of 1 more team to play in our 2013 tournament. 
* Sept 13 - 15, 2013. Your opponents would be Stantbrd a~d Santa Clara University. Both games played here at Stoats Clara 

Thanks and plea~ get in touch if interes~ted 

Gregg Murphy 

Associate Head Coach 

Women’s Soccer 

Santa Clara Universib’ 

408.554.2713 w 

gmurphy,@~u.edu 

2013 Girls Soccer Camp Schedule: 

Day Camp # 1: June 24-28, 2013 

Overnight # 1: July 8-11, 2013 

Day Camp # 2: July 15-19, 2013 

W’~V~,L SC~ lsoccerca~lps,co~l 

2013 Spring and Summer ID Clinic Schedule: 

Clinic #1: March 9th, 2013 
Clinic #2: June 1st, 2013 

Santa Clara Worneffs Soccer II) Clinics 

Help promote our game with Twitter use #D1WSOC for News~ Spring Results 

Help promote our game with Twitter use #D IWSOC for News, Spring Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 5:27 PM 

Jason Sisneros < ,@gmaJd.com> 

ILE: Sports Board Plug 

Thank you Jaso~ ._. I am with you b~’o!! 
From: Jason Sisneros [mailto: }gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 10:46 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Spor~s Board Plug 
Anso~ 
Mayilou made it a point to ask me to let you know the potential of the sports bomd product we’ll be incorporating into out recruiting and match analysis - as you have a 

meeting tomorrow morning. I figured she’ll ~ and have you plug the hell out of it so other teams roll want to buy in - I haven’t used it yet, so I only know what I have 

spoken with the company about, but it sounds good. 

On the match analysis’performance analysis side - we’ll be able to use sports board to sync with sportscode video and stat software which allows mobile data 

collection and sharing. This will also make it possible to share videos via iPads and simply streamline how we collect and share information. 

Same thing on recruiting - since it sounds like their product aJlows coaches to track players mad share video and data on prospects with ease. 

I’m going to learn all about it and how we can u~ it - but I am looking lbrward to implementing this into our ever improving system of driving performance. 

Have a good fright, 

Jason 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 5:36 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros ! ~gmaJl.com) 

~tnsn.com; duca~buncaa.unc .edu; ~aol.com 

I~NV: How To Coach "Killer Passes" the Barcelona Way 

If you want to order these to help you rewrite our Team Camp Manual on the :1.-:1-2-3-I please do ..., I gave you something ._. Is it one of these? 

From: mailer@infusionmail.com [mailto: mailer@infusionmail.com] On Behalf Of WORLD CLASS COACHING 
Sent; Tuesday, March 19, 20:[3 6:33 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" How To Coach "Killer Passes" the Barcelona Way 

Hi Anson! 

~aree~ona have been considered the #1 team in the world for a few years. They are known for their 

quick "tika-taka" passing style and their ability to penetrate opposing defenses 

Neiow is an artinle of a review of how Barcelona are able to penetrate with "Killer Passes". The article 

also includes two drills that you can do with your team to help train them to be~er penetrate opposing 

defenses. 

This a~icle is wri~en by Stevie Grieve, author of Coaching the 4-2-3-1 and Ooaehing the 4-2-3-I 

Advanced Tactics Check out info on these books below 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 shows you why the forrnation is becorning one of the mest dominant styles of 

play in modem secoer Now you can d~scover how to train your players to utilize this highly flexible and 

attacking formatien in Coaching the 4-2-3-.1. Packed with soccer drills, diagrams on setting up yeur 

tearn and guidance en the formabon’s philosephy and playing mindset, this boek prevides you with 

everything you need to know about playing the 4.-2-3-1, Note Info 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Teethes prevides you with an in-.depth look at the formaben that 

deminating European soccer. Take your knewledge ef the 4-2-3-1 to the next level with this adw~nced 

tactical guide. Ceaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics shews you hew yeu can utilize this highly flexible 

formation to outwit teams playing a traditional 4-4-2 or 4-3-3 and to create more scoring oppo~unities. 

More Info 

Best Wishes, 

removed by 
sender. Mike 

~ike Sail 

WORLD C~SS COACHING 

How To Coach "Killer Passes" 
Way 

By Stevie Gr~ew 

Barc, elona in the 2012/2013 season have been a~mest unplayable. Last season, they became slightly 

predk;table, they suffered ~rom no width or balance, especially on the left side, whic, h Jordi Alba has 

fixed this ~e~son~ and suffered ~rom being too ~ooused en pl~ying centrally, and retaining possession 

and balanc, e issue on the left: side, but more noticeable has been the massive amount of ’killer 

pass frorn different areas ef the field 

Alexis’ goal - I~iesta plays a through ball 40 yards from goal ~e~ee~ the center backs 

Iniesta dribbles forward with Alba in support on the left te rnake a 2vl As Iniesta cuts inside, Alexis 



and Iniesta makes a pelfect pass fer Alexis te receive arld pass areurld the GK for 1-0. 

This geal is c[eated because of the way Villa, Alexis and Messi haw~ positioned themselves te leaw~ 

spaces between the defense and use penetrating passes te get behind the back 4. Vital te this is the 

timing efthe runs, and the triggers of when to make them -the cut inside triggers the run frern the far 

side te effer a cen~[al th[ough ball 

Messi’s goal - Inies~ chips a pass i~to the r~n of Thiago after Messi makes the space 

s As Iniesta receives, again he ha. Alba offering .upport en the left: .ide, Villa mew~s ~nside te occupy the 

defender and leave Alba spare Messi will..Click here for the complete a~icie a~d the ~o drills. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday,              5:38 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~{aol.com; Ja~n Sisneros @gmail.com) 

FW: {DlWSOC} NCAA Legislation:Recruiting Concepts Position Statement 

ATT00001 .c; ATT00002.httn; RWG RecmitingCalenda:rReport- -2.docx 

From: Robert Kehoe [mailto:rkehoe@nscaa.com] 
Sent: Tuesday,             7:42 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; D:t; ncaad-i@soccerlists.org 
Subject: {D:tWSO¢} NCAA Legislation:Recruiting Concepts Position Statement 
Good Day Coaches. 
Attached is the position statement sent tbr review by the NCAA Rules Working Group pertaining to the Recruiting Concepts being considered tbr all sports. Thank 

you to all who contributed to the discussions and conference reports that provided the content for the Division I soccer statement. 

All the befit. 

Rob 



Rob Kehoe 
Director of College Programs I National Soccer Coaches Associatiorl of America 

g00 Ann Ave, F, ansas Citv, KS 66101 ~ 913 362 1747 x 1015 I 913 362 3439 (f) 

Wisconsin Office: 920 674 4391 I Cell: 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: (~NSCAACoIle~e I Facebook 

Join us i~ Orlando I~r the ~nau~ural Suu~u~er Syn~pos~u~ August l-~[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 5:39 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros ! ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: Why Do Mourinho, Ferguson, Wenger and Mm~cini All Play With the 4-2-3-1 ? 

Get it if you need it ._ 

From: mailer@infusionmail.com [mailto: mailer@infusionmail.com] On Behalf Of WORLD CLASS COACHING 
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 8:23 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Why Do Mourinho, Ferguson, Wenger and Mancini All Play With the 4-2-3-1? 

If you like how Spain play (and who doesn’t) with their attractive attacking style based around the 4-2-3- 

1 formation, you should take a look at the 4-2-3-1 in more depth with our "Coaching the 4-2-3-1" book. 

See below for more info. 

Best Wishes, 

removed by 
sender. 

Mike Saif 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

Find out how to improve your 
formation’s flexibility, dynamism 

and attacking creativity with a 
formation used by today’s elite 

coaches to counter dated, static 
formations in Coaching the 4-2-3-1 

Now released for forward thinking coaches! NEW BOOK - Coaching the 4- 
2-3-1 shows you why the formation is becoming one of the most 

dominant styles of play in modern soccer. Now you can discover how to 
train your players to utilize this highly flexible and attacking formation in 
Coaching the 4-2-3-1, Packed w~th soccer drills, diagrams on setting up 

your team and guidance on the formation’s philosophy and playing 
mindset, this book provides you with everything you need to know about 

playing the 
(!nc!u d e s a F RE c o m p a nio n e Boo k ~king a !oo k~ 

F e rgu s o n a n d W e n get is ~ 

Dear Coach, 

Is your team stuck playing a predictable, rigid style of soccer your opponent’s find easy to counter? Do 

you yearn to play an expansive attacking style of soccer, like Real Madrid, Manchester United or 

Brazil? The 4-2-3-1 is an innovative and highly flexible formation used by many elite teams over the last 

decade to devastating effect Whether you coach players in top divisions or recreational sides, playing 

the 4-2-3-I can enable you to adopt a more dynamic and creative style of soccer that can take your 

team to the next level. 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 is a book focused on developing both your team’s understanding of how to play 

this fast paced formation effectively. Soccer is a game that is constantly changing, with new formations 

and philosophies evolving to challenge the status quo. The 4-2-3-1 is a formation that is now used by 

many of the world’s elite coaches, like Jose Mourinho, Arsene Wenger and Sir Alex Ferguson, to 

counter the 4-4-2 and other more static formations. 



i.~.i Image removed bysender. 4231 eBook 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 shows you how coaches at the top level implement the formation, both in 

defense and attack. Packed with more than 30 training sessions and 150 diagrams, this book will 

show you how to train your team to play the ball wide, how to look for overlaps, when to penetrate the 

forward line and all the other aspects of playing this highly flexible formation successfully. 

image removed by sender.    I 

..... Add to Cart 

I 
"Discover why ~eading coaches have abandoned the 4-3-3 and 
4-4-2 for a formation that’s more fie×ible, dynamic and difficult 

to defend against" 

The 4-2-3-I first started to appear on soccer pitches just before the Euro 2000. Under Arsene 

Wenger’s stewardship, Arsenal had used it to march to dominate the English Premier League and to 

pass rings around teams playing the more rigid 4-4-2 In Arsenal’s formation, Denis Bergkamp would 

drop deep behind the lone striker while the wingers would provide support higher up the pitch, with two 

anchoring midfielders providing another line of defense This dynamic style of play proved to be a 

revelation, with many other coaches eager to adopt it for their own sides. 

The 4-2-3-1 was used by the French national side to successfully win the Euro 2000 tournament, with 

a strong triangular midfield where there was always a spare man to pass to. Their success led to 

many elite coaches adopting the formation, including Jose Mourinho at Real Madrid and Sir Alex 

Ferguson at Manchester United The formation also took center stage at Euro 2012, with it being used 

by three of the tournament’s semiS: S ain German and Portu d. 

Image removed by sender. 4231 Videos 

The reason so many coaches have switched from 4-4-2 and 4-3-3 to the 4-2-3-1 is because it is far 

more flexible and can enable teams to quickly change formation to both confuse and counter 

opponents Wingers, for example, can drop deep to create a 4-4-1-1 or move fopwards to create a 4-3- 

3 This range of options makes it very difficult to defend against as opposition coaches never know 

what you’re going to do. 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 shows you how to train your team in all of the key principles of playing this 

creative formation It will both enrich your coaching knowledge and train your players to use this 



dynamic and highly creative formation to ex Ioit the ri id la in st I of teams living in the past. 

Add to Cart 

Tactical Development 

The book’s first chapter focuses on developing the tactical mindset to play 4-2-3-1 effectively. This 

includes howto build passing combinations, howto use triangulation to create space and howto 

develop support play in the final attacking third. 

Passing 

Smooth, accurate passing is vital when playing the 4-2-3-1. This chapter provides two training 

sessions for small groups to improve their passing accuracy and first touch. In addition, you will find 

guidance on howto create movement angles, fluid passing and moving and possession games to 

develop a ’keep the ball’ mentality. All the sessions in this chapter can be developed through building 

transitions and goal scoring scenarios. 

Defending, a tactical analysis 

The rise to dominance of the 4-2-3-1 was demonstrated when Real Madrid played Barcelona on their 

home turf at the Nou Camp stadium, April 2012 A win for either side could be decisive in determining 

who won the league, so the stakes for both league success and pride were high Grieve analyses how 

Real Madrid’s use of the 4-2-3-1 enabled them to stop Barcelona from breaking them down and 

enabled Real to emerge victorious in this epic encounter 

Defending 

The book now returns to focus on coaching with a chapter packed with 15 positional diagrams and 8 

progressive training sessions for building cohesion between the defense as individuals and as a 

group This includes howto prevent crosses, howto block passes and howto transition into attack 

once the ball is won back. 

The diagrams are designed to be used before training sessions as they showthe positions players 

should be in when a goal kick is taken, when the opposition full backs have the ball and where they 

should be generally when defending. The chapter includes diagrams for playing against a 4-4-2, 4-3-3, 

4-5-1, 3-5-2 and 4-2-3-1. 



Image removed by sender. Stevie Grieve 

Author, Stevie Grieve explaining a tactical point 

Building from the back to attack 

The 4-2-3-1 creates four lines of players across the field. So there are always passing options, all the 

way from the goalkeeper to attack In most formations there can be a tendency to ’dump it in the 

channel for the striker to chase’. In the 4-2-3-1, however, long balls are replaced with smooth accurate 

passing. 

This chapter shows you how to build from the goalkeeper through the midfield and all the way to the 

front attacking line, using short passes and finding players in space. From working through the drills 

and exercises, your players will develop an understanding of howto find the right positions, when to 

move and where to make runs to receive the ball 

Attacking 

The final chapter features 14 sessions that focus on the important aspects of attacking when playing 

the 4-2-3-1 The chapter also looks at ways of building better attacking units, with dual themed 

sessions such as using penetration to enhance counter attacking play. 

The 4-2-3-1 provides arguably more attacking options than any other formation. Grieve shows you how 

to harness these options and to train your players to be more dynamic and fluid around the box and to 

swamp opposition defenses. 

Add to Car~ 

What you will gain from Coaching the 4-2=3=1 
The 4-2-3-1 is a highly flexible, dynamic and creative formation The ability to evolve and shape your 

formation to exploit the opposition’s weaknesses, whether they play 4-4-2, 4-3-3 or 4-5-1, makes it a 

very powerful system of play. Coaching the 4-2-3-1 shows you how to develop the mindset and the 

situational awareness to use it effectively to exploit opposing more static formations. 

From this book, you will gain: 

¯ A deeper understanding of the 4-2-3-1 : how elite coaches play it, its 
playing mindset and how to harness it to beat other formations. 

¯ 18 attacking training sessions, 10 defensive training drills and 8 
progressive training sessions 

¯ 15 diagrams for defensive setu p in different stages of the game 
¯ A tactical analysis of how Real Madrid used the 4-2-3=1 to defeat old 

rivals Barcelona 
¯ The ability to harness wingbacks to increase your width and create 

more attacking options. These players can also be pulled back for a 
more sold defense 

¯ The ability to use a triangular midfleld so you always have passing 
options 

¯ How to use penetration and support to develop fluidity and the 
timing of runs 

¯ How to build attacks from the goalkeeper all the way through 
defense, the midfield and up to the forward line 

¯ The flexibility to rapidly change your formation to a 4-3-3 or a 4-5-1 to 
exploit or confuse the opposition 

¯ The training exercises and formation’s tendencies will improve your 
players’ passing accuracy, positional awareness and the ability to 
get the ball up the pitch quickly 

¯ Your players will love playing a more expansive, fluid and attack 
minded formation 

The 4-2-3-1 is fast replacing the 4-4-2 and the 4-3-3 as the formation of choice for many of today’s elite 

coaches. However, even if you coach recreational or youth teams, the 4-2-3-1 can be a powerful and 

exciting formation to play at any level. Coaching the 4-2-3-1 provides you with everything you need to 

know about how to play the formation effectively and to create a more fluid, flexible and dynamic team. 



Image removed by sender¯ 
..... Add to Cart                   I 

I 
And get this complimentary eBook with your purchase 

Arsene Wenger was one of the early pioneers of the 4-2-3-1 in the English Premier League with 

Arsenal playing with variations of the 4-2-3-1 over a decade ago. Now Alex Ferguson has started 

making the transition with Manchester United from his beloved 4-4-2 formation to the more flexible 4-2- 

3-1 in order to compete with teams like Man City, Barcelona Real Madrid who all play with a 4-2-3-1¯ 

This eBook covers in detail how both Wenger and Ferguson have adopted the 4-2-3-1 for their 

respective teams, Arsenal and Manchester United. With 45 pages packed full of diagrams and video 

capture stills, this eBook does a great job of analyzing and breaking down how Wenger and Ferguson 

each use the 4-2-3-1 differently and will give you lots of ideas for implementing these tactics with your 

own team 

And it’s free with your order of Coachinq the 4-2-3-1. 

it,(i Image removed by sender. 4231 eBook 

100% ’no quibbles’ Six IVtonth Guarantee 

WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering the 12- 

part video series Coaching the 4-2-3-1 unless it achieves our exceptionally high standards. However, if 

you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the Coaching the 4-2-3-1 after six months then please 

contact us for a no, quibbles refund 

iX Imag ...... d by sender. 4231 Videos 

to fi~ter through as coaches at every level seek to harness it to 
exploit opponents playing dated, rigid formations" 

Few games evolve as fast as soccer. The 4-4-2 and 4-3-3 are now being replaced with the 4-2-3-I by 

coaches at every level. Its enhanced flexibility, with a triangular midfield and attacking wingbacks, 

makes it an exciting formation, both for players and spectators. 

The ability to rapidly transition into a conventional 4-3-3 can also leave opponent’s standing still, not 

knowing which players to mark or which zones to cover. It’s no coincidence that three of the 

semifinalists at the Euro 2012 tournament all used 4-2-3-1. Those teams that didn’t are now rushing to 

catch up. 

If you want to be one of the coaches harnessing the 4-2-3-1 to dominate teams then CoachMg the 4-2- 

3-1 provides you with everything you need to know. Packed with training exercises focused on the 



formation’s aspects along with guidance on the tactics needed to play it effectively, Coaching the 4-2-3- 

1 can show you how to harness the formation’s dynamism to dominate possession and create more 

goal scoring opportunities through a more expansive, fluid style of soccer. 

Best Wishes~ 

removed by 
sender. Mike 

Mike Saif 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. Coaching the 4-2-3-1 provides a complete guide to one of the most dynamic and successful 

formations in modern soccer Along with a guide to its mindset and how it is used by many of today’s 

elite coaches, Coaching the 4-2-3-1 is packed with training drills, diagrams and explanations on how 

to train your players to harness this highly flexible formation to dominate teams with a dated and rigid 

playing style 

P.P.S If you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in Coaching the 4- 

2-3-1 after six months then we will refund our urchase in full no ( uestions asked. 

Add to Cart 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:40 PM 

Markos, Lance M <nmrkos@email.unc.edu> 

~gmail.com>; ~z)live.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Thanks Lance!! 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:14 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Yount, Tony 
Subject: RE: 
&rid we just actually got the waiver signed off on and officially submitted. They know about our game Sunday - the waiver ak~’ays requests the next date of 

compe~:~tk~n -- and we’ve asked [or an e>’4x~dRed review can’t: do anything with the team [or now since she ~s ~n ~ess than ~2 hours but hopefu%, this does 

~:he trk:k and lets her back ~n w~:h us for ~:he rest of the way. 

V~I keep everyone posted. Thanks!! 

La n c e 

From= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent~ Tuesday, I 4:41 PN 
To= Markos, Lance N 
Cc: ~ : Yount, Tony 
Subje¢t: RE: 

No ~)roblern ... P~e~se b~d: us know when we can kwolve her asain. Now we are ~)~ayh~8 F~odda ~:h~s Sunday and ~ woLdd k)ve to hwo~ve her in tha~ same, so ff we can 

F~m: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Honday, ~:23 PH 
To: Dorrance, Aibe~ A IV; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      baoLcom; Sander, Thomas 3 
~ Yount, Tony; Gallo, 3r., Lar~ A.; Gwaltney, Clint; nfava@uncaa.unc.edu; Timmermans, Tom; Ga~, Grego~ 
Subject: 

Ok, so it looks like       is officially down below 22 hours this afternoon, so no trainin~ or workouts with the team and obviously no competition until further 

notice. We should be able to have the last few documents for the waiver by early tomorrow to ~et the waiver submitted. If you have any questions, just let us 

know. Thanks]~ 

Lance 

£en¢e Merkos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:42 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Ja~n Sisneros I .~gmail.com) 

@gmail.com> 

- VFD waiver 

Letter.pdf 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:33 PM 
To: Brad Hostetter 
Cc: Thorp, HoldeN Cunningham, Bubba; Broome, Lissa L; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Gwaltney, Clint; Ille, Vince; Timmermans, Tom; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Yount, Tony 
Subject: - PTD waiver 

All, 

Please see the attached waiver request that was submitted on behalf of 
participate with our team the rest of the spring since her participation with the 

hours this semester. If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Marl~os 
Director of Compliance 

for this afternoon. We’re asking for her to be able to 

this semester meant that she needed to drop down to 9 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@uncaa.unc.edu 



To The NC:AA Board of Directors: 

On behalf of the Division I men’s and women’s soccer coaches, the NSC:AA is submitting a request that RWG Proposal 11- 

3-B, "to prohibit in-person scouting of opponents", be withdrawn from consideration for adoption. 865 Division I men’s 

and women’s soccer coaches expressed opinions on RWG-11-3-B and the vast majority do not approve of the Rules 

Working Group’s recommendation. In a summary submitted to the Rules Working Group on December 14, 2012, strong 

disapproval of this recommendation was presented as many consider in-person scouting an important aspect of coaching 

responsibility that enhances team preparation, and in doing so, contributes to student-athlete success. Also, in that 

person scouting expenses for soccer are not reimbursable, this is not a cost issue for schools. 

Recently President Emmert was quoted as saying, "We are refocusing on the things that really matter, the threats to 

integrity, and the biggest issues facing intercollegiate athletics." Relating to this quote, and proposal RWG-11-3-B, a 

previously discussed RWG proposal (RWG-11-3-A) concluded in its rationale that "The regulations governing scouting of 

opponents are not of national significance. Widespread availabifity of video would suggest minimal competitive advantage 

would be gained from in-person scouting and would be oJ:fset by a coach’s diversion from other coaching responsibilities." 

This leads to the question regarding what really matters pertaining to the biggest issues facing intercollegiate athletics, 

and what is of national significance, that is, why is RWG-11-3-B being recommended for adoption? It would seem that the 

previously discussed RWG-11-3-A would be more closely aligned with the deregulation theme of the NCAA as this would 

allow coaches to exercise discretion in choosing how to best utilize their time in order to prepare student-athletes for 

successful performance. 

Additionally, in the rationale associated with RWG-11-3-B, it is stated, "In most cases, video oJ~J~uture opponents is readily 

available through institutional exchange, subscription to a recording/dubbing service or internet sites accessible to the 

general public." This rationale is considered presumptuous and biased in favor of certain sports, as well as sports, schools 

and conferences with more abundant resources and does not consider the usefulness, quality, accessibility, or cost for a 

sport such as soccer. Viewing a video of a soccer game is much different than other sports because of the size of the field, 

separation of players, and flow of the game, and the equipment and staff available for videoing, quality of video and 

accessibility vary significantly. Simply stated, when contrasting a video view of a soccer game to most other sports, the 

difference calls to mind the proverbial thought of comparing "apples to oranges," and suggests that a "one rule fits all" 

because of advancement in technology is inconsiderate of vast sport and resource differences. 

In conclusion, our association agrees this is not a matter of national significance, and therefore should not be subjected to 

national regulation. As such we request that the NCAA Board of Directors vote to defeat RWG 11-3-B so that coaches in 

soccer and other sports are allowed to continue in-person scouting according to their preference, as the many who 

commit their time and personal resources do so with the intent of preparing student-athletes for successful performance, 

as well as for the professional development gained through observing other coaches, players, and teams. 

Thank you for your consideration, and for your efforts on behalf of intercollegiate athletics. 

Respectfully. 

Rob Kehoe 

Director of College Programs 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 66101 I 913-362-1747 x 1015 I 913-362-3439 (f) 

Wisconsin Office: 920-674-4391 I c:ell: 



HOCKEY COACHES ASSOCiATiON 

WWWoahCahockey.com 
ahcahockey@comcast.net 

January 1002013 

Jen Roe 
NCAA Office 
P.O. Box 6222 
Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 

Dear Jen, 

l am writing on behalf of the American Hockey Coaches Association to voice opposition to RWG Propo~l 1 l-3-B 
whict~ would prohibit coaches from in-person scouting of opponents. The AHCA opposes this legislation for a nun~iber 
of reasons. 

Most scot,ring is already done via video exchartge sen, ices m which institutions have invested. While ou-site scouting 
does enhance the process for coaches who cm~ get a feel for things not as easily understood on film. this is not the 
prima-~3, reason cited by opponents. 

Mm~y coa(l~es we interviewed simply like to watch hockey on a night off, often with their children. Many of these 
children play hockey and a mght om with their mother or father who coaches the sport is simply that. 

It shotfld be noted that many of our coaches live within a 20-minute drive to an opposing rink. At the Division I level, 
there are multiple teams in such dries as Boston, Baffalo, Minneapolis-St. Paul. zmd Providence. This proposal will not 
save money or affect the actual scouting process. It simply denies people a chance to watch a local game m-~d. in the 
process, challenges the confidence in the array of reforms being chmnpioned by the NCAA. 

One of rny colleagues, Rob Kehoe of the National Soccer Coaches of America, kmched cm m~other aspect of our 

oppositiom Said Rob in. a leRer to the NCAA: "Recently President Emme~ was quoled as saying, ’We a~ re~bcusing 

on the things that really ma~er, the threats to integri~’, and the bigges~ issues.¢~cing intercollegiate ~hletics," Relating 

~ ~fis q~ote, ~d proposal RWG-I 1-3-B, a previously discussed RWG proposN (RWG-I 1-3-A) ~ncluded in its 

rationMe that ’The regulations gorerning scouting of opponents are not of national sign~cance. Widesff~M 

avaiktbility of video wouM suggest minimal compe~tive advantage wouM be gained from in-person scouting and wouM 

be off~’et by a coach’s diversion from other coaching responsibilities.’" 

The AHCA has tried to be a good partner in the various stages of Rules Reform. We have tried to believe that the 
current c|imate was, as we have been told time m~d again, o~e of simplifying rules through common sense. This 
proposal makes no sense. 

We respectfully request Nat the NCAA withdraw RWG Proposal 11-3-B. 

David Schnase, NCAA Stuff 
Dennis Poppe, NCAA Staff 
NCAA Divisior~ I Ice ttockey Commissioners 

President 

Brett Peterse~ 
Gustavus Adolphus College 

800 West College Ave 
St~ Pemr, MN 56082 

(507) 933-7615 
Fax (507) 933-8412 
bpeters4@gacoedu 

Ekecutive Director 

Joe gertagna 
AHCA 

? Concord S{reet 
Gloucester, MA 01930 

(781) 245-2122 
Fax (781) 245-2492 

jbertagna@ hockeyeastonline .corn 

Bruce De[~’enthal 
SUNY Plattsburgh 

Memorial Hall 
Plattsburgh, NY 12901 

(518) 420.-7479 
Fax (518) 564-4155 

@em’tNink;net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 5:53 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Ja~n Sisneros ( .~gmail.com) 

l~W: McCaskill 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Michael Babbitt [mailto:michaelb(h?rainier com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 2:55 PM 
To: Somoano, Carlos M; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Doug Dubay; Robert Boyce; Porter, Grant; Tom Sander 
Subject: RE: McCaskill 

Coach Somoano, 

Robert is currently working on getting some more proofs Jk~r you guys and I am happy to tell you that we will be there next week installing a few items to get the ball rolling 

’]?he following items are what we are coming in with 

1-M1 2012 Men’s Soccer Team p~c 
l-W1 2012 Women’s Soccer Team p~c 
As well as the Main entrance Tall angled wall at the base of the stairs. 

These three items will be installed by the 29th. 

I know it is only a pittance of the prc~ject as a whole but it is at least under way 

You should be receiving the new prooJ~ packet by the end of the week and we will hopefully have a lot more in process following shortly 

Thanks, 

Michael 

Michael Babbitt 
Rainier Industries Ltd. 
Project Manager 

2ell 
(425)981-1231 Direct 
(425) 251-50~5 FAX 

w,~ax-.r ainicr, corn 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Somoano, Carlos M [mailto:csomoano~unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday-, March 19, 2013 11:32 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Michael Babbitt; Doug Dubay; Robert Boyce; Porter, Grant; Tom Sander 
Subject: Re: McCaskill 

Doug 
Do we have any- updates? Thanks 

Carlos Somoano 
UN(~ Soccer 

On Mar 13, 2013, at 2:54 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Machael, 

Just in time for our non recruiting season ... it just lost one year of value for us This is not good 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Michael Babbitt [mailto:michaelb@rainier.com] 
Sent: Wednesday-, March 13, 2013 10:15 AM 
To: Doug Dubay; Somoano, Carlos M 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Robert Boyce; Porter, Grant; Tom Sander 
Subject: McCaskill 



> Coach Somoano, 
> 
> Sor~, it is taking so long to get this together [’or you. You should start seeing more of the proofs coming in quickly 
> 

> I feel that we are looking at completion of McCaskill by the end of April. I know this is later than originally planned and I hope this doesn’t cause to much inconvenience. 
> 

> I don’t want to rush the design process and come up with displays that aren’t top tier 
> 

> We are working diligently to make sure UNC is looking as good as its legacy deserves. 
> 

> We have some of the articles alrea@ and will be beginning the installation process around the last week of this raonth. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 
> Michael 
> 
> Michael Babbitt 
> Rainier Industries Ltd. 
> Prniect Manager 
>             ?ell 
> (425) 981-1231 Direct 
> (,425) 251-5065 FAX 
> 

> 

> wa~’.rainier.com 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Somoano, Carlos M [mailto:csomoano(~unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday-, March 11, 2013 6:38 AM 
> To: Doug Dubay 
> Cc: Porter, Grant; Tora Sander (pacraan@uncaa.~c.edu); Robert Boyce; Michael Babbitt; anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
> Subiect: RE: Mccaskill 
> 

> Doug, 
> I suggest that we put together some sort of timetable to get this all finished Do you think this is something we can do? Thanks 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Doug Dubay [mailto:dougd@rainier.com] 
> Sent: Sunday, March 10, 2013 3:16PM 
> To: Somoano, Carlos M 
> Cc: Porter, Grant; Tom Sander (pacman@uncaa.unc.edu); Robert Boyce; Michael Babbitt 
> Subject: RE: Mccaskill 
> 

> Hi Coach Somoano, 
> 

> Son?,’ I missed your email while I was out of the office. 
> 

> By copying Robert and I~chael, I am requesting that they get together the most recent renderings they have been working on and send them to you, Grant and Tom to review the first of 
this week. 
> 

> I will be on vacation Monday and Tuesday, but will Ibllow tip Wednesday to get your feedback 
> 

> Thanks for the follow tip, and have and enjoy this sunny Sunday afternoon! 
> 

> Doug 
> 

> 

> Doug Dubay 
> Eastern US Business Development 
> 18375 Olympic Avenue S 
> Tukwila, WA 98188 
> Direct: 425.981.1254 
> (;ell:            (North Carolina) 
> Email: dougd@ramier corn 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Somoano, Carlos M [mailto:csomoano(~unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 12:52 PM 
> To: Doug Dubay 
> Cc: Porter, Grant 
> Subject: Mccaskill 
> 

> Doug 
> Can you give us an update on the proofs? Thanks. 
> 

> Carlos Somoano 
> L~!C Soccer 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

T uesday, 5: 57 PM 

Ja~n Sisneros < ~grnail.com> 

ILE: 

Not sl]ectacular enoug[~, the crowd, etc 

From: Jason Sisneros [mailto: ~gmail.com] 

Sent; Tuesday, 4:50 PM 

To~ Dorrance, N~ert A ~V; 5anger, Thomas J 
Subject: 

Guys, 

Should we have Lohse post about 2 goal game for 

Jason 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 11:46 AM 

.la~n Sisneros ( ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: Advanced Tactics For the 4-2-3-1 - See How Man Utd and Real Madrid Utilize the 4-2-3-1 

From: mailer@infusionmail.com [mailto: mailer@infusionmail.com] On Behalf Of WORLD CLASS COACHING 
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 6:33 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Advanced Tactics For the +2-3-1 - See How Man Utd and Real Madrid Utilize the +2-3-1 

Take your knowledge of the 4-2-3-1 
to the next level with this advanced 

tactical guide. Discover how the 4-2- 
3-1 is used to devastating effect by 
Manchester United and Real Madrid 

and advanced drills for coaching 
your players in this highly attacking 

and flexible formation 
Finally, it’s here! Coaching the 4=2=3=1 Advanced Tactics provides you 

with an in=depth ~ook at the formation that is dominating European 
soccer. Packed with tactical insights on the specific patterns of Nay of 

Manchester United and Rea~ Madrid, Coaching the 4-2~3-1 Advanced 
Tactics shows you how you can utilize this highly flexible formation to 

outwit teams Raying a traditiona~ 44-2 or 4~ and to create more scoring 
opportunities, 

Dear Coach, 

The 4-2-3-1 formation is much more than just an attractive playing style¯ This formation is fast 

consigning the 4-4-2 and 4-3-3 to the history books after it was used by three of the semifinalists in the 

Euro 2012 tournament. The 4-2-3-1 is now used by many of Europe’s elite club sides, including 

Chelsea, Manchester United and Real Madrid, because it enables them to break through teams 

rooted to the spot playing more dated, rigid formations 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics is packed with tactical insights and an analysis of the 

patterns of play of Manchester United and Real Madrid, both in defense and in attack¯ Utilizing in-depth 

analysis, real screenshots from actual games and detailed diagrams, this book shows you exactly 

how elite players, such as Cristiano Ronaldo, Wayne Rooney and Xavi Alonso, play in this formation 

and how it enabl~e that can ri o osition teams apart. 

.~.i Image removed by sender¯ 4231 eBook 



In addition, Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics provides fifteen complete training sessions for 

drilling your teams in how to play this devastating formation. This includes defensive training sessions 

on pressing triggers, mid defending shapes and controlling line depth along with attacking drills on 

triangulation, third man runs and attacking fullbacks. 

This book is entitled Advanced Tactics for a reason: It shows you everything you need to know about 

howfo fully utilize the 4-2-3-1 to take your team’s performance to the next level 

Add to 

"Packed w~th detailed analys~s and coaching dr~s on how 

formation" 
The game of soccer never stands still New formations are evolving all the time that can give teams an 

edge over opponents stuck with more rigid styles of play¯ The 4-2-3-1 is one such formation that has 

risen to prominence over the last decade and is now utilized by many of Europe’s elite sides¯ Its 

popularity comes from its ability fo rapidly shi~ to a 4-3-3, 4-4-1-1 and other formations in response to 

how the opposition is playing or fo suit the stage of the game¯ 

What’s more, the additional line of players provided by the 4-2-3-1 enables teams to swamp the 

midfield as well as gain more players in the attack, making it a highly aggressive and entertaining 

formation to watch. It’s no wonder that teams with some of the most gifted attacking players in the 

modern game choose to play the 4-2-3-1. 

i.~ Image removed by sender. 4231 eSook 



Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics provides an expert analysis of the playing style and 

tendencies of Manchester United and Real Madrid as well as complete training sessions for drilling 

your players in howto utilize the formation effectively 

t. Analysis of the strengths of the 4=2=3=1 in the attacking phases of play 

The first chapter looks at the tactical advantages that can be gained from the formation. This includes 

the flexibility and options gained from being able to make short passes between four lines instead of 

three and positional rotation in the center. 

This chapter also looks at the differences with the 4-4-1-1, the 4-5-1, 4-4-2 and 4-3-3, and the roles 

and responsibilities of every player. 

2. Using the 4-2-3-t’s flexibility to change formation in the attacking phase to disrupt marking 

schemes, find solutions and create chances to score 

Grieve now looks at how to transition the team from a 4-3-3 to a 4-2-3-1 during the attacking phase and 

where players need to be to gain the maximum advantage Using detailed diagrams, this chapter 

shows you exactly where players need to be in order to transition back to a 4-3-3 smoothly. 

Grieve also analyses which formations struggle against a team playing the 4-2-3-1, with example 

scenarios of the ball in different areas of the pitch, such as how you can get the ball to the striker from 

the wings and to switch the ball to an attacker on the far side of the pitch. 

3. Analyzing Spain’s use of attacking fullbacks with a flexible midfield formation 

Spain is renowned for playing some of the most attractive and attacking soccer in the world. A core 

reason for this is the flexibility of the 4-2-3-1 formation. Grieve looks at how Spain uses the flexibility in 

midfield to retain possession and to push fullbacks into more advanced positions. Utilizing real 

screenshots of games, Grieve explains how Alba and Villa are able to exploit the space between the 

fullback and center back and how Busquet is able to create overlaps with Villa. 

4. Patterns of play and making a game plan to win using the 4-2-3-1. Real Madrid and Manchester 

United; the difference between the respective clubs’ systems of the same formation 

Grieve now analyses how Real Madrid and Manchester United use the 4-2-3-1. This includes an 

indepth look at how Manchester United defeated Arsenal’s 4-3-3, where ex-Gunners player Van Persie 

was able to score freely thanks to the extra numbers on the wing. Grieve also analyses the freedom the 

formation gives to Wayne Rooney, enabling him to bring opposition players out of position and to 

switch passes to create lvl situations on the far side of the pitch. 

Real Madrid has grown to dominate Spanish and European soccer, thanks to Jose Mourinho’s 

management and the 4-2-3-1 formation. In this chapter Grieve looks at how Mourinho utilizes the 

special abilities of his players. This includes the fluidity with which Alonso, Marcelo and Ramos play 

the triangular midfield and how Ronaldo makes his runs up the right side of the pitch, with Di Maria 

able to cut inside at will. 

5. Analyzing the strengths of the 4-2-3-1 in the defensive phases of play and changing formation to 

help defend better 

The 4-2-3-1 provides amazing defensive flexibility, with all players able to provide cover spread over 

four lines. In this chapter, Grieve looks at how Arrigo Sacchi’s AC Milan and Antonio Conte’s Juventus 

teams used the 4-2-3-1 to Iockdown their goal from attacks 



Image removed by sender. Stevie Grieve 

Author, Stevie Grieve explaining a tactical point 

Changing formation in the defensive phase to help defend better 

Grieve analyses how your team can move from a 4-3-3 to a 4-2-3-1 to counter an attacking 4-4-2 side 

This includes when the ball is at different defensive phases, such as with the ball at center back or 

fullback Grieve then looks at howto reshape the defense if the opposing attacker gets into an 

advanced position, such as in the corner to make a cross 

7. Defending on the sides in a 4-2-3-1; pressing, covering, changing opponents and the fullback 

defending with different team mates 

This chapter looks at how the 4-2-3-1 enables the fullback to work with a wide midfielder to defend on 

the sides of the pitch with a third midfielder able to shift over to close opposition attacks down. This 

chapter then looks at how to switch the pass to the opponents weak defensive side and how to track 

midfield runners once you’ve stopped the immediate attack. 

8. Training sessions defending 

Grieve provides five complete sessions comprising of multiple exercises This includes drills for 

controlling line depth and covering key zones, defending on the sides, pressing triggers and midfield 

defensive shapes. All the sessions can be combined with transition play and counter attacking 

sessions, and every drill is provided with coaching points, diagrams and progressions. 

Attacking training sessions 

This book also provides ten complete attacking sessions, which include drills for small group play, 

triangulation, overlaps, third man runs and finishing. Grieve recommends finishing every session with 

a small sided game that encourages your players to practice the skills from the drills and to ask 

questions as to where they should move to and why=~ 

Add to Cart 

1 
What you wi~ gain from Coaching the 4-2-3=1 Advanced Tactics 

If you’ve ever wanted to imitate the exciting and attacking playing style of Manchester United or Real 

Madrid, this book shows you how Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics is packed with in-depth 

analysis of how these teams get their players into the right positions to exploit static opposition and to 

get the ball into attacking positions Along with the theory, you get 15 complete training sessions 

comprising of multiple drills you can use to train your players on positioning and howto play the 4-2-3- 

1 effectively. 

From Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics, you will gain: 

¯ An enriched understanding ofthe roles and responsibilities of every player in the formation 

¯ An analysis of the formation’s strengths against popular formations 

¯ Guidance on where your players need to be to transition into a 4-3-3 or 4=4-1 =1 

¯ Howto change formation in the defensive phases to Iockdown the goal mouth 

¯ How to defend along the side of the pitch, utilizing fullbacks, wingers and a flexible third man 

in midfield 

Real screenshots and play by play examples of how Manchester United and Real Madrid 

utilize the 4=2=3=1 to overrun the opposition and to create more scoring opportunities 

Five complete training sessions, which include pressing triggers, defending on the sides 

and covering key zones 

Ten attacking drills which will train your players in triangulation, 1-2s, overlaps, third man 

runs and more 

Your players will love playing the 4-2-3-1 due to its flexibility, attacking instincts and the 

opportunity to imitate the playing style of some of the world’s elite players 

If you’ve already bought Stevie Grieve’s previous book, Coaching the 4-2-3-1, you will find there’s still 

lots to learn in this follow up book. If you haven’t bought the previous book, you will discover that 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics is a complete coaching guide in its own right It provides 

everything, from the theory on roles and responsibilities through to real life practical examples up to 

training exercises to get your players playing it effectively So whether you already play the 4-2-3-1 or 

would like to start, this book tells you everything you need to know in Grieve’s straightforward coaching 



And get this complimentary eBook with your purchase 
Coaching the 4-2-3-1 is notjust a formation or system of play. It can also be described as a sort of 

philosophy on howthe game is played. This philosophy is based around flexibility. One of the 

strengths of the 4-2-3-1 is the flexibility it provides with the interchanging of positions of the midfielders 

and forwards. This is one of the reasons opponents find it really hard to play against. 

This philosophy can AND should be adapted at a younger age too. So for those age groups that don’t 

play 1 lvl 1, this free eBook shows you how to adapt the 4-2-3-I to the small-sided soccer that younger 

teams play. Not only that, if you have a team that is just a year or two away from moving to 1 lvl 1, this 

eBook is perfect for helping them make the transition from the smaller numbers they are playing to the 

full blown version of the 1 lvl 1 4-2-3-1. 

GREAT FORTRAINING SESSIONS - The material in this eBook is also perfect for using the smaller 

numbers to create your 4-2-3-1 training sessions If you have 18 players or less on your team, you can 

use the formations in this eBook to set up small-sided games specifically designed to teach the 4-2-3- 

1 

And it’s free with your order of Coaching/the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics. 

~’-’i Image removed by sender. 4231 free eBook 

WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics unless it achieves our exceptionally high standards. However, 

if you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the Ceaching the 4-2-3-’/ Advanced Tactics after six 

months then please contact us for a no quibbles refund. 

i [)~ Image removed by sender 4231 Videos 

"it shows ’ou how to imitate the devastating p[aying sty[e of 
Manchester United and Real Madrid, and how to develop your 

Euro 2012 marked the arrival of the 4-2-3-1 as a dominant formation on the international scene. But 

coaches like Jose Mourinho and Alex Ferguson have been playing it for years because they know it has 

the flexibility and attacking fluidity that can overpower teams playing older, more rigid formations. It’s no 

secret that the 4-2-3-1 is a key reason for their success at the top of their respective leagues. 



Now you can discover how to imitate their success in Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics. It 

explains everything you need to know about playing and coaching the formation¯ Step by step 

screenshots and clear explanations enable you to see exactly how elite players, like Cristiano 

Ronaldo, Wayne Rooney and Xavi Alonso, play in the formation and how they take advantage of its 

flexibility to create the abundance of goal scoring opportunities that bring them success¯ 

To replicate their success playing the formation, you get fifteen complete training sessions for 

developing your team’s ability to play the 4-2-3-1 effectively. So everything is covered. If you want to step 

up and harness the most innovative and flexible formation in modern soccer, Coaching the 4-2-3-1 

Advanced Tactics is an in-depth tactical and practical guide that shows you how. 

Best ’Wishes 

¯    1 
removed by 
sender. Mike 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics takes an in-depth look at the formation, which includes 

an analysis of how Manchester United and Real Madrid utilize it to devastating effect. The book also 

includes fifteen complete training sessions for improving your players’ ability to play the 4-2-3-1 

formation effectively, both in defense and attack. 

P.P.S If you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in Coaching the 4- 

2-3-1 Advanced Tactics after six months then we will refund your purchase in full, no questions 

asked¯ 

image removed by sender¯ 
Add to Car~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:22 PM 

Lm~e, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu-*; ~live.unc.edu-* 

ILE: UNC SWAG (Something We Athletes Got) 

I run everything by my [e,~dership Councik It will be up to them. Ladies, wh,~t say you? 

From= Lane, Cricket 
Sent= Wednesday, :tl: 15 AM 

To= UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Co= UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject= UNC SWAG (Something We Athletes Got) 

Hallo, 
UI~dC SWAG ~s now ready to take tP’e next step in the prewew program for next year. We have officiaJly received all t/’e representatives from each team and t~ey 
are assigned to each varsity sport, rTade an amazing presentation, createa a very entertan~ng prornotional video and would like your help. 
We would like to qave the opportunity to prewew our progrdm Co your ~eam! The presentation will take no more ~han an hour. We are definitely willing to work 
arouna the tear~’s schedule. The presentation is ~ocused on alcohol, the bystander a~ect, and athletic responsibility (’1 qe Jersey never cor~es off mindset’). 
If you are interested, please conCdct SO tha~ she can provide you with more information and possibly set up a presentation 
time at your earliest convenience. 
P.S. Attached is the first UNC SWAG Promotional video, E~goy! 
L ike us on Facebook https:!iwww.facebook.comiU~cSwaq 
Follow us on Twitter 
6o Heeisl 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

)live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:23 PM 

@email.unc.edu; ~live.tmc.edu; ~gmail.com; ~gmaiLcom; ~email .unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; 

@ema~il.tmc.edu; ~hotmail.com; ~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
~gma~l.com) 

EW: UNC SWAG (So~nething We Athletes Got) 

Ladies, 
What do you think? 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent-" Wednesday, :t:t: 15 AM 
T~: UNCAA-Head Coaches 
~c; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject: UNC SWAG (Something We Athletes Got) 

tlello, 

UNC SWAG Is now ready to take the next step in the prewew prograrn for next year. We have officially receivea aii the representatives trorn each tearT arid they 

are assigned to each varsity sport, made an amazing presentation, created a veq/entertaining promotional video and would like your help. 

We would like to have the opportunity to preview our program to your team[ The presentation will take no more than an P’our. We are definitely willing to work 

around the tearT’s schedule. The presentation is ~,qcused on alcohol, the bystander a~ect, and athletic responsibility (’1 he Jersey never cortes off mindset"). 

if yOU are interested, please contact so that she car provide you with more in~c;rmation and possibly set up a presertatior 

time at your earliest convenience. 

P.S. Attached is the first UNC SWAG Promotional video, E~joy! 

L ike us on Facebook htlps:!iwww.facebook.comiUr ~cSwaq 

Follow us on Twitter 

Go Heels! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel I liii 

~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 2:27 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;       ~aol.com; Ja~n Sisneros (         ~gmail.com) 

EW: Youth Soccer Insider: Getting players to pay attention 

Good advice! 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, March 20, 2013 l:t::I7 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Youth Soccer Insider: Getting players to pay attention 

removed by 

sender¯ 

removed by 

sender¯ 

Nednesday, March 20, 2013 ;Nil Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

Getting players to pay attention 
tweet This 

Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

~hare Thi 

By Mike Woitalla 

It’s perfectly reasonable that children who show up to soccer practice might have a difficult time paying 

attention when the coach has something to say. They have, after all, spent an entire day at school 

listening to adults. And now it’s playtime. 

iNilmage 

....... removed by 

sender¯ 

But even those coaches who follow the Three L’s - "No laps, no lines, no lectures" - must at times 

address the entire group. 

So how do you get a group of chatty, fidgety youngsters to pay attention for a few seconds? 

For young children, there are those methods used by elementary school teachers: "if you can hear me, 

clap once .... If you can hear me, clap twice, etc;" various clapping patterns for the kids to follow; "1-2-3 

Eyes on me" ... 

....... removed by 

sender¯ 

’I just talk quieter until they realize they have to quiet down to hear the info," says Julie Eibensteiner, coach at Minnesota’s 

Woodbury SC. "But I think how you carry yourself and your approach to practice usually commands attention. The mot~ you 

say, the less value you have when you talk. if you only speak when you have something valuable to say, they will be waiting 

for it and tune in when you do talk." 

The coach’s positioning, posture and demeanor are crucial, explains lan Barker, the NSCAA’s Director of Coaching of 

Education: 

’q-ake off the sunglasses and baseball cap, so they can see your eyes," Barker says. "Turn their backs to the sun .... Turn 

their backs to distractions (parents, other action, etc.) 

"Get down to their level ... squat or sit. Talk softly, so they have to listen harder. Tell a story or a joke to draw them in. Use 

first names or nicknames they respond to .... Sometimes I engage the most energetic child and his or her focus on me draws 

in the others." 

Sam Snow, US Youth Soccer’s Coaching Director, recommends initially making eye contact with all of the players, so that 

they know it’s time to tune in. 

Once you do get their attention, there’s the matter of retaining it. 

"Older players also tune out during a coach monologue, they are just better at faking rapt attention," says Snow. ’~Vhen the 

players know the coach’s talk will be just another long monologue their attention quite naturally wanders. By engaging the 

players with one or two questions at the halftime or at a natural stoppage during a training session activity, the coach has the 

players’ attention." 

Michael O’Neill is the girls Director Of Coaching of New Jersey’s PDA. 



"Keep it simple," he says. "Quick and concise is the only way!" 

To players, he stresses the importance of eye contact and that only one person can talk at a time. For his coaches: 

"Patience, tone of voice - and eventually the good habits will take over." 

For sure, a coach’s job with a bunch of 6-year-olds is mainly about creating an active environment for them to discover the joys 

of the game. But just because the players are older doesn’t mean the lecture is effective. 

In his book ’q-he Talent Code "Daniel Coyle investigated highly successful coaches and teachers. He reported that advice or 

instructions uttered by the great basketball coach, John Wooden, averaged four seconds: "No lectures, no extended 

harangues ... he rarely spoke longer than 20 seconds." 

What the great coaches and teachers Coyle studied had in common: 

’q-he listened far more than they talked. They seemed allergic to giving pep talks or inspiring speeches; they spent most of 

their time offering small, targeted, highly specific adjustments. They had an extraordinary sensitivity to the person they were 

teaching, customizing each message to each student’s personality .... They were talent whisperers." 

Further Reading: YouthSoccerlnsider Lecture them not 

(Mike Woitalla, the executive editor of Soccer AmeHca, is the co-author, with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer 

Goalkeeper. Woitalla’s youth soccer articles are archived at YouthSoccerFun.com.) 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

See what others are sayin,q on the Youth Soccer Insider blo,q. 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 

FEEDBAOK: Send comments to letters(~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:45 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: UNC SWAG (Something We Athletes Got) 

Very good! 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, ,2:28 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: UNC SWAG (Something We Athletes Got) 
That sounds greaL! LeL us know what they say. is Lhe representative t:rom your team so she c~n e~aborate even more. Hope~:ul~y ~t ~s a yes~ 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [ma~lto:anson@ema~l.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, 2:22 PN 
To= Lane, Cricket; 
Subject= RE: UNC SWAG (Something We Athletes Got) 

I run everything by rny Leadership Coundl. It will be up to them Ladies, what say 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Wednesday, ll: 15 AM 
To: UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Co: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject: UNC SWAG (Something We Athletes Got) 

Hello, 

UNC SWAG ~s qow ready to take t/’e next step in the brew:w program for next year. We haw~ officially received ~ii dc rcbresentatives from each tearr and t’~ey 

are assigned to each varsity sport, made an amazing presentation, created a ve~ entertaining promotional video and would like your help. 

We would like to have the opportunity to prewew our program to your team[ The presentation will take no rrore than an hour. We are definitely’ willing to work 

around the team’s schedule. The presentation is 2:cused on alcohol, the bystander a%ct, and athletic responsibility ("The Jersey never comes off r]indset’). 

If you are interested, please contact so that she can provide you with more in%rmation and possibly set up a presentation 

tirre at ~our earliest convenience. 

P.S. Attached is the first UNC SWAG Promotional video, 

Like us on Facebook https:/iwww.facebook.com/’Ur~cSwac 

Follow us on Twitter h~ps:iitwi~er.corr/SWAGUNC 

Go I leeis[ 

University of 14orth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3) live,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:51 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

I~E: FW: UNC SWAG (Something We Athletes Got) 

Thank yot      for your’ quick response. This quick response AND so much ot: what you are showing me now is wondert:ul LEADERSHIP. You are pushing yourself 

training, Vou are vocal in matches, ,¢ou are respected by your teammates. I love ~t! You can be a force for us      ~ have ~oved watching ,¢ou mature! 

From: }gmail.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 2:31 PM 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ Re: N: UNC SWAG (Something We Athletes Got) 

I ~ink our team could benefit ~om tNs. 

On Wed, at 2:22 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <m~son(Y~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I .adies, 
Wha~ do you think? 

1From: Lane, Cricket 

Sent: Wednesday, ll: 1S AM 
To: UNCAA-Head Coaches 
~¢: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-ExeStaff 
S~bject: UNC SWAG (Something We Athletes Got) 

Hello, 

UHC SWAG is now ready to take the next step in the preview program [or ne’~ year. We have officially received all the representatives from each team 

and d~ey are assigned to each varsity sport, made an amazing presentation, creaked a very entertaining promotional video and would like your help. 

We would like to have the opportunity to preview our program to your team! the presentation will take no more than an hour. We are definitely willing 

to work around the team’s schedule. The presentation is focused on alcohol, the bystander affect, and athletic responsibilky ("The Jersey never comes 

off mindset"). 

If you are interested, please contact ;o that she can provide you with more in[ormation and possibly set up a 

presentation time at your earliest convenience. 

P.S. Attached is the first [JNC SWAG Promotional video, li njoy! 

Like us on Facebook h[tps:!/www.facebook.comiUncSwaq 

Follow us on Twitter ~!t~ps://twitter.com/SW/\GUNC 

Go tteels! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
~)live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:35 PM 

~mac.com> 

~msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros (         ~)gmail.com) 

RE: New Womes About Heading the Soccer Ball - NYTimes.com 

OH NO!H 

Thanks 

Our staff is all over this ~,.. as scary as it might be for our game~ 

From: .~mac.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:09 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: New Worries About Heading the Soccer Ball - NYTimes.com 

http: :iwell:blog~s ~r~ime s:com: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:49 PM 

Thomas J Sander <pacman@unc.edu> 

~msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; ))sol.corn; Jason Sisneros ( O)gmail.com) 

RE: summer school 

Thank you. What you might also do is share our priorities: :1.) helping kids that need it to be eligible 2) helping kids graduate that year (the seniors) 3) helping kids 

that will graduate midyear of their senior year which will help us with scholarship recruiting 4) then with what is left, help upperclassmen first in descending order 

~:o the Freshmen. (And obviously put more thought into this than the six seconds I just did, be[ore you s~-_~nd it out.) 

Frera: Thomas J Sander [mailto:pacman@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:23 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ngmail.com 
Subject: re: summer school 

According to Tony and his calculations, you are on track now as far as your hours toward graduation are concerned. We will be willing to cover your summer schoo 

this summer if you agree to work toward graduating in December of your senior year. This would mean not dropping below 15 hours in any future semesters and 

taking additional summer school classes in future summers to put you on track for             graduation. Note: you wouldn’t need to do summer school every 

summer since you could do classes after your senior year as       is doing this summer. You would just need to do 5 classes over your 4 summers. 

This will put you on track to                  since in the United States it is a spring season. It will also put us in a wonderful recruiting position sinc~ 

did this and it allowed us to reward you and several other players with excellent scholarship opportunities. 

If this is something you agree to, we will help you get started by covering summer school for you this summer. 

-Tom 

Tom Stander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University ofNort~ CaJcolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:18 AM 

~live.unc.e&~> 

I~E: UNC SWAG (Something We Athletes Got) 

Thank you t:or your’ input! 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:58 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: UNC SWAG (Something We Athletes Got) 

Anson, 

I think UNC SWAG addresses issue that may not be easy to talk about but are important to. I also think it is worth doing as part of the larger UNC athletic community. It is 
definitely worth previewing the program with the team. Maybe we could schedule it for around 7:00 one week day night. 

Thanks, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:22 PM 
To: 

~hotmail.com; "       @msn.com; Ducar, Christopher; 
Subject: FW: UNC SWAG (Something We Athletes Got) 

}gmail.com;         o?grnail.com; 
}aol.com; Jason Sisneros (         ~gmail.com) 

Ladies, 

What do you think? 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Wednesday, ll: 15 AM 
T~: UNCAA-Head Coaches 
~:c: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject: UNC SWAG (Something We Athletes Got) 

tlello, 

UNC SWAG Is now ready to take the next step in the prewew prograrn for next year. We have officially receivea aJJ the representatives trorn each tearT arid they 

are assigned to each varsity sport, made an amazing presentation, created a veq/entertaining promotional video and would like your help. 

We would like to have the opportunity to preview our program to your team! The presentation will take no more than an k’our. We are definitely willing to work 

around the tearT’s schedule. The presentation is ~.qcused on alcohol, the bystander a~ect, and athletic responsibility (’1 he Jersey never cortes off mindset"). 

~f yokJ are interested, please contact so that she car provide you with more information and possibly set up a presertatior 

time at your earliest convenience. 

P.S. Attached is the first UNC SWAG Promotional video, Enjoy! 

Like us on Facebook 

Follow us on Twitter i~ttps:!]/twttc-.comiSW/\GUl’,lC 

Go Heels[ 

University of North Carolina at Chapel I liii 

~live.ur,c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT a DORRANCE IV 
(ANSON)> 

Thursday,               11:25 AM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; 
~aol.com; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@email.unc.edu>; 
Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu>; nfava@uncaa.unc.edu; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmermans@unc.edu>; Gatz, Gregory <ggg~email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<bl anton@uncaa.unc, edu>;                     ~gmail. corn> 

RE: waiver 

Thank you guys, this is HUGE for us AND 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Thursday, 9:53 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris;     ~aol.com; Sander, Thomas J 
Cc: Yount, Tony; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Gwaltney, Clint; nfava@uncaa.unc.edu; Timmermans, Tom; Gatz, Gregory; Blanton, 
Brent S 
Subject:           waiver 

All, 

See attached for the approval from the NCAA on       s waiver. This means that she may now re-join practice with the 

team and compete for UNC, effective immediately, for the rest of the semester even though she is only enrolled in 9 

hours. Thanks to everyone, especially Tony, for their help on the waiver. Please pass the word along to 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 2:26 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: Holds that prevent registration. 

Please follow 

I:r~ra-" Yount, Tony 
Sent: Thursday, 2:14 PM 
To-" 
12¢-" Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject-" Holds that prevent registration, 
Ladie~ 

You currently have hi)lds that will prevent you from registering for summer schi)ol or fall cla~sses. Plea~ taI:e care of these as ~on as possible. 

. you MUST visit with a Steele Building Acaxtemic Advi~r betbre you cm~ register tbr fall classes. Advi~rs from Steele will be in the Academic 

Center (Loudennilk) next Tuesday a~d Thursday evenings ficom 6 - 8 pm. That is a convenient optx~rtunity to take care of this requirement without going through 

scheduling an appt in Steele Building. But one way or the other, you won’t be aJlowed to register without one of those meetings. So get it done. 

Tony 

Spring WSO ACTV F 8:15:00 AMCPD    Account Past Due 

Spring WSO ACTV F 8:15:00 AMRTE    Parking & Transtx~rtation 

Spring WSO ACTV F 8:00:00 AMCPD    Account Past Due 

I st Year Sdt 3rd Sem Adv 
Spring WSO ACTV                                 F              8:00:00 AMXR3 

Appr 

Past due charges 

on yonr student 

account must be 

paid. After you 

make a payment 

online, please 

email 

cashier(a)Amc.edu 
with your PID Acc~ 

and request that 

the hold be 

removed. This 
hold prevents 

regislration and 

release of 

transcripts and 

diplomas. 

Pa~’kJng fines may 

be paid by visiting 

the PuNic Sat~ty Depl 

website: 

kv__~’___w__:__d_P__~:__uJ !_c_:__e_d_u_ 

Past due charges 
on your student 
acconnt must be 
paid. After you 
make a payment 
online, please 
email 

with your P1D Acc~ 
and requesl that 
the hold be 
removed, This 
hold prevents 
registration and 
release of 
transcripts and 
diplomas. 
First year students 
must meet with a~ 
academic advisor 

during their firs~t or1 st 5 
second semester 
in order to      App 

mgis~ter for their 
third semester 



Spring 

Spring 

WSO 

WSO 

ACTV 

ACTV 

g:00:00 AMXR3 

~:00:00 AMXR3 

1st Year Sdt 3rd Sem Adv 

Appr 

1st Year Sdt 3rd Setn Adv 

Appr 

classes. 

First year students 

mus~t meet with an 

academic advisor 

during their first orI st 5 
second semester 
in order to      App 

regis~ter for their 

third semester 

classes, 

First year students 

,nust meet with a~ 

academic advisor 

during their fi~t or1 st ~ 
second semester 
in order to      App 

register lbr their 

third semester 

classes. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:30 AM 

Ga’~, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu> 

~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros t ,~)gmail.com) 

RE: GPS Sunday 

Greg, 

This will probably be the lineup starting with the backs and then going forward: 

From: Gatz, Gregory 
Sent; Thursday, 3:02 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" GPS Sunday 

Anson, 

Who do you want for the GPS vs Fla. ? 

I heard      is now available. Who would she replace from last match? 

Also, here’s what I had planned for next 3 weeks, conditioning wise: 

Aerobic Power based- (Paced intervals) 

Week :l (this week) 2 X 6 (varied distances depending on BEEP score 70,75,80yds) shuttles in 30sec, 30sec rest, 3 mins between sets 

Week 2 (Tues. Mar. 26) 2 x 7 

Week 3 (Mon. Apr. :1) 2 x 8 

Week 4 (Tues. Apr. 9) 2 x 7 

gg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:42 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sm~de~; Thomas J <pacman~!unc.edu> 

RE: Correction 

~live. unc.edu>; 

Ladies, 

Please let me know as you accomplish these things 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Thursda’~’, 3:56 PM 
To: 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Correction 

Ladies, 

The adviser sessions in Loudermilk that will allow you to remove your holds on registration are Tues and WE[) nights of next week l~om 6 - 8; not Thurs night as the previous email 
indicated. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 2:37 PM 

Mike Keating < ~gmail.com>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Jason Sisneros ~gma~l.com) 

RE: ’Fools for Deep Practice 

Mike, 

Jason might have that for you from our 6 game NCAA Tournament run~ Jason? 

From: Mike Keating [mailto       _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2(~13 4:56 PM 

To: Tom Sander 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Tools for Deep Practice 

Hey Tom, 

Can you set me averase and hish end pass possession completion % for each field position? Lookin8 for same data over a period of time relevant that the stats 

make sense (entire season is best). Please call or reply if what I am askin8 is unclear. 

Anson, this is input to our 4:30 meetin8 next Thursday at Durham Academy. There are a few other baseline numbers I’ll request, but I’d like to start with pass 

completion. 

Thanks ~uys! 

Mike Keatin8 

(m) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, March 22, 2013 3:35 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;       ~aol.com; Ja~n Sisnems (         ~gmail.com) 

EW: {DlWSOC} NCAA Article Re: Ovemde Petitions & In-Pmson Scouting Review 

From: Robert Kehoe [mailto:rkehoe@nscaa.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2013 5:06 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; DI; ncaad-i@soccerlists.org 
Subject: {DIWSOC} NCAA Article Re: Override Petitions & In-Person Scouting Review 

Board to reconsider texting, scouting rules 

By Michelle Brutlag Hosick 

NCAA,or~I 

Mar 21, 2013 8:30:20 AM 

The Diviskm I Bomvl of Directors will recou.qder at its May 2 meeth~g legislation fl~at diminaled the rule k~ra~i~g cem~iu modes of communication (te~X messagiug) 

m~d elhniuatiug numerical limits on phoue calls. The review ~x.ill occur I:~zcau~ the required ~mmber of schools 75 has requested a~ ovemde of the mle~ 

The Board also will reconsider a new role pa~hibifing coaches fiom scorning fi~ture opponents in peram. The role co~,tinues to allow coaches t~ scorn upcoming 

optx~nents if they are padici~a~mg ir~ the same ~oumament or doubMaeuder eve~t u~ the same si~e. 

The reqtaesl t~ reconsider the recruiting connnurdcador~ role was r~ot unexpecled~ as the Board met earlier this week a~d susper~ded two oilier rules related t~ 

recruiting one deregulating who can ped’orm recruiting tasks and the other liNng restrictions on what recruiting mate~ats c~m be sent to prospects. Al that time, 

Board members agreed to let the n~embership decide the furore of the recruiting communication role adopted m JmmaU. 

Schools ~equesting ~m ovemde oDhe legislation cited wo~k-li~( ~xatance tbr coaches and the possibility that prospects wilt be overwhelmed with recruiting 
commm~ication as reaso~s for fhe ovemde. Some specifically cited concerns in fi:~otbalL 

"During the football seasor~ coaches waist to conceu’uate on coaching m~d i~teracting with cugent smdeut-afNe~es~ The prope~l will fotve them to sigmficxntly 

increa~ the amom~t of time they spend ca]ling and tex~iug rec~its &rang fl~e ~aso~J’ oue school wrote. "This nile will create addNo~ml Ms, factious fbr high ~hool 

s~tcn>mhlems~ Their phones wil] be imm&ted wits cNls a~M texts at NI ho~rs of the day {iom college coaches and statE" 

The R~des Working (?coup pro~sed the rule char~ge wi{h ~he belief that over-comm~micating wits recnfits wo~dd ~,ot prove {o be an udva~,tageo~s strmeg3~. The 

group also believed the measure uckr~owledged bo~h the inc~vased use of{ext-mess~agir~g by prospects over the last several years and {he growing di{ticulty of 
distinguishing between text mesmge~ email and messages sent through social media. The rule ~dso could rdieve a signiticm~’~ moni’~o,ing burden fit)m the shoulders 

of complia~me a&ni~fistrators. 

The prohibition on live scouting, originally prolapsed because of’~he vas~. improvements m video technolog2~ m~d the belief that live scouting could have a direct 
hnlaact on fhir competition, get~emted some coucern because coaches in some sports believe they vx<m’t have the same access to quali~~ video~ Other schools said 
they I:vlieve the Iron is contrail, to the deregulafiou efforL 

"It is inconsis~e~t with the NC,~’\ deragulafiou theme m~d is bia.~.d against ce~ah~ sports, pm~iculmly large field sports such as mccer~ lacrosse and field hockey]’ 

one school wrote. "Finally, it would call tier added administrative oversight." 

The Board of Directors h~s several options. It car~ mainlain its action on ~he proposals, which will se~,d flaem to an o~,line override vote of the endre Division, I 

membership. It can agree with tho~ req~esfi~,g llae ovemde, which wo~dd rescind the proposals. The presidents could also amend the proposals in some way. 

such as suspend them and refer them tbr ~hrther study which would subject the action to aa~other 60-day ovemde pe,iod. 

’[’he Bomd meets May 2 in Indianatx~lis, 

Rob gehoe 

Director of College Programs I National Soccer Coache!; Association of America 
8,00 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 6610J_ i 93.3 362 3.747 x 10~.5 I 91.3 362 3439 (f) 

Wisconsir~ Oflice: 920 674 439J_ I Cell: 
NSCAA.com I Twitter: ~NSCAACollege I Facebook 

Jo~n us in Orlando for the inaugura~ Summer S~mpes~um AuRust 1-3~ 

Help promote our game with Twitter use #DIWSOC tbr News, Spring Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 22, 2013 3:48 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; O!aol.com; Jason Sisneros t )!gmail.com) 

RE: Regis~ution 

Thanks Tony! 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2013 10:09 PM 

To: Katrina Dowd; Tyler Adams; Guy Cathro; Jan Mann; Grant Fulton; Joe Sagula; Eve Rackham; Sander, Thomas J; Jenny Levy; Leah Wigger; Karen Shelton; Dorrance, 
Albert A IV; Phil Barnes; Tony Yount 
S~bject: Registration 

Coaches, 

I sent the message below to each of your athletes this evening. Registration sumtner and fall is approaching on the dates listed in the email. 

Priority regis~tration application has been filed. The final ruling hasn’t been announce& but we are assuming that it roll be granted and planning accordingly. 

Those s~dents with holds that will prevent registration were notified this ~Aemoon. 

Tony 

First, there has been a change in the way priofih/works. On the morning of your registration date, we’ve been told that you will be able to register between 8 am and 

8:30 am. At 8:30, the wstem will be closed to yon and you will not have access again nntil your normal registration time (the time posted right now on your Connect 

Carolina page) later in the day. When that time arrives, you will again have access to the wstem if you want to make changes. 

Summer school registration starts Monday March 25 and continues March 26. Check your day on Connect Carolina. Ifyoffre on scholarship, have a conversation 

with your coach about financial support for your classes. Coaches make that decision based on a limited amount of money each coach gets l~)r summer school support. 

Communicate with them, and maJ~e good decisions. Asking for money, and then dropping the course later was~tes that money and spends money that one of your 

teammates could have used. 

Fall registration ~br current juniors is scheduled for April 3, cm,ent sophomores April 5, cunvnt freshmen April 9. But please check your day on Connect Carolina. 

Dates can wa~" based on hours, transfer status, semesters in residence at Ca, olina. Don’t waste your priority by missing your assigned registration day. 

I’ve attached a copy of your worksheet so that you can see what reqnirements you have left to fulfill. ’][’here are many resources available to help you decide what 

courses to take. Your Academic Advisers in Steele Building a~ce the primaw resource. In addition to appointments there, advisers will be in Loudemfilk Tues and Wed 

evenings of next week to help you get ready to register. 

Tar Heel Tracker on Connect Carolina also lists what requirements you have met and what requirements you still need to meet, and obviously you can come in to the 

ol~ice and visit with me. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 22, 2013 5:01 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

l~L: 2013 Fall Soccer - W 

Great .... 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Chris Ducar [mailto:ducar@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 22, 2013 9:57 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: FW: 2013 Fall Soccer - W 

Looks like evewthing is good to go... 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: noreply@unc.edu [mailto:noreplv@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 22, 2013 5:02 AM 
To:       ~)aol corn; Ille, Vince; Ducar, Chris; Anson Dorrance; Lance Markos; Tom Sander 
Subject: 2013 Fall Soccer - W 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 5:50 PM 

@msn.com; duca;@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com) 

FW: SportsBoard System 

Boys, 

We need st least one representaLive here, 

and courtesy? 

Who is going to fall on their sword for program 

From: Beth Miller [mailto:bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday,             3:10 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Brian Kalbas; 3oe Breschi; C D Mock; Carlos Somoano; Derek Galvin; Donna Papa; .tan Mann; 3oe Sagula; Karen Shelton; Larry Fedora; Andrew Sapp; 
Harlis Meaders; Mike Fox; Rich DeSelm; Ron Miller; Sylvia Hatchell; Sarah Haney; Sam Paul; .lenny Levy 
C¢-" Marilou McFarlane; Creech, Karlton W; Larry Gallo; Bubba Cunningham; Clint Gwaltney; Corey Holliday; 3oe Holladay; Stacey Harris 
Subject-" SportsBoard System 

Coaches, 
At our last coaches’ meeting, Jenny Levy gave a brief over view of the SportsBoard System that can be used for recruiting, scouting, analyzing your team and camp. Many of 

you indicated you would like to learn more about the system, Marilou McFarlane, a company representative, will be on campus and present further information through a 

webinar on and , You can choose to attend either at 9:00 or at 9:00. The sessions will be in the Carmichael Arena conference room and last 

approximately $ hour. 

Currently the SportsBoard System is operational for M, , W. , W. , M. , M. , W. 
and . They are continuing to add more sports, so if your sport is not currently available, feel free to attend one of the webinars so you will have the 

information when your sport is added. 

Please let me knowwhich day you will attend, so Marilou can plan accordingly. 

Thanks, 

~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 22, 2013 6:24 PM 

.la~n Sisneros < ~gmaJl.com> 

ILE: Tools for Deep Pracfice 

From: Jason Sisneros [mailto:_ .~gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 22, 20~.3 4:E;9 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
C¢: Mike Keating~ Tom Sander 
Subject: Re: Tools for Deep Practice 
I can get our stats from StatDNA - when do yon need this by? Ivlike - by field position.., are you talking abont field zones (defensive third, midfield third, fln~l third) or 

player position (FW. Mid, Defender etc..)? 

In the meantime, here’s some s"tats from us compared m the US Women’s NationaJ Teach (Our 6 games NCAA Tournament - Their 6 game m a Gold Medal) 

Jason Sisneros 

University of North Carolina \Vom en’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match AnaJlysis ] Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Ffi, Mar 22, 2013 at 2:37 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <m~son~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Jas~)~ migh~ have fl~at ~i)r you {h)m our 6 game NCAA Tournament nm Jason? 

F~m: Mike Keating [ma~Ito: ~gma~l~com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 2~, 20~3 4:56 PM 
To: Tom Sander 
Ce: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Tools for Deep Practice 
Hey Tom, 
Can you get me average and high end pass possession completion % for each field position? Loo~ng for game ~m over a Nfiod of time relevant that the stats make 
sen~ (entire season is ~st). Please call or reply if what I a~n ~sking is unclear. 
Anso~ this is input to our 4:30 meeting ne~ Thur~ay at Durham Academy. There are a Ibw o~er b~seline humors I’ll requesL but I’d like Io s~ wilh ~ss 
completion. 
ThaWs guys~ 
Mike Keating 

(m) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 6:26 PM 

@duke.edu) 

EW: Dress to Impress Service Project 

Dresstohnpress.docx 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Friday, 5:32 PM 
To: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Rams Club; UNCAA-Senior Staff; UNCAA_Academics 
Subject: Dress to Impress Service Project 

Dear UNC/\t/’letics, 

We are a group of UI4C students taking on a semester long serwce prqject in hopes of supplying less fortunate individuals in the Durham area witi] professional 

clothing for inte~x4ews and workplace settings. Our group is looking to collect donations of any and all gently used business clothing, from suits and khakis to 

dresses and ties, even shoes! Donations will be collected ~n person on                     or you can bring donations to, the 2nd floor of Loudermiik (Cricket’s 

office) anytime before          The professlonai clothes will ultimately be passed on to the Duri~am Rescue Mission. They would appreciate your interest and 

suppo¢ in g~wng back to the comrnunity. Please contact us about donating or to get more information, send an email to 

1 hank you for your time and consideration! 

Sincerely, 

University of Norti~ Carolina at Chapel Hill c/o 



Help u s co I/ect any 
and aii gen~i:i:y~used 
business cIo~h ing ~ 
from suits and 
k ~esses 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, March 23, 2013 2:04 PM 

Ja~)n Sisneros, ~gmaJl.com) 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

I~NV: Advanced Tactics For the 4-2-3-1 - Great Feedback From Coaches 

Do we have this book’.," If not order it through Shefly. 

From: mailer@infusionmail.com [mailto: mailer@infusionmail.com] Oa Behalf Of WORLD CLASS COACHING 
Seat-" Saturday, March 23, 20:[3 8:0:[ AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject-" Advanced Tactics For the 4-2-3-:[ - Great Feedback From Coaches 

Hi Anson, 
A few days ago I sent you an email (copied below) on our new book, "Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced 

Tactics". Well, I just wanted to take this opportunity to let you know that coaches from all over the world 

have already ordered the book and the feedback we are getting is pretty exceptional..coaches are 

loving it. 

If your teams play with the 4-2-3-1 or even if you are thinking of making the transition to the 4-2-3-1, this 

is the book you need to help take your team to the next level. 

Check out the info below 

Best wishes 

removed by 
sender. 

Mike Saif 

Take your knowledge of the 4-2-3-1 
to the next level with this advanced 

tactical guide. Discover how the 4-2- 
3-1 is used to devastating effect by 
Manchester United and Real Madrid 

and advanced drills for coaching 
your players in this highly attacking 

and flexible formation 
Finally, it’s here! Coaching the 4-2-3-t Advanced Tactics provides you 

with an in-depth look at the formation that is dominating European 
soccer, Packed with tactical insights on the specific patterns of play of 

Manchester United and Real Madrid, Coaching the 4-24-t Advanced 
Tactics shows you how you can utilize this highly flexible formation to 

outwit teams playing a traditional 44-2 or 4.3.3 and to create more scoring 
opportunities. 

Dear Coach, 

The 4-2-3-1 formation is much more than just an attractive playing style. This formation is fast 

consigning the 4-4-2 and 4-3-3 to the history books after it was used by three of the semifinalists in the 

Euro 2012 tournament. The 4-2-3-1 is now used by many of Europe’s elite club sides, including 

Chelsea, Manchester United and Real Madrid, because it enables them to break through teams 

rooted to the spot playing more dated, rigid formations. 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics is packed with tactical insights and an analysis of the 

patterns of play of Manchester United and Real Madrid, both in defense and in attack. Utilizing in-depth 

analysis, real screenshots from actual games and detailed diagrams, this book shows you exactly 



how elite players, such as Cristiano Ronaldo, Wayne Rooney and Xavi Alonso, play in this formation 

and how it enables them t~hat can ri o osition teams apart 

"~’iI Imag ........ d by sender 4231 eBook 

In addition, Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics provides fifteen complete training sessions for 

drilling your teams in how to play this devastating formation. This includes defensive training sessions 

on pressing triggers, mid defending shapes and controlling line depth along with attacking drills on 

triangulation, third man runs and attacking fullbacks. 

This book is entitled Advanced Tactics for a reason: It shows you everything you need to know about 

howto fully utilize the 4-2-3-1 to take your team’s performance to the next level 

i::i::~::~i::~!~::i~i::~::~i::~@i::i~i::i~i::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::::::::::::::::::::: ..... 

::~::~::~::~::~::~@~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

1~ Image removed by sender. 
Add to Ca~ 

"Packed with detailed anaiys~s and coaching drills on how yo~ 
can harness the flair and creativity of soccer’s ~ost modern 

formation" 
The game of soccer never stands still New formations are evolving all the time that can give teams an 

edge over opponents stuck with more rigid styles of play. The 4-2-3-1 is one such formation that has 

risen to prominence over the last decade and is now utilized by many of Europe’s elite sides. Its 

popularity comes from its ability to rapidly shift to a 4-3-3, 4-4-1-1 and other formations in response to 

how the opposition is playing or to suit the stage of the game. 

What’s more, the additional line of players provided by the 4-2-3-1 enables teams to swamp the 

midfield as well as gain more players in the attack, making it a highly aggressive and entertaining 

formation to watch. It’s no wonder that teams with some of the most gifted attacking players in the 

modern game choose to play the 4-2-3-1. 

i.~ Image removed by sender. 4231 eSook 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics takes the author’s first book, Coaching the 4-2-3-1 book to 

the next level. It expands on the insights in the previous book while also providing a complete coaching 



Analysis of the strengths of the 4-2-3-1 in the attacking phases of play 

The first chapter looks at the tactical advantages that can be gained from the formation. This includes 

the flexibility and options gained from being able to make short passes between four lines instead of 

three and positional rotation in the center. 

This chapter also looks at the differences with the 4-4-1-1, the 4-5-1, 4-4-2 and 4-3-3, and the roles 

and responsibilities of every player. 

2. Using the 4-2-3-1’s flexibility to change formation in the attacking phase to disrupt marking 

schemes, find solutions and create chances to score 

Grieve now looks at how to transition the team from a 4-3-3 to a 4-2-3-1 during the attacking phase and 

where players need to be to gain the maximum advantage. Using detailed diagrams, this chapter 

shows you exactly where players need to be in order to transition back to a 4-3-3 smoothly. 

Grieve also analyses which formations struggle against a team playing the 4-2-3-1, with example 

scenarios of the ball in different areas of the pitch, such as how you can get the ball to the striker from 

the wings and to switch the ball to an attacker on the far side of the pitch. 

3. Analyzing Spain’s use of attacking fullbacks with a flexible midfield formation 

Spain is renowned for playing some of the most attractive and attacking soccer in the world A core 

reason for this is the flexibility of the 4-2-3-1 formation. Grieve looks at how Spain uses the flexibility in 

midfield to retain possession and to push fullbacks into more advanced positions. Utilizing real 

screenshots of games, Grieve explains how Alba and Villa are able to exploit the space between the 

fullback and center back and how Busquet is able to create overlaps with Villa. 

4. Patterns of play and making a game plan to win using the 4-2-3-1. Real Madrid and Manchester 

United; the difference between the respective clubs’ systems of the same formation 

Grieve now analyses how Real Madrid and Manchester United use the 4-2-3-I. This includes an 

indepth look at how Manchester United defeated Arsenal’s 4-3-3, where ex-Gunners player Van Persie 

was able to score freely thanks to the extra numbers on the wing. Grieve also analyses the freedom the 

formation gives to Wayne Rooney, enabling him to bring opposition players out of position and to 

switch passes to create lvl situations on the far side of the pitch. 

Real Madrid has grown to dominate Spanish and European soccer, thanks to Jose Mourinho’s 



management and the 4-2-3-1 formation. In this chapter Grieve looks at how Mourinho utilizes the 

special abilities of his players This includes the fluidity with which Alonso, Marcelo and Ramos play 

the triangular midfield and how Ronaldo makes his runs up the right side of the pitch, with Di Maria 

able to cut inside at will 

5. Analyzing the strengths of the 4-2-3-t in the defensive phases of play and changing formation to 

help defend better 

The 4-2-3-1 provides amazing defensive flexibility, with all players able to provide cover spread over 

four lines. In this chapter, Grieve looks at how Arrigo Sacehi’s AC Milan and Antonio Conte’s Juventus 

teams used the 4-2-3-1 to Iockdown their .qoal from attacks. 

.~iI Imag ....... d by sender. Stevie Grieve 

Author, Stevie Grieve explaining a tactical point 

6. Changing formation in the defensive phase to help defend better 

Grieve analyses how your team can move from a 4-3-3 to a 4-2-3-1 to counter an attacking 4-4-2 side. 

This includes when the ball is at different defensive phases, such as with the ball at center back or 

fullback. Grieve then looks at howto reshape the defense if the opposing attacker gets into an 

advanced position, such as in the corner to make a cross. 

7. Defending on the sides in a 4-2-3-1; pressing, covering, changing opponents and the fullback 

defending with different team mates 

This chapter looks at how the 4-2-3-1 enables the fullback to work with a wide midfielder to defend on 

the sides of the pitch with a third midfielder able to shift over to close opposition attacks down. This 

chapter then looks at how to switch the pass to the opponents weak defensive side and how to track 

midfield runners once you’ve stopped the immediate attack. 

8. Training sessions defending 

Grieve provides five complete sessions comprising of multiple exercises. This includes drills for 

controlling line depth and covering key zones, defending on the sides, pressing triggers and midfield 

defensive shapes. All the sessions can be combined with transition play and counter attacking 

sessions, and every drill is provided with coaching points, diagrams and progressions. 

g. Attacking training sessions 

This book also provides ten complete attacking sessions, which include drills for small group play, 

triangulation, overlaps, third man runs and finishing. Grieve recommends finishing every session with 

a small sided game that encourages your players to practice the skills from the drills and to ask 

questions as to where they should move to and wh,h 

image removed by sender. 
Add to Car~ 

What you will gain from Coaching the 4=2=3~1 Advanced Tactics 
If you’ve ever wanted to imitate the exciting and attacking playing style of Manchester United or Real 

Madrid, this book shows you how. Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics is packed with in-depth 

analysis of how these teams get their players into the right positions to exploit static opposition and to 

get the ball into attacking positions. Along with the theory, you get 15 complete training sessions 

comprising of multiple drills you can use to train your players on positioning and howto play the 4-2-3- 

1 effectively. 

From Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics, you will gain: 

An enriched understanding ofthe roles and responsibilities of every player in the formation 

An analysis of the formation’s strengths against popular formations 

Guidance on where your players need to be to transition into a 4-3-3 or 4-4-1-1 

Howto change formation in the defensive phases to Iockdown the goal mouth 

How to defend along the side of the pitch, utilizing fullbacks, wingers and a flexible third man 

in midfield 

Real screenshots and play by play examples of how Manchester United and Real Madrid 

utilize the 4=2=3=1 to overrun the opposition and to create more scoring opportunities 

Five complete training sessions, which include pressing triggers, defending on the sides 

and covering key zones 

Ten attacking drills which will train your players in triangulation, 1-2s, overlaps, third man 

runs and more 



Your players will love playing the 4-2-34 due to its flexibility, attacking instincts and the 

opportunity to imitate the playing style of some of the world’s elite players 

If you’ve already bought Stevie Grieve’s previous book, Coaching the 4-2-3-1, you will find there’s still 

lots to learn in this follow up book If you haven’t bought the previous book, you will discover that 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics is a complete coaching guide in its own right. It provides 

everything, from the theory on roles and responsibilities through to real life practical examples up to 

training exercises to get your players playing it effectively. So whether you already play the 4-2-3-1 or 

would like to start, this book tells you everything you need to know in Grieve’s straightforward coaching 

style. 

~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~@~i~i~ii~i~i~i~i~i~i~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~ 

And get this complimentary eBook with your purchase 
Coaching the 4-2-3-1 is not just a formation or system of play. It can also be described as a sort of 

philosophy on howthe game is played. This philosophy is based around flexibility. One of the 

strengths of the 4-2-3-1 is the flexibility it provides with the interchanging of positions of the midfielders 

and forwards This is one of the reasons opponents find it really hard to play against. 

This philosophy can AND should be adapted at a younger age too. So for those age groups that don’t 

play 1 lvl 1, this free eBook shows you how to adapt the 4-2-3-I to the small-sided soccer that younger 

teams play. Not only that, if you have a team that is just a year or two away from moving to 1 lvl 1, this 

eBook is perfect for helping them make the transition from the smaller numbers they are playing to the 

full blown version of the 1 lvl 1 4-2-3-1. 

GREAT FORTRAINING SESSIONS - The material in this eBook is also perfect for using the smaller 

numbers to create your 4-2-3-1 training sessions If you have 18 players or less on your team, you can 

use the formations in this eBook to set up small-sided games specifically designed to teach the 4-2-3- 

1 

And it’s free with your order of Coaching/the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics. 

:~’-’i Image removed by sender. 4231 free eBook 

~00% ’no quibbles’ Six Month Guarantee 

WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics unless it achieves our exceptionally high standards. However, 

if you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics after six 

months then please contact us for a no quibbles refund. 



i Imag ...... d by’ sender 4231 Videos 

"~t shows ’ou how to imitate the devastating playing style of 
~Jtanchester United and Rea~ t~adrid, and how to develop your 

team’s ability to play the 4-2-3-1 on the training pitch" 
Euro 2012 marked the arrival of the 4-2-3-1 as a dominant formation on the international scene But 

coaches like Jose Mourinho and Alex Ferguson have been playing it for years because they know it has 

the flexibility and a~acking fluidity that can overpower teams playing older, more rigid formations. It’s no 

secret that the 4-2-3-1 is a key reason for their success at the top of their respective leagues 

Now you can discover how to imitate their success in Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics. It 

explains everything you need to know about playing and coaching the formation. Step by step 

screenshots and clear explanations enable you to see exactly how elite players, like Cristiano 

Ronaldo, Wayne Rooney and Xavi Alonso, play in the formation and how they take advantage of its 

flexibility to create the abundance of goal scoring opportunities that bring them success. 

To replicate their success playing the formation, you get fifteen complete training sessions for 

developing your team’s ability to play the 4-2-3-1 effectively. So everything is covered. If you want to step 

up and harness the most innovative and flexible formation in modern soccer, Coaching the 4-2-3-1 

Advanced Tactics is an in-depth tactical and practical guide that shows you how. 

Best Wishes, 

removed by 
sender. Mike 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics takes an in-depth look at the formation, which includes 

an analysis of how Manchester United and Real Madrid utilize it to devastating effect. The book also 

includes fifteen complete training sessions for improving your players’ ability to play the 4-2-3-1 

formation effectively, both in defense and attack. 

o P.P.S If you are not 100 Yo satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in Coaching the 4- 

2-3-1 Advanced Tactics after six months then we will refund your purchase in full, no questions 

asked. 

Add to Car~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, March 25, 2013 11:00 AM 

Kennedy, Shannon <shannon.kennedy@unc.edu:~ 

1~92: Ca~n~oll Gibbons 

5harmon, 

Wonderful ._ then I don’t have to make any introductions. 

Frem-" Shannon Kennedy [mailto:shannon.kennedy@unc.edu] 

Sent-. IVlonday, March 25, 20:13:1.0:37 AM 
To,, Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject,, Carroll Gibbons 

Anson, 

It was nice talking with you this morning. 

As it turns out, Laurie Maffly-Kipp, Chair of the Department of Religious Studies, knows Carroll well. She has invited him to speak on campus several times. Laurie 

will be there today, as will Terry Rhodes, Senior Associate Dean for the Fine Arts and Humanities. We will see you at Gardner Hall at 11:45am. 

That is: if I have finished this video honoring Peter Grauer by then. BTW - there is a connection to Heather goneparth, because she is taking Peter’s place as chair of 

the Honors Carolina Board. She also was videoed a couple of weeks ago. Just to connect all the dots for you. 

Thanks, Anson. See you soon. 

Shannon 

SHANNON KENNEDY 

Sr. Associate Dean and Executive Director 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Campus Box #6115 

134 E. Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919.962.6183 Work 

Cell 

919.962.2531 Fax 

shannon.kennedy(a~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, March 25, 2013 11:02 AM 

Kennedy, Shannon <shannon.kennedy@unc.edtr~ 

1~9;: Terryl Gibbons 

Shannon, 

I knew whom you were referring to .... I have headed the ball a lot but most of my synapses still connect. 

From:: Shannon Kennedy [mailto:shannon.kennedy@unc.edu] 

Seat:: IVlonday, March 25, 2013:1.0:39 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject:: RE: Terryl Gibbons 

Anson: Now I know why I couldn’t t:ir~d him when I Googled. Apologies, I thought it was Carroll Gibbons. In any event, please see the r~ote below. Thanks, Ar~sor~.--- 

Shannon 

From:: Kennedy, Shannon 
Seat; Monday, March 25, 2013 10:37 AM 
To:: ’anson@uncaa.unc.edu’ 
Subject-" Carroll Gibbons 

ARSOn, 

It was nice talking with you this morning. 

As it turns out, Laurie Maffly-Kipp, Chair of the Department of Religious Studies, knows Terryl well. She has invited him to speak on campus several times. Laurie 

will be there today, as will Terry Rhodes, Senior Associate Dean for the Fine Arts and Humanities. We will see you at Gardner Hall at :11:45am. 

That is: if I have finished this video honoring Peter Grauer by then. BTW - there is a connection to Heather Boneparth, because she is taking Peter’s place as chair of 

the Honors Carolina Board. She also was videoed a couple of weeks ago. Just to connect all the dots for you. 

Thanks, Anson. See you soon. 

Shannon 

SHANNON KENNEDY 

Sr. Associate Dean and Executive Director 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Campus Box #6:1:15 

:134 E. Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:14 

9:19.962.6:183 Work 

Cell 

9:19.962.253:1 Fax 

shannon,kennedy@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, March 25, 2013 11:04 AM 

.la~n Sisneros ~gmaJ4.com> 

ILE: FW: Advm~ced Tactics For the 4-2-3-1 - Great Feedback From Coaches 

Go ahead .... 

From: Jason Sisneros [ @gmail.com] 
Sent= Saturday, March 23, 2013 4:44 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co= Streett, Shelly 
Subject= Re: FW: Advanced Tactics For the 4-2-3-J~ - Great Feedback From Coaches 

We have the first version - but not this advanced version. 

Let’s order it! 

Thanks guys! 

Jason 

On Sat, Mar 23, 2013 at 2:03 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <_&_n_}£!!.~_e_E!~_l_:__u_!)__c_:__e_£l__u_.> wrote: 

Do we have this book? If not order it through Shelly. 

From= mailer@infusionmail.com [mailto: mailer@infusionmail.com] On Behalf Of WORLD CLASS COACHING 

Sent= Saturday, March 23, 2013 8:0:t AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Advanced Tactics For the 4-2-3-i - Great Feedback From Coaches 

Hi 

A few days ago I sent you an email (copied below) on our new book, "Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced 

Tactics". Well, I just wanted to take this opportunity to let you know that coaches from all over the world 

have already ordered the book and the feedback we are getting is pretty exceptional..coaches are 

loving it. 

If your teams play with the 4-2-3-I or even if you are thinking of making the transition to the 4-2-3-1, this 

is the book you need to help take your team to the next level. 

Check out the info below 

Best wishe% 

~,-’i Image 

1 

removed by 

sender. 

Mike Saif 

Take your knowledge of the 4-2-3-1 
to the next level with this advanced 

tactical guide. Discover how the 4-2- 
3-1 is used to devastating effect by 
Manchester United and Real Madrid 

and advanced drills for coaching 
your players in this highly attacking 

and flexible formation 
Finally, it’s here! Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics provides you 

with an in-depth look at the formation that is dominating European 
soccer, Packed with tactical insights on the specific patterns of play of 

Manchester United and Real Madrid; Coaching the 4-2-3-t Advanced 
Tactics shows you how you can uNize this highly fiexiNe formation to 

outwit teams playing a traditional 44-2 or 4-34 and to create more scoring 
opportunities. 

(~! e! a FR eB~ that ~h~ h~ tra!ny~ team 



Dear Coach, 

The 4-2-3-1 formation is much more than just an attractive playing style¯ This formation is fast 

consigning the 4-4-2 and 4-3-3 to the history books after it was used by three of the semifinalists in the 

Euro 2012 tournament. The 4-2-3-1 is now used by many of Europe’s elite club sides, including 

Chelsea, Manchester United and Real Madrid, because it enables them to break through teams 

rooted to the spot playing more dated, rigid formations 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics is packed with tactical insights and an analysis of the 

patterns of play of Manchester United and Real Madrid, both in defense and in attack¯ Utilizing in-depth 

analysis, real screenshots from actual games and detailed diagrams, this book shows you exactly 

how elite players, such as Cristiano Ronaldo, Wayne Rooney and Xavi Alonso, play in this formation 

and how it enabl~e that can ri o osition teams apart. 

.~.i Image removed by sender¯ 4231 eBook 

In addition, Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics provides fifteen complete training sessions for 

drilling your teams in how to play this devastating formation This includes defensive training sessions 

on pressing triggers, mid defending shapes and controlling line depth along with attacking drills on 

triangulation, third man runs and attacking fullbacks 

This book is entitled Advanced Tactics for a reason: It shows you everything you need to know about 

howto fully utilize the 4-2-3-1 to take your team’s performance to the next level. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Add to Ca~ 

"Packed w~th detai~ed ana~ys~s and coaching dr~ls o~ how you 
can harness the flair and creativity of soccer’s most modern 

The game of soccer never stands still¯ New formations are evolving all the time that can give teams an 

edge over opponents stuck with more rigid styles of play The 4-2-3-1 is one such formation that has 

risen to prominence over the last decade and is now utilized by many of Europe’s elite sides¯ Its 

popularity comes from its ability to rapidly shift to a 4-3-3, 4-4-1-1 and other formations in response to 

how the opposition is playing or to suit the stage of the game 

What’s more, the additional line of players provided by the 4-2-3-1 enables teams to swamp the 

midfield as well as gain more players in the attack, making it a highly aggressive and entertaining 

formation to watch. It’s no wonder that teams with some of the most gifted attacking players in the 

modern game choose to play the 4-2-3-1. 



d by sender. 4231 eBook 

CoachMg the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics takes the author’s first book, CoachMg the 4-2-3-1 book to 

the next level. It expands on the insights in the previous book while also providing a complete coaching 

guide in its own right. It shows you in -depth howthe 4-2-3-1 is played by Manchester United and Real 

Madrid, with step by step examples from real life games along with practical advice and analysis on 

how any team can use this formation to outwit and dominate the opposition, both in defense and 

attack. 

image removed by sender. 
Add to CsrL 

"Gain insights from a coach with a track record of developing 
players in three countries" 

W~at’s covered ~ Coaching the 4-2=3-1 Advanced Tac#cs 
Coaching the 4-2-3-~ Advanced Tac#cs provides an expe~ analysis of the playing style and 

tendencies of Manchester United and Real Madrid as well as complete training sessions for drilling 

your players in howto utilize the formation effectively. 

1. Analysis of the strengths of the 4-2-3-1 in the attacking phases of play 

The first chapter looks at the tactical advantages that can be gained from the formation. This includes 

the flexibility and options gained from being able to make short passes between four lines instead of 

three and positional rotation in the center. 

This chapter also looks at the differences with the 4-4-I -1, the 4-5-1, 4-4-2 and 4-3-3, and the roles 

and responsibilities of every player. 

2, Using the 4-2-3-1’s flexibility to change formation in the attacking phase to disrupt marking 

schemes, find solutions and create chances to score 

Grieve now looks at how to transition the team from a 4-3-3 to a 4-2-3-1 during the attacking phase and 

where players need to be to gain the maximum advantage Using detailed diagrams, this chapter 

shows you exactly where players need to be in order to transition back to a 4-3-3 smoothly. 



Grieve also analyses which formations struggle against a team playing the 4-2-3-1, with example 

scenarios of the ball in different areas of the pitch, such as how you can get the ball to the striker from 

the wings and to switch the ball to an attacker on the far side of the pitch. 

3. Analyzing Spain’s use of attacking fullbacks with a flexible midfield formation 

Spain is renowned for playing some of the most attractive and attacking soccer in the world A core 

reason for this is the flexibility of the 4-2-3-1 formation. Grieve looks at how Spain uses the flexibility in 

midfield to retain possession and to push fullbacks into more advanced positions. Utilizing real 

screenshots of games, Grieve explains how Alba and Villa are able to exploit the space between the 

fullback and center back and how Busquet is able to create overlaps with Villa. 

4. Patterns of play and making a game plan to win using the 4-2-3-t. Real Madrid and Manchester 

United; the difference between the respective clubs’ systems of the same formation 

Grieve now analyses how Real Madrid and Manchester United use the 4-2-3-1. This includes an 

indepth look at how Manchester United defeated Arsenal’s 4-3-3, where ex-Gunners player Van Persie 

was able to score freely thanks to the extra numbers on the wing. Grieve also analyses the freedom the 

formation gives to Wayne Rooney, enabling him to bring opposition players out of position and to 

switch passes to create lvl situations on the far side of the pitch. 

Real Madrid has grown to dominate Spanish and European soccer, thanks to Jose Mourinho’s 

management and the 4-2-3-1 formation. In this chapter Grieve looks at how Mourinho utilizes the 

special abilities of his players This includes the fluidity with which Alonso, Marcelo and Ramos play 

the triangular midfield and how Ronaldo makes his runs up the right side of the pitch, with Di Maria 

able to cut inside at will 

5. Analyzing the strengths of the 4-2-3-t in the defensive phases of play and changing formation to 

help defend better 

The 4-2-3-1 provides amazing defensive flexibility, with all players able to provide cover spread over 

four lines. In this chapter, Grieve looks at how Arrigo Sacchi’e AC Milan and Antonio Conte’s Juventus 

teams used the 4-2-3-1 to Iockdown their aoal from attacks. 

.~iI Imag ....... d by sender. Stevie Grieve 

Author, Stevie Grieve explaining a tactical point 

6. Changing formation in the defensive phase to help defend better 

Grieve analyses how your team can move from a 4-3-3 to a 4-2-3-1 to counter an attacking 4-4-2 side. 

This includes when the ball is at different defensive phases, such as with the ball at center back or 

fullback. Grieve then looks at howto reshape the defense if the opposing attacker gets into an 

advanced position, such as in the corner to make a cross. 

7. Defending on the sides in a 4-2-3-1; pressing, covering, changing opponents and the fullback 

defending with different team mates 

This chapter looks at how the 4-2-3-1 enables the fullback to work with a wide midfielder to defend on 

the sides of the pitch with a third midfielder able to shift over to close opposition attacks down This 

chapter then looks at how to switch the pass to the opponents weak defensive side and how to track 

midfield runners once you’ve stopped the immediate attack 

8. Training sessions defending 

Grieve provides five complete sessions comprising of multiple exercises. This includes drills for 

controlling line depth and covering key zones, defending on the sides, pressing triggers and midfield 

defensive shapes. All the sessions can be combined with transition play and counter attacking 

sessions, and every drill is provided with coaching points, diagrams and progressions. 

9. Attacking training sessions 

This book also provides ten complete attacking sessions, which include drills for small group play, 

triangulation, overlaps, third man runs and finishing. Grieve recommends finishing every session with 

a small sided game that encourages your players to practice the skills from the drills and to ask 

questions as to where they should move to and wh,h 

image removed by sender. 
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What you will gain from Coaching the 4=2-3-I Advanced Tactics 



If you’ve ever wanted to imitate the exciting and attacking playing style of Manchester United or Real 

Madrid, this book shows you how. Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics is packed with in-depth 

analysis of how these teams get their players into the right positions to exploit static opposition and to 

get the ball into attacking positions. Along with the theory, you get 15 complete training sessions 

comprising of multiple drills you can use to train your players on positioning and howto play the 4-2-3- 

1 effectively 

From Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics, you will gain: 

¯ An enriched understanding of the roles and responsibilities of every player in the formation 

¯ An analysis of the formation’s strengths against popular formations 

¯ Guidance on where your players need to be to transition into a 4-3-3 or 4-4-1-1 

¯ Howto change formation in the defensive phases to Iockdown the goal mouth 

¯ H~wt~defenda~~n~theside~fthepitch~utiiizingfu~~backs~wingersandaflexib~ethirdman 

in midfield 

RealscreenshotsandplaybyplayexamplesofhowManchesterUnitedandRealMadrid 

utilize the 4=2=3=1 to overrun the opposition and to create more scoring opportunities 

Five complete training sessions, which include pressing triggers, defending on the sides 

and covering key zones 

Ten attacking drills which will train your players in triangulation, 1-2s, overlaps, third man 

runs and more 

Your players will love playing the 4-2-3=1 due to its flexibility, attacking instincts and the 

opportunity to imitate the playing style of some of the world’s elite players 

If you’ve already bought Stevie Grieve’s previous book, Coaching the 4-2-3-1, you will find there’s still 

lots to learn in this follow up book If you haven’t bought the previous book, you will discover that 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics is a complete coaching guide in its own right. It provides 

everything, from the theory on roles and responsibilities through to real life practical examples up to 

training exercises to get your players playing it effectively. So whether you already play the 4-2-3-1 or 

would like to start, this book tells you eveiything you need to know in Grieve’s straightforward coaching 

style 

And get this complimentary eBook with your purchase 
Coaching the 4-2-3-1 is not just a formation or system of play. It can also be described as a sort of 

philosophy on howthe game is played. This philosophy is based around flexibility. One of the 

strengths of the 4-2-3-1 is the flexibility it provides with the interchanging of positions of the midfielders 

and forwards. This is one of the reasons opponents find it really hard to play against. 

This philosophy can AND should be adapted at a younger age too. So for those age groups that don’t 

play 1 lvl 1, this free eBook shows you how to adapt the 4-2-3-I to the small-sided soccer that younger 

teams play. Not only that, if you have a team that is just a year or two away from moving to 1 lvl 1, this 

eBook is perfect for helping them make the transition from the smaller numbers they are playing to the 

full blown version of the 1 lvl 1 4-2-3-1. 

GREAT FORTRAINING SESSIONS - The material in this eBook is also perfect for using the smaller 

numbers to create your 4-2-3-1 training sessions If you have 18 players or less on your team, you can 

use the formations in this eBook to set up small-sided games specifically designed to teach the 4-2-3- 

1 

And it’s free with your ord~[o[ ~oaching th~4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics, 



.~i Image removed by sender. 4231 free eBook 

WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics unless it achieves our exceptionally high standards. However, 

if you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics after six 

months then please contact us for a no quibbles refund. 

i i~-~ Imag ...... d by sender. 4231 Videos 

"it shows ’ou how to imitate the devastating playing style of 
Manchester United and Real Madrid, and how to develop your 

team’s ability to play the 4-2-3-I on the training pitch" 
Euro 2012 marked the arrival of the 4-2-3-1 as a dominant formation on the international scene. But 

coaches like Jose Mourinho and Alex Ferguson have been playing it for years because they know it has 

the flexibility and attacking fluidity that can overpower teams playing older, more rigid formations. It’s no 

secret that the 4-2-3-I is a key reason for their success at the top of their respective leagues. 

Now you can discover how to imitate their success in Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics. It 

explains everything you need to know about playing and coaching the formation Step by step 

screenshots and clear explanations enable you to see exactly how elite players, like Cristiano 

Ronaldo, Wayne Rooney and Xavi Alonso, play in the formation and how they take advantage of its 

flexibility to create the abundance of goal scoring opportunities that bring them success 

To replicate their success playing the formation, you get fifteen complete training sessions for 

developing your team’s ability to play the 4-2-3-I effectively So everything is covered. If you want to step 

up and harness the most innovative and flexible formation in modern soccer, Coaching the 4-2-3-1 

Advanced Tactics is an in-depth tactical and practical guide that shows you how 

Best Wishes 

~Ki Image 
removed by 
sender. Mike 

Mike Saif 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics takes an in-depth look at the formation, which includes 

an analysis of how Manchester United and Real Madrid utilize it to devastating effect The book also 

includes fifteen complete training sessions for improving your players’ ability to play the 4-2-3-I 

formation effectively, both in defense and attack 

o P.P.S If you are not 100 ~/o satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in Coaching the 4- 

2-3-1 Advanced Tactics after six months then we will refund your purchase in full, no questions 

asked. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, March 25, 2013 2:36 PM 

Kennedy, Shannon <shannon.kennedy@unc.edtr~ 

l~g: Terryl Gibbons 

Shannon, 

Thank you for mobilizing the faculty for me. I will be thanking Laurie and Terry for taking the time to see me, I know they certainly had better things to do. 

When your day dears (or week} please call me again. [f the call [s m the evening my home # works best:’ (h). My cell, of course, ~s 

F~= Shannon Kennedy [mailto:shannon.kennedy@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 25, 2013 I0:39 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: Terryl Gibbons 

Anson: Now ~ knnw why ~ couMn’t find him when ~ Goog~ed. Apolog~es, I thought ~t was Carroll Gibbons. In any evenL p~ease see the note below. Thanks, Anson. --. 

Shannon 

F~m: Kennedy, Shannon 
Sent: Nonday, Hatch 25, 20~3 10:37 AN 

To= ’anson@uncaa.unc.edu’ 
Subject; Carroll Gibbons 

A~son~ 

It was nice talking with you this morning. 

As it turns out, Laurie Maffly-Kipp, Chair of the Department of Religious Studies, knows Terryl well. She has invited him to speak on campus several times. Laurie 

will be there today, as will Terry Rhodes, Senior Associate Dean for the Fine Arts and Humanities. We will see you at Gardner Hall at 11:45am. 

That is: if I have finished this video honoring Peter Grauer by then. BTW - there is a connection to Heather Boneparth, because she is taking Peter’s place as chair of 

the Honors Carolina Board. She also was videoed a couple of weeks ago. Just to connect all the dots for you. 

Thanks, Anson. See you soon. 

Shannon 

SHANNON KENNEDY 

Sr. Associate Dean and Executive Director 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Campus Box #6115 

134 E. Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919.962.6183 Work 
¯ Cell 

919.962.2531 Fax 

shannon.kennedy@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 3:06 PM 

Re: Lecture by Tmryl Givens on Maxch 25 

Thm~k You Brad, I could listen to him aJl day. The ball is rolling. I guess I’m about to receive a crash course in universi .ty academic politics. To a partiaJ extent we me all 

in the same game: recruiting the Elite to our universities. IfTerul ends up here it might be the best thing I’ve ever done for this place. Then I will be able to die a happy 

iYlan. 

?@nc.rr.com wrote: 

Here is the irffom~ation on Terryl’s talk on Monday should you be able to attend. 

--Brad 

Begin fol~varded message: 

> Here is the short almouncement for the Monday brownbag lecture by Terryl Givens, which will be held on March 25 at noon in Gardner 106: 
> 

> "Constructing Mormonism: Villains and Mal~zrs in the American Saga" 
> 
> Terryl L Givens, Professor of Literature and Religion, Umversity of Richmond 
> 

> Monday, March 25, 12:00 - 1:15 pm 
> 

> 106 Gardner Hall 
> 

> 

> 

> In the 19th centulT, American fears of a burgeoning Mormonism that ~vas radically novel in its beliefs and practices coincid ed with Mormon desires to exhibit their o~vn exceptionalism and 
chosen status The collective result was the construction of a quasi-ethnicity that served the ends of both parties well~mtil developments of the early 21st century complicated the politics 
of kk4OlYnon identity’. 
> 

> 

> 

> We will be sending around a flier for the event soon And since it is a brownbag, please feel free to bring your lunch with you. 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 3:19 PM 

@aol.com 

Thanks Dino and here is his cell # ! 

From: @aol.com [mailto: @aol.com] 
Sent: Nonday,             2:39 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

@hotmail.com, 

think he is going to bring in!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc,edu~ 

Monday, March 25, 2013 10:04 PM 

Msolutions <msolutions.mg@gmaSd.com> 

Re: Recruiting 

Chris Ducar does my recruiting. He would be a better one to ask. 

Sem f!’om my Ver’izor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

Msolulions ~@gmaJl.com> wrote: 

And?n, 

I am currently designing the site that I called to speak to you about. I understand you axe a busy mm~. But ca~ you name one thing that ifwaa included in this website 
that would make your lit~ easier? 

Mmlou GaJmes 

Msolutions 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu-- 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 11:01 AM 

Aaron tteit~ <AHeife~@us~ccer.org> 

Re: 1990 vs. West Germany 

I would have remembered it. 

Sem.f!°om my Verizou fFire[ess 4(5 L2’E 

Aaron Heifetz <AHeifelz@ussoccer.org> wrote: 

They dot~ 1 t have flint listed. Jus~ their goal scorers. 

] wil] co~Nm~e to researeh, bm is it ~)ssible our ~co~d ~eam phiyed a game tha~ da3? 

~ .S. Women C]s NatJonai Soccer Teams 

Work: 310-630-2287 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, March 25, 20:L3 6:23 PM 
To: Aaron Heifetz 
S..bject; Re: 1990 vs. West Germany 

Aaaco~ who scored for the US in tile mystew game? If the Germans could tell us that maybe we can help them identify the team they played. But definitely it was not 

the US full team. 

Aaacon Heife~ <At teitb’~@ussoccer.org> wrote: 

Anso~ 

As you can see below, the Germans have us playing them twice in August of 1990 in Blaine, Minn. 

The first game was on Aug. 9, a 3-2 loss for the LISA. 

The second game was on Aug. 11, a 3-0 win for the LISA. 

V~ e just have a record of the 3-0 win on Aug. 11. 

As you can also see, we played England on Aug. 9 (3-0 win) so there [] s no way we could have played two full internationals that day, right? Especially as you played 

your first team against V~ est Germany that day. 

’][’he game in queslion on Aug. 9 appems to have been 80 minutes as well (fiom looking at the DFB site. Intereslingly enough, they have our stariers for the Aug. 11 

game, but notlfing on us for file Aug. 9 mystery game). 

Can you confirm that the U- 19s were at this tournament? Or another team the Germans could have played? Regional team? Adult Select Team? 

FIFA does not list this match either so I am sure we will win this one, jusl looking for ,some additional information. 

As we are playing them on April 5, I want to sort this out ~ we have the same record. Right now, our all-time records with flmm have just that one discrepancy. 

Thanks! 

:: ~:*:; :: Aa ron HeifetzSignatu re 



DFB RECORDS 

08A 1.1990 - Minneapolis (USA) USA 3, Germany 0 

08.09.1990 -- Minneapolis (USA) Germany 3, USA 2 

1:0 Fitschen (46.~ 

2:0 Mohr (47.~ 

3:0 Neid (48.)1~ 

U.S. SOCCER RECORDS 

Aug. 5, 1990 -- USA 8, USSR 0 

H~’e~; Werden (McCaxthy), Haa~ilton (Henry), Belldn, Biefield (Bates), Higgins- 1, Foudy, Lilly, Jennings- 1 (Hamm-2), Akers-SmN-3 (Gel~aurer), Heinrichs- 1 

Aug. 9, 1990 ~ USA 3, England 0 

Harvey, Werden, Hamilton (Hew), BeNin, Lilly (Bates), Higgins, Fondy, Biefeld, Jennings (Gebauver), Akers- Stahl-2 (Hamm), Heimichs- 1 (Cole) 

Aug. 11,1990 L; USA 3, W. Germany 0 

H~wey, Werden, Hamilton, Belkin, Biefield, Foudy, Lilly, Higgin~ Jennings (tta~nm), Akers-Stahl-2, Heinrichs- 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 2:47 PM 

David Johnson 

~g~nafil .corn; ~.~b aol.com; @aol .com; ~gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; @ahoo.com; @shaw.ca; @aol.com 

RE: Topsail High School 

@email.unc.edu; 

Thank you David .._ I hope you are doing well. [ wit[ copy rny 

Good luck!![ 

for you. I hope you can [ill the posiLion soon!! 

From: David Johnson 
Sent-" Sunday, 4:58 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Topsail High School 

Anson: 
Before you began coaching at UNC we played pickup soccer beside a school in Carrboro. Think back to 1975; I am certain this is a highlight of your soccer career. I 

played at Duke, coached rec for years, and am now coaching at Topsail High School. I also manage my own company. Although I enjoy coaching thoroughly I do not 

believe I have either the time or coaching ability to carry future teams to a competitive level. Next year Topsail High School will compete in the same conference 

with all of the 4A New Hanover Schools. Our athletic director and I are now looking for a coach/teacher to coach the varsity boys teams next fall and the varsity girls 

team next spring. Perhaps you know of one of your graduates who is interested and capable of filling this position. I believe this position could be a great 

opportunity for a young man or woman to get a position teaching at a great school and develop a competitive soccer program. 

Please put me in touch with anyone who you think has interest and we can discuss the position in more detail. 

Congratulations of your years of success. 

God Bless, 

David Johnson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 3:35 PM 

Suits, Christy If. <Chriffty Suits@unc.edu> 

IL!:;: Missing emails in Groupmse 

Christy, 

I am struggling to click into my "Linkedln" profiles ._. Can you help? (No rush ...~ I also need some help with my IPad.) 

From: Suits, Christ,/H. 
Sent: Monday, March 25, 2013 9:07 AM 

T~: UNCAA-Even/one 
(:c: Yow, Kenneth Wayne 
Subject: N~ssing emails in Groupwise 

Hello Everyone, 

This weekend Groupwise had a hard crash of the email database and email previous to March 7th has disappeared from users mailboxes and folders. We are 

workin8 to repair the issue as best we can. We have stabilized the database and email is workin8 but emails previous to March 7th have not been recovered. We 

are doin8 all that we can to figure out what happened and recover email if possible and usin8 every resource available. 

Outlook users are not affected and we will be workin8 to set the rest of you over as soon as possible. 

Everyone please use outlook for sendin8 emails. If you do not have the outlook client setup on your computer you can use ~_~_~_[~_~_9_9_~:_~_~_:~_~_~. and use your 

onyen credentials to Iosin. Please note on the outlook clients your Iosin is ad~onyen and onyen password. We will help with ~ettin~ your email forwarded to your 

outlook account from 8roupwise. 

I will send out instructions for forwardin~ 8roupwise email to outlook. In a few min. 

Christy 

E~na~b ChrN{v..Suits@uneedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ASS@N); 

Tuesday, 3:37 PM 

~duke.edu) 

I~W: sat travel 

I will be gone Sat 

From-" Thomas 3 Sander [mailto:pacman@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, :t0:48 AM 

To; @aol.com; @aol.com; @aol.com; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; @embarqmail.com; @gmail.com; 
~gmail.com; @gmail.com; @gmail.com; ~gmail.com; _~gmail.com; I@gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; ~gmail.com; @gmail.com; ~gmaillcom; @gmail.com; @hotmail.com; 
~hotmail.com; @hotmail.com; ’@hotmail.com; 

@shaw.ca; Chris Ducat; I 
Subject-" re: sat travel 

Team, 

We’ll be leaving Finley at 8:00 am on Saturday. 

I will have Panera breakfast sandwiches at the bus. 

It’s around a 5 hour drive up. 

We will stop around noon for pregame lunch, 

Weather looks like 55 and partly sunny. 

Game is at 3:00 pm 

We will stop to eat a quick dinner on the way home. 

We should arrive in Chapel Hill around 1:1 pm. 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

Universi~ of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 

@mac.corn;        ~msn.com;         @rocketmail.com; 
@yahoo.corn; i@yahoo.com; -i@yahoo.com; @ymail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 3:39 PM 

Robinson, Matl~hew J <mjrobins@udel.edu>; Mike Keating @gmail.com> 

l~E: Dr. Matt Robinson 

Thanks Matt!! 

From: Robinson, Matthew J [mailto: mjrobins@udel.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, March 25, 2013 l:t::I4 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Mike Keating 
Subject-" RE: Dr. Matt Robinson 

Ansot~ 

I am wor’king on draft of questionnaire on predictive variables for the study and the book. I can send those questions when finished to mike. 

Matt 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, March 25, 2013 10:48 AM 
To; Mike Keating 

C¢: Robinson, Matthew _] 
Subject: RE: Dr. Matt Robinson 

Mike, 

I can’t ~’emember exactly what we talked about (perhaps the ~grit" questionnaire?}. And I witl copy Matt Robinson for you (I can’t remember which of his 

questionnaires we talked about either). 

I=rom; IVlike Keating [mailto: @qmail.com] 
Sent; Saturday, March 23, 20.t3 3:40 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Dr. Matt Robinson 

Anson, 

Can you point me to the questionnaire that predicts competitiveness we discussed in your office? 

I am having lunch with Buck in Philly in a few weeks. His daughter and my niece room together and play LAX. He’s a first class guy. Hope you and 

feel every time we speak, one or both of us are running :100 miles per hour and we don’t ever rest a minute to catch up. 

Let me know about Robinson questionnaire. Hope to see you Thursday at 4:00 at Durham Academy. 

Thanks, 

Mike Keating 

are well. I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 3:46 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

I~E: paaaera sandwiches 

Same thing bacon egg and cheese .... 

From: Thomas J Sander [mailto:pacman@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:51 AM 
To: ~aol.com; I@aol.com; @aol.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV; @embarqmail.com; @gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; @gmail,com; ;@gmail.com; @gmail.com; F@gmail.com; ~gmail.com; 
~@gmail.com; ~gmail.com; l@gmail.com; @gmail.com; ~gmail.com; @hotmail.com; 

@hotmail.com; @hotmail.com; @hotmail,com; 

@mac.corn;       )@msn,com;         @rocketm~il.com; 
~shaw.ca; Chris Ducar; @yahoo.corn; i@yahoo.com; i@yahoo.com; ~@ymail,com 

Subject: re: panera sandwiches 
Team, 
If you didn’t like your Panera sandwich or didn’t order one last time and want to get one this time, let me know what you want for this Saturday, Thanks! 
-Tom 
Tom S~der 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

T uesday, 3: 52 PM 

Amanda Woodroffe <awoodrotlb@chccs.kl2.nc.u~ 

1),22: Soccer skills 

The ability to beat people off: the dribble, the ability to pass and score goals {shoot) 
From: Amanda Woodroffe [mailto:awoodroffe@chccs,k12,nc,us] 
Sent: Monday, 12:15 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Soccer skills 
Mr. Dorrance, 

I am a local 5th grade teacher m~d I a~ writing to ~k ifs~u might be able to help one oftny s~dents. We are doing an inquiry projecg whe~ the s~dents chose a 
question to re,arch and one of my students is re,arching "~Vhat are the most impo~nt soccer s~lls for a soccer player?" Ple~e see his message below: 

"Hello my nmne is     and i’m having a haN time tN~ng of more i~o about my question I would ~ ve~z gmte~l if you would give me some i~o about s~lls nee&d 

for ~ccer. When you have tJ~e time may you please write back." 
Ama~da Woodrog(b 

5fi~ grade ~eacher 

a woodroffe(t~chccs.kl 2.nc.us 
All mail co~respon&nce m a~d from ~e Chapel Hill- CmTbom Ci~ Schools is suNect m the Noah Camli~m Public RecoNs Law, wlfich ~nay result in monitoring m~d 

di~losum to tNN N~ieg including law e~b~e~nent. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 4:11 PM 

;hotmail.com; @yahoo.com; _ :@shaw.ca; ~msn.com; ducar(a)uncaa.unc.edu; 
@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ""        ~gmaJl.com~ .... ,@live.~mc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu);                       ~@email.unc.edtP-;                    ]@live.unc.edu); 
@gmail.com); @live.unc.edu); @gmail.com); 

.,@live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu); ;@grnail.com; ;@gmail.com); 

~live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 1 @m~caa.m~c.edu) 

@aol.com); i@live.unc.edu; i@live.unc.edu; ~@gmaiLcom; ~}gmaiLcom; 

@hotmaiLcom; ~aol.com: ~gmail.com; ~ @hetmail.com; i@ahoo.com; 
~@gmaJl.com: @em~l.unc.edu; @gmail.com; @gmail.com; @email.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; @hetmail.com; ;@gmail.com; ~aol.com; ’@aol.com; 
~gm~Jl.com; @email.unc.edu: @gmail.com; @aol.com; @gm~Jl.com; 

~rocketmaJl.com; I@gmail.com; @live.unc.edu; @yahoo.com; @mail.com; 
@live.unc.edu 

FW: Soccer On TV: Tuesday, 

Ladies, 

Set your Tivo’s for the Learns you are supporting (if it is Man U, you will be on the bus during this Sat’s game) The quiz w~ll be when we are on the bus to NYthe 

fo~owing weekendH! 

~= Soccer America [mailto:socceron~@socceramerica.com] 
Se~t~ Tuesday, 4:27 AM 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject~ Soccer On W: Tuesday, 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

lrweet This 

The USA faces Mexico in World Cup qualifying on Tuesday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local #stings. 

Soccer on TV is updated dally throughout the week.) 

TUESDAY, 

ESPN 

World Cup Qualifier MEXICO-USA (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

World Cup Qualifier AZERBAIJAN-PORTUGAL (live) 1 pm. 

World Cup Qualifier MONTENEGRO-ENGLAND (live) 4 pm. 

World Cup Qualifier NETHERLANDS-ROMANIA (delay) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

World Cup Qualifier ECUADOR-PARAGUAY (live) 5 pm. 

World Cup Qualifier VENEZUELA-COLOMBIA (live) 8 pm. 

World Cup Qualifier COSTA RICA-JAMAICA (live) 10 pm. 

World Cup Qualifier CHILE-URUGUAY (delay) midnight. 

World Cup Qualifier PANAMA-HONDURAS (delay) 2 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

World Cup Qualifier BOLIVIA-ARGENTINA (live) 4 pm. 

World Cup Qualifier CHILE-URUGUAY (live) 7:30 pm. 

World Cup Qualifier PANAMA-HONDURAS (live) 10 pm. 

World Cup Qualifier VENEZUELA-COLOMBIA (delay) midnight. 

::N:: Image 

....... removed by 
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UNIVISION DEPORTES 

World Cup Qualifier MEXICO-USA (live) 10:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

World Cup Qualifier GERMANY-KAZAKHSTAN (live) 3:30 pro. 

UNIMAS 

World Cup Qualifier FRANCE-SPAIN (live) 4 pm. 

World Cup Qualifier MEXICO-USA (live) 10:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

World Cup Qualifier MONTENEGRO-ENGLAND (live) 3:30 pm. 

World Cup Qualifier IRELAND-AUSTRIA (live) 6 pm. 

ONEWORLDSPORTS.com 

World Cup qualifier AUSTRALIA-OMAN (live) 4:30 am. 

World Cup qualifier SOUTH KOREA-QATAR (live) 7 am. 

World Cup qualifier JAPAN-JORDAN (live) 10 am. 

World Cup qualifier UZBEKISTAN-LEBANON (delay) noon. 

ESPN3.com 

World Cup Qualifier ARMENIA-CZECH REPUBLIC (live) noon. 

World Cup Qualifier ESTONIA-ANDORRA (live) 1 pm. 

World Cup Qualifier AZERBAIJAN-PORTUGAL (live) 1 pm. 

World Cup Qualifier TURKEY-HUNGARY (live) 2:30 pm. 

World Cup Qualifier NETHERLANDS-ROMANIA (live) 3:30 pm= 

World Cup Qualifier SERBIA-SCOTLAND (live) 3:30 pm. 

World Cup Qualifier MALTA-ITALY (live) 3:45 pm. 

World Cup Qualifier NORTHERN IRELAND-ISRAEL (live) 3:45 pm. 

World Cup Qualifier BELGIUM-MACEDONIA (live) 3:45 pm. 

World Cup Qualifier POLAND-SAN MARINO (live) 3:45 pm. 

World Cup Qualifier GERMANY-KAZAKHSTAN (live) 3:45 pro. 

World Cup Qualifier FRANCE-SPAIN (live) 4 pro. 

World Cup Qualifier MEXICO-USA (live) 10:30 pro. 

GOLTV 

Brazil PAULISTA-SAO PAULO (live) 9 pm. 

THURSDAY, 

GOLTV 

Brazil SANTOS-MOGI MIRIM (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France PSG-MONTPELLIER (live) 3:30 pm. 

SATURDAY, 

ESPN2 

England SUNDERLAND-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 8:30 am. 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-ATLAS (live) 7 pro. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS NEW YORK-PHILADELPHIA (live) 3:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England MANCHESTER CITY-NEWCASTLE (live) 10:30 am. 

England EVERTON-STOKE CITY (live) 1 pm. 

England SWANSEA CITY-TOTTENHAM (delay) 3:30 pm. 

England ARSENAL-READING (delay) 5:30 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England SOUTHAMPTON-CHELSEA (live) 11 am. 

England WIGAN-NORWICH CITY (delay) 1 pm. 

England WEST HAM-WEST BROM (delay) 3 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England MANCHESTER CITY-NEWCASTLE (live) 10:30 am. 

England EVERTON-STOKE CITY (live) 1 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 



England SUNDERLAND-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 8:30 am. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France TROYES-.SAINT ETIENNE (live) Noon. 
France AJACCIO-TOULOUS (delay) 3 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-PORTLAND (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico MONTERREY-UNAM (live) 9 pm. 

Mexico SAN LUIS-JAGUARES (live) 11 pm. 

UNIIV~S 

Mexico SANTOS-QUERETARO (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS TORONTO-LOS ANGELES (live) 2 pm. 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-DALLAS (live) 4 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-PORTLAND (live) 6 pm= 

MLS KANSAS CITY-MONTREAL (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS HOUSTON-SAN JOSE (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-SEATTLE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS CHIVAS USA-VANCOUVER (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England SUNDERLAND-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 8:30 am. 

Portugal ACADEMICA-PORTO (live) 2:15 pm. 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-ATLAS (live) 7 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England ARSENAL-READING (live) 11 am. 

England SWANSEA CITY-TOTTENHAM (live) 11 am. 

England WEST HAM-WEST BROM (live) 11 am. 

England WIGAN-NORWICH CITY (live) 11 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-CHELSEA (live) 11 arm. 

England EVERTON-STOKE CITY (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-NEWCASTLE (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) 8:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland ST= MIRREN-CELTIC (live) 7:45 am. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) 8:30 am. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA-TIJUANA (live) 2 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland ST. MIRREN-CELTIC (live) 7:45 am. 
England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPNS.com 

Netherlands RODA JC-PSV (live) 5:30 am. 

Netherlands AJAX-NEC (live) 10:30 am. 

Mexico PUEBLA-TIGRES (live) 2 pm. 

ESPN2 

England FULHAM-QPR (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England FULHAM-QPR (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England FULHAM-QPR (live) 3 pm. 

Portugal BRAGA-SPORTING LISBON (live) 3:30 pm. 

TUESDAY~ 

FOX SOCCER 

Concacaf Champions League SEATTLE-SANTOS LAGUNA (live) 10 pm. 

Soccer America on Twitter: 



FoilowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Rid.qe Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 
Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 
Soccer on TV for Tuesday, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters(~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate fo~/arding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, 4:56 PM 

Timmennans, Tom <timmennans@unc.edu-~; Tom Sa~der <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

ILE: 

Mr Sander, let’s meet and do this ]:or Tom .._ Thank you! 

From: Tom Timmermans [mailto:timmermans@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,             :[0:40 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Tom Sander 
Subject: 

Anson and To’m, 

I wanted to get started on the official approval for the SA’s who have ~ 

Can you please provide a brief statement for each SA, on why from your perspective, she should be awarded aid for an 

After I have received your statement, I will contact academic support, to figure out a plan to get them graduates ASAP. Once we have both of those we can make a 

well informed decision and determine at what level we will cover them. 

Thanks! 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans Assistant Di:ector of Compliance/Fin. Aid University of North Carolina 

Office 919~962.7851 I Cell             I Fax 919.962.6002 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:47 PM 

(~&rocketmail.com> 

@~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; i ,~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros I @gmail.com) 

RE: elevating my game 

I am one of your greatest fans. And I agree with you. [ have always thought you were a better player than you did~ used to bare the same problem. I 

always thought she was better than she thought, Now she is starth~g to believe h~ herself (and it started w~th the NCAA run . and look where her game ~s 

going: on the fieh~ w~th t:he 

Yes, you baw~ to believe h~ yoursei[ and take a page ot~t of       book: ~iay w~th a greater physica~ reddess abandon. You are play~ng so (:arefu~y to no~: get burr 

arid with the shattering trepidation of someone terrifie6 about making s mistake with the bail Set yourself flee. You sre so quick a~d fast and agile and STRONG 

and ski~f[:uh YOU’VE GOT GAME!HI 

J believe hs you. When w~H you beg~n to believe ~r~ yourself? 

Talk to ~ , That assk~cl<er believes now and ~t ~s a terrifyh~g th~ng for our opponentsH~ 

F~m: ~@rocketmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:53 PN 
To: Dorrance, A~be~ A ~’ 
Subject: elevating my game 

Hey ~son~ 

I w~ pre~’ npset with mysel[a~er Snn~y’s ~ame because I ~ow I’m a be~er player than I showed. I ~ow Sunday wasn’t my best ~a~e ~d I’m defi~tely not 

~oJn~ k~ blame it on me jusl comin~ ~ck from a           but I just wanted to let you ~ow that I ~ wor~n~ hard to keep ~e~Jn~ s~on~er. I feel like today in 

practice was a step up for me [rom Sun~y’s ~ame and I plan on contJnuJn~ to keep elevafin~ my ~ame as I work on thJn~s on my own outside of practice as well. My 

fitness is not where it was before the J~u~ so I’ve asked Gre~ abont doin~ ~me e~a fi~ess ouBJde o[pracfice and outside o[the one fitness session we have with 

him dnfin~ the week. This should help a lot with the fitness and should ~et it ~ck to where Jt wa& J[not even be~er. ~ really love this ~a~e and am excited to ~e where 

my ~a~ne ca~ ~o with the extra work beJn~ put in ~s well as wifl~ fl~e co~ect mJndset and driven will. I look [o~vard to pJc~n~ Jtup in practice ~is week and k~ makJn~ 

a bJ~er Jmp~t in Satu~tay’s ~ame. Just wanted to make sure I’m communicafin~ with you~ 

Ho~ aJl is well~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 5:54 PM 

Jason Kerr @gmail.com) 

~duke.edu) 

I~W: Who’s Who in Acade~nia (March 2013 edition) 

Is this a seam? 

From: Lisa Davis, Editor [mailto:info@newsdigest.co] 
Sent-" Tuesday, March 26, 20:~3 11:27 AM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject-" Who’s Who in Academia (March 2013 edition) 

Good morning. 

We’re writing to let you know that you received Honorable Nention in yesterday’s article titled "Who’s Who in Academia" by Joseph Bozanek. 

The article will remain available at http:/!www.newsdiqest.co/news/academia for the next few hours and is free to view or download. 

Wishing you the best of continued success, 

Lisa Davis, Editor 
News Digest International 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:04 PM 

Ga’~, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu> 

~msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) 

RE: GPS vs Florida 

Ver’y i~teresting _., Look at [! 

From: Gatz, Gregory 
Sent: Tuesday, :1:37 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; ;@gmail.com; Palladino, George W 
Subject; GPS vs Florida 

is attached .......... is listed twice for some reason...disregard the second listing at the bottom .............. had an 8 m/sec max velocity! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 6:13 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; i .~aol.com; Ja~n Sisnems @gmail.com) 

EW: New RatMng System Released for All 320 D1 Women’s College Soccer Teams 

Check this out AND email it out to all of our recruith~g class (they all have committed except Kimball from CHHS). 

Fr~ra-" BennettRank [mailto:Editor@BennettRank.com] 
Se~t: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 :l::t7 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject-" New Ranking System Released for All 320 D:[ Women’s College Soccer Teams 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 6:15 PM 

I@msn.com> 

EW: New RatMng System Released for All 320 D1 Women’s College Soccer Teams 

Share this with your Tar Heel fans]!!! In addition to the eight Tar Heels invited into camp next week! 

Frera-" BennettRank [mailto:Editor@BennettRank.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 1:17 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
$..bject-" New Ranking System Released for All 320 D:[ Women’s College Soccer Teams 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:29 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

l~g: bCLA: Coaches Re~ninder (Tuesday, ) 

Let me phrase iL this way: yes. And so is 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent; Tuesday, 6:17 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: bCLA: Coaches Reminder (Tuesday, 

Let me phrase it this way.., in your estimation, is a Tar Heel Leader of Distinction-caliber leader? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:21 plVl 

To: Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject: RE: bCLA: Coaches Reminder (Tuesday, 

has emerg~:_~d i~s i~ r~-:~[T~arkabl~:_~ leader is every posiLive way 

wonderfully responsible and a~ amazing gr’inder’ o~ the field!! 

is a powerful field genen~l for us and might be the best natural h:_~ader in that ck~ss, Sh~-_~ is 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:41 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: bCLA: Coaches Reminder (Tuesday, 

second that! Thanks for the feedback, Anson. Glad that you enjoyed your time with Joe. 

Also, I meant to speak with you about          . She achieved the benchmarks for Tar Heel Leader of Distinction status for her self scores and team 

scores. In the past, with your team’s VL when they are similarly positioned, we have asked you whether you would "sign off" on them from the coaches’ 

standpoint as a Leader of Distinction. That said, are you comfortably signing off on     ? 

missed the mark because of her self score. We hope that she will re-evaluate in the fall and then qualify. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:33 plVl 

To: Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject: RE: bCLA: Coaches Reminder (Tuesday, 

He is excellent!! 

From: Shelley H Johnson [mailto:shellio@unc.edul 
Sent; Monday,             8:33 AM 
To:     @aol.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Hernandez, Erik H;       @gmail.com;.            Andrew Calder; Andrew DiBitetto; Arturo Rivera; Amy Smith; Sara 
Anundsen; Andre Williams; Bryant Gaines;         Boo Gillette; Brian Holman; Eric Biener; Brian Kalbas; Joe Breschi; Guy Cathro; C D Mock; Chris Feifs; Christy Garth; 
Corey Holliday; Chelsea Pemberton; Carlos Somoano; Derek Galvin; Donna Papa; Dennis Papadatos; Chris Ducar; Eric Stefanski; Grant Fulton; Greg Gatz; Grant Porter; Jan 
Mann; Ma~ Jednak; Jenny Johansen; Josh Langley; Jeff Negalha; Joe Sagula; Josh Webb; Karen Shelton; Katrina Dowd; Cary Kolat; Andrew Sapp; HaNs Meaders; Mike Fox; 
Mike Litzinger; Stephen Gisselman; Nicole Hudson; Phil Barnes; Pat Myers; Eve Rackham; Angela Reckart; Rich DeSelm;          ; Ron Miller; Stephen Rubin; Scott 
Forbes; Sylvia Hatchell; Scott Jackson; Sarah Haney; Sam Paul; Tyler Adams; Trevor Chinn; Tony Baldwin; Phillips, Tdpp; Trisha Stafford-Odom; Tracey Williams; Jenny 
Levy; Mark VanAIstyne; Leah Wigger 
Cc: Cricket Lane 
Subject: RE: bCLA: Coaches Reminder (Tuesday,        ) 

** Mead Coaches Workshop Reminder ** 

Who: Head Coaches 
What: Leadership Development Workshop (Pillar 5: Ceremony; Guest Speaker: Joe Ehrmann) 
When: Tuesday,               (9:00ar~-lO:lSl~m} 
Where: Room 2301/3, Loudermill~ Center 
Why: We are developing leaders for a lifetime of service and success! 
* Continental breakfast will be served. 

Coaches Workshop Reminder ** 

Who: Assistant Coaches 
What: Leadership Development Workshop (Pillar 5: Ceremony; Guest Speaker: Joe Ehrmann) 
When: Tuesday,               (lO:45am-12:OOpm) 
Where: Room 2301/3, Loudermilk Center 
Why: We are developing leaders for a lifetime of service and success! 
* Continental breakfast will be served. 



Comments: 
(1)Dust off the Coa¢l~i~g P~pose notecards Joe had you create when he visited in the fall of , This workshop took place at the Football Center, 
We would like to revisit this at the upcoming workshop, :]:f you were not present at that workshop, the attached documents should shed some light on the 
process, 
(2)Please notify us ASAP if you will not be able to attend. That way, we can plan our room set-up and catering request accordingly, 
(3) For those who are unable to a~end this workshop, there is a m~,k~-up meeting scheduled for Wednesday, ~10:00~:00am) ~n the 2nd floor 
Conference Room of I..oudermi~k~ 
(-~,]~lf you ~:.m:.~ um~b~ to ~:~t~.~:~;~d.~ C~CK On the ~%~ow~;~q~ ~;~k~ prov~d~:.~ your m:~m~:.~ ~:~s h~d~c~,~.~on of 7ou~ ~:~bS~nC@ ~:~nd th~n sp~dfy wht:.~ther you w~ b~ ~:.~b~t:.~ ~o 
~::t:Ee~d the r:~::~ke--up meet~n~:~, 
h~ps://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0AqpOT-gPDYh ~dHBsbkU~HZUOX~N~2anl~iFrOHc#q~d= 2 

Join us on Facebook: ..h~p.;ZL~:~.f..a..c.~.e.~.b.~.~.~.~.~k:~.c...~...m..~g.r..~.~.u.p.~.s.L.1.~£~#~#~.~Z/ 
Follow us on Twitter: https:lltwitter.com/UNC bCLA 
Subscribe to us on YouTube: https://vvww,youtube,com/channels?q=UNCbCLA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 6:31 PM 

Gregg Bennetl        @yahoo.com> 
~nsn.com; ducal@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros,         ~)gmail.com) 

RE: Does the score of the game impact on your raxLk or just the win/loss/tie m~d home or away? 

Gregg, 

Thank you .,,, we try to play the best teams we can~ It "hardens" ~s, 

I don’t think the RPI takes into consideration the score (goal differential). Does it? 
From:            @gmail.com [                 @gmail.com] On Behalf Of Gregg Bennett 
Sent; Tuesday, Narch 26, 2013 6:27 PN 

To; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject= Re: Does the score of the game impact on your rank or just the win/loss/tie and home or away? 

score is important "up to a point".. 

Input values in algorithm 
Be~mettRm~k of each team, home/away.., win/loss/draw.., a~d goal differential.. 

good teams are supIx~sed to beat up on bad teams., fommla doesn’t reward skewed games against bad reruns (or penalize the poor ranked teams either!). 

Congrats_ we had North Carolina "right".. all year. Strength of Schedule was killer. 

On Tue, Mar 26, 2013 at 3:11 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~email.nnc.edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 6:53 PM 

Roberts, Craig <cj roberts@bsu.ed 

~nsn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; ,~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~)gmail.com) 

RE: Hait National Team 

Craig, 

[ am sorry ._, No clue!!! Good kick though!!! ( tweet this out see if any of your followers can help this gentleman!!) 

From: Roberts, Craig [mailto:cjroberts@bsu.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, March 27, 2013 10:35 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Hair National Team 

Anson hope all is well. We are due to play the Haiti National team on April 6th. I was wondering if you know of anyone I could contact to get a scouting report? 

Hopefully you can help. 

i.~.i Chirp ALLADDNUM-012 

Craig Roberts 
Ball State University Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

2000 W. U~fiversib" 
ItP 379, Muncie IN 47306 

0-765-285-2478 

C- 

F - 765- 285- 2033 

._c_ j__r___o___b__e___C:_t__s__0.__B___S___U__:___e___d___u_ 
ISall State Soccer ................................................. 

March 24, 2013 



FFOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Wednesday~               6:59 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: meeting 

S~re h:_d:’s m~-_~e~: .... ~:a~l or text m~d ~orn~ng or .::ome by ~ shouM be here. 

You guys are N~ w?ry Mnd to j~m~p k~to the comrmm~ty, ~ (:an~: te~ you how ml.nV peop e comrn ,r~t or~ y 
~. ? ~er( s y ( f t r ~ ? 

Sent: Wednesday, ~:53 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: meeting 

Hi Anson, 
Just ~anted to confirm you ~ot my text message about me bein~ s~ck today. 
AIso~ ~s there a time Friday I couM meet ~ith you? i’d be happy to talk about the latest chapter of the book, and of course broadcast ne~M Also, maybe ~e could figure out a plan 

for ho~ i am ~o~n~ to approach help~n~ the rest of the semester? Should ~e see if ~s available to jo~n us at some point so ~e can a~ ta~k about ~t to~ethe~? ~’m flee 

aI~ day after treatments ~h~ch are at 8~0. 
Also, ~ dM the d~n~c for the ra~nbo~ team you ema~ed me about. They ~oved ~t. And                             ~e~e kind enough to he~p me out~ so the ~rls had a blast ~ith 

all of us there. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 7:02 PM 

@ho’~nail.com; @ahoo.com; ~ ~shaw.ca; ~msn.com; duc~@ uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; 
Jason Sisneros ~bgm~fil.com); ~live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); ] 

@e~n~fil.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); ~!gm~JJ.com); ~)live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu); ~gmail.co~r @gm~fil.com); ~z)live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); .... ~uncaa.unc.edu);, " -- " ~aol.com)       @live.unc.edu; 

~live.unc.edu; @gma~l.com; ~’@gmail.com; @hotmail.com; ~aol.com; 
@gmail.com; 2_}hotmafil.com; ~ ~yal~oo.com; - @gmail.com; @email.unc.edu; 

@gmail.com: ~}gmail.com; ~email.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu; ~hotm~l.com; 
.~gmail.com; ~aol.com; ’@aol.com; @gmail.com; @emml.unc.edu; 

@gmail.com; @aol.com; ;gmail.com; .~rocketmafil.com; @gmail.com; @live.unc.edu; 
@yahoo.corn; @mail.corn; @live.unc.edu 

Laxry Gallo (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu) 

FW: Board of Governors Data Request 

Ladies and my staff: 

Please read below and tell me everything you have done for’ the fiscal year .._ Email it back to rne ,,.. Thank you! 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Wednesday, 21:58 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Hock, Conrad D Jr; Fox, Hike; Shelton, Karen C; DeSelm, Rich L; Hiller, Beth 
Cc: Creech, Karlton W; Hiller, Beth 
Subject: Board of Governors Data Request 
Importance: High 

Kaxen, Anson, C.D., Mike, aaad Rich ~ 
As Bubba ~nentioned in our Coaches’ meetkng on . the Board of Governors has requested data regm’ding Public Engage~nent by all etnployees. 

Please submit to me a list of all of the Public Engagement activities in which both you and your assistant coaches/staXI" have participated 

’lhese activities would include community outreach, public speaJ~ing engagements, clinics or camps for the community, local presentations, communi~ or universi~ 
committees, etc. 
I would like to have this information I~Y ~ ’ so I can forward it to Bubba to haclude in the master report. 
Thaxtk you for your irr~ediate attention to this tnatter. 
Take care, and ’all the best. 
LarO’ 
"We Educate and Inspire through Athletics" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 7:04 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; i @aol.com; Ja~n Sisneros ~gmail.com) 

IfW: GPS vs Florida 

GPS Team repo~t vs Florida .pdf 

From: Gatz, Gregory 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:37 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; @gmail.com; Palladino, George W 
Subject: GPS vs Florida 

Is attached ....... is listed twice for some reason._disregard the second listing at the bottom ............. had an 8 misec max velocity! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 7:06 PM 

.la~n Sisneros ~ @gma~l.com> 

ILE: Today’s 5v2 & 3v3+ 1 

Yh~nks Jasot~! 

From: Jason Sisneros @gmail.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, March 27, 2013 :t2:S:t PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV~ pacman 
S,,bject; Todays Sv2 & 3v3+ :t 

Here are today’s results. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 7:13 PM 

Mike McCall < @gmail.com> 

ILE: Washington Spirit match - Saturday 

Sur’e .,,. Call my home # between 8 pm and 9 pm 
From: Mike McCall [mailto:          @gmail.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, March 27, 2013 1:51 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Washington Spirit match - Saturday 
Hi coach, 

I handle PR for the Washington Spirik m~d we’d like to get a quick preview article up on our website in advm~ce of this weekend’s preseason game. 

Would you be available for a five-minute phone call sometime today or tomorrow? I’d be looking for some pretty basic quotes atxmt your outlook for yonr temn, what 

yon hope to accomplish this spring, yonr excitement at taking on a pro team and how fl~is match came together. 
After 5 p.m. this evening would be best for me, bnt let me know what works for you and I will adjust accordingly. 

Alternately, we conld handle the interview via email if tkat’s more convenient. 

Th~nks! 

-Mike McCall 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 7:22 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

@msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~)gmail.com) 

RE: Two AdditionaJ A~ticles 

Thank you Shelly ._. Chris, this is coot ._. Please send iL out Lo our 2013’s and 2014’s .._ Thanks (copy me). 

From: Street-t, Shelly 
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 20:[3 2:37 PM 
To: Negalha, Jeff; Po~er, Grant; Somoano, Carlos N; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Ducar, Chris; Pal[adino, Bill; Sander, Thomas ] 
Subject: ~: Two Additional A~icles 
Screen shots from artR:les ~r~ Tar He~ Monthly, 

~@qmail.com I               @qmail.coml On Behalf Of Jennifer DiNeo 
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 20~3 7:~7 AM 
To= Street, Shelly 
Subject: Two Additional A~icles 

Shelly, 

[ am not su~ i£you have seen these aNcles l~om Fartiee/s Tod~ &at were published earlier tNs year. Tartieels ~o&~ is our weekly elect~mic publication. Each 

week we do a spo~ spotlight I~ature, I have at~ched the £eatures on men’s and women’s soccer. 

Take care & Go Heels~ 

Jennifer DiMeo 

Director of Marketing 
Tar Heel Monthly 
jennifer@tarheelmonthly.com 
919-969-8140 
www.tarheelmontNy.com 
@TarHeelMonthly 



From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

Sent: 3/27/2013 11:21:55 PM 
To: 9msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) 

@gmail.com] 

FW: Two Additional Articles 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

From; Streett, Shelly 

Sent; Wednesday, March 27, 2013 2:37 PM 

To; Negalha, Jeff; Porter, Grant; Somoano, Carlos M; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducal Chris; Palladino, Bill; Sander, Thomas 

J 

Subject: FW: Two Additional Articles 

Screen shots from articles in Tar Heel Monthly. 

From: @cimail.com 

Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 7:17 AM 

To: Streett, Shelly 

Subject: Two Additional Articles 

@c~mail.com] On Behalf Of Jennifer DiMeo 

Shelly, 

I am not sure if you have seen these articles from Tar Heels Today that were published earlier this year. Tar Heels Today 

is our weekly electronic publication. Each week we do a sport spotlight feature, I have attached the features on men’s 

and women’s soccer. 

Take care & Go Heels! 

Jennifer DiMeo 

Director of Marketing 

Tar Heel Monthly 

jennifer@tarheelmonthly.com 
919-969-8140 

www.tarheelmonthly.com 
@TarHeelMonthly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 10:40 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) 

RE: Compliance Meeting 

No problern ._. We need all hands on deck for the recruits who wilt be with us all week: 

Wed ..... and they will all still be around the next darns 

has committee already,     we are trying to commit (does she qualify for finanda~ aid?}, ~f we get we will set         free;           ~s VERY HIGH 

on    (I I~ke her ~:oo, but w~th                we might be 

~ have to speak Wed afternoon and Thurs ~i~:e morning .... th~s wi~ be your show {recrmt              if you are overwhekned). I wi~ try to d~g 

into but wil~ be "po~iLe" with the resL The "time s~og" w~ be ~nvesLed bg the two of you mostly from who they w~l be housed by to taking them on campus 

tours. ~s [:rom the dub ( ) that ~ are p~ay~ng l:or~ Of course they a~l have to fee~ ~ke they are the bomb .._ That ~sjust 

good recruiting policy~ 

Msrk your 

F~m= Ducat, Chris 
Sent: Thursday, 7:~ AN 
Te: Street, Shelly 
~¢~ Negalha, Jeff; Po~er, Grant; Somoano, Carlos N; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, 
Subject= Re: Compliance Neeting 

i get back from San Diego late Monday so anytime after that. Anson and i have a call with a recruit Wednesday at ~0. Arts, Sorry forgot to tell you that. 

On , at 6:40 AM, "Streett, Shelly" <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Coaches, 

Lance wants to meet with everyone to talk about new legislation. Please give some options for next week. 

Thanks, 
Shelly Streett 

Olympic Sports 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Office 919.962.5220 

Fax 919,962.4038 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 29, 2013 4:34 PM 

ttassan Pinto @me.corn> 

P~E: Mobile Gwing 

Witl do!! 

F~m: Hassan Pinto [mailto: @me.corn] 
Sent; Friday, March 29, 20:[3 :[1::[0 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A ~/ 
~:c: Aaron Gard 
Subje¢l:: Mobile Giving 

Ansnn, 

Just following up on our cnnversation about mobile gi~4ng and fundraising for the new soccer stadimn at UNC. ,lohn Montgomery and I are setting up a 

meeting to discuss the details on how best to potentially roll out tiffs venture. It’s a slam dunk to kick off tiffs capitol campaign tiffs year, coinciding with 

the 75th A~miversary of the Ran~’s Club. In addition, targeting proceeds specitically at the new soccer stadium is something the Carolina commuuity can 

really rally beiffnd. If you have not already done so, a quick call from you to Jolm Montgomery in support of tiffs mobile giving fm~draising strate~- and 

GreatestFan would go a long way. 

Thanks in advance for your continued support. 

Regards, 

tlassa~ Pinto 

Managing Director 

GreatestFa~ 

Direct 

has:san.pinto(~g~eate stlhn.com 

__w___k~2_~_~:g £e_A_t_e__~ }_Ln_=_c_R_r_~ 

Skype: 

World Number # ................................. 

Mobile Bnsiness Card: Text "Pinto" to 80366 

"Nothing great can be accomplished mthout belief, focus and enthusiasm" 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 29, 2013 4:35 PM 

Aaron Gayd <aaron.gard@greatestthn.com> 

RE: Mobile Gwing 

We have a "b’ial" rendering that we use for recruiting but no real one has been done yet. 

Frem: Aaron Gard [mailto:aaron.gard@greatestfan.com] 
Seat; Friday, March 29, 2013 11:35 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co; Hassan Pinto 
Subject: Re: Mobile Giving 
An~m, 
Thanks lbr all the continued supD3rt. The stars are aJigning tbr us to reaJly do something great for [INC soccer. The new stadmm sounds great. I’d love to see a 

rendering if one is available? 

Best, 

Aaron Gard 

GreatestFm~ 
Partner and General Counsel 

Aaron~Gard(?~)greate sffan~com 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

On Mar 29, 2013, at 11:10 AM, tlassan Pinto (t?mo.com> wrote: 

Anson, 
dust tbllowing up on our conversation about mobile giving and fimdraising tbr the new soccer stadimn at UNC. dohn MontgomeD~ and I are 
setting up a meeting to discuss the details on how best to potentially roll out this venture. It’s a slam dunk to kick off this capitol campaign 

th                         , tiffs year, coinciding with the 75 /umiversary of the Ram s Club. ha addition, targeting proceeds specifically at the new soccer stadium is 
something the Carolina community can really rally behind. If you have not already done so, a quick call from you to Jolm Montgomery in 
support of this mobile giving fundraising strategy and GreatestFan would go a long way. 
Thanks in advance for your continued support 

Regards, 

Hassm~ Pinto 

Managing Director 

GreatestFm~ 

Direc| 

hassan.pinto(?t) greate sffan.com 

w~v. o_reate stfan.com 

Sl~’pe: 

World Number # 

Mobile Business Card: Text "Pint~f’ to 80366 

"Noflaing great can be accomplished without beliel; focus and enthusiasm" 

Sent ti~3m my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 29, 2013 4:36 PM 

Suits, Christy It. <Chrifft.y Suits@unc.edu> 

l~E: Mobile phone contact backup 

OK ._, Thank you Christy. 

From-’ Suits, Christy H. 
Sent: Friday, March 29, 2013 11:50 AM 
To,, Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-’ Re: Mobile phone contact backup 
I’m not sure how mnch I cam help with LinkedIn. You may just need to go to LinkedInucom and see if you can login there a~d if not go through the ’forgot password’ 

link. 

Let me know. 

Clmsty 

S~:~tt front ~5’ ~rizon tVireIe~’s 4( ~ L TE DROID 

"Dorrm~ce, Albert A IV" <a_n_~q_r_~@_ej._r_~_i]_:u__r_kc_:e__d_._~> wrote: 

Christy, 

I can’t get into my "Linkedln"~ 

From-" Suits, Christy H. 
Sent-’ Thursday, March 28, 2013 12:18 PM 

To,, UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject-’ Mobile phone contact backup 

Hello all, 

As a part of the email transition we have been installing and backing up your local phone contacts using a free ’Backup Assistant’ app from Verizon Wireless, 

downloadable through the App Store. When in the App Store search for ’backup assistant’ then install it to your iphone. Please go through the setup, allowing it 

to communicate with your contacts and go ahead and run the app to back up your contacts. 

Android users, backup assistant is already installed on your devices. 

iPhone and Android users please create a Iogin to Verizon Wireless. Once your phone has backed up your contacts please go to h[[p://verizonwireless.com - please 

register your phone ( Register is under the Iogin section when you bring up the page) please take note of username and password to be able to log into the site. 

Thank you, 

Christy 

E#~dJ; Christv_Suits@unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 4:41 PM 

@hotmail.com; 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

~live.unc.edu); 
~gmaJl.com); 

~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu); 

@yahoo.com; ~shaw.ca; @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 
~gmaJl.com); ~live.tmc.edu); 

,~!email.urlc.edu>; @live.uuc.edu); 

@live .uric .edu); @gmail.com); 

@live.uuc.edu); @gmail.com; ~z)gmail.com); 

@live.unc.edu); nicole thva (athva@uucaa.uuc.edu); 

@aol.com); @live.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; ~gmail.com;             ~gmail.com; 

@hotmaiLcom; @aol.com: ~gmail.com; @hetmail.com; ~yahoo.com; 

@gma~l.com; @em~l.unc.edu; @gmail.com; ~gmail.com; @email.unc.edu; 

@em~l.unc.edu; ~hetmail.com; @gmail.com; @aol.com; @aol.com; 
~gmafil.com; @email.unc.edu; @gmail.com; @aol.com; ~gmaJl.com; 

@rocketmaJl.com; @gmail.com; @live.unc.edu; ~yahoo.com; @ymail.com; 

@live.unc.edu 

@live.unc.edu> 

FW: Youth Soccer Insider: Sleep well, play well (The teenager’s challenge) 

Ladies, 

Get to bed early tonight.., let’s [ry to give them a real game!! 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent; Friday, 12:10 plvl 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Youth Soccer Insider: Sleep well, play well (The teenager’s challenge) 

removed by 

sender. 

l 
iXiilmage 

removed by 
sender. 

=riday, 

Sleep well, 

removed by 

sender 
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removed 

sender. 

tweet This 

play well (The teenager’s challenge) 
~hare Thi~ 

(For those parents and coaches welcoming a new generation of teenagers, the Youth Soccer Insider 

fepublishes this article, which first appeared in         ) 

By Dev K. Mishra, M.D. 

i’m sure anyone who’s raised an adolescent or teenager can attest to the idea that teenagers don’t get as 

much sleep as they need. 

For the adolescent or teenager a number of outside influences take place: more demands on time for 

homework, socializing, sports, music, or any number of other activities. Let’s take a look below at some 

t~asons why sleep patterns change, what the proper amount of sleep is, and how it can affect sports 

performance. 

...... removed by 

sender 

...... removed by 

sender 

Why sleep patterns change in a teenager 

Each of us - no matter how old - has an internal clock that follows roughly a 24-hour cycle. The internal cycle has a wide 

range of effects on many different body functions such as body temperature, release of hormones (human growth hormone is 

released in larger amounts during sleep than wakefulness), and amount of sleep required. 

In younger children the normal body clock would have them fall asleep around 8 or 9 each night and wake up in the morning 

when they’ve had enough sleep. But in puberty the surge in different hormones produced by the body changes all of that and it 

becomes very difficult to feel sleepy often until after 11 pm. Throw in the required time on Facebook and you can see whet~ all 

of this leads. 

How much sleep does a teenager need and how many teens actually get that? 

Most sleep researchers tell us that the typical teenager should have 9 hours of sleep per night. Right now many of you are 

saying to yourselves "get real, that’s impossible" for most teenagers. 



As the father of two teenage boys rd have to agree. Several studies of teens have shown that about 90% get less than 9 hours 

of sleep per night and unfortunately 10% said they typically get less than 6 hours per night. The definition of "sleep deprivation" 

in teens is not completely clear but generally means that the teen is consistently getting less than 8 hours of sleep per night. 

How sleep deprivation affects school and athletic performance 

Anyone who’s sleepy can be awfully moody but there are many negative consequences beyond that= Being tired during class 

will obviously make it more difficult to concentrate or even stay awake during class, and there is evidence that being sleep 

deprived leads to poorer school performance. And most tragically a sleep deprived teen driving a car can lead to disastrous 

consequences. 

In a test of reaction times at Stanford University, people who were tired because of disrupted sleep performed about as poorly 

as subjects who were legally drunk. The study is the first to show severe impairment in people who have only mild to moderate 

sleep disturbances. This was an older group of people but it’s easy to see that it could be true for teenagers too. Would you 

like to face a high and tight fastball when you can’t react? 

As for sports performance, research by Dr. Cheri Mah at the Stanford Sleep Disorders Clinic has shown that members of 

Stanford’s women’s tennis team, men’s and women’s swimming teams, and men’s basketball team improved performance by 

increasing sleep times. 

Some practical tips for sleep and sports performance in teenagers ... 

There are many good reasons for teenagers to get more sleep than they do, but once again reality can get in the way of a 

good plan. So do the best you can to get as close as you can to 9 hours of sleep for your teen. 

At the very least there are special situations when you’ll want to pay special attention to "sleep preparation" for performance. 

Do you have an important tournament or championship game coming up? How about a national team tryout? A college 

identification camp where you’ll be traveling east through several time zones? Here are some simple tips: 

* Increase your sleep time several weeks before a major event. 

* Make sleep as much of a priority as technical skill, fitness, and nutrition. 

* Go to sleep and wake up at the same times every day= 

* Turn lights off at night; use bright lights in the morning. 

* When traveling from west to east for competitions try to get out to your new time zone several days in advance to acclimate 

to the new time zone and avoid jet lag. 

~Dev K. Mishra is the creator of the SidelineSportsDoc.com injury management program for coaches. He is an orthopedic 

surgeon in private practice in Burlingame, Calif. He is a member of the team physician pool with the U.S. Soccer Federation 

and has served as team physician at the University of California, Berkeley. This article first appeared on 

SidelineSportsDoc.com.) 

Post ~onse to the public Youth Soccer Insider blo~ 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

Friday, 

FEEDBACk: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

©     Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 4:43 PM 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

1~9;: Academic m~d Playing Plan 

You ~re a great kid AND I love your ~mbition in EVERYTHING! 

From= Nlive.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, 12:12 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
~aol.com; Chris Ducar; Yount, Tony; Chris Ducar 

Subject= Academic and Playing Plan 

Hi Anson, 
I wanted to keep you in the loop and let you know that I just had a great meeting with Tony, our new academic counselor, and T have decided to try and double major in both 

Tony and I sat down and mapped out my next 5 semesters with what classes I need to take for both semesters and it is 
definitely possible. My plan is to commit myself to my academics and work my tail off for the time that I am here at Carolina in order to set myself up for a rewarding career 
after I finish my playing career. 

1. Psychology 

1. Math or if I take the place out exam 
2. Exxs 
3. Chem    and Chem 
4. History requirement- Religion 
5. Exxs 

- Math 

1. LFIT 
2. 
3. 
4. Exxs 
5. Elective 

I. Math 

2. Exxs 
3. Bio 
4. Bio Elective 
5. Math 

2. Exxs 
3. Bio Elective 
4. Bio with Lab 
5.    Environ 

1. Elective towards hours 

1. Soci 
2. Exxs 
3. Exxs 
4. Organismal w/lab 
I wanted to thank you for allowing me to take last year and this year because without it I would not be in the position to even attempt this academic struggle of 
double majoring. I let Tony know that I am 100% dedicated to continuing to climb the National Team ladder and eventually compete for a spot on the Full National Team and 
that academically my plan to double major could hit a few road bumps in the future by possible youth National Team absences. Also, I think you know this, but I want to play 
professionally for as long as I can and hopefully one day play for the Full Team. Well those are my goals and I can’t thank you enough for being so supportive and willing to 
help me achieve them! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 4:53 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

@~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros t @gmail.com) 

RE: Weekly 

Thank you Tony!! And you were wonderful with 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent; Friday,             3:01 PM 

To; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; Sander, Thomas 3 
Subject; Weekly 
Coaches, 

You "get it"~ You are a superb recruiter and if that kid is a Tar Heel I owe you another 

Priority Registrauon was granted for all teams earlier this week for the semester. 

Registration ~2~r rising seniors happens Wednesday morning, and [’or rising juniors, Friday morning. Times are 8 - 8:30 am each day Please, if they have practice or weights, let them register. 
Losing priority really hurts us 

Also included are pdfs of current (noon today-) registration for both sessions of sunwner school (if you have students in both sessions. Registration is ongoing, and online classes through 
the Friday Center may not be posted yet. 

I plan to ask for grade updates this week. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 5:04 PM 

@gmail .corn> 

@email.unc.edu; ,~0) hotmail.com 

RE: Hey Ans! 

I like the German leagues and the prospect of you helping a team get into the I st Division. Also I will try to connect you with 
and loved it. 

They both played in 

Good luck Remember, once a Tar Heel ALWAYS a Tar Heel ... we will always care for you!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
SubJect: Hey Ans! 

4:56 PM 

~mail.com] 

Hey Anson{ 

I hope this email finds you *veil. I wanted to thank you for putting me into contact with the coach from         Unfortunately, it didn’t work out for the present time. I told them that I needed 
to graduate before ! could leave and come play. He told me that they are still interested in me and if something opens in the transfer window the?’ would let me know, and if not they 
would keep me in mind for next season. With that said, I’m interested in pursuing a professional career a]~er I graduate and wanted to see if win had any advice as to *vhat my next 
steps should be. I’d be willing to play both domestically and overseas. I have a highlight :film and a CV that [ sent to is very interested in 
me and is looking at a possible promotion into the first division, tlowever, they can’t promise anything yet until they know more about the status of the team. I am keeping my options open 
and *wmted to see what else may be a possibility I’d like to play at the highest level and would really appreciate your insight as to who I should reach out to and if anyone is in need of a 
player like me. Best to you and 

Warm Wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, 11:47 PM 

;@hotmail.com> 

~gmM.co~n 

Re: Hey ?ms! 

thank you for responding to my email for       We really are a family when all of you gws do what you can to help each other., 
contact for      so she can see for herself what might be available for her. And thanks again, 

see if you can find a 

@hotmail.com> wrote: 

Hey 
Hope all is well with you my friend. I highly recormnend the league in to start offwith. It’s a very short season and the terrlpo is quality. It’s not like the US tempo here but it’s still 
great I loved evelT moment of it and it truly helped me build a lot of confidence. I also played with a great group of girls. Any questions you have for me, I am more than willing to help out 
If you do choose to go there, I do have some contacts for                   I loved eveuvthing about nay experience there. The people there are a~vesome as well :) god bless! 

On , at 16:03, "Dorrance, Albeit A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> I like the German leagues and the prospect of you helping a team get into the 1 st Division. Also I will try to connect you with They both played in 
and loved it. 

> 

> Good luck Remember, once a Tar Heel ALWAYS a Tar Heel ... ~ve will always care for you!! 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: @gmail.com] 
> Sent: Friday, 4:56 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: He?’ Ans! 
> 

> Hey Anson! 
> 

> I hope this email finds you ~vell I wanted to thank you for putting me into contact with the coach from Unfortunately, it didn’t work out ibr the present time. I told them that I 
needed to graduate bet,are I could leave arid come play. He told me that they are still interested in me and if something opens in the transfer window they would let me know, and if not 
the?" would keep me in mind for next season With that said, I’m interested in pursuing a professional career after I graduate and wanted to see if you had any advice as to what my 
next steps should be. I’d be ~villing to play both domestically and overseas. I have a highlight film and a CV that I sent to is very 
interested in me and is looking at a possible promotion into the first division However, they can’t promise anything yet until they know more about the status of the team I am keeping my 
options open and wanted to see what else may be a possibility. I’d like to play at the highest level and would really appreciate your insight as to who I should reach out to and if anyone is in 
need of a player like me. Best to you and 
> 

> 

> 

> Warm Wishes, 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Sunday, March 31, 2013 1:46 PM 

.la~n Sisneros~ ~gmaJd.com> 

Re: Washington Spirit vs UNC (PreSeason Video) 

Wow’.!! Thank you! 

Sent.~"om my Ver’izor~ tFireIe,~s 4G L)"E LL~tOIL) 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> wrote: 

Guys, 

Here’s the gmne in HD 

Jason 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: <rob(~bbcsmdio.com> 

Date: Sun, Mar 31, 2013 at 11:07 AM 

Subject: Washington Spirit vs UNC (PreSeason Video) 

To:         ~gmaJ~l.com 

Good Morning Jason, 
Here is the full game in HD and the highlights. 
Washington Spirit vs UNC (PreSeason Video) 

hit p ://sproutvideo.com!playlists!029cda b 18c 
Roberto 
Roberto Albarracin 

www,bbcstudio.com 
htt p ://www.facebook.com/pa cles/BC- Prod uctions/380794371933454 
Check out 20:~2 "Top 10 GOALS OF THE YEAR" BY BC PRODUC-FIONS 
http :i/www.gout u be.com/watch?v=tvctVrVvZyS0&featu re=sha re&list = U U5 mltsQrUiAiSQs-t 6M N4e3A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 1:47 PM 

Ducar, Clms <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino @aol.com>; @msn.com> 

Fwd: Washington Spirit vs UNC (PreSeason Video) 

Chris, please send this to our recruiting classes. 

Sent.~"om my Verizort tFire[e,~s 4G L)"~ LL~tOI£) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Fwd: Washington Spirit vs UNC (PreSea~m Video) 

From: Jason Sisneros ~gmaJl.com> 

To: Bill Palladino ~aol.com>,"Dormnce, AlbertA IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,Chris Ducat ~<tucar@uncaa.unc.edu>,Tom Sander 
<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Guys, 

Here’s the game in HD 

Jason 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: <robCb~bbcsmdio.com> 

Date: Sun,            at 11:07 AM 
Subject: Washington Spirit vs UNC (PreSeason Video) 

To:         (~gma~l.com 

Good Morning Jason, 
Here is the full game in HD and the highlights. 
Washington Spirit vs UNC (PreSeason Video) 
hit p ://sproutvideo.com/playlists/029cda b 18c 
Roberto 
Roberto Albarracin 

www.bbcstudio.com 
htt p ://www.facebook.com/pa qes!BC- Prod uctions/380794371933454 
Check out      "Top l0 GOALS OF THE YEAR" BY BC PRODUCTIONS 

http ://www,vout u be,com/watch?v=tvclVrVvZyS0&featu re=sha re&list = U U5 mRsQrUiAiSQs16M N4e3A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -~’O~UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday,              2:46 PM 

Gallo, Jr., [,arky A. ~athgallo@unc.edu> 

Re:                 htip:!/washingtouspirit.com/pm/ 

Thank you Laru. Yes, it was good. Their game relmrt is disingenuous and the stats are wrong (they out shot us by       and we out comer kicked them by 

We dominated most of the game without                  Our &fence straggled with their front line but our midfield and    up front were superb! 

Jr. Larry A. Gallo -~’d~gaJlo@unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Axqer reviewing the link above, it appeared that yesterday’s game vs. The Spirit went OK m~d that we ca~’ied the play at times. I know this type of competition assists yon in 

your evaluations of the playing, and it certainly speaks loud and clear to the players during the competition ~ °~ikey get immediate feedback" from their opposition’s skill level 

amd play. 
Hopeful you stayed injury- free and traveled home sad’ely. Enjoy the day with your families aJad/or friends... 

Be well, 

Larry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 8:38 PM 

~aol.com> 

Re: Checking In 

excellent. Nothing in the world can take the place of persistence. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

@aol.com> wrote: 

Hi Ooach Waldrum, 

I sent the mesaage below to maybe a wrong email address I had of yours about a week and a half ago and waa hoping for you to be able to read it and give me your thoughts 
when you had a chance. 

Thank you, 

.... Original Message .... 
From: @aol.com> 
To: randy.waldrum.1 <randy.waldrum.l@nd.edu> 

Sent: Thu, 8:30 pm 
Subject: Checking In 

Hi Coach Waldrum, 

I just wanted to follow up on my last email that I copied you on to It has been 7 weeks since I began a new training and nutrition regimen and 
wanted to check in with you. I have continued working on my vertical jump, speed and agility and feel that I have made some serious progress. As 
well as feeling quicker and more explosive      from this new training regimen I also feel more recovered and fresh for each training session. I 
plan on testing my vert, speed and agility at the beginning of    and will definitely relay my scores. My strength coach Greg Gatz has stated that 
he has seen an improvement in my speed and agility in our agility sessions twice a week. Anson and I have had many conversations about the 
other aspects that    would like me to focus on such as my courage and tactical awareness and I am constantly working to get better in those 
areas. I have becon~e even more of a student of the game, with the goal in mind trying to gain more experience by watching high level 
play the game. I would love to hear your thoughts, suggestions or concerns! 

Than k you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:19 PM 

Valerie Prause <vprause@lec.edu> 

@msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) 

RE: 3-4-3 and attacking life 

Thanks Vaterie, you are very kind, Tom has [old me he has taken a lot of our" stuff and it is very fla[[ering, Good k~ck to you and your" future teams!! 

If you want to work for room and board and be a part of our Team Camp staff this summer and learn more about our system. Ask gill Palladino who runs our camps, 

Check it out: www, ncgsc,com 

I=rem: Valerie Prause [mailto:vprause@lec.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:07 PM 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 3-4-3 and attacking life 

Good afternoon Anson, 
I am an assistant coach at a Division 2 school in sunny northeast Ohio. We have been the perennial bottom-dwellers in our conference (this is 
all before I showed up though, so I should say they) and need to switch things up. In a conference such as ours, I think that a 3-4-3 system 
would absolutely dominate as most defenders won’t have the skill to play out of pressure. ~ personally have never played the system, but 
recently read "The Nan Watching" and bought into every word. A lot of the concepts from that book were used where I played in college, 
Central Michigan University, by coach Tom Anagnost (who now coaches in your conference at the Universib! of [~iami), Every single thing 
that could possibly be tracked, was tracked for the purpose of competition, It completely transformed me as a player and person and I cannot 
wait to implement some of the same ideals in my team here, 

That being said, I have been soaking up every possible detail I can about the 3-4-3 and have sold the head coach on trying it with our team. 
They have played nothing but the sweeper/stopper system until now and really didn’t have the numbers/athletes to play anything different. 
We have been able to recruit and bring in the type of players we need in order to pull this system off. 

I merely just wanted to touch base with you to let you know how your book has inspired me both in a secondary way (through my former 
head coach) and now first-hand as I am going to help this team transform. I fully expect to send you another email by the end of next season 
about our successes. 

Thank you for all you have done for women’s soccer and I wish you the best of luck this spring and next fall, 

Graduate Assistant 
WOIT~ etl’s ,~occer 

Lake Erie CollerAe 
39:t W, Washington St. 
Paines~e, OH 44077 
ce~: 
"[..~ke" .~_a_B~___~£[_~___~£lJ_~_g_~___~_~J33_~_B_’_£__89_~_c on Facebook 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 1, 2013 5:33 PM 

Adelaide Gay @aol.com> 

Subject: Congrats Ade’. ! ! 

Ade, 

Thank you for this update and CONGRATUALTIONS’. A coach needs to see you in games to make a decision on you. I hope Karina is out of town when you play Boston AND you shut 
them out[l! 

And I miss you too[[ You are such a good kid AND you are a worthy NATIONAL CHAMPION[![ 

Please continue to stay in touch AND YES is having a good week[[[ And you just gave me another reason to root for Portland. 

All the best from all your friends in paradise. (And you know the danger of sending me an upbeat emai], I am sharing this with your teammates.) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Adelaide (lay [~ai]to: ~aol com] 
Sent: ]’,/londa’5~, April 01, 2013 2:39 A~\4 
To: I)orrance, A]bert A IV 
Sut~iect: Hey 

Hey Anson, 

Just wanted to update you on everything. Things didn’t work out in Boston. ’]’here were three goalkeepers in preseason, including me and not inc]uding the Mexican keeper who as far as I 
know sti[] hasn’t shown up. Anyway, last Wednesday they decided to sign our goalkeeper coach and cut all three of us. It was strange since oar goa]keeper coach hadn’t trained at all in 
preseason and, well, she was our coach. So that was sort of tough for me. Except that it seems hard to compete with your coach and a girl who isn’t even there. 

Anyway I sent emails out to a bunch of coaches in the league and the wny coach got back to me right away and asked me to go tryout. So I flew out there and trained with them for one 
session before Cin@ called and offered me a contract out in Portland. The other two back up keepers in preseason for Portland were both internationals and she didn’t want to waste and 
international spot on them, which worked out nicely for me. So long stop), short, ] just arrived in Portland ] will be the number two behind Karina LeBlanc, which ] think will actually work out 
real]y well fi)r me I will really eNoy training with her Plus, she is on the Canadian full team so I will be 
ab]e to get games when she is out of town. 

It has been a super long week Lots of emotional ups and down and a ton of traveling but I am really excited to have things sort of settled and I am excited to p]ay fi)r Cin@[ I was just telling 
her how homesick I am fi)r Chapel Hill[ I miss you and the the rest of the coaches and the team so much![[[ 

It is like 230ara east coast time so I have to go to bed but I just wanted to update you since I’ve known I was coraing here for a couple of days but couldn’t say anything until it was all 
finalized. I hope you and       are doing well. 

Night[ 

Adelaide 

Sent frora my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 5:45 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. ~athgallo@unc.edu> 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu>; @msn.co~n; ducax@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
~gma~,l.com) 

RE: The Troth Be Told! 

Larry~ 

ShelF,, is preparing the report you wanted for Bubba. I have t:inished it (now). It is sitdng on her desk. I will see it:she can t~e it up ~:or you before noon tomorrow. 

Sorry for the delay. ~ had recruits aU last week and today and just could not get to 

AH the best!! 

From-" Gailo, 3r., Larry A. 
Sent-" Sunday, 4:17 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject-" The Truth Be Told! 

Thm~k you for your reply, .~son ~ not surprised that the play" in actuality was reverse of the reporting. Crreat to hear! 

Take care, and I am hopeful that you axe enjoying the day with your family. 

Be ~,ell ~ny frien!! 

Larry 

From-" Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Sent-" Sunday, 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject-" Re: HAPPY EASTER! 

2:46 PM 

Thank you Larry. Yes, it was good. Their game report is disingenuous and the stats are wrong (they out shot us by one 9-8 and we out comer kicked them by one 6-5. 

We dominated most of the game without,                 Our defence struggled wifl~ fl]eir front line but our midfield mad    up front were superb! 

"Jr. Larry A. Gallo" <La_t_})_gLa_!J_9_(_a2_LLn__c_’_:_e_d__u> wrote: 

!M:ter reviewing the link above, it appem’ed that yesterday’s game vs. The Spirit went OK and that we carried the play at ti~nes. I ~know this type of competition a~ssists you in 
your evaluations of the players, m~d it certainly spea2~s loud m~d cleax to the players during the competition ~ ’~gaey get in~nediate feedback" from’their opposition’s skill level 
and play. 
Hopeful you stayed inj ury free m~d traveled home sa£ely. Enjoy the day with your families m~d/or friends....HAPPY EASTER! 
Be well, 
Law 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 3:53 PM 

~gma~l.com> 

~msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; ~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~!gmail.com) 

I~NV: Registration Hold 

I enjoyed our meeting ._. Proud of VoL~ snd everythi~g you have done! (Will you take care of this please???) 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:20 PM 
To: 
(:c: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Registration Hold 

You need to take care of this in order to register. 

WSO ACTV 8:00:00 AMCPD Account Past Dne 

WSO ACTV ; 1:30:00 PMCPD Account Past Due 

Past due c 

on your 

account In 

paid. Ariel 

make a pa 

online, pie 

ema~l 

cashier(r-~u 
with your 

and reqne~ 

the hold b, 

removed. ¯ 
hold preve 

regis~ratio~ 

release of 

transcripts 

diplomas. 

Past due c 
on your s~ 

account m 
paid. Ariel 

maJae a pa 

online, ple 

ema~l 

cas~e~u 
with your 

and reque~ 

the hold b, 

removed. ¯ 

hold preve 

mgistmfio~ 

release of 

transcripts 

diplomas. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:13 PM 

~live. unc.edtr~ 

I~E: Quick Queffdon! 

Call me, let’s chat ..... 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Sunday, i 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Quick Question’. 

Coach Don-ance, 

(c). 

hglive.unc.edu] 

3:04 PM 

Thanks! 

My name is           and for my j ourna lism class I had to cover a speech and write a sto~ on it, basically. I remember seeing you at the speech given by Terryl Givens and wondered if 
there was a certain way you felt about it, or even why you took the time out of your day to come see him? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 4:26 PM 

Tony DiCicco <tony@soccerplus.org> 

~msn.com; duca~@uncaa.uuc.edu; ,~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros, ,~)gmail.com) 

RE: Article on the 3-4-3 

Tony, 

Thank you ray ffiiend, very interesting. I am playing mofie of the :[-4-2-3-:l against the top teams this spring and I am enjoying what we can do with it. I still want to 

be able to play both the :].-.~-,t~S AND the :D4-2-S-:[ because they both present aH kinds of challenging issues for opponents, espedaHy if you press (IH<e we try to 

do), 
f hope you and yours are do~ng welH Arid just so you know, whenever I read something you have shafied with the pfiess about rne ofi my pfiogram it ~s always so Mnd 

and cbssy. ~ real~y appredate it, and ~ know ] don’t te~ you thb as often as I should. Thefie are so many coaches that absolutely hate us and you are a positive 

beacon ~n a sea of negativi 

You are m~ excellent man Tony. And ~ am so g~ad we teamed up years ago. What a great rMe we have had and ~ know be both have much more to give. 

A]~ the best, my fdendH 

F~m= Tony DiQcco [mail~:~ny@soccerplus.org] 
Nentl Tuesday, April 02, 2013 11:22 AN 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subje¢t= A~ide on the 

Anson, interesting article...take a read and also Happy Birthday. Hope all is well, best to everyone. Plug this into your browser. Tony 

http://b~eacherrep~rt.c~m/artides/]-589664-wh~-3-4-3-~s-the-~east-popu~ar-formati~n-in-eur~es-t~p-~eagues? 

utm soufice=newsletter&u[m medium=news~etter&utm campaign=world-football 

T:.~;y ~Ch.:.:.:.:.~ I FouBder - Technical Bire¢ter 
SOCCERPLU~ Camps 

o: ;.-800-k~:’~:f.’:::-[ 

www.soccerplus.org 

www.chMlenqersports.com 
This correspondence is solely for the use of the individual to whom it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise exempt from disclosure If the reader N this e-mail is not 
the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is 
strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify us by replying to the original message at the listed email address. Thank You. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 4:34 PM 

Ja~)n Sisnems ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: Beautiful: Teaching Girls Soccer the Boston Breakers Way by The Word Syndicate > 10 Days To Go - Game on! - Kickstarter 

Does this have any value? 

From= Sam Snow [mailto:ssnow@usyouthsoccer.org] 
Sent= Tuesday, April 02, 2013 11:04 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= FW: Beautiful: Teaching Girls Soccer the Boston Breakers Way by The Word Syndicate > 10 Days To Go - Game on! - Kickstarter 

For your consideration... 

Sam Snow 

Coaching Director 

US Youth Soccer 

(800) 4SOCCER 

Skype: 

THINK GLOBALLY-ACT LOCALLY 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Lisa Cole [mailto           ~] On Behalf Of Lisa Cole 
Sent: Monday, April 01, 2013 9:17 PM 

To: lan Barker; Sam Snow 

SubJect: Beautiful: Teaching Girls Soccer the Boston Breakers Way by The Word Syndicate >> 10 Days To Go - Game on! -- Kickstarter 

Hey guys, 

At the Breakers we are trying to launch the following project. Is this something you can get out and around_officially or unofficially. I think it will be a great video 

for coaches of girls. Not that the Xs and Os are way different but that the physical demands need to match girls developmental needs and they like to be addressed 

differently socially. Once coaches knowl,make these adjustments to coaching girls. It’s enjoyable. Girls listen, are eager to please and will be invested in team if 

coaches can make them feel socially comfortable and physically challenged. Thanks for the support. Thanks, Lisa 

http://www.kickstarter.com/pr~jects/ra~phrana~~i/beautifu~-teaching-gir~s-s~ccer-the-b~st~n-breaker/p~sts/442978?ref=emai~&sh~w-t~ken=~bc57f~2fec4a852# 

Lisa Cole 

Head Coach 

Boston Breakers - WPS 

Sent from my iPhone 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 4:38 PM 

Chris Andrew <candrew@chicago-fire.com> 

@~nsn.com; duca~@uucaa.uuc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros [~)gmail.com) 

RE: Chicago Fire 

Chris, 

Come when you like ... preseason is probably best. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Chris Andrew [mailto:candrew(@chica~o-fire com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2013 10:43 AM 
To: Knotek, Steven E 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Chicago Fire 

Good morning Anson, 

It was great meeting Steve over the weekend and hearing more about the work you are doing at UNC. 

As a coach I am really interested in observing a couple of training sessions and as a director of a program I am even more interested in the work you do that brings so much success to the 
program 

I can make myself available at any time you feel is appropriate during the Fall. 

Regards, 

Chris 

D. B W. H 

CHRIS ANDRE~£rDIRECTOR CAMPS & TRAINING E ) candrew@chicago-fire.conff) ) 708.496.6768F ) 708.496.6050 TOYOTA P~,K 7000 South Harlem ] Bridgcview IL 
60455 ] 888.2~S.FIRE ] chicago-fLre.com <http:i/www.chicago-fire.con~Y> ] <http:i/www.facebook.cotr~’chica~ofire> 
<http :/iwavw.twitter. com/chicagofire> 

On 3/25/13 1:55 PM, "Knotek, Stevcn E" <sknotek@eruaih~mc.edu> wrote: 

>Hi Anson, 
> 

>During ray research leave rm working with the Chicago Fire Soccer Team 
>and World Sport Chicago to implement and evaluate a school-based program 
>called PLAYS. It involves embedding social emotional learning 
>activities into the Fire’s basic rec soccer program. While I was in 
>Chicago this past weekend I met with Chris Andrew who is their Camp and 
>Training Director. I was telling Chris about your philosophy of 
>including personal development in the L~’NC prograru’s aims and goals. 
>Chris is intrigued and would like to visit UNC in the fall. Best, Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 4:41 PM 

Greg Griflith <ggriffith@USSoccerFoundation.org>; Touy DiCicco <tony@soccerplus.org> 

~nsn.com; duca~@uncaa.uuc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~)gmail.com) 

RE: Capital Soccer Classic 

Greg, 

Thank you for this opportunity but 1 have a speaking engagement that closes it out for me. Good luck with what I am sure will be a superb eventH 

F~m= Grey Griffith [mailto:ggriffith@USSoccer~undation,org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2013 10:32 AN 
To= Tony DiCicco 

~c= Dorrance, A[be~ A N 
Subject= RE: Capi~l Soccer Classic 

-]-ony, ~ am sorry ~0 hear that, ~ haw~ been meeting w~th Anthony recently and really Hke Mm, We will ab~~ost cer~dn~y haw~ an ew~n~ Hke this next year and 

would love to have you partfdpate, 

Anson, please let me know if you p~ar~ to partidpate this year, 

p: 202.872,6651. 
www.ussoccer fou ndation.org 

F~= Tony DiCicco 
Sent= Tuesday, April 02, 20~3 10:23 AN 
To= Grey Gri~th 

Subject= RE: Capi~l Soccer Classic 
Greg._unfortunatNy, ~ w~l not be able to attend th~s year, Thanks for the invite and keep me ~n rn~nd for next year as ~t ~s a wonderful and worthwhile event. 

Thanks, Tony 

fe~g ~C~cce [ Founder - Technical Director 
SOCCER~LU~ Camps 

tong@soccerplus.org 
www.soccerplus.orq 

$ent~ Tuesday, April 02, 2013 10:16 AN 
Te~ Tony DiQcco 

~¢~ anson@ma~L uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject= RE: Capi~ Soccer C~assic 

Ton~ a~d Anson, 

~ wanted to touch base w~th you about the Capita~ 5occer Classic. The event starts at 4:00pro w~th a ~outh c~inic and we wou~d love ~f you could be there to 

help with tt~at. Could ~ou ~et me know ~f you think you will make it to the event and would be tt~ere prior to 4:00pro7 

Thanks 5o much for your part~cipat~om 

O~’eg GH~th 

p: 202.872.6651 

F~m= Tony DiCicco [mail~:~ng@soccerNus.orq] 

Sent= Friday, Februa~ 08, 2013 4:ll PN 
Te~ Grey @iffith; Rob Kaler 

¢¢~ anson@ma~l.uncaa.unc.edu 
Su~jeet~ RE: Capi~l Soccer Classic 

Thanks Greg...appredate the qu~ck response. Tony 

F~m= Grey @iffith [mail~:ggriffith@~SSoccer~undation.org] 
Sent~ Friday, Februa~ 08, 2013 4:07 PN 
Te~ Rob Kaler 
¢¢= Tony DiCicco; 

Subjeet~ RE: Capi~l Soccer Classic 

Thanks Rob. 

TorW m~d Anson, we are excited that you are interested in bring a part of the Capital Soccer Classic. The event wH~ take 01ace on Wednesday, April 24, 

20:1.; at GaHaudet Unfvers[W ~n Washington D.C.: 800 Florida Ave NE Washington, DC 20002. 

~ have provided a presentation with more information about d~e event d~at w~ll include a youth cHNc starting at 4:00pm, some adult mini-games, and then 

d~e first ever Congress[ona~ Soccer Corr~petitfon around 6:30pro, 

P~ease ice me know i[vou have any quesk[ons about the event. [ will be ;r~ touch wi[h you as we gel nearer to the dale, 

Thanks agab~ and have a great weekend, 

U,S, Soccer- 
p: 

From: Rob Kaler 
Sent: Friday, Februa~ 08, 20~3 ~:02 PN 
To: Greg GriNth 



Co: Tony DiCicco; anson@mail.uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Capital Soccer Classic 

Greg: 

Tony and Anson both have an interest in participating in the Capital Soccer Classic. Please provide them additional information. 

Chief Operatin8 Officer & Generai Counsel 

U.S. Soccer Foundation 

"_,’ 2"_,’ E Connecticut Ave., NW, Suite 500, Washinston, DC 20036 

p: 202.872.6658 f: 202.872.6655 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 4:43 PM 

Prause, Valerie <vprause@lec.edu-* 

1@;: 3-4-3 and attacking life 

Very good! 

From: Prause, Valerie [mailto:vprause@lec.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2013 8:31 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 3-4-3 and attacking life 

Thanks for the response Anson, I will get in touch with Bill as I would love an opportunibi to work the camp and learn more about the 
system. Have a nice day! 
All the best, 
Val 

Graduate Assistant 
WOIT] et]’s .~occer 

Lake Erie College 
39:L W, Washington St. 
Painesville, OH 44077 
celt: 
"Like" ..L...a....k...e......E....r.~e......C....~.j~...e..g..e.......w.....~.J33...e...n...’...s.....s....~....c...c...e..E on Facebook 

On Mon, Apr 1, 2013 at 5:19 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n(T~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Thanks Vaterie, you are very kind. Tom has Lofd me he has taken a lot o1: our stuff and it is very flattering. Good k~ck to you and your future teams!! 
It:you want to work for room and board and be a part ot:our Team Camp staff this summer and feam more about our system. Ask Bilf Pafladino who runs our camps. 
Check it out: www.ncgsc.com 
From; Valerie Prause [mailto:.v__p_£_a___u__s___e__,r@ke__c_=__e__d___u_] 
Se~t: Monday, April 01, 2013 5:07 PM 
Te; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S~bjeet: 3-4.3 and attacking life 
Good afternoon Anson, 
I am an assistant coach at a Division 2 school in sunny northeast Ohio. We have been the perennial bottom-dwellers in our conference (this is 

all before I showed up though, so ~ should say they) and need to switch things up. In a conference such as ours, I think that a 3-4-3 system 
would absolutely dominate as most defenders won’t have the skill to play out of pressure. ~ personally have never played the system, but 
recently read "The Man Watching" and bought into ever}, word. A lot of the concepts fl-om that book were used where ][ played in college, 
Central Michigan University, by coach Tom Anagnost (who now coaches in your conference at the Universib! of Iqiami). Every single thing 
that could possibly be tracked, was tracked for the purpose of competition. It completely transformed me as a player and person and I cannot 
wait to implement some of the same ideals in my team here. 

That being said, I have been soaking up every possible detail I can about the 3-4-3 and have sold the head coach on trying it with our team. 
They have played nothing but the sweeper/stopper system until now and really didn’t have the numbers/athletes to play anything different. 
We have been able to recruit and bring in the type of players we need in order to pull this system off. 

I merely just wanted to touch base with you to let you know how your book has insphed me both in a secondary way (through my former 
head coach) and now first-hand as I am going to help this team transform. I fully expect to send you another email by the end of next season 
about our successes. 

Thank you for all you have done for women’s soccer and I wish you the best of luck this spring and next fall. 

Graduate Assistant 
Wo m (~n’s Soccer 

Lake Erie College 
39Z W, Washington St. 
Painesvi~e, OH 44077 
cell: 
"[..~ke" .~_@_B~___~EL@___~£lJ_~_g_@___~_~J33_~_D_’_£__89_~_E on Facebook 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 4:49 PM 

l@aol.com 

EW: Last chance for 2013 camp enrollment 

From: Ron Dvorkin [mailto:rdvorkin@adsportsmedia.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, April 02, 20:[3 8:30 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
~ Last chance for 20:[3 camp_ enrollment 

1 
1~ Irr, ag ......... d by sender 

Do you want your camp showcased as one of the elite college camps in the country? 

TopDrawerSoccer.com is committed to helping you maximize your 2013 enrollment and has developed integrated campaigns for summer camps 
that no one else can offer. 

Your camp is a valuable tool for our players and helps them enhance their skills and credibility. We want to ensure they don’t miss the opportunity to 
experience your camp. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com has the ability to get your camp directly in front of the elite high school players and their parents. 

Space is extremely limited! 

Regards, 

Ron Dvorkin 
Vice President of Business Development 
._T___o__p___D____r__a____w___e_.__r___S_’__o____c___c__e_.__r_=c___o____m__. 
Office: (562) 513-3737 
rdvorkin@adsportsmedia.com 

If you no longer wish to receive email from TopDrawerSoccer.com, click here to unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 4:51 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros @gmaJl.com) 

EW: Why Do Mourinho, Ferguson, Wenger aud Mm~cini All Play With the 4-2-3-1 ? 

Do we have this yet? I want to see the two books![ 

From: mailer@infusionmail.com [mailto: mailer@infusionmail.com] On Behalf Of WORLD CLASS COACHING 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 20:[3 8:02 AN 
T~: Dorrance, Nber~ A IV 
Subject-" Why Do Nourinho, Ferguson, Wenger and Nancini All Play With the 

Find out how to improve your 
formation’s flexibility, dynamism 

and attacking creativity with a 
formation used by today’s elite 
coaches to counter dated, static 

formations in Coaching the 4-2-3-1 
Now released for fo~ard thinking coaches! NEW BOOK - Coaching the 

2=3-1 shows you why the formation is becoming one of the most 
dominant styles of play in modern soccer. Now you can discover how to 
train your players to utilize this highly fle×ible and attacking formation in 
Coaching the 4-2-3-1. Packed w~th soccer drills; diagrams on setting up 

your team and guidance on the formation’s philosophy ~nd playing 
m~ndset, th~s book provides you ~th eve~th~ng you ~eed to know about 

play~ng the 

Dear Coach, 

Is your team stuck playing a predictable, rigid style of soccer your opponent’s find easy to counter? Do 

you yearn to play an expansive attacking style of soccer, like Peal Madrid, ~anebester United or 

Brazil? The 4-2-3-1 is an innovative and highly flexible formation used by many elite teams over the last 

decade to devastating effect. Whether you coach players in top divisions or recreational sides, playing 

the 4-2-3-1 can enable you to adopt a more dynamic and creative style of soccer that can take your 

team to the next level. 

Coaching the 4-2-3-~ is a book focused on developing both your team’s understanding of how to play 

this fast paced formation effectively. Soccer is a game that is constantly changing, with new formations 

and philosophies evolving to challenge the status quo. The 4-2-3-1 is a formation that is now used by 

many of the world’s elite coaches, like Jose Mourinho, Arsene Wenger and Sir Alex Ferguson, to 

counter the 4-4-2 and other more static formations. 

::~:+:]i Image removed bysender. 4231 eBook 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 shows you how coaches at the top level implement the formation, both in 

defense and attack. Packed with more than 30 training sessions and 150 diagrams, this book will 



show you how to train your team to play the ball wide, how to look for overlaps, when to penetrate the 

forward line and all the other aspects of playing this highly flexible formation successfully 

Add to Cart 

The 4-2-3-1 first started to appear on soccer pitches just before the Euro 2000. Under Arsene 

Wenger’s stewardship, Arsenal had used it to march to dominate the English Premier League and to 

pass rings around teams playing the more rigid 4-4-2. In Arsenal’s formation, Denis Bergkamp would 

drop deep behind the lone striker while the wingers would provide support higher up the pitch, with two 

anchoring midfielders providing another line of defense. This dynamic style of play proved to be a 

revelation, with many other coaches eager to adopt it for their own sides. 

The 4-2-3-1 was used by the French national side to successfully win the Euro 2000 tournament, with 

a strong triangular midfield where there was always a spare man to pass to. Their success led to 

many elite coaches adopting the formation, including Jose Mourinho at Real Madrid and Sir Alex 

Ferguson at Manchester United. The formation also took center stage at Euro 2012, with it being used 

by three of the tournament’s semiS: S ain German and Portu~l ~1. 

[~ Image removed by sender. 4231 Videos 

The reason so many coaches have switched from 4-4-2 and 4-3-3 to the 4-2-3-1 is because it is far 

more flexible and can enable teams to quickly change formation to both confuse and counter 

opponents. Wingers, for example, can drop deep to create a 4-4-1-1 or move forwards to create a 4-3- 

3. This range of options makes it very difficult to defend against as opposition coaches never know 

what you’re going to do. 

Coaching the 4-2-3-’/ shows you how to train your team in all of the key principles of playing this 

creative formation. It will both enrich your coaching knowledge and train your players to use this 

dynamic and highly creative formation to ex Ioit the ri id la in st I of teams living in the past. 

Image removed by sender. 
...... Add to Cart 

insights from a coach with a track record of ~teveloping 
p~ayers in three countries" 



Coaching the 4-2-3-1 opens with a guide on how elite coaches, like Vincent Del Bosque and Jose 

Mourinho, utilize the formation. It then provides a series of chapters packed with soccer drills to coach 

your players in the mindset and positional awareness needed to play the dynamic and fluid 4-2-3-1 

formation effectively. 

Tactical Development 

The book’s first chapter focuses on developing the tactical mindset to play 4-2-3-1 effectively. This 

includes howto build passing combinations, howto use triangulation to create space and howto 

develop support play in the final attacking third. 

Passing 

Smooth, accurate passing is vital when playing the 4-2-3-1. This chapter provides two training 

sessions for small groups to improve their passing accuracy and first touch. In addition, you will find 

guidance on howto create movement angles, fluid passing and moving and possession games to 

develop a ’keep the ball’ mentality. All the sessions in this chapter can be developed through building 

transitions and goal scoring scenarios. 

Defending, a tactical analysis 

The rise to dominance of the 4-2-3-1 was demonstrated when Real Madrid played Barcelona on their 

home turf at the Nou Camp stadium, April 2012 Awin for either side could be decisive in determining 

who won the league, so the stakes for both league success and pride were high. Grieve analyses how 

Real Madrid’s use of the 4-2-3-1 enabled them to stop Barcelona from breaking them down and 

enabled Real to emerge victorious in this epic encounter. 

Defending 

The book now returns to focus on coaching with a chapter packed with 15 positional diagrams and 8 

progressive training sessions for building cohesion between the defense as individuals and as a 

group. This includes howto prevent crosses, howto block passes and howto transition into attack 

once the ball is won back. 

The diagrams are designed to be used before training sessions as they showthe positions players 

should be in when a goal kick is taken, when the opposition full backs have the ball and where they 

should be generally when defending. The chapter includes diagrams for playing against a 4-4-2, 4-3-3, 

4-5-1, 3-5-2 and 4-2-3-1. 

~i Image removed by sender. Stevie Grieve 

Author, Stevie Grieve explaining a tactical point 

Building from the back to attack 

The 4-2-3-1 creates four lines of players across the field. So there are always passing options, all the 

way from the goalkeeper to attack. In most formations there can be a tendency to ’dump it in the 

channel for the striker to chase’. In the 4-2-3-1, however, long balls are replaced with smooth accurate 



passing. 

This chapter shows you how to build from the goalkeeper through the midfield and all the way to the 

front attacking line, using short passes and finding players in space. From working through the drills 

and exercises, your players will develop an understanding of howto find the right positions, when to 

move and where to make runs to receive the ball 

Attacking 

The final chapter features 14 sessions that focus on the important aspects of attacking when playing 

the 4-2-3-1. The chapter also looks at ways of building better attacking units, with dual themed 

sessions such as using penetration to enhance counter attacking play. 

The 4-2-3-1 provides arguably more attacking options than any other formation. Grieve shows you how 

to harness these options and to train your players to be more dynamic and fluid around the box and to 

swamp opposition defenses. 

Image removed by sender. 
Add to Car~ 

What you will gain from Coaching the 4-2=3=1 
The 4-2-3-1 is a highly flexible, dynamic and creative formation. The ability to evolve and shape your 

formation to exploit the opposition’s weaknesses, whether they play 4-4-2, 4-3-3 or 4-5-1, makes it a 

very powerful system of play. Coaching the 4-2-3-1 shows you how to develop the mindset and the 

situational awareness to use it effectively to exploit opposing more static formations. 

From this book, you will gain: 

¯ A deeper understanding of the 4-2-3-1 : how elite coaches play it, its 
playing mindset and how to harness it to beat other formations. 

¯ 18 attacking training sessions, 10 defensive training drills and 8 
progressive training sessions 

¯ 15 diagrams for defensive setu p in different stages of the game 
° A tactical analysis of how Real Madrid used the 4-2-3-1 to defeat old 

rivals Barcelona 
° The ability to harness wingbacks to increase your width and create 

more attacking options. These players can also be pulled back for a 
more sold defense 

¯ The ability to use a triangular midfleld so you always have passing 
options 

¯ How to use penetration and support to develop fluidity and the 
timing of runs 

¯ How to build attacks from the goalkeeper all the way through 
defense, the midfield and up to the forward line 

¯ The flexibility to rapidly change your formation to a 4-3-3 or a 4-5=1 to 
exploit or confuse the opposition 

¯ The training exercises and formation’s tendencies will improve your 
players’ passing accuracy, positional awareness and the ability to 
get the ball up the pitch quickly 

° Your players will love playing a more expansive, fluid and attack 
minded formation 

The 4-2-3-1 is fast replacing the 4-4-2 and the 4-3-3 as the formation of choice for many of today’s elite 

coaches. However, even if you coach recreational or youth teams, the 4-2-3-1 can be a powerful and 

exciting formation to play at any level. Coaching the 4-2-3-1 provides you with everything you need to 

know about how to play the formation effectively and to create a more fluid, flexible and dynamic team. 

And get this complimentary eBook with your purchase 
Arsene Wenger was one of the early pioneers of the 4-2-3-1 in the English Premier League with 

Arsenal playing with variations of the 4-2-3-1 over a decade ago Now Alex Ferguson has started 

making the transition with Manchester United from his beloved 4-4-2 formation to the more flexible 4-2- 

3-1 in order to compete with teams like Man City, Barcelona Real Madrid who all play with a 4-2-3-1 

This eBook covers in detail how both Wenger and Ferguson have adopted the 4-2-3-1 for their 

respective teams, Arsenal and Manchester United. With 45 pages packed full of diagrams and video 

capture stills, this eBook does a great job of analyzing and breaking down how Wenger and Ferguson 

each use the 4-2-3-1 differently and will give you lots of ideas for implementing these tactics with your 



own team. 

And it’s free with your order of Coachthq the 4-2-3-1. 

.:~i Image removed by sender. 4231 eBook 

WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering the 12- 

part video series Coaching the 4-2-3-! unless it achieves our exceptionally high standards. However, if 

you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the Coaching the 4-2-3-1 after six months then please 

contact us for a no quibbles refund. 

i [)< Image removed by sender 4231 Videos 

"The 4-2-3-1 is fast dominating elite level soccer= It’s expected 
to filter through as coaches at every level seek to harness it to 

exploit opponents playing dated, rigid formations" 
Few games evolve as fast as soccer The 4-4-2 and 4-3-3 are now being replaced with the 4-2-3-1 by 

coaches at every level. Its enhanced flexibility, with a triangular midfield and attacking wingbacks, 

makes it an exciting formation, both for players and spectators 

The ability to rapidly transition into a conventional 4-3-3 can also leave opponent’s standing still, not 

knowing which players to mark or which zones to cover. It’s no coincidence that three of the 

semifinalists at the Euro 2012 tournament all used 4-2-3-1. Those teams that didn’t are now rushing to 

catch up. 

If you want to be one of the coaches harnessing the 4-2-3-1 to dominate teams then Coaching the 4-2- 

3-1 provides you with everything you need to know. Packed with training exercises focused on the 

formation’s aspects along with guidance on the tactics needed to play it effectively, Coaching the 4-2-3- 

1 can show you how to harness the formation’s dynamism to dominate possession and create more 

goal scoring opportunities through a more expansive, fluid style of soccer. 

Best Wishes. ¯ 
removed by 
sender. Mike 

Mike $aif 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. Coaching the 4-2-3-1 provides a complete guide to one of the most dynamic and successful 

formations in modern soccer. Along with a guide to its mindset and how it is used by many of today’s 

elite coaches, Coaching the 4-2-3-1 is packed with training drills, diagrams and explanations on how 

to train your players to harness this highly flexible formation to dominate teams with a dated and rigid 

playing style. 

o P.P.S If you are not 100 Yo satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in Coaching the 4- 

2-3-1 after six months then we will refund our urchase in full no ( uestions asked. 

Image removed by sender. 
Add to Cart 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 5:06 PM 

Culler, Ellen B ~eculler@~mc.edu> 

kpie~ce@theacc.org; Stander, Thomas J <pacmm~@unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney (cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu) 

RE: Syracuse home ga~e 

If we play earlier in the day, will that help? 

From: Culler, Ellen B 
Sent: Monday, April 0:[, 2013 9:37 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
(~c-" kpierce@theacc.org; Sander, Thomas J; Clint Gwaltney (cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject; Syracuse home game 

Good morning, Anson, 

We are so grateful that Tom forwarded your fall schedule to us; unfortunately, I did want to bring one area of concern to your attention. Your game against 

Syracuse, scheduled for Thursday night, October 17th’ will go head-to-head with our Thursday night football game against Miami. The impact will be fairly 

significant impacting parking, staffing, access, etc. 

l’m unsure how flexible you might be in adjusting your schedule given the problems everyone will face that evening if both games are played. We’re sorry about 

this, but wanted to make you aware of this as soon as possible! 

Hope you and and the rest of the Dorrance family are doing well!!! 

Ellen 

Ellen B. Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

919.962.7855 

eculler @uncaa.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 5:10 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Ja~n Sisneros          .~gmail.com) 

EW: FORNU~L NOTICE: Message frown the Chancellor: Hunter Rawlings Panel to Convene April 19 

Can someone want to go, I am speaking in Utah? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody@notify.unc.edu [mailto:nobodv@notifv.unc.edu] On Behalf Of chancellor@unc edu 
Sent: Monday, April 01, 2013 8:35 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: FORMAL NOTICE: Message from the Chancellor: Hunter Ra~vlings Panel to Convene April 19 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

The Umversity will convene a panel of distinguished leaders in higher education and athletics for the first time next month to consider the role of athletics in the life of Carolina. This idea 
originated in a report produced last year by a Faculty Executive Committee, and I was pleased to accept that advice 

We previously announced that the panel chair would be Hunter Rawlings, president of the Association of ~nerican Universities, which represents 
62 leading research universities including Carolina. A fi~rmer university president and successful student-athlete, Dr. Rawlings spoke here last fall about the future of research universities. 
(See http://tinyurhcom/cc~um7k on YouTube) tie is a member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. 

Joining him on the panel are: 

* James Delany, longtime commissioner of the Big Ten Conference and a former NCAA enforcement officer. He holds bachelor’s and law degrees from Carolina, where he was a tri-captain on 
the men’s basketball team. 

* Bob Malekofl; associate professor and sport studies chair at Guilford College and a former athletics director and head coach. He has written about athletics and sports management at the 

collegiate and professional levels. 

* Amy Perko, executive director of the Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics, and previously an NCAA employee and athletics administrator at the University of Kansas. She 
earned academic honors as a Wake Forest student-athlete 

* Patricia Titmnons-Goodson, former associate justice of the N.C Supreme Court who holds two UNC-Chape[ tIill degrees and served on the N.C. Court of Appeals. She serves on Guilford 
College’s Board of Trustees. 

On Friday, April 19, I will address the panel, which will meet from I pro. to 3 pro. in the Carolina Inn, Hill Ballroom South. We’ve invited five other speakers as part of a roundtable 
discussion: Jay Bilas, ESPN broadcaster, attorney and a former Duke basketball player, as well as UNC colleagues Bubba Cunningham, director of athletics; Joy Renner, Faculty Athletics 
Committee Chair and clinical associate professor of allied health sciences; Jay Smith, professor of history; and Richard Southall, associate professor of sport administration and director of 
the College Sport Research Institute. ’]?he campus community will also have an opportunity to share comments 

I don’t expect this panel to solve in a short time what the Knight Commission has been addressing for more than 20 years. But this is a good opportunity to engage in a conversation that 
could lead to new ideas for best practices moving fi~rward. I will leave it up to Dr. 
Rawlings and the panelists to decide how to proceed with this work after the first meeting. 

The issues we face here are not unique to Carolina, and we hope other campuses around the nation will benefit in sorae way frora the panel’s work. 

Sincerely-, 

Holden Thorp 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 5:14 PM 

Sue Euquist ~ ~me.com> 

@~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.uuc.edu; i ,~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~)gmail.com) 

RE: Follow UP 

Sue, 

I like free!t! 

If you like it, then I have to see it. 

Yes, have Brad call me. 

(Hey, how can I become a CSO?) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sue Enquist [mailto ~me.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 01,2013 7:58 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Follow UP 

Hello Coach! 

I met with tlumanex the?" are interested in talking to you and selected teams(2 others) at UNC to run a pilot program(aka: free!) 

I believe you will be impressed with the Athletics Mi)del Comprehensive. A four year program. I wish I had it. It creates another level of clarity 

They are interested in 3 pilot programs at UNC I am going to speak with Cricket. But, wanted to be sure this was something you wanted to seriously 

look at (hell, I will have to come and see you again ;)). At that point, PAC 12 will think I have gone to the ’other side" god forbid! ;) 

Regardless, I thoroughly enjoyed ore convo...either way, don’t mince words..that’s not my- deal. Straight up[ Let me know if you want a call with Brad Black in the next few weeks, if not no 
worries! 

The CEO would fly in (Brad Black) along with myself.(CSO Chief S~fing Officer). 

If you are interested we would come 2nd/3rd week in May if YOU are avail. 

Be well. 
Sue 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 5:14 PM 

@duke.edu) 

EW: Centennial Travel & Hotel Information 

From: Centennial [mailto:Centennial@ussoccer.org] 
Sent; Monday, April 01, 2013 7:28 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; Centennial Travel & Hotel Information 
Deal" Anson, 

If you have not already, you will be receiving an official invitation in the mail shortly for U.S. Soccer’s Centennial Celebration Weekend in 

Washington, DC. Please find belo~v some additional information regarding your travel in the hopes that you will be able to attend. 

U.S. Soccer will be providing: 

Air transportation to and from Washington D.C. for you and a guest 

Hotel accommodations at our host hotel 

Tickets to the Gala Dinner and U.S. Men’s National Team Match, including pre-game hospitality 

Please see below for additional information 

Dates: 
Arrival Date: Saturday, June i by 4 pm ET 

If you are not able to arrive by 4:00 pm on Saturday a flight for Friday may be booked 
Departure Date: Monday, June 3 

Your flight may be scheduled for any time that day. Hotel check out is at 12 pm ET 

Flight: 
U.S. Soccer will provide an Economy class domestic ticket for 2 (two) people. All travel will be arranged through our travel agent Anthony Travel. 

Please contact Anthony Travel no later than April 26 to book flights. 

Anthony Travel Contacts: 

Amy Rogers    - 310.630.2284 or amyrogers@arlthonytravel.com 

Grace tteijman - 310.630.2264 or graceheJjman@anthonytravel.com 

Host Hotel: 
ttyatt Regency on Capitol Hill 

400 New Jersey Avenue, N.W. 

Washington, DC 20001 

U.S. Soccer will pay for room and tax charges for one (1) hotel room from Friday, May 31/Saturday, June i to Monday, June 3. 

Additional hotel room needs will be at your expense and are subject to the hotel’s availability. 

Hotel reservations will be confirmed by U.S. Soccer once flights are approved and confirmed. 

Schedule of Events: 
Saturday, June 1: 

7:00 PM Centennial Gala Dinner (National Building Museum) 

Sunday, june 2: 

1:00 PM Pre-Game Hospitality Reception (RFK Stadium) 

2:30 PM U.S. Men’s National Team v Germany 

NEXT STEPS: 

A formal invitation will arrive to your mailing address that will include more detailed information regarding the schedule of events. 

Respond to the following e-mail centennial@ussoccer.org as soon as possible but no later than APRIL 26 to confirm your attendance. 

Book your flight through Anthony Travel using the contacts above. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 5:17 PM 

CentenniaJ <CentennM@ussoccer.org> 

~duke.edu) 

RE: CentermiaJ Travel & Hotel Iatb~mation 

From: Centennial [mailto:Centennial@ussoccer.org] 
Sent-" Monday, April 01, 2013 7:28 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject-" Centennial Travel & Hotel Information 
Dear Anson, 
]f you have not already, you will be receiving an official invitation in the mail short]}, for U.S. Soccer’s Centennial Celebration Weekend in 
Washington, DC. Please find below some additional information regarding yore" travel in the hopes that you will be able to attend. 
U.S. Soccer will be providing: 

Air transportation to and from Washington D.C. for you and a guest 

Hotel accommodations at our host hotel 

Tickets to the Gala Dinner and U.S. Men’s National Team Match, including pre-game hospitality 

Please see below for additional information 
Dates: 
Arrival Date: Saturday, June I by 4 pm ET 

If you are not able to arrive by 4:00 pm on Saturday a flight for Friday may be booked 
Departure Date: Monday, June 3 

Your flight may be scheduled for any time that day. Hotel check out is at 12 pin ET 

Flight: 
U,S. Soccer will provide an Economy class domestic ticket for 2 (two) people, All travel will be arranged through our travel agent Anthony Travel, 

Please contact Anthony Travel no later than April 26 to book flights, 

Anthony Travel Contacts: 

Amy Rogers    - 310.630.2284 or amyrogers@anthonytravel,com 

Grace Heijman - 310.630,2264 or graceheijman@anthonytravel.com 

Host Hotel: 
Hyatt Regency on Capitol ttill 

400 New Jersey Avenue, N.W. 

Washington, DC 20001 

U.S. Soccer will pay for room and tax charges for one (1) hotel room from Friday, May 31/Saturday, June I to Monday, June 3. 

Additional hotel room needs will be at your expense and are subject to the hotel’s availability, 

Hotel reservations will be confirmed by U.S. Soccer once flights are approved and confirmed, 

Schedule of Events: 
Saturday, June l: 

7:00 PM Centennial Gala Dinner (National Building Museum) 

Sunday, June 2: 

1:00 PM Pre-Game ttospitality Reception (RFK Stadium) 

2:30 PM U.S. Men’s National Team v Germany 

NEXT STEPS: 

A formal invitation will arrive to your mailing address that will include more detailed information regarding the schedule of events, 

Respond to the following e-mail _c___e___n___t__c_’__n__i3[}j_!__C_~_t_LS__._%o___c___c___e_L_O__Lg as soon as possible but no later than APRIL 26 to confirm your attendance. 

Book your flight through Anthony Travel using the contacts above. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 5:28 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: DrillBoa~rdT - Award Winning Global Visual Coaching Tool, special 50% reader discount, apply before April 8th 

From: David Clarke [mailto:david.clarke@coach-soccer.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 0:I, 20:t3 :t:53 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: DrillBoardT - Award Winning Global Visual Coaching Tool, special 50% reader discount, apply before April 8th 

Dear Anson. 

Await winning software company DrillBoard has been telling us recently about their powe~£d 
communication tool to create_ save mid share drill~ tactics and analvsis, as used by the Football 

Association of Wales. 

I recommend their offer to coaches. 

Yours in Soccer. 

X mage removea Dy senaer 

David Clarke. 

Editor. Better Soccer Coaching 

READER OFFER .- DtilIBoal"d 
Global Vis~al Coaching 



::~:: Image removed by sender. Osian Roberts, 

...... Director, Football Association of Wales and lan Rush 

Special Offer - 50% Off Annual License 

N~_t__~_~z_~:_c_-:__~i_t__h_~_~_c:_h~r__~ff_o____s__~EE_~;~_ 
Valid Until o8 Apr[I 2Ol3 

PC, Mac, W~n&:~ws 8, Desktop and ( ;loud. iPad m~d Android Coming Soon 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:32 PM 

’@gmaJl.com> 

ILE: I:~,V: Registmlion Hold 

I always enjoy your company!! 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:54 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: FW: Registration Hold 

I’ll get on it! Thanks Anson, and I really appreciate you meeting with me. 

O11 THe, at 3:52 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <ml.~n(t~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I enjoyed our meeting .._ Proud of you and everything you have done! {Will you take care of this please???) 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday,            :t2:20 PM 

¢¢: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Registration Hold 

You need to take care of this in order to register. 

WSO ACTV 8:00:00 AMCPD Account Past Due 

WSO ACTV 1:30:00 PMCPD Account Past Due 

Past due c 
on your s~ 

account 111 

paid. Ariel 

maJae a pa 

online, ple 

email 

._c_~_~_hs__ea:~_u_ 
with your 

and reque~ 

the hold b, 

removed. ¯ 

hold preve 

registmfio~ 

release of 

tran~ripts 

diplomas. 

Past due c 
on your s~ 

account 

paid. Afle~ 

In~ke a pa 
online, pie 

email 

cashier(~)u 
with your 

m~d reque~ 

the hold b, 

removed. ¯ 

hold preve 
regis~tmtio~ 

release of 

transcripts 

diplomas. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:32 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

FNV: Ramtnys All Sports Awayds Show - save file date flyer and reqnefft for team video submissions 

l~mmys - save the date.docx 

From-" Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:29 PM 
To-" UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Senior Staff; UNCAA-Communications 
~:¢-" Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Lane, Cricket 
Subject; Rammys All Sports Awards Show - save the date flyer and request for team video submissions 
All 

Rammys will soon be here! Attached is a save tile date flyer. Please help dis~tribute this information to all student athletes. We will follow up with specific 

invite / RSVP inslructions next week. 
Dinner roll be "on your own", the show will begin at 7 pm at Memorial Hall and last until appro~mately 8:30 pm. There will be desserts (great ones!) and a social hour 

at the Caxolina Inn immediately follomng the show. 

Also, one of the show features we are working on roll feature team snbmitted videos. Please help ns distribnte the information below to each and eve~ team. 
Carolina’s Got Talent? Chapel Hill Idol? We don’t know yet what it’s going to be called, but we know we’re looking tbr the most talented team at Carolina. Shoot, edit 

and submit your team’s music video - whether it’s singing, lip dubs, or something original. Finalists roll be screened at the All-Sports Celebration in April. The winning 

athletic program will take home a trophy as well as be recognized as the most taJented student-athletes on the Carolina cmnpus. 

- 1 submission per temn (thll team participation encouraged but not required) 
- 45-90 seconds in length (no longer than 2:00) 

- Finalists will be selected by SAAC 

- Winners will be determined based on overall entertaJnnlent value 

- 3-5 finalists will be screened atthe All-Sports Celebration 

- All s~udent-athletes will vote live at the Celebration to determine the winner 

- Winning team will receive an award to keep in their locker room, office or trophy case (inseribed with the title of video, team and yeay) 

- Content must be acceptable for general audiences (clean lyric,s, etc) 

- Submission method to be determined and communicated next week 

- If you have questions about team video submissions emaJl Ken Cleary at kcleary@unc.edu 

Thanks for your help in getting this save the date and video submission information dislributed to all reruns. If you have any questions about the inaugural Rmnmys, 

please contact Cricket Lane, Ken Cleary, or myselIi 

Thank~ 
Rick Steinbacher 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 6:43 PM 

PaJgenielsen ~aol.com> 

Re: Random Fact 

Knowing you this makes sense to me. But then why can’t I share this with your tea~tnates? 

Se~t.~°om my Ver~zo~ }Vireless 4G L~ ’E DRO/D 

Paigenielsen @aol.com> wrote: 

http~//wvwv~businessinsider~c~m~happiest~and~heal~hies~-ci~es-in-america-2~13-3?~p=1 

Lincoln Nebraska ranked #’1 for the happiest and healthiest places to ~ive :) 

Go HUSKERS 

PS, No need to mass email the team like the rest of your emails.. 

Paige 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 6:56 PM 

Jason Sisneros @gmM.com> 

Re: Beautiful: Teaching Girls Soccer the Boston Breakers Way by The Word Syndicate > 10 Days To Go - Gaane on! - Kickstaxter 

Got ft. Thank you, Jason. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tI%eIe,~s 4G LI"E L)?tOIL) 

Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Not "that I ca~ tell. It’s a thn&aising project with the Boston Breakers - "they’re t~ing to raise $35,000 - not sure where we fit into ft. Cool idea tbr fimdraJ sing though. 

t A IV < anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Does this h~ve ~my vah~e? 

From: Sam Snow [mailto:ssnow@usyouthsoccer,org] 
Sent; Tuesday, April 02, 20:L3 l:k04 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A W 
Subject; FW: Beautiful: Teaching Girls Soccer the Boston Breakers Way by The Word Syndicate > 10 Days To Go - Game on! - Kickstarter 

For your consideration... 

Sam Snow 

Coaching Director 

US Youth Soccer 

(800) 4SOCCER 

Skype: 

TH~K GLOBALLY ACT LOCALLY 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Lisa Cole [mailto: "c))gmail.com] On Behalf Of Lisa Cole 

Sent: Monday, April 01, 2013 9:17 PM 

To: Ima Barker; Sam Snow 
Subject: Beautiful: Teaching Girls Soccer the Boston Breakers Way by The Word Syndicate ~ 10 Days To Go - Ga~ne on’.    Kickstarter 

Hey guys, 

At the Breakers we axe trying to launch the following project. Is this something you can get out and axound..officially or unofficially. I think ff roll be a great video for 

coaches of girls. Not that the Xs and Os are way difiErent but that the physical demands need to match girls developmental needs mid they like to be addressed 

diflErently socially. Once coaches know,/make these adjus~tments to coaching girls. Ifs enjoyable. Girls listen, axe eager to please and roll be invested in team if 

coaches can tnake thetn feel socially comfo~ble and physically challenged. Thanks for the support. Thin,ks, Lisa 

Lisa Cole 

ttead Coach 

Boston Breakers - WPS 

Sent frown my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 9:56 PM 

@aol.com 

Susa~.Ellis@da.o~g 

Re: Day Camp, June 10 

@aol.com wrote: 

Sounds 9ood to me .... 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Susan Ellis <Susan.Ellis@da.org> 

To:              ~aol.com> 
Cc: Anson Dorrance <anson@mail.uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tue, Apr2, 2013 9:00 pm 
Subject: Re: Day Camp, June 10 

I reply to that email on march 28 at 1:08 pm from a email he sent me 11:28 am on Mamh 28. Cant get much quicker than that from a part time camp worker who is a full time 
teacher and coach I said plenty of spaces left :) Didn’t think I need to call because I sent a simple email. 

Susan L Ellis 
Durham Academy Middle School 
PE Teacher 
"A coach believes in the Greatness of players and coaches it out of them" 

919 489-9118 ex 4309 

From: Dino/             @aol.com> 

Date: Tuesday, April 2, 2013 8:44 PM 

To: Susan Ellis <susan.ellis@da.org> 

Subject: Fwd: Day Camp, June 10 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To:              @aN.com> 
Sent: Tue, Apr2, 2013 3:26 pm 
Subject: FW: Day Camp, June 10 

Dino, 
Do we have a fl!itch? Ca!~ you fo!!ow uR (copy me)? 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:39 AM 

Roberts, Barry <Barry Roberts@kenan-flagler.~mc.edu> 

@gma~l.com) 

Can I bring a ~ecmit to the lecture? 

Barry, 

I have an outstanding committed recruit here with her father and younger sister. Would it be ok for them to attend the lecture today? If this is OK, what classroom 

should they come to at 2 PM? 

Of cot~rse~ I ~vill be .i.:-~ining yot~ for ~unch ~: ~. P~. "l"he~ ~,~ be e~ting with my st~f~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 10:47 AM 

Subject: Soccer On TV 

Ladies, 

Man U!M~n City ESPN n÷×t Monday 2:30 prn .... I ~rn thinking of doing the EPI. ~uiz (on your favorite te~m) on the trip to the ACC Spring To~m~ament in 

Winston/Sslem~ PI.EASE WATCH THIS GAME!!! 

From= Soccer America [mailto:soccerontv@socceramerica.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, 4:32 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albert A [V 
Subject= Soccer On TV: Wednesday, 

Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

removed by 

sender¯ 

Nednesday, 

..... removed by 

sender¯ 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

tweet This 

Real Madrid faces Galatasaray and Malaga hosts Borussia Dortmund in UEFA Champions League action 

on Wednesday. The LA Galaxy takes on Mexican club Monterrey in the semifinals of the Concacaf 

Champions League. 

(A# times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. 

Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-GALATASARAY (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League MALAGA-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (delay) 5 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League LA GALAXY-MONTERREY (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League MALAGA-EORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-GALATASARAY (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy SAMPDORIA-INTER MILAN (live) 12:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy SAMPDORIA-INTER MILAN (live) 12:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-GALATASARAY (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League MALAGA-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (delay) 5 pm. 

....... removed by 

sender¯ 

~hate Thi 

...... removed by 

sender 



Copa Libertadores SAN JOSE-TIJUANA (live) 6:30 prn. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico ATLANTE=PUEBLA (live) 9 pro= 

Copa Mexico AMERICA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 11 pro. 

GALAVlSION 

Concacaf Champions League LA GALAXY-MONTERREY (live) 10 pm. 

FOXSOGCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-GALATASARAY (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League MALAGA-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 2:30 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League LA GALAXY-MONTERREY (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico AMERICA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 11 pm= 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico ATLANTE-PUEBLA (live) 9 pm. 

T~4UR~DAY, 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Europa League CHELSEA-RUBIN KAZAN (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BENFICA-NEWCASTLE (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-BASEL (live) 2:30 pro. 

UEFA Europa League FENERBACHE-LAZIO (delay) 5 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores NACIONAL-TOLUCA (live) 6 pm. 

Copa Libertadores U DE. CHILE-OLIMPIA (live) 8:30 pro. 

FOXSOCGER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League CHELSEA-RUBIN KAZAN (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BENFICA-NEWCASTLE (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-BASEL (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League FENERBACHE-LAZIO (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

France MARSEILLE-BORDEAUX (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain GRANADA-BETIS (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland INVERNESS-ST. JOHNSTONE (live) 2:40 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MARSEILLE-BORDEAUX (live) 2:30 pro. 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-CHIVAS RAYADAS (live) 10 pm. 

FOXSOGGER2GO.com 

Scotland INVERNESS-ST. JOHNSTONE (live) 2:40 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

International Women’s Friendly GERMANY-USA (live) Noon. 

Mexico JAGUARES DE CHIAPAS-CHIVAS GUADALAJARA (live) 9:30 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS KANSAS CITY-D.C. UNITED (live) 8:30 pro. 

SATURDAY, 

ESPN2 

England READING-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 7:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER 

England WEST BROM-ARSENAL (live) 9:30 am. 

England STOKE-ASTON VILLA (delay) Noon. 

England NORWlCH-SWANSEA (delay) 2 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 



MLS COLORADO-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 7:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

England BRIGHTON & HOVE ALBION-LEICESTER CITY (live) 10 am. 

Spain REAL MADRID-LEVANTE (live) Noon= 

France STADE RENNAIS-PSG (delay) 2 pm. 

Spain BARCELONA-MALLORCA (live) 4 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-PESCARA (delay) 6 pm. 

Brazil World Tour BOLIVIA-BRAZIL (delay) 9 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-MALAGA (live) 10 am. 

Italy JUVENTUS-PESCARA (live) Noon. 

Spain REAL MADRID-LEVANTE (delay) 2 pm. 

Brazil World Tour BOLIVIA-BRAZIL (delaY) 4 pm. 

Spain BARCELONA-MALLORCA (delay) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany FRANKFURT-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany HAMBURG-FREIBURG (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay PENAROL-CERRO LARGO (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico PUMAS MORELOS-LOBOS BUAP (live) 6 pm, 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France STADE RENNAIS-PSG (live) 11 am. 

France SOCHAUX-AJACCIO (live) 2 pm. 

MLS COLUMBUS-PHILADELPHIA (live) 5 pm. 

Mexico QUERETARO-CRUZ AZUL (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

Concacaf U-17 Championship TRINIDAD & TOBAGO-CANADA (live) 6:30 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship PANAMA-JAMAICA (live) 9 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS COLUMBUS-PHILADELPHIA (live) 5 pm. 

Mexico AMERICA-PUEBLA (live) 7 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-MONARCAS (live) 11 pm. 

GALAVlSION 

Mexico TIJUANA-SANTOS (live) Midnight. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England WEST BROM-ARSENAL (live) 9:30 am. 

England STOKE-ASTON VILLA (delay) Noon. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England WEST BROM-ARSENAL (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE-ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am. 

England NORWlCH-SWANSEA (live) 10 am. 

ESPN3.com 

England READING-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 7:30 am. 

Netherlands WILLEM II-PSV (live) 3 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS TORONTO-DALLAS (live) 4 pm= 

MLS COLUMBUS-PHILADELPHIA (live) 5 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-HOUSTON (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS SAN JOSE-VANCOUVER (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN2 

MLS CHICAGO-NEW YORK (live) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England TOTTENHAM-EVERTON (live) 9 am. 

England QPR-WIGAN (live) 11 am. 

England CHELSEA-SUNDERLAND (delay) 2 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship HAITI-USA (live) 6:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England LIVERPOOL-WEST HAM (live) 8:30 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-FULHAM (delay) 6 pm. 



BelN SPORT 

Italy FIORENTINA-AC MILAN (delay) 9 am. 

France STADE DE REIMS-LYON (live) 11 am, 

Spain GETAFE-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-GENOA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain VALENCIA-VALLADOLID (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy CATANIA-CAGLIARI (live) 9 am. 

Spain OSASUNA-ESPANOL (live) 11 am. 

Spain GETAFE-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm= 

Spain VALENCIA-VALLADOLID (live) 3 pm. 

Italy FIORENTINA-AC MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England TOTTENHAM-EVERTON (live) 9 am. 

England QPR-WlGAN (live) 11 am. 

England CHELSEA-SUNDERLAND (delay) 2 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico NEZA-VERACRUZ (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil PONTE PRETA-PALMEIRAS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay BELLA VlSTA-NACIONAL (live) 5 pm. 

Argentina BOCA JUNIORS-LANUS (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France SAINT ETIENNE-EVIAN (delay) 9 am= 

Mexico ATLANTE-SAN LUIS (live) 7 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship CUBA-MEXICO (live) 8 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-CHIVAS USA (live) 11 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES DOS 

Concacaf U-t7 Championship HAITI-USA (live) 6:30 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TOLUCA-IVIONTERREY (live) 6 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England LIVERPOOL-WEST HAM (live) 8:30 am. 

England CHELSEA-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship CUBA-MEXICO (live) 8 pm. 

England TOTTENHAM-EVERTON (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

England QPR-WIGAN (On Demand) 11:59 pm= 

Concacaf U-t7 Championship HAITI-USA (On Demand) 11:59 pm= 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands AJAX-HERACLES ALMELO (live) 11:30 am, 

Portugal OLHANENSE-BENFICA (live) 3:15 pm= 

ESPN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy ROMA-LAZIO (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain SEVILLA-BILBAO (live) 4:45 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy ROMA-LAZIO (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain SEVILLA-BILBAO (live) 4:45 pm= 

ESPN3.com 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-MANCHESTER CiTY (live) 2:30 pm. 

Portugal PORTO-BRAGA (live) 3 pm. 

Soccer" America on Twi~ter: 

FoHowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Goegle+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 



Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 10:51 AM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

FW: Coach Dorrm~ce - RSC Speaker Meeting Inquiry 

RSC speaker engagement 2013 - 14.doc 

Maybe I should do this ...~ Raise .5 for the stadkm~. 

From: R. Greg Pierce [mailto: @yahoo.corn] 
Seat; Wednesday, April 03, 2013 4:52 AN 
Te; Tom Sander 
(::¢: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Tom: Coach Dorrance - RSC Speaker Meeting Inquiry 

Hi Tom: 
On behalf of the Raleigh Sports Club, I would like to thank you for assisting in arranging for Coach Dorrance in speaking at the Raleigh Sports Club. 
Everyone at the Raleigh Sports Club enjoys Coach Dormnce and we would like to extend this invitation early so we can get on his busy schedule. It has been a few years 

since we have had Coach Dorrance speak to us. For your help I am including some information about our club. This coming meeting season will mark our 50th Anniversary of 

the Raleigh Sports Club. We presently have 350 members and are recognized as the largest and oldest sports club in North Carolina. We meet at noon at Highland Methodist 
Church, corner of Lake Boone Trail and Ridge Road. We are forever grateful for your support. 
Please check Coach Dorrance’s schedule and confirm what works best for him. Possible dates are March 26 or April 2, 2014. 
WEDNESDAY’s 
11:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. 

Thank you again and best regards, 

R. Greg Pierce 
Raleigh Sports Club 
Vice President & Treasurer 

@ya h _o___o_=_£_o__r_!). 

,~,yahoo.com 

http://www.raleighsF:~rtsclub.orgi 



Information about The Raleigh Sports Club and your speaking invitation: 

The Club was formed in 1964 with 12 members who loved sports and wanted to 
recognize local high school student athletes. This is our 50th year. We have grown to 
nearly 350 members and recognize a high school student athlete at our weekly 
meetings. In the spring, at the end of our year, at our Annual Banquet we give 4-6 
scholarships to deserving student athletes who do not get athletic scholarships, as well 
as giving a Distinguished Service Award to a high school coach/mentor. 

Our weekly meetings are held in Bradley Hall at Highland United Methodist Church, 1901 
Ridge Rd., Raleigh, at the corner of Lake Boone Trail, just inside the 1-440 Beltline. The 
meeting is from Noon to l:00pm, but if you would arrive at 11:30am, you would have an 
opportunity to mingle with the members. If you would want to bring a guest, you would 
have time to enjoy a good southern buffet, compliments of the Club. Just let us know if 
you are bringing a guest. We compensate our speaker $300 as a token of our 
appreciation for their time. 

I will need a short 1=minute bio on gou, as I will introduce you right before you 
speak. I would like to keep it on the light side by includinq at least one "fun fact", 
somethinq the membership might not know. You wil! speak at approximately 12:25 
for about 20 minutes and then take questions from the audience, wrapping it up around 
l:00pm. The audience loves to ask questions and they love to hear humorous stories. A 
majority of our membership are retirees and we generally have from 150 - 225 attending 
a meeting. 

Starting in 2013, the quest speaker’s portion of our meetings will be recorded, 
edited for time and will be played back in a 30minute slot on "The Ticket" on 
99.9HD3 radio (Capitol Broadcasting). The radio station’s audio is also streamed 
by a link on www.wralsportsfan.com. Listeners can also listen to the stream 
through an app on their smart phone. 

We have a reserved parking space available for our speaker that is on the curb near the 
large church parking lot. Someone will greet you around 11:30. If you need any 
assistance the day of the meeting, you can call me (R. Greg Pierce) on my cell phone 

or Paul Bock on his ceil at 

We encourage you to go to our website (www.raleighsportsclub.org) where you can see a 
list of our speakers. 

Sending my very best regards, 

R. Greg Pierce - RSC Vice President & Treasurer 

(M); (H) 

@yahoo.com or @yahoo.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 10:52 AM 

@aol.com 

EW: Syracuse home game 

Please check on this ...~ Thank you! 

From: Culler, Ellen B 
Sent= Wednesday, April 03, 20:1.3 7:21 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A ~V 
C¢1 kpierce@theacc.org; Sander, Thomas J; Clint Gwaltney (cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu); Larry Gallo (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: RE: Syracuse home game 

I certainly third< that’s something we can discuss, fn order for us to meet our foo[:bMI oMigatkms, we may have to start your game as early as 2:00 so [:hat your game 

can conclude ~n time for each unk Lo sw~tch gears and go b~to FULLTHURSDAY N~GHT FOOTBALL MODE. S~nce iL’s Fa~ Break, that should work for the Heels, but 

wou~d it work for Lhe Orange team? 

F~= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent= Tuesday, April 02, 20~3 5:06 PM 

Te= Culler, Blen B 
C¢= kpierce@theacc.org; Sander, Thomas J; Clint Gwaltney (cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject= RE: Syracuse home game 

~f we play earlier ~n the day, will that help? 

F~m= Culler, Ellen B 
Sent~ Monday, April 01, 2013 9:37 AN 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 

C¢~ ~J~r_¢_¢~b_~_~g~_e[g; Sander, Thomas J; Clint Gwaltney 
Subje¢t= Syracuse home game 

Good morning, Anson, 

We are so grateful that Tom forwarded your fall schedule to us; unfortunately, I did want to bring one area of concern to your attention. Your game against 

Syracuse, scheduled for Thursday night, October 17th’ will go head-to-head with our Thursday night football game against Miami. The impact will be fairly 

significant impacting parking, staffing, access, etc. 

Ym unsure how flexible you might be in adjusting your schedule given the problems everyone will face that evening if both games are played. We’re sorry about 

this, but wanted to make you aware of this as soon as possible! 

Hope you and and the rest of the Dorrance family are doing welHH 

Ellen 

Ellen B. Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

919.962.7855 

eculler@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 10:53 AM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Ja~n Sisneros ~gmail.com) 

I~W: Syracuse home game 

From== Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent== Wednesday, April 03, 2023 7:42 AM 

To== Culler, Ellen 13; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc-" kpierce@theacc.org; Sander, Thomas J; Clint Gwaltney 
Subject== Syracuse home game 
Ellen makes ve~ good points - needless to say, the earlier the better as far as a staler time for our soccer ga~ne. We need to be mindfial of a staxt time so our operations 

folks are "rnhKrnally hnpac:te&" if not impacted at all. 

Thanks tbr keeping ine in the loop. Eve~one have a good day. 

Larry 

From: Ellen B Culler [mailto:eculler@unc.edu] 
Sent== Wednesday, April 03, 2023 7:22 AM 

To== Dorrance, Albert A IV 
¢c-" Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; kpierce@theacc.org; Sander, Thomas J; Clint Gwaltney 
Subject== RE: Syracuse home game 

I certainly think that’s something we can discuss. In order for u3 to meet our football oblig~tions~ we may hav~ to start your game as early as 2:0L so tha. your 

wouk~ ~t work for ~:he (?ra~g ~ h~arn? 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
$ent: Tuesday, April 02, 20~3 5:06 PN 

To: Culler, Ellen B 
Co= kpierce@theacc.orq; Sander, Thomas 3; Clint Gwaltney (cqwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu) 
$ubject= RE: Syracuse home game 

~f we pl~y earlier ~n the day, will that help? 

F~m= Culler, Ellen B 
$ent= Nonday, April 0~, 20~3 9:37 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Cc: kpierce~theacc.org; Sander, Thomas 3; Clint Gwaltney (cgwa~tney~uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject== Syracuse home game 

Good morning, Anson, 

We are so grateful that Tom forwarded your fall schedule to us; unfortunately, I did want to bring one area of concern to your attention. Your game against 

Syracuse, scheduled for Thursday night, October ~7th’ will go head-to-head with our Thursday night football game against Miami. The impact will be fairly 

significant impacting parking, staffing, access, etc. 

Vm unsure how flexible you might be in adjusting your schedule given the problems everyone will face that evening if both games are played. We’re sorry about 

this, but wanted to make you aware of this as soon as possible! 

Hope you and M’Liss and the rest of the Dorrance family are doing welU!] 

Ellen 

Ellen B. Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

9~9.962.7855 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 10:53 AM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; .~aol.com; Ja~n Sisneros, ~gmail.com) 

I~W: Syracuse home game 

From: Culler, Ellen B 
Sent: Wednesday, April 03, 2023 7:55 AM 

To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: kpierce@theacc.org; Sander, Thomas J; Clint Gwaltney 
Subject: RE: Syracuse home game 

If it were just us~ we’d do what we could to make it work~ but it’s the t~cket office, parking (BIG TIME), concessions, etc. If 2:00 ~s an option, we’d be fin~shed by 4:00 

and get ~he soccer ~olks off campus before ~,e open cam0~s a~ 5:(}0 [or foot:ba~. 

F~m: Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
Sent: Wednesday, April 03, 20~3 7:42 AM 

To: Culler, Ellen B; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
~c: ~N~£~_~Lb~gg_:~[g; Sander, Thomas ~; ¢lint Gwaltney 
SubjeCt: Syracuse home game 
EHe~ males wo- good poh]ts ~- n~edl~ss to say~ the earlier the b~er ~ t~ as a start time fi)r ore" soccer g~e. We ~eed to be mh]dt~] of a st~ time so our operations 

~b~s are "~a]iy ~pactecU~ if not ~pacted at all 

~]~a~s t~r k~epi~g me i~ the loop. Ewo-one have a good day. 

Lans~ 

P~m: Ellen B Culler [~]~9~9_[[~_~D_~:_~_~] 
Sent~ Wednesday, Apdl 03~ 2013 7:2~ AM 

To~ Dorrance, AIbe~ A ~ 
~¢~ Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A.; kNerce~theacc~orq; Sander, Thomas J; Clint ~waltne~ 

~nbjeCt~ RE: Syracuse home game 

I certainly th~nk that’s semetNn~ we c~t~ discuss, h~ order for us te meet eur foo~a~l obligations, we m~y have to start ~o~r ~me ~s e~r~y as 2:00 so ~hat ~our ~me 

c~ conclude ~n time for e~ch unit to sw~tch ~ears and go h~to FUI.~ T~U~SDAY N~GHT FOOT~ALL MODE. ~ce ~t’s Fa~l ~veak, that should work for the ~eels, but 

wou~d ~t work for the O~e te~m? 

F~m~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Sent~ Tuesday, Apdl 02, 20~3 5:06 PM 

To~ Culler, Ellen B 

~¢~ ~P!~£~_~b~O~_:9~fl; Sander, Thomas J; Clint Gwaltney (~g~]~D_~_~_O:_~_~:_~0_~) 
Sn~jeCt~ RE: Syracuse home game 

If we play earlier ~n the d~y, will that help? 

P~m~ Culle~, Ellen B 
Sent~ Monday, April 0¢, 20~3 9:37 AM 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
~¢~ kNerce~theacc.orq; Sande~, Thomas J; Clint Gw~ltney (cqwaltney~uncaa.unc.edu) 

~jeCt~ Syracuse home game 

Good mornin~ Anson, 

We are so grateful that Tom forwarded your fall schedule to us; unfortunately, I did want to brin~ one area of concern to your attention. Your game against 

Syracuse, scheduled for Thursday night, October ~7th’ will ~o head-to-head w~th our Thursday N~ht football ~ame a~ainst Miami. The impact will be fNrly 

si~Nficant impactin~ parking, staffing, access, etc. 

I’m unsure how flexible you m~ht be ~n adjustin~ your schedule ~iven the problems everyone w~ll face that evenin~ if both ~ames are played. We’re sorry about 

this, but wanted to make you aware of this as soon as poss~ble~ 

Hope you and and the rest of the Dorrance family are do~n~ well~ 

Ellen 

Ellen B. Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

9~9.962.7855 

ecu~ler@uncamunc~ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 10:55 AM 

.la~)n Sisnems, ~gmaJl.com) 

~tnsn.com; duca~buncaa.unc .edn; ~)aol.com 

I~NV: Using Video Feedback to Drive Performance 

Check it out? Your’ choice. 

From= Ron Imbriale [mailto:ron.imbriale@dartfish.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, April 03, 2013 8:20 AN 

To= Dorrance, Alber~ A 1V 
Subject= Using Video Feedback to Drive Performance 

Rugby Case Study - Using Analytics to Drive Team Improvement 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Join us tbr a Webinar on April 9 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Space is linfited. 
Reserve your Webinar seat now at: 

https : /i~vw l .gotomeeting.comiregisteri4 50260113 

Kevin Bouwer, considered one of the world’s leading Rngby coders, will be a guest presenter on the webinar, explaining how he uses Dartfish video solutions for 

player improvement and statistics. During this short 30 minute webinaJr, you will get a glimpse of the inner workings of match charting together with the tendencies and 

inIbrmation extxacted. A Q&A session will l~llow. 

Da~fish has an altbrdable, easy to implement video solution for rugby that is proven to improve player and tea~n perIbm~ance. From our award winning sol?tware and 

apps, to DaYrfish.tv cloud sha~ing, we hm e the field co~ ere& 

Title: 

Rugby CaseStudy-UsingAnalytics to driveTeamlmprovement 

Date: 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 

Time: 

2:00 PM - 2:45 PM EDT 

Using Movement Analysis to Prevent Injury & Drive Athletic Performance 

removed by 

sender 

Join us for a SVebinar on April 23 



removed by 

sender. 

Space is limited. 
Reserve your Webinar seat now at: 

https:/iww~ l .gotomeeting.com, registeri27 669,4 705 

The Dynamic Movemem Assessment TM (DMATM) is a research based peribrnrance and movement a.ssessment designed to evaluate, score and provide information 

that impacts how an athlete moves. Knomng that poor Inovement patterns, or pathokinematics lead to injuries and performance limitations in athletics, it is imperative 

to assess movement so that targeted strategies can be developed and applied which prevent injuu and drive performance. Using Dartl]sh so~-are, the Dynamic 

Movement AssessmentTM is able to capture patholdnelnatics using a standoxdized protocol of sport specific movements. ’][’he overall scoring of the DMA"r~ ollows the 

exmniner to maJ~ce hypotheses aN)tit muscle fftrengths, weaJ~cnesses and overall mobility and develop interventions to ilnprove movement. The DMAT~ can then be 

used to reassess these intela~entions over time to determine their effectiveness in iNugr- prevention, pain management, rehabilitation effectiveness and sports performance 

enhancement. 

What you will learn: 

Estimated cost of athletic inj uries in the US today 

ttow Ix)or movement leads to injmy and limits perfonnance 

How the i)~4TM improves Inovement 

How to use the D3IA’rr~ in your work 

About the Presenter: Trent Nessler, PT, MPT, DPT 

Trent is CEO and founder of Accelerated Conditioning and Learning, LLC. He holds a Bachelor’s degree in Exercise Physiology’, a Master’s in Physical Therapy and 
a Doctorate in Physical Therapy with a tbcus in biomechanics and motor learning. Along with treating high school, collegiate, and prot~ssional athletes for over a 

decade, Trent has also worked with employers to develop exercise programs to help reduce work related injuries in the tactical athlete. He has used his passion for 

exercise and his clinical expertise to develop and research the DMATM as a way to improve athletic performance while reducing the risk tbr injuries. He is the author of 

a book on "the subject that will be available soon and ofl~rs certification courses throughout the US and abroad on the DMATM. 

Title: 

ly~’ing Movement Analysis to 1 revent lttjmy & Drive Athletic Performance 

Date: 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 

Time: 

1:00 PM - 2:00 PM EDT 

After registering you will receive a confirmation email containing information about joining the Webinar. 

System ReqMrements 

PC- based attendees 

Required: Windows® 7, Vista, XP or 2003 Server 

Mac®- based attendees 
Required: Mac OS® X 10.6 or newer 

Mobile attendees 

Required: iPhone®, iPad®, Android phone or Android tablet 

...... removed by 
sender. 

Recordings on Demand 



removed by 
sender. 

LANCE ~VALKER: 

...... removed by 
sender. 

(-)air A nalv sis 

Image removed by sender 

Jim Stone 

Volleyball Sohttion.~’ 

Da~fish USA I 6505 Sr~iier~ Road S:Jite 1108, i AIp~aretta GA 30005 

Image 

rernoved by 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:46 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

~gmail.com; @~nsn.com; duca:r@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros 
.~!gmaJl.com); _    ~e~nail.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; ~g~naJl.co~n; ~gma)d.com; 

~email.unc.edu; .~!live.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; @hotmail.com 

RE: NY match sub rules 

Mike, 

Why do you care how we substitute? We are amateurs with :[;@ of our team (the most experienced ;4 the seniors) lost to gradua~on. How does ~t benefit you ~n 

any way ~f we don’t substitute (we w~l~ not be as good)? Why wou~d the league make that a rule for a preseason scr~mm~ge when both coaches are ~ooMng to 

exph:~re their roster. We are confused. 

F~m: Sander, Thomas J 
Sen~: Wednesday, ~:0~ P~ 
To: Dorr~nc~, Alb~ A ~ 
Sub~ec~: ~: NY m~ch sub rui~s 

F~m: ~ike Ziccsrdi [m~i~o: 
Sen~: W~dnesd~y, ~2:~7 P~ 
To: S~nd~r, Thomas J 
Subject: Re: April 7~h m~ch ~imeline 

~om~ 
As for substitutions we a~ going to abide by the league roles which ~lows 3 subs tbr the g~me. The league h~ asked that bo~ teams tbllow fl~e~ guidelines. 

If you have a~y other questions or concerns just let me know. 

Thank~ 

Mike 

Michael Ziccardi 
Soccer Operations Coordinator 
Western New York Flash 
National Women’s Soccer League 
7070 Seneca Street 
EIma, NY 14059 
(O)- 716.655.7529 
(C)- 
(F)- 716.655.3615 
(E)- __ @.clmail.com 
www.wnyflash.corn 
On           at 11:03 AM, Sande~; Thomas J wrote: 

Thanks Mike. We’lf probably arrive around 12:15. 

Also, we had a bi~ el:an argument with the GM a~ d~e D.C. game ~ast weekend abou~ substitution ru~es so we wanted ~o sor~ them out w~th you guys now be[:ore we 

get up there. We want to be aMe to sub bv collegiate substitution rules wMch a~ow uncharted number of subs w~th no re-entry ~n the first period and unlimited 

number of subs with one re-entry m the second period. We have no ~ssue how your team substH:utes, ~s ~:h~s something you guys can agree 

-Tom 

From= Mike Ziccardi [~jJ$£’: ..................................................... 
Sent; Monday, 8:5~ PM 
Te= Sander, Thomas ~ 
Subject= April 7th match timeline 

Tom, 

Hem is the ~meiine for Sun~Nys match: 

10:00 

10:45 aa~ 

11:00 am 

11:35 am 

11:43 am 

11:45 am 

11:47 am 

11:50 am 

12:00 pm 

Teams Amve (I roll be your contact) 

St~:rting roster exchange between temn rep a~d fourth official 

Warm ups begin (35 minutes) 

Waru~ ups end (Teams head back into locker room) 

5 minute warning 

3 minute warning 

1 minute warning 

Teams enter the field (FIFA Style) 

Kick off 

I will be your contact for the weekend. Give me a call 

show you where eve~lfing roll be. 

If you have questions or concerus ~egarding the timing just let me know. 

Mike 

Michael Ziccardi 
Soccer Operations Coordinator 

Western New York Flash 
National Women’s Soccer League 
7070 Seneca Street 

about 10-15 minutes betbre you arrive to the stadium. I will "take you into fl~e locker room m~d 



Elma, NY 14059 
(O)- 716.655.7529 
(C)- 
(F)- 716.655.3615 
(E)- 
www. wnyflash, com 

@.qmail.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday,            4:50 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@ unc.edtr> 

emaJl update 

Would you change this on my group emai~s to the incoming recruits? Thank you. 

From: Thomas .] Sander [mailto:pacmanOunc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, l: 55 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A i31; @gmail.com; @gmail.com; @hotmail.com; 

@msn.com; 

Subject: email update 

Leadership, 

email is ~_K_m____a_!!_:_c___o2~_ The email on the list that I ~ave you is her 

-Tom 

Tom Sa~der 

Director of Operations 

Womeffs Soccer 

University ofNoNa Coxolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:12 PM 

Subject: What a beautiful video! ’.What a nice kid!’. 

Dino j~st sent this to me. It is UNBELIEVABI.E!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 7:09 PM 

Mike Ziccavdi ~gmail.com> 

Re: NY ~natch sub roles 

Can you forward this to Mike for me? I san curious about the rationale. It makes little sense to me in ~y respect for an opponent in a scmnmage in preseason. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Mike Ziccardi @gmail.com> wrote: 

Dorrance, 

I am just relaying the information that the league and our coaching staff have 

If you have an issue with the sub policy I would taJ, k to Mike Cipolla who is our assistant general mm~ager. I apologize about any inconvenience. 

Michael Ziccardi 

Michael Ziccardi 
Soccer Operations Coordinator 
Western New York Flash 
National Women’s Soccer League 
7070 Seneca Street 
EIma, NY 14059 

(O)- 716.655.7529 
(C)- 
(F)- 716.655.3615 

(E)- 

www.wnyflash.com 
@.qmail.com 

On Apr 3, 2013, at 4:45 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

Why do you care how we substitute? We are arnateu~’s with 1/4ti~ o1: our team (the mosL experienced ¼ the seniors) lost to graduation. How does it 

benefit you in any way ~f we don’t substitute (we w~ll not be as good)? Why wou~d the ~eague make that a ru~e for a preseason scrimmage when both 

co~ches ~re ~o.:~dng to explore their roster We ~re confused. 

F~m= Sander, Thomas ~ 
Sent~ Wednesday, April 03, 2013 1:04 PN 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= ~: NY match sub rules 

From= Mike Ziccardi [~ailto: @omail.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, April 03, 20~3 22:47 PH 

To= Sander, Thomas J 
Subject= Re: April 7th match timeline 

Ton1, 

As for substitutions we are going m abide by the league roles wNch allows 3 subs tbr the game. The league h~ asked that both teams tbllow fl~ese 

gui&lines. 

If you have any other questions or concems j ust let me know. 

Thm~s, 

Mike 

Michael Ziccardi 
Soccer Operations Coordinator 

Western New York Flash 

National Women’s Soccer League 

7070 Seneca Street 

Elma, NY 14059 

(O)- 716.655.7529 

(C)- 
(F)- 716.655.3615 

(E)- 

~_.___W___n__y__f!__a__s___h__:___c_9_!~ 

@gmail.com 



On Apr 2, 2013, at 11:03 AM, Sander, Thomas J wrote: 

Thanks Mike. We’ll probably arrive around 12:15. 

Also, we had a bil: o~ an argument with the GM ~: ~:he D.C game ~ast wee~end about: substitu~:k)n rules so we wanted to sort ~:hem out with you guys 

now before we get up there. We w~nt to be ~b~e to sub by collegiate substRutkm rules whk:h allow unlk~il:ed number of subs with no re.-entry #~ the 

first period and uNirn~ted number of subs w~th one re-entry ~n the second period. We have no issue how your Learn substitutes~ Is th~s something you 

~uys csn a~ee top 

-Tom 

From: Mike Ziccardi [.Ln___a_j!~9_; 
Sent: Monday, April 01, 2013 8:51 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: April 7th match timeline 
ToIil, 
Here is the timeline for Sundays match: 

10:00 mn 

10:45 mn 

ll:00am 

11:35 mn 

11:43 am 
11:45 am 
11:47 am 
11:50 am 
12:00 pm 

Teams Arrive (I will be your contact) 

Starting roster exchange between team rep and fourth official 

Warm ups begin (35 minutes) 

Warm ups end (Teams head back into locker room) 

5 minute warning 

3 minute warning 

1 minute warning 

Teams enter the field (FIFA S~le) 
Kick off 

I will be your contact for the weekend. Give me a call 

locker room s~d show you where eve .rything will be. 

If you have questions or concerns regarding the timing just let me know. 

Mike 

Michael Ziccardi 
Soccer Operations Coordinator 

Western New York Flash 

National Women’s Soccer League 
7070 Seneca Street 

EIma, NY 14059 

(O)- 716.655.7529 

(C)- 
(F)- 716.655.3615 

(E)- 
www,wnyflash,com 

@#mail.corn 

about 10-15 minutes before you arrive to the stadimn. I will take you into the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 9:35 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: fihning pmclice for a project 

No problein. 

Senf.f!"om my Ver’izor~ tl~ireie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

@live.unc.edtr> wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, 

I’ve been making a documentary about student athletes for my English class and      was so kind in helping me. The project is about the realities of student athletes’ lives. 
said that it would be okay if I came to film a little bit of practice tomorrow at 7:45 at Ehringhaus field, but I just wanted to get your approval as well. I apologize for the 

late notice. Please let me know if this is okay. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 10:14 AM 

Street~, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr> 

l~g: Email 

Can I put this on my Kindle? 

From: Streett, Shelly 
Sent: Thursday, April 04, 2013 9:07 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; @gmail.com 
Subject: FW: Email 

See below ~:or how to access the ebook, 

Use the ema~ address 

sjgreen@emaikunc.edu 
~gt~JJ_=~9~. [ ~J_[~£ 

Sent: Wednesday, April 03, 2013 4:41 PN 
To: Street, Shelly 

Subject: Re: Email 

¢~g[~a_jJ_&_o_K_l] On Behalf Of Tom Nura 

You can access the eBook through our Training Center by going to www.wcctminin~zgenter.com. Then enter your email address and 

Make sure you use all capitals for the password because it is case sensitive. 

as the password. 

Please let me know if you have any- other queslions. 

Tom Mura 

NOTICE: 
This message is intended for the use of the indMdual or entib~ to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from 

disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the 

intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disseminalion, distribution or cowing of this communicalion is strictly prohibited. If you have received this 

commuNcation in error, please notify us immediately by reply or by telephime (call us collect at (913) 583-0030) and immediately delete this message and all its 

attachments. 

On Wed, Apr 3, 2013 at 3:23 1~ M, Streett, Shell? :_s.igLe__e_32~]_email.unc.edu> wrote: 
TO~31, 

My apologies for entering the wrong email. We recently had a change of ernail servers and I’m still getting used to the new address, I did get the email containing 
~:he invoice bui: R d~dn’l: h~ve the k~g in inforn~atk)n [or the ebook, 
Shelly Streett 
Olympk: Sp-~rts 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Office 919.962.5220 

(@gmail.com [mailto          ~qma com] On Beha fOfTom Mura 
Sent: Wednesday, April 03, 20~3 2:27 PN 
To: Street, Shelly 
Subject: Re: Email 
Shelly~ 

The email address was entered as sigreen(~)unc.edu. I added the, ’email’ to your address and had the system resend you invoice and log in information. 

Let tne know if you have any other questions. 

Tom Mura 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

wv~v.wofldclasscoachina.com & FineSoccer vxavw.finesoccer.com 

NOTICE: 

This message is intended tbr the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain irdbnnafion that is privileged, confidential aJ~d exempt ficom 

disclosure under applicable law. If tl~e reader of this message is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible tbr delivering this message to the 

intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or cowing of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this 

communication in emir, please notify us immediately by reply or by telephone (call us collect at (913) 583-0030) and immediately delete this message a~d aJl its 
attachments. 

On Wed, Apr 3, 2013 at 12:40 PM, Streett. Shelly <sigreen~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I have not received my email with the receipt and log in. The billing name and address associated with the order is Thomas Sander. 



I ordered the ebook and hard copy of Advanced Tactics 4-2-3-1 

Please check your Inbox AND Spare folder - You will receive automatic emails ~i~om our sys~tem of a receipt and log in in~bnnation to access your products. 

Sometimes, fl~ese emmls can end up in your SNm tblder (de~nding on your ~tlings). These emails should amve mtNn a few minutes. If they don’t, plea~ check over 

the next 5-10 minutes. If they still don’t amve, please contact us by emmling us hem. Inclu& the time and date of your order and what products you ordered. 

F.:~x 919.962.4038 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:17 AM 

Timmerma~s, Tom qimmerman@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tons:gounl(~:unc.e&~> 

Tom Stander <pac~nan@uncaa.nnc.edu>; GaJlo, Jr., Lazry A. ~:athgallo@unc.edu>; Gw~Jtney, Clint <cgwaJtney@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince 

<ille@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: fail GIA 

Not an issue .... Thank you Torn!! 

Frem: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Thursday,            9:52 AM 
To: Yount, Tony; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
l:::c: Tom Sander; Gallo, .Jr., Larry A.; Gwaltney, Clint; 111e, Vince 
Subject: RE: fall GIA 

All, 

Please see the below e-mail e>:change to catch up on               situation. A[ter this summer       will be g hours shorL of graduating, fsuggesLcovedng 

for ~:he r:a~     semester at a level o~ 58% of a ful~ grant--~n-ah~ (th~s ~s her average (H~ owner her four years)       w~H be responsibk~ to ge~: under ~oad 

spprovs~ from the dean. ~ease ~et me know if anyone has any questions and ~f you agree with the fund~g for the faH semester ~e~se keep it~ mb~d that two 

s~m~sr request, [:or (~00% coverage} and (~00% coverage} are a~so coming}. 

Tom 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Thursday, 9:34 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Ce: Yount, Tony; Tom Sander 

Subject: Re: fall GIA 

GEOL is no longer o~bred here. The equivalent conrse is o~red through NC S~te and that is her summer course. I talked yesterday with Dean Coleman in the 

GEOL deN~ment. He told me that she will get 4 honrs credit for the summer, and that means she will need to t&e 9 hours in the fall to grad~te. 

Tony 

On          . at 9:12 AM, Tom Timme~ans <timmennan~unc.edu> wrote: 

Tom and Tony, 

How manyofthese I3 credits is 

Thanks! 

Torn 

~rorn; Yount, Tony 

Sent; Monday, 4:14 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject; Re: fall GIA 

Tom 

needs 13 hours to grad~te. All should be completed in 

GEOL 

Tony 

On at 3:11 ~ M, Tom Timmennans 

wrote: 

looking to take during summer school? Just trying to figure out what she will be left with for the fall. 

She needs to thlfill her PH reqnirement, a~d then 10 hours in her major including 

(4 hours), and two allied science electives. She will ~egister for exactly that tomorrow morning. I am not awme ofm~y learning disabilities. 

Tony, 

Wornen’s Soccer is recornmending additional funding for Could you please provide me with details on how rnany credits 

she needs to graduate, an academic p~an to get her to graduation as soon as poss~Me, and any learning disabilities she m~ght have. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

~rem; Sander, Thomas ~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:02 PM 

Te: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: fall GIA 

Tom, 

has played a crudal role in our success this past year on our way to winnin~ our national championship. She showed 

~reat character after Iosin~ playin~ time to more talented players this year and never stopped supportin~ the team or staff in its 

endeavor. She’s a person of ~reat character and we would like to reward her by covedn~ her 9th semester in school here. 

-Tom 

Tom Sa~der 

Director of Operations 

Wolnen~s Soccer 

Universib" of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 10:23 AM 

.la~m Sisnems ~gmaJl.com) 

k~v~: EmaJl 

jaso~-Q~ 

From: Streett, Shelly 
Sent: Thursday, April 04, 2013 10:16 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Email 
I’ve never used a kindte~ Might be a better question fo~ Jason~ 

E~= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Seat= Thursday, April 0% 2053 $0:$4 AN 
Te= Street, Shelly 
Subject: RE: Email 

From: Street, Shelly 
Sent: Thursday, April 04, 2013 9:07 
To: Dorrance, AlbeR A IV; @qmail.com 
Subject: ~: Email 
Se~ b~lo~, fnr hnw tn access the 
Us~ the erna~l address 
sjgreen@emaiLunc.edu 
From:         ~qmail.com [mailto: 
Sent: Wednesday, April 03, 2013 4:41 PH 
To: Street, Shelly 
Subject: Re: Email 
Shdb; 

@qmaikcom] On Behalf Of Tom Mura 

You can access the eBook through our Training Center by going to ~a~a~’.wcctminingcenter.com. Then enter yonr email address and 

Make sure you use all capitals for the password because it is case sensitive. 

as the password. 

Please let me know if you have any other questions. 

Tom Mura 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

www.woddclasscoaching.com & FineSoccer www.finesoccer.com 

NOTICE: 
This message is intended li)r the use of the individual or entity k~ which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, contidential and exempt from 

disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this ~nessage is not the intended recipient or the e~nployee or agent responsible for delivering this ~nessage to the 

intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disseminalion, distribution or copying of this cotnmunicalion is strictly prohibited. If you have received this 

com~nmfication in error, please not@ us immediately by reply or by telephone (caJl us collect at (913) 583-0030) and im~nediately delete this ~nessage and all its 

attachments. 

On Wed, Apr 3, 2013 at 3:23 PM, Streett, Shelly <sigreen(tbemail.unc.edn> wrote: 

My apologies for entering the w~ong emaif. We recently had a change of erna~ servers and I’m stifl geLtb~g used to the new add~’ess. I d~d get the emai~ complaining 
the invoice but ~t d~dn"t have the ~og in information for the ebook. 
Shelly Streett 
Olympic Sports 
University of North Caro~rta 

Office 919,96~.$220 
}"ax 919.962.4038 

~gt~)l_:gR~. [ ma i lto:         [~g~JJ_=g~t[fl On Behalf Of To m N u ra 
Sent~ Wednesday, April 03, 2013 2:27 PN 
Te~ Street, Shelly 
Su~je¢t~ Re: Email 
shelly, 

The etnail address was entered as .s2~g__r__e__e__~]~2~__u_!!_c_:__e__d_t_[. I added the, ’email’ to your address and had the system resend you invoice m~d log in infom~ation. 

Let me know if you have any other qnestions. 

Tom Mnra 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

w~’.wofldclasscoachin~.com & FineSoccer www.finesoccer.com 

NOTICE: 



This message is intended lbr the use of the individual or en’6 ty to which it is addressed and may contain information that is pfvileged, contidential and exempt from 

disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this mes~ge is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for delivering this mes~ge to the 
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that may dissemination, distribution or copying of this commnnication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this 

communication in error, please notit~. ~ us immediately by reply or by telephone (call us collect at (913) 583-0030) mad immediately delete this message a~d all its 

attachments. 

On Wed, Apr 3, 2013 at 12:40 PM, Streett, Shelly <si~reen({~email.t~nc.edu> wrote: 
have not received my email with the receipt and log in. The billing name and address associated with the order is Thomas Sander. 

I ordered the ebook and hard copy of Advanced Tactics 4-2-3-1 
Please check your Inbox AND Spare folder - You will receive antomatic emails from our system of a receipt and log in infonnation to access your prodncts. 

Some’~mes, these emails can end up in your S~m folder (de~nding on yonr ~ttings). These emails should amve within a t~w minu~s. If they don’t, plea~ check over 

the next 5-10 minutes. If they still don’t amve, please con~ct us by emailing us hem. Include the time and date of your order a~d what products you ordered. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 3:29 PM 

Michael James Moynihan <michael.moynihaJ~@northwestem.edu> 

@msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros i @gmail.com) 

RE: John Ke~medy 

Michael, 

We liked him~ We are still using his stuff and we are going to find a way to slip it into every pregame. 

Frem= Michael James Moynihan [mailto:michael.moynihan@northwestern.edu] 

Sent= Thursday, April 04, 2013:1:t:52 AM 

Te= Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject= John Kennedy 

Hi Anson, 

I hope your sprin~ season is ~oin~ well. Paul Kennedy has contacted us and would like to do some of his trainin~ with our team at Northwestern. He mentioned that he was just at 

U NC workin~ with your team, and I’m curious to know what you and your players thought. It is time well spent? Some of his testimonial seems too ~ood to be true. Any feedback 

you can provide would be ~reatly appreciated. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 3:36 PM 

Dan Davies -<tdavies@naceos.com> 

~!duke.edn); @msn.com; dacar,~)uncaa.nnc.edu; ~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
@g~naJl.com) 

RE: Spealdng engagement April 18 Confirmation 

From: Dan Davies [mailto:ddavies@naceos.com] 
Sent; Thursday, April 04, 2013 1:26 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Speaking engagement April 18 Confirmation 

Anson, 

Just a reminder that we are looking forward to having you as our speaker on evening Thursday, April 18 at The Umstead Hotel and Spa in Cary. Please feel free to 

bring your wife. Many of our members are bringing theirs. 

We will begin at 6 pm with hors d’oeuvres and wine, dinner around 6:45 and then your presentation. Here is the link where I have promoted the event just in case 

you want to know what the audience expectations will be. 

http://naceo:[Sapril13member.eventbrite.comi# 

I appreciate your willingness to speak and look forward to fun and interesting evening. Please confirm for me that you have received this email and that all is ready 

to go. 

Best regards, 

Dan 

Dan Davies, Executive Director 

National Association of Chief Executive Officers 

2501 Blue Ridge Rd. Ste. 400, Raleigh, NC 27607 

919-719-6510 www.naceos.com 

Directors: 

Frank Holding, Jr., CEO First Citizens Bank; 

Ward Nye, CEO Martin Marietta Materials; Van Isley, CEO Professional Builders Supply; 

Ravila Gupta, President Umicore USA; James Speed, CEO NC Mutual Life; 

Larry Robbins, Partner Wyrick Robbins Yates & Ponton 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 4:26 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

ILE: a Natural Born Scorer 

Wha[ does he want from me? It seems like nothing. Perhaps jus[ read his book! 

From: Streett, Shelly 
Sent~ Thursday, April 04, 2013 3:55 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= ~: a Natural Born Scorer 

Th~s gentleman is st~H looking fo~ your feedback since he r~ent~oned you ~r~ the book. 

F~m~ William Burkenroad [ma~lto: I@gmail.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, April 04, 2013 3:51 PN 
To= Street, Shelly 
Subject= a Natural Born Scorer 
Shelly Streett 

Enclosed is a Word and PDF file of a Natural Born Scorer ruth photos. The NCz’u~k is reviewing the photos for publication. I hope the NCAA allows m~ exception 

for publishing the photos as they are integral to the soccer sa£ety theme. This nanative is the pre publishing cowrighted version. 

I believe Coach Anson Dorrm~ce will enjoy this version of the manuscript. I would like to thank you again for your time m~d appreciate your support for the bra~n 

health awareness message in the story of the soccer book. 

William E Burkenmad 

@gmail.com 
cell # 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

4/4/2013 8:30:20 PM 

Perkins, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Michael R Perkins (mrperldn)] 

@duke.edu) [ @duke.edu]; @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) @gmail.com] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Women’s Soccer 13-14 Budget Meeting 

Athletic Business Office Conference Room 

Start: 4/8/2013 3:30:00 PM 

End: 4/8/2013 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Let’s make it last ½ an hour .... My brain dies after ½ an hour! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 4:32 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

l~E: a Natural Born Scorer 

I know, so WNAT DOES HE WANT FROM ME? 

From: Streett, Shelly 
Sent: Thursday, April 04, 20:[3 4:28 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: a Natural Born Scorer 

It is awful! 

He references you in the book. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Thursday, April 04, 20:[3 4:26 PM 
To: Streett, Shelly 
Subject: RE: a Natural Born Scorer 

What do~:_~s h~-_~ want from me? f[ seems lik~-_~ nothing. P~-_~rhaps iust r~-_~ad his boom 

I=rom: Streett, Shelly 
Sent: Thursday, April 0% 20:[3 3:55 PN 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Biv’: a Natural Born Scorer 
This gentleman is still looking for your feedback since he mentioned you in the book~ 

I=rom: William Burkenroad @qmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 0% 20:[3 3:5:[ PN 
Te: Streett, Shelly 
Subject: a Natural Born Scorer 
Shelly Streett 

Enclosed is a Word and PDF file of aNatural Born Scorer with photos. The NCAA is reviewing the photos for publication. I hope the NCAA allows an exception 

for publishing the photos as they are integral to the soccer safe~ daeme. This narrative is the pve publishing cowrighted version. 

I believe Coach Anson Dorra~ce will enjoy this version of the manuscript. I would like to thank you again tbr your time and appreciate your support for the brain 

health awareness mes~ge in the story of the soccer book. 

William E Burkenroad 

(~bgmail .corn 
cell # 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance0 Albert A IV </O~LE’,!C EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
FYDIBOHF)3SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday,            4:47 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~ol.com; Jamn Sisneros g~gmail.com) 

I~W: USA vs GER 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:43 PM 

To: Dorrance, AlbeCc A IV 
Subject: USA vs GER 
Hey Ans, 
I hope all is well with ;~ou and the team. I miss you gu51s! !’. Gennany has been fi~n ,so t~ar and our fi~t game is tomorrow. Im starting at right back, so i jus* wanted to 

shoot you and email t~ tell you. Im a little nervous but some nerves are good as long as they are controlled. Anyway the game is on at 12:15 ET i believe on espn3. I 

hope you can watch but if you can’t thats ok i know you are a busy man. Talk "to you soon! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 10:20 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: a NaturaJ Born Scorer 

"Streett, Shelly" <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

The author’s words - 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Thursday, April 04, 2013 4:32 PM 
To: Streett, Shelly 
Subject: RE: a Natural Born Scorer 

I know, 5;o WHAT DOES NE W~NT FRQM ME? 

From: Streett, Shelly 
Sent: Thursday, April 04, 2013 4:28 PN 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: a Natural Born Scorer 

It is awful! 

He references you h3 the book, 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent= Thursday, April 0% 20~3 4:26 PN 
To= Street, Shelly 
Subject; RE: a Natural Born Scorer 

What does he waist from me? ~t seems fike notNng. Perhaps ~ust read his boom 

F~m= Street, Shelly 
Sent: Thursday, April 0% 20~3 3:55 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= N: a Natural Born Scorer 

This gentfeman is sd~l IooMng for your feedback since he mentioned you ff~ the book. 

F~m= William Burkenroad [~ailto: #gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 0% 20~3 3:5~ PN 
To= Street, Shelly 
Subject= a Natural Born Scorer 
Shelly Streett 

Enclosed is a Word and PDF file of a Natural Born Scorer ruth photos. The NCAA is reviewing the photos for publication. I hope the NCAA allows an exception 

for publishing the photos as they axe integral to the soccer sa£e~ theme. This narrative is the pre publishing cowrighted version. 

I believe Coach Anson Dona~ce will enjoy this version of the mmmscript. I would like to thank you again for your ti~ne and appreciate your support for the bra~n 

health awareness message in the story of the soccer book. 

William E Bnrkenroad 

"~gmail.com 

cell # 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 10:25 AM 

~live.unc.e&~> 

m~son@uncaa.unc.edu; @msn.com; dncar,~)uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

Will you ~Jlow me to shaye this with your teammates? 

I really like this and I know it is personal but k~/~.I~.~..q~/~.~e~.~.~s~.~.~.~s~.~[~.~.~s~.It has vak~e on so many levels. 

~ says you are respons~Me; reflective; that you do the reading; that you are trvk~g to take what you learn and apply ~t to your life~ It also confirms what ~ thought 

about you when I recruRed you: th~: you wouk~ be wonderful for our culture ~n a~J kinds o~ way~. ~hank you for ~eh~ct~ng to come pk~y for me 

And I know you are not fee~ing we~l and we ~1~ ho~e you recover soon, 

Sent; Thursday,            9:29 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N; Dorrance, Albe~ 
Subject= Law 8 

Dear Anson, 

I hope everything is going well and that it was a good practice this morning. Since I have been sick and will most likely not be at the freshman meeting tomorrow I wanted to 
send you my thoughts on law 8 so I could still contribute to the conversation. 

The part that really struck me is on page 168. where Hyrum talks about addiction. Towards the bottom of 268 in italics it says, "Addictive behavior has been defined by one 
psychologist as compulsive behavior with short-term benefits." I looked up compulsive to get another view of the word and liked the definition "an irresistible persistent impulse 
to perform an act." After reading Hyrum’s examples of addictive habbits, I realized that anything that has control over you, anything that causes you to lose perspective, is 
addictive. 

In the context of the belief window, this emerges from a deeper insecurity that comes from a need not being met or even the fear of a need not being met. I looked at some of 
the things that have control over me and was reminded of law 7, which gives the example of fear of failure. As someone who has been very successful I can see how success 
started become part of my identity. When this happened, the fear of messing up, the fear of having a weakness built because I saw it as of a reflection of who I was. 

This is something rve been thinking about a lot this spring and was part of the reason I was able to accept rejection from the Robertson without having it terribly get me down. 
Two quotes from Law 7 are key components of this realization. One Hyrum says when talking about his son, " He understands that I still love him as an individual even if I tell 

him his belief window is screwed up, because he is separate from his belief window" (pg 160). Being separate from my belief window is key to being able to positively respond 
to criticism. Then criticism doesn’t feel like a personal indictment, it becomes a helpful means for growth. These leads to the second quote on page :t6:l "Failure is part of 
growth." When viewed in that sense, success is no longer an addiction and failure is no longer a fear. One can let go and live in the moment. 

That got a little deeper than I intended, but I figured it was worth sharing. I hope training and the meeting go well tomorrow and am happy to be on the road to recovery! Man 
being sick makes me thankful for the simple things! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:30 AM 

~live.unc.e&~> 

1~: Will you allow ~ne to share this ruth your teammates? 

Thank you .,_ It witl be in the ether soon[! 

From: 
Sent; Friday, 10:47 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Will you allow me to share this with your teammates? 

Anson, 

Yes, you are welcome to share it. I hope it will help other people out too. Thauk you for your kind words. 

Thank~ 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 10:25 AM, "Dorrauce, Albert A IV" <~mson(~mail.unc.edu> wrote: 

I really like this and I know it is personal but g6[~[.2.~2~L.~[~?.~t..~£.~1.~:fL~.~)~.N[.~:.~2.1~19.~¢.g~.~.~.i~.~t has va~ue on so many levels. 

~t says you are responsible; reflective; that you do the read~ng; that you are trying to take what you ~earn and apply ~t to your I~fe, ~t a~so confirms what 

~ thought about you when I recruited you: that you would be wonderful for our culture in al~ Mnds of ways, Thank you for selecting to come play for 

At~d [ k]~ow Vou are not fee~]~g wel~ arid we a~l ho~)e you recover soon, 

Sent= Thursday,            9:29 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Dorrance, Albe~ 
Subject~ Law 8 

Dear Anson, 

I hope everything is going well and that it was a good practice this morning. Since I have been sick and will most likely not be at the freshman meeting tomorrow 
I wanted to send you my thoughts on law 8 so I could still contribute to the conversation. 

The part that really struck me is on page 168. where Hyrum talks about addiction. Towards the bottom of 168 in italics it says, "Addictive behavior has been 
defined by one psychologist as compulsive behavior with short-term benefits." I looked up compulsive to get another view of the word and liked the definition "an 

irresistible persistent impulse to perform an act." After reading Hyrum’s examples of addictive habbits, I realized that anything that has control over you, anything 
that causes you to lose perspective, is addictive. 

In the context of the belief window, this emerges from a deeper insecurity that comes from a need not being met or even the fear of a need not being met. I 
looked at some of the things that have control over me and was reminded of law 7, which gives the example of fear of failure. As someone who has been very 
successful I can see how success started become part of my identity. When this happened, the fear of messing up, the fear of having a weakness built because I 
saw it as of a reflection of who I was. 

This is something I’ve been thinking about a lot this spring and was part of the reason I was able to accept rejection from the Robertson without having it terribly 
get me down. Two quotes from Law 7 are key components of this realization. One Hyrum says when talking about his son, " He understands that I still love him 
as an individual even if I tell him his belief window is screwed up, because he is separate from his belief window" (pg 160). Being separate from my belief 
window is key to being able to positively respond to criticism. Then criticism doesn’t feel like a personal indictment, it becomes a helpful means for growth. 
These leads to the second quote on page 161 "Failure is part of growth." When viewed in that sense, success is no longer an addiction and failure is no longer a 
fear. One can let go and live in the moment. 

That got a little deeper than I intended, but I figured it was worth sharing. I hope training and the meeting go well tomorrow and am happy to be on the road to 
recovery! Man being sick makes me thankful for the simple things! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 11:46 AM 

@email.unc.edu; 

@ema~l.unc.edu: 
~)gmaJ<l.com) 

FW: Message from Dr. Bell 

Achievers I.pdf 

@live.unc.edn; @gmail.com; ~gmail.com; ~email.unc.edu; @live.nnc.edu; 
@hotmafil.com; @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

This is a wonderful opportunity. I know you guys will be in class BUT if we can aftbrd it arid it is NCAA permissible would you be interested? 

From: Lynn OddeNno [mailto:lynn.oddenino@bellleadership.com] 
Sent: Friday, :t:1:34 AN 
T~: Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
~: bill palladino; Jason Sisneros; : Chris Ducat; Tom Sander 
Subject: RE: Message from Dr. Bell 

HeNo Coach Dorrance, 

I hope you are baying a wonderfu~ [:dday~ f wanted to check in w~th you to see ~f you at~d your team can jo~t~ us at at~ upcoming Achiew~rs f seminar. We wH] have a 

special UNC fee [or your team, so please ~e~: me Imow ~f there are dates that wH] work with your schedule. 

Thanks so mucM 

Best, 

I.ynn 

From= Anson Dorrance [ma~b:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
~entl Wednesday, 8:00 PN 
To= Lynn OddeNno 
C6= bill paNadino; Cindy Cone; Jason Sisneros; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
Subject= Re: Message from Dr. Bell 

LVRR, 

~ would love it. 

Now, please understand this is not the football or men and women’s basketball program (all budgets are not created equal .... and we have no issue with this since we do not 

generate any revenue). We don’t want to insult Dr Bell about our inability to come an#vhere near his fee. We usually go twenty thousand dollars over budget eve~ year which 

comes directly out of our summer camp (basically my pocket along with Bill Palladino and Chris Ducar’s). 

Honestly, eve~thing we have heard about this from Cindy Parlow tells us this would be significantly worth while, but we would feel self conscious "freeloading". 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > "Lynn Oddenino" < Lynn.Oddenino@beNleadership.com > 2:40 PM > > > 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

I hope your New Year is o~f to a great start. Dr. Bell has been thinking about your work together, and be thmksit wouN~ be a great nest step and a wonderk~l 

opporLunRy for you and your staff to atLend Bell Leadersh~is Acbk~vers I seminar. 

Having you and your coaches attend this semk~ar wokdd be he~pfu~ in designing a possible program for your team and ~t would also ofl:er ideas [:or your’ book projecL 

with Dr. Bell. 

I have attached a one-page description of th~s seminar (wNch h~dudes dates). P~ease let me know ~f there are dates that work for you ~nd your staff and we wH] be 

happy to hold some sea~:s for you. Because of the 360-degree surw~v component: that ~s part of this seminar, it ~s good to s~gn ~)eop]e up at k~ast 6-8 wee]~s ~n ad~/a]]ce 

of the seminar date. We will work wH:h you on the prh::~[)g for th~s program. 

Hease ~et me know ~[:you have any questions or ~f ~ can be of assistance in any way. 

My very best regards, 

I.ynn 

Lynn Odden~no 
Director, CNent Services 

254 Wes[ Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27555 
[: (919) 957-7904 f: (9~9) 957-3484 
lyn n.odderfi no@ bellleadership.com 

www.bellleadersh[p.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 11:49 AM 

@msn.com; ducay@uncaa.unc.edu;      @ao co n; Jason Sisneros          @gmail.com) 

Cindy Cone @g~nail.com> 

FW: Message frown Dr. Bell 

Achievers I.pdf 

Boys/girl, 

Check this out .... would you be interested if we can afford it? Cindy took it one year and loved it!!! 

Frem: Lynn OddeNno [mailto:lynn.oddeNno@bellleadership.com] 
Sent: Friday, 11:34 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: bill palladino; Jason Sisneros; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
Subject: RE: Message from Dr. Bell 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

I hope you are having a wonch-_~rful Friday! I wanted Lo check in wRh you to see ~f you and your Learn can jo~n us at an upcoming Achievers [ seminar We wU~ have a 

special UNC Ice for your team, so please let me know ~[there are dates that will work with your schedule, 

Thanks so much! 

Best, 

Lynn 

~ Anson Dorrance [ma~l~:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
$e~t= Wednesday, 8:00 PM 
Te= Lynn OddeNno 
¢¢= bill palladino; Cindy Cone; Jason Sisneros; Chris Ducat; Tom Sander 
S~bject~ Re: Message from Dr. Bell 

[ would love it. 

Now, please understand this is not the football or men and women’s basketball program (all budgets are not created equal .... and we have no issue with this since we do not 

generate any revenue). We don’t want to insult Dr Bell about our inability to come anywhere near his fee. We usually go twenty thousand dollars over budget eve~ year which 

comes directly out of our summer camp (basically my pocket along with Bill Palladino and Chris Ducar’s). 

Honestly, eve~thing we have heard about this from Cindy Parlow tells us this would be significantly worth while, but we would feel self conscious "freeloading". 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 9:1.9 962 4:1.00 
> > > "Lynn Oddenino" < Lynn.Oddenino@bellleadership.com > 2:40 PM > > > 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

I ho~)e your New Year is off to a gr~-_~a~: start, Dr, Bell has b~-_~en thinking about your work ~:oge~:her, and he thinks it would be a great nest step and a wonderful 

o~)porturql:y for you and your staff Lo attend Bell Leadersh[p’s Achievers I seminar, 

Having you and your coaches attend this semh~sr wouid be heip[:uf ~n designing s possible program for your team and it would also offer ideas for your book project 

w~th Dr. 

I have attached a one-page description of tMs semhsar (wMch ~ndudes dates)~ Nease let me know ~f there are dates that work for you and your staff and we w~l~ be 

ha~)~W to hoh~ some seats for you Because o[ the :560-degree survey component thaL ~s ~)art of this seminaC it ~s good to s~gn peo~)le up at least 5--8 weeks h~ advance 

o[ the sermnar date. We wi~ work w~th you on the ~)ddng for th~s program. 

P~esse ~et me know ~f you have any questions or i1:~ can be of assistance in any way. 

My very bes[ regards, 

Lynn 

Lynn Oddenino 

Director, C~ient Services 
Bell Leadership 
2t4 West Carl~eron Avenue 
Chapel I-~J~ NC 

t:(gZg) 967-7904f (9Z9) 967-34~4 
Iynn.oddenino@bellleadership.com 

www.bellleadersNp.com 

PL({A:~[ NOTE: P~rt~c]pat~on bV consu~tan~:s or trimmers ~s r~ot ~)erm~t~:ed ~ Be~ Leadership h~d:~tute programs unless e:<pre~sh/aud~orized h~ writing ir~ advance, 



FFolII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 11:57 AM 

@email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edn; @gmail.com; @gmail .com; ~email.unc.edu; @live.nnc.edu; 

@ema]l.unc.edu; @hotmaJ.com; @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
@gm~]l.com) 

FW: Message from Dr. Bell 

I was mistaken about the dates 

From: Lynn Oddenino [mailto:lynn.oddenino@bellleadership.com] 
Sent: Friday, 11:55 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Message from Dr. Bell 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

Thanks for your quick response. We hope you and your team will be able to join us - our June, September, October and November Achievers I seminars 

sNI have openings available It ~s good ~o register at leas~ 8-6 weeks in advance so participants have tk~e to complete the Bell Personality Profile before 

attendh~g the seminar. 

Please let me know ff the suggested cost of $500 per person w~ll work for your training budget. We are happy to work with you on this. Also, please let me 

know if a pmt~cu~ar date(s) works for your schedule and we w~ll be happy to hold spaces for you. If you have any other questions or ff ~ can help h~ any way 

please ~et me know. 

Be~t, 

Lynn 

ky~n Odden~ne 

Sell Leadership h~s~itute 
214 West Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

[: (~i~, 96]-]904 2 (:i:) 
lyn n.odden[no@ bellleadersh[p.com 
www,beHleadersh[p,com 

~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mailto:anson~email,unc,ed~] 
Senti Friday, . 11:47 AM 
To= Lynn Oddenino 
Subject= RE: Message from Dr. Bell 

I tMnk our k~ds will be in class but please tell me what thi~ would co~d: us, ~ arn VERY interested for myseff and my staff, 

F~m= Lynn Oddenino [.~_[~g;_[Y_~B_=~J~_~D_g_@_~[[~_~_¢~b_[P=_~9_~] 

Sent= Friday, ~:34 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Co= bill palladino; 3ason Sisneros; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
Subject= RE: Message from Dr. Bell 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

I hope you are havh~8 

special UHC Fee for your ~eam, ~.:~ plea~a~ k~t me know ff d~ere are date~ that w~H work with vour scheduh~, 

Best, 

Lynn 

F~= ARson Dorrance [maiJ~:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Seat= Wednesday, 8:00 PM 
Te= Lynn Oddenino 
C~= bill palladino; Cindy Cone; 3ason Sisneros; Chris Ducat; Tom Sander 
S~bje~t= Re: Nessage from Dr. Bell 

Lynn, 

[ would love it. 

Now, please understand this is not the football or men and women’s basketball program (all budgets are not created equal .... and we have no issue with this since we do not 

generate any revenue). We don’t want to insuk Dr Bell about our inability [o come anywhere near his fee. We usually go twenty thousand dollars over budget eve~ year which 

comes directly out of our summer camp (basically my pocket along with Bill Palladino and Chris Ducar’s). 

Honestly, eye.thing we have heard about this from Cindy Parlow tells us this would be significantly worth while, but we would feel self conscious "freeloading". 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > "Lynn Oddenino" <.L-y-[~-r-LQ--d-~-d-~-e-[~[[~-~-~-@-b-~[~-a-~-d-~-e--r--s~[~j~p~-c--Q~[:~> 2:40 PM > > > 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

I hope your New Year is off to a great start. Dr. Bell has been thinking about your work together, and he thinks it would be a great nest step and a wonderful 

opportunity for y.:)u and your staff t:o attend }]eli t.eadership’s Achievers I seminar. 

Having you and your coaches att~-_md this seminar would be helpful in d~:_~signing a possible program for your b:_~am and it would also ofh:_~r ideas for your book pro.jeer 

with Dr~ Bell. 

I have attached a one-page description of this seminar (which includes dates). Please let rne know it: there are dates that work t:or you and your staff and we wil~ ~e 

happy to hold some seats for you~ Because of the 360-degree survey component that is part of this seminaG it ~s good to s~gn people up at ~east 6-8 weeks ~n advance 

of the semh~ar date. We will work with you on the pddng for tMs progrm~. 

Pk~ase kd: me know ff you have any questions or if ~ can be o~ assistarK:e Jr] arly way, 



My very besL 

Lyn n 

Lynn Odde~i~o 

Di+’e~tor, C~ierl~ 5e:~4~es 
5e~l [.e;~ership ~nst~tute 

~!14 West Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

t: (9~.9) 967-7904. f: (91.9) 967-34.84 

]3_[ID_~9_~#_g_E[D_#~_~_~[JJ_~#_gLAb_[#~_£9_~. 

www.bellleadersh[p.com 

P~.EASE NOTE: Patt~dpstion by consultants or trainers ~s not permitted ~n Sel~ Leaders~s~p ~nstitute ptogrsms un~egs expressly authorized hi writing i~ advance~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 11:57 AM 

~msn.com; duca;@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) 

FW: Message from Dr. Bell 

F~m: Lynn Oddenino [mailto:lynn.oddenino@bellleadership.com] 
Sent: Friday, 11:55 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A TV 
Subject: RE: Message from Dr. Bell 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

Thanks for your quick response We hope you and your team wH~ be able to ]o~n us - our Ju~e, September, October and November Achievers ~ semina~ 

still have openings available. I~ ~s good to register at ~east 8-6 weeks in advance so participants have t~me to complete the Bell PersonNity Profile before 

attending the semhsar. 

Please let me know ~f the suggested cost of $500 per person w~H work for your trainhsg budgeL We are happy to work with you on this. Also, please let me 

know if a paR~cular date(s) works for your schedule and we w~l~ be happy to hold spaces for you. ~f you have any other questions or ~f ~ can help ~n any way, 

p~ease let me know. 

Best, 

Lynn 

Lynn Oddenino 
Dh’ec~or, CHent Services 
Bell Leadership 
214 West Cameron Avenue 
Chapel I-~H~ NC 275~6 
t: (9~9) 967~7904. f: (9Z9) 967~34.84 
~y nn~odde n)]o ~ be[]Jeader sN ~.com 

www.bellleadersNp.com 

~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mai~to:anson~email.u~c.edu1 
Se~t~ Friday, 
¯ ~ Lynn OddeNno 
S~b]eet~ RE: Nessage from Dr. Bell 

I ~:h~nk our Md~ w~H be hi class but Fdease tell rne what thb would cos~ us. t am VERY ~nterested ~or mysel~ and my s~:aff. 

~= Lynn Oddenino 
Sent: Friday, 11:34 AM 
To= Dorrance, AIbe~ A IV 
¢~= bill palladino; Jason Sisneros; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
Subject= RE: Message from Dr, Bell 

Hello Coach Oorrance, 

I hope you m’e hav~ng 

apecial UNC fee [or ~’OUF team, so please ~e[: ~e kt~ow ~f there are dates that wH~ work with ~’OUF achedu~e, 

That~ka so much~ 

Lynn 

~ Anson Dorrance [ma~to:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
$e~t= Wednesday, 8:00 PM 
Te= Lynn OddeNno 
~¢~ bill palladino; Cindy Cone; Jason Sisneros; Chris Ducat; Tom Sander 
S~bjeet= Re: Message from Dr. Bell 

~ would love it. 

Now, please understand this is not the football or men and womeffs basketball program (all budgets are not created equal .... and we have no issue with this since we do not 

generate any revenue). We don’t want to insult Dr Bell about our inability to come an~vhere near his fee. We usually go twenty thousand dollars over budget eve~ year which 

comes directly out of our summer camp (basically my pocket along with Bill Palladino and Chris Ducar’s). 

Honestly, eve~thing we have heard about this from Cindy Parlow tells us this would be significantly worth while, but we would feel self conscious "freeloading". 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > "Lyn n O d d e n i n o" < _L_ y £t[?_~__Q__d__d__ gr_] j_r_ Lo__ ~__b__e___[[j_e____a___d__e__r__s__k_l_] ~ :_c_ £4 E ] > 2:40 P M > > > 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

I hope your New Year is off to a great start. Dr. Bell has been thinking about your work together, and he thinks it would be a great nest step and a wonderful 

.:_~ppor~:unib,., for you and your staff t.:_~ ate:end geli Leadershi~fs Achievers I serninar. 

Having you and your coaches attend this seminar would be helpful in designing a possible program [(~r your tearn and it would also offer ideas [or your book ~)rojec~: 

with Dr. Bell. 

I have attached a one-page description of th~s sem~Rar {which b~dudes dates). P~ease let ~T~e know ~f there are dates that work for you and your staff and we wU] be 

happy to ho~d some seats for you. 8ecause of the 360-degree survey component that ~s part of this seminar, it ~s good to sign people up at ]east 6-8 weeks h~ advance 

of the seminar date. We wi]~ work w~th you on the prating for tNs program. 

Please let me know ~[ you have airy ques[ior~s OF ~f f ca[~ be of ass~sta[~ce in any way. 

My very best regards., 

Ly n n 

Lynn OddeNno 



2].4 W~st Can~eron 

Chapel Hiil, NC 275].6 

1:: (919) 967-.7904 f: (9.19) 967-34,~4 

lynn.oddenino@bellleadership.com 

www.bellleadersh[p.com 

I>LE#,SE NOTE: 1>~3r [icip~qtio,q 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday [ 1:58 AM 

Lynn Oddenino <lynn.oddenino@bellleadership.com> 

~msn.com duc~r@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) 

RE: Message from Dr. Bell 

Lynn, 

Let me see what might work AND what we have left to spend~ June right now seems the most logical. 

Frem-" Lynn Oddenino [mailto:lynn.oddenino@bellleadership.com] 
Sent: Friday, 11:55 AN 
To,, Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Subject= RE: Hessage from Dr. Bell 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

Thanks for your qu~ck response. We hope you and your team wfl~ be able to join us - our Jur~e, September, October and November AcNevers I seminars 

still have openhsgs avai~able~ It ~s good to register at ~east 8-.6 weeks in advance so participants have thee to complete the Bell PersonN~ty Profile before 

attendhsg the sem~nar~ 

Please let me know ~f the suggested cost of $500 per person w~l~ work for your training budget We are happy to work with you on this. Also, please let me 

know if a pmt~cu~ar date(s) works for your schedule and we w~l~ be happy to hold spaces for you. ~f you have any other questions or ~f ~ can help hs any way 

p~ease ~et me know. 

Best, 

Lynn 

ky~n Odden~no 

D~recl:or, Client Services 
~ell [.ei}dership ~nstitu~e 
214 West Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hi~l, NC 27515 
[: (~l~, 95]-]904 2 (:i:) ~5]-3484 
lynn.odden[no@bellleadership.com 

www.beHleadersNp.com 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, ~:47 AM 
Te= Lynn OddeNno 
Subject= ~E: Nessage from Dr. Bell 
I_ynn, 

I think our k~ds wifl be in class but p~ease te~l me whsL this would cost us. ~ am VERY interested for myself and mysts[:f. 

F~m= Lynn OddeNno [mai~to:lynmoddeNno@bell~eadership.com] 
Sent= Friday, ~$:34 AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
C¢= bill palladino; Jason Sisneros; ; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
Subject= RE: Nessage from Dr. Bell 

Hello Coach Dorra~lce, 

I ho~)e you m’e having a wonderful FddayJ [ wanted [:o check in wkh yot~ to see ~f you and yot~r Learn (:~t~ ].:?~n us at an up{:or~ling Achievers [ seminar. We w~ll bare ~ 

spe(:i~l UNC tee for your team, so please Iet me know it d~ere me dates that w~ll work with your scbedt~le. 

Thanks so much] 
Best, 
Lynn 
~mm: Anson Dorrance [ma~]~:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:00 PM 
To: Lynn OddeNno 
Cc= bill palladino; Cindy Cone; 3ason Sisneros; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
Subject-. Re: Nessage from Dr. Bell 

Lynn, 

~ would love it. 

Now, please understand this is not the football or men and women’s basketball program (all budgets are not created equal .... and we have no issue with this since we do not 

generate any revenue). We don’t want to insult Dr Bell about our inability to come anywhere near his fee. We usually go twenty thousand dollars over budget eve~ year which 

comes directly out of our summer camp (basically my pocket along with Bill Palladino and Chris Ducat’s). 

Honestly, eve~thing we have heard about this from Cindy Parlow tells us this would be significantly worth while, but we would feel self conscious "freeloading". 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

W) 919 962 4100 

> > > "Lynn Oddenino" < Lvnn.Oddenino@bellleadership.com > 2:40 PM > > > 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

I ho~)e your New Year is off to a gr~-_~a~: start Dr. Belt has b~-_~en thinking abot~t your w.:)rk ~:ogeO~er, and he thinks it woukt be a great nest step and a wonderful 

o~)portunil:y for y.:)u and your staff Lo attend }Jell Leadership"s Achievers I sendnar. 

Having you and your coaches attend this seminar would be hetpt:af in designing a possible pro~rarn for your team and it would also offer ideas for your ~ook project 

with Dr~ Bell. 

I have attached a one-page description of this seminar (which includes dates)~ Please let me know if there are dates that work for you and ~,our staff and we will be 

happy to hold some seats for you~ Because of the 360-degree survey component that is part of this seminar, it is good to sign people up at least 6-8 weeks in advance 

of tb-:~ serninar d.~l:e. W~-_! will work with you on the ~)ricin~ for this prograrn. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or i1:[ can be of assistance in any way. 



My very besL 

Lyn n 

Lynn Odde~i~o 

Di+’e~tor, C~ierl~ 5e:~4~es 
5e~l [.e;~ership ~nst~tute 

~!14 West Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

t: (9~.9) 967-7904. f: (91.9) 967-34.84 

]3_[ID_~9_~#_g_E[D_#~_~_~[JJ_~#_gLAb_[#~_£9_~. 

www.bellleadersh[p.com 

P~.EASE NOTE: Patt~dpstion by consultants or trainers ~s not permitted ~n Sel~ Leaders~s~p ~nstitute ptogrsms un~egs expressly authorized hi writing i~ advance~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 4:00 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Mmfs Search for Meaning clip you would like’. 

Thank you ..,~ Yes, I believe in character development above soccer development ..., That is for sure! 

t app~eciate you sh~ring ~:hi~.; wi~:h me, ~ wi~ h:~ok a~: ~t when I have t~me. 

Seat= Friday, ~2:30 PN 
T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject~ Man’s Search for Meaning clip you would like~ 

An~ 

htt~t)://www.ted.com/[alk:s/v~kt~or frankl vou[h k~ search of meanin~.html 

I apologize ifI have sent this to you a2lmady, I cannot remember! This is Viktor Frm~kl speaking years after the war, returning to his work as a psychiatrist. His message 

is very powerful and I think that it is VERY applicable to leadership gronp. It’s five minntes long and he gets right to the point! It’s also interesting to hear his voice after 

reading his book! 

To summarize Frankl, a man who has seen endless brutality and cruelty., states that we should all believe in the best parts of people and never lower onr expectations so 
people can meet them easier. If you believe someone has a wonderIhl character and embrace them as such, he believes they roll rise to the occasion. This is great when 

applied to chaJcacter, I am not so sure about soccer...but training mentality perhaps? 

Awway jus~t thought it was imeresfing....thank you [br everything and good luck in NY! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 4:05 PM 

Lynn Oddenino <lynn.oddenino@bellleadership.com> 

RE: Message fiom Dr. Bell 

Got it![ I was thinking 5500 times 35 that might be our entire budget!I! 

From: Lynn Oddenino [mailto:lynn.oddenino@bellleadership.com] 
Sent: Friday, 12:55 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Message from Dr. Bell 

}-Ii Coach D.:)rrarK:e, 

I was tMnking of you and your staff when ~ said "team." Sorry for the confus~on~ 

Best, 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, ~ ~: 58 AN 
To= Lynn OddeNno 

@[~[]_~tg; ~_~£_~E~_t]£_~.~_~.~_~J      ~.~[~.~gg]; Jason Sisneros,         ~_g.~.~JL~9_[~) 

Subje~t~ RE: Message from Dr. Bell 

Let me see what might work AND what we h~ve left to spend .,. June right now seems the most ~ogicak 

F~m= Lynn Oddenino [mailto:lynn.oddeNno@bellleadership.com] 
Se~t= Friday, . 11:55 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
subject= RE: Message from Dr. Bell 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

Thanks for your quick response. We hope you and your team will be able to join us - our June, September, October and November AcNevers ~ seminars 

sNI have openings available It ~s good ~o register at ~eas~ 8-6 weeks in advance so participants have tk~e to complete the Bell Personality Profile before 

attendh~g the sem~nar~ 

Please let me know ff the suggested cost of $500 per person w~l~ work for your training budget. We are happy to work with you on tNs. Also, please let me 

know if a pmt~cu~ar date(s) works for your schedule and we w~l~ be happy to hold spaces for you. ff yo~ have any other questions or ff ~ can help h~ any way 

p~ease ~et me k~ow. 

Be~t, 

Lynn 

Sell Leadership 
214 Wes[ Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hi~l, NC 27515 

1: (~l~, 96]-]904 2 (:i:) 
lyn n.odden[no@ bellleadersh[p.com 
www,beHleadersh[p,com 

~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mai]to:anson@email.unc,edu] 
Se~t: Friday, 1~:47 AM 
To= Lynn Oddenino 
S~bject= RE: Message from Dr. Bell 

I tMnk our k~ds will be in class but please te~l me what: thi~ would (:o~d: us. ~ arn VERY interested for myseff and my staff. 

F~= Lynn OddeNno [man,to; 
Sent= Friday, . 2~:34 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ ~ IV 
¢¢= bill palladino; 3ason Sisneros; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
$~bjeCt= RE: Message from Dr. Bell 

Helk, Coach Dorrance. 

I hope you are hav~ng 

special UNC Fee for your team, ~o plema~ ~et rne know ff there are date~ that w~l~ work with your schedule. 

[har~ks so 

Best 

Lynn 

F~m= Anson Dorrance [ma~l~:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 8:00 PM 
To= Lynn Oddenino 
¢~= bill palladino; Cindy Cone; 3ason Sisneros; Chris Ducat; Tom Sander 
S~bject= Re: Message from Dr. Bell 

Lynn, 

I would love it. 

Now, please understand this is not the football or men and women’s basketball program (all budgets are not created equal .... and we have no issue with this since we do not 

generate any revenue). We don’t want to insult Dr Bell about our h~ability to come anywhere near his fee. We usually go twenty thousand dollars over budget evew year which 

comes directly out of our summer camp (basically my pocket along with Bill Palladino and Chris Ducat’s). 

Honestly, evewthing we have heard about this from Cindy Parlaw tells us this would be significantly worth while, but we would feel self conscious "freeloading". 

ARSOn Dorrance 



Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > ~ "Lynn Oddenino" < Lynn.Oddenino@bellleadership.com ~ 2:40 PM ~ ~ > 

I ho~)e your New Year is off to a ~r~-_~al: start. Dr. Bell has b~-_~en thinking abou[ your work [:oge[:her, and he tMnks i[ would be a ~reat nest s[ep and s wonderful 

opportunity ~:or you snd your staff Lo attend Bell Leadershi#’s Achievers I semina~. 

Havin8 you and your coaches attend this sernh~sr wou~d be he~pR~f in desi~nin~ s possible pro~rarn for your testa and ~t would also offer idess for your Dook #roject 

w~th Dr. Bell. 

I have attached a one-pa~ d~script~on of tMs semh~ar (wMch ~nd~des dates}~ P~ease let me know ff there a~e dates that work for you ~nd your staff and we w~l~ be 

hs~y to ho~d some seats for Vou Becsuse of the 36(}-desree survey component thsL ~s ~art of this seminar, it ~s ~ood to s~n peonage up at ~east 5-8 weeks ~t~ advance 

of the seminar date. We wi~ work w~th you on the pr~dn~ for th~s program. 

P~esse ~et me know ff yo~ have any questions or ~:~ can be of assistance in any way. 

My very best reAsrds, 

Lynn 

~yn~ ()dden#~o 
D~rector~ CHem Services 
Bell Leadership [rH~l:~tL~te 
2J.4 West C;~n~ero~ Awmue 
Chapel Hill, NC 275J.~ 
1:: (9~9) 967-.7~04 f: (9.[9) 967-~4~4 
lyn n,odden[no@ bellleadersh~p.com 

www.beHleadersh[p.com 

PLEASE NOTE: Pa~t~c~pat~o~ by co~%u~ta~Ls or tra~e~s ~s not perrn~tLed #~ Be~ Leadership ~st~tute p~o~{rsms urfiess expresskf sud~orized h~ wr~tff~{ h~ advance~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 4:26 PM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmerma~@unc.edu> 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

RE: Renewals and Temfinations 

I can’t tell you how much I like what you have framed for me in this spread sheeL It makes everything so clear. 

Just like this past year we are going to have a collection of athletes 

clearly designatir~g the athletes that ~ have g~w~n e’,<tra money ~:o who will now take a redu(:~:~on ~r~ the future, Just so you know, with the e’,<cepth:m of 

(who w~H be a senk~r next year), ~ have not derided what year f w~H take the e’,d:ra money back (FYf, you haw~ made b seem hke f w~ll take ~t ALL back ne>:t year, not 

so~). But you wH~ certainly get our scholarship forms returned before 

check and make sure we are I~ving below our 14 scho~arsNp Hm~t. 

Thanks for al] your help. You are maMng ~t eas~er for me. 

F~: TJmmermans, Tom 
Seat: Friday,            2:05 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A [V; Tom Sander 
Subject; Renewals and Terminations 

Anson and Tom, 

It is that time of year again._..Renewals and Terminations for A~ached you will find the following: 

1. UNC Renewals Instructions: Please give this a read and use the coding if you complete the form by hand. 

2. Women’s Soccer -GIA: This form includes all SA’s who received GIA during Please take action on each SA. 

3. Women’s Soccer - Walk-Ons: This form includes all SA’s who were walk-ons. Please take action on each SA. At any other time, please submit a change of 

status form. 

4. Your equivalency (pasted below) 

Please complete these forms and return to me by If you have any questions, feel free to contact me. 

Tom Timmermans [ Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid University of North Carolina 

Office 9~9.962.7851 l Cell             ~ Fax 919.962.6002 

~ [~ iMAGE 55 

~    PID Enr ~R Tuition Fees Room Board Books CT NCT    Total Equiv. Total Equiv. Notes[    OC, 

Soccer 
-W 

Soccer 
-W 

Soccer 
-W 

Soccer 
-W 

Soccer 
-W 

Soccer 
-W 

Soccer 
-W 

Soccer 
-W 

Soccer 
-W 

Soccer 
-W 

2912 2,912 0.16 2,912 0.16 

NR    26575 $1,867 5630 4104 800 38,976 1.00 38,976 1.00 

NR 13288 $934 2815 2052 400 19,489 0.50 19,489 0.50 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

R 934 2772 400 8,202 0.45 8,202 0.45 

NR 13288 $934 2815 2052 400 19,489 0.50 19,489 0.50 

NR 26575 $1,867 5630 4104 800 38,976 1.00 38,976 1 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

NR 934 2815 1857 400 25,725 0.66 25,725 0.66 

NR 26575 $1,867 5630 3452 800 38,324 1.00 38,324 1.00 

NR 26575 $1,867 5630 4104 800 38,976 1.00 38,976 1.00 

NR 0 0.00 0 0.00 

R 5823 $934 2815 1683 400 11,655 0.64 11,655 0.64 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

NR 15,590 0.40 15,590 0.40 

Soccer 
-W 

Soccer 
-W 

Soccer 



-w 

Soccer 
-W 

Soccer 
-W 

Soccer 
-W 

Soccer 
-W 

Soccer 
-W 

Soccer 
-W 

Soccer 
-W 

Soccer 
-W 

Soccer 

-W 

NR 

NR 26575 $1,867 5630 4104 800 38,976 1.00 38,976 1.00 

NR 41097 $3,005 800 44,902 0.82 44,902 0.82 

NR 26575 $1,867 5630 4104 800 38,976 1.00 38,976 1.00 

NR 26575 1867 5630 4104 800 38,976 1.00 38,976 1.00 

NR 19,932 0.51 19,932 0.51 

NR 26575 26,575 0.68 26,575 0.68 

NR 13288 $934 2815 2052 400 19,489 0.50 19,489 0.50 

NR 26575 26,575 0.68 26,575 0.68 

532,203 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ii~l~iiiiiiil 532,203 14.00 

NR 13288 $934 2815 2052 400 19,489 0.50 19,489 0.50 

Totals 19,489 0.50 551,692 14.50 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 4:33 PM 

@gmail.com> 

@msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros (         @gmail.com) 

RE: U.S. women put streak on the line ~ check out the bottom one: "Alves classic pass ..." 

Thank you !1! You can give me a tremendous Birthday Gi]:L next week, when we resolve how we are going to make this happen and you te~ me you are a Tar 

HeeH~! 

~ am so proud of that wonderfu~ young woman, . And I know one d~y ~ w~l~ be s~ying the same thh~g ~bout you!~ 

A~ the best~ 

F~m~ [mailto: ~gmail,com] 
~ntl Friday, 2:~ PN 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
~ubjeet~ Re: U,S, women put streak on the line + check out the bosom one: "Alves classic pass ,,," 

Hapw Bi~hday N~son~ ~ HoN ?~u have a wonderful day~ So cool ~at is not only playing for the full te~ but STARTING~ Agmn hoN you have a fa]~tastic 

bi~day~ 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 , at 11:01 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

].adies~ 

t am so excited about our devek)pmen~: and g~rogress. The spr~ng ~s about "~ndividual devek)pment" and we are certainly ind~vidua~v getting bet~:er 

Let’s not stop, Th~s summer, afl:er my meel:h~g w~l:b the k~adershi~ coundL the emphas~s ~s for ALL OF US to k~prove our finishing. So organ~zh~g your 

time on a regular basis to work on your shoot~ng, cross~ng and heading [:or goal 

[ am exalted for       today ..... [ th~nk she told me ~2:~5 PM EST on ESPNg {on your computer). She wH[ start against the Germans, the #2 Learn ~n the 

world. Go    !H 

Fmm~ Soccer America Daily [mailto:socceramericadailg@socceramerica.com] 

Sent~ ~dday, 7:29 AN 

T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subjeet~ Section l: More bad news for Sounders; U.S. women put streak on the line 

I~Vv~D035.jpg~ 
Nhat They’re Saying 

’Olympique Marseille and 
Joey Barton wish to 
~pologize to Thiago Silva 
md his club for the 
nappropriate comments the 
English player made on 
;ocial media." 

- A statement from French 

,’lub Marseille after Jeey 

~arten’s Twitter attacks on 

3aris Saint-Germain’s 

rhiago Silva included 

,’ailing the Brazilian 

Jefender an "overweight 

adyboy." Barton has been 

mmmoned by the French 

;occer federation’s eth ical 

,’ommittee for an April 15 

~earing. (BBC) 

I<. ~WRD035 .j Pg>l 

roday’s News --Friday, I<~WRD035.jpg>lTweetThis I<~WRD0JS.jpg>lShare Thi~. 

More bad news for Sounders 
by s ..... America                                         [~’~WRD035.j pg>I 

[MLS SPOTLIGHTJ The Seattle Sounders got a break when MLS agreed to postponed Sunday’s 

match against Chivas USA. Their Concacaf hopes may have dimmed after their 1-0 loss at home 

to Santos, but they have a more pressing issue: getting their injured players healthy again. 

Seattle went through all kinds of hoops to sign Obafemi Martins in one of the most expensive 

transfers in MLS history, but the Nigerian star has left the team after only two league 

appearances to receive treatment for an "aggravated tendon" in his knee. - Read the whole story 

D.C. United short-handed for Sporting KC game 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SCHEDULE: Week 6] D.C. United will be without injured star Dwayne De Rosario, who 

did not travel with the team to Kansas City for the game against Sporting Kansas City. Also 

sidelined are midfielders Nick DeLeon and John Thorrington. The match will be the first of the 

season on Friday night. The weekend schedule also includes six games on Saturday and 

Sunday. For all the action ... - Read the whole story 

Americans put streak on line in Offenbach 
by Soccer America 

[GERMANY-USA] The USA will put its 29-game unbeaten streak on the line Friday when it faces 

Germany in Offenbach (ESPN3.com, ESPNW.com 12:15 p.m. ET). The game will be the second 

meeting of the world’s top teams in less than a month. More than 20,000 fans are expected at the 

Sparda Bank Hessen Stadium for the game, which takes place on the 100th anniversary of U.S. 

Soccer’s founding. - Read the whole story 

Concacaf will allow expanded rosters 
by Soccer America 

[GOLD CUP] Concacaf has modified its rules for the 2013 Gold Cup to allow teams that reach the 

knockout stage to make four roster changes before the quarterfinals. - Read the whole story 

New Minnesota owner shakes up NASL 
by Paul Kennedy 

[PREVIEW] The North American Soccer League returns for its third season with a new format: a 



FEEDBACK: Send comments 

split season. Champions will be crowned in spring and fall seasons and they will then meet in the 

2013 Soccer Bowl in November. The season begins this weekend with three games. Defending 

champion Tampa Bay hosts Carolina, Fort Lauderdale plays FC Edmonton, while Minnesota 

faces 2012 regular=season champion San Antonio in the Hubert H. Humphrey Metrodome. The 

seventh team in the spring season, Atlanta, is idle. The New York Cosmos will begin play in the 

fall championship. For a look at the seven teams ... - Read the whole story 

Richmond stocks up on MLS loan players 
by Soccer America 

[USL PR©1 Richmond, Pittsburgh and Orlando City will all make their 2013 debuts in weekend 

USL PRO action. Goalkeeper Andrew Dykstra became the fifth D.C. United player to join 

Richmond on loan, and Richmond native Brian Ownby joined the Kickers from FC Dallas on 

loan. For all the weekend action ... - Read the whole story 

Alves’ classic pass evokes Sneijder, Cantona and Zidane 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: Magic feet]Dani Alves’ sublime assist on Lionel Messi’s opening goal for 

Barcelona during its 2-2 tie at Paris Saint-Germain on Tuesday in the Champions League 

quarters had some calling it the best pass ever using the outside of one’s foot, we investigate. - 

Read the whole story 

to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown 

[<image001 j pg>] 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson(~uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

SoccerAmericaDaily is produced by editors of Soccer America: 

Paul Kennedy, Managing Editor 

Mike Woitalla, Executive Editor 

Ridge Mahoney, Senior Editor 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~socceramerica com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

©     Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, April 5, 2013 4:35 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga]lo@unc.edu> 

pacmm~@uncaa.uuc.edu;      ,~baol.com 

RE: Proposed Schedule - 2013 Womeu’s Soccer 

Larry, 

Will do. Tom!Dino? 

I=rem: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent-" I=riday, April 05, 2013 2:50 PM 
To-" Street[, Shelly 

C¢: Miller, Beth; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas ] 
Subject: Proposed Schedule - 2013 Women’s Soccer 
Importance: High 
Shelly: 

Please have .amson, Tom ..... complete the paxt of the schedule approval form/column for classes/class days missed for each g~rne. Before I cam approve this schedule and 

pass it on to Compliance for their approval, I need that information. 

Also, as a reminder, and Tom and Anson are awa~;e of this...the Syracuse gaJne time on ’Ihursday, October 17th needs to be changed to earlier in the day- (e.g., 1:00 or 

2:00 PM at the latest). Ellen Cnller has already spoken to Tom about this ~natter and the comqict that needs to be avoided w-ith our football game vs. Miami that evening. 

Maybe a different date thma October 17th would be better for us aaad Syracuse???? 

Thank you very much, Shelly, a~ad have a great weekend. 

Be well, 

Earry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 4:37 PM 

Cindy Cone @gmaJl.com> 

~msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; @sol.corn; Jason Sisneros .~)gmail.com) 

RE: FW: Message from Dr. Bell 

Thank you Cindy!! And bow do you like your team? 
From: Cindy Cone @gmail.com] 
Sent; Friday, 3:13 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc:        @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;     @aol.com; Jason Sisneros         ~gmail.com) 
Subject; Re: FW: Message from Dr. Bell 

It is a re~Jly amazing program. I think eve~one would really benefit from this class. I wish I had done it much sooner in my li[~. Let me know it’~J~y of you would like 

more inti)rmation about the class. GO ttEELS!!! 

Cindy 

On Fri, at 8:48 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <~!)_~?__n_~Le_Ln_~!:_LLn__c_’_:_e_d__a> wrote: 

Boys/girl, 

Ci~eck this oa, .... ~r~uld you be h~tem,~;k:d if we can aflbN it? Cindy took i~, one year a~d loved 

From: Lynn Oddenino [mailt~:l~.n...n.=~..d...d..e...n..i..n..~..@..b-e.l~..e..a-d..e.r..s..h..[p..&~..m] 
Sent: Friday, ’, 11:34 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co; bill palladino; Jason Sisneros; Chris Ducat; Tom Bander 
Subject; RE: Message from Dr. Bell 
Hello C~ach D~rrance, 
I hope yo~ are having a wonderful Fridayl I warned 

special UNC ff:e ~br your team. so p~ea~: let me know ifthetv ar~: dates that will work x~ifla your sche&fle. 

Thanks so 

BesL 
Lynn 

F~m= Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@ancaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 8:00 PN 
T~= Lynn Oddenino 
Co= bill palladino; Cindy Cone; Jason Sisneros; Chris Ducat; Tom Sander 
Subject= Re: Message from Dr. Bell 

I would love 
Now, please understand this is not the football or men and women’s basketball program (all budgets are not created equal .._ and we have no issue with this since we do 
not generate any revenu@. We don’t want to insult Dr Bel~ about our inability to come an~here near his fee. We usually 9o twenN thousand dollars over budget eve~ 
year which comes directly out of our summer camp (basically my pocket alon9 with Bill PaHadino and Chris Ducat’s). 
Honesdy, eye,thin9 we have heard about this from Cindy Parlow tells us this wou~d be significantly worth while, but we would feel self conscious "freeloading". 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) %~::_9___6__2__:__4_£0___0_ 
> > > "Lynn Oddenino" < Lynn.Oddenino@bellleadership.com > 2:40 PM > > > 
~ [el~o Coach Don’m~ce, 

I hope your New Year is offto a grea start. Dr. Bell has been d~h~king about ?our won ~ogelheS ~md he ~hmks k woNd be a groat nest step and a wo~derflJ 
oppo~unib, [br you ~md ?’ot~ s~a[f to atkv~d Bell l ,eade~slfip’s Achie~ ers I senfin~u. 

} [avi~N you and your co~hes ~ttcnd this seminar wotfld be helpN] in desigrmN a possible prog~mn fi~r your tcmn ~d it would d so oflL:r ideas [br yon ~:~ok project 

wifl~ Dr. Bell 

I have at~tched a one-.page description oft[~s ~rninar (wlfich includes dates). Please let me know if there ae dates that work fbr you ~d your staffmld we will be 

happy to l~:~ld some seas .{br you Becm~se office 360-degree su~ey componen~ fl~a~ is pa~l of a~is seminar, it is good ~o sign t~ople ~p a~ least 6-8 weeks m adva~ce 

offlae ~mfinar da:~e. W~ will wofl~ wifla you on Has pricing for this 

Please let me k~x~w if you bare a~V quet~ions or ifI can be ofassit~ance m a~y way. 

My veO’ besl tvgards, 

Directo~ Clips; Services 

Beli Leadership ]ns~i~ut~ 

2 [4 Wss~ Catneron 

~: (919)967-79~ f (9[9)967-~484 

Nnn.oddenino[@bell]eadership.com 

w~sv.be[]leadership.com 

unless you are the addressee. If you have received tiffs mes~ge in ewot: plea~ nofi~ the sender immediately by e-mail and &lem tim mess~e from your system. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, April 5, 2013 4:41 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Ja~n Sisneros @gmail.com) 

l~W: Weekly 

0405soc.pdf; Soccer Schedules.pdf; Summer 1 Soccer.pdf; sum~ner 2 soc.pdf 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, April 05, 20:t3 4:20 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A TV; Tom Sander 
Subject: Weekly 
Coaches, 

Registration concludes on Tuesday morning, April 9, when the frestwacn will register froru 8 - 8:30 ara. 

A second round of progress reports went to professors last week. Those will be showing up on next week’s report to give us a better idea of where the kids are before exams. 

Just so that you’ll know, mainly for recruiting purposes, I will be leaving for my annual western pilgrimage to Yellowstone on the afternoon of June 17 when women’s lacrosse finishes 
orientation, and I will return for meetings Wednesday afternoon July 10 in time for volleyball and field hockey urientation sessions. We will be 2 counselors short until replacement hires for 
Beth Bridger and Spencer Welborn are completed so we’ll be a little short-handed this surrm~er and we’re trying to coordinate vacations to give the best coverage that we can. 

Weekly, and sunm~er and fall schedules as of around 9 am this morning are attached. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 4:58 PM 

Lynn Oddenino <lynn.oddenino@bellleadership.com> 

RE: Message fiom Dr. Bell 

Thank you! 

From-" Lynn Oddenino [mailto:lynn.oddenino@bellleadership.com] 
Sent-" Friday, 4:56 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject-" RE: Message from Dr. Bell 

No kiddinB! 

Hope you have a wonderfu~ weekend. 

Best, I.~,nn 

F~= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
$e~t~ Friday, ~:05 PM 
Te= Lynn OddeNno 
S~bject~ RE: Message from Dr. Bell 

Got ~tH ~ was thinking $500 t~mes 35 that might be our entire budgetH! 

F~= Lynn OddeNno [mailto:lynn,oddeNno@bellleadership,com] 
Sent= Friday, ~2:55 PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Subject~ RE: Message from Dr. Bell 

~-I~ Coach Dorrance, 

I wa~; th~nking of you and your staff when f ~;aid "team," Sorry for ~:he 

Best, 

Ly n n 

F~= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@email,unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, 1 ~: 58 AM 
To= Lynn OddeNno 

@msn corn; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros         @gmail.com) 
SubjeCt= RE: Message from Dr. Bell 

Let me see what misht work .AND what we have left to spend .,. June right now seems the most logical 

Sent= Friday, ~ 2:55 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
SubjeCt= RE: Message from Dr. Bell 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

Thanks for your qu~ck response. We hope you and your team w~l~ be able to jo~n us -- our June, September, L ctober and November AcMever~ ~ semina~ 

sNI have openk~gs available It k~ good ~o register at ~eas~ ~-6 weeks in advance so participants have tk~e to complete the Bell Personality Profile before 

attendk~g the seminar 

Please let me know ff the suggested cost of $500 per person w~l~ work for your t~ain~ng budget. We a~e happy to work with you on this, Also, please let me 

know if a pa~ c~ a~ date(s) works for your schedule and we w~l~ be happy to hold ~ ,~baces for you. If you have any other questions or ff ] can help h~ any way, 

please ~et me know. 

Be.t, 

Lynn 

Lynn OddeNno 

Director, C~ient Services 
Sell Leadership 
214 Wes[ Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hi~l, NC 27515 
t: (919) 967-.7904 f: (9~9) 967-348z~ 

www.bellleadersNp.com 

PLEASE NOTE: Part~dpation by consultants or trainers ~s not permitted ~n gel~ i.eadersh~p ~nstitute progrsms unless expressly sut~orized in writing h~ advance. 

Sent= Friday, : ~:47 AN 
Te= Lynn Oddenino 
Subject~ RE: Message from Dr. Bell 

I tMnk our k~ds will be in class but please te~l me what: this would cost us. ~ am VER, interested for myself and m~,staff. 

Sent= Friday, ~:34 AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
C¢= bill palladino; Jason Sisneros; ; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
Subject= RE: Message from Dr. Bell 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

I hope you are having a wonderfu~ Fdda}d ] wanted to check h~ with you to see ~f you and },our team can 

special [JNC fee for Vour team, so please Jet me know ff there are dates that w~l~ work with Vour schedule. 

[hard~s so m~ch] 

B es 

Lynn 

F~= Anson Dorrance [ma~to:anson@uncaa,unc,edu] 



Sent-" Wednesday, 8:00 PM 
To: Lynn Oddenino 
Cc: bill palladino; Cindy Cone; 3ason Sisneros; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
Subject-" Re: Message from Dr. Bell 

I would love it. 

Now, please understand this is not the football or men and wornen’s basketball program (all budgets are not created equal .... and we have no issue with this since we do not 

generate any revenue). We don’t want to insult Dr Bell about our inability to come anywhere near his fee. We usually go twenty thousand dollars over budget every year which 
comes directly out of our summer camp (basically my pocket along with Bill Palladino and Chris Ducar’s). 

Honestly, everything we have heard about this from Cindy Parlow tells us this would be significantly worth while, but we would feel self conscious "freeloading". 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > "Lynn Oddenino" <.L-~-~%Q=--~---cj-~-d-~-e--n-~Ln-~-~-~@--b-~-e-~Le--a-~-cj-~-e--r--s~[q--~p~-c--~-~> 2:40 PM > > > 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

I hope your New Year is off to a great start. Dr. Bell has been thinking about your work together, and he thinks it wot~ld be a great nest step and a wonderful 

opportunity for you and yo~.~r staff ~:o attend ~}ell Leadership"s Achievers I seminar. 

Having you and your coaches attend this seminar would be hetpt:af in desi~,ning a possible program for your team and it would also offer ideas for your ~ook project 

with Dr~ Bell 

I bare attached a one-page description of this seminar (which includes dates)~ Please let me know if there are dates that work for yo(~ and your staff and we will be 

happy to hold some seats for yo(a~ Because of the 360-degree s(arvey component that is part of this seminar, it is good to sign people up at least 6-8 weeks in advance 

of t h~-_~ serninar date. W~-_! will work with you on the pricin~ for this prograrn. 

Ph~ase h~d: me know ~f yot~ have any q~.~esl:h:ms or ~f ~ can be o~ ass~stan(:e in any way. 

My very besL re~srds, 

Lyn n 

Lynn Odden~no 

D[rec[or, C~ien[ Services 
£e~{ Leadership Insti~te 
254 West Car~eron Avenue 
Chapel I-{[U~ NC 27518 
t: (9&9) 967-7904. f: (9Z9) 967-3484 
lyn n.oddenk~o@ bellleadership.com 

www.bellleadersh[p.com 

PL(~ASE NOr[~: Participation by cons~tan~:s or l:ramets ~s ~ot perm4t~:ed 4n #e~ Leadersfdp h~st~tute programs ~rfiess expressly a[~d~odzed ~n wrkir~g i~ advar~ce. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 6:45 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Fwd: new sports dieticim~ 

Ses~f.f!"om my Verizon II~ireie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: new sports dietician 

From: "Bingham, Ma~ Ellen" <binghamm@ema]l.unc.edu> 

To: "Ciocca, Mario F" <ciocc@email.unc.edu~,UNCAA-Eveuone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

CC: "Guskiewicz, Kevin M" <gus@emaJl.unc.edc~,"Padua, Da~n A" <dpad~ema]l.unc.edu~,"Petschauer, Meredith A" <mbusb,v@email.cmc.edu>,"Aguilax, Alain 
J" <alaguila,~email.unc.edu>,"Blackburn, Troy" <troyb,a~ema]l.unc.edu>,"Prentice, William E Jr" <prentice@eIna]l.unc.edu> 

Rachel’s email address is rkstratt@email.unc.edu 
We will share an office phone with me---9:1.9 966 3462 
Her c,-’AI phone 
Mary E~{e~ Bingham MS, RD, CSSO 
Head Spor~s NutritioNst 
University o[: North Carolina sL Chapel 

NnghamM@emaiLunc.edu 
St~ y conr~ect:ed wit:h U NC S~x~rts Nutritb:?n 
Facebook <htt£j/www.fa cebook.com/We Fu elTh e H eels> 

F~m= Ciocca, Hario F 
Se.t= Monday, 3:36 PN 
To= UNtO-Eye,one 
C~= Guskiewicz, Kevin N; Padua, Darin 
SubjeCt= new spots dietician 
Rachel Stratton has joined the UNC Spots Medicine staff staring today, and will assist Ma~ Ellen Bingham in meeting the nutritional and 
performance needs for our athletes. Rachel holds a BS in Life Science from the UNvemity of Po~land in Po~land, OR, where she was also a varsity athlete 
and team captain on the women’s basketball team. Rachel completed a dietetics ceRificate program at Middle Tennessee State University before 
completing her clinical dietetic internship in Nashville, TN through Lipscomb University. She is credentialed as a Registered Dietitian (RD) and one class 
away from an MS in Exercise Science and Nutrition from Lipscomb University. 
Prior to coming to UNC, Rachel StraRon seHed as a Spots Dietitian at the UniveBity of Oregon with prima~ responsibilities with basketball, volleyball, 
tennis, soRball, and assisted with track and field/cross count~ and soccer. She coordinated individualized recove~ nutrition plans, conducted body 
composition and hydration testing as well as provided nutrition education and nutrition counseling for athletes. 
Rachel Stratton is a member of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (AND) and the Collegiate & Professional Spots Dietitians Association (CPSDA). 
Please join me in welcoming Rachel to UNC 
Mado 

Mario Ciocca, MD 
Director of SpoRs Medicine 

University of NoRh Carolina 

James A, Taylor Campus Health Sen/ices 

CB# 7470 

Cha~l Hill, NC 27599-7470 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, includin9 any a~chmen~, is for the sole use of intended recipienKs) and may contain confidential and privileged information, Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited, If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, April 5, 2013 10:49 PM 

Eric Navarro @hotmail,com> 

Re: Coaching Soccer 

Eric, bring the girls team from your high school to our team camp this summer and I will teach you everything I know. Please check it out online: 

WWW.ncgsc.com 

Sent ~;.om my Verizon Wir~/ess 4G L TE DROID 

Eric Navarro @hotmail.com> wrote: 

Greetings Coach Dorrance, 

My name is Eric Navarro and I am the Head Soccer Coach for the Boys team of Midland Valley High School in Graniteville, SC. I hope that I could have a moment of your time and ask 

you a few questions about coaching soccer. I became the Head Coach at Midland Valley H.S. this year after being an assistant coach for another high school program for 3 years. Our 

soccer program is in its 4th year and we have struggled. I am learning that changing the attitude of a team is very difficult, but by being positive and givingthem every chance to 

succeed, change can happen. 

My purpose for e-mailing you is to ask about your philosophy and about any drills you like to use. What do you have your team do for warm-ups and stretching? When you begin 

practice, is there any specific skill you focus on or drill you prefer to use over others? Are there any specific drills you like to use specifically for Defenders, Mids, or Forwards? I have 

been able to improve my players’ touches and defensive work, but I realize that I do not know everything. I feel that by asking someone who has been in the coaching field longer than I 

have, I can acquire very useful knowledge that could assist me as my coaching career begins to grow. 

I have slowly changed my boys from being a team of individual players to a team that wants to work together. I recently had a player that had been difficult to handle and would never 

speak come up to me after I subbed him out and he asked, "What do I need to do to get better?" I was astonished that he spoke to me and was willing to try something different besides 

"Individual" ball. I explained one or two things for him to try different and ever since, he has done it. He has been looking for passes and communicating well. ~ have to remind myself 

and my players that Rome wasn’t built in a day, but with time, hard work, and determination, anything is possible. 

If there is anything you could possibly share, I would greatly appreciate it. I do not know if sending an e-mail such as this is frowned upon in the coaching community, but I want to do 

everything in my power to help my boys grow and to do that, I have to grow as well. 

Thank you for your time, 

Eric IVl. Navarro 

JViVarsity Boys Soccer 

Midland Valley High School 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, April 7, 203L3 3:54 PM 

Eric Navarro @hotmail,com> 

Re: Coaching Soccer 

Eric, I understand. 

Sent ~;~om my Verizon Wire/ess 4G L TE DROID 

Eric Navarro @hotmail.com> wrote: 

I doubt that we would be able to get enough girls to commit for the trip. We are also from a low income area so paying for a camp would be difficult. 

Eric Navarro 

JV!Varsity Boys Soccer 

Midland Valley High School 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 

To:           @ hotmail.com 

Subject: Re: Coaching Soccer 

Date: Sat, 6 Apr 20:13 02:49:08 +0000 

Eric, bring the girls team from your high school to our team camp this summer and I will teach you everything I know. Please check it out online: 

WWW.nc~;sc.com 

Sen t [rom my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DRO/D 

Eric Navarro @hotmail.com> wrote: 

Greetings Coach Dorrance, 

My name is Eric Navarro and I am the Head Soccer Coach for the Boys team of Midland Valley High School in Graniteville, SC. I hope that I could have a moment of your time and ask 

you a few questions about coaching soccer. I became the Head Coach at Midland Valley H.S. this year after being an assistant coach for another high school program for 3 years. Our 

soccer program is in its 4th year and we have struggled. I am learning that changing the attitude of a team is very difficult, but by being positive and givingthem every chance to 

succeed, change can happen. 

My purpose for e-mailing you is to ask about your philosophy and about any drills you like to use. What do you have your team do for warm-ups and stretching? When you begin 

practice, is there any specific skill you focus on or drill you prefer to use over others? Are there any specific drills you like to use specifically for Defenders, Mids, or Forwards? I have 

been able to improve my players’ touches and defensive work, but I realize that I do not know everything. ~ feel that by asking someone who has been in the coaching field longer than I 

have, I can acquire very useful knowledge that could assist me as my coaching career begins to grow. 

I have slowly changed my boys from being a team of individual players to a team that wants to work together. I recently had a player that had been difficult to handle and would never 

speak come up to me after I subbed him out and he asked, "What do I need to do to get better?" I was astonished that he spoke to me and was willing to try something different besides 

"Individual" ball. I explained one or two things for him to try different and ever since, he has done it. He has been looking for passes and communicating well. I have to remind myself 

and my players that Rome wasn’t built in a day, but with time, hard work, and determination, anything is possible. 

If there is anything you could possibly share, I would greatly appreciate it. I do not know if sending an e-mail such as this is frowned upon in the coaching community, but I want to do 

everything in my power to help my boys grow and to do that, I have to grow as well. 

Thank you for your time, 

Eric M. Navarro 

JViVarsity Boys Soccer 

Midland Valley High School 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, April 7, 203L3 7:09 PM 

Danielle Slaton @hotmail.com> 

Re: Leadership Development 

Danielle, I loved reading this message. I type too slowly to share all of my ideas. Please call me and let’s chat about all of this. 

way your mind works. And I will share with you what I think is one of the keys for getting a core value into your character fabric¯ 

Senti?ore my Verizon Wir~/ess 4G L TE DROID 

¯ I love the 

Danielle Slaton @ hotmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

It’s been a couple of months since we’ve been in touch but I haven’t forgotten about our conversation. I had to the chance to look over your team’s core 
values, and I also had the chance to read Paul Tough’s book, How Children Succeed. There is some good stuff in there. Here are a few of my thoughts: 

1. Your ideas on character development - and the development of specific core traits/values - seem to parallel the message in this book. I think the key is 

discovering the core values and traits that are important to your program and then figuring out how to develop and train those skills. What is going to 

make a student successful in school - grit, resilience, etc.? And what traits are going to make a successful soccer student-athlete at UNC? I like how 

you’ve identified your core values and I like the idea of measurement. I really believe that what gets measured gets accomplished, and the way you’ve 

come up with a measurement tool for soft!subjective/difficult to measure skills seems good. Question: How did you settle on the traits/core values that 

you did? 

My next thought is how to help train and teach these skills, though you could probably have a long debate about if they could even be taught. But, for now, 
let’s assume we can move the needle with regards to character development in college students. This makes me begin to think about a two-part program. 
Part one could include those you deem to be good leaders or infiuencers on your team. Sessions/discussions for this group might focus on leadership, 
mentoring, dealing with conflict, etc. Part two of this program would include everyone else and be focused on followership. Sessions/discussions for this 

group might include information on character development, leading by example, making good choices, etc. Perhaps there could even be discussions or 
sessions on early adoption and what that looks like. Malcolm Gladwell’s book on the tipping point seems to pop into my head here. 

2. The other thing that gets me thinking was on the following quote (P. 85 on my Kindle). "The best way for a young person to build character is for him to 
attempt something where there is a real and serious possibility of failure. In a high-risk endeavor, whether it’s in business or athletics or the arts, you are 
more likely to experience colossal defeat than in a low-risk one - but you’re also more likely to achieve real and original success. ’The ideas of building grit 
and building self-control is that you get that through failure._.and in most highly academic environments in the United States, no one fails anything." What 
the best way to build grit and toughness without damaging confidence, especially with kids who have not failed very often? Or, how do you identify and/or 

develop a kid that builds themselves up after you’ve put them through the hell, or put them in an environment where it’s very likely that they will fail? 

3. Another idea...is there some assessment that could be developed that would test grit or determination or whatever core values one deems to be 
important that you could give to young players or recruits (or their coaches or parents or someone else) that could help you identify strengths and 
weaknesses? Your core value evaluation survey seems to do this, but I wonder if there’s a way to identify specific observable actions that might correlate 
to grit, determination, etc. that one could observe and track during a game in the same way that one might track passes or shots on goal. Hmm....I need to 

think more on this one. 

Anyway, these are the random ideas that continue to pop into my head. And I could keep writing, but I’ll save you from my rambling. I’d love to chat more 
if you’ve got some time over the next few weeks. I’d like to hear your thoughts, opinions, and insights on this book. 

On another note, I recently heard a author!speaker named Dan Pink at a conference here in Chicago. He was a very good speaker, and I thought you might 

find his newest book interesting. It’s called To Sel! is Human, The Surprising Truth about Moving Others. He also has a good Ted talk about motivation. If 

you haven’t read or heard any of his stuff, he may be worth a peek. 

Have a great weekend! 

Danielle 

From:        @hotmail.com 

To: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: RE: Leadership Development 

Date: Tue, 15 Jan 2013 12:20:08 -0800 

That’s hilarious! It’s the next book on my list at the library. I just haven’t read it yet because it’s been checked out. I will be sure to get on it asap so we 

can chat. 

Take care, 

Danielle 



Date: Tue, 15 Jan 2013 15:17:36 -0500 

From: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

To:        @hotmail.com 

Subject: RE: Leadership Development 

That is the book I wanted you to read!!!! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 

>>> Danielle Slaton 

Hi Anson, 

@hotmail.com> 1/15/2013 2:49 PM >>> 

Thanks for taking the time to chat today. I really appreciate it. When you get a chance, please send along your core values and the title of that book you’d 
like me to pick up. I will certainly look them both over so we can chat again. 

I also wanted to pass along this podcast on NPR that I listed to a few months back. It’s available online, but I’m sure you can find it and download it from 
iTunes as well. It tells some interesting stories and also talks about a book that you might find interesting - How Children Succeed by Paul Tough. This 
book, and a section of the podcast, discuss "non-cognitive skills," qualities like tenacity and resilience, and is right in line with what we discussed. 

http://www.thisamericanlife.org/radio-archives/episode/474/back-to-school 

Looking forward to touching base again soon, 

Danielle 

Date: Wed, 9 Jan 2013 21:25:46 -0500 
From: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
To:        @hotmail.com 
Subject: Re: Leadership Development 

Danielle, I would love to help you. Call me anytime. My cell number is 

Senti?ore my Verizon Wir~/ess 4G L TE DRO/D 

"Danielle Slaton @ hotmail.com>", @hotmail.com> wrote: 

>>> "Danielle Slaton " 2013-01-09T17:13:11.435189 >>> 

Hi Anson, 
it’s Danielle Slaton. I know this is a bit random, but now that it’s the winter season, I was hoping you might have a few minutes to chat on the phone or 
talk via email so I could pick your brain. I’m really interested in leadership development, and as you may or may not know, i’ve done a little work with Jeff 
Janssen over the past couple of years. The work I’ve done for him has been with high school and/or club athletes, i know that he’s worked with UNC for 

many years and that the leadership program at UNC is pretty big. 
Without divulging anything proprietary, I was hoping to get your general thoughts on how you feel the leadership development program at UNC has 
influenced your team. What have been the biggest benefits? What areas could be even better? I’m currently working in general education and curriculum 
development, but I’m getting the itch to combine my background in sports with curriculum development. So, I’m just trying to tall< to as many people as 
possible to figure out how to make that happen and find a niche that works well for me. I’m not yet sure if that means that it’s something in the corporate 
world or something back in athletics, but I thought you might be someone with a unique perspective. 
Any time you might have would be much appreciated. Oh...and congrats on your big win back in December. From a Bronco to a Tar Heel, it really is 
impressive. 

Take, Danielle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

6:27:01 AM 

@gmail.com] 

Re: With HE President of Malawi, Joyce Banda last week in DC 

Very cool! 

Sent j~rom my Verizon Wireiess 4G LTE DROtD 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

Contact information: 

Banda "Bola" Soccer 

P.O. Box 105 

Guilderland, NY 12084 

E-mail at: banda@bandabola-soccer.com 

1-518-364-2842c 

Visit our website 

www.bandabola-soccer.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 8, 2013 3:07 PM 

Kyle Thomas @gmail.com> 

Re: Question re: socal recruitment 

Kyle, call me I would love to help 

Kyle Thomas ,~gmail.com> wrote: 

Good morning Anon, 

I am the head coach of 2 high level club teams frown southern california. I am a huge believer in UNC’s philosophy, history and success. 

My fi~st question is for my ul3’s going u14 several of my players have read the Vision ofa Chan~pion and have worked incredibly hard to potentially speak ruth your 

recruiters in the neaac future as well as fly out for your summer can~p. They are asking me how far out do you recruit athletes and could they begin wfiting your staff’this 

year? 

Secondly, on a personal level my ul6s played the second best team in California this last weekend running my best understanding of the 1-3-4-3. After pushing the 

tempo heavily against the 17th and 23rd best teams with positive results we fell very flat and suffered a painful 5 to 1 defeat. Other than advancing to the national B 

license course how can I learn to better undersiand your system of play. Basically, I need some advanced help. 

Thank you for the time. I realize you must be incredibly bu~’ but even just a nudge in the fight direction by one of your assistants would be greatly appreciated. 

Much thanks 

Kyle thomas 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 8, 2013 4:13 PM 

Brad Black <brad.black@humanexvenmres.com> 

ILE: Favor to ask...UNC and Sue Enquist "Builder Hall of Fame" awa~rd 

Brad, 

Call mid afternoons any week day (0 ..... if for some reason you miss, you are always welcome to call me at home (h) {my cell does not 

work at home}. 

And { wou~d ~ow~ to honor Sue gUT you guys write ~t {I ~:rust you}, t w~l~ add ~:o i1: and embellish i1: and then you w~ have it It ~s Mways a mad house around here and 

th~s way ~t w~ get 

F~m= Brad Black [mailto:brad.black@humane~entures.com] 
Sent~ Sunday, April 07, 2013 ~:54 PN 

Tot Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Subject: Favor to ask,.,UNC and Sue Enquist "Builder Hall of Fame" award 

Anson, [ hope this note finds you well 

I wanted to connect with you to follow-up on discussions that Sue EnquBt and I are having about "next level" strategies and how UNC and you in particular can 

partner with us. I tried reaching you on Friday, but didn’t get through so I wanted to see when there might be a time when I could get you for ~0 minutes, followed 

bya trip to Chapel Hill that Sue and I would like to make. 

In addition to this effort, ~ also wanted to ask for gout help with a "tribute quote" for Sue’s upcoming "Builders Hall of Fame" award (like the one you received last 

year at our Summit). I know she has great respect for you and if you wouldn’t mind sharing a short tribute quote regarding her ~mpact and legacy, we can 

incorporate it into the one being presented early next month. 

Anson, thanks for all your efforts. Looking forward to connecting soon and seeing how we can help you. 

Make a great Sundayl 

Brad Black 

President and CEO 

Building Talent Driven G~mmunities With ~Xcellence 

2900 s. 70th, Suite 100 ~ Lincoln, NE 68506 
100 W. r~chigan Avet~ue, Suite 200 Kalamazoo, MI 49007 

402486.1102 Office~ Call 402.486.1103 Fax 
This e-mail and any ~t aehment cont a~l ~lt~rmation ~lich is private and confidential and 

nlail in error, please neti~ the send~" by return e-mail and then destroy it. 

This message has been scanned for malware by Websense. ~vw.websense.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, 5:19 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: With HE President ofMalawi, Joyce Ba~da last week in DC 

Do we have anything lying around? 

From: @gmail,com] 
Sent: Monday, 10:22 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject: Re: With HE President of Malawi, Joyce Banda last week in DC 

Coach: Let me know if you have old coaching ge~c lying ~cound to donate for our volunteer coaches in Malawi-Tharflcs! 

On Mon, at 2:27 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(~)emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 
Ve~ cool! 

S~:~tt from ~, ~%rizon tVireIe~’s ,i(~ L TE DROID 

i:~i Inline image 1 

~gm~dl corn> wrote: 

Contact information: 

Banda "Bola" Soccer 

P.O. Box 105 

Guildefland. NY 12084 

E-ma~,l at: banda~;bandabola-soccer.com 
1-518-364-2842c 
Visit our website 

www.bandabola- soccer.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 5:54 PM 

Brad Black <brad.black@humanexvenmres.com> 

I~E: Favor to ask...UNC and Sue Enquist "Builder Hall of Fame" awaxd 

From: Brad Black [mailto:brad.black@humanexventures.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 5:39 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; RE: Favor to ask...UNC and Sue Enquist "Builder Hall of Fame" award 

A~lso~l, perfect....t.h~nk you. 

Sue’s piece to edit/refine 

"Sue is the epitome of a ’Championship Coach’ with legacy impact across her teams, program, UC[.~, and her sport over decades. It’s easy to see how she has set 

herself a part with her unique talent to__inspke but also hold people to the highest standard. She is one of the "best of the best" and in a recent workshop that 

sh~ gave all th~ h~ad and assistant coaches at UN¢ everyone in the ~oom ~earn~d sometN~g b~cause her passion is compelling and her ~deas p~actica~ and 

Thank youH 

Brad Black 

Pre.ddo~t and 

(~2) 485- ] 102 ( ~"1 c~ I 

(-~)2) 4.86-1 ~ 03 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [ma~lto:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 
8ent~ Nonday, April 08, 2013 3:13 PM 
To= Brad Black 
$ubject~ RE: Favor to ask...UNC and Sue Enquist "Builder Hall of Fame" award 

Brad, 

Ca~ m~d afternoons any week day = @ ..... ~[: [:or some reason you miss, you are always welcome to ca~l me at home (h) {my ce~l does not 

work at home}. 

And I wou~d bye to honor Sue BUT you guys write ~t {I trust you}, ~ w~l~ ~dd to it ~nd embellish it and then you w~ h~ve it. It ~s alw~gs a mad house around here and 

th~s way i[: w~l get done~ 

F~m: Brad Black 
Sent= Sunday, April 07, 2023 4:54 PH 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Favor to ask...UNC and Sue Enquist "Builder Hall of Fame" award 

Anson, I hope this note finds you well. 

I wanted to connect with you to follow-up on discussions that Sue Enquist and I are having about "next level" strategies and how UNC and you in particular can 

partner with us. I tried reaching you on Friday, but didn’t get through so I wanted to see when there might be a time when I could get you for lO minutes, followed 

bya trip to Chapel Hill that Sue and I would like to make. 

In addition to this effort, I also wanted to ask for your help with a "tribute quote" for Sue’s upcoming "Builders Hall of Fame" award (like the one you received last 

year at our Summit). I know she has great respect for you and if you wouldn’t mind sharing a short tribute quote regarding her impact and legacy, we can 

incorporate it into the one being presented early next month. 

Anson, thanks for all your efforts. Looking forward to connecting soon and seeing how we can help you. 

Make a great Sunday! 

Brad Black 

President and CEO 

Building Talent Driven Communities With cXcellmce 

2900 s. 70tb, Suite 100 ~ Lincoln, NE 68506 
100 W ~chigan Avenue, Suite 200 Kalamazoo, M] 49007 

402.486.1102 Ofl~ce~               Cell 402.486.1103 Fax 

This message has been scanned tbr malware by Websense. www.websense.com 

Click here to report this email as spam. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:58 AM 

Cindy Cone @gmaJl.com> 

@hotmaJl.com>; @g~nail.com>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

~aol.com); ~gmail.com>; ,~!msu.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~aol.com; Jason Sisuems, @gmaiLcom) 

If you "top five" will let me know if you are interested in training mtJ~ Cindy, I would appreciate it. 

Cindy, 

This would be incredible for our kids. Thank you. I will copy the "top five" and give them right ot: t:irst refusak Since you have already invited              I 

add sh~ce al~ three of them want to p~ay pro next spdng~ This will g~ve them a great taste for ~t and show them what ~s required to make it 

your level a~so wants to play pro and ~f for some reason can’t make ~t ~ w~l~ offer her s~ot to 

GOOd ~UCk th~s weekend CindyH 

From= Cindy Cone @gmail.com] 
Sent; Monday, 7:24 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Re: How are the Portland Thornes? 

That is great news about the "man[ Glad fl~ey are kicMng ~s~ Yes, they canj ump in’~ training wi~ fl~e first team. We am oNy allowed 5 players ~om any one school 

due to NC~. Obviously, we can’t pay them a~yfl~ing. I have already chatted with a~ut s~nNng some time out here ~is summer gaining with us. I 

would live to a couple othersjoiu us as well. 

Miss you guys! 

Cindy 

On Mon, at 9:02 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@)~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Cindy, 

This sounds wonderful. I am excited for you and your team. 

We played the Spirit and the F~ash and ~ was very happy with the Tar Heels even with o[:f with the fu~ team and last [:a~’s seniors scattered around the globe. 

We lost both games but d~d many good tMngs (2-0 and 2-1 respectN, e]y). We continue to fee~ more and more comfortaMe ~n possession m~d we are ~earning to p~ay 

the I-4-2-3-:[ better and better. Both sets of pro backs struggled to contain      (she is getth~g very confident back to goal and ~s very deceptive off the dr~bMe 

with a nh::e collection o[ stop and go mowers that ]eaw~ even pro defenders ~n her wake). The players in ~:he center of our midfieh~ are becoming great bah hunters, 

all o[ ~:hem continue to ~mprove es~)ec:ial~y                 There has been a nk:e ~um~) in        game as she begins to unders~:and the ba~ and k~arn to e’,q:qoit 

her ath~et~dsm. AH the backs are getdng better and ~ thought was exceptiona~ yesterday against the Flash. The competition in goa~ ~s excellent with 

a~l of thern grinding to higher ~evNs. 

Let us know about ~:ra~ning with you ~n the summer. Does ~:hat mean they (:ou~d ~urn~) into :[s~ team sesskms? {~ will check wRh the NCAA ~ega]~ty of 
Obvkms~y, ~e ~lt wo~~ou ~e ~b~ i~ ~i[ and we w~l] sup~x~rt teams ~n the ~eague in dkect ~)roportion to how many Tar Heels they haw~ on their roster and on ~:he 

fie~d. I arn excited [:or    and a~so for              who certairfly have qualities thai Sermann~ needs to see. 

Good luck ~n your opener and please g~ve my bes[ to all your Tar Heels!H 
F~m= C~ndy Cone I ~gmail.com] 
Sent~ Saturday 1:~3 PM 
To~ Dorrance, AlbeR A N 
Subject~ Re: N: Message from Dr. Bell 

I like the team a lot. The chemis~" both on aud offthe field has grown pre~ much o~anical~y. I have guided it a bit hem in ~em but when you put winning peop]e 

together, it is much easier to produce a wi~ing team. I am really e~oying wor~ng with all the players. They have been veD’ open m~d ready to learn. They welcome 

cfitici~ and have proven to be ve~T coachable. The one piece we have ~en missing during tile preseason is our a~c~ng third. Obviously, once we get our national 

team players hem, we will be a much ~er team. Unfo~nately, we have only had our full team together for 3 tmiNng sessions t~e entire pre~amn. So, our first game 

will be a bit interesting. I am sum we will have quite a few mi~ues and miscommuNcafion~ but my guess is so will . It will ~ fun to watch play 

together. 

By the way, the Tazheels are doing AWESOME~ ~ ~ has figured out how to be a pro and how k) traJ]sition among multiple positions, has ~en the best player 

on the field most days. If they can s~y healthy and continue to improve at tNs rate, there is no reason why they shouldn’t get a chauce with the uational team. 

has Men solid in goal and will ~ a good back-up for               ~ had no idea ~at they were such great l~ends,       lived with       l~mily when she was 

pla~,ing                           Then when we add      and possibly      to fl~e roster in June--well, I cau’t wait to see fl~at’. 

Plea~ tell fl~e cu~ent Tarheels that I miss ~em a~d am aJu, ays cheering thegn on fiom al:az~ Let me know if auy offl~em wa~t to come train during the summer[ We 

would love to have thegn loin us. 

Cindy 

Ou Fri,           at 1:37 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <auson(/&email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Tha n k you {::i n d,/[ ! A n d h ow do you l i k ~-’_~ you r ~:e a m ? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:10 PM 

~live.unc.edu~~ 

pacmm~@uncaa.uuc.edu 

RE: Caxeer Athletes 

I arn sure he has been swamped ~,. he might have rnor’e time in a week or so ._. What is your deadline? 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:49 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: RE: Career Athletes 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

My name is           and I sent you an email a few weeks back about CareerAthletes.com. I am an intern this semester for the website dedicated to student-athletes. I 
heard back from you but didn’t get the list of names. I just wanted to send an email as a reminder. Thank you for your time! 

Thanks, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:33 PM 
To: 
Cc: Sander, Thomas; ~msn,com; Ducar, Christopher; 
Subject: RE: Career Athletes 

~ao[~com; Jason Sisneros ~gma!!.com) 

f think we have a k)~: mor~:~. I will copy Tom Sander, my Director of Ope~ations for you. Wh~-:m his decks ch:_~a~ I arn sure he will help you, 

From: @_[ Lv__e_._:_u__t_~_c__:_e__c_! M ] 
Sent: Saturday, 11:31 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Career Athletes 

Hello Mr. Dorrance, 

My name is           and I am a      here on the      team. This semester I am doing an on campus internship with CareerAthletes.com. It’s a website for past and 
present student-athletes. Athletes can log in and look for jobs, internships, and talk to possible employers. I am trying to spread the word and hoping in the process to help out 
some former Tarheels. I was wondering if you had names and emails of former players from within the past 5 years? If you do not have from that far back that is fine. Any 
information you have is great! Thank you for your time! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 7:55 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; TOM SANDER <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Southern Soccer Showcase 

SSS College G~nes Schedule- 1 .pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Fwd: Sonthem Soccer Showcase 

From: Anthony Dal~ <daJ~@wth.edtr> 

To: Robbie Church <church@duaa.duke.edu;>,"Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu)" <robbie.church@duke.edu>,"Dormnce, Albert A IV" 
<anson@em~il.unc.edu>,Ti~nothy Santoro <ffsm~tor@ncsu.edu>,fi~n santoro <tim santoro@ncsu.edu>,Ch~ades Chugger Adair <adai@vt.edu;> 

CC: 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

F~om: Scott Wollaston ~ ~gmail.com> 

Date: Sun, Mar 24, 2013 at 9:35 PM 
Subject: Re: Sonthem Soccer Showcase 

To: "Hain, Jessica J" <iiceli~liberh~.edu>, wsoccer~liberty.edu, Chris Neal <cnea~3@elon.edn>, Sarah Strickland <stricklandsc~appstate.edw~, "Donnenmrth, 

Rob" <donnenwirthr@ecu.edu>, Chad Miller <millere~emaJl.wcu.edu>, Anthony Dal~ <dal~@~4h.edu>, Martin Beall <mbeaJl~highpoint.edu> 

Cc: Mike Libber <mlibbe~)elitetoumaments.com >, abutle~)twincitwsoccer.com 

Eve .ryone, 

Updated schedule attached. There was a D’po. 

On Sun, Mar 24, 2013 at 8:28 PM, Scott Wollaston~ 

Coaches, 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

Thanks so tnuch again for joining us for the 2013 Sonthem Soccer Showcase at BB&T Soccer Park. Here are a few ulxtates: 

1. Please view the attached schedule of games to confirm your schedule. All g~nes will be 35 ~ninute halves (with exception to Liberty" v ASU, which will play 3x45 

min periods due to only 1 game). 

2. If you have not already done so, please register as a college coach attending our event at the following link: http://events.gotsport.com/(S 

(4fpM3454demdi55e’~-pafiw))/events’collegecoachlogin.aspx?EventID~6057 

It helps us tremendously in attracting great teams to onr Showcase when your school is listed as a school that is intending to recruit at our event. We have some 
thntastic team,/clubs coming to our event, including ~veral ECNL clnbs, so there should be ~me great talent to watch. 

3. Please let me know if you are planning to drive a bns to BB&T Soccer Park. We will have a reserved parking azea for your buses, so I just need to know how 
much space to save. 

4. Lunches: As some of you took advantage of last year, you can order box lunches from us that we will deliver to your team. The cost is $7,50 per box which includes a 

Subway sandwich, chips, cookie, and bottled water. You just need to email me with your order by Monday, April 8th. 

5. Golf Tournament: We ate hosting our Southern Soccer Showcase GNI for Kicks Event on Friday, April 12th at Salem Glen Country Club. All of our college head coaches 

that ate participating in this event ate invited to play in ~he ~ournarnent for FREE! All proceeds from the event go to benefi~ our Twin City Soccer F~nanciN Assistance 
program. If you’d like to play ~n the event, or make a donation, please go to our event website: ~:/iv~,,w.tw~ncib~soccer.con’~/~o~ffork~cks/index E~htm~ or emai~ John 

6. Schedules: We have 106 teams attending the evenL frotn 14 difl}rent states and Canada. Here is a link to the schedule: 
http://events.gotspo~t.com/events/Default.aspx?eventid~6057 

7. Check In: When you arrive to BB&T Park, please check in at the Field House to pick up a Player Profile book and to let us know you’ve arrived. We will direct 

yon to the right field. We will provide a tent over each team bench, as well as gatorade and water in gatorade coolers. 

Thank you so much again for attending our event! Please let me know if you have aw questions. I will be out of the office from March 29th-April 7th with limited 
access to email, bnt I will try my best to get back in touch with you as ~)on as possible. 

Sincerely, 



Sco~ 

Scott T. Wollaston 

Executi~e Director: Twin City Yonth Soccer Association 

www.twincitysoccer.com 

Manager: Wins~ton- Salem SoccerPlex 

www.wssoccerplex.com 

Manager: SoccerOP Manage~nent, LLC 

www.soccerop.com 
Email: swoll~s¢on~gm~l.com 

Winston Salem SoccerPlex Oflfice: (336) 896-0383 

BB&T Soccer Park Office: (336) 998-4277 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

cell 

www.wakeforestsports.com 

www.wakeforestgifls~)ccercamp.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance0 Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday,            7:57 PM 

TOM SANDER <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: Kick for Kibera Clinic 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Kick tbr Kibera Clinic 

From: ~gmail.com> 

To: bill palladino       ~aol.com>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.e&~,"Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edtr~,Bill PaJladino 

<bpalladino@uncaa.unc.e&~,Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Hey y’allt 

The CFK clinic is this Sunday fi~om 1- 5pro in the Tin Can. If yon could, please encourage the girls to participate in coaching - they have done a wonderful job the last 

couple years and I would love for us to keep that up! 

Also, if any of you are free that afternoon, please feel free to stop by. 1 would love to see you. 

ttope y’all aJce doing well. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 9:49 PM 

@gmail .corn> 

Fwd: Do you have players for a team in lcela~nd? 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Do you have players liar a team in Iceland? 

From: Katla GuOjdnsd6tfir <katl~r@kjamavorur.i~"~ 

To: "Dorrance, Alber~t A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Good morning coach! 

My name is Katla Gu~idnsddttir. I am a member in the board of HK-Vikingur, a women soccer club located in Reykjavik, Iceland 

I am looking for a center back and a for~vard for HK-Vikingur (www 1~ is), a team entering their first year in the top division in Iceland (The Pepsi League). We have a young but talented 
team but we are in need of good and experienced players. 

If you have seniors (since the season does not end until in September) that might be interested please have them contact me as soon as possible A fantastic opportunity to explore the 
world while doing what you love and get paid for it 

Please pass this on to whom it may concern ! 

Go Heels ’. 

Best regards, 

Katla 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 9:50 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Do you have players for a team in Icela~nd? 

........ OriginaJ Mes~ge ........ 

Subject: Do you have players li)r a team in Iceland? 

From: Katla GuOjdnsd6tfir <katl~r@kjamavorur.i~"~ 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Good morning coach’. 

My name is Katla Gu~jdnsddttir. I am a member in the board of HK-Vikingur, a women soccer club located in Reykjavik, Iceland 

I am looking Ibr a center back and a for~vard for HK-Vikingur (www 1~ is), a team entering their first year in the top division in Iceland (The Pepsi League). We have a young but talented 
team but we are in need of good and experienced players. 

If you have seniors (since the season does not end until in September) that might be interested please have them contact me as soon as possible A fantastic opportunity to explore the 
world while doing what you love and get paid for it 

Please pass this on to whom it may concern ! 

Go Heels ’. 

Best regards, 

Katla 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 9:36 AM 

John Kennedy ~ohn@combatbraintraining.com> 

@email.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; 

~!e~naJl.unc.edu; ~!hotmail.com; 

~bg~naJl.com) 

RE: Checking in 

@gmail.com;         ~gmail.com;     ~ema~l.unc.edu;      ~live.unc.edu; 

~bmsn.com; ducar@uncaa.nnc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

John, 

We like it and before games the plan is to have lead the team. We need to figure ouL a way to do it before practice. I w~H copy my Leadership Counci~ and see 

how we cm~ do this better. We have been playing pro teams the ~ast couple of weeks and honestly their pregame r~tuals forced us to adapt to them. TMs weekend 

we are back to college teams 

~ meet w~th the Council this Thursday morning and we wi~ tall< about #~corporating it into our dew?k?pmenl:a~ fabric. Thank you John for g~v~ng us your excellent 

ideas on how we can continue to ~mprove Yours b another e’.<ceHent p~ece of the puzde. 

F~m= John Kennedy [mail~:john@combatbraintraining.com] 
Sent; Monday, 6:23 PN 
Te= Sander, Thomas 
~¢= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; ’Jason Sisneros’; Chris Ducar 
Subject: Checking in 

Hi Guys, 

It’s been about 2 weeks since the trainin~ and ~ame and I thought I’d check in with you. 

I received many ~ood comments from the ~irls after the ~ame such as" I don’t feel any tension now when the ball comes to me" and "1 can follow the ball better", 

one ~irl even said she could see the patterns in the carpet for the first time] I know you keep a lot of stats Tom and I was wonderin~ if you’ve noticed any different 

in the thin~s you measure? Have you had a chance to ask the ~irls what they notice and have you seen any improvements in their teamwork, execution, etc.? Any 

feedback related to their school work? 

A bi~ question, is are they continuin~ to practice? was ~oin~ to lead them before practices, has she been able to follow through? I’d like to talk to her and 

also you ~uys when you have a chance to ~ive you some feedback on how to adapt the exercises to address what you see. Let me know if it’s easier to set up a 

conference call or just a time when I can call you and/or Anna for some coaching. 

Best to all of you, 

John 

John Kennedy 

Kennedy Co~sulth~ G~ou~ 

Combat L~t’~in TrainingTM 

5g West Jackson 

Ch~ca~o, ~L 60604 

847-79:].-I825 

]ohn@combetbraintroininq.com 

www.combatbrointraininq.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 9:51 AM 

k.koestner@campuso utreachservices.com 

pacma~@uncaa.unc.edu; @emaJl.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; @gmaJl.com; 

~email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; @e~na~l.unc.edu; ’@hot~na~l.co~n; 

ducar@uncaa.uuc.edu; ~baol.com; Jasou Sisneros i ,~!gmail.com) 

RE: Katie Koestner: Small Request :-) 

,~!gmafil.com; 

msn.com; 

I am sure we can find something. And again what a powert:ul message to share, All ot: us appreciated you telling your painful story. 

i will cop’4 Tom Sander on this and we will mail it to the address below. 

F~m: Katie Koestner [mailto:k.koestner@campusoutreachservices.com] 
Sent-" Monday, 9:53 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject; Katie Koestner: Small Request >) 

Hi Anson~ 

I hope you are welH I am so pleased to have met you and can picture you and I shakin~ hands like it was yesterday. Thank you for attendin~ my program and 

helpin~ to ~et all those athletes to hear my story. 

Here’s my request.., we have a rape crisis center with a number of women and ~ids who could really use some powerful motivation~ I would love to be able to 

tell them about how you and your women are all about women’s strength and ~ive the two ~irls somethin~ you’ve autographed. 

Would you be willing to autograph two shirts or hats or squeeze balls or anything really and send them to us? 

Our mailing address is: 

Take Back The Night Foundation 

PO Box 332 

Wayne, PA :19087 

If you’re swamped, I understand completely. 

Best wishes, 

Katie 
Katherine Koestner 
cos i coo 
(P) 866-966-9013 1 (F) 866-966-9923 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:45 AM 

~gmail .corn> 

@msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; ,~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) 

RE: Do you have players for ateam in Iceland? 

Once a Tar ~4eel always a Tar ]-teef!!! Please let me know what happens!! 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:26 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Do you have players for a team in Iceland? 

Thank you so much for the email. I have already contacted the coach and will see what happens! Th~ks/br ~lways looking ont/br me, it’s so great to be a part of this 

wondedhl Tarheel l?a~nily. 

Best, 

Sent from tny iPhone 

On at 6:49 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a~son(~)email.unc~edu> wrote: 

Sen~j~’om ~ry I~rizon ~irel~.~:~’ 4G [.TE DROID 

........ Origina] Message ........ 

Subject: Do you have players for ateam in Iceland? 

From: Katla Gu6jdnsddttir <_k__’_a__t_[~_~_@__k_j_~_Ln_~_~_L~:__oj__~!_r:_i_s_?~ 

To: "Donance, Albert A IV" <~_r_~_~?__n_~_e___n_)__LU_L__u__~_c_’:__e__d___t!> 
CC: 

Good morning coach! 

My name is Katla OuSjdnsddttir. I am a member in the board of HK-Vikingur, a women soccer club located in Reykjavfk, Iceland 

I am looking for a center back and a forward :For HK-Vfl;ing~r (wv,~v.hk is), a team entering their first year in the top division in Iceland (The Pepsi League). We have a young 
but talented team but we are in need of good and experienced players. 

If you have seniors (since the season does not end until in September) that might be interested please have them contact me as soon as possible. A fantastic opportunity to 
explore the world while doing what you love and get paid for it 

Please pass this on to whom it may concern ! 

Go tteels ! 

Best regards, 

Katla 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 3:19 PM 

Robbie Church <church@duaa.duke.edu> 

~nsn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; ,~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ,~)gmail.com) 

RE: Rooms for UCLA from September 2,3,4th. 

Thank you Robbie .... 

F~m: Robbie Church [mailto:church@duaa.duke.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April :10, 2023 9:06 AN 

To; Dorrance, Albert A ~V 
Subject: Rooms for UCLA from September 2,3,4th. 

Anson, 

Hope all is well. Sorry it took me so long to get this information to you. 

:~0 ROOMS FOR 3 nights September 2,3,4th at the Homewood Suites! Durham- Chapel Hill at :~00.57 per room. 

If you have any questions let me know, 

Thanks 

Robbie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 3:26 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Ja~n Sisneros .~gmail.com) 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

I~W: Rooms tbr UCLA from Septe~nber 2,3,4th. 

Tom/ShetlyiDino, 

To help Duke afford to have UCI.A in their tournament (which we benefit from since we get to play them), I have agreed to pay for 10 rooms for three nights for 

them, How do we make this happen officially? Tom, can you Fun poi~t for us on th~s? P~ease get back to me when you have figured it out, 

F~m= Robbie Church [mailto:church@duaa.duke.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, April ~0, 20~3 9:06 AN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject; Rooms for UC~ from September 2,3,4th. 

Anson, 

Hope all is well. Sorry it took me so long to get this information to you. 

~0 ROOMS FOR 3 nights September 2,3,4th at the Homewood Suites/Durham- Chapel Hill at ~00.57 per room. 

~f you have any questions let me know, 

Thanks 

Robbie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 3:29 PM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: Career Athletes 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Career Athletes 

Coach Dorrance, 

10:12 AM 

That is completely fine. My deadline is. .Thank you! 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5::[0 PM 
To: 
Cc: Sander, Thomas 
Subject: RE: Career Athletes 

I am sure he has been swamped ...he might have more time in a week or so.... What is your deadline? 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:49 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Career Athletes 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

My name is           and I sent you an email a few weeks back about CareerAthletes.com. I am an intern this semester for the website dedicated to student-athletes. I 
heard back from you but didn’t get the list of names. I just wanted to send an email as a reminder. Thank you for your time! 

Thanks, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:33 PM 
To: 
Cc: Sander, Thomas; @msn,com; Ducar, Christopher; 
Subject: RE: Career Athletes 

@ao!~com; Jason Sisneros @qmai!.com) 

I think we have a toL more. I will copy Tom Sander, my Director of Operations t:or you. When his decks dear I am suFe he will help you. 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, :[:[:3:[ PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Career Athletes 

Hello Mr. Dorrance, 

My name is           and I am a      here on the      team. This semester I am doing an on campus internship with CareerAthletes.com. Tt’s a website for past and 
present student-athletes. Athletes can log in and look for jobs, internships, and talk to possible employers. I am trying to spread the word and hoping in the process to help out 
some former Tarheels. I was wondering if you had names and emails of former players from within the past 5 years? If you do not have from that far back that is fine. Any 
information you have is great! Thank you for your time! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, ~ 3:46 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

EW: Show the women if they have any doubts or complaJmts-in fact, see if they cm~ do it in tbnnal weax(whatever that is these clays’.). 

From: ~aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, :t2::13 plVl 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV; Prentice, William E Jr; Sander, Thomas J;    _~mac.com 
Subject: Fwd: Show the women if they have any doubts or complain~s-~n fact,see if they can do it in formal wear(whatever that is these days!). 
.... Original Message .... 
From: ~flmail.com> 
To: Bill Palladino ~#__o__[=9__o_E)> 
Sent: Mon 12:48 pm 
Subject: Show the women if they have any doubts or complaints-in fact,see if they can do it in formal wear(whatever that is these days!). 

utm source=AIl&utm cam.~...a.!g..n-=.g.#..n.~#~.r:.a.~-.4.-.8-..J~.3.-..a...b....&..~..t‘.r..n.-r~.n.~.e..~.[..u-m..~.=.~.e.~.a..!~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 3:56 PM 

Ma~ilou McFaylane ~gmail.com>; Dino Palladino < ~aol.com>; DucaJc, Chris <ducaJc@unc.edu>; Susan Louise 
Ellis <susm~.ellis@da.org>; Jason Sisneros < ~gmail.com>; Tom Stander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Gregg Jacobs <gregg.jacobs@sportsboard-mn.com> 

RE: invitation to Spmky’s 6:30pm Thursday 4/11 ruth SportsBoard 

Not a problem but remember at 8:30 and will have to leave by 

From; Marilou McFarlane [mailto: #gmall.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, April $0, 2013 2:05 PM 
Te= Dino Palladino; Ducat, Chris; Susan Louise Ellis; Jason Sisneros; Tom Sander; Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Cc= Gregg Jacobs 
$~bje~t= Re: invitation ~ Span~’s 6:30pm ~ursday 4/11 with Spo~Board 

Hi, ~Jl. Due to Dino and Su~n’s schedules, let’s move this back to s~ at 6:30. Please let me know if any of you have a problem with that. 

See you at SNn~"s tomonow night. 

ML 

Marilou McFarlane 

VP Business Development 

SportsBoard 

O: 530.323.0202 ext 7001 

C: 

F: 415.532.3234 

www.sportsboard-win.co m 

"iPad and iPhone Player Assessment Solutions" 

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! 

Notice: The information contained in this message is intended only for use 

of the individual(s) named above and may contain confidential, proprietary 

or legally privileged information. No confidentiality or privilege is 

waived or lost by any mistransmission. If you are not the intended 

recipient of this message you are hereby notified that you must not use, 

disseminate, copy it in any form or take any action in reliance of it. If 

you have received this message in error please delete it and any copies of 

it and notify the sender immediately 

On Apr 9, 2013, at 9:26 AM, Marilou McFarlane < ~);gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi, eveuone. I spoke with Anson yesterday and we are all set for dinner at Spanky’s Thursday night at 6 pm. Hope yon cm~ all join us. Gregg Jacobs, our Founder, 
and I roll be in town m~d can’t wait to see you aJl. 

For Carolina’s women’s soccer’s recruiting, in- season aJaalytics, and camps, we are thrilled to be working with you. 
Please let me know if you can join us... hope to see you there! 

ML 

Marilou McFarlane 

VP Business Development 

SportsBoard 

O: 530.323.0202 ext 7001 

C: 

F: 415.532.3234 

www.sportsboard-win.co m 

"iPad and iPhone Player Assessment Solutions" 

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! 

Notice: The information contained in this message is intended only for use 

of the individual(s) named above and may contain confidential, proprietary 

or legally privileged information. No confidentiality or privilege is 

waived or lost by any mistransmission. If you are not the intended 

recipient of this message you are hereby notified that you must not use, 

disseminate, copy it in any form or take any action in reliance of it. If 

you have received this message in error please delete it and any copies of 

it and notify the sender immediately 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 5:10 PM 

Bill StatiOn ~ ~yahoo.com> 

l~J:;: 

Any weekday afternoon .... 

From: Bill Steffen [mailto: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April :tO, 20:t3 4:55 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Hello Coach, 
Thanks for participating in our study of mental toughness of coaches. This email has three purposes. 
First, based on our phone calls, we have developed a definition of mental toughness of coaches. We would like you to read the definition and 
consider it based upon our conversations. Here is the definition: 
Mental toughness of a coach is a complex interaction of a determined mindset, resiliency, confidence and a sb-ong befief in the coach’s 
system, processes, and actions which result in consistent behaviors and emotional responses. 
Second, we would like to contact you individually by phone to discuss this definition. Please respond with a good day, date, time, and phone 
number to speak with you regarding this definition. Finally, attached to this email you will find a list of the attributes of the ideal mentally tough coach 
from our phone calls. We would like you to select the ten most essential characteristics and submit a list of your top ten characteristics for the ideal 
mentally tough coach. Please rank them with 1 being the most essential, 2 being the second most essential, and so on through 10. There should 
be no ties. 
Please email or call if you have questions. 
I hope all seasons are going well for you. Good luck. Take care 
Bill Steffen, Ed.D. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 5:14 PM 

Bill SteIt~n < ~yahoo.com> 

rlhe list 

# :1 confide~t, #2 passio~ate, #3 optimistic, #4 r’esilie~t, #S energetic, #6 a~afytical #7 consistent, #8 has a positive spirit, #9 proactive, #10 not afraid of what other 
people think of them 

Frera: Bill Steffen [mailto:, ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 10, 2013 4:55 PM 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Hello Coach, 
Thanks for participating in our study of mental toughness of coaches. This email has three purposes. 
First, based on our phone calls, we have developed a definition of mental toughness of coaches. We would like you to read the definition and 
consider it based upon our conversations. Here is the definition: 
Mental toughness of a coach is a complex interaction of a determined mindset, resiliency, confidence and a strong belief in the coach’s 
system, processes, and actions which result in consistent behaviors and emotional responses. 
Second, we would like to contact you individually by phone to discuss this definition. Please respond with a good day, date, time, and phone 
number to speak with you regarding this definition. Finally, attached to this email you will find a list of the attributes of the ideal mentally tough coach 
from our phone calls. We would like you to select the ten most essential characteristics and submit a list of your top ten characteristics for the ideal 
mentally tough coach. Please rank them with 1 being the most essential, 2 being the second most essential, and so on through 10. There should 
be no ties. 
Please email or call if you have questions. 
I hope all seasons are going well for you. Good luck. Take care 
Bill Steffen, Ed.D. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 11:33 AM 

~aol .com> 

ILE: New video 

We miss you too This is exciting for us though with so many kids in the league and with the opening games this weekend. Please email us ~vhenever you can Rest assured I will respond!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday 6:36 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: New video 

Anson! 

Yeah :) I’m loving it so far out here. Lots of great players plus it has sort of a familiar feel with Cindy and the ;vay the sessions are set up, ;vhich is nice. It ;vas fumay, we played a game 
against the boys and at halftime I asked Cindy whether she wanted the defenders to play so deep rve gotten used to playing such a high line that it feels like they are in my space! tlaha 

But I am super excited for our first game this weekend. We play Kansas City (in KC) so I will get to see they have a few tarheels of their own I hear. 

As for Boston, from your last email. Yeah it was hard to show my strengths cause we were indoor a bit (with the snow) and I only got to play 45 rains in a full sided scrimmage And two of 
Lisa’s notes were that I played too high offmy line and communicated too much. So I kind of knew I was screwed at that point haha (I will note that my team won during those 45 mlns 
against the starting front line with                    I will admit though, it does take some getting used to, playing with a new team in a new system. I played a three back all through 
club as well so even though we played four a bit the past couple of seasons, it really is less comfortable for me, which sounds strange haha 

Anyway, I miss the team dearly. I was so pulling :[’or you guys against Washington and why. My dad was at the Washington game so I was getting updates from him and I kept refreshing 

my twitter to get updates on the wny game - I really thought you guys had em[ Spring games are ahYays a bit strange though, having the seniors gone and no new freshman. It sounded like 

good stuff nonetheless I’m hearing good things about the incoming class as well! Can’t wait to watch you guys kick ass this fall. 

Miss you and everyone[ Give my best! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:14 PM, "Don-ance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

congrats Cindy said you made it on her roster!!!!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~aol com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:56 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subiect: Re: New video 

Awesome!!!!!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 12:35 PM. "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.tmc.edu> xvrote: 

>> 

>> 

>> I love it[[[ I ara sending this out to your teamraates and our recruits. 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: ~,me.com] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, 10:47 AM 
>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>> Subject: Nexv video 
>> 

>> Hey- Anson! 
>> I enjoyed our chat yesterday! I just xvanted to send you my latest video. I did a crossbar challenge and the response has been great. It got over 30 thousand viexvs in 24 hours t 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 12:05 PM 

John Kennedy <iohn~combatbraintraining.com> 

~!kenan- flagler.unc.edu); ~email.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu;, 

~gmafl.com; ~email.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; : 

@msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; ~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~!gmail.com) 

RE: Checking in 

John, 

and I just met and discussed how we are going to do it, She thinks for home games, right at:tot the pregame meeting, she takes them back into the ~ocker 

room and they do a three minute version before our pregame warm-up. What do you think? 

And thank you for your thoughtflJl g~ft, ~t arrived yesterday! 

~= John Kennedy [mailto:john@combatbraintraining.com] 
Sent: Thursday, ~2: ~ AN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
~c: ~gmail.com; ~gmail.com; 

@hotmail.com; ~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;, " ~aol.com; ’Jason Sisneros’ 
S~bject: RE: Checking in 

Thanks; Anson~ 

Please have any of your Coundl feel free to contact me any time w~th questions, guidance on how to #~corporate it, 

As soon as I have Lhe waterproof Arrows printed ~ w~lf send thorn down to you. ~ had hoped to be back it~ NC training Morgues at LeJeune this week agab~ and so be 

able Lo stop h~ to see you again, but funding ~ssues due to Lhe sequester cuts has precluded that. ~ hope to be back soon Lhough and will really enjoy seeing you 

in person again. 

A~I the best, 

John 

John Kennedy 

Kennedy Consulting Group 

Combat Brai~ 

Chicago hmovetion A words Fh~a!ist 

53 West Jackson 

Chh::ago, ~1_ 60604 

847-791-.I825 

www, combatbraintraininq.com 

From: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [ma~l~o:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:36 AH 
To: ~ohn Kennedy 

C~: (~gma~l~com; ~gma~.com; 
#hotmaiLcom; #msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; #aN.corn; Jason Sisneros @#mail.com) 

Subject: RE: Checking in 

John, 

We I~ke R and before games the plan is to have h~ad the team. We need to figure ouL a way to do it before practice. I w~ copy my Leadership Counci~ and see 

how we can do this better. We have been playing pro teams the last couple o[ weeks and honestly their pregame dLuals forced us to adapt to them. Th~s weekend 

we are back to college teams and we will work i[ 

~ meet w~th the Coundl this Thursday mornk~g and we wi~ ta~k about incorporating it into our deve~opmenta~ fabric. Thank you John for gMng us your excellent 

ideas on how we can continue to ~mprove. Yours ~5 another excellent p~ece of the 

F~= John Kennedy [mai~to:john@combatbraintraiNng.com] 
Sent: Monday, 6:23 PN 
To= Sander, Thomas ~ 
C1; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; ’Jason Sisneros’; Chris Ducar 
Subjett= Checking in 
Hi Guys, 

It’s been about 2 weeks since the training and game and I thought I’d check in with you. 

I received many good comments from the girls after the game such as" I don’t feel any tension now when the bah comes to me" and ’q can follow the ball better", 

one girl even said she could see the patterns in the carpet for the first time! I know you keep a lot of stats Tom and I was wondering if you’ve noticed any different 

in the things you measure? Have you had a chance to ask the girls what they notice and have you seen any improvements in their teamwork, execution, etc.? Any 

feedback re~ated to their school work? 

A big question, is are they continuing to practice? was going to ~ead them before practices, has she been able to follow through? Fd like to talk to her and 

a~so you guys when you have a chance to give you some feedback on how to adapt the exerdses to address what you see. Let me know if it’s easier to set up a 

conference call or just a time when I can call you and!or for some coaching. 

Best to all of you, 

John 

John Kennedy 

Kennedy Consulting Group 

~ott~bat Brain TrainingTM 

Chicago ~nnovation A wards Finalist 

53 West Jackson #83~. 

Chicago, ~1. 60604 

847-.79~-$825 

www.combatbraintraininq.~em 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 12:08 PM 

.~aol.com 

FW: Schedules 

Can you follow up, copy me; thank 

From: Paul Tamberino [mailto: ,@aol.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 11, 20.t3 7:39 AM 
To: Mark Krikorian; Greg Miller; Alison Foley; ’Eddie Raswanski’; ’Robbie Chruch’; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Tom Anagnost; Randy Waldrum; Phil Wheddon; Jonathan Morgan; 
Steve Swanson; Charles Adair; ’Tony Daluz’ 

Cc: Donald Moore; Kris’ ’Pierce 
Subject: Schedules 

Lady and gentlemen, 

From my understanding the fall schedules have been finalized with the exception of some football schedules. It would be very helpful for each of you to send me 

your most updated schedule with the addition of Notre Dame. Many conferences compete to get the best referees and most conferences have had their schedules 

released. 

I appreciate your attention on this matter. If you have sent your most updated schedule, please send me any changes that arise. 

Paul 

Paul Tarnberino 

’,cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 3:32 PM 

Ga’~, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu> 

@~nsn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ~)gmail.com) 

Sat line up (Dino, I forgot 

Greg, 

Here it is: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:29 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

RE: GOOD LUCK TOMORROW! 

Thank you Larry! 

From= Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent= Friday, 5:32 AN 
To= Bill Palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Ducar; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject= GOOD LUCK TOMORROW! 
Importance= High 

Gentlemen: 

All the best tomorrow and sa£e travels to Clemmons. Good luck vs. Duke and VTech. Play well, have fun, and no injuries. 

GO HEELS ~- BE WELL! 

From: Sill Palladino [E)_a__[!_t__o_2     _@__a___o_!,_£_o____m_.] 
Sent: Sunday, April 07, 2013 8:28 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject= Re: Be Safe ~ GOOD LUCK! 

Thanks Linty, 

We are on our way home after having played 82 tninutes of excellent soccer. Uat’ortunately, it came to an abrupt halt when 
had to leave the game....she has emerged as the backbone of the team this spring... The during the last eight minutes we stumbled a bit mad gave up 2 

rather soft goals. Nevertheless, a solid performance and a worthwhile adventure to the north. 

We have become experts movie critics as well. 

Take care, 

Dmo 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 10:04 AM, "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo(F~unc.edu> wrote: 

Gentlemen: 
Know- that you have a long bus ride to Rochester. Movies a~’e key as you know! 
Best of luck on Sunday vs. The Flash ~ play well and stay injury free. All the best! 
GO HEELS ! 
Be well, 
Larry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:54 AM 

Miller, Beth <bet amil e@unc edu>; Sander, Tho has J <pacman@unc edu> 

Hams, Stacey Elaine <shams@unc.edu> 

RE: 1~ Village Housing 

Thanks .... Torn, you getting this? 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent-" Friday,            10:56 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
Cc-" Harris, Stacey Elaine 
Subject-" Ram Village Housing 

Anson, 

Below are the        Ram Village Housing assignments for your student-athletes. 

I will send you the incoming freshmen housing assignments when they are completed. 

Thanks, 

~Beth 

SO 1. 

SO 2. 

SO 3. 

FH 4. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, April 12, 2013 1:54 PM 

John ByIbrd <john.byford@villanova.edu> 

l~E: 2013 Ga~es 

Right now 20 body weight squats in your’ 

Frem: John Byford [mailto:john.byford@villanova.edu] 

Sent; Friday, April 12, 2013 12:48 plVl 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; d:twsoc@soccerlists.org 
Subject-" {D:IWSOC} 2013 Games 
Hey Everyone, 

Villanova is looking for games September J.2th or :13th and September 22nd . Could offer financial incentive for home games, but also open to road games. 

Contact me directly if you have any interest. 

Thanks, 

John. 

.John C. Bvford 

Head Coach Womet~’s Soccer 

Villa r~ow~ University, 

800 Lancaster Avenue, 

Vilfaeova, f,’A 19085. 

Office: 

Fax: (-;:1.0- 5:].9..6875 

www.villa nova.corn 

NCAA TOU RNAMENT APPEARANCES: ’01, ’02, 

Register for camp at: 

www.villa nova girlssocceraca derny.com 

tlelp promote our gaJ~e with Twitter use ~DIWSOC ti_~r News, Spring Results 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 2:00 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu~ 

Tom Stander <pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~aol.com; Chris Ducar <dncar(~z)uncaa.nnc.edu> 

RE: Spring semester grades 

(;all me, we need to chat! (Thank you Tony.) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, 1:51 PM 
To: 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Tom Sander 
SubJect: Spring semester grades 

Today the 3rd progress came in this week with an on it. They are in PSYC : based on 70% of the work for the course 
?,/lAir11 based on 52 % of the work in the course. 
POM based on 55% of the work in the course. 

PS YC 
ENGL - no progress report 

You have reported to me that ENGL is going well Assuming a grade of in ENGL, that would mean a spring semester GPA of and a cumulative GPA of j ust over a at te end ofyour 

freshman year. 

If your semester ends as it appears above, there are two problems. A 20 is required by Carolina to be eligible to return to the L’niversity To avoid academic probation and return to a 2.0 
GPA ~2~r fall, you would have to earn an A- or above on your summer school DRAM    online class. 

The other problem is that if your current grades hold, you would have passed only 21 hours in your frestm~an year. 24 hours passed are required by the University to return for your 
sophoraore year. Again, the smmner school online course could restore your eligibility. 

Your situation has deteriorated since the last round of progress reports and if things are truly- as bad as the progress reports indicate, your eligibility is in jeopardy. I encourage you to 
update Anson, Tom and me on your situation in each of the 3 classes with grades above, and meet with profs and do what you need to do so that your seraester does not end this way. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, April 13, 2013 7:04 PM 

Anna Rodenbough. @gmail.com> 

Re: Ladies, Carolina for Kibera clinic in the TIN CAN at 1 PM this SUNDAY!! 

Anna, coming back from playing in Winston Salem today for the spring ACC soccer toum~anent I made the m~nouncement again on the bus intercotn system. I 

reminded them all what a great charity this is and tried to encourage more to join yon. I hope you have enongh. Good luck. 

Anna Rodenbx~ ugh < @gmafil.com> wrote: 

Thanks so much li)r sending out this emaJl, Ans. 

Texan - please go ahead and sign up here or just etn~fil me back if you’re planning to come tomorrow! 

I haven’t heard much back so rm starling to get a little nervous about having only four people signed up. Lots of people have put their time ~nd eflbrts into malting this 

clinic a snccess - bnt it all depends on YOU being there to share your soccer wisdom and your time. The clinic has been super successful the last couple of years, and 

we have even more girls coming this year. That is a direct reflection of the incredible job y’all have done in recent years. 

Hope the games are going well today. I look forward to seeing y’all tomorrow at 1 at the Tin Can! 

Thanks so much’. 

On Thu, Apr 11, 2013 at 11:45 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

How are you doing? 

will definitely send this out to the team, I love CFg, and the wonderful spirit of our kids that serve their fellow man, 

From: Anna Rodenbough [mailto:i 
Sent: Wednesday, April 10, 2013 7:17 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: P.S. 

~gmail.com] 

On Tue, Apr 9, 2013 at 5:16 PM, Anna Rodenbough ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey y’all! 

The CFK clinic is this Sunday from 1- 5pm in the Tin Ca~. If you could, please encourage the girl s to participate in coaching - they have done a wonderful job the 

last couple years a~d I would love for us to keep that up! 

Also, ifm~y of you are tree that afternoon, please feel tree to stop by. I would love to see you. 

Hope y’a]l are doing well. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, April 14, 2013 2:42 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducay@unc.edu>; bill paJladino @aol.com>; Ja~n Sisneros, ~gmafil.com>; TOM SANDER 

<pacman@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Fwd: Weeldy 

0412soc.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Weekly 

Frown: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount,~)unc.edu> 

To: "DonaJace, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.edu>,To~n Sander <pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Coaches, 

We completed registration for fall 2013 this week. Schedule changes will continue but the bulk of the scheduling is done. As freshmen came to see me this week we looked over each 
individual schedule and the kids did veW well at addressing their needs I will complete a review- of the schedules of the upperclassmen next week and send a schedule sheet for all returning 
players then. 

A second round of progress reports went to professors two weeks ago Many- have responded and those are reflected in the weekly that is attached. Remember than an * indicates a grade 
from a professur. 

Twu weeks uf classes are left Unfortunately, the new versiun uf the spring student athlete dinner, the RAMMYs, was scheduled [’or Munday night, April 29, the night befure the beginning 
uf final exams. I will encuurage them tu make a wise decisiun that evening abuut huw they spend their time. 

In early May, we wil[ get a list uf summer orien~tion registration iN2~rmation fur the incuming freshmen. I will pass that aIung tu yuu when it ocmes 

Tuny 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 10:37 AM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Ja~n Sisneros I         @gmail.com) 

I~W: Efficient Use of Practice Time fiom Chip Kelley 

Chip-complete.pdf 

From-" Vern Gambetta [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent; Sunday, 3:32 PM 
To: Estes Red!Mtyrna; Dean Benton; Frank Dick; Chris Plumb; Ian Mturray; Jason Turco~e; Rich Mturphy; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sid Maxwell; Chris Webb; Jon Haskins; Larry 
Knuth; Bill Sweetenham; Clay Erro; Lachlan Penfold; Brent Arckey; Steve Brown; James Richardson; Gary Winckler; Nick Garcia 
Subject-" Efficient Use of Practice Time from Chip Kelley 

This is a great article by Chip Keely Formerly University oF Oregon head coach, now head coach oF Philadelphia 
Eagles. There are some some great takeaway points in this regardless oF the sport you are working with. 
Getting the opportunity to watch this in action For Four days last Fall was one oF the best experiences oF my 
coaching career. Remarkably similar to John Wooden’s philosophy oF practice. Premium on teaching, eFFective 
communication, no screaming or hollering. Kind oF makes you wonder why more coaches don’t get it. Pretty 
simple in many ways. I sincerely hope he can make in the NFL. You better bet there a whole oF other NFL 
coaches who hope he doesn’t make it because they will have to work so much harder. 

All the Best 
Vern Gambetta 
Office: 941-378-1778 
Mobile: 
Web Page: ~_~_!:g_ambetta.com 
Blog: ww~v. functionalpathtrainmg.ty pepad, corn 
Twitter: @coachgambetta 
Skype: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 10:42 AM 

Cindy Cone @gmaJl.com> 

I~W: Efficient Use of Practice Time fiom Chip Kelley 

Chip-complete.pdf 

Cindy, 

YoL~ are right is playing very well, YoL~r game is the only one I was able to catch and I saw most of the first half last night, Some very good things in the 

match, This is going to be fun for us, I hope the same for youH 

Vern sen~: this to me. Some excellent reminders for ail of us (even ~:ho~@~ it is f.:>:~l:ba~l). 

A~ the best (Sndy ,., you ~now ~,here our hearts are~ 

F~m= Vern Gambe~a [mailto: @gmail,com] 
Sent= Sunday, 3:32 PN 
Te; Estes Red!Nyrna; Dean Benton; Frank Dick; Chris Plumb; Ian Murray; Jason Turco~e; R~ch Murphy; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Sid Maxwell; Chris Webb; Jon Haskins; Lar~ 
Knuth; Bill Sweetenham; Clay Erro; Lachlan Penfold; Brent Arckey; Steve Brown; James Richardson; Ga~ Winckler; Nick Garcia 
Subject= Effident Use of Practice Time from Chip Kelley 

This is a great article by Chip Keely formerly University of Oregon head coach, now head coach of Philadelphia 
Eagles. There are some some great takeaway points in this regardless of the sport you are working with. 
Getting the opportunity to watch this in action for four days last fall was one of the best experiences of my 
coaching career. Remarkably similar to John Wooden’s philosophy of practice. Premium on teaching, effective 
communication, no screaming or hollering. Kind of makes you wonder why more coaches don’t get it. Pretty 
simple in many ways. I sincerely hope he can make in the NFL. You better bet there a whole of other NFL 
coaches who hope he doesn’t make it because they will have to work so much harder. 

All the Best 
Vern Gambetta 
Office: 941-378-1778 
Mobile: 
Web Page: }~:2~_!:g_ambetta.com 
Blog: ww~v. functionalpathtrainmg.ty pepad, corn 
Twitter: @coachgambetta 
Skype: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 15, 2013 10:53 AM 

Amber Brooks < @gmail.com> 

~nsn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ~)gmail.com) 

RE: check out this sprint!goaJ... 

Thank you[[ This is excellent Please send this whenever you score I want to get your teammates excited about playing at the professional level. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Amber Brooks [~nailto: ~2)~mail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, April 14, 2013 6:14 PM 
To: Bill Palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Aaron Brooks; Allan; jean brooks 
Subject: check out this sprint/goal.. 

http: //tv dfb.de/index.php?view 5703 

here is the link to video of all the goals from this weekend .with about 3 mins left in the video you can see the build up to my goal...took off sprinting at about midfield and tapped it in! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 15, 2013 12:21 PM 

k.koestner@campuso utreachservices.com 

~nsn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~)gmail.com) 

RE: The Soccer Bails An-ived! 

Katie, 

Our pleasure!! 

From: Katie Koestner [mailto:k.koestner@campusoutreachservices.com] 
Sent-" Monday, April .tS, 2013 :tO:04 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: The Soccer Balls Arrived! 

Hi Anson, 

Thank you] You have helped make a difference in one more way in the world] 

I appreciate you! 

Take care always, 

Katie 
Katherine Koestner 
cos i coo 
(P) 866-966-9011_3 I (F) 866-966-9923 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:18 PM 

Fernandez, Claudia S.P. <claudia tbrnandez@unc.edu-~ 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu:>; ~duke.edu) 

RE: THANK YOU from ACOG ~d Claudia Fernm~dez 

Claudia, 

You are so gracious, thank you. Honestly, I loved it~ For some reason [ always manage to connect with your groups and have the greatest time. 

Thank you for being so kind to my recruit and her family. 1 appredated the way you accommodated them and treated them. 

[ certainly know [ could ~earn much [rom you abou[: h~ad~ng women I hope one day we can spend more ~:ime together. 

A~ the best[ 

F~m= Fernandez, Claudia S.P. 
Sent; Nonday, ~0:~ AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= ~ANK YOU from ACOG and Claudia Fernandez 

~i Anson, 

~ wanted to thank you again for being a part of the ACOG National Leadership Institute. Your comments are not only funny (hilarious, really) they illustrate so much 

of what we teach that day about how to "make it not be about you" as a leader, but instead to tNnk about the group one is working with. You show that lesson 

through your experience so clearly. They never forget it. I absolutely love it when we have the opportunity to have you speak with the Fellows in this program. I 

greatly appreciate you taking the time to be with us, I only wish I’d had more time to connect with you myself. But I suppose it is always this way--the Fellows 

want to meet you and have your sign your book and then the time is gone. 

It was a pleasure to meet your new recruit and her father--I hope I was helpful to them about Carolina life. They had a lot of questions about UNC. She’s very 

fortunate to be coming to CarNina. It will be a great place for her to be. 

I hope to see you again before too long. Good luck on your book with Jerry. I’1~ be interested in how it goes. 

AI~ the best, 

Claudia 

Claudia S. P. Fernandez, DrPH, MS, RD, LDN 

Research Assistant Professor, Department of Maternal and Child Health 

Pl and Director, MCH-PuMic Hea~th Leadership Institute (MCHPHLLORG) 

Program Director, ACOG Leadership Institute (~_~_~:_~_~_~#_~#_[[)_~£]_£_~_~_[~#_~_#:_9_[~) 

Director, Leadership Core, Food Systems Leadership Institute (www.FSLLorg) 

The UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 7445 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7~5 

(919) 843-5560 

(919) 966-0458 (fax) 

for ground deliveries: 

The UNC Gil~ings School of G~obal PuMic Hea~th 

The Department of Maternal and Child Health 

Room 40~ Rosenau Hall, 4th Floor 

42~ Pittsboro Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8~65 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:19 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

EW: THA\NK YOU from ACOG aud Claudia Fernandez 

Shelly, 

I think I was supposed to get paid for this (I can’t remember how much). Can you follow up for me? Thank you! 

F~m-" Fernandez, Claudia S.P. 
8e~t: Monday, 10:46 AM 

Te-" Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
S,,bject-" THANK YOU from ACOG and Claudia Fernandez 

Hi Anson, 

I wanted to thank you again for being a part of the ACOG National Leadership Institute. Your comments are not only funny (hilarious, really) they illustrate so much 

of what we teach that day about how to "make it not be about you" as a leader, but instead to think about the group one is working with. You show that lesson 

through your experience so clearly. They never forget it. I absolutely love it when we have the opportunity to have you speak with the Fellows in this program. I 

greatly appreciate you taking the time to be with us, I only wish I’d had more time to connect with you myself. But I suppose it is always this way--the Fellows 

want to meet you and have your sign your book and then the time is gone. 

It was a pleasure to meet your new recruit and her father--I hope I was helpful to them about Carolina life. They had a lot of questions about UNC. She’s very 

fortunate to be coming to Carolina. It will be a great place for her to be. 

I hope to see you again before too long. Good luck on your book with Jerry. I’ll be interested in how it goes. 

All the best, 

Claudia 

Claudia S. P. Fernandez, DrPH, MS, RD, LDN 

Research Assistant Professor, Department of Maternal and Child Health 

PI and Director, MCH-Public Health Leadership Institute (MCHPHLI.ORG) 

Program Director, ACOG Leadership Institute (www.ACOGLeadershiplnstitute.org) 

Director, Leadership Core, Food Systems Leadership Institute (www.FSLI.org) 

The UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 7445 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7445 

(919) 843-5560 

(919) 966-0458 (fax) 

for ground deliveries: 

The UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 

The Department of Maternal and Child Health 

Room 40:1 Rosenau Hall, 4th Floor 

42:1 Pittsboro Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8:165 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, 5:18 PM 

Joshua ~ @gmail.com> 

@msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu: ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros I ~g~na~l.com); 

~@live.unc.edu; ~!gmail.com ~gmail.com ~email.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu;          ’@hotmail.com 

RE: 2 interesting sludies 

~email.unc.edn; 

[nterestit~g ,Ioshui~! Thank you! 
Jump in, anyone[ 

From; Joshua [mailto ~gmail.com] 
Sent~ Monday, 9:16 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= 2 interesting studies 
Cheri Mah of the Stanford Sleep Disorders Clinic and Research Laboratory has studied the influence of sleep on college basketball 

players. Her research showed that when the players slept for at least 10 hrs a night, longer than usual, accuracy- improved 9%. 

Another study found that mental focus and concentration improved with just 90 seconds of looking at cute babies or young animals. I 

know it sounds goofy, but you might want to incorporate that 90 seconds into every post or pre film room session. 

Sent from tny iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:28 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~)gmail.com) 

RE: Checking In ’. 

Larry, 

We tied Duke -:LI in a game we dominated and beat Va Tech 1-0. All the teams were missing key personnel {we were missing 

with the way we played. We have gotten better. 

but I was happy 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent= Tuesday,. 6:13 AM 
To: Bill Palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Ducar; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Checking In ! 
Importance= High 

Just checking in to see how your last competition (vs. Dnke a~qd VT) went for the spring se&son. Hopeful you played well m~d no one was injnred. 

Take care and be well ........ see you soon! 

DRIVE ON! 

Larry 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Friday, 5:32 AM 
To: ’Bill Palladino’; Dorrance, Albert A IV; ’Chris Ducar’; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject= GOOD LUCK TOMORROW! 
Importance= High 

Gentlemen: 

All the best tomorrow aJnd safe travels to Clemmons. Good luck vs. Duke and VTech. Play well, have fun, m~d no injuries. 

GO HEELS ~- BE WELL! 

Larry" 

From: Bill Palladino [rnailto: ~aol.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 8:28 PM 
To= Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Re: Be Safe ~ GOOD LUCK! 

Thanks Larry, 

We are on our way hotne after having played 82 minutes of excellent soccer. Unfortunately, it came to m~ abrupt halt when 

had to leave the game....she has emerged as the backbone of the team this spring... The during the last eight migrates we stumbled a bit mad gave up 2 

rather soft goals. Nevertheless, a solid perfom~ance m~d a worthwhile adventure to the north. 

We have become experts movie critics as well. 

Take care, 

DJno 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 10:04 AM, "Gallo, Jr., LmD" A." <g_t_h_~l_l_9@_t_K~_c_:_e_ .d_L~ wrote: 

Gentlemen: 
Know that you have a long bus ride to Rochester. Movies are key as you know ! 
Best of luck on Sunday vs. ’Ihe Flash ~ play well amd stay- injury free. All the best! 
GO HEELS ! 
Be well, 
Larry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 5:57 PM 

Lynn Oddenino <lynn.odderdno@bellleadership.com> 

~msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~)gmail.com) 

RE: Meeting with Dr. Bell 

April 22nd will work .._ And remind me of the first dates that are available for Dr Bells Leadership Course (was it in .June?), You have made it affordable .._ WE ARE 

GOING TO TRY TO JOIN YOU! 

From: Lynn Oddenino [mailto:lynn.oddenino@bellleadership.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April :t6, 20:!.3 :t:t:40 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject: Meeting with Dr. Bell 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

I hope you are doing well. Dr. Bell wanted me to follow up with you and see if you might have some time available for a meeting. If so, here are some options 

available on Dr. Bell’s calendar: 

Monday, April 22, :11:30 AM 

Monday, April 29, :12:00 Noon 

He would be happy to drop by your office if either of these work for you. Please let me know if you need me to send other limes. 

Thanks so much! 

Best regards, 

Lynn 

Ly~ Oddo.nino 
Di!’eci:or, Clie!~ Services 
Bell [.eadersh[p h~sLiLute 
2~4 Wes[ Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hq[, NC 275~6 
~ (919) 967-7904 f: (9J.9) 9157-g484 
lynn.oddenino@bellleadership.com 

www.bellleadersh{p.com 

PLEASE NOTE: Participation by consultants or trainers is not permitted in BeiJ Leadership institute programs u~ess expressly authorized b~ writing ~r~ adva~ce, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:08 PM 

Elliott Wamock <ewamock@newsobserver.com:~ 

Markos, Lm~ce M ~-~markos@email.unc.edu>; @gmail.com>; 

@aol.com 

RE: 

~live.unc.edu>; 

Etliott, 

I don’t think I can comment on ~UT I would love to talk about .... These are wonderful stor’ies!!! 

I have no idea if they are working can~p. 1 will copy them and Dino m~d see. 

F~m~ EIIb~ Warnock [mailto:ewarnock~newsobse~er.com] 
Sent~ Tuesday,, 1:02 PM 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Subjeet~ Kimball, Ball & Gardner 

An~ 

Are you allowed by NC.~X roles to comment on ~meone like or do you have to w~Jt until she ~natficulates? 

And, bgv, I havefft forgo~en I need to do a sto~~ on pla)~ing on the NC~ champions. If need ~, I’ll do it ~ a pre-season sto~3~ 

heading into the fall, bnt I’d prefer ~ do it over the summer. Do you h~ow if they’ll be wor~ng at any camp togefl~er? 

E~io~ 

W.E. Wamock 

Sports Editor 

The Chapel Hill News / Durha~n News 

News & Observer West Bureau 

505 West Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC, 27514 

office: (919) 932-8743 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 7:01 PM 

.~aol.com 

~nsn.com_j        , ducar~uncaa.unc.edn~_             , Jason Sisneros ~g~na~l.com) 

I~NV: Background Checks 

Go get ’era Dino!! 

Frem: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 3:43 PN 
To; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
(~c-" Cunningham, Bubba; Creech, Karlton W; Bunting, Mike; Field, Jaci; UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject; Background Checks 
Coaches, 
I wa~ated to address some questions I have received about the memo from Provost Bruce Cm-ney regarding Background Checks for Staff of Residential Programs Serving 
Minors. Begimimg June 1, all residential (overnight) programs that se~we minors will be reqnired to background check all stafftnembers, paid a~d unpaid, in accordance 
with the requirements set forth in the Provost’s memo. These background checks must be completed prior to a prograan stall’member having a~y contact with minors as 
paxt of the R~sidential Program. Evew Residential Progrmn must have documentation of a background check performed within the last year on each staff" member, paid or 
unpaid. Please note that this axlnual check also applies to currently active University faculty, staff; volunteers, or intems who will serve as staff’in a Residential Prograan, 
regm’dless of amy- prior background check(s) that have been condncted by the University. ’Ibis mea~s that in some instances, a new background check on an existing 
University staff’member, volunteer, or intern may need to be conducted. 
The Depaxtanent of Athletics has designated Jaci Field as the contact who will be responsible for veri~ing that the background checks have been completed. If you plato to 
have a camp this snmtner, please: 
1. Inform 3aci of each camp you plan to have and provide a list of everyone who will be working each of your camps (inclmling paid and ~mpaid staff). 
2. For Residential Programs, complete the required background checks on all camp staff; paid and unpaid, and submit documentation to Jaci of each 

completed background check prior to the beghming of the camp. 
All background checks must be completed by a vendor of the camp’s own choosing, provided that the vendor is a ~nember of the National Association of Prot~ssional 
Background Screeners. Joe Sagula recently discussed a pal~dcular company at a Coaches’ Meeting. This entity co~ffirmed to me that they aye a member of the National 
Association of Professional Background Screeners, thus mea~aing that they are a~a example of a firm that fulfills this requirement. Joe can be contacted directly should you 
wish to use or obtain more information about that company. Regardless of the vendor that conducts the background checks, aa~y such check must include the following 
elements: 

i) nationwide federal courts critninal convictions; 
ii) national sex offender registry; 

iii) criminal convictions in all states amd counties where a staff member has previously lived or worked; 
iv) a residential history check to confirm that a pro~mn sta~" member has truthlhlly disclosed all prior cities aaad counties of residence; and 
v) if the program stall" ~nember’s responsibilities include tra~sporting minors participating in the Residential Progra~n, a mamdato~sz driver’s license check. 

Finally, I would like to highlight the following information from the th’ovost’s memo regaxding reviews of the background checks: 
i) The responsibility tbr vetting progra~n staff for outside entities is entirely the responsibility of that entity and its ma~agetnent. If the outside third-party entity or its 
maaaagement has questions or concerns about the results of amy program stm’l" member’s background check they should consult their own in-house humm~ resources 
professionals or legal counsel for advice as appropriate. 

ii) The University does not have a role or responsibility in reviewing or interpreting background check results for individuals of such outside third-party entities. 
Effect of Certain Com4ctions or Violations 

i) ~Lny proposed program statt’member whose backgronnd check reveals prior criminal convictions that involve a sex offense, crimes against children, or a serious 
violent crime involving assault or injury" to others may not be permitted to have contact with minors in Residential Programs. 

ii) Proposed program staffmembers whose duties including driving aaad who demonstrate a past pattern of serious driving-related convictions may not be permitted to 
drive minors as pu~(t of their &lties. 

As always, I am happy to obtain clarification should you have amy- questions. ’lha~ks very’ much for your attention to this matter. 
Panl 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(9:]_9) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 11:11 AM 

Jin Wang <jwang@kenne~w.edu> 

~duke.edu); Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu>;         ~msn.com; ducar,~)uncaa.nnc.edu; 

@aol.com; Jason Sisnem~ ~g~nail.com) 

RE: Greetings fiom Jin 

Jin, 

’]?he credit goes to you. I never would have had the patience to do the work you did to submit the paper So thank you. 

I coached the US Women’s National Team that won the 1 st Women’s World (;up in China in 1991 I was the US Women’s National Coach from 1986 to 1994. 

My current record coaching the L’niversi~ of North Carolina Women’s Team is 743 wins 49 losses and 29 ties. I have been coaching the women here since 1979. Since the first women’s 
collegiate National Championship in 1981, we have won 22 National Championships including the championship this past fall in 2012. 

I have never coached the US OLYMPIC Team. I retired from National Team coaching in 1994 and the first women’s soccer event in the Olympics was in 1996 in Athens, Georgia Tony 
DiCicco, my assistant in 1991, was our Olympic coach in 1996 and our National Coach in 1999. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: .[in Wang [m ailto:iwan~(a)kennesaw, edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 9:13 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Greetings from Jin 

tti Anson: 

hope that my raessage finds you happy and well. 

Our article about your coaching insights has well received and now- this article becomes one of the top most downloaded articles in the International Journal of Sport Science and Coaching. 
Please see the following website at: http:/;’wwavanulti-science.co.uk/sports-science&coachin~.htm Obviously, your successful experiences of coaching will be learned and appreciated by 
many scholars, coaches and practitioners. Congratulations for your achievements[ 

Please see the following message that invited rae to raake a keynote speech at 2013 AAHPERD Convention and my- topic is: "A Successful Model of Integration of Sport Science Principles 
to Practice: Uncover the Secrets of Amson Dorrance’s Winning Formula for Peak Performance." Since I will introduce your brief updated bio, would please let me know the following info: 
1. ~,\~ich year did you bring your team to win the Women’s World Cup ? ( I think it was 1999) 2. YVhat is your current records for college coaching’.’ 
3. Did you bring yo~tr to win the Olympic champion? If so, which year? 

Thank you very much for your tirae and prompt response. 1 look forward to hearing from you. 

Best regards, 

fin 

..... Forwarded Message ..... 
From: "Hongwei Ouan" <hguan@ithaca.edu> 
To: jwang@kermesaw.edu 
Cc: "Yuanlong Liu" <yuanlong. liu@wmich.edu> 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 3:53:30 AM 
Subject: RE: Keynote Speaker at 1 st International Chinese Society for Physical Activities and Health Symposktm 

Dear Dr. Wang, 

Greetings from Ithaca! 

First thanking you for agreeing to do a keynote presentation (A Successful Model of Integration of Sport Science Principles to Practice: Uncover the Secrets of Anson Dorrance’s Wirming 
Formula for Peak Performance) for the 1 st International Chinese Society for Physical Activities and Health Symposium As the Chair of Planning and Outreach Committee appointed by the 
ICSPAH president, I am following up to update you and conf~rm your 30-minite presentation. In addition, ;vould you kindly send a short and updated bio at your earliest convenience? 

Thank you very much and please let me know- if you have any questions. I look forward to hearing from you and seeing you in Charlotte 

Hong;vei 

Hongwei Guan, PhD 

Dept. of Health Promotion and Physical Education 

School of Health Sciences & Human Pelformance 

Ithaca College 

953 Danby Rd. I Ithaca, NY 14850 

607-274-1551 I hguan@ithaca edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 11:57 AM 

Lynn Oddenino <lynn.odderfino@bellleadership.com> 

@msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; O)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ~)gmail.com) 

Dino, Chfi~ Tom, Jason.... M~at do you think? 

Thank you Lynn. 

I will copy my staff on this and make sure these dates will work~ I will also have to make my travel arrangements from Europe properly since 1 am attending a 

sy[~lposk~m in H.:?]lar~d (~t e]~ds or~ the 3.6th of June) a[)d then speaki]]g ~rt London (f w~ll see ~f f ca[) reschedu~e thai [:o jo~n my staff wRh Dr Bell). 

F~m= Lynn Oddenino [mail~:lynn.oddenino@bellleadership.com] 

Sent~ Wednesday, April 17, 2013 9:00 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 

~msn.com; ducar~uncaa.unc.edu;     ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
Subject= RE: Meeting with Dr. Bell 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

Good morn~ng! ~ hooe a~ ~s well Tha~k~ so much for letth~g me know that Aor~l 22 at :[1:30 AM will work for a meeting with Dr. Bell ~e will drop bg your office 

that works for you. 

A~so, Fm thrilled to learn that you think June ~.8-20 might work for your team to jo~n u~; at Ach~ew?rs I I would be happy to get everyone regiatered ~f ~ can have 

d~e ge~l Personality Pro[:ile {360--degree survey assessment used for this program} next week so your dmk~g is per[:ect. 

~ have attached a copy of the one-page description of the program too just in ca~e you need iL 

Please ~et me know if I can be of assistance ~n am/way. 

My veW be~t regards, 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [~j_[~;_~_~9_~_~jJ_=g_t?~_=~g.] 
Sent= Tuesday, April 16, 20~3 5:57 PN 
To= Lynn Oddenino 

~msn~com; ducar~uncaa~unc.edu;      ~aN.com; Jason Sisneros          ~mail.com) 
Subject= RE: Meeting with Dr. Bell 

Apri~ 22ad w~l~ work ...~ And rem~nd me of the first dates that are available for Dr gel~ [eadersMp Course (was it ~n June?). You have made it affordaMe ...~ WE ARE 

GOING TO TRY TO .~O~N YOU~ 

From= Lynn Oddenino [ma~l~:lynn~oddeninoC~be~lleadersNp.com] 

Sent= Tuesday, April 16, 2013 1~:40 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Meeting with Dr. Bell 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

I hope you are doing well. Dr. Bell wanted me to follow up with you and see if you might have some time available for a meeting. If so, here are some options 

available on Dr. Bell’s calendar: 

Monday, April 22, 11:30 AM 

Monday, April 29, ~2:00 Noon 

He would be happy to drop by your o~ce if either of these work for you. Please let me know if you need me to send other ~mes. 

Thanks so much! 

Best regards, 

Lynn 

Lynn Oddenin~ 

Director, Client Services 
Bell Leade~’sh[p ~nst[tute 
214 West Cameron Avellue 
Chapei HIll, NC 27516 
~: (919) 9e7-7904 f: (91.9} 967-B484 
Ivnn.oddenino@bellleadersh[p,com 

PLEASE NOTE: Partidpa~on by consultants o~ trainers ~s not permitted in ge~ Leadership Ins~m~e programs unless expressly authorized b~ writing ~n advance, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 12:02 PM 

Wigger, LeaJ~ Marie <wigger@unc.edu~ 

1~:;: Picture frown Chapmm~ 

Thank you Leah! I am off to Old Chatham today to play and show off my new golf bag[ 

Please thank all your girls for being so welcoming ...~ I really enjoyed chatting with them. Of course ~ hope you guys smoke the competition again ~ 

F~m: Wigger, Leah Marie 
Sent: Wednesday, April ~7, 20~3 ~0:08 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Picture from Chapman 

Anson, 

Just thought you might like the picture from yesterday at the Chapman Golf Center. Thanks so much again for coming to speak to the team! I think they are fired up 

and ready to go dominate again at the ACC’s! 

Go Heels! 

~? ~ ~ ~ ~ .~,-~ ~,. 

Assistont Cooch, Carolina Women’s Golf 

P.O. Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O~ice: 919-843-4063 

Cell: 

Fox: 919-843-4062 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, April 19, 2013 11:35 AM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: Dino, Chris, Tom, Jason .... what do you think? 

Got it! 

Senf.~"om my Verizon IYireie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

"Ducar, Chris" <ducaJr@unc.edu> wrote: 

The only problem I see is the fact that the dales bump up right against the CBPA Stardng on the 21st. Those few days ~n fronL o[:a camp (And 

Denver [:or ECNL event) are usually pretLy chaotic ~n preparing to ~eL the camp go~ng. 

B~rd 

F~= Albe~ A ~ Dorrance [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Se~t~ Wednesday, April %7, 20~3 %~:57 AM 
Te~ Lynn Oddenino 
Cc~ ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros( ~gmail.com); ~msn.com; Ducar, Chris 
Sabject= Dino, Chris, Tom, Jason .... what do you think? 
Thank you I_ynm 

~ w~l~ copy my staff on this and make sure these dates wil~ work, I will a~so have to make nw trave~ arrangements from Europe properly skate 

symposkm~ in Holland (~t ends on the :1.6th of June) and then spe~king h~ London (~ w~l~ see ~f ~ can reschedu~e that to jo~n my staff w~th Dr 

F~m= Lynn Oddenino [mailto:lynn.oddenino@bellleadership.com] 

Sent= Wednesday, April 17, 2013 9:00 AN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
~msn~com; ducar~ut~caa~unceduj      ~aN.com; Jason Sisneros 

Subject: RE: Meeting with Dr. Bell 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

Good momh~g~ ~ hope N~ ~s well Thanks so much for letdn8 me know thaL April 22 at ~&:30 AM will work for a meetin~ with Dr. Bell He will drop 

Lhat works ~:or you. 

A~so, Fm thrilled to learn that you think June :].8-20 might work for your team to ]o~n us at Achievers L I wou~d be happy to Act everyone tesistered ~f ~ can have 

their co~tact ~nformation (Mr.iMs~ F~rst and Last Name, T~t~e, Bushless Address for mai~8, direct telephone ~umber and emai~ addresses). We wi~ be send,n8 out 

~:he Bell ~h~rs.:)nslitv Profile {350--desree survey assessment used for this prosram} ne>:t wee~ so your ~:~m~ng ~s per[ecL 

~ have attached a copy of the one-page description of the program too just in case you need ~L 

Please ~et me know if I can be o~: assistance ~n anyway. 

My very best tabards, 

lynn 

F~: DoFrance, Albe~ A ~ [mallto:ansoe@emall.unc.edu] 
~e~: Tuesday, ApN 16, 201~ £57 PM 
T~: Lynn Oddenino 

~D_:~£tD3 ~_~£A[@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~_9~_£~_~; Jason Sisneros 
Subje¢t: RE: Meeting with Dr. Bell 

Apri~ 22nd wil~ work ._. And rernh~d me of the first dates that are available for Dr Bel~s Leadership Course (was it ~n June,). You have made it affordaMe ._. WE ARE 

GOING TO TRY TO JO~N YOU! 

F~m: Lynn Oddenino [mail~:lynn.oddenino@be~lleadership.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 1~:40 AN 
Te: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Meeting with Dr. Bell 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

~ hope you are doing well. Dr. Bell wanted me to follow up with you and see if you might have some time available for a meeting. If so, here are some options 

available on Dr. Bell’s calendar: 

Monday, April 22, ~:30 AM 

Monday, April 29, ~2:00 Noon 

He would be happy to drop by your o~ce if either of these work for you. Please let me know if you need me to send other ~mes. 

Thanks so muchl 

Best regards, 

Lynn 

ChaFe[ Hq[, NC 275~5 
~: (9&9) 9~7-7904 f: (9J.9) 957-B484 
lynn.oddenino@bellleadersh[p.com 

www.bellleadership.com 

PLEASE NOTE: Part~dpat~or~ by consuJtar~ts or trair~ers is not permitted ir~ Bail Leadership h~st~tute prograr~s unless expressly authorized b~ writing ~n advance. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday 11:56 AM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

FW: Skill Instruction - Sports other than Baseball mid Football 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Wednesday, J.:02 PM 
To: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Cc: ’Lance Markos’; 
Subject: Skill Instruction - Sports other than Baseball and Football 

Coaches, 

This is just a reminder that starting April :16 (yesterday), sports who are outside their declared playing season, no more than four SA’s may be involved in skill- 

related instruction with their coaches at any one time in any facility. 

The bylaw is below and let us know if you have any questions, 

17. 1.6.2.2 Skill Instruction - Sports Other Than Baseball and Football. 

Participation by student-athletes in skill-related instruction in six~rts other than baseball and tbotball is permitted outside the institution’s declared playing season, from 

the institution’s first day of classes of the academic year or September 15, whichever occurs earlier, to one week prior to the beginning of the institution’s final 

exa~nina~don period at the conclusion of the academic yeaJ~ [see Bylaw .!...7.:..1...:f!:..2.- (a)]. More than tbur studem-athletes farm the team may be involved in skill-related 

instruction with their coaches from September 15 through April 15. Prior to September 15 and after April 15, not more than four student-atNetes from the same team 

may be involved in skill-related ins~truction with their coaches at aa~y one time in aa~y fhcility. Skill-related instruction shall not be publicized axid shall not be conducted in 

view of a general public audience. ~dopted. 1/10/95 effective 8/7/95, Revised 1/9/96, 1/14/97 eff~.ctive 8/1/97, 10/2Z~98’, 10/31/02 eff!3ctive 8’/1/03, 4/29/04 

effective 8/1/04, 4/28/05, 4~7/06 effective 8/1/06, 4/26/07 e.!~bctive 8/1/07, 10/30/08’) 

Tom Timmermans Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin, Aid University of North Caroiina 

Office 9:19.962,785:1 I Celi I Fax 9:19.962.5002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, April 19, 2013 4:47 PM 

.la~n Sisneros @gmaJl.com> 

Re: Improve Your Athlete’s Peflbnnance with a New Mobile Video AnaJysis Solulion 

Welcotne back! Please compile the final 5v2 rank etc ..... 

Se~t.~°om my VeHzon ~Vireless 4G L2’E 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> wrote: 

Sorry I missed this email. I j ust got back this morning’. 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match AnaJysis [ Volunteer Assistaaat Coach 

(c) 

On Tue, Apr 16, 2013 at 6:08 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

We f’qiss yo~ ,. whet~ do yo~ come back? 

From: non Imbriale [mailto:usa@dartfish.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 1:02 PM 

To: Dorraa~ce, Albert A IV 

Subject: Improve Your Athlete’s Performa~ce with anew Mobile Video Analysis Solution 

iNiilmage 

..... removed by 

sender. 

GO TO ITUNES STORE HERE 

YOUR MOBILE VIDEO ANALYSIS SOLUTION AND YOUR GATEWAY TO THE DARTFISH GLOBAL EXPERIENCE 

We help COACHES and ATHLETES improve performance on the GO. Get started with Dartfish for only $4.99, the World 
leaders in video analysis solutions for coaches. 

Dartfish Express is the ideal video coaching tool for all sports: volleyball, wrestling, swimming, baseball, softball, golf, 
tennis, track & field, weightlifting, fitness training, football, basketball, gymnastics, skiing and more. 

* ALL-IN-ONE RECORDING 
Record high definition videos using your iPhone or iPad’s built-in camera; then review them quickly on the spot. 

* POWERFUL PLAYBACK CONTROLS 
Scrolling through your video has never been easier. Have fun with the jog wheel to move frame-by-frame or for fast 
searching, or play in slow motion. 

* TAKE STILt SHOTS 
Focus your discussions on key moments by taking and annotating still shots. 

* ADD VIDEO DRAWINGS & COMMENTS 
Drawings highlight what the video reveals - use angle measurements, lines, arrows, circles, squares and freehand 
tools to show people where to focus. Make the learning last by enriching the video with your expert view point in the 
form of comments. 

* WATCH IN FULL SCREEN 



No busy interface, just pure performance! Play your videos or review your still shots in full screen. 

* SIMPLE YET EFFICIENT VIDEO SHARING 
Create your account and share your enriched videos with clients, fans, and friends on your own dartfish.tv channel via: 

* Email 
* SMS 
* Facebook 
* Twitter 

WATCH THE TUTORIAL VIDEO HERE 

GO TO ITUNES STORE HERE 

For more information please contact us at usa@dartfish,com 

Danish ~JSA i 6505 Shiieh Road, Suite 110-B I Aipharetta, GA 30005 

removed by 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, April 19, 2013 9:43 PM 

bill palladino l@ar)l.com> 

Fwd: Region III ODP Event at Wake Forest 

2013 ODP Spring ’][’raining Event SCHED (2).docx 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Region III ODP Event at Wake Forest 

From: Anthony Daluz <daJmz@~N.edu> 

To: "Mark Krikorian (ml~-ikorian~!admin.fsu.edu)" <tnkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu>,"Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu)" <foleyae@bc.edu>,"Eddie Radwansld 

(eradwan@clemson.edu)" <eradwan@clemson.edu>,"Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu)" <robbie.church@duke.edu:>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" 
<anson@e~nail.unc.edu>,"To~n Anagnost (to~n.m~agnosq@mia~i.edu)" <tom.anagnost~!miami.edu>,lim santoro <lim s~toro@ncsu.edu>,"Steve Swanson 

(sswanson@irginia.edu)" <sswanson@vi~ginia.edu~,Chafles Chugger Adair <adair@vt.edu~ 

CC: Tracy S Chao <chaots@cofc.edu~,Christian M Michner <michnercm@cofc.edu~,Steve Holeman <sholeman@sports.uga.edtc,,Steve Nugent 

<smnugen~uncg.edu~,Panl Cairney <cairneyp@uncw.edu> 

tley Everyone, 

Wake Forest is hosting a l~w training ~ssions and games involving Region III Team, NC State Team and the VA State Team this weekend. I’ve attached the schedule, 

all welcome to attend. 

TD 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest Universi~ Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 once 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

cell 

www.wakeforestspo~ts.com 

www.wakefo~est~iflssoccercaa~p.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, April 20, 2013 12:11 PM 

bill palladino ~ar~l.com> 

Fwd: 2013 Santa Clara UniversiW Worneffs Soccer Schedule 

Dino. Please follow up, copy me. 

Ses~f.~°om my VeHzou fVire[ess 4G L2~ DROLL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 2013 Santa Clara University Women’s Soccer Schedule 

From: Kawal Preet <kpreet@scu.edw~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJJ.unc.edu-~ 
CC: Gregg Murphy <gmurphy@scu.edu>,Bill Pa~ladino <bl~lladino@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

My name is Kawal Preet and I am the administrative assistant for the women’s soccer program at Santa Clara University. I am emailing you today to confirm our game with 

your team on Friday, August 23 in Charlottesville, VA at the University of Virginia Tournament with the kickoff time of 5:00Pl~. Please get back to me to confirm 

that the details of our game are correct or let me know if you see any mistakes. Thank you in advance. 

Regards, 

Kawal Preet 

Women’s Soccer, Assistant Director of Operations 

Santa Clara University 

kpreet(~,scu.ed u 

Facebook: Santa Clara Women’s Soccer 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 6:21 PM 

TOM SANDER <pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: Message from Coach Papa regarding ESPNU game this Monday 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Message ti-om Coach Papa regarding ESPNU game this Monday 

From: "Domina, Julie" <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: 

CC: 

Hello Everyone, 

We ar,-:~ d~:,e0 into our s~:,ason and coming up on our ser~es w~th Ga Tech this S(mday, : and Mon{~ay, We are ct~rrenLly 10-.5 in the ACC and 34-15 

on the season. It ~s our Serfior Weekend as we~l. This year we have s~x sen~ors and will honor thern on Stmday in Game 1 at 12:45 pm for our I pm game. 

of the Team will be throwing out the first p~tch, 

want to turn the stadh~m bhJe and have a great crowd for ourTV gm~e ~n Chapel H~IL of the Team is going to throw out the first pitch 

~or ~:h~s game. ]here are other fe~;t~vitk~; planned a~; well, and ra~]y towe~s w~H be distributed. 

~ would kwe ~t if you could get word to your atNetes and anyone else who m~ght want to come out an~t ~upport us. 

Again game time ~s 7 pm and it is FREE! 

Thank you and GO HEELS!!H 

Donna J. Papa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, April 20, 2013 6:26 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~<lucaac@unc.edu>; bill paJladino @aol.com>; TOM SANDER <pacma~@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Sent on behalf of Kris Pierce - FW: ACC Championships To Cover Broad Horizon in 2013-14 

Se,~t.f!°om my EeHzou Wireless 4(5 L2’E L)ROIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Sent on behalf of Kris Pierce - FW: ACC Championships To Cover Broad Horizon in 2013-14 

From: Jennie Barrett <jbaJrerg~@flaeacc.org> 

T o: "Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.Iim.edu)" <mkrikofian@admin.Iim.ed u>,"Greg Miller (gmiller@athletic s.pitt.edu )" <gmiller@afl~letics.pitt.ed u>,"Alison Foley 

(foleyae@bc.edu)" <tbleyae@bc.edu>,"Eddie Radwm~ski (eradwan@clemson.edu)" <eradwan@clemson.edu>,"RobbieChurch (robbie.church@duke.edu)" 
<robbie.church@duke.edu>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com)" <karen@gocards.com>,"Tom 

Anagnost(tom.anagnosq@miami.edu)" <to~n.anagnost@miami.edu>,"Mr. Tim Santom (tfs~to@ncsu.edu)" <tfsanto@ncsu.edu>,"Randy Waldrum 

(Randy.Waldmm. l@nd.edu)" <Randy.Waldrum. l@nd.edu>,"Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu)" <pswheddo@syr.edu>,"Jonath~ Morg~ 

(imo 1119@umd.edu)" <j mo 1119@umd.edu%" Steve Swm~son(sswanson,~)virginia.edu)" <sswanson@virginia.edu>,"Charles Adafir (adafir@)vt.edu)" 
<adair@vt.edu>,"Tony Da Luz(daJuz@~vfu.edu)" <daluz@wfu.edu> 

CC: Amy Yakola--~ayakola@theacc.org>,Donald Moore -~moore@theacc.org>,Kris Pierce <kpierce@theacc.org>,Lee Butler <lbutler@theacc.org> 

Complete Release: http:/itheacc.co/1314ChampSites 

Complete Schedule: http://theacc.coil 314ChampsSchednle 

ACC Championships To Cover Broad Horizon in 2013-14 

Confi~rence announces host sites for next year’s events. 

GREENSBORO, N.C. - Atlantic Coast Conference Championship events will be held at 19 sites throughout the conference’s 15-team footprint during the 

2013-14 academic year, ACC Commissioner John Swofford announced on Wednesday. 

"This is an exciting time for the ACC and we look forward to the 2013-14 lineup of ACC Championships which for the firs* time will feature Notre Dame, Pitt and 

Syracuse," said ACC Commissioner John Swoffo~l. %Ve have temfic programs that continue to compete at the highest level and we are looking forwaacd to a bright 
future as a 15-member league." 

The ACC will return to Bank of America Stadium in Charlotte, N.C., for the 2013 ACC Football Championship game on Dec. 7, while both the 2014 Men’s 

and Women’s Basketball Tournaments will be back at the Greensboro Coliseum the first two weeks of March. 

The 2013 Men’s and Women’s Cross Country Championships at Beeson Park in Kernersville, N.C., will kick off the ACC Championships season on Nov. 1 
and will be hosted by Wake Forest. Five other schools will host fall, winter or spring Olympic sports championships. 
Boston College will be the host school for both the 2013 ACC Field Hockey Championship {Nov. 7-10) and the 2014 Women’s Lacrosse Championship (April 

24-27). 
Clemson University will welcome the 2014 Men’s and Women’s Indoor Track and Field Championships (Feb. 27-March 1) and will again be the host school 
for the 2014 ACC Rowing Championships on Lake Hartwell on May 17. 
Defending ACC champion Virginia Tech will host the 2014 ACC Wrestling Championship on March 8. 
ACC Softball will travel to the University of Maryland from May 8-10 in 2014. 
The University of North Carolina will be the site of the 2014 ACC Men’s and Women’s Outdoor Track and Field Championships (April 17-19). 
The remainder of the 2013-2014 ACC Championships will be played at off-campus sites. 
The 2013 ACC Women’s Soccer Championship semifinals and final will again take place at Cary, N.C.’s WakeMed Soccer Park (Nov. 8 and 10), and the 
Maryland SoccerPlex in Germantown, Md., will host the 2013 Men’s Soccer semifinals and final for the second straight year {Nov. 15 and 17). 
ACC Men’s and Women’s Swimming and Diving will return to the Greensboro Aquatic Center in 2014 for a second consecutive year {Feb. 19-22 and Feb. 
26-March 1). In addition to swimming and basketball, Greensboro will also be the site of the 2014 ACC Women’s Golf Championship (April 18-20 at 
Sedgefield Country Club) and the 2014 ACC Baseball Championship {May 20-25 at NewBridge Bank Park). 
The 2014 ACC Men’s Lacrosse Championship will get a taste of a new venue, as Philadelphia’s PPL Park is set to host from April 25-27. 
Meanwhile, the Cary (N.C.) Tennis Park will host both the 2014 ACC Men’s and Women’s Championships for the seventh straight year (April 23-27), and 

the ACC Men’s Golf Championship will return to the Old North State Club at New London, N.C. for the 14th consecutive year in 2014 (April 25-27). 

Please see the attached file for the complete 2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference Championship schedule. 
Amy Yakola 

ACC Senior A ssociate Co mm issiot]e r 

Pnblic Relatiot~s and Maflceting 

4512 Weybfidge I.anc, Grect,sboro, NC 27407 

avakola~;theacc.org 

]Direct: 33o.3o9.1215; Call: 

::N:: Description: ACC 20!2 ~Smail~:;ignp, ture 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 1:40 PM 

Yoant, Tony <tonyyoun’(~:unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducay@~mc.edtr>; bill palladino, @aol.com>; TOM SANDER 
<pacman@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Re: 

Tony, no, I do not need to see it. I just would like to know what transfers and what she needs to do now to be admitted for this fall. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

"Yount, Tow" <ton>yotm@unc.edu> wrote: 

She emailed her syllabi to me for evaluation by the Business school. I folsvarded them to Lance who will work with 

Should I send the syllabi to you’? 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 22, 2013 1:44 PM 

Big Dan < ~nc.rr.com> 

Re: You were terrific 

Dan, yon are veD~ kind. Just so you know, back when very few things I shared seem to make aJay sense to anyone, you came out publicly and said they had value. I 

will never forget it. Quid pro quo baby! 

Big Dan @nc.rr.com> wrote: 

One of the objects of a good speaker is to make the meeting planner look good. ThaJaks to yon, I an a hero. 

Your taJk to the NACEO last Thmsday evening was spot on. If the essence of a great talk is telling fascinating stories which make a point, you nailed it. You were 

engaging, humorons mid insightful in illus~tmting flae differences between leading men and women. 

The members and spouses loved your talk and I ~eceived tons of compliments. Thank you for believing in quid-pro-quo. You are a good man mid I and the members 

appreciate yonr contribution to a wonderful evening. 

All the bes~t to you my friend, 

Dan 

Dan Davies, Executive Director 

National Association of Chief Executive Officers 

2501 Blue Ridge Rd. Ste. 400, Raleigh, NC 27607 

www.naceos.com 

Directors: 

Frank Holding, Jr., CEO First Citizens Bank; 

Ward Nye, CEO Martin Marietta Materials; Van Isley, CEO Professional Builders Supply; 

Ravila Gupta, President Umicore USA; James Speed, CEO NC Mutual Life; 

Larry Robbins, Partner Wyrick Robbins Yates & Ponton 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:21 PM 

@hotmail.com; 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros I 

@live.unc.edu); 
@gm~Jl.com); 

~)live.unc.edtt>; 

~live.unc.edu); 

~yahoo.com;          ~shaw.ca; 

~gmaJd.com); pacma~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~bemail.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu);                          ~gmail.com); 

~live.unc.edu);              ~gmail.com; 

@live.unc.edu); nicole thva (athva@uncaa.unc.edu); 

?}aol.com); ~live.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; @gmail.com; 

~(}hotmail.com; @aol.com; @gmail.com; @hotmail.com; 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu); 

,~!live.unc.edu); 

@gmail.com); 

~gmaiLcom; 

~yahoo.com; 

~gmail.com; @email.unc.edu;, @gmail.com; ~gmail.com; @email.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; @hotmail.com; ~gmail.com; @aol.com; @aol.com; 
@gmail.com; ~email.unc.edu; @gmail.com; ~aol.com; @gmail.com; 

~rocketmaJl.com; @gmail.com; @live.unc.edu; ~yahoo.com; @mail.com; 

~live.unc.edu 

Hey! 

i,nage.png; ATT00001 .c 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~) ao I. com] 
Sent: Monday, 1:43 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Hey! 

Hi :) tlope things are going well with you and the team Things are going great here. We won our home opener today 2-1 over Seattle in l?ont of like 16,000 people[ It was an absolutely 
incredible enviroranent! ! ! It’s not just a big crowd, they are vocal and so invested in the game. It was awesome 



Not sure if you got a chance to watch it. Apparently it was streamed online and 

said the feed was really good. Ive heard that some of the online feeds have 

not been great. Anyway, we travel to Chicago this weekend to play and then Washington 

the week after that. 

I think we are really starting to come together as a team. We definitely had some great 

chances and even though the game was close at the end, I think we could have really put 

them away a few times. We looked way better defensively than against Kansas City, and 

we were able to get some really good offense. Although, I think collectively we may 

have set the record for most fouls in a game haha. Both teams were getting called for 

fouls left and right. I think there were about five yellow cards, which I think was 

excessive. But it was a very physical game. They are definitely a rough team and they 

have a few girls who know how to take a dive style). We did well to match their 

aggressiveness though. 

Anyway, I’m just livin the dream here. Miss you and Chapel Hill! Say hi to everyone 

for me!!! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 4:50 PM 

Thomas J Sander <pacman@unc.edu>; Ga~, GregoU <ggg@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros I ~gmail.com) 

@~nsn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; pac~nan@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: ~neet with Grew Wed, Tlmrs, or Fri 

Tom, Jason and Grew, 

Jet’s start grinding on the final spring matrix ...... lason because of your 5v2, 3v3<1. and final passing game work, let’s get you in this as well 

F~m~ ~omas J Sander [mailto:pacman@unc.edu] 
Senti Nonday, April 22, 20~3 10:32 AM 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject~ meet with Greg Wed, Thurs, or Fri 

Players, 

Please contact Greg and set up a time to meet with him on Wed, Thurs, or Fri for ~5 rain to go over your spring results, Thanks~ 

ggg@uncaa.unc.edu 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 
Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 22, 2013 4:53 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros,         ,~)gmail.com) 

I~NV: EXACT Testing 2013: PrepHem Plalfonn Update 

This is a, great tool ..., Let’s get this hack into our culture, We all need to meet with our kids as soon as we finish the Spring Matrix to do summer goal setting. ~ 
wou~d ~ove for the EXACT stL~ff to be a part of our rev~ew~ 
~= Simon Clemen~ [mailto:simon,demen~@exac~por~,com] 
Sent; Nonday, April 22, 2013 ~0:~ AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Tom Sander 
Subject= E~Testing 2013: PrepHero PinWorm Upda~ 
Tom, 

Ho~ all is well. I spoke with Anon on Friday and it couldn’t have come at a ~er time. We’ve just done a massive upgrade ~ the sysletn and the following 

components aye in place. 

1. M~: S~n&rd E~CT Su~ey you’ve used for years. We’ve done a scoring u~ate here and sNfled to percentiles. I’m interested in your feedback on the new 

format and will send more de~Jls ~er you get started. 

2. LSI: Sho~ suwey that provides a breakdown of the a~letes learning s~le 

3. Prime Motive: Find out how the athlete is motivated 

4. E~CT Mental TraJmng: 10 modules that provide ongoing training ~ the team in aJl areas of men~ development inclnding goal ~ing, vis~lizafion, breathing, and 

~lf-~lk. Click the "Men~J Training" ~b on your account to complete a sho~ co~hes survey that will ~t your teams Destination Goal tbr 2013. All your athletes 

activities will ~ completed th~mgh this. 

5. Prospect Profile Requesl: Click the Prospects ~b to request info~afion on any prospect in the count~. Sys~m generates an email with a request tk~m you directly 

to the player. They comple~ the profile and you can see their info through your roster. 
To activate your team ~is fall, you’ll need to go to ~I~_~2R[~£]!~!/R:9~?_O! 

U ~mame: 

Password: ******** 

Sitnply use the Set up ateam on t repHero to select College’ and Claim UNC Women’s Soccer. 

Let me ~ow if you have any questions. This is a big tech shift for E~CT, and rm loo~ng fo~vmfl to your review. 

Simon 

Simon Clements, MPP 
Director, E~CT Spots 

a~mon.clements(a)exacts[ orta.com 

mobile 

?~ Imag~      .~ Image 
removed by       rem~ed by 

£ax 773 A23.0252 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 22, 2013 5:10 PM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

l@~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros,         @gmail.com) 

I~NV: The Inaugural Rammys: Monday, April 29th at 7:00pro 

Rammys - save the date.docx 

Lads~ 

To make it easy for Torn to assemble. Who is going? Please let Tom know. Torn, please let ~(athy know. 

Yes, Tom, lain 

~ Griggs, Kathy 
Sent~ Monday, April 22, 2013 12:23 PM 

To; UNC~-Head Coaches; Corey Holliday; Joe Holladay Oholladay@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Cc= Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject= N: The Inaugural Rammys: Monday, April 2~h at 7:00pm 
lmpo~ance= High 

Coaches- 

Please send me your ~:ea~m accotmt~ p~ease ~et me ~now rmmber of coaches and su~port staff, and whether they a~ p~an Lo attend the soda~ at the Carolina ~nn. The 

dress is semL-fofmaL rhanks[ 

F~m= Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent= Monday, April 22, 20~3 ~2:~5 PM 

To; UNC~-Eve~one 
Subject= The Inaugural Rammys: Monday, April 29th at 7:00pm 

Dear Athletic Department Staff, 

We hope you can attend the inaugural Rammys next Monday, April 29th at 7:00pro in Memorial Hall to celebrate our student-athletes and their success over the 

past year. 

If you haven’t already done so, please RSVP to Kathy Griggs at kgdggs@email.unc.edu 

Looking forward to seeing you at the Rammysl 

8ubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The Universi~ of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 22, 2013 5:18 PM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

@msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros,          ))gmail.com) 

I~NV: The Inaugura~ Rammys: Monday, April 29th at 7:00pro 

Sorry Tom .... More work[ 

From: Griggs, Kathy 
Sent: Monday, April 22, 2013 12:55 PM 
To: UNCAA-Head Coaches; Williams, Andre; Corey Holliday; Joe Holladay (jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu) 

(:c: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: RE: The Inaugural Rammys: Monday, April 29th at 7:00pro 

Sorry that is team amount_Jet me k~ow how many student athletes w~l~ attend Rammys and SociaL_thanks. 

~,~t h~. ~ r ~k:.~.a 

F~m= Griggs, Kathy 

Sent= Honday, April 22, 2013 12:23 PN 

T~ UNC~-Head Coaches; Williams, Andre (w~lia46@email.unc.edu); Corey Holliday; Joe Holladay 0holladay@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Ce= Steinbacher, Rick (r~ckstei~Nemail.unc.edu) 
Subjeet~ ~: The Inaugural Rammys: Honday, Apdl 2~h at 7:00pm 

Impo~anee= High 

Coaches-. 

Please send me your ~.~.~.~.~$~ p~ease ~et me know number of coaches and 3ugport staff, and whether they a~ p~an ~o attend the socia~ at the Carolina ~nn. The 

dres~ is 3em~-formaL Thank~l 

F~m= Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent= Honday, April 22, 2013 12:15 PH 

T~= UNC~-Eve~one 
Su~je~t~ The Inaugural Rammys: Monday, April 29th at 7:00pm 

Dear Athletic Department Staff, 

We hope you can attend the inaugural Rammys next Monday, April 29th at 7:00pro in Memorial Hall to celebrate our student-athletes and their success over the 

past year. 

If you haven’t already done so, please RSVP to Kathy Griggs at ~NE~Ng~@email.unc.edu 

Looking forward to seeing you at the Rammys! 
gubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The UniversiW ef North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT),CN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Monday, April 22, 2013 5:23 PM 

Cricket Lane <cdcke@unc.edu> 

~msn.com; ducoa@uucaa.unc.edu; ~z~aol.com; Jason Sisneros i ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Inaugu~N Ratnmys - Presenter Request 

From: Cricket Lane [mailto:cricket@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 22, 2023 2:33 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Inaugural Rammys - Presenter Request 

Hi there, 

As you know, the Inaugural RammyAwards will take place on Monday, April 2gth at 7pro in Memorial Hall. The Rammy’s will be in the grand tradition cff"The 

Grammy’s" so we would like to have you present one o~ our awards: 

Award Miidr(~d ~’lcCaskiil Award (i~/alei~t.~mait.~) 

Co Presenter Sue Walsh (tentative) 

Script sent to you by Friday 

Rehearsal Mond%4 4/79 at 5pro wiC~ all presenters present (at Memorial 

Please let me know if you are willing to be a presenter at the Rammy’s. 

[hanks, 

Cricket 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 6:06 PM 

i(~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

ILE: UNC ’ attending RotaD, meeting 

Thank you      we are only as good as our word and our promises. 

From’, [mailto: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, ~ 5:4-7 PM 
To: Laura Stillman 

Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; 
Subject: RE: UNC attending Rotary meeting 

Hi Ms. Stiillman 
I hope this email finds you well. My name is          and 1 am also a member on the UNC              Team. We talked awhile back about having three of us speak at 
one of the Rotary meetings. I sincerely apologize for getting back to you so late. This spring semester was pretty hectic but seems to be slowing down now as it comes to an 
end. 
I know the Rotary Club is extremely busy, but is there any chance we could attend next Tuesday’s meeting )? If not, we completely understand and will try our best to 
accommodation your schedule. 
Again, I want to apologize for getting back to you so late. Thank you so much for such a wonderful opportunity. All the best, 

BSBA Class of: 
Kenan-Flagler ~uslness School 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

:.¢___.v_ .e__ ~___n_..c__.e_d_.u_. 

From: Stillman, Laura [Lstillman@wral.com] 
Sent: Tuesday,              : 1:05 plVl 

Co: ; Dorrance, Albert (Ath Olympic Sports); 
Subject: RE: UNC attending Rotary meeting 

just checking the Cary Rotary calendar, it looks as though March and April would be available most any Tuesday (with the e×ception of       ~. Let me know 

if you ar,-_~ int,-_~res~:ed ~n doing something during these two months But ~f you want son~ething in         . I can wor]~ that out too~ Wasn’t sure of your ~:~metable 

And ~ didn’t know ff     wou~d be a bad t~me, wRh exams, graduatkm, etc. 

Look [:orward ~o hearing from you. ~’m exalted aff’eady about b~trodudng the Thri~f~ng Threesome from UNC 

Laura Sti~ma~ 
Sa~es Manager 

WRAL-W 
919.~21-8791 
Istillman~wral.com 
fax 919-821 ~554 

From: [mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Mtonday, 5:10 PN 
To: Stillman, Laura 
Cc’. Dorrance. Albe~; 
Subject: UNC a~ending Ro~ meeting 

Laura, 
My name is and I am a member of the UNC Team. We spoke with Anson and he asked us to con~ct you about speaking at a Rota~ meeting 

sometime this Spring. ~ree of us on the Leadership Council would be happy to a~end. We wanted to get in contact with you to see if you still wanted us to come and to find 

out some devils. Thank you for this opportuni~ and we look fo~ard to hearing from you soon[ 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 9:56 AM 

@msu.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

@hotmail.com; ~yahoo.com; 

~icloud.com); ~aol.com); 

~live.uuc.edu); @comcast.net); 

~e~hliuk.net); @gm~l.com); 

@yahoo.com); ~live.unc.edu); 
~gmail.com); @gmail.com; 

~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

~yahoo.com); 

~aol.com); 

@yahoo.corn); 

@mindspriug.com); 

~gmail.com); 

~}gmail.com);                  @gmail.com); 

@live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); ~email.unc.edu>; 

@live.tmc.edu); ’@gmail.com); ~live.unc.edu); 
;@gmafil.com); ~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu); 

@gmail.com; ~gmail.com); ~@live.unc.edu); 

~@live.unc.edu); nicole lava (nthva@uncaa.unc.edu); ~aol.com); @live.uuc.e&t; 

@live.unc.edu; ~gmafil.com; ~gmail.com; @hotmail.com; ~aol.com; 
~g,nail.com; @hotmail.com; ,~0)yahoo.com; ~gma~l.co,n; ~emml.m~c.edu; 

@gmaJJ.com; a!gmaJ, l.com; @email.uuc.edu; 1 ~email.unc.edu; ~hotma~,l.com; 
~gmail.com; ~aol.co,n; ~z~aol.com; ,~0) gmail.com; ~z~email.unc.edu; 

@gmail.com; ~z~aol.com; @gmail.com; ~rocketmaJ, l.com; ~!gmail.com; @live.uuc.edu; 
@yahoo.com; @ymail.com; @hve.unc.edu 

Soccer Business Insider: NWSL record crowd’s exclamation Ix~int 

~r:or LES 10 De more that] just ~l fdnge sp:rt we r[~ust ~[~ract a g~Le, I love wh~t is h~g)g)enk~g ~[) Portk~t~d, We MI have to be a p~rL of promot~r~g the wo[~f*£]~arne, 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 

Sent: Monday, 7:36 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 

S~bject: Soccer Business Insider: NWSL record crowd’s exclamation point; MLS a~endance lags 
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NWSL crowd puts exclamation point on Portland 
market 
By Paul Kennedy 

If there was any doubt that Portland is the strongest soccer market in the United States, that was put to 

rest on Sunday afternoon when Thorns FC drew a crowd of 16,479 for its NWSL home opener against 

Reign FC from up the road in Seattle. 

iXilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

For those who want to argue that their market is stronger, tell us which one of them could draw 16,000- 

plus for a women’s league game? 

How big was Sunday’s crowd at Jeld-Wen Field? It was bigger than any crowd during the three years of the NWSL’s 

predecessor, WPS, and bigger than eight of the 10 crowds in MLS last week. 

WPSL Attendance: 

CROWD MATCH 

16,479 Portland-Seattle 

4,569 Washington=Western NY (sellout) 

10,524 AVERAGE 

MLS ATTENDANCE WATCH. MLS attendance continues to lag from last year’s record average. Week 8’s 10 games - 

including the first midweek game of the season - averaged only 14,924 fans, dropping the season average to 17,329, down 7.9 



percent fi~)m last year’s season average of 18,807~ 

Most concerning is the situation at Toronto FC, which regularly filled BMO Field for its first six seasons, but losing has taken 

a toll at the gate. Attendance slumped for the last four games of the season - an average of about 15,400 - and has not 

recovered. 

After opening indoors at Rogers Centre, TFC has averaged 16,813 for three games at BMO Field. Saturday’s game against 

Houston drew an announced crowd of 15,973. 

MLS Attendance: 

CROWD MATCH 

26,908 LA Galaxy 2 Sporting KC 0 

t8,029 New York 4 New England 1 

15,973 Toronto FC 1 Houston 1 

14,900 Real Salt Lake 1 Chivas USA 0 

14,339 FC Dallas 2 Vancouver 0 

12,813 Chicago 1 Columbus 0 

t2,349 D.C. United 2 Philadelphia 3 

12,338 New York 0 Sporting KC 1 

12,063 Colorado 0 Seattle 1 

10,626 San Jose 1 Portland 1 (sellout) 

14,924 AVERAGE 

t7,329 SEASON AVERAGE 

NASL ATTENDANCE WATCH. After averaging more than 5,000 a game for its first two weeks, the NASL average slipped 

below 4,000 a game in Week 3. The largest crowd was 4,135 at the 64,152-seat Hubert H. Humphrey Metrodome for 

Minnesota United FC’s game against FC Edmonton. 

NASL A~tendar~ce: 

CROWD MATCH 

4,136 Minnesota-FC Edmonton 

3,761 Carolina-Ft. Lauderdale 

3,676 Tampa Bay-Atlanta 

3,824 AVERAGE 

USL PRO Aqq’ENDANCE WATCH. Orlando City, USL PRO’s best-supported team and an MLS expansion team candidate, 

drew a regular-season club record crowd of 9,140 for its 3-2 win over the LA Blues Friday night at the Florida Citrus Bowl. 

USL PRO Attendance: 

CROWD MATCH 

9,140 Orlando City-Los Angeles 

4,546 Charleston-Barracuda FC 

3,213 Wilmington-Barracuda FC 

2,270 Richmond-Rochester 

423 VSI Tampa Bay FC-Los Angeles 

332 Charlotte-Rochester 

n/a Dayton-Pittsburgh 

AWARDS. FOX Soccer Channel’s "BEING: Liverpool" documentary on English club Liverpool was the winner in two categories 

and received honorable mention in two others in the 2nd Annual Cynopsis: Sports Media Awards= For the soccer~specific 

winners ... 

Documentary Series 

Winner: FOX Soccer Channel - BEING: Liverpool 

Honorable Mentions: Time Warner Cable Sports - "Road to MLS Cup (Backstage: Galaxy)" 

Live Coverage of a Sport#~g Event (National) 

Honorable Mentions: FOX Soccer Channel - Survival Sunday (FOX Soccer), FOX Sports 

Final 

UEFA Champions League 

New Sports Show 

Winner: FOX Soccer Channel - BEING: Liverpool 

Radio 

Honorable Mention: Embassy Row - Men in Blazers 

Sports Series (En~ertainmer~t) 

Honorable Mention: FOX Soccer Channel - BEING: Liverpool 

Tune-In Promotion 

Honorable Mentions: FOX Sports International - BEING: Liverpool, Ink: All Leagues, Knockout Week 

Use of Integrated Sponsorship for Bt~adcas~ 

Honorable Mention: Univision Communications, Inc. - Fanaticos del Frio 



Website: 

Honorable Mentions: FOX Soccer Channel - FOXSoccer.com 

Soccer" America on Twi~ter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer Business h~siderRSS feed 

Post your response to the public Soccer Business Insider blog. 

See what others are sayin.q on the Soccer Business Insider bloa. 
Monday, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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removed by 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 9:59 AM 

ttayriet FriedmaJ~ ~yahoo.com> 

Jason Sisneros ~.~bgm~Jl.com); )@msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Olypic Com~nunication 

Thank you Zvi and Shiela! Jason has been out o~: town but should be returning soon. I witl copy hirn on this and see if we can get you what you need to prove to us 

that this is still our best option for driving performance. 

Frem: Harriet Friedman [mailt~ ~yahoo.com] 
Sent; Monday, April 22, 2013 7:44 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Olypic Communication 

Hi Anson, 
Shiela and I hope’ 

It is over a month since we heard from you or Jason regarding the videos of 

the Olympic team 20:12, 

We still believe that our system is revolutionary and will change the world of 

soccer education and training. 

We were approahed by two top Brazilian coaches and a University which is 

interested to include our system in their curriculum. 

Please let us know on the status of the project. 

Our best regards to you and your family. 

Zvi & Shiela 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:02 AM 

~msu.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: Memoi~#3.doc 

Memoir#i3.doc; ATT00001 .c 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 
Tn: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~iect: Memoir¢¢3.doc 

9:05 PM 

Thnught you might er~joy this.. 

5a)~maik corn ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:26 AM 

~hotmail.com; ~v~ahoo.com; 

@icloud.com); ~aol .corn); 

,~)live.unc.edu); ~comcast.net); 

~e~xtlflink.net); ~g~naJl.com); 

@yahoo.com); @live.unc.edu); 
~gmail.com); @gm~Jl.com; 

,@msn.com; ducar@tmcaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros t 

@live.unc.edu);                       @live.unc.edu); 
@live.unc.edu);                     ~gmafil.com); 

~gmafil.com);                        ~live.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com;                     ~gmail.com); 

~yahoo.com); 

@aol.com); 
;@y~oo.com); 

,~!mindspring.com); 

@gmail.com); 

~gmml.cotn);                   ~gmail.com); 

@gmail.com); pacmma@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu); 

~l~ve.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); 

~@live.unc.edu); nicole thva (nfav@uncaa.unc.edu); ~aol.com); @live.unc.edu; 

,~live.unc.edu; @gmaJl.com; i @gma~l.com; @hotma~Lcom; @aol.com; 

@gmail.com; .@hotmail.com; :@a]~oo.com; @gmail.com; @emml.unc.edu; 
@gmaJl.com; @gmafil.com; ~,@email.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu; ~hotm~fil.com; 

~g~n~fil.com; @aol.com; @aol.com; @gmail.com; ~email.unc.edn; 
~gm~l.com; ~aol.com; @gm~Jl.com; @mcketma~l.com; ~gmail.co~n; ~@live.unc.edu; 

~yahoo.com; @ymail.com; g@live.unc.edu 

Today at 2:30 pm EST and tomorrow at 5 pm EST on Fox Soccer for the Champions League. Sunday 10:30 am Man U/Arsenal. What a 

week!!’.! 

This is probably the gre~Lest set of sem~fim~l p~idngs in Champions Le~gue Mstory. Un~es;s you have ~ paper due or are 5d:udying for ~t~ e’,<~m please w~Lch. lhes;e 

matches w~l~ be better than 90 % of Worm Cup matches (these teams wouid beat 90% of the a World Q~p’s Nationa~ Teams). Thb ~s soccer st its absolute best)H 

For those of you who don’t know m~yth~ng about the game please look at the attacMng w~dth m~d the possession in ~ $!3rds of the field. For those of you who 

know a ~tt]e b~t look at the speed of p~ay and the attacking and defensive transition. For those who know the game Jook at how the el~te players keep possession 

with ~ggress~w~ pressure (by shielding), combine and mow~ ~n the attacking 1/3rd, ~f yot~ are a striker h:~o~ at where they shoot (~lmost every effort in ~:he attacking 

box is low and across the [:rame). 

En~oyH! 

F~m: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:25 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Soccer On ~: Tuesday, 

removed by 

sender. 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Fuesday, 

removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

tweet This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

UEFA Champions League first-leg, semifinal games are on Tuesday and Wednesday. 

(All drnes Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. 

Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

TUESDAY. 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-BARCELONA (delay) 6 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm. 

Share Thi 

i.’~ilmage 

removed by 

sender. 



FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-BARCELONA (live) 2:45 pm. 

WEDNESDA 

FX 
UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-REAL MADRID (delay) 5 pm. 

Concacaf Cha mpions League SANTOS4vlONTERREY (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-REAL MADRID (delay) 9 pm= 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-REAL MADRID (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Libertadores NEWELL’S OLD BOYS-VELEZ SARSFIELD (live) 8 pro. 

BelN SPORT 

Brazil World Tour BRAZIL-CHILE (live) 9 prn. 

SPORTSNET 

MLS TORONTO-MONTREAL (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS EDMONTON-VANCOUVER (live) 9:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico CELAYA-CORRECAMINOS (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France SAINT ETIENNE-AJACCIO (live) 12:30 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League SANTOSWIONTERREY (live) 10 prn. 

UNIMAS 

Concacaf Champions League SANTOS-MONTERREY (live) 10 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-REAL MADRID (live) 2:45 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League SANTOSWIONTERREY (live) 10 pm. 

THURSDAY, 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-CHELSEA (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FENERBAHCE-BENFICA (delay) 5 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League FENERBAHCE-BENFICA (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-CHELSEA (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores REAL GARCILASO=NACIONAL (live) 9 pm. 

FOXSOCGER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League FENERBAHCE-BENFICA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

F~IDA¥~ 

BelN SPORT 

England LEICESTER CITY-WATFORD (live) 2:30 pm. 

France LILLE=SOCHAUX (delay) 4:45 

GOLTV 

UEFA Futsal Cup IBERIA STAR-DINAMO (live) 6 pm. 

UEFA Futsal Cup KAIRAT-BARCELONA (live) 8 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France LILLE-SOCHAUX (live) 2:30 prn. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico MONARCAS-TOLUCA (live) 8:30 pm. 

Portugal ESTORIL-BRAGA (live) 3 pm. 

~ATU~D~Y 



ESPN2 

England MANCHESTER CITY-WEST HAM (live) 7:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England WIGAN-TOTTENHAM (live) 9:30 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-LIVERPOOL (live) Neon. 

England STOKE-NORWICH (delay) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England EVERTON-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-WEST BROM (delay) 2:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS MONTREAL-CHICAGO (live) 4 pro. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-FREIBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany FORTUNA DUSSELDORF-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 12:30 pm= 

Argentina ESTUDIANTES DE LA PLATA-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico LOBOS BUAP-NEZA (live) 7:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France AJACCIO-MONTPELLIER (live) 2 

MLS VANCOUVER-DALLAS (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico PACHUCA-AMERICA (live) 8 pro. 

Mexico SAN LUIS-TIJUANA (live) 10 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TIGRES-MONTERREY (live) 8 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS TORONTO-NEWYORK (live) 2 pro. 

MLS COLUMBUS-D.C, UNITED (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7:30 pm, 

MLS KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND (live) 8:30 pm, 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm, 

MLS CHIVAS USA-SAN JOSE (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England MANCHESTER CITY-WEST HAM (live) 7:30 

Netherlands NAC-AJAX (live) 2:45 pm= 

Portugal PORTO-SETUBUL (live) 3:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England EVERTON-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE-NORWICH (live) 10 am. 

England WIGAN-TOTTENHAM (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

England NEWCASTLE-LIVERPOOL (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England READING-QPR (live) 8:30 am. 

England ARSENAL-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 10:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland MOTHERWELL-CELTIC (live) 7:40 am. 
England CHELSEA-SWANSEA (live) 10 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany SCHALKE-HAMBURG (live) 11:30 am. 

UEFA Futsal Cup TBD (live) 1:30 pm= 

Brazil TBD (live) 3:30 pm. 

Uruguay DEFENSOR SPORTING-PENAROL (live) 6:30 pm. 

UEFA Futsal Cup TBD (live) 9 pm. 

UNIViSION DEPORTES 

Mexico UNAM-JAGUARES (live) 1 pm. 

MLS HOUSTON-COLORADO (live) 5 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS HOUSTON-COLORADO (live) 5 pm. 

ESPN3.com 



Netherlands PSV-NEC (live) 6:30 am. 
Mexico PUEBLA-ATLAS (live) 1 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland MOTHERWELUCELTIC (live) 7:40 am. 
England CHELSEA-SWANSEA (live) 10 am. 

England ARSENAL-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 11 am. 

England READING-QPR (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

TBA 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 
Soccer on TV for Tuesday, 

FEEBBAI:~: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 3:54 PM 

John Bv[brd <john.byfi~rd@villanova.edu> 

~mindspring.com 

RE: 2013 Scheduliug 

Yeah, so what? And ~ am DESPERA~’E for a center back that can ptay. "b’~la, cz~n’t always get what we wont". ~ think the Roiling Stones said that 

F~m: John B~ord [mailLo:john.b~ord~villanova.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 20~3 1~:37 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; dlwsoc~soccerlists.org 
Subject= {DIWSOC} 20~3 Scheduling 

Villanova is still looking for a couple of games in 20~3. We have Friday, September ~3th and Sunday, September 22nd open. We could also do one of those dates 

and a pre-season scrimmage. 

We can discuss guarantees for a home game, we could also travel. 

All options are open because we are DESPERATE. 

Anyone interested, please let me know. 

John. 

,John C, Bvford 

Head Coach Womet~’s Soccer 

V~l~at~ov’a Ut~ivers~ty, 

800 LsncasLer ~venue, 

V~llanova, PA 19085. 

Office: 510-5:19-4135 

Ce~h 

[: a’.<: 63.0- 53.9--6875 

www.villa nova.corn 

NC~ TOU RNAMENT ~PP[ARANC[S: ’0~, ’02, ’03, ’04, ’05, 

Register for camp 

www.villa nova girlssocceraca demy.com 

Help promote our game with Twitter use gDIWSOC tbr News, Spring Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:25 PM 

@hotmail.com; 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros I 

~@live.unc.edu); 
~@gm~Jl.com); 

~z)live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edn); 

@yahoo.com; )@msn.com; ducar@nncaa.unc.edu; 
~@gmaJd .corn); pacma~@ uncaa, unc.edu; @live.nnc.edu); 

~@email.unc.edu>; h?live.nnc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu);                          ~gmail.com); 

~live.unc.edn); @g~nail.com; 5@gmail.com); 

~@live.unc.edu); nicole thva (athva@uncaa.unc.edu); 

@aol.com); ~live.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; ~gmail.com; ~gmail.com; 

~hotmail.com; @aol.com; ~gmail.com; @hotmail.com; @ahoo.com; 
(~gmail.com: @email.unc.edu; @gmml.com; ~gmail.com; ~email.unc.edu; 

~@ema~l.unc.edu; ’@hotmail.com; ;@gmail.com; @aol.com; @aol.com; 
~@gmafil.com; ~email.unc.edu; @small.corn; ~aol.com; @gma~l.com; 

~rocketmaJl.com; ~gmail.com; @live.unc.edu; @yahoo.com; ~@mail.com; 

~live.unc.edu 

I~NV: appearaaace totnorrow at middle school 

Ladies, 

You guys are the best!! There is nothing more reflective of your willingness to make the world a better place than these kinds of thoughtful gestures that all of you 

make on a regular basis. 

Frem: Thomas J Sander [mailto:pacman@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, Z:48 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: re: appearance tomorrow at middle school 

Players, 

Let’s plan to meet at the Middle School tomorrow at 3:45 pro. It is located at 225 Culbreth Road, Chapel Hill. It’s Dinos, across the highway, and 

right at the light. It’s about    minutes from Dino’s house if you’re gauging the time. 

I can take 4 people from campus, but upperclassmen please coordinate rides for those without them and let me know if I need to pick anyone up. 

Let’s all wear white tops and blue shorts. 

It’s just a meet and greet. No skills demonstrations. Just introductions and Q&A. It shouldn’t take long and it’s an easy way to give back to the community. 

Questions let me know! 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North C~Jcolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN-ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 10:40 AM 

.la~n Sisneros,          ~gma~l.com> 

@msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu      l@aol.com; pacman@uncaa.nnc.edu 

RE: Hey’. 

Excellent .... Tom, let’~ start ~haping the SPRING Competitive Cauldron .... I like our elements, Do you guys want to try to punch in the GPS stuff? I wan~ th~s to drive 

performance m~d ~e~ us w~th our exit ~[ayer co~fere~ces to i~sp~re our kids for the summer. 

From: Jason Sisneros [mailto::       ;@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 20~3 22:43 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject: Hey~ 

An~ 

I’ll be in the office tomorrow (today at this Ix~int!) and finish the Competitive Cauldron 5v2 and 3v3+ 1 as well as catch up on anything and eveDrthing. 

See yat 

Jason 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 3:07 PM 

me.com> 

RE: 

I loved talking to you today!H Thank you for taking your academic bull by the horns, for attacking you       development and for caring about your character~ 

t love w~tching my young ~byers ~ve on ~ new~r ending ascension ~md from what I hm~e seen thb first ye~w for you, you h~w~ jumped on the tr~r~ and R is 

~c(:eieratk~g ~n the right dkect~on 

I can’t wa~t to see the young woman you wH~ becorne by your sen~or yearH 

~ [mail~:J. @me.coral 
$eat; Wednesday,. $2:24 PN 
T~= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: 

Hi Ans~ 

I texted you but didnt know if you would see this before you checked your text. Can I come talk to you later today, maybe around 
3:] 5ish’? I just want to update you on my academic status and talk plans for over the summer. 
Let me know if you will be in your office then’. 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 5:23 PM 

.la~n Sisneros @gmaJ4.com> 

@msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Hey’. 

What I was thinking of the GPS data is Lo reward the starters by giving them a rank J_ through 10 in three or four categories {?) meters/minute, Lota~ disLaRce, 

sprinting, and that change of d~rect~o~ thing so that we start dr~ving performance w~th the GPS units ~,., What say al~ of you? 

F~m= Jason Sisneros [mailto:         ;@gmail.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, April 24, 2013 1:26 PM 

To= Dorrance, AIbeR A N 
@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: Hey~ 

There mus~ be a way to plug in the GPS da~ - though as of now we only have &~ on the girls that have worn them. rm tNn~ng on it._ I’ll have the 5v2 and 3v3+1 

results to Tom toNght, and if I come up witA any good ideas on the GPS s~ffI will ~nd it to you guys. My plan for the day changed slightly, so I am a few hours 

~Nnd my original dmeline :) 

Have a good one! 

Jason 

On Wed, Apr 24, 2013 at 10:39 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n(?~email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Excelk_~nt ... rom, lei:’s sLart sh~p~ng i:he SPRING CompeL~i:ive (;~u~h~ron t ~ike our e~emenLs. Do Vou guys want to try to punch in the GPS stuff? I wahl Lh~s to drive 

performance and help us w~th our exit p~ayer conferences to insp~r’e our kids for ~he summer, 

F~m: Jason Sisneros [mailto:        @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 20~3 $2:43 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Hey~ 

I’ll be in the office tomorrow (to&y at this point!) and finish the Competilive Cauldron 5v2 and 3v3+ 1 as well as catch up on an?4hing and eve~jrthing. 

See ya! 

Jason 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 4:05 PM 

Fava, Nicole M <fava@email.unc.edu> 

l~L: update 

Thanks Nicole! 

From: NJcole M Fava [maJlto:fava@emaJl.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,            3:2~[ PM 

To:     @aol.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Ducar 
Subject; update 
Coaches- 
I just wanted to send you a quick update a few players. 

,- Saw Dr Brickner this morning and had an injection in her heel today. She is on crutches for comfort for the next 24-hrs. Also her knee has been hurting her more 
lately. Dr Creighton has ordered an MRI. 

- Is doing better. Will be tested in the Gfellar Center tomorrow morning for full clearance. 
Is still having,        symptoms. 

If you have any questions please let me know. 
Thanks! 

Nicole 
Nicole M. Fava MA, ATC, LAT, CSCS 
Staff Athletic Trainer Womens Soccer/Womens Rowing 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Stallings-Evans Sports Medicine Center 

9 J.9-962-2067 (office) 
9 J.9-843-4982 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}’- 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 4:31 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edn 

EW: ACC Women’s Soccer Conference Call 

DinoiChris/Tom, 

Can you be on this call with me? 

From: Kris Pierce [mailto:kpierce@theacc.org] 

Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 2013 4:23 PM 

To; Mark Krlkorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Greg Miller (gmlller@athletics.pitt.edu); Alison Foley (foIeyae@bc.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); 
RobbieChurch (robbie.church@duke.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com); t.wise@miami.edu; Mr. Tim Santoro (tfsantor@ncsu.edu); 

Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.:t@nd.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Steve Swanson(sswanson@virginia.edu); Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu); Tony Da Luz 

(daluz@wfu.edu) 
~c: Beth Miller 
Subject-" ACC Women’s Soccer Conference Call 
Importance: High 

Women’s Soccer Committee - 

As you will remember, we discussed scheduling and championship formats for the 2014 season and beyond during our annual committee meeting in January. The 

SWAs have requested that we convene again via conference call to make sure that the votes for the regular season and championship formats continue to reflect 

the wish of the group. 

I am in the process of preparing supplemental materials for our call, and those should be out to you by the end of this week. 

Please mark your calendars for a call to discuss these items on the following date: 

ACe Women’s Soccer Committee Conference Call 
Friday, Nlay 3 

J.0 
CalMn Number:/.g66.244,852g 

Passcode: 
Kris W. Pierce 
Associate Commissioner, Championships and Olympic Sports 
4~12 Weybr~dge Lane, Greensboro, N.G 27407 

~.~.~ ACC 2012 EmailSignature 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 4:31 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: mccasldll update 

From: Doug Dubay [mailto:dougd@raiNer.com] 
Sent: Wednesday,            4:45 PM 
To; Michael Babbi~; Rober~ Boyce; 
Cc-" Dorrance, Albert A IV; Carlos Somoano; Mike Bunting; Tom Sander 

Subject-" RE: mccaskill update 

We have made a lot of progress in ti~e last week! 

M},, understanding is that ali of the Men’s stuff has the designs approved, and everything is released to production, 

On ti~e Women’s displays ti~e majority are approved, but there are stili a few in designs that need to be finalized for text content. 

~ have cop~ed your Project Manager M~chae] Babbitt to cover where thinss are in production and when you should see 8raphics arrive at UNC for 

insta~lat~om 

Thanks for contacting 

Doing 

Doug Dubag 

Rainier industries ktd, Business Development Manager 

http:i/www.rainier.comisha de/ 

dougd@rainier.com 

Ce~: 

~ [:*;; ~ rainier ~m 

From: Porter, Grant [__m___a_jJ___tg_;_g_tR_o_t_t__e_._ti@_u___n__c_:__e__d___u_] 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:19 PM 
To; Doug Dubay 
Co-" .c_ _s_ _ _o_ _m_ 9_ _a_n_ _ _o_ _@ _u_ _ _n_c_a_ _ _a_ :_ _u_n_ _ _c_ , _ _e_d_ _ _u_ ; p_.a_c_tn_a_.n_@u_t}_c_a_.a__=.u__t}_c_=_e_~_!~; _a___n_s__o_t}_@__u___n_c_a___a_:__u___n_c_:__e_d___u_. 
Subject; mccaskill update 
Doug, 

How we looking on installation progress for the soccer center? 

Grant Porter 

:: ~:~:; :: IMAGE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 4:33 PM 

Michael Babbitt <michaelb@rainier.com>; Doug Dubay <dougd@raJnier.com>; RobertBoyce <robertb@rainier.com>; Porter, Grant 

<gttx)rte@unc.edu> 

richaJcdlaw~ence@coo~dinateservices.com; Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edt~-; 

Tom Stander <pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: mccasldll update 

Recruil:ir~g s~:_~ason is done but maybe the summer soccer campers wi]~ ~ike 

E~m= Michael Babbi~ [mailto: michaelb@rainier.com] 
$eat; Wednesday, April 24, 2053 4:~ PN 
Te= Doug Dubay; Robe~Boyce; Po~er, Grant 
6¢: richardlawrence@coordinatese~ices.com; Dorrance, Albert A ~V; Carlos Somoano; Mike Bunting; Tom Sander 
Subject: RE: mccaskill update 

Gentlemen, 

Just an update, Ew~ryth~ng that we have approved wi~ be in a crate on ~ts way to you th~s FrR~ay, My installer w~H be ~n the thR:k of instalHng ~:hese d~splays by 6th of 

May a[ [he very ]al:esL 

As we get the fina~ ~terns approved we wH~ ~e sh~pping those ouL as wel~ and ~et everythk~g on the wa~s, 

Thanks 

M~chae~ 

M~chae~ BabNtt 

Ra~nie~ ~ndustHes Ltd. 
Project ~anager 

(425) 981-1231 Dire(:[ 
(425) 251-5065 FAX 

~w.ra~nier.com 

From: Doug Dubay 
Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 2013 1:45 PM 
To: Porter, Grant; Michael Babbitt; Robert Boyce 
(:c: csomoano@ uncaa.unc.edu; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; Mike Bunting 
Subject: RE: mccaskill update 

Hi Gra~t, 

We have made a lot of progress i~ the last week! 

My unders~m~di~g is that ali o1: the Men’s s~ff h~s the design, s approved, and everyd~ng is released to production, 

On the Women’s d;sp]ays [he majodW are approved~ but there are sEH~ a few in designs that need Eo be finalized for tex[ content, 

~ have cop;ed your Project Manager M~chae~ Babbi[[ to cover where tMngs are ~r~ production and when you should see graphics art;re at UNC [o¢ 

instaHat;on, 

Thanks for contac[ing us,, 

Doug 

Doug Dubay 

Rainier h~dustt~es Ltd. Business Development Manager 

http:/iwww.rainier.com/sha de/ 

dougd@rainier.com 

From: Porter, Grant [.__m___a_j!_t__o_/g_t_p__o___R___e__r_~__u___n___c_~_¢__d__u_] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 2013 4:19 PM 
To: Doug Dubay 
C:c: csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: mccaskill update 
Doug, 

How we looking on installation progress for the soccer center? 

Grant Porter 

i,~,i IMAGE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 4:54 PM 

Thomas J Sander <pacman@nnc.edu> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: peer eval 

Tom give them a deadline .... Tomorrow? And let’s get to work on the spring matrix so we can get to our player cont:erences ASAP! 

From: Thomas J Sander [mailto:pacman@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, April 25, 2013 8:07 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: peer eval 

Players, 

Please save this to your desktop. Fill it out at our meeting. Save it. Then email it back to me. 

Thanks! 

-Tom 

Tom Sa~der 

Director of Operations 

WoiIlen~s Soccer 

U~fiversi~ ofNortfi Caxolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, April 26, 2013 2:16 PM 

NCGSC Administrator @gmail.com>; bill palladino, @aol.com>; Eric M Lewis <elewis@guiltbvd.edu> 

I~E: Update on numbers 

Excellent, so our numbers might be crawling back .... 
From: NCGSC Administrator [mailto:ncgscadmin@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 25, 20::t3 4:35 PPI 
Te: bill palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Eric M Lewis 
Subject: Update on numbers 
Hey Dad, Dino, & Eric, 

I wanted to update you on our team camp numbers. So far I have 12 teams registered for camp. I have about another 5 teams that say they are coming! So that could 

possibly bring us up to 17 teams for camp if everyone ends up coming! 

I will keep you posted! 

Natalie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 11:07 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; Youn’~ Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

~z)live.nnc.edu:> 

RE: Meeting About Academics~Study Hall 

Yes, let’s do it. And I ar~? goi~g to give a major role in our academic leadership so let’s involve her as well, 

Sent= Monday,            i0:53 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Yount, Tony 
Subject= Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 
Hi Anson and Tony, 
I hope you had a good weekend~ 
Anson, I think I mentioned this to you briefly but Tony and I thought it would be helpful for the three of us to meet before the end of the semester to discuss academics and 
study hall for the fall. ~s that something we can do in the ne~ week or so? 
I am free Thursday morning    b Friday    ~, and Monday morning    , if any of those days work well for both of you. Also, I heard that      is going to be involved in 
study hall in the fall, should ~ invite her as well? 

Than~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:09 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~kvoun@unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> 

@live.nnc.edu> 

RE: Meeting About Academics~Study Hall 

I can do any ot: those days as weil ... ? 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 10:59 AM 
To: 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 

I c~ do any of those days. 

Tony 

On           , at 10:53 AM, ~live. unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Anson and Tony, 
I hope you had a good v~ekend! 
Anson, I think I mentioned this to you briefly but Tony and I thought it would be helpful for the three of us to meet before the end of the semester to discuss academics and 
study hall for the fall. Is that something we can do in the next week or so? 
I am free Thursday morning     , Friday     , and Monday morning    ~ if any of those days work well for both of you. Also, I heard that      is going to be involved in 
study hall in the fall, should I invite her as well? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 2:08 PM 

~live. unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu-~; Yount, Tony <l,)n~youn~unc.edu> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

10 am Loudennilk .... 

Since Tony is going to be doing most o[ the work let’s meet in Loudermilk for him 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 12:42 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Re: Meeting About Academics!Study Hall 
Okay great. How about Thursday at 10am? Would it be best to meet at your office Anson or at Loudermilk? 

Thanks, 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, . 11:30AM 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <._a___n__s___o___n____@____e___m____a_j!_:__u___n__c__.__e___d___u_.>, "Yount, Tony" <.t___o___n_y_yount@unc.edu>, 

Subject: Re: Meeting About Academics!Study Hall 

Thursday would be best for me, given my finals. I can do any time that morning. 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday,             11:08 AM 

To: "Yount, Tony" <topyyount@unc.edu>, 

Cc:l                               @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 

I can do any ot: those days as well .... 

Fro~: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 10:59 AM 
To= 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Re: Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 

I ca~ do any of those days. 

Tony 

On            , at 10:53 AM, 

@live.unc.edu> 

............ [~live. unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Anson and Tony, 
I hope you had a good v~ekend! 
Anson, I think I mentioned this to you briefly but Tony and I thought it would be helpful for the three of us to meet before the end of the semester to discuss academics and 
study hall for the fall. Is that something we can do in the next week or so? 
I am free Thursday morning     , Friday     , and Monday morning    ~ if any of those days work well for both of you. Also, I heard that      is going to be involved in 
study hall in the fall, should I invite her as well? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 3:00 PM 

Bardnger, Tamara Patterson ~amara Barringe@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; TOM SANDER <pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Let me check... Tom? 

Sent.~"om my Ver’izon IFire[e,~s 4G L2’E 

"Barringer, Tamaxa" <Tamara Barringe@kenan-flagler.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Anson: 

Just following up to ~e if you were able ~ do an~Nng 

On another note.., fl~a~ you for sending her my way. My life has ~en enriched by ~owing her. 

With wa~ regards, 

Tamara 

~.~:ar’a ~:~.~m :hb~er ~/~d~b~t ~,~s~.st~x: Pr’~~"e~r’ 

From: Barringer, Tamara 
Sent: Friday, 10:27 AM 
To: ’Dorrance, Albert A IV’ 
Co: Sander, Thomas (Ath Soccer) 
Subject: RE: 

Tha~k you tbr ~eing what you can do. 

TamaJca 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:15 PM 
To: Barringer, Tamara 
¢c: Sander, Thomas (Ath Soccer) 
Subject: RE: 

Yup, that is the kind of kid she is _.. I will see if we have any left. Tom? 

From: Tamara Barringer [mailto:Tamara Barrin_g__e_E@__k___eL~__a__n__-__f_!_a__gke_E.__u___n__c_=e_~_u_] 
Sent: Thursday, . :t:t:06 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co: 
Subject: FW: 
Importance: High 

Hello Anson: 

As you already know, 

detailed by her classmate 

is an extraordinary young woman. Ms.     donated her                         to the MAC Program Habitat for Humanity Fundraiser. As 

in the email below, we would all like to see this replaced with another team ball, if at all possible. 

Would you please help us with this? It would mean so much to her, to me, and her MAC: Classmates. 

Thank you for your assistance with this matter. 

With warm regards, 

Tamara 

From: @kenan-flag!er.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, 9:50 AM 



To; KFBS Admin <~_arnara barringer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Professor Barringer, 

Sorry I just now realized this never left my outbox. I apologize for the delay. Please forward whenever you get a chance if you do not mind. 

Thanks, 

Anson Dorrance, 

Last week Kenan-Flagler hosted our annual Habitat for Humanity Golf Tournament. It was a great success and             kindly donated her 

to this event. We were not aware that this was what she was doing until after the fact as we would not have accepted such a sentimental donation. However, I think 

this most embodies all of the character traits you work to teach your players,            raised an extra 5250 dollars for the silent auction and Habitat for Humanity and we are 

very thankful for her kindness. I am not sure if it is possible but I was wondering if you happened to have an extra ball that we could replace with as I know that she lost a 

very special thing to her. Please let me know if there is anything we can do to make this happen. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:36 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Re: inte~esling s~to~y 

"Polk, Baxbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edtr> wrote: 

Anson and Chris, 

I guess the headline says it all.._.or does it? 

I’m happy it worked out for her. She’s had a tough time. 

Barbara 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 29, 2013 11:39 PM 

.la~n Sisneros <jmsisneros@gmaJ~l.com> 

Re: rI’ea~ Camp Match Analysis 

Yes! Go get ’er!! 

Ses~f.~"om my Verizon II~ireiess 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

Jason Sisneros <jmsisneros@gmail.com> wrote: 

Dino gave me the go ahead on thi~ providing you agreed. Here’s what I am proposing to the team camp youth coaches on Match Analysis. 

Are yon good ruth this? 

Thm~l~s! 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Ana]ysi s I Vol unteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 1:59 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

l~g: inte~esliug stoW 

Excellent spin! You do not have to do i[ ]:or a living to be a pro as a spin doctor! 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent-" Tuesday, 12:04 Alvl 
To-" Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: interesting story 

Had not seen that one. Thanks Barb! I think a lunch on women’s soccer is in order in the next couple of weeks. What do you think!? 

Bird 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 7:18 PM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> wrote: 

Anson and Chris, 

I guess the headline says it all.._.or does it? 

l’m happy it worked out for her. She’s had a tough time. 

Barbara 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 2:13 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Chreck out the juggliug savant 

From: Soccer America Daily [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:24 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Section 1: Real Madrid faces not impossible odds for Mourinho’s 

~ Image 

likely swan song 

I 
removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

Nhat They’re Saying 

’We needed the money, and 

he sheep was there. Next 

~eek it’s a barrel of beer, 
md maybe a bike" 

- Bete, the spokesman for 

~razilian lower division club 

~anto Angelo, on why it 

affled off a live sheep at 

~alftime. (Guardian) (Video 

1today’s News ~Tuesday, Image 
removed by 
sender. 

Tweet 

removed by 

sender. 

Share 

This This 

Real Madrid faces not impossible odds for 
Mourinho’s likely swan song 
by Soccer America 

[UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE] Real Madrid can take solace from the fact 
its 4-1 deficit against Borussia Dortmund is not as bad as Barcelona’s 4-0 

deficit it must make up on Wednesday against Bayern Munich and that Real 

has come back from tht~e goals down before in Europe. - Read the whole 

story 

Michel, Earnshaw and Bieler make impact 
by Soccer America 

i~ilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

[MLS IMPORT WATCH] MLS’s primary transfer window - which ends Monday - traditionally 

doesn’t attract the big names that sign in the summer following the end of the European season - 

the secondary window runs July 9-Aug. 8 - but several first-year imports have already had an 

impact this season. Brazilian veteran Michel has solidified the midfield of surprise runaway 

Western Conference leader FC Dallas. Robert Earnshaw (Toronto FC) and Claudio Bieler 

(Sporting KC) rank among MLS’s top goalscorers, while Diego Valeri (Portland), is one of the 

few new playmakers to have stamped his mark on the new season. For a look at the 23 foreign 

imports who have played at least half their games in their first season in MLS ... - Read the 

whole story 

Field set for centennial edition 
by Soccer America 

[U.S. OPEN CUP] The Fresno Fuego Futut~ and Mass Plumier Soccer clinched the last 

remaining berths in the 68-team U.S. Open Cup, but the centennial edition also featured one last- 

minute change as the Kansas City Athletics withdrew and were replaced by Dearborn Stars in the 

USASA’s Region II when they forfeited rather than replaying their game on short notice in Chicago 

because the Stars’ protest that the Kansas City field on which the Athletics had beaten the Stars 

was too narrow. - Read the whole story 

Guzan’s Aston Villa gets big win, Boyd’s Rapid Vienna gets big 
surprise 
by Paul Kennedy 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] The future of Brad Guzan’s Aston Villa in the English Premier League 

looks a lot brighter after a 6-1 demolition thanks to young Belgian sensation Christian Benteke’s 

second-half hat4rick. In Austria, employees at Terrence Boyd’s Rapid Vienna got a big surprise 

Monday morning when Rapid fans built a brick wall overnight and blocked theit entrance to the 

club offices. - Read the whole story 

Juggling savant will astound you in his Brazilian basement 
by Samuel Charles 



[%qDEO PICK: Magic Feet] With only 407 days until the opening game kicks off at the 2014 

World Cup in Brazil those fortunate few joining the party might want to line up some 
entertainment, 22-year-old Murilo Putil was thinking the same thing, and he’s offering some of 

the quickest feet we’ve ever seen, for a fee. - Read the whole story 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

SoccerAmericaDaily is produced by editors of Soccer America: 

Paul Kennedy, Managing Editor 

Mike Woitalla, Executive Editor 

Ridge Mahoney, Senior Editor 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

~movedby 
sender, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 2:40 PM 

Porter, Grant <gtporter@unc.edu> 

l~B: mccaskill update 

Go get ’era Grant!I! 

From: Grant Porter [mailto:gtporter@unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, April 30, 2013 l:k0:t AM 
To: Doug Dubay; Michael Babbitt; Robert Boyce 
~:c; richardlawrence@coordinateservices.com; Dorrance, Albert A ZV; Carlos Somoano; Mike Bunting; Tom Sander 
Subject-" RE: mccaskill update 

Guys~ 

Are there installation days planned this week so we can plan accordingly here at the o[:fice. I know May 5th was set as a completion date. 

Thanks, 

Grant 

From: Michael Babbitt [mailto:michaelb@rainier.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 2013 4:48 PM 
To; Doug Dubay; Porter, Grant; Robert Boyce 
Cc; csomoano~uncaa.unc.edu; pag~?~t?@~ngaa:unG~du; anson@uncaaN ~c e~ u; Mike Bunting; richardlawrence~Ocoordinateservices.com 
Subject: RE: mccaskill update 

C-:er~tlernen, 

Just an update. Everything that we have approved witl be in a crate on its way to you this Friday. My installer wilt be in the thick of installing these displays by 

May at the very latest. 

As we get the fina~ Reins approw?d we w~l be sMpping those out as wel~ ~md get evewl:hh~g on the 

Thanks, 

M~chae~ 

M~chaN Babbitt 

Rainier ~ndustr~es ktd, 
~oject ~ana~er 

Ceil 

(42,~) 981-1=31 Direc~ 
(42,~) =,~1-506~ FAX 

~,ra~nier~com 

From-" Doug Dubay 
Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 20:t3 :t:45 PM 
To-" Porter, Grant; Michael Babbitt; Robert Boyce 
~c-" csomoano@uncaa,unc.edu; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; anson@uncaa.unc,edu; Mike Bunting 
Subject; RE: mccaskill update 

Hi G ra n ~, 

We have made a lot of progress in the last week! 

My understanding is that ali of the Men’s stuff has the designs approved, and everytNng is released to production, 

On the Women’s displays the ma.iodt¥ are approved, but there are stili a few in designs that need to be finalized for text content. 

I have copied your Project Manager Michael Babbitt to cover where things are in production and when you shouid see graphics arrive at UNC for 

instailatfon, 

Thanks for contacting us,, 

Doug 

Doug Dubav 

Rainier ~ndustf~es ktd. Business Developrnent Manager 

~_~O_~_:~b_!~c:_¢~_r~. 

i~i rainier com 

From-" Porter, Grant [mailto:gtporter@unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, April 24, 20:~3 4::~9 plVl 
To: Doug Dubay 

Co: csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu; pacman,r@uncaa.unc.edu; anson@uncaa~unc.edu 
Subject: mccaskill update 
Doug, 

How we looking on installation progress for the soccer center? 

Grant Porter 



i.~.i IMAGE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:41 PM 

@gma~l.com> 

Lance Mmkos 0narkos@uncaa.unc.edn) 

Lance, can we help graduate? 

If it is legal I am sure we wi]l help!! I will copy Lance (compliance) and see. 

I am enj(uing life. How are you doing? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~(~mail coral 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:29 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~iect: Hola 

Hey Anson- 
I need to take my last course to finish. The online classes start in two weeks I just wanted to ask in case you had extra money, if the program would be willing to pay 12)r it or help me I’m 
living off a low salary and my parents are over stretched because they have taken on all my bills etc that I can’t pay. Let me know if there is any way I may have to wait until later to take the 
course if it doesn’t come together but I will figure it out regardless. Just thought I would ask Hope you’re doing well! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, May 1,2013 9:15 PM 

bill palladino < @aol.com> 

Fwd: BACKGROUND CHECKS INFO for CAMPS 

........ Original Message ........ 

S ubject: BACKGROUND CttECKS INFO {br CAMPS 

From: Joseph A Sagula <j sagula@nnc.edu-~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu-%"Mock, Conrad D Jr" ~’~dmock@unc.edu>,Boo (?illette <bgille@uncaa.nnc.edu-%Bria~ Kalbas 

<bkalb&s@uncaa.cmc.edu-%Bill Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu-%Derek Galvin ~’derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>,Donna Papa <djp@nncaa.unc.edn~,Andrew Sapp 

<Inasapp@uncaa.unc.edu>,Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.nnc.edt~>,Mike Fox <mfox@nncaa.unc.edu>,Rich DeSelm <richdesehn@uncaa.unc.edu:>,Ron Miller 

<rmille@uncaa.unc.edu>,Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@nncaa.nnc.edu>,Samah Hmiey <skha~ey.~nncaa.unc.edu:>,Smn Paul <spaul@nncaa.nnc.edu> 

CC: 

Coaches, 
Some of you have asked again about the info regarding background checks 
Here is the info I have set up. Let me know if you have any questions: 
:k. Cal~ Alan Larkin, (x ~09) and tell him you are at UNC and you want to set up your specific camp (onlyspeak with AlanJoryourset-up) 

the price is lower than ~ hod origina/iy reported, since we as a university wii] all use them, ! have negotiated it wil] oniy cost ¢7. 95 per person. 

I recommend you set it up as a "self paid Portal", so that individual staff members do this on-line and pay with a credit card. 

You can a~ways reimburse them later once they work your camp. 

You will get email reports and be able to access your fist of staff on-line to see who has completed their background checks 

2. AH items are covered as required by the university (as per Paule Pogge’s emaik 

i) naQonw~de federal courts criminal convicQons; 

ii) nationa~ sex offender registry; 

iii) criminal convictions in all states and counties where a staff member has previously lived or worked; 

iv) a residential history check to confirm that a program staff member has truthfully disclosed all prior cities and counties of residence; 

~ntelficorp is a highly regarded member of the National Association of Professional Background Screeners 

3. However, if your staff will be driving campers 

v) if the program staff member’s responsibili~es include transpor~ng minors parQdpaQng in the ResidenQal Program, a mandatory driver’s ficense check. 

This is an separate!additional check, and will cost anywhere from $9.50 to $10.50 per check, depending on the state they are coming from. 

TNs is only necessary for those few staff members that may drive vehicles with campers. This is used on a need base only, not required by all staff. 

4. Alan will send you the information by way of email to cam plete the setup. 

Call: Ma~ I.arki~ 

Sales Representative 

800 539 3717 x109 

216 450 5255 (Fax) 

alarkin @intell~corp.net 

wwwJntellicorp.net 

Let me know if you have any questions 

Joe Sagula 

cell 

of~:ic~s~ uNc ~ebuh:,: www.goheels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 2:41 PM 

Anthony Dal~ <daluz@wth.edtr~ 

l~E: US Training Centers 

Good stuff Tot~¥ ..... yes, this is a huge advantage. 
From= Anthony Daluz [mailto:daluz@wfu.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, May 01, 2013 12:25 PN 
To= Robert Kehoe 
Co= Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); gmiller@atNetics.pitt.edu; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@demson.edu); Robbie Church 
(robbie.church@duke.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; tim santoro; Randy Waldrum; Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Kris Pierce; Steve Swanson 
(sswanson@virginia.edu); Charles Chugger Adair; Nichael Buddie 
Subject= US Training Centers 
Rob, 
I’ve attached a document produced by US Soccer that describes a new program for developing National Team players through regional training centers for elite level 

players. There is a page entitled Training Center Setup which describes staffing and locations which includes "college campuses" and also says that facilities axe always 
"free of chayge". 

There me several obvions recruiting issues hem. The recruiting advantages of hosting these training centers and staffing these events give the hosts an enom~ons edge in 

the race to secme recruiting commitments. 

These Training Centers combined ruth US NationaJ Camps (PoNand/Stanford_..) already being condncted on selective college campuses present our group with some 

major recruiting legislation loopholes. I think it is time to seriously start addressing these issnes betbre US Soccer starts assigning locations mad staffto these Training 

Centers. 

If we don’t address this, how do I get Wake Forest on the host list? 

I await yonr feedback, 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 
Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 flax 

cell 

removed by 

sender 

www.wakeforestsports.com 

w~a~’.wakefi) restgirls~ccercamp.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 2:44 PM 

Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@nscaa.com> 

I~E: US Training Centers 

Rob, 

Who makes the call on this? The NCAA? gecause US Soccer has no obligatio~ to sort this out for us. 

From; Robert Kehoe [mailto:rkehoe@nscaa.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, Hay 01, 2013 12:59 PH 
To; Hark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.Nu.edu); Greg S Hiller; Alison; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Dorrance, 
Albert A IV; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; tim santoro; Randy Waldrum; Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Kris Pierce; Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); Charles 
Chugger Adair; IVlichael Buddie; Anthony Daluz 
Subject; Re: US Training Centers 

Good day all. 

There are many items of concern that pertain to exetnptions granted under tile US Soccer nationa~ governing body umbrella, as well as to the relationship of college 

soccer with US Soccer, and tile NCAA. I have recently had conversations with the NCAA about this and it is clearly a sensitive area tllat will require discretion in 

addressing. 

Would you like to have a conference call to begin discussion? Let me know and I will be pleased to anange and participate in the caJl. 

Rob 
Rob Kehoe 

Director of College Program~ I National Soccer Coaches A~ociation of America 

800 Ann Ave~ Kansas City, KS 66]0:L i 9).3 362 ).747 x 1015 191.3 36,2 3439 

Wisconsin Office: 920 t574 4391 I Cell: 

a_o_ j__n___u_s__Ln___P_r_La_n__#__q__f__o_r___t_b_e___Ln_a_~_u_r_~ J__~ ~j~ j~_r__~ ~ ~_~ ~!a m_&u g_u ~L~ =~ ! 

On May 1, 2013, at 11:31 AM, Randy Waldrum wrote: 

Totally agree Tony.. 

Randy 

Randy Waldrum - rwaldrum@n&edu 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

University of Notre Dame 

574-631-3376 - office 

- mobile 

Date: Wednesday, May 1, 2013 12:25 PM 

To: Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@NSCAA.COM> 

Cc: "Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu)" <foleyae@bc.edu>, "Anson Dorrance (anson@uncaa.unc.edu)" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> Anthony Daluz <daluz@wfu.edu>, 

Charles Chugger Adair <adair@vt.edu>, "Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@dernson.edu)" <eradwan@clernson.edu>, "Mark Krikorian (rnkrikorian@adrnin.fsu.edu)" 

<rnkrikorian@adrnin.fsu.edu>, "Robbie Church (robbie.church~duke.edu)" <robbie.church~duke.edu>, "Steve Swanson (~swan~o~v![g!n!~:~du)" 

<gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu>, Randy Waldrum <Randy.Waldrum.l@nd.edu>, "Dayes, Karen Elizabeth" <kferguson@louisville.edu>, "Pierce, Kris" 

<kpierce@theacc.org>, Michael Buddie <buddiernj@wfu.edu> 

Subject: US Training Centers 

Rob, 
I’ve attached a document produced by US Soccer that describes a new program for developing National Team players through regional training centers for elite level players. 

There is a page entitled Training Center Setup which describes staffing and locations which includes "college campuses" and also says that facilities are always "free of charge". 

There are several obvious recruiting issues here. The recruiting advantages of hosting these training centers and staffing these events give the hosts an enormous edge in the race 

to secure recruiting commitments. 
These Training Centers combined with US National Camps (Portland/Stanford....) already being conducted on selective college campuses present our group with some major 

recruiting legislation loopholes. I think it is time to seriously start addressing these issues before US Soccer starts assigning locations and staff to these Training Centers. 

If we don’t address this, how do I get Wake Forest on the host list? 

I await your feedback, 

TD 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

cell 

image 

..... removed by 

sender 



__w___w____w__:__w___a__k___e__f__o__r__e__s__t__s_p o r t s. c o r n 

www.wa kefores~sirlssoccerc;~ m p.cor~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 2:44 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: {DlWSOC} USWYNT Schedule 

From: Robert Kehoe [mailto:rkehoe@nscaa.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 i:08 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; DI; DIIWSOC@soccerlists.org 
Subject: {DIWSOC} USWYNT Schedule 

Good day coaches. 

Follomng is fl~e schedule tbr the USWYNT U 15 training in DaJla~s, TX, May 4-1 1 (SMU). 

Saturday, May 4 

Training 4:30pm - 6pm 

Sunday, May 5 

Training loam - l~:30am 

Training 4:30pm - 6pm 

Monday, May 6 

Training ~Oam - ~:30am 

Training 3:30pro - Spin 

Tuesday, May 7 

Game 1 at S:30pm 

Game 2 at 7:30pro 

Wednesday, May 8 

Training 4:30pro - 6pro 

Thursday, May 9 

Training ~Oam - 11:30am 

Training 4:30pro - 6pro 

Friday, May 10 

Game at 4:30pm 

All the best. 

Rob 
Rob K~hoe 
DirectoF of Coilege Prograr~qs I National Soccer Coaches Assock~tion of ArneFica 

800 Ann Aw!, Kansas City, KS 66~02. i 9:L3 362 :L747 x :k0:t5 1913 362 3439 (f) 
Wisconsin Office: 920 674 4391 I Cell: 
._N_ _S_ _C_ _ _A_ _ _A_: _c_ _o_ j_ _n_ I _T_ _w_ _i_t_t_~J-:_ _,~. _N_ _S_. _C_ _A_- _A_ _C. oll e ~ e I F a c e b o o k 
Join ns in Orlando fro’ the inaugpral Summer Sov_B)~_9~’_i__u__~__n___:_~_u_g_u_:~_t___l_:’_3_[ 

Help promote our game with Twitter use #DIWSOC tbr News, Spring Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 3:25 PM 

Anthony Daluz -~daluz@wfu.edu>; Mark Kfikofian (mkrikoriaJ~@admin.fsu.edu); gmille@athletics.pitt.edu; Alison Foley 

(foleyae@bc.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwaJ~@clemson.edu); Robbie Chnrch (robbie.church@duke.edu); Karen Elizabeth Dayes 

<kferguson@louisville.edu>; tim santom <tim santoro@ncsu.edu>; Randy W~Jdmm <randy.waldmm.l@nd.edu>; Phil Wheddon 

(pswheddo@syr.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@vi~ginia.edu); Charles Chugger Adair <adair@vt.edu> 

I~E: The New ACC Going Forward 

Tony, ] am with you! What is most critica~ for all of us is our NON CONFERENCE SCHEDULE, because what ~ think everyone accepts now is, without a goo~ non- 

conference schedufe (and some success for alf of us in that non-conference schedule); we are aH Loast. Once we get into conference p~ay, ~t is a zero sum game for 

the ACC, ~ am a~ways nervous when our non-conference schedule ~s tNn ~n RPl or in numbers (Hke the few non-conference games we are all now head~n8 towards} 

and when the conference takes a small RP~ non-conference bke hopinA to be buoyed by the hish RPI conference teams. What has been worMn8 for aH of us the 

past four/five years is the aggressNe non.-conferem:e schedule most of us are ~ayk~g so tha~: a~l of us are carded, even with k)sses in conference ~:o high RPI 

Tea r~ S, 

E~m= Anthony Daluz [mailto:daluz@~u.edu] 
$eat= Wednesday, Nay 05, 2053 2:05 PP1 
To: Nark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); gmiller@atNetics.pi~.edu; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@demson.edu); RobNe Church 
(robbie.church@duke.edu); Dorrance, Albert A ZV; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; tim santoro; Randy Waldrum; Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Steve Swanson 
(sswanson@virginia.edu); Charles Chugger Adair 
Sabject: The New ACC Going Fo~ard 

I ~ink it is mNly imp~at that we m- address fl~e direction ACC Womens Soccer is going. We need to crunch some ~I numbers to dete~ine whether we am going 

in the figN direction ~ we can continue to do~ninate the NCL&. 

TNs is a cfiticN fime~ If we make the figN decisions in how we format our new league comNfifion s~cmre, non-conference opp~nNes......we can position 

our~lves to dominate the NC~ tonrnament selection for many years to come. 

I propo~ that we contract Nbyn Jones’CNis Thomas ~N people m do an ACC RPI anNysis and make sma~ numbers ~sed recommendations. 

Please reply all if you have feedback 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

cell 

rernov~d by 
sender. 

www.wakcfbrcstsports~com 

w~v.wakcfo~e st~ifl s,_~ccerc am p.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O~UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMfNISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Thursday,            3:29 PM 

~gmai|.com> 

pacmm~@nncaa.unc.edu; Yonnk Tony <~ton~?~ount@unc.edt~’; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 

ducar@nncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros (         ,~)gmail.com) 

Tony Yount is our new academic advisor .... he is a pro[! 

We got you some $ .... the cost for a course s $2,7()0 .... we gnt’~’~)u $2 000. I hope that helps. Good luck 

graduated!!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @gmail.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:29 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Hola 

with EVERY~IIt]NG! Connect with Tom or Tony to set it up. Let’s get you 

Hey Anson- 
I need to t~ke my last course to finish The online classes start in two weeks. I just wanted tn ask in c ~se you had extra money if the program would be willing to pay :[’or it or help me. I’m 
living off a low sala~ and my parents are over stretched because they have taken on all my bills etc that ! can’t pay Let me know if there is any wa?’. I may have to wait until later to take the 

course if it doesn’t come together but I will figure it out regardless Just thought ! would ask. Hope you’re doing well! 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 3:41 PM 

@rocketmail.com> 

1~3:;: tneetmg 

Conle on by I arn free now[!! 

F~om: @rocketmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, ; 1"1:23 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" meeting 
Hey Anson, 

I was wondering if we conld have our meeting tomorrow (Thin, day). I’m free pretty much all day until 5 so an~ime works for me if you’re free sometime tomorrow 

as well. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 3:52 PM 

@aol.com 

FW: Conference Tournament 

Be on our conference call tomorrow ~,t 10 am ._. £ead this in preparation .... 
Frem; Anthony Daluz [mailto:daluz@wfu.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, Nay 02, 20:~3 :H.:42 AN 
Te: Nark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); gmiller@atNetics.pitt.edu; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@demson.edu); RobNe Church 
(robbie.church@duke.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; tim santoro; Randy Waldrum; Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Steve Swanson 
(sswanson@virginia.edu); Charles Chugger Adair 
Subject: Conference Tournament 

Ple&se read this link tbr call tomorrow. Some interesting things to consider. We REALLY need to re-think playing a full 13 ga~ne ACC regul~ ~a~n schedule and 

maybe reconsider going to only 4 teams in the ACC tournament. 

The Men axe playing 8 acc divisionaJ gmnes. They roll have the flexibili~ to play other ACC tea~ns in non-counlinNnon-cont~rence games to maintain strong RPI which 

will aJlow them to maintain a strong non-conference schedule (Non-Cont~rence RPI). 
I think we should really consider a version of this format. 

lets make tiffs call productive to,no,row’. Do some homework! 

’ID 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest Universib’ Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 flax 

cell 

% Image 

..... removed by 

sender 

www.wakeforestsports.com 

w~a~’.wakdbrestgirls~ccercamp.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS!CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 4:06 PM 

Anthony Dal~ -~<taluz@wth.edu~ 

ILE: Conference Tournameut 

Excellent Tot~¥ ,,,, That~k you, 

From: Anthony Daluz [mailto:daluz@wfu.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, May 02, 2013 11:42 AM 
To: Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); gmiller@athletics,pitt.edu; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); RobNe Church 
(robbie.church@duke.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; tim santoro; Randy Waldrum; Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Steve Swanson 
(sswanson@virginia.edu); Charles Chugger Adair 
Subject: Conference Tournament 

Please read this link for call tomorrow. Some interesting things to cousider. We REALLY need to re-think playing a thll 13 ga]ne ACC regula~ ~a~)n schedule and 

maybe reconsider going k~ only 4 temns in the ACC k)umament. 

The Meu a~e playing 8 acc divisionaJ ga~es. They will have the flexibili~ to play other ACC teams iu uon-countiwnon-cont~reuce gmnes to maiutaiu stroug RPI which 

will aJlow thegn to maiuta3n a s~trong uon-confereuce schedule (Non-Conference RPI). 

I think we should really consider a ve~siou of this format. 

lets make this call productive tomorrow! Do some ho~neworld 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 
Wake Forest University Womeus Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 once 

(336) 758-4565 

cell 

× ~mo~e 
removed by 
sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 4:08 PM 

~aol.com 

IfW: ACC Women’s Soccer Conference Call 

Women’s Soccer.pdf; Women’s Soccer.docx 

Dino, 

More to study for the conference 

From: Kris Pierce [mailto:kpierce@theacc.org] 
Sent-" Thursday, May 02, 2013 :t2:35 PM 
To: Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Greg Miller (gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu); Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu)~ 
RobbieChurch (robbie.church@duke.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com); t.wise@miami.edu~ Tim Santoro (tfsantor@ncsu.edu); Randy 
Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.l @nd.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Steve Swanson(sswanson@virginia.edu)~ Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu)~ Tony Da Luz 

(daluz@wfu.edu) 
C¢: Miller, Beth 
Subject; RE: ACC Women’s Soccer Conference Call 

All - 

I have attached two documents for’ you to review prior to tomorrow’s coil, The first one is the r’ecommenc~adons that you passed ~n January for d~e SWAs to review. 

The second is the document that we reviewed during your January meeting. 

~ Jook forward to speaking w~th you aJl tomorrow at 

Thanks~ 

F~m= Pierce, Kris 
Sent; Wednesday, April 24, 20~3 4:23 PN 
Te= Alison Foley (fNeyae@bc.edu); Anson Dorrance (anson@uncaa.unc.edu); Charles Adair (adair@~.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@demson.edu); Greg Niller 
(qmiJJer@athletics.pi~.edu); Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@qocards.com); Nark KrJkorian (mkrikorJan@admin.fsu.edu); Mr. Tim Santoro (~santor@ncsu.edu); Phil Wheddon 

(RTtZb~_~@~_7~£=_¢#_@; Randy Waldrum (B~_£#_g=AaJ~N_Ek$_@_tN_,~#_@; Robbie Church (robbie.church@_~#_~_,~_~#); Steve Swanson (#_~_[)_~_£#_@3j_rgj#_[@,_#~#); Tony Da Luz 
(daluz@v~u.edu); t.wise@miamLedu 
C¢1 Beth Niller (bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject; ACC Women’s Soccer Conference Call 
~m~o~anee= High 

Women’s Soccer Committee - 

As you will remember, we discussed scheduling and championship formats for the 20~4 season and beyond during our annual committee meeting in January. The 

SWAs have requested that we convene again via conference call to make sure that the votes for the regular season and championship formats continue to reflect 

the wish of the group. 

I am in the process of preparing supplemental materials for our call, and those should be out to you by the end of this week. 

Please mark your calendars for a call to discuss these items on the following date: 

ACC Women’s Soeeer Committee Conference Call 

Friday, May 3 

&0 

CalMn Number: L866,244.8528 

Pass~ode: 
~ris W. Pierce 
Assodate CommLssioner, Championships and Olympic Sports 
4912 Weybr[dde Lane areensboro, N.C. 274.07 
(0) 336.369.4692 (M)         (F) 336.369. !203 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 4:22 PM 

@rocketmail.com> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar.~)unc.edu) 

RE: meeting 

Sure ._. I am recruiting ._. Chris wilt know my schedule .... I will let you know ._. Memorize your core values!! 

From: @rocketmail.com] 
$ent; Thursday, 4:13 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Re: meeting 

Sorry Anon! I ended up having to take my t?iend to the airport. Can we meet tomorrow? I’m free all day tomorrow 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

On , at 3:41 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <g.g_Ls~?!~@.e__n_!@_:._u_!~c_:_e_.d_ _~.ff- wrote: 

Come on by I am free now!!! 

From: @rocketmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:k23 PM 
To," Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" meeting 

ttey Anson, 

I was wondering if we could have our meeting tomorrow (Thursday). I’m t?ee pretty much all day until 5 so anytime works for me if you’re free 

sometime tomorrow as well. 

Thaalks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 4:25 PM 

DaJuz, Anthony ~daJuz@~vfu.e&~ 

ILE: US Training CenteB 

Yes, I will be on iL I look t:orward to it. Thank you for taking the lead on something we atl need to address!! 

I=rem: Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz@wfu.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 02, 2013 2:45 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: US Training Centers 

yon going to be on file call tomo~Tow? I am bringing in Rob Kehoe to discuss it. 

On Thu, May 2, 2013 at 2:41 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson({~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good stuff rot~y yes~ this ~ ~ huge advant~3ge. 

F~m= Anthony Daluz [mailto:daluz@v~u.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 12:25 PM 
To= Robe~ Kehoe 
Cc= Mark Krikorian (mkr~korian@adm~n.fsu.edu); gmiller@athletics.pi~.edu; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Robbie Church 
(robbie.church@duke.edu); Dorrance, Albe~ A N; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; tim san~ro; Randy Waldrum; Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Kris Pierce; Steve Swanson 

(~k~_~g_~[t:gJ_~_=~); Charles Chugger Adair; Michael Buddie 
Subject= US Training Cen~rs 

Rob, 

I’ve a~ached a document produced by US Soccer that de~fi~s a new progrmn for developing National Team playe~ t~ongh regional training centers for elite level 

players. There is a Nge entitled TmiNng Center Setup wNch de~fibes s~ng and locations which includes "college campnses" and also says that facilities are always 

"l}ee of cha~ge". 

There are severn] obvious recruiting issnes hem. The recruiting ~Ivantages of hosting the~ ~aining centers and s~mffng these evenLs give ~e hosts an eno~ous edge in 

the r~e to secure recruiting commitments. 

These Training Centers combined with US National Camps (Po~an~SmnIbrd....) aJready ~ing conducted on ~lective college campu~s present our group wi~ some 

major recruiting legislation loopholes. I tNnk it is ti~ne to ~dous]y s~ addressing ~e~ issues before US Soccer sta~s assigmng locations and s~ffto the~ Training 

Centers. 

If we dofft address this, how do I get Wake borest on the host list? 

I await your feedbac~ 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest Universi~ Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

[Error! Filename not specified.I 

www.waketbrestsports.com 
w~v.wakeforestgiflssoccercamp.com 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 
V~ ake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 offfffce 

(336) 758-4565 thx 

cell 

N Image 

removed by 

sender. 

!~)Y__~2_~:~:~__ef_~_?__r__e_&t_~[?~?!~:_c_’~?__n_! 
www.wakeforestajrls~)ccercamp.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:44 PM 

@aol.com> 

I~E: Schol~yship Possibili .ty 

Yes, if she can get on the field as a starter for at least half her games this fall she will have earned a tuition grant tbr her junior and senior year. Tragically (actually j oyfully) we have recruited 
veW well Ibr the fall and there ~vill not be any scholarship money available Please know this does not change my genuine affection and respect for your extraordinary daughter And I know 
the sacrifice you have made for her. And her spring was VERY good. If she keeps improving at this rate she will impact this fall 

Her biggest issue is fitness She and I just met. She knows what she has to do She has done SIGNIFICANTLY better this spring. 

I love your kid and I wish that were the criteria for her receiving scholarship money because then she ~vould be on a full. "¢,qaat I hope she does feel on a regular basis is nay respect and care. 
I genuinely like her and admire the young woman she is and who she wants to be I hope that is enough for now. 

All the best from the Southern part of Heaven. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Friday, 3:10 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~iect: Scholarship Possibility 

~aol.com 

Anson, 

I just want to make sure we are safe to assume that      is still able to earn a tuition scholarship for her junior and senior year if she starts at least half games next fall? Is there any 
opportum~ for her to receive a portion this Fall? I am looking at doing some refinancing to cover college expense so just looking ahead. 

Don’t get me wrong as I would go to my grave paying for this unparalleled opportunity for      to be a part of this special and extraordinaw program[ However, a partially earned 
scholarship would certainly be appreciated. It would also mean I could retire a year or two early haha! 

Also, you had mentioned to me that you were hoping would get to level 2 in the fall and if not in the spring Did she achieve that last fall? And has she gone beyond that this spring? 

Sent frora my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 6:14 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbm~Joy@email.unc.edu> 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Tony Yount is our new academic advisor .... he is a pro!’. 

I thought you got us this money?!? Tom Sander? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 10:45 AM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~iect: RE: Tony Yount is our new academic advisor ... he is a pro!! 

Hey Anson, 
That was fast! I)oes this mean you no longer need me to talk with Tom about finding the money? 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Thursday ,3:29 PM 
To: 
Cc: pacman@uncaa unc edu; Yount, Tony; Maloy, Susan B; 
Sut~ject: Tony Yount is our new academic advisor ... he is a pro!t 

@msn corn; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ))aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail corn) 

We got you some $ .... the cost for a course is $2,700 .... we got you $2,000. I hope that helps. Good luck 

graduated[l! 

with EVERY~IIt]NG! Connect with Tom or Tony to set it up. Let’s get you 

..... Original Message ..... 
Front: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:29 PM 
To: Dot~ance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Hola 

Hey Anson- 
I need to take my last course to finish. The online classes start in two weeks. I just wanted to ask in case you had extra nroney, if the program would be willing to pay for it or help me. I’nr 
living off a low salary" and nry parents are over stretched because the?" have taken on all my bills etc that I can’t pay. Let rae know if there is any way. I rrmy have to wait until later to take the 
course if it doesn’t come together but I will figure it out regardless. Just thought I would ask. Hope you’re doing well! 

Sent frora ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, 11:32 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; [@aol.com; ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: First Grade 

Tragically, SOCI was best chance at a "B" ... the "D" for has me re15" ner~ous. I am excited about ; ~Vhat is 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Monday, 10:37 AM 

To: I)orrance, Albert A IV; Tom Sander 

Sut~iect:            First Grade 

grade is in and its C, meaning that SOC! 

has not yet posted. 

has a B and C so far. 

has only a D posted in SOCI 

has no grades posted as of this morning. 

SO(;[ 

SO(;] 

Tony 

must be an A in order :[’or her eligibility and good standing to be restored. 

GPA heading into this semester? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, May 6, 2013 11:46 AM 

Jin Wang @gmaJl.com> 

I~E: Greetings from Jin 

Jin, 

I would love to help you, This will be easier for me: you write the quote from me that will help you the most se~d ~t to me and I w~H edit ~t and send ~t back, This 

way it ~,~1 be done q~icMy I i~ssume and you w~H haw~ e>’,actly whist Vo~ want~ 

F~m= 3in Wang [mail~:,       @gmail,com] 
Sent; Saturday, Nay 04, 20~3 ~$:06 AN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Greetings from Jin 

H~ ~n~m: 

I hope that you had a great recruit season and roll have a successful season tiffs t:aJ1 as usual. 

I would like to intbnn you that my keynote presentation went very well at tim AAHPERD Convention a~d audience truly appreciated and a&nired your excellent 

coaching experiences for peak performance. All the attendees from china would like to read your mlicle I wrote and I have gave the mlicle info to the audience. Thank 
you again for your collaboration so your experiences can be appreciated and learned by professional around the world. 

publication and will be available on the maacket in the spring of 2014, for cowright issue, the publisher cannot issue the entire book for review. I am confident that a 

~pical chapter you read could give you a perspective of the contents of my book. I truly appreciate your time and possible endorsement for the book. I t~el that 

applied sport motor skill training book is urgent needed tbr our profession because "there is a huge gap between theory to practice. My goa] for this book is to fill such a 

gap and help coaches, atitietes m~d practitioners in physical education. I am sure that your endorsement would be very helpful. Also, would you please keep the chapter 

confidential betbre publication? If you agree to endorse, would you plea~ send your endorsement m me through e-mail. Tha~k you so much fi~r that!!! 

Hopefully, after your retirement, we ca~ go China to coach Chinese Women’s Soccer Team together. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <;/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE 1V (ANSON)> 

Monday, ,3:09 PM 

Ja~)n Sisneros @gmail.com> 

I~E: Meeliug 

Just tell me when she is coming and I will chat with her. Don’t let her know earl% [ do not want her to suffer. 

From: Jason Sisneros [mailto @gmail,com] 

Sent-" Sunday, I B:18 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Meeting 

Au~ 

said sho can me~t on Monday at 3pro - Sho mid ] were p]~n~ on m~etin~ as we did at the [~im~n~ o~the spfin~, but Tom told m~ you’ll neod ~ meo~ with h~r 

and ~ ~ passod alon~ hot ~ckot to you ~fiday. Do you waut to email hot about meotin~ with you on ~on~y insto~d of me? 

J0.sou 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 6, 2013 3:18 PM 

Randy Myer <Randy Myer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; @aol.com; Chris Ducay <ducar@nncaa.unc.edu> 

l~g: Golf at Gov Club 

How about May 22nd? 

From; Randy Myer [mailto:Randy_Myer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

Sent; Sunday, May 05, 2013 9:58 AM 

To:     @aol.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Ducar 
Subject; Golf at Gov Club 
Time for a Spring golf event at Governor’s Club. How about May 22, 23 or 24 in the afternoon? Which date is best for you guys. Or do you prefer morning? 
Randy IVlyer 
Entrepreneurial Professor of the Practice 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
University of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 
Office Phone 9:tg-843-6:t24 

Email: randy_myer@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 6, 2013 3:18 PM 

Randy Myer <Randy Myer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

I~E: Golf at Gov Club 

Mternoon is fine 

From= Randy Myer [mailto:Randy_Myer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent= Sunday, May 05, 2013 9:58 AM 

To=      ~aol.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Ducar 
Subject= Golf at Gov Club 
Time for a Spring golf event at Governor’s Club, How about May 22, 23 or 24. in the afternoon? Which date is best for you guys, Or do you prefer morning? 
Randy Myer 
Entrepreneurial Professor of the Practice 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
University of North Carolina 
Campus Box 34-90 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-34.90 
Office Phone 919-84.3-6124. 

Email: randy myer@unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 6, 2013 5:03 PM 

Franz Gastler ~gmaJl.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros I ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Question on style of play for Yuwa 

Call whenever you like (919-962-4:].00 {w}, ! .... This sounds like fun! Go get ’era Franz!! 
I~r~m: Franz Gastler [mailto: #gmail,com] 
Sent: Sunday, May 05, 2013 :t::t5 ~lVl 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject," Question on style of play for Yuwa 
Dear Anson, 

I hope aJl’s well back in Chapel Hill. rm taking a team of 18 Indian village gifts to Donosti Cup in Spefin end of June. Donosti is sponsoring us in Spafin. 

With 7 weeks till the tournament, weh~e playing boys teams to prepare. Some beefy’ American gifts from FC Alliance won last year. Our gifts are weaker, smaller and 

subsist on two meager meals a day. But they’re tough and dedication doesn’t begin to describe the~ gifts. 

I read that you used a 1-4-2-3-1 formation in 2011 to obfuscate some fitness issues due to injuries., wondering what that means, and if it would be worth knowing 

what that means for U14’s.... Susan Ellis, Kacey White and I<histine Welsh-Loveman all were interested in coming to coach them, but for Susan the timing didn’t work, 

and tbr the other two they could only come tbr a week or two, which we werefft able to aflbrd tbr such a short mnount of time. 

Could I give you a ring ~)metime in the next couple of days to get yonr advice on the direction I’m taJ~ing wifl~ this reran? ttere’s fl~e team in fl~e nationaJ headlines here 

for all flae wrong reasons last week.., http:/ibit.ly/15YPNc6 

Best wishes, 
Franz 

Frm~z Gasfler 

2011 Nike Gamechmtgers Award & 2012 NDTVSpirit of Sports Award w#mer 

India: (+91) 96 3182 3908 

USA: (+1) 612 600 2568 

Youtube: ~a~’w.voutube.conr’yuwango I Picasa: ~a~’w.picasaweb.google.comifim~.gastler 

Yuwa, Inc. is a Calitbrnia-based 501 c3 non-profit organization and Ynwa-lndia is registered under the Indian Societies Act. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 5:20 PM 

.la~n Sisneros ?~bgmaJd.com> 

ILE: Meeting with 

2 pm wou~d be better. 

From: Jason Sisneros [mailto: 
Sent; Sunday, 10:26 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Meeting with 

Anson, 

~gmail.com] 

is coming iu tomonow at 3pm to meet with me. I can let her know that she should meet with you instead, if3pm works with you. 

Let me kmow - or email and let her know. Please cc me if you do email her. 

Hope you are well’. 

Have a good night. 

Jason 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:37 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros (         ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edn 

EW: BOD Adopts Chm~ges to        Inilial Eligibility Standa~fls 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Monday, i0:45 AM 
To; UN(:AA-I-Iead (:oaches; UN(:AA-Asst Head (:oaches 
(:c-" Markos, Lance M; Timmermans, Tom; UN(:AA_Academics; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; (:unningham, Bubba; Miller, Beth; Montgomery, John R; Steinbacher, Rick; 
llle, Vince; Gwaltney, (:lint 
Subject; BOD Adopts (:hanges to Initial Eligibility Standards 
Good Morning.-- 

As a result of the Division I Board of Directors (BOD) meeting last Thursday, there were several decisions made relative to the recent initial eligibility changes 

scheduled to be implemented for all prospective student-athletes initially enrolling collegiatelv for the semester. 

Specifically, the following two actions were taken: 

The GPA calcula~:ion will be chang~:_~d to .:_~nlV acc~:_q:d: the required dis~:ribt~tion o[ the 1.(-; core cot~rses [or cak:ulal:i.:_~n of the core GPA, Previously, ~f R was to 

the beneS[: of the prospective stt~dent--a[:h~ete., addRionM core courses above the requked ~.6 could be used to ~ncrease the core course £4PA; and 

Adopted ~egislatkm to revert back to the CURRENT sliding scale As you were aware, the sliding sca~e which was scheduled to go ~nl:o effect ~n 

represented a .500 GPA k~crease for any given test score. W~th the BOD action, beg~rm~ng w~th studenLs who enroll in      those who meet the CURRENT 

sca~e between a 2.0 and 2.299 GPA w~l be academic redshirts (practice and aid only) and Lhose who meet the currenL scale sL a 2.3 GPA and above wil~ be 

qualifiers (competition, practice and aid}. 

NOTE: The Board d~d not change the core-course progression requirement Student-atMetes wil~ still be required to meet th~s progression beginnh~g 

~vith those enrolling ~n 

Bek~w ~s the sr~:~cle d~scuss~ng the gOD’s ral:kmsle whk:h appeared on ~:he N(:AA website, 

Please ~et us know if you have any questions or concerns about Lhe ~nit~al eligibility standards and/or the actions taken by the gOD. 

Thank Vou~ 

Marielle 

IV~sriel~e A. van£4elder 

Associate ALMetic Director 

UniversiW of NorLh Carolb~a 

Phone: (9:1.9) 962-785~ 

Fax: (919) 962-6~32 

rnvangelder@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)9 

Monday, May 6, 2013 6:04 PM 

Myer, Randy <Ran@ Myer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

ILE: Golf at Gov Club 

Done! 

From: Myer, Randy [mailto:Randy_Myer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, May 06, 20:~3 3:43 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: Golf at Gov Club 

Put it on ’{our calendar---have not heard from Bird yet but Db~o is ~t~ Hawa~ so ~,v~l have a sub for 

Randy Myer 

Entrepreneurship Professor of the Practice 

Kenan-F~ag~er Bus~ness Schoo~ 

University o[ North Carolina 

Campus Box 3490 

Chapel N~H NC 27599-3490 

Office: Kenan Center 402a 

Telephone 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [ma~lto:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 
8ent~ Nonday, Nay 06. 2013 3:18 PM 
Te~ Nyer, Randy~      ~aol.com; Chris Ducar 
8ubject~ RE: ~olf at ~ov Club 

How ~bout May 22nd? 

F~m= Randy Nyer [mail~:Randy Myer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
8ent~ Sunday, May 05, 2013 9:58 AM 

To=     !_@~[:~_¢~; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Ducar 
Subject= Golf at Gov Club 
Time for a Spring golf event at Governor’s Club. How about May 22, 23 or 24 in the afternoon? Which date is best for you guys. Or do you prefer morning? 
Randy Myer 
Entrepreneurial Professor of the Practice 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Universi~ of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 
Office Phone 929-843-6224 
Email: randy..myer~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 6:29 PM 

~gm~l.com:~ 

I~E: Meeting 3:00 p. Tuesday 

Yg~s, 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent; Monday, 5:37 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Meeting 3:00 p. Tuesday 
Hi Anson, 

Just want to confimi that were all set to see you tomorrow at IFC bldg. 110 Main St. in Ca~rboro. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 6:29 PM 

.la~n Sisneros < @gmaJd.com> 

ILE: Meeting with 

excellent 

From: Jason Sisneros [mailto @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 5:38 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Meeting with 

Yeah - that etnail was in reference to today.., but I have emaJl her letling her know that I cam meet at 2pm tomorrow (Tuesday). I expect she’ll be in then. 

On Man, at 5:19 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n(f~email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

2 prn wot~ld be bett~:_~r. 

From: Jason Sisneros [mailto @gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, :~0:26 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Meeting with 

Anson, 

is coming in tomorrow at 3pm to meet with me. I can let her know that she shonld meet with you instead, if3pm works with you. 

Let me know - or email 

Hope yon are well’. 

ttave a good night, 

Jason 

and let her know. Please cc me if you do e~nail her. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 9:13 PM 

.la~n Sisneros < @gmaJl.com> 

Re: Meeting ruth 

Very good! 

Sent.~"om my Verizon tYireie,~s 4G L)’~ LLDtOIL) 

Jason Sisneros < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Ok - she emaJled back a~d .said she’ll be at the castle tbr a 2pm meeting tomorrow. 

See yon tomorrow! 

Jason 

On Mort, 

From: Jason Sisneros Imailto: @~Imail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 5:38 PM 

at 6:29 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

To: Dorrm~ce, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Meeting with 

Yeah - that email was in reference to today.., but I have email her letting her l~ow that I can meet at 2pm tomorrow (Tnesday). I expect she’ll be in then. 

On Mon, at 5:19 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

2 prn wot~ld be bett~:_~r. 

Frem: Jason Sisneros [mailto @clmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 10:26 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Meeting with 

An~m~ 

is coming in tomorrow at 3pm to meet with me~ ! can let her know that she should meet with you instea& if3pm works with you. 

Let me know - or email 

Hope you are well! 

Have a good night. 

Jason 

and let her know. Please cc me if you do etnail her. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, May 6, 2013 9:22 PM 

bill palladino l@aol.com> 

Fwd: Background Checks on Guest Speakers 

Semi?ore my VerL:o~ Wireless 4G LTE ])ROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Background Checks on Gnest Speakers 

From: "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> 

To: 

CC: 

Coaches, 

I received a question regarding the need to background check guest speakers at camps. The interpretation I have received is that a guest speaker who addresses the 

camp once or twice will not need to be background checked, provided they will not have any individuaJ one-on-one interaction with any minors. Speakers ruth a 

greater presence or who may have one-on-one interaction with minors, however, shonld be background checked. 

Please let me know ifI can obtain any further clarifications. 

Panl 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:14 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

First Grade 

Tony, 

I am meeting with right no~v .. what is her "B" and "C" in? And are any more grades up yet? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 10:37 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Tom Sander 
Subject: i           First Grade 

grade is in and its C, meaning that SOCI 

has not yet posted 

has a B and (2 so far 

has only a D posted in SOCI 

has no grades posted as of this morning. 

SOCI 

SOCI 

Tony 

must be an A in order for her eligibility and good standing to be restored. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:52 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

1~: More on 

Thank you Tony!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: More on 

10:27 AM 

She needs a C- in one class and a D in the other to remain eligible. Anything worse and she would fall under a 2.0 

On 

wrote: 
at 10:14 AM, Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email uric edu> 

Tony, 

I am meeting with 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 10:37 AM 
To: Dorrance. Albert A IV; Tom Sander 
Subject:            First Grade 

SOCI grade is in and iks C, meaning that SOCI 

SOCI has not yet posted. 

Tony 

has a B and C so 

has only a postedin SOCI 

has no grades posted as of this morning. 

right now ... what is her "B" and "C" in? And are any more grades up yet? 

must be an A in order [’or her eligibility and good standing to be restored. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 10:55 AM 

)@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu: @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: Women’s Soccer Conference Call Minutes - 5.3.13 

W Soccer Conference Call 5-3-13 .docx 

From: Kris Pierce [mailto:kpierce@theacc.org] 
Sent; Monday, May 06, 20:13 :t0::t0 PM 
To; Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Greg Miller (gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu); Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); 
RobbieChurch (robbie.church@duke.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com); Miami Women’s Soccer (t.wise@miami.edu); Tim Santoro 
(tfsantor@ncsu.edu); Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.:t@nd.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Steve Swanson(sswanson@virginia.edu); Charles Adair 
(adair@vt.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@wfu.edu) 
Cc-" Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu); Theresa Wenzel (twenzel@athletics.gatech.edu); Donna Sanft(dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu); Jody Mooradian(mooradjo@bc.edu); 
Barbara Kennedy-Dixon (kbarbar@clemson.edu); Jaclyn JackiSilar (jsilar@duaa.duke.edu); Julie Hermann (julie@gocards.com); Jennifer Strawley(j.strawley@miami.edu); 
MichelleLee (michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); Missy Conboy(conboy.:t@nd.edu); Renee M. Baumgartner(rmbaumga@syr.edu); Donald Moore; Jennie Barrett; Lee Butler; Marra 
Hvozdovic; Miller, Beth; Jane Miller0m2y@virginia.edu); Lisa Rudd (Irudd@vt.edu); Sharon McCloskey (smcclosk@vt.edu); Barbara Walker (walkerbg@wfu.edu) 
Subject: Women’s Soccer Conference Call Minutes - 5.3.13 

Women’s Soccer Coaches - 

Attached, you will find the minutes from our conference call on Friday. As a reminder, please speak with your SWA (or send her an email) with your position about 

regular season scheduling and the championship format for 2014 and beyond. 

If you have any questions or have any edits to the attached minutes, please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Kris 

Kris W. Pierce 
Associate Commissioner, Championships and Olympic Sports 
4512 Weybridge Lane, Greensboro, N.C. 27407 

(0] 336.369,4652            (F) 336.369.1203 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV o</O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Tuesday,            2:37 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~.5~oun~,~unc.edu> 

@msn,com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.cotn; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Crothe~s, Timothy W <tcrothe@email.unc.edu> 

RE:              and 

Tony, 

Thank you fi)r your concern. 

What I like best about it is the course is short (I do want them training in the summer) and I think eye.one (especially inexperienced freshmen) wi]l benefit from becoming better writers 

AND it is sports writing. ~Ihey love sports: so here is an area of expertise they have that might benefit them academical]y 

But you are right to be concerned. An’/one with an axe to grind could twist this .... 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:56 PM 

To: Dorrance. Albert A IV; Tom Sander 
Subject:              and 

Gentlemen 

One of my colleagues over here questioned the wisdom of having the girls erao11 in Tim’s JOMC    . I thip2~ the question arose from the footl~a11 scaudal with             taking    level 
courses it~ the surrmrer before the first year. I’m not suggesting that we change anything, but just wanted to cover all the bases. The ENGL    course will certainly not be questioned, but 

the N&O would certainly twist a stot3~ about incomings taking a course at the~ level from a friend of the coach. It will probably never come up, but I believe in being prepared for what 

might come. 

Neither have actually registered yet, though both are cleared too. 

Tony 



FFOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE!OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, 4:03 PM 

pacman@ancaa.unc.edu 

FW: Playing and Practice Season Declayation 

Playing and Practice Season declaxation Memos l.docN Declaration of Playing Season (Team Sports).docx; Declaration of 

Playing Season (Individual Sports).docx;      Calendar.pdf 

Can you handle this [:or us? 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent; Tuesday, 9:02 AM 
Te: Miller, Ron C.; Somoano, Carlos M; DeSelm, Rich L; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Shelton, Karen C; Galvin, Derek P; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J; Williams, Andre; 
Sagula, Joseph A 
(::c: Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A;            : Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Playing and Practice Season Declaration 

Coaches, 

It’s about that time to declare your playing season for next year. Please complete the attached calendar and Declaration of Playing Season form that is applicable to 

your sport and return to me by If you have questions, please contact any of us in compliance and we will be happy to help you out. 

Thank you, 

Tom Timmermans Assistant Di:ector of Compliance/Fin. Aid University of North Carolina 

Office 9~9~962.785:1 I Celi             I Fax 9:19.962.6002 



Frolrl: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 4:18 PM 

Fernandez, Claudia S.P. <claudia tbrnandez@unc.edu-~ 

@duke.edu) 

Lynn Oddenino (Lynn.Oddenino@bellleadership.com) 

RE: Feedback from evals of ACOG leadership talk 

Claudia, 

You are very kind to share something so positive. I am happy it was et:fective. Your group is always a pleasure to speak to and I know I would benefit myself [:rare 

your ~nsights on how to be better w~th the women ~ tra~m 

Thank Vou~ 

F~: Fernandez, Claudia S.P. 
Senti Tuesday, Nay 07, 20~3 ~:50 AH 

Te: Dorrance, Albe~ A @ 
Subject: Feedback from evals of ACOG leadership talk 

Dear Anson, 

Thanks a~ain for bein~ such a terrific part of our leadership program this year. I never tire of hearin8 you speak about what you’ve learned alon~ the leadership 

path. I recently received the evaluation report from the program (the tally of the scores from the participants) and I was sure you’d like to see the 8rear marks and 

comments you 8arnered. Below I’ll paste the overall prosram scores to 8ive you some context for the entire event. All the scores are on a 4-point scale. 

Thank you a~ain for bein8 a part of our prosram. It was 8reat to see you asain. 

All the best, 

Claudia 

Session Ratings for: Mike McMahon Motivational Lecture & Luncheon 
with Coach Anson Dorrance, UNC Women’s Soccer 
P/ease circle your ratings br statements f through 5 and fist the reason(s) br each 

AVG    Reach for Rating 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::~ =================================================================================================== 

2 This session is re,rant to issues I face 3.59 
as a leader 

4 The pre~nter was effective 3.84 

5. Would Nu suggest any change in Naching meN~s or conNnt br this session next Nor (e. g less of Nat topic, add Nis topic, be~er explanaNn of this, betNr case example# ?/f so, please Nil us/ 
¯ Excellent~ 
¯ Great insight 
¯ Passionate, knowledgeable 

6 ~e any of the instructor’s mob pobts still not very clear? If so. please tell usf 
¯ If men and women need to be comhed differently, ~y has the culture of the women’s ~c~r team been built aDund a player that was mo~ "male" in her appro~h, competitiveness, etc...? 
¯ 20 minute break to sign bmks next time 
¯ Clear but not as relevant to my medical work as other p~sentations 

Z Other comments about this sessbn? 
¯ Fascinating perspective - thank you for making it ~ssible for us to have ac~ss to ~ach Dor~nce 
¯ Excellent~ 
¯ More + Ionger~ 
¯ Fabulous talk. I am looking fo~’~ard to giving autog~phed copy of ~ok to my daughter 
¯ Great speaker. Funny, moving 
¯ Wonde#ul~ 
¯ Ve~ effective 
¯ G~at talk - I think I ~uld relate more to ~mething in medicine 
¯ Enjoyed him as a speaker 
¯ It aeuld be g~at to hear from a woman who leads men ~ther than only a man leading women, as usual 
¯ Clear. conci~, motivational 
¯ Amazing speaker~ So interesting to hear the differences in leading men and ~men 

(Circle your answer) 
¯ Amazing program! I learned not only have at be a better leader, but how to be a better human being! Thank you for putting on this ve~/much needed program for physician leaders I feel 

empowered to make positive changes in my organization and our health care system. I can’t wait to apply some of the skills I learned this week! 
¯ Really a boost to my career THANK YOU! 

Claudia S. P. Fernandez, DrPH, MS, RD, LDN 

Research Assistant Professor, Department of Maternal and Child Health 

Pl and Director, MCH-Public Health Leadership Institute (MCHPHLI.ORG) 

Program Director, ACOG Leadership Institute (www.ACOGLeadershiplnstitute.org) 

Director, Leadership Core, Food Systems Leadership Institute (_w____w___w_:__F___S_k_J_:_o_r_~) 

The UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 7445 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7445 

(919) 843-5560 



(919) 966-0458 (fax) 

for ground deliveries: 

The UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 

The Department of Maternal and Child Health 

Room 401 Rosenau Hall, 4th Floor 

421 Pittsboro Street 

Chapel Hill~ NC 27599-8165 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 4:35 PM 

ttosman, Suzie <s~iehosmma@med.unc.edu"~ 

l~E: Nice to meet you last Thursday! 

Very good!! 

From: Hosman, Suzie 
Sent: Tuesday, Play 07, 2013 3:41 PPI 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc:                     @duke.edu) 
Subject: RE: Nice to meet you last Thursday! 

Hi Anson, 

[ will draft a paragraph that you can add to or detract: ~rom. 

~ was th~nl<ing of the 

SornetMng along these lines.., d~e UNC Women’s Soccer Team ~s much more than an atMet~c dynasty. The g~rls take Lheir sport, scholastics ~nd core vak~es 

seriously as anyone who knows them has witnessed, Every year the team makes a donation to a charitable organ~zat~om Th~s year the UNC K~dney Center has been 

fortunate to receive a gift of more than ~I0,000 ~n support of research activities .... 

[ w~l~ expand on t:Ms and send a k~nger, rnore polished version. 

[m ~n the m~dst of grant preparations, so ~t rnay not be unti~ next week. 

Thanks for your w~l~ngness ~o be ~nvo~ved. 

Suzie 

F~m~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent~ Eriday, Nay 03, 2013 6:24 PN 

Te~ Hosman, Suzie 
Co:              _       ~duke.edu) 
Subject= RE: Nice to meet you last Thursday[ 

Suzie, 

This is very helpful, thank you. ~ w~ copy my wife on 

Can you hel~ me w~th what I should post? I wan~ to he~p you guys ~n any way I cam So can you write it for me? ~ w~l~ edit it fftha~ hNps. ~ am someone who ~ive~ off 

a lega~ ~ad so po~ting is al~en to me (a~ are web~tes}. 

Fmm: Suzie Hosman [ma~lto:suz~e hosmanC~med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, Nay 03, 20~3 2:~2 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Nice to meet you last ~ursday[ 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

It was really nice to meet you last Thursday. I really enjoyed your presentation and will be reading your book in the near future. 

Congratulations on such a successful program. It must be fantastic to work with such talented athletes and wonderful humans! 

I coach triathletes & cyclists, so it was especially interesting to hear your "Pearls before Swine" talk. 

I wanted to follow up on our brief conversation about a short piece to post either on our website or with the display I made from pictures (from Jean Brooks) 

regarding the gift from the Women’s Soccer families & friends. Could you give me a line or two to post? You can let me know where you feel it would be 

appropriate to post (either or both or neither: website & display area). 

Best regards, 

Suzie Hosman 

UNC Kidney Center 

Research Administrator & Development Officer 

6006 Burnett Womack Bldg, CB #7156 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7156 

Suzie hosman(t~med.unc.edu 

919-966-2561 x 311 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 4:40 PM 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu-> 

@~nsn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edn; i ~aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros ~ ~gmail.co~n); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: 9:30 am on May 16th McCaskill Soccer Center 

Very good! 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Tuesday, May 07, 2013 4:26 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: 9:30 am on May 16th McCaskill Soccer Center 

{i~ar ks, 

C r cl<et 

From: Dorrance, Albert A N 
Sent: Monday, May 06, 20~3 3:16 PM 
To: Brad Black 
~c: @raSh.COrn; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 
Shelley H 
Subject: 9:30 am on May 16th McCaskill Soccer Cen~r 

Brad, 

~. aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; Sue Enquist; Lane, Cricket; Johnson, 

Let’s meet in my office at 9:30 am. We have a smaU conference room. I will encourage my staff to be in attendance~ I will also copy 

Cricket Lan~-_~ and Shelley Jobnsl:on {who runs our I_eadersh~p Academy) and see if they wouk~ ~i~e ~:o j.:)~n us. 

F~m: Brad Black 
Sent= Sunday, Nay 05, 20~3 9:47 AN 

To= Dorrance, AIbe~ A N 
~msn~com; ducar~uncaa~unc.edu;      ~ao!.com; Jason Sisneros          ~flmail.com); pacman~uncaa.unc,edu; Sue Enquist 

Subject= RE: ~anks and follow-up 

Anson thank you again for gout efforts to meet w~th Sue and me on Thursda% May t6~h in the morning. We can pla~ on being at your office first thing in the 

mornh~g and work around your schedule. 

Wi[h our experience 90 m~nutes would be a great w~ndow of t~r~e k~r us to present and review w~th progres~s~ve StkH~etl[ athlete coaching, [:eam culture, a~?d 

dew?b:?pmental too~s, science, and process Mghfigbl:~;. 

lt~ addidon to your coaching staff, anyone involved wid~ Student AtMete deve~opmer~t efforts (I befieve Oicke~ was mentioned) would be encouraged to attend. 

Anson, thank you aga~ for all your efforts and ~nterest to ~m~est thee w~th us. Sue and ~ look forward to seeing you on the 16th. Please let us k~ow how early would 

work for us to be at Vour office. 

Make a great weekend~ 

Brad Black 

Pre~ddo~t and CKO 

(-~)2) 486-I ~ 03 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [maflto:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, Apri~ 23, 20~3 9:08 AN 
To= Brad Black 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aoLcom; Jason Sisneros,         @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject= RE: ~an~ and follow-up 

Brad, 

Thursday morning wouhJ be great. How much ~:ime shouk~ I schedule for? We have a 1. hour staff "workout" at 9 AM or 1.1 AM {right now ~1: ~s at 1I AM but we rmgbt 

be switching to 9 AM). So ff you don’t mb~d we will schedule around d~e workout (and you guys are welcome to jo~n us, of course). 

And please send me an outUne of what you are going ~o propose so ~ can have d~e right soccer/athletic dept s~aff ~n the room, 

F~m= Brad Black [ma~l~:brad.Nack@humane~entures.com] 
Sent= Monday, April 22, 2013 10:14 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV; Anson Dorrance 
~¢= Sue Enquist 
Subject= RE: ~an~ and follow-up 
Anson, thank you for your qu~ck reply. 

Sue and ~ would IH<e m confirm meeting w~th you on Thursday, May 26th. ~[: ~he mom~ng works for you that would be great. 

Please ~et us know the best time and place (assuming your office} and we wUI go from there. 

Thanks again for your time and consideration. Looking forward to seeh~g 

Brad B~ack 

P resident and C~O 



(402) ,186r ] ] 03 F~~~ 

Sent~ Nondag, ~prH 22, 2013 3:14 PN 

To: Brad Black; Anson Dorrance 
S~bjeCt= RE: ~an~ and follow-up 

IVby ~4th through the 1(~th are the best days for me .... 

~m: Brad Black [mail~:brad.black@humane~entures.com] 
Se.t~ Thursday, April ~8, 20~3 2:0~ PM 
To: Anson Dorrance; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
S~ject: Than~ and follow-up 

Anson, thank you for your time today and interest in furtherin8 discussions with Sue Enquist and me. 

The schedule options on our end to visit with you in Chapel Hill would be: 

May 3rd, 14t h-16th, or 22n d-24th 

Please let us know what would work best for you and we will confirm riBht away. 

Thanks aBain and Iookin8 forward to seein8 you aBain~ 

Brad Black 

President and C~O 

Building Talent Driven ~mmunities g ith eXcellence 

2900 s. 70th, Suite 100 ~ Lincoln, NE 68506 

100 W. Nfichigan Avmme, Suite 200 Kalamazoo, MI 49007 

d02486.1102 Office~               Cell d02.486.1103 Fax 

This message has been scanned for malware by Websense. 2~y?_~2~,__e___b__s_Le___n___s__e_=_C_Q__n_~ 

Click here to report this email as spam. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 4:40 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

IrE: 9:30 am on May 16th McCaskill Soccer Center 

Very good! 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Tuesday, Play 07, 2013 4:27 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: 9:30 am on May 16th McCaskill Soccer Center 
Thanks for the inviLe, Anaon. I have a 10am meeting Thursday, so I won’t be able to aLtend. Cricket ,,,viii be able to Lhoufih. I will get Lhe finer points about the 

meetff~g If’ore her. 

F~m~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent~ Mtonday, Nay 06, 2013 3:16 PN 
T~ Brad Black 
~c~ ~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros, ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu~ Sue Enquist; Lane, Cricket; Johnson, 
Shelley H 
Subject= 9:30 am on May 16th McCaskill Soccer Center 
grad~ 

[et’~ meet ~n my office at 9:30 arm We have a sraa~ conference room. ~ wi~l encourage mv staff to be ~n attendance. I will also copy 

Cricke~: Lane and Shelk~V Johnston (who runs our t.eadersMp Academy) and see if they wouk~ ~ke to join 

From= Brad Black [.~_~ib£~_~_bJ_~g~_[?_~g?~_t?~_~g_E~_~9_~J 

sent= Sunday, May 05, 2013 9:47 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 

~_~_~_~_~_~J ~Mga[@~_~ga~ND_~_~_~;      ~_agJ_~g~; Jason Sisneros (        ~_g~_[~9_~_~); ~_~a_~_Og_~_~_Og_~_~.; Sue Enquist 
Subject= RE: ~an~ and follow-up 

Anson, thank you again for your efforts to ~eet w~th Sue and me on ThurJday, May 16th in the ~nornhlg. We can pla~1 on being at your office first thing in the 

morning and work around your schedtJe. 

With our e’,(perie~)ce 90 ~Tfit~utes woukl be a grea[ 9’d~xlow o~ [:~T~e for us; to prese~)t arid revb~w w~th progressive s[:uder~t athle[:e coachi~?g, tear~l cul[:ure., a~d 

develo~m~ental ~:oohb science, and protein; Mghlights. 

~n addition to your coadJng staff:, anyone ~nvolved w~th Student Adflete deve~opmen~ efforts {I believe Cricket was mentioned} would be encouraged to attend. 

Anson, thank you agah~ for aH your efforts a~?d ~terest to hJvest t~Je w~th us~ Sue a~?d ~ ~ook forward to seeing you on the 16th, Please let us know how eadv would 

wor~ for us to be at your 

Brad Black 

P resident and CEO 

2900 ~’, 70u’~, ,%’~dte lO01 Lino~’m N[: 

(402) 486-] 103 

F~m: Dorrance, ~lbe~ ~ N [ma[Ito:anson@ema[Lunc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 2013 9:08 AN 

T~: Brad Black 
@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~         ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Su~ject: RE: ~an~ and follow-up 

Brad, 

Thursday morning would be great How much time should I schedule For? We haw?a I hour staff "wor~out" at 9 AM or I1 AM (r~ght now it is at llAM but we 

be switching to 9 AM}, So iF you don’t m~rtd we will schedule around the workout (and you guys are wek:ome to join us, o[ course}, 

And phase send me an oud~ne of what you are going to propose so I can have the right soccer/athletic dept staff in the room, 

F~m= Brad Black [maJJto:brad,Nack@humanexventures,com] 
Sent~ Monday, April 22, 2013 10:14 PN 

Te= Dorrance, Albert A IV; Anson Dorrance 
¢¢~ Sue Enquist 
Su~jectl RE: ~an~ and follow-up 
Anson, thm~k you for your qu~ck reply. 

Sue and t would like to confirm mee~:ing wK:h you on Thursday, May ~6th, ~f the morning works For you that would be great, 

Please te~ us know the best dine and p~ace (assuming your office) and we will go from there. 

Thanks again [or your time and consideration. Looking forward to seeing you again! 

Brad Black 

P resld~t and CEO 

2900 & 7@h, ,S~u~te ]001 L~n~, NE dgSOd 

(~)2) 486-] 103 



From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 22, 2013 3:14 PM 

To: Brad Black; Anson Dorrance 
Subject: RE: Thanks and follow-up 

I~,lay :[4th through the ~6th are the best days for me 

From: Brad Black [mailto:brad.black.@. humanexventures.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 18, 2013 2:01 PM 

To: Anson Dorrance; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Thanks and follow-up 

Anson, thank you for your time today and interest in furthering discussions with Sue Enquist and me. 

The schedule options on our end to visit with you in Chapel Hill would be: 

May 3rd, 14t h-:[6th, or 22n d-24th 

Please let us know what would work best for you and we will confirm right away. 

Thanks again and looking forward to seeing you again! 

Brad Black 

President and CEO 

[II.~.II H~:X’ L°g° ~ 5 % ] 

Building Talent Driven C&3mmunities With ~Xcellence 

2900 s. 70th, Suite 100 i Lincoln, NE 68506 

100 W. Michigan Avenue, Suite 200 Kalamazoo, MI 49007 
402486.1102 Officel Cell 402.486.1103 Fax 

This message has been scanned for malware by Websense. ~vw.websense.com 

Click here to reIyort this email as spam. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, 3:19 PM 

Ducar, Clms <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino < ~ar~l.com> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

To: "Dorra~ce, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edtr~,Tom Sander <pacman@cmcaa.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Finishes the spring semester with a 2.4 with 15 hours earned. Cumulative GPA is up to 2.267. Eligible for the fall. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}; 

WedneKtay,            3:21 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu> Ducat, Chris <ducay@unc.edu:-; bill palladino <      ~aol.com> 

Re: 

Yes!!!!! ? 

Sem.f!oom my ~e,oizor~ tVireIess 4(5 LT£ L)ROIL) 

"Yount, Tony" <ton?youn@unc.edtr’~ wrote: 

Finishes the spring semester with a 2.4 with hours earned. Cumulative GPA is up to 2.267. Eligible for the fall. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 3:56 PM 

~yahoo.oom~-- 
Fwd: 

I am so proud of yo!!!!! You have earned a well deserved rest! 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

To: "Dorra~ce, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edtr~,Tom Sander <pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Finishes the spring semester with a 2.4 with 15 hours earned. Cumulative GPA is up to 2.267. Eligible for the fall 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday,            4:40 PM 

JeffNegalha <j negalha~unc.edu-~ 

~msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmaikcom); pacman,~)uncaa.unc.edu; 

~bogaertconstruction.com); @tdesignsource.com; ~live.unc.edu>; 

@comcast.net);                        ~greenh~sp.org);        @small.corn;        @acpub.duke.edu; 

~hotmail.co~n);    ~chapelhillrestaurantgroup.com 

RE: Bruce Arena on women’s soccer 

Thank you Jeff... I read the entire interview, tie is mostly con-ect. Where he errs are water offa duck’s back for me Once you have been sued for 12 million dollars in a nationally reported 

sexual harassment law suit that lasts 9 ’~,ears humiliating your family minor factual discrepancies do not even register on your radar anymore. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: JeffNegalha [mailto:ine~alha(i~)unc:edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,            10:15 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
SubJect: Bruce Arena on women’s soccer 

Uh? 
Q: You mentioned earlier that North Carolina had been dominant for so long in woraen’s college soccer. What do you see now in terras of parity-? 

A: We still need to be patient with the growth of the women’s game, but at the collegiate levek it has been tremendous. You visit SEC institutions and see the soccer stadiums that have been 

built over the years. At the Division I level, there are probably 200-some-odd schools that play women’s soccer. 

In my earn days as a collegiate coach, North Carolina won possibly 15 consecutive championships. There might have been one year where George Mason won. Today, it’s vely competitive. 
Caro~lina’s not even the dominant team in the ACC anymore. Florida State’s vel)~ good. The Universi~" of Malyland is outstanding. Virginia is [competing at a high level] nationally. Notre 
Darne continues to be competitive for championships every year. Stanford and the Pac-12 have grown. The Big Ten has grown. The Northeast schools in women’s soccer are also very 

competitive. 

It’s probably not the kind of pari~ people want, but each and every year, there are 10 or 15 schools that [could] win the NCAA championship, so that shows you how much the sport has 
grown at the collegiate level. And although the final four [in woraeffs soccer] perhaps isn’t close yet [in popularity] to women’s basketball, I thir~ in tirae it’s going to get there. 

http ://espn.go.corrgespnwimobile/touchicommentaryi9250186iespnw-val-ackerman-chats-1a-~alax~-c oach-bruce-arena 

Jeff Negalha 
University of North Carolina 
Men’s Soccer 
www.unc.edu 
www.goheels,com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O LYRIC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN REC1PIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 5:36 PM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com:- 

,~!hommil.com);         ~?msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@gmail.com); pacman@uneaa.unc.edu 

RE: Intb 

~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

Tom, budding soccer’ pia?er!!! 
This is excelient! So good in fact I ~n~ copying rny 

From: Tom Byer [mailto:tom@tomsan,com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 2013 8:37 AN 

To; Dorrance, AIbe~ A W 
Subject: Info ...... , - ~.__ .......... - ~._" ..... "-~ ......... ~ ’ 
~¢//www~g~a~.c~tr~en~india/newas/2292/edit~ria~s/2~3/~/~8/3~76~rassr~c~s~.~pc‘(:~@-wh3 t~ot k~ let ~ds 1~l. k~c~L ff~ b~ll? 

so ur.ce =:brc~akinNue ws&ICID= t ~ BN_J! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O LINC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN-ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 5:37 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Playing and Practice Season Declmation 

Thank you Tom!! 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:32 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Playing and Practice Season Declaration 

Done! 

From: Albert A IV Dorrance 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:03 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: FW:        Playing and Practice Season Declaration 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:02 AM 
To: Miller, Ron C.; Somoano, Carlos M; DeSelm, Rich L; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Shelton, Karen C; Galvin, Derek P; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J; Williams, Andre; 
Sagula, Joseph A 
(::e: Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A;            ; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Playing and Practice Season Declaration 

Coaches, 
it’s about that time to declare your playing season for next year. Please complete the attached calendar and Declaration of Playing Season form that is applicable to 

your sport and return to me by if you have questions, please contact any of us in compliance and we will be happy to help you out. 

Thank you, 

Tom Timmermans i Assistant Director of Compliance/Fire Aid University of North Caroiina 

Office 9~9.962.785:1 I Celi             I Fax 9:19.962.6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, 5: 38 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

I~E: It’s soccer season in Kibera! 

OK, then I wilt ignore all this .... 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:34 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: It’s soccer season in Kibera! 

’,-1tl of the aot addresses do this, with me ~oo~ I checked with one ot: the kids and they’re still getting the rness~ges. 

-Tom 

F~m~ AIbe~ A IV Dorrance [maH~:anson~ema~l.unc.edul 
Sent~ Tuesday, 4:28 PN 

To~ Sander, Thomas J 
Subjeet~ ~: It’s soccer season Jn KJbera! 

Do we have a be~:~:er address for her? 

From: Mail Delivery System [mailto:MAILER-DAEMON@mxi~3i.isis.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:31 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Undeliverable: It’s soccer season in Kibera! 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 
The following organization rejected your message: [205.188.190.1]. 

@aol.com 

"T{>: ’ ~msn.com" < ~msn.com>. "ducar@uncaa.unc.edu- 

~: ~g na corn)" --,: @gma com>~ "p~mat)@uncaa~unc.edu’~ 

< pacman@uncaa.unc.edu > ~.                           ~Olive.unc.edu: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 6:10 PM 

Steve Swanson <s~u~virginia.edu>; Anthony Dal~ <daJ~@wth.edu> 

Mark Krikorian (mki-ikorian@admin.fsu.edu); g~niller@athletics.pitt.edu; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Eddie Radwansld 

(eradwan@clemson.edu); Robbie Chraeh (robbie.church@duke.edu); Karen Elizabeth Dayes <ld’erguson@louisville.edu>; tim santoro 

<tim santoro@ncsu.edu>; Randy Waldrnm <randy.waldm~n.l@nd.edu>; Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Kris Pierce 

<kpierce@theacc.org >; Steve Swanson (sswanson~!virginia.edu); Charles Chugger Adafir <adai@vt.edu> 

RE: Big East Mens Soccer Analysis 2012 

Steve, 

I would feet cornt:ortable with 8 nor~--cor~feFence games .... [ trust MaFk on this as well, [4e comes into conference with a tFer~lerldoLis RPI every year’. 

From; Steve Swanson [mailto:ss4ub@virginia.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, May 08, 2013 1:12 PM 
To; Anthony Daluz 
~¢; Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Robbie Church 
(robbie.church@duke.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; tim santoro; Randy Waldrurn; Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Kris Pierce; Steve Swanson 
(sswanson@virginia.edu); Charles Chugger Adair 
S~bject; Re: Big East Mens Soccer Analysis 2012 
Thanks Tony. The Big East (men’s), is one of the best comparison we can find to our conference~ Big question is ....... and this might be for Albyn and Chris....Are we 
better offplaying 8 cont~rence gmnes or 10 in terms of the RPI moving li~rwavd? What will position our entire cont~rence the best moving li~rwavd with regard to 

cout~rence vs. non cont~rence games? 

Also, as we discussed, if we have m have a cont~rence murnmnent which we know we do, I am in favor of having one where the most reruns can pacticipate, where it 

gets us simulating the NCAA tournament and where we can make sure those teams that are in the cont~rence tournament axe properly rested heading into the 
NCAA’s. My thoughts have changed on tiffs throughout the time I have been in the league and the reason for this is because there have been so many moving pacts 

during this time (ACC tournament use to be Thursday/Friday/Sunday the week before the NCAA’s, NCAA tournament used to have a smaller field and two ganges on 

opening weekend, ACC used to be only 8 team conference, schedule was only 11 weeks for the thll, etc) I think in years past when we had two games in that first 

weekend of the NC2dk’s and where we had the potential of three gmnes in four days in the ACC tournmnent the weekend prior to the NCAA’s, this made it 

extremely challenging to meet the demands of both tournaments successfully. It has made a difference in terms of the rest part now that we have moved the quarter 

finals to the Sunday prior to the semi’s and finaJs and the NCAA has gone to one game during the opening weekend. If we keep two weekends for the ACC 

tournament we could handle eight teams and you could make an argument for ten teams. Remembec in the past four years only one team won the ACC tournament 

that was seeded #1-#4 at the end of the regular ACC season. It would be good to talk to Albyn or Chris about the ACC tournament in relation to the RPI, but I am 

not sure the current ACC toummnent has significantly damaged ACC teams in the NCAA tournament seeding overall especially if you take into account the high RPI 

of the teams that maJ~e the ACC tournament, vs. what each team gains by participating in it. 

Be interested to hear from others. 

Steve 
On May 8, 2013, at 11:44 AM, Daluz, Anthony wrote: 

Here is a sumtna~ of Big East Mens Soccer for 2012. The BIG Easl Men were in a very simila:r model to ACC Womens Soccer going forward. I felt like it would be 

a good comparison to analyze in making our decision. Enjoy 

Two Divisions 

Red Division 

Louisville 7-1-0 21 .875 13 5 14-6-1 43 .690 39 22 11-2 3-3 0-1 7-2-1 L 1 

Syracuse 5-3-0 15 .625 9 5 14-6-1 43 .690 39 17 5-3 7-2 2-1 6-3-1 

St. John’s 4-3-1 13 .562 9 7 10-5-4 34 .632 27 15 6-2 3-3 1-0 4-4-2 L 2 

Villanova 3-3-2 11 ~500 9 7 12-6-2 38 .650 34 19 7-3 4-3 1-0 5-4-1 L 1 

Cincinnati 3-3-2 11 ,500 6 8 6-9-4 22 .421 12 22 4-3 1-5 1-1 2-5-3 L 2 

P.utgers 3-4-1 10 .438 11 12 7-7-1 22 .500 18 19 6-1 1-5 0-1 4-5-1 W 1 

USF 2-3-3 9 .438 9 10 8-6-5 29 ~553 22 22 5-4 2-2 1-0 3-4-3 L 1 

DePaul 1-6-1 4 .188 7 20 4-10-3 15 ,324 17 32 3-4 1-6 0-0 2-6-2 W 1 

Blue Division 

Connecticut 6-2-0 18 .750 17 7 17-4-1 52 .795 39 12 12-1 5-2 0-1 7-3 L 1 

Georgetown 6-2-0 18 .750 11 7 19-4-3 60 .788 43 25 11-2 6-1 2-1 6-2-2 L 1 

Notre Dame 5-2-1 16 .688 25 8 17-4-1 52 .795 52 20 9-1 4-3 4-0 7-2-1 L 1 

Marquette 5-2-1 16 .688 19 8 16-4-1 49 .786 42 17 10-1 6-2 0-1 5-4-1 L 2 

Seton Hall 2-6-0 6 .250 7 18 6-12-0 18 .333 18 40 5-4 1-7 0-1 2-8 L 7 

Providence 2-6-0 6 .250 5 13 4-10-2 14 .312 14 25 3-3 1-6 0-1 3-6-1 L 1 

Pittsburgh 0-8-0 0 .000 6 28 6-9-2 20 .412 21 37 4-5 1-4 1-0 1-9 L 9 

Each team plays a total of 8 Regular Season Big East Games. 7 games ~ 1 Crossover. 

Regular season Champ goes to team with most overall points, Louisville in this case. 

NOTE: All teams played aggressive 8-10 game non-conference schedules. 

Big East Tournament Format 

10 Teams make the Tournament 
Top 5 Finishers t~m each division maJ~e the tournamen~ regardless of points total. 

Oct 31 st WED- Marq vs Cinn (play-m) 

Nov I st TttUR-Vill vs Seton Hall (play-in) 

Nov 3rd (Sat)SJ vs GTown---LVille vs Marq---Syr vs ND (QTR) 



Nov 4th (Sun)UConn vs Vill (QTR) 
Nov 9th Gtown vs Maxq ..... UConn vs ND (Semi) 

Nov 11 th GTown vs ND (FinaJ) 

NCAA Touma~nent 

8 temns made the NCAA Tourney.(5 Seeded in Top 10) 

ND-1 .... GT3 .... UCONN 4 .... MQ 7 .... Louis 10---SJ---USF---SYR 

GF---UCONN (Semis) GT (Final 

RPI 

ND 1 

GT 5 

UCONN 8 

LV 10 

MQ 11 
SYR 15 

SJ 24 

USF 32 
Rutgers 35 

Vil145 

Let me know your thoughts. The ACC Mens have taken the stone approach to this model going forward. 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 once 

(336) 758-4565 

cell 

N Image 

...... removed by 

sender. 

www.wakeforestsports.com 

www .wakefo~eslgirl s~ccercamp.com 

Steve Swanson 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

University of Virginia 

PC Box 400847iMcCue Center 

Charlottesville, VA 22901 

Cell:             Fax: 434-982-4926 

2013 Virginia Soccer Centers of Excellence 
Winter Center @ University of Virginia Jan 12 SOLD OUT 

Youth Center @ Graves Mountain Lodge June 22-25 

Advanced Center @ University of Virginia June 27-30 

Advanced Center @ Episcopal School July 17-20 

www.virginiawomenssoccer.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kD,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:05 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

Re: 

I know you are, yon are a sweet, sweet kid! Isn’t it nice to fina]ly get a break academica]ly? 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tlqreie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Th~nks Art!! I’m trying:) 

@yahoo.corn> wrote: 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: @yahoo.corn> 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:55 PM 
Subject: Fwd: 

I am so proud of yo!!!!! Yon have earned a well deserved rest! 

Se~tt from ~, }~rizon tVireless 4G L TE DROI1) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: "Yount, Tony" <ton~yount@unc.edu> 

To: "Dorrm~ce, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,Tom Sander <pacman~!uncaa.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Finishes the spring semester with a 2.4 with 15 hours earned. Cumulative GPA is up to 2.267. Eligible for the fall 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 9:41 AM 

Stabler, Brian <brian stable@med.unc.edu> 

Rubinow, David R. <david rubinow@med.unc.edu>; @duke.edu) 

RE: Women’s heaJ, th 

Brian, 

What possible value would I have talking about something I don’t know anything about? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stabler, Brian 
Sent: Thursday, May 09, 2013 8:30 AM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Rubinow, David R. 
SubJect: Women’s health 

Hey Anson[ 

Greetings from your distant past. I write to ask if you are interested in talking about our program in Women’s Mood Disorders here at UNC Hospitals. A highly worthy and cutting edge 
enterprise which has less attention than it deserves. Our plan is to change that with your help, if you are willing Minimal time commitment, no cost, much satisfaction. 

I hope this is intriguing enough? 

Yours in fellowship, 

Brian. 

Brian Stabler M.Ed., Phi). 
Adj unct Professor of Psychiatry 
School of Medicine 
Universib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB7160 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-7160 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 9:44 AM 

pacman@nncaa.unc.edu 

I:W:      athletic loaner laptop grant 

Can you take care of this? 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Thursday, 8:57 AM 
To: Fox, Plike; Holladay, Joe; Calder, Andrew G; Sapp, Andrew; Galvin, Derek P; Plann, Jan P1.; Joe Breschi; Jenny Levy; Papa, Donna J; DeSelm, Rich L; Paul, Sampson L; 
Kalbas, Brian J; Shelton, Karen C; Williams, Andre; Holliday, Corey L; Dorrance, Albert A TV; Sander, Thomas .1; Langley, Raymond Joshua; Meaders, Hadis James 
Cc: Penn, Frank L; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Gorsuch, John I; Lance Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Ramshop; Kiziah, Shari; Blanton, Brent S; Horton, Toni M 
Subject: RE:      athletic loaner laptop grant 

f hav~:_~ r~-:~ceiw:’d the below ~-_~- mail from Frank Penn at the Rams Shop, to notify me that [:here hav~:_~ been som~-_~ issues with pre-ordering. Please raise note of the 

below changes for sLudent-atMete’s to pre-order their laptop, 

Thanks! 

Tom, 

OQr accounting department has notified me that there appears to be a problem with using the account number ~_.as a global account number for all athletes. 

Therefore, can you direct the coaches to tell each atMete to use 9+P~D as thek account tmmber when ordering. E>:ampie, ~f the a~:hiete"s PID is 712345678, then 

Lhe~r account number would be 9712345678. 

Then each athlete wifl have their unique account number when ordering. 

~MPORTANT: The should stifl put "Student AtMete" ~n the Customer Notes (commenL sect~oR). 

We will take care of any order that we have already received. 

As a~ways, if anyone has a problem ordering, they may call our CC~ Order number --(9~9) 962-8534 

Thanks. 

Frank Penn 

Manager 

RAM Shop - UNC Student Stores 

University of North Carolina 

{::B~ 1530 Dan~e[s B[dg. 

207 Sout:h Road 

Chapel H~[[, NC 27599 

(919) 843-7222 

From: T[mmermans, Tom 

Sent: Tuesday,             11:47 AM 
To: Fox, Mike; Holladay, Joe Randall (~12~.~:~.~.~.~.[:~.~.:~.~!5:.~.~.~); Calder, Andrew G (.~.5.~.~:~.~[~.~.~]~.~.~).[!~:.~:~.M); Sapp, Andrew; Galvin, Derek P; Mann, Jan M.; ’Joe 

BrescN’; ’Jenny Levy’; Papa, Donna J; DeSelm, R~ch L; Paul, Sampson L (samDau~@ema~Lunc.edu); Ka[bas, Brian J (~Na~bas@ernakLun(:.ed@ Shelton, Karen C; 

Williams, Andre (,~,,kl~ka46@em~dLur~:.edu); HollMay, Corey L ((:hol~kdav~bunc.e,:~.~,....... ~ ..,....-.-.-0; Dorrance, Albert A IV (m~son@ema~[ un(:.edu); Sander, Thomas J; Langley, 

Raymond Joshua ([~.~.~2!~.~[:t~.0:~:~¢.~.~); Meaders, Harlis James 

¢¢: Penn, Frank L; Copeland, Jacquelyn D (~L~f~.[~t~2P.~.~.O.~!.@t:~.:~.~.t4.); Gorsuch, John I; ’Lance Markos ([2~.£~/~d~.~:~.Y~2L~:.~[~.~=f~.~!t:~)’; ’ramshop@email.unc.edu’; Kiziah, 

Shari; Blanton, Brent S (~.~1~21!~.~.~!~.~&L0:~.:.~£~).); Horton, Toni M 
Subject: RE: athletic loaner laptop grant 

Coa ches, 

Frank Penn from the student s[ores has set up an account numbec so student-athletes can pre--order their compu[er. To pre-order their ~aptop~ they wH~ have to 

do the fo~owing: 

6o to: ~]~.~z~z~.~.:.M~.~:.~.d.~z~.O.~:’t~:~.M[~.~.~:~t.~.~.~2~.~./and select the computer they wou~d Hke to purchase (keep 

upgrading) 

Follow Lhe chec]~-out procedure and enter account number 63532 when prompted. 

In the comment section enter that they are a 

ONy if a student-atMete pre-orders can they be guaranteed [he model of their choos~Rg. ~f the coRlputer is no[ pre-ordered, the mode~ of their choosing might 

not be available s[ their OMentat~on pick up [~me, and they mighd have [o se[t~e [:or a dU:ferent model. 

Please keep tMs account number private and share ~t only wkh the h~d~v~duals who are Nig~Me for the athletic ~aptop grant~ 

let me know ~f you have m~y questions, 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:56 AM 
To: Fox, Mike; Holladay, Joe Randall (£[}:~.[~L~).~).~:~.~]J!&[~:.Y.0:~:?¢i~k{); Calder, Andrew G (~):~).[~).f4£~:~.~E!~?£~:t=~])~.:~.~).t4.); Sapp, Andrew; Galvin, Derek P; Mann, Jan M.; Joe 

Breschi; ’Jenny Levy’; Papa, Donna J; DeSelm, Rich L; Paul, Sampson k (~L~D)£~L~k{~:~[~D)~.~J.:.~[).~:.~4.~I.Y); Kalbas, Brian J (~.~).~).~.~4.[~).~:~).~)~:.~[~.~); Shelton, Karen C; 

Williams, Andre (~4~.[~.~:~.@.~2!!~.[~:.~L~.~:.~[~}~.); Holliday, Corey L (5)~.[~.~J~{.~}15.:~.~.~}.); Dorrance, Albert A IV (9.}!}~2}!J~{~.E0.~.~.:}~.~15:~.~.~}); Sander, Thomas J; Langley, 

Raymond Joshua (EJ~.~.~2!!~.[~:~}.~.~:~.~); Meaders, Harlis James 

~: Penn, Frank L; Copeland, Jacquelyn D (~adde coDeland@~mc.edu); Gorsuch, John I; Lance Markos (m~rkos@~mcaa.unc edu); ’ramshop@email.unc.edu’; Kiziah, 

ShaM; Blanton, Brent S (blanton@uncaa unc.edu); Horton, Toni M 

Subject: athletic loaner laptop grant 

Coaches, 

Attached is the list of student-athletes who qualify for an athletic loaner laptop grant for the academic year. This year, will be the first year, in which it is 

possible for student-athletes to "upgrade" to a different model computer. Here is how it works: 

If a student-athlete purchases the basic T431: 

The athletic loaner laptop grant is worth 5~432.98 

A student-athlete can purchase the basic T431 model and will not have to pay anything out of pocket. 

At the time of graduation or exhausted eligibility, the student-athlete can keep the computer. 



If the student-athlete transfers/leaves UNC before graduation or exhausting his/her eligibility the computer will need to be turned in to the athletics 

department or the athletic grant (~1432.98) needs to be refunded to UNC Athletics if the student-athlete wishes to keep the laptop. 

A hold will be placed on the student-athlete’s account if the computer is not turned in or if the athletic grant has not been refunded. 

If a student-athlete would like to "upgrade": 

The athletic loaner laptop grant is worth $1432.98. 

A student-athlete can purchase any model but will be responsible for the "SA Payment" amount in the below table 

MacBook Pros 

Computer 13" Retina 15" Retina 

Cost ~2,422.35 ~3,145.98 

Athletic 

Grant .~1,432.98 ~1,432.98 

SA payment ~989.37 ~1,713.00 

ThinkPads 

T431 Twist X1 Touch Helix 13" 

$1,432.98 $1,441.58 $2,162.98 $2,S10.78 $1,747.68 

$1,432.98 $1,432.98 .~1,432.98 $1,432.98 $1,432.98 

$0.00 $8.60 $730.00 $1,077.80 $314.70 

At the time of graduation or exhausted eligibility, the student-athlete can keep the computer. 

If the student-athlete transfers/leaves UNC before graduation or exhausting his/her eligibility the computer will need to be turned in to the athletic 

department or the athletic grant (~1432.98) needs to be refunded to UNC Athletics if the student-athlete wishes to keep the laptop. 

[] The "SA Payment" amount will not be refunded to the student-athlete if the computer is turned in to the athletic department. 

A hold will be placed on the student-athlete’s account if the computer is not turned in or if the athletic grant has not been refunded. 

When you are communicating with the student-athletes who are eligible for the athletic loaner laptop grant, please make sure they understand their options, 

especially the ramifications when transferring or withdrawing from UNC. The student-athletes will sign an agreement (attached) when picking up the laptop, 

stating the same principals as well. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Tom-[immermans i Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid University of North Caroiina 

Office 919.962.7851 I Celi [ Fax 919,962.6002 

~ IMAGE 55 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 10:50 AM 

Brad Black <bmd.black@humanexvenmres.com> 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edu> 

RE: 9:30 am on May 16th McCaskill Soccer Center 

Brad, 

Not a problem~ I will copy Donna on this and let her know we would love to have her there. 

From: Brad Black [mailto:brad.black@humanexventures.com] 
Sent: Thursday, Play 09, 2013 10:46 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: 9:30 am on May 16th McCaskill Soccer Center 

Anson, I hope you’re having a great week~ 

Ai:~er time with Sue Enquist this week, she s~sEested havh~ U ~C"s soi:~a~l coach jo~n us----.if you feel com~:ortable w~th that. 

let us know if you wou~d ~ke us to extend the invitation. 

A~so, thank you for your contribution to Sue’s "Legacy Builder Ha~l of Fame" recognition that you contributed to cre~th~. We presented ~t yesterd~v wkh 420 

attendees at our 5ummil: and she was deeply touched. Thanks for addin8 so much l:o this meaningful tribul:e ~:o her 

[ooMn8 forward l:o seeing you nexl: Thursday at 9:30 

Make a Ereat rest of your weeM 

Br;~d B~ack 
P resqd~nt and CEO 

(~}2) 486-1103 

Fmm~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N [ma~lto:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent~ Monday, May 06, 2013 2:16 PM 
To~ Brad Black 
Co: @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ?~gmaiLcom); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; Sue Enquist; Lane, Cricket; Johnson, 
Shelley H 
Subject: 9:30 am on May i6th McCaskill Soccer Cen~r 

Brad, 

Let’s mee[ ~[? my office a[: 91:~0 ~tm. ~,N’e have ~ sma~ (:otl[eretlce room, ~ will e]lcourage my staff [:o be ~n attendance I ~viH also copy 

Cricket Lane and Shelley Johmd:on (~vho runs our I_eadersh~p Academy) and see if l:hey wouk~ ~e ~:o jo~n us. 

F~m: Brad Black [maiJ~:brad.Nack@humane~entures.com] 
Sent: Sunday, Nay 0S, 20~3 9:47 AN 
To: Dorrance, AJbe~ A N 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~        @qmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; Sue Enquist 
Subject= RE: ~anks and follow-up 

Anson th~nk you again for your efforts to meet w~th Sue and me on Thursday, May t6~h in the morning. We can plan on beh~g at your office first thing in the 

mor~l~ng arid ~vork arour~d your schedule. 

With our experience 90 rn~nutes would be a great w~ndow of tkne For us to present and review ~,dth progressive student athlete coaching, ~:eam culture, and 

developmental tooB, science, and process higMights. 

ir~ addidon to your coaching staff, anyone involved wid~ Student AtMete development efforts (I believe Cr~cke~ was mentioned) would be encouraged to attend. 

Anson, thank you again for all your effor~:s arid ~n~:erest to invest l:~rne w~th us. Sue and ~ look for~vard to seeing you on ~:he ~6th, Please le~: us know ho~v early would 

~vork for us to be at your office. 

Make a great weekend! 

Brad Black 

P resld~t and CEO 

2900 g. ":t)i.~;, Su~5~ ]001 Li~.~c~. NE 

(~2) 48d- ] 102 ( ~*’1 ~:~ I (2£ [ 

(-~)2) 486-1103 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, ApriI 23, 20~3 9:08 AN 
Te: Brad Black 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aoLcom; Jason Sisneros (        ~gmaiLcom); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject~ RE: ~an~ and follow-up 

Thursday morning wouh~ be great. How much ~:ime shouk~ I schedule for? We have a 1. hour staff %vorkout" at 9 AM or 1.1 AM {right no~v ~1: B at 1I AM but we rmght 



be switching 1:{) 9 AM). So if you don’t mind we will scb:_~dule around ~:he wod<out (and you guys are wek:ome to j.:}[r~ us, of course). 

grid please send me an out[b~e of what you are ~oing Lo propose so [ can have Lhe right soccer/athletic dept sLaff ~R the room. 

~ Brad Black [ma[l~:brad,b[ack@humane~entures.com] 
SeBt= Monday, April 22, 2053 $0:$4 PN 

Te= Dorrance, Albert A [V; Anson Dorrance 
~ Sue Enquist 
Subje~t= RE: ~anB and BIIow-up 
Anson, thank you for your quick reply, 

Sue and ~ ~,ould I~ke ~:o conf~rm meet~n~ w~tb you on Thursday, May 16th. ~ [he mormng ~,orks for you that would be great. 

Please ~et us know the best tM~e and place (assurn~n~ your office) and we w~H ~o from there. 

Thanks again for your time and consk~eratiorL Looking ~:orwsrd to seeing you 

Br;~d 
P resqd~t and CEO 

F~m~ ~orrance, Nbe~ ~ N [ma~lto:ansonCema~L~nc,edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 22, 2013 3:14 PM 
To= Brad Black; Anson Dorrance 
Subject: RE: ~an~ and follow-up 

May 14th thR~v~h the 16th a~e the best days for me .... 

From= Brad Black [ma~Ito:b~ad.black@humane~entures.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 18, 2013 2:01 PM 

To= Anson Dorrance; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Subject: Than~ and follow-up 
Anson, thank you for your time today and interest in furtherin8 discussions with Sue Enquist and me. 

The schedule options on our end to visit with you in Chapel Hill would be: 

May 3rd, 14t h-16th, or 22n d-24th 

Please let us know what would work best for you and we will confirm risht away. 

Thanks asain and lookin8 forward to seein8 you asain~ 

Brad Black 

~lesJde~it and C~O 

Building Talent Driven Communities With ~:Xcellmce 

2900 s. 70th, Suite 100 Lincoln, NE 68506 
100 W ~chigan Avenue, Suite 200 Kalamazoo, MI 49007 

402.486 1102 Office ~               Cell 402.486 1103 Fax 

This message has been scanned for malware by Websense. x~T-w.websense.com 

Click here to report this email as spam. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 10:53 AM 

Stabler, Brian <brian stabler@med.unc.edn> 

1~: Wome~fs hea~th 

Brial~, 

This is Anson but how do you think I can help? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stabler, Brian 
Sent: Thursday, May 09, 2013 10:51 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Women’s health 

Sorry, but my message seems to have crossed over to another address I apologize. So this is not Anson? 

Brian Stabler 

Brian Stabler M.Ed., Phi). 
Adj unct Professor of Psychiatry 
School of Medicine 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB7160 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-7160 

From: Don-ance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Thursday, May 09, 2013 9:40 AM 
To: Stabler, Brian 
Cc: Rubinow, David R.; ~@dnke.edu) 
Subject: RE: Women’s health 

Brian, 

What possible value would I have talking about something I don’t know anything about? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stabler, Brian 
Sent: Thursday, Mi~y 09, 2013 8:30 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Rubinow, David R. 
Subject: Woruen’s health 

Hey Anson[ 

Greetings froru your distant past. I write to ask if you are interested in talking about our prograru in Women’s Mood Disorders here at L~-C Hospitals. A highly- worthy and cutting edge 
enterprise xvhich has less attention than it deserves. Our plan is to change that with your help, if you are willing. Minimal time corumitment, no cost, much satisfaction. 

I hope this is intriguing enough? 

Yours in felloxvship, 

Brian. 

Brian Stabler M.Ed., Ph.D. 
Adjunct Professor of Psychiatry 
School of Medicine 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB7160 
Chapel Hill NO’ 27599-7160 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 3:08 PM 

Stabler, Brian <brian stabler@med.unc.edn> 

I~E: Wommfs health 

Brial~, 

My pleasure. A short PSA? Not a problem, I thought I had to get tap and address what I knew- about mood disorders. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stabler, Brian 
Sent: Thursday, May 09, 2013 11:02 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Women’s health 

Anson: 

I have long appreciated your expertise in the psychology of motivation of women. Yore- abili~z to instill leadership and self-determination in young women Your commitment to the 
wellbeing of women. 

We have a Women’s Program which is directed toward treating women’s mood disorders, especially those centered around pregnancy and the postpartum period. My hope was that you 
might consider doing a short PSA aimed at raising public awareness of the sometimes dire consequences when disorders of mood are not attended to. 

This was all predicated on the belief I was writing to the famous coach? 

Brian. 

Brian Stabler M.Ed., PhD. 
Adj unct Professor of Psychiatry 
School of Medicine 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB7160 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-7160 

(M) 

From: Don-ance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Thursday, May 09, 2013 10:52 AM 
To: Stabler, Brian 
Sutziect: RE: Women’s health 

Bria~ 

’]?his is Anson but how do you think I can help? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stabler, Brian 
Sent: Th~sday, May 09, 2013 10:51 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Women’s health 

SorlT, but my nressage seenrs to have crossed over to another address. I apologize. So this is not Anson? 

Brian Stabler 

Brian Stabler M.Ed., Ph.D. 
Adjunct Professor of Psychiatry 
School of Medicine 
University of Noith Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB7160 
Chapel Hill iNT’ 27599-7160 

Front: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Thttrsday, May 09, 2013 9:40 AM 
To: Stabler, Brian 
Cc: Rubinow, David R.; 
Subject: RE: Women’s health 

@duke.edu) 

Brial~, 

What possible value would I have talking about something I don’t know awthing about? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stabler, Brian 
Sent: Thursday, May 09, 2013 8:30 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Rubinow, David R 
Subject: Women’s health 

Hey Anson! 

Greetings from ?’our distant past I write to ask if you are interested in talking about our program in Women’s Mood Disorders here at L,~’C Hospitals. A highly worthy and cutting edge 



enterprise ~vhich has less attention than it deserves. Our plan is to change that with your help, if you are willing. X/tinimal time commitment, no cost, much satisfaction. 

I hope this is intriguing enough? 

Yours in fellowship, 

Brian Stabler MEd., Ph.D. 
Adjunct Professor of Psychiatry 
School of Medicine 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB7160 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-7160 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 3:28 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Lis~tserv 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Nlcole Nelson [mailto:nanelson(a)maihsmu.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, May 09, 2013 11:14 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Division Coaches; D~vision I Server Wsoc 

Subject: {D1WSOC} Fwd: Listserv 

Nicole Nelson 
SMU Women’s Soccer 

nanel son @smu. edu<mailto:n anelson(~smu.edu> 
cell 

2147687341 office 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Surrency, Meagan" <msurrency@mai[.smu.edu<mailto:rnsurrency(~mai[.smu.edu>> 
[)ate: May 9, 2013, 9:29:10 ~M CDT 

To: "Nelson, Nicole" <nanelson@mail.smu.edu<mailto:nanelson(~mai[.smu.edu>> 
Subject: Listserv 

Coaches, 

Due to weather, US soccer will train at 11:30AM today<x-apple-data-detectors://37> instead of the original 4:30PM<x-apple-data-detectors:/i38>time. Training will still take place at Westcott 
Field (SMU game field). 

Sent froru ray iPhone 

Help promote our garue with Twitter use #D1WSOC for News, Spring Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 3:32 PM 

Timothy Smatoro <tfsanto@ncsu.edu> 

I~E: Big East Mens Soccer Analysis 2012 

Tirn, 
I like what you are thinking because this will give us all a chance to train. (I hate our Th/Sun rhythm in ACC play because you can’t train, you can only taper. I 

worry abou[ fTdssing so much 

F~m= Timothy Santoro [mailto:~santor@ncsu.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, Nay 09, 20~3 ~:37 AN 
Te= Randy Waldrum 
~¢= Dorrance, Albert A IV; S~ve Swanson; Anthony Daluz; Mark Krikodan (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); gmiller@athletics.pi~.edu; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Eddie 
Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); RobNe Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Karen Elizabeth Dayes; tim santoro; PNI Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Kds Pierce; S~ve 
Swanson (sswanson@virgiNa.edu); Charles Chugger Adair 
Subject; Re: Big East Mens Soccer Analysis 2012 

Coaches: 

While we have options to research and discuss, my main eoneern is eoming up ~4th an ACC model that addresses, not j~st 

RpI, but also not playin~ too many matches (ACC regular season and tournament) in too sho~ a time. 
RPI, conference well-being and NC~ preparation are ve~T important factors but so is physiea] well-being. Too many high 
]e~] matches crammed in for the sake of what’s best for RPI can also be detrimental. If there’s a way to incorporate enough 
single game weekends (like the NC~& Tournament has adopted in alternating format) into a regular season model, then I 
think there’s double the benefit. 

Some examples, depending on what RPI reveals (and if my weeks are right from what I 
learned from the Tony da Luz Math School): 
11 ACC and 4 Tournament 
Exhibition 
Four (4) weeks of non-conference: Eight (8) matches 

Seven (7) weeks of ACC: 2/1/2/1/2/1/2 

One (1) week of Tournament: Semi and Final 

OR 
10 ACC and 8 Tournament 

Exhibition(s) 
Four (4) weeks of non-conference: Eight (8) or nine (9) matches 

SN (6) weeks of Ace: 1/2/1/2/i/2 
One (I) week of ACC and To~nament: I and Quarterfinal 
One (1) week of Tournament: Semi and Final 

Tim Sant0r0 
Head CoaCh, Women’s SoCCer 
Noah Carolina State Universi~ 
{919} 515.3476 (N 

AthletiCs: ~.gopaCk.~om 

On Thn, May 9, 2013 at 9:35 AM, Randy ~Valdmm <l,~m~dv.Waldrum.l,@,nd.edu> wrote: 

I think we’ll find from the RPI people that the less games we play in conference, the more teams we’ll need to have in the conference tourney. I think looking at these two models, 

it shows that. 

I’m comfortable playing a 8 or 10 team conference schedule, with an eight team tourney as well. I’m leaning more to a ten team schedule as it gets us closer separation as to who 

the top teams in the conference are, for the benefit of our conference tourney seeding. Just a thought. 

Looking forward to discussing this at PDA.. 

Randy 

Randy Waldrum - rwaldrumL.@nd.edu 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

University of Notre Dame 

574-631-3376 - office ............................. 

- mobile 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc~edu> 

Date: Wednesday, May 8, 2013 6:10 PM 

To: Steve Swanson <ss4ub@virginia.edu>, Anthony Daluz <daluz@wfu.edu> 

Cc: "Mark Krikorian (rnkrikorian@admin,fsu.edu}" <mkrikorian@adrnin.fsu.edu>, "grniller@athletics,pitt.edu" <grniller@atNetics.pitLedu>, "Alison Foley 

(.f___o__!__e_~i__a_e__@__b__c_:__e___d__y.)" <.f__o__!__e_~i__a_e__@__b__c_:__e___d___u_.>, "Eddie Radwanski (_e___r__a___d_w_a___n____@___c_Le___m____s__o_n__:__e__d__y)" <_e_£_a___d____w___a___n____@_c__[_e____m_s___o___n_:__e___d___u_.>, "Robbie Church (_r__o___b___b_j__e_:__c_l)_y_r__c___h____@__d_y_k___e_:__e___d__y)" 

<robb!e.chprch@dpke.edt!>, Karen Elizabeth Dayes <kfer~psop ~(~!ouisvi!!e_edu>, tim santoro <t!m santoro~ncsu.edu>, Randy Waldrum 

<Randy.Waldrum.l@nd.edu>, "Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu)" <pswheddo@syr.edu>, Kris Pierce <kpierce@theacc.org>, "Steve Swanson 

(sswanson@virginia.edu)" <sswanson@virginia.edu>, Charles Chugger Adair <adair@vLedu> 



Subject: RE: Big East Mens Soccer Analysis 20:12 
Steve, 
I would t:eel comfortable with 8 non-cont:erence garnes ._. I trust Mark on this as well. He comes into conference with a tremendous RPI every year, 

From-" Steve Swanson [mailto:ss4ub@virginia.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 2013 1:12 PM 
To= Anthony Daluz 
Cc-" Mark Krikorian (mkrikodan@admin.fsu.edu); grniller@athletics.pittedu; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu)~ Robbie Church 
(robbie.church@duke.edu); Dorrance, Albert A ~; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; tim santoro; Randy Waldrum; Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Kds Pierce; Steve Swanson 
(.s__s___w___a___n__s___O_E~_@__v_j£g!E~j__a_=_e__d___u_); Charles Chugger Adair 
$-bje¢t; Re: Big East Mens Soccer Analysis 2012 
Thanks Tony. The Big East (men’s), is one of the best comparison we can find to our conference. Big question is ....... and this might be for Albyn and Chris....Are we 

better offplaying 8 conference games or 10 in terms of the RPI moving forward? What will position our entire conference the best moving forward ruth rega~l to 

conference vs. non conference games? 

Also, as we discussed~ if we have to have a conference tournament wNch we know we do, I am in ti~vor of having one where the most teams can participate, where it 

gets us simulating the NCAA tournament and where we can make sure those teams that are in the conference tournament axe properly rested heading into the 

NCAA’s. My thoughts have changed on this throughout the time I have been in the league and the reason for this is because there have been so many moving pa~ts 

during this time (ACC tournament use to be Thursday/Friday/Sunday the week before the NCAA’s, NCAA tournament used to have a smaller field and two games on 

opening weekend, ACC used to be only 8 team conference, schedule was only 11 weeks for the fall, etc) I think in years past when we had two games in that first 

weekend of the NCAA’s and where we had the potential of three games in four days in the ACC tournmnent the weekend prior to the NC.A~\’s, this made it extremely 

cha]lenging to meet the demands of both tournaments successfi~lly. It has made a difference in terms of the rest part now that we have moved the qua~er finals to the 

Sunday prior to the semi’s and finals and the NCAA has gone to one game during the opening weekend. If we keep two weekends for the ACC tournament we could 
handle eight teams and you could make an argument for ten teams. Remember. in the past four years only one team won the ACC tournament that was seeded #1-#4 

at the end of the regular ACC season. It would be good to talk to Albyn or Chris about the ACC tournament in relation to the RPI, but I am not sure the current ACC 

tournament has significantly damaged ACC teams in the NCAA tournament seeding overall especially if you take into account the high RPI of the teams that make the 

ACC tournament, vs. what each team gains by partficipating in it. 

Be interested to hear [?om others. 

Steve 

On May 8, 2013, at 11:44 AM, Da]~, Anthony wrote: 

Here is a summary of Big East Mens Soccer for 2012. The BIG Eas~t Men were in a ve~y similar model to ACC Womens Soccer going forward. I felt like it would be 

a good comparison to analyze in maJdng our decision. Enjoy 

Two Divisions 

Red Division 

Louisville 7-1-0 21 .875 13 5 14-6-1 43 .690 39 22 11-2 3-3 0-1 7-2-1 L 1 

Syracuse 5-3-0 15 ,625 9 5 14-6-1 43 .690 39 17 5-3 7-2 2-1 6-3-1 

St. John’s 4-3-1 13 .562 9 7 10-5-4 34 .632 27 15 6-2 3-3 1-0 4-4-2 L 2 

Villanova 3-3-2 11 .500 9 7 12-6-2 38 ~650 34 19 7-3 4-3 1-0 5-4-1 L 1 

Cincinnati 3-3-2 11 .500 6 8 6-9-4 22 .421 12 22 4-3 1-5 1-1 2-5-3 L 2 

P.utgers 3-4-1 10 .438 11 12 7-7-1 22 .500 18 19 6-1 1-5 0-1 4-5-1 W 1 

USF 2-3-3 9 ,438 9 10 8-6-5 29 .553 22 22 5-4 2-2 1-0 3-4-3 L 1 

DePaul 1-6-1 4 ~188 7 20 4-10-3 15 .324 17 32 3-4 1-6 0-0 2-6-2 W 1 

Blue Division 

Connecticut 6-2-0 18 .750 17 7 17-4-1 52 .795 39 12 12-1 5-2 0-1 7-3 L 1 

Georgetown 6-2-0 18 .750 ii 7 19-4-3 60 .788 43 25 11-2 6-i 2-1 6-2-2 L 1 
Notre Dame 5-2-1 16 .688 25 8 17-4-1 52 .795 52 20 9-1 4-3 4-0 7-2-i L 1 
Marquette 5-2-1 16 .688 19 8 16-4-1 49 .786 42 17 i0-i 6-2 0-i 5-4-1 L 2 
Seton Hall 2-6-0 6 .250 7 18 6-12-0 18 .333 18 40 5-4 1-7 0-1 2-8 L 7 

Providence 2-6-0 6 .250 5 13 4-10-2 14 .312 14 25 3-3 1-6 0-1 3-6-1 L 1 

Pittsburgh 0-8-0 0 .000 6 28 6-9-2 20 .412 21 37 4-5 1-4 1-0 1-9 L 9 

Each team plays a total of 8 Regular Season Big East Games. 7 games ~ 1 Crossover. 

Regular season Champ goes to team with most overall points, Louisville in this case. 
NOTE: All teams played aggressive 8-10 game non-conference schedules. 

Big East Tournament Format 

10 Teams make the Tournament 

Top 5 Finishers from each division make the tournament, regardless of points total. 

Oct 31 st WED- Marq vs Cinn (play-in) 

Nov 1 st THUR-Vill vs Seton Hail (play-in) 

Nov 3rd (Sat)SJ vs GTown---LVille vs Marq---Syr vs ND (QTR) 

Nov 4th (Sun)UConn vs Vill (QTR) 
Nov 9th Gtown vs Marq ..... UCotm vs ND (Semi) 

Nov 1 lth GTown vs ND (Final) 
NCAA Tournament 

8 temns made the NCAA Tourney.(5 Seeded in Top 10) 

ND-1 .... GT 3 .... UCONN 4 .... MQ 7 .... Louis 10---SJ---USF---SYR 

GT---UCONN (Semis) GT (Final 

RPI 

ND 1 

GT 5 

UCONN 8 

LV 10 

MQ 11 



SYR 15 

SJ 24 

USF 32 

Rutgers 35 

Vil145 

Let me know your thoughts. The ACC Mens have taken the same approach to this model going folward. 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 ottice 

(336) 758-4565 

cell 

% Image 
removed by 

sender 

www.wakeforestsports.com 

w~a~’.wakcibrestgirls~ccercamFcom 

Steve Swanson 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

University of Virginia 

PO Box 400847iMcCue Center 

Charlottesville, VA 22901 

Cell:             Fax: 434-982-4926 

2013 Virginia Soccer Centers of Excellence 
Winter Center @ University of Virginia Jan 12 SOLD OUT 

Youth Center @ Graves Mountain Lodge June 22-25 

Advanced Center @ University of Virginia June 27-30 

Advanced Center @ Episcopal School July 17-20 

...w-~,...v-!~g~Ln~!-a....w.-..~....m.....e-..n-.s-.s....~.-.c....c....e..r..:-c....~.-.m...~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 3:32 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: Big East Mens Soccer Analysis 2012 

From: Timothy Santoro [mailto:tfsantor@ncsu.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 09, 20.t3 1:I:37 AM 
To: Randy Waldrum 
Co: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Steve Swanson; Anthony Daluz; Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Eddie 
Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Karen Elizabeth Dayes; tim santoro; Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Kris Pierce; Steve 
Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); Charles Chugger Adair 
Subject: Re: Big East Mens Soccer Analysis 20:t2 

Coaches: 
While we have options to research and discuss, my main concern is coming up with an ACC model that addresses, not just 

RPI, but also not playing too many matches (ACC regular season and tournament) in too short a time. 
RPI, conference well-being and NCAA preparation are very important factors but so is physical well-being. Too many high 
level matches crammed in tbr the sake of what’s best for RPI can also be detrimental. If there’s a way to incorporate enough 
single game weekends (like the NCAA Tom’nament has adopted in alternating format) into a regular season model, then I 
think there’s double the benefit. 

Some examples, depending on what RPI reveals (and if my weeks are right from what I 
learned from the Tony da Luz Math School): 
11 ACC and 4 Tournament 
Exhibition 
Four (4) weeks of non-conference: Eight (8) matches 

Seven (7) weeks of Ace: 2/1/2/1/2/1/2 

One (1) week of Tom’nament: Semi and Final 

OR 
lO ACC and 8 Tournament 
Exhibition(s) 
Four (4) weeks of non-conference: Eight (8) or nine (9) matches 

Six (6) weeks of ACC: 1/2/1/2/1/2 

One (1) week of ACC and Tom’nament: i and Quarterfinal 
One (1) week of Tournament: Semi and Final 

Tim Santoro 
Head Coach, Women’s Soccer 
North Carolina State University 
Lg_ J_ _g_ I _ _ _5_ J_ _5_ _ :_~_ _4_ _z_ _ _6_ (w) 

Athletics: www.gopack.com 
Camp: www.wolfpacksoccerseries.com 

On Thu, May 9, 2013 at 9:35 AM, Randy Waldmm <_[_{’_a__~_d_21:__%__~_~_l__d_r~__n_!:_l__@!)__d__:_e_d____~ wrote: 
I think we’ll find from the RPI people that the less games we play in conference, the more teams we’ll need to have in the conference tourney. I think looking at these two models, 

it shows that. 

I’m comfortable playing a 8 or l0 team conference schedule, with an eight team tourney as well. I’m leaning more to a ten team schedule as it gets us closer separation as to who 

the top teams in the conference are, for the benefit of our conference tourney seeding. Just a thought. 

Looking forward to discussing this at PDA.. 

Randy 

~;’.:~ ~~",~ ~’,~ i R 
a n d y W a I d r u m - r_ w. _a_!_d_.r_ u__n_!_@_. _1!.c1_ ._.e_ cl__u" 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
University of Notre Dame 

574-63~-3376 - office 

- mobile 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, May 8, 2013 6:10 PM 

To: Steve Swanson <ss4ub _@_vir~inia.edu> Anthony Daluz <daluz@_. wfu.edu> 

Cc: "Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu)" <mkrikorian@admimfsu.edu>, "gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu" <gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu>, "Alison Foley 

(foleyae@bc.edu)" <foleyae@bc.edu>, "Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@demson.edu.)" <eradwan@clemson.edu>, "Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu.)" 

<robbie~church@duke~edu>, Karen Elizabeth Dayes <kferguson@louisville~edu>, tim santoro <tim santoro@ncsu.edu>, Randy Waldrum 

<Randy.Waldrum~:l@nd.edu>, "Phil Wheddon (pswheddo~syr.edu)" <pswheddo@syr.edu>, Kris Pierce <kpierce@theacc.org>, "Steve Swanson 

(.s___s___w___a___n__s___o___n____@____v_Lr_~L_n_!_a___.__e___d___u_)" <_s__s_~_a___n___s__o___n____@___v_!__rj~!__n_!__a__.__e___d___u_.>, Charles Chugger Adair < .a_ _ _d_ _ _a_ !_ _r_ _ _@_ _ _ _v_ _t_ _. _ _e_ _ _d_ _u_ _ > 

Subject: RE: Big East Mens Soccer Analysis 203L2 

Steve 

I wouk’J [e*-’_~l corr~fortable with 8 r~o[1-co[l[er,:_~[lc,:_~ gar~les .._ f trus[: Mark o[1 thk:; as welk He cor0es i[l[:o cord:erer~c,:_~ wi[h a tr~-:~mendous RPI ew_~ry year. 



From: Steve Swanson [mailto:ss4ub@virginia.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, May 08, 20:[3 :[::[2 PM 
To; Anthony Daluz 
Cc; Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); gmiller@athletics.pittedu; Alison Foley (foleyae(0bc.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan(Oclemson.edu); Robbie Church 
(robbie~church@duke.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; tim santoro; Randy Waldrum; Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr~edu); Kris Pierce; Steve Swanson 
(_s__s_hv__a__n___s__o___n_~_v__![gLn_La__&c_!_u_); Charles Chugger Adair 
Subject; Re: Big East Mens Soccer Analysis 20:[2 
Thanks Tony. The Big East (men’s), is one of the best comparison we can find to our confemnce~ Big question is ....... aJ~d this might be for Albyn and Chris....Are we 
better offplaying 8 cont~rence games or 10 in terms of the RPI moving Ibrwavd? What will position our entire cont~rence the best moving Ibrwavd with regard to 

coni~rence vs. non conference games? 

Also, as we discussed, if we have m have a cont~rence tournament which we know we do, I am in favor of having one where the most reruns can pacticipate, where it 

gets us simulating the NCAA tournament and where we cm~ make sure those teams that are in the conference tournament axe properly rested heading into the 
NCAA’s. My thoughts have changed on this throughout the time I have been in the league and the reason for this is because there have been so many moving pacts 

during this time (ACC tournament use to be Thursday/Friday/Sunday the week before the NCAA’s, NCAA tournament used to have a smaller field and P,~-o gaJ~es on 

opening weekend, ACC used to be only 8 team conference, schedule was only 11 weeks for the full, etc) I think in years past when we had two games in that first 

weekend of the NCAA’s and where we had the potential of three games in/bur days in the ACC tournament the weekend prior to the NCAA’s, this ~nade it extremely 
challenging to meet the demands of both tournaments successfully. It has made a difference in terms of the rest part now that we have moved the quarter finals to the 

Sunday prior to the semi’s and finals and the NCAA has gone to one game during the opening weekend. Ifw-e keep two weekends for the ACC tournament we could 

handle eight teams and you could make an argument for ten teams. Remember, in the past four years only one team won the ACC tournament that was seeded #1-#4 

at the end of the regular ACC season. It would be good to talk to Albyn or Chris about the ACC tournament in relation to the RPI, but I am not sure the current ACC 

tournament has significantly damaged ACC teams in the NCAA tournament ,seeding overaJl especially if you take into account the high RPI of the teams that make the 

ACC tournament, vs. what each team gains by parl~cipating in it. 

Be interested to hear from others. 

Steve 
On May 8, 2013, at 11:44 AM, Daluz, Anthony wrote: 

Here is a summa~ of Big East Mens Soccer for 2012. The BIG Eas~ Men were in a veo~ similar model to ACC Womens Soccer going forward. I felt like it would be 

a good comparison to analyze in making our decision. Enjoy 

Two Divisions 

Red Division 

Louisville 7-1-0 21 .875 13 5 14-6-1 43 .690 39 22 11-2 3-3 0-1 7-2-1 L 1 

Syracuse 5-3-0 15 .625 9 5 14-6-1 43 .690 39 17 5-3 7-2 2-1 6-3-1 

St. John’s 4-3-1 13 ,562 9 7 10-5-4 34 .632 27 15 6-2 3-3 1-0 4-4-2 L 2 

VJllanova 3-3-2 11 .500 9 7 12-6-2 38 .650 34 19 7-3 4-3 1-0 5-4-1 L 1 

Cincinnati 3-3-2 11 .500 6 8 6-9-4 22 .421 12 22 4-3 1-5 1-1 2-5-3 L 2 

Rutgers 3-4-1 10 .438 11 12 7-7-1 22 .500 18 19 6-1 1-5 0-1 4-5-1 W 1 

USF 2-3-3 9 .438 9 i0 8-6-5 29 ~553 22 22 5-4 2-2 1-0 3-4-3 L 1 

DePaul I-6-I 4 .188 7 20 4-10-3 15 .324 17 32 3-4 I-6 0-0 2-6-2 W 1 

Blue Division 

Connecticut 6-2-0 18 .750 17 7 17-4-1 52 ,795 39 12 12-1 5-2 0-1 7-3 L 1 

Georgetown 6-2-0 18 .750 ii 7 19-4-3 60 .788 43 25 11-2 6-i 2-1 6-2-2 L 1 
Notre Dame 5-2-1 16 .688 25 8 17-4-1 52 .795 52 20 9-1 4-3 4-0 7-2-1 L 1 
Marquette 5-2-1 16 ,688 19 8 16-4-1 49 .786 42 17 10-1 6-2 0-1 5-4-i L 2 
Seton Hall 2-6-0 6 .250 7 18 6-12-0 IB .333 18 40 5-4 i-7 0-I 2-8 L 7 
Providence 2-6-0 6 .250 5 13 4-10-2 14 .312 14 25 3-3 i-6 0-I 3-6-i L 1 
Pittsburgh 0-8-0 0 .000 6 28 6-9-2 20 .412 21 37 4-5 1-4 i-0 1-9 L 9 

Each team plays a total of 8 Regular Season Big East Games. 7 games + 1 Crossover. 

Regular season Champ goes to team with most overall points, Louisville in this case. 

NOTE: All teams played aggressive 8-10 game non-conference schedules. 
Big East Tournament Format 

10 Teams make the Tournament 

Top 5 Finishers thJm each division maJ~e the tournamen~% regardless ofpoims total. 

Oct 31 st WED- Marq vs Cinn (play-m) 

Nov 1st THUR- Vill vs Seton Hall (play-in) 

Nov 3rd (Sat)SJ vs GTown---LVille vs Ma~rq---Syr vs ND (QTR) 

Nov 4th (Sun)UConn vs Vill (QTR) 
Nov 9th Gtown vs Ma:rq ..... UConn vs ND (Semi) 

Nov 1 lth GTown vs ND (Final) 
NCAA Tournament 

8 teams made the NCAA Tourney.(5 Seeded in Top 10) 

ND-1 .... GT 3 .... UCONN 4 .... MQ 7 .... Louis 10---SJ---USF---SYR 

GT---UCONN (Semis) GT (Final 

RPI 

ND 1 

GT 5 

UCONN 8 

LV 10 

MQ 11 

SYR 15 

SJ 24 

USF 32 



Rutgers 35 

Vil145 

Let me know yonr thonghts. The ACC Mens have "taken the same approach to this model going tbrwavd. 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

cell 

removed by 

sender 

www.wakefbrestsports~com 

w~v.wakefo~e stp, ifl s,_~ccerc am p~com 

Steve Swanson 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
University of Virginia 
PO Box 400847iMcCue Center 
Charlottesville, VA 22901 
Cell:             Fax: 434-982-4926 
2013 Virginia Soccer Centers of Excellence 
Winter Center @ University of Virginia Jan 12 SOLD OUT 

Youth Center @ Graves Mountain Lodge June 22-25 

Advanced Center @ University of Virginia June 27-30 

Advanced Center @ Episcopal School July 17-20 

www,virqiniawomenssoccer.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday 3:42 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~Tonn~unc.edu> 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Bonehead update 

Thank you Ton?-. 

What kind of risk is the online course Jk~r ? And what were all of her grades? 

I agree with     not gmng, the              has a camp during her SS. This is her shot to make the next She needs to go to the camp and make ha?’, she can’t 
handle school work and , she proved that to us this spring See what she will have left ...remember she will be leaving school after Dec to . Her dad is a 

she ~vill GRAI)UA~II;.! 

I am pret~ sure will be in summer school (Tom, use $ to help her). Is her first grade still a "C"? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Thursday, 12:19 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV; Tom Sander 
Subject: Bonehead update 

last grade came in at a Cq. Now she doesn’t want to do summer school She’s coming in on Mi)nday to talk about that. 

Summer is all clear. 

got one more grade posted, a C She’s still missing her grade in ART but I think she probably already kno*vs what it is. Her GPA looks like its going to be OK, but the issue for her is 

hours. She must have 51 earned hours to start her 5th semester. She needs the ART grade to post to get her to 49 hours, and then she MUST pass the summer school online course in order 

to be eligible for fall. 

final grade has not yet posted. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 3:49 PM 

Papa, Donna J <djp@nnc.edn> 

1),22:9:30 am on May 16th McCaskill Soccer Center 

No problem .... Good k~ck Donna!U 

From: Papa, Donna J 
Sent: Thursday, May 09, 2013 12:59 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 111 
Subject: Re: 9:30 am on May 16th McCaskill Soccer Center 

Anson, great that Sue is coming to town. I was hoping to talk to her about working with us next fall. 

The only thing that might prevent me from doing this is i we are in ncaas. Thanks. Donna 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 9, 2013, at 10:50 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Brad, 

Not a problem. I will copy Donn~ on this and I~:.t her know we wouM k)ve to have her there, 

~m: Brad Black [mailto:brad,NacK@humane~entures,com] 
Sent: Thursday, Nay 09, 2013 10:~ AM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject; RE: 9:30 am on May 16th McCaskill Soccer Cen~r 
Anson, ~ hope you’re havh~g ~ great week. 

Afl:er t~me w~th Sue Enquist tMs week, she suggested hav~eg U NC’s softball coach ~oin us--if you fee~ cornfortabk~ with that. ~f so, please feel free to 

invite her or ~e[: us know ~f you would Hke us to e:d:end the invitation 

Also, thank you [:or your contribution to Suds "Legacy guilder Hall of Fame" recognition that you conLMbuLed to creating, We presenLed ~t yesterday 

wiLh 420 stLendees sL our SuRlrn~t and she was deeply touched. Thanks for adding so much to th~s rnean~ngK~ tribuLe to her. 

Lookh~g forward to seek~g you next Thursday at 9:30 

Make a great rest of your week! 

Brad ~iack 

P r~sid~t and CEO 

: fin ageOOl.j pg> 

(,~2) 48G 1103 >~:~v 

From= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, May 06, 2013 2:16 PN 
To= Brad Black 
Cc:        @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros (        @qmaKcom); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; Sue Enquist; Lane, 
Cricket; Johnson, Shelley H 

Subject: 9:30 am on May 16th McCaskill Soccer Center 
grad, 

Let’s meet in my o[:fice at 9:30 am. We have a small conference room. ~ w~l~ encourage my sta[:f to be in attendance. ~ wH~ abo copy 

Cricket Lane and Shelley .Johnston (who runs our [eadership Academy} a~d see ~f they would I~ke 

From: Brad Black [mailto:brad.black@humane~entures.com] 
Sent: Sunday, May 05, 2013 9:47 AN 

To: Dorrance, AlbeR A W 
@msn~com; ducar@uncaa#pc,edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros (        @gma~l&om); pacmap@uncaa.unc.edu; Sue Enquist 

Subject: RE: Thanks and follow-up 

,Arisen, thank you again for your efforts to meet with Sue and me on Thursday, May 16th ~n the morning. We can plan on being at your off:ice first thing 

in the morning and work around your schedule. 

W~th our experience 90 m~nutes wouM be a great window of lime for us to present and review w~th progressive student atMete coachh~G team 

culture, and developmental tooh~, sOenc:e~ and proce~a; h~ghHghts 

h~ addition bo your coaching staff, anvone mvo~ved w~th 5tudeet Athlete development effort~; {I beJieve CMcket was mentioned} would be 

encouraged to attend. 

Anson, thank you again for a~l your effor[s and in[erest to h~vest t~me with us. Sue and ~ ~ook forward to seeing you on [he 16th. Please le[ us know 

how early wou~d work for us to be at your office. 

Make a great weekend~ 

Brad Black 

Pr~’id~t and CEO 

Jm age001 .j 

(,~2) 486-1103 



From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@emaiLunc,edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 2013 9:08 AM 
To: Brad Black 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aoLcom; Jason Sisneros I        @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa~unc.edu 
Subject: RE: Thanks and follow-up 

Brad~ 

"l"hur~.~day morning would be great. How much time should ~ schedule for? We have a 1 hour staff "workout" at: 9 AM or ~.3. AM (right now ~t: ~s at 1~. AM 

bu~: we might be sw~tchk~g to 9 AM). So if you don’t mind we w~l~ schedule around the workout {and you Buys are wek:ome to ~oin us, of course}. 

And p~ease send me an outlff~e o~: what you are ~oh~ to propose so ~ can have Lhe r~sht soccer/athletic depL staff ~n the room. 

~m= Brad Black [mail~:brad.black@humane~entures.com] 
Se~t= Monday, April 22, 20~3 $0:~4 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV; Anson Dorrance 
~¢= Sue Enquist 
S~bjeet= RE: Than~ and follow-up 
Anson, thank you for your qu~ck reply. 

Sue and I would I~ke to confirm meeting wRh you on Thursday, May 3.~th. ~f [:he moFni[)~ works for you ~:hat woub~ be ~real:. 
Please let us know the best time and place (assum~n~ your oK~ce) and we wi~ ~o from there. 

Thanks sSa~n for your tff~e snd consideration. Lookin8 forward to seeff~8 you 

B~ad Black 

Pr~s’~da~t and CEO 

< imag~OOl.jpg 

(402) 486-1103 

F~m~ Dorrance, Albe~ A W [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: ~onday, April 22, 20~ ~:~4 P~ 

To: Brad Black; Anson Dorrance 
$~b~eet: RE: Than~ and follow-up 

May :].4th through the :].~t h are the best days for me 

F~m~ Brad Black [mail~:brad.b~ack@humanewentures.com] 
$ent: Thursday, April 18, 201~ 2:01 PM 

To: Anson Dorrance; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
$~b~eet: Than~ and follow-up 

Anson, thank you for your time today and interest in furthering discussions with Sue Enquist and me. 

The schedule options on our end to visit with you in Chapel Hill would be: 

May 3rd, 14t h-~6th, or 22n d-24th 

Please let us know what would work best for you and we w~ll confirm right away. 

Thanks again and looking forward to seeing you again] 

Brad Black 

President and ~O 

fin age003.jpg-" 

Building Talent Driven ~mmunRies WRh :>Xcellmce 

2900 s. 70th, Suite 100 Lincoln, NE 68506 

100 W. ~chigan Avenue, Suite 200 Kalamazoo, MI 49007 

402.486.1102 O~ce~               Call ~ 402.4861103 Fax 

This message has been scanned for malware by Websense. ?___~__D_E=~:_e___b__s_’_e___n___s__e_:__c_9__n_~ 

Click here to report this email as spam. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 4:10 PM 

Grant Porter <gtly.~rter@unc.edu-~ 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~z~aol.com; Jason Sisneros i ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Mccaskill Installation 

Yeah Grant!!!! Keep pecking 

From: Grant Porter [mailto:gtporter@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 09, 2013 :t:34 PM 
To: Richard H. Lawrence 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Doug Dubay; Michael Babbitt; Robert Boyce; Carlos Somoano; Mike Bunting; Tom Sander 
Subject: RE: Mccaskill Installation 
All, 
When sh.:_~uld we e>’4~ect c.:_~mpletion of McCaskill ~,~.:_~ we can plan our upcomk~g recruiting 

Grant 

F~m= Richard H. Lawrence [mailto:dchardlawrence@coordinatese~ices.com] 
Sent= Sunday, May 05, 2053 ~2:57 PM 
To; Po~er, Grant 
C¢= Doug Dubay; Robe~ Boyce; ~omoano@uncaa.unc.edu; pacman@uncaa.unc.edq; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; Mike Bunting; Michael Babbi~ 
Subject= Nccaskill Ins~llation 
Grant, 
My name is Nchazd Lawrence. I am your local Raner Industries inst~Jier. 
I have ~ceived a lm~e sNpment ofmatedMs for your project. 
If it is possible to gain access to McCasNll this a~emoon ~ I can deliver &ese materials, it would be g~at? 
I am as~ng this for a couple of reasons. Rain is forec~t for tomorrow and I would like to do tNs when it is not raining. (no loading dock for protection) 
TNs would Mso give me a bit of a jump start on ~mo~ows instMlation e~b~s. 

Realkin~ to&y is Sunday- and this is sho~ notice any consideration much appreciated? 
Feel free to contact me. 
Best regards, 

Richazd 
My Home # is 

Richard H. Lawrence 

919-942-4700 o 
m 

866-826-4371 f 
_r_!._c_ .h_a_r__d_.! a__w_ _r. _e_. _n_. _c_ e__@c_q.9_.r_ d_! n_ .a_ t_._e_._s_ e__ ._ry_.! c__e_s_.: c_9_m. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:14 AM 

Ga~ Ireland < @yahoo.corn> 

~me.com); @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
~)gr~ail.com); pacma~@uncaa.unc .edu; @live.unc.edu; @grn~Jl.com; ~grnail.corn; 

~)email .unc.edu; ~!live.unc.edn; i ~email.unc.edu; @hotm~Jl.com; 

@gmaJl.com); ;@gmaJl.com); @gmaJl.com; 

@gmail.com); @gmail.com) 

RE: 

(:-: a 

Thank you for folk)wing up, The girls here in Chapel Hill are training everyday (heck a couple of them ))ined me and Dino and Chris and Tom in the weight: room 

yesterday morrfing). I wifl copy on Lf~is because she has to make a decision NOW on how much she wants to play nexL t:alf. She had an excellent spring {she 

won a starting position). But this ; class coming in are legit with players that want to play that are talented and also will work to get on the field~ : quality 

is her athletic platform (world class) her challenge is her technical platform (she needs to do something [VE£YDAY with the ball to catch up technically with the 

average starting player on our roster). 

She is coachable I hope she learns to I.:_~e the ball and love the game because then the sky is her limit 

All the best Gary and thank you, my friend. 

From: Gary Ireland [mailto:, @yahoo.com] 
Sent; Friday, 2:07 AN 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Ducat 
Subject: 
hello anson and chris- 
i t~turned call and asked her to call me. i havent heard back from her. 
we train every day and hope she can join us. i told             about training with 
they have a big house and welcome    to stay for the day if she ever wants to do double days and work with us/me. 

is anxious to get a training buddy for the summer along with 4-5 of our college bound players. 
do you think you can send me email so i can send her training dates? 
we train 7 days a week right now. 
current, sched. 
monday 4-6 pm 
tuesday 7-9 pm 
wednesday 4-6 pm 
thrs 7-9 pm 
fri 4-6 pm 
weekends vary (sunday 4-6 pm and saturdays early am etc) 
summer sched. 
mon-fr 9=12 and 4-6 pm. 
no charge for    . happy to have her join in. our club will compensate me. id like to help prepare her for the fall season. 
some of the girls are working very very hard. i know carine would like to have her join in too. i think riley will find it positive and challenging 
and i would be more than willing to help improve her technical game! 
best wishes 
gary 
Ga~:y Ireland 

(650) 387 4"128 
PSV Union FC 

[’~ind m~ on Pass2Me. corn 
Join My Personal Blog "The Technician" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 10, 2013 11:46 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

@~nsn.com; ducoa@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.co~n); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Training Video- Active Shooter 

I have a h~mting bow. [ have lived long e~ough. Chris a~d Tom are trained marksmen, Dino will throw diet Coke ca~s at the shooter, McCaskill is the building 

equivalent of flight 93. We are ready. 

Frera-" Pogge, Paul 

Sent-. Friday, Nay i0, 2013 $0:10 AN 
Subject= Training Video- Active Shooter 

Department of Athletics Staff, 

In our efforts to manage various risks to the best of our ability, we will continue to periodically provide resources intended to help you address different 

circumstances that may arise. Though the chances of you actually encountering one of these scenarios may be small, we want to give you information to use in the 

event you find yourself in one of these situations. Due to the tragedies involving shootings on campuses and in various other settings around the country, our 

Department of Public Safety has acquired the short training video below to provide guidance for an "active shooter" event. At your convenience, please watch this 

short training session available at: 

http:/!sho tsf~red .web.unc.edui 
Thanks for your attention to this matter. As always, should you see something that you find concerning, suspicious, or potentially threatening to safety or security, 

please let me know. 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, May 10, 2013 11:56 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

@~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.co~n); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Training Video- Active Shooter 

You are very wise[! 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Friday, May [0, 20[3 [[:53 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; RE: Training Video- Active Shooter 
[:ror~’~ ~’~o~., ot’~ when I come o~-_~r ¢.here, I’~T~ going ~:o s~-’_~’~ ~n em~il ~n advance so ~ou don’[: ~r~is[a~e me for so~T~eo~e who ~varra~[:s ~:ha~ ons~au~h[:~ 

F~m~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent~ Friday, May 10, 2013 ii:46 AM 
T~ Pogge, Paul 

~msn.com; ducar~Nuncaa.unc.edu~ ~     ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros I        ~; pacman~uncaa.unc.edu 
Subje~t~ RE: Training Video- Active Shooter 

Paul, 

~ have a hunting bow~ I have l~ved lo~g enough. Chris and Tom are trah~ed marksmem Dino w~l~ throw d~et Coke cans at the shooter. McCaski~l ~s the 

equ~va~e~: of ~light 93. We a~e 

F~m~ Pogge, Paul 
Sent~ Friday, May I0, 20[3 I0:[0 AM 
Subjeet~ Training Video- Active Shooter 

Department of Athletics Staff, 

In our efforts to manage various risks to the best of our ability, we will continue to periodically provide resources intended to help you address different 

circumstances that may arise. Though the chances of you actually encountering one of these scenarios may be small, we want to give you information to use in the 

event you find yourself in one of these situations. Due to the tragedies involving shootings on campuses and in various other settings around the country, our 

Department of Public Safety has acquired the short training video below to provide guidance for an "active shooter" event. At your convenience, please watch this 

short training session available at: 

http:i/shots[[red.web.unc.edu! 
Thanks for your attention to this matter. As always, should you see something that you find concerning, suspicious, or potentially threatening to safety or security, 

please let me know. 

Paul 

::~:: 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 4:52 PM 

~me.com> 

~msn.corn; dncar,~uncaa.unc.edu; i 
Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacrnan,~)uncaa.unc.edu; 

@aol.com; Jason 

Subject: 

You wilt like this guy, he knows the ball and the game and has sent me sor~ae phenomenally technical players~ I Lhink he also wants you to hook up with one of his 

Idds that wi~ ~o~n us in                           ~s a soccer junMe and ~ know ~f you hang out with her and p~ay :].vt on a regular basis against her both of you 

will get better.    I am goh~g to copg your teammates on this because 

EVEr~Y players soccer devek)pmenL 

Go get ’e~ .... [:h~s is a very imporl:a~[ sammer for you. 

~= ’ [mailto: . @me.corn] 
SeBt= Friday, ~2:~8 PM 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~; @yahoo.corn 

Tha~ you so ~uch [or ge~iug ~ck to ~e’. Wheu you called me back I was in the ~idst of finals week and j ust got back a Jew ~hys ~o a~d was loo~ng [o~¥a~t to 

ruling with you~ The schedule you guys have going fight now fi~ wi~ mine peffecfly~ IfI lNed closer I woMd love to join you guys eve~’ day, but due ~ g~ k looks as 

though I ca~ make it for sure 2-3 days a week~ Thank you so ~nuch tbr tlfis oppo~m~~, as ~son stud I NEED m rake my tech~fical plaffom~ m fl~e ne~ level in order 

m ma~m~e my playing time tiffs fail. 

Where do you guys train? I can be there s~Nng tNs Monday at 

Again tha~ you ~ much for eve~1Nng. I am really excited ~ s~ ~NNng with you~ 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

at 8:13 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(a)~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Gary, 

Thank you for following up. The girls here in Chapel Hill are training everyday (beck a couple of them joined me and Dino and Chris and Tom in the 

weight room yesterday morning) I will copy      on this because she has to r]~ak~-’_! a !Jecisiot~ NOW on how much she waists to play t~ext fall. She had 

an exc~-_~llent spring (she won a starting position), Bu~: this     class coming in a r~-_~ legit with piayers that want to play that are talented and also will 

work to gel on the field,       quality is her athtedc platform (world class) her’ challenge is her technical plat[:orm {she needs to do something 

EVERYDAY with the ball to catch up technically with the average starting player’ on our’ roster}. 

She is coachable. I hope she learns to love the ball and love the game because then the sky is her limit. 

All the best Gary and thank you, my friend. 

From: Gap/Ireland [mailto: (.~yahoo,com] 
Sent: Friday, 2:07 API 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Ducar 
Subject: 
helle arisen and chris- 
i returned call and asked her to call me. i havent heard back from her. 
we train every day and hope she can join us. i told about training with 
they have a big house and welcome    to stay for the day if she ever wants to do double days and work with us/me. 

is anxious to get a training buddy for the summer along with 4-5 of our college bound players. 
do you think you can send me email so i can send her training dates? 
we train 7 days a week right now. 
current, sched. 
monday 4-6 pm 
tuesday 7-9 pm 
wednesday 4-6 pm 
thrs 7-9 pm 
fri 4-6 pm 
weekends vary (sunday 4-6 pm and saturdays early am etc) 
summer sched. 
mon-fr 9-12 and 4-6 pm. 
no charge for    . happy to have her join in. our club will compensate me. id like to help prepare her for the fall season. 



some of the girls are working very very hard, i know carine would like to have her join in too. i think 
and i would be more than willing to help improve her technical game! 
best wishes 
gary 
Ga~, D’eland 

(650) 387 4"128 
PSV Union F(" 
I"ind me on Pass2Me. corn 

Jobt My Personal Blog ~_S(~£_S(~52(~j~_~_~~_ 

will find it positive and challenging 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:11 PM 

Gary Ireland < @yahoo.corn> 

Cmther~ Timothy W <tcrothe@ema~,l.unc.edtc,; 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; ~ 

Subject: Thank you for taking cam of my kids!’. 

(~ary, 

I love iL! I am the 62 year old version of you: Monday, noon soccer with the men"s staff and a few ~ocN yo~th coaches, Tuesday strength training with Gesselman 

and some of the other "old goats’~ ~n the athletic departrnent (tMs ~ndudes Dino and Chris w~th                 ) thsL evening ~n~b~e hockey, Wed athletic 

department goff tournament (Best Ba~l Champs for the second year running {shot a 59~} ... Me, Dino, Chris and Th~ Crothers {author of the Man Watching}), 

Th~rsday strength training and hockey again, today noon soccer. 

And t don’t know ~:he meaning of the word mobile or acceh-:~ration or agility The nearest: analogy I have for yot~ is th~-_~ Walldng Dead, not very fast but relenth-:~ss 

All the best, my friend and thank you for taking care of my kids!!! 

From: Gary Ireland [mailto:, @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Friday, .t2:45 PM 

To; Dorrance, All’err A 1V 
�::¢ -" @me.corn); ~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol,com; Jason Sisneros i ;@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Subject: Re: 
Hello Anson and all- 
Impressive you guys are getting right at it over there. Im not as mobile as i once was but getting out on the field 2-4 hours per day and playing with the kids every day. Carine 
and Christopher Sullivan joined me playing with/against the girls. The girls play vs the boys too which always brings an added dimension. Legs a bit sore this morning though! 
Our club season ends this weekend with the olders, finalizing with a trip to PDA end of May (we are playing in a U17 bracket with our U14-17 players). All of our club players 
do double days in the summer so we are happy to have     any of your players join us. We incorporate technical with physical so the players stay sharp over the summer. 
Its a great chance for players to improve all of their technical facets: striking/passing (all surfaces), receiving (all surfaces), movement on the ball, co-ordination, balance and 
improving equilibrium on the ball. Most of the games are small sided and we do work on striking/finishing nearly every day. 
If any of the players want to spend the day down here we are happy have them rest up/fuel up in between sessions rather than commute. Carine is much better than me when 
it comes to scheduling and she runs many of the sessions so have copied here in the email session. Her # is i             . We are located in Palo Alto btw. Het~ is a map 

of the location .750 N California Ave, Palo Alto, CA. Its a good grass training surface. The google photo is old. Downtown Palo Alto is 5 mins away and we are 1 min off Hwy 
101. 

http://maps.google.com/maps?q=Jordan+Middle+School +North+California+Avenue,+Palo+Alto,+CA&hl=en&ll=37.439886,- 
J__2__%!_3___3___0__3___e_~__s_p__r_~__=___0__~_0___0__3__7___6__5__~_0__~_~ ~_~ ~ ~_~_~115 ~Z~_~ ~! Z~,: 
119.306607&sspn= 10.920925,21.51123&oq=jordan+ middle~-s&t=h&hq=Jordan-~-Mktdle-FSchool,&hnear=N-FCalifornia+Ave -F Palo.~-Alto, + Sa nta + Clara,+Califomia&z= 18 
Hopefully see you at the end of the month on our trip to N !! 

Best Wishes 
Gary 
GaO, Ireland 

(650) 387 4~28 
PSV Union 1;~(7 ............................... 

Find me on Pass2Me. com 

Join My P~wsonal Blog "The Technician" 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <._a__n___s__o___n__@__e___m___a_jJ_=_u___n__c__=_e___d__u_.> 
To: Gary h~land, @.yahoo~com> 
Co: ’ 

~aol.com" , ~aol.com>; "Jason Sisneros ( ~clmail.com)" < 
~msn.oom>; "duoar@uncaa.uno.edu" <ducarl~uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~.qmail.com>; "pacman@uncaa.unc.edu" <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sent: Friday, 8:13 AM 
Subject: RE: 

Th;mk yo~ R~r tblk~win;~ ~p. "Ilae girls here m Cbai~e~ Hill are traini~g eve~) day (beck a couple of ~hem jointed me and Dino and Chris a~d ’~bm in the ~ ei2gbt room yesterday 
morning). I will copy      on this beca~se she has to make ~ decision NOW on how much she wrests to pla?’ nex~ [’all. She had an excclle~t sp~ag (she wo~ a startling 



position). But this     class comh~g in are legit with players that watit to pla3 lBat are la]ented ~md also wi~] work to get on fl~e field,        qualily is her aB[elic 

(world chss) her challet~ge ~s her techt~ica~ plaif~rm (she t~eeds to do somefl~mg EVER Y DAY wig~ the ball to catch up techmcaHy w~th fl~e average st;~c~mg p~ayer on 

roster), 
She ~s coachable. I hope she learns ~o k~ve ~he l~a~ a~d k~ve ~he game becm~se g~e~ the sky ~s her ~imit. 

All the 1-*esl Gary and ~hank yo*~, m3, 

Fn.n: GaU keland [mailm: (~yahoo com] 
Sent: Diday, 2:07 AM 
’r~: Do~ance, Albert A IV; Chris Ducat 
Subject: 
hello anson and chris- 
i returned ~ call and asked her to call me. i havent heard back from her. 
we train evc~ day and hope she can join us. i told             abom gaining with 
they have a big house and welcome     to stay for the day if she ever wants to do double dws and work with us/me. 

is a~xious to get a training buddy for the sunmmr along with 4-5 of our college bound players. 
do you think you can send me email so i can send her training dates? 
we train 7 dws a week right now. 
current, sched. 
monday 4-6 pm 
tuesday 7-9 pm 
wednesday- 4-6 pm 
thrs 7-9 pm 
fri4-6 pm 
weekends vary (sunday 4-6 pm and saturdays early- am etc) 

mon-fi 9-12 and 4-6 pm. 
no charge for happy to have her join in. our club will compensate me. id like to help prepare her for the fall season. 
some of the girls are working vew vein hard. i ~ow carine would like to have her join in too. i thi~ will find it positive and challenging 
and i would be more than willing to help improve her technical game~ 
best wishes 
gatT 
Garg Ireland 
(650) 387 4128 
I~gV Union FC 

~nd me on Pass2Me. corn ..................................................... 

Join My P~,rsonal B[og "TI*e Technician" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:14 PM 

@aol .com> 

1~3:;: Hey 

I miss your smiling face. 

Thank you for the update .. I would love for her to get on the field!!’. Give her my best!!! 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: [mailto ~aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, 1:48 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: He?’ 

had a really good practice this morning. Thought you would like to kno~v. 

Also,        sent me a picture of your response to the security scenario emails. I laughed so hard. McCaskill would definitely not go down without a fight! And clearly Dino’s diet coke 
wielding arm would be a serious weapon hahaha 

Sent fi*om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 5:19 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~Tonn~unc.edu> 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros I ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Sum~ner course 

Thank you Tony! 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, 2:31 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Fwd: Summer course 

Here is the emall exchange between 

Begin forwa’ded message: 

aJ~d the Steele Building folks. 

From: Advising for Student Athletes AAP <advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Summer course 
Date:            12:04:13 PM EDT 
To: <gyount@ernail.unc.edu>, @live.unc.edu> 
Cc: Tony Yount <._t__o____n__yy___o____u___n___t_@___u___n____c__;__e____d___u__> 

Thank you tbr shozing your intemfft in regard to BIOL or possibly nutrition. We look forward to sitting down aad discussing all of your possibilities this sulnmer and into 
your first year at UNC. 

We would recommend that you em~oll in an entD, level course that will satisfy a general education requirement (Fonndations/Approaches’Connections). Below you will 
find examples of such courses that will begin to fulfill your General Education Requirements. For course descriptions, please refer to our nndergraduate bulletin 
(http:i/w~’.m~c.edwngradbi~lletin/lxtt}        ~) 

We would recommend that you hold offon taxing any science conrses until your fira fulltime semester as an undergmdnate. 

General Education Possibilities: 

PSYC 101 (Psychology) 

WMST 101 (Women’s Studies) 
SOCI 101 (Sociology) 

ANTH 101 (AnthropoloD-) 

GEOG 120 (World Geography) 

GEOG 121 (People and Places) 

PLCY 101 (American Public Policy) 

WMST 124 (Sex a~d Gender in Society) 

Any 100 level PHIL (Philosophy 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thnrsday, 6:12 PM 
To: Advising for Student Athletes AAP 
Snbject: Re: Summer course 

I am highly interested in majoring in biology or sports nutrition or mmething along those lines. I’m not positive on which one yet, but rm leaning morn towards biology 

to then go into pre-med. I was thinking to take another reqnired conrse such as Spanish or what ever other course I must take. 

On at 1:35 PM, "Advising for Student Athletes AAP" <advisir~gtbrstudentathletesAAP(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Is them a ce~la~n major that yon am thinking about? Do you have any interest or strengths that you may not necessarily waat to major? This is a groat time to explore 
and we always suggest taking courses that you are interested in taking. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 1:14 PM 

To: Advising ibr Studem Athletes AAP 

Subject: Re: Summer course 



Ok thank you! 

What do you think would be another good course to take along with ENGL ? 

On . at 6:39 AM, "Advising for Student Athletes AAP" <a&isingfors~udentathletes~%*kP,@x~nc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you tbr the email concerning your summer school enrollment (ENGL    and JOMC    ). We are in agreement with Dean Wyrick in regards to pairing ENGI, 

and JOMC    together in the ~me summer .school session. We t~el that balancing the writing demand of ENGL    as well as a research based writing course 

may be a bit of concern. As the previous email stated, we will follow up on JOMC    as we do not want you to be overloaded ruth writing assigmnents during your 

summer session at UNC. 

Please do not hesitate to contact us with quefftions regarding your summer schedule and we encourage utilizing resources offered through the University as well as the 

Academic Support P~ogram for Student-Atlftetes. Both entities will most certainly play- a monumental ~ole in your academic success! 

We look forwaacd to working with you throughout your time at UNC. Please remember that First Year Orientation will cover pertinent infommtion regarding the Fall 
semester, 

Lastly, please begin to utilize and monitor your UNC email account for official information communicated from the Universi~. 

Best, 

Andrea Caldwell and Spencer Welborn 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Wyrick, Marilyn J 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:51 AM 

To: 

Cc: Advising for Student Athletes AAP 

Subject: RE: Summer course 

They are pa~ of a new imitative of advising for athletes and just set up the special emaJl a t~w weeks ago. I ki~ow at first there were a few bugs and perhaps your email 

was loser in the early process. Thank you tbr getting back in touch with us! Andrea mentioned a t}w hours ago she was going to find more information on JOMC. 

Best wishes, 
Marilyn 

Marilyn J. Wyrick 

Senior Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program The College of Arts 

and Sciences & the General College 

2011 Steele Bldg, 214 East Cmneron Ave, CB# 3110 The University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

919-843-8920 FAX: 919-843-4775 http:advising.unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Wyrick, Marilyn J 
Subject: Re: Summer course 

11:41 AM 

Ok. Thank you for y( ur ~nput: I emailed the advising for student athletes email account a t~w weeks ago and haven’t herd back from them. So thank you for emailing 

me back’. I look forward to heating ficom Spender & Andrea. 

ThaNe you 

On at 6:13 AM, W}’nck, Manlyn J ww~ck.’q:!ernafl.unc.edu> w~ote. 

Welcome to Carolina! I think English    is fine, but you may want to do a little more investigation of the JOMC course. -level courses are geared more for Juniors 
and Seniors and so it mW be more challenging than you would like ti~r your first summer at UNC. It’s a research and writing course, so think aIx)ut balance between 
that and Engl     which teaches writing at the college level. Maybe JOMC    later on aIter you have completed Engl    ???? 

I have copied the two advisors that will be working with you this summer and beyond, Andrea Caldwell and Spencer Welborn and you will hear ti-om them shortly. 

Talk with Andrea, Spencer, and Tony a little more about JOMC    It ,nay be oK but more conversation about the nature of the course is needed so you will not be 



overwhelmed with writing and researeh in a short summer session. 

Bes~t wishes, 

Marilyn 

M~xilyn J. wyrick 

Senior Assistaaat Derek, Academic Advising Program The College of Arts 

and Sciences & the General College 

2011 Steele B ldg, 214 East Cameron Ave, CB# 3110 The University of 
North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

919-843-8920 FAX: 919-843-4775 http:advising.unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Wyrick~ M~ilyn J 
Subject: Summer course 

3:37 AM 

Hello. IVly name is , I am an incoming freshmm~. I have talked to Tony Yount a lot about some summer school courses to take. I’ve decided to 

definitely take ENGL but I am still deciding on a second course to take. Tony and Anson recommended a Journalism. class taught by Tim Crotlaers, which is 

another possibility. I mn looking to take a~other required course. Do you have may suggestions or advice on which courses I should take as an incoming freshman ? 

Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:30 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros (         ~gmail.com); pacmma@uncaa.unc.edu 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edt~-; LarD" Gallo (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Clint Gwa2lmey (cgwaJtney~!uncaa.unc.edu) 

(cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu); Markos, Lance M <markos@e~nail.unc.edt~- 

F~V~: Spring grades.... Lance, can we pay for this summer (by NCAA roles)? 

soccer- 0512.pdf 

Very solid semester ... the only "bonehead" we lost is     and the only additional one in possible trouble is 
the heck did    do all semester’??? (You can take a horse to water ....) 

’]?hank you ]2~r your diligence and commitment to my kids. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, 3:11 PM 
To: Dorrance, Aibett A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducat, Cbais; Tom Sander 

Subject: Spring grades 

Still raissing 8 grades 
Team spring GPA looks to be around a 3.1. 

Final grade report coming probably on Tuesday 

¯ And of course both with some effort should be eligible by the :[’gall. What 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 10, 2013 5:43 PM 

Costley, Margaret V <margayet.costley@unc.edu> 

~duke.edu) 

RE: Te~l G~ens 

M a rga ret, 

Yes, call anytime (I am not that formal), He could be an aggressive piece in driving some fundraising for our religion department. Rest assured 1 appreciate the 

politics of these kinds of fundraising efforts and don’t pretend to understand any of it and wN rely on your guidance and that of the ChanceJlor’s office. 

Based on the t~r~e oF da~, you have time to call, here are my best #"s: during the d~;y and weekends .. @; during most weekdays where i~n ~ms~vering 

machine w~l~ be cleared each weekday ..., 919-9(52-.4100 (~v); during any ewm~ng until I1 pm .. (h) {my ce~ does not get good service when ~ sm i~t 

home}. 
~ ~ook forward to your ca~l. Thank you for the [:ol~ow up. 

Fmm~ Costley, Nargaret V 

Sent~ ~riday, Nay 10, 2013 3:28 PN 

Te~ Dorrance, Nbe~ A N 
SubjeCt~ Ter~l Givens 

Dear Anson, 
I wanted to circle back with you about Ter~l Givens. Is there a time that would be convenient for you to meet or talk by phone about your thoughts relating to 

Ter~l Givens? 

BeN, 

MaNaret 

Margaret V. Costleg, JD 

Associate Dir., Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sdences Foundation 

University of North Carolina 

134 East grankfin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-~3-0345 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kTNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 10, 2013 5:45 PM 

Sobba, Gary <gsobba@tarheelsports.com> 

~duke.edu) 

RE: THSP Golf Tourney 

Yo~ are very kind, tmfortunately, 1 will be at the beach with my family!! 

From: Gary Sobba [mailto:gsobba@tarheelsports.com] 
Sent: Friday, May 10, 2013 3:39 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Lee Pace; John Montgomery; Nontross, Eric S; Robinson, Steve A; Andrew Calder; Bubba Cunningham; C B NcGrath; Hubert Davis; Jones Angell; 
Joe Holladay; Nichael Beale; Rick Steinbacher 
Subject: THSP Golf Tourney 

I’d like to invite you to our annual THSP golf tournament on Friday, June 7 at Finley...all the details including an RSVP form are attached. Please call me if you have 

any questions. 

GS 
Gary Sobba 
General Manager 
Tar Heel Sports Properties 
6350 Quadrangle Dr. 
Suite 135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

919419-8100 exL 2070 (Phone) 
(Mobile) 

vww~.lea rrieldspods.com 

i~i htt p://cd n.lea rfield. 

A property of Learfield Sports 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 10, 2013 5:50 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneres (         @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: Youth Soccer Insider: Play through the lines: Rislu at first but successful in the long term 

Boys/g r s, 

The negative extreme of this is UVA at its worst (not this year in the ACC Tournament when they pasted us), BUT the positive side of this is where [ would like to 

go. 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Friday, May 10, 2013 3:4-3 PN 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A A/ 
$,,bject; Youth Soccer Insider: Play through the lines: Risky at first but successful in the long term 

iNi Image 
removed by 

sender¯ 

removed by 
sender¯ 

=riday, May 10, 2013 

Play through the lines: 
in the long term 

removed by 
sender¯ 

removed by 

sender¯ 

tweet This Bhare Thi 

Risky at first but successful 

By Start Baker 

’1 pass and I move, I help you, I look for you, I stop, I raise my head, I look and, above all, I open up the 

field. The one who has the ball is the master of the game. That’s the school of Joan Vii& of Albert 

Benaiges, of Johan Cruijff, of Pep Guardiola." 

- Xavi Hernandez 

removed by 

sender¯ 

When establishing a style of play based on possession, passing and control of the ball, it is paramount 

for a team to develop the ability to play through the lines. So what does this entail? When a team plays 

through the lines it plays from one line to the next (backline to midfield line to forward line) rather than 

bypassing the midfield. 

removed by 
sender¯ 

According to studies of the 2006 and 2010 World Cups by Jacob Daniel, technical director for the state of 

Georgia, (using Interplay Sports Software) the top teams in the world such as Spain, Argentina, Brazil, 

and Germany all play a high percentage of their passes through the lines. To clarify, this means that when the back line of 

these teams has the ball, they play over 80% of their passes through the midfield. In the same study, Daniel found that the 

United States national team tends to mostly bypass the midfield line while playing longer and more direct balls from the back 

line to the forward line. Daniels found this to be the case over 80% of the time. 

The Argentines and other South Americans have a saying in Spanish "pelota diwdida" which means a divided or fifty-fifty ball. 

This type of long forward pass that is less safe, especially if it is lifted in the air, is frowned upon throughout Latin America, 

and if done excessively, is viewed as anti-soccer. The strategy of winning second balls from longer elevated passes is 

certainly not one that is conducive to keeping the ball. Since forwards are generally marked closely by the opponent’s back 

line, which tends to have numerical superiority, the rate of success in winning second balls tends to be quite low. 

"Short and to feet." 

- Alfredo Di St~fano (Former legend of River Plate, Real Madrid, Argentina and Spain) 

Some may argue that the longer lifted balls sent by the United States national teams in the past are an actual strategy 

employed by the coaching staff, while others would argue that the mot of the problem goes back to how we train our youth 

players. It is evident that many individual teams and clubs in the United States still employ the win now strategy where longer 

balls are sent forward to bigger, stronger faster players who can dominate the youth game. 

When our players are put under pressure at the highest levels and immediately resort to sending long balls, it must be 

considered that the reason for such action lies in the fact that the players simply resort to what they are comfortable with and 

have done during their developmental years. 



There is no doubt that it is a risky proposition to make a pass from the backline into the midfield that has a chance of being 

intercepted or stolen. At the youth level a long ball over the top with a run and chase mentality can produce excellent results 

in terms of winning games. This is where a coach sticking with the long term development model over a win now model is so 

important. Even if we know that the majority of our players will never see the light of day at the international level, we must 

teach all our players in a way that they may have a chance to succeed at the highest levels. 

A final point to consider when focusing on our team’s ability to play through the lines is the ability of our midfield players to 

frequently receive the ball in positions where they are facing fopc~ard. 

The main advantage of playing through the midfield is obviously that the passing distances are shorter; thus, diminishing the 

chance for a poor pass or interception. It is important to note, however, that playing from the backline to the midfield line is 

simply not as effective if the midfield player receiving the ball is unable to get into a fowqard facing position. A player in the 

midfield line facing fop~vard with the ball is in a position to play a penetrating pass that may develop into a scoring chance. 

Playing the ball back at times in order to maintain possession is no doubt good soccer, but if it happens too frequently, the 

opportunities for penetrating passes and the creation of scoring chances will substantially diminish. 

(Excerpted from "Our Competition is the World: Ideas for #nplementing the United States Soccer Curriculum. "By Start Baker 

378 pages, 20~12. Lulu Publishing. $22.99.) 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

Friday, May 10, 2013 

FI~I~DBAI:;~K: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}’- 

Friday, May 10, 2013 5:52 PM 

Jon Dewalt <jdewal@alter- g.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros i ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: AlterG - UNC Soccer 

You are kind to be wil~ing to meet with me but this would not b~ in my purview. Thank you tho~,~gh for },our time. 

F~m: Jon Dewalt [mailto:jdewalt~alter-g.com] 
Sent= Friday, May 10, 2013 4:54 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject= AlterG - UNC Soccer 

Coach Dorrance, 
Hope all is well this week. My name is Jon Dewalt and I work for AlterG. Wanted to touch base and see if you would have interest in sitting down and talking about 

how our Anti-Gravity Treadmill could benefit Carolina Soccer. I believe you may have met with Tom Allen in the past (still at AlterG, Tom’s in a different role now). 

I’ve also been in contact with Mark Van Alstyne about the possibility of T&F moving forward with putting in a machine. 

Would love to get some feedback. Any communication would be greatly appreciated. Thanks~ 
AH the best, 

Jon 

Jon Dewalt, Sports Southeast 
2,heiG, Inc. c:              I f: 510.225.9399 [ e: L_d_%w__a_j.t_~ a_[t_e_J-_K:_c_o__q)_ 

’Makers of the Anti Gravity Treadmill’ ] 48438 Milmont Drive Fremont, CA 9453g I www.alter ~.corn 

Check out our other hangouts.,. 

Facebook - "twitter ¯ Vou’~ube - BIog ¯ See How It Works 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 10, 2013 5:54 PM 

Ga~ Ireland < ~yahoo.com> 

~msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; ~z)aol.com; Jason Sisneros i ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: PSV Union & AYSO Paxtnership 

Honestly, any i~woivement you can have with ANY ciub will benefit our game BIJT espedaily one i~ Southern CaliforNa, With their weather and population and # 

of talented athletes, you could make a real difference~ 

Frem: Gary Ireland [mailto: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent; Friday, May 10, 2013 5:10 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: PSV Union & AYSO Partnership 

hi anson 

this is an fyi. 

we are also partnering with surf club this weekend. 

wanted to get some feedback from you on this. 

best wishes 

Image 

removed by 

sender 

removed by 
sender. 

c, ~’ Unior~ FC announces an exclusi~,’e partrl~rs)lip with [}alo Al[o ~k}~SO to pr’o~,’ide mor’e opportunities 

for Pale Alto Y,:~uth. (May 6, 2013) 
With a ztrong focus on d~’~ ele~?inE_ colleE_~- and inter~a[io~a] socce~ ~]a2,~’t s Palo Alto based P_~[_.[:[1!~g~!_[~:~. extends this high end opportunity to AYSO players. 
Palo Alto AYSO Region 26 iz further developing its competitive programs known as Spring Select and },;lite, an AYSO }(xtra program for fall play, while PSV Uuiou 
[(~ and AYSO will identify the most ambitious and talented players who wish to play at the highest levelz in the game. PSV Uuiou will also work with AYSO to 
provide high level ins[ruc[ion and clinics, and explore composing [ravel teams. 
AYSO competitive programs, with the help oftt’SV(niou 9(2 are added opportunities that nicely complement both programs. This first of its kind partnership iz 
an exciting development in youth sports in Palo Alto whereby a competitive club and recreational organization are cooperating to provide the beat possible 
experience for local players and families. While PSV 12nic, n [~( is geared towards developing college bound and international caliber players, AYSO is working 
together withPSV Uuioni~( to provide an option for players seeking this elite pathway. In addition, oldert;SV Unio~players willbe able to expand their 
leadership through volunteering with coordinated clinics and camps as part of their community service. 
The collaboration between ~_~[_.[:[If[f~g.k [~£~. and AYSO will enable playerz and families the opportunity to enjoy local recreational and competitive options which 
will only serve to strengthen the already strong soccer community in Palo Alto. This one of a kind collaboration marks a ’first of its kind’ in California soccer 
history~ 
PSV Union FC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 10, 2013 5:57 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@~mc.edu-~ 

I~E: Eight Great Ways to Open a Speech (part one) 

Excellent as usual Steve ._. Thank you! 

From: Kirschner, Steve 

Sent; Friday, May 10, 20:1.3 5::1.7 PM 
To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Senior Staff 

Subject: Eight Great Ways to Open a Speech (part one) 

They walk to the front of the reom, say good merrlinglu, Fternoorllevening, tharlk the audienae fer ,’:errfincj. and express their delight te be there Then they turn around and ~iip to their First 

slicie, u’ bulieted acjerlda o[ wtn,’t they plan [o discuss during their preserltu, tiorl. 

What a bore. 

The opening minutes of a presentation are often the most important According to Allan and Barbara Pease authors of rtie,. De,.finilive Book oGSedy/.a~’?guage, the audience farms 60 - 

80 percent of its impression of a speaker within the first four minutes. 

Today, we’[~ begin with two of the most popular ope~ings: the star,linCh etatisti~ and the anecdote.Ope~ing Number One: The Star[ling Statisti~ 

Opening with a startling statistic is a terrific way of grabbing the audience’s attention from your first word. In order to be effective, the statistic should be related directly to the main 

purpose of your lu, lk. 

’/h’~ on!y going ~o ~peak to you for one hour lhLs morning During euz hour ~oge,.lher, ~omeone. ~omewhere in Amer ca Ls going ~o be badly injured in a hou~e fire. 

the lime you begin lunch this a~ernoon, someone, somewhere in gmerica, will die in a house fire. 8~ dinneg aeother oersoe w die By the lime you go 

anolher person wi// die. g.s you .s/eep ton ght, two more people wi// die. 

i’m here Ioday because / want to prevent ~hat g~om happening. And i’m going ~o need your help.’ 

Ope~ng Nember Two: The A~ecdote 

A sto~y, case study, or peFsons~ anecdote ~s perhaps the s~ngle most effectwe tool for tFa~s~erFh~g ~toFmat~on from speake~ to audience h-~ fact~ ~arvaFd PFOteSSOF Howard Gardner once 

Brian told the stoFy of a woman he met eariy in his career, a gdeving widow named Ram, whose husband, James had recently died James had been sick and outofwoFkforthFee 

years, so they had no choice but to stop paying his life insurance premium As a resLdt, Pam wasn=t going to get a penny from his iife insurance policy, meaning she would struggle to 

make ends meet. But Brian d~scovered a loophole in the pohc~,, and delivered 8 $100~000 check to Ram weeks {ater 

~ here ~o see the video o? Brian s speech. 

Brian then t~ansitioned to the body of his presentation by placing that stor~, in context: 

’ d!)en i th~nk about the power ot what t¢,e do !)~wn~ been to retirement parties, hawng sent ~!)ose k~ds off to coflege and shown individu~!s how to pay for i~, tha~ very 

powerful But nothing was more power u, t, an ce, ivering a c, eel Jn ~,~e face of ~zagedy That m ~dset foz me, changed eveG~thing.’ 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, May ~_2, 20~[3 9:37 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Re: Great Ways to Open a Speech, Part 2 

Excellent! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L72 DROID 

’IKirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> wrote: 

Yesterday, you learned lt~at the aperiing minules af a presentation are atlen the most imperh~nt In [acL the authors ef The Definitive ~3eok of [~ody Language mainh~in tha~ the audience 

blow the opening!) 

Open~ng N~n~be[ Three: Ask a Rhetorica~ ~estion 

~n h~s book Wbrds That ~/£bH~ po~t~cs~ strate#~st Frank Luatz writes t~at ~t’s cqflca~ to h£~ aud~eaces v~sus~ze your topic by painting a vMd p~cture ~or them. He wqtes: 

~’One word au~om~Uc~fly ~ri~gers ~he proce.ss o~ w.saafiz~don by i~.s mere men, hOb: 

.As~ the audience to h~a#~ae som~th~a# by ush~g a rhetodca~ questiom Yo~ doa~t ha’~e to use the specific word imagh~, but your ~uesboa should trigger the sam~ v~s~s~izafion ~rocess 

For ~xamp~e, you might begin th~s way to s group of stressed out working ~a~ents: 

’ ~ ~2 hAe to be~io by askin~ you ~o ~hmk abou~ your ~ypica! weeAday mormn~ fo~bne (pause for five seconds) 

going ~o offer you ~hree stra!egies for mai¢ing the impossible possible ’ 

I often begin my med~a training and public speaking workshops with a "show o~ hands’= question These questions can increase audience buy-in from the very beginning, since 

members of the audience are able to see how their answers compare to those of their pee~s Plus, you can use th~s device to ~ead people to powed~l sol&realizations and conclusions 

For example, I occasionally begin my presentation training workshops by asking: 

’How many of you absoluteiy love pubiic s#ea#n#?" (only a few #eop/e raise ~heir hands, provokin# iaugh~er) 

’How many of you active/y veiunteer for every chance you get to deriver a presentation?’~ (’again, almost nobody raises their haods) 

’How many of you bekeve it ~#ouM be good for your careers ff you couid go into a room aod dehver 

(~k#ost every h~nd goes u’p, demoostratmg ~fle d~sconnect between what they feel aod wh~t they 

Opeai~g H~ber Five: Speak W~t~ Yo~ 

are often useful for helping me better understand the ~udience 

W~enleadingamediat~ainingworkshop,forexample,~mightbeginbygoingaroundthe~m(~rseiectingasin~ierow~rtable for iarge~ groups) and asking t~em to share their 

biggest media inteP¢iewing fear with me 

"Rho~da. what’s yoar biggest cow, corn wit8 being interviewed by a reporter?’ 

Almost always, Rhonda’s answer will be something I plan to cover d~r~n9 the session If that’s the case, I’~ refer backto her when I get there: 

’Rhonda at the begmmng of the sess~oo, you menbooed that you were afraid of being m~squoted. Let’s talk about that now 

i’ve addressed an impo~ant issue that I otheFwise wouidn=t have thought to cover 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(9:[9) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 10:43 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

~)live.unc.edu> 

RE: Spring grades.... Lance, can we pay for this summer (by NCAA roles)? 

I will be :Following up with her today Thank you for staying on these kids. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, 6:29 PM 
To: GaHo, Jr., Larp)~ A. 
Cc:       ~)aoI.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Yount, Tony; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander; Markos, Lance M; Timmermans, Tom; CIint Gwaltney 
Sublect: Re: Spring grades .. Lance, can we pay for    this summer (by NCAA rules)? 

needs two sumaner school classes with a grade of B in each to regain her eligibility I emailed her this afternoon telling her how she needs to go about being readmitted to the university 
for summer school. ’]?hat needs to happen as quickly as possible and I emphasized that with her I told her that we could meet and talk about which classes to take on Monday But the 
readmissio needs to come first for sumaner school so that she will be able to register. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On¸ at 6:06 PM; "Jr. I.arry A. Gallo" <athgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Tony: 
> 

> We need your help. I have also spoken with Lance and Tom Timmermans about this. 
> 

> What does need to become eligible? I know it is a GPA issue. 
> When can the class she "needs" be taken, SSI or SSII? 
> 
> She is certainly a challenge, and this information you can provide will help us make a decision ~- please be certain that Lance and Tonr also receive the information you provide. 
> 

> That, s for your help ~ it is much appreciated. Have a good weekend, 
> 

> L arc~" 
> 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Albert A IV Dol~ance [mailto:anson(~enrail.anc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday,             5:30 PM 
> To:      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros(         @gnrail.com); 
> Cc: Gallo, Jr., Lmry A.; Markos, Lance M; Yotmt, Tony; Clint Gwaltney 
> Subject: FW: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for this summer (by NCAA rules)? 
> 

> Tony, 
> 

> VeW solid semester .... the only "bonehead" we lost is and the only additional one in possible trouble is 
What the beck did do all semester’.’?? (You can take a horse to water .....) 
> 

> Thank you for your diligence and corcanitrnent to ray kids. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> Front: Yotmt, Tony 
> Sent: Friday, 3:11 PM 
> To: Don-ance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; Tom Sander 
> Subject: Spring grades 
> 

> Still missing 8 grades 
> Team spring GPA looks to be around a 3.1 
> 

> Final grade report coming probably on Tuesday 
> 

> 

> 

@msn.com; Cl~is Ducar; Tom Sander 

And of course both with some effort should be eligible by the fall. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 13, 2013 10:48 AM 

Gary Ireland < @yahoo.corn> 

l~E: PSV Union & AYSO Partnership 

Gary~ 

You are going to impact ._. very cool with those 

From: Gary Ireland [mailto: l@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Friday, May 10, 20:t3 6:48 plVl 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Subject; Re: PSV Union & AYSO Partnership 

hi anson 

~aol.com; Jason $isneros ( @gmail,com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

we are doing the surf alliance and now with ayso. looking good up here. will try and help them down in socal too. i agree- tonnes of potential. 
parents need educating, when do you come out with your book? 
just got access to 2000 local players and 400 coaches, so much talent here that doesnt get tapped into until 12 or 13 but now we can get some 
access at a muhc younger age now without fighting with ayso who have put up the shutters here for 25 years. 
Gary Ireland 

(650) 387 4"128 
PSV Union FC 

Find m~ on Pass2Me. corn 

Join My Personal Blog .~_’_~_£_~{~ff~{ff_~_’_ 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

To: Gary Ireland < @yahoo.corn> 

Cc: ’ Nmsn.com" < @msn.com>; "ducar@uncaa.unc.ed~¢’ <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; ".. , I@aN.com" < @aN.corn>; "Jason Sisneros 

L@gffLa__[[:9__o_E!)" <j @.g_r_!)#_jL£9_Ln_>; "p___a__£ffLa__[!_@uncaa.unc.edu" <p__a__£ffg_a__r_L@_uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, May 10, 2013 2:54 PM 

Subject: RE: PSV Union & AYSO Partnership 

Hoz~estly, any involvement you c~m have with ANY club ,a4~l benefit ot~r game I’~11FI" especially one i~ SouLhem California. With theh" weather m~d population and # of 

talented athletes, yo~ cotfld make a real d#~rence. 

From: Ga~/keland 

Sent: Friday, May 10, 2013 5:10 PM 

To: Do~ance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Re: PSV Union & AYSO Par~ership 

hi anon 
tNs is an 
we are al~ N~efing with suffclub tNs weekend. 
wanted to get some feedback from you on this. 
bes~t wishes 

removed by 

sender. 

Image 

removed by 

sender 

PSV U~i~m FC a~m~mces a~ exclusive partnership wilh PM~ Alt~ AYSO lo pr~v~de more opportu~ilies ~r PM~ Alto Youth. 
(May (i, 2813) 

With a strong focus on developfit~ col[eFe ~nd in[,zmNion ~i s,:)cc,z[ player ;, PNo Alto based PSV U]d o~ FC extends tNs Ngh-end oppoHamily to AYSO play~s. PNo Alto AYSO Region 26 is fu[ther 

developing its competitive progr~s ~tomt as Spring Select and Elite, an AYSO ExtI-d progr~t ~br ~N1 play, wNle PSV U]don PC and AYSO roll idendl}’ the most ambitious ~d tNented players who wish 

to play at the Nghest levels in the game. Pg% U~[o]t will Nso wo[k with AYSO to provide Ngh level ins~tcfion atd clitfics, Nld explore composing ~avel teNns. 

AYSO competitive programs, wilh the help ofPgV [in[olx F~2~ Ne added oppo~umties that zdcely complement both programs. This fi~st of its Nnd pa~ership is at exciting developm~tt in youlh spoils 

in PNo Alto whereby a competitive club Ntd recreadonN org~d~don ale cooperating to provide the best possible exp~ience ~br locN players Ntd #~nilies. Wtdle ~ SV Umon FC is gea[ed towNds 

developing college bomtd and int~adonN cNiber play~s, AYSO is worNng togelher mlh PS ,; JnJort FC to provide an option for players seeNng 1his elite pathway. In adNtion, older ~ .V Umo~ players 

roll be able to exp~d their leade~sNp ltn-ough vobmteedng wilh coorr~nated clizdcs and camps as pa~ of their cot~uEdty service. 

The collabo;~adon betwe~t PSX Urd,:)]t i. C and AYSO ~dll ~table play~-s and £amilies the oppoHa~dly to eN oy locN recreafionN and competitive options wtdch will ozfly s~5,e to slrengthen the Nready 

slrong soccer conmt~Edty in PNo Alto. This one of a Nnd collaboration marks a ’fi~st of its Nnd’ in Calif~ma soccer history~ 

PSV Umon FC 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 4:17 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~yonn~unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Spring grades.... Lance, can we pay for this summer (by NCAA rules)’? 

I am losing my Tren!! ’. ! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 12:19 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Spring grades .. Lance, can we pay for this summer (by NCAA rules)? 

Anson, 

That last email that you just sent at 10:44 actually went to i 
know-. So               is OK now-. Just wanted you to know. 

who is a player, and not to i academic counselor is Jenn Townsend who just let me 

On at 10:43 AM; Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email uric edu> wrote: 

> Tony, 

> 

> I will be :[’ollowing up with her today. Thank you :[’or staying on these kids. 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Yount, Tony 

> Sent: Friday, 6:29 PM 

> To: Gallo, Jr., ]Larry A. 

> Cc:       ~aol.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Yount, Ton,v; Chris DucaT; Tom Sander; Markos, Lance M; Timmermans, Tom; (;lint Gwaltney 

> Subject: Re: Spring grades .. Lance, can we pay for this summer (by NC2~*,. rules)? 

> 

> needs two summer school classes with a grade of B in each to regain her eligibility. ! emailed her this afternoon telling her how she needs to go about being readmitted to the 

university for summer school That needs to happen as quickly as possible and ! emphasized that with her. I told her that we could meet and talk about which classes to take on Monday 

But the reachnissio needs to come first for summer school so that she will be able to register 

> 

> Sent fi-om my iPhone 

> 

> On , at 6:06 PM, "Jr Larw A. Gallo" <athgallo@unc edu> wrote: 

> 

>> Tony: 

>> 

>> We need your help. I have also spoken with Lance and Tom Tinm~ennans about this. 

>> 

>> What does need to become eligible’.’ I know it is a GPA issue. 

>> When can the class she "needs" be taken, SSI or SSII? 

>> 

>> She is certainly- a challenge, and this irfformation you can provide will help us make a decision .~ please be certain that Lance and Toru also receive the in%rmation you provide. 

>> 

>> Thanks for your help ~ it is much appreciated. Have a good weekend, 
>> 

>> Larry 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original _Message ..... 
>> From: Albert A IV Dorrance [mailto :anson(~email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Friday,             5:30 P_’vl 
>> To:      ~_@aol.com; Jason Sisneros(        @gmail.com); 
>> Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Markos, Lance M; YoUrlt, Tony; Clint Gwaltney 
>> Subject: FW: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay- for this summer (by NCAA rules)? 
>> 

>> Tony, 
>> 

>> Very solid semester .. the only "bonehead" we lost is and the only additional one in possible trouble is 
What the heck did do all semester??? (You can take a horse to water ... ) 
>> 
>> Thank you for your diligence and commitment to my kids 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Yount, Tony 
>> Sent: Friday: 3:11 PM 
>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducal-, Chris; Tom Sander 
>> Subject: Spring grades 
>> 

>> Still missing 8 grades 
>> Team spring GPA looks to be aroused a 31. 
>> 

>> Final grade report coming probably on Tuesday 
>> 

>> 

@msn.com; Chris DucaT; Tom Sander 

And of course both with some effort should be eligible by the fall. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 4:33 PM 

Gary Ireland < @yahoo.corn> 

I~E: PSV Union & AYSO Paztnership 

No thanks Gary ._. You are always kind to invite me!! 

From: Gary Ireland [mailto: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent~ Monday, May 13, 2013 12:24 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Re: PSV Union & AYSO Partnership 

hi anson 

we are going to give it a go~ 

i was wondering if you would want to come out this way and meet some of our people and do a book ’launch’? 

i ~ow you are immensely busy but ill give it a t~ anyway~ 

is coming out today b~. 

best wishes 

ga~ 
G~a~r Ireland 
(6$0 387 4128 
t~" Union ~ 

~Snd me on Pass2Me. corn 

Join My PersonM Blog "The Teehnidan" 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

To: Gary Ireland ¯           ~y__a__h___o__o__:9__o_E)> 
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2013 7:47 AM 
Subject: RE: PSV Union & AYSO Partnership 
Gary, 
Yoa xt’~ goiag to impact .... very cool wilh fl~ose #~s!l 

From: Gary Ireland [_r_n__&i!_t__o_: ~&:_a__tz_o__o_:__c__o_g3J 
Sent: Friday, May 10, 2013 6:48 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: ............... ,~Z_r!_s__n_~__c.__o_g!; .c_t__u__c_~k~_u_A_c__a__a_~_LLn___c_:~_c_t__u_;      .~.~aol.com; Jason Sisneros (         ~g_~!!_a_j_l_:_c_’_o__~!!); R~_c_g!i~__n_~:_u_A_c__a__a_:&n___c_:~_c_t_L~ 
Subject: Re: PSV Union & AYSO Partnership 
hi anson 

we are doing the surf alliance m~d now with ayso. looking good up here. will t~y and help them down in socal too. i agree- tonnes of potential, parents need educating. 

when do you come out witl~ your book? 

just got access to 2000 local players and 400 coaches, so much talent here that doesnt get tapped into until 12 or 13 but now we can get some access at a mnhc 

younger age now wifllout fighling with ayso who have put np fl~e shutters hem tbr 25 years. 
(?ary Ireland 

(650) 387 4128 

PSV Union FC 
I~ind me on Pass2Me. corn 

,loin My Persona~ B~og _~!_’_/_~£_’_/_~_e__@___n_!£~_a__~!_~!. 

removed by 

sender 



removed by 
sender. 

PSV U~[~ FC am~u~ces a~ exdus[ve part~ersh[p w~th Pal~ Al~ AYSO t~ provhle m~re ~ppor~un[fies ~}r Pal~ Alt~ 
(May 6, 2013) 

With a sh-ong focus on dew~i,)ptitg college aqd ix~ten~a~onN soccer pl ~ye~ s, Palo Alto b~ed PSV Uni,m FC extends ~is N~>end oppo~miD- to AYSO playm-s. Palo Alto AYSO Region 26 is fl~her 

developing its competitive programs knm,~ as Spring Select and Elite, an AYSO Extra progr~ for PN1 play, while PSV Uniox~ FC and AYSO roll idenfi fy the most ambitious and tNented players who rash 

to play at the Nghest levels in the game. PS ~/ *:p~ on roll also work ruth AYSO to provide high level ins~atcfion m~d cliNcs, N~d explore composing h-avel teams 

AYSO competitive programs, with the help of PSk =: ~x~J on FC~ m-e added oppot~mities that ~ficely complement both programs. This fit~t of its kind pa~nership is m~ exciting developmm~t in youth spots 

in PNo Alto whereby a competitive club a/ld recreational organ zafion are cooperating to provide the best possible exp~ence for locN playe~ a/ld fi~milies. WNle P5V Union b’C_is geared towards 

developing college bom~d andint~afional caliber players, AYSO is working together mth PSV U don :C to provide anopfion for players seeking this elite pathway. In adNtion, older PSW Uni,:)nplayers 

will be able to expand their leadet~hip through vohmteefing with coorcfinated cli~fics and camps as pa~ of their comm~ty setwice 

The collaboration be~,veen ~’SV =: ~nJ on FC and AYSO will ramble play~-s and fimfilies the oppo~D- to eNoy local recreational and competitive options wNch roll o~fly se~we to s~-engthen the already 

s~-ong soccer co~ty in Palo Alto. This one of a kind collaboration marks a ’first of its ldnd’ in California soccer histow~ 

PSV UNon FC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 13, 2013 4:34 PM 

NataJie Dormice Hams @hotmail.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros I ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Preliminaxy Pricing 2013 

Good job Natalie ._. Don’t let them fleece us! 

From: Natalie Dorrance Harris [mailto: @hotmail.com] 
Sent; Monday, May 1~, 2013 2:00 PN 
"re; Dino Palladino; Dorrance, Albert A [V; Brian Wenger; Eric Lewis; JohnGarrison 

Subject: FW: Preliminary Pricing 2013 

Hey John, 

There are a few discrepancies from what you just sent me and our earlier meetings this year: 

First 7/10 won’t be an extra night but the first night of camp so that shouldn’t be separated out as an extra night. 

I also have down that the facilities will cost us $910.82, not $984.24. On my sheet it has a 50% discount next to both the Gilmer Room and Bryan Jr. 

I also remember us discussing that the tripling fee would be divided in four amongst all the camps that would be using the tripled facilities. So our cost or 

share of the fee would be around S350, not S690.10. 

And lastly in terms of labor at Armfield stadium- we usually pay around $8 per hour, not $20 per hour to staff the field. 

Please let me know why there are discrepancies, and if we can resolve them close to what we spoke of earlier this year. 

Thanks, 

Date: Mon, 13 May 2013 13:34:14 -0400 
Subject: Preliminary Pricing 2013 
F ro m: g~Egj~onj@gu! 
T o:           @_b_p__t_M:a_j_[:.c_ t?_~! 

Natalie, 

Good afternoon, please let me know if this helps. I have left it as fill in the blanks once you have your #’s versus me making estimated #’s. You will no 

I discounted the tripling fee as we discussed earlier in the year. 

Thanks, 

John Garrison 

Guilford College 

Coordinator of Conferences & Events 

Facilities Building 

(336) 316-2109 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 13, 2013 4:59 PM 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

@duke.edu) 

~)gm~l.com 

RE: Tour of Champions, Anti-Bull~ing Video 

I certainly would have no issue taking a public stand .... 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dave Clark Lohse [mailto:davelohse~unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2013 2:56 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Cricket Lane 
Subject: FW: Tour of Champions, Anti-Bullying Video 

Anson and Cricket: 

It would be wonderful if we could work with this project. It dovetails very well offthe It Get’s Better video and Anson’s participation in that 

The deadlines are not anytime soon. 

Perhaps the three of us could talk about it when I am done with lacrosse season Cricket, it would be great if you could help get New Media inw~lved with it @ou may have a little more pull 
than nre.) 

Thanks. 

Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Corrmmnications Director University of North Carolina 
919-962-7257 office 

cell 

On 5/13/13 2:45 PM. "Nevin Caple" <nevin@freedonrsounds.org> wrote: 

>Hi Dave, 
> 

>It was a pleasure to speak with you today-. Tharf~ you for your interest 
>in To~tr of Champions: Wonren’s College Sports. I have attached a 
>description of TOC - please let me know if you have any questions. It 
>is important to highlight the accomplishments of elite programs who 
>chanrpion respect on and off the field and we look forward to working 
>with your women’s soccer teara - as increasing the visibility of 
>positive role models will benefit all individuals in sport, not just 
>the LGBT community. 
> 

>I look forward to hearing from you 
> 

>All my best, 
> 

>Nevm Caple 
>Diversity Consultant 
>Co-Founder and Executive Director 
>Br{ache the Silence Campaign 
>www freedomsound s. org 

>New- York, NY 
> 

>"In the end, we will remember not the words of our enemies but the 
>silence of our tlciends." - MLK 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 13, 2013 5:18 PM 

NataJie Dormice Harris ~hotmail.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Prelimina~cy Pricing 2013 

Good job Natalie! 

From: Natalie Dorrance Harris [mailto: @hotmail.com] 
Sent-" Monday, May 13, 2013 4:31 PM 

To; Dino Palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Eric Lewis; John Garrison 
Subject; FW: Preliminary Pricing 2013 

Hi John, 

Yes this looks like the document I am looking at. And that is great news about Bryan Jr. too. 

Dino - can you sign the attached document and also the contract and send it over to Guilford? 

Thanks! 

Natalie 

Date: Mort, 13 May 2013 14:37:58 -0400 

Subject: Re: FW: Preliminary Pricing 2013 

From: garrisonj@guilford.edu 

To:            @hotmail.com 

Natalie, 
This should be the one you are referencing, the only thing that has changed that I know about is the increase in the golf carts by $15.00 per the rental 

group. Everything else should be the same, we divided the tripling fee amongst the large camps. We are good on the Armfield fee, the original cost is 
S20.00 but you receive a discount. 

Thanks, sorry to scare you a little, everything is fine, just way to many documents going different directions, 

John 

On Mon, May 13, 2013 at 2:26 PM, John A Garrison <g’_a___r__rj__s___o_f!i@_F=_LJ_[j_f___o__r__d___.__e___d___L!> wrote: 

Natalie, 

Good afternoon, I will send you the correct one shortly, for some reason I sent you the wrong document, the original one before we started meeting. My 

apologies, I have the notes from the meeting and the projected costs we talked about. The tripling fee is S425.00 which is what we discussed between 4 

groups. I do have some good news though about Bryan. Jr, I think you will be fine to use it the whole time now that a couple of classes have been 

cancelled. 

Thanks, 
John 

On Mon, May 13, 2013 at 2:00 PM, Natalie Dorrance Harris ~_.o.___h_o__t__rn__a_!j_._c_o__r£> wrote: 
Hey John, 
There are a few discrepancies from what you just sent me and our earlier meetings this year: 
First 7/’10 won’t be an extra night but the first night of camp so that shouldn’t be separated out as an extra night. 
I also have down that the facilities will cost us S910.82, not $984.24. On my sheet it has a 50% discount next to both the Gilmer Room and Bryan Jr. 

I also remember us discussing that the tripling fee would be divided in four amongst all the camps that would be using the tripled facilities. So our cost or 

share of the fee would be around $350, not $690.10. 
And lastly in terms of labor at Armfield stadium - we usually pay around $8 per hour, not $20 per hour to staff the field. 

Please let me know why there are discrepancies, and if we can resolve them close to what we spoke of earlier this year. 

Thanks, 

Date: Mon, 13 May 2013 13:34:14 -0400 

Subject: Preliminary Pricing 2013 

From: garrisonj@guilford.edu 

To:            @hotmail.com 

Natalie, 

Good afternoon, please let me know if this helps. I have left it as fill in the blanks once you have your #’s versus me making estimated #’s. You will no 

I discounted the tripling fee as we discussed earlier in the year. 

Thanks, 

John Garrison 

Guilford College 



Coordinator of Conferences & Events 
Facilities Building 

(336) 316-2109 

John Garrison 

Guilford College 

Coordinator of Conferences & Events 

Facilities Building 

(336) 316-2109 

John Garrison 

Guilford College 

Coordinator of Conferences & Events 

Facilities Building 

(336) 316-2109 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 6:35 PM 

Sisneros ( ~gmail.cotn); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 
@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason 

Subject: D-Day for the defending National Cha~pions: started today, did you? 

Ladies, 

During my noon soccer game today Grant Porter, the men’s assistant came up to me and said he had just come up from Finley and saw four of our kids "killing" 

themselves on the first day of their summer fitness packet. I can’t tell you how good that made me feel. I also had lunch with ~ and she confirmed that 

were down at Finley kicking off the packet in style. 

I hope all of you have started AND that you haven’t skipped anything. This is 36 years of elite soccer experience organized for you. Trust me, if you do it 

consistently (every day), with the requisite intensity you will improve AND be ready for preseason. Whatever you skip will impact in one of these ways: 

1) You will go from starter to reserve 

2) You will go from reserve with quality playing time to reserve with no playing time 

3) You will go from traveling team to not traveling 

4) You will go from making the fall roster to being asked to join us in January for the off season (I am considering pushing ALL the ones that are not ready to 

January) 

Your Tuesday/’Thursday workout must be done with a ball and IDEALLY you have a training partner and on those days after you warm Ul~ wont you to ploy lvl AND 

shoot, lf you look at page 83 of the     Champions Almanac you are asked to play six land ½ minute games of lvlwith a one minute rest interval in between each 

lvl AND keep scare. Tomorrow, right after your workout I want you to report to me (via email) who you played lvl and what your win loss tie was in the six 

games,      before she got here her freshman year used to play her older sister         the I                               , and      freshman year was 

like she was shot out of a cannon. In        Summer Almanac (that summer) she had not only recorded her win loss BUT also the score of each game. Trust me, if 

you do that, you will compete and this session will REALLY help you get ready. 

So that’s another thing: RECORD EVERYTHING YOU DO in the Almanac (obviously right now record it on a separate sheet of paper until they arrive in the mail). But 

let’s see who is awake right now; who’s excuse for not starting is going to be the most original this year. If you want to beat the best ridiculous excuse of all time 

for not being ready, it will have to be more inane than: "1 fell in love" ..            said that (I think this was in             . And just to make sure the old: 

didn’t check my email" isn’t one of the lame excuses I want a phone tree of my Leadership Council to call or text everyone in their class to make sure everyone is 

grinding. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday,             6:38 PM 

~live.unc.edu; @gmail.com; ~gmail.com; ~email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 

@em~il.~mc.edu;          @hotmail.com;        @msn.com; dncar@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
@g~n~l.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Let’s call aJl the fieshmen today! 

Ladies, 

Just a short reminder to call your freshman mentee/little sister and make sure they have started AND how important this is for them and for us. We could have a 

tremendous fall and it all starts with what everyone has started today. 

If you can’t remember who you are responsible for call/text me or Tom and we will help you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 13, 2013 6:44 PM 

Andres Deza < @hotmail.com:~ 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

RE: De Anza Force 98G (U14) - guided tour request 

What dates? If I am in town I would love to .... 

Frem: Andres Deza [mailto: @hotmail,com] 
Sent: Monday, May .t3, 20:~3 6:36 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject: De Anza Force 98G (U14) - guided tour request 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I am Head Coach for De Anza Force 98G, current U:14 Girls team. We are planning on being in Richmond, VA next summer for the ECNL Finals in the U14 

Age Group. 

We are getting there a few days earlier and were wondering if you would be open to host our team for a guided tour on your University of North Carolina 

Campus and a short presentation of your College Soccer Program. 

We have quite a talented group of girls and even though they are still quite young, you might be interested in following how they develop over the next 

couple of years. 

Please let me know if this is a possibility. 

Thanks, 

Andres Deza 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 13, 2013 6:47 PM 

Gentw < ~carolina.rr.com> 

~!duke.edn); ~msn.com; ducar(~)uncaa.nnc.edu; ,~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: ESPN show 

Thank you. I look forward Lo watching it. 

Frem: Gentry [mailto: ~carolina.rr.com] 
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2013 6:44 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: ESPN show 

Coach 

wanted to follow up to let you know that the               documentary that we interviewed you for will air this Wednesday 

8pm. If you don’t have ESPNU, I can also get you a copy of the show down the road. It will be on ESPN and ESPN2 but not until July. 

FYI - there is footage of both UNC/Florida games in as well as your 9-0 pummeling of the Gators in 

Thanks again for participating. 

Gentry 

on ESPNU at 

On 12/20/12 10:27 AM, "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

I am sure I will .... here is my cell .... please call me closerto the event 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 

>>> Gentry < ,~carolina.rr.com> 12/19/2012 3:21 PM >>> 
Thanks for this detailed itinerary. If you think you will have 30 minutes for us on the 16th or 17th in Indianapolis, let me know. That might work. 

On 12/19/12 10:32 AM, "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncamunc.edu> wrote: 

I am in Orlando in early Jan; St Louis on the lOth 11th and 12th; at the NSCAA Convention in Indianapolis Jan 16th through the 20th broken up by a short 
trip to NY on the evening of the 17th; I should be in Chapel Hill the rest of the month. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 
>>> Gentry < @carolina.rr.com> 12/18/2012 9:38 PM >>> 
Great. I’m assuming that you’ll be in Chapel Hill but please let me know if you are travelling in January. We are shooting in different locations and maybe 
we could get you if you were at a conference or something like that. 

On 12/18/12 9:32 PM, "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sure. 

Sent ~rom my Verizon Wirefess 4G L TE DRO;D 

@carolina.rr.com> ¯ @carolina.rr.com> " < @carolina.rr.com> wrote: 

>>> "Gentry" 2012-12-18T20:09:55.286795 >>> 

Coach Dorrance, 



I am working on an hour-long documentary for ESPN Films on              . I wanted to contact you to see if you’d be interested in doing an interview 

for the show. Having recruited her and coached against her and being the most successful women’s soccer coach ever, you are uniquely qualified to tall< 

about      whether it be her career at UF or her impact on the Women’s game. We will be doing interviews over the next 6-8 weeks. If you are interested 

in doing an interview, please let me know and we can figure out a time and place convenient for you. 

Thanks for your consideration. 

Gentry Kirby 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 13, 2013 6:59 PM 

Andres Deza < ~hotmail.com:~ 

I~E: De Anza Force 98G (U14) - guided tour ~equest 

Andres, 

The ride Form Ricllmond would be :-~ hot~rs or so and 10 am on the ~.0th might work ..., What is your ~::el~ #? Put 3~.0 South Road, Cha~)e] I-t~l~ ~nl:o your GPS, My (:el~ ~s 

All the best[! 

F~m= Andres Deza [mailto:i @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, May ~3, 20~3 6:53 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
~= Ducar, Chris 
S~bje~t= RE: De Anza Force 98G (U24) - guided tour request 

Thanks fo~ the quick ~esponse. 

July ~0 in the momin~ would be perfect, if possible~ 

How far is the van ride f~om Richmond one way 2~3 hours? 

Andres 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 
To:            @ hot:mail.corn 

CC: ducar@unc.edu 
Subject: RE: De Anza Force 98G (U14) - guided tour request 
Date: Mon, :iL3 May 20:13 22:44:04 +0000 

What dates? It:l am i~ town I would love to 

Frem: Andres Deza [mailto: @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, May :13, 20:t3 6:36 PM 

Te-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S~bject; De Anza Force 98G (U~.4) - guided tour request 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I am Head Coach for De Anza Force 98G, current U:[4 Girls team. We are planning on being in Richmond, VA next summer for the ECNL Finals in the U$4 

Age Group. 

We are getting there a few days earlier and were wondering if you would be open to host our team for a guided tour on your University of North Carolina 

Campus and a short presentation of your College Soccer Program. 

We have quite a talented group of girls and even though they are still quite young, you might be interested in following how they develop over the next 

couple of years. 

Please let me know if this is a possibility. 

Thanks, 

Andres Deza 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 9:50 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: D-Day for the defending National Champions: started today, did you? 

Bmnmer!’. Is out of the playoffs already? 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izon tFire[e,~s 4G L2’E 

~gmaJ4.com> wrote: 

tIey Anon! 

Love this I wish I was out there with them. Unfortunately                                 , this has cons~ta~tly been bothering me so I’m tuing to get it 100% 

before I s~rt the summer grind. Ifs killing me not being able to play lately’. Hope all is well and have a fantastic smnmer! 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

, at 6:35 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~n~TJ?email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Ladies, 

During my noon soccer game today Grant Porter, the men’s assistant came up to me and said he had just come up from Finley and saw four of our kids 

"killing" themselves on the first day of their summer fitness packet. I can’t tell you how good that made me feel. l also had lunch with     and she 

confirmed that,                  and       were down at Finley kicking off the packet in style. 

I hope all of you have started AND that you haven’t skipped anything. This is 36 years of elite soccer experience organized for you. Trust me, if you do 

it consistently (every day), with the requisite intensity you will improve AND be ready for preseason. Whatever you skip will impact in one of these 

ways: 

1) You will go from starter to reserve 

2) You will go from reserve with quality playing time to reserve with no playing time 

3) You will go from traveling team to not traveling 

4) You will go from making the fall roster to being asked to join us in January for the off season (I am considering pushing ALL the ones that are not 

ready to January) 

Your Tuesday/Thursday workout must be done with a ball and IDEALLY you have a training partner and on those days after you warm up I want you to 

play lvl AND shoot. If you look at page 83 of the 2013 Champions Almanac you are asked to play six 1 and ½ minute games of lvl with a one minute 

rest interval in between each lvl AND keep score. Tomorrow, right after your workout I want you to report to me (via email) who you played lvl and 

what your win loss tie was in the six qames,      before she got here her freshman year used to play her older sister        , the 

, and freshman year was like she was shot out of a cannon, in Summer Almanac (that summer) she had not only 

recorded her win loss BUT also the score of each game. Trust me, if you do that, you will compete and this session will REALLY help you get ready. 

So that’s another thing: RECORD EVERYTHING YOU DO in the Almanac (obviously right now record it on a separate sheet of paper until they arrive in 

the mail). But let’s see who is awake right now; who’s excuse for not starting is going to be the most original this year. If you want to beat the best 

ridiculous excuse of all time for not being ready, it will have to be more inane than: "1 fell in love" ...            said that (I think this was in 

¯ And just to make sure the old: "1 didn’t check my email" isn’t one of the lame excuses I want a phone tree of my Leadership Council to call or 

text everyone in their class to make sure everyone is grinding. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:33 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: D-Day for the defending National Champions: started today, did you? 

Good luck’. 

Ses~f.~"om my Ver’izon tFireie,~s 4G L2’E DROLL) 

@gmaJ4.com> wrote: 

Sent frotn my iPhone 

On , at 9:49 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~_a_~_Lr_(~i._e_!._n_@_&Ln_ .c_:e__d_._q> wrote: 

Bummer!! Is out of the playoffs already? 

Se~.t.fi°om my verizo.~ ~Fireles~’ 4G LT~’DRO1D 

(a;gmail.com> wrote: 

ttey Anson! 

Love tiffs I wish I was out ti~e~e with them. Unfortunately                                 this has constaaatiy been bothering me so I’,n t~ying to 

get it 100% before I staxt the summer grind. It’s killing me not being able to play lately’. Hope all is well a~d have a fantastic smnmer! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 6:35 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~n(i~emall.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Ladies, 

During my noon soccer game today Grant Porter, the men’s assistant came up to me and said he had just come up from Finley and saw 

four of our kids "killing" themselves on the first day of their summer fitness packet. I can’t tell you how good that made me feel. I also 

had lunch with     and she confirmed that,                  and       were down at Finley kicking off the packet in style. 

I hope all of you have started AND that you haven’t skipped anything. This is 36 years of elite soccer experience organized for you. Trust 

me, if you do it consistently (every day), with the requisite intensity you will improve AND be ready for preseason. Whatever you skip 

will impact in one of these ways: 

1) You will go from starter to reserve 

2) You will go from reserve with quality playing time to reserve with no playing time 

3) You will go from traveling team to not traveling 

4) You will go from making the fall roster to being asked to join us in January for the off season (I am considering pushing ALL the ones 

that are not ready to January) 

Your Tuesday/Thursday workout must be done with a ball and IDEALLY you have a training partner and on those days after you warm up _/ 

want you to play lvl AND shoot. If you look at page 83 of the     Champions Almanac you are asked to play six I and ½ minute games of 

lvl with a one minute rest interval in between each lvl AND keep scare. Tomorrow, ri~ht alter your workout I want you to report to me 

(~ia email) who you played lvl and what your win loss tie was in the six qames, before she got here her freshman year used to 

play her older sister the and freshman year was like she was shot out of a cannon. In 

Summer Almanac (that summer) she had not only recorded her win loss BUT also the score of each game. Trust me, if you do 

that, you will compete and this session will REALLY help you get ready. 

So that’s another thing: RECORD EVERYTHING YOU DO in the Almanac (obviously right now record it on a separate sheet of paper until 

they arrive in the mail). But let’s see who is awake right now; who’s excuse for not starting is going to be the most original this year. If 

you want to beat the best ridiculous excuse of all time for not being ready, it will have to be more inane than: ’q fell in love"... 

said that (I think this was in            i. And just to make sure the old: ’q didn’t check my emaiF isn’t one of the lame excuses I 

want a phone tree of my Leadership Council to call or text everyone in their class to make sure everyone is grinding. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 2:56 PM 

@gmail.com> 

,@msn.co~n; ducar,~uncaa.unc.edu; i 

Sisneros I ~!gmail.com); pac~nan,~)uncaa.unc.edu; 

~aol.com; Jason 

Subject: you have the ideal opponent! 

E×ce~lent! The best ~.v& training opponent is a boy {espedal~y a brother} because they wN make it tough on you and they could care ~ess ~f you are upset about 

sometMng (we {ma~es} are wonderfully oMMous to your sufferh~g or moods). Th~s, of course, will make you me,tally stronger a~d ready to play w~th that big UNC 

target on your backH 

When you guys come back, you w~ Io~e what: we have done to Mc(;asM~L t[ you wan~: ~:o see a tribute to the greatest: lvl opponent for any player in UNC women’s 

soccer h~story go to the wall next: to the men’s ~ocker room and check ou~: , He is ~n the section honoring the five UNC men that have played on the 

R~H team for the United SLates. He dsLed when she was s here and they played lv$ all the t~Rle. He besL her ]~l<e a drum and that was the 

period when    improved the most. The year before they started dating and p~aying lvI she scored 24 goa~s and had 19 assists, 

And      dM you get ~n a good shoot~ng session? ~n my opinion tMs is )Jst as h~portant as the :[vI’sH 

From: mailto: @gmail,com] 
Sent; Tuesday, 3:50 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: 

Hey Anson, 

Just letting you know tny lv 1 record. My pealner is tny brother      . We played six gaines, he won four of the gaines oa~d I won two. He is a bloody tough 

opponent and obviously it gets fairly heated with the sibling rival~. An~-ays hope yoffre having a good summer and      is doing well 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 3:04 PM 

Andres Deza <~ ~hotmail.com> 

Ducm; Chris (duca~:@unc.edu); @msn.com; duca:r@uncaa.unc.edu; ~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: De Anza Force 98G (U14) - guided tour request 

~gmail.com); 

That will work! 

From: Andres Deza [mailto:i _~hotmail.com] 
Sent-" Monday, May 13, 2013 7:04- PN 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: De Anza Force 98G (U14-) - guided tour request 

That’s perfect. Would work great! Can you confirm July lOth at lO:OOam, so that we put it in the calendar? 

My cell phone is 

If you want to check out a little bit about the team, see below (a few team and individual player highlights): 

http:!/force98g.teamsnap.com! 

Not sure if our team style of play would fit with your Program player needs, but worth a try :-) 

Talk soon - Take care, 

Andres 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 

To:           @hotmail.com 

Subject: RE: De Anza Force 98G {U14) - guided tour request 

Date: Mort, 13 May 2013 22:58:40 +0000 

Andres, 

"[’h~? f’i(~e [orFfl ~,ichFflorHJ would b~? 2~ hours of" ~,;o at~d 10 ~lm on [hi-_! 2].0th rni~hl: work ..., ~,;hal: is your cell #? P~t 310 South R.:_~ad, Chapel Hill into Vo~r GPS. My ceil is 

’All the best[! 

From-" Andres Deza [mailto: @hotmail.com] 
Sent; Monday, May 13, 2013 6:53 PM 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
(::e: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: RE: De Anza Force 98G (U14) - guided tour request 

Thanks for the quick response. 

July 10 in the morning would be perfect, if possible. 

How far is the van ride from Richmond one way 2-3 hours? 

Andres 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 

To:            DhotmaH.com 

CC: ducar@unc.edu 

Subject: RE: De Anza Force 98G {U14) - guided tour request 

Date: Mort, 13 May 2013 22:44:04 +0000 

Andres, 

What dates? If I am in town I would love to .... 

From; Andres Deza [ma!lto;: ......................... @hotrnai!~com] 
Sent-" Monday, May ::[3, 2013 6:36 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" De Anza Force 98G (U14) - guided tour request 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I am Head Coach for De Anza Force 98G, current U14 Girls team. We are planning on being in Richmond, VA next summer for the ECNL Finals in the U14 

Age Group. 

We are getting there a few days earlier and were wondering if you would be open to host our team for a guided tour on your University of North Carolina 

Campus and a short presentation of your College Soccer Program. 

We have quite a talented group of girls and even though they are still quite young, you might be interested in following how they develop over the next 

couple of years. 

Please let me know if this is a possibility. 

Thanks, 

Andres Deza 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday,             3:44 PM 

~live.unc.e&~> 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmaiLcom); pacma~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Subject: Ladies, invest nine minutes of your life in this: it is wortJt~ it!! 

I love this commencement speech, in ~act, it is my favorite of: ALL TIM E.                                                        and } liked what Steve Chase 
{the UNC commencement speaker} of AOL h~d to say: "a successfu~ ~ife is all about people, passion ~nd perseverance". But you are right, David Foster WalJace’s 

speech .~T~_~_~q~.~£~ ~s perfectly ~n I~ne with what we believe "that the l~st o[ the? human f/eedoms is to choose your attitude in ~ny f~iven set Rt’circumstance.~ to 

choose your owr~ way" ,.. P%tor Fr~n,kle, 
When you ge~: your     Champkms A~manac check ou[ pa~e ~32, You will see David Foster Wa~sce and TNs ~s Water h~gNighted. [.i~e you, ~:h~s stuff mesns 

somethin8 Lo me; and ~ ~ove the fsct that, even tho~sh yo~ are only a freshman, that "you ~eL ~t", 

Anson, 

I came across this commencement speech and realized it was very in line with our core values. I thought you might enjoy it. [t is definitely worth watching the whole 9 

mintues. 
h ttp:!/www, u pworthy.co m/th e-ea rth- sh a tte tin qly-a m a z in q-s p eec h-th at-I I-c h a n q e-the-way-you-thin k-a bout-a d ulthood-4?q =4 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 3:45 PM 

EW: Ladies, invest nine minutes of your life in this: it is worth it!! 

From: Dorrance, Albert A 131 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:44 PM 
To-" 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @cjmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Subject-" Ladies, invest nine minutes of your life in this: it is worth it!! 

I love this commencement speech. In fact, it is my favorite ot: ALL TiM E.                                                        and I liked what Steve Chase 

{the UNC commencement speaker} of AOL had to say: "a successfu~ t~fe ~s all abou~ peopfe, passion and perseverance". But you are right, David Foster Wal~ace’s 

speech .~_~_~[~£~ ~s perfectly ~r~ Hne w~th what we believe "that the l~st of the human fi~edoms is to choose your attitude in any given set qf circumstonce,s to 

choos~ your own way" ,.. Viktor Fr~nkle, 

Whet~ you ~e[: your     Champkms AkT~anac check out page 132. VOLE will see I:}av~d Foster Wa~sce and This ~s Water h~gNighted. [.i]~e you, ~:his stuff 

something [o me; and ~ ~ove the fact that, even though you are only a freshman, that "you gel 

Anson, 

I came across this commencement speech and realized it was very in line with our core values. I thought you might enjoy it. It is definitely worth watching the whole 9 
mintues. 
h ttp:l/www, u pworthy.co m/th e-ea rth- sh a tte tin gly-a m a z in g-s p eec h-th at-II-c h a n g e-the-way-you-thin k-a bout-a d ulthood-4?g =4 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 3:51 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; i ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros i ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: 

She will be a morning person now-!!! I told her if she does not meet with you eveW day her scholarship in the future will be revoked. I will also thro~v in, if she misses a class I will also revoke 
her scholarship What else can we do to "motivate" her? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:3 8 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Tom Sander 
SubJect: 

went to admissions today, paid the fee. 

Went to Advising today and talked about classes. 

She should be cleared to register by tomorrow morning and we’ll get on that then. We have identified two classes that we like. 

PORT is with a great pro:[’that many of our students have had success with has taken 2 levels of Portuguese. All of the reading here is in ENGL 

Advising suggesting WMST Barbara Osbourne is the ~nstructor and she’s great The class is fulh I’m going to suggest that to to the class in the morning at 8am 
and ask to be admitted Is a mormng person? I’m kind of afraid of that answer. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 4:01 PM 

@aol.com 

FW: Norti~ CaJcolina has been featured. 

From: TopDrawerSoccer.com [mailto:support@topdrawersoccer.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, May 14, 2013 5:06 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; North Carolina has been featured. 

::N:: Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

North Carolina has been featured on TopDrawerSoccer.com, the #1 Destination for College & Club Soccer in America. 

Please click here to read the m-~icle~ 

Send tiffs e~na~l to teammates, aJumni, and fancily to share the news. 

If yon have any qnestions~ please contact us at ~_t_[[?i?£!~.~_t~?p_dj2&_~y___e_!2~£££_e_r_:_c_£_Lr~.. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 4:39 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

I~E: De Anza Force 98G (U14) - guided tour ~equest 

Yes, but I don’t have to be there until the early afternoon 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 9:23 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject: RE: De Anza Force 98G (U14) - guided tour request 

That’s the t:irst day ,~f Team Camp~,. 

From: Andres Deza [mailto: @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, Nay 13, 2013 6:53 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Cc= Ducar, Chris 
Subject= RE: De Anza Force 98G (U14) - guided tour request 

Thanks for the quick response. 

July ~0 ~n the morning would be perfect, if possible. 

How far is the van ride from Richmond one way 2-3 hours? 

Andres 

From: .a__r!s_£_r] @..e_..m__#_[].._ y__n_.c_ :.e__£[ y. 

To:           @hotmail.com 

CC: ducar@unc.edu 
Subject: RE: De Anza Force 98G (U14) - guided tour request 
Date: Mort, 13 May 2013 22:44:04 +0000 

What dates? It:l am in town I would love to 

From: Andres Deza [mailto: @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2013 6:36 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; De Anza Force 98G (U14) - guided tour request 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I am Head Coach for De Anza Force 98G, current U14 Girls team. We are planning on being in Richmond, VA next summer for the ECNL Finals in the U14 

Age Group. 

We are getting there a few days earlier and were wondering if you would be open to host our team for a guided tour on your University of North Carolina 

Campus and a short presentation of your College Soccer Program. 

We have quite a talented group of girls and even though they are still quite young, you might be interested in following how they develop over the next 

couple of years. 

Please let me know if this is a possibility. 

Thanks, 

Andres Deza 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:48 PM 

@aol.com 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros (         @gmaJl.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~W: Camps & Clinic Reminder - Student-Atlflete Employment 

Bylaw 13 - Camps and Clinics - Student-Athlete Employment Roster .docx 

From: Vangelder, IVlarielle A 
Sent: Tuesday, J.0: l:t AM 
To: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches; @aol.com 
Cc: Pogge, Paul; Ille, Vince; Timmermans, Tom; 
Subject: Camps & Clinic Reminder - Student-Athlete Employment 

All - 

With the summer camp!clinic season rapidly approaching, I wanted to take the time to provide you with a few reminders regarding student-athlete employment. 

It is permissible for a current student-athlete to be employed in a camp/clinic (excluding Football student-athletes) provided: 

* Student-athletes perform duties that are of a general supervisory nature in addition to any coaching or officiating assignments; 

* Compensation is commensurate with the going rate for camp or clinic counselors of like teaching ability and camp!clinic experience; 

* Compensation is not paid on the basis of the value that the student-athlete may have for the employer because of their athletics reputation; 

* Compensation for student-athletes does not vary based on level of athletics skills of the student-athlete; 

* Student-athletes who only lecture or demonstrate at a camp!clinic are not compensated for their appearance at the camp!clinic; 

* Student-athletes may receive actual travel expenses (including lodging and meals in transit and prepaid plane tickets or cash advances) only if such travel 

expenses are paid and procedures for reimbursement of expenses are used for all employees of the camp!clinic; 

Actual transportation from an institution’s coach or representative of its athletics interests may be provided to a student-athlete only if travel expenses are 

paid for all employees of the camp!clinic; and 

Student-athletes may not participate in organized practice activities (other than during the institution’s playing season in the sport). 

As you are aware, per University of North Carolina policy, all camp employees are required to have a background check prior to their employment in your 

camp/clinic. Similar to the payment of actual travel expenses, you are only permitted to pay for a student-athlete’s background check if such expenses are paid for 

all employees of your camp/clinic. If you do decide to pay this expense for all camp/clinic staff, please retain appropriate documentation of such for verification 

purposes. 

Attached, please find the Student-Athlete Employment Roster Form which must be submitted to Compliance for review no later than two weeks prior to your 

camp!clinic. Student-athletes are not permitted to begin their employment until Compliance has reviewed and approved your request. You will be notified in 

writing once your request has been approved. Please make sure that you complete the "Duties" and "Camp Dates" columns accurately for each individual student- 

athlete. If discrepancies in pay exist between student-athlete’s performing similar duties, you will be asked for clarification prior to approval from Compliance. 

Similarly, student-athlete camp/clinic compensation will be compared to compensation received by other non-student-athlete camp staff (see Appendix E of the 

Camp Manual for the Outside Coaches Employment Roster Form) to be sure that their compensation is comparable to others with like teaching ability and 

experience. 

If you have any questions about student-athletes and their employment at your camps/clinics, please don’t hesitate to contact us. Thank you for your assistance. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:19) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

rnvan[~elder@unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 4:50 PM 

George Lensing <lensing@email.unc.edtr~ 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Hey Anson 

George, 

I will check again but ] know she had Not ruled it out!!! 

From: George Lensing [mailto:lensing@email.unc.edu] 

Sent; Tuesday, May 14, 2013 10:33 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co; Hugh Stevens (hugh@smvt.com)~ Cathy Stuart(cstuart@stuartlawfirm.com) 
Subject: Hey Anson 

I have a meeting with the Fleece Reunion Committee coming up on Thursday. Do you have any idea whether Mia will have decided on being our speaker by then? 

If not, we can surely give her a little more time. I followed up with a letter to her myself after our conversation last week. I hate to bother you with this, but you’ll 

understand if Mia is not available we’ll have to move on another choice. Thanks so much for your patience with all this. We remain hopeful!! 

George 

Cc: Hugh Stevens, Cathy Stuart 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 4:52 PM 

@duke.edu) 

EW: Re~ninder: Atlfletic Directors & Head Coaches Reception 

From: Chancellor Holden and Patti Thorp [mailto:paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 :t:t:3:t AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Reminder: Athletic Directors & Head Coaches Reception 

This is a rendnder about the Athielic Diredors m~d Head Co~ches Reck)lion on Tuesday, May 21 We hope thai1 .,,’.m~ me abie lo join us 

i.N.i Image 
removed by 
set,de:. 

r¢-n ~c’~,ed by 
sender 

G oogle C al enda- 

N Image      iC~i 

Outlook 

image 
removed by 
so.ride: 

Athletic Directors & Head Coaches Reception 
Tuesday, May 21st at 5:00 PM 

Quail Hill, Chancellor’s Residence 
1001 Raleigh Road, Chapel Hill, NC 

B]nck this set~der from yo’dr Paperless Post mail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:56 PM 

@gma~l .com> 

ILE: lvl 

Good stuff !! Yes, it is exhausting but so good for you. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, , 12:48 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: lvl 

Hey Ans, 

I’ve been training with a bunch of other college girls and the semi-pro team the               and we’ve focused specifically on dribbling, lvls, and nailing one or two simple moves 
(which is key for me). After my two sessions today, I played lvl Iicee for all against my old tean~rnate    , who plays at the                    She’s not the most technical player but 
she’s fast as hell and the hardest worker I know so it’s al~vays good tbr me to go against her. The scores ~vere as follo~vs: 0-1, 0-0, 1-1, 1-0, 1-1. We played on an indoor turf field that was 
surruunded by walls and unly 20x15 su it furced us tu have tu actually beat the other player with skill as oppused tu an open field where we might just kick it past them and run It was tiring 
but really goud! And I wanted tu apolugize in advance if I don’t reply to emails in the next two weeks as my lhmily is going to    . But r II let yuu knuw when I return! 

Thanks, 

Sent fi’um my iPhune 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

9:03:52 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( 

@gmail.com]; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

;@gmail.com) 

Subject: FW: lvl 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This is EXCELLENT and worth sharing with your future teammates .... i0 ivl’s? That must 
have been absolutely exhausting!!!! If you keep doing this you definitely are going to 
play this fall, probably over someone who is on the couch right now eating bon-bons! ! ! 

Imagine if 
was at UNC! ! ! ! 

had done this every summer ... she would be on the full team while she 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject:           ivl 

[mailto:     @uga.edu] 
1:06 PM 



Good day Anson, 

I played against and worked with my former 
today. Attached are our ivl results. 

It’s enthralling to be a part of this team! 

teammate and outside back, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 5:10 PM 

@yahoo.cam> 

@~nsn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @g~nail.com); pacmaa~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Subject: P,£: D-Day for the defending NationaJ Cha~lpions: started today, did you? 

[::xcetlent .._ I love it, playing against boys~ This is how did it. Don’t get discouraged, struggled against as well It is not abouL Lhe winning, it is 

about the fight!H 

And yes, you wdi definitely get be~er~ 

F~m: ’ [mailto: @yahoo.cam] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 2:20 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Re: D-Day for the defending National Champions: s~ed today, did you? 

Hey Anson~ 

For my lv1 I played a guy who plays at a junior college over here by my house. 

Here are the scores of my games. His scores first then mine. 

1st: 2-0 

2rid: 3-~ 

3rd: ~-0 

4th: 0-0 

5th:O-O 

6th: 0-~ 

I got my butt kicked today~ But I did get better and playing with my friend made me think faster and be quicker on the ball which is exactly what I need. I got better 

today Art!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 3:35 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <.a__q.s__o__q.._@__e_.m__~_!]_._ .u__q.c_._e__d__u_> wrote: 

Ladies, 

During my noon soccer game today Grant Porter, the men’s assistant came up to me and said he had just come up from Finley and saw four of our kids 

"killing" themselves on the first day of their summer fitness packet. I can’t tell you how good that made me feel. l also had lunch with     and she 

confirmed that                            ~ were down at Finley kicking off the packet in style. 

I hope all of you have started AND that you haven’t skipped anything. This is 36 years of elite soccer experience organized for you. Trust me, if you do 

it consistently (every day), with the requisite intensity you will improve AND be ready for preseason. Whatever you skip will impact in one of these 

ways: 

J.) You will go from starter to reserve 

2) You will go from reserve with quality playing time to reserve with no playing time 

3) You will go from traveling team to not traveling 

4) You will go from making the fall roster to being asked to join us in January for the off season (I am considering pushing ALL the ones that are not 

ready to January) 

Your Tuesday/Thursday workout must be done with a ball and IDEALLY you have a training partner and on those days after you warm up I wont you to 

play lvl AND shoot, lf you look at page 83 of the     Champions Almanac you are asked to play six i and ½ minute games of lvlwith a one minute 

rest interval in between each lvl AND keep score. Tomorrow, right after your workout I want you to report to me (via email) who you played 1v1 and 

what your win loss tie was in the six qames,      before she got here her freshman year used to play her older sister 

and freshman year was like she was shot out of a cannon. In Summer Almanac (that summer) she had not only 

recorded her win loss BUT also the score of each game. Trust me, if you do that, you will compete and this session will REALLY help you get ready. 

So that’s another thing: RECORD EVERYTHING YOU DO in the Almanac (obviously right now record it on a separate sheet of paper until they arrive in 

the mail). But let’s see who is awake right now; who’s excuse for not starting is going to be the most original this year. If you want to beat the best 

ridiculous excuse of all time for not being ready, it will have to be more inane than: "1 fell in love" ..            said that (I think this was in 

. And just to make sure the old: "1 didn’t check my email" isn’t one of the lame excuses I want a phone tree of my Leadership Council to call or 

text everyone in their class to make sure everyone is grinding. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday,             5:21 PM 

@live.unc.edu; ~gmail.com; @gmail.com: ~ "~email.unc.edu @live.unc.edu; 

@emaJl.~mc.edu;           ~hi~tmaikcom;        @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      @sol.corn; Jason Sisneros 
i@gmaJLcom); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Belichick Article .... I got something from this .... did you? 

My Leadership Council, 

Read this and give me a shm’L "take away." 

In other words, 1 am sending this to you because I got somethin~ from this that I think will be valuable for you. What do ~,,o~ get from this? 

http:!/bostonherald.com/sports/cokJmnists/ron...borges/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 5:46 PM 

Anthony Daluz -~daluz@wfu.edu>; Mark Krikofian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); gmille@athletics.pitt.edu; Alison Foley 

(foleyae@bc.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Robbie Chnrch (robbie.church@duke.edu); Karen Elizabeth Dayes 

<k£erguson@louisville.edu>; tim santoro <tim santoro@ncsu.edu>; Randy W~Jdmm <rmady.waldmm.l@nd.edu>; Phil Wheddon 

(pswheddo@syr.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@vi~ginia.edu); Charles Chugger Adair <adair@vt.edu> 

Michael Buddie <buddiemj@wfu.edu>;        @msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edn;      ~)aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros 
@gmail.com); pacman@tmcaa.tmc.edu 

RE: I~V: Big 10: Full Conference Round Robin Question 

This i~; e>’.cellenL Thank you for taking ~:he time to help us sort Lhrough this ...... 

Frem= Anthony Daluz [mailto:daluz@wfu.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, May 14, 2013 3:19 PM 
To= Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Robbie Church 
(robbie.church@duke.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; tim santoro; Randy Waldrum; Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Steve Swanson 
(sswanson@virginia.edu); Charles Chugger Adair 

¢¢: Michael Buddie 
S,,bject= Fwd: FW: Big 10: Full Conference Round Robin Question 

Fellow ACC Coaches, 

Chris Thomas does his own RPI maalysis for NCAA Womens Soccer. I contacted him because he had done a study for the SEC comparing round robin vs divisional 

play. I am forwaEting his responses in the email and two emails to follow. Please read it carefully so we can discuss inteligently at PDA or a conference call. I spoke to 

Chris on the phone today and he was ve~ helpful and insightful. He is willing to help us make an educated decision about onr ACC futmv. 

Enjoy, 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Chris Thomas <cpthomasf;q.com> 

Date: Tue, May 14, 2013 at 2:28 PM 

Subject: FW: Big 10: Full Conference Round Robin Question 

To: Tony DaJuz <.d__~__d__t_t_~@):~_Lf__t_Le___d__t_!> 

Tony, this is an email I sent to one of the Big 10 teams. There’s nothing particularly secret about it, as its purpose was to send him the work I had 
done on the SEC -- one of the SEC coaches had told him about it. The content of the email itself is an introduction to what I was sending him. 
Attached to the email is a MS Word document that contains my narrative report on the work I did. 
There are two Excel workbooks that go with the report and are mentioned in the email below. I’ll send them to you by separate emails. 
I hope this is helpful. 

From: Chris Thomas [mailto:_c_p__t_hg___m___a__s__#~_g=c_9___r[__~] 
Sent= Friday, December 14-, 2012 2:46 PM 
To= Ron Rainey 
Subject= Big 10: Full Conference Round Robin Question 
You are correct that I have been doing some work related to a question from an SEC coach on the RPZ impacts of a full or a reduced conference 
schedule. ~ just have completed a study on the question. 
The bottom line of the study is that for a strong conference such as the Big Ten or the SEC, if the conference goes to a limited conference schedule 
and replaces the "traded out" conference games with games against non-conference opponents with RPZ rankings equivalent to those of the "traded 
out" teams, there are likely to be some fairly significant RPI and NCAA Tournament benefits to the strong conference. Although a portion of the 
benefit is due to additional bonuses received under the RPI adjustment formula, the main part of the benefit is due to improved RPI strengths of 
schedule for the strong conference’s teams. The cause of the strength of schedule benefits is the particular way in which the RPI computes strength 

of schedule. 

I have prepared a paper that describes the study and its results: SEC STUDY: 9 AND 11 GAMES ALTERNATIVES TO FULL CONFERENCE 

ROLIND ROBIN SCHEDULE. I’m attaching it as an MS Word file. It contains tables and a chart that are embedded jpeg files, so I hope those come 

through with the paper. If all you receive is text with no tables, let me know and I will mail you a copy. 
In addition, the data behind the study (some of which is in the tables and chart in the paper) is in two Excel workbooks: "SEC Study 11 and 9 Games" 
and "2012 Substitute Teams Study." Although the paper rm sending with this email may be sufficient for purposes of your upcoming discussions, it 
may be helpful for you to have the two Excel workbooks as background. In addition, the "2012 Substitute Teams Study" has a workpage for the Big 10 
that demonstrates why on average over time its teams would receive strength of schedule benefits by "trading out" some conference games and 
replacing them with non-conference games. I’ll therefore send you the workbooks in successive follow-up emails to this one. 
Regarding your question about whether, if the Big 10 stays with a full conference round robin format, it would be even more important for teams to 
have a strong non-conference schedule, the answer is "yes." As you will see from the paper, if you go to more conference games, your teams’ RPIs on 
average will suffer due to negative strength of schedule impacts. Presumably, you won’t want that to happen so you will need to offset those losses 
via your non-conference games. 
FYI, I will be trying to find a way to get this same information to the ACC. 

Chris Thomas 

2611 NE 12th Avenue 

Portland, OR 97212 

._c_p___t_h_o__m__a_#__@__g_,_c___o__m 

503-281-2822 

(cell) 



Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 once 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

cell 

Image 

...... removed by 

sender. 

www.wakeforestsports.com 

www .wakelb~eslgirl s~ccercamp.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 5:46 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: ACC Scheduling 

From: Anthony Daluz [mailto:daluz@wfu.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 3:19 PM 

To: Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Robbie Church 
(robbie.church@duke.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; tim santoro; Randy Waldrum; Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Steve Swanson 
(sswanson@virginia.edu); Charles Chugger Adair 
Subject: Fwd: ACC Scheduling 

Chris Thomas response #2 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

F~om: Chris Thomas <cpthomas(?~q.com> 

Date: Tue, May 14, 2013 at 3:00 PM 

Subject: ACC Scheduling 

To: Tony Dal~ <daluz~;wfu.edu> 

On looking over the MS Word paper, I want to be sure that you in particular look at pages 11-12 where I show the relationship between conference 
strength and conference benefit from playing a reduced conference schedule, as it shows where the ACC would fit based on 2012 data. You’ll need to 
have a pretty good understanding of the SEC case study material on pages 1-11 in order to understand what the pages 11-12 material means, but for 
ACC purposes what the coaches will want to be looking at is the table on pages 11-12. 
Let me know if you have any questions understanding the material, as some of it is pretty technical. 

Chris Thomas 

2611 NE 12th Avenue 

Portland, OR 97212 

cpthomas@q.com 

503-281-2822 

(cell) 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest Universi~ Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

cell 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

__w___~:_~:!~2_~2_’_a___k__e__t_~ !Le___s_t_N2 £_r_l_#:__c_£ Ln_. 
w~v.wakeforestgiflssoccercamp.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:48 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~z~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: 

Tony, 

Again, thank you for working so hard for (and us). Let me know if she ends up *vith this (It could be a God send[![). 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:3 8 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV; Tom Sander 
Subject: 

went to admissions today, paid the :tee 

Went to Advising today and talked about classes. 

She should be cleared to register by tomorrow morning and we’ll get on that then. We have identified two classes that we like 

PORT is with a great prof that many of our students have had success with. has taken 2 levels of Portuguese All of the reading here is in ENGL. 

Advising suggesting ~,~IS’I" . Barbara Osbourne is the instructor and she’s great. 7he class is full. I’m going to suggest that to to the class in the morning at 8am 
and ask to be admitted. Is a morning person’? I’m kind of afraid of that answer 

Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:55 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

We can’t have a suicide on our hands ..... 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: I)orrance. Albert A IV 
Sut~iect: Re: 

4:05 PM 

Tell her she cant listen to hip hop anymore and can only play Barry manilow and the carpenters 

On ,, at 3:51 PM; "Albert A IV Dorrance" <anson@email unc edu> wrote: 

She will be a morning person now!!! I told her if she does not meet with you every day her scholarship in the future will be revoked. I will also throw in, if she misses a class I will also 
rew~ke her scholarship. What else can we do to "motivate" her’? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:38 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Tom Sander 
Subject: 

went to admissions today, paid the fee. 

Went to Advising today and talked about classes 

She should be cleared to register by tomorrow morning and we’ll get on that then We have identified two classes that we like 

PORT is with a great prof that many of our students have had success with. has taken levels of ~. All of the reading here is in ENGL. 

Advising suggesting WMST ;. Barbara Osbourne is the instructor and she’s great. The class is full. I’m going to suggest that to to the class in the morning at 
8am and ask to be admitted. Is     a morning person? I’m kind of afraid of that answer. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV 40 Ui’,IC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ARSON); 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 6:01 PM 

@aol.com 

EW: Interested Athletes 

From: Eddie Newland [mailto:eddie@captainu.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 20:13 4:47 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; @aol.com 
Subject: Interested Athletes 
Coaches - 
I work with Mike and wanted to let you know about how you can access the athletes that indicated interest in your camps. 

I’ve added your prospective campers under a ’Prospective Camper’ tag within your Contacts tab. As new athletes indicate interest in your camps they’ll be added to this page 
going to.card. 

Also - here are a few other things you can do on this tool to help promote your camp & program I0r free on CaptahU college. 
,, Search o~ir database of 500,000 athletes to find those that are a good fit for your camp or recruiting program 
,, Add your brochure to your Carnpsiie page - this can be found under your Teamsite tab and works as the UNC Soccer profile on CaptainU. 
,, Import your database to see who has CaptainU profiles and get more inf0 on your targeted r~cruits 

If you have any questions on CaptainU College or about how to connect with the athletes or accessing their information let me know! 

Good luck!! 
Thanks, 
Eddie 

Eddie Newland - CaptainU College Director - 
Trending on Radio CaptainU: Coaching in the Ol’~,mpics~ coachin~q in colle~qe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 6:02 PM 

Ga’~, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: UNC Women’s Soccer - Power Plate 

What is this? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: noreply@salesforce corn [mailto:noreplv(~!salesforce coral On Behalf Of Stephen Pendleton 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 4:49 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~iect: UNC Womeffs Soccer - Power Plate 

Coach Dorrance, 

My name is Stephen Pendleton, I support our Elite Athletics Director for Power Plate I wanted to take a moment to introduce myself to inquire about any exposure you have had to Power 
Plate in your career. 

would love the opportunity to hear your thoughts whenever is most convenient to you. 

Thanks Coach[ 

Stephen P Pendleton 
Performance Health Systems 
Sports Performance 

Work: (224) 545 - 5443 

(;ell: 

Fax: (847) 656 - 30(N 

This email is confidential and intended only :For the person named above and may be subject to legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, coping or use of this 
infom~ation is prohibited. If’you have received this eraail in error or have any other concerns regarding its transraission, please notify the IT Set’,~ice Desk on + 44 20 7586 7200 and delete the 
email and any attactm~ents. There is no guarantee that this communication is free of virus, error free or that it has not been intercepted or interfered with. Please note that emails may be 
monitored and read to and from our eraail system.The content and opinion contained in this communication is not necessarily that of Perforraance Health Systems, LLC or its affiliates and 
subsidiaries. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:04 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros I         @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: lvls 

Good adjustments in your own training and thank you for your help with      ", Also 

for that as well      !!! 

Sent: Tuesday, 5::t7 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject; SvSs 
Hey Anson, 
rm not cleared to ~ckle, shoot, or sprint yet, but I’m planning on playing $v$ with      as soon as ~ can (hopefully later this week or by ne~ week). Today I did iSoccer and 
Coewers, passing off a wall, juggling, and a running progression      gave me. And, of course, my          . 
Also, rve been ~lking to a couple of the                 , who were asking about summer school enrollment, etc. I gave them all the info and tips I had and also made 
sure they were ~lking with Tony because I know he had some specific classes he wanted them to tW to take. Let me know if there’s anything else you want me to pass along 
to them and ~ will~ 
Hope you’re doing well. 

survived and I know yo~ had a lot to do with that so thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV 40 Ui’,IC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 6:05 PM 

~aol.com 

EW: Interested Athletes 

From: Eddie Newland [mailto:eddie@captainu.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 20:13 4:47 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; @aol.com 
Subject: Interested Athletes 
Coaches - 
I work with Mike and wanted to let you know about how you can access the athletes that indicated interest in your camps. 

I’ve added your prospective campers under a ’Prospective Camper’ tag within your Contacts tab. As new athletes indicate interest in your camps they’ll be added to this page 
going to.card. 

Also - here are a few other things you can do on this tool to help promote your camp & program I0r free on CaptahU college. 
,, Search o~ir database of 500,000 athletes to find those that are a good fit for your camp or recruiting program 
,, Add your brochure to your Carnpsiie page - this can be found under your Teamsite tab and works as the UNC Soccer profile on CaptainU. 
,, Import your database to see who has CaptainU profiles and get more inf0 on your targeted r~cruits 

If you have any questions on CaptainU College or about how to connect with the athletes or accessing their information let me know! 

Good luck!! 
Thanks, 
Eddie 

Eddie Newland - CaptainLI College Director - 415,200,1261 
Trending on Radio CaptainU: Coaching in the Ol’~,mpics~ coachin~q in colle~qe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:13 PM 

@rocketmail.com> 

started today, did you? 

Excellent ~... If you would only believe you are as good as you are, the sky is the limit for you!!! 

From: @rocketmail.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 5:58 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject-" Re: : 
Hey Anson, 

Just wanted to send you my :1v:1 game results for today. I played 

I tied      once (0-0) and won against her twice (3-0 both times) and against 

Undefeated so far! 

started today, did you? 

today. Below are the results 

I tied her (0-0) once and then beat her 3-:I and :1-0 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:35 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(c~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

During my noon soccer game today Grant Porter, the men’s assistant came up to me and said he had just come up from Finley and saw four of our kids 

"killing" themselves on the first day of their summer fitness packet. I can’t tell you how good that made me feel. l also had lunch with     and she 

confirmed that                            ~ were down at Finley kicking off the packet in style. 

I hope all of you have started AND that you haven’t skipped anything. This is 36 years of elite soccer experience organized for you. Trust me, if you do 

it consistently (every day), with the requisite intensity you will improve AND be ready for preseason. Whatever you skip will impact in one of these 

ways: 

1) You will go from starter to reserve 

2) You will go from reserve with quality playing time to reserve with no playing time 

3) You will go from traveling team to not traveling 

4) You will go from making the fall roster to being asked to join us in for the off season (I am considering pushing ALL the ones that are not 

ready to 

Your Tuesday/Thursday workout must be done with a ball and IDEALLY you have a training partner and on those days after you warm up / went you to 

pleylv1ANDshoot, lf you look at page 83 of the     Champions Almanac you are asked to play six i and ~2 minute games of lvl with a one minute 

rest interval in between each lvl AND keep score, Tomorrow, right alter your workout I want you to report to me (via email) who you played lvl and 

what your win loss tie was in the six qames,      before she got here her freshman year used to play her older sister         the USC Collegiate 

National Champion, and        freshman year was like she was shot out of a cannon, in        Summer Almanac (that summer) she had not only 

recorded her win loss BUT also the score of each game. Trust me, if you do that, you will compete and this session will REALLY help you get ready. 

So that’s another thing: RECORD EVERYTHING YOU DO in the Almanac (obviously right now record it on a separate sheet of paper until they arrive in 

the mail). But let’s see who is awake right now; who’s excuse for not starting is going to be the most original this year. If you want to beat the best 

ridiculous excuse of all time for not being ready, it will have to be more inane than: "1 fell in love" ...            said that (I think this was in :1982 or 

1983). And just to make sure the old: "l didn’t check my email" isn’t one of the lame excuses I want a phone tree of my Leadership Council to call or 

text everyone in their class to make sure everyone is grinding. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday 6:14 PM 

@live.unc.e&~> 

I~E: 1 vs 1 

Excellent 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 1 vs 1 

5:59 PM 

Anson, 

~live.unc.edu] 

Since I couldn’t do contact today for one vs one because of my ankle I worked on building my skill arsenal ~vith 1 vs 1 moves by going at a cone full speed. Now when I am fully healthy rll 
have some mastered moves to whip out for 1 vs 1. I also have a good guy to train with when I’m health?’. He is much faster than I am which will push me to be more explosive! Can’t wait! 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday,             9:48 AM 

.~live.unc.edu> 

(~live.unc.edu; . @gmail.com; ~gmail.com; ~@email.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; 

~!e~n~l.unc.edu; ~!hotmail.com; ~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.nnc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

~gmail.com); pacman@nncaa.nnc.edu 

RE: lvl 

Exc~-Alent ., this could r~-_~;lly h~:,lp yot~ 

Sent; Tuesday, 7:0:1 PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: ~vl 

Hey Anson, 
Below are the ivi scores for ~days workout. Since 
Hy scores are first and. are second. (USA v Nex) 
Game l: ~-~ 
Game 2:3-0 
Game 3: 2-~ 
Game 4:2-2 
Game 5:~-0 
Game 6:~-2 

3 wins and 2 ties 
~ win and 2 ties 

Have a good day, 

is living with me this summer we will be doing a lot of our summer workouts together. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 9:49 AM 

@gmail.com> 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, ):03 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 
Hey Anson! 

My lvl record was 3-3, I played a random ~nale that happened to be at the saa~e field as I was. I think he was a year or two younger and played challenge but wasn’t 
half bad. I got in a little bit of shooting as well before getting kicked off tile field for scheduled practices. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:00 AM 

@y~hoo.com> 
ILE: 1 V1 

Thank you ..... this wilt be good t:or both of you! 

From: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:09 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: J. V J. 

Hello Anson, 
Since I am playing with the team, I am living with 
We will be doing every workout together to push ourselves. These are today’s scores. 

Game 1:1-1 
Game 2:3-0 
Game 3:2-1 
Game 4:2-2 
Game 5:1-0 
Game 6:1-2 
Hope all is well, congratulations on your from UNC! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 10:03 AM 

Brad Black <brad.black@humanexvenmres.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Two of the VERY best...setting the "high bar" 

Brad, 

I am looking ]2)rward to seeing you guys as well. Thank you for including the "Exemplars". 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Brad Black [real[to:brad black(a)humanexventures.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 7:16 PM 
To: Sue Enquist; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~iect: Two of the VERY best..setting the "high bar" 

Sue and Anson, looking forward to being together on Thursday morning. 

Thought you would like to see how the ""Builders Hall of Fame" is growing with the true "E×emplars" for thousands laying the foundation! t 

Brad Black 

President and CEO 

Building Talent Driven Comannnities With eXcellence 

Lincolr~ NE 68506 

100 W. ]Vhchlgan Avenue, Suite 200 I Kalamazoo, MI 49007 

(402) 486-1102 OfficeI           (;ell 

(402) 486-1103 Fax 

Consulting ] Training ] Coaching ] Research ] Assessment ] ImpacteX Technology Solutions This e-mail and any attachment contain information which is private and confidential and is 
intended for the addressee only. If you are not an addressee, you are not authorized to read, copy or use this e-mail or any attachment It’you have received this e-mail in error, please notify 
the sender by return e-mail and then destroy it. 

This nressage has been scanned for nralware by Websense. www.websense.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday 10:17 AM 

@eartNink.net> 

@email.unc.edu;       @live.unc.edn;       ~gmail.com;        ~)comcast.net; 

~email.unc.edu;     @live.nnc.edu;         ~)e~n~l.nnc.edu;          @hot~na~l.co~n; 

ducar@nncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

RE: 

~gmafil.com; 

I@msn.com; 
@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

..... Original Messa~ze ..... 
From: ~earthlink.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:37 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~ject: 

Hey Anson[ 

I just got in from training with the Academy boys. We played a team from Trinidad and I was veW pleased with my performance[ 

Afterwards, I stayed and did lvl s with an Academy boy. N{y results are as follows: 

3-0 W 

4-2 L 

2-2 T 

2-2 T 

2-1L 

2-2 T 

Sent from ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:23 AM 

~yahoo.com> 

(~b email .unc .edu;       @live.unc.edn       ~gmail.com;        @comcast.net;         @gm~Jl.com; 

~email.unc.edu;      ~)live.nnc.edu;         ~)e~n~Jl.nnc.edu;          ~hot~na~l.co~n;        ~msn.co~n; 

ducar@nncaa.unc.edu; ,~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: lvl 

Good stuff ._ now don’t ge~ injured!!! 

From: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:03 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert: A IV 
Subject: lvl 

Hi Anson! 
lust wanted to let you know how the Ivl’s went today, ~ played against my           who not only plays soccer but also football. T think 
he forgot what sport we were playing at times but all in all it was a fun and tough challenge. T ended up winning I and tieing 2 out of the 6 
games. T also ended up with a bloody noise but hey at least T know he’s not taking it easy on me! Nothing like some good tough love to get 

me better on the field. 
Best Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 3:24 PM 

~hotmail.com> 

@gmail.com>; .~!msn.com; ducar@nncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I love this, th~k you!! 

I love this .,, thank you! And I will only share this reply with you and     (and your soccer 

YES! YES! YES! I believe exactly what Belichick believes; and you have astutelg picked it out and nailed iL I believe in the star system (just like gelichick}. To quote 

~iou: "1 love that he acknowledges that you need great individuals to win anything" This guy is probably the top active coach in any sport in America (get your                  opinion 

on this)                                                             . Your gracious teammates are humble enough to acknowledge that fact which is certainly evidence of the 

chemistry that made the run even more special. You guys scored almost every important goal in that amazing      run. And, whichever one of you scored, it was usually the other that 

assisted. You and     are my great individuals and me and the boys have killed ourselves to find (and recruit) you a collection of studs to mold in your images and into your 

team. Your leadership voice in this email is very powerful. 

And I agree with you: why can’t our top nat’l youth coaches let our special players knowthey are special and why???!!! 

OK, now I am going to write a more generic reply to you that the team will see because I certainly want everyone to read the vision you have for our success. 

My best to your wonderful kickass 

From= @hotmail.com] 

Sent= Wednesday, 12:00 PH 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: RE: 

Hey Anson! 

I have been in with my ~ and believe it or not, she can still play! We played lvls yesterday and I think I forgot how competitive she is! I won 4 out of 7 games. Below are my 

scores My goals are listed first I am interning for the Texans for six weeks but will be back to Chapel Hill at the end of June to train with everyone! 

4-2, 3-I, 2-3, 1-2, 3-1, 4-3, 2-3 

I loved the Belichick article and read so many things that stood out to me. I love that he acknowledges that you need great individuals to win anything "Individual performance is critical to 

winning. Individual toughness is critical to winning Every member of our team is a shareholder. Are they all exactly equal? Of course not." In my opinion, this philosophy has been lost 

among many of the youth national teams I have played for The individual grind, that competitive fight that is so vital to succeed in life, is sometimes forgotten. You need incredible 

individual performances every single day in order to become a great team. This is one thing that our program embodies and I know it is one reason why we are so successful. 

Another quote I really loved was Belichick’s definition of mental toughness. "Mental toughness is doing the right thing for the team when it’s not the best thing for you. That’s what defines 

mental toughness in my mind" Every single morning of this summer we are all going to have a choice. If we choose to grind and complete each part of our summer packet, we will get 

better. If we don’t, if we choose to "sit on the couch all day eating bon bons", our growth will be stagnant, and therefore so will our team’s growth It is not always easy to make this choice 

but that is why it takes mental toughness to become great. If it was easy, everyone would find greatness Every team would be national champions I have loved reading everyone’s 

emails about their lvls because it reminds me how special this team is and how incredible the season is going to be 

I hope you and M’Liss are doing well. I miss everyone so much and cannot wait to get back! See you guys soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, May 15,2013 4:17 PM 

Ga’~, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu> 

ILE: UNC Women’s Soccer - Power Plate 

VeW good! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gatz. Gl-egoiy 
Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 2:01 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: UNC Women’s Soccer - Power Plate 

Anson .......... a "bells and whistle" machine that uses vibrations on a platform that you stand on... expensive and only one person can use it at a time....~vouldn’t bother. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: DolTance, Albeit A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, 2vlay 14, 2013 6:02 PM 
To: Gatz. Gregory 

Cc:        ~@msn.com; ducar@uncaa unc edu; 
Sut~ject: FW: UNC Women’s Soccer -Power Plate 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros I @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

What is this? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: noreply@salesforce corn [mailto:noreplv(~r!salesforce com] On Behalf Of Stephen Pendleton 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 4:49 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~ject: UNC Women’s Soccer - Power Plate 

Coach Dorrance, 

My name is Stephen Pendleton, I support our Elite Athletics Director for Power Plate I wanted to take a moment to introduce myself to inquire about any exposure you have had to Power 
Plate in your career. 

would love the opportunity to hear your thoughts whenever is most convenient to you. 

Thanks Coach[ 

Stephen P Pendleton 
Performance Health Systems 
Sports Performance 

Work: (2241545 - 5443 

Cell: 

Fax: (847) 656 - 3004 

This email is corffidential and intended only for the person naraed above and may be subj ect to legal privilege. 11" you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, coping or use of this 
infom~ation is prohibited. If’you have received this eraail in error or have any other concerns regarding its transraission, please notify the IT Set’,,ice Desk on + 44 20 7586 7200 and delete the 
email and any attactm~ents. There is no guarantee that this communication is free of virus, error free or that it has not been intercepted or interfered with. Please note that emails may be 
monitored and read to and from our eraail system.The content and opinion contained in this communication is not necessarily that of Perforraance Health Systems, LLC or its affiliates and 
subsidiaries. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, May 15,2013 4:28 PM 

glenn.wNtney@sportscoachradio.com 

@~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; [@aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros i @gmail.co~n); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Sports Coach Radio interview 

From: glenn.whitney@sportscoachradio.com [mailto:glenn.whitney@sportscoachradio.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 2:47 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Sports Coach Radio interview 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
it would be a great honor if we could interview you as a featured guest on Sports Coach Radio. 

The show’s motto is: "The people and passion behind winning performances" and your amazing track record fits perfectly. 
The show is distributed by Apple iTunes and the website: --w----w---w---~--s-p---~---r--t--s---c--~---a---q--h---r--a---d--i-~--~--c--~----n-). 
We reach over 5,000 professional and serious amateur coaches per episode, and has featured numerous Olympic medal-winning and top NCAA 
coaches (UCLA, Florida, USC) and has included eight coaches whose athletes won gold in London last summer. 
Hight we be able to do an interview over the telephone for about 30 minutes sometime soon? 
Best regards, 
Glenn 

~td~ Iili w i ~ i t Ii ~ ~_!~-_.’_’_:}2 2 ~2,’_. k~_~iRi_."._’_.’_: jik,’_’_,ii~ii_~_.’._:~i!_.’._ii~_~. 

._S__portsCoach Radio,corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 4:39 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ! @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.anc.edu 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu>; i                       @duke.edu) 

FW: Did you see this Abby Wambach piece on her recruiting process? 

Thanks Chris, look how yoLmg everyone looks .... She y/Tom help me get Logether a[~ the emsfls of a~{ of ok~r kids i~ this video a~d send it out! I know evervone 

wou~d be amused to see it. Hil~rio~s.,.we ~re a babiest[[ 

From: Ducat, Chris 
Sent: Wednesday, May :~5, 20:13 3:00 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject~ Did you see this Abby Wambach piece on her recruiting process? 

h__t._t#~J_/~_p__.n_~o__ �._o_ m_ Lv___d_._e_ .o_/_.�{[P_~ d = 9_2_Z s_~!~ q 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 5:10 PM 

Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu> 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@anc.edu>; ~!msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.eda; @aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros I 
pacmm~@uncaa.unc.eda 

FW: CPR for coaches 

~g~nail.com); 

Meredith, 

How about May 23rd? 

From: Pogge, Paul 

Sent: Wednesday, Play :15, 20:13 3:41 PPl 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff 

Subject: FW: CPR for coaches 

Coaches~ 

I have been asked to forward the information below to you. Thanks for your attention to this. 

Paul 

Coaches, 

It is time again to recertify your CPR/AED. Below are the dates that I will be doing classes. Please let me know which one you will be attending. As always we will 

have class in the CPR lab in Woollen (room 100). These are only re-certifications. Let me know if you have any questions. 

May 20, 22, 23, 29 all 12:00-1:00 

Thanks, 

Meredith 

Meredith Petschauer PhD, ATC, LAT 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

2202 Stallings Evans Sports Medicine Center 

UNC-CH CB# 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Office Hours: MTWTH 1:1-:12 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, May 15,2013 6:23 PM 

glenn.whitney@ sportscoachradio .com 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros i @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Sports Coach Radio interview 

Monday~ May 20~h, :~ PM EST? Call 9:[9-962-549:l (w) ..... if that does not work try 

Frora-" glenn.whitney@sportscoachradio.com [mailto:glenn.whitney@sportscoachradio.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, May 15, 2013 5:50 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Cc:        @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
Subject; RE: Sports Coach Radio interview 
Thanks Coach Dorrance. 
How about sometime next week in the afternoon NC time? 
Best regards, 
Glenn 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: Sports Coach Radio interview 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Wed, May 15, 2013 9:27 pm 

To: "qlen n.wh itney@sportscoach radio.com" 
<qlenn.whitney@sportscoachradio.com> 
Cc: "         @msn.com"          @msn.com>, "ducar@uncaa.unc.edu" 
<~uncaa.unc.edu>,’ @aol.com" < @ao com>, "Jason 
Sisneros (, @gmail.com)" < ~gmail.com>, 

"pacman@uncaa.u nc.edu" <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

From; glenn.whitney@sportscoachradio.com [mailto:glenn.whitney(0sportscoachradio.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, May 15, 2013 2:47 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Sports Coach Radio interview 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
It would be a great honor if we could interview you as a featured guest on Sports Coach Radio. 
The show’s motto is: "The people and passion behind winning performances" and your amazing track record fits perfectly. 
The show is distributed by Apple iTunes and the website: www.sportscoachradio.com 
We reach over 5,000 professional and serious amateur coaches per episode, and has featured numerous Olympic medal-winning and top NCAA 
coaches (UCLA, Florida, USC) and has included eight coaches whose athletes won gold in London last summer. 
Might we be able to do an interview over the telephone for about 30 minutes sometime soon? 
Best regards, 
Glenn 
Gl,~’:m~ ~i’,.."liii:’~:,,, i)i:’~l~,~" 
qlenn .whitn ey@sportscoach radio.com 

SportsCoachRadio,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:28 PM 

.lean Brooks (VP of Premier Rehab) (Jema.Brooks@reveraJiving.com) 

@gmail.com);                      ~)gm~l.com);.         @gm~l.com; 

@gmoJl.com); @gmail.com)i ~msn.com; dncar@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sisneros ( 

@live.unc.edu); i 

~live.nnc.edu) 

@live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edn); 
’@yahoo.com) 

@aol .corn); 
@yaJ~oo.com); 

@mindsp~ng.com) 

@rocketma~l.com; 

@live.unc.edn; 

~iemail,unc,edu; 
~gmafil.cotn; 

,~!yahoo.com; 

Ladies, this is 

Dig 53955 (3).jpg 

@gmail.com); pac~nan,~]uncaa.unc.edu; ; 

@email.unc.edu>; 
@gmail.com); 

@gmail.com; 

@uncaa.tmc.edu); ~ 

@iclond.com; 

~live. unc.edu); 

~eaJ~Nink.net) 

,@y~l~oo.com); 

~gmail.com; 1 @live.unc.edu; 

~emafil.unc.edu; @gmail.com; 

@email.unc,edu; ,~;hotmail.com; 

@gmail.co~n; @aol.com; 

@gmafil.com 

agains~t fifll team players for Germany while playing for 

~aol.com; Jason 

@live.unc.edu); ~ 

@live.unc.edu); 
@live.unc.edtc,; 

@gmail.com); @live.unc.edu); 
@nga.edu); 

@aol.com) 
@comcast.net); 

@gmail .corn); 

~live.nnc.edu); @gmail.com; 

@yahoo.com; @ym~l.com; 

~t) comcas~t.net; ~)gm~fil.com; 

@live.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 
~!gmail.com: @hot~nafil.co~n; 

Jean, 

This is so cool I am sending it out to the teanr!!! 

And there’s the                        [[[ 

Ladies, don’t be afraid about playing pro overseas. Not only- will it be good for your game, yo~ will be enriched adapting and benefiting from a foreign cultme. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, 2:57 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edu; ~,~live.unc.edu; @gmail.com; @comcast.net; 

~email.unc.edu; @live.nnc.edu; " " @e~naJl.nnc.edu; ~hot~naJl.co~n; 

ducar@nncaa.unc.edu;      ~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( 

Galz, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edn> 

RE: Reporting for Preseason 

@gmail.com; 

@msn.coIn; 
@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

First of all, thank you for asking my opinion. 

What I love most is your/our ambition. All of you leaders know how tough it is going to be to repeat {considering how many dose cal~s we had in the run). So 

you are trying to OtJT PREPARE everyone (th~s is good)~ This realization is the most critical Th~s means you do understand what ~t ~s go~ng to take to 

"THE ~LL TO W~N ~ OVERRATED iN ATHLET~CS~ BECAUSE EVERYBODY WANTS TO WiN, ~r ~S THE W~LL TO PREPARE TO ~h~ THAT MAKE~ THE D~FFERENCE~" 

BLEt wha[: is critica~ ~s "guy IN~’, You don~t want someone coming ~n early tha~: does not want to be here and th~s ~s where the ~eadersh~p th~ng comes ~n .... get 

ew~ryone here ~:hat wan~:s to be here but don’t: exclude or blacklist someone that comes ~n ~ater. Finances, mo~:her dying of cancer, ~njury .... ~:here coukt be a ~o~: of 

legit reasons why someone can"t come ~n. Don’t judge anyone, gu[ get as many people here as possiMe Lhrough persuasive phone cal~s, erna~ts, text messages. 

And p~an out how ~t ~s going to work. Where is everyone go~ng to stay, how ~s everyone going to afford it {some families are loaded, some are not, we have to be 

sensk~ve), who ~s going to meet people at the a~rport? If you deride to do tNs you w~l~ ~1~ gain a tremendous appredation for Tom (but a~so for who the real 

leaders are, and who ~s too coo~ and wants to be 

?here are a ~o~: o[ good th~ngs go~ng on right now because the freshmen are getting a sense about the impor~:ance of do~ng the packet, tha~: we are not the 

culture that says sometNng and Lhen does not checkup on iL. k is tough to s~eep unti~ noon when everyone’s lv$ scores keep popping up. One thing you can he~p 

me w~th though, is to have everyone DO WHAT IS ~N THE PACKET. Grey Gatz on the first day of summer training saw a collection doing 120’s which comes ~ater. 

There ~s method to our madness. Do what is on the sheet, if ~t ~s too easy for you crank up the h~tensity or pour ~t h~to our "ba~l sessions" on Tuesdav!Thursday~ 

Don’t over train and get hurt. Warm tip, warm down (one of the many things I loved abotJt C~ndy running the sessions ~s how seriously she made you guys take the 

warm up/warm down, ~:he poo~ word, outs AND WE END NOT HAVE ]EIE INJUR~E5 Wt? TRADITIONALLY EIAVE EVERY 

Ob~iously, we are not alk)wed ~:o help you wi~:h any of this as per NCAA regs. ~t does not mean we don’t ~ow~ it or support your smb~tkm to be the best 

Sent; Thursday, ~2:2~ AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= RepoSing for Preseason 
Hi Anson, 
Sor~ to send you another email. Some of the have been asking us when they need to be in Chapel Hill for preseason and we realized that we don’t know what to 
tell them. I know in leadership we ~lked about t~ing to have eye,one come back to town early, like but did we make that an official plan? I just wanted to 
check in and see what you were thinking. 
Than~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 3:01 PM 

@gma~l.com> 

ILL: Yesterday’s lvls 

You are a good kid and honestly I do Not worry abo~t you. g, eep grinding, you have been such a fine player for us the past 

g~e co~[:~ues l:o ~olv~ ~f~d l:he wor~derft~ w~y you ~re go#~g ~o ~vest your ~[e. 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
Sent; Thursday, ~2: 5~ AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Yesterday’s lvls 

So~D" for not getting back to you yesterday[ So I’m in downtown ; 

powerfully here : ) 

, worldng with m~ inner city minis~t~ m~d loving it!! Seeing God’s love work SO 

And, as I’m sure you’ll love to hear, I have found pick up games with guys’. There’s indoor pickup gmnes every Tuesday a~d Thursday so I’ve started going to those. 

Yesterday my team was 5- 0 (everyone el~ there is a latino male so I think they took it easy on me for the first tEw games but the last tEw runs were legitimate!) and in 

terms of 1 v I records...I probably took someone on like 3 or 4 times and got by them maybe once. I wasn’t beat very often off the dribble though, maybe once or 

twice. But now that       cleared I’ll have an actua] lvl partner tbr the majority of the summer--we’ll see how that dueling battle goes...I really gotta find out how to 
beat people! I absolutely sti~ at scoring. I’m going to focus on perfecting two moves that I can use I think. 

Anyways, hope you’re having a relaxing week and your family’s doing well! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 3:15 PM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com> 

@hommil.com); @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 
~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Excellent~ my friend!! 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

I have listened to the first 10 r~?inutes so far’. ]L is excellent! 

I will finish listening to it tomorrow (1 need to finish clearing my email, it will be the death of me!H). Thank you my friend (my ~ 

I will be copying her on this along with my staff). 

Frera: Tom Byer [mailto:~m@tomsan.com] 
Sent= Thursday, May ~6, 20~3 ~:28 AM 

T~= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: info 

An~ 

Ho~ you ~e well, If you have time to listen to this podcast inte~iew plea~ do. We discuss you as well~ 

Tom Byer 

~-Mail: tom~tomsan,com 
Mobile: 

is now a big fan of yoL~rs so 

K.K. T3 
The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 
http:/iwww.tomsan .corn 

Minato Ku, Minami Aoyama 6-6-22 
Luna Rossa Minami Aoyama 2F 
Tel: 03-4590-6658 / Fax: 03-3498-8877 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 3:24 PM 

Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; Ducar, Chris (ducag@unc.edu) 

FW: Webb Electronics- Introducing the RoverCam 23 telescoping camera system 

From: Marcus Bliss [mailto:marcus@tx.twcbc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 9:28 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Webb Electronics- Introducing the RoverCarn 23 telescoping camera system 
Coach, 
Do you want an easy, affordable way to shoot practice and game video? We are introducing the ROVERCAM 23 Telescoping Camera system! 
A shod video detailing the features and benefits of the RoverCam 23 can be found at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d4YyKiZkkDw&feature=youtu.be 

Use the ROVERCAM 23 to get the right view for your practice and game video! 

* Multiple heights give you a lot of flexibility to shoot higher or lower. 

* Light weight, so you can easily transport the RoverCam 23. 

* Can be setup in less than 5 minutes! 

* Comes with an accesso~ bag for easy transtx~rt. 

* The camera is powered by the battery at the base, fieeing you from having to buy an extended life batteu. 

* Electfica1 Tilt of the RoverCam 23 to give you great control over shooting. 

* The camera is powered by the battery at the base, t?eeing you from hm4ng to buy an extended life battery 

* Designed to protect your investment 

* Quick release plate for the camera to allow for easy setup, and protection plate to allow you to set the RoverCam 23 down on the ground! 

* Adjus"table and protected 8 inch monitor with 450 CD/M2 brightness, providing you a bright and clear view! 

~ The RoverCam 23 uses industrial locking connectors, malting the system more reliable, with fewer points of~:ailure! 

Adjust the controller on 3 different axis. This makes it easiser to adjust the RoverCam 23 to the way you want to shoot! 
Visit our website www,webbelectronics.com to see our other sports video products and software. 
Thanks for your time, 

Marcus Bliss 
Webb Electronics 972-242-5400 Ext. 120 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, 4:10 PM 

@gmail.com:~ 

@gmail.com); ~gm~l.com);. @gm~l.com; 

~gma~l.com)                   ;@gmail.com); 

Sisneros,         ~]gmail.com); pac~nan@uncaa.unc.edu; ~ 

~live.unc.edu); i ~ema~l.unc.edt~>; 

~live.unc,edu); ~gmail.com); 

@live.unc.edu); ~gmail.com; 

~live.unc.edu); @uncaa.tmc.edu); 
~yahoo.com); @icloud.com); 

@aol .corn); @live. unc.edu); 

@a]~oo.com); ~eaNflink.net); 
~mindspring.com); @yahoo.com); 

@rockelmafd.com; @gmail.com; @live.unc.edu; 

~live.unc.edu; @emafil.unc.edu; @gmail.com; 

.~!e~nail.unc.edu; (~bemafil.unc.edu; ~!hotmail.com; 
@gmafil.com; _             ~gmail.co~n; ~aol.com; 

,~!yahoo.com; .@gmafil.com 

RE: Week h 1 v ls 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu); 

~!live.unc.edu); 
~live.unc.edtc,; 

@gmail.com); i 

~uga.edu); ~ 

@aol.com); 

@comcast.net); 

@aol.com; Jason 

@live.unc.edu); 

~gmail .com); 

~live.unc.edu); 
@yahoo.com; @yma~l.com; 

~co~ncast.net; ,~!gm~J& com; 

@live.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 
@gmail.com; @hot~nafil.co~n; 

Excellent 

I like it bouncing between the girls and the boys!!! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~£~gmail com] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:47 AM 
To: Dot~ance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Week 1:1 v ls 

Hey Anson, 
Greetings from New York, I ara up here for my , but was luc~" enough to get tW 1 v ls in ahead of time! I loved all these emails the girls have been sending you 
regarding their start to this upcoming season, it just gets me all the more excited for what is about to come in a few months! As you have heard from       and of course        (who is 
looking forward to a rematch) we have been having some great training sessions the past few days, filled with laughs and some seriously- great work! My record for that was... 
0-2 and 0-1 to 
1-0 and 2-2 to 
1-0 and 1-0 to 

Playing with all three of these girls is really ~fique because they all bring diff;erent pieces of the game to the table,        has araazing explosion that is hard to defend, 
outstandingly creative, and      is a force that just can’t be stopped. With their help I can definitely see my- game going to a new level! 

On another note, it was really respiring listening to all the girls talking about training with boys (especially a lot of the incoming ..right on[). I decided to try it out and trained with 
frora the team. I’m glad you brought up that story about and how never let her win because did the exact same thing with me! Even with his two a 

day practices, he still found the energy to keep me from winning[ Those scores were... 
0-2, 1-3, 0-2, 0-1, 1-2, 1-2 
It was a little hit to ray corffidence, but I know that if I keep at it with him, he will definitely be a maj or factor in nay- game taking on a new level. I hope your summer is off to a good start, all 
your family remains in good health, and I can’t wait to be back working camps soon[ 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 4:26 PM 

Neil Buethe <NB uethe@ussoccer.org> 

,~)duke.edn);         ~msn.com; ducar,~)uncaa.nnc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: U.S. Soccer Gala Dimmer 

yes 

From: Neil Buethe [mailto:NBuethe@ussoccer.org] 
Sent-" Thursday, May 16, 2013 2:59 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; U.S. Soccer Gala Dinner 

Anson, 

I hope you are doing well. 

As you know, we are doing our Centennial Gala Dinner on Saturday, June 1 at the National Building Museum. 

We are putting together the run of show for the event, and were hoping you would be willing to be a presenter. Without getting into all the details, you would 

simply be asked to speak for a short amount of time (2 minutes) about a specific moment in U.S. Soccer history (i.e. :[99~1 World Cup). You would most likely be on 

stage with another player or coach as well, and we would provide you with scripted dialogue that would lead into a video about the specific event. 

At this point, all I’m simply looking for is an answer on whether you’d be willing to be a presenter. If so, then the next step will be for us to provide you with more 

specifics on the topic and concept. 

Please let me know when you get a chance. Any questions, don’t hesitate to give me a call. 

Thanks. 

i.~.i NeilBuetheSignature 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 17, 2013 10:43 AM 

Neil Buethe <NB uethe@ussoccer.org> 

’,@duke.edu) 

RE: U.S. Soccer Gala Di,mer 

Very good! 

From; Neil Buethe [mailto:NBuethe@ussoccer.org] 

Sent; Thursday, May :[6, 20:[3 4:33 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; RE: U.S. Soccer Gala Dinner 

Great, We will have more in[ormatior~ coming soon. 

Take care. 

i~i NeilBuetheSigna~ure 

From; Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edul 
Sent= Thursday, May :[6, 20:[3 3:26 PM 
To; Neil Buethe 

~duke.edu);        @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( 
Subject; RE: U.S. Soccer Gala Dinner 

yes 

Frera; Neil Buethe [mailto:NBuethe@ussoccer.org] 
Sent; Thursday, May :[6, 20:[3 2:59 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; U.S. Soccer Gala Dinner 

Anson, 

I hope you are doing well. 

As you know, we are doing our Centennial Gala Dinner on Saturday, June 1 at the National Building Museum. 

We are putting together the run of show for the event, and were hoping you would be willing to be a presenter. Without getting into all the details, you would 

simply be asked to speak for a short amount of time (2 minutes) about a specific moment in U.S. Soccer history (i.e. 199J~ World Cup). You would most likely be on 

stage with another player or coach as well, and we would provide you with scripted dialogue that would lead into a video about the specific event. 

At this point, all I’m simply looking for is an answer on whether you’d be willing to be a presenter. If so, then the next step will be for us to provide you with more 

specifics on the topic and concept. 

Please let me know when you get a chance. Any questions, don’t hesitate to give me a call. 

Thanks. 

i.~.i NeilBuetheSignature 

@qmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 17, 2013 11:02 AM 

LarO’ Gallo (athgaJlo@uncaa.unc.edu); Clint Gwaltney (cgwaltney@ancaa.unc.edu) (cgwaltney@ancaa.anc.edu); Canningham, Bubba 

<bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros i         ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

l~v’: 2012 Conference Ranldngs Released for D1/D2iD3 College Soccer Teams 

Check this out! Last season #:1 in offense, defense and sLrength ot: sched@e!![ 

How cool is that for "the worst team in our h~story"? 

F~m~ Benne~Rank [mailto:Editor@Benne~Rank.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, Nay 16, 2013 4:~ PN 

T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: 20~2 Conference Rankings Released for D~/D2!D3 College Soccer Teams 

.~iI Image rerr, oved by sender Click here Cont}rence mnkings have been 
to see College and Conference released by Be.~me~:~Rank 
Rarlkirlgs 

DI/D2/D3 college soccer. These 

rankings are based on 2012 season 

performance. Click on the adjacent 

icon or lre~’e to see conference 

rankings. The conference ranldngs 

were determined by averaging the 

Be~met~Rank for each team in 

each conference. You can also click 

here to s~e how indMdual teams 

ranked for 2012. 

The contbrence rankings are being 

released based on interest. 
questions, and input from our recent 

~:~em~e~:~:Rank _t__e__a_a___rkj:_aj£k__i!iLg_~j:_e_!__e!Ls__e_. We had a nnmber of questions 

related to how the rankings worked and what factors were the most 

important. Rankings go up or down l~ased in part on the strength of 

opponent, a major factor in our ~Jgorithm. Playing tough opponents is 
fundamental to achieving a Ngh rank. Man5, readers wanted to kmow how 

each conference ranked; in response, we are publishing these mnkings. 

Beginning t]ais August, all 1,800 D1/D2/D3 college soccer teams will have 

their/$e~mettRank team rank released every’ Monday based on the 
games played the previous week. 

The top three 2012 ~-k’m~e~Rank conferences in each division were: 

D1 Men 
1 ACC 

2 PAC 12 

3 C-USA 

DI Women 

1 ACC 

2 SEC 

3 Big 12 

D2 Men 
1 Lone Star 

2 Great Midwest 

3 Sunshine State 

D2 Women 

1 Sunshine State 

2 Peach Belt 

3 California Collegiate Athletic 

D3 Men 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 3:04 PM 

@live. unc.edu-~ 

~!emaJl.unc.edu; @gmail.com; @co~ncast.net; .~!gmaJJ.com; "@email.unc.edu; 

~live.unc.edu; (~email.unc.edu; : @hot~na~l.com; ~msn.com; duca~uncaa.unc.edu; 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros i         @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: lvsl 

I am glad you are getting healthy. And trust me lvl’s twice a week ALL summer will contribute to your game {as it would contribute towards anyone’s). And great 

job academically again. I also appreciate your excellent service to your class and your program on the Leadership Council. You are an excellent caretaker for what 

good and h~portant, 

F~m: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, 9:06 PM 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~A ~ 
Subject= ~ vs ~ 
A~so~ 

Today I started my                       , but before I left I got my i v i’s in. My ankle is a lot stronger now so I got to play against a person instead of just working on 
my skills against a cone! It felt so good to be back at it! I played against          . one of the boys who is training with us in the . It was challenging, but good, and I feel 
like I learned some good tactical and technical moves by training with him. Our scores with my points listed first were 0-0, St-2, :~-2, 2-2, 3-2, 3-3. T hope everything is going 
well in Chapel Hill. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday: 3:27 PM 

noreply@unc.edu; @aol.com; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu:~; Tom Sander <pacma~@uncaa.unc.edu> 

l~g: 

Chris, 

Where are we with ? 
From; noreply@unc.edu [mailto:noreply@unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday,            5:0:t AM 
To-" @aol.com~ Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ille, Vince; Chris Ducar~ Lance Markos; Tom Sander 
Subject: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 17, 2013 3:48 PM 

Ga~ B urns <gary@ramsclub.com> 

l~L: Touching Base 

Gary~ 

I love having you work for the Foundation, These is a lot of money in the lax community~ They can help and the rest of us (me, ). If they want 

~T~en"s lax to ~,,in the recruil:k~g battles in the ACC, ~t is l:kne to open up thek wallets~[ 

F~= Gary Burns [mail~:ga~@ramsclub.com] 
Se~t: Friday, May ~7, 20~3 9:2~ AM 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Touching Base 

A~son~ 

Good to see you at the baseball game last night. Too bad it turned out the way it did. 

I wanted to touch base so you would have my contact information. If there is anything I can do to support you and your program (donors that need attention etc.) 

please let me know. I am in the early stages of developing my "network" here at the Rams Club and am anxious to get involved and help in any way possible. 

Thanks - Gary 

Major Gif~ D~r~ctor ~ U~C Rams Cbb 
P,O, Box 2446, Chape~ H~H, NC 27515 

O: (919) 643.4~405 ~ M:, ~ ~: (919) 643-.5777 
~]awOramsclub.com ~ ~v.ramsch~b.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 17, 2013 3:50 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: PDA ~neeting 

Chris, 

Can you represent us at PDA? 

From= Anthony Daluz [mailto:daluz@wfu.edu] 
Sent= Friday, May :t7, 20:t3 :t0:47 AM 

To= Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Robbie Church 
(robbie.church@duke.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; tim santoro; Randy Waldrum; Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Steve Swanson 
(sswanson@virginia.edu); Charles Chugger Adair 
Subject= Fwd: PDA meeting 

Coaches, 

Are we interested in meeting as a group at PDA? Let me know if Eddie’s suggestion below is convenient tbr everyone. 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Ed~vard Radwm~ski <e__~__d__!~9__r_~__@_c__!_e_j_r_~__~£_n__:_e_d_3j? 

Date: Fri, May 17, 2013 at 10:08 AM 

Subject: PDA meeting 

To: "Tony Da Luz (~__d__t_ta@_~:~f3j_:_e__d_t!) (_d_2_a_!Ng~55:%_e__£l__u_)" <_£t_:a_[_~wth.edu> 

Tony, 

Wanted to follow up regarding I think it would be a good idea to have a get-together/meeting up at PDA ne~ weekend. Most of the coaches will be there and it is 

always good to speak in person. Just pick a moment (Saturday after the last games?)....I think it will be well attended. 

I would suggest you just picking that time a~d we’ll all meet. If you waist to come down to the Jersey Shore I can pick a good place lol....only a 40 minute d6ve. But 

somewhere near PDA (local hotel, restaurant?) ..... 
Thoughts? 

Eddie Radwanski 
Head Coach Women’s Soccer 
Clemson University 

(o) 864-656-1944 

::N:: LDescriv, tioi~: 

amcdi23295 1265331~73 

NC,,%;-\-[o<~rnament Appearances (14); 1994, ::L995, :1996, 1997, 1998, :t999, 2000, 200::L, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007 

NCAA Elite 8: 1997, ~999, 2000, 2006 
Sweet Sixteen: 1998, 2001 
ACC Champions: 2000 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 
cell 

Image 

...... removed by 

sender. 

www.wakeforestsports.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORI~NCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 4:13 PM 

tsole@ecoslip.org 

@aol.com; @msn.com; duca~r,~)uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

@live.unc.edu>;                      @live.unc.edu> 

RE: Looking for interested in playing in next year 

We have two brilliant players next year that could contribute on any team in the world in the positions you describe. 

will copy Bill Palladino on this to follow up. He takes care of our foreign recruiting and promoting our players overseas. 

From: tsole@ecoslip.org [mailto:tsole@ecoslip.org] 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
C¢; ’bill palladino’ 
Subject; RF: Looking for interested in playing in next year 

HI Coach Dorrance and Coach Palladino, 

I am currently looking for a "interesLed in playing in Europe next year. Do you h~ve any players that might be interested? 

would be easier to discuss.; via phone, ple~se let me know a good time to (:all. 

Sincerely, 

Tania Sole 

Ecosl!p 
415-987-3283 

tsole@~ecoslip.or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 17, 2013 4:14 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: PDA ~neeting 

From: Anthony Daluz [mailto:daluz@wfu.edu] 
Sent: Friday, May 27, 2023 2:45 PM 
To: Randy Waldrum 
Cc: Mark Krikorian; gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Edward Radwanski; Robbie Church(robbie.church@duke.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Karen 
Elizabeth Dayes; tim santoro; Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Steve Swanson(sswanson@virginia.edu); Charles Adair 
Subject: Re: PDA meeting 

this ~unds like it will work for the group eddie, can you take care of the azrangements to lock it in ~ we arent driving around looking tbr a place k~ accommodate 14- 

15 people? 

tha~dcs 

On Fri, May 17, 2013 at 1:40 PM, Randy Waldmm <Randv.Waldmm.l,@~nd.edu> wrote: 

Im in Eddie.. 

Randy Waldrum - rwaldrum@nd.edu 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
University of Notre Dame 

$74-632-3376 - office 

mobile 

From: Edward Radwanski <.e___r._a_.d_w._a_n_._@__c_!._e_.m_.s_o_n_:_e_.d__9.> 

Date: Friday, May :17, 20:13:1:00 PM 

To: "Krikorian, Mark" <mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu>, Charles Adair <adair@vt.edu>, "Daluz, Anthony" <daluz@wfu.edu> 

Co: "Alison Foley (foleyae@bc~edu)" <foleyae@bc~edu> "Anson Dorrance(anson@uncaa~unc.edu)" <anson@uncaa~unc.edu> Anthony Daluz <daluz@w~u~edu>, 

"~miller~athletics.pitt.edu" <~miller~athletics.pitt.edu>, Karen Elizabeth Dayes <l<fe~u~o~!ou~!!~:~d~>, "Phil Wheddon (p~vh~dd~y~:~d~)" 

<~swheddo~s~Lr.edu> Randy Waldrum <._R___a___n___d_y_.___W____a_!__d___r__u____m__:_~__@___n___d__:__e__d___u_.>, "Robbie Church(robbie.church~duke.edu)" <robbie.church~duke.edu> "Steve Swanson 

(sswanson@vir~inia.edu)" <sswanson@vir~inia.edu>, tim santoro <tim santoroOncsu.edu> 
Subject: RE: PDA meetin~ 

ffl rnay mal~e a suggestion. Ther~-:~ is a place about 3-4 mik_~s from PDA cornpk_~x. It’s called Freddy"s At Pierce. A sporl:~.~ place. ~he¥ haw_~ a baripo.N area and a dining 

area. %,rv~-_~s everything [torn wra~s, burgers .....~:o steak, salmon etc... Mike O’Neil sugges~:ed it as well. SoumJs like a dec~-_~nt p[ac~:_~ to v[si[:, t spol~e with sorneon~:_~ 

from there and we could make a reservation if wanted. 

So could we could visit, have conversation. Eat, drink if you fike._Jots of choices. And iL is close by. 

The address is :1.4.0 Pierce St, Somerset 08873 

ff all like.....Vd b~-_~ happy to s~eak wi~:h ~:hern again and rsvp ~: for us around a certain l:~rne. I_ooks ~ke the ~ast ~dd~-off time on Saturday is 4:20pm 

F~m= Kdkorian, Mark 
Sent= Friday, May ~7, 20~3 ~:24 AM 
To= Charles Adair; Daluz, Anthony 
C¢= Alison Foley ([£~#~A@~G_¢#_~); Anson Dorrance(~#3#.~@~[).g~_,~_t)£:¢.~JV); Anthony Daluz; Edward Radwanski; g_E)JJJ_¢E~$b_[#~[g#~#J~:#$J~.; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Phil 
Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; Robbie Church(robNe.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson(sswanson@virginia.edu); tim santoro 
Subject= RE: PDA meeting 

~ am in as we~l -close to the fh~ds would be bes[: for fTu~ too. 

Mark Krikorian 
FSU Women’s Socc~;r 
’1119 SpMt Why 
Tallahassee= FI 32306 

(C’,) 
(F) 850-645-8978 
Skype: 

FOR SUMMER CAMP INFORMATION PLEASE VISIT 
htt p://wv,~v.seminolesoccerca mps.com 

From: Charles Adair [mailto:adair@vt.edu] 
Sent: Friday, May 27, 2023 22:27 AM 
To: Daluz, Anthony 
¢c: Alison Foley (fo!eyae~bGedu); Anson Dorrance(anson@uncaa.unc.edu); Anthony Daluz; Eddie Radwanski (etadwaD@c!emson~edu); gm!!let@athletics.p!~edu; Karen 
Elizabeth Dayes; Krikorian, Mark~ Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu)~ Randy Waldrum; Robbie Church(robbie.church@duke.edu)~ Steve Swanson(sswanson@virginia.edu); 
tim santoro 
Subject: Re: PDA meeting 

Td and all. I a~ up for Saturday meeting. 

Charles "Chugger" Adair 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Virginia Tech 

Adair(a~vt.edu 

Office: 540-231-6660 

Cell: 

Elite Soccer Academy 

Day camp: June 17-21 

ResidentiaJ Advanced Academy July 11-14 



Residential Premier Acadmny July 14-17 

On May 17, 2013, at 8:47 AM, "Daluz, Anthony" <daluz(~wfu.edu> wrote: 

Coaches, 

Are we interested in meeting as a group at PDA? Let me know if Eddie’s suggestion below is convenient for everyone. 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Edward Radwansld <._e__ri~__w___a___n_~2__c_!__e__r__n_~£_~3:_e___£t__u_.> 
Date: Fri, May 17, 2013 at 10:08 AM 

Subject: PDA meeting 

To: "Tony Da Luz (daluz(~)wfu.edu) 

Tony, 

Wanted to follow up regarding I think it would be a good idea to have a get-together/meeting up at PDA next weekend. Most of the coaches will be there 

and it is always good to speak in person. Just pick a moment (Saturday after the last games?)....I think it will be well attended. 

I would suggest you jus~t picldng that time and we’ll all meet. If you want to come down to the Jersey Shore I can pick a good place lol....only a 40 

minute drive. But somewhere near PDA (locaJ hotel, restaurant?) ..... 
Thoughts? 

Eddie Radwanski 

Head Coach Women’s Soccer 

Clem~n University 

(o) ~_4___-_£5__~_-J_2_4___4_. 
© 

NCAArournament Appearance~ (14): 1994, 199S, 1996, 1997, :k998: :k999, 2000, 2005, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005:2006 2007 

NCA,q E~te 8: X997: X999: 2000:2006 

Sweet Sixteen: 1998 2001 
ACC Champio~ns: 2000 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest Universi~’ Womens Soccer 
P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 tax 
cell 

Error! Filename not spedfied. 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 
V~ ake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 t:ax 

cell 

Image 

...... removed by 

sender. 

www.wakeforestspo~ts.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 4:25 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edtr~; JenW Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

RE: Firfft Year Orientation 

Will do! Jenny, do you ~vant to take care of ? And Chris Ducar, do you want to take care of ~? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, 3:00 PM 
To: Karen Shelton; Jenny Le,Q’; I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~iect: First Year Orientation 

Coaches, 

are the only          among the incoming students who have not yet registered They have received multiple reminders in multiple formats from 
me. If you could help nudge them toward registration, it would be most appreciated. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 17, 2013 4:49 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~W: Work Study Program 

Boys/girls, 

Does this have vah~e for us? 

From= Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent= Friday, May 17, 2013 4:44 plVl 

To= Norton, Molly; Cunningham, Bubba; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Creech, Karlton W; 111e, Vince; Vangelder, Marielle A; Steinbacher, Rick; Beale, Michael; Griggs, Kathy; Martina 
Ballen; Perkins, Michael; Bunting, Mike; Robinson, Kevin T; Gales, Bobby H.; Wilkinson, Michael H; Clements, Brittany Renn; Fowler, Ross; Miller, Steven L; Crowder, Kenneth 
C; Sabo, Tim; Gwaltney, Clint; Culler, Ellen B; Brunner, John F; Maloy, Susan B; Blanton, Brent S; Lane, Cricket; Snyder, Lee; Best, Kevin S.; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Bitting, 
Angelyn S; Livers, Tom; Morelli, David Dominic; Holliday, Corey L; Luke, Christopher Joseph; Chase, Kaye Watts; Arendas, David C; Holt, Joan M; Harris, Stacey Elaine; 
UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Strength and Conditioning; UNCAA-Women’s Basketball 
Cc= Harris, Tracy U; Dutton, Kathy B. 

Subject= Work Study Program 

As we approach the beginning of a new fiscal year, and as we review budgets and contemplate how we can make use of resources that can help us get our work 

accomplished and be mindful of the economic conditions at the same time, I want to share the Work-Study program with each of our areas. Many of you are 

already utilizing this great resource, and I wanted to be sure that all of our administrators and supervisors are aware of this opportunity. 

The Work Study program exits to provide students financial aid packages that may include work opportunities throughout the University. The program is 

Funded with federal funds, so has minimal to no cost to departments. Some of our areas have been fortunate to find students who begin work for them during 

their freshmen year, and continue until they graduate. It is a great, win-win situation] 

In order to participate in this program, you must attend a workshop to be eligible. There are only two opportunities to participate, and those dates are as folio\ 

Tuesday, May 22n d from 10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. 

Thursday, June 27th from 2:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. 

Both sessions are in Room 12:1, Hanes Art Center 

It is not necessary to RSVP, but you must attend one of these sessions in order to eligible to participate in the Fall. We do ask if you decide that you wish to 

participate in this program, please notify Tracy Harris so that we are aware of potential work study opportunities in our department, and also so we can 

Make preparations for the payrolling process in our department for this student employees. 

If you are interested but have questions, please contact me, Tracy Harris or Kathy Dutton for further encouragement!!! 

Thanks to all of you for the great work you do, and for being such great ambassadors of our programs, the Department of Athletics, 

And The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill!I! 

Have a great Tar Heel week-endH 

Joyce 

Joyce L. Dalgleish 

Director-HR Services 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

CB #8500 

P. O. Box 2:126 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

Phone: 9:19-962-7850 

Fax: 9:19-843-7003 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 11:21 AM 

~aol .com> 

@msn.com; ducea@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros          @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Hey 

Always gund to hear from you. Congrats on the win.                                 last night so I was in the                                watching the game on YouTube Please 
congratulate      for me How is I     doing? I guess she is either not ready or someone keeps beating her out. Bummer! I would like her to do well. 

Yes, lots of gund buzz about the work the kids started 1 st day (Monday) with the packet. We have a good soccer culture (as you well know). All the best from all your fi’iends in 
Chapel Hill!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~aol com] 
Sent: Friday, 6:2.0 PM 

To: I)orrance, Aibert A IV 
Sutzject: tIey 

tIey Anson! 

tIope al [ is well with you. Things are gmng pretty’ well here. We lost our first game to j ersey sky blue last night which sucked. But we had been unbeaten up until then It was one of those 
games where we had 80% of the possession but just weren’t all that dangerous until they scored on us late and we had to push forward. I think we j ust got a bit casual. 

Still, we will bounce back I’m sure We have a game on Sunday vs the team So we sort of have to bounce back quick haha. 

Otherwise, I am loving trmning. ~Ihe weather here is bipolar. It rains one day and is completely sunny the next I will most likely be playing in our first game ~n because 
will be gone with Canada. So mark that one down on you calendar to watch! We have an online feed that is apparently pret~ good. 

In other news, the    : van basically imploded on      and I on the way to our game yesterday. It started smelling like burning rubber and refused to go over 30 just as we were picking up 
speed in the left hand lane on the highway. I had to get across three lanes of traffic, while people tried to pass me. Needless to say, my life :flashed before my eyes haha. We managed to 
make it to the stadium, but we rolled up xvith the engine smoking pretty- bad hahaha. 

Hope everything is going well in chapel hill. I miss it and I miss you guys. I yelled out "hunt the ball" today in practice haha. You would have been proud. I’ve been getting "snap chats" 
from some of the girls while they are doing their        packets. Looks like they are working hard!!! 

Give my best. I hope she is doing well! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:25 AM 

mac.com> 

I~E: My Europe Blog 

What ~vas the !! ??? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @mac corn] 
Sent: Friday, 8:59 PM 
To: Bill Paladino; Detective Kate Beckett; Tim Crothers; Dorrance, Albeit A IV; 

Chris Ducar; , Tom Sander; 
Subject: My Europe Blog 

I hope everyone is doing well! 
Here is my next r~ost :) 

Miss yuu all[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 20, 2013 12:08 PM 

David Chatwin @hotmail.com> 

.~!aol.com 

RE: Hello Anson 

David, 

Your qualifications are excellent. I would have little trouble supporting your applications but did not watch you work enough for my recommendation to have any 

teeth. 

Still., I wish yo~ ~:he bestH (I will copy B~H Pa~h~dino on tMs ~f he can be more aggressive m h~s support) 

Good luck Dav~d~ 

F~m= David Cha~in ~hotmail.com] 
Sent= Sunday, Nay 19, 20~3 3:03 AN 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Su~ject~ Hello Anson 

Dear Anson, 

Remember me!!!! It is David Chatwin, I coached for you probably 10 years ago now in your Summer Soccer Camps for a couple of summers and really 
enjoyed the experience. 
Firstly, I hope you are well and that life in Chapel Hill is as successful as ever. 

Since then I went onto Coach in England with Charlton Athletic (Pro Club) as Assistant Academy Manager and for the past 4 years I have been a Senior 

Coach at The Aspire Academy for Sports Excellence in Qatar, Middle East, coaching the boys that will play for Qatar in their World Cup in 2022. 

I disgress as I know you must get many of these emails. I was wondering firstly if you and Dino remember who I was, secondly if I could have some advice 

on how to get into College Coaching since I have been away from the US for a number of years and whether I could get a reference from you to support 

any job applications. 

I have always wanted to be a Head College Soccer Coach in the US at as higher level as possible but I realsie that is very hard and competitive. I feel 
have excellent Professional Coaching experience to draw from and am looking to move on from here possibly to the US and a reference from you would be 
an excellent ’string to my bow’ to bolster my resume stateside, 

Any help or advice would be greatly appreciated, Please let me know if this is possible. 

Regards 

David Chatwin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 20, 2013 12:31 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edn 

FW: Work Study Program 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Monday, May 20, 2013 9:39 AM 

To: Norton, Molly; Cunningham, Bubba; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Creech, Karlton W; llle, Vince; Vangelder, Marielle A; Steinbacher, Rick; Beale, Michael; Griggs, Kathy; Martina 
Ballen; Perkins, Michael; Bunting, Mike; Robinson, Kevin T; Gales, Bobby H.; Wilkinson, Michael H; Clements, Brittany Renn; Fowler, Ross; Miller, Steven L; Crowder, Kenneth 
C; Sabo, Tim; Gwaltney, Clint; Culler, Ellen B; Brunner, John F; Maloy, Susan B; Blanton, Brent S; Lane, Cricket; Snyder, Lee; Best, Kevin S.; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Bitting, 
Angelyn S; Livers, Tom; Morelli, David Dominic; Holliday, Corey L; Luke, Christopher Joseph; Chase, Kaye Watts; Arendas, David C; Holt, Joan M; Harris, Stacey Elaine; 
UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Strength and Conditioning; UNCAA-Women’s Basketball 
¢¢: Harris, Tracy U; Dutton, Kathy B. 
Subject: RE: Work Study Program 

Please note that the correct day for the May session is _W__e___d__O__e__s_d_g_yL__Nl____a__g___2___2_.~-, not Tuesday as noted bek~w. 

Tha~ks, 

Joyce 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Sent: Friday, May 17, 2013 4:44 PM 

To: Norton, Molly; Cunningham, Bubba; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Creech, Karlton W; llle, Vince; Vangelder, Marielle A; Steinbacher, Rick; Beale, Michael; Griggs, Kathy; 

Martina Ballen; Perkins, Michael; Bunting, Mike; Robinson, Kevin T; Gales, Bobby H.; Wilkinson, Michael H; Clements, Brittany Renn; Fowler, Ross; Miller, Steven L; 

Crowder, Kenneth C; Sabo, Tim; 5~p:~.,~!.~.~)(.~.~!.~:~:.,~.~.:.~!~.:~::’.~!}; Culler, Ellen B; Brunner, John F; Maloy, Susan B; Blanton, Brent S; Lane, Cricket; Snyder, Lee; Best, 

Kevin S.; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Bitting, Angelyn S; Livers, Tom; Morelli, David Dominic; Holliday, Corey L; Luke, Christopher Joseph; Chase, Kaye Watts; Arendas, 

David C; Holt, Joan M; Harris, Stacey Elaine; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Strength and Conditioning; UNCAA- 

Women’s Basketball 

�~c: Harris, Tracy U; Dutton, Kathy B. 

Subject: Work Study Program 

As we approach the beginning of a new fiscal year, and as we review budgets and contemplate how we can make use of resources that can help us get our work 

accomplished and be mindful of the economic conditions at the same time, I want to share the Work-Study program with each of our areas. Many of you are 

already utilizing this great resource, and I wanted to be sure that all of our administrators and supervisors are aware of this opportunity. 

The Work Study program exits to provide students financial aid packages that may include work opportunities throughout the University. The program is 

Funded with federal funds, so has minimal to no cost to departments. Some of our areas have been fortunate to find students who begin work for them during 

their freshmen year, and continue until they graduate. It is a great, win-win situation! 

In order to participate in this program, you must attend a workshop to be eligible. There are only two opportunities to participate, and those dates are as follo\ 

Tuesday, May 22n d from 10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. 

Thursday, June 27th from 2:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. 

Both sessions are in Room 121, Hanes Art Center 

It is not necessary to RSVP, but you must attend one of these sessions in order to eligible to participate in the Fall. We do ask if you decide that you wish to 

participate in this program, please notify Tracy Harris so that we are aware of potential work study opportunities in our department, and also so we can 

Make preparations for the payrolling process in our department for this student employees. 

If you are interested but have questions, please contact me, Tracy Harris or Kathy Dutton for further encouragement!!! 

Thanks to all of you for the great work you do, and for being such great ambassadors of our programs, the Department of Athletics, 

And The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill!!! 

Have a great Tar Heel week-end!! 

Joyce 

Joyce L. Dalgleish 

Director-HR Services 

UNC Department of Athletics 

ErNe Williamson Athletic Center 

CB #8500 

P. O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 2753_5 

Phone: 919-962-7850 

Fax: 919-843-7003 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~g’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 12:36 PM 

Fay Mitchell < @nc.rr.com> 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: m~tist~y and atlfletics 

Fay, 

I will copy Tom Sander on this. He is my director of operations. He c~r~ forward your email to our Ahm]nae list for you. 

From: Fay Mitchell               ~nc.rr.com] 

Sent: Monday, May 20, 2013 .VI.:05 AM 

To~ Do~rance, AIbe~ A ~ 
~je~ a~ist~ and athletics 

Impo~ance~ High 
Dear Coach Dorrance...I am an independent filmmaker and I am working on a documentary about artistry ~nd athletics. I am examining similarities and 
dissimilarities, demands and attitudes, and markers of success. I would like to talk to a former UNC women’s soccer player, preferably one who has competed for 

the US Olympic team and/or had some time on a professiona~ team. When I tried to research the players I discovered they are still playing professionally or off 

with Team USA. That’s great and I’m happy for them, but my need is more immediate. Can you suggest someone who may be available, possibly retired or out on 

injury? 

Thanks for your attention. 

Fag Mitchell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 1:12 PM 

Thomas J Sander <pacman@nnc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu); @msn.co~n; duca~c,~)uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: need manager help at practice? 

Thanks .... Very kind of you!!! 

From: Thomas J Sander [mailto:pacman@unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday, :1:10 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: need manager help at practice? 

Players, 

is around all summer taking classes and has offered to help out if anyone needs a ball shagger for shooting or a timer for sprints, etc 

Just let her know! .~_!!._v_~_:..u_ .n_ _c_ :_ _e_ .d_ _ ~. 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

WoiIlen’s Soccer 

U~fiversity ofNort~ Cmolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 2:09 PM 

.~duke.edn> 

I~E: Reminder: Athletic Directors & Head Coaches Reception 

Sur’e, why wouldn’t they? 

From: @duke.edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 20, 2013 1:17 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Reminder: Athletic Directors & Head Coaches Reception 

I don’t think spouses are included, are they? 

On May 20, 2013, at 12:37 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: University Events [mailto: paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com] 
Sent: Monday, May 20, 2013 11:01 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Reminder: Athletic Directors & Head Coaches Reception 

This is a reminder about the reception ar Quail Hi]i tomorrow, Tue:,d.~y, M~y 21, from 5:00-6:30pm. 

A~ire i:, Carolina casual- no ties~ pleaser 

DJrec~ons to Quail Hill ~re U]cluded he]nw ~fyou have trouble finding Quail Hill tomo~ ow, ple~:,e contact Liz Pc*tee a* 919 360.5?27. 

Direc~i ons to Q11aJ[ Hi]h 

~Piease fisllow these dJrec~ons c~refiflly, as GPS de~ices at:d mappu~g ~ebsites m-e often mco:~-ect ~l:~: locating QuNI Hill. 

Quail Hil] is located off nf cau~pus next tn the ~ )NC General Ad:ni~dr, tra~on bui] Nag. 

From 1-40: 

1-40 West ~o em~ 273A / E~kst ~o exi~ 273 

RJghg offr~mp ou~o Hwy 54 [br 3 r~dles. 

P~ss under H,~%- 15-501 bridge 

~ke second ie[~ 

Follow p~rking signs 

From C~mpus: 

T~ke Sou~h Road, heading away ]kom campus 

A~ler you cross Couulry Club Road. Sou15 Road i~mis into ~{Jg?[way 54/Raleigh Road 

Ge~ int,) lhe ~Jgh~ hme, then ~fte~ ~ppx. ~i mile 

T am :~ght into ~he rkdvew~y directly heft)re ~he DNC O~e:-~d A&uinislra~J on h~filding 

There is ~ sign ti~l s~ys "P~Jvate D~>,’e" aml hwge hotflde:~ ou e~ch side ,)f the &>,’e. 

Follow 1he pai]~ng signs to ~he parking I,)1 ou the ie[~ ham1 side of the house 

h~pJ/’,~xw~)aperiessD.)sl comievents/4009770-6f5e6¢t£’rel?liesi7726S965-5c51 c~35 

<etwelop%jl:vg> 

Athletic Directors & tlead Coaches Reception 
Tuesday, May 21st at 5:00 PM 

Quail Hill, Chancellors Residence 
1001 Raleigh Road, Chapel Hill, NC 

<fl, oter prig> 

Block this sender fl-om yo~- P ~perless Post mail 

Add paperlesspos~@papeilesspost.corrl ze ~,ot;r ad~;ess bookto e~s~:re you receive a~ rut~:re ema~s ~rom Papedess Fos~ 

V~ew {he Pap~rless Post privacy policy. 

<fi~eehookdmg><tw~Frerpng><get ~phone appdmg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 2:09 PM 

~duke.edn> 

I~E: Reminder: Athletic Directors & Head Coaches Reception 

I think so .... 

From: @duke.edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 20, 2013 i:19 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Reminder: Athletic Directors & Head Coaches Reception 

I take that back... I found originaJ and it had my name on it. Did you rsvp? 

On May 20, 2013, at 1:16 PM,                          ~duke.edu> wrote: 

I don’t think sponses are included, are they? 
On May 20, 2013, at 12:37 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

From: University Events [mailto: paperlesspost@paperlesspostcom] 
Sent: Monday, May 20, 2013 11:01 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Reminder: Athletic Directors & Head Coaches Reception 

Tiffs is a re~rdnder abou~ the reception ~ Qu~il ~ti]i b)mo~row, Tuesd~ly, M~2; 21, flora 5:00-6:30pm. 

Alh~e is C~olin~ c~;u~i-, n,) laes, please[ 

Dh-ec~ions to @mJl Hi1] ~re included be]ow ~fy,m have uoub]e tin,brig Qu~il ~ti]l b)mo~Tow, ]?]e~se c,m~ad Liz Pelree at ~19 360.5727. 

Direc~J ons to Qu~il ~ti]l : 

~Please [bllow 15ese ~brec~ions c~]re[idly, as GPS device~; ~tld mapping websi[es e~e ,)ftetl JnCOlTect wh~i ]ocN:itlg Quml t~Jll. 

@mJl Hill is ioca[ed of~ og c~unpus nex[ ~o ~he UNC G~er~[ AckaiNslra~hm bui] ditlg. 

From 

1-40 Wes~ ~o em~ 273A / E~t ~o exi~ 273. 

t~gh~ of~’r~mF ot~o Hwy 54 ~r 3 ~Tuies 

Pas~ unde~ H,~2S" 15-50i bridge. 

ibke second leVI m~o a p~i~, u!e d~vew~y 

Voilnw pm-klng sig~s. 

F~e South Road, heading awuy fi-nm ca-:~pus 

After ynu crnss Country Club K~ad, Sou~h Road turns inlo Highway 5d/Raleigh Road 

G et into lhe right hme, then affe~ ;~ppx )i n~ie 

Turn right imo [i~e dri,~eway directly befi~re !he UNC G~¢r~d Ad~dmslratio~ bmlding. 

There is a sign th~ s~ys Private Drive" a~d i~rge bnNders ot~ esch side of the 

Fellnw the pai~g signs to fi~e par~i~ag lot ot~ the iefl ha~d side of the house. 

Click here to chauge yo~.r respnnse 

~envelope0peg> 

Athletic Directors & Head Coaches Reception 
Tuesday, May 21st at 5:00 PM 

Quail Hill, Chancellois Residence 
1001 Raleigh Road, Chapel Hill, NC 

<~boter prig> 

Biock rids sender fl-o:,n yore PaperIess Post mail 

g,~d R_a_p_~£[_e_~p__o__%t_~_a_~_[Le__s__s_~_9:_%L_c__o_£~_. to ;,our address book to ®astir® you receive ~3ii h.l~ir® ei~3iis ?roi~ Papel!ess [~ost 

Vi~;w the P’aperless P’ost 

<i:acebo ok p:,~g > -~twit~ e~ .prig ~ge~ipho:,~e app prig> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 2:53 PM 

Edward Radwanski <eradwan@clemson.edn> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

RE: PDA meeting 

Eddie, 

gig Bird will be up there, 1 will copy him on this to connect with you, 

Allthebest myfriendH 

Fr~ra: Edward Radwanski [mailto:eradwan@demson,edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 20, 20~3 2:20 PN 

T~: Dorrance, Albe~ A @ 
Subject: PDA meeting 

Anson, 

Just checking in to see if Big Bird or ~nyone will be ~ttending ACC cb~t next S~turd~y ~t PDA? 

thx 

Eddie ~adwan~ki 
He~d Co~ch Women’s Soccer 

Clemson University 

g5800 5489 nip9 

NCAA Tournament Appearances (:L4): 1994, :~995, :L996, 1997, :~998, :[999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 200P,, 2005, 2006, 2007 
NCAA Elite 8: 1997, J,999, 2000, 2006 
Sweet Si×~een: :L998, 200:L 
ACC Champions: 2000 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 3:01 PM 

John Montgomery <john@mmsclub.com:~ 

Gary Bums <gary@mmsclnb.co~n> 

RE: Just finished The Man Watclfing 

What about DwighL Anderson? He "owes" my operating budget endowment ~100,000 for flying out to San Diego last spring to "motivate" the Olympic Women’s 

Water polo Team that won Olympic Gold for the first time in a while under his company’s banner (the Osprey {s~?} Group). 

spe~s h~s name , BTW. 

~= John Montgome~ [mailto:john@ramsdub.com] 
Se~t~ Monday, May 20, 2013 2:2~ PM 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
~¢= Ga~ Burns 
S~bject~ RE: Just finished The Man Watching 

Dwight b ~:he chair of the rams dub board and ~s a member of the un~vers~W’s board of trustees. 

TNs ]~st jus[ provides a place to s[art: 

Loveman, Kenan TrusL Kenan famHy~ WN[msn, Bi]~ Goodwyn (spence’s buddy), Henddcks, Buck~ey, Jones~ Gdzzard (men’s soccer), Ovedock (former [rustee/ 

go~dman guy), 

We are putting a ]a>: ~bt together ~md ~ ha~e cop~ed G~;ry gums, 

~mm: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.eduj 

5ent: Monday, May 20, 2013 1:11 PM 

Te: John Montgomery 

5ubje¢t: RE: Just finBhed The Man Watching 

Rem~nd me, who is Dwight S[one? And whs[ is kumenetix worth? And BTW, ~ never got a ]~st. 

F~m= John Nontgome~ [mai~to:john@ramsclub.com] 
Sent~ Monday, Nay 20, 2013 1:08 PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subje¢t~ Re: Just finished ~e Nan Watching 

Add him to the list....I have not looked at onr schedMe in the fall but could speak to the NC ~nkers ~sociation on Oct ]4? It is in C~eensboro and I’ll be happy to go 

with you. They aze looking tbr 30 minutes. Dwight Stone is asking...he is a new member of the N)ard oflmstees. 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 3:26 PM 

~live.unc.edn> 

I~E: need mm~ager help at practice? 

Th~nk you!H 

From: 
Sent: Monday 3:13 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: need manager help at practice? 

Dear Anson, 
Anything I can help with! 
Take care! 

Best, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:12 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas .I 
Co: Nicole Marie Fossas; @raSh.COrn; Ducar, Christopher; 
Subject: RE: need manager help at practice? 

~aol.con~; ,1ason Sisneros ~qmail.com); Sander, Thomas 

Thanks .... Very kited ot: you!!! 

From: Thomas ,1 Sander [mailto:pacman@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:10 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: need manager help at practice? 

Players, 

is around all summer takin8 classes and has offered to help out if anyone needs a ball sha8ger for shooting or a timer for sprints, etc 

Just let her know! .@_!_[y._e_..__u_.n_ .c_: .e__d_._u_ 

-Tom 

Tom Sa~der 

Director of Operations 

Wolllen’s Soccer 

Universib~ of North Cmolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 10:43 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros i @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: 

Thanks Tony. came by yesterday and said she was going to EVERY class and seeing you regularly so I am encouraged. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:44 AM 

To: I)orrance, Albert A IV; Tom Sander 
Subject: Maggie Bill 

has registered for Session for first year orientauon 

sent me a summer school update last night. First paper is due on 

good update 

and she is almost done with it already Reading is interesung 

will see tomorrow morning, but not Thurs and Fri - traveling with women’s lax to the Final Four 

Tony 

is nagging her constantly. Was a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 12:39 PM 

~email.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; @gmail.com; ,~comcast.net; ~gmaJl.com; 

~email.anc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; ~emafil.unc.edu; ~hotmaJl.com; ~msn.com; 
duca@uncaa.unc.edu;       ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.nnc.edu 

So Leadership Council, what say the rest of you? 

Ladies, 

This is one of the "burdens" of Leadership to respond to these mundane requests. In fact this is what real leadership boils down to _.. to take care of the details no 

one else wants to bother with (so NOT to just to irresponsibly blow off these "irritating people" that can’t really help us)~ This ~s why leadershi~ is a natural choice 

for so few. Most of us are overwhelmed with the day to day operatk~ of our .:~w[~ ~ives. I understand a~l th~s BUT ~[~o man ~s at~ ~s~and entke of H:seff~ ail of us are 

involved in mankimt, we hoh~ ourselw?s to a higher stat~dard, so we owe everyot~e a response, 

So Leadership Cound~, ] have heard from        on LNs ~ssue, what say the rest of you? 

Sent: Monday, 9:59 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Re: Disse~ation Research Pa~icipation Recruitment- Women’s Soccer Players 

An~ 

It sounds like a well thought out and planned research prqiect and since we are not in ~hool it would ~ rea~3nable to ~k the team to do. Might as well help out since 

we can~ 

Tha~ 

Sent fm~n my iPhone 

On . at 12:34 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson({~email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

I will copy my b:_~adership Cout~(:il ot~ this and let th~-:m~ decide. 

From: deahdra bowier [mailto:dbowier@my.adler.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:41 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Dissertation Research Participation Recruitment- Women’s Soccer Players 

Good Afternoon Coach Anson Dorrance, I’ve copied and pasted the email I originally sent to you while your players were still taking and preparing for 

their final exams. I hope this email finds you well and that your players will participate in my study if they so choose. 

My name is Deahdra Bowler, I am a clinical psychology doctoral student at the Adler School of Professional Psychology in Chicago, IL. I am contacting 
you because I am recruiting female soccer players playing in the NCAA for a study I’m doing pertaining to factors of personality and their influence on 
body image. I found your email from the NCAA website coaches directory. If given permission to contact your players, I would send them an email 
inviting them to participate. Participation in this study is voluntary and there is no consequence if they choose not to participate. The study would 
require about 30-45 minutes of their time; all questionnaires can be completed online at their convenience. The researoh is being conducted as part of 
my academic requirements. The intention of the study is to help inform practices for professionals, including psycholo~lists and others, who work with 
athletes. If you have any questions I would be happy to respond either by emaikdbowier@my.adler.edu; or by phone:             This research is 

being supervised by a core faculty and licensed psychologist, Lauren Nichols, Psy.D., of the Adler School of Professional Psychology. Your agreement 
and permission to allow your players to participate would be greatly appreciated. 

Thankyou, 

On Mon, at 5:42 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(i~email.unc.edn> wrote: 

Sur~-:~ la:~t day is 

From: deahdra bowier [mailto:dbowier@my.adler,edu] 
Sent: Monday,            6:41 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~t A IV 

Subject: Re: Dissertation Reseaych Participation Recruitment- Women’s Soccer Players 

Thank yon for you response and I completely nn&rstand. Would it be possible to contact you following the end of their exams? I roll be seeking 
participants for the ne~ few months. 

Thanks agai~, 

On Mon,            at 5:33 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(i~email.unc.edn> wrote: 

T~q~nl~ ~/ou for this opportanity but ~,e are about to go k~to exams and g~ven a choice ~ would rather my ph~yers spend theh time ot~ their ~l:udies ~n 

preparatkm for their academh:: success, One day f wou~d k~ve ot~e of them ~:o be chasing a PHD m something themselves, f hope you understand, 

~= deahdra bowier [mailto:dbowier@my.adler.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 6:12 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Disse~ation Research Pa~icipation Recruitment- Women’s Soccer Players 

Good Afternoon Coach Anson Dorrance, 

My name is Deahdra Bowler, I am a clinical psychology doctoraJ student at the Adler School of PmfessionaJ Psychology in Chicago, IL. I am 

contacting you because I am recruiting female soccer players playing in the NCAA for a study- I’m doing pe~Jning to factors of personality and 



"their influence on body image. I fouM your email farm the NCAA website coaches director. If given permission to contact your players, I would 

~nd them an email invi’dng them to participate. Paxticipat~on in this study is voluntaxy and there is no consequence if they choose not to par~ficipate. 

The study would require about 30-45 minutes of their time; all qnestiom~aires ca~ be completed online at their convenience. The research is being 

conducted as part of my academic requirements. The intention office study is to help inform practices tbr protbssionals, including psTchologists 

m~d others, who work with athletes. If you have any questions I would be hapw to respond either by em~fil: d~e~mymdler:edu; or by phone: 

This research is being supervised by a core faculty and licensed psychologist, Lauren Nichols, Psy.D., of the Adler School of 

Professional Psychology. Your agreement and permission to allow your players to p~xticipate would be greatly appreciated. 

Thank you, 

Deahdra Bowier, M.A., L.P.C. 
Doctoral Candidate 
Adler School of Professional Psychology 

Deahdra Bowier, M.A., L.P.C. 
Doctoral Candidate 
Adler School of Professional Psychology 

Deahdra Bowier, M.A., L.P.C. 
Doctoral Candidate 
Adler School of Professional Psychology 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 2:05 PM 

Rachel Wood ~gmail.com> 

~gmail.com); ~gmail.com); ~gmail.com; 

(meganbnck.96@gmafil.com); rasha roberts (rashabg@gmail.com); 

Sisneros I         ~)gmail.com); pac~nan,@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~live.unc.edu); ~emafil.unc.edu>; 

~live.nnc.edu); ~gmail.com); 

~live.unc.edu);              ~gmail.com; 

~live.unc.edn); nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.tmc.edu); 
~yahoo.com); ~iclond.com); 

~aol.com); ~live.unc.edu); 
, ~ya]~oo.com); ~eaJ~Nink.net); 

~mindspfing.com); ~ya]~oo.com); 

~rocketmail.com; ~gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu; 

~live.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu; ~gmail.com; 

O!e,nail.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu; .~!hotmail.com; 
~gma~l .co,n; ~gmail .co,n; ~b aol .corn; 

,~!yahoo.com; ~gma~l.com 

RE: Thank You! 

~msn.co~n; ducar,@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~!live.unc.edu); 

,~!live.unc.edu) 
~live.unc.edtc,; 

~gmail.com); 

~nga.edu); 

~aol.com); 
~comcast.net);. 

~aol.com; Jason 

~live.unc.edu); 

~gmail .com); 

~live.nnc.edu); ~gmail.com; 

~yahoo.com; ~ymail.com; 

~z~co~ncast.net; ~!gm~il.com; 

~live.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; 
,~!gmail.com; ~hot~nail.co~n; 

Rachel, 

Once a Tar Heel ALWAYS a Tar Heel Congratulations! Do us proud and rip up the league!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Rachel Wood [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, May 21,2013 11:13 ~M 
To: Dot~ance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Dino; Ctnis Ducat; Tom Sander 
Subject: Thank You! 

~?~2g_mail. c om] 

Hey Anson, 

I hope all is well back in NCt rm sure with summer starting you guys are swamped with NC Residents camps. I wanted to say thank you so much for forwarding rue an email about a month 
ago from a coach who was looking for players to play in Iceland. I have been in contact with them and officially signed ray contract last week. I have sent all my irrmfigration paperwork and it 
is now official that I will be heading to Iceland at the end of June to play until September. Again, just a huge thank you for helping me follow tW drearu and for putting me into contact with 
these people. The team I will be playing for is HK Vikingur (Dad’s wurking on getting the games streamed so I’ll share the link with you if we are able to make that happen!). I aru hoping to go 
over there and play soccer, learn some icelandic and have an absolutely- fantastic experience! I am so grateful to still be a part of this tar heel family and wanted to let you guys l~mw just 
how blessed I feel and how excited I ara to begin my professional career. Please also keep me in mind if you know of an?" other teams in Sweden, Gem~any, England etc. who are looking for 
players. I will be done in September and would love to continue playing if I can. 

Best and all ray love to you, your family, the staff and the rest of the tar heel family, Rach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 2:18 PM 

Subject: Champions League Fiual Saturday, at 2:30 PM EST Bayem vs Dortmund 

Ladies, 

Your next assignment, if you should decide to take it: 

:l) watch the Champions League Final this Saturday and 

2) then send me your opinion of what you personally are goh~g to work on from what ~nspired you in the game. 

3) And what our team can steal from the winner of the game to ge~: to a h~gher IeveL 

One short paragraph w[l~ suffice. 

F~= Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, 4:25 AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Soccer On ~: Tuesday, 

Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

removed by 

sender¯ 

Fuesday, May 21, 2013 

removed by 

sender 

removed by 

sender¯ 

tweet This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s Copa Liberladores action on Wednesday. 

~All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local lisdngs. 

Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

}hare Thi~ 

removed by 

sender¯ 

TUESDAY, 

No live games 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores REAL GARCILASO-IND. SANTA FE (live) 6:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores FLUMINESE-OLIMPIA (live) 9 pm. 

ESPN2 

International Friendly CHELSEA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 



Copa Libertadores TIJUANA-MINEIRO (live) 8:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

UEFA Women’s Champions League WOLFSBURG-LYON (live) 12:30 pro. 

Germany HOFFENHEIM-KAISERSLAUTERN (live) 2:30 pm, 

ESPN&com 

International Friendly CHELSEA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 8:30 pro. 

FRIDAY~ 

No live games 

SATUF~D~,Y, 

FOX 

UEFA Champions League Final BORUSSIA DORTMUND-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

international Club Friendly MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (live) 5:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League Final BORUSSIA DORTMUND-BAYERN MUNICH (delay) 8 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

International Club Friendly MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (delay) 8 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League Final BORUSSIA DORTMUND-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pro. 

international Club Friendly MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (live) 5:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

MLS D.C. UNITED-PORTLAND (live) 7 pro. 

MLS DIRECK KICK 

MLS D.C. UNITED-PORTLAND (live) 7 pm. 

MLS MONTREAL-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7 pm, 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-TORONTO (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 8:30 pro. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-CHICAGO (live) 9 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-CHIVAS USA (live) 9 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League Final BORUSSIA DORTMUND-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:45 pm. 

~nternational Club Friendly MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

SL~NDAY, 

ESPN2 

MLS LOS ANGELES-SEATTLE (live) 11 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS KANSAS CITY-HOUSTON (live) 3:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France AJACCIO-NICE (live) 3 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

France MARSEILLE-STADE DE REIMS (live) 8 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS NEW YORK-COLUMBUS (live) 5 pro. 

TBA 

SPORTSNET 

international Friendly CANADA-COSTA RICA (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN2 

international Friendly GERMANY-ECUADOR (live) 2:30 pm. 

international Friendly USA-BELGIUM (live) 8 pm. 

SPORTSNET 



MLS VANCOUVE R-MONTREAL (live) 10 pm. 

UNIMAS 

international Friendly USA-BELGIUM (live) 7 pm= 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

International Friendly GERMANY-ECUADOR (live) 2 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

international Friendly GERMANY-ECUADOR (live) 2:30 pm. 

International Friendly USA-BELGIUM (live) 8 pm. 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USL 

Soccer A[~qerica o~ Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Goo,gle+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 
Soccer on TV for Tuesday, May 21,2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

~movedby 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 2:31 PM 

Michael Anthony Elfman @yal~oo.com>; Bill Palladino @aol.com:~ 

Chris Dncar <dncar,~)uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: FII~k training tbr female footballers 

I bow to Di~o in all camp matters 

From: Michael Anthony Elfman [mailto: @yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 2:t, 20:t3 :t0:49 AM 
To; Bill Palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
~c-" Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
Subject; Re: FIFA training for female footballers 
Greetings Dino and Anson, 

I trust all is well. 

As the CBPA I is a month away, would both you and Anson consider adding some information from the "FIFA Health and Fimess for Females" guide to the CBPA 

training mmmal or perhaps include the FIFA pdl~ link in the manual? 
Thanks for your time and kind regards, 

Michael 

On Jan 4, 2013, at 5:49 PM, "Anson Dorrance" <an~m(tbuncaa.unc.edn> wrote: 

Michael, 
this is excellent..., thank you!!! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
L~NC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-962-4100 

~> Michael Anthony Elfman ~)vaboo~com> 1/4/2 013 2:07 PM >>> 

http://w~/.~i~c~m/mm/docan~en~tbal~deve~pme~/med~ca~/59/78/ ~9/~b%5~e~mt~/~5f~%5~2~35~pd~‘ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 2:32 PM 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

ILE: Thursday Afternoon 

I might have a recruit here but give me ~ time and I will try to organize my recruit ~round it, 

From: Dave Clark Lohse [mailto:davelohse@unc.edu] 

Sent; Tuesday, May 21, 2013 11:10 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Thursday Afternoon 

Let me know if you have time Thursday afternoon to shoot video for GoHeelsTV. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 2:33 PM 

glenn.wNtney@sportscoachradio.com 

Gatz, Gregory <ggg@unc.edu>; ~)msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; ~@aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Many thanks 

.~!gmail.com); 

Thank you Glenn, I enjoyed the conversation. And thank you t:or this .._ I arn a huge fan[!! 

From= glenn,whitney@sportscoachradio,com [mailto:glenn.whitney@sportscoachradio,com] 
Sent; Tuesday, Nay 25, 20~3 ~:~6 AN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Many thanks 

Anson, 
Many thanks for an excellent interview. I’ll let you know when it’s ready for release. 
Meantime, here’s a link to the recent interview with Daniel Coyle of The Talent Code: 

http://sportscoachradio,com/talent-code-skill-specialist-cyclinq-author- daniel- coy~ 
And some quotations you might like here: 

http:/istratlead~com/ 
Best regards, 
Glenn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 2:57 PM 

Laura Chinni < ~gmail.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: You and Your Team 

I can’t tell Vo~ how sorry I am that this program you love is being cut. 

I know the impression ix out there that all the athletic programs at Chapel Hill are incredibly well funded to allow us to compete nationally, it is not true, The best 

ste~ is not to politically iobby to remain but to raise rm)ney to remain, One of the best ~nit~atives that ot~r previous athle~:ic d~rec~:or did was to a~k)w ~s to raise 

money ~n a s~mrt endowment to a~k)w t~s to com~ete na~:~onally The rea~:y remains ~:hat a~mos~: all collegiate athle~:ic depar~:men~:s ~t~m:tio~l a[: a deficit. Football at 

SEC schools can support endre athletic departments but they m~ght be d~e only "healthy" athletic departments tha~ are out there. All of us have to take 

responsiMlity to shoulder some responsiM~ty to become at least partially aN[:--sustaining. We are going to try to raise money [:rom private sources to build a new 

soccer/lacrosse stadium. When it is built ~ want us (the soccer program} to take responsibility for se~ling out our games. We all need to figure out ways to be more 

se~f-sustain~ng or we will a~l be subject to being cut if the money r~ms out~ 

I~’~v advice) See wha[: you can do [:o cut costs and raise motley. ~assion will tm~ Feed the program, money 
F~m= Laura Chinni [mailto:      @gmail.com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, May 21, 2013 11:56 AM 

Te~ Dorrance, AIbe~ A N 
Subject~ You and Your Team 

Mr. Do~a~ce, 

I ho~ this email tinds you well[ You may remember seeing my name t?om an email ~ sent you several weeks ago regarding The Ma~ WatcNng a~d how much that 

book h~ imputed my life over fl~e ~st l~w months. I am so ~)~ tbr emailing you again as I am sure you am ve~ busy with your own team and job but I Nd have 

one more "thing that I wm~ted to s~ak with you aN)ut. I promise I won’t continue filling your in~)x wifl~ emails a~d I tndy ho~ ~is cu~ent email isn’t’mkmg too much 

time ~om your day as flint is not my intention. 

You may have hea~d that last week the Wilmin~n communib~ w~ info~ed flint 5 UNCW spots teams have ~en recommended to be cut from UNCW Athletics. 

The re,on for this email is becau~ 2 offl~ose suggesled teams ~ be cut a~ the Men’s and Wo~nen’s Swimming and Diving Team fl~at I s~ke so higNy about to you 

in my previous emaJl. 

With the possibili~ of this 36 }~ar old progr~ being cut, cun~nt swimmer~ coaches, ~d alumni have ~en stepping fonvazd in mm~y di~nt ways to t~ to prevent 

this @ore happening. I am wri~ng to you becau~ upon he~ng this news, I immediately thought of you and the way you are depicted in The Man WatcNng; as a man 

who lives and breathes Ns sport_.much like the swimmers and divers at ~CW. I realize our successes don’t comp~e to the @nas~ you have created at ~C, 

however, ~ ~ow that the athletes involved at ~CW shaze the same intense love ~d drive to compete in the s~)rt that makes them come alive, just as your players 

do. Our men’s team j ast took their 12th s~aight championship rifle in Febma~ at C~’s and our women’s team completed a~ofl~er extremely successtul year as well. 

I truly ~lieve that we cm~ tind ways azound having to cut the~ spots reruns. ~ unders~nd fllat our Athletic DeNrtment is t~cing a financial crisis, however taking such 

a passion from groups of students simply doesn’t make sen~ to me. 

It is my hope fl~at you can share our sto~ with your gifts in hoNs that we have your suppo~. AgaJm ~ know that you dofft really know me and theretbre don’t owe 

an~hing to me, so I apologize for ~ng your ~me to discuss these issues..my ~oughts are howevec if any tea~n would unde~nd how ~nuch Nin we aze in at the 

thought of losing our program, it would N yours. Your athletes are fl~e most dedicated and commi~ed atNetes in the country (and woftd) and what we reaJly need now 

is to ~ow ~at our own breed (atlfletes in general) aze ~Nnd us during tNs e~mmely challenging time. 

Below is a link to the petition that we have s~ged to t~~ to help save our team. If any of what ~ have said has imNcted you, please feel @ee to pass along the petition 

or simply sign it yoursel£ Plea~ don’t feel like you need to do any ofthis...l just ~ew I would regret it if I Ndn’t at leas1 reach out. At this time we are scrambling to 

I since~ly tha~ you for your time, it memos more than you could ever truly ~ow. 

Best, 

Laura 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 3:05 PM 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

I~E: Thursday Afternoon 

fine 

From: Lohse, Dave Clark 
Sent-" Tuesday, May 2.t, 2013 2:39 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Thursday Afternoon 
1:30 pm 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

cell 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, May 2:1, 203L3 2:3J. PM 

To: Dave Lohse <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Thursday Afternoon 

I rnight have a ~ec~ui~ here but give me a time and I ,,,viii ~y to organize my recruit a~ound iL 

From: Dave Clark Lohse [mailto:davelohse@unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, May 2:t, 20:13 :tJ.::t0 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Thursday Afternoon 
Let me know if you have time Thursday afternoon to shoot video for GoHeelsTV. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 10:36 AM 

Thomas J Sander <pacmma@unc.edu>; Ruflin Ta~ner <rtmme@tanner-cos.com> 

@hotmail.com); ~@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.eda; 
@gmail.com); pacman@ancaa.anc.edu 

RE: Observing a Few Practices 

,~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

Ruft:in, 

I loved speaking [:or your dad and would love to have you join us, 

I have an even better way (than observation of training) to help you and help you with gout teams. Come to Team Camp th~s summer with 8 p~ayers from each of 

your teams (to form one team to get the requisite #’s for the camp). The Team Camp ~s a combh~afion coaching schoo~ in our methodology for gou and soccer camp 

for the ph~yers on your teams. ~1: wi~ be an eye opening week for e~er¥one. Check it out: www, ncgsc.com We cap the ~eam Camp off at 20 teams a summer and 

righ~ now ~ve have one opening left:. I wouk~ ~ow~ to ck)se the camp off wRh you and your Idds. 

We host the team camp on the Guifford College Campus. ]t ~s a perfect set up for uswith the fieMs right there next to the dorms. 

E~= ~omas ~ Sander [mailto:pacman@unc.edu] 
Seat= Tuesday, Play 25, 2053 3:27 PN 
Te; Dorrance, Albert A [V; Ruffin Tanner 
Sabject= RE: Obse~ing a Few Practices 

Ruffi n, 

MI o[ our practices are open to the puMic. We have no secretm Just check with me the week be[ore 

tMs year. 

-Tom 

E~= Ruffin Tanner [mail~:~anner@tanner-cos.com] 
Seat= Tuesday, May 25, 2053 ~0:$6 AN 
To= Sander, Thomas 3; Bill Palladino; Chris Ducar 
Sabject; Obse~ing a Few Practices 
Dear Coach Palladino, Coach Sander, and Coach Ducat, 
My name is Ruffin Tanner, I’m from Rutherfordton, NC, am 24, and graduated from UNC in 20~ with my BA in Political Science. For the past year, I’ve been working for my family 

company, which Coach Dorrance has given a motivational speech or two for as it’s a high-end women’s apparel business, so there is a small connection between my father and 

Coach Dorrance. We also provide the clothes that Coach Sylvia Hatchell wears during her games and public appearances. 

I just recently interviewed at the local 3A high school, RS Central High School, for the Head Coaching position for their soccer program and was fortunate enough to be given the 

job, so I’m writing you all to inquire about the Women’s practices. I’m not sure if Carolina’s Women’s Soccer practices are open to the public or not, but the just of it is that I’d love 

to observe one or two if at all possible as I am getting involved in the coaching scene myself. I wouldn’t be a distraction in any way, shape or form, I’m just trying to learn from the 

best and elevate the level of soccer being played in what I believe is a talent rich region that has always underachieved. 

Since I started working here in Rutherfordton, NC, I’ve gotten involved in the local high school soccer scene, first assisting a IA school’s girls’ soccer team, Thomas Jefferson Classical 

Academy, in the Spring of 2012 to the North Carolina State Championship game, and then training and acting as Head Coach for a UI8 girls’ First Division team from late July until 

September ist (until the usual Head Coach could return, upon which time I acted as his assistant). 

I understand that all of your plates are full, so to speak, and also completely understand if there’s no way you all could allow me to or would want me to attend a few of your 

practices. As I’ve sort of described, I’m just trying to be a sponge soaking up every possible piece of knowledge when it comes to coaching and man/woman management that I can, 

and I believe that this would be a perfect opportunity to observe and learn how to motivate, interact with, and teach young women. 

I appreciate your time and consideration and I hope all is going well. 

R~d[fin Tanner 
Direct ~9~’~iJ 

PO Box 22 

582 Rock RcL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 10:43 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Michigan Hawks Co~nbine 

college combine.docx 

From: doug maura sam kellan and siri [mailto: @sbcglobal.net] 
Sent-" Tuesday, May 2:t, 20:t3 5:27 PM 
To: Greg S Miller; Jaimel Johnson; T~m M. Rosenfeld; Codd Chuck; Craig Roberts; Grech Suzanne; Donald Trentham; vandervh@csp.edu; Summer Perala; Dorrance, Albert A 
IV; Kyle Schroeder; april.raymer@furman.edu; MarLy Everding; Tony [ATHDP] Minatta; Julie E Hanley; mark francis; wsoccer@mail.sdsu.edu; Nicole Nelson; Tanya N Roberts; 
drew fitzgerald; Randy Waldrum; randy Waldrum; Tracy Leone; David nikolic; David Morgan; Darren Ambrose; Esmeralda Negron; Tim Wassell; Nicky Adams; Joshua Osit; 
Curtis IVlcAlister; Blake Hornbuckle; Ralph Richards; Aaron Gordon; Tiffany Hansen; Janet Rayfield; Jon lipsitz; Eric Golz; Garrett Smith; Deana Waintraub; brian Pensky; Jason 
Russell; henscheg@uwm.edu; David S; weiss5@uwm.edu; fabiano@uwp.edu; Dustin.Downey@wku.edu; todd plourde; whlemke@ysu.edu 
Cc-" kim phillips; adil salmoN; Bryan Thorp 
Subject-" Michigan Hawks Combine 

The Michigan Hawks will host a College Combine to showcase our uncommitted 2015, 2014 and 2013s. 

The combine will be held June 2nd at JayCee Peak, 19800 Mayfield, Livonia, MI. 

We ~xe opening this up to every club and will ~lso featme kids that are s~dll in high school playoffs. 

If you c~ tn~ke it we would appreciate your support. We will get a google document sent out with a complete ros~ter of particil~nts. 

Thin,ks and hope to see many of you at PDA. 

Doug Landefeld 

Michigan Hawks 

660473-6604 



MICHIGA WOLVES A D HAWKS 
COLLEGE COMBIN  

The Michigan Wolves and Hawks will offer a college combine for uncommitted high school 

juniors and seniors from any club on June 2°d, from 10-2 at JayCee Park, 19800 Mayfield 

Street in Livonia. Cost for the combine is $20. We expect quite a few college coaches to 

come and we will continually update on our website the list of coaches that plan to attend. 

There will be two parts to the combine 

10-11:30 All players that are still participating in high school playoffs 

11:30-2:00 Players who are done with their high school season 

The first part will feature fitness and technical-based activities that abide by the MHSAA 

standards for kids still playing in high school. 

The second part will be for those no longer in high school playoffs and will include small sided 

and full field scrimmages. 

To register, please complete this form including the waiver and bring it along with $15 on June 
2°! Additionally, please email            @sbcglobal.net to reserve a spot. 

10:00-11:30 ~ 11:30-2:00 D 

Player Name: 

Age: __ Parent/Guardian: 

Address: 

City and Zip: 

Email Address: 

Phone Number: 

You will receive an email confirmation when registration is received. 

Medical Release -I enroll my child to participate in any and all activities of the Michigan Wolves and Hawks Soccer 
Club, and I waive all claims against the camp owners, organizers, sponsors, supervisors, coaches, related personnel 
and employees which might arise as a result of injuries in approved camp activities. I verify that my child has his/her 
own medical insurance policy, and I have made all arrangements to determine his/her physical fitness to attend 
camp. I hereby give consent for my child to be medically treated for injuries or illness during his/her participation in 

camp. 

Authorized Parent or Guardian Signature 

D ate 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 11:08 AM 

Ga~ B urns <gary@ramsclub.com> 

I~E: Touching Base 

The sooner we start grinding on the stadium project the better.,.. I am not sure how we pull the trigger, so let me ask you: "how do we begin?~ 

Frem: Gary Burns [mailto:gary@ramsclub.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, May 22, 2013 9:19 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= RE: Touching Base 

~nson, 

Thanks so much. Please ~et me know how ~ can help you. If you have anyone you need me to go see or look a[:ter let me know. My wife     and ~ are good friends 

with                    . They h~ve g~ven me ~ ~ot of "prospect" names, many connected to Women’s Soccer, Vm sure you already have a relationsNp w~th most 

or all of them so I won’t ~p~roach any of them beyond maybe ~ntrodudng myself w~thout coord~nath~g with you, Again, Let me know how I cm~ help, ] look forward 

t:o worMng w~th you and the other coaches. 

Gary 

Gary Bums 
Major G~fi D~rector ~ UNC Rams Ck~b 
P.O. B(~>: 244g, Chap~ H~, N(; 27515 

O: {919} 843~405 ~ M: ~ F: (919~ 843-5777 
gag@ramsclub.com ~ ~.ramsclub.com 

F~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
$e~tl Friday, May ~7, 20~3 3:~8 PM 

Te~ Ga~ Burns 
S~ject= RE: Touching Base 
Gary, 

I love having you work for the Foundation. These ~s a Jot of money ~n the lax community~ They cm~ help Joe and the rest of us (me, Carlos and Jenny}. ~f they want 

men’s lax to wk] the recruiting battles in the ACC, it is time to open up their walletsH 

F~= Ga~ Burns [ma~:ga~l@ramsclub.com] 
$e~tl Friday, May ~7, 20~3 9:2~ AM 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~ject= Touching Base 

Anson, 

Good to see you at the baseball game last night. Too bad it turned out the way it did. 

I wanted to touch base so you would have my contact information. If there is anything I can do to support you and your program (donors that need attention etc.) 

please let me know. I am in the early stages of developing my "network" here at the Rams Club and am anxious to get involved and help in any way possible. 

Thanks - Gary 

P.O. Box 2448, CSape~ H~H. NO 275}5 

O: (919) 843.4~405 == M:= ~ F: (919) 843-.5777 
ga~@ramsclub.com ~ ~q.ramsch]b.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:19 AM 

me.com> 

Subject: RE: Week 2 

This is great news! Combining your athletic platform with a serious investment in your skill set and the sky is the lnmt for you. Now remember to be patient "Rome was not built in a day" 
and technique settles in over time which is why it is so important for EVF, RYONE to work twice a week at a minunum on 1vl’s AN][) SHOOTING. The pros shoot evewday .. the abili~ to 
finish is the margin of victory. 

You will become a superstar in direct propomon to your ability to score goals Mark my words!!! 

..... Ori;inal Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:40 AM 
To: Dot~ance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Week 2 

Hi Anson! 

Just ~vanted to updated you on tW game! Last night I had my first practice with the boy-s teara I joined and it was so much fun! We played a big possession game that was 1 lvl 1 with four 
squares of cones in each corner ~vhere you had to play a one touch wall pass through to get a point. We started at ttnee touch rainimum ten took it down to two. At first I struggled a little 
adjusting to the speed of play but once I figured out the ts,them I was cornbining all over the field. I felt like I got so much better in just 40 minutes. Then for the remaining time of the practice 
we did a drill we do at uric in the fall. YVhere there’s 5v2 on each side of the grid and a grid in the middle that after 5 passes you have to play it over to the other side. This is ~vhere i felt most 
corrffortable because I was use to 5v2 in such a small area obviously. But still, I ~vas so challenged Anson it was a~vesome. Another aspect I have been adding to ray game to improve my 
touch is juggling a teunis ball. In just a week I have been able to do more and raore by practicing for 30-1 hour every day. It’s been great for my touch on the actual ball cause it feels so easy 
compared to that tiny tennis ball. I’m continuing to practice with             team two days a ~veek also and ara having so nmch fun with that as well. 

Anson I ara so excited at ~vhere my- game is heading and can’t wait to bring it back to chapel hill. I’ve made a promise to myself to work on technique twice as hard much as I do my 
athleticism, and I can already see it paying off. I miss you guy-s so much and hope and your family are enjoying sutmner in chapel hill. I ~vill be back in the middle of June no~v cause I 
want to start training ~vith out girls a little earlier. 

Have a fantastic day-[ 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:20 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Chris, 

Jump on this bro’.!!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wechaesday, 10:43 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Tom Sander 
Subject: 

Still hasn’t registered for Orientation Last day to avoid late fee is today. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:20 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: 

Thanks Tony .. I have put Chris on this. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:43 AM 

To: I)orrance, Albert A IV; Tom Sander 

Subject: 

Still hasn’t registered for Orientation. Last day to avoid late fee is today 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:29 AM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

I~NV: {DlWSOC} USWNT Training Schedule 

ATT00001 .c; ATT00002.htm; USWS~NT Schedule- .pdf 

From-" Robert Kehoe [mailto:rkehoe@nscaa.com] 
Sent; Wednesday,            11:20 AM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV; D1; DTIWSOC@soccerlists.org 
Subject-" {DIWSOC} USWNT Training Schedule 
Good Day Coaches. 

Attached is m~ updated schedule of USWYNT events through August. 

All the bes~. 

Rob 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, May 22, 203L3 7::~7 PM 

@hotmail.com> 

Re: team camp 

So, does that take us to 20 or leave us at 197 

Senti?ore my Verizon Wire/ess 4G L TE DROID 

@hotmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Guys, 

We are officially at 17 teams. I have one more that I am sure is registering, and 2 on the fence. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 10:01 PM 

Bill Steffen ~ ,~yahoo.com> 

Re: 

Bill Steffen < @yahoo.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson~ 
I just finished up listening to the radio interview Jason put up on facebook, It was nice of the fellow to give camp such time! 
When you mentioned the value of character, 3[ thought of the Schwarzkopf quote: "Leadership is a blend of strategy and character. If you must be without one, be without the 

strategy." I use that a lot at the coaching courses~ 
Have you read any of Laurie King novels about Mary Russell? rm finishing up the Language of Bees - rye read about 6 of the collection. She writes about Sherlock Holmes 
retiring and marrying a young intellectual Jewish scholar named Mary Russell. They have adventures, etc. They’re okay (not in the same class as Doyle but then what is?). 
What is interesting is how she juxtapositions her (Russell’s) feminine perspective with Holmes’ masculine perspective, There are quite a few out - you can find them fairly 

easily and they can be entertaining. 
rm still trying to schedule some camp time during the summer seasom A lot will depend if rm still in LA (Lower Alabama). 

Good luck - take care. 
Bill Steffen, Ed.D. 
336-707-8960 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 2:17 PM 

~gmail.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: NC Business Journal - quick intePAew ruth you regarding Spo~lsBoard 

[ have freedom now for a couple of hours .._ I arn at work. 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, 12:50 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; NC Business 3ournal - quick interview with you regarding SportsBoard 
Morning, Anson. }tad so much fun with home - so sad she’s now back in Ctt. Bnt she’s loving her job with 

packet, rest assnred. 

ttey, they want to do an interview with you, Sylvia Hatchell and Jenny Levy on yonr use of 

I give them yonr otfice num~r or axe you ok ruth giving ~em your cell? 

Thm~s so much. ~ 

’. She a~d hard at work on their summer 

Any chance yon ca~ be available this morning briefly? Should 

Notice: The information contained in this message is intended only for use 

of the individual(s) named above and may contain confidential, proprietary 

or legally privileged information. No confidentiality or privilege is 

waived or lost by any mistransmission. If you are not the intended 

recipient of this message you are hereby notified that you must not use, 

disseminate, copy it in any form or take any action in reliance of it. If 

you have received this message in error please delete it and any copies of 

it and notify the sender immediately 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 2:45 PM 

al~mad brown ~gmail.com> 

natalie dormnce ~ ~bhotmail.com); Crothers, Timothy W ~-~tcrothe@email.unc.edu>; @msn.com; 

ducar@nncaa.unc.edu; .~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: The Man Watching - Saint Thomas More High School 

Ah~T~ad, 

Thank you ]:or this very thoughtful email message. And good luck in your quest for your first ever conference championship. Congratulations on [h~s "best winning 
record" ~ ! 
One summer I wou~d ~ove for you to bring your team ~nto our "Team Camp". It ~s a combination CoacNng Schoo~ for you h~ our methodology and a training camp for 
your gir~s in EVERYTHING WE DO IN Tr~AINtNG. Our experiet~ce~t staff w~th ct~rrent and ~)ast UNC w;rsity atNetes train your team ~r~ our practk:es ~,~:h you anal your 
staff wa~:chk~g. 
Check ~t out: AAA:_Q~g#_£:~_£_~. We cap off: the can~p sL 20 Lea~T~S aRd for this s[ln~T~er we have one opening left. 
Please let me know how you d~d!H And again thank you for th~s very kind emailH 
F~m= ahmad brown [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, Nay 22, 20~3 ~:~ PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject; The Nan Watching - Saint ~omas More High School 
Dear Mr. Anson, 

I know that you receive emails, phone calls and even letters on a daily basis congratulating and thanking you for what yoffve accomplished and helped brought to 

women’s soccer, but I hope that you’re able to read this letter of sincerity. After reading and analyzing yonr methods of not only coaching, but bonding and and 

interacting with female athletes, I have to say that it has been an exceptional read and a wonderful learning experience. I’ve been in the military for almost 6 years now 

and having been deployed to Iraq and leading only men, I have to say that the transition to coaching and working with females has been a drastic change. 

After coaching the men’s program here at St. Thomas More ttigh Schi~ol, I was off,red the optx~rtunity to take over the women’s program mad in doing so, I t~lt the 

need to read your book--The ’Man and Women’ chapter helped incredibly. I’m a Florida native, in which I played soccer, I am almost obligated to be a UF or FSU 

thn, but was not the case--I am ve~ much a thn ofUNC-Ctt lhn and always will be. I’ve even have taken the time to fly out to watch you all play against UF, FSU and 

even Wake Forest where a hometown frien& Katie Stengel, currently sits on their roffter. Not a single visit has changed my ~nind or made ~ne think "what a waste of a 

flight". It was truly an amazing experience watching your progrmn that is filled with great talent and experienced coaches. 

With that my last words, I would like to sh~ace with yon that in tny first year and the team’s first season, they will be compefing for it’s first ever Conference 

Championship Title in school history and receiving it’s best winning ~vcord. The girls are very excited and thankful to be given the opportuni~ to take this challenge 

tonight. I have congratulated the girls and have thanked them since day 1 for their hard work~ dedication and commitment, but I personally felt the need to contact and 

thank you for what yon have helped this temn accomplish. Had it not been for your book and sharing your knowledge and experience, I truly do not believe that I 

would have been able to coach/lead this temn to i~’s victories and life experiences gained. Once again, thank yon sir for all that you have done, but most all, thank you 

for helping me allow to touch the hearts and minds of these young athletes to become the future of soccer and our nation. 

Kind regards, 

Abanad Brown 

Saint Thomas More High School 

Head Coach Women’s Soccer 

,~gmail,com 
w~’.tmore~or~a 

"Success comes J?om lmowing that you did your best to become the best that you are capable of becorning. "-,John Wooden 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 2:52 PM 

@hotmail.com> 

.~)aol.com 

RE: team ca~p 

So we might get [o 20"," Get me the #’s of those on [he fence, I will catl them. 

From: ~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 2:19 PM 

To: Dino Palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Eric Lewis 
Subject: team camp 

Hey Guys, 

We are officially at :17 teams. I have one more that I am sure is registering, and 2 on the fence. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 2:52 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: STORM Remote SNEAK PEEK 

From: LLC DragonFly Athletics [mailto: kassi@dragonflyathletics.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, May 22, 2013 2:25 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; STORM Remote SNEAK PEEK 

DragonFly Athletics is very excited to introduce a sneak peek to the 

latest extension of the STORM Network - the STORM REMOTE. 

~i Image removed by sorlder. 

Features of the STORM REMOTE 

Control your STORM Network computer from ANYWHERE 

Control the full feature set of STORM (Send, Receive, Convert, Export 

and Permissions) 

Content is Secure - Never loaded in the Cloud or to any third party server 

Reliable - Piece of mind knowing your content is on your local Hard Drive 

Every computer in the Conference is a backup of your Content 

Fast - Nothing is Faster 

Compatible with: iPhones, Androids, Windows Mobile, iPads, tablets and 

computers 

Visit ._s_~__~__[__~____~_[~_~_~!~_~_~_!~_~!__c___s__~___c___~____~_ for a s.eak peek 

and stay tuned for more information before our official launch on 

July t, 2013. 

Kassi Price 



Director of Marketing and Customer Relations 

DragonFly Athletics, LLC 

remov~ by 
sender. 

Forward this ernail 

...... removed by 

sender. 

this email wss sent to anson@uncaa,unc.edu by kassl~Sdragonflyathlehcs&om 
Update Prof:ile/Email Address InstanL removal with SafeUnsubscribef’~ Privacy Policy, 
DragonFly Athletics, LLC :: P.O. Box 3172 :: Tuscaloosa AL 35403 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 4:10 PM 

Ruflin Tanner <rtanne@ta~ner-cos.com> 

~@hotma~,l.com) 

RE: Observing a Few Practices 

Ruft:in, 

You are always welcome to come to anything we are running!!! I look forward to seeing you! 

Frem: Ruffin Tanner [mailto:rtanner@tanner-cos.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, May 22, 2013 7:58 PN 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A 1!/; Sander, Thomas J 
Cc: @hotmail.com); @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 
pacman@uncaa.unc.e-du 

Subject: Re: Observing a Few Practices 
Anson, 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); 

I cannot thank all of you enough for taking time to reach out to myself and my team, as I know you all are very busy at all times. 
Unfortunately, this year, the local school I’ll be coaching doesn’t have the necessary funds to send the girls to camp, nor do I believe we have enough time to raise the money. That 

being said, our team is very young and comprised mostly ofa 7th-9th grade travel team who all plan on attending the school I will be coaching for, so setting the goal this summer 
to raise enough money to send the team to the team camp next summer is, in my opinion, a great way to start off and reach out to the community as well as build team 

camaraderie with a goal in sight. 
If you all do not mind, I would still love to come watch some practices and gleam whatever I can from my observations when you start training camp in August. 
Once again, thank you all for reaching out to myself and my team, and I look forward to hearing from you all in the future! 

Go Heels! 
Th~nks and a~ the best 

R~,~.fin 7bnner 

5~2 ~oc~ Rd. 

Phone: (82L~) 28,~-52 52 

Fc~x: (g2g] 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu> 

Bate: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 10:36 AM 

To: "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu>, Ruffin Tanner <rtanner@tanner-cos.com> 

Cc:’ ~hotmail.corn)", @hotmail.com>, ~msn.com>, Chris Ducar 

<ducar~uncaa.unc.edu>, Naol.com>, "Jason Sisneros I @gmaH.com>, Tom Sander 

Subje~: RE: Observing a Few Practices 

Ruffin, 

[ ~oved speaMng for your dad and wouM love to have youjo~n us. 

f have an even better way (than observation of training) to he~p you and heh? you with your teams. Come to Tearn Camp l:hb; summer with 8 0layers from each of 

your teams (to form one team to get the requisite #’s [:or the camp}. The Team Camp ~s a combination coaching school in our rneLhodo~ogy for you and soccer’ camp 

for the players on your teams. [t will be an eye opening week for everyone, Check it out: AAA:_Q~g~c.com We cap the Team Camp off at 20 teams a sum~T~er and 

right now we have one opening left. I wou~d ]ore to close the camp off w~th you m~d your Idds. 

We host the team camp on the Guilford College Campus. ]t ~s a perfect set up for uswith the fie~ds right there next to the dorms. 

F~m= ~omas J Sander [.~_¢[[~£;_P_~g_E)#_t)_@_#_~g~_¢#_#.] 

Nent= Tuesday, Nay 25, 20~3 3:27 PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ruffin Tanner 
~ubje~t= RE: ObseHing a Few Practices 

Ruffi n, 

AH of our practh::es are open to the puMic. We haw~ no secrets. Just check with me the week before (or of) to find out our scheduk~. We begk~ trah~ng August 7th 

d~s year. 

--Tom 

E~m= Ruffin Tanner [ma~l~:Ranner@tanner-cos.com] 
Seat= Tuesday, Nay 25, 2053 $0:$6 AN 

To; Sander, Thomas 3; Bill Palladino; Chris Ducar 
Sabject= Obse~ing a Few Practices 
Dear Coach Palladino, Coach Sander, and Coach Ducar, 
My name is Ruffin Tanner, I’m from Rutherfordton, NC, am 24, and graduated from UNC in 2011 with my BA in Political Science. For the past year, I’ve been working for my family 

company, which Coach Dorrance has given a motivational speech or two for as it’s a high-end women’s apparel business, so there is a small connection between my father and 
Coach Dorrance. We also provide the clothes that Coach Sylvia Hatchell wears during her games and public appearances. 
I just recently interviewed at the local 3A high school, RS Central High School, for the Head Coaching position for their soccer program and was fortunate enough to be given the 

job, so I’m writing you all to inquire about the Women’s practices. I’m not sure if Carolina’s Women’s Soccer practices are open to the public or not, but the just of it is that I’d love 
to observe one or two if at all possible as I am getting involved in the coaching scene myself. I wouldn’t be a dBtraction in any way, shape or form, I’m just trying to learn from the 
best and elevate the level of soccer being played in what I believe is a talent rich region that has always underachieved. 

Since I started working here in Rutherfordton, NC, I’ve gotten involved in the local high school soccer scene, first assisting a 1A school’s gMs’ soccer team, Thomas Jefferson Classical 
Academy, in the Spring of 2012 to the North Carolina State Championship game, and then training and acting as Head Coach for a U18 girls’ First Division team from late July until 
September 1st (until the usual Head Coach could return, upon which time I acted as his assistant). 

I understand that all of your plates are full, so to speak, and also completely understand if there’s no way you all could allow me to or would want me to attend a few of your 
practices. As I’ve sort of described, I’m just trying to be a sponge soaking up every possible piece of knowledge when it comes to coaching and man/woman management that I can, 

and I believe that this would be a perfect opportunity to observe and learn how to motivate, interact with, and teach young women. 

I appreciate your time and consideration and I hope all is going well. 



Ru~h~d~rdto~, NC, 28~39 

Phone: ~’82f~) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 4:18 PM 

Bill SteIt~n < ~yahoo.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Radio 

WOW!!! He got that on the air already? Impressive, I just did it! 

Frem: Bill Steffen [mailto: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 20:t3 J.0:59 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Re: 

Sports Coach Radio with Glenn Whitney? 

Bill Steffen, Ed.D. 
336-707-8960 
From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

To: Bill Steffen,           ~,~,v___a__[!__o__o__~_c__o____m_.> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 9:01 PM 
Subject: Re: 

What in’~rview? 

Bill Stefl~n :@:f__a_~_~_?~?:__c_R_r_~ > wrote: 

Hi Anson, 
I just finished up listening to the radio interview Jason put up on facebook~ It was nice of the fellow to give camp such time! 
When you mentioned the value of character, ~ thought of the Schwarzkopf quote: "Leadership is a blend of strategy and character. ~f you must be without one, be without the 
strategy." I use that a lot at the coaching courses. 
Have you read any of Laurie King novels about Mary Russell? rm finishing up the Language of Bees - I’ve read about 6 of the collection. She writes about Sherlock Holmes 
retiring and marrying a young intellectual Jewish scholar named Mary Russell. They have adventures, etc. They’re okay ~not in the same class as Doyle but then what 
What is interesting is how she juxtapositions her (Russell’s) feminine perspective with Holmes’ masculine perspective. There are quite a few out - you can find them fairly 
easily and they can be entertaining. 
I’m still trying to schedule some camp time during the summer seasom A lot will depend if rm still in LA ~Lower Alabama). 
Good luck - take care. 
Bill Steffen, Ed.D. 
336-707-8960 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 4:25 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros          @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. U-20 wotnen’s roster, Hyndman runs English youth title 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 20:[3 8:08 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject; Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. U-20 women’s roster; Hyndman wins ~ Image 
English youth title 

I 
removed by 

sender¯ 

removed by 

sender. 

Foday"s NeWSThursday, May 23, 2013 

removed by 
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U.S. under-20 women’s national team 
by Soccer America 

[SWEDEN "TRI P] Soccer America’s Women’s Freshman of the Year Carl Roccaro from Notre Dame 

heads the U.S. under-20 women’s national team that heads to Sweden Friday. MicheHe French’s 

women will be based in Gavle, situated on the east coast of Sweden about 125 miles north of Stockholm, 

and play games against Sweden’s U-20s and U-23s. - Read the whole story 

Hyndman wins Barclays Under-18 Premier Leaque title 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD]Emerson Hyndman, grandson of FC Dallas coach Schellas Hyndman, won 

the inaugural Barclays Under-18 Premier League title as Fulham beat Reading, 3-1, in the final at Craven 

Cottage. = Read the whole story 

NSCAA/TopDrawerSoccer.com High School Players of the Week 
by Soccer America 

removed by 

sender. 
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iNilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

iNilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

[AWARDS] South Carolina-bound midfielder Koty Millard from South Carolina AAA champion Cardinal Newman School and 

midfielder Lauren Lackey from Alabama Class 1A-4A champion Randolph School were named 

NSCAA/TopDrawerSoccer.com High School Players of the Week. - Read the whole story 

Camp launched for Randall’s Island Park communities 
by Soccer America 

[NEW YORK RED BULLS] For all the talk of the entry of New York City FC into the New York market, it should be 

remembered that the New York Red Bulls were there first. They announced Urban Soccer Program partnerships with West 

Side Soccer League and Randalrs Island Park Alliance, offering a free scholarship soccer camp to young male and female 

athletes from local communities surrounding Randalrs Island Park. - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Thursday, May 23, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters(@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation~,socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 4:27 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: ASL Prepares for Event #4 and Cotnmissioner ANnounces Addition of Disney Showcase for 2013-14 Season 

From: Atlantic Soccer League [mailto: .~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2013 8:47 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; ASL Prepares for Event #4 and Commissioner Announces Addition of Disney Showcase for 2013-14 Season 

ASL Prepares %r Event #4 and. Commissioner 
A.n~mm~.ces Addition of Disney Showcase for 2o~3-~4 

Season. 
The ASL fi~x[shes its regular season this weekend as part of the SAC Memorial 

Day Showcase i~ (2o]nmbia Maryland. Teams are competing to fi~aish ~t~ the top 

eight of their divisions (U~4-U~7 boys & girls) in order ~o qnMil}- for the 
US Club Soccer ASL Championships i~ J une. ASL clubs will a trend the 

championship eve~l[ ~n Greensboro, NC o~ Juae 22-24 wi[}~ [}~e gFotlp Will,lets 

gaining a spot i~ the US Chub Soccer National Cup July ~8--a~ in Colorado. 

"The SAC Showcase i8 a great end of the season event with outstanding 

[’aci]ities a~ad great exposure for oat’ college bound players. Teams are 
competing l~r the final spot~ i~to the ASL Championship eve~t which wil~ 

bring a high level ef in te~sity a ~d q uality of play. This year has been 

ex:c~ti~g [or teams with the additkm of the ASL Championship8, the U16iUt7 

Serie B tour to I~aly for m~r top players i~ addition* ~o the college ID camp 
this summer." Says ASL Cormn~sskmer Kevi~ Darcy. "The landscape ef s~ccer 



is cha~ging rapidly for chubs and their players, so the ASL has worke(l bard 

to ~nt~n~e to ogfi~r quality programs in addition ~o tlm competitive event 

s[ructure and ~eague matches. 2o13-t4 protn~ses to 

additio~ of t}m Disney Showcase and a~ hffb~x of top quality ~mw member’ 

clubs joha~ng 

Questions and inquMes about the ASL should access the website @ www.aslsoceer.net or 
contact Commissioner Kevin Darey @ kdpremieresports@gmail.eom 

.4~SL Match Ups - Eve~xt #4 
Click Here ~o view ASL Fixtures From Tourname~t Website 

ASL Currm~.t League ~. tandmgs 
Gir]s Sta~adi~,s - Click }-Iet’e 
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Atlantic Soccer League :: PO Box 898 :: West Point VA 23181-0898 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, May 24, 2013 11:43 AM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

I~E: PDA ECNL 

Chris, 

These "pictures~’ are cool .... How do I get my email there? 

Frora: Ducat, Chris 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2013 10:32 AM 

To: 
Co: Dorrance, Albert A lV 
Subject: RE: PDA ECNL 

WH~ you p~ease emaH me her emaH address? 

Chris 

[ma~lto:     @sbcglobal.net] 
8eBt~ Thursday, May 23, 20~3 ~0:29 AM 

Te= Ducar, Chris 
$~jeCt~ Re: PDA ECNL 

Hi, coach Ducat : 
is not playing in the PDA ECNL 
is in Dallas ( 600 miles from El Paso) for the next two months. She is trainh~g and playing with FC Dallas in the women U-23 league. 

] will forward your e=mail to her. 
Best regards, 

From: Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To:                @sbcqlobal.net> 
Sent: Thu, May 23, 2013 6:41:10 AM 
Subject: PDA ECNL 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

Please send me your schedule if you are going to be playing this weekend. 

Thanks! 

B i rd 



you did noL wish Lo receive this, please .u___n__s_’_L_Lb__s_’__c__r_~__b__e_.. 







Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Dorrance0 Albert A IV ~#’O=LFNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)’- 

Friday,             11:48 AM 

~b~g m all .corn> 

Subject: RE: Dissertation Research Participation Recruitment- Women’s Soccer Players 

Exc~:AIent , thank 
From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, ~.2:SO PM 
To: deahdra bowier 
Co: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Re: Dissertation Research Participation Recruitment- Women’s Soccer Players 

Hi Ms. Bowier, 
My name is            and I a~n a member of the UNC Women’s Soccer team. You talked with my coach, Anson Dorrance, about hinting our team fill our surveys 

to aid you with your resemch. As a ,nember of our leadership council we would be more than happy to pa~icipate. If you could email ,ne the link to the su~wey I will 

send it out to ~t~e girls’. Thanks so much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 24, 2013 12:01 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); @aol.com 

EW: TopDrawerSoccer.com’s First Raleigh Combine 

From-" Charlie Nobile [mailto:cnobile@topdrawersoccer.com] 
Sent: Thursday, Nay 23, 20:t3 :t:28 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S..bject: TopDrawerSoccer.com’s First Raleigh Combine 
Hey Anson, 

I just wanted to shoot you a quick email to let you know that our TopDrawerSoccer.com Nationwide Combine Series is coming to Raleigh, North Carolina, on Sunday, July 7, 
2013. The Combine will be directcd by Colin Clarke of the Carolina Railbawks, and will feature many- of our Top 150 players in the country. 

Our event is one-day (5 hours) for boys and girls (15-18), and aims to showcase a players’ individual abilities through short-sided and full-sided games. We use our rankings 

lists, and extensive coverage staff, to invite the top players in each region. We also provide all coaches meals/snacks, rosters & recruiting information, a free $250 college camp 

listing on TopDrawerSoccer.com and gas stipends (for long distance travelers). 

Ahnost every program that has attended found new players to recruit. A few testimonials from coaches that attended our previous 2012 (Philadelphia & Dallas) Combines: 

¯ Villanova University Men’s Soccer - "i had a great experience at the combine as a coach, and we discovered a new player who eventually committed." 

Abilene Christian Women’s Soccer - "I’d say that the talent level was far above most camps/combines that I’ve been to, and I think colleges coaches would benefit from 

attending if they are looking for a place to evaluate play~’s in a more controlled environment." 

Dallas Baptist Univ~’si~, Men’s Soccer - "The thing that I was most impressed with was file talent level of the younger players at the camp. As a college coach, the 

combine was great for kids to come out and show theh" talent in front of experienced coaches." 

If you have any questions, if you are interested in attending, or if you’d like to join the (paid) coaching staff: please contact me at (562) 513-3729 or at 

cnobile@t opdrawers occer.com. 

For more information visit our website: .~1!~t-p-~;!-~!3y-~-w--}-~:-!-~-~p-~-d--r-~-2Le--r--s--~-~-c--c-‘~-e-~-2~--~-~L~-~91~]~! 

Thanks, 

Charlie 

Charlie Nobile 

TopDrawerSoccer.com - Special Events Director 

Office:(562) 513-3729 

Cell: 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT),’CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 24, 2013 12:10 PM 

~aol.com 

kW: Camps Leads 

From: Eddie Newland [mailto:eddie@captainu.com] 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2013 4:40 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; ~aol.com 
Subject: Camps Leads 
Coach - 
47 new athletes have been added to your CaptainU College account that indicated interes~ in your summer camps - botJa normal and academy level. You can login here 

to check them out: ~s:/icollege.captai~m.com/users/lo~in 

They cm~ be fom~d listed under in your Contacts tab under the button for ’Prospective Athletes" 

If you have any questions accessing the intbmmdon let me know! 

Eddie 

Eddie Newland - CaptainU College Director - 4~ 5,200A 26~ 
Trending on Radio CaptainU: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, May 27, 2013 11:16 AM 

al~mad brown @gmail.com> 

@hotmail .com);      ,~) aol .com 

RE: The Man Watching - Saint Thomas More High School 

Abroad, 

Thank you for following up with me and your kind words. 1 am sorry you guys did not prevail but it sounds like the season was a resounding success with the 

prospect of more success in the state tournament. 

C-:ood luck to you amt your fine team. I hope one day we have an oppor~:unity to l:ra~t~ your team and work with you and your staff. 

F~m= ahmad brown [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent; Friday, May 24, 20~3 ~0:56 AN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Re: ~e Man WaShing - Saint Thomas More High School 

Mr. Anso~ 

Good ,noming and thank you for replying to my e,nail. The girls were veW excited to heax your woMs of inspiration by’ congratulating them on their accomplishinents 

this season. Unfortunately we did not win tile conference, however, myself and the rest of the team were very. proud to have put up a (2-0) battle against file defending 

State Co,npetitor. They will playing their final regulm season ,natch today in which we should receive a win. 

Even though our regular season has ended, it will just begin for us entering into the State tournament--another accomplishment for us receiving a #3 seed. Hopefully in 

the fi~ture I will be able to inform you of our successful year, whether it be winning State and/or making it further than ever in school histoD,. 

Als& I received the infornmtion on your NCGS camp and will take it with high consideration for the fi~ture. Once again, thank you for your time, response and all that 

you have done tbr womeffs soccer and tbr giving young adults a better and brighter future. 

Kind regards, 

Almlad 

On Thu, May 23, 2013 at 1:44 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <_a_ .n_g_o__r!(_a~e__Kt~iLu__r!c_:_e_gt_tp wrote: 

Abroad, 

Thank you for this very thoughtful email message. And good kick in your quest for your first ever conference championship~ Congratulations on this "best winning 

One summ,-:~r I would love h:~r you to bring your team int.:? our "qeam Camp". It is a combination Coaching School For you ~n our methodology and a t:raining camp For 

your gMs in EVER’~H~NG WE DO IN TRAINING. Our experienced staff: with current and past UNC varsity atMetes train your team ~n our practices w~[h you and your 

staff wa[ch~ng. 

Check it out: www.ncgsc.com We cap off the camp at 20 teams and for this summer we have one opening left, 

Please let me know how you d~dH! And again thank you for this very kind emailH 

F~m= ahmad brown [mailto: @~mai!.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, Nay 22, 2013 1:~ PN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
SubjeCt= The Nan Watching - Saint ~omas More High School 

Dear Mr. Anson, 

I know that you receive emails~ phone calls and even letters on a daily basis congratulating and thanking you for what you’ve accomplished and helped brought to 

women’s soccer, but I hope that you’re able to read this letter of sinceri .ty. After reading and anabzing your methods of not only coaching, but bonding and and 

interacting with female athletes, I have to say that it has been an exceptional read and a wonderful learning experience, rve been in the *nilitaLT for ahnosl 6 yeaxs now 

and having been deployed to Iraq and leading only men, I have to say that the transition to coaching and working with females has been a drastic change. 

After coaching the men’s program here at St. Thomas More High School, I was offered the opportunity to take over the women’s program and in doing so, I felt the 
need to read your book--The ’Man and Women’ chapter helped incredibly. I’m a Florida native, in which I played soccer, I am ahnost obligated to be a UF or FSU 
tim, but was not the case--I am veU much a tim of UNC-CH tim and ahvays will be. I’ve even have taken the time to fly out to watch you all play against UF, FSU and 
even Wake Forest where a hometown friend, Katie Stengel, currently sits on their roster. Not a single visit has changed my mind or made me think "what a waste of a 
flight". It was truly an am~ing experience watching your program that is filled with great talent and experienced coaches. 

With that ~W last words, I would like to shaace with you that in ,ny first year and the team’s first season, they will be competing for it’s first ever Conference 

Championship Title in school hislou and receiving it’s best winning record. The girls are very. excited and thanl~-ul to be given the oppo~luniU to take tiffs challenge 

tonight. I have congratulated tile girls and have thanked the,n since day 1 for their hard work dedication and commitment, but I personally felt the need to contact and 

thank you for what you have helped this team accomplish. Had it not been for your book and sharing your knowledge and experience, I truly do not believe that I 

would have been able to coach/lead this temn to il’s victories and life experiences gaJned. Once again, thank you sir for all that you have done, but most all, thank you 

for helping me allow to touch the hearts and minds of these young athletes to become the future of s~ccer and our nation. 

Kind regards, 

Ahmad Brown 

Saint Thomas More High School 

Head Coach Women’s Soccer 



~i~gmail.com 

www.tmore.org 
Cell: 

"Success comes from knowing that you did your best to become the best that you are capable of becoming. "-John Wooden 

Ahmad Brown 

Saint Thomas More High School 

Head Coach Women’s Soccer 

(i~gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, May 27 2013 12:02 PM 

Francis, Ne~ ille R <nrf~anci@email,unc edt~ 

@msn.com ducm@uncaa unc edu ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa unc.edu 

RE: Recommendation 

Top of: t~e line Nike!!!! 

From; Francis, Neville R 
Sent: Friday, May 24, 20:t3 l:t:S:t AM 

To; Sander, Thomas 3; Dorrance, Albefl~ A IV 
Subject; Recommendation 
Yo~ g ~ts ~t kr c~w tt~is better than I do. ~%’hat br~md bal~ would yo~ re(:omm~md for hard sur[~c~s li~e th~ f~h~s ~ Jamaica? 

Economics Pro[:essor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, May 27, 2013 12:02 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@nnc.edu> 

ILE: PDA ECNL 

From-" Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Friday, May 24, 2013 11:58 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: PDA ECNL 

You have to send your email from ACS. 

On May 24, 2013, at 11:43 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~n(i~emM.tmc.e&t> wrote: 

Chris~ 

rhe~;e "picl:ures" are cool .... How do [ get my email t:here? 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent= Thursday, May 23, 2013 10:32 AM 
To." 
C;c= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= RE: PDA ECNL 

Thanks         Hope she has a great time this stm~mer..,we can’t wait to see her ~n the fa~L 

Wil~ you please emai~ me her email address? 

Chris 

[mail~:     ~sbcglobaLnet] 
Sent: Thursday, Nay 23, 20~3 10:29 AN 

Te= Ducat, Chris 
Subject= Re: PDA ECNL 

Hi, coach Ducar : 
Jenny is not playing in the PDA ECNL. 
Jenny is in Dallas ( 600 miles from El Paso) for the next two months. She ~s training and playing w~th FC Dallas in the women U-23 league. 
I will forward your e-ma~l to her. 
Best regards, 

From: Chris Ducar <duq_a__r__@__U__D_£_a__a__,_U__D_%e__c_l__u_.> 

To:.               ~. sbcgiobal.net> 
Sent= Thu, May 23, 2013 6:41:10 AM 
Subject-" PDA ECNL 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CL.]:CK HERE. 

<image002.png> 

Please send me your schedule if you are going to be playing this weekend. 

Thanks! 

B i rd 



If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 12:10 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edn 

FW: ACC Schedule Fonnats.:dsx 

ACC Schedule Formats.:dsx 

What do you boys like? 

From: Anthony Daluz [mailto:daluz@wfu.edu] 

Sent-" Friday,            1:00 PM 

To; Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Robbie Church 
(robbie.church@duke.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; tim santoro; Randy Waldrum; Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Steve Swanson 
(sswanson@virginia.edu); Charles Chugger Adair 
Subject; Fwd:     ACC Schedule Formats.xlsx 

Please review the attached spreadsheet. It gives 3 scheduling format scenarios, showing what 

1.2 ex~/8 non-conf g~anes/10 acc games/8 team acc tourney 

2.2 exit’8 non-conf game,~’10 acc games/4 team acc tonmey 

3.2 exit’ 8/9 non-conf games/9 acc games/10 team acc tourney 

Just thonght a visual would be nice 

would look like if we played 3 different options: 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 
Wake Forest UniversiLy Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

cell 

removed by 
sender. 

www.wakeforestsports.com 

w~v.wakeforestgiflssoccercmnp.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 12:17 PM 

~live.~mc.edtr~ 

I~E: Signing A Poffter 

I just sigt~ed it!! 

From= @live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, 2:08 PM 

To= BillPalladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Ducat; Tom Sander 
Subject= Signing A Poster 

Hello all, 

if I were to bring in the I won’t say it will be easy poster would you all be willing to sign it for me? I think it would make for a good motivational poster to put on an 

office wall where ever I end up. 

Thank you, 

LAT, ATC 
Univer~ibl of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

Sports Medicine Graduate Assistant - 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, ,2:04 PM 

,@uga.edu> 

Subject: I~E: Champions League Final Saturday, at 2:30 PM EST Bayem vs Dortmund 

I took forward Lo reading your analysis. And yes, for the ones who do the packet daily, it will be rough at first and wearing as the summer gets 

longer but iL will harden you physically and psychologically and prepare you technically. And, K you accept the "el~te game waLch~ng" challenges and Lh~nk about 

your answers, you w[[[ improve your tactical understanding and come in w~l[h~g to try to attack I~ke Bayern and defend I~ke Dortmund. 

And trust me, the Tar Heels are exalted about gaining an experienced, proven D [ goal scorer ~n their quest to defend their nationa~ title. 

Ail the best[ 

From: @uga.edu] 
Sent~ Saturday, 9:56 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject; Re: Champions League Final Saturday,             at 2:30 PM E~ Bayern vs Do~mund 

I don’t l~ow what ~nd of soccer novice scheduled a game in the midst of the Champions League final, but I already have the recording all set up to watch tomo~ow 

when I get ~ck from playing my atl~m silverbac~ 

The packet has me feeling better than ever and I can’t wait to start this season with this amazing team! 

Hope all is well in Chapel Hill 

Sent from nay iPhone 

, at 2:18 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~son~)etna~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

Your ne×t assignment, if you should decide to take it: 

l) watch the Champions League Final this Saturday and 

2) then send me your opinion of what you personsl~y are going to work on from what inspired you in the game. 

3) And what our team can steal from the winner of the game to gel to a higher ~eveL 

One short paragraph w~l suffice. 

F~m= Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:25 AH 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject~ Soccer On W: Tuesday, Nay 2[, 2013 

I~W~D] ]Ojpg~ 
Fuesday, 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s Copa Libertadores action on Wednesday. 

I<. WCRD 110.jpg>l 

<~WRDll&jpg>~Tweet This I<~wRDnO.jpg>lshare Thi~ 

L~ W~RD1 lO.jpg~ 

(A# times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings Soccer on TV is 

updated daily thtoughout the week.) 

TUESDAY, 

No live games 

WEDNESDAY, 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores REAL GARCILASO-IND. SANTA FE (live) 6:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores FLUMINESE-OLIMPIA (live) 9 pro. 

TNURSDAY, 



ESPN2 

International Friendly CHELSEA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores TIJUANA-MINEIRO (live) 8:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

UEFA Women’s Champions League WOLFSBURG-LYON (live) 12:30 pm. 

Germany HOFFENHEIM-KAISERSLAUTERN (live) 2:30 pm, 

ESPN3,com 

International Friendly CHELSEA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 8:30 pm, 

FRIDAY, 

No live games 

SATURDAY, 

FOX 
UEFA Champions League Final BORUSSIA DORTMUND-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

International Club Friendly MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (live) 5:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League Final BORUSSIA DORTMUND-BAYERN MUNICH (delay) 8 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

International Club Friendly MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (delay) 8 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League Final BORUSSIA DORTMUND-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

International Club Friendly MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (live) 5:30 pm. 

UNiViSlON DEPORTES 

MLS D.C. UNITED-PORTLAND (live) 7 pm. 

MLS DIRECK KiCK 

MLS D.C. UNITED-PORTLAND (live) 7 pm. 

MLS MONTREAL-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7 pm. 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-TORONTO (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-CHICAGO (live) 9 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-CHIVAS USA (live) 9 pm. 

FOXSOCGER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League Final BORUSSIA DORTMUND-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:45 pm. 

International Club Friendly MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN2 

MLS LOS ANGELES-SEATTLE (live) 11 pm, 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS KANSAS CiTY-HOUSTON (live) 3:30 pm, 

UNiViSION DEPORTES 

France AJACCIO-NICE (live) 3 pro. 

UNiViSiON DEPORTES DOS 

France MARSEILLE-STADE DE REIMS (live) 8 pm, 

UNiMAS 

MLS NEW YORK-COLUMBUS (live) 5 pm. 

TBA 

SPORTSNET 
International Friendly CANADA-COSTA RICA (live) 8 pm. 

WED~,~ESDAY 



ESPN2 

International Friendly GERMANY-ECUADOR (live) 2:30 pm. 

International Friendly USA-BELGIUM (live) 8 pm. 

SPORTSNET 

MLS VANCOUVER-MONTREAL (live) 10 pm. 

UNIMAS 

International Friendly USA-BELGIUM (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

International Friendly GERMANY-ECUADOR (live) 2 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

International Friendly GERMANY-ECUADOR (live) 2:30 pro. 

International Friendly USA-BELGIUM (live) 8 pm. 

Leagues offering ~ive stFeaming of games include: 

Major Leaque Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USL 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridqe Mahonev I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Tuesday, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

[<irnageO01 j pg>] 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson(~uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

I<~-~WRD 110.j pg~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 27, 2013 3:02 PM 

Kevin Larcy < ~gma~l.com:~ 

@msn.com; ducoa@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Hello, Coach 

I ~,m glad things ~,re applying to your environn~ents as well, Continued success, my friend~! 
F~m~ Kevin Lar~ [mailto:          @~mail,com] 
Sent~ Sunday, Nay 26, 2013 10:02 AN 
T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject; Hello, Coach 
Coach Do~xance, 
I havetft seen ?~u in a few wee~ and just wanted to check in and ~y 1~. I hoN all is well ruth you and the fondly. I have to adtnit, I have been tD’ing to apply some of 

the the tidbits I’ve picked up from you to my teams I coach. And not surprisingly, I’ve ~en geeing good results. Have a great Memorial Day weekend. Talk to you 

SOO~, 

CoNi~b; 
Kevin Lany 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIP1ENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 3:17 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu;       ~live.unc.edn; 

~email.unc.edu;      ~)live.unc.edu; 

RE: On Fear 

@aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros I ~gmafil.com); pacman~!uncaa.unc.edu; 

~gmail.com; ~ ~!comcast.net; ~gmaJ, l.com; 

~email.unc.edu; ~z)hotmail.com 

Very good and thank you [:or sharing, This is going in the quote book!! 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 3:5:t PM 

T~: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: On Fear 

Anson, 

I read the second book from a former Navy SEAL, the first bein~ "The Lone Survivor" which Dino turned me on to, and read some quote I thought you might like. 

The first was from an operator named Slab, who took part in Operation Anaconda in which the book "The Mission The Men And Me" it told you about discussed. He 

talked about, "...how bad experiences strengthened his motivation, and how he learned to distinguish fear from the imposter, being afraid. Fear is a force that 

sharpens your senses. Being afraid is a state of paralysis in which you can’t do anything." 

The second came from the author when talkin~ about hunting a Cape buffalo in Africa after he retired from the service. After killing the animal, exhausted from 

the adrenalin rush, and cut up by thorns from the chase he had no description for the feelin~ he had. "This is what we live for, in the teams. Choose whatever 

quarry you like: the pursuit generates the fear, and the fear ~ives you the rush." 

I find this a useful tool for all athletes to continually remember. That fear itself is not only okay, but it can serve a useful purpose. 

Thank you, 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

._@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 27, 2013 5:16 PM 

Steve Nelson <steve@wakefieldgroup.com> 

~duke.edu) 

RE: The Legend named A3~son who, lucky, you ~d yours, coaches and develops your wonderful daughters...enjoy’.! 

WOW!!! Thanks to yoL~ I finally listened to it[ That~k you for set~dit~g it to Cubby!! 

Frera; Steve Nelson [mailto:steve@wakefieldgroup.com] 

Sent; Sunday, [,lay 26, 20:1.3 9:40 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Fwd: The Legend named Anson who, lucky you and yours, coaches and develops your wonderful daughters...enjoy!! 

Proud of you, Anson. As I always am. Others notables below are, too! : ) 

Happy Memorial Day to you and yours’. 

Steve 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin tbm’axded message: 

From: Cubby Mnneflyn < ~yahoo.com> 
Date: May 25, 2013, 11:39:15 AM EDT 

To: Steve Nelson <steve(i~wakefieldgroup.com> 

Subject: Re: The Legend named Anson who, lucky you and yours, coaches and devdops your wonderful daughters...enjoy!! 

Thanks Steve, I’m playing it now. I’m exciting tbr What a honor to have the oppo~uni~" to play for a Legend. Hope all is well. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 25, 2013, at 7:06 AM, Steve Nelson <steve~wakefleldg~3up.com> wrote: 

Great May 21 intersJew (starts out a bit slow" with Anson on www.sportscoachradio.com. 

I enjoyed hearing his thoughts on recruiting in a new age, M~ere the average player is 10x better th~ in his early ye~xs of coaching the 

women’s game, a~d how his philosophy hasn’t changed in ~egards to the importance of developing a player’s character, when mw talent or 

playing pedigree isn’t enough. A lengthy, off-season is rich with thought about how to construct new ways of helping players reach their 

potential. Nearly, an hour, worth a listen. 

Best, 
Steve 

Sent th~m my iPad 

This message (and any associated files) is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, subject to copyright 

or constitutes a trade secret. 1f you are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or distribution of this message, or files associated with this 

message, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer. Nessages sent to and 

from us may be monitored. 

Intemet communications cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-flee as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. 

Therefore, we do not accept responsibility for any errors or omissions that are present in this message, or any attachment, that have arisen as a result of e-mail transmission. If ve~fication is 

required, please request a hard-copy version. Any views or opinions presented are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the company. 



Fl~m: 

S~nt: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O L~’,IC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday,             5:20 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Champions league wlap up- tha~ you for gift 

The note you sent ~vas better than my regift from and my note You are a wonderful human being!! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Sunday 9:54 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A I\7 
Subject: Champions league wrap up- thank you for gift 

Anson, 
First of all thank you lbr the gift, I was vely touched by your note inside as well, making me even more excited for this fall! It was "~’e~’ thought~;al of yo!! 

As l\~r the Champions League :final I thought it was a great game. I was sumewhat disappointed that        scored in the last few minutes as ! would have loved sume over time. As ik~r take 
ahvays frum the game, at the e~d ufthe first half Bayern Munich has sume nicely textured thruugh balls t( their strikers...but the?’ were unable to cunvert As fur gualkeeping the first half 
was unbelievable for buth teams, une of the aspect uf the UNC team I think will be strung this year. It seemed they were excellent in positiomng in the first half. Lastly I think Subotic’s save 

uff the line was very similar tu anuther save ~his team had un ~heir national championship run, we must continue tn have that kind of heart! Overall I was happy Bayern won, mainly because 

~t ~s Ambers club, but I am happy the game was exciting! t t 

Thank you again lk~r the book! tIave a great week! I can’t wait to be back this weekend! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:45 PM 

Ga’~, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu> 

l~g: tha~lcs 

Thanks Greg!! 

F~om: Gatz, Gregory 
Sent: Monday, 2:07 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: thanks 

Anson 

UI try and hit him up for some more info next week....can’t wait for the conference. 

Connected by DRO[D on Ver~zon Wireless 

..... OriginaJ message ..... 

From: Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: Daniel Coyle < @g[]__a_jLc___q__m__.> 
Cc:’ @~aol.com" < ~aol:com>, " ~comcastunet" < ~comcast.net>. "Gatz. Gregory" <ggg@unc:edu>, " _~,gmail.com" 

~.qmail.com>, "Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com)", ~gmail.com>, ~gmail.com" i~c~mail.com>, 
@hotmail.com" < ,~.hotmail.co m>, @live.unc.edu>, ’ 

~tt~__e__~_u__t~_c_~__e___¢p, ~[i_v___e__~_u__t~_c_~__e___d_~p, ~]Lv__e__:__u___n__c__:_e___d___u_. >, ~t_n___s___n__~_c___o__m" 
~msn.com>, "Matthew J Robinson (mjrobins@udel.edu)" <mjrobins@udel.edu>,                   ~unc.edu>, Chris Ducar 

<ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>, Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Mon 16:46:50 GMT+00:00 
Subject: RE: thanks 

Dan~ 

ironies abound. The reason I can’t make it {I think my strength coach will be d~ere with you BTW) is I arn lecturing on The Talent Code in B~rmingham, England in a 

NSCAA Dkec[ors o[: Coaching Course. 

~n facL if there is more I can share wrth these coaches on the essence of "p]ayer development" h~ my lecture that is not ~n the book, p~ease send ~t to me. Whatever 

you hi, Me dug ug) oil "~:ul[:ure" would be wonderful ~t~ fact, f can he~p pdrne the purn~) [or the sale of your next book I love where my culture ~s dght: now. ~ want to 

find out, is this just ~uc]~ (I have recruited some very good ~)eopk~ileaders, ~s it just them) or are some of the l:hk~gs f am doing knpa(:dul (of course i1: w~ll be sorne 

Mnd o[: combb~ation}? 

A]~ the best, my friend. And keep churning Lhern out .._ your books are not oNy excellent and conversational they are appHcaMe. 

F~m= Daniel Coyle [ma~lto: #gma~Lcom] 
Se~t= Friday, 5:08 PM 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: than~ 

Hey ~son, 

Than~ for the shont-out on tJ~e s~scoach radio interview -- made my ~y. 

By any chance, are you going ~ be in NYC for the Leaders in Peffom~ance coherence ne~ month? It wonld [~ great to catch np with you. Just sCa~ed a new pr~ect 

that yon might find inte~vsfing. Topic: cnl~re. 

Best, 

thetalentcode.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 2:46 PM 

Neil Buethe <NB uethe@ussoccer.org> 

I~E: U.S. Soccer Gala 

I look forward to it! 

From: Neil Buethe [mailto:NBuethe@ussoccer,org] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 20:13 8:33 AM 
Cc: Larry Holm ~gmail.com); Nell Buethe 
Subject: U.S. Soccer Gala 

All, 

I hope you had a good Memorial Day weekend. 

I wanted to get back in touch with you about the upcoming U.S. Soccer Gala Dinner taking place this Saturday, June 

I’ve copied Larry Holm on this email and he will be serving as the main producer for the show. Larry has produced many similar events, including the past two USOC 

Hall of Fame shows. 

in the coming days, Larry will be providing you background on your presentation during the Gala, including the overall topic, script and work with you on the exact 

timing for a run through earlier in the day on Saturday, June 1. 

If you have any questions, don’t hesitate to reach out to me or Larry at any time. 

Here is Larry’s contact information: 

~gmail.corn 

We look forward to seeing you soon. 

Thanks. 

i.~.i NeilBuetheSignature 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 3:07 PM 

~aol.com 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

F~V: Quotes About Patterson Nominees 

I am giving you this o~e [o do t:or us .,.~ Thank you! 

From= Dave Clark Lohse [mailto:davelohse@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,            12:26 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Breschi, Joe; Rich DeSelm 
Sul~ject: Quotes About Patterson Nominees 
Rich, Joe, Anson: 
The following athletes are under consideration for the Patterson Medal. 

I need a paraRraph long quote about each athlete under consideration in include in the nomination. The field this year is the most distinguished I’ve ever seen. 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 3:44 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: On Fear 

Shelly, 

Please get this in a size I can put in my book as well ....Thank you! 

From: _~live.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Sunday, 3:5:t PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: On Fear 

Anson, 

I read the second book from a former Navy SEAL, the first being "The Lone Survivor" which Dino turned me on to, and read some quote I thought you might like. 

The first was from an operator named Slab, who took part in Operation Anaconda in which the book ’qhe Mission The Men And Me" it told you about discussed. He 

talked about, "._how bad experiences strengthened his motivation, and how he learned to distinguish fear from the imposter, being afraid. Fear is a force that 

sharpens your senses. Being afraid is a state of paralysis in which you can’t do anything." 

The second came from the author when talking about hunting a Cape buffalo in Africa after he retired from the service. After killing the animal, exhausted from 

the adrenalin rush, and cut up by thorns from the chase he had no description for the feeling he had. "This is what we live for, in the teams. Choose whatever 

quarry you like: the pursuit generates the fear, and the fear gives you the rush." 

I find this a useful tool for all athletes to continually remember. That fear itself is not only okay, but it can serve a useful purpose. 

Thank you, 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

~live.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:29 AM 

Dave McKibben < ~roadrunner.com> 

ILE: NC Business Journal - quick interview with you ~egarding SportsBoard 

Early afternoon! 

From: Dave McKibben [mailto ~roadrunner.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, 6:09 plVl 
To= ’Marilou McFarlane’; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= RE: NC Business Journal - quick interview with you regarding SportsBoard 
AnsotL 

The reporter with the North Carolina Business Journal still wants to write this ~echnofogy story on North Carolina’s use of SportsBoard. She is hopk~g you are 
available sometime tomorrow (Wednesday} afternoon. 
Please let me know if there is a convenient thee for the reporter to reach you on your cell phone for a short interview, 
~ a~so le~t you a voice mail. Agah~, [:hanks so much for your he~p~ 
Best, 
Dave McKibben 

F~m= Nadlou NcFarlane [mai~to:              @qma~l.com] 
Sent; Friday, 9:09 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
C~= Dave NcKibben 
Subject= Re: NC Business Journal - quick inte~iew with you regarding Spo~Board 
Th~]~, ~mn. We will see her avalabili~ ~ad get back to you~ 
Happy Fd&y and 3-day weekend~ 

ML 

Marilou McFarlane 
415.272.2468 

On , at 9:06 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~)emaiLunc~edu~ wrote: 

After 4.:30 woukl be good 

From= Marilou McFarlane [mailto: @gma!!,com] 
Sent= Thursday, 3:13 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 

._@___m___s__n__=_c___o_t~_     ; _d___u__c__a__ti@__u___n__c__a___a_~__~!_D__c_~__e__d___q Ducar; Dino Palladino; Jason Sisneros (        .@_gt~__a_!J_=_c___o___n:_~; Tom Sander; Dave McKibben 
Subject= Re: NC Business Journal - quick interview with you regarding SportsBoard 
Hi, Anson. I’m copying Dave McKibben here, our PR guy, as apparently the ~eporter is slammed today and would like you to call her tomorrow. Sorry we’re having a 

ha~l ~ime connecting and I have no idea of your availabili~, for tomorrow. Fingers crossed you can connect with her! Thanks for trying! 

Dave ca~ give you her contact info... 

ML 

Marilou McFarlane 
415.272.2468 

On at 11:17 AM, Dorrance Albert A IV <aJ~m,)~emaiLanc.edu> wrote: 

I have freedom now for a couple of hours ._. [ am at work. 

From: Madlou McFarlane [mailto: @qmail.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, :t2:50 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= NC Business Journal - quick interview with you regarding SportsBoard 
Morning, Anson. tlad so much thn with home - so sad she’s now back in CH. But she’s loving her job with BCBS~ She ~d Davy hard at work on their summer 

packet, rest assured. 

Hey, they want to do an intenziew mill you, Sylvia tta~mhell and Je~y Levy on your use of SportsBoazd. ~y chance you cm] ~ avmlable this mon~ng briefly? Should 
I give thetn your o~ce num~r or a~e you ok mfl~ giving ~em ?~ur cell? 

ThaWs so much. Here’s a flyer to ~emind you of the benefits m~d u~s of Spo~sBo~d. 

Marilou McFarlane 

VP Business Development 

SportsBoard 

F: 415532.3234 

"iPad and iPhone PlayeF Assessment ~olutiens" 

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! .................................................. 

Notice: The information contained in this message is intended only for use 



of the individual(s) named above and may contain confidential, proprietary 

or legally privileged information. No confidentiality or privilege is 

waived or lost by any mistransmission. If you are not the intended 

recipient of this message you are hereby notified that you must not use, 

disseminate, copy it in any form or take any action in reliance of it. If 

you have received this message in error please delete it and any copies of 

it and notify the sender immediately. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, 10:32 AM 

Frank McCa~hy <mccarthy@SHERIDAN.EDU> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edm      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros (         @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Re: 

Not a problem coach .... Now I don’t plan that [:ar in advance so make sure we are home (check our schedule) and we look forward to seeing you. 

From: Frank McCarthy [mailto:mccarthy@SHERIDAN.EDU] 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:29 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Re: 

Hi Coach Anson 

~ real~y appredate you tak#~g the time to v~s~t with me ~ast year on the phone. I want to come to your Unbersity and v~sit w~th you #~ person...and ~f poss~Ne watch 

your team work--out 

~f ~ plan enough t~me ~n ~dv~nce ~ can get the college here in Sheridan to P~V for the tr~p_..the dates are ~nd . Does that work into your schedule ~t 

aH..and if so would it be ok with you? 

~ have abo contact Coach Roy% Will,ares about observing h~s practk:es. 

Please ~et me know your thoughts. 

Thanks, 

Coach McCarthy 

Sheridan College 

F~m: Anson Dorrance [mail~:anson~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:43 PN 
To: McCarthy, Frank 
Subject: RE: Re: 

Sure 

Connected by DRO!D on Vedzon ~Treless 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "McCarthy, Frank" <mccarthy@SHERIDAN.EDU> 
To: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thu, Jun 7, 2012 06:37:50 GMT+00:00 
Subject: RE: Re: 

All-Star week???.can I calf you nexL week??? 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, 9:29 AM 
To: McCarthy, Frank 
Subject: Re: 

Actually, next week is better. Call anytime (c). 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > "McCarthy, Frank" <mccarthy@SHERIDAN~EDU> 

Hi Anson, 

I would like to continue my questions with you ???is Friday 

Please let me know your thoughts. 

Thanks, 

Frank- 

Frank McCarthy 
Head Basketball Coach 

Sheridan College 

(307) 674 6446 ext 4001 

rnccarthy@sheridan.edu 

1:25 AM >>> 

,a good day to call? 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Wednesday, 10:45 AM 

Indi Cowie < ~mac.com> 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.co~n); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Blog Update 

Indi, 

tIow cool is all that? Thanks for sharing!!! What a wonderful adventure!! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Indi Cowie [mailto: 8)mac.corn] 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:08 PM 
To: Bill Paladino; Detective Kate Beckett; Tim Crothers; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Gibson, Christopher Lee; Lubrano-lavadera, Maria: Shipp, Megan; Brittani Bartok; Courtney Jones; Chris 

Ducar; Nicole Fava; Tom Sander; Taylor Ramirez 
Subject: Blog Update 

Hi everyone! 

Hope all is well! 
tIere is my latest Blog update! 

http://indicowie wordpress corn/ %i-every onei-hop e-v o uoare-all-h avin~-a/ 

Love 

Indi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, May 29, 2013 11:15 AM 

clint.corrie@akerman.com 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu; @msn.com; duca:r@nncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( 

RE: Next Thursday/Friday 

@gmail.com) 

Clint, 

You are very kind! I will copy Tom Sander on this ..,. He will send you the best address!! 

From= clint.corde@akerman.com [mailto:clint.corrie@akerman.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, May 29, 2013 10:37 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject= RE: Next Thursday !Friday 
Coach Dorrance - I hope you are well. I haven’t forgotten about my promise to get you some Penalty futsal balls, Can you give me an address where I can send them. thanks. 
Also it looks like we will be in Greensboro the end of June at the Coliseum. Two Brazilian teams and one Spanish team that Penalty sponsors will be playing in an international 
futsal tournament there, I will get you the details, If you are available we’d love for you to come over and be our guest. 
Clint A. Corrie 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [__m___a_!J_t__o_2_a__tlS__9__n___@__e____m___a_!Lu__n___c_:__e__d___u_] 
Sent= Tuesday, April 23, 2013 8:59 AM 

To= Corrie, Clint (Sh-Dal) 
Subject= RE: Next Thursday/Friday 
Excellent then I will be by at 3pro. 

From= clint.corrie@akerman.com [mailto:dint.corrie@akerman.com] 
Sent= Monday, April 22, 2013 9:05 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject= Re: Next Thursday/Friday 
That would be great. Staying there and our board meeting would be done by then so could meet you there. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 22, 2013, at 5:59 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc~edu> wrote: 

I can cer~:ainly b~:_~ at the Carolina hm at 3pro. In ~:he lobby then? 

From: _c_[Ln___t,__c__o___r_r_j_e__@_a___k__e__r_~_a___n_,__c__o____m_ [mailto:clint,corrie@akerman,com] 

Sent= Monday, April 22, 2013 5:05 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject= Re: Next Thursday/Friday 

Or could meet you at Carolina inn At 3. Let me know what is most convenient for you. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 22, 2013, at 4:15 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ansoD@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Friday after 3pro will work for me 

From: dint.corrie@akerman.com [mailto:clint.corrie@akerman.com] 
Sent= Thursday, April 18, 2013 6:37 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Next Thursday !Friday 
Coach Dorrance - here is my email address or you can email me at dint.corrie@sbcglobal.net. I will be getting to Chapel Hill on Thursday around 
2:30. I have a dinner I have to attend around 7 Thursday and meeting Friday till 3 pm so would have time Friday afternoon as well. 
Let me know your schedule, hopefully we can make it happen. Thanks. 
Clint A, Corrie 

Shareholder, 

Akerman Senterfitt LLP I 200[ Ross Avenue I Suite 2550 I Dallas, TX 7520:[ 

Dir: 2:[4.720.4304 I Main: 2:[4.720.4300 I Fax: 2:[4.98:[.9339 

clint.corrie@akerman,com 

V Card i Bio I akerman,o:,m 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE: The information contained in this transmission may be privileged and confidential, and is intended only for the use of the individual or entity named 

above. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. 

If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately reply to the sender that you have received this communication in error and then delete it. Thank you. 

CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE: To comply with U.S Treasury Department and IRS regulations, we are required to advise you that, unless expressly stated otherwise, any U.S federal tax 

advice contained in this transmittal, is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the U.S. Internal 

Revenue Code, or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed in this e-mail or attachment. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <)’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)’CN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Wednesday, May 29, 2013 11:18 AM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: This kid is coming to camp 

WOW!!! 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Wednesday, May 29, 2013 10:38 AN 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: This kid is coming to camp 

She’s 18 but the daughter of the 1994 Columbian World Cup GK 

h---t--t-p--s--:-~-~--w--~-W----W---:-y-~-~-u--t---u---b--e--:~c---~----m--~---w-, a t c h ? v =- n h G p C v v 12_1 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 12:00 PM 

Lensing, George <lensing@emaJl.unc.edu> 

l~J:;: 

Geor~e~ 

If she has your letter then it will be easv follow up and see if she has interest. ~onestlv, it seemed like she did when I spoke to her a month aso. I think what 

causes her to hesita~:e ~s she ~s really shv and not one of those persona~il:h~s that chases the spol:light or enjoys puMic speaking. 

F~= George Lensing [mailto:lensing@email.unc.edu] 
$e~t~ Wednesday, ~: ~ AM 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: 

Hey Anson, 

Just wonderin~ if you’ve heard anythin~ from    about ~ivin~ our address next 

ff not, what do you propose that ~ do? I did send her a personal letter more than two weeks a~o. 

i’ll let you tell me what you would recommend and take it from there, i hate to keep pesterin~ 

you about this. Is she typically this indecisive? 

George 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 12:12 PM 

Robert Udberg <Robert.Udberg@ChelseaFC.com> 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: New Role 

Thank you Robert! I look [:orward to reconnecting with 

From: Robert Udberg [mailto: Robert.Udberg@ChelseaFC.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:3:!. AM 

Te: Dorrance, Albe~t A IV 
Subject: RE: New Role 

Hi Anson, 

Thank you for your e-mail and I hope that you are well 

I have spoken with Emma about recruitment for next season and l’m sure she will be in contact soon. Although we are a bit hampered by The FA as the league rules state 

that we can only sign two Non-EU players in our squad. 

If you ever wish to come over for a visit then we would be happy to host you here at Cobham. 

Best regards, 

Robert Udberg 

Head of Development 

Chelsea Ladies FC 

Desk +44 (0)1932 588 214 

Mobile 

Chelsea Football Club 

Training Ground 

Stoke Road 

Cobham 

Surrey KT11 3PT 

~iI cid:image001.png@01 ] 

CE1C24.8F689800 

www.che[seafc, com/chelsea-ladies ........................................................................... 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: 20:33 
To: Robert Udberg 

Subject: Re: New Role 

Robert, 
congratulations! 

Please give my best to Emma as well. 

Please know we will have many significant young women looking to go pro in January of 2014. [f this is something you are interested in tracking please let me know. Here are 
the young women in alphabetical order who have the promise of contributing on a professional roster:                                             All of them have 

played on National Youth Teams for the United States. Two of them are starters on the US U 20 Team and are current World Champions. One of them was just selected for 

the US Full Team roster and is off to Portugal next week. 

All the best from Chapel Hill!! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > Robert Udberg < RobertUdberg@ChelseaFC.com> 10:36 AM > > > 

Dear ALL, 

I am writing to friends and colleagues in the world of women’s football to inform them of my new role that I started this week at Chelsea FC as the Head of Development for 

Chelsea Ladies. 

Thank you to those of you who wished me well and supported my application with references and advice. 

I am excited about the new role and working with our Ladies’ first team manager, Emma Hayes. Our department is pushing forwards well and Emma has done a tremendous 

job in the off-season to prepare us for the future. I will be looking after the development pathway of our elite players from U9 - U21, continuing in the role as Technical 

Director for our Girls’ Centre of Excellence as well as assisting Emma with the Ladies’ first team at training and on match days. 

The next few weeks will be a bit manic as we set up our new department but I am looking forward to communicating with and working with you all in the future! 

Best wishes to all of you in your various roles and organisations... I hope you all have a successful and beyond. 

Robert Udberg 

Head of Development 

Chelsea FC Ladies 

Desk +44 (0)1932 588 214 

Mobile 

Fax +44 (0)1932 588 225 

Chelsea Football Club 

Training Ground 

Stoke Road 

Cobham 

Surrey KTI 1 3PT 

www.che[seafc, corn/chelsea- ladies 

CHELSEA FC PLC is registered in England and Wales. Company No. 02536231. Registered office: Stamford 



Bridge, Fulham Road, London SW6 :LHS, United Kingdom. 

The information contained in this e mail or in any attachments is confidential and is intended solely 

for the named addressee only. Access to this e mail by anyone else is unauthorised. If you are not 

the intended recipient, please notify Chelsea FC plc immediately by returning this e mail to sender. 

Do not read, use or disseminate the information. Opinions expressed in this e mail are those of the 

sender and not necessarily the company. Although an active anti virus policy is operated, the company 

accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this e mail, including any 

attachments. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 12:15 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

l~W: Iutmducing myself 

From: [mailto: @cuemail.net] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 1:1:54 AM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Introducing myself 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

ThaJ~k you tbr the quick response and I filled out the intbnnation requested. 

I would love to atteud the camp but "the price and travel expense is a little too much tbr us. 

However, please, keep ~ne in mind on when we are free to communicate. 

Also, let me know if there is any other i~ffonnation you require. 

Sincerely, 

removed by 
sender. 

Click this to see my Profile 



Good Day Coaches. 

As a service to our members we are pleased to announce the launch ofNSCAATmvel.com. A full de~ription of ~rvices ot][~red for team, recruiting, and personal 
travel will be distributed in the near future. However prior to that,, the tbllowing link provides access to an Upcomin~ Events page for sumtner recruiting showcases 

through which on-line hotel reservations are available for your convenience, comfort m~d cost savings. Included in the events lis~ed are USYS Regional and Nationa1 

Finals, US Club National Finals. USSDA Academy Showcase m~d Finsls, ECNL Finals, SuffCup, and others. Select your event and then click on Check Hotel 

Availabili~" for a menu of hotel options to consider. 

NSCAATravel.com 

All the best for a terrific summer on the recruiting tra~l and with your camps. 

Rob 

Director of College Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas City, I<S 6610i i 913 362 1747 x 10iS 1913 362 3439 (f} 

Wisconsin Office: 920 674 439i I Cell: 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAA I Facebook 

.loin us in Orlando for the inaugural Summer Symposium August 1-3! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 3:39 PM 

Lensing, George <lensing@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~JE: 

Excetler~t George, send it o[:f!! And good luck, my l:rier~d![! 

From: George Lensing [mailto:lensing@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,           2:54 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Kiel, David; Hugh Stevens(hugh@start.corn); Cathy Stuart(cstuart@stuartlawfirm.com) 
Subject: 

Friends, 
This is a draft for a follo~p letter to    . Please take a look and suggest any chan~es. Then, with your permission, I’II mail it to 

George 

,Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 10:50 AM 

Ashley Beres <abere@slu.edu> 

ILE: Men vs. Wome~fs Soccer 

Love to help but I type to slowly .... Call me some time a~d recor’d my answers. Day Lime 
[:rera: Ashley Beres [mailto:aberes@slu.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, May 29, 2013 7:46 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
$,,bject; Men vs. Women’s Soccer 
Dear Mr. Donance, 

My name is Aslfley Beres and I aa~ a student at Saint Louis Universi~ currently taking a sports psychology class. I have played soccer since I was 5 years old m~d 
even attended your camp when I was 13 with my club soccer team. I am doing a project for my sports puchology class about the differences in men m~d women’s 

soccer. I have a great respect for you and if you have the time, I would greatly appreciate it if you could answer these questions for me and send them back. If you are 

too busy or would not like to answer them, I definitely understand. Thank you for taking the time to read this and I hope to hear your opinions on this topic. 

Sincereb; 
Ashley Beres 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 4:05 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros          @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: Academic Calendars for 2013-14 and 2014-15 

From-" Gallo, Jr., Larn/A. 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 10:10 AM 

To; UNCAA-Ever~one 
Subject; Academic Calendars for 2013-14 and 2014-15 
Folks: 

Here is the link to the academic calendars for the next two academic years inclusive of summer sessions. Please distribute as you believe necessary. 

http:/,’re~istrar.unc.edu~fi les/2013/05/2013-2015 -Academic-Calendars-final.pdl" 

Take cm’e, aaad all the best ~ hopefid all is well! 

Thank you, 

Larry Gallo, Jr. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 4:06 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu-~ 

ILE: cunvnt Learfield Cup standings 

I[: baseball wit, s wher’e does that take t~s? ’And how rnat~y points will track get? 

From: Kirschner, Steve 

Sent: Thursday, Nay 30, 2013 10:10 AM 

To: UNCAA-Everyone 

Subject: current Learfield Cup standings 

(As of May 30, 2013) 

North Carolina is fourth overall and first in the ACC with 991 points in the Learfield Sports Directors’ Cup standings 

Overall 

1 - Stanford (1233) 

2 - Michigan (1003.25) 

3 - Penn State (1001.25) 

4- UNC(991) 

5 - Florida (983.50) 

6 - UCLA (950) 

7- Notre Dame (932) 

8 - Duke (923.60) 

9 - Georgia (816.50) 

10 - Texas A&M (763.5) 

ACC 

1 - UNC (4th, 991) 

2 - Duke (Sth, 923.60) 

3 - FSU (15th, 681.50) 

4 - Virginia (17th, 667.50) 

5 - Maryland (33rd, 494) 

6 - NC State (38th, 458.60) 

7 - Virginia Tech (42nd, 450) 

8 - Clemson (59th, 303.50) 

9 - Miami (65th, 278) 

10 - BC (69th, 263) 

11- Wake Forest (90th, 157.50) 

12 - Georgia Tech (100th, 144.50) 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

GoHeels.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday             4:06 PM 

Lensing, George <lensing@email.unc.edt~> 

1~: Letter to 

Go get her George!!! 

From: George Lensing [mailto:lensing@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,            10: 24 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Kiel, David; Hugh Stevens (hugh@smvt.com); Cathy Stuart (cstuart@stuartlavvfirm.com) 

Subject: Letter to 

~’m sending out this revised draft to , incorporating your suggestions. Still got my fingers crossed! 

George 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 4:14 PM 

Jefliy Low < @me.com> 

nataJie dorr~ce ( @hotmail.com); @aol.com 

RE: question 

Excellent .. Natalie, still prepare a coaches bag for JefP ! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jeffry Low [mailto: (~ne.com] 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 10:54 AM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: natalie dorrance ( @hotmail.com); 
Subject: Re: question 

@aol.com 

Thank you so much Anson. 

will be commuting this year 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 30, 2013, at 10:48 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email uric edu> wrote: 

~efl~ 

You have an open invitation as long as I am involved I will copy Natalie and Dino. Will you be s~aying on site or communting? 

..... Original Message ..... 

}:tom: Je]i}), Low [mailm: @me corn] 
Sent: We~esday, May 29, 2013 7:15 PM 
To: Anson Dorrance; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S~bject: question 

Hi Anson- 

I hope all is well, we eNoyed seeing evewone at the Carolina Club on graduation’mother’s day. 

I wanted to ask if it would be ok for me to attend the team camp again this year. I learned a lot last year and would love to do it again. 

TharNs for your consideration. 

Best- 

Jeff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 4:15 PM 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu:~ 

~duke.edu) 

RE: IMI©RTANT: June Leave Reminder 

Do I have any? 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 11:40 AM 

To: UNCAA-Evetyone 
Subject: IMPORTANT: June Leave Reminder 
Importance: High 

gV~PORTANT REIM~NDER TO A~.L PERMANENT EMPLOYEES: If you have a balance of the special bonus vacation leave (FY13 Leave) 

awarded to all permanent state employees for the fiscal year July 1, 2012 -June 30, 2013, you must use 

~his balance by June 30, 2013. ANY UNUSED BALANCE WILL BE FORFEITED. 

The 5 days of special bonus vacation leave (FY13 Leave) is different from the Bonus Leave that 

was awarded in 2002, 2003 and 2005. That balance does not expire. ONLY the FY13 Leave expires. 

This leave was awarded to all permanent employees on payroll as of July 1, 2012. Employees who came on 

payroll after 07/01/2012 are not eligible for this special bonus vacation leave. 

HOW TO CODE THIS LEAVE: 

SPA non-exempt employees should select the FY13 Leave from the drop-down box in TIM to code hours appropriately. 

SPA Exempt employees should put hours in the vacation column on your leave report form and put (FY13) in parentheses next to those hours. 

EPA Non-Faculty employees should put hours in the vacation column on your leave report form and put (FY13) in parentheses next to those hours. 

If you have any questions, please contact me or Tracy Harris. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 

Joyce L. Dalgleish 

Director-HR Services 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

CB #8500 

P. O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-7850 

Fax: 919-843-7003 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 4:57 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

l:W: Scheduling Forward 

Thanks Toffy!! 
From: Anthony Daluz [mailto:daluz@wfu.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 20:13 3:27 PM 
To: Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@adrnin.fsu.edu); gmillerOathletics.pitt.edu; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); RobNe Church 
(robbie.church@duke.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; tim santoro; Randy Waldrum; Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Steve Swanson 
(sswanson@virginia.edu); Charles Chugger Adair 
Subject: Scheduling Forward 
Thanks for attending the meeting last weekend. To summarize, our majority vote supported a 10 game regular season and 8 team acc tournament. I agreed to research 

and present some Divisional and non-divisionaJ scenarios to tD’ mid establish ~me semblance of competitive thirness. 

There has been ~)me continued talk of an 11 game acc regular sea~)n and a4 team toummnent. If you tbel strongly abx~ut this format, present your rationale and we 

can discuss it further. 

Just keep in mind that we have an early NCAA start date (Aug 23 in 2013) (Aug 22nd in 2014) which equates to a 12 week NCAA regulm season. 

In 2015, 2016 and on, it reverts back to NCAA Start Dates (Aug 28 and Aug 26 respectively) only allowing an 11 week NCAA regular season. 

I will be in touc~ 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 once 

(336) 758-4565 fax 
cell 

...... removed by 
sender. 

www.wakeforestsports.com 
~i_~__~_:~_t_l_i__e__l~_A_e__~t_g.i!:l_~ ~?__c__c_’__ej2c__’_a__r!~ £:937_£ ! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 4:57 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~W: Wo~nen’s Soccer Scheduling Conference Call 

From: Kris Pierce [mailto:kpierce@theacc.org] 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 3:25 PM 

To; Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Grey Miller (gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu)~ Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu)~ Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu)~ 
RobbieChurch (robbie.church@duke.edu)~ Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com)~ Miami Women’s Soccer (t.wise@miami.edu)~ Tim Santoro 
(tfsantor@ncsu.edu)~ Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.:tOnd.edu)~ Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu)~ Steve Swanson(sswanson@virginia.edu)~ Charles Adair 
(adair@vt.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@wfu.edu) 
Subject-" Women’s Soccer Scheduling Conference Call 
Importance: High 

Women’s Soccer Coaches - 

You’ll soon receive the End of Year Memo from our office highlighting all items that were approved for the upcoming year. As you will remember, you requested a 

delay to determine the appropriate recommendation for number of regular season games as well as number of teams in the Conference Championship. The SWAs, 

ADs and FARs did grant that request. 

In order to make sure we have our recommendation set for their October meeting, we need to meet via conference call to begin considering options. I have our 

scheduler currently working on :lO-game options that include divisional play as well as an "open" rotation of opponents. As soon as the scheduler and I solidify this 

information, I will forward it to the group. 

Please send me your availability for a conference call on the following weeks: 

Monday, June :17 - Friday, June 

Monday, June 24 - Friday, June 28 

Attendance by head coaches will be mandatory on this call. 

Thank you for your attention to this important matter. Please let me know if you have questions. 

Thanks! 

Kris 

Kris W. Pierce 
Associate Commissioner, Championships and Olympic Sports 
4512 l/Veybridge Lane, Greensboro, N.C. 27407 

(0) 336.369.4652 (M)         (F) 336.369.~203 

ii;~;~iI ACC 2012 EmailSignature 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 4:58 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: Start Date Error 

Wotnen- CompDates 2012-2016.pdf 

From: Anthony Daluz [mailto:daluz@wfu.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2023 3:32 PH 
To: Hark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Robbie Church 
(robbie.church@duke.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; tim santoro; Randy Waldrum; Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Steve Swanson 
(sswanson@virginia.edu); Charles Chugger Adair 
Subject-" Start Date Error 
Rob Kehoe produced the attached docmnent of Projected NCAA Start Dates. 

2015 Aug 21 

2016 Aug 19 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

Image 

...... removed by 

sender. 

ww~ .wakeforestsports.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 4:58 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: Scheduling forward 

ACC.tbnnats.xlsx 

From: Timothy Santoro [mailto:tfsantor@ncsu.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, 3:46 PM 
To: Anthony Daluz 
C¢; Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Robbie Church 
(robbie.church@duke.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; tim santoro; Randy Waldrum; Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Steve Swanson 
(sswanson@virginia.edu); Charles Chugger Adair 
S,,bject: Scheduling forward 

Coaches: 
I wanted to follow-up the meeting on Saturday, as well as, Ton3 s emall. 
I mentioned in the meeting the whole basis for all these conference calls, emails and meetings was supposed to be to make 

decisions based on what’s best for the ACC related to the RPI, math and data collected. Well, it seems we got away 
from that quickly based on our conference call, when Tony presented some clear data how the 
more teams in the ACC Tournament the past few years, the more RPI has been effeeted 
negatively. In turn, the poll we took then had 11 votes FOR a four-team ACC Tournament: 
4 for 13-4 
1 for 11-4 

6 for lO-4 (includes the 2 who voted for lO-O and then agreed to lO-4 to keep it simple) 
3 for lO-8 
To turn around a few weeks later and have an 8-team tournament be the majority choice was 
surprising. I either missed the updated data of how the 8-team event is better for the ACC or 
"other" factors took over. I agree with Mark Krikorian that it’d be great for us to be unanimous 
in our approach to the ACC. So, I’d like to hear the validated, mathematical reason why the 8- 
team tournament has become the favorite so I can consider it. 
If it’s because of a reduced regular season from 13 to 10 games, then the leave the tournament 
at 4 and give everyone an llth regular season ACC match. The 11-4 format 1) fits in the lO-4 
matrix 2) allows at least 8 non-conference matches 3) validates the regular season champion 
that much more and 4) gives everyone an equal shot at an llth game instead of just the 8 
tournament quarterfinalists. 
Chugger, you’re 11-4 format makes sense, especially against the lO-8 format. 
Tim Santoro 
Head Coach, Women’s Soccer 
North Carolina State University 
(~ J_ ~l _ _ _5_ J_ _5_ _ :_ _3_ _ _4_ _7_ _ _6_ (w) 

(m) 
Athletics: www.gopack.com 
Camp: www.wolfpacksoccerseries.com 

;~ Image 
removed by 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 4:59 PM 

Timothy Smatoro <tfsanto@ncsu.edu> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Scheduling forwa~ 

We are with you Tim. 

From: Timothy Santoro [mailto:tfsantor@ncsu.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, May 30, 20:[3 3:46 PM 

To: Anthony Daluz 

C¢: Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Robbie Church 

(robbie.church@duke.edu); Dorrance, Albert A TV; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; tim santoro; Randy Waldrum; Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Steve Swanson 
(sswanson@virginia.edu); Charles Chugger Adair 

S,,bject: Scheduling forward 

Coaches: 
I wanted to follow-up the lneeting on Saturday, as well as, Tony’s email. 
I mentioned in the meeting the whole basis for all these eonferenee calls, emails and meetings was supposed to be to make 

decisions based on what’s best for the ACC related to the RPI, math and data collected. Well, it seems we got away 
from that quickly based on our conference call, when Tony presented some clear data how the 
more teams in the ACC Tournament the past few years, the more RPI has been effeeted 
negatively. In turn, the poll we took then had 11 votes FOR a four-team ACC Tournament: 

4 for 13-4 
i for 11-4 
6 for lO-4 (includes the ~ who voted for lO-O and then agreed to lO-4 to keep it simple) 

3 for lO-8 
To turn around a few weeks later and have an 8-team tournament be the majority choice was 
surprising. I either missed the updated data of how the 8-team event is better for the ACC or 
"other" factors took over. I agree with Mark Krikorian that it’d be great for us to be unanimous 
in our approach to the ACC. So, I’d like to hear the validated, mathematical reason why the 8- 
team tournament has become the favorite so I can consider it. 
If it’s because of a reduced regular season from 13 to lO games, then the leave the tournament 
at 4 and give everyone an 11th regular season ACC match. The 11-4 format 1) fits in the lO-4 
matrix ~) allows at least 8 non-conference matches 3) validates the regular season champion 
that much more and 4) gives everyone an equal shot at an 11th game instead of just the 8 
tournament quarterfinalists. 
Chugger, you’re 11-4 format makes sense, especially against the lO-8 format. 
Tim Santoro 
Head Coach, Women’s Soccer 
North Carolina State University 

(919) 515.3476 (w) 
(m) 

Athletics: www.gopack.com 
Camp: www.wolfpacksoccerseries.com 

removed by 

sender 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 31,2013 10:27 AM 

b:aol.com 

EW: Background Check Clarifications 

Memo from the Provost Regarding Background Checks.pdf 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 6:00 PM 
(:¢: UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject: Background Check Clarifications 

Coaches, 

I was informed that several questions about background checks for camps were raised at the Coaches’ Meeting this week. To clarify, any camp volunteer or 

employee whose camp responsibilities include transporting minors needs to be background checked pursuant to the requirements in the Provost’s Memo 

(attached). Please note that if a staff member’s responsibilities include transporting minors participating in the residential program, a driver’s license check is 

required as well. If the driver is an employee of an outside company that is retained by your camp to drive, however, the camp itself does not need to background 

check the driver (although the third party is encouraged to have similar protocols to ensure their employees are properly screened). 

individuals who are not citizens of the United States will still need to be background checked, although these checks may be limited in scope. A good faith effort 

needs to be made that they have no convictions, especially in the United States, which have not been disclosed. 

Please let me know if I can provide any further clarifications. 

Best, 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 31, 2013 2:17 PM 

Greg S Miller <gmiller@a’thletics.pitt.edu>; Kfis Pierce <kpierce@theacc.org>; ~msn.com; dncalQa)uncaa.unc.edu; 
~aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com); pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

Mark Krikorian (mkrikorim~@admin.fsu.edu); Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwm~@clemson.edu); RobbieChurch 

(robbie.church@duke.edn); Ka:ren Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.co~n); Miami Women’s Soccer (t.mse@miami.edu); Tim Santoro 

(tfsanto@ncsu.edu); Randy Waldmm (Randy.Waldmm. l@nd.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edn); Steve Swanson 

(sswanson@virginia.edu); Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu); Tony Da Lnz (daluz@wfu.edu) 

RE: ~Vomen’s Soccer Scheduling Conference CaJl 

Jur~e 24th- 28th wilt work bes~. for 

From: Greg S Miller [mailto:gmiller@athletics.pitt,edu] 

Sent: Friday, May 31, 2013 10:12 AM 
To-" Kris Pierce 
Co: Mark Kdkorian (mkrikodan@admin.fsu.edu); Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); RobNeChurch (robbie.church@duke.edu); 

Dorrance, Albert A 131; Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com); Miami Women’s Soccer (t.wise@miami.edu); 33m Santoro(tfsantor@ncsu.edu); Randy Waldrum 
(Randy.Waldrum.l@nd.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Steve Swanson(sswanson@virginia.edu); Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@wfu.edu) 
Subject-" Re: Women’s Soccer Scheduling Conference Call 

Kris- 

June 17-21 works for me, 

Greg Miller 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

The University of Pittsburgh 

c) 

On May 30, 2013, at 3:27 PM, "Pierce, Kris" <kpierce@theacc.org> wrote: 

Women’s Soccer Coaches - 

You’ll soon receive the End of Year Memo from our office highlighting all items that were approved for the upcoming year. As you will remember, you 

requested a delay to determine the appropriate recommendation for number of regular season games as well as number of teams in the Conference 

Championship. The SWAs, ADs and FARs did grant that request. 

In order to make sure we have our recommendation set for their October meeting, we need to meet via conference call to begin considering options. 

I have our scheduler currently working on lO-game options that include divisional play as well as an "open" rotation of opponents. As soon as the 

scheduler and I solidify this information, I will forward it to the group. 

Please send me your availability for a conference call on the following weeks: 

Monday, June 17 - Friday, June 21 

Monday, June 24 - Friday, June 28 

Attendance by head coaches will be mandatory on this call. 

Thank you for your attention to this important matter. Please let me know if you have questions. 

Thanks! 

Kris 

Kris W, Pierce 
Associate Commissioner, Championships and O~ympic Sports 
4512 Weybridge Lane, Greensboro, N.C. 27407 
(0) 336.369.4652 (M) (F) 336.369.1203 

<imogeOOl.png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, May 31, 2013 2:19 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu-~ 

ILE: cun~nt Learfield Cup standings 

Isn’t men’s golf and softball already in that ranking you sent? I think the only two sports missing are track and baseball 

From: Kirschner, Steve 

Sent; Friday, May 3~, 2013 ~0:13 AM 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 

Subject~ Re: current Leaffield Cup s~ndings 

Not really sure, but it helps that none of the three schools ahead of us are even in the baseball field... Florida and UCLA are right behind us and they are in the baseball bracket, but 

only one other top i0 team is (Texas A&M and they are ~0th) 

We will pick up minimal points from track and men’s ~olf and some from softball 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <~.~.~.[:~_~_~.> 

Date: Thursday, May 30, 20~3 4:05 PM 

To: Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: current Learfield Cup standings 

~f b~sebal~ w~ns where does th~L Lake us? And how many points w~l tr~c~ get? 

From= Kirschner, S~ve 

Sent; Thursday, May 30, 20~3 ~0:$0 AM 

Te= UNC~-Eve~one 

Subject= current Learfield Cup standings 

(As of May 30, 2013) 

North Carolina is fourth overall and first in the ACC with 991 points in the Learfield Sports Directors’ Cup standings 

Overall 

i - Stanford (1233) 

2 - MicN~an (I003.25) 

3 - Penn State (i001.25) 

4- UNC(991) 

5 - Florida (983.50) 

6 - UCLA (950) 

7- Notre Dame (932) 

8 - Duke (923.60) 

9 - Georgia (816.50) 

i0 - Texas A&M (763.5) 

ACe 

I - UNC (4th, 991) 

2 - Duke (Sth, 923.60) 

3 - FSU (15th, 681.50) 

4 - Virginia (~7th, 667.50) 

5 = Maryland (33rd, 494) 

6 - NC State (38th, 458.60) 

7 - Virginia Tech (42nd, 450) 

8 - Clemson (59th, 303.50) 

9 - Miami (65th, 278) 

I0- BC (69th, 263) 

11- Wake Forest (90th, ~57.50) 

12 - Georgia Tech (100th, 144.50) 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962=7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 31, 2013 2:42 PM 

Street~, Shelly <sjgreen@email.nnc.edu"~ 

pacmm~@nncaa.unc.edu;       ~aol.com 

I~NV: 2013 Women’s Soccer Contract Agreement 

Contract - North Carolina 2013.pdf 

From: Betty Shronts [mailto:shrontbj@wfu.edu] 
Sent: Friday, May 31, 2013 11:24 AM 

To~ Dorrance, A~bert A IV 
Subject: 2013 Women’s Soccer Contract Agreement 

Coach Dorrance, 

Attached is the contract for our gmne on October 27, 2013. A hard copy will not be sent. Please proof, sign and date and have the appropriate administrator sign. 

Return via PDF email attachment, or fax to attention Betty Shmnts at 336-758-4565 or mail to the address listed on the contract. Keep a copy for your records. 

Betty Shronts 

Administrative Assistont 

Wake Forest University 

Athletics Department 

O15~npic Sports 

PO Box 7346 

Wins~on- Salem, NC 27109 

Phone: 336-758-5751 

Fax: 336-758-4565 

www.wakeforestspor~s.com 



V~KE FOREST UNIVERSITY 

ATHLETIC COMPETITION AGREEMENT 

with 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

SPORT: 

TIME: 

PLACE: 

WOMEN’S SOCCER 

October 27.2013.._( Sunda~. 

1:00pro 

Wake Forest University - SpD, Stadium 

BASIC CONDITIONS: 

A. The Contest shalI be held in accordance with NCAA policies m~d regt~lations. 

B. OFFICIALS: Will be.provided b_y_v home team. 

OT.HE’R CONDITIONS: 

APPROVAL: WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 

.... /,>. i~ 
By,: ..a/<,.2:,~ ,4< 

Mike Buddie Date 

TITLE: Associate.Athletic Director~ Admin.,,;Devdop. 

di ~1~-£ oach Date 

APPRO~NL: VISITING SCI-tOOL 

By: 

TITLE: 

Date 

Head Coach Date 

Office Phone: (336) 758.4375 Office Phone: ( ) 

iHome Phone: Home Phone: ( ) 

Ret~rn via PDF email attachn~ent, or Fax to attn: Betty Shr~)nts at 336-758-4565 or mail to: 

Wake Forest University 
Department of Att~letics 

Women’s Soccer 
RO. Box 7346 

Winsto>Salem. NC 27109 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

5/31/2013 6:54:35 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: PDA Tournament Follow up 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

From: Peter Stratigakis [mailto:pstrat@rogers,com] 

Sent: Friday, May 31, 2013 1:31 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: FW: PDA Tournament Follow up 

Hello Coaches, 

Thank you all once again for the interest shown in our team and attending our games at the 

2013 Umbro Showcase & the 2013 PDA, New Jersey Showcase this past weekend. The positive 

feedback from so many coaches has been tremendous. 

We strive for the technical advancement of each player and to demonstrate their strengths/skills 

throughout the pitch. 

To have had each player ID has been very rewarding and a testament to our style of play and 

character throughout the team. 

I have attaching our electronic media guide, for those of you that did not get one or did not have 

the time to attend for other reasons. 

We look forward to continuing our relationship with you as all our girls are looking to attend a 

USA University with aspirations to making the next u17 & u20 Canadian WNT. If you would like a 

hard copy, let us know & we will mail one to you. 

]:f you have not already done so, we are asking that you send us the list of players that you were 

interested in so that we may clearly convey the message with associated links, background etc. 

on your Universities. 

The number of requests has been truly amazing & we are very proud in assisting these young 

ladies in their development. 

My assistant, Joe Parolini, will be supporting me with the scholarship recruitment procedure. 

He has wealth of knowledge, experience and background with the Canadian WNT & u20s. 

If you have any direct questions, please do not hesitate to contact either of us. 

We are planning on making more tours to the USA for our team as well as setting up exhibition 

games with the Universities or top ECNL teams from your area. 



Again, thank you for all your support & we look forward to travelling down this journey with all 

of you & in helping our players live their dreams. 

As a staff we are absolutely amazed with such a positive response with our first two Showcases 

of our players young career. 

Regards, 

PE’FER S’FRA’FIGAK[S 

Woodbfidge Soccer Head Coach 

Cell 

E-mail pstrat@rogers.com 

GIUSEPPE (JOE) PAROLI[NII 
Woodbridge Soccer Assism~t Coach 

Cell 

E-mail: joeparo@rogers.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, May 31, 2013 3:39 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu-~ 

l~E: cun~nt Learfield Cup standings 

Yes, of course .... Tha~k you!] 

From; Kirschner, Steve 
Sent; Friday, Nay 3:~, 20:1.3 2:49 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Re: current Learfield Cup standings 
men’s golf and softball are still being played this weekend 

Women’s golf was in the rankings 

Steve Kirschner 
University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

st:evekirschner@ unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu> 

Date: Friday, May 31, 2013 2:18 PM 

TO: Steve Kirschner <s__t_e__v__e_k_j_r__s_c__h__q .e_r_.~__u_.n__c__._e__d_._u_> 

Subject: RE: current Learfield Cup standings 

Isn’t men’s golf and softball already in that ranking you sent? I thi~k the only two sports missing are track a~d baseball .... 

From; Kirschner, Steve 
Sent; Friday, May 31, 2013 10:13 AM 

T~; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Re: current Leaffield Cup standings 

Not really sure, but it helps that none of the three schools ahead of us are even in the baseball field... Florida and UCLA are right behind us and they are in the baseball bracket, but 

only one other top 10 team is (Texas A&M and they are lOth) 

We will pick up minimal points from track and men’s golf and some from softball 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

.s_.t__e_.~e_._k_Lr#.£h_.~.e__r_.@_~_c_:._e_~__~ 
GoHeels.com 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, May 30, 2013 4:05 PM 

To: Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: current Learfield Cup standings 

If baseball wins where does thaL Lake us? A~d how many poff~ts will track get? 

From; Kirschner, Steve 
Sent; Thursday, May 30, 2013 :t0::[0 AM 
Te; UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject; current Learfield Cup standings 
(As of May 30, 2013) 

North Carolina is fourth overall and first in the ACC with 991 points in the Learfield Sports Directors’ Cup standings 

Overall 

$ - Stanford (1233) 
2 - Michigan (1003.25) 

3 - Penn State (1001.25) 

4- UNC (99:1) 

5 - Florida (983.50) 

6 - UCLA (950) 

7- Notre Dame (932) 

8 - Duke (923.60) 

9 - Georgia (816.50) 

10 - Texas A&M (763.5) 
ACC 

1 - UNC (4th, 991) 
2 - Duke (gth, 923.60) 

3 - FSU (15th, 681.50) 
4- Virginia (17th, 667.50) 

5 - Maryland (33rd, 494) 

6 - NC State (38th, 458.60) 
7 - Virginia Tech (42rid, 450) 

8 - Clemson (59th, 303.50) 

9 - Miami (65th, 278) 

10- BC (69th, 263) 

ll- Wake Forest (90th, 157.50) 
12 - Georgia Tech (100th, 144.50) 

Steve Kirschner 



University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~O-UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday,            2:03 PM 

~unc.edu> 

Re: HT report 

~unc.edu~ wrote: 

Dear 

Would you please let me know by email reply or by phone regarding your horne teaching visits and contacts for May? 

Thank you! 

~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 12:07 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Fwd: TIME SENSITIVE befor~ CWSA/Honda Cup Travel & Accommodations 

CWSA AthleteSIDSWATravelForms HoudaCup .pdf 

........ Oftgina] Message ........ 

Subject: TIME SENSITIVE beIbre CWSA/Honda Cup Travel & Accommodations 

From: CSS Travel Center <travel@creativesportsstrategies.com > 

To: "Dorrance, Albe~l A IV" <~a~son@email.uuc.edt~-, ~uuc.edt~-,Beth Miller <bmille@uncaa.unc.edu> 
CC: ’"Loft E. Oldmura’" <loft@crealivesportsstrategies.com>, ))gm~l.com> 

Note: You have received this email as pad of the     , Honda Cup Awards Program, presented by the Collegiate Women Sports Awards. If you have received this email in 
error, please reply with REMOVE in the sLibject line. Thank you. 
*We do not currently have a working email or cell phone for - please forward to her a~tention, Thank you. 
On behalf of The Collegiate Women Spor~s Awards (CWSA), we weuld like to congratulate you and yo~,Jr school on being named a Honda Sports Award winner, 

and becoming a finali,~st fer the HONDA CUP. This year, the Honda Cup will be presented LIVE on ESPNU on Monday in Los Angeles, Califernia. As a Honda 

CLIp Finalist, we hope that you will be available to join us for the LIVE awards ceremony at the University of Southern California’s Galen Center Founders Room. 
Over the nex~ few weeks you will be receiving information on travel plans, accommodations and event scheduling. The CWSA Athlete Concierge, will be following 
up with you to make travel arrangements and confirm your details. Her information is provMed in the attached travel packet, and she is copied on this email. 

PLEASE COMPLETE THE ATTACHED TRAVEL PACKET AND RETURN THE COMPLETED FORMS TO       BEFORE THIS FRIDAY,       (Sooner, the better). 
On behalf el The Collegiate Women Sports Awards (CWSA), we are looking forward ~o welcoming you to Los Angeles ~his mon~h! 
Sincerely, 
Lori Okimura 
CWSA Communications Director 

Lori E. Okirnura j Creaiive Sporfs Strafegies 

Tel: 310.367.9929 I Fax: 3i0.9,13.1506 

Email: Iori@creafivesporfssfrafe,qies,com 
Websife: -w--~-w--5t(~.---C--r-~-e-~-a--1[y-Le-~S--~--~r-f--s--S--f--r-~-a--1~]~e---s-~-c-~-~--~-m-- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, June 3, 2013 12:13 PM 

Ma~ilou McFa~lane < ~gmaJl.com>; Duca~:, Chris <duca~:@unc.edu> 

Re: NSCAA call today at 2pm ET - can you join? Re: getting out of the stone age 

M~ilou, Chris is 811 you need! I san at the beach with family. It is a no brainer. I an~ sure they will make the conect decision. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tYireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

MaJ~lou McFa~:lane ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Morning, Anson mad Bird. 

Hoping you can join this call today at 2pm ET. Rob Kehoe of the NSC?dk roll lead the c~Jl re: recruiters and scouts getting the player info in a timely thshion prior to 

showcases and also in excel or digitaJ format that coaches can actually use. 

As Chris knows, currently the game schedules and roslers before these tournaments come only in a way that can be printed out on paper and cannot be uploaded to 

any ~pe of mobile device for scouting notes on the field. It leaves coaches scrambling to prepare for tournaments and s~ck to a "stone age" process, as Rob calls it. 

This is a bigger issue than SportsBoard obviously and Rob is now on the case and wants to hear from top coaches like yourselves. 

Can you join today at 2pm and participate in the conversation? 



................................................................................................................................................................. Monday, June 3, 2F’M ET/11AM PT 

................................................................................................................................................................. Tuesday, June 4, 2PM ETil 1AM PT 

~,,leeting call-in numbers will be provided, Please reply to this 

order to R, S.V.P, to the call you w~sh to attend. 

In summar}~, it ~s clear to us that Rob and the NSCAA have the same goal 

Spot.Board, which ~s to help coHege coaches maximize their 

recruithq9 eff~c~enc~es, and also unders~nd the varied approaches of 

re cru~ting events that can often be perceived as inconsistent v/ith that 

goal. E~ciencies are aided by techno~og~ca~ advances, and ~ve are 

hopefu~ through our cans to take positive steps that wN~ benefit a~ 

associated ~vith the recruiting process through h~creased use of avaHaMe 

We ~ook fo~%~ard to your response and the poss~biNt}~ of you jo~rfing us 

................................................................................. he, t week on the cans 

Regards, 

......... G "egg Jacobs .............................................................................................................. 

Founder/CEO 

West Shore Technologies, 

~$¢$¢’/.spotfsboatd~win.com 

~,%~ere Scouting and Technology Converge" 

Regards, 

Gregg Jacobs 

Founder/CEO 

SportsBoard 

p: 530 323 0202, ext 7003 

c 

f: 415 532 3234 

http ://www.sportsboard-win .com 

"iPad and iPhone Player Assessment Solutions" 

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! 

NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIALITY: 

This e-mail, and any attachments thereto, is intended only for use by the addressee(s) named herein and may 
contain confidential information, legally privileged information and attorney client work product. If you are not the 
intended recipient of this e-mail, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this e- 
mail, and any attachments thereto, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error please immediately 



notify me by e-mail or telephone and permanently delete the original and any copy of any e-mail and printout 
thereof. Thank you for your cooperation with respect to this matter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, June 3, 2013 12:23 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Women’s Soccer Budget Update through April 30, 3013 

Out of special ... thank you! 

Ses~t.~"om my Verizon tFireie,~s 4G L2~ LL~tOIL) 

"Streett, Shelly" <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

,SofTH:_~ decer~t d.:3~lations in special-- 

Would you like the overage page out of the special account or endowment? My thought --- pay the current overage amount of $6342 out ot: Lhe endowment. Have 

any additional overage taken out of special 

Please let me know. 

F~= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent: Monday, Nay 27, 20~3 ~2:32 PN 
To’.        Nmsn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;       ;aol.com; Jason Sisneros          Ngmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 
C¢= Street, Shelly 
Subject= N: Women’s Soccer Budget Update through April 30, 30~3 

Boys, 

~L ~ooks fike we d~d pretty well It does not ~ook fike the camp needs to swoop it~ and save the day. And ~ook at the money in special. Dino, how much did you raise 

from the a~umn~e? Shelly, wh~t have been our resources for getting speda~ up so h~gh? 

From: Perkins, Michael 
Sent: Friday, Nay 24, 20~3 4:40 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
~c~ Street, Shelly; Gallo, Jr., Larw A.; Gwaltney, Clint; Zwierlein, Chad Nicholas 
Subject~ Women’s Soccer Budget Update through April 30, 30~3 

Coach, 

A~ached is your budget update through April 30, 20~3. Please look over and let me know if you have any ques~ons, or find any errors. The end of the year is 

approaching quickly and we have to have all corrections made to the account by June 30. I hope all is well, and do not hesitate to contact your business office 

contact, or me, with any questions. 

Mike 

Michael Perkins 

Assistant Athletic Director for Business Operations 

Department of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Office: (919) 962 5155 
Cell 

Fax : (919) 962 0125 

mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, June 3, 2013 12:32 PM 

Masilou McFarlane~ ~gmail.com> 

Re: NSCAA call today at 2pm ET - can you join? Re: getting out of the stone age 

MaJdlou McFaxlane 

Yep, Bird is on the call! 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

Marilou McFarlane 

On Jun 3, 2013, at 9:12 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~emafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Marilou, Chris is all you need’. It is a no brainer. I am sure they will make the conect decision. 

Se~.t.fi°om my verizo.~ ~l:’ireies~’ 4G LT~’DRO1D 

Ma~ilou McFarlane ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Morning, An~m and Bird. 

Hoping you can join this call today at 2pm ET. Rob Kehoe of the NSCAA will lead the caJJ re: recruiters and scouts getting the player info in a timely 

fashion prior to showcases and also in excel or digita1 format that coaches can actually use. 

As Chris knows, currently the game schedules and rosters before these tournaments come only in a way that can be printed out on paper and cannot be 

uploaded to any ~pe of mobile device for scouting notes on the field. It leaves coaches scrambling to prepare for tournaments and stack to a "stone age" 

process, as Rob calls it. 

This is a bigger issue than SportsBoard obviously and Rob is now on the case and wants to hear from top coaches like yourselves. 

Can you join today at 2pm and participate in the conversation? 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii imightassist in the data collection area to make yourrecruiting efforts 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim~ree~icient‘ Thankyoutothosewho respondedto himwithyour 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiFr~m~urvisitswith Rob, andyouremail responses, hesuggestedthe 

~~~ ~t~r~,es next week and woukt ~ike to invite you to par~icipate ~r, either, or 

~~~b~th~ as your~ns~ghtswilJ be vak~able and appreciated. The caJ]stimes 

.................................................................................................................................................................. Monday, June 3, 2PM ETtl 1AM P] 

.................................................................................................................................................................. Tuesday, June 4, 2PM E1/I 1AM PT 

~~~as Spo~Board, which ~s to he~p coHege coaches maxh~ze their 

~~~recru~t~ng efficienc~es, and also understand the varied approaches of 

~~~recruiting even~thatcan often be perceived as k~consistentwith that 

~~~g~. Ef~c~enciesare aided by technological advances, and we are 

~~~h~pefu~ through ourcalJsto take positive stepsthatw~lJ benefitall 

~~~ass~ci~ted w~th the recruiting process through increased use of available 

~~~VVe look fomvard to your response and the poss~b~]i~ of you joining us 



Regards, 

Gregg Jacobs 
Founder/CEO 
SportsBoard 
p: 530 323 0202, ext 7003 
c: 
f: 415 532 3234 
~ortsboard-win.com 

"iPad and iPhone Player Assessment Solutions" 

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! 

NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIALITY: 

This e-mail, and any attachments thereto, is intended only for use by the addressee(s) named herein and 
may contain confidential information, legally privileged information and attorney client work product. If you 
are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or 
copying of this e-mail, and any attachments thereto, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail 
in error please immediately notify me by e-mail or telephone and permanently delete the original and any 
copy of any e-mail and printout thereof. Thank you for your cooperation with respect to this matter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, June 3, 2013 1:07 PM 

Wes Chappelle <wes@ncsoccer.org>; DucaJr, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladiuo       ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 

<         ~gmail.com>;                       ~msn.com>; TOM SANDER <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: US Youth Soccer Month 

Sure love to paxtner ruth you! 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ IYire[e,~s 

Wes Chappelle <wes@ncsoccer.org> wrote: 

Anson, 

The North Carolina Youth Soccer Association is looking to include the home games for the women’s soccer team in September as part of its activities for US Youth 

Soccer Month. During this month, we celebrate the game at the youth level by raising awareness and bringing players and their families together in a variety of 

ways. We are contacting several colleges and universities in the state that may want to work with us in giving our youth players a great soccer experience. This 

experience can include giveaways, ball boys!girls, walking out onto the field with the starting lineup, and smalPsided games during halftime. We have already 

retrieved your schedule from the athletic website and want to know if this is something you would be interested in helping us with? We look forward to your 

response and thank you for your time and consideration regarding this email. 

Discipline of Appeals 

www.ncsoccer~org 

336-856-7529 e~. 234 

~N~ recsp~as h~c~o 

..... goNe~,¢NCY / 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 1:43 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducay@unc.edu>; bill paJladino @aol.com>; @msu.com>; TOM SANDER 
<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ja~m Sisneros @gmail.com> 

Fwd: Frotn Sunday’s Game 

photo.PNG 

Yesssss!!’.!! Engen, woman of the match!! 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: From Suuday’s Game 

From: CHRIS ENGEN @mac.corn > 

To: "Dorrance, Albe~t A IV" <auson.~em~fil.uuc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi Anson. FYI. Please share with Dino. Chris. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, June 3, 2013 3:01 PM 

Ducar, Clms <ducar@ unc.edu>; bill palladino ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros < b~gmail.com>; 

~msn.com>; TOM SANDER <pacmma@uncaa.uuc.edu> 

Fwd: {DlWSOC} Interpretation 

........ OriginaJ Mes~ge ........ 

Subject: RE: {DIWSOC} Interpretation 

From: Lesle Gallimore <lesleg@uw.edu> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~u@emafil.unc.edu%Thomas Chestnutt <chestau@fiu.edu>,Kathi’ ’Conner <kcl3@txstate.edw~ 
CC: Raaady Waldrum <Randy.Waldmm.l@nd.edu>,DlWSOC@soccerlists.org, Manoj Khetto~ <mkhett~@stetson.edu> 

Here is what I was iust raid when we asked if it was a "grey" area: 

! da~"~ thirfl~ it’s a ~.~r¢~ a~eao Y~u c~r~ ha~e ur~o~j:ici~t ~isi~ ~[~er camp e~ds, 5a w~ether ~ou i~i~:e them to ~aur affice or wo~k o~’oum~ c~mpus~ it’~ ~ ur~q~j:icio~ 

Les~e 

JesSe D~ GaNmore 

UniversiW of Washing[on 

Mobile: 

Office: 206-685-3966 

Camp: www.wa shingtong[rlssoccer.com 

Web: www.gohuskies.com 

Facebaak: www~facebook~comiU WWomensSoccer 

~x~ L~le-Signat~ re2 

From: Conner, Kathi [mailto:kc:[3@txstate.edu] 
Sent= Monday, June 03, 20:[3 9:27 AM 

To= Thomas Chestnutt 
Cc: Randy Waldrum; Manoj Khettry; D:[WSOC@soccerlists.org 
Subject= Re: {D:[WSOC} Interpretation 
My understanding was camp is like competition once they are released at the end of camp and it is over you could do a campus tour. Is that right? 

Kat Conner 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jun 2, 20:13, at 9:52 PM, "Thomas Chestnutt" <chestnut@fiu.edu> wrote: 

Same here... 

Th o m a s i:: =:’i: :!:!::i:i: i :~.i t=. .i i. 
i i~:::~::::: :i::~::~:.::h i FlU W’~:~r’:~:~ ::~ ;~:::~::~:~:~ 

201i NCAA Tournament 

20Z2, 2011, 2009 Sun Belt Coqference Champions 

ID Camps 

Help promote our game with Twitter use #D:[WSOC for News, Spring Results 

From: Randy Waldrum [._R__a__Ec_[y=_W_a_J__d__r__u____m__=_I___@_Ec_Le__d___u_] 
Sent= Sunday, June 02, 20:[3 :[0:44 PM 
To= Manoj Khettry; D:[WSOC@soccerlists.orq 
Subject: Re: {D:[WSOC} Interpretation 



Our compliance tells us the same Manoj...no campus tours during camps.. 

Randy 

Randy 
Waldrum - r_~_a_Ld_.r_u__r£__@._~_d_:_e__d_ .u- 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

University of Notre Dame 

574-631-3376 - office 

mobile 

From: Manoj Khettry <mkhettry@stetson.edu> 

Date: Sunday, June 2, 2013 10:40 PM 

To: D1 <._d_~=W_s_o__c__@_s__o_c__c_e_ _r.[[s__t_s_:q__rg> 

Subject: {DIWSOC} interpretation 

General question about Prospect ID Clinics, 1-Day camps or Summer Camps that we are able to host: Are we allowed to have a campus tour be a part 

of the program (whether the soccer staff leads the tour or the university’s admission group)? 

I have been told by my Compliance Coordinator, who was told by our conference, that we are NOTALLOWED to have a campus tour be a part of our 

Prospect ID Clinic whether it be a Prospect ID Clinic or a Summer Camp. We can allow for free time during the program for the student-athlete and 

their family to arrange a campus tour for themselves, but we CANNOT direct them or suggest to them that they get a campus tour. Is this correct based 

on the interpretations all of you are getting? 

If a campus tour is allowed, what do I need to do in order to do this. If we cannot, then I hope we get some clarity on this issue. 

Thanks for your help with this. 

Go Hatters] 

Manoj Khettry 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

<imageOOl.png> 

421 N. Woodland Blvd., Unit 8359 

DeLand, FL 32723 

(386) 822-8139 (o) 

(m) 
(386) 738-6536 (f) 

mkhettr¥@stetson.edu 

Help promote our game with Twitter use #DlWSOC for News, Spring Results 

Help promote our game with Twitter use #D lWSOC for News, Spring Results 

Help promote our game with Twitter use #D IWSOC for News, Spring Results 

Help promote our game with Twitter use #D1V, SOC for News, Spring Results 

Help protnote our game with Twitter use #D 1WSOC for News. Spring Results 

Help promote our gmne with Twitter use #D IWSOC for News, Spring Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, June 3, 2013 3:07 PM 

ttosmm~, Suzie <suzie hosman@med.unc.edu->; Street~, Shelly <~igreen@email.unc.edu>; 

Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; bill palladino < ~aol.com>; TOM SANDER <pacman@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Nice to meet you last Thursday! 

~duke.edu>; Chris 

Excellent Suzie ._ go ruth it! I roll copy Shelly and ,see if she can get you a picture. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizon tl#reie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

"ttosman, S~ie" <s~iehosman@med.tmc.edu> wrote: 

I have emerged from the grant submitting fog. 

H~-:~re’s what t propose for the story on the UNC Kidney Center websRe. P~ease let me ]mow what you think, .good, bad or ugly (my sMn ~s pretty thh::k). 

U NC Women’s Soccer Gi~ 2013 

The big news this year for UNC at Chapel Hill Women’s Soccer was another NCAA National Championship. This was the 21s~ time in 31 years that the Lady Tarheels 

have won the championship. A quote from a current player will help you understand how the dynasty persists. "What I tried to do was learn as much as I could for 

them, and what I learned is that they all work so darn hard, no matter how good they are,"        said. "And they always put the team first. When I was able to 

grasp that and put in my hard work and always put the team first, yes, I would have liked to play every minute, but I wanted what was best for my team."* 

The UNC Women’s Soccer Team is much more than an athletic dynasty. The girls take their sport, scholastics and core values seriously as anyone who knows them 

has witnessed. Every year the team makes a donation to a charitable organization. This year the UNC Kidney Center has been fortunate to receive a gift of more 

than ~0,000 in support of research activities. These high impact dollars will help provide needed research supplies, facility use fees and the study of avenues of 

investigation and new approaches to ongoing questions that pertain not only to ANCA glomerulonephritis, but to the general fields of autoimmunity, 

inflammation and basic neutrophil and monocyte biology. 

*ESPN 
If you have a p~cture that ~ could ~nck~de, that wou~d be fantast~c~ 

Thanks. 

Suzie 

F~m~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent~ Tuesday, Nay 07, 2013 4:35 PN 
T~ Hosman, Suzie 
Subjeet~ RE: N~ce to meet you last Thursday[ 

Very 

F~m= Hosman, Suzie 
Sent= Tuesday, Nay 07, 20~3 3:4~ PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Cc’,                      @duke.edu) 
Subject~ RE: Nice to meet you last Thursday~ 

Hi Anson, 

~ will draft: a paragraph ~:hat you can add to or detract from. 

~ was [hinking of the following: 

Something along these lines.., the UNC Women’s Soccer Team ~s much more than an athletic dynasty. The g~rls take their sport, scholastics and core values 

seriously as mwone who knows them has witnessed. Every year the team makes a donation to a charitable organization. TMs year the LINC KMney Center h~s been 

fortunate to receive a gift of more than S10,000 h~ support of research actMt~es 

f w~H expand on thb and send a k)nger, more pofished 

Fm in the midst of grant preparations, so iL may not be until next week, 

Thanks for your w]H]ngness to be involved. 

Suzie 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent= Friday, Nay 03, 20~3 6:24 PN 

To= Hosman, Suzie 
@duke.edu) 

~ubje~t= RE: Nice to meet you last Thursday[ 

Suzie, 

TMs is very helpfkd, thank you. 

Can you help me w~th what I should post? I want to he~p you guys #~ any way I cam So can you write it for rne? ] will edit it H: Lhat he~ps. ~ am someone who fives off 

a legal 0ad so posting is al~en to me (as ~re webs~tes). 

F~m= Suzie Hosman [ma~lto:suz~e hosman@med.unc.edu] 
Seat= Friday, Nay 03, 2013 2:12 PN 
Te; Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Nice to meet you last ~ursday~ 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

It was really nice to meet you last Thursday. I really enjoyed your presentation and will be reading your book in the near future. 

Congratulations on such a successful program. It must be fantastic to work with such talented athletes and wonderful humans] 

I coach triathletes & cyclists, so it was especially interesting to hear your "Pearls before Swine" talk. 

~ wanted to follow up on our brief conversation about a short piece to post e~ther on our website or w~th the display I made from pictures (from 

regarding the gift from the Women’s Soccer families & friends. Could you give me a line or two to post? You can let me know where you feel it wouM be 

appropriate to post (either or both or neither: website & display area). 



Best regards, 

Suzie Hosman 

UNC Kidney Center 

Research Administrator & Development Officer 

6006 Burnett Womack Bldg, CB #7156 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7156 

Suzie hosman@med,unc.edu 

919-966-2561 x 311 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, June 3, 2013 3:40 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino < ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros< ~gmaJl.com>; TOM SANDER 

<pacman@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Fwd: {DlWSOC} Can~pus Tours:Camps & Clinics 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: {DIWSOC} Campus Tours:Camps & Clinics 

From: Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@nscaa.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~anson@email.unc.edu>,D1 <dlwsoc@soccerlists.o~> 
CC: 

Good afternoon Coaches. 

So that all are clear on the matter, following is information fl~om the NCAA that pertains to the earlier listserv exchange re. campus tours in association witla on-campus 

camps and clinics. 

All the best. 

Rob 

Official Interpretation 
Recruiting Conversations at Camps and Clinics (I) 
Date Published: April 19, 2013 
Item Ref: 1 
Interpretation : 
The committee confirmed that a camp or clinic is considered an athletics competition or athletics event. Therefore, a host institution’s coaching staff member may not engage 
in recruiting activities (e.g., campus tours for recruiting purposes, meetings with faculty members, complimentary admissions, extending written offers or aid) other than 
recruiting conversations with prospective student-athletes participating in the institution’s camp or clinic until after the completion of the camp or clinic. Any recruiting activities 
that occur after completion of the camp or clinic are subject to applicable recruiting calendar restrictions. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 13.1.6.2 (practice or competition site); 13.12.1.5 (recruiting calendar exceptions); and staff interpretations (10/02/92, Item No. b) and 
(03/25/13, Item No. a), which have been archived] 
Rob Kehoe 
Director of Coilege ProgFarns I Iqational Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Arm Ave, Kansas City, KS 662,’01 i 913 362 1747 x 101L5 1913 362 3439 

Wisconsin Office: 920 674 4391L I Cell: 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAA I Facebook 

Join us in Orlando for the inaugural Summer Symposium August 

Help promote our gan~e ruth Twitter use #D 1WSOC for News, Spring Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, June 3, 2013 3:41 PM 

bill palladino ~aol.com>; Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: {DlWSOC} Ca~pus Tours:Camps & Clinics 

????? 

Ses~t.f!"om my Ver’izor~ H~ireie,~s 4(5 L2’E DROLL) 

........ OriginaJ Mes~ge ........ 

Subject: RE: {DIWSOC} Campus Tours:Camps & Clinics 

From: Jonatha~ Lipsi~ <jonlipsi~@uky.edu> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <auson@email.unc.edu>,Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@uscaa.com>,Dl <dl wsoc@soccerlists.org> 

CC: 

We have also followed a ruling which says our players may not play against the campers ---i.e. a nightly match by all-stars versus current players. 

We have always been told this is not allowed 

Others getting same ruling? 

J ON LlPSi%Z 

( [nive~ sity o[ Kentucky %~omen’s Soc(:e~ 

0 859.257.6225 

M 

F 859.323.475,} 

F~m= Robert Kehoe [maHto: rkehoe@nscaa.com] 
S~nt= Nonday, June 03, 2013 3:13 PN 

Subject= {DIWSOC} Campus Tours:Camps & Clinics 

Good afternoon Coaches. 

So flint all axe clear on the matter, lbllowing is intb~ation from the NCAA that permius to the eMier listse~’ exchange re. campus toum in association with on-campus 

camps a~d clinics. 

All the bes~. 

Rob 
Official Interpretation 

(03/25/13, ILem ~o. ~), which h~ve been ~rchived] 
Rob Kehoe 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas C~ty, KS 6~20]. ~ 9~.3 ~62 ~.747 x ~.015 ~ 92~ 362 34~9 
Wisconsin Office: 920 674 4391 I Cell: 

NSCAA,com I TwitteE @NSCAA J Facebook 

Help promote our game with Twitter use #DIWSOC Ibr News, Spring Results 

Help promote our game with Twitter use #D IWSOC for News, Spring Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, June 3, 2013 4:41 PM 

Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com>; Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino 

<pacman@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Fwd: PPE Spo~ls overview 

PPE Sports Teams2013 2.pdf 

~aol.com>; TOM SANDER 

Jason, what do you think? 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: PPE Sports overview 

From: Robert Hartt <rheal~a!ppesports.com> 

To: "Do~,ance, Albe~l A IV" <m~son,~ema~l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Anson, 

Thanks again for your time. It was good to speak with you Friday. T have a lot of respect for your program and its numerous achievements. We would 
welcome the opportunity to work with you and your staff and contribute to the continued success next season. 

I have attached an overview of our structured mental performance program. It is a progressive approach to helping athletes and teams achieve their 
full potential. 

I will reach out to you at the beginning of January. When I learn more about your team and the specifics number of players, I will develop a proposal 
and estimate. 

Best regards, 

Robert 

PPE Sports 

p: e: rhartt@ppesports,com 

www.ppesports.com 
vwvw.facebook.com/ppesports 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 7:08 PM 

McKenzie Clark <mcke ~ie c ark@sportsboard-win.com> 

Re: Featured Coaches of the Week 

McKe~ie Clark <mcke~ie.clark@sportsb~a~t-win.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson and Chfi s, 

My name is McKenzie Clark and I am the new social tnedia and marketing intern at SportsBoard. 

I wanted to write to you both to introduce myself and to also let you know that the SportsBoard socia2l media team has selected you two as the Featured Coaches of 

the Week! The Facebook/TwitteriInstagra~ posts will be put online tonight m~d tny hope is that you both caaa share our posts on your sociaJ media accounts’. 

I hope oll is well and look forwa~:d to communicating with you both soon, 

Best, 

McKenzie Clark 

Summer Intern 

p.s. I played soccer with in high school and went to the college cup with their family this past December-Congratulations!! 

SportsBeard 

C: 

wv~v.sportsboard-win.co m 

mckenzie.clark@spo rtsboard-win.com 

"iPad and iPhone Player Assessment Solutions" 

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! 

Notice: The information contained in this message is intended only for use 

of the individual(s) named above and may contain confidential, proprietary 

or legally privileged information. No confidentiality or privilege is 

waived or lost by any mistransmission. If you are not the intended 

recipient of this message you are hereby notified that you must not use, 

disseminate, copy it in any form or take any action in reliance of it. If 

you have received this message in error please delete it and any copies of 

it and notify the sender immediately. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 6:59 PM 

Kris Pierce <kpierce@theacc.org>; Larry Ga]lo (athgallo@uncaa.anc.edu); bill paJladino ~aol.com>; Chris Ducar 

<ducar@uncaa.unc.edu->; TOM SANDER <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Women’s Soccer Scheduling Conference Call 

Kris, I will be out of the count~. I will copy Lan~’ Gallo on this and Bill Palladino. Dino, can you cover for me and make sure Larry is up to speed? 

Sent.~"om my Verizor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Kris Pierce <kpierce@theacc.org> wrote: 

The date that seemed to be the best for a majority of the group was Wednesday, June If. i’ve included call information below, i will also send you a packet of 

information [or us to dh;cuss on potent~a~ ~;chedu~e~; and formats ~n the coming day~;/week. As a reminder, ~f you cannot be on the cal~, you must le~: me know and 

your spor~ supervisor or SWA should replace you on the ca~l, Assistant coaches may ~sten in with those kld~v~dua~s to provide them w~d~ support, but the ~alMng 

and voting members should be your sport supervisor and/or SWA, Thank you1 

ACC Women’s Soccer Scheduling Call 

Wed~esdag, lu~e ~9, 

CalMn Number: 1,866,244.8528 

Passcode: 

F~m: Pierce, Kris 
Sent: Thursday, Hay 30, 2013 3:25 PM 
To: Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Anson Dorrance (anson@uncaa.unc.edu); Charles Adair (adair@~.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Greg Miller 
(gmiller@athletics.pi~.edu); Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com); Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Miami Women’s Soccer (t.wise@miami.edu); Phil 
Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.l@nd.edu); Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); ~m 
Santoro (~santor@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@~u.edu) 
Subject: Women’s Soccer Scheduling Conference Call 
Xmpo~ance: High 

Women’s Soccer Coaches - 

You’ll soon receive the End of Year Memo from our office hishli~htin~ all items that were approved for the upcomin~ year. As you will remember, you requested a 

delay to determine the appropriate recommendation for number of resular season 8ames as well as number of teams in the Conference Championship. The SWAs, 

ADs and FARs did ~rant that request. 

In order to make sure we have our recommendation set for their October meeting, we need to meet via conference call to be~in considerin8 options. I have our 

scheduler currently workin8 on lO-same options that include divisional play as well as an "open" rotation of opponents. As soon as the scheduler and I solidify this 

information, I will forward it to the 8roup. 

Please send me your availability for a conference call on the followin8 weeks: 

Monday, June 17 - Friday, June 21 

Monday, June 24 - Friday, June 28 

Attendance by head coaches will be mandatory on this call. 

Thank you for your attention to this important matter. Please let me know if you have questions. 

Thanks] 

Kris 

Kris W. Pierce 
Associate Commissioner, Championships and Olympic Sports 
4912 Weybridde Lane, Greensboro, N.C. 27407 

(0) 336.369.4652 (M) (F) 336.369. ~203 

~~~ ~cc ~01~ ~.i~si~,~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 9:32 AM 

Dawn Scott <DScott@ussoccer.org> 

Re: 

Dawn, obviously we are thrilled     has been given this tremendous opportuni~ to train and play ruth the full team. We do not micro manage our college players in 

the summer. We give them a training program that we want them to use as a guide to assist them in organizing their summer to the best development effect. We 

unders~nd human nature, so we are never snre which players are doing our training program in its entirety and which players shave and edit the program to their own 

likes and dislikes. Obviously, come preseason we have an idea who got the work done and who didn’t. Playing on the full team is        dream. What can we do to 

help her fiflfill her responsibilities for you and Tom? What would yon guys like her doing? And of course we wonld always be interested in knomng what you guys are 
doing, for the selfish interest of us s~tealing these ideas and implementing them ourselves. I also look forward to meeting you. My best to Tom, and congratulations on 

that superb victory over a very good Canada team. 

Dawn Scott <DScott@ussoccer.org> wrote: 

Hi Anson 
I hope you are well. I have never formally met you, but I have obviously heard a lot about you and it would be great to meet up some time. 
I just wanted to touch base with regards             She has been an important player for the US WNT for the past few games, and I am assuming will continue to 
be involved. So I would really like to work with you in ensuring we don’t do too much with       to have any adverse effect on her performance and 
development. If you do require any information from me with regards what we do with the WNT then please let me know and I can get that to you. Are you able to 
let me know what training she is doing this week, or am I best to ask herself? 
Please let me know your thoughts. Best wishes 
Dawn 

i.~.i DawnScottSignature 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 9:48 AM 

Jason Sisneros ~gma~l.com> 

Re: Golf In July 

Jason, I would love to. All three days fight now axe free for me. How is the gfinding going on the 1-4-2-3- llecture/video? 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl~ireie,~s 4G L)~ DROLL) 

Jason Sisneros < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

I am going golfing ruth one oftny fi]ends and his buddy in mid July we need a 4th - would you like to go with us? We don’t have the date or course yet, but we will 

a~Tange that in the next day or m,o. It would be one of the following dates: July 16, 17 or 18th and if one works better to ~]low you to go, let me know. 

Have a good night. 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Volunteer Assistaa~t Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 11:11 AM 

.la~n Sisneros ~gmaJd.com> 

Re: Golf In July 

Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Great’. AI~, the video/presentation is going rea]ly well. I should have nay part done very ~on. Possibly this week or early next week depending on other variables - 

then Tom can plug it into the same template he has the 1-3-4-3 s~mffon. 

On Wed, Jnn 5, 2013 at 9:48 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~emafil.unc.edu> wrote: 
Jason, I w-ould love to. All three days right now are free for me. How is the grinding going on the 1-4-2-3- llecture/video? 

Ses~f.~"om ~v Verizor~ II~ireie,~s 4G L)’~ LLDtOIL) 

Jason Sisneros~ ~gmaJd.com> wrote: 

Anso~ 

I am going golfing ruth one oftny friends and his buddy in mid July we need a 4th - would you like to go with us? We don’t have the date or course yet, but we will 

arrange that in the next day or m,o. It would be one of the follomng dates: July 16, 17 or 18th and if one works better to ~21low you to go, let me know. 

Have a good night. 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Ana]ysis I Volunteer Assistaa~t Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 2:06 PM 

@aol.com 

Re: Women’s Soccer Scheduling Conference Call 

Excellent, then I will leave it in your hands! 

Se~t.~"om my VeHzon tlqreIe,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

~aol.com wrote: 

Anson, 
I will be out of town as will Chris on the 19th. Tom is around and will be happy to sit in on the call. We’ll touch base with Larry to make sure he is up to speed on things. 
I hope you are enjoying the beach. Things here are wonderfully quiet .... 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: Kds Pierce <kpierce@theacc.org>; Larry Gallo (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu) <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; bill palladino ~ ~aol.com>; Chris Ducar 
<ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; TOM SANDER <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tue, Jun 4, 2013 6:59 pm 
Subject: Re: Women’s Soccer Scheduling Conference Call 

Kris, I will be out of the country. I will copy Larry Gallo on this and Bill Palladino. Dine, can you cover for me and make sure Larry is up to speed? 

Sent from my Verizon Wimless 4G L TE DROID 

Kris Pierce <kpierce@theacc.otq> wrote: 

The date that seemed to be the best for a majority el the group was Wednesday, June 19. I’ve included call information below. I will also send you a packet of ~nformation 

us to discuss en potenl:~al schedules and [ermats in the com~n~ daysiweek. As a reminder, if you canner be en the ca~, yeu must le~ me knew and your spert supetviser or 

SWA should replace you on the ca& Assistant coaches may listen in with those indivkluals to provide ~hem wN~ suppo~l, but the ta~k~ng and voting members should be ~!our 

spoil supervisor and/or SWA. Thank 

ACC WomeWs Soccer Scheduling Call 

CalMn Number: ~ 
Passcode: 
From: Pierce, Kris 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 3:25 PM 
To: Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Anson Dorrance (anson@uncaa.unc.edu); Charles Adair (adair@~.edu); Eddie Radwansk~ (eradwan@clemson.edu); Greg Miller 
(#miller@athletics.pitt.edu); Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen~#ocards.com); Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian~admin.fsu.edu); Miami Women’s Soccer (t.wise@miami.edu); Phil 
Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.l@nd.edu); Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virgiNa.edu); T~m 
Santoro (tfsantor@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@~u.edu) 
Subject: Women’s Soccer Scheduling Conference Call 
importance: High 
Women’s Soccer Coaches - 
You’ll soon receive the End of Year Memo from our office highlighting all items that were approved for the upcoming year. As you will remember, you requested a delay to 
determine the appropriate recommendation for number of regular season games as well as number of teams in the Conference Championship. The SWAs, ADs and FARs did 
grant that request. 
In order to make sure we have our recommendation set for their October meeting, we need to meet via conference call to begin considering options. I have our scheduler 
currently working on 10-game options that include divisional play as well as an "open" rotation of opponents. As soon as the scheduler and I solidify this information, I will 
fo~ard it to the group. 
Please send me your availability for a conference call on the following weeks: 
Monday, June 17 - Friday, June 21 
Monday, June 24 - Friday, June 28 
Attendance by head coaches will be mandato~ on tNs call. 
Thank you for your attention to this ~mportant matter. Please let me know if you have questions. 

Thanks[ 
Kris 
Kds W. Pierce 
Associate Commissioneg Championships and Olympic Spofs 
4512 Weybrid#e Lane, G~ensbo~, N.C. 27407 

(@ 336.369.4652 (M) ’F) 336.369.1203 

~.~.~ ACC 2012 EmailSignature 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~&LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday,. 6:29 PM 

Janet Elizabeth Rayfield <rayfield@illinois.edu> 

Re: and sum~ner school 

Janet, thank you for following up. Yes I manage to get ahold of 
congmmlalions on your wonderful success the last round. 

and I think we have solved the dilemma. Good luck with this next generation ofU 20’s and 

Janet Elizabeth Rayfield <rayfiel&~illinois.edu> wrote: 

Hey Anson - 

Got your message. 

Let me know if you still want to discuss © 

J anet R ayfield 
Janet Rayfield 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Bielfeldt Athletic Administation Building 

:1_700 South 4th Street 

Champaign, Ik 6:1_820 

Phone: 2:[ 7-~33-4783 

Fax: 21_7-244-9759 

www.fightingillini.com 

let me know that she had a conversation with you so hopefully you guys go that all sorted out. 

"Confidence is not given to you by anyone. 

It is owned through your belief in your own ability, 

earned though hard work and preparation, 

and merely confirmed by the praise o[ others." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 6:34 PM 

bill palladino ~aol.com> 

Fwd: Background Check Cla~fication 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Background Check Claadfica~ion 

From: "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> 

To: 

CC: 

All, 

I received another question about background checks for summer camps and wanted to provide some clarification. Every Residential Program must have 

documentation of a background check performed within the last year (measured from the last day of the program) on each program staff member, whether paid or 

volunteer. This annual check also applies to currently active University faculty, staff, volunteers, or interns who will serve as program staff in a Residential 

Program, regardless of any prior background checks that have been conducted by the University. This meons thor in mony instonces, o new bockground check on on 

existing University foculty member, sto, ff member, volunteer, or intern will need to be conducted. A bockground check conducted by the University is not suf, ficient to 

ful, fill the requirement for o third potty entity like o summer comp. Programs operated by an outside third party using University facilities (like summer camps in UNC 

Athletics venues) will satisfy this background check requirement using a qualified background check vendor of their own selection that is a member of the 

National Association of Professional Background Screeners. The University does not conduct, nor take responsibility, for background checks for third-party entities 

or organizations. 

Regardless of the source of the background check, any such check must include the following elements: 

nationwide federal courts criminal convictions; 

national sex offender registry; 

criminal convictions in all states and counties where a staff member has previously lived or worked; 

a residential history check to confirm that a program staff member has truthfully disclosed all prior cities and counties of residence; and 

if the program staff member’s responsibilities include transporting minors participating in the residential program, a mandatory driver’s license check. 

Please let me know if you need any further clarifications. 

Thank you for your compliance with these policies. 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 6:36 PM 

Ducar, Clms <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino ~aol.com> 

Fwd: {DlWSOC} USWYNT U 17 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: {DlWSOC} USWYNT U 17 

From: Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@nscaa.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,D1 <dl wsoc@soccerlists.org>,DIIWSOC@soccerlists.org 

CC: 

Hello Coaches. 

Please see the following from B.J. Snow m. the upco,ning U 17 camp. 

The U:L7 WNT will be playing two games during our upcoming camp in Chula Vista, CA, The dates and times are as follows: 
Intrasquad Game: Wednesday June J.2th ~ 4pro 

Game vs U18 Club Team: Saturday June ~.5th ~} 11am 

Rob 

Rob Kehoe 
Director of Coilege Programs I N~tional Soccer Coaches Assoch~tion of America 

g00 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS ~6J_01. i 9J.3 362 J.747 x J.01g I 9J_3 3~2 3439 

Wisconsin O{[ice: 920 ~74 439~L I Cell: 
_N__S__C_ .A_A_:c_.o_j.n_ I Twitter: @NSCAA I Facebook 

Join us in Orlando for the inaugural Summer Symposium August 14! 

Help promote our game with Twitter use #DIWSOC tbr News, Spring Results 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~:/O WNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 6:39 PM 

~gmaJl.com:~; Ducar, Clms ~ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 

~gmail.com>; TOM SANDER <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~msn.com> 

Re: SHOUT OUT TO 

you are making a habit of doing the right thing, like this shout out to your teammates. I am at the beach or this would be sent out from my computer to all of your 

teammates. You are a fine young woman I’m proud to be your coach. 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Ans- 

Just wanted to give a shout out to              for helping me big time the yesterday!! I was suppose to speak at the Rotary Club on Tuesday, but due to recent 

changes in my work schedule I was no longer able to attend. In a bit of a panic I reached out to these 2 on short notice and they were more than happy to cover me. 

(the organizer) absolutely loved them and welcomed our team back anytime. Leadership is about doing the things no one else wants to do and serving 

others. My two friends did just that! Its people like this that make our team so successfifl! 

Hope a]l is well with the Dorrance gang! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday 9:16 AM 

Brian Todd Pensky <bpensky l@utk.edu> 

acromwell@athMic s.ucla.edu 

Re: NZ Ferns, 

Brim~, I was unaware of this but roll certaMy address it ruth     when I ,see her next. Obviously, if     is committed to join the full team for thes~ game,s, we will 

support her. Of course, the academic issues roll come to play and she might have to select which games she can aflbrd to miss class for. Because as you know in the 

ACC, we are on a Thursday Sunday rhythm. I have always considered that rhythm insane from both a player development perspective and an academic sacrifice 
perspective. So the issues tbr her will not jus"t be missing class tbr New ZeaJand but missing class tbr our collegiate matches as well. Continued success to you Brian 

and congratalations on what you built in Mawland and what all of us know you will build at Tennessee. And good luck Amanda with national youth team politics, just 

another part of your learning curve at UCLA which you certainly will master. 

Brian Todd Pensky <bpenskyl@utk.edu> wrote: 

Amanda and Anson, 

Hope you both are well. 

Amanda, congrats to you on your new gig. You’re going to do very well out there, I’m sure. 

And Anson, another year, another championship. No words can do justice to what you’ve accomplished. 

Question for both ofyou....has                          mentioned the below fall ~hedule lbr the NZ nationa] team? And if so, do you know if they will "want" to 

go? These trips axe obviously different than u20 World Championships because they are friendlies; yet I guess the argument could also be made that they are "more 

imlyortant" than u20 WC’s becau~ it is the Full Team. You guys obviously have lots of experience in deaJing with the~ predicaments. 

Selfishly we’d prefer that our playe~;                 would only take part in the friendlies v the USA. Yet we wouldn’t want to stand in the way if she’d want to be 

in Switzerland with the Ferns, especially with matches there being against Brazil and China. I do know that                     axe all very good friends; so it 

could be a case of"a]l in" or "~2ll out" for that trip. I think they eae the only three college kids currently playing with the Ferns, and therefore faced with this decision (of 

course assuming they me ~11 invited on the trip). 

The other obvious element at play here is the academic piece. Being unexcused absences per university policy,        may run into difficulties in te~rns of earning Ngh 

grades. We have faith that she can do "well enough", but this schedule would result in the kids missing a total of 16 class days, and therefore will make it more difficult 

for her to do A & B work in these classes. 

Curious if you guys have any thoughts on the situation? 

Thanks! 

Update 
The Matchwofld Cup in Swi~efland has been confirmed tier September and the match schedule is as follows: 

New Zealand vs. Brazil 

New Zealand vs. China and South Africa 

Trip Dates: 

We have also confirmed 2 x fixtures against USA in October. The match dates are as follows (both matches in FIFA window) 

USA vs. New Zealand venue TBC 

USA vs. New Zealand venue TBC 

Trip Dates: 

Brian ]Densk.w 

Head Coach, Women’s Soccer 

Universi~" of Tem~essee 

www.utsports.com 

https://tennesseesportcamps.com/womenssoccer/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday: 10:33 AM 

Miller, Beth <bethmille@~mc.edu>; Ducar, Chris +’ducalQa)unc.edu>; bill palladino ~ar~l.com> 

Re: chris voelz of CWSA with importaJ~t 1NFO 

IMG 0758 3.JPG 

I am sure if you can pay for the trip either Chris or Dino will go. I will be in San Diego but I am not sure I can get away from what I am doing. 

Se~tj’rom ~v ~ ~rizo~t Wh’eles’,~" 4G LI~’ DROID 

"Miller, Beth" <bethmille@unc.edu> wrote: 

Anson, Do ’,+ou, or any of ’,+our staff, plan to attend the Honda Award presentation for 

"i’har~ks, 

From: Chris Voelz [mailto: ~aol.com] 
Sent: Thursday 2:52 AM 
To: Hiller, Beth; lyndat@gators.ufl.edu; Calli T [ATHDP] Sanders; Erin M. McDermott; Carla WILLTAMS; Beth Goode; Samantha K Huge; beth.miller@unc.edu; lisa PETERSON; 
Donna HEINEL 
~¢: Lori OKIMURA 
Sub~e~t: chris voelz of CWSA with important INFO 

THE COl NTD()WN has l)EGUN ! Ir~ ~ little over 2 weeks ir~crediMe athletes ; suppor+ive ~nd proem i~s+it~i~md represem~tives a~d dediea~ed board 

n~e~ bets wiI~ arrive i~ Los A~g~es m eelebr~e ~he "best of the ~est of eo~ege a~h~et~cs ", 1 ~IVl{ @ ESPNU ~o~ the ~ ~SC G~er~ Cemer’s Fo~mders’ 

"~ked us" ; l~ked The CWSA to your insfi~fional website ; renewed our website (~2}2:_g~$£F_R[~_~g~RgNd2}2~[~:£R~) ; completed ~ the items 

on the chec~st includ~g send~g the tiN~ Notage hi m ESPN ~d pro~d~g ~fi ([~L~[@~_~£~_~JZ~_~R~2$~!~£Jd~N£~:_~R~) Mth f~ body action shoN ~d 

sendh]g atNete fo~ to me. You shoed Mso be dedd~g who w~l compose your ~’avel par~. We s~’on~y suggest the S~A and the SID jo~ us as both 

will have some responsibili~es on site, especiafly the SID. (I mean if you had a Heisman finMist wouM you be represented ?- well we are Ne 

"Hei~manfor 12 sports" so please make sure you send reps.) You shoed have shared ~avel ~fo with Loft or her te~ ~d worked with her m rese~we 

lod~g th~ our hotel block at our base hotel, the OMNI downtown LA ; put together a ~Jew~g par~ for those who stayed home ~nd assiN~ed 

someone to lead the soNN media aspect of it. 

A~+d ~’e ask yo~ ~o : 

Work with your student-athlete so that she is dressed appropriately for the acti~ties. Sunday pm is uNversity warmups and Monday - from reception, 

to rehearsal to celebration luncheon m broadcast to press conference -she will be in dressy clotNng. 

Arrive ~ t~e for our orientation reception 6:30-8pm on Sunday N~t. SID’s wit meet with Communications Director la~er part of reception to lea~ 

theh’ ~nportm~t rNes tl~ou~out Monday. 

Be on site at the USC Galen Center’s Fom~ders’ Club by 2:15 tbr the red carpet ; tbllowed by The Cofle~ate Women SporN Awards Celebration 

Luncheon presented by Honda at 2:30 ; then to a reception ~ it is ~ne for the broadcast ~d then the post reception dm~g the press cant?fence. 

(The travel parD" of max 5 are our ~ests for the l~cheon but we do need m have ~ n~es in the ~avel par~ - ~sfimfionM ~d f~fly. You ~ need 

to check in for both evenN. 

If you have not yet worked with Chris to plan for an on - c~pus presentation, please do. Most of yours wi~ be next far or winter but please keep ~ 

m~d ~d ~e ~ Au~st 
Take ~e to th~nk our presenting sponsor ~neric~ Honda Motor Co (nkn HONDA ) Nr thNr ongoing support. Notes c~ be sent m : 

Steve Mofikawa ~d Efik Wedin at American Honda Motor Co 1919 Torrance Blvd Torrance, CA 90501 
Th ~k your conference if they supported us as listed on the w ebsite. And thank NCAA for thNr support as well. 

We ~ow that MI athletes c~ not be in aRendance, but we hope that institutionM representatives will be show their support ~d ~atimde for The 

CWSA ~d Honda throu~ your a~endance. 

@~es~i(~s ? Depending o~ ~+i~a~ ~-bpc please reach ou~ +o me,                  i?aol.com) or ~N 0ori~)creativesportsstrateNes.com) ASAPH~ 

Re+~e~ the I{UN of EVENT as ~?~lo+vs ~ Look ~7~r the I’s down the sma~ col~m~ next ~o EVENT on the g~d be~o~+" +~l~ich ~dicaie your appreciated 

a++endance ~d ~o~e a~ ~he enga~xmen~ of } (mr sm~en+=aihie~e :- Times N~" lhem ~o represen~ you ~ an ex~raor~h~aD’ ~+ay ~ 

ONWARD~ 
my best, 

~hris w~lz 
Ex~utiw ~ir~tor 

" the best of the best of college athletics" 

~aoi.com 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 6:16 PM 

Pensky, Brian Todd <bpenskyl @utk.edu> 

Re: NZ Ferns. 

Brian, thank you. With kids committing so early I mn never sure how we have recruited until preseason. I hope you are right. I hope these kids can play. We finally 

won a head to head with Stanford ruth              coming our way (we are something like 6 for 32 against them) so that was cause for celebration. 

"Pensky, Brian Todd" <bpenskyl@ntk.edu> wrote: 

Anson, 
Thanks for your kind words. Much appreciated, especially coming from you. 

By the way, you are killing it in recrniting right now. Unreal! Nice job. 

And all makes sense regretting      Thank you for your insight/input. 

Brian PenskT 

Head Coach, Women’s Soccer 
Universily of Te~messee 

(865) 974-9359 

www.utsports.com 
https:/itennesseesportcamps.comiwomenssoccer/ 

On at 9:16 AM, "Dorrance, AlbertA IV" <anson(~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Bria~ I was unawaxe of this but will certainly address it with     when I see her next. Obviousb; if     is committed to join the full team for these 

game~ we will support her. Of course, the academic issues will come to play and she might have to select which gmnes she can aflbrd to miss class for. 

Because as you know in the ACC, we axe on a Thursday Sunday rhythm. I have always considered that rh~hm insane from both a player development 

perspective and an academic sacrifice perspective. So the issues for her will not just be missing class for New Zealand but missing class for our collegiate 

matches as well. Contim~ed success to yon Brian and congratnlations on what you built in Ma~land and what all of us know you will build at Tennessee. 

And good luck Amanda with national yonth team politics, just another past ofyonr learning curve at UCLA which yon certainly will master. 

Brian Todd Pensky <bpensksd (~ utk.edu> wrote: 

Amanda and Anson, 
Hope you both are well. 

Amanda, congrats to you on your new gig. You’re going to do very well out there, I’tn sure. 

And Anson, another year, another championship. No words can do justice to what yon’ve accomplished. 

Question for both ofyon....has                        mentioned the below fall schedule for the NZ national tean~? And if so, do you know if they 

will "want" to go? These trips are obviously different than u20 World Championships because they are friendlies; yet I gness the argument could also be 

made that they axe "more important" than u20 WC’s because it is the Full Team. You guys obviously have lots of experience in dealing with these 
predicaments. 

Selfishly we’d pret~r that our player,                  would only take part in the fiJendlies v the USA. Yet we wonldn’t want to stand in the way if 

she’d want to be in Switzerland with the Ferns, especially with matches there being against Broil and China. I do know that                       are 

all ve~ good friends; so it could be a case of"all in" or "all out" for that trip. I thi~& they axe the only three college kids cnrrenfly playing with the Fem~ 
and therefore faced with this decision (of course assuming they are all invited on the trip). 

The other obvious element at play here is the acadetnic piece. Being unexcnsed absences per mfiversity policy,       may run into dilYiculties in terms of 

earning high grades. We have faith that she can do "well enough", but tlfis schedule wonld result in the kids missing a total of 16 class days, and therefore 

will make it more dififcult for her to do A & B work in these classes. 
Curious if you gnys have any thoughts on the situation? 

Thanks! 

Update 
The Matchwofld Cup in Swi~erland has been confirmed tbr the match sehedule is as follows: 

New Zealand vs. Brazil 

New Zealand vs. China and South Africa 

Trip Dates: 

We have also confirmed 2 x fixtures agains~t USA in October. The match dates are as follows ([x~th matches in FIFA window) 

¯ USA vs. New Zealand venne TBC 



USA vs. New Zealand venue TBC 

Trip Dates: 

Brian Penslcy 

Head Coach, Women’s Soccer 

Unive~si~ of Tem~essee 

(865) 974-9359 

w~v.utsports.com 

https://tennesseesportcamps.com/womenssoccer/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday: 6:28 PM 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino ~ ~aol.com>; TOM SANDER 
<pacman@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Re: 

Sure__ I roll copy Tom Sander on this for you and he roll s~nd it over. 

Se~t.f!"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4(5 L2’K L)ROIL) 

Donna J Papa <dj p@unc.edn> wrote: 

Anson, 
One of my , is going to be rooming with 
Thanks 
Donna 

Donna J. Papa 
U niversib’ of North Carolina 

Head Softball Coach 

Emal: 

UNC Website: 

Camps/Clinics Website: 

Facebook: UMv<~rxif3 el \~’~.}~ C~w~:~m {~" }{<’<’~ 

Instagram: 

Can I get contact info for her to pass along to her? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 6:31 PM 

Chad Stoloff ;gmail.com> 

Re: Nick S aban Gmnechanger-YouTube 

Chris, what do you think’? 

Sem.~"om my Verizor~ II%e[e,~s 4G LTE DROLL) 

Chad Stoloff ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

How axe you doing? I just completed the first dra£t of the personality recruiting questionnaire that we discussed. I have attached it to this email. Will you "take a look at 

it and let me know what you think’? My plma is to keep revising it and make it perfect, so that you and other collegiate and club coaches around the world can benefit 

from it. 

I look forward to your response! 

Best regards, 

Chad 

Best regards, 

Chad Stoloff 
Mental Performance F~xpert 

A Di~iplined Mind LLC 

~)gma~l.com 

~ww-.adiscipline&nind.com 

w~v.ihcebook.com/ADisciplinedMind 

Twitter.con~/C hadStoloff 

chadstolofllwordpress.com 

On Thu, Mar 7, 2013 at 1:23 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(~email.unc.edtc, wrote: 
Thank you Chad, I roll check it out! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From           ~gmail.com [mailt~ 

Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2013 6:47 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Nick Saban Gamechmigei~YouTube 

~gmail.com] 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Have you seen fl~e documentary on YouTube about Nick Saban called Gamechanger? I believe you roll identify with much of his mindset m~d approach to recruiting 

and coaching. It is veU interesling’. 

Best regards, 

Chad Stoloff 

On Mar 6, 2013, at 11:38 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <mison~)emad.unc.edu> wrote: 

> sure 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Chad Stoloff [mailto:          ~gmail.coml 
> Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 1:32 PM 

> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Re: 5 Keys 

> You axe Awesome Coach!! I’ll get cracking on it. It’s going to take a little time. Could I run some drafts by you and you could help me really fine tune it as we 

move along? 
> 

> Best regards, 

> Chad Stoloff 

> On Mar 6, 2013, at 11:28 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~emaikunc.edu~ wrote: 



:~> Love it!! 

>> ..... Original Mes~ge ..... 

>> Frown: Chad Stoloff [~na]lto          ~gmail.com] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 1:22 PM 

>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>> Subject: Re: 5 Keys 
>> 

>> Thanks Coach Dorrance! I roll work on designing an appropriate questionnaire. I think that would be ve~ helpful for coaches at a variety., of levels and many 

sIx~rts actually. Do you agree? Once I design it. will you try using it to reset recruits if you think it is beneficial? 
>> 

>> Best regards, 

>> Chad Stoloff 

>> On Mar 6, 2013, at 10:00 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>~-c, All five of those things me difficult to evaluate .... I make recruiting ~nis~akes all the time. Check out the "grit" ques~tionnaim ... ifI could "test" ~ny recruits with 

this test, I would ~n~ke fewer mistakes. 
>>> 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>> From: Chad Stoloff [mailto            ~gmail.com] 

>>> Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 8:43 AM 
>>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>>> Subject: Re: 5 Keys 

:~>> Thank you Coach Dorrance tbr your quick reply! }tow do you evaluate their self-discipline during the recruiting process? 

>>> I am a tennis coach and previously coached Division I mens tennis at three universities. I am t~scinated by your mindset and approach to coaching, so I plan on 

watching your lectures and reading more of your books! Thanks for the link’. 

>:~> Best regards, 

>>> Chad Stoloff 

>>~ On Mar 5, 2013, at 3:54 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.nnc.edu> wrote: 
>>> 

>>>:~ Self discipline, competitive fire, selfbelie£ character (attitude) and leadership. If you coach girls soccer consider this: www.ncgsc.com 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>~-c~> From: Chad Stoloff [~nafilto           ~gmail.coml 

>>>> Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 11:53 AM 

>>>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>>>> Subject: 5 Keys 

>>>> Hello Coach Dorrance, 

>>>> I read: The Man Watching this past summer and thoroughly loved it! You are an impressive person!! 

:~>>> I am trying to educate high school athletes on what key chaxacteristics coaches look tier in the recruiting process. 

:~>>> What are your top 5 characteristics that you look tbr when recruiting a student-athlete? 

>:~>> Best regards, 

>:~>> Chad Stoloff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 8:10 PM 

~gmaJl.com>; Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu-~; bill palladino < ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 
~gmail.com>; TOM SANDER <pacmma@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~msn.com>; 

b~duke.edu> 

Re: Congratulalions 

We loved playing BYU. They 

were excellent and we were ve~ luck?- to ran. Honestly, I was very relaxed during the game. If we won, great; then we were offto the final four. And if we lost I 

would have an opporttmity to tease my team about the advantage of principle centered living for the rest of their lives’.!!! 

~gma~l.com> wrote: 

Coach: 

Some years ago I encouraged if not prodded you into playing BYU during the regular season as my daughter was on the team and it seemed just the right thing and 

right time to do it. Yon may or may not remember those emails flora ~hotmail.com_. Unfortunately that game did not happen nntil past year in the playofl~ and 

in a terrific effort your team beat the Lady Cougars in a well fought game. 

Take care and we wish much continued success. 

Since~eb; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday 8:19 PM 

~gmail.com>; Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino < ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 
~gmail.com>; TOM SANDER <pacman@nncaa.unc.edu>;                       ~msn.com> 

Re: 

Excellent [!! I know yon are getting better and better! Can yon feel it? 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Ans, 

Sorry I haven’t emailed recently, I’ve been incredibly busy with training and i start coaching kids next week. I go to Charlotte cvery morning and do technical and strength training/speed and 
agility stuff every rr~ol~iling from 10-12:30 and then get horae have lunch, take a nap cause I’m beat, then go to practice frora 6:30-8:00 (taes-thurs), so I don’t have rauch free time. Anyways, 
played     in 1 v 1 s today. He’s a rising senior at L~’~’CP and is very good. He reminds me of a           he’s so crai~y. He should have cleaned my clock but I thip2~: he was a little too 
cotffident so I caught him offguard and ended with 1-0, 1-1, 3-2, 1-2, 0-1, 0-1. 

Hope you’re having an awesome summer and that 

Sent frora ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday 10:52 PM 

~gmail.com>; Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino. ;aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 

b~gmail.com>; TOM SANDER <pacman@ancaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

AnN 

I can’. It’s really excifing. And the club team I’m tmfining with at night has games every weekend so I’tn going to ask to play outside forward/center fom’axd and maybe 

some outside mid to work on sprinfing and doubling back every second even if I only go for 10 minutes as opposed to last year when I could walk when I was fired 

canse they needed ~ne on the field and didn’t care ifI didn’t defend. Hopefully by following the packet and doing all this extra s~fl; i’ll be a totally new player come this 
fall~ 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

Or at 8:18 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(b)emall.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Excellent [! I 1,mow you ~xe getting better and better’. Can you feel it’? 

Seu~,/~’om ~r~v ~ ~erizort f~reies’s 4(~ L T[:’ 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Ans, 

Sorry I haven’t emailed recently, I’ve been incredibly buW with training and i start coaching kids next week I go to Charlotte eveW morning and do technical and strength 
training/speed and agility stuff evep)~ mornin~ from 10-12:30 and then get home have lunch, take a nap cause I’m beat, then go to practice from 6:30-8:00 (tues-thurs), so I don’t 
have much :tree time. Anyways, I played     in 1 v 1 s today. He’s a rising senior at UNCP and is very good. He reminds me of a           he’s so crafty He should have 
cleaned my clock but I think he was a little too confident so I caught him off guard and ended with 1-0, 1-1,3-2, 1-2, 0-1, 0-1. 

Hope you’re having an awesome summer and that 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, June 7, 2013 10:39 AM 

Kri stine Welsh- Loveman @gma~l.com> 

Re: 

WOW; thank you Kristine, aaa email to die for fiotn someone in the "reaJ world". Torn, please send this outto the "Team" and the "2014’s"! I want eveuone to 
appreciate it’s not the triumph but the straggl!! 

Kristine Welsh-Loveman @gma~l.com> wrote: 

Anson! 

So I’ve spent my last 4 days now- in Rock?" Mount, NC for TFA’s induction: which is a fancy word for getting all of the 2013 Eastern North Carolina core members together for a value-driven, 
freshraan-like orientation. I have had so much ftm. You always said that who you become is a result of the 5 people closest to you right? Well I can say xvith confidence that not only are the 
200 people here brilliant, but they’re also incredibly conmfitted to a veW important cause. I have made so many not only- friends in the last 4 days but best friends and allies. Yesterday those 
who were placed at a school already were able to go explore a bit. I got to see Enfield for the first time and interact with a couple people in the corrmmnity. I xvas shocked. All the businesses 
were shut doxvn, factories abandoned, houses foreclosed, ect. Ect. But yet eveuone we talked to was hopeful, hopeful for the future of the town and thankl’ul that we decided make their 
kid’s education our priority. For the first time in this xvhole process I was certain that what I was working to accomplish was not only good, but so necessary. 

Yesterday- we had a workshop on what the next 5 weeks in Mississippi for training will look like..hours frora 5am-11 eveW day, grueling work, no sleep, ect. Ect. and yet I found twself so. 
danm. excited. We talked a lot about hoxv each core member will be critiqued constantly on their teaching which scared every single person here, so before I finish this email I want to say 
thad~ you SO much for critiquing many aspects of me for 4 years, not only am I fine with criticism now, but I actually want as much of it as possible. I hope it can lead me to being the best 
teacher possible. 

Although I didn’t go on to play pro soccer or do anything in that field (pun), I can alrea@ see ho~v much our program has and will help(ed) me in becoming the best teacher possible, so 
thank you 

Time to go learn[ 
Miss evewbody, give evewone my best please! 

Best, 
Bean?- 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, June 7, 2013 10:41 AM 

Ducar, Chris <ducay@unc.edu>; bill paJladino < @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros @gmafil.com>; TOM SANDER 

<pacman@uncaa. unc.edu>; I@msn.com>; @duke.edtr~ 

Fwd: 

Tom, send this out to the team and the 2014’s .... thanlcs! 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: Krisfine Welsh-Lovema~ @gmail.com> 

To: "Dorr~ce, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Anson! 

So I’ve spent my last 4 days now- in Rock?’ Mount, NC for TFA’s induction: ;vhich is a fancy word for getting all of the 2013 Eastern Nolth Carolina core members together for a value-driven, 
freshman-like orientation. I have had so much fun. You ahvays said that who you become is a result of the 5 people closest to you right? Well I can say with confidence that not only are the 
200 people here brilliant, but they’re also incredibly committed to a verb, important cause I have made so man?’ not only friends in the last 4 days but best friends and allies. Yesterday those 
who were placed at a school already were able to go explore a bit. I got to see El~field for the first time and interact with a couple people in the community. I was shocked All the businesses 
were shut down, factories abandoned, houses foreclosed, ect. Ect. But yet eye.one we talked to was hopeful, hopefifl for the future of the town and thankl\fl that we decided make their 
kid’s education our priori~ For the first time in this whole process I was certain that ;vhat I was working to accomplish was not only good, but so necessary. 

Yesterday we had a ;vorkshop on ;vhat the next 5 weeks in Mississippi for training ;vill look like..hours from 5am-11 every day, grueling work, no sleep, ect. Ect and yet I found myself so. 
damn. excited We talked a lot about how each core member will be critiqued constantly on their teaching which scared eveW single person here, so before I finish this email I want to say 
thal~ you SO much for critiquing many aspects of me for 4 years, not only am I fine with criticism no;v, but I actually want as much of it as possible I hope it can lead me to being the best 
teacher possible. 

Althuugh I didn’t go un to play pro succer ur do anything in that field (pun), I can alrea@ see huw much uur prugram has and will help(ed) me in becoming the best teacher pussible, so 
thank you 

Time to go learn[ 
Miss everb, body, give everb’une my best please! 

Best, 

Beany 

Sent from my iPhone 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, June 7, 2013 10:51 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: 

Send it to them ... 

"Ducar, Chris" ~dncaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

Excellent letter, Mission accomplished, Wonder if ~.3ary and Kathy understand the gift you gave them? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Friday, June 07, 20:t3 :t0:4~. AN 
To: Ducar, Chris; bill palladino; Jason Sisneros; TOM SANDER; 
Subject: Fwd: 

Tom, send this out to the team and the 2014’s .... thanks! 

SenL/?om my Verizou I4~reless 4G L77: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

F~om: Krisline Welsh-Loveman < ~gmaiLcom> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~ema~l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Anson! 

So I’ve spent my last 4 days now- in Rocky" Mount, NC for TFA’s induction: which is a fancy word for getting all of the 2013 Eastern North Carolina core members together for a value-driven, 
freshman-like orientation. I have had so much fun. You ahvays said that who you become is a result of the 5 people closest to you right? Well I can say with confidence that not only are the 
200 people here brilliant, but they’re also incredibly committed to a verb, important cause I have made so many’ not only friends in the last 4 days but best friends and allies. Yesterday those 
who were placed at a school already were able to go explore a bit. I got to see El~field for the first time and interact with a couple people in the community. I was shocked All the businesses 
were shut down, factories abandoned, houses foreclosed, ect. Ect. But yet eye.one we talked to was hopeful, hopefifl for the future of the town and thankl\fl that we decided make their 
kid’s education our priori~ For the first time in this whole process I was certain that ;vhat I was working to accomplish was not only good, but so necessary. 

Yesterday we had a ;vorkshop on ;vhat the next 5 weeks in Mississippi for training ;vill look like..hours from 5am-11 every day’, grueling work, no sleep, ect. Ect and yet I found myself so. 
damn. excited We talked a lot about how each core member will be critiqued constantly’ on their teaching which scared eveW single person here, so before I finish this email I want to say 
thank you SO much for critiquing many aspects of me for 4 years, not only am I fine with criticism no;v, but I actually want as much of it as possible I hope it can lead me to being the best 
teacher possible. 

Although I didn’t go on to play pro soccer or do anything in that field (pun), I can alrea@ see ho;v much our program has and will help(ed) me in becoming the best teacher possible, so 
thank you 

Time to go learn[ 
Miss evewbody, give evewone nay, best please! 

Best, 
Bean?- 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, June 7, 2013 12:01 PM 

David Hicks <dhicks@cs.kl2.nc.u~>; Ducay, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino @aul.com> 

Re: THANKS’. 

Congratulalions David! Of course, we knew this about you before m~y award was coat’e~red. We all consider it m~ honor that you stay with us in the exhausting North 
Carolina girls soccer camp. Yes, see you soon my good and loyal friend!!! 

Ses~t.f!"om my VeHzon lI~ireie,~s 4(5 L2~" DROLL) 

David Iii cks <dhi ck~vc s.k 12.nc. u~ wrote: 

Anson, 

Please don’t take this as bragging, but I wanted you and the gang to know of a good fortune I had recently. 

Last Saturday at the NC Girls’ All-State Banquet, myself and 3 other long-time coaches were inducted into 

the North Carolina Soccer Coaches Association "FIELD OF HONOR"~ Needless to say, it was quite unexpected 

and one helluva shock. 

Again, no "horn tooting", but just a note to say THAN K YOU to you, Dino, and Chris. Along with the 1st coach 

I ever assisted before becoming a Head Coach, I have learned such much working with and watching you three 

over the years. The experiences have been invaluable to my time as a coach. I hope what I learned about team 

and team family ideals stuck with my players more than just remembering the match score. 

Again, a huge THANK YOU to each of you. 

See you at Camp in a couple of weeks. 

Regards, 

David 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

6/7/2013 6:07:38 PM 

bill palladino l@aol.com]; TOM SANDER [pacman@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Fwd: Athletic Fields Schedule for week of 6/10/13 - 6/16/13 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subj ect: Athleti c Fields Schedul e for week of 6/110/13 - 6/16/113 

From: Connie Morgan Conway <connie@unc.edu> 

To: meredith@bolons.com,fiona@bridge2sports.org,"Aguilar, Alain J" <alaguila@email.unc.edu>,"Dorrance, 

Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Battaglini, Rebecca L" <bbatt@email.unc.edu>,"Fuchs, Jeffrey W" 

<j fuchs@ email, unc. edu>, "Hal sey, Jason" <jj hal sey@em ail .unc. edu>," Stewart, Rob ert House" 

<rhstewar@email.unc. edu>,deborah@psafety.unc, edu,clani gan@townofchapelhill, org,"Klomparens, Bonnie 

Ledford" <Bonnie_Carico@unc.edu>,"Creech, Karlton W" <kcreech@unc.edu>,"Terrell, Matt" 

<mterrell@unc.edu>,"Grimsley, Richie" <rgrimsley@unc.edu>,Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>,Beth 

Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>,Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>,Guy Cathro 

<cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>,Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>,Christy Suits 

<csuits@uncaa.unc.edu>,Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>,Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>,Grant 

Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>,Grant Porter <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>,Jaci Field 

<j field@uncaa.unc, edu>,Josh Langley <j langley@uncaa.unc, edu>,Jeff Negalha 

<jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>,John Brunner <j ohnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>,Ken Cleary 

<kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>,Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>,Kathy Dully 

<kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu>,Elizabeth Lancaster <lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>,Mary Rob Plunkett 

<maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>,Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>,Michael Crowe 

<mcrowe@uncaa.unc.edu>,Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>,Nicole Fava 

<nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>,Nate Hilton <nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>,Nina Walker <nwalker@uncaa.unc.edu>,Tom 

Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>,Pat Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>,Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>,Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>, Scott Oliaro 

<soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu>,Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>,Mark VanAlstyne 

<vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu>,Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

CC: Kevin Robinson <krob@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Attached is the Athletic Fields Schedule for next week (June 10, 2013 through June 16, 2013). 



Have a great weekend and week[ 

GO HEELS!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday 2:51 PM 

Ducar, Clms <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino ~ @ar~l.com> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: i 

From:              @yaJ~oo.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

Just wanted to keep communication going. I will be attending your c~anp in July, as also to take advaaatage to see the campus. I am looking fora,ard to finally ineeting 

you and your stall: 

See you in July! 

Sincerely, 

Click HEI~9; to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, June 7, 2013 2:51 PM 

bill palladino ~aol.com> 

Fwd: Fall 2013 contracts 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Fall 2013 contracts 

From: "tiaras, Stacey Elaine" <sham@unc.edu> 

To: "Somoano, Caxlos M" <csomoano@unc.edtr~,"Shelton, Karen C" <kcs@unc.edu>,"Sagula, Joseph A" <jsagula@unc.edu>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" 

<anson@email.unc.edtp- 

CC: "Pa~ladino, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu>,"Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu>,"Miller, Beth" <bethmille@unc.edu> 

HI!!! 

I plan to do fall contracts next week. Please email me as soon as possible with any guarantee and!or tournament information you wish to include. 

Thanks, and have a GREAT weekend!! 

Stacey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, June 7, 2013 3:18 PM 

@aul.com 

Re: Fall 2013 contracts 

@aul.com wrote: 

I’ll take care of it. 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: bill palladino        ~aol.com> 
Sent: Fri, Jun 7, 2013 2:51 pm 
Subject: Fwd: Fall 2013 contracts 

Dino, anything? 

Sent t~’om my V~r~zon I4/#~qess 4G L TE DROID 

...... Original Message ...... 
Subject: Fall 2013 contracts 
From: "Harris, Stacey Elaine" <sharris(~,unc.edu> 
To: "Somoano, Carlos M" <csomoano@unc.edu>,"Shelton, Karen C" <kcs@unc.edu>,"Sagula, Joseph A" <isa~lula@unc.edu>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" 

<anson@emaiLunc.edu> 
CC: "Palladino, George W" <bpalladino(i~,unc.edu>,"Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu>,"Miller, Beth" <bethmiller(~,unc.edu> 

Hi!!! 
I plan to do fall contracts next week. Please email me as soon as possible with any guarantee and/or tournament information you wish to include. 

Thanks, and have a GREAT weekend[! 
Stacey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 3:20 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducay@unc.edu>; bill paJladino @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros @gmaJd.com>; TOM SANDER 

<pacman@uncaa. unc.edu>; @msn.com> 

Fwd: Sent on behalf of Kris Pierce - End of Year Memo - Women’s Soccer 

image003.png; ACC Wotnen’s Soccer Schedule - FINAL.pdf; Olympic Spoilt Regular Season Scheduling and Championship Guiding 
Principles.pdf; ACC Meeting Calendar.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Sent on behalf of Kris Pierce - End of Year Memo - Women’s Soccer 

From: Jennie Barrett <jbanett@theacc.org> 

To: "Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian(~admin.fsu.edu)" <rnkrikoria~(~admin.fsu.edu>,"Greg Miller (gmille@athletics.pitt.edu)" <gmille@athletics.pitt.edu>,"Alison Foley 

(fole~ae@bc.edu)" <foleyae@bc.edu>,"Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edn)" <eradwan@clemson.edu>,"RobbieChurch (robbie.church@duke.edu)" 
<robbie.church@duke.edu>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu~,"Karen Fergnson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com)" <karen@gocards.com~,"Tim 

Santoro(ffsantor@ncsu.edu)" <ffsantor@ncsu.edu~,"Rm~dy Waldmm (Rmad~v.WaldrumA@nd.edu)" <Randy.Waldrum.l@nd.edu>,"Phil Wheddon 

(pswheddo@syr.edu)" <pswheddo@syr.edu~,"Steve Swanson(sswanson@virginia.edu)" <sswanson~virginia.edu~,"Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu)" 

<adair@vt.edu;~,"Tony Da Luz (daluz@wfu.edu)" ~aJaluz@~vfu.edn>,"Ma~-Frances Monroe, @yahoo.corn)" @yahoo.com> 

CC: Kris Pierce <kpierce@theacc.org> 

MEMORANDUM 
TO: ACC Head Women’s Soccer Coaches 

FROM: Kris W. Pierce, Associate Commissioner 

CC: Sport Supervisors for Women’s Soccer 

Senior Woman Administrators 

DATE: 

RE: 

1. 

End of Year Memo 

Conference Action on Committee Recommendations 

During the academic year, the Conference took the following action on the ACC Women’s Soccer Committee recommendations: 

1. Site and Date of the ACC Women’s Soccer Championship::: 

a. Recommendation. To host the ACC Women’s Soccer quarterfinal round at the top four seeds’ campuses on Sunday, 

and the semifinals and finals on at WakeMed Soccer Park, Cary, North Carolina. 

2. Game Management-Vanishing Spray Requirement ~ 

a. Recommendation. To require the use of vanishing spray to mark free kicks by middle referees for all conference games in both the 

regular season and postseason. 

b. Effective Date.          Academic Year. 

3. Video Exchange Policy = 

a. Recommendation. To require the use of an HD camera for use in all conference video exchange. 

b. Effective Date.          Academic Year. 

2. Conference Realignment Formats 

As the conference has grown and the need to re-examine regular season and championship formats has arisen, the Senior Woman Administrators have 

approved the attached guiding principles to be used. With those in mind, the following formats have been adopted: 

Regular Season Scheduling 

~ Teams will play a full single round robin (14 games) schedule. The 

Championship Format 

~ The currently approved g-team, single elimination format is below: 

schedule is attached. 



.~i cid:image001, png@01CE5C73 796B9090 

¯ Regular Season Scheduling 

o The women’s soccer committee will meet via conference calls this summer to determine the number of games and format to be played 

in      The women’s soccer committee will forward a recommendation to the SWAs for their meeting in 

¯ Championship Format 

o The women’s soccer committee will meet via conference calls this summer to determine the championship format to be played in 

The women’s soccer committee will forward a recommendation to the SWAs for their meeting in 

Awards 

The following action item was recommended by the Awards Committee during their annual meeting: 

1. All-ACC Third Team - Women’s Soccer i.~:~O\~) i 

a. Recommendation. If eleven or more schools participate in a sport, a first, second, and third team (based on the number of student-athletes on 
st nd the field!court!boat) will be named. Women’s Soccer will have 11 1 team, 11 2 team, & 11 3rd team AII-ACC members. 

b. Effective Date. Academic Year. 

Officiating 
The following action items were approved by the FARs/ADs/SWAs in        ACC Business Legislative cycle. Prior to their approval, an Olympic Sport 

Officiating Sub-Committee was formed to take a closer look at the entire Olympic sport officiating landscape. 

1. Olympic Sport Officiating - Hotels, Flights, & Mileage Cap 

a. Recommendation. To have officials responsible for reserving and paying for all hotel & flight arrangements while also establishing a ~600 

mileage cap. Once roundtrip mileage reaches $600, the official will be required to receive the 21-day advance airfare. 

b. Effective Date. Academic Year 

2. Olympic Sport Officiating Per Diems - Women’s Soccer 

a. Recommendation. To approve a flat rate per diem of ~325-Ref, $50-AR1 & AR2, ~30-4th per game. 

b. Effective Date. AcademicYear 

Annual Sport Committee Meeting 

The ACC Women’s Soccer Committee is comprised of the following officers: 

Matt Conway, Chair 

Kirk Bruce, Vice-Chair 

Vanessa Fuchs, ex-offido 

The head coaches from each institution comprise the remaining members of the sport committee. Each sport committee represents the start of the ACC 

Legislative Process. All recommendations from this committee are sent to the Senior Woman Administrators (SWAs), and then to the Athletics Directors 

(ADs) and finally, the Faculty Athletic Representatives (FARs). Any recommendations with financial, academic, philosophical, equity or student-athlete 

welfare impacts must be heard through this process. More information on ACC Sport Committees can be found in the ACC Manual on pages 7-8. 

ACC Legislative Process 

~ii cid:image001.png@0 lCE5C92.C9C71090 

a. As a reminder~ only the head coach may attend the annual sport committee meeting. If the head coach is unable to attend, an institutional 

administrator should contact the ACC office prior to the meeting and inform the Associate Commissioner of Championships and Olympic 

Sports as to 

whom the sport’s representative will be. The only accepted substitutes will be the Athletics Director, Senior Woman Administrator or sport 

supervisor. 

b.    The ACC Women’s Soccer Committee’s annual meeting has been scheduled for Thursday~ at 11:00 a.m.~ at the ACC office in 

Greensboro~ North Carolina. Please remember to make your flight arrangements at least 21 days in advance of the meeting. 

6.      The full ACC Meeting Calendar for the ACC Legislative groups is attached. 

Kris W. Pierce 
Associate Commissioner, Championships and Olympic Sports 



4512 Weybridde Lane, Greensboro, N.C. 27407 
(0) 336.369.4652 (M)          (F) 336.369.1203 

::~:: ACC      Ema Sgnature 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, June 7, 2013 7:35 PM 

Irvine, George A <girvine@udel.edu->; Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Your letter of agreement with U Delaware for ADOC 

George, I will get this done Monday through Shelly Street, my administxative assistant. Thm~ you! 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

"Irvine, George A" <girvine@udel.edu> wrote: 

Dear Mr. Dorrance, 

To follow up your communication with Dr. Matthew Robinson, I have attached your letter of agreement with the University of Delaware for speaking in the 

Advanced Director of Coaching Certificate in the UK on June 17. I have also attached a W-9 form for you to complete so we can process paying to you after you 

speak in the program. Let me know if you have any questions and thank you for contributing your expertise to the program! 

Cheers, 

George Irvine, M.A. 

Assistant Director 

Organizational Learning Solutions 

Division of Professional and Continuing Studies 

University of Delaware 

2:1:1 John M. Clayton Hall 

Newark, DE :197:16 

302-83:1-7858 office 

cell 

girvine@udel.edu 

http: !!www.pcs.udel.eduiorganizationsi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, June 7, 2013 7:39 PM 

Chad Stoloff ~gmail.com>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill paJladino~ 

@gmail.com>; TOM SANDER <pacmma@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@duke.edu> 

Re: Angela Lee Ducl~vorth on TED.com 

@aol.com>; Ja~n Sisneros 
!@msn.com>; 

Chad, brilliant talk .... yes, grit, the margin of success. 

Se~t f!"om my Ver’izor~ tVireie,%’ 4G L)’~ L)ROIL) 

Chad Stoloff< @gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Coach Donance, 

This is exactly what you were discussing. Not sure if you have seen this video or not. 

Check out this amazing TED Talk: 

Angela Lee Duckworth: The key to success? Grit 

Sent ti~m TED app for iOS 

http:i/itunes.comiapp~tedconferences/ted 

Best regards, 

Chad Stoloff 
Mental Performance Expert 

A Disciplined Mind LLC 

775-229-5498 

~gma~l.com 

www.adisci plinedmi nd.com 

w~,.t~ebook.com/ADisciplinedMind 

Twitter.com/ChadStoloff 

chadstoloflSwordpress.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 7:41 PM 

Pensky, Brian Todd <bpenskyl @utk.edu> 

Cromwell, Amm~da <acromwell@athletics.ucla.edu> 

Re: NZ Ferns, 

"Pensky, Brim~ Todd" <bpenskyl @utk.edu> wrote: 

Obviously this is only aaa issue assmning that the three gifts roll be invited on the trip; but each of them have been ~egulars in the Full Team for the laser bit. 

If you both don’t mind, let’s stay connected on it. 

’I’hm~ks. 

Brian Penslcy 

Head Coach, Women’s Soccer 
University of Tennessee 

(865) 974-9359 

www.utsports.com 
https:i/tennesseespor~camps.com/womenssoccer/ 

O11 at 4:16 PM, "Cromwell, Amanda" <acromwell(a)~athletics.ncla.edu-~ wrote: 

Hi Brian and Anson, 
Vm joining this conversation late~,.I didn’t know 
Thanks for your insight!! All [:he best! 

Am~nd~ e,. Cr~mw~l~ 
<im~ge0OL~ng> 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
325 Westwood Naza, Los Angeles, CA 90095 

3~0-206-2269 (o) ~ 310-825-9603 (f) 
UCLAgruins.com ~ Twitter: @UCLAWSoccer ~ UCLA Soccer Facebook 

F~m= Pens~, Bdan Todd 
Sent= Thursday, 8:~2 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
~¢= Cromwell, Amanda 
Subject= Re: NZ Ferns, 
An~& 
Thanks for your ~nd words. Much appreciated, esNcially coming from you. 

By the way, you am killing it in recruiting right now. Unmal~ Nice job. 

And all makes sen~ regarding Thank you lbr your insigh#input. 

had games so I need to address this with her as well. Academics will certainly be an issue. 

Brian Pensky 

Head Coach, Women’s Soccer 
University of Tennessee 

(865) 974-9359 

~_~%’_:__u__t__st?£ !J_ _s_: _c_ £ _Lr_~. 
https:/,,’tennesseesportcamps.conv’womenssoccer/ 

On at 9:16 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Brian. I was unaware of this but will ce(tainly address it with     when I ~e her next. Obviously. if     is committed to join the full team 

for these games, we will support her. Of course, the academic issues will come to play and she might have to select M~ich gmnes she can 

afford to tniss class for. Because as you know in the ACC, we are on a Thursday Sunday ft~htn. I have always considered that ftLvthtn 

insane from both a player development perspective and an academic sacrifice perspective. So the issues for her will not just be missing class 

for           [ but missing class for our collegiate matches as well. Continued success to you Brian mid congratulations on what you built 

in Marylm~d and what all of us know you will build at Tennessee. And good luck An~anda with national youth team politics, just another Want 

of your learning curve at UCLA which you certainly will mas~ter. 

Sentj)’nm my 1/erizn~ ~4’ire~ess 4G Lit~" DRO1D 

Brian Todd Pensky <bpenskyl ~;ntk.edu> wrote: 

Amm~da and Anson, 
Hope you both are well. 



Amanda, congrats to you on your new gig. You’re going to do ve~ well out there, I’m sure. 

And Anson, another year, another championship. No words can do justice to what you’ve accomplished. 

Question for both ofyou....has            or            mentioned the below ti~ll schedule lbr the NZ national team? And if so, do you 

know if they will "wmat" to go? These trips axe obviously ditt~rent than u20 World Championships because they axe t~endlies; yet I guess the 

argument could also be made that they are "more important" than u20 WC’s because it is the Full Team. You guys obviously have lots of 

experience in dealing ruth these predicaments. 

Selfishly we’d prefer that our player,                 would only take part in the friendlies v the USA. Yet we wouldn’t wa~t to stand in 
the way if she’d waaat to be in Switzerland with the Ferns, especially ruth ~natches there being against Brazil and China. I do know that 

are all veo~ good friends; so it could be a case of"all in" or "all out" for that trip. I think they are the only three 

college kids cunently playing ruth the Ferns, and therefore faced ruth this decision (of course assuming they are all invited on the trip). 

The other obvious element at play here is the academic piece. Being unexcused absences per tmiversi~ policy,       may run into 

difficulties in terms of earning high grades. We have faith that she can do "well enough", but this schedule would result in the kids missing a 
totaJ of 16 class days, and therefore will make it more dilticult tbr her to do A & B work in these classes. 

Curious if you guys have may thoughts on the situation? 

Thanks’. 

Update 
The Matchworld Cup in Switzerlm~d has been confirmed for Septetnber m~d the tnatch schedule is as follows: 

¯ New Zealand vs. Brazil 

¯ New Zealm~d vs. China and South Africa 

Trip Dates:           ~ 

We have also confirmed 2 x fixtures against USA in October. The match dates are as follows (both matches in FIFA window) 

Trip Dates: 

USA vs. New Zealand venue TBC 

USA vs. New Zealm~d venue TBC 

Brim~ Pensl~ 

Head Coach, Women’s Soccer 

Universi~ of Tennessee 

(865) 974-9359 

w~x~v.utsports.com 
https:i/tennesseesportcan~ps.con~,’womenssoccer/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~!O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday,            2:08 PM 

~@hotmail.com>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@nnc.edu>; bill palladino < "" @aol.com>; TOM SANDER 

<pacman@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Re: Tarheel vs tinheel 

Coo]       ’, mad if you don’t mind please report to me how- you played bnt also how they played. It is always tim to get emails from yon guys in the summer. 1 hope 

you are doing well and continuing to train haxd. 

~hotmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Anson[ Just thought you might find this interesting. Today my U23 team has a game in vs the team and it just so happens that 

are on that team (two of the incorning fieshman). It will be cool to see them, experience playing with them and get to know them before coming in. We will see who wins the 

tarh£el face-Gift We play them again next weekend in       as well. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 2:41 PM 

Gary Ireland < @yahoo.corn> 

Re: fwd message fiom Pass2~ne.com- New Message from Football Club 

I keep trying. I fill eve~hing out and I hit "accept" mid then nothing. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl%eiezs 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Gao~ Ireland ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

hope yo~l ca~.}om me o~ p~s~;2me,com! 

h~p://~ss2me.com/college.php?usep ou cm~ also ~ee her receipt video~ s~ch 

o~e be~ow, 

https:)’www,youmbe.conr’watch 

r<:spond if is copied 

ww,~;.pass21~le.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Saturday, 3:31 PM 

Gary Ireland l~yahoo.com> 

Re: fwd message from Pass2~ne.com- New Message from Football Club 

No, the emM I use is anson~)uncaa.unc.edu .... what should I do now? 

Se~t f!°om my Verizor~ ~Vire[ess 4G LTE DROID 

Gary Ireland < @yahoo.com> wrote: 

hi aaron 

ou axe using this email address correct? 
if you go to the red bubble a~d click on this then you will be able to accept friend request, i caaa look into it if you like but it seems to work fine. 

Gary Ireland 

Find me on Pass2Me. corn 

Join My P~wsonal Blog "The Technician" 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: Gary Ireland, @yahoo.corn> 
Sent: Saturday, 11:41 AM 
Subject: Re: fwd message from Pass2me.com- New Message from 

I keep trying. I fill everything out and I hit "accept" and then nothing. 

Football Club 

Gary Ireland < @yahoo.com> wrote: 

~% at}son 

i hope yo~ cm~ join me on pass2me.com’. 

you cm~ see..              ~ deiaiis i~clading i~ev ~mining log ~,~ i~ev pk~yer 

h~p://~ss2me.com/college.php?usep . you can also see her receipt vide~ such as 
o~e bek~w. 

by e~ther cl~cking on her name ,~f tracking he~ in the sys~u~ each ~m~e ~here is ~ upd~te ~,~ her 
W~,file, v de~ ;Md or d~ ~c~ ~z ~t add yo~ c~n see the changes. ?ou ca~ get a~ton~a~ically notified. 

son’,e nice ciips of i~low, ill also send b? ema:il t~, make s~ro : ~ ~ i dent think ?c,~ cat~ 

To vie’~ this message th~:ad and r~:spond, dick ,)r~ this link: My Messages. 

Best Regards° 

Pas~;2Me Admit~:isf:c~.tion 

w~v.pass2me.com 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 7:05 PM 

~@hotmail.com> 

Re: Tinheel vs ta~heel 

Very good!!! 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tI~ireIe,~s 4G LTE DROLL) 

~hotmail.com> wrote: 

Woops turns out they were not there because 

them next week. 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On 

went on vacation and went back home to tbr a little while but I will get the chance to tell you about 

at 1:08 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson&)e,na~l.unc.edu > wrote: 

Cool        m~d if you don’t mind please report to me how you played but also how they played. It is always fun to get emails from you guys in the 

summer. I hope you am doing well mad continuing to train baaed. 

Se~t~.f!~ortt t*~’ ~rizon ~Virefess 4( ~ LYE DRO~D 

~_)hotma~l.com> wrote: 

Hey Anson! Just thought you might find this interesting. Today my U23 team has a game in      vs the team and it just so happens that 
and           are on that team (two of the incoming freshman). It ~vill be cool to see them, experience playing with them and get to know them before coming in. 

We will see who wi£s the tarheel face-of!! We play them again next weekend in as ~vell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Sunday, June 9, 2013 12:42 PM 

Yael Averbuch [@aol.com>; @chapelhillrestaurantgroup.com> 

Re: 

Yael, g~eat news! Tragically, tomorrow I fly to Holland and 1[ will be gone for 8 days but 1[ look forward to seeing you uvm my return, and I look forward to catching 
up. All the best, and 

Yael Averbuch < @aol.com> wrote: 

Hey Anson, 

How are you? I hope all is well! I ara going to be back from Sweden for surmner break soon and will likely be in CH for part of it. I’ll give you a call to see if you have time to catch up! \~2~at’s 
new? How’s      and the family? 

I was wondering if you could pass along ; eraail to me. I know I used to have it and can’t seem to locate it at the raoment. ThapSzs so much and I hope to see you this sur~wner! 

Yael 

Sent frora ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, June 9, 2013 12:55 PM 

Kristine Welsh- Loveman < ~@gma~l.com> 

Re: 

Yup! !! We all axe cormected to you tbr life! And as you know there is nothing more impol~xit than family. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ DROLL) 

Kristine Welsh-Loveman @gma~l.com> wrote: 

Thanks so much Anson! 

Sony tbr the delayed response..TFA keeps me quite busy! Got to stop through Chapel Hill once more on my way down to Mississippi last night, can’t begin to 

describe how nmch I’m going to Iniss tliis place. Got to show a few of my fellow core Inembers around a bit and they couldn’t believe this is M~ere I got to go to 

school, and honestly. I can’t either. 

Rachael Given has already been in touch with me about coming to Jackson to spend father’s day with her and her family, I love how the Carolina family follows you 
wherever you go! Thmak you for recruiting from all over, haha! 

Here’s to chaaaging the lives of kids that deserve it... 

I’ll be updating you next from the deep south’. 

Best, 

Be~ly 

On Fri, Jun 7, 2013 at 10:38 AM, Do~rance, Albert A IV <anson~em~l.unc.edu> wrote: 
WOW, thank you Kristine, ma email to die for from someone in the "real world". Tom, please send this outto the "Team" and the "2014’s"! I want everyone to 

appreciate it’s not the triumph but the struggle! 

Kfis~6 ne Welsh-Loveman < ~gmaJ~l.com> wrote: 

Arisen[ 

So I’ve spent ray last 4 days now in Rocky Merest, NC for TFA’s induction: which is a fancy word for getting all of the 2013 Eastern North Carolina core ruerabers together for a value- 
driven, freshman-like orientation. I have had so much fun. You always said that ~vho you beconre is a result of the 5 people closest to you right’.’ Well I can say with confidence that not 
only are the 200 people here brilliant, but they’re also incredibly corrmritted to a very_ inrportant cause. I have nrade so many not only- friends in the last 4 days but best friends and allies. 
Yesterday those who were placed at a school already were able to go explore a bit. I got to see Enl’ield for the first time and interact with a couple people in the cormnunity. I was shocked. 
All the businesses ~vere shut down, factories abandoned, houses foreclosed, ect Ect But yet evelyone we talked to was hopeful, hopeful for the fiature of the to~vn and thankful that we 
decided make their kid’s education our priority. For the first time in this ~vhole process I was certain that what I was working to accomplish was not only good, but so necessa~z. 

Yesterday we had a workshop on what the next 5 weeks in Mississippi for training will look like. hours from 5am-11 eveW day, grueling work, no sleep, ect. Ect. and yet I found myself so 
danm excited. We talked a lot about how- each core member will be critiqued constantly on their teaching which scared evew single person here, so before I finish this email I want to say 
thank you SO much for critiquing many aspects of me Ibr 4 years, not only am I fine with criticism now, but I actually- want as much of it as possible. I hope it can lead me to being the best 
teacher possible 

Although I didn’t go on to play pro soccer or do anything in that field (pun), I can alrea@ see how much our program has and will help(ed) me in becoming the best teacher possible, so 
thank you. 

Time to go learn[ 
Miss evewbo@, give evewone my best please! 

Best, 
Beany 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 3:26 PM 

KendaJl Fletcher ~gmail.com>; Ducar, Chris ~<tucay@unc.e&~>; bill palladino 

<ducar(a;uncaa.unc.edu>; TOM SANDER <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

.,@duke.edu> 

Re: 7 Habits aaad Checking In 

~aol.com>; Chris Ducar 

I@msn.com>; 

WOW!!’.! This is brilliant!!’.! Please let me share this ruth my kids. This is packed ruth so many brilliant m~ggets of m,sdom, I co~a’t begin to tell you yet which ones will 

impact the most. This roll end up in one of my books (ifI can jus~t get more time to write again). More later Kendall .... ruth your permission it will go out tomorrow 

and instruct/inspire my kids before I leave for Amsterdam’. 

Kendall Fletcher ,~bgmail.com> wrote: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, June 9, 2013 6:41 PM 

Stewart Mairs <Stewa;t.Mairs@prozonesports.com>; Jason Sisneros < ,@gmail.com> 

Re: Prozone i UNC 

Sule ... c~Jl tomon~w morning: 919-616-5679. 

Se~t.~°om my VeHzon ~Fire[ess 4G L2’E ]~)ROI~) 

Stewart Mairs <Stewart.Mairs@prozonesports.com> wrote: 

Good Morning Anson, 

Hope all is going well, 

C~m we get: tog~-A:her on a call next week to discuss the fall? [’w~ been act:~vely promoting the gCC ~eague wh~e at~alys~s proposa~ i~nd would Hke to get: your 

thoughts 

Thanks 

SLewsrt 

Stewart Nairs 

US Operations Manager 

’,’: 001 312 528 1259 
},"i : , 
¯ }~: Stewa rt. Mairs@prozonesports.com 

~’:~,.~. www.prozonesports.com 

::-;iOi-" PR~:-:::-;:-;: Latest News 

Prozone Sports LLC 
1801 S.Prairie Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60616 
USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, June 10, 2013 6:17 PM 

David Hams ~<tharri@phillipscorp.com> 

Re: Phillips CDD (Competency Development Dialogue) Webinar Vi&o Link - What Does GAP Strand For 

Thank you David!!! 

David Hams <dhams@phillipscorp.com> wrote: 

I got the answ~-:~r to yot~r question abou[: what Gap ~s: 

GAP ~s not an acronym but raLher ~L ~s the gap between what is happening or has happened ~n the past, and what ~s possib]e~ 

Below ~s Lhe a copy of the webinar at our company where we are d~scuss~ng ot~r condnuaf ~mprovemenL sysLem aL Ph~H~ps, 

It ~s ~ tittle ~ong (40 mh~utes) but ~ thought you might be interested~ 

Thanks 

David G. Harris / PMH~ps Corporate Service Manager 

US Ceil 

m~pcSt)~h-~9e 

http:i!www.youtu be.corn/watch ?v=jOTgf4XLcDA&featu re=youtu.be 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O-UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)9 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 12:14 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducax@unc.edu>; bill pa]ladino < ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros < ;@gmaJd.com>; TOM SANDER 

<pacman@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Fwd: UNC at FSU Wo~nen’s Soccer - ESPNU 

Tom, start doing the travel. We need to come home right after for academic reasons so see if we can play early evening to get home _. charter’? 

Se~t.~"om my Verizon g~ire[e,~s 4G LTE 

........ Original Mes~ge ........ 

S ubject: UNC at FSU Women’s Soccer - ESPNU 

From: Kris Pierce <kpierce@theacc.org> 

To: "Mark I~-ikoriaaa (mkrikorim~@admin.fsu.edu)" <mkdkorian@ad~nin.fsu.edtc,,"Do~rance, Albert A IV" <mason@email.unc.edu> 
CC: Mo~ Bonasorte <MBonasorte@admin.fsu.edu>,"Ga~lo, Jr., LinTy A." ~athga~lo@unc.edt~- 

Mark and Anson - 

ESPN is requesting a date change of your match from Thursday, September 19th to Wednesday, September ].gth for television. The match would be televised on 

ESPNU. 

As with all TV selections, ESPN does have the ability to change game dates and times. I realize that this may cause North Carolina to change travel plans, and 

Florida State to change facility plans. It is our contractual duty to make every effort to make these changes to make this game available for ESPN. With that being 

said, if you run into extreme circumstances, please let me know. 

We look forward to highlighting this match on our national platform. 

Thanks in advance for your assistance! 

Kris 

Kris W, Pierce 
Associate Commissioner, Championships and Olympic Sports 
4512 l/Veybrid~e Lane, Greensboro, N.C. 27407 

(0) 336.369.4652 (M) (F) 336.369.~203 

::~:*:;:: ACC 2012 EmailSignature 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 12:14 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.ed~> 

Chris Ducar <ducar,~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Before Anson beats me to death... 

Chris, please follow up on this until she is registered in the correct number of hours to make her eligible to compete ruth us this fall. And please let me know this email 

is working and you are on it. Thank you! All the best from Amste~lam. 

Yount, Ton, ~tonyy( un@unc.edu~ wrote. 

Genflemer~ 

was not able to view her admissions decision last night, and therefore could not accept the offer of emollment. I just checked agafin this morning and its not up. 

I’m getting nervous about getting her registered for summer school because there are hoops to jump through after she accepts her offer of admission. 

Tony 

O11 at 10:18 AM, Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@emafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Can we 9et her in what she needs? 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: Before Anson beats me to death... 
From: "Ducar, Chris" <_d____u___c_a__r_@__u____n___c__;__e____d__u_> 
To: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Let’s get that 4:[:[ lunch on the calendar for next week now!!! You have any time free Mon-Wed? 

Fro~: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Sent-" Friday, 9:54 AIM 
To: Ducar, Chris 
S~bject: RE: Before Anson bea~ me ~ death... 

Tell Anson to go I~ft some we~ghts@).,,._Yes, we have what we need to complete her admissions process, Her decision should be avaHaMe on her 

MvCaro~na page Monday n~ght alter 6:00. 

No need to thank me for saving your I~fe .......... really ............ ~ mean ~t ......... no, rea~y ........ happy to do ~t .......... )~s~: ~;ometh~ng else ~ can check off my 

bucket I~st ......... save s ~i[:e: done 

Now that I’ve saved it, don’t waste 

BP 

F~m~ Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Friday, 9:12 AN 
To= Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject: Before Anson beats me to death... 

Do you have any good news for me on transcripts arriving at the Admissions Palace? My life hangs in the balance... ;-) 

Little Birdie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 12:15 PM 

Stewart Mairs <Stewart.Mairs@prozonesports.com>; Jason Sisneros < ~gmail.com>; Ducar, Chris ~<tucar@unc.edu>; bill 

palladino~       ~aol.com>; TOM SANDER <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC v Penn State NCAA final 

ATT00001 .jpe 

Thank you Stewart, for jumping on this so quickly for us. I also enjoyed our conversation. Rest assured your product is cutting edge and has huge development 

qualities for us. Thank you for understanding our budget limitalions. We’re hiring a new football coach and hopefully if he can start to win we will have a legitimate 

budget. All the best’. 

Stewart Mairs <Stewml.Mairs@prozonesports.com> wrote: 

Great speaking today, attached ix the Match Report from the UNC v PSU game. We also have the video of the Stanford game being processed tomorrow. 

The DVD’s we will sei~d in the mail, let us know when they arrive ai~d we can set them up 

Best 

S t e wa r t 

Stewart Mairs 

US Operations Manager 

T:: 001 312 528 1259 
> (us) / (UK) 
~::: Stewa rt. Mairs@prozonesports.com 
W: www. prozon esports.com 

5"TOP ~s~ ~75~3: Latest News 

Prozone Sports LLC 
1801 S.Prairie Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60616 

USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 12:15 PM 

.la~n Sisneros~ ~@gmaJd.com> 

Shelly Streett <sjg~een,~)uncaa.nnc.edu> 

Re: Soccer Highlight Video 

Ja~n Sisneros ~gmail.com> wrote: 

.......... Fora, arded message .......... 

From: 3ason Sisneros , ~p, mail.com > 

Date: Mon,            at 10:04 PM 
Subject: Soccer Highlight Video 

To:,       (~gma~l.com 

Shelly told me you needed help making a highlight video. I can help you take care of that. I would need to get your clips or footage that you’d like to use, so if you can 

get me access to that via the intemet m~d a fimeline of when you’d need this I can get to work :) 

TaJ~k with you soon~ 

Jason Sisneros 

University of North Carolina ~Vomen’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysi s ] Vol unteer Assistant Coach 

!(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 12:15 PM 

Jason Sisneros ,@gma?d.com> 

Stewazt Mairs <Stewart.Mairs@prozonesports.com>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; bill palladino, 

SANDER <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Prozone UNC 

@aol.com>; TOM 

Jason, I had an excellent chat with Stewart and he has already sent the data on the US/Canada game as well as the final with Penn State. He will also get our semi final 

with Stanford. Please use these clips and data for my team camp coaches lecture on the 1-3-4-3 (Stanford) and the new lecture you are developing on the 1-4-2-3-1 

(Penn State). 

Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Stewart! 

Son?’ I have been slow in getting back ruth you - camp season :) Anson is going to be out of count~, but let’s make some time to talk. I have camp all day this week 

until 4pm EST, so I could call you around 4:30pm tomorrow if that works - otherwise we could talk Wednesday or Thursday same time. 

Let me know what’s good and I’ll taJk with you then. 

Have a good night! 

Jason Sisneros 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Sun, Jun 9, 2013 at 3:27 PM, Stewart Mairs <Stewart.Mairs(b)prozonesports.com> wrote: 

Good Morning Anson, 

Hope all is going well, 

Can we get together on a caft next week to discuss the fall? I’ve been actively promoting the ACC feague wide analysis proposal and would like 
to get your thoughts 

Thanks 

Stewart 

Stewart ~airs 

US Operations Manager 

00.t _312 528 1259 

(us) ./(UK) 
Stewa ft. Mairs@prozonesports.com 
www. prozonesports.com 

Prozone Sports LLC 
1801 S.Prairie Ave. 



Chicago, IL 60616 
USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O-LFNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN-ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Tuesday, 12:15 PM 

~,~@gmail.com>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edn>; bill pa]ladino ~aol.com~>; Jason Sisneros 

@gmail.com>;TOM SANDER <pacman@nncaa.unc.edu>;                      I@msn.com> 

Re: 

Congrats !! Yes, please keep us informed! (Tom, please share with the team and the 

Se~t.~°om my Ver~zor~ ~Virele,xs 4G L~ ’~ DROID 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey/Mason, 

Just checking in from Australia. I got selected for the ferns to come on tour to play Australia twice and then go and play Japan which is awesome. The intemet is 

terrible here so rll try let you know how the ganges go and ifI get game time but ,night be a bit head. ThaWs pretty much it really. Been training eveuday with the ferns 

so am feeling good at the ,noment. Miss everyone so much’. Hope you and the family ase well. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 12:15 PM 

Kris Pierce <kpierce@theacc.org>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.e&~>; bill palladino       ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 

~@gmaJl.com>; TOM SANDER <pacma~@uncaa.unc.edw~; Larry Gallo (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Re: UNC at FSU Wo~nen’s Soccer - ESPNU 

Flying in and out of TalM~assee is a nightmare and expensive. Who Nys for this, ESPN or the ACC? Normally we would jus~t loop from Tallahas~e to Miami but 

pulling this back one day I think forces us to fly back to chapel hill that evening a~er the game or we will end up missing k~o much class. Check and see if Swoffo~l (or 

whoever negotiated this clause) will write us a personal check. 

Kris Pierce <kpierce@theacc.org> wrote: 

Mark and Anson - 

ESPN is requestin~ a date chan~e of your match from Thursday, September 19th to Wednesday, September ].8th for television. The match would be televised on 

ESPNU. 

As with all TV selections, ESPN does have the ability to chan~e flame dates and times. I realize that this may cause North Carolina to chan~e travel plans, and 

Florida State to chan~e facility plans. It is our contractual duty to make every effort to make these chan~es to make this flame available for ESPN. With that bein~ 

said, if you run into extreme circumstances, please let me know. 

We look forward to hi~hli~htin~ this match on our national platform. 

Thanks in advance for your assistance! 

Kris 

Kris W, Pierce 
Associate Commissioner, Championships and Olympic Sports 
4512 Weybridge Lane, areensboro, N.C. 27407 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 2:17 PM 

Bill SteIt~n ~ ~@yahoo.com> 

Re: Klinsmaaan in Street ~d Smith 

This is excellent! Thank you bill for shaxing it ruth me. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tFireIe,~s 4G L)"E DROLL) 

Bill Stefl~n < @yahoo.com> wrote: 

Hello, 

No jokes - l~linsmann is pretbl straight ahead in this interview. 

Have a good energy cake day! 

Bill Steffen, Ed.D. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 2:17 PM 

Kfistine Heavey ~verizon.net> 

Re: ebook 

Great idea Kfistine’. What you flfink Dino’? 

Se~tt.~"om my Ver’izort tI~irele,~s 4G L)"E DROLL) 

Krisfine tleavey ,@verizon.net> wrote: 

Hey Dino and Anson! 
Hope you guys are doing well. I’m doing fine, just gearing up for smnmer of camps, which i know you are ..... 
I had a thought that if you guys were cool with it, that xve could give away a copy of the ebook free to your mvp of your camps... ? 
The link for the wcbsite is xvwaa~.coer~,~ergirlssoccer.com for you to see it Dino, not sure if you got a chance.. 
let me know if it is an optiont 
Hope to see you guys soon.. 
Love, 
Lil 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 2:17 PM 

Wade Sutton < @yahoo.corn> 

Re: Tonight 

Congratulations Wade on your success’. And I’d love to jurnp in with you next spring. 

Sem.~°om my Verizor~ ~VireIess 4G L)"L 

Wade Sutton a@yahoo.com> wrote: 

Anson~ 

I an3 sorry I never got back to you in the spring. We had a busy spring and ended up finishing 2nd at college nationals. I know the [hll will be bnsy for you but maybe 

next spring you can come talk m the handball tea~ns again. As fur as players, are there may players that are finished with soccer or that won’t be playing next year that I 

could reach out to about playing handbdll? I would appreciate any nmnes you could give me. I did reach out to the ones yon gave me laser yeax but they never made it 

out to practice. I hope yon are having a good sulnmer and talk to you soon. 

Wade 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Wade Sutton,            i@yahoe.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 23, 2013 6:43 PM 
Subject: Re: Tonight 

Sure .... give me a month 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-962~100 
>>> Wade Sutton t@ahoo.com> 1/23/2013 12:18 PM >>> 
Anson, 

Would you be able to come and talk to our team one Wednesday or Thursday evening? I know you talked to the team a couple of years ago but I have a brand new 

group now m~d I am sure they would love it. It could be anywhere from 30 minutes to an hour or whatever you could do according to your schedule. Thanks for 

considering. 

Wade 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Wade Sutton            ~@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, December~, 2012 5:07 PM 
Subject: Re: Tonight 

Thank you Wade!! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-962~100 
>~> Wade Sutton ~ @yahoo.com> 12/5/2012 12:14 AM >>> 

Anson, 

Congratulations on wirafing the NCAA Championship. What a great accomplishment. Hopefully we can work out a time in the spring to have yon come talk to the 

handb~ll team again. I have several players now that have played soccer in high school mad I am sure they would be thrilled to have you and so would I. 

Congratalations again. 

Wade 

--- On Mon, 10/8/12, Anson Dorrance <anson@unea~t une. edu> wrote: 

From: Anson Dorrance <a~son@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Tonight 

To: "Wade Sutton’’-           @yahoo.corn> 

Date: Monday, October 8, 2012, 6:47 PM 

Thank you Wade, we are improving! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 



W) 919-962-4100 

>>> Wade Sutton < a@yahoo.com> 10/8/2012 5:01 PM >>> 

Anson, 

I was able to watch the Boston College game on Thur~tay nigN. The girls axe getting better a~d better. Hopefully it will all come together for you and the team 

as they continne getting more experience and continue to play with each other. Congrats on the win. 

Wade 

--- On Thu, 9/27/12, Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa. une edtt> wrote: 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Tonight 

To: "Wade Sutton" <           @ahoo.com> 
Date: Thursday, September 27, 2012, 1:15 PM 

Thmaks Wade’.! 

Anson DolTance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 

>>> Wade Sutton < @ahoo.com> 9/27/2012 11:54 AM >>> 

Anson, 
Just wanted to say good lnck tonight in the game. I will be there watching. 

Wade 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wedne sday, 2:04 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: 

"Ducar, Chris" ~ducaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

As per the emails that you are now seeing, I (and now Barb) are now on it. Should be sorted by the end of the day. I will continue to copy you on everything. 

Glad you made it safely! 

Bird 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, June 12, 2013 2:04 AM 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com>; TOM SANDER <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Prozone i UNC 

With video clips office Penn State game? 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tYireIe,~s 4G L)"E DROLL) 

Jason Sisneros ~@gmail.com> wrote: 

That’s cool. We have all of last season’s gmnes on StatDNA fully analyzed - but ofcour~ having ProZone’s stuff’won’t hurt :) I am almost done with the lecture. 

Have a great trip! 

Jason 

On Tue, Jun 11, 2013 at 12:15 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(~email.unc.edu~ wrote: 
Jason, I had an excellent chat with Stewart a~d he has already sent the data on the US/Canada game as well as the tinal with Penn State. He will also get our semi 

final with StanIbvd. Please use these clips and data tbr my team camp coaches lecture on the 1-3-4-3 (Stanford) and the new lecture you are developing on the 1-4- 

2-3-1 (Penn State). 

Jason Sisneros ,~amafil.com > wrote: 

Hey Stewart’. 

Sony I have been slow in getting back ruth you - camp season :) Anson is going to be out ofcount~, but let’s make some time to talk. I have camp all day this week 
until 4pm EST, so I could call you around 4:30pm tomorrow if that works - otherwise we could talk Wednesday or Thursday sa~ne time. 

Let me know what’s good and I’ll ta]k ruth you then. 

Have a good night! 

Jason Sisneros 

University. of North Carolhm Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Sun, Jun 9, 2013 at 3:27 PM, Stewart Mairs < Stewart.Mairs(~prozonesports.com> wrote: 

Good Morning Anson, 

Hope all is going well. 

Can we get together on a call next week to discuss the fall? Fve been ac[ive~y promoting the ACC league w~de analysis proposa~ and would like 
to get your though~ 

Thanks 

StewaR 

Stewart Hairs 



US Operations Manager 

T: 001 312 528 1259 
~’.. (us) L/(UK) 
~!!: Stewart. Mairs@prozonesports.com 
W: www. prozonesports.com 

:!~T,[:)P i:>~<i::!~i~ii: Latest News 

Prozone Sports LLC 
1801 S.Prairie Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60616 
USA 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, June 12, 2013 2:05 AM 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

’Baxbaxa Daniels’ <baxbaradaniel@bbdtraJning.co.uk>; h-vine, George A <girvine@udel.edu> 

Re: Another favor on monday 

"Robinson, Matthm’ J -n~lrobms@udel.e&~~ wrote: 

Barb ~Jd Anso~3 

Barb. ]h~;[: will be gr~-_~; L ~nson is flying in from Am~.d:erdam and arrives at 10:25 a.m. on Monday June 17. 

FLYBE Limited Flight Number is BEI02. 

IF you can be down near ba~a~e claim that would be ~reat with a sign. 

His name is Anson Dorrance, his cell i~              He is pretty sure his cell and email will be working. 

I think you will both enjoy each others company on the ride to St. Geor~es. 

Anson, Barb is a dear friend who has been instrumental in the success of or international Coachin~ Course we do with the IOC and USOC. A~ain, knowin~ you both I 

think you will ~et alon8 ~reat~ 

All the best and thanks a~ain. Lookin~ forward to seein~ you both at St. Geor~es. 

Matt 

From= Barbara Daniels [mailto:barbaradaniels@bbdtraining.co.uk] 
Sent~ Tuesday, June ~, 20~3 ~2:0~ PM 

To~ Robinson, Ma~hew ~ 
Subject= Re: Another favor on monday 

All sor~d. Meetings shifted. Will pick up Anion. 

Barb 

On 11 Jun 2013, at 14:59, "RoNnson, Ma,hew J" <n~mbins(tbudel.e&~ wrote: 

I will wait to hear. Matt 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

Barbara Daniels <barbaradaniels@bbdtraininq.co,uk> wrote: 

Hi Matt 

I’m just checking out if I can move a meeting back a couple of hours and then of course rd be happy to meet Anson. 

I will email you again and confirm in the next hour or so. 

Barb 
On 10 Jun 2013, at 20:31, "Robinson, Matthew J" <mirob ns@ude edu> wrote: 

> Barb: 
> 
> I don’t know what your schedule is like, but we have a guest speaker coming in on Monday at 10:25. His name is anson dorrance. He is an incredibly successful coach in the 
us and I think you would enjoy the time in the car if it fits your schedule. He gets in at 10:25 on flight into Birmingham. If not we will get him a cab, google him.he has won 
womens world cup for us and has over 20 national championships in womens soccer in the us and a great guy to boot. 
> Just let me know. 
> 
> Thanks 
> 
> Matt 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Barbara Daniels [mailto:barbaradaniels@bbdtraining.co.uk] 
> Sent: Monday, June 10, 2013 5:11 AM 
> To: Irvine, George A 

> Cc: Robinson, Matthew J 
> Subject: Re: Your letter of agreement with the University of Delaware for ADOC Certificate program in UK 
> 
> Hi George 
> 
> Thank you for the letter of agreement which I have now read. 
> 
> For clarity, I believe I am delivering one session and not 2 on the course. I don’t know if Matt has billed it as a double session?? 
> 
> In terms of meeting at the airport on Saturday 15th. That is all fine and I will liaise with the coach company and make sure they all get on the right one at the right time. I 



will contact them this week and make sure they have my contact number etc. 

> 1 can collect the participant who is flying in from Paris and can drive her to St. George’s. 

> 1" did explain to Matt that 1" am not available on the 22nd in terms of return journeys to the airport. From mid day on the 21st, 1" will be heading to London until the 23rd June. 

> 

> That all obviously affects the agreement and payments I would imagine! 
> 
> Let me know how you wish to progress with this. 
> 
> Thanks. 
> 
> Barbara 
> 

> On 6 Jun 2013, at 21:04, Irvine, George A wrote: 

> 

>> Hi Barbara, 
>> 
>> Attached is your letter of agreement from the University of Delaware for your work on the Advanced Director of Coaching Certificate. Let me know if you have any 
questions about the agreement. We look forward to working with you to make this inaugural program a success. Thank you for your willingness to be both a speaker and 
provide logistical support to the program. 

>> 

>> Did you receive the charter bus company information and participant arrival!departure times under separate e-mail from Jenni Armstrong, my assistant? Just want to make 
sure you received it. 

>> Cheers, 

>> George Irvine, M.A. 

> > Assistant Director 
>> Organizational Learning Solutions 

>> Division of Professional and Continuing Studies University of Delaware 
>> 21:t John M. Clayton Hall 

>> Newark, DE 19716 
> > 302-832-7858 office 
>> ’cell 
>> girvine@udel.edu 
> > h_~p___tLL~_p___c_s__~_u___d__e__Le___d__u__l__?_t;~.S~_t~_)_z__a__~ko__~_~L 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: Barbara Daniels [mailto:barbaradaniels@bbd~EaiDi~cl~o~k] 
>> Sent: Thursday, June 06, 2013 12:23 PM 
>> To: Irvine, George A 

>> Cc: Robinson, Matthew J; Armstrong, Jennifer 
>> Subject: Re: Contact details 
>> 
>> Hi George 

>> 
>> Good to hear from you. 
>> 
>> I look forward to the letter of agreement. 1" have had some arrival and departure times. 
>> 
>> Thanks. 
>> 
>> Barbara 
>> On 6 Jun 2013, at 03:44, George 1trine wrote: 

>> 

>>> Hi Matt and Barb 
>>> Great. 1" am on travel in Utah until Wednesday but my assistant will email participant arrival and departure times and the bus company info. Barb, 1" will send you your 
letter of agreement on Thursday when 1" am back in the office. 
>>> 

>>> Cheers, 

>>> George Irvine 

> > > Assistant Director 
>>> Organizational Learning Solutions 

>>> University of Delaware 

>>> (302) 831-7858 
>>> Cell 

> > > ~!~!O._e__~..u_d_._e_Le_d__.u_. 

>>> On Jun 4, 2013, at 8:55 AM, "Robinson, Matthew J" <mj "ob ~s@. ude edu> wrote: 
>>> 
>>>> George 

>>>> 

>>>> Here is contact infor for Barb she is prepared to be at the airport on Saturday to meet participants. She is also doing one presentation for us. 
>>>> 

>>>> 1"f you can share infor on bus companacy etc. that would be great. 
>>>> 

>>>> Thanks 

>>>> MAtt 



>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>>> From: Barbara Daniels [mailto:barbaradaniels@bbdtraining.co.uk] 
>>>> Sent: Tuesday, June 04, 2013 11:10 AM 

>>>> To: Robinson, Matthew J 
>>>> SubJect: Contact details 
>>>> 

>>>> Hi Matt 

>>>> Good to talk - thanks for listening. 

>>>> My Skype address is bbdanielsl 

>>>> My mobile (cell) no is ~ 

>>>> I look forward to talking to George. 
>>>> 

>>>> Have a good day. 

>>>> Barbara 

>> <Daniels LOA for ADOC.pdf> 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, June 12, 2013 2:05 AM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC at FSU Wo~nen’s Soccer - ESPNU 

Good enough ... I enjoyed ranting for that lit~Je bit!! 

Sem.f!"om my Ver’izon IYire[e,~s 4G L2’E DROLL) 

"Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> wrote: 

We were going to miss W~-_~d, Thurs Fri originally sinc~:_~ w~-_~ had a morning flight down there on Wed. ~f we left ~al:e Tues ~:o go down, we wou~d st~il ordy m~ss Wed 

Thurs Fri classes and it woufd be cheaper (Z exLra hotel n~ght at ~2000) than an extra flight that week (at $9000). Plus we woufd onty have to change one flight and 

noL three. 

-Tom 

F~= Albe~ A ~ Dorrance [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Seat= Tuesday, 3une $$, 2053 $2:$4 PN 
Te= bill paHadino; Sander, Thomas 3; 3asonSisneros; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Fwd: UNC at FSU Women’s Soccer - ESPNU 
~mpo~ance= High 

Tom, s~ doing the travel. We need to come home right after for academic rea~)ns ~) see if we can play early evening k~ get home ... cha~er? 

Se~tt from ~(~, ~rizon tVireIess 4G L TE DROID 

........ OriginaJ Message ........ 

Subject: UNC at FSU Wo~nen’s Soccer - ESPNU 

From: Kris Pierce <_k_p__i__e__ri_c_2.~_t__h_e__a___c__c_:~?__rg > 

To: "Maxk Krikorian (Ln_~_@_~_?_B_a_4~_@j__r_&r!f~_tk_e__d___t0’’ <Lr_~_l_!_~j~£_n___a_n_@~_t_E!i!)_f_~_tL_e_d__t!>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~r_!~?_nZ~2_e__r__n__~!:_t_~__n___c__:e___d____~_ 

CC: Monk Bonasorte <MBona~rte(?~admin.fsu.edu>,"Gallo, Jr., Larry A?’ <ath~allo@unc.edu> 

Mark and Anson - 
th ESPN is requesting a date change of your match from Thursday, September 19th to Wednesday, September 18 for television. The match would be televised on 

ESPNU. 

As with all TV selections, ESPN does have the ability to change game dates and times. I realize that this may cause North Carolina to change travel plans, and 

Florida State to change facility plans. It is our contractual duty to make every effort to make these changes to make this game available for ESPN. With that being 

said, if you run into extreme circumstances, please let me know. 

We look forward to highlighting this match on our national platform. 

Thanks in advance for your assistance! 

Kris 

Kris W. Pierce 
Associate Commissioner, Championships and Olympic Sports" 
4512 Weybri@e Lane, Greensboro, N.C 27407 
(0) 33(,.369.4652 (M)         (F) 336.369.1203 

i~i ACC 2012 EmailSignature 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 2:28 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC at FSU Wo~nen’s Soccer - ESPNU 

Sure 

Sem.f!"om my Verizon lVireie,~s 4G L2’E DROLL) 

"Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> wrote: 

Oh no, I asr~-_~e. W~-_~ need Lo rant as rnuch as possible and as~ [or more budgeL money now .. l~ust looked and we play N Dame on 1:hal Sun be[ore FSU.. only [wo 

days in between and one is a ~:rave~ day. Gonna be a [()ugh one[ 

Shah I assume we’re 8o~n~ to cooperate and work on hote~ and fli£ht chanses2 I want to be sure be~:ore I make the changes. 

-Tom 

~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
8e~t~ Wednesday, aune ~2, 20~3 2:05 AH 

To= Sander, Thomas J 
Subject= Re: UNC at FSU Women’s Soccer - ESPNU 

Good ~noush ... I ~njo~d rm~tin~ for that lJ~le bit’. ~ 

Sen@’om my ~rizo~ l,~reles,~’ 4G LT~ DROID 

"Sander, Thomas J" <pacman(/~unc.e&~> wrote: 

We were going to miss Wed, Thurs Fd originally since we had a morning flight down there on Wed. If we left late Tues to go down, we would still only miss Wed 

Thurs Fri classes and it would be cheaper (1 extra hotel night at ~2000) than an extra flight that week (at $9000). Plus we wou~d only have to change one flight and 

not three. 

-Tom 

F~m= Albe~ A IV Dorrance [mail~:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, 3une ~, 20~3 ~2:~ PH 
Te~ bill palladino; Sander, Thomas ~; JasonSisneros; Ducar, Chris 
Su~ject~ Fwd: UNC at FSU Women’s Soccer - ESPNU 
Impo~ance: High 

Tom, s~ doing the travel. We need to come home fight after for academic ~a~ns ~ see if we can play early evening ~ get home ... cha~er? 

Semj?om my Verizou ~f~reless 4G LT~: I)ROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: UNC at FSU Women’s Soccer - ESPNU 

From: Kfis Pierce <kpierce(c-~theacc~org> 

To: "Ma~rk Kriko6m] (mkrikodan(tbadmm.fsu.edu)" <mkrikorian(/~admin.fsu.edu>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ma,~n(~emailamc.edw~ 
CC: Monk Bonasorte <MBona~mc~;admin.l;tLedu>,"Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo~;unc.edu> 

Mark and Anson - 
th ESPN is requestin~ a date chanse of your match from Thursday, September 19th to Wednesday, September :~8 for television. The match would be televised on 

ESPNU. 

As with all TV selections, ESPN does have the ability to chan~e same dates and times. I realize that this may cause North Carolina to chanse travel plans, and 

Florida State to chan~e facility plans. It is our contractual duty to make every effort to make these chanses to make this ~ame available for ESPN. With that bein~ 

said, if you run into extreme circumstances, please let me know. 

We look forward to hishlishtin~ this match on our national platform. 

Thanks in advance for your assistance! 

Kris 

Kris W, Pierce 
Associate Commissioner, Championships and Olympic Sports 
4512 Weybridge Lane, Greensboro, N.C. 27407 

(0) 336.369.4652 (M) (F) 336.369.1203 

l ii;~:~iI ACC 2012 EmailSignature 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday. June 13, 2013 2:30 PM 

Chauncey Hitchcock <chitchcock@raJnbowccc.com> 

Re: Travel Tryouts 

No idea.., just tnake sure she knows she is loved! 

Se~t.~°om my Verizor~ ~Fire[ess 4G L)"E 

Chauncey t titchcock <chitchcock@rainbx~wccc.com> wrote: 

Hi Coach, 

Caterina has her first travel tryout (for U9) Saturday morning. Any suggestions on how to mentally prepare her to engage for the 90-minute session? It’s an 8am 

start. For nutrition, what would you suggest (carbs the night before and banana in the morning before)? 

Any tips would be much appreciated. It’s going to be a tough one (long shot) because they seem to really like the bigger/taller girls who cover more ground, albeit 

in one direction only. I want her to be able to show her ball skills in a fast-paced scrimmage setting. 

Thanks, 

Chauncey 

Chauncey Ilitchcock 

Corporate Counsel 

Rainbow Child Caxe Center 

1732 Crooks Rd 

Troy, MI 48084 

248-519-1928 Direct 

248-569-2100 Fax 

www.raJnbowccc.com 

Follow Us! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 2:32 PM 

bill palladino < @aol.com>; Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: CaptainU Camp Promo Update 

Dino, is this helping? 

Ses~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ Ilqreie,~s 4G L)’~ LLDtOIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: CaptainU Camp Promo Update 

From: Michael Farb <michael@captainu.com> 

To: @aol.com,"Dormnce, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil.~mc.edtr~ 
CC: 

Hi Bill & Anson - hope all is well. Just wanted to check in to see how your camp registrations are going. We’ve seen sotne great engagement on the etnail and directory 

so hope we’ve been driving strong traffic and registrations for you. How do you think things are going on your end? 

Also - here are a few other things to check-out that can help 

1) Around 40 athletes on CaptainU’s athlete site have noted that they are interested in learning more about your camp (beyond those that click thorough the email and 

director to go to your camp page). We’ve added those athletes to your CaptainU College account - so you cm~ go in, check them out and follow-up with an emafil 

through the system. 

Login to https:i/colle~e.captainu.com/and go to Coutacts - they will be in a camp tag on the right side. 

2) We’ve recently had a lot of new signups to CaptainU in your sport that we can provide access to - so you cm~ reach out and promote your camp on CaptainU’s 

tools, let me know if you’d like me to import sotne new prospective campers to your account and I’ll get those setup so you can reach out. 

Let me know any questions and look forward to heating back. 

Mike 

Michael Farb - CaptainU - 

Trending on Radio CaptainU: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 2:40 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~Toun~unc.edu> 

Re: Cleared to register 

"Yount, Tow" <ton>yotm@unc.edu> wrote: 

You are cleared to register for sur~wner school. It would be great if you could get that done today. VV2xen you’re ready to register, give me a call and lets talk about your plan. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 2:42 PM 

Kyle Thomas ~@gma~l.com>; bill palladino ~aol.com>; Natalie~ ~hotmail.com> 

Re: So Cal coaches attending team camp 

No problem ... what are we charging you’? 

Ses;f.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

Kyle Thomas < ,~gmaJd.com> wrote: 

An~3n~ 

I trust your week is going well. I am planning on making the team camp on July 10 - 14th as an independent coach (not able to get my team there this year). I really 

appreciate your invitation to me and was wondering if my assis~nt club coach (who is a2lso the head varsity coach at La Mirada HS, Calif.) could join tne for the trip 

and camp? We run the 1-3-4-3 system in club m~d HS aaad ~ye beginning the process of implementing the 4-2-3-1 at your suggestion now. We both feel we need a 

little help in properly training our teaa~s on these systetns of play in order to better prepare our players for college. 

Much thanks! 
Kvle Thomas 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, June 14, 2013 2:18 AM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino < @aol.com>; Sa~der, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Women’s Soccer Scheduling Conference Call 

ACC Women’s Soccer Scheduling Powerpoint - June 20.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: Women’s Soccer Scheduling ContSrence Call 

From: Kris Pierce <kpierce@theacc.org> 

To: "Mark Kfikofian (mkfikofian,~)admin.fsu.edu)" <mkfikofia~,~)admin.fsu.edu>,"Greg Miller (gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu)" <gmille~@afldetics.pitt.edu>,"Alison Foley 

(foleyae@bc.edu)" <foleyae@bc.edu>,"Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu)" <eradwan@clemson.edu>,"RobbieChurch (robbie.church@duke.edu)" 

<robbie.church@duke.edu>/’Dorrance, Albe~t A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Karen Ferguson-Dayes (kmen@gocmds.com)" <ka~ren@gocards.co~n>,"Tim 

Santoro(ffsantor@ncsu.edu)" <’ffsantor@ncsu.edu~,"Rm~dy Waldrum (Rmady.WaldrumJ@nd.edu)" <Randy.Waldrum.l@nd.edu>,"Phil Wheddon 

(pswheddo@syr.edu)" <pswheddo@syr.edu~,"Steve Swanson(sswanson@virginia.edu)" <sswanson@virginia.edu~,"Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu)" 

<adair@vt.edu;~,"Tony Da Luz (daluz@wfu.edu)" ~aJaluz@~vfu.edu>,"Ma~-Frances Monroe (           @yahoo.corn)" <           ~yahoo.com> 

CC: "Vm~essa Fuchs(vfuch@admin.fsu.edu)" <vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu;,,"Kirk Bruce(kbruce@athledcs.pitt.edu)" <kbruce@athletics.pitt.edu>,"Matt Conway (BC) 

(conwayml@bc.edu)" <conwayml@bc.edu-~,Donald Moore ~<tmoore@theacc.org>,Georgia Davis <gdavis@flaeacc.org>,Jennie Barrett <jbarretV~:fl~eacc.org>,Lee 

Butler <lbufle@fl~eacc.org>,Marra Hvozdovic <mhvozdovic@theacc.org> 

All - 

I am unf.:_~rttmatel¥ going t.:_~ haw:, to change the date of our caIl as [ have had changes to 

a.n?. The same calh~n ~nfoFmat~on wii[ be used and I’ve cop~ed it again below with the updated date. [ apologize for the ~nconven~ence. 

Secondly, I have attached the powerpo~n[ presentation that we w~l[ use on [h~s call it ~s imperative thai you read through tNs ma[erial PRIOR to our coRfereRce 

call I wi]l exp[ah~ tNs h~ detail on the conference caM, but it will require you studying these in advance so that our cal] can be used for more discussion. As a]ways, 

if you have questions in advance of the cal] or wish to discuss, please let me know. I’m ha~y to schedu]e a time with you~ 

Tha]~k you in advance for your [:~[T~e a[~d attention to these w~ry important matters. 

Kris 

ACC Women’s Soccer Sch~d~l~ng 
Thursday, June 20, 2013 

CalMn Number: I.~66.24~.852~ 
Passcode: 
F~m~ Pierce, Kris 
Sent~ Tuesday, June 04, 2013 4:26 PM 
To~ Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Anson Dorrance (anson@uncaa.unc.edu); Charles Adair (adair~.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan~clemson.edu); Greg Miller 
(gmiller@athletics.pi~.edu)~ KaFen FeFguson-Dayes (kaFen@gocaFds.com); Mark KdkoFian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu)~ Ma~-Frances Monroe (          ~yahoo.com)~ 
Phil Wheddon (pswheddo~syr.edu)~ Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.l~nd.edu)~ RobNe Church (robbie.church~duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson~vlrginia.edu); Tim 
Santoro (~santor~ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz~u.edu) 
Subje{t~ RE: Women’s Soccer Scheduling Conference Call 
Impo~an{e; High 
The date ~:hat seemed to be the best [or a majorH:y of the group wa~ Wednesday, June I9 I’ve mch.~ded ca~i ~nformation bek)w. 

in[ormathN1 for us to discuss on po[ent~M schedules and formats m the coming daysiwee]~. As a remk~deF, ~ you cannot be on the call, you must let me know and 

your sport supervisor or SWA shokdd replace you on the cs~L Assistant coaches may I~sten ir~ with those ~nd~viduais to provide Lhem w~th support, but the talking 

and voting members should be your sport supervisor and/or SW~. Thank 

ACC Women’s So~er S~hedul~ng Call 

Wednesday, June 19, 

11 

Ca~Mn N~ber: 1~866~244,8528 

Passcode: 

F~m~ Pierce, Kris 
Sent= Thursday, Hay 30, 2013 3:25 PH 
To= Alison Foley (fNeyae@bc.edu); Anson Dorrance (anson@uncaa.unc.edu); Charles Adair (adalF@vt, edu); Eddie Radwanski ~eradwan~demsomedu); @eg Miller 

(g{~[~gL@_~t)~£_~,~[~,_~_M); Karen Ferguson-Dayes (~_E~D_~g~_~Z~}_~ff0; Mark Kdkorian CE{)_~[~_~fl~_D_@_~_[~_[B_~}_M,_~_M); Miami Women’s Soccer (~_~}_~_~_[~E)L~); Phil 
Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum (Randy.Wa~drum.l@nd.edu); RobNe Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virgiNa.edu); Tim 
San~ro (~santor@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (da~uz@~u.edu) 
Subje{t= Women’s Soccer Scheduling Conference Call 
Impo~an~e~ High 

Women’s Soccer Coaches - 

You’ll soon receive the End of Year Memo from our office highlighting all items that were approved for the upcoming year. As you will remember, you requested a 

delay to determine the appropriate recommendation for number of regular season games as well as number of teams in the Conference Championship. The SWAs, 

ADs and FARs did grant that request. 

In order to make sure we have our recommendation set for their October meeting, we need to meet via conference call to begin considering options. I have our 

scheduler currently working on lO-game options that include divisional play as well as an "open" rotation of opponents. As soon as the scheduler and I solidify this 

information, I will forward it to the group. 



Please send me your availability for a conference call on the following weeks: 

Monday, June 17 - Friday, June 21 

Monday, June 24 - Friday, June 28 

Attendance by head coaches will be mandatory on this call. 

Thank you for your attention to this important matter. Please let me know if you have questions. 

Thanks! 

Kris 

Kris W. Pierce 
Associate Commissioner, Championships and Olympic Sports 
4512 Weybridge Lane, Greensboro, N.C. 27407 
(0) 336.369.4652 (M) ~ (F) 336.369.1203 

i~i Ace 2012 EmailSignature 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, June 14, 2013 2:18 AM 

bill palladino < ~aol.com>; Natalie .~hotmail.com> 

Fwd: So Cal coaches attending team can~p 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: So Cal coaches attending team camp 

From: Kyle Thomas           @gmail.com~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.nnc.edu-~ 
CC: Natalie <            ~hotmml.com>,bill palladino _ _ @aol.com> 

Natalie said $1000. 

Much thanks 

~e 

On Jun 13, 2013 11:41 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
No problem ... what are we charging you? 

Sere from ~ }~rizon tVireless 4G L TE DROI1) 

Kyle Thomas < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Anson,~ 

I trust your week is going well. I am planning on making the team camp on July 10 - 14th as an independent coach (not able to get my team there this year). I really 

appreciate your invitation to me and was wondering if my assis~nt clnb coach (who is also the head varsi~ coach at La Mirada HS, Cali£) could join me for the trip 

and cmnp? We run the 1-3-4-3 Us+tern in club and HS and are beginning the process of implementing the 4-2-3-1 at your snggestion now. We both feel we need a 

little help in properly training our teams on these systems of play in order to better prepare onr players for college. 

Much thanks! 

Kyle Thomas 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, June :14, 20:13 2::18 AM 

Natalie Dorrance Harris < @hotmail.com> 

Re: So Cal coaches attending team camp 

Yes 

Sent.f?om my Verizon Wir~/~ss 4G L TE DROID 

Natalie Dorrance Harris <nattydreds:10@hotmail.com> wrote: 

$:1000 is our normal auditing rate. That good with you? 

Natalie 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 

To:,          ;@gmail.com;      ~aol.com; 

Subject: Re: So Cal coaches attending team camp 

Date: Thu, :13 Jun 20:13:18:4:1:39 +0000 

No problem _. what are we charging you? 

Sen t [rom my Verizon Wir~’iess 4G L TE DRO/D 

)@hotmail.com 

Kyle Thomas < @gmail.com> wrote: 

Anson, 
I trust your week is going well. I am planning on making the team camp on July 10 - 14th as an independent coach (not able to get my team there this 
year). I really appreciate your invitation to me and was wondering if my assistant club coach (who is also the head varsity coach at La Mirada HS, Calif.) 
could join me for the trip and camp? We run the 1-3-4-3 system in club and HS and are beginning the process of implementing the 4-2-3-1 at your 
suggestion now. We both feel we need a little help in properly training our teams on these systems of play in order to better prepare our players for 
college~ 
Much thanks! 
Kyle Thomas 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 2:18 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; Ducar, Clms ~ducar@unc.edtv~; bill palladino ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 
@gma~l.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@~mc.edtr>;                        ~msn.com> 

Re: 

Yesssssss! Thank yon Tony! 

Se~t f!"om my Verizor~ tI~ireIe,~s 4G L2’l: LL~tOIL) 

"Yount, Tow" <ton>yotm@unc.edu> wrote: 

Is registered for classes in LFIT and AFAM that fulfill three requirements for her. AFAM instructor gives 84% A and B grades. LFIT class is begitming jogging. She’s set and if she passes 
both, she’ll be eligible this fall. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, June 14, 2013 2:19 AM 

.la~n Sisneros. ~@gmaJd.com> 

Re: Prozone i UNC 

Jason Sisneros < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Yes, we axe in the final stage of editing video clips from the Penn State game now, ~ we’ve ahnost got the final draft of the team cmnp presentation tbr you to review. 

I’m hoping to have it done by the end of next week. 

As for StatDNA - you can log in and get the clips and stats from all of our ganges over the last 3 seasons by going to u~,w.statdna.com 

user name: 

password: 

Happy Travel!! 

Jason 

On Wed, Jun 12, 2013 at 2:04 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu-~ wrote: 
With video clips of the Penn State game? 

Sen~ from my ~ ~’r~zo~ I~;~ireless 4( ~ L TE DROID 

Jason Sisneros ~,gmail.com> wrote: 

That’s cool. We have all of laser season’s games on StatDNA fully anabzed - but of course having ProZone’s stuff’won’t hurt :) I am almost done ruth the lecture. 

Have a great trip! 

Jason 

On Tue, Jun 11, 2013 at 12:15 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 
Jason, I had an excellent chat ruth Stewart and he has already sent the data on the US/Canada game as well as the final with Penn State. He roll also get our semi 

final with Stanford. Please use these clips and data for my team camp coaches lecture on the 1-3-4-3 (Stanford) and the new lecture you are developing on the 1- 

4-2-3-1 (Penn State). 

Jason Sisneros ~ @gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Stewart! 

Son?- I have been slow in getting back ruth you - camp season :) Anson is going to be out ofcount~, but let’s make some time to talk. I have camp all day this 

week until 4pm EST, so I could call you around 4:30pm tomorrow if that works - othe~vise we could talk Wednesday or Thursday same time. 

Let me h~ow what’s good and I’ll talk ruth you then. 

tlave a good night! 

Jason Sisneros 

Universi~ of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Cawolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 



On Sun, Jun 9, 2013 at 3:27 PM, Stewart Mairs <Stewazt.Mairs@prozonesix)rts.com> wrote: 

Good Morning Anson, 

Hope all is going 

Can we get together on a call next week to discuss the falf? I’ve been actively promoting the ACC league wide analysis proposal and would 
t~ get your thoughts 

Thanks 

Stewart 

Stewart Mairs 

US Operations Mlanager 

Prozone Sports LLC 
1801 S.Prairie Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60616 
USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 2:19 AM 

@aol.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu-> 

Re: Varsity Women’s Soccer 

we are overloaded for the fall. How about joining us in the spring? Interes~ted? 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tlqreie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

~aol.com> wrote: 

Good Evening, 

My name is            and I am an incoming Freshman with a Prospective Major in Economics. I have been playing soccer for 13 years, and in my high school career, I 
have made 1st Team All-Conference three years and All-Region once. On my high school team, I was the starting center defender, but I am also strong on both the left and 
right sides of defense. I am interested in being a part of the Varsity Women’s Soccer team and am emailing you to inquire about Try-out dates. If you are hosting tryouts this 
year, can you send the dates to me? 

UNC Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, June 14, 2013 2:19 AM 

Leslie Snyder ~ ~telusplanet.net> @duke.edtr~ 

Re: Anson Dorrm~ce: Request for speaking engagement 

You are very kind. Oct is out but Feb is a possibili~. 

Se~t.~’om my Verizon Wire[era 4G L2’E LL~tOIL) 

Leslie Snyder < @telusplanet.net> wrote: 

Good evening Anson 

I am writing on behalf of teachers in Northern Alberta who have read your book ’qhe Vision of a Champion" and are excited by your philosophy and work with 

women’s soccer. 

I am wondering if you do workshops with teachers? Our Phys Ed teachers were asked to request the presenters/facilitators/speakers that they would like to have 

come and work with them for a day next year, and your name was at the top of the list. 

We are located in Grande Prairie, Alberta -a smaller city in western Canada. We have excellent airport service to allow us to connect with major airlines and we 

work hard to ensure that our teachers have the best possible professional development possible. 

If you are interested in the possibility of a one day workshop on athletics, we would be interested in hearing from you. The dates that we have available are 

October 25 and February 14. If you were available and interested on one of these days perhaps we could have a further conversation. 

Please let me know at your earliest convenience! 

Kind regards, 

Leslie Snyder 

Curriculum Coordinator 

Northwest Regional Learning Consortium 

Office: 780836 3660 

Cell: 

Website: www.nrlc.net ................................ 

Virtual office: http:!/tiny,cc!l_es...office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <)~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, June 14, 2013 2:19 AM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com> 

Re: intb 

Tom, coincidentaJdy I a~n in amsterdam right now and unfortunately my email could not pull up what you sent me. I look forwaxd the looldng at it when I ~etum to the 
united slates next week. I hope you and yours continue to do well, my fi<iend! 

Tom Byer <tom@tomsa~.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

Hope you oae well! 

Here is a clip from CCTV’s most populax Football Television Show highlighting the Dutch Nalional Teams visit and the Launch of our 3D TechnicaJ APPs together 

with Louis vaa Gaal! 

http:/’/sports.cni~,.c~,’2013/06/13/VIDE 1371122366178244. shtml 

Regards, 

Tom 

Tom Byer 

E-Mail: _tom@tomsan.co_m 
Mobile:, 

K.K. T3 
The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 
http:/iwww.tomsan .corn 

Minato Ku, Minami Aoyama 6-6-22 
Luna Rossa Minami Aoyama 2F 
Tel: 03-4590-6658 / Fax: 03-3498-8877 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, June 14, 2013 2:21 AM 

Livers, Tom <livers@unc.edu> 

Re: Here are a few Questions that have arisen from the Planned GroupWise retirement on Monday 

So, what is my new email address? 

Sent.~"om my Verizor~ IFireie,~s 4G L)’~ LLDtOIL) 

"Livers, Tom" <livers@unc.edu> wrote: 

1) What happens to email sent to my uncaa address? 

2) Do I still need to go into the Spam Filter and will I still get my mail guard reports? 

3) So I am a member or an administrator of a listserv do I need to do anything different? 

4) I need to access an old piece of email from GroupWise, What should I do? 

Please feel free to contact me with any more questions about the planned retirement of GroupWise email system and I will continue you answer them as 

they come in. 

Thanks 

Tom 

~Tom Livers 

Director of IT UNC Athletics 

Phone: (919)962-7620 

Cell: 

Website: www.~oheels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, June 14, 2013 4:42 PM 

Leslie Snyder <lsnyder@telusplanet.net> 

Re: Anson Dorrm~ce: Request for speaking engagement 

EmaJl right now. I am in Ams~te~flam. 

Sem.~"om my Verizort tYirele,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

Leslie Snyder <lsnyder@telusplanet.net> wrote: 

Good rr~.:_~rtli[)g-that is 

I can offer one other akernate date Anson -- thai wou~d be Aug 30th (I th~tlk you may be ~nvolved ~n coaching at thai dine,_? That’s why ~ didn’t offer it in my last 

emaiL_ bu[ if ~t works for you it would work for us). So e~ther Aug 30 or Feb 14 ~n Grande Prairie, 

Would it be best to speak by telephone or wou~d emai~ communication work to start off w~th? 

~ would need a Mt of information to take back to the commktee: 

Ful~ day topics -or haft day,,., because we know that the "soccer cornmunil:y" in our areaich:y is going to be "over the moon" wRh th~s poss~bifity, we had 

thought of open~ng th~s up further and inviting soccer coaches ---or poss~My having a half day that wou~d be "open" and a haft day jusL for teacher’s.., there 

are many poss~bifities buL they woLdd al~ come back to how you fike to work in these settings. 

2, Speskh~g fee, 

3, There are a few other options that could be considered. 

a There ~s a "~:eachers convention" hosted i~1 t)dmo~l[:on on Feb I3 - we could k)ok at hav~lg you spea~ there as well ~f you are ~n~:erested ~n having 

add~ti.:?~la~ speaking engagements, 

b. A session with soccer dubs ~n GP 

A "worMng" session at the Eastl~nk Centre where you are "on the floor’~ wid~ ~eachers (new fadliW it~ our city.., 

http:!iwww,tripadv~sor,ca!Attraction Rev~ew-gI54916-d3641192-Rev~ews-Eastl~nk Centre-Grande Prairie Alberta,html 

~ have been worMng h~ professiona~ ~earn~ng for teachers ~n 1.~. years and I have ~:o say ~’rn so pumped that you are cons~derh~g coming, ,. At~d ~’m not a phys ed 

~:eacher, .... You have really made my day by considering th~s opportunity for our teachers, 

~ wfl~ await your responses, or please fee~ free to cal~ me at 

Cheers, 

Leslie Snyder 

Cu[[~cu~um 

Northwest Regional Learning Consortium 

ONce: 780836 3660 

([:elk 

Website: www.nrlc,net 

Virtual off:ice: 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mailto:anson@emaiLunc,edu] 
Sent: June-14-13 ~2:19 AN 
To: Leslie Snyder; 
Subject: Re: Anson Dorrance: Request for speaking engagement 

You are veD’ kind. Oct is out but Feb is a possibility. 

Sen@’om my I~;rizo~ l~reles,~’ d~ LTE DRO/D 

Leslie Snyder <!_~_r_~x__d__e_!~)_N!__u___sp_!La_!Le__t_:_r!_e__t.> wrote: 

Good evening Anson 

I am writing on behalf of teachers in Northern Alberta who have read your book "The Vision of a Champion" and are excited by your philosophy and work with 

women’s soccer. 

I am wondering if you do workshops with teachers? Our Phys Ed teachers were asked to request the presenters/facilitators/speakers that they would like to have 

come and work with them for a day next year, and your name was at the top of the list. 

We are located in Grande Prairie, AIberta-a smaller city in western Canada. We have excellent airport service to allow us to connect with major airlines and we 

work hard to ensure that our teachers have the best possible professional development possible. 

If you are interested in the possibility of a one day workshop on athletics, we would be interested in hearing from you. The dates that we have available are 

October 25 and February ~.4. If you were available and interested on one of these days perhaps we could have a further conversation. 

Please let me know at your earliest convenience! 

Kind regards, 

Leslie Snyder 

Curriculum Coordinator 

Northwest Regional Learning Consortium 

Office: 780836 3660 

Cell: 

Website: wwwmrlc.net 

Virtual office: http:!/tiny.cc!Les office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, June 14, 2013 5:08 PM 

Ja~n Sisneros ~gma~l.com> 

Fwd: PPE Sports overview 

Take a peek tell me what you thii~. 

Sent.~"om my Verizon IFire[e,~s 4G L2’E DROLL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: PPE SpoYts over’Jew 

From: Robert Hartt <rhart@ppesports.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hello Anson, 

Is there a potential to run the program this coming season with your team~ We can find a pricing that works well and split the invoicing between this 
year and next if that makes it easier for you to run it this season. 

Best regards, 
Robert 

PPE Sports 

p: (917)868-2284 e: rhartt(~,ppesports.com 

www.ppesports.com 
w~rw.[acebook.com/ppesports 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: PPE Sports overview 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Non, June 03, 20].3 4:39 pm 

To: Robert Hartt <rhartt@ppesports.com> 

Thanks Robert. 

from my Verizon Wire]ess 4G LTE DRO.rD 

Robert Hartt <rhartt@ppesports,com> wrote: 

Anson, 

Thanks again for your time~ ~t was good to speak with you Friday, I have a lot of respect for your program and its numerous achievements~ 
We would welcome the opportunity to work with you and your staff and contribute to the continued success next season. 

I have attached an overview of our structured mental performance program. [t is a progressive approach to helping athletes and teams 

achieve their full potential. 

I will reach out to you at the beginning of January. When I learn more about your team and the specifics number of players, I will develop a 

proposal and estimate. 

Best regards, 
Robert 

PPE Sports 
p: (917) 868-2284 e: rhantt~j~N~orts.com 

wvwv.ppesports.com 
www.facebook.com/ppesports 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, June 14, 2013 5:11 PM 

Robert Hartt <rhaytt@ppesports.com>; Jason Sisneros < ;@gmail.com> 

Re: PPE Spo~ls overview 

Robert, I roll run this by Jason Sisneros, one of my st~££ Thank you for your willingness to make it alt’orchble for us. 

Sent.f!"om my Ver’izon tYireie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

Robert Hartt <rhartt@ppesports.com> wrote: 

Hello Anson, 

Is there a potential to run the program this coming season with your team. We can find a pricing that works well and split the invoicing between this 
year and next if that makes it easier for you to run it this season. 

Best regards, 
Robert 

PPE Sports 

p: (917)868-2284 e: rhartt@ppesports.com 

www.ppesports.com 
www.facebook.com/ppesports 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: PPE Sports overview 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Mon, June 03, 20:[3 4:39 pm 

To: Robert Hartt <rhartt@ppesports.com> 

Thanks Robert. 

Sent from my VeHzon Wire/ess 4G LTE DROZD 

Robert Hartt <rhartt@ppesports.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

Thanks again for your time. It was good to speak with you Friday. ][ have a lot of respect for your program and its numerous achievements. 
We would welcome the opportunity to work with you and your staff and contribute to the continued success next season. 

I have attached an overview of our structured mental performance program. It is a progressive approach to helping athletes and teams 
achieve their full potential. 

I will reach out to you at the beginning of January. When ~ learn more about your team and the specifics number of players, I will develop a 
proposal and estimate. 

Best regards, 
Robert 

PPE Sports 

p: (917) 868-2284 e: rhartt(~,ppesports.com 

w~q,ppesports.com 
wvwv.facebook.com/ppesports 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, June 14, 2013 5:16 PM 

)@gmail.com 

Re: Anson Dorrm~ce: Request for speaking engagement 

I aan sine my fee will be to high. I roll have more ti~ne ne:~ Fri. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

~gmail.com wrote: 

Fabuious cfty, Enjoy, Are you able to respond to any of my questions beiow? 

Even your speaker fee would be a good s~arting point [or our group, 

From: Dorrance, Alber[ A IV 
Sent: Friday, June :t4, 20:13 2:42 PM 
To: Leslie Snyder 
Subject: Re: Anson Dorrance: Request for speaking engagement 

EmaJl fight now. I am in Amsterdam. 

Leslie Snyder <lsnyde@telusplm~et.net> wrote: 

Good morning.--that is excelten~ news. 

I can offer one other alternate date Anson --that would be Aug 30tt: (I think you may be involved in coaching at that time,..? That’s why ~ d~dn’t offer it in my last 

ema~L., but i[ h: works for you it would work [or us), So eRher Aug 30 or Feb ].4 ~n Grande Prairie. 

WouM ~: be bes~: ~:o speak by ~:eiephone or wouh~ emaH communh::atkm work to star1: off wig:h? 

~ would need a bit of information to take back to the committee: 

Ful~ day topics .-- or haft day.._, because we know that the "soccer’ community" in our sreaidW is going to be "over’ the moon" w~th this possibifity, we had 

thought of opening tNs up further and inviting soccer coaches -or poss~My having a half day that wou~d be "open" and a hNf day just for teachers.,, there 

are many poss~bHitk~s but they wouM al~ come back to how you I~ke to work in these set,:rags. 

2. 5peaMng fee. 

3. There are a few other opdons that could be considered. 

a. There is a "leachers convention" hosted in Edmon[on on Feb I3--we could look at having you speak there as well if you are ~n[erested in hav~ng 

additional speaMng engagements. 

b. A session with soccer dubs ~n GP 

c. A ~’workmg’~ sessh:m at the t?astlmk Centre where you are "on the floor" w~th teachers (new [acH~tv ~n our city .... 

htt~:/iwww:tQpadv~sor.ca/Attraction Rev~ew-.~154916-d3641192-Rev~ews.-Eastl~nk Centre-Grande Prairie Alberta.html ) 

~ have been worMng ~n professional ]esrn~ng for teachers ~n I1 years and I have [o say Vm so pumped that you are consMer~ng cog1~ng._. And ~’m Rot s phys ed 

teacher ....... You have really made my day by considering tNs opportunity for our teachers. 

~ wN await your responses, or please fee] free to call me at 

CheeFs~ 

Leslie Snyder 

Curriculum Coord[na[:o~ 

Northwest Regional Learnh~g Consortium 

Office: 780 836 3560 

CeI~ 

Website: www.nrlc.net 

V~rtual office: http:!/t~ny.cc!l_es...office 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@email,unc,edu] 
Sent-" June-i4-i3 ~2:~9 AN 
To= Leslie Snyder; 
Subje¢t; Re: Anson Dorrance: Request Br speaking engagement 

You m~ ve~7 Nnd. Oct is out but Feb is a possibilib,. 

Sentjkom ~v ~ ~rico~t Wireies’,~" 4G LT~’ DROID 

Leslie Snyder <lsmvder~telusplanet.net;~ wrote: 

Good evening Anson 
I am writing on behalf of teachers in Northern Alberta who have read your book "The Vision of a Champion" and are excited by your philosophy and work with 



women’s soccer. 

I am wondering if you do workshops with teachers? Our Phys Ed teachers were asked to request the presenters/facilitators/speakers that they would like to have 

come and work with them for a day next year, and your name was at the top of the list. 

We are located in Grande Prairie, Alberta -a smaller city in western Canada. We have excellent airport service to allow us to connect with major airlines and we 

work hard to ensure that our teachers have the best possible professional development possible. 

If you are interested in the possibility of a one day workshop on athletics, we would be interested in hearing from you. The dates that we have available are 

October 25 and February 14. If you were available and interested on one of these days perhaps we could have a further conversation. 

Please let me know at your earliest convenience! 

Kind regards, 

Leslie Snyder 

Curriculum Coordinator 
Northwest Re~ion~l Learnin~ Consortium 
Office: 780 83~ 3~0 
CelE 
Website: www,nd~.net 
V~rtu~l office: htt~[[/t~ny.~c[Le~ office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, Jnne 15, 2013 5:10 AM 

.la~n Sisneros < @gmaJ4.com> 

Fwd: PPE Sports overview 

PPE Cover Letter Coach Dorrance UNC.pdf; PPE Sports Teams2013 2.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: PPE Sports oven4ew 

From: Robert Hartt <rhmlt@ppesports.com> 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~l A IV" <~J~son@email.unc.edt~-,Jason Sisneros < 
CC: 

Anson, its my pleasure. Your team is one of the collegiate soccer teams we would like to work with most. 

have attached an additional overview document to this email. Thanks. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: PPE Sports overview 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Fri, June 14, 2013 5:10 pm 

To: Robert Hartt <rhartt@ppesports.com>, Jason Sisneros 
~gmail.com> 

Robert, I will run this by Jason Sisneros, one of my staff. Thank you for your willingness to make it affordable for us. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROZD 

Robert Hartt <rhartt@ppesports.com> wrote: 

Hello Anson, 

[s there a potential to run the program this coming season with your team. We can find a pricing that works well and split the invoicing 
between this year and next if that makes it easier for you to run it this season. 

Best regards, 
Robert 

PPE Sports 

p: e: rha rlt (~,ppesports.com 

w~q,ppesports.com 

w~q,facebook.com/ppesports 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: PPE Sports overview 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Mon, June 03, 2013 4:39 pm 

To: Robert Hartt <rhartt@ppesports.com> 

Thanks Robert. 

from my Verizon Wffeless 4G LTE DROZD 

Robert Hartt <rhartt@ppesports.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

Thanks again for your time. Tt was good to speak with you Friday. ~" have a lot of respect for your program and its numerous 
achievements. We would welcome the opportunity to work with you and your staff and contribute to the continued success next 
season. 

~ have attached an overview of our structured mental performance program. Tt is a progressive approach to helping athletes and 
teams achieve their full potential. 

T will reach out to you at the beginning of January. When T learn more about your team and the specifics number of players, T will 

develop a proposal and estimate. 

Best regards, 



Robert 

PPE Spots 
e:rhadt@ppespods.com 

www.ppesports.com 
www.facebook.com/ppesports 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

2013 7:43 AM 

@yahoo.corn> 

Re: Esw Awards 

~@yahoo.com> wrote: 

Hello Anson, 

I just read where UNC won the Most Pretigious Athletic award ever notiug the 21 Soccer Championships. Cougrat’s! ’. ! ! Will you be receiving the Trophy at the 

Espy’s? If so, I would love to be there. If you know where I cau purchase tickets please advise. FYL       will be amving Tuesday at 4p~n. We’ll talk soon. 

Go Heelz’. ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 7:46 AM 

~yahoo.com> 

Re: EsW Awards 

have no idea what UNC is going to do. I am in Amsterdam right now, so I will be back in Chapel Hill next Wednesday. I can’t wait to see 

Ses~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ lI%eie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

@yahoo.com> wrote: 

tlello Anson, 

I just read where UNC won the Mos~t Pretigious Athletic awamd ever noting the 21 Soccer Championships. Congrat’s! ! ! ! Will you be receiving the Trophy at the 

Espy’s? If so, I would love to be there. If you know where I cm~ purchase tickets please advise. FYI,,     : roll be an~iving Tuesday at 4pin. We’ll talk soon. 

Go Heelz’. ! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Sunday, June 16, 2013 3:58 AM 

bill palladino < @aol.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacmaxl@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Soccer Cleats & Soccer Equipment Needed 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Soccer Cleats & Soccer Eqnipment Needed 

From: Chuck Bollweg <chnck@footballcamps.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

We are a 30 year old company and we purchase soccer equipment that is no longer needed by university programs - new soccer 
cleats, soccer balls, and all soccer related items. In the last 60 days we have purchased product from several schools in the SEC, 
ACC, Big 12, Big East, Atlantic Sun, Big Sky, Patriots, Pacific-12 Conference, SWAC, Mountain West, etc. 
To give you a quote, we will need an inventory list of what you have including sizes, quantity, style numbers, brand and colors. We 
arrange for and pay for all hipping. Everything is paid for up front before it leaves campus. 
Thank you! Please feel free to give me a call if you have any questions. 
Chuck Bo//weg 

chuck@footba//camps.com 
240~388=0788 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

6/17/2013 6:52:35 AM 

bill palladino @aol.com] 

Fwd: Athletic Fields Schedule for 6/17/13-6/23/13 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Athletic Fields Schedule for 6/17/13-6/23/13 

From: "Conway, Connie Morgan" <connie@unc.edu> 

To: "Aguilar, Alain J" <alaguila@email.unc.edu>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Gallo, Jr., 

Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu>,"Battaglini, Rebecca L" <bbatt@email.unc.edu>,"Klomparens, Bonnie Ledford" 

<Bonnie_Carico@unc.edu>,"Miller, Beth" <bethmiller@unc.edu>,"Breschi, Joe" <breschi@unc.edu>,"Cathro, 

Guy" <guycathro@unc.edu>,clanigan@townofchapelhill.org,"Creech, Karlton W" 

<kcreech@unc.edu>,"Somoano, Carlos M" <csomoano@unc.edu>,"Suits, Christy H." 

<christy@unc.edu>,"Arendas, David C" <arendas@email.unc.edu>,deborah@psafety.unc.edu,"Papa, Donna J" 

<djp@unc.edu>,fiona@bridge2sports.org,"Fulton, Grant" <gfulton@unc.edu>,"Grimsley, Richie" 

<rgrimsley@unc.edu>,"Porter, Grant" <gtporter@unc.edu>      @aol.com,"Field, Jaci" 

<jfield@unc.edu>,"Fuchs, Jeffrey W" <jfuchs@email.unc.edu>,"Halsey, Jason" 

<jjhalsey@email.unc.edu>,"Langley, Raymond Joshua" <jlangley@unc.edu>,"Negalha, Jeff~’ 

<jnegalha@unc.edu>,"Brunner, John F" <John_Brunner@unc.edu>,"Clear?-, Kenneth Eugene" 

<kclea~@unc.edu>," Shelton, Karen C" <kcs@unc.edu>,"Duffy, Kathy B." 

<kduffy@unc.edu>,krob@uncaa.unc.edu,"Creech, Karlton W" <kcreech@unc.edu>,"Lancaster, Elizabeth" 

<lizlan@email.unc.edu>,maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu,"Bunting, Mike" <mbunting@unc.edu>,"Crowe, Michael" 

<mcrowe@unc.edu>,"Meaders, Harlis James" <meaders@unc.edu>,meredith@bolons.com,"Terrell, Matt" 

<mterrell@unc. edu>, "Fava, Nicole M" <fava@email.unc. edu>, "Hilton, Nathan Scott" 

<nhilton@email.unc.edu>,"Walker, Nina" <walkern@email.unc.edu>,"Sander, Thomas J" 

<pacman@unc.edu>,"Myers, Patrick Jacob" <patmyers@unc.edu>,"Pogge, Paul" 

<ppogge@unc.edu>,"Halverson, Doug" <halverso@email.unc.edu>,"Oliaro, Scott M" 

<oliaro@email.unc.edu>,"Stewart, Robert House" <rhstewar@email.unc.edu>,"Levy, Jennifer S" 

<jenny.levy@unc.edu>,"VanAlstyne, Mark" <coachmva@unc.edu>,"Scroggs, William E" 

<williescroggs@unc. edu> 

CC: krob@uncaa.unc.edu 



Attached are the Athletic Fields Schedules for this week (Week of June 17, 2013 through June 23, 2013). 

Please note: Rams Head Recreation Center will be closed to the public Fridayi 3une 21 ~Sunday; 3une 
23 for a special event 

Have a great week! 

GO HEELS! 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 12:39 AM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Training Soccer Champions 

"Streett, Shelly" <sjgreen@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Anson, 

I got your v/m about sending the book to the gentleman in Sweden. Wasn’t quite sure about the address. I just want to confirm - 

Jimmy Hogberg 

Shelly Streett 

Olympic Sports 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Office 919.962.5220 

Fax 919.962.4038 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 2:51 AM 

Julie Foudy @mac.corn>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu-~ 

Re: Hi Crazy Man... 

Julie, you axe fl~oughtful to check. Thank you! I will coW compliance on tl~Js to get to tl~e bottom line. (Tom, please forwayd to Lm~ce) I am actually flying back fiom 

Europe and yes our cmnps are up m~d running. 

Julie Foudy @mac.com> wrote: 

Hope you and fam are well and sorry" to email right in the middle of what is probably- the start to your camp chaos! 
Quick question for you... 

who I adore, is kind enough to come work our Leadership Academy in Chicago for us. She will be there for 5 day camp and I have filled out the compliance form. I am trying to 
figure out what to pay her w/o creating compliance issues. The language of compliance forru only says "Compensation shall be conwnensurate w the going rate for camp or clinic counselors 
of like teaching ability and camp experience and may not be paid on the basis of the value that the student athlete may have for the eraployer....". Right now we pay- 1 st year college kids 
about 550 a week but for a USWNT rueraber that coraes to camp, we can pay up to 2500 for the week. Would it be ~air to pair her more than college kid but less than USWNT member as I fear 
if we pay her the high end we ruay be putting up red flag.., please advise! 
Thank you... 
Jules 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 3:04 AM 

Chad Stoloff @gmail.com> 

Re: Nick S aban Gmnechanger-YouTube 

send it again 

Ses~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl~ireie,~s 4(5 L)"E LL~tOIL) 

Chad Stoloff< @gmail.com> wrote: 

Thoughts? 

Best regards, 

Chad Stoloff 

Mental Perfom~ance Expert 

A Disciplined Mind LLC 

~ gmail .corn 

vx~x~v.adisciplinedmind.com 

www. facebook.comiADisciplinedMind 
Twitter.com/ChadS toloff 

chadstolofllwordpress.com 

On Jun 6, 2013, at 4:31 PM, "Donance, Albert A IV" <aaason@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Chris, what do you think? 

Ser~t, lJ’um ~e¢ ~ ~rizun ~irele,s:~" 4G Li~’ DROID 

Chad Stoloff< ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

How are you doing? I just completed the first draft of the per~nality recruiting questiom~aire that we discus~d. I have attached it to this email. Will you 

take a look at it m~d let me know what you think? My plan is to keep revising it and make it pertEct, so that you and other collegiate and club coaches 

around the world can benefit from it. 

I look forward to your response! 

Best regards, 

Chad 

Best regards, 

Chad Stoloff 
Mental Performance Expert 

A Di~iplined Mind LLC 

~gmail.com 

~’.adi~iplinedmind.com 

w~wv. facebook.com/ADisciplinedMind 
Tmtter.com/C hadStoloff 

chadstolofl:wordpress.com 

On Thu, Mar 7, 2013 at 1:23 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 
Thank you Chad, I roll check it out! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:           ?b~gmaS~l.com [maS~lto: 

Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2013 6:47 AM 

To: Dorra~ce, Albert A IV 
Subj ect: Nick Saban Gmnechanger- YoffI’ube 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Have you seen the documentary on YouTube about Nick Saban called Gamechanger? I believe you roll identify with much of his mindset and 

approach to recruiting and coaching. It is very interesting! 



Best regards, 

Chad Stoloff 

On Mar 6, 2013, at 11:38 AM, "Dol~ance, Albert A IV" <amon(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

)" sure 

Original IVlessage ..... 

> From: Chad Stoloff [mailto:          ~,gmail.com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 1:32 PM 

> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Re: 5 Keys 
> 

> You are Awesome Coach’.! I’ll get cracking on it. It’s going to "take a little time. Could I run some dra£ts by you and you could help me really fine ttme 
it as we move along? 
> 

> Best regards, 

> Chad Stoloff 

> On Mar 6, 2013, at 11:28 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> w~ote: 
> 

>> Love it!! 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: Chad Stoloff [mafilto:           ~gmail.coml 
>> Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 1:22 PM 

>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>> Subject: Re: 5 Keys 

>> Thanks Coach Dorrance! I will work on designing an appropriate questionnaire. I think that would be very helpful for coaches at a variety of levels 

and many sports actually. Do you agree? Once I design it, will you to~ using it to test recruits if you think it is beneficial? 
>> 

>> Best regards, 

>> Chad Stoloff 

>> On Mar 6, 2013, at 10:00 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a~n(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>~> All five of those things ~xe difficult to evaluate .... I m~ke recruiting mistnkes all the time. Check out the "grit" questionnaire ... ifI could "test" my 

recruits with this test, I would make fewer mistakes. 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>-’-~ From: Chad Stoloff [mailto:          ~gmail.com] 
>>> Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 8:43 AM 

>-’-> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>>> Subject: Re: 5 Keys 

>>> Thank you Coach Dorra~ce for your quick reply’, ttow do you evaluate their self-discipline during the recruiting process? 

>>> I am a tem~is coach and previously coached Division I mens tennis at three universities. I am t~scinated by your mindset and approach to coaching, 

so I plaaa on watching your lectures m~d reading more of your books! Thanks for the link! 

>>> Best regards, 
~-c~> Chad Stoloff 

>>> On Mar 5, 2013, at 3:54 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~son~,email.unc.edu> wrote: 

:~-> Self discipline, competitive fire, ~lfbeliel; character (attitude) and leadership. If you coach girls soccer consider this: www.ncgsc.com 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

:~-> From: Chad Stoloff [mailto:          ~mail.coml 
>>~-c, Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 11:53 AM 

>>~c, To: Do~rance, Albert A IV 

>>~-c, Subject: 5 Keys 

>>>> Hello Coach Dorrance, 

>-’-~ > I read: The Man Watching this past summer and thoroughly loved it! You are an impressive person!! 



>>:~> I aJn trying to educate high ~hool athletes on what key characteristics coaches look for in the recruiting process. 

~>:~> What are your top 5 chamctefstics that you look tbr M~en recruiting a stu&nt-atlflete? 

>>>> Best regards, 
:c,>> Chad Stoloff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 4:05 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~Tonn~unc.edu> 

Re: 

What do you think? Does she have a chance? 

Ses~t.f!"om my Verizor~ II~ireie,~s 4G L2~ LL~tOIL) 

"Yount, Tow" <ton>yotm@nnc.edu> wrote: 

Made a in EXSS 

POR~I grade has not been posted. She needs a 

Tony 

or better in that class to restore eligibili~’. I xvill email as soon as the grade goes up. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=L~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday,             5:13 PM 

Younk Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

Re: 

"Yount. Tony" <ton~youn@unc.edtr’~ wrote: 

¯ " ’    e A. All her grades going into the final paper were A grades or better. I’ll be really surprised ~f she doesn t hay an 

On at 4:05 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~)ema~l.unc.edu> 

wrote: 

What do you think? Does she have a chance? 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

"Yount, Tony" <t_onyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

Made a in EXSS 

PORT grade has not been posted. She needs a B- or better in that class to restore eligibility. I will email as soon as the grade goes up. 

Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

{FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 6::2:2 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Sports Water Week 

Let’s chat .... 

Sent,from my Verizon Wiret~ss 4G L TE DROID 

~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Anson, 

I hope you are doing well and your time with Verheijen was good. I’m writing because I want to propose something to you. This spring and summer I have 

been collaborating with the club on campus called A Drink for Tomorrow (ADFT} about working with the varsity sports teams to help raise awareness about 

the global water crisis and empowering women in the developing world. The micro lending club I started in high school first got me passionate about this 

issue and I’m very excited about combining it with my passion for soccer. 

Since I’ve been at Chapel Hill I’ve gotten to learn more about the crisis though my spring semester class called Sustainable Water in the Global South, various 

speakers the university has brought to campus for the Water Theme, and documentaries such as Blue Gold and Girl Rising (both are very worth checking out). 

Our current plan is to have one of our home games dedicated to raising awareness. The idea would be simmilar to our breast cancer game (minus the pink 

jerseys). This would tie into UNC’s two-year pan-campus water theme. I have already talked to     about the idea and gotten her support. Ideally we would 

include multiple women’s varsity teams to make it a sports water week. Below is a sample script that ADFT and I have come up with for what I or a teammate 

would read before the game. 

As athletes we are constantly consuming water to hydrate for competition and training, drinking over 4 green Gatorade bottles, 68 ounces, every, day. We expect 

to be able to easily fill up water bottles at a fountain between classes or on the way to practice, but for hundreds of millions of women around the world access to this 

basic human right is li~nited. The UN estimates that over 780 million people don’t have access to safe, clean water. Globally, women spend appro:dmately 200 million 

hours each day collecting water that is contaminated m~d deadly. As a result, women axe limited °’not becau~ of lack of ambition or ability," but because so much of their 

day is spent just striving to survive (water.org). Tonight, athletes are wearing blue tape on their arms to raise awareness about the global water crisis. You can learn more 

about water week and help the cau~ at the tent next to the concessions stand. Thank you a~d enjoy the ga~ne! 

The leaders of ADFT and I are still in the planning stages so adjustments will be made, but I first wanted to present the idea to you and make sure it would be 

okay before we continue with planning and send our proposal onto Dr. Bartram of the Water Institute and head of the campus-wide water theme and Dean 

Rhodes, who works with ADFT. What are your thoughts? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 7:59 PM 

Chad Stoloff ~ ~gmail.com> 

Re: Coaching Women 

Yes to all your quesq.ions ... call me late next week..., my life will slow down by then. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

(c) 

Chad Stoloff< @gmail.com> wrote: 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 
I am reading: How Children Succeed, Grit, Curiosity, and the Hidden Power of Character by Paul Tough. It is vely interesting! Have you read it? Did you know that Angela Duckworth-Grit 
Researcher (TED talk) is a protege of Martin Seligman, Positive Psychology fomxder at UPenn and author of Learned Optimism? It’s fascinating how these topics and people are connected! 

What have you fotmd are the differences between coaching men and women? I have applied to be the Head Men’s and Women’s Tennis Coach at Metro State U of Denver. I previously 
have coached wonren in the private setting but not in the collegiate setting. I coached nren’s tennis in D1 for 7 years. VV2xat works with corc~tmicating and coaching women’.’ Do you have 
some book recommendations on this topic as well? 

Can I get your telephone nmnber? I know you are veu busy but I would love to talk xvith you on the phone and learn from you. 

Best regards, 
Chad Stoloff 
Mental PelTormance Expert 
A Disciplined Mind LLC 

__t!gmail.com 
www. adisciplinechnind, c om 
www. fa c ebook, c orr~’ADiscip linedMind 
Twitter.com/ChadStoloff 
chadst oloff.wor dpr ess com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <iO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

{FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 9:28 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Sports Water Week 

Give me a day or two to recover. I am getting back from Holland!! 

,Sent.from my Verizon Wire/ess 4G L TE DROID 

@live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ok, when is a good time for you? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:10 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Let’s chat .... 

,Sent ~kom my Verizon Wirdess 4G L TE ORO/D 

@live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Anson, 

I hope you are doing well and your time with Verheijen was good. I’m writing because I want to propose something to you. This spring and 

summer I have been collaborating with the club on campus called A Drink for Tomorrow (ADFT} about working with the varsity sports teams to 

help raise awareness about the global water crisis and empowering women in the developing world. The micro lending club I started in high 

school first got me passionate about this issue and I’m very excited about combining it with my passion for soccer. 

Since I’ve been at Chapel Hill I’ve gotten to learn more about the crisis though my spring semester class called Sustainable Water in the Global 

South, various speakers the university has brought to campus for the Water Theme, and documentaries such as Blue Gold and Girl Rising (both 

are very worth checking out). 

Our current plan is to have one of our home games dedicated to raising awareness. The idea would be simmilar to our breast cancer game 

(minus the pink jerseys}. This would tie into UNC’s two-year pan-campus water theme. I have already talked to     about the idea and gotten 

her support. Ideally we would include multiple women’s varsity teams to make it a sports water week. Below is a sample script that ADFT and I 

have come up with for what I or a teammate would read before the game. 

As athletes we are constantly consuming water to hydrate for competition and training, drinking over 4 green Gatomde bottles, 68 ounces, every day. 

We expect to be able to easily fill up water bottles at a tbuntaJm between classes or on the way to practice, but for hundreds of millions of women axound the 

world access to this basic humm~ right is limited. The UN eslimates that over 780 million people don’t have access to safe, clean water. Globally, women 

spend approximately 200 million hours each day collecting water that is contaminated and deadly. As a result, women are limited °’not becanse of lack of 

ambition or abilily," bnt because so much of tlaeir day is spent just striving to survive (water.org). Tonight, athletes are wearing blue tape on their axms to raise 

awareness about the global water crisis. You ca~ learn more about water week m~d help the cause at the tent next to the concessions stand. Thank you and 

enj oy tlae game’. 

The leaders of ADFT and I are still in the planning stages so adjustments will be made, but I first wanted to present the idea to you and make 

sure it would be okay before we continue with planning and send our proposal onto Dr. Bartram of the Water Institute and head of the campus- 

wide water theme and Dean Rhodes, who works with ADFT. What are your thoughts? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 9:32 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edw~; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino      ~aol.com>; Ducar, Chris ~<tucar@unc.edu>; 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: 

Tony, you are the man!! Thm~k you!!! 

Se~t f!’om my Verizor~ II~ire[e,~s 4G L2’E 

"Yount, Tow" <ton>yotm@unc.edu> wrote: 

Gentlemen, 

I am happy to report that           made a    in EXS S in session 1, and an A in PORT    in session 1. That’s lifts her cumulative GPA to a     . Eligibili~" is restored. 
work, xvas on top of things fi’om day- one, and has earned this by her good efforts. She is now eligible to earoll in the fall semester, and xve’ll get on that xvhen I return. 

VeW proud of her and happy for all of us. 

Tony 

did great 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday 2:31 PM 

Julie Foudy @mac.com> 

Re payment 

I spent a week in Amsterdam s~dying the Raymond Verheijen pefiodization. We did sotne of this last year with our team through Cindy aJ~d Jolm Cone. We want to 

continue the tradition of making things difficult for Stanford even though we can’t out recruit them. Thank you for hiring my littJe Tar Heel!!! 

Julie Foudy @mac.com> wrote: 

Gotcha. I am glad I checked! 

Thx for follow up. Wish I could give her more.., dang. But undersland.., thx. Europe Anson? Nice... 

Mie 

On at 9:22 AM, Sander, Thomas J wrote: 

Please see the response below from our compliance officer. It looks like you’ll have to pay 

experience. Thanks so m~ch for checking! 

From: Vangelder, Narielle A 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:16 PN 
To= Sander, Thomas J 
~= Timmermans, Tom; Narkos, Lance N; 
Subject~ RE: Hi Crazy Nan... 

Hi Tom .... 

ThrilLs for the emaiL 

the ~5S0. You can’t base her pay on her playing 

The NCAA says employers cannot establish varying levels of compensation for a student-athlete employed in a sports camp based on the level of 

athletics skill o[ the stt~dent-atMete. I wouh~ say ~t wouM not be permiss~Me to pay her ~2500iweek sknplv beca~se she ~s a member o[ the USWNT 

Frn ur?sure of         prevh:~us experience worMng campsicfinics, bu[: ~f she will be a Sen~or in          and has spent prior coHegh;~:e summers 

working camps--then she should be compensated in the same fashion. JuHe says a [:irst year college strident-athlete wouM ma ke approximately 

~550.00 [:or a week. What woukt she pay a four[h year college s[~dent-atMete who has three years of previo~s experience? Provided we can justify, if 

ever questioned, that whatever       was paid is similar to other student-athletes with her ]eve~ of TEACHING/Camp or Clinic as opposed to her 

PI.AY]NG experiem:e, then we won’t: have any e~g~bi~tv ~ssues. 

~ hope this helps. Please k~t me know ~[ anyone has additional questions or wan~:s fur~:her clarificath:m. 

Thank you a~ for check~ng. 

Mar~e~e 

MadeHe A. vanGNder 

Associate Athletic D~rector 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 9{52..7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6~2 

mvan~e~der@unc.edu 

F~m~ Sander, Thomas J 
Sent~ Tuesday, 9:55 AN 
To= Vangelder, Narielle A 
Subject~ N: Hi Crazy Nan... 

Marie]~e, 

Can you please weigh ~n s~nce Mr Markos ~s away. Thanks~ 

-Tom 

F~m~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent~ Tuesday,            2:51 AN 
To= Julie Foudy; Sander, Thomas J 
Su~ject~ Re: Hi Crazy Nan... 

Julie, you are thoughtful to check. Tha~ you~ I will copy complim~ce on this to get ~ the bosom line. (Tom, please fonvard to Lance) I am ac~ally flying 

back from Europe and ~s our camps aze up and mnNng. 

Ser~tj~um ~ ~ ~rizun ~/ire/~,s:~" 4G L2~’ DROID 

Julie Foudy~ ?~mac.com> wrote: 

Hope you and fam are well and soto, to email right in the middle of what is probably the start to your camp chaos! 
Quick question for you. 

who I adore, is kind enough to come work our Leadership Academy in Chicago for us. She will be there for 5 day camp and I have filled out the compliance 
form. I am trying to figure out what to pay her w/o creating compliance issues The language of compliance form only says "Compensation shall be con~mensurate w the 
going rate for camp or clinic counselors of like teaching ability and camp experience and may not be paid on the basis of the value that the student athlete may have for the 
employer..". Right now ;ve pay 1 st year college kids about 550 a week but for a USWNT member that comes to camp, we can pay tap to 2500 for the week. Would it be fair to 
pair her more than college kid but less than US’¢,,2NT member as I fear if we pay her the high end ;ve may be putting up red flag., please advise! 
Thank you. 
Jules 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, June 19, 2013 2:35 PM 

Chris Stott <chris.stott@uksport.gov.uk> 

Re: UK Spoilt - Elite PrograJnme 

I would be interested. CoincidentaJdy, I was just in St George’s Park lecturing on The Talent Code by Daniel Coyle. Yes, all of this stuff fascinates ~ne. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Chris Stott <chris.stot@uksIyort.gov.uk> wrote: 

Dear Mr Dorrance, 

My name is Chris Stott, Elite Programme Coordinator at UK Sport, I was hoping to talk to ‘/ou about a coach development programme I organise and discussing with 

you a potential way in which you could be involved in some manner? I have read about ,/our background and ,/our achievements and it is people like ,/ourself we 

are reall,/interested in talking to. 

The programme is called the Elite Programme, designed for the best coaches in British sport, with the supporting resource and bold aim to develop these world 

class coaches to world leading, pushing the boundaries of their coaching and their sport. 

The coaches accepted onto the programme are an exclusive group, the,/are distinguished b,/ performance and sustained success across man,/Ol,/mpic and 

Paral,/mpic c,/cles. The programme will provide them with unparalleled access to innovative experiences, world leading speakers and deliverers as well as 

individualised support for each coach over the three ,/ear programme. 

The aim of this event is to allow this exclusive group of world class coaches to meet with those who have another perspective on innovative and sustainable 

success, someone such as ,/ourself, who is a leader in his field and constantl,/innovating. 

We are alwa,/s looking to work with and hear from world class experts in their field, on their insights on operating at the top level to inform and direct what is 

discussed b,/the coaches on the programme, which is wh,/we are so passionate about hearing from 

We have upcoming workshops on strategic planning, creativit,/and also communication as well as the similarities and differences in coaching men and women, an,/ 

of which I reall,/feel could be enhanced following discussions with ,/ou on how ,/ou go about ,/our work under those topics and I hope ,/ou would enjo,/being a part 

of this exciting and world leading programme. 

I understand ,/ou are an extremel,/ bus,/ person, but would ,/ou be available at an,/point to discuss an,/potential wa,/we can work together? These discussions 

would not be publicised, would be worked around ,/our commitments and diar,/and we would of course be willing to negotiate a fee for ,/our time if necessar,/. 

I look forward to hearing from ,/ou and hope we can come to some arrangement. 

Best regards, 

Chris 

Chris Stott 

Elite Programme Coordinator 

U K Sport 

40 Bernard Street, London, WCIN 1ST 

Desk: +44 (0) 20 7211 5123 

Mob 

Fax: +44 {0) 20 72115246 

www.uksport.gov.uk 

Working i~ Partnership t~ Le~d 5port i~ the UK t~ World-Class Success 

~ Sign-up to our newsletter [] Follow us on Twitter [] Join our Facebook group 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: 
This communicalion and any attaclm~ents contains inforn~alion which is confidenlia1 and may also be subject to professionaJ, privileged. 

It is for the exclusive use of the sender(s) and recipient(s) who are re~nin&d that the information contained in this com~nunication and any attachments may be subject 

to punlic disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 and/or the Environmental hffonnation Regulations 2004.. 

If you axe not the intended recipient(s) please note that any form of distribution, copying, printing 

or use of this communicalion or the i~ffo~rnation in it is strictly p~ohibited and may be unlawful. 

If you have received this commuNcation in error please return it to the sender. 

We would also be gmtefifl if you would also copy the communication to suppo~uksport.gov.uk, then delete the email and any copies of it. 

This communication is from UK Sport, located at 40 Bernard Street, London, WC1N 1ST, United Kingdom. 

This email has been scmmed by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service. 

For more intbrmation please visit http://~’w.symanteccloud.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 2:48 PM 

@gmail.com>; Ducar, Chris <duca~unc.edu>; bill paJladino ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 

,~gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: This Fail 

I would love to have you back. And you would never get in the way. You are too classy and competent. (I did not see the replay... Did we still win?) Obviously 

we will chat about eveD~thing else in your email. I always enjoy chathng with you. 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Anson, 

How axe you doing’?             ’ Hope your summer is going well. I’m sure cmnps am in full swing. Hope it isn’t too humid’. It rains ALOT out hem, but at least it 
isn’t humid haha.    said that you were in Europe at some point. How was that? Recruiting another ringer or two for the team? ;) 

An>~-ay, I’ve been thinking about what I want to do in the fall. I think      is working on an arrangemeut to allow us to s~y out hem and train if we want to. Iwe~s 
also looking at teams overseas but a lot of them want you to sign for the whole year and I’m not sure that I want to commit to that. especially because I wouldn’t be 
able to play in the NWSL in the spring. I just took the LSAT a week ago and I am going to take the GIVIAT soon so that I can apply for schools for next fall. That 
would give me another year of playing belbre going back to school. I could always differ after that ifI wanted to play more. Obviously, I don’t have it all planned out 
yet, but i’m trying to sort of plum ahead. 

If I am being honest though, I am just missing Chapel Hill a lot. I am going "to email a couple of people and see ifI might be able to get a job or an internship down in 

Chapel Hill for the/hll. If I was able to work that out, I was also wondering if it would be possible for me to help out with the team. I know you have a lot of undergrad 

assistants and managms and I don’t want to get in the way. I can serve balls for the keepers, and I would be more than happy to give tutoring sessions to anyone that 

needs it. Really anything yon need me to do! I can also hop in, if you need another keeper. Obviously, I would want to train, but I don’t want to take time away from 

the team. 

Awway. I am sort of looking into all my options. But I miss you and the team and Chapel Hill dearly! 

is out here visiting. I has been so great to get to see her! I just watched her run the packet yesterday. I makes me so excited to watch the team kick some ass 

th~s laJl! 

PS Did you catch the replay of the national chan~pionship game on espnu today? 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <iO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

{FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 2:50 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Sports Water Week 

Yes ... Please come by. 

.Sent from my VeHzon Wireless 4G LTE DRO/D 

_@live.unc.edu> wrote: 

No problem! Sorry I sent this during such a busy time. I know you will have a lot of emails to answer and things to take care of when you get back. If meeting 
in person would be easier for you I could do that since I’m in Chapel Hill. 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:28 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Give me a day or two to recover. I am getting back from Holland!! 

.~ent ~om my Verizon Wire/e.ss 4G L TE DRO!D 

~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ok, when is a good time for you? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Or ,, at 6::10 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Let’s chat .... 

.~en~ from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

@live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Anson, 

I hope you are doing well and your time with Verheijen was good. I’m writing because I want to propose something to you. This 
spring and summer I have been collaborating with the club on campus called A Drink for Tomorrow (ADFT) about working with the 
varsity sports teams to help raise awareness about the global water crisis and empowering women in the developing world. The 
micro lending club I started in high school first got me passionate about this issue and I’m very excited about combining it with my 
passion for soccer. 

Since I’ve been at Chapel Hill I’ve gotten to learn more about the crisis though my spring semester class called Sustainable Water in 
the Global South, various speakers the university has brought to campus for the Water Theme, and documentaries such as Blue Gold 
and Girl Rising (both are very worth checking out). 

Our current plan is to have one of our home games dedicated to raising awareness. The idea would be simmilar to our breast cancer 

game (minus the pink jerseys). This would tie into UNC’s two-year pan-campus water theme. I have already talked to     about the 

idea and gotten her support. Ideally we would include multiple women’s varsity teams to make it a sports water week. Below is a 

sample script that ADFT and I have come up with for what I or a teammate would read before the game. 

As athletes we are constantly consuming water to hydrate for competition and training, drinking over 4 green Gatorade bottles, 68 

ounces, eve~ day. We expect to be able to easily fill up water bottles at a fountain between classes or on the way to practice, but for hundreds 

of millions of women around the world access to this basic huma~ right is limited. The UN estimates that over 780 million people don’t have 

access to safe, clean water. Globally, women spend approximately 200 million hours each day collecting water that is contaminated and deadly. 

As a result, women are limited °’not becau~ of lack of ambition or ability," but because so much of their day is spent just slriving to survive 

(water.org). ToNght, athletes are wearing blue tape on their arms to raise awareness about the global water crisis. You can learn more about 



water week and help the cause at the tent ne:a to the concessions stand. Thank you and enjoy the game! 

The leaders of ADFT and I are still in the planning stages so adjustments will be made, but I first wanted to present the idea to you 

and make sure it would be okay before we continue with planning and send our proposal onto Dr. Bartram of the Water Institute and 

head of the campus-wide water theme and Dean Rhodes, who works with ADFT. What are your thoughts? 

Thanks, 



FFOlll; 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~:/O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE 1V (ANSON)-- 

Wednesday,             5:00 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~.%ount,~@unc.edu> 

Re: Summer School grades 

Thaaks Tow! 

"Younk Tony" <ton~3’otml@unc.edu:~ wrote: 

In addition to good news, here are the other first sernester grades: 

BUSI 
STOR 

C~M 

JONIC 

ENST 

EXSS 

CHEM grade has not yet posted. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 3:11 PM 

Crews, Chnck <chuck@email.unc.edtr~; ~med.unc.edu> 

The Tedent Code, Bounce, Lean In.... choices for your reading list this summer. 

Ladies, 

I had a great week in Amsterdam learning more of the "Raymond Verheijen periodization method" that we introduced through Cindy last fall, I also had a chance 

l:o lecture at the brand new St Georges Park ~r~ the Mh~]ands in England on my way bad~ From the syrnpos~um, This ~s [:heir "Carson" where the EngH~;h have thek 

traink~g fields, ~eadershi~ headquarters weight roorns e~:c. And through a wonderful co~nddence [ ran into the left: bad~ for ~:he fl.di ~?ng~and team (she was 

recovering frorn ACL reconsLrucdon and rehabNng there) and she told me former Tar Heel Lucy Bronze has been called ~n to the England full team for the Euro’s. 

was so excited for her. 

~ can remember when sweet li~e L~cy was a chubby ~le 12 year old in o~r summer soccer camps. She was a Md w~th a drem~ (to play for England) and every 

year she kept coming back to cm~p and kept getting better. By the t~me she was I5 she had stripped the baby fat off and was arm*thug to play a bit. ] asked her what 

her dreams were and she saNt to p~ay for her country. ~ then asked her ~fanyone ~r~ England w~th National Team connectkms had seen her ~ay and she 

So I cal~ed some of my contacts and toh~ them [hey should look aL th~s kid from near Sunderland and she was giw~n a triaJ whR:h resuJted ~n her being seJected for 

the England 

And of course Lhe rest ~s history. I recruited her to conic p~ay for Rle at UNC and she p~ayed on that 2009 National Championship Lea~TL She began the season on 

the bench but when we ~ost NH<ki WasMngton to m~ ACL, Lucy s]~pped ~nto her starth~g spot at right mMfieM and played well getting the crucial assist to beat Notre 

Dame (on a Casev Nogue#a goa~) in the College Cup before bea[:mg Stanford ~n [:hat year’s hark)hal chami:donship 5hal, And because of pressure from her ~]ngland 

U-.20 coach to drop) out and 1:rain K~I~ time with the U-2{Ys~ she only lasted one semester in Chapel H~H. St~H aH of us really Hked her and we reconnected wRh her 

when we went to tour Gerrnany and watch the US ir~ Lhe Worm Cup b~ the summer o1: 201~. Right now she is ;tsrti~lg at dghL back for Uverpoo] in the English pro 

league dghL next to former Tar HeN Whitney Engen (currently on the US l:u]~ team roster). 

TMs a~so exalted me for our star~ng right back because if keeps ~mprov~ng at the rate she has between the fall of her freshman year and tMs past fa~ 

tNnk she can play for England as welHH 

OK, th~s is voluntary bu~: ~ really tMnk th~s can contribute to every~:hmg you do (on and off the fieM). Based on your class and your [reel:kne read one of the three 

boo]~s I ~st in the subjecL ~ine above. 

........ r~s~ng sen~ors and the rest o1: the LeadersMp CoundL read ~5~.@..~ by She@ Ssndberg 

.... rising juniors read .[~ff..[~].~£~.~.~ by Dan~e~ Coy~e 

.... r~s~ng sophomores read either [~__T~£q~_£~.~ or 

........ ds~ng freshfrH~[l read No#n~ by Matthew Syed 

A]ld the[% whenever you lille afl:er ~:he opening day of preseason, tell me what strikes you about ~:he book you pk:k. And do’~ worry, you wiil not be pe]lal~zed 

you decide not to read anything. ~[:~ were your age ~ would have loved for someone who cared about me to guide me w~th tMngs thsL would help my future. The 

e~ements of these three books can. Espeda~y for those of you who aspire to do something speda] with your’ ~ives on or off the field. 

US Women tonight agNnst South Korea at 7:30 PM on NgC Sports NetworkH ~[ 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent= Thursday, 4:07 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A A/ 
Subject; Soccer On TV: Thursday, 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

X Image 
..... removed by 

sender¯ 

Fhursday, 

..... removed by 

sender 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

tweet This 

The Confederations Cup continues on Thursday .... The U.S. women host South Korea on Thursday .... 

The USA faces Spain at the U-20 World Cup on Friday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. 

Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 
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THURSDAY: 

NBC Sports NeWvork 

Women’s Friendly USA-SOUTH KOREA (live) 7:30 pm. 

ESPN 



FIFA Confederations Cup SPAIN-TAHITI (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN2 

FIFA Confederations Cup NIGERIA-URUGUAY (live) 5:45 

UNIMAS 

FIFA Confederations Cup SPAIN-TAHITI (live) 2:30 pm. 

FIFA Confederations Cup NIGERIA-URUGUAY (live) 5:45 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA Confederations Cup SPAIN-TAHITI (live) 2:30 prn. 

FIFA Confederations Cup NIGERIA-URUGUAY (live) 5:45 pm. 

ESPN2 

FIFA U-20 World Cup USA-SPAIN (live) 1:45 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

FIFA U-20 World Cup FRANCE=GHANA (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U=20 World Cup USA-SPAIN (live) 1:45 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-20 World Cup CUBA-SOUTH KOREA (live) 10:45 am. 

RFA U-20 World Cup FRANCE-GHANA (live) 10:45 am, 

FIFA U-20 World Cup USA-SPAIN (live) 1:45 pm= 

RFA U-20 World Cup NIGERIA-PORTUGAL (live) 1:45 pro. 

SATURDAY, 

ESPN 

FIFA U-20 World Cup MEXICO-GREECE (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA Confederations Cup JAPAN-MEXICO (live) 2:30 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

FIFA Confederations Cup JAPAN-MEXICO (live) 2:30 pm= 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS D.C. UNITED-SAN JOSE (live) 7 pm, 

MLS COLUMBUS-CHICAGO (live) 8 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-KANSAS CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS HOUSTON=TORONTO (live) 9 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-SEATTLE (live) 9:20 pm. 

UNIVlSlON 

FIFA Confederations Cup JAPAN-MEXICO (live) 2:30 pm= 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

RFA U-20 World Cup MEXICO-GREECE (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA Confederations Cup ITALY-BRAZIL (live) 2:30 pm, 

UNIMAS 

FIFA Confederations Cup ITALY=BRAZIL (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-20 World Cup MEXICO-GREECE (live) 10:45 am. 

RFA U-20 World Cup COLOMBIA-AUSTRALIA (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TURKEY-EL SALVADOR (live) 1:45 pro. 

RFA U-20 World Cup PARAGUAY-MALl (live) 1:45 pro. 

FIFA Confederations Cup JAPAN-MEXICO (live) 2:30 pro. 

FIFA Confederations Cup ITALY-BRAZIL (live) 2:30 pm. 

SUH~AY, 

ESPN 

FIFA Confederations Cup NIGERIA-SPAIN (live) 2:30 pro. 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-NEWYORK (live) 5 pro. 

ESPN2 

FIFA Confederations Cup URUGUAY-TAHITI (live) 2:30 prn. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

FIFA Confederations Cup NIGERIA-SPAIN (live) 2:30 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-NEWYORK (live) 5 pm. 



NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS PORTLAND-COLORADO (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISlON 

FIFA Confederations Cup NIGERIA-SPAIN (live) 2:30 pm= 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

FIFA U-20 World Cup CHILE-EGYPT (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA Confederations Cup URUGUAY-TAHITI (live) 2:30 pm. 

FIFA Confederations Cup NIGERIA-SPAIN (delay) 4:30 pm. 

Friendly FORT LAUDERDALE-CRUCEIRO (live) 7:25 pm. 

UNIMAS 
MLS CHIVAS USA-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 

ESPNU 

FIFA U-20 Wortd Cup ENGLAND-IRAQ (live) 1:45 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-20 World Cup NEW ZEALAND-UZBEKISTAN (live) 9:45 am= 

FIFA U-20 World Cup CHILE-EGYPT (live) 10:45 am= 

FIFA U-20 World Cup URUGUAY-CROATIA (live) 12:45 pm. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup ENGLAND-IRAQ (live) 1:45 pro. 

FIFA Confederations Cup NIGERIA-SPAIN (live) 2:30 pm. 

FIFA Confederations Cup URUGUAY-TAHITI (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN2 

FIFA U-20 World Cup FRANCE-USA (live) 10:45 am. 

ESPNU 

FIFA U=20 World Cup SPAIN-GHANA (live) 1:45 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-20 World Cup FRANCE-USA (live) 10:45 am. 

RFA U-20 World Cup CUBA-NIGERIA (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup SPAIN-GHANA (live) 1:45 pm= 

RFA U-20 World Cup PORTUGAL-SOUTH KOREA (live) 1:45 pm. 

TUESDAY, 

ESPN2 

FIFA U-20 World Cup MEXICO-PARAGUAY (live) 10:45 am. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-20 World Cup MEXICO-PARAGUAY (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup AUSTRALIA-EL SALVADOR (live) 10:45 am. 

RFA U-20 World Cup TURKEY-COLOMBIA (live) 1:45 pro. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup MALl-GREECE (live) 1:45 pro. 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USL 

Soccer" America on Twi~ter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 
Soccer on TV for Thursday, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 



Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

~movedby 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, June 20, 2013 3:15 PM 

Chris Stott <chris.stott@uksport.gov.uk> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros i @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: UK Sport - Elite Programme 

I am sure one of my staff can set rne up .._ No Lime now, how about later in the surnmer? 

Fro~: Chris Stott [mailto:chds.sto~@u~po~.gov.uk] 
8e~t~ Thursday, June 20, 20~3 6:23 AN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
$~bject~ RE: UK Spo~ - Elite Programme 

GreaL thanks ~:or the qu~ck response. Do you have Skype that we can ta~k 

Chris 

F~= Dorrance, AlbeR A ~ [mailto:anson@emaiLunc.edu] 
Se~t~ ~9 June 20~3 ~9:35 
To~ Chris S~ 
Subject= Re: UK Spo~ - Elite Programme 

I would b~ ~nterCstCd. Co~nc~dent~ly, I was~ust ~n St G~or~’s Park ]~cmrin~ on Tbe Talent Code by Danid Coyly. Y~s, all ofth~s stuff fascinates m~. 

Chri s Stott <chri s. stottg;uk spo!l.gov: uk> wrote: 

Dear Mr Dorrance, 

My name is Chris Stott, Elite Programme Coordinator at UK Sport, I was hoping to talk to you about a coach development programme I organise and discussing with 

you a potential way in which you could be involved in some manner? I have read about your background and your achievements and it is people like yourself we 

are really interested in talking to. 

The programme is called the Elite Programme, designed for the best coaches in British sport, with the supporting resource and bold aim to develop these world 

class coaches to world leading, pushing the boundaries of their coaching and their sport. 

The coaches accepted onto the programme are an exclusive group, they are distinguished by performance and sustained success across many Olympic and 

Paralympic cycles. The programme will provide them with unparalleled access to innovative experiences, world leading speakers and deliverers as well as 

individualised support for each coach over the three year programme. 

The aim of this event is to allow this exclusive group of world class coaches to meet with those who have another perspective on innovative and sustainable 

success, someone such as yourself, who is a leader in his field and constantly innovating. 

We are always looking to work with and hear from world class experts in their field, on their insights on operating at the top level to inform and direct what is 

discussed by the coaches on the programme, which is why we are so passionate about hearing from you. 

We have upcoming workshops on strategic planning, creativity and also communication as well as the similarities and differences in coaching men and women, any 

of which I really feel could be enhanced following discussions with you on how you go about your work under those topics and I hope you would enjoy being a part 

of this exciting and world leading programme. 

I understand you are an extremely busy person, but would you be available at any point to discuss any potential way we can work together? These discussions 

would not be publicised, would be worked around your commitments and diary and we would of course be willing to negotiate a fee for your time if necessary. 

I look forward to hearing from you and hope we can come to some arrangement. 

Best regards, 

Chris 

Chris Stott 

Elite Programme Coordinator 

U K Sport 

40 Bernard Street, London, WCIN ~.ST 

Desk: +44 (0) 20 72:1:1 5123 

Mob: 

Fax: +44 (0) 20 72115246 

www.uksport.gov.uk 

Workin~ in P~rtnership to Lead 5port in the UK to World-Class Success 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: 

TNs communicalion and any attachmems contains informalion which is confidenliaJ and may also be subject to professional privileged. 

It is for the exclusive use of the sender(s) and recipient(s) who are reminded that the information contained in this communication and any attachments may be subject 

to public disclosure under the Freedom of Intbrmafion Act 2000 an&"or the Environmenta3 Inlbnnation Regulations 2004.. 

If you axe not the intended recipient(s) please note that any form of distribution, copying, printing 

or use of this comm unicafion or the information in it is strictly prohibited and may be unhiwlhl. 

If you have received this communication in error please return it to the sender. 

We would also be gratethl if you would aJso coW the communication to supporl/~!uksport.gov:uk, then delete the emaJl and any copies of it. 

’][’his communication is from UK Sport, located at 40 Bernard Street, London, WC1N 1ST, United Kingdom. 

This email has been sca~med by the Symantec E~nail Security.cloud service. 

For more information please visit http:,’,,),w~!:s?!nmnteccloud:~m 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday 3:19 PM 

Fava, Nicole M <fava@email.unc.edu> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Thank you Nicote!!! 

From: Fava, Nicole M 
Sent: Thursday, 8:11 AM! 
To: @aol.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: 
Hello- 
I know that     is no lonc~er actively with the team but I wanted to let you know 

Thanks! 

Nicole 
Nicole M!. Fava MtA, ATC, LAT, CSCS 
Staff Athletic Trainer Womens Soccer/Womens Rowing 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Stallings-Evans Sports Mtedicine Center 

9 J.9-962-2067 (office) 
9:t9-843-4982 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, June 20, 2013 3:32 PM 

Chris White <cdwhite@colgate.edu> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Paydirt-what its aJl about! 

C[lris, 

Yes, those are letters to die for .... It Jets us know we can make a difference if we care about our kids. Thank you for sharing this with me. All the best, my friend 
Frora: Chris White [mailto:cdwhite@colgate.edu] 
Senti Thursday, ~une 20, 20~3 ~0:~ AH 
Te~ Dorrance, A[be~ A ~ 
Subject: Paydi~-what i~ all about[ 
Hey ~son, 

I just received a le~er (a~ched) that made tne proud and humNe, a~d I itnmediately thought of you since you were m~d continue ~ be the one that showed me that 

wor~ng wi~ pla~rs means ~ much more than just the soccer piece. Th~k you for shomng me hows its done 

You axe the only one I am showing this to (aside from potentM hiring committees) and its because of that phrase from your book; "tie lives to invest in us". I say this to 

myself each and every day and try to walk in your footsteps as best I can. 

This is from the gk, Ashley Walsh, who I worked with the past 2 years at Colgate who is now battling for the #2 spot with the Western NY Flash. This kids hea(t, 

maturi~ m~d cotnl~ssion are insaaae a~d I am not sure I will ever get the privilege of working with a kid like that again. 

She ki~ows I am in the job hunt and wanted to help me an?, way she could. Kids are amazing. 

Take care and see you at camp! 

Chris White ’96 2rIS ’99 31S ’02 

Assistant Coach - Women’s Soccer 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Colgate University 

13 Oak Drive 
Hamilton, New York 13346 

w~-w. GoColgateRaid ers.com 

Click to Join us on Facebook! 

(cell) 
1-315-228-7066 (work) 

1-315-228-7925 (fax) 

Twitter: @CDub_soccer 
NCAA COLLEGE CUP 

2012 * 2009 * 2004 * 1999 * 1998 * 1997 
PATRIOT LEAGUE WOMEN’S SOCCER CHAMPIONS 

2012 * 2009 * 2004 * 1999 * 1998 * 1997 * 1996 * 1995 * 1994 * 1992 * 1991 * 1990 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,IC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, June 20, 2013 3:32 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~W: Paydifl-what its a~l about! 

WaJsh.docx 

From: Chris White [mailto:cdwhite@colgate.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, June 20, 2013 10:48 AN 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject-" Paydir~-what its all about! 

Hey Anson, 

I just received a letter (attached) that made me proud and humble, and I immediately thought of you since you were and continue to be the one that showed me that 

working with players means ,so much more than just the soccer piece. Thank you for shomng me hows its done right. 

You me the only one I am showing this to (aside from potentia] hiring committees) and its because of that phrase from your book; "He lives to invest in us". I say this to 

myself each and every day and try to walk in your foots~teps as best I can. 

This is from the gk, Ashley Walsh, who I worked with the past 2 years at Colgate who is now battling for the #2 spot with the Western NY Flash. This kids heart, 

maturi~ and compassion me insane and I an~ not sure I will ever get the privilege of working with a kid like that again. 

She knows I am in the job hunt and wanted to help me any way she could. Kids are amazing. 

Take care and see you at camp! 

chris w 

Chri~ I~hite ’96AIS ’99 ~11S ’02 

Assistant Coach - Women’s Soccer 

removed by 

sender. 

Colgate University 

13 Oak Drive 

HamBton, New York 13346 
www.GoCol~ateRaiders.com 

Click to Join us on Facebook! 

(cell) 

1-315-228-7066 (work) 

1-315-228-7925 (fax) 

Twitter: @CDub_soccer 

NCAA COLLEGE CUP 

2012 * 2009 * 2004 * 1999 * 1998 * 1997 

PATRIOT LEAGUE WOMEN’S SOCCER CHAMPIONS 

2012 * 2009 * 2004 * 1999 * 1998 * 1997 * 1996 * 1995 * 1994 * 1992 * 1991 * 1990 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, June 20, 2013 3:41 PM 

Speck, Brian <speckb@union.edu> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros i @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: congrats 

Brian, 

I have no idea yet what Dine wants me to do;, the camp meeting is tomorrow and I will certainly know more my 

tomorrow. My cell is              ,, 

F~m= Speck, Brian [mailto:speckb@union.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 20, 2013 11:32 AN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: congrats 

Arisen, 

Will you being doing any presentations / clinics? 

Would enjoy watching if you are. 

[-~rian 

From: Anson Dorrance [E)_a__[[_t__qLa__n___s__o___n__@__u__n___c__a___a_=u__n__£=e__d___u_] 
Senti Monday, December 03, 2012 3:07 PM 
To: Speck, Brian 
Subject; Re: congrats 

Thank you Brian. 

Connected by DROID on Verizon Wireless 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "Speck, Brian" <s_9..e_.c__k_..b__@_.u_.n_j.o__n__&_d_.u_.> 
To: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>, Bill Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Mon, Dec 3, 2012 18:11:33 GMT+00:00 
Subject: congrats 

Gentlemen, 

Congratulations on a great weekend! It was great to watch your team play. 

They really got on a role and refused to be denied. They have truly adopted the mentality that the two of you have worked so hard to create. 

Congrats, 

Brian K. Speck 

Head Coach - Union College Women’s Soccer 

Office Phone: 5:18-388-6:19:1 

Cell Phone 

_s_peckb@union.edu 

iNi email picture 2011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 3:54 PM 

~gmail.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Good to have you back 

Thank you for the update. We have all kinds of kids in town so I know what you mean abot~t this wonderful environment~ I will be here through Monday and then 

No surprise you are in the U.-20 p.:_~ol, t?w?ryone I~t~ows your future is entirely based or1 your mw~stment ~n the bah It is a lot easier for someorle to dec~de [:o speml 
time w~th the ba~ than someone decide to change the# speed. Do [:he packet w~th ir~tensity EVE RY day, you game will, s~ow~y b~t sufe~y~ chst~ge for the better. 
A~ the best~! 

From: ~gmail,com] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:30 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Re: 7 Habits and Checking In 
Hi Anon, 
Just checking in to let you know I am b~k in Chapel Hill tbr ~e summer. I have been ~ck tbr a week and mn so glad I made fl~e decision to do so because after a 

week of pick up I know tNs is the only environment fl~at I will get better in. For me per~naJly, cornering against my ~a~mnates is the environment ~at pushes me the 

ab~lute hardest. I wanted to th~k you for se~ing me up ruth Gary Irelm~d, I eNo~gd the couple training sessions I pa~icipated in mfl~ him ~ck in CaJifo~a. I 

~ecently heaN fiom            whom e~ended an invitation for ~ne to come train on ~ny tec~ical abilib~ mfl~ her tNs summer when I have a few free day~ ~ I am 

loo~ng into doing ~at in . She is ~ ~ce ~d h~ ~en such a great influence on me since the middle of my freshmen year when Ducar introduced ~ne to her. One 

thing that I just came across as I was on the US Soccer website is that I mn in the U20 Women’s National Team Player pool. This ca~e as a plea~nt smpfise to me 

and oNy adds to the fire I have in me for tNs fall seaso~ and gives me yet another goaJ to sNve to achieve. No need to shaye this emml with the te~, I maiNy jus~ 

w~ted ~ check in ruth you mysel~ 

I will see you around the castle soon! 

O11 , at 8:48 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

tadies, 

and flying ou~: to Hollar~d to s~:udy with Raymond V~:_~rheii~:_m (the soccer fitness s~:t~ff we 

did las~: fall). For the past wee]~ ~ could not dust yot~ with ema~l (because f dot~’t kt~ow how [:o ~orward ema~s to a team list from my smart phone~) and ~ w~H haw~ 

Lhe sarne proNem next week [:rorn Holland. So with th~s ~n m#~d ~ wou~d love for you to read this insightful message from Kendall F~etcher former Tar HeN and a 

Iongtime pro who trained with us s bit this past spring ]              took her out in one practice acddently). This b a very ]oooong message BUT ~T IS WORTH IT!~ 

She addresses all the th~ngs we try to ~ddress on a regular basis but since she ~s "doing this for a living" and w~nts to be the best she can be, I th~nk this wi]~ be an 

inspiring message for ~1] of you. So she ~s getting better by "watching the gm~e~’ by doing the right tNngs ~n training (please don’t go on runs "do the summer 

packet’q [) by being self-.criticaL 5he speaks about "ba~a~c:e" in depth which ~s the agility e~emen[:s ([:h#~ it1 your summer training which I am sure 

some of Vot~ skip because ~: ~:akes too much ~:hough~: ~:o se~: it up. 

We have tremendous experience ir~ player development. Please trust us and do every day as it is written. H: you do, you w~l~ be shocked at where your game b at 

the end of the summer~ 

YoL~ will orobably not hear anything from me until next Wednesday (I0 days) so again even though tNs is a long message from Kendall, it ~s worth reading. 

~1 the best, rny hard woddng Tar Heels IH~ 

F~m= Kendall Fle~her [mailt~            ~qmail,com] 
Sent; Sunday, 2:22 PH 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject-" 7 HabiN and Checking In 

ARSOR, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 4:36 PM 

Dwight A ~dwighta@ospraie.com>; ’Howard Capek’ <hcapek@lenrock.com>; pbennett@needhamco.com; ’Gasparro, Paul’ 

<paul.gasparro@credit-suisse.com>; akrikoria~@usawaterpolo.org; ’ @live.corn>; Andrew Foote 
<a£oote@yannixcap.com>; ’Wyse, Ray’ <Ray.Wyse@gavilon.cotn> 

1~9;: UCLA up ne:a... 

Go Heels!!’.! Shout out to my Olympic Champion buddy from UCLA! ’.! At least the team that advances will be in light blue! ! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dwight Anderson [mai I to: dwight, anderson(a)o spraie, c om] On Behalf Of Dwight A 
Sent: Friday,             ,5:50 AM 
To: ’tloward Capek’; <pbennett@needhamco.com>; ’Gaspan-o, Paul’; akrikorian@usawaterpolo.org 
Subject: UCLA up next. 

Andrew" Foote; ’Wyse, Ray’; Dorrance, Albert A IV 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

11:57:23 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= _ .; @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Jason Sisneros I ~gmail.com) _~gmail.com]; pacmanOuncaa.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu) @live.unc.edu]; _~live.unc.edu) 

I @live.unc.edu]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= @live.unc.edu) 

@live.unc.edu]; @live.unc.edu) @live.unc.edu]; 

( @gmail.com) @gmail.com]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

@live,unc,edu) @live.unc.edu]; @gmail.com; 

@gmail.com @gmail.com]; @live,unc,edu) 

_~live.unc.edu) @live.unc.edu]; nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu) 

[nfava@ uncaa.unc.edu] ]@uga.edu) I @uga.edu];, 

@yahoo.com) ~yahoo.com]; ~icloud.com) 

_~aol.com; 

@icloud.com]; @aol.com) 

@aol.com) @aol.com]; 

@live.unc.edu]; @comcast.net) 

@yahoo.corn) @yahoo.corn]; 

@gmail.com) ~gmail.com]; 

@mindspring.com];                     @yahoo.corn) 

@live.unc.edu)        @live.unc.edu]; 

@live.unc.edu]; 

@gmail.com; 

@live.unc.edu; 

~gmail.com; 

@live.unc.edu; 

~@aol.com; 

@gmail.com 

Article on the 1-4-2-3-1 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

,@live.unc.edu; 

_~email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu; 

@gmail.com; 

:@aol.com]; 

@live.unc.edu) 

@comcast.net]; 

@earthlink.net) ;@earthlink.net]; 

~@mindspring.com) 

@yahoo.com]; 

@gmail.com; @rocketmail.com; 

~ymail.com; 

~@comcast.net; 

@hotmail.com; 

@gmail.com; 

@yahoo,com; 

@yahoo.com; 

@gmail.com; 

@email.unc.edu; : 

@gmail.com; 

~hotmail.com; 

Ladies, 

t want a public forum to share how proud I am of the performance of the US Women under Tom Sermanni against 

South Korea last night° Of course, 1 am particularly proud of the Tar Heels he played. 

Without exaggeration it: was one of the best US performances I have EVER seen. Now, I understand the South Koreans 

are not in the same class as the Germans, the Japanese or the French BUT the way we played was magnificent. And the 

starting back line {]of Tar Heels with lone non Tar Heel veteran 

} gave a clinic on a high line, playing with compaction and giving the front six smaller areas to dominate. I know 

this high line helped us get wonderful pressure all over tile field. 



I also appreciate this game is about a wonderful performance of scoring four goals to break Mia’s goal 

scoring record. BUTt will remember it as a coming of age party for three young and talented Tar Heel defenders!!! It was 

also good to see start and play 90 and for to get 20 + minutes at attacking center 

midfield. 

When you get a minute please check out the magazine attachment on tactical choices in our new :1--4--2--3-.:1, This is one 

of the more clear reviews of this excellent new shape that we used as a fine aH:ernative shape to our .1.~3~4~3o imagine 

where you would most like to play for us in this shape and study the tactics your position will require. 

From: Streett, Shelly 

Sent: Friday, 

To: Palladino, Bill 

!::c: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Article from Anson 

9:28 AM 

Shelly Streett 

Olympic Sports 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Office 919.962.5220 

Fax 919.962.4038 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, June 21, 2013 8:24 PM 

David DuBois @yahoo.com> 

~)aol.com 

RE: College Soccer Showcase Camp, Bitburg Germany 

David, 

You are very kind to invite me. I will not be able to join you but I will copy Bill Palladino on this for you. He is my top assistant m~d does our foreign recru~ng and 

actually dkects our camps as wNL 

rhb sout~ds hke a wonderRd kJea f know this w~H he~p many exceHet~: pk~yers ge~: an opportunity ~n the United States. 

F~m: David DuBNs [mailto: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent~ Friday, June 21, 2013 8:55 AN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Co= david 
Subject= College Soccer Showcase Camp, Bitburg Germany 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

Please allow me to introduce myself. My name is David DuBois and I am the college coordinator for the .-C---~-][-e-g-e-~~-S-~-~-~-c--c---e-E-S---h-~-~---w---c--a-~-s--e--~--C---a---m--p-- held here in Bitburg Germany. 

I am seeking your assistance with an opportunity with the following idea: 

For Americans High School students who live in Europe it is extremely difficult to be seen by college coaches. Most of our athletes have a military background since their 
parents work for the United States Department of Defense stationed in Germany, Italy, England or other European countries. We also have athletes whose parents are civilian 
Americans living and working in Europe. 

Some of these athletes could be an interest to you for possible recruitment purposes. These athletes are all US citizens and some of them have access to the GI Bill, which 
pays for their college tuition at any US university. 

We are in the planning process for our 2nd college showcase camp in Bitburg, Germany for all United States Department of Defense Dependent Schools in Europe (DoDDS- 

Europe) and International Schools within Europe. It is our goal to open this camp to athletes who would like to attend college in the United States and are considering playing 
collegiate soccer as well. 

I already have the approval of the DoDDS-Europe Athletic Coordinator Mrs Karen Seadore to organize this camp. 

I would like invite you to come to Germany for this camp which would give you access to the most talented American soccer players in Europe and you could assess their 
skill during this camp. We would pay and arrange for your ground transportation once you get to Frankfurt Airport in Germany and you will be provided lodging and food at the 
Sportschule in Bitburg. 

In return, I would ask you to run some of the sessions during the camp. This will not only assist our camp but also allow the athletes to see how a college level training 
session and give you the opportunity to assess the players first hand. 

We are currently planning to host the camp 11-13 April 2014 at the German Sportschule in Bitburg, where we have some of the best facilities in southwest Germany. The 
German soccer federation uses this facility frequently to hold camps for their youth national teams. 

It is our goal to contact college coaches from the Di, DII, Dill and NAIA schools to attend and assist with this camp. 

This is our first Girls camp and 2nd year for the boys program. Last year our camp was quite successful and endorsed by the following coaches who attended: 

Brad Johnson - Head Coach University of Dubuque 
Dave Brandt - Head Coach United States Naval Academy 
Steve McAnuity -Assistant Coach United States Military Academy West Point 
Trevor Banks - Assistant Coach United States Merchant Marine Academy 
Mauricio Ruiz - Associate Head Coach University of Central Florida 
Felix Hoffmann - Kenyon College 
Ryan Gookins - University of North Carolina - Charlotte 

Please let me know your thoughts / comments and if you have interest in attending. Furthermore, please feel free to pass this on to other coaches you feel might be 
interested. 

Kind regards 

David 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, June 21, 2013 8:25 PM 

.~aol.com 

FW: ACC Schedule Stm~t Dates 

From: Pierce, Kris [mailto:kpierce@theacc.org] 
Sent: Friday, June 2:t, 20:t3 10:i0 AM 

To: Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Greg Miller (gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu); 
Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karenOgocards.com); Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary-Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon 
(pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.1@nd.edu); Robbie Church (robNe.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); Tim Santoro 
(~santor@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@wfu.edu) 
~:c: Matt Conway (Be) (conwayml@bc.edu); Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.pitt.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu) 
Subject: ACC Schedule Start Dates 
Importance: High 

Women’s Soccer Coaches - 

As promised, the projected future ACe schedule start dates based on a 7-week schedule are below. This is based on continuing a championship format with the 

final regular season game being played on the same weekend (Thursday) as the quarterfinal round of the Championship (Sunday), and the Semifinals and Final 

being played on the following weekend (Friday and Sunday). 

Year NCAA ist Round 

2014 Nov. 14, 15 or 16 

2015 Nov. 13, 14 or 15 
2016 Nov. 11, 12 or 13 

2017 Nov. 10, 11 or 12 

2018 Nov. 16, 17 or 18 

Thanks! 

Kris 

Kris W. Pierce 

Tentative ACC Champ Semis & Finals ACC Tentative Start Date 

Nov. 7 & 9 Sept. 18 

Nov. 6 & 8 Sept. 17 

Nov. 4 & 6 Sept. 15 

Nov. 3 & 5 Sept. 14 

Nov. 9 & 11 Sept. 20 

Associate Commissioner, Championships and Olympic Sports 
4512 Weybrid~de Lane, Greensboro, N.C. 27407 

(0] 336.369.4652 (M)         (F] 336.369.1203 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, June 21, 2013 8:27 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: ACC Schedule Stm~t Dates 

From: Timothy Santoro [mailto:tfsantor@ncsu.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, June 21, 2013 11:11 AM 
To-" Pierce, Kris 
Ce: Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Greg Miller (gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu); 
Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com); Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary-Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon 
(pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.l@nd.edu); Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); Tony Da Luz 
(daluz@wfu.edu); Matt Conway (BC) (conwayml@bc.edu); Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.pitt.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu) 
Subject-" Re: ACC Schedule Start Dates 

Coaches: 
After a 3rd conference call/meeting (yes, I’m tired of these too), it seems a large number of coaches are for: 

¯ ACC divisions (Atlantic and Coastal) 
° 10 games in 7 weeks 
¯ 8-team ACC Tournament 

While these are not my personal preferences, I’m willing to go with it to help get us to a strong majority deeision....or 
preferably" unanimous (but I won’t hold my breath). 

Anyone else? Objections? Concerns? 
The sooner we do this, then the July call can be about more specific stuff (like permanent v non permanent partners, ere, ete, 
ete), as well as, actually kn(m~ng our future ACC schedules so we can finalize all the future non-conference stuff. 
Let’s mobilize and get this done. 
Tim Santoro 

Head Coach, Women’s Soccer 

_9!_9__5__~__5___a___4~ (work) 
(cell) 

Skype: 
Athletics website: ~p~d~ 
Camp website: wolf#acksoc~erseries 

i ~ Imag ........ d by sender.                  ] 

On Fri, Jun 21, 2013 at 10:10 AM, Pierce, Kfis <kpieme({gtheacc~org> wrote: 
Women’s Soccer Coaches 
As promised, the projected future ACC schedule start dates based on a 7-week schedule are below. This is based on continuing a championship tbrmat with the final 
regulaz ~a~)n game being played on the same weekend (Thursday) as the quartertinal round of the Championship (Sunday), and the Semifinals m~d Final being played 
on the following weekend (Friday and Sunday). 

Year NCAA I st Rotmd Tentative ACC Chmnp Semis & Finals ACC Tentative Start Date 

2014 Nov. 14, 15 or 16 Nov. 7 & 9 Sept. 18 

2015 Nov. 13, 14 or 15 Nov. 6 & 8 Sept. 17 

2016 Nov. 11, 12 or 13 Nov. 4 & 6 Sept. 15 

2017 Nov. 10, 11 or 12 Nov. 3 & 5 Sept. 14 

2018 Nov. 16, 17 or 18 Nov. 9 & 11 Sept. 20 

Thanks! 

Kfis 

Kris W. Pierce 
Associate Commissioner, Championships and Olympic Sports 

4512 ~ e3 bridge Lane, Greensboro, N.C. 27407 

(0) ~’~69A,652 (M) (F) 336.369,120,3 

~.g.~ ~cc ~o1~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, June 21, 2013 8:28 PM 

Timothy Santoro <ffsantor@ncsu.edu>; Pierce, Kfis <kpierce@theacc.org> 

Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Chaxles Adair (adai@vt.edu); Eddie Radwa~ski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Greg Miller 

(gmille@atlfletics.pitt.edu); Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.cotn); Mark Kfikofim~ 0nl~’ikorian@admin.fsu.edu); MinT-Frances 

Monroe (mmonroe@miarui.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum. 1 @nd.edu); Robbie Church 

(robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@wfu.edu); Matt Conway (BC) 

(conwayml@bc.edu); Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.pitt.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu) 

RE: ACC Schedule Start Dates 

This gives t~s a nice # of games non conh-:~ret~ce which will give our conference a good ni~tional ]even~ge opportunity 0[ we can win enot~gh games) .,. ~ ci~n certainly 

live with tMs. 
F~m= Timothy Santoro [mailto:~santor@ncsu.edu] 
Sent= Friday, June 2~, 20~3 ~:~ AN 
To; Pierce, Kris 
~¢= Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albe~ A N; Charles Adair (adair@~.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@demson.edu); Grog Miller (gmiller@athletics.pi~.edu); 
Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com); Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary-Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon 
(pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.I@nd.edu); Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); Tony Da Luz 
(daluz@~u.edu); Ma~ Conway (BC) (conwayml@bc.edu); Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.pi~.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (~uchs@admin.fsu.edu) 
Subject: Re: ACC Schedule Sta~ Dates 

Coaches: 
~ter a 3rd conference eall/meefing (yes, I’m tired of these too), it seems a large number of coaches are for: 

¯ ACC divisions (Atlantic and Coastal) 

¯ 10 games in 7 weeks 

¯ 8-team ACC Tournament 

While these are not my personal preferenees, I’m willing to go with it to help get us to a strong majorib~ deeision....or 

preferably unanimous (but I won’t hold my breath). 

Anyone else? Objections? Concerns? 
The sooner we do this, then the duly eall ean be about more speeifie stuff (like permanent v non permanent partners, ete, ete, 
ere), as well as, aetually knowing our future Ace schedules so we ean finalize all the future non-eonferenee stuff. 
Let’s mobilize and get this done. 
Tim Santoro 
Head Coach, Women’s Soccer 

.gj__9___SJ__5___a___4y__~. (work) 

.............................. (cell) 
Skype: 

Athletics website: gopack 
Camp website: wolf#acksoccerseries 

d bysender                 i 

On Ffi, Jun 21, 2013 at 10:10 AM, Pierce, Kris <kpierce(~fheacc.org> wrote: 

Women’s Soccer Coaches 

As promised, the projected future ACC schedule start dates based on a 7-week schedule are below. This is based on continuing a championship Ibrmat with "the final 

regulax ~a~n game being played on the same weekend (Thursday) as the quarterfinal roared of the Championship (Sunday), and the Semifinals and Fins] being played 

on the tbllowing weekend (Friday and Sunday). 

Year NCAA 1 st Round Tentative ACC Champ Seruis & Finals ACC Tentative Start Date 

2014 Nov. 14, 15 or 16 Nov. 7 & 9 Sept. 18 

2015 Nov. 13, 14 or 15 Nov. 6 & 8 Sept. 17 

2016 Nov. 11, 12 or 13 Nov. 4 & 6 Sept. 15 

2017 Nov. 10, 11 or 12 Nov. 3 & 5 Sept. 14 

2018 Nov. 16, 17 or 18 Nov. 9 & 11 Sept. 20 
Thm~gs! 

Kfis 

Kris W. Pierce 
Associate Commissioner, Championships and Olympic Sports 

4512 l/Veybridge Lane, Greensboro, N.C. 27407 

(0) _336.369.4652 (M) (F) 33(,.369. ~203 

ii~;~iI ACC 2012 EmailSignature 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 8:38 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: Women’s Soccer Coat’erence Call Minutes and Follow-Up 

W. Soccer Conference Call docx; ACC Women’s Soccer Scheduling Powe~point - pdf 

Boys, 

What do you think? 

Fro~: Pierce, Kris [mailto:kpierce@theacc.org] 
Sent: Friday,            :[2:47 PM 

To: Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Greg Miller (gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu); 
Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com); Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary-Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon 
(pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.:[@nd.edu); Robbie Church (robNe.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); Tim Santoro 
(tfsantor@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@wfu.edu) 
C¢: Matt Conway (BC) (conwayml@bc.edu); Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.pitt.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu); Barbara Kennedy-Dixon (kbarbar@demson.edu); 
Barbara Walker (walkerbg@wfu.edu); Miller, Beth; Christine Krellwitz (Christine@gocards.com); Donna Sanft (dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu); -laclyn "-lacki" Silar 
(jsilar@duaa.duke.edu); .lane Miller (jm2y@virginia.edu); .lennifer Strawley (j.strawley@miami.edu); .lody IVlooradian (mooradjo@bc.edu); Lisa Rudd (Irudd@vt.edu); Michelle 
Lee (michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); Missy Conboy (conboy.:[@nd.edu); Renee M. Baumgartner (rmbaumga@syr.edu); Sharon McCIoskey (smcclosk@vt.edu); Butler, Lee; Moore, 
Donald; Barrett, .lennie; Davis, Georgia 
$ubje~t-" Women’s Soccer Conference Call Minutes and Follow-Up 
Importance-" High 

Women’s Soccer Coaches - 

Attached, you will find the minutes from our conference call on Tuesday. As a quick reminder, you agreed to discuss with your administrators and among 

yourselves the recommendation to play a 10-game schedule in divisions with a permanent partner, and sponsor an 8-team championship. I’ve attached another 

copy of the powerpoint from Tuesday in case you want to forward it to others for their thoughts and feedback. We will have a follow-up call on at 10 a,mo 

to finalize a recommendation. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Thanks! 

Kris 

Kris W. Pierce 
Associate Commissioner, Championships and Olympic Sports 
4512 Weybri@e Lane, Greensboro, N.C. 27407 

(0) 336.369.4652 (M)         (F) 336.369.1203 

ii.~.iI ACC    EmailSignature 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, June 21, 2013 8:39 PM 

Miller, Befl~ <bethmille@unc.edu:~ 

Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); Duca~; Chris (duca:r@unc.edu); @aol.com 

RE: Dragon Fly 

Dino/Chris/Jason, what do you think? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ]Vhller, Beth 
Sent: Friday, June 21,2013 1:00 PM 
To: Sagula, Joseph A; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Somoano, Carlos M 
Cc: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Dragon Fly 

Joe, Anson and Carlos, 

Will you continue to use DragonFly next year? 

’]?hanks, 
,-.Beth 

We need to pay the licensing fee and divide it among the sports using it. 

Sent fi-om my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, June 21, 2013 10:01 PM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com> 

Re: intb 

No problem! Monday morning would be best. 

Ses~f.~"om my Ver’izon tlqreie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

(c) 

Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com> wrote: 

Yes, I thought so. 

Please let me know if you have time for a short chat I’d like to discuss something with you! 

Regards, 

Tom 

Tom Byer 
E-Mail: tom@tomsan.com 
Mobile: 

K.K. T3 
The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 
http://www.tomsan.com 

Minato Ku, Minami Aoyama 6-6-22 
Luna Rossa Minami Aoyama 2F 
Tel: 03-4590-6658 / Fax: 03-3498-8877 

On Jun 22, 2013, at 9:39 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~)n(~:email.~mc.edu> wrote: 

I am with Nike! 

From: Tom Byer [mailto:tom@.t__o__r_[)_s___a_E&_qLr_t] 
Sent= Friday, June 21, 20:t3 1:23 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= info 
Anson, 
Not sure if you a~e in Europe still or not? 

Was wondering, I l~ow the Universi~ is ruth Nike but are you personally bound by Nike or adidas or any other Sports Maker? 

Thanks! 

Tom Byer 

E-Mail: tom@tomsan,com_ 

Mobile: 

K.K. T3 
The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 
http ://www.tomsan .corn 

Minato Ku, Minami Aoyama 6-6-22 
Luna Rossa Minami Aoyama 2F 
Tel: 03-4590-6658 / Fax: 03-3498-8877 

<itnage001 .gif> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O-LINC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, June 22, 2013 1:29 PM 

Lars Van Dam < @ahoo.com>; Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr"~ 

Re: 4-2-3-1 

I will copy Shelly on this ... she just sent it to Dino .... I will ask her to send it to you. 

Se~t.f!°om my Verizor~ ~VireJess 4(5 L)"E 

Lars Van Dam @yahoo.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

If you have any materials to read on the 4-2-3-1, that would be great. T got a book by Wayne Harrison on the topic. Not sure how good it is, but so 

far it’s informative. I’m looking forward to learning something new and to trying out in the fall! 

Thanks, 
La rs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, Jnne 22, 2013 1:40 PM 

.la~n Sisneros < @gmaJd.com> 

Re: Dragon Fly 

Jason Sisneros < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Well, the men are using Film Exchange Network this year becau~ a]l of the men’s ~ccer in the acc switched to that. We roll nse Dragonfly tbr 2013 but then after that 

I am t~firly certain the women’s teams in the acc tbr soccer roll switch to Prozone - ~ no need for us to u~ Dragontly beyond this thll. 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Volnnteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Fri, Jun 21,2013 at 8:39 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 
DinoiCl~is/Jason, what do you think? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Friday, June 21, 2013 1:00 PM 

To: Sagula, Joseph A; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Somoano, Carlos M 

Cc: Sander, Thomas J 
Snbject: Dragon Fly 

Joe, Anson and Carlos, 

Will yon continue to use DragonFly next year? We need to pay the licensing fee a~nd divide it ~anong the sports using it. 

Thanks, 

.-~Beth 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 2:19 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: 

thank you for the update. I like seeing that you got some quali .ty time with tfie big gifts. Soccer ca~p started yesterday so I saw many of your temnmates. Morale 
is high!’. 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Anson, 

Just giving you a quick update. We axe cunently in Jal~n where it is freaking hot compared to AustraJia. We lost our first game 1-0 against Auzzie and I got quite a bit 

of game fitne. We drew our second game against thetn m~d I didn’t get on uat’ortunately but I still feel I’tn doing pretty good. Had training yeste~tay here a~d got 

another one today before we play tomorrow. I don’t think I’ll get on but that was kind of to be expected when tfiey brought one of our girls who plays in Sweden back. 

Regardless I’m getting good training in and am feeling pretty good. Hope eve~y~tJ~ing is going great in the hill! Miss everyone! 

Thank~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, June 22, 2013 2:31 PM 

Chad Stoloff <chad@adisciplinedmind.com> 

Re: Would this character assessment recruiting questionnaire help you? 

Chad, my concern here is this questionnaire would be easy to game. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Chad Stoloff<cha&~adisciplinedmind.com> wrote: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I have attached the questionnaire again. Please let me know your thoughts. How can I improve it to help you identil}’ a~d assess the right recruits for your progra~n? 

Best regards, 

Chad Stoloff 

Ment~2l Perfom~ance Expert 

A Disciplined Mind LLC 

chad~.2~adisciplinedmind.com 

~x~x~v.adiseiplinedmind.com 

www. facetx~ok.com/ADi~iplinedMind 
Twitter.com/ChadS toloff 

chadstolofllwordpress.com 

Begin tbm’axded message: 

Fr~n: Chad < chad(~adisciplinedmind.com> 

Date: June 12, 2013, 5:34:45 PM MDT 

To: 
Subject: ~Vould this character assessment recruiting questionnaire help you? 
Reply-To: Chad <chad(~adisciplinedmind,com> 

Hi Coach, 
I hope your snmmer is going well’. 

Would you use this character assessment recruiting questionnaire to evaluate the student-athletes that you are recruiting? Would you make a~ay cha~ges or 
itnprovetnents to it to assist you better? 

Best regards, 

Chad Stoloff 

Menta~ Pefl’onnm~ce Expert 

A Disciplined Mind LLC 

chad~adisciplinedmind.com 

w~-.adiseiplinedmind.com 

www.thcebook.com/ADisciplinedMind 

Twitter.com/ChadStoloff 

chadstolofl~wordpress.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, June 22, 2013 4:17 PM 

David DuBois < ~yahoo.com> 

Re: College Soccer Showcase Camp, Bitburg Germany 

David DuBois < ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, 
Thank you very much for your reply and your assistance. If you do decide this camp is not quite for your organization we would like to ask if we could list you on our FB page 
as an interested college not attending. 
Thank you again for your time 
David 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: David DuBois <             @yahoo.com> 

Cc:       @aol.com" ,_ . @aol.com> 
Sent: Saturday, June 22, 2013 2:24 AM 
Subject: RE: College Soccer Showcase Camp, Bitburg Germany 

David, 

5"~[E ~e % e E~1 ki~~] ~.~ i~’ite me. ][ ~ill not be able to joi~E ?’o~ but I will copy Bfl~ Pa~ladi{~ on ~his ~i)r you tie h~ m?, ~p :~ssis~a~}t at~d does our ff)reig~ recruiting and actuall?, 

di~cts our cartps as well 

~I~is sotmds like a wonder~ifl idea. ~ know th~s ~ill help many excelle~t p~ayers ge~ an opportunity i~ the United S~ates 

From: David DuBois [mailto: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Friday, J~e 21, 2013 8:55 AM 
To: Dot~ance, Albert A IV 
Ce: david 
Subject: College Soccer Showcase Camp, Bitb~g Oem~any 
Hello Coach Dorrance, 

Please allow me to introduce mysel£ My name is David DuBois and I am the college coordinator for the College Soccer Showcase Camp held here in Bitburg Oernrany. 

I ant seeking your assistance with an opportunity with the following idea: 

For Americans High School students who live in Europe it is extremely difficult to be seen by college coaches. Most of our athletes have a military background since their parents work for 
the United States Departnrent of Defense stationed in Germany, Italy, England o1 other European countries. We also have athletes whose parents are civilian Americans living and working 
in Europe. 

Some of these athletes could be an interest to you for possible recruitnrent purposes. These athletes are all US citizens and some of them have access to the GI Bill, which pays for their 
college tuition at any US university. 

nd We are in the planning process for our 2 college showcase canrp in Bitburg, German?, for all United States Depaltment of Defense Dependent Schools in Europe (DoDDS-Europe) and 

International Schools ;vithin Europe. It is our goal to open this camp to athletes who would like to attend college in the United States and are considering playing collegiate soccer as ;vell. 

I already have the approval of the DoDDS-Europe Athletic Coordinator %@s Karen Seadore to organize this camp 

I would like invite you to come to Germany for this camp which would give you access to the most talented American soccer players in Europe and you could assess their skill during this 
camp. We would pay and arrange for your ground transportation once you get to Frankfurt Airport in Germany and you will be provided lodging and food at the Sportschule in Bitburg 

In return, I would ask you to run some of the sessions during the camp This will not only assist our camp but also allow the athletes to see how- a college level training session and give you 
the opportuni~ to assess the players first hand 

We are currently planning to host the camp 11-13 April 2014 at the Gelrnan Sportschule in Bitburg, where we have some of the best facilities in southwest Germany The German soccer 
federation uses this facility fi-equently to hold camps for their youth national teams 

It is our goal to contact college coaches from the DI, DII, DI]I and NAIA schools to attend and assist with this camp. 

This is our first Girls camp and 2nd year for the boys program. Last year our camp was quite successful and endorsed by the following coaches who attended: 

Brad Johnson -Head Coach Universi~ of Dubuque 
Dave Bran& - Head Coach United States Naval Academy 
Steve McAnulty -Assistant Coach United States Military Academy West Point 
Trevor Banks - Assistant Coach United States Merchant Marine Academy 
Mauricio Ruiz - Associate Head Coach Universi~ of Central Florida 
FelL’; Hoffinam~ - Kenyun College 
Ryan Gookins - University of North Carolina Charlotte 

Please let me know- your thoughts / comments and if you have interest in attending. Furthermore, please feel free to pass this on to other coaches you feel might be interested 

Kind regards 

David 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 1:32 PM 

@live.~mc.edtr> 

l~g: David Lomba~rdo’s office number 

liust made ti~e call and sang vour praises, Good h*ck, my friend!! 

Sent: Sunday, 9:17 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: David Lombardo’s office number 

Anson, 

This is David Lombardo’s office number with the university. Thanks again for all the help!! 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 2:07 PM 

Jean Brooks <jbrooks@premierfl~erapyservices.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: ProSoc Showcase 

Would Sebastian be able to help Casey Nogueir’a’s husband (Zack Lloyd} who plays in the MLS? ~4e wants to play in Europe. 

From= Jean Brooks [mailto:jbrooks@premiertherapyservices.com] 
Sent; Monday, :~2:03 AN 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; @aol.com; Ducar, Chris 
Sul~ject: FW: ProSoc Showcase 
[ higMy r~-:~cornn~end that you go ~:o ~:his showcase n~-’_~>:t April, BilI I know yot~ are the one that do~s in~:erna~:ionaI recruiting. This is a first of i~:s kind and ~s being 

started by Sebastian Korst who ~s our Region One ODP Coach and a~so has oLher busb~esses -- he was Amber"s agent over’ ~n Germany and real~y really knows h~s 

soccer, He was a profess~ona~ player h~mself, He works with al~ our military families and has extensive connections throughout Europe. He may be I~mith~g this to 

the first 20 coaches --- so I wanted to get it out to you first --- I’~ wa~t tN the end of the week to send ~t out to other coaches from Region one, ACC, etc, The girls w~l] 

be "vetted~ prior to the showcase, 

www.prosocshowcase.com 

Seb ast’a q. Kotst~gt osocacade[[ly.coE[t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 2:09 PM 

Chris Stott <chris.stot@uksport.gov.uk> 

ILE: UK Sport - Elite Programme 

sure 

From: Chris Stott [mailto:chds.stott@uksport.gov.uk] 
Sent: Monday, 4:57 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

@msn.com; Ducar, Chris;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~         @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: RE: UK Sport - Elite Programme 

Yes sur~-_~ that would be greaL, i[ not Skype then we can always catch up over the teleph.:_~ne, 

Chris 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edul 
Sent: 20:1S 
To: Chris Stott 
Co:        @rash.corn; Ducar, Chris;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros         @qmail.com)~ Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: UK Spo~ - Elite Programme 

~ am sure one of my staff can set me up...~ No tk~e now, how about I~ter ~n the summer? 

F~ Chris Sto~ [mailto:chris.sto~@uksport.gov.uk] 
Se~t~ Thursday, 6:23 AH 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
$~bject~ RE: UK SpoR - Elite Programme 

Great, thanks for the qu~ck response. Do you have Skype tha~ we can tafk over? 

Chris 

F~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mailto:anson@emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent: 19:35 
To= Chris S~ 
Subject= Re: UK Spo~ - Elite Programme 

I would be interested. Coincidenmlly, I was just in St George’s Park lecturing on The Talent Code by Daniel Coyle. Yes, all oftNs s~ff f~cinates 

Sent.f!’om my V~Hzon tFire[e,~s 4G L2E 

Chris Stott <chris.stott(tbuksport.gov.uk> wrote: 

Dear Mr Dorrance, 

My name is Chris Stott, Elite Programme Coordinator at UK Sport, I was hoping to talk to you about a coach development programme I organise and discussing with 

you a potential way in which you could be involved in some manner? I have read about your background and your achievements and it is people like yourself we 

are really interested in talking to. 

The programme is called the Elite Programme, designed for the best coaches in British sport, with the supporting resource and bold aim to develop these world 

class coaches to world leading, pushing the boundaries of their coaching and their sport. 

The coaches accepted onto the programme are an exclusive group, they are distinguished by performance and sustained success across many Olympic and 

Paralympic cycles. The programme will provide them with unparalleled access to innovative experiences, world leading speakers and deliverers as well as 

individualised support for each coach over the three year programme. 

The aim of this event is to allow this exclusive group of world class coaches to meet with those who have another perspective on innovative and sustainable 

success, someone such as yourself, who is a leader in his field and constantly innovating. 

We are always looking to work with and hear from world class experts in their field, on their insights on operating at the top level to inform and direct what is 

discussed by the coaches on the programme, which is why we are so passionate about hearing from you. 

We have upcoming workshops on strategic planning, creativity and also communication as well as the similarities and differences in coaching men and women, any 

of which I really feel could be enhanced following discussions with you on how you go about your work under those topics and I hope you would enjoy being a part 

of this exciting and world leading programme. 

I understand you are an extremely busy person, but would you be available at any point to discuss any potential way we can work together? These discussions 

would not be publicised, would be worked around your commitments and diary and we would of course be willing to negotiate a fee for your time if necessary. 

I look forward to hearing from you and hope we can come to some arrangement. 

Best regards, 

Chris 

Chris Stott 

Elite Programme Coordinator 

U K Sport 

40 Bernard Street, London, WCIN 1ST 

Desk: +44 (0) 20 7211 5123 

Mob: 

Fax: +44 (0) 20 72115248 

www.uksport.gov.uk 

Worki~ in Partnership ~o Lead Spor~ in the UK ~o World-Clas~ Success 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)’CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday,             3:14 PM 

~live.unc.edtr> 

1~;: David Lo~nba~rdo’s otYice number 

Fie just cal~ed me. Ht is going ’1.o ~obby ._. BUT he said he has no idea if they will let him have any sway[! Stiff, good luck!![ 

Sent: Monday, 1:33 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Re: David Lombardo’s office number 

~uch appreciated Anson. Your DA ~ANH 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:32 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

t just m~de the call ~md sang your praises, (~ood h~ck, my fr~end~ 

Sent: Sundav, 9:t7 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= David Lombardo’s office number 

A~son~ 
This is David Lombardo’s office number with the university. Thanks again for all the helpH 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 3:21 PM 

Pierce, Kris <kpierce@theacc.org> 

Larry Gallo (athgaJlo@uncaa.unc.edu); Clint Gwaltney (cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu) (cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu); Michael Perkins 

(mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu) 

,~)msn.com; duc~x@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros t @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: LINC at FSU Women’s Soccer - ESPNU 

OK., I hop,-:~ my budget g,-:d:s a nice spil~e th,-:m., that ~.; has to go somewhere, maybe Sylvia Hatchel or Larry Fedora have a~ready negotiated H: ~nto theh contracts. 

F~m= Pierce, Kris [mailto:kpierce@theacc.org] 
Sent: Monday,            1:37 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N; Ducat, Chris; bill palladino; Jason Sisneros; Sander, Thomas 3; Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
Subject= RE: UNC at FSU Women’s Soccer - ESPNU 

~ understand the challenges. By contract, UNC will be responsible for the change h~ trave~ p~ans. Part of the substantial ~ncre~se ~n rights fee from ESPN to ~1~ 

member s(:hoo~s was in exchange for ~?SPN being aMe to dk:tate times and dates for a~ sports, 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent= Tuesday,            ~2:~5 PN 
Te= Pierce, Kris; Ducar, Chris; bill palladino; Jason Sisneros; TON SANDER; Larry Gallo (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject= Re: UNC at FSU Women’s Soccer - ESPNU 

Flying in and out of TalMmssee is a mghtma~e and expensive. Who Nys for tNs, ESPN or the ACC? No.ally we would just loop from Tallahas~e m Mia~fi but 

pulling tNs back one day I tlfink forces us to fly Nck to chaN1 Nil that eve~fing ~er the game or we will end up missin~ ~o much class. Check a]~d see if Swo~b~d (or 

whoever negotiated tNs clause) will write us a personal check. 

Sem.f!~om my V~rizou ~2rel~’s 4(} L)’7: I)R()ZD 

Kfis Pierce <kpierce(~)theacc.or~> wrote: 

Mark and Anson - 

ESPN is requesting a date change of your match from Thursday, ~o Wednesday, for television. The match would be televised on 

ESPNU. 

As with all TV selections, ESPN does have the ability to change game dates and times. I realize that this may cause North Carolina to change travel plans, and 

Florida State to change facility plans. It is our contractual duty to make every effort to make these changes to make this game available for ESPN. With that being 

said, if you run into extreme circumstances, please let me know. 

We look forward to highlighting this match on our national platform. 

Thanks in advance for your assistance! 

Kris 

Kris W, Pierce 
Associate Commissioner, Championships and Olympic Sports 
4512 Weybridge Lane, Greensboro, N.C. 274.07 

(0) 336.369.4652 (M) (F) 336.369. ~203 

ii’~’iI ACC 2012 EmailSignature 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 3:30 PM 

Dmght A <dmghta@ospraie.com> 

@~nsn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( 

,~@live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); ~!live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu); 

~g~nail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@emafil.unc.edu>; 

~gmail.com); 

@gmail.com; ~gtnail.com); 

@live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); nicole fava (nfava@tmcaa.tmc.edu); 
@uga.edu); @ahoo.com); ~icloud.com); 

Gaol.corn); @aol.com); ~live.unc.edu); 

~comcast.net); ~(}yahoo.com); @ea~Nink.net); 
@gmail.com); @mindspring.com); ~yahoo.com); 

~live.unc.edu); ~)gmail.c0m; ~rocketmaAl.com; @gmaAl .com; @live.~mc.edu; 
~yahoo.com; ~ymail.com; " @live.unc.edu; @email.~mc.edu; @gmaAl.com; 

@comcast.net; @gmail.com; ~email.unc.edu; ~ema~l .unc.edu; @hotmail.com; 

~live.unc.edu; ~,@live.unc.edu; ~gmail.com; ~gmail.com; a!aol.com; 
~g~nail.com; ~hotma~l.com; ~!yahoo.com; @gma~l.com 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu> 

RE: Just to help you m-o out... 

Dwight, 
Flot~estf¥, this is good. I am copyit~g rny team[ 

From: Dwight Anderson [mailto:dwight.anderson@ospraie.com] On Behalf Of Dwight A 
Sent: Monday,            2:47 PM 
To: ’akrikorian@usawaterpolo.org’; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 3ust to help you two out,.. 

i~i htt ps://s ph otos-b.xx.fbodn, net/h photos- 
prnl/1012741 10151611687221598 997461840 n.png 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 3:31 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

nicole fava (nfava,~)uncaa.unc.edu) 

I~¢: New Severe Weather Policy and Guidelines 

Severe ~Veather Policy and Guidelines.docx; Severe Weather Policy Checklist.docx; Facility Specific Metrics.docx 

From-" Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent; Monday, 3:09 PM 
To-" UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches 
Co-" UNCAA_SportsMed; UNCAA-E×eStaff; UNCAA-Senior Staff; UNCAA-Operations 
Subject: New Severe Weather Policy and Guidelines 

To: UNC Ilead Coaches 

From: Lawrence R. Cunningham 

Date: 

RE: New Severe Weather Policy and Guidelines 
Coaches: 

Attached please find our new- Department of Athletics Severe Weather Policy and facility-specific guidelines, which a~:e intended to promote safety when lightning is 

present and during tornado wa33fings. This document is intended to be a central resource for coaches, Sports Medicine staXI; Game Operations sta£1; and other appropriate 

individuals. 

The Severe Weather Policy itself is contained within pages 8-15 and I ask that you read it at your earliest convenience. I wonld also like to specifically call yonr attention to 

several new provisions: 

1. The Role of Safety Supervisor 
’Ihe role of"Safety Supervisor" has been implemented to ensure someone is always responsible for monitoring severe weather a~d providing direction when a vaxsity team 

is conducting a team-related athletic activity. Safety Supervisors have the ultimate authority to make weather-related decisions during varsity practice and other non- 

competition team-related athletic activities. ’Ihe individual assuming the role of Safe~ Supervisor will also be responsible for communicating with the appropriate paxties 

who make weafl~er-related determinations at intercollegiate competitions. 

2. Who is the Safety Supervisor? 
Typically, the Safety Supervisor will be a Game Operations staffmember or Sports Medicine representative. When a Ga~ne Operations staff’member or Sports Medicine 

representative is not present in their formal capacity amd assuming the role of Safety Supervisor, a desiguated member of the coaching staYf will assume the responsibility 

of SaJ:ety Supervisor. 

3. 15 Miles, 10 Miles, 8 Miles 
.~m alert will be sent to Safety Superviso~ when lightning is a~ticipated to come within 15 miles of Kenan Stadium Subsequent alerts will be sent when lightning is within 

ten tniles and eight miles. 

4. When to Relocate to a Safe Structure 
Pe~,~onnel should relocate from University Lake and Finley Golf Course to a Sale Structure when an alert indicates lighting is projected to come within 15 tniles. During 

intercollegiate competition at Boshamer Stadinm and .~a~derson Softball Complex, players and coaches should cleax fl~e field when lightning is within 10 miles so the tarp 

can be applied in thne to have the Facilities staffand all other Universiry persomM relocate to a Sa~’e Structure by the time lightning is within 8 miles. For all other outdoor 

venues, University persom~el should relocate to a Sa£e Structure when an alert indicates lightning is within 8 miles. All persom~el should also clea~ the pool in Koury 

Natatorimn when lightning has reached a distance of 8 miles. This has’ been ehanged f?om the previous’ metric of’six miles, which was’ the absolute N(2/~d minimum, 

to align us with the more common and safer standard of eight miles. 

5. Safety Supervisors’ Authority 
Safe~ Supervisors have the ultimate authority" to suspend any practice or other non-competition team-related athletic activity if they believe weather poses a threat. _~my 

individual cam remove themselves from a situation at any time it’they feax their safety is threatened. 

In addition to the Severe Weather Policy, please also review- the l:acility-specific guidelines and list ofpri~nary safe structures fbr those venues you utilize. 

Lastly and in accordance with the second item above, please designate one member of each team’s coaching staff who will receive weather-related alerts’ and 

assume the role of Safety Supervisor whenever a Game Operations stc~’member or Sports Medieine representative is not fhl/illing this responsibility. Please 
provide Mario Ciooea (Cioc’ea({~)en!ail.une:ed~) with this designated individual’s name and eell phone number so that we may register them with Aceuweather to 

receive alerts. They will also need to secure access to appropriate Safe Structures (via possession of keys and/or access codes’) and register their phone with 

Alert Carolina. 

If you ever have any questions or weather-related issues, please let Paul Pogge know- as quickly as possible. ’lhank you for your assistance with these important safety 

protocols. We ~eatly appreciate your support. 

Sincerely, 

Lawrence R. Cu~mingham 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jnne 24, 2013 3:33 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.e&~>; Pierce, Kris <kpierce@heacc.org> 

Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaJtney@unc.edu>; Perkins, Michael <mperldns@unc.edu>; BaJlen, Maxtina K <mballen,~)unc.edu> 

RE: UNC at FSU Women’s Soccer - ESPNU 

Thank you Larry!!! 

from: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 3:32 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Pierce, Kris 
¢c-" Gwaltney, Clint; Perkins, Michael; Ballen, Martina K 
Subject; RE: UNC at FSU Women’s Soccer - ESPNU 
±AA’ISOn: 

This is one of those that, unfor~tunately, is what it is! 

We are going to have to maJ~e it work~ and by way of copying Mike Perkins and Maxtina Ballen, I a~n alerting thetn of the adjustment needed to your budget, or 

understanding why you will possibly need more money in your travel budget due to an additional tlight. If it is best to return to campus aXter the FSU game on Wednesday 

bet’ore you depart t’or the Mimni game on Sunday, you need to do it. If you can get Ma~tina/Mike the additional travel costs, that would be ~eat. 

Thaa~s, and let’s maJ~e sure we do what is best for our students given this schedule change ~--drive on! 

Take care, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Monday, June 24-, 2013 3:21 PM 

To-" Pierce, Kris 
~c: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Gwaltney, Clint; Perkins, Michael 
Subject-" RE: UNC at FSU Women’s Soccer - ESPNU 

OF, ... I hope my bucJget gets a nice spike then ... t~at ~ ha~ to go ~omewhere, maybe ~ylvia Hatchel or Larry Fedora have already ~egotiated it i~to their cow, tracts. 

From: Pierce, Kris [mailto:kpierce@theacc.org] 
Sent-" Monday, June 24, 2013 1:37 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducal Chris; bill palladino; Jason Sisneros; Sander, Thomas J; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject; RE: UNC at FSU Women’s Soccer - ESPNU 

I understand the challenges. 13y contract, UNC will be responsible fo~ ~he change in travel plans. Par~ el: ~he substantial increase in rights fee from ESI,’N to all 

member ~chools was i~ exchange For ~S~N being able to dictate times and dates for all sport~. 

From-" Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 11, 2013 12:15 PM 
To; Pierce, Kris; Ducar, Chris; bill palladino; Jason Sisneros; TOM SANDER; Larry Gallo (,_a__t_!N_a_!_Lo__,c~__u__n___c__a__a__N__LLC_=_e_._c_!_u_.) 
Subject; Re: UNC at FSU Women’s Soccer - ESPNU 

Flying in and out or" Tallahassee is a nightmare and e×pensive~ Who pays t’or this, ESPN or the ACC? Nornm|]y we would inset loop t’rom Ta|]ahassee to Miami bat 

pulling this back one day I think £orces us to fly back to chapel hill that evening after the ~ame or we will end up missin~ too much class. Check and see it" Swofford (or 

whoever negotiated tN s clause) will write us a persona] check. 

5,’emj~’om rny l~:rizo~ I~Vireles.,~’ 4(~ LTE 

Kris Pierce <kpierce(a2theacc.o~:a_ > wrote: 

Mark and Anson - 
th ESPN is requesting a date change of your match from Thursday, September 19th to Wednesday, September 18 for television. The match would be televised on 

ESPNU. 

As with all TV selections, ESPN does have the ability to change game dates and times. I realize that this may cause North Carolina to change travel plans, and 

Florida State to change facility plans. It is our contractual duty to make every effort to make these changes to make this game available for ESPN. With that being 

said, if you run into extreme circumstances, please let me know. 

We look forward to highlighting this match on our national platform. 

Thanks in advance for your assistance! 

Kris 

Kris W, Pierce 
Associate Commissioner, Championships and Olympic Sports 
4512 Weybridge Lane, Greensboro, N.C. 27407 

(0) 336.369.4652 (M) (F) 336.369.1203 

ii.~.iI ACC 2012 EmailSignature 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, June 24, 2013 4:53 PM 

Peterson, Nathan B <NBPeters@unch.unc.edu:~ 

Cunningha~, Bubba ~cbubbac@etnail.unc.edu>; Larry. Gallo (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Clint GwaJtney (cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu) 

(cgwaJtney@uncaa.unc.edu) 

RE: new front page sto~7! 

I am a proud son of the University of North Carolina1!! I would do anything for my players, my program, my athletic department and my school!!~ 

F~m= Pearson, Nathan [mailto:NBPeters@unch.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, June 24, 2013 4:21 PM 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= N: new front page 
~’h~s ~s great~ lh~mks Anson~ 

Best, 

N~te 

S u~l,:, 414 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Monday, 5:06 PM 

~gmail.com); 

~gmail .corn); 
" ~,~-gmail .com); 

@live.unc.edt~-; 
,~!acpub.duke.edu; 

ducar(~!uncaa.unc.edu; 

@livea~nc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu~; 

~live.unc.edu); 

@uga.edu); 

@aol.com); 

~)comcas~.net); 

~gmail.com); 

@gmail.com); 

,~gmail.com; 1 ~gmail.com); 

@bogaertconstruction.com); @tdesignsource.com; 

@comcast.net); ,~!gree~Nosp.org); 

~hot~nail.com); 
@aol.com; Jason Sisneros I         ~g~nsil.com); pac~nan,~uncaa.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu);                        ~email.unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu);                          ?~gmail.com); 

~live.unc.edu);              ~gmail.com; 

@live.unc.edu); ~ficole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu); 
,~yahoo.com); ~icloud.com)~ 

@aol.com); ~live.tmc.edu); 

@yahoo.com); ~ea~Nink.net); 

" @mindspring.com); ~yahoo.com); 

@live,unc.edu); @gmail.com; ~)rocketm~l.com; ~!gm~l.com; ~live.unc.edu; 

~yahoo.com; (@ymail.com; @live.unc.edu; ~z~email.unc.edu; 

@comcast.net; ~g~nail.com; ~email.unc.edu; ~)em~fil.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; ~gmail.com; @gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; @hotmail.com; @yahoo.com; @gm~l.com 

I am always proud when we give back to our commune’. ! ! And I loved you guys honoring 

@gmail.com; 

@msn.com; 

@gmail.com); 

~!gmail.com; 

~hotmaiLcom; 

@aol,com; 

Ladies, 

Thanks to morn and the generosity of look at this: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, June 24, 2013 5:09 PM 

PMa’d schak@arpinintl.com 

I~E: Camps coming up 

Check it out; www.ncgsc.com July 4ti~ i~o camp!! 

From: PMatischak@arpinintl.com [mailto:PMatischak@arpinintl.com] 

Sent; Monday, June 24, 2013 4:48 PM 

To-" Porter, Grant; Dorrance, Albert A TV 
$,,bject; Camps coming up 

Hello Gentlemen, 

Could you please let me know where and when your next camps are taking place? 

I am looking to use Hooker Fields with my kids this weekend and 4th of July. 

Please let me know when you have a moment. 

German Peter 

Peter Matischak 
Quality Assurance Manager 
Arpin Group, ~nc. 

100 Bel Arbor Lane, Carrboro, NC 27510 

T. 1-919-969-1651 

C. 

E. pmatischak@arpi n! nt!.com 

www.arpinintl.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, Jnne 25, 2013 8:53 AM 

Woody Dnrh~m < @gmail.com> 

Re: Congrats 

Woody. thank you! You are always very ldnd! 

Se~t.f!oom ~, Verizon IVireiess 4(5 L)"k DROLL) 

Woody Dnrham < @gmail co n> wrote: 

And?n, 
I apologize Ii~r my delay in getting this message to you, but I wanted to congratalate you and your team tbr helping our women win the Capital Cup as the natioffs best 

progrmn. 
Stanford roll cert~finly capture another Directors’ Cup, but the Tar Heel women overcmne the Cardinal by more than 10 points, and topped Duke, the ACC runner-up, 

bye5. 
Of course, your 2012 squad pulled off a drmnatic mn to yet another national chmnpionship. That lifle and the first e~med by Jenny Levy’ in wo~nen’s lacrosse will 

forever be the highligNs of lafft year. 

Hope you are having a summer to enjoy-. 

Woody Durham 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 2:19 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Re: Honda Award wifl~ 

"Ducar, Chris" ~dncaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi everyone. Just wanted to let you know that the girls represented the Tar Heels very well at the award ceremony last night. Out of the 12 finalists, The University 

of North Carolina was the only school with    student athletes up for the top award. 

The event was very well run and classy and I know we should have a few more for next year’s event! 

Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 2:37 PM 

Dawn Scott <DScot’~:ussoccer.org>; Ducar, Clms <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino < @aol.com>; Ja~m Sisneros 
@gmail.com>; SaJ~der, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Gatz, Gregory <ggg@unc.edu-~ 

Re: 

Dawn, thank you for your positive reply. What can we do for her heart rate from our end? And I would enjoy meeting you at the convention. 

Se~t.~°om my VeHzon Wireless 4G L2’E 

Dawn Scott <DScot~ussoccer.org> wrote: 

Hi Anson 

Thank you f.:_~r ¥ot~r email. Sorry it has taken me this k?ng ~:o reply, again dhd real~y wel~ this h~;t camp, and was frilly deserving o~ her s~:artk~g spot ~n the second 

game v Korea. 

Her          was a ~ot h~gher than other players in practice, but she is obviously at a different stage of her season than the rest of the WNT. She ~s one of the few 

athletes who ~s fastipowerfu~ ~nd a~so h~s ~ good ~evel of aerobic fitness, so for a fin back that is good. ~ have spoken to her a I~tfle a bit aboL~t her habits off the 

fie~d~ She said that nutr~tiona~lV she doesn’t eat/recover well, so ~ h~ve sent her a food d~ary to complete for 7 days and then I will g~ve her some feedback on th~L 

[ would also ~ke to get her a which she can {~se for her trainh~g now and when she ~s back w~th you, ~ust to he~p monitor her trakfing to maximize 

the tkneiout:~mt 

Will you be at the NSCA~ convention in Orlando? ff yo~ are it would be good to arrsnge to meet there? Hease let me know, 

Thanks again Anson, Speak soon 

Daw~3 

From= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 6:32 AN 
To= Dawn Sco~ 
Subject; Re: 

Daw& obviously wc are tbillcd h&s [~cn given tNs tremendous oppo~ni~- to t~a~n and play with the £u]l team. Wc do not micro ~anagc ou~ college players in 

the summc~. Wc gNc them a ~ai~i~ pmg~m that wc wa~t them to u~ ~ a guide ~ ~sist them in o~ga~zing thci~ summc~ to the [~s¢ dcYclopmcnt effect. Wc 

undc[s~nd human nacre, so wc a~c nc~cr sure which players are doing ou[ ~ah~ng p~gram in its cntireW and wNch playc[s shaYc and edit tAc prog~ to their own 

likes ~d dislikes. O[wiously, come prescason wc ha~c a~ idea who got the work done and who didn’t. Playing on the £ul] team is        dream. What can wc do to 

help her thlfill her responsibilities lbr you a~d Tom? What would you guys like her doing? ~d of cour~ we woMd always be interested in knowing what you guys are 

doing, tbr fl~e selfish interest of us s~teaJing these ideas and implementing them ourselves. I also look tb~vaxd m meeting you. My ~st to Tom, and congratulations on 

that superb victory over a veD’ good Canada reran. 

Sen@’om my I~:ri:o~ l~reles,~’ zig LTE DRO/D 

Dawn Scott <[__)_~_.c_£.t_t_::~i._u_._sAg.c__c_’..e__~::R_~:&> wrote: 

Hi Anson 

I hope you are well. I have never formally met you, but I have obviously heard a lot about you and it would be great to meet up some time. 

I just wanted to touch base with regards             She has been an important player for the US WNT for the past few games, and I am assuming will continue to 

be involved. So I would really like to work with you in ensuring we don’t do too much with       to have any adverse effect on her performance and 

development. If you do require any information from me with regards what we do with the WNT then please let me know and I can get that to you. Are you able to 

let me know what training she is doing this week, or am I best to ask herself? 

Please let me know your thoughts. Best wishes 

Dawn 

::~:: DawnScottSignature 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, June 25, 2013 11:02 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducay@unc.edu>; bill paJladino @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: REMINDER: Last Work Study Program Workshop 

Do we want a couple? 

Senf.~"om my Verizor~ IFireie,~s 4G L)"E DROLL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: REMINDER: J,ast Work Study Program Workshop 

From: "Dalgleish, Joyce L" ~oyced@unc.edu-~ 

To: "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton@unc.edu>,"Cunninghaan, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>,"Ga2llo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu>,"Creech, Karlton W" 

<kcreech@unc.edu>,"Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu>,"Vangelder, Ma~ielle A" <rnvm~geld@email.unc.edu>,"Steinbache~; Rick" <rick@unc.edu>,"BeaJe, Michael" 

<tnichaelbeale@unc.edu>,"Griggs, KatJay" <kgriggs@unc.edu>,"Ba2ller~ Marina K" <mbaJlen@unc.edt~%"Perkins, Michael" <mperkins@unc.edu>,"Bunting, Mike" 

<tnbunting@unc.edu>,"Robinsor~ Kevin T" <krob(c))unc.edu:,,"Gales, Bobby H." <bgaJes@unc.edt~%"Wilkinson, Michael H" <mhwgolt~(c))unc.edu>,"Clements, 

Brittany Renn" <bgrenn@unc.edu;,,"FoMer. Ross" <rfoMer@unc.edu>,"Miller, Steven L" <smiler21@email.unc.edu>,"Crowder, Kenneth C" 

<c~owderl@email.unc.edu~,"Sabo, Tim" <tsabo@email.unc.edu>,"Gwaltne~; Clint" <cgwaltney@unc.edu>,"Culler, Ellen B" <eculle@nnc.edu~."Brunner, John F" 

<John Brunne@unc.edu>,"Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu~%"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.nnc.edu%"Lane, Cricket" <cricke@unc.edu>,"Snyder, 

Lee" <leesnyder@nnc.edu~%"Best, Kevin S." <kbest@unc.edu>,"CleaD~, Kenneth Eugene" <kclea~@unc.edu%"Bitting, Angelyn S" <abitting@unc.edu>,"Livers, 

Tom" <livers@unc.edu>,"Morelli, David Dominic" <dmorelli@email.unc.edu-~,"Holliday, Corey L" <cholliday@unc.edtr~,"Luke, Clmstopher Joseph" 

<cluke@email.unc.edu>,"Chase, Kaye Watts" <chasek@unc.edu>,"Arendas, Dave" <arendas@unc.edw~,"Holt, Joan M" <jhol@nnc.edw~,"Hams, Stacey Elaine" 

<sharris@nnc.edu>,[INCAA-Asst Head Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu>,IINCAA-F~xeStaff<uncaa exesCaff@groups.unc.edu>,[INCAA- 

tlead Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edtr~,UNCAA-Strengfl~ and Conditioning <uncaa stren~handcond@groups.unc.edtr~,UNCAA-Women’s 

BasketbaJl <uncaa womensbasketball@groups.unc.edu> 

CC: "Hmris, Tracy U" <tharris@email.unc.edu:,,"Dutton, Kathy B." <Kathy Dutton@unc.edu> 

Just a reminder for those of you interested in utilizing work study students this year. In order to be eligible, you must attend one of the workshops as noted in the 

previous message. The last workshop is TH U RSDAY, JU NE 27th, from 200 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. in Hanes Art Center (Room 121). If you are interested in hiring work-study 

students but are unable to attend, please contact Tracy Harris at 919-962-7852 to discuss. ALSO, if you attend the session, or attended the May session, please let 

Tracy know so that we can keep track of our areas who have attended and who will be hiring work-study students since the actual 

Payroll process is the responsibility of our office. 

Thanks, 

Joyce & Tracy 

As we approach the beginning of a new fiscal year, and as we review budgets and contemplate how we can make use of resources that can help us get our work 

accomplished and be mindful of the economic conditions at the same time, I want to share the Work-Study program with each of our areas. Many of you are 

already utilizing this great resource, and I wanted to be sure that all of our administrators and supervisors are aware of this opportunity. 

The Work Study program exits to provide students financial aid packages that may include work opportunities throughout the University. The program is 

Funded with federal funds, so has minimal to no cost to departments. Some of our areas have been fortunate to find students who begin work for them during 

their freshmen year, and continue until they graduate. It is a great, win-win situation! 

In order to participate in this program, you must attend a workshop to be eligible. There are only two opportunities to participate, and those dates are as folio\ 

Tuesday, May 22n d from 10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a 
th Thursday, June 27 from 2:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. 

Both sessions are in Room 121, Hanes Art Center 

It is not necessary to RSVP, but you must attend one of these sessions in order to eligible to participate in the Fall. We do ask if you decide that you wish to 

participate in this program, please notify Tracy Harris so that we are aware of potential work study opportunities in our department, and also so we can 

Make preparations for the payrolling process in our department for this student employees. 

If you are interested but have questions, please contact me, Tracy Harris or Kathy Dutton for further encouragement!!! 

Thanks to all of you for the great work you do, and for being such great ambassadors of our programs, the Department of Athletics, 

And The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill!!! 

Have a great Tar Heel week-end!! 

Joyce 

Joyce L. Dalgleish 

Director-HR Services 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

CB #8500 

P. O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-7850 

Fax: 919-843-7003 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 12:40 PM 

Posipanko, Richard John <posipanko@mnthmp.edu> 

Re: Breast Cancer Event 

Rich, thank you for this opportunity. Utffortunately, I will not be able to commit. 
active in many charilies, let me see if some can commit this far in adw~ace. 

Our players me 

P( s~panko, R~chavd John <posipanko@winthmp.edu> wrote: 

Ansoi~, 
I am peant of a group here in Rock Hill worldng on "Kicldng It Challenge" for Breast Cancer. I am helping on the soccer toumaanent end of this event. It is plmmed for 
May 9-11, 2014 and will be held at the Manchester Meadows Soccer Complex in Rock Hill, SC. There is a galaz’anction/live entertainment scheduled for Friday 
evening MW 9. 
I would like to ask for your help with this event. Would you be available to make an appearance on Saturday evening MW 10 to do a short presentation, do some 
photo opps and sign some autographs? It would mainly be for all players and parents involved in the tournament. If you are not available, would you be able to put me 
in touch with one ofyonr former players or perhaps current players that are somewhat in the area? We wonld certainly appreciate any help you can provide. Hope all is 
well with you. All the best on the npcoming season. 
Thanks, 
Rich 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 12:45 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: Fa2ll Semester Early Move-in 

"Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank 

-Tom 

From: Dorrance, Alber~ A 131 
Sent: Tuesday, :ti:03 PM 
T~: Sander, Thomas 
Subject: Fwd: Fall Semester Early Move-in 

5,’enzj~’om my l~:rizo~ I~Vireles,,~’ 4(~ LTE DRO[D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Fall Setnester Early Move-in 

From: Miller Beth <betlm~iller@unc edu> ,___,__,______._.___,___, ......... 

To: "Sagula, Joseph A" <is~ula~f~uuc.edu>,"Shelton, Karen C" <kcs.~c))uuc.edu%"Meaders, HMis James" <meaders(~unc:edu%"Dorrance, Albert A IV" 

<m~son~f~email.unc.edu>,"Somoano, Carlos M" <csomoano(?~uuc.edu> 

CC: "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <ath~a]lo,@xmc~edu> 

Coaches, 

The residence hall early move-in date for student-athletes who are required to be here for pre-season practice is If you wish for your team 

members to move into their residence hall on please send me their names, PID # and dorm assignment. I will need to forward these to the housin~ 

office as soon as possible. 

Thank you, 

~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu-- 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 1:00 PM 

Posipmako, Richard John <posipanko@mnthmp.edu> 

Re: Breast Cancer Event 

"Posipm~ko, Richard John" <posipankor@winthmp.edu> wrote: 

Anson, 

Hope all works out for both of you. Keep me posted. Thanks. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email,unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 26, 20:t3 12:40 PM 
To-" Posipanko, Richard John 
Subject-" Re: Breast Cancer Event 

Rich, thank you for this opportunity. Unfol~nately, I will not be able to commit. 

active in maW charilies, let me see if some can commit this far in advance. 

Sem.f!~om my Verizo,~ Wireless 4G LTt: ])ROID 

Our players me 

"Posipm~ko, Richard John" <posipankor@winthmp.edu> wrote: 

Anson~ 

I am pa~ of a group here in Rock Hill working on [;Kicking It Challenge I~ for Breast Cancer. I am helping on the soccer tournament end of this event. It is planned tbr 
z May 9-11, 2014 and will be held at the Manchester Meadows Soccer Complex in Rock Hill, SC. There is a gala auclio,v’live entertaimnent scheduled for Frida5 

evening May 9. 

I would like to ask for your help with this event. Would you be available to make an appearance on Saturday evening May 10 to do a short presentation, do some 

photo opps and sign some autographs? It would mainly be for all players and parents involved in the tournament. If you are not available, would you be able to put me 

in touch with one of your former players or perhaps current players that are somewhat in the area? We would certainly appreciate any help you can provide. Hope all is 

well with you. All the best on the upcoming season. 

Thanks, 

Rich 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 6:37 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun’(~:unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <duca~@~mc.edtr>; bill paJladino < ~aol.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: and Orientation 

Tony, she is on a fifll! 

Se*~t.f!"om my Verizor~ tI~ireIe,~s 4(5 L2’E LL~tOIL) 

"Yount, Tow" <ton>yotm@unc.edu> wrote: 

Gentlemen, 

Today’s updated student athlete list for smnmer orientation shoxvs that 
She must attend orientation in order to register for fall classes. I emailed 
been paid. (That’s why             was dropped.) 

called her parents and her Dad just called me. I asked him if was on full scholarship. He said yes. 

If that is true, then xve should be paying her orientation fee. If it isn’t tree, then       will need to register again, and pay the fee. I think from 
that they thought that paying for sunmxer school for       might have covered orientation as well. 

At any rate, she needs to get registered. Can one of you let me know- if she is on a full scholarship so that I can advise her, and the dad, xvhat to do’? 

Thanks 

Tony 

is no longer registered for          (as she was previously) and is CUl~ently not registered at all. 
who responded that she hadn’t changed anything. The most likely scenario is that the orientation bill hasn’t 

eruail that there was sorue confusion in 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 6:43 PM 

Lensing, George <lensing@em~Jl.unc.edu>; mia hamm < ~aol.com> 

Re: Mia 

George, I roll copy her on this!! 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ IFire[e,~s 4G L)"E DROLL) 

"Lensing, George" <lensing@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Anson, 

The Fleece Reunion Planning CommiRee just met, and they are necessarily ge~ng concerned about the keynote speaker for Friday evening, April 1]~]~ 

minutes on the topic of excellence as the speaker has interpreted it in her life. They really want Mia to do this, as you and I do. In any case, they say that if we’ve 

heard nothing by July 10, we will proceed to another choice. Could you please just convey this information one more time to Mia? The co-chairs of the committee 

and I would be willing to chat with her via conference call if she has questions or concerns. We’ll do everything in our power to make the occasion as easy as 

possible for her, including omitting questions at the end, etc. Anyway, if it’s okay with you, let’s give this one more attempt, thanks to your good will and good 

efforts. (I know you’ve been trying to reach her the last few days.) 

George 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV 
(ANSON)> 

Wednesday,             7:38 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Re: and Orientation 

Very good!! 

Se~t.!?om my }~erizor~ ~’ire/es’x 4(2, LTE DROtD 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Anson that will make it easier to fix 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:36 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, she is on a full! 

S~t from my ~rizon ~/irelexs 4(~ L]~E DROID 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

Gentlemen, 

Today’s updated student athlete list for summer orientation shows that.               is no longer registered for 
(as she was previously) and is currently not registered at all. She must attend orientation in order to register 

for fall classes. I emailed ~      who responded that she hadn’t changed anything. The most likely scenario is that the 
orientation bill hasn’t been paid. (That’s why             was dropped.) 

called her parents and her Dad just called me. I asked him if was on full scholarship. He said yes. 

If that is true, then we should be paying her orientation fee. If it isn’t true, then       will need to register again, and 
pay the fee. I think from        email that there was some confusion in that they thought that paying for summer 
school for       might have covered orientation as well. 

At any rate, she needs to get registered. Can one of you let me know if she is on a full scholarship so that I can advise 
her, and the dad, what to do? 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ,~O LFNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A 3ORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 2:06 PM 

Max-M < ~aol.com> 

Re: Mia 

Great Mia!! Any excuse for us to see you!!’. BTW, I loved the Alex Morgan piece in Sports Illustrated. You have to read it. She is so classy (like you) and appreciates 

you a~ad the time you spent with her. I love the fact that the two mos~t important players playing for the US right now (Abby+Alex) credit you for mentoring/inspiring 

them. 

MaBel < ~aol.com> wrote: 

Anson and George, 
Apologies for the delayed response. I would love to speak to tl~e group in April. I have the details of the letter sent at home and will take a look at it again to see if I 

have any questions. 

I appreciate the vote of confidence and the inclusion. 
Lefs stay in touch. 

Sincerely and forever a Tar Heel, 

Ivlia 

Sent fl-om my iPhone 

On Jun 26, 2013, at 5:42 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anstm(tbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

George, I roll cow her on this’.! 

S~".u~,t~’om ~r~v ~ "erizort fV~rel~,ss 4G L TA’ DROID 

"Lensing, George" <lensing@emailxmc.edu> wrote: 

Anson, 
The Fleece Reunion Planning Committee just met, and they are necessarily ge~ng concerned about the keynote speaker for Friday evening, 

April 11, 20-30 minutes on the topic of excellence as the speaker has interpreted it in her life. They really want Mia to do this, as you and I do. In any 

case, they say that if we’ve heard nothing by July ~0, we will proceed to another choice. Could you please just convey this information one more time 

to Mia? The co-chairs of the committee and I would be willing to chat with her via conference call if she has questions or concerns. We’ll do 

everything in our power to make the occasion as easy as possible for her, including omitting questions at the end, etc. Anyway, if it’s okay with you, 

let’s give this one more attempt, thanks to your good will and good efforts. (I know you’ve been trying to reach her the last few days.) 

George 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 2:17 PM 

Donald Kirkendall < ~yahoo.com> 

Re: The Numbers Game Review 

Thanks Don! 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tI~ire[e,~s 4G L)"E 

Donald Kirkendall < ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

New book was iust published in the UK by the guys behind SoccerQuantified.com. Too bad it’s not yet available in the US. Here is a review by the author of 

Soccernomics, Simon Kuper. Thought you might be interested in it when it is finally ~vailable here. 

Don 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance0 Albert A IV </O=kFNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday,             2:19 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~yom~i@unc.edt~ 

Re: 

"Younk Tony" <ton~youn@unc.edu:~ wrote: 

You are properly registered for Session                 . The problera was a _typo on your PID nurnber which caused you name to showy up on the list of students who ~vere not registered. 

Sor~ for the alarm y~terday, but it is all resolved now and you are good to go. You don’t need to do anything. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 2:22 PM 

Bret Pedigo <Bret@mortgagechoiceinc.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu-~ 

Re: A request from a Chathmn ComW women’s soccer coach 

Bret, I will copy Tom on this and see who is available! Good luck! 

Se~t.~°om my VeHzon ~Fireless 4G L2’E 

Bret Pedigo <Bre@mortgagechoiceinc.com> wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, 

I know this email comes from out of the blue and I’m sure you get plenty of these so I apologize in advance. I’m a girls middle school soccer coach in Chatham 

County and I coach a Chatham Soccer League girls travel team. 

I am also a UNC grad (1990) and a big fan of UNC Women’s Soccer. I have tried to use many of the philosophies and drills from your book in my training, especially 

the idea of competing hard against each other in practice. 

The reason for my email is I’ve put together a couple of free evening camps for the best U15 women’s players in Chatham County and I wanted to see if any of your 

players might be enticed (or begged) to come for one or more evenings to be a guest coach. 

The dates are July 9, 10 and 11 (Tuesday through Wednesday) from 6-8 p.m. 

And August 6, 7 and 8 (Tuesday through Wednesday) from 6-8 p.m. 

The camp is in Moncure NC about 15 minutes southeast of Pittsboro. 

Again, I apologize for an email request when we have no history. And thanks for all you and your women do for women’s soccer. 

Sincerely, 

Bret Pedigo 

Bret Pedigo 
St. Loan Officer 
Mortgage Choice Inc. 

NMLS #90872 
Office: 919-655-0330 
Cell: 

Fax: 919-655-0335 
Also find me on Twitter @bdpedigo 
Linkedin: http://www.linkedin.com/pub/bret-pedigo/39/a35/29b/ 

::~:: nmls 

This message (including any attachments) is confidential and may be privileged. If you have received it by mistake please notify the sender by return e-mail and delete this 
message from your system. Any unauthorized use or dissemination of this message in whole or in part is strictly prohibited. 
Please note that e-mails are susceptible to change. Mortgage Choice Inc shall not be liable for the improper or incomplete transmission of the information contained in this 
communication nor for any delay in its receipt or damage to your system. Mortgage Choice Inc. does not guarantee that the integrity of this communication has been 
maintained, nor that the above communication is free of viruses, interceptions or interference. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 2:35 PM 

Tom Piccifillo < @eaN~link.net> 

Re: Cotnpetilive Cauldron ruth Lakers 

Excellent!!’. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ II#re[e,~s 4G L)’~ L)ROIL) 

Tom Piccirillo < ~ea~tNink.net> wrote: 

Anson, 

Here is the chapter of Pat Riley’s book that I told you about. Instead of comparing the players to each other they corapare to a player’s individual history as well as other players in league. 

Tom 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday. June 27, 2013 2:55 PM 

Tern Patraw < ~gmail.com> 

Re: My Book 

Tern, your s~lffis always good!!! I look the-ward to reading it. All the best, my frien!! 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Tern Patraw < @gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

Congrat’s on the Nalional Ch~anpionship! 

I wrote a book on my tenure as Head Soccer Coach at Nevada... that I thought you would find quite interesting. 

http://w~v.amazon.com/dpi0615817793 

Please share it ruth head coaches, assistant coaches, administrators, and staf£ It contains valuable lessons for eve~one in the business. 

Take care and best of luck this fall! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 2:59 PM 

Adam Sayers < @yahoo.corn> 

Donald Kirkendall -~ ~yahoo.com> 

Re: The Numbers Game Review 

Adam Sayers < ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Thmflcs Don. Just pre-ordered on Amazon. I love this quote from the review as it pertains to Allaydyce: 

Probably the leaders in this field in England today aye ArsenaJd s Arsbne Wenger (an economics graduate and gifted mathematician), West Ham’s Sam Allardyce (not a 

gifted mathematician) and Manchester United’s incoming rna~age~; David Moyes. 

From: Donald Kirkendall < ~yahoo.com> 
To: adam sayers < @yahoo.com>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, June 27, 2013 8:42 AM 
Subject: The Numbers Game Review 

New book was just published in the UK by the guys behind SoccerQuantified.com. Too bad it’s not yet available in the US. Here is a review by the author of 

Soccernomics, Simon I<uper. Thought you might be interested in it ~vhen it is finally available here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, June 27, 20~_3 7:34 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino < 

Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros < @gmail.com> 

Re: Final Settlement for The Rammys 

~aol.com>; Sander, 

Bubba, I will have Tom Sander take this to my Leadership Council. Tom? (Tom for some reason I can’t send a Team email out unless I am sitting in front of my computer.) 

Sent.frc, m my V~zrizon Wire!~ss 4G L TE DROID 

"Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@emaikunc.edu> wrote: 

Early, but our best option. 

Let’s book the 14th. Thanks. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Steinbacher>, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, June 26, 20:13 4:55 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc~edu>, "Lane, Cricket" <cricket@unc.edu>, "Cleary, Kenneth Eugene" <kcleary@unc.edu>, "Miller, Beth" 

<bethmiller@unc.edu> "Gallo Jr. Larry A." <athgallo .@__._unc.edu> 

Cc: "Steffen, Mark D." < .m._s_t_ .e__f__f__e_.n__@..e_ ..m_ .a_![_._u_._n_.£:..e_d__u_> 

Subje~: FW: Final Settlement for The Rammys 

Bubba, Cricket, Ken, Beth, Larry--- 

We need to get Memorial Haft booked for Rammys 2014. 

The ideal date is Monday, April 2:].st (one week earlier, before exams, after most competitions) but unfortunately Memorial Hal~ has a~eady been booked for that 

date for some time 

Exams stsrt on Monday, April 28th. (Exams: 4/28, 4,/29, 5/% 5/2, 5/5, 5/6) 

Read~ng Days are Wednesday, April 30~h and Saturday, May 3rd. 

Pot e[~ L is I n o n-.e xa m Da t es t h a t M en~ oria ~ H a I~ ~s a va ~a b~ e a re: 

Monday, Apd~ 1.4 

Tuesday, Apd~ $5 (may#e) 

Friday, Apri~ 25 (maybe) 

Saturday, April 26th 

Sunday, Apri~ 27th 

Wednesday, April 30~h 

ACC Lacroase Tournamenta play through Sunday~ April 27th and I an~ 8uess~8 we w~l~ have a ba~ebal~ same ~:hat day aa we~l. Exams start on Monday, April 28th. 

Based on all d~e above, wh~le certainly not ~deal, I think .~£O.~.~.~[~.~.~.~#~-.makes the rnost sense. What do you al~ th~nk? 

R~ck 

~mm~ Steffen, Mark D. 
Se~t~ Tuesday, ~une 25, 20~3 3:~3 PM 
To= Steinbacher, Rick 
S~ject~ RE: Final Se~lement for The Rammys 

Hi Rick, 

Elope you’re dob~ well. 

Just thousht ~’d check in to see ~f you had any new thoushts about schedul~n8 The Rammys ~n 20:].4. 

All the best, 

Mark 

F~m= Steffen, Mark D. 
Seat= Tuesday, May $4, 2053 $~:53 AM 
To= Steinbacher, Rick; Lane, Cricket 
C¢= Clea~, Kenneth Eugene 
Sabject; RE: Final Se~lement for The Rammys 
No problem. 

Unfortunately April ~s a busy t~me for us. Here are the dates from Apri~ ~4 --. 30 that don’t currently have s confirmed hookahS: 

April ~4 - Open 

April 3.S -We have a [entaBvely booked event. There ~s some chance this couk~ be moved or canceJled, so [h~s ~s a "mavbe" 

Apd~ 18--20 ~s Easter weekend, so we’d really ]~ke to avoid dob~g anythb~g then. 

April 25 --.We have another tentatively booked event. So some chance of doh~g an event then~ but less I~ke~y than Apri~ :].Sth. 

April 26 - Open 

April 27-Open 

April 28 - Nothing booked, but during exams. 

April 29--- Not~b~8 ~ooked, but dudn~ exams. 



Best, 

Mark 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Semt: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 11:41 AM 

To: Steffen, Mark D.; Lane, Cricket 
Co: Cleary, Kenneth Eugene 
Subject: RE: Final Settlement for The Rammys 

Thanks Mark, 

Sorry about a~ the back af~d [orth, but one more ques~:~on. We wHi discuss 4/30/14 and 4/~4/14 as options. So we are prepared for that d~scussion can you ~o ahead 

and 8~ve a I~st of aH DaLes from April ~4~h throuBh April 30th that are possibilities? 

Thanks, 

R~ck 

E~m: Steffen, Mark D. 
Sent: Tuesday, May ~4, 20~3 ~:37 AM 

To: Lane, Cricket; S~inbacher, Rick 
C¢: Clea~, Kenneth Eugene 
Sable�t: RE: Final Se~lement for The Rammys 

UrfforLunate~y Memoda~ Hall ~s unavaHsMe on Monday, April 

The Nail is available on Monday, April 28th. B~t that ~s an exam day acco~d~8 to the ReBistrar’s calendar. Not sure if that would work for you. ~t miBht be somewhat 

difficult for us to Aet staff~ but ~ ca~ look h~to that if you’re ~nterested. 

~ have Wednesday, April 30th as a Read~n~ Day~ Don’t know if that ~s a #etter option for you. 

Monday, Apd~ t4~h is a~so avaHsMe but maybe that is too 

Best 

Mark 

E~m: Lane, Cdcket 
Seat: Tuesday, May ~4, 20~3 ~:~2 AM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 
C¢: C~ea~, Kenneth Eugene; Steffen, Mark D. 
$~bject: Re: Final Se~ement for The Rammys 

All, 

That 3rd Monday had typically been the date if the All Sports. Totally understand about the Sprin8 sports but I’m sure that’s happens with all the schools who have 

these types of awards. 

We could do a ~ittle research. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 14, 2013, at 10:44 AM, "Steinbacher, Rick" <rickstei@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Let’s see what Mark tells us the options are and then discuss with 8ubba. Mark, please advise for both 4/2:[ and 4/28. 

Rick 

From: Cleary, Kenneth Eugene 
Sent: Tuesday, May ~% 20~3 ~0:43 AM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; Lane, Cricket 
Subject: RE: Final Se~lement for The Rammys 
A couple of notes .-- the further we b~ck ~nto the spring sports seasons, the more of a challenge ~t wH~ be to deter’m~e awards for te~ms and 
h~d~v~dua~s (got that feedback from sports h~fo). We also would want to make sure baseba~ and softball are aware when they do their scheduling 

TV has made Monday n~bts a possibH~tv for both those sports). 

Ken 

F~m: Steinbacher, Rick 
~emt: Tuesday, May i~, ~013 10:37 AM 

T~: Lane, Cricket 
~: Ste~en, Mark D.; Clea~, Kenneth Eugene; Mars~n, Susan R; Griggs, Kathy 
~b~e~t: RE: Final Se~lement for The Rammys 
M~rk --. please let us know ~f 4/R~/14 is an option for Mernori~i Ha~L 

£~ck 

F~m: Lane, Cricket 
$emt: Tuesday, May ~, 2013 ~0:36 AM 

Te: Steinbacher, Rick 
~¢: S~ffen, Mark D,; Clea~, Kenneth Eugene; Mars~n, Susan R; Griggs, Kathy 
$~bjeCt: Re: Final Se~lement for ~e Rammys 
Yes Rick it would be best Jf we could have the event a week earlier. Although I did set some feedback that durin8 exams it was a nice distraction. 

So hopefully we can do Monday, April 21st. 

Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 14, 2013, at 9:57 AM, "Steinbacher, Rick" <[[.c_~.s_t__e_L@.__e__m_._a_!.[:..u_ .q_c_.:_e_.d__.u_.> wrote: 

Mark - 

You afl did a fantastic lob and were a joy to work with. 

We will do this via account adjustment. I<athy Gri~,gs wilt get Susan the h~l:o she needs~ 

For Rarnmys 20:[4 - f think the da~:es we would want to Iool< a~ are Monday, April 2:[s~ and Monday, April 28th, Are bo~:h of d~ose options? 

Crh::ket- thou~ht:s on date? The academic calendar for next: year k~o]~s to baw~ some date m~stakes ~n ~t. ~ believe the last day oF classes ~s 

Friday, 4/’25 and Monday 4/’28 is s read,rig day but not sure~ Based on the strong feedback we got from several coaches and academic 

sdvbors th~s year ~ think d~e idea~ date ~s Monday, 4/2I/I4 wMch ~s the Monday of the last week of classes and a week before exams. 



Rick 

From: Steffen, Mark D. 
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2013 4-:39 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
C¢: Marston, Susan R 
Subject: Final Settlement for The Rammys 

Hi Rick, 

I’ve attached the invoice for the Rammys event in Memorial Hall. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

If you would like to pay by University account adjustment, Susan Marston from our Business Office, on copy here, would just need to 

know what account number to use. 

Do you have any interest in using Memorial Hall next year? Looking at available dates on our calendar, I wonder if April 26th, 27th, or 30th 

might work for you. Let me know what you think. 

Best, 

Oaraii~a Par~ormm~ A;,ts I U~;iversity of Nod.r~ Oaraima at Oh~p~i Hili 

thad~aefspd*~al:J00.e~ 
<~age00 ] .prig> qmagc002 ~D~g:> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 11:28 AM 

Seth Dearmin < @gmail.com> 

Lensing, George <leusing@email.unc.edu>; Cathy Stuast (cstuart@sma:rtlavvfinn.co~n); Hugh Stevens (hugh(c)!smvt.com); Kiel, David 

<kiel@~na~l.uuc.edu:>; Emily Gangi ( ,~bg~na~l.com) 

Re: 

George gets all the credit. He is a gracefifl an honorable advocate for everything that’s good about this universi~. Thank you for bringing back and honoring her in 

this fashion. 

Seth Deannin < @gmail.com> wrote: 

’][’hat’s great news. George, glad your and Anson’s persistence paid ofl~ - Seth 

On Fri, at 10:54 AM, Lensing, George <lensing~email.unc.edu> w~me: 

Wondet:flal acws! Oar patie~ace paid of!! )See ~ote [xdow~) Aad a H! JGE thank you t~:~ A~son Dorrance who saw this thmagh~ It seems that 

requesling a conference call I’[I ge~ a ~otc off to today. (Can yo~ please ~brward ~his to fl~e ofl~er members of~he committee? Thanks.) 

George 

From: [mailto: ~aol.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:29 AlVl 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Lensing, George 
Subject: Re: 

Anson and George, 

Apologies for the delayed response. I would love to speak to the group in April. I have the details of the letter seut at home and will take a look at it agaiu to see ifI 
have aW questions. 

I appreciate the vote of confidence and the inclusion. 

Le’~s stay in touch. 

Sincerely aM tbrever a Tar tteel, 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On , at 5:42 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~)e,nad.unc.edu> wrote: 

George, I will copy her on this!! 

Se~,.t.fi°om my verizo.,~ ~l:’ireles~’ 4G LIk’DR()ID 

"Lensing, George" <lensing~emaJl.anc.edu> wrote: 

The Fleece Remfion Plamfing Committee just meL and they are necessarily gettiug concerned about the keynote speaker for Friday eveniug, 

,20-30 migrates on the topic of excellence as the speaker has interpreted it in her life. They really want    to do this, as you and I do. In any 
case, they say that if we’ve heaacd uothing by      , we will proceed to another choice. Could you please just convey this information one more time 

to    ? The co-chairs of the committee aud I would be willing to chat with her via conference call if she has questions or concerus. We’ll do eveWtJfing 

in our power to make the occasion as easy as possible for her, includiug omitting questions at the end, etc. Anyway, if it’s okay with you, let’s give this 

one more attempt, thanks to your good will and good eflbrts. (I know you’ve been ruing to reach her the lafft few days.) 

George 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 1:09 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: ESPYs plara~ing 

Yes, I will be there!! At last, I get to celebrate with you!’.! 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Anson, 

ofconrse I will be there! This is snch an mn~ing opv~rtunity that I cmmot pass up. I hope yon will be there too! 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On , at 11:33 AM, "Donance, Albert A IV" <anson¢%mail.unc.edu> wrote: 

, can you make this? What a wonderfnl year for you!!! Well done 

Se~,t.fi°om my verizo,~ ~Fireles~’ 4G LT~’DRO1D 

........ Original Message ........ 

S ubject: ESPYs plmming 

From: "Steinbacher, Rick" KLi__c___k_~__u__r!_c_:__e__kl__u_?- 
To: "Cu~mingham, Bubba" < _b_@_b__~_Lc_@_e___nLL~__U_!:__u_n__c_’_:_e_d_u_>,"No~nton, Molly" < !~_ __r__~2_r_k’~i__t_Ln__c_’_:_e_d_u_>,"Bates Gminger (~_N~y~_~_t__ri’_a__t__e_g~2_c_o__r__n_)" 

<bgr~J_n_a.er~2_m__ylors~rat.e_gv.con~> "Dorrance Albert A IV" ’_a__~9__r_@__e_!Ln__’_a_i_l_:_kLr_Lc_:_e___d____~,"Le~ 5, Jennifer S" :!_e___n___n2f_:!__e__~:.~:~q:__u_!)__c_:__e__d___u_.~, Stelnbache~; Rick" 

<fick({~unc:edu~’;"Tinmaennans, To~n" <timmemmns2~)unc.edu > 
CC: 

All - 

Lots of moving parts RE: ESPYs travel. Attached is a quick summary of potential travelers and events. Molly Norton has agreed to help coordinate all of 

this along with me and Bates Grainger (representing Capital One). 

Plan right now is for Capital One to cover travel for Bubba and Anson. Athletic Department will cover travel for Jenny, me and Larry if he can go. 

Student Athlete Opportunity fund will cover travel for and (ESPN will cover their event access). Bates is working on the event access 

pieces for Bubba, Anson, Jenny, me and Larry. 

Anson and Jenny- do you know for sure that both and are going and do you know if they are planning on taking a guest or are they 

attending by themselves? 

Hope to have all the logistics worked out today, or by end of day Monday at the latest. Any questions, please let Molly or I know. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

< ESPYs Awards.docx> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 1 : 10 PM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

RAck, and I will be able to go. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, June 28, 2013 1:19 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ducay, Chris -q:tucay@unc.edu>; bill palladino 

<pacman@unc.edu-~; Jason Sisneros <         @gmail.com> 

Re: Budget 

@aol.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

Bubba, thank you!! Rest assmed we roll spend that money wisely. And I know yon roll do everything you can to help all of us get to our potential. This is an exciting 

time in UNC athletics. With all four tean~s that us~ Felzer having a great couple of years, we could not have timed it better to raise money for the new stadium. Let’s 

strike now while we are hot!!’. See yon soon at the ESPY’s. 

"Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Anson, 

Congratulations on another National Championship! That is absolutely awesome and it was a wonderful year that you predicted well in advance. 

Recently, Martina Ballen sent you a budget notification for next year enhancing your operating budget by .~25,000. I’m delighted we were able to help in some 

small way. We had many requests that we could not meet completely, but I’m glad we’re making some progress, gm really looking forward to raising additional 

resources in the coming years that will help all of our programs. 

Your leadership in this department has been remarkable, and I appreciate all you do to help so many programs. Thanks again and congrats on another outstanding 

year. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningharn 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North (;arolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, July 1, 2013 4:34 PM 

letters@socceramerica.com 

@~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.co~n); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Have Paul c~2ll me ... 

To whomever is given the unenviable job of clearing this for Soccer America: 

Please have Paul Gardner call me, I have an idea to try to solve the huge issue we all have with referees and their impossible job. My cell # is 

also willing to call him if you could get me his #. 

All the best, from a loyal reader of your magazine and Paul’s column. 

Anson Dorrance 

.lain 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, July 1, 2013 4:51 PM 

Natalie Dorrance I{ayris < ,@hotma~l.com>; Dino Palladino < @aol.com>; Eric Lewis <elewis@guilford.edu> 

I~E: team camp 

B(m~rner’!! Dino’s call Natalie ..,. Maybe we apply it against them coming next year. 

From= Natalie Dorrance Harris [mailto: @hotmaii.com] 

Sent: Monday, July 01, 2013 12:56 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dino Palladino; Eric Lewis 
Subject= team camp 

Hey Dad & Dino, 

Well unfortunatety I had one team drop out of coming to camp today. So we are now down to $7 teams. 

The team who cancelled today was wonderin8 if they could set a credit letter for each of their deposits that they put down (S~50 a player). Let me know 

this is ok, or if it is too late to do this. 

Thanks, 

Natalie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:40 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

@duke.edu); (@gmail.com>; @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ~)gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Flights for tl~e ESPY’s 

Motly, 

Thank you! 

Yes, I will go with Rick (can we get early check in at a hotel?)~ This will be on Wed correct? 

And do you mind teliing m~-_~ the departure/arrival/airline the ne>:t day directly b~ck ~:o RPU? 

Frera: Norton, Molly 
Sent= Monday, 2:34 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Flights for the ESPY’s 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

Unfortunately, the only 2 nonstop outbound flights are the Delta flight that Rick has booked (departing Raleigh at 7:25am and arriving in LA at 9:29am) and an 

American flight that doesn’t depart Raleigh until 5:20pm which wouldn’t get you to LA in time for the ESPY’s. 

Below are some outbound options for flights departing later in the morning on Wednesday, . All of these options have 1 stop. 

Delta RDU to LAX 

Flight Departs at 9:26am 

1 stop in Detroit 

Flight Arrives at 1:53pm 

Flight Departs at 11:00am 

1 stop in Atlanta 

Flight Arrives at 3:39pm 

American RDU to lAX 

Flight Departs at 9:00am 

1 stop in Dallas 

Flight Arrives at 1:15pm 

United RDU to LAX 

Flight Departs at 10:23am 

1 stop in Washington, DC 

Flight Arrives at 2:49pm 

Southwest RDU to LAX 

Flight Departs at 8:35am 

1 stop in Saint Louis 

Flight Arrives at 12:35pm 

Flight Departs at 9:30am 

1 stop in Denver 

Flight Arrives at 2:35pm 

Please let me know which outbound flight will work best for your schedule. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 6:17 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

~duke.edu) 

RE: Flights for tl~e ESPY’s 

Thank you Molly! 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Monday, 5:47 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: ~duke.edu); 
Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: RE: Flights for the ESPY’s 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

@msn.com; Ducat, Chris; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J; 

Thanks for letting me know that the same flight itinerary that Rick booked works for you as well, We will try to find out if you all can check into the hotel early. 

H~-_~re is what your flight itinerary will be: 

Wednesday, 

De~ts nonstop 

Flight depsrts RDU at 7:25arn 

Flight arrives at [J~X at 9:29am 

Thursday, 

American nonstop 

Flight departs lAX at 8:30am 

Flight arrives at RDU at 4:3Oprn 

As soon as your flight is booked, ~ will emaH the offida~ ~t~nersry to you. 

Thanks, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Monday, 5:40 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Co: ~duke.edu); 
Subject: RE: Flights for the ESPY’s 

Molly, 

Thank you! 

@msn.com; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @qmail.com); Sander, Thomas 

Delta RDU to I.AX 

Flight Departs at 9:26am 

i stop in Detroit 

Flight Arrives at I:53pm 

Flight Departs at I:l:00am 

:I stop in Atlanta 

Flight Arrives at 3:39pm 

American RDU to LAX 

Flight Departs at 9:00am 

1 stop in Dallas 

Flight Arrives at I:ISpm 

United RDU to I.AX 

Flight Departs at I0:23am 

:i stop in Washington, DC 

Flight Arrives at 2:49pm 

Southwest RDU to LAX 

Flight Departs at 8:35am 

:I stop in Saint Louis 

Flight Arrives at 12:35pm 

Flight Departs at 9:30am 
1 stop in Denver 

Flight Arrives at 2:35pm 

Please let me know which outbound flight will work best for your schedule. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Ves~ I will go wi~:h Rick (can we get early checl~ in at a ho~:el?). This will be on Wed correct? 

And do you mind telling rne the departure/ardvalia~d~ne the next day direcdy back to RDU? 

F~= No,on, Molly 
Sent: Monday, 2:34 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject-" Flights for the ESP~s 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

Unfortunately, the only 2 nonstop outbound flights are the Delta flight that Rick has booked (departing Raleigh at 7:25am and arriving in ~ at 9:29am) and an 

American flight that doesn’t depart Raleigh until 5:20pro which wouldn’t get you to LA in time for the ESPY’s. 

Below are some outbound options for flights departing later in the morning on Wednesday, . All of these options have i stop. 



Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday,           6:23 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Should I be calling eve~ that has committed? 

Chris, 

i guess i should try to touch base with all mY ’s~ After a itis !!! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 6:30 PM 

@gmail.com); @gmail.com); 

( @gmail.com); @gmail.com; 

( @gmail.com) 

~msn.com; ducea@uucaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( 

Yes, I can caJl you guys now!!! 

@gmaiLcom) 

@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

My wonderful    ’s: 

I can call you guys now!!! Please give me the best # to use (and tell me if it is your home # or your cell). And also tell me the best time!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)7 

Monday, July 1, 2013 8:08 PM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com:~ 

1~3~;: mtb 

Not yet but I have all week free ...... I will get it done!!! 

I=rera: Tom Byer [mailto:tom@tomsan.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 01, 20:13 7::t2 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: info 
Hi Anson, 

Just checking in to see if you were able to make contact with Tom Kain yet? 

Thanlcs, Tom 

Tom Byer 

E-Mail: tom@tomsan.com 

Mobile: 

K.K. T3 
The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 
http://www.tomsan.com 

Minato Ku, Minami Aoyama 6-6-22 
Luna Rossa Minami Aoyama 2F 
Tel: 03-4590-6658 / Fax: 03-3498-8877 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, July 2, 203_3 5:3_9 PM 

bill palladino < @aol.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: ACC Schedule Start Dates 

Are we playing Notre Dame at home? If so boys, do we send the contract? 

5ent from my Verizon ~’ire/ess 4G L72 DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: ACC Schedule Start Dates 

From: Randy Waldrum <Randy.Waldrum.l@nd.edu> 

To: Alex Daluz <daluz@wfu~edu>,Timothy Santoro <tfsantor@ncsu.edu> 

CC: "Pierce, Kris" <kpierce@theacc.org>,"Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu)" <foleyae@bc.edu>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu)" 

<adair@vt.edu>,"Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@demson.edu)" <eradwan@clemson.edu>,"Greg Miller (gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu)" <gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu>,"Karen 

Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com)" <karen@gocards.com>,"Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu)" <mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu>,"Mary-Frances Monroe 

(m.monroe@miami.edu)" <m.monroe@miami.edu>,"Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu)" <pswheddo@syr.edu>,Randy Waldrum <Randy.Waldrum.l@nd.edu>,"Robbie Church 

(robbie.church@duke.edu)" <robbie.church@duke.edu>,"Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu)" <sswanson@virginia~edu>,"Matt Conway (BC) (conwayml@bc.edu)" 

<conwayml@bc.edu>,"Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.pitt.edu)" <kbruce@athletics.pitt.edu>,"Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu)" <vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu> 

I’m seeking some assistance here..do we send out game contracts to each university we are playing? I have received one game contract from Clemson, but that is all. I’m not sure 

the protocol in the ACC. 

Randy 

Randy Waldrum - rwaldrum@nd.edu 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

University of Notre Dame 

574-63:[-3376 - office 

- mobile 

From: Alex Daluz <daluz@wfu.edu> 

Date: Friday, June 21, 2013 11:42 AM 

To: Timothy Santoro <tfsantor@ncsu.edu> 

Cc: "Pierce, Kris" <kpierce@theacc.org>, "Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu)" <foleyae@bc.edu>, "Anson Dorrance (anson@uncaa.unc.edq)" 

<anson@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu)" <adair@vt.edu>, "Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu)" <eradwan@clemson.edu>, "Greg Miller 

(gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu)" <gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu>, "Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com)" <karen@gocards.com>, "Mark Krikorian 

(mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu)" <mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu>, "Mary-Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu)" <m.monroe@miami.edu>, "Phil Wheddon 

(pswheddo@syr.edu)" <pswheddo@syr.edu>, Randy Waldrum <Randy.Waldrum.l@nd.edu>, "Robbie Church (robNe.church@duke.edu)" 

<robbie.church@duke.edu>, "Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu)" <sswanson@virginia.edu>, "Matt Conway (BC) (conwayml@bc.edu)" 

<conwayml@bc.edu>, "Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.pitt.edu)" <kbruce@athletics.pitt.edu>, "Vanessa Fuchs (yfuchs@admin.fsu.edu)" <vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu> 

Subject: Re: ACC Schedule Start Dates 

ACC divisions (Atlantic and Coastal) 
games in 7 weeks 

8-team ACC Tournament 

Wake Forest votes for the above format. 

Td 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 2:[, 20~.3, at lO:l:[ AM, Timothy Santoro <tfsantor@ncsu.edu> wrote: 

¯ ACC di~4sions (Atlantic and Coastal) 
¯ lO games in 7 weeks 
¯ 8-team ACC Tournament 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 5:29 PM 

Warnock, Elliott <ewamock@newsobserver.com> 

Re: summer reading 

Elliott, I sent out a book liszt for my players this sum~ner. Here were my recommendations: I recom~nended the seniors read Lean In; I recommended the juniors read 

The Talent Code; I recommended the sophomores choose between The Talent Code and Bounce; I recommended the freshman read Bonnce. Lean In is an 

extraordinary book for women leaders, I am actually reading it for a second time this snmmer. The Talent Code and Bounce are wonderful, certaiNy from my athletes 

to inspire them to become the best they can be in their sport. 

"Wamock, Elliott" <ewaynock@newsobserver.com> wrote: 

Anson~ 

I’m compiling an annual feature on a summer reading list. I usually ask coaches, selected players what’s on their list. 

Are you’re reading/want to read any books this summer? If so, what? And why did/do you want to read it? 
Elliott 

W.E. Warnock 

Sports Editor 

The Chapel Hill News / Durhan~ News 

News & Observer West Bureau 

505 West Franldin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC, 27514 

office: (919) 932-8743 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 11:05 PM 

Ga~ B urns <gary@ramsclub.com> 

Re: Touching Base 

Sure, let’s ineet! I am free this week. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizon tYire[e,~s 4G L2’E DROLL) 

Gaxy Burns <gaxy@ra~nsclub.com> wrote: 

I am starting to come across a lot of soccer supporters in the Rams Chub data base I wouM l.:?~e to gel: [:ogether wK:h you to talk about prospects. Let me know ~ you 

are ava~aMe for lunch, coffee, etc, somet~rne ~n the next few weeks. I am on the road next week but am 1:aMy flexiMe beyond that. keL me know. 

Thanks - Gary 

Ma~o~ Gift D~ector ~ UNC Rams Club 
P,O, Box 2446, Chape~ H~, NC 27515 

O: (919) 843.4S405 :: M: ~ ~: (919) 843-5777 
flaw~ramsclub.com ~ ~q.ramsclub.com 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, Nay $7, 2053 3:48 PN 

To= Ga~ Burns 
Subject= RE: Touching Base 
Gary, 

~ love having you work for the Foundi~tio[]. These ~5 a k)t of mo~ley ~[~ the lax community. They can he~p Joe and the rest of us (me, Carlos and ,Jen~ly), ~f they want 

metz’s lax 1:o win the recruitit~g bal:t~es in Lhe ACC, K: is time 1:o opet~ up l:he~r wal~el:s~ 

F~m= Ga~ Burns [mail~;aa~@ramsclub.com] 
Sent; Friday, Nay $7, 2053 9:24 AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Touching Base 

ARSOR, 
Good to see you at the baseball game last night. Too bad it turned out the way it did, 

I wanted to touch base so you would have my contact information. If there is anything I can do to support you and your program (donors that need attention etc.) 

please let me know. I am in the early stages of developing my "network" here at the Rams Club and am anxious to get involved and help in any way possible, 

Thanks - Gaw 
Gary Bums 

Ma]or Gift D~rector ~ UNC Rams Club 
P,O, Box 2446, Chape~ H~, NC 27515 

O: (919) 8434405 ~ M:              ~ F: (919~ 843~5777 
ga~@ramsclub.corn ~ ~.rarnsclub.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 11:08 PM 

@gmail.com>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: Yes, I can call you guys uow’. ! ! 

Thanks !! I will call to,no,row. 

Se~tt.~"om my Ver’izort tI%ele,~s 4G L)’~ L)ROIL) 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Coach, 

My cell # 

You can call me anytime. 

I roll be looking forward to seeing you at goalie camp this month! 

On Mon, at 6:29 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson(~a)email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

My wonderful 

I can call you guys now!!! Please give me the best # to use (and tell me if it is your home # or your cell). And also tell ~ne the bes~t time!’.! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE 1V (ANSON)> 

Wednesday,           11:33 AM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros (         @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

~duke.edu) Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

IFNV: Flight Info tbr Anson Dorrance 

Travel Reservation for DORRANCE.PDF 

Boys i~nd girls, 

14ere is my schedule when ~ go to join Bubba and 

From: No,on, Molly 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:24 AN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Cc= Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject= ~: Flight Info for Anson Dorrance 

F~m: Negan Stout [mailto:ms~ut£~ylorstra~qy.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, if: iO AN 
To: No,on, Molly 
Subject: RE: Flight Info for Anson Dorrance 
Hi Molly, 

Please 3ee Anson’3 travel for I.A attached, 

Plea3e confirm that the flight information is correcL 

IV~egi~n 

at the ESPYS for the Capital One Cup that the UNC Women’s Athletic Dep[ won .,_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 12:09 PM 

David Smifl~ <David.Smifl~@howden.com> 

I~E: 

Thanks David!!! 

From: David Smith [mailto:David.Smith@howden.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 10:41 plVl 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

David G, Smith 

This e-mail mid its attachments may contain proprietary mid confidentiM infoml arian which may also be privileged. It is for the exclusive use of the intended recipient(s) only. If you have received this enl all in cigar, plume notify the ~thor by replying to this email 

and then delete it fronl your systenl immediately together with ~ly copies of it Inl~nnatJon or opinions in this message that do not relate to our business shall be treated ~ neither given nor endorsed by us No liability will be accepted by us in respect of ~ly 

defamatoi~ statement or Jnfrillgenlent of copyright ,Mlich is contrary to our employm ent pelilues ~ld outside the scope of file empluynlent efthe author We do not accept rely liability for the hltegri~, efthis message or for Nly chNlges which m ay occur in 

tr~lsnlission due to n etwm’k, nl achine or softw~-e failure or m allufa cturer or operator ell’er. Whilst this en/lul ~ld its attazhnlents are believed te be free of Nly viruses or other destructive eluments, neither Howden nor the ~thor accepts any responsibility for vinlses 

or other desti~ctlve elements ~ld il is the recipients responsibility to scml ~ly attachln ents. We will not be liable for ~ly 1os8 or d~ll ag e m’ising in ~ly ~y fi~in receipt or use thereof. To the extent ~ ~’e legally pemlitted to do so, we inay intercept, monitor, read, 

filter, delete, use mid act upon lu colning/ou [going e-mall mid ~ly attachln en[s ~ld therefore you should neither expect nor intend rely e-mail to be private ill nature. 

Howden North An/erica Inc. 791)9 Parkl~le Road Suite 301) Colunlbia, SC 29221 (803) 741-2700 

This email has beeu scanned by the Symamec Email Securi~.cloud ~rvice. 
For more inli~rmation plea~ visit http://ww~x.svmauteccloud.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:07 PM 

@gmail.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uucaa.unc.edu;      ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros (         @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: , Official Invitatiou ECNL/id2 NationaJ ’][’raining Camp ] 

Your kid has something special. I hope the selectors can see it. And tell her not to worry if they don’t. EVERYONE WILL SEE IT WHEN SHE IS AT NORTH CAROIANA 

because the national championship usually has to come through us. In one year that means coming through      And trust me, with the group we are 

assemMing: that wH~ not be easy to go ~:hrough      and the rest of these wonderfu~ p~ayers we haw~ assembled~H 

f am e>:dted for She has earned this opportm~ty, All the bes~:[H 

F~m~ [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 8:4~ AN 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject:           , ~icial Invitation I     ECNWid2 National Training Camp I 

is excitod~ She is in Texas and just [o~vazdod me t~s. 

Forwarded conversation 
Subject: Official Invitation I     ECNLiid2 National Training Camp 

From: S.Kate Noftsinger <.s.Lk..~.~.t..e.~L.e.!.~.N..c.!..u..b..~.rr.a..t19~.r.~.:a.!!..e..~.~g.~:.~R~1~ > 

Date:                at 4:02 PM 

To: "S.Kate Noftsinger" < ~_t__e_~L~_e__l_i_N__c_!__u__b__~_r_~_:a_~?__n_~_l_!__e__a_gue.com> 

¯ Please see attachedInvitation Letter. 



Sarah Kate Noftsinger 

Commissioner 

Elite Clubs National League 

w. www.eliteclubsnationaiiea,gue.com I t. @theECNL I f./eliteciubsnationalleague 

From: @igmail.com> 

Date: Wed, at 8:15 AM 

To: ~i~g~!_@_:__c_9__r_~ 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: "S.Kate Noftsinger" <._s_l_!~N_(_a2__e_!_g__e__c_!__u___b_~_&a__t_i£_r!~!_[_e_o)&_u__e__:_c_£!i~> 

Date:           ,3:02:06 PM CDT 

To: "S.Kate Noftsinger" <~.k..~.g.e.~.e..!i.t..e.~c..!.u~b..~a.t.~9.~r.~.~!!.e..~4~u..e..:~c..~r.~.~ > 

Subject: Official Invitation ]     ECNLiid2 National Training Camp 

* RSVP by Please see attached Invitation Letter. 

Sarah Kate Noftsinger 

Commissioner 

Elite Clubs National League 

w. www elitecbJbsnationalleague.com I t. @theECNL I f/eliteclubsnationalleaque 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 5:11 PM 

Gaw~ B urns <gary@mmsclub.com> 

l~E: Touching Base 

Breakfast Tuesday ,July 16t~ would work for me ._ 8:30 an] ._ pick the spot! 

Frem: Gary Burns [mailto:gary@ramsclub,com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 03, 2013 9:39 AN 

T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: Touching Base 

~ am out of town the rest of this week and then on Lhe road next week. 

Can you do hmch on e~ther Monday, July :].5 or Tuesday, July tG? 

Gary ~ums 

Ma~o~ Gift D~ector ~ UNC Rams Club 
P.O. Box 2446, Cbape~ ~-I~, NC 27515 

O: (919} 6434405 ~ M:            ~ F: (919) 643-5777 
~aE@ramsclub.com ~ ~.ramsclub.com 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [ma~lto:anson@ema~l.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, July 02, 2013 11:05 PN 

To= Ga~ Burns 
Subject= Re: Touching Base 

Sure, 1Ws meefi I am free ~is week. 

Gay Bums <g_a_’ £~_r}a_Ln__~!__u__b__:9£Lr_~7, wrote: 

~nson, 

I am stardng to come across a lot of soccer supporters in the Rams C~ub da~a base. ~ wouL~ love to get together w~th you ~o ~a~k about prospects, ket me know ~f you 

are ava~aMe for lunch, coffee, etc. sometime h~ the next few weeks~ I am on the road next week but arn f~idy flexible beyond that. Let me know. 

Thanks - Gary 

Gar/ Burns 
Major G~ O~rec[or I UNC Rams Oiub 
P,O, Box 2d49, Chape~ H~, NC 27515 

O: {919) 843~405 ~ M:              ~ g: @IN 843-5777 

~@_~_@ramsclub.com ~ ~.ramsciub.com 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, Nay 17, 2013 3:48 PN 

Te: Ga~ Burns 
Subject: RE: Touching Base 

G a 

~ fore having you work for d~e Foundation. These is a for of money ~n the lax community. They can help Joe srld the rest of us (rne, Carlos and Jetw~y). ~[: d~ey want 

men’s fax to win the recruiting batt[es in the ACC, ~t is t[R1e to open up their wal[ets~[ 

F~m: Ga~ Burns [mailto:gaw@ramsclub.com] 
Sent: Friday, Nay ~7, 2013 9:24 AN 
Te: Dorrance, Aibe~ A N 
Subject: Touching Base 

Anson, 

Good to see you at the baseball game last night. Too bad it turned out the way it did. 

I wanted to touch base so you would have my contact information. If there is anything I can do to support you and your program (donors that need attention etc.) 

please let me know. I am in the early stages of developing my "network" here at the Rams Club and am anxious to get involved and help in any way possible. 

Thanks - Gary 

Gary Bums 

P,O, Bo~: 2446, Chape~ H~, NC 27515 

O: (9~9} 843@405 ~ r,A: ~ ~: 019) 843-5777 
~a~@ramsclub.com ~ ~.ramsciub.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:17 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

(@duke.edu); @gmail.com> 

RE: Flight Info for Anson Dorra:ace 

Thanks Moily! Where is staying? 

From= Norton, Molly 
Sent= Wednesday, 1:t:53 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc= ~duke.edu); Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject= RE: Flight Info for Anson Dorrance 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

You will haw:" a hol:eJ room at the Sh~-_~raton Los Angeles Downtown. Rick and Bubba are also stayh~g there. ~1: is my understandh~g that the Sheraton is 

appro>:~ma~:e~y 7 Mocks From bo~:h ~:he Nok~a Theatre and the Ritz Carlton where the ESPY"s and re~ated ew~mts are ~:aMng place. 

HOTEL tNFO~IATtON: 

SHERATON LOS ANGELES DOWNTOWN 

7&~ SOUTH HOPE STREET 

LOS ANGELES CA 90017 
Rate per n~ht 20900 

htt p://www.sher atonlosan~e~esdowntown.corn/ 

I have emailed Megan with CapitaJ One who has made aH of the ho~el arrangernents She is reques[:mg eariy check-in for Rh::k, Bubba, arid you on Wednesday, 

When I hea~ bad( ~:rom Megan, I will iet you know. 

~n the rneant~rne, please let me know if there’s anything I Nse ~ can do to assist. 

Thanks, 

Mo]Jy 

MoHv Norton 

E>:ec~tive Assistan[: [:o 

Athletic D~recto~ Bubba Cunninsham 
The Urfivers~ty of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

(::am~ms Box 8500 

Chapel H~H, NC 27515 

919-%2-.8200 {phone) 

919-.962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 

F~m~ Dorrance, Albe~ A W 
Sent~ Wednesday, ll:31 AN 
To~ No,on, Molly 

Subject= RE: Flight Info for Anson Dorrance 
Thank you Molly, th~s looks 8ood, And ~s d~ere ~ hotel I can check ~nto when ~ arrive? And is i~ the same ho~el when aH the events are takin8 place? 

From= Norton, Molly 
Sent= Tuesday, :11:24 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co= Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject= FW: Flight Info for Anson Dorrance 

From= Megan Stout [mailto:mstout@taylo~strategy.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, l:k 10 AM 
To= Norton, Molly 
Subject= RE: Flight Info for Anson Dorrance 

Hi Molly, 

Please see Anson’s travel for LA attached~ 

Please confirm that the flight information is correct. 

Thanks! 

M e ga n 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, July 4, 2013 10:55 AM 

@aol.com 

EW: Periodization - Tactical/Fitness 

I don’t know how we are staffed for Team Camp but this college Coach is willing to work for peanuts if you are interested. 
From: Christopher Citowicki [mailto:ckcitowicki@stkate.edu] 
Senti Wednesday, July 03, 2013 8:19 PM 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: PerioNzation - Tactical/Fitness 
Passed on info to Bill Palladino. Open to co~ning out and working caa~p. Will wait for hi~n to reply and get the details. 

On Wed, Jnl 3, 2013 at 7:05 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson,@~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
I enjoyed it!!! 
Se~tj’rom ~v ~ ~rizon Wb’eles,~" 4G LI~’ DROID 

Christopher Citowicki <ckcitowicki(a;stkate.edu> wrote: 

Thin,ks again for taking the time to talk. I roll discuss the cmnp with the boss (mfe) and let you know asap. A little ha~rd work sounds like a good time 
Jose Mourinho’s definition of an ideal team (one of the fimt pupils of Victor Frade - foundin9 father of tact-period): 
"One v#~ere in a certain moment, faced v¢ith a certain dtuat~on, all of the olaFers think in the same wav. This is my idea of a team. This is only possible with time, ha~d- 
Work at~d COtT~pOSUFO. " 

What I enjoy about what you are doing: by taming your fitness into smaJl sided/lazge sided games you have the abilib’ to constaatly teach and hammer home tactics. 

Not only should you be the most soccer fit but also the most intelligent and sysle~n savvy by end of season. 

Coaching at ifs finest. 

Chris 

On Wed, Jul 3, 2013 at 4:18 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~;email.~mc.edu> wrote: 

Keep trying, if y.:_~u cali in th~-’_~ ~-:wening ~se rny home #: My ce~l doe~ not work when f am at home. 

F~m: Chris Citowicki [mailto:g~j_~_~[~k~_~_=~_~9] 
Senti Wednesday, 3uly 03, 2013 12:02 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Period~ation - TacticaliFitaess 

Will call fam~ cell phone              . Come up as Connecticut number. 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

On Jul l, 2013, at 4:45 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <_a4~R_r!(q~.ej~:!_ai_[=_ur!_c_:_e_.~t_u_> wrote: 

Chris, 

] loved Verheijen’s stuff and I know it impacted ]:or us even though while we were doing it, I was not really sure it was go~ng to work. 
And honestly, my tactical pedod~zat~on model sucks. I need to get much better. There are so many th~ngs my g~ds cmYt do tactically. 
Ca~ me th~s week, let’s chat. 
F~ Christopher Citowicki [mailto:ckcitowicki@stkate.edul 
Se~t~ Monday, ~uly 0~, 2013 2:58 PM 
To~ Dorrance, AlbeR A ~ 
Subject~ PerioNzation - Tactical/Fitness 
Anso~ 
I thought I would reach out and hopd~lly get some though~ ~om you. Over the Nst year I have ~en researching fitness pe~odizafion and specifically the 

work of Raymond Verheijen. I studied his work a~ad managed to come across Ns lecm~ notes from when we worked with Hiddink ~d the Korean 

men’s national team. This yea~ my DIII progra~n at St Kate’s will ~ applying a similar model m assm~ we Nak at Ne fight time (sho~ sprints, 3v3~ 

11 v 11 s etc...). Difficult to do at our level as I oNy have so many o~ season contacts. We’ll do what we can on a modified version. 

I have ~en meeting win ~d pusNng it locally with Stef GoD~ at ~e U of M but was caught by smpfise yesterday wlfile watching the replay of the 

v Penn State championslfip game. The commentators mentioned that you had applied a Koran men’s national team fitaess program and that it worked 

out quite well. I would have to agree considering you Naked at the right time and despite losing five games s~ill managed m claim the crown. Bravo. 

My questions: what did ~u think of it? Did it workout the way you wanted it ~? How in depth is it (week by week year round)? There are many 

coaches I t~ to discuss this idea with but what’s fi~stmting is I have nobody m gnide me. ~ don’t ~ow eve~Nng and I am loo~ng for someone to hear 

me out and help guide me. At times I feel like a raging bull in cNna shop: t~ll ofener~ and desire but with no direction (menU~rship in this case). To hea~ 

that them is someone el~ at the college level actively applying a fimess N~odizafion model got me exci~d. I am sure you also have the tactical 

pe~odization model rolled out too; hence creating a machine where players Nak over the coupe of tbur years and teams Nak over the coupe of one 

year. B~lliant and cutting edge. At the [NC level you need to keep up to date with the latest world ~ccer trends in order to stay ahead of the game and 

it ~unds like you a~e doing e~ctly that. 

If we lived closer to UNC I would be doing tny best to schedule a sit down but for the time being I will take any guidance that you caaa offer. Fact is, I’m 

hung~y for knoMedge so that one day I could achieve at a similar level to you. Like I tell our ~ecmits: why be average when you cm~ be great? 

Thanks. 

Chris 



Christopher Citowicki 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
St. Catherine University 
2004 Randolph Avenue 

St. Paul, MN 55105 
Office: 65:[-690-6993 
Cell: 
www. st kate. ed u 
i<~WRD2:[2.jpg>l 
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Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
St. Catherine University 
2004 Randolph Avenue 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 3:19 PM 

Street~, Shelly <sjgreen@email.nnc.edtr~ 

EW: Autograph Business Card 

Make stare we do this ..... 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday, 12:45 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Autograph Business Card 

~gmail.com] 

Hi Anson, 

Hope you are doing well. I ;vas just ;vondering if my dad and I could get an autographed business card of you? We have been collecting business cards of different people. Thank you for 
taking your time to read my message, and keep up the great work! 

My address is: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday 3:19 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Autograph Business Card 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday, 12:45 AM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Autograph Business Card 

(a)~mail cnm] 

Hi Anson, 

Hope you are doing well I was just wondering if my dad and I could get an autographed business card of you? We have been collecting business cards of different people. Thank you for 
taking your time to read my message, and keep up the great work[ 

My address is: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 10:57 AM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: New Billboard Photo 

WOW!!! Michael fantasti!!!! Tha~k you!!! 

From: Beale, Michael 
Sent; Friday,           9:49 AM 

To; Steinbacher, Rick; Humphries, Sarah; Cunningham, Bubba; Creech, Karlton W; Levy, Jennifer S; Kalbas, Brian 3; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Fwd: New Billboard Photo 

Attached is ~J~ image of our billboard located at the tIwy 54 exit on 1-40. 

Michael 

Michael Beale 

University of North Ca~rolina Athletics 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: New Billboard Phoot 

From: "James Lee. Isley" <lee.isley,@I~aJrwa¥outdoor.com> 

To: "Beale, Michael" <michaelbeale({~unc.edu> 

CC: 

Michael, 

I hope you had a nie 

Attached is a completion photo of you your new billboard design. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 

Lee Isley 

Fairway Outdoor Advertising 

336-268-0035 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 2:10 PM 

@live.unc.e&~> 

ILE: New Billboard Photo 

I agree1! 

From: 
Sent: Friday, :t I: 23 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject-" Re: New Billboard Photo 

This is so coo1!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:57 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I.adies~ 

Look wl’u~t U NC Athletics has done ~:o honor you guys!!!! this is mcred~ble~ [~ven 

A~ched is an image of our billboazd located at the H~ 54 e~t on 1-40. 

<image~pg> 

n~-_wer had this done for her! !! r:anti~sl:k:! H 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, July 5, 2013 4:24 PM 

Kyle Thomas < @gmail.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: looking forward to team camp 

Kyle, we are looking forward to working with you and your teams. 
From= Kyle Thomas [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent= Friday, July 05, 2013 3:54 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= looking forward to team camp 
Ansor~ 
I wanted to thank you again, in advm~ce, for the opportuni~ to participate in yonr team camp next week. I am looking forward to bringing back valuable infom~ation to 

pass along to my teams. 

ThralL!! 
Kyle Thomas 
OCP GU16 Gold 

OCP Gu13 SE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 7:30 AM 

@email.unc.edu>; bill palladino < @aol.com> 

Re: Spo~ts Medicine Research Lab 

, ~ny assis~J~t Bill Palladino runs the camp. I roll copy him on this. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tlqreie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

@email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

Anson, 

I am cm~ntly a PhD student working with           in the Sports Medicine Resee¢ch Lab. I am working on my dissertation studying the 

As I’m sure you are aware, this population is the most at risk for suffering m~          and re-injury after returning to 

sport. Up until now there hasfft been a s~dy specifically focusing on the biomechanics and performaaace in these athletes ~£ter they have returned to play. My goal is to 

identify movement patterns m~d asytnmetries that can be changed tkrough m~ exercise intervention. I am also bringing in healthy females with no histo~ of injury. In the 

end I provide a great summaD~ of what I found m~d suggestions for ways to improve performance and reduce inju~ risk. It was been very rewarding for the athlete’s, 

parents, and mysel£ 

I would really like to be able to reach ont to your gifts soccer cmnpers and their families to provide information abont this study. If you were willing, I would love to 

attend cmnp registration to provide intbnnational brochures and speak with parents that may be interested. Or I could certaiNy attend at a different time if you tElt 

there was a better opportuniU to be there. I am willing to attend in any capacig.., that you think would be best. I have spoken with and she said to email 

you directly. 

I see you have a team c~anp coming up          and the Junior Elite camp 
Or point me in the direction of who I shouid speak with. 

(GK 21-24). I would greatly appreciate m~y information you could give me. 

I appreciate your time. Thanks so tnuch! 

, MS, ATC, PES, CSCS 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
PhD Candidate, Human Movement Science Curriculum 
Sports Medicine Research Laboratory 
Office: 919-962-7187 
Email:       @email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 9:11 PM 

~live. anc.edu> 

Re: blue white preseason gan~e 

Thanks you 

chemisq~ry. 
I respect your opinion and appreciate you being willing to give it. Yes, we should have huge taJent ... our tnain challenge is to replicate last season’s 

~live.unc.edw~ wrote: 

tli Anson, 

I think the lineups look good! Crazy how many good players we have. I think it would be good to see 

some point, but it doesn’t necessarily have to be in the first scrimmage. 

may have emailed you but I think we’re going to try to stop by to catch up sometime this week. And 

Thank~ 

at attacking cm and up top at 

gets back soon so she may be able to come ruth us’. 

From: Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday,            6:06:32 PM 

Subject: re: blue white preseason ~ame 

Leadership, 

Attached are the teams for the preseason blue white ~ame. Here’s how it will be played: 

There will be three 10 minute ~ames 

The two play-in-~ame teams will play for :~0 minutes -A new team of :H will be chosen from that ~ame. 

This new team will play the starters in the second ~.0 minute ~ame. 

From this second ~ame, a new team of Starters will be chosen. 

The new Starters will then play the best of the rest from the remainin~ players from the first and second ~ames in a 10 minute scrimma~e~ 

This final ~ame will determine the final startin~ line up. 

will be with the U-20s and will not be penalized. 

If you are inclined, Anson would consider feedback on: :~) positionin~ of any players you think should play somewhere else on the field in these ~ames 2) Anyone 

that should be on the sprin~ starter team that isn’t (or vice versa)~ 

We will finalize this on Monday to send out to the team, so you have the weekend to think about iL 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

Universib~ of SoNs Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, July 6, 2013 9:13 PM 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Re: Broadcast Schedule 

Make it up.... I trust you! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L72 D.P, OID 

11 Lohse, Dave Clark’1 <davelohse@unc.edu> wrote: 

The WCHL folks would like me to include a quote from you when I release the broadcast schedule, hopefully in the next day or 2. I could also make something up for you if that is 

easier for you. They are doing 8 of our regular season games including 7 ACC games and the West Virginia game at Duke. They are doing every game within driving distance and 

that does not conflict with their Friday night high school football schedule. 

Thanks. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

cell 

From: <Loftier>, Barry <_b__[_e___f_f__l__e___r__@___w____c__h__[:__c__o____m__.> 

Date: Saturday, July 6, 2013 10:36 AM 

To: Dave Lohse <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Broadcast Schedule 

Hi Dave- 

Thanks again for offering to publish the press release. Here’s our broadcast line-up: 

Paul Connell - Play-by-play 
John Stanley and Gerry O’Donnell - Analysts 
Wendy (Gebauer) Palladino - Will be making appearances throughout the season as an analyst 

We also expect to have a number of guest commentators from the alumni roster. 

It would;d be great to get a quote from Coach on WCHL bringing these games to our hometown audience :) 

Thanks, and have a great weekend! 
Barry 

From: <Lohse>, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, July 1, 2013 1:33 PM 

To: Barry Leffler <_b_!_e_.f__f.Le_£@..w_ .c_ _h_ ! :_ .c_ _o_ . _m_ . > 

Subject: Broadcast Schedule 

Barry: 

I am happy to post a release on GoHeels.com about your broadcast schedule for the coming year for women’s soccer. Do you have your talent lineup confirmed yet? Would be 

happy to include that in the release. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

cell 

From: <Leffler>, Barry <blefrler@wchl.com> 

Date: Friday, June 28, 2013 8:17 AM 

To: "Steinbacher, Rick" <rick@unc.edu>, "Culler, Ellen B" <eculler@unc.edu>, "Miller, Beth" <bethmiller@unc.edu>, Dave Lohse <davelohse@unc.edu>, "Best, 

Kevin S." <kbest@unc.edu>, "Humphries, Sarah" <shumphries@unc.edu>, "Beale, Michael" <michaelbeale@unc.edu>, Larry Gallo <athgallo@unc.edu>, "Brunner, 

John F" <John Brunner@unc.edu>, Gary Sobba <gsobba@tarheelsports.com>, "Cleary, Kenneth Eugene" <kclearyCd}unc.edu> 

Subject; Re: Tar Heels Announce 2013 Womenls Soccer Schedule 

We’d like to air a few more Men’s games but the schedule has so many games on Friday nights when we have a prior commitment to High School Football. There’s also a game on 

Election Day when we broadcast live all evening from around town, plus another conflict or two. We will be able to revisit as the schedule for the ACC/NCAA Tournament comes 

about. 



Thanks! 
Barry 

Barry Leffler 
CEO and Managing Partner 
97.9 FM WCHL 
88 VilCom Center Drive 
Suite 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-2404~032 office 

cell 

bleffler~v~chl.corn 
Follow me on Twitter @BarryLeffler 

i.~.i triplelogo 

Are YOU on the Inside? Join the Chapelboro Insiders! 

Get Daily Deals for the Chapel HilI-Carrboro community from OurLocal DeaLcom 
Have a ~ews tip? 

See t~affic o~ accidents o~ the road? 
Cal~ the WCHL newsroom at 

From: <Steinbacher>, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, June 28, 2013 8:08 AM 

To: "Culler, Ellen B" <eculler@unc.edu>, "Miller, Beth" <bethrniller@unc.edu>, "Lohse, Dave Clark" <davelohse@unc.edu>, "Best, Kevin S." 

<kbest@unc.edu>, "Humphries, Sarah" <shumphries@unc.edu>, "Beale, Michael" <rnichaelbeale@unc.edu>, "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu>, "Brunner, 

John F" <John Brunner@unc.edu>, Gary Sobba <g-s---~---b---b--a----@---t--a--r---h---e--e--[-s-~---~---r--t--s-~-c-.-~-.--m-.>~ "Cleary, Kenneth Eugene" <._k__c_Le__a___r_y___@____u___q_c__:_e___d___u_.> 

Cc: Barry Leffler <_b_.Le_._f_f_!._e_.r__@_ .w._ .c__h__[_..c__o_._m_> 

Subje~: RE: Tar Heels Announce 20:13 Womenls Soccer Schedule 

I will give WCHL the green light and also ask thern to increase the number ot: Men’s Soccer’ games as much as they can. Thanks Lo all for your feedback. 

Rick 

From-" Culler, Ellen B 
Sent; Friday, June 28, 2053 8:07 AM 
To= Miller, Beth; Steinbacher, Rick; Lohse, Dave Clark; Best, Kevin S.; Humphdes, Sarah; Beale, Michael; Ga[Io, Jr., Lar~ A.; Brunner, John F; Sobba, Ga~; Clea~, Kenneth 
Eugene 
Subject: RE: Tar Heels Announce 2053 Women’s Soccer Schedule 

At first blush, looks ~ood to me, and ~ agree, there seems to be a 

Emm= Miller, Beth 
$eBt= Thursday, 3une 27, 2053 9:47 AM 
T~= Steinbacher, Rick; Culler, Ellen B; Lohse, Dave Clark; Best, Kevin S.; Humphries, Sarah; Beale, Michael; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Brunner, 3ohn F; Sobba, Ga~; Clea~, 
Kenneth Eugene 
S~bje~t= RE: Tar Heels Announce 2053 Women’s Soccer Schedule 

Rick, The schedLde looks ~reat for the women. Is there aRy way we car ~e[ more meR’s games broadcasL? 

Thanks, 

~Beth 

E~= Steinbacher, Rick 
$eBt= Wednesday, 3une 26, 2053 6:05 PN 
To= Culler, Ellen B; Lohse, Dave Clark; Best, Kevin S.; Humphries, Sarah; Beale, Michael; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A.; Brunner, 3ohn F; Sobba, Ga~; Clea~, Kenneth 
Eugene 
$~bje~t= ~: Tar Heels Announce 2053 Women’s Soccer Schedule 

Everybody OK with W{::HL~s soccer schedule? ~’1] approve uniess you advise o~ any ~ssues. 

E~= Loftier, Bar~ [mailto: bleff~er@wchLcom] 
Seat; Saturday, ]une $5, 2053 $:55 PN 

To= Steinbacher, Rick 
Sabje~t= RE: Tar Heels Announce 2053 Women’s Soccer Schedule 

Hi Rick- 

Here’s whsL we’re ~ooking at for the soCcer broadcssts now that we have the fooLbalf snd h~gh schoo~ schedules. 

Thanks~ 

Barry 

Sun Sep 8 vs. West Virginia (at Duke} Noon 
Sun Sep 15 vs. Notre Dame 1pro 
Sun Oct 6 vs. Maryland 1pro 
Thu Oct 10 vs. NC State 7pro 
Sun Oct 20 vs. Virginia 1pro 
Thu Oct 24vs. Clemson 7pro 
Sun Oct 27 at Wake Forest 1pro 
Thu Oct ~lvs. Duke 7pro 

Tue Sep 24 vs. William & Mary 7pro 
Tue Oct 8 vs. Clemson 7pro 



From: Steinbacher, Rick [mailto:rickstei@emaiLunc~edul 
Sent; Wednesday, May 08, 20:[3 3:24 PM 
To; Leffler, Barry 
Subject-" FW: Tar Heels Announce 20:[3 Womenls Soccer Schedule 
Yes -good to go, Want you to do as many a~.; you can so long as we don"~ have any Lmforese~-_m spac~-_~ conflicb.~ w~-_~ cannot re~.;olve M en’~.; schedule i~.; attached 

Please let me know what games [or both M&YV you plan to 

Thank you so mud~ for your support of both of our grea[ soccer programs! I hope you and your family are doing well, 

Rick 

Fro~; Miller, Seth 
8e~t: Tuesday, May 07, 20:[3 :[2:~-6 PM 
¯ ro; Steinbacher, Rick 
$~bject; RE: Tar Heels Announce 20:[3 Womenls Soccer Schedule 

Rick~ The men’s soccer schedule is attached. 

Thanks, 

Fro~; Steinbacher, Rick 
8e~t: Saturday, May 0~-, 20:[3 5::[:[ AM 
"re; $obba, 6an/; Clean/, Kenneth Eugene; Culler, Ellen B; ~allo, Jr., Larn/A.; Miller, Beth; Lohse, Dave Clark; Best, Kevin S.; Beale, Michael; Gwaltney, Clint; Penny, Rachel; 
Humphries, Sarah; Lang, Kyle 
$~bject; EW: Tar Heels Announce 20:[3 Women’s Soccer Schedule 

All - 

I am in favor of allowing WCHL to broadcast select men’s and women’s soccer 8ames (as many as they can do} aSain in 2013. Does anyone ~ave any oL~jecdons or 

Also, if someone has a draft or final men’s socce~ schedule please send it to me~ 

Thanks, 

Rick 

Fro~: Barn/Loftier [.__m___a_!J_t_p__:___b_Le__f__f_Le__r__@___w___c_L~_Lc___o___m__] 
se~t; Thursday, May 02, 20:[3 3::[7 plVl 

¯ re-" Steinbacher, Rick 
$~bject; FW: Tar Heels Announce 20:[3 Women’s Soccer Schedule 
Hi Rick- 

Nope you’re well! 

O, uicl~ no~e to se~-_~ i~ we! are 8cod ~o go wi~h broadcastin8 Women’s & Men’s Socc~-_~r asain this year 

And if so~ do you have the Men’s schedule yet? 

Once we ~ave both, we can fisure out whid~ 8ames we can do d~is year. 

Thanks! 

Barry 

Fro~: Lohse, Dave Clark [mailto:davelohse@unqedu] 
$e~t-" Thursday, April :[8, 20:[3 7:3:[ PM 
¯ re; ACC ]Intern; Anson Dorrance; Art Chansky; AP; Larry Gallo; Clint 6waltney; Seth Miller; Sill Palladino; Chapel Hill News; Charlotte Observer; Chris Ducat; Daily Tar Heel; 
Dick Baddour; Durham Herald-Bun; Elliott Warnock; ESPN [nfo; Fair Magazine; ~raham Hays; ~reensboro News & Record; ~reg Barnes; Heather Hirschman; Jim Heavner; 
Linda Confer; NCAA Sports; News & Observer; News :[4- Carolina; Paul Kennedy; Stutts, Ron; News; :[nfo; Jordan Rogers; Soccer Net; Soccer Times; Southern Soccer Scene; 
Steve Phillips; Ufnowski, Amy; Tom Sander; TopDrawerSoccer.com; Winston-Salem Journal; Walter Storholt 
$~bject; Tar Heels Announce 20:[3 Women’s Soccer Schedule 

Tar Heels Announce 2013 Women’s Soccer Schedule 

OFFICE OF ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

(April 18, 2013) 

Contact: Dave Lohse, Associate Athletic Communications Director, davelohse@unc.edu 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. -- The University of North Carolina officially announced its 2013 women’s soccer schedule Thursday afternoon. The 19-game regular- 

season schedule for the defending NCAA champions includes 13 ACC matches with the addition of Notre Dame, Pittsburgh and Syracuse to the league. 
Coach Anson Dorrance’s team is coming off its 22nd national championship season in 2012, a title won after the Tar Heels had an inconsistent regular 

season performance last season. But UNC got hot at the right time, winning three overtime games in the NCAA Tournament and finishing 15-5-3 overall (6- 
3-1 ACC). The Tar Heels triumphed in the 2012 NCAA championship match over Penn State 4-1. 
Carolina will open the season with appearances in three Nike-sponsored tournaments at Virginia, Carolina and Duke, respectively. UNC will meet Santa 

Clara and VCU in Charlottesville, host New Mexico and Kennesaw State in Chapel Hill and meet up with UCLA and West Virginia in Durham. 
Altogether, UNC will play 12 of its 19 regular-season matches against teams that played in the 2012 NCAA Tournament. That group includes NCAA 

semifinalist Florida State, NCAA quarterfinalists Duke, Notre Dame and UCLA as well as Santa Clara, West Virginia, Virginia Tech, Miami, Maryland, 
Boston College, Virginia and Wake Forest. 
The league slate begins with a match at Virginia Tech, a place UNC has not won at since 2007, on Thursday, Sept. 12 at 7 p.m. Three days later, UNC will 
meet long-time rival Notre Dame for the ACC home opener for the Tar Heels at Fetzer Field at 1 p.m. 

Four of the first five ACC matches are on the road before Carolina hosts five of six matches in Chapel Hill between October 6 and October 24. U NC’s 
match with Syracuse on October 17 is scheduled for 2 p.m. on a Thursday so as not to conflict with that night’s UNC-Miami football game in Chapel Hill. 
The ACC slate concludes on Halloween Night in Chapel Hill when Carolina meets arch-rival Duke at 7 p.m. at Fetzer Field on Thursday, October 31. 

The ACC Tournament quarterfinals are set for the home fields of the Top 4 seeds on Sunday, Nov. 3. Semifinals are Friday, Nov. 8 and the championship 
on Sunday, Nov. 10 at WakeMed Soccer Park in Cary, N.C. 
Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 

9:[9-962-7257 office 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Snnday, July 7, 2013 9:09 PM 

Ducar, Clms -~<lucar@unc.edu>; bill palladino < @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com>; Ducat, Chris 

<ducar@unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>;                      @msn.com> 

Fwd: UNC at FSU Wo~nen’s Soccer - ESPNU 

Ses~f.~"om my Verizon lFireie,~s 4(5 LYe DROLL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: [INC at FSU Women’s Soccer - ESPNU 

From: "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu> 

To: "’Pierce, Kris’" <kpievce@theacc.org>,"Mark Krikofim~ (mkrikorian@adminA;n.edu)" <mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu-~,"Dormnce, Albert A IV" 

<anson@email.unc.edt~- 

CC: "Bonasorte, Monk" <IM[Bonasorte@admin.fsu.edu>,"Tario, Ben" <btario@theacc.org>,"Lohse, Dave Clark" <davelohse@unc.edu>,"Sander, Thomas J" 

<pacman@unc.edu> 

Thm~k you for confirming this date change from Sept. 19th to Sept. 18th. 

Take care, 

Larry 

From: Pierce, Kris [mailto:kpierce@theacc.org] 
Sent-" Sunday, July 07, 20:t3 2:58 PM 

To: Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc; Bonasorte, Monk; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Tario, Ben 
Subject: RE: UNC at FSU Women’s Soccer - ESPNU 

Thank you ~:o ew:,ryon~:, for your assis~:~mce in maldng this g~m~e aw~ilable at the reques~:ed date and ~:im~-:~ for ~?SPNLi, This game is now confirn~:,d for 

September :18th. You may change the date of th~s game on any ~r~terna~ or externa~ communication, ~b~~b#~:~£E~M~9~ 

E~= Pierce, Kris 
Seat= Tuesday, June $$, 20$3 8:23 AN 
Te= Mark Krikorian (~_~[~_~9_[)#_[)_@_~)E,[~M~_#~#); Anson Dorrance 
6~= Bonaso~e, Monk; Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. (athgNIo@unc.edu) 
S~bje~t= UNC at FSU Women’s Soccer - ESPNU 
l~o~aB¢e= High 

Mark and Anson - 
th ESPN is requesting a date change of your match from Thursday, September 19th to Wednesday, September 18 for television. The match would be televised on 

ESPNU. 

As with all TV selections, ESPN does have the ability to change game dates and times. I realize that this may cause North Carolina to change travel plans, and 

Florida State to change facility plans. It is our contractual duty to make every effort to make these changes to make this game available for ESPN. With that being 

said, if you run into extreme circumstances, please let me know. 

We look forward to highlighting this match on our national platform. 

Thanks in advance for your assistance] 

Kris 

~ris W. Pier~e 
Associate Commissionec Championships and Olympic Sports 
4512 Weybri@e Lane, Greensboro, N.C. 27407 

(0) 336.369.4652 (M)         (F) 336.369.1203 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, July 8, 2013 12:10 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: ACC Women’s Soccer Conference Call Reminder 

W Soccer Conference Call 6-18-13.docx; ACC Women’s Soccer Scheduling Powerpoint - June 20.pdf 

Whoever is free join me on the conference call 

From: Pierce, Kris [mailto:kpierce@theacc.org] 
Sent: Sunday, July 07, 2013 2:51 PM 
To; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albe~ A N; Charles Adair (adair~.edu)~ Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu)~ Greg Miller (gmiller@athletics.pi~.edu)~ 
Jonathan Morgan 0moiIIg~umd.edu); Karen ~rguson-Dayes (karen~gocards.com); Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian~admin.fsu.edu)~ Mary-Frances Monroe 
(m.monroe~miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo~syr.edu)~ Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.i~nd.edu)~ RobNe Church (robbie.church~duke.edu)~ Steve Swanson 
(sswanson@virginia.edu)~ Tim San~ro (~san~r@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz~u.edu) 
~c: Ma~ Conway (BC) (conwayml~bc.edu)~ Kirk Bruce (kbruce~athletics.pi~.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (~uchs~admin.fsu.edu)~ Davis, Georgia 
Subject: ACC Women’s Soccer Conference Call Reminder 
Impo~ance~ High 

Women’s Soccer Coaches - 

As a reminder, we will have a conference call on Wednesday, July 10th to affirm your position on the format for both the regular season and ACC Championship. 

The call-in information is listed below. If you cannot p~icipate on the cali~ you must notiN me in ~dvance of the call The only allowable substitutes will be your 

sport supervisor, SWA or AD. 

At the conclusion of the last call, the group was leaning towards a 20-game regular season schedule, played in divisions over 6 weeks (I erroneously said it took 7 

weeks, but it will only take 6 weeks to play ~0 games, with 2 games a week for 4 weeks, and 1 game a week for 2 weeks.). The group was also leaning towards at 

least an 8-team championship, played in the current format. I have attached the minutes from the last call as well as the powerpoint from the last call should you 

wish to review those materials again. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. I look forward to speaking with you on Wednesday] 

Thanks, 

Kris 

ACC Women’s Soccer Conference 

Wednesday, Jul~ 10 - 10 a,m, Eastern 

Call-ln Number: 1.866,244,8528 

Passcode: 529972352 
KR~S P~ERCE 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Championships & SWA 

O: 336369.4652 ] C 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, July 8, 2013 12:11 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

~msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~)gmail.com) 

FW: UNC at FSU Wo~nen’s Soccer - ESPNU 

Please let Dave L and everyone else know on this for us ..... thank you!!! 

Frem: Pierce, Kris [mailto:kpierce@theacc.org] 
Sent; Sunday, July 07, 20:1.3 2:58 PM 

To: Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.Nu.edu); Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
(~¢; Bonasorte, Monk; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Tario, Ben 
Subject: RE: UNC at FSU Women’s Soccer - ESPNU 

Thank you ~:o ew:’,ryone for your assis~:aru::e in maldng this game aw~ilable at the reques~:ed date and ~:im~:_~ fl)r ESPNLi, This game is now con[irmed for Wedru:_~sday., 

September 18~h. You may change the date o1: Lh~s game on any ~nterna~ or externa~ commun~cJdon, but we ask that you not re~ease that ~L’s on ESPNU until we 

announce the full selections for fa~ TV as a conference. Thank 

E~= Pierce, Kris 
Seat= Tuesday, June $$, 20~3 8:23 AN 
To~ Mark Krikorian (D_~[J_~9_t}#_[)_@_~D_:[~M:_g~); Anson Dorrance 

Cc= Bonaso~e, Monk; Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. (athgallo@unc.edu) 
Subject: UNC at FSU Women’s Soccer - ESPNU 
lmpo~anee= High 

Mark and Anson - 

ESPN is requesting a date change of your match from Thursday, September 19th to Wednesday, September ~8th for television. The match would be televised on 

ESPNU. 

As with all TV selections, ESPN does have the ability to change game dates and times. I realize that this may cause North Carolina to change travel plans, and 

Florida State to change facility plans. It is our contractual duty to make every effort to make these changes to make this game available for ESPN. With that being 

said, if you run into extreme circumstances, please let me know. 

We look forward to highlighting this match on our national platform. 

Thanks in advance for your assistance! 

Kris 

Ntis W. Pierce 
Assodate Commisdonec Championships and Olympic Sports 
49~2 WeybH@e Lane, Greensboro, N.C 27407 
(0) 336.369.4652 (M) (F) 336.369.1203 

::~:: ACC 2012 EmailSignature 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, July 8, 2013 12:43 PM 

ttugh Stevens <hugh@smvt.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Mia Ha~m and Golden Fleece reunion 

Hugh, 
I can think of a greater honor for one of our players. Thank you for being so patient!! 

From: Hugh Stevens [mailto:hugh@smvt.com] 
Sent: Sunday, July 07, 2013 5:29 ply1 
Te: Dorrance, AIber~ A IV 
12c: Cathy Stuart; Lensing, George 
Subject: Mia Harem and Golden Fleece reunion 
Anson, 
As co-chair of the 2o14 Golden Fleece Reunion, I want to thank you on behalf of our entire committee for your assiduous work as intermediary 
between the committee and Mia Hamm in encouraging her to accept our invitation to give the Frank Porter Graham Lecture. She was the 
consensus first choice of our committee, and I personally can’t think of a better role model for UNC students or a more appropriate 
representative of the Fleece. 

Thanks again. I look forward to thanking you in person soon. 
Kindest regards. 

~i cid:image003.gif@01CC08DE.B990AC90 

Hugh Stevens 
h__u_.gh_(~ks____m_~,_c_o_m 
The Historic Pilot Mill 
1101 Haynes Street, Suite 1oo 
Raleigh, North Carolina 27604 

Phone: (919) 582-2300 
Direct: 
Mobile: 

Toll-Free Fax: 1-866-593-7695 
~w~svosm~a.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 2:43 PM 

Sarah Thomas <Sarah.Thoma@firstkindmedical.com> 

@uncaa.unc.edn); Gatz, C~ego~7 <ggg@unc.edu>; ~msn.com; duca ,~)uncaa.unc.edu; 
Sisneros          ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.nnc.edu 

RE: firefly sports recover7 devices 

~aol.com; Jason 

IL seerned Lo make a difference, I am 60 years old and I played in 90 rninuLe matches Wed, Th, Fri and Sat (I played 60 to 75 minutes a game) and [ felt surprisingly 

fresh on Sat after ush~g the firefly a~ week. (And ~ rea~lv did not know how long to use ~t for .,, ~ settled on 5 hours at two d~cks under max following each match.) 

~ coach the women’s soccer team at the University of North Caro~h~ at Chspel Hi~l, And ~ ~m curious, how long wN it take to dear our US regulations? We play two 

matches a wee~ and I th~rd~ this might heip us. I hsve copied my assistsnts ph~s my trak~er (physio) and my strength coach ~r~ case ~:hey would hke to diak~gue with 

you d~fe(:tlV, 

And pfease do rne a favor. Dare,an was a rnan of his word. ~ got them just in t#ne for the competition and I woufd I~ke you to thank Nm for me. 

A~ the best~ 

F~m= Sarah Thomas [mailto:Sarah.Thomas@firstkindmedical.com] 
Sent: Monday, 5:09 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= firefly spor~ recove~ devices 

Hi Anson, 

I hope this email finds you well. 

I am following up on behalf of Damian Roden. I know you have spoken to him and that he gave you the opportunity to try a pair of firefly devices. 

He explained that you work with North Carolina, is that with the football team or do you oversee more sports? 

I am really interested to learn of your experiences of using the firefly. 

Please do let me know how that went when you have an opportunity to do so. 

Many Thanks, 

Sarah Thomas 

Technical Sales Executive 

F~rstkind Ltd I Hawk House I Peregrine Business Park I Gomm Road I H~gh Wycombel Bucks I HP13 7DL I UK 

Mobile:                 Tel: +44 (0) 1494 572040 I Fax: +44 (0) 1494 4715~8 

Firefly’% powered by OnPulseTM technology, is a scientifically proven recovery device that reduces muscle soreness and improves performance. 

Firstkind Limited is a Sky Medical Technology Company 

This email has been scanned for email related threats and delivered safely by Mimecast. 
For more information please visit [)_t_!~_]_/_N~_:E~_iE~_#__q_a___s_’_t_:_c_’__o__E! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 3:18 PM 

@gmail.com> 

ILE:    video on MSN hotnepage 

,Awesome[!! [hank you for sharing. 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 10:40 AM 
To: Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: video on MSN homepage 

Hi Guys, 

In case you didn’t l~ow, this awesome video of is on the MSN homepage right now. Pretty cool to hit MSN’s homepage! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 3:20 PM 

~s- sm.org); ~gmail.com); 

~gm~l.com); ~gmaJl .corn; 
@gmaJl.c0m); ~msn.com duca~r@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

~gmail.com); 

~gmail.com); 

~gmail.com); 

.~!uncaa.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 

@email.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu); .~!live.unc.edu); 
~gmail.com);                      ~live.unc.edu>;                 ~live.unc.edu); 

~gmail.com;                    @gmail.com);                  ~live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu);               @uncaa.unc.edu);                           @uga.edu); 

"(~yahoo.com);                         @icloud.com);                        ~aol.com); 

@aol.com); ~live.unc.edu); ~comcast.net); 

@a~oo.com); ,~earthlink.net); ~gmail.com); 

~mindspring.com); @al~oo.com); ~live.unc.edu); 

~rocketmaJl.com; ~gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu; @yahoo.com; 

~live.unc.edu; @emaJl.unc.edu; @gmail.com; @comcas~t.net; 
~email.unc.edu; ~em~fil.unc.edu; ~hotmafil.co~n; ~live.unc.edu; 

~z~gma~l.com; ~!gmail.com; @aol.co~n; ~gmail.co~n; 

@yahoo.com; @gm~fil.com 

mac.com> 

video on MSN homepage 

~gmail.com; 

~ymail.com; 

?b~gm aJl .com; 

@hotmaJl.com; 

Ladies, 

Or~e of videc_~s hit [:he ~gtC-~ "1"IME!! 

This was just sent by one of our Alumnae. And how are your bail skHfs corn~ng? 

F~m: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 10:40 AM 
To: Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Subject: video on MSN homepage 

Hi Guys, 

In case you didn’t blow, this awe~me video of          is on the MSN homepage right now. Pre~- coo~ to Nt MSN’s homepage~ 



Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O LTNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 3:25 PM 

?~gmail.com> 

I@msn.com; ducm@uncaa unc.edu; ,~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Blue white game 

That works .... See you a~. 5 pr’n on Tuesday] 

From: [mailto: ~gmail,com] 

Sent: Monday, 10:43 AM 

To: Dorrance, AlbePc A N 
Subject: Blue white game 

Hey Anson’, 

The seniors chatted and the line ups look good to us!            and I were wonderiug if we could meet with you tomorrow around 5pm to discuss some other 

team issues? Let me know if this works lbr you! Thanks and have a great day 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, July 8, 2013 4:12 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

~msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: pink warm ups 

Love it.,_ We have never won with the pink[! 

Frera: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Monday, July 08, 2013 2:51 PM 
Subject: pink warm ups 

Leadership, 

The derisions just keep on coming don’t they? Must be getting close to preseason... 

Instead of pink uniforms this year for the fundraiser (we’ve all rejected doing that anymore since it’s such a distraction), it’s been suggested that we instead wear 

pink warm up jerseys. That way we are in our regular uniforms for the game, but can still auction off something that’s been worn and raise some money. Thoughts, 

concerns? 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

Universib~ ofNort1~ C~olina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, 4:13 PM 

ms- sm.org); ~gmail.com); 

~gmafil.com); ~ . @gmaJ4.com; 
@gmafil.com); @msn.com; ducax,~)uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros, 

@gmail.com); 

@gmail.com); 
@gmail.com); 

pacmaaa@uncaa.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu); ~)live.unc.edu); 

~email.unc.edu>; -i@live.unc.edu); ~!live.unc.edu); 
~gmail.com);                      ~live.unc.edu>;                 @live.unc.edu); 

~gmail.com;                     ~gmail.com);                  ~live.unc.edu); 
~live.unc.edu);               @~ncaa.unc.edu);                           ~uga.edu); 

?~yahoo.com);                         ~icloud.com);                        @aol.com); 

@aol.com); ~live.unc.edu); ~comcast.net); 
~yahoo.com); ~earthlink.net); ~)gmail.com); 

~mindspring.com); ~yal~oo.com); ~livelunc.edu); 

@rocketmaJl.com; ~gmail.com; @live.unc.edu; ~yahoo.com; 

~live.unc.edu; ~emaJl.unc.edu; @gmail.com; ~comcas~t.net; 
~email.unc.edu; ~em~JJ.unc.edu; ~hotma~l.co~n; ~live.unc.edu; 

~gma~l.com; O!gmail.com; ~aol.co~n; ~gmail.co~n; : 

@yahoo.com; ,~!gm~fil.com 

~gmail.com; 

~ymail.com; 

~gmaJ4.com; 

,~!live.unc.edu; 

,~!hotm~Jl.com; 

~bogaertconstruction.com); ~tdesignsource.com; 

@comcast.net);                       @greenhosp.org); 

~hotmail.com);    ~chapelhillre staurantgroup.com 

FW: WCHL Broadcast Schedule Announced For [INC Women’s Soccer 

~live.unc.edu>; 
@gmail.com; @acpub.duke.edu; 

WCHL Broadcast Schedule Announced For UNC Women’s Soccer 

OFFICE OF ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

FOR iMMEDiATE RELEASE 

Contact: Dave Lohse, Associate Athletic Communications Director, davelohse@unc.edu 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - For the third successive year, WCHL radio in Chapel Hill is partnering with UNC Athletics to bring live broadcasts of Carolina women’s and men’s soccer to Tar Heel 

fans. WCHL will air eight regular season women’s games and two men’s games this fall as announced by Barry Leffler, CEO and Managing Partner of WCHL. 

Games will be available on WCHL (97.9 FM and 1360 AM) in the Triangle and streamed live on the World Wide Web at chapelboro.com. 

Paul Connell will serve as the play-by-play announcer for the broadcasts for the second straight year and will be joined by analysts John Stanley and Gerry O’Donnell. Former Tar Heel 

All-America Wendy Gebauer Palladino will also be making appearances as a guest analyst throughout the season and other Tar Heel alumni will be guest commentators during 

broadcasts. 

Altogether, eight regular-season women’s games and two regular-season men’s games are on the broadcast docket with possibilities for post-season broadcasts as well. 

The women’s broadcast schedule includes: 

The men’s broadcast schedule includes: 

"On behalf of our soccer programs, I’d like to thank the management at WCHL for its commitment to airing our games locally and on the World Wide Web for the third straight year," 
said UNC head women’s soccer coach Anson Dorrance. ’q-he broadcast crew does a great job and we have received much positive feedback from fans, alumni and parents over the past 
couple of years. We look forward to renewing this commitment with the folks at WCHL for another year. it’s a great partnership between UNC soccer and our hometown radio source." 
Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-7257 

(Cell) 
davelohse@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~:/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday,           4:35 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu-~; Doug Dubay (doug&~raJnier.com) 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: replacement plexi? 

Also our TOP recr~it will be here ._ that will help us as well!! 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent~ Monday,, 4:t3 PM 

To; Doug Dubay (dougd@rainier.com) 
Subject; replacement plexi? 

Doug, 

Any word on that last plexi and the team photos for the conference room. We only have 4 weeks left until the season starts and would like to have this complete 

by the time the players report. 

-Tom 

Tom S~der 

Director of Operations 

Womeffs Soccer 

Unive~si~ ofNortfi C~xolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, July 8, 2013 4:39 PM 

Battaglini, Claudio L uiz ~laudio@emaJl. unc.edu-~ 

~!duke.edn); ~msn.com; ducar,~)uncaa.nnc.edu; ~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Bmsil ’][’tip 

Claudio, 

You ar’e very kind to invite me. I do look forward to teaming up with you and your’ colleagues at my next period of t:reedom. 

Thank you, my friend!! 

Frera: Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 
Sent= Monday, July 08, 20~3 4:28 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Brasil Trip 

Dear Anson, 
How are you doing? ~ hope you are doing well. 
~ spoke with UniCeub and unfo~unately the funding secured for the visit of intemationM schNars and special guests ~ their Universi~ was ~clusive~y alloca~d for the 
conference that will happen be~een August 7 and 9th. 
However, they promised me that they wi~ tw to set up a program in November for us to go there, visit their campus, give a ~lk and meet ~ discuss the soccer clinic to be held 

here at Carolina in December. 
~ will keep you posted as things develop. ~ank you vew vew much for your willingness to tW and make it work. We will make it there ~gether this year or for sure ne~ year 
for the world cup. 

Your friend, 
Claudio 

Claudio Ba~glini, PhD 
Associate Professor, Exercise and Spo~ Science (Exercise Physiology Specialization) 
Direc~r of the ~ntegrative Exercise OncNogy Laborato~ 
Director of Get REAL & HEEL Breast Cancer Research Program 

~25 ~tzer Hall, CB# 8700 
Universi~ of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Tel: (929) 8~3-60~5 
Fax: (9~9) 962-0~9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 2:24 PM 

@rocketmail.com> 

1~: Stop iu 

I am in right now- .. do you want to come by? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto ~rockemaail.com] 
Sent: Monday, -- 9i24 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Stop in 

Hey Anson, 

I was just wondering ~vhen you’ll be in your office tomorrow Just wanted to stop by tomorrow before you all leave for team camp Wednesday 

Thanks! 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 3:24 PM 

@gmaJl.com> 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.uuc.edu> 

RE: core values 

Absok~tely!!! Shelly? 

How are you doii~g? 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, 10:48 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: core values 

Hey Ansou’. 

Do you have a coW of our core vaJues with the quotes that you could email me? I waut to use tl~em for m~ activib" in class this last week. 

Thanks so much’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 3:33 PM 

~duke.edu) 

EW: LAST REMINDER: State Retirement P~eseutation 

Do you want to go? 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent-" Tuesday, July 09, 20:t3 12:54 plVl 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject-" LAST REMIINDER: State Retirement Presentation 

This is the last reminder to RSVP for the State Retirement 

presentaLion. If you have not taken the opporLuniL¥ to sign 

up, please do so ASAP b‘/ responding to the email 

so we can finalize the room reservation. 

J.:)Vce 

TO: ALL EMPLOYEES PARTICIPATING IN THE TEACHERS AND 

STATE EMPLOYEES’ RETIREMENTSYSTEM (TSERS) 

I am pleased to announce that we will be hosting a TSERS presentation 

for all interested Department of Athletics employees participating in 

the State Retirement S,/stem. We have also invited employees from 

Kenan-Flagler to participate since the,i hosted the last presentation. 

(NOTE: This presentation is not for emplo,/ees participating in the 

Optional Retirement Plan. A presentation for those emplo,/ees is 

planned for the near future). 

DATE: Monda,/, Jul,/22, 2013 

TI~E: 10:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon 

PLACE: To be determined 

Topics to be covered include: 

Benefit eligibilit,/requirements 

How the state retirement benefit is calculated 

T,/pes of service 

Unused sick leave at retirement 

Deciding which pa,/ment plan to elect 

Death benefits 

Optional benefits at retirement 

The retirement process on how to appl,/ 

Taxes 

Reemplo,/ment rules after retirement 

ORBIT 

Although the above information is good for an,/one enrolled in TSERS, the presentation 

is primaril,/for emplo,/ees 5-7 ,/ears from retirement. The presentation will be lead 

b,/a representative from the State Retirement S,/stem, and will be slightl,/different 

than the session last ,/ear lead b,/the Universit,/’s Benefits Services staff. 

I encourage ,/ou to attend this session, as it will be provide ,/ou with a wealth of 

information on this important topic. 

In order to determine the location of this presentation, please contact me to RSVP b,/Jul,/12th 

so that we can get an approximate number of attendees. 

Thanks, 

Jo,/ce 

Jo,/ce k. Dalgleish 

Director-HR Services 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

CB #8500 

P. O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-7850 

Fax: 919-843-7003 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 5:33 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

@gmaJl.cotn>; ~live.unc.edu>; Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@emaJl.unc.edu> 

VW: core values 

UNC Core Values .doc 

Get our new addition into our’ "Core Vak~es" .,,. Get with Shelly ._. Thank you! 

From: Streett, Shelly 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:22 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; 
Subject: RE: core values 

H~-’_~re ya go~ 

~’~ EmailSignatu re.Shelly 

From: Dorrance, Albert A 131 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 
Cc: Streett, Shelly 
Subject: RE: core values 

3:24 PM 

Absolul:ely!!! 

How are you doing? 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:48 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: core values 

Hey Anson’. 

Do you have a copy of our core values with tim quotes that you could email me? I want to use them for an activib’ in class this last week, 

Thanks ~) much’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 5:35 PM 

@aol.com 

FW: De Anza Force U15G ECNL Manager 

Can you follow up with this woman and copy me? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Barbara Pridham [mailto: ~)comcast.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 2013 5:09 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: De Anza Force U15G ECNL Manager 

Thank you Coach Anson, 
We are on our way to Virginia 
Looking forward to our visit. 
Regards 
Barb Pridham 
De Anza Force ECNL U 15 Manager 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 

On Jul 8, 2013, at 6:30 PM. "I)orrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dino, 

Chris and I will be scouting at the ECNL Finals in Richmond that Monday. Can you take this group around campus and chat with them? 

(;an yun co-ordinate this with Barbara, her cell �� is down below? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Barbara Pridham [mailto: ~comcast.ne~] 

Sent: Mi)nday, July 08, 2013 6:06 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Cc: jeffbaicher 

Sut~i ect: De 2mza Force U 15 G ECN’[~ Manager 

Dear Coach Anson, 

It was a pleasure speaking with you today. As per our conversation we are delighted to travel to UNC un July 15th to visit your school. 

All our games are scheduled ]k~r 8:30 am, :fields have not been assigned, however we are playing at West Creek either 5,6,7,8. I estimate an arrival time of 3:00 on July 15th. 

Thanks for taking my call and let me know if this timing works for you? 

Barbara Pridham 

De Anza Force ECi’~L _Manager U15 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=IfNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~; 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 5:36 PM 

Lars Van Dan <       @ya]~oo.com> 

ILE: A good horse...Xtra Heat 

Remind me who this is again? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Lars Van Dan [_mailto: ,@yahoo.coral 

Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 2013 5:26 PM 
To: Brittani Bartok 
Cc: Don-ance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: A good horse. Xtra Heat 

Anson and Brittani, 

Follo;ving up on the tl~read below from a *long time* back. At’~er asking the b team coach to have her come out last fall, nothing materialized E’~’entually she came our for the A team spring 
tryouts and made the A team. She has excellent athletic abilities: tall strong, good shot, but is not someone that I would not short list for the varsity. We thil~ she can come off of the bench 

for our team in ~he fall and are excited t~ see how she de~,~elops. Similar to she needs better l~ot skills and needs to improve on her ability to quickly read and process the game She 

seems very happy to be on the A club team btw. 

Lars 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 4:38 PM 

Ducar, Chris <duca~@unc.edu>; bill paJladino < ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros~ @gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu>; Brittani Bartok < @msn.com>; @duke.edu> 

Re: Thank you 

You are a pro Chris... thank you!! 

Ses~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L)"E LLI~OIL) 

"Ducar, Chris" -~dncaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

Sent frown my iPad 

Begin forwa~rded ,nessage: 

From:                         ~mail.com> 

Date: Jnly 10, 2013, 3:06:31 PM EDT 

To: "dncar~uncaa.unc.edu" <ducar~uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Thank you 

Dear Coach Ducar, 

Thank you tbr the wonderful experience at [INC’s goalkeeper camp. I came home and told all my fiiends abx~ ut the extraordinaU time I had there. I have 
already taJ~cen the drills a~d activities to my goalkeeper trainer and we have been worldng hard to master all my weaknesses as soon as possible. Thank 

you again for ever~%ing. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 4:50 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducay@unc.edu>; bill paJladino < @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacmm~@unc.edu>; ~duke.edtr~; Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Thax~k you 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Tha~k you 

From: ’@gmail .com> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I am the goa lkeeper on the nationally ranked number 1, U15 NJ Stallions Dynamite. Thank you for the amazing experience that you gave me at l_,~,~’C’s Soccer 

Camp. Thalmk you for the opportunity to play in the staffgame and to be a goalkeeper in the demos I had an awesome time and all my friends were jealous of me. Thank you again. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 4:51 PM 

Ducar, Clms -~<lucar@unc.edu>; bill palladino < @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com>; Ducat, Chris 

<ducar@unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Brittani Bartok <         ~msn.com> 

Fwd: Belk Track 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Belk Track 

From: "Robinson, Kevin T" <krob@unc.edu-~ 
To: "Dorra~ce, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Somomao, Carlos M" <csomoas~o@unc.edu>,"Harfis, S <tacey Elaine" <sharfis@unc.edu>,"Meaders, ttamlis 

James" <ineaders@unc.edu>,"Stleett, Shelly" <sjg~een@ema]l.unc.edu> 

CC: "Bunting, Mike" <mbunting@unc.edt~-,"Field, Jaci" <jfield@nnc.edu>,"Culle~; Ellen B" <eculle@unc.edu>,"Brunner, John F" <John Bmnne@unc.edu> 

We are beginning preparations to host the 2014 ACC outdoor track and field championships at the Belk track. One of the major tasks that we need to accomplish 

before the meet in the spring is to repair some major wear areas on the track. The best time to get this work done is during the summer months as it is weather 

dependent. I have scheduled Beynon Sport Surfaces to be at the track to make the repairs on August 12th. The repairs will take about a week to finish. We will 

need to close down some areas of the track but we will make sure that everyone can access the areas that they need to access. If you have any thoughts or 

concerns please call me or respond to this email. Thanks for your time. 

Kevin Robinson 

UNC Athletics 

(cell) 

krob@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 8:00 PM 

John Maher <jmahe@liheraJd.com> 

Re: 

Where? 

Se~tt.~"om my Ver’izon tYireie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

John Ma]~er <jmahe@liherald.com> wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, 

Thanks again for your help. Here’s the a~licle we mn on 

Best, 

John 

Wishiug her and you good luck in pe~petui .ty. 

John Maher 

Herald Reporter 

516-569-4000 x282 
imaher~,liherafd corn 

www liherald.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 8:06 PM 

Doug Landefeld < ~sbcglobal.net>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@anc.edu> 

Re: 96 Michigan Hawks 

Thanks Doug for this opportunity. I will coW C1wis to give you what he has seen. I roll also cop?" Torn to mail you our summer work out packet (Chatnpions 

Almanac). What address should we send it to? 

Doug Landefeld < @sbcglobal.net> wrote: 

Coaches, 

I wanted to touch base about my players that are coruing to you in 2014. There has been a bit of "senioritis" ~vith the last couple of U18 teams in our club. 
Although, I don’t see this being a probleru with this team and these players, I would like to take a positive proactive approach to avoid any issues. 

To ensure that the girls are able to come to you and contribute next year, I would like to find out from you, if there is anything in particular you would like to see them improve on over this 
next year. Please call or entail rue with yo~tr thoughts. I will then enco~trage each of them to ruake contact with you in the next ruonth to get this same information, directly- froru you. I think 
that if we are all on the same page, we have a better chance of helping them get ready. 

Everything we do this year will be required. There are extenuating circumstances that will be considered but I hope to get each player to comruit fully to getting ready. With this in mind, I 
have attached o~tr schedule for the fall. I hope that their official visits can take place ~vithout missing any of our garues. 

Lastly, ~ve have struggled to get players to a high level of fitness. I hope that you would be willing to send me something that has worked for you, both preseason and during season 
activities We plan on trying some things but ;vould appreciate anything that has been successful for you 

Good luck this fall and thanks in advance for all of your help. 

Doug LandeI~ld 
96 Machigan Hawks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 11:42 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: Invitation for 

I don’t know what I enjoy more: watching you guys win national championships or watching you grow up to be classy, responsible, confident, independent wotnen. 
Good job, my little s~d. 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey/M~son, 

I responded to this email. I told them that I do not know where I will be on that date, but that I will be honored to speak at the conference tneeting. You are absolutely 

right, this is the ti~ne that I become more independent and responsible.See you at the ESPYS! 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On at 7:57 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

You will be getting more a~d more of these as your career taxes ot£ Get in the habit ofresvmding to everything, even if you decide not to do it. Be 

classy, be a pro, always treat EVERYONE like you would like to be treated. 

Seu~ f!’om ~ro~ ~ ~erizort f~reies’s 4G L 77( 

........ OriginaJ~ Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Invitation for 

From: Stanisla,~ Pugliese <Stanislao.G.Pugliese~hofstra.edu> 

To: Stanislao Pngliese <Stanislao.G.Pugliese~hofstra.edu>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu>,"Palladino, George W" 

<bpalladino(~unc.edu> 

CC: 

Sorry, inadvertently sent an older version of the postcard. 

Attached is revi~d version. 

SGP 

From: Stanislao Pugliese <Stanislao.G.Pugliese(~hofstra.edu> 

Date: Saturday,           9:08 AM 

To: "anson@uncaa.unc.edu" <anson @uncaa.unc.edu>, "bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu" <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu> 

C¢: Stanislao Pugliese <Stanislao.G.Pugliese@hofstra.edu> 

Subject: Invitation for 

tIi coaches Dorrance and Palladino, 

Hope you are enjoying the Fourth of July weekend. 

I aln writing because, along wilh my colleague Brenda Else!,,, I a*n lhe c~rector of a lhree day, internalional conference on soccer to be held ~ at 

Hofstra University in collaboration with FIFA mad the NY Cosmos. 

We would like to invite           to be a speaker at the conference, especially because she was a local soccer player at South Side High School (where my son is 

presently a student and my daughter is a~, the Middle School; bolh are travel soccer players and needless to say,        is one of their heroes.) 

Attached is a postcard/flyer we hope to print soon. 

If          can attend, we will of course add her name irrwnedia~,ely. 

I expect Hofstra will have funds to defray cost of her travel. 

Thanks arid best wishes for the s~trrwner, 

Stan P@iese 

Stanislao G. Pugliese. Ph.D. 

Pro}bssor of HistotT 

Queensboro Unico Distinguished Professor of 

Italian and Italian ~5xnerican Studies 

307 Ne~v Academic Building 

Ho[-st ra University 



Hempstead, NY 11549 USA 
516.463.5611 
stanislao.pugliese@hofstra.edu 
Jr ttp / / pe )p]e.~ c [-stta.edu/start slac _~ ughese/ 

< Unk*~own.png> 

<HofstraSoccerConference.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, July 11,2013 11:45 PM 

Megaloudi~ Dino <dino@unc.edu> 

Re: New Role at UNC 

Great’, 

Senf.~"om my Verizon tFireie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

"Megaloudis, Dino" ~dino@unc.edu-~ wrote: 

All son, 

J ust an FYI on latest contact with Gary. 

Let’s meet next week. 

Dino 

Dino Megaloudis 

Major Gift Officer 

The University of North Carolina 

D: 919 962-1484 

C: 

From: Gary Loveman [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday, July 11, 2013 4:02 PM 
To: Megaloudis, Dino 
Subject: RE: New Role at UNC 

~Caesars.com] 

All the best! 

Dino 

Dino Megaloudis 

Major Gift Officer 

The University of North Carolina 

D: 919 962-1484 

C: 

My interest is limited to women’s soccer, though may not be restricted to the stadium 

Frora: Megaloudis, Dino [mailto:dino@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, July 11, 2013 12:57 PN 
To: Gary Loveman 
Subject: RE: New Role at UNC 
Gary, 

Thanks for calling yesterday. I will update you when I hear something on UNC athletics end. If things do not work out for a new soccer stadium - 

are there any other areas on campus 

you wonld be interested in snpporting? 

Regards 

Dino 

Dino Megaloudis 

Major Gift Officer 
The University of North Carolina 

D: 919 962-1484 

C: 

From: Gary Loveman [mailto: @Caesars.corn] 
Sent: Friday, July 05, 2013 2:22 PM 
To: Megaloudis, Dino 
Subject: RE: New Role at UNC 
I have not heafd from ~)tWo{l~:~ is sool,:_~ tirade, 

Frora: Negaloudis, Dino [._rt_)_a__[!_t_o_:__d_j__n_o__@_u__t)_c__:_e_~_u_] 
Sent: Friday, July 05, 2013 8:19 AM 
To: Gary Loveman 
Subject: New Role at UNC 
Gary, 

I hope all is well. I atn sure you are aware that I am no longer at the Ratns Club. I have started a new role at UNC I will be raising money for the 

whole University focusing on Parents. 

My contact information is attached below for your records. 

We can still work together on the new soccer stadmm for Ansom Have you been in contact with anyone from the Rams Club? 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Thursday,            11:55 PM 

@msn.com> 

Re: Link fiom Twitter 

Awesome    !’.!!! 

Se~t.~oom my Verizon gTirele,ss 4G LT~ 

~msn.com> wrote: 

Check out these twitter numbers tbr college sports by tbllower count! :-) 
w~a~,.ut sports.com/~e~rel_i      aad.html 

Download the ofiqci~ Twitter app here 

Se~tt fi~om my iPhone 



Fl’olll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, July 12, 2013 12:06 AM 

Ducar, Clms -~<lucar@unc.edu>; bill palladino < ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com>; Ducat, Chris 

<ducar@unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>;                         ~duke.edu-~ 

Fwd: 2013 Visit to Pittsbmgh 

2013 WSOC Vis Temn Guide.pdf 

........ Origina] Message ........ 

Subject: 2013 Visit to Pittsburgh 

From: "Klaczak, Paul Joseph" <pklaczuk@athletics.pitt.edu> 

To: "’bMandis@bucknell.edu’" <bwlm~di@buclmell.edu>,"’cmusocce@cmich.edu’" <cmusocce@cmich.edu>,"’socce@utoledo.edu"’ 
<socce@utoledo.edu>,"’wsocce@bc.edu’" <wsocce@bc.edu>,’"tim santoro@ncsu.edu’" <tim santoro@ncsu.edu>,"’sswanson@virginia.edu’" 

<sswanson@virginia.edu>,"Do~rance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"’pswheddon@syr.edu’" <pswheddon@syr.edu>,"’ad~J,@vt.edu’" <iada~,@vt.edu> 

CC: "Miller. Greg S" <gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu; 

Coaches, 
We are excited about your team visiting us this fall. We have a digital visitor’s guide ( _h__~_R.~_Zb_!_t_:_!~!__l___2___l__t_M__T__s_. ) designed to provide information regarding our City 
and the University. It includes directions, restaurants, hotels, etc. In addition to your use, please feel free to pass this along to the families of your SA’s or anyone 
else that maV find this information helpful when they come to Pittsburgh. 
Also, I have attached a WSOC Visiting Team Guide, which includes specific information regarding our match operations. There are a few items noted on the first 
page that we ask you to respond to. I will be sending additional details, such as match timeline and specific locker room assignments, as our matches approach. If 
you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact me. 
I look forward to seeing you this fall. 
Good luck during the upcoming season. 
Paul 

Paul I(laczak 
i.~.i ACC -EmaiI-Sig wer~ica I-2 

ASSOCIATE ATHLETIC DIRECTOR 
University of Pittsburgh I Department of Athletics 

Fitzgerald Field House Allequippa / Darragh St. : Pittsburgh, PA ]526] 

office (4~2) 648-7209 :. mobile fax (4~2) 648--8940 
website I I vCard I map 



WOM,-EN~S SOCCERVISITING TELadvl GUIDE 

The cky of Pk:sbu~gh, our Unlw:t~d9" and o~.lr enfi]v athletk: department s,’affJs ioo]&~g foBvard a) your visit: this fall We have (~m]piled this bo&]e~ wkh 

the hope that it wili prove usefial m you during },our stay in Pktsbttrgh and we wdcome the oppommiV m be of assisc~ce m you dttri~g },our visit. 

or 

e m,~,’ pldacmk@atl-~edcs.pitt.edu. 

Best \Vishm, Paul Klaczak, Assodatc Athletic Director 

ACTION FI’EM CHECKLIST 

Reserve pmctkv times thro~.gh Paul K]acPak [See below] 

Submk media/spores informadoP, nee& m Greg Etotchkiss [Sec bdow] 

Submit Athledc Di]w:a)Uor Desi~a:e parking request a) Pm]l KJacPak [See be]ow] 

SubmAt Comp ticket ii= to M&e Jmadr~ks, or bring m Tkkc: office [See bdow] 

Remm Visiting "Dan Questionnaire to Pad Ki*2’ak [See below] 

CEII,UI_AR 

PR,\CTICE 

Piease contact Pa’d I~ac~ak (412-400-3998) to phce any practice requesEs 

PARKING AND ENTRANCE- MEDIA 

Direc~ your med~a!spo~s ~n~xmadon (xmt~cts m Grcg Hotchk[s8 

PARKING AND ENT~,kNCE - TEAM AND STAFF 

Y~xtr bus driver can drop ali passengers (m Chax~pk~s Drive hi front: ofO]e Suppo[~: Building of the Pemrsen Spo~zs CornpIex. Y{mr teax~ bus may remain 

parked ~ the ioac~ng ~one on the noM~ side of CMmpbns Drive. Contact Pad ~aczak ~’you requM parMng for }~ur Athbdc Dh’ecEor or h£/her designee 

TIMING PROTOCOL 

1:00 pro, KICKOFF 
"HME AII,OTTED ACFUAL T’IME VISIBLE CLOCK 
60:00 11:50-12:50 p.m. 70:00-10:00 
-- 1250 p.m. 10:00 
2.00 12:52-12:53 p.m. 8:00 
1:00 12:52-12:54 p.nq. 8:00 
It00 12:53-12:54 p.m. 7:00 
1:00 12:54-12:55 p.m. 6:00 
3:00 12:55-12:58 p.m. 5:00 
7:00 pmo KICKOFF 
TIME ALLOTTED ACTUM~ TIME VISIBI£ CLOCK 
60:00 550-6:50 p.nm 70:00-10:00 
...... 6:50 p.m. 10:00 
2.00 6:52-6:53 p.c,~. 8:00 
1:00 6:52-6:53 p.nqo 8:00 
It00 6:53.-6:54 p.m. 7:00 
1:00 6 54-6 55 p.c,~. 6:00 
3:00 6:55-6:58 p.nqo 5:00 

PROT’OCOL 
Field available fi}r shared warm-up 
Players Leave the fidd 
Offidds walk starters to the (vnEer of the field 
Visitors Sta~ing Line-up mmoun~d 
PITE Starting L~ne-up amiounced 
O~]dds anno,an~d 
Playing of the National 

PROTOCOL 
Fkld ~’a~abie f6r shared warm-up 
Piayers Lewe the 

Oflkhls w~k a~Eers Eo the center of ~e field 
Visitors Sta~ing Line-up mmoun~d 
PI’IT Starting L~nc-up amu)unced 
O~]dds anno,an~d 
Playing of the National 

GA MF2 BAI I. 

-- The Pktsbttrgh Panthers use Nike 

N OTES 

~ Shower and &essing room ~ciiities ae ava~able upon requmt. (~nm.c: Pad 

Klaczak fi)r more information 

...... NCAA a~d ACC roles apply to ali games 

DRIV1N G DIRECTIONS 

...... Them ae drMng directkms a) Pete~en Spo~zs Compk:x on page 6. You can 

~so ~d dhvcfions on our websM a: 

hrtp:!!x~,vw.pi~iisburghpalthers.comlt mve]/pkt-n~vcLl=m] 

~ Tra~c up&tcs m’e also available a: 

http:iA, vx~v.pen n&~t 1 l .~x)ng&~auh:.hnn 
E~IO - XqSITING TE&M 

~ DimcE )~ur m~o o)nmc~s m Greg Hotchkias 

MEDICJ\][.iATHLKFIC TRAINING ROOM 

-- Yore" :ram will have a~ss Eo o~ atl-~edc trah~ing r~m a the Petersen Spo*~s 

Complex ~d me oldie s~[&d mod~ifies av~labie in this sea 

~ Ice and ~T~.rer villi be providM ~ your ben& area 

~ If you have ~[y special nee&, ple*~ ~nmct Ann Made Porada 

VIDEO -- VISITING TEAM 

~ Space wili be provi&d for vifith~g team video atop the press box. One of our 

managers will u~: th£ loc=k)n as well 

POST-GAME FOOD DFdd~RIES 

...... Post game folK[ for your tcan should be delivered to the Petersen Spo[vs 

Conqplex, or ~recrly m Din" team Bus 

TICKETS 

~ Tkkcr pri~s ae $5 

~ Ple*se {~ >~ mmplemen~ admission fbrm m Mike J~d/a~Ls at 

412-383-’7376 ~ adv~ Ifth£ is not posfible, please ddiver ~o our 8cke~ offi~ 

vvhe~ you aMve at the stadium 



Dates o~’Compc6tiom 

Mode of’I?amsportarioe.ICm’ficr to Pirtab~trgh: 

Date: "Ihne_: Airih~c: 

G*otmd Ha~dbr: ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

Conmcv: 

Dmc: .............................................................................................................. Time: ....................................... .Airline: .................................................................................... 

Name & I,ocadon of Hotel: ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

Company:_ 

Time o[ arrival ~o game site: 

Will )<,u .ccd a locker room? Y[:S/NO IF Yes, Spcd~¢ Da,::c: 

Hca:d (-k~a~c]~ o~’ Assist~m,’.: we si~ould comac~ i[ ncccssaU 

O8]cc’lkkpkzonc: .......................................................................................................................................... 

(blh*lar P}:onc: 

P|~.se return by emall ~)r £~x to: 

Paul Kb.czak 

A.ssocimc AD 

Univc~’sW of Pi’.~sb’ar~’. 

I;ax (412) 648-8973 

............. ~,~,m?it~sburg~t)a, mhers, corn ..................... 



Date: 

ATHLFTPE NAN’~E ATHLETF. SIGNATUrRE GUEST INLa, ME GUEST SIGNATUIZE 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

GUEST N AME G{.O F~ST SIGNA~II_~RE 

2. 

3. 

4. 

A~I 1 ~LETE NAME AIHLE’FE SIGN ATURE G U EST NAh,IE GUEST SIGNATU RE 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

STUDENT-ATHLETE: By s~F;in8 this I 
tio~ i~ co~cct ~m~x:rning my eomphmc~tary admi~sions~ I have not nor 
have any fancily or fricnd~ rc~vcd any ~aymcnt or any other bcncfi~ from 

siblc ~br and pos~’bly ~co~m’~zc ~}*v cigibili~~ for oa~wicipafion h~ intc}col- 
ic~atc atl0crics at tbds’or any othcr’NC~%~ 

GUF~T: By s~sning this I <x:rd£" t~xt I am ~hc pc~on si~ing fl)r and 
accepting t~c compS{monnaU ad~nissios~ ass~:iatca wit~ t~c name t~at 
apocars on ~hi:~ ~rm. I ha3,,c not provided ~hc sn~dcs~t--athlctc providing mc 
~[~s adm~ssk)ns ;my payn~cm: or benefit ;~ssociatcd whh the i’cccip~ 
admission. This a~t~b;sJon ~ dcsi~atcd ~:o mc fi~r my osvn c~3~rat3~ ~o ~h~ 

arh]cric re,ont. I have not rc~ivcd ~3v t~d p;~ pay~ncnt for 0~c exchange 
or rrm~sfcr of tbds a&n£sion. ~ also ~.ffh’m t~t I have reviewed and under- 
stand the NC~%~ gT#]a~a iismd bdo~,. 

16.2.1.2. l -- Issuancx: Proc~:dures. 
The indivkh~al ttsing t.hc ~x~mplimcntary admission must prcscn~ idcn*ifi-- 
~tion to the person super[sing ~hc use of~hc pa~s ~t at ~[3C admission gate. 
"I’hc h~d~vidual ~hcn shall be provided a ;ick& stub or o;hcr idcnfifi~;ion 
of a specified reserved sca~ or seating area or ~rca~cd ~ a general- admission 
ticket holder. 

16.2.2.1 - Sale of ComplLqnentary- Admissionso 
A s~.~dcnt.-atlqict:c may ~ot: receive payment (~-om any so~rcc f{)r hi~s or her 
compiimcn~aU admi.’~sions a*~d may not exchange ~r assign them ~)r any 
kem of’vah*c. 

] 6 2 2 "~ ~’~a mcn~ ~o T~’ ira P 
In~v*d~.is dcs~mtcd by the student-athlete to rc~vc conxphmcntaU 
ad*~sions arc f~ot ~cn-ni~cd to rc~ivc any ~c of paymcn~ for 
ad*~sions or to cxc~m~gc or assi~ them ~o[ad7~ item of’vdac. R.ccci~t 
pavmcnt fi)r ~x)mplimcntaW a~lmissiot3s by such dcs~5~atcd it3d~vi(h*~ls 
prShibh:cd and ~>nsidcrcd an extra 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, July 12, 2013 8:25 PM 

Rachel Penny ~gmail.com>; BritmJ~i Ba~)k ~msn.com> 

Re: Digita] Content Editor - Colmnbus Crow 

Rachel, yoa are so sweet, thank you! I will copy Britt to follow up on this if she is interested. I genuinely appreciate your interest in helping my kids. And yes. I hope to 
see you with our workout gronp and honestly I am sad you guys are leaving. 

Rachel Penny~ ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

Hope you’re doing well! I just received this email from Arica with the Columbus Crew who I worked closely with on the Kirk Urso Memorial Match. I don’t know if 

Brittani Bartok (or any other people you know) has a job or would have any interest in Columbus, but I thought I would pass this along. If anyone is interested, let 

me know and I can talk to Arica about them on their behalf. 

See you at the workouts next week! 

Rachel 

Rachel Penny 

@gmail.com 

@rfpenny 

...... Forwarded Message 

From: Arica Kress <akress@thecrew.com> 

Date: Fri, 12 Jul 2013 17:08:16 -0400 

To: Arica Kress <akress@thecrew.com> 

Subject: Digital Content Editor - Columbus Crew 

Hello, 

This is a great position we just posted. If you know anyone interested in working in web and social media for a pro sports team and getting into Major League 

Soccer please forward along. Thanks for sharing. - Arica 

Digital Content Editor -Columbus Crew 

http://bit.ly/ldoaH3p 

Sr. Director, Marketing & Promotions 

COLUMBUS CREW 
MAJOR LEAGUE SOCCER 
(614) 447-4163 Direct 

CREW STADIUM 
One Black & Gold Blvd. 
Columbus, OH 43211 
THECREW.COM <HTTP://WX4~,’.THECREW.COM/> 

~ <http:/itwitter.comiColumbusCrew> ~ <http:!/www.facebook.com/columbuscrew>~ <http://www.youtube.com/user/CrewCommunications? 

feature=mhw4> 

~<http://w~.ticketmaster~com/c~umbus-crew-vs-wigan-ath~etic-fc-c~umbus-~hi~-~7-13-2~13/event/~5~4ACDE~4E7296? 

artistid=805928&majorcatid=lOOO4&minorcatid=ll&tm link=search .msg-O. 05004ACDEO4E7296> 

~ <http://www.t hecrew.comijuly20> 



...... End of Forwarded Message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, July 12, 2013 8:35 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~<tucar@unc.edu>; bill palladino ~aol.com>; Ducay, Chris ~ducar@unc.edtr*; Jason Sisneros 

@gmaJl.com>; Bfittani Bartok @msn.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacma~@unc.edtv* 

Fwd: Collegiate Schedules Sectiou 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: FW: Collegiate Schedules Section 

From: "Streett, Shelly" <sjgreen@email.unc.edu-~ 

To: "Dorrm~ce, Albert A IV" <~a~son@email.unc.edu>YSomoauo, Caylos M" < csomoano@unc.edu> 

CC: 

Do you want to put your schedule in Southern Soccer Scene? Costs ~220 

From-" GriffThompson [maiJto:griff@southemsoccerscene.com] 
Sent: Friday, July :[2, 20:[3 3:36 PM 
To; Streett, Shelly 
Subject; Re: Collegiate Schedules Section 

Shelly: 

We are putting our annual Collegiate Schedules section together again and I wanted to check in about the programs at UNC. The cost is $220 per program and that 

includes placing a link for the programs schedule on our recently re-designed and re-launched web site (southernsoccerscene.com) and placing the schedule in 

three issues of the printed edition (August, September and October). 

All other details remain the same, except that the section is in full color this year vs. black & white in previous years. 

Thanks, as always, for your help ...... 

Best, 

Griff 

Southern Soccer Scene 

Tel. 336-292-7015 

Cell 

On 8/21/12 4:29 PM, "Shelly Streett" <.s_j_g__r__e___e__n____@_.___u___n___c__a___a__.__u___n___c_:__e___d__u__> wrote: 

Griff, 

First off, it is no longer Tarheelblue.com. The web page for U NC athletics is goheels.com. 

Please list the W Soccer game on 9/2 as Tourn. instead of Away. 

Thanks, 

Shelly Streett 

Olympic Sports 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Office 919.962.5220 

Fax 919.962.4038 

>>> Griff Thompson <~riff~southernsoccerscene.com> 8/21/2012 10:17 AM >>> 
Shelly: 

Wanted to make sure we have everything as it should be in the schedules. Please look them over carefully and let me know (women’s at the top; men’s at the 

bottom). We go to press first thing on Thursday. 

Thanks, 
Griff 

Southern Soccer Scene 

Tel. 336-292-70:[5 

Cell. 

On 7/20/~2 3:08 PM, "Shelly Streett" <_s:j.cl_r_~_gr_!_@__u__t_~__c:_a___a__=_t_Lr_Lc_’_=__e__d___u_.> wrote: 

Griff, 

got the go ahead from both coaches. The schedules can be found on 

goheels.com 



Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Shelly Streett 

Olympic Sports 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Office 919.962.5220 

Fax 919.962~4038 

>>> GriffThompson <g-[~[f-.-f--@--s--~-u--[--!]-~-Lr--n---s--~-c--c-‘--e--[~s-‘--c--~-Ln---e--:-c-.--~--[~> 7/16/2012 11:05 AM >>> 
Shelly: 

Wanted to check in to ask about the 2012 Collegiate Schedules section. Rates and other details are the same as in years past and are included in the 
attached brochure. 

I would just need the schedule for each program to get things started. You will receive a proof of the two ads before we go to press from which you can 
point out changes/corrections, etc. 

Hope all is well and thanks very much ....... please give a ring or send email if you have questions or need more information. 

All the best, 
Griff 

Southern Soccer Scene 
Celebrating 34 Years Of Publication in 2012 

Tel. 336-292-7015 

Cell. 
Fax. 336-285-5868 

On 8/2/11 9:33 AM, "Shelly Streett" <_s_ig~[l_e___e__n___@___u___n__c___a___a_~__u___D__c_~__e___d___u_.> wrote: 

Griff, 

Carlos and Anson have given the go ahead for the schedules to be placed in Southern Soccer Scene. 

The schedules are on Tarheelblue~com. Please let me know if you need any further information. 

Thanks, 

Shelly Streett 

Olympic Sports 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Office 919.962.5220 

Fax 919.962.4038 

>>> Grill Thompson <qriff@southernsoccerscene,com> 8/1/2011 4:19 PM >>> 

Shelly: 

Thank you for your help with this (brochure attached). As I mentioned over the phone, Delaine always communicated with the coaches about this previously. 
We have been including this section in the publication since the mid-90s and UNC has been in each one. 

I really just need the go ahead to get things started. I have the logo and the relevant information and can collect the schedules. Will send proofs of the ads 
before we go to press, so that you can look things over and also include any changes that might be made in the schedule between now and then. 

The cost is the same as it has been for a number of years--S200 (per program) for inclusion in the three printed editions and on the web site. 

Thanks again and please give a ring (cell. or send email if you have questions or need more information. 

Best, 
Grill 

Southern Soccer Scene 
Celebrating 33 Years of Publication in 2011 

Tel. 336-292-7015 

Cell. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 599093bytes; 

File Name Expiry Date Size 

Collegiate Schedules 2011.pdf <http:!jarchive02.uncaa.unc.edujlc098a85c171a16695378ab09c4661ea> Sun, 30 Oct 2011 16:19:48 -0400 599093bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 8:39 PM 

Steve Nelson <steve@wakefieldgroup.com> 

Re: Checldng in! 

You are the finest of men. ’I’ha~k you! 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tFire[e,~s 4G 

Steve Nela~n <steve@wakefieldgronp.com> wrote: 

Anson, below is to and t?om another ofyonr "to be stars in liI~" ti~om your remarkable progra~n. 

recently for get together and earlier this week. 

Offto have lunch with now and for coffee on Sunday. Love it! 

Steve 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwaxded message: 

Frctm: Steve Nelson <sleve~b~waJ~efieldgroup.com> 

Date: 12:00:39 PM EDT 

To: ~)gmail.coln> 

Subject: Re: Checking in! 

Wonderful to hem fiom yon. And always, always have time for you, 

Sent from my iPad 

On 

Any tilne to chat on Sat mid day or Sun AM mid morning or mid day? 

, at 11:44 AM, 

Mr. Nelson, 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

How are you? Hope you and your family are doing well! Do you have some time to chat over the next week or two? Would love to hear 

about how every/thing is going tbr you! 

Take care 

This message (and any associated files) is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, subject to copyright or constitutes a trade secret. If you 

are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or distribution of this message, or files associated with this message, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, 

please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer. Messages sent to and from us may be monitored. 

Internet communications cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. Therefore, we do not accept 

responsibility for any errors or omissions that are present in this message, or any attachment, that have arisen as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required, please request a hard-copy version. Any views or 

opinions presented are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the company. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 8:40 PM 

Caudill, Walter Lowry <wlcaud@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Question 

Good news!!’. 

Se,~t.f!"om my Verizon IYirege,~s 4(5 L)"k LL~tOIL) 

"Caudill, Waiter Low~"’ <wlcau&~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

An~m, An update on 

Sent frown my iPad 

Begin forw~xded tnessage: 

From: Daria Stollz <Daria.Stoltz(r-~liquidia.com> 

Date: 12:02:30 PM EDT 

To: "Caudill, Walter Lowry" <Mcaud(r-~email.m~c.edu> 

Subject: RE: Question 

Lowry 

I just heard from and it: Iool~s lik~-:~ (fingers crossed!)that 

Thanks again, 

Daria 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, July 12, 2013 8:47 PM 

Wilson, Susan E <Wil~nS@neurology.~mc.edtr~; Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu>; bill palladino 

<ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: Coach Mark Kadlecik 

@aol.com>; Ducat, Chris 

My pleasure ... Shelly. write it up ..,. I will edit the letter and sign it. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

"Wilson, Susan E" <WilsonS@neurology.unc.edu> wrote: 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:52 PM 

Wade Sutton @yahoo.corn> 

Re: Tonight 

No one to recommend Wade, I’In sorry. 

Se~t.~°om my Verizou IVireIess 4G L)"~ DROLL) 

Wade Sutton .~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Ana?n, 

Sounds great. Would be great to have you come by next spring. Did you have any athletes who will not be returning to soccer who s~till will be at Carolina or will have 
eligibility left and might want to play another sport’? If so, please let rne know as I need some more players for next year. 

Wade 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: Wade Sutton @yahoo.corn> 
Sent: Tuesday,. 2:17 PM 
Subject: Re: Tonight 

Congratulations Wade on your success! And I’d love to jump in with you next spring. 

Wade Su~on ~ ~!yahoo.corn> wrote: 

Ansor~ 

I am son?, I never got back to you in the spring. We had a busy spring and ended up finishing 2nd at college nationals. I know the f~l will be busy for you but maybe 
next spring you can come talk to the teams again. As far as players, are there any players that are finished with soccer or that won’t be playing next 5,ear that I 

could reach out to about playin~ ? I would appreciate any names you could give me. I did reach out to the ones you gave me lafft year but they never made it 

out to practice. I hope you are having a good summer and talk to you soon. 

Wade 

From: Anson DortQnce <ansonl~uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Wade Sutton ~yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday,, ,6:43 PM 
Subject: Re: Tonight 

Sure .... give me a month 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-9624100 
>~> Wade Sutton < ~yahoo.corn> 12:18 PM >>> 

Ansor~ 

Would you be able to come and talk to our team one Wednesday or Thursday evening? I know you talked to the team a couple of years ago but I have a brand new 

group now and I am sure they would love it. It could be anywhere from 30 minutes to an hour or whatever you could do according to your schednle. Thanks for 

considering. 

Wade 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Wade Sutton ~yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, 5:07 PM 
Subject: Re: Tonight 

Thank you Wade!! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 

>>> Wade Sutton @yahoo.com: 12:14 AM >>> 



Anson, 

Congratulations on winning the NCAA Championship. What a great accomplishment. Hopefully we can work out a time in the spring to have you come talk to the 

temn again. I have several players now that have played soccer in high ~hool a~d I am sure they would be thrilled to have you and so would I. 

Congratulations agaJm. 

Wade 

--- On Mon. Anson Dorrance <anson@unca(t une. edu> wrote: 

From: Anson Dorrance <a~ason@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: ToNght 

To: "Wade S utton" < ~yahoo.com> 

Date: Monday 6:47 PM 

Thmak you Wade, we axe improving! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 

~9 919-962-4100 
>>> Wade Sutton @yahoo.com> 5:01 PM >>> 

Anson, 

I was able to watch the Boston College game on Thursday night. The girls me getting better and better. Hopefully it will all come together for you and the team 

as they continue gelling more experience and continue to play with each other. Congrats on the win. 

Wade 

--- On Thu, ~Mason Dorrance <anson@unca~ une edu> wrote: 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Tonight 

To: "Wade Sutton" t@ahoo.com> 
Date: Thursday ,1 : 15 PM 

Thanks Wade!! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 

>>> Wade Stalon @yahoo.corn:: 11:54 AM >>> 

Anson, 

Just wanted to say good luck tonight in the game. I will be there watching. 

Wade 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 9:08 PM 

~gmail .com> 

Re: Soccer Question please 

thank you for your wonderful etnail. I am so sony, but I am not familiar with the program you axe describing. I wish I could scrve as your advisor for it but 
unfortunately I’m not plugged in with it at all. still, I have no issue if you would like to call, I would enjoy catching up ruth you and trying to help you any way I can. 

please call my cell number which is            All the bes~t! 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson, how me you?? I hope well! ! It has been far too long and I have wanted to write you for many years. You are j ust so popular I couldn’t find your infom~ation 

lol. I have always looked up to you as a coach and you have inspired me to become one myself. I have been coaching now for the past 15 years, both at the club and 

high school levels. I am truly hoping to coach college one day and have recently stumbled upon a progrmn that the NSCAA and Ohio Universi~ currently offer. I was 

hoping to get your insight regarding this progran~. It is a Masters in Coaching Education with an emphasis on soccer. I an~ very. interested in eraoiling but would love to 
know if you feel this is reputable and worthwhile in advancing both my coaching education as well as my career. 

Of course we all aspire to be as good as you one day and I am doing what I can to be the best I can for my players. 

you know I love competitive, lol :) 

. It’sjufft not as competitive and well 

Anyway, its great to see you still coaching and still ofl~ring all the wonderful aspects you bring to the gmne and to the players. You are an am~ing coach Anson and I 

learned so much t~om you. I jus~t wish my time with you could have been longer but I was privileged to have any at all. Thank you for what you taught me and 

inspiring me to do my best. I hope I can be half as good as you one day. 

I am looldng for a mentor and I understand you probably have scveml requests, but I will always welcome and invite your insight and input on every/thing and anything I 

do. I would love to know your thoughts on this masters program and any advice you might have on breaking into the coaching college soccer. I know your a busy man 

so whenever you have time, I would love to hear from you. Thanks so much and I look forward to hearing from you. Have a great day Anson! ! :) 

aka cool 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, July 14, 2013 9:09 PM 

Raymond Cieplik @cox.net> 

Re: Honor Award - 2 Items 

Ray, yes I would love to vote, and I will review the names on this list. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tlqreie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Raymond Cieplik~ ~cox.net> wrote: 

TWO ITEMS: 

1 ) As directed by the Honor Award Committee at the meeting at the Janumy Convention in Indy, I am forwarding a list of individuals that have been ~nembers of 

NSCAA for at least 20 years. It is an Excel spreadsheet. Please note that this is the same list that has been forwarded each year to the "constituency group" members 

on the NSCAA Board of Directors in mid- sum~ner, asking for their input. They are asked to view the liszt, and if they see a name they believe meets the eligibili~ 

criteria for Honor Awmd, to provide the name ~d to s~te the qualifications the individuaJ has for the award. The newest NSCAA members eligible for consideration 

for the Honor Awa~l are those who have been members since 1993. Their names are at the bottom of the list, numbers 1251-1350. 

If any of you identifies a name that you believe we should consider, please provide to me the uame and the individual’s credentials for the Honor Award. Here are the 

criteria for the a~-ard: 

Criteria: 

a) The individual must have been an NSCAA member for at least 20 years 

b) The individual mus~t have given meritorious service to soccer a~d the NSCAA 

c) The individuaJ ~nus~t have had involvement in one or more of the following categories 

i. Intercollegiate soccer 

ii. Interseholastic soccer 

iii. Youth soccer 

iv. Pro~ssional soccer 

v. Soccer sports writing 

vi. Soccer administration 

d) An individual is not eligible for this award if they are a current paid NSCAA office stalt’member or currently a member of the NSCAA Board of Directors. 

2) This is also the time of the year M~en I ask if you will be participating in the voting tbr the Honor Award this year, for the recipient of the 2013 ttonor Award. 

Please reply to me with your intention. 

Ray Cieplik 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, July 14, 2013 9:14 PM 

Chad Stoloff < @gmail.com> 

Re: Character Assessment Survey-Recruiting 

Again, if the people doing the survey are honest it has value, tny main concern is fftill the same. it looks veu easy to game. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Chad Stoloff @gmail.com> wrote: 

tii Coach Dorrance, 
Here is a link with the supcey, http://www.surveymonkey.com/ffFCCYYKN 

I have edited the Chmacter Assessment Survey for your recpdiling purposes. I realize that recruits will need to answer it honestly. However; if they do nok you will be 

able to use this as a tool to help you assess their honest. 

How can I improve it, so it is more useful tbr yon? 

Once it is fined tuned to your liking ~o use, roll you write a testimoniaJ~ that I can use? 
Best regards, 

Chad Stoloff 

Mental Perfommnce Coach 

A Disciplined Mind LLC 

~a) gmail .com 

www.ad~ ~rplmedmind.com 

www. facetx~ok.com/ADi~iplinedMind 
Twitter.con~/C hadS~oloff 

chadstolofl~wordpress.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 9:20 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

Re: ESPY"s 

"Gallo, Jr., Lain.~ A." -~fl~gallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Bubba: 

Thank you fbr the invitation to attend the ESPY Awards on I really appreciate the oiler to attend this celebrato~ event. 

Unfortunately, I have to decline this invitation , aaad I will need the time next week to do so, as well as to get some work done in 

the office. I a~n hopefnl I will be able to leave next Friday, ~ for a brief vacation, thus the reason for me needing the time next week to accomplish and attend to 

sotne things. 

Congratulations to all, and enjoy the ESPY Experience! TI?tANK YOU COACHES LEVY AND DORRANCE FOR CONTINUING TO MAKE US PROUD ~-- 

PLEASE TELL TO ENJOY EVERY SECOND OF THE ESPY’S ~ THEY DESERVE IT! 

Regm’ds aaad be well, 

Earry 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Friday, 9:55 AM 
To-" Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: FW: ESPYs planning 

All - 

Lots of moving parts RE: ESPYs travel. Attached is a quick summary of potential travelers and events. Molly Norton has agreed to help coordinate all of this along 

with me and Bates Grainger (representing Capital One). 

Plan right now is for Capital One to cover travel for Bubba and Anson. Athletic Department will cover travel for Jenny, me and Larry if he can ~o. Student Athlete 

Opportunity fund will cover travel for (ESPN will cover their event access). Bates is working on the event access pieces for Anson, 

me and Larry. 

Anson and Jenny-do you know for sure that both are going and do you know if they are planning on taking a guest or are they attending by 

themselves? 

Hope to have all the logistics worked out today, or by end of day Monday at the latesL Any questions, please let Molly or I know~ 

Thanks, 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 11:17 AM 

Chad Stoloff @gmail.com>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill paJladino ~aol.com>; Ja~n Sisneros 
,~gmail.com>; Stander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: Character Assessment Survey-Recmiting 

I can’t use it. Too easy to game. At its worst it is a series of rhetorical questions. It would only work if the player was hooked up to alive detector while she was taking 

the survey!!! 

Chad Stoloff< @gmail.com> wrote: 

Will you use it’? Will you write a testimonial? 

Best regards, 

Chad Stoloff 

Mental Perfommnce Coach 

A Disciplined Mind LLC 

~gmail.com 
www.adiscipli nedmind.com 
www. facetx)ok.com/ADisciplinedMind 
Twitter.com/ChadS tolofl" 
chadstolofl[wordpress.com 

On Jul 14, 2013, at 7:14 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" < anson~etnail.unc.edu > wrote: 

Again, if the people doing the survey am honest it has value, my main concern is still the same. it looks veU easy to game. 

Ser~t,/J’um ~e¢ ~ ~rizu~ ~irele,s:v 4G Li~’ DROID 

Chad Stoloff< ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Hem is a link with fl~e survey, http:#www.survey,nonkeg.com/s/FCCYYKN 

I have edited the Character Assessment Survey for your recruiting purposes. I realize that recruits roll need to a~swer it honestly. However, if they do not, 

you will be able to use this as a tool to help you assess their honest. 

How can I improve it, so it is more useful for you? 

Once it is fined tuned to your liking to use, will you write a tefftimonial that I can usc? 

Best regards, 

Chad Stoloff 

Mental Performance Coach 

A DiscMined Mind LLC 

~gmail.com 

w~’.adiscMinedmind.com 

wvwv. facebook.com/Pd) isciplinedMind 
Twitter.com/ChadStoloff 

chadstolofl:wordpress.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, July 15, 2013 10:42 PM 

Chad Stoloff ~gmail.com> 

Re: Character Assessment Survey-Recruiting 

I mean it will be too easy for a player to put down what he thinks you want to hear. But what I don’t see in the test is a way to see if someone is lying. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Chad Stoloff ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Okay. How do you recommend I improve it so it has value lbr you? What do you mean "it is too easy to game?" 

Best regards, 

Chad Stoloff 

Mental Performance Coach 

A Disciplined Mind LLC 

~ gmail .corn 

vx~x~v.adiseiplinedmind.com 

www. facebook.comiADiseiplinedIvlind 
Twitter.com/ChadS toloff 

chadstolofllwordpress.com 

On Jul 15, 2013, at 9:16 AM, "Dorrance, Albe~t A IV" <a~son(~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

I croft use it. Too easy to game. At its worst it is a series of rhetorical questions. It would only work if the player was hooked up to alive detector while 

she was taking the survey!!’. 

Ser~t,l)’um ~e¢ ~ ~rizu~ ~irele.s:~" 4G Li~’ DROID 

Chad Stoloff< ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Will you use it? Will you write a testimonial? 

Best regards, 

Chad Stoloff 

Mental Performance Coach 

A Disciplined Mind LLC 

~gma~l.com 

~-.adiseiplinedmind.com 

www. facebook.com/ADisciplinedMind 
Twitter.cona/ChadStoloff 

chadstolofl~wordpress.com 

On Jul 14, 2013, at 7:14 PM, "Dorrance, Albe~t A IV" <anson(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Again, if the people doing the survey are honefft it has value, my matin concern is still the soane, it looks very easy to game. 

Sent f~’~m my 1/eriz~ ~’#’e~ess 4G Lit~" DRO1D 

Chad Stoloff ~gmail.com> wrote: 

tti Coach Dorrance, 

ttere is a link with the survey, http:/iwww.surveymonkey.com/~FCCYYKN 

I have edited the Character Assessment Survey for your recruiting purposes. I realize that recruits will need to answer it honestly. However, 

if they do not, you will be able to use this as a tool to help you assess their honesty. 

How can I improve ik so it is more useful for you? 

Once it is fined tuned to your liking to use, will yon write a testimonial that I can use’? 
Best regards, 

Chad Stoloff 

Mental Performance Coach 



A Disciplined Mind LLC 

~b~g m aS~l .corn 

www.adi sciplinedmind.com 
www. facebook.com/.AX) isciplinedMind 

Twitter.co~n/ChadStoloff 

chadstolottlwordp~e ss.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday,. 10:49 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

Vangelder, Ma~ielle A <mvangeld@emM.unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick,a)unc.edu>; Dnca~r, Chris ~-~ducar@nnc.edtc>; Palladino, 

George W <bpaJladino@unc.edu>; Sander~ Thomas J ~-~pacman@nnc.edu:>; Cnnninghaan, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Timmemmns, 

Tom <tim~nem~an@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edtc>;                       ~!e~nail.unc.edtt>; Levy, Je~mifer S 

<j enny.levy,~unc .edu>i @gmM.com> 

Re: NOTE: ESPYS 

Is "there a way tbr the dad to pay tbr eve ,rything and have her go? (This is the dad asking.) He knows this is once in a litbtime "thing and does not want 

What say you complia~ce? 

to miss out. 

"Gallo, Jr., L~awy A." <athgallo@unc.edu> w:~ote: 

Thaaaks to all! Great communication! 

From; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent; Monday            3:45 PM 
To; Steinbacher, Rick; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Dorrance. Albert A IV; Ducal Chris; Palladino, George W; Sander, Thomas J; Cunningham, Bubba 
Cc; Timmermans, Tom; Markos, Lance M;             Levy, Jennifer S 
Subject: RE: NOTE: - ESPYS 
Hi ~ick- 

You interpretation is correct. 

And as Larry mentioned, the restrictions do no~ apply to     ~nce she has exhausted her efigibfl~ty. 

Please let me know ~f any additional clarification ~s needed. Thank you for everyone’s attention to th~s matter. 

Marie~le 

Mariel~e A. vanGelder 

Associate AtMet~c Director 

University o~: North Carolina 

Phone: (9:~9} 962-785~ 

Fax: (919) 962-6~2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

~mm= Steinbacher, Rick 
Se~t~ Monday,           3:42 PM 
Te~ Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A.; Vangelder, Marielle A: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris~ Palladino, George W; Sander, Thomas ]; Cunningham, Bubba 

Le~, ~ennifer S Co: Timmermans, Tom; Markos, Lance M; 
Subject; RE: NOTE: - ESPYS 

Marielle, 

The events ESPN list are as follows: 

Events: 

Tuesday, tlm~ Wednesday, The Escape, an exclusive destination tbr ESPY no~ninees and presenters 

12pm - 9pm q 11am - 3pm @ JW Mamott 

Tuesday;. "Body at ESPYS" Pre-Party 9pro - l~an @ Lure Nightclub 

Wednesday, ESPYS Red Carpet Walk 3pm - 5:45pm @ LA Live Plaza 

Wednesday, The ESPYS 6pm - 8:30p~n PT @ Nokia Theatre 

Wednesday, The Officia] ESPYS Post Pa~ Celebration 8:30pm - 1am @ JW Marriott 

If I am reading your email correctly, CAN attend the ESPYS Red Carpet Walk and the ESPYS, and CANNOT attend anything else listed. 

Is that correct’? 

Rick 

Frora: Gallo, 3r., Larry A. 
Sent: Monday,           3:35 PM 
To; Vangelder, Marielle A; Dorrance, AlbeCc A IV; Ducal Chris; Palladino, George W; Sander, Thomas J; Steinbacher, Rick; Cunningham, Bubba 
Cc; Timmermans, Tom; Markos, Lance M;             Levy, 3ennifer S 
Subject: NOTE: - ESPYS 
Importance: H~gn 

’Ilaank you for this importaa~t information’. Great ird’ormation to protect        -~ understand that     is free to do whatever since her eligibility has been exhausted. 

Steiny and Bubba ~- FYI ~- sa~, you did not receive this etnail ~- I wanted you to be a~,are of this since you will be attending the ESPY’s. 

Thin&s, 

LanT 

From; Vangelder. Marielle A 
Sent-" Monday,           :[2:::[2 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducat, Chris; Palladino, George W; Sander, Thomas J 
Cc; Timmermans. Tom: Gallo, 3r., Larry A.; Markos, Lance M; 
Subjec ¯ ESPYS 
Good Afternoon .-- 

[ wanted to follow-up regarding attendance at the ESPY’s this week. ~:irst and foremost, congratulations to her on her nomination. 

There are several events associated with the ESPY’s that would be considered above actual and necessary expenses and therefore are impermissible fo~ 

attend. The ESPY’s generally do a poor job of communicating what: is and is not permissibF:~ fora nomine~-_~ with c.Mlegiate eligibilit:y remair~ing to participate 

tO 



As you know, Bylaw lt-;. 17.2 ~)~;[o~/~hed R~_,!~ior~i, N~:;tio¢,,o/or [~t~?tT}¢4tton~/Awo~ds a~lows at1 ou[s~de orBa[)~zati.:N~ to provide ac[L~a~ and necessary expenses [or a 

student-atMete to t~avel to a banquet designed to recognize the ~nd~v~dua~’s accomplishments as an sLNete ~n order ~:or the student-athlete to ~ece~ve an 

esLabHshed national The outsMe organization also rhsy provide sctua~ and necessary expenses for the studenL-athlete’s spouse, parents or other’ relatives to 

attend the recognition event. 

However, the Pre-Partv on        t and Post Party Ce~eb~at~on after the event wouM be co~side~ed above actual and necessary expenses, which means that 

may not a~:~:end. Receipt: o[ any~:hmg of va~ue above ~:he ac[L~a~ ESPY [rophy wou~d be considered an extra benefit - hlch~dm~ ~:he exclusive adrmssion ~:o 

these parties inasmuch as they are not parL o~: Lhe actua~ ESPY awards ceremony~ Previously, we have seen the ESPY’s open hospita]~tyigiftin~ su~Les to any 

individual who has ~een nominated which is also ~mpermiss~ble~ 

Please make sure       understands these gu~dNines to ensure that her e~g~bNty ~s protected. If you or she has any further questions p~ease ~et me know. ~’m 
happy to meet!speak w~th her if necessary, Best of luck to her Wednesday n~ht[~ Thank 

Marieile 
Ig,~arielk~ A. vanGeMer 

Associate Adflet~c Director 

Univers~[y of Nor[h 

Phone: (9:].9) 962-78~3 

Fa’,c (919) 

rnvangelder@unc.edu 

~= Gallo, ~r., Lar~ A. 
SeBt= Thursday,            2:59 PM 
Te~ Steinbacher, Rick; Timmermans, Tom 
~¢~ Vangelder, Marielle A 
~jeCt~ RE: ESPYS 
The SSP~s ? ....... Do~X cove~ trave]~ ~a~spo~atio~ lodging... ? Absolutely 

I would be in favor of using the SAOF ifpennissible        is a returning S-A 

experience with fl~is happening wifl~ UCONN Women’s b~ketball S-A’s~ 

~a~, Steiny a~d Tom~ 

F~m= Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent= Thursday,            2:25 PN 

Te~ Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A.; Timmermans, Tom 
Su~je¢t~ ~: ¯ ESPYS 
[~rry / 7ore --- 

See below. I tMnk ~t ~s a ~ttle lame that they k~v~te to attend but won’t cover ~:ravel / hotel. Is this ~;omethk~g SA[: could be u~;ed for (akfare to and 

from LA / Hotel [:or 2 nights) for 

R~ck 

F~m= Jennifer Aiello [mailto~jenNferaielIo@maqqievision.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, 2:20 PN 
To= Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject~ Re: - ESPYS 

The Capitol One tNng is completely separate. Please work tho~ derails out with who contacted you. 

The I~C girls who are nominees will not be reimNtr~d R)r fligh~. We only provide 2 "tickets m show and pa~ies. If they’d like m purchase howl room they can work 

that out ruth the logistics contact, aJready conii~ed and she will now deal with our logistics coordinator. 

Thanks 

Jetmifer ~AJ ello 
sr. Talent Producer 
ESPYS -J~fly 17, 2013 
Los Angeles, CA 

cell 
i et mJ feP~iell o (~ma~j~ievisi on corn 

just graduated), amd I would ask Maxielle her thoughts sh~ce she may have had a little 

On 

wl~te: 

at 1:41 PM, "Steinbacher, Rick" <rick(?~m~c.edu> 

My nam,-:~ is Ri<:k .:,~:einbacfu-:~r and I worl~ at (:arolina Athletics. t am discussion UN(: attendees wi~:h our A~:h~etic D~rector Bubba O.mn~ngham at 4 pm today. Does the 

invite fo~                include reimbursement for trave~ (Nrfare) to and from LA.? 

A~so, we were contacLed earlier this week by gates GrNnger, V~ce President with Tay~or~ He advised us that travel for one administrator and one student athleLe 

wou~d be provMed for us to accept our trophy for winning the Cap~ta~ One Cx~p ~n Female sports~ I am assuming that tMs is h~crernental to the h~v~tes for     and 

. £1ea~e advise if that ~s cortes:t. 

Thanks, 

R~ck 

R~ck S[eb~bacher 

Sen~or Associate Athletic D~rector 

University of North Carolina 

4~0 Skipper gowles Dr~w? 

(:hapel H~H, NC 27515 

mobHe: 

www.goheels.com 

@gohee]s 

F~m= Steinbacher, Rick 
Se~t~ Thursday, 10:S9 AN 

¢¢~ Levy, Jennifer S; Barnes, PNlip E; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject= Re: ESPYS 

congramlations~ That is awesome. I am wor~ng with bubba to~y to finaJize the unc travel pa~ and will follow up with you a~d Jem~y later today or ~mo~ow. 

Again, CONG~TUSATIONS ~ 

Rick 



Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:39 AM, ’ 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwarded mes~ge: 

From: "Bowers. Matthew" <_,._r!~_tt__b_9~_,~_~2gZ{ u__n_.c_:~d__ _a> 

Date: AM EDT 

To: " ~live.nnc.edn> "Lm~, Jennifer S" <j_e___r~f_:!__e__yb:[@__u__*~_c_:__e__d___u_.> 

Subject: IJ~vd: - ESPYS 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ESPY Nominations <espvnoms@maggievision.com> 
Subject: RE: - ESPYS 
Date: 8:21:01 AM EDT 
To: "mattbowers@unc.edu" <mattbowers@unc.edu> 
Cc: Jennifer Aiello <jenniferaiello@mag~ievision,com> 

We are thrilled to announce that you have been .selected as an ESPY nominee for Best Female College AtJalete. 

A lot happened in the world of sports this past year and we are excited to honor you as one of the best at The ESPYS. This year’s 

show is LIVE with hos~t                               at the Nokia Theater in downtown Los Angeles. It’s the one night of the year 

where we come together as a communi~’ of fans to celebrate and relive the best sports perfom~ances that have happened. 

ESPY week highlights include: 

-Tuesda~ The Escape, an exclusive destination ~br ESPY nominees and present~a-s - - 3pm @ JW Marriott 

-Tuesday, "Body at ESPYS" Pre-Par~" 9pro - larn @ Lme Nightclub 
-Wednesday, ESPYS Red Carpet Walk 3pro - 5:45prn @ LA Live Plaza 
-Wednesday, The 2013 ESPYS 6pro - 8:30pm PT @ Nokia Theatre 
-Wednesday, The Official ESPYS Post Party Celebration 8:30pm - 1 am @ .FVV Marriott 
Fans will have tim chance to ~lect flae winners by voting online at ESPYS.com. Tweet about your nomination and The ESPYS leading up m 

and during the live show. When you tweet, please be sure to tag @ESPYS each time you mention The "ESPYS" so that your stares updates 

will be connected to the show. 

is a graduating Senior, correct? 

We will provide 2 complimenta~T Red Carpet, Live Show and Pm~~ tickets. Please RSVP immediately to our Vice President of Athlete & 

Talent Relations. Jennifer Aiello at: je~miI~raiello~m~aiovision.com 
See yon in LA! 
Jennifer Aie[lo VP of Talent 
It Happened. Now it Happens at The ESPYS. 

The ESPYS and related events benefit ~lle V Foundation for Cancer Research in memory of the la~e Jim Valvano. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, July 15, 2013 10:55 PM 

claudia femmadez@wetminleaders.com; Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu>; bill palladino < @aol.com>; Ja~n Sisneros 
~gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; @duke.edu> 

Re: Leadership Development Opportunity ruth Dr. Claudia Fernandez 

Clandia, we would all benefit. Thank you for sharing this ruth me. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizon tlqreie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

claudia tbma~dez@wetminleaders.com wrote: 

Dear Anson, 
As you know, I am involved in a few leadership institutes which have had a great impact in their respective fields. Over the years I have gotten many inquiries from those who 
wanted some seflously effective leadership training--but they didn’t qualify for an Institute or they didn’t want to get another degree. Until now, I haven’t had a lot of 
suggestions-but these requests have stimulated us to offer a 3-day leadership retreat, the FastTrack Leadership Intensive, being held October 19-21,2013, in Chapel Hill 
(Sat-Mon) at the Siena Hotel. If you know of someone who might benefit from this program, I would appreciate you letting them know about it or connecting me with them. 
This program focuses on put~ leadership. Participants will learn: 

Influence and persuasion skills 
Skills for identifying and managing conflict 
Tools to artfully manage difficult conversations 
Strategies to successfully lead change 
Ways to capitalize on your team’s motivation at work 
Strategies for managing effective teams 
Ways to create collaborative organizational cultures 

Self-insight through 4 valid and t~liable psychological leadership assessment tools 
Analyze leadership strengths and assess risks of derailment 
Individualized leadership development planning to further career goals 

Plus everyone will get two complimentary follow-on coaching sessions and access to an online library of the most requested leadership and management tutorials with 24/7 
access. 
I am attaching a flier, in case you have colleagues who would be interested in this kind of an opportunity. Please feel free to share broadly, and email either Ruben or me if 
you have any questions. There is an early bird discount of $500 that expires on August 1st. 
HERE IS WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING ABOUT TRAINING WITH US: 

"This program is an extraordinary analysis of personal behavioral characteristics, with personalized assessment, coaching and assistance to realize our leadership strengths 
and potential. A very personal, stimulating and inspiring experience. It provided me with powerful insight for being maximally effective in interpersonal interactions to develop 
and implement shared vision." 
Michael Vayda, PhD 
Dean of the Dale Bumpers College of Agricultural, Food and Life Sciences and Associate Vice President for Academic Programs in the Division of Agriculture at the University 
of Arkansas 
"The experience was game changing and profound. The application of r~al skills in addition to my own increased self-awareness has benefitted me, my team and my whole 
organization. It’s been a springboard for my career at Abbott." 

Robert Miller, PhD, 
Vice President, Global R&D, Abbott Laboratories 
Please let me know if there is someone at your organzation who would benefit from this! 

All the best, 
Claudia Fernandez, DrPH, RD, LDN Ruben Fernandez, JD 
Claudia Ferna ndez@WeTrain Leaders.corn Ru ben@WeTrainLeaders.com 

Visit us on the web at WeTrainLeaders.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, July 15, 2013 10:56 PM 

NCGSC Administrator, ~gmail.com> 

Rou Cuccia         @aol.com>; bill palladiuo ~      ~aol.com> 

Re: GREAT SOCCER CAMP .... 10 PLUS-OUR FC GOLDEN STATE GIRLS LOVED rF 

NCGSC Administrator ~ @gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Ron, 

Thm~ you for your feedback. I am so glad that your team was able to make it and that they all had such a great time! We hope to see you guys again at uext year’s 

team camp. 

Natalie 

Ou Mon, Jul 15, 2013 at 11:21 AM, (~a)aol.com> wrote: 

DEAR NATALIE, 
The girls had a great time.The girls could not talk enough about the coaching,facilities,organization,food 
and North Carolina people.The girls rated the camp a 10 plus----out of a 10. 
Thank you for everything 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 11:00 PM 

ttumphries, Sarah <shumphries@unc.edu> 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@mnail.unc.edu>; Somom~o, Carlos M <csomoa~o@unc.edu> 

Re: Collegiate Schedules Section 

"Hnmphries, Sarah" <shumphries@unc.edtr> wrote: 

Yes~ We can cover that. 

From: Streett, Shelly 

Sent: Monday, July 15, 2013 9:16 AM 
To: Humphries, Sarah; Somoano, Carlos M 
Co: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Collegiate Schedules Section 

5220 for each team? You still okay with the cost? 

From: Humphdes, Sarah 

Sent: Monday, July 15, 2013 9:13 AM 
To: Streett, Shelly; Somoano, Carlos M 

Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Collegiate Schedules Section 

SheIly~ 

Yes~ we will cover that cost~ You can forward me the invoice and l’ll get it paid when I get back in the office next week or if you want to ~aV it and ~o an ~ccount 

ad~ustmenL e~ther way ~s fine wilh me. 

Tha~ks, 

Sa ra h 

F~m~ Street, Shelly 
Sent: Nonday, July 15, 2013 8:55 AM 
To: Somoano, Cados N~ Humphries, Sarah 

Cc: Dorrance, Nbe~ A N 
Subject: RE: Colle~iate Schedules Section 

Sarah, 

Any chance the ~220 charge for posting the soccer ~;chedule ~n a regional paper could be pah~ for out of the market~ng budget? 

~mm~ Somoano, Carlos M 
~eBt~ Friday, ~uly ~2, 20~3 S:~0 PM 
To~ Street, Shelly 

~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~je~t~ Re: Collegiate Schedules Section 

Cm~ you cbec~ to ~e i~mt comos out o~tbe m~keting budget? 

Carlos Somoano 

UNC Soccer 

On Jul 12, 2013, at 4:03 PM, "Streett, Shelly" <sjgreen(~-~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Do you want to put your schedule in Southern Soccer Scene? Costs ~220 

From: Griff Thompson [ma!lto;~riff~southernsoccerscene.com] 
Sent: Friday, July 12, 2013 3:36 PM 
To: Street-t, Shelly 
Subject: Re: Collegiate Schedules Section 

Shelly: 

We are putting our annual Collegiate Schedules section together again and I wanted to check in about the programs at UNC. The cost is .~220 per 

program and that includes placing a link for the programs schedule on our recently re-designed and re-launched web site (southernsoccerscene.com) 

and placing the schedule in three issues of the printed edition (August, September and October). 

All other details remain the same, except that the section is in full color this year vs. black & white in previous years. 

Thanks, as always, for your help ...... 

Best, 

G tiff 

Southern Soccer Scene 

Tel. 336-292-70:15 

Cell. 



On 8/21/12 4:29 PM, "Shelly Streett" <sjgreen@uncaa~unc.edu> wrote: 

G rill, 

First off, it is no longer ._T__a___r__h___e___e_!__b__[__u__e__:_c___o___n_!. The web page for UNC athletics is g _o_ _ _h_ _ _e_ _ _e_ !_ _s_ : _c_ _ _o_ _ _n_ ! . 

Please list the W Soccer game on 9/2 as Tourn. instead of Away. 

Thanks, 

Shelly Streett 

O|ympic Sports 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Office 919.962.5220 

Fax 919.962.4038 

>>> Griff Thompson <griff@southernsoccerscene.com> 8/21/2012 10:17 AM >>> 
Shelly: 

Wanted to make sure we have everything as it should be in the schedules. Please look them over carefully and let me know (women’s at the top; 
men’s at the bottom). We go to press first thing on Thursday. 

Thanks, 
Grill 
Southern Soccer Scene 

Tel. 336-292-7015 

Cell. 

On 7/20/12 3:08 PM, "Shelly Streett" <siqreen@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Grill, 

I got the go ahead from both coaches. The schedules can be found on 

qoheels.com 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Shelly Streett 

Olympic Sports 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Office 919.962.5220 

Fax 919.962.4038 

>>> Griff Thompson <griff~southernsoccerscene.com> 7/16/2012 11:05 AM >>> 
Shelly: 

Wanted to check in to ask about the 2012 Collegiate Schedules section. Rates and other details are the same as in years past and are included in 
the 
attached brochure. 

I would just need the schedule for each program to get things started. You will receive a proof of the two ads before we go to press from which 
you can 
point out changes/corrections, etc. 

Hope all is well and thanks very much ....... please give a ring or send email if you have questions or need more information. 

All the best, 
Grill 

Southern Soccer Scene 
Celebrating 34 Years Of Pubfication in 2012 

Tel. 336-292-7015 
Cell. 

Fax. 336-285-5868 

On 8/2/11 9:33 AM, "Shelly Streett" <s]qreen@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Grill, 

Carlos and Anson have given the go ahead for the schedules to be placed in Southern Soccer Scene. 

The schedules are on Tarheelblue.com. Please let me know if you need any further information. 

Thanks, 

Shelly Streett 

Olympic Sports 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Office 919.962.5220 

Fax 919.962.4038 

>>> Grill Thompson <qriff.@southernsoccerscene.com> 8/1/2011 4:19 PM >>> 

Shelly: 

Thank you for your help with this (brochure attached). As I mentioned over the phone, Delaine always communicated with the coaches about this 

previously. We have been including this section in the publication since the mid-90s and UNC has been in each one. 



I really just need the go ahead to get things started. I have the logo and the relevant information and can collect the schedules. Will send proofs 

of the ads before we go to press, so that you can look things over and also include any changes that might be made in the schedule between 

now and then. 

The cost is the same as it has been for a number of years--S200 (per program) for inclusion in the three printed editions and on the web site. 

Thanks again and please give a ring (cell. 

Best, 
Grill 
Southern Soccer Scene 
Celebrating 33 Years of PublicaUon in 2011 

Tel. 336-292-7015 

Cell. 

) or send email if you have questions or need more information. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 599093bytes; 

File Name Expiry Date Size 

Collegiate Schedules 2011.pdf <http:jjarchiveO2.uncaa.unc.edujlcO98a85c171a16695378abO9c4b61ea> Sun, 30 Oct 2011 16:19:48 -0400 
599093bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 4:15 PM 

CunninghaJn, Bubba <bnbbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

@duke.edn); @msn.com; ducar,~)uncaa.nnc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Sincere gratitude 

Bubba, 

Thank you for this thoughtful note. rlhis is a wonderful place to work It starts at the top. I loved working for Dick Baddour and I :[’eel the same way about you. 

I am so excited AND proud to be going to the ESPY’s to be a part of the celebration of our great athletes and ow department’s wonderful year 

See you tomorrow[ ~ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: C~ningham, Bubba 
Sent: k~esday, July 10, 2013 5:05 PM 
To: Do~ance, Albe~ A IV 
Su~iect: RE: Sincere gratitude 

Dear Anson, 

Thank you so much lk~r sharing yow thoughts and resources with Steve Gisselman I thought your email to him was truly outstanding and your articulation of his se~ice and commitment to 
staff is truly remarkable. I wanted to let you know how much I appreciated you taking the time to convey yow thoughts directly to him. 

Additionally, I thought your remarks to Jenny were outstanding as well. As you know, she has been knocking on the door for so many years and to :finally break through and win the 
championship was a complete thrill. I was enamored with the game and the process, but I was overwhehned by the pure joy and excitement I saw in her h~sband and children’s faces aRer 
they had won the championship. It certainly is an experience that I’ll never forget and I’m delighted that you were so thoughtful in recognizing that great achievemem for her. 

Finally, I too want to congratulate you and that~ you for your leadership of our women’s soccer program, k has truly been remarkable and your achievement this past year was spectacular. 
Congratulations and let’s do it again next year[ 

Sincerely, 

B~bba 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dorrance, ANert A IV 
Sent: Monday, July 08, 2013 6:22 PM 
To: Gisselman, Stephen 
Cc: ~duke.e&) 
Subject: ~: Sincere gratitude 

Steve, 

When you offered to train all of us old goats years ago, you did it o~t of the kindness of yo~ heart with no hope of any kind of reward. I know your day-s are long and to take all of us on in 
addition to all your responsibilities is something I cannot fathom. If I had to add another team to train Tuesday/~sday I would be dead in a month. 

And I want to do what I can to keep you here because I know you are ready right now- to run your own sho~v as the top man at an elite 
university. And congratulations BTW on all the UNC teams you train ..... you guys are now the standard for all of u!!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Steve Gissehnan [mailto:giss@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, July 08, 2013 5:31 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albeit A IV 
Subject: Sincere gratitude 

Dear Anson, 

Once again you have shown me your giving nature in a way malay have not in the 14 years I have been at UNC Seeing yourseli; and all of your masters group teammates, getting stronger, 
and enio¥ing life more, is payment enough 

Your giving nature is very inspirational to me, and I do my best to ’pay it forward’ each and every day. I will make every effort to help you become the most effective soccer player possible, 
in preparation for your 2014 championship run. 

Many thanks, again, Anson, ~2~r all you have given me. 

Wishing you all the best, 

Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:24 PM 

~gmail.com> 

@duke.edn); @msn.com; ducar,~)uncaa.nnc.edu; ,~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

( @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: 

I love your kid in EVERY respecL And trust rne she has earned [he scholarship. I wish I could guarantee her something EVERY year but the nature of early 

commitments have put me in a "what is left" mode (we have spent our $ through     !!!). But trust me whenever we can, we are going to help her. 

[ also like the accountability of your brand of "existentialism". 

g~l the best, Don and [hank you for th~s considerate rnessage. 

F~m: @gmail.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:55 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject: 

Coach, 

I wanted ~ ~ke a moment to ~a~ you once again for suppoNng in ~ifion this coming season. There’s lots of ~lent on the team, and tNs sup~ is a groat 

co~dence buil&r for her. Even more than money, of course, fo~ is the ch~ce to do sigmficant things that upli~ other people. To so many people worldwide-- 

and es~cially to ~ m~y girls ~d women--your temn repre~nts an excellence that doesn’t apologize--m~ excellence that pa~icipates in the world and alters iL 

Many thanks, 

PS: Like you, I appreciate good sayings. One bit of existentialism that I often put on my bomd when teaching is from MLK: "The passage oftilne does not effect 

chaJage; people effect change." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 4:25 PM 

McCaCthy, Frank <mccaCthy@SHERIDAN.EDU> 

pacmau@uncaa.uuc.edu 

RE: Re: 

I will copy Tom and he will tell you il: those dates work and what motel would be mos[ convient[! 

From: McCarthy, Frank [mailto:mccarthy@SHERIDAN.EDU] 
Sent: Thursday, July 11, 2013 2:23 AN 

To~ Dorrance, AlbeR A N 
Subject~ RE: Re: 

Ok Coach, 

~ arn plan on com#lg out ._the dates I am Lhblk~ng of our October 17,18,19 and leaving the nor#lg of October 20._.could you p~ease ~et me know Lhe best rnote~ dose 

~o campus? Or could you please give me the name and phone number of your secretary d~at could help me? 

Thanks, 

Coach McCarthy 

Sheridan College 

Sent: Wednesday, Play 29, 2013 8:32 AN 
To= NcCarthy, Frank 
Co:        @msn.com; dqcar@uncaa.unqedu;      ~aol,com; Jason Sisneros          ~qma~,com); ~acman@uncaa.unc.edu 

No~ a proMem coach .._ Now ~ dor£~ plan d~at far in advance so rnake sure we are home (check our schedule} and we ~ook forward to seeing you. 

F~m: Frank NcCa~hy [mailto:mcca~hy@SHERIDAN.EDU] 
Sent: Tuesday, Play 28, 20~3 6:29 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: Re: 

Hi Coach ARson 

~ real~y appredate you taMng the time to vb~ with me ~ast year on the phone. I wan~ to come to your University and v~sit w~th you ~n person._and i[: possible watch 

your ~eam work-out. 

~f ~ plan enough t~me ~n advance ~ can get the college here in Sheridan to pay for the trip ...Abe dates are Nov. I7,:[8 and 19. Does that work into your schedule at 

all_and if so would it be o1~ with you? 

f have also contact: Coach Roy’s Will,ares about: obserqng Ms prac~:~ces. 

Please ~eL me know your thoughLs. 

Thanks, 

Coach McCarthy 

Sheridan 

~ Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
5e~ Thursday, June 
¯ ~ NcCarthy, Frank 
S~bjeet~ RE: Re: 

Sure 

Connected by DRO/D on Verizon Wireless 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "McCarthy, Frank" <mcca~thy@SHERIDAN.EDU> 
To: ARson Dorrance <ansoR@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thu, Jun 7, 2012 06:37:50 GMT+00:00 
Subject: RE: Re: 

All-Star week???.can I catl you next week??? 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, Play 31, 2012 9:29 
To: McCarthy, Frank 
Subject: Re: 

Actually, next week is better. Call anytime (c). 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > "McCarthy, Fra nk" <._rz_!_c___c~Lr_Lk_~_~_@__S_’}ZJ__L_:__R_!__D___A___N__=__E__D___L_J_ > 5/30/2012 1:25 AM > > > 

Hi Anson, 

I would like to continue my questions with you ???is Friday June 1 ,a good day to call? 

Please let me know your thoughts. 

Thanks, 

Frank- 

Frank McCarthy 

Head Basketball Coach 

Sheridan College 

(307) 674 6446 ext 4001 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:28 PM 

~gm~Jl.com> 

@~nsn.com; ducm@m~caa.unc.edu; ~aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros @gmail.co~n); pacman@unc~a.unc.edu 

RE: Borussia Dortmund’s Machine 

[ like the plan.                                                 , And yes, I hope we can have another great year, 

Please stop by sometime, I would love to see that you are doing well!!! 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, J.2::L2 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: P,e: Borussia Dortmund’s Machine 

Hi Anson, 

I hope that ever~1hing goes as good as last season and hopefully next year my improvement will help the team. Thank you and I hope that your summer is going great! 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~m~;email.~mc.edw~ 
!![ And then join us in January and fight to play for us in the fall of 

And obviously, good tuck fforn all your coaches and tearnma[es! 

From: ’@gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, :1.1:17 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Borussia Dortmund’s Machine 

Hi Anson, 

I hope eve .rything is going great. I tried going to your office before leaving but you were not in town. 

Thank yon and I hope yon are having a great Summer. 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~;email.~mc.edu> 

Thank you!!! 

From: @_g __n_l_a__[[~_c___o_0_~_ ] 
SenL: Thursday, .:t:05 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Borussia Dortmund’s NacNne 

Hi An~)n, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 4:53 PM 

Megaloudi~ Dino ~dino@unc.edu> 

ILS: New Role at UNC 

Thank you Dino ._. wasn’t the total gift to[al in one year pledges of 

Ftem: Negaloudis, Dino 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2013 3:02 PM 
To: Dwight A 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Jonathan Wagner; Julie Arcuri 
Subject: Re: New Role at UNC 

I have emailed folks at rams club to email you instructions 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Ju116, 2013, at 2:50 PM, "Dwight A" <dwighta@ospraie.com> wrote: 

Plse send me the details of which account we wire the money and I will send the 550k from my charitable giving account forthwith. 

From: IVlegaloudis, Dino [mailto:dino@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2013 2:~ PM 
To: Dwight A 
Subject: Re: New Role at UNC 

Dwight, 

Thank you for the email. I checked on your gift to               and you have a 50k balance on your last gift. am going to be in NY from July 19 to 

Aug 2. I’m doing some meetings in the city on July and 26 and 29- let me know if you can meet for a few minutes on those dates. 

I hope all is well. 

Dino 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Ju116, 2013, at 12:09 PM, "Dwight A" <dwighta@ospraie.com> wrote: 

Congratulations, Dino. 1 wish you the best of luck. 
Hey, don’t I owe a payment on a pledge to the 
someone plse update rne on that, thanks. 

F~m~ Negaloudis, Dino [~?~_[[~;_~J_~9_@_~_~g~_¢g_~.] 
Sent= Nonday, July 08, 2013 10:S9 AN 
Te~ Dwight A 
Subject: New Role at UNC 
Dwight, 

~ hope you and the family are doing well and had a great 4th ofJMy. ~ have started a new role at UNC I will be raising 

money for the whole University focusing on Parents. 
My information is attached below for your records. 

1 will be in N YC from J uly 22nd to Aug 2nd . Let ~ne kuow if you are in town to catch up. 

Regards 

Dmo 
Dmo Megaloudis 
Major Gift O~cer 
The University of North Carolina 

D: 919 962-1484 
C: 

team? I normally get prompted but I might have paid or might have missed it. Can 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O L~NC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday             4:54 PM 

@live.unc.edu* 

~msn.com; ducm’@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Cool Qoute 

Again, love to help, if you think a call would. 

Love the quote!! 

Sent; Tuesday, 3:00 PM 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Sub~ect~ Cool Qoute 

Hey Anson, 

I ~ound a cool quote in a book I am re~ding: 

Advances are made by answering questions. 

Discoveries are made by ques~oning answers 
Bernard Haisch 

Thank vou, 

~live,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:55 PM 

Dawn Scott <DScott@ussoccer.org> 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

Meeting at the NSCAA Convention!! 

Thank you Dawn, I will[! 

From: Dawn Scott [mailto:DScott@ussoccer.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:14 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A ~V 
Subject: RE: 

Let me know any days/time which would be best to meet up in Orlando. 

Best Wishes 

Dawn 

:: ::~;] :: Dawn t-’.cottSignalu r~ 

From: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,            1.t:37 AN 
To: Dawn Scott; Ducar, Chris; bill palladino; Jason Sisneros; Sander, Thomas J; Gatz, Gregory 
Subject: Re: 

Dawn, thank you for your positive reply. And I would enjoy meeting you at the convention. 

Sent.~"om my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Dawn Scott <DScott(a)ussoccer,org> wrote: 

Hi Anson 

Thank you for your email. Sorry it has taken me this long to reply. 

gan~e ~ ~:ore~L 

again did really well this last camp, and was fully deserving of her starting spot in the second 

Will you be at the NSCAA convention in Orlando? If you are i~: would be good to arrang~-_~ to meet tfu-:~re? Pleas~-_~ let me know, 

Thanks again Anson. Speak soon 

Dawn 

From: Dorrance, Albert A 1"7 [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:32 AM 
To: Dawn Scott 
Subject: Re: 

Obviously, come preseason we have an idea who got the work done and who didn’t. Playing on the ftdl teach is dream. What cm~ we do to 

help her fulfill her responsibilities for you and Tom? What would you guys like her doing? And of course we would always be interested in knowing what you guys axe 

doing, for the selfish interest of us steaJing these ideas mid implementing them ourselves. I aJso look forwmd to meeting you. My best to Tom, and congratulations on 

that superb victoD~ over a very good Canada team. 

Sen@~om my Verizou 14~reless 4G LT’h 

Dawn Scott <DScott(?~ussoccer.org> wrote: 

Hi Anson 
I hope you are well. I have never formally met you, but I have obviously heard a lot about you and it would be great to meet up some time. 
I just wanted to touch base with regards She has been an important player for the US WNT for the past few games, and I am assuming will continue to 

Please let me know your thoughts. Best wishes 

Dawn 

iNi DawnScottSignature 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 5:00 PM 

FW: LAST CHANCE TO SIGN-UP: State Retiretnent Presentalion 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2013 1:51 PM 

To: UNCAA-Ever~one 
Subject: LAST CHANCE TO SIGN-UP: State Retirement Presentation 

For those of you who have riot had the opportunity to ~;~gn up for the 

State P, et~rement presenLation noted below, you st~l~ have Lhe chance to 

s~gn up~ Nease s~gn up v~a rep~y to th~s emaH by noon Wednesday, .July 17[h (TOMORROW). ~ w~l~ send out an emaH tomorrow afternoon to those 

who s~gn up to ~et them know where the presentation w~H be he~d. 

Let me ]~r~ow ~f you have any ques~:~ons. 

Joyce 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Sent: Wednesday, June 26, 2013 12:52 PM 

To: UNCAA-Everyone 

Subject: REMINDER: State Retirement Presentation 

Just a reminder of the TSERS presentation. Please RSVP so 

we can determine the size room we need. 

Joyce 

TO: ALL EMPLOYEES PARTICIPATING IN THE TEACHERS AND 

STATE EMPLOYEES’ RETIREMENT SYSTEM (TSERS) 

I am pleased to announce that we will be hosting a TSERS presentation 

for all interested Department of Athletics employees participating in 

the State Retirement System. We have also invited employees from 

Kenan-Flagler to participate since they hosted the last presentation. 

(NOTE: This presentation is not for employees participating in the 

Optional Retirement Plan. A presentation for those employees is 

planned for the near future). 

DATE: Monday, July 22, 2013 

TIME: ~0:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon 

P~CE: To be determined 

Topics to be covered include: 

Benefit eligibility requirements 

How the state retirement benefit is calculated 

Types of service 

Unused sick leave at retirement 

Deciding which payment plan to elect 

Death benefits 

Optional benefits at retirement 

The retirement process on how to apply 

Taxes 

Reemployment rules after retirement 

ORBIT 

Although the above information is good for anyone enrolled in TSERS, the presentation 

is primarily for employees 5-7 years from retirement. The presentation will be lead 

by a representative from the State Retirement System, and will be slightly different 

than the session last year lead by the University’s Benefits Services staff. 

I encourage you to attend this session, as it will be provide you with a wealth of 

information on this important topic. 

In order to determine the location of this presentation, please contact me to RSVP by July ~2th 

so that we can get an approximate number of attendees. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 

Joyce L. Dalgleish 

Director-HR Services 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

CB 

P. O. Box 2~26 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 9~9-962-7850 

Fax: 919-843-7~3 



FFOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday,            5:08 PM 

~gmail.com> 

ILE: ESPYS 

I don’t understand it 1wself BUT we HAVE to listen to our compliance office. Heck, your dad even agreed to pay t;ar eve~zthing’. ! ! This is beyond my pay grade. 11" it is an?’ consolation, 

agree witl~ you’.!! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~gmail.com) 

Sent: Tuesday: 12:27 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~t A IX! 
Subject: ESPYS 

He?, Ans, 
I’m am super excited about the ESPYS, but I’m a little confused as to why I wouldn’t be able to attend an?, events other than the ceremony. I completely understand that I am under 
regulations, but there is no benefit to me attended the other social events. I think I desepce to experience the whole ESPYS experience since these opportunities are rare to come by Please 

keep me updated with compliance. Thank you. See you soon! 

Sent l~om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:16 PM 

Kyle Thomas ,~gmail.com> 

natalie dorrance @hotmail.co~n); Brigma~ Megan < 

~live.unc.edu>:                        ~)live.unc.edu>; 

~gmaJl.com>;        @~nsn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; 

pacmm~@uncaa.uuc.edu 

RE: Team camp was great 

,~!live.unc.edu>; 
@gmail.com>; 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros I @g~n~Jl.com); 

You are very kind, We try to do our best to share everythir~g we kr~ow and we do hope it helps you and the p~aye[s you train. 

Thank you for being 50 gradous and good ~uck to you and your tearns~ 

~: Kyle Thomas [mailto: @gmail,com] 
Sent: Monday, 2:~9 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject; Team camp was great 

Ansor~ 

Arriving home this evening was invigorating as I continue to process all the amazing and helpful tools you and your fantastic s~affprovided me. I cannot wait till 

tomorrow to begin implementing all I learned. I caralot thank you enough for taking the time, energy and eflbrt to share your vision and plfilosoplfies with all of us. I had 

really hit a wall prolEssionally with coaching and was finding the rut ever more diNcult to steer clear o£ You have uo idea what a blessing this past week was and I truly 

am grateful. 

Besl oftbrtune to you, your talented stafl’a~d gilled team. 

Regards, 

Kyle Tho~nas 

"Team Audit" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday 5:22 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edn 

~gmaJl.com 

I~v~: No~lh Carolina has been featured. 

Hey boys, the media is sLarting to notice      !!! (Good stuff 
Frera: TopDrawerSoccer.com [mailto:support@topdrawerso¢cer.com] 

Sent-" Monday, 5:35 AIVl 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: North Carolina has been featured. 

, soon EVERYONE will know you are FOR REAL!i!) 

::N:: Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

H~ 

North Carolina has been featured on TopDrawerSoccer.com, the #1 Destination for College & Club Soccer in America. 

Please click here to read fl~e mlicle. 

Send "this email to teammates, alumni, a~d t~nily to sha~e the news. 

If you have any questions, please contact us at ~_t_g?#£!_C_.~_t~?p_dj2&_~y___e_!2b__o_£_c__e_r_:_c_£gb 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 5:36 PM 

Chad Stoloff < ~gmail.com> 

ILE: Character Assessment Survey- Recmiling 

Speak to ~ psyd~otogist t[~at is ~n expert in "anti gaming" _,, I am not ~n expert. 

From: Chad Stoloff [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Monday, July 25, 20~3 9:58 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject: Re: Character Assessment Survey-Recruiting 

What do ~u recommend I do to fix those issnes? 

Best regards, 

Chad Stoloff 

Mental Pertbrmance Coach 

A Di~iplined Mind LLC 

www.adi~iplmedn~ind.com 

w~a¥.thcebook.com/ADi~iplinedMind 
Tmtter~com/ChadStoloff 

chadstolofl~wordpress~com 

On Jul 14, 2013, at 7:14 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Again, if the people doing the survey are honest it has value, my main concern is still the same. it looks very. easy to g~ane. 

Chad Stoloff ?~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

Here is a link ruth the survey, http:/,’www.survevmonkev.con-g~FCCYYKN 

I have edited the Character Assessment Survey tbr your recruiting purposes. I realize that recruits will need to answer it honestly. However, if they do not, 

you will be able to use this as a tool to help you assess their honesty. 

How can I improve it, so it is more useful for you? 

Once it is fined tuned to your liking to use, roll you write a tes~timonia] that I can use? 

Best regards, 

Chad Stoloff 
Mental Performance Coach 

A Disciplined IVlind LLC 

~gmail.com 

~a~a~’.ad~se~phnedmind.com 

w~wv.lhcelx)ok.com/ADisciplmedMind 

Twitter.con-gChadStoloff 

chadstoloIt~wordpress.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:05 PM 

@aol.com 

nicole fava (nfava,~)uncaa.unc.edu) 

RE: Pos~-Workout Recovery Drink 

Michael, 

I want to h÷lp so I will copy Nicole Fava our trainer on this. If sh÷ sees no issues, we will go forward. 

I hope you are do~ng 

F~m: .@aol.com [mailto @aol.com] 
Sent= Monday, ~2:~ PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Subject= Post-Workout Recove~ Drink 

Hi Anson, 
I hope eve~thing is going well. Hope you are enjoying the summer down in NO and that your summer ~amps are going well. 
Like I mentioned before, I have over 30 playe~ in ~ollege that I worked with who take the Re~ove~ Drink throughout their ~ollege year to get there legs ba~k after pre-season 
training and also after eaoh game. They have all been tested by the NGAA as well and had no issues passing the tests eve~ time. I will be having a oouple of Gollege soo~er 
teams using this for the upcoming year for their players and program, sinoe reoove~ after games is the most impo~ant thing espeoially in oollege when you play 2 games in 3 
days usually. 
I know you already know all this from our ~onversations in the past about the Post-Workout Recovery drink, plus you already know how well it works and the benefits you get 
from taking it sinoe you took it yourself. 
If you would also like to see some of the ~olleges who suppo~ this product, just go to my web site: ~’~.Mi~haelDemak~s.aom and ali~k on "Shop Now"....then ~lJ~k on 
"Endo~ers" on the left side_.then ~li~k on "Sports Adviso~ Goun~il".._and you will see a number of University’s who support this product (Ri~e Unive~ity, Kansas, Texas 
A&M, Wisconsin, Oklahoma just to name a few). 
The bigger suppo~er of this, which I just saw and reason why I am sending it to you again 
~poH 8~ienae @ UNG Ghapel Hill). I thought was interesting. 
Let me know what you think, and if you’d like your players to t~ some for pre-season? 
Enjoy the rest of the summer before the girls head in for pre-season and hopefully a repeat National Ghampionship! 

All the best, 
Michael Demakis 
Director of Strength & Gonditioning 

FG Elite/Ll Fu~l~S/Albe~son 
Advoaare 8po~slA~tive Nutrition 
Web: 
g~q.motiveeiq ht.me/MichaelDema kis 
516~51~053 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 6:05 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: Your Visit to Boston College 

VTeam Questiotmaim - No~th Carolina.doc; W Soccer Visiting Team Guide pdf 

From: athletic operations [mailto:athletic.operations@bc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, :[2:52 PM 
To: Dorrance, A~be~t A IV 
C¢-" Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas .I 
S,,bject: Your Visit to Boston College 

1)ear Coach 1)orrance, 

I hope this email finds your summer going well. The soccer season is just around the cornet; and vve here at Boston College are looking forward to your 

visit to the Newton Campus Sports Complex this coming ~11. 

As you prepare for your season, I would like to offer some assistance in coordinating your team’s visit to Boston College. Attached you will find the Boston 

College visiting team travel information questionnaire. Please take some time to fill out this document with the information as it relates to your trip. Once you 

have completed the document please email it to athletic.opc~a!ior~s(a)))~:.cdu or fax it to 617 552 4335 at your earliest convenience. The earlier we can get this 

infbtnaation, the sootier we can start: working to make sure that all og your team’s pre game arid post: gmne needs are met. 

Please take ~n/o co~s~derat~on lhatlhe New/on C~ampus Sports Comp/exhas a meeting @acej~rpre,post, and ~n~ame meelings but does not 

h a~,e sh o w e rfac il~lie s. If you ~vould ]ike to make arrangements to utilize shoxver facilities within Conte Forum on our main campus, p]ease note it on your 

travel questionnaire. 

Attached you will find the visiting team guide, which includes directions and *naps that will help your team as you travel to can*pus. For more information 

about Boston arid Boston College please visit: our webslt:e at: wwwd)ceaKles.com and click on the "¥isiting Team Gt~ide." If you have any fi~tther questions or 

concerns t:hat I could address, please feel fiee to contact me at (617) 552 2628. ~l}aa~lk you l-or your cooperation arid hest of luck to you in the upconaing 

season’. 

Sincerely, 

Mike Morris 

Coordinator, Athlet:ic Operations 



Boston Colleqe Women’s Soccer - Visitinq Team Questionnaire 

Please complete the following questionnaire and email it as an attachment to Mike Morris at athletic.operations@bc.edu. 

1. Boston College Welcomes: North Carolina 

Date and Time of Match: at 1:00 PM 
2. Travel Contact Information 

Name: 

Phone Number (Office): 

Cell Number: 

Email Address: 

3. Mode of Transportation 
Airline/Airport: 

Bus Company: 

Vehicles to Campus: 

Date of Arrival in Boston: 

Time of Arrival in Boston: 

Date of Departure from Boston: 

Time of Departure from Boston: 

Hotel Information 
Hotel Name: 

Hotel Phone Number: 

(e.g. 2 vans, 1 bus, etc.) 

Where will you first arrive at Boston College: Game Field Conte Forum (Locker Room) 

Time of Arrival at Boston College: 

Will your team need a locker room: Prior to game D After the game D None r’~ 

Will your team need shower facilities after the match: 

If "Yes", please indicate how many towels you will need: 

Practice Time Request: Date 

Time 

YES []    NO [] 

Please take into consideration when planning your travel itinerary that the Boston College Soccer Field is located approximately 
10 minutes from shower/locker facilities on the BC main campus. 
The field’s dimensions are 116 yards x 72 yards. 
Admission will not be charge& 
IMPORTANT BOSTON COLLEGE CONTACT INFORMATION 

Media Relations: (617) 552- 0524 Stephanie Tunnera 
Athletic Trainer: (617) 552- 4540 Donna Bennett 
Athletic Operations (617) 552 - 2628 Mike Mords 

For Visiting Team Information, please visit our website at www.bceagles.com and click the "Visiting Team Guide" link 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday 6:09 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Team camp was great 

You are right, I am so sorry1![ 

From= 
Sent= Tuesday, 5:21 PM 
To= Dorrance, AlbeCc A IV 
Subject= Re: Team camp was great 

This was sent to me and I’m on thi 

Thankyon’. 

team. I think you meant for it to go to 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 5:16 PM, "Donance, Albert A IV" <~_r_Ls~?_~@_e___n_!_a__i_!:__ujzc_:__e__d_t!> wrote: 

You are very kind. We try to do our best to share everything we know and we do hope it helps you and the players you train. 

Thank you for being so gracious and good luck to you and your teams!! 

From: Kyle Thomas [1~_~]~ 
Sent= Nonday, 2:~9 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Subject= Team camp was great 

Anson, 

An~iving hotne this evening was invigorafing as I continue to process all the aa~azing and helpful tools you and your faaatafftic s~mlt’provided me. I cannot 
wait till tomorrow to begin implementing all I learned. I camaot thank you enough for taking the time, energy and eflbrt to share your vision mad 

philosophies with all of us. I had really hit a wall professionally with coaching mad was finding the mt ever more difficult to steer clear of. Yon have no idea 

what a blessing this past week was and I truly am grateful. 

Best of fortune to you, your talented staff m~d gifted team. 

Regards, 

Kyle Thomas 

"Texan Audit" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 6:14 PM 

Thorn McDonald qhi~m.mc&mald@championshipproductions.com> 

@msn.com; duce¢@uucaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Schedule 

Time to produce a new video! Thorn’s group will shoot it~ No way we are not going to take advantage of           etc ,.. let’s keep Mr Ik4cDonald in the loop with 
all the details he needs about our preseason!!! Jason, just so we don’t drive Tom Sander crazy wtN a~J of his responsib~lR~es, you are going to be our point person 
~vith Mr McDonald, 
F~= Thorn McDonald [mailto:thom.mcdonald@championshipproductions.com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, July 16, 20~3 5:04 PN 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Schedule 
Coach Do~ance, 
Can we a~nge a time were we can have a call so we can set a ~te and time so we can talk a~ut fl~is video project. Here is my cell, call me anytime and let me 

~aow when I c~ call you. 

Cell: 

Thom McDonald 

Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 

800-873-2730 (otfice) 

(cell) 

515-232-3739 (fax) 

CONFIDENTIALrFY NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended only for the use of the individual or eutity to which it is addressed and may coutafiu information that is 

privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure uuder applicable law. If you are not the intended recipieut, any disseminatio~ dislribution or cowing of this 

co,nmunicatiou is strictly prohibited. Please uotify the sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy the ofigina2l message and any attaclm~ents. Thank 

you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 6:15 PM 

Megaloadi~ Dino ~dino@unc.edt~> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros, ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: New Role at UNC 

Let’s give him a "Core Value" .... Chris/Tom, what is tet:t? We might have a record of it in our media guide. 

Frem: Negaloudis, Dino 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2013 4:58 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Re: New Role at UNC 
Yes he paid 50 already this will be 2nd 50 of the lOOk 

Sent from my :Phone 

On Jul 16, 2013, at 4:52 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you Dino _.. wasn’t the total gift total in one year pledges of 

Frem: Negaloudis, Dino 

Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2013 3:02 PM 
To: Dwight A 
¢c: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Jonathan Wagner; Julie Arcuri 
Subject: Re: New Role at UNC 
I have emailed folks at rams club to email you instructions 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 16, 2023, at 2:50 PM, "Dwight A" <dwighta@ospraie.com> wrote: 

Plse send me the details of which account we wire the money and I will send the from my charitable giving account forthwith. 

Frem: Megaloudis, Dino [mailto:dino@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2013 2:48 PN 
To: Dwight A 
Subject-" Re: New Role at UNC 
Dwight, 

Thank you for the email. I checked on your gift to and you have a balance on your last gift. I am going to be in NY from 

July 19 to Aug 2. I’m doing some meetings in the city on July and 26 and 29- let me know if you can meet for a few minutes on those 

dates. 

I hope all is well. 

Dino 

Sent from my :Phone 

On Jul 16, 2013, at 12:09 PM, "Dwight A" <dwighta@ospraie.com> wrote: 

Congratulations, Di~)o. t wish you the best of luck. 

Hey, don’t I owe a payment on a pledge to the team? I normally get prompted but I might have paid or might have 

missed it. Can sorneone pfse update me on that, thanks. 

Frora: Negaloudis, Dino [mailto:dino@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, July 08, 2013 10:59 AM 
To: Dwight A 
Subject: New Role at UNC 

Dwight, 

I hope you and the family are doin~ well and had a ~reat 4th ofJ uly. I have started a new role at UNC I will 

be raisin~ money for the whole University focasing on Parents. 

My information is attached below for your records. 

I will be in N¥C from .1 uly 22nd to Au~ 2nd . Let me know i[you are in town to catch up. 

R e~ards 

Dino 

Dino Me~aloudis 

Maj or Gift Officer 

The University of North Carolina 

D: 919 962-1484 

C: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 6:15 PM 

@msu.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacmau@uncaa.uuc.edu 

FW: Prozone partuers with PROVELOP 

From: Stewart Mairs [mailto:Stewart.Mairs@prozonesports.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2013 4:42 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Prozone partners with PROVELOP 

Dear coaches, 

Prozone are delighted to announce a partnership with PROVELOP. 

The Pmvelop Profile is an online assessment tool that measures the corn psychological traits of an athlete. The Profile was developed by professional athletes in 

conjunction with leaders in the field of performance psychology. Provelop offers a broad range of enhanced services to maximize the development and performance of 
players, coaches, clubs and organizations, offering training solutions designed to identi~ and develop an individual’s and team’s psychological and emotional state. 

PROVELOP currently work with a number of EPL clubs and academy programs along with a number of collegiate partners here in the US. 

The profile is used to aid the recruitment and development of players and has three main objectives: 

* Educate both athletes and coaches about the psychological traits that underlie competitive performance and long-term developmenL 

* Provide the athlete and coach with clear, tangible data on the athlete’s strengths and areas for improvement within the scope of performance psychology. 

* Create a self-awareness pathway for the athlete and coach, an integral starting point for enhancing their psychological, emotional, and social development. 

We thought that this would be something that you would be interested in learning more about, please let us know if you are interested in finding out more about how 
PROVELOP might help in the psychosocial development of your players. 

Provelop will be hosting a NSCAA google chat tomorrow ONednesday July 17) which would be a good opportunily to find out more about developing player mind-set and 
mental toughness. RSVP is available via http://www.nscaa.congevents/live-chats <htt/o://www.nscaa.com/events/live-chats> 

Regards, 

Stewart Nairs 

US Operations Manager 

T: 001 (773) 857-1727 
ivi: 

i)!: Stewa rt. Mairs@prozonesports.corn 

~i~r~~ P~¢~?~I~;: Latest News 

Prozone Sports LLC 

3435 N. Sheffield Ave 
Chicago, IL 60657 
USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:17 PM 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: North Carolina wotnetfs soccer project 

We are in this is all good to promote our "brand"!! Boys, ~vhat do you think? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Lohse, Dave Clark 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:40 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sutziect: FW: North Carolina women’s soccer project 

Let me know your thoughts and I will get back to him. If you have any questions specifically for him his telephone number is at bottom of his email. 

’]?hanks Anson 

[)ave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director University of North Carolina 
919-962-7257 oftice 

cell 

On 10:05 AM, "Hay s, Graham" <Graham Hays@espn corn> wrote: 

>Hello, I hope summer is treaing you well I’m bothering you in the 
>middle of July because there is a prnject rm hoping the soccer program 
>might be open to considering for preseason. The basic pitch is we would 
>like to present an inside look at preseason training ]’or the Tar Heels. 
>I won’t presun~e you spend hours and hours on our site, but it’s the 
>same concept as the "Total Access" series we have done with Tennessee 
>women’s basketball, Alabama softball and now the Portland Thorns. In a 
>perfect world, I would shadow the team for a few day-s during preseason 
>(training, meetings, etc.) and give readers a deeper look at what goes 
>into that part of UNC’s success. 
> 

>If this is something that is just a no-go from the outset, I understand. 
>But I also figure you and Anson know my work well enough at this point 
>to know where I’m coming fronl. The genesis for all of this was the 
>photo that came out after the College Cup last year that showed a split 
>shot of the players laying on the ground exhausted after a workout and 
>again on the ground celebrating the championship. The championship part 
>usually gets all the words; I’d like to tell the story of the other photo. 
> 

>Does this sound at all feasible? 
> 

>Thanks, 
>Graham Hays 
>espnW.com 
>ESPN Plaza 
>Bristol, CT 06010 
>graham.hays@espn. cora 
>860-227-5762 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:22 PM 

@txpta.org> 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~z]aol.com; Jason Sisneros i @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Hello Anson 

This is a wonderful email. I totalb~’ agree with yo 

I loved your kid from day one!!! And one of the reasons is that you have raised her properbi. We h,~ve a wonderful team and great kids and one reason ~s the 

amazing parents beMnd them I~ke you. P~ease ~et me share tMs with my leadership coundl (the "am~gos" abow~ ~s just my s~:aff). 

F~m: ~@~p~.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, ~: ~3 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~ject: re: Hello Anson 

Good mornin8 Anson, 

I hope that all is well with you and the family. Hope you’re enjoyin8 some of that 100 de~ree weather that we’re sendin8 you from Texas. Ironically, our temps 

here in Austin this week are (cooler) in the 90s. Is that a joke or what??? 

I was listenin~ to ESPN Radio here in Austin this mornin~ and listening to jock called Colin Cowherd. It’s a show where he voices his opinion about current affairs 

mostly Texas based. Anson he made such a 8ood point about our youn~ athletes that I wanted to share it with you. 

He was referencin8 two athletes that are in the news now: Johnnie Manzel and Aaron Hernandez. He used the term "PERSONAE ~EEOBN~ABIEI~" and I could 

identify with that so much. I tell my ~irls that in life "we" all as individuals have to take responsibility when we mess up in life. Stop blamin8 someone else. 

What I found interesting too is that he asked was "How come Aaron Hernandez’s troubles are now to be blamed on Urban Meyer?" Why are we now blaming his 

former Coach for this youn~ roans’ troubles? Then he talks about Johnny Manziel who is reportedly missin~ camp, partying in College Station and then wakin~ up 

hun8 over to attend meetinss etc. And instead of takin~ "personal responsibility" for what he has done, his Coaches and his Family, and even Peyton Mannin8 are 

all comin~ to his defense. So instead of allowin8 this youn~ man to 8row some "cajones" and be a man, the folks around him are comin8 up with all kinds of 

excuses for his bad behavior. 

Like Cowherd said, we (as a Nation) have too many excuses. "Oh he’s a middle child, or its his backsround" and the list ~oes on. My ~irls were raised with very little 

(money) in the home, but they are well mannered, and loved and they know that I have raised them to be honest, and well- mannered youn~ women, with a 

moral responsibility for themselves. 

Cowherd also said that we cannot and should not expect Collese Coaches to start the process of instillin~ in these youth, that which should have been tausht at 

home. So basically as parents we are responsible for the Manziels, and Hernandezs of the world. 

I truly admire that as        Coach you do not allow any prima donnas on your team, and every sinsle one of those ~irls know that there will be consequences for 

their actions, and that they will be held accountable for them. Hence the Core Values. 

Anson, Thank you so much for all that you do       is having a ~ood time in Los Angeles, where she has been playing with the         team. She 8ot a little 

burnt out and came home for a month. She came home and slept and worked on her packet and slept asain... But for her that was what she needed. She went back 

to LA on Sat and will be playin8 in the Championship ~ame on Sunday. 

I am Iookin8 forward to a 8reat season. See you in the Fall. 

Warmest wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 6:24 PM 

Ga~ B urns <gary@mmsclub.com> 

~!duke.edn);        @msn.com; ducar,~uncaa.nnc.edu;      ~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Thin:ks 

Excelten t::[ 

From-" Gary Burns [mailto:gary@ramsclub.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, July ~.6, 20:~3 10:5:~ AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Thanks 

Anson, 

Thanks for getting together this morning. Let’s continue to stay in touch. 

I wanted to confirm our golf for Tuesday, July 30 @ 8:00 am at Finley. 

You, Bubba, Don Williams and myself. I will touch base the day prior to remind you but wanted you to get it on your calendar now. 

Thanks again and I hope things went well with your recruit. 

Gary 

P,O, Box 2446, Ci~apel ~’-Iiil, NO 27515 

O: (919} 64%6406 i M: i F: (919} 643-6777 
ga ry~’~_,ra rnsclu b.com I vwcw.ramsclub.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 6:25 PM 

Chad Stoloff @gmail.com> 

ILE: Character Assessment Survey- Recruiting 

Chsd, you have to find an expert on "lest [aking", not me~ I have no clue how best to do this. 

F~m: Chad Stoloff [mailto: ~gmail.¢om] 
$t~111:-" Tuesday, July :1.6, 20:~3:1.1:):27 AM 

T~-" Dorran~e, Albert A 11/ 
~l~je~t-" Re: Character Assessment Survey-Recruiting 

Okay, thanks for clafi~ing. The aspect you may be realizing abont me is that I am very persistent!! Wotfld it be more effective ifI change the format to questions that 

the recruits must answer with a paragraph? What ifI have some disconfirming questions such as: tell me about a time when you acted inappropriately. Or describe a 

time M~en you didn’t listen to your coach and it cost you. 

Best regards, 

Chad Stoloff 
Mental l?erformance Coach 

A Disciplined Mind LLC 

~2~g! nail .corn 
vx~x~v~adisciplinedmind~com 

wv~v. facebook.comiADisciplinedMind 

Twitter~com/ChadStoloff 

chadstolofi~wordpress.com 

On Jul 15, 2013, at 8:41 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(a)email.nuc.edu> wrote: 

I mean it will be too easy for a player to put down what he thinks yon want to hear. But what I don’t see in the test is a way to see if sotneone is lying. 

S~u~ f!’om ~r~v ~ ~erizor~ fff ~rei~,s’~" 4G L TE DRO~D 

Chad Stoloff- ~{~gmail.com> wrote: 

Okay. How do you recommend I improve it so it has value tbr you? What do you mean "it is too easy to ga]ne?" 

Best regards, 

Chad Stoloff 

Mental Performance Coach 

A Disciplined Mind LLC 

~gmail.com 

v~s~sv.adisei plinedmind.com 

ww~,.thcelx~ok.com/ADiscipliuedMind 
Twitter.com/ChadStoloff 

chadstoloIt~wordpress.com 

On Jul 15, 2013, at 9:16 AM, "Dorra]]ce, Albert A IV" <an~m(a)email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

I can’t use it. Too easy to game. At its worst it is a series of rhetorical questions. It would only work if the player was hooked up to alive 

detector while she was taking the survey!!! 

Seniti’ore my 1/e~’i:o~ ~’ire~ss 4G Li~" DRO1D 

Chad Stoloff< ?);gmail.com> wrote: 

Will you use iff Will you write a testimonial? 

Best regards, 

Chad Stoloff 

Mental Performance Coach 

A Disciplined Mind LLC 

On Jul 14, 2013, at 7:14 PM, "Do~Tance, Albert A IV" <anson(~rn~Jl.unc.edu> wrote: 



Again, iffl~e people doing the survey are honest it has value, my matin conceru is still the same. it looks veD~ easy to game. 

Chad Stoloff [/~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Coach Donance, 
Hem is a link ruth tile survey, http:/Tww~v.surve,~monke,~.con~,’s/FCCYYKN 

I have edited the Character Assessment Survey for your recruiting purposes. I realize that recruits will need to answer it 

honestly. However, if they do not, you roll be able to use tilts as a tool to help you assess their honest. 

How can I improve it, so it is more useful for you? 

Once it is lined tuned to your liking to u~, will you write a testimonial "that I can use? 

Best regards, 

Chad Stoloff 

Mental Performance Coach 

A Disciplined Miud LLC 

~_~’__a_jkc_’_?_~ 

www.adisciplinedmmd.com 

x~avw.ihce h~ok~com/ADiscipliuedMind 

Twitter.comiChadStoloff 

chad stolottlwordpress.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:37 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: We have featured 

From: TopDrawerSoccer.com [mailto:support@topdrawersoccer.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, AM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: We have featured 

::N:: Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

has been t~atured on TopDrawerSoccer.com, the #1 Destination for College & Club Soccer in America. 

Please click here to read the 

Send this emafil to friends, teammates, fmnily a~d club metnbers to give them the news. 

Is __£_!!::a2~:_e_!_~_i_I_i£____g__~__&t_£_h_i[i~__p__r_£_t_i_l__e_. updated? Please keep this profile up-to-date at all ti~nes by becoming a Premier Member. 

As a Premier Member, playe~ can keep their Players To WatchTM profile updated and take advantage of our exciting new features. Click here fi:~r more information 

on our Premier Membership. 

If yon have any questions, please contact ns at support~topdrawersoccer.com. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Temn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN REC1PIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 6:50 PM 

Nell Hope ~ :@gmail.com> 

~)hommil.com); ~.~bmsn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.eda; 

@gmail.com); pacmau@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Thm~k t~In fl~e Brit 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

Nell, 

’]7he respect is mutual. 

We would love to have you back. Both of you were consmnmate professionals who know the game and take pride in their work on the field I also love the fact you are comfortable coaching 
the 1 2~-2-3-1 [ 

Please come back, you were excellent!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nell Hope ~mail.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 15, 2013 2:29 PM 
To: Bil[ Palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Thank from the Brit 

Coach 

l would like to extend my thanks to the both of you for inviting myself down to camp. Mike Dean and I had a non stop chat on our 19 hour drive about how much information and education 
we can now take back to our own team and to the club who are striving for fresh and new ideas to push our players 

We thought the ~veek was brilliant demos and lectures gave us a great insight to the modern game. I can now tweak and adjust to own coaching arsenal 

I will definitely leave ray calendar open again for next year if rra lucky enurlgh to come back. 

All the best in your upcoming season and hopefully another national championship 

Yours in sport 

Nell Hope 
Omaha Football Club 
www.omahafc.com 
1 M02-812-4612 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 7:03 PM 

@email.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; ~gmail.com;, @comcast.net; ~maJl.com; 

~email.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; @ema~l.unc.edu; @hom~a~l.com; @msn.com; 
duca@uncaa.unc.edu @aol.com; Jason Sisneros [~bgmail.com); pac~n~@uncaa.nnc.edu 

FW: File tiffs one away... 

To get my leaders psyched!! 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Monday,           3:32 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas .1; 
Subject: File this one away... 

http://www.und.com/sports/w-soccer/spec-rel/ 

_~aol.com 

aab.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 7:05 PM 

Megaloudis, Dine <dino@unc.edu> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: New Role at UNC 

Which one does he have and are you sure? And if so YESSSH! 

From: Megaloudis, Dine 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2013 6:54 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: New Role at UNC 
He has one already u wanna give him another one? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:14 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Let’s give him a "Core Vahm~’ .._ Chris!Tom, what ix left? We might have a record of it in our media guide. 

Frem: Megaloudis, Dine 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 20:[3 4:58 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: New Role at UNC 
Yes he paid already this will be 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:52 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tfu~nk you D.ino 1.., wasn’t the tot~;l gift : total in one y~-’_~a r pledges 

From: Megaloudis, Dine 
Sent: Tuesday, July :[6, 20:[3 3:02 PM 
To: Dwight A 
~c: Dorrance, Albert A IV~ Jonathan Wagner~ .]ulie Arcuri 
Subject: Re: New Role at UNC 
I have emailed folks at rams club to email you instructions 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:50 PM, "Dwight A" <_d____w__[g_h___t__a____@____o__s_p___r__a__Le__:_c___o____m__> wrote: 

Plse s,-:md me tfu:_~ details of which account we wire the money and f will send the ~rom my charity;hie g~ving account 

forthwith. 

Fr~m~ Negaloudis, Dine [mailto:dino@unc.edu] 

Sent~ Tuesday, ,july 16, 2013 2:48 PN 

To: Dwight A 
SubjeCt: Re: New Role at UNC 
Dwight, 

Thank you for the email. I checked on your gift to and you have a balance on your last gift. I am going to 

be in NY from July 19 to Aug 2. l’m doing some meetings in the city on July and 26 and 29 - let me know if you can meet for a 

few minutes on those dates. 

I hope all is well. 

Dino 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 16, 2013, at 12:09 PM, "Dwight A" <dwighta@ospraie.com> wrote: 

Congratulations, Dine. I wish you the best of luck. 
Hey, don’t I owe a payment on a pledge to the team? 1 normally get prompted but I might have paid or 
might fu~ve missed it (:~n someone p~se upd~te me on th~:, thanks, 

Seat= Monday, ~uly 08, 2013 10:59 AM 
To: Dwight A 
S~bjeet: New Role at UNC 
DwigbL 

I hopo you and the £amily ~re doing well and had ~ great 4d~ o£Ju]y. I h~e started a new role ~t 

UNC I will be raising money for the whole University focusing on Parents. 

My intbrmation is attached below tbr your records. 

I will be in NYC from J uly 22nd to Aug 2nd . Let me know if you are in town to catch up. 

Regards 

Dine 



Dino Megaloudis 

Major Gitt Officer 

The University of North Carolina 

D: 919 962-1484 

C: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 7:06 PM 

~txpta.org> 

IU:;: Hello Anson 

You are a gem; just like your kid!!! 

From: Ntxpta.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:40 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Hello Anson 

Absolutely Anson, Great message that never gets old, 

Take care & we’ll see you all soon. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:22 PN 
To: 

~___m___s__n_:__c__o__~_~; Ducar, Chris;      ~__a_9_[=_c___o___m__; Jason Sisneros         ~_g_~_~_a__!!:__c__o____m_); Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: RE: Hello Anson 

This is a wonderful email, I totally agree with you!![ 

I loved your kid from day one!!! And one o[: the reasons is that you have raised her properly. We have a wonderful team and great kids and one reason is the 

amazing parents behind them like you. Please let me share this with my leadership council (the "amigos" above is just my staff). 

From: @txpta.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, ~.:t::~3 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: re: Hello Anson 

Good morning Anson, 

I hope that all is well with you and the family. Hope you’re enjoying some of that :[00 degree weather that we’re sending you from Texas. Ironically, our temps 

here in Austin this week are (cooler) in the 90s. Is that a joke or what??? 

I was listening to ESPN Radio here in Austin this morning and listening to jock called Colin Cowherd. It’s a show where he voices his opinion about current affairs 

mostly Texas based. Anson he made such a good point about our young athletes that I wanted to share it with you. 

He was referencing two athletes that are in the news now: Johnnie Manzel and Aaron Hernandez. He used the term "PE~S~NALACCOUN~ABiUTY" and I could 

identify with that so much. I tell my girls that in life "we" all as individuals have to take responsibility when we mess up in life. Stop blaming someone else. 

What I found interesting too is that he asked was "How come Aaron Hernandez’s troubles are now to be blamed on Urban Meyer?" Why are we now blaming his 

former Coach for this young marts’ troubles? Then he talks about Johnny Manziel who is reportedly missing camp, partying in College Station and then waking up 

hung over to attend meetings etc. And instead of taking "personal responsibility" for what he has done, his Coaches and his Family, and even Peyton Manning are 

all coming to his defense. So instead of allowing this young man to grow some "cajones" and be a man, the folks around him are coming up with all kinds of 

excuses for his bad behavior. 

Like Cowherd said, we (as a Nation) have too many excuses. "Oh he’s a middle child, or its his background" and the list goes on. My girls were raised with very little 

(money) in the home, but they are well mannered, and loved and they know that I have raised them to be honest, and well- mannered young women, with a 

moral responsibility for themselves. 

Cowherd also said that we cannot and should not expect College Coaches to start the process of instilling in these youth, that which should have been taught at 

home. So basically as parents we are responsible for the Manziels, and Hernandezs of the world. 



I truly admire that as        Coach you do not allow any prima donnas on your team, and every single one of those girls know that there will be consequences for 

their actions, and that they will be held accountable for them. Hence the Core Values. 

Anson~ Thank you so much for all that you do.       is having a good time in Los Angeles, where she has been playing with the         team. She got a little 

burnt out and came home for a month. She came home and slept and worked on her packet and slept again... But for her that was what she needed. She went back 

to LA on Sat and will be playing in the Championship game on Sunday. 

I am looking forward to a great season. See you in the Fall. 

Warmest wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 7:16 AM 

Ducar, Clms -~<lucar@unc.edu>; bill palladino < ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com>; Ducat, Chris 

<ducar(~unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacmm~@unc.edu>; Brittani Bartok~ ~msn.com>; i 

@duke.edu> 

Fwd: Thank you from fc golden state 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Thank you from fc golden state 

From: Ronni Cuccia <         ,~aol.com~ 

To: "Dorr~ce, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

Ny name is Rormi Cuccia and I just wanted to thank you for letting my team, FC Golden State, into your camp. We absolutely loved it’. ! We didn’t even want to go home on the last day! 
Listening to your talks and watching your players inspired my ~vhole team to work harder not only in soccer but also in all other aspects of our lives. 

Personally, I think your camp was the best that I have ever attended or ever will attend. I learned invaluable life lessons as well as how to be a better player, and left with a stronger passion 
for soccer So I want to thank you again for providing us with such a meaningful experience! Good luck and we will be supporting your team all season! 

Rormi Cuccia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 7:16 AM 

McCarthy, Frank <mccarthy@SHERIDAN.EDU> 

Re: 

My director of operations .... 

Ses~f.~"om my Verizon IFireie,~s 4G LJ~ DROLL) 

"McCarthy, Frank" <mccarthy@SItERIDAN.EDU> wrote: 

Thanks Coach, 

Who is Tom? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2013 2:25 PM 
To: McCarthy, Frank 

~c: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: Re: 

I will copy Tom and he will tell you if those dates work and what motel would be most convient!! 

From: McCarthy, Frank [mailto:mccarthy@SHERIDAN.EDU] 
Sent: Thursday, July 11, 2013 2:23 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Re: 

I am plan on coming ouL ...the dates I am thinking of our October 17,18,19 and leaving Lbe noting of October 20....could you please let me know the best motel close 

to campus? Or could you please give me the name and phone number of your secretary that could help me? 

Thanks, 

Coach McCarthy 

Sheridan College 

~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [ma~lto:anson@ema~l.unc.edu] 
SeBt= Wednesday, May 29, 20~3 8:32 AM 
To~ McCarthy, Frank 

Cc:        ~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~qmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: RE: Re: 

Not a proMem coach .._ Now ~ don’t plan that far in adqance so make sure we are home (check our schedule) and we look forward to seeing you. 

From: Frank McCa~hy [mailto:mcca~hy@SHERIDAN.EDU] 

Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 2013 6:29 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: Re: 

Hi Coach ARson 

~ really appreciate you ta]dng the time to visit with me last year on the phone. I want to come to your Unh~ersity and v~sit w~th you #~ person...and ~f possiNe watch 

gout team work-ouL 

If f plan enough l:h~e in advance ~ can get the college here in Sheridan to pay [or the 1:alp .,.the dates are Nov. 17,18 and 19. Does that work into your scheduk~ aL 

all,.and if so would it be ok with 

I have also contact Coach Roy’s Williams about observing his practices~ 

Please let me know your thoughts. 

Thanks, 

Coach McCarthy 

Sheridan College 

Se~t~ Thursday, June 07, 20~2 ~:43 PM 
To~ McCarthy, Frank 
S~ject~ RE: Re: 

Sure 

Connected by DROID on Verizon W#eless 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "McCarthy, Frank" <__m___c__c___a__r__t__h_y_@_S____H___E____R_J___D___A___N__=_E____D___U__> 
To: ARson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thu, Jun 7, 2012 06:37:50 GMT+00:00 
Subject: RE: Re: 

All-Star week???.can I calf you nexL week??? 

From: ARson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 31, 2012 9:29 AM 
To: McCarthy, Frank 
Subject: Re: 

Actually, next week is better. Call anytime (c). 

ARSOn Dorrance 



Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > "McCarthy, Frank" <mccarthv@SHER]DAN.EDU> 5/30/2012/L:25 AM > > > 

Hi Anson, 

I would like to continue my questions with you ???is Friday June :~ ,a good day to call? 

Please let me know your thoughts. 

Thanks, 

Frank- 

Frank McCarthy 

Head Basketball Coach 

Sheridan College 

(307) 674 6446 ext 4001 

mccarthy@sheridan.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 7:17 AM 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Re: North Cmolina women’s soccer project 

"Lohse, Dave Clark" <daveloh~@unc.edu> wrote: 

Anson: Your first sentence in response to me either has an extra word in 
it or is missing punctuation. Just to be sure, you are saying yes and I 
can call Graham and begin coordination. That’s how I interpreted it. 

Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-7257 office 

cell 

On 6:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>We are in this is all good to promote ottr "brand"t! Boys, what do you 
>think? 
> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: Lohse, Dave Clark 
>Sent: Tuesday, 11:40 AM 
>To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>Subject: FW: North Carolina women’s soccer project 
> 

>Let me know your thoughts and I will get back to him. If you have aW 
>questions specifically for him his telephone number is at bottom of his 
>~nail. 
> 

>Thanks Anson. 
> 

>Dave Lohse 
>Associate Athletic Communications Director University of North Carolina 
>919-962-7257 office 
: cell 
> 

> 

> 

> 

>On 10:05 AIVI. "Hays, Graham" <Graham.Hays@espn.com> wrote: 
> 

>>Hello, I hope stammer is treating you well. I’m bothering you in the 
>>middle of July because there is a project I’m hoping the soccer program 
>>might be open to considering for preseason. The basic pitch is we would 
>>like to present an inside look at preseason training for the Tar Heels 
>>I won’t presume you spend hours and hours on our site, but it’s the 
>>same concept as the "Total Access" series we have done with Tennessee 
>>women’s basketball, Alabama softball and now the Portland Thorns. In a 
>>perfect world, ! would shadow the team for a few days during preseason 
>>(training, meetings, etc) and give readers a deeper look at what goes 
>>into that part of UNC’s success 
>> 

>>If this is something that is just a no-go from the outset, I understand. 
>>But I also figure you and 2mson know my work well enough at this point 
>>to know where I’m coming from. The genesis for all of this was the 
>>photo that came out after the College (;up last year that showed a split 
>>shot of the players laying on the ground exhausted after a workout and 
>>again on the ground celebrating the championship The championship part 
>>usually gets all the words; I’d like to tell the story of the other 
>>photo. 
>> 

>>Does this sound at all feasible? 
>> 

>>Thanks, 
>>Graham Hays 
>>espnW.com 
>>ESPN Plaza 
>>Bristol, CT 06010 
>>grahamhays@espn corn 
>>860-227-5762 
>> 

> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 7:19 AM 

@aol.com 

Re: Concerns re racist comments 

Dino, It sounds like they want a phone call. Have you spoken to them? 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tlqreie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

~aol.com wrote: 

Anson, 
F-YI....we have already responded once to this family. Not really sure what they want at this point? I assume more apologies??? 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Palladino, George W <bpalladino@unc.edu> 

To:              @,aol.com> 
Sent: Tue, Ju116, 2013 9:22 am 
Subject: FW: Concerns re racist comments 

From:                         @¥ahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 26, 2013 2:05 PM 
To; Palladino, George W 

Subject; Fw: Concerns re racist comments 

Coach Palladino, 
I am writing to follow up on the email my wife sere to NCGSC earlier today (below). ~Ve’ve been tD,ing to reach someone at the NCGSC number since we returned 

from Chapel Hill Monday evening, but since no one has answered the phone, we weren’t snre that mayone was there this week (admittedly, I have not left messages). I 

am reaching out directly to you becanse we want to ensure that someone would receive the email and respond in a timely manner to this distressing situation. 

Thanks, 

..... Forwarded Message ..... 

From: @,msn.com> 
To: ’ ~,.qmail.com" k’~,.qmail.com> 
Cc: @yahoo.corn> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 26, 2013 12:07 PM 
Subject: FW: Concerns re racist comments 

To the NCGSC adminis~tration, 

I am writing to express my snrprise and outrage at the racist abuse directed toward my by one of your campers during the 6/21-6/24 College 

Bound session. I was speechless when repeated the comments made by [don’t know her last name, but she’s from Georgia] such as, "You’re 

like a little brown monkey [eating that banana]," "Pick that up, slave," stating she hates black people’s hair and repeatedly calling her nigger. Sadly, this is only a portion 

of what was ~id. In addition, by often making the~ comments in th~nt of several other campers, she made      the center of ridicule and group haxassment. We will 

continue to work with      on how to deal ruth situations like this, but l~e~ we should notify you and if possiNe the l~mily of ~is inci&nt through you. Our biggest 

regret is that      did not feel comfo~able enough ~ discuss tNs with you or us wNle it w~ occumng so you could have dealt with it during the c~p m~d alleviated 

this hostile envim~ent. We trust that you agree ruth and will communicate that such language is not accep~ble a~d want to make sure everyone involved unders~nds 

that tlfis behavior cannot be tolerated. 

Thank yon for your attention to this matter. We look forward to your response and would appreciate a phone call to discuss any follow-through. Please let me l, mow 

available times to arrange a call with the person in charge of the camp. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <iO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)!CN=REClPIENTS!CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 7:22 AM 

@aol.com 

Re: Post-Workout Recovery Drink 

Excellent Michael! 

Sent from my Vedzon Wireless 4G L TE DROiD 

;@aol.com wrote: 

Hi Anson, 
Thanks, appreciate it. Let me know how it goes with the Recovery Drink. 
Hope your summer is going well in the mean time. 
I’m just getting in from training               . We are training every day of the week, whether it is lifting, conditioning or ball work. We go twice a day (mornings lifting then 
ball work in aftemoon....or._.ball work in the mornings and conditioning in the afternoon) to try to get her body use to doing two a days which she’ll be doing when preseason 
starts up. That way when pre-season starts, physically her body will be prepare for the riggers of two a days and she won’t be sore or hurting at all from it. 
She is doing very well. 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 
To:         @aol.com 
CC: tava(@__.email.u nc.edu 
Sent:         6:04:44 P.M Eastern Daylight Time 
Subj: RE: Post-Workout Recovery Drink 

wa~L to help so I wifl copy Nicofe Fava, our Lrainer on this. It: she sees no issues, we will ~,o forward. 

hope you are doin~ well]! 

Fmrn= @aol.com [mailto: 
Sent= Nonday, 12:48 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Post-Workout Recovery Drink 

~aol,com] 

Hi Anson, 

hope everything is going well. Hope you are enjoying the summer down in NC and that your summer camps are going well. 

Like I mentioned before, I have over 30 players in college that I worked with who take the Recovery Drink throughout their college year to get there legs back after pre- 
season training and also after each game. They have all been tested by the NCAA as well and had no issues passing the tests every time. I will be having a couple of 
College soccer teams using this for the upcoming year for their players and program, since recovery after games is the most important thing especially in college 
when you play 2 games in 3 days usually. 

know you already know all this from our conversations in the past about the Post-Workout Recovery drink, plus you already know how well it works and the benefits 
you get from taking it since you took it yourself. 

If you would also like to see some of the colleges who support this product, just go to my web site: wwwMichaelDemakis.com and click on "Shop Now"....then click 
on "Endorsers" on the left side...then click on "Sports Advisory Council"....and you will see a number of University’s who support this product (Rice University, 
Kansas, Texas A&M, Wisconsin, Oklahoma just to name a few). 

The bigger supporter of this, which I just saw and reason why I am sending it to you again is a Professor from UNC. Abbie Smith-Ryan (Assistant Professor of 
Exercise & Sport Science @ UNC Chapel Hill). I thought was interesting. 

Let me know what you think, and if you’d like your players to try some for pre-season? 

Enjoy the rest of the summer before the girls head in for pre-season and hopefully a repeat National Championship! 

All the best, 

Michael Demakis 
Director of Strength & Conditioning 
FC Elite/LI FuryNVPS/Albertson SC 
Advocate Sports/Active Nutrition 
Web: vwvwMichaelDema kis.com 
wvwv.motiveei.q ht .me/MichaeIDemakis 
516-551-3053 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 12:04 PM 

@eldefl~s.org>; @aol .corn> 

Re: SmaJl Request 

you are kind. Yes, I am sure we cm~ connect. I have read two of those books. 

Sent.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

~elderhs.o~> wrote: 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

My name is , I am a boy’s lacrosse coach at Elder High School in Cincinnati, I am entering my 21st season as a coach in 20:14. I am an avid reader and 

thoroughly enjoyed both The Man Watching and Vision of a Champion, I am reaching out because I am going to be on campus for a team camp July 28-31. We 

implemented the competitive cauldron and hired a coach for the specific purpose of keeping track of targeted drills and posting them in the locker room. I would 

greatly appreciate your guidance, if you would be willing to talk for a couple of minutes. 

I know you are a disciplined reader and wanted to know if you had read any of the following titles: 

The Servant: By James C. Hunter 

Atlas Shrugged: Ayn Rand 

Fearless by Ereic Blehm 

The Talent Code: Daniel Coyle 

I would like to share these reads with you if you have not. 

If you cannot or do not have the time, I understand, I am a huge fan: your coaching style has greatly influenced myself and my program and I would be remised if I 

did not reach out and try. 

Thanks for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=I_INC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesdav,             12:06 PM 

@live.tmc.edu> 

Re: Cool Qoute 

Good luck’. 

Sent.f!"om my Verizo*~ }Firege,~s 4(5 L2’E 

~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Dorrance. Albe~ A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:54 PM 

To: 
@msn.com; Ducar, Chris;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

Subject: RE: Cool Qoute 

Again, love to help, if you think a call would. 

Love the quote!! 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:00 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Subject: Cool Qoute 

Hey Anson, 

I Found a cool quote in a book I am reading: 

Advances are made by answering questions. 

Discoveries are made by questioning answers 
Bernard Haisch 

@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}’- 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 12:28 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

McCm~hy, Frank <mccm~hy@SHERIDAN.EDU > 

Re: 

Frank, those days would be a waste for a visit. 

SentjFo~n ~v ~ ~ri:on t~ir~des’,~" 4(2;-L7~’ DROID 

"Sa~der, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> wrote: 

Fral]k~ 

Or~ OC[: 17th we ~la}] Syracuse at 2_ pro., on ~he ].~th we w~H mos~ I~ke~y have o~f and on the ~.9th we will h~ve a ~:~rega~e pn~cth::e m pre~ara~k)n ~er our g~me 

VA at home on the 20th. The nearest hotel wou~d be the Courtyard Mardo[t just off campus. 919-883--0700. 

-Tom 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2013 4:25 PM 
To= McCarthy, Frank 

~= Sander, Thomas ~ 
Subject~ RE: Re: 
~ w~H cepy Tom and he w~H 1:el~ you i[ those dates work and what mote~ would be most convkm1:~ 

F~m~ McCa~hy, Frank [maiI~:mcca~hy@SHERIDAN.EDU] 
Sent~ Thursday, July ii, 20~3 2:23 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= RE: Re: 

Ok Coach, 

~ am 0~an en coming ou~: ...the dates ~ am th~rddng of our October 17,18,19 and leaving ~:he noting of Octeber 20...,couhJ you pk~ase kd: rne know the best mote~ dese 

to campus? Or could you please give me the name and phone number o[:your secretary that could he~p me? 

Thanks, 

Coach McCarthy 

Sheridan College 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [ma~lto:anson@ema~l.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, Nay 29, 2013 8:32 AN 
Te~ NcCarthy, ~rank 

_~D_:~tDJ ~_~£A[~uncaa,unc,edu;      ~_9~:_~9_~; Jason Sisneros         ~g~_~JJ_:~EO; 
Subject: RE: Re: 

Not a proNem coach ._. Now ~ don’t plan that [:ar in advance so make sure we are home (check our schedule) and we ~ook forward to seeing 

F~m: Frank NcCa~hy [mailto:mcca~hy@SHERIDAN.EDU] 
Sent: Tuesday, Nay 28, 2013 6:29 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: Re: 

your team work--out. 

l[:l plan enough tkne ~n advance ~ can get d~e college here in Sheridan ~o pay for the trip .,,.the dates are Nov. ~7,~8 and ~9. Does that work into your schedule at 

all..and if so would it be ok with you? 

I have also contact Coach Roy’s Williams about observing his practices. 

Please let me know your thoughts, 

Thanks, 

Coach McCarthy 

Sheridan College 

F~m= Anson Dorrance [mail~:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, June 07, 2012 1:43 PN 
Te= NcCarthy, Frank 
Subject: RE: Re: 

Sure 

Connected by DRO~,D on Verizon ~4Zirelese 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "McCarthy, Frank" <mccarthy@SHERIDAN.EDU> 
To: Anson Dorrance <anson(~,uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thu, Jun 7, 2012 06:37:50 GMT+00:00 
Subjeet: RE: Re: 

AIl-.Sta r week? ??.ca n t call yeu n ext: weel<? ?? 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edq] 

Sent: Thursday, May 31, 2012 9:29 AM 
To: McCarthy, Frank 



Subject: Re: 

Actually, next week is better. Call anytime (c). 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > "McCarthy, Frank" <mccar[hy@SHER]DAN.EDU> 5/30/2012 1:25 AM > > > 

Hi Anson, 

I would like to continue my questions with you ???is Friday June 1 ,a good day to call? 

Please let me know your thoughts. 

Thanks, 

Frank- 

Frank McCarthy 

Head Basketball Coach 

Sheridan College 

(307) 674 6446 ext 400:1 

mccarthy@sberidan,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday 12:36 PM 

@live.unc.edu->; Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: Quick Ques~tiou 

Play well, be humble, look people iu the eye, smile, believe iu yoursel£ whether mistakes without drama. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizon tl#reie,~s 4G L)’~ L)ROIL) 

~li ve xmc.edtr~ wrote: 

Hey Anson, 

I hope that your summer is going well! Before I get to my question, I just wanted to let you know I had a blast with and the rest of the 

crew at soccer camps and can’t wait to be back in a couple of days to finish the second half of camps, and I have watched every soccer 

game we can while in the office working and I love dissecting games with them and the camp coaches when they aren’t busy coaching and evaluating the 
future of women’s soccer at Hooker Fields. It is such an amazing soccer atmosphere and I absolutely can’t thank Dino enough for letting me help out the 
last couple of years. 
I have a quick question about college soccer that I was hoping you could answer for me. For the last couple of years I have been an assistant coach at the 
high school I graduated from. One of the goalkeepers that I have worked with is attending a College ID camp this weekend and I was wondering if there 
was any advice you could give me to pass on to him about how to stand out and be seen. I know his work ethic and skill in the goal will help him shine but 
is there anything else he can do {introduce himself personally to the coaches in attendance, etc.) that would help him stick in their minds. 

Thanks Anson and I can’t wait for preseason! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 7:20 PM 

McCar’thy, Frank <mccarthy@SHERIDAN.EDU> 

Re: 

"McCarthy, Frank" <mccarthy@SHERIDAN.EDU> wrote: 

Would i[: be a good idea to Observe ,/our pr~:_~-game and game s[tua[~ot~s? 

~ was also phmn~ng on observk~g the men’s and women basketball prac:~:~ce 

Please ~et me know your thoughts. 

Thanks, 

Frank- 

~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
~eBtl Wednesday, July ~7, 2013 [0:28 AM 

T~ Sander, Thomas J 
Cc~ McCarthy, Frank 
Subject= Re: 

Frank, those ~ys would be a wasCe [br a visit. 

Se~t.from ~, ~%rizo~ tVireiess 4G L TE DR()ID 

"Sander, Thotnas J" <p__~_Lc__r__n__a_=_r_~£_a2LLn___c_:_e_~t___u_ > wrote: 

Frank, 

On Oct :].7th we play Syracuse at 2 pro, on the :[8th we will most likely have off, and on the :19th we will have a pregame practice in preparation for our game against 

VA at home on the 20th. The [)earest ho[:el woukt be [:he Courtyard Marrk)tt just off campus, 919--883-0700. 

-Tom 

~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
~ent~ Tuesday, July 16, 20~3 4:25 PM 
To~ McCarthy, Frank 

~ Sander, Thomas J 
~bjeet~ RE: Re: 
~ w~l~ copy Tom and he w~l~ tell you if those dates work and what mote~ wou~d be most conv~entH 

F~m= NcCa~hy, Frank [mail~:mccatthy@SHERIDAN.EDU] 
Sent~ Thursday, July ll, 2013 2:23 AN 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subje¢t= RE: Re: 

Ok Coach, 

~ am plan on coming out .,.the dates ] m~ th~nk~ng of our October 17,I8,I9 m~d leaving the noting of October 20._.could you p~ease ~et me know the best mote~ dose 

to campus? Or could you please give me the name and phone number of your secretary that could he~p me? 

Thanks, 

Coach McCarthy 

Sheridan CoHere 

~= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [ma~lto:anson@ema~l.unc.edu] 
Se~t~ Wednesday, Nay 29, 2013 8:32 AN 
Te~ McCarthy, Frank 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros         @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject= RE: Re: 
Not a proMem coach .... Now ] don’t plan that far in advance so make sure we ar~ home (ch~ck our schedule) and we look forward to seeing you. 

F~m= Frank NcCa~hy [mailto:mccatthy~SHERIDAN.EDU] 
Sent= Tuesday, May 28, 20~3 6:29 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= RE: Re: 

Hi Coach Anson 

~ really appr~date you takh~g the time to v~s~t with me last year on th~ phone. I want to com~ to your University and visit w~th you h~ person._and ~f poss~Me watch 

you� [:eam work-ou[ 

~f ~ plan enough l:h~e ~n advance ] can get the college here in Sheridan to pay [or the 1:alp ...the dates are Nov. 17,].8 and 19. Does that wor]~ into your scheduk~ a~: 

alL.and if so would it be ok with you? 

I have also contact Coach Roy’s Williams about observing his practices. 

Please let me know your thoughts. 

Thanks, 

Coach McCarthy 

Sheridan College 

~= Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Se~t~ Thursday, June 07, 20~2 ~:~3 PM 
To~ McCarthy, Frank 
S~bject~ RE: Re: 



Sure 

Connected by DRO!D on Verizon [4X,;relese 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "McCarthy, Frank" <mccarthy@SHERIDANEDU> 
To: Anson Dorrance <ansonL~.uncaa.uno.edu> 

Sent: Thu, Jun 7, 2012 06:37:50 GMT+00:00 
Subject: RE: Re: 

AII-.Sta r week? ??.ca n t ca li ,/eu n exl: weel<? ?? 

From: Anson Dorrance [E)~_[[_t__o_;__a__n___s__o___n__#~_M_n__£_a__a__:M_n__£:__e__d__M] 
Sent: Thursday, Nay 35, 2052 9:29 AN 

To: IVlcCarthy, Frank 
Subject: Re: 

Actually, next week is better. Call anytime (c). 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > "McCarthy, Frank" <mccarthy@SHER:[DANEDU> 5/30/2012 1:25 AM > > > 

Hi Anson, 

I would like to continue my questions with you ???is Friday June 1 ,a good day to call? 

Please let me know your thoughts. 

Thanks, 

Frank- 

Frank McCarthy 
Head Basketball Coach 

Sheridan College 

(307) 674 6446 ext 4001 

mccarthy@sheridan.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 7:27 PM 

NCGSC Administrator < @gmail.com> 

bill palladino ~aol.com> 

Re: Amazing Team Camp 

Very- cool,.., I felt the same. It is mnch better when we have that many’ Tar Heel players involved. Also some excellent new st~. ! 

Se~tj’rom ~v ~ ~rizo~t W~reles’,~" 4G LI~’ DROID 

NCGSC Administrator @gmail.com> wrote: 

.......... Fopa, arded message .......... 

From: Chesnavage, Albin <Albin.Chesnava~e,@~bge.com> 

Date: Wed, Jul 17, 2013 at 8:36 AM 

Subject: RE: Amazing Temn Camp 

To: "Ebaugh, B~an" <Brvan.Ebaugh(~bge.com>, 

Cc: Ben Reiber <      ~gmail.com> 

?))gmail.com" (~gmail.com> 

Hi Natalie, I would have to echo       statement below. Outstanding camp! Well organized, demos by the players and Coach Oorrance were amazing, and all the 

co~ches ~nd staff were eng~ged, and our gkls to~:aliy enjoyed the experience and the tr~ink~g. We wi~i be returrdng next year and hope to bring more teams 

down~ "]’har]ks aga~n~ 

A~ Chesnavage 

VP GMs Soccer Program FCYork 

Head Coach U-I5 G~ds El~te 98 

Head Coach U-.I3 G~rls Premier O0 

Asst Women’s Soccer Coach York Co~ege 

From: Ebaugh, Bryan 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2013 9:39 AM 
T~ ,~. gmail.com 
Co: Ben 
Sul~ject; Amazing Team Camp 

Good Morning, 

I just wanted to take a minute and let everyone at the NCGSC know that my players and I had an unbelievable time at last week’s team camp! I was there with an FC 

York team from York, Pennsylvania and am already looking forwa~rd to next yeaJr’s camp. The staff and players were all top notch and co,npletely professional. They’ 

did an an~azing job ruth the players aaad Anson’s coaches lectures were a highlight that I will never tb~get. 

Thanks again and please pass along ne~ year’s team camp dates as soon as they are locked in so I can get them out to my team for planning purposes. 

B q~’an Ebaugh 

FC York 

This eimail and any’ attachments are confidenlia], may contain legal, 

professional or other privileged informatior~ and axe intended solely for the 

addressee. If you are not the intended recipient, do not use the information 

in this e-mail in any way, delete tiffs eI mail and noli~ the sender. -EXCIP 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 7:28 PM 

Ducar, Clms -~<lucar@unc.edu>; bill palladino < @aol.com>; Jason Sisnems < @gmail.com>; Ducat, Chris 

<ducar@unc.edn>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Vehicle Use Reminder 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Vehicle Use Reminder 
From: "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@m~c.edu> 
To: [INCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edtr>,UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches <nncaa asstheadcoaches@gmups.nnc.edu>,l_INCAA-ExeStaff 
<uncaa exes~ff@g~oups.unc.edu> 
CC: 

All, 

With the beginning of fall seasons fast approaching and travel arrangements being made, I wanted to remind everyone about our new Vehicle Use Policy. 

Information about this Policy has been sent out several times already, but I wanted to remind each of you in particular about the concerted efforts we are making 

to phase out the use of 15 passenger vans. Specifically, the Policy contains the following language: 
c.      Phase-Out of 15-Passenger Vans 

One of the intentions of this Policy is to phase out the use of 15 Passenger Vans by the Department of Athletics After the implementation of this Policy on July 1, 2013, the Department of 
Athletics shall not purchase or rent any additional 15 Passenger Vans (except when specifically preapproved by the I)irector of Athletics or his designee). 

Please let me know if you have any questions. Thank you all for your cooperation with this important initiative. 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 7:39 PM 

McCarthy, Frank <mccarthy@SttERIDAN.EDU> 

Re: 

No problein! 

Sent.~"om my Verizor~ tFireie,~s 4G LTE DROLL) 

"McCarthy, Frank" <mccarthy@SHERIDAN.EDU> wrote: 

So you ~:hink I should still plan on coming out your way? Is ~:here any chance ~ (:ouh~ ge~: maybe a ~4 hour of your l:kne on October 19 ~f you have ~:hat day off from 

practice and games? 

I am readb~g your’ Book: The man watching ~ reN~y am enjoying ~t. 

F~m= Dorrance, AJbe~ A N [mail~:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2013 5:20 PN 
To= McCarthy, Frank 
Subject= Re: 

Sum 

Se~tt front ~’ ~rizon tVireIess ,IG L TE DROID 

Would it be a good idea to Observe your pr’e--fiame and game situations? 

I was also planning on observing the men’s and women basketball practice 

Please ]et me know your thoughts. 

Thanks, 

Frank- 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Sent~ Wednesday, July ~7, 2013 10:28 AN 

To~ Sander, Thomas 3 
~c~ McCarthy, Frank 
Subject= Re: 

Fmn~ thoso days would be a waste £or a visit. 

"Sander, Thomas J" <pacman(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Orl OC[: _.[?.t h W~-’_! ~)la~/Syracuse-’_! at 2_ f)fgb orl [h~-’_! ].~th we will P8o$[ likely have off and on the ~.9th we will have a pregame practh::e ~n pre~)aratk)n Joy our game against 

VA at home on the 20d~. The nearest hotel wou~d be the Courtyard Marriott just off campus. 

-Tom 

F~: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Bent: Tuesday, July 16, 2013 4:25 PN 
T~: McCarthy, Frank 

~= Sander, Thomas 3 
Subject= RE: Re: 
~ w~H copy Tom and he w~H 1:eli you i[ those dates work and what motel woukl be most 

F~m= McCa~hy, Frank [maiI~:mcca~hy@SHERIDAN.EDU] 
Sent= Thursday, July ii, 20~3 2:23 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= RE: Re: 

Ok {::oach~ 

~ am ~)~ar~ or~ (:om~r~g ou[: ...the dales ] a~g~ th~rd~[?g of our October 17..~.~..~.9 at?d leavhlg [:he r~or~r~g o~ C)(:[ober 20...,couhJ you }:~]ease h~d: r[?e know the best motel dose 

to campus? Or could you please give me the name and phone number’ o[: your secretary thai could he~p me? 

Thanks, 

Coach McCarthy 

5herida~ College 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [ma~lto:anson~#ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, Nay 29, 2013 8:32 AN 
To= McCarthy, Frank 

~B_=g~t~ ~_~9_~[@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~_g~,_~9_~; Jason Sisneros (         ~g~_~J_:gRffO; R~g_E~_B_@M_~g~_~,_MD_G_~_M 
Subject= RE: Re: 

Not a proNem coach ._. Now ] don’t plan that [:ar in advance so make sure we are home {check our schedule) and we ~ook forward to seeing you. 

From: Frank McCarthy [mailto:mccarthy~NSHERIDAN.EDU] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 2013 6:29 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: RE: Re: 

Hi Coach Anson 



I re~lly appreciate you taking the time to visiL with me last year of~ the ~)hone. I w~nL to come [o your Uf~versi[y af~d v~sit w~tb you ~n person...and ~ possible watcb 

your Learn work-ouL 

~f ~ plan enough t~me ~n advance ] can get the college here in Sheridan to pay for the trip ._.the dates are Nov. I7~18 and 19. Does that work into your schedule s[ 

all..and if so would it be ok with you? 

~ have a~so contact Coach Roy’s ~iH~ams about observing h~s practices. 

Please ~e~: me know your thou~h~:s. 

Thanks, 

Coach McCarthy 

Sheridan College 

F~ Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
5~Bt[ Thursday, ]une 07, 20~2 ~:43 PM 
To: McCarthy, Frank 
5ubje~tt RE: Re: 

Sure 

Connected by DROID on Verizon Wireless 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "McCarthy, Frank" <mccarthy@SHERIDAN.EDU> 
To: Anson Dorrance <anson~uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thu, Jun 7, 2012 06:37:50 GMT+00:00 
Subject: RE: Re: 

All-Star weel~??? can I call you next w~-:~ek??? 

From; Anson Dorrance [[#__a_jJ~_:_~_D_S___q_n__~_U__D_C___a__a_~__u___n__c_~__e_~_u_] 

Sent." Thursday, May 3~, 20:[2 9:29 AN 
To: McCarthy, Frank 
~ubje¢l:: Re: 

Actually, next week is better. Call anytime 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > "McCarthy, Frank" <mccar[hy@SHER]DAN.EDU> 5/30/2012 1:25 AM > > > 

Hi Anson, 

I would like to continue my questions with you ???is Friday June 1 ,a good day to call? 

Please let me know your thoughts. 

Thanks, 

Frank- 

Frank McCarthy 

Head Basketball Coach 

Sheridan College 

(307) 674 6446 ext 400:1 

mccarthy@sheridan,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 7:56 PM 

NataJie .~hotmail.com>; Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino @aol.com>; Ja~u Sisneros 
@gmail.com>; Ducay, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Stander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; 

@hotmail.com> 

Fwd: Thank you from fc golden state 

, please write her back and thank her. The NCAA will not let me. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Thank you from fc golden state 

From: Ronni Cuccia          ~aol.com> 

To: "Dorr~ce, Albert A IV" <anson@emaAl.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

Ny name is Rormi Cuccia and I just wanted to thank you for letting my team, FC Golden State, into your camp. We absolutely loved it’. ! We didn’t even want to go home on the last day! 
Listening to your talks and watching your players inspired my ~vhole team to work harder not only in soccer but also in all other aspects of our lives. 

Personally, I thil~ your camp was the best that I have ever attended or ever will attend. I learned invaluable life lessons as well as how to be a better player, and left with a stronger passion 
for soccer So I want to thank you again for providing us with such a meaningful experience! Good luck and we will be supporting your team all season! 

Ronni Cuccia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 11:25 AM 

bill palladino @aol.com> 

Fwd: Bus Route 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Bus Route 
From: "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@m~c.edu> 
To: I.INCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.uuc.edtr-~,UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu> 
CC: "Convissor, Linda" <linch convissor@unc.edu-~,UNCAA-ExeStaff<uncaa exes~afl@groups.unc.edu> 

All, 

I was notified by someone in the Chancellor’s Office that buses have been driving on Ransom and McCauley near campus recently. Buses are not permitted on 

these roads. The buses identified as having used those roads had the word "Evergreen" or the word "Horizon" on the side. I am not aware of any of your camps 

using buses on these roads and am not sure whether any of your camps use buses at all, but I wanted to remind you of the prohibitions of bus use on McCauley and 

Ransom just in case. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, 11:28 AM 

bill palladino ~aol.com> 

Fwd: NCAA Postseason 

Dino, cain you handle this? 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tlqreIe,~s 4G L)"E DROLL) 

........ Original Mes~ge ........ 

Subj ect: NCAA Postseason 

From: "Lancaster, Elizabeth" <lizla~@email.unc.e&~> 

To: "Somoano, Carlos M" <csomoano@unc.edu>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema~il.unc.edu-~ 
CC: "Culler~ Ellen B" <eculle@unc.edu>,"Bmnner, Jolm F" <John Brunne@unc.edu>,"Sander~ Thomas J" <pactnan,~unc.edu> 

Anson and Carlos, 

I hope your respective summers are going well and you’re looking forward to a great season. The event management team is busy working on our master 

calendar for the Fall with our standard emphasis on balancing our November events. Please confirm or adjust the recommended times which will be 

submitted to the NCAA in October. 

[] NCAA Weekend #1 - 

Friday~ 

7:00 p~ 

Saturday, 

11:30 am & 2:00 pm NCAA First Round - Carolina should play in the first game 

Sunday, 

2:00 pm NCAA Second Round 

~ NCAA Weekend #2 - 

Men’s F~r~t Round must be p~ayed ThursdaV {anticipated bye) and Second Rou~d 

Thursday, 

6/7:00 pm 

Friday, 

n/a 

Saturday, 

TBA vs. ODU 

Sunday 

2:00 pm’ 

~ NCAA Weekend #3 - 

Friday, 

Saturday, 

TBA vs. Dook 

Sunday 

n/a 

too ~ate [~ the day,., 

~ NCAA Weekend #4- 

No known conflicts for this weekend with the exception of a men’s game on Saturday and potential NCAA on Friday/Saturday. 

Please discuss amongst yourselves - we will make whatever you request work...unless, of course, it’s a head-to-head game. Reply at your earliest 

convenience and we hope your pre-season is both encouraging and injury-free. 

Thanks, 

Ellen, John and Elizabeth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday 11:30 AM 

Edward Radwanski <eradwan@clemson.edu> 

Re: ACC 10 temn tourney 

Edward Radwanski <eradwan@clemson.edu> wrote: 

Anson, 

Good chatting with you as always and glad to hear some positive vibes regarding your wife. We have her in our thoughts. 

Sorry for delayed response, region ODP camp keeps you busy as you well know. 

Regarding the 10 team ACC tournament here are some bullet points: 

-Opportunity to include more teams in the Championship since the conference has increased in numbers. 

-Opportunity for programs which are re-building (like Clemson) to take steps. Building blocks 

-Higher seeded teams are rewarded (Teams seeded #1 thru #6 are given a bye to Quarterfinals} 

-higher seeded teams have a bye during ,finol week 

-Higher seeded teams have NO trave! on Thursday oLfinal week 

-Higher seeded teams have NO missed class time [inal week 

-Higher seeded teams (1-4) have NO travel, NO missed class time, a BYE, and will host the quarter,final round on their campus! Nice reward! 

-Higher seeded teams would only play a 1 game weekend to begin conference tournament (as opposed to playing 2 games as with the current 8 team set-up} 
-Higher seeded teams which compete for College Cup and National Championship would have 1 game weekend; 2 game weekend (if in ACC final) and a I game 

, nd weekend (first weekend of NCAA s); A 1-2-:1 rhythm going into NCAA 2 round is pretty good. Currently it is a 2-2-:1 with the potential of additional travel. 

For Lower seeded teams: 

-Championship experience (it’s hord to moke the ACC tourney-especially with 14 teoms; job security) 

-PIoy in games gives one o,f the lower seeded teams o chance to host (#7 & #B). Championship experience on campus. 

-Play in games provide more opportunities,for our,female student/athletes to experience playing in the ACC tournament. 

-Great Opportunity to take a scalp o,f a higher seeded to team should you advance. Build NCAA tourney resume. 

-Build momentum/confidence into the NCAA tournament 
Anson, the 10 team tourney can work and it meets all the criteria that is important to all ACC teams especially the higher seeded teams. It actually makes the 

schedule a heck of a lot more user friendly for our stronger teams. 

In creating the user friendly schedule....all I did was take the concept from the men’s schedule in which they took one of the conference games (the final game of 

regular season) and were instructed to play that game somewhere in your non-conference schedule. This opens up thotfinal Thursday/Fridoy of the regular 

seoson. By doing this, teams in our conference have an great opportunity to partner up with another ACC team and attract two other teams in for a tourney 

weekend. You know better than anyone.....who would not jump at the opportunity to play in a weekend tourney that included say North Carolina and Duke or 

whoever would be playing Friday night (strengthens orgument of stronger non-conference games helping the RPI). Chance to play an ACC team on the Sunday.....I 

know I would jump on that if still at UNCG ;-) 

Anson, the only negative I can see from this proposal is the teams that don’t make the conference tournament at all would be finishing up the season earlier. And 

maybe they should finish up early because they stink! And if it’s us (Clemson) then we stink!! 

Love to hear your feedback and appreciate any support you can give! 

Enjoy the rest of the summer!! 

Eddie 

Eddie Radwanski 
Head Coach Women’s Soccer 

Clemson University 

(o) 864-656-1944 

© 

,’h pro~ile-a k. 

65800 5489 nip9 

NCAA Tournament Appearances (I4): 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 200I, 2002, 2003, 200P,, 2005, 2006, 2007 

NCAA Eli~e 8: 1,997, :L999, 2000, 2006 
Sweet Si×~een: :L998, 200:L 
ACC Champions: 2000 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, Jnly 18, 2013 4:44 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 2013 - 14 Playing and Practice Season Declaxation 

Playing and Practice Season declaxation Memos (2013-14).docN Declaration of Playing Season (Team Sports).docx; Declaration of 

Pla?~ing Season (Individual Sports).docx; 13-14 Calendar.pdf 

........ OriginaJ Message ........ 

Subject: 2013-14 Playing and Practice Season Declaration 

From: "Tim~nermm~s, Tom" <fimmermans@unc.edu> 
To: UNC.AJ\-Asst Head Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu>,UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Coaches, 
It’s about that time to declare your plaving season for next vear. Please complete the attached calendar and Declaration of Plaving Season form that is applicable to 
,/our sport and return to me b,/Jul,/31, 2013. If ,/ou have questions, please contact an,/of us in compliance and we will be happ,/to help ,/ou out. 
If ,/ou have alread,/submitted ,/our pla,/ing and practice season declaration....Thanks!!! 
Thank ,/ou, 
Torn Timmerrnans Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid University of North Carolina 

Office 9~_&962.785:[ I Celi             I Fax 9:[9.962.6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 4:44 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 97 Michigan Hawks 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Fw: 97 Michigan Hawks 

From: Doug LandetEld < @sbcglobal.net> 

To: Janet Ra+~ield <rayfield@uiuc.edu>,Curtis McAlister <cmcaliste@scu.edu>,Jon lipsitz <jonlipsi~@uky.edtr>,Summer Pemla <sdperal~eiu.edtr>.Garrett Smith 

<smithg@up.edu>,Donald Trentham <Don.Trentham@Colorado.EDU>,Da~en Ambrose <dvan~bms@tx~box.upenn.edtr~,Blake Hombuckle 

<blake.hombuckle@selu.edtr>,Deana Waintraub <Deana.Waintmub@usma.edu>,Esmeralda Negron <enegron@princeton.edu>,Jason Rus~ll 

<j ason.mssell@uvm.edn>,wsoccel(~bmml.sdsu.edu, henscheg@uwm.edu, David S 

<Inadsend@uwm.edn>,weiss5@uwm.edu, fabiano@uwp.edu,vandervh@csp.edn,Nicky Admns <thrashe@rice.edu>,Julie E Hanley <julie- 

hmfley@iowasoccer.com>,Jaimel Johnson ~<laimel.Jolmson@athletics.ntexas.edu:>,todd plonrde <todd.plourde@yale.edtC,,Tim Wassell <tjw217@psu.edu:>,Tiffany 

Hansen <thansenl @udas~on.edu>,David nikolic <david.nikolic@northwes~tem.edu>,"Tony [ATHDP] Minatta" <tlninatta@ias~te.edt~-,Eric Golz 

<egolz@umd.edu~,TanyaN Roberts <tanya roberts@mail.uri.edu~,Marty Everding <meverding@huskers.com>,Nicole Nelson <nanelson@mail.smu.edu>,Kyle 

Schmeder <kschroed@fiu.edu>,drew fitzgerald <AFitzgerald@MissouriState.edu>,Tracy Leone ~q~.Leone@neu.edtc,,maxk francis <mfmncis@ku.edu~,randy 

Waldrum <wsoccer. 1 @nd.edu~,Ran@ Waldmm <Randy.Waldrum. 1 @nd.edu>,whlemke@su.edu, Craig Roberts <cjroberts@bsu.edu>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" 

<anson@email.unc.edu>,Aaron Gordon <aaron.gordon@tm.edu>,David Morgan <morgan@oakland.edu~,"Tim M. Rosenfeld" 

<TMR@athlefics.wi~.edtr<Dustin.Downey@wku.edu, brian Pensky <bpenskyl@utk.edu>,Greg S Miller <gmille@athletics.pitt.edu> 

CC: 

Coaches, 

Some of yon have asked to come up for some of our tm~ning and/or gmnes. With that in Inin& I thought I would get our fall schedule ont to you. 

Slight additions to the attached schedules. 

Oct 11,12, 13 we will be in Chicago for the inter-conference games. 

July 26th at 7:00 and July 27th at 9:00 We roll also be hosting a mini showcase with a]l of our uncommitted ul 4-18, at JayCee Park in Livonia. 

Facil~te~ 

Thanks and good luck this 

Dotg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 5:18 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Scholar Athlete U SA Players 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Scholar Athlete USA Players 
From: Scholar Athlete USA - Ja~nie Lyons <info@~holarathleteusa.com> 
To: Scholar Athlete USA - Jamie Lyons <info@~holamthleteusa.com> 
CC: 

Coach, 

I hope this email finds you well. I wanted to update on the players we currently have available for      who are all capable of playing in a competitive college soccer program. 

If you have any’ interest in any of our players then please do not hesitate to get in contact. You can click on the provided links below to view their profile and watch their video 
footage. 

Regards, 

Jamie 

Chicago Fire Soccer Club 
JAMIE LYONS 

DIRECTOR OF COLLEGE PLACEMENT 

E ) info~,scholarathleteusa.com 

[P ) 708.496.66{;2 

IN) www.scho arath eteusa.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 5:19 PM 

Thorn McDonald qhom.mcdonald@championshipproductions.com> 

Re: Schedule 

Thom McDonald <thom.mcdonald@championshipproductions.com> wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, 

Jason mad I had a great conversation today, this roll be a very easy project fi)r you and your s’tatt~ Thanks tbr working with us. 

We have some options~ I sent Jason some video links for hi~n to look at. We have been doing this All-Access videos where we film practice for 3 or more days and we 

would love to do that with you. I 

While we’re there we could do some other videos like we did ruth Coach K at Duke. We canoe out ofa 5 day video shoot with and offensive video, a position play 

videos (3), agility and conditioning video, and a press break video. We would like to do a si~nilar type prqiect with you: Skill development, agility conditioning, offense, 

defense, and practice organization and drills. 

Whatever fits for you fits for us. We want to make the best videos possible in something that i eau for you and your stalt’to do. 

When you get a moment give me a call, I would like to get your contract done at your eaflies~t convenience. Thanks for working with is have a great day. 

If there are any videos you want let me know. 

http://www.championshipproductions.comi 

On Tue, Jul 16, 2013 at 5:13 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Boys, 

Time to produce a new video! Thorn’s group will shoot it. No way we are not going to take advantage of Dunn, Ohai, etc ~.. let’s keep Mr McDonald in the loop 

with ~11 the details I’H:, ~l~:’eds abo~t o~r pres~-:~asot~!![ J as.:_~[% just so we dory’I: drive ].:_~xl %rider crazy wthl ail of his responsibilities, you are going to b~:, our p.:_~int 

person with Mr McDonak’L 

From= Thom MlcDonald [mailto:thom.mcdonald@championshipproductions.com] 

Sent= Tuesday, July 26, 20:t3 5:04 plVl 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Schedule 

Coach Dorrance, 

Can we arrange a time were we can have a call so we can set a date mad time so we can talk about this video project. Here is nay cell, call me anytime and let me 

know when I can call you. 

Cell: 

Thom McDonald 

Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 

800-873-2730 (orifice) 

(cell) 

515-232-3739 (fax) 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that 

is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, any dissemination, distribution or copying of this 

communication is strictly prohibited. Please notify the sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy the original message and an5’ attachments. Thank 

yon. 

Thorn McDonald 

Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 



Ames, IA 50010 

800-873-2730 (ottice) 

~cell) 
515-232-3739 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended only for the use office individual or entity to which it is addressed m~d may contain information that is 
privileged, confidential and exempt l]com diselosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, any dissemination, distribution or copying of this 
com~nunication is strictly prohibited. Please notify the sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy the origing~ message and any attachinents. Thank 
yOU. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)!CN=RECIPIENTS!CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 8:21 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: PJS Sponsoring Rising Coaches 

Se~!t hom my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DRQ/D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: PJS Sponsoring Rising Coaches 

From: Reid Oslin <reid.oslin@pjsgroup com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Anson, 

I am writing to let you know that PJS is a proud sponsor of Risinq Coaches Elite. We will be at the 4th annual conference in Las Vegas next week sharing the many ways we can help 

collegiate athletic programs meet their aviation needs. 

If you won’t be at the conference next week I encourage you to contact me to discuss your team travel program. PJS can offer your team the perfect travel solution for your program 

whether that means a 50 seat Saab 2000 or a VlP B737-400. To learn more about how our managed Team Travel program can give your team a competitive advantage, I encourage you 

to explore these resources: 

Read a case study on the PJS Colleqiate Sports Team Travel Solutions. 

Get a PDF version of our brochure to learn more about PJS. 

Request a price quote on any itinerary. 

Regards, 

Reid Oslin 

Partner 

Private Jet Services 

5 Batchelder Road 

Seabrook, NH 03874 USA 

T +1 (603) 760-0028 

M 

E reid oslin(~,pisqrou p.com 

Website: www.pisqroup.com 

About PJS: 

Private Jet Services Group (PJS) is a private aviation consultancy providing mission-critical flight services to a global clientele of corporations, professional and collegiate sports teams, 

live entertainment tours, governments, and others who recognize the cost of their transportation is far exceeded by the cost of failure. PJS procures on behalf of those clients both VlP 

and coach configured airliners, regional aircraft, as well as small, midsize, and large cabin executive jets. PJS maintains a repeat-client ratio in excess of 90 percent and this strong 

client loyalty is the best indicator of PJS’ specialization, pricing and performance. PJS acts as agent for its clients in negotiating and facilitating transportation with licensed air carriers. 

PJS does not own or operate aircraft. 
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Private Jet Services 

5 Batchelder Rd. 

Seabrook, NH 03874 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 8:29 PM 

.la~n Sisneros @gmaJd.com> 

Fwd: Coach 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Coach 

From: VidSwap-~alex@vidswap.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJd.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi Coach, 

wanted to check back in and provide some expert recommendations on HD 
camcorder setups. Here is our blog post with an in depth look: 

HD camcorder setup 

Check out our video demos and examples of how we break down your soccer video, 
and sign up for a trial: 

Demo video 

Alex Neist 

alex@vidswap.com 

(cell) 

Record. Share. Analyze. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, Jnly 18, 2013 8:30 PM 

Ducar, Clms -~<lucar@unc.edu>; bill palladino ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com>; Ducat, Chris 

<ducar@unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Brittani Bartok <         ~msn.com> 

Fwd: UNC Agent and Advisor Program ViolatoB 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violators 
From: "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@m~c.edu> 
To: [INCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edtr>,UNCAA-ExeStafl’<uncaa exestafl~@groups.unc.edtr>,UNCAA-Senior StaB" 
<nncaa seniors*aff@groups.unc.edu>,UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa 9ompliance@gmups.unc.edu> 
CC: "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

All, 

I have included the affiliations of the individuals listed below. 

Thanks 

Paul 
Bardia Ghahremani (Ir~ternational Sports ggency, based ~n California) 

Drew Smith (Goal Line Football, agency based in Virginia) 

David Dunn (Athletes First, agency based in California with a presence h~ North Carolina and several other states) 

F~m~ Pogge, Paul 
Sent~ Thursday, July ~8, 2013 12:42 PM 
To~ UNC~-Head Coaches; UNC~-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Senior SNff; UNCAA-Compliance 

Ce~ Broome, Lissa L 
Subje~t~ UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violators 

All, 

Pursuant to the policies outlined in the UNC Department of Athletics Agent and Advisor Program, we would like to notify you that the individuals below have been 

found in violation of the UNC Agent and Advisor Program. Each was found to have attempted to initiate communication with a UNC student-athlete in a manner 

that violated Departmental policies and each has been reprimanded accordingly. We encourage all of you to maintain vigilance of the activities of agents, advisors, 

and runners. Thank you for your continued help in these important monitoring activities. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Pogge 

Agents found in violation: 

Bardia Ghahremani 

Drew Smith 

David Dunn 

i.g.i 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 12:32 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu;      ,~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros         @gmail.com) 

FW: Playing and Practice Season - Approved 

Declaration - Approved.pdf 

One of your many jobs is Lo make sure we stay within NCAA compliance in Lhis area ~... Thank you!! 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Seat: Thursday, :1.2:13 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Cc: Sander, Thomas J; Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Dressier, Carly; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Gwaltney, Clint 
Subject: Playing and Practice Season - Approved 
Ansor~ 

Please fred attached a copy ofyonr Playing m~d Practice Season Declaration. Your official count is 132 total days. (Segment I 83 days and Segmont 

II 49 days) 

I urn also attaching a copy of the calendar that you submitted. Please note that youx "weelC’ with regard to countable hours aaad the required day off; wN run from 

Sunday through Saturday for both the fail and spring. Please be aware of this M~en the semester beons a~d countable hour documontation is required. For the 
fall season, your 20-hour countable hours records should begin on Sunday, however the twenty-hour limit applies only to the through 

(once classes have started). In the spring they should begin on Suaaday, with the start of practice on Wednesday, Keep in mind that 8- 

hour records should be kept during the off-season at aa~y tinge when classes are in session. 

Feel tree to contact me if you have amy- questions about your playing season declaration. Please also keep in mind that if, at aaay time, you wish to make cha~ges 

to your playing season dates, you are required to submit these chm~ges, in writing to our office. 

Thm~ you’. 

-rom-rimmermans i Assistan~ Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 I Celi             [ Fax 919.962.6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, July 19, 2013 12:39 PM 

Tony Tommasi ~ ~gmaJl.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uucaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Chicago State Press Release 

No p~oblem ._. ~-~ave ~hem call me ._ 
From: Tony Tommasi [mailto 
Sent: Friday, July :t9, 2013 12:35 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Chicago State Press Release 

© 
_~gmail.com] 

Good Morning Anson, 

I hope your summer and camps are goiug well. 

The CSU sports iuformation guy is trying to catch up with you to give a quote about my hiring. 

Would you mind providing one for them? 

Tony Tommasi 

Head Womeu’s Soccer Coach 

Chicago State University 

GO Cougars! 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -~’O LD,IC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP1ENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, July 19, 2013 2:36 PM 

~hotmail.com> 

~nsn.com; ducm-@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: team caznp sum’ey 

Great idea to send this out again T~e onlything 

addition to the traditional semi flat back 

F~m: }hotmail.com] 

Sent= Friday, ~uly ~9, 20~3 2:23 PH 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~; Dino Palladino 
Subje¢t: team cam~ suwey 

Hey ~uys, 
I am thinkin~ about send]n~ out another team camp s~rvey. ~ have attached the one we use last year. Let me know if you want me to add anythin~ to it. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, July 19, 2013 2:41 PM 

Sue Walsh ~gma~l.com> 

ILE: QQ 

The state has nothing to do with how we spend that money, only the athletic director does. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sue Walsh [rnailto: 

Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 7:55 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: QQ 

)?gmail.com.] 

Anson, what would be your suggestion as far as being able to get the department to raise an assistant coach’s salary using the distribution from their operating endowment? In other words, 
how did you get their raise approved when the state is so hesitant to allow increases? 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, JuDy 19, 2013 3:00 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: 2013-14 Playing m~d Practice Season Decl~Jcation 

Excellent, as usual!! 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 11:53 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: 2013-14 Playing and Practice Season Declaration 
Do~le two ~T~onths ago 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 4:44 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Fwd: 2013-14 Playing and Practice Season Declaration 
Importance: High 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 2013-14 Playing and Practice Season Declaration 

From: "Timmerman~ Tom" 

To: UNCAA-Asst tiead Coaches 

CC: 

Coaches, 

It’s about that time to declare your playing season for next year. Please complete the attached calendar and Declaration of Playing Season form that is applicable to 

your sport and return to me by July 31, 20:13. If you have questions, please contact any of us in compliance and we will be happy to help you out. 

If you have already submitted your playing and practice season declaration_..Thanks!!! 

Thank you, 

1-om l-imrnerrnans Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid i University of North Carolina 

Office 9:19,962.785:1 I Celi              Fax 9:19,962,6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, July 19, 2013 3:08 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

IfW: 30-Seat ERJ135 LR Availability 

From: Reid Oslin [mailto:reid.oslin@pjsgroup.com] 
Sent: Friday, July :tg, 20:t3 :t:2:[ PM 

To; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject; 30-Seat ERJ:t35 LR Availability 

Greetings Anson, 

I am writing to let you know that PJS now has open availability on a 30-seat ERJ135 LR. This coach configured aircraft is perfect for corporate shuttles, sports teams, energy movements, 

and any other group that needs a long range regional aircraft with excellent cargo space. 

Request an immediate price quote on the ERJ135 LR 

Highlights of this aircraft include: 

Long range- 1,700 miles 

Rated to fly over water 

Certified to operate throughout North America, Central America and South America 

Max payload of 7,500 Ibs. - perfect for crew or teams with lots of equipment 

30 coach configured seats 

36" pitch throughout, 41" at exit 

Image removed bysender ERJ135 LR EXT .~i Image removed bysender. ERa135 LR INT 

With more than 10 years of experience serving the corporate and energy markets, professional and collegiate sports teams and other large groups we have the expertise to ensure 

every detail of your trip meets and exceeds your expectations. 

Call or email me any time to discuss this aircraft. 

I also encourage you to: 

Learn more about PJS by requesting our broc, hure. 

Explore our capabilities in your industry. 

Regards, 

Reid Oslin 

Partner 

Private Jet Services 

5 Batchelder Road 

Seabrook, NH 03874 USA 

T +1 (603) 760-0028 

M- 

E reid. o s[[n (~p [s_czr o up:c o rn 
Website: www:D[s~ro up:co m 

About PJS: 

Private Jet Services Group (PJS) is a private aviation consultancy providing mission-critical flight services to a global clientele of corporations, professional and collegiate sports teams, 

live entertainment tours, governments, and others who recognize the cost of their transportation is far exceeded by the cost of failure. PJS procures on behalf of those clients both VlP 

and coach configured airliners, regional aircraft, as well as small, midsize, and large cabin executive jets. PJS maintains a repeat-client ratio in excess of 90 percent and this strong 

client loyalty is the best indicator of PJS’ specialization, pricing and performance PJS acts as agent for its clients in negotiating and facilitating transportation with licensed air carriers. 

PJS does not own or operate aircraft. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, July 19, 2013 3:10 PM 

Michael Anfl3ony Elfm~n ~yahoo.com> 

~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edt       ~aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.co~n); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Women’s EURO 2013 - Gem~m~y-Norway Quotes UEFA.com 

Michael, 

My old nemesis Pellemd is back. What a fine coach!! Can you get me an address on him email or otherwise? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Michael 2mthony Elfrnan [mailtc ~vahoo coral 
Sent: t;rida?’, July 19, 2013 1:26 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Sander, Thomas J; Bill Palladino; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Vv2~men’s EURO 2013 - Germany-Norway Quotes UEFA.com 

Coaches, 

Norway looked very good against the great German team in a stunning 1-0 victory -Even Pellerud is once again the Norway manager- and France destroyed England, 3-0. 
(France appear to be the team of the tournament, thus far.) 

Q~. Finals begin Sunday! 

http://www.uefa.com/womenseuro/season 2013/matches/round 2000175/match 2010726/postmatch/quotes/index.htmlCC~pellerud~proud~norway?autopla,v true 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, July 19, 2013 3:17 PM 

Jeanit~r Sovacool- Smith ~gmail .com> 

I~E: Soccer Question please 

From= Jennifer Sovacool-Smith [mailto 
Sent= Friday, July :tg, 20:t3 J~:35 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Re: Soccer Question please 

~gmail.corn] 

Hi anson its jen sovacool - smith.., sorry I haven’t called I’m actually trafining doing camps and had sone players ask me to do some individual finishing with thegn ... is 
there a better/another time to call you?? Sony and thanks again :) 

Jen 

On Jul 16, 2013 9:46 AM, "Jennifer Sovacool-Smith" ))~gmail.com> wrote: 

Thanks Coach!! :) 

On Jul 15, 2013 9:35 PM, "Donance, Albert A IV" <~_r_k~?!~2~_e___nLLLU_!:__u__~Lc_:__e__d_t!> wrote: 
Friday late morning ... 

Sent from ~;~?,~ ~ ~’r~zo~ IVireless 4(; LgE’ DROID 

Jennifer Sovacool- Smith ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Wow!! Thank you so much for the quick response!! It was vely exciting hearing from you and I definitely would love to chat and catch up. I’m definitely interested in 
pursuing a college coaching position and any education in order to achieve this. I know you are extremely busy so please let me know a time thay is convenient for you. 

All the best to you as well and I look forward to talking with you. :) 

Jen 

On Jul 14, 2013 8:07 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <_a4~9~:!_(_a~.e_!n__ai_{:._u~:!_c_:_e_.~t_u_> wrote: 
Jennifer~ thank you for your wonderful etnail. I am so sony, but I am not familiar with the program you axe describing. I wish I could serve as your advisor for it but 
unfortunately I’m not plugged in with it at all. still, I have no issue if you would like to call, I would enjoy catching up ruth you and trying to help you any way I can. 

please call my cell number which is Ml the bes~d 

Se~t.~"om my Verizon tFirele,~s 4G L)~E DROLL) 

Jennit~r Sovacool- Smith .:~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson, how me you?? I hope well! ! It has been far too long and I have wanted to write you for many years. You am j ust so popular I couldn’t find your infom~ation 

lol. I have always looked up to you as a coach and you have inspired me to become one myself. I have been coaching now for the past 15 years, both at the club and 

high school levels. I am truly hoping to coach college one day and have recently stumbled upon a progrmn that the NSCAA and Ohio Universi~ currently offer. I was 

hoping to get your insight regarding this program. It is a Masters in Coaching Education with an emphasis on soccer. I am very interested in enrolling but would love to 

know if you feel this is reputable and worthwhile in advancing both my coaching education as well as my career. 

Of course we all aspire to be as good as you one day and I am doing what I can to be the best I can for my players. My knee is holding up the best it can but I am 

definitely a knee replacement candidate per nay ortho. I am not letting that stop me t?om j umping in at practice from time to time. It’sj ust not as competitive and well 

you know I love competitive, lol :) 

Anyway, its great to see you still coaching and still ofl[~ring all the wonderful aspects you bring to the gmne and to the players. You are an am~ing coach Anson and I 

leavened so much from you. I just rash my time with you could have been longer but I was privileged to have any at all. Thank you for what you taught ~ne and for 

inspiring me to do my best. I hope I can be half as good as you one day. 

I am looking for a mentor and I understand you probably have several requests, but I will always welcome and invite your insight and input on everything and anything I 

do. I would love to know your thoughts on this masters program and any advice you might have on breaking into the coaching college soccer. I know your a busy man 

so whenever you have time, I would love to hear from you. Thanks so much and I look forward to hearing from you. Have a great day Anson! ! :) 

Jennifer Sovacool - Smith aka cool 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, July 19, 2013 3:34 PM 

~yahoo.com 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisnero ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Michael, 

I just got off the phone with saw her play in Richmond and liked her (and actually the entire team, they compete!!). She also seemed like a 

genuinely nice person on the phone. 

Because it is so hard for us to evaluate a kid three years out (we are more prone to making mistakes with kids deciding so young), I would love your opinion on her 

potential. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, July 20, 2013 12:01 PM 

Sue Walsh, ~gma~l.com> 

Re: QQ 

Sue Walsh < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

I know- that Bubba and/or Martina approve how you decide to allocate the distribution, but don’t you have to get approval from hmnan resources to designate some of that money for 
salaries? Do you have any idea how they are classifying the payment to your assistants when it corues out of the operating endowruent? Perhaps it is not being coded as corupensation? 
We’re trying to do the same thing for the swimming assistants, but are told that it has to go to through human resources, and with the state freezing raises, we have not gotten anywhere. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 19, 2013, at 2:41 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.~mc.edu> wrote: 

> The state has nothing to do with how we spend that money, only the athletic director does. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Sue Walsh [mailto ~,gmail.com] 
> Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 7:55 AM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subiect: QQ 
> 

> Anson, what would be your suggestion as far as being able to get the department to raise an assistant coach’s salary using the distribution from their operating endowruent? In other 
words, how did you get their raise approved when the state is so hesitant to allow increases? 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, July 20, 2013 10:16 PM 

Akers, John C. <AkersJC@wofford.edn>: ~duke.edn> 

Re: news 

Great John ... I love it!!! 

Ses~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L)% L)?tOIL) 

"Akers, John C." <AkersJC@woflbrd.edu> wrote: 

HI Anson, 
Congratulations on your 2012 championship and continued excellence. 
My news is that.. 
Tar Heels close up. We look forward to saying hello and seeing you and 
We looked for you at the Espies (on the TV) but had not luck. 
Warm regards as always, 
Dr. John C. Akers, PhD 
Associate Professor of Modern Languages 

Wofford College 

Spartanburg, SC 29303 

864-597-5022 

828-8:17-9408 

~/webs.wofford .ed u/a kersj~_/Welcom e.html 

which means she and I will get to see the 
whom I have not seen in 20 plus years! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A.LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, July 20, 2013 10:19 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: U17 WNT Camp Update 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: U17 VvTNT Camp Update 
From: NSCAA College Services <irflb@nscaa.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil .unc.edu> 
CC: 

A message from NSCAA College Services._Dedicated to 
serving all of your coaching needs! 

NSCAA.com/colleqeservices for more 
information. 

Good day Coaches. 
Follomng is information received from B.J. Snow re. the U 17 camp. 
~@. ~<,iZi be’ ~o7~+’o72- o;’it 27 1 7 ~.17~:~.r’ c;~s~i~ in (’oT;’~mb~, ()’~i~, i~,~ ,]z~ 2]-.3 i. 

Nl the bes*. 
Rob 
Rob Kehoe 

Director of College Programs i National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

g00 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 66101 I 913 3!52 1747 x 1015 i 913 362 3439 (f) 

Wisconsin Office: 920 574 4392 i Ceih 

NSCAA.corn I [witter: @NSCAA I Facebook 

Join us in Orlando for the inaugural Summer Symposium August 



National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City KS 66101 

T. 913-362-1747 I F. 913-362-3439 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 

.~iI Informz for iMIS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, July 20, 2013 10:23 PM 

Sue Walsh ~gma~l.com> 

Re: QQ 

If you are right, I mn totally unawaace of this and then I a~ in trouble because I’tn going for a raise for one of my boys. 

Se~t f!"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

Sue Walsh @gmail.com> wrote: 

I know- that Bubba and/or Martina approve how you decide to allocate the distribution, but don’t you have to get approval from hmnan resources to designate some of that money for 
salaries? Do you have any idea how they are classifying the payment to yottr assistants when it comes out of the operating endowment’.’ Perhaps it is not being coded as compensation? 
We’re trying to do the same thing for the swimming assistants, but are told that it has to go to through human resources, and xvith the state freezing raises, we have not gotten anywhere. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 19, 2013, at 2:41 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

> The state has nothing to do with how xve spend that money, only the athletic director does. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Sue Walsh [mailto ~gmail.com] 
> Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 7:55 AM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subiect: QQ 
> 

> Anson, what would be your suggestion as far as being able to get the department to raise an assistant coach’s salary using the distribution from their operating endowment’.’ In other 
words, hoxv did you get their raise approved when the state is so hesitant to allow increases? 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, July 21, 2013 3:57 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Schedules 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Sche&des 

From: Paul Ta~nberino < ~aol.com> 
To: "Dorrance, AlbertA IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,’Tony Daluz’ <dal~@wfu.edu>,Tim Santoro <tim sa~toro@ncsu.edu>,Robbie Church 
<church@duaa.duke.edu>,Steve Swanson <ss4ub@virginia.edu>,’Jonathan Morgan’ <jmol 119@umd.edu>,’Laurie Pells George’ <lpells@umd.edu>,’Alison Foley’ 

<alison.foley@bc.edu>,’Eddie Raswanski’ <eradwm~@clemson.edu>,’Mark Krikorian’ <mkrikorian@adtnin.fsn.edu>,’Chaxles Adair’ <~adai@vt.edu>,’Greg Miller’ 

<gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu>,’Phil Wheddon’ <pswheddon@syr.edu>,Raaady Waldrmn <Rm~dy.Waldmm. 1 @nd.edu~ ~yahoo.com 

CC: "’Pierce, Kris’" <kpierce@theacc.org>,"Moore, Donald" <dmoore@theacc.org> 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

With the season approaching I would ask each of you to double check your schedules for to any discrepancies. If there are any, please send them to me as 

soon as possible. 

Best of luck this season. 

Paul 

Paul Tamberino 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O ETNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday,            12:12 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: meeting date 

Sure ... after my session at 2:30 tomorrow. 

Sent.firm my Verizon IYireiess 4G L)’E L)ROIL) 

AnsoT~, 

@live.nnc.edu~"~ wrote: 

Hey Anson, 

I was wondering if I could set up a meeting date with you this week to discuss some recruiting questions, I have a few kids that are interested in playing at 

the next level (and I know that they are definitely capable of playing Dlll at a minimum) but I have no clue how to go about getting them recruited, visiting 

universities, and the rules behind it, If I could iust have a few minutes of your time to discuss this l would really appreciate it!!! (l promise I’m not trying to 

get you to recruit any of them, they are not UNC caliber even though they are UNC fans), 

Shoot me a few times that you could meet if you can spare a moment! 

Thanks Anson, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, July 22, 2013 5:32 PM 

Tom Nugent <nugent.@elderhs.org> 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edn 

RE: Small Reques~ 

Correct on the books and Tom Sander can answer aft of these questions better than I. So I will copy bin1. {You do know we have written books on this don’t you? 

Training Soccer Champions; The Vision of a Champion _,, If you ca~l Shelly Street {919-962-5220] you can order both of them). 

Good luck!~ 

F~m= Tom Nugent [mailto:nugent.t@elderhs.org] 
Sent~ Monday, July 22, 2013 10:57 AN 

Te~ Dorrance, Albert A IV; ’tim crothers’ 
Nu~jeCt~ RE: Small Request 

Coach, 

My cell phone number is              ~ ~m arriving S~turday n~ght and w~l~ be on campus through Wednesday. I truly appreciate whatever time you have to g~ve. 

Spit bailing but ~ wou~d say you have read: 

Al:las Shrugged a]id The ]ah~[lt Code: a~r~ ] r~gh[:? 

My questions are in ~:he areas 

~. How you take data on one on one’s? 

2. What your varim~ce is for keeping stats w~th~n drills? 
g. Are there some days you do m~d other days you don’t? 

4. What do you do m the oil season with the cornpetit~ve cauidron? 

$. How much oF practice time is centered around ~:he (:auklron? 

Thank you. 

F~m~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, ~uly 17, 20~3 ~2:04 PM 
Te~ Tom Nugent; tim crothers 
SubjeCt~ Re: Small Request 

Tom, you are Mnd. Yes, I am sure we can connect. I have read a¥o of those boo~. 

S~:~tt.fn~m ~’ ~%riz~ ~VireIe~’s 4(; L TE DR()ID 

Tom Nugent <nugentA(~elderhs.o~g> wrote: 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

My name is Tom Nugent, I am a boy’s lacrosse coach at Elder High School in Cincinnati, I am entering my 21st season as a coach in 2014. I am an avid reader and 

thoroughly enjoyed both The Man Watching and Vision of a Champion, I am reaching out because I am going to be on campus for a team camp July 28-31. We 

implemented the competitive cauldron and hired a coach for the specific purpose of keeping track of targeted drills and posting them in the locker room. I would 

greatly appreciate your guidance, if you would be willing to talk for a couple of minutes. 

I know you are a disciplined reader and wanted to know if you had read any of the following titles: 

The Servant: By James C. Hunter 

Atlas Shrugged: Ayn Rand 

Fearless by Ereic Blehm 

The Talent Code: Daniel Coyle 

I would like to share these reads with you if you have not. 

If you cannot or do not have the time, I understand, I am a huge fan: your coaching style has greatly influenced myself and my program and I would be remised if I 

did not reach out and try. 

Thanks for your time, 

Tom Nugent 



Frolrl ~" 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monda? 5:38 PM 

Francis, Mark <mfrancis@ku.edu> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ?)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Goalkeeper needed for pro team in Bundesliga 

IV)ark, 
I should have one by Dec. Is that [oo late’.," Her name is 

very 

Fre~: Francis, Mark [mailto:mfrancis@ku.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:13 PM 
To: Division One Coaches 
Subject: {DIW$OC} Goalkeeper needed for pro team in Bundesliga 
Hey all, 

A friend of mine coaches in the women’s Bundesliga in Germany and needs a GK for this coming season: 

If any of you know of a quality GK who could play at this level please let me know. 

Good luck with preseason: 

Mark Francis 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

University of Kansas 

785-864-3556 

she is q~ality a~d wants ~o play pro. One o1: our kids is in tha~ league right now and doing 

Check out one of Chicago Area’s best 

- Barrington High School (IL) 
Click tbllow link to view profile ht~p:iiww~ .youtube.conv 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, July 22, 2013 6:10 PM 

Da~ielle Slaton ~hotmail.com> 

l~E: I’d love your opinion 

Daniele, 

E×cellent in every respect. 

[ think this can mak~-_~ it better: 

Eliminat~:_~ "You do not haw~ per’m~ssion to add comments" [rom a~ the pages Like the line below, ~t sounds ~ke a nagging school rearm. 

Change the ~ine "What ~ ca~l character development" this ~s [oo pedantic. 

Home page and finai page superb; make sure the s~ide section has co,or on EVERY page. The pages without co,or don’t pop (l~ke your fist and ~ast pages)H 

Don’t ha~’e your contact h~fo on the last sl~de~ If you ~ike, you can guide them to where it ~s but do not put it here (looks desperate, and you are a pro}. 

Heck, I would ~ke to hire Vou~ You w~l~ be brilliant, ~ KNOW~I 

Good kick DanieJle~ 

F~m= DanieJle Slaton [ma~Jt @hotma~l.com] 
Sent~ Monday, July 22, 2013 4:55 PM 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ rd love your opiNon 

Hi Anson, 

~ hope your summer is goir~g we~L Based on our leadersMpichsrac[er development conversation s couple months ago, ~ was hoping you might provide me w~th 

some of your thoughts when you get a chance. Fve been worMng on putth~g together a proposa~ for a d~rector of student-development position that ~ m~ght 

ewm~:ua]Jy pitch to a school or ath]eth:: department f’m get~:~ng closer to a fina~ product and ~ was hoping you m~ght be able ~:o ~:ake a k)ok at it [or me. Poke holes in 

it, tel~ me what it’s missk~g and what ~ should revise. What do you ~ike? What do you hate? ~ resl~y trust your opinion and wou~d ~ove to get your thoughts ~f you’ve 

got a chance to look it o~,er. 

Beiow ~s a i~nk to a website ~’ve pu[ together, k’s s d~g~tsl portfolio of some of the work We done recently. The part you’i~ be most ~nteres[ed in ~s the second lab -- 

Student-AtMete De~,Nopment. ~t contah~s a 7-m~nute ~ntroductory presentation and a Ih~k to a written proposal that ~ndudes some ~deas, sample curriculum, and a 

brief analysis about what others are doing. 

No huge rush~ Any and aJl feedback is welcome! 

Thanks, 

Danie~le 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 6:15 PM 

Francis, Mark <mfrancis@ku.edu> 

~!live.unc.edt~~ 

RE: Goalkeeper needed for pm team in Bundesliga 

Thank you!! 

From: Francis, Mark [mailto:mfrancis@ku.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:43 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Goalkeeper needed for pro team in Bundesliga 
He is looking for someone right now. 

If that changes I will let you know. 

Cheers! 

Mark Francis 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

University of Kansas 

785-864-3S56 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday,            4:37 PM 

To: Mark Francis <mfrancis@ku.edu> 

Cc: " ~msn.com" ~msn.com>, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>, ~aoLcom"~ 

( pgmail.com)" ~gmafl.com>, "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Goalkeeper needed for pro team in Bundesliga 

I should have one by Dec. Is that too late’? Her name is 

very well,                            I. 

Frora: Francis, Mark [rn~lto~ mfr#n~!#~@kN,edM] 
Sent: Monday,. ~.:13 PM 
To: Division One Coaches 
Subject: {D:~WSOC} Goalkeeper needed for pro team in Bundesliga 
Hey all, 

A friend of mine coaches in the women’s Bundesliga in Germany and needs a GK for this coming season. 

If any of you know of a quality GK who could play at this level please let me know. 

Good luck with preseason. 

Mark Francis 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
University of Kansas 

785-864-3S56 

paol.com>, "Jason Sisneros 

and she is quality and wants to play pro. One of our kids is in that league right now and doing 

Check out one of Chicago Area’s best 

- Barrington High School (IL) 
Click INlow link to view profile http://v~vw.youtube.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, July 22, 2013 6:28 PM 

Tom Nugent <nugent.@elderhs.org> 

Sm~de~; Thomas J <pacman~)unc.edu> 

RE: Smgd Reques~ 

VeW good, then Tom Sander will grind out the details for you. All the best. And I am not formal, come by, appointments are not necessary. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tom Nugent [mailto:nu~ent.t(~elderhs.or~] 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 6:00 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Re: Small Request 

Coach, 
Thanks for the quick reply 
I have had the chance to read The Vision of a Champion. 
I will reread but as I read the 1 st time these were areas I would like to improve on for my program as I put them into practice this past season 
I will bring hard copies of our &ita so I can compare, just trying to take what we did and make it better. 
Luck always favors the prepared 
Tom 

On Mon, 22 Jul 2013 21:32:00 ~0000 
"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Correct on the books and Tom Sander can answer all of these questions 
>better than I. So ! will copy him. (You do lmow we have written books 
>on this don’t you? Training Soccer Champions; The Vision of a Champion 
>... IYyou call Shell?’ Street {919-962-5220} you can order both of 
>them). 
> 

> Good luck[[ 
> 

>From: Tom Nugent [mailto:nugent.t(~elderhs.org] 
> Sent: Monday, July- 22, 2013 10:57 AM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; ’tim crothers’ 
> Subject: RE: Small Request 
> 

> Coach, 
> M?" cell phone number is              I am arrivit~g Saturday night and 
>will be on campus through Wednesday. I truly appreciate whatever time 
>you have to give. 
> Spit balling but I would say you have read: 
> Atlas Shrugged and The Talent Code: arrl I right? 
> My questions are in the areas of: 
> 

> 1. How you take data on one on one’s? 
> 

> 2. What your variance is for keeping stats within 
>drills? 
> 

> 3. ~re there some days you do and other days you 
>don’t? 
> 

> 4. "A~at do you do in the off season with the 
>competitive cauldron? 
> 

> 5    How much of practice time is centered around 
>the cauldron? 
> 

> Thank you 
> Tom 
> 
> 

>From: Dol~ance, Albeit A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2013 12:04 PM 
> To: Tom Nugent; tim crothers 
> Subject: Re: Small Request 
> 

> Tom, you are kind Yes, I am sure we can connect. I have read two of 
>those books 
> 

> Sent iicom my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 
> 
> 

> Tom Nugent 
><nugent t@elderhs.org<mailto:nu~ent.t@elderhs org>> 
>wrote: 

> Hello Coach Dorrance, 
> 

> My name is Tom Nugent, I am a boy’s lacrosse coach at Elder High 
>School in Cincinnati, ! am entering my 21st season as a coach in 2014. 
>! am an avid reader and thoroughly enjoyed both The Man Watching and 
>Vision of a Champion, I am reaching out because I am going to be on 



>campus for a team camp July 28-31. We implemented the competitive 
>cauldron and hired a coach J2~r the specific purpose of keeping track of 
>targeted drills and posting them in the locker room I would greatly 
>appreciate your guidance, if you would be willing to talk for a couple 
>of minutes. 
> I know you are a disciplined reader and wanted to know if you had read 
>any of the following titles: 
> The Servant: By James C. Hunter 
> Atlas Shrugged: Ayn Rand 
>Fearless by Ereic Bl&un 
> The Talent Code: Daniel Coyle 
> 

> I would like to share these reads with you if you have not. 
> 

> If you cannot or do not have the time, I understand, I ara a huge fan: 
>your coaching style has greatly irNuenced myself and my program and I 
>would be remised if I did not reach out and try. 
> 
> Thanks for your time, 
> Tom Nugent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, July 22, 2013 7:58 PM 

Albert, Al F ~afidbe@wm.edu-~; bill paJladino ~ ~aol.com> 

Re: NSC?u~k Foundation Golf Hole Sponsorship 

I think we could certainly do $100! 

Ses~f.~°om my Verizou fVire[ess 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

"Albert, Al F" <alhlbe@wm.edn> wrote: 

Alan Albert 

...... Associate Director of Athletic De~,elopmen~ 

(757) 221-3438 

afalbe@wm edu 

Anson, hope you are having a great summer and camps are going well. 

I have 4 hole sponsorships left to sell at our golf outing in Orlando next week. Any chances you want to take one for your camps? It’s $:100. Attached is what the 

signs will look like. 

Look forward to seeing you in January in Philly if not sooner. 

AI 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, July 22, 2013 8:27 PM 

Albert, Al F ~afidbe@wm.edu>; bill paJladino @aol.com> 

Re: NSCz’u~k Foundation Golf Hole Sponsorship 

Dino, what do yon think? North Caxolina Girls Soccer Cmnp .....~’_~L%__[_:_~Lc:gsc.con~? 

Se~t f!°om my Verizor~ Wireless 4G L2’E 

"Albert, Al F" <alhlbe@wm.edn> wrote: 

Alan Albert 

...... Associate Director of Athletic Developmen~ 

(757) 221-3438 
afalbe@wm edu 

E>:cellenL my man, Wh~: wouk~ you I~ke on the s~gn ..... 

Alan Albert 

F~ Dorran~e, Albe~ A ~ [mailto:anson@email,un~,edu] 
S~t~ Monday, July 22, 2~3 7:B8 PM 
T~ Albe~, AI F; bill palladino 
~je~t~ Re: NSCAA ~undation Golf Hole Sponsorship 
I think we could certainly do $100’. 
5eat from mg Verizon Wireless 4~ ~ ~ DROID 

"Albert, AI F" <afalbe@vvm.edu> wrote: 

Anson, hope you are having a great summer and camps are going well. 

I have 4 hole sponsorships left to sell at our golf outing in Orlando next week. Any chances you want to take one for your camps? It’s .5100. Attached is what the 

signs will look like. 

Look forward to seeing you in January in Philly if not sooner. 

AI 

:~ Alan Albert 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 2:15 PM 

Jen Beamer ~gmail.com> 

Re: Pre- seasou schedule 

Jen BeaJner < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Tom! 

The Beamers are coming to town first week of August. 

Anson mentioued preseason staxts theu. 

Do you have a practice schedule you could seud me for that week, so we can drop in for a visit and perhaps heckle during 120’s? 

Thankyou! 

Jen Zac Beamer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 2:23 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Re: Win Forever Page 

"DucaJc, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> wrote: 

I can’t thi~k of ,~y additions at this moment._ 

From= Lohse, Dave Clark 
Sent= Tuesday, July 23, 2013 1:56 PM 

To= Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject= Win Forever Page 
It is that time of year again. I need updates for this page as soon as humanly possible. I am trying not to wait until the very last second this year to finish the media guide. 

Please let me know what needs to be changed. If I don’t hear from you I am assuming I can run it again without changes. Thanks. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, Jnly 23, 2013 3:57 PM 

Ducar, Clms -~<lucar@unc.edu>; bill palladino ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros < ~gmail.com>; Ducat, Chris 

<ducar@unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>;                       ~msn.com> 

Fwd: ACC Women’s Soccer Conference Cgd Reminder 

W. Soccer Conference Call 7-10-13.docx 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: ACC Women’s Soccer Conference Call Reminder 

From: "Pierce, Kfis" <kpierce@theacc.org> 

To: "Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu)" <foleyae@bc.edu>,"Do~rance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edtC,,"Chea’les A¢Nir (a¢Ni~(@,t.edu)" <ad~J,r~)vt.edu>,"Eddie 

Radwanski (emdwaaa@cle~nson.edu)" <eradwan@clemson.edtc,,"C~eg Miller (g~nille@athletics.pitt.edu)" <gmille@atNetics.pitt.edu>," Jonathan Morgm~ 

(jmol 119@umd.edn)" <jmol 119@umd.edu>,"Ka~en Ferguson-Dayes (kmen@gocmds.com)" <karen@gocards.com>,"Mark Krikorian 
(mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu)" <mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu;,,"Mary-Frmaces Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu)" <m.monroe@miami.edtc,,"Phil Wheddon 

(pswheddo@syr.edu)" <pswheddo@syr.edu>,"Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum. 1 @nd.edu)" <Randy.Waldrum. 1 @nd.edu>,"Robbie Church 

(robbie.church@duke.edn)" <robbie.church@duke.edn>,"Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edn)" <sswanson@irginia.edn>,"Tim Santoro (ffsantor~ncsu.edu)" 

<lfsantor@ncsu.edu>,"Tony Da Lnz (daluz@wfu.edu)" ~<lalnz@wfu.edtr~ 

CC: "Matt Conway (BC) (conwayml@bc.edu)" <conwayml@bc.edu>,"Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.pitt.edn)" <kbruce@athletics.pitt.edn>,"Vanes~ Fuchs 

(vfuch@admin.fi~u.edu)" <vfuch@admin.t?~u.edw~,"Davis, Geo~ia" <gdavis@theacc.org>,"Baxbara Kenne@-Dixon (kbarbar@clemson.edn)" 

<kbarba@clemson.edu>,"Barbara WaJker (waJkerbg@wfu.edu)" <walkerbg@~x4"u.edn>,"Miller, Beth <bethmfller~i@unc.edu>, Chnshne Krellw~ 

(Clmstine@gocards.com)" <Christine@gocards.com>,"Donna Sanfl (d~nl?(~:athletics.pitt.edu)" <dsmff~Qa)afl~letics.pitt.edtr>,"Jaclyn Jacki Silar 

(jsila@duaa.duke.edu)" <j silax@duaa.duke.edu>,"Jane Miller (jm2y@virginia.edu)" <jm2y~!virginia.edu>,"Jennifer Strawley (j.stmMey@miaJni.edu)" 

<j.strawley.~)mimni.edu>,"Jody MooradiaJa (moomdjo@bc.edu)" <moomdjo@bc.edu>,"Lisa Rudd (lrudd@t.edu)" <lrudd@vt.edt~%"Lori Ebihaxa 

(lebihara@umd.edu)" <lebiha~!umd.edu>,"Michelle Lee (michelle lee@ncsu.edu)" <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>,"Missy Conboy (conboy.l@nd.edu)" 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edu>,"Renee M. Baumgaxtner (nnbaumga@syr.edu)" <rmbaumga@syr.edu>," Shaxon McCloskey ( smcclosk(c)!vt.edu)" 
<smcclosk@vt.edu~%"Theresa Wenzel (lwe~zel@athlelics.gatech.edu)" <twenzel@athletics.gatech.edn>,"Vanessa Fnchs (vfuchs@admin.fsn.edu)" 

<vfuch@admin.fsu.edu;, 

All - 

Attached you will find the minutes from our conference call on .July 10th. If you have any changes to these minutes, please let me know immediately, 

i am in the process of working on proposed models w~th RP~-based pods, i hope to have those ready by the end of the week, and will send the August conference 

cal~ ~n[orrnation at that time, 

Thanks, and p~ease ~e~: me know ~f you have ques~:~ons. 

Thanks, 

Kris 

F~= Pierce, Kris 
Seat= Sunday, ~uly 07, 2013 2:51 PM 
To~ Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Anson Dorrance (anson@uncaa.unc.edu); Charles Adair (ada~r@~.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Greg Miller 
(gmiller@athletics.pi~.edu); 3onathan Morgan ~mo1119@umd.edu); Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com); Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Ma~-Frances 
Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Wa~drum (Randy.Waldrum.l@nd.edu); Robbie Church (robNe.church@duke.edu); Steve 
Swanson (sswanson@v~rginia.edu); ~m Santoro (#san~r@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@~u.edu) 
¢¢= Ma~ Conway (BC) (conwayml@bc.edu); Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.N~.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (duchs@admin.fsu.edu); Davis, Georgia 
Subject= ACC Women’s Soccer Conference Call Reminder 
Z~o~a~¢e= High 

Women’s Soccer Coaches - 

As a reminder, we will have a conference call on Wednesday, Ju~y 10th to affirm your position on the format for both the regular season and ACC Championship. 

The call-in information is listed below. If fou ~annot pa~icipate on the ~a~ ~ou must notify me i~ advaace of the ~a~L The oNy allowaMe substitutes will be your 

sport supervisor, SWA or AD. 

At the conclusion of the last call, the group was leaning towards a lO-game regular season schedule, played in divisions over 6 weeks (I erroneously said it took 7 

weeks, but it will only take 6 weeks to Nay 10 games, with 2 games a week for 4 weeks, and 1 game a week for 2 weeks.). The group was also leaNng towards at 

least an 8-team championship, played in the current format. I have attached the minutes from the last call as well as the powerpoint from the last call should you 

wish to review those materials again. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. I look forward to speaking with you on Wednesday] 

Thanks, 

Kris 

ACC Women’s Soccer Conference Cal~ 
Wednesday, July 10 - 10 a,m, Eastern 
CaiMn Number: 1,866,24~,8528 
Passcode: 5299723S2 
KR~S P~ERCE 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Championships & SWA 

O: 336.369.4652 ~ C: 
kpierce@theacc.or9 
~leACC.,:>:sm ¯ ~2b)l:heACC 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, Jnly 23, 2013 3:58 PM 

Ducar, Clms -~<lucar@unc.edu>; bill palladino, ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com>; Ducat, Chris 

<ducar@unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>i                       ~msn.com> 

Fwd: IMPORTANT: Volunteers and Unpaid Interns Policy Reminders 

CritnCheck- Facul~StaflVoluntee~Jnly2013)VOL.docx; Release for Unpaid Volunteers m~d Unpaid Interns Aug 2011.doc; Volunteer 

Request Form Aug 2011 .doc; ap-2.2007.doc; AP-2a-nf.April2011 .doc 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: IMPORTANT: Volunteers and Unpaid Interns Policy Reminders 

Frown: "Dalgleisk Joyce L" <joyced@unc.edu> 

To: UNC,A~\-Asst Head Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu>,UNCAA-ExeSt~£f <uncaa exestaff@groups.unc.edu>,UNCz’u~k-Head Coaches 

<uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu>,UNCAA-Senior Staff<uncaa seniorstaff(c)!groups.unc.edu:>,UNCAA-Compliance 

<uncaa complimace@groups.unc.edu;,,UNCAA-Equipment Managers <uncaa equipmentmmaagers@gronps.tmc.edu~ 

CC: "No~r~ Molly" <mbnorton@nnc.edu;~,"Griggs, Kathy" <kgrigg@unc.edu~,"Wilkins~n, Michael H" <mhwgolf@unc.edu>,"Clements, Brittany Renn" 

<bgre~m@nnc.edu~,"Dnffy, Kathy B." <kduffy~unc.edu~,"Snyder, Lee" <leesnyde@unc.edu>,"Cleaxy, Kenneth Engene" <kcleary@unc.edu~,"Brossman, Curt 

Alan" <cbmssman@unc.edu~,"Morelli, David Dominic" <~dmorelli@email.tmc.edu;,,"Holliday, Corey L" <cholliday~unc.edu~,"Luke, Clmstopher Joseph" 

<cluke@email.unc.edn>,"Chase, Kaye Watts" <chasek@unc.edu>,"Holt, Jom~ M" <jhol@unc.edu>,"Arendas, Dave" <arendas@unc.edw~,"Parker, Andrew F" 

~drewp@email.unc.edu>,"ttams, Stacey Elaine" <shard@unc.edu>,"Streett, Shelly" <sjgreen@email.unc.edu>,"Domina, Julie" <jdomina@email.unc.edu>,"Koenig, 

Sara Elizabeth" <skoenig@unc.edu>,"ttarris, Tracy U" <tham@email.unc.edu>,"Dutton, Kathy B." <KathyDutton@unc.edu-~ 

As we near the start of the new academic year, please be reminded that ALL volunteers must be approved by the University’s Office of Human Resources, in 

addition to our departmental approvals. Until all credentials are verified and final approval is received from campus, volunteers may not begin work. If you wish to 

utilize the services of a volunteer for any reason, please contact my office first before entering into an agreement with prospective volunteers. 

To request a volunteer to work with your sport or work unit, please complete all forms as noted below: 

Attached are the current revisions of all forms that each volunteer will need to complete : 

1. Ap2 (Recommendation for Personnel Action): A resume will be required to be submitted with this form. 

2. AP-2a.nf (Conditions of Employment Form): Write on the top "Non-salaried"...this form is primarily for their permission to check their background and will be 

used until we devise another form. 

3. Authorization for Background Check. Be sure all pages are complete. On page three, please include the account number that the background check is to be 

charged to. 

Also attached are forms that each hiring supervisor will need to complete: 

1. "Unpaid Volunteer, Intern and Visiting Scholar Request Form": All sections must be completed and the form signed by the hiring supervisor. 

2. "Release of Liability for Unpaid Volunteers, Interns and Visiting Scholars Form": The hiring supervisor AND the proposed volunteer must sign this form. 

Each head coach requesting volunteers should submit a written request to their primary Sport Administrator for their approval. All work units should submit their 

requests to the appropriate Executive Staff member for approval. The memo with the approval signature should be sent to my office along with the packet of 

forms. If the proposed volunteer is related to any member of the department of Athletics, that will need to be included in the memo because we will also be 

required to complete a Nepotism certification. PLEASE SEND ALL FORMS TOGETHER---do not send the forms without the approved request form 

NOTE: Be reminded that you must also get approval from our Compliance Office. Requests to hire volunteers will not be forwarded to campus without that 

approval. 

All original forms should be sent to my office for further processing. Again, please be advised that all volunteers require approval by the Office of Human 

Resources, and until we are notified of approval, volunteers may not begin work. This policy is mandated by campus and is non-negotiable. We will work as 

diligently as we can to facilitate this process. As with all campus policies and procedures, we thank you in advance for your assistance, cooperation and patience as 

we continue to navigate this policy. If you have any questions, please contact me, Kathy Dutton or Tracy Harris. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 7:06 PM 

~gm~Jl.com> 

Re: Bomssia Dortmuncfs Machine 

Excellent!!’. 

Ses~f.~"om my Ver’izon IYireie,~s 4G L2’E DROLL) 

tiiAnson, 

@gma~l.com> wrote: 

at your office for sure! 

I hope eve~hing is going well tbr your fanrily and the te~zn. 

Thank you, 

I’m home until because I’m doing an internship here, so when I get back I will slop 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

[ like the plan. [ hope you conth~ue to heal and feel better and better~ And yes, I hope we can have another great year. 

Please stop by sometime, t w.:_~uh:~ low:_~ to see that you are doing 

From: }qmail.coml 
Sent: Thursday, ~2:~2 P~ 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Borussia Dortmund’s Machine 

Hi Anson, 

Yes, thank you, that’s the plan. 

At first I will start to tbcus on the fitness paxt since is my weakness, then I will staxt focusing on my game. ¯ 

I hope that everything goes as good as last season and hopefully next year my improvement will help the team. Thank you and I hope that your summer is going 

great! 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~m~email.unc.edu-~ 

Exc*-’_~llent And then join us in and fight to play for us in the fall 

How does the recow~ry feel? When can you runi~:~]ay 

And .:)b~o{~s~y, good ~uc]~ from all your coaches and teammaLes~ 

From: ~qmail.coml 
Sent," Sunday,. $$:$7 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Re: Borussia Dortmund’s Machine 

Hi Anson, 

I hope everything is going great. I tried going to your office before leaving but you were not in town. 



I will sta~ playing again in if everything goes good, and I have already talked to and as soon as I get back 

playing I roll play mth’the club reran. 

Tha~k you and I hope you are having a great Summer. 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <a~nson@email.unc.edu> 

Thank you! !! 

From: ,~qmail.com1 
Sent: Thursday, ll:05 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Borussia Dortmund’s Nachine 

Hi Anson, 

This is the machine fl~ey use to train. Its amazing! 

htlp:i/www.youtube.com/w~alch?v vNy2KKj Y9E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 10:57 PM 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Re: Interview request: Anson Dorrance 

Late morning Friday .... 

5ent from my Verizon #~’ireless 4G LT2 D.P, OID 

"Lohse, Dave Clark" <davelohse@unc.edu> wrote: 

Anson: Can you please check your schedule and let me know a good time for you to handle the following interview request. Let me know date and time that is good for you and I 

will have him call you then~ Thanks. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

9:[9-962-72S7 office 

From: Beau Dure <         @gmail.com> 

Date: Tuesday, July 23, 20:13 7:26 PM 

To: Dave Lohse <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Subject: Interview request: Anson Dorrance 

I’ve spoken with Anson a couple of times, though I doubt he remembers me. I went to Duke, so maybe he blocks me out of his head. (In my defense, my wife went to Carolina, and 

there’s more Tar Heel gear in our house than Blue Devil gear.) 

I’m writing something for Our Game magazine about the evolving style in women’s soccer away from a "physical" game toward one that stresses sophisticated technique and 

tactics~ I would love to get Anson’s thoughts on the subject if possible~ 

My deadline is August 5, so I’d need to talk sometime next week. 

Thanks, 

Beau Dure 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

7/24/2013 3:02:23 AM 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com] 

Fwd: MLS, NASL and College Universities use us( 30 day free trial on analysis of video and game) 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

Sent ~from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: MLS, NASL and College Universities use us( 30 day free trial on analysis of video and game) 

From: Manuel Faradjev <manuel@instatfootball.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Palladino, George W" 

<bpalladino@ unc.edu>,ducar@uncaa.unc.eu 

CC: 

Hello 

Dear Anson Dorance, Bill Paladino, Chris Ducar. 

My name is Manuel,. 

I represent Instat Football in USA. We are currently signing new MLS teams and college universities as well as other leagues 
and would like to offer 30 day trial to you as we had with other teams, clubs before. If the agreement is collective and involves 
league than it is cheaper and efficient for teams. Our program is quiet popular and always happy to hear your question about our 
analysis products. 

I can show how it works or if you have any questions. What is a best time to call you? 

Below is information in case you would like to know more. 

1 .Statistical reports about the games and summary reports: 

2. Analytical texts about own game (1 -page text report), analytical text about your next oppponent. 

3.1nstat Video programme. 

4. Instat Scout. 

5.Fitness reports. 

6. Match center, media coverage. 

Have a good week. Best of luck 

Manuel Faradjev 
FCAmsterdam Assistant Coach in Youth Academy 

Agent, US Manager, Representative, Instat Football 

MeetUp.com/Manchester-United-US/ 

Forex Trader 

MBA Finance, Mathematics 
Own e r ~:__f___o__g__t__b____a__[!g!__o___b____a__Lr___a___n____k_j_D_g. co m 

Phone 347 5492407 



1. We have a lot of video. We record everything that is translated on TV, moreover, we cooperate closely with Football 
Federations and clubs. Every week we receive more than 150 exclusive videos from UK,Italy, USA, Russia, Finland, Ukraine, 
Moldova, the countries of the Balkan region, etc. 

2. Our video is more qualitative. Since May 2013 we add to the server video in HD. User can watch the compressed quality 
video (with a slow internet connection), the good or highest quality, changing the settings in the video player. 

3. We have more detailed video-summaries. This is important. When the scout is "following" a certain player, it is important to 
receive weekly summaries with the player’s actions. In other Scouting systems the opportunity to view only 20-30 player’s 
actions in the match is given, and we always have the ready summary on ALL the player’s actions in the match. 

4. Every week we do summaries and statistical analysis for more than 500 matches. In our full coverage are more than 50 of the 
most world’s important leagues. Thus, on ANY football player in the world we always have a ready video-summary. 

5. We have not only video, but also statistics! This opens up many additional opportunities. For example, you can keep an eye 
on the level of the player’s performance. Based on the statistics you can find "Similar players" or players that meet one or 
another requirement (strong in dribbling, good at air challenges, etc.). 

6. For each player we provide the information about his strong foot and the contract expire date. This is an important and 
exclusive information. 

7. Our Scout is useful not only for club’s scouts, but also for coaches and analysts: in InStatScout it’s easy to prepare for a future 
opponent and analyze the players’ of your team actions. In our platform by any team you can watch summaries on corners, 
scoring chances, important episodes that characterize team’s way of playing in defense and in attack. 

With regards, 

Instat Manager 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 9:13 AM 

.la~n Sisneros ~gmaJl.com> 

Fwd: Soccer AnaJytics Service - Win an iPad 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Soccer Analytics Service - Win an iPad 

From: Soccer Anal.vl~cs <Mela~ie.Mille@da~tAish.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 
CC: 

The average college program does not have the time or resources to analyze game film. Especially not on a weekly basis. 

That is where we can help. 

We chart your games and then give you detailed team and player reports. All stats are linked to game video, which means that you can 
easily search and find game defining moments. Track team and player improvement from game to game, and even compare one player’s 
performance to another. 

Fast turnaround means that you can deliver relevant feedback to your team. Affordable packages are available to suit all team budgets. 

To learn more about this service, click here to watch a 3 minute video clip and/or join us for a short live online demo at one of these times: 

Thursday July 25th at 9:00am Pacific (Noon Eastern) - REGISTER 

Monday July 29th at 7:00am Pacific (10:00am Eastern) - REGISTER 

Tuesday July 30th at 9:00am Pacific (Noon Eastern) - REGISTER 

Win an iPad 
The 1st 20 coaches to register and attend one of these webinars or a private online demo will be entered to win an iPad mini. Drawing will 
take place on August 30th. 

For more information, or to arrange for a private online demo, please contact Melanie Miller, 435-649-03.26. 

©a!~:fis}~ JS! i i;505 Shiioh Rd, 110-.g i Aiphar~!fi:a. GA 30005 

U~s~bscl’ib~ 

ii~iI iContact - Try It Fr~! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 10:51 AM 

Jen Beamer < ~gmail.com>; ~duke.edu> 

Re: Pre- season schedule 

Jen, love to have dinner with you,. Walter and Billy. And I know you would be the most gracious of hecklers. Dinner August 8th is in my book. Yes, croft waJ<t to see 

you as well. 

Jen Bea~ner < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

You know I’d be the nices~t "heckler" around! :) 
Hey, join Walter and I at 411 ~er training on that Tlmrsday evening (Aug 8th) if you cax~. Instead of my relalives, we’ll probably have Billy Hm~tman with us this time! 

Saw the video from the ESPY’s on the Carolina web site. Nice! 

Looking forwamd to seeing you. 

Jen 

On Tue, Jnl 23, 2013 at 12:14 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

You are a devil! ! ’~ 

Se~tt from ~ }~rizon tVireless 4G LFE DROI1) 

Jen Beamer ~ginail.com > wrote: 

Hi Tom’. 

The Beamers axe coming to town first week of August. 
Anson mentioned preseason starts then. 

Do you have a practice schedule you could send me for that week, so we can drop in for a visit and perhaps heckle during 120’s? 

Thm~k you! 

Jen Zac Beamer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 12:36 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~<tucar@unc.edtr~; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com>; Ducax. Chris ~ducar@~mc.edu-~ 

Fwd: Webb Electronics- Introducing the RoverCan~ F~anily of Telescoping Camera ustems 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Webb Electronics- Introducing the RoverCam Family of Telescoping Cmnera systems 

From: Marcus Bliss <marcus@tx.twcbc.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach, 

Do you want to get an elevated view of your practice~ events and ganges? All of these systems work with the most popul~x video editing sys~tetns. 

ROVERCAM 17- Great for Practices and Games. You get a maximum height 

of 17 feet. 
¯ Can easily change height fiom 7’ to 17’. Move from drill to drill quickly and easily 

¯ Can be setup and stored in less than 5 minutes and comes with an accessory bag tbr easy transport 

¯ For a short de,no: !).t..t.~i!!~.~y.~t.~..t.p..[.~.c.~?gt.‘.):y.~.~..~.h..‘.~y.....d..!~n..~i~!i~g~.~i~....Y~. 

ROVERCAM 23 to get the right view for your practice and game video up to 

23 feet high! 

¯ Multiple heights give you a lot of flexibili~ to shoot lfigher or lower with a max height of 23 feet. 

¯ Light weight, so you can easily- transport the RoverCam 23, 

¯ Electrical Tilt of the RoverCam 23 to give you great control over shooting. 

ROVERCAM 30 to get the highest view of practice aml game video up to 30 
feet high! 

¯ The RoverCam 30 has an operating range from 11 to 30 feet. 

¯ The camera is powered by the battery at the base, treeing you fi~om having to buy an extended liI~ 

battery. 

¯ Extra Wide 12 foot base for greater stabili~. We put the weight of the unit on the points, not on the center of the unit. This makes it more stable and better 

engineered 

¯ The RoverCam 30 Strong aluminum mast and base construction to make it light but s~rdy 

We also have some other great products to save you time and make you more successful! 
¯ The Coach Potato for both your wide and Tight SL 

¯ The Air Potato for your video system (Shoot Wide, Tight and EZ with the press of one button) 

¯ The Original Cowboy Remote tbr Video Playback (best in the business). 
Thanks for your time, 

Marcus Bliss 
Webb Elect~-onics 972-242-5400 Ext. 120 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 2:54 PM 

.la~n Sisneros ~gmaJd.com> 

Re: Webb Electronics- Introducing the RoverCam Family of Telescoping Camera systetns 

Jason Sisueros < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

I am building one of these a~d we’ll attach a go pro camera to the top. Iu total it’ll cost less thm~ $100 + cmnera - so like $450! 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis [ Volunteer Assistant Coach 

On Wed, Jul 24, 2013 at 12:36 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~)n(~:emaJd.~mc.edu> wrote: 

Senti’tom my ~ ~’r~zo~ IVireless 4(; LTE 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Webb Electronics- Introducing the RoverCam Family of Telescoping Camera systems 

From: Marcus Bliss <marcus~tx.twcbc.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Coach, 

Do you want to get an elevated view of your pracfice~ events and games? All of these sys~tems work with the most populaac video editing systems. 

ROVERCAM 17- Great for Practices and Games. Yot~ get a maximum 

height of 17 feet. 

Cm~ easily change height from 7’ to 17’. Move from drill to drill quickly and easily 

~ Can be setup and stored in less than 5 minutes and comes with an accessory bag tbr easy 

transport 

For a short demo: http://vwwv.youtube.com/watch%~dmcrJnl-rVg&feature~outu.be 

ROVERCAM 23 to get the right view for your practice and game video up 

to 23 feet high! 

Multiple heights give you a lot of tie’billD’ to shoot higher or lower with a max height of 23 feet. 

~ Light weight, so you can easily transport the RoverCam 23. 

¯ Electrical Tilt of the RoverCam 23 to give you great control over shooting. 

¯ For a short demo: http://~’.voutube.com/watch?v dmcrJnl-rVg&t~ature youtu.be 

ROVERCAM 30 to get the highest view of practice and game video up to 30 feet high! 

The RoverCam 30 has an operating range from 11 to 30 feet. 

~ The camera is powered by the battery at the base, freeing you from having to buy an extended lit~ battery. 

Extra Wide 12 toot base for greater stabili~. We put the weight of the unit on the points, not on the center of the unit. This makes it ~nore stable 



better engineered 

The RoverCam 30 Strong aluminum mast and base construction to make it light but stardy 

We also have some other great products to save you time and make you more successful! 

¯ The Coach Potato ~br both your wide and Tight SL 

¯ The Air Potato ti)r your video system (Shoot Wide, Tight m~d EZ with the press of one button) 

¯ The Original Cowboy Remote tbr Video Playback (best in the business). 

Thanks for your lime, 

Marcus Bliss 

Webb Electronics 972-242-5400 Ext. 120 

in arcus(~webbelectronics.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 9:48 AM 

MaR Kayigan ~gma~l.com> 

Re: book 

Yes. Tell me what you think. 

Ses~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ II%eie,~s 4G L2’E DROLL) 

MaJa Karigan ~gmaJl.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

I believe the book you recommended was Relentless by Tim Grover. Is tl~at the one? 

- Mak Karigan 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, Jnly 25, 2013 12:31 PM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com> 

Re: Column 

Tom, this is excellent. I will be sending this to Sunil. You ~ye a very import~x~t piece missing in our player development structure. WE need to hire yon’.! 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Tom Byer <tom@tomsa~.com> wrote: 

http:#www.goal.com/en-sg/news"3952/asieJ2013/07/25i4139230/football- coaching- wograms- need- to- be- created- based- on-local 

Tom Byer 

E-Mail: tom@tomsan.com 
Mobile: 

K.K. T3 
The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 
http://www.tomsan .corn 

Minato Ku, Minami Aoyama 6-6-22 
Luna Rossa Minami Aoyama 2F 
Tel: 03-4590-6658 / Fax: 03-3498-8877 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday,. 9:58 AM 

~gmail.com> 

~email.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edn; ~gmail.com; ~ ~!comcast.n~ 

~email.unc.edu; i ~live.nnc.edu; ~e~naJl.nnc.edu; ~hot~naJl.co~n; 

ducar@nncaa.unc.edu; .~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

We miss you too!! 

~gmafil.com; 
~msn.com; 

~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Thank you [:or the update. This is a positive problem. Congratulations on becoming the captain. You saw the new (without         ) Man U! ~ ~ove the fact that you 

are a fan of the highest ~eveL This has made you one of our smartest players. ~ wish there was a wa~, for me to make our entire roster fans, then we would never 

lose another game. 

Thk~gs are good in Chapel Hi~l, Yes~:erday h:~r the ]dcko~f fl)r our h~st week of carny) ~ saw our players in a camp scrknmage. ~1: was exdting ~:o see how ma~y ha~e 

obv~ot~siy worked hard on their ~i~me. O~.u" le~dersh~p ct~Rt~re is ex~:el~en~ and ~ c~m sense ~ ~:or~fTfitr~ent ~o ~ry to replicate ~st year’s ~:hem~strv and ~mbR~on. 

And, of course~ we m~ss you tooth See you soon. 

~m~ @gmail.com] 
Se~t~ Wednesday 5:~5 PN 

Te~ Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Subject: 

Hey ~son~ 

Just ~i~i,~ you a quick update. My ~i~hts w~r~ d~]ay~d ti]] tb~ 30tb b~cans~ our N~ n,d~r 20 t~am b~s ~cur~d thr~ ~am~s a~ah~st Australia. ~ ~rst o~ b~i,~ to~y= 

Tb~y asked m~ to b~ capture wNcb is r~Jb, coo]~ So y~a~ Fm ~ ~ll tJ~     ,ow but will b~ back in th~ Nil h~ ~o tim~. ~so ]~t w~k~nd my mum a,d ~ w~nt to 

Australia k~ wash Manchester United play against an All S~r Aus~raliaa~ team. It w~ pre~y much like watching men play against boys with the scorn ending in 5- l. 

Was such m~ am~ing ex~fience and I got to watch my thvo~/e playe~ in action. Anyways, I’ll tell you morn aN~ut that when I see you. Ho~ you and te thmily are 

well and Dino and Tom and eveo~one are t~n~tic~ 

Miss eve~one heaps, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, July 26, 2013 2:40 PM 

Klacza)~, Paul Joseph <pklaczak@athletics.pitt.edu> 

Larry Ga),lo (athg~2llo@uncaa.unc.edu); Clint Gwaltney (cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu) (cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu); Streett, Shelly 

<sjgreen@email.unc.edu>; ~msn.com; duc~:r@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisnems, ,~)gmail.com); 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Confirmation of September 26 Match Time 

Thank you and welcome to the conference! 

From: Klaczak, Paul Joseph [mailto:pklaczak@athletics.pitt.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2013 2:17 PM 

T~: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
C¢: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Miller, Greg S 
Subject: Confirmation of September 26 klatch ~me 

Co~ch Dorr~nce, 

We look forward to your v~s[l: in Sep[:ember. Our match on the ~_6 ~: scheduled for 7pro. Please don’t hes;Rate Lo contacL me if you need any addH:~on [rfformaL~on 

or assistance [ead~ng up to our match. 

Paul Kiacza~ 
ASSOCIATE ATHLETIC DIRECTOR 
University of Nttsburgh I Department of Athletics 

Fitzgerald Field House Allequippa / Darragh St. :. Pittsburgh, PA 15261 

pkh~czak@athletics.pkLedu 

office (412) 648-72~ : mobile ( fax (412) 648-8940 
website I J v~rd I map 

From: Klaczak, Paul Joseph 
Sent: Thursday, July 11, 2013 12:55 PM 
To: ’bwlandis@bucknell.edu’; ’cmusoccer@cmich.edu’; ’soccer@utoledo.edu’; ’wsoccer@bc.edu’; ’tim_santoro@ncsu.edu’; ’sswanson@virginia.edu’; ’anson@uncaa.unc.edu’; 
’pswheddo@syr.edu’; ’adair@vt.edu’ 
Co: Miller, Greg S 
Subject: 2013 Visit to Pittsburgh 

Coaches, We 
are excited about your team visiting us this fall. We have a digital visitor’s guide ( ._h_~£_:/_Lb__!_t__.!_y_/__&_2___&__t____M___T___s- ) designed to provide information regarding our City 

and the University. It includes directions, restaurants, hotels, etc. In addition to your use, please feel free to pass this along to the families of your SA’s or anyone 

else that may find this information helpful when they come to Pittsburgh. 

Also, I have attached a WSOC Visiting Team Guide, which includes specific information regarding our match operations. There are a few items noted on the first 

page that we ask you to respond to. I will be sending additional details, such as match timeline and specific locker room assignments, as our matches approach. If 

you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact me. 

I look forward to seeing you this fall. 

Good luck during the upcoming season. 

Paul 

Paul Kiaczak 
i~i ACC -EmaiI-Sig -vertica I-2 

ASSOCIATE ATHLETIC DIRECTOR 
University of Pittsburgh I Department of Athletics 

Fitzgerald Field House Allequippa / Darragh St. i Pittsburgh, PA $5265 

pklacza k@athletics.pi U_.ed u 
office (412) 648-7209 : mobile fax (412) 648-g940 
website I I vCard I map 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, July 26, 2013 2:41 PM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Confirmation of September 26 Match Time 

Does this fook fike what we have? 

From: Klaczak, Paul Joseph [mailto:pklaczak@athletics,pitt.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, July 25, 2013 2:17 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
~:c; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Miller, Grey S 
Subject: Confirmation of September 26 Match Time 

Coach Dorrance, 

We look forward to your visit in Sep~ernber. Our match on the 26~h is scheduled for 7pro. Please don’t hesitate ~o contac~ me if you need any addition ~nforma~on 

or assisLance iead~ng up to our match. 

Paul Kiaczak 
ASSOCIATE ATHLETIC DIRECTOR 
University of Pittsburgh [ Department of Athletics 
Fitzgerald Field House Allequippa / Darra~h St. ~ Pittsburgh, PA 25262 

pklaczak@athletics.pRLedu 
office (4~2) 648-72~ ~ mobile fax (4~2) ~48-8940 
website I [ v~rd I map 

From-" Klaczak, Paul Joseph 
Sent; Thursday, July 11, 2013 12:55 PM 
To; ’bwlandis@bucknell.edu’; ’cmusoccer@cmich.edu’; ’soccer@utoledo.edu’; ’wsoccer@bc.edu’; ’tim_santoro@ncsu.edu’; ’sswanson@virginia.edu’; ’anson@uncaa.unc.edu’; 
’pswheddo@syr.edu’; ’adair@vt.edu’ 
~:e: Miller, Greg S 
Subject; 2013 Visit to PitSsburgh 

Coaches, We 
are excited about your team visiting us this fall. We have a digital visitor’s guide ( _h_~p___:/_~__b__!_t__.!_y_L~_2__~_t____M___T___s- ) designed to provide information regarding our City 

and the University. It includes directions, restaurants, hotels, etc. In addition to your use, please feel free to pass this along to the families of your SA’s or anyone 

else that may find this information helpful when they come to Pittsburgh. 

Also, I have attached a WSOC Visiting Team Guide, which includes specific information regarding our match operations. There are a few items noted on the first 

page that we ask you to respond to. I will be sending additional details, such as match timeline and specific locker room assignments, as our matches approach. If 

you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact me. 

I look forward to seeing you this fall. 

Good luck during the upcoming season. 

Paul 

Paul Kiaczak 
i~i AOO -EmaiI-Sig -vertica I-2 

ASSOCIATE ATHLETIC DIRECTOR 
University of Pittsburgh I Department of Athletics 

Fitzgerald Field House : Allequippa / Darragh St. ~ Pittsburgh, PA 3_5263_ 

pklaczak@athletics.pitt.edu 
office (43_2) 648--7209 ~ lax (43_2) 648-8940 
website ] I vCard I map 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, July 26, 2013 3:02 PM 

Gisselma~, Stephen <gis@unc.edtv~ 

~duke.edu) 

RE: fit forever’. 

I miss it Steve, I really do BUT           how was to die t:or ~... I could not be prouder. The Duke Arts Czar was there for the World f"remier and Emil Kang (our" Arts 

Czar emailed her at 1:30 am exp~ainh~g why he could not make ~t). She is sold out at Jacob’s PNow through Sunday and we a~ hope she w~l be putting ~t on here 

sometime. 

F~m= Steve Gisselman [mailto:giss@unc.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, July 25, 2013 5:55 PN 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
¢¢= Sander, Thomas ~1 Palladino, Bill (Bill.Palladino@espn.com); Ducar, Chris 
$ubject~ ~e: fit foreved 

There is no doubt you will be back, crushing weights, soonl I hope you had a great time watching show, The Blues Project! Any chance she’ll be bringing 

it south in the near future? 

On 7/25/2013 9:46 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

Hear, hear!!!! Now, if only my life would stop interfering with my workouts! 

Sent from my Verizon Wire!ess 46’ LTE DROID 

Steve G issel m a n 5_g!__s__s___@__.___u___n___c_:__e___d__u___>_. w rote: 

I fully expect to be training all of you into your lOOs! I am quite sure Anson will still be playing soccer, so he’ll need someone to keep him strong! 

On 7/24/2013 3:37 PM, Sander, Thomas J wrote: 

Only 40 more years for some of you guys Steve is training! 

http:!/www.nbcnews.com/video/nbc-news/52553585!#52553585 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, July 26, 2013 3:14 PM 

Larry Gallo (athgaJlo@uncaa.unc.edu); Clint Gwalmey (cgwalmey@uncaa.unc.edu) (cgwaltney@~mcaa.~mc.edu); Cunningham, Bubba 

<bubbac@email.unc.edu>; ~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edt ~ar~l.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); 
pacman~)uncaa.unc.edu 

We can do this in Chapel Hill! 

We used to be #1 in attendance but we have now slipped to #3. We can get back to #1, but we have to rnove the [r’ack and we have to build s new stadiurn where 

we are. 6,000 a ga~T~e will be our new stadiu~T~ sellout and we w~l never ~ose another recruit, even to Starfford!! 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, July 26, 2013 3:44 PM 

Chris Harlos           @gma~l.com:~ 

~duke.edu) 

RE: bugging you 

C[lris, 

?ot~ are not buggi~ag me. 8t~t this "reminder" is bellyful. I ~,ill t%; to have something for ?ot~ before the meeting. 

F~m: Chris Harlos [mailt¢ 9gmafl.com] 
Sent: Friday, July 26, 2013 7:31 AN 
To: Dorrance, AIbe~ A N 
Subject: bugging you 
Hey ~n, 

I thi~ I mentioned to you that I go to a captial c~p~]gn meeting over at the IFC eve~ Monday, and they ask me if we ~ye any closer ~ a meeting with the coaches 

and Dick B~dour. They really only want to hear that sometNng (even the sm~lest de~l), has changed. C~ you give me anything to give them? 

Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 3:53 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

~email.unc.edu; [@ive.unc.edu ~gmail.com; ,~)comcast.net; ~gmaJl.com; 

~email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edul ~email.unc.edu; ))hotmail.com 

FW: UNC Men’s Soccer Update 

Dino, 

I love Ibis! Do you want [o lake [his project or give it to someone else. I think we connec[ with the a~umnae and the donors w~th sornethk~g as s~mple as what 

men’s soccer churns out on a regular bas~s. 

What do you tMnk? 

From: Carlos Somoano [mailto:csomoano@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 9:34 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject: UNC Men’s Soccer Update 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, ._P_L__E_.A_~_E____C_b_~_.C_!<__H__E_.R_~. 

)~ Image 

..... removed by 

sender 

Fhis mes~ge includes the tbllowing attachments: 

Dowrfload Attachraent: uncriotour 27226.ipg] 

X Image removed bysender. 

Dear Alumni and Friends, 
Before recapping the year on and offthe field, I 

hope you roll first mark your calendars for the upcoming Fall Alumni Weekend on 

We host cross town rival Duke on Friday, 
at 7pm with alumni feslivities happening all weekend. We will have concrete 

details as the weekend approaches, but we hope we can continue the trend of 

bringing more alumni back to Chapel Hill for a fun weekend. 

Looking back at the season, I couldn’t be more proud to be 

the head coach of a program that embodies one of our team core values to the 

thllesl, "F~mily."                               just days betbre the 

season, it was hard to focus on the upcoming season. However, with so much 

support ti-om you towards the           our players, aald staff; our team was 

able push fo~w-md through the season. While we didn’t accomplish the ultimate 

National Championship goal, I’m proud of our team for winning a fou~lh straight 

ACC Regular Season Championship, an appearance in a third consecutive ACC 

Tournament Chan~pionship gan~e, and an NCAA Quarterfinal appearance. 

The #5 national ranking was the fifth straight year the program finished with a 

top 5 final nationaJ ranking. 

Offthe field, our gws are getting it done as well. In the 
fall, 15 players earned a GPA of 3.0 or higher. The spring semester saw 16 guys 

earn that same mark.                        was also named the ACC and NSCAA 
academic athlete of the year. In addition, the players were out in the community 

giving back by conducting clinics and working cmnps tbr youngsters that look up to 
then1. 

We also had two big projects offthe field that would not be 

possible without your support. First, McCaskill Soccer Center has a new look both 
inside and ont. The men’s and women’s programs have nsed fi~ndraising 

eflbrts to npdate our home. We’ve already had several alumni stop in and spend time looking 

at pictures and the history behind the program. We have an all-time letterman 

list right outside our locker room to reflect on eveD~one who has made the program 

what it is today. While it is a great home for you and our players, it is also 

a great place to have recruits visit and will help us tbr many years to come. 

We hope you will come back tbr alumni weekend and check it out. 

Our tea,n also embarked on a ten day trip to Rio De Janeiro. 

B~azil in     The tour consisled of four exhibition ,natches, several training 



session~ going to a professional matck as well as sight-seeing including one 

of the Seven Wonders of the World, Christ the Redeemer. A collage of pictures is attached. 
This trip was the ultimate educational and cultural experience on many levels while also bringing 

our team closer as a group. Again, without the help of you, our family, this 

trip would not be possible for our student-athletes. 

As the school year nears, we will have a complete 

preview oftk Fall season tbr you in a couple weeks. In the meantime, 

check out hltp://www.goheels.comifor all "the 

latest on Men’s Soccer including schedules, news, and any other happenings with 
the progrmn. 

On behalf of our players and staff, thank you tbr all your 
continued support for our program. It is an honor to go to work each day 
representing our university, athletic departanent, s*udents, alumni, mad fmas. 
We will continue our eltbrts to be the nation’s most complete program producing 
great teams, students, and people! 

Go Heels’. 

Carlos Somoano 

Head Men’s Soccer Coach 

UniversiU of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, July 26, 2013 4:28 PM 

1Michael Anfl3ony Elfm~n ~yahoo.com> 

1~: Contact Information - fotball.no - Norges Fotb~llforbund 

Michael, 

Thank you! This is just what I needed!’.! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Michael Anthony Elfinan [mailto: ~vahoo.com] 
Sent: Friday, July 26, 2013 10:20 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Contact Information - fotball no - Norges Fotballtbrbund 

Anson, 

Per your request, I’ve sent you the contact information for Even Pellerud in the attached link. 
Also, Norway over Demnark yesterday in penalties/"shootout" so it will be Germany vs. Norway this Sunday in the Euro Final (9:45 AM EDT on Espn3 corn) Kind regards, Machael 

http://www.fotball.no/toppmeny/en~lish/Oversikt-over-ansatte-i-Nb~t;l/ 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, July 26, 2013 4:28 PM 

@aol.com; Ducat, Chris (duca~r@unc.edu) 

FW: PASS4SOCCER - Annu~J Fem~Je Showcase Confirmed 

From: Pass4Soccer (Pass4Soccer) [mailto:pass4soccer@tynemet.ac.uk] 

Sent: Friday, July 26, 2013 10:04 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: PASS4SOCCER - Annual Female Showcase Confirmed 
Hollo Anson 
We hope you are woll and we wish you good luck for the upcoming Fall 2013 season. 

We will be holding our annual US Coach Showcaso on Saturday ,14th December 20’13 whoro we will havo around 50 fomalo playors in compotitivo gamos. Tho showcaso will 

be hold indoors on a Full Sizo 3G fiold at The London Soccor Dome, London, England. Following the games, there will be opportunities to meet with players you are 
interested in recruiting. 
It would be appreciated if you could let me know your recruiting needs for 2014 and to also let us know if you would like/intend to attend our US coaches showcase. 
All of the current Network Membors are listed in tho US Coachos Section at wvcw.PASS4Soccor.com who are seeking places for Fall 2014 and Fall 2015. Our current 

Network Members include several International level players. We encourage you to have a look right now and keep a regular check over the coming months as the numbors 
will grow leading up to our annual Showcase. If you do not have your Iogin details to hand, please contact me and I can supply those or create a new Iogin access for you. If 
you have previously registered, and need a reminder of your password, please let me know. 
If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact us. 
Best wishes 
Daniel 
Daniel Gray 

Director 

i.~.i cid:f7b416c5-bfa 6473f-9f64-2fe0bbcb9488 

Consaltants to League Football Education, British Colleges Sport, 
the English Colleges Footbafl Association and the English Schools" 

LEGAL INFORMATION 

Information contained in this e-mail may be subject to public disclosure under the Freedom of information Act 2000.Unless the information is legally exempt, the confidentiality of this e-mail and your reply cannot 

be guaranteed 

Unless expressly stated otherwise, the information contained in this e-mail & any files transmitted with it are intended for the recipient only. If you are not the intended recipient you must not copy, distribute, or take 

any action or reliance upon it 

If you have received this e-mail in error, you should notify the sender immediately and delete this email. Any unauthorised disclosure of the information contained in this e-mail is strictly prohibited. Any views or 

opinions presented are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of Tyne Metropolitan College unless explicitly stated otherwise 

This e-mail and attachments have been scanned for viruses prior to leaving Tyne Metropolitan College. Tyne Metropolitan College will not be liable for any losses as a result of any viruses being passed on. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, July 26, 2013 4:30 PM 

Robyn Lavis <rlavis~nscaa.com> 

Albe~t, A1 F <~£albe@wm.edu>      ~aol.com 

RE: NSCAA Foundation GolfTomnament Sponsor 

Robyn, 

Yes, love to send S:1.00.00 from my camp~ I will copy Bill Palladino on this as our camp point person!! 

Good hack with the event!! 

Frera; Robyn Lavis [mailto:rlavis@nscaa.com] 
Sent; Friday, July 26, 2013 11:01 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
¢c; Albert, AI F; rlavis@nscaa.com 
Subject; NSCAA Foundation Golf Tournament Sponsor 

Hello Anson, 

I was informed that you’d like to sponsor a hole at the tournament during Summer Symposium. Thank you! 

You may contact me with credit card information or mail a check to my attention to the address below. 

Let me know what works best for you. 

Thank you for your support! 

Robyn [.avis 

Administra~veAssistant i Na~onal Soccer Coaches Associa~on of America 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 66:1.0:1. I 9:1.3-362-:1747 x :1007 I 9:13-~62-3439 {f) 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: (~NSCAA I Facebook 

L~..Ln....u...s...Ln.....~...r.[.a...n....d...~....f.9...r....t..h....e..1..n-a...u.g..u...r..a..[..s...u...m....m....e.r..~ ~ £ #_[~_~__&~g_~_~L ~=_&! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, July 26, 2013 4:31 PM 

Ga~ B urns <gary@mmsclub.com> 

{@duke.edu); Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@emaJl.unc.edu>;         ~msn.com; duca:r@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~)gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Thin:ks 

Yes, thank you Gary I actually do have it in my book!! Thank you!: 

From: Gary Burns [mailto:gary@ramsclub.com] 
Sent: Friday, July 26, 2013:1.0:58 AM 

T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: ~an~ 

~r~sotl, 

Just a reminder that we have a golf date for next Tuesday at 8:00 am. ~ wil~ send you another reminder on Monday~ 

Gary 

Gary %m~s 

Ms,or Gift D~recto: ] UNC Rams Chub 
P.O. Box 2446, Chape~ H~, NC 27515 

O: ~919) 843-6405 ~ M: == F: (9t9) 843-5777 
#aw~ramsclub.com I ~.ramsdub.com 

E~= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [ma~lto:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Seat; Tuesday, 3u~y $6, 2053 6:24 PN 

Te= Ga~ Burns 
Co: ~duke.edu); ~msn.com; Ducar, Chris @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
S~bject= RE: ~an~ 

Excel~ent~ H 

Fm~= Ga~ Burns [mail~:ga~@ramsclub.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, July ~6, 2053 $0:55 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Sabject= Than~ 

Anson~ 

Thanks for 8ettin8 tosether this mornins. Let’s continue to stay in touch. 

I wanted to confirm our ~olf for Tuesday, July 30 @ 8:00 am at Finley. 

You, Bubba, Don Williams and myself. I will touch base the day prior to remind you but wanted you to set it on your calendar now. 

Thanks asain and I hope thin~s went well with your recruit. 

Gary 

Gap/Burns 
Major G~ D~rec~o~ I UNC Rams Chub 
P,O, Box 2446, Chape~ H~, NC 27515 

O: ¢19) 843~405 ~ M: F: @19) 843-5777 
~aH~ramsclub.com ~ ~.ramsclub.com 

~qmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, July 26, 2013 4:32 PM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com> 

1~: 

Wonder’ful Torn!!! Truly wonderful!! I know how proud you must be!! 

Frem: Tom Byer [mailto:tom@tomsan.com] 
Sent: Friday, July 26, 2013 :t0:20 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: info 
Anson, a spectacular goal by an 18yr old Japanese boy tonight against IVlanchester United. He attended the schools we set up in Japan for several years as a small boy 

together ruth his older brother. 

http://www.voumbe.conr’watch ?v=jwZWFgw3..~.s 
Tom Byer 

E-Mail: tom@tomsan.com 

Mobile: 

K.K. T3 

The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 

b __it__ p_;L/_ ~_:_t_o_m_s_a_n _:__c__o_ _m_. 

Minato Ku, Minami Aoyama 6-6-22 
Luna Rossa Minami Aoyama 2F 
Tel: 03-4590-6658 / Fax: 03-3498-8877 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 4:40 PM 

Steve Nugent <smnugent@uncg.edu> 

,~)duke.edu); Crothers, Ti~nothy W <tcrothe@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Book Review 

You ~,re very kind to share this with me, Thank you!! 

Frem: Steve Nugent [mailto:smnugent@uncg.edu] 
Sent; Friday, :t2:53 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Fwd: Book Review 
Anson 

thought you might like this...this is my book worm. She did this without be asked to....maybe she thought I needed a refresher on a book I already read. 
Be great today! 

Begin forw~rded tnessage: 

From: ~uncg.edu> 
Subject: Book Review 
Date:            4:45:05 PM EDT 

To: Steve Nugent <smnugent@unc.c!.edu> 

Steve, 
Being a voracious reader and lover of books. I was excited when you assigned the team a reading assignment over the summer. I selected to read, The Man Watching 

by Tim Crothers, for a couple key reasons. First, it was soccer-related, so I thought it would present ~me new concepts and broaden my understanding about the 
history of women’s collegiate soccer. Second, I have always been intrigued with UNC and specifically Anson Donance, due to their legacy and conti~med success 

since the inceplion of their women’s program. The book srapassed my expectations and truly inspired me. 

I found myself co~mecting with a great deal of the content. The stories of certain players pulled me in due to their emotionally powerful experiences. I started to slick 

post it notes on the pages where I wanted to retnember a quote or a passage that was particularly tnoving. The book is now litera2lly tilled with post-it notes. 

Reading about Anson’s childhood allowed me to gain insight iuto what drives him and the morals he inslills in his players. My favorite portions of the book were when it 

delved into Anson’s relationships ruth his players and particulaxly the interaction of the players with each other. I was about five pages iuto the book whan I began to 

tear up as I read Anson’s letters to his graduating senior class. I laughed when I read about the pranks the seniors would play on Anson, such as the end of the year 
skits. This book made me feel a range of emotions. 

The interactions amongst the players were a window to another world for me, causing me to take pause and reflect upon my own experiences and how I could have 

approached certain situations differently. It truly made me reevaluate what is acceptable and what is the oplimal approach to provide maximum benefit tbr the team and 

my~l£ 

Relationships are important, as most people want positive interactions with fi~nily, fiiends, coaches, teammate~ ect. ttowever, sometimes people let the fear of 
upsetting someone get in the way of doing all that they can and should be doing to succeed. You ~nay pull up sho~l on a tackle or not be as physical in practice because 

of a concern that a teammate may not appreciate the effo~l or will talk bad about you to other teammates. Additionally, you may not stand up for yourself in a certain 

situation because you don’t want people to turn on you and not be your friend anymore. What was ~nost interesting to me is that the gifts at UNC, for the most part, 

thrived offofthis competitive atmosphere and didn’t care if their teammates didn’t necessarily "like" them. It was more about respecting one another for giving their all 
and pushing themselves and each other to be better, eve~ practice and every game. April Heiruichs is a perfect example of this philosophy. She was the first gift to ask 



Anson abx~ ut "the temn chemistry. However, when April "stepped onto the soccer field all that getting-along stuff seemed to vanish" (pg. 92-93). Not eve~one is going 

to like you, but if you give eve ,rything you have and don’t sacrifice who you are to appease others, you roll be respected. "Even though April wanted to be accepted, 

wanted to be liked, she still refused to sacritice her atoning standards of excellence to be like most people, wonderfully mediocre" (pg. 93). I too, don’t want to be 

"wonderti~lly mediocre" and I certainly don’t want UNCG’s Women Soccer Team to be. 

Lastly, I enjoyed the quotes at the beginning of each chapter. Some really hit hotne, as I wrote them down and read them every day. One of my absolute favorites, on 

page 213, reads "When I fall on my t:ace from time to titne, I try not to worry because I’m still going fo~-vvard." In life there are going to be obstacles, but you can 

overcome them if you keep an optimistic outlook and keep trying to go in the right direction. Furthermore, I enjoyed Anson’s analysis of coaching ~nen vs. women in 

ce~in aspects of the game, as I found it both humorous and accurate. 

Thank you again for assigning this summer read. If you have any otl~er books you would recommend for me please do so! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, July 26, 2013 4:57 PM 

Brien Warner ~yahoo.com> 

damon.nahas@caslnc.com; damonn@caslemail.com; ~msn.com; duca~!uncaa.unc.edu; 
@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Dile~r~na 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

Brier~ 

AtLhough there is rnuch your kids can be doing technically outside the formal training environmer~t (check out the section on Scbwoy ~n The V~sion of s Champion), 

the person ~ respect most h~ this country ~n yo~tb p~aver development ~s Damon Nabas. ~ ~m goh~g to copy him on th~s ~n~ see if he can gu~e you better, ~ don’t 

claim to be an expert h~ youth development, since ~ have spent my I~fe training senior p~ayers BUT th~s gentleman is extraordh~ary. Please g~ve h~m some t~me as 

A]~ the bestS] 

E~= Brien Warner [mailto:l ~yahoo.com] 
Seat; Friday, ~uly 26, 2053 3:06 PN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
$~bject= Dilemma 

Coach Dorrance, 
My name is Brien Warner, and I am a father of 3 girls, ages 8, 10, & 13, that are all involved in club soccer. Like most soccer playeB, they began playing at the local rec 

league. As the disparity in coaching quickly became apparent, I moved them to a local club here on the west side of Indianapolis. This was clearly a step up, but to this day, I 
still have not seen a focus on technical skill/s development during practices. ~ recently finished a third book on you, your coaching mentality, Msto~ of women’s soccer in the 
US, as well as many many other topics that make women’s soccer so great, and found myself more frustrated than ever on why in the hell don’t these coaches realize the 
impodance of daily technical reinforcement. Last fall, I met an individual who is 24 yeaCs old, played D1 at the UniveBity of Memphis and played as a freshman. He has 
amazing skills, knows how to teach it, and is a wondedul person, but yet he too is falling into this style of coaching that places most of the emphasis on small sided time 
dominant sessions. Am I wrong for thinking that there is a place for a third of the session or greater needed to break down and teach technical aspects of the game? ~at are 
your thoughts on this matter and how do you break down a weekly schedule? Does the number of sessions even matter? I seem to hear the same oM excuse from nearly 
eve~ coach I talk to and they ALL place the responsibility of players learning foot skills on their own. They claim that the kids are quickly bored and that they can’t focus long 
enough to really get anything accomplished. Personally, I think that this is a complete and utter BS reason and tells me that they need to rethink their coaching abilities. 
Thank you for your time and hopefully you can clue me in on what your feelings are. 
Sincerely, 
Brien Warner 

FYI, 
My middle daughter        is a big fan of            She watches videos of her and the rest of the team on Youtube, and loves her peBonality. Tell the girls that those 
videos show that you can play at the highest levels, yet still keep it fun and crazy~ Keep it going~ Go HEELS~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, July 26, 2013 5:14 PM 

Terez Bia~cardi ~yahoo.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Volunteer for Jr. Camp: USSF A Licensed Coach/Former Boston College Head Coach 

Theresa, 
You were excellent! I love your passion and your ability to identify and motivate these Vo[m~ players!! 

Frem: Terez Biancardi [maill @yahoo.corn] 
Seat: Friday, ~uly 26, 20~3 3:40 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A 

~aol.com 
S~bje~t= Re: Volunteer for Jr. Camp: USSF A Licensed Coach/Former Boston College Head Coach 
Dear Anon, 
Tha~k you veo~ much for fl~e op~Ounity you gave me to coach at the [~C Girl’s Jr. Eli~ Camp. 

I thoroughly eNoyed ~e entire experience. I es~cially loved running the camp 1 Iv 11 toumamenfiNotNng like ending ~e camp mfl~ a Championship Tire[ ’.~ It was 

e~mmely pleasurable m see such relented and com~d 5~ung players. The famm looks brighter for the USA ruth Ne~ uNoming techmcaJ players fl~at are also 

~cficaJly ~vy. 

My ~ughter,       loved the to~l camp experience. She came away so excited. She loved watching ~e UNC playe~ demo, play, and interact ruth the campers. 

Alys~ is pum~d up for the upcoming club ~a~n. Groat Smfl~ 

I appreciated ~vur oflbr welcoming me back for furore cmnps. I love soccer and the environment at k~C. 

The culture ~d rich histo~ you provide makes the experience second to none’. I roll hold you to your generous offer to add my eldest &ughter, to your 

managerial s~ffif she is able to get into ~C in 2014. 

I look lb~ard to ~eing you and your temn compete this ~all. 

Best Wishes tbr Successful 2013 season, m~d Go Tar heels~ 
Sincerely, 

Theresa Biancardi 
From: Terez B~ancardi < 
To: "Dorrance, Albe~ A IV" <anson~emaiLunc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 9, 2013 4:20 PM 
Subject: Re: Volunteer for Jr. Camp: USSF A Licensed Coach/Former Boston College Head Coach 
Fanmstic’.~ ~ I look fo~-md to hearing 5om Bill soon. 

Tha~ You~ ’.~ 
Theresa Bianca~di 
From: "Dorrance, Albe~ A IV" <anson@emaEunc.edu> 
To: Terez Biancardi, ~yahoo.com> 
Cc: 
Sent: Tuesday, July 9, 2013 3:35 PM 
Subject: RE: Volunteer for Jr. Camp: USSF A Licensed Coach/Former Boston College Head Coach 
Theresa, 
I just spoke ~J~h BN Pa]ladiao, He ruas 1he c;maF I think ~ e lil<e the k~ea. I am sate he wN be m roach, [ k~ok I~vard k~ seeing yot~ aad worki~g with you againt~ 

From: TerezBiancardi [maJlto #)yahoo.coral 

Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 2013 1:00 PM 
’re:            i~gmail.com; Do~ance, Albert A 
Sub jeer: VolleYer for Jr. Camp: USSF A Licensed CoacWFormcr Boston College Head Coach 
July 9, 2013 

Hi, ~son, 
My daughter, wan~ to attend your Jr. Elite Camp this month. She is eleven years old. I would like file op~duni~ to work with you and your staff 
wNle she is a,ending the ca~p. 
I am the former Boston College Head Women’s Soccer Coach. You a~d I met yea~ ago in 1986 in Texas when I was coacNng with Mi]m~ Dove&n in Austin. I 
moved to Boston and coached at BC for 7, years. During that time we had con~ct through NC~& and NSC~& events as well as con~cts like Mefidy Glenn, Janet 

Ra?~el& a~d PN1 Pincince. 
I hired foyer ~C player, Came Senvetnyk on your verbal recommendation over the phone in July 1996. I lea BC in May of ’97 because my husband relocated to 
coach men’s b~ket~l] at ONo State. I have continued to main~in my USSF A Licen~ and have coached at various levels since then. 
I currently reside in Charlo,e, NC. I would like to volunteer at your camp while my youngest ~ughter a,ends this month. I have always ~en a disciple of yours and 
have implemented many of your ~NNng philosopNes, tecN~ique~ and ~cfics thl~ughout my co~ng career. 
I would welcome file chance k~ see you and your s~tt’in acdon. I would like to NNciNte and work with a prov en winner in your home environment. Not to mention 
that I have been involved with coaching and playing since 1978~[ ’. l ~lieve I am a great role model [br young female players and co~hes alike. We all will ~nefit ~om 
my volunteefing~ ~ ’. 
I look fo~va~t to heating #om you. 
SinceMy. 

There~ Bonorden Biancazdi 
USSF A License # 658 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, July 26, 2013 5:17 PM 

Steve Gis~lman <giss@unc.edu"~ 

@gmail.com; ~)duke.edu) 

RE: fit forever’. 

Thank you Steve, I will copy her now!I! 

F~om: Steve Gisselman [mailto:giss@unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, July 26, 2013 4:24 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A 1V 
Cc: ~duke.edu) 
Subject: Re: fit forever! 

Happy to hear it was a great show, Anson! The experience at Jacob’s Pillow must have been a wonderful family affair. Let me know how I can help get it down to 

the Chapel Hill/Durham! 

Please wisp all my best for continued success with Dorrance Dance! 

Steve 

On 7/26/2013 3:01 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

I miss it Steve, t reaNv do BU] ;how was Lo die for ..., I coukt noL be prouder. ]he Duke Arts Czar was there for the World PremhE~r and Erni~ 

t(ang (our ~rts Czar ernaHed her at 1:30 am explaining why he could not make R). She ~s sok~ ou~: at Jacob’s Pillow through Sunday and we aN hope she 

writ be putting ~t on here sornet~me. 

~mm= Steve Gisselman [mailto:giss@unc.edu] 

Sent= Thursday, July 25, 2053 5:55 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Co: Sander, Thomas J; Palladino, Bill (Bill.PaNadino@espn.com); Ducar, Chris 
S~bject: Re: fit foreved 

There is no doubt you will be back, crushin~ weights, soon] I hope you had a ~reat time watchin~ 

be brin~in~ it south in the near future? 

how, The Blues Project! Any chance she’ll 

On 7/25/2013 9:46 AM, Dorrance, Albert A iV wrote: 

Hear, hear!!!! Now, if only my life would stop interfering with my workouts! 

Sent ~rom my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DRO/D 

Steve Gisselman <giss@unc.edu> wrote: 

I fully expect to be training all of you into your lOOs! I am quite sure Anson will still be playing soccer, so he’ll need someone to keep him 

strong! 

On 7/24/2013 3:37 PM, Sander, Thomas J wrote: 

Only 40 more years for some of you guys Steve is training! 

..h.Lt.~..~.n...b..c~.n.~.e.~.s.:~.c..~..~U..v.Ld.~.e...~.~.n.~.b.~.~.n...e~.s~.s.~ ~_~ ~ ~_~ ~Z~_~ ~_~ ~_~ ~ ~. 
Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, July 26, 2013 5:18 PM 

Robyn Lavis <rlavis~nscaa.com> 

@aol.com 

RE: NSCAA Foundation Golf Toummnent Sponsor 

Bill PalIadino handles the $, Dino? 

From: Robyn Lavis [mailto:rlavis@nscaa.com] 
Sent: Friday, July 26, 20:t3 4:42 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc-" Albert, AI F;      _~aol.com 
Subject; RE: NSCAA Foundation Golf Tournament Sponsor 

Awesome, thank you! 

Will you be ~.;e~di~g a check to my office? 

Nobyn Lavis 

Administra~veAssistant I Na~onal Soccer Coaches Associa~on of America 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 66:1.0:1. 1 9:1.3-362-:1747 × :1007 I 9:13-362-3439 

NSCAA~com I Twitter: @NSCAA I Facebook 

Join us in Orlando for the inaugural Summer SymposiumAugust I-3! 

From-" Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, July 26, 2013 3:30 plVl 
To; Robyn Lavis 
Co-" Albert, AI Fj      }aol.com 

Subject; RE: NSCAA Foundation Golf Tournament Sponsor 

F, obye~ 

Yes, low:, to a~-_~nd 5100,00 from my camp. t will copy Bill Palladit~o or~ ~:his as our camp poit~t persoe!! 

Good luck with the evenL![ 

From: Robyn kavis [mailto:rlavis@nscaa.com] 

Sent: Friday, July 26, 2013 ll:01 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Co: Albert, AI F; rlavis(.@nscaa.com 
Subject; HSCAA Foundation Golf Tournament Sponsor 

Hello Anson, 

I was informed that you’d like to sponsor a hole at the tournament during Summer Symposium. Thank you! 

You may contact me with credit card information or mail a check to my attention to the address below. 

Let me know what works best for you. 

Thank you for your support! 

Robyn Lavis 

Administrative Assistant I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

~00 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 663LO3L I 93L3-362-:1747 x i007 I 913-362-3439 if) 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAA I Facebook 

Join us in Orlando for the inaugural Summer Symposium August 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday 5:32 PM 

~gmaJl.com; ~gmaJl.com 

~!duke.edn); ~msn.com; ducar.~uncaa.nnc.edu; O!aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
~gmail.com); pacman.~uncaa.unc .edu @emafil.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edn; @gmail.com; 

(~comcast.net; t~gmail.com; ~email.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu; 

~hotmail.com 

Thank you for getting me so excited about our project’. 

G,-:!rry and Emily, 
Just a short note to tetl you how much I enjoyed our meedng d~is morrfing. Since ~ signed ~).~..~..~ for you th~s morning, I wanted to share wkh both of 
you the sort of response ~ gel on a regular basis for the book (th~s came ~n today). 
Please read the second to last paragraph: "Furthermore, ~ enjoyed ... both humorous and accurate." I know there ~s a market out there for men AND women who 
KNOW there are differences and with so many experts st~fled by the "po~tica~ correctness police", these people are dying for someone to come right out (l~ke 
Sherry~ Sandberg did) and say something, f am e~en more convinced now, it ~s going to be us~ 
Thank you for maMng my dayS] 

E~= Steve Nu~ent [mailto:smnugent@uncg.edu] 
Seat= Friday, $2:53 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Sabject= Fwd: Book Review 
Anson 
thought you might like this...this is my book wo~. She did this without be asked to....maybe she thought I needed a ret?esher on a book I alre~ly read. 

Be great today[ 

Begin forwarded message: 

F rom: ~..u__..n_ C.g_:..e__.d_ ~_> 
Subject: Book Review 
Date:            4:45:05 PM EDT 

To: Steve Nugent <~mn#~nt@#nc~cj~> 

Steve, 

Being a voracious reader and lover of books, I was excited when you assigned the team a reading assigmnent over the sumtner. I selected to read, ’][’he Man Watching 

by Tim Crothers, for a couple key reasons. First it was soccer-related, so I thought it would present some new concepts and broaden my understanding about the 
histoo~ of women’s collegiate soccer. Second, I have always been intrigued with UNC and specifically Anson Dorrance, due to their legacy and continued success 

since the inception of their woman’s program. The book surpassed my expectations and truly inspired me. 

I fonnd myself connecting with a great deal of the content. The stories of certain players pulled me in due to their emotionally powerful experiences. I started to slick 

post it notes on the pages where I wanted to remember a quote or a passage that was particnlafly moving. The book is now literally filled with post-it notes. 

Reading about Anson’s childhood aJlowed me to gain insight into what drives him and the morals he instills in his players. My l?avorite portions of the book were M~en it 

delved into Anson’s relationships with his players mad particularly the interaction of the players with each other. I was about five pages into the book when I began to 

tear up as I read Anson’s letters to his graduating senior class. I laughed when I read about the pranks the seniors would play on Anson, such as the end of the year 

skits. This book made me tEel a range of emotions. 

The interactions amongst the players were a window to another world for me, causing me to take pause and reflect upon my own experiences and how I could have 

approached certain situations differently. It truly made me reevaluate what is acceptable and what is the optimal approach to provide maximum benefit for the team and 



mysell: 

Relationships are important, as most people want positive interactions with fanrily, friends, coaches, teammates, ect. However, sometitnes people let the tear of 

upsetting someone get in the way of doing all that they can and should be doing to succeed. You may pull up short on a tackle or not be as physical in practice because 

of a concern that a tean~mate may not appreciate the effort or will talk bad about you to other teammates. Additionally, you may not stand up for yourself in a certain 

situation because you don’t want people to turn on you and not be your friend anymore. What was most interesting to me is that the girls at UNC, for the most part. 

thrived offofthis competitive atmosphere and didn’t care if their teammates didn’t necessarily "like" them. It was more about respecting one another for giving their all 

and pushing themsalves and each other to be better, every practice and eve~ gmne. April Heinrichs is a perfect example of this phtlosophy. She was the first girl to ask 

Anson about the temn chemist~’. However, when April "stepped onto the soccer field all that getting-along stuff seemed to vanish" (pg. 92-93). Not eve~one is going 

to like you, but if you give eve .rything you have and don’t sacrifice who you are to appease other~ you roll be respected. "Even though April wanted to be accepted, 

wanted to be liked, she still refused to sacrifice her am~ing standards of excellence to be like most people, wonderfully mediocre" (pg. 93). I too, don’t want to be 

"wonderfully mediocre" and I certainly don’t want UNCG’s Women Soccer Team to be. 

Lastly, I enjoyed the quotes at the beginning of each chapter. Some really hit hotne, as I wrote them down and read them ever,:" day. One of my absolute favorites, on 

page 213, reads "When I fall on my t:ace from time to titne, I try not ~o worry because I’m still going fo~-vvard." In life there are going to be obstacles, but you can 

overcome them if you keep an optimistic outlook and keep trying to go in the right direction. Furthermore, I enjoyed Anson’s analysis of coaching ~nen vs. women in 

certain aspects of the game, as I found it both humorous and accurate. 

Thank you again for assigning this summer read. If you have any other books you would recommend for me please do so! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, July 27, 2013 11:50 AM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com:~ 

1~: 

You are right that is why we need you back here one dayH 

Frora-" Tom Byer [mailto:tom@tomsan.com] 
Sent-’ Friday, July 26, 2013 6:52 PM 

To,, Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 

Subject: Re: info 
It is amazing the amount of players fl~at have been influence& It’s difficult to keep track of them because there are so many. I’m convinced that when you have multiple 

ways of empowering young Kids ruth Technical content that you aut,~mafically c~eate top players. 

Tom Byer 

E-Mail: tom@tomsan.com 

Mobile: 

K.K. T3 
The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 
http://www.tomsan.com 

Minato Ku, Minami Aoyama 6-6-22 
Luna Rossa Minami Aoyama 2F 
Tel: 03-4590-6658 / Fax: 03-3498-8877 

On Jul 27, 2013, at 5:32 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~m¢~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Wonderful Tom!!! Truly wonderful!! I know how proud you must bell 

From-’ Tom Byer [mailto:tom@tomsan.com] 
Sent: Friday, July 26, 2013 10:20 AM 

To,, Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 

Subject: info 

Anson, a spectacular goal by an 18yr old Japm~ese boy tonight against Manchester United. He attended the schools we set up in Japan for several years as a small boy 

together ruth Ns older brother. 

h tip:,’/www.yo utul~ .co miwatch?w.i wZ\~,Tg w3 X~s 

Tom Byer 

E-Mail: tom@tomsan.com 

Mobile: 

K.K. T3 
The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 
http:/iwww.tomsan.com 

Minato Ku, Minami Aoyama 6-6-22 
Luna Rossa Minami Aoyama 2F 
Tel: 03-4590-6658 / Fax: 03-3498-8877 

<image001 .git:"~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 11:51 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Interested in playing for you 

From: [rnailto: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Friday, 7:35 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Interested in playing for you 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I would like to introduce myself to you and your team at the University of North Carolina. My name is               and I mn currently approaching my      yeaJc 

at               High School in 

I have played club soccer for_             :, recently turned                         for five years. I play every position except center midfield. I feel though, 

that I am the strongest in the bacldine whether it be left, right, or center. This past year I have been playing in the forwa~fl line. My team has recently been selected as 

one of twelve eams to play in a tournament to be accepted into the new Regiona2l League. We play a very. s~trong schednle and have 

competed in Nationals. My coach, said he would be more than hapw to speak with you on my behalf. 

I have spent time doing reseaych on what colleges would be a good match for me academically and athletically. I am not only interested in a strong soccer program, but 

also a great academic school. I am interested in majoring in kinesiology. I am very interested in the Universib~ of North Carolina and your program and would 

appreciate receiving i~fformation from you. 

Thank you for your time, and I look forward to talking ruth you in the future! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, July 27, 2013 11:53 AM 

Jennit~r Sovacool- Smith ~gmail .com> 

I~E: Soccer Question please 

Let’s chat! 

From: Jennifer Sovacool-Smith [mailto: 
Sent; Friday, July 26, 20:t3 9:40 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject; RE: Soccer Question please 

~gmail.com] 

Hi Anson! ’. so sony. I haven’t been able to reach out to you I have been going crazy with my Masters in special education along with persouaJ training and camps ... 

been vmy busy I’ve had a lot of presentations and papers lol 

Anyway I was wondering if I could ask for your professional opinion... I am starting a side business.., ive been doing a lot of personal training after several parents 

and players had approached me about finishing and the art of finishing and also the need for it in our area and well many a areas...and the need for someone that 
actually lbcuses on that ... I also incorporate other things of course but I’ve decided to start a website and I’m looking for testimonials I was wondering for one if you 

would add a testimoNal to my site (you can send it by email if youre willing mad i can add it) and Ibr 2 may components that you think I shonld tbcus on in order to draw 

attention and separate myself from the crowd... Any and all insight you have is more than welcome ... I know you’re extremely busy so only when you have time please 

but I really would appreciate it!! :) 

Thanks so much Anson and I look forward to hearing fiom you :) 

Jen 

On Jul 19, 2013 2:16 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(d~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Anytime 

I=rera: Jennifer Sovacool-Smith [mailto ~gmail,com] 
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 1:35 PM 
Te; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
$~bject: Re: Soccer Question please 

Hi anson its jen sovacool - smith ... soW I haven’t called I’m actually gaining doing camps and had sone players ask me to do some individual finishing with them ... is 
there a better/another time m call you?? Sorry and thanks again :) 

Jen 

On Jul 16, 2013 9:46 AM, "Jennifer Sovacool-Smith" _~g_mail.corn:> wrote: 

Thanks Coach!! :) 

On Jul 15, 2013 9:35 PM, "Dorrance Albert A IV" <anmn@)email.unc~edu> wrote: 
FfidW late morning ... 
Sem.f!"om my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4(5 L)"E DROLL) 

Jeimit~r Sovacool-Smith ,%gmail.com> wrote: 

Wow’.! Thank you so much for the quick response!! It wa~s vew exciting hearing farm you and I definitely wonld love "to chat mad catch up. rm definitely interested in 

pursuing a college coaching position and any education in order to achieve this. I know you are extremely busy so please let me know a time thay is convenient for you. 

All the best to you as well and I look fo~w-ard to to~ldng with you. :) 

Jen 

On Jul 14, 2013 8:07 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(d~email.ut~c.edu> wrote: 
Jennifer, thank you for your wonderful email. I am so sow, but I am not familiar with the program you are describing. I wish I could serve as your advisor for it bm 
unfortunately I’m not plugged in with it at all. still° I have no issue if you would like to call, I would enjoy catching up with you and tLs~ing to help you any way I can. 
please call my cell number which is            ’. All the best! 
Scruff’ore my Pi:ri.:o~, Wireles,~’ 4G LTE DRO[D 

Je,mifer Sovacool-Smith ,~O2gLn__ta_i_l_:_c___o_Ln_2- wrote: 

Hi Anson, how are you?? I hope well’. ! It has been far too long and I have wanted to write you for many years. You are just so popular I couldn’t find your info~raation 
1ol. I have always looked up to you as a coach and you have inspired me to become one myself. I have been coaching now for the past 15 years, both at the club and 
high school levels. I am truly hoping to coach college one day and have recently stumbled upon a program that the NSCAA and Ohio Universi~ currently offer. I was 
hoping to get your insight regarding this program. It is a Masters in Coaching Education with an emphasis on soccer. I am veo’ interested in enrolling but would love to 
know if you t}el this is reputable and worthwhile in advancing both my coaching education as well as my caaceer. 



Of course we all aspire to be as good as you one day and I am doing what I can to be the best I can tbr my players. My knee is holding up the best it can but I am 

definitely a knee replacement candidate per nay ortho. I am not letting that stop me t?om j umping in at practice ti~om time to time. It’sj ust not as competi’6ve and well 

you know I love competitive, lol :) 

Anyway, its great to see you still coaching and still of I~ring all the wonderful aspects you bring to the game and to the players. You are an ~anazing coach Anson and I 

leavened so much from you. I just rash my time with you could have been longer but I was privileged to have any at all. Thank you for what you taught ~ne and for 

inspiring me to do my best. I hope I can be half as good as you one day. 

I an~ looking for a mentor and I understand you probably have s~veral requests, but I will always welcome and invite your insight and input on eveD~thing and an~Nng I 

do. I would love to know your thoughts on this masters program and any advice you might have on breaking into the coaching college mccer. I know your a busy man 

so whenever you have fime, I would love to hear from you. Thanks so much and I look forward to hearing from you. Have a great day Anson! ! :) 

Je~mit~r Sovacool - Smith aka cool 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 11:55 AM 

,~aol.com 

EW: Follow-up: National Team Soccer Player 

From: @uni-graz.at) [mailto: @uni-graz,at] 
Sent: Friday, 11:02 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Follow-up: National Team Soccer Player 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 

We have finally been able to put together a highlight video, which can be viewed on the followin_o link: httt~:/,’voutu.b~ 

As you cannot yet contact us directly, the director of her federal club, is willing to send us on any 

questions or information you might have at this time.      could s~mt s~dylng m 

The scenes have been t~ken from some of the federal games, but mos~tly fiom the national team, and mostly from videos that were taken during the QuaJifying Rounds 

of the U 17 European Chan~pionship, a short scene from a U 19 tnatch. The quality of the national teams is very poor. This footage is from the Austrian Soccer 

Federation, and we apologize for the grainy and poor quali~. I hope you still find the video useful. 
As I mentioned in my previous email,      is a midfielder and plays on the nationaJ level in her clu[                           . In the U17 national team. 

was captain, and the team managed to enter the final qualifying round of the European Championship. In the meantime, has advanced to the U19 age 

group and is a permanent player on the team. 

In the meantime,      has aJso been elected into the        women’s soccer team of the season        which is a very high honor for one so young (she is the 
youngest player nominated, maW of the players are much older). You can see the nomination untbrtunately only in       ) on this page: 

The ayguments were the following (translated into English): 

): Actually surprising that a player ti-om was nominated into the team of the season No, accomplishments of the 

young team were in part very good. However, the players from                    , had to cope with so many injuries that hardly any of the players 

played a full season. Defensive aJl- round talent          played towards the end of the season ne:a to Ehgaxtner in central defense, and both in that position 

as well as in defensive midfield (which she played before that) she did a good job. 

In addition, there have also been some developments in      ’s club, as four players fi~m the U S will be spending the next year in       playing in her club. ~1 

has come from the "Sun Devils" fiom Arizona State University. Also Kate Russell, who played with the Boston Breakers is transferring for a year from the 

,National Women’s Soccer League" to Graz.      : that     played for the                  . so      ., will also have the opportunity to play with teammates 

from the US, and practice her ’soccer’ En~sh:: http://dfcluvgraz.nev’home/ 

Concerning watching games, on the nationa1 level there will be opportunities, if you happen to be in Europe at the time:                   will be in Scotland, and 

there will be a game against the U 19 Scottish temn on           Then there will be a fiJendly on             This is s"till being organized and it is not quite certain 

who will be their opponents. The next qualification round for the European Championship starts at the end of September. Games will be on 

, in Lindabmnn, which is nea~ Vienna. 
Thank you very much in your interest mad wishing you all the best in the meantime, e 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 12:00 PM 

~gma~l .com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Mr Nelson 

As so eloquentfy shared: "we are family"!! 

From: [mailt~ @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Saturday, :[2:05 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject; Re: Mr Nelson 

Thanks ~ much Anson’. We’re going to meet sometime this week. And fl~ank you lbr letting me coach camps, it waa incredibly tiring but fnn at the ~me time. I love 

o ur team and can’t waJ t tbr the fail! 

Sent from tny iPhone 

On . at 1:51 PM~ "Dorrance~ Albert A IV" <~4.!~9_r_~.(_a~_email.unc.edu > wrote: 

Mr Nelson has been a wonderful mentor for an entire generation of I_INC players. Yes, you need to win his respect. I would love to connect you. 

,%~gmaJl.com> wrote: 

Hey Arts, 

I’m interested in the business school and am starting to work on my resume and application for this fall. suggested getting to know Mr. Nelson 
because he’s a great guy and would love to help with this kind of thing. Do yon have his email address or phone number? I’d love to get to know him and 

how he became who he is today. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 12:01 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Watch Olficied Glimpse Mixtape" on YoffFube 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Satur~lay,, 2:12 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Watch ". Official Glimpse Mix, tape" on YouTube 

On 10:5 6 PM, " @gmaJl.com> wrote: 

https:i/w~v.¥outu be .cony’watch? 
Name 

School: 

Year: Upcoming Sophomore 

Information: She was rewarded All tournament her 7th grade yeas as a varsity player. Her 8th grade year she received All Cont~rence as well as All State as a varsity 

player. Her freshmm~ year she received All Conference as well as All State. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 12:01 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Interest in North Carolina Soccer Program 

.doc 

From: [mailto: _           @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Saturday, 3:07 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; 
Subject-" Re: Interest in North Carolina Soccer Program 
Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach - Women’s Soccer 
University of North Carolina 
Dear Coach Anson, 
I hope you were able to see one of my ECNL National Finals GU14 games in Virginia. This was a wonderful experience and although my team did 
not make it into the Finals, this was a great opportunity to play such high quality teams. 
I also had an opportunity to be there in person to watch North Carolina defeat Stanford and Penn State to win the College Cup Championship in 
San Diego. This game gave me an opportunity to see soccer at the next level and I am very excited to one day play at such a high level. I am 
interested in the University of North Carolina because of the two majors that are offered: Physical Therapy and Business. 

~,s I mentioned in my previous email, I am playing in the San Diego Surf Cup on          with the                           team in the 
Women’s U18 Gold Bracket. I am very excited! I know how busy you will be but, I hope you have time to watch one of my games. I Will be playing 
Center Defender and enjoy attacking out of the back. 
Here is my schedule: 
Sat. 
8.00 vs. 
1.40 vs. 
Sun. 
1.40 vs. 
Mon. 
10.30 Semi Finals Field 9 and 10 
3.30 Finals Field 13 
I will also be playing with my                           Team the following weekend. I hope you are able to watch one of those games as 
well. I have attached a copy of my Soccer Profile to ~ive you a little more information about me. 
Have a great Soccer Weekend and Thank You for your time and consideration. 
Sincerely, 

On Mon, at 10:42 PM, L HL < Lbgmail.com> wrote: 

Anson Do ~railce 

Heai CDach - Women’s Soccer 

University of Nortl’~ Carolina 
Dear Coach Anson, 
]"iV name Js and i am a Center Back and Midfielder for the 
Team. ~ am interested in attending ani playing sox:er f~r the Uniwgrsity cf North Carolina. 

]"iV team wil~ be at the 2013 ECNL National Finals in Richmond, Virginia from                          . Our 

first game is on at 2:30 PM on West Creek mield #1. I hope you are able to attend this 
event. !f n~t, I ~4iil also ke playing at the follo~4ing t~urnaments this sumr[ler: 
San Diego Surf Cup Olders; ’ream TBD 
San Diego Surf Cup Youngers 
B] ues Cup    GUI 5 

i ~rill send out my schedule 

clips: 

San Diego ECNL EveRL 

for my ga:aes as it co:aes out. in the rkeantirke, here are a few video 

Day I 

Day 2 

Day 3 

Than] %~ou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 12:02 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Interest in No~lh Carolina Soccer Program 

,PROF.doc 

From,, [mailto:, @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Saturday 3:07 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; L hess-locquiao 
Subject-" Re: Interest in North Carolina Soccer Program 
Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach - Women’s Soccer 
University of North Carolina 
Dear Coach Anson, 
I hope you were able to see one of my ECNL National Finals GU14 games in Virginia. This was a wonderful experience and although my team did 
not make it into the Finals, this was a great opportunity to play such high quality team& 
I also had an opportunity to be there in person to watch North Carolina defeat Stanford and Penn State to win the College Cup Championship in 
San Diego. This game gave me an opportunity to see soccer at the next level and I am very excited to one day play at such a high level. I am 
interested in the University of North Carolina because of the two majors that are offered: Physical Therapy and Business. 

~ks I mentioned in my previous email, I am playing in the San Diego Surf Cup on          with the                          , team in the 
Women’s U18 Gold Bracket I am very excited! I know how busy you will be but, I hope you have time to watch one of my games. I v~ill be playing 
Center Defender and enjoy attacking out of the back. 
Here is my schedule: 
Sat. 
8.00 vs. 
1.40 vs. 
Sun. 
1.40 vs. 
Mon. 
10.30 Semi Finals Field 9 and 10 
3.30 Finals Field 13 
I will also be playing with my                          i Team the following weekend. I hope you are able to watch one of those games as 
well. I have attached a copy of my Soccer Profile to give you a little more information about me. 
Have a great Soccer Weekend and Thank You for your time and consideration. 
Sincerely, 

On Mon, at 10:42 PM, E tie < Zbgmail.com> wrote: 
Anson Do ~railce 

Heai CDach - Women’s Soccer 

University of Nortl’~ Carolina 
Dear Coach Anson, 
}iV name Js ) and i am a Center Back and Midfielder for the 
Team. ~ am interested in attending ani playing sox:er f~r the Uniwgrsity cf North Carolina. 

]"iV team wil~ be at the 2013 ECNL National Finals in Richmond, Virginia from                             Our 

first game is on at I hope you are able to attend this 
event. !f n~t, I ~4iil also ke playing at the follo~4ing t~urnaments this slimr[ler" 

San Diego Surf Cup Olders; ’ream TBD 
San Diego Surf Cup Youngers 
B] ues Cup    GUI 5 

i ~Sll send out my schedule for my games as it comes out. in the raeantirae, here are a few video 

clips’.: 

San Diego ECNL EveRk 

Than] Vou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 1:17 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: #* ECNL 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Saturday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject:          ECNL 

7:45 AM 

@cuemail.net] 

Coach Dorrance, 

My name is ~ a~ incoming Freshma~ I am a 6’0" left-footed winger, striker playing with th~ ECNL this Fall. 

I am very interested in your school aJ~d playing tremendous soccer program you have built. Our schedule and a 30 second video of a header goal I scored at the Vegas 

Showcase as a 3 year play-up are below. I will be wearing tbr     I hope to see you on the sidelines. 

http:/iw~¥.youmbe.com/watch 

http:i/events.gotsport.com/events/schedule.aspx 

Click fl is li N to see my Profile 

removed by 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday,. 1:36 PM 

,~yahi~o.com> 

@msn.com; ducoa@uncaa.unc.edu;      [@aol.com; Jason Sisneros (        @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Volunteer for Jr. Camp: USSF A Licensed Coach/Former              Head Coach 

Thank you 

From: [mailto: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent; Saturday, 11:26 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
(::c: ~msn.com; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject-" Re: Volunteer for Jr. Camp: USSF A Licensed Coach/Former Boston College Head Coach 

Muchas Gracias! ! ! !Have Fun on your UNC Beach Trip! Keep those Gazelles on the Winning Track or maybe the Hobbits will step back up to ChaJlenge.?! the 

Champions’. All the best during PreSeason! ". 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: ,~,ya boo.corn> 
Cc: ~msn.com" ~msn.com>; "Ducar, Chris" <ducark~,unc,edu>; @aN.corn" ,~.aN.com>; "Jason Sisneros ( i@gmajl.com)" 
< @grna!!,com>; "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc~edu> 
Sent: Friday, 5:14 PM 
Subject: RE: Volunteer for Jr. Camp: USSF A Licensed Coach/Former              Head Coach 
Ther~. 
You ~ ere exceIIent’, I love yo~r pass;k~ and your ability to idet~tfl~’ and mofiva{e ~hese yotmg players’,~ 

From: [mailto: t1~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Friday, 3:40 PM 
To: Do~ance, Albert A IV 
Cc: ~ ~ ~]aol.com 
Subject: Re: Vokmteer Ibr Jr. Camp: USSF A Licensed Coac~’Fol~er Head Coach 
Deal" Anmn, 
Th~k you veu much for the op~ni~ you gave me to coach at the ~C Girl’s Jr. Elite Camp. 

I thomtgNy enjoyed the entire experience. I esNciNly loved m~ing the camp 1 lv 11 toum~enfiNotNng like enNng the camp ruth a Championship Tifle~ ’.~ It 

e~mmely pleasurable to see such ~lenmd and com~d young players. The future looks brighter tbr the USA ruth the~ u~oming mchmcd players "that are 

~ficdly mvy. 

My &ughter,       loved the total camp experience. She crone away so excimd. She loved watching the [~C playem demo, play, and interact ruth the campers. 

is pum~d up tbr the upcoming club ~amn. Groat Stuff2 ~ 

I appreciated your off}r welcoming me back for fi~re c~ps. I love soccer m~d the enviroment at UNC. 

The cul~m a~d rich history you provide ,nakes the experience second to none’. I roll hold you to your generous o~}r to add my el&st &ughtec , to your 

ma~agefiN s~ffif she is able to get into UNC in 

I look fo~vard to ~eing >~u a~d your team compete tNs fall. 

Best Wishes for Successful season, and Go Tar heels~ ~ 

SincemN 

To: "I)orrance, Albert A IV" <ansonCd~emaiLunc edu> 

Sent: Tuesday,           4:20 PM 

Subject: Re: Volunteer for Jr Camp: USSF A Licensed Coach/Former 
Fantastic’.! ! I look Ibrward to hearing from Bill soon. 

Thank You!’.! 

Head Coach 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(fi~ernaiL~nc edu> 
To: " ~?~yahoo cora> 
Cc: ’ i~,aol corn" < ~aol corn> 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:35 PM 
Subject: ~: Volunteer for Jr. Camp: USSF A Licensed Coac~Former Head Coach 

I just spoke with Bil] Palladit*o. He rtms fl~e c~m~p. I think we like Ne idea. I am sure he will be in touch. I look %~va’d to seeing you at*d working with you agMnH 

AI~ the best~ ’. 

From: [mailto: (~vahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday,. 1:00 PM 
To: ~grnail.com; Dorrance, ANcrt A IV 
Subject: VolleYer for Jr. Camp: USSF A Licensed CoacNFormcr              Head Coach 

Hi, Anson, 
My daughter, wants to attend your Jr. Elite Camp this month. She is eleven years old. I would like the opportuni~ to work with you a~d your staff" 
while she is attending the camp. 

I am the former : Head Women’s Soccer Coach. You and I met years ago in 1986 in Texas when I was coaching with Milan Dovedan in Austin. I 

moved to      ~ and coached at : for 7+ years. During that time we had contact thl~ough NCAA and NSCAA events as well as contacts like Meridy Glenn, Janet 

Ra.sC]eld, and Phil Pincince. 

I hired former UNC player, Carrie Serwetnyk, on your verbal recommendation over the phone in July 1996. I left in May of ’97 because my husband relocated to 
coach men’s basketball at I have continued "to maintain my USSF A License and have coached at various levels since then. 

I currently reside in ¯ . I would like to volunteer at your cmnp while my youngest daughter attends this month. I have always been a disciple of yours and 

hm:e implemented maW of your training philosophies, technique~ m~d "tactics throughout my coaching caxeer. 

I would welcome the chance k~ see you m~d your staff’in action. I would like to participate and work with a prov en runner in your home environment. Not to mention 



that I have been involved ruth coaching and playing since 1978’.!! I believe I am a great role model lbr young t~male players mad coaches alike. We all will benefit ti~om 

my volunteering’.!! 

I look lbrward m hearing l]com you. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 1:38 PM 

msn.com 
ducar@nncaa.unc.edu;      ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros         @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: finaJ salute to her beloved Carolina upon her official gmdualion 

I agree! Thanks for continuing to promote our program All of this stuffhelps us!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From ~@msn com [mailto ~msn.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 11:55 AM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~ject: Re: final salute to her beloved Carolina upon her official graduation 

It was an awesome blog! I tweeted it out yesterday cuz I wanted all our followers to read it. :-) annnnd also that amazing quote l~;om John, a few weeks ago, cuz that too needed to be shared 
(people loved it including ?,/ha, who send it out to all of her followers) I had some bad car trouble yesterday so I have to delay my roadtrip to the southern part of heaven until Friday. 
Bummed but I like to think everything happens for a reason. See u when I see you. 

Much love, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:42 AM. "I)orrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 

> I was just alerted to blog by her mother Please read it when you have time. My heart was filled when I finished it. 
> 

> What is clear when you read it; is that we (players, coaches and staff) care about each other beyond the game. What is also clear is that you are all Tar Heels ~2~r life, with another caring 
family that you can call your own. 
> 

> finishes her post with this from was the sweet transfer from who walked on for us and won a starting spot in goal for 
the National Charapions): 
> 

> 

> "It is rare, indeed, when you are doing exactly what you want to do, with exactly the people you want to do it with in exactly the place you want to be...In life, most people are happy when 
they just get one right, and two is like Heaven... (And getting all three right could only happen in Chapel Hill)."- John Gay (Adi’s dad) 
> 

> 

> Here check this out: ~ blogspot.de/ 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 11:33 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@anc.edu>; bill palladino @aol.coru>; Jason Sisneros 
~gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacruan@unc.edu> 

Fwd: ~ upco~ning visit to UNC (flying in on 

Chris, call Sean Bnbb and let him know to tell 
recruits fi~om cmnp in detailed files. 

that I got her email BUT I am not allowed per NCAA rules to respond. Thank you! And let’s get all these 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: _ t upcoming visit to UNC (flying in on 
Froru: ~yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@eruaJd.unc.edu> 

CO:                           @yahoo.coru> 

Greetings Coach Anson, 
I am          morn and she spoke to you previously. I’m taking the initiative to get things finalized Ibr our upcoming visit. 
time. so I’m conmaunicating with you instead. 

is training in OH for 10 days and has such limited 

spoke to you about 10 days ago when we ~vere in VA for the ECNL national games. We are excited about visiting. In fact, I just did our plane tickets 5 minutes ago. We are hoping 
to see and learn more about your esteemed program on 7 & 8 August! I teach high school and my summer break will end soon; however, visiting UNC is a top priority for us this summer 
What hotels are in close pro×imity to the campus? 

~ and I are looking forward to meeting you. Please respond back so that I know you received this email 
Peace, 

Sent from mY iPad 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance0 Albert A IV ~#O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT),,’CN=RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, July 28, 2013 2:18 PM 

~msu.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~@gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

@duke,edu) 

Preseason pmparatiou meeting tomorrow at 9:30 AM McCaskill Soccer Center Conference Room 

Boys, 
At 9:30 every morning next week, except Tuesday (I am golfing with Bubba to lobby for the stadium) I would love to meet and try to go over how we are going to 

incorporate the stuff I learned from Raymond Verheijen recently in Amsterdam. Even though ~ certainly understand more now than I did last year with Cindy and 

John organizing training, I don’t pretend to be a master. So to some extent we will be analyzing this together while we put our North Carolina stamp on this 

excellent body of work. 
I know some of you have probably scheduled against this with other plans, no problem; whoever shows up I will "instruct"/share/plan the preseason with. 

So starting tomorrow at 9:30 am (M,Wed, Th, FrO we will meet in the McCaskill Conference room. The meetings will last anywhere from an hour to an hour and a 

half! 

See you tomorrow. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 12:48 PM 

~ec.rr.com 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

RE: soccer camp feedback 

Joe, 

was wonderfult Rest assured we think her potential is extraordinary Her frame, athletic platform and presence are tremendous; and, as far as we are concerned, she is definitely 
making the right decision. She will get better every year here And remember our stated plan was to redshirt her the first year to help ease her into the elite level We know there is work to do 
but the huge advantage she has is Chris Ducar He is here to take her to higher and higher levels. He is a brilliant coach that understands everything she needs to do to play at this level 
Chris also coturnented to me this past week on how coachable,       is which will help her improved rapidly 

know Chris is going to want to chat with you both so please give him a call if you have some time. And thank you for sending her to camp What a special player your daughter is going to 
be ..... I can’t tell you how much of a difference her height is going to be J2~r us !! ! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~ec rr corn [mailto 
Sent: Monday, 11:55 AM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Ducat, Chris 
SubJect: soccer camp feedback 

~@ec.n- com] 

Hello Coach Anson and Chris, 

Thanks so much lk~r the great goalkeeper camp this past weekend. ~ said it was very good and that she learned a lot. 

I would like to get some feedback on your thoughts on her play and areas of what she may need to work on moving forward. She has never really had this kind of goalkeeper training before 
and realizes that some lack of training puts her a little behind the gun in some ways After seeing her this weekend, what is your assessment of her as a keeper and do you still think she has 
the potential to become a contributor for UNC. I think she has a little reservations as to her play/skill level after this weekend and is wondering if she is making the right decision She got a 
little bruised and scraped up as well and I think that has made her wonder if she is able to play at this level also 

Your honest feedback with this would be appreciated, lt’we could discuss this on the phone it would probably be best. I can call you or you can call me whichever is best. 
cell 

Thanks, 



To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday,            12:50 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonk.5,o~ n~unc.edu> 

~ymail.com> 

RE: 

Tharfa you Tow!! Congratulations .... we are VERY proud of you’!! How is your game? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Monday, 10:33 AM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducat, Chris; Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: 

earned an in COMM in summer school, has passed 52 hours with a cumulative GPA of and is restored to eligibility. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, 12:50 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW:             (Dgdas Texans) upcoming visit to UNC (flying in on 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: _ [mailto: 
Sent: Sunday, 12:19 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
C~c: 

Su~iect: Re: 

~)yahoo.com] 

, upcoming visit to UNC (flying in on 

Flight info- 
We will arrive on 
Peace, 

at 3 pm and we will depart on around 4 pm. Looking forward to seeing training sessions, campus life and more 

Sent fi-om my iPad 

On at 6:39 PM, ~!yahoo corn> wrote: 

> Greetings Coach Anson, 
> I am          morn and she spoke to you previously I’m taking the initiative to get things finalized lbr our upcoming wsit.       "~ is training in OH for 10 days and has such limited 
time .. so I’m cotranunicating with you insbead 
> 
> spoke to you about 10 days ago when we were in VA for the ECNL national games. We are excited about visiting. In fact, I just did our plane tickets 5 minutes ago We are 
hoping to see and learn more about your esteemed program on 7 & 8 August! I teach high school and my smnmer break will end soon; however, visiting UNC is a top priori~ :[br us this 
summer. What hotels are in close proximity to the campus? 
> 
> and I are looking forward to meeting you. Please respond back so that I know you received this eraail. 
> Peace, 

> Sent frora ray iPad 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, July 29, 2013 1:57 PM 

psadin@sportsendeavors.com 

~!hotmail.co~n); ~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.eda; 
~gmail.coru); pacmau@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: NC Alliance/TFC College Recruiting Night - August 2ud 

~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

I am there! Quid pro quo? Can you send a team and coaches you want trained to our team camp next summer’? Check it out www ncgsc corn 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: psadin@sportsendeavors.com [mailto:psadin(a)sportsendeavors.com] 

Sent: Saturday, July 27, 2013 1:50 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Greg Ashton; Eli)ah I)enton; Carly Pearce; An@ Stokes 

Subject: NC Alliance/TFC College Recruiting Night -August 2nd 

Anson/Greg/b;l~iah/Carly/Andy 

Thanks for taking the time out of your busy schedules to come and speak to both the TFC and NC Alliance girls about college recruiting. The information you guys provide is inwlluable for 
our membership. Hopefully you are able to stick around afterwards on Friday to catch a bite to eat at Bonefish. Let me know as I’d like to make reservations. 

Just a reminder - 
Friday, August 2nd 
Time 6:30-8:00 pm 
Embassy Suites Ca~ 
201 Harrison Oaks Blvd, Ca~ 27513 
its right off Exit 287 (Hamson Avenue) on I40 http ://embassysuites3.hilton. c~m~en/h~tels/n~rth-car~lina/embassv-suites-raleigh-durham-research-trian~e-RDUAPES/index.htm~ 

I’m also working on bringing back a former TFC player to discuss her college recruiting process. Something diffcrent that I think our players might be able to relate to as well. 

The night will be fairly basic. I will moderate and ask questions of you guys. Things like - Timeline for contacting athletes, Scholarships, NCAA Clearinghouse etc...usual stuff and 
obviously- the answers xvill vary some based on the D1, D2, D3, JC level. 

If you guys want to bring any handouts of schedules/camps etc..(if allowable by NCAA) please feel free. 

My cell if you need it 

Pete Sadin 
DOC U14-U18 Girls 
Triangle Futbol Club 
NC Alliance 
www.trianglefc, org 
www.ncalliancesoccer.com 
Adidas, Soccer.com 
Proud merabers ofUSYS, NCYSA, US Club, Super Y, NSCAA 

Sent on the Sprint® Now Network from my BlackBerry® 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, July 29, 2013 2:11 PM 

Adelaide Gay ~ ~aol.com> 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~z)aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Hi 

Adi, 

I love hearing l?om you, thank you [’or catching me up Yes , an ass kicker from t 
is a tackler because I think/hope she can help us in our defense. 

I heard that Nikki is struggling and that is such a shame. (food to hear about Libby, I hope she gets some time. 

Great news about having you here in the fall (I miss you guys when you graduate!!). 

High School that will be here in the fall of 2014 Thank you for sharing that she 

Things are good at home AND in Chapel ttill with the team 

AND I MISS YOU TOO!! (BTW, Amber wrote a "to die [’or" piece in her blog She quoted your dad and his quote is so good I am trying to see if we can get it onto goheels.com) 

> "It is rare, indeed, when you are doing exactly what you want to do, with exactly the people you want to do it with, in exactly the place you want to be...In life, most people are happy when 

they just get one right, and two is like Heaven.. (And getting all three right could only happen in Chapel Hill)"- John Gay (Adi’s dad) 

> 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Adelaide Gay [mailto: ~!aol.com] 
Sent: Saturday, July 27, 2013 6:39 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Hi 

Ansont 

Hi! Just wanted to email and catch up a bit since its been a while. Our team is still hanging in there in the standings. We are currently in second place but we have a game in hand on most of 
the teams. We play five games in the next two weeks though, which should be brutal. And how- we do in those will pretty much determine our playoff spot and whether we ~vill get to host. 
The team looked much better in our last game against Boston than the previous few games. We ~vent through a little bit of a funk before that. I think people just hit the panic button a little 
bit. And you know how things can sort of spiral down. 

Anyway, I ant playing really well I think. It was a hard transition to the pro life but I think I am finally getting the hang of it. It is so different! 

There is a girl out here training who is going to be a senior in hs who is committed to Carolina. She played for Cin@. Her name is (Cindy calls he     . You could tell she was super 
ner,~ous the first day but she did really ~vell in our small sided games the next day. She is a tackler! (Vghich I am sure you will like) She tackled a couple of our better playcrs and I ~vas like 
that a girl! Haha 

is having a tough time with her     and evelytl-~ing. I don’t kr~ow if you talk to her a b~ch but she could rr~aybe use sortie encourageraent front you.      has looked 
really good the past few- days. I think she might get some time soon if she keeps it up. I think she just needs a little more consistency. But ~vhen she is on, I think she is so dangerous. 

I accepted the job offe~ with the state senator and nry parents sold their house and are zeroing in on one down in chapel hill (they will still be living up in NJ though). So looks like I will 
officially be there in the fall :) 

Currently I ant working on submitting an application for the Rhodes Scholarship, which is due at the end of August. I’m not sure ifI fit their criteria vein well but it can’t hurt to try. , 
) The toughest part is the personal statement portion of the application, which is basically- 1,000 words on how- you are going to 

change the world. So that is sort of difficult haha. I think I have sort of settled on something regarding championing women in sports. It’s sort of difficult to nrap out your future in 1,000 
words, especially when you aren’t sure what you want to do haha. But it is an interesting process anyway. 

How are you? 
some ass this year! 

? I’ve been talking to a few of the girls on the team. Seems like a lot of them are alrea@ back for the fall. Vely’ exciting!’.! I calmot wait to watch you guys kick 

Miss you! 

Adelaide 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday 3:50 PM 

@hotmail.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.ed~ ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Thank you tbr your inspiring speech at cmnp 

Thank you for this very thoughtful email 

like so many young women we had last week, was so much fun to watch Honestly, it was the most talented collection of campers we have ever seen in one week!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [rnailto: }hotmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 10:36 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Thank you for your inspiring speech at camp 

Coach Dorrance, 
My granddaughter , attended your camp this week. I was there when you gave them a veW uplifting and encouraging speech on Friday night. I was so impressed with your 
encouragement to be competat~ve especially as a female athlete. When you spoke about training hard not only on the field but oft; it really made me realize that has been doing this all 
her life. She started playing at 5 years old and has always ~2~llowed UNC saying that her dream was to play there one day. 

told me you talked to her today on the field and told her you were impressed with her playing. She was elated when you said that if she was a junior you would try to recruit her. 
Idstead of being disappointed that your roster for the incoming     team was :gull, she told me that just being noticed was enough to fire her ambition. You really have no idea what that 

conversation meant to her and to our family Thank you so much for your words of encouragement 
We are trying so hard to find the right college ~2~r      so that she can play Division 1 soccer She is competitive and j ust as you said in your speech she is a team leader who brings out the 
best in those players on her team. May you and your team have a great year and who knows, perhaps one day in the future you will remember the name i when she becomes an 
elite womeffs soccer player. 
Sincerely, 

Sent from mY iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 3:53 PM 

.~bellso uth.net> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; [@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Thank You (Note to Anon) -NC Girl’s Soccer Camp 

You are very kindH 
I remember our conversation, It is a pleasure to engage with son~eone else whose love of this great University rivals n~ine. AH the best!! 

F~m: [mailto: @bellsouth,net] 
Sent: Saturday, i0:56 PM 
T~: Do~ance, Albe~t A IV; Do~ance, Albe~t A IV 

Subject: Thank You (Note to Anson) -NC Gift’s Socce~ Camp 
Dear Anson: 
Thank you so much for making summer by going to watch her during the shooting drills yesterday morning. She was even more thrilled than she was nervous, 

which is ~ying a lot’. 

There is absolutely no reason that you should remember our thmily, but we feel that we have known you since our visit to the McCaskill Building in August 2009, when 

was 10 years old. You signed some posters tbr her, ofl~red us a t?ee copy of ~sio,~ ofa Charnpion (a portion of which I quoted at     Bat Mi~vah last 
yea:r), helped us to find her coach Staci Wilson’s framed profile and patiently listened to me gush about my love for Carolina (as a 2-time UNC graduate) and about 

your program. Now a 14 ye~:r ol&       has been to four consecutive NCGS can~ps and I have had the pleasure of sitting in your office 2 years ago discussing, of all 

things, where you might travel to on your upeoming 60th birthday! (I mn an adventure tour company) Hope you had fun! 

Needless to say, like a million other soccer-playing gifts,      .. dreams of playing for you one day. Though that may s~ill be a long- shot, we will always be thanld’ul for 

your very gracious and thoughtful action yesterday. I hope that you enjoy the rest of your summer! 

Best Regards 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, July 29, 2013 4:24 PM 

Jennit~r Sovacool- Smith ~gmail .com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Soccer Question please 

Jen, 

"The quote is fine. 
Email is the best way to contact a college coach but sending a player to that coaches soccer camp assures the coach to see the player and it also makes a positive 
statement abot~[: that players ~nl:erest in the school. 
Feel free to t~se at~y v~deo. 
T~ckets? Not a problem ca~ Tom Sander (rny D~rector o1: Ops) the rnornb~g of the game and we wifl put you on [he comp list as ~ong as that ~s not against NCAA regs. 
And good ~uck with everythb~g!! 
F~m= Jennifer SovacooI-Smith [mailto ~gmail.com] 
Sent~ Sunday, July 28, 2013 10:52 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject: RE: Soccer Question please 

Hi Anson, it was so awesome talking with you today it’s been too long!’. I hope we can keep in touch and I definitely want to learn as much as I possibly can from you 

throughout my years of coaching and hopefully I’ll be ~nding players your way!! :) 

Is this ok for a testimonial from you?? (I’m actually using things youve said about me in the past and that others have said about me)...hope that’s ok... 

"As a player, Jen always possessed the will, want and attitude to win. She had a certain leadership quality about her that helped bring a team together. She played from 

her heart and left eve~thing she had on the field. She was the player that would do eve~thing she could to ensure that her team would win. She has a lot to offer in the 

areas of coaching as she has consistently taken it upon herself to learn and evolve as a coach. I thlly endor~ Jen Sovacool-Smith as your player’s coach and trainer. 

She is an exceptional finisher but also possesses knoMedge in many other areas of the game. She understands what it takes to become a complete player". - Anson 

Dorrance (US Womens National Team Coach and UniversiD" of North Carolina Wotnens Soccer Coach) 

Ps how do I go about getting in contact with other coaches to help promote players’?? Let me rephrase that I know the recruitment process as I’ve been through it but 

what do you as one of the pinnacle coaches for the sport look for when it comes to a college recruit?? 

Do you mind ifI use one of your videos on my website also?? Either an instructional video or you talking about the college recruitment process if those are even 

available ... I know there’s aton on YouTube. :) 

Let me know your thoughts on the testimonial mad any other insight that you may have ... you are the best anson! ! mad thank you so much for eve~thing! ! 

Oh one more "thing what would it take to get tickets to the September 15th [INC vs Notre Drone game obviously at your place?? :) my thmily is all down south and 

were thi~:ing of taldng a road trip during that time and would love to sntop in to see a game’. ! :) 

Jen 

On Ju127, 2013 10:52 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~:~n({~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Let’s chat! 

From: Jennifer Sovacool-Smith [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, July 26, 20:~3 9:40 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S..bject: RE: Soccer Question please 

Hi Anson! ’. so sorry I haven’t been able to reach out to you I have been going crazy ruth my Masters in special education along with personal training and camps ... 

been very busy I’ve had a lot of presentations and papers lol 

Anyway I was wondering if I could ask lbr your prot}ssional opinion ... I mn s~tarting a side business ... ive been doing a lot of personal training alter several parents 

and players had approached me about tinishing and the art of tinishing and also the need for it in our area and well many a areas...and the need tbr someone that 

actually lbcuses on that ... I also incorporate other things of course but I’ve decided to start a website and I’m looking for testimonials I was wondering for one if you 

would add a testi,nonial to ,ny site (you can send it by email if youre willing and i can add it) and for 2 any components that you think I should focus on in order to draw 

attention and separate myself from the crowd... Any and all insight you have is more than welco,ne ... I know you’re extremely busy so only when you have time please 

but I really would appreciate it!’. :) 

Thanks so much Anson and I look forward to hearing from you :) 

Jen 

On Jul 19, 2013 2:16 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~)n(a~email.anc.edu> wrote: 
A r~Vti~’r~-’_~ ..... 

From: Jennifer Sovacool-Smith [mailto: @qmail.coml 
Sent: Friday, July ~9, 20~3 ~:35 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject: Re: Soccer Question please 



Hi anson its jen ~vacool - smith ... sorry I haven’t called I’m actually traJming doing camps a~d had sone players ask me m do some individual finishing with them ... is 

there a better/another time to call you?? Sorry and thanks again :) 

Jen 

On Jul 16, 2013 9:46 AM, "Jennifer Sovacool-Smith" ~g_r._n_g_i_!_._c_R_r._n_ > wrote: 

Thmiks Coach!! :) 

On Jul 15, 2013 9:35 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <atlmn(a)email.lmc~edu> wrote: 
Friday late morning ... 

Se~t f!"om my Ver’izor~ tl~ireie,~s 4(5 L)’~ DROLL) 

Jeimit~r Sovacool-Smith < ?{gmail.com> wrote: 

Wow!! Thank you so much tbr the quick response!! It was very. exciting hearing from you and I defiuitely would love to chat and catch up. I’,n definitely iuterested in 

pursuing a college coaching positiou and any education in order to achieve this. I know you are extremely busy so please let me know a time thay is couvenient for you. 

All the best to you as well and I look fo~w-ard to Diking with you. :) 

Jen 

On Jul 14, 2013 8:07 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ans~m(c-demail.uuc.edu> wrote: 
Jennifer, thank you for your wonderful email. I am so sorry, but I am not familiar with the program you are describing. I wish I could serve as your advisor for it but 

unforttmately rm uot plugged in with it at all. s~ill, I have no issue if you would like to call, I would enjoy catching up with you a~d trying to help you any way I cm~. 

please call my cell uumber M~ich is All the best! 

Sen@’o~ my I~,~ri.:o~ Wireles,~’ 4G LTE DRO/D 

Je,mifer Sovacool-Smith ................... ~O2gLn__g_i_l_:_c___o_Ln_2- wrote: 

Hi hmson, how are you?? I hope well’. ! It has been far too long and I have wanted to write you for many years, You are just so popular I couldn’t find your infolraation 

1ol. I have always looked up to you as a coach and you have inspired me to become one mysel£ I have been coaching now for the past 15 years, both at the club and 

high school levels. I am truly hoping to coach college one day and have recently stumbled upon a program that the NSCAA and Ohio University- currently offer. I was 

hoping lx~ get your insight regarding this program. It is a Masters in Coaching Education with an emphasis on soccer. I am very+ interested in enrolling but would love to 

know if you t}el this is reputable and worthwhile iu advanciug both my coaching education as well as my caaceer. 

Of course we all aspire to be as good as you one day and I am doing what I can to be the best I can for my players. My knee is holding up the best it cm~ but I am 

definitely a knee replacemeut candidate per ,ny ortho. I am not lettiug that s~top me from jmnping in at practice from time to time. It’s jus~t not as competitive and well 

you lmow I love competitive, lol :) 

Awway, its great to see you still coaching and still ofl}fing all the wonderful aspects you briug to the game and to the players. You are a~ amaziug coach Auson mid I 
learned so much from you. I just wish my time with you could have been longer but I was privileged to have any at all. Thank you for what you taught me and for 
inspiring me to do my best. I hope I can be half as good as you one day. 

I mn looking for a mentor and I understand you probably have several requests, but I will always welcome and invite your insight and input on everything and anything I 
do. I would love "to know your thoughts on this masters program and any advice you might have on breakiug into "the coaching college mccer. I know your a busy man 
so whenever you have time, I would love to hear farm you. Thanks so much and I look forward to heazing ti-om you. Have a great day Anson’. ! :) 

Jennifer Sovacool - Smith aka cool 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, July 29, 2013 4:27 PM 

Jeanit~r Sovacool- Smith @gmail .com> 

I~E: IMPORTANT Soccer Question please 

Time that is m,/concern and I hate to be reading something (it is alwa,/s so obvious), Nso then I have to shave and get a haircut and comb my hair: the I~st ~s 
endless {~:hat is why ~ got out of TV) 
F~m= Jennifer SovacooI-Smith [mailto @gmail.com] 
Sent~ Sunday, July 28, 2013 l~:S4 AM 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Su~ject~ RE: IMPORTANT Soccer Question please 

Hey anson, I just had a really big thought and it wonld mean the world to me if you were willing to do this and it wonld obviously shut some people up in the area as lhr 

as men go that dont want to see me succeed...would you be willing to make like a short 30 second video clip of yourself spealdng on my behalf?’? you could even say 

what I wrote for 5’our testitnonial.., if that’s what you want to follow or just me as a player and coach whatever you feel would be acceptable to you.., so that I can put 

it on the web page and it would be something that helps ma:rket me both as a player and a coach in this area and obviously show tny credibility!! people want to see 

things people look at youtube all the time now.., they want to see actual video snippets anymore...they don’t read as much...it would mean the world to tne! ’. :) please 

let me know your thoughts and I know you’re really busy so when you can get to it that would be great...but only if it’s something that you do want to do and feel 

comfortable rut!! ’. let me know thank yon again for everything youre the best and I roll talk to you soon!’. :) ps I promise ill stop bothering you ruth all the questions 

after this and ill bring a recruit your way’.! A ve~ solid one!! :) 

Jen 

On Jul 27, 2013 10:52 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~a;email.anc.edu> wrote: 

~. et’s chat! 

From: Jennifer SovacooI-Smith [mailto:_ Nclmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, July 26, 20:13 9:40 PM 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Soccer Question please 

Hi Anson! ’. so sorry I haven’t been able to reach out to you I have been going cr~y with my Masters in special education along with personal training and camps ... 

been very busy I’ve had a lot of presentations and papers lol 

An~vay I was wondering if I could ask for your professional opinion... I am starting a side business.., ive been doing a lot of personal tmJ, ning a£ter several parents 

and players had approached me about finishing and the art of finishing and also the need for it in our area and well many a areas...and the need for sotneone that 
actually focuses on that ... I also incorporate other things of course but I’ve decided to start a website and I’m looking for testimonials I was wondering for one if you 

would add a testimonial to my site (you can send it by emaJl if youre willing and i can add it) and for 2 any components that you think I shonld focus on in order to draw 

attention and separate myself ftom the crowd... Any and all insight you have is more than welcome ... I know you’re e~remely busy so only when you have time please 

but I really would appreciate it!’. :) 

Thanks so much Anson and I look forward to hearing from you :) 

Jen 

On Jul 19, 2013 2:16 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <_aa_~91:L(_a~.e_!n__ai_I_:._u!:_~_c_:_e_.~t_u_> wrote: 

;~nvtime .... 

From: Jennifer SovacooI-Smith [mailto:~ ~_g_~]_a__[[:_c_g_~_~] 
Sent: Friday, July :t9, 20~.3 J.:35 PM 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Soccer Question please 

Hi anson its jen sovacool - smith.., sorry I haven’t called I’m actually training doing camps and had sone players ask me to do some individual finishing with thegn ... is 
there a better/another time to call you?? Sony and thanks again :) 

Jen 

On Jul 16, 2013 9:46 AM, "Jennifer Sovacool-Smith" < ))~gmail.com> wrote: 

Thanks Coach!! :) 

On Jul 15, 2013 9:35 PM, "Donance, Albert A IV" <anson(~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Friday late morning ... 

Ser~t./’rom ~t~ V~’rizo~ If~ireles~" 4( ~ Lg;{~’ DROID 

Jennifer Sovacool-Smith ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Wow!! Thank you so much for the quick response!! It was very excifing hearing from you and I definitely would love to chat and catch up. I’m definitely interested in 

pursuing a college coaching position and any education in order to achieve this. I know you are extremely busy so please let me know a’time thay is convenient for you. 



All the best to you as well m~d I look forward to talking with you. :) 

Jen 

On Jul 14, 2013 8:07 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <aalson(a2email.anc.edu > wrote: 

Jennifer~ thank you for your wonderful etnail. I am so son?~, but I am not familiar with the prograan you axe describing. I wish I could scrve as your advisor for it but 

mffortunately rm not plugged in with it at aJl. still, I have no issue if you would like to caJ~l, I would enjoy catching up with you m~d trying to help you a~y way I can. 

please call my cell number which is ................................. . All the best! 
Se~.~"om my Verizor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L)~" DROLL) 

Jennifer Sovacool-Smith < ~{~)gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson, how axe you?? I hope well’.! It has been t?ar too long and I have wanted to write you ti)r mmay years. You are just so popular I couldn’t find your inti)rmation 

lol. I have always looked up to you as a coach and you have inspired me to become one myself. I have been coaching now for the past 15 years, both at the club and 

high school levels. I am truly hoping to coach college one day and have recently stumbled upon a progrmn that the NSCAA and Ohio Universi~ currently offer. I was 

hoping to get your insight regarding this prograa~. It is a Masters in Coaching Education with an emphasis on soccer. I aa~ ve~ interested in eraoiling but would love to 

know if you feel this is reputable and worthwhile in advancing both my coaching education as well as ~ny ca~:eer. 

Of course we all aspire to be as good as you one day and I am doing what I can to be the best I can for my players. My knee is holding up the best it can but I am 

definitely a knee replacement candidate per my ortho. I am not letting that s~top me fi~om jumping in at practice fiom time to time. It’s jus~t not as competitive and well 

you know I love competilive, lol :) 

Anyway, its great to see you still coaching and still ott~ring all the wonderful aspects you bring to the gmne and to the players. You are an am~ing coach Anson and I 

learned so much t?om you. I jus~t wish my time with you could have been longer but I waa privileged to have a~y at all. Thank you for what you taught me and ti)r 

inspiring me to do my best. I hope I can be half as good as you one day. 

I am looldng for a mentor m~d I understand you probably have several requests, but I will always welcome and invite your insight m~d input on everything m~d anything 

do. I would love to know your thoughts on this masters program and any advice you might have on breaking into the coaching college soccer. I know your a busy man 

so whenever you have time, I would love to heax from you. Thanks so much a~d I look forwaxd to hea~ring from you. Have a great day Anson! ! :) 

Jennifer Sovacool - Smith aka cool 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, July 29, 2013 4:48 PM 

I@msn.com 

ducar@nncaa.unc.edu; ,~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Preseason preparation meeting tomorrow at 9:30 AM McCasldll Soccer Center Conference Room 

Very good!! 

From: @msn.com [mailto: @msn.com] 
Sent: Sunday, July 28, 2013 2:29 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Preseason preparation meeting tomorrow at 9:30 AM McCaskill Soccer Center Conference Room 

Sorry that I am not around for this. I’ll do my best to jump on board once I arrive Friday night. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 28, 2013, at 2:18 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Boys, 

At 9:30 every morning next week, except Tuesday (I am golfing with Bubba to lobby for the stadium) I would love to meet and try to go over how we 

are going to incorporate the stuff I learned from Raymond Verheijen recently in Amsterdam. Even though I certainly understand more now than I did 

last year with Cindy and John organizing training, I don’t pretend to be a master. So to some extent we will be analyzing this together while we put 

our North Carolina stamp on this excellent body of work. 

I know some of you have probably scheduled against this with other plans, no problem; whoever shows up I will "instruct’/share/plan the preseason 

with. 

So starting tomorrow at 9:30 am (M,Wed, Th, Fri) we will meet in the McCaskill Conference room. The meetings will last anywhere from an hour to an 

hour and a half! 

See you tomorrow. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, July 29, 2013 4:49 PM 

Steve Nelson <steve@wakefieldgroup.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Nikki Washington 

Thank you Steve and thank you for reaching out to he~, Yes, she is getti~g nicked up (pun intended) and needs to see what the next steps will be!! 

I=rera: Steve Nelson [mailto:steve@wakefieldgroup.com] 
Seat; Sunday, July 28, 20~3 2:59 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A [V 
Sal~ject: Fwd: Nikki Washington 

Anson, another one of your great human beings from days gone by. Just taJked to Nikki. Wonderthl in eve~ way. As a person and our discussion. Nik sends her 

wannest in personal regards to you. 

Best, 

Steve 

Sent from tny iPhone 

Begin tbm’axded message: 

From: Nikki WasNngton ii~gm ail.com> 
Date: July 27, 2013, 9:05:50 PM EDT 

To: Steve Nelson <steve(i~wakefieldgroup.com> 

Subject: Re: Nikki Washington 

AwesoIne ! 

How does does 2:30pm ET sound to you? If that doesn’t work, any time after 2:30pm works for me. 

Thanlcs so much Steve. You’re the best! 

-Nildd 

On Fri, Jul 26, 2013 at 3:08 PM, Steve Nelson <steve(tbwakefiektgroup.com> wrote: 

Firs1 of a~l, great to hear from you! As was our last conversation terrific. Very happy to have this conversation, Nikld! And would make it a priori~ to do 

so. When could you be tree to do it? 

Steve 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Ju126, 2013, at 3:44 PM, "Nikki Washington" %gmail~com> wrote: 

> ttey Steve! 
> 

> Nikki Washington here. Just thought I would drop in to ~y hello and pick your brain for some ideas. 

> I am tou,ards the end of my season with the PoNand Thorns for the year. At the end of eve~ season I mn thced with the dilem~na of M~ere to spend 

my ti~ne in the off season. I am currently gathering ideas for what my off season could possibly look like. I have narrowed it down to three possible cities: 

DaJllas (home), Durham/Chapel Hill a~:ea (second home) and Portland. 
> 

> My main focus of the offseason is to prepare for the next season, but it is becoming increasingly important for me to continue to build my life outside of 

soccer. 
> 

> As I look into the possibility of spending my off season in Durham, I wanted to hear some ideas you would have tbr me outside of soccer. I don’t know 

exactly what I would want to do, but I thought we could have a quick chat to see what some options are if I were to stay in Durham during the off season. 

> You have always been a big inlluence since college, particularly ruth my lit~ lx~st- soccer, so naturaJly I thought you would be a great person to turn to 
when conte~nplating the next 6 months. 

> Any of your time or advice would be greatly appreciated! 

> Thanks so much Steve, 

> Nikki Washington 

This message (and any associated files) is intended only tbr the use of the individual or entity to wNch it is addressed m~d may contain information that is 
confidential, subject to cowright or constitutes a trade secret. If you are not the intended recipient you a~e hereby notified that m~y dissemination, copying 

or distribution of this message, or files associated with this mes~ge, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please not@ us 

immediately by replying to the message and deleting it tkom your computer. Messages sent to a~d them us may be monitored. 

Internet communications cmmot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as inforn~ation could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroye& amve late or 



incomplete, or contain viruses. Therefore~ we do not accept responsibilit?~ for any errols or omissions that are present in this message, or any attachmenk 
that have arisen as a result of e-mail ~-ansmission. lfveritica~Jon is requireck please request a ha~vl-copy version. Any views or opinions presented are 

solely those of the author and do not necessarily~ represent those of the companv.j 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, July 29, 2013 4:50 PM 

Tim Nash <fim@greensborounited.org> 

PJ~: Your book 

From: Tim Nash [mailto:tim@greensborounited.org] 
Sent-" Sunday, 3uly 28, 2023 2:59 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Your book 

Hey Anson, if you still want to update Trainin~ Soccer Champions, let me know and we can find some time. I know the fall will be tou~h but as soon as your 

National Championship ~ame is over, maybe we can start 
Tim Nash 

General Manager 

Greensboro United Soccer Association 

336 358 8030 

www.~reensborounited,or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:51 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

l~W: I had a BLAST! 

From: , [mailto: ~cuemail.net] 
Sent: Sunday, 4:53 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alb~rt A IV 
Subject: I had a BLAST! 

Coach Dorrance, it was a pleasure meeting you and hope you had an opportunity to see me in goal. FWIW, I also play forward quite well, too. I had so much fi~n and 

eujoyed training ruth     It was the best experience I’ve ever had and sincerely hope one day I’ll be playing for you and hearing my parents cheer for me in the 
stands. Thanks once again tbr creating such a great camp! 

GO HEELS! 

i~iilmage 
...... removed by 

sender. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:52 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: I [mailto 
Sent: Sunday :tO:O0 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

@yahoo.corn] 

Dear Coach Dorrance - Pleas~ contact 

His phone number is: 

if you want to reach me or need additional information, is my High School soccer coach and he’s with 

. His email address is: 

This season 

inj uries. Last year 

with I finished with 8 assists and 3 goals in 22 games played. I missed 8 games including the SanIbrd aJ~d PDA tournaments because of 

wifl~ I had 5 assists and 4 goals in 25 games played. 

Also, I play competitive tennis outside of school. 

Here are some of my YouTube videos but my dad has a lot ~nore: 

ECNL Videos: 

High School Soccer Videos: 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pacmax~@uncaa.unc.edu 

~@email.unc.edu>; 

;@gmail.com); 

~gmail.com; 

" " @live.unc.edu); 
)@yahoo.com); ~ 

@aol.com);, 
~yal~oo.com); 

~@mindspring.com); 

@rocketmaJl.com 

, <j@live.unc.edu; 
~email.unc.edu; 

@gmail.com; 

@yahoo.com; 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 5:00 PM 

@s- sm.org); @gmail.com); _ 
@gm~l.com) @gmaJl .corn; 

:@gmafil.com); ~msn.com; duca~r,~uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros, 

~live.unc.edu); 
- ({blive.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu>; 
@gmail.com) 

@uncaa.unc.edu); 

@icloud.com); 

@live.unc.edu); 
’~b~earthlink.net) 

~yal~oo.com); 
I@gmail.com; " ~@live.unc.edu; 

~@emaJl.unc.edu; ;@gmail.com; 

~em~J<l.unc.edu; ~hotmafil.co~n; 

~cT!gmail.com ~ ~ @aol.co~n; 
@gm~J<l.com 

Time with the ball (Indi, what do you think of this guy?) 

~gmail.com); 

~gmail.com); 

~gmail.com); 

~live.unc.edu); 

,~!live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); ¯ 
~live.unc.edu); 
:@uga.edu); 

~aol.com); 

@comcast.net); 
")@gmail .com); 

@live.unc.edu); !@gmail.com; 

@yahoo.com; t@mail.com; 

@~comcas~t.net; ~gmaJl.com; 

~live.unc.edu; i@live.unc.edu; 
-@gmail.co,n; @hotma~l.com; 

We can all get better. Best wwf to spend it? Playing ;iv1 or shooting on a wall OR the two skill pages in the Champions 
BTW, great job ~n camp .,,. some of the best demo’s I have ever seen~11 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, July 29, 2013 5:03 PM 

Adelaide Gay < @aol.com> 

I~E: Hi 

Love to. send it later this week .. I will find the time!! 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Adelaide Gay [mailt~ @aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 4:21 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Hi 

I read piece! It was fantastic! Gave me chills haha I do love that quote as well. IVly dad used to say something to that effect to me all the time. And I do think it is true. 

Would you be ~villing to read a draft of my Rhodes essay if I send it to you? 

Adelaide 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 29, 2013, at 11:10 AM. "I)orrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Adi, 
> 

> I love hearing from you thank you for catching me up Yes, an ass kicker fi’om IIigh School that will be here in the fall of 2014. Thank you for sharing that 
she is a tackler because I think/hope she can help us in our defense 
> 

> I heard that is struggling and that is such a shame. Good to hear about I hope she gets some time. 
> 

> Great news about having you here in the fall (I miss you guys when you graduate!!) And I would be honored to help you with a Rhodes application Of course you are going to change 
the world, just figure out how before the application is due 
> 

> Things are good at home AND in Chapel tIill with the team 
> 

> AND I MISS YOU TOO!! (B’ITW, >~anber wrote a "to die for" piece in her blog. She quoted your dad and his quote is so good I am tis’ing to see if we can get it onto goheels.com.) 
> 
> 

>> "It is rare, indeed, when you are doing exactly what you want to do, with exactly the people you want to do it with, in e×actly the place you want to be...In life, most people are happy 
when they just get one right, and txvo is like Heaven... (And getting all three right could only happen in Chapel Hill). "- Jotm Gay (Adi’s dad) 
> 
> 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Adelaide Gay [mailto 
> Sent: Saturday, July 27, 2013 6:39 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Hi 
> 

> Anson[ 
> 

> Hi! Just wanted to email and catch up a bit since its been a while. Ottr team is still hanging in there in the standings. We are currently in second place but we have a game in hand on most 
of the tearus. We play five games in the next two weeks though, which should be brutal. And how we do in those will pret~ much determine our playoff spot and whether we will get to host. 
The team looked much better in our last game against Boston than the previous few games. We xvent through a little bit of a funk before that. I think people just hit the panic button a little 
bit. And you know how things can sort of spiral down. 
> 
> .amyway, I am playing really well I think. It xvas a hard transition to the pro life but I think I am finally getting the hang of it. It is so dike.rent! 
> 
> There is a girl out here training who is going to be a senior in hs who is committed to Carolina. She played for Cindy. Her name is (Cindy calls her    . You could tell she was super 
nervous the illst day but she did really xvell in our small sided games the next day. She is a tackler! (Vghich I am sure you will like) She tackled a couple of our better players and I xvas like 
that a girl! Haha 
> 
> is having a tough time with her and everything. I don’t know- if you talk to her a bunch but she could maybe use some encouragement from you. has looked 
really good the past few- days. I think she might get some time soon if she keeps it up. I think she just needs a little more consistency But when she is on, I think she is so dangerous. 
> 

> I accepted the job oiler with the state senator and my parents sold their house and are zeroing in on one down in chapel hill (they will still be living up in NJ though). So looks like I ~vill 
officially be there in the fall :) 
> 

> Currently I am working on submitting an application for the Rhodes Scholarship, ~vhich is due at the end of August rm not sure if I fit their criteria very. well but it can’t hurt to try.. (I will 
probably be asking you to write a recommendation soon I}’i.) The toughest part is the personal statement portion of the application, ~vhich is basically 1,000 words on how- you are going to 
change the world. So that is sort of difficult haha. I think I have sort of settled on something regarding championing women in spolts It’s sort of difficult to map out your future in 1,000 
words, especially when you aren’t sure what you ~vant to do haha But it is an interesting process anyway. 
> 

> How are you? How is 
some ass this year! 
> 
> Miss you! 
> 

> Adelaide 
> 

> 

I’ve been talking to a few of the girls on the team Seems like a lot of them are already- back for the fall Very exciting!!! I cannot wait to watch you guys kick 



Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday 5:09 PM 

~s- sm.org); ~gmail.com); _ 
i@gm~l.com);. @gmaJd .corn; 

@gmafil.com); ~msn.com; duca~r@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( 

~gmail.com) 

@gmail.com); 

~@gmail.com); 

pacma~@uncaa.unc.edu; ~@live.unc.edu); ~)live.unc.edu); 

@email.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu); ,~!live.unc.edu); 
;@gmail.com); . @live.unc.edu>; s@live.unc.edu); 

~@gmail.com; -- 3@gmail.com); ~live.unc.eduI 

@live .unc .edu); ~uncaa.unc .edu);, @uga.edu);, 

~@yahoo.com); ~@icloud.com); ’@aol.com); 

[@aol.com); t@live.unc.edu); @comcast.net);; 

@a]~oo.com); @ear’d~link.net); i@gmail.com); 

@mindspring.com); ~ya]~oo.com); ~livelunc.edu); 

~rocketmaJl.corr @gmail.com _ @live.unc.edu; ~yahoo.com; 

~live.unc.edu; @emaJl.unc.edu; ;@gmail.com; @~comcas~t.net; 

~@email.unc.edu ~em~l.unc.edu; ’@hotma~l.com; @live.unc.edu; 

@gmail .com; ~c)!gmail .com; ~ @aol .co~r @gmail.co~n; 

~ ;@yahoo.com; .@gm~l.com 

@gmail.com; 

~ymail.com; 

~tb~gm aJ~l .com; 

,~)live.unc.edu; 

~@hotm~Jl.com; 

Thanks Ans, We won the whole thing yesterday actually! I’ll be back in Chapel tlill on Friday! SO excited for this season! ?,/hss you all like craw. 

tIope all is well! 

WELL DONE!I! And this is the league right under the NWSL right? So the second best adult league in the country! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, July 29, 2013 5:17 PM 

Suzanne Germam ~ ~me.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: summer workout alumaci 

Suzy, 

Sure!! I will copy Tom. 

I hope you and yours are doing well!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Suz~mne Germam [!nailto:t 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 7:57 AM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: summer workout alumaci 

~me coral 

Hi Anson, 
How are you? 
I was watching a few of the videos on the UNC website and you spoke about a champion almanac for the summer workout. I)o you think I could get a copy? I have been doing training for a 
few young players and would like to stay up on the latest and greatest. I am sure it has changed since my days. 
Enjoy your sutmner, 
Thanks SuW 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 5:22 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros .~)gmail.com) 

I~W: Admissions Update: W. Soccer 

Torn? What do you [hink.:’ I is a tax admit. 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 10:49 AM 

To; Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc-" 111e, Vince; Thompson, Jennifer C; Markos, Lance M; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject-" Admissions Update: W, Soccer 

Dear Anson and Chris, 

As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. Please see the list below 

and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled her enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone to your 

in-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August 5-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

Barbara 

First Year Slots: 

Transfer Slot: 

Competitive Admit: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, July 29, 2013 5:23 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Thompso~ Jennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <~narkos@e~naiLunc.edu>; 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Adtnissions Update: W. Soccer 

Barb, 

This looks correct is also going to try out but she was a fax admit, 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent; Monday, July 29, 20:[3 10:49 AM 
To: Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
~:c; Ille, Vince; Thompson, Jennifer C; Narkos, Lance N; Polk, Barbara Jo 
~bject-" Admissions Update: W. Soccer 

Dear Anson and Chris, 

As the openin~ of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be comin~ in and joinin~ your program. Please see the list below 

and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled her enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone to your 

in-comin~ class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August 5-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

Barbara 

First Year Slots: 

Transfer Slot: 

Competitive Admit: 

Barbara ! Polk 

0 f{]ce of U*~.dergrad~tate Admissions 
University el’North C~ro]i~.~ at Chapel 
Phone: 919-.9{06-.3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 5:23 PM 

Ga~ B urns <gary@ramsclub.com> 

l~E: Tha~nks 

See you B am Finley!! 

From: Gary Burns [mailto:gary@ramsclub.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 20:t3 :t:t::t8 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Thanks 

Sounds greaL Look forward to iL See you in the morning. 

Ma]or Gift Director I UNC Nares Club 
F;.O. Box 244(~;, Cki~pe] Hii], N() 27515 

O: (919} 8434405 i [,,,I: i F: (919) 8434777 
..qary@ramsclub.com I w~v.ramsclub.com 

Frera: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto;anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, July 26, 20:t3 4;3;t PM 
T~: Gary Burns 

Co: ~__d___u_k__e_=e_d___u); Street~, Shelly, 
Subject: RF: Thanks 

Gary, 

Yes, thank you Gary I ac~ualfy do have i~ in my book!! Thank you!! 

Frera: Gary Burns [mailto:gary@ramsclub.com] 
Sent: Friday, July 26, 20:t3 10:58 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Thanks 

~,rlsr_!n~ 

~_~ks___n_:_c__o__~}~ Ducar, Chris; ~__a_o__[:_&9__m_; Jason Sisneros ~ 

Just a reminder that we have a golf date for next Tuesday at 8:00 urn. I will send you another reminder on Monday. 

Gary 

(?,~y Bums 

M;~o~ Gift D~ector ~ UNC Rams Club 
P,O, Box 2446, Chape~ H~L NC 27515 

O: (919) 843.4S405 :: M: ~ F: (919) 843-5777 
flaw~ramsclub.com ~ ~q.ramsclub.com 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July $6, 2053 6:24 PN 

To= Ga~ Burns 
Co= }duke.edu); @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
Subject: RE: ~anks 

Excel~ent~ 

F~m= Ga~ Burns [mailto:ga~@ramsclub.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3uly ~6, 20~3 ~0:5~ AN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Thanks 

Anson, 

Thanks for getting together this morning. Let’s continue to stay in touch. 

I wanted to confirm our golf for Tuesday, July 30 @ 8:00 am at Finley. 

You, Bubba, Don Williams and myself. I will touch base the day prior to remind you but wanted you to get it on your calendar now. 

Thanks again and I hope things went well with your recruit. 

Gary 

Gary Bums 
Mayo* G~ft D4*ecl:or ~ UNC Rams Club 
P,O, Bo>: 2446, Chape~ H~, NC 27515 

O: (919} 8434405 ~ M ~ F: (919) 8434777 
aa~ramsclub.com ~ ~.ramsclub.com 

#_g__r[_)_a__[!=c__o___r[_)); Sander, Thomas J 

@cjmail.com); Sander, Thomas 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 5:26 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu);        ~)msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Severe Weather Safety Supe~ziso~s 

Nicole, 
Will you fotlow up on this for’ us (copy me) ._. Thank you[! 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 11:46 AM 
To: UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Cc: UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject: Severe Weather Safebt Supervisors 
Importance: High 
Coaches, 
For those of you who have not yet done so, please designate one member of your coaching stail" who will receive weather-related alerts and assume the role of Safety 
Supe~wisor (as described in the attached Severe Weather Policy) whenever a Gaxne Operations sta1"t’member or Sports Medicine representative is not fulfilling this 
responsibility. Please provide Mayio Ciocca (Ciocc~)email.unc.edu) with this designated individual’s nmne amd cell phone number so that we may register them with 
Accuweather to receive alerts. They will also need to secure access to appropriate SaJ’e Structures (via possession of keys and/or access codes) and register their phone 
with Alert Cm’olina. It is itnportm~t that this designated individual on each staAt’becotne fmnilia:r with the Severe Weather Policy, especially the intbm~ation and 
requirements contained in pages 8-15. ~[!aa~qk you for your attention to this. 
Panl 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, July 29, 2013 5:27 PM 

Ga’~, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu> 

l@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~ @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: GPS getting big in NFL 

Greg, 

Yes, I ~aw this ._. Thank you[[ 

Frem: Gatz, Gregory 

Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 12:0:1. PM 

To: Dorrance, Nber~ A IV 
Subject: GPS getting big in NFL 

Anson, 

SI article below on Chip Kelly (HC-Philadelphia Eagles NFL) using sports science and GPS(Catapult). 

GG 

http:!/mmqb.si.com/20:13!O7/24/chip-kellys-mystery-man/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~:/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:31 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~ (@email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 

RE: footbaJlnaut 

@aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros, @gmail.com); pacman~!uncaa.unc.edu; 

@small.corn; @comcast.net; ~gmail.com; 

~.@ email .unc.edu ~)hotmail.com 

Yes[!! I want tI’~is![! Talk ab~_!ui: n.:_~ wi~si:ed ]:im@ it~ tf’air~it~g wi~:[~ ~:he b~dH! 

F~m= Sander, Thomas 3 
Sent: Monday,, 12:51 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: footballnaut 

For the new stadium~ 

http:iiwww.youtu be.com/wa tch?v=J U 8~dyleCkA 

Tom Stander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

U~fivemity of Noah Cayolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday 5:47 PM 

i@gmafil.com) 

I@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros (         @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: 

This ~uy is doing the same thing for ]sis daughter that you are doing for        , He attended our Team Camp a couple of years ago with his daughter and started 

doing the stuff we always talk about with his kid three years ago~ His daughter just won the rvIVP of our youth division of the camp that just ended this past Sunday. 

[qis daughters irnprovement in the past thre~:_~ years is nothing short of remarkable Taik ~,o him, I i{ke ALL ~,he thin~s he h~-~s tried ,,. you will tool.! 

He will not only be a great r~-:~sourc~:_~ for you but for rne as well. He has drawn [rom all the books like ~:he rah:_m~: Code etc .,,, ~:or her age is comple~:e (the 

only Lhing I could give hirn to workon was Lo buy a heading pendulum and see where he could take her in Lhe air}. 

Atl the best, my friend .._ camps are done ... now d~e preseason!! 

From: I , [mailto:r @dolphin-mortgage.com] 

Sent: Monday 3:20 PM 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: .’ 
Anson and ~-hris, 

Thank you for taking the time to host and talk to and I and share your thoughts, memories and visions on soccer and the University of North Carolina. ~he 

really enjoyed the camp and the visit, It was a great experience for her, one that she will certainly inspire her to continue to work hard on improving and 

developing her game. You had mentioned coming up to UN~ and she would like to come up to Chapel Hill for a game this fall. ~he will look at your schedule and 

hers and she will call Chris to see what fits 
Anson you had mentioned you had a friend that was looking for developing his daughter’s soccer skills. Please feel free to pass along my email and I would be 

happy to share ideas with him. 

Also please pass along to Bill Palladino a thanks for taking the time to communicate and get switched to the CBPA from the Jr Elite. 

Thanks again and have a great day! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 6:00 PM 

~ec.rr.com 

)@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~z)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: soccer camp feedback 

Thank yo~.     ... and again Chris and I are VERY EXCITED! And as ~ve always tell our girls: "IT IS NOT GOING TO BE EAS Y BUT IT IS GOING TO BE WORTH IT!!" She will love this 
place A5,~) this team A5,~) where she will see her game going!!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (~ec.rr.com [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, 4:46 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
SubJect: RE: soccer camp feedback 

(a?ec rr.com] 

Anson, 

Thanks lbr the feedback. I told Chris i would give him a call tomorrow 

Have a great evening, 

.... "Don-ance wrote: 
> 
> 
> o was wonderfult Rest assured we think her potential is extraordinary. Her frame, athletic platform and presence are tremendous; and, as far as we are concerned, she is definitely 
making the right decision She will get better every year here. And remember our stated plan was to redshirt her the first year to help ease her into the elite level. We know there is work to do 
but the huge advantage she has is Chris Ducar. He is here to take her to higher and higher levels He is a brilliant coach that understands everything she needs to do to play at this level. 
Chris also commented to me this past week on how coachable is which will help her improved rapidly. 
> 
> I know Chris is going to want to chat with you both so please give him a call ifyun have some time And thank you for sending her to camp. What a special player your daughter is going 
to be ..... I can’t tell you how much of a difference her height is going to be for 
> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From ~ec.rr.com [mailto: ~&ec.rr.com] 
> Sent: .Monday, 11:55 AM 
> To: Dorrance, Albeit A IV 
> Cc: Ducar, C’hris 
> Subject: soccer camp feedback 
> 

> Hello Coach Anson and Chris, 
> 

> Thanks so much for the great goalkeeper camp this past weekend, said *t xvas vely good and that she learned a lot. 
> 

> I would like to get some feedback on yottr thoughts on her play and areas of xvhat she may need to work on moving foiward. She has never really- had this kind of goalkeeper training 
before and realizes that some lack of training puts her a little behind the gun in some ways. After seeing her this weekend, what is your assessment of her as a keeper and do you still think 
she has the potential to become a cuntributor for LrNC. I think she has a little resel-v’ations as to her play/skill level after this xveekend and is xvondering if she is making the right decision. 
She got a little bruised and scraped up as well and I think that has made her wonder if she is able to play- at this level also. 
> 

> Your honest feedback with this would be appreciated. Ifxve could discuss this on the phone it would probably be best. I can call you or you can call me xvhichever is best. 
cell 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 6:01 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

ILE: Severe Weather Sat~ty Supervisors 

Things are good _.. Camps are done and I five in Chapel 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 5:26 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Severe Weather Safety Supervisors 
Thanks, Anson. Hope you"~e 

From: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent~ Monday, July 29, 2013 5:26 PM 
To~ Pogge, Paul 

~c: Fava, Nicole M;        ~msmcom; Ducat, Chris;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
Subject: RE: Severe Weather Safe~ Supe~isors 

Will you fo~h:~w up on ~his fo~ us (copy me) ... Thank VouH 

F~m: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 11:46 AM 

To: UNC~-Head Coaches 
Co: UNC~-ExeS~ff 
Subject: Severe Weather Safe~ Supe~isors 
Impo~ance: High 
~oaches, 

(~qma corn); Sander, Thomas J 

For those of yon who have not yet done so, please designate one tnember of your coaching staff who will receive weather-related alerts and assnme the role of Safety 

Supervisor (as described in the attached Severe Weather Policy) whenever a Gmne Operations staff’member or Sports Medicine representative is not fulfilling fl~is 

responsibility. Please provide Ma]:io Ciocca (Ciocca(a’;email.unc.edu) with this designated individual’s nazne and cell phone number so that we may register them with 

Accuweather to receive alerts. They will also need to secure access to appropriate SaJ’e Structures (via possession of keys and/or access codes) and register their phone 

with Alert Carolina. It is importaJat that this designated individual on each staffbecome faJnilia~ with the Severe Weather Policy, especially the information and 

reqnirements contained in pages 8-15. Thm~k you fbr yonr attention to this. 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 1:04 PM 

~ymaJl.com> 

1~: 

Very good 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: I mailto ~vmaih corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:54 PM 
To: Dorrunce, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 

Hi Ans, 

I believe so. It was awesome winning another championship! ;Vhat’s interesting is I played ~vith a lot of he U23 national team players, so I got a chance to learn a lot from them Least to say 
it was an amazing experience. 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 

On at 4:08 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 

’]’hanks Ans! We won the whole thing yesterday actually! I’l[ be back in Chapel Hill on Friday! SO excited for this season! Miss you aH like crazy 

tlope all is well[ 

WELL DONE[I! And this is the league right under the N~VSL right? So the second best adult league in the country[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 2:42 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.e&~ 

ILE: Severe Weather Sat~b’ Supervisors 

I got out today with Bubba ..... my :[st golf day of the .¢.urnmer, Boy, Bubba can 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 6:50 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Severe Weather Safety Supervisors 
Tough place to beat. Let"s get out on the golf course sometime. 

Frem: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 6:01 PM 
Te: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: Severe Weather Safety Supervisors 

Things are good .... Camps a r~-_~ d.:_~ne and [ live in Cha~el 

Frem: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 5:26 PM 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Severe Weather Safety Supervisors 

Thanks, Anson. Hope you’re weH~ 

Paul 

~t~ Nonday, 2uly 29, 20~3 5:26 PN 
¯ ~ Pogg~, Paul 
~ Paw, NicoI~ M;        ~msn.com~ Ducat, Chris~      ~aol.com~ 2ason Sisneros          ~mail.com); Sander, Thomas 2 
$~bj~t~ RE: Sewr~ Weather Saf~ Supe~isors 
N~cole, 

WHI you follow up on this for us (copy me} ._. Thank 

F~m: Pogge, Paul 

Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 11:46 AM 

T~: UNC~-Head Coaches 

~e: UNC~-ExeS~ff 
Subject: Severe Weather SafeN Supe~isors 

Im~o~anee: High 

Coaches, 

For those of you who have not yet done so, please desi~ate one member of your coaching sta)I" who will receive weather-related aleds and assume the role of Safety 

Supe~’isor (~s described in the a~ached Severe Weather Policy) whenever a Game Operations stNT~nember or Spoms Medicine representative is not fiflfilling 

responsibility. Please provide MaYo Ciocca (~Rff_~9~:_~N:£(~_~) wifl~ ~is desi~ated individuaFs nmne ~d cell phone number so thm we may register them with 

Accuweather to receive ale,s. ~ey will also need to secure access to appropriate Sa)~ Structures (via possession of keys and/or access codes) and register their phone 

wifl~ Ned Caxolina. It is importm~t that this desi~ated individual on each sta~’become fmniliax with the Severe Weather Policy, especially the i~o~ation and 

requirements contained in pages 8-15. "l~a~ you for your a~ention to this. 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 2:55 PM 

Jason Sisneros < ~gmail.com>; Bill Palladino < ~aol.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; DucaJ~, Chris 

<duca~unc.edu> 

ILE: Verheije Being SociaJ’. 

This is excellent Jason ..... I am printing out the Russian NaL’I Team one. 

Frora: Jason Sisneros [mailto:: @gmail.com] 

Sent: Mlonday, July 29, 20:[3 8:20 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Bill Palladino; Sander, Thomas 3; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Verheije Being Socialt 

Raymond Verheije via ~-i~er htt~s://twit~r.com/ravmondverheiie 

Him at Enro 2012’s with Russima National Team: 

http:/, w~.sli deshare.ne[’FVCspoWmssian- l~-euro- 2O l 2-pteparation 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Malch Analysis I Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, Jnly 30, 2013 2:57 PM 

Kyle Thomas @gmail.com> 

I~E: quick tactical question 

Kyle, 

Have your center forward mark the sweeper (when you are p~aying out of the ~-3-4-3) to look for bal~s in behind the defe~ce. 
Fremi Kyle Thomas [mailto ~gmail,com] 
Senti Monday, July 29, 2013 9:27 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subje~t= quick tactical question 
An~ 
I am very conscious of your busy schedule but I did have a quick ~ctical question. If you have a moment I would love ~ get your opinion. 

Coming ~ck t~m the temn ca~p I have ~en implementing much of what I learned in~ my reruns but ~ into a snag last weekend. The team we were facing ajus~ed 

their flat ~ck 4 to a classic stopper/sweeper 4 back system and the added deptff cover slowed down our aRack greatly. My specific question is... 

Where should my center sNker position herself when facing a stopper/sweeper defensive ~ck line when we are on offense? Fronting the stoppm or worMng from the 

small seem between the Bvo? I hope fl~at makes sense. 

ThaWs and I promise to pick my questions and your valuable time increNNy msely. 

Kyle Thomas 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 2:58 PM 

Adelaide Gay < ~aol.com> 

I~E: Hi 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Adelaide Gay [mailto: @aol.com] 
Sent: iVlonday, July 29, 2013 9:44 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Hi 

Thank you :) 

Adelaide 

Sent fi*om my iPhone 

On Jul 29, 2013, at 2:03 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 

Love to ... send it later this week .. I will find the time!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Adelaide Gay [mailto: :(~aol.com] 
Sent: Mi)nday, July 29, 2013 4:21 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Hi 

> I read piece[ It was ~ntastic[ Gave me chills haha. I do love that quote as well My dad used to say something to that effect to me aH the time. And I do think it is true. 

> 

> Would you be willing to read a draft of my Rhodes essay if I send it to you? 

> 

> Adelaide 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 

> 

> On Jul 29, 2013, at 11:10 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Adi, 
>> 

>> I love hearing from you, thank you for catching me up. Yes, an ass kicker from High School that will be here in the fall of 2014. Thank you for sharing that 

she is a tackler because I think/hope she can help us in our defense. 

>> 

>> I heard that is struggling and that is such a shame. Good to hear about I hope she gets some time. 

>> 

>> Great news about having you here in the fall (I miss you guy-s when you graduate!!). Of course you are going to change 

the world, just figttre out how before the application is due. 

>> 

>> Things are good at home AND in Chapel Hill with the team. 

>> 

>> AND I MISS YOU TOO!! (BTW, .~ber wrote a "to die for" piece in her blog. She quoted your dad and his quote is so good I am tlying to see if we can get it onto goheels.com.) 

>> 

>> 

>>> "It is rare, indeed, when you are doing exactly what you want to do, with exactly- the people you want to do it with, in exactly the place you want to be...In life, most people are happy 

when the?" just get one right, and two is like Heaven... (And getting all three right could only happen in Chapel Hill). "- John Gay (Adi’s dad) 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: Adelaide Gay [mailto        @aohcom] 

>> Sent: Saturday, July 27, 2013 6:39 PM 

>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

>> Subject: Hi 

>> 

>> Anson[ 

>> 

>> Hi[ Just wanted to email and catch up a bit since its been a while Our team is still hanging in there in the standings We are currently in second place but we have a game in hand on most 

of the teams. We play five games in the next two weeks though, which should be brutal And how we do in those will pretty- much determine our playoff spot and whether we will get to host. 

The team looked much better in our last game against Boston than the previous few games. We went through a little bit of a fimk before that. I think people just hit the panic button a little 

bit And you kno~v how things can sort of spiral down. 

>> 

>> Anyway, I am playing really ~vell I think It was a hard transition to the pro life but I think I am finally getting the hang of it. It is so different’. 

>> 

>> There is a gtrl out here training who is going to be a senior in hs who is cormnitted to Carolina She played for Cin@ Her name is (Cin@ calls her ). You could tell she ~vas super 

nervous the first day but she did really well in our small sided games the next day-. She is a tacklert (;Vhich I am stare you ~vill like) She tackled a couple of our better players and I was like 



that a girl[ Haha 

>> 

>> is having a tough time with her and everything I don’t know if you talk to her a bunch but she could maybe use some encouragement from you. has looked 

really good the past few days. I think she might get some time soon if she keeps it up I think she just needs a little more consistency. But when she is on, I think she is so dangerous. 

>> 

>> I accepted the job offer with the state senator and my parents sold their house and are zeroing in on one down in chapel hill (they will still be hying up in NJ though). So looks like ! will 

officially be there in the fall :) 

>> 

>> How are you? How- is 
some ass this year[ 
>> 

>> Miss you! 
>> 

>> Adelaide 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 

I’ve been talking to a fow of the girls on the team. Seems like a lot of them are alrea@ back for the fall. Very exciting!![ I cannot wait to watch you guys kick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 3:35 PM 

~email.unc.edu _        ~live.unc.edu; ~ i@gmail.com; @comcast.net; ~gmaJl.com; 

~email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu;_ @ema~l.unc.edu; @hotmail.com; )@msn.com; 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edul [@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ,~@gmail.com); pac~n~@uncaa.nnc.edu 

Lean In 

Leaders of the Women’s Soccer Varsi~z: 

If you can’t find time to read "Lean In" look through this ..... so far I love the way you guys are leading this team: 
- record # of you worked camp 
- record # came back early to tram together and work with Greg Gatz 
- so many of you are the fittest I have ever seen you 
- it is clear we have a wonderful pick up culture where you guys love the ball, love the game and love each other 

Let the preseason begin, I think we are ready!! 

http:i/www cnn. c om~ [ivin g/parents- -at-blogheffin dex.html 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN REC1PIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 3:38 PM 

~gmaiLcom> 

@dolphin- mortgage.com 

RE: 

I know you will like this guy, You will help each other and your kids get better. All the best!! 

From: [mailto:l . @gmail.com] 

Sent; Monday, 10:43 PM 

To= Dorrance, Nbert A #/ 
Cc; ~msn.com; Ducar, Chris; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: Re: 

Anson, 
What a great story on         I am very interested,         and I can’t wait to see pre-season training and the new recruits. 

Thank you for the introduction to 
nice to meet you by email. I am in Quebec City till Saturday, back in NC for one day and then off to China. Send me a mobile when you get a chance. If 

convenient for you, I’ll call you over the next several days. Would love to hear more. 

On at 5:47 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A V" <#nso l@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

This guy is doing the same thing for his daugh[:er that you are doi[)g for He attended our Team Camp a coupl~ of years ago with h~s daughter 

and starLed doir~g the atuff we a]wavs talk about: with his kid three years; ago His daughter ~uat won the ~IVP of our youth d~viaion of the camp t:hat 

~ust ended this past Sunday~ His daughters kn[?rovement in the past three years ~s nothing short of remarkable. Talk to h~m, [ like ALL the th~ngs he has 

tried _.. you wH~ 
He w~]~ not only be a great resource for you but for me as we~L He has drawn from al~ the books ~ke the Talent Code etc ._. For her age ~ 

como~ete (the only thing ~ could give him to work on was to buys heading pendulum ~nd see where he could take her in the 

A~ the best, my friend ... camps are done .. t~ow Lhe preseasonH 

$entl Monday,           3:20 PN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject-" 

Anson and Chris, 

Thank you for taking the time to host and talk to and ~ and share your thoughts, memories and visions on soccer and the University of North 

Carolina. She really enjoyed the camp and the visit, ~t was a great experience for her, one that she will certainly inspire her to continue to work hard 

on improving and developing her ~ame. You had mentioned coming up to UNC and she would like to come up to Chapel Hill for a game Ibis fall She 

w~ll look at your schedule and hers and she will call Chris to see what fits 
Anson you had mentioned you had a friend that was ~ooking for developing his daughter’s soccer sk~s. P~ease fee~ free to pass along my email and 

would be happy to share ideas with him. 
Also please pass along to Bill Palladino a thanks for taking the time to communicate and get,       switched to the CBPA from the Jr El~te. 

Thanks again and have a great day~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 3:42 PM 

@msu.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      [@aol.com; Jason Sisneros          @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

Streett, Shelly, @emaikuuc.edu> 

I~%V: Camp 

Chris, 

What year is she in school? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [!nailto: 
Sent: Monday, 11:03 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Camp 

(~mail com] 

Dear Coach Anson, 

I just wanted to say thank you lk~r the great experience at camp. Out of all the camps and schools I have attended this one was a definite favorite I learned many new things to nnprove 
my skills and out look on the game The staff and players you have at North Carolina have a great chemistry and are all very out going. I enjoyed being apart of your program if only ~2~r a 
few days I have alrea@ told my morn I’m doing it next year and hopefully I won’t fail to impress. If you have any suggestions on what I should improve about my game ! would love to hear 
it because I truly do value your opinion. Again thank you lk~r a great camp experience and getting me into camp even though it was full It was a pleasure to meet you 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 3:50 PM 

psadin@sportsendeavors.com 

~aol.co~n; ~)hotrua~l.co~n) 

RE: NC Alliance/TFC College Recruiting Night - August 2ud 

Your kids and coaches will not regret it (heck, you should come). 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: psadin@sportsendeavors.com [mailto:psadin(a)sportsendeaw~rs.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 11:48 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Cc:                           @hotmaibcom);         @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Bill Palladino; Jason Sisneros; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Re: NC Alliance/TFC College Recruiting Night- August 2nd 

We will definitely take a look at camp next sutmner and see if we can get at least one team to camp. Thanks so much! 

Pete 

Sent on the Sprint® Now Netwofl~ from my Black[3erry® 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: "I)orrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

[)abe: Mon, 29 Jul 2013 17:57:10 

To: r~sadin(a~sportsendeavors c om < psadin@sportsendeavors corn > 

Cc:~                        @hotmaibcom)           ~hotmail corn>; 

"~ ~aol.com<      @aol corn>; Jason Sisneros          ~)gmail corn) 

Subject: RE: NC Alliance/TFC College Recruiting Night - August 2nd 

~msn.con          @msn.com>; Ducar, Chris<ducar@unc edu>; 
@gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J<pacman@unc.edu> 

I am there! Quid pro quo’.’ Can you send a team and coaches you want trained to our tearu camp next sumruer? Check it out www.ncgsc.com 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: psadin@sportsendeavors.com [mailto:psadinfd~,,sportsendeavors.com] 
Sent: Saturday, July- 27, 2013 1:50 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Greg Ashton; Elijah Denton; Carly Pearce; An@ Stokes 
Subject: NC AllianceiTFC College Recruiting Night - August 2nd 

AnsorVOregiEl~iahiCarly/Andy - 

Thanks for taking the time out of your busy schedules to come and speak to both the TFC and NC Alliance girls about college recruiting. The information you guys provide is invaluable for 
our ruembership. Hopefully you are able to stick around afterwards on Friday to catch a bite to eat at Bonefish. Let me know as I’d like to make reselwations. 

Just a reruinder - 
Friday, August 2nd 
Tinge - 6:30-8:00 pm 
Embassy- Suites Car~" 
201 Harrison Oaks Blvd, Car~" 27513 
its right off Exit 287 (Hamson Avenue) on I~ htt~ ://embassvsuites3.hilton. c~m~en/h~tels/rI~rth-car~lina/embassv-suites-ralei~h-durham-research-trian~e-RDUAPES/index.htm~ 

I’m also working on bringing back a fom~er TFC player to discuss her college recruiting process. Soruething different that I thirtk our players might be able to relate to as well. 

The night will be fairly basic. I will moderate and ask questions of you guys. Things like - Timeline for contacting athletes, Scholarships, NCAA Clearinghouse etc..usual stuff and 
obviously- the answers ~vill vary some based on the D1, D2, D3, JC level. 

If you guys want to bring an?’ handouts of schedules/camps etc .(if allowable by NCAA) please feel free. 

My cell if you need it - 

Pete Sadin 
DOC U14-U18 Girls 
Triangle Futbol Club 
NC Alliance 
www.trianglefc, org 
www nca lliancesoccer.com 
Adidas, Soccer.corn 
Proud members ofUSYS, NCYSA, US Club, Super Y, NSCAA 

Sent on the Sprint® Now Network licom my BlackBel~-® 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 3:51 PM 

psadin@sportsendeavors.com 

ILE: Bonefish Friday Night 

Pete, 

All the best!’. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: psadin@sportsendeavors.com [mailto:psadin(~,sportsendeavors coml 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 11:51 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Bonefish Friday Night 

Anson - 

Let me kn ow if you’re able to stay after the college recruiting night Friday and go to ~onefish for some food and be’~’erage with some of our coaching staff and some of the other college 

coaches. Thankst 

Pete 

Sent on the Sprint(g~ Now Network from my Black[3erry(~¢ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 3:52 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: {DlWSOC} Re: Region IV Pool Can~p, July 29-Aug 2 

From: Jerry Smith [mailto:jsmith@scu.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 2:49 AM 
To-" Robert Kehoe 
C¢; D1; NCAAD-II@soccerlists.org; DIIWSOC@soccerlists.org; ncaad-i@soccerlists.org 
Subject; {DIWSOC} Re: Region IV Pool Camp, July 29-Aug 2 
Coaches, 

We have combined our 96 and 97 age groups into one pool team. The 98, 99, and 00 age groups will be made up of players t?om only those birth years. This will give 

us a total of four pools. Each pool has 30-50 players. 

All pools will main 9-11 AM on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday mornings. The two youngest pools will play gmnes starting aJcound 2 PM each oftho~ al?temoons 

and will be in the classroom in the evenings. The two oldest pools roll be in the classrooms in the a£ternoons and will play games in the evenings. I will send out the next 

days game schedule the prior evening. Here is the schedule ofg~:mes for tomorrow, Tuesday: 

2:00 PM 1999 and 2000 pools will have intrasquads 

6:00 PM 1996/7 will have 3x30 min intrasquad 
6:30 PM 1998 intrasquad 

If you requested rosters I will send directly after this ema~l. If you would like rosters please reply to this email and I will send it to you. 

Thank you, 

Jerry Smith 

USYS Region IV Girls ODP Head Coach 

NSCAA Staff" Coach 

Women’s Soccer, Head Coach 
Santa Claxa University 

sanmclarabroncos.corn ................................................... 

Facebook: Santa Clara Women’s Soccer 

Sard~:~ Clai’a Wot]l.et]!s Soccer ID Clinics 

Fall ID Clinic dates: September 15, December 15 

On Mon, Jul 29, 2013 at 8:40 AM, Jerry Smith ~ismith~Sscu.edu> wrote: 

All games for the Region IV Pool Camp will be Tuesday - Thnrsday attemoons and evenings. A more detailed ~hedule will be posted later today. Also, I will be able 
to email out rosters with numbers later tonight ~er they have been assigned to anyone who request them. 

Thank you, 

Jeny Smith 

Please excuse my brevi~ and typos as this was sent from my phone. 

On May 29, 2013 11:22 AM, "Robert Kehoe" <rkehoe(/~nscaa.com> wrote: 

Help promote our game with Twitter use #D IWSOC for News, Spring Results 

Good Day Coaches. 

As a service to our members we are pleased to announce the launch of NSCAATravel.com. A full description of,services ofl’ered for team, recruiting, and personal 

travel will be distributed in the near future. However prior to that the following link provides access to an Upcomin~ Events page for summer recruiting showcases 

through which on-line hotel reservations are available for your convenience, comfort and cost savings. Included in the events listed are USYS Regional and National 

Finals, US Club National Finals. USSDA Academy Showcase and Finals, ECNL Finals, Surf Cup, and others. Select your event and then click on Check Hotel 
Availabili~ tbr a menu of hotel options to consider. 

NSCAATravel.com 

All the bes~t tbr a terrific summer on the recruiting trail and with your camps. 

Rob 
Rob K~ho~ 
Director of College Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas City, I<S 66J_0~ 19._L1__~__3__6__2___L1__7_,_~:Z__x___2__O__l__~ 1 2_J=__3___~_6__2___~,_~_3__9_. 

Wisconsin Office: 920 1574 439J- I Celi: 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAA I Facebook 

Join us in Orlando for the inaugural Summer Symposium August 

Check out one of Chicago Area’s best 

BmTington High School (IL) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 4:43 PM 

Fava, Nicole M <fava@email.unc.edu> 

pacmau@uncaa.uuc.edu 

RE: Severe Weather Safety SupenAso~s 

Thank you Nicofe!! ~-Ieck, I thought [hey wanted you _.. So much for what I know! 

From: Fava, Nicole M 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 11:23 AM 
To: Ciocca, Mario F; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Pogge, Paul 

@msn.com; Ducar, Chris. _ . @aol.com; Jason Sisneros I         ;@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: Severe Weather Safety Supervisors 
Nario- 
In the event that sporN medicine personnel (myself/AT graduate studenN )or the game operations staff are not available to assume this role, Tom Sander will assume the role 
of Weather Salem Supervisor for women’s soccer. 

Tom’s cell number is 
Thank you, 
Nicole 
Nicole M. Fava MA, ATC, LAT, CSCS 
Staff Athletic Trainer Womens Soccer! Womens Rowing 
The Universi~ of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Stallings-Evans Spots Medicine Cen~r 

9~9-962-2067 (office) 
9~9-843-4982 (fax) 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 5:25 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 

Cc: Fava, Nicole M;       )@msn.com; Ducat, Chris; 
Subject: RE: Severe Weather Safety Supervisors 

l@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ;@small.corn); Sander, Thomas J 

Nicole, 
Will you follow up on this for us (copy me} .... Thank you!! 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 11:46 AM 
To: UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Co: UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject: Severe Weather Safety Supervisors 
~mportance: High 
Coaches, 
For those of you who have not yet done so, please designate one member of your coaching st~a’l" who will receive weather-related alerts and assume the role of Safety 
Supervisor (as described in the attached Severe Weather Policy) whenever a Ga~ne Operations staffmember or Sports Medicine representative is not fulfilling this 
responsibility. Please provide Maxio Ciocca (__C_’_i_~_?__c__c_~)__e_Ln_~i_l:__t_Ln__c_’:__e__d___t!) with this designated individual’s nmne ~d cell phone number so that we may register them with 
Accuweather to receive alerts. They will also need to secure access to appropriate SaYe Structures (via possession of keys and/or access codes) and register their phone 
with .alert Caxolina. It is importaaat that this designated individual on each steAl’become faaniliax with the Severe Weather Policy, especially the info~anation and 
requirements contained in pages 8-15. Tha~nk you for your attention to this. 
Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 4:49 PM 

Michad Antimony Elfm~~ @yahoo.com> 

IUL: The incredible growth of wo~nen’s soccer 

Thank you Michael!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Michael Anthony Elfinan [mailto:: (~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, .Italy 30, 2013 11:31 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: The incredible gro~vth of women’s soccer 

http ://voutu bei7wKtS~VM~RJg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 4:49 PM 

@msu.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: The incredible grox~th of women’s soccer 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ?,/hchael Anthony Elfman [mailtc ~)yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 11:31 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: The incredible growth of women’s soccer 

http ://youtu be/7wKtSWM~RJ; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday 5:10 PM 

@s- sm.org); ~gmail.com); _ 
i@gm~Jl.com); ." ~ )gmaJd .corn; 

b~gmafil.com); ~msn.com; duca~r(~uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

pacma~@uncaa.unc.edu ’_ ’_ @live.uuc.edu); 

~@email.unc.edu>: 
~ 

@live.unc.edu); 
@gmail.com);                      @live.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com;                    i@gmail.com); 

@live.unc.edu); @~ncaa,unc.edu); t 

_ ~’(~yahoo.com); ~ , ~@icloud.com);, 

@aol.com)i @live.unc.edu); 

;@al~oo.com); @earthlink.net); ~ 
@mindspriug.com); )@ahoo.com); ~ 

~ ~ @rocketmaJl.com; @gmail.com; @live.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu; " " ~@emaJl.unc.edu; "-~@gmail.com 

1 f@email.uuc.edu; @em~fil.uuc.edu; @hotmafil.co~n: 
- ~@gmail.com; .... ~@gmail.com; 1 ~@aol.co~n; 
;@yahoo.com; ~!gm~fil.com 

:@gmail.com); 

~gmail.com); 
@gmail.com); 

~)live.uuc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); 

~live.uuc.edu); 
, ~    @live.unc.edu); 

~uga.edu); ~ 

...... @aol.com); 
@comcast.net); j 

@gmail.com); 

@live.unc.edu); ~gmail.com; 

~ahoo.com; : ¯ a@mail.com; 

@comcasl.nel; ~bgmaJd.com; 

i@live.uuc.edu; " " ,~!live.unc.edu; 
@gmail.co~n; ~!hotmail.com; 

Con#~r’atLdations on this latesL award! Obviousfy, afl of us are very proud of everything that you have achieved. 

And despite all of your celebrity, you still worked soccer’ camp and treated every camper with respect and consideration. 

Thank you for the way you represent gourself, your team and gout univers~tg~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 5:10 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

ItS: Severe Weather Sat~ty Supervisors 

ScaFy!! 

From= Pogge, Paul 
Sent= Tuesday, July 30, 20:t3 2:43 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= RE: Severe Weather Safety Supervisors 

He’a really good. I think he shot 74 the first tinge I pfayed with him... 

From= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent= Tuesday, July 30, 2013 2:42 PM 
To= Pogge, Paul 
Subject= RE: Severe Weather Safety Supervisors 

f got out t.:_~day with Bubba ...... rny :1.’~t golf day of Lhe summ~:_~r. Boy, gubba can p~aV~ U 

F~m= Pogge, Paul 
Sent= Nonday, July 29, 2013 6:50 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= RE: Severe Weather Safe~ Supe~isors 

Tough p~ace to beat. let’s get out oR the golf course sometime. 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Senti Monday, July 29, 20~3 6:0~ PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject[ RE: Severe Weather Safe~ Supe~isors 

Things are good .._ Camps are done and ~ live k~ Chapel Hi[H! 

F~m: Pogge, Paul 
Sent~ Monday, July 29, 20~3 5:26 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: Severe Weather Safe~ Supe~isors 

Ho ~, Thanks, AnsorL p~ ~ou’re weiL 

Paul 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 20~3 5:26 PM 
To~ Pogge, Paul 

Ce: Fava, Nicole M;        @man.corn; Ducat, Chris      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
Subje~t~ RE: Severe Weather Safe~ Supe~isors 

N [ (:o I e 

Wiil you foilow up on this lot us (copy me) .... ?hank you~ 

Fmmt Pogge, Paul 
Senti Monday, July 29, 20~3 11:46 AM 
T~t UNC~-Head Coaches 
C~ UNC~-ExeS~ff 
Subject: Severe Weather Safe~ Supe~isors 
Impo~anee: High 

Coaches, 

;.@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas 

For those of you who have not yet done so, please designate one me~nber of your coaching sta~ttf’who will receive weather-related alerts and assume the role of Sat~ty 

Supervisor (as described in the attached Severe Weather Policy) whenever a Game Operations sta~’member or Sports Medicine representative is not fulfilling tl~is 

responsibili .ty. Please provide Mario Ciocca (CioccW,?~ernaiL unc~edu) with this designated individual’s name amd cell phone nutnber so that we may register them with 

Accuweather to receive alerts. They will also need to secure access to appropriate Sa£e Structures (via possession of keys and/or access codes) and register their phone 

with Alert Caxolina. It is importamt that this designated individual on each staYt’become familial with the Severe Weather Policy, especially the information and 

requirements contained in pages 8-15. Thaxtk you for your attention to this. 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 5:20 PM 

@msu.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacmau@uncaa.uuc.edu 

FW: C~anpus Tours 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent-" Tuesday, July 30, 2013 2:45 PM 

To; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Subject; Campus Tours 

Coaches, 

Based upon your feedback, we have arranged for a variety of campus tours to be offered throughout August and into September. This is available for new as well 

as old coaches, staff and administration. For our convenience, each tour group will be comprised solely of Athletics Department personnel. One tour provides a 

look at the student experience on campus, a second at the school’s rich history as the oldest public university in the country and a third at the various venues on 

our Athletics Campus. 

The objective is to help provide geographic bearing as well as alignment for those in our department with the campus and university as a whole. There is a more 

detailed description of each tour below as well as the day, date, time and starting location. Sign-up Here for one, two or all three of the tours. Please sign-up as 

soon as possible, so we can plan for an appropriate number of tour guides to be present, especially for the Admissions tour scheduled for next Wednesday (August 

7). 

For those new to campus - or for those geographically challenged (no judgment), we have included a map of the various starting points for the tours below in 

addition to a link for an interactive version of the map. 

Shelley & Cricket 

Admissions Tour 

Undergraduate Admissions 

This tour is based out of Undergraduate Admissions in Jackson Hall. Current Carolina students serve as the tour guides. They speak to the student experience on 

campus, namely academics, student life, campus traditions and what makes the community of learners on campus great. From this, you will get a sense of where 

your student-athletes eat, buy their books, attend class, study in the stacks, meet with their professors during office hours, etc.., during those precious few hours 

when they aren’t in our company and under our watchful eye. 

Date: Wednesday, August 7 (9:00-i0:30am) 

Start: Jackson Hall (174 Country Club Road) 

Historical Tour 

Visitors Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill’s 729-acre central campus, once called "The Noble Grove," is among the most beautiful in the nation. Brick walkways 

stretch under ancient trees and past flowering shrubs throughout campus. Follow the pathways into the University’s early years by taking 

a walking tour of its oldest and most historic sites. This tour will guide us from the Visitors’ Center through the heart of campus as we step into the history of the 

nation’s first public university. With a wealth of knowledge of all things Carolina, our enthusiastic tour guide will lead the way sharing history, stories, legends, 

lore and landmarks along the way. 

Date~ Wednesday, August 14 

Start= Visitors Center (250 East Franklin Street) 

Athletics Campus Tour 

Athletics Department Facilities Staff and/or Rams Club Personnel 

Staff members from Facilities and/or the Rams Club will guide us around to various locations throughout our immediate Athletics Campus and possibly to venues 

slightly more removed from campus. Tour stops will include competition and practice locations, locker rooms, weight rooms, team rooms, academic support 

facilities, sports medicine facilities, museums and memorabilia. They will share information about the construction & renovation, design, (multi-)use, financing, 

history, significant athletic achievements, and possibly some behind-the-scenes insights and access to the assorted venues. 

Date= Wednesday, September 4 

Start: Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Sign-up Here 

Click on the hyperlink above and sign-up on a Google Doc under the appropriate tab (lower left-hand corner of the page) for the tour(s) you would like to attend. 

Starting Locations 
Click on the hyperlink above to access an interactive version of the map below which contains the starting points of the various campus tours. 



i.~.i linked image001~370E0484)E0642AB-B9D2-2F309D3A5E42.png 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:32 PM 

NataJie Dormice Harris @hotmail.com> 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu:>; @duke.edu) 

RE: Texan camp file folder 

Natalie, 

I am finally Iookisg at this email and everyone has left for the day (it is 5:30 pro). I will copy Shelly on this and she can give it to me tomorrow!!! 

Yes, we all go up to Spank’s on Thursday ... it is my workout group, you w~J] know them all!! 

F~m= Natalie Dorrance Harris [mailto bhotmail.com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, 3:53 PM 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Team camp file folder 

Hey Dad, 

Did the team camp file end up in your office? Or did 

havin~ dinner at 6 pro. Are you free for lunch on Thursday? 

Natalie 

drop it off with Shelly? If so, can you bring it home with you tonight. Thanks! And we will be 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:29 PM 

@aol.com 

ILE: Pos~-Workout Recover}, Drink......MNS Max3 

Th~r~k you 

From: ,@aol.com [mailto: ;@sol.corn] 
Sent; Tuesday, 9:24 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Post-Workout Recovery Drink ...... MNS Max3 
Hi Anson, 
I just ordered for your team 5 boxes of the Post-Workout Recovery Drink for your players to use and t~y out during Pre-Season. I also gave enough of my 
business cards for each of your players and coaches to have. 
On the card is: * Some background info on me 

¯ My cell (if they have any questions) 
¯ My email (if they have any questions) 
¯ My web site (to order the Post-Workout Recover drink from if the program is not able to order it for the whole team because of the gatorade contract). 

I also sent you, for yourself, a box of the MNS Max3. This is an amazing Pure Nutritional Product. I take it myself for the Nutritional Benefits. I have players that take it for its 
Nutritional Benefits. It is totally 100% safe to take as you can see from the contents. I am attaching for you to this email a sheet that explains the MNS Max3, what is in it 
and what it does for your body Health wise and Nutritionally wise. Anyone I come across whether they are in shape or out of shape, over weight or under weight or just right, I 
always tell them about this amazing product. I take it for all the Health and Nutritional Benefits it gives me. Some of my players take it for the same reason ~        just 
started it, I just gave her a box for herself to start with). The females take it for that but also because it helps keep there metabolism high (since everyone metabolism drops 
as you get older), because it burns your Fat Stores in your body for energy so your %Body Fat decreases and it gives you energy and supports total body nutrition all day 
long. It is a Multi-vitamin/omega31calcium all in it. Try it out yourself and check out the attached info I sent you about it. When you get it in the mail, give me a call and I will 
quickly explain everything to you. In any case, if you can give me a quick call regardless because I want to make sure you received the 8 boxes of the Recovery Drink and the 
I box of MNS Max3. 
I sent Abbie Smith an email with your email on it and explained to her that you are hoping to get a hold of her to talk to her so hopefully we might be able to get your women’s 
soccer program to be able to order the Recovery Drink through myself for your players to use and take advantage of the benefits from using it. I mentioned to her that right now 
it is hard to do that because of the Oatorade Contract the school has with Oatorade, but we are trying to see what we can do. In any case Abbie’s contact info is below (her 
name, department and email). 

Abbie E, Smith, PhD, 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

209 Fetzer Hall, CB# 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Office: 303A Woolen 

E ma il: ~!!?__b_~Ln__[!_h__@_~E!_a__[!:__u_!?__c_’:__e__d___u_ 
I hope this will hopefully workout even with the Gatorade contract, so we can get your program on the Recovery Drink. 
Are you still using it for yourself and your workouts? 
My web site for the products to order is: www.MichaelDemakis.com it is on the business cards I gave 
I am always glad to help you and your players and program out any way I can. Hope to talk with you soon and look out for the products I just sent you, you should get them in 
a couple of days. 

All the best, 
Michael Demakis 
Director of Strength & Conditioning 
FC Elite/LI Fury/WPS/Albertson SC 
Advocare Sports/Active Nutrition 
Web: .v_q_ ._wv..q_: .M__j._c:[!_~!.e__[._D_ .e_n~!~__k_i~_:.c_’o_t’n_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 5:51 PM 

!@msu.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros * ~gmail.com); pacmau@uncaa.uuc.edu 

EW: Olympique Lyou and books 

From:       .@aol.com [mailto:       @aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 32, 203.3 9:03 AN 

To-" matt@dolphin-mortgage.corn; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Olympique Lyon and books 
Thank you Matt. 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Matt Daly <matt@dolphin-modgage.com> 
To: anson <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; ’Mark Dillon’ 
Sent: Tue, Jul 30, 2013 3:08 pm 
Subject: Olympique Lyon and books 

.~,aol.com> 

Anson and Mark 
Mark has many contacts in Europe and can help you in regards to Olympique Lyon. He was the one responsible for getting Angeline over to Lyon in March. 
Also, in June, Mark worked with Michel Bruyninckx, who has been developing the Belgium National team and Anson was with Raymond Verheijen earlier this year and 
It sounds like both have some cutting edge stuff going on in regards to training and developing players. Hopefully you can find some mutually beneficial information for each of 
you and programs. 
Also some great books for both of you 
Soccer Tough Dan Abraham ( it deals with the mental approach to the game and ideas from this can help players immediately ) 
Soccer Brain Dan Abraham 
Our Competition is the World ( easy to read and should be mandatory reading for every youth coach and club director in the USA) 
My sincere hope is that you find something useful and of value that will help you in reaching your goals and expanding your knowledge of the great game of soccer 
Here is the contact information for each of you 
Anaon Dorrance 
Office 919-982-4100 

anson~,uncaa,unc.edu 

Mark Dillon 

Good luck and thank you 
Have a great day! 
Matt Daly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:02 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Players Poll, Coaches Poll, Managers Poll for Blue/White game 

13 p~eseason blue white game.pdf 

Ladies, 

For fun, I want the starters to emait me which tearn between Blue and White will win. Without ~exposinfi" anyone I will compile the votes and share it. We wilt 

also h~ve a coaches poll (me, Dino, Chris, Tom and .Jason) and a m~nagers poll Whoever does not respond will suffer some kind of embarrassment ~s will the 

person that resoonds ~ast. As the uooerdassmen know you do not want to be subject to any kind of oen~lty in the preseason because it will e~ther be pah~ful or 

humi~tating. 

Because l:h~s ~s o]l]y a I0 m~m.Ete game [:he tie breakers ~n order are: 

Corner kicks 

Shots on goal 

Shots 

From= Sander, Thomas J 
Sent~ Wednesday, 11:33 AN 
Subject~ starters/rese~eS scrimmage teams 

Players, 

Here are the teams for the first day’s starters/reserves game. The Blue and White teams will play a play-in game from which a second team will be picked to play 

the starters, would have been on the Spring Starters team but is out with and injury at this time. 

-Tom 

Tom S~der 

Director of Operations 

WomeB~s Soccer 

UNveBib~ ofNo~ Cazolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 6:08 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; [@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~W: Anson Donance video agree~nent 

Wh~t do you think? 
From: Thorn NcDonald [mailto:thom,mcdonald@championshipproductions.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 20:~3 12:05 PM 
To: Dana Logan 
Cc: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Fwd: Anson Dorrance video agreement 
Anson Dorrance 

"~n Dormnce" <anson~uncaa.unc.edt~>, 

cell- 

offi~-919.616.5679 

The McCaskill Soccer Center 

[~C Atltletic Depa~ment * P.O. Box 2126 * Chapel Hill, NC 27514 * Area Code (919) 

15% 
one hundred (100) copies of the final edited DVD titles 

adva~ce on roy~y of $2~0 up~m Coach’s fin~ approval ~ff aI~ ed~ed I)VDs~ 

.......... Fo~,arded message .......... 

Date: Wed, Ju131, 2013 at 10:56 AM 
Su~ect: Re: ~son Do~ance video agreement 

To: Thom McDonald <¢hom.mcdonNd~{~championslfippro&~ctions.com>, D~I Be~mea <dam~kbenne~{~chan~pionshippro&~ctions.com> 

After seeing the list of topics from Thom’s call ruth I~INC, I changed my mind atx~ut specifying the number of DVDs, since it appears there could be 4, 5, 6, etc. The 

wording below is more vague. I want to ensure it clearly reads that the advanced and tl~e free DVDs are for all videos as a whole, not tbr each video. Does this 

language accomplish that? 

TITLE OR SUBJECT OF DVD(S): Coach agrees to appear and pertbnn in instructional video production(s). The nan~ber of DVD titles to be determined by 

Championship and Coach. The specific video title(s) shall be detemtined by Championship and Coach. 

PRODUCTION: Production and fihning dates: August 2013. Championship shall pay for tl~e entire cos~. of production and editing oftl~e DVD titles. Coach is solely 

responsible for the content of the DVDs, demonstrators and facility. 

COMPENSATION/ROYALTY: Championship agrees to pay Coach a royalb~ of fifteen percent (15%) on gross sales of DVDs and an adwmce ~m r~ya|~y of 

52,500 ~po~ Coach’s fi~ml approvM of MI edited DVI)s. 
All royalties earned by Coach for all D~s produced ruth Championship in the p~t or in the fumm shall be applied firs~ to the amount of the advance. RoyNfies 

earned above and beyoM the advance shNl be paid as they become due within tlfi~’ (30) days a~er Decem~r 31 of each year. Championship agrees to Ny Co~h a 

a~-o percent (2%) commission on any foreign market licensing agreement(s) and on any online &live~ (video stream, dowNo~, etc.) of the video(s). A wpoa of sales 

shNl accomNny each royal~- se~lement. Championship shall make its books and mcoNs avNlable for reasonable inspection. 

Coach shN1 receive one hundred (1 ~0) copies of the final edited DVD titles, in any comNnation of the fifle~ at no cost. Coach may pnrchase as many copies of 

the DVD title(s) as &sired at fifty ~rcent (50%) of the re’mill price per unit. These DVD title(s) must be for ~rsonal use or sold m end-u~r~ only. No M~olesaling of 

Coach’s production(s) in pe~ or in whi~le is pe~itied incluNng DVD whole,ling, intemet bro~tc~ting, s~eaming, dowNoading, podcasting or television, cable, or 

satellite broadcasting. Royalties shall not ~ applied ~ Coach’s purch~es. Invoices shall ~ paid mfltin 30 days of purchase. 

Thom McDonald 

Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 

800-873-2730 (office) 

(cell) 

515-232-3739 (fax) 

CONFIDENTIALrFY NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended only for tl~e use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is 

privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, any disseminatio~ dis~tribution or cowing of this 

cotnmunication is strictly prohibited. Please noti~ the sender by e-mail at tl~e address shown and delete or destroy the origina2l message and an5’ attaclm~ents. Thank 

you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 6:21 PM 

Don Yaeger <Don@team 180.com> 

@duke.edn);         ~msn.com; ducar,~)uncaa.nnc.edu;      ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Longtime Sports Illustrated writer Don Yaeger with a request for Coach Dorrance 

Love to .... 

From: Don Yaeger [mailto:Don@teamlS0.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2013 3:25 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Don Yaeger 
Subject: Longtime Sports Illustrated writer Don Yaeger with a request for Coach Dorrance 
Coach Dorrance: My name is Don Yaeger and I am a former Sports lllustrated writer and the author of 22 books, working with everyone from John Wooden to 

Walter Payton to John Smoltz. 

l’m writing today because I am authoring a new book about "Building a Culture of Greatness." HarperCollins, the publisher for whom l’ve written six books, has 

recently purchased the project and l’m working hard to create a work that takes lessons from great sports franchise builders and relates those to business lessons. 

Over the last 18 months I have done interviews with Nick Saban at Alabama, Bill Snyder at Kansas State, Phil Jackson and Jerry West from the Lakers, Pat Riley in 

Miami, Coach K at Duke, Tom Izzo at Michigan State, Tony Dungy of the Colts, Bill Self at Kansas, Gregg Popovich at the San Antonio Spurs...and this was a subject on 

which Coach Wooden and I spent many hours. Obviously, you would be a perfect participant in any discussion on this subject, having been such an enormous part 

of the Great culture at UNC. 

By happenstance, I will be in Raleigh next Friday Aug 9 for an evening speech at the Umstead and will be sitting down with Bubba Cunningham, a longtime friend 

from Ball State days, that morning. Is there any chance you might be in town on that date and available to discuss the building of strong cultures within your 

program? I come in the night before and could move most anything around if you have time. If you think it might be possible, l’d gladly send along questions in 

advance. I would love to have 45 minutes, but would accept whatever time could be carved out. 

I hope you’re well._thanks for considering. I appreciate you. 

Tallahassee, FL 3230:1 

www.doevae~er.com 

speakermag ss cover 

(2) 

The cover of ~ationaJ Speakers Assodation masazine~ Read the story here 



Fl’Olll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 9:04 AM 

Bcc: ~yahoo.com 

Subject: F~V: Thmak you 

Attach: Dear Letter.doc 

Just a sh.:_~rt note ~:o thank you for be#~g who you are: a sweet, happy-go-.h.~ckv kid with wonderfi.d character that represents {~s ot~ AND off the fie~d so weH]~ 

What a predous note~H 

F~m: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~0:32 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: ~ank you 

Ooa~h, 
Thank~ again for taking time out of your busy day to ~ply to my previou~ email. Attached i~ a letter my daughter,        typed for            ~ ~ould not think of a 
different way to get it to her. If you ~ould pass this along, I would greatly appreciate it. Finding positive role models for my girls and my players is exoiting and I hope this finds 
her well and let her know that ~he’~ making a difference in a young girl’s life in ~entral Indiana. Thanks again and good lu~k thi~ year. 
~in~erely, 

~yahoo.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:53 AM 

@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Poster Proof 

I wilt run this by the Leadership Council 

Ladies, I will follow this up with the attachment. Please respond on what you think. Thank Vou. 

F~m: 
Sent-" Thursday, 9:~ AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject= Poster Proof 

Anson~ 

Know you ~uys are slammed 8ettin~ ready for pre-season to start but wanted to check and see if you’d had a chance to take a look at the poster proof I sent over 

last week?(l attached it to this email as well). I really like the concept and look of it but wanted to make sure you all were comfortable with player 

placement~llocations within the poster. Let me know if I can provide any additional information. 

Thanks] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 3:51 PM 

’@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Poster Proof 

You are very humble ._. thank you! 

From: 
Sent= Thursday, ~ :t2:06 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Re: Poster Proof 

Anson, 

I think the poster looks great! However, perhaps move me towards the back and      / others toward the front (I shouldn’t even be on this poster I think being so 

close to front and center may not be right symbolically). Aesthetically the poster is great, I got even more excited when I saw it!! 

On at 10:53 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

t will run this by the Leadership Council 

Ladies, I will follow this up with the attachment. Please respond on what you thk~k. Thank you. 

Sent= Thursday, 9:~ AN 
Te= Dorrance, AlbeffA N 
Subject= Poster Proof 

AnsoR, 

Know you ~uys are slammed 8ettin~ ready for pre-season to start but wanted to check and see if you’d had a chance to take a ~ook at the poster proof 

sent over last week?(I attached it to this emai~ as well). I really like the concept and look of it but wanted to make sure you all were comfortable with 

player placement!locations within the poster. Let me know if I can provide any additional information. 

Thanks~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 3:53 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

l~g: Players Poll, Coaches Poll, Mm~agers Poll for Blue/White game 

Rally your managers .,,~ Right now you are the only vote. 

Sent: Thursday, .t2::t4 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alberta IV 
Subject-" RE: Players Poll, Coaches Poll, Managers Poll for Blue! White game 

Anson, 

I am going to pick Team Blue for the win! 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent; Wednesday, 6:01 PM 

To: 

Subject: Players Poll, Coaches Poll, Managers Poll for Blue! White game 

[adies, 

For fl.m, I w~nt the start~-:~P.~ to email me which team be~:ween Blue and WhRe wHI win WRhout "e>:posing" anyone I will cornp~e the votes and share R. We w~H 

i~so have a coaches pol~ (me, Dmo, Chrb, Tom and Jason) and i~ managers poll Whoever does not respond w~H suffer some ~dnd .:)f embarrassment as will ~:he 

person [hat responds ~ast. As the upperclassmen know you do not want to be subjec[ to any kind of penalty in the preseason because ~t w~H e~ther be pakfful or 

humNtating. 

Because th~s ~s only a I0 m~nute gm~e the tie breakers ~n order are: 

Corner kk:ks 

Shots .:)n ~oal 

Shots 

Fre~ Sander, Thomas ~ 
8e~t~ Wednesday, [~:33 AM 
$~bjeCt~ star~rsirese~’es scrimmage teams 

Players, 

Here are the teams for the first day’s starters! reserves game. The Blue and White teams will play a play-in game from wNch a second team will be picked to play 

the starters, would have been on the Spring Starters team but ~s out with and injury at this time. 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Womeffa ~occer 

University of North CaroEna 

w) 919-962-4100 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE,/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday,              3:59 PM 

ducar@uncaa unc edu; 

Subject: Can we support 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~)o~mail.com) vacmaz~uncaa.unc edu 

Ladies, 

Can we s~pport in this? 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, : 1.2:31. PM 

To: Sander, Thomas.l; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Wedding 

AnsoniTom, 

My         wedding is on                      , I know we will be in                         on Friday and              . I wanted to ask if I 

could go to the wedding on Saturday; I know this means I will miss the game on Sunday as I will fly from         back to Chapel Hill. Could you please 

forward this to the leadership council and see what they say? Of course my first priority is the team, and I won’t go if I am needed on Sunday. However, 

it’s my        big day, and I owe it to him to try my best to make it. 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday,              4:02 PM 

@hotmail.com> 

l~E: Poster Proof 

Yes, they can switch it now, I have asked them to ._ let’s get you the picture you deserve[! 

an issue?) 

And just so you know, no one could [aide a picture of you that would scare anyot?e 

F~m: }hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, ~ 22:58 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject: Re: Poster Proof 
Hi Ans I’m concerned with the photo they used for me. ~ have six chins. ~ understand if they can’t switch it now but I’m just worried it might scare the fans. 

was concerned that she was too far forward ._. Do you think that is 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:52 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <_a___n___s_9___n_~__e_._n_?__a_j_!:__u___n___c_:__e_d___u._> wrote: 

I will run this by the Leade~ship Council ..... 

Ladies, I will follow this up with the attachment~ Please respond on what you think. Thank you. 

Sent: Thursday, 9:44 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Poster Proof 

Anson, 
Know you guys are slammed getting ready for pre-season to start but wanted to check and see if you’d had a chance to take a look at the poster proof I 

sent over last week?(I attached it to this email as well). I really like the concept and look of it but wanted to make sure you all were comfortable with 

player placement/locations within the poster. Let me know if I can provide any additional information. 

Thanks[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 4:05 PM 

.~g m aS~l .corn> 

ILE: Poster Proof 

I have heard from two are there other’s? 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:14 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: RE: Poster Proof 

I think some people want to makes some changes to their pictures! 

On           10:52 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <at~n(~)email.tmc~edu> wrote: 

> I will mn flais by the Leadership Council ..... 

> Ladies, I will follow this up with the attach~nent. Please respond on what you think. Thm~k you. 

> F~om: i 

> Sent: Thursday, 9:44 AM 

> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Poster Proof 

> 

> 

> Anson, 
> 

> Know you guys are slammed getting read5, for pre- season to start but wanted to check and see if you’d had a chance to take a look at the poster proof I sent over 

last week?(I attached it to this email as well). I really like the concept and look of it but wanted to make sure yon all were comfortable with player placement/locations 

within the poster. Let me know ifI can provide any additional intbrmation. 

> Thanks’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 1,2013 4:22 PM 

Tom Nugent <nugent.@elderhs.org> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

ThaJ~k you! 

Tom, 

You are ve~ kind. Thank you. 

And of course, good luck with developing your people and your teams!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tom Nugem [mailto:nu~ent.t(~elderhs.or~] 
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2013 2:56 PM 
To: UNC Athletics Director 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A [V 
Subject: 

Hi Mr Cunningham, 
I am a boy’s lacrosse coach at Elder High School in Cincinnati, Ohio. ! was on campus for the team camp, and I reached out to Coach Dorrance and asked him for some of his valuable time, to 
talk about the competitive cauldron, which we had implemented last season. 

He and his entire staff spent an hour sharing with me, helping a stranger, his opermess and willingness to share put the Universi~ in the best of lights. It was a meeting that I am sure will 
have a positive ripple effect on many young men in the Cincinnati area. 

He first was a beacon for myself in regards to coaching and developing young people and players. His actions and time have left me with a clear picture of what it means to be servant 
leader 

Go Heels! 
Tom Nugent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, August 1,2013 4:30 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: C~anpus Tours 

Ist day o[: preseason, it will be hard to get away 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2013 4:12 PM 

To; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Subject; RE: Campus Tours 
The Admissions Tour i~.~ on the hodzon (Wed, 8/7), and the k~nd ~olka at Jad~son Ha~ want to en~ure that they have a su~fh::~ent number of tour guides on hand ~or 

our group. We are hoping to provide them sorne sense o~: numbers tomorrow. Please s~gn-.up ASAP ~: interesLed. 

F~m= Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent; Tuesday, July 30, 2013 2:45 PN 

To= UNC~-Asst Head Coaches; UNtO-Head Coaches 
Subject= Campus Tours 

Coaches, 

Based upon your feedback, we have arranged for a variety of campus tours to be offered throughout August and into September. This is available for new as well 

as old coaches, staff and administration. For our convenience, each tour group will be comprised solely of Athletics Department personnel. One tour provides a 

look at the student experience on campus, a second at the school’s rich history as the oldest public university in the country and a third at the various venues on 

our Athletics Campus. 

The objective B to help provMe geographic bearing as well as alignment for those in our department with the campus and university as a whole. There is a more 

detailed description of each tour below as well as the day, date, time and starting location. Sign-up Here for one, two or all three of the tours. Please sign-up as 

soon as possible, so we can plan for an appropriate number of tour guides to be present, especially for the Admissions tour scheduled for next Wednesday (August 

7). 

For those new to campus - or for those geographically challenged (no judgment), we have included a map of the various starting points for the tours below in 

addition to a link for an interactive version of the map. 

Shelley & Cricket 

Admissions Tour 

Undergraduote Admissions 

This tour is based out of Undergraduate Admissions in Jackson Hall. Current Carolina students serve as the tour guides. They speak to the student experience on 

campus, namely academics, student life, campus traditions and what makes the community of learners on campus great. From this, you will get a sense of where 

your student-athletes eat, buy their books, attend class, study in the stacks, meet with their professors during office hours, etc.., during those precious few hours 

when they aren’t in our company and under our watchful eye. 

Date: Wednesday, August 7 (9:00-10:30am) 

Start: Jackson Hall (174 Country Club Road} 

Historical Tour 

Visitors Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill’s 729-acre central campus, once called "The Noble Grove," is among the most beautiful in the nation. Brick walkways 

stretch under ancient trees and past flowering shrubs throughout campus. Follow the pathways into the University’s early years by taking 

a walking tour of its oldest and most historic sites. This tour will guide us from the Visitors’ Center through the heart of campus as we step into the history of the 

nation’s first public university. With a wealth of knowledge of all things Carolina, our enthusiastic tour guide will lead the way sharing history, stories, legends, 

lore and landmarks along the way. 

Date: Wednesday, August 14 (9:00-10:30am) 

Start: Visitors Center (250 East Franklin Street} 

Athletics Campus Tour 

Athletics Depertment Fecilities 5teff end/or Rems Club Personnel 

Staff members from Facilities and/’or the Rams Club will guide us around to various locations throughout our immediate Athletics Campus and possibly to venues 

slightly more removed from campus. Tour stops will include competition and practice locations, locker rooms, weight rooms, team rooms, academic support 

facilities, sports medicine facilities, museums and memorabilia. They will share information about the construction & renovation, design, (multi-)use, financing, 

history, significant athletic achievements, and possibly some behind-the-scenes insights and access to the assorted venues. 

Date: Wednesday, September 4 (9:00-10:30am} 

Start: Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Click on the hyperlink above and sign-up on a Google Doc under the appropriate tab (lower left-hand corner of the page) for the tour(s) you would like to attend. 

Startin~ Locations 

Click on the hyperlink above to access an interactive version of the map below which contains the starting points of the various campus tours. 



i.~.i cid:image001.png@01CE8AOE 102309B0 



Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O L,rNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday,             4:53 PM 

Subject: Blue/White? The Polls me split!! 

Ladies, 

With three votes outstanding , the Players Poll has the White team winning with a 7 to 3 majority. If you add all the votes it gets to 

13 because              are              and were added in. ~                           will not be here for some of preseason I      I and right now 

is 

The Coaches Poll has the Blue Team winning by a 4 to i vote. 

The Managers Poll? Unanimous: the Blue Team will win. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 6:17 PM 

~gm~l.com> 

Re: Players Poll, Coaches Poll, Managers Poll for Blue/White gaa~e 

Good analysis tragically you axe fl~e last responder. 

Sent.f!"om my Ver’izor~ tYireIe,~s 4G L)"]z DROLL) 

~gmaJl.com> wrote: 

tiey Anson! 

I think I’m the last one.., but I think Blue roll win! ¯ is di~ up top, and I think fl~ey have a more s~ble midfield. 

Thanka 

On Wed, at 6:01 PM, Dorrance, AlbertA IV <m~son(~:emaJd.unc.edtr~ wrote: 

Ladie~ 

Vor fu~ [ "aa~t the skuters to email me which tc~ bet~een [3h~e and White will whz Without "exposi~N" ~myone [ ~ill compile the sores ~d sham it~ We will also 

base a coaches p)[1 (me, Dmo, Chris, Tom m~d Jason,) ~md a m~umgers ~:~ll. Whoeve~ does ~N respmd vGll suttk:r some l, md of emk~rrassment a~ will the pera~,~ 

that reg~o~ds last. As the t~ppemlassmer~ know yot~ do not want to ~ su[2ject to a~y kited ofpenalt3, m the pmseasor~ ~cm~se it will eifl~er t~ ~iNifl or humflitatmg. 

Becat~: fl~ia ia only a 10 mitmte game Ne fie br~akera ha oNer are: 

Comer ldcka 

Shots on goal 

From: Sander, Thomas .1 
Sent-" Wednesday, 11:33 AM 
Subject; starters!reserves scrimmage teams 

Players, 

Here are the teams for the first day’s starters/reserves game¯ The Blue and White teams roll play a play-in game from which a second team will be picked to play 
the sta~ers,     would have been on the Sp6ng Starters temn but is out ruth and inj ury at this time. 

- Tom 

Tom S~der 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

Universib~ ofNoNa C~olina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 6:21 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

Re: Poster Proof 

Thank you. 

Sent.~"om my Ver’izon II~ire[e,~s 4G L2’E 

~live.unc.edw~ wrote: 

Looks fine to me’. I don’t know if you would wmat 

Thank~ 

more ti~ont and center but I don’t think anybody will have a problem with it. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 10:52:55 AM 

To: 

Subject: FW: Poster Proof 

From= 
Sent= Thursday, 9:44- AM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Poster Proof 

Anson, 

Know you guys are slammed getting ready for pre-season to start but wanted to check and see if you’d had a chance to take a look at the poster proof I sent over 

last week?(I attached it to this email as well). I really like the concept and look of it but wanted to make sure you all were comfortable with player 

placement/locations within the poster. Let me know if I can provide any additional information. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:50 AM 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweigh@email.uuc.edu> 

@duke.edu) 

RE: BienniaJ Guesl Lecture? 

Erianne, 

I would love to do it and my preferred format would be Q,&A. Those dates do not work (out of town or pre game dates). Can you give me some others to choose 

from? 

And the Dorrance’s would low-_~ to be closer to the We~ghtsH 

~= Weight, Erianne A, 
Sent: Thursday, 6:14 PM 
To= Dorrance, A~be~ A N 
Subject: Biennial Guest Lecture? 

Dear A~, 

I am hesitant to ask because I ki~ow how often you get asked to do speaking engagements, but my students and I enjoyed having you so much, and we learned so 

much, I just had to ask again...mth the thought that maybe we can make it a biennial tradition? :) 

The lecture would be for EXSS                                         Our graduate cohort is limited to nine students who hope to be fi~ture leaders in 
intercollegiate athletics, a~d they are always brimming with questious (as you tbund last time), so if you would like to come and simply do a Q & A, I assure you there 

will not be a lull! If you’d like to prepaxe a tEw remarks, it would be wonderthl to hear your thoughts about sport supervision and coach-administrator communication. 

We meet on~              ~                                          iu the Sport Administration contErence room (203 Woollen Gym)j ust to the right of the maiu lobby. If you 

prefer that we come to you, we can anange that as well! 

A few dates for you to choose from are below. 

If this is a cr’azy semester, tEel ficee to decline and I will completely understand! Either way, I look forward to growiug our t~eudship as we share litE as a part of the 

ward thmily. 

Please ~y hello to lbr me and let her know we were just discussing her talk the other nighf! 

Erianne A. Weighk Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistaa~t Professor, Sport Adtninistration 

The Universi~ of North Caxolina - Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, August 2, 2013 11:52 AM 

Tom Nugent <nugent.@elderhs.org> 

I~E: ’I’haNc you! 

Tom, 

Thank you[[’. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tom Nugent [mailto:nugent t@elderhs org] 
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2013 6:15 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc:        I@msn corn; Ducar, Chris;      @aol corn; Jason Sisneros 
Subject: Re: Thank you! 

Coaches, 
Good Luck this season. I sent 4 copies of The Servant today, for the staff; enjoy 
23 has always been synonymous with UNC, soun it will be for a different reasun. 
Tom 

On r~%u, 1 Aug 2013 20:21:51 ~ 0000 

"Durrance, Albert A IV" <ansun@emaihunc.edu> wrute: 

> Yuu are vepi kind. Thank you. 

> And of cuurse, goud luck with develuping your peuple and your ~eams! ! 

Original Message ..... 
>Frum: Tom Nugent [mailtu:nu~ent.t(~elderhs.org] 
> Sent: Thursday, August 01,2013 2:56 PM 
> Tu: UNC Athletics Directur 
> Cc: Durrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: 

> Hi Mr. Cnnningham, 
> I am a boy’s lacrusse coach a~ Elder High Schuol in Cincinnati, Ohio. 
>I was on campus fur the team camp, and I reached out tu Cuach Dorrance 
>and asked him fur sume of his valuable time, ~o talk abuut the 
>competitive cauldrun, which we had implemented last season 

> He and his entire staff spent an huur sharing with me, helping a 
>stranger, his openness and willingness to share put the Universi~" in 
>the best of lights. It was a meeting that I am sure will have a 
>positive ripple effect on many young men in the Cincinnati area. 

> He first was a beacon for myself in regards to coaching and dcveloping 
>yonng people and players. His actions and time have left me with a 
>clear picture of what it means to be servant leader. 

> Go Heels! 
> Tom Nugent 

~gmail com); Sander, Thomas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:58 AM 

~live.~mc.edtr~ 

Ducm, Chris (ducm@unc.edu); Galz, Gregory <ggg@unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Excited! 

I like what you are thinking I will copy Chris and Greg on this I agree, the beep and 120’s have little value fox there has to be something better. Maybe this is!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Friday, 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Excited[ 

12:01 AM 

Hi Anson, 
I thought I would just send you a quick email to update you on a few things as well as let you know that I will be returning to Chapel Hill this Saturday. Since the last time I emailed you I 
have been to         and returned home and began to train with the                . At the end of last       we decided that the    doing the beep and 120s ~w~s not the best type of 
fitness [’or us. I know that Gregg has deemed 300 yard shuttles as one aspect of out :fitness. Just recently at     I did a fitness session called Jump Run. It was extremely hard and was by far 
the most applicable fitness I have ever done. It consists of bouts of 15 seconds on 15 off and 20 seconds on 40 seconds off. I was hoping that maybe the could tp), it out possibly on the 
afternoon of 120s potentially? 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 12:28 PM 

Fava, Nicole M <fava@email.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 
~gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Ducay, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: (secure) 

Nicole, do you feel comfortable handling this for us? 

Ses~f.~"om my V~rizor~ tl~ireie,~s 4(5 L)"k L):~tOIL) 

........ OriginaJ, Message ........ 

Subject: RE:       (secure) 

From: "Bdckner, Thomas E" <tom brickne@unc.edu> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> 

CC: "Fava Nicole M" <fava@email.unc.edt~>, ~msn.coIn,"Ducar, Chris" <duca@unc.edu>, 
@gmal.com> 

@aol.com,"Jason Sisnems @gmail.com)" 

Nicole and the SM staff for all the varisty teams are present at games/practices to monitor and treat an?- athlete who may be developing symptoms, but they cannot be policing these events 
to ensure compliance with the policy It is the responsibility of the coaches (including S&C) of the individual teams to familiarize themselves with the        policy and to follow the 
guidelines to best protect those athletes from potentially harmful situations. If you’re already con’Kortable ~vith that then great, but if you have any questions or concerns please let me know. 
Tom 

From: Don-ance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Thursday, ~ 4:25 PM 
To: Brickner, ~Ihomas E; Sander, Thomas J 
Cc: Fava, Nicole M; ~)msn.com; Ducar, Chris; 
Subject: RE: SC lnfo (secure) 

~)aohcom; Jason Sisneros ~;’)gmail corn); Sander, Thomas J 

Tom, 

I have no issue with any of this and I have no questions Obviously, I would love to leave all this in Nicole’s hands if you don’t mind 

From: Bricl,mer, ~Ihomas E 
Sent: Thursday, 4:04 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
Cc: Fava, Nicole M 
Subject:       (secure) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 12:31 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: GIA Deferment 

Tom, can you handle this? 

Sent.f!°om my VeHzou IVire[ess 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: FW:         GIA Detbrment 

From: "Timmermans, Tom" <fimmerman@~mc.edu> 
To: UNCAAAcademics <uncaa academics@groups.unc.edtr~,UNCAA-Asst ttead Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu>,lINCAA-ttead 

Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.nnc.edu> 

CC: "Marko~ Lance M" <marko@etna~l.nnc.edu>,"Vangelder, Marlelle A" <mvangeld@ema~l.unc.edu>.                      @email.unc.edu> 

Please see the below e-mail that was sent out to all student-athletes yesterday, If you can please remind your student-athletes who receive an atMet~c 
scho~arsMp to defer their         charges, it w~ prevent their classes from being dropped due to an outstandh~g ba~ance~ 
Let me k~ow ~f yot~ have at~y q(~est~or~s, 

~r~m: Tom Timmermans [mailto:timmermans@unc,edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:35 PM 
T~: Timmermans, Tom 
Subject:         ~1~ D~f~rm~nt 

This ~mail Was Sent From University of North Carolina, 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEAS[ CLICK H~R~. 

removed by 
sender. 

TIlE FOLLOWING E-MAIL IS ONLY FOR STUDENT-ATtlLETES WItO \~ ILL RECEIVE AN ATHLETICS GIL~NT-IN-AID FOR TIlE 

ACADEMIC YEAR. IF YOU DO NOT RECEIVE AN ATItLETICS GIL~NT-IN-AID, PLEASE IGNORE. 

Student- athlete, 

Bills for the         semester me due to be paid by Tuesda5 

funding hitting your account. 

which is prior to the first day of classes, and, thus, prior to your scholarship 

Therefore, all student-athletes who are receiving Grm~t-h-Aid to cover even a Ixwtion of their funding roll need to go thiough the p~ocess ofdefemng their charges so 

that their conrses aren’t dropped. 

This process will only take 2 minutes to complete. Here are the inslructions to defer: 

* Access your Student Center page through "ConnectCarolina" 

* Click on "Aid Year" 

* Click on "View Scheduled Disbursement Dates" 

* Click on "Account Inquiry" 

* Click on "Account Services" 

* Click on "Request Deferment" 

* Follow the remahahag prompts. 

Thanks! 

Tom Timmermans Assis~nt Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid [ Universib~ of North Carolina 

O£fice 919.962.7851 ICell IFax 919~96Z6002 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



EFOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LFNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN-ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)--; 

Friday,              12:38 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga~lo@unc.edu> 

Re: 

"Gallo, Jr., I_,am., A." va’thgall@unc.edu> w~te: 

"Atnigos," 
Hopeful you are all well. Just was notified by Tony Yount that 
can get back on the flied for us. 
Have a great weekend and see you next Tuesday. 
Take ca~’e and be ~,ell! 
Larry" 

did a very good job in summer school...and Glad "she got it" and buckled down aaad now 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 12:39 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu>; Dncar, Clm s <ducay@~mc.edu->; bill palladino ~aol.com>; Jason Si sneros 
~gmail.com>; Ducay, Chris <ducar@unc.edn>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edn> 

Re: Meeting Yesterday! 

Lar~, we feel the same about you. We love working for you and we are also excited about the coming season. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

"Gallo, Jr., Lain.~ A." -~fl~gallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

I enjoyed our meeting yesterday ~ great conversation! 
I look fbm, aJ’d to another exciting year. It is a pleasnre to work with you and your start" and we shall continue to develop our young wo~nen to drive on to victo~3~ with 
passion! 
Be well, and my best ~,ishes to 
Take care my friend! 
Lar~- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, August 2, 2013 3:07 PM 

Chad Stoloff ~gmail.com> 

I~E: Survey 

yes 
From: Chad Stoloff [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, August 02, 2013 1:35 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 
Subject: Fwd: Survey 
Is this more effeclive? 

Best regards, 

Chad S~loff 

Mental Performance Coach 

A Di~iplined Mind LLC 

~gm~il.com 

~.adi ~i plinedmi nd.com 

w~a~’.fiaceb~3ok.com/ADi~iplinedMind 

Tmtter.com/ChadStoloff 

chadstolotl~wordpress.corn 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Chad Stoloff ~gmail.com> 
Date: Thu, Aug 1, 2013 at 12:13 PM 

Subject: Survey 

To: Chad Stoloff<          d;gmail.com> 

http:gwww.surveymonkey.com/s’FCCYYKN 
Best regards, 

Chad Stoloff 

Mental Perfonnm~ce Coach 

A Disciplined Mind LLC 

’~)gma~l.com 

x~a~a~-.adisci plinedmiM.com 

wv~w¢.i:aceb~ok.com/ADisciplinedMind 
Tmtter.com/ChadStoloff 

chadstolofl~wordpress.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, Augnst 2, 2013 3:07 PM 

pacman@nncaa.unc.edu 

I~W: ACC Olympic S ports Chatnpionships - U nder Armour Long - Sleeve T - Shirt Sizes 

ACC Olympic Sports Under Armour T-Shirt Sizes Chart.doc 

From: Barrett, Jennie [mailto:jbarrett@theacc.org] 
Sent; Friday, August 02, 20:t3 J.:4:[ PM 

To; Alphonso Smith (alphons@clemson.edu); Christopher Dountas (cdountasOathletics.pitt.edu); Darin Kerns (dkerns@fsu.edu); Dave McClain 
(dave.mcclain@duaa.duke.edu); David Case (d.casel@miami.edu); Morelli, David Dominic; Jason Baisden (tbaisdel @umd.edu); Jim Schlensker (jpschlenOsyr.edu); Kelly 
Kenny (kelly.kenny.2@bc.edu); Lester Karlin (Ikarlin@vt.edu); Matt Althoff (mra3e@virginia.edu); Roxann Moody (moodyrx@wfu.edu); Ryan Grooms (rgrooms@nd.edu); Terry 
Call@way (terry_calloway@ncsu.edu); Tom Conner (tconner@athletics.gatech.edu); jill_handlon@ncsu.edu; Miller, Steven L 
~:c: Pierce, Kris; Moore, Donald 
Subject-" ACe Olympic Sports Championships - Under Armour Long-Sleeve T-Shirt Sizes 
Importance: High 

Sent on behalf of Donald IVIoore~ Jr. 

Head Equipment Managers - 

The 20:13-14 Olympic Sports Championships participant gift will be a long-sleeve Under Armour t-shirt. Each member of your travel party will receive this gift for 

championships in which your school participates. 

Please provide us with the requested sizes for your institution’s sponsored sports by August 15, 20:13. (Please see the attached chart.). We will make every attempt 

to provide the same sizes as requested, pending what we receive from Under Armour. 

Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. 

Thank you. 

Donald 

DONALD MOORE, JR. 
Director of Championships 

O: 336,369,4655 ] C: 
.d__L!! _o__o__r__e_ @ _t _h__e___a__c__c_=_o__rg. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, August 2, 2013 3:09 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: Womeu Soccer Operations Guide 

WSOC Ops Guide 2013.pdf 

From: Operations, Event [mailto:eventops@wfu.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, August 02, 20:1.3 2:32 PM 
To: Orville Jennings 
Subject-" Women Soccer Operations Guide 

Good afternoon, 
My name is Melissa Sexton and I am the Event Management Assistant for Wake Forest Athletic department. I will be assisting Orville dennings this year with women soccer 
events on campus. 
Attached is the Women Soccer Operation Guides for the year 20’I 3. If you would please read over this guide and contact me with any questions. 
Thank you and have a great day! 

Melissa Sexton 

Event Management Assistant 

Wake Forest Athletics 

PO Box 7348 
203 Manchester Athletic Center 
Winston-Salem, NC 27109 

(office) 336-758-3547 
(cell) 
(fax) 336-758-4704 

removed by 
sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, Augnst 2, 2013 3:17 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu>; @msn.com; duca ,~)uncaa.nnc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
, @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Meeting with Bnbba and L~yry 

Yes, thank you[! 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent; Friday, August 02, 2013 3:07 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Subject; RE: Meeting with Bubba and Larry 
Not a problem. Can you all m~-_~e~: with gubba a~: I1:00am on Mond~y, Augu,.;t 

~= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Seat= Friday, August 02, 2053 3:05 PN 
Te= No,on, Molly 
$~bje~t= RE: Meeting with Bubba and Lar~ 

Mo~y, 

~ am so so~ry, we w~l be up in Cha~k)~:tesv~He ~:hat day how about one of the other two days? 

F~m~ No,on, Molly 
Sent~ Friday, August 02, 2013 1:29 PN 

T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
~e~ Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
Nubj~t~ RE: Meeting with Bubba and Lar~ 

Hi Coach DorTance, 

~ am confirn~ng thai Friday, Augus[ 23 at IO:30am works well for’ gubba and Larry. The meeting w~l~ take place ~n Bubba’s office. See you then! 

Thanks~ 

F~m~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent~ Friday, August 02, 2013 11:23 AN 
T~ No,an, Molly 
Subjeet~ RE: Meeting with Bubba and Lar~ 

Monday (Aug 19~h}, Wed (Aug 2:1.st) or gr~ (Aug 23rd) ;t 10:30 amp 

F~m~ No,on, Molly 
Sent~ Thursday, August 01, 2013 B:24 PN 

T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 

Subje~t~ Meeting with Bubba and Lar~ 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

Please let me know of your availability to meet with Bubba and Larry during the week of August 12 and/or the week of August 19. The purpose of the meeting is to 

review last year’s season and look ahead to this year’s season. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9~9-962-8200 (phone) 

9~9-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, August 2, 2013 3:46 PM 

Chad Stoloff ~ ~gmail.com> 

@msn.com; ducar@uucaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Survey 

No, we use a toot l:r’orn Exact Spor’ts. They basically give it to rne for [:ree arid I honor them b~t not endor’sing anyor~e else. I hope you ~mder’stand. 

From: Chad Stoloff [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, August 02, 2013 3:43 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Survey 

Wondeflhl! Will you u~ it ~d write a testimonM tbr me? 

Best regards, 

Chad Sl,~loff 
Meutal Performance Coach 

A Disciplined Miud LLC 

~) gmail .corn 
~a~a~-.adisci plinedmiud.com 

w~v.lhcebook~com/ADiscipliuedMind 

r witter.com,’C hadS’u:~loff 

chadstolofllwordpress.com 

Ou Aug 2, 2013, at 1:06 PM, "Dorrauce, Albert A IV" <an~m~;email.~mc.edu> wrote: 

From: Chad Stoloff [.Ln___a_j]~_:_ . _@_ g_ _ _m_ _ _a_ j J :_ _c_ _o_ _ _ _m_ . ] 
Sent: Friday, August 02, 2013 1:35 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Fwd: Survey 
Is this more effective? 

Best regards, 

Chad Stoloff 
Mental Perfonnauce Coach 

A Disciplined IVlind LLC 

~gmail.com 

~’.adisciplincdmiud.com 

w~wv.lhcelx~ok.com/ADisciplmedMind 

Twittcr.con-d,? hadStoloff 

chadstoloIt~wordpress.com 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Chad Stoloff < ??~mail.com> 
Date: Thu, Aug 1, 2013 at 12:13 PM 

Subject: Survey 

To: Chad Stoloff<          ,~)~gmail.com> 

ht~p://www.surveymonkey.comi~FCCYYK2,1 
Best regards, 

Chad Stoloff 

Meuml Performance Coach 

A Disciplined Miud LLC 

~gmail.com 

v~v.’adisci plinedmiud.con~ 

ww~,.thcel~_-~ok.com/ADisciplinedMind 
Twittcr.con-d,? hadStoloff 

chadstoloIt~wordpress.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 4:10 PM 

Subject: The final results me in, polls are slill split!’. 

Ladies, 

You can cut the tension with a knife as the BLUE and WHITE teams are set to battle for an "ALL Star" selection to play the returning starters in the second :10 minute 

match. 

The final Starters Poll? Eight votes for White, five votes for Blue. As I shared before: 4-:1 the coaches went with Blue and the managers went with Blue as well. 

Chris Ducar will coach the White Team, J~ason Sisneros will coach the Blue Team. Anson and Dino have decided to see what it is like to be football coaches and they 

will watch from the tower (at Finley) as they pick the elite group that will play the starters. Is this the year the starters will be beaten? 

was the last vote we got, so her penalty is to find Tom this weekend and wash ALL the pinnies for our first session. If they repulse ONE PLAYER, 

she has to wash them again. 

I hope all of you guys are memorizing your "Care Value" quotes. Remember, in the class to class competitions you can try to pick that classes weakest link. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, August 2, 2013 4:39 PM 

Doag Dubay ~dougd@rmnier.com> 

Re: Soccer Fabric Graphics 

Se~t.f!vm my Ferizor~ IFireie,ss 4(5 L)"k L)~OIL) 

Doug DubW ~<1ougd@rainier.com> wrote: 

Dear Coach Dorrance and Tom, 
We appreciate you working with Rainier, and your flexibility in helping Rainier bring this graphic project to completion. 

As I mentioned on the phone, Richard Lawrence will visit your facility tonight to install the clear acrylic displays in the hallway. 

The large fabric graphics are printed and ready for installation. The frames for the large fabric graphics are being sent to powder coating, and will be sent overnight 

at our expense to our IocaI instailer. The frames will be delivered Tuesday morning, and both graphics should be installed by around lunch time. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to give me a call. 

Thanks! 

Doug 

Doug Dubay 

Rainier Industries Ltd. Business Development Manager 

htt p:!!www.rainier.comireta~Z 

dougd@rainier.com 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, August 2, 2013 4:40 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu~ 

Fwd: Soccer Fabric Graphics 

Tom, keep them on track! 

Se~tt.~’om my Verizon g~irele,ss 4G L]~ ]DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Soccer Fabric Graphics 

From: Doug Dubay <dougd@rainier.com> 

To: "Sander, Thomas J" ~pacman@unc.edu-~,"Dormnce, Albert A IV" ~anson@email.unc.edtr~ 

CC: Michael Babbitt <michaelb@ra~ier.com> 

Dear Coach Dorrance and Tom, 
We appreciate you working with Rainier, and your flexibility in helping Rainier bring this graphic project to completion. 

As I mentioned on the phone, Richard Lawrence will visit your facility tonight to install the clear acrylic displays in the hallway. 

The large fabric graphics are printed and ready for installation. The frames for the large fabric graphics are being sent to powder coating, and will be sent overnight 

at our expense to our local installer. The frames will be delivered Tuesday morning, and both graphics should be installed by around lunch time. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to give me a call. 

Thanks! 

Doug 

Doug Dubay 

Rainier Industries Ltd. Business Development Manager 

dougd@rainier.com 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O LFNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, August 2, 2013 4:41 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: coach information 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: coach inti)rmation 

From: @yuhoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Alberta IV" <anson@email.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

chris.nolen@westonfc.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, 12:04 PM 

@msn.coln> 

Re: Hey Ans :) 

WOW! Yes, so good I will be sha~ing it ruth the team! 

Se,~t.f!"om my V{~rizor~ tI~irege,~s 4(5 L2’E L).~tOIL) 

@msn.com> wrote: 

I’m not sure how this compares to other soccer blogs because honestly I never read haha but I just read this and was pretty moved and t}lt like shazing. This player is 
quickly becoming one of my thvorite people, she’s a thntastic player, a brilliant mind, and a great person. An~,ay I wanted to share because I thought you would enjoy 
it. Curious to know what you think of it. It’s a sho~t read. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 1:28 PM 

@duke.edu> 

Fwd: next two weeks’ schedule 

preseason cal.pdf 

........ OriginaJ Message ........ 

Subject: next two weeks’ schedule 

From: "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> 

CC: 

Team, 

lost her preseason schedule and has asked for it to be re-sent, so here’s the updated schedule so far. I will have more specific times for things later in the 

week as we progress. Meal and practice times are flexible, but I wanted to give an approximate place to start from. 

Managers and boyz please note the meeting on Tuesday. 

Any questions, let me know. 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

Universi~ of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday,              9:13 AM 

@em~Jl.uuc.e&~; @gmail.com; ~comcast.net; 

~email.uuc.e&~;          ~hotmaJl.com 

~nsn.com; ducoa@uucaa.unc.edu;      @aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros I 

I~NV: Career Advice for your athletes - Help’. 

TWO MVP Access Promo.pdf 

~gmaJl .com; ~email .unc.edu; 

~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

ladies, 

Anyone interested? 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, 5:10 PM 
To: Papa, Donna J; Williams, Roy A; Meaders, Harlis James; Levy, Jennifer S; Shelton, Karen C; Fedora, H. Larry; Fox, Mike; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Career Advice for your athletes - Help! 

Hi Coach. I am starting a new initiative this fall to provide students more assistance with their career search in the sport industry. 

My brainstorm (dangerous!!) is to create a small cohort of senior student-athletes to participate in the program. I am going to be very intentional with them to see 

how they are progressing with their career search. I will be able to evaluate their usage with a special report. 

I need your help to identify two SENIOR athletes from your team that can use more career advice and close monitoring by me! ;) These students should be 

interested in working in the sport business/management/marketing/operations/financial, etc. side (not human performance, training or exercise physiology.) The 

service will launch on          . (See attached for an overview) I will work with the athletes starting in 

Please send the one or two names to me before 

Please let me know if you have any questions. My mobile is 

Thanks! 

Debby "Doc" 

Debora~ L, Stror~an, Ph,Do CLU 
Explore. Engage, E~qpower, 
EXSS Spo~t Admi~is~ratior~ Lecturer 
Frank Hawkins Ke~a~ ~nstit~te of Private Enterprise, Senior Adv~r 

3~5 Wo~le~ - CB #8700 

~here ~ou see the presence o/ mafice where none egists, "- Dodinsk~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:40 AM 

@bogaertconstruction.com ); @tdesignsource.com; 

~comcast.net);                       @greenhosp.org); 

@hotmail.co~n);    ~chapelhillre s’taurantgroup.com; 

@gmail.com);                      ,~!gmail.com); 

~gmail.com; 1                               @gmaJl.com); 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com; @acpub.duke.edu; 

@s- sm.org); 

~)gmail.com); 

@gmaAl.com); @msn.com; 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu); 
~uga.edu); 

~aol.com); 

@comcas~t.net); 
@gmail.com); 

@live.unc.edu);      @gmail.com;         ~rocketma~l.com; 

@yahoo.corn;       @ymail.com;        @live.unc.edu; 

,~!comcast.net; ~g~nail.com; ~email.unc.edu; : 

@live.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; @gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; @hotmail,com; @yahoo.com; 

Our role models for the UNC Women’s Soccer Haka’. ! 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~g~nail.com); pac~nan@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu);                        @email.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu);                         ?}gmail.com); 

@live.unc.edu);              ~gmail.com; 

~live.unc.e&0; nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu); 
@yahoo.com); @icloud.com); 

@aol.com); @live.~mc.edu); 
~yahoo.com); ~ea~hlink.net); 

~mindspring.com); @yahoo.corn); 

@gma~l.com; @live.unc.edu; 

@gmail.com); 

~z)elnail.unc.edu; 

~emaAl.unc.edu; 
~gmail.com; 

~gmaAl.com 

,~!gma~l.com; 

@hotmail.com; 

@aol.coln; 

Here is what we are tl’~inking o~ a.s ot~r oregame warm t~O: a %fal<a" (used by the All Blacks, ~:[~e New Zealand Natior~al F,t~gbv Team). 
htt p://’,~o~tu .be/sIE P wpqFvo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 11:46 AM 

~gmail.com> 

@~nsn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros, 

@live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); .~)live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu>; .~)live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 
@uga.edu);                      @ahoo.com); 

@aol.com);                          @aol.com); 

@comcast.net); @yahoo.corn); 

@gmail.com); ~mindspring.com); 

@live.unc.edu);      @gmail.com;         ~rocketmail.com; 

@yahoo.com;       @ymail.com;         @live.unc.edu; 

.~comcast.net; .~email.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu; 

~live.unc.edu; @gmail.com; i ~gmail.com; 

@hotmail.com; .@ya2t~oo.com; ~.0)gmail.com 

I~E: Servant-leadership/happiness resea, ch fio,n an academic near you 

~g,nail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 
@email.unc.edu>; 

~gmail.com); 
~gmail.com; @gmail.com); 

@tmcan.tmc.edu); 
~icloud.com); 
@live.unc.e&0; 

@easthlink.net); 
@yahoo.corn); 

~gmaJd .corn; ~live.anc.edu; 
@email.unc.edu; @gmail.com; 

- ~hotmail.com; ~live.unc.edu; 
~aol.com; ~0)gmail.com; 

Good stut:f I like how your mind works![ 
From: @gmail.com] 
Sent; Saturday, 4:42 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Servant-leadership / happiness research from an academic near you 
Loved the analogy they used comparing certain ~pes of happiness to consuming empb, caJofies... 
"Their daily activities provide short-term happiness yet result in negative physical consequences long-term," she said. 
While these s~nall choices of ~,atching tv instead of spending ti~ne with the ball or going out at night and losing the next day’s productivity ~nay provide instant gratification. 
But the long term effects axe both negative and substantial. Each decision you ma~ke, no matter the size, impacts your long term happiness. 
Don’t just thi~ of how you this choice will maJ~e you will within the next minute, hour, or day, but if it will help you get closer to achieving your goals!!! 

On Thu, at 3:58 PM, Do~rance, Albert A IV <_m_)_sg__r!(_a~ejr_t~i[=_ur_t_c_:_e_gt_g> wrote: 
Thanks I liked it too! 
I think ,st our best we have that sense of community while trying to grow on the field and off. And many of us when we can serve others, within the team cert,sinl¥ 
,s[~d ,sl>:_~ withir~ ot~r c.:_~mr~ut~ity 

Sent: Thursday, 12:15 PlVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Servant-leadership / happiness research fiom an academic near yon 
I like this! I watched a documentary last night titled "Happy." It went around the world and studied what made people truly happy. It was amazing that 
people in remote places with very little material belongings were happier then the average American. They found that a sense of community, personal 
growth, and serving others (compassion) were some traits that made people happy. Anyway I thought that was interesting. Thanks for sharing 

removed by 
sender. E- 

Human cells respond in healthy, unhealthy ~vays to different kinds of happiness mail 

MONDAY, 

Human bodies recognize at the molecular level that not all happiness is created equal, responding in ways that can help or hinder physical health, according to new 
research led by Barbara L. Fredrickson, Kenan Distinguished P~ofessor of psychology in the College of Arts and Sciences at the Universi~’ of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill. 
The sense of well-being derived from "a noble purpose" may provide celhflar heaJ, th benefits, whereas "simple self-gratification" may have negative effects, despite an 
overall perceived sense of happiness, researchers foand. "A thnctiona~l genomic perspective on human well-being" w&s punished July 29 in Proceedings of the 
National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America. 
"Philomphers have long distinguished two b&sic forms of well-being: a ’hedonic’ [hee-DON-ic] lbrm representing an individua)? s pleasurable experiences, and a 
deeper °eudaimonic,’ [u-DY-moh-nick] form that results fi’om striving toward meaning and a noble purpose beyond simple self-gratification," wrote Fredrickson and 
her colleagues. 
It’s the difli~rence, tbr example, between enjoying a good meaJ~ and feeling commcted to a larger community through a service project, she said. Both give us a sense of 
happiness, but each is experienced veU diflbrenfly in the body’s cells. 
°’We know from many studies that both forms of well-being are associated with improved physical and mental health~ beyond the erects of reduced stress and 
depression," Fredrickson said. "But we have had less fifformation on the biological bases for these relationships." 
Collaborating with a team fiom the Universi~ of California at Los Angeles led by- Steven W. Cole, professor of medicine, psychiatu and behavioral sciences, 
Fredrickson and her colleagues looked at the biological influence of hedonic and eudaJ, monic well-being through the human genome. They were interested in the 
pattern ofgene expression within people’s immune cells. 
Past work by Cole and colleagues had discovered a systematic shift in gene expression associated with chronic stress, a shift °’chazacterized by increased expression 
of genes involved in inflaa~maation" that axe implicated in a wide varie~ of human ills, including arthritis and heart disease, and °’decreased expression of genes invoNed 
in... anfiviral responses," the study noted. Cole and colleagues coined the phrase "conserved transcriptional response to adversity" or CTRA to describe this shift. In 
shim, the functional genomic fingerprint of chronic stress sets us up tbr illness, Fredrickson said. 



But if all happiness is created equal, and equally opposite to ill-being, then patterns ofgene expression should be the same regardless of hedonic or eudaimonic well- 

being. Not so, found the researchers. 

Eudaimonic well-being was, indeed, associated with a significant decrease in the stress-related CTRA gene expression profile. In contrast, hedonic well-being was 

associated ruth a significant increase in the CTRA profile. Their genomics-based analyses, the authors reported, reveal "the hidden costs of purely hedonic well-being. 
Fredrickson found the results initially surprising, because study paxticipants themseh’es reported overall t~elings of well-being. One possibility, she suggested, is that 

people who experience mo~e hedonic than eudaimonic well-being consume the emotional equivalent of empty calories. °¢Fheir daily activities provide shod;t-term 

happiness yet result in negative physical consequences long-terns," she said. 

°’We can make ourselves happy through simple pleasure~ but those °emp~ calories’ don’t help us broaden our awa~eness or build our capacity in ways that benefit us 

physically," she said. "At the cellular level, our bodies appear to respond better to a different kind of well-being, one based on a sense of connectedness and 

purpose." 

The results bolster Fredrickson’s previous work on the elt~cts of positive emotions, as well as research linking a sense of connectedness ruth longevi~-. 

~’Understanding the cascade to gene expression roll help inform further work in these areas," she added. 

Fredrickson collaborated with Karen M. Grewen, associate professor of psychiatry in UNC’s School of Medicine; m~d Kimbefly A. CoIt~y, research assistant 

prot~s~r, and Sara B. Algoe, assistant prot~ssor, both of psychology, in UNC’s College of Arts and Sciences. 

Note: Fredrickson may be reached at blt(tbunc.edu. 

News Services contact: Kathy Neal, interim health and science editor, 

~portsCoachRadio,com 

(cell/vmail) or kcneal,~;unc,edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:52 AM 

@unc.edu> 

@chapelhillrestaumntgroup.com>; @msn.co~n; Ducar, Chris <~tucm~@unc.edu>; ~aol.com; Jason 
Sisneros         @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>;       @ema~l.unc.edu;       ~)live.unc.edu; 

@gma~l.com; ~co~ncast.net; ,~)gma~l.com; ~email.unc.edu; ~)live.unc.edu; 
@email.unc.edu; @hotmail.co~n; ducay~)uncaa.unc.edu; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: ~Vork 

is the finest of men He is always prepared to help our kids if they are willing to work hard and represent him well. 

And just so you know the entire Leadership Council supports you joining your family [’or 
nothing more important than family From what we can tell, they have raised you just right!! 

and please know I genuinely believe there is 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, 9:10 PM 

To: Dot~ance, Albert A IV 

Cc: @msn.com; Ducal Chris; 

Subject: Re: Work 

~aohcom; Jason Sisneros @gmaihcora); Sander, Thomas J 

Anson and 

I just wanted to let you know that I got the job at I also wanted to thank you both for the help--I ara extreraely grateful! Thatf~ you again! 

Sent frora ray iPhone 

On at 4:02 PM. "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 

> Of course You are a jcwel. I will copy hira on tl-~is. I ara sure he will try to find a place for you. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Thursday, 11:53 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Wurk 
> 

> Anson, 
> 

> IVly financial situation has recently changed-- I’ve spent the past two weeks applying and searching for jobs. I was wondering if 
restaurants that I could apply for? If its not too much trouble, could I get his email so that I could ask? 
> 

> Thank your 
> 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 

has any opening positions in one of his 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 1:56 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

EW: Post-Workout Recoveu ...... MNS Max3 

Am I allowed to provide our players with a "Post-Workout Recovery Drink"? 

From: .@aol.com @aol.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 9:26 AM 

To: Dorrance, AIb£rt A IV 
Subject: Post-Workout Recovery ...... MNS Max3 
Hi Anson, 
I just saw that the Post-Workout Recovery Drink for your players to use for pre-season as well as the MNS Max3 for yourself just got delivered. 
Please let me know how the players like it and if they would like to use it as their Recovery Drink? As well as if you we~ able to have your program use it or if the players will 
have to purchase it on their own? It is the Top Recovery Drink on the market as you know from yourself taking it with your workouts. 

I also gave        a bunch of my business cards for you, your coaches and players to have just in case you can’t order it for your players and program. They can order it 
through the web site on my business card: www.MichaelDemakis.com 
With the MNS Max3. I will send you a separate email on that product. It is a health, wellness and nutritional product. All natural (vitamins, minerals, and nutrients), no 
chemicals at all (Advocate products are never chemically made always health and safe products), totally safe and healthy to take and use. The MNS Max3, I use every day 
just for the total body nutritional benefits it give me (calcium, omega3’s, mulit-vitamins). I hope you can feel yourself feeling healthier and the change your body feels when you 
take it, and that you will continue on it after the sample box I sent to you. It is pure nutrition. 
5 of my players now take the MNS Max3 not just because for the health benefits from it, but the girls like taking it because it keeps their metabolism higher, allows them to 
burn their fat stores for energy (lowers their %Body Fat), and keeps them at their optimal weight for competition. I gave a box to        so she can start using it for her 
athletic performance. If you have any players that struggle with maintaining their optimal weight (too light or too heavy) this is a great healthy natural product for them. 
Let me know what you think of it please? I love getting feedback on products as well as if you’d like your players to take advantage of the benefits of taking them. And where 
are we in terms of having your program use it. 
Good luck with the start of your pre-season, hope to talk soon. 
All the best, 
Michael Demakis 
Director of Strength & Conditioning 
FC Elite/LI Fury/WPS/Albertson SC 
Advocare Sports/Active Nutrition 
Web: w~w.MichaelDema kis,com 
www.motiveeiq ht.me/MichaelDema kis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, 1:57 PM 

@aol.com 

Markos, Lm~ce M <markos@email.unc.edu>; nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.nnc.edu); Gatz, Gregou <ggg@unc.edu>; 

ducar@nncaa.unc.edu; ~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Post-Workout Recovery. ...... MNS Max3 

Michael, 

I am run~ing trois by compfiance. I do ~ot wast to run at:ouf ot: tt~e NCAA. {Or our spoasors.) 

From: @sol.corn @sol.corn] 
Sent~ Sunday, 9:26 AM 
To~ Dorrance, Alb£~ A N’ 
Subject~ Post-Workout Recovew ...... MNS Max3 
Hi Anson, 
I just saw that the Post-Workout Recovery Drink for your players to use for pre-season as well as the MNS Max3 for youmelf just ~ot delivered. 
Please let me know how the players like it and if they would like to use it as their Recove~ Drink? As well as if you were able to have your program use it or if the players will 
have to purchase it on their own? It is the Top Recove~ Drink on the market as you know from yourself takin~ it with your workouts. 
I also 9ave        a bunch of my business cards for you, your coaches and players to have just in case you can’t order it for your playem and program. They can order it 
through the web site on my business card: ~Michae~Demakis.com 
With the MNS Max3. I will send you a separate email on that product. It is a health, wellness and nutritional product. All natural (vitamins, minerals, and nutrients), no 
chemicals at all (Advocate products are never chemically made always health and safe products), totally safe and healthy to take and use. The MNS Max3, I use eve~ day 
just for the total body nutritional benefits it ~ive me (calcium, omega3’s, mulit-vitamins). I hope you can feel yourself feelin9 healthier and the chan~e your body feels when you 
take it, and that you will continue on it after the sample box I sent to you. It is pure nutrition. 
5 of my players now take the MNS Max3 not just because for the health benefits from it, but the ~irls like takin~ it because it keeps their metabolism hi~her, allo~ them to 
burn their fat stores for energy (lowem their %Body Fat), and keeps them at their optimal weight for competition. 1 9ave a box to        ~ so she can sta~ using it for her 
athletic performance. If you have any playe~ that stru~91e with maintaining their optimal weight (too light or too heavy) this is a great healthy natural product for them. 
Let me know what you think of it please? I love getting feedback on products as well as if you’d like your playem to take advantage of the benefits of takin9 them. And where 
are we in terms of having your program use it. 
Good luck with the sta~ of your pre~eason, hope to talk soon. 

All the best, 
Michael Demakis 
Director of Strength & Conditioning 

FC Elite/LI Fu~/~S/Albedson SC 
Advocare Spots/Active Nutrition 
Web: ~.MichaelDemak~s.com 

~.motiwei~ht.me/MichaelDema kis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, August 5, 2013 1:58 PM 

@aol.com 

nicole fava 0ffava@uncaa.unc.edu); Markos, Lm~ce M <markos@emaJl.unc.edu>; Gatz, Grego~?" <ggg@unc.edu> 

RE: MNS Ma:d Nutritional Product 

Tha~ks Michael ...~ I will send it to our people! 

From: @aol.com @aol.com] 
Se~t; Sunday, August 04, 2013 9:34 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject: NNS Max3 Nutritional Product 

Hi Anson, 
I am not sure if I sent the below attachment to you about the IVINS IVlax3 nutritional product. I always sent this to anyone I introduce the product to and that are using it for 
their own health and nutritional wellness. I just feel that it is imporlant that a person knows what is in what they are taking, and that they know it is safe and all natural as well 
as to know what it does for you health wise and nutritional wise. 

I do use this daily as well as about 5 of my players for nutritional purposes. 
If you have any questions in regards to the IVINS Max3 or if you think your players might be interested in it for themselves and they have questions about it, feel free to call me 
any time and I will gladly discuss it and help you and your players out in any way I can. 
Good luck this year. 

All the best, 
Michael Demakis 
Director of Strength & Conditioning 

~’C Elite/Ll FurylVVPSIAlberlson SO 
Advocate SportslActive Nutrition 
Web: www.MichaelDema kis.com 
www.motiveeiq ht.me/MichaelDema kis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

8/5/2013 5:58:37 PM 

nicole lava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu) [nfava@uncaa.unc.edu]; Gatz, Gregory [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Gregory Gatz (ggg)]; Markos, Lance M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lance M Markos 

(markos)] 

FW: MNS Max3 Nutritional Product 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

From: @aol.com 
Sent: Sunday, August 04, 2013 9:34 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: MNS Max3 Nutritional Product 

~aol.com] 

Hi Anson, 

I am not sure if I sent the below attachment to you about the MNS Max3 nutritional product. I always sent this to anyone I 

introduce the product to and that are using it for their own health and nutritional wellness. I just feel that it is important that 

a person knows what is in what they are taking, and that they know it is safe and all natural as well as to know what it 

does for you health wise and nutritional wise. 

I do use this daily as well as about 5 of my players for nutritional purposes. 

If you have any questions in regards to the MNS Max3 or if you think your players might be interested in it for themselves 

and they have questions about it, feel free to call me any time and I will gladly discuss it and help you and your players out 

in any way I can. 

Good luck this year. 

All the best, 
Michael Demakis 
Director of Strength & Conditioning 

FC Elite/LI FuryNVPS/AIbertson SC 
Advocate Sports/Active Nutrition 

Web: www.MichaelDemakis.com 

www. motiveeicjht.me/MichaelDemakis 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 2:08 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

ILE: Poster Proof 

Sarah ~-Iurnphries wilf be at the meeting at 3 f,’M. You are my seniors and I arn going to try to involve you guys as much as possibfe in ALL the decisions I can with the 

exceptions of who starts, who travNs, who p~ays. (And ~ w~l~ even accept your h~put ~n these areas as we~L because I respect and trust Vou~) 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
$ent: Sunday, ~:~8 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
$ubject~ Re: Poster Proof 

i am not su~, i just ~ow would like different pictures if~at is possible please and ~a~k you 

On Thu,            at 4:05 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <a~l~n(~)email.unc~edu~ wrote: 

I have heard from two are there od~ers? 
From: @gmail,com] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:14 PH 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Poster Proof 

I think some people want to makes some changes to their pictures! 

On           10:52 AM, Dorrance, Albe~ A IV auson!&emml.unc.edu~, wrote. 

> Sarah, 

> I will run this by the Leadership Council ..... 

> 

> Ladies, I will follow this up with the attachment. 1~ lease ~espond on what you think. Thank you. 
> 

> 

> From: Humphfies. Sarah 

> Sent: Thursday, 9:44 AM 

> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Poster Proof" 

> Anson, 

> Know you guys are slammed getting ready for pre- season to start but wanted to check and see if you’d had a chance to take a look at the poster proof I sent over 

last week?(I attached it to this email as well). I really like the concept and look of it but wanted to make sure you all were comfortable with player placement/locations 

within the IX~s~er. Let me know if I can provide any additional infom~ation. 

> Thanks’. 

> 

> 

> Sarah 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 2:28 PM 

@msn.com; ducag@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacma~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 

,~)live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); ,~)gmail.com); 

~)live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu); @gtnail.com; 

~live.unc.edu); ~,@ive.unc.edu); nicole fava (athva@uncaa.unc.edu); 
@uga.edu); @ahoo.com); ~icloud.com); 

@aol.com); @aol.com); ~live.unc.edu); 

@comcast.net); @yahoo.corn); ~earthlink.net); 

~gmail.com); ~mindspring.com); @yahoo.com); 

@live.unc.edu); @gmail.com; ~rocketmail.com; ~gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu; 
~yahoo.com; ~ymail.com; ~live.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; @gmaJl.com; 

~comca~t.net; i@gmail.com; @email.unc.edu; @emaJl.unc.edu; @hotmail.com; 

~live.~mc.edu; @live.unc.edu; @gmail.com; @gmail .com; ,~aol.com; 
@gmail.com; ~hotmaJl.com; ~yahoo.com; @gma~l.com 

mac.corn> 

I~W: Soccer Free S~le Champ 

@emaJl.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com); 

~ime with the: 

http ://www. theblaze, com/s to fie s/: 
TNs guy is GOOD 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 5:58 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Follow Ups on Scouting 

From: Lesle Gallimore [mailto:lesleg@uw.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:38 PM 
To: d lwsoc@soccerlists,org 
Subject: {DIWSOC} Follow Ups on Scouting 
Importance: High 
From our compliance officer (with a reminder that different conferences may have additional rules!stipulations). 

t’//r~:.s,oond ta all af you~ ,’~ue_~tians at ance: 

Old {hey soy :~ny{hing :~bautfuture N(:~A taurn:2m~?nt oppanent~P l:or ~:~:np/~5 FSU o{{end aur ~EC tautT?:2ment every ~seor to scout.far NdAAs, 

o. Future opponents ore only those on ~he regular season} schedule, i’ve had o coup/e o]’ c:o~}ve~tions with the Pae.~2 about this very rule end ~hey 

agree with that¯ sto~}ce, /n other words, you c:o~} w~tch ~ team you might meet/n postseaso~} as long as you ~en"t schedu/ed to meet theft team/o~er 

2. If 4 teams are playing in a tournament on a weekend at a hOmeltbCifity I am assuming the teams con scout one anotherlt~r the game an .~unday ? 

a. That L~ correcL 5e~ the e~:c~ptJan ta the scouting ru/e be/ow (~ ;{, 6~L t), 

30 Also lets say it is no~ schedu/ed ~s a tourname~}~ (:in ~hat there is ~}o wh}ner) rather two games at one focffity over the weekend. Wou/d ~hese teams be able ~o 

a. I thh~k this one is going to depend an the muke-up of the event. T,~at o~uld.fufl into th~ "daubt~-header event" category and be perm/ssible. / would say 

that i.f the mutches wer~ off tied together (~.g. Co/logo .~hawcas~ the teams cou!d scout at the same/ocot/on. But, {f the t~ums were o!t p/ayh~g at th~ 

~;am~ Joco~ion (2nd thet~ win; na t[~ between ~he motche~b they probably cau/dn’t scout ~och ather. 

Let me knaw (f d~ere ore othez questians ~ con heJp with. 

Title:ll.6.1- Off-Campus, In-Person Scouting Prohibition. 

Off-campus, in-person scouting of future opponents (in the same season) is prohibited, except as provided in Bylaw ~1.6.~.~. 

Title:11.6.1.1 - Exception -- Double-Header Events or Tournaments. 

An institution’s coaching staff may scout future opponents also participating in the same tournament at the same site or, the same double-header event at the 

same site. 

Lesle D. Gallimore 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

University of Washington 

Mobile: 

Office: 206-685-3966 

Camp: www,wa shingtongMssoccer.com 

Web: www:g0huskies.com Facebook: 
-w~~~~w~~~~w~~:~~f~~a~~c~~~e~~~b~~~o~~~~~~k~:~~c~~~o~~~m~~~U~~~~~W~~~~~W~~~~~~~~m~~~~e~~~n~~s~~S~~9~~c~~c~~~e~~r- 

Twitter: www.twitter.com!CoachGallimore 

:: ~:*;; :: Lesle-Signatu re2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday 5:59 PM 

Fava, Nicole M <fava@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Pofft-Workout Recovery ...... MNS Max3 

Very good!! 

From: Fava, Nicole M 
Sent: Monday, 5:58 PM 
To: Markos, Lance M; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Stratton, Rachel K 
Cc: Gatz, Gregory 
Subject: RE: Post-Workout Recovery ...... MNS Max3 
Anson- 
I have forwarded this onto Rachel, as she evaluates all supplements~ 
Thanks! 
Nicole 
Nicole M. Fava MA, ATC, LAT, CSCS 
Staff Athletic Trainer Womens Soccer! Womens Rowing 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Stallings-Evans Sports Medicine Center 
919-962-2067 (office) 
919-843-4982 (fax) 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Monday, 2:09 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
�::c: Fava, Nicole M; Gatz, Gregory 
Subject: RE: Post-Workout Recovery ...... MNS Max3 

I’ll d~:_~fer I:o Nic.:_~l~:_~ on this one bul: here is the 

(g) Nutritional Supplements. An institution may provide permissible nutritional supplements to a student-athlete for the purpose of providing additional calories 

and electrolytes. Permissible nutritional supplements do not contain any NCAA banned substances and are identified according to the following classes: 

carbohydrate!electrolyte drinks, energy bars, carbohydrate boosters and vitamins and minerals. 

From: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent: Monday, 1:56 PM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
~bje~t: ~: Post-Workout Recovery ...... MNS Max3 

Lance, 

Am ~ allowed to provide our plagers with ~ ’~Post-Workou~ Recove~ Drink"? 

F~m: ~aol.com ~aol.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 9:26 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Post-Workout Recovew ...... MNS Max3 
Hi Anson, 
I just saw that the Post-Workout Recove~ Drink for your players to use for pre-season as well as the MNS Max3 for youmelf just got delivered. 
Please let me know how the players like it and if they would like to use it as their Recove~ Drink? As well as if you we~ able to have your program use it or if the players will 
have to purchase it on their own? It is the Top Recove~ Drink on the market as you know from yourself taking it with your workouts. 
I also gave        a bunch of my business cards for you, your coaches and players to have just in case you can’t order it for your playem and program. They can order it 
through the web site on my business card: 
With the MNS Max3. I will send you a separate email on thal product. It is a health, wellness and nutritional pmducL All natural (vitamins, minerals, and nutrients), no 
chemicals at all (Advocate products are never chemically made always health and safe products), totally safe and healthy to take and use. The MNS Max3, I use eve~ day 
just for the total body nutritional benefits it give me (calcium, omega3’s, mulit-vitamins). I hope you can feel yourself feeling healthier and the change your body feels when you 
take it, and that you will continue on it after the sample box I sent to you: It is pure nutrition. 
5 of my players now take the MNS Max3 not just because for the health benefits from it, but the girls like taking it because it keeps their metabolism higher, allo~ them to 
burn their fat stores for energy (lowem their %Body Fat), and keeps them at their optimal weight for competition. I gave a box to        so she can stad using it for her 
athletic performance. If you have any playem that struggle with maintaining their optimal weight (too light or too heavy) this is a great healthy natural product for them. 
Let me know what you think of it please? I love getting feedback on products as well as if you’d like your players to take advantage of the benefits of taking them. And where 
are we in terms of having your program use it. 
Good luck with the sta~ of your pre~eason, hope to talk soon. 

All the best, 
Michael Demakis 
Director of Strength & Conditioning 

FG Elite/Ll Fu~l~SIAlbedson SO 
Advocate Spo~slActive Nutrition 
Web: ~.MichaelDema k~s.com 
~.motiveeiq ht.me/MichaelDema kis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <iO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)!CN=REClPIENTS!CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, August 6, 2013 12:56 AM 

@aol.com 

RE: MNS Max3 Nutritional Product 

Michael, 

Thank you for sending that. As for the team and NCAA, my people have informed me that i~s not NCAA compliant. I do appreciate you thinking of me and when I get that 
shipment I shall let you know! 

Best Wishes, 

Anson 

From:        @aol.com [       @aol.com] 
Sent: Mlonday, August 05, 2013 2:06 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: MNS Mlax3 Nutritional Product 

Anson, 
Let me know what you think of the MNS Max3 for yourself. I sent you a box of it for you to try. I am interested in what you think of it and how you feel from taking it. Do you 
feel mor~ healthy and nutritionally balanced? I use it every day but always love to hear what others think of it. 
Thanks for your insight, 
Michael 
In a message dated 81512013 1:58:29 P.M. Eastern Daylight Time, anson@email.unc.edu writes: 

Thanks Michael ._. I wilt send it to our’ people! 

From: @aol.com gaol.com] 
Sent: Sunday, August 04, 2013 9:34 AIM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: MNS Max3 Nutritional Product 

Hi Anson, 
am not sure if I sent the below attachment to you about the MNS Max3 nutritional product. I always sent this to anyone I introduce the product to and that are using 

it for their own health and nutritional wellness. I just feel that it is impodant that a person knows what is in what they a~ taking, and that they know it is safe and all 
natural as well as to know what it does for you health wise and nutritional wise. 
do use this daily as well as about 5 of my players for nutritional purposes. 

If you have any questions in regards to the MNS Max3 or if you think your players might be interested in it for themselves and they have questions about it, feel free to 
call me any time and I will gladly discuss it and help you and your players out in any way I can. 
Good luck this year. 

All the best, 
Michael Demakis 
Director of Strength & Conditioning 
FC Elite/LI FuryNVPS/Albertson SC 
Advocate Sports/Active Nutrition 
Web: www.MichaelDema kis.com 
www.motiveeig ht .me/MichaeIDemakis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <iO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)!CN=REClPIENTS!CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, August 6,2013 8:34 AM 

@aol.com 

FW: MNS Max3 Nutritional Product 

Michael, 

1 ran it through our nutrition people and here’s what they said. Please understand that without their approval we cannot use any product with our players, but that I appreciate 

you thinking of us. T’II let you know when that shipment arrives! 

Have a good day, 

Anson 

Anson, 

I just reviewed Advocare’s post-workout recovery drink for you and unfortunately it contains both caffeine and creatine. We are not allowed to provide these substances to 
our athletes. So unfortunately this is NOT NCAA compliant. 

Chedbundi, Gatorade shakes and chocolate milk are excellent recovery drinks. If the team is interested in other NCAA compliant recovery products, I would be happy to provide 
other options. Just let me know. 

Thanks! Have a good night! 

Rachel Stratton RD 
Sports Nutritionist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Cell 
Stay connected with UNC Sports Nutrition 
Facebook < http://www.facebook,com/We FuelTheHeels > 
Twitter < http://twitter.com/WeFueFFheHeels > 

From:        @aol.com        @aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 06, 2013 6:15 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A TV 
Subject: Re: MNS Max3 Nutritional Product 

Hi Anson, 
VVhat is not NCAA compliant? The MNS Max3 or the Post-Workout Recovery Drink? Because I know the Post-Workout Recovery Drink is safe, healthy, natural and fine to 
take by the NCAA, cause I know colleges use the Recovery Drink for their athletes. 
You should have received the package already according to it’s tracking #. Please let me know that you r~ceived it. 

All the best, 
Michael Demakis 
In a message dated 8/6/2013 12:55:57 AM. Eastern Daylight Time, anson@email.unc=edu writes: 

Michael, 

Thank your or sending that. As fortheteamand NCAA, my people have informed me thatit’s not NCAAcompliant. I do appreciate you thinking of me and when I get 
that shipment I shall let you know! 

Best Wishes, 

Anson 

From:        @aol.com        @aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, August 05, 2013 2:06 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: MNS Max3 Nutritional Product 

Anson, 
Let me know what you think of the MNS Max3 for yourself. I sent you a box of it for you to try. I am interested in what you think of it and how you feel from taking it. 
Do you feel more healthy and nutritionally balanced? I use it every day but always love to hear what others think of it. 
Thanks for your insight, 
Michael 
In a message dated 8/5/2013 1:58:29 P.M. Eastern Daylight Time, anson@email.unc.edu writes: 

rh~ml~s Michael .... I will s~-’_md it to our people[ 

Froro: @aol.com @aol.com] 
Sent: Sunday, August 04, 201!.3 9:34 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A !~/ 
Subject: MNS Max3 Nutritional Product 

Hi Anson, 
am not sure if I sent the below attachment to you about the MN$ Max3 nutritional product. I always sent this to anyone I introduce the product to and that 

are using it for their own health and nutritional wellness. I just feel that it is important that a person knows what is in what they are takin9, and that they know 
it is safe and all natural as well as to know what it does for you health wise and nutritional wise. 

do use this daily as well as about 5 of my players for nutritional purposes. 
If you have any questions in regards to the MN$ Max3 or if you think your players might be interested in it for themselves and they have questions about it, 



feel free to call me any time and I will gladly discuss it and help you and your players out in any way I can. 
Good luck this year. 

All the best, 
Michael Demakis 
Director of Strength & Conditioning 
FC Elite/LI Fury/WPS/Albertson SC 
Advocate Sports/Active Nutrition 
Web: vvww.MichaelDema kis.com 
www.motiveeig ht .me/MichaelDema kis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <iO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)!CN=REClPIENTS!CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, August 6,2013 8:59 AM 

@aol.com 

RE: FW: MNS Max3 Nutritional Product 

I’ll certainly run it by our sports medicine and training staff and they’ll consider it. Thank you again for thinking of us! 

All the best from Chapel Hill, 

Anson 

From;        @aol.com        @aol.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, August 06, 2013 8:47 Alv~ 

To." Dorrance, Albert A TV 
Subject: Re: FW: MNS Max3 Nutritional Product 

Hi Anson, 
I know it contains a small trace amount of that but I do know when I looked at the band substance list that they ar~ not on the list. But I do understand if the NCAA doesn’t 
want schools giving the athletes that even though athletes drink coffee every day which has more caffeine in it then the Recovery Drink...Iol. I guess that is why the NCAA 
doesn’t care if athletes can take it individually but they don’t want schools providing it for them. 

If you want I can get you the Post-Workout Recovery Drink that has no caffeine or creatine in it. I am attaching below the product that you would be able to purchase for your 
team and works exactly the same without those to ingredients in it. 
Let me know if this might work for your team and program to use? 
Just like to help you, your players and your program out any way I can. Let me know what you think? 

All the best, 
Michael Demakis 
In a message dated 8/6/2013 8:34:08 A.M. Eastern Daylight Time, anson@email.unc.edu writes: 

Michael, 

I ran it through our nutrition people and here’s what they said. Please understand that without their approval we cannot use any product with our players, but that 
appreciate you thinking of us. 1’II let you know when that shipment arrives! 

Have a good day, 

Anson 

Anson, 

T just reviewed Advocare’s post-workout recovery drink for you and unfortunately it contains both caffeine and creatine. We are not allowed to provide these 

substances to our athletes. So unfortunately this is NOT NCAA compliant. 

Cheribundi, Gatorade shakes and chocolate milk are excellent recovery drinks. ]:f the team is interested in other NCAA compliant recovery products, 3[ would be happy to 
)rovide other options. Just let me know. 

Thanks! Have a good night! 

Rachel Stratton RD 
Sports Nutritionist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Cell 
Stay connected with UNC Sports Nutrition 

Facebook <http://www,facebook.com/WeFueiTheHeels> 
Twitter < http://twitter.com!WeFuelTheHeels > 

From-"        @aol.com        @aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 06, 20:1.3 6::1.5 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 
Subject; Re: MNS Max3 Nutritional Product 

Hi Anson, 
What is not NCAA compliant? The MNS Max3 or the Post-Workout Recovery Drink? Because I know the Post-Workout Recovery Drink is safe, healthy, natural and 

fine to take by the NCAA, cause I know colleges use the Recovery Drink for their athletes. 
You should have received the package already according to it’s tracking #. Please let me know that you received it. 

All the best, 
Michael Demakis 
In a message dated 8/6/2013 12:55:57 A.M. Eastern Daylight Time, anson@email.unc.edu writes: 

Michael, 

Thank you for sending that. As for the team and NCAA, my people have informed me that it’s not NCAA compliant. 1 do appreciate you thinking of me and 
when I get that shipment I shall let you know! 

Best Wishes, 

Anson 

From; @aol.com @aol.com] 



Sent: Monday, August 05, 2013 2:06 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: MNS Max3 Nutritional Product 

Anson, 
Let me know what you think of the MNS Max3 for yourself. I sent you a box of it for you to try. I am interested in what you think of it and how you feel from 
taking it. Do you feel more healthy and nutritionally balanced? I use it every day but always love to hear what others think of it. 
Thanks for your insight, 
Michael 
In a message dated 8/5/2013 1:58:29 P.M. Eastern Daylight Time, anson@email.unc.edu writes: 

Thanks Mid~ael .... I will send it to Ou~" people! 

@aol.com              ~aol.com] 
Sent: Sunday, August 04, 2013 9:34 AM 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: MNS Max3 Nutritional Product 

Hi Anson, 
I am not su~ if I sent the below attachment to you about the MNS Max3 nutritional p~ducL I always sent this to anyone I introduce the p~)duct to 
and that are using it for their own health and nutritional wellness. I just feel that it is important that a person knows what is in what they are taking, 
and that they know it is safe and all natural as well as to know what it does for you health wise and nutritional wise. 
I do use this daily as well as about 5 of my players for nutritional purposes. 
If you have any questions in regards to the MNS Max3 or if you think your players might be interested in it for themselves and they have questions 
about it, feel free to call me any time and I will gladly discuss it and help you and your players out in any way I can. 
Good luck this year. 

All the best, 
Michael Demakis 
Director of Strength & Conditioning 
FC Elite/LI Fury!WPS/AIbertson SC 
Advocare Sports/Active Nutrition 
Web: www.MichaelDema kis.com 
w’ww.motiveei.q ht .me/MichaelDema kis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday,. 9:53 PM 

@ar~l.com> 

Re: Checking in :) 

I will help you but give me until later in the week. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

@aol.com> wrote: 

Hey Anson! 
I loved seeing you at camp the other week and getting to chat with you briefly. I know you are so excited for preseason and having the girls back in town. I can honestly say that I raiss it. I 
wasn’t sure if I would miss preseason and all the tests but I do. Its crazy what you realize when you’re done. I am going to try and come watch the starters/reselwes game tomorrow and see 
what kind of new talent y’all have! 

I wanted to touch base with you in regards to a potentialj ob for this coming fall. As I told you, I have been working at 
I have absolutely loved it and realized that sports marketing is exactly what I want to be doing in the future! Unfortunately, the job ended last 

week because I will be cotning back to school. I wanted to see if you had any connections with UNC Sports Marketing or anything to do with sports marketing in Chapel Hill. I am looking to 
find a j ob for this coraing fall and would love to talk to soraeone about it. If you have any connections would you let me know. If not, no big deal, I just figured you would l~ow raore people 
than I do :) thanks so much Anson and I hope to see you tomorrow! 
Best, 

Sent frora ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:53 PM 

Larry Gallo (athgaJlo@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu>; ~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 
@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: ACC Women’s Soccer Scheduling Conference Call 

ACC Women’s Soccer Scheduling Powerpoint - 

,~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

[ have this ACC Con[:erence call at ~_0 pm _,. Should I go ~o d~e Coaches Meeting in the EWAC a~ 8:30 and cu~ out early or what? Please adv~se~ 

F~m: Pierce, Kris [mailto:kpierce@theacc.org] 
Sent: Tuesday,              5:57 PM 
To: Alison Foley (foleyae~bc.edu); Dorrance, Albe~ A N; Charles Adair (adair~.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwanOclemson.edu); Greg Miller (gmiller~athletics.pi~.edu); 
Jonathan Morgan 0moiIIg~umd.edu); Karen ~rguson-Dayes (karen~gocards.com); Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian~admin.fsu.edu); Mary-Frances Monroe 
(m.monroe~miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo~syr.edu); Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.i@nd.edu); RobNe Church (robbie.church~duke.edu); Steve Swanson 
(sswanson@virginia.edu); Tim San~ro (~san~r@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz~u.edu) 
Cc: Ma~ Conway (BC) (conwayml~bc.edu); Kirk Bruce (kbruce~athletics.pi~.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (~uchs~admin.fsu.edu); Butler, Lee; Moore, Donald; Barre~, Jennie; 

Fraser, Alex 
Subject: ACC Women’s Soccer Scheduling Conference Call 
lmpo~ance: High 

Women’s Soccer Coaches - 

We will have a conference call on Wednesday, at i0 a.m. to discuss the attached material. Call-in information is below. 

As requested, we have compiled data and schedule models based on a 3-year RPI average. It was also suggested that we consider a 6-year average RPI, and l’ve 

included metrics for six years as well thanks to Steve Swanson and his staff. As you consider this data and prepare to make a recommendation on the call, I request 

that you consider the following: 

* Do you want to play in pods based on RPI or divisions? 

* Do you want to use permanent partners? 

We technically have a passing vote of 6-5 to host a iO-team championship. We will bring that recommendation forward to the SWAs in October, but I have included 

the 8-, IO-and 12-team brackets in the materials should someone want to revisit this issue. 

As always, please let me know if you have questions. I look forward to our discussion on the 2~st. 

Thanks! 

Kris 

ACC Women’s Soccer Conference Call 

Wednesda% August 2~ - ~0 

Ca[Mn Number: 

Pass~od~: 

KR~S P~ERCE 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Championships & SWA 

O: 336.369.4652 ~C: 
kpierce~theacc.or~] 
l:heAOC corn ¯ (~[heAOO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 9:12 PM 

.la~n Sisneros @gma~l.com> 

Fwd: UNC Wotnens practice schedule 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: UNC Womens practice schedule 

From: "GALIOTO Tom (AREVA)" <lom.galioto@areva.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Good afternoon Anson, 

For a living I am a contract manager, but I am also a girls soccer coach in Washington State and I have admired your teams for a long time (as well as thousands of 

others presumably). Fortunately, I will be in Charlotte next week on business and I would love to watch how you run your training sessions. Would it be possible to 

attend one of the sessions you have next week, I saw that you have a scrimmage in Wilmington on Tuesday evening (I will be in company training during the day 

until 4pm), but I will be in Charlotte Monday afternoon-early Friday morning. 

I currently coach two girls teams for our local Club Three Rivers Soccer Club in Richland WA. I have a U:I6 girls team and a U:I4 girls team. 

Thanks for your consideration, 

Thomas Galioto 
Project Manager, Contracts & Services 
AREVA NP Inc, 

2101 Horn Rapids Road 

Richland, WA 99352 
Phone: 509-375-8699 
Mobile: 
Fax: 509-375-8113 
Tom.galioto@areva.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 3:59 PM 

ttumphries, Sarah <shumphries@unc.edu> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros          @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Thank you tbr being patient with the players "pictmes" 

ls there anything we can involve this young lady in? 

From: @aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:27 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Re: Checking in :) 

No problem at all’. Take your time and thank you so much for your help. Ho~ testing went well tNs mo~ng’. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On, at 9:53 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~mf;email.~mc.edu> wrote: 

I will help you but give me until later in the week. 

Se~.t.fi°om my veri:o.~ ~Vire/es~’ 4G L g~’DRO1D 

i.~aol.com> wrote: 

Hey Anson! 
I loved seeing you at camp the other week and getting to chat with you briefly. I know- you are so excited for preseason and having the girls back in town. I can honestly say 
that I miss it. I wasn’t sme if I would miss preseason and all the tests but I do. Its crazy- what you realize when you’re done. I am going to tly and corae watch the 
starters/reserves game toruorrow and see what kind of new talent y’all have[ 

I wanted to touch base with you in regards to a potential job for this coming fall. As I told you, I have been working at 
I have absolutely loved it and realized that sports marketing is exactly what I want to be doing in the futuret 

Unfortunately, the job ended last week because I will be coming back to school. I wanted to see if you had any connections with UNC Sports Marketing or anything to do 
~vith sports marketing in Chapel Hill. I am looking to find a job for this coming fall and would love to talk to someone about it. If you have any comaections would you let me 
know. If not, no big deal, I just figured you would know- more people than I do :) thanks so much Anson and I hope to see you tomorro~v’. 
Best. 

Sent tlrom my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 4:32 PM 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweigh@email.unc.e&~ 

@duke.edu) 

RE: BienniaJ Gues~ Lecture? 

Erianne, 

OCT :[~th will work for me, 
And your ~-’_~xp~:_~ctati.:_~n~.~ are too high if your ~e~-_~l you m~ght ~earn something from me. 

F~m= Weight, Erianne A. 
Sent= Wednesday, August 07, 20~3 ~0:49 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject~ RE: Biennial Guest Lecture? 

Ok~ i ha~e some more options. 

How about: 10-15, 10-22, 10-24, 10-29, or 10-31? 

We meet on bemeen in the Sport Administration conference room (203 Woollen Gym)just to the right of the main lobby. 

Thank you so much - I’m so looking forward "to learning more from you! 

Hope you’re having a great day’. 

Erianne A. WeighL Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistaa~t Professor, Sport Adtninistration 

’][’he Universi .ty of North Cmolina - Chapel Hill 

(919) 448-4870 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Friday, August 02, 20:t3 11:50 AM 
To: Weight, Erianne A. 
Co:                     ~duke.edu) 
Subject: RE: Biennial Guest Lecture? 

Erianne, 

I would love to do it and my preferred format would be Q&A. Those dates do not work iout of town or pre game dates). Can you give me some others to choose 
from? 
And the Dorrance’s wou~d kwe ~:o be closer to the We~gh~:s~! 

F~m= Weight, Erianne A. 
Sent~ Thursday, August 01, 2013 6:~4 PM 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Biennial Guest Lecture? 
Dear Anon, 

I am hesitant to ask because I know how often you get asked to do speaking engagements, but my students and I enjoyed having you so tnuch, and we leavened so 

much, I just had to ask again...mth the thought that maybe we can make it a biennial tradition? :) 

The lecture would be for EXSS                                         Our graduate cohort is limited to nine students who hope to be future leade~ in 

intercollegiate athletics, and they are always brimming ruth questions (as you fotmd lasl time), so if you would like to come and simply do a Q & A, I assure you there 

will not be a lull! If you’d like to prepare a few remarks, it would be wonderful to hear your thoughts about sport supervision and coach-administrator commtmication. 

We meet on                      . between            in the Sport Administration conference room (203 Woollen Gym)just to the right of the main lobby. If you 

pretEr that we come to you, we can arrange that as well! 

A few dates for you to choose fro,n are below. 

If this is a crazy semester, feel free to decline and I will completely unders~nd! Either way, I look forward to gromng our friendship as we share life as a part of the 

waxd fiamily. 

Erimme A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Sport Adminis’tjation 

The Unive~si~" of North Ca¢olina - Chapel Hill 



(919) 448-4870 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 4:39 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros @gmaJl.com) 

EW: autograph 

Are we doing this? 

From: Charles [mailto: ~sccoast.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 07, 20.t3 4:33 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: autograph 

Dear Mr Dorrance, 
My grand daughter        plays sosser for a travel team in Nonthern Va.$he is 9 yrs old and loves Carolina soscer and was born in NC. I astually went to high school with 
Sylvia Hatchell and she was my neighbor. 
Anyway, It would mean a great deal to her to receive an autographed pic to her from you or anything Carolina.I would be so grateful. 
Respectfully, 
Charles Puckett 
Her hame and address: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 4:40 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros @gmaJl.com) 

EW: UNC Womens practice schedule 

Is someone dealing wiLh this? 

From: GALIOTO Tom (AREVA) [mailto:tom.galioto@areva.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, August 07, 2013 5:04 PM 

Te= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= UNC Womens practice schedule 

Good afternoon Anson, 

For a living I am a contract manager, but I am also a girls soccer coach in Washington State and I have admired your teams for a long time (as well as thousands of 

others presumably). Fortunately, I will be in Charlotte next week on business and I would love to watch how you run your training sessions. Would it be possible to 

attend one of the sessions you have next week, I saw that you have a scrimmage in Wilmington on Tuesday evening (I will be in company training during the day 

until 4pro), but I will be in Charlotte Monday afternoon-early Friday morning. 

I currently coach two girls teams for our local Club Three Rivers Soccer Club in Richland WA. I have a U16 girls team and a U14 girls team. 

Thanks for your consideration, 

Thomas Galioto 
Project Manager, Contracts & Services 
AREVA NP Inc. 
2101 Horn Rapids Road 

RicNand, WA 99352 
Phone: 509-375-8699 
Mobile: 
Fax: 509-375-8113 

Tom.galioto@areva.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 4:43 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

Miller, Beth < bethmille@unc.edtc,; @~nsn.com; Ducar, Cl~is <duca@unc.edu>; 
@gmaJl.com); Sander, Thotnas J < pacman@unc.edu> 

RE: ACC Women’s Soccer Scheduling Conference Call 

~@aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

Very good[! 

From; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:01 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A-IV 
(::c-" Miller, Beth; @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject; RE: ACC Women’s Soccer Scheduling Conference Call 

Understand, Coach ..... an ACC conference call at 10:00 AM on YES, come to the coaches’ meeting at 8:30 AM and then cut out. Y9u c~n catch up on the 

meetings information. It certainly appeaxs that this soccer conference call is very important! 

Thanks for letting Beth ~nd I know in advance ~ much appreciated! 

Take care, 

Lm~" Gallo, Jr. 

Executive Associate Director of Athletics 

University of North Ca:rolina at Chapel Hill 

From-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday,_ 5:53 PM 
To-" Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Co: Miller, Beth; @msn.com; Ducat, Chris; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @qmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject; FW: ACC Women’s Soccer Scheduling Conference Call 
Importance; High 

La try, 

I have this ACC Cont:erence call at I0 pm .... ShoLdd I go ~o U~e Coaches Meeting in the EWAC a~ 8:30 and cu~ out early or what? Please advise. 

From: Pierce, Kris [mailto:kpierce@theacc.org] 
Sent: Tuesday,              5:57 PM 
To; Alison Foley (_f__o_!_e_~__a___e_~__b__c_=_e__d___u_); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles Adair (_a__c_l__a_~Lr__~_~_e__c_l__u_); Eddie Radwanski (.e_._E_a__d___w___a__E@clemson.edu); Greg Miller (~g__m__!l!__e_[i@__a__t_[~l__e__t_[_c__s_~9_!~__e__c_l__u_); 
Jonathan Morgan (jmoii19(@umd.edu); Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com); Mark Krikorian (mkdkorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary-Frances Monroe 
(m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.l@nd.edu); Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson 
(.s_s_w_a___n_s_o_E@_y_j£g[Bj__a_=e_d___u_); Tim Santoro (~_s_a_£Lt_o_r_~_n___c_s_u__:_e_.__d___u,); Tony Da Luz (_d___a_!_u___z__(~_~____u_=e__d__~) 

~::c: Matt Conway (BC) (conwayml@bc.edu); Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.pitt.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs(@admin.fsu.edu); Butler, Lee; Moore, Donald; Barrett, Jennie; 

Fraser, Alex 
Subject-" ACC Women’s Soccer Scheduling Conference Call 
Importance: High 

Women’s Soccer Coaches - 

We will have a conference call on Wednesday, at 10 a.m. to discuss the attached material. Calbin information is below. 

As requested, we have compiled data and schedule models based on a 3-year RPI average. It was also suggested that we consider a 6-year average RPI, and I’ve 

included metrics for six years as well thanks to Steve Swanson and his staff. As you consider this data and prepare to make a recommendation on the call, I request 

that you consider the following: 

Do you want to play in pods based on RPI or divisions? 

~ Do you want to use permanent partners? 

We technically have a passing vote of 6-5 to host a lO-team championship. We will bring that recommendation forward to the SWAs in October, but I have included 

the 8-, lO-and 12-team brackets in the materials should someone want to revisit this issue. 

As always, please let me know if you have questions. I look forward to our discussion on the 

Thanks! 

Kris 

Wednesday, August 21 - 10 a.m. 

CaIMn Number: 1-866-244o8528 

Passcode: 527972 
KRIS Pl .P." RC: .P." 
Senior Associete Gommissioner, Gh~mpionships & SWA 
O: 336.369.4652 I C: 
kpie rce£a)theacc.or~] 
theAOC corn ¯ ~theACC 

[ 
~N~ ACC ES~gnature July’l ~2) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

8:44:56 PM 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu) 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@gmail.com]; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@gmail.com;        @comcast.net; 

@email.unc.edu;            @hotmail.com 

FW: Checking in 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

~ kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

_~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) 

@email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 

@gmail.com; @email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 

Do you want to find a place for this? We will discuss with the Leadership Council. 

From: John Kennedy [mailto:john@combatbraintraining.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, .8:03 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc:           : ’Jason Sisneros’; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: Checking in 

Hello Tarheads! 

How has your summer been? I’m anxious to hear more feedback from the brain training when you can° I’ve attached a 

video of your first time you did the Arrows moving at the same time ..... I hope you are a little smoother by now! 

t will be in NC the week of the before your first game and would love to take you all through a "tune-up", bring you 

up to speed if you’ve slacked off a bit and work with any new players on the team, I’ll also bring more bricks and Arrows 

for any that need them, 

Let me know if and when a good time is for the tune--up that week, 

Best, 

John 

,John Kennedy 

][he Brain Coach 

Combat Br~in TrainingTM 

Chk:ogo #}novadon Awards 

:[022 Greenleaf 

Evanston, IL 60202 



~ohn~combatbraintraininq.com 

www.combatbraintraininq.com 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 10:47 AM 

To: John Kennedy 

Cc: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu) 
Subject: RE: Checking in 

John, 

-[his is excellent, thank you, and rest assured we will find ways to incorporate this into our training and playing 

environments. 

From: John Kennedy 

Seat: Thursday, 4:28 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A TV 

Cc:           ; 

’@_cjmail.com; 

ducar@uncaa,unc,edu; @aol,com; ’Jason Sisneros’ 
Subject: RE: Checking in 

@gmail.com; 
@hotmail,com; @msn.com; 

Hi Anson, 

That is a good way to do it just before the game, in 3 minutes they should be able to get in a couple of the 4. pagers, :1 

using multiple translations, another with the every 3~’:~ or 5~h Arrow saying "shoot"° 

tf you have the time, before the pregame will also help them take in what you are saying. Here are some general 

guidelines that can help you plan the practice, of course the more you can do them during the week, even if you can 

allocate a solid hour once a week, the better. 

Arrows ---. serve many purposes. ][he short 4 pagers force the brain to work hard to master the translations, improve 

pattern recognition as well as focus and anticipation of incoming stimuli° The full deck with the baseline (added steps or 

hand taps} improves anticipation (as focus naturally moves back from each arrow to each row to eventually the whole 

page), pattern recognition and mental endurance with a physical connection° What will happen as they ~et better at: the 

whole deck is the mind will naturally start to wander especially on the pages that are the same each row. So the brain 

will respond by refocusing unconsciously, improving attention. Eventually they will be able to say each arrow correctly 

for the full deck and still be aware of everything going on around them, greatly improving SA (situational awareness}. 

][his will translate into being totally focused on tile ball as well as everyone around them and knowing where their target 

is (goal or moving player) at all times° can start the Arrows at: different points in the deck if they start to memorize 

them. To really improve mental endurance, they can try to do the whole deck 2 or even 3 times in a row, unconsciously 

training the mind to keep attention while fatigued° Doing the whole deck with a single translation (Cardinal, clock, etco} 

will add mental resistance° Incidentally this will help them in school as well as the brain is trained to take in whatever 

they are reading or listening t:o more efficiently for longer periods. You can encourage them t:o practice on their own as 

well, I do have a prize for the one who completes the most by the time [ return° 



Bricks - also serve many purposes. Perhaps they can practice on their own, then you can have a contest once in a while 

to motivate them. Maybe time them on a random puzzle card and post the time (from first touch to completion} on 

your star sheets? Very important when practicing individually that: they don’t touch the pieces before they start to 

execute! This forces the brain to "see" a solution very quickly before execution. Having them tell each other how to 

assemble the cards in as few commands as possible without Iookin~ forces them to visualize the situation then 

communicate that very efficiently. This will help them "see" plays develop in advance, unconsciously understanding 

where all the movin~ pieces a~e and where they need to be at: just the d~ht second° Great for your 8oalies or whoever is 

starting the plays. Bricks are easier to "bridge" as well to the real world. For example the passin8 drill I saw them do 

before the same, all the "pieces" (players and ball} touchin8 at iust the risht time as they moved up the field is just like 

the brick assembly process - "piece, orientation, placement’o This will also help them in their school work if they 

remember to break it down and think it through before executinS. Great for the coaches to do before any stratesy work 

- plannin8 games, plays, players to start, etc. 

.Sorry to give you so much, but see what works for you and keep me in the loop on how it: works and if you need some 

more guidance. 

Best, 

John 

PS -you’re welcome, thanks for putting up with me I mean putting me up! 

,John Kennedy 

Kennedy Consulting Group 

Chicago Innovation Awards 

53 West Jackson #831 

Chicago, IL 60604 

]ohn@combatbraintraining.com 

www.~embatbraintraininq.~em 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:05 plVl 

To: John Kennedy 

Cc:                     ~’@ kena n-flacjler, u nc.ed u); 

@(]mail.com;        @gmail.com; 

~@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 
Subject: RE: Checking in 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) 

@hotmail.com; 

John, 



and I just met and discussed how we are going to do it. She thinks for home games, right after the pregame 

meeting, she takes them back into the locker room and they do a three minute version before our pregame warm-up. 

What do you think? 

And thank you for your thoughtful gift:, it: arrived yesterday! 

From: John Kennedy [ma!lto:_iohn@combatbraintrainin_q.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:11 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: 

@aol.com; ’Jason Sisneros’ 
Subject: RE: Checking in 

@___h____Q__t____m____a___i_L,__c____Q___m___.; 

Thanks Anson! 

@gmail.com;        @gmail.com; 
.@_msn.com; __d____u___c_a___r___@___u____n_c___a____a__,___u____n___c__,___e___d____u__; 

Please have any of your Council feel free to contact me any time with questions, guidance on how to incorporate it, etc. 

As soon as I have the waterproof Arrows printed i will send them down to you. I had hoped to be back in NC training 

Marines at LeJeune this week again and so be able to stop in to see you again, but funding issues due to the sequester 

cuts has precluded that. I hope to be back soon though and will really enioy seeing you all in person again° 

All the best, 

John 

John Kennedy 

Kennedy Consulting Group 

Chicago Innovation Awards 

53 West Jackson #83:1 

Chicago, iL 60604 

[ohn@combatbraintrainin~.com 

www.combatbraintraininq.com 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email,unc,edu] 
Seat: Wednesday, 9:36 AM 
To: 3ohn Kennedy 

Cc: 

@aol,com; Jason Sisneros ( 
Subject: RE: Checking in 

@hotmai/.com; 
@~mail.com) 

~gmail.com;        @gmail.com; 
@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 

John, 



We like it and before games the plan is to have lead the team, We need to figure out a way to do it before 

practice, t will copy my Leadership Council and see how we can do this better, We have been playing pro teams the Bast 

couple of weeks and honestly their pregame rituals forced us to adapt to t:hem. This weekend we are back 1:o college 

teams and we will work it in. 

I meet with the Council this Thursday morning and we will talk about incorporating it into our developmental fabric. 

Thank you John for giving us your excellent ideas on how we can continue to improve. Yours is another excellent piece 

of the puzzle. 

From: John Kennedy [mailto:iohn@combatbraintraining.com] 

Sent: Monday, 6:23 PM 

To: Sander, Thomas J 

Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; ’Jason Sisneros’; Chris Ducar 
Subject: Checking in 

Hi Guys, 

It’s been about 2 weeks since the training and game and I thought I’d check in with you. 

I received many good comments from the girls after the game such as " I don’t feel any tension now when the ball 

comes to me" and "1 can follow the ball better", one girl even said she could see the patterns in the carpet for the first 

time! I know you keep a lot of stats Tom and I was wondering if you’ve noticed any different in the things you measure? 

Have you had a chance to ask the girls what they notice and have you seen any improvements in their teamwork, 

execution, etc.? Any feedback related to their school work? 

A big question, is are they continuing to practice? was going to lead them before practices, has she been able to 

follow through? I’d like to talk to her and also you guys when you have a chance to give you some feedback on how to 

adapt the exercises to address what you see. Let me know if it’s easier to set up a conference call or just a time when I 

can call you and/or for some coaching. 

Best to all of you, 

John 

John Kennedy 

Kennedy Consulting Group 

~embet Btei~ TrainingTM 

Chicago/nnovodon Awords Finoiist 

53 West Jackson #83:~ 

Chicago, tL 60604 

iohn@combatbraintraininq.com 

www.combatbraintraininq.com 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 4:58 PM 

Ja~)n Sisneros @gmaJd.com> 

FW: DukeRqike Classic - UNC 

From: Laura Hettdck [lhettrick@duaa.duke.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, August 08, 2023 2:22 PM 

To-" Sander, Thomas _I; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W 
Co: Brandon Neff 
Subject; Duke!Nike Classic - UNC 

Coaches: 

Team practices have not been scheduled for your Duke!Nike Classic Tournament games on Friday, September 6th and Sunday, September 8th in Koskinen Stadium 

on Duke University Campus. If you would like to schedule practices, please email me back with proposed times for Thursday, September 5th and Saturday, 

September 7th. We will work with our facilities manager to reserve a time that best fits with your schedule. 

The facilities available for practice are Field 7.51 (grass similar to the game field) or Turf Field I or 2 (artificial turf~ will be reserved as an inclement weather site.) A 

walk-through is available on the game field for a maximum of thirty (30) minutes. No balls or cleats are permitted and no formal practice may occur on the game 

field. Players must wear running shoes. 

If you have any questions or specific needs, please feel free to email or call me at We look forward to hearing back from you soon. 

Laura Hettrick 

Game Day Manager-Women’s Soccer, Women’s Lacrosse 

Athletic Facilities, Game Operations and Championships Intern 

Duke University Athletics 

Office: 919-668-0839 

Cell: 

Ihettrick@duaa.duke.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 4:59 PM 

@email.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; @gmaiLcom; @comcast.net; ~gmaJl.com; 

~emaiL unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; @emafil.unc.edu; @hotmaJl.com; @msn.com; 
duca@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~bgmail.com); pacm~@uncaa.nnc.edu 

FW: Campus Rec Kids ROCK 

Ladies, 

Can I have a deep reserve on the Leadership Council Lake U~is event for us? Remember this will be a lot of work and it will take real leadership encouraging outer 

"deep reserves" to participate with enthusiasm and then organizing a "cracker j~ck~’ event. 

From: Mangili, Lauren M 
Sent: Thursday, :tO: 28 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Campus Rec Kids ROCK 
Good morning, 
[ am working on putting together the dates for the fall Kids ROCK (Recreational Opportunities for Carolina Kids) program and I was wondering if your team would be 

available 10AM- 12PM, Saturday, (location: Hooker Fields), 
The following is a description of the past event-- 
"Strap on those cleats for our always spectacular Women’s Varsity Soccer Team and a fun morning of drills, skills, thrills and probably some spills. Great opportunity for 
autograph collectors!" 
Please let me know at your earliest convenience. [f this date does not work, we would be happy to go with another Saturday. [t is best if this is not on a home football 
Saturday. 
Thank you in advance, 
Lauren Mangili 

kauren k4angili, Associate Director 

Campt~s Re(:reaLiot~, CB 8610 

202[ Studet~t Rec:reatk?n Cet~:er 

UNC-Chape~ I-till 

Chapel H~], NC 27599-86:1.0 

(T) 919-952-7348~ (F) 919-952-3621 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:11 PM 

ttumphries, Sarah <shumphdes@unc.edu> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros i         @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Thank you for being patient with the players "pictures" 

Thank you Sarah, you are very kind!I! 

From: Humphries, Sarah 
Sent: Thursday, 4:40 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc:        @msn.com; Ducar, Chris;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros         @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas 
Subject: RE: Thank you for being patient with the players "pictures" 

;~nson~ 

f will be happy to reach out: to        and set up a meeting with her to discuss potenth;J inv.:)~vement w~th our office the5; upcoming year. We do not currently haw? 

any flJ~h[~me, paid positkms ava~ls[)le but I’d be happy to d~sc:uss the %ok]nteer" based opp.:)rtut~ith~s we have that w.:)uh~ st~l~ provh~e some great:, hands-on 

experience whi~e a~so providing great neLworking opportunities. ~ am familiar with                    and think we (the rnarkeL~ng staff) could come up with 

some opportuNties for her that would allow her to continue to build on what she has done this summer. ~ w~l~ copy you on my initial email to her Lo get s meeting 

set up to have her come down and v~sit us here in the marketing office. 

Thanks~ 

Sarah 
Sarah Humphries 

D~rector of NarkebrN 
Dep~rtmen~ of 
UNversi~" of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(9~9)982-52~8 

F~m~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent~ Thursday, 3:59 PM 
To~ Humphries, Sarah 

~msn~com; Ducar, Chris; _ _ [@ao!~comj Jason Sisneros         ~gmail~com); Sander, Thomas 
Subject= ~ank you for being patient with the players "pictures" 

Sarah~ 

Is there anyLNng we can hwo~ve this young 

F~m: @aol.coml 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:27 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Re: Checking in :) 

No proNem at aJl’. TaXe your rime and tha~ you ~ mnch for your help. Ho~ testing went well this man, rig’. 

Sent frotn my iPhone 

On at 9:53 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~_)_~_Ln__"~)__e__r__n_~i!_&Ln__£:_e___d___q> wrote: 

I will help yon but give me until later in the week. 

Se~.t.fi°om my Ferizo.~ ~Fireies~’ 4G LT~’DRL)ID 

’,~aol.com> wrote: 

Hey Anson! 
I loved seeing you at camp the other week and getting to chat with you briefly. I know- you are so excited for preseason and having the girls back in town. I can honestly say 
that I miss it I wasn’t sure if I ~vould miss preseason and all the tests but I do. Its crazy ~vhat you realize when you’re done. I am going to try and come watch the 
starters/reserves game tomorrow and see what kind of new talent y’all have! 

I wanted to touch base with you in regards to a potential job for this coming fall. As I told you, I have been working at 
I have absolutely loved it and realized that sports marketing is exactly what I want to be doing in the future! 

Unfortunately, the job ended last week because I will be coming back to school I wanted to see if you had any connections with UNC Spolts Marketing or anything to do 
~vith sports marketing in Chapel Hill. I am looking to find a job for this coming fall and would love to talk to someone about it. If you have any connections would you let me 
know. If not, no big deal, I just figured you would know- more people than I do :) thanks so much Anson and I hope to see you tomorro~v’. 
Best, 

Sent tlcom my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:11 PM 

~aol.com> 

I~E: Checking in :) 

Goget ~em !1! 

From: @aol.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, : 5:05 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Checking in :) 

Hey Anson, 

Sarah Humphries just emailed me about a potential job and I just wanted to thank you so much for reaching out to her! I really appreciate everything you have done for 

me over the yeaacs. Look forward to seeing you soon! 

Best, 

Sent frotn my iPhone 

On , at 9:53 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~a_~_~_Ln_2;&£i._e__r._n_g_i_!_:_~_Ln_9_:e__d_._u_> wrote: 

I will help you but give me until later in the week. 

So~t~.f!~orn t~’ ~rizon ~Viref~ss 4( ~ LYE DRO~D 

(~aol.com> wrote: 

Hey Anson! 
I loved seeing you at camp the other week and getting to chat with you briefly. I know- you are so excited for preseason and having the girls back in town. I can honestly say 
that I miss it I wasn’t sure if I ~vould miss preseason and all the tests but I do. Its crazy ~vhat you realize when you’re done. I am going to try and come watch the 
starters/reserves game tomorrow and see what kind of new talent y’all have! 

I wanted to touch base with you in regards to a potential job for this coming fall. As I told you, I have been working at 
I have absolutely loved it and realized that sports marketing is exactly what I want to be doing in the future! 

Unfortunately, the job ended last week because I will be coming back to school I wanted to see if you had any cormections with UNC Spolts Marketing or anything to do 
~vith sports marketing in Chapel Hill. I am looking to find a job for this coming fall and would love to talk to someone about it. If you have any comaections would you let me 
know. If not, no big deal, I just figured you would know- more people than I do :) thanks so much Anson and I hope to see you tomorro~v’. 
Best, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:15 PM 

@unc.edu> 

(~b email .unc .edu;       ~@ive.unc.edn;       @gmail.com;        @comcast.net; 

~email.unc.edu;      @live.nnc.edu;         ~e~na~l.nnc.edu;          @hot~na~l.co~n; 

ducar@nncaa.unc.edu; ,~!aol.com; Jason S~sneros 

RE: Campus Rec Kids ROCK 

~gmafil.com; 

~msn.com; 

~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

You are very kind ._. Thank you [! (And for responding so quickly!!) 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 5:07 PM 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A N 
Subject= Re: Campus Rec Kids ROCK 

I caa~ do it 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On , at 4:59 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~_~_g?._n_2;Oi._e__r._n_g_i_!_:_t_Ln_9_:e__d_._u_> wrote: 

Ladies, 

Can I have a deep reserve on the Leadership Council take this event for us? Remember this will be a lot of work and it will take real leadership 

encouraging other "deep reserves" to participate with enthusiasm ai~d then organizing a "crackerjack" event. 

From: Mangili, Lauren M 
Sent: Thursday, 10:28 AM 
Te: Dorrance, Albe~A N 
Subject: Campus Rec Kids ROCK 
Good morning, 
I am working on pu~ing together the dates for the fall 

would be available [OA~- ~2~ ~8~rdsy~ 
The following is a description of the past event-- 
"Strap on those cleats for our always spec~cular Women’s Varsi~ Soccer Team and a fun morning of drills, skills, thrills and probably some spills. Great 
oppo~uni~ for autograph collectorsF’ 
Please let me know at your earliest convenience. If this date does not work, we would be happy to go with another Saturday. It is best if this is not on a home 
football Saturday. 
Thank you in advance, 
Lauren Mangili 

Lauren Mangili, Associate Director 

Campus Recreation, 03 

201 Studen~ Recreation Center 

UNC-Chape~ 

ChapN Hill, NC 27599-%10 

(T) 9:~.9~962-7348, {g) 

Kids ROCK (Recreational Opportunities for Carolina Kids) program and I was wondering if your team 
(location: Hooker Fields), 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:24 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edu;       ~live.unc.edn;       @gmail.com;        @comcast.net; 

@email.unc.edu;      @live.nnc.edu;         @e~naJl.nnc.edu;           ~hot~naJl.co~n; 

ducar@nncaa.unc.edu; ~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

RE: Campus Rec Kids ROCK 

@gmafil.com; 

msn.com; 
@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

You are a jewel, just like    thank you. Yes, please recruit all the freshmen that don’t play to assist you. Organize iL wetl (as I know you wilt), you are representing 

our program m~d a great Un~verskyH 

Sent: Thursday, 5:~7 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Re: Campus Rec Kids ROCK 

An~)& 

I c~ help    .and do whatever we need to motivate the resen~es. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:59 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~_~2!!@_e_~r_a_i_l_=_uj!_c_:__e__d___u_?- wrote: 

kadies, 

Can I have a deep reserve on the Leadership Council take this event for us? 8emember this will be a lot of work and it will take real leadership 

encouraging other "deep reserves~ to participate with ellthusiasm and then organizing a "cracker jack" event. 

From: Mangili, Lauren N 
Sent: Thursday, :t0:28 AN 

"re: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject: Campus Rec Kids ROCK 
Good morning, 
I am working on putting together the dates for the 

would be available 10AN- 12PH, Saturday, 
The following is a description of the past event-- 
"Strap on those cleats for our always spectacular Women’s Varsity Soccer Team and a fun morning of drills, skills, thrills and probably some spills. Great 
opportunity for autograph collectors!" 
Please let me know at your earliest convenience. If this date does not work, we would be happy to go with another Saturday. It is best if this is not on a home 
football Saturday. 
Thank you in advance, 

Lauren IVlangili 
l_auren Mangili, Associate Director 

Campus r~ecreation, {::g 8(~.0 

201 Student P, ecresdon Center 

UNC--Chspe~ Hi~i 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8610 

{T} 919-962-7348, (F) 9~[9-962-362I 

Kids ROCK (Recreational Opportunities for Carolina Kids) program and I was wondering if your team 

(location: Hooker Fields). 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, August 9, 2013 8:11 AM 

Ja~)n Sisneros @gmaJ co n> 

FW: UNC- 1 is ~etiring 

From: Livers, Tom 
Sent: Thursday, August 08, 2013 11:41 PM 

To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Co: Yow, Kenneth Wayne 

Subject: UNC-1 is retiring 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Athletic Department Staff 

FROM: Tom Livers 

SUBJECT: UNC-:1 is retiring 

As of Tuesday night August 13th UNC-1 Wireless network SSID will no longer be available in any of the U NC Athletics Buildings and Facilities. Please take the time 

to make sure you have configured your Laptops, Cellphones, IPads or other wireless devices to use the UNC-SECURE. If you’re on-campus connect to the Wireless 

Network called "UNC-Setup" or if you’re off-campus use the cellular connection or another WiFi connection. Then point your web browser to 

~uncsecure.net.unc~edu and follow the prompts. Note that you may need to be on the latest version of Apple lOS for your iDevice. You will need to redo 

this last step each year to get a new certificate. 

The IT department will be available Tomorrow as well as Monday and Tuesday to assist users in this transition. 

Please send all Service requests to the IT-Support Email Group or Click on this link. ~!~lJ.:L.’..~!).!~.!~4..!~..~.k~.~2~~ 

List of Facilities in which UNC-1 is to be retired on Tuesday Night 

2:16 Finley Golf Course Rd 

220 Finley Golf Course Rd 

Boshamer Stadium 

Carmichael Auditorium 

Eddie Smith Indoor Facility 

Ernie Williamson Bldg!Educational Foundation 

Fetzer Field Press Box 

Finley Golf Pro Shop 

Finley Golf Team Building 

Francis Henry Press Box 

Kenan Stadium 

Koury Natatorium 

McCaskill Soccer Center 

Dean Smith Center 

Tennis Center 

Women Softball Facility 

Tom 

~Tom Livers 

Director of IT UNC Athletics 

Email: 

Phone: (9:19)962-7620 

Cell: 

Website: v~,v~,w ~oh eels.c om 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, 7:07 PM 

Tom and Alison Sermanni @hotmaJl.com> 

@gmail.co~w-; Yount, Tony <tonyyount4~)unc.edu:’; @~nsn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: 

~z)aol.com; 

No problem. And I love what yo~i are doing with this team~ 

Your high line (and compaction) and your pressing were wonderff~l in the ~ast game. ~ also loved yoL~r comMnation of the direct and h~d~rect game. (No pressure 

but) ~ thh~k we are goh~g to wh~ the next World C~p w~th you at the helm. 

Good job s~d good h~(:k, my fr~end]~ 

E~= Tom and Alison SermanN @hotmail.com] 
Sent-" Friday, ~2:26 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
~= ~m Ryder (US Socce0 
Subject: 

Hi ~n 

Hope eveo~thing is well ruth you and morn importantly that your golf game is in good shape. 

We have an internationa] match in Washington, D.C. on Essentially we come in on the I st, train the 2nd, play the 3rd and out on the 4th. 

I reali~ this clashes ruth your game against Kennesaw State but was wondering if you would be open to releasing for "the Nationa] Team camp and nmtch 

We would get her back to Chapel Hill in plenty of time to rest and prepare for your match against UCLA on 

Thanks for your consideration in this matter azid look fom’ard to hearing from you. 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 7:23 PM 

@gmail.com> 

ILS: 

We have to get you I00% healthy and not make any more mistakes~You are too important to me, this team AND the 

both!! 

All the best, and ~ am SO PROUD OF YOU!!~ 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
Sent= Friday, 7:$7 PN 

Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= 

Than~ you Anson. [ was 8oJn# to toil you about the Jn~Jte, but ] ~J]y [ol~ot. Than~ you £or al]owJn8 me to ~o to the ne~ camp. 

to not have you on the field 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On at 7:07 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~n(?~email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

No problem. And I low? wh~;t you are doing with this tei~m, 

Your high line (and compaction) and your pr’essing were wonded:uf ~n the ~ast game. I also loved your comMnat~on of the direct and ~nd~rect game. (No 

pressure but} ] think we are going to win the next World Cup w~th you at the heh~, 

Good ~ob and good k~ck, my fdend~! 

F~m~ Tom and Alison Sermanni @hotmaiLcom] 
Sent~ Friday, 12:26 PN 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
~¢~ Tim Ryder (US Socce0 
Subject: 

Hi ~n 

}tope eve~lhing is well with you mad more importantly that your golf game is in good shape. 

We have an international match in WashinTton, D.C. on Es~ntially we come in on the 1st, train the 2nd, play the 3rd and out on the 4th. 

I realise tllis clashes with your ga~ne against Kennesaw- State but w-as wondeting if you w-ould be open to releasing 

and match fiom         We would get her back to Chapel Hill in plenty of time to resl and prepare for your match against UCLA on 

ca~np 

Thanks for your consideration in this matter and look forward to heating from you. 

Ton1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Saturday, August 10, 2013 4:28 PM 

Jason Sisneros @gmaJ~l.com> 

Fwd: Powerpoint 

Ses~f.~"om my Ver’izor~ lI~ireie,~s 4G L)’~ LL~tOIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Powerpoint 

From: Carly Pearce <cpearce@Averett.edu> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJ~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

HiAn~n, 

I hope preseason is going well. I’m trying to contact Jason but I can’t find his email online. My assistants had a fantastic time on wednesday watching yonr ,sessions. 

Jason said that he would s~nd the powerpoint fi~om the first day to ns and my hope is that you can forward this email on to him so that he can forward the powerpoint. 

Thank you for all of your help. All the best with your season. 

Carly Pearce 

Averett Unlversi .Iy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, 7:52 PM 

~gmaSil.com> 

Re: Checking in 

Nope, I want to do things where we get buy in. This is your find[ year, let’s do things we are all sold on. 

Sent.f!vm my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

~gmail.com> waste: 

Hey Ans, 

I don’t think a lot of gifts see a benefit from this unfortunately, however, if you want to continue the program I would be more than happy to lead it. Thanks, 

On Thu, at 4:44 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <a~ason(~email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

Do yot~ wa~ lo find a place ~br th~s? We will discuss with the l ,eade~ship Co, moil. 

From: John Kennedy [mailto:iohn@combatbraintraininq,com] 
Sent-" Wednesday,              8:03 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Cc:             ’Jason Sisneros’; Sander, Thotnas J 
Subject: RE: Checking in 

Hello I"arheadst 

How has yore: smxmaer been? I"m m~xioas to hear morn .l~edtmck from the Nait~ training Maen yon can. I ’re attached a video of your first thne yoa did Ne Arrows 

movi~N at fl~e ~me tm~e I hope you are a little smoother b? uow’. 

I will be in NC 1he week of~he     bethre ~mr firs~ game and woNd ~ove to lake you all tim?ugh a ~Xm~e- up", bring you ~p u? speed if you’ ve alacked off a bit and 

work wifl~ any new players on the tean~. [ ’1l Nso bring more Nicks and z~rows tb~ anS’ thN need fl~em. 

Let me know if and when a good ~me is fi~r the mne.-t~p that week 

BesL 

John 

Jo~m Keut,edy 

The Brain Coach 

1022 GreeMeaf 

Evanston, IL 60202 

john~b~combatbraintrainitN. corn 

www. combatbraintraining, corn 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 



Sent: Friday, 10:47 AlVl 
To: John Kennedy 
C:c: @kenan-flaqler.unc.edu) 
Subject: RE: Checking in 

John, 

’l’[~s is excellent, tharfl~ you, and rest assured we will find ways to mcorl’.~mte this in~) our t~Jning and plajdng en~ iromnents~ 

From: John Kennedy [mailto:iohn@combatbraintraining~com] 
Sent: Thursday,            4:28 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: 

Subject: RE: Checking in 
,@~hotmail.com; ~msn.com; dncar(~uncaa.unc.edu; 

~gmail.com;         ~gmaiLcom; 
"r))aol.com: ’Jason Sisneros’ 

Hi 

That is a good way ~o do k.i~st bet~we d~e game~ in 3 mim~tes d~ey should [~2 aNe u? get h~ a couple of the 4 page~X 1 using multiple ~mnslafions, anod~er wi~h ~he 

eve~-v 3rd or 5ti~ Arrow saying 

Ifyou have the time, beii~re the pregame will also help them take m what you are saj, mg. Item gay s~m~e genei~ guidelines that can help you plga~ the p~actice, of 

c~mr~ the morn y~m can do them &~ring the week esen ify~m can allocate a solid hour once a week, the better. 

Arro~,x s serve many purls)sos. The sho~t 4 v~geis three the Nmn to wo~ hard ~,) m~ster the translations, imp~:~ve pattern recognition as well as fi:~cus and 

anticipatio~ of ineomh~g stimuli. The flfll @ck wifl~ flae ba~:[ine (added s~eps or hand laps) improves m~ticii~d~on (a.s Keens naturally moves back from eaeh am:~w to 
eaeh ro~ to cventt~al[y lhe ~hole page), Ixdtem recognition and mental endt~raace with a physical contlection. What ~ill happet} as lhey get better al flae ~ hole deck 

is flae mind will nattmdly siar~ t~ wan&r es~x:cially o~ ~he [);ages that are ~he ~m~e each a~w. So the hmm will resv:md by refbct~ing ~mcon~:ions~y, improving 

a~l~ndon. Event~adly fl~ey will be aNe [o say each arrow coffee@ for lhe fldl deck and sd[1 [~ aware of evetythi~g going on aroused flaem, g~va@ iInpro~ri~N SA 
(situalional awareness). This will {mnslate rote being ~ta~]y {~cused on the ba~] as wd~ as eveUot,e around fl~em and knowing where d~eir tm74e[ is (goal or moving 

player) at al~ times,      can start fl~e A~Tows at dif]~rcnt pomps m the deck if d~ey sm~¢ ~ memorize fl~em. To rea~]y improve men~a~ en&~rtmce, fl~ey can t~T ~o do 

~he whole deck 2 or even 3 ~imes in a ~w, unconscio~sly ~rami~N ~he mind ~ keep a~lcnfio~ while fhligucd. Doing fl~c whole deck wid~ a single ~mns~afion (Ca~Nnal, 

clock eic.) will add men~l ~sis~a~ce. h~ci&nmlly this will help fl~cm in school as wel~ as ~he brain is trained k~ ~ke in whatever fl~cy are rcadi~N or ~is~enmg l~ more 
efficiently fbr longer periods. You cm~ encourage them to practice on they own as well, I do have a prize lbr the one who completes the most b5, the lime I return. 

lJncks also serve many purls)sos. Perhaps they can practice on their ~wn, then you can have a contest once in a while to n>fivatc fl~em. Mas, be time them on a 

random pt~:zle c~d and t-~ fl~e time d?,)m first touch to completion)~m )ou~ ~at sheets? VeU imv~Iant when pmc~cing indivi&~Nly tN~t they don’t touch the 

pieces [x4bre fl~ey start to e-xecme~ This R~rces the bcdn ~o "see’" a solufio~ veU qtdckly [x4bre exocniion. Having fl~em tell each offset how ~o asmmble a~e cards 

as R:w commat~ds as ~ssiNe x~iflaoat lookhN ~brees Nero t~ vist~a~ize flae situation fl~e~ commtmicate a~a~ veU eNcie~Ny, This will hdp flaem "see’" p~ays dcvdop in 

advratlce., nimoilscioas[y nt}demtaading whom all the moving pieces am at}d wtmre 0aey need t£~ be at jnsl the fight second Great R~r your goalies or whoevrer is 

smrdng fl~e plays. Bricks am easier to "NTidge" as x~ll to d~e real world. For example d~e passing drill I saw gaem do befotv d~e game, all gae ~’pieces"’ (¢aye~ and 

bal]) touc]m~g a@~st the right time as d~ey moved ~p ~he tie]d is just like fl~e bdck assemNy p~>cess "piece, oriet*mtion, placemet,ff’, This wi~ dso help d~em m fl~eir 

school work ifihcy remember to break it down and think i[ through belbm executing. G~vat lbr lhe coaches l(~ do bef~wc auy stmiegy work p~mning games, pla3 s, 

players k~ s~arI, etc. 

So,x?’ to g~ve you so mucl~ but see what works fb~ y~m sad keep me in the loop on how it works and ify~m need s~m~e mo~e gui&nce. 

Best. 

PS yoa’re welcome., thaaks {br pntth~g np with me I meat} prating me ap! 

Jotm Kent,edy 

Kenned3 Consulting Group 

53 West Jackson #g31 

Chicago, IL 60604. 

john$b~combatbraintraini,N, corn 



wwm combatbraintraining, corn 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:05 PM 
To: John Kennedy 
Co: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu); 

@hotmail.com; 
@gmail.com) 

Subject: RE: Checking in 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 
@gmail.com; @gmail.com; 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

and I just met m~d discussed how we are goit~g lo do it. She thinks for borne game.~, 5gbt after the pregame meeting, she takes them back imo the k~cker room 

a~d they do a fl~ree minute version berate our pr%ame wam~-up What do you 

From: John Kennedy [mailto:john@combatbraintraininq.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:11 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

@hotmail.com; @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 
Subject: RE: Checking in 

@qmail.com;         @gmail.com; 
@aol.com; ’Jason Sisneros’ 

T hanks 

Please have any ,~f )’ot~ C, m~cil feel ti~e to coatact me aay time w~fl~ qt~es~ions, guidance ,m how to incorporate ~t, 

As soo13, as I have [tle waterpt~:~of Anows printed I will send lhem down ~o you, I had holx:d to be back m NC trai,fing Mafit}es at LeJeune ibis week again and so 

be able k~ stop in to see ?ou again, but funding issues due to the sequesk:r cuts hss precluded fl~al. I hope k~ be back soo,~ ihough and will ma~ly e~V:~y ~ei,~g you all 

Brain l’~aining:r~ 

Chicago }nnovafio,t Awards 

53 West Jackaon #831 

Chicago, IL 60604 

john@combatbraintrainin,~, corn 

www. combatbraintraininl~, corn 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:36 AM 
To: John Kennedy 

@hotmail.com; @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 
Subject: RE: Checking in 

@gmail.com;         ~gmail.com; 
@aol.com; Jason Sisneros          @gmail.com) 

We like it and beIb~e game~.s ~he plaa is to have      lead d~e team. We need k~ figure out a way k~ &~ it bdb~v practice. I will cop?, my Lea&rship Counci~ and see 
how we can do fl~is better. We have beea playing pro reruns the last cot~ple of~eeks and honestly fl~ei~ pregame rlt~ds fbrced t~s t~ a&~pt 1~ them~ This weekend 

we ae b~:k to college teams and ~e will ~N ~t in. 

meet with the Couacil this Tht~sday mo~rung and we will talk ablaut inco,p~mting it ml,) our developmental li~br~c. Thank y~:m John fbr g~ving us your excellent 

on how :~ e cat~ conthme to improve. Yours is a]otber excellent piece of the puzzle. 



From: John Kennedy [mailto:john@combatbraintraining.com] 
Sent: Monday, 6:23 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas 3 
C:c: Dorrance, Albert A IV; ’3ason Sisneros’; Chris Ducar 
Subject: Checking in 

Hi Guys, 

It’s been about 2 weeks since the training and game and I thought I’d check in ruth you. 

I received many good comments ti-om the girls after the game such as" I don’t feel any tension now when the ball comes to me" and "I can tbllow the ball better", 

one girl even said she could see the patterns in the carpet tbr the first time! I know you keep a lot of stats Tom and I was wondering if you’ve noticed may difl~rent in 

the things you measure? Have you had a chance to ask the girls what they notice and have you seen any improvements in their teamwork, execution, etc.? Any 

feedback related to their school work’? 

A big question, is axe they continuing to practice?     was going to lead them before practices, has she been able to follow through? I’d like to talk to her and also 

you guys when you have a chance to give you some feedback on how to adapt the exercises to address what you see. Let me know if it’s easier to set up a 
conference call or just a time when I can call you and/or     for some coaching. 

Best to all of yon, 

Jotm Keut,edy 

Kenne@ Consulting Gr,)up 

53 Wesl Jackson #g31 

Chicago, IL 60604 

john@combatbraintrainin,g, corn 

www. combatbraintraining, corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, August ~_0, 203L3 8:3:~ PM 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Re: Unprecedented Coverage 

This is excellent, thank you Dave. 

Sent.from my Verizon #l/ireless 4G LT2 D.P, OID 

"Lohse, Dave Clark" <davelohse@unc.edu> wrote: 

I don’t know if this will help in recruiting but wanted you to know our TV, webcast and broadcast schedule far outranks anything we’ve had in the past. My updated release is here. 

Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 

93.9-962-7257 office 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 9:30 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducay@unc.edu>; bill paJladino ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu->; @msn.com> 

Fwd: Home Broadcast Schedule 

Ideas? 

Sent.~"om my Verizon tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

........ Original Mes~ge ........ 
Subject: ttome Broadcast Schedule 

From: @unc edu-> 

To: "Dorra~ce, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
CC: "Steinbacher, Rick" ~nck@unc.edtw-, Clea~~, Kenneth Eugene kclea~ia2unc.edw,, t allad~no, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu>,"Ducar, Chris" 

<ducav~a2unc.edu , Sander, Tho~nas J" <pac~na~@unc.edu> 

Hi Coach, 

I hope this email finds you well. 

With the release of the ACC’s fall TV schedule yesterday, I want to give you a breakdown of your home broadcasts this season. In addition to the video coverage 

provided as part of the GoHeels.com package, we will be adding a Play-by-Play announcer to the broadcasts this year to enhance our coverage. To that end, if you 

have any former players/managers/etc, that might be interested in providing color analysis for these games, please have them contact me. 

I will be your point of contact for any broadcast-related issues this season, so if you have any questions, please let me know how I can be of any help. 

Thanks, 

Kyle 

WSOC vs. Clemson 

WSOC vs. Duke 

WSOC vs. Kennesaw St. 

WSOC vs. Maryland 

WSOC vs. NC State 

WSOC vs. New Mexico 

WSOC vs. Notre Dame 

WSOC vs. Syracuse 

WSOC vs. Virginia 

7:00 PM 

7:00 PM 

3:00 PM 

1:00 PM 

7:00 PM 

5:00 PM 

1:00 PM 

2:00 PM 

:1:00 PM 

GoHeels.com 

ESPN3 

GoHeels.com 

RSN 

ESPN3 

GoHeels.com 

ESPN3 

GoHeels.com 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 7:43 AM 

@rocketmail.com>; Ducar, Clms <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 

~gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@~mc.edtr~; @msn.com> 

Re: Thank you 

Excellent message!! I can’t wait to have you back. Your athletic qualities are among the best on the roster. You will obviously have your chance with the way’ we train 

to prove your value. 

@rockelmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Anson, 

Just wanted to say I really appreciate you checking in on me today after practice. It reaJly shows how much you care about aJl of your players. My         should 

be fine hopefully. The trainers say it may be a littJe pull, but that it was good that they caught it early on. I think that I will be perfectly fine though! I tried coming in to 
talk to you a few times yesterday but you were either not in the office or were busy with the video I think but I am happy we got a chance to talk a little after practice 

today. What I didn’t get a chance to tell you yesterday or today though was that I actually also worked a lot on my confidence over the summer as well besides jufft 

working on fitness and bail skills. I was also coming in because I felt that when we played the starters reserves game in the beginning of preseason and when we played 

scrimmages Friday, that I did so well that I deserved to be one of the people picked to play’ again and was wondering what else in your opinion I needed to improve on 

or do more ol: I figured since I was a little confused about it, it would be better to come in and clarify with you t~om the sturt instead of just sitting back and trying to 

figure it out mysel£ My confidence has improved a lot and I t~el more confident now than ever betbre. My 1 vl skills over the summer improved a lot because I played 

so much of it which also improved my confidence. I also really feel that it has mate an impact in my game det~nsively. This preseason I have gone into a lot more 
tackles than I used to, and not only am I going into ’tackles, I am now winning them and getting a foot in on more passes from the other team. With this newly found 

confidence that has built up frotn over the sumtner, I plan on taking on more people (of course only at the right times so that I can still keep my strength of not turning 

over the bail), and looking for my shot even tnore like I did in the scrimtnage the other day’. I finaJly realized this summer~ that like you said, potentiaJ may be a good 

thing, but ifs not significant or useful until you actually put it to use. I am ready to put tny potentiaJ to use this season! 

Thanks Anson! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 8:15 AM 

@aol .com> 

Re: Hey :" 

preseasou is my favorite time of year. We have recruited well and uow we have the l~iathl task of trimming the roster. Just so you know we live and die ruth you 

guys. And yes,      is the real deal. She has the potential to be the most "complete" player on the US roster. Good luck the rest of the way! 

@aol.com> wrote: 

Hey Anson, 

Just wanted to say hi. I hope preseason is going well and that the first day was all you hoped it would bet I know how much you love seeing how awesome evewone have become over the 
sut~wner. Seeing all the pics of every’one having a blast at the beach on twitter and Instagram is killing rr~e! Such goodtimes :) Side note: looks like an ass kicker. Does she have an 8 
pack?! Haha 

Things are going pretty well out here. Our team is still struggling a bit. But the vibe on the team seemed a bit better for the WNY game so that’s encouraging. We have all the pieces to win it 
all, we just need to put together a full 90mins. 

has been absolutely fantastic for us though! I have played with her a few times growing up but never consistently and I am SLPPER impressed. She is just awesome! 

I got to talk to Ducar for a bit the other night, which was awesome. We had just lost to Boston and it totally- made my- night to hear flom him[ He said that you guys are fihning a video. That’s 
really- cool. I can’t wait to watch it! 

Anyway, not much else to report I hope you and the team and are doing fabulously. It looks like it from all the pics! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 9:57 AM 

bill palladino @aol.com>; Ducar, Chris -<tucax@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu->; @msn.com> 

Fwd: UNC Men’s Soccer Update 

Dino, I really like this. Do you want to do it for women’s soccer or do you want me to give it to someone else? 

Sem.~"om my Ver’izon tl%eie,~s 4(3 L)’~ L)ROIL) 

........ Original Mesmge ........ 

S ubject: [YNC Men’s Soccer Update 

From: Grant Porter <gttx)rter@email.unc.edu> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.edu> 
CC: 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina, 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

~This message includes the following attaclmaents: 

[Download Attachment: 12thman      docl 

[Download Attachment: CAROLINACENTERCIRCLE          .docl 

Dem Alumni and Friends, 

The players officially reported to campus today and 

practices leading up to the     season start tomorrow’, Once the regular season 

kicks ofl~ we will continue with our weekly reports on the progress ofth~ 

edition ofl~iNC Men’s Soccer. 

We ~vill also continne our fundraising eltbrts tbr the 

betterment of the progra~n. All of the fundraising dollars will be put into 

helping the program in recruiting, travel, and other projects like the recent 

McCaskill Soccer Center renovation. Attached are cotnplete details on our "12th 
th Man" and "Center Circle" fundmising can~p~gns. The "12 Man"is 

based around the mnount of goals u,e score this season. We hope to have ahmmi 

and friends pledge $12/goal we score. At the end of the ye~x, we tally the 

goals to determine the final pledge amount. As a reference, th~      team 

scored 33 goals. In contrast, the "Center Circle" is geared towards a set 

donation of a one-time payment of $5,000 or five $1,000 payments over five 

yeaxs. AW "12thMan’’ or "Center Circle" member ~11 receive 
benefits including a carolina blue [YNC Nike Dri Fit shirt, tickets to home 

games, media guide, and admission to our annual banquet. You are also welcome to 

send in general donations to support the program at any time. For any questions 

on the attaclmaents or fundmising, contact me at ~tporter(a)unc.edu 

We hope you are making anangements to attend Alumni Weekend 

on In addition to the current team’s game against Duke on 
with the tradition ofa pre-gmne tailgate, alumni match, and a social gathenng 
malting for a fun weekend here in Chapel Hill. Please help spread the word to 

former teammates as we to, to rally as many alums back to Chapel Hill as 

possible. 

Below is a link to the     ~hedule. We hope to see many of 

you in the stands at Fe~zer Field this year or at a road gmne tbr those living 

near our away opponents. 

, we will conti~me 

Live far away and axe unable to attend many games? Not to 

worry., the ACC announced the Heels are on TV a league high eight times in the 

link below. In addition to these eight ganges, GoHeels.com will have a link for 

the remaining home games on our schedule. 



You can read about the new Tar Heels that garnered top ten 

recruiting class reviews farm ~veral media ontlets here: 

As always, you can track the team at the following media outlets: 

Website:http:i/www.goheels.com/ 

Twitter: @U NCmenssoccer 

Facebook:www.facebook.comica rolinasoccer 

GO HEELS ! 

Grant Porter 
Assistant Men’s Soccer Coach 

Universib~ ofNoNa Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

If you did not wish to receive this, please _u_.o_s_.u_.b__s_£_r_L_b_.e_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 9:58 AM 

bill palladino @aol.com>; Ducar, Chris -<tucaac@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: game contracts 

Dino, do you want to follow up on this or do you want me to ask someone else? 

Sent.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)’~ L)ROIL) 

........ Original Mesmge ........ 

Subject: game contracts 

From: "tiarris, Stacey Elaine" <sham@unc.edu> 

To: "Dorra~ce, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
CC: "Gallo, Jr., Laxzry A." <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Anson, 

FYI-we have still not received the following game contracts: 

HOME CONTRACTS 

New Mexico - Carolina Classic 

Kennesaw State - Carolina Classic 

Duke - Carolina Classic 

AWAY CONTRACTS 

UCLA @ Duke 9/6 

West Virginia @ Duke 9/8 

~Stacey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 10:11 AM 

Bill Palladino @aol.com> 

Re: gaa~e contracts 

Bill Palladino @aol.com> wrote: 

I’ll check it out... 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On Aug 13, 2013, at 9:58 AM, "Donance, Albert A IV" <~_r_Ls~?_~2~_e___n_La__i_[=_u__~Lc_:__e__d_t!> wrote: 

Dino, do you want to follow up on this or do yon want me to ask someone else? 

Se~.t.fi°om my verizo.~ ~Vireies~’ 4G LT~’DRO1D 

........ Original Message ........ 

S ubject: game contracts 

From: "Hams, S ’tacey Elaine" <shams¢~unc.edu> 

To: "Do~rance, AlbertA IV" <.a_4)_OR_r!(_a~_email.anc.edu > 

CC: "Gallo, Jr., La~D" A." <~_fl_iNj_a_!_l_~_?_(_a2__t_Ln__c_2_e_d__t!> 

Anson, 

FYI -we have still not received the following game contracts: 

HOME CONTRACTS 

New Mexico - Carolina Classic 

Kennesaw State - Carolina Classic 

Duke - Carolina Classic 

AWAY CONTRACTS 

UCLA @ Duke 9/6 

West Virginia @ Duke 9/8 

~Stacey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, 10:01 PM 

Michelle French <MFrench@ussoccer.org>; ;@yahoo.corn>; 

Re: Thauk you and good luck’. 

~icloud.com> 

Thank you Michelle for your gracious email. My kids said we (the US) did some very good things. Especially in the first gaxne. Good luck to you aud your team. I 
know how challenging this is, especially ruth the Japans (and the Germans and the Koreans and the French) getting better and better eve~ year. 

Michelle French <MFrench@ussoccer.org> wrote: 

Hi Coaches, 

I wanted to write and thank you all for releasing your players during pre-season, and allowing them to attend the past U20 V~rNT carup. I understand the importance of these players to your 
program, as I know the value that each of theru brings to the U20s. 

Without question, we had a couple of rough games against Japan. However, the amount of itfformation we received about the players individually, and about where we are at as a team, will 
no doubt prove valuable moving forward. Because we are still soruewhat early in the cycle, we had not been exposed to any team close to Japan in terms of their movement, organization, 
and technical proficiency. Our inexperience showed on a nmnber of different levels. The two results will be an important platfom~ for continued improvement by not only the players, but 
myself as well. This was the only- time we would have the opportunity to face an Asian opponent prior to Qualifications (and hopefully the WV~rC) so to have the players see, experience, 
and compete against the strength of Japan was so important for this group. 

Thanks again, I really can’t express how grateful I am for your help in the development of this team. 

Good luck this season! 1 look for~vard to watching your teams play’. 

Michelle French :) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 10:03 PM 

Robert Gannon <rgannon@norl~h-reading.kl 2.ma.u~; Jason Sisneros @gmaJd.com>; Saa~der, Thomas J <pacmaa~@unc.edn> 

Re: Pre- season Training 

Sure ... Jason cm~ you do this for tne (cow me)’? 

Se~t f!’om my Verizort tI~ire[e,~s 4G L2’~ LL~tOIL) 

Robert Gannon <rgannon@north-mading.kl2.ma.u~ wrote: 

Hi Coach, 

I was wondering if you could help me out. My athletic director would like to take control ofaJl of our pre-season tarining and limit what we ca~ mad can’t do as 

coaches. Would it be possible for you to send my an example of what your pro-season training looks like.., not your practice plans - but ,nore what your 
trak~ing/workout schedule would look like?? 

Any help would be greatly appreciated. 

Bob Gannon M.Ed 

Special Education Teacher 

North Reading High School 
North Reading, MA 01864 

Girls Varsi~ Soccer Coach 
Campbell High School 

Litchfield, NH 03052 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 10:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducay@unc.edu>; bill paJladino @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu->; @msn.com> 

Fwd: Daily Complim~ce ltem- - 14.3.5.1- Practice Prior to Certification 

Se,~t.f!°om my EeHzou Wireless 4(5 L2’E L)ROIL) 

........ OriginaJ Mes~ge ........ 

Subject: Daily Compliance Item- - 14.3.5.1 - Practice Prior to Certification 

From: "Va~gelder, Mayielle A" <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

To: 1INCAA-Asst Head Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu>,UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu> 

CC: UNCAA Academics <uncaa academic~!groups.unc.edu>,"Ille, Vlnce <qlle~&unc.edt~-, Ma~rkos. Laaace M markos@emall.unc.edu , 1 lmmmmaaas, Fom 
qimmemmns@unc.edu>                      ~bemail.unc.edu>yGallo, Jr., Larry. A." <athgallo@unc.edu>,"Miller, Beth" <bethiniller@unc.edu>,"Steinbacher, 
Rick" ~nck(c))unc.edu>, Gwaltne3, Chnt <cgwaltney@unc.edu>,"Creeck Kmlton W" <kcreech@unc.edu>,"Cunningham, Bubba" <bublmc@email.unc.edu> 

All --- 

Please see today’s Daily Compliance Item regarding practice prior to certification by the NCAA Eligibility Center. 

The Athletics Compliance Office will track those student-athletes, if any, who have not obtained a final qualifier certification based on the first date of countable 

athletically relat:ed activities ~n your sport. You ,~,~] tee:rove an emaH from the Athletics Cornp~h~nce Offk:e outlining any student--at:Met:e who is not a final qualifier. 

The em~a~] will h~dR:ate the dat:e that the student.-~thlet:e must cease all partidp~tion ~n count:able athh!d:h::aHy related acl:Ml:~es, R is your responsib~l~t:y to be aware 

o~: [he perm~ssi~fe 45--day practice wh~dow and preclude any studen[ who does not receive final certification after 45 days from part~dpation ~n all ath[etica~fy 

re~ated activities. As a~ways, no s[udent-.athfete (regardless of their certification status w~th the e~gi~l~ty center) shouM be permitted to trave~ or compete prior 

to receiving official notification from the Athletics Comp{~ance Office that they have been certified by the Reg~strar’s Office. 

Our incoming s~:udent-athletes hi, re done i~n ex(:ellen~: ~ob of ensuMng that all thek offidal academic documents were submit:ted to the NCAA EHg~bi]~W Center h~ i~ 

timely [ashion. Than]~ you for your vak~Me ~ssistance m this process. 

Let us know H: you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you. 

MarieHe 

MarieHe A. vanGe~der 

Associate Athk~th:: Direct:or 

Univers~tv o[ North (:~rolkH~ 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-~2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

Go Lee is a ti-eshman soccer student-athlete at Ocean State University (OSU). Go has submitted all the necessaU information 
to the NCAA Eligibility Center, but her eligibility has not been certified yet. Go reported to presea~m practice at OSU 
yesterdW. Can she practice while her certification is pending’? 
Yes with conditions. NCA~, Bylaw 14.3.5.1 states that ifa student-athlete reports for athletics paxticipat~on before his or her 
qualification status has been certified, the student may practice, but not compete, during a 45-day period, provided the student 
meets aJd other requirements to be eligible to practice. An institution shall not provide athletically related finaaaciaJ aid to the 
s~dent during this period. After the 45- day period, the s*udent shall have established minimum requirements (as certified by the 
NCAA Eligibili~’ Center) to continue practicing or to compete and receive athletically related financial aid. 
This legislation changed with the adoption of R WG-14-1 and has an effective date of 8/1/13. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 10:14 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducay@unc.edu>; bill paJladino ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu>; Ducar. Chris ~ducaac@unc.edu>; ~msn.com> 

Fwd: That,s for a great camp! 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Thanks for a great camp! 

From: @gmail .corn> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

Thank you so much for a wonderfi~l experience at The Goalkeeper Academy! I jus~t got back from an ODP trafining session hem in Florida and put all that I learned into 
the sessions and the games. Coach Ducar taught me ,so much and the other counselors were awesome too! It was groat to see how well the Carolina players get along 
and how well they play together. 

Playing in the start’game was a real highlight tbr me. Your coaching was inspiring and I am looking forward to the next chance I get to learn ti~m you all! 

Sincerelvo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 10:27 PM 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com>; Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino ~aol.com>; Sander, Thomas J 
<pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: team camp 2013 

Jason, can you help this gny? 

Ses~t.~"om my Verizor~ II~ireie,~s 4G L)"E DROLL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: temn camp 2013 

From: i              @bellsouth.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Coach, 

RussPlunmaerfromHendersonville High School - Hendersonville, TN. Thank you again for the experience ofteam camp 2013. 
The team was challenged and continues to speak highly of the camp. 

2 questions- 

1. Would there be a way to obtain game film of last year - 

looking Ibr the deIEnsive pressure and "mind ~t" of the 4-2-3-1 

and the creativity of the 3 midfielders and the front runner 

2. Would like to see a training session schedule 
time allotment and number of activities tbr the days session 

’][’he 2013 season begins nest week for TN. The team has "bought in" with the competitiveness of training. However the x number of minutes per half is a "work in 

progress." The team has depth and this could be a great advantage for us, however the concept is foreign to our past experiences. 

Best of Luck in 2013! 
Hendersonville High School GMs soccer will be following UNC! 

Thanks again, 

Rnss 

c 

I continue to "push" the team camp concept to Coach Yeagley._ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 8:39 PM 

bill palladino @aol.com> 

Fwd: SoccerTimes.co~n College Coaches Poll 

Diuo, do you waut to do this again’? 

Sent.~"om my Verizor~ tI~ireIe,~s 4G L)"l: LL~tOIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: SoccerTimes.com College Coaches Poll 

From: ga~@soccertimes.com 

To: gaxy@soccerlimes.com 

CC: 

To all -- 

The SoccerTimes.com College Coaches Poll returns for a .t7th season. The SoccerTimes poll is the product of your hard work and dedication and 
would be nothing without your contribution. I hope you all will be able to vote again in 

Please send me an e-mail as soon as possible -- no later than Thursday at 3 p.m. (ET) telling me if you can participate this year. 

Voting for a preseason Top 25 will be done Tuesday and the results will be released that night. I will send you an e-mail Tuesday morning with the 
necessary information. 

Regular-season voting will be conducted every Nonday as always. 

I am appreciative of your patience with me last year. I was dealing with a serious medical problem that caused me to be late with the results some 
weeks. I am confident my health problems are behind me and I’m excited about the upcoming college season. 

I look forward to working with you again and hope to use the panel as a sounding board for some new ideas this season. 

Thanks, 
Gary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 8:40 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Lake No,man Soccer Club- College ID Clinic for Boys and Gifts 

ID CAMP.docx 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Lake Norman Soccer Club- College ID Clinic tbr Boys aJJd Gifts 

From: Adam Denton @ahoo.com> 
To: Adam Denton @yaJaoo.com> 

CC: 

Coaches, 
I hope each of your pre season’s are going well. I know this is very early but I wanted to get this on your calendar. 
LNSC will be holding a College ID Clinic for both boys and girls on Monday February 171h at Mazeppa Park in Mooresville, NC. (Presidents Day). 
This will be a one day clinic so there will be limited expenses for the players at the event. Closer to the event I will send an email to some local 
college coaches about the possibility of participating in the clinic, but for now if each of you can get this date on your calendar hopefully you can 
attend. 
This clinic will be open to any and all participants graduating in 014, 2015,2016 or 2017. LNSC and non-LNSC players are welcome and 
encouraged to attend. The brochure is attached and it is our hope that you will be able to attend the ID clinic. 
Take Care 
Adam Denton 

Girls Director 
Lake Norman Soccer Club 

Cell 
704 662 3330- Office 
adenton@lakenormansoccer.com 

www.la kenormansoccer.com 
128 Speedway Lane 
Mooresville, NC 28117 
www.twitter.comila kenormansc 

NOTICE: All information in and attached to the e-mail(s) below may be proprietary, confidential, privileged and otherwise protected from improper 
or erroneous disclosure. If you are not the sender’s intended recipient, you are not authorized to intercept, read, print, retain, copy, forward, or 
disseminate this message. If you have erroneously received this communication, please notify the sender immediately by phone (704-662-3330) 
or by e-mail and destroy all copies of this message (electronic, paper, or otherwise). If you wish to be removed from this E mail database please 
notify the sender immediately by phone (704-662-3330) or by e-mail.Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, 8:44 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducax@unc.edu>; bill paJladino < @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Eligible to Compete 

Eligible to Cotnpete 3.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: Eligible to Compete 

From: "Markos, Lance M" <maxkos@email.unc.edu> 

To: "Dorrance, Albe~t A IV" <anson.~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: "Sande~; Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edtp-,"Ducar, Chris" <duca~bunc.edu>, ~aol.com,"Ga~lo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu>,"Vangelder, Marielle A" 

<mv~:ageld@email.unc.edu>,"Timmem~an~ Tom" <tim~nem~ans@unc.edu;>, @email.unc.edt~,"Blanton, Brent S" 
<blanton@unc.edu;,"Yount, Tony" <tonF?-ount@unc.edut,,"Fava, Nicole M" <fava~@~email.unc.edu>,"Gatz, Grego~" <ggg@unc.edu>,"Hipps, Travis" 

<jtl~ipp@email.unc.edu>,                     @email.unc.edu>,"Miller, Steven L" <~smiler21@email.unc.edu> 

And we’re officially good to go with           - see the attached. That should wrap up 
me know. Thanks to everyone for getting us through the chaos - love it!! 
Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

for the upcoming season. If anyone has any questions, just let 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Anson Dorrance 

Lance IVlarkos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition. Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

Tom Sander Chris Ducar Bill Palladino 
Larry Gallo Compliance Staff Brent Blanton 

Tony Yount Nicole Fava Greg Gatz 

Travis Hipps Steve IVliller 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 2013 9:10 PM 

Miller, Befl~ <bethmille@unc.edtr"~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Ducat, Chris qtucm@unc.edu> 

Re: Admissions Slots 

Viuce, what time midmoming (10am) Mo~,Tues/Thus is good for you? 

5’e~tjFom my Verizo~t t~%eles’,~" 4(5 L~’ DROID 

"Miller, Beth" <bethmiller@unc.edu> wrote: 

Vince Thanks for reaching out to the coaches regarding admissions slots. The discussion for : ~nd beyond will be veq helpful to them. 

From; Ille, Vince 
Sent~ Wednesday 9:37 AM 
To: UNCAA-Head Coaches 
�::¢: Cunningham, Bubba; Creech, Karlton W; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Gwaltney, Clint; Miller, Beth; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Admissions Slots 
All Head Coaches, 

Please be reminded that I’m available to have individual discussions with you and your designated stalt’vegarding your program’s admissions slots for 

laser year, we can schedule individual meetings aud/or telephone calls, email, text or communicate in whatever mmmer you prefer. 

The management of this crucial re~)urce is a challenging process tbr a~l involved. I appreciate veff much the spirit of coopera’~on and the communications we’ve had 

during the past 12 months. Please let me know when it is most appropriate for us to continue our discussions. 

Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

::X:: cid:JkSGg 
XVlEMKZ, 
IMAGE 27 

JP9 

. Much like 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Augnst 14, 2013 9:15 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

@msn.co~n>; Ducar, Cl~is <duc~r@nnc.edu:>: @mac.co~n; @aol.coml 

Re: MOn 11 am ~neeting ruth operations 

~gmail.com 

I meet with Bnbba then but unless I am really needed go ahead. 

Se~tj’rom ~v ~ ~rizo~t W~reles’,~" 4G LI~’ DR(?ID 

"Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> wrote: 

Coaches, 
We have a meetin~ with operations about ~ame days at :1:1 am on Monday at the Castle. 
-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 
University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 11:44 PM 

.la~n Sisneros ~ @gmail.com> 

Re: temn camp 2013 

Thank you..., cow me. 

Sem.~"om my Verizort II~irele,~s 4G L)’~ LL~tOIL) 

Jason Sisneros <jmsisneros@gmail.com> wrote: 

Sure - roll do. 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Diiector of Match Analysis ] Vohlnteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Tue, Aug 13, 2013 at 10:26 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~b~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jason, can you help this guy? 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: team camp 2013 

Fw~m:               (~bellsouth.net;~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(&email.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Coach, 
RussPlunm~erIh~mHendersonville High School - tlendersonville, TN. Thankyouagaintbrtheexperienceoftemncamp2013. 

’][’he team was challenged and continues to speak highly of the camp. 

2 ques~tions- 

1. Would there be a way to obtain game film of last yeea - 

looking for the defensive piessure and "mind set" of the 4-2-3-1 

and the creativity- of the 3 midfielders and the front runner 

2. ~rould like to see a training session ,schedule 
time allotment and mlmber of activities for the days session 

The 2013 season begins nest week for TN. The team has "bought in" with the competitiveness of training. However the x number of minutes per half is a "work in 

progress." The team has depth and this could be a great advantage for us, however the concept is foreign to our past experiences. 

Best of Luck in 2013! 

tlende~nville tligh School Girls soccer will be tbllowing UNC! 

Thanks again, 

Russ 

c 

I continue to "push" the team camp concept to Coach Yeagley... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 11:58 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu>; Dncar, Clms <ducay@~mc.edu-~; bill palladino ~ @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 
~gmal.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@~mc.edtr>; @msn.com> 

Re: Good luck Today! 

Thank you Lany ... we did some good things and beat Wofford 4- 0 while playing everyone (33 players) for at least 30 minutes each. We have a chance to be quite 

solid AND very deep. 

"Gallo, Jr., Lain., A." -~flagallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

A~nigos: 
Itopeful the beach is treating you amd your players well ~ good practices with no injuries. 
Best of luck today vs. Woffbrd ~ have fi~n, play hard, and stay injury free! 
TaJ~e cm’e, and GO HEELS ! 

~ Larry Galh~o 

E-xccutive Associak: Dic~ctor of Athletics 
Unive~i~y ofNoN~ Car~lina at Chat~l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 9:02 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu>; Ducar, Clms <ducay@~mc.edu>; bill pallaxtino < @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 
@gmail.com>; SaJ~der. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; @msn.com>; 

@dnke.edu> 

Re: Good luck Today! 

Yes, this roll be the deepes~ team in our histo~. We do have some injuries though to 

¯ All the bes~! 

S~:,tt.front ,~{?~, >%rizo,~ tVireIea’s 4G L TE DROID 

¯ I am womed about 

"Gallo, Jr., La=y A." <athgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

(bceat news ~- tha~qks for letting me know-, Anson 
Itopeful all are healthy and enjoyed the play last night! Take care aa~d congratulations on the win. 
Regaacding our depth ..... it certainly appeam the teams we will be playing this year may have the "battle cry" of General Custer while at Little Big Horn -~ ’° where the heck 
did all of these Indiaa~s come from?!?!" 
See you soon ~ GO HEELS! 
Be sale ! 

I,xecutive Associme I)i~ector of AthJefics 

I h~ivemit3 of North C.aroliua N Chapel 

From: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Sent= Wednesday, 11:58 PM 
To= Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Ducar, Chris; bill palladino; Jason Sisneros; Sander, Thomas J; 
Subject= Re: Good luckToday! 
Thank you LarU ... we did some good things and beat Wofford 4-0 while playing everyone (33 players) for at least 30 ~ninutes each. We have a chance to be quite 

solid AND veU deep. 

Sera from ~rO~ ~ ~’r~zo~ I~;/ire/es~" 4G LTE I)ROID 

"Gallo, Jr., LarU A." <athgallo~unc.e&~> wrote: 

Panigos: 
Hopeful the beach is treating you a~qd your players well ~ good practices with no injuries¯ 
Best of luck today vs. Wofford ~- have lhn, play hard, and stay injury fi’ee! 
TaJ~e caye, and GO HEEES ’. 

~Larry Ga~h~ 

Execntive Associate Dhvctor of All-clerics 

University ofNorO~ Cam~ma at Cha~x:l 



Frolic: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, :[0:45 AM 

Aaran Lines, @hotmail.com>; bill palladino @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 

<ducar@unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>;                       @msn.com> 

Re: All the best this season. 

@gmail.com>; Ducar, Chris 

Aoron, thonk you. We should hove o good squod this yeor end it does hove the potentioJ to win o tot o~f gomes. We wfl~, see i,f it comes together like ~,ost 

yeor. I hove some kids thor could be quolity pro]#ssionols. Pleose coll me i~f you ore interested in uny o]them. We ore greut ]bns o~ yours because o~how 

you trout our kids end wou~d love to push them your wuy if you ore interested~ Good luck in the p/uyo]y# .... eli o~ us wifl be wutching/ 

Senti?ore my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DRO/D 

Aaran Lines @hotmail.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

Just a quick note to wish you and Bill the very best of luck this season in your quest for back to back national championships. Im completely confident you 

guys:) 

Best, 

Aaran Lines 
Western New York Flash 
Head Coach 

www.sahlensportspark,com 

www.wnyflash.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 11:17 AM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu>; bill palladino ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 
@gma~l.com>; ~msn.com> 

Fwd: NSCAA/TDS College Scoreboard Update 

Tom, can you or one ofyonr people handle this for us? 

Sem f!’om my Verizor~ tVireiess 4G LT]: L)ROIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: NSCAA/TDS College Scoreboard Update 

From: "TopDrawerSoccer.com" <scoreboard@topdrawersoccer.com> 

To: "Dorr~ce, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.edu> 
CC: 

HiAn~n, 

This email contains udpates and instructions regarding the 2013 NSCAA/TopDrawerSoccer. corn Scoreboard 

NEW FOR 2013 - National team and player stats pages 

We will be using the statistical information that is submitted to us to showcase national temn mid player stats (ie. Goals, Assis~ts, Saves, etc.) Please make sure that 

you submit your scores and stats for each game s~ that your team and players are properly recognized for their achievements. If you need instructions, please keep 

reading this email. 

We are todng to make scores’stats submission easier by working ruth StatCrew, Presto, and SIDHelp and roll keep you informed if we are able to do so. 

If you already have access to the scoreboard interthce, please Sign In m~d input your 2013 schedule and update your roster. If you do not know your password, 

click here to retrieve it. 

* * Please note 

1. We have automatically advanced all players from the 2012 roster one year except seniors, they were not touched. 

2. Do not input e:Nibition gmnes, they will be deleted. 

If you are a new coach or SID and need access, please do the following: 

1. Register on TopDmwerSoccer.com (click this link~ or register at the top right comer of our home page.) 

2. Once registered, email us at scoreboard@topdrawersoccer.com and we will give you access to your college program(s) a~d further instructions. 

Scores & Stats Entry for each game: 

1. Login to TopDrawerSoccer.com and click on Profile in the upper right. 

2. Click on the tab for your program. 

3. Click on either the "Auto Scores & Stats (XML Upload)" OR "Schedule & Manual Scores" tab. 

4. If you click on the "Auto Scores" tab, you will simply choose the game you are updating and upload the same StatCrew XI~ file that you prepare/send to the NCAA. We 

take care of evewthing else. Please also note that XML data can be updated retroactively during the season. Unfortunately, we are only able to accept StatCrew XML files 
at this time. 

5. If you click on the "Manual Scores" tab, you will enter the scores and stats manually for each game. 

REMEMBER: In order to qualify for NSCAA post-season a~vards, all intbrmation ~nust be accurate and complete. 

Regards, 

Seth Burleigh 

VP Opearations 

TopDrawerSoccer.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 11:35 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: Admissions Slots 

9 am The will work.., should we come to you? 

Sentj’ro~n my Verizo~, Wireles’,~" 4G L7E’ DROID 

"Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

Forgot to copy you Chris... 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, : 1J.:26 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: RE: Admissions Slots 

The only openings I have for a 10 am meeting is next Friday. I conld do 9 am next Thursday. or 9:30 am next Wednesday (right after the head coaches’ meeting) if 

either of those work for you. I’m almost always able to meet early moruing or in the evening too. I understand you a~d your crew are busy with pre- season, so please 

just let me know when you cm~. Thin,ks. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, ,9:10 PM 
To: Miller, Beth 
~c: ~lle, Vince; Ducat, Chris 
Subject: Re: Admissions Slots 

Vince, what time midmoming (10~m) Mo~r’Tnes/Thus is good for you? 

Sent from ~v ~ ~ri.:on W~reles’,~" 4G LI~’ DROID 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller~,2~nnc.edn> wrote: 

Vince, Thanks for ~eaching out to the coaches resarding admissions slots~ The discussion for and beyond will be very helpful to them. 
"°Beth 

Frem: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:37 AM 
To: UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Cc: Cunningham, Bubba; Creech, Karlton W; Gallo, 3r~, Larry A,; Gwaltney, Clint; Miller, Beth; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Admissions Slots 
All Head Coaches, 
Please be reminded that I’m available to have individuaJ discussions with you and your designated staff’regarding your program’s admissions slots for 

last year, we can schedule individual meetings and, or telephone calls, email, text or communicate in whatever mariner you preI~r. 

The management of this crucial re~)urce is a challenging process tbr aJ1 involved. I appreciate ve~ much the spirit of cooperation and the communications we’ve had 

during the past 12 months. Please let me know when it is most appropriate for us k) continue our discussions. 
Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

U niversib’ of North Cmolina 
(919) 962-4631 

:: :N :: cid:JLSGB 
XVlEMKZ. 
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F~oln: 

Sent: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~)’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday,               4:51 PM 

Lancaster, El~abefl~ <lizlo~@email.unc.edu> 

Palladino, George W <bpaJ]adino@unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <~tuca~0)unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacma~@unc.edu>; Humplmes, Sarah 

< shumphries@unc.edu>; Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse~)unc.edu>: Lang, Kyle <ldm~g@unc.edu>; Robinson, Kevin T <krob(&!unc.edu>; 

Fava, Nicole M <fav@email.unc.edu>;                           @live.unc.edw-; Gallo, Jr., Larry. A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu:’; 
Vox~gelder, Marielle A <,nvangeld@email.unc.edu:>; ga~@ramsclub.com;                      @email.unc.edu>; Hipps, Tmvis 
@hipp@email.unc.edu~; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc.edu>; Bru~mer, John F cJohn Brunner@unc.edw~; Plunkett, Ma~ Rob 

<maD~robp@unc.edu>; Stewart, Robert House crhstewa@email.unc.edu:> 

Re: TIME CHANGE - Womeffs Soccer Game Day Meeting 

Good that makes it easier for me. 

"Lancaster, Elizabeth" <lizlan@e,na~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi everyone, 

Due to a scheduling conflict, we’re going to move the Women’s Soccer Game Day meeting to loam on Monday. It will still be held in the Carmichael meeting 

room. 

Thanks, 

Elizabeth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 4:52 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

Re: Good luck Today! 

For sure! 

Seniti’ore my Ver’izor~ IFire[e,~s 4G L2’E D?tOID 

"Gallo, Jr., Lain.~ A." -~fl~gallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hopeful is going to be OK ~- let’s think positively on her behalfl 

Lxecutive Associate I)irector of Athletics 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Thursday, 9:02 AM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Ducat, Chris; bill palladino; Jason Sisneros; Sander, Thomas 
Subject: Re: Good luckToday! 

Yes, this will be the deepest team in our histo~’. 

"Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo~unc.e&~> wrote: 

Great news ~-thanks for letting me lmow, Anson! 
Hopeful all are healthy and enjoyed the play- last night! ’Fake care and congratulations on the win. 
Regm’ding our depth ..... it certainly appears the teams we will be playing this year may have the "battle cry." of General Custer while at Little Big Hem ,-, "where the heck 
did all of these India_ns come from’?’.?’." 
See you soon ~-GO HEELS! 
Be safe ! 

~Larry Ga~, 

E-xec~ttive Associate Dw~ctor of Atlflefics 

Univet.’,i~’ of North Caroli,m at CtmlX:[ Hill 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:58 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Ducar, Chris; bill palladino; Jason Sisneros; Sander, Thomas J; 
Subject: Re: Good luckToday! 
Thank you Larry... we did some good things and beat Woflbrd 4-0 while playing eve~one (33 players) [br at leas~t 30 minutes each. We have a chance to be quite 

solid AND veW deep. 

Sem fi’om my l~:rizo~, Wireless 4G LTF~ DRO/D 

"Gallo, Jr., Lmry A." <_~_@g~!!~?@__ujLc_:__e__d___u_2-wrote: 

Amigos: 
Hopefial the beach is txeating you m~d your players well ~- good practices with no injuries. 
Best of luck today vs. Wofford ~ have fun, play hard, and stay injury free! 
Take cm’e, and GO HEELS 

Exect~ti~ e Associate I)i~ect,)r of Athletics 

Lhfis e*siU of North Catalina at Cha~[ } 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 4:53 PM 

Lancaster, El~abefl~ <lizla~@email.unc.edu> 

Re: TIME CH~\NGE - Women’s Soccer Game Day Meeting 

No problein. 

Sent.~"om my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4(5 L)"k L)ROIL) 

"Lancaster, Elizabeth" <lizla~@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sorry, Anson! I didn’t realize ¥ot~ have a meeting with gubba at 11.i~m, ~’m g~ad l:h~s makes it easier [or got~. 

See yot~ SO.:N% 

E~izabeth 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent: Thursday, 4:51 PN 

To= Lancaster, Elizabeth 
Cc= Palladino, George W; Ducat, Chris; Sander, Thomas 3; Humphries, Sarah; Lohse, Dave Clark; Lang, Kyle; Robinson, Kevin T; Fava, Nicole N; Rippey, 3essica Nay; Gallo, 
Jr., Larry A.; Vangelder, MarieHe A; ga~@ramsclub.com; . Hipps, Travis; Culler, EHen B; Brunner, John F; Plunke~, Ma~ Rob; Stewa~, Robert House 
Subject= Re: ~NE CHANGE - Women’s Soccer Game Day N~ting 

Good that makes it easier for me. 

SentjPom ~v ~ ~r~zon t~h’eles,~" 4G L~’ DROID 

"Lancaster, Elizabeth" <lizlma@~emailamc.edu> wrote: 

Hi everyone, 

Due to a scheduling conflict, we’re going to move the Women’s Soccer Game Day meeting to loam on Monday. It will still be held in the Carmichael meeting 

room. 

Thanks, 

Elizabeth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:02 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu-~; Ducay, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: Admissions Slots 

You are very ldnd. 

Sent.f!°om my Verizou IFireless 4(5 L)"E DROLL) 

"Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

Tha~ks. I’ll ~e you over at your place. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Thursday, 11:35 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
I:::c: Ducar, Chris 
Subject-" Re: Admissions Slots 

9 am The_       will work.., shonld we come to you? 

Senti from my ~rizon tVireless 4(; L~FE DROID 

"Ille, Vince" <i!_l_e_~2u_!).c_: _ej._~> wrote: 

Forgot to copy you Chris... 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 11:26 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Admissions Slots 

The only openings I have tbr a 10 am meeting is next Friday. I could do 9 am next Thursday, or 9:30 am next Wednesday (right after the head coaches’ meeting) if 

either of those work for you. I’tn almost always able to meet early morning or in the evening too. I understand you a~d your crew are busy with pre- season, so please 

just let me know when you can. Thanks. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:10 PM 
To: Miller, Beth 
Cc: 111e, Vince; Ducat, Chris 
Subject: Re: Admissions Slots 

Vince, what time midmoming (l 0~m) Mon/Tue~Thns is good for you? 

Senti’tom ~;~ ~ ~’r~zon IVireless 4( ~ L7~< DROID 

Miller. Beth betIm~flle<~,unc.edu wrote: 

Vince, "l’harlk~,; for reaching otR [:o [:he coaches regardk~g ~dmiss;k~ns slots. ]he dbct~ss;k~n for and beyond wi~ be very he~ph~ to them. 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:37 AM 
To: UNC~-Head Coaches 
~c= Cunningham, Bubba; Creech, Karlton W; Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A.; Gwaltney, Clint; Miller, Beth; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject= Admissions Slots 

All Head Coaches, 

Please be reminded that I’m available ~ have individuaJ discussions with you a~d your designated s~’mga~ding your program’s admissions slots for 

las¢ yem, we can schedule individual meetings and/or telephone calls, email, te~ or co~nmu~cate in whatever maN]er you prefer. 

The managmnent of this cmciN re~urce is a challenging process for aJ1 involved. I appreciate very much the spi~t of cooperation mid the commu~cations we’ve had 

during ~e ~st 12 monks. Please let me ~ow when it is most appropriate for us ~ continue onr discussions. 

ThaWs for your help. 

Vince Ille 

SeNor Associate AtNetic Director 

Umve~ity of NoH~ Carolina 

(9] 9) 962-463 ] 

::N:: cid:3LSGB 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 8:23 PM 

Aaran Lines @hotmail.com>; Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino 

@gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; i 

Re: All the best this season. 

@aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 

@msn.com> 

Excellent Aaran! 

Senti?ore my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DRO/D 

Aaran Lines @hotmail.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

I wouldn’t expect it any other way! I look forward to watching you piece it all together again this year. 

I am very interested in several of your players and look forward to catching up and hearing more about them both on and offthe field. 

Thank you for the well wishes for the play-offs and please know that I appreciate the kind words. 
I will look to connect with you once our season is over, 

Best, 

Aaran Lines 
Western New York Flash 
Head Coach 

www.sahlensportspark.com 
www.wnyflash.com 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 

To:         ;@hotmail.com       #aol.com 

Subject: Re: All the best this season. 

Date: Thu,            14:45:08 +0000 

;@gmail.com; ducar@unc,edu; pacman@unc.edu; @msn.com 

Aoron, thonk you. We should hove a good squad this year and it does have the potential to win a lot of games. We will see i, f it comes together like last 

year. I have some kids that could be quality pro~ssionals. Please c~ll me if you are interested in ~ny o[them. We are gre~t~bns of yours because o[how 

you treot our kids end would love to push them your w~y if you ore interested~ Good luck in the p/eyo]~ .... eli of us wifl be wetching! 

,Senti?ore my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DRO/D 

Aaran Lines @hotmail.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

Just a quick note to wish you and Bill the very best of luck this season in your quest for back to back national championships. Im completely confident you 

guys:) 

Best, 

Aaran Lines 

Western New York Flash 

Head Coach 

www.sahlensportspark.com 

www.wnyflash.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O~UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, August 17, 2013 12:57 PM 

.la~n Sisneros < ~b~gmaJ~l.com> 

Fwd: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2587082 

Se~tt from ~, }~rizon tVireless 4G LT~E DROI1) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: FW: UNC-CH Re~nedy Ticket 2587082 

From: "SaJader, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> 

To: "Dorr~ce, Albert A IV" <aJason@email.unc.edu> 

<ducm@unc.edt~ @mac.com~ @aol.com 

CC: 

@msn.com,"Ducar, Chris" 
~gmail.com 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [mailto (~aail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, August 17, 2013 11:30 
To: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2587082 
hnportance: Low 

Client Information 

william @ wilson, Location : unknown 
Affiliation:, Department: unl~own 
Phone:             and Email: ))gmail.com Short Description: Select a Short Description 

Email Text : Saturday, August 17, 2013 11:04:46 AM web I am a Class of 1968 UNC graduate I have a 14 year old granddaughter who is an excellent soccer player-she was selected :[’or the 
pre-Olympic Development Program this year-- and a big UNC ladies soccer fan. I went online to purchase a replica of the ladies jersey(htpp://wsoccer.athleticsunc.edu/shopishop.htm) and 
a copy of the 2012 championship poster. On page 3 of the Ordering Form it tells you to fill out this page and mail it in. However, I could not :find their mailing address on their site I used the 
general Umversity address and just prayed that it made it. How about adding the mailing address for these orders at the end of the "To Order:" paragraph? Please forward this to them with 
my suggestion the?" also join the rest of the modern business world and allow on line shopping with credit cards and get away from the "snail mail both ways" business model Thanks 
your assistance. Go Heels! 



If you are a potential NCAA DI or DII recruit one of the most important things you need to be 

aware of is your NCAA eligibility status The NCAA uses a sliding scale that says, in order to 

be eligible to compete at the Ul level, you need to have at least a 20 GPA and a cumulative 

~ 

"It’s not about where you go to school 

its about what go~ 6o w~th that 

BUILDING YOU. ATHLETI~ .ESU.E In high school you hear people all the 

brae sag~n~ "Oh, that woul6 be ~reat on ~our resume" For stu6ent athletea, ~t’a tou~h to a66 

more actMbes outs~6e of aca6em~cs an~ ~our s~o~. ~owewr, mak~n~ the effo~ to ~w back 
outsi~o of these ~o commitments can rea~g boost gout resume as well as make gou feol 

...................... .... ........... 

hanging out with my friends I was in the doldrums of 
I I 

summer. My father to16 me that l ha6 a 6octoCs 

~ ~ 
a~o~ntment the next 6ag to meet w~th a surgeon 

~ ~ 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, August 17, 2013 10:36 PM 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu>; bill palladino, @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 
@gmail.com> 

Re: updated stats 

Thank you Tom, I know this is a lot of work. Can you throw in a technical testing column AND add Greg’s stuff’? I have the acceleration ranking if you don’t. 

Seniti’ore my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

"Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> wrote: 

Sorry, I forgot bogies in the final matrix. This one includes bogies for whatever that’s worth. 
-Tom 

Tom Sander 
Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Snnday, 9:51 PM 

@email.unc.edt ~live.unc.edu: ~gmail.com; ~comcast.net; @gmaJl.com; 

~email.unc.edu: ~live.unc.edu: @emaJl.unc.edu; ~hotmaJl.com; @msn.com; 
duca@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~.~bgmail.com); pac~n~@uncaa.nnc.edu 

Galz, Gregory ~-~ggg@nnc.edu> 

Holding everyone accountable in the preseason of 

Ladies, 

I have met with (on the phone), They understand they need to do more to "qualify" to join you 

guys in training. Until they "pass" Greg’s fitness test (his equivalent of 8 120’s) and our technical test (I will be the judge here). They have to train with Greg three 

days a week (M, W, Fri) in the weight room and join Chris for the first part of practice (they will still warm up with us every day we are at home) and assist him with 

the GK training. Then :takes over for the rest of practice and Tues/Thurs they do the summer conditioning program (the paired work with the ball). 

So tomorrow morning Greg they should be with you and at 2:30 they are warming up with us with Chris and    running the remainder of their session. 

Congratulations to my four new Captains: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 1:13 PM 

~gmail.com> 

l~E: Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. U- 15s move into Copa Mexico de Naciones semifinals 

From: ggmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 10:03 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Re: Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. U-15s move into Copa Mexico de Naciones semifinals 

Yeah that’s for the boys under 20 world cup....I wish it was the girls though!! 

On Fri,            at 1:09 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <a~n(~)emaiLunc~edu> wrote: 
I assume this is the boys? 

Se~tt from ~, ~%rizon tVirele~’s ,1.¢~ L TE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. U- 15s move into Copa Mexico de Naciones semifinals 

From Soccer America <news(~2 socceramerica corn> :__: ....................... 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~_~_~?_r_~i_email.unc.eda> 

CC: 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Today’s NeWSThm-sday 

U.S. U-I 5s move into semifinals 
by Soccer America 

i~]ilmage 
removed by 
sender. 

Tweet This 

rse~ nm~Vre, d by 

Share This 

[COPA MEXICO DE NACIONES] The U.S. under-15 boys national team moved into the semifinals of the Copa Mexico de Naciones with a 1-0 win 

over Costa Rica on Wednesday. Joe Gallardo Jr. had his fifth goal of the tournament for the USA, which will face Uruguay in Friday’s semifinals. 

- Read the whole story 

_N_a__t_!___o___n___a__L_C__h_a_m_ p_ j___o_n____s____h_!p___s______h_e_a__#_#_#__$£__N ~ ~ I a n d SoccerPlex 
by Soccer America 

[U,S. YOUTH SOCCER] The     U.S. Youth Soccer National Championships will be held 

Germantown, Md. - Read the whole stoic’ 

TFC claims top spot in First 11 rankings 
by Soccer America 

at the Maryland SoccerPlex in 

...... removed by 
sender. 

removed by 
sender. 

[SUPER-20 LEAGUE] TFC is first in the Super-20 League First 11 rankings for the     season. The Piano, Texas-based club posted a perfect 8-0-0 regular season 

record and advanced to the Super-20 League championships. TFC finished ahead of second-place IMG Academy in the rankings, with Reading United AC placing third for 

the second consecutive year. - Read the whole story 

Venues named for New Zealand tournament 
by Soccer America 

UNDER=20 WORLD CUP] FIFA announced the host cities for Under-20 World Cup in New Zealand at ceremonies held at the Maritime Museum in Auckland. = 

__R___e__a___d___t_b__e____w__b__oJ__e____s_t__o__[y 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Thursday, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@soccerarnerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at _a__n___s__o___n_@_~_Ln__£_a_~%__u__n___c_:_e___d__u_. as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future c’,lick here 



Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: rmke(~,socceramerica.cem 

Membership Contact: circulation~@socceramerica.corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution 

Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, August 19, 2013 1:20 PM 

Nathan Barber <natl~an@nathanbarber.com> 

Jason Sisneros          ~gma~,l.com) 

RE: a request for your assistance with a new coaching/teaching book 

Sure ._. Vft do it. Jason Sisneros will be your contact. (Jason Q&A me and get something back to him.) 

I:rera: Nathan Barber [mailto:nathan@nathanbarber.com] 
Sent: Saturday, August :tO, 20:t3 :t:t:06 PN 

Te; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject; a request for your assistance with a new coaching/teaching book 

Coach Dorrance, 

Greetings from Texas! I’m an educator, author of more than a dozen books and former coach in Houston, and I’m currently working on a book titled What Teachers 

Can Learn from Sports Coaches. A Playbook of Instructional Strategies. I certainly would value your input on this project, if you can spare just a few moments to 

consider the questions I’ve included below my signature line. I hope you’ll consider simply replying to this emaJl with an answer to any one of them. To give you some 

insight into what I’m looking tbr. please allow me to tell you a little more about the project. 

I’m under contract with Routledge, an imprint of tire Taylor mad Francis Group (please see attached letter of introduction t?om my editor), to write a manuscript with 

the working title What Teachers Can Learn from Sports’ Coaches: A Playbook of lnstructional Strategies. Intended for classroom teachers and educational 

administrators a2like, A Playbook highlights running instmction~J strategies and teaching principles used by successful coaches. By drawing a parallel between the 

athletic arena and the classroom, as well as between the coach and the classroom teacher, the book demonstrates how those instructionaJ strategies and teaching 

principles can be used to enhance classroom teaching. 

I’m writing the book to be a practical guide for classroom teache~, so I’ll avoid long chapters and high-brow language or jargon Upically associated with a pedagogy 

textbook or an academic scholarly journal. Instead, I’ll present practical, easy-to-implement strategies in short, digestiNe sections using straight-forward, accessible 

language. Additionally, I roll include a varieu of brief quotes and thoughts about teaching from successful coaches around the world. 

If you are interested and willing to help me with this project, you simply need to reply to this emaJl ruth your answer. Please include your official title, if any, along with 

any stats or awards you’d like me to include with your nan~e. The book is set lbr publication in July. 2014, but, if you wish, I will keep you posted on the progress of 

the book so you’ll know Maen it’s available as well as what other coaches have contributed. 

Thank you in advance for 5’our time and consideration. I look forwmd to hearing from you. 

Best, 

Nathan Barber 

@ nathanbarber 

nathanbarber.com 

Facebook 

._A____n_ La_~t_?__n__ j_4 _t_~!~lY_ ?__r__[N g__e_ 

Questions for What Teachers Can Lear~ Jhom Sports Coaches’: A Playbook of lnstructiomd Strategies 

1. How might coaching be unonymous with teaching? 

2. ~Vhat is your strategy~ for communicating efl’ectively with those you coach? OR What role does communication play in your teaching? 

3. What has been your most ett~ctive strategy lbr teaching teamwork? 

4. t tow do you make work/practice/drills meaningful tbr those you coach? 

5. How has technology increased your capacity to teach in your role as coach? 

6. How do you build a culture of success? OR What sleps have you taken to begin the process of building a winning tradition? 

7. How do you teach life lessons to those you coach? 

8. What tneasures do you take to grow professionaJly and to continue the process of self-improvement? 

9. Of the coaches you have played for or coached with, who was the greatest teacher and why? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 1:22 PM 

[@gmail.com> 

ILE: tentalive fail schedule 

You are right, this is wonderful for us. What great exposure for our kids and our program!! 

tli, everyone! 

I don’t know if this will help m~yone, but for my own calenday, I’ve consolidated the cunent game schedule with the cunent televised schedule so that I can keep track 

of both at the same time. And wow - once you do that, you reaJ~ize just how ~n~y of our games will be televised this year. 

Perhaps it might help you as well... 

Go Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, ~:28 PM 

Pierce, Kris <kpierce@theacc.org> 

I~E: Women’s Soccer Video Exchange Contact 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com 

~live.unc.edu 

From-" Pierce, Kris [kpierce@theacc.org] 
Sent; Monday,              5:33 PM 
To-" Alison Foley (f~leyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Greg Miller (gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu); 

Jonathan Morgan (jmol~.lg@umd.edu); Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com); Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary-Frances Monroe 
(m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.:t@nd.edu); Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson 
(sswanson@virginia.edu); Tim Santoro (tfsantor@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@wfu.edu) 
C¢; Moore, Donald 
Subject; Women’s Soccer Video Exchange Contact 

Women’s Soccer Coaches - 

Please send me the namet email and phone number for the person that will be responsible for uploading your school’s video to Dragonfly this year. We will 

conduct a brief overview call with this group to ensure that are no questions as we get ready to head into conference play in a few weeks, 

Thanks! 

Kris 

KRIS PIERCE 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Championships & SWA 

©: 336,369,4652 ] C: 
kpierce~theacc,orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, 6:36 PM 

Tom Sander <pacman@nncaa.unc.e&~> 

l~W:     University of Miami Visiting Team Guide 

visiting team guide.pdf 

You probably have this already, but just in case. 

Jason 

From: Searles, Nicholas C [n.searles@miami.edu] 
Sent: Monday. 4:40 plVl 

To; Searles, Nicholas C 
Subject;     University of Miami Visiting Team Guide 

Coaches / Administrators, 

Good afternoon. My name is Nick Searles, and I will be serving as the Soccer game day manager this season at the University of Miami. In preparation for your visit 

to Coral Gables, I have attached a copy of our     Soccer Visiting Team (~uide which should answer any questions you may have prior to your arrival here in Miami. 

Of course, if there is a question that you could not find an answer to please contact me at any time. 

As always, if there is anything I can do to ensure your stay in Coral Gables is a good one please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Nick 

Nicholas Searle.s 

H~ch~ ~th~t~c C~m~er :: 5~2J. San An~;~rO O~qv~ ~ Cor~] G~bi~;, g~. ~2d61 hurricanesports.com 
Of[h:e: (305} 2~4-4512. ~ (~e~l: : ] Fax: (305} 2~4-3405 ~ 
Twgtter: ~nicksearles 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 6:54 PM 

Pat Olmert <pat@watkinsinsurance.com> 

l~L: When does practice s~tart? 

Thank you very much Pat! Yes, the girls had a great time at the beach and we always do our best to represent this fine University. Follow us along our journey this season - 
most of our games will be televised and you can find our schedule here 

Thank you for your support! 

Go Heels! 

From: Pat Olmert [pat@watkinsinsurance.com] 
Sent; Thursday, 9:06 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: When does practice start? 

My wife ( UNC XU class ’o 1990 and sisters with Ava Hyatt) met a few girls from the team on Ocean Isle Beach late yesterday afternoon. One from 

and         (I don’t listen very well)?? 

Any way she mention that they were, "cute as can be" and "represented the University very well" 

Good luck this season! 

Pat Olmert, CIC 

Partner- Keystone Insurers Group 

Phone (434) 447-3544 Cell 

Coverage may not be bound by email or fax. 

Confidentiality notice: The information included in this email, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, distribution or similar action is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender and delete all copies of the original message immediately. 

Your insurance doesn’t maL-ter~ Until it does. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 9:52 AM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Marylm~d co~nmission report 

What should be my "take away"? 

From= Kirschner, Steve 
Sent= Wednesday, August 14, 2013 10:21 AM 

To= UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject: Maryland commission report 
Here is the full commission report on Maryland 

h t t p :/!a p p s. wa shin F~to n post. corn !F~!doc u rn e n t s/spo rts!co rn rnissi o n .-on-.u-. rnd-. big-te n--cic--i n t eF~ ra rio n-fi n a l-re po r !!548/ 
Steve Kirschner 
University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Cornrnunications 

(919) 962-7258 office 
cell 

stevekir’schner@unc.edu 

GoHeels.corn 
"We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday 9:53 AM 

Daly, John B <jbdaly@wm.edu-~ 

I~E: Women’s College Cup 

Yo ~ are the best, thank you!! 

From: Daly, John B [mailto:jbdaly@wm.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:02 AM 
To: D1 
~2c: Jennifer Rabanal; jhuckel@nscaa.com; cburt@nscaa.com; ’Geoff VanDeusen’; Joe Cummings; Charlie Slagle 
Subject: {DIWSOC} Women’s College Cup 

Hello, Everyone. 

I hope pre season is going well as we all ~ear up for an exciting 

I have some excitin~ news to sha~e regarding the upcomin~ Women’s College Cup and the Showcase in Cary this December. The NSCAA and Summit 

Hospitality Group (SHG) are joining forces to make the weekend an enjoyable, economical and memorable weekend for college coaches from all dMsions. 

Thanks to the ~enerosity of the SHG, there will be a "Hospitality Tent" at the Wake Med Park. Refreshments and snacks will be served to NSCAA members, 

who are invited to brin~ a member who may or may not be a NSCAA member. There wHI be further ~nformation re~ardin~ the entire weekend and other 

SHG events sent out at a later date, plus there will be information ~n the upcomin~ Journal and on the web s~te. 

In the meantime, please find attached flyer from SHG offedn~ favorable rates at their hotels in the Cary vicinity. This is for those of you who Hke to make 

their travel arrangements in ~ood time~ Please do not procrastinate, though, because rooms will fill. 

Some hard work has ~one into putt~n~ this to~ether for aii coaches so please avail yourself of the savings provided by SHG and the NSCAA and join us for 

the hospitality events. 

All the best. 

JD 

757:-.221-33a7 (~); 757-221-2989 (~ 

W~.tribeathletics.com; ~johndalysoccercamp.com 

:.~.:: 

Check out one of Chicago Area’s best 

Click tbllow link to view profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, l 0:04 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.e&~> 

@msn.com; ducm@uucaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros I ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.uuc.edt~- 

RE: "A ~Vord to the Wise is Sufficient" ~ Please Remind Your Student-Athletes 

Thank you Larry! 
Just wanted you to know how much I value your example and leadership. You are a warm and caring man and everything about you screams integr~W. Bubba and [ 
had a chance to chat last n~ght and ~ told h~m how much I loved having you as my ~mmed~ate supervisor. We both agreed that you are the "go~d standard" ~n atMet~c 
administration. Whenever we meet (l~ke yesterday morning) ~ feel no stress, o~y the desire to get better. [ know you are always goh~g to do everything i~ your 
power to hek~ us succeed 

F~m= 6allo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
So,t= Saturday,              7:37 AH 
To= URC~-Head Coaches; ORC~-Asst Head Coaches 
C¢= URC~-ExeS~ff; ORC~-Senior Staff 
Subject: "A Word to the Wise is Suffident" ~ Please Remind Your Student-Athletes 
Impo~ance: High 
Colle~ues: 
As we axe all well aware, our stnden~ axe back ~ Chapel Hill for the beginnNg of the academic year. I know that onr student-athletes are well remNded each 
yeax by our coaches regaxding mm~y do’s and don’ts. 
Please rem~d yonr students about one a~ual initiative which occurs each amd eve~- yem" dur~g "move-in weekend," and most l~ely will occur for a few weekends into 
the new academic year. 
Law e~brcement will be out in tbrce to ad&ess substamce abuse issues amd behavior associated with such. UNC Public SatZety, Chapel Hill, Ca~vboro, and the ALE 
(Ncohol Law E~fforcement) e~brcement officials will be patrolling the a~’e~ tN’ou~out fl~e surrounding con~nnity/residential a~’e~ and on our c~pus. We ~ow they 
will look for underage possession, f~ke ID’s, open contaNer, pmvh~Ng alcohol for a minor, DUI’s, etc. Not all of these e~orcement officials will be N unifo~ or h~ 
~n~ked law enforcement vehicles ~ fl~ey will be undercover, in "plan clothes," in u~a~’ked veNcles, "in the ba~’s on Fra~in Street," etc. 
I do not meam to insult your intelligence. I do ~aow you are fully awaxe of ~is happening each m~d eve~~ yemf! Just a reminder to our young men m~d women cam at times 
assist them wN~ their decision tna~ng. 
As the sergeamt would say at the end of each roll call on the ~eat television show, ttill Street Blues, ’let’s be careful out there." 
htlp :/Tw w~v.yontube, com/walch?v Jmg86CRBBtw 
Thm~k you and be well[ 

~La r~ Ga~o~ 

Lxccutive Associmc Director of AthJelics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:08 AM 

@duke.edu) 

EW: this week’s schedule 

Bummer, 1 will be gone when you get back!! 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Sunday, 4:54 PM 

Subject: this week’s schedule 

Team, 

Here’s this week’s schedule: 

Mort: 

11:30 am lunch 

12:30 pm treatments 

1:45 pm PLAYER academic meeting Finley 

2:30 pm practice Finley 

5:30 pm LASTTEAM MEAL 

Tues: 
1:00 pm treatments 
2:30 pm practice Finley 
Wed: 
1:00 pm treatments 
2:30 pm practice Finley 
7:00 pm MANDATORY PLAYER COMPLIANCE meeting at the Smith Center 
Thurs: 
11:30 pm treatments for traveling group 
1:00-2:00 pm practice Finley 
Jimmy Johns at field after practice 

1:30 pm treatments for non-traveling group 

3:00 pm leave Finley for VA 

5:00 pm dinner 

Pool workout after dinner 

Fd: 

1:00 -2:30 treatments non-travel group 

5:00 pm game vs Santa Clara 

Sat: 

Pool workout 

Sun: 

12:00 pm game vs VCU 

3:00 pm leave VA 

6:30 pm arrive Chapel Hill 

-Tom 

Tom Sa~der 

Director of Operations 

Wolllen’s Soccer 

University of North Cmolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 10:16 AM 

Po~o~e, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

~msn.com; ducm@uucaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Good Luck 

Thank you 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2013 9:04 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 
Subject: Good Luck 

Anson, 

I know you guys are iust getting started up for the year so I wanted to drop you a quick note to wish you all the best for this coming season. I look forward to 

watching you all compete and have another great year. 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:41 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga]lo@unc.e&~> 

@g~n~l.com>; @msn.co~n; duca]c~)uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

@gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu; @ema~l.uuc.edu; ~llve.uuc.edu; ~comcast.net; 

%z)gmail.com ~email.unc.edu; ~live.uuc.edu; @ema~l.unc.edu; ,, @hotmail.com 

RE: 

I wilt check. Tha~k you, what a wo~derful opportu~ity (and honor’). 
Wha~ is your ~lass s~hedu~e? 

From: Gallo, ~F., LaF~ A. 
Sent~ Honday, 9:01 PH 
To~ Shelton, Karen-C~ DoFrance, AlbeFt A ~ SandeF, Thomas ~ 
C~ Creech, KaFlton ~; CunNnQham, Bubba 
Subject: 

Impo~ance: High 
~zen~ ,~son, & Tom: 

As you a~e aware, our Depa~mem’s Kick-(~" Brea~hst a~d Meeting will be on Monday, 
t in the Concou~e Club locmed ~ Loude~ilk. 

We would like to have bofl~                join us ~’their sche&de (classes?, etc.) permits. We would like them to say a few words (2-3 mh~utes) to our Depa~meut’s 
Sta~" abom their experiences as a student-athlete, and to explain how it t;eels to have the oppomunhy to represent Carolina. We would like to reco~ize       ~s the 

’ wi~mer, and would only have to be wN~ us tbr approxi~nately 5 to 10 

minutes, amd fl]en would be free to go. 
*** K3~’~: 

Would       be available m~y thne from 8:30 AM to 9:45 _~M? 
***~son & Tom: 
Woulc        be available m~y thne from 8:30 ~I to 9:45 ~I? 
Please let me ~ow ~ soon as possible ~" m’e available to j oN us, and I realize that both young ladies will be coming off of a weekend of competition: 

~a~ you tbr your assistance, and we are hope~l both will be able to join us nex~ Monday, 

Take care, 
Lans~ 

Executive Associate lNmctor of AtMetics 
U~iversity ofNorJ~ C~olina at Chapel }51l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday 10:42 AM 

Myron Stasiuk <myron@dynamicelec.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros i @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

pacman~)uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: UNC Soccer Good Luck In Yonr Upcoming Season From IVlyron Stasiuk 

I~’I y r orb 

You are very kind, thank you. Call anytime, I would love to chat! 

I=rem: Myron Stasiuk [mailto:myron@dynamicelec.com] 
Sent: Monday, 9::[:t PM 
To," Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: UNC Soccer Good Luck In Your Upcoming Season From Myron Stasiuk 

Hello Coach: 

Hope all is well down AT UNC. 

Congratulations on a Great Recruiting Class... Again! 

Look forward to watching yore team Win the Finals. 

Let me know- what your secret is, so I can learn how- to recruit a Great Salesperson for my company. 

Regards, 

Myron Stasiuk 
President &CEO 
Dynamic Electronics,Inc. 
O- 847 -818 -9255 X 23 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:44 AM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

@~nsn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu;      ,~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ,~)gmail.com) 

I~NV: UNC Soccer Good Luck In Your Upcoming Season From Myron Stasiuk 

Put this guy on our fundraising list .... Thank you!! (We will talk about this more when the dust dears). 

From: Myron Stasiuk [mailto:myron@dynamicelec.com] 
Sent: Monday, 9:11 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: UNC Soccer Good Luck In Your Upcoming Season From Myron Stasiuk 

Hello Coach: 

Elope all is well down AT UNC 

Congratulations on a Great Recruiting Class.. Again[ 

Look 12~rward to watching your team Win the Finals. 

Let me know what your secret is, so I can learn how to recruit a Great Salesperson for my company. 

Regards, 

Myron Stasiuk 
President &CEO 
Dynaraic Electronics,Inc. 
O- 847 -818 -9255 X 23 
C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesda?, 4:37 PM 

Daly, John B <jbdaly@wm.edu-~ 

Women’s College Cup 

I sm sure iL did. All Lhe best to you as well, my old friend!! 

Fre~’a: Daly, John B [mailto:jbdaly@wm.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday. [0:11 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Women’s College Cup 
Thank you, Anson. 
It took some work and some considerable help from one Charles Slagle, but we did it! 
All the best this season. 
JD 

Jbdaly@wm.edu 
W~.tribeathleffcs.com; ~.johndMysoccercamp.com 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday,               9:52 AM 
To: John Daly <jbdaly@wm,edu> 
Subject: RE: Women’s College Cup 
John, 
You are the best, thank Vou!! 

From: Daly, John B [mailto:jbdaly@wm.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:02 AM 
To: DI 
Co: Jennifer Rabanal; jhucke~@nscaa.com~ cbu~nscaa.com; ’Geoff VanDeusen’; Joe Cummings; Charlie Slagle 
SabjeCt: {D[WSOC} Women’s College Cup 
Hello, Everyone. 
I hope pre season is 8oinswell as we all 8ear up for an excitin8 
I have some excitin8 news to share resardin8 the upcomin8 Women’s Collese Cup and the Showcase in Caw this December. The NSCAA and Summit 

Hospitality Group {SHG) are joinin8 forces to make the weekend an enjoyable, economical and memorable weekend for collese coaches from all divisions. 
Thanks to the ~enerosity of the SHG, there will be a "Hospitality Tent" at the Wake Med Park. Refreshments and snacks will be served to NSCAA members, 
who are invited to brin8 a member who may or may not be a NSCAA member. There will be further information resardin8 the entire weekend and other 

SHG events sent out at a later date, plus there will be information in the upcomin8 Journal and on the web site. 
In the meantime, please find attached flyer from SHG offerin8 favorable rates at their hotels in the Cary vicinity. This is for those of you who like to make 
their travel arransements in 8god time~ Please do not procrastinate, thoush, because rooms will fill. 

Some hard work has 8one into puttin8 this tosether for all coaches so please avail yourself of the savinss provided by SHG and the NSCAA and join us for 
the hospitality events. 

All the best. 
JD 

John 

Wome~/-s Soccer 

757~221-3387 (o}; 757<-~22I.o2989 



Check out one ofChica~o Area’s best 

Click follow link to view profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:50 PM 

Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edtv~ 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu>; ~msn.com; duca~,d~uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jasou Sisneros 

@gmail.com); pacmau@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Meeliug Reminder 

Thank you Be[h ... see you tomorrow. 

I might have to leave earbC, I have an ACC conference call at 10 am ~.. (shelly, can you calf the conference office to get me the right # [o call and the conference call 

passcode? Thank you!). 

Frera: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Tuesday,              12:27 PM 
"re: Breschi, Joe; DeSelm, Rich L; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Fedora, H. Larry; Fox, Mike; 6alvin, Derek P; Haney, Sarah K; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Kalbas, Brian J; Levy, Jennifer S; 
Lynch, Nadia Suzanne; Mann, Jan M.; IVleaders, HaNs James; Miller, Ron C.; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Papa, Donna J; Paul, Sampson L; Sagula, Joseph A; Sapp, Andrew; Shelton, 
Karen C; Somoano, Carlos M; Williams, Roy A 
¢:c: Holliday, Corey L; Frederick, Brad; 6allo, Jr., Larry A.; Creech, Karlton W; Norton, Molly 
Subject: Meeting Reminder 

Coaches, 

Just a reminder that we have a Head Coaches’ Meeting tomorrow, , at 8:30 am in the EWAC Board Room. 

Look forward to seeing you there. 

Go Heels !! 

Take care, 

~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:15 PM 

@gmail.com 

~msn.com; duca@uucaa.unc.edu 7)aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Cool photo 

.lust so you know: WE LOVE THIS PICTURE OF YOU!!! 

BTW, we are trying to sort out who the coaches were at your recent exposure and we have not had m~ch luck. Tell me who saw you play the most so we can get an 

accur~:e re~d for y(m, And ple~se ~now we could care less what arwone else ~:h~ngs about yot~: Chris and [ ~ke you ~md soon ew~ryone e~se w~ as we~k Actuality 

"l~ke" rmght not be the right word: "fear" m~ght be be~:~:er espeda~lv when we are ti~l<ing abo~t opponents. 

~= Ducar, Chris 
Se~t~ Tuesday, 2:00 PM 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject~ Cool      )hoto 

http:i!polkpreps.com!news/a rticlei44598~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:20 PM 

~gmail.com 

@msn.com; ducm@uucaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~v~: more 

Hey we like this one as well!! Congrats!!! 

Frera: Ducat, Chris 
Seat: Tuesday, ~-:00 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject: more: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:24 PM 

Mangili, Lauren M <lmangili@email.unc.edu> 

~email.unc.edu; ~@ive.unc.edn; ~gmail.com; @comcast.net; 

@email.unc.edu; @hve.nnc.edu; ~e~naJl.nnc.edu; ~hot~na]l.co~n; 

ducar@nncaa.unc.edu; ~!aol.com; Jason S~sneros ( 

RE: Campus Rec Kids ROCK 

@gmafil.com; 

~msn.com; 

~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Thanks [.auren ... t will run this by our Leadership Cout~cil and see who wants to step up and lead t:h~s. Thanks ~or the opporttm~ty]~ 

F~m= Mangiii, Lauren N 
Sent~ Tuesday, 2:41 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Campus Rec Kids ROCK 

Good a~rnoon, 
I am working on pu~ing ~gether the dates for th~ Kids ROCK (Recreational Opportunities for Carolina Kids) program and I was wondering if your team would be 

available 10AM- 12PM, Saturday, (location: Hooker Fields). 
The following is a description of the past event-- 
"Strap on those clean for our always spec~cular Women’s Varsi~ Soccer Team and a fun morning of drills, skills, thrills and probably some spills. Great opportuni~ for 
autograph collec~rs[" 
Please let me know at your earliest convenience. I know your schedule is busy with the fall season, if this date does not work, we would be happy to go with another Saturday. 
We do t~ to avoid home football Saturdays ~o. 

Thank you in advance, 
Lauren Mangili 

Laur’en Mangili, Associate Director’ 

Campus Recreation, CB 8610 
201 Student Recreation Center 

Cl’u~pel Hill, NC 27599-8620 

(T) 919-962--7348, (F) 919-962-3621 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 5:30 PM 

Ix~h~, Dave Clark --~davelohse@unc.edtv~; Sander, Thomas J ~pacman~unc.edu> 

Escobar, Laura <lescobar({bemafil.unc.edu> @email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; ~g~nafil.com; 

)@coracast.net; ~(h~graail.cora; @eraail.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu: @email.unc.edu; 

’@hounail.com @~nsn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.cora; Jason Sisneros ( ~graail.cora); 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: WSOC practice feature 

No problem .,, promoting ~:his b-:~am an{l these kids h; a great ~dea, Now please understated we are in a two day taper (medkm~ ~ight training sesskms) so ~:h~s will not 

be the "hell bent ~:or leather" k~tensity of a "typicaF sessiom 

F~m: Lohse, Dave Clark 
Sent: Tuesday,              4:~0 PH 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~; Sander, ~omas 3 
~c: Escobar, Laura 
$ubject: ~: WSOC practice feature 
Anson: 
See below for further explanation. Could we put a microphone on you at practice Wednesday or Thursday so we can do a feature for GoHeelsTV. (We will edit out anything too 

salty language wise) 

Tom, ~ am assuming practice is at 2:30 p.m., Wednesday at Finley Field. What time would we be going on Thursday? 

P[ease hit REPLY ALL to this and [et Laura and myself know if we can do this. 

Thanks. 

Dave Lohse 

Assodate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

9~9-962-7257 office 

cell 

"Gotta Find My Corner Of The Sky" 

From: <Escobar>, Laura <lescobar@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday,               k04 PM 

To: Dave Lohse <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Subje~: WSOC practice feature 

Hey Lohse, 
We thought it would be a really neat idea if we cou[d do an in depth women’s soccer feature about what a day to day practice [oo~ like. Since Anson is so highly regarded we 
think mic-ing him up during a practice would make this feature really special. Do you think he would be OK if we dipped a wireless mic on him tomorrow or ~ursday? We 
were thinking we could also shoot some follow up interviews ne~ week with p[ayers about what practices are like, what drills they focus on, conditioning, etc. 
Let me know if you think he wouldn’t mind and what a good day to come to practice would be. 
Thank you so much[[ 

Laura Escobar Rothenberg 

U NC-CH Athletics 

New ~edia 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 5:30 PM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

VW: August 25th game 

F~on~: Melody Heagy [mailto:t          @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 20:13 4:32 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: August 25th game 
Is there a way to buy tickets k, the game in Virginia on August 25th at 12:00 pro? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:31 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Leafy Gallo (athg~Jlo@uncaa.unc.edu) 

RE: 

Perfect .,. let them know!! 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:03 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Re: 
Hey Ans. I have class at 9 on Mondays. I can come say a few words right at 8:30. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Or at 10:40 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

t will check. ?hank you, what a wonderful op~x~rtunit¥ (aed hon.:_~r). 

Wh~t ~s ~eu~ ctass schedule? 

~m= Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
Sent-" Nonday, 9:0~ PN 
Te= Shelton, Karen C; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
Ce= Creech, Karl~n W; CunNngham, Bubba 

Subject 
Impo~ance: High 

As you ~ aware, our Depa~ent’s ~{c£-Off ~r~a~st ~d Meet{n# w{ll b~ o~ Monday,           {n the Co,coupe Club located b~ 

We would ]{£e to have both                jo{n ns ~’the~r sch~&fl~ (classes?, etc.) p~nmts, w~ would ]~£e them to say a ~ew words (2-3 m~utes) to 

~epaY[~e~t’s Staff about the{r exper{ences ~ a stu~e£t-ath]ete, m]~ to exp]a~] how {t ~ee]s to h~ve the oppo~u~{ty to represe£t Ca~o~{na. 

reco~ize        ~ fl~e                          wi~mer, ~d      ~                                                        would only have to be 

with us for approximately 5 to 10 minutes, and then would be free to go. 

Would      be available amy t~e from 8:30 AM to 9:45 

***~son & I’om: 

Would_       be available aa~y time fi’om 8:30 ~M to 9:45 ~M? 

Please let me know as soon as possible if axe available to join us, amd I realize that both young ladies will be coming off of a weekend of 

competition. 

Thank yon for your assistaa~ce, and we are hopethl both 

Ta~ke care, 

Larry 

<~mage001.png>Ll4rry (~a~o~ ~F~ 

~{xec~dve As~cJat<: DJt~ctor of A[Nedcs 

U~ivc~ib of North C~rolh~a at Cha~l Hill 

will be able to join us next Monday, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:40 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@ema]l.unc.edu> 

How much are these guys maldng? 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent= Tuesday, 5:15 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Re: How much are these guys making? 
Best estimate is Larry     Mack 

Had to come in early today to provide the FCA rep with a paper bag--apparently he was hyper-ventilating about the language. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

From: <Dorrance>. Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday               5:09 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@ernail.unc.edu> 

Subject: How much are these guys making? 

Bubba, 

I enjoyed hanging out with you and Fedora as well. 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent= Tuesday, 1:56 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Re: "A Word to the Wise is Sufficient" ~ Please Remind Your Student-Athletes 
Great to be with you last night. 

Thanks for sending this to Larry. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, :10:04 AM 

To: "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <ath~allo@unc.edu> 

Cc:          ~.m._#__n_..__c_..o_.m._."          @msn.com> "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> "      #aol.com"~       paol.com> "Jason Sisneros 

:__@__.__g__n_!_a__[!:__c_o_m__.)" < @gmail.com> "Sander Thomas J" <p.acman@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: "A Word to the Wise is Sufficient" ~ Please Remind Your Student-Athletes 

Thank you Larry! 

Just wam:ed you to know how much I value your example and leadership. You are a warm and caring man and everything about you screams integrity. Bubba and 

had a chance to chat last n~ght and [ told h~m how much I k)ved having you as my immediate supervisor. We both agreed that you are the "gold sl:andi~rd" ~n ath]el:h:: 

admin~stratlon. Whenever we meet {l~ke yesterday morn#~g) I feel no stress, only the desire to get better. ~ know you are always going [o do everything in your 

power to help us succeed. 

F~m~ Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
~ent~ Saturday,              7:37 AN 

To~ UNtO-Head Coaches; UNC~-Asst Head Coaches 
6~ UNC~-ExeS~ff; UNtO-Senior Staff 
Su~j~t~ "A Word to the Wise is Sufficient" ~ Please Remind Your Student-Athletes 
lm~o~aB~l High 

Colle~ues: 
As we aze all well aw~e, our studen~B m’e back ~ Chapel Hill for the begi~mNg of the academic year. I ~ow that our student-a6letes are well remNded each 

year by our coaches regarding ma]~y do’s and don’ts. 

Ple~e remh~d your students about one mmua] initiative which occurs each aad every yeaz dur~g "move-in weekend," and most ]~ely will occur for a few weekends into 

the new academic year. 

Law e~orcement will be out in force to address substaace abuse issues aad behavior associated with such. INC Public Safety, Chapel Hill, Ca~boro, and the ~E 

(Ncohol Law EnBrcement) enforcement o$cials will be pa~olling the a~e~s throu~out the sun:ounding community/residential a~ea~ and on our campus. We ~ow 

will look t~r nnderage possession, ~SXe ID’s, open contaNer, purch~Ng alcohol ~br a minor, DUI’s, etc. Not all of these e~brcement oNcials will be N uni~b~ or 

marked law enBrcement vehicles ~- 6ey will be undercover, in "plan clothes," in unma~ked vehicles, "in the ba~s on FraaMin Street," etc. 

I do not mean to insuk your intelligence. I do ~ow you arc ~lly aware offlds happening each a~d eve~7 yea’[ Just a reminder to our young tnen a~d women can at times 

assist ~em wkh fl~eir decision malting. 

As the sergeant would say at the end of each roll call on the ~eat television show, Hill Street Blues, "let’s be carefifl out there." 

Tha~nk you and be well! 

~Larry Ga~(h Jro 

Executive Ass~ ~ciatc ]:)h~sctor of Athl@cs 

U~iversity ofNorJ~ C~’olina at Chapel Hill 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:43 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

@msn.com; ducar@uucaa.unc.edu; ~z)aol.com; Jason Sisneros I ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

@live.unc.edu); @gmail.com) 

RE: Tar Heels, Wells Fmgo extend partnership 

I am with you _, that girl is going to hang the moon after graduation, 

;~nd today, she was unbelievable in practice!! 

From: 
Sent~ Tuesday, 5:19 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Re: Tar Heels, Wells Fargo extend pa~nership 

An~ 

Sounds like mmetNng     might ~ interested in’. 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On , at 5:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~son(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

How cool i~ this? 

From: Kirschner, Steve 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:00 PM 

To: UNCAA-Everyone 

Subject: Tar Heels, Wells Fargo extend partnership 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ATHLETIC:: COMMUNICATIONS 

T U E ~ DA Y, 
CONTACTS: 

Riok Steinbacher, University of North Carolina, (919)962-5498, riok@un¢.edu 
~Joah Dunn, Wells Fargo, (704) 374-4835, josh.dunn@wellsfar~o.¢om 
University of North Carolina Athletics Extends Longstanding Partnership with Wells Fargo 

Focus will be on supporting student-athlete achievement and development, both on the field and off 

CHAPEL HILL - University of North Carolina Director of Athletics Bubba Cunningham announced today the university has extended its sponsorship agreement with Wells 

Fargo. With the renewal, Wells Fargo will continue as a proud sponsor and the exclusive financial services partner of Carolina Athletics 

"At Carolina our mission is to educate and inspire through athletics, and we are thrilled to have the continued support of Wells Fargo in helping us achieve that mission," 

said Cu nningham. "Wells Fargo has been a wonderful partner for many years, and this new extended agreement further enhances our collaborative efforts to recognize 

the outstanding academic and athletic accomplishments of our students, while also helping us enhance the athletics experience for all students at Carolina." 

Through the sponsorship, Wells Fargo will annually provide two post-graduate scholarships to support UNC student athletes who are pursuing an advanced degree, 

starting this year and continuing for the next five years. The scholarship recognizes a student athlete who has shown leadership and excelled on the field, in the 

classroom and in the community. 

"At Wells Fargo, we share a commitment to supporting student athlete achievement and development, both on and off the field," noted Jack Clayton, regional president of 

Triangle East Community Banking for Wells Fargo. ’Many of our team members and customers in this region are alumni of UNC, or are huge fans of the Tar Heels. This 

agreement will continue to link us as we work together to make North Carolina a better place for everyone. Our goal is to help build strong and vibrant communities, 

improve the quality of life, and make a positive difference." 

Wells Fargo will also collaborate with the athletic department to deliver financial education to student athletes through the Baddour Carolina Leadership Academy. The 

program will help better prepare student athletes to be financially successful nowand for life after leaving the University of North Carolina. Additionally, through support of 

the Carolina Fever student rewards program, Wells Fargo will help generate enthusiasm and higher student attendance at athletic events beyond football and basketball 

games. 

"The success of students and young adults is a critical step in keeping our communities strong and prosperous," said Jamie Moldafsky, Wells Fargo Chief Marketing 

Officer. "Wells Fargo is proud to support the students of UNC as they pursue their secondary education." 

Wells Fargo customers are also now able to carry their Tar Heel pride with them on their Wells Fargo debit cards through one of four new UNC images available through 

the Card Design Studio. Customers are encouraged to visit wellsfar~lo.com for additional details. 

The university and Wells Fargo will jointly market their brands throughout the region. The agreement was handled directly by Wells Fargo and Learfield Sports’ Tar Heel 

Sports Properties, UNC Athletics’ multimedia rights holder. 

Wells Fargo operates 316 stores in North Carolina, as well as 668 ATMs Wells Fargo invested more than $15.6 million in communities across the state, while 

Wells Fargo team members logged more than 167,600 volunteer hours with schools and nonprofit organizations. 

### 

About Wells Fargo 

Wells Fargo & Company (NYSE: WFC) is a nationwide, diversified, community-based financial services company with $1.4 trillion in assets Founded in 1852 and 



headquartered in San Francisco, Wells Fargo provides banking, insurance, investments, mortgage, and consumer and commercial finance through more than 9,000 

stores, 12,000 ATMs, and the Internet (\^/ellsFarqo.carri), and has offices in more than 35 countries to support the bank’s customers who conduct business in the global 

economy. With more than 270,000 team members, Wells Fargo serves one in three households in the United States Wells Fargo & Company was ranked No. 25 on 

Fortune’s 2013 rankings of America’s largest corporations. Wells Fargo’s vision is to satisfy all our customers’ financial needs and help them succeed financially Wells 

Fargo perspectives are also available at blo!~, wellsfar~!o corn 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner~.~unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:45 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edu:       ~live.unc.edn;       ~gmail.com;        ~!comcast.net; 

~email.unc.edu;     @live.nnc.edu:         ia~e~naJl.nnc.edu;          ~@hot~naJl.co~n: 

ducar@nncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

RE: Campus Rec Kids ROCK 

~gma~l.com; 

@msn.coIn; 
;@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Excellent ,_. gadder whom you need. Organize it professionally, contact who you need to ASAP to set minds at ease. Thank you![ 

From: 
Senti Tuesday, 5:26 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N " 
Subject= Re: Campus Rec Kids ROCK 

I may be conth~d...bnt did we already sign up for this event? It sounds familiar. Either way I will rally the gifts needed and I will be the~. 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On , at 5:23 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~!!~9.n_~)ernaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks 

From: IVlangili, Lauren M 
Senti Tuesday, 2:4:[ PM 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S~bject: Campus Rec Kids ROCK 

Good afternoon, 
[ am working on putting together the dates for the 

would be available 10AM- 12PM, Saturday, 

The following is a description of the past event-- 

.... I will run Lhis by our Leadership Council and see who wants to step up and lead this. Thanks for the opportunity!! 

Kids ROCK (Recreational Opportunities for Carolina Kids) program and I was wondering if your team 
(location: Hooker Fields). 

"Strap on those cleats for our always spectacular Women’s Varsity Soccer Team and a fun morning of drills, skills, thrills and probably some spills. Great 
opportunity for autograph collectors!" 
Please let me know at your earliest convenience. I know your schedule is busy with the fall season, if this date does not work, we would be happy to go with 
another Saturday. We do try to avoid home football Saturdays too. 

Thank you in advance, 
Lauren Mangili 

Lauren Mangili, Associate DirecLor 

Campus Recreation, CB 86:1.0 

201 Student Recreation Center 

UNO-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-86:[0 

(T) 919--962-.7348, (F) 9:[9-962--362:[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, t ,5:46 PM 

)@unc.edu> 

J@email.unc.edu       @live.unc.edn;       @gmail.com;        ~!comcast.net 

@email.unc.edu;      (a~hve.nnc.edu;        ~@e~n~Jl.nnc.edu;          ’@hot~naJl.co~n; 

ducar@nncaa.unc.e& ~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

RE: Campus Rec Kids ROCK 

~gma~,l.com; 

)@msn.com; 
;@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

T[~a~lk you , yot~ a r~-’_~ right I arn sure! !! BTW, how did i1: go today with the deep reserw~s? 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:29 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subjeet: Re: Campus Rec Kids ROCK 

I think me an~      have already picked this responsibility up. We will ma~e sure we get a group ofre~es to come with us. 

Sent from tny iPhone 

On , at 5:24 PM, "Do~rance, Albert A IV" <_~_Ln__s_~4~.~_e_~r_a_~_l_=_uj!_c_:__e__@_.> wrote: 

Thanks Lauren ._. I will run this by our Leade~ship Council and see who wants to step up and lead this. Thanks for d~e opportunity[! 

From: Nangili, Lauren M 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:41 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Campus Rec Kids ROCK 

Good afternoon, 
I am working on pu~ing ~gether the dates for the fall 

would be available 10AM- 12PM, Saturday~ 
The fo~owing is a description of the past event-- 
"Strap on those cleats for our always specNcular Women’s Varsi~ Soccer Team and a fun morning of drills, skills, thrills and probably some spills. Great 
oppo~uniN for au~graph collectorsr’ 
Please let me know at your earliest convenience. I know your schedule is busy with the fall season, if this date does not work, we would be happy to go with 
another Saturday. We do t~ to avoid home football Saturdays too. 

(ids ROCK (Recreational Opportunities for Carolina Kids) program and I was wondering if your team 
(location: Hooker Fields), 

Thank you in advance, 

Lauren Mangili 

Lauren Mangili, Associate Director 

Campus Recreation, CB 86:[0 

20:[ Student Recreation Center 

Chapel Hill., NC 27599-.8610 

~T) 919-96~-7348~ (~) 



From: 

Sent: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:47 PM 

Lohse, DaYe Clark <daYelohse@m~c.edu> 

Sm~dec Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Laura Escobar~ @gmail.com>; Escobar, Laura <lescoba~)emafil.unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu: @g~naiLcom; ~comcas~t.net; ~)gmafil.com; 

.~)etnaiLunc.edu: ,~nve.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu; : @hotmail.com; I@msn.com; 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edul l@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.nnc.eclu 

RE: WSOC practice feature 

Got: 

From: Lohse, Dave Clark 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:44 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
¢c: Sander, Thomas J; Laura Escobar; Escobar, Laura 
Subject: Re: WSOC practice feature 

Anson. We don’t want it to be anything other than what it is. Completely natur~J and organic. See you Wednesday @ 2:30 pro. 

Dave I,ohse 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On at 5:29 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anso ~(a~ema 1 u ~c edu> wrote 

No problem _, promoting this team and these kids is a great idea. Now please understaMd we are iM a two day taper (medium light training sessions} 

so this wi][ not be the "hell bent for [esther" ~ntens~tv of a "typical" session, 

F~m= Lohse, Dave Clark 
Sent= Tuesday,              4:~0 PN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N; Sander, Thomas 3 
Ce= Escobar, Laura 
Subject: ~: WSOC practice feature 
Anson: 
See below for further explanation. Could we put a microphone on you at practice Wednesday or Thursday so we can do a feature for GoHeelsTV. (We will edit out 

anything too salty language wise) 

Tom, I am assuming practice is at 2:30 p.m., Wednesday at Finley Field. What time would we be going on Thursday? 

Please hit REPLY ALL to this and let Laura and myself know if we can do this. 

Thanks. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

"Gotta Find My Corner Of The Sky" 

From: <Escobar>, Laura <~escobar@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday,               4:04 PM 

To: Dave Lohse <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Subje~: WSOC practice feature 

Hey Lohse, 
We thought it would be a really neat idea if we could do an in depth women’s soccer feature about what a day to day practice looks like. Since Anson is so highly 
regarded we think mic-ing him up during a practice would make this feature really special. Do you think he would be OK if we clipped a wireless mic on him 
tomorrow or Thursday? We were thinking we could also shoot some follow up inte~iews ne~ week with players about what practices are like, what drills they 
focus on, conditioning, e~. 
Let me know if you think he wouldn’t mind and what a good day to come to practice would be. 
Thank you so muchH 

Laura Escobar Rothenberg 

U NC-CH Athletics 

New Media 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, August 21,2013 11:07 AM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros          @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

Cunninghaa~, Bubba <bubbac@etnail.unc.edu>; Larry. Gallo (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Clint GwaJtney (cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu) 

(cgwaJtney@uncaa.unc.edu) 

YW: ACC Women’s Soccer Scheduling Conference Call 

ACC Women’s Soccer Scheduling Powerpoint - August 21.pdf 

Boys at~d girl, 

For your eyes ONLY (please don’L share). 

If you go to the 8th slide you will see in the lower left the future schedule of the ACG We voted to go with this "Pod" system on a six week cycle. What I love about 

this is the exposure publically ~n a forma~ context (the ACC Conference Ca~) ~bout everyone’s RP~ over the past s~x years. And even though we are h~ted by so 

many, the mm~bers ~ndicate we have done OK for the ACC (even ~r~ years when we have not won the nationa~ championship) It was aiso fun (even [rom some of 

the ~haters") Lo I~sten to a~ the howling o[: Leanls that now wH~ not have us on s permanent yearly schedule. And even though we have never been able Lo lead a 

vote in aRy d~rection ("i[: UNC wants Lh~s then we have to vote against ~LY’), ~t was an absok~te pleasure to l:ee~ everyone upset if we were Rot oR their yearly 

schedule~ 

Schadenfreude~ ~t gets me out of bed every morning w~th the energy to continue to torture every "hater" that ~s out there, ~s this a wonderful country or what? 

F~m= Pierce, Kris [mail~:kpierce@theacc.org] 
Sent-" Tuesday, August 06, 20~3 5:57 PN 
To= Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albe~ A N; Charles Adair (adair@~.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@demson.edu); Greg Miller (gmiller@athletics.pi~.edu); 
Jonathan Morgan 0moiii9@umd.edu); Karen ~rguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com); Mark Krikorian (mkrikoHan@admin.fsu.edu); Mary-Frances Monroe 
(m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.$@nd.edu); Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson 
(sswanson@virginia.edu); Tim Santoro (~santor@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@~u.edu) 
~= Na~ Conway (BC) (conwayml@bc.edu); Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.pi~.edu); Vanessa Puchs (~uchs@admin.fsu.edu); Butler, Lee; Moore, Donald; Barre~, Jennie; 

Fraser, Alex 
Subject= ACC Women’s Soccer Scheduling Conference Call 
lm£o~an¢e= High 

Women’s Soccer Coaches - 

We will have a conference call on Wednesday, August 21 at 10 a.m. to discuss the attached material. Call-in information is below. 

As requested, we have compiled data and schedule models based on a 3-year RPI average. It was also suggested that we consider a 6-year average RPI, and I’ve 

included metrics for six years as well thanks to Steve Swanson and his staff. As you consider this data and prepare to make a recommendation on the call, I request 

that you consider the following: 

* Do you want to play in pods based on RPI or divisions? 

* Do you want to use permanent partners? 

We technically have a passing vote of 6-5 to host a 10-team championship. We will bring that recommendation forward to the SWAs in October, but I have included 

the 8-, IO-and 12-team brackets in the materials should someone want to revisit this issue. 

As always, please let me know if you have questions. I look forward to our d~scussion on the 21st. 

Thanksl 

Kris 

ACC Women’s Soccer Conference Cal~ 
Wednesday, August 

CalMn Number: 1-866-244-8528 

Pass~ode: 
KR~S P~ERCE 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Championships & SWA 

O: 336.369.4652 I C: 

[heACC corn ¯ #~theACC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:10 AM 

@gm~Jl.co]n> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

RE: Cool photo 

I have Chris Ducat on this project for you. Don’t worry, he is a good detective, We will sort it out soon and then I will call you. 

AI~ the best, my wonderfu~ future stud!!! 

From: @gmail.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:36 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Re: Coo pho~ 
They are some funny pictures, but thank you! And I honestly couldn’t tell you the coaches first and last names. The coaches there were all from different club 

teams like Colorado Rush, Atlanta Fire, CASL 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:15 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <.a_ .n__s_.o_ .n__ .@_ .e__m__a_j_[:._u_.n_q._ .e_ _d_ .u_ . > wrote: 

Just so you know: WE LOVE THIS PICTURE OF YQUH] 

BTW, we are trying to sort out who the coaches were at your recent exposure and we have not had much luck. Tell me who saw you play the most so 

we can get an accurate read for you, And please know we could care ~ess what anyone e~se things about you: Chris and I ~ke you and soon everyone 

else wH~ as well Actually "l~ke" rn~ght not be the r~ght word: "fear" m~ght be be~:~:er especially when we are ta~ldng about opponents. 

F~ Oucar, Chris 
SeBt~ Tuesday, 2:00 PM 

Tei Oorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
$~je¢t~ Cool      photo 

http:!!polkpreps.com/news/artide/44598! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday~ 11:48 AM 

@unc.edu> 

Galz, Grego~ ~-~ggg@unc.edu>; ;@live.unc.edu>; @tnsn.com; duca~(~buncaa.unc.edu; 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacmaaa@uncaa.unc.edu; @uga.edu) 

)@ahoo.com); "~!icloud.com); ~aol.com); 

@aol.com) @live.unc.edu) ~comcast.net); 
i@yahoo.com); @earthlink.net); @gmail.com); 1 

" @mindspring.com) ~yahoo.com); ~live.unc.edu); 

@email.unc.edu; ~hve.unc.edu; " @gmail.com; (0)comcasl.net; ~gmail.com; 

~email.unc.edt @live.unc.edu: @email.unc.edu; ’@hotma~l.com 

Thank you 

Excellent! 

Still, make sure everyone comes to ~)racti(:e. Just l~ke on Monday, somel:knes we will k~corpora~:e you guys to assist with training. A~so, Chris wants to use you guys 

to assis[ with GK deve]opmenL Make sure when you guys are done with us, you jump to the parts of the Tues/Thurs paired sk~ [ra~nin~ days out of the Champions 

A~manac thai you want the group to work on~ Remind them that reinstatement is no[just psss~n~ Gre~’s 8 120 equivalent but my techn~ca~ testb~g as welk 

Greg, we w~l~ meet every day at 1:30 to go over practice, ~f you come today have your 8 120 equivalent so I can look at it,    after Sat off any p~ayer can select to try 

to pass the Greg test on StmdaV     we w~l~ trust you or Jason with this, so you guys w~H monitor it), ~f someone passes the Greg test then they have to pass the 

~:echmcal test wRh me What ~s the l:echnica~ test? The same one they d~d ~r~ pre seasom When can you do it? End of practice Monday but only alter the p~ayer has 

passed the Greg tesL 

$eBt= Tuesday, I 5:49 PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
$~bje~t= Re: Campus Rec Kids ROCK 

Fitness went really well. Fxe~one is working hard to improve. I’m really proud ofeveo~one, and we will continue to work the rest office week. Since tomo~ow is a 

~per day tbr the rest of the team, we will be with C~eg tbr weighks and then I’ll rake them tbr technical work. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:49 AM 

@gmail.com> 

I~E: Tar Heels, Wells Fargo extend partnership 

I copied 

From: .~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:52 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A DJ 

Suloject: Re: Tar Heels, Wells Fargo extend partnership 

Anson~ 

This would be A~SOME! ! ! ! Absolntely awesome. I can’t stop smiling abont the possibility. 

Thanks for blind copying me on this.., keep us posted. 

Now, I’m so happy we’re Wells Fargo customers too. :-) 

Does     know about this yet? What’s the process frotn here? 

On . at 5:42 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

f am with you ... that girl is going to hang ~:he moon afl:er graduation. 

And today, she was u[~be~evab~e ~t~ pra(:[:k:eH 

Sent~ Tuesday, ~: 19 PN 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Su~jeet~ Re: Tar Heels, Wells Fargo e~end pa~nership 

Sounds like ~metNng might ~ interested in’. 

Sent from tny iPhone 

On at 5:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~’~email.unc.edu~ wrote: 

How cool is this? 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:00 PN 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject: Tar Heels, Wells Fargo extend partnership 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 
T U E S DA Y, 
CONTACTS: 
Rick Steinbacher, University of North Carolina, (919)962-5498, rick@unc.edu 
Josh Dunn, Wells Fargo, (704) 374-4835, josh.dunn@wellsfargo,com 
University of North Carolina Athletics Extends Longstanding Partnership with Wells Fargo 

Focus will be on supporting student-athlete achievement and development, both on the field and off 

CHAPEL HILL - University of North Carolina Director of Athletics Bubba Cunningham announced today the university has extended its sponsorship agreement with Wells 

Fargo. With the renewal, Wells Fargo will continue as a proud sponsor and the exclusive financial services partner of Carolina Athletics. 

"At Carolina our mission is to educate and inspire through athletics, and we are thrilled to have the continued support of Wells Fargo in helping us achieve that mission," 

said Cu nningham. "Wells Fargo has been a wonderful partner for many years, and this new extended agreement further enhances our collaborative efforts to recognize 

the outstanding academic and athletic accomplishments of our students, while also helping us enhance the athletics experience for all students at Carolina." 

Through the sponsorship, Wells Fargo will annually provide two post-graduate scholarships to support UNC student athletes who are pursuing an advanced degree, 

starting this year and continuing for the next five years. The scholarship recognizes a student athlete who has shown leadership and excelled on the field, in the 

classroom and in the community. 

"At Wells Fargo, we share a commitment to supporting student athlete achievement and development, both on and off the field," noted Jack Clayton, regional president of 

Triangle East Community Banking for Wells Fargo. "Many of our team members and customers in this region are alumni of UNC, or are huge fans of the Tar Heels. This 

agreement will continue to link us as we work together to make North Carolina a better place for everyone Our goal is to help build strong and vibrant communities, 

improve the quality of life, and make a positive difference." 

Wells Fargo will also collaborate with the athletic department to deliver financial education to student athletes through the Baddour Carolina Leadership Academy The 

program will help better prepare student athletes to be financially successful nowand for life after leaving the University of North Carolina Additionally, through support of 



the Carolina Fever student rewards program, Wells Fargo will help generate enthusiasm and higher student attendance at athletic events beyond football and basketball 

games 

"The success of students and young adults is a critical step in keeping our communities strong and prosperous," said Jamie Moldafsky, Wells Fargo Chief Marketing 

Officer "Wells Fargo is proud to support the students of UNC as they pursue their secondary education" 

Wells Fargo customers are also now able to carry their Tar Heel pride with them on their Wells Fargo debit cards through one of four new UNC images available through 

the Card Design Studio. Customers are encouraged to visit wellsfaroo.com for additional details. 

The university and Wells Fargo will jointly market their brands throughout the region. The agreement was handled directly by Wells Fargo and Learfield Sports’ Tar Heel 

Sports Properties, UNC Athletics’ multimedia rights holder. 

Wells Fargo operates 316 stores in North Carolina, as well as 668 ATMs. In 2012, Wells Fargo invested more than $156 million in communities across the state, while 

Wells Fargo team members logged more than 167,600 volunteer hours with schools and nonprofit organizations. 

### 

About Wells Fargo 

Wells Fargo & Company (NYSE: WFC) is a nationwide, diversified, community-based financial services company with $1.4 trillion in assets. Founded in 1852 and 

headquartered in San Francisco, Wells Fargo provides banking, insurance, investments, mortgage, and consumer and commercial finance through more than 9,000 

stores, 12,000 ATMs, and the Internet (wellsfargo corn), and has offices in more than 35 countries to support the bank’s customers who conduct business in the global 

economy. With more than 270,000 team members, Wells Fargo serves one in three households in the United States. Wells Fargo & Company was ranked No. 25 on 

Fortune’s 2013 rankings of America’s largest corporations. Wells Fargo’s vision is to satisfy all our customers’ financial needs and help them succeed financially. Wells 

Fargo perspectives are also available at bloq.wellsfarqo.com. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of: North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, [1:50 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

I~E: 

Thanks Larry!! 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:56 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; 
Cc: Shelton, Karen C; Creech, Karlton W; Cunningham, Bubba; Kirschner, Steve 
Subject: RE: 
Perfect - the Chancellor is going to speak In’st, but I believe that we cam get you out of there by 8:45 AM or so... OK? 

Please come to Loudermilk, 3rd Floor, the Concom~e Club-Blue Zone by 8:25 AM. This is our a~lual Kick-Offthe School Year Meeting for our Depaxtment of Athletics. 

all the best in Charlottesville vs. Santa Clara and VCU -~ let’s sta~t the season off’in grand style -~ my best wishes! 

~ best of luck in the scrimmages vs. Duke and Appalachian State this weekend 

Take caxe, and see you on Monday, at 8:25 AM. 

GO HEELS ! 
Larry 

~Larry Ga~, 

E.-x¢c~tive Associate Director of AtNedcs 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:31 PM 
To: 
Cc: G~llo, Jr., Larry A. 

Subject: RE: 
Perfect ~.. let thorn I<now!! 

From: (@gma com] 
Sent: Tuesday, ::03 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 
Hey Ans. I have class at 9 on Mondays. I can come say a few words right at 8:30. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:40 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a__n_s_o__n__@__e_.n_!.a__[!_._q_n_._c_:._e_ .d_u_> wrote: 

Larry, 

I will check. Thank you, what a wonderful opportunity (and honor). 

What is your class schedule? 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Sent: Monday,              9:01 PM 

To: Shelton, Karen C; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
¢c: Creech, Karlton W; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: 
lrmportance: High 

Karen, ~£~son, & Tom: 

As you a~’e aware, our DepaAment’s Kick-Off B~vakf~st and Meeting will be on Monday, in the Conconrse Clnb located La L~mdermilk 

We would like to have botl                 join us ~’their schedule (classes?, etc.) pe~Tmts. ~’e would lik~ them to say a £ew words (2-3 minutes) to our 
l)epaJtment’s Staff abont their experiences as a student-athlcte, and to explain how it feels to have the opportunity to represent Ca~o|ina. We would |Lke to 

reco~aize would only have to be 

with us for approximately 5 to 10 minutes, and then would be free to go. 

*** Kazen: 

Would      be available amy time from 8:30 AM to 9:45 AM? 

***,4a~son & Tom: 

Would       be available amy time from 8:30 AM to 9:45 AM? 

Please let me kmow as soon as possible if aa’e available to join us, amd I realize that both yonng ladies will be co~ning off of a weekend of 

competition. 

Thank you for your assistance, and we are hopeful both 
Take care, 
Larry" 

<imageOOl.png>[A~rr~’ (~a~O, 0~’r~ 

Execufis e As~ ~cJatc Dh~ctor of Affdefics 

Umversity ofNo*~ C~u~4ma at Cha~x:] Hill 

will be able to join us next Monday, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:51 AM 

~live.unc.e&~> 

~email.unc.edu;       @live.unc.edn;       @gmail.com;        @comcast.net; 

@email.unc.edu;      @live.nnc.edu:         ~)e~naJl.nnc.edu;           ~hot~naJl.co~n; 

ducar@nncaa.unc.edu l@aol.com; Jason Slsneros 

RE: Campus Rec Kids ROCK 

"@gmaJd.com; 

msn.coIn; 
@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.eau 

, you are the b~-_~st!! 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:55 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Campus Rec Kids ROCK 

I would love to help out too if ya’ll need mo~e people! 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <.a_._qs__o__q ._@__e_ .m__~_!]_._u__n_.c_._e_d__u_.> 

Sent: Tuesday, 6:45 PM 

To 

Cc: ~@gmail.com 

@hotmail.com~ i@msn.corn_; Ducar, Chris; 

Subject: RE: Campus Rec Kids ROCK 

Thank you    you are right I am sure! !! gTW, how did it go today with th~-’_~ ch:_~ep reserves? 

Sent: Tuesday. 5:29 PM 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject: Re: Campus Rec Kids ROCK 

I think me and 

@comcast.net 

t29aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

have already picked this responsiNlity up. We wi]l make sure we get a group of re,ryes to come with us. 

@gmail.com; 

@gmail.corn) Sander, Thomas J 

Sent i~m my iPhone 

On at 5:24 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~)ernaJl.unc.edt~~ wrote: 

T h a n k 

From: f4angili, Lauren M 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:41 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S~bject: Campus Rec Kids ROCK 

Good a~rnoon, 
1 am working on pu~ing together the dates for the fall 

would be available ~OA~- ~2P~ Saturday, 
The following is a description of the past event-- 

..... I will run Lhis by our D:_~adership Council and see who wants to step up and k_~ad this. ]hanks for the opportunity!! 

Kids ROCK (Recreational Opportunities for Carolina Kids) program and I was wondering if your team 

location: Hooker Fields). 

"Strap on those cleats for our always spectacular Women’s Varsity Soccer Team and a fun morning of drills, skills, thrills and probably some spills. Great 
opportunity for autograph collectors!" 
Please let me know at your earliest convenience. 1 know your schedule is busy with the fall season, if this date does not work, we would be happy to go with 
another Saturday. We do try to avoid home football Saturdays too. 

Thank you in advance, 
Lauren Mangili 

Lauren Mangili, Associate DirecLor 

Campus Recreation, CB 86:1.0 

201 Student Recreation Center 

UNC.-Chapel Hill 

Chap~:_~l Hill, NC 27599-8610 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 11:58 AM 

Jason Sisneros~ " @gmail.com>; ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edn: @gmail.com @comcast.net; 

~email.unc.edu; ~(a)llve.nnc.edu; ~mn~l.nnc.edu; ~hot~na~l.co~n; 

ducaar@uncaa.unc.edu ~aol.co~n; pacman@uncaa.nnc.edu 

RE: Arrows Anyone? 

~gmafil.com; 

msn.com; 

I want iL to stay very light so let John know for this season it is a no. We wilt try again next spring when we can wrap our arms around this again~ 
Thank you! 

F~m: Jason S[sneros [ma[Ito ~gma[I,com] 
Sent: Tuesday tl: 51 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; 
Subject: Arrows Anyone? 
~nson ~ 

John Kmmedy really REALLY wants to stop by and review some arrows with the team. Could we have him do a pro-warm up with us tomorrow and then spend 30 
minutes with the tean~ after training? 

I lmow ifs going to be a lighter day anyway, so this could fit into that. 

He’s staying in Ca~y with his brother, so I am inviting him ont jusl to say hi at a minimum. 

Sound good? 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Volnnteer Assistant Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:12 PM 

@rnsn.com; ducag@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~grnail.com); pacma~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~@live.unc.edu); t@live.unc.edu); i @emaJl.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu); @live.unc.eda); ~a) gmml.corn ~: 

@live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.eau); ~glnan.com; ;~)grnail.corn); 

~live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); nicole lava (athva@uncaa.unc.edu): 
@uga.edu)i @yahoo.corn) ~icloud.com); 

~aol.corn); ~aol.com) @live.unc.edu); 

@corncast.net); @yahoo.corn);. ~earthlink.net) 

@grnail.com): ~mindspring.com); @yahoo.com); 

~live.unc.edu); @gmail.com: @rocketmail.corn; ~grnail.corn: ~live.uuc.edu; 
@yahoo.com @yrnm~.con ~live.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu: ~gmaJl.com; 

~comcast.net; ~grnail.com; ~)email.unc.edu; ~@emaJl.unc.edu; ~hotmail.com; 

i@live.~mc.edu; i@live.unc.edu; @gmail.com; @gmail .com; ~aol.corn; 
@grnail.com; ~hotmaJl.com; : @yahoo.corn; @gmafil.com 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Please pick your tearn and etnail rne back (with your selection) before Th praclice! 

Ladies, 

This is the beginning of my t~ever ending desire to encourage atl of you to become fans of Lhe game. My motivation is entirely selfish: it wil~ hetp you become 

better soccer players (a~d then of course we will have a better team), 

~veryone has to sneer from among these five teams ~n the 

Arsena~ 

Mar~ U 

Chelsea 

~4an City 

Tottenham 

Om;e yot~ have p~cked your team, EVERY WEEKEND [ wouh~ iike you to watch at ~east one half of t:heir game, If they are rn)t p~ay[ng (on TV) the~ you have to watch 

45 mmut:es o~ the £PL Revh~w show, Perhaps each house ~hou[d dec~de on a team and thef~ watch it together (any su~gestions/sohJth}n~ wouk~ be appredated), 

Torn w~H record the EPL games so a~[ the freshrner~ car~ watch them 

F~m= Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Seat; Wednesday, ~:07 AN 
Tot Dorrance, A[be~ A ~ 
Subject: Soccer On ~: Wednesday, 

~ Image 
removed by 
sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

Nednesday 

removed by 
sender 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

tweet This 

UEFA Champions League playoffs continue on Wednesday.... Also on Wednesday: Chelsea hosts 

Aston Villa; Atletico Madrid faces Barcelona in the first leg of the Spanish Supercopa; MLS Week 26 

kicks off. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. 

Soccer on TV is updated daily throuffhout the week.) 

removed by 

sender. 

Share Thi~ 

removed by 

sender. 

WEDNeSDaY 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (delay) 5 pm. 



UEFA Champions League LUDOGORETS RAZGRAD-BASEL (delay) 7:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League DINAMO-AUSTRIA WIEN (delay) 9:30 pro. 

UEFA Champions League STEAU BUCHAREST-LEGIA WARSZAWA (delay) 11:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pro. 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (delay) 5 pro. 

Copa Sudamericana LIBERTAD-MINEROS (live) 7 pro, 

NBCSN 

England CHELSEA-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm, 

ESPN2 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 prn, 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pro. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-LOBOS BUAP (live) 8 pro, 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico MONTERREY-ALTAMIRA (live) 10 

BelN SPORT 

Copa do Brasil CRUZEIRO-FLAMENCO (live) 8:45 prn. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS CHIVAS USA-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pro, 

MLS PORTLAND-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 11 pro, 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-PACHUCA (live) 8 pro, 

Copa Mexico ZACATEPEC-TiGRES (live) 10 pro, 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana LIGA DE LOJA-NACIONAL (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 6:30 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana DEPORTIVO PASTO-COLO COLO (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNiVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League SPORTING SAN MIGUELITO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Santiago Bernabeau Trophy REAL MADRID-AL SAAD (live) 4:30 pro. 

Copa do Brasil BOTAFOGO-ATLETICO MG (live) 8:45 pm. 

FRIDAY~ 

NBCSN 

MLS CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY (live) 8:30 pro. 

BelN SPORT 

FranceMONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-UNIVERSIDAD DE COLIMA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pro. 

Mexico TIJUANA-TORREON (live) 10:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-WERDER BREMEN (live) 2 pm. 

Netherlnads HERENVEEN-AJAX (live) 4:30 pm, 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-GUADALAJARA (live) 8:30 pro. 

Mexico TIJUANA-SANTOS (live) 10:30 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

SATUROAY 



NBC 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) Noon. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

NWSL Playoffs FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal (live), 2 pm. 

NWSL Playoffs WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (live), 8 pm 

NBCSN 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

Mun2 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy HELLAS VERONA-AC MILAN (live) 11:30 am. 

italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain ELCHE-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 12:30 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain VlLLAREAL-VALLADOLID (livE) 5 pm. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England HULL CITY-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-NUREMBERG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany HERTHA BERLIN-HAMBURG (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay RENTISTAS-NACIONAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

Germany HANNOVER-SCHALKE (live) 4:30 pm. 

Mexico MERIDA-ZACATEPEC (live) 7 pm, 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (live) 11 am. 

France LYON-STADE DE REIMS (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-UNAM (live) 10 pm. 

UNIViSION 

Mexico AMERICA-MONARCAS (live) 6 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS MONTREAL-HOUSTON (live) 7 pm. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-TORONTO (live) 7 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-COLUMBUS (live) 9:30 pm. 

SUNDAY, 

ESPN2 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY(liv@ 11am. 

Mun2 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

France NANTES-PSG (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Italy LIVORNO-ROMA (delay) 7:15 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-RAYO (delay) 5:15 pm. 



Spain LEVANTE-SEVILLA (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORT LIVE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

NWSL FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal, (delay) 8 pm. 

NWSL WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (delay) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-ALTAMIRA (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil VASCO-CORINTHIANS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay DEFENSOR-PENAROL (live) 5 pm. 

Argentina ESTUDIANTES-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 8:15 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA-VERACRUZ (live) I pro. 

UNIIVIAS 

I~ILS CHIVAS USA-NEW YORK (live) 5 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 1 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

I~LS NEW ENGLAND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

ESPN&com 

MLS SEA-rTLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

TUESDAY, 

BelN SPORT 

Capital One Cup LIVERPOOL-NOTTS COUNTY (live) 2:40 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Leagues offering live streaming of games include: 

Major Lea.que Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer League 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Face~oeok: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 
Soccer on TV for Wednesday, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

~movedby 
sender. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesda5 4:02 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros (. ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edn 

FW: North Caxolina has been featured. 

From: TopDrawerSoccer.com rmailto:support@topdrawersoccer.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:05 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" North Carolina has been featured. 

Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

North Carolina has been featured on TopDrawerSoccer.com, the #1 Destination for College & Club Soccer in America. 

Please click here to read fl~e m-~icle. 

Send tiffs e~nafil to teammates, alumni, a~d fancily to shaxe the news. 

If you have any questions~ please contact us at ~_t_[[?i?£!~.~_t~?p_dj2&_~y___e_!2~£££_e_r_:_c_£_Lr~.. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, Augnst 21, 2013 4:03 PM 

ttugh Stevens <hugh@smvt.com>; Lensing, Geo~e <lensing@emaJl.~mc.edu> 

Cathy Stuoal < cs~uaxt@stuartlawfirm.com>; Emily Gangi~ @gmail.com> 

RE: Mia H~anm -- Golden Fleece 110 Reunion 

NOt a~ issue ~:or 

~:rom: Hugh Stevens [mailto:hugh@smvt.com] 
Se~t; Wednesday, August 2:1, 2012} 7:10 AM 
"re; Lensing, 6eorge; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
1::¢: Cathy Stuart; Emily 
$~l~ject; Mia Hamm -- (3olden Fleece 110 Reunion 

Gentlemen: 
At yesterda)¢s meeting of the Golden Fleece Reunion Committee we identified as a priority the need for the 

committee to establish direct contact with Mia Hamm in order to coordinate with her about several matters, 
including the timing and contents of the announcements to the Fleece and to the public that she ~411 be delivering the 
Frank Porter Graham Lecture, the contents of publicity about the event, and her travel plans. Among other 
approaches, it was suggested that we arrange a conference call in which Anson could introduce her to the reunion and 
program committee chairs and establish one designated person as her liaison for the event. Your thoughts? 

.~i cid:image003 gif@01CC08DE.B990AC90 

Hugh Stevens 
hugh@smvt.eom 
The tiistorie Pilot Mill 
11Ol ttaynes Street, Suite lOO 
Raleigh, North Carolina 27604 

Phone: (919) 582-2300 
Direct: (919) 755-o998 
Mobile: 
Toll-Free Fax: 1-866-593-7695 
w~ ~v. s m yr. co 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:04 PM 

Kendall Fletcher @gmail.com> 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

@msn.com; duca ,~)uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) 

RE: Vicki Lint~m 

How are you doing? 
Frera-" Kendall Fletcher [mailto Ngmail.com] 
Sent-. Wednesday ~: 29 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Vicki Linton 
Anso~ 
Ho~ tNs email finds you doing well and ready to get another ~a~n s~ged~ 

I wanted to touch [~se with you as one of my coaches from Australia, Vic~ Linto~ will be in ~)wn to watch rome g~es around the ACC in mid Septem~r. She is 

now the cu~ent Head Coach of the Bay Area Breeze and h~ worked along side Tom Se~mani with the vout~ and ~11 AustrNian national teams over the past few 

yea~. She w~s hoping to ~ able to catch a ~aining wNle she is in town. She will ~ around the a~ea on              and will be a~ending fl~e Notre Dame game. I 

believe Tom will make an inta~duction as well, but wa~ted to know ifI could put her in touch with Tom Sande~ a~ut being able to come out and watch a training 

session while she is in town. 

Like I safid ho~ you mad the girls aye doing well~ Looking fonvard to keeping up ruth you guys ~is season~ 

Ken&ll 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <!O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}"~ 

Wednesday, August 21,2013 4:31 PM 

l@aol.com 

I~’W: SoccerTimes.com 2013 Preseason Top 25 

From: gary@soccertimes.com [mailto:gary@soccertimes.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, August 21, 2013 8:09 AM 

To; gary@soccertimes.com 
Subject; SoccerTimes.com 2013 Preseason Top 25 
To all -- 
I’ve been off to a little bit of a slow start, but the panel’s back together and I’m highly motivated for the upcoming women’s soccer seasom Today, 

please submit your preseason Top 25. 
Ballots are due at 3 p.m. (ET), 12 noon (PT). As always, if you have any questions, call me at any time. 

If you have already sent in your ballot, T will send you a confirmation shortly. 

I’m looking forward to an exciting season. 
Thanks, 
Gary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 4:41 PM 

@aol.com 

@duke.edu) 

RE: ’99ers 

I loved it AshuH I have no issue with the show .... Lhoroughly enjoyable from begirming to end. 

Still, you are always kind to me. 

From: ;@aol.com [mailto: @aol.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, August 25, 2053 8:46 AN 
To; Dorrance, Nbe~ A ~ 
Subject: ’99ers 

Good morning, ~son. How are you? How is pre-season going? Excited to follow the team again this season. 

Did you catch the "’99ers" show on ESPN last night? In watching the show, I wish they had included you in it-- they showed the ’91 team that you led to the first WWC 

title. Though it is no secret your influence on the ’99 team’s success is huge (e.g., player development on both the National and UNC teams)~ they should’ve credited you 

in at least some way. In my view, a miss on ESPN’s part~ not that my view counts for much, but you understand. 

Just wanted to pass that on~ as I am sure a lot of people around the globe understand your far-reaching impact on the game and perhaps that’s more important than a 

TV show. Thank you for all you continue to do. Best of luck, and hope to see you sometime during this fail Greetings to       as ~ve]l. 

Take care, 

Ashu. 

SOCCER-- Strategies [br Sustained Coaching Success (Me~ler & ,~&qer Sport; 2012) 

Ce]l: Email ;@aol.corn ...................... 

Web:.5~SXSX_:]_e__!~_g_o__g_e_t___e__r_~_~z_~k__!_u__~:_c__o___n__~ 

Join the ONE Campaign! www.one.org 

NOTE: THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION. Do not forward this email without consent of this sender This transmission is intended only for the use of the individuals or entity to which it is addressed 

If you are not the intended recipient, or the person responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, please return it immediately. Although this e-mail and any attachments are believed to be 

free of any virus or other defect, it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that it is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by this sender for any loss or damage arising in any way from its 

unauthorized modification or use. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, Augnst 21, 2013 4:44 PM 

Lensing, Geo~e <lensing@email.~mc.edu>; Hugh Stevens <hugh@smvt.com> 

l~E: Mia Hamm -- Golden Fleece 110 Reunion 

I agree with George. 

From: Lensing, George 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 20:~3 9:.t8 AN 
To: Hugh Stevens; Dorrance, Albert A ~V 
Subject-" RE: Mia Hamm -- Golden Fleece ll0 Reunion 

Hugh, 

Sorry to miss yesterday’s r~eeting; I trust you got r~%, message. 

Fine to connect with Mia. I don’t think we iseed, however, to micro-manage everything in which she’s involved. (Sorry not to have been part of the 

discussion that led to this plan.) I don’t think she will h~ve any objection to the th-n~ng of the announcement of her being our speaker, ] defer to Anson’s thoughts 

about this. 

George 

E~= Hugh Stevens 
Seat= Wednesday, August 25, 2053 7:$0 AN 
Te= Lensing, George; Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Ce= Cathy Stua~; Emily Gang~ 
Sabje~t; Nia Hamm -- Golden Fleece $$0 Reunion 

Oeat]emem 

At yesterdays ~eefin~ of the OoMe~ P]eeee Reu~o~ Com~ee we ~e~fiSe~ as a priority the ~ee~ for the 

eom~ee to establish ~eet eo~taet ~th M~a Nam~ ~ or~e~ to eoor~h~ate w~th he~ about several ~a~e~s, 

h]elu~a# the t~a# aa~ eo~te~ts of the aa~ou~ce~e~ts to the Eleeee a~a to the £ub]~c that she ~1] be ~e]~vefia~ the 

Prank £o~e~ G~a~a~ £eetu~e, the eo~te~ts of £ubl~e~ty about the eveat, aa~ he~ t~avel £]aas. A~o~ othe~ 
apwoaehes, ~t was su~#este~ that we a~a~e a eo~fe~eaee ea]] ~a which ~soa eouM ~t~o~uee he~ to the ~eu~o~ 
p~o#~a~ com~ee chaks a~ establish o~e ~es~#~ate~ pe~so~ as he~ ]~a~so~ fo~ the eveat. You~ thou#hts? 

%~ cid:image003.gif@01CC08DE.B990ACg0 

Hugh Stevens 

hugh(~sm~¢.eom 
The Historic Pilot Mill 

11Ol Haynes Street, Suite ~ 00 
Raleigh, North Carolina 27604 

Phone: (919) 582-23oo 
Direct: (919) 755-0998 
Mobile: 
Toll-Free Fax: 1-866-593-7695 
~w~5~osm~¢.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 4:51 PM 

~gmail.com> 

l~E: Please pick your team and emaJl ~ne back (with your selection) before Th practice! 

Yeah babv .,.. Going for’ tradition!I! 

From: @gmail.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:18 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Please pick your team and email me back (with your selection) before Th practice! 

Hey Ans, 

I choose to watch Man U 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 2:12 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~ema~,l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

This is the beginning of my never ending desire to encourage all of you to become fans of the game. My motivation is entirely selfish: it will help you 

become better soccer players (and then of course we will have a better team). 

Everyone has Lo select flom among these 5w~ teams ~n Lhe EPL: 

Arsena~ 

Man U 

Chelsea 

Man Cky 

ToLte~ham 

O~ce you have p~cked your Learn, EVERY W~EKEND I would I~ke you to watch at least one half of their game. If they are noL play~ng (on TV) then you 

have to watch 45 m~[~u~es of the EPL Review show~ Perhaps each house should deride o~ a team and then watch it toAether (any 

suggestkmsisok~t~ons would be appredated). ~om will record the EPL games so all the freshmen can watch them h~ McCas[d[[ 

~ Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
$e~t= Wednesday, 4:07 AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subjeet: Soccer On W: Wednesday, 

l< ~WRD 187.j Pg~t 

A/ednesday, 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

I< ~WRD 187 j Pg>l 

<~VVRD187.jpg>]Tweet This I<-wRD187jp~>lshare Thi, 

[~-WRD187.j pg~ UEFA Champions League playoffs continue on Wednesday.... Also on Wednesday: Chelsea hosts 

Aston Villa; Atletico Madrid faces Barcelona in the first leg of the Spanish Supercopa; MLS Week 26 

kicks off. 

(Aft t#nes Eastern unless noted. TV ptegramming is always subject to change. Check your local listing& Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

FOX SPORTS t 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (delay) 5 pro. 

UEFA Champions League LUDOGORETS RAZGRAD-BASEL (delay) 7:30 pm, 

UEFA Champions League DINAMO-AUSTRIA WIEN (delay) 9:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League STEAU BUCHAREST-LEGIA WARSZAWA (delay) 11:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana LIBERTAD-MINEROS (live) 7 pm. 

NBCSN 

England CHELSEA-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN2 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 



ESPN DEPORTES 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-LOBOS BUAP (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico MONTERREY-ALTAMIRA (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Copa do Brasil CRUZEIRO-FLAMENGO (live) 8:45 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS CHIVAS USA-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico OAXACA=PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico ZACATEPEC-TIGRES (live) 10 pm. 

THURSDAY~ 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana LIGA DE LOJA-NACIONAL (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 6:30 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana DEPORTIVO PASTO-COLO COLO (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League SPORTING SAN MIGUELITO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pm= 

BeIN SPORT 

Santiago Bernabeau Trophy REAL MADRID-AL SAAD (live) 4:30 pm. 

Copa do Brasil BOTAFOGO-ATLETICO MG (live) 8:45 pm. 

NBCSN 

MLS CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

BeIN SPORT 

FranceMONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-UNIVERSIDAD DE COLIMA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-TORREON (live) 10:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-WERDER BREMEN (live) 2 pm. 

Nethednads HERENVEEN-AJAX (live) 4:30 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-GUADALAJARA (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-SANTOS (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

SAT~JRDAY~ 

NBC 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) Neon. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

NWSL Playoffs FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal (live), 2 pm= 

NWSL Playoffs WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (live), 8 pm 

NBCSN 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

Mun2 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 



BeIN SPORT 

Italy HELLAS VERONA-AC MILAN (live) 11:30 am. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain ELCHE-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 12:30 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain VlLLAREAL-VALLADOLID (livE) 5 pm. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England HULL CITY-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-NUREMBERG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany HERTHA BERLIN-HAMBURG (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay RENTISTAS-NACIONAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

Germany HANNOVER-SCHALKE (live) 4:30 pm. 

Mexico MERIDA-ZACATEPEC (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (live) 11 am. 
France LYON-STADE DE REIMS (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-UNAM (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico AMERICA-MONARCAS (live) 6 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS MONTREAL-HOUSTON (live) 7 pm. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-TORONTO (live) 7 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-COLUMBUS (live) 9:30 pm. 

SUNOAY, 

ESPN2 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (liv~ 10 pm. 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY(liv@ 11am. 

Mun2 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

France NANTES-PSG (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Italy LIVORNO-ROMA (delay) 7:15 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 arm. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-RAYO (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-SEVILLA (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORT LIVE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

NWSL FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal, (delay) 8 pm. 

NWSL WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (delay) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-ALTAMIRA (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil VASCO-CORINTHIANS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay DEFENSOR-PENAROL (live) 5 pm. 

Argentina ESTUDIANTES-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 8:15 pm. 



UNIViSION 

Mexico TOLUCA-VERACRUZ (live) 1 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHIVAS USA-NEW YORK (live) 5 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-CRU7 AZUL (live) 1 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

BeIN SPORT 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

TU~SDAY~ 

BelN SPORT 

Capital One Cup LIVERPOOL-NOTTS COUNTY (live) 2:40 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Leagt~es efi"eri~g live s~reaming of games inck~de: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Augnst 21, 2013 4:54 PM 

Tom a~d Alison Sermanni ~ ,~hotmaJl.com> 

@duke.edn); ~msn.com; ducar,~)uncaa.nnc.edu; ,~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
@gmeal.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Vicld Linton 

Absolutely not a problem~ If she is short on cash I can put her up ss well I ar~ sn empty nester now snd I have two bedrooms empty. 

Atl the best!! 

From: Tom and Alison Sermanni [mailto: #hotmail.com] 
Seat: Wednesday, August 2:t, 20:t3 2:55 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A [V; Bill Palladino 
(::c: Vicki Linton3 
Subject: Vicki Linton 

Hi Anson/Bill 

Hope the pre-season is going well and more importantly not disrupting the golf schedule! 

An Australian coaching collegue of mine, Vicki kinton, has taken up a job at By Area Breeze in the W-League. She’s coming to the east coast in early/mid 

Sept to catch some college games and will be in your area for several days. 

Is it possible for her to attend one of your training while she’s in the area? She’d greatly appeciate that opportunity. 

In Australia Vicki was the coach of the U’17 National Team and Melbourne Victory in the W-League. 

Thanks 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 5:13 PM 

~gmaJl.com 

ILE: Please pick your team a~ad emaJl tne back (with your selection) before Th practice! 

Very good[! 

From @gmail.com [mailto ’@gmail.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, 4:07 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Re: Please pick your team and email me back (with your selection) before Th practice! 

A~enal! ! 

Sent from nay iPhone 

O11 at 2:12 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~:emafil.unc.edw~ wrote: 

Ladies, 

This is the beginning of my never ending desire to encourage all of you to become fans of the game. My motivation is entirely selfish: it will help you 

be(:om~:_~ b~-:d:ter soccer piayers (and then of course we will have a better team). 

Everyone has Lo se~ecl: flom among these fiw~ teams ~n Lhe 

Arsena~ 

Man U 

Chelsea 

Man Cky 

Tottenham 

O~ce you ha~e p~cked your ~eam, EVERY W~EKEND I would I~ke you to watch at least one half of their game. ff they are no~ play~ng (on T~) then you 

have to watch 45 minutes o[ the EPL £ev~ew show. Perhaps each house shoLdd deride on a team and then watch it together (anv 

suggestions/solutions wou~d be appredsLed). Tom w~l~ recoFd the £PL games so a~l Lhe freshmen can watch them in McCask~L 

~m= Soccer America [mail~:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, ~:07 AM 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Soccer On W: Wednesday, 

I -WRD g . Pg  
Nednesday, 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

1< ~WRD 187 j pg>[ 
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UEFA Champions League playoffs continue on Wednesday.... Also on Wednesday: Chelsea hosts 

Aston Villa; Atletico Madrid faces Barcelona in the first leg of the Spanish Supercopa; MLS Week 26 

kicks off. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listing& Soccer on TV is 

updated dally throughout the week.) 

W~DN~SDAY 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League LUDOGORETS RAZGRAD-BASEL (delay) 7:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League DINAMO-AUSTRIA WIEN (delay) 9:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League STEAU BUCHAREST-LEGIA WARSZAWA (delay) 11:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana LIBERTAD-MINEROS (live) 7 pm. 

NBCSN 

England CHELSEA-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN2 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-LOBOS BUAP (live) 8 pm. 



UNiViSION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico MONTERREY-ALTAMIRA (live) 10 pm. 

BeIN SPORT 

Copa do Brasil CRUZEIRO-FLAMENGO (live) 8:45 pro. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS CHIVAS USA=DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 11 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico ZACATEPEC-TIGRES (live) 10 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana LIGA DE LOJA-NACIONAL (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 6:30 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana DEPORTIVO PASTO=COLO COLO (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League SPORTING SAN MIGUELITO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 

BeIN SPORT 

Santiago Bernabeau Trophy REAL MADRID-AL SAAD (live) 4:30 pm. 

Copa do Brasil BOTAFOGO-ATLETICO MG (live) 8:45 pro. 

NBCSN 

MLS CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY (live) 8:30 pro. 

BelN SPORT 

FranceMONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pro. 

UNiViSION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-UNIVERSIDAD DE COLIMA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pro. 

Mexico TIJUANA-TORREON (live) 10:30 pro. 

GOLTV 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-WERDER BREMEN (live) 2 pm. 

Netherlnads HERENVEEN-AJAX (live) 4:30 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-GUADALAJARA (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-SANTOS (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3,com 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pro. 

~ATU~DAY, 

NBC 
England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) Neon, 

FOX SPORTS 2 

NWSL Playoffs FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal (live), 2 pm. 

NWSL Playoffs WESTERN NEWYORK=SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (live), 8 pm 

NBCSN 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

Mun2 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy HELLAS VERONA-AC MILAN (live) 11:30 am. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 



France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain ELCHE-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 12:30 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain VlLLAREAL-VALLADOLID (livE) 5 pm. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England HULL CITY-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-NUREMBERG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany HERTHA BERLIN-HAMBURG (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay RENTISTAS-NACIONAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

Germany HANNOVER-SCHALKE (live) 4:30 pm. 

Mexico MERIDA-ZACATEPEC (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (live) 11 am. 

France LYON-STADE DE REIMS (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-UNAM (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico AMERICA-MONARCAS (live) 6 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS MONTREAL-HOUSTON (live) 7 pm. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-TORONTO (live) 7 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-COLUMBUS (live) 9:30 pm. 

ESPN2 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (liv~ 10 pm. 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY(liv~ 11am. 

Mun2 
England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

BeIN SPORT 

Italy iNTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

France NANTES-PSG (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Italy LIVORNO-ROMA (delay) 7:15 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-RAYO (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-SEVlLLA (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORT LIVE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

NWSL FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal, (delay) 8 pm. 

NWSL WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (delay) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 
Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-ALTAMIRA (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil VASCO-CORINTHIANS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay DEFENSOR-PENAROL (live) 5 pm. 

Argentina ESTUDIANTES-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 8:15 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA-VERACRUZ (live) 1 pm. 



UNIMAS 

MLS CHIVAS USA-NEWYORK (live) 5 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 1 pm, 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7:30 pm, 

ESPN3,com 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm, 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm, 

BelN SPORT 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyoi 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm, 

TUESDAY, 

BeIN SPORT 

Capital One Cup LIVERPOOL-NOTTS COUNTY (live) 2:40 pro, 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

College Soccer on TV 

Leagues offering live streaming of games inck~de: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday,               5:14 PM 

Gallo, Jr., l,arry A. <athgaJlo@unc.e&~> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Safe Travels ~-GO HEELS! 

Thank you rny friend!! 

From-" Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Wednesday, ,:35 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; ~msn.com; Ducab Chris; @aN.corn; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Subject; Safe Travels ~ GO HEELS! 

I WIStt YOU AND YOUR STUDENT-ATltLETES TIlE VERY BEST OF LUCK AS WE ONCE AGAIN BEGIN OUR ttOPEFUL AND PASSIONATE 

JOURNEY TO EXCELLENCE’. 

SAFE TRAVELS TO CtIARLOTTESVILLE TOMORROW AND BEST OF LUCK ON FRIDAY VS. SANTA CLARA. I KNOW WE WILL TAKE ’EM ONE 

GAME AT A TIME. 

PLAY WELL, PLAY HARD, ~ND ~ST FLAT OUT GET IT ~NE THIS WEEKEND IN HOOVILLE. OUR RESULTS ARE ALWAYS A RESULT OF OUR 

PASSIONATE AND 

~ Larry GaR~ 3r~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, ~: 15 PM 

Gallo. Jr.. Larry A. <athga]lo@unc.edu> 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Safe Travels ~- GO HEELS! 

We love it 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:12 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; @msn.com’; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com’; ’~ason Sisneros ~gmail.com)’; Sander, Thomas 

Subject: Safe Travels ~ GO HEELS! 
Impottance~ High 
(now- I’ll send you the e~nai! that is finished...sorry!) 

I WISIt YOU .AND YOUR STUDENT-ATItLETES TIlE VERY BEST OF LUCK AS WE ONCE AGAIN BEGIN OUR ttOPEFUL AND PASSIONATE 

JOURNEY TO EXCELLENCE! 

SAFE TRAVELS TO CtIARLOTTESVILLE TOMORROW, AND BEST OF LUCK ON FRIDAY VS. SANTA CLARA. I KNOW WE WILL TAKE ’EM ONE 

GAME AT A TIME. 

PLAY WELL, PLAY HARD, AND JUST FLAT OUT GET IT DONE TttIS WEEKEND IN ttOOVILLE. YOUR SUCCESSFUL RESULTS ARE DUE TO YOUR 

PASSION FOR THE GAME AND EACH OTHER ~ AND THAT IS "NO BRAG, JUST FACT." 

GO HEELS 

LarW 

~ Larry 

Executive Associate lNmctor of AtMetics 

Universig~ ofNorfl~ Cam~ma at 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday 3:42 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Please pick your team and emaJl tne back (with your selection) before Th practice! 

OK!! You guys have picked the most colorful coact~! 1! He is ~.he most interesting coach in the world (and one of the best)H 

Sent~ Wednesday, 5:30 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Re: Please pick your team and email me back (with your selection) before Th practice[ 

Hi Anon, 

My roomie and I roll be follomng Chelsea. rm loo~ng fonvard to tNs weekend~ ~ 

Thm~ 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On at 2:12 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

This is the beginrfing of my never ending desire to encourage atl of you to become fans of the game. My motivation is entirely selfish: it will help you 

become better soccer p~avers (and then of course we will have a better team). 

Everyone has to select from among these five teams ~n the EPl.: 

Arsena~ 

Man U 

Chelsea 

Man Cky 

Tottenham 

Once you have picked your team, EVERY W~EKEND I woufd like you to watch at ~east one half of their game. I~: they are not playing (on TV) then you 

have to watch 4S mh~utes of the EPL 8eview show. Perhaps each house should decide on a team ~nd then watch it together 

~uggestkmsiso~ut:~ons wouh~ be appredat:ed), tom w~li record the ~?PL games ~.:? a~l t:he frenchmen can watch them in McEa~d~ 

F~m~ Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent= Wednesday,, 4:07 AN 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ ~ sv 
Subje¢t= Soccer On ~: Wednesday, 

I< ~WRD 187.j Pg~t 

Nednesday 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

I< ~WRD 187 j Pg>l 
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UEFA Champions League playoffs continue on Wednesday.... Also on Wednesday: Chelsea hosts 

Aston Villa; Atletico Madrid faces Barcelona in the first leg of the Spanish Supercopa; MLS Week 26 

kicks off. 

(Aft t#nes Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listing& Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

WEDNESDAY, 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League LUDOGORETS RAZGRAD-BASEL (delay) 7:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League DINAMO-AUSTRIA W~EN (delay) 9:30 pm, 

UEFA Champions League STEAU BUCHAREST-LEGIA WARSZAWA (delay) 11:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (delay) 5 pro. 

Copa Sudamericana LIBERTAD-MINEROS (live) 7 pm. 

NBCSN 

England CHELSEA-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN2 



Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-LOBOS BUAP (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico MONTERREY-ALTAMIRA (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Copa do Brasil CRUZEIRO-FLAMENGO (live) 8:45 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS CHIVAS USA-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico ZACATEPEC-TIGRES (live) 10 pm. 

THURSDAY, 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana LIGA DE LOJA-NACIONAL (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 6:30 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana DEPORTIVO PASTO-COLO COLO (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League SPORTING SAN MIGUELITO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Santiago Bernabeau Trophy REAL MADRID-AL SAAD (live) 4:30 pm. 

Copa do Brasil BOTAFOGO-ATLETICO MG (live) 8:45 pm. 

FR~DAY~ 

NBCSN 

MLS CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

FranceMONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm= 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-UNIVERSIDAD DE COLIMA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-TORREON (live) 10:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-WERDER BREMEN (live) 2 pm. 

Netherlnads HERENVEEN-AJAX (live) 4:30 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-GUADALAJARA (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-SANTOS (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

SATURDAY, 

NBC 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) Noon. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

NWSL Playoffs FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal (live), 2 pm. 

NWSL Playoffs WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (live), 8 pm 

NBCSN 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

Mun2 



England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy HELLAS VERONA-AC MILAN (live) 11:30 am. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain ELCHE-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 12:30 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain VlLLAREAL-VALLADOLID (livE) 5 pm. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England HULL CITY-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-NUREMBERG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany HERTHA BERLIN-HAMBURG (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay RENTISTAS-NACIONAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

Germany HANNOVER-SCHALKE (live) 4:30 pm. 

Mexico MERIDA-ZACATEPEC (live) 7 pm. 

UNiVISiON DEPORTES 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (live) 11 am. 
France LYON-STADE DE REIMS (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-UNAM (live) 10 pm. 

UNIViSION 

Mexico AMERICA-MONARCAS (live) 5 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS MONTREAL-HOUSTON (live) 7 pm. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-TORONTO (live) 7 pro. 

MLS VANCOUVER-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-COLUMBUS (live) 9:30 pm. 

ESPN2 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (liv~ 10 pm. 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY(liv~ 11am. 

Mun2 
England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

BeIN SPORT 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

France NANTES-PSG (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Italy LIVORNO-ROMA (delay) 7:15 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-RAYO (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-SEVlLLA (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORT LIVE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

NWSL FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal, (delay) 8 pm= 

NWSL WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (delay) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-ALTAMIRA (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil VASCO-CORINTHIANS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay DEFENSOR-PENAROL (live) 5 pm. 



Argentina ESTUDIANTES-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 8:15 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA=VERACRUZ (live) 1 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHIVAS USA-NEWYORK (live) 5 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 1 pro. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

ESPN3,com 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pro. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (live) 3 

BelN SPORT 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Capital One Cup LIVERPOOL-NOTTS COUNTY (live) 2:40 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Leagues offering live streaming of games include: 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

[<image001 ~ pg>] 

Soccer Arnerica on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America ] Paul Kennedy ] Ridqe Mahonev I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook; Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation~,socceramerica corn 
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We welcome and appreciate fop,^zarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:45 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros ! @gmaJl.com) 

~msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; pacma~@uncaa.unc.edu 

Let’s Watch the game 

Jason, 

I have asked all the players to tell me which EPL team they are following. If you don’t mind reply to each player and thank them (I always try to say something 

about their choice to get them excited). And then store it in the folder: "Let’s Watch The Game". 

Thank you!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:58 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: Please pick your team and e~nail me back (with your selection) before Th practice! 

I agree! 

Ses~f.~"om my Verizon IFireie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

@live.unc.edu> wrote: 

My club coach thi~s they have the most "charisma and style." Should be thn to watch! 

Sent frown my iPhone 

at 5:41 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~emaJd.unc.edu> wrote: 

OK![ You guys have picked the most cotort:uf coach!!! Ne is the most interesting coach in the world (and one of the best)H 

Se~t= Wednesday, 5:30 PM 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
$ubjeet= Re: Please pick your team and email me back (with your selection) before Th practice[ 

Hi Anion, 

My roomie and I roll be follomng Chelsea. I’m looking ~rwavd to tNs weekend~ ~ 

Tha~ 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On at 2:12 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edtc> wrote: 

This is the begirming of my never ending desire to encourage NI of you to become rims of the game, My mo~:ivatRm is en~:irely selfish: 

will help you become better soccer p~ayers (and then o~: course we w~fl have a better ~eam}. 

Ever,to~e has to select fro~ ar~o~g these five teams i~ the EPL’, 

Arsenal 

Ma~ U 

Chelsea 

Man C~ty 

To t [:~ r~ h i~ 

Once you have p~cked your team, EVERY WEEKEND I wou~d fike you to watch at ~esst one half of their game. ~[: d~ey are not playing 

TV) then you have to watch 45 minutes of the EPL Review show. Perhaps each house should decide on a team and Lhen watch k LogeLher 

(any suggestions!solutions would be appredated). Yore w~ record the EPL games so a]~ the freshmen can watch them h~ McCaski~l. 

F~m= Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 4:07 AN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 

Nednesday, <~$VRD187.jpg~Tweet This l<~w~m~7.j~g~Share Thi~ 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

UEFA Champions League playoffs continue on Wednesday. _. Also on Wednesday: Chelsea hosts 

Aston Villa; Atletico Madrid faces Barcelona in the first leg of the Spanish Supercopa; MLS Week 26 

kicks off. 

[<~-WRD 187.jpg~"t 

(A# t#nes Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

WEDNESDAY 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (live) 2:30 pm. 



UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League LUDOGORETS RAZGRAD-BASEL (delay) 7:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League DINAMO-AUSTRIA WIEN (delay) 9:30 pro. 

UEFA Champions League STEAU BUCHAREST-LEGIA WARSZAWA (delay) 11:30 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana LIBERTAD-MINEROS (live) 7 pm. 

NBGSN 

England CHELSEA-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 

ESPN2 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm, 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pro, 

Mexico VERACRUZ-LOBOS BUAP (live) 8 

UNIViSiON DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico MONTERREY-ALTAMIRA (live) 10 pro, 

BeIN SPORT 

Copa do Brasii CRUZEIRO-FLAMENCO (live) 8:45 pro. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS CHIVAS USA-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-PACHUCA (live) 8 prn. 

Copa Mexico ZACATEPEC-TIGRES (live) 10 prn. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana LIGA DE LOJA-NACIONAL (live) 2 pro. 

Copa Sudamericana SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 6:30 prn. 

Copa Sudamericana DEPORTIVO PASTO-COLO COLO (live) 8:30 prn. 

UNIViSiON DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League SPORTING SAN MIGUELITO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Santiago Bernabeau Trophy REAL MADRID-AL SAAD (live) 4:30 

Copa do Brasii BOTAFOGO-ATLETICO MG (live) 8:45 pm. 

NBGSN 

MLS CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

BeIN SPORT 

FranceMONACO-TOULOUSE (live)2:30 prn. 

UNIViSiON DEPORTES 

France MONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-UNIVERSIDAD DE COLIMA (live) 10 pro= 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pro. 

Mexico TIJUANA-TORREON (live) 10:30 pro. 

GOLTV 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-WERDER BREMEN (live) 2 pm, 

Netherinads HERENVEEN-AJAX (live) 4:30 pro, 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-GUADALAJARA (live) 8:30 

Mexico TIJUANA-SANTOS (live) 10:30 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pro. 



SATURDAY, 

NBC 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) Noon. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

NWSL Playoffs FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal (live), 2 pm. 

NWSL Playoffs WESTERN NEW YORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (live), 8 pm 

NBCSN 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

Mun2 
England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am= 

BeIN SPORT 

Italy HELLAS VERONA-AC MILAN (live) 11:30 am. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

BeIN SPORT en Espanyoi 

Spain ELCHE-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 12:30 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain VlLLAREAL-VALLADOLID (livE) 5 pm. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-V~ST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England HULL CITY-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-NUREMBERG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany HERTHA BERLIN-HAMBURG (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay RENTISTAS-NACIONAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

Germany HANNOVER-SCHALKE (live) 4:30 pm. 

Mexico MERIDA-ZACATEPEC (live) 7 pm. 

UNIViSiON DEPORTES 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (live) 11 am. 
France LYON-STADE DE REIMS (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-UNAM (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico AMERICA-MONARCAS (live) 6 pm= 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS MONTREAL-HOUSTON (live) 7 pm. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-TORONTO (live) 7 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm= 

MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm= 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-COLUMBUS (live) 9:30 pm. 

SUNDAY, 

ESPN2 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND(liv~ 10pm. 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY(live) 11am. 

Mun2 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

BeIN SPORT 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

France NANTES-PSG (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Italy LIVORNO-ROMA (delay) 7:15 pm. 

BeIN SPORT en Espanyoi 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 



Spain ATLETICO MADRID-RAYO (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-SEVILLA (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORT LIVE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CITY4VlANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

NWSL FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal, (delay) 8 pm. 

NWSL WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (delay) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 
Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-ALTAMIRA (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil VASCO-CORINTHIANS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay DEFENSOR-PENAROL (live) 5 pm. 

Argentina ESTUDIANTES-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 8:15 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA-VERACRUZ (live) 1 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHIVAS USA=NEW¥ORK (live) 5 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 1 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

BeIN SPORT 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

TUeSDaY, 

BelN SPORT 

Capital One Cup LIVERPOOL-NOTTS COUNTY (live) 2:40 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG=BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Le;~gues offering live streaming of games include: 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A [V </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT]/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 7:20 PM 

~hotmail.com> 

RE: Please pick your team and email me back (with your selection) before Th practice! 

Let, s see how they do in the post Ferguson era - should be an interesting year to watch! 

From: ~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:57 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject; Re: Please pick your team and email me back (with your selection) before Th practice! 

I choose Man U’. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:12 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu~ wrote: 

This is the beginning of my never ending desire to encourage all of you to become fans of the game. My motivation is entirely sethsh: it will help you 

become better soccer players (and then of course we will have a better Learn}. 

Everyone h~s to select from among these five teams h~ the EPL: 

Arsena~ 

Man U 

{::he~ea 

Man City 

Tottenham 

Once you have picked your team, EVERY WEEKEND I wou~d I~ke you to watch at least one half of their game. ~f they are not playing (on TV) then you 

have to watch 45 m~nutes of the EP[ Review show. Perhaps each house should deride on a team ~nd then watch it together 

sugges~:~ot~sisok~tkms would be appredated). Tom wHI record the EPL gi~mes so aH the fleshmet~ ci~n watch them ir~ McCasMH. 

F~m; Soccer America [mail~:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, 4:07 AM 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Soccer On W: Wednesday, 

]<~-,WRD 187,ipg>l 

Nednesday, 

I<~-WRD 187 ,iPg>l 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

UEFA Champions League playoffs continue on Wednesday.... Also on Wednesday: Chelsea hosts 

Aston Villa; Atletico Madrid faces Barcelona in the first leg of the Spanish Supercopa; MLS Week 26 

kicks off. 

[~WRD187.jpg:~ 

(All ~imes Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League LUDOGORETS RAZGRAD-BASEL (delay) 7:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League DINAMO-AUSTRIA WlEN (delay) 9:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League STEAU BUCHAREST-LEGIA WARSZAWA (delay) 11:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana LIBERTAD-MINEROS (live) 7 pm. 

NBCSN 

England CHELSEA-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN2 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-LOBOS BUAP (live) 8 pm. 



UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico MONTERREY-ALTAMIRA (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Copa do Brasil CRUZEIRO-FLAMENGO (live) 8:45 pro. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS CHIVAS USA-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN3,com 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico ZACATEPEC-TIGRES (live) 10 pro. 

THURSDAY, 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana LIGA DE LOJA-NACIONAL (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 6:30 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana DEPORTIVO PASTO-COLO COLD (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League SPORTING SAN MIGUELITO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 

BelN SPORT 

Santiago Bernabeau Trophy REAL MADRID-AL SAAD (live) 4:30 pm. 

Copa do Brasil BOTAFOGO-ATLETICO MG (live) 8:45 pm. 

NBGSN 

MLS CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

FranceMONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

France MONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-UNIVERSIDAD DE COLIMA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pro. 

Mexico TIJUANA-TORREON (live) 10:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTIVIUND-WERDER BREMEN (live) 2 pro. 

Netherlnads HERENVEEN-AJAX (live) 4:30 pro. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-GUADALAJARA (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-SANTOS (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

SATL~RDAY~ 

NBC 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) Noon. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

NWSL Playoffs FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal (live), 2 

NWSL Playoffs WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (live), 8 pm 

NBCSN 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

Mun2 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy HELLAS VERONA-AC MILAN (live) 11:30 am. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pro. 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pro. 



BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain ELCHE-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 12:30 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain VILLAREAL-VALLADOLID (livE) 5 pm. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England HULL CITY-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-NUREMBERG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany HERTHA BERLIN-HAMBURG (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay RENTISTAS-NACIONAL (live) 2:30 pro. 

Germany HANNOVER-SCHALKE (live) 4:30 pm. 

Mexico MERIDA-ZACATEPEC (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (live) 11 am. 

France LYON-STADE DE REIMS (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-UNAM (live) 10 pm. 

UNIViSION 

Mexico AMERICA-MONARCAS (live) 6 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS MONTREAL-HOUSTON (live) 7 pm. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-TORONTO (live) 7 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-COLUMBUS (live) 9:30 pm. 

SUNOAY, 

ESPN2 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (liv~ 10 pm. 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY(liv~ 11am. 

Mun2 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am= 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

France NANTES-PSG (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Italy LIVORNO-ROMA (delay) 7:15 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyoi 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-RAYO (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-SEVlLLA (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORT LIVE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

NWSL FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal, (delay) 8 pm. 

NWSL WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (delay) 10 pro. 

GOLTV 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-ALTAMIRA (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil VASCO-CORINTHIANS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay DEFENSOR-PENAROL (live) 5 pm. 

Argentina ESTUDIANTES-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 8:15 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA-VERACRUZ (live) 1 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHIVAS USA-NEW YORK (live) 5 pm. 
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AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA4~RUZ AZUL (live) 1 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7:30 pm, 

ESPN3.com 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm, 

NBCSN 
England MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

BeiN SPORT 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

TUESDAY 

BelN SPORT 

Capital One Cup LIVERPOOL-NOTTS COUNTY (live) 2:40 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

Colieqe Soccer on TV 

Leagues offerin,g live s~reaming of games include: 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America i Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebeok: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 
Soccer on TV for Wednesday 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown 

You are receiving this new’sletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate foP,^Jarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

I<~WRD 187.jpg;~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A [V </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday,               7:35 PN 

@gmail.com> 

RE: Please pick your team and email me back (with your selection) before Th practice! 

A lot of support going the way of the champs! Can they repeat without Sir Alex? Will Rooney stay.., or go... stay tuned! 

From-" @gmaiLcom] 
Sent; Wednesday, 7:33 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject; Re: Please pick your team and email me back (with your selection) before Th practice! 

Hey A3~son, 

I am choosing Man U! 

Sent from nay iPhone 

O11 , at 2:12 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.nnc.edtr> wrote: 

Ladies, 

This ia the! beginning of nly new-:~r ~-:mding desire to ~-’_!rlcourage all of you 1o become fans of the game. My mot~w~tion ~s entFely selfish: it w~ll he~p you 

become better soccer players (and then of course we will have a better [:eam). 

Everyone has Lo select from amon~ these ~:~ve teams ~r~ Lhe EPL: 

Arsena~ 

Man U 

Chelsea 

Man CRy 

Tort et~ h a m 

Once you have picked your Learn, EVERY WEEKEND I wou~d Hke you to watch at ~east one half of their game. ffthey are noL play~ng {on TV) then you 

have to watch 45 m~nuLes of the EPL Review show. Perhaps each house should deride on a team and then watch it together’ (any 

suggest~ons!sok~t~ons wou~d be appredsted). Tom wH~ record the EPL games so aH the freshmen can watch them in McCask~L 

F~m= Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:07 AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Soccer On ~: Wednesday, 

I<.~WRD187jpg~-~ 
/Vednesday,. 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

UEFA Champions League playoffs continue on Wednesday.... Also on Wednesday: Chelsea hosts 

Aston Villa; Atletico Madrid faces Barcelona in the first leg of the Spanish Supercopa; MLS Week 26 

kicks off. 

[<~-,WRD 187.j pg>I 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listing& Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

WEDNESOAY 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League LUDOGORETS RAZGRAD-BASEL (delay) 7:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League DINAMO-AUSTRIA WIEN (delay) 9:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League STEAU BUCHAREST-LEGIA WARSZAWA (delay) 11:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana LIBERTAD-MINEROS (live) 7 pm. 

NBCSN 

England CHELSEA-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN2 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 



ESPN DEPORTES 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-LOBOS BUAP (live) 8 pm. 

UNiViSION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico MONTERREY-ALTAMIRA (live) 10 pm. 

BeIN SPORT 

Copa do Brasil CRUZEIRO-FLAMENGO (live) 8:45 pro. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS CHIVAS USA=DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico ZACATEPEC-TIGRES (live) 10 pro. 

THUF~SD~Y, 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana LIGA DE LOJA-NACIONAL (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 6:30 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana DEPORTIVO PASTO-COLO COLO (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League SPORTING SAN MIGUELITO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pm. 

BeIN SPORT 

Santiago Bernabeau Trophy REAL MADRID-AL SAAD (live) 4:30 pm. 

Copa do Brasil BOTAFOGO-ATLETICO MG (live) 8:45 pm. 

NBCSN 

MLS CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

BeIN SPORT 

FranceMONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIViSION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-UNIVERSIDAD DE COLIMA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pro. 

Mexico TIJUANA-TORREON (live) 10:30 pro. 

GOLTV 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTIVlUND-WERDER BREMEN (live) 2 pro. 

Netherlnads HERENVEEN-AJAX (live) 4:30 pm. 

AZ’TECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-GUADALAJARA (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-SANTOS (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3,com 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pro. 

NBC 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) Noon. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

NWSL Playoffs FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal (live), 2 

NWSL Piayoffs WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (live), 8 pm 

NBCSN 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

Mun2 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 



BeIN SPORT 

Italy HELLAS VERONA-AC MILAN (live) 11:30 am. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain ELCHE-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 12:30 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain VlLLAREAL-VALLADOLID (livE) 5 pm. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England HULL CITY-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-NUREMBERG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany HERTHA BERLIN-HAMBURG (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay RENTISTAS-NACIONAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

Germany HANNOVER-SCHALKE (live) 4:30 pm. 

Mexico MERIDA-ZACATEPEC (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (live) 11 am. 
France LYON-STADE DE REIMS (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-UNAM (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico AMERICA-MONARCAS (live) 6 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS MONTREAL-HOUSTON (live) 7 pm. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-TORONTO (live) 7 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-COLUMBUS (live) 9:30 pm. 

SUNOAY, 

ESPN2 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (liv~ 10 pm. 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY(liv@ 11am. 

Mun2 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

France NANTES-PSG (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Italy LIVORNO-ROMA (delay) 7:15 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 arm. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-RAYO (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-SEVILLA (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORT LIVE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

NWSL FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal, (delay) 8 pm. 

NWSL WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (delay) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-ALTAMIRA (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil VASCO-CORINTHIANS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay DEFENSOR-PENAROL (live) 5 pm. 

Argentina ESTUDIANTES-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 8:15 pm. 
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UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA-VERACRUZ (live) 1 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHIVAS USA-NEW YORK (live) 5 pro. 

AZTEGA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA~3RUZ AZUL (live) 1 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

BeIN SPORT 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pro. 

TUESDAY, 

BelN SPORT 

Capital One Cup LIVERPOOL-NOTTS COUNTY (live) 2:40 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Leagues olfering live s~reaming of gapr~es inck~de: 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebeok: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 
Soccer on TV for Wednesday, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown 

You are receiving this new’sletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 
If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica corn 
Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate fop,^/arding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE [V (ANSON)> 

Wednesday,              9:05 PN 

@yahoo.corn> 

RE: Please pick your team and email me back (with your selection) before Th practice! 

Great, We’ll see how the Red Devils do without Sir Alex - should be interesting!!! 

From: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:35 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject; Re: Please pick your team and email me back (with your selection) before Th practice! 

Anson, 

I’ll be watching Manchester United! 

Can’t wait ’. 

O11 ~ at 2:12 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~:emaJl.unc.edtr~ wrote: 

Ladies, 

This is the! beginning of nly new-:~r ~-:mding desire to e]~courage all of you to become fans of the game. My mot~w~ti.:)n ~s entirely selfish: it w~ll he~p you 

become better soccer players (and then of course we will have a better 

Everyone has Lo select from amon~ these ~:~ve teams ~r~ Lhe EPL: 

Arsena~ 

Man U 

{::he,sea 

Man CRy 

Tottenham 

Once you have picked your Learn, EVERY WEEKEND I wou~d Hke you to watch at least one hslf of their game. ff they are noL play~n~ (on TV) then you 

have to watch 45 m~n~tes of the EPL Review show. Perhaps each house should deride on a team and then watch it together (any 

suggest~ons!sok~t~ons wou~d be appredated). Tom w~l~ record the EPL games so aH the freshmen can watch them in McCask~L 

~; Soccer America [ma~l~:news@socceramer~ca.com] 
SeBt= Wednesday, 4:07 AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
$~bjeCt= Soccer On ~: Wednesday, 

I<.~WRD187jpg:-~ 
Nednesday 

I<~-WRD 187.j Pg>l 

<~WRDI ~7..ipg>tTweet T h is 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

UEFA Champions League playoffs continue on Wednesday.... Also on Wednesday: Chelsea hosts 

Aston Villa; Atletico Madrid faces Barcelona in the first leg of the Spanish Supercopa; MLS Week 26 

kicks off. 

[<--,WRD 187.j pg>I 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listing& Soccer on TV is 

updated daily thtoughout the week.) 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League LUDOGORETS RAZGRAD-BASEL (delay) 7:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League DINAMO-AUSTRIA WIEN (delay) 9:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League STEAU BUCHAREST-LEGIA WARSZAWA (delay) 11:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana LIBERTAD-MINEROS (live) 7 pm. 

NBCSN 

England CHELSEA-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN2 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 



ESPN DEPORTES 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-LOBOS BUAP (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico MONTERREY-ALTAMIRA (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Copa do Brasil CRUZEIRO-FLAMENGO (live) 8:45 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS CHIVAS USA-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico OAXACA=PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico ZACATEPEC-TIGRES (live) 10 pm. 

THURSDAY~ 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana LIGA DE LOJA-NACIONAL (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 6:30 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana DEPORTIVO PASTO-COLO COLO (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League SPORTING SAN MIGUELITO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pm= 

BeIN SPORT 

Santiago Bernabeau Trophy REAL MADRID-AL SAAD (live) 4:30 pm. 

Copa do Brasil BOTAFOGO-ATLETICO MG (live) 8:45 pm. 

NBCSN 

MLS CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

BeIN SPORT 

FranceMONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-UNIVERSIDAD DE COLIMA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-TORREON (live) 10:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-WERDER BREMEN (live) 2 pm. 

Netherlnads HERENVEEN-AJAX (live) 4:30 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-GUADALAJARA (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-SANTOS (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

SAT~J~DAY, 

NBC 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) Neon. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

NWSL Playoffs FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal (live), 2 

NWSL Playoffs WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (live), 8 pm 

NBCSN 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

Mun2 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy HELLAS VERONA-AC MILAN (live) 11:30 am. 



Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain ELCHE-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 12:30 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain VlLLAREAL-VALLADOLID (livE) 5 pm. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England HULL CITY-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-NUREMBERG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany HERTHA BERLIN-HAMBURG (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay RENTISTAS-NACIONAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

Germany HANNOVER-SCHALKE (live) 4:30 pm. 

Mexico MERIDA-ZACATEPEC (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (live) 11 am. 
France LYON-STADE DE REIMS (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-UNAM (live) 10 pm. 

UNiVISION 

Mexico AMERICA-MONARCAS (live) 6 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS MONTREAL-HOUSTON (live) 7 pm. 

MLS D,C, UNITED-TORONTO (live) 7 pm, 

MLS VANCOUVER-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-COLUMBUS (live) 9:30 pm= 

ESPN2 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (liv@ 10 pm. 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY(liv~ 11am. 

Mun2 
England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

BeIN SPORT 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

France NANTES-PSG (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Italy LIVORNO-ROMA (delay) 7:15 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-RAYO (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-SEVlLLA (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORT LIVE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

NWSL FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal, (delay) 8 pm. 

NWSL WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (delay) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-ALTAMIRA (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil VASCO-CORINTHIANS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay DEFENSOR-PENAROL (live) 5 pm. 

Argentina ESTUDIANTES-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 8:15 pm. 

UNiViSION 



Mexico TOLUCA-VERACRUZ (live) 1 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHIVAS USA-NEW YORK (live) 5 pm= 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 1 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

BeIN SPORT 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Capital One Cup LIVERPOOL-NOTTS COUNTY (live) 2:40 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Leag~Jes offering live strea[~qing of games 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 9:19 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: Please pick your team and e~nail me back (with your selection) before Th practice! 

I thi~ you ~ye the only one who actu~Jly does love watching the game! 

Se~t.~°om my VeHzon ~Fireless 4G L2’E 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Ans, 

My team for sure will be M~ches~er United! 

On Thu, at 6:12 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <~son(~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

Yhis is the begirming of my never ending desire to encot~rage all of yot~ Lo become fsns of the game. My rnotivado~ ~s entir~y s~fish: ~t w~ help you become 

better soccer players (a~d then of course we will have a better team), 

Everyone has to select from among these five teams in the [PL: 

Arsenal 

M~n U 

Chelsea 

Man City 

Tottenham 

Once you have p~cked your tearn, EVERY WEEKEHD ~ would ~ke you to wstch st ~east one haft of their ~ame~ If they are not p~ayin8 (on TV) then you have to 

watch 45 m~nutes of the EP[ Review show~ Perhaps each house shotdd deride on a team and then watch ~t to~ethe~ (any su~Sestionsisolutions wotdd ~e 

appreci~ted)~ Tom will record the EPL 8ames so a~l the freshmen c~n watch them ~n McCaskill. 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:07 AN 
To: Dorrance, Nber~ A IV 
Subject: Soccer On IV: Wednesday, 
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UEFA Champions League playoffs continue on Wednesday.... Also on Wednesday: Chelsea hosts 

Aston Villa; Atletico Madrid faces Barcelona in the first leg of the Spanish Supercopa; MLS Week 26 

kicks off. 

(Aft dines Eastern unless noted. TV programmh~g is always subject to change. Check your local 

listings. Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

~EONESOAY, 

FOX SPORTS t 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League LUDOGORETS RAZGRAD-BASEL (delay) 7:30 

UEFA Champions League DINAMO-AUSTRIA WIEN (delay) 9:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League STEAU BUCHAREST-LEGIA WARSZAWA (delay) 11:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana LIBERTAD-MINEROS (live) 7 pm. 

NBCSN 

England CHELSEA-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN2 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pro. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-LOBOS BUAP (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico MONTERREY-ALTAMIRA (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Copa do Brasil CRUZEIRO-FLAMENGO (live) 8:45 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS CHIVAS USA-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico ZACATEPEC-TIGRES (live) 10 pm. 

THURSOAY~ 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana LIGA DE LOJA-NACIONAL (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 6:30 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana DEPORTIVO PASTO-COLO COLO (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League SPORTING SAN MIGUELITO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Santiago Bernabeau Trophy REAL MADRID-AL SAAD (live) 4:30 pm. 

Copa do Brasil BOTAFOGO-ATLETICO MG (live) 8:45 pm. 

FRIDAY 

NBCSN 

MLS CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

FranceMONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

France MONACO=TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-UNIVERSIDAD DE COLIMA (live) 10 pm. 

i 
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ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-TORREON (live) 10:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-WERDER BREMEN (live) 2 pm. 

Netherlnads HERENVEEN-AJAX (live) 4:30 pro. 

AZ’FECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-GUADALAJARA (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-SANTOS (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

NBC 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) Noon. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

NWSL Playoffs FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal (live), 2 pro. 

NWSL Playoffs WESTERN NEW YORK-.SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (live), 8 pm 

NBCSN 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

Mun2 

England FULHAIVI-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy HELLAS VERONA-AC MILAN (live) 11:30 am. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pro. 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain ELCHE-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 12:30 pro. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain VILLAREAL-VALLADOLID (livE) 5 pm. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England HULL CITY-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-NUREMBERG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany HERTHA BERLIN-HAMBURG (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay RENTISTAS-NACIONAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

Germany HANNOVER-SCHALKE (live) 4:30 pro. 

Mexico MERIDA-ZACATEPEC (live) 7 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (live) 11 am. 
France LYON-STADE DE REIMS (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-UNAM (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVlSION 

Mexico AMERICA-MONARCAS (live) 6 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS MONTREAL-HOUSTON (live) 7 pm. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-TORONTO (live) 7 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-COLUMBUS (live) 9:30 pro. 

SUNDAY, 

ESPN2 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 



NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

Mun2 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

France NANTES-PSG (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Italy LIVORNO=ROMA (delay) 7:15 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pro. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-RAYO (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-SEVILLA (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORT LiVE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

NWSL FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal, (delay) 8 pm. 

NWSL WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (delay) 10 pm. 

GOL’rV 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-ALTAMIRA (live) 1 

Brazil VASCO-CORINTHIANS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay DEFENSOR-PENAROL (live) 5 pm. 

Argentina ESTUDIANTES-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 8:15 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA-VERACRUZ (live) I pro. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHIVAS USA-NEW YORK (live) 5 pro. 

AZ’FECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 1 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

Mo~d~y 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain GRANADA=REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm= 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

TUESDAY, 

BelN SPORT 

Capital One Cup LIVERPOOL-NOTTS COUNTY (live) 2:40 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Leagues offering live streaming of games include: 

Major Lea.que Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer League 

Soccer America on Twitter: 



Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Rid.qe Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Goo~le+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 
Soccer on TV for Wednesday, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson~,uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 9:46 AM 

~aol.com 

l~W: All the best this yeast! 

From: Katie Mac Lean [rnailto:katie@abcsportscamps.com] 
Sent= Thursday, August 22, 20:t3 7:36 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject= All the best this year! 
Coach Anson, 

Good luck this year and I hope the team does as well as last yeax! Did you know that we handle the online camps for 100s of college soccer camps nationwide: Check 

out a few: 

U~iv of Washin~to~ Soccer Camps 

::::::::::::::::::::: ’:a.:’ i!::;,~::::=.,~::~ ~ ::~ 

We would love the opportunity to build you a free killer camp website to show off your program, Our software is a professional and easy to online 
solution for your cam administration work! No training required! We host the service and offer free and unlimited customer service, It makes a 

great first impression on parents. All you have to do is put the link on your athletic page! 

Shoot me and email if interested and I’ll schedule a quick online demo with you and show you how easy we make the running of ca~’r~pSr 

removed by removed by 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 9:46 AM 

~rocketmail.com> 

Pal:;: Please pick your team aaad emaJl tne back (with your selection) before Th practice! 

Excellent and good job this week in training. 

From: @rocketmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday,. 7:55 AM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Please pick your team and email me back (with your selection) before Th practice! 

Hey Anson 

I’ve picked to watch Man U 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 2:12 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

This is the beginning of my never ending desire to encourage all of you to become fans of the game. My motivation is entirely selfish: it will help you 

become better soccer players (and then of course we will have a better team). 

Everyone has Lo se~ecl: flom among these 5w~ teams ~n Lhe EPL: 

Arsena~ 

Man U 

Chelsea 

Man Cky 

ToLte~ham 

O~ce you have p~cked your Learn, EVERY W~EKEND I would Hke you to watch at least one half of their game. If they are noL play~ng (on TV) then you 

have to watch 45 m~[~u~es of the EPL Review show~ Perhaps each house should deride o~ a team and then watch it toAether (any 

suggestkmsisok~t~ons would be appredated). Tom will record the EPL games so aH the freshmen can watch them h~ McCas[d[[ 

~ Soccer America [mailto:news@soccerameHca.com] 
$e~t= Wednesday, 4:07 AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A LV 
Subjeet: Soccer On W: Wednesday, 

1< ~WRD187.iDo~’q 

/Vednesday, 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

I< ~WRD 187 j Pg>l 

<~WRD187.jpg>]Tweet This I<~wRU187.jp.>lShare Thi~ 

[~-WRD187.j pg~ UEFA Champions League playoffs continue on Wednesday.... Also on Wednesday: Chelsea hosts 

Aston Villa; Atletico Madrid faces Barcelona in the first leg of the Spanish Supercopa; MLS Week 26 

kicks off. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV ptegramming is always subject to change. Check your local listing& Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

WEDNESOAY, 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (delay) 5 pro. 

UEFA Champions League LUDOGORETS RAZGRAD=BASEL (delay) 7:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League DINAMO-AUSTRIA WIEN (delay) 9:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League STEAU BUCHAREST-LEGIA WARSZAWA (delay) 11:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana LIBERTAD-MINEROS (live) 7 pm. 

NBCSN 

England CHELSEA-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN2 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 



ESPN DEPORTES 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-LOBOS BUAP (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico MONTERREY-ALTAMIRA (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Copa do Brasil CRUZEIRO-FLAMENGO (live) 8:45 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS CHIVAS USA-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico OAXACA=PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico ZACATEPEC-TIGRES (live) 10 pm. 

THURSDAY~ 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana LIGA DE LOJA-NACIONAL (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 6:30 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana DEPORTIVO PASTO-COLO COLO (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League SPORTING SAN MIGUELITO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pm= 

BeIN SPORT 

Santiago Bernabeau Trophy REAL MADRID-AL SAAD (live) 4:30 pm. 

Copa do Brasil BOTAFOGO-ATLETICO MG (live) 8:45 pm. 

NBCSN 

MLS CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

BeIN SPORT 

FranceMONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-UNIVERSIDAD DE COLIMA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-TORREON (live) 10:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-WERDER BREMEN (live) 2 pm. 

Nethednads HERENVEEN-AJAX (live) 4:30 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-GUADALAJARA (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-SANTOS (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

SAT~JRDAY. 

NBC 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) Neon. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

NWSL Playoffs FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal (live), 2 pm= 

NWSL Playoffs WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (live), 8 pm 

NBCSN 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

Mun2 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 



BeIN SPORT 

Italy HELLAS VERONA-AC MILAN (live) 11:30 am. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain ELCHE-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 12:30 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain VlLLAREAL-VALLADOLID (livE) 5 pm. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England HULL CITY-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-NUREMBERG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany HERTHA BERLIN-HAMBURG (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay RENTISTAS-NACIONAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

Germany HANNOVER-SCHALKE (live) 4:30 pm. 

Mexico MERIDA-ZACATEPEC (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (live) 11 am. 
France LYON-STADE DE REIMS (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-UNAM (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico AMERICA-MONARCAS (live) 6 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS MONTREAL-HOUSTON (live) 7 pm. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-TORONTO (live) 7 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-COLUMBUS (live) 9:30 pm. 

SUNOAY, 

ESPN2 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (liv~ 10 pm. 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY(liv@ 11am. 

Mun2 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

France NANTES-PSG (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Italy LIVORNO-ROMA (delay) 7:15 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 arm. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-RAYO (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-SEVILLA (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORT LIVE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

NWSL FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal, (delay) 8 pm. 

NWSL WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (delay) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-ALTAMIRA (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil VASCO-CORINTHIANS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay DEFENSOR-PENAROL (live) 5 pm. 

Argentina ESTUDIANTES-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 8:15 pm. 



UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA-VERACRUZ (live) 1 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHIVAS USA-NEW YORK (live) 5 pm. 

AZTEGA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA~3RUZ AZUL (live) 1 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

BeIN SPORT 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pro. 

TUESDAY, 

BelN SPORT 

Capital One Cup LIVERPOOL-NOTTS COUNTY (live) 2:40 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Lea#ues eflerin# live streaming of #ames inck~de: 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

[<irnageO01 j pg>] 

Soccer America on Twitter; 

Follow Soccer America i Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebeok: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson(~uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~socceramerica com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 9:55 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

I~E: ACC Women’s Soccer Scheduling Conference Call 

La try, 

You got it! 

Frora: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2013 8:31 AH 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bjeet: RE: ACe Women’s Soccer Scheduling Conference Call 
~son: 

Let’s chat about tiffs when you return to town after this weekend. 

Once again, safe travels and good lucM 

LanT 

~Larry Ga~, 

Executive Associme Dh~clor of Athletics 

Umversity ofNorfl~ C~’olina at Chapel Hill 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, August 21, 2013 11:07 AM 

To:        @msn.com; Ducar, Chris;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros         ;@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
C¢: Cunningham, Bubba; 6allo, Jr., Larry A4 Gwaltney, Clint 
Subject; FW: ACC Women’s Soccer Scheduling Conference Call 
Importance: High 

Boys and girl, 

For your eyes ONLY {p~ease don’~ share). 

~f you go to the 8th s~de you will see ~n the lower ~eft the future schedule of the ACC We voted to go with th~s "Pod" system on a six week cycle. What ~ ~ove about 

tNs ~s the exposure puMica~y 

many, the t~umbers ~ndicate we have done OK for the ACC {even ~n years when we have not won the nationa~ championship) It was also ftm (even [torn some of 

the ~haters") ~o I~sten to a~ the howling o[: ~eams that now wil~ not have us on a permanent yearly schedule. And even though we have never been able ~o lead a 

vote in any d~rection (’I[: UNC wants d~s then we have to vote against ~V’), ~t was an absolute pleasure to fee~ everyone upset if we were not on their yearly 

schedule~ 

Schadenfreude~ ~t gets me out of bed every morning with the energy to continue to torture euery "hater" that ~s out there. ~s this a wonderfu~ country or what? 

F~m= Pierce, Kris [mailto:kpierce@theacc.org] 
Sent~ Tuesday, August 06, 2013 5:57 PN 
Te~ Alison Foley (fNeyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A N; Charles Adair (adair@~.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@demson.edu); Grey Niller (qm~ller@athletics.pi~.edu); 
Jonathan Norgan 0_~$_$_$_~_@~_~?~,~_~); Karen Ferguson-Dayes (~_L~t?_@_g_¢gkE~_~9_t~); Nark Krikorian ~£j~¢[[~_~f~_~_~j_~_~,~_~); Nary-Frances Nonroe 

(m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.~@nd.edu); Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson 
(sswanson@virqiNa.edu); Tim San~ro (~santor@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@~u.edu) 
~¢~ Na~ Conway (BC) (g~B_~_g~f~_bG_¢g_~); Kirk Bruce (~b_L~g~_~b_[¢~[~=~_¢g_~); Vanessa Fuchs (~9_[?~_@~g_t~_[[?_:[~_~=¢~_~); Butler, Lee; Moore, Donald; Barre~, Jennie; 

Fraser, Alex 
Subjeet~ ACe Women’s Soccer Scheduling Conference Call 
lm~e~anee~ High 

Women’s Soccer Coaches - 

We will have a conference call on Wednesday, August 2~ at ~0 a.m. to discuss the attached material. CalMn information is below. 

As requested, we have compiled data and schedule models based on a 3-year RPI average. It was also suggested that we consider a 6-year average RPI, and I’ve 

included metrics for six years as well thanks to Steve Swanson and his staff. As you consider this data and prepare to make a recommendation on the call, I request 

that you consider the following: 

* Do you want to play in pods based on RPI or divisions? 

* Do you want to use permanent partners? 

We technically have a passing vote of 6-5 to host a 10-team championship. We will bring that recommendation forward to the SWAs in October, but I have included 

the 8-, IO-and 12-team brackets in the materials should someone want to revisit this issue. 
st As always, please let me know if you have questions. I look forward to our d~scussion on the 

Thanks! 

Kris 

ACC Women’s Soccer Conference Cal~ 
Wednesday, August 

Ca~Mn N~mb~r: 2-865-244-8528 

Passcode: 
KR~S P~ERCE 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Championships & SWA 

O: 336.369.4652 I C: 

~heA~ cem ¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 9:57 AM 

.la~)n Sisneros ! @gmaJl.com) 

FW: NSCAA College Scoreboard FINAL UPDATE 

Please take care o1: atl this kind o[: stu[:f for us ._. Thank you! 

From: TopDrawerSoccer.com [mailto:scoreboard@topdrawersoccer.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, August 22, 2013 9:01 Alvl 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" NSCAA College Scoreboard - F~NAL UPDATE 

Hi Anson, 

With the 2013 season nearly upon us, here are 6 THINGS YOU NEED TO KNOW about the TDS/NSCAA scoreboard: 

1. Scoreboard Access If you still need access, please register on TopDrawerSoccer.com and then email us and we’ll get you set-up. 

2. Scores Entry ~V..~a~t~c~h~t~!?~2z.[7~.e~c.~.n~.d.~d~.e.~.~.:9~£~.a.~t.}2~.c~k2~!ii~~ (by the way, the entire scores entry process only takes 30 seconds). If you do not have a StatCrew XML 

file, you can simply click on the Manual Scores tab within the interface and enter your score and stats manually. Be sure to mark the game "Finished". 

i.~.i linage removed by sender Scoreboard XML Upload Video 

3. Stats NEW for this year are division stats pages showing the leaders in major statistical categories (goals, assists, shots, etc.). ]~hese stats" based on ~he submflta~d~C~IL 

files’ or manually entered stats, and we do not take any resT)onsibilityj~r their accuracy as it is’ impossible f~)r us to manually update 2500 ~ programs’ stats’ on a daily 

basis. 

4. News/Recaps You can submit your news, game recaps, and press releases directly into our system through the "Recaps & News" tab within the scoreboard interface. 

If it is a game recap and you select the game, it will appear in the box score. These stories will also automatically appear in our archives and on your team’s profile. }Ve 

hNhly recommend doing this because it helps bring added attention and publicity to your program/ 

5. Videos You can upload your game highlights, features, or other videos directly into our system. And just like recaps, if you select the game, it will appear in the box 

score, g~’e highly recommend doing this" becaus’e it helps bring added attention and publicity to your program./ 

6. Player Submissions Did you know that each program has their own inbox within the scoreboard interface? Potential recruits can submit their profile directly to your 

inbox._ without cluttering up your real inbox. See which recruits are interested in your program (they only receive 25 submissions, so they must use them wisely) and 

view their player profile. 

We look forward to a fantastic season and please contact us with any questions. 

See you on the field, 

Seth Burleigh 

VP Operations 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:06 AM 

@gmail.com> 

I~E: Please pick your team and emaJl ~ne back (with your selection) before Th practice! 

Very good!! 

From= ~gmail.com] 
Sent= Thursday, 9:58 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Re: Please pick your team and email me back (with your selection) before Th practice! 

Hi Ans, 

I’m going to watch Manchester United again this year! 

O11 ¯ at 11:12 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

ladies, 

This is the beginning of rny never ending desire to enco~rage ail of yo~ t:o become fans of the game, My motivatkm ~s entirely ~eff~sh: ~t wH~ hel~ you become 

better soccer players (and then of course we will have a better ~:eam). 

Everyone has to select from arnong these five teams in the EPL: 

Arsena~ 

Man lJ 

Chelsea 

Man City 

rott en ha m 

Once you have p~cked your team, EVERY WEEKEND ~ wou~d ~ike you to wsLch st least one haft of thor same. ~f they a~e noL plsyin~ (on TV) then yo~ have Lo watch 

45 m~[~[Jtss o[ the EPL R~v~ew show. P~rhaps each house should dedd~ on s team and then watch k to~ether (any suSAestions!solutions worm be appredated). 

Tom w~H record the EP[ Aam~s so a~l the freshmen can watch them h~ McCaskiH. 

F~m= Soccer America [mailto: news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, 4:07 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~V 
S~bject= Soccer On ~: Wednesday, 

i<’-WRD187.j pg>t 

Nednesday, 

I<.-WRD187.jpg>t 

<-WRD187.,ipg>ITweet This I<-WRD187.jpg>iShare Thi 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

UEFA Champions League playoffs continue on Wednesday.._ Also on Wednesday: Chelsea hosts 

Aston Villa; Atletico Madrid faces Barcelona in the first leg of the Spanish Supercopa; MLS Week 26 

kicks off. 

[<~WRD187.jpg:q 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is ahYays subject to change. Check your local listings.Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

WEDNESDAY 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League LUDOGORETS RAZGRAD-BASEL (delay) 7:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League DINAMO-AUSTRIA WIEN (delay) 9:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League STEAU BUCHAREST-LEGIA WARSZAWA (delay) 11:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana LIBERTAD-MINEROS (live) 7 pm. 

NBCSN 

England CHELSEA-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN2 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-LOBOS BUAP (live) 8 pm. 



UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico MONTERREY-ALTAMIRA (live) 10 pro. 

ReIN SPORT 

Copa do Brasil CRUZEIRO-FLAMENCO (live) 8:45 pm= 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS CHIVAS USA-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 11 pm. 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico ZACATEPEC-TIGRES (live) 10 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana LIGA DE LOJA-NACIONAL (live) 2 pro, 

Copa Sudamericana SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 6:30 pro. 

Copa Sudamericana DEPORTIVO PASTO-COLO COLO (live) 8:30 pro, 

UNlVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League SPORTING SAN MIGUELITO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Santiago Bernabeau Trophy REAL MADRID-AL SAAD (live) 4:30 pm. 

Copa do Brasil BOTAFOGO-ATLETICO MG (live) 8:45 pm. 

NBGSN 

MLS CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

FranceMONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-TOULOUSE (live)2:30 pm. 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-UNIVERSIDAD DE COLIMA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TUUANA-TORREON (live) 10:30 pro. 

GOLTV 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-WERDER BREMEN (live) 2 pro. 

Netherlnads HERENVEEN-AJAX (live) 4:30 pro. 

AZ’TECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-GUADALAJARA (live) 8:30 pro. 

Mexico rIJUANA-SANTOS (live) 10:30 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

NBC 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) Neon. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

NWSL Playoffs FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal (live), 2 pro. 

NWSL Piayoffs WESTERN NEW YORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (live), 8 pm 

NBGSN 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

Mun2 

England FULHAIVI-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy HELLAS VERONA-AC MILAN (live) 11:30 am. 

italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pro. 



France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain ELCHE-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 12:30 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain VlLLAREAL-VALLADOLID (livE) 5 pm. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England HULL CITY-NORVVICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-NUREMBERG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany HERTHA BERLIN-HAMBURG (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay RENTISTAS-NACIONAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

Germany HANNOVER-SCHALKE (live) 4:30 pm. 

Mexico MERIDA-ZACATEPEC (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (live) 11 am. 

France LYON-STADE DE REIMS (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-UNAM (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISlON 

Mexico AMERICA-MONARCAS (live) 6 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS MONTREAL-HOUSTON (live) 7 pm. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-TORONTO (live) 7 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-COLUMBUS (live) 9:30 pm. 

ESPN2 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY(liv~ 11am. 

Mun2 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT 

italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

France NANTES-PSG (delay) 5:15 

italy LIVORNO-ROMA (delay) 7:15 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-RAYO (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-SEVILLA (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORT LIVE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

NWSL FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal, (delay) 8 pm. 

NWSL WESTERN NEW YORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (delay) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-ALTAMIRA (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil VASCO-CORINTHIANS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay DEFENSOR-PENAROL (live) 5 pm. 

Argentina ESTUDIANTES-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 8:15 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA-VERACRUZ (live) 1 pm. 



UNIMAS 

MLS CHIVAS USA-NEW YORK (live) 5 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA=CRUZ AZUL (live) 1 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (live) 3 pro. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

TUESDA’f 

BelN SPORT 

Capital One Cup LIVERPOOL-NOTTS COUNTY (live) 2:40 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

Colleg~ Soccer on TV 
...................... 

Leagues offering live streaming of games include: 

Maior Lea.clue Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer League 

~image001~pg~ 

Soccer America on Twirler: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Faceboek: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, 

FEEDBAOK: Send comments to letters~,,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson~,uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future g_L[.c_~_h_.e___r.e_. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: . _m_ _ j _ _k_ _e_ @ _s_ 9_ _c_ _c_ _e_ _ _r_ _a_ _ _m_ _ _e_ _r_ Lc_ _a_ _ = _c_ _ _o_ _ _m_ . 

Membership Contact: circulation~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

I<’ ~WRD 187.j 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 11:42 AM 

~live.unc.e&~ 

1~: Team selection! 

Good Man U is getting some major support this season from the Tarheels 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Dorrance, Albeit A IV 
Subject: Team selection! 

10:52 AM 

I’d like to follow ManU thanks Anson! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday,. [0:49 AM 

Reckart, Angela <reckart@nnc.edu> 

I~E: Track & Field Meeting 

Angela, 

If she’ll be on campus early that, s great! Our pregame meal is at lpm - I am thinking anytime between 9 and 11am would be best to stop by. Shoot us a reminder, with a time 
you’d stop in, and rll make sure Anson is there to meet. 

Have a good day! 

Jason 

From: Reckart, Angela 
Sent: Friday, [0:15 AM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject-" Track & Field Meeting 

Anson!Jason, 

How’s it going? I spoke with Anson in the weight room yesterday about possibly meeting one of our recruits and she is one 

of our top recruits.                                           I and is a huge fan of Carolina Soccer and Mia Hamm, of course. We would love for her to have 

the opportunity to meet you while she is on campus. She will be here early Friday and leaving Sunday morning I know that you are 

heading over to Duke that afternoon, so I understand if it will not fit in your schedule. Just let me know what works. Thanks again! 

Angela Reckart 

Assistant XC/Track & Field Coach 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

coachreck@unc.edu 

Fax: 9£9.962.4903 

Office: 9£9-962-5234 

Cell: 

Go Heels! 

:: ::*:; :: unc20 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, August 26, 2013 10:32 AM 

Va~gelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ducm; Chris (ducax@unc.edu); ,~!msn.com; duca:r@uncaa.unc.edu; ~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Revised UNC Dep~xtment of Athletics Social Media Policy 

~gmail.com); 

Mariefle, 

For us that person witl be Chris Ducat. 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent-" Thursday, August 22, 2013 2:04 plVl 
To: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Co; 111e, Vince; Pogge, Paul; Markos, Lance M; -l~mmermans, Tom; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Miller, Beth; Gwaltney, Clint; Creech, Karlton W; Steinbacher, Rick; Kirschner, Steve; 
CunNngham, Bubba 
Subject: Revised UNC Department of Athletics Social Media Policy 

Attached, please find a copy of the revised LINC Social ~Viedia Use policy. The policy can also be found within the Student-Athlete Handbook in the Student-Athlete 

Code of Conduct s~-_~ction 

In ac(:ordanc~-_~ wJ[h [h~-_~ polic% each team must identify at least or~e coach or support staff member who is responsiM~-:~ for having access ~:o, regularly moni~:oring t h~-_~ 

content o1:, and receivi~g reports about team members’ social networking sites and posd~gs. This is ir~ addition Lo the monitoring curre~dy beb~g done by our 

outside vendor Varsity 

The team monitor 

poten~:~a~ vioh~tion of N(::AA reguls~:~ons re~ated to ams~:eurism, ~ndud~ng spedficaHy evaluating pos~:~ngs that ~dentffy possible k~proper ex~:ra benefits and/or 

agen~:-related activities 

A potential change in North Caro~b~a state 

imperative that each team’s designated staff member be vigilant ~ their review o[: student--athletes’ on~b~e cow, Lent and report/address improper posts 

accordh~g~y~ ~f you have any concerns ~bout your student-athletes post~ngs or other online activity related to potent~a~ NCAA v~o~at~ons, please notify the Athletics 

Compliance staff h~med~ate~y. 

Thank you, 

Mariel]e A. vanGe~der 

Associate A~:h~etic Director 

UniversH:y of Nor~:h ([:arolma 

Phone: (9~9) 962--7853 

Fax: {9~9) 962-5L~2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, August 26, 2013 10:38 AM 

Gary Ireland ~yahoo.com> 

I~E: 

My cell is broken .... it should be fixed by 12 noon today!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ga~z Ireland [mailt, ~vahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2013 5:13 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Anson 
Tried calling you at both numbers- 
I’m fee for next fe;v hours on Best Wishes 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 10:58 AM 

.~live.unc.edu> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu       ))aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~W: Soccer America Confi&ntial: A look back at tfie strange finish to USA-E1 Sah’ador 

very proud of you, 

Keep working you have the potential to be VERY GOOD!! 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent-" Friday, I 8:06 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert: A LV 
Subject; Soccer America Confidential: A look back at the strange finish to USA-El Salvador 

removed by 
sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

:riday,, 
i~i:: Image 

removed by 
sender¯ 

removed by 
sender. 

rweet This 

A look back at the strange finish to USA-El 
Salvador 

Share Thi 

By Paul Kennedy ...... 

The Salvadoran federation (Fesfut) announced late Wednesday night it had provisionally suspended 22 

players for 30 days as it probed match-fixing charges centering around four national team games. 

They include a 2-1 loss to the USA in February 2010 that was strange in that La Selecta held offthe USA 

for most of the game - and even took the lead - but gave the game away in stoppage time on a goal 

scored by Sacha Kljestan that followed some very dubious work by La Selecta defense. 

removed by 

sender. 

USA-El SNvador: 

SA Match Report 

U.S. Soccer Video Highlights 

USA-El Salvador was not part of the regular FIFA calendar, but U.S. Soccer scheduled the game against La Selecta in Tampa 

as part of its preparations for the 2010 World Cup - Bob Bradley’s last chance to look at MLS players on the fringe before he 

had to pick his 23-player squad for the World Cup in South Africa. 

All but one player, Clarence Goodson, was playing for an MLS club at the time, and just three players, Jonathan 

Bornstein, Robbie Findley and Goodson, went on to make the World Cup squad. 

If the fix was in on the part of one or more Salvadoran players, the USA sure made it hard as it struggled to put away its 

chances. The USA finished with an 18-3 edge in shots but trailed in the game when a giveaway by Brad Evans allowed Rudis 

Corrales to put El Salvador ahead in the 59th minute. 

Goalie Miguei Montes made 11 saves, many of them of the spectacular variety to hold off the USA, until the 75th minute 

when Brian Ching equalized. 

Ching’s goal - a close-range header off a Heath Pearce cross - glanced off Montes’ glove into the goal, but was nothing like 

Kljestan’s goal that came after defender Marvin Gonzalez allowed Kljestan to steal Montes’ questionable pass from the 

back, lay the ball offto Ching and break in on goal and score after getting a return pass. 

This was the first paragraph of the game report by SA’s Ridge Mahoney: 

"What can you say about a game in which a goalkeeper makes several outstanding sa yes, but gifla the other team both of its 



goals?" 

And this is how John Harkes, the color commentator on the ESPN broadcast, described the play: 

"Montes looks like he just gives up ... He just stops in his tracks ... He’s already falling down." 

Both Montes and Gonzalez were among the 22 players who have been suspended. Three other starters - including captain 

Ramon Sanchez, then with the San Jose Earthquakes - along with one sub and three unused subs from the Tampa game 

were suspended. Neither Corrales nor the other Salvadoran forward, former U.S. U-20 Arturo AIvarez, was suspended. 

Reports of the probe began to surface last month during the Gold Cup with El Salvador captain Victor Turciostelling ESPN 

Deportes that La Selecta was "implicated in match-fixing" without indicating the game or games. 

Former Salvadoran national team coach, Mexican Juan de Dios Castillo,told ESPN’s E:60 Deportes around the same time of 

his suspicions about match-fixing and the knowledge of Fesfut leaders about what was going on. 

Castillo said the Fesfut told him not to pick Jose Mardoqueo Henriquez because of suspicions about his role in match- 

fixing. Hendquez, one of the unused subs in the U.S. game, was recalled for the 2013 Gold Cup. 

The other games Fesfut president Carlos Mendez Cabezas said were being investigated were a friendly against D.C. United 

in July 2010 (1-0 D.C. United win), a 2011 Gold Cup match against Mexico (5-0 Mexico win) and 2012 friendly against 

Paraguay (4-1 Paraguay win). 

Raids were conducted at the homes of 11 players on Thursday as Salvadoran attorney general conducts the investigation. 

Concacaf described the suspensions "as a provisional disciplinary measure in order to provide the best environment to 

conduct an in-depth investigation on alleged match manipulation incidents." The investigation will also examine El Salvador’s 

three matches at the 2013 Under-20 World Cup in Turkey - its first appearance ever at the FIFA tournament. 

FIFA can move to make the suspensions of all the players apply worldwide. None of the players currently play in MLS, though 

four are former MLS players - Christian Castillo, Eliseo Quintanilla, Osael Romero and Sanchez - and another player, 

Dennis Alas, played in the USL Second Division (then a third level league). Rodolfo Zelaya, one of the stars of the 2013 

Gold Cup, was targeted by MLS clubs before the summer transfer window closed two weeks ago. 

El Salvador did not qualify for the Hexagonal, so it has no more competitive matches scheduled for the remainder of the year. 

El Salvador 22: 

Luis Alonso Anaya 

Osael Romero 

Ramon Sanchez 

Christian Castillo 

Eliseo Quintanilla 

Jose Miguel Granadino 

Miguel Montes 

Dagoberto Portillo 

Rodolfo Zelaya 

Victor Turcios 

Carlos Romeo Monteangudo 

Dennis Alas 

Jose Alfredo Pacheco 

Marvin Gonzalez 

Carlos Carrillo 

Darwin Bonilla 

Rodrigo Alejandro Martinez 

Jose Mardoqueo Henriquez 

Reynaldo Villeda 

Ramon Flores 

Benji Villalobos 

Emerson Umana 

Post your response to the public Soccer America Confidential blo¢l. 

See what others are ~ the Soccer America Confidential blo~ 

Friday, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

~movedby 
sender, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:03 AM 

Reckart, Angela <reckart@nnc.edu> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros, ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Track & Field Meeting 

Love to help1! 

From: Reckart, Angela 
Sent: Friday, i0:15 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Track & Field Meeting 

Anson/Jason, 

How’s it going? I spoke with Anson in the weight room yesterday about possibly meeting one of our recruits, and she is one 

of our top recruits,                                                  a huge fan of Carolina Soccer and Mia Harem, of course. We would love for her to have 

the opportunity to meet you while she is on campus. She will be here early Friday              and leaving Sunday morning              I know that you are 

heading over to Duke that afternoon, so I understand if it will not fit in your schedule. Just let me know what works. Thanks again! 

Angela Reckart 

Assistant XC!Track & Field Coach 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

coachreck@unc.edu 

Fax: 919.962.490:3 

Office: 919-962-5234 

Cell: 

Go Heels! 

::~:: unc20 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 11:05 AM 

Gallo, Jr., l,arry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Monday Morning! 

I am so far behind in my emaifs I arn only reading this now!!! Yes, what a hard worker’H[ Very well deserved!!! 

(Now that I will get my phone back, I will try to kee0 

F~m: Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2053 10:43 AN 

Te: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Monday Morning[ 
Impo~ance= High 
Chief _~igo: 

Need to let you know something Jn confidence. Not a word to 

Tom gander will be one of the recipients of the Emie Williamson Awed ~t the Dependent Meeting on Monday morning. Please m~e sure that he is thm~ He flat out 

deserves it ~ "no brag~ ~ust ~act~" 

~a~ my fi’iend and leFs j~st pick up ri~t where we ended l~t December ~ beg~ning at $:0~ PM today leFs ~ck the ~roncos hind end~ GO HEELg~ 

La~~ 

Exccntiw~ Associa~c Dh~ctor of Atlflefics 

University of Norfl~ Carolina at Cha~x4 HN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, August 26, 2013 11:06 AM 

Tim Crothers < ~aol.com> 

IU:;: Homn story 

Thanks Tim! 

From: ~m Crothers [mailto: ~aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 1:1:17 AN 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Horan stoW 

Ans, 

Here is a link to the Horan story we discussed .... 

htt p://wwv.denverpost .com/ci 23705296/qoldens-lindsey-horan-q u ickly-ada pts-professional-soccer-pa ris 

Tim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, August 26, 2013 11:14 AM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

VW: Horm~ sto~ 

From: Tim Crothers [mailto:       @aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 11:17 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Horan story 
Ans, 

Here is a link to the Horan story we discussed .... 

http://www.denverpost.corr~’ci 23705296/qoldens-lindsey-horan-q u ickly-ada pts-professional-soccer-pa ris 

Tim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:59 PM 

~ver~zon.net 

~nsn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros, 

~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu) 

~live.unc.edu); i) live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu>; ,~!live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); nicole fava (nfava@tmcaa.tmc.edu); 

~uga.edu); 

~aol.com); 

@comcast.net); 
~gmail.com); 

~live.unc.edu); 

~yahoo.com; 

~comcast.net; 

~live.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; 

~g~nail.com; ~hotmail.com; 

~hotmail.com) 

RE: UNC vs Santa Clara game 

b~g~nail.com); pacmaaa@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~ema~l.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com); 

~z)gmail.com; ~?~nail.com); 

@gmaJd.com; 

~hotmail.com; 

,~!aol.com; 

~yahoo.com) ~icloud.coml 

~aol.com); ~live.unc.edu); 

~yahoo.com); ~e~N~link.net); 

~mindspring.com); ~yahoo.com); 

~gmail.com; ~rocketmaJd.com; ~gmaJd .com; ~live.~mc.edu; 

~ymail.com; ,~live.unc.edu; ~email.tmc.edu; 

~gmail.com; ~email.unc.edu; ~emaJd .unc.edu; 
~gmail.com;             ~gmail.com; 

~!yalaoo.com;      @gma~l.com 

Dardel, 

Thank you [:or sharing sornething so positive about my players. I am going to copy rny roster on this so they know how much these simple gestures of kindness 

If you play the 3-4-3, please consider bringing vo~r team or a collection of players from several teams to our Team Camp in the s~u~mer. It will be a coaching school 

for Vo~ in our methodology and a soccer camp for Vo~r players, Check it out: www, ncgsc.com 

Call me if you wo~ld like ~:o disct~ss this 9:1.9-962.-411X,’...., ?hank you! 

From: ~verizon.net [mailto: .~verizon.net] 
Sent; Saturday, 12:5:!. AN 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; UNC vs Santa Clara game 

I would like to say thank you to 2 of your players after the Santa Clara game tonight for taking the time to talk and sign shirts and hats for my ODSC U-14 girls travel team. We drove all the 
way from Virginia Beach to see your team in action,            was so nice to sign autographs and            my daughters               camp coach the week of 
through the    took the time to chat my girls after the game My players enjoyed the game so much and look forward to seeing them in action again very soon. 
We use the 3-4-3 formation and love it. I also run a small version of your terrible Tuesday 
Thank you again, 
Daniel Leaverton 
Coach ODSC U-14 Girls Travel Soccer Team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 5:06 PM 

Kri stine Welsh- Loveman ~gmaJl.com> 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

~@msn.com; duca ,~)uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com) 

RE: Enfield Middle School Soccer! 

Kris ti n~-_b 

Let’s see what we can do!! (Tom 

&rid congrats, th~s is wonderfu~ news!~! 

F~m= Kr~stine Welsh-Loveman [mailto: 
Sent~ Saturday, August 2% 2013 10:43 

Te~ Dorrance, A~be~ A N 
Su~ject~ Enfield N~ddle School Soccer[ 

Anson~ 

}gmail.com] 

I am incredibly happy to tell you that not only will I be the head coach of our new girl’s soccer progrmn at Enfield Middle School, but also the tennis coach and on the 
Athletic Department Adviso~ Board. This is all veD’ recent and a proj ect on the part of myself, the AD and my principal Mr. Cox to create a more demanding and 
respectful school cnlture through character development in onr quickly expanding athletics program. We are starting multiple new programs, including soccer and tennis 
at the Middle School level. 
Both tennis and soccer will be fall sports that we hope to continue into the spring dependent on their success. Ideally, we wonld love to get started this coming week. 
Unforttmately, this is where I have to ask a thvor... 
We have absolutely no funding for this and no equipment. We cut upwards of $300,000 from transportation alone this year so there is certainly no money being set 
aside lbr soccer goals. Ify’all have may sort ofeqnipment (goals, balls, cones, small cleats, socks ect. ect.) or know anyone that mw, or could lbrward "this request to 
various clubs or other college temns in the area mysel£ the school, and the kids I know wonld be incredibly grateful tbr any generosity aflbrded to ns. 
If you would like me to send you a separate tbrmal email that could be forvva~rded on to others I would be more than happy to do so. 
Also, we do need tennis equipment as well if you have any access to someone who could help me there but I was going to go ahead and shoot a~n email to the UNC 
coach now. 
Thank you so much for even considering this request. 
Congrats on the win and I can’t wait to see eveuone for wedding soon! I hope to make it to y’all’s home opener as well’. 
Best, 
Kristine Welsh-Loveman 
E~eld Middle School- 8th Grade General Math and Algebra I 
Halifax CornW Schools 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, August 26, 2013 5:07 PM 

Elizabeth Deegan < ~gmail.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: UNC bound ne~ weekend! 

T~ank VoL~ Liz a~d see yok~ soor~!!! 
From: Elizabeth Deegan [mailto:~ ~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Saturday, August 24, 20:13 :t:t::[4 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV;      @aol.com 
Subject: UNC bound next weekend! 

Hi Anson and Dino, 

We are looking so forwm~l to a big weekend in Chapel Hill with their families, Our kids have been counting down the days to ,see the 

women’s soccer game. ~Ve are kicking offour weekend Friday at the game. Congratulations on a big mn v. Santa Clara. Best wishes to the team mad we will see you 

Frida!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday,. 5:22 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC vs Santa Clara game 

Sum take Howard ... 

Se~t.f!"om my Ver’izon tYireJe,~s 4G L2E 

.~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

I was unsure as to whether or not you wanted a team selection from the goalkeepers. I follow multiple teams in the EPL and MLS based offtheir goaJkeepers m~d was 

wondering ifI could follow Everton or Tottenham to watch Howard and Friedel closely? I believe that they are two of the best goalkeepers in the world. Since last 

spring I have becotne tnore of a fan of the game and think that u,atching those P,¥o gks has definitely helped my game. 

Thanks, 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On at 4:59 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Daniel, 

Thsnl< you for shirring s.:_~nlei:hing s.:_~ p.:_~sitive about my p~ayers. ~ am g.:?~ng i:o copy my roster on i:h~s so they know how much these s~mp~e gestures of 

Mndness mean, 

~f you play the 3-4--3, pfease consider bringing your Learn ors collection of pfayers from several teams to our Team Camp 

coacNng school for you h~ our methodology ~nd a soccer camp for you~ players. Check ~t out: www,ncgsc,com 

Ca]~ me if you wou~d ~ke to discuss this 919-962-41~3 

Sent= Saturday, $2:51 AN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 

Subject= UNC vs San~ Clara game 

Anson Sorrance, 

I would like to say thank you to 2 of your players after the Santa Clara game tonight for taking the time to talk and sign shi~s and hats for my ODSC U-14 girls travel team. 

We drove all the way from Virginia Beach to see your team in action,            was so nice to sign autographs and            my daughters                ~amp 

coach the week of took the time to chat my girls after the game. My players enjoyed the game so much and look fo~’ard to seeing them in 

action again ve~ soon. 

We use the 3-4-3 formation and love it. I also run a small version of your terrible Tuesday. 

Thank you again, 

Daniel Leave,on 

Coach ODSC U-14 Girls Travel Soccer Team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, August 26, 2013 5:28 PM 

Street~, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

EW: Autograph 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Patrick Patterson [mailto: 
Sent: Saturday, August 24, 2013 4:40 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
SubJect: Autograph 

Can you send me an autograph? 

Kyle Patterson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 5:37 PM 

~s- sm.org);                        ~grnail.corn); ~ 

i ~grnaJl.com); ~gmaJl .corn; 
~gmafil.corn); ~msn.corn; duca~r,~)uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.corn; Jason Sisneros 

pacrna~@uncaa.unc .edu;. ~live.unc .edu); 

~bemail.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu); 
~grnail.com);                      ~live.mlc.edu>; 

~grnail.corn;                     @grnail.corn);, 

~live.unc.edu); nicole lava (nfav@uncaa.unc.edu); 
- ~yahoo.corn);                          ~icloud.corn); 

~aol.corn); ~live.unc.edu); 
~yaJnoo.corn) ~earthlink.net); i 

@rnindspring.corn); ~yahoo.corn); 

@rocketrnaJl.corn; ~grnail.corn; ~live.unc.edu; 

~live.unc.edu;, ~ernaJl.mac.edu; ~grnail.corn; 

~ernail .unc .edu; ~ern~fil .uric .edu; ~hotmafil.corn;, 

~grna~l.corn; ~!grnail.corn; ~aol.corn; 
~yahoo.corn: ,~!grn~Jl.corn 

Thorns rally fi~orn two goals down withont Morgan 

~grnail.corn); 

~grnail.com); : 

~grnail.com); 

~live.unc.edu); 

~)live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); 
~uga.edu); ~ 

~aol.corn); 

~corncast.net); 
~gmail.com); 

@live.unc.edu); @grnail.com; 

~yahoo.com; @rnail.com; 

~corncasl.nel; ~gmaJl.com; 

~live.uric.edu; ~!live.unc.edu; 
~gmail.corn; O!hotrnail.corn; 

Check out the [homs[ We are pulling for them]! Parlow (former Tar Heel as coach) and two out of the ~:hree goal scorers ~ls.:? former Tar Heels (Heath and 

F~m= Soccer America Daily [mailto:news@socceramerica,com] 
Sent: Sunday, 7:21 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Section 1: MLS Saturday: RouN, golazos and a ’Superman’ effo~; NWSL & USL PRO playoffs 

removed by 
sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

Nhat They’re Saying 

’America is a great country 

’re been in the south, in the 

;enter and in the north. I like 

t Americans are very good 

)eople. There’s just too 

"nuch air-conditioning" 

- Italian star Mario 8alotelli, 

~/ho this week became just 

he second non-U.S, pro 

;occer player to appear on 

he cover of Sports 

Ilustrated magazine since 

1994. (David Beckham was 

he first, in 2007) (SI.com) 

today’s News--Sunday, 
removed by 

sender. 

Tweet 

This 

Routs, golazos and a ’Superman’ effort 
by Paul Kennedy 

¯ 
1 

removed by 

sender 

Share 
This 

[MLS REWIND: Saturday] The Montreal Impact and Real Salt Lake both won 

with rare routs to take and extend the leads at the top of their respective 

conferences, while the races for the final playoff berths have tightened in both 

conferences. Saturday’s action saw Landon Donovan (only three goals 

away from the MLS career record) and D.C. United’s Dwayne De Rosario 

removed by 

sender. 

both score golazos and Donovan’s Galaxy teammate, Panamanian keeper Jaime Penedo, 

preserve the win at Vancouver with a "Superman" effort. - Read the whole story 

Wins for Cameron and Brooks 
by Soccer America 

[,AMERICANS ABROAD] Geoff Cameron and John Brooks, who started together at center 

back for the USA in its 4-3 friendly win over Bosnia-Herzegovina, wet~ the only cur[~nt national 

team players to play in winning efforts abroad on Saturday. Cameron picked up a late yellow card 

in Stoke City’s 2-1 comeback win over Crystal Palace. Brooks left the game after 22 minutes with 

tightness in his thigh in unbeaten Hertha Berlin’s 1-0 win over Hamburg. - Read the whole stow 

Flash is one win away from four in a row 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL: Semilinals] The Western New York Flash, a 2-0 winner over Sky Blue FC in Saturday’s 

semifinals, will get the chance to make it four championships in a row in four different leagues as 

it will host will the Portland Thorns FC Saturday in the NWSL final. - Read the whole story 



FEEDBACK: Send comments 

Thorns rally from two goals down without Morgan 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL: SemifinalsI A week after it blew a one-goal lead that cost it the regular-season title, FC 

Kansas City couldn’t hold on to a 2-0 lead after 25 minutes and lost to Portland, 3-2, in overtime 

in the NWSL semifinals. - Read the whole story 

Cosmos win in stoppage time again 
by Soccer America 

[NASL REWIND: Saturday]The crowd was nowhere as big as it was for the opener - 6,852 fans 

at Hofstra’s Shuart Stadium - but the New York Cosmos thrilled them again with their second 

straight home win on a stoppage-time goal. - Read the whole story 

Charlotte joins top three seeds in semifinals 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO: Quarterfinals] No= 5 seed Charlotte, a 3-1 winner at Harrisburg Saturday afternoon, 

joined the top three seeds, Richmond, Orlando City and Charleston, in the USL PRO semifinals. 

- Read the whole story 

Sombrero, Volley, Gooool ... 
by Mike Woitalla 

[’v’IDEQ PICK: Off the Post] Not only did Cruzeiro’s Everton Ribeiro execute the perfect 

sombrero against a Flamengo defender, he finished the act with a searing volley into the net. - 

Read the whole story 

to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

SoccerAmericaDaily is produced by editors of Soccer America: 

Paul Kennedy, Managing Editor 

Mike Woitalla, Executive Editor 

Ridge Mahoney, Senior Editor 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

removed by 
sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, August 26, 2013 5:40 PM 

Jimmy ~aol.com> 

l~L: Congrats on Fridays 8/23 game 

Thanks Jimmy, you are very kind!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jir~ny [rnailtc @aol.com] 
Sent: Suaaday, August 25, 2013 8:04 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Congrats on Fridays 8/23 game 

Anson ! great job on starting the season off with a solid win. Have a great season and thanks again for speaking at our meeting this past month. 

You inspired several of my 95’s ! 

You da Man ’. catch you at noon ball sometime, Jimmy 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, August 26, 2013 5:42 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.e&~> 

I~E: Great Weekend ,- Travel Safely 

Thank you, my friend and good job today!!! 

F~: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Sunday, August 25, 2013 2:40 PPI 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV;         ~msn.com’; Ducar, Chris;      ~aol.com’; ’Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com)’; Sander, Thomas J 

S~bject: Great Weekend ~ Travel Safely 
Impo~ance: High 
It’s one thhag to w~, but it’s ~mofl~er to win and do so ~ domJnathag f~hion[ 

Cono’atnlafions on a ~eat sta~ to the season. A 4-0 result over VCU gave you the oppo~unity to use your depth-~ it will pay dividends ~s the ye~ progresses. 

We are 2-0 ~ e~oy it, sW humble, m~d continne to go nnts wifl~ p~sion. Loo~ng fo~a~’d to seeing the temn play this cotning Friday ~d Sunday. 

Onr mamtra for the se~on will be ~- "no brag, just fact F’ 

Be well, and see you tomo~o~, tnoming at 8:00 ~%M tbr Depa~ment MeetNg in ~udennilk~ GO HEELS~ 

La~" 

~Larry Ga~h~ 

Executive Associate Dhvctor of.Aft-clerics 

University of Norfl~ Carolina at Cha~x:l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, ,7:19 PM 

Reckart, Angela <reckart@nnc.edu> 

PJg: Track & Field Meeting 

I’d imagine he’d be good to talk for 20-30minutes easy. Is that enough time? 

Jason 

From: Reckart, Angela 
Sent-" Monday, 12:22 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: Track & Field Meeting 

[)o }]OL~ baize a]]¥ idea []ow lot]g At?sot? woul(J ~:hi~l: wit]] t]]em) Jus[: a [:ime frame so w~-’_~ £:an (:ot?[it]ue [o edit [heir 

From-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent; Friday, t0:49 AM 
To; Reckart, Angela 
Subject: RE: Track & Field Meeting 
Angela, 

If she’ll be on campus early that’s great! Our pregame meal is at Ipm - I am thinking anytime between 9 and I~_am would be best to stop by. Shoot us a reminder, with a time 
you’d stop in, and I’ll make sure Anson is there to meet. 

Have a good day! 

Jason 

From: Reckart, Anclela 
Sent-" Friday, :t0::t5 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Track & Field Meeting 

Anson/Jason, 

How’s it going? I spoke with Anson in the weight room yesterday about possibly meeting one of our recruits, and she is one 

of our top recruits,                                                is a huge fan of Carolina Soccer and Mia Harem, of course. We would love for her to have 

the opportunity to meet you while she is on campus. She will be here early Friday September 6th and leaving Sunday morning I know that you are 

heading over to Duke that afternoon, so I understand if it will not fit in your schedule. Just let me know what works. Thanks again! 

Angela Reckart 

Assistant XC/Track & Field Coach 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

coachreck@unc.edu 

Fax: 9~.9.962,4903 

Office: 9"19-962-5234 

Go Heels! 

i.~.i unc20 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE [V (ANSON)> 

Nondav, 7:23 PN 

~yahoo,com > 

RE: Please pick your team and email me back (with your selection) before Th practice! 

Very good!!! 

From: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, 5:53 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Please pick your team and email me back (with your selection) before Th practice! 

Anson 

The team I have chosen to watch is man ci~’. 

Can’t wait to watch! 

Sent from my iPhone 

nt 2:12 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~emaJd.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

TNs is the beginning of my never ending desire to encourage all of you to become fans of the game. My motivation is entirely selfish: it will I~elp you 

becom~-_~ b~-:d:ter soccer p~ayers (and then of course we will have a better ~:eam). 

Everyone has Lo se~ecl: flom among these fiw~ teams ~n Lhe EPI_: 

Arsena~ 

Man U 

Chelsea 

Man Qty 

Tort ef~ha m 

Once you have picked your ~:eam, ~}VERY WE~}KEND I wouM I~ke you to watch at ~east one hslf of their same. ~f they are no~: play~n~ (on TV) [hen you 

have to watch 45 m~n~Les of the EPL Review show. Perhaps each house should deride on a team and then watch it tosether (any 

sus~est~ons!sok~t~ons would be appredsted). Tom will ~ecord the EPL 8ames so aH the freshmen can watch them i~ McCaskHL 

~m= Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Se~t= Wednesday, 4:07 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Sabject= Soccer On ~: Wednesday, 

I<.~WRD187.jpg~4 
Nednesda~ 

I~-WRD 187 j pg>] 

<~WRD187.jpg>~Tweet This I<~wRD187.jpg>lShare Thi, 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

UEFA Champions League playoffs continue on Wednesday. _. Also on Wednesday: Chelsea hosts 

Aston Villa; Atletico Madrid faces Barcelona in the first leg of the Spanish Supercopa; MLS Week 26 

kicks off. 

[<" ~WRD 187.j pg;’~ 

(4# times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

WEDNESOAY, 

FOX SPORTS t 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League LUDOGORETS RAZGRAD-BASEL (delay) 7:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League DINAMO-AUSTRIA WIEN (delay) 9:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League STEAU BUCHAREST-LEGIA WARSZAWA (delay) 11:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana LIBERTAD-MINEROS (live) 7 pm. 

NBCSN 

England CHELSEA-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 



ESPN2 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-LOBOS BUAP (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico MONTERREY-ALTAMIRA (live) 10 pm. 

BeIN SPORT 

Copa do Brasil CRUZEIRO-FLAMENGO (live) 8:45 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS CHIVAS USA-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 11 pm= 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico ZACATEPEC-TIGRES (live) 10 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana LIGA DE LOJA-NACIONAL (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 6:30 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana DEPORTIVO PASTO-COLO COLO (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League SPORTING SAN MIGUELITO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pm. 

BeIN SPORT 

Santiago Bernabeau Trophy REAL MADRID-AL SAAD (live) 4:30 pm. 

Copa do Brasil BOTAFOGO-ATLETICO MG (live) 8:45 pm. 

FRidAY,, 

NBCSN 

MLS CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

FranceMONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-UNIVERSIDAD DE COLIMA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-TORREON (live) 10:30 pm= 

GOLTV 
Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-WERDER BREMEN (live) 2 pm. 

Netherlnads HERENVEEN-AJAX (live) 4:30 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-GUADALAJARA (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-SANTOS (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3,com 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pro. 

SATURDAY, 

NBC 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) Noon= 

FOX SPORTS 2 

NWSL Playoffs FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal (live), 2 pm. 

NWSL Playoffs WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (live), 8 pm 

NBCSN 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

Mun2 



England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy HELLAS VERONA-AC MILAN (live) 11:30 am. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain ELCHE-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 12:30 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain VlLLAREAL-VALLADOLID (livE) 5 pm. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England HULL CITY-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-NUREMBERG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany HERTHA BERLIN-HAMBURG (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay RENTISTAS-NACIONAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

Germany HANNOVER-SCHALKE (live) 4:30 pm. 

Mexico MERIDA-ZACATEPEC (live) 7 pm. 

UNiVISiON DEPORTES 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (live) 11 am. 
France LYON-STADE DE REIMS (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-UNAM (live) 10 pm. 

UNIViSION 

Mexico AMERICA-MONARCAS (live) 5 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS MONTREAL-HOUSTON (live) 7 pm. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-TORONTO (live) 7 pro. 

MLS VANCOUVER-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-COLUMBUS (live) 9:30 pm. 

ESPN2 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (liv~ 10 pm. 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY(liv~ 11am. 

Mun2 
England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

BeIN SPORT 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

France NANTES-PSG (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Italy LIVORNO-ROMA (delay) 7:15 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-RAYO (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-SEVlLLA (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORT LIVE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

NWSL FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal, (delay) 8 pm= 

NWSL WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (delay) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-ALTAMIRA (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil VASCO-CORINTHIANS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay DEFENSOR-PENAROL (live) 5 pm. 



Argentina ESTUDIANTES-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 8:15 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA=VERACRUZ (live) 1 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHIVAS USA-NEWYORK (live) 5 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 1 pro. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

ESPN3,com 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm~ 

BeIN SPORT 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

TU~SDAY~ 

BelN SPORT 

Capital One Cup LIVERPOOL-NOTTS COUNTY (live) 2:40 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

College Soccer on TV 

Leagues offering live streaming of games include: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 7:26 PM 

~live.unc.e&~> 

ILE: Watching the game 

Very good We thought out and it shows you are paying attention and watching the game. This will help your game continue to ascend! 

From-" 

Sent: Monday. 5:36 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Watching the game 

Anson, 

This fall I will continue to follow Manchester United. I really enjoyed getting to know their style of play last spring and individual players’ personalities. It 

will be interesting to see how the team performs this season under the direction of Moyes. I’m looking forward to watching the TiVoed Man U vs. Chelsea 

game from today, especially since I was a Chelsea fan in high school and enjoy watching Terry’s composure in the back and Ashley Cole’s attacking 

presence up the flank. I’m interested to see how they handle Van Persie and Rooney up top. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 7:29 PM 

Vicki Linl,)i @hotmail.com> 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Vicld Linton 

Vicki - Stop in any time and day! See you then! 

Tom, can you email Vickie our training schedule that week, when you have it. 

Thank you! 

From-" Vicki Linton         Nhotmail.com] 
Sent; Monday, August 26, 2013 3:42 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Re: Vicki Linton 

HiAn~n 

I think I ,sill be able to sort out accommodation but would love to come out to training - I will be down them all week 9-15 September so possibly on Monday, 
Tuesday or Wednesday? 

Thanks - looking forward to it. 

On 21/08/2013, at 8:13 PM, Tom and Alison Sermanni 

Got this reply from Anson 

~hotma~l.com> wrote: 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 

To: ~hotmail.com 

CC: i )duke.edu.; }msn.com; ducar@unc.edu_; 

Subject: RE: Vicki Linton 

Date: Wed, 21 Aug 2013 20:54:16 +0000 

~aol.com ~gmail.com; pacman@unc.edu 

Absok~te[y no[ a probfern. I[:she is short on cash [ can put her up as well [ am an empty nester now and I have two bedrooms empty. 

AI~ the best[[ 

F~m~ Tom and Alison Sermanni [mailto ~hotmaiLcom] 
Sent~ Wednesday, August 21, 2013 2:55 PM 

To~ Dorrance, AlbeR A IV~ B~II PallaNno 
~e~ Vicki Linton3 
Subject= Vicki Linton 

Hi Anson/Bill 

Hope the pre-season is going well and more importantly not disrupting the golf schedule! 

An Australian coaching collegue of mine, Vicki Linton, has taken up a job at By Area Breeze in the W-League. She’s coming to the east coast 

in early/mid Sept to catch some college games and will be in your area for several days. 

Is it possible for her to attend one of your training while she’s in the area? She’d greatly appeciate that opportunity, 

In Australia Vicki was the coach of the U’17 National Team and Melbourne Victory in the W-League. 

Thanks 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:17 AM 

@s- sm.org); ~gmaJl.com); 

~gmaJl.com); ~gmaJd .corn; 1 

~gmaJl.com); ~msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; 
pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu); 

~aol.com); ~live.unc.edu);. 
~gmail.com); 

~gmail.com;                     ~gmail.com 

~live.unc.edu); nicole fava (nfav@uncaa.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu);. 

@live.unc.edu); : 

@rocketmaJl.com 

~live. unc.edu 

@email.uuc.edu; 

.~!gmail.com; 

))gmail.com; 

FW: Cool article from a leadership class I’m taking 

~}icloud.com) 
~live.unc.edu); darcy 

~live.unc.edu); 
~y~noo.com); 

~gmail.com: ~live.unc.edu; 

~emaJl. unc.edt ~gmail.com; 

~em~l.uuc.edu; 
~gma~l.com; 

~!yahoo.com; 

~gmail.com); 

~gmail.com)i 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); 

~email.unc.edu>; 

~live.uuc.edu);                ~live.uuc.edu); 

~live.uuc.edu>;                 ~live.uuc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); 

"@ive.unc.edu); ~ 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc,edu); 

@live. unc.edu); @gmail.com); 

~live.unc.edu); ~gmail.com; 

~y~hoo.com;       @ymail.com; 

~comcasl.net;         ,~gm aid .com; 

~hotmaJl.co~n;, ~live.uuc.edu; ~)live.unc.edu; 

~live.unc.edu); ?)aol.com; 

~gmail.com 

I just got this frorn      kND I loved it (please read it). 

We also believe in a "growth mindset" here like Dwedc We call it "living on a never ending ascension’h The core of our success is ~grind~ng": worMng our asses off:, 

playing the game at a sprint, burning ourseJves out I~ke a comet, doubting back, "pJaving for each other"! 

~ also tMnk l:h~s ~s the stuff you take w~:h you whe]~ you graduate because I~fe ~s diffk:u~L The surv~vors arid the o]~es thai: ull:~rnate~y "make ~1:" are the ones ~:hat I~ve 

by this: ("~he diff#rence between one person and another, be~een t~e ~ea~ and l~e powe~uL the great and the insi~ificant, is enerD~ i~isible 

delen#inadon . . . T~is quality wifl do anzt~ing that has to be ~ne in the world a~M ~o talents, ~o circumstance& ~o opportzmides ~ifl ma~e you a great 

p¢rso~ wit~out iL " ~omas B~xton - ~il~nt~ropist). 

You are the best my fighting Tar Heels~ I loved watcNug you play tNs weeken& we have some powe~u] weapons a~d if we keep working we ca~ have a finish li[e 

last year but with an ACC Tournament. ACC Regular se~on and #1 seed cap~red as well. 

~m=l 
Sent: Sunday, ~0:47 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Cool a~icle from a leadership class ~’m taking 
Hi Anson, 

I am ~n a class called We had to read the article below which I thought you’d enjoy if you haven’t seen 

it and I also had to do an assignment on what I think great leadership is. Both of these things have made me think about our team and everything I’ve learned as a part of your 
proRra m and it’s pretty cooU 

See you tomorrow, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday,. 10:22 AM 

~s-sm.org); ~gmail.com); ~gmail.com); 

~gmaJl.com); ~gmaJd .corn; 1 ~gmail.com); 

~gma~l.com; ~msn.com; ducax,~)uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros i ~gmail.com); 
pacman,~,uncaa.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu); ~email.unc.edu>; 

~aol.com); ~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 
~gmail.com); ~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu); 

~gmail.com; ~gmail.com); ~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edn); nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edn); ~icloud,com) ~live.m~c.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc,edu); ~live.unc,edu); 

~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); ~gmail.com); 

~live.unc.edu); ~ydnoo.com); ~live.unc.edu); ~gmaii.com; 

~rocketm~Jl.com; ~gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu; @y~hoo.com; ~ymail.com; 

~live.unc.edu; ~emaJl.unc.edu; @gmail.com;, ~comcasl.net; ~gmM.com; 

~email.unc.edu; ~em~l.unc.edu; ~hotma~l.co~n; ~live.unc.edu; ~)live.unc.edu; 
))gmail.com; ~gnmJl.com; ~live.unc.edu); @aol.com; 

~gmail.com; ~)yahoo.com; ~gmail.com 

Subject: FW: D1 Womens Season Offand Running - North Carolina Stays on Top 

This is the most scientific far, king out there now. I like wher’e they hsve the Tsr’ Heels. I think you ,.,viii 

From: BennettRank [mailto:Editor@BennettRank.com] 
Sent: Monday 4:48 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: D1 Womens Season Off and Running - North Carolina Stays on -Fop 

.~i Image removed by sender. Bennett Rank 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ...... for Updated Rankings Through Aug 25 posted for D1 Women, who played 

................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 







Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~O-LYNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday,               10:28 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Monday 

No problem[! 

Sent: Monday, 8:01 AM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Monday 
Hi Anson, 
I tried texting you yesterday, but l’m not sure you got it. I have a seminar class that I have to take in order to take some of my other classes and unfortunately it is only offered on 

I was hoping that wouldn’t be too much of a conflict since in the past we have had Monday off or done pool regeneration after Sunday ~ames. I am assumin~ 

I will be able to do weights and fitness this mornin~ with Gre~ since that is pretty flexible, and I have alread~ texted him about that. Is there a ~ime I can do the technical re-test 

today? ~’m not sure wha~ you had in m~nd schedule wise for our ~roup today, and    Nasn’t sure either. Ple~se let me know. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:37 AM 

~s- sm.org);. @gmail .corn); ~gmail .corn); 

~gmaJl.com); ~gmaJl.com; ~gmail.com); 

~gmaJl.com); ~msn.com; duca~,~]uncaa.unc .edu; ~aol.com; @gmail.com); 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu); ~email.unc.edu>; 

~]aol.com); ~live.unc.edu); ~live.uuc.edu); ~live.uuc.edu); 
~gmail.com); ~live.uuc.edu>; ~live.uuc.edu); 

~gmail.com; ~gmail.com); ~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu); ?}live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu) "(~icloud,com) < ~live.unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc,edu); ~live.unc,edu); 

~livexmc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); ,~)live.unc.edu); ~gmail.com); 

~live.unc.edu); ~yaJ~oo.com); @live.unc.edu); ~gmail.com; 

~rocketmaJl.com ~gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu; ~yahoo.com; ~ymail.com; 

~live.unc.edu; ~emaJl.unc.edu; ~gmail.com; ~comcasl.net; ,~gmaJl.com; 

,~email.uuc.edu; ~em~l.uuc.edu; ~hotmaJ.co~n; ~live.uuc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 
O!gmail.com; ~gmaJ.com; @live.unc.edu); ~)aol.com; 

~gmail.com; ~)~ahoo.com; @gmail.com 

FW: Youth Soccer’s Problem, UNC still #1, 

rarific!![ 
From: TopDrawerSoccer.com [mailto:news@topdrawersoccer.com] 
Sent: Monday, 8:33 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Youth Soccer’s Problem, UNC still 
North Carolina stil #:t., Boys commitments 

players, colle~e soccer recruitin~ guide 
~ . , _ ,, 
North Carolina maoe it c~ear that it was sti~ 
the best during the opening weekend of the 
college soccer season with two convincing 

The    Boys IMG Academy Top 150 
summer update is out, There are many 
changes to note, but the top three of remain 
the same, What changed? 

their college commitment to a promising 
Atlantic 10 team, Find out what drew them 



College debut. Check. First goal. Check. First 
g~.~.~..a.~.~.~..n.~.a..~.d.~.r...e.~.c.~.t.~..c.~.~.~.r:.~..e.~.r.:~..C.~..H.~..E.~..C.~..K..~ 

..T....h.~.e...L.e...~..s.~.a..~.b..~g~....r...~.~.b..L.eJ..]~.r..u..~L.n.~i~.n..-q..y o u t h soccer~ 
and that’s parents involved in their kid’s 
battle. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Featured Partner: 

GuestPlayer.com 

Irnag ...... dbysender. Tf yOU are even considering playing college 
soccer, you need to answer the following 
question... 

How will college coaches know what you can 
do if they don’t actually see you play? 

College coaches and professional scouts 
agree that consistent exposure in major 
tournaments and showcase events is a key 
factor in identifying and selecting players for 
their programs. GuestPlayer.com is the only 
active on-line resource dedicated to 
increasing visibility and opportunities for 
talented players looking for greater exposure 
at Top Tournaments and Showcase Events. 

GuestPlayer.com is your link to a network of 
club, collegiate, and professional coaches 
looking for talented players to help make 
their programs more successful. 

We Connect Players with Teams 

G uestPlayer.corn 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 10:40 AM 

Chris Arledge <carledge@northlamar.net> 

~msn.com; ducm@uucaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros, ~gmail.com), pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: practice time 

No, we have been at one hour thirty minutes for a tong time, that has not changed. What has changed is ou~ player development platform. We are now twing 
Raymond Verhe~jen’s ideas, ~ ~ove them, ~t conforms to how we have ~lw~ys tr~ed to develop p~ayers ~nd a~so why and when we substitute. 

F~m: Chris Arledge [mailto:carledge@northlamar.net] 
Sent~ Monday, August 26, 20~3 9:~5 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ practice time 
~son, 

I hope your season is off to a ~eat start~ I have a q~ck question for you wheu you get ~ne .... 
I read where you’ve cut your practice time don~ from what you guys used to go. How long to you ~ys ~o now? Could you explain a li~le of the concepts 

behind fl~is idea? 

thanks for your hdp, 

Chris Arled ~e 
P~therettes Basketball 

North Lmnar ISD 

3201 Lewis L~e 

Paris TX 75462 

(903) 737-2011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 3:40 PM 

~duke.edu) 

FW: this week’s schedule 

From-" Sander, Thomas J 
Sent-" Monday, 11:25 AM 
Subject-" this week’s schedule 

Team, 

Here’s this week: 

Mon: 

Before 1:30 pm weights on own between classes 

1:00 pm treatments 

2:30 pm practice Finley 

7:00 pm MANDATORY CREED meeting for freshmen - Loudermilk 

Tues: 

1:00 pm treatments 

NO PRACTICE 

Wed: 

Before 1:30 pm weights on own between classes 

1:00 pm treatments 

2:30 pm practice Finley 

Thurs: 

treatments 

practice FETZER 

MANDATORY ball signing in castle 

1:00 pm 

2:30 pm 

3:30 pm 

Fri: 

1:00 pm Panera 

2:00 pm treatments 

3:15 pm pregame 

4:15 pm warm up 

5:00 pm game vs New Mexico 

Sat: 

Treatments 

Pool workout 

Sun: 

11:00 am pregame meal 

12:00 pm treatments 

1:15 pm pregame 

2:15 pm warm up 

3:00 pm game vs Kennesaw St 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

Universi~ of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 3:50 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu-~; ~msn.com; Ducar, Chris <ducag@unc.edu> 

~gm~fil.com 

Vm~gelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: ma~da~o~7 ~neeting with compliaaace 

~mac.com; @aol.com; 

[just set it up via an email I finally looked at for Tuesday Sep I7ti~ a[ 3:45 pm in [he conference roorn. Be there~ 

F~m: Sander, Thomas ~ 
$ent~ Monday, August 26, 20~3 ~:50 AM 
To: Dorrance, AlbeR A IV;         ~msn.com; Ducar, Chris;    @mac.corn;      ~aol.com.          }gma~l.com 
$ubjeet~ mandato~ meeting with compliance 

Coaches, 

Marielle Van Gelder wants to meet with us Fri Sept ~3 at 11:15 am in the Castle to go over our coaching duties. Please add this to your calendar. 

-Tom 

Tom S~der 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

Umvemi~’ ofNoN~ Cmolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:01 PM 

ttumphries, Sarah <shumphries@unc.edtw 

~msn.com; ducm@uucaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros, ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Upcoming Weekend- Marketing Eflbrts 

Excellent ...~ now please underst,~nd, the way we are going to get people to come to our games is to have the coaches of these players encourage it. So getting the 

Nahas brothers (Damon and Sean) aboard is critical to our success~ Now let me find out who wants to jump into serve as your liaison with the coaching staff (Dino, 

Chris., .Jason.,      . Dh~.o dR~ some research and disco~ered that coaches don’t do snyl:hh~g to he~p ~n match attendance. Tom SLone toR~ me the o~x)s~Le when ~ 

as~ed him what they did at Texas A&M. [ ha~e no ~dea who is right, but sure~y we must be aMe to contribute m some fashion to drive attendence It ~s not I~ke a~I 
us are worMng 8 hours a day. ]n your ~eisure, contact the University of Port,and, Texas A&M and the Portland Thorns and find ou[ what they think are [be keys to 

their success #~ market~ng their teams. 

A~ the heath 

F~m= Humphries, Sarah 
Sent~ Monday, ~2:02 PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Su~ject~ Upcoming Weekend-Marketing Effo~s 

ABSOB~ 

Congratulations on a successful trip to Charlottesville this past weekend. I wanted to send you a detailed document outlining everything we have going on this 

weekend from a marketing standpoint. I know I provided a game-by-game promotional plan in our large game day!operations meeting last Monday but I wanted 

to get you a more detailed breakdown as it related specifically to this opening weekend. I have attached both the document outlining the marketing efforts for 

this weekend as well as an updated copy of the game-by-game promotional plan for the entire season. 

One additional update, I have spoken to the contacts you mentioned from CASk last week and also met with               last week.        is going to help us 

really get out in front of a variety of the CASk club teams to promote the team days we have in place for them. We are excited about creating a great partnership 

with them that also allows       to get some experience working with our office. 

Please let me know if I can provide any additional information. 

Thanks, 

Sarah 

Sarah Humphries 
Director of Marketing 
Depa~ment d Athletics 
UniversiW of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919)962-5218 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:02 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ! ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~W: Upcoming Weekend-Mmketing Eflb~ts 

Ma:rketing l?lm~-Gaa~e by Game.pptx; WSCR Nike Classic Weekend Marketing Effo~ts.docx 

Look this over see where you can help. 

From: Humphries, Sarah 
Sent: Monday, 12:02 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A rg 
Subject: Upcoming Weekend-Marketing Efforts 

Anson, 

Congratulations on a successful trip to Charlottesville this past weekend. I wanted to send you a detailed document outlining everything we have going on this 

weekend from a marketing standpoint. I know I provided a game-by-game promotional plan in our large game day!operations meeting last Monday but I wanted 

to get you a more detailed breakdown as it related specifically to this opening weekend. I have attached both the document outlining the marketing efforts for 

this weekend as well as an updated copy of the game-by-game promotional plan for the entire season. 

One additional update, I have spoken to the contacts you mentioned from CASL last week and also met with               last week.        is going to help us 

really get out in front of a variety of the CASL club teams to promote the team days we have in place for them. We are excited about creating a great partnership 

with them that also allows       to get some experience working with our office. 

Please let me know if I can provide any additional information. 

Thanks, 

Sarah 

Sarah Humphries 
Director of Marketing 
Department of Athletics 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919)962-52~.8 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 4:04 PM 

Reckart, Angela <reckart@nnc.edu> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros I @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Track & Field Meeting 

Whatever you think will work best for you _.. hopefully not much longer than 20 minutes. 

From: Reckart, Angela 
Sent; Monday, :[2:22 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; RE: Track & Field Meeting 

Do yot~ have am/idea how king Anson wouk~ chat w~t:h t:hem? Just ~ time frame so we c~m cor~t[mJe to edit their [tir~er~;ry. 

From= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent; Friday, 10:49 AM 
Te= Reckart, Angela 
Subject: RE: Track & Field Meeting 
Angela, 

If she’ll be on campus early thatfs great! Our pregame meal is at lpm - I am thinking anytime between 9 and :[:[am would be best to stop by. Shoot us a reminder, with a time 
you’d stop in, and rll make sure Anson is there to meet. 

Have a good day! 

Jason 

From: Reckart, Anqela 

Sent: Friday, :[0::[5 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Track & Field Meeting 

Anson!Jason, 
How’s it going? I spoke with Anson in the weight room yesterday about possibly meeting one of our recruits and she is one 
of our top recruits.                                              ~d is a huge fan of Carolina Soccer and Mia Harem, of course. We would love for her to have 

the opportunity to meet you while she is on campus. She will be here early Friday and leaving Sunday morning I know that you are 
heading over to Duke that afternoon, so I understand if it will not fit in your schedule. Just let me know what works. Thanks again! 

Angela Reckart 

Assistant XC/Track & Field Coach 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

coachreck@unc.edu 

Fax: 959.962.4903 

Office: 959-962-5234 

Go Heels! 

:::w: un¢2o 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 4:11 PM 

~aol.com 

EW: Remiuder! ’Fop 25 Ballots Needed’. 

Dirlo, 

DO you still want to do this? I can give it to Jason if you like, It must be a pain for you, tmless you are one of those who always gets it in in time. 

From= ga~@soccertimes.com [mailto:gary@socce~imes.com] 
Sent= Monday, August 26, 2013 3:34 PN 
To= gary@soccertimes.com 
Subject= Reminder[ Top 25 Ballots Needed[ 
To all -- 

With the deadline having passed 30 minutes ago, nine ballots have been received, meaning seven ballots are still outstanding. 

If you have not yet voted, please do so as soon as possible. If you have voted, you should receive a confirmation shortly. 

The following resources are available for your consideration: 
Preseason Top 25: http://www.soccertimes.comincaa/top25/women.htm 
How The Top 25 Fared: http://www.soccertimes.comincaa/top25/womenfared.htm 
For scores, please consult the NSCAA scoreboard (I will explain this in a subsequent e-mail): 
_h___t_t_p__:_ZZ_w___w___w__=_t__o_~__d_£__a__w_ _e_£_s2_o___c___q_e_._ti~__c__o___m_Z_c_,__o__[J_~ g ~: __s___o_c___q__e_ _r Lc_ _o_]_[_e_ g__e_ _-_ __s__q__o_ £ _e_ _b_o_ _a__ [ _d_ / w o m e n 

Your effort is greatly appreciated. As always, if anybody has any questions, I can be reached at any time at 

Thanks, 
Gary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 4:12 PM 

gary@~ccertimes.com 

l~L: Reminder! Top 25 Ballots Needed! 

Gary~ 

How does Dhlo do in this for you. Is he one who always gets it in in ~rne? Or do you have to always be tracking him down? 

F~m= ga~@soccertimes.com [mailto:gary@socce~imes.com] 
Sent: Nonday, August 26, 20~3 3:34 PN 
T~= gary@soccertimes.com 
Subjeet: Reminder[ Top 25 Ballots Needed[ 
To all -- 

With the deadline having passed 30 minutes ago, nine ballots have been received, meaning seven ballots are still outstanding. 

If you have not yet voted, please do so as soon as possible. If you have voted, you should receive a confirmation shortly. 

The following resources are available for your consideration: 
Preseason Top 25: http://www.soccertimes.comincaa/top25/women.htm 
How The Top 25 Fared: http://www.soccertimes.comincaa/top25/womenfared.htm 
For scores, please consult the NSCAA scoreboard (I will explain this in a subsequent e-mail): 
b__t__t_p_ _:_~!Z~__w___w____w___=_t___q p___d_£__a___w____e_£~_g__c___c__e_._E:__c___q___m_~_c_.__o__U__e_g__e__-_ __s___q _c___c___e___r Z__c___q 1_ Le__ g__e___-_ __s__c__g £__e___b__9__a__ [ _d_ z’ w o m e n 

Your effort is greatly appreciated, As always, if anybody has any questions, T can be reached at any time at 

Thanks, 
Gary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 4:17 PM 

Vicki Linton @hotmail.com> 

@duke.edn); ~msn.com; ducar,~)uncaa.nnc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Vicld Linton 

Not a problem .... We might not be training on a][ those days but you are welcome. 

From: Vicki Linton [mailto: }hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2023 3:43 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Re: Vicki Linton 
Hi Anion 

I think I will ~ able to soft out accommodation but would love to come out ~ training - I will be down there all week 9-15 September so possibly on Monday, 

Tuesday or Wednesday? 

That,s - looldng fo~wmd to it. 

Vic~ 

On 21/0~2013, at 8:13 PM, Tom and Alison Sem~anN ~269.~[..~R[~> wrote: 

Got this reply from Anson 

AbsOh.EteIv not a problem. If she is short on cash 

All the best!! 

From; Tom and Alison Sermanni [mailto 
Sent." Wednesday, August 21, 2013 2:55 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Bill Palladino 
C¢: Vicki Linton3 
Subject-" Vicki Linton 

Hi Anson/Bill 

Hope the pre-season is going well and more importantly not disrupting the golf schedule! 

An Australian coaching collegue of mine, Vicki Linton, has taken up a job at By Area Breeze in the W-League. She’s coming to the east coast in early/mid 

Sept to catch some college games and will be in your area for several days. 

Is it possible for her to attend one of your training while she’s in the area? She’d greatly appeciate that opportunity. 

In Australia Vicki was the coach of the U’17 National Team and Melbourne Victory in the W-League. 

Thanks 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 4:34 PM 

Kyle Thomas < ~gmail.com> 

Fedora, H. La~D" <laawy.fedora@unc.edu>; Cunninghaan, Bubba <bnbbac@email.unc.edu>; 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

~,~b duke .edn) 

RE: Pete ca~rol on the radio 

@msn.com; ducar~!uncaa.unc.edu; 

Kyle, 

Pete Carroll was always very gracious in sharing where he got the idea~ It is even in his coaching book: "Win Forever", On page :142 he comes right out and says: 

"Anson and ~ met for the first dine in 2005 (sic, ~t was actually summer of 2004), when both ot: us had the chance to v~s~t the White House after our teams won 

Nat~ona] Championships. ~ had been an admirer of his for years and had read his book ~ong before I went to USC. What you want to do on the practice find, he 

wrote, is to create a ’competitive cauldron~’ where the p]ayers are .... competing for even the smallest whys ..." etc 

So rest assured, I have a~ways respected Pete fl:~r ha~ng the humility to puM[cal~y acknowledge tha~: he ac:tual~y ~earned sometMng from a soccer coach and e~en 

more shocMr@y, a women’s soccer coach a~ that. Since d~en ~ have oNy cheered for two football teams: the University of North Carolina and whatever team Pete 

Carroll is coaching. 

A~[ the best, my fdend~ 

F~m: Kyle Thomas [mailto:          @gmail,com] 
Sent: Nonday, August 26, 20~3 3:5~ PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Pe~ carrol on the radio 

Anso~ 

I was listening to an interview with an LA based sports program this morning discussing USC football. They were specifically discussing Pete Carroll’s yeaxs and "his" 

competilive canld~en. Laughed to myself remembering your sloD~ about him introducing himself at the white house. Thought you might get a kick out of that. 

Regards 

Kyle Thomas 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 4:35 PM 

~live.unc.edu~> 

I~E: New address 

Are you getting them now? Are you getting healthy? 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: New address 

4:33 PM 

Hey Ans, 

Realized I hadn’t gotten an email from you for a while which is clearly out of the norm! I thil~ my old uga email is the address you have for me and I can’t login to that account anymore so if 
you wouldn’t mind adding this address to the team email it’d be great! 

Thanks! 

Sent fi*om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 4:41 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: ACC Wo~nen’s Soccer Scheduling Conference Call 

8-21-13 Minutes of the Wotnetfs Soccer Committee.docx 

From: Pierce, Kris [mailto:kpierce@theacc.org] 
Sent; Monday, August 26, 20:[3 5:4:[ PM 
To; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A 111; Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu)~ Grey Miller (gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu); 
Jonathan Morgan (~mo:[:[:[9@umd.edu); Karen Berguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com); Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary-Frances Monroe 
(m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@synedu); Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.:[@nd.edu); Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson 
(sswanson@virginia.edu); Tim Santoro (tfsantor@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@wfu.edu) 
¢c-" Matt Conway (BC) (conwayml@bc.edu); Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.pitt.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu); Butler, Lee; Moore, Donald; Barrett, Jennie; 
Fraser, Alex; Barbara Kennedy-Dixon (kbarbar@clemson.edu); Barbara Walker (walkerbg@wfu.edu); Miller, Beth; Christine Krellwitz (Christine@gocards.com); Donna Sanft 
(dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu); Jaclyn "Jacki" Silar 0silar@duaa.duke.edu); Jane Miller 0m2y@virginia.edu); Jennifer Strawley (j.strawley@miami.edu); Jody Mooradian 
(mooradjo@bc.edu); Lisa Rudd (Irudd@vt.edu); Lori Ebihara (lebihara@umd.edu); Michelle Lee (michelle_lee@ncsu.edu)~ Missy Conboy (conboy.:[@nd.edu); Renee M. 
Baumgartner (rmbaumga@syr.edu); Sharon McCloskey (smcclosk@vt.edu); Theresa Wenzel (twenzel@athletics.gatech.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu) 
Subject: RE: ACC Women’s Soccer Scheduling Conference Call 

Attached, you ~,ill find the minutes from our conference call on Wednesday, August 2:1.. If you have any questions, please let me know~ 

~s a reminds?r, th~-_~ SWA~.~ will be w)ting on these itema during the?h meeting~.; Octob~?r :].-2. Pl~-:~ase relay your ~:hough~:s to your SWA before ~:hat meeting. 

Tha~ks! 

Kris 

From-" Pierce, Kris 
SeBt-" Wednesday, August 2:[, 20:[3 8:38 AM 
To-" Alison Foley (foieyae(@bc.edu); Anson Dorrance (anson@uncaa.unc.edu); Charles Adair (ada!r(@vt, edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@ciemsoD.edu); Greg Miller 
(gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu); Jonathan Morgan (imo:[:[:[9@umd.edu); Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com); Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary-Frances 
Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.:[@nd.edu); Robbie Church (robNe.church@duke.edu); Steve 
Swanson (.s__s___w___a___n__s___o__n___@__v_!_r_g[D_La_=__e__d___u_); Tim Santoro (~_s__a__r_Lt__o__r__@__n___c__s__u__,_e_.__d___u]; Tony Da Luz (_d___a_J_u___z_~@~__u_=__e__d___u_) 
¢~-" Matt Conway (BC) (conwaymK~bc.edu); Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.pitt.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu); Butler, Lee; Moore, Donald; Barrett, Jennie; 
Fraser, Alex 
$~bject-" RE: ACC Women’s Soccer Scheduling Conference Call 
[mportaace: High 
This is just a t:riendly reminder that we will convene via conference call today at :[0 a~m. (Eastern). Thanks! 

From-" Pierce, Kris 
Sel~t-" Tuesday, August 06, 20:[3 5:57 PM 

To-" Alison Foley (foieyae(@bc.edu); Anson Dorrance (anson@uncaa.unc.edu); Charles Adair (ada!r(@vt, edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@ciemsoD.edu); Greg Miller 
(gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu); Jonathan Morgan (imo:[:[:[9@umd.edu); Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com); Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary-Frances 
Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.:[@nd.edu); Robbie Church (robNe.church@duke.edu); Steve 
Swanson (.s__s___w___a___n__s___o__n___@__v_!_r_g[D_La_=__e__d___u_); Tim Santoro (~_s__a__r_Lt__o__r__@__n___c__s__u__,_e_.__d___u]; Tony Da Luz (_d___a_J_u___z_~@~__u_=__e__d___u_) 
C~-" Matt Conway (BC) (conwaymK~bc.edu); Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.pitt.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu); Butler, Lee; Moore, Donald; Barrett, Jennie; 

Fraser, Alex 
Subject-" ACC Women’s Soccer Scheduling Conference Call 
[mportaace: High 

Women’s Soccer Coaches - 

We will have a conference call on Wednesday, August 21 at :10 a.m. to discuss the attached material. Call-in information is below. 

As requested, we have compiled data and schedule models based on a 3-year RPI average. It was also suggested that we consider a 8-year average RPI, and I’ve 

included metrics for six years as well thanks to Steve Swanson and his staff. As you consider this data and prepare to make a recommendation on the call, I request 

that you consider the following: 

* Do you want to play in pods based on RPI or divisions? 

* Do you want to use permanent partners? 

We technically have a passing vote of 8-5 to host a lO-team championship. We will bring that recommendation forward to the SWAs in October, but I have included 

the 8-, 10-and 12-team brackets in the materials should someone want to revisit this issue. 

As always, please let me know if you have questions. I look forward to our discussion on the 2:1st. 

Thanks] 

Kris 

ACe Women’s Soccer Conference Call 

Wednesday/, August 2J. - J.O aom. 
CalMn Number: :~-g66-244-8528 

Passcode: 
KRf$ 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Championships & SWA 

O: 336.369.4652 I 

kpie rce(~theacc.o.._, 
theACC.com ¯ 

[ i:~i: ACC 20"13-14 ESignature July1 (2:1 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:43 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

RE: Please pick your team m~d emaJl me back (with your selection) before Th practice! 

Good stuff How is your fitness coming? 

From: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday 5:53 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Re: Please pick your team and email me back (with your selection) before Th practice! 

Anson 

The team I have chosen to watch is man city! 

Can’t wait to watch’. 

Sent from tny iPhone 

On at 2:12 PM, "Do~Tance, Albert A IV" <anson~ema~J.unc.edu> wrote: 

This is the beginning of my never ending desire to encourage all of you to become fans of the game. My motivation is entirely seffish: it will help you 

become better soccer players (and then of course we will have a better Learn}. 

[veryone has to select from among these five teams h~ the EPL: 

Arsenal 

Man U 

Che~sea 

Man C~ty 

Tottenham 

Once you have picked you~ learn, EVERY WEEKEND I would Hke you to watch at least one half of thei~ game, If they are no[ play~r~ (on TV) then yot~ 

have to watch 45 m~nutes of the EP~ Review show, Perhaps each house should decMe on a team and then watch it together (any 

suggest~ons!sok~t~ons wou~d be appreciated), Tom wH[ record the ~PL games so aH the freshmen can watch them in McCask~L 

F~: Soccer America [ma[l~:news@socceramer[ca.com] 
SeBt: Wednesday, ~:07 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Soccer On ~: Wednesday, 

I<.~WRDlgT.jpg>I 
/Vednesday, 

I<~-WRD 187.j Pg>l 

<~WRD187..ipg>~Tweet T h is I<~wRm87..iP~>lS hare Thi, 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

UEFA Champions League playoffs continue on Wednesday.... Also on Wednesday: Chelsea hosts 

Aston Villa; Atletico Madrid faces Barcelona in the first leg of the Spanish Supercopa; MLS Week 26 

kicks off. 

[<’-’WRD 187.j pg>I 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listing& Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (delay) 5 

UEFA Champions League LUDOGORETS RAZGRAD-BASEL (delay) 7:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League DINAMO-AUSTRIA WIEN (delay) 9:30 pro. 

UEFA Champions League STEAU BUCHAREST-LEGIA WARSZAWA (delay) 11:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana LIBERTAD-MINEROS (live) 7 pro. 

NBCSN 

England CHELSEA-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN2 



Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-LOBOS BUAP (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico MONTERREY-ALTAMIRA (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Copa do Brasil CRUZEIRO-FLAMENGO (live) 8:45 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS CHIVAS USA-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico ZACATEPEC-TIGRES (live) 10 pm. 

THURSDAY, 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana LIGA DE LOJA-NACIONAL (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 6:30 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana DEPORTIVO PASTO-COLO COLO (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League SPORTING SAN MIGUELITO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Santiago Bernabeau Trophy REAL MADRID-AL SAAD (live) 4:30 pm. 

Copa do Brasil BOTAFOGO-ATLETICO MG (live) 8:45 pm. 

FR~DAY~ 

NBCSN 

MLS CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

FranceMONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm= 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-UNIVERSIDAD DE COLIMA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-TORREON (live) 10:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-WERDER BREMEN (live) 2 pm. 

Netherlnads HERENVEEN-AJAX (live) 4:30 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-GUADALAJARA (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-SANTOS (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

SATURDAY, 

NBC 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) Noon. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

NWSL Playoffs FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal (live), 2 pm. 

NWSL Playoffs WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (live), 8 pm 

NBCSN 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

Mun2 



England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy HELLAS VERONA-AC MILAN (live) 11:30 am. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain ELCHE-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 12:30 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain VlLLAREAL-VALLADOLID (livE) 5 pm. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England HULL CITY-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-NUREMBERG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany HERTHA BERLIN-HAMBURG (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay RENTISTAS-NACIONAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

Germany HANNOVER-SCHALKE (live) 4:30 pm. 

Mexico MERIDA-ZACATEPEC (live) 7 pm. 

UNiVISiON DEPORTES 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (live) 11 am. 
France LYON-STADE DE REIMS (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-UNAM (live) 10 pm. 

UNIViSION 

Mexico AMERICA-MONARCAS (live) 5 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS MONTREAL-HOUSTON (live) 7 pm. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-TORONTO (live) 7 pro. 

MLS VANCOUVER-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-COLUMBUS (live) 9:30 pm. 

ESPN2 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (liv~ 10 pm. 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY(liv~ 11am. 

Mun2 
England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

BeIN SPORT 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

France NANTES-PSG (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Italy LIVORNO-ROMA (delay) 7:15 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-RAYO (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-SEVlLLA (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORT LIVE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

NWSL FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal, (delay) 8 pm= 

NWSL WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (delay) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-ALTAMIRA (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil VASCO-CORINTHIANS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay DEFENSOR-PENAROL (live) 5 pm. 



Argentina ESTUDIANTES-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 8:15 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA=VERACRUZ (live) 1 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHIVAS USA-NEWYORK (live) 5 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 1 pro. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

ESPN3,com 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pro. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (live) 3 

BelN SPORT 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Capital One Cup LIVERPOOL-NOTTS COUNTY (live) 2:40 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

Collecle Soccer on TV 

Leagues offering live streaming of games include: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:45 PM 

~comcast.net 

I~JE: 

Excellent!! How are you feeling? 

From: ~comcast.net [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, 8:50 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Anson! 

_~comcast.net] 

would like to watch Man City. Thanks[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:51 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~5,oun~unc.edu> 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; ~ema~l.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; 

~comcast.net; ~gmail.com; ~email.unc.edu; 

~hottnail.com; ~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; 

RE: Study Hall this week 

~gmail .com;. ~live .unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu; 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com) 

?hanks Tony!! (r.:_~m, I~!t’s ofganiz,-_~ and Acad~:,mic Captains [orwafd~ng ~st for rne so ] (:ar~ set~d ~:hern ]:h~ngs ~]ke this ... Thank 

F~m: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Nonday, 9:06 PH 
To: 
Cc: Sander, Thomas 3; Dorrance~ Albe~ A ~V 
Subject: Study Hall this week 
Ladies, 

The first run of tutor schedules has been set. IF you have a tutor session scheduled, you will get an email within minutes that outlines the individual tutor sessions set so far. Tutoring 
begins tomorrow night, Tuesday of this ~veek If you do not receive a follo~v up email, you have no sessions scheduled so far 

Attached you will find the current drop in tutor schedule. It is still a work in progress so changes may still be made. For room numbers check the main desk in the lobby, or the TV monitors, 
or the chalkboards. 

The only stu@ hall hours you are responsible for this ~veek are your meeting with me, and the hours scheduled with your tutors. There will be no independent stu@ hours required this 
week. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 4:52 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: NCAA StaffInte~pretalion: Goodwill Packages to Visiting Tea~s 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Monday, 9:17 PM 

To; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
(:c-" 111e, Vince; Markos, Lance M; Timmermans, Tom; Cunningham, Bubba; Gallo, Jr., Larry A4 Miller, Beth; Gwaltney, Clint; Creech, l(arlton W; Steinbacher, 
Rick; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject; NCAA Staff Interpretation: Goodwill Packages to Visiting Teams 

All - 

Please see the NCAA Staff Interpretation we received today regarding the receipt of Goodwill packages by opposing teams. 

The academic and membership affairs staff confirmed it is permissible to provide all teams participating in an institutionally sponsored meet or tournament with a 

goodwill package containing various mementos (e.g., coffee mugs, candy packets) of nominal value. 

Let us know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (9:19) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 5:38 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

Jason Sisneros ~g~nail.com); 

~icloud.com) ~ 

~!live.unc.edu); 

!!live.unc.edu); 
~yahoo.com); 

~gmail.com ~comcast.net 

@email.unc.edu; 

FW: Soccer On TV: Tuesday, 

~hotmail.com; 

~!live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu>;                       ,~!live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 
~gm~l.com); ~live.unc.edu); 

~live.t~nc.edu); @email.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; 
~gmail.co~ ~ema~l.unc.edu; ~live.unc~edu; 

@msn.com; duca;@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com 

Please remember to TWO d~e £PL and C’tlampions League games so the ~resbmen can watc~ t~em here. Arid a~so record the EP[ Review 5how. And put someone 

charge ot: erasb~g them (Jason) because ~t w~ fi~ up qu~dd% 

Thank you[ 

F~m= Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, ~:07 AN 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject~ Soccer On ~: Tuesday,, 

removed by 

sender. 

remc~/ed by 
sender. 

~onday, 

removed by 
sender. 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

tweet This 

Sporting Kansas City and the Houston Dynamo are in Concacaf Champions League action on Tuesday. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. 

Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

27 
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TUESDAY, 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League ARSENAL-FENERBACHE (live) 2:30 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League HOUSTON-ARABE UNIDO (live) 8 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League BASEL-LUDOGORETS RAZGRAD 0ive) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League ARSENAL-FENERBAHCE (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League PAOK-SCHALKE 04 (delay) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League OLIMPIA-KANSAS CITY (live) 10 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League ARSENAL-FENERBAHCE (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League PAOK-SCHALKE (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana NACIONAL-GUARANI (live) 9 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Capital One Cup LIVERPOOL-NOTTS COUNTY (live) 2:40 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico LEONES NEGROS-QUERETARO (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico NECAXA-LEON (live) 10 pm. 



UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

Concacaf Champions League HOUSTON-ARABE UNIDO (live) 8 pm. 

GALAVISION 

Copa Mexico UNAM-ATLETICO SAN LUIS (live) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico PACHUCA-OAXACA (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico MORELIA-ESTUDIANTES TECOS (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Supercopa BARCELONA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 5 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League AC MILAN-PSV EINDHOVEN (live) 2:30 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League CELTIC-SHAKHTER KARAGANDY (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League AC MILAN-PSV EINDHOVEN (delay) 5 

UEFA Champions League REAL SOCIEDAD-LYON (delay) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League HEREDIA-SAN JOSE (live) 10 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League ZENIT-PACOS DE FERREIRA (live) Noon. 

UEFA Champions League REAL SOCIEDAD-LYON (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League AC MILAN=PSV EINDHOVEN (delay) 5 

BelN SPORT 

Capital One Cup EVERTON-STEVENAGE (live) 2:40 pm. 

Copa do Brasil ATLETICO MG-BOTAFOGO (live) 6:30 pm. 

Copa do Brasil FLAMENCO-CRUZEIRO (live) 8:45 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico GUADALAJARA-DORADOS DE SINALOA (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League TIJUANA-LUIS ANGEL FIRPO (live) 10 pm. 

UNIWSION DEPORTES DOS 

Concacaf Champions League HEREDIA-SAN JOSE (live) 10 pm. 

GALAVlSlON 

Concacaf Champions League VALENCIA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Supercopa BARCELONA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 5 pm= 

BelN SPORT 

Teresa Herrera Trophy DEPORTIVO LA CORUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 1 pro. 

France BORDEAUX-BASTIA (delay) 3 pm. 

Capital One Cup MORECAMBE-NEWCASTLE (delay) 5 pro. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Teresa Herrera Trophy DEPORTIVO LA CORUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 1 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League GROUP STAGE DRAW (live) 6 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana INDE= DEL VALLE-U DE CHILE (live) 4 pro. 

Copa Sudamericana COBRELOA-LA EQUIDAD (live) 6:30 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana VELEZ SARSFIELD-BELGRANO (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League CALEDONIA=COMUNICACIONES (live) 8 pro. 

GALAVlSlON 

Concacaf Champions League ALAJUENSE-CLUB AMERICA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-DYNAMO TBILISI (live) 3 pm. 



FRIDAY, 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pro, 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Supercopa BAYERN MUNICH-CHELSEA (live) 2:30 prn. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico SANTOS=LEON (live) 10:30 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MORELIA-PACHUCA (live) 8:30 pro. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS TORONTO-NEW ENGLAND (live) 7 pro. 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-SUNDERLAND (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England MANCHESTER CITY-HULL (live) 7:45 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-EVERTON (live) 10 am. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-NEWYORK (live) 8 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England NEWCASTLE-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-STOKE CITY (live) 10 am. 

England NORV~CH CITY-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-CELTIC (live) 7:40 am. 
Scotland MOTHERWELL-KILMARNOCK (live) 12:30 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-QUERETARO (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

France PSG-GUINGAMP (live) 11 am. 
France SOCHAUX-AJACCIO (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-TIGRES (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico MONTERREY-ATLAS (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico CHIAPAS-TIJUANA (live) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany MOENCHENGLADBACH-WERDER BREMEN (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany SCHALKE 04-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay PENAROL-RENTISTAS (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Women’s U-19 Final TBD-TBD (live) 4:30 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS COLUMBUS-SEATTLE (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-MONTREAL (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-COLORADO (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-SAN JOSE (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands PSV-CAMBUUR (live) 2:40 pm. 

Brazil GREMIO-PONTE PRETA (live) 5:30 pm. 

S~Jf’~DAY, 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England LIVERPOOL-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 8:30 am. 

England ARSENAL-TOTTENHAM (live) 11 am. 

NBC LiVE EXTRA 

England WEST BROM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

NWSL WESTERN NY-PORTLAND (delay) 8 pm. 



UNIVISlON 

Mexico UNAM-AMERICA (live) 1 pm, 

UNiVISION DEPORTES 

France MARSEILLE-MONACO (live) 3 pro. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHICAGO-HOUSTON (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico GUADALAJARA-TOLUCA (live) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands GRONINGEN-AJAX (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany FRANKFURT-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil CORINTHIANS-FLAMENGO (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-SUDAMERICA (live) 5 pm= 

Argentina SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 8:15 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

EnglandTBA~BA(live)3pm. 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Leagues effedng live streaming of games include: 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Lea uque 

Soccer A[~qerica on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Face~oook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 
Soccer on TV for Monday,, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

~movedby 
sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 5:39 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

~live.unc.edu);                         ~email.unc.edu>; 

.~!live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); )!live.unc.edu); 
~gmail.com);                      ~live.unc.edu>;                 ~hve.unc.edu); 

~gmail.com;                       ~gmail.corn);                      ~;live.unc.edu); : 

~live.unc.edu); nicole lava (athva,~!uncaa.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); ~icloud.com) < ~live.unc.edu>; 

.a)live.unc.edu); ~ ~live.unc.edu);, ~live.unc.edu);, 

~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); ~yahoo.com); 

~rocketmaJl.com; ~gmail.com ~live.unc.edu; 

~live. unc.edu; ~emaJl. mac.edu; ~gmail.com; 

~email.unc.e&~; ~emaJl.unc.edu; @hotmail.com; ~live.unc.edu; 
~gmail.com; ~gmaJ, l.com; ~live. unc.edu); 

~z~gmail.com; ,~)’ahoo.com; ~gmail.com 

Paul Gardner: Mm~U 0 Chelsea 0: The Ve.w Essence of the Modern Game 

~gma~l.com); pacman@ uncaa.unc.edu; 

~aol.com); 

~gma~l.com); 

~live.unc.edu); ~gmail.com; 

~yalaoo.com; ~ymail.com; 

~comcasl.net; ~gmaJ4.com; 

~live.unc.edu; 

@aol.com; 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, 5:02 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Paul Gardner: ManU 0 Chelsea 0: The Very Essence of the Modern Game 
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Fuesday, 

-~aul Gardner’s Soccer[aik is a benefit for Soccer America rr~embers. 
Image 
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tweet This 

ManU 0 Chelsea O" The Very Essence of the 
Modern Game 

~hare Thi: 

By Paul Gardner 

You can be pretty sure that the sort of game churned out yesterday by Manchester United and Chelsea 

is not what NBC is looking for. 

i~ilmage 

removed by 

sender¯ 

Rather odd, that. Because the game highlighted all the most prominent featut+s of the spod of soccer as 

currently played at the top level. Money, for start - two of the world’s richest teams on display. With a 

money-inspired sub-text: how much money will Chelsea have to pay to lure Wayne Rooney away from ManU? And because of 

that, the money-inspired sub-sub-text: given the tug-of-war between the two clubs, would Rooney even play in this game? 

After money, we have: the coaches. Much of the hype during the build up to the game concerned the two coaches, both new 

to their clubs - David Moyes at ManU, Jose Mourinho t~turning to Chelsea after a five-season absence. OK, the hype can be 

blamed partly on the media, determined to sensationalize the battle between the morose-looking Moyes and the melodramatic 

Mourinho. 

Consider the opponents: David Moyes - a boring man who has, for 11 years, been coaching an occasionally less4han boring 

Everton that failed to win anything during that period. And Jose Mourinho who has won plenty, but not lately, fresh from a 

contentious flop of a season with Real Madrid, a childish showoff who likes to play equally childish mind-games with referees 

and opposing coaches. You might find it hard to envisage how this game could be turned into, could be sold as, a Moyes vs 

Mourinho epic. You would be right. 

We didn’t get an epic. We got a thundering bore. From these two much-respected and certainly much-hyped coaches, we got 

a thoroughly tedious, unadventurous 0-0 tie. NBC commentator Ado White described it as "intriguing," which was a p~tty 

astute verbal way of avoiding the unacceptable (for the television mind, that is) truth that NBC was transmitting boredom. Two 

hours of it. 



Considering the mountain of talent - world-class attacking players - that festoons the rosters of both teams, what was the 

trouble here? Briefly: the coaches. Not because of all the hype that surrounded them - that is merely an irritation, though a 

highly visible one. No - at last we have to look at what happened on the field, which was not much - an overall torpidity for 

which we can certainly blame the coaches. 

Well, yes, mostly, but also no, slightly. We can blame the money and the modern game again. With so much money at 

stake, it is no doubt unreasonable to expect coaches to do anything other than protect their jobs, and to play it cautiously. 

This is particularly true at the top clubs, and Moyes and Mourinho laid it on with a trowel. 

Mourinho sent out a formation without a center fontCard, arguably without a full-time forward at all. With ManU as the home 

team, Moyes evidently felt obliged to do some attacking, but it was rarely sustained and, let’s face it, rather easily dealt with 

by Chelsea’s defensive formation. 

Yawn, yawn, and yawn again. Then, when the merciful final whistle sounds, the modern game strikes again. The moment 

arrives when the coaches come on TV and tell us how great, or at least how interesting, it all was. And so the modern game, 

a brainless, cumbersome creature that traps everyone involved with it, forces the coaches to stand up before a microphone 

and try to provide vaguely relevant answers to Imgely irrelevant questions~ 

Poor coaches - except that they have been going through this charade for quite a while now, and have become experts at 

supplying answers that go way beyond ’Vaguely relevant" and soar off into the solidly fantasist. Replaying an 4-0 loss into a 

game that ’~ve dominated," hammering the referee, claiming non-existent penalties, lamenting the red cards that weren’t given 

to the opposition, and whatever. 

So no sympathy to the coaches, they join in too wholeheartedly with the boring intricacies of the modern game, with their 

negative tactics and their silly-clever attempts to justify them. 

The players, too have bought into this corrosive nonsense. So have the TV commentators - I have again to say, it’s as though 

there’s no choice het~. The modern game gives us anemic action that needs a blizzard of words to cover its inadequacy - 

hence the euphemisms, the "lack of clear-cut chances," and the supposedly positive "there was a lot of respect between the 

two clubs." 

To say nothing of ’~Ne both wanted to win, and both did not want to lose," - that comes from Mourinho. Of course that sounds 

sturdy and it contains a tangled truth, but it is still an empty utterance. Do we need to be told that neither team wanted to 

lose? But we might be seeking to know why the coaches and the players should choose to cheat the fans and the viewers out 

of a game worthy of the occasion, and one worthy of the many skillful players who could -- we know this -- have given us 

something so much better. Of course we didn’t get anything like an explanation. Mourinho had the final self-satisfied platitude 

- ’~actically it was a good match." 

We might also be wondering what on earth is wrong with this sport when two of its strongest - dare I say best ? - teams can 

produce, in a season that is barely one week old, such a frightened, timid mouse of game? 

If it wasn’t aware before, NBC should now know the nature of the game it is embracing. It suffers from self-inflation. Maybe that 

is true of all major league sports. But soccer seems uniquely vulnerable to distortion by money. The effects are felt, deeply, on 

the field, right there where the ball rolls. Where we can see - as we did yesterday - the truth of the matter. That soccer 

scares itself by being overhyped, overpriced, and overcoached. And when it is scared, soccer is all too likely to be 

underpefformed. 

Post your response to the public SoccerTalk biog. 

See what others are sayin.q on the SoccerTalk bloq. 

Taesday, 

FI~[~DI3ACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

~movedby 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 5:43 PM 

Leone, Raymond <rleone@fas.harvayd.edu-~ 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edt ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros, ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Toummnent Scheduling 

Call me, I would love to help: ©. In the evening catl my celt does no~ work a~ home). I am up until 11 pro. By best to your’ amazing wife!! 

From: Leone, Raymond [mailto:rleone@fas.harvard.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, August 27, 201.3 6:33 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Re: Tournament Scheduling 

Anson, 
Good luck this season. I never did get a chance to talk to you about your substitution patterns and I am curious. We do have a decent number of about 16 players that are ready to 

play this year. When you prepare your team to play do you usually start the same team and sub in the same group or do you mix that up from game to game? How have you sold 90 

minute type players on this concept and do you usually only sub the frontline? We have a lot of Friday-Sunday games this year like you have so keeping our team fresh is obviously 

important. I know Sunday is where you really have an edge on teams and that is why I am asking for your input so we can consider your process as well. 

Thanks for your help, 
Ray 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, 25Jan 2013 17:32:45 -0500 

To: Ray Leone <rleone@fasJ~arvard~edu> 

Subject: Re: Tournament Scheduling 

~ have never understood why collegiate coaches don’t substitute ..... it does not make any sense. Call anytime ... my best to your wonderful wife. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > "Leone, Raymond" <rleone@fas.harvard.edu > 1/25/2013 12:53 PM > > > 

Anson, 

~ hope you are well. Congrats on a great run last season and the championship. When you get a chance ~would like to chat 

with you about playing time for your players and how you sell them on it and how you implement it during the season. 

We have a decent team coming back next fall with the most depth we have had since we have been here and I want 

more players to play than we have done in the past. That is why ~ am curious how you make this approach work. You definitely were 

in the heads of your opponents about playing against fresh legs and how difficult that challenge is particularly in the second game of a weekend. 

Thanks, 
Ray Leone 

Harvard University 
Women’s Soccer Head Coach 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@UNCAA.UNC.EDU> 

Reply-To: Anson Dorrance <anson@UNCAA.UNC.EDU> 

Date: Thu, 24Jan 2013 17:33:17 -0500 

To: "DIWSOCCER-L @metis3.gmu.edu" <DIWSOCCER-I_@metis3.gmu.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: Tournament Scheduling 

Dino, 
check on this to make sure it went through. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:02 PM 

~ver~zou.uet 

~hotmail .com); ’,~) aol .com 

O)msu.com; duca@uncaa.uuc.edu; Jason Sisneros ~gmaJl.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: RE: UNC vs Santa Clara game 

D a n i e I 

Thank you, you are very kind. We look [:orward to working with you and your team this gummer. And you can call me anydme. During the day the besL # to use 

wou~d be my cell: ._ at n~ght my home # ~s better because my ce~ does not work well at home. My home # is 

] w~H copy ~ on th~s. She runs my Team Camp and w~l~ hNp you with any admin~stra~ve q~es~ons yo~ or yo~u" parents might have. 

A~I the best m~d ~ k)ok forward to speMdng w~th y(~.E on the phone, 

From: ~verizon.net [mailto: }verizon.net] 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:~4 AN 

To= Dorrance, A~be~ A ~ 

Subject= Re: RE: UNC vs San~ Clara game 

Anson Dorrance, 

You spoke to my wife during the summer camp about the team camp and I have already passed the information on to my team. We plan on aRending the team camp next summer and 

have passed the information to some of the other teams around the Virginia Beach area. My players are sold on the 3-4-3 and they love to play it. They are also sold on your training and 

fitness program. I use some of your ideas from your books and what you have shared on youtube. When we played 8v8 we used the 2-3-2 and had great success, so the ladies were 

familiar with the concept when we went to 1 lvl 1. 

Your fitness and summer program has helped us so much and by your players using it mine want to use it. They think it’s cool if it comes from UNC. 

We look fo~/ard to watching you this Friday at the Carolina Classic. 

Thank you for your time and ~ would love to discuss the team camp with you. 

Daniel Leave,on 

ODSC Breakers U-14 Girls 

Or Dorrance, AIbe~AIV<anson@email unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you for ~h~dng some[:h#~g so posil:~ve about my p~ayers, ~ am go~ng to copy rny roster on th~s so they know how m~c:h these s~rnp~e gesture~; of kindness 

~f you play the 3-4-,3, please coRs~der bringing your team or a collection of players [:roR1 several teams to our TeaR1 Camp in the suRlmer, ]L wi]~ be a coaching 

for you h~ our methodology and a soccer camp for your p~yers. Check it out: www.ncgsc.com 

Call me if you would IH<e to discuss this 9:[9-9~2-4:1CO ._. Thank 

From: ~verizon.net [ m~[l$~ ~fl~B.~B.~] 
Sent; Saturday, 12:51 AN 

Te=Dorrance, Albe~ A N 

Subje~t=UNC vs Santa Clara game 

ARSOR Dorrance. 

I would like to say thank you to 2 of your players after the Santa Clara game tonight for taking the time to talk and sign shi~s and hats for my ODSC U-14 girls travel team. We drove all the 

way from Virginia Beach to see your team in action,            was so nice to sign autographs and            my daughters               :amp coach the week of 

through the     took the time to chat my girls a~er the game. My players enjoyed the game so much and look fo~¢ard to seeing them in action again very soon. 

We use the 3-4-3 formation and love it. I also run a small version of your terrible Tuesday. 

Thank you again. 

Daniel Leave,on 

Coach ODSC U-14 Girls Travel Soccer Team 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 6:03 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu-~ 
l~g: NY Times on ESPN 

Very interesting!! 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent-" Tuesday, August 27, 2023 9:32 AM 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject; NYTimes on ESPN 
..h.t.t.~..~y.t.~m~.s~...c..~.~.n..~../~79..~L.~.~L722L.s.p.~.~.Lt~.c..a...a~.f..~..~...t~.~..a.~Lt.~.~.:~.d.~.f~.~.~.-~.t..s.:~mp..~r~:~.s.p.~:~.s.t.~..s..-..~.n.:.~...f.f.m~t.s.~..h.t.m~.h.~r.~9.. 
Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

stevek~rscl~ner~c0 unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:04 PM 

~s- sm.org); ~gmail.com) 

~gm~l.com ~gmaJl .corn; 

@gmail.com) 

EW: Article frown the weekeud in Virginia 

~gmail.com); 

~gmail.com); 

From: Chris Ducar [mailto:ducar@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, 9:58 AM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject-" Article from the weekend in Virginia 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

Image removed by sender. 

Here’s a nice article on our opening weekend wins in The Daily Tar Heel. Enjoy! 

http ://www,dailytarheel.com/article~ ~osoccer 

B i rd 

Image removed by sender. 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:07 PM 

~gmail.com:~ 

~msn.com; ducm@uucaa.unc.edu; ?)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE ManU 

Excellent and good job today ... you are getting better in possession (because you are getting simpler). 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~)~mail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:18 AM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~iect:            ManU 

Just wanted to let you know that I’m choosing ManU as my team this season. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 6:18 PM 

Moore, Donald ~dmoore@theacc.org> 

Jason Sisneros          ~gmaJl.com);        @msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Women’s Soccer Video Exchange Co~ffCall - Thursday (Aug 29) 11:30am- 12pro 

Donald, 

I can’t join you on the call but .lason Sisneros, who will be doing all the work for this, can. Is that acceptable? (Jason, please confirms} 

Frem: Moore, Donald [mailto:dmoore@theacc.org] 
Sent~ Tuesday, August 27, 20~3 ~1:07 AN 
Te~ mark.mcdevi~@bc.edu; jeferyr@clemson.edu; Lesesne@duaa.duke.edu; ccampanozzi@fsu.edu; jpazorni@umd.edu; K.dylag@miami.edu; g.rivera4@miami.edu; 

~gmail.com; Nelson, Curran Blair; krkern@ncsu.edul adakin@nd.edu; mbaker@athletics.pi~.edu; nrbha~a@syr.edu; jeffr@virginia.edu; drewk@vt.edu; 
jesseem£~u.edu 

~ Pierce, Kris; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Nbe~ A IV; Char~es Adair (ada~r@vt.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); @eg Niller 

(gmiller@athlet~cs.pi~.edu); Jonathan Norgan Omolllg@umd.edu); Nark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.Nu.edu); Naw-Frances Nonroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); 

Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.l@nd.edu); Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); ~m 
Santoro (ffsantor@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@~u.edu) 

Subject: Women’s Soccer Video Exchange Conf Call - Thursday (Aug 29) ll:30am-i2pm 

Women’s Soccer Video Exchange Contacts, 

I have scheduled a conference call for us on Thursday (Aug. 29} from 22:30am - 22pro noon to review the video exchange policy and make sure we all are on the 

same page prior to the start of the exchange season. For your reference, attached is the video exchange policy that is listed in the policies & procedures guide. I 

have also attached a contact list for the group. If there is any information that is listed incorrectly, please let me know. 

If you can’t join us on the call, please let me know. 

Conference Call Info 

Call-in #: (866) 2~-8528 

Passcode: 

Thanks. 

DONALD ~1OOR~, 
Director of Championships 

O: 336.369.4655 ~ 

~heA~ corn ¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 6:28 PM 

.lem/Lynch <docj@wayoli:haJnpions.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uucaa.unc.edu ?)aol.com; Jason Sisneros, @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Jenny Levy (uucMa.’@uncaa.unc.edu) 

RE: Hello 

Yes, last year wss so much l:un~ AND THAT LAX GAME was the most exciting I have EVER seen!! 

Jenny spoke Monday morning before the entire Athletic Dept and did a superb job. She is so gracious mentioning the few and m~nor (~n my opinion) tNngs ~ d~d to 

hNp her. So classy and very appreciated by me and Roy Williams, who got sh~i~ar treatment. And her message, Jerw, was humble, candid, insightful and spot on. 

What ~n amazing woman, 

f w~H definitely hN: K~t know my respect for you. And if you have tfamed them ~ know they ~,~] be ~:ough ~NI:) competRive!! 

A~ the besL rny friendH 

F~m= Jerry Lynch [mailto:docj@wayofchampions.com] 
$ent; Tuesday, August 27, 20~3 ~:00 AN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Hello 

tley Anson... long time since we Mked. I mflect on the "Book Ends" national championship INC teams... Women’s Soccer in FMI, Women’s LacE)sse in Spring... you 

and Jenny se~iug the sma~da~t by which we measure excellence. No one predicted either "~am to win it M1 bul both of you did. I am so proud and in awe of both of 

you...AND how you web through the whole process. I am lbmmale to know you both. 

Be sure m ~nention to New Me,co coack Kit Vela, that we are fneuds. She is an ex~aordina~’ women, mo~n, coach, ve~ much aJoug the liues of Jenny. I have been 

wor~ng with her team se~ng up a cul~m ~nuch the ~me as I have doue with Carolina Lacrosse. We have a way to go but they a~e wamors. 

Have a ten, tic weekeud, Anson. ~D, have a stupendous season. See you in October 

Much love a~d cl~, JenN 

x 

Jerry Lynch, Ph.D. 

www.WayofChampions.corn 
831-234-5606 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:29 PM 

@live.~mc.edtr~ 

@msn.com; ducm@uucaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Program 

Good enough ._. I loved your rock solid performance over the weekend, Let’s keep shutting everyone out!! 

Seat; Tuesday,              :[2:07 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject= Program 

Hey Arts, 

I probably should have done this at the be~innin~ of the week so that you could approve or chan~e what Gre~ and I have come up with. Since our meetin~ 

last sprin~ that included you, Mary Ellen (the nutritionist) and Gre~, I have been on Gre~’s program. Basically under his supervision on a daily basis. I 

don’t know if you recall but I had a Personal Best in 6 out of the 9 ~oalkeeper technical testin~ scores, as well as a Personal Best in my Vert and A~ility 

scores in the Athletic Trackin~ testing. Gre~ and I have discussed that ~oalkeepers can be liftin~ 2-3 times a week and can be doin~ a~ility/speed work 

on Tuesdays. Thursday is a stretch/roll/recovery day in terms of anythin~ besides practice with the team. I am 200% trainin~/~ettin~ myself physically 

ready for our ~ame Friday and am only doin~what Gre~ allows me to do in the weight room. I wanted to come talk in person about this after our chat in 

the weight room today but I figured you were ~oin~ to lunch directly after your workout. I’ll swin~ by your office after our pool workout today at 2:00 to 

chat with you about what you think of this. 

This week: 

Monday: Weights 

Tuesday: Speed and A~ility 

Wednesday: Weights 

Thu rsday: Stretch/roll 

Friday: Stimulation!Activation for ~ame 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 6:30 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

l~E: Please pick your team and emaJl tne back (with your selection) before Th practice! 

Very good 

From: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:08 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Please pick your team and email me back (with your selection) before Th practice! 

Hey Anson, 

I roll be follomng Man U. 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 2:12 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

This is the beginning of my never ending desire to encourage all of you to become fans of the game. My motivation is entirely selfish: it will help you 

become better soccer players (and then of course we will have a better team). 

Everyone has Lo select flom among these 5w~ teams ~n Lhe EPL: 

Arsena~ 

Man U 

Chelsea 

Man Cky 

ToLte~ham 

O~ce you have p~cked your Learn, EVERY W~EKEND I would I~ke you to watch at least one half of their game. If they are noL play~ng (on TV) then you 

have to watch 45 m~[~u~es of the EPL Review show~ Perhaps each house should deride o~ a team and then watch it toAether (any 

suggestkmsisok~t~ons would be appredated). ~om will record the EPL games so all the freshmen can watch them h~ McCas[d[[ 

~ Soccer America [mailto:news@soccerameHca.com] 
$e~t= Wednesday, 4:07 AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subjeet: Soccer On W: Wednesday, 

1< ~WRD 187.j Pg~t 

Nednesday, 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

I< ~WRD 187 j Pg>l 

<~WRD187.jpg>]Tweet This I<-wRD187jp~>lshare Thi, 

[~-WRD187.j pg~ UEFA Champions League playoffs continue on Wednesday.... Also on Wednesday: Chelsea hosts 

Aston Villa; Atletico Madrid faces Barcelona in the first leg of the Spanish Supercopa; MLS Week 26 

kicks off. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listing& Soccer on TV is 

updated dally throughout the week.) 

WEDNESOAY, 

FOX SPORTS t 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (delay) 5 pro. 

UEFA Champions League LUDOGORETS RAZGRAD-BASEL (delay) 7:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League DINAMO-AUSTRIA WIEN (delay) 9:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League STEAU BUCHAREST-LEGIA WARSZAWA (delay) 11:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana LIBERTAD-MINEROS (live) 7 pm. 

NBCSN 

England CHELSEA-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN2 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 



ESPN DEPORTES 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-LOBOS BUAP (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico MONTERREY-ALTAMIRA (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Copa do Brasil CRUZEIRO-FLAMENGO (live) 8:45 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS CHIVAS USA-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico OAXACA=PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico ZACATEPEC-TIGRES (live) 10 pm. 

THURSDAY~ 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana LIGA DE LOJA-NACIONAL (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 6:30 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana DEPORTIVO PASTO-COLO COLO (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League SPORTING SAN MIGUELITO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pm= 

BeIN SPORT 

Santiago Bernabeau Trophy REAL MADRID-AL SAAD (live) 4:30 pm. 

Copa do Brasil BOTAFOGO-ATLETICO MG (live) 8:45 pm. 

NBCSN 

MLS CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

BeIN SPORT 

FranceMONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-UNIVERSIDAD DE COLIMA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-TORREON (live) 10:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-WERDER BREMEN (live) 2 pm. 

Nethednads HERENVEEN-AJAX (live) 4:30 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-GUADALAJARA (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-SANTOS (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

SAT~JRDAY, 

NBC 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) Neon. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

NWSL Playoffs FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal (live), 2 pm= 

NWSL Playoffs WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (live), 8 pm 

NBCSN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:33 PM 

.la~n Sisneros ~gmaJl.com> 

@msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; pacman@uncaa.nnc.edu 

RE: FW: Tean~x:Stream Account Update 

VeW good and what of something for the players based on their play last weekend? What can we share with them? 

Frora-" Jason Sisneros [mailto @gmail,com] 
Se~t: Tuesday, 1:32 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
1::¢,, Ducar, Chris 
$~bje¢t: Re: FW: TeamXStream Account Update 

It’s a notification of our game video being posted to TeamXStream. We can share videos with ourselves, players and oilier teams with this service. I post all of our 

games on there. I will have a quick tutorial li)r a]l of the coaches and team on Thursday to explain what all we have access to in terms of video mad match analysis. 

Jason 

Universi~ of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Pmalysis I Volunteer Assistant Coach 

On Mon, at 4:59 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~m(a;email.unc.edu> wrote: 
J~o~, 

What is this? 

From: ~9_~_@_~_~mx~re~D)zm~!!~q~g? [mailto:D_~9_~Eg_~£~_~:t~jJ_=~] 
Sent: Saturday, 6:19 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: TeamXStream Account Update 

::N Imag~ r~mov~d bys~nd~r -[~amXStr~am 

New Video is available ( 07:10 AM EST) 

New Game Film is avafilable on TeamXStream. 

Event: Norl]] Carolina versus Santa Clara 

To Access Video: [cli~k her~ 



**If you hav’e a Watch f’older setup, the file transfer will start immediatley. 

Image removed by sender. 

Follow us at ... 

Image removed by sender. 

Copyright Fihn Exchange Network. All Rights Reserved 

Click here to un,~tbscribe 

Film Exchange Network, Colorado Springs, (70. 80921 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:34 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga]lo@unc.edu> 

ILE: If you have a docuraent of written temn rules, please for~,ard it to Bubba and to your sport’s administrators (both pmnary 

secondary). 

You are always so kind to me. Thank you. 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:42 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: If you have a document of written team rules, please forward it to Bubba and to your sport’s administrators (both primary and secondary). 
Wicked awesome, Anson! Th~xdcs. 

~Larry Ga~h~ 

Executive Associatc Dhvctor of Atl-defics 

University of Norfl~ Carolina at Chr~x:l Hill 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:03 AM 
To: Streett, Shelly; Cunningham, Bubba; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; llle, Vince; Gwaltney, Clint 

¢c: ,@raSh.COrn; Ducar, Chris; ~. aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J; 

~aol.com); ~qmail.com); 
@_g E_~_a__[L_c__o__~_~; _,c~ ~ [_n___aj !~_c__o__t_n_ ); 

l@gmail.com);                          @yahoo.corn);             @gmNl.com; 
@rocketmail.com; ~qmail.com; .@yahoo.corn; @ymail.com; 

._~_g___m___aj L_c_9___m_; .................... _,r~ _c_ 9_m_c__a___s__t,_t_Le__t; ....................... @_g__m___a_! Lc___o_m__; ..... ~_t~_~_L_m___a_!Lc__o____m_.; 
(c~gmaiLcom; @gmafl.com; @aoLcom; . ,~@gmail.com; 

__ @yahoo.corn; (.0gmail.com 
Subject: If you have a document of written team rules, please forward it to Bubba and to your sport’s administrators (both primary and secondary). 

Gentlemen, 

We do no[: beliew-:~ in living under a set of t~-:~am rules (as r~:_~xas A&M is s~-:~eing this causes m.:_~re problems than it solves and it "teaches" nothing e>:cept who can 

s{~(:cessful live in a to~:alitarian s~ate without getting caught:). We beli~:_~ve in principle c~-:mtered living I_iving by principle tries to t~-:~ach character. Does it always 

work? No, and then what we try to do is etimit~ate that person from our culture. How do we see who accepts our cuf[ural norms at~d who does not? With a ’~peer 

evaluation" where everyone on our roster evak~ates everyone else in each "Core Vafue’2 

~.ast ’,,ear’s chemistry was among the best we have had here in the history of our program. I think it is your collective ~%haracter" that creates wonderful chemistry. 

So at every opporttmity w~-_~ are trying to ~-Aiminate "whin~:_~rs", ~qJiw;s", "ow:_~rbred dogs", "wi[(:h hun,:era", "gossip mongers", a]id 

From: Streett, Shelly 
Sent: Monday,              J.0:48 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Ille, Vince; Gwaltney, Clint 
I::c: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Reminders From Yesterday’s Coaches’ Meeting l 

Gentlemen, 

Please see the at[ached document of the W Soccer core values. 

Shelly 

i~i Em e.ilSign a ~u re-S heily 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Monday, 10:30 AM 
To: Streett, Shelly 
Subject: FW: Reminders From Yesterday’s Coaches’ Meeting        I 
Importance: High 

Shelly, 

Plea~.;e send our "%ore Values" to Bubha, Vince, Larry and (::lint ... Pleas~-:~ copy me Thank VouH 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent-" Thursday, :1:49 PM 
To: UNCAA-Head Coaches 
(::c: Lynch, Nadia Suzanne; Hoots, Eric M; Broome, Lissa L; UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Senior Staff 
Subject: Reminders From Yesterday’s Coaches’ Meeting,       ~ 
l"mportance: High 

tIead Coaches: 

I believe if one were to equate a weather tbrecast to yesterday’s coaches’ ~neeting agenda, it would be one of complete dreariness ...... just flat out yucky! Although so 

importa]~t and necessary, the topics weren’t the most exciting, but it is what it is. "The sun is out today," so let’s drive on’. 

I would like to briefly recap some of the information discussed during yesterday’s meeting to serve a~s reminders for you: 

1. If you have a written team substance abuse policy/document, please forward it to Bubba, Vince Ille, ~md Laxry Gallo. 

2. If you have a document of written tea~n rules, please forwm’d it to Bubba and to your sport’s administrators (both primary and secondary). 

3. If a studet~t-atl~lete is a~Tested tbr amy oftbnse (not cited), he or she w-ill be imn~ediately st~spended ti’on~ practice and competitio~ until fi~rther notice; both Bt~bba 

aaad the head coach will discuss the nature of the offense and its circumstances, amd then decide if the suspension should be lifted or remain. 

4. Please continue to corrmmnicate with your student-athletes the i~nporta~ce of them inm~ediately notifying you if they get involved in any b~pe of trouble or difl]culb; 



e.g., a~ested, received any type of a citation, a possible violation of the honor code, etc. You should then noti~ Bubba and your spor~t administrator of this 
d~fl-iculty/trouble and its details. Our intent is for no one to get blindsided, and timely and direct communication will help prevent this. 

5. Department ofAthletics Substance Abuse Policy the revised/edited p~icy reviewed by Ass~ciate University C~unse~ J~arma C~eve~and during the meeting wi~ be 
discussed with your student-athletes during their teaan’s policy meeting (either on            ); in the near future, please note that each one of your student- 
athletes ~,ill be receiving the revised policy document via a~ ACS etnail along ~,ith a Consent Fom~ (appendix A of the policy) to sign. 

6. Document provided by Dr. Michelle Brown, Director of Academic Support attached for your convenience is the Academic Progress Rate Workflow document 
Michelle discussed during the ~neeting. 

Thank you for your attention to these reminders. I wish you, your staX’[; and your student-athletes the vew best as you once again begin your joumeys to continuing 
Success, 

Take caxe, and thmak you for all you continue to do for our Depaa~tment and University ~ it is ve~’ much appreciated. 
Be well, and GO HEELS ! 
Larry 

~Larry Ga~ 

Execuli~’e A~ssocia~c Dh~ctor of Ail-t~e~ics 
l Jni~ze~sii? of North Carolina a~ Chapel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:37 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros          @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~W: Gold-med~J winning Russiam Olympic switnmer at Duke 

From: Olich, 3acquefine M 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:05 PM 
To: andrea,carska-sheppard@hblaw,eu; Tomaskova, Silvia; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: IW: Gold-medal winning Russian Olympic swimmer at Duke 
Jacqueline M. Olich, Ph.D. 

Associate Director, Center for Slavic, Eurasian and East European Studies 

Director of Graduate Studies, Curriculum in Russian and East European Studies 

Adjunct Assistant Professor of History 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

The FedEx Global Education Center, CB 5125 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5125 

Skype: olich_unc 

From: "<Michael Newcity>" "J.D." <mnewcit~@duke,edu> 
Date: Tuesday,               12:50 PM 
To: "k~tFsk~ v~c@duke.edu" <inLl-s~av~c@duke.edu> 
Subje~: FW: Gold-medal winning Russian Olympic swimmer at Duke 

The Center fbr Slavic, Eurasian, and East European Studies is pleased to sponsor the visit to Duke of two prominent athletes ficom Eastern Europe: 
--Dmitrii Lepikov, winner of a gold medal in swhnming at the 1992 Olympic Games in Barcelona. Mr. Lepikov x~as a member of the Russiam 4x200 relay team in 
1992 and is currently a highly-regarded swinnning coach in Russia; 
--Artsiom Zaa’ubir~ am international swhnming competitor and swimming coach fi’om 
~[lqe public is invited to attend two evenkq while Mr. Lepikov and Mr. Zaxubin are at Duke: 
--A talk by Mr. Lepikov and Mr. Zarubin on "Sports in Post-Communist Russia" on Tuesday, Sept. 3, at 6 pro. in Room 320 Languages Building, Duke West 
Campus; 
--A swirmning clinic conducted by Mr. Lepikov and Mr. Zaa’ubin in which they will discuss swhnming techniques and strategies on Thursday, Sept. 5, at 4:30 pro. 
in Room 114B Lamguages Building, Duke West Campus. 
~4J1 are invited to attend and refreshn~ents will be sedated at both events. 

Center for Slavic, Eurasian, and East European Studies 

Duke University 

Box 90260 

Room 303, Languages Building 

Durham, NC 27708-0260 

Tel: 9:].9-660-3:150 

Fax: 919-660-3188 

Iogo-2.tif 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 6:38 PM 

pacma~@uncaa.unc .ed u; ~aol .corn 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

I~W: contracts 

20130827145404333.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Harris, Stacey Elaine 

Sent: Tuesday, August 27, 2013 2:59 PM 

To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: contracts 

All Women’s Soccer game contracts have been received. 

Attached for your files. 

~-Stacey 



2013-2014 ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE WOMEN’S SOCCER SCHEDULE 

Tb u rs_d ay~ Seotember :! 2, 20,1.3 
Florida State at Wake Forest 
Maryland at Clemson 
Notre Dame at NC State 
Miami at Duke 
S~racu~ a~Virgiqia 

S~l~r~, September 14, 2013 
Boston College at Pittsbu@ 

Sunday, .Seotember 15, 2013 
NC State at Pittsburgh 
Florida State at Duke 
Miami at Wake Forest 
Syracuse at Virginia Tech 
Notre Dame at North Carolina 

Thursday, Seotember 19, 20!3 
Virginia Tech at Maryland 

¢’~North Carolina at Florida State 
Pittsburgh at Clemson 
Virginia at Boston College 
NC State at Miami 
Duke at Wake Forest 
Syracuse at Notre Dame 

Su nd a v, .September 22, 2013 
Wake Forest at Maryland 
NC State at Florida State 
Virginia at Pittsbu@ 
Virginia Tech at Boston College 
Duke at Syracuse 
North Carolina at Miami 

.Th u rsdav~ Septem ber 26~ 2013 
Miami at Florida State 
Clemson at Syracuse 
Virginia at Duke 
Virginia Tech at NC State 
Wake Forest at Boston College 
North Carolina at Pittsburgh 
Mawland at Notre Dame 

Sunday~ September29,20.1..3 
Maryland at Virginia 
Pittsburgh at Notre Dame 
Boston College at NC State 
Virginia Tech at Duke 
Florida State at Clemson 
Wake Forest at Syracuse 
Pittsburgh at Notre Dame 

Thursday, October,3, 201.3 
NC State at Maryland 
Boston College at Florida State 
Clemson at Virginia Tech 
Wake Forest at Notre Dame 

Sunday, O¢tober.6, 2013 
Maryland at North Carolina 
Syracuse at Pittsburgh 
Clemson at Virginia 
Duke at Boston College 
Notre Dame at Miami 

Thursday, October I0, 2013 
Pittsburgh at Miami 
Florida State at Syracuse 

v,~NC State at North Carolina 
Notre Dame at Virginia 

Sunday, October 1..3~ 2013 
Duke at Maryland 
Pittsburgh at Florida State 
Clemson at NC State 
Virginia at Wake Forest 

v"North Carolina at Boston College 
Notre Dame at Virginia Tech 
Miami at Syracuse 

Thursday, October |7~ 2013 
Maryland at Miami 
Wake Forest at Virginia Tech 
Boston College at Florida State 
Duke at Clemson 
Virginia at NC State 
Syracuse at North Carolina 

Sunday~ October 20~ 2013 
Virginia at North Carolina 
Wake Forest at Clemson 
Maryland at Florida State 
Syracuse at NC State 
Boston College at Miami 
Virginia Tech at Pittsburgh 
Duke at Notre Dame 

Thursdaw October 24~ 2013 
Maryland at Syracuse 
Pittsburgh at Wake Forest 
Florida State at Virginia Tech 
Miami at Virginia 

t/Clemson at North Carolina 
NC State at Duke 
Boston College at Notre Dame 

Su ndavt Otto ber 27~2.0J3 " 
Florida State at Virginia 
Boston College at Maryland 
Pittsburgh at Duke 
Notre Dame at Clemson 
Miami at Vh’ginia Tech 
North Carolina at Wake Forest 

Th ursday, October 3 i, 2013 
Pittsburgh at Maryland 
Clemson at Miami 
Wake Forest at NC State 
Syracuse at Boston College 
Virginia Tech at Virginia 

Notre Dame at Florida State 

AS AGREED THIS 

Jody Mooradim~ 
Bostot, College 

Barbara Kem~edy-Dixon 
Clemson University 

Jaeki Silar 
Duke University 

Vanessa Furies 
Florida State University 

(Date #) 
DAY OF 

Michelle Lee 
North Carolhm Slate Universily 

Renee Baumgarlner 
SyraCuse University 

Loft Ebihara 
University of Marylaad 

Jennifer Strawley 
University of Miami 

(Month) 
..... ,2013. 

B~th Miller 
University of North Carolina 

Missy Conboy 
University of Nolre Dame 

Donna Smrll 
University of Pittsburgh 

University of Virginia 
Jane Miller 



,. ~/~-~ 
University of Virginia 
Competition Agreement 

This agreement is by and between the parties THE UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA the "Home Institution" and 

North Carolina              the "Visiting institution." The parties hereby agree to each of the following terms and conditions. 

The Women’s Soccer 

DATE 
1o __August.23, 2013 _ 
2. August 25, 2013 ............... 
3. 

team of the two parties agree to meet in the foiiowing scheduled competitions: 
PLACE                          TIME 

Klockner Stadium 5:00 PM vs Santa Clara 
Kiockner Stadium 12:00 PM vs VCU 

A,     Guarantee, In consideration for coming to the Home Institution for the above-referred competitions, the Home Institution shall pay 
the Visiting Institution zero    dollars no ~ater than ninety (90) days following each competition scheduled under this Agreement. If 
competition is cancelled (see B beiow), this guarantee shall be void. For playing scheduled competition(s), the visiting team shall receive the 

guarantee. The Home Institution shall also provide: 

n!a 

B.     Caneellatian Clause. Should weather conditions, labor strikes, war, acts of God, or other unforeseen emergencies not permit 
competition to take place on the agreed date (s) the parties shall reschedute such event(s) if reasonably possible. The rescheduling or 
permanent cancelfation agreement(s) shall be in writing and shall be attached to this Agreement. 
C.     NCAA. This Agreement is subject to NI rules and regulations of the NCAA and ACC and neither paEV shall be required to perform 
its obligations hereunder if such performance would render that party in violation of existing or subsequently enacted NCAA or ACC rules 
or regulations. 
D.     Tickets, The Visiting Institution shall receive a maximum of     40     complimentary tickets to each of the above scheduled 
competitions. 

Officials, Providing officials for the competitions shaII be the responsibility of the ACC and/or the Home Institution. The officials 
shaft be assigned by the Director of ACC Officials and/or the Home Institution. 
F.     Broadcast, The broadcast of the competitions shall be under the control of the Home Institution. The Home Institution shall retain 
the reve,ue and full control of broadcast rights, but the Visiting Institution shall have one phone line for its use free of charge. 
G.     Signatures, In order for this Agreement to be binding and have legal effect, it shalf be returned signed by an authorized 
representative of the Visiting Institution, to the address betow within 3tl days after its receipt by the Visiting Institution. Should the 
Agreement not be received within this time, or if it is not properly signed, the Home Institution shall have the option to void it, in which case 
the Agreement will have no fbrce or Iegat effect whatsoever, tf the Home Institution exercises this option, it will notify the Visiting 
Institution within 48 hours of its decision. 
H, Additional Conditions. 
Please return the slgne~l contract to the University of VLrginla as soon as possible. 

Entire Agreement. This Agreement represents the entire agreement between the parties and supersedes all prior negotiations, 
representations or agreements, either written or ora!. This Agreement may be amended only by written instrument signed by both parties. It 
is to be enforced in a Virginia court of competent jurisdiction with each party paying its own fees and costs. 
J.      Effective Date of Agreement. This Agreement becomes effective on the date the properly signed Agreement is received by the 
Home Institution. 

WHEREOF, the parties hereto execute this Agreement as of the date shown below the respective signatures. 

Jane ics Director ve 

Date 

Please return original copy to: 

Print, 

_ 
Date Federal ID# 

Jason D. Bauman, Associate AthIetic Director o University of Virginia- PO Box 400822 * Charlottesville, VA 22904-4822 

Emai]: jb3t@virg[nia.edu        Fax: 434-982-5007 



08/19/2013 10:24    9199621646 UNC OLYMPIC SPORTS PAGE 01/01 

COMPETITION A G~NT 
B~TWEEN 

L~NIVERSIT¥ OF NORTH CAROLINA 

AND 

SPORT: 

LOCATION; 

DATE OF CONTEST: 

TIME OF CONTEST: 

GLIARANTEE: 

OTHER CONDITIONS: 

APPROVED BY: 

University of.North Carolina 

Title: Senior A~ociate Afl~tefie Director 

Date: J~ty 29, 2013 

Head Coach: Auson 

Office Phone: 919-962-5491 

STACEY HARRIS 
DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS 

LO. BOX 2126 
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27~;1~ 



ATHLETIC COMPETITION AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

AND 

SPORT: 

LOCATION: 

DATE OF CONTEST: 

TIME OF CONTEST: 

GUARANTEE: 

OTHER CONDITIONS: 

APPROVED BY: 

University_ of North Carolina 

Title: Senior Associate Athletic Director 

Date: July 29, 2013 

Head Coach: Anson Dorrance..~ 

Office Phone: 919,962-5491 

Visiting Team 

Date: 

Head Coach: 

Office Phone: 

PLEASE SIGN AND RETURN ONE COPy TO: 

STACEY HARRIS 
DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS 

P.O. BOX 2126 
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27~;15 



ATHLETIC COMPETITION AGREEMENT 
BETTVEEN 

SPORT: 

LOCATION: 

DATE OF CONTEST: 

TIME OF CONTEST: 

OTHER CONDITIONS: 

LINIVERS]ITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

AND 

~E UINIVERSITY ,,,:~;~z.:~;, 

,~ OLINA N1KE CLASSIC 

8130: VS~ENN~AW ST ~ 2,BOPM, 

N/A 

APPROVED BY: 

University of North Carolina 

By: 

Title: Senior Associate Atlflefio Director 

Date: J:fly 29, 2013 

Head ,Coach: Anson Dorrane~ 

Of~ee Phon~: 9 t 9-962-5491 

Visiting Team 

PLEASES!GN AND._    RETLtRN ONE COPY TO~ 

STACEY HARRIS 
DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS 

P,O. BOX :Z126 
CHAPEL HILL, NC ~Z75i~ 



ATHLETIC COMPETITION AGREEMENT 

with 

UNC vs UCLA 

Sport: Women’s Soccer 

Date: September 6th, 2013 

Time: 5:00 PM 

Place: Koskinen Stadium 

Conditions: 

Officials provided by the host institution .......................................................................... 

The home team shall retain the revenue from and have full control of all radio rights, with the 
understanding that the Visiting Team shall be allowed one free outlet and shall retain the revenue 

derived there from. 

Television broadcast and cable television rights are assigned to Duke and the Atlantic Coast 

Conference, Inc. 

APPROVAL: DUKE UNIVERSITY APPROV4L: VISITING SCHOOL 

By: Chris Kennedy 7/30/2013 By: 
Chris Kennedy Date 

Title: Sr. Deputg Director of Athletics Tithe: 

ltead Coach: Robbie Church 7/30/2013 By: 
Robbie Church             Date 

Office Phone: (91~-668-5749 

Cell Phone: 

Date 

Date 

Cell Phone: 

Please type your name above the line. 

Your typed name represents your signature and your agreement to the above terms of competition. 

Please keep one copy and return the other by email or fax to: 

Duke University Athletic Department 
Attn: Jeremy Anderson 

Fax: 919-681-7866 
Emaik janderson@duaa.duke.edu 



ATHLETIC COMPETITION AGREEMENT 

with 

UNC vs WVU 

Sport: Women’s Soccer 

Date: September 8th, 2013 

Time: 1 I:00 AM 

Place: Koskinen Stadium 

Conditions: 

Officials provided by the host institution 

The home team shall retain the revenue from and have full comrol of al! radio rights, with the 
understanding that the Visiting Team shall be allowed one free outlet and shall retain the revenue 

derived there from. 

Television broadcast and cable television rights are assigned to Duke and the Atlantic Coast 
Conference, Inc. 

APPROVAL: DUKE UNIVERSITY 

By: 

APPROVAL: VISITING SCHOOL 

Chris Kennedy 7/30/2013 By: 
~ ~--/~)’/ /~fft &~ Chris Kennedy Date Date 

Title: Sr. Deputy Director of Athletics Title: 

Head Coach: Robbie Church 7/30/2013 By: 

Robbie Church             Date 

Office Phone: (9I 9)-668-5749 

Cell Phone: 

Date 

Office Phone: (~/"~) 

Cell Phone: 

Please ty0e your name above the line. 
Your typed name represents your signature and your agreement to the above terms of competition. 

Please keep one copy and return the other by emait or fax to: 

Duke University Athletic Department 
Attn: Jeremy Anderson 

Fax: 919-68!~7866 
Email: jm~derson@duaa.duke.edu 



WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 

ATHLETIC COMPETITION AGREEMtgNT 

with 

UN3VERSITY OF NORTIt CAROLINA 

SPORT: 

DATE: 

TIME: 

PLACE: 

WOMEN’ S SOCCER 

;October 27, 2013 (Sunday) 

1: 00pm 

Wake Forest Universi _W - Sp.ry Stadium 

BASIC CONDITIONS: 

A. The Contest shall be held in accordance with NCAA policies and regulations. 

B. OFFICIALS: Wii1 be provided by home team. 

OTHER CONDITIONS: 

APPROVAL: WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 

Mike Buddie Date 

TITLE: AssociateAthletie Director, Admin./Develop_. 

/" 5>’- f ~ -" 
Date 

APPROVAL: VISITING SCHOOL 

Date 

6 10 2oi_3 
By: 

t 
" Head ~oach Date 

Office Phone: (336) 758-4375 Office Phone: 

Home Phone: Home Phone: 

Return via PDF email attachment, or Fax to attn: Betty Shronts at 336-758-4565 or mail to: 

Wake Forest University 

Department of Athletics 

Women’s Soccer 

RO. Box 7346 
Wkqston-Salem, NC 27109 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:39 PM 

Mangili, Lauren M <lmangili@email.unc.edu> 

~!e~naJl.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; 
~gmail.com ~email.uuc.edu; 

@msn.com; ~uucaa.unc.edu; 

RE: Campus Rec Kids ROCK 

~@gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu); ~comcast.uet; 

~live.unc.edu; ~emaJl.uuc.edu; ~hot~naJl.co~n; 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Will someone confirm for’ us by responding to Lauren? 

From: IVlangili, Lauren M 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:58 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Campus Rec Kids ROCK 
Thank you for your response. I was wondering if you were able to confirm this date. We would like to get the word out if the date works for your leadership council. 
Thanks again, 
Lauren 

Laur’en Mangiti, Associate Director’ 

Car~apus Recreation, CB 8610 

20I Student Recreation Center 

U NC-Ch~.pel Hill 

Cl’u~pel Hill, NC 27599-8610 

(T) _%.9-_%2.-7714& (F) 919-.962-362I 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:23 PM 
To: Mangili, Lauren M 

~__h_o__t_m_a4 Lc___o_m; 
Subject: RE: Campus Rec Kids ROCK 

@gmail.com; @comcast.net; ~qmail.com; 
;~___m___s_D_&o____m_j @__a___o_Lc__o___n_~_; ~g___m___a_jLc__o____m_); Sander, Thomas J 

Thanks I_auren ..., I will run this by our Lead~-:~rship Council and s~-_~e who wants ~:o steg) ug~ and Jead this. Thanks for the opgmrtunity!! 

Frown: Hang:l:, Lauren M 
Sent: Tuesday,, 2:41 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Campus Rec Kids ROCK 

Good afternoon, 
I am working on putting together the dates for the fall Kids ROCK (Recreational Opportunities for Carolina Kids) program and T was wondering if your team would be 

available 10AM- 12PM, Saturday, (location: Hooker Fields), 
The following is a description of the past event-- 
"Strap on those cleats for our always spectacular Women’s Varsity Soccer Team and a fun morning of drills, skills, thrills and probably some spills. Great opportunity for 
autograph collectors!" 
Please let me know at your earliest convenience. I know your schedule is busy with the fall season, if this date does not work, we would be happy to go with another Saturday. 
We do try to avoid home football Saturdays too. 

Thank you in advance, 
Lauren Mangili 

Lauren Mangili, Associate Director 

Campus Recreation, Cg 8610 

201 Student Recreation Center 

U NCIIChi~pel Hill 

{::hap~:’l Hill, NC 27599.-8{5~.{} 

(T} 919--9~2-7348, (F) 919-962-3621 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 6:40 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>: ~msn.com; Ducar, Chris <ducag@unc.edu>; 

.~gmafil.com 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: manda~oo~ ~neeting with compliance 

mac.con1; ~ao].com; 

Got it! Thank you Tom[! 

From-’ Sander, Thomas J 
Sent-’ Tuesday, August 27, 2013 4:15 PM 

To,, Dorrance, Albert A IV; ~msn.com; Ducar, Chris; ~mac.com; ~aol.com; 
Cc-" Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject-’ RE: mandatory meeting with compliance 

Coaches~ 

~,’V~:_! wilJ b~:~ ir~ the:_! ~ir or~ tll~? ~.7th, so we ~re going b~(:k to Sept Z~th 

-Tom 

F~m~ Dorrance, AlbeR A ~ 
S~t~ Tuesday, August 27, 20~3 3:S0 PM 

To~ Sander, Thomas J; ~msn.com; Ducat, Chris; ~ ~mac.com; 
¢¢~ VangeMer, Marielle A 
~ubj~¢t~ RE; manda~ meeting with compliance 

.~gmail.com 

,.~gmail,com 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 
Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 

[just ,.~:,{: it up vh~ ~m em~il I fim~l[y Iool~ed at for Tuesday Sep ~.~-’ ~t: 3:45 pm in Lhe con fl:_~rer~ce room. Be there [! 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent-’ Monday, August 26, 2013 11:50 AM 

To,, Dorrance, Albert A IV;        ~msn.com; Ducat, Chris;    ~mac.com;      ~aol.com;         ~gmail.com 
Subject-’ mandatory meeting with compliance 

Coaches, 

Marielle Van Gelder wan~s ~o mee~ with us Fri Sep~ 13 at I;I:~5 am in ~he Castle ~o ~o over our coachin~ duties. Please add ~his ~o your calendar. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 6:42 PM 

gary davidson <ga~@soccertimes.com> 

I~E: Reminder! Top 25 Ballots Needed! 

Thank you Gary!! 

From: gary davidson [mailto:gary@soccertimes.corn] 
Sent-" Tuesday, August 27, 20:13 4:31 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: Reminder! Top 25 Ballots Needed! 

Anson -- 

Dino is extremely reliable. Over "the years, I seldom have had to track him down. Almost never. And I consider his ballots well thought out. 

Nice hearing farm you. I hope all is well with you and your lhmily. 

Gray 

At 04:11 PM 8/27/2013, you wrote: 

Ga~-, 

How does Dino do in this for you. Is he one who always gets it in in "time? Or do you have to always be tracking him down? 

From: gaw~;soccertimes.com [ mailto:gau(/~soccertimes.coml 

Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 3:34 PM 

Io oa ~: " " : g~[gl&soccertm~es.com 

Subject: Reminder’. Top 25 Ballots Needed~ 

To all -- 

With the deadline having pas~d 30 minutes ago, nine ballots have been received, meaning seven ballots are fftill outstanding. 

If you have not yet voted, please do so as soon as tx~ssible. If you have voted, you should receive a confim~ation shortly. 

The following resources are available for your consideration: 

Preseason Top 25: !~g.t.~i!~)~.3.?.3.?.2~?.c..c~e.~r..t.i~1e..~:~c..~r.~.~/.~r.t..c..~!~?~..2..~:!~..r.~k~1~1i~. 

How The Top 25 Fared: http://vx~vw.socceNmes.conv’ncaa/top25/womenfared.htm 

For scores, please consult the NSCAA scoreboard (I roll explain this in a subsequent e-mail): 

http:i/wv~v.topdmwetsoccer.comicollege- soccer/college- scoreboard/women 

Your eltbrt is greatly appreciated. As always, if anybody has any questions, I can be reached at any time at 

Thanks, 

Gary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 6:46 PM 

Ga~ B urns <gary@ramsclub.com> 

John Moutgomery <john@ramsclub.co~n > 

O)msn.com; ducay@uncaa.unc.edu ~aol.com; Jasou Sisneros L~)gmail.com); pacmau@uncaa.uuc.edu 

RE: Mia Hmnm Toumy 

f will play anywhere [ am neech:_~d, t.et:’s invit~:_~ Jim Goodnight (SgS), He owes me i~ faw)r and he k)ves golf i~nd he couM build a ~d:ad~um out of pet:W cash, Run this by 

John and gubba~ ~ wH~ ask Mm and then ~et’s put Nm ~r~ my foursome w~th a stud female pro (N~ need every weapon avaHaMe to attr’ac~ him) and M~. 

F~m: Gary Burns [mall~:ga~@ramsclub.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 27, 20~3 4:33 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
~c: John Montgome~ 
S~b~ect: Mia Harem Tourny 

A~so~ 

The Rams Club will have 2 foursomes in Mia’s tournament October 3rd. As I told you already, extended an invite to Bucky Buckley (have not heard back yet). Do 

you have any "top tier" donors/prospects you would like me to invite? 

Also, are you 8oin8 to have a foursome or do you want to play in one of our 8roups? 

Burnsy 

Gary Bums 

P,O, Box 2446, Cha~?e~ H~H, NC 27515 
O: (919) 643~405 i F: (919} 643-5777 
g~rarnsclub.com ~ ~.ramsclub.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 6:48 PM 

~live.unc.edtr> 

~,nsn.com; ducar@uucaa.unc.edu; ~aol.co,n; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: New address 

You are important to me and this team, this is good news!!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: New address 

4:56 PM 

Yup[ My inbox has had a whole ne*v awakening today haha. And yes my quad also feels wonderful today, I was even able to do a normal stretch so I’m good to go. 

Sent fi*om my iPhone 

On , at 4:35 P,N{ "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email unc edu> wrote: 

Are you getting them now? Are you getting healthy? 

..... Original Message ..... 
I~’rom: 

Sent: Monday, 4:33 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: New address 

Hey Arts, 

Realized I hadn’t gotten an email from you for a while which is clearly out of the normt I think my old 
if you wouldn’t mind adding this address to the team email it’d be great! 

Thanks t 

Sent from my iPhone 

email is the address you have for me and I can’t login to that account anymore so 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:49 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Please pick your team m~d emaJl me back (with your selection) before Th practice! 

ExceltentH 

From’, mailto: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday,              5:09 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject: Re: Please pick your team and email me back (with your selection) before Th practice! 
It’s coming ~Jong very well! I’ve already seen 

Some pretty prominent muscle tone gains 

In my N~@ and I t~el like rm getting morn 

Fit. 
’I’hat~ tbr chec~ng in[ 

Sent from tny iPhone 

On at 4:42 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good s~:t~ff How is your fitness coming? 

From: }yahoo,corn] 
Sent: Monday, 5:53 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject: Re: Please pick your team and email me back (with your selection) before Th practice! 

Anson 

The team I have cho~n to watch is man cib4 

Can’t wait to watch[ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:12 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~m,~email.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Ladies, 

This is Lhe beginning of my never *-:mding desire to ,-:~ncourag,:_~ all o[ you to become fans o[ the game. My motivation ~s entirely sel[ish: 

w~l help you become better soccer ~ayers (and then of co~rse we w~[I have a better team). 

Everyone has Lo select from among these five teams #~ the EPL: 

Man U 

Chelses 

Man C~tv 

Tottenham 

Once you have ~c~<ed your team, EVI?RY WEEKEND I wouh~ like you to watch at least one half .:)f their same. ~f they are not playing 

TV} then you have to watch 45 minu~es of the EPk Review show. Perhaps each house should decide on a ~eam and then watch it together 

{any suggestions/solutions wou~d be appreciated}. Torn w~ll record the EPk games so a~l the [:reshmen can watch d~em in McCaski~l. 

F~m= Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, 4:07 AM 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Subject~ Soccer On ~: Wednesday, 

I~-~,~D187.jpg~ 
Nednesday, 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

]<~-WRD 187.j pg>] 

<~WRn187.jpg>~Tweet This [<~V~mS7.jpg>lShare Thi~ 

I<.~WRD187.jpg>t 
UEFA Champions League playoffs continue on Wednesday.... Also on Wednesday: Chelsea hosts 

Aston Villa; Atletico Madrid faces Barcelona in the first leg of the Spanish Supercopa; MLS Week 26 

kicks off. 

(.411 tirnes Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 



FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (delay) 5 pm, 

UEFA Champions League LUDOGORETS RAZGRAD-BASEL (delay) 7:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League DINAMO-AUSTRIA WIEN (delay) 9:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League STEAU BUCHAREST-LEGIA WARSZAWA (delay) 11:30 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (delay) 5 pro. 

Copa Sudamericana LIBERTAD-MINEROS (live) 7 pro. 

NBGSN 

England CHELSEA-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN2 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pro. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-LOBOS BUAP (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico MONTERREY-ALTAMIRA (live) 10 pm. 

BeIN SPORT 

Copa do Brasil CRUZEIRO-FLAMENCO (live) 8:45 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS CHIVAS USA-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico ZACATEPEC-TIGRES (live) 10 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana LIGA DE LOJA-NACIONAL (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 6:30 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana DEPORTIVO PASTO-COLO COLO (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League SPORTING SAN MIGUELITO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pm, 

BelN SPORT 

Santiago Bernabeau Trophy REAL MADRID-AL SAAD (live) 4:30 pm. 

Copa do Brasil BOTAFOGO-ATLETICO MG (live) 8:45 

NBGSN 

MLS CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

FranceMONACO-TOULOUSE (live)2:30 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

France MONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pro, 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-UNIVERSIDAD DE COLIMA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-TORREON (live) 10:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-WERDER BREMEN (live) 2 pm. 

Netherlnads HERENVEEN-AJAX (live) 4:30 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO=GUADALAJARA (live) 8:30 pro. 

Mexico TIJUANA-SANTOS (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 



Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

SATURDAY, 

NBC 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) Noon. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

NWSL Playoffs FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal (live), 2 pm. 

NWSL Playoffs WESTERN NEW YORK=SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (live), 8 pm 

NBCSN 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

Mun2 
England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

BeIN SPORT 

Italy HELLAS VERONA-AC MILAN (live) 11:30 am. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyoi 

Spain ELCHE-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 12:30 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain VILLAREAL-VALLADOLID (livE) 5 pm. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-WEST BROM (live) 10 am= 

England HULL CITY-NORWiCH CITY (live) 10 am= 

England STOKE CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-NUREMBERG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany HERTHA BERLIN-HAMBURG (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay RENTISTAS-NACIONAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

Germany HANNOVER-SCHALKE (live) 4:30 pm. 

Mexico MERIDA-ZACATEPEC (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France VALENCIENNES4VlARSEILLE (live) 11 am. 
France LYON-STADE DE REIMS (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-UNAM (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico AMERICA-MONARCAS (live) 6 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS MONTREAL-HOUSTON (live) 7 pm. 

MLS D.C= UNITED-TORONTO (live) 7 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-COLUMBUS (live) 9:30 pm. 

SUND&Y, 

ESPN2 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND(liv~ 10pm. 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY(live) 11am. 

Mun2 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

France NANTES-PSG (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Italy LIVORNO-ROMA (delay) 7:15 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 



Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-RAYO (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-SEVlLLA (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORT LIVE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

NWSL FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal, (delay) 8 pm. 

NWSL WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (delay) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico CRU7 AZUL HIDALGO-ALTAMIRA (live) 1 pro, 

Brazil VASCO-CORINTHIANS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay DEFENSOR-PENAROL (live) 5 pm. 

Argentina ESTUDIANTES-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 8:15 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA-VERACRUZ (live) 1 pm. 

UNiMAS 

MLS CHIVAS USA-NEW¥ORK (live) 5 pro, 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-CRU7 AZUL (live) 1 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7:30 pro, 

ESPN3.com 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

BeIN SPORT 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyoi 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

TNESDAY~ 

BelN SPORT 

Capital One Cup LIVERPOOL-NOTTS COUNTY (live) 2:40 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Leag[~es offeri~g live streaming of games 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 6:52 PM 

Alain Leislikow ~hotm~l.com> 

.~!hotmail.com); (@msn.com; ducar@nncaa.unc.eda; 
@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Advice for ~ aspiring young coach 

.~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

Alain, 

Bring a team [o our Team Camp this summer and I will share with you EVERYTHING I know. ~t will be s coscNng schoo~ for you and your s[aff and a soccer’ camp for’ 

your kids, Check ~t out; www.ncgsc.com C.a~ me if you need to: 

A~l the best!! 

E~= Ala~n Leist~kow [mail~         ~hotmaiLcom] 
Seat= Tuesday, August 27, 2053 5:$$ PN 

Te: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Advice for an aspiring young coach 

Good afternoon Coach Dorrance, 

Hi m~ name is Coach Alain Leistikow, and I am the Director of Coaching for Clermont FC which is a nonprofit youth soccer organization located in 

Clermont, Florida 45 minutes west of University of Central Florida. I have been a soccer player since I was 3 years old. Growing up I played select soccer in 

the suburbs of Dallas, Texas. M~ love for the game lead me to the University of Central Florida wherein I received the Bachelor’s of Science degree in 

Sports and Fitness specializing in Coaching. During m~ time at UCF I was mentored by Dr. Jeff Duke and former head coach of the women’s soccer program 

Amanda Cromwell. As I learned about the different facets of coaching I grew a deep passion for the industry. I remember day dreaming about the many 

successes and failures I would have in my future career. As a young coach I believe in constant growth and advancement through education, and from 

individuals like yourself. 

Now I am not much for records or stats as a coach. I believe that both of those come as a by product of good coaching not a direct result. So after 

reviewing your impressive resume on the athletics webpage for UNC, I am curious what sort of advice could you pass along to a young coach to generate 

your level of success and excellence? Also, on a some what related topic what is the best way to write a resume that focuses on coaching? I have 

attached my resume for your critique. 

I appreciate your time in reading this email, and thank you a head of time for any guidance and wisdom you can pass along to me. I wish you the best of 

luck in this up coming Fall 2013 season. 

Sincerel% 

Coach Alain Leistikow 

Director of Coaching 

Clermont FC 

www.dermontfc.com 

407-230-~795 

~hotmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:55 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

@msn.com; duce¢@uucaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Leadership Academy: Coaches Workshops I        ) 

Thanks Shelly, I always look fo~ward to these workshops. 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 

Sent: Tuesday,              5:43 PM 

To; Sapp, Andrew; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Kalbas, Brian .I; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Somoano, Carlos M; Galvin, Derek P; Papa, Donna J; Meaders, Harlis James; Mann, Jan M.; 
Levy, Jennifer S; Breschi, Joe; Sagula, Joseph A; Shelton, Karen C; Fox, Mike; DeSelm, Rich L; Miller, Ron C.; Paul, Sampson L; Haney, Sarah K; Hatchell, Sylvia R; 

@yahoo.corn; Sanchez, Abel; Smith, Amy Diane; Williams, Andre; Calder, Andrew G; DiBitetto, Andrew F; Reckart, Angela;      @aol.com; Holman, Brian; 
Gaines, Bryant Anthony; Kolat, Cary J;                      Ducat, Chris; Feifs, Chris; Garth, Christy Lynn; Holliday, Corey L; Papadatos, Dionisios; 

Biener, Eric; Hemandez, Erik H; rackham; Fulton, Grant; Porter, Grant; Gatz, Gregory; Cathro, Guy; Negalha, Jeff;               ~yahoo.com; Langley, Raymond Joshua; 
Webb, Josh; Dowd, Katrina M; Wigger, Leah Marie; Roberts, Logan; VanAlstyne, Mark; Jednak, Matt; Litzinger, Michael B; Hudson, Nicole; Myers, Patrick Jacob; Barnes, Philip 
E; Anundsen, Sara; Forbes, Scott; Jackson, Scott C; Rubin, Stephen Aaron; Gisselman, Steve; Baldwin, Richard Anthony; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D; Chinn, Trevor Jacob; 
Phillips, Tripp; Adams, Tyler G; Johnson, Zoya 
Subject; Leadership Academy: Coaches Workshops (       ) 

Coaches, 

We are thrilled to begin our year of programming. The theme for the year is John Wooden’s Pyramid of Success. The dates for workshops this fall are the 

following Tuesdays:! As before, Head Coach workshops will run 9:00-i0:15am with Assistant Coach workshops to follow 

at 10:45am-:12:OOpm. Workshops will take place in the Concourse Club of Eoudermilk. This a different location than the past two years. Also, attached are 

instructions to import various Leadership Academy-related calendars into Outlook, Google Calendar or iCal. Hard copies of the Schedule of Workshops will be 

distributed at the first workshop. 

Shelley 

Director, Leadership Academy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 6:58 PM 

Bill Palladino ~aol.com> 

l~B: Reminder! Top 25 Ballots Needed! 

Yes, Gary does not want to lose you, he says your rankings are well thought out and you never miss a deadline. Thanks Dino. 

From: Bill Palladino [mailto:, _~aol.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, August 27, 20:13 6:2.t plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Reminder! Top 25 Ballots Needed! 

Already signed up and have submitted two rankings.,..wehv # 1 .... 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Aug 27, 2013, at 4:10 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <mason(~,,email.nnc.edtv* wrote: 

Dino, 

Do you still want to do this? 1 can give it to Jason if you like~ It must be a pain for you, unless you are one of those who a~ways gets 

F~m~ gary(~soccertimes.com [mailto:garyC~soccert~mes~com] 
Sent~ Nonday, August 26, 2013 3:34 PN 

T~ ~a~socce~mes.com 
Subjeet~ Reminder[ Top 25 BalIoN Needed[ 
To all -- 

With the deadline having passed 30 minutes ago, nine ballots have been received, meaning seven ballots are still outstanding. 

If you have not yet voted, please do so as soon as possible. If you have voted, you should receive a confirmation shortly. 

The following resources are available for your consideration: 
Preseason Top 25: ~h.t~t.9.~:./.~/~ww~s~certimes‘~m~£Lc..~.a.~.a.~(~.t~p.~p.~.2.~.5.~w~p.~m~.e.~.n.~Lt.~m.. 
How The Top 25 Fared: http://www.soccertimes~com/ncaa/top25/womenfared.htm 
For scores, please consult the NSCAA scoreboard (I will explain this in a subsequent e-mail): 

Your effort is greatly appreciated. As always, if anybody has any questions, T can be reached at any time at 

Thanks, 
Gary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:59 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

~msn.com; ducm@uucaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmaJl.com); pacman~!uncaa.unc.edu; 

O!e~naJl.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; ~@gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu); @comcast.uet; 
~gmaJl.com; ~email.uuc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; ~ema~l.unc.edu; ,, ~hotmaJl.com 

RE: Campus kids rock confirmation 

Thank you and 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:54 PM 
To: Mangili, Lauren M 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Campus kids rock confirmation 

My name is 
My email is 

on the Womens soccer team I simply wanted to email you and confirm that we will do that event My teammate 
?))live unc.edu and number is is cun-emly at work so I will have her contact you later Thank you so much! We are excited! 

Looking Jbr~w~rd to it, 

and I will be your contacts. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 9:49 PM 

.la~n Sisneros~ ~gma~l.com> 

Re: NCAA Stafflnterpretation: Goodwill Packages to Visiting Teams 

Jason Sisneros~ ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Is a goodwill ass kicking also acceptable? I figure yes, I mean if you can give them a cofl~e mug and all. Maybe even a mug to commemorate the ass kicking :) 

Just thinking aloud... 

Jason 

University of North Carolina ~Vomen’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Dissector of Match Analysis I Volunteer Assistant Coach 

On Tue, at 4:52 PM, Donance, Albe~t A IV <oaason(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Vangelder, IVlarielle A 
Sent: Monday, 9:17 PM 
To: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Markos, Lance M; Tirnrnerrnans, Torn; Cunningharn, Bubba; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Miller, Beth; Gwaltney, Clint; Creech, Karlton W; 
Steinbacher, P.ick; Cunningharn, Bubba 
Subject: NCAA Staff Interpretation: Goodwill Packages to Visiting Teams 

All 

Please see the NCAA Stalt’Interpretation we received today regarding the receipt of Goodwill packages by opposing teams. 

The academic a~d membership m’thirs sta~t’contirmed it is permissible to provide all teams par~ficipatmg in an inslitationally sponsored meet or tournament with a 

goodwill package containing various mementos (e.g., coffee mug~ candy packets) of nominal value. 

Let us ki~ow if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you. 

Mafielle 

Marielle A, vanGelder 

Associate Athlelic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: ~ 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvm~gelder(~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 8:44 AM 

David Elliot @m~hi~oint.net> 

Jason Sisneros ~)gma~l.com> 

RE: Soccer Stats So,rare 

David, 

I have cc’d 3ason Sisneros on this email. He’s our Director of Match Analysis and knows what we use and what products are out there. 

Hope you are well! 

Anson 

From," David Elliot i           ~myfairpoint.net] 
Sent; Wednesday, August 28, 2013 :t2:20 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Soccer Stats Software 

ttiAnson: 

Not sure if you remember me or not. I picked yon up at the airport a number of years ago when you came to New Ha~npshire a~d then conducted some clinics in 

Memmack. 

An>svay, I was checking to see if you/your team are cunently using a:ay soccer software for recording stats during games (in other words something to replace a 
soccer scorebook)? 

I currently have m~ IPAD and would like to take advantage of it by having one of our manager recoil stats that can be used at halftime, post game, preparing for 

opponents etc. 

Best oflnck this season! As a]ways, I will be tbllowing your progress! 

Regards, 

Dave Elliot 

or 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday,                10:23 AM 

~lhlbfi ghtmaJl.org> 

-UNC Grad Student. FIFA Scholarship 

I am so sorry but I have no idea and I promise you Mia does not either. Mia is i~lvited to be a figurehead by ~:I~:A. They do not involve her in their programs 
tmderneath or beyond her "appe~rances", 
From: ~fulbrightmail.org] 
Sent= Tuesday, ll:O1 PM 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
~ Olich, 3acqueline M 
S~bje~t= -UNC Grad Student, FZFA Scholarship 

Dear Anon, 
Ho~ camp went well’. As you may mtnembec we met last yeax outside the s~adimn m~d I told you aNmt my expmence s~ing a girls’ progrmn in Moldova and my 

~seaxch interests on Tmnsnistfian ~ccer. My advi~; Dr. OlicK ve~ ~cently c~e across fl~e Joao Havelm~ge Reseaxch Scholmship fl~at FIFA offers t~r s~dents to 

research soccer in an academic conte~. I am ~ying to put together a l~t minute application by Septem~r ls~ and am hoping you may be able to offer ~me 

~owledge on the scholarsNp. I saw that Mia Harem is now one of FIFA’s female ambas~dors and may ~ow a bit about FIFA’s educational op~Nfies. Please let 

me h~ow if you can offer any assis~nce ~ I put this together~ 

h~p:i/w~v.fifa.conYa~:~u~fa,’~bot~l~development/educafion"cies~havel~e ~t~ola~NP.html 
Loo~ng tbn~’aN m catching some games fl~is thll~ 

Take care, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 10:30 AM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

~msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: U 17s in Englm~d Highlight vid 

Thanks Chri!!! 

Frera: Ducar, Chris 
Seat: Wednesday, August 28, 20:[3 8:42 AM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A ~V 
Subject: U :[7s in England Highlight vid 

http://www.t~pdrawers~c¢er‘c~n@he92stminute/2~13/~8/hi~h~ights-u~7-wnt..sp~its..~en-eng~and-6..0/? 

utm source=AIl&utm can~[?__a_!~__n__--_-_general 8 28 23&utm medium=email 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:37 AM 

Kendall Fletcher ~gmail.com> 

~!kenan- flagler.unc.edu ); ~!msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 
~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Vicld Linton 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

Kendall, 
Thanks for the update and good luck down under. 

If you can please do me a favor down there, My starting and top goalkeeper wants to play pro and I am trying to encourage her to look overseas. 

With the depth in US goa~keeping our ~eague w~ onlg have room for "backups" in mg opinion. Please ~et me know which teams in the Australian League have 

"wea~" goa~keeping. I wouM love to try ~:o get her on somewhere where she can start and devek)p and [:hen come back and challenge for a spot in the U5 Pro 

A~ the best, my world traveler. And p~esse keep in touch, ~ Mve hearing from you. 

F~m= Kendall Fletcher [mailto ~gmail.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, ~0:27 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Re: Wcki Linton 

ThaWs ~son~ 

I ~ doing well. As always I am enjoying life. ~be ~cond halfoftbe SweNsh ~ason is in full swing. The team is doing well, but we aren’t quite ge,ing the results we 

need which can be frustrating but ~ am enjoying deNing with the challenges that presents. I have also decided to go ~ck down to Australia agNn for their W-League 

season, so I will be heading down there at the end of October ~er the Swedish sea~ns ends. I will be playing for Canberra United and I am really looNng fom-~d to 

being in AustraJia again’. I love it down there~ I’ll ~ down there until ]a~ FebmaO’ when I will hopefully head ~ck to the States to play in fl~e NWSL next season. Li[~ 

as a pro...I’m ]ovm ifi 

Looks like the you and the ~r heads have gotten offto a great s~ I’ll ~ back [br a week in October beIbre I head down to Aaslralia, so hopefully I will be able to 

stop by ~y hey and catch a gan]e[ All my best to you and the [hm~ 

Ken&ll 

On Wed,             at 10:04 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson({~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Not an issue Kendall as you know! 

~-Iow are you doing? 

From= Kendall Fletcher [mailto ~gmail.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, 7:29 AN 
"re= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Vicki Linton 

Anson, 

Hope this ema~l finds you doing well and ready to get another season s~rted! 

I wanted to touch base with you as one of my coaches from Australia, Vicki Lintor~ will be in town to watch some games around the ACC in mid September. She is 

now the current Head Coach of the Bay Area Breeze and has worked along side Tom Sermmani with the youth and full Australian national teams over the past few 

years. She was hoping to be able to catch a training while she is in town. She will be around the area on September 9th and will be attending the Notre Dame game. I 

believe Tom will make an introduction as well, but wanted to know ifI could put her in touch with Tom Sanders a[xmt being able to come out and w~atch a training 

session while she is in town. 

Like I said hope you and the gifts aJ~e doing well! Looking tbrwaxt to keeping up with you guys this season’. 

Kendall 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 10:50 AM 

Moore, Donald <dmoore@theacc.org>; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> 

Re: Women’s Soccer Video Exchange ConfCall - Thursday (Aug 29) 11:30am- 12pm 

Thank you, Jason will be ruth you. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ IFire[e,~s 4G 

"Moore, Donald" ~dmoore@theacc.org> wrote: 

Y~:’s, the (:all is a~:~:ench:,d to b~:" stric~:ly ~or the folks who will be uplo~ding the v~deo, 

Dom~d 

F~m~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, August 27, 2013 6:18 PN 

T~ Moore, Donald 
~ Jason Sisneros          Ngmail.com)~        ~msn.com~ Ducat, Chris~      ~aol.com; Sander, Thomas 
Su~je¢t~ RE: Women’s Soccer Video Exchange Conf Call - ~ursday (Aug 29) ii:30am-12pm 

Donald, 

~ can’t jo~n you on the cal~ but Jason S~sneros, who wN be doh~g all the work for this, can. ~s that acceptable? (.Jason, p~ease confirm.) 

Fmm~ Moore, Donald [mail~:dmoore~theacc.org] 
Sent~ Tuesday, August 27, 2013 If:07 AM 

To~ mark.mcdevi~bc.edu; ]efergr@clemson.edu; Lesesne@duaa.dqke~edq; ccampanozz~fsu.edu~ ]~azorni@umd.edu; K~dg!a~m~aml.edu; ~.dvera4~miamj.edu; 
~_g_mN],_~9_~; Nelson, Curran Blair; k£k~E~_~g~_M~_~_M; ~_~k~_~f~_~_~9~J 

~esseem~0~u.edu 
~ Pierce, Kris; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Charles Adair (adair~vt.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Greg Miller 

(gt3[~gL~_~[?I~J_g_~[~_~_M); Jonathan Morgan O~9_~_~M_fft~_:~); Mark Krikorian ~E?~[j_~fl~_~_~_~j_/?~_M~_M); Na~-Frances Monroe (Ekt39_~[9_~f~_E?~_~_~_M); Phil 
Wheddon (pswheddo~syr~edu); Randy Waldrum (Randy~Waldrum.I~nd.edu); RobNe Church (robbie.church~duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson(#virgiNa.edu); Tim 
Santoro (~san~r(Oncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz(O~u.edu) 
Su~je~t~ Women’s Soccer Video Exchange Conf Call - ~ursday (Aug 29) iI:30am-i2pm 

Women’s Soccer Video Exchange Contacts, 

I have scheduled a conference call for us on Thursday (Aug. 29~ from i~:~0am - 12pro noon to review the video exchange policy and make sure we all are on the 

same page prior to the start of the exchange season. For your reference, attached is the video exchange policy that is listed in the policies & procedures guide. I 

have also attached a contact list for the group. If there is any information that is listed incorrectly, please let me know. 

If you can’t join us on the call, please let me know. 

Conference Call Info 

Call-in #: 1866) 2~-8528 

Passcode: 

Thanks. 

DONALD MOORE, 
Director of Championships 

O: 336369.4655 l 
dmoore~theacc.or~ 
the~OO com¯ (~[heAO0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 11:39 AM 

Alain Leisdkow ~ ~hotma~l.com> 

~aol.com; ~hotmaJd.com) 

RE: Advice for ~ aspiring young coach 

Alain, 

Our staff is made up of people that have been with me for years ph~s former Team Camp coaches that have brought their team for years and learned our system 

and our methodology. Bring a team ~n, ~earn our system and then (~ike we have done with so many others) we wou~d encourage you to come back and teach k. 

And what many DOC’s do ~s not bring a team but bring the ~dds that can afford ~: from severa~ teams. They a~so ~:ry to bring their young coaches that wan~: to 

continue to ~earn something about: the game. Try it, you m~gh~: ~ike R, 

E~m= Alain Leistikow [mailto ~hotmail,com] 
$eBt= Wednesday, August 28, 2053 8:58 AN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
~hotmail.com).         ~msn.com; Ducar, Chris;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~        ~gmail.com); Sander, ~omas J 

Subject: RE: Advice for an aspiring young coach 

Good morning Coach Dorrance, 

Thank you for such a quick reply. If I couldn’t get a team out would it be possible if I came up to work at your camp? 

From: anson@email,unc,edu 
T o: ~__h_..o_ ~_g)__a_!j_:.c_ 9_q1 

c c:, ~_~3 .o_ _Lm_ _.a_[[: .c_ _o_ . _m_ ; ~_~!.s_ .n_:_.c:p__r~; .d__~_c_.a__r__@.._ .u__n_.c__._.e__£[~.; 
Subject: RE: Advice for an aspiring young coach 
Date: Tue, 27 Aug 2053 22:52:06 +0000 

._a.. _~ r_r]_._a_]j__. £q_m. _.; #.’.a_ .c_9!_a_._n_@._u__r3 .c_._ e__d_.u__ 

Bring a team to our Team Camp this summer and I wilt share with you EVERYTHING I know. IL ,,,viii be a coaching school ]:or you and your ata[:f and a soccer camp t:or 

your kids. Check it out; ._w__AA:__n__c__g_s__£:_c___o____m__ Calf me if you need to: 

All the bestH 

I=re~-¯ Alain Leistikow [mailto: .~hotmail.com] 
Seat: Tuesday, August 27, 20:[3 5::[:[ PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
S,,bject; Advice for an aspiring young coach 

Good afternoon Coach Dorrance, 

Hi my name is Coach Alain Leistikow, and I am the Director of Coaching for Clermont FC which is a nonprofit youth soccer organization located in 

Clermont, Florida 45 minutes west of University of Central Florida. I have been a soccer player since I was 3 years old. Growing up I played select soccer in 

the suburbs of Dallas, Texas. My love for the game lead me to the University of Central Florida wherein I received the Bachelor’s of Science degree in 

Sports and Fitness specializing in Coaching. During my time at UCF I was mentored by Dr. Jeff Duke and former head coach of the women’s soccer program 

Amanda Cromwell. As I learned about the different facets of coaching I grew a deep passion for the industry. I remember day dreaming about the many 

successes and failures I would have in my future career. As a young coach I believe in constant growth and advancement through education, and from 

individuals like yourself. 

Now I am not much for records or stats as a coach. I believe that both of those come as a by product of good coaching not a direct result. So after 

reviewing your impressive resume on the athletics webpage for UNC, I am curious what sort of advice could you pass along to a young coach to generate 

your level of success and excellence? Also, on a some what related topic what is the best way to write a resume that focuses on coaching? I have 

attached my resume for your critique. 

I appreciate your time in reading this email, and thank you a head of time for any guidance and wisdom you can pass along to me. I wish you the best of 

luck in this up coming Fall 2053 season. 

Sincerely, 

Coach Alain Leistikow 

Director of Coaching 

Clermont FC 

www.clermontfc.com 

407-230-1795 

~)hotmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:42 AM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Markos, LaJ~ce M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Jason Sisnero          ~0)gm~l.com) ~         ~gm~l.com) 

RE: Prospect Forms 

Chris, 

Are you referring to 

From: Ducat, Chris 
Sent-" Wednesday, 9:20 AM 
To; Markos, Lance M 
C¢; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Jason Sisneros _~gmail.com) ( 
Subject-" 2014 Prospect Forms 

Lance, 

Here are all but one._l’ll ~et the other one in as soon as she fills out our online form. 

Transcripts and Test scores are tricklin~ in and I’ll forward them as I ~et them. 

Bird 

~gmail.com) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 11:44 AM 

Robinson, Kevin T <kro~unc.edu-~ 

~msn.com; ducoa@uncaa.unc.edu; ))aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Tha~ you 

You are a very important part ot: aft this .,.. thank you for’ what you do!! 

From; Robinson, KevJn T 
Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2013 11:22 AM 

To; Sander, Thomas 3 
Cc-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Thank you 

Thank you for the National Championship Jacket. I will wear it with pride. 

Kevin Robinson 

UNC Athletics 

krob@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A 1V </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 11:53 AM 

Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc.edu> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu;~_ ~aoly .corn, Jason Sisneros ~gmail.co~n); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu_~ 

RE: WS Jacket 

Connie~ 

We know you are grindhlg away for a~ of us a~d we agpr~dat~ it[[ 

From= Conway, Connie Norgan 
Sent= Wednesday, August 28, 2013 $1:32 AN 
Te; Sander, Thomas 3; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Subject: WS Jacket 
Thank you very much for the awesome Womens Soccer Jacket. This and the National Champion Womens Soccer tennis shoes I got a few years ago are two of my 

favorite tNngs. I really appreciate Womens Soccer tNnking of me. 

~est 

Connie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 11:53 AM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros, ~gmaJl.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~live.unc.edu); ~email.unc.edu>; @aol.com); 

~!live.unc.edu); ~z)live.unc.edu); O!live.unc.edu); 
~gmail.com); ~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu); 

~gmail.com; ~gmail.com); @live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); nicole fava (athva,~!uncaa.unc.edu); )!live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc .e&0; ~icloud.com) ~ @live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu) ~live.unc.edu) ~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); @yahoo.corn); ~live.unc.edu); 

~rocketmaJl.com; ~gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu; ~ya]~oo.com; ~ymail.com; 

~live.unc.edu ~emaJl.unc.edu; ~gmail.com;, @comcas~t.net; ~gmafil.com; 

~-b~email.unc.e&t; ~emaJl.unc.edu; .~hotmail.com; ~live.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; 

’@gmail.com; ~gmafil.com; @live. unc.edu); ~aol.com; 
~t) gmail .corn; O!yahoo .con ~gmail .com 

]~V: Phishing email Alert: Course hfformation 

@gma~l.com); 

~gmail.com; 

From: Suits, Christy H. 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:39 AM 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject: Phishing email Alert: Course Information 
Good Morning All, 

Some of you have received email with the subject of ’Course Information" asking you to log into Blackboard. This is a site that is bogus and is just gathering your user ID and 
Password information. 

If you saw this and did attempt to log into the site please go and change all of your passwords. 

The connecting site has already been taken down, but please do not blindly click on links in email or if you do do not put in log in information unless you are sure what you are 
logging into. 

For any questions or assistance please email us at UNCAA-ITSupport@unc.edu 

Thanks, 
Christy 

Associate I=I- director for UNC Athletics 
ITS-OSS Systems Analyst 

Office: 919-843-5296 
Cell: 
email: christy@unc.edu 

From: Blackboard Alerts [alerts@learn.blackboard.corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:51 PM 
To: 5 
Subject: Course Information 

Good Afternoon, 

Your school has posted an important information regarding a course for you. 

You are required to immediately sign in to Blackboard Learn. 

Click here to sign in to Blackboard Learn 

Thank you. 

Blackboard Notifications. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O-UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, Aagust 28, 2013 2:09 PM 

~bduke.edu> 

ILS: A New Carolina Maga.zine! 

No, that is cool!! 

From= ~duke.edu] 

Sent= Wednesday, August 28, 20.&3 12:02 PM 

To= Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject~ Re: A New Carolina Magazine! 

Did you see this: 

~ttp:::w~v.~oheels~com,’mediaPortaliplayer.dbml?DB OEM ID 3350&id 2330305 

COOL! 

On Aug 28, 2013, at 11:51 AM, "Dorrance, Albe~t A IV" <at~son(t~email.unc.edu> wroie: 

Ladies, 
This is kind of cooI. Check it out: http:i/www.gohee~s~comiViewArticle.dbml ?Dg OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=209227878 

It will keep you up to date on all things athletic going on in Chapel Hill!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 2:11 PM 

Leone, Raymond <rleone@fas.harvayd.edu-~ 

1),22: Tournaa~ent Scheduling 

I wilt help you, never hesitate to calf, investing in your reserves works. It has been one of our keys to success, it also helps with chemistry. All the best, and good 

luck! 

From: Leone, Raymond [mailto:rleone@fas.harvard.edu] 

Sent~ Wednesday, August 28, 2013 12:32 

T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Subjeet~ Re: Tournament Scheduling 

Anson, 

Thanks for vour help ~ast n~ht. We will ~ive it a try. i am iookin~ forward to makin~ this work and improvin~ our whole team instead of lust The iI~ 

Thanks 
Ray 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A iV" <anson@emaH.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue~ 27 Aug 20~3 21:42:37 +0000 

To: Ray Leone <Heone~f~s.h~rvard.edu> 

Cc: " 9msn.com" ~ 9msn.com>, "Ducar, Chris" <~M~[~ ~D~:~>, ’ ~aol.com", ~aol.com>, "Jason Sisneros 

" ~g~_~JJ_:~_9_B!)" ’ ~_g_~_~_[~:_~R~.>, "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: Tournament Scheduling 

Call me, I wou~d ~ove to help In the evening call {my cell does not work at home). I am up until :[1 pro. gy best to your amazing w~feH 

F~m: Leone, Raymond [mailto: rleone~fas.harvard.edu] 

Sent~ Tuesday, August 27, 2013 6:33 AN 

To: Dorrance, AlbeR A 
Subject: Re: Tournament Scheduling 

Anson, 

Good luck this season. I never did get a chance to talk to you about your substitution patterns and I am curious. We do have a decent number of about 16 players that are ready to 

play this year. When you prepare your team to play do you usually start the same team and sub in the same group or do you mix that up from game to game? How have you sold 90 

minute type players on this concept and do you usually only sub the frontline? We have a lot of Friday-Sunday games this year like you have so keeping our team fresh is obviously 

important. I know Sunday is where you really have an edge on teams and that is why I am asking for your input so we can consider your process as well. 

Thanks for your help, 

Ray 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, 25Jan 2013 17:32:45 -05~ 

To: Ray Leone 

Subje~: Re: Tournament Scheduling 

I have never understood why collegiate coaches don’t substitute ..... it does not make any sense. Call anytime .... my best to your wonderful wife. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > "Leone, Raymond" <rleone@fas.haward.edu > 1/25/2013 12:53 PM > > > 

Anson, 
I hope you are well. Congrats on a great run last season and the championship. When you get a chance Iwould like to chat 

with you about playing time for your players and how you sell them on it and how you implement it during the season. 

We have a decent team coming back next fall with the most depth we have had since we have been here and I want 

more players to play than we have done in the past. That is why I arn curious how you make this approach work, You definitely were 

in the heads of your opponents about playing against fresh legs and how difficult that challenge is particularly in the second game of a weekend. 

Thanks, 
Ray Leone 
Harvard University 
Women’s $o~er Head Coach 

From: Anson Dorra nce <a nson @ tJ N CAA. U N C. E DtJ > 

Reply-To: Anson Dorrance <anson@UNCAA.UNC.EDU> 

Date: Thu, 24Jan 20:13 17:33:17 -0500 

To: "DiWSOCCER--L@me[is3.gmu.edu" <D1WSOCCER--L@rnetis3.gmu.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: Tournament Scheduling 

Dino, 

check on this to make sure it went through. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Augnst 28, 2013 2:12 PM 

Alain Leisdkow @hotma~l.com> 

@hotmail .com); ,~) aol .com 

RE: Advice for ~ aspiring young coach 

You will not regret it. The Team Camp is the best thing we do. 

From: Alain Leistikow [mailto: ~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 20:[3 :[::[4 PM 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
~aol.com; i                          .~hotmail.com) 

Subject: RE: Advice for an aspiring young coach 

That is completely understandable. I will definitely start putting together a group for next summer. Thank you again. 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 

To ~hotmail.com 

CC: ~aol.com; ~hotmail.com 

Subject: RE: Advice for an aspiring young coach 

Date: Wed, 28 Aug 20:13:15:39:2:1 +0000 

Alain, 

Our staff is made up of people that have been with me for years phJs former Team Camp coaches that have brought their team for years and learned our system 

and our methodology. Bring a team ~n, ~earn our system and then (~ike we have done with so many others) we wou~d encourage you to come back and teach k. 

And what many DOC’s do ~s not bring a tearn but bring the ~dds that can afford ~: from severa~ teams. They a~so ~:ry to bring their young coaches that wan~: to 

continue to ~earn something about: the game. Try it, you m~gh~: ~ike R, 

E~m= Alain Leistikow [mail~ ~hotmail.com] 
$eBt= Wednesday, August 28, 2053 8:58 AN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
~hotmail.com);        ~msn.com; Ducar, Chris;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros          @qmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Subject; RE: Advice for an aspiring young coach 

Good morning Coach Dorrance, 

Thank you for such a quick reply. If I couldn’t get a team out would it be possible ill came uptowork at your camp? 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 

To: @hotmail.com 

CC: ~hotmail.com _gmsn.com; ducar@unc.edu; .~aol.com _ggmail.com; pacman@unc.edu 

Subject: RE: Advice for an aspiring young coach 

Date: Tue, 27 Aug 2013 22:52:06 +0000 

Alain, 

Bring a tearn ~:o our Team Camp this summer and ~ w~l~ share w~th you EVERYTHING t ~mow, It will be a coachk~g schoo~ for you and your s~:aff and a soccer camp for 

your kids. Check ~: out; www.ncgsc.com (:a~ me if you need ~:o: 

A]~ the bestH 

From= Alain Leistikow [mail~ ~hotmaiLcom] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 27, 2053 5:$$ PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Advice for an aspiring young coach 

Good afternoon Coach Dorrance, 

Hi my name is Coach Alain Leistikow, and I am the Director of Coaching for Clermont FC which is a nonprofit youth soccer organization located in 

Clermont, Florida 45 minutes west of University of Central Florida. I have been a soccer player since I was ~ years old. Growing up I played select soccer in 

the suburbs of Dallas, Texas. My love for the game lead me to the University of Central Florida wherein I received the Bachelor’s of Science degree in 

Sports and Fitness specializing in Coaching. During my time at UCF I was mentored by Dr. Jeff Duke and former head coach of the women’s soccer program 

Amanda Cromwell. As I learned about the different facets of coaching I grew a deep passion for the industry. I remember day dreaming about the many 

successes and failures I would have in my future career. As a young coach I believe in constant growth and advancement through education, and from 

individuals like yourself. 

Now I am not much for records or stats as a coach. I believe that both of those come as a by product of good coaching not a direct result. So after 

reviewing your impressive resume on the athletics webpage for UNC, I am curious what sort of advice could you pass along to a young coach to generate 

your level of success and excellence? Also, on a some what related topic what is the best way to write a resume that focuses on coaching? I have 

attached my resume for your critique. 

I appreciate your time in reading this email, and thank you a head of time for any guidance and wisdom you can pass along to me. I wish you the best of 

luck in this up coming Fall 2053 season. 

Sincerely, 

Coach Alain Leistikow 

Director of Coaching 

Clermont FC 

www.dermonLfc.com ................................................... 

407-230-$795 

~hotmaiLcom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, Augnst 28, 2013 4:28 PM 

Elizabefl~ Guess < ,~gmaJ, l.com> 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~V: US Soccer Professional B License for women - February 15-23, 2014 in Los Angeles 

Lib, 
You ii~terested in this? 

From: April Heinrichs [mailto:AHeinrichs@ussoccer.org] 
Sent-" Wednesday, August 28, 2013 2:20 PM 
To: April Heinrichs 
Subject-" US Soccer Professional B License for women - February :t5-23, 2014 in Los Angeles 
Coach., 

The [igst-e}reI" US Soccer ;’Pro B I ,icense’" lbr womea is sche&fled lbr February 15-23, 2014 in [.~s Angeles! 

Please l~e] five to forward thi s email to any t~m~er WNT and ~;~m~er Pro pla},ers wishing to at{end’~ 

Application, registration at~d minimum requiremen~ dei~d]s to [;)l]ow on uaaoccer.oN m mid-October, 

]to[~ ~o fill the com~ with 34 of our best and brightcsfi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 4:29 PM 

Tony Tommasi ~gmaJl.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} 2014 Schedule 

Good luck Tony[! ~-Iow is it up there? I-tow is your tear~?? 

From-" division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf Of Tony Tommasi 
Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2013 2:36 plVl 
To-" division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups,com 
Subject: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} 20:t4 Schedule 

Good Afternoon! 

I am looking for matches (home or away) for the 2014 season. 

Please reslyond to thr lbllowing email: atommasi@csu.edu 

Thank you 

Tony Tommasi 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chicago State University 

GO Cougars! 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at www.nscaa.com/college. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Crroups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

For morn options, visit https;//gmups~aoo~Je.com/~youps/opt ont. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:43 PM 

Elizabeth Guess < ~gmaJ, l.com> 

@live.unc.edu) 

RE: US Soccer ProfessionaJ B License for women - in Los Angeles 

Your buddy was awesome today!! What a player!! 

Frem: Elizabeth Guess [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, , 4:34 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
~msn.com; Ducar, Chris;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros I 

Subject; Re: US Soccer Professional B License for women - 

Yes definitely. 

~gmail.com); Sander, Thomas 
in Los Angeles 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:27 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A iV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

You h]terested in this? 

Frem: April Heinrichs [mailto:AHeinrichs@ussoccer.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:20 plvl 

To: April Heinrichs 
Subject: US Soccer Professional B License for women - in Los Angeles 

Coach. 

1be fits[-e~rer 1.JS Soccer ~’.[~ro B I .icense" 11:!17 %,elsie11 is scl~eduled fix i,~ Los A,~gelesl 

Please .lbel fl~:e to forward this email to m~y tix:mer WNT and .lbrmer Pt~; p~a)’e~ wishii~g to atlet~d~ 

App~icafion~ regis~mlion at,d minimum rcquircmet,t @mils ~o lbllow or, ussoccer.oN in m{d-Oclober. 

HoW to fi~ flae cour~ mfl~ 34 ofo~r bes~ and brightesf! 

<:image00:Ljpg> 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 5:02 PM 

~gmail.com> 

@msn.com; ducea@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: blog for espnW? 

It is always dangerous~ Invariably there will be a collection of people whom you will ot:fend through no fault of your own and things you write about can be used to 

motivate opponents, again through no fault of your own. Personally, I would rather you wa~t unti~ you are p]aving professionally. But ~ am certainly wi[l~ng to 

discuss it w~th you, The up s~de is ~t w[]~ help your "branding", but do you really want another thing to do? ]sn’t your life filled enough between your academics, 

your soccer arid your 

From= @gmail.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, ~:~ PN 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Fwd: blog for espnW? 

~ey ~s, ] ~alue your opinion. ] am ve~ interested in blo~in~ ~Sr espnw. Do you flfi~ ] should? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Pendery, Kim X. -ND" <Kim.X.Pendeu.-ND(a;espn~com> 

Date: 1:49:19 PM EDT 

To:’ .~2jg__n_ )__@_:__cs?__n_ )_ ’ ’ < .~ g_r__n_~!_:_c___o__r__n_.> 

Subject: blog for espnW? 

Hi 

ESPNW is looking for soccer players to blog for us this season, and we were hoping you would be interested. I contacted Dave kohse initially, 

and he told me to reach out to you directly. 

If you aren’t familiar with our athlete blogs, we’ve really expanded. To check it out, go to htt~:!!espn.go.cornJespnw!athletes-I!fe/blog!a!/. We 

have several Olympians and WNBA players blogging, plus college athletes from a variety of sports. 

We’re hoping to have the soccer players blog every other week, beginning right away. Blogs can be 5-6 paragraphs or more. There’s no real 

limit. We ask that whenever possible, you send a photo too. 

We’re really looking for your personality to shine, so topics are pretty wide open. We encourage you to share your experiences on and off the 

competitive stage. We’re also open to video. 

I hope we can make this work. Please let me know if you would like to do this. 

Thanks. 

Kim Pendery 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, August 28, 20:13 6:04 PM 

Leone, Raymond <rleone@fas.harvard.edu> 

Re: Tournament Scheduling 

His name is Raymond Verheijen and you can’t reduce his philosophy to 10 minutes of work. He has a very detailed and sophisticated periodization methodology. I love it. I think it 

helped us win last year. 

"Leone, Raymond" <rleone@fas~harvard.edu> wrote: 

Thanks and what was that guy you mentioned. How do you spell his name? The one that says 10 minutes is the max you could work or sprint. Too bad you didn’t follow that 

philosophy when you ran us into the ground at coaching school. 

Thanks, 

Ray Leone 
Harvard University 

Women’s Soccer Head Coach 

65 North Harvard St 

Boston, Ma o2163 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~_O__s_..o_ .q_ .@._~__m.__a_!!._.u__.n._c_:_e_._d_..u_> 

Date: Wed, 28 Aug 2013 18:11:05 +0000 

To: Ray Leone <rleone@fas.harvard.edu> 

Subject: RE: Tournament Scheduling 

I wilt help you, never hesitate to calf, Investin~ in your reserves works, It has been one of our keys to success, it also helps with chemistry. All the best, and good 

luck! 

F~m: Leone, Raymond [mailto:deone@fas.harvard.edu] 
Se~t~ Wednesday, August 28, 20~3 ~2:32 PN 

To~ Dorrance, AlbeR A ~ 
S~ject~ Re: Tournament Scheduling 

Anson, 
Thanks for your help last night. We will give it a try. I am looking forward to making this work and improving our whole team instead of just The 

Thanks again, 
Ray 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 27 Aug 2023 2~:42:37 +0000 

To; Ray Leone <rleone@fas.harvard.edu> 

CC:           #msn.com"           ~msn.com> "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> ’       ~2~]:~."        ~aol.com> "Jason Sisneros 

~g~.~.[:~A£!)" ’, __)gmaiLcom> "Sander Thomas J" <~acman@unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: Tournament Scheduling 

Call me, I wou~d love to help: ~). In the evening call [my cell does not work at home). I am up until :[~ pro. 8y best to yovr amazing w~feH 

F~m= Leone, Raymond [mailto: Heone@fas.harvard.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 27, 20~3 6:33 AN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
SubjeCt; Re: Tournament Scheduling 

Anson, 
Good luck this season. I never did get a chance to talk to you about your substitution patterns and I am curious. We do have a decent number of about 16 players that are ready to 

play this year. When you prepare your team to play do you usually start the same team and sub in the same group or do you mix that up from game to game? How have you sold 

90 minute type players on this concept and do you usually only sub the frontline? We have a lot of Friday-Sunday games this year like you have so keeping our team fresh 

obviously important. I know Sunday is where you really have an edge on teams and that is why I am asking for your input so we can consider your process as well. 

Thanks for your help, 
Ray 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, 25 Jan 2013 27:32:45 -05~ 

To: Ray Leone <rleone@fas.harvard.edu> 

Subje~: Re: Tournament Scheduling 

[ have never understood why collegiate coaches don’t substitute ..... it does not make any sense. Call anytime c) .... my best to your wonderful wife. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > "Leone, Raymond" <rleone@fas.har;,ard.edu > 1/25/2013 12:53 PM > > > 

Anson, 
I hope you are well. Congrats on a great run last season and the championship. When you get a chance Iwould like to chat 

with you about playing tirne for your players and how you sell them on it and how you implement it during the season. 

We have a decent team coming back next fall with the most depth we have had since we have been here and I want 

more players to play than we have done in the past. That is why I arn curious how you rnake this approach work. You definitely were 



in the heads of your opponents about playing against fresh legs and how difficult that challenge is particularly in the second game of a weekend. 

Thanks, 
Ray Leone 
Harvard University 

Women’s Soccer Head Coach 

From: Anson Dorrance < _a_. .n_ s_. _o_. .n_ .@.__.U__N._C__A_._A__.__U_._N_.C_._.E__.D_ .U_.> 

Reply-To: Anson Dorrance <.a_n__s_ .o_n__@._U__N__C_A__ .A_:_.U__ .N_C__._E__D__U_.> 

Date: Thu, 24Jan 20:[3 :[7:33::[7 -0500 

To: "D:[WSOCCER-L@metis3.gmu.edu" <D:[WSOCCER-L@metis3.gmu~edu> 

Subject: Fwd: Tournament Scheduling 

Dino, 

check on this to make sure it went through. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <!O=k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday,               9:57 PM 

~gmail corn>; S~nder, Thomas J <pacman@nnc.edu>; Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino 

~aol.com> 

Re: F~Jl Season games 

No problem ... Tom Sander ... Tom? 

Se~t.f!°om my Verizon g~ireless 4G L)"E L)ROIL) 

?b,,mail corn> wrote: 

Hey guys if its not too late to ask for sorae tickets for the game on Friday and Sunday that would be awesome! \\~en I ask for tickets just for future reference who should I ask? Please and 

thar, k you! Good luck. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O~INC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 10:16 AM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com> 

skg21 @columbia.edu 

RE: inib 

Excellent as usualH! 

Frem= Tom Byer [mailto:tom@tomsan.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, August 28, 20:t3 8:32 PN 
Te= Dorrance, A[ber~ A IV 
Subject: info 
http:/7~-vvw, bevondthepitch.ncl~,’podc ~tsieditio~r’indcx.c fro/beyond-the- pitcl~,’2013iO8i25itom- byer/ 

Tom Byer 
E-Mail: tom@tomsan.com 
Mobile: 

K.K. T3 
The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 
http:/iwww.tomsan .corn 

Minato Ku, Minami Aoyama 6-6-22 
Luna Rossa Minami Aoyama 2F 
Tel: 03-4590-6658 / Fax: 03-3498-8877 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:17 AM 

@lhlbfi ghtmaJl.org> 

-UNC Grad Stadeut. FIFA Scholarship 

No problem but send your resume so I can "say sorneLhin(" if called. 

From: ~fulbrightmail.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, :[0::13 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: -UNC Grad StudenL F[FA Scholarship 

Anson, 

I appreciate your response. Would you feel comfortable if I list you as a supplemental UNC reference? Please let me know aud good luck this weekend! 

Ou Wed, at 10:22 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~m~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I am so sorry [mt I have no idea and I ~)rornise you M~a does not eRher. Mia ~s k~vited ~:o be a ~igurehead by FfFA They do not k~vo~ve her in thek ~)rograrns 
underneath or beyond her "appearsnces". 
F~m: ~fulbrightmail.org] 
Sent= Tuesday, ~:0~ PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
~e; Olich, Jacqueline N 
Subject: -UNC Grad Student. FIFA Scholarship 
Dear Anon, 

Ho~ camp went well’. As you may remember, we met l~st yea~ outside fl~e stadium and I told you a~ut my experience s~ing a girls’ progra~n in Moldova and my 

research interests ou Tmnsnistfian ~)ccer. My advi~r, Dr. Olich, ve~ recently came ~ross the Jo~o Havela~ge Research Scholarship that FIFA o~rs tbr students to 

research soccer in m~ academic conte~. I am t~iug to put together a l~st minu~ application by Septem~r I s~ and am hoping you may be able to otter ~me 

~oMedge on fl~e scholarsNp. I saw fl~at Mia Hmnm is uow one of FIEA’s female ~mbassadors and may know a Nt about FIFA’s educatioual op~mfies. Please let 

me ~ow if you can offer any ~sis~nce ~ I put this together’. 

Lookn~g fom~aN ~ catching some games this fall’. 

Take care, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:23 AM 

~gmail.com; @live.unc.edn); ~ema~l .nnc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu 

Yount, Tony <~onyyoun@unc.edu>;        @msn.com; ducar@nncaa.unc.edu; 

@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: 2 things 

~lJve.unc.edn); 

~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

Ladies, 

Let’s have a brief meeting today in the conference room after the traimng session on Fetzer. I think we have the potential to have an excellent academic year and I will be relying on you guys 
to set the standard and be my watch dogs. Let’s try to anticipate the "weavers and bobbers" (the players who have no personal accountability and protect themselves with excuses to 
basically protect bad or weak character) Tony, you are welcome to join us (our meeting will take place after practice at about 3:30 pm). 

All the best. And thank you for being willing to do this "thankless" job 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:43 PM 

Cc: Dowd, Katrina M; Adams, Tyler G; Cathro, Guy; Mann, Jan M.; Fulton, Grant; Sagula, Joseph A; racld~am; Sander, Thomas J; Le’,~z, Jennifer S; Wigger, Leah Marie; Dorrance, Albert A 
IV; Shelton, Karen C; Barnes, Philip E; Tony Yo~t 
Subject: 2 things 

Ladies, 

The Academic Center ~vill be closed Sunday evening and all day- Monday, 
Tuesday, 

I will be out of my office from 10:30 Thursday, until Tuesdday morning, 
me. 

Have a good weekend. 

Tony 

Tutoring sessions will not be held on those two evenings. Tutoring and open study will resume 

I will be traveling with field hockey to PA and DE for weekend games. Call, text or email if you need 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 10:26 AM 

~gmafil.com>; Bill PaJladino ~aol.com> 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Fall Season gaines 

Thal~ you Dino Ibr follo~ving up .... 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 12:17 AM 

To: Bill Palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sutziect: Re: Fall Season games 

~gmail.com] 

Two should be fine! I will make sure to ask Tom next time Thank you thank you 

Sent l~om my iPhone 

On , at 9:26 PM_ ~aol com> wrobe: 

> No problem.. Ho*v many do you want? I can leave up to three at will call Let me know 
> Take care, 
> Dino 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> On at 8:55 PX{ ~gmail.com> wrote: 
> 

>> Hey guys if its not too late to ask for some tickets for the game on Friday and Sunday that would be awesome! When ! ask for tickets just for future reference who should ! ask? Please 
and thank you! Good luck. 
> 

>> 

>> Scnt from ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 10:37 AM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com> 

skg21 @columbia.edu 

RE: infb 

All your stuff goes straight into my "player development" file. One day we have to bring you home. 

From: Tom Byer [mailto:tom@tomsan.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 29, 2013 8:25 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert: A IV 
Subject: info 

httV/~v~P~com/~n~mdm~n~ws~22~2/~dj~ria~s~2(~]3/(~/2%~22~3~2/~mssro~ts-sp~ja~-t~c~mica~-abi~5~-is-~ik~re~dh~-~d?1C~D HP BN 1 

Tom Byer 
E-Mail: tom@tomsan.com 
Mobile: 

K.K. T3 
The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 
http:/iwww.tomsan.com 

Minato Ku, Minami Aoyama 6-6-22 
Luna Rossa Minami Aoyama 2F 
Tel: 03-4590-6658 / Fax: 03-3498-8877 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS!CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 11:01 AM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

I~NV: Student Managers 

Manager Regulalions.pdf 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Thursday, 10:22 AM 

To: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
�::¢: Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Williams, Andre; Sander, Thomas 3; Frederick, Brad; 
Subject: Student Managers 

Coaches, 
Please see the attached student managers regulation form. Every student manager on your team needs to complete the form and return it to 

In addition, student managers are required to be enrolled fulltime unless they are in their last semester. Please send me a list of names and PID’s of your 

managers so we can track their full time enrollment status. 

Please let me know if you have any questions, 

Tom rimmermans Assistant Director of Cornpliance/Fin. Aid i University of North Caroiina 

Office 9119.962,785:1 I                I Fax 9:19.962.6002 

ASAP. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 11:01 AM 

Ja~n Sisneros ~gmaJl.com) 

FW: Soccer On TV: Thursday, August 29, 2013 

Excellent ._ Jason ? 

Frem= Sander, Thomas 3 
Sent= Thursday, August 29, 2013 10:34 AN 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= RE: Soccer On TV: Thursday, August 29, 2013 

Jaso~’s going to take care o1: recording and deleting games t:or the girls. 

From; Dorrance, Albert A W 
Sent= Thursday, August 29, 2013 10:27 AN 

To= Sander, Thomas J 
Subject= FW: Soccer On TV: Thursday, August 29, 20:~3 

See if we can record ~:he (~helsea/Bi~yern g~;me (Friday) as we~ 

F~= Soccer America [mailt~mews socceramerica.com] 
Se~t~ Thursday, August 29, 2013 ~:08 A~ 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject~ Soccer On ~: Thursday, August 29, 20~3 
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Fhursday, Aug. 29, 2013 

removed by 

sender 

tweet This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

A busy Thursday includes Europa League, Copa Sudamericana, Spanish and French action - and the 

UEFA Champions League draw.... Bayern Munich faces Chelsea in the UEFA Supercopa on Friday. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. 

Soccer on TVis updated daily throughout the week.) 

BelN SPORT 

Teresa Herrera Trophy DEPORTIVO LA CORUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

France BORDEAUX-BASTIA (delay) 3 pm= 

Capital One Cup MORECAMBE-NEWCASTLE (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Teresa Herrera Trophy DEPORTIVO LA CORUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League GROUP STAGE DRAW (live) 11:30 am. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League SLASK-SEVILLA (live) 2:40 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana INDE. DEL VALLE-U DE CHILE (live) 4 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana COBRELOA-LA EQUIDAD (live) 6:30 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana VELEZ SARSFIELD-BELGRANO (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League CALEDONIA-COMUNICACIONES (live) 8 pro. 
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GALAVISION 

Concacaf Champions League ALAJUENSE-CLUB AMERICA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-DYNAMO TBILISI (live) 3 pm. 

FRIbAY, A~3~. 30 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Supercopa BAYERN MUNICH-CHELSEA (live) 2:30 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Supercopa BAYERN MUNICH-CHELSEA (live) 2:30 pro. 

Bein SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain RAYO-LEVANTE (delay) 5 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico SANTOS-LEON (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MORELIA-PACHUCA (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS TORONTO-NEW ENGLAND (live) 7 pro. 

SATURbAY~ A~gqst 3~ 

NBC 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-SUNDERLAND (live) 12:30 pro. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England MANCHESTER CITY-HULL (live) 7:45 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-EVERTON (live) 10 am. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-NEWYORK (live) 8 pro. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England NEWCASTLE-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-STOKE CITY (live) 10 am. 

England NORWICH CITY-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am= 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-CELTIC (live) 7:40 am. 
Scotland MOTHERWELL-KILMARNOCK (live) 12:30 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

NWSL NEW YORK-PORTLAND, Final (live) 8 prn. 

BelN SPORT 

France PSG-GUINGAMP (live) 11 am. 
italy JUVENTUS-LAZIO (live) 2:40 pro. 

italy CHIEVO-NAPOLI (delay) 5 pm. 

France EVIAN-LYON (delay) 7 pro. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

italy CHIEVO-NAPOU (live) Noon. 

italy JUVENTUS-LAZIO (live) 2:40 pro. 

Spain OSASUNA-VILLAREAL (live) 5 pm. 

UNIViSiON 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-QUERETARO (live) 6 pro. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

France PSG-GUINGAMP (live) 11 am. 

France SOCHAUX-AJACCIO (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-TIGRES (live) 6 pm= 

Mexico MONTERREY-ATLAS (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico CHIAPAS-TIJUANA (live) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany MOENCHENGLADBACH-WERDER BREMEN (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany SCHALKE 04-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (live) 12:30 pro. 

Uruguay PENAROL-RENTISTAS (live) 2:30 pm= 



UEFA Women’s U-19 Final TBD-TBD (live) 4:30 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

ML$ COLUMBUS-SEATTLE (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-MONTREAL (live) 7:30 pm. 

ML$ KANSAS CITY-COLORADO (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-SAN JOSE (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands PSV-CAMBUUR (live) 2:40 pm. 

Brazil GREMIO-PONTE PRETA (live) 5:30 pro. 

SUNDA~, Septembe~ 1 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England LIVERPOOL-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 8:30 am. 

England ARSENAL-TOTTENHAM (live) 11 am. 

NBC LIVE EXTRA 

England WEST BROM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

NWSL WESTERN NY-PORTLAND (delay) 8 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain REAL MADRID-ATHLETIC (live) 6 am. 

France SAINT ETIENNE-BORDEAUX (live) 8 am. 

Italy ROMA-HELLAS VERONA (live) Noon. 

Spain VALENCIA-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

France MARSEILLE-MONACO (delay) 5:15 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain REAL MADRID-ATHLETIC (live) 6 am. 

Spain ESPANYOL-BETIS (live) 11 am. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Spain VALENCIA-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain SEVILLA-MALAGA (delay) 9 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-ATLANTE (live) 12:50 pm. 

UNIWSION 

Mexico UNAM-AMERICA (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MARSEILLE-MONACO (live) 3 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHICAGO-HOUSTON (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico GUADALAJARA-TOLUCA (live) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands GRONINGEN-AJAX (live) 9:30 am. 
Germany FRANKFURT-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil CORINTHIANS-FLAMENGO (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-SUDAMERICA (live) 5 pro. 

Argentina SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 8:15 pm. 

MONDAY, September 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England TBA-TBA (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy AC MILAN-CAGLIARI (delaY) 12:30 pm. 

Italy CATANIA-INTER (delay) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

italy CATANIA-INTER (delay) 12:30 pm. 

Spain VALLDOLID-GETAFE (delay) 3 pm. 

Colle~le Soccer on TV 

Leagues offedng live streaming of games include: 



Maior Lea.que Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, Aug. 29, 2013 

FEI~I)BAOK: Send comments to letters~,,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 5:23 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

~msn.com; ducea@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: UNC Men’s Soccer Update 

Cbr’is, 

Since Dino has retired, do you want to do this for us? I really like it, It is sent to the ahJmr~ae and donors and parents. I love getting it as an ~lumni, What do you 

say? 

F~m= Grant Po~er [mailto:gtporter@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 29, 2013 12:15 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject; UNC Hen’s Soccer Upda~ 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

This message includes the following attachments: 

Download Attachment: CAROLINACENTERCIRCLE2013 28663.doc [ 

Image remozed by sender. 

Dear Alumni and Friends, 

After a successful pro-season of training and exhibition 
wins over Elon, Michigan State, and Indiana, the 2013 mgnlar season officially 
kicks oil" this weekend. 

Your Tar Heels will hi)st Monmouth and Coastal Carolina as 
part of the Nike Carolina Classic. Friday night’s game vs Monmouth is set m 
kickoffat 7:30 and Sunday’s game vs Coastal Carolina will s~m~t at 7pm. Both 
gmnes will take place hem at Fetzer Field. For those unable to make the matches, 
live video and comtnentmy will be available at 3:_~:_Lv_~g£!)__e__e__l_~:__c_9__n_i~_!. 

A reminder alumni weekend is approaching. We hope you are 

malting plans to come to Chapel Hill on October 4thfor onr game 
against rival Duke that will include a pre-game tailgate. On Saturday, October 

5th, we will have a big BBQ feas~t planned after the alumni game and the current 

UNC practice. Plea~ bring as many Ihmily members and fi-iends as you would 

like. tIowever, please shoot me an email at gtpx~rter(~bunc.edu 

indicating your attendance ~md number of people so we can plan accordingly. 

That evening we will also have a social gathering downtown. Should be a great weekend ~md hope we can 
have many alumni in attendance. 

It is not too late to join our "12thMan’’ and "Center 
Circle" fundmising campaigns. Attached are complete details on ways you can 
give back to the program. You can also donate at a level you are comfortable with. 
If you have any questions, feel free to shoot me an email. 

You can always follow us at: 
UNC Athletics Website: Ntp:#www.goheels.com! 
Facebook: www. facebook.com/carolim~soccer 
Twitter: @uncmenssoccer 

Go Heels’. 

Grant Porter 

Assistant Men’s Soccer Coach 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

If you did not wish to receive this, please _u__rz_s__u__~_3__s_£_r_[_~2__e_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 5:27 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros ~gmaJl.com) 

~msn.com; ducar~)uncaa.unc.edu: ~aol.com; pacm~@tmcaa.unc.edu 

I~NV: Top 10 Goals 2013 Our Game Magazine 

Jason, 

Let’s do this .. do you mind being the point? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: matt@ourgamemagazine.com [mailto:matt~ourgamema~azine com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 29, 2013 1:43 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Top 10 Goals 2013 Our Game Magazine 

Coach Dorrance, 

My name is Matt Danaher and I am contacting you on behalf o[‘ Our Game Magazine for the upcoming 2013 college season. OGM %cuses exciusi,¢ely on the women’s game, and this y ear we 
are doing something special for women’s college soccer. Every week, we will be collecting video highlights of goals from around the country and putting them into a top 10 list on our 
website Fans and players will have the opportunity to vote on which goal they think is the best, and the winner will receive a free copy of the latest issue of Our Game Magazine Having the 
goals seen by thousands of viewers will also help showcase your team’s play and increase exposure :[’or your program If you are interested in participating in this, please send us a link to 
your Youtube page or media archive 

Sincerely, 

Matt Danaher 

Our Game Magamne 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:30 PM 

Mark Paysons <mparson@washingtonspirit.com> 

~!ema~l.unc.edu ~gmail.corr ~co~ncast.net; )!gmaJ~l.com; 

)!e~na~l.unc.edu; ~!hotmail.com; ~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 
~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Catch Up - Spirit 

~email.unc.edu; 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

Either one works for me and you are welcorne Lo watch pregarne and I don’t have any plans after Lhe games, 

Frem= Mark Parsons [mailto:mparsons@washingtonspirit.com] 
Sent= Thursday, :1:46 PM 
Te= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Catch Up - Spirit 

Hi Anson, 

Thank you very much for your time last weekend at UVA mad this morning on the phone about the players. It was a real pleasure watching your talented team play and 

wish you all the best tbr the sea~n. 

I would love to come down as discussed and potentially watch any pre gmne s~ffor normal training that may take place as well as the gmne. I have listed a couple of 

dates below that ~nay work and wanted to see what you would be doing before and a~er the gmnes that would help ~ne justify the best time to visit. Please let me know 

your thoughts. 

1. Arrive Thursday September 5th morning and leave Saturday morning. (at NC, Durham) 

2. Arrive Saturday 14th September morning and leave Sunday night or Monday lunchtime 

Thanks in advanced for even considering letting me head down and see your team practice and play. I look tbrwa~d to hearing t~m you 

Kind Regards, 

Mark Parsons 

Head Coach 
Washington Spirit 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 5:32 PM 

Charlie Slagle <charlie.slagle@caslnc.com> 

1~3~;: Slagle 

From: Charlie Slagle [mailto:charlie.slagle@caslnc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 29, 20:t3 2:27 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Slagle 

Anson can you be on the show Saturday @ 8:45 am? Thanks! 

Charlie 

I have lost your number, so I will need that. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:35 PM 

~duke.edu) 

~gmail.com; ~juno.com; ~nc.n.com; 

IFNV: updated weekend schedule 

~duke.edu) 

Boys, 

Sunday is a mess for me again. Mike who has the lesson and can you conduct for me7 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent; Thursday,              2:52 PM 

Subject: updated weekend schedule 

Team, 

Here’s the currently updated schedule: 

Fri: 

:1:00 pm Panera 

2:00 pm treatments 

3:15 pm pregame 

4::15 pm warm up 

5:00 pm game vs New Mexico 

Sat: 

:1:1:00 am Treatments 

:12:00 pm Pool workout 

6:30 pm Cookout at Palladinos (parents welcome) 

Sun: 

:1:1:00 am pregame meal at Spanky’s 

:12:00 pm treatments 

:1::15 pm pregame 

2::15 pm warm up 

3:00 pm game vs Kennesaw St 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

U niversib’ of North Cmolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 5:37 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: C~anpus Tours 

One o[: us needs Lo go to this .,_ Chris and Jason? 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Thursday, August 29, 2013 3:52 PM 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject: Campus Tours 

A fourth tour has been added to our campus tour inventory! 

Black & Blue Tour 

Tim McMillan 

The Black & Blue Tour is a walking tour of black history at Carolina. It is the creation of the Students for Advancement of Race Relations Committee (SARR) of the 

Campus Y. The tour guide is Tim McMillan, a highly regarded historian, award-winning teaching professor and senior lecturer in African, African American and 

Diaspora Studies at UNC. 

Date: Wednesday, September 18 (9:00-10:30am} 

Start: Silent Sam (IVIcCorkle Quad off Franklin Street} 
Sample of the tour: Black & Blue Tour 

Sign-up: Campus Tours 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 2:45 PM 
Subject; Campus Tours 

Hello all, 

Based upon your feedback, we have arranged for a variety of campus tours to be offered throughout August and into September. This is available for new as well 

as old coaches, staff and administration. For our convenience, each tour group will be comprised solely of Athletics Department personnel. One tour provides a 

look at the student experience on campus, a second at the school’s rich history as the oldest public university in the country and a third at the various venues on 

our Athletics Campus. 

The objective is to help provide geographic bearing as well as alignment for those in our department with the campus and university as a whole. There is a more 

detailed description of each tour below as well as the day, date, time and starting location. Sign-up Here for one, two or all three of the tours. Please sign-up as 

soon as possible, so we can plan for an appropriate number of tour guides to be present, especially for the Admissions tour scheduled for next Wednesday (August 

7). 

For those new to campus - or for those geographically challenged (no judgment), we have included a map of the various starting points for the tours below in 

addition to a link for an interactive version of the map. 

Shelley & Cricket 

Admissions Tour 

Undergraduate Admissions 

This tour is based out of Undergraduate Admissions in Jackson Hall. Current Carolina students serve as the tour guides. They speak to the student experience on 

campus, namely academics, student life, campus traditions and what makes the community of learners on campus great. From this, you will get a sense of where 

your student-athletes eat, buy their books, attend class, study in the stacks, meet with their professors during office hours, etc.., during those precious few hours 

when they aren’t in our company and under our watchful eye. 

Date: Wednesday, August 7 (9:00-10:30am) 

Start: Jackson Hall (174 Country Club Road} 

Historical Tour 

Visitors Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill’s 729-acre central campus, once called "The Noble Grove," is among the most beautiful in the nation. Brick walkways 

stretch under ancient trees and past flowering shrubs throughout campus. Follow the pathways into the University’s early years by taking 

a walking tour of its oldest and most historic sites. This tour will guide us from the Visitors’ Center through the heart of campus as we step into the history of the 

nation’s first public university. With a wealth of knowledge of all things Carolina, our enthusiastic tour guide will lead the way sharing history, stories, legends, 

lore and landmarks along the way. 

Date: Wednesday, August 14 (9:00-10:30am) 

Start: Visitors Center (250 East Franklin Street} 

Athletics Campus Tour 

Athletics Department Facilities Staff and/or Rams Club Personnel 

Staff members from Facilities and/or the Rams Club will guide us around to various locations throughout our immediate Athletics Campus and possibly to venues 

slightly more removed from campus. Tour stops will include competition and practice locations, locker rooms, weight rooms, team rooms, academic support 

facilities, sports medicine facilities, museums and memorabilia. They will share information about the construction & renovation, design, (multi-)use, financing, 

history, significant athletic achievements, and possibly some behind-the-scenes insights and access to the assorted venues. 

Date: Wednesday, September 4 (9:00-10:30am) 

Start: Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Click on the hyperlink above and sign-up on a Google Doc under the appropriate tab (lower left-hand corner of the page) for the tour(s) you would like to attend. 

Starting Locations 

Click on the hyperlink above to access an interactive version of the map below which contains the starting points of the various campus tours. 



i.~.i cid:image001.png@01CE8AOE 102309B0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, Angust 29, 2013 5:45 PM 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

l~g: Vi&o Link 

Excellent Dave ... thank ¥ou!!! 

F~om: Lohse, Dave Clark 
Sent: Thursday, August 29, 2013 4:0:1 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Lohse, Dave Clark 
Subject: Video Link 
Here is the video link for the piece we shot the other day. It is on You Tube and GoHeelsTV. Takes a little while to load on your phone FYI. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

"Gotta Find My Corner Of The Sky" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:48 PM 

~s-sm.org);                        ~gmail.com);                      ~gmail.com); 

~gln~Jl .com);          ~,~b gin ~Jl .com;                              ~)gmail .com); 

~gmail.com); ~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~)gmail.com); 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edn; ?)live.unc.edu); 3!e~nail.unc.edu>; 

~aol.com); ~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 

~gmail .com); ~(~live .tmc.edu~; ~live.unc .edu); 

~gmail.com; ~gmml.com); ~live.unc.edu); 

(~live.unc.edu); nicole fava (nfava@tmcaa.nnc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 

~live.nnc.edu); ~iclond.com) @live.unc.edu>; 

@live. unc.edu); ~live. unc.edu); @live. unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu) ~live.unc.eduI ~live.unc.edu); ~gmail.com); 

~live.~mc.edu); ~ya]~oo.com); ~live.unc.edu); ~gmail.com; 

~rocketmail.com; ~g~nail.com; ~live.nnc.edu; ~!yalaoo.com; ~ymail.com; 

@live.unc.edn; ~email.unc.edu;, ~gmail.com; @co~ncast.net; O!gm~il.com; 

~!e~nail.unc.edu; ~)emaJl.unc.edu; !!hotmail.com; ~live.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; 

~gmail.com ~(c)!gm~il.com; ~live.unc.edu); ~aol.com; 

~gmail.com ~yahoo.com; ~gmail.com 

FW: Video Link 

Ladies, 
Our new media department came to practice and shot this, You might enioy watching it. 

thank Vot~ For al~,aVs being so positiw:" ~;bot~t your ~-:~xp~-:~ri~-:~nc~-’_~s here, t ~;m going to miss ~.,ou when you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 5:52 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

1~9;: Transcript Reviews - Wo~nen’s Soccer 

Thanks Lance! 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent-" Thursday, August 29, 2013 5:10 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; ~aol.com 
C:c; Ille, Vince; Polk, Barbara .lo; Yount, Tony 
Subject-" Transcript Reviews - Women’s Soccer 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Anson Dorrance/Chris Ducat!Bill Palladino 

FROM: Lance Markos 

DATE: August 29, 2013 

RE: NCAA Core Course Evaluation of Prospective Student Athlete’s High School Transcript 

Attached is my evaluation of time prospective student athlete transcripts that you sent to me. If you have any questions feel free to give me a call at 843 7259. 

These documents have now been sent to Admissions for review. 

Thank you for your attention to this important matter for your prospective student athletes. 

cc: Vince Ille 

Barbara Polk 

Tony Yount 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 5:55 PM 

mparsons@washingtonspirit.com 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: CatchUp- Spirit 

We train at 2:30 PM unless we have a game the day before (like on a Friday Sunday weekend will not train Saturday) and we train t:or home games on our stadium 

fie~d (Fetzer). Tom Sander win get you a parkh~g pass. A~I the bestH 

F~m= mparsons@washingtonspirit.com [mailto:mparsons@washingtonspirit.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 29, 2013 5:47 PN 

To; Dorrance, A[be~ A N 
Subject= Re: Catch Up - Spirit 

~son 

Do you practice the &y before game and what time would that session be on both dates? 

Many fl~anks 

Kind Regards, 

Mark Parsons 
__w___k~2_~_~:!~i~_r!~_~__?__n_~P_i!j_t_:_c_’£!A 

On Aug 29, 2013, at 5:30 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ansoN~emafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Mark, 

Either one works for me and you are welcome to watch pregame and I don’t have any plans after the games. 

t=r~m: Mark Parsons [mailto:mparsons@washingtonspirit.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 29, 20:13 :t:46 PM 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Catch Up - Spirit 

Hi Anson, 

Thank you ve~" much tbr your time last weekend at UVA and this morning on the phone about the players. It was a real pleasure watching your talented 
team play and wish you all the best for the season. 

I would love to come down as discussed and potentially watch any pre game stuffor nonny] tmifing that may take place as well as the game. I have listed 

a couple of dates below that may work and wanted to see what you would be doing before and after the games that would help tne justi .fy the best time to 

visit. Please let me know your thoughts. 

1. Arrive Thursday September 5th morning and leave Saturday morning. (at NC, Durham) 

2. Arrive Saturday 14th September morning and leave Sunday fight or Monday lunchtime 

Thanks in advanced tbr even considering letting me head down and see your tea~n practice and play. I look forward to hearing t~om you 

Kind Regards, 

Mark Parsons 

Head Coach 

Washington Spirit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, August 30, 2013 9:51 AM 

.la~n Sisneros ~gmail.com> 

ILE: k~]vr: Campus ’Fours 

Excellent! 

From: Jason Sisneros [mailt( @gmail.com] 
Sent; Thursday, August 29, 20:t3 6:48 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
@raSh.COrn; Ducar, Chris;      ~aol.com; Sander, Thomas J 

Subject-" Re: F’W: Campus Tours 

I’ll go. 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Volunteer Assistant Coach 

On Thu, Aug 29, 2013 at 5:37 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(/~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

One of as needs to go to rids .... Chris m~d Jason? 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Thursday, August 29, 20:1.3 3:52 PM 
To-" UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject: Campus Tours 
A fourth tour has been added to our campus tour inventory! 

Black & Blue Tour 

Tim ~,~Ic3/Iillan 

The Black & Blue Tour is a walking tour of black history at Carolina. It is the creation of the Students for Advancement of Race Relations Committee (SARR) of the 

Campus Y. The tour guide is Tim McMillan, a highly regarded historian, award-winning teaching professor and senior lecturer in AfiJcan, Afi-ican American and 

Diaspora Studies at UNC. 

Date: Wednesday, September 18 O:00-10:30am) 

Start: Silent Sam (McCorkle Quad off Franklin Stree0 
Sample of the tour: !_3__l__a__c_’_~____&_’___t_~]__u__e__]~2__u__r2 

Sign-up: ~_~_~!R_u___s_ f __o___u__r_~ 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 2:45 plVl 
Subject: Campus Tours 
Hello all, 

Based upon your feedback, we have arranged for a varieU of campus tours to be offered throughout August and into September. This is available for new as well as 

old coaches, staffand administration. For our convenience, each tour group will be comprised solely of Athletics Department personnel. One tour provides a look at 

the student experience on campus, a second at the school’s rich histo~ as the oldest public universi~ in the country and a third at the various venues on our Athletics 
Campus. 

The objective is to help provide geographic bearing as well as alignment for those in our depaV~nent with the campus and university as a whole. There is a more 

detailed description of each tour below as well as the day, date, time and starting location. Sign-up Here tbr one, two or all three of the tours. Please sign-up as soon as 

possible, so we can plan tbr an appropriate number of tour guides to be present, especially for the Admissions tour scheduled for next Wednesday (August 7). 

For those new to cmnpus - or for those geographically challenged (no judgment), we have included a map of the various stm~dng points for the tours below in addition 

to a link for an interactive version of the map. 

Shelley & Cricket 

Admissions Tour 
Undergraduate A dmissions 

This tour is based out of Undergraduate Adafissions in Jackson Hall. Current Ca, olina students serve as "the tour gtddes. They speak to the student experience on 

campus, namely academics, student lit}, campus traditions and what makes the communi~ of learners on campus great. From this, you will get a sense of where your 

student-athletes eat, buy "their tx)ok~ attend class, study in the stacks, meet with their professors during office hours, etc.., during those precious t~w hours when they 

aren’t in our company and under our watchful eye. 

Date: Wednesday, August 7 (9:00-10:30am) 

Start: Jackson Hall (174 Country Club Road) 
His~torical ’Four 

Visitors Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill’s 729-acre central campus, once called ’~he Noble Grove," is among the most beauliful in the nation. Brick walkways 

stretch under ancient trees and past flowering shrubs thioughout campus. Follow the pathways into the Universily’s early years by taking 

a walking tour of its oldes~t and most historic sites. This tour will guide us from the Visitors’ Center through the heart of campus as we step into the histo~ of the 

nation’s first public uNversi~. With a wealth ofknoMedge of all "things CaJcolina, our enthusiastic tour guide roll lead the way sharing history, stofie~ legend~ lore and 

landmaxks along the way. 

Date: Wednesday, August 14 (9:00-10:30am) 

Start: Visitnrs Center (251) Fast Franklin Street) 
Athletics Campus Tour 



,4thletics Department Facilities StaJf andJor Rams Club Personnel 

Stalt’members from Facilities aJ~d/or the Rams Club will guide us around to various locations throughout our immediate Athletics Campus a~d possibly to venues 

slightly more removed ~kom campus. Tour stops will include competition a~d practice locafions, locker rooms, weight rooms, teaJn rooms, academic support facilifies~ 

spor~ts medicine t~zilitie~ museums and memorabilia. They will shaxe infi~rmation about the cons’u~ucfion & renovatio~ design, (multi-)use, financing, his~tory, significant 
athletic achievements, and possibly some behind-the-scenes insights and access to the assorted venues. 

Date: Wednesday, September 4 (9:DD-IO:3Dam) 
Start: Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Click on the hyperlink above and sign-up on a Google Doc under the appropriate tab (lower left-hand comer of the page) for the tour(s) you would like to attend. 

Stm~ng Locations 

Click on the hyperlink above to access an interactive version of the map below which contains the starling points of the various cam )us tours, 

ii~iI cid:image001.png@0 ICE8AOE. 102309B0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 10:03 AM 

.la~)n Sisneros ~gmaJl.com) 

~msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu      @aol.com; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~@ive.unc .edu); ~icloud.com) ~ ~live .unc .edu>;, 

~live.unc .edu);, ~live .unc.edu); (}live.unc.edu); 

O)live.unc.edu);i ~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); l ~yahoo.com); 

FW: Soccer On TV: Friday, 

~live.unc.edu); 

~gma~l.com); 
~live.unc.edu) 

Can you get the:, 2:30 }3ay~:,m CheJsea game TIVOed today? 

F~m: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent= Friday, 4:07 AM 
To= Dorrance, AlbeR A ~ 
Subject: Soccer On ~: Friday, 

removed by 

sender¯ 

removed by 
sender¯ 

removed by 

sender, 

removed by 
sender¯ 

tweet This ~hare Thi 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Bayern Munich faces Chelsea in the UEFA Supercopa on Friday .... MLS Week 27 kicks off on Friday .... 

USL Pro semifinals on Friday (Orlando City vs. Charleston) and Saturday (Richmond Kickers-Charlotte 

Eagles) stream live at uslnation.com. 

removed by 

sender 

(Aft t#nes Eastero unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. 

Soccer on 7Vis updated daily throughout the week.) 

FRIDAY, 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Supercopa BAYERN MUNICH-CHELSEA (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Supercopa BAYERN MUNICH-CHELSEA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Bein SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain RAYO-LEVANTE (delay) 5 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico SANTOS-LEON (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MORELIA-PACHUCA (live) 8:30 pm= 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS TORONTO-NEW ENGLAND (live) 7 pm. 

SATURDAY, 

NBC 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-SUNDERLAND (live) 12:30 pm. 



NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England MANCHESTER CITY-HULL (live) 7:45 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-EVERTON (live) 10 am. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-NEWYORK (live) 8 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England NEWCASTLE-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-STOKE CITY (live) 10 am. 

England NORWICH CITY-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-CELTIC (live) 7:40 am= 
Scotland MOTHERWELL-KILMARNOCK (live) 12:30 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

NWSL NEW YORK-PORTLAND, Final (live) 8 pm. 

ReIN SPORT 

France PSG-GUINGAMP (live) 11 am. 
Italy JUVENTUS-LAZIO (live) 2:40 pm. 

Italy CHIEVO-NAPOLI (delay) 5 

France EVlAN-LYON (delay) 7 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Italy CHIEVO-NAPOLI (live) Neon. 

Italy JUVENTUS-LAZIO (live) 2:40 pm. 

Spain OSASUNAWILLAREAL (live) 5 pm. 

UNiVISiON 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-QUERETARO (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France PSG-GUINGAMP (live) 11 am. 

France SOCHAUX-AJACCIO (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-TIGRES (live) 6 pm= 

Mexico MONTERREY-ATLAS (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico CHIAPAS-TIJUANA (live) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany MOENCHENGLADBACH-WERDER RREMEN (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany SCHALKE 04-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (live) 12:30 pro. 

Uruguay PENAROL-RENTISTAS (live) 2:30 pro. 

UEFA Women’s U-19 Final ENGLAND-FRANCE (live) 4:30 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS COLUMBUS-SEATTLE (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-MONTREAL (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-COLORADO (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-SAN JOSE (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands PSV-CAMBUUR (live) 2:40 pm. 

Brazil GREMIO-PONTE PRETA (live) 5:30 pm. 

SUNDAY, 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England LIVERPOOL-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 8:30 am. 

England ARSENAL-TOTTENHAM (live) 11 am. 

NBC LIVE EXTRA 

Engiand WEST BROM-SWANSEA CITY(live) 8:30am. 

FOX SOCCERPLUS 

NWSL WESTERN NY-PORTLAND(delay) 8pm. 

ReIN SPORT 

Spain REAL MADRID-ATHLETIC (live) 6 am. 

France SAINT ETIENNE-BORDEAUX (live) 8 am. 

Italy ROMA-HELLAS VERONA (live) Noon. 

Spain VALENCIA-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

France MARSEILLE-MONACO (delay) 5:15 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain REAL MADRID-ATHLETIC (live) 6 am. 



Spain ESPANYOL-BETIS (live) 11 am. 

Spain REAL SOClEDAD-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Spain VALENCIA-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain SEVlLLA-MALAGA (delay) 9 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-ATLANTE (live) 12:50 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico UNAM-AMERICA (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MARSEILLE-MONACO (live) 3 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHICAGO-HOUSTON (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico GUADALAJARA-TOLUCA (live) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands GRONINGEN-AJAX (live) 9:30 am. 
Germany FRANKFURT-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil CORINTHIANS-FLAMENGO (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-SUDAMERICA (live) 5 pm. 

Argentina SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 8:15 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

EnglandTBA~BA(live)3pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy AC MILAN-CAGLIARI (delaY) 12:30 pm. 

Italy CATANIA-INTER (delay) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Italy CATANIA-INTER (delay) 12:30 pm. 

Spain VALLDOLID-GETAFE (delay) 3 pm. 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Leagues oft~ring live streaming of games include: 

USL Pro 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

Soccer America on Twitter: 
Fellow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 
Soccer on TV for Friday, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

;occer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

~movedby 
sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, August 30, 2013 10:04 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga]lo@unc.e&~> 

ILE: No Brag .-- Just Fact! 

Will do Larry![ 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Friday, August 30, 2013 5:30 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; ~msn.com’; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com’; ’Jason Sisnero,, ~gmail.com)’; Sander, Thomas 
Subject-" No Brag ~ Just Fact! 
Importance-" High 
Best of luck this afternoon vs. New Mexico ~--let’s continue the onwm’d ~a~d upward journey with our relentless p~sion for the g~e. 
Be well, and see you at Fetzer. GO HEELS[ 
Lans~ 

~Larry Ga~ 

ExecutNe Associate Dh~clor of Athletics 
Unive~ity of NoN~ Catalina at Chat~l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, August 30, 2013 10:09 AM 

Bunting, Mike <mbunting@~mc.e&~> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: New jackets 

Mike, 

We are all part of this great Carolina family that I love. And we all appreciate everything you and your crew does for this athletic department. 

All the beat!! 

Frera: Bunting, Mike 

Sent: Friday, August 30, 20:t3 7:[;0 AM 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co: Bander, Thomas J 
Subject: New jackets 

Anaon, I just wanted to say thank you for the National Championship jackets Tom recently gave to our crew, including me. You certainly didn’t have to include us in 

that way and it is very much appreciated ! All of us in Facilities are really proud of you and your program and happy to be a small part of that team. 

Best of luck to you this year and, as always, let us know what we can do to heip! 

Mike 

Mike Bunting 

~. .~,’L~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, Augnst 30, 2013 10:48 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros, ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Behind the Scenes on Top Drawer Soccer 

This is excellent!! 

I:rora: Ducat, Chris 
Sent; Friday, August 30, 20:t3:10:38 AM 

To." Dorrance, Albert A IV 
$~l~je~t: Behind the Scenes on Top Drawer Soccer 

This is the one on our goheels.com website 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, Augnst 30, 2013 11:18 AM 

Charlie Slagle <charlie.slagle@caslnc.com> 

,~!duke.edn); @msn.com; ducar,~}uncaa.nnc.edu; ~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Slagle 

Very good ... d~ank you for letting rne sleep! 

Fr~ra: Charlie Slagle [mailto:charlie.slagle@caslnc.com] 
Seat; Friday, August 30, 20~3 $$:0~ AN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject~ RE: Slagle 

8 am gruce Murray ~:a]king about: US Men"s Qua]~[ying game v Cos~:a rqcs; 8:15-.Ke~v }:~nd~ey after p~ay~ng Campbell ~:on~ght; 8:30-Robb~e after pk~y~ng Kermessw and 

8:45- you after playing New Mexico. 

Charl~e 
Ta~k to you tomorrow 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [ma~lto:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, August 29, 2013 5:32 PN 
Te~ Charlie Slagle 
Su~ject~ RE: Slagle 

Sure 

F~m= Charlie Slagle [mai~to:charlie.s~agle@caslnc.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, August 29, 2013 2:27 PN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ Slagle 

Anson can you be on the show Saturday @ 8:45 am? Thanks! 

Charlie 

I have lost your number, so I will need that. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, 11:54 AM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

I~E: First Draft of Sept 1 letter 

Perfect 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent-" Friday, 11:36 Alvl 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" First Draft of Sept 1 letter 

Edit away! 

Dear 

We are excited we are finally able to write you! The season is underway and off to an amazing start with a 2-0 win over Santa Clara and a 4-0 win over Virginia 

Commonwealth. 

But before I bring you up to date on the current season, I think it will be fun for you to take a look at what happened last year in one of our most magical 

championships ever! 

This video was produced by She is an amazing artist and I know you will enjoy this recap of our 

season. 

Each season is unique and I hope you get a sense from the videos and the photos how electric the team chemistry was. 

Anson and I will be sending you emails and letters that will help keep you up to date with what is going on in our season and will also do our best to let you get a 

sense of what it’s like behind the scenes during the season. 

The best way to get you there is from the @U NCwomensSoccer Twitter feed. It is run by        ~s well and she does a phenomenal job through her photos and 

videos of showing how much fun it is to be a part of this team. Oh, and her Twitter feed is now followed by close to 13,000 fans. There is no other collegiate 

women’s program that comes close to that number! 

Lastly, for now, I would ask you to fill out this online profile to the best of your ability so that we make sure we have all of your current information. 

in the "Code" field, please enter 001 hLtps://secure.assistantcoach.net/colleqes/athlete_webform.asp?oid=118&tsid =2845 

If the link does not work, just copy and paste it into your browser and try it that way. If you have any problems let me know. 
Please keep us updated on all the events you will be participating in and we’ll be out to see you play as soon as we can. 

Sincerely 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach/Recruiting Coordinator 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 12:01 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros I @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Follomng Chelsea 

You have every athletic quality to make it for us in the back. You do not have to stud?’ the game, I just want you to watch it and become a fan. If you are a fan you will ~vatch a lot of it, if you 
stu@ it you will not become a fan and you ~vill hate it. I want you to enjoy your life, not labor through it 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Friday, ¯ 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Following Chelsea 

11:50 AM 

Hey Anson..I will be :Following Chelsea. I plan to pay close attention to the outside backs and their movements so I can take one step closer to being an exceptional defender 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 12:30 PM 

Steve Muldoon~ ~aol.com> 

Re: 2-0, we won!’.! 

Steve, yon are welcome. And thank you! 

Ses~f.~"om my Verizon IFireie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

Steve Mnldoon ~aol.com> wrote: 

The season is off to a great slart! I have been watching ! Will see you all in TallaJ~assee in a few weeks! Let me know what titne you axe going to the field so I can 

attend the pre gmne meeting pre game again! Cant wait too see you aJl’. Go Heels Keep it going ! Love you all 

Steve 

Steve Muldoon 
Universal Business Systems,Inc. 
813-290-9206 

813-290-9406 (fax) 
800-522-9466 (toll free) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Anson Dorrance <~anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Steve Muldoon < ~.~baol.com> 

Cc: O!acpub.duke.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 
Sent: Mon,            5:42 pm 

Snbject: Re: 2-0, we won!!! 

~etnail.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu>; 
~gmail.com>; ~live.unc.edu> 

Thank you Steve! You are always so kind to us which is why our TOP AWARD at the Univrsity of North Carolina is the Kelly Muldoon Award. Our award is a 

character award and you and Kelly are motivational examples to us about how to act and treat people. 
So thonk you, my friend for being who you are!!! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
>>> Steve Muldoon < ~aol.com> ].0:22 AM >>> 
Keep it going, just wanted to let you know I go on all the time to keep up with you all and the team. I know you will have them ready for the tournament run as always! It has 
been over 5 years now for Kelly, I just keep going every day, and smile when I think of the times we were able to spend you you and the girls back then, and I treasure the 
memories and friendships I have made from those teams, and when I go on line and read about the Heels, a smile always comes to my face. 

Your team may not know it but they inspire so many people, they continue to touch many lived and are loved by so many fans. When they take the field they have many 
peoples around the country pulling for them and supporting them! 

May you all have a wonderful Thanksgiving, God bless you all, the staff, your famolies and the players, I cant wait to keep reading about your success. Go Heels 

Steve and Kelly 

Steve Muldoon 
Universal Business Systems,Inc. 
813-290-9206 

813-290-9406 (fax) 
800-522-9466 (toll free) 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson(~,uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Steve Muldoon, ~,aol.com> 
Sent: Sat, 7:46 pm 
Subject: 2-0, we won!!! 

Thank you Steve!! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 
>>> Steve Muldoon, ,~,aol.com> 8:08 AM >>> 
Good luck today! Play weli, We are watching ! Go Heels! Love you guys! 

Steve Muldoon 
Universal Business Systems,Inc. 



813-290-9206 
813-290-9406 (fax) 
800-522-9466 (toll free) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, August 31, 2013 12:33 PM 

~aol .com 

Re: Soccer Coach 

We never close a session and if you want to learn evelything I know, bring a girls team to Team Camp in the sumlner. Check this out www.ncgsc.com 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

~aol.com wrote: 

Dear Mr. Dorrance, 

My name is Mike Gravinese and I’m a 24 year old soccer coach in New Jersey. I’m writing to you because I have been reading your biographies and have learned a great deal so far from you. 
I have always been a fan of inspiration and quotes along with life lessons which is why I cherish your teachings so much. 

I hope to one day reach a coaching level near yours and to also corae watch your training sessions. It’s remarkable what you have done for the sport. 

Thank you, 

Mike Gravinese 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

8/31/2013 4:35:16 PM 

Sander, Thomas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tjsander] 

Fwd: Duke/Nike Classic: UNC 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: DukeiNike Classic: UNC 

From: Laura Hettrick <lhettrick@duaa.duke.edu> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Palladino, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu>,"Ducar, 
Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>,"Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu>,"Fava, Nicole M" <fava@email.unc.edu> 

CC: Brandon Neff <bneff@duaa.duke.edu>,Robbie Church <church@duaa.duke.edu>,Billy Lesesne 
<lesesne@duaa.duke.edu>,Steve Springthorpe <sspringthorpe@duaa.duke.edu> ~nc.rr.com,Erin 
Stephenson <ecobb@duaa.duke.edu> 
I forgot to attach the document, Please find attached. 

rhankyou, 

Laura Nettrick 

Game Day Manager - Women% Soccer, Women’s Lacrosse 

Athletic Facilities, Game Operatior~s and Championships Intern 

Duke University Athle[ics 

Office: 919-668--0839 

Cell: 

Ihettrick@duaa.duke.edu 

From: Laura Hettrick 
Sent: Friday, August 30, 2013 2:38 PM 
To: ’anson@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’ducar@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’pacman@uncaa.unc.edu’; 
’nfava@uncaa.unc.edu’ 
Cc: Brandon Neff; Robbie Church; Billy Lesesne; Steve Springthorpe; ~nc.rr.com; Erin Stephenson 
Subject: Duke/Nike Classic: UNC 

All, 



Please find the attached Visiting Team Guide that has all of the necessary game day information for the Duke Nike 

Classic on Friday, September 6th & Sunday, September 8th held at Koskinen Stadium. Please review the attached 

document and respond with any questions or concerns you may have (To view the document in its entirety, please open 

it from a desktop or lap top). 

Practice: Please let the game manager, Laura Hettrick, know ~/our practice and game day needs in terms of locker room 

requests, towels, and athletic training needs. 

~ (Practices are subject to change) 

Monday, September 2nd 

~ 3:00-5:00 PM UCLA practice 

Tuesday, September 3rd 

~ 9:00-11:00 AM Duke Men’s Soccer practice 

~ 3:30-5:30 PM Duke Women’s Soccer practice 

Wednesday, September 4~h 

~ 9:00-11:00 AM Duke Men’s Soccer practice 

~ 11:00-1:00 PM UCLA Practice 
¯ 1:00-2:00 PM UCLA weight room 

~ 4:00-5:30 PM Duke Women’s Soccer practice 

Thursday, September 5t~ 

~ 9:00-11:00 AM Duke Men’s Soccer practice 

~ 12:00-1:30 PM West Virginia practice 

~ 1:30-3:30 PM UCLA practice 

¯ 3:30-5:30 PM Duke Women’s Soccer practice 

Friday, September 6t~ 

~ 11:00-11:30 AM West Virginia walk-through on Koskinen 

¯ 6:00 PM Duke vs. West Virginia game 

~ 8:00 PM UNC vs. UCLA 

Saturday, September 7~ 

10:00-12:00 PM Duke Women’s Soccer practice 

~ 2:00-3:30 PM West Virginia practice 

Sunday, September 8th 

= 11:00 AM UNC vs. West Virginia game 

1:00 PM Duke vs. UCLA 

Special Game Notes: Teams participating in the first match each day will have access to the locker rooms pre-match and 

at halftime. All items must be removed from the locker rooms at the end of halftime and placed on the sideline. If there 

is inclement weather, a covered location will be provided for all bags and equipment. Teams participating in the first 

match that need to shower on campus will be escorted post-match to Cameron Indoor Stadium Visitor’s Locker Room. 

Teams participating in the second match will have access to the locker rooms after halftime of the first match through 

the end of their match. Teams will be permitted to shower post-match in those locker rooms. 



Officials: 

Friday, September 6th VS. UCLA 

o Referee George Vergara 

¯ AR1 Mike Buda 
~ AR2 Carmen Serbio 
~ 4th Official Ernest Fisher 

Sunday, September 8th vs. West Virginia 

~ Referee Christina Unkel 
~ AR1 Saeed Mohamed 
¯ AR2 Clive Edwards 
¯ 4th Official Katherine Dziedzic 

Visiting Team Contact - Tom Sander 

Cell Number- 

Game Day Arrival Times - 

¯ Friday - 
¯ Sunday - 

Game Day Needs- 

¯ Friday - 

o Showering - 

¯ Sunday - 

o Showering - 

Uniform Color- 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

,, Friday 

o Jersey- 

~ Shorts- 

o Socks- 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

¯ Saturday 

o Jersey- 

o Shorts- 

o Socks- 

Goalie Kit Color - 

Friday 

o Jersey- 

o Shorts- 

o Socks- 

o Saturday 



0 

0 

0 

Jersey - 

Shorts - 

Socks - 

Any Food Deliveries - 

¯ Friday - Duke Game Ops will order pizza/drinks, number of pizzas? 
¯ Sunday - 

We look forward to hosting your team, 

Laura Hettrick 

Game Day Manager - Women’s Soccer, Women’s Lacrosse 

Athletic Facilities, Game Operations and Championships Intern 

Duke University Athletics 

Office: 919-668-0839 

Cell: 

Ihettrick@duaa.duke.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, August 31, 2013 12:37 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Duke/Nike Classic: UNC 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Duke/Nike Classic: [INC 

From: Laura ttettrick <lhettrick@duaa.duke.edu> 
To: "Dorrance, AlbertA IV" <anso@email.unc.edu>,"Palladino, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu>,"Ducar, Chris" vducar@unc.edu>,"Sm~der, Thomas J" 

<pacma~@unc.edu>,"Fava, Nicole M" <lhva@email.unc.edu> 

CC: Brandon Neff<bneff(c))duaa.duke.edt~,,Robbie Church <church@duaa.duke.edu>,Billy Lesesne <lesesne@duaa.duke.edu>,Steve Springtho~pe 

<sspringtho~pe@duaa.duke.edu>-        ~nc.rr.com,Erin Stephenson <ecobb@duaa.duke.edu> 

All, 

Please find the attached Visiting Team Guide that has all of the necessary game day information for the Duke Nike Classic on Friday, September 6th & Sunday, 

September 8th held at Koskinen Stadium. Please review the attached document and respond with any questions or concerns you may have (To view the document 

in its entirety, please open it from a desktop or lap top). 

Practice: Please let the game manager, Laura Hettrick, know your practice and game day needs in terms of locker room requests, towels, and athletic training 

needs. 

~ (Practices are subject to change) 

Monday~ September 2nd 

B:00-S:O0 PM UCLA practice 

Tuesday~ September 3~d 
¯ 9:00-11:00 A~ Duke ~en’s Soccer practice 

¯ ~:~0-S:30 P~ Duke Women’s Soccer practice 

Wednesday~ September 4th 
¯ 9:00-11:00 A~ Duke ~en’s Soccer practice 

¯ 11:00-1:00 P~ UCLA Practice 

¯ 1:00-2:00 P~ UCLA weight room 

¯ 4:00-S:BO P~ Duke Women’s Soccer practice 

Thursday, September 5th 
¯ 9:00-11:00 A~ Duke ~en’s Soccer practice 

¯ 12:00-1:~0 PM West Virginia practice 

¯ 1:~0-~:~0 P~ UCLA practice 

¯ B:BO-S:BO P~ Duke Women’s Soccer practice 

Friday, September 6th 
¯ 11:00-11:~0 Arv1 West Virginia walk-through on Koskinen 

¯ 6:00 PM Duke vs. West Virginia game 

¯ 8:00PM UNCvs. UCLA 

Saturday, September 7th 

¯ 10:00-12:00 PM Duke Women’s Soccer practice 

¯ 2:00-3:30 PM West Virginia practice 

Sunday, September 8~ 

¯ 11:00 AM UNC vs. West Virginia game 

¯ 1:00 PM Duke vs. UCLA 

Special Game Notes: Teams participating in the first match each day will have access to the locker rooms pre-match and at halftime. All items must be removed 

from the locker rooms at the end of halftime and placed on the sideline. If there is inclement weather, a covered location will be provided for all bags and 

equipment. Teams participating in the first match that need to shower on campus will be escorted post-match to Cameron Indoor Stadium Visitor’s Locker Room. 

Teams participating in the second match will have access to the locker rooms after halftime of the first match through the end of their match. Teams will be 

permitted to shower post-match in those locker rooms. 

Officials: 

Friday, September 6th vs. UCLA 

¯ Referee George Vergara 

¯ AR1 Mike Buda 

¯ AR2 Carmen Serbia 

¯ 4th Official Ernest Fisher 

Sunday, September gth VS. West Virginia 
¯ Referee Christina Unkel 

¯ AR1 Saeed Mohamed 

¯ AR2 Clive Edwards 

¯ 4th Official Katherine Dziedzic 



Visiting Team Contact -Tom Sander 

Cell Number- 

Game Day Arrival Times - 

Friday- 

¯ Sunday- 

Game Day Needs- 

. Friday- 

o Showering- 

¯ Sunday- 

o Showering- 

Uniform Color- 

Friday {i~i~i~t 

:, Jersey- 

o Shorts- 

o Socks- 

Saturday (i~ 

o Jersey- 

o Shorts- 

o Socks- 

Goalie Kit Color- 

Friday 

o Jersey- 

o Shorts- 

o Socks- 

Saturday 

o Jersey- 

o Shorts- 

o Socks- 

Any Food Deliveries- 

Friday - Duke Game Ops will order pizza/drinks, number of pizzas? 

¯ Sunday- 

We look forward to hosting your team, 

Laura Hettrick 

Game Day Manager-Women’s Soccer, Women’s Lacrosse 

Athletic Facilities, Game Operations and Championships Intern 

Duke University Athletics 

Office: 919-668-0839 



Sent: 

To: 

Subj ect: 

Dorrance, Albert A W <iO=UNC EXCt tANGEiOU=EXC} tANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOt tF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 8:30 PM 

~aol.conq 

Re: Nice work! 

@aol.com w rote: 

Hello Anson! 

How are you? Hey, nice work with the opening games-- I’ve been following along and it appears as if the girls are playing well. I know it is just the beginning of the 

season, and a long one at that, but it is terrific to see such depth already. 

Also, your influence on the NWSL championship is tremendous, too! I wrote Cindy a note yesterday, and likewise, it was great: to see the positive impacts of 

too. Congrats! 

Take care, 

Ashu. 

SOCCER-- Stratex~ies for Sustained Coachin~ Success (Meqer & Me~ler Sport, 

Cell: Email: ~aol.com 

Web: www.letsgogetem-ashus.com 

Join the ONE Campaign! www.one.org 

NOTE: THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION. Do not forward this email without consent of this sender. This transrnission is intended only for the use of the individuals or entity to which it is addressed. If 

you are not the intended recipient, or the person responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, please return it immediately. Although this e-mail and any attachments are believed to be free of 

any virus or other defect, it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that it is virus free and ~o r espm~sibility is accepted by this sender for any loss or damage arising in any way from its unauthorized 

modification or use. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, 8:55 AM 

~lhlbfi ghtmaJl.org> 

UNC Grad Student. FIFA Scholarship 

Very good! 

From: ~fulbrightmail.org] 
Sent: Sunday, 1:t:46 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject: Re: -UNC Grad Student. FIFA Scholarship 

Much appreciated! Attached is the application draft with my resume included so you will have all relevant informalion if they call or email. 

On Thu. at 10:17 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <m~son~email~unc.edu> wrote: 

From: ~fulbrightmail.org] 
Sent= Wednesday, ~0:23 PM 

To: Do~rm~ce, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re -UNC Grad Student. FIFA Scholarship 

Anson, 

I appreciate your response. Would you feel comfortable if I list you as a supplemental UNC reference? Please let me know and good luck this weekend! 

On Wed, at 10:22 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~m~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

I am so sorry [mt I l’H~v~-:~ no idei~ i~nd I ~)rornise you M~ does not eRher. Mia ~s ~nvited ~:o be ~ [igurehei~d by FfFA They do not ~nvolve her in thek ~)rogran~s 
underneath or beyond her "appearances". 
F~m: ~fulbrightmail.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:01 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Co: Olich, ~acqueline M 
Subject: -UNC Grad Student. FIFA Scholarship 
Dear Anon, 

Ho~ camp went well’. As you may remember, we met l~st yea~ outside the stadium and I told you a~ut my experience s~ing a girls’ progrmn in Moldova and my 

research interests on Tmnsnistfian ~ccer. My advi~r, Dr. Olich, ve~ recently came ~ross the Jo~o Havelm~ge Research Scholarship that FIFA o~rs tbr students to 
research soccer in an academic conte~. I am t~ing to put together a l~t minute application by Septem~r 1 s~ and am hoping you may be able to offer ~me 

~oMedge on the scholarsNp. I saw that Mia Hmnm is now one of FIFA’s female ~mbassadors and may know a Nt about FIFA’s educational op~mfies. Please let 

me ~ow if you can offer any ~sis~nce ~ I ptu this together’. 

Loo~ng fo~vmd k~ catching some games this fall’. 

Take care, 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 2, 2013 9:11 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga~lo@unc.edu> 

ILE: Congrats on the Weekend --, 2-0! 

Thank you Larry .,,. Yes, a good weekend for the Tar Heels but the real test is next weekend, 

From: Gallo, Jr,, Larr~ A, 
Sent: Monday, Sep~mber 02, 2013 7:21 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV;         Nmsn.com’; Ducar, Chris;      ~aol.com’; ’Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com)’; Sander, Thomas 
Subject= CongraN on the Weekend ~ 2-0~ 
Impo~ance~ High 
A good weekend for us ~d con~amlations on the 3-0 wh~ over Kem~esaw. ~is is a very nice team that compl~ents each other ve~’ well. 
Have a good week as we get reMy to face a couple office top teams in the couNry in UCLA and West Virginia. 
Take care, amd have a good week. 
Be well. 

~Lar~T Ga~o~ 

Lxccutive Associate I)irect~)r of Athletics 
U~fis e~sily of North Carolina at 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <)~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Monday, 1:22 PM 

@live.unc.edu); ~icloud.com ~live.nnc.edu> 

nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edn); ~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edt ~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

~gmail.com); l~c~nan@uncaa.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu; h)live.unc.edu; ~gmail.co~n; 

@live.unc.edu); ~!comcast.net; ~gmail.co~n; 5ie~na~l.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu @hotmail.com 

FW: IR 

Soccer- Women NF .PDF 

YoL~ have [:o be responsible for atte[~dh~g ev~:~rything Nicole demands o[ you. She ~s asked to acce]era[:e your ir~ury recoveW. ~ do r~ot make dec~s~ot~s .:?]~ players 

avaifabH~ty post ~r~j~ry, Nico~e does, so p~ease ema~ her and apologize (and copy me) for missing rehab. And then p~ease get wi[h her as quickly as possibfe, so we 

can have you both back to peak heakh. 

Both of you are very important p~ayers for us (both starters) and we need yo~ (EspedaHy now with the season heating ups) Yo~ have HUGE potentia] and tNs early 

freshman year game experience, especially as a starter w~H pay d~vidends down the road for us. Both of you w~]J wh~ a lot of games for us, even in your freshman 

year ~f we can keep you healthy. 

Ai~ the bestH 

F~= Fava, NJcole M 
Se~t~ Monday, ~:02 PM 

Tel Dorrance, Albert A IV; ~aol.com; Ducar, Chris; ~gmail.com 

~¢~ Gatz, Grego~; Sander, Thomas ~ 

Subject: IR 
Coaches- 
A~ched is the inju~ repo~ today. We did not see           ’ for rehab or continued progression, which means she will be a day behind on her                 Also 
we did not ~e                ~or her 

a~d will be questionable for tomorr~ practice as is ~ from the game yesterday, is still out. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 
ThanB~ 

Nicole H. Fava HA, ATC, LAT, CSCS 
Staff Athletic Trainer Womens Soccer/Womens Rowing 
The Universi~ of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Stallings-Evans Spots Medicine Center 
9~9-962-2067 (office) 
9~9-~-~9~ (fax) 
Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any a~achments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may con~in confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohiN~d. If you are not the intended redpient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
oricnal message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 1:25 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~a~l.com; Jason Sisneros, ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edn 

I~W: team report 

Team Repot1 vs Kennesaw st. pdf 

Dino, 

I see from what Greg sends me that he IS trying to send this stuff to you. Check and see if he is using the correct email address. 

From: Gatz, Greqory 
Sent: Monday,                 12:31 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: team report 

Sunday’s team report attached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 1:28 PM 

~duke.edu) 

EW: team phone list 

team phone list- faJl.pdf 

Please pri~t this for the house!! 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Monday, 
Subject: team phone list 

Team, 

Here’s this fall’s phone list. 

in addition to the freshmen info, 

-Tom 

Tom Stander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North C~Jcolina 

w) 919-962-4100 

I0:59 AM 

email has changed since the last edition of this list. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:02 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill paJladino < ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 
~gmaJd.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@~mc.edtr~; ~msn.com> 

Re: Treatment 

Thank you Now let’s get you back on the field. 

Ses~f.~"om my Verizor~ II~ireie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

.~live.unc.edtv~ wrote: 

Hi Nico[e, 

I wanted to apologize to you for not showing up today at treatment, and I take full responsibility for it and I understand the consequences of my actions. I 

sincerely apologize and I will not miss another treatment. I know you want me in there to get better so I can finally play. Thank you Nicole for everything, 

really do appreciate it and I won’t miss again. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, September 2, 2013 5:08 PM 

Alyssa Hoff<ahoI~r@sienaheights.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino < ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 
~gmaJl.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@~mc.edu>; @msn.com> 

Re: Senior Project Help: Wo~nen’s Soccer Recruiting Model 

When recruiting a female soccer player I look for ,self discipline, competitive tim, and self belie£ And when assessing an elite player to recruit the fonr plalfo~ras physical 
technical tactical and psychologica1 all come into play. It is hard to say which one I wlue mofft because e~raordinao~ strength in one of the four areas will permit them 
to be wea£er in other areas. And honestly the alchemy of the balance between the four is the tmexplainable recruiting eye that distinguishes the great sconts from the 
average. And even though your research project wonld love to classif)~ the alchemy my gness is you will be hard pressed to do so. Still good luck with your reseamh I 
hope my contribution has contributed in some way. 

Alyssa Hoff<Kt~off@sienaheights.edu> wrote: 

Dear Head or Assistant Women’s Soccer Coach, 

I am a mathematics major at Siena Heights University and I also have played on the women’s soccer. One thing we must do in order to complete a degree in mathematics is a senior research 
proj ect I chose to research the evaluation of soccer players in order to attempt to create a mathematical model that college coaches can use when recruiting high schools athletes to their 
programs I need your help In order to determine which factors or variables are the most important ones to include in my model, I would appreciate it if you would answer the t~vo questions 
below You can be as brief or as detailed as you wish 

When recruiting a female to your soccer program what do you look for? 

What factors (technical, tactical, physical, and psychological) are the most important for a female college soccer player to possess? 

understand that you are veW busy and that your time is valuable. Any assistance that you could provide me with will be greatly appreciated. Thank you 

Sincerely, 

Alyssa Hoff 

Siena Heights L’niversity 

Mathematics Undergraduate 

F>mail: ahoff@sienaheights.edu<mailto :ahoff@sienaheights.edu> 

Phone: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:13 PM 

~live. unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@~mc.edtr~; bill pa]ladino < @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 
~gma~l.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@~mc.edtr~; ~msn.com> 

Re: Treatments 

Thank you        I love fl~e things you are doing in training and in matches. Your physical courage and aggression is probably why you took that knock. I ~espect that 

so let’s do eve ~rything to heal to get after the two excellent opponents we roll have this weekend. All the best. 

@li ve.unc.edu> waste: 

Hi Nicole, 
I apologize for not coming in today, feels a lot better but I realize I still should have came in. I will be in there tomorrow! Thanks for evel~thmg. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 7:13 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; Dncar, Clms ~ducar@unc.edtv~; bill palladino < ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 

~gma~l.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@~mc.edtr>; ~msn.com> 

Re: Weeldy and an overload of intbnnation 

Looks good Tony, thank yon’. 

Se~t f!"om my Verizor~ tI~irele,~s 4G L2E 

"Yount, Tow" <ton>yotm@nnc.edu> wrote: 

Coaches, 

Please find attached the weekly repolt for last week. Not much information as xve haven’t done much so far. Maybe 3 or 4 more weeks into the semester we’ll have some information 
indicative of of how the kids are doing. 

The second attacl’unent is the coaches 2v~P report. Since that’s new let me explain. All fresl’unen (and those under 2.5) have an individual plan. You will notice that     is much more 
detailed than some others, for example. The number of hours required for each student, their tutor assigmnents and schedules, are part of that plan. Most of the frestm~en have 8 hours to 
earn. Their meeting with me each week counts for one of their hours. Time in Dey Hall with peer tutoring, time in professors offices meeting with profs are some other ways that they can 
meet their academic obligations. We are rolling those plans out to the students in emails this evening. 

The 3rd and 4th attachments are the drop-in tutoring schedules, which will be sent to all the kids later today. Hours spent with &op-in tutors also count toward their weekly hours 
c on~’nitrnent. 

The latest updated student schedules as of noon today is the 5th attachment There will likely be a few more changes, mostly drops 

The final attachment is the tutor schedule for assigned sessions with The players, for example, who are not freshmen but who do have scheduled tutor 
appointments are included on that list. 

That’s probably more than you need, but we are doing some things differently this fall seeking to improve our level of service for the kids, so there you are. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, 9:57 PM 

~rocketmail.com> 

Re: Office hours 

~rocketmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Anson, 

Will you be in your office toraorrow anytirae before practice? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, ]_0:~_7 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino < 

Sisneros ~gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; 

Re: study hall 

~aol.com>; Jason 

~msn.com> 

Thank you For staying on top of this! 

Sent.from my V~zrizon Wire/ess 4G L TE DROID 

@live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

I just heard back from Tony regarding our plans for a monitored study hall. He said that they had not yet hired a proctor when he left work on Thursday. He will check on the status 

of that tomorrow and will let me know as soon as they make progress. In the meantime, people who need hours can check in with at the front desk at Loudermilk and he’ll 
show them to the right room so they can get credit for their time. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 1:00 PM 

.la~n Sisneros ~gmaJd.com> 

FW: More info needed for Shelbume 

HR Confidentiality Statetnent 12.2010.docx; HR Certification of Ethical Conduct (perNCAA bylaw 10.1)Rev.8.12.13.docx 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent-" Tuesday, September 03, 2013 12:59 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
�::¢; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Markos, Lance M 
Subject: More info needed for Shelburne 

Anson, 

I have the packet requesting Shelburne as a volunteer for Women soccer, 

but I still need the following: 

:1. A memo requesting this volunteer, approved by Mr. Gallo and forwarded to me. 

2. The Confidentiality Statement and the Certification of Ethical Conduct form, both of 

which are attached for you. 

Once I receive the items noted above we can proceed with processing this request. 

Also, have you touched base with compliance on this? 

Thanks, 

Joyce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesda? 2:17 PM 

@ema]l.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; ~gmail.com; @live.unc.edu); ~comcast.net; 

@gmail.com; @email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; ~emafl.unc.edu; ,, ~hotmaal.com; 

,~)msn.com; duc~m@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros !)gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~W: Capital One Cup Presentation 

Ladies, 

Tell me who you would like to represent you arid your teammates this Saturday. If you want me Lo Lake Lhis out of your hands and pick one person myse][:, I can as 

All the best, my wonderfu~ Tar f-feels~ 

E~m: Steinbacher. Rick 
Seat: Tuesday,                 ~:24 PN 
To: DeSelm, Rich L; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Galvin, Derek P; Haney, Sarah K; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Kalbas, Brian J; LeW, Jennifer S; Mann, Jan N.; Neaders, Harlis James; Miller, 
Ron C.; Papa, Donna 3; Sagula, Joseph A; Shelton, Karen C 
C~: Miller, Beth; Ballen, Marina K; Cunningham, Bubba; GaNo, Jr., Lar~ A.; Johnson, Shelley H; Bi~ing, Angelyn S; Vangelder, Narielle A; Bunting, Mike; Best, Kevin S.; Lane, 
Cricket; Beale, Michael; Andrews, Jason; Clea~, Kenneth Eugene; Creech, Karlton W; Gwaltney, Clint; Culler, Ellen B; 1lie, Vince; Perkins, Michael; Steinbacher, Rick; Brunner, 
John F; Mealie Stuffier (nstufflet@taylorstrategy.com); Bates Grainger (bgrainger@taylorstrategy.com) 
Subject: Capital One Cup Presentation 

To: Head Coaches of Female Teams 

Cc: Primary and Secondary Administrators for Female Teams 

Between the 1st and 2nd quarters of the Middle Tennessee State Football game this Saturday     representatives from Capital One will be with us to formally 

present UNC with the Capital One Cup as the most outstanding female collegiate athletics teams during the           academic year. 

We would like to have one female student athlete from each team take part in this presentation and accept the cup on behalf of all female student athletes. 

Please let us know who from your team you would like to represent your program (and please confirm that they can and will be there on Saturday). Email your 

representative’s name and cell phone number to Michael Beale (michaelbeale@unc.edu) by 4 pm on Thursday, 

The representatives should wear classy, casual, Carolina blue gameday attire for the game and the presentation. We may also have a Capital One Championship 

shirt for them to wear as well. They should meet Michael Beale at the bottom of section 13~ with 5 minutes remaining in the 1st quarter on Saturday. They will be 
joined on the field by Bubba Cunningham who will accept the check from Capital One, and then the student athletes will be presented the Cup. 

Thanks and please let Michael Beale or I know if you have any questions. 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 2:18 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com) 

I~W: C~anpus Tours 

Do you both want [o go? This might have value for us~ 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 2:01 PM 

To: UNC~-Eve~one 
Subject: RE: Campus Tours 

Remb~der: tomorrow ~s the Athletics Campus Tour (9/4, 9arn)~ Ka~ton Qeech and MH<e Buntk~g wH~ rneet par~al<e~s h~ the pa~Mng ~ot of Loudermi~k at 9am. 

Apparendy, the tour wH~ be by van rather than on [:oat. 

F~m= Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent~ Tuesday, July 30, 20~3 2:45 PN 
Subject: Campus Tours 

Hello all, 

Based upon your feedback, we have arransed for a variety of campus tours to be offered throushout Ausust and into September. This is available for new as well 

as old coaches, staff and administration. For our convenience, each tour 8roup will be comprised solely of Athletics Department personnel One tour provides a 

look at the student experience on campus, a second at the school’s rich history as the oldest public university in the country and a third at the various venues on 

our Athletics Campus. 

The objective is to help provide 8eosraphic bearin8 as well as alisnment for those in our department with the campus and university as a whole. There is a more 

detailed description of each tour below as well as the day, date, time and startin~ location. Si~n-u~ Here for one, two or all three of the tours. Please sisn-up as 

soon as possiNe, so we can plan for an appropriate number of tour 8uides to be present, especially for the Admissions tour scheduled for next Wednesday (Ausust 

7). 

For those new to campus - or for those 8eosraphically challensed (no judgment), we have included a map of the various startin8 points for the tours below in 

addition to a link for an interactive version of the map. 

Shelley & CHcket 

Admissions Tour 

Undergraduate Admissions 

This tour is based out of Undergraduate Admissions in Jackson Hall. Current Carolina students serve as the tour guides. They speak to the student experience on 

campus, namely academics, student life, campus traditions and what makes the community of learners on campus great. From this, you will get a sense of where 

your student-athletes eat, buy their books, attend class, study in the stacks, meet with their professors during office hours, etc.., during those precious few hours 

when they aren’t in our company and under our watchful eye. 

Date: Wednesday, August 7 (9:00-10:30am} 

Start: Jackson Hall (174 Country Club Road) 

Historical Tour 

Visitors Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill’s 729-acre central campus, once called ’qhe Noble Grove," is among the most beautiful in the nation. Brick walkways 

stretch under ancient trees and past flowering shrubs throughout campus. Follow the pathways into the University’s early years by taking 

a walking tour of its oldest and most historic sites. This tour will guide us from the Visitors’ Center through the heart of campus as we step into the history of the 

nation’s first public university. With a wealth of knowledge of all things Carolina, our enthusiastic tour guide will lead the way sharing history, stories, legends, 

lore and landmarks along the way. 

Date: Wednesday, August 14 (9:00-10:30am} 

Start: Visitors Center (250 East Franklin Street) 

Athletics Campus Tour 

Athletics Department Facilities Staff and/or Rams Club Personnel 

Staff members from Facilities and!or the Rams Club will guide us around to various locations throughout our immediate Athletics Campus and possibly to venues 

slightly more removed from campus. Tour stops will include competition and practice locations, locker rooms, weight rooms, team rooms, academic support 

facilities, sports medicine facilities, museums and memorabilia. They will share information about the construction & renovation, design, (multi-)use, financing, 

history, significant athletic achievements, and possibly some behind-the-scenes insights and access to the assorted venues. 

Date: Wednesday, September 4 (9:00-10:30am) 

Start: Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Black & Blue Tour 

Tim McMillan 

The Black & Blue Tour is a walking tour of black history at Carolina. It is the creation of the Students for Advancement of Race Relations Committee (SARR) of the 

Campus Y. The tour guide is Tim McMillan, a highly regarded historian, award-winning teaching professor and senior lecturer in African, African American and 

Diaspora Studies at UNC. Sample of the tour: Black & Blue Tour 

Date: Wednesday, September 18 (9:00-10:30am} 

Start: Silent Sam (IVIcCorkle Quad off Franklin Street) 

S!~in-u p Here 
Click on the hyperlink above and sign-up on a Google Doc under the appropriate tab (lower left-hand corner of the page) for the tour(s) you would like to attend. 

Starting Locations 
Click on the hyperlink above to access an interactive version of the map below which contains the starting points of the various campus tours. 



i.~.i cid:image001.png@01CE8AOE 102309B0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN~RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 2:23 PM 

Rebecca Nolin <molin 1 @kem~esaw.edu:~ 

@msn.com; ducm@uucaa.unc.edu; 

,~)e~nail.unc.edu; ,£z)live.unc.edu; 

,£z)gmail.com; ~email.unc.edu; 

RE: Kermesaw State University Soccer 

@aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

,~@gmail.com;. ~live.unc.edu); @comcast.net; 

@live.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu; ~hotmail.com 

You guys are class ... thank you! Good ]Lick the rest of d~e way!! 

From: Rebecca Nolin [mailto:rnolin:t@kennesaw.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, 2::I:t PM 

To: Sander, Thomas .1 
Cc; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Kennesaw State University Soccer 

Good Ntemoon Tom, 

I wa~ted to drop you a quick line, thanldng you and your stall" for the hospitaliU this past weekend. 

From the use of the practice facilities, the staff meeting us at the bus, to the use of your whirlpools af[er the game against Duke; it was a fi~st class operation. 

The players and staff at Kennesaw State had a temfic experience at the Nike Classic and have taken away many positives. 

We wish you all nothing but heaJth and success tbr the season a~d beyond. 

Thanks again, 

Becks. 

#GokSUOwls, 

Rebecca Nolin 

Assistant Women’s Soccer Coach 
1000 Chastain Rd. MB 0201 I Kennesaw, GA 30144 
Work: 678-797-2778 I Cell:             I Fax: 770-423-6665 
rnolinl @kennesaw.edu I ksuowls.com I @ksuOWLSsoccer 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:02 PM 

Karen Pfeifer <kpfeit~r@kennesaw.edu->; [INC Athletics Director <bubba.cunningham@unc.edw~ 

Cunninghaaa~, Bubba <bubbac@etnaJl.unc.edu> 

~!msn.com; duc~a@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~baol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~!gmaJl.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

,~!live.unc.edu); ~!etn~Jl.unc.edt~-; @aol.com); 

@live.tmc.edu); @live.unc.edu); "(}live.unc.edu); 
~gmaJl.com);                      ~live.unc.edu>;                 @live.unc.edu); 

~gmail.com;                     @gmail.com);                    @live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); @uncaa.unc.edu); ; @live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); ,~icloud.com) @live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu); ~live.tmc.edu); ~live.tmc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); ~)gmail.com); 

~live.unc.edu); ~yaJaoo.com); ~live.unc.edu); ~gmail.com; 

~z)rocketma~l.com; @gmail.com; @live.unc.edu; @yahoo.com; @~naJl.com; 

@live.unc.edu; ~ema~l.unc.edu; " @gmail.com; @comcast.net, @gmaJl.com; 

"@email.unc.edu; @em~l.unc.edu; @hotma~l.co~n; @live.unc.edu; ~!live.unc.edu; 

.~!gmail.com; ~gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu); @aol.com; 

~gmaJl.com; @yahoo.com; ~gmail.com 

RE: Compliments from KSU 

You are ve 

with us. Tha~k 

Your Ow~s fousht hard and we only managed to create sometNn8 late in the first half against them. P~e~se congratulate them for us. k~d good hick the ~est of the 

~m= Karen Pfeifer [mailto:kpfeifer@kennesaw.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday,                 4:06 

To~ Dorrance, Albert A ~1 UNC Athletics Direc~r 
$~bject~ Compliments from ~U 
Good Afternoon Nr. Cunningham and Coach Dorrance, 
l am the program administrator for KSU soccer and joined them on the trip this past weekend. ~ want to ~ke this oppo~uni~ to compliment and thank your team. ~ really 
appreciated when ~o d your student-athletes approached and helped our player who had the wind knocked out of her during our ma~h on Sunday. It was a true example of 
spor~mansNp. Your team played hard and tough but were compassionate when it was appropriate. 
l also want to commend all d your support s~ff. From the operations s~ff to the spots medicine staff, they were class acts and e~remely helpful. Please pass along our 
appreciation. ~is past weekend was a very positive experience for us (except for the ~o losses). 

Good luck with the rest of your season! 

#GoKSUOwls, 

Karen Pfeifer, MS, ATC, LAT 
Associate Athletics Director for Student-Athlete Welfare/SWA/SAAC 
1000 Chastain Rd. MB 0201 I Kennesaw, GA 30144 
Work: 678-797-2291 I Cell:             I Fax: 770-423-6665 
~ennesaw.eduI ksuowls.com I @KSUOwlNation 

Image 

...... removed by 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 5:48 PM 

Raymond Cieplik ~cox.net> 

ILE: Reminder: Honor AwaJcd Preliminmy B~Jlot 

Thanks Ray!! 

F~om-¯ Raymond Cieplik [mailto:    ~cox.net] 
Sent; Tuesday, September 03, 20:~3 3:56 PM 
$,,bjeet; Reminder: Honor Award Preliminary Ballot 

Jufft a re~ninder: ’][’hough not due unlil September 10th, I thought I would send a reminder string to lie mound your finger. 

Ray 

Enclosed is the Preliminary Ballot for the 2013 Honor Awmd. It is self-explanato~y. Also included is the revised version of LIST A, which contains the bios of the 

candidates (NSCAA service highlighted in red). Please respond by September 10th. 

Ray 
Ray Cieplik 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:02 PM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.e&~ 

~dake.edu) 

RE: Caxolina Sport Business aaad Fitness Expo- Keynote Speaker 

You are very kind to think of me~ But I am trying to cut back on my speaking engagements~ Thank you for considering me but ~ am go~ng to have to withdraw myself 

from consideration, 

F~m: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:26 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 

Subject: Carolina Spo~ Business and Fitness Expo- Keynote Speaker 

Coach Dorrance, 

I hope this email finds you well. My name ~s         and I am a      at UNC and the            o~ the inaugural Carolina Sport Business and F~tness Expo to be held on 

Saturday,            The Expo is a one-day event with the ~oal of ~ivin~ students who are passionate about the sport and fitness industries an event to learn more about the 

industry and network w~th fellow peers and business professionals. 

We will ~et the event started on that Saturday with a keynote speaker. It is no secret the amazin~ thin~s that you have accomplished as a coach with the UNC Women’s Soccer 

program, both on and off the field. I would l~ke to invite you to be our keynote speaker for the inaugural eventl The t~me commitment would be from 9:45am-~0:iSam on 

Saturday, 

It would be an absolute honor to have you as our keynote speaker for the inaugural event. If you would like to speak more about the event, or have any questions, I would love to 

stop by McCaskill and introduce myself and talk with you furtherl 

Thank you for your time and I look forward to hearin~ back from youl 

Respectfully, 

BA Exercise and Sport Science- Sport Administration 

Kenan-Flagler Business School, Class of 

Carolina Sport Business and Fitness Expo 

Cell: ~_k___e_!?_~!?z_f_[_a_~[_e_I:__u_!?__c_:__e__d___~! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:38 PM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.e&~ 

1),22: Caxolina Sport Business and Fitness Expo- Keynote Speaker 

Thank yo~ t:or your understanding. 

From; @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, 6:26 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Re: Carolina Sport Business and Fitness Expo- Keynote Speaker 
Coach Dorrance, 
Thank you for your reply and your consideration. I fully respect your decision. 
Good luck this season! 

BA Exercise and Sport Science- Sport Administration 
Kenan- Flagler Business School, Class of 
Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:02 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(r-~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

You ar*-’_~ very Id[xt to [:hit~k of r[~e t3ut I ar[~ trying to clot bi~ck o[~ ITW speaMng et~gi~ge]~lents. Th~nk you for c.:?nsk~edng me but I am going to h~ve to 

w~d~draw myself from consideration. 

F~m: ~kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, S:26 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
S~bject= Carolina Spo~ Business and Fitness Expo- Keynote Speaker 
Coach Dorrance, 
I hope this email finds you well. My name is         and I am a      at UNC and the            of the inaugural Carolina Sport Business and Fitness Expo to be 
held on Saturday,            The Expo is a one-day event with the ~oal of ~ivin~ students who are passionate about the sport and fitness ~ndustries an event to 

learn more about the industry and network with fellow peers and business professionals. 
We will ~et the event started on that Saturday w~th a keynote speaker. It is no secret the amazin~ thin~s that you have accomplished as a coach with the UNC 
Women’s Soccer program, both on and offthe field. I would like to invite you to be our keynote speaker for the inaugural event~ The time commitment would be 

from 9:45am-10:2Sam on Saturday, 
It would be an absolute honor to have you as our keynote speaker for the inaugural event. If you would like to speak more about the event, or have any questions, I 

would love to stop by McCaskill and introduce myself and talk with you furtheH 
Thank you for your time and I look forward to hearin~ back from you~ 
Respectfully, 

BA Exercise and Sport Science- Sport Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School, Class of 

Carolina Sport Business and Fitness Expo 

Cell: _~ kena n-flagler.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:37 AM 

@coastfa.com 

~msn.com; ducoa@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~z)aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Raymond Verheijen interview 

Thank you Ross, I love Raymond’s s~uff!! 
From:    @coastfa.com [mailto: ~coastfa.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:18 Plvl 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Raymond Verheijen interview 

Coach Dorrance 
Here is a link to an interview with Raymond Verheijen which I thought you may be interested in. The interview is a podcast by supporters of 
Cardiff City who are now in the EPL after being out~ide of the top flight for the last 51 years. 
In true Verheijen style he pulls no punches and tells it like it is. Interview begins at 42.50 minutes 

Continued success this season, 
Ross Morgan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2013 4:53 PM 

Taras Liskevych ~aol.com> 

Patrick Kohan ~gtnail.com>; Sagula, Joseph A <j sagula@unc.edu>; 

~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~)gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

~duke.edu) 

RE: Congrats and Art of Coaching VB 

~msn.com; duc~x@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Terry, 

l would love to jump in .. all the best, my friend!t 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Taras Liske,,~’ch [mailto ~)aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:12 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Patrick Kohan; Sagula, Joseph A 
Subject: Congrats and Art of Coaching VB 

Greetings Anson[ 

Congratulations on a great start to the Season. 

I hope that you are well. 

The Art of Coaching Volleyball has been growing steadily. Our clinics have been very well attended - last three - 320 in Calgary’, 270 in Washington DC and 357 in Ft. Worth. Our website 
(www.thealtofcoachingvolleyball.com) has received over 2,000 m~ique visitors daily 

In     - Joe Sagula is hosting our first AOC-VB Clinic at L~x,-C on the weekend of        . Joe, John D~ning - Stanford, Russ Rose - Penn State, Liz Ste~e- Georgia and I will be the 
clinicians. 

We would like for you to be the keynote speaker on either Saturday or Sunday for a one hour presentation. Will that work in your schedule? You and I can work out all the details. 

In addition - Pat Kohan- The Art of Coaching Volleyball Clinic Director and Website Coordinator - (who you met in Indianapolis last year) would like to interview you for our website. 

Finally, I will follow up with a call next week. 

Warmest regards, 

Terry 

PS - please give my best to Chris and Bill 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 4:53 PM 

Taras Liskevych ~aol.com> 

1~: PPS 

Thank Tens’!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Taras Liske~2/ch [rnailto: ~aol.com] 
Sent: Wech~esday, September 04, 2013 8:18 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: PPS 

Best of luck in the Duke Nike Classic and the rest of the 2013 Season! 

Terry 

Sent from my iPad 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <!O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/,CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 4:54 PM 

Tams I ,i skevych @aol.com> 

1~: PPS 

I forgot the "you"’. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Taras Liske’~Tch [~ailto: ~ol.com_l 

Sent: We&~esday, September 04, 2013 8:18 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: PPS 

Best of luck in the Duke Nike Classic and the rest of the 2013 Season! 

"Ferry 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:55 PM 

- ~aol.com 

@msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros i         .~)gmaJl.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

1~¢: Coaches evaluation report 

Dino, 

Do you want to do this this fall? 

From: Paul Tamberino [mailto: ~aol.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 8:48 AM 
To: Alison Foley; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles Adair; Eddie Radwanski; Greg Miller; Jonathan Morgan; Mark Krikorian; Phil Wheddon; Randy Waldrum; Robbie Church; Tim 
Santoro; Tony da Luz 
C¢; ’Pierce, Kris’ 
Subject: Coaches evaluation report 

Coaches, 

You can find a coaches evaluation report on arbiter under "forms". 

Please use this when rating officials and please add comments at the bottom for further information. 

Best of luck, 

Paul 

Paul Tamberino 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 5:28 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; [INCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu> 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>; @duke.edu) 

RE: Football Game Saturday, September 7 

Holy cow!! ! Le{ me rL~n this by 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 1:45 PM 

To: UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Cc: Creech, Karlton W; Norton, Molly 

Subject: Football Game Saturday, September 7 

Dear Head Coaches: 

For Saturday’s football game against Middle Tennessee State, I am going to be in the Blue Zone and the AD box on the south side of the stadium by the 

press box will therefore be available, l’d like to invite you and your spouse/’guest to watch the game from the AD box if you would like. 

Please let Molly Norton know by 12:00 noon on Friday if you would like to watch Saturday’s game from the AD box so that we can get the credential(s) to 

you as quickly as possible. 

Go Heels! 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:29 PM 

pacman@ancaa.unc.edu 

EW: New Student Assis~nce Fund (SAF) Documents and Guidelines 

UNC SAF Application Form .pdf; UNC SAF Guidlines .pdf 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:03 PM 
Subject: New Student Assistance Fund (SAF) Documents and Guidelines 
Coaches: 
Attached are the updated Student Assistance Fund (SAF) application and the updated SAF gnhlelines sheets. (Both can also be fonnd on the J: drive as well). Our 
goal was to ~nake the SAF thnd more accessible to a wider variety of student-athletes as well as consistency across all sports. 

Please note the changes made to the SAF guidelines. SpecificaJly, the clothing slipend and non-emergency medical, dental, and vision expenses are not open to all Pell 

Grnnt recipient student-athletes and internntionnl s~udent-athletes (regardless of GIA status). There guidelines list 11 items totaJ that have been agreed uIx~n by the 

SAF committee, however; if there axe other costs involved with a student-athlete that you would like to see ifSAF will cover, please call and ask or encourage your 

student-athletes to apply. Prohibited uses for the fund can be found in NCAA Bylaws 15.01.6.1 and 16.11.1.13. (Your new NCAA manuals are in the mail and 
should aawive shortly! !) 
When yonr student-athletes are applying for pm-tial parking permit reimbursement, please have them attach their DPS permit receipt and an updated car registration (ifflaey 
have not already turned one in) to the SAF application. 
I have an updated list of all Pell (~rant recipient student-athletes. If you would like to know which of your student-athletes receive a Pell Grant so that you can inform them 
of their potential funding opportunities, just let me tmow and I will send you back a list. 
If you have any questions or would like additional information, please do not hesitate to ask. 
Tha~iks, 

?~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:32 PM 

Mosley, Layna <mosley@nnc.edtr~ 

~!duke.edn); ~msn.com; ducar,~)uncaa.nnc.edu; ~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Faculty Athlelics Committee Lia~son 

Layna, 

Very cool[!! I will copy Tom on this to share with you our schedule ._. we are not Lhat formal come to anything and everything we do. You are always welcome!! 

And of course the work outs are i~ the same place TuesiThurs mornings at 1:1. AM, And I remember how fit you were, so 0lease come if you are ever bored~! 

F~m; Nosley, Layna 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:35 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
C¢= Ducar, Chris; Pallad[no, George W 
Subject; Facul~ Athletics Commi~ee Liaison 

Dear Coach Dorrance: 

I[ looks ~ke your season ~s o[:f to a good start. ~’m writing to ~et you know that I’m once again serving oR the Facu~Ly Athletics Comrnittee at UNC, and that I’ve again 

beer assigned to work with the women’s aoccer team. 

~’d really ~ike the opportunity to ~ntroduce myself to the members of the te~m again, ~nd to hear from them about any concerns they have that relate to the 

Faculty AtNet~c Committee’s charge. And, of course, ~’~ ~ook forward to watching you pl~y again this season. 

Could you F:d: me know what a good time to meet [:he team might be? I could say a ~ew quR:k words before/after a practice or team mee[:mg, ~f that worka best, but 

Fm open to whsLever works for you. Tuesdays are usually a Httle tough for me schedule-wise, w~th teaching, but other’ daya work well. (And perhaps N~ manage to 

make ~t to work out with you coaches again sometime, too~) 

A~ the besL 

Layna 

Professor 

Department of Political Science 

University of North Carolina at Chape~ 

CB 32~5 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599-32{5S 

mosley@unc.edu 

F~m~ Nosley, Layna 
Sent~ Wednesday, 10:25 AN 
To: anso~@uncaa.uBc.edu 
Co= Mosley, Layna 
Subject= Introduction -- Facul~ Athletics Commi~ee liaison 

Dear Coach Dorrance: 

l’m writin~ to introduce myself, in my capacity as a member of UNC’s Faculty Athletics Committee. This year, the Faculty Athletics Committee is tryin~ somethin~ 

new, in hopes of creatin~ a stronger bond between the athletic and the academic sides of campus: each faculty member of the committee is assigned as a liaison 

for specific sports. 

VII be the liaison for Women’s Soccer (as well as for Track and Field). As liaison, I can be a resource person for you for any questions or issues that might fall under 

the FAC’s purview, such as student-athletes’ academic experiences and faculty-athletics interactions. If ever there is any issue that you or a member of your staff 

would like me to brin~ before the committee (or if you wonder if it’s somethin~ that might be addressed by the committee), please let me know. 

The other part of my liaison role is to ~et to know your team and your sport a little better. At an a~re~ate level, whenever the FAC discusses an issue (such as exit 

surveys of student-athletes or academic performance of student athletes), I’II be responsible for lookin~ closely at the data related to Women’s Soccer. But l’d also 

like to be able to complement this a~re~ate information with a feel for your team. To that end, l’d be happy to chat with you and/or your coachin~ staff over 

coffee or lunch, attend a practice, or do whatever else would be useful to you and your team members. I realize that you’re busy (and I am too), but I hope that we 

can fit somethin~ in. 

I look forward to hearin~ from you soon and to workin~ with you. 

All the best, 

Layna 

Layna Mosley 

Professor and Director of Graduate Admissions 

Department of Political Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:33 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: New Student Assistance Fund (SAF) Documents ~d Guidelines 

UNC SAF Application Form .pdf; UNC SAF Guidlines .pdf 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:42 PM 
Subject: FW: New Student Assistance Fund (SAF) Documents and Guidelines 

Thank you to Coach Levy for catching my mistake. The line should read: "Specifically, the clothing stipend and non-emergency medical, dental, and vision expenses 

are NOW open to all Pell Grant recipient student-athletes and international student-athletes" (rather than ’not’). In year previous, student-athletes needed to be 

a Pell Grant recipient in addition to being on a full athletics scholarship. Now, only Pell Grant status or International status matters. This way, Pell Grant recipients 

who play equivalency sports have the same opportunity as those student-athletes who participate in head count sports. In addition, Pell Grants are for those 

students in need and thus denying a student-athlete who is a Pell recipient but not receiving any or partial tuition help seems to be disqualifying those student- 

athletes who are in most need of the fund. 

Sorry for typo. It’s been a crazy month! Hope this helps to clarify. 

Thanks, 

,~ email .unc .edu 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:02 plvl 

Subject: New Student Assistance Fund (SAF) Documents and Guidelines 
Coaches: 

Attached are the updated Student Assistance Fund (SAF) application amd the updated SAF ~N~elines sheets. (Both cam also be found on the J: drive as well). Our 

goal w~ to make the SAF t~nd more accessible to a wider vadety of student-athletes as well as consistency across all spots. 

Please note the changes made to the S~ guidelines. S~cificaJly, the clotNng stipend and non-emeNencg medical, dental, ~d vision ex~n~s am not o~n to all Pe~ 

Grant recipient s~dent-athletes and ~terna~onal s~dent-atNetes (regardless ofGlA s~s). There guidelines list 11 items to~J that have been agreed u~n by the 

SAF committee, however; if there a~e other costs involved with a student-atNete that you would like to see ifSAF will cover, please call and ~sk or encourage your 

s~udent-athletes to apply. Prohibited uses for the fund can be found in NC~ Bylaws 15.01.6.1 and 16.11.1.13. (Your new NCAA manuals are in the mail amd 

should a~ve shonly~ ~) 

When your student-a~letes are applying t~r paJ~ial parking pe~it reimbursement, please have them a~ch their DPS pe~it receipt and a~ updated car regis~ation (if they 

have not ahvady turned one in) to the S~ application. 

I have an updated list of all Pell ~aJ]t recipient student-athletes. If you would l~e to b~ow which of your student-athletes receive a Pell Grant so that you can i]ffonn them 

of their potential ~ndNg oppo~nities, just let me brow a~]d I will send you back a list. 

If you have m~y questio~ or would like additional i~o~ation, please do not hesitate to ~k. 

~a~s, 

?~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:40 PM 

@unc.edu> 

~!e~naJl.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 
~gmail.com; ~email.unc.edu; 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; 

RE: Tes~t 

~.~bgmail.com;. ~live.unc.edu); ~comcast.net; 

~live.unc.edu; ~emaJl.unc.edu; ~hot~naJl.co~n; 

~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

YES!!! Welcome back!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Test 

3:23 PM 

Anson 
and ] passed the test. Would you like us at practice tomorrow? 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 2:01 PM 

Aa~an Lines ~hotmail.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Duke Classic 

I always have time for you, Call or come by anytime .... ~0. The only thing missing from your team this year was a Tar HeN (; 

Congrats on ~ tremendous seasonH 

~= Aaron Lines [mailto: @hotmail.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, 9:19 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Ducar, Chris; bill palladino; Jason Sisneros; Sander, ~omas J; 
Subject; RE: Duke Classic 

A~soR~ 

Hope all is well mate. 

I plan on being at the Duke Nike Classic both days this weekend. 

Please let me know if you have a moment to catch up. 

Best, 

Aaran Lines 
Western New York Flash 
General Manager / Head Coach 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 
To:          ~hotmail.corq; ducar@unc.edu.; 
Subject: Re: All the best this season. 

Date: Fri,            00:22:41 +0000 

Excellent Aaran! 

Se~;t from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DRO!D 

.t_9 a ol.com.; @. gm~j[,££m; pacman@unc.edu; @msn.com 

Aaran Lines @hotmail.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

I wouldn’t expect it any other way! I look forward to watching you piece it all together again this year. 

I am very interested in several of your players and look forward to catching up and hearing more about them both on and offthe field. 

Thank you for the well wishes for the play-offs and please know that I appreciate the kind words. 

I will look to connect with you once our season is over. 

Best, 

Aaran Lines 
Western New York Flash 
Head Coach 

wv~v,sahlensportspark,com 
www,wnyflash,com 

From: &n_s__q n__@.. _ e__m_:a_j_[:. _u_ .n_ c_: e__d_. _u_ 

To:        @_h__o_.t_ r y~ ?_[j:_c_. _o_ ~!;     ~_.a_ ~?_[:._c_ .o_mJ 

Subject: Re: All the best this season. 

Date: Thu,            14:45:08 +0000 

Aaron, thank you. We should have a good squad this year and it does have the potentia! to win a lot of games, We wi//.see !fit comes together !ike last 

year, / have .some kid.; that could be quality professionals, Please carl me if you ore interested in any of them. We ore great fans of youcs because Of how 

you treat our kids ~nd would love to push them your way if you ore interested. Good luck in the p/eyoffs .... efl of us wifl be w~tching/ 

Sen t from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DRO/D 

Aaran Lines .@__~3 .o__t__r. _n_.a__[j_._c__o_.~ > wrote: 

Anson, 

Just a quick note to wish you and Bill the very best of luck this season in your quest for back to back national championships. Im completely confident you 

guys:) 



Best, 

Aaran Lines 
Western New York Flash 
Head Coach 

www.sahlensportspark,com 

www,wnyflash.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 7:07 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

Re: 

Sure ... when are fiee? 

Ses~f.~"om my Verizor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

.~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

I know you’re super busy with the games this weekend but I was just wondering if there is any possibility that I could meet with you really 
quick sometime this weekend or whenever is convenient for you. 

Can’t wait for us to give em’ hell this weekend!!! 

Best Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Friday, 9:28 AM 

@yahoo.com> 

I~E: 

Come by at 1:30 

From: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:15 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 

I have class until 1:00 tomorrow. The rest of the weekend i’m free. 

O11 , at 7:07 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <auson(i~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

(g~)’~ahoo.com > wrote: 

Hi Anson, 
I know you’re super busy with the games this weekend but I was just wondering iF there is any possibility that ~ could meet with 
you really quick sometime this weekend or whenever is convenient For you. 
Can’t wait for us to give em’ hell this weekend!!! 
Best Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 9:29 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacma~@nnc.edu-~ 

l~E: Get Heeled 5K on 

Good decision! 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 9:28 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Get Heeled 5K on 

I talked to and this is a different event but I agree that we can’t have too many people on their feet and I don’t what to take attention!effort away 

from what are doing. I will let Cricket and know that we can’t do this event since we have a previous commitment, I think it will be 

okay since lots of other sports teams will be there. 

Do you think I could get some of our posters to give to the kids though? 

Thanks, 

From: Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 10:18 AM 

To: 

Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: RE: Get Heeled 5K on 

I think             are organizing some clinic ~or next Sa[: too, so you may want to consul[: with them about who’s d.Neg that. And we don’t wan[: too frH~ny people 

oe thek feet [:he day before Notre Darne.. 

-Tom 

From: 
Sent: Thursday,                 ~0:09 AN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A [V; Sander, ~omas 3 
S~bject~ R,V: Get Heeled 5K on 

Hi Anson and Tom, 

What do you think about us doin~ this? Also, can you forward this email to Leadership and see what everyone thinks? 

Below is some details about an event for the Children’s Hospital and Carolina Dreams next Saturday,      I’m willin~ to ~o if anyone else wants to join 

me. It sounds like some other sports teams are ~oin~ to be there so it’s not completely necessary for us to ~o but I think it’d be a ~ood thin~ to do. 

She also asked about posters, would we be able to ~et some posters for them to ~ive to the kids? 

Thanks, 

From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:58 PM 

To: 

Subject: FW: Sorry I missed the SAAC meeting 

Hey 

Thank you for your interest. I will be in the office (2108 Loudermilk) everyday from 9am-6pm~ If you want to stop by, I can show you quickly about some outreach 

prograrns ~n the Children’s ho%dtal. Just text me before you come. My number is 

Abo Caro~b~a Dream w~l] host the "1 M~er" for the Get Hee~ed--Sg, which is s fundraber to benefit psdents and [heir [:am~Hes in the children’s hospital And we are 

trying to get more UNC teams to participate th~s event. It ~s on Saturda% , from 9m~-t2pm, ~n the gdday Center. The respons~M~ities for our student- 

athletes are cheering kids and he~ping them finish the run. ~f you can check wkh your team, that wH] be great. And ~ know your tem~ wi]~ have a home game on 

Sueday         If ~t"s no~: a good tm~e to get revolved, ~ l:o~:aHy understand. But what ~ s~:i~l wou~d k~ve ~:o have ~s some womerr’s soccer      ~x~sters. Because we 

wi~ have a tame at the evenL it will look really nice to have sorne UNC: team posters on the table. @ 

Please let me know how you think. Have s great evening. And Good luck on Friday. Go Heels! 

Thanks, 

(o) 9!e-#.15-~306 

TgZH5JIsBRE!TxmyH 

Carolina Outreach 

U NOStudent-Athlete-Development 

F~m: Lane, Cricket 
Sent= Wednesday,              l: 23 PN 

Subject= R~: Sorry I missed the S~C meeting 

Sent= Monday, 8:00 PN 

To= Lane, Cricket 



Sul~ject; Sorry I missed the SAAC meeting 
Hi Cricket, 
I’m sorry I missed the SAAC meeting last Thursday, we were in Virginia for games. Is there anything I missed that I need to make up? 
Also we talked about this a while ago but I’d love to find time to meet at some point, I’m interested in getting my team involved in some community 
service. Good days for me are Tues, Wed, or Thurs between 12 and 2, or Friday morning sometime. I wanted to do the Ice Cream Kid’s Cart at the 
Children’s Hospital but I think we’re now going to have practice on Friday afternoons so that may not work. 
Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 11:08 AM 

~live.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacma~@nnc.edw~ 

ILE: Get Heeled 5K on 

Yes, if you play save your legs ._. That has to be our first priority. 

From: 
Sent: Thursday,                 :tO: 09 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1!/; Sander, Thomas .] 
Subject: FW: Get Heeled 5K on 

Hi Anson and Tom, 

What do you think about us doing this? Also, can you forward this email to Leadership and see what everyone thinks? 

Below is some details about an event for the Children’s Hospital and Carolina Dreams next Saturday,      I’m willing to go if anyone else wants to join 

me. It sounds like some other sports teams are going to be there so it’s not completely necessary for us to go but I think it’d be a good thing to do. 

She also asked about posters, would we be able to get some posters for them to give to the kids? 

Thanks, 

From: ~ .e__m__a_! J_._y..n_c_:_e__d_y.> 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:58 PM 

To: 

Subject: FW: Sorry I missed the SAAC meeting 

Hey 

Thank you ~or your interesL f wili be in the office (2108 I_oudermiik) ~-:~veryday from 9am-{Sprn. tf you wan~: ~:o stop by I can show you quiddy about some outreach 

progn~ms m the ChiMren’s hosp~[:al. Just text me before you come, My number is 

Also Csro]~ns Dream wH~ host Lhe "1 MHer’* [:or the GeL Hee~ed-SK, wNch is a fundra~ser to benefit patients and their families in Lhe chiMren’s hospital And we are 

trying to get more UNC teams to participate th~s event. ~t ~s on Saturday, fl-om 9am-I2pm, ~n the Friday Center. The responsibilities for our student- 

athletes are cheering Mds and helping them finish the run. ~[ you can check w~d~ your team, that w~H be great. AmJ ~ k[low your te~m wi~ have a borne game on 

Sunday          I[ ~(s not a good th~e to get ~nvolved, ~ totally u]lders[:and, gu[: what t still wouM k)ve to have ~s some women’s soccer      posters. Because we 

wi~ have s tame at the event, it wifl look rea]~y n~ce to have some UNC team posters on [he tame. @ 

Please ~et me know how you [h~nk. Have a great evenb~g. And Good luck on FHday. Go HeelM 

Thanks 

(o) 919.~’43.-230d 

(fi~uncaa. uric edu 

T9ZH5 JlsSRE,~xmyH e~a 

Carolina Outreach 

U NO--Student-Athlete--Development 

F~m= Lane, Qicket 
Sent: Wednesday,              ~: 13 PN 

Subject: ~¢: Sorry ~ missed the S~C rneet~ng 

i:vi 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 8:00 PN 
To: Lane, Cricket 
SuBject: Sord I m~ssed the S~C meeting 

Hi Cricket, 

I’m sorry I missed the SAAC meeting last Thursday, we were in Virginia for games. Is there anything I missed that I need to make up? 

Also we talked about this a while ago but I’d love to find time to meet at some point, I’m interested in getting my team involved in some community 

service. Good days for me are Tues, Wed, or Thurs between ~2 and 2, or Friday morning sometime. I wanted to do the Ice Cream Kid’s Cart at the 

Children’s Hospital but I think we’re now going to have practice on Friday afternoons so that may not work. 

ThankM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:49 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Travel 

VeW good’.! And thank you for meeting with We got a shot, you are a fine recruiter Tony, thank you!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Thursday, 12:44 PM 
To: Dowd, Katrina M; Adams, Tyler (3; Cathro, Guy; Marm, Jan M.; rackham; Fulton, Grant; Sagu[a, Joseph A; Levy, Jennifer S; Sander, Thomas J; Wigger, Leah Marie; Dorrance, Albert A 
IV; Shelton, Karen C; Barnes, Philip E; Tony Yount 
Subject: Travel 

Coaches, 

I am traveling with volleyball this weekend, leaving at 3 this al~ernoon. Returning Saturday night. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 3:17 PM 

Fava, Nicole M <fava@email.unc.edu> 

Re: IR 

This is great. I don’t see            m~ywhere, so that must mean we can play her as much as we like. I do see 
thinking there? 15 minutes a haJf30 minutes a half? What do you think’? 

in the limited categow: so tell me what you’re 

"Fava, Nicole M" <fava@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Coaches- 

Attached is the IR from today. PLease let me know if you have any questions. 
Thanks! 
Nicole 
Nicole M. Fava MA, ATC, LAT, CSCS 
Staff Athletic Trainer Womens Soccer/Womens Rowing 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Stallings-Evans Sports Medicine Center 

9~9-962-2067 (office) 
93.9-843-4982 (fax) 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 3:22 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: tours for ~ecruits 

Yes, you guys were excelleut. She wrests to come. 

Ses~f.~"om my VeHzon tl~ireie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

~live.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Anson, 

VII see you soon at the game. Anyways, I just wanted to put in a plug for giving the recruits tours. When 

a tour of campus yesterday, they kept saying how nice it was to get the student perspective. And as both of us are actual tour 

guides, I think we did a good job of selling the intangibles of U NC - by the end of the tour,                   seemed very excited about U NC. Just a thought that 

maybe these kinds of student-led tours should become a more regular thing for the recruits. Good luck tonight, but VII see you in person] 



FFOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday,                 6:37 PM 

~email xmc.edu> 

Re: Kenan Chadtuble Trust Endowment for Women’ s S occer 

@email.[[nc .edu> wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, 

I apologize for another ernail. The procedure outlined in my last email applies to this message. 

Based on the information from Diane Aldridge of the Rams Club, the distribution amount is as follows: 

Kenan Charitable Trust Endowment for Women’s Soccer $55,394.64 

Please let me know by Friday, if you want this amount distributed to your Athletics endowment income account or you would like the amount 

reinvested to increase the principal balance. 

Thank you, 

i Athletic Business Office 
Universi~:y of Nofl:h {::arol#~a at (;h~pel Hill 

@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 2:12 PM 

Aaran Lines ~hotmail.com> 

Re: Duke Classic 

Yes I am watching Duke UCLA right now 

Senti?ore my Verizon Wirdess 4G L TE DROID 

Aaran Lines @hotmail.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

Any chance we could connect after this mornings game? 

Good luck. 

Aaran Lines 
Western New York Flash 
Head Coach 

www.sahlensportspark.corn 
www,wnyflash.com 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 

To: @hotmail.com 

CC: @ msn.com; ducar@unc.edu; 

Subject: RE: Duke Classic 

Date: Thu,           18:00:37 +0000 

@aol.com; @gmail.com; pacman@unc.edu 

f always h~e tim~:~ for yo~.~. {::all or come by ~mytim~:~ (~>. "[’he only thi% m~ssi% from yo~r t:eam t:h~s year was a [ar Heel (; 

E~= Aaran Lines [ma~lto: #hotmail.com] 
Seat; Thursday, 9:$9 AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Ducar, Chris; bill palladino; Jason Sisneros; Sander, ~omas 3; 
Subject: RE: Duke Classic 

Anson, 

Hope all is well mate. 

I plan on being at the Duke Nike Classic both days this weekend. 

Please let me know if you have a moment to catch up. 

Best, 

Aaran Lines 
Western New York Flash 
General Manager / Head Coach 

www,sahlensportspark.com 
www,wnyflash.com 

From: anson(~email.unc.edu 

To:          @hotmail.comj ducar@unc.edq; 

Subject: Re: All the best this season. 

Date: Fri, 00:22:41 +0000 

Excellent Aaran! 

,Sent from my V~rizon Wirde.~ 4G L TE DROiD 

~aol.com; @gmail.com; pacman@unc.edu; @msn.com 

Aaran Lines ~hotmail.com> wrote: 
Anson, 
I wouldn’t expect it any other way! I look forward to watching you piece it all together again this year. 
I am very interested in several of your players and look forward to catching up and hearing more about them both on and off the field. 
Thank you for the well wishes for the play-offs and please know that I appreciate the kind words. 
I will look to connect with you once our season is over. 

Best, 



Aaran Lines 
Western New York Flash 
Head Coach 

www.sahlensportspark.com 

www.wnyflash.com 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 

To:          @hotmail.comj      _~aol.cor~;          @gmail.com; ducar@unc.edu; pacman@unc.edu;         @msn.com 

Subject: Re: All the best this season. 

Date: Thu,            14:4.5:08 +0000 

Aoron, thonk you, We should hove o good squod this year ond it does hove the potentio/ to win o lot o~ g~mes, We wif/ see i~ it comes ~o~ether fike /~st 

yeo~, / hove some kids ~ho~ ~’ould be quofi~y pro[essiono!s, P~eose cof/me i[ you ore interested in ony o[ ~hem, We ore ~reot [ons o[ yours becouse o[ how 

you treo~ our kids ond would/ove to push them your woy i~r you ore interested, Good luck in the p/oyo[[s .... ell o[ us wi!/ be wo~chine] 

Sen t [rom my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DRO/D 

Aaran Lines @hotmail.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

Just a quick note to wish you and Bill the very best of luck this season in your quest for back to back national championships. Im completely confident you 

guys:) 

Best, 

Aaran Lines 
Western New York Flash 
Head Coach 

www.sahlensportspark.com 

www,wnyflash,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 7:11 PM 

Aa~an Lines ,~hotmail.com> 

Re: Duke Classic 

Very good!!! 

Se~t ffom my Ver’izon tYireIe,~s 4G L2’K LL~tOIL) 

Lines ,~ho’unail.com> wrote: 

An~3n~ 

Great firs1 ha] f today which gives you something to build on. 
I had to catch my flight back to Buffalo but roll look ~o co~mect with you in a few weeks mate. 

Off to New Zealand on vacation now. 

All the best ruth the rest of the season 

Aaron Lines 

Western New York Flash 

ttead Coach 

www.saNensportspaxk.com 

~v.wnvflash.com 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:11 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <aason(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes I am watching Duke UCLA fight now 

Aaran Lines @hotmail.com> wrote: 

Ansor~ 

Any chance we could connect after this mornings game? 

Good luck. 

Aaran Lines 
Western New York Flash 
Head Coach 

www.sahlensportspark,com 

www.wnyflash.com 

From: m~son~?emafil.unc.edu 

To: ~)hotmafil.com 
CC: ~msn.com; ducm(~unc.edu; 
Subject: RE: Duke Classic 

Date: Thu,           18:00:37 +0000 

@aol.com; 

always have time for you. Call or come by anydme 

Congrats or~ a tremendous season!! 

~gmail.com; pacman(~unc.edu 

The only thing missing from your team this year was a Tar Heel 



From-" Aaran Lines [mailto: ~hotmail.com] 
Sent-¯ Thursday, 9:19 AM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A TV; Ducat, Chris; bill palladino; Jason Sisneros; Sander, Thomas 
Subject-" RE: Duke Classic 

Anson, 

Hope all is well mate. 

I plan on being at the Duke Nike Classic both days this weekend. 

Please let me know if you have a moment to catch up. 

Best, 

Aaran Lines 
Western New York Flash 
General Manager / Head Coach 

www,sahlensportspark,com 

www.wnyflash.com 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 
To:         @hotmail.comj ducar@unc.edu.; 
Subject: Re: All the best this season. 

Date: Fd,            00:22:41 +0000 

Excellent Aaran! 

Sent~kom my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

_~aol.com; @gmail.com; pacman@unc.edu; @msn.com 

Aaran Lines, ~hotmail.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

I wouldn’t expect it any other way! I look forward to watching you piece it all together again this year. 

I am very interested in several of your players and look forward to catching up and hearing more about them both on and off the field. 

Thank you for the well wishes for the play-offs and please know that I appreciate the kind words. 

I will look to connect with you once our season is over. 

Best, 

Aaran Lines 

Western New York Flash 

Head Coach 

www,sahlensportspark.com 

vw~N,wnyflash,com 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 

To:          ~hotmail.comj      @aol.com; 

Subject: Re: All the best this season. 

Date: Thu,            14:45:08 +0000 

~gmail.com; ducar@unc,edu; pacman@unc.edu; @msn.gom 

Aoron, thonk you, Vt/e should hove o good squod thLs yeor ond it does hove the potentiol to win o lot of gomes, We will see if it comes together 

like lost yeor. i hove .some kids thor could be quolity pro~Fessionols, P!eose toll me if you ore interested in ony qf them, We ore greot fons o[ 
yours becouse o[ how you treot our kids ond would love to push them your woy !f you ore interested, Good !uck in the pfoyoJ~fs .... olf qf us wifl 

be wotching] 



Aaran Lines, ,@hotmail.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

Just a quick note to wish you and Bill the very best of luck this season in your quest for back to back national championships. Im completely 
confident you guys:) 

Best, 

Aaran Lines 
Western New York Flash 
Head Coach 

www.sahlensportspark.com 

www.wnyflash.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 7:55 PM 

Aa~:an Lines .~hotmail.com> 

Re: Duke Classic 

No problein! 

Sent.~"om my Verizor~ tYireie,~s 4G L)"E DROLL) 

Lines @ho’unail.com> wrote: 

An~3n, 

I just received this. I will give you a b~z tonight at your home number. 
In just leaving Baltimore for Buffalo which means it will be axound 9:00pm if that works. 

Aman Lines 

Western New York Flash 

Head Coach 

www.sahlensportspark.com 

~x~x~v.wm~llash.com 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

On at 7:09 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~elnail.unc.edu > wrote: 

Aaran, call me let’s chat. (h) my cell does not work at home. I am up till 1 lpm. 

Ser~t,l;.um ;~e¢ ~ ~rizu~ ~Firele.s:s" 4G Li;)~’ DROID 

Aaran Lines ~hotmail.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

Any chance we could connect after this mornings ga~ne? 

Good luck. 

Aaran Lines 
Western New York Flash 
Head Coach 

www.sahlensportspark.com 
w~vw.wn¥flash.com 

From: anson@emaJl.unc.edu 

To: ~hotmail.com 

CC: ,~)msn.com; ducm~a)unc.edu; 
Subject: RE: Duke Classic 

Date: Thu,           18:00:37 +0000 

,~)aol.com; 

always have time for you. Call or come by anytime 

Congrats on a tremer~d.:_~us seasot~][ 

)b~gmaJl.com; pacman(~:unc.edu 

The only thing missing from Vo~r team this year was a Tar Heel 

From: Aaran Lines [mailto: }hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:19 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducat, Chris; bill palladino; Jason Sisneros; Sander, Thomas 
Subject: RE: Duke Classic 



Anson, 

Hope all is well mate. 

I plan on being at the Duke Nike Classic both days this weekend. 

Please let me know if you have a moment to catch up. 

Best, 

Aaran Lines 
Western New York Flash 
General Manager / Head Coach 

www.sahlensDortsDark.com 

www.wnyflash.com 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 
To:          _~hotmail.comj ducar@unc.edq; 
Subject: Re: All the best this season. 

Date: Fri, :           00:22:41 +0000 

Excellent Aaran! 

5ent jrrorn my Verizon Wireless 4G LYe DROiD 

~aol.com; ~gmail.com; pacman@unc.edu; ~msn.com 

Aaran Lines @hotmail.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

I wouldn’t expect it any other way! I look forward to watching you piece it all together again this year. 

I am very interested in several of your players and look forward to catching up and hearing more about them both on and off the field. 

Thank you for the well wishes for the play-offs and please know that I appreciate the kind words. 

I will look to connect with you once our season is over. 

Best, 

Aaran Lines 
Western New York Flash 
Head Coach 

www.sahlensportspark.com 

www.wn¥flash.com 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 
To:          @hotmail.comj      @aol.com; 
Subject: Re: All the best this season. 

Date: Thu,            14:45:08 +0000 

@gmail.com; ducar@unc.edu; pacman@unc.edu; @msn.com 

Aaran, than, k you. We should have a good squad this year and it does heve the potentie/ to win ~ lot o]gemes. We will see if it comes together 

like/~st ye~r~ / have some kids d~ut could be quafity pro[essiona/s. Pieus~ cuff me i] you ar~ interested in any o~ them. We ore gre~t ~bns of 

yours because of how you treat our kids ~nd would love to push them your w~y ~f you are interested, Good luck in the p/ayO~S .... 

be watching/ 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

Aaran Lines <aaranlines(~hotmail.com> wrote: 



Anson, 

Just a quick note to wish you and Bill the very best of luck this season in your quest for back to back national championships. Im completely 
confident you guys:) 

Best, 

Aaran Lines 
Western New York Flash 
Head Coach 

www.sahlensportspark,com 

www.wnyflash.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 10:19 PM 

Vicki Linton ~hotmail.com> 

Re: Vicki Linton 

Off Monday.... trafining Tues and Wed. 

Sent.#"om my Verizort IFirele,~s 4G L2’E 

Vicki Linton @hotmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Gents 

Some good wins over the weekend. I just wanted to check in ruth you to see what your trafining schedule will be this week? 

I was out at UVA today and head down to NC tomonow. I roll be down that way all week coming out to your game against Notre Dame on Sunday. 

Thin,ks 

Vicki 

On , at 7:29 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~a)emafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Vicki - Stop in any time and day! See you then! 

Tom, can you email Vickie our training schedule that week, when you have it. 

Thank you! 

From-’ Vicki Linton ~hotmail.coml 
Sent-’ Monday, 3:42 PM 
To,, Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-’ Re: Vicki Linton 

HiAn~n 

I flfinkIwill be abletosoa out accommodation butwould love tocotne outto~ai~fing -Iwill be downthereallweek 

Monday, Tuesday orWednesday? 

Thanks - looking forwaM to it. 

so possibly on 

On , at 8:13 PM, Tom and Alison Sennatmi 

Got this reply from Anson 

~hom~ail.com> wrote: 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 

To: _~hotmaii.com 

CC: @duke.edu.; @msn.com~ ducar@unc.edu_; 

Subject: RE: Vicld Linton 

Date: Wed, 20:54:16 +0000 

~aol.comj @gmail.com; pacman@unc.edu 

Absolutely not a problem~ 

All the best!! 

From-’ Tom and Alison Sermanni [mailto: 
Sent-’ Wednesday,              2:55 PM 

To,, Dorrance, Albert A IV; Bill Palladino 
1::¢-" Vicki Unton3 
Subject-" Vicki Linton 

Hi Anson/Bill 

@hotmail.com] 



Hope the pre-season is going well and more importantly not disrupting the golf schedule! 

An Australian coaching collegue of mine, Vicki Linton, has taken up a job at By Area Breeze in the W-League. She’s coming to the 

east coast in early/mid     to catch some college games and will be in your area for several days. 

Is it possible for her to attend one of your training while she’s in the area? She’d greatly appeciate that opportunity. 

In Australia Vicki was the coach of the U’17 National Team and Melbourne Victory in the W-League. 

Thanks 

Tom 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donance, Albert A IV -~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON~> 

Sunday, 10:28 PM 

Mike Renshaw <renshawm@esdallas.org>; Jason Sisneros "(}gmail.com~; Sander, Thomas J ~:pacman@unc.edu~; Lohse, 

Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Re: web site observation 

Mike Renshaw <renshawm@esdallas.oq~ wrote: 

Anson, 

Congrats on another fine win vs UCLA. I couldn’t help but notice that the lead picture on UNC’s women’s soccer site shows             ...~vith not a SINGLE fan in the background.. !t 
This sort of stuff used to drive A1 Nhller and myself round the bend when it happened way back in the day. I am sure there are plenty of game pictures available that DO show plenty of fans 
in the background as there were in the old NASL days, so why pick one that shows no-one ?. It sends the wrong message and if indeed, the phrase " A picture speaks a thousand words" 
means anything then whoever is responsible for putting this picture up as the lead should have the quote tattooed backwards ( so he/she can read it in the mirror) on his/her forehead. 

I know this may be a ’little’ thing but it was never a ’little’ thing to rue or A1 and certainly- shouldn’t be for a women’s soccer prograru as high profile as yours .... 

Take care, 

Mike 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~, 

Sunday, 10:30 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino ~aol.com>; Ja~n Sisneros ~gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@~mc.edu:~; @msn.com> 

Fwd: Youth Soccer Insider: The College Process: Be Prepmed, Proactive and Persistent 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Youth Soccer Insider: The College Process: Be Prepared, Proactive m~d Persistent 

From: Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~’anson@ema~l.~mc.edu:~ 
CC: 

Sunday, ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

The College Process" Be Prepared, Proactive and 
Persistent 
By Lisa Lavelle 

No two children are alike and their dreams are as unique as their goals. So as thousands of high school students 

across the nation start school many will begin the exciting - and at times overwhelming -process of preparing for 

college. 

W~th 5,800 two- and four-year universities to choose from and nearly 3,000 collegiate soccer programs, finding the 

right fit can seen like a daunting task. 

A question we are often asked is, how do you choose the right college? In short, it begins with creating a personal roadmap. 

To help, we have prepared a few guidelines to get your family started: 

Start with documenting volunteer activities, academic, athletic accomplishments and the things that make you unique. This 

will help you create an academic and athletic profile (or resume) that can be distributed to college coaches and university 

officials at schools that interest you. 

If you are a junior in high school, start with a list of 20 universities and consider factors such as geographic location, 

enrollment size, program of study, degrees offered, athletic program, campus life, and the community surrounding the 

campus. 

You can add other factors you feel are important to your college search. The goal is to consider aspects of college life - being 

happy and prepared is essential. Money also plays a vital role, but don’t let money be the only reason you choose one school 

over another. One thing we tell all families and students is GRADES = Money. 

Each year more than $100 million in academic scholarships, grants and aid will go un4aken at many universities. Why? 

Athletes seem to think the only way to pay for college is an athletic scholarship. The best opportunity to earn money for 

college is good grades. It’s that simple. 

Academic scholarship money far outweighs what most student-athletes will receive via athletic scholarship dollars. As you 

narrow your college list, do your homework on the university and see if Presidential, Provost, Merit and or Academic 

scholarships are available and if so, check the deadlines to apply. 

Consider taking practice SAT and ACT testsin the fall, and then make a point of taking the official test in the spring. Not 

only will this help determine if you are meeting admissions standards, it’s a great opportunity to find out where you stand. 

Reach out to schoolsyou like, ask for more information or a media package, contact admissions/financial aid, connect with 

the coach, and begin to think about an unofficial campus visit. 

Before you visit, contact the dean of the academic department that interests you most, contact admissions and send your 

player resume to the college coach and ask for a meeting. 

Allow 2 to 3 hours per campus tour. Prior to the unofficial visit, evaluate where you are academically and if you can’t meet 

college admissions for NCAA Division I, II or NAIA, you might consider NCAA Division Ill, NCCAA or NJCAA. 

Ityour goal is to playNCAA Division I or Division II soccer, register with the NCAA Eligibility Center (not applicable to Division 



Ill) the summer prior to your junior year. If you’ve started your junior year and haven’t registered, do so immediately. 

The NCAA is responsible for 23 sanctioned sports and ensuring all prospects can meet both academic and athletic 

r~quirements. The goal is to ensur~ core course requirements and amateur status has been met. If you are considering NAIA, 

registration is also required to determine eligibility. 

Prior to registering with the NCAA or NAIA, parents are encouraged to meet with your son or daughters’ guidance 

counselor and make sure transcripts are in order and reflect accurate grading for classes taken. Have the guidance counselor 

correct any errors to eliminate delays with the eligibility process. 

Each year roster spots go un-filled because kids think of schools that are top of mind. In reality, opportunity abounds on all 

levels of the NCAA, NAIA, NCCAA and NJCAA, with most offering athletic scholarship opportunities. 

When it comes to identifying where you fit athletically, be realistic about your abilities. To understand why one player is 

selected over another, simply look at the team roster. When a college coach evaluates you, he or she will look at your 

technical, tactical, physical and psychological abilities to determine if you would be a good fit for their program. 

Define your strengths and how you can contribute to the program, and why you would be a good fit if offered a roster spot. This 

is what we call your personal USP - Unique Selling Proposition. 

Remember, being prepared, proactive and persistent can make your transition fi~)m high school to college a seamless one. 

Besides, long after soccer has come and gone due to old age, injury, or retirement, your education will last a lifetime! 

(Lis~ Lavelle is President of The Sport Source, which has been connecting kids to college with measurable success since 

1989. For more information on The Sport Source’s Official A thletic College Guides, tools, and resources, go to 
v4~v. TheSportSource.com.) 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

See what others are sayin.q on the Youth Soccer Insider blo.q. 

Sunday, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation~,socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

©     Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 10:43 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: UNC Student-Athlete Travel Release Policy - Season-Long Release 

UNC Student-Athlete Season Travel Release - Revised September pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: UNC Student-Athlete Travel Release Policy - Season-Long Release 

From: "VaJ~gekter, MaJ-ielle A" <mvangeld@email.unc.edu-~ 
To: UNC.A~\-Asst Head Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu>,UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu> 

CC: "Pogge, l?aul" <ppogge@unc.edtp-,"Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu>,"Cumfinghaan, Bubba" <5ubbac@etnail.unc.edu>,"Mille~; Beth" <betlmaille@unc.edu>,"Gallo, 

Jr., L~JTy A." <~athgallo@unc.edu>,"Kirschne~; Steve" <stevekirscba~e@unc.edu>,"GwaJtney, Clint" <cgwaJtney@unc.edu>,"Markos, Lm~ce M" 

<mmkos@email.unc.edu>,"TimmennaJ~s, Tom" <timmermans@unc.edu>,’                      ~email.unc.edu>,"CreecE Karlton W" <kcreech@unc.edu> 

Good Evening .-- 

Per the discussion at our last Head Coaches’ meeting, Lhe Adfletics Department has developed a Season Travel Release for us by the parents/legal guardians o[: 

your student-atMetes to authorize their ch~d to be transported by the family members designated on the attached form when such family members desire to 

provide ~:ransportat~on ~:o fl~e sLudent-athlete ~n ~ieu of offh::~a~ team trammel. 

As ~s the case w~th ~:he S~ngh~ Game release, once s~gnatures are co~lec~:ed, ph~ase provide completed forms to the Athletics Compliance Office where fl~e w~l be 

retained h~ the student-ath]ete"s ACS folder. 

Let us know if either you or any of our student-athlete parents/legai guardians have any questions or concerns about the process. 

7hank you and have a great weekend~ 

MarieHe 

Mariel~e A. s~anGeJder 

Associate Ath~eth:: DirecLor 

University o[: North Carolina 

Phone: (9:[9} 962-785~ 

Fax: (919) 962-6~2 

rrl va n g el d e r @ u tl c. e d u 

F~m= Vangelder, Narielle A 
Senti Wednesday,              2:12 P~ 
To~ UNC~-Asst Head Coaches; UNtO-Head Coaches 
~¢~ Pogge, Paul (ppogge@unc.edu); Ille, Vince (ille@unc.edu); Cunningham, Bubba; Niller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A.; Kirschner, Steve; Gwaltney, Clint; Nontgome~, John R; 

Narkos, Lance N (markos@emaJLunc.edu); ~mmermans, Tom (timmermans@unc.edu); @emaJl.unc.edu) 
Subject~ UNC Student-Athlete Travel Release Policy 

As you al~ begin the new academic year, we wanted to make you aware of an updated Department of AtMetics policy regarding studenbathlete travef from away 

competition. 

Generally, ~lJ te~m members nlust travel to and from each awag euent or competition with their teammates and must stay w~th the team at assigned ~odg~ngs. Ang 

student-atMete w~shing to make transportation or Iodgh~g arrangements separate from the rest of the team during any team trauel must submit to the head coach 

in advance Lhe appropriate form signed by both the student-.athJete and their parent. If the head coach approves of the separate arrangemenL(s}, the form will be 

sent t:o t:[~e Primary Sport: Admimstrator for approw;I. The completed form must then be sent to the Department of Athletics Compliance Office All approvals must: 

be granted ~n writing prior to any student--ad~tete traveling or todgir~g separate from the rest of the team during team travel 

The form has been attached for your use. Such forms, once completed, will be retah~ed h~ the student-atMete’s fi~e in the AtMefics Compliance Office. As is stated 

above, no student-athlete should be a~owed to utilize separate lodging or travel arrangements without gout receipt of written approval which w~l~ be provided 

emaiL If a student.-athlete’s tras~el request is an emergency or t~me sensitive, ph~ase contact: your sport program adnl~nistrator d~rect~y and they w~Jl wod~ 

cooperatively with Compliance t:o make a~ly necessaW arrangemenLs. 

We wifl communicate this policy to your student-athletes at our annuat squad meetings which are scheduled to occur over the next two weeks. It w~f atso be 

included in the UNC Student-Athlete Handbook which wilt be distributed to your studenbathletes prior to the start of the semaster. 

Please ~et me know if you h~ve any questions or concerns. 

Thank 

Marie~le 

Msriel~e A. vanGe[der 

Associate ALMetic Director 

Univers~tv of North 

Phone: (9:1.9) 962-7853 

F a’,<: (9:[9) 

rnvangelder@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, ; 10:44 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducay@unc.edu>; bill paJladino ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu-~; ~msn.com> 

Fwd: UNC Student-Athlete Travel Release Policy - Season-Long Release 

UNC Student-Athlete Season Travel Release - Revised September .pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: UNC Student-Athlete Travel Release Policy - Season-Long Release 
Frotn: "Vaaagelder, MaJ-ielle A" <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 
To: UNC.A~\-Asst Head Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu>,UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu> 
CC: "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edtp-,"Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu>,"Cumfinghaan, Bubba" <5ubbac@etnail.unc.edu>,"Mille~; Beth" <betlmaille@unc.edu>,"Gallo, 
Jr., L~JTy A." <~athgallo@unc.edu>,"Kirschne~; Steve" <stevekirscba~e@unc.edu>,"GwaJtney, Clint" <cgwaJtney@unc.edu>,"Markos, Lm~ce M" 
<maJckos@email.unc.edu>,"Timmennans, Tom" <timmennaaas@unc.edu>,’                     @email.unc.edu;,,"Creecl~ Karlton W" <kcveech@tmc.edu~ 

Good Evening .-- 

Per the discussion at our last Head Coaches’ meeting, Lhe Adfletics Department has developed a Season Travel Release for us by the parents/legal guardians o[: 

your student-atMetes to authorize their ch~d to be transported by the family members designated on the attached form when such family members desire to 

provide transportation to the student-athlete ~n ~ieu of offida~ team travel. 

As ~s the case w~th ~:he S~ng~e Game release, once s~gnatures are co~lec~:ed, p~ease provide completed forms to the Athletics Compliance Of Sce where ~:he w~l be 

retained h~ the student-atMete"s ACS folder. 

Let us know if either you or any of our student-athlete parents/legai guardians have any questions or concerns about the process. 

7hank you and have a great weekend~ 

Marie~le 

Mariel~e A, ~anGekler 

Associate Ath]el:~c Direct:or 

University o[: North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6~2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

F~m= Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent~ Wednesday,             2:12 PN 
Te~ UNC~-Asst Head Coaches; UNtO-Head Coaches 
~¢~ Pogge, Paul (ppogge@unc.edu); Ille, Vince (ille@unc.edu); Cunningham, Bubba; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A.; Kirschner, Steve; Gwaltney, Clint; Nontgome~, John R; 
Narkos, Lance M (markos@email.unc.edu); ~mmermans, Tom (timmermans@unc.edu); ~email.unc.edu) 
Subject~ UNC Student-Athlete Travel Release Policy 

A~] - 

As you al~ begin the new academic year, we wanted to make you aware o[ a]~ updated Departme]~t of Athletics polk:y regarding studen~:-athle~:e travel from away 

competition. 

Generally, a]~ team members n?ust travel to and from each away event or competition with their teammates and must stay w~th the team at assigned ~odg~ngs. Any 

student-atMete w~shing to make transportation or Iodgh~g arrangements separate from the rest of the team during any team travel must submit to the head coach 

in advance ~:he appropriate form signed by both the student-.athlete and their parent. If the head coach approves o[ the separate arrangemen~:(s), the [orm will be 

sent ~:o ~:he Primary Spor~: Adm~mstrator for approw;I. The completed [orm must then be sent to the Department of Athletics Compliance (}[rice All approvals mus~: 

be granted ~n wrkb~g prior [o any student--a[h]ete travelb~g or ]odgk~g separate from the rest of the team during team travel 

The form has been at[ached for your use. Such forms, once completed, w~] be retak~ed b~ the student-.atMe[e’s fi~e in the Athletics Compliance Office. As ~s staled 

above, no student-athlete should be a~owed to utilize separate lodging or travel arrangements w~thout your receipt of written approval which w~l~ be provided 

emaiL If a student-athlete’s travel request is an emergency or t~me sensitive, p~ease contact your sport program administrator d~rect]y and they w~l work 

cooperatively with Compliance ~:o make ally necessaW arrangemen~:s. 

We will communicate this polR:y to your student.-athle~:es at our annua~ squad meetings which are scheduled to occur over the ne>:t two wee]~s. ~: w~]l a~so be 

included it~ the UNC S[udent-Athle[e Handbook which will be distributed to your studenbathle[es prior to the start of the semester. 

Please ~et me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you~ 

Marielle 
Ig,)ariel]e A. van{:~eMer 

Associate Adfletic Director 

UniversiW of Nor[h Carolb~a 

Phone: (9:1.9) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 

rnvangelder@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 10:57 PM 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

Re: tours for ~ecruits 

@live.unc.edu> wrote: 

[hanks, I~:,t me know if you need me/us t.:_~ d.:_~ th~;~: ag~;in. Woukt I.:_we to help ~:he te~;m in any wi~y possibF:~. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 3:22 PM 
To-" 
Subject-" Re: tours for recruits 

Yes, you guys were excellent. She wants to come. 

Sen@~om my Verizou 142re/ess 4G LT’h 

~live.~mc.e&~> wrote: 

Hey Anson, 

VII see you soon at the game. Anyways, I just wanted to put in a plug for giving the recruits tours. When 

a tour of campus yesterday, they kept saying how nice it was to get the student perspective. And as both of us are actual tour 

guides, I think we did a good job of selling the intangibles of U NC - by the end of the tour,                          very excited about U NC. Just a thought that 

maybe these kinds of student-led tours should become a more regular thing for the recruits. Good luck tonight, but I’ll see you in person! 



The 2013 NCSA Power Rankings highlight the top colleges in the country based on a 

combination of athletic and academic information. NCSA has been compiling this list on a 

yearly basis for more than a decade The NCSA Power Rankings are both informative and 

interactive. The rankings allow users to... 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

THE FIRST WEEK       . ~:.’..~.,.~.~.:.~.:i.~:i. 

I I 
"It’s all about your determination! 

h .... pl ..... d ..... te it," 

.ow T.E POWER RANKINGS CAN .ELP YOU FIND T.E RIG.T 
COLLEGE FIT 
If you haven’t seen or heard of the NCSA Athletic Recruiting’s Power P, an kings yet, then you 

need to go check them out! The Power Rankings are calculated for each college or university 

in Divisions I, II and III by averaging their NCAA graduation rate, their academic rankings and 

the strength of... 

PLAYING THE NAME GAME IN 
i i~i ATHLETIC RECRUITING 

For the past 11 years NCSA has released 

our annual £j..o.[[#Ai&!~&.f~.,2}ff.¢f..l~#.[~!£i.9.9:~.: The 

list was created to help student athletes.. 
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Dinner with Speaker 
Monday, 
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A B C 

Name Sport Dinner 

David Hellstrom Speaker iYes 
Cricket Lane Director iYes 

, .John Blanchard Senior Associate AD iYes 
Larry Gallo Senior Associate AD 
Beth Miller Senior Associate AD 
Dick Baddour Athletics Director 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 9, 2013 10:00 AM 

Ja~n Sisneros          ~gma~l.com> 

I~W: [ArbiterSpo~s.com] Coach Ev~Juation of Referee or Asst Referee Reminder 

From: Arbiter Sports [messaging@arbitersports.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 1:41 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: [ArbiterSports.com] Coach Evaluation of Referee or Asst Referee Reminder 

Dear Anson, 
You have not completed the Coach Evaluation of Referee or Asst Referee on Ernest Fisher, Camden Serbio Paul PutnaJn and Gustavo Solorio for the College game at 

Duke Universib~ on 9/6/2013. Please log on to habiterSports and click on the "Evaluations" tab to complete this evaluation. 

Thank you. 

Paul James 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:13 AM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edn 

l~W: NCAA Stait’Interpretation: Transpo~tation on Initial Amval for Summer E~nploy~nent 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Thursday, 8:52 PM 

To; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
C:c-" Markos, Lance M; Timmermans, Tom; Cunningham, Bubba; llle, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A4 Miller, Beth; Gwaltney, Clint; Creech, l(arlton W; Steinbacher, 
Rick 
Subject; NCAA Staff Interpretation: Transportation on Initial Arrival for Summer Employment 

All - 

Please see the interpretation we received from the NCAA yesterday regarding transportation for a prospective student-athlete to campus when they arrive early 

to begin summer employment. It remains permissible for a prospective student-athlete to receive transportation to enroll or attend a required orientation 

session. 

Let us know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Staff Interpretation 

Transportation on Initial Arrival for Summer Employment 

Date Published: 

The academic and membership affairs staff confirmed it is not permissible for an institution to transport a prospective student-athlete to campus from the nearest 

bus or train station or airport when the student arrives to begin a summer job prior to attending classes even if the individual will remain in the locale of the 

institution to begin classes. 

(Reference: NCAA Division I Bylaws :13.2.3.3 (after completion of senior year), :13.2.3.4 (transportation to summer job) and :13.5.4 (transportation to enroll or to 

attend required orientation); and an official interpretation (04/:14/:1986, Item No. 4),which has been archived] 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:19) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc~edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donance, Albert A IV ~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSONy> 

Monday,                 4:25 PM 

Mike Renshaw <renshawm@esdallas.org> 

RE: web site observation 

From: Mike Renshaw [mailto:renshawm@esdallas.org] 
Sent-" Sunday, 9:23 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
$,,bject: web site observation 

Anson, 
Congrats on another fine win vs ~.]CLA. I couldn’t help but notice that the lead picture on ld~C’s women’s soccer site shows .... with not a SI)~GLE 

fan in the backgromld..!’. This sort of stuff used to drive A1 Miller and myself round the bend when it happened way back in tile day. I am sure tllere are plenty of 
game pictures available that DO show plenty of falls ill tile backgrm~nd as there were in the old NASL days, so why pick one that shows no-one ?. It sends the 
wrong message and if indeed, the phrase " A picture speaks a thousand words" means anything then whoever is responsible for putting this picture up as tile 
lead should have the quote tattooed backwards ( so he/she can read it in the mirrur) on Ms/her forehead. 
I know this may be a ’little’ tiling but it was never a ’little’ thing to me or A1 and certainly shouldn’t be for a WOlne11’s soccer program as high profile as yours .... 

Take care, 
Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 4:47 PM 

.la~n Sisneros @gmaJd.com> 

ILE: College Scoreboard: 5 Remindem 

knew you were a great hire. Yes, let’s address this and you design this for part of the session Tuesday. Come prepared to present it at the meeting tomorrow at 

_t:30 pro. (~ood im;ight coach. 

F~m= Jason Sisneros [mailto         ~gmail.com] 
Sent; Nonday, Sep~mber 09, 2013 12:37 AN 

To= Dorrance, AlbeR A N 
Subject= Re: CN~ege Scoreboard: 5 Reminders 

Lohse does this lbr us. I Mked with Tom about it. I will be in continua] con~ct with Lohse to make snre he h~ eve~Nng he needs in regards to this stuffthongh :) 

Just watched a lot of the game again and we played well - I see that one thing I feel we can improve on immediately is our body position offthe ball (in relation to the 
defender and the ball) often we are just a step or two out of position should a ball deflect our way and we are having to battle tbr balls (or even lose out in some cases) 
on knock downs and bounces we shonld win. Also, when receiving long service and taking down bouncing balls we need to either not let it bonnce at all - or take it off" 
the short hop - so I would suggest working that into a warm up - like how to time the short hop and various snrfaces to use in bringing down the short hop... I know a 
few things we could do in this regard, s~ if you have time tomorrow maybe we could discuss. 

Have a good night! 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Volnnteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Sun, Sep 8, 2013 at 10:47 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(a~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jason, can yon do all this for me? 

Se~Lfiz.~m my V~.’.rizou 14"irele~,s 4G IJT: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: College ScoreboaN: 5 Reminders 

From: "TopDrawerSoccer.com" <scoreboard(?~)topdrawersoccer.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~emaLunc.edu> 
CC: 

tfi Anson, 

The 2013 season has started (for most of you)! Here are a few reminders: 

1. Scoreboard Access If you still need access, p!ca~ reg_i~g!i on TopDrawerSoccer.com and then email us and we’ll get you set-up. 

2. Scores Entry )~.a~t~£!Lt~.h.i.s.~L‘.*~7...s.‘..e~c~&.d..&~.i.d...e~..I.)~.#~Ai.£~.~#~E~~ (by the way, the enth’e scores entry process only takes 30 seconds). If you do not have a StatCrew XML 

file, you can simply click on the Manual Scores tab within the interface and enter your score and stats manually. Be sure to mark the game "Finished". 

Image removed by sender. Scoreboard XML Upload Video 

3. Stats NEW for this year are division stats pages showing the leaders in major statistical categories (goals, assists, shots, etc.). These stats" based on the submittedXk~L 

files or manually entered stats" and we do not lake any responsibility for their accuracy as it is impossible for us to manually update 2500+ programs’ stats o~ a daily 



4. News/Recaps You can submit your news, game recaps, and press releases directly into our system through the "Recaps & News" tab within the scoreboard interface. 

If it is a game recap and you select the game, it will appear in the box score. These stories will also automatically appear in our archives and on your team’s profile. We 

highly recommend doing this, because it helps bri~N added atte~tio~ and publicity to your program! 

5. Player/Team of 1he Week Nominations - Do you have a player who you think should be on our weeldy team of the week? Please send nominations to 

college@topdrawersoccer.com by Mop, day 3pro FT. 

We look forward to a fantastic season and please contact us with any questions. 

See you on the field, 

Seth BtMeigh 

VP Operations 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=~FNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE 1V (ANSON)> 

Monday,                 5:16 PM 
@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros t @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edn 

FW: GPS weekend 

Team Report vs UCLA ;.pdf; Team report vs west virginia .pdf 

From: Gatz, Gregory 
Sent: Monday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V; 
Subject; GPS weekend 

Team reports Duke tourn¥ 

7:56 AM 
~aol.com; Sander, Thomas .I; 3ason Sisneros; Ducat, Chris 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, 5:20 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros ( ~gmaJl.com) 

~live.unc.edu); ,~)msn.com; ducar@nncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: GPS weekend 

Team Report vs .pdf; Team report vs .pdf 

Let’s give this to      (from l:he beginning .:_~f the se~son) t.:_~ ri~t~k ~md let’s talk ~bout how we ~;fe going to ri~k this ~r~ the next meeting 

1:30 tomorrow conference room). ~ fike this and took what we d~d in ~he first half against WVa .,. th~s is playing ~he game at a sprint, 

F~m: Ga~, Gre~o~ 
Sent: Nonday, 7:56 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A N; ~aol.com; Sander, Thomas ~; Jason Sisneros; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: GPS weekend 

Team reports Duke tourny 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:25 PM 

Daniel Bradtbrd, M.D. <daniel.bradtbrd@dnke.edu-~ 

,~!live.nnc.edu);         ~msn.com; ducar@nncaa.unc.edu;      ,~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Congrats on the two big wins 

I am with you!! That was impressive1! 

From: Daniel Bradford, M.D. [mailto:daniel.bradford@duke.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 8:11 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Congrats on the two big wins 

I may have missed a couple, but I have to go back to strike in tbe final to find a tYee kick more impressive thm~ 

........ Origin~l message ........ 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~!!~?.n_[~)ernaJl.unc.edu> 

Date:           10:19 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Daniel Bradfo~l, M.D." <daniel.bmdford(~dm.duke.edt~> 

Snbject: Re: Congrats on the two big runs 

"Dmfiel Bradtbrd, M.D." <daniel.bradfbrd@iduke.edu> wrote: 

Your depth this year is incredible! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:41 PM 

,~emaJl.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; @gmail.com; @live.unc.edu); ~comcast.net; 

~gmail.com; ~email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; ~hotmaJl.com; 
~)msn.com; duc~y@uncaa.nnc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros (         ~)gmail.com); pacman@nncaa.unc.edu 

I loved this weekend .... we can be special! 

Do we love each other’ like last year (check out this YouTube clip)? Maybe; I am seeing some real good signs ot: work ethic and examples ot: good character. 

And aL times we are very, very good]! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

~aol.cotn; Jason Sisneros ( 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edn); @live.unc.edu); 

,~!live.unc.edu>; (@ive.unc.edu); 

Monday, 5:43 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@nnc.edu> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; 
@live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); 

@gma~l.com); 

~gmafil.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 
~)aol.com); 

@gmail.com; ~(}gmail.com); ~live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); nicole fava (nfava@tmcaa.nnc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); ~icloud.com) @live.nnc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); ~@gmail.com); 

~live.~mc.edu); @ya]~oo.com); @live.unc.edu);_      ~gmail.com; 

~rocketmail.com; @gmail.com; @live.unc.edu; @yahoo.com; @ymail.com; 

@live.~mc.edu; @emaJd.nnc.edu; @gmail.com; @comcast.net; ~gmaJl.com; 

~)e~nail.unc.edu: ,~bema~l.unc.edn; @hotmail.com; ~@ive.unc.edn; @live.unc.edu; 
@gmail.com; ,~!gm~fil.com; ~,@ive.unc.edu ); ~aol.com; 

@g~nafil.com; ~yahoo.co~n; @gmail.com 

RE: The Brains 

E>:celh:_mt Chris!! 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Monday, 10:04 AM 
To: Brunner, John F; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; Sander, Thomas J; Palladino, George W 
Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A4 Vangelder, IVlarielle A; Culler, Ellen B 
Subject: RE: The Bruins 

From the UNC Womer~’s Soccer Core Vak~es: 

"Whot on extr~ordinory ploce of liberties the West reolly is... exempt ~rom m~ny of the relentless physicol ~nd social obligotions necessory for o trodition~l li~e ,for 

survival, they become spoiled ond frogile like over bred dogs; neurotic ond prone to ~ host of emotionol crises elsewhere." J~son Elliot An Unexpected Light; Travels in 

A~gh~nist~n. 

F~= Brunner, John F 
$ent; Nonday, 9:56 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas 3; Ducat, Chris; Palladino, George W 
C~= Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A.; Vangelder, Narielle A; Culler, Ellen B 
$~bjeet= The Bruins 

Anson, et al., 

Firstly - Congratulations a~ain on the 8rear weekend dominatin~ to very ~ood teams this past weekend. Your success is inspirin8 to so many. 

Relatedly, I received some feedback from our friends at Duke on what a pain UCLA Women’s Soccer was to deal with -thought you would appreciate (all in 

reference to UCLA Women’s Soccer): 

"Worst team ever." 

"Don’t ever schedule them" 

"Ucla has a police escort. One of our staff travelin~ with the turn in rental vehicles and furthest distance they will walk from vans 200 ft. Parked illesally yesterday 

and refused to move inside stadium. Claimin~ ~00 yd walk was too far. " 

"1 haven’t dealt with a fb or mbb team even remotely that bad." 

"They have two ops directors for the team though - internal and external. Seems necessary for wsoc." 

"They r awful. Hopefully the escort ~ot them to their plane on time. I would hate for them to miss another day of school. Missin8 22 days at the start of the year 

seems like smart planning." 

And in reference to "y’all: 

"Ur ~uys r the best team we ~et to deal with every year." 

You are all class on and off and we appreciate you, but so do others. 

Very proud of you all. 
GO HEELS! 
John 
John Brunner 

Director of Event Ma~agement 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-843-4736 

Fax: 919-843-5972 

w~v.goheels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 9, 2013 5:44 PM 

Na~talie DorraJ~ce ttayris ~ @hotmaJd.com>; Dino Palladino < @aol.com> 

I~E: Team camp survey results 

I agree, what do yo~ think Dino? 

From: Natalie Dorrance Harris [mailto: @hotmail.com] 
Sent-" Monday, September 09, 20:1.3:1.0:06 AM 
To: Dino Palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Team camp survey results 

Hi Dad & Dino, 

Attached is the feedback from our team camp survey that was sent out. We got about 14 responses. 

Do you know when we will be locking in the camp dates for 20147 We are already getting emails from people wanting to know! 

Also I wanted to talk to you about updating our brochure that we send out. I don’t think it makes sense to have the application on the brochure when it 

isn’t even complete (there is no waiver on the brochure, so then people end up having to fill out another application anyways). I think that space could be 

better used by giving more details about the curriculum for each of the different camps. Then we can just direct them to the website to print out a 

complete application or sign up online. Most people ask for a brochure thinking it will have more information on it, but it really doesn’t. Also I think it 

would be a good idea to upload it to our website so that people wanting a hard copy of the brochure can download it and print it off directly from the 

website - that will save us on printing and mailing costs. Lots of other soccer camps have this feature on their websites. 

Let me know about the camp dates and also your thoughts on brochure updates. I have several from other school’s soccer camps printed off to show you 

and compare to see what others are doing. 

Thanks, 

Natalie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 9, 2013 5:50 PM 

~duke.edu) 

EW: Team ca~p survey results 

Team Camp Suv~’ey Results 2013.doc 

From: Natalie Dorrance Harris [mailto: @hotmail.com] 
Sent; Monday, September 09, 2013 :t0:06 AM 

To; Dino Palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Team camp survey results 

Hi Dad & Dino, 

Attached is the feedback from our team camp survey that was sent out. We got about :~4 responses. 

Do you know when we will be locking in the camp dates for 20147 We are already getting emails from people wanting to know! 

Also I wanted to talk to you about updating our brochure that we send ouL I don’t think it makes sense to have the application on the brochure when it 

isn’t even complete (there is no waiver on the brochure, so then people end up having to fill out another application anyways)~ I think that space could be 

better used by giving more details about the curriculum for each of the different camps. Then we can just direct them to the website to print out a 

complete application or sign up online. Most people ask for a brochure thinking it will have more information on it, but it really doesn’L Also I think it 

would be a good idea to upload it to our website so that people wanting a hard copy of the brochure can download it and print it off directly from the 

website - that will save us on printing and mailing costs. Lots of other soccer camps have this feature on their websites. 

Let me know about the camp dates and also your thoughts on brochure updates. I have several from other school’s soccer camps printed off to show you 

and compare to see what others are doing. 

Thanks, 

Natalie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 5:50 PM 

Vicki Linlx~n < ~hotmail.com> 

I~E: Vicki Linton 

2:30 pm 

From: Vicki Linton [mailto: @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 10:08 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~t A IV 
Subject: Re: Vicki Linton 

Thanks - what time does your training start? 

On            at 10:19 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Off Monday.... training Tues and Wed. 
Sent.front ~, }~rizon tVireIess ,K; LTE DROID 

Vicki Linton < i~2 .h_q.t_! .n_ ~_i_!:. _c_9_n_!> wrote: 

Hi Gents 

Some good wins over the weekend. I just wmated to check in with you to see what your training schedule will be "this week? 

I was out at UVA today and head down to NC tomom)w. I will be down that way all week, coming out to your game against Notre Dame on Sunday. 

Thanks 

Vicki 

On           at 7:29 PM, "Do~Tance, Albert A IV" <La__r_t_~?_~!@_e___n_!_LU_[:__uj!_c_:__e__d31> wrote: 

Vicki - Stop in any time and day! See you then! 

Tom, can you email Vickie our training schedule that week, when you have it. 

Thank you! 

From: Vicki Linton _ _@__h_o__t_£L~_a__![&___o___m_] 
Sent: Monday, 3:42 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Vicki Linton 

Hi Anson 
I think I will be able to sort out accommodation but would love to come out to training - I will be down them all week 9-15 September so possibly on Monday, 
Tuesday or Wednesday? 
Thanks - looking forward to it. 
Vicki 
On : , at 8:13 PM, Tom and Alison Sennanni < ’,~hotmail.com> wrote: 

Got this reply from Anson 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 

To: @hotmail.com 

CC: ~duke.eduj Dmsn.com3 ducar@unc.edu_; 
Subject: RE: Vicki Linton 

Date: Wed, 20:54:16 +0000 

@aol.com.; @gmail.com; pacman@unc.edu 

Absolutely not a problem. If she is short on cash I can put her up as well. I arn an empW nester now and ~ have two bedrooms empty. 

AH the bestH 

F~m= Tom and Alison Sermanni [mailto:        @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday,         2013 2:55 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Bill Palladino 
~c: Vicki Linton3 
Subject: Vicki Linton 

Hi Anson/BHI 

Hope the pre-season is going well and more importantly not disrupting the golf schedule! 

An Australian coaching collegue of mine, Vicki Linton, has taken up a job at By Area Breeze in the W-League. She’s coming to the east coast in early/mid 

Sept to catch some college games and will be in your area for several days. 

Is it possible for her to attend one of your training while she’s in the area? She’d greatly appeciate that opportunity. 



In Australia Vicki was the coach of the U’17 National Team and Melbourne Victory in the W-League. 

Thanks 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 9, 2013 5:57 PM 

.la~n Sisneros < .~gma]l.com> 

ILL: UCLA Team & Starters by Half 

Good stuI:f Jason!! 

From: Jason Sisneros [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent; Monday, September 09, 20J.3 10:5S AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducat, Chris; Bill Palladino 
S,,bject; UCLA Team & Starters by Half 

removed by 

sender. 

~CLA Starters 1 ~ Hatf, pdf 

removed [-~/ 

sender. 

Image 

removedby 

sender 

Team 1 st HatLpdf 

...... removed by 
sender 

UCLA Team 2rid Half.pall 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Dilector of Match Analysis I Volnnteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5: 58 PM 

@duke.edu> 

l~Jg: The Brains 

From," 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: The Bruins 

_~duke.edu] 
11:25 AM 

On at 10:50 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson,~(-~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladi 

Just a short not,:_~ to congratulate you on the weekend and to thank you for the way you conduc[: yourselves. You can see bekbw that every team (and player for thai: 

matter) ~s a~wsys under scrutk~y. And ~ am so proud Lhat we don’t act ~ke over’ bred dogs and divas. ~ ~ove our classy and humMe leadersMp (thank you my four 

great captains and my %eadership Coundl"). In the fina~ ana~ys~s it ~s your character ~ am most proud off Th~s past weekend one o[: our own got married ir~ Chape~ 

Hi~, L ~ was kwited a~ong w~th the rest of the staff to a dh~ner on Saturday evening, sponsored by the father of one of our greatest 

leaders ever ( )~ As ~ was ~ooking around the room seeh3g this extraordh~ary col~ectio~ of confident and powerfu~ young women ~ fe~t so grateful for what ~ 

was seeing: doctors, k~wyers, profess~ona~ soccer piayers, rich young women working for private equ~:y firms and tonsuring firms dr~pp~ng wRh the ambition ~:hat 

they are going to make a di[ference ~n the world. 

~ want th~s to be you one day; conlb~g back to Chspe~ Hi]~, your second home; to see people you have I~ved with ~n a four year cornpetkive cauldron; hardened ~n 

the sweat of standards and the fear of seared kings and physica~ ~njury. But confident now that you can do anything because you, as a co~ege k~d, a~readv have. 

F~m~ Brunner, John F 
Sent~ Monday,                 9:56 AM 
Te~ Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas ~; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, George W 
~¢~ Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A.; Vangelder, Narielle A; Culler, Ellen B 
Subject~ The Bruins 

Anson, et 

Firstly - Congratulations again on the great weekend dominating to very good teams tNs past weekend. Your success is inspiring to so many. 

Relatedly, I received some feedback from our friends at Duke on what a pain UCLA Women’s Soccer was to deal with -thought you would appreciate (all in 

reference to UCLA Women’s Soccer): 

"Worst team ever." 

"Don’t ever schedule them" 

"Uda has a police escort. One of our staff traveling with the turn in rental vehicles and furthest distance they will walk from vans ~00 ft. Parked illegally yesterday 

and refused to move inside stadium. Claiming lO0 yd wall< was too far. " 

"1 haven’t dealt with a fb or mbb team even remotely that bad." 

"They have two ops directors for the team though - internal and external. Seems necessary for wsoc." 

"They r awful. Hopefully the escort got them to their plane on time. I would hate for them to miss another day of school. Missing ~2 days at the start of the year 

seems like smart planNng." 

And in reference to "y’all: 

"Ur guys r the best team we get to deal with every year." 

You are all class on and off and we appreciate you, but so do others. 

Very proud of you all. 
GO HEELS! 
John 
Jolm Brunner 

Director of Event Management 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel ttill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-843-4736 

Fax: 919-843-5972 

w~,~,~’:goheels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 6:01 PM 

deahdra b.~wier <dbowier@my.adler.edu>; ~gmail.com> 

,~!mnaJl.unc.edu; @live.nnc.edu; @gmail.com; @live.unc.edu); 

~email.unc.edu; @live.nnc.edu; @e~na~l.nnc.edu; ~hot~na~l.co~n; ~msn.co~n; 

ducar@nncaa.unc.edu; ~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Dissertation Research Participation Recruitment- Players ._. Ladies, what do yon think? 

~comcast.net; 

No gu~antees, I will forward this to my Leade~sh@ Council. 
From: ~my.adler.edu] 
Sent~ Monday, ~:30 AM 
To~ 
~c~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject~ Re: Disse~ation Research Pa~icipation Recruitment- Players 
Hello Coach Do~ance and 

I would like to thank you tbr your pe~ficipation in my stady earlier in the yeax. I am emaJling due to my ongoing ~axch tbr ~ici~nts in my stady. With the fall ~ason 

in t)ll swing, I was hoping you may ~ able to fom, md the t~llomng information to your pla~zrs to see if they would like to NNcipate. I appreciate your help in Nis 

process and wish you the best of luck tNs sea,n[ 

Hello, 
My name is Deahdm Bowim; I am a clinical psychology doctoral s~dent at the Adler School of Professional Psychology in Chicago, IL. I mn con~cting you ~cause 

yonr soccer co~h has given me permission to do ~. I am cu~nfly wor~ng on my dis~tion s~dy ~d researching female atNetes’ bo@ image concerns. I would 

greatly appreciate your p~iciNfion in my s~dy, as it would help info~ practices in psychology and other relevant fields. Yonr NNcipation would be completely 

anonymons and volun~o~ and you would be under no oNigafion to complete the questions if at any time you did not feel comfo~ble doing so. By clic~ng on the 

follomng link you will ~ asked to co~ that yonr p~ciNtion is volunta~; once you have verified ~is yon roll ~ automatically li~ed to the ques~io~Nre. The 

qnes~ionnaire shonld ~ke about 30-45 minutes ~ complete. If you cam~ot complete the suwey in one sitting the resnlts roll not ~ ~ved and you roll have to ~gin 

from the sta~ if yon decide to return at a later time. If you choose to ~rticipate it roll ~ veW mnch appreciated. If you have specific questions you’d like me to 

address plea~ emml me at dbowier@mv.adler.edu. TNs research is ~ing sn~ised by a core ~aculty and licensed psychologist, Lauren Nichols, Psy.D., of the Adler 

School of Professional Psychology. 

Password for survey: 
Thank you, 
Deahdra Bowler, M.A., L.P.C. 
Doctoral Candidate 
Adler School of Professional Psychology 

On Thu, at 10:27 AM, deahdra bowier <_d___b_~?!~!_e_ff@Lr_t2::’_a_d_]__e__ri:_e_$t___u_> wrote: 
Hi 

This is wonderful news! I will cow and paste the information you can send to your teammates below. The link and passwo~l to the stud~v are also inclnded. Please let 

me know if you or your teammates have any qnestions and if I can be of any assistance. 

I appreciate your parlicipation! 

Thank you, 

tlello, 

IVly name is Deahdm Bowler. I am a clinical psychology doctoral student at the Adler School of Professional Psychology in Chicago, IL. I am contacting yon 

because your soccer coach has given me permission to do so. I mn currently working on my dissertation s~d~v and researching female athletes’ body image 

concerns. I would greatly appreciate your participation in my study, as it wonld help inform practices in psychology and other relevant fields. Yonr 
participation would be completely anonymous and volantaxy and yon would be under no obligation to complete the questions if at any time you did not feel 

comtbrtable doing m. By clicking on the tbllowing link you will be asked to contirm that yonr participalaon is voluntatT; once you have verified this yon will 

be automatically linked to the questiom]aire. The qnestionnaire should take about 30-45 minutes to complete. If you caamot complete the snrvey in one sitting 

the results will not be roved and you will have to begin from the start if yon decide to return at a later time. If yon choose to participate it will be very much 

appreciated. If you have specific questions you’d like me to address please email ,ne at ._@_o_k~:i__eji@Ln_.y.adler.edu. This research is being supervised by a core 

facul .ty and licensed psychologist, Lanren Nichols~ Psy.D., of the Adler School of Professional Psychology. 

Link to survey: https:iiw-~,w.sur~evmonkey,comisi~soccers*udv 

Password ibr survey: 

Thank you, 

Deahdra Bowim; b,~k, LPC 

Those interested in obtaining additional resources concerning lhe topic of this study are encouraged to utilize the following resources: 

American Psychological Association (APA): _w___2~_2y_:_a__p__a_:_o___r_g/_. 



Psychology Today: ~_~%,_:p__~2L_c_!)_2_l_9_g.?_~_~?~2_c_o__r__n_. 

National Association for Anorexia Nervosa and Associated Disorders (ANAD): ww~-.mmd.org 

On Tht~ at 11:29 AM, ~gma~Lcom> wrote: 
Hi 

My name is. and I a~n a member of the UNC teach. You talked with my coach, Anson DorraJ~ce, about having our team fill our 

surveys to aid you with your research. As a member of our leadership council, we would be more than hapw to paxticipate. If you could email me the link to the 

survey I will send it out to the girls! Thanks so much! 

Deahdra Bowler, M.A., L.P.C. 
Doctoral Candidate 
Adler School of Professional Psychology 

Deahdra Bowler, M.A., LP.C. 
Doctoral Candidate 
Adler School of Professional Psychology 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~)’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN REC1PIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Monday, September 9, 2013 6:03 PM 

@duke.edu) 

I~W: home / parent / address phone list 

13-14 pea’ent add ph list- fall.pdf 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 20:t3 11:55 AM 
Subject: home / parent / address phone list 

Parents / Team, 
Here’s the home / parent / address / phone list with corrections. 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

WoiIlen~s Soccer 

Utfive~si~ ofNortfi Caxolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 9, 2013 6:05 PM 

@duke.edu) 

I~W: updated updated phone list 

13-14 peaent add ph list- llaJl.pdf 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 12:09 PM 
Subject: updated updated phone list 
Parents / Team, 
Ignore that last list. This one is most current. 
-Tom 
Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

WoiIlen~s Soccer 

Unive~3i~ ofNortk~ Caxolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 9, 2013 6:09 PM 

~duke.edu) 

EW: 9/9/13 weekly schedule 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 12:30 PM 
Subject: 9/9/13 weekly schedule 

Team, 

This week: 

Mon: 

1:30 pm indoor pool workout 

2:00 pm treatments 

4:00 pm (Make up) pool workout 

7:00 pm MANDATORY alcohol education meeting for FRESHMEN - koudermilk 3rd Floor 

Tues: 

Weights between class before 1:00 pm 

i:00 pm treatments 

2:30 pm practice Finley 

Wed: 

11:30 am treatments 

1:00 -2:30 pm practice Finley 

4:00 pm bus leaves from Finley 

5:00 pm dinner 

8:30 pm arrive Blacksburg 

9:00 pm pool workout 

Thurs: 

2:30 pm Non-travelers fitness with Grey at wt room 

7:00 pm game vs VA Tech 

1:30 am (Friday) arrive back in Chapel Hill 

Fri: 

Non-travelers Weights between class before 1:00 pm 

1:00 pm treatments 

2:30 pm pool workout 

Sat: 

9:30 am treatments 

11:00 am practice Fetzer 

Sun: 

9:30 am breakfast at Spankys 

10:00 am treatments 

11:20 am pregame 

12:20 pm warm up 

1:00 pm game vs Notre Dame 

-Tom 

Tom Sa~der 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 6:23 PM 

Vicki Linton < @hotmail.com> 

l~JE: Vicki Lint~n 

Sure ...~ I am t~ot that ]:om?af, we can chat a[:ter b’a#~ing. 

From: Vicki Linton [mailto: @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 1:47 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Fwd: Vicki Linton 

~son 

I ~ planNng to come in for your training ~ssion ~mo~ow. Would you have any other ava~labili~ tNs week to meet me for a chat? 

Begin tbrwa, ded message: 

From: "Sander. Thomas J" <pacman(g~uuc.edu> 

Date: 12:43:47 PM EDT 

To: Vicld Linton < ~hotmaiLcom> 

Subject: RE: Vicld Linton 

Vicki, 

We go on Tuesday [rom 2:30 .-4:00 pm and Wed frorn 1:00.-2:00 pro. 

.-[o~ 

F~m~ Vicki kinton [mailto: @hotma~l.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 8:35 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Co= Sander, Thomas ~ 
Subject: Re: Vicki Linton 

Hi Gents 

Some ~ood wins over ~e weekend. I just wanted ~ check in with you to ~e what your traJnin~ schedule will be ~Js week? 

I was ont at UVA today and head down to NC tomorrow. I will be down that wa~ all wee~ comin~ ont to your ~ame a~aJns¢ Notre Dame on Sunday. 

ThaWs 

Vic~ 

On at 7:29 PM~ "Dowance~ Albe~ A IV" <~son~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Vicki - Stop in any time and day! See you then! 

Tom, can you email Vickie our training schedule that week, when you have it. 

Thank you! 

From: Vicki Linton i @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 3:42 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Vicki Linton 

Hi Anson 

I think I will be able to sort out acco~nmodation but would love to come out to training - I roll be down there all week 9-15 September so possibly on 

Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday? 

Thanks - looking forwa:rd to it. 

Vicki 

On          ¯ at 8:13 PM, Tom and Alison Sermanni <         ~hom~ail.com> wrote: 

Got this reply from Anson 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 

To: @hotmail,com 

CC: ~duke,edu.; @msn,comj ducar@unc.edu_; 

Subject: RE: Vicki Linton 

Date: Wed, 20:54:~6 +0000 

@gmail,com; pacman@unc,edu 

AbsohJtely not a problem. If she is short on cash I can put her up as well. I am an empty nester now and I have two bedrooms empty~ 

AH the best~ 

F~m: Tom and Alison Sermanni [mailto: 
Sent-" Wednesday,              2:55 PH 



To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Bill Palladino 
C¢; Vicki Linton3 
Subject-¯ Vicki Linton 

Hi AnsoniBill 

Hope the pre-season is going well and more importantly not disrupting the golf schedule! 

An Australian coaching collegue of mine, Vicki Linton, has taken up a job at By Area Breeze in the W-League. She’s coming to the east coast in 

early!mid Sept to catch some college games and will be in your area for several days. 

Is it possible for her to attend one of your training while she’s in the area? She’d greatly appedate that opportunity. 

In Australia Vicki was the coach of the U’17 National Team and Melbourne Victory in the W-League. 

Thanks 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~-~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}’- 

Monday, September 9, 2013 6:25 PM 

Kyle Thomas < @gmail.com> 

Jason Sisneros @gmaJl.com) 

RE: VA Tech Game 

[ will forward it to .Jason. There miRht be a fee involved (Jason needs to feed his family) 
Frera: Kyle Thomas [mailto:         ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Nonday, September 09, 2013 2:23 PN 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: VA Tech Game 
Good morning/afternoon Anson, 
Both my teams enjoyed watching the UCLA ga~e last Friday night ou a web feed (much to the chagdn of a few of my Bruin pa~ents) a~ld the girls really played their 

hearts out this weekend trying to emulate what they had watched. Would Jason be the best person to speak with regardiug how to watch or get game tape to show my 

teams from upcoming games for UNC vs. VA Tech, Notre Dame, Flori&~ State and Boston College (I s~e there are no tv broadcasts of these games)? If so may I get 

his email address? 

Much Thanks and continued success! 

Kyle Thomas 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT" JCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 6:28 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

@msn.com; ducea@ uncaa.unc.edu; 

,~!e~naJl.unc.edu; ~}live.nnc.edu; 
~gmail.com; ~email.unc.edu; 

RE: Technical Testing on Tuesday? 

~aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmaJl.com); pacman@!uncaa.unc.edu; 

~bgmail.com; ~live.unc.edu); ~comcast.net; 

~live.unc.edu; ~ema~l.unc.edu; ~hotmaJl.com 

Sent; Monday, 2:35 PM 
Te; Dorrance, Alber~ A lV 
Subject; Technical Testing on Tuesday? 
Anson, 

Congratulations on the undefeated season so far! 
The way our team combines effectively is so impressive to watch, it sets us apart from every other team we’ve played against and it makes me so excited 
to be a part of this team! 
I honestly was so disappointed that I didn’t pass my testing last week, but instead of letting that bring me down, I’m actually glad it happened because for 
the first time in my soccer career; I feel fairly confident about receiving fiighted balls. That is something I never thought I’d say, but after realizing how 
weak I am in that area I practiced it all weekend and I feel so much more confident about it which may never have been brought to my attention otherwise. 
So as heartbreaking as it was to not be able to suit out and be with my teammates this weekend, failing my reception test exposed my weakness and 
motivated me to improve what lacks in my game. 
I know that this is just the beginning of growing as a soccer player, but the thing I look forward to the most, is growing as a person as a part of this team. 
On my official visit, the thing that I will never forget is how in every senior’s speech; they talked about finding themselves as a member of this team. That 
is my long term goal as a Tarheel soccer player, to become the person Ill be proud to be. I hope that in these years, you see me become that person I 

strive to be. 
Over the summer I began reading the book assigned to freshman, "The ~_0 Natural Laws of Successful Time and Life Management." I wrote out a first draft 
of my "personal constitution" and while I did this, I realized that there were a lot of things I need to work on to become this "better      , I strive to be. 
The list is four pages long, but I have not put it in order of priority yet. One of the main points I have written down, is "have more confidence in yourself", I 
am telling you this because I hope that one day, you’ll see this change in me. Not only on the soccer field, but also as a person. I realize that this is the 
most I have ever said to you because I am pretty shy, but all these thoughts are long overdue. 
Most importantly, are you available to conduct my technical testing Tuesday after practice? 
Have a great day! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 9, 2013 6:31 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros ! ~gmaJl.com) 

l~W: VA Tech Game 

From: Kyle Thomas [mailto:          ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 6:26 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: VA Tech Game 

No problem and I would be happy to help. Thanks! 

On Sep 9, 2013 3:25 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~)n@~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I wilt for’ward it to Jason. Yher’e might be s fee ~nvolved (Jason needs to feed his family) ..... 

Emm= Kyle Thomas [mailto:         #gmail.com] 
Senti Monday, September 0% 20~3 2:23 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: VA Tech Game 

Good mo~ng/a~emoon ~ 

Both my teams enjoyed watching the UCLA game last Friday fight on a web feed (much to the chagrin of a few of my Brain p~ents) ~d the girls mM]y played their 

hearts out this weekend ~ing to emulate what they had watched. ~ou]d Jason be the best ~rson to speak with regarding how to watch or get game tape to show my 

teams l?om upcoming gmnes for [~C vs. VA Tech, Notre Dame, F]ofi~ S~te and Boston College (I ~e there are no Iv bro~Icasts of these games)? If so may I get 

his email address? 

Much Thanks and continued success~ 

Kyle Thomas 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 8:48 PM 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

Re: GPS weekend 

Very good! 

Ses~t.~"om my Verizon tlqreie,~s 4G L2~ LLDtOIL) 

@live.unc.edn> wrote: 

Thanks Anson. I’m meeting with     actually tomorrow so I can start to take more ownership of the Catapult results for the rest of the season, have a 
class at :12:30 tomorrow, but I will try and leave early to make the :1:30 meeting so we can discuss how to rank the results. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 5:20 PM 

To: Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com) 

Cc: ~@msn.com; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com; Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: FW: GPS weekend 

Let’s give this to      (~rom l:he begim~ing of the season) to rat~k and let"s l:a~k about how we ~re going to rank this ~n the next meeting 

1:2~0 tomorrow conference room), ~ li~e this and k)ok what we d~d in ~:he first haft against WVa .. thb is playing ~:he g~me at a sprh~t. 

From: Ga~, Gregory 
Sent~ Monday, 7:56 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albert A N; #aoLcom; Sander, Thomas J; Jason S~sneros; Ducat, Chris 
SuBject= GPS weekend 
Team reports Duke tourny 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 8:39 PM 

Raymond Cieplik < @cox.net> 

Re: Reminder: Honor Awa:rd Preliminau Ballot 

Thm~k you Ray’. Here we go in order: 

Raymond Cieplik <    @cox.net> wrote: 

Anson, 

Reminder #2. Prelimina~’ Ballot due today if you can get to it. 

Ray 

, at 5:48 PM, Dorrance, Alberta IV wrote: 

Thanks Ray!! 

From; Raymond Cieplik [mailto: @cox.net] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 3:56 PM 
Subject-" Reminder: Honor Award Preliminary Ballot 

Jufft a reminder: Though not due until 

Ray 

I thought I would send a reminder string ~o tie ~xound your finger. 

Enclosed is the PreliminaD, Ballot for the     Honor Award. It is self-explanatoD’. Also inclnded is the revised version of LIST A, which contains the 

bios of the candidates (NSCAA service highlighted in red). Please respond b? 

Ray 
Ray’ Cieplik 

Ray Cieplik 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 9:23 PM 

Vicki Linton < @hotmail.com> 

Re: Periodisalion 

Viki, flris is the whole course’.!! Thank you! This helps tremendously. Is this what Raymond teaches M~en he goes to Australia? Have you tried it yet’? 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Vicki Linton 

Anson 

This might be usefult 

@hotmail.com> wrote: 

Vicki 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, 9:28 PM 

@live.unc.edu~~ 

Re: GPS weekend 

Excellent! 

Sent.~"om my VeHzon IFireie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sorry for the second email, but just a note that the past attached analysis had some errors (thank you Jason for pointing them out). However, the version 
handed out today at the 1:30 pm meeting was correctly updated for the first six games (aka Santa Clara to West Virginia). I will send the excel doc of the 
updated version tomorrow to anyone who’s interested. 

Have an enjoyable trip to Virginia Tech! 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:16 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Jason Sisneros @small.corn) 

Cc: @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com; Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: RE: GPS weekend 

Attached is the match analysis (total production, attack inde×, etc,) for all our regular season games up until (and including) Sunday’s game vs. WVU, I have ranked 

all the players by total pr,:_~duction. If Vou want to go over it in the meeting, then could ~.;,:_~meone please print a few copie~.;? (I won’t have access [:o a printer for a 

while I [hink). Thanks! 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email,unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:20 PM 

To: Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail,com) 
¢¢: @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; ~aol.com; Sander, Thomas J 
SuBject: ~: GPS weekend 

Let’s give th~s to      (from the beginning of the season) to rank ~nd let’s talk ~bout how we are going to rank this in the next meeting 

1:30 tomorrow cotfference room). ~ fike this and k~ok what we dkl in the first half against WVa .. ~:h~s is playing the game at a sprint 

F~m: Ga~, Gregory 
Sent: Monday, 7:56 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; @aol.com; Sander, ~omas ~; Jason Sisneros; Ducat, Chris 
$ubject: GPS weekend 

Team reports Duke tourny 

, you are invited 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 9:32 PM 

,~live.unc.edu> 

Re: GPS weekend 

I don’t see the attachment?! 

Senf.~"om my VeHzon tFireie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

~live.unc.edn> wrote: 

Sorry for the second email, but just a note that the past attached analysis had some errors (thank you Jason for pointing them out). However, the version 
handed out today at the 1:30 pm meeting was correctly updated for the first six games (aka Santa Clara to West Virginia). I will send the excel doc of the 
updated version tomorrow to anyone who’s interested. 

Have an enjoyable trip to Virginia Tech! 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:16 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com) 

Cc: @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com; Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: RE: GPS weekend 

Attached is the match analysis (total production, attack inde×, etc,) for all our regular season games up until (and including) Sunday’s game vs. WVU, I have ranked 

all the players by total pr.:_~duction. If Vou want to go over it in the meeting, then could ~.;.:_~meone ph:_~ase print a few copie~.;? (I won’t have access [:o a printer for a 

while I [hink). Thanks! 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:20 PM 

To: Jason Sisneros t ~gmail.com) 

¢c:. @msn.com; Ducat, Chris; @aol.com; Sander, Thomas J 
Sul~jeet: ~¢: GPS weekend 

Let’s give th~s to      (from the beginning of the season) to rank ~nd let’s talk ~bout how we are going to rank this in the next meeting 

1:30 tomorrow cotfference room). ~ fike this and k~ok what we dkt in the first half agaim;t WVa ... ~:h~s is playing the game at a sprint 

F~m: Ga~, Gregory 

Sent: Monday, 7:56 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; @aol.com; Sander, ~omas J; Jason Sisneros; Ducat, Chris 
Subject: GPS weekend 

Team reports Duke tourny 

you are invited 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 9:36 PM 

Vicki Linton ~hotmail.com> 

Re: Periodisalion 

Vicki, what is the FFA? 

Se~t.f!vm my Verizou IFirele,ss 4(5 LT’E L)ROIL) 

Vicki Linton < @hotmail.com> wrote: 

Yes. Raymond doesn’t do notes, but this is a presenlation Han Berger, the FFA Teclmical Director uses to reintbrce the message to coaches, based on Raymond’s 

course. To the Dutch - it is j usl second nature. 

Yes, I have used it for 2 seasons in Austra]ia and my short W-League season tiffs yeax in the States. 

On 10/09/2013, at 9:22 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Viki, this is the whole course!’.! Thank you! This helps tremendously. Is this what Raymond teaches when he goes to Australia? Have you tried it yet? 

Vicki Linton < 

Anson 

This might be useful! 

O!hottnaJl.com> wrote: 

Vicki 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O~UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 9:37 PM 

Vicki Linton < ~)hotmail.com> 

Re: Periodisafion 

Did it work wi~h your teams’? 

Sent.~oom my Vev~zon ~ITirele~ss 4G LI’E DROID 

Vicki Linton < @hotmail.com> wrote: 

Yes. Raymond doesn’t do notes, but this is a presentation Han Berger, the FFA Teclmical Director uses to reinforce the message to coaches, based on Raymond’s 

course. To the Dutch - it is just second nature. 

Yes, I have used it for 2 seasons in Australia and my short W-League season tiffs yeax in the States. 

On 10/09/2013, at 9:22 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

VikJ, this is the whole course!’.! Thank you! Th s helps tremendously. }s this what Raymond teaches when he goes to Australia? }lave you ~ed it yet? 

Vicki Linton < 

Anson 

This migN be useful! 

~)hotma~l.com> wrote: 

Vicki 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 9:58 PM 

Vicki Linton < @hotmail.com> 

Re: Periodisalion 

So would tiffs be your "youth player development model" as well’? 

Se~t.f!"om my Verizor~ tI#rele,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Vicki Linton < @hotmail.com> wrote: 

I believe so! In Australia I had a young team, majori~ under 20 playing in the mp league and we improved our physical condition throughout the season. The team 

made the final 4 both years M~en previously they had never done so. Our season at home is short - 10 to 12 weeks but with a 4-6 week preseason. 

From ye~x to yea~; I i~nproved ~ny abili~~ to implement the different co~nponents m~d was better at malting the adjustments to things out of the norm. 

I also keep score of all the games and the competitive environment really drives the SSG’s and the sprints. 

On 10/09/2013, at 9:37 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~a)emall.unc.edu> wrote: 

Did it work with your tea~ns? 

Se.u~,/~’om ~r~v ~’erizort f~reies’s 4(~ L T[:’ DRO~D 

Vicki Linton < ~hottnafil.com ~ wrote: 

Yes. Raymond doesn’t do notes, but this is a presentation Han Berger, the FFA Technical Director uses to reinforce the message to coaches, based on 

Raymond’s course. To the Dutch - it is just second nature. 

Yes, I have used it tbr 2 seasons in Australia and my short W-League season this year in the States. 

On 10/09/2013, at 9:22 PM, "Donance, Albert A IV" <~son(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Viki, this is the whole course!!! Thank you! This helps tremendously. Is this what Raymond teaches when he goes to Aufftralia? Have you 

tried it yet? 

Se~,~ from ~v ~’erizo~ ~/ire[e,~;~ 4G L’]’~’ DROID 

Vicki Linton < 

Anson 

This raight be ~sef~l! 

~hotmadl.com> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, 9:34 AM 

@live.unc.edu~~ 

Re: GPS weekend 

Where is the attachment? 

Senf.~"om my Verizon tFireie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

~live.unc.edn> wrote: 

Fixed i1:! 

From: Dorrance, Albert A ~ [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
~ent-" Tuesday, 9:32 PM 
To; 
Subject-" Re: GPS weekend 

I don’t see the attachment?! 

Senti’tom ~rO~ ~ ~’r~zo~ Ifiireless 4(; LT~’ DR()ID 

~live~unc.edu> wrote: 

Sorry for the second email, but just a note that the past attached analysis had some errors (thank you Jason for pointing them out). However, the version 

handed out today at the 1:30 pm meeting was correctly updated for the first six games {aka Santa Clara to West Virginia). I will send the excel doc of the 

updated version tomorrow to anyone who’s interested. 

Have an enjoyable trip to Virginia Tech! 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:16 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Jason Sisneros {. @gmail.com) 

Cc: @msn.comj Ducar, Chris; @aol.com; Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: RE: GPS weekend 

Attached i~.~ the match analysb.~ (l:o~:al produc:~:ion, attack h~de~, el:c.) ~or a~ our regular season games up unfi~ (and including) Sunday’s game vs. WVL~. ~ haw~ ranked 

aH [:he p~ayers by [:o[a] product~ot~, f[ you wan[: to go over ~t ~t~ 1:he mee[:~ng, then c.:)uh~ someone please print a few copies? (I won’t haw? a(:ces~; t.:) a printer fl:~r a 

while ~ think). Thanks! 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Nenday, S:20 PN 
To: Jason Sisneros i _@g~_a__[[:_c__o___n_}) 
Co; ~msn.com; Ducat, Chris; ~aol.com; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject; FW: GPS weekend 

Let’s give th~s to      (from ~:he begh~nb~g of the season) to rank and let’s l:a~k about how we are going to rank this ~n the next meeting 

~:30 tomorrow conference room}. ~lH~e this and k)ok what we dM in ~:he first haft against WVa .. thb is playing ~:he game at a sprint. 

Sent~ Nonday, 7:56 AN 
To= Dorrance, Alb~ A IV; ~aol.com: Sander, ~omas ~; Jason Sisneros; Ducat, Chris 
Subject= GPS weekend 
Team reports Duke tourny 

you a r~-’_~ invited 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 9:37 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Re:             Wedding 

Chris Ducar <ducay@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina, 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CL]~CK HERE. 

What a great weekend for the ’Far Heels. A dominant 1-0 win over the Brains of UCLA and a t:ax~tastic 4-2 follow up win on Sunday versus 

the MountaJ~neers of West Virginia that puts us at 6- 0 going int~ our ACC schedule this Thursday night versus Virginia Tech. I hope you were 
able to watch the games online but if not, you can see the goals on my Facebook page or at the gobeels.com website. 

In the midst of all the amazing soccer, there was a ve~’ fun subplot to the whole weekend.., wedding’. 

played tbr us t?om            and was a member of THREE National Championship teams. She is from Chapel Hill and we were 

all excited when she announced she wonld be getting married at The Carolina hm on cmnpus.., until we ~w our game ~hedule tbr that Friday 

night. Her wedding was at 6 and we had the gmne v UCLA at 8pm. Bummer! 

Thankfnlly the whole group of players and l~rents fiom her era plam~ed a big dinner on Satmflay night at "A Southern Season" in Chapel Hill 

so that the coaches could get a chance to catch up ruth everyone. What a fantastic reunion night catching up ruth these incredible wotnen. 

Below is a list of the Tar Heels in attendaaace and a very brief headline of what they ~ye doing professionally (in no paxticulm order): 

Heather O’Reilly: US Women’s National Team 

Yael Averbuch: US Women’s National Team Pool and Professional with FC Gothenburg, Germany 

Robin Gayle: Canadian National Team and Professional with The Washington Sprit in the NWSL 

at North Carolina Central University 

Mandy Moraca: Interim Vice President of All American Entertainment 

t at UNC 

Kfisti Evelmad: Consultant at Barn Capital in Atlanta GA 

Carolina Bonepath: Associate at Welsh, Carson, Anderson & Stowe and formally an Investment Banking Analyst - Healthcare at Morgan 
Stanley in NYC 

Pammy Boneparth: Corporate Paralegal at Cravath, Swaine & Moore LLP - Securities 

Kfistme Welsh-Love~nan: Teacher at Enfield Middle School in Teach for A~nerica Program 



Chapel Hill 

Ali Hawkins: Analyst in Consumer Retail Coverage Gronp at Goldman Sachs 

at University of North Carolina at 

It would be easy to go on and on about each player’s accomplishments while they were at UNC, on and olfthe field, and of course what they 

are doing now. But the point is that by attending UNC, you can do it ALL! 

I’ll let An~n’s ema~l to the current team summarize how prond we are of our current and past players. We want the current team to know 
what this positive collegiate experience is going to have on them for the rest of their lives! 

Ladies, 

Jnst a short ~ote to co,~gnd~late you o,~ the weekend and to thaak yott {i:~r the ~x, ay ),ot~ co~dt~ct yourselves. You ca~a see below ttmt ever?~ 

learn (and player for thud rustler) is always ~mder ~:n~dn)’. Aad I am so prated that we don’t at1 like oYer bred dogs and divas. I lo~’e our 

c~ass?’ at~d lmmNe lea&:rship (~hank you my .{?:a~r grea~ cr~pmi,~s and m~~ ’%eaderahip Cotmcil’). In the .finn at~alysis it is 3~o~r character I am 

most pmnd of. This pa~t weekend o~ae of oar ow~a got roamed i,~ Chapel Hill !_            ) I x~ ~.~ invited No,~g win a~: rest of Ne stall ~ a 

dimmer on Sa~urda?, erecting sponsored by               the ~her of one ofo~r greatest ~eaders ever (        ~. As I was ~ooking around 

fl~e room :~eing ~bis extraordinary co~eciion ofconfiden~ ~md powe~5~l yoking women I f~ so gm~eflfl li?r wha~ I was seeing: doctors, hiwyers. 

going b make a ditt~rence m fl~e wood. 

want this to be .~.ott one &by; coming back to Cha~x:l Hill, 5.our second home; to see people yot~ ha~e hved with m a ibt~ year competitive 

cauldro,~; hardened m the sweat of st~m&uds and the lbar of se~ued IroNs m~d phF’s~cal inj u,?’. But corflident ~ow that you ca~ do anF~tNng 

becat~se you, as a college kid, already haYe. 

That’s all for now from my end so go out and do something amazing for yourself or someone in your life today! 

Clms 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 9:58 AM 

.la~n Sisneros < @gma~l.com> 

~aol.co~n; nataJie dorrance ( ~)hotmafil.co~n) 

RE: VA Tech Game 

Was this the guy who came to our team car~?p? 
Frora; Jason Sisneros [mailto:_        @gmail.com] 
Sent= Monday, September 09, 20:13 7::18 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
C¢= Kyle Thomas 
Subject; Re: VA Tech Game 

Kyle, 

I have added you to a video network called TeamXStream - you can access ce~ta~n ga~e video from logging into the site. They will send you a~ e,nail - or have 

already.., check your Spa:m folder if it’s not in your inbox. Unfortunately we had some techifical difficulties with the video during the UCLA game so the quality is 

average to poor - but fiom now on all the games will be a much higher quality. 

Have a good one! 

Jason 

Universi~ of North Carolina \Yore en’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Mon, Sep 9, 2013 at 6:25 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anmnCF~)email.unc.edu:> wrote: 

I wilt forward it to Jason~ There might be a fee involved (Jason needs to feed his family) ..... 
E~= Kyle Thomas [mailto:         @gmail.com] 
Senti Monday, September 0% 20~3 2:23 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: VA Tech Game 
Good mo~ng/aAemoon ~& 
Both my teams enjoyed watching the UCLA game last Friday NgN on a web feed (much to the chagrin of a few of my Brain p~ents) ~d the girls reNly played their 
hea~s out this weekend t~-ing to emulate what they had watched. Would Jason be the best Nrson to speak with regaNing how to watch or get game ~pe to show my 
teams t?om upcoming games £or [NC vs. VA Tech, Notre Dame, Flofi~ S~te and Boston College (I ~e there are no Iv bro~lcasts of these games)? If so may I get 

his email address? 
Much Thanks and continued success~ 
Kyle Thomas 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, 10:00 AM 

@live.unc.e&~> 

I~E: Dissertation Research Participation Recruitment- Players.... Ladies, what do you think? 

Good idea         then i wifl leave this in your hands to folfow up with 

cal3tai~ your senior year, 

Sent: Monday, li:02 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= RE: Disse~tion Research Participation Recruitmenb Nayers .... Ladies, what do you think? 

A~so~ 

I think this is something we can ask the team to do, Even ~f we don’t make it mandatory and everyone doesn’t reply we have enough players on our roster 

that she shouM get a sufficient number of responses. 

Thanks, 

and the team, And thank you, you are a responsibie woman and I can see you as a 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Monday, 7:00 PM 

C c: _ . . .................. ~_g___m___a_!_[:_c__9____m_ j .__@_c_o_m___£ _a_s__t :__n___e__t_; 
@hotmail.com; @msn.com; Ducat Chris ~aol.comj Jason Sisneros, __@_._K_m____a_!_[:__c_9__m__); Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: RE: Dissertation Research Participation Recruitment- Women’s Soccer Players .... Ladies, what do you think? 
Nn guarantees, I will forward this to rm/Leadership Council. 
F~m: ~&_m_y_,_a___dJ__e_r_=__e__d___u_] 
Sent: Monday, 11:30 AM 

Ce: Dorrance, Nber~ A IV 
Subject: Re: Dissertation Research Participation Recruitment- Players 
Hello Coach Dorrance aJ~d 

I would like to thank you [br your paYdcipation in my s"a~dy earlier in the yeo~. I aJn emailiug due to m?, ongoing seo~ch for pa(dcipants in my s"a~dy. With fhe lhll ~ason 

in full swiug, I was hoping you may tx: able to forwaxd fhe fl:dlowing infommtiou to your players to see if they would like to participate. I appreciate ?~:~ur hdp iu this 
process and wish you lhe besl, of luck this sea,m! 

Hello~ 

My name is                I am a clinical psycholo~, doctoral sludent al, the ANer School of Pro~’essional Psychology in Chicago~ IL. ][ am conlacling you l~cause 

your soccer coach has given me permission ~o do ~. ][ am currently working on my dis~rlation sludy and researching Female athle!cs~ body image concerns. [ would 

greatly appreciate your p~ulicipat~on in my ~ludy, as it would help in[bm~ practices in psychology and other relevant fields. Your participation would be completely 

anon?incus and vohmmJy and you would be under no obligation to complete the qnestions if at any time you did not f~e! corafb(~able doing so. By clicking on 

following link you will be asked to con[inn fl~at yore p~u~cipa~on is volun~D~; once you have verified ~is you will ~ au~)madcaJly linked k~ the ques~iorma~rv. The 

ques~ionnah= should take aN?ut 30-45 minutes ~ complete. If you carmot complete the storey in one sitting the ~=sults will no~ [~ ~ved and you will ~ave to 
l~om fhe sta~ if?,ou decide to remm at a later time. If you choose to paNcipate it will ~ ve~?, much appreciated. If you have specific questious you’d like me to 

address plea~ emaU me at ’~)nw.~ller.edu. TNs ~vsearch is ~ing suN~dsed b?, a cotv l~culb, and licensed ps?vhologist, Laureu NM~ols, Psy.D., of the Adler 

School of Pml~ssional Ps?~bology. 

On Thu, at 10:27 AM. b)mv.adler.e&~> wrote: 

This ~s wonderful news! I will copy ~md paste the infom~ation you can send to your teammates below. The link and passwoN to the stndy are also included. Plea~ let 

me know if you or your teammates have any quesl~ons and ifI can be of any assisv~ce. 

I appreciate your pa~cipation~ 

Thank ?~u, 

Hello, 

My name is I am a clinical psychology doctoral s[udent at the Adler School of Professional Psychology in Chicago, IL. I am 

contacting you because ,,,our soccer coach has given me permission ~o do so. I am currently working on my dissertation study and researching 

female athletes’ body image concerns. I wouid greatly appreciate your participation in my stud,i, as it would help inform practices in psychology 

and other relevant fields. Your participation would be completely anonymous and voluntary and you would be under no obligation to complete 

the questions if at any time you did not feel comfortable doing so. By clicking on the following link you will be asked to confirm that your 

participation is voluntary; once you have verified this you wiil be automatically linked to the questionnaire. The questionnaire should take about 

30-45 minutes to complete. If you cannot complete the survey in one sitting the resuits wiil not be saved and you wiil have to begin from the 

start if you decide to return at a iater time. If you choose to participate it wili be very much appreciated. If you have specific questions you’d iike 

me to address piease email me at       @my.adler.edu. This research is being supervised by a core facuity and licensed psychologist, Lauren 



Thankyou, 

On Tht~ at 11:29 AM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi 

My name is and I am a member of the ~.~4C learn You ~alked with my coach, Anson Dorrance, aboul having our ~eam fill our 
~urveys to aid you with ?~)ur research. As a meml~r of our leadership council, we would be more than hapw lo paNcipme. If you could email me the link m the 

s~rvey I will ser~d it out to the girls! Thanks ~ much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:01 AM 

~live.unc.e&~> 

I~E: I loved this weekend .... we can be speciaY. 

Right now I think my leaders will appreciate this most! 

From: 
Sent; Monday, 1.l:05 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: I loved this weekend .... we can be special! 

Wow, thank you for sharing this. What a powerful message. It reminds we of a piece I just read for my philosophy of western religion class about faith in 

humanit% We should send this out to the whole team! 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:40 PM 

To: 

@__h___o__t___m____a_Lt:_c___o____m__. 
@gmai!.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: I loved this weekend .... we can be special! 

Do we love each other like last year (check out this YouTube clip)? Maybe; 

And at times we are very, very good!! 

~gmail.com; @comcast.net ~gmail.com; 
_@___m____s__n__:_c__9___m__J Ducat, Chris; ~_a__9__!:_c_9_m__; Jason Sisneros 

am seeing some real good signs of work ethic and examples of good character, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 10:24 AM 

@rnsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.corn; Jason Sisneros, ~gmaJl.com); pacman~!uncaa.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu); @email.unc.edu>; @aol.com); 

@iive.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 
,~bgmaJl.com);                     @live.unc.edu>;                 ~@ive.unc.edu); 

@gmail.com;                    @gmaiLcom);                    @live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); nicole fava (nfava@tmcaa.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc .edu); @icloud.com) @live.unc.edu,;; 

@live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 
?b~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); ~gmafil.com); 

~live.anc.edu); @ya]~oo.com); ~live.unc.edu); @gmail.com; 

@rocketmaJl.com; @gmail.com; @live.unc.edu; @yahoo.com; @mail.com; 

@live.anc.edu; @emaJl.unc.edu; @gmail.com; ~comcast.net; ~gmaJl.com; 

,~!ernail.unc.edu; ,~bemafil.unc.edu; @hotmail.com; ~@ive.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; 
@gmail.com; ;(&!gmaJl.com; @live.unc.edu); @aol.com; 

@grnafil.com; ;@yahoo.corn; @gmail.com 

Lefs become fans of the game at the highesl level 

ladies, 

OK, now that the inter national~break" is done, we are back to the EPL matches. Check your teams out below and remember ~[: your team is not play~ng ([ would 

Jove for you to watch the first half, ~f they m’e) watch the EP[ Review Show for the first 45 mh~utes. If we aH become fans of one tem~ at the h~ghest we will see our 

games jump. There is so much sh~p~e stuff we don’t do because we don’t understand the game (even though most of us have p~ayed ~t our who~e Hves!}, 

F~m= Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica,com] 
Sent; Tuesday, 4:07 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject; Soccer On ~: Tuesday, 

~N~ Image 
removed ~ 

sender. 

Image 

...... removed by 

sender. 

Fuesday, 
;Nil Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

tweet This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

World Cup qualifying continues on Tuesday when the USA hosts Mexico. 

(All dines Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. 

Soccer on TVia updated daily throughout the week.) 

~hare Thi 

iNilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

TUBSDAY, 

ESPN 

Concacaf WCQ USA=MEXICO (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA WCQ RUSSIA-ISRAEL (live) 11 am. 
international Friendly SPAIN-CHILE (live) 2 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Concacaf WCQ USA=MEXICO (live) 8 pro. 

GOLTV 

UEFA WCQ KAZAKHSTAN-SWEDEN (live) noon. 
UEFA WCQ UKRAINE-ENGLAND (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA WCQ FAROE ISLANDS-GERMANY (delay) 4:30 pm. 

UEFA WCQ AUSTRIA-IRELAND (delay) 6:30 pro. 



ReIN SPORT 

Conmebol WCQ BOLIVIA-ECUADOR (live) 3:50 pm. 

Conmebol WGQ URUGUAY-COLOMBIA (live) 5:50 pm. 

Concacaf WGQ HONDURAS-PANAMA (live) 8:50 pm. 

Conmebol WGQ VENEZUELA-PERU (delay) 11:30 pm. 

ReIN SPORT en Espanol 

Conmebol WCQ BOLIVIA-ECUADOR (live) 3:50 pm. 

Conmeboi WGQ URUGUAY-COLOMBIA (live) 5:50 pm. 

Conmebol WCQ VENEZUELA=PERU (live) 7:55 pm. 

Conmebol WGQ PARAGUAY-ARGENTINA (live) 9:50 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA WCQ LITHUANIA-LIECHTENSTEIN (live) 11:30 am. 

UEFA WCQ ARMENIA=DENMARK (live) noon. 

UEFA WGQ GEORGIA-FINLAND (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA WCQ MALTA-BULGARIA (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA WCQ ROMANIA-TURKEY (live) 2 pm. 

International Friendly SPAIN-CHILE (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA WCQ LUXEMBOURG-NORTHERN IRELAND (live) 2:15 pm. 

UEFA WGQ SLOVAKIA-BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA (live) 2:15 pm. 

UEFA WCQ MACEDONIA-SCOTLAND (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA WCQ HUNGARY-ESTONIA (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA WCQ ANDORRA-NETHERLANDS (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA WCQ CYPRUS-SLOVENIA (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA WGQ SAN MARINO-POLAND (live) 2:45 pm= 

UEFA WCQ GREECE-LATIVA (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA WGQ BELARUS-FRANCE (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA WCQ ICELAND-ALBANIA (live) 3:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Rrazil BOTAFOGO-CORINTHIANS (live)9 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS TORONTO-CHICAGO (live) 7:30 pm. 

THURSDAY~ 

No live games 

F~IDAY~ 

NRC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS SEATTLE-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 10 pm. 

ReIN SPORT 

France BORDEAUX-PSG (live) 2:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany HERTHA BERLIN-STUTTGART (live) 2:30 pm= 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-POTROS DEL ATLANTE (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico SANTOS-AMERICA (live) 10:30 pm. 

NBC 

England EVERTON=CHELSEA (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 7:45 am. 

England SUNDERLAND-ARSENAL (live) 10 am. 

NBC LIVE EXTRA 

England STOKE CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 10 am. 

England TOTTENHAM-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

England ASTON VILLA-NEWCASTLE (live) 10 am. 

England FULHAM-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England HULL CITY-CARDIFF CITY (live) 10 am. 



BelN SPORT 

England LEICESTER CITY-WIGAN (live) 9:30 am. 

Italy INTER MILAN-JUVENTUS (live) Noon. 

Spain BARCELONA-SEVlLLA (live) 2 pm. 

Spain VILLAREAL-REAL MADRID (live) 4 pm. 

italy TORINO-AC MILAN (delay) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-ALMERIA (live) 9:30 am. 

Spain LEVANTE-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) Noon. 

Spain BARCELONA-SEVlLLA (live) 2 pm= 

Spain VlLLAREAL-REAL MADRID (live) 4 pm. 

Italy INTER MILAN-JUVENTUS (delay) 6 pm. 

Italy TORINO-AC MILAN (delay) 9 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands -RAf~NTE-PSV (live) 2:40 pm. 

Mexico CRUZEIRO-ATLETICO PARANAENSE (live) 5:30 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS D.C. UNITED-LOS ANGELES (live) 4 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-TIGRES (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico VERACRUZ-LEON (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico MONTERREY-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico JAGUARES-ATLAS (live) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-HANNOVER (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany DORTMUND-HAMBURG (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay DANUBIO-NACIONAL (live) 2:30 pro. 

Netherlands AJAX-PEC ZWOLLE (live) 4:30 pm. 

Mexico MERIDA-ATLETICO SAN LUIS (live) 7 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS MONTREAL-COLUMBUS (live) 2 pm. 

MLS NEW YORK-TORONTO (live) 7 pm. 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-HOUSTON (live) 7:30 pro, 

MLS CHICAGO-NEW ENGLAND (live) 8:30 pro. 

MLS COLORADO-DALLAS (live) 9 

MLS CHWAS USA-PORTLAND (live) 10:30 pro, 

MLS SAN JOS E-VANCOUVER (live) 10:30 

SUNDAY, 

NBC SPORTS NE’rWORK 

England TBA-TBA (live) 7:30 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-WEST HAM (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT 

France MONACO-LORIENT (live) 8 am. 

italy FIORENTINA-CAGLIARI (delay) 10 am. 

italy SAMPDORIA-GENOA (live) 2:30 pm. 

italy LAZIO-CHIEVO (delay) 5 

France LYON-STADE RENNAIS (delay) 7 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy LAZIO-CHIEVO (live) 9 am. 

Spain GRANADA-ESPANYOL (delay) 11 am. 

Spain MALAGA-RAYO (live) 1 pm. 

Spain BETIS-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

italy FIORENTINA-CAGLIARI (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-TOLUCA (live) 1 pm. 

UNiVISiON 

Mexico PUMAS-MONARCAS (live) 1 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico CHIVAS-TIJUANA (live) 6 pm. 



GOLTV 

Germany HOFFENHEIM-M’GLADBACH (live) 11 am. 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-ZACATEPEC 1948 (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil VASCO DE GAMA-SAO PAULO (live) 3 pm. 

Argentina BOCA JUNIORS-RACING (live) 5 pro, 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

EngiandSWANSEA-LIVERPOOL(liv~ 3pm. 

BelN SPORT 

italy PARMA-ROMA(live)2:40pm, 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain ELCHE-VALLADOLID (live) 2 pm. 

Spain ATHLETIC-CELTA (live) 4 pm. 

italy PARMA-ROMA (delay) 6 pro. 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Leagues offering live st[eamin9 ol games include: 

Maior League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 
Soccer on TV for Tuesday, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

Image 

removed by 

sender 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 10:44 AM 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Tim Crothers < ~.~aol.com > 

RE: Youth Soccer Insider: Nature vs. Nmture: "][’he Sports Gene’ search mostly skips soccer 

You did no~. hear from Tim CroU~ers or was it someone else? 

From: Robinson, Matthew J [mailto: mjrobins@udel.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September :tO, 20:t3 9:0:t AN 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; RE: Youth Soccer Insider: Nature vs. Nurture: ’The Sports Gene’ search mostly skips soccer 

Just talked to torn this morning and hopefully will get rolling with Jason or~ survey and also have some draft questions pu~ ~ogether for recruits, parents and club 

coaches, 

Still never heard back from you co-author about primal cues proposal, 

Glad to season is off to good starL 

All the best 

Matt 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Nent= Thursday, August 08, 2013 5:07 PN 

To= Robinson, Na~hew ] 
Ce= B J. Snow; damon.nahas@caslnc.com 
Subject= N: Youth Soccer Insider: Nature vs. Nurture: ’The Spots Gene’ search mostly skips soccer 

Matt, 

What do you think? 

F~m= Soccer America [mailto: news@socceramerica.cam] 
Nent= Thursday, August 08, 20~3 3:34 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Youth Soccer Insider: Nature vs. Nu~ure: ’~e SporN Gene’ search mostly skips soccer 

~N~ Image 
rem~ed by 

sender¯ 

X Image 
..... removed by 

sender. 

Thursday, Aug. 8, 2013 ~:~ Image 
removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

Tweet This 

Nature vs. Nurture" ’The Sports Gene’ search 
mostly skips soccer 

~hare Thi 

By Mike Woitalla 

David Epstein’s book, ’q’he Sports Gene: Inside the Science of Extraordinary Athletic Performance," is a 

fascinating look into scientific attempts to gauge "nature vs. nurture" in sports. 

Its Malcolm Gladwell-esque approach makes it entertaining while thought-provoking - and on the way 

does a nice job exposing the "10,000 Hours Rule" myth, which was born from a study of 30 violinists but 

"has become embedded in the world of athlete development and an impetus for starting children early in 

hard training." 

’q-he broad truth is that nature and nurture are so interlaced in any realm of athletic performance that the 

answer is always: it’s both," writes Epstein. "But that is not a satisfactory endpoint in science. Science 

must ask, ’How, specifically, might nature and nurture be at work here?’ and ’How much does each 

contribute?’ 

removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

The 352-page book mentions soccer mostly in passing, eg: middle-distance runner Andrew Wheating was discovered on the 

soccer field. 

Only two of the many studies Epstein cites include soccer players. 

Danish physiologist and muscle-fiber expert Jesper Anderson was %’exed" by soccer, because Danish pros have fewer fast- 



twitch fibers than an average person on the street. 

The University of Groningen in the Netherlands tested youth players, tracked who made it to the pros, and concluded from 

shuttle-sprint tests that, ’~ou need a minimum speed." 

I’m not surprised that soccer doesn’t play a bigger role in the book, because the spont requires such a complex combination of 

skills. 

The Dutch study prompted the notion that some of the traits that help predict the future pros are behavioral, such as taking 

responsibility for practicing better. 

"We see already when we first test them at the age of 12," says Groningen’s 191arije ElferJnk.Gemser, "that they are the 

players who will go up and ask the trainer, ’Why should I do this?’ if they don’t agree with the training." 

(David Epstein’s Interview (NPR’s Fresh Air!: "Talent Or Skill?: Hominq In On "The Elusive Sports Gene"~ 

(Mike Woilalla, the executive editor of Soccer America, is co-author, with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper 

and c~>author with Claudio Reyna of More Than Goals: The Journey from Backyard Games to World Cup Competition. 

Woitalla’s youth soccer articles are archived at YouthSoccerFun.com.) 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider blog. 

Thursday, Aug 8, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters(D,,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson~uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 10:45 AM 

Natalie DorraJ~ce ttayris < @hotmaJd.com>; Dino Palladino < @aol.com> 

RE: UNC Soccer Camp 2014 

yes 

From: Natalie Dorrance Harris [mailto: @hotmail.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, September :tO, 20:t3 :t0:3:t AM 

To: Dino Palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" FW: UNC Soccer Camp 20:t4 

I assume we are still going back to Guilford correct? 

Natalie 

Date: Tue, 10 Sep 2013 09:57:08 -0400 

Subject: UNC Soccer Camp 2014 

From: garrisoni@guilford,edu 

To:            @hotmail,com 

Natalie, 

Good morning, I hope you’re well. I wanted to go ahead and touch-base with you about camp next year and to first see if you are still planning on coming 

back and second to see if you have any dates in mind. Please let me know at your convenience as I am trying to work on the schedule with the plan that 

Mary Hobbs will be offline for renovation finally. 

Best, 

John Garrison 

Guilford College 

Coordinator of Conferences & Events 

Facilities Building 

(336) 316-2109 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 10:53 AM 

.la~n Sisneros t ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: [FOI~LMAL NOTICE] Accuracy and Privacy of Your Information in file Online Cmnpus Directory 

Jason, 

Please check this for me .... 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: noreply@email.unc.edu [mailto:noreply@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 12:23 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: [FORMAL NOTICE] Accuracy and Privacy of Your Ii~formation in the Online Campus Directoly 

This is a request that you check your information in the online campus directo~ to ensure that it is current and accurate. This request is sent to you follo;ving census in the fall and spring 
semesters 

It is very important that your informatiun is correct in the unline campus directory (http:i/directury.unc.edu) which is part uf ConnectCarolina, the Umversity’s integrated administrative 
system. Because CunnectCarulina centralizes management of persun informatiun in une integrated system, any infurmation in the director?, is duplicated in all ufthe Umversity’s 
administrative systems (e.g., payrull) 

Yuu can also determine which infurmatiun about you is visible in the online campus directury by changing yuur privacy settings (see instructions below). 

To review and update yuur directury infurmation, please go tu http://wwwunc.edu/myunc/, click on Update Personal Infurmation (upper left uf screen under Account Infurmation) and login 
using yuur Onyen and passwurd. You can alsu chuose whether certain iN2~rmation is publicly viewable in the directury 

Your home and business addresses are explained beluw: 

ttome address: ’]?his is your "permanent" address; as such, your home address is the address where your tax furms (W-2, 1098T, etc.) will be sent. Yuu can designate this address as private 
or public 

Business address: ’]’his is yuur University work address and, by virtue uf University pulicy, is viewable by all You can update your business address but you cannut delete it 

Privacy 
You can change whether yuur hume address and/ur your home phune appears in the directury (ie., is public) ur nut by going to http://wwwunc.edu/myunc/and clicking Update Personal 
Infurmation. 

If you need help using the unline campus directury, please contact the Help Desk at (919) 962-t]ELP (962-4357). 

Yuur time and effort is appreciated. 

’]?his message is spunsured by: Infurmatiun Technuk~gy" Services 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:57 AM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros (         ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: UNC            Update 

Who wanted to do this for us with ouF alumnae and doneFs? 

From-" Grant Porter [mailto:gtporter@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, :1.2:35 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" UNC Update 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

~f you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CL.[CK HERE. 

This message includes the following attachments: 

Download Attachment: 12thman      docl 

Download Attachment: CAROLINACENTERCIRCLE .doc[ 

d bysender 

Dear Alumni mad Friends. 

In the ACC opener for two of the nation’s best programs, the 

Tar Heels recorded a 1-1 draw at Notre Dame on S unday afternoon. The result puts 

the Heels at 2-0-1 on the season. Up next is another elite ACC matchup as 

Ma~land comes to Chapel Hill tbr a 7pro kickoff this Friday, For 

those unable to make it to Fetzer Fiel& coverage will also be available on 

ESPN3. 

Junior          scored his thi:d goal in as many games to put the Heels up 

1-0 at halftime over the Irish. Notre Dame came out of the locker room throwing 

numbers forward and were able to equalize with twelve minutes left in the 

game. The Heels hit’avo posts in oveNme including Senior          attempt from 20 yards out, but had to 

settle for a draw. For a complete recap, follow this link:http:/,’~w-w.goheels~com/ViewArticle.dbml?DB OEM ID 3350&ATCLID~09254967 

A reminder that alumni weekend is quickly approaching. Please 

let me know if you and your thmily will be in town so we cm~ plan accordingly. 

The weekend will begin with a tailgate prior to the 7pm kickoff featuring [INC v 

Duke on Friday,          . Saturday will be comprised of an a]umni game, 
cmrent UNC practice, a BBQ catered lunch, and a socia] gathering Saturday 

evening. I have a]ready hea:d from many alumni and friends aaad hope that number 

will increase as the dates near. Yon can reach me at a~tpo~er(~anc.edu to confirm your attendance. 

If you are still interested in donating to the program, 

attached are our two fi~ndraising campaigns to help supplement our operating/recruiting 

budgets and other special projects moving [brward. You can aJso douate at a 

level that is comfortable fi~r you. Feel free "to reach out with any fundraising 

questions. 

Follow us at: 

Web:._h__t_t_Ei(:!2v__kv_!~ig__o_!)__e__e__l_~:__c_~_?E~( 

Twitter: @uncmenssoccer 

Facebook: www.lhcebook.comicarolinasoccer ............................................................................... 

Go Heels! 

Grm~t Porter 

Assistant Men’s Soccer Coach 

University of North Cmolina at Chapel Hill 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:00 AM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros (         ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: Daily Compliance Itetn-        - 11.6.1- Scouting On-Campus 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:02 PM 
To: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
~c: Markos, Lance M;             -r]mmermans, Tom; Ballen, Martina K; Beale, Michael; Best, Kevin S.; Bitting, Angelyn S; Brunner, John F; Bunting, Mike; Cleary, 
Kenneth Eugene; Creech, Karlton W; Culler, Ellen B; Cunningham, Bubba; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Gwaltney, Clint; Ille, Vince; Johnson, Shelley H; Kirschner, Steve; Lane, Cricket; 
Miller, Beth; Perkins, Michael; Pogge, Paul; Robinson, Kevin T; Sabo, Tim; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Daily Compliance Item-       - I:t.6.:t- Scouting On-Campus 

Below, please t:ind today’s Daily Compliance Item ~ega~ding in-person scoudng on--campus. 

As you are aware, with the ~doption of RWG proposN I:[-~B, NI off-campus, ~n-person scouting of future opponents (in the s~me season) 

exception which permits coaching staff members to scout future opponents also p~rtidpating in the same tournament at the same s~te or, the same douMe- 

header event ~: the ssme 

Let t~s know ~[ you hi, re anv qt~es[~ot~s or concern relative to the ~eg~s~al:k~n of its practical app~R:ation when reviewing your s<:hedt~e 

Thank you. 

Msrielle 

Mariel~e A. va~Gelder 

Associate AtMetic Director 

Univers~:y of Nor~:h 

Phone: (9~9} 962--78S3 

Fax: {9~9) 962-5L~2 

mvan~elder@unc.edu 

The Ocean State University (OSU) volleyball team is hosting two teams this weekend. Here is the schedule: 
OSU will play team A friday night. 
Team A will play team B Saturday afternoon 
OSU will play team B Sunday afternoon 
The OSU coaches would like to scout during saturday’s game. Is this permissible? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 9/9/13- On-Campus, In-Person Scouting of Opponents (I)- states that 
the prohibition against off-campus, in-person scouting of opponents is not applicable to an institution’s coaching staff 
in a situation in which a competition involving a future opponent occurs on the coaching staff’s campus. 
[References: NCAA Bylaw I 1.6.:I (off-campus, in-person scouting prohibition; staff interpretation (09/15/i0), which is 
archived; and official interpretation (:12/:12/94, Item No. 18), which is arcNved] 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 11:30 AM 

Ja~)n Sisneros < .~gmaJl.com> 

EW: Volunteer approval 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Tuesday, September i0, 2013 5:40 PN 

To-" Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject; Volunteer approval 

Kevin Larry has been officially approved as a volunteer 

and may now begin working. 

Joyce 

Joyce L. Dalgleish 

Director-HR Services 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

CB #8500 
P, O, Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 9 ~.9-962-7850 

Fax: 9!9-843-7003 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 2:33 PM 

NataJie Dorra~ce Harris < ,@hotmail.com> 

I~E: VA Tech Game 

Thank you Natalie! 

From-" Natalie Dorrance Harris [mailto: 
Sent-" Wednesday, September :[:[, 2013 :[2::[7 plVl 
To: ~gmail.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
~c-" @aol.com 
Subject: RE: VA Tech Game 

Yes. He was an auditor from CA. 

@hotmail.com] 

From:          @gmail.com 

Date: Wed, 11 Sop 2013 10:23:03 -0400 

Subject: Re: VATech Game 

To: anson@email.unc.edu 

CC:      @aol.com;            @hotmail.com 

don’t know. I thought you knew him? :) 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Wed, Sep 11, 2013 at 9:58 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Was this the guy who came to our team camp? 

From-" Jason Sisneros [mailto:        @gmail.com] 
Seat: Mtonday, September 09, 20:[3 7::[8 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Kyle Thomas 
Subject: Re: VA Tech Game 
Kyle, 
I have added you to a video network called TeamXStream - you can access certain game video from logging into the site. They will send you an email - or 
have already.., check your Spam folder if it’s not in your inbox. Unfortunately we had some technical difficulties with the video during the UCLA game so 
the quality is average to poor - but from now on all the games will be a much higher quality. 
Have a good one! 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Volunteer Assistant Coach 

On Mon, Sep 9, 2013 at 6:25 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~gemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Kyle, 

I will forward it to Jason. There might be a fee involved (Jason needs to feed his family) ..... 

From: Kyle Thomas [mailto:         _@_g__m___a_jLc_9___m_] 
Sent: Mtonday, September 09, 20:[3 2:23 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject: VA Tech Game 

Good morning/afternoon Anson, 

Both my teams enjoyed watching the UCLA game last Friday night on a web feed (much to the chagrin of a few of my Bruin parents) and the girls really 

played their hearts out this weekend trying to emulate what they had watched. Would Jason be the best person to speak with regarding how to watch or 

get game tape to show my teams from upcoming games for UNC vs. VA Tech, Notre Dame, Florida State and Boston College {I see there are no tv 

broadcasts of these games)? If so may I get his email address? 

Much Thanks and continued success! 

Kyle Thomas 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 2:34 PM 

.la~n Sisneros < ~gma~l.com> 

I~E: Shots vs WVU 

I like it!!! So easy to see and read!!! 

From: Jason Sisneros [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 11:54 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducat, Chris; Bill Palladino 
Subject: Shots vs WVU 

Glimpse into a new report I am developing - this is just a small part but the only pa~t that I have done. 

Jason 

Universi~ of North Carolina \Vom en’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Ana2lysis I Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Excellent 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 2:37 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com) 

~msn.com; Duca~; Chris <duco~ci~!unc.edu>; @aol.com; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Galz, Gregory 

<ggg@unc.edu> 

RE: Updated Match AnaJysis thin WVU 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:58 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Jason sisneros ( @gmail.com) 

Cc: @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; _~aol.com; Sander, Thomas J; Gatz, Gregory 

Subject: Updated Match Analysis thru WVU 

Hi everyone, 
Attached is the updated Excel document that includes stats from our six games and compiles a host of rankings developed by Jason/Anson last year. If you go to 

the season stats part of the Excel document, you will find that I have ranked all the players by "total production," which factors in goals, assists, shots, shots on 

goal, goal sequences involved in, and minutes played. 
To navigate this document -on the home page, you will see lots of buttons with "season stats", individual games, and player names as options. Clicking on any one 

of these buttons will bring you to that specific set of data. By far the most useful page is "season stats" as it includes the most data and has rankings for the entire 

season. If you are on any page and need to return to either the home page or season stats, I have included buttons to go to home!season stats on the top of every 

Excel sheet. 
l’m no soccer expert (have any of you seen me attempt to kick a soccer ball?), but here are some basic observations I made from the data: 

:L are killing it and have far higher total production levels than any other players. 

2. although not playing significant minutes, have the 3rd, Bth, and 7th highest total production rankings on the team. Between 

them, they have been involved in 9 goal scoring sequences, and have 4 goals/:1 assist. 

3. especially after Sunday’s performance vs. WVU, has climbed near the top of total production rankings (4th). She has 3 assists and has been 

involved in 5 goal scoring sequences, while only playing about 60% of the minutes that     plays. 

As always, let me know if you have any questions, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:42 PM 

@gma~l.com> 

ILE: Weekend of 

Thank you for deciding to stay. You are a very important player to me and this team~ You are also one of the most principled centered on my roster and I don’t 

pret,-_md to know which choice ~s more ~ak~bh? for yo~. Of course, my perspecl:~ve has to be you AND the team. In the I c~;n never separate the ~:wo I 

~ppre(:h~:e yOLE ~mderstanding the perspecl:~ve [ shared. 

See you soon~ 

From: ~gmail,com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1~:35 PH 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Weekend d 

An~ 

I decided not to go to the wedding the weekend of the     All ofthe points you made about the flow of the season and me being exhausted when I got home were 

ve~ valid. I also called up     last night and we talked about her coming to visit me instead--I think she’s coming in          around’            ifit coincides 

well with her doctor’s schedule : ) 

Thanks for talking through that with me’. honically enongh another couple at San Francisco City Impact got engaged a few hours ago so I’m hoping their wedding’s 

during         break!! Haha : ) 

See yon [OI]lOtTOW, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

BCC: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

6:54:13 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@gmail.com]; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

natalie dorrance I @hotmail.com) I 

damon.nahas@caslnc,com; bsnow@ussoccer.org 

FW: Periodisation 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros I 

@hotmail.coml 

@gmail.com) 

Boys, 

Look at this!! It is a wonderful summary of his (Raymond Verheijen’s) entire course!! Tom/Jason, this will be a lecture in 

Team Camp next summer. Natalie, please save this so I don’t forget° 

From: Vicki Linton [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Periodisation 

@hotmail.com] 

8:23 PM 

Anson 

This might be useful! 

Vicki 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:14 PM 

B.J. Snow <BSnow@ussoccer.org>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edtr~; bill palladino < @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 
~gmaJl.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@~mc.edtr~; @msn.com> 

Re: Periodisalion 

image001 .j pg 

B J, I have always been intrigued with Verheijen going back to what he and Hiddick did with South Korea in the Japan/Korea World Cup. We tried his smfflast fall 

through Parlow and her husband Jolm Cone (he attended a Verheijen course I could not make). I loved it. I attended the course this summer and understand it better 

now and we are tD,ing to implement it again. Ye~ let’s chat. I think it can really help US player development. 

"B.J. Snow" <BSnow@nssoccer.org> wrote: 

Thanks a ton for passing along the presentation! We are in the middle of trying to put together a pedodization cycle of our own with the LJIYs but are finding it very 

difficult to mot~itor what the clubs; are doi~?g with the g~rla ~,he~? we ordy have them [or a week every 5 weeks. 

(:ongrats [:o you and your team for such a fantastk: atar[: to the campa~gn!         and f are trying to find a way to get down to see you guya 

] wou~d also ~ike to catch up wkh you sometime soon so we can chat about [he article that you sen[ 

I have s[tached a couple of good presentations that ~ thought you m~ght enjoy. You Rlay already have them but if not, definitely worth a look. 

Talk with you soon, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A 1V [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, :t: 54 PM 
To: @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros I @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Co: natalie dorrance ( @hotmail.com) 
Subject: FW: Periodisation 
Boys~ 

Look at this!! It is a wonderful summary ot: his (Raymond Verheijen’s) entire course!! Tom/Jason, this will be a lecture in Team Camp next summer. Natalie, please 

save this so I don’t forget. 

Frem: Vicki Linton [mailto: @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:23 plvl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: PeriodisaUon 
Anson 

:[’his might be useful! 

Vicki 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:38 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Updated Match Analysis tkru WVU 

Nope ... 

Sent.~"om my Verizor~ tFireie,~s 4G L2~ LLDtOIL) 

~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

ihank~; Anson, appreciate th~:_~ kind words. 

Over the next few day~b ~’1[ ~rv to creab~ tha~ "composite" Cab~puh: rankk~g that you were speaking of Is there a certain order of p~ayers that you wouh~ ~ke me to 

achieve with the results to know whether or not Fve found the correct formula? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:37 plVl 

To: Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com) 
Cc: @msn.com; Ducar, Chris;     @aol.com; Sander, Thomas J; Gatz, Gregory 
Subject: RE: Updated Match Analysis thru WVU 

Excellent 

Sent: Wednesday,                 12:58 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 131; Jason Sisneros ~ @qmail.com) 
Co: .................... #~..m__s._n_=q.o_~); Ducar, Chris; ~..a_0_!=c__o__m_; Sander, Thomas J; Gatz, Gregory 

Subject: Updated Match Analysis thru WVU 
Hi everyone, 

Attached is the updated Excel document that includes stats from our six games and compiles a host of rankings developed by Jason/Anson last year. If you go to 

the season stats part of the Excel document, you will find that I have ranked all the players by "total production," which factors in goals, assists, shots, shots on 

goal, goal sequences involved in, and minutes played. 

To navigate this document-on the home page, you will see lots of buttons with "season stats", individual games, and player names as options. Clicking on any one 

of these buttons will bring you to that specific set of data. By far the most useful page is "season stats" as it includes the most data and has rankings for the entire 

season. If you are on any page and need to return to either the home page or season stats, I have included buttons to go to homei’season stats on the top of every 

Excel sheet. 

l’m no soccer expert (have any of you seen me attempt to kick a soccer ball?), but here are some basic observations I made from the data: 

:i. are killing it and have far higher total production levels than any other players. 

2. although not playing significant minutes, have the 3rd, 5th, and 7th highest total production rankings on the team. Between 

them, they have been involved in 9 goal scoring sequences, and have 4 goals!3L assist. 

3. especially after Sunday’s performance vs. WVU, has climbed near the top of total production rankings (4th). She has 3 assists and has been 

involved in 5 goal scoring sequences, while only playing about 60% of the minutes that     plays. 

As always, let me know if you have any questions, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 5:51 PM 

Young, Tony <ton~kvoun@unc.edu>; ~yahoo.com> 

Re: 

She is a sweet kid to even broach it. I will chat witl~ her. I don’t want herto suffer. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

"Yount, Tow" <ton>yotm@unc.edu> wrote: 

was just in my- office talking about graduating in 7 semesters. The only way for that to happen is for her take 18 hours next spring, the maxirrmm allowed of 12 hours in the sunm~er, 
and 18 hours in the fall. That would gct her to 120, but that is a brutal load. 

She only took 12 hours her first seruester and took one 13 hour semester last year to account for the 5 hours that she is behind. She has not taken any sumruer school hours to make for 
those 5 ho~trs that she is behind. That is what is creating the difficulty. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:54 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducay@unc.edu>; bill paJladino < @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros < ~gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu->; @msn.com> 

Fwd: Provision of Gaa~e Balls to Student-Athletes Based on Performance 

Interesting ... can we use this to motivate ._. what say you? 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tYireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

........ OriginaJ Mes~ge ........ 
Subject: Provision of Game Balls to Student-Athletes Based on Pedbnnance 

From: "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 
To: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.nnc.edu>,UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu>,UNCAA- 
Equipment Managers <uncaa equipmentmanager@groups.unc.edu> 

CC: "Maxkos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu>,"Ti~nme~mans, Tom" <limmennans@unc.edu>,"Ba~len, Maxfina K" <mballen@unc.edu:>,"Beale, Michael" 
<~nichaelbeaJe@unc.edu>,"Best, Kevin S." <kbest@unc.edu:>,"Bitting, Angelyn S" <abitling@unc.edu>,"Bmnner, John F" ~<lohn Bmnne@unc.edu>,"Bunting, Mike" 
<mbunting@unc.edu>,"CleaD; Kenneth Eugene" <kcleao~@unc.edu>,"Cveech, Karlton W" <kc~eech@unc.edu>,"Cnller, Ellen B" <eculle@unc.edu>,"Ctmninghmn, 
Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu~,"Gallo, Jr., Lany A." <athgaJlo@unc.edu~,"Gwaltuey. Clint" <cgwaltney@unc.edu>,"Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu>,"Jolmson, Shelley 

H" <shelljo@unc.edu>,"Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschne@unc.edu>,"Lane, Cricket" <cricket@unc.edtc,,"Miller. Beth" <bethmille@unc.edu>,"Perldns, Michael" 
<mperldns@unc.edu>,"Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu>,"Robinson, Kevin T" <krob@unc.edu>,"Sabo, Tim" <tsabo@email.unc.edu>,"Steinbacher. Rick" 

<rick@unc.edtr~ 

All - 

W~-’_~ fH~e n-:~ceived informal:ion from the NCAA via the ACC rebated ~:o ~:he provision of g~me bM]s to student-athlete’s as a result of h~s or her performance in a 

particular contest. 

Under current ~egislat~on, awards for spedsl~zed performances in a single contest may only be p~ov~ded by [be con~:erence and an outside organization {e.g., Ioca~ 

business) and must be a certificate, meda~ or plaque Ih~ited to S80 ~n va~ue. However, a November 27, 1996 staff ~nterpretation addresses the ~ssue. That 

interpretation states it is not permissible to provide a game bah to recognize a student-athlete as a "player of the game" or "p~ayer of the week", but permits the 

ins[:~[:u[~on [:o provR~e i~ game bah to recognize an e’,d:raord~nary achiew~m~ent such as se~:~:~ng an h~s~:~tut~onal record or another career achievement. 

The NCAA has conch.~ded that this k~l:erpreta~:~on ~s not consistent w~th the NCAA Board o~ D~rector"s (gOD) d~rect~ve of allowing k~stRutkms ~:o have d~scretion ~:o 

deride whether to provide an award o[: t~orn~Rsl value such as a game bsl~ (e.g., fooLba~f, basketball, softball, basebNl etc.) based on performance or achievernenL 

in a sh~gle contest or for a limited ~me period, not just to recognize an extraordinary achievement. As a result, the NCAA has recommended to the NLCAA Division 

~ [.egislat~ve Review and Interpretations LCommittee that the November 27, 1996 staff interpretation referenced above be arch~ved ~mmed~ately. 

Pleurae k~t us know if you haw~ any questions or concerns. 

Thank you. 

Msrielle 

MarieHe A. vanGefder 

Associate AtMet~c Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 9(52..7853 

Fax: {919) 962-5L~2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~&LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 5:56 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@uuc.edu>; Jasou Sisneros < @gmail.com> 

Fwd: Caxnpus Tours 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Campus Tours 

From: "Johnson, Shelley H" <shelljo@unc.edu> 

To: l.INCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Friendly reminder about next week’s (9/18, 9am) Campus Tour (Black & Blue Tour). A more detailed description is provided below. This is the last in the series of 

Campus Tours which we have arranged for this fall. 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject: Campus Tours 

Hello all, 

Based upon your feedback, we have arranged for a variety of campus tours to be offered throughout August and into September. This is available for new as well 

as old coaches, staff and administration. For our convenience, each tour group will be comprised solely of Athletics Department personnel. One tour provides a 

look at the student experience on campus, a second at the school’s rich history as the oldest public university in the country and a third at the various venues on 

our Athletics Campus. 

The objective is to help provide geographic bearing as well as alignment for those in our department with the campus and university as a whole. There is a more 

detailed description of each tour below as well as the day, date, time and starting location. Sign-up Here for one, two or all three of the tours. Please sign-up as 

soon as possible, so we can plan for an appropriate number of tour guides to be present, especially for the Admissions tour scheduled for next Wednesday (August 

7). 

For those new to campus - or for those geographically challenged (no judgment), we have included a map of the various starting points for the tours below in 

addition to a link for an interactive version of the map. 

Shelley & Cricket 

Admissions Tour 

Undergraduate Admissions 

This tour is based out of Undergraduate Admissions in Jackson Hall. Current Carolina students serve as the tour guides. They speak to the student experience on 

campus, namely academics, student life, campus traditions and what makes the community of learners on campus great. From this, you will get a sense of where 

your student-athletes eat, buy their books, attend class, study in the stacks, meet with their professors during office hours, etc.., during those precious few hours 

when they aren’t in our company and under our watchful eye. 

Date: Wednesday, August 7 (9:00-10:30am} 

Start: Jackson Hall (174 Country Club Road) 

Historical Tour 

Visitors Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill’s 729-acre central campus, once called ’qhe Noble Grove," is among the most beautiful in the nation. Brick walkways 

stretch under ancient trees and past flowering shrubs throughout campus. Follow the pathways into the University’s early years by taking 

a walking tour of its oldest and most historic sites. This tour will guide us from the Visitors’ Center through the heart of campus as we step into the history of the 

nation’s first public university. With a wealth of knowledge of all things Carolina, our enthusiastic tour guide will lead the way sharing history, stories, legends, 

lore and landmarks along the way. 

Date: Wednesday, August 14 (9:00-10:30am} 

Start: Visitors Center (250 East Franklin Street) 

Athletics Campus Tour 

Athletics Department Facilities Staff and/or Rams Club Personnel 

Staff members from Facilities and!or the Rams Club will guide us around to various locations throughout our immediate Athletics Campus and possibly to venues 

slightly more removed from campus. Tour stops will include competition and practice locations, locker rooms, weight rooms, team rooms, academic support 

facilities, sports medicine facilities, museums and memorabilia. They will share information about the construction & renovation, design, (multi-)use, financing, 

history, significant athletic achievements, and possibly some behind-the-scenes insights and access to the assorted venues. 

Date: Wednesday, September 4 (9:00-10:30am) 

Start: Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Black & Blue Tour 

Tim McMillan 

The Black & Blue Tour is a walking tour of black history at Carolina. It is the creation of the Students for Advancement of Race Relations Committee (SARR) of the 

Campus Y. The tour guide is Tim McMillan, a highly regarded historian, award-winning teaching professor and senior lecturer in African, African American and 

Diaspora Studies at UNC. Sample of the tour: Black & Blue Tour 

Date: Wednesday, September 18 (9:00-10:30am} 

Start: Silent Sam (McCorkle Quad off Franklin Street) 

Sign-up Here 
Click on the hyperlink above and sign-up on a Google Doc under the appropriate tab (lower left-hand corner of the page) for the tour(s) you would like to attend. 

Click on the hyperlink above to access an interactive version of the map below which contains the starting points of the various campus tours. 



i.~.i cid:image002 png@0 ICEA8C3 AB8014B0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:17 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducay@unc.edu>; bill paJladino @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu-~; @msn.com> 

Fwd: GPS practice Tues m~d Sunday’s Sprinmbili~" session ~esults 

Practice Tues. pdf; Spfinmbility Session 10sec mn FA xlsx 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: GPS practice Tues and Sunday’s Sprintabilitty session results 
Frotn: "Gatz, Gregory" <ggg@unc.edu> 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <anson,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Attached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:34 PM 

Mark Paysons <mpar~)n@washingtonspifit.com>; Ducar, Chris -<tucal(a)unc.edu>; bill palladino < ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 
@gmaJ, l.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@~mc.edu~; @msn.com> 

Re: Catch Up - Spirit 

Come to our 1 hour session at noon on Saturday on our game field (Fetzer Field) m~d we can grab a bite right after it. 

Sent.~"om my Verizor~ tYireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Mark Parsons qnparsons@wasNn~onspirit.com> wrote: 

tii Anson, 

I am confirming i will be co,ning down this weekend to watch your game on Sunday. I wanted to see ifi cable down on SatuNay whether you would have time to grab 

food or drink. Would love the oppo~lunity to sit down, talk players and talk about your program. Please let me know what you think. 

All the best 

Mark 

We train at 2:30 PIV1 unl,-_~ss we have a game the day before (l~ke on a Frida~ Sunday weekend w~ll no~: train Saturday) and we train for home 

games on our stadium ~:~e~d (Fetzer’). Tom Sander w~ get you a paddng pass. A~I the best!~ 

Frem= mparsons@wasNnqtonspkit.com [maflto:mparsons@washinqtonspifit,com] 
Sent: ~ursday, 5:47 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~V 
Subject= Re: Catch Up - Spirit 

Anion 

Do you practice the day ~tbre game aJ~d what time would that session be on both dates? 

Many thaws 

Kind Regards, 

Mark Parsons 

www. washmgtonspirit.com 

On at 5:30 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~:~n({~email.unc.edu> wrote: 



www.washingtonspirit .corn 

Either one works for me and you are welcome to watch pregame and 

I:~m: Mark Parsons [mailto:mparsons@washingtonspirit.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:~5 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Catch Up - Spirit 

Hi Anson, 

don’t have any plans after the games, 

Thank you ve~, much for your time last weekeM at UVA and this morning on the phone about the players. It was a real pleasure watching your 

talented temn play and wish you all the best for the season. 

I would love to come down as di~ussed and potentially watch any pre gmne staffor normal training that may take place as well as the gmne. I 

have listed a couple of dates below that may work and wanted to see what you would be doing betbre and after the games that would help me 

j ustify the best time to visit. Please let me know your thoughts. 

1. Amve Thursday 

2. Amve SatuMay 

morning and leave Saturday morning. (at NC, Durham) 

morning and leave Sunday night or Monday hmchtime 

Thanks in advanced for even considering letting me head down and see your team practice and play, I look forwaM to hearing from you 

Kind Regards, 

Mark Parsons 

Head Coach 
Washington Spirit 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 6:44 PM 

MMCA Keating < @gmail.com> 

Re: 3 data point chart - Volume, Intensity., etc. 

Good smffMike! 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tI~ire[e,~s 4G L)"E DROLL) 

MMCA Keating < @gmail.com> wrote: 

Here is a back of napkin (literally) concept for the chart for all 3 on one page... Also, I think it is important to apply ~me simple correlation stats like R squared or 

stats that help determine causation of one variable to another. For exmnple, I’d love to understand work rate compared to sta~dard soccer stats like possession~ % 

completions, etc. 

An~vay, I think yoffre looking for the killer handful of stats that help predict the performance of a players futare contributions and set a bax for all others to strive to 

meet. I think this has ~o be done in groups of positions like D, M and O. I would guess work rote, possessions, % completions would be 3 critical ones. 

Love this stafll Wish I lived closer to make it easier for me to contribute to the excellent thinking fi~om your view of high performance! 

Mike 

Mike Keating 

(m) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 6:44 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducax@unc.edu>; bill paJladino < ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros < @gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu>; @msn.com> 

Fwd: 3 data point chart - Volume, Intensi~, etc. 

3 Factor Chmnt Anson001.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 3 data point chart - Volume, Intensity. etc. 

Frown: MMCA Keating <      @gmail.com> 

To: "Donance, Albe~t A IV" <anson@em~il.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Hem is a back of napkin (literally) concept for the chart for all 3 on one page... Also, I think it is important to apply some simple correlation stats like R squared or 

stats that help determine causation of one variable to another. For example, I’d love to understand work rate compared to standard soccer stats like possessions, % 

completions, etc. 

Anyway, I think you’re looking for the killer handfid of stats that help predict the performance of a players future contributions and set a bax for all others to strive to 

meet. I think this has to be done in groups of positions like D, M and O. I would guess work rate, possessions, % completions would be 3 critical ones. 

Love this st~fl: Wish I lived closer to maJae it easier for me to contribute to the excellent thinking from your view of high pertbrmance’. 

Mike 

Mike Keating 

(m) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 6:47 PM 

Leone, Raymond <rleone@fas.harvard.edu> 

Re: Tournament Scheduling 

Excellent Ray ... I hope you keep getting better! 

5ent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L72 DP, OID 

"Leone, Raymond" <rleone@fas.harvard.edu> wrote: 

Anson, We have done well so far but still have playing style and kinks to work out while keeping our energy level at full force. We have played at least 16 in our 2 games and it is 

making a difference. 

Thanks, 

Ray Leone 
Harvard University 

Women’s Soccer Head Coach 
65 North Harvard St 

Boston, Ma o2~63 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a_._n_ _s_o__n__._@_._e_ .m__ .a_i_[_.u__q.c__.__e_~_q> 

Date: Wed,           22:03:34 +0000 

To: Ray Leone <rleone@fas.harvard.edu> 

Subject: Re: Tournament Scheduling 

His name is Raymond Verheijen and you can’t reduce his philosophy to 10 minutes of work. He has a very detailed and sophisticated periodization methodology~ I love it. I think it 

helped us win last year. 

Sent~om my Verizon Wire/ess 4G LTE DROtD 

"Leone, Raymond" <rleone@fas.harward.edu> wrote: 

Thanks and what was that guy you mentioned. How do you spell his name? The one that says 10 minutes is the max you could work or sprint. Too bad you didn’t follow that 

philosophy when you ran us into the ground at coaching school. 

Thanks, 

Ray Leone 

Harvard University 

Women’s Soccer Head Coach 
65 North Harvard St 

Boston, Ma o2z63 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed,           18:11:05 +0000 

TO: Ray Leone <_r_[_e___o___n___e____@___f__a___s__.__h__a___r__v___a__r__d___.__e___d___u_> 

Subject: RE: Tournament Scheduling 

I will hel~ you., never hesil:a[e [o call. Inves[ing i~ Vour reserves works I[ has bee~l one of our ~e~,s to success, ~t also he~ps w~th chemistry. A~ the best, and good 

lucM 

F~= Leone, Raymond [mailto: deone@fas.harvard.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 12:32 PN 
To= Dorrance, AIbe~ A ~ 
Subject= Re: Tournament Scheduling 

Anson, 
Thanks for your help last night. We will ~ive it a try. I am Iookin~ forward to makin~ this work and improvin~ our whole team instead of just The 11. 

Thanks again, 
Ray 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~_ .n__s_9_ .q_ .@._~__m__a_!!._y_n._c_:_e_._d_.y> 

Date: Tue,           21:42:37 +0000 

To: Ray Leone <rleone@fas.harvard.edu> 

Cc:          t@msn.com".         @msn.com>, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>,       @aol.com" 

@gmail.com)" @gmail,com> "Sander ThomasJ" <pacman@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Tournament Scheduling 

Call me, I would love to help: .L~. In the evening calf 

Frem= Leone, Raymond [mailto: rleone@fas.harvard.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, 6:33 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albert: A IV 
Subject= Re: Tournament Scheduling 

@aol.com>, "Jason Sisneros 

cell does not work at home). I am up until 11 prn. By best to your amazing wife![ 



Good luck this season. I never did get a chance to talk to you about your substitution patterns and I am curious. We do have a decent number of about 16 players that are ready to 

play this year. When you prepare your team to play do you usually start the same team and sub in the same group or do you mix that up from game to game? How have you sold 

90 minute type players on this concept and do you usually only sub the frontline? We have a lot of Friday-Sunday games this year like you have so keeping our team fresh is 

obviously importanL I know Sunday is where you really have an edge on teams and that is why I am asking for your input so we can consider your process as well. 

Thanks for your help, 

Ray 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, 17:32:45 -0500 

To: Ray Leone <rleone@fasJ~arvard~edu> 

Subject: ire: Tournament Scheduling 

I have never understood why collegiate coaches don’t substitute ..... it does not make any sense. Call anytime (c) .... my best to your wonderful wife. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 929 962 4200 

> > > "Leone, Raymond" <rleone@fas,harvard.edu > 12:53 PM > > > 
Anson, 

I hope you are well. Congrats on a great run last season and the championship. When you get a chance lwould like to chat 
with you about playing time for your players and how you sell them on it and how you implement it during the season. 

We have a decent team coming back next fall with the rnost depth we have had since we have been here and ] want 

more players to play than we have done in the past. That is why ] am curious how you make this approach work. You definitely were 

in the heads of your opponents about playing against fresh legs and how difficult that challenge is particularly in the second game of a weekend. 

Thanks, 
Ray Leone 
Harvard University 
Women’s Soccer Head Coach 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@UNCAA.UNC.EDU> 

Reply-To: Anson Dorrance <_a___n___s__o___n__@____U____N___C___A___A__:__U___N____C_:__E___D___U__> 

Date: Thu,           17:33:17 -0500 

To: "DlWSOCCER-L @metis3.gmu.edu" <DIWSOCCER-L@metis3.gmu.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: Tournament Scheduling 

Dino, 

check on this to make sure it went through. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 929 962 4200 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, ~_0:08 AM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino < @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros ¯ 

<pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

@gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

What do you think boys? 

Senti?ore my Vedzon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: Tom and Alison Sermanni < #hotmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: Bill Palladino <      @aol.com>,"Tim Ryder (US Soccer)" <tryder@ussoccer.org> 

Hi Anson, 

Hope you’re well and thanks for making Vicki feel at home during her visit to UNC. Nice goal by       against      I would love to claim credit for 
showing her that one at training but she seems to pass the ball to     every time she gets near goal with the WNT. 

With regards to and our upcoming Women’s National Team matches, we have games!camp from and there will be four matches over 
that time period. 
We will play Australia on                  in San Antonio and then will play New Zealand on         in San Francisco and         (venue TBD). 

From the WNT perspective, I’d really like       to be available for the game against Australia on 
our overseas players are unavailable. I have also requested UVA to release for that 
key player. 

It is live on NBC and it’s a non-FIFA date so 

game so both UNC and UVA would be without a 

If       was also available for the game on the     {which will be a closed door match) that would be great. That way she could attend some of the 
camp and would still only miss one UNC game. She is of course welcome to be involved in the entire camp, however I’m very sensitive that you have some 
very important matches over this time as well. 

Can you please let me know your thoughts on being available to join the WNT from 

Thanks for your consideration. 

Much appreciated, 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, :10:14 AM 

Tom and Alison Sermanni < @hotmail.com> 

Re: 

Tom, if UVa agrees to release        to you we will release       BTW, enjoyed Vicky’s visit. Got some good information on Verheijen from her. We 

started incorporating some of Raymond’s principle’s last fall. I am a fan. What do you think of his periodization philosophy? 

Senti?ore my Verizon Wir~/ess 4G L TE DROID 

Tom and Alison Sermanni < @hotmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

Hope you’re well and thanks for making Vicki feel at home during her visit to UNC. Nice goal by       against      I would love to claim credit for 

showing her that one at training but she seems to pass the ball to     every time she gets near goal with the WNT. 

With regards to and our upcoming Women’s National Team matches, we have games/camp from and there will be four matches over 

that time period. 

We will play Australia on                  in San Antonio and then will play New Zealand on         in San Francisco and         {venue TBD). 

From the WNT perspective, I’d really like       to be available for the game against Australia on 

our overseas players are unavailable. I have also requested UVA to release for that 

key player. 

It is live on NBC and it’s a non-FIFA date so 

game so both UNC and UVA would be without a 

If       was also available for the game on the     {which will be a closed door match) that would be great. That way she could attend some of the 

camp and would still only miss one UNC game. She is of course welcome to be involved in the entire camp, however I’m very sensitive that you have some 

very important matches over this time as well. 

Can you please let me know your thoughts on being available to join the WNT from 

Thanks for your consideration. 

Much appreciated, 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, September 3-2, 203L3 3_0:22 AM 

Graham Kennedy <gkennedy@stfx.ca>; Jason Sisneros < ~gmail.com> 

Re: Coaching symposium in Canada 

Graham, I have retired from these opportunities but I have an excellent assistant coach who knows everything I do who needs the money and is willing to travel. His name is Jason 

Sisneros. I will copy him on this for you.Tell him what part of our curriculum you want him to address and he will. He is very bright, very technically savvy and will enhance your 

symposium. 

Senti?ore mv Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

Graham Kennedy <gkennedy@stfx.ca> wrote: 

Anson, 

I sent you a letter a couple of weeks ago regarding a coaching symposium at St. Francis Xavier University in Nova Scotia, Canada. I was going to give you a call today but I see that 

you are away at Virginia Tech so I will give you a call tomorrow or early next week. 

We’ve got a group of business students who are helping us develop our marketing plan for our event and we have confirmation of attendance from several quality clinicians. We 

would really love to have you headline our event, even if it meant only coming in for one night I have some budget money put aside for a keynote speaker and I hope you will 

consider coming. The symposium is a residential coaching development held here on our beautiful campus in Antigonish, NS, a small sea side town with a small university that 

punches above it’s weight in Canada. I guarantee you will love the Celtic culture here and the people. It might make a great holiday if you decided to spend some extra time in the 

region. 

Thanks for your consideration, and best of luck to you and your girls this season. 

Graham 

Graham Kenrledy, CilPC i Head Coaci~, Soccer 

St. Francis Xavier University 

PO Box 5000 I Antigonish, I\JS B2G 2W5 

direct: 902 867 4922 i mobile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 11:06 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: Dissertation Research Participafion Recruit~nent- Players .... Ladies, what do you think? 

Very good! 

Ses~t.~"om my Ver’izon tFireie,~s 4G L2’E DROLL) 

~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank Anson, I’ll take care of that and encourage people to follow through with it. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, :1:1:00 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Dissertation Research Participation Recruitment- 

{[~,r_!r_!d idea         ther~ I will leave thi~; in your hat)ds to fo~h:~w ~.E~ wi[h 

captain yot~r sen~or year. 

Sent= Monday, 1~:02 PN 
Te; Dorrance, Albe~t A N 
$ubjeet= RE: Disse~tion Research Participation Recruitmen# 

ARson~ 

Players .... Ladies, what do you think? 

and l:he team. And thank Vote, Vou are a respot~sible woman and I can see you a~.~ a 

Players .... Ladies, what do you think? 

I think this is something we can ask the team to do. Even if we don’t make it mandatory and everyone doesn’t reply we have enough players on our roster 

that she should get a sufficient number of responses. 

Thanks, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Monday, 7:00 PM 

To; 

~hotrnail.com~: 

Subject: RE: Dissertation Research Participation Recruitment- 

No guarantees, I will forward this to my [eader_~hip Council. 

From: @my.adler.edu] 
$ent~ Monday, 11:30 AM 

Ce: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Re: D~sse~at~on Research Pa~dpat~on Recruitment- 

Hello Coach Dommce and 

@gmail.com; 

#msn.com; Ducar, Chris; @sol.corn; Jason Sisneros, 

Players .... Ladies, what do you think? 

Players 

@comcasLnet; 

@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

I would like k) thank you [br your paJticipation iu my study earlier in ~he ye~u. I aJn emaifing A~e to my ougoing ~u~h tbr t~tici[~uts m my study. Wifl~ the 1~11 ~asou 

m fidl swing, I was hoph~g you may ~ able to tbrwmd the fi~llomng mib~mation m your players to see if they wo~dd like to ~cipate. I appreciate yore help in this 

process and wish you the best of]uck rids 

llello, 
My name is I mn a clinicN psychology doctora] s~dent at the ANer School of Professiona] Psychology in Chicago. IL. I mn contacting you L~cause 

your co~h has given me permission m do ~. I am cmTe~Ny wofldng on my dis~fion sA~@ and researching femNe afNetcs~ bo@ image concerns. [ would 

greatly appreciate your pa~ici~don in m}, sA~dy~ &s it woNd help infot~ practices in psychology and other relevm~t fields. Your ~icipafion woNd be completely 

anon?,mous and volun~ag~~ and you would be un&r no oNiga~on to complete the questions if at m~?, time you did not ~el com~b~ble doing so. By clic~ng on 

follomng link you will ~ asked to confirm that your pardciNfion is volm~tao~; once you have verified Nis you will 1~ automatically linked to Ne questionnaire. The 

questio~maire should take al~)u[ 30-45 minutes ~ complete. If you ca~mot complete the sm~’ey in one siNng d~e results will not ~ ~avcd and you will have to ~gh~ 

from the slart if you decide to rcmm at a later time~ If you choo~ to padicipate i[ roll 1~ ve~’ much a.ppmciate& If you ha.ve s~cific questions you’d like me 

address plea~ email me a[ (a2mv.adler.edn. This research is l~i~g surprised by a corn Pactflty and licensed psychologist. 1 ,auren Nichols, Psy.D. of Ne Adler 
School of Pmlbssional Psp~ho]ogy. 

Link to s~rvey: ]!t_!p__s_?_)’_~_%_s__u_DLe_y__r__n_£[Lk_e_?L:_c:£g£&’ 

Password for survey: 

Thank ~/ou. 

On Thu, at 10:27 AM, 2}mv.adler.edu > wrote: 

Hi 

This is wonderful news! I will copy and pa,~’tc the infoPmation you cat~ send to your teammates below. The lirdc and password to the study a~e also include& Plea~ let 

me know if you or your teammates have a~?, questions and if I cat~ be of any assistance. 
I appreciate y~mr paNcipatio~! 



Thank yo u. 

Helio, 

My name is I am a ciinicai psychology doctoral student at the Adler School of Professional Psychoiogy in Chicago, IL I am 

contacting you because your soccer coach has given me permission to do so. I am currently working on my dissertation study and researching 
female athletes’ body image concerns. I wouid greatly appreciate your participation in my study, as it wouid help inform practices in psychology 
and other relevant fields. Your participation would be completely anonymous and voluntary and you would be under no obligation to complete 
the questions if at any time you did not feel comfortable doing so, By ciicking on the following link you wili be asked to confirm that your 
participation is voluntary; once you have verified this you wiil be automa[icaliy linked to the questionnaire.-[he questionnaire should take about 
30-45 minutes to complete. If you canno[ complete [he survey in one sitting the results wiil not be saved and you wiil have to begin from the 

start if you decide to return at a ia[er time. If you choose to participate it wili be very much appreciated, If you have specific ques[ions you’d iike 
me to address piease email me at       @__r[_!y_.__a__~_[_e___r_.__e___d___u__. This research is being supervised by a core facuity and licensed psychologist, Lauren 
Nichols, Psy.D., of the Adier School of Professional Psychology. 

Password for survey: 

Thank you, 

Those interested in obtaining additional resources concerning the topic of this study are encouraged to utiiize the following resources: 

American Psychological Association (APA): www.apa.org/ 

Psychoiogy Today: www.psychologytoday.com 

National Association for Anorexia Nervosa and Associa[ed Disorders {ANAD): ._w____w_____w__,__a___n___a___d__,__o___r_~ 

On Tim, at 11:29 AM, ~gma~l.com> wrote: 

Hi 

My name is m~d I am a member of the UNC Womeffs Soccer team. You talked witt~ my coach, z~son Dorrance, a&~ut ha~ing ot~r tcam fill our 

surveys to aid you with y~ur research. As a member of our leadership council, we wo~ld be more than happy to participate, l:fyou co~dd email me the link to the 

survey [ will se~d i[ ou~. to ~-~e girl!! Thanks so much[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, September ~_2, 20:]L3 :]_:]L:07 AM 

Jason Sisneros < ~gmail.com> 

Fwd: Coaching symposium in Canada 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Coaching symposium in Canada 

From: Graham Kennedy <gkennedy@stfx.ca> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Anson, 

I was going to ask you to recommend someone if you could not attend and this is much appreciated. I will touch base with Jason. Please let Jason know that I would love to speak 

with him. 

Kind regards, 

Graham 

On 13-09-12 11:22 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Graham, I have retired from these opportunities but I have an excellent assistant coach who knows everything I do who needs the money and is willing to travel. His name is Jason 

Sisneros. I will copy him on this for you.Tell him what part of our curriculum you want him to address and he will. He is very bright, very technically savvy and will enhance your 

symposium. 

Sent~om my Verizon Wire/ess 4G L TE DROtD 

Graham Kennedy <gkennedy@stfx.ca> wrote: 

Anson, 

I sent you a letter a couple of weeks ago regarding a coaching symposium at St. Francis Xavier University in Nova Scotia, Canada. I was going to give you a call today but I see that 

you are away at Virginia Tech so I will give you a call tomorrow or early next week. 

We’ve got a group of business students who are helping us develop our marketing plan for our event and we have confirmation of attendance from several quality clinicians. We 

would really love to have you headline our event, even if it meant only coming in for one nighL I have some budget money put aside for a keynote speaker and I hope you will 

consider coming. The symposium is a residential coaching development held here on our beautiful campus in Antigonish, NS, a small sea side town with a small university that 

punches above it’s weight in Canada. I guarantee you will love the Celtic culture here and the people. It might make a great holiday if you decided to spend some extra time in the 

region. 

Thanks for your consideration, and best of luck to you and your girls this season. 

Graham 

Graham Kenrledy, CilPC i Head Coaci~, Soccer 

St, Francis Xavier University 

PO Box 5000 I Antigonish, NS B2G 2W5 

direct: 902 867 4922 i mobile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, September 12, 203L3 13L:08 AM 

Graham Kennedy <gkennedy@stfx.ca>; Jason Sisneros ~ @gmail.com> 

Re: Coaching symposium in Canada 

Will do! 

Sent from my Verizon b~’ireless 4G LT2 D.P,O/D 

Graham Kennedy <gkennedy@stfx.ca> wrote: 

Anson, 

I was going to ask you to recommend someone if you could not attend and this is much appreciate& I will touch base with Jason. Please let Jason know that I would love to speak 

with him. 

Kind regards, 

Graham 

On 13-09-12 11:22 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Graham, I have retired from these opportunities but I have an excellent assistant coach who knows everything I do who needs the money and is willing to travel. His name is Jason 

Sisneros. I will copy him on this for you.Tell him what part of our curriculum you want him to address and he will. He is very bright, very technically savvy and will enhance your 

symposium. 

Sent.from my V~-’Hzon VVire/ess 4G L TE DROID 

Graham Kennedy <~kennedv@stfx.ca> wrote: 

Anson, 

I sent you a letter a couple of weeks ago regarding a coaching symposium at St. Francis Xavier University in Nova Scotia, Canada. I was going to give you a call today but I see that 

you are away at Virginia Tech so I will give you a call tomorrow or early next week. 

We’ve got a group of business students who are helping us develop our marketing plan for our event and we have confirmation of attendance from several quality clinicians. We 

would really love to have you headline our event, even if it meant only coming in for one night. I have some budget money put aside for a keynote speaker and I hope you will 

consider coming. The symposium is a residential coaching development held here on our beautiful campus in Antigonish, NS, a small sea side town with a small university that 

punches above it’s weight in Canada. I guarantee you will love the Celtic culture here and the people. It might make a great holiday if you decided to spend some extra time in the 
region. 

Thanks for your consideration, and best of luck to you and your girls this season. 

Graham 

Graham Kennedy, ChPC i Head Coach, Soccer 

St. Francis Xavier University 

PO Box 5000 I Antigonish, NS B2G 2W5 

direct: 902 867 4922 i rnobile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,IC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thur~y,                  11:17 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

Re: CONGRAYS! 

Thanks LanT!! Yes haw at the end! 

Se~t.f!vm my ~zerizou l~%eIe,ss 4G 

"Gallo, Jr., I,a~.5, A." <afl~ga lo@unc edw- wrote 

Way to go...a little dicey during the last 4 or 5 tninutes, but we get the "W" on the road in the ACC Opener. 
Great stuff; a~d travel home safely. BTW, did            get a yellow or red caxd? She get two yellows to a red? Hope not~ 

Take care, and GO HEELS~ (Get some rest a~d e~oy this victo~y~) 
Be well, 
La~ 

Lxeculive Associate Director of Afl~lefics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 1:44 PM 

Tom and Alison Sermanni < @hotmail.com> 

Re: 

Excellent! 

Sent j?om my Vedzon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

Tom and Alison Sermanni < ~hotmail.com> wrote: 

Thanks Anson 

Really appreciate your support on this. I will liaise with Steve as he indicated a similar view to yourself. 

I agree about Verheijen and periodization, espedally if you can reasonably predict the teams schedule¯ Vicki is a very good and diligent coach¯ 

Will be in touch soon. 

Thanks 

Tom 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 

To: @hotmail.com 

Subject: Re: 

Date: Thu, :[4::[3:47 +0000 

Tom, if UVa agrees to release        to you we will release       BTW, enjoyed Vicky’s visit. Got some good information on Verheijen from her. We 

started incorporating some of Raymond’s principle’s last fall. I am a fan. What do you think of his periodization philosophy? 

5ent ~rrom my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DRO!D 

Tom and Alison Sermanni < ~hotmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

Hope you’re well and thanks for making Vicki feel at home during her visit to UNC. Nice goal by       against UCLA. I would love to claim credit for 
showing her that one at training but she seems to pass the ball to     every time she gets near goal with the WNT. 

With regards to and our upcoming Women’s National Team matches, we have games!camp from and there will be four matches over 
that time period. 
We will play Australia on                  in San Antonio and then will play New Zealand on         in San Francisco and         (venue TBD). 

From the WNT perspective, I’d really like       to be available for the game against Australia on 

our overseas players are unavailable. I have also requested UVA to release for that 

key player. 

¯ It is live on NBC and it’s a non-FIFA date so 

game so both UNC and UVA would be without a 

If       was also available for the game on the     {which will be a closed door match) that would be great. That way she could attend some of the 
camp and would still only miss one UNC game. She is of course welcome to be involved in the entire camp, however I’m very sensitive that you have some 
very important matches over this time as well. 

Can you please let me know your thoughts on being available to join the WNT from 

Thanks for your consideration. 

Much appreciated, 

Tom 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 2:38 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: GPS- Va Tech 

Team Report vs Va. Tech.pdf; CSV Temn Report vs Va Tech.csv 

Are go~ getting these ~ow? 

From: Gatz, Gregory 
Sent: Friday, ~.:19 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J; 
Subject: GPS- Va Tech 

Is attached.       Iso attached CSV report) 

_~aol.com; Jason Sisneros; Ducar, Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 4:47 PM 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros I ~grna~l.com); pacmani~)uncaa.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu); ~email.unc.edu>; @aol.com); 

@live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 

,~@gm~l.com); ~)live.unc.edu>; ~li~]e.unc.edu); 

~gmail.com; ~(~gmail.com); @live.unc.edu); 

~. ~live.unc.edu); @{~ncaa.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); @icloud.com) (&live.unc.edu~’-; 

@live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu);. ~live.unc.e&0; @gmafil.com); 

@live.tmc.edu); ~yaJ~oo.com); ~live.unc.edu); ~gmail.com; 

~rocketmaSd.com; @gmail.com; @live.unc.edu; @yahoo.com; ~yma~l.com; 

@live.~mc.edu; @emaJd.unc.edu; ~gmail.com; @comcast.net; ~gmaJl.com; 

aie*nail .unc .edu; ,~bemafil .unc .edu; @hotmail.com; ~,~b live .unc .edu; ~live.unc.edu; 

@gmail.com; ~(c)!gma~l.com; @live.unc.edu); @aol.com; 

@g,na~l.com; @yahoo.co,n; ~gmail.com 

RE: goal sequences vs. VaTech 

Thank you 

From: 
Sent; Friday, 4:30 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 
Subject: goal sequences vs. VaTech 

Hi Anson, 

Thought you might find this interesting, these were the goal scoring sequences from last night’s game against Virginia Tech: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}’- 

Friday, 4:53 PM 

Chris Andrew <candrew@chicago-fire.com> 

@~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros @gmail.co~n); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: UNC Trip 

Chris, 

Thank you) 

Please make the introduction, we would love to meet you. You are coaching one of my ell time favorite players h~ I.ori Chak~pny. 

F~m: Chris Andrew [mailto:candrew@chicago-fire.com] 

Sent: Friday, 3:~ PN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 

Subject: UNC Trip 

Good afternoon Anson, 

Congratulations on your 7~Oth win for th~ Woman’s program. 

~ am pleased to ~ay that I hav~ b~n able to arran~ tim~ to v~sit th~ University b~tw~n 

I ~ook forward to the opportunity to ~et you at ~o~ point durin~ ~y trip if at a~l possib~ 

Re~ards, 

Chris 

so I can watch the games against Syracuse and Virginia. 

D. B.W.H. 

E ) candrew@chicago-fire.com 

i~i Image removed by sender¯ Chicago CHRIS ANDREW 
Fire Soccer Club DIRECTOR - CAMPS & TRAINING 

P ) 708.496.6768 

F 708=496.6050 

TOYOTA PARK 7000 South Harlem I Bridgeview IL 00455 I 888.MLS.FIRE J chicago-fire corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, September 13, 2013 5:02 PM 

goodie@bim~ingham united.corn 

natalie dorra~ce I           ~hotmail.com);      @aol.com 

RE: Coaching the Compelitive Cauldron at Vayious Age Levels 

E~est thi~3g for you and your U-:].e] team and your HS team is to bring them to our Team Can~p, ~t is a coaching schoo~ for you ~n o~r n~ethodo~ogy (the Competitive 

Caldron) and a p~ayer development p~tform for them, Check ~t out: www,ncgsc,com P~ease ca~ ~f you want more detail on tNs or the Competitive k:a~dron 

A~I the bes~:~ 

F~ goodie@birminghamunited.com [mailto:goodie@birminghamunited.com] 
~eBtl Friday, September ~3, 20[3 2:43 PM 
To~ Dorrance, AlbeR A ~ 
Subje~t~ Coaching the Competitive Cauldron at Various Age Levels 
Coach DoEance, 
My name is An&ew Goodwin and I am 26 year old soccer coach in Birmingham, Alabama Having spent Ne first 10 years of my li~ in Fayetteville, North Carolina I am a huge Tar Heel ~an. I 
began coaching when I was 19 and have always followed your successes as motivation for my own coaching experience. I have even had the fantastic opport~ities to work with some 
foyer Tar Heels such as Jay ttoweH and one of your former players, Man@ Moraca. This year I was given the book "The Man Watching" which details a lot of what you have done to 
create an extremely successful program at the Universi)" of North Carelma Chapel }Elk Thus, my new obsession with the "Competitive Caul~on" 
I am our clubs South Academy Director of Coaching. I currently coach 1 u9 girls team, 1 ul0 girls team, and 2 ul 1 girls’ teams I am also the assistant coach on our u14 ECNL team as well as 
the new varsity women’s coach at Chelsea High School. I’ve beg~ trying to keep and post scores for all of my teams on a bulleting board at our fields. Some days, the competition is ~ntense 
and the atmosphere is f~. Other days I feel like I’m having to coax and beg the girls to even consider competing I’ve always tried to be extremely organized in my layout of training sessions 
so I try to slowly build from session to session the demand of skill and the level of competition but it seems I continue to have that one session eveW now and then that just lets me down 
which in domino efl)ct, lets the girls down. And that seems to happen at all agest 
I’m writing you ~n hopes that you could shed some light on how I could possibly tweak or reorganize my own competitive cauldron so that is "age appropriate" and doesn’t have those 
random days where I leave thinking I’ve wasted the players’ time. 
Side note: I had my ul 0 girls write their goals on a sheet of paper as to what they wanted to achieve in soccer. Three of them wrote that their goal is to play at the Universi~ of North 
Carolina Chapel Hill. I want to continue to suppolt these players and their &earns and guide them to reach for higher heights. 
Any advice would be much appreciated. 
From a coach who you’ve alrea@ been a huge mentor for, 
Thanks 
Andrew Goodwin 

Birmingham United SM 

South Academy Director of Coaching 

(205) 6L~-8250 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:06 PM 

~duke.edu) 

EW: travel roster to Florida 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Friday, :t2:49 PM 
Subject: travel roster to Florida 

Team, 

Here’s the travel roster to FL, subject to change based on injuries of course. 

Tues: 

10:45 am treatments for traveling party 

11:45 -12:45 practice for traveling party at Finley (Jimmy Johns at Practice) 

2:15 pm leave from Finley for airport 

Return late Sunday at 11:30 pro. 

-Tom 
Tom Stander 
Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University ofNort~ CaJcolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:10 PM 

McCaYthy, Frank <mccaYthy@SHERIDAN.EDU> 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: 

Not a problem ._. Tom Sander will know our schedule. 

From; McCarthy, Frank [mailto:mccarthy@SHERIDAN.EDU] 
Sent; Tuesday, 6:40 PM 
Te; Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ 

F~m: McCarthy, Frank 
Sent= Thursday, 3:~3 PN 
To= ’Dorrance, Albe~ A ~’ 
Subject= RE: 

Hi Coach, 

Really looking forward to coming out your way 

Just trv#~g [o plan..couk~ I observe your pre.-game, game and post--game meetings on 

the morning of 

Friday, ~ thk~k you were planning on having the day off..cou~d ~ meet with you in the s[:ternoon with some coaching questions? 

Saturday, could I observe your pre-.game practice.Jr so do you knew the time?. 

~ don’t want to bother you ~.I am just tryhsg to get evewtMng ~ can from th~s experience. 

Sincerely, 

Frank-- 

From; Dorrance, Albert A [V [__m___a_!J_t__o_2_a__t)_s__9__n___@__e____m___a_!L_u__n___c_:__e__d___u_] 
Sent; Wednesday, 5:39 PM 
To; McCarthy, Frank 
Subject: Re: 

No proble~n! 

SenL!i’orn my VerLzou 142reIe~,s 4G L]7: 

,?,1 think your gam~-:~ is st 2:00 If so what time will your m~-_~eting be in 

"McCaxthy, Frax~k" <mccarthv({3SHERIDAN.EDU> wrote: 

So VOU [:hi[~k I should still pla[~ .:_~n coming out VOUr way? ~5 [:here airy chance ~ (:ouhJ gel mavbe a ~.~ hour of your t~me on 

practice and games? 

~ am reading your’ Book: The man watching ~ reN~y am enjow~g ~L 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [ma~lto:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 5:20 PN 
To: McCarthy, Frank 
Subject: Re: 

S~:~t.from ~’ ~%rizo~ tV~reie~’s 4G L TE DROID 

"McCarthy, Frank" <mccarIh’y(a;SHERIDAN.EDU> wrote: 

Would it be a good idea to Observe your pre--game and game situations? 

I was also planning on observing the men’s and women basketball practice 

Please let me know your thoughts. 

Thanks, 

Frank- 

F~= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [ma~lto:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 10:28 AN 
To= Sander, Thomas ~ 
Cc: McCarthy, Frank 
Subject: Re: 

Fran~ those days would be a wasle tot a visit. 

Ser~¢./~om ~ ~ t, rizon Ifi~re/es~" 4G L]7i DROID 

"Sander, Thomas J" <pacman(3)unc.edu> wrote: 

On        we play Syracuse at 2 pro, on the     we wilt most likely have off, and on the 

VA at home on the The nearest hotel would be the Courtyard Marriott just off campus. 

-Tom 

~= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:25 PM 
To= McCarthy, Frank 

C¢; Sander, Thomas 3 

we will have a pregame practice in preparation t:or our game against 



Subject: RE: Re: 
I will copy Torn and he will tell Vou if those dates work and what motel would be most convientH 

Frem: McCarthy, Frank [mailto:mccarthy~SHER:[DAH.EDU] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:23 A~ 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: RE: Re: 

Ok Coach, 

~ am p~an on coming out ,,.the dates ~ am th~nk~ng of our                and leaving the noting of 

~:o c~mpus? Or couh~ you please giw~ me the name and phone nurnber of your secretary ~:hat couh~ he~p met 

Thanks, 

Coach McCarthy 

Sheridan College 

~mm~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [ma~lto:anson@ema~l.unc.edu] 
SeBt~ Wednesday, 8:32 AM 
To~ McCarth% Frank 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; 3ason Sisneros ~ 
S~bject= RE: Re: 

_,could you please let me know the best motel close 

@small.corn); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Nol: a ~)roblem coach .... Now I don’l: plan ~:hat far in ~dw~nce so make sure we are horne (check our schedule} and we h:~o]~ forw~rd to seeing you. 

F~m: Frank McCa~hy 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:29 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Subject: RE: Re: 

~ ~eal~y appreciate you takh~8 the time to v~s~t with me last yea~ on th~ phone. I want to com~ to your University and v~sit w~th you h~ person._and ~ poss~Me watch 

alLand if so would it be ok with you? 

I have also contact Coach Roy’s Williams about observing his practices. 

Please let me know your thoughts. 

Thanks, 

Coach McQ~r~hy 

Sheridan Colle~,e 

F~= Anson Dorrance [mailto:ansonOuncaa.unc.edu] 
$e~t~ Thursday, 1:~3 PM 
Te~ McCarthy, Frank 
$~ject~ RE: 

Sure 

Connected by Dt~OID on Verizen Wireless 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "McCarthy, Frank" <mccarthy@SHERIDAN.EDU> 
To: Anson Dorrance <.a____q_s___o___n__@_U__LLc__a___a__,A_n__c__=__e___d___u_> 

Sent: Thu, 06:37:50 GMT+00:00 
Subject: RE: Re: 

All-Star week???~can I call you next week??? 

Frem: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson(c~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:29 AM 
To: McCarthy, Frank 
Subject: Re: 

Actually, next week is better. Call anytime (c). 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > "McCarthy, Frank" <mccmthy@SHER[DANEDU> 

Hi Anson, 

I would like to continue my questions with you ???is Friday 

Please let me know your thoughts. 

Thanks, 

Frank- 

Frank McCarthy 

Head Basketball Coach 

Sheridan College 

(307) 674 6446 ext 4001 

mccarthy@sheridan.edu 

1:25 AM >>> 

,a good day to call? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, 5:27 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~ @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Holds 

What is up boys? 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Thursday, i:t:47 AM 

To; Markos, Lance M 
Subject: Holds 

If you are receMng this ernail, your sport is delinquent with cornpliance documentation (contact/evaluation logs, official visits, camp forms, etc.) and now have a hold placed 

with the Business Office on your sport’s account. 

To address outstanding paperwork and to have the holds removed, please contact             at 3 4738 or      _@__o___Ln___a_jj_&r_Lc_~__e__d___u_., 

Thanks, 
Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 5:36 PM 

~aol.com 

~duke.edu) 

I~W: Holds 

Dino, 

Is there sometlling gou need to turn in for tills? And I know you don’t want to do this, b~t do you mind finalizing the camp for me within tl~e ne×t week? 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Thursday, :t:t:47 AM 

To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: Holds 

If you are receiving this email, your sport is delinquent with compliance documentation (contact/evaluation logs, official visits, camp forms, etc.) and now have a hold placed 

with the Business Office on your sport’s account. 

To address outstanding paperwork and to have the holds removed, please contact             at 3 4738 or      @_&ELa_[[:__u_L~__c_:gc_!__u_. 

Thanks, 
Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email,nnc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, 5:38 PM 

Damon Nahas <damon.nahas@caslnc.com> 

1~9;: Pefiodisation 

Thank you Damon1[ 

From: Damon Nahas [mailto:damon.nahas@caslnc.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, 3:58 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: Periodisation 

~-Ie¥ Anson, 

Thanks ]:oF the email, it’s ab,,vays great to see new material Figuring out different ways that it can be ~mp]emented st the different ~evels ~s the exalting part. 

Thanks again and good k~ck tonight and on 

Damon 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [ma~lto:anson~ema~l.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 2:54 PM 
To~ @msn.c~m; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
¢c= natalie dorrance ( 
Subject= ~: Periodisation 

Boys, 

Look at th~s!! It is a wonderful summary of h~s (Raymond Verhe~en’s} entire course[! Tom/Jason, this w~l~ be a ~ecture in Team Camp next summer. Natalie, p~ease 

save this so I don’t forget, 

From: Vicki Linton [mailto: ~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:23 Plv~ 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Periodisation 
Anson 

’]7his might be useful! 

Vicki 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 5:50 PM 

@,nsn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.co,n; Jason Sisneros I         ~gmaJl.com); pacman~!uncaa.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu);                       @email.unc.edu>;                     @aol.com); 

@live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 
@gmaJl.com);                      .~!live.unc.edu>;                 ~@ive.unc.edu); 

@gmail.com;                     ((~gmail.com);                   @live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); nicole fava (nfava@tmcaa.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu)i ~icloud.com) (&live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.e&0; ~live.unc.e&0; ~live.unc.e&0; 

.~live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.e&0; @gma~l.com); 

~live.anc.edu); ~ya]~oo.com); @live.unc.edu); @gmail.com; 

~rocketmafil.com; @gmail.com; @live.unc.edu; @yahoo.com; @mail.com; 

@live.anc.edu; @ema~l.unc.edu; ~gmail.com; @comcast.net; @gmaJl.com; 

~!e,nail.unc.edu; @ema~l.unc.edu; ~!hotmail.com; (@ive.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 
~gmail.com; _             .a!gmaJl.com; @live.unc.edu); @aol.com; 

~g,na~l.com; @yahoo.co,n; @gmail.com 

I%V: Bank of America Merrill Lynch Event for Women - at Carolina Brewery 

BAML Women in Finance Flyer .pdf 

From: Breschi, Joe 
Sent-" Thursday, 4:42 PM 
To-" Miller, Beth 
l:::e; Levy, Jennifer S; Shelton, Karen C; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Meaders, Harlis James; Mann, Jan M.; Galvin, Derek P; Haney, Sarah K; Papa, Donna J; 
Kalbas, Brian J; DeSelm, Rich L; Sagula, Joseph A 
Subject; FVV: Bank of America Merrill Lynch Event for Women - at Carolina Brewery 
Hi everyone, 

A very successful former Tar Heel lacrosse player asked me to forward this to all the women’s teams at UNC on behalf of Bank of America Merrill Lynch. His email is below! If 

you think it’s appropriate for your student athletes or they may be interested in hearing more information, please pass it on! Best of luck to all those competing 

this weekend! 

Go Heels. 

Joe 

From: <Johnston>, William <william.iohnston@baml.com> 

Date: Monday,                  4:16 PM 

To: "Breschi, Joe" <breschi@unc.edu> 

Subject: Bank of America Merrill Lynch Event for Women - at Carolina Brewery 

Joe, 

If you want t.:_~ pass this only to th~-_~ coaches of any women’s t~-’_~ams or clubs, we a r~-’_~ hosting an informal get ~:oge~:her h:~r women inter~-_~sted in a career in finance on 

Tuesday from 7:OO-8:30pm at the Carolina Brewer~. It’s mostly targeting Juniors, but Sophomores are also welcome. This event is a chance Lo 

network with some employees and to gain more insight inLo a sates and Lradingjob. 

From this event, we’d like to target a smal~ handfu~ to fly to NYC for an Undergraduate Women’s F~nance Summit which ~s a one day educational event that ~s really 

helpful from ~n~:erv~ewiresume t~ps ~:o a broad introduction to the business. Wornen from ~:hat event can be [ast-~:racked to k~terview for our Summer In~:ernsh~p 

Sa~es and Trading ~rogram. rMs is the prograrn that then gets ~:he better kids full time offers goh~g ~nl:o senh:~r year (                        ). 

Anyway, ~ thought I’d pass LNs a~ong in case you have anyone ~n m~nd. The criteria is competitive and probably faMy obvious, bL]t they will look at GPA, 

experience, major, etc. 

~’m 50/50 on go~ng next week as I w~l be ~n Chapel HN later this fall for some other events, but                          wi~ be there with others from BAML 

FI~ get you more advanced notice for other upcoming events, but I thought you m~ght have a few Women ~n m~nd for this event just as you highly recommended 

a couple of years ago Than~s. 

TNk to you soon. -Bi~y 

This message, and any attachments, is for the intended recipient(s) only, may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or proprietary and subject to important terms 

and conditions available at http://www.bankofamerica.com/emaildisclaimer. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete this message. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, 5:54 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.e&~> 

I~E: CONGI~\TS ! 

Thank you Larry!! I fore working here ... it is an honor!! 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Friday, 5:12 AM 
To: Dorrance, AIber~ A IV; @msn.com’; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com’; ’Jason Sisneros ( 
Subject= CONGRA~ 
Impo~ance~ High 
~son: 
Congrats on win # 750~ 
I ~ow you share this victor" with every *nember of your stY; both p~st and present, and wN~ eveu player that has worn Carolina Blue~ 
A tremendous accomplishment in a stellar career. We are so proud of our women’s soccer program ~ NO BRAG, JUST FACT~ 
Be well and all the best~ 
La~" 

Executive Aasociatc Dhvclor of Aft-clerics 

Univeraib~ of North Cam[ma a~ Cha~x:l 

Ngmail.com)’; Sander, Thomas J 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Thursday, 9:03 PN 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; @msn.com’; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com’; ’Jason Sisneros I ~qmail:com)’; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: CONGRATS! 
Importance: High 
Way to go...a little dicey during the last 4 or 5 ininutes, but we get the "W" on the road in the ACC Opener. 
Great stuff; m~d travel home s~£ely. BTW, did            get a yellow or red card? She get two yellows to a red? Hope not!! 
Take care, and GO HEELS! (Get some rest aJ~d enjoy this victory!) 
Be well, 
Larry 

]~;xecuti~ e Associate I)i~eci,)r of Athletics 

U~fis e~sity of North Caro]ina at Cha~[ } ~fl] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, September 13, 2013 6:09 PM 

@sbcglobal .net> 

~)aol.com 

pacman,~)uncaa.unc.edu; Ducm; Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu); @duke.edu) 

RE: Congratulation!! 

"[’har~k yot~ !! A~d Ves, we would love a retmior~!! Dino, t~sed to do ~:hese ... [.e(s see ~ he 

F~m: @sbcglobal.net] 
Sent: Friday, 8:59 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
C~: 
Sabje~t: Congratulations~ 

I read this morning of your 750Lh win~ What an amazing accomplishment for a desexing 
coach. It was so good to see you last weekend- only wish we could have spent some more 
time together. I have put a bug in a couple of the players ears to work on a reunion for next 
fall, so I hope you and Tom will support that~ The former players had so much fun and 
would be great ~o gel even more of them together. 
Please give     a hug from the        - she looked amazing~ 
Go Heels~ Beat those Irish~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 6:10 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros i ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: CAROLINA - The Magazine 

For recruits and alumnae? What do you think? 

From: Matt Terrell [mailto:matt@ramsclub.com] 

Sent; Friday, 9:13 AM 

To; Matt Terrell 

Subject; CAROLINA - The Magazine 

To: Athletics Staff 

Re: CAROLINA - The Magazine 

A few weeks ago, The Rams Club and Carolina Athletics launched a new weekly digital magazine - CAROLINA. Initial numbers are good for online views. We expect to see a significant 

climb in readership in the coming days as we finally received approval of our Apple store app (the best way to view it) this week. Along with our Google Play app for Droid tablets, 

these apps will bring great stories to Tar Heel fans in an innovative way. With the pieces fully in place, we will greatly pick up promotion of the magazine (including a press release 

Friday through GoHeels.com). 

I encourage each of you to go to the Apple Store or the Droid Market, and download the free app for the new magazine ... just search CAROLINA or CAROLINA MAGAZINE, or click the links 

below. Once you have downloaded the app, be sure to click on the "Click Here for Free Subscription" button to ensure future issues are automatically pushed each week. You can view 

the first three issues in the app or online. 

The direct link for the Apple App Store is 

The direct link for the Google Play Store is 

If you don’t use a tablet, you can always find issues online at 

Enjoy[ Go Heels! 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

Associate Executive Director I The Rams Club 

The University of North Carolina 

Please note a new email address: 

We educate ~nd inspire through Athletics. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 6:17 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros ( ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: Youth & Adult Soccer DOC’s, Technical Directors, Club GM, Board Members, College Coaches- Sign up today for a 1 year FREE 

Pro ~ account at Pass2Me.com 

Please figure this out for me, I don’t have time!! 

From-" Gary Ireland [mailto: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 13, 2013 4:35 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Youth & Adult Soccer DOC’s, Technical Directors, Club GM, Board Nembers, College Coaches- Sign up today for a 1 year FREE Pro + account at Pass2Me.com 

Hi Anson- 
Greetings from silicon Valley! Tm writing to you with my tech. cap on :) 
we never did catch up and speak about showing you my networkin9 system on 
Pass2me.com. P]s take a look at the memo below to learn more about our new system. 
You can find any. player, anywhere, anytime using this new system. TtS incredible 
and i say this in a]] modesty :) 
T want to offer you a free Pro+ membership on Pass2me.com to as a courtesy. TtS a 
Facebook, Linkedin Dropbox, Evite, Twitter for soccer all on one system-the only 
one in existence. T personally have 40 groups in 30 countries and use this for a]] 
things football, we have thousands of coaching directors, technical directors, 
national team coaches club owners and officials, pro players etc using the system. 
Pass2me.com is also t~e official college recruiting networking system for 
soccerloco surf cup. You might find it useful. Id like to share with you how and 
what i use Pass2me.com for when you get a moment. Do let me know if there is a good 
time we can discuss this. I know you like to share and discuss new and proven 
concepts and knowledge about the game. Td like you to share some of your material 
while enjoying the exchange i do on this wonderful system. Td like the chance to 
show you the benefits of the system. 

Good luck this weekend with your 
Best wishes 
Gary 

PASS2ME.COM 

games! 

SPECIAL FREE NATIONWIDE OFFER TO ALL YOUTH & ADULT SOCCER CLUB COACHING & TECHNICAL, CAMP & 
TOURNAMENT DIRECTORS, BOARD MEMBERS, LEAGUE & CLUB GENERAL MANAGERS REGISTER TODAY FOR A 
FREE 1 YEAR PRO + ACCOUNT ON WWW.PASS2ME.COM VALUED AT $120.00 
GO PAPERLESS AND MOBILE! Pass2Me is the revolutionan/online cloud based identification, tracking & networking 
platform for the soccer community. We use the power of social media to connect players, coaches, colleges, clubs & 
professionals. Pass2me.com is the most secure privacy protected social platform in the game allowing parents & officials 
to track activity! Pass2me.com is the officia~ college recruiting network for the $occerloco Surf Cup, 
Activate your FREE Pro Page to build & share your professional profile, connect with colleagues & 
analyze and showcase players and much more. 

Create unlimited amount of private analysis groups where you can rank, compare, comment on your players. Ideal 
for large clubs and leagues in multiple locations. 
Use analysis pages for tn/outs, team evaluations, share your elite player information with PDP, ODP, id2, National 
Training Centers by inviting selectors onto your privacy protected groups. Enter date players was observed, rank 
them technically, tactically, physically and psychosocially. 
Create unlimited number of player evaluation forms and either charge no fee or any price you choose. Use as a 
club fundraiser! 
Search for your players by gender, age, grad year, position, geographically, club & high school jersey number, 
first/last name, by evaluator name, username, event. 
Allow your coaching staff to join your analysis and tracking network for free. Only you have the edit capability and 
can allow your group members to edit if you wish, saving you time and encouraging your coaches and managers 
to input. 



o Utilize the system to have a hands on approach from remote locations with improved communications. 
° Utilize the P2M unique networking system to invite college coaches, selectors, coaches, parents to your groups. 

Become your players’ advocates through direct connectivity! Improve their chances of getting scoured and 
recruited. 

¯ Managers and Board members upload word, pdf, powerpoint, excel, photos, videos and invite parents, coaches, 
other managers, officials to share information. 

° Go paperless and mobile! Use customized privacy settings to share with individuals, groups or open to all. 
, Players upload their own user generated content- No work required by the coach, manager, admin. View video, 

docs, transcripts, academic and bios. 
and much more! 
For More Information on how to get your Free Pro + account on .__w_____w_____w___:___P___a____s___s___2_____M____e__ email .!__n___f___o__~p____a___s___s____2____m____e__:___c___o____m__. 
WHAT DO YOU GET WITH PRO+ 14EMBERSHIP? 
FREE Features 
Professional Profile, Listing in the Pass2Me database, Auto Notifications by Text & Email, Control Viewing & Privacy ... 
and More! 
PRO+ Features 
Post Videos, Photos & Docs, Upload Videos straight from your phone, Generate Unlimited FREE Player Evals, College 
Connect services, Detailed postings on the Forum, Unlimited Player Analysis Pages for evaluating Players ... and More! 

THE FOLLOWING IS A PARTIAL LIST OF FEATURES THAT ARE SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR PLAYERS, COACHES & 
COLLEGES: 
- PLAYER PAGES: Sign up for a FREE player page & get on the Player Tracker system. Fill out your profile so College 
Coaches can search for you by name, GPA, high school, club team, etc. Premium members get video, photo and 
document upload, scouting events functionality, use of College Connect services, and more! 

° PRO PAGES: coaches and pro’s get free profiles. Pro+ members get video and document upload, use of the 
forum, College Connect access, unlimited free Player Evaluation forms, and more! 

o NCAA COMPLIANT: Verified College Officials get access and viewing privileges without violating NCAA rules 
o IDENTIFY PLAYERS BY NUMEROUS CRITERIA: Search & Track Players helps coaches find, track & contact players 

by name, GPA, high school, club team, position, etc. 
° PRINTABLE PLAYER LISTS: Narrow down a list of players & Print the list directly from Pass2Me, based on: GPA, 

grad year, committed/not committed, player evaluation info, etc. 
o EASY SEARCH FOR PLAYERS: Search for players in our system without having to sign up for Pass2Me. You will see 

as much of their profile that they allow to be public. 
o PLAYER ANALYSIS PAGES: Share information about players with your coaching staff. Create a Player Analysis Page 

for a specific recruiting class, age group, etc., add Players to this page & invite your coaching staff to join to co- 
evaluate, rank and share info about these players. 

° COMPREHENSIVE PLAYER EVALUATION: Our multi-point, and customizable Player Evaluation gives a strong insight 
into a player’s capability and potential. Coaches can add their own categories of assessment. Players can also do 
self-evaluations. 

° ACCESS ANYWHERE: Our system is easy=to-use, can be updated or accessed from anywhere (phone, tablet, 
laptop), and allows you to share & keep track of your communications with coaches, colleges and other players. 
Scout a Player, make & save notes right from your phone or tablet on the field & your coaches get automatically 
notified so they can view anytime. 

° EXTENSIVE PRIVACY SE-I-FINGS: control how much you want your profile & info to be seen 
° FREE ACCESS TO EXTENSIVE SOCIAL NETWORKING FEATURES: In addition to Player, Pro and Player Analysis 

Pages and our College recruiting capabilities, having a Pass2Me account allows you to create unlimited Group 
pages, Fan Pages, or build out your personal Profile page and connect to others. 

- ... AND MORE! 
For More Information on how to get your Free Pro + account on www.Pass2Me email 



Sent: 

To: 

Subj ect: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <iO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCt tANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOt tF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Satmrday, September 14, 2013 3:16 PM 

~aoLcom 

Re: Congrats! 

Thank you Ashu, you are very kind. 

Sentj?om my ~&ffzon bVirdeas !G LTE DR(ZD 

@aol.com w rote: 

Hi Anson! 

How are you? I read about your 750th coaching victory-- congratulations! I know you’re a humble person, but it is quite an amazing feat. Simple math would take 35 

years multiplied by an excellent season by anyone’s standards of 20 victories per season and yield 700 wins. 

Fm sure there are statisticians who could find the miniscule number of coaches who have ever achieved 20-plus victory seasons for even just a "shorter" period of say, 15 

years. Thus, what you’ve accomplished with your leadership of your program is amazing. In any case, I know you’re already on to preparing for the next game, but just 

wanted to take a moment to congratulate you. All the best! 

Take care, 

~shu. 

SOCCER-- Strategies for Sustained Coaching Success (Me~er & Me~er Sport~ 2012) 

Cell: Email: @aol.com 

Web: www.letsgogetem-ashus.com 

Join the ONE Campaign! www.one.org 

NOTE: THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL, COMMUNICATION Do not forward this email without consent of this sender. This transmission is intended only for the use of the individuals or entity to which it is addressed If 

you are not the intended recipient, or the person responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, please return it immediately. Although this e-mail and any attachments are believed to be free of 

any virus or other defect, it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that it is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by this sender for any loss or damage arising in any way from its unauthorized 

modification or use 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 9:21 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducay@unc.e&~; bill paJladino <. ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros < @gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu-~; @msn.com> 

Fwd: Catapult Team Performance tim1 VaTech 

13 Catapult Team l?erformance thin VaTech.pdf 

........ OriginaJ Message ........ 

Subject: Catapult Team PerIbrmance thru VaTech 

Frown:                      ~live.unc.edu> 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~ A IV" <auson,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: "Sa~der, Thotnas J" <pactnan@unc.edu> 

Hi Anson, 

Attached is a PDF with a host of rankings and tables from the Catapult data of our games thus far (thru VaTech). Throughout the document, you will see my "hybrid" 

score. The math behind this score makes it so that "effort" (Player Load!min) is weighted about twice as much as "ground covered." 

Page 1: Cover Page 

Page 2: Bar (?r’aph wi~h Ground ¢overed (me~ersimin} rankirNs 

Page 8: Table with Season Totals and all rankings 

Please let me know if you have any questions. I think I got a little too into this (I’ve been at Caribou for hours playing with numbers), but enjoyed doing it~ 



Se~: 

To." 

Subj ect: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <iO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCt tANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOt tF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Satmrday, 9:22 PM 

~aol.com; Ducar, Chris <ducar@tmc.edu>; bill palJadi~o < ~aoLcom>; Jason Sisneros 

Stander, Thomas J <paclnm~@tmc.edu>; @msn.com> 

Re: Congrats! 

~gmN1. com>; 

~aol.com wrote: 

You’re welcome, Anson! Saw this article on Chip Kelly’s Philadelphia Eagles-- similar to when he was at Oregon, the common thought is that scout teams can’t prepare 

for the attack he intends his teams to inflict on opponents, http:!!espn.go.com!nfl/storv/ !id!9661881irick-reillv-new-eagles-offense 

Similar to your teams’ flurry on both sides of the ball, in my opinion. Very cool! 

Take care, 

Ashu. 

SOCCER-- Strategies for Sustained Coaching Success (Meqer & Me#er Sport, 2012) 

Cell: Emai[: @aol.com 

Web: www.letsgogetem-ashus com 

Join the ONE Campaign! www one.org 

NOTE: "IHIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION. Do not forward this email without consent of this sender. This transmission is intended only for the use of the individuals or entity to which it is addressed. If 

you are not the intended recipient, or the person responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, please return it immediately. Although this e-mail and any attachments are believed to be free of 

any virus or other defect, it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that it is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by this sender for any loss or damage arising in any way from its unauthorized 

modification or use 

In a message dated 9/14/2013 3:15:45 P.M. Eastern Daylight Time, anson@email.unc.edu writes: 

Thank you Ashu, you are very kind. 

~aol.com wrote: 

Hi Anson! 

How are you? I read about your 750th coaching victory-- congratulations! I know you’re a humble person, but it is quite an amazing feat. Simple math would 

take 35 years multiplied by an excellent season by anyone’s standards of 20 victories per season and yield 700 wins. 

Pm sure there are statisticians who could find the miniscule number of coaches who have ever achieved 20-plus victo .ry seasons for even just a "shorter" period 

of say, 15 years. Thus, what you’ve accomplished with your leadership of your program is arnazmg, in an3, case, ! know you’re already on to preparing for the 

next game, but just wanted to take a moment to congratulate you. All the best! 

Take care, 

Ashu. 

SOCCER-- Strategies f!)r Sustained Coaching Success (Melter & Meqer Sport~ 2(t12) 

Ceil: Email: @aol.com 

Web: www.letsgogetem-ashus.com 

Join the ONE Campaign! www.one.org 

NOTE: THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION. Do not forward this email without consent of this sender. This transmission is intended only for the use of the individuals or entity to which it is 

addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, or the person responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, please return it immediately Although this e-mail and any attachments 

are believed to be free of any virus or other defect, it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that it is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by this sender for any loss or damage arising in 

any way from its unauthorized modification or use. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, September 14, 2013 9:24 PM 

Ed Young <ed.yo~mg.j@EYSCO.COM>; Ducar, Chris <ducag~unc.edu>; bill palladino <     @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 
@gmail.com>; Saa~der, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; @msn.com>; 

~duke.edu> 

Re: NCSHoF National Champions Hall of Honor - UNC ]’off,eels Women’s Soccer Program 

Thank you Ed!!! 

Sem.f!"om my Ver’izor: tVi~wge,%’ 4(5 LZ’E DROLL) 

Ed Young <ed.young:i@EYSCO.COM> wrote: 

JUST ANNOUNCED! 

Congratulations to the UNC Won~en’s Soccer Program[ 
Some of Worh~’s grei~tes[: women’s p~ayers ever, mi~ny of the ~reatest women’s collegiate p]i~yers ever" and so many NC~A Natkmi~ Chi~mpionships, but this 

NCSHoF recogni[~on honors the 
Vm guessk~g for s [[.~[.~E~.D.’[. that was built by an extraordinary and exceptional [[.~.~9.f~).[~. collectively around the "Team" concept and not just [he indbsidua] great 

players ....... 

the H~I] of Honor wH~ sure~y be special (m~d well deserved) for e~ch and every one of the U NC women’s soccer teammates, 

bttp:!iwww.Qoheels.camNiewArticle.dbml?DB OEN ID=3350~TCLID:=:2092600~8 
Lightnin’ and other friends, please pass the word, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, September 15, 2013 8:03 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino <       ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu>; ~)msn.com> ~duke.edu> 

Fwd: Seasonal Flu Shot Clinic .- Depea~tment of Athletics 

........ O6ginal Message ........ 

Subject: Seasonal Flu Shot Clinic ~ Department of Athletics 

From: "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu> 

To: UNC?~k- Everyone <uncaa- eve~one@groups.unc.edu> 

CC: "Covely, John A" <jacovely@ehs.unc.edu>,’"chhay@ma.-d~ealth.com’" <chhays@maxhealth.com>,"Oli~aco, Scott M" <olia~:o@email.unc.edu> 

Colle ~agues: 

Once again this yem" we will have two sites/chnics within onr Department’s facilities to administer the flu vaccine. 

There is no charge for employees on the State Health Plan, or for employees who are insured throngh Blue Cross Blue Shield, Partners, Aetna, Hnmana Gold, SnmtnaCare, 
Adva~qtra Freedom, and Medicare P~a(t B, but you must bring your health plan card and your UNC One Caa’d ID to the clinic. Employees not on the listed plans can also get 
a fin vaccination by paying $25. ~4X:ter receiving the vaccination, you will receive a fo~rn that can be filed with your health insurer. Please be sure to contact your health 
insurer to see if you can obtain reimbursement. 

The 2013114 seasonal flu vaccine protecks against three influenza viruses that reseaxch indicates will be most common during the 2013/14 season. 
http;//~a,w:cdc.~,ov/fluiabout/seaso!r’upcomi!~htna About two weeks ~a°ter vaccination, antibodies that provide protection against i~ffluenza virus infection develop in the 
body. 

The details are below, and the flu shots will be administered on a first come first serve basis. Also, we need a good estimate of the nnmber of our staffmetnbers who want 
to receive a flu shot. Therefore, please contact the appropriate person at each site (identified below) to tell them of your desire to receive a flu shot. TO TIlE 
SUPERVISORS OF OUR INDIVIDUAL WORK UNITS ~ please be certain that you m~ke this opportnnity lmown to all of your employees, especially those who do 
not have an Athletics Departtnent e~nail account. You can poll all the individuals in your xa, ork unit, and then notify the specific individual with the nutnber of folks who 
would like to get the flu shot (e.g., Gallo calls and tells the individual ~ "from the sta£" in our administrative offices, we will have a total of 15 people getting the shot"). 

Date: On Wednesday, October 16, 2013, two sites within our Department will be available at the following locations 
and times: 
Site 1 ~ Loudermilk Center ~ Concourse Club (level 3) ~ 9:00 AM to 12:00 Noon (Please email yonr intentions to Dia~ae Crocker dcrocker~)uncaa.unc.edu ) 

Site 2 ~ Erlfie Williamson Athletics Center ~ first floor Educational Foundation Board Room ~ 1:00 PM to 4:00 PM (entrance is in the main foyer to the left of 
tile Ca~’olina Basketball Museum’s ~nain entrance ~ Please e~nail your intentions to Kathy Griggs kgriggs~?~uncaa.nnc.edu ) 

ALL REQUESTS FOR THE FLU SHOT MUST BE RECEIVED BY EITHER DIANE OR KATHY BY WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 9, 2013 (by 4:30 PM) 

Please be awaxe that parking at both sites will be a challenge. ’lherefore, please plan accordingly (car pool, take the bus, walk, park either across the street from the EWAC 
or in the Manning Lot, etc.). Thank you tbr your cooperation. 

I would like to give special thax~ks to Scott Oliaro (UNC-CH Sports Medicine), John Covely (UNC-CH Depa~ntment of Environment, Health, and Safety), and Chris Hays 
(Maxim Healthcare) for their efforts and cooperation in maJ~ing this convenient benefit available to our Department’s Sta~ 

Take care, and have a great day! 

Laa’ry Gallo, Jr. 
Executive Associate Director of Athletics 

University of North Casolina at Chapel Hill 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, September 15, 2013 8:14 PM 

Came Serwetnyk ~gmail.com> 

Re: From Came 

OK.... but you are still the best example. 2 mid best? Heinricks 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Came Serwetnyk ~ ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Seriously.. We aye looking tbr examples in diflbrent continents. 

Came : ) 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On Sep 14, 2013, at 6:26 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson,@,emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yours!!’. 

Se~t~.f!~ortt t~’ ~rizon ~Virefess 4( ~ LYE DRO~D 

Came Serwetnyk ~mail.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

I hope you all are doing great! 

I am doing a documentary film on YVhy the Women’s World Cup Matters and we are researching info. Can you think of a player who’s life ~vas completely transformed or 
saved from playing soccer? Maybe they were in really tough life situations and soccer got them through Or even in some of the places you have visited, players who have 
come through the system .. how soccer is really wowing some girls who ~vouldn’t have a chance to experience playing, ff someone comes to mind, please let me know It 
doesn’t have to be a national team player 

Also, in the future we will be very interested in stermning a story from you and UNC. 

Also. also is there is any literature on women’s football ect I should know to pass on to nay producer. Sometimes I feel I have seen and know or experienced so many things 
on the subject that I forget that someone else might not think about for our research. If some titles or fihns come to mind, please pass them on. 

Best thoughts to you. 

Carrie : ) 

Sent from my iPhone 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, September 15, 2013 8:32 PM 

Came Serwetnyk ~ .~gmail.com> 

Re: From Came 

Oh I get it now! I have Tom Byers here with me. I will ask him which girl most helped chm~ge Japing. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~’k L)ROIL) 

Came Serwetnyk ~gmail.com> wrote: 

I’m really interested in players ti~om third world countries. In the US, the players who most come to mind axe Mia and Brandi because their actions or marketing 

revolufion~ed the sport into the mainstremn. 

There axe s~fies fro,n other countries that I dofft quite know yet that I am trying to tap into. ’][’he Nigerian coach M~o cut all the lesbia~ns on the team in a socie~" where 

it is illegaJ~ is interes{ng. 

I just thought you all am hearing about stories all of the time. Perhaps Tom is the person to connect with? 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Sep 15, 2013, at 5:14 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~m,~email.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

OK .... but you are still the best example. 2 and best? Heinricks 

Se.ut,/i’om ~ro~ ~’erizort f~reies’s 4G L T/:’I)ROII) 

Came Serwetnyk < ~p, mafil.cotn> wrote: 

Seriously.. We are looking for examples in difl~rent continents. 

Came : ) 

Sent ti~m my iPhone 

On Sep 14, 2013, at 6:26 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a~n(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yours’.!! 

Se~*~j?om n~v Verizon Wirelex~" 4G LT[:’ DRO{D 

Carrie Serwetnyk < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

I hope you aH are doing great[ 

I am doing a documentary film on Why the Women’s World Cup Matters and we are researching in~2~. (;an you think of a player who’s life was completely 
transformed or saved frorn playing soccer’.’ Maybe they were in really- tough life situations and soccer got them tl~ough. Or even in sonre of the places you 
have visited, players who have come through the systern .. how soccer is really wowing some girls who wouldn’t have a chance to experience playing. If 
sorueone comes to mind, please let me know. It doesn’t have to be a national tearu player. 

Also, in the future we will be very interested in sterrmring a story from you and LrNC. 

Also .. also is there is any literature on women’s football ect I should know- to pass on to rny producer. Sometimes I feel I have seen and know or experienced 
so rnany things on the subject that I forget that sorueone else might not think about for our research. If some titles or fihns come to mind, please pass them on. 

Best thoughts to you. 

Carrie : ) 

Sent front my iPhone 

Sent front my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)’- 

Monday, September 16, 2013 7:56 AM 

PaJladino, Bill <Bill.Palladino@espn.com> 

~)aol.com 

RE: UNC Coach Dorrance Call 

Got it! 

..... Original Appointment- .... 

From: Lohse, Dave Clark On Behalf Of Palladino, Bill 
Sent: Sunday, September 15, 2013 8:52 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: FVV: UNC Coach Dorrance Call 
When: Monday, September 16, 20:t3 I:1:00 AM-11:30 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: 

Your conference call information for Monday morning is below. The call is at 11 a.m 

Call in number: 1-877-290-0784 

Passcode: 

If you can just email me back and let me know you got this I would appreciate it. 

Thanks Anson. 

Dave Lohse 

AssociateAthletic Communications Dire~or 

Universib/ofNo~h Carolina 

919 962 7257 office 

"Gotta Find My Corner Of The Sky" 

From: 11palladino@espn. com’1 <Bill.Palladino@espn.com> 

Date: Sunday, September 15, 2013 8:48 PM 

To: ~swbell.net" < ~swbelknet>, ": ~gmail.com" ~gmai!.com>, 

~__a__t__t_:__n___e__t_>, Benjamin Powers < ................................. ~__a___o__[:_c___o__~3>, "Bill Herbstman _~__a_o_J:__c___o_/__n__) i 

.............................. ~__a__Q_[_.__C_Q___m__.>, Dave Lohse <__d__a__y__e__[_o___h___s___e___@____u__r3__c_.___e__d____u_>, "._P__a__jj__a___d__i__n___o____@____e__s_Q___n__.___C__Q___m__." <__B_j_[j:__P___a__[j__a___d_j__n__Q__@.___e___s__p__r3:__c___o___r[_!> 
Subject: UNC Coach Dorrance Call 

~att.net" 

._@:a_._oj_:c_._o__~_)" 

Call in number: 1-877-290-0784 

Passcode: 

This will take 30 minutes or so to talk a few storylines heading into Wednesday’s game. Thanks 

~11 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 16, 2013 8:01 AM 

~gmail.com 

~duke.edu) 

RE: Golf Classic Itiuemry 

Michelte, 

Unfortunately I will be off to see on the 2nd of Oct and I will be back on the 3rd but in the mid afternoo[~. Bummer!! 
From: Nichelle Brunner [mail~: ~gmail.com] 
Sent; Sunday, September ~5, 2053 9:52 PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Fwd: Golf Classic Itinera~ 
Hi ~n, 
I wrested to Nss aloug an itinerary for the upcoming Mia Hamm Fouudation Golf Classic, and make sure you are able to play golf on Thursday Octo~r 3rd? 

U~o~nately we could not get ~e dates ~ match up tNs yeax m~d have fl~e tournament on the day of a home ga~e for your reran. But I roll ceaaiNy ~" to make that 

happen ne:a year. 

Tha~ 

Michelle 

.................................. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 16, 2013 10:54 AM 

Jen Smith ~gmail.com> 

l~L: Hey ... good ga~e regmdless ... 

’gbsolutely! 

From: Jen Smith [mailte ~gmail.com] 
Sent; Monday, September 16, 2013 1:49 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Hey ... good game regardless ... 

Hats off to ND but yon will get em next lime ! ! Sometlfing was off about that goal though.., j us~t sayin ;) lmvnmtn no excuses though fight?? We j ust move on a~d look 

forward to the next lime we meet them’.! ;) 

Jen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 16, 2013 2:47 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu       ~aol.com; Jason Sisnerc           ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edn 

FW: Seasonal Flu Shot Clinic --, Department of Atlfletics 

From: I                          _~duke.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, September 16, 2013 9:38 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Re: Seasonal Flu Shot Clinic N Department of Athletics 
Importance: High 

On Sep 15, 2013, at 8:03 PM, "Donance, Albe~ A IV" <a__n_~_Lr_~2;Qi._e_!._n_.~i!_:_~_Ln_..c_:.@_.__~ wrote: 

Sent from my Vetfzon W2eless 4G L TE DRO/D 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Seasonal Flu Shot Clinic ~ Department of Athletics 
From: "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <._a___t___h__g_a__!!___o___@__u____n___c___.__e____d____u_.> 
To: UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 
CC: "Covely, John A" <iacovely@ehs.unc.edu>,’"chhays@maxhealth.com’" <chhays@maxhealth.com>,"Oliaro, Scott M" 
<oliaro@email.unc.edu> 

Colleagues: 

Once again this yeast we will have two sites/clinics within our Depa~Ctment’s facilities to administer the flu vaccine. 

There is no chaxge for employees on the State Health Plan, or for employees who are insured through Blue Cross Blue Shield, Partners, Aetna, Hnmana Gold, 
SummaCare, Advantra Freedom, and Medica~’e Part B, but you must bring your health plan card and your UNC One Card ID to the clinic. Etnployees not on the listed 
plans can also get a flu vaccination by paying $25. After receiving the vaccination, you will receive a form that can be filed with your health insurer. Please be sure to 
contact your health insurer to see if you can obtain reimbursement. 

The 2013/14 seasonal flu vaccine protects against three influenza viruses that reseaxch indicates will be most common during the 2013/14 season. 
hltp:,’;/w~,.cdc.gov,’,~luiabout/season/npcoming.htm About two weeks after vaccination, antibodies that provide protection against influenza virus intZection develop in the 
body. 
’Iihe details axe below-, and the flu shots will be administered on a first come first serve basis. Also, we need a good estimate of the number of our staff members who 

want to receive a fin shot. Therefore, please contact the appropriate person at each site (identified below) to tell them of your desire to receive a fin shot. TO THE 
SUPERVISORS OF OUR INDIVIDUAL WORK UNIT S ,-, please be certain that you make this opportunity known to all of your employees, especially those who do 
not have an Athletics Department email account. You cam poll all the iMividuals in your work unit, and then notify the specific individual with the number of folks who 
would like to get the flu shot (e.g., Gallo calls and tells the individual ,-, "fi’om the stait’in our athninistrative off[ices, we will have a total of 15 people getting the shot"). 

Date: On Wednesday, October 16, 2013, two sites within our Department will be available at the following 
locations and times: 
Site 1 ~ Loudermilk Center ~ Concourse Club (level 3) ~ 9:00 AM to 12:00 Noon (Please email your intentions to Diane Crocker _d_9__r29}~_g_r£_a)__u_n__c_2_~__:__u_n_9:__e_d__t! ) 

Site 2 ~ Ernie Williamson Athletics Center ~ first floor Educational Foundation Board Room ~ 1:00 PM to 4:00 PM (ent~’ance is in the main foyer to the left of 
the Cm’olina Basketball Musenm’s main entrance -~ Please email your intentions to Kathy Griggs kpTiggs(?~uncaa.nnc.e&~ ) 

ALL REQUESTS FOR THE FLU SHOT MUST BE RECEIVED BY EITttER DIANE OR KATHY BY WEDNESDA’~’, OCTOBER 9, 2013 (by 4:30 P3,I) 

Please be aware that pazldng at both sites will be a challenge. Therefore, please plan accordingly (caz pool, take the bus, walk pazk either across the street from the 
EWAC or in the Manning I,ot, etc.). Thank you for your cooperation. 

I would like to give special thanks to Scott Oliazo (UNC-CH Sports Medicine), John Covely (UNC-CH Department of Environment, Health, and Safety), and Chris Hays 
(Maxim Healthcare) tbr their efforts and cooperation in ~naking this convenient benefit available to our Department’s Stall: 

Take care, and have a great day! 

Lard/. Gallo, Jr. 
Executive Associate Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 2:49 PM 

,~aol.com 

EW: HOLDS - W. Soccer 

Thank you Dine. Now can you grind on the rest of it? How long will it take you? 

Sent: Monday, I0:22 AM 
To: UNCAA-Business Office 
C:c; Griggs, Kathy; 111e, Vince; Markos, Lance M; Pogge, Paul; Timmermans, Tom; Vangelder, Marielle A; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, George W; Sander, 
Thomas J; Streett, Shelly 
Subject: HOLDS - W. Soccer 

All: 

Please remove the hold on W. Soccer. They are all caught up on their paperwork 

Thanks, 

,%email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 16, 2013 2:50 PM 

~duke.edn> 

1~9;: Golf Classic Itinera~ 

From:                           @duke.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2013 10:33 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Golf Classic Itinerary 

On Sep 16, 2013, at 8:00 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ansou,?-~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Linfor[unately I witl be off to see on the 2nd o1: Oct and I will be back on the 3:d but in the mid afternoon. Bummer!! 
F~om: Michelle Brunner [mailtc @gmail,com] 
Sent: Sunday, September 15, 2013 9:52 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Fwd: Golf Classic Itinerary 
Hi Anson, 

I wanted to pass along an itineraD, for the upcoming Mia Harem Foundation Golf Classic, and make sure you are able to play golf on Thursday October 3rd? 

Unfortunately we could not get the dates to match up this year and have the tournament on the day of a home game for your team. But I will certainly t~y to make that 

happen next year. 

Thank; 

Michelle 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 2:52 PM 

@duke.edu) 

FW: schedule 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Monday, i0:47 AM 
Subject: schedule 

Team, 

This week: 

Tues: 

111:15 am treatments travelers 

12:15-1:115 pm travelers practice Finley 

1:00 pm treatments non-travelers 

2:15 pm leave Finley for airport 

Wed: 

J.:O0 pm treatments 

2:30 pm Non-travelers run with Greg 

Thurs: 

1:00 pm treatments 

2:30 pm Non-travelers lift 

Fri: 

:i:00 pm treatments 

2:30 pm Non-travelers agility work with Greg 

Sat: Off 

Sun: 

Non-travelers run as a group - Greg will give program to 

:I0:45 pm travelers land at RDU 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 16, 2013 5:19 PM 

Beatty, Diane ~<tiane.beatty@nt~.com> 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)msn.com; duca:r@nncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

RE: Our hail 

~gmail.com) 

I loved seeing you as ~vell Diane ~amd how cool is that? I loved what you sent me about ~vhat is hanging in the Carolina Ilm[[ (Tom, please take note of the new Diane Beatty email address) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Beatty, Diane [mailto:diane.beatty~nfp coral 
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2013 12:24 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Out- hall 

Anson, 

It was great to see you Saturday and Casey and I caught the game yesterday. You totally dominated, so the end result was disappointing. 
See attached that hangs outside the Business (;enter on the 2nd floor od the Carolina Inn. 

Dino let me know that 

I will look forward to seeing the team play again when you come to Stanford in 2014. 

All the best for a great mn to another title this yeart 1[ 

Please note my new email address: diane.beatty@nfp.com 

Diane C Beat~ 
Vice President 
P&C Private Client Group 
Lane McVicker Insurance Services, LLC 
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 2310 
San Francisco, CA 94111 
P: 415-781-75001 F: 415-781-7504 i ~’w.nfp.com,’privateclient / diane.beatty@nfp.com 

Insurance services provided ttnough Lane McVicker Insurance Sel~’ices, LLC, an affiliate of National Financial Partners Corp. (NFP). 

Notice: You have received this email from a subsidiary of National Financial Partners Corp. ("NFP"). This e-mail message and any attachment to this e-mail message may contain 
information that is confidential, proprietary, privileged, legally privileged and/or exempt from disclosure ~mder applicable law. Kyou are not the intended recipient, please accept this as 
notice that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the information contained in this transmission is strictly prohibited. NFP reserves the right, to the extent and under circttmstances 
permitted by applicable law, to retain, monitor and intercept e-mail messages to and frora its systems. 

Any views or opinions expressed in this e-mail are those of the sender and do not necessarily express those of NFP or its subsidiaries. Although this transmission and any attacl~nent are 
believed to be free of any virus or other defect that might afl’ect any computer system into which it is received and opened, it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that it is virus free 
and no responsibility is accepted by NFP, its subsidiaries and affiliates, as applicable, for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 

If you have received this e-mail in error, please immediately contact the sender by return e-mail or by telephone at 212-301-4000 and destroy the material in its entirety, whether electronic or 
hard copy format. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 5:26 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: TeamXStream Account Update 

Yok~ will have to show me how to pk~ll sol’nething up. 

From-" news@teamxstream-mail,com [mailto:news@teamxstream-mail.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2013 :t2:32 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject-" TeamXStream Account Update 

iX Image removed bysende, r, TeamXStream 

Video Upload Complete (09/16/2013 01:28 PM EST) 

You have successthlly uploaded video to TeamXStream. 

File Name: merged file 
User: Jason Sisneros 
School: North Carolina 
Event: North Carolina versus Virginia Tech (Sep 12, 2013) 
Upload Started: 1:00 PM EST 
Upload Finished: 1:28 PM EST 

We will begin processing this video immediately. 



Image removed by sender. 

Follow us at ... 

I~.~ ,mag I~ Imag I~ ,r0og I 
e        e        e 

Image removed by sender. 

Copyright 2010 Film Exchange Nehrork. All Rights Reserved 

Click here to unsubscribe 

Film Exchange Network, Colorado Springs, CO. 80921 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Monday, September 16, 2013 5:29 PM 

Smith, Bill - NVTCS <bill.smith@exelisinc.com> 

~!duke.edn); 
@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Ti~n Crothers <        ~aol.com> 

RE: Rainbow Soccer Thank You 

~nsn.co~n; dncar@uncaa.nnc.edu; ,~)aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros 

Bill, 

You are very kind to send something so positive. Thank you! 

Yes, that is where I cut my coaching teeth, as a Rainbow Soccer Coach!!! 

All the best, Bill!! 

From: Smith, Bill- NVTCS [mailto:bill.smith@exelisinc.com] 
Sent~ Monday, September 16, 20~3 1:08 PN 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Rainbow Soccer Thank You 

Sir, 

Congratulations on your 750th victory with the Tar Heel Women’s team. That is one of a large number of accomplishments that you should be proud of. 

I want to mention another influence you may be less aware of. This will not make the news, but it is, non-the-less, important. 

Many years a~o you started up a little rec soccer program in Chapel Hill, my home town. I played 23 seasons in that league startin~ with the second or third season, 

I think. I was youn~ and I learned to love the ~ame. 

I did not ~o on to soccer ~lory, but played on and off in adult leagues, intermurals in college and the Army etc. 

I found my true love in the sport only 6 or 7 years a~o. I started coachin~ when my daughter was playing. I went on to help coach a home school high school team 

and now also a couple of the local club teams. The Home School team has become very compe~ve in our lea~ue. The Club teams have done well, forasecond 

tier program. 

The real success is in the impact on these youn~ ~irls. I have been able to be a positive influence on many youn~ ladies as they ~row up. A few have ~one on to play 

in college now. A couple have ~one to ~et coachin~ licenses. They have ~rown as people, learnin~ the lessons of a soccer team. They learn about hard work, team 

work, peer leadership and much more. The love of the ~ame is powerful and my ability to share that with them dates back to the 2970’s and your support for 

Rainbow Soccer. I am sure I met you back then and I am equally sure it meant nothin~ to you or to me. 

I will never coach at your level and my ~irls will not play for your program, but you have had a very positive influence on multiple ~enerations, well beyond your 

soccer dynasty. Three of my players were there for your 750th win in Blacksbur~. They were impressed with the ~ame, as you might expect. They would not have 

cared about that ~ame or even competitive soccer if it weren’t for you. 

Thank you for all you have done and continue to do. 

Good luck with the rest of the season. 

Bill Smith 

Manager, Roanoke R&D En~ineerin~ 

[ ~ ~:,,,,o,~ ~.~ ~tt~l 
Night Vision & Tactical Communications Systems 
76g~ Plantation Road 

Roanoke VA 24019 

Office (540) 561-9689 

.b__[J_t:.s__n_X!.t_h~ e__x_.e_ ~_Ls_ Ln_ .c_ _. .c_ q _m_ . 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 16, 2013 5:30 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edn 

FW: 2014 ACC start’? 

2014 Nov. 14, 15 or 16 

2015 Nov. 13, 14 or 15 

2016 Nov. 11, 12 or 13 

2017 Nov. 10, 11 or 12 

2018 Nov. 16, 17 or 18 

f[ yOU have questions, let rm:~ know. 

Kris 

From: Pierce, Kris [mailto:kpierce@theacc.org] 

Sent; Monday, September 16, 2013 1:09 PM 
To; Edward Radwanski; Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu) (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (ss4ub@virginia.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@wfu.edu) 
(daluz@wfu.edu); tim_santoro@ncsu.edu; Charles "Chugger" Adair; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A N; Greg Miller (gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu); Jonathan 
Morgan (jmo1119@umd.edu); Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com); Nark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary-Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil 
Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.l@nd.edu) 
(:c; Matt Conway (BC) (conwayml@bc.edu); Kirk Bruce (kbruce@atNetics.pitt.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu) 
Subject: RE: 2014 ACC start? 

Sorry for the tardy n:_@y! 

Yes, the start dates remains the same as was ser~t out last year because even though our schedule is now 6 weeks (instead of 7), we will have a two-week 

Championship to accommodate 10 teams (provided the recommendation passes [:or IO-.teams)~ Those dates are as follows: 

Year          NCAA ist Round       ACC Champ Ist Rd!Qtrs.      Tentative ACC Champ Semis & Finals ACC Tentative Start Date 

Oct. 31 & Nov. 2 Nov. 7 & 9 Sept. 18 

Oct. 30 & Nov. 1 Nov. 6 & 8 Sept. 17 

Oct. 28 & 30 Nov. 4 & 6 Sept. 15 

Oct. 27 & 29 Nov. 3 & 5 Sept. 14 

Nov. 2 & 4 Nov. 9 & 11 Sept. 20 

From: Edward Radwanski [mailto:eradwan@clemson.edul 
Sent; Monday, September 16, 2013 12:33 PM 
To; Robbie Church (robbie.church(c~duke.edu) (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (ss4ub@virginia.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz(c~wfu.edu) (daluz@wfu.edu); 
tim santoro@ncsu.edu; Charles "Chugger" Adair 
C:c; Pierce, Kris 
Subject; 2014 ACC start? 

Sorry, after all our conference calls, its somewhere and I can’t find it ...... I just wanted to ask!confirm the start date for 2014 ACC conference play? Is September 18th 

correct? 

Eddie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 5:46 PM 

~s- sm.org);. ~gmail.com); 

~gmafil.com); ~gmafil.com; 
~gma~l .corn); ,~! gm a~l .corn); 

@gmaiLcom); ~comcad,.net); 
,~!gm~l.com); ~gmail.com); 

~gmail.co~n); ~-~msn.com; ducea@uncaa.unc .edu; 
pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu); 

~aol.com); ~live.unc.edu); 

~gmail.com); 

~gmail.com); 
~yahoo.com); ~gma~l.com); 

@gmail.com); 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~g~n~il.com); 

~email.unc.edu:,; 

~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 
~gmail.com); ~live.unc.edu>;                  ~live.unc.edu); 

@gmail.com; ~gmail.com); ~live.unc.edu); 
~live.unc.edu); nicole thva (nthv&@uncaa.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); @icloud.com) < ~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.nnc.edu); ~live.~mc.edu); ~live.~mc.edu); 

~live.nnc.edu) ~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); ~gmail.com); 

~live.unc.edu); ~yahoo.com); ~live.unc.edu); ~gmail.com; 

~rocketm~fil.com; ~gmail.com; @live.unc.edu; ~yahoo.com; ~y~nafil.com; 

~live.unc.edu; @em~fil.unc.edu; ~gmail.com; ~comcast.ner, ~gmafil.com; 

~email.unc.edu; ~em~l.unc.edu; ~hotma~l.con ~live.unc.edu; ~)live.unc.edu; 
~gmail.com; ~gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu); ~aol.com; 

~gmafil.com; @yahoo.com; ~gmail.com 

Ladies, here is your chance to keep getting better while you are watching your TV! 

Champiot~s l_,:_~ague mal:ches; .... Man UiArsenaliCh,:_~lseaiMan City/I3~yerniBort~ssi~ Dortmund/Rea~iBarca are up; TWO i1: ~f you are on the 1:alp with us Lo FSU and 

M~ami ._.Watch it live if you are notH 

From= Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent; Monday, 2:~ PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Soccer On ~: Monday, 

removed by 
sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

~onday, 
Image 

removed by 

sender 

Tweet This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Swansea hosts Liverpool on Monday.... This week’s UEFA and Concacaf Champions League action 

kicks off Tuesday. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. 

Soccer on 73Zis updated daily th~ughout the ~ek.) 

~4ONDAY, 

NBC SPORTS NE~ORK 

England SWANSEA-LIVERPOOL (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy PARMA-ROMA (live) 2:40 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain ELCHE-VALLADOLID (live) 2 pm. 

Spain A~LETIC~ELTA (live) 4 pm. 

Italy PARMA-ROMA (delay) 6 pm. 

removed by 

sender. 

~hare Thi~ 

removed by 
sender. 



FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League VIKTORIA PLZEN-MANCHESTER CITY (delay) 8 pm, 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League GALATASARAY-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pro. 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (delay) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League SAN JOSE-MONTREAL (live) 10 pm, 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League VIKTORIA PLZEN-MANCHESTER CiTY (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (delay) 5 pro. 

Concacaf Champions League KANSAS CITY-REAL ESTELI (live) 8 pm. 

UEFA Champions League GALATASARAY-REAL MADRID (delay) 10 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-CSKA MOSCOW (delay) Midnight. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League GALATASARAY-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League REAL SOCIEDAD-SHAKHTAR DONETSK (delay) 7 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico CRUZ AZUL-ZACATEPEC (live) 4 pm. 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-LOBOS BUAP (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League KANSAS CITY-REAL ESTELI (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico PUEBLA-MONTERREY (live) 10 pro. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES DOS 

Copa Mexico ATLETICO SAN LUIS-LEONES NEGROS (live) 8 pro. 

WED~4ESDAY, 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-AJAX (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League VIKTORIA PLZEN-MANCHESTER CITY (delay) 8 pro. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-BASEL (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-AJAX (delay) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League LOS ANGELES-ISIDRO (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League MARSEILLE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pro. 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-AJAX (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-BASEL (delay) 7:30 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-AJAX (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-BASEL (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League NAPOLI-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (delay) 7 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico PACHUCA-VERACRUZ (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League LOS ANGELES=ISIDRO (live) 10 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

Copa Mexico ALTAMIRA-CORRECAMINOS (live) 8 pm. 

THURSDAY, 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-SWANSEA (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-TROMSO (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League FIORENTINA-PACOS DE FERREIRA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-LEGIA WARSZAWA (live) 3 pro. 

FOX SOCCERPLUS 



UEFA Europa League ZULTE WAREGEM-WlGAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-LYON (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-TROMSO (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FIORENTINA=PACOS DE FERREIRA (delay) 8 pm= 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-SWANSEA (delay) 10 pm= 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-LEGIA WARSZAWA (delay) Midnight. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana LIGA DE LOJA-RIVER PLATE (live) 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-SWANSEA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League ESTORIL-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-LYON (delay) 5 pm, 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MORELIA-MONTERREY (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 10:30 pm= 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France SAINT ETIENNE-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pro. 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Leagues offedng live st~eamin9 ol games include: 

Maior Leaque Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer Lea.clue 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Monday, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation(~socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

Image 

removed by 

sender 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <)~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 5:56 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

l~W: Tutor cancellation. 

Tom, 

Don’t we get in later on Sun? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 3:55 

To: 

Cc: ASPSA Tutoring; Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Tutor cancellation. 

Ladies, 

Remember to cancel your tutor sessions according to the policy in the Student-Tutor agreement that I sent to you Notification must be emailed by noon un the day of the session. If you are 

cancelling a Sunday r~ight, you must do that by Friday morning. You can do that ahead of time before you leave and have all of it taken care of in one email. 

ASPSA staff- women’s soccer is leaving for Florida tomorrow afternoun and will not return return to campus until approximately 7 pm Sunday evening 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 16, 2013 6:02 PM 

~gmail.com 

~duke.edu) 

RE: Golf Classic Itinerary 

Thank you MichNle!! 

From: Michelle Brunner [maltc .~gmail.com] 
Sent: Mlonday, September :t6, 20:13 4:08 plVl 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject: Re: Golf Classic Itinerary 

Bummer. But family comes first. 

I’m assnming yon’ll have practice npon yonr return on t~e 3rd. but if not, come join us at FiNey for the post-golf meal and fun. 

Thanks for letting me know. 

Michelle 

On Mon, Sep 16, 2013 at 8:00 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <aa~son(a2emat.anc.edu> wrote: 

Michelle, 

Unfortunately f wili be off to see in NY{:: ot~ the ,: of Oct and f will be back on the 3:% btA: in the:~ mid a fb:~moon, Bumn~er[! 
From: Michelle Brunner [mailto @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Sunday, September :iS, 20:t3 9:52 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Fwd: Golf Classic Itinerary 
Hi Ans~n, 
I wrested to pass along an itinerary for the upcoming Mia Hamm Foundation Golf Classic, and make sure you are able to play golf on Thursday October 3rd? 

Unfortunately we could not get the dates to match up this yea, and have the tournament on the day of a home ga3ne tbr your team. But I will certainly t~ to make that 

happen next year. 

Thank~ 

Michelle 

9-544-9878 

Michelle Brenner 

Executive Director 

Mia Harem Foundation 

P.O. Box 56 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919- 544-9848 Phone 

919-544-9878 Fax 

michelle(/~miaLbtmdation.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 16, 2013 6:03 PM 

nicole lhva (nlhva@uncaa.unc.e&0 

I~W: Matt fiom MET-Rx Teaa~n Sports 

Cai~ vok~ follo~ up? Thank 

From: Matt Weik [mailto:Mat-NVeik@usnutritioninc.com] 
Sent-" Monday, September :16, 20:13 4:30 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Matt from MET-Rx Team Sports 
Hi Anson, 
I wanted to reach out to see if you currently have any nutritional/’recovery products tbr your athletes to use after theh" workouts/practices/games and/’or have a budget that 
would allow- for such? I head the MET-Rx Team Sports division a~ad we use the NCAA compliancy regulations for our products not only to service our college athletes, but 
the standards that the NCAA entbrces on products make thetn sa~’e for athletes of any age. 
We currently sell 2 flavors of our MET-P~x Nutritional Shakes (vanilla and chocolate) as well as our 20 flavors of Balance Bars (all NCAA compliant). The shal~es are 
$1.09 per can (comes in a case of 12 cans) while the ba~rs range frotn $0.78-0.86 per bar (comes in a box of 15 bars). The profiles are all e~remely clean and healthy. Our 
products can be used pre, intra, and post workout/practice/gmne depending on the athlete’s needs. I’d love an oppol~tunity to work with you and your athletes to help them 
recover faster, help build and maintain leaaa muscle mass, aaad utilize a product that will help them both on a~ad offthe field/court On opening orders we are running many 
promotions based off of the volume of the order. 
If I can be of any assistance to answer questions you might have or work with you to set up an account to get some of these product into your school, please feel free to let 
~ne know. I appreciate your time and hope to hear fi~om you and work with you in the future. Thanlcs 
Matt WeilL BS, CSCS, CPT, CSN 
Account Manager Team Sports 
MET-Rx/Balance Bar 
Office: (6311200-1652 i Mobile:              i Fax: (6311200-4985 

Email: martweik(~metrx.com I www.metrx.com I www~balance~corn 

i~i M ET-F/x C°ll~c3iat~ k°9° signatu r~ 

Disclaimer: This mes~ge contains confidential iil[brmation and is intended only for the individual named. If you a~e not the named addressee you should not 

dis~minate, distribnte or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mis~take and delete this e-mail from your 

system. E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, 

or contain viruses. The sender therefore does not accept liability, for any errors or omissions in the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail 

trmislnission. If verificalion is required please request a hard-cow version. Any views or opinions presented are solely those of the author and do not necessarily 

represent those of the company. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday,                  6:11 PM 

~gmaJl .com> 

Tha~k you    for this classy note! 

You keep getting better ~,nd I Jove it, l cannot ask for anything more. You also have a very positive attit~de and I know this is a reflection of a strong character which 

[ resp~-:~ct even m.:_~re, Have f(m b(~t do some good ~vork before we see you again, Let’s al~ keep get~:ing betterH 

From: }gmail.com] 
$ent: Monday, 6:08 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: 

H~y Ans, 

l j us~ wan~d ~ l~ ~ou know how much I apv¢¢~at¢ ~m~ considered as part of your top 22 play~, ~ ~ was asked ~.) ~o ~ Florida when              couldn’t. 

I’m sad I can’t go because I can’t play m both games but I ~o~ mksmg th~s w~dd~ng would be a r%~t. I hop~ that ~v~n though I can’t com~ t~s w~¢~ you ~o~ that 

1 w~ll ~ wor~ng my ass offwh~l~ you guys a~ a~ay ~d ho~ ~ ~ considered for th~ P~sbu@~ t~p coming up. 

Hope you ~njoy th~ ~st of your da~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, ):08 PM 

~duke.edn> 

Re: Still fiame fiom Notre Dame game 

~duke.edu-> wrote: 

DI you guys mail it k~ fl~e ret? 

OY 6:01 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladie~ 

Here is 

Very proud of how we played in the second half. Now our challenge without and 

All the best, from yonr proud coach!! 

Anson Dorrance 

Subject: Still frmne from Notre Dame game 

All- 

We pulled the attached s~till fraa~e from our ESPN3 broadcas~t of yesterday’s ga~e. Thought you might find it interesting. 

Ken 

Ken Cleary 

Assistant Athletic Director - New Media 

University of North CaJcolina Athletics 

Dean Smith Center 

919-843-2076 

,~oal that was not awarded to us vs Notre Dame yesterday. The way I look at this is we will get some break in onr favor later. 

is to attack our Florida schednle (FSU and Miami). 

shot not called goal.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 10:43 AM 

~aol.com 

@~nsn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros          ~)gm~Jl.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~W: Coaches evaluation report 

Dino, 

Do VOU want to take care of this? 

From: Paul Tamberino [mailto: .~aol.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, September 04, 20:t3 8:48 AM 
To: Alison Foley; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles Adair; Eddie Radwanski; Greg Miller; Jonathan Morgan; Mark Krikorian; Phil Wheddon; Randy Waldrum; Robbie Church; Tim 
Santoro; Tony da Luz 
C¢; ’Pierce, Kris’ 
Subject: Coaches evaluation report 

Coaches, 

You can find a coaches evaluation report on arbiter under "forms". 

Please use this when rating officials and please add comments at the bottom for further information. 

Best of luck, 

Paul 

Paul Tamberino 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 6:34 PM 

goodie@birminghamunited.com; ~hotmail.com> 

Re: Coaching the Competitive Cauldron at Vayious Age Levels 

One of the books we give you if you come to camp shares some successful " cotnpetitive caldron" ideas for youth. Jump in, yon will love it. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tVireie,~s 4G L)~ DROLL) 

goodie@bim~ingham united.com wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, 

Thar~ks so much for the quick response! I xvill definitely look and see if bringing ray high school team and u14 ECNL team to your team camp is something I can make work for us logistically-. 

If it cannot be w-orked out, are you ever available to come do clinics or coaching education seminars? 

Any thoughts on how to create the Competitive Caul&on with ray younger ones (ul 0s, ul 1 s). I’ve been doing some stuff I’ve seen your team do on YouTube and have been keeping score. 

It has helped a ton, however, I didn’t know if you raight have any other ideas or suggestions on how to increase the effects of the Competitive Cauldron with these age groups. 

Thanks again 

Andrew Goodwin 

Birmingham United SA 

South A cademy Director of Coaching 

(205) 613-8250 
goodie(iifl)irmingh amunited, corn 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -~/O-LFNIC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 6:35 PM 

Tom Byer <tom@mmsan.com> ~duke.edu> 

Re: ’I’ha~k you’. 

Tom Byer <tom@tomsm~.com> wrote: 

Dear Anson 

Thank you for the wonderful hospitali~ you provided to me during my sholt stay in Chapel Hill! I enjoyed our time together very much! 

I hope that the loss to Notre Dame is the catalyst which motivates the Team to another Championship Season! 

Best Regards, 

Tom 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 6:35 PM 

Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris qtucar@unc.edu>; bill palladino < 

~gmaJl.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@~mc.edu~; 

Re: FaculF AtNetics Com~nittee Liaison 

.~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 

~msn.com> 

Layn& our schedule is a nightmare ibr a while but please co~ne by when it returns to nom~aJ! 

Sent.~"om my Verizon tFireie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

"Mosley, Laynd’ <mosley@unc.edu> wrote: 

PS I j ust bumped into one of your players, so now I know that practice is 12:15 at Finley. I teach at 1, so I’m not going to make that -- but hope to catch yon aJl 

another time! 

On Sep 5, 2013, at 3:30 PM, "Sander, Thomas J" <pacmm~unc.edu> wrote: 

We,re on the road for the next three weeks so we won,t have many practices here. The next one will be next Wed at I:30 at Finley Fields, Then 

Tues the ].7th at :1.].:2-~0 am. if you can iSt mak~:_~ ~-_dther o[ ~:hose, please check back as f can[3 t pr.:)i~:_~ct any h.~rl:her out than that right now. Thanks! 

--Tom 

From: IVlosley, Layna 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013 2:36 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co: Sander, Thomas .] 
Subject; Re: Faculty Athletics Committee Liaison 

Thaaal~s, Anson. (And I Inay be fit to ran, but my cole stlength is another story ~ .) 

Layna 

Layna Mosley 

Dept. of Political Science 

Univel~ity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

mosle ,v,@~tmc.edu 

On Sep 4, 2013, at 5:32 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I.ayna, 

Very cool!!! f will copy Ton1 .:)[~ this to shar*:_~ with you our schedule i:]. we are not that forma~ carrie [:o anyLhh~g a]ld everything we do. You are always 

welcome~! 

And of course Lhe work ouLs are ~n the same place Tues~hurs rnorn~ngs at 11 AM. And I remember how [:iL you were, so p~ease come ~f you are ever 

bored !! 

F~m= Mosley, Layna 
Sent: Wednesday, September 0% 20~3 2:35 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Ce= Ducat, Chris; Palladino, George W 
Subject: Facul~ Athletics Commi~ee Liaison 

Dear Coac~ Dorra~lce: 

~t ~ooks fike your season is off to a good start. I~ m wrk#~g to ~et you know that Irm once again servb~g on the Faculty Athfetics Committee at UNC, 

and thaL Lve again been assigned to work w~th the womenDs soccer teanL 

] D d really ~ke the opportunity to ~ntroduce myself to the members of the team again, and to hear from them ~bout any concerns they have that 

relate to the Faculty AtMet~c Comm~ttee~ s charge. And, of course, ~D H look forward to watcMng you play again th~s season. 

Could you let rne know wha[: a good tin]e [:o frH-_~eL the team n]ight be? f couhJ say a few quick words before/after a practice or l:ean] meeti~]g, if that 

works best, but ~C m open to whatever works for you. Tuesdays are usually a ~ittle tough for me schedLde--wise, with teaching, but other days work 

well (And perhaps 12ill manage to make it to work out w~th you coaches agNn somet~rne, 

AH the best, 

Layna 

Layna Mosiey 

Pro[:essor 

Department of Po~dca~ Sdence 

University of North Cato~h~a at Chapel 

CB ~265 

Chapel HHI, NC 27599-.1~265 

mosley@unc~edu 

~m~ Nosley, Layna 
Sent~ Wednesday, Sep~mber 0g, 20~2 10:2g AN 
To: anso~@uncaa.unc.edM 
C¢= Nosley, Layna 
Subject= Introduction -- Facu~ Athletics Commi~ee liaison 

Dear Coach Dorrance: 

I ~ m writin8 to introduce myself, in my capacity as a member of U NC~ s Faculty Athletics Committee. This year, the Faculty Athletics Committee is 



trying something new, in hopes of creating a stronger bond between the athletic and the academic sides of campus: each faculty member of the 

committee is assigned as a liaison for specific sports. 

IU II be the liaison for Women L]s Soccer (as well as for Track and Field). As liaison, I can be a resource person for you for any questions or issues that 

might fall under the FACF3s purview, such as student-athletes~ academic experiences and faculty-athletics interactions. If ever there is any issue that 

you or a member of your staff would like me to bring before the committee (or if you wonder if itF3s something that might be addressed by the 

committee), please let me know. 

The other part of my liaison role is to get to know your team and your sport a little better. At an aggregate level, whenever the FAC discusses an issue 

(such as exit surveys of student-athletes or academic performance of student athletes), IL311 be responsible for looking closely at the data related to 

WomenF3s Soccer. But I~d also like to be able to complement this aggregate information with a feel for your team. To that end, I[qd be happy to chat 

with you and!or your coaching staff over coffee or lunch, attend a practice, or do whatever else would be useful to you and your team members. I 

realize that you~ re busy (and I am too), but I hope that we can fit something in. 

I look forward to hearing from you soon and to working with you. 

All the best, 

Layna 

Layna Mosiey 

Professor and Director of Graduate Admissions 

Department of Political Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

www~unc,edui~lmosley/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <70 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 7:08 PM 

Scan Starcher                   @gmail.com>; Jason Sisneros           ~gma~l.com>; tim hash <tim.nash@teamtalk.com> 

Re: Republishing Training Soccer Chan~pions 

Scan Starcher <sean.echolyointbooks@gmafil.com> wrote: 

Hi Mr. Dorrance, 

My name is Scan Starcher from Echo Point Books & Media, LLC one of the laxgest online book sellers in the United States and I suppose the world [over 750,000 

books sold online]. We’ve also been quite successthl publishing high quality books that have gone out of print. By using our extensive customer base and o~fline 

mMceting sa~y, we’ve been able to breathe fiesh life into worthwhile books that are no longer being actively published. We were excited to discover 7)’ain#~g Soccer 

Champions as it fits very well with the books we are publishing and promoting. 

The broad basics of how we work is that we offer a modest initial advance against royalties, a much higher royalU rate than traditional publishers, and of course we 

assume all the financial risks, costs, and responsibilities associated with publishing and promoting your work. In fact, it is our experience with marketing books, 

especially those with special interest audiences that sets us apart from even the largest pnblishers. Ifyouhe interested in learning more, I’d be hapw to pnt you in tonch 

with Marshall, our owner and publisher, who could fill you in on the finer details. If you’re interested in reading more about us please tEel ficee to visit 

www.EchoPointBooks.com. 

I look lbrward to hearing ficom you. 

Sincerely, 

Scan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 7:11 PM 

@hotmail.com> 

Fwd: Great start’. 

Senf.~"om my Ver’izon lFireie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: Great start’. 

From: "Ducat, Chfs" <ducam@unc.edu> 

To:                     @aol .com~ 

CC: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Alien! 

Yes that is her email and I know she would love to hear from you, 

Team is playing well but h~d ~ toagh one last Sunday v N~:~tre l)~m~-_~ ~.; yoa know.. Soc(:er can be a cruel s~ort.. 

Off: to Taflahassee today for game Wednesday (ESPNU) then down to Miami for game on Sunday. 

Chris 
From: Allen Cobb [mailto: _~aol.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 3:45 PM 
To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Great start! 
Coach, 
I hope this finds you and all the Carolina soccer family doing well 
I know you’re pleased with the season so far. Debbie and I have not been able to make it to a single game due to I had earlier this 
summer. I’m just now getting back to normal. Our first game will be Maryland, on 
I’ve been following the team on GoHeels TV, ESPN3, Live Stats, and WCHL.      is still killing it. Please tell her how proud we are and that 
we’re sorry we haven’t seen her play in person yet. We hope we can catch up with her after the Maryland game. 
I have an email address from last season for ~hotmail.com. Is it still good? Do you think it is okay for me to send her an 
email congratulating her on her season so far? 
Look forward to being back in the soccer environment in early October. See you then. 
Go Heels! 
Allen 

W. Allen Cobb, Jr. 
Senior Resident Superior Court Judge 
PO Box 188 
Wrightsville Beach, NC 28480 

~aol.com 

William Allen Cobb Judicial Annex 
Corner of Third and Market St[~ets 
910-772 -7006 Office 
910-772-6834 Office Fax 
_ _w_ ,_ _a_ l !_ _e_ _n_ _ = _c_ _ _o_ b_ _b_ _@ _n_ _ _c_ _c_ _ _o_ ~ t &s_ ~_ _o_ r~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 2:20 PM 

Tom and Alison Sermanni _~hotmail.com> 

Steve Swanson <ss4ub@virginia.edu> 

Re: Players 

Tom, pleasure ... good luck! 

Sea’,t from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DRO!D 

Tom and Alison Sermanni ~hotmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson/Steve 

Just like to thank you both for allowing and :o be released for our national team game against Australia. 

Really appreciate your support both personally and for the team, 

Regards 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 2:28 PM 

sean.echotx~intbooks~ @gmaJl.com>; tim hash <tim.nash@teamtaJk.com>; Jason Sisneros 

Re: Republishing Training Soccer Chan~pions 

~gmaJl.com> 

Still interested... Tim, can yon find the original contracr? 

Se~t.~"om my Verizon tYireie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

"sean.echopointbooks" ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Arlsorl, 

I’m glad to hear back from you and that you’re interested ~r~ learrdng more about republisMng’r’r’ait~r~g Soccer Champions wRh us. As noted in our first ema~l, Echo 

Point Books & Media is one of the largest onfine booksei~ers in Lhe country and been in business since 2002. In 2010, we started puMishing our own books, 

leversgk~g our resources, and most importantly our insight and knowiedge of online booksei~ing to bring bad( vaklable books Lhat have gone ouL o[: pdnL We see 

puMish~ng as our futur@ ~lld are growing quickly; our approach to revitalizing t~t]es that are not currently active ~s workh~g well 

To review our published titles p~ease go to: http:i!www.echopoh~tbooks.com/our-t~t~es/(note: we have titles more ~n the production than I~sted on the website) 

and for more a bh: more ba(:kground on us, p~ease clR:k http:iiwww.ecbopointbooks.comiwhoweare/, or of course fee~ free g~ve us a ca~l (802-257--6900) afl:er 

reading Lhe details below. One thing you’]~ ~ike~y notice is thsL we have something of an eclectic ~st of tides--that ~s we puMish academic books as we~l as how-to; 

children’s books as we~l as tit~es on eastern spirituality. That variety ~s the result of us relying on finding quality works that are no ~onger ~n print; s~nce quafity is 

the crucia~ e~ement to us, we don’t restrict oursNves to one subject arem Our expertise and value then comes ~n by worMng to brh~g new audiences to these 

overlooked gems. We work espeda~g wel~ w~th books that have n~che and~ences. 

?o g~w? your book the a~:tentRm h: deserves, we plan to promo~:e ~t usk~g our cons~deraMe e>:~st~ng customer database, promot~o~la~ flyers sen~: with new book sales 

(we amp 5,000+ boo~s a week), and espeda~ly us#~g our know~edge of online bookse~ling and marketing to buik~ m~:erest m your book. 

A~ that said, it’s imporLant for us be honest and realistic about sales expectations. As much as we’d ~ove to rocket Trsinh~g Soccer’ Champions to the New York 

T~mes best-sel~er ~st, we’re shooting more for steady sales of hundreds to (~f th~ngs really break our way) thousands of cop~es sold a year. Currently, our 

bestse~ing tit~es se~l t,200-I,500 copies a year. 

The good news ~s that s~nce we offer a much Mgher royalty rate (20%) than trad~tiona~ publishers, even modest sa~es can translate ~nto a notaMe s~de ~ncome, 

especially over t~me. r:or e’,<amp~e, if we sel~ 300 copies per year of a 51995 book, that translates into aknos~: $1000 ~n author royah:ies earned a year. 

Assuming you’re stilf ~nterested in woddng with us, the next steps are: 

~ P~ease confirm that you and T~m are now the current copydghL owner of the book. Typically th~s means either a ~etter o[: rNease from the odg~na~ publisher or 

you don’t have that, you need to check your contract and see ~f the terms of the contract h~d~cate the rights automatically reverted to you (typically, after a certain 

number of months of a book beh~g out of print, the rights automatically revert to the author). ~f you don’t have such a release, we can send you a s~mple 

letter/template ~:o use for you to send or e--mail to your [ormer publisher. 

~ Once copydghL ~s estabfished and you let us know you want to move forward, we’d send you a contract. Upon s~gn~ng we’d send you an advance agah~st royalties 

of 5250 (detailed further in conLract}. As the contract outfines, frequency o[: royalty paymenLs w~l~ depend upon sales of the book, but sL the very ~east you wou~d 

be paid once a year (assuming we wil~ owe over and above the S250.----which we certsiNy hope ~s sol) 

~ Once the contract is s~gned, Echo Point wN responsiMe for a~ costs assodated w~th bringing your book back into prinL 

We"re very much Iook~r~g forward to wor~d[)g w~th you. Please don’t hesitate to contact us w~th questions or let me know ~[ you’d ~ke ~:o discuss details over the 

phone wh:h our owner and pubfisher, Marshall 

Best, 

Scan 

~rom: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September ~7, 2013 7:08 PM 

To: Sean Starcher; Jason Sisneros; tim nash 
Subject: Re: Republishing Training Soccer Champions 

I an interesled ... (Tim, call 

Sen@’om my l~rizo~ l~relcs,~’ d~ LTE DRO/D 

Sean Starcher < 

Hi Mr. Dorrance, 

My name is Sean Starcher from Echo Point Books & Media. LLC one of the largest online book sellers in the United States and I snppose the world [over 750,000 

books sold online]. We’ve also been quite successful publishing high quali~ books that have gone out of print. By rising our extensive customer base and online 

marketing savwy, we’ve been able to breathe fresh life into worthwhile books that are no longer being actively published. We were excited to discover Training Soccer 

Chmnpions" as it fits very well with the books we a~e publishing and promoting. 

The broad basics of how we work is that we olt~r a modest initial advance against royalties, a much higher royalty rate than traditional publishers, and of course we 

assume aJl the financial risks, costs, and responsibilities associated with publishing and promoting your woN. In fact, it is our experience ruth marketing books, 

especially those with specia), interest audiences that sets us apart frown even the largest publishers. If you’re interested in learning more, I’d be hapw to put you in touch 

with Marshall, our owner and publisher, who could fill you in on the finer details. If you’re interested in reading more about us please feel free to visit 

w~a~’.EchoPointt3ooks.com. .............................................................. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 

Sean 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 4:07 PM 

Chomski~ Efick <Erick.Chomskis@PeoAvn.Army.Mil>; Natalie, ~hotmail.com> 

Re: Bleep Tesl 

Erick, come ruth your team to Team Ca~p, we discuss all this s~fll Check it out ___W__~r_~_:__n__c_’)g_~_c_:__c_9__r_~ 

Sem.#’om my Verizor~ tFireie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

"Chomslds, Erick" <Erick.Chomskis@PeoAvn.Army.Mil> wrote: 

Coach, 

I have my u14 girls taking the Bleep Test so we can measure their fitness. A couple of my girls went to your summer camp and would be interested to know what 

level the girls are required to reach. 

Thank you for your time, 

Erick Chomskis 

Business Mgmt Div 

Cargo Helicopters PM, PEO Aviation 

Ph: (256) 313-5107; DSN 897-5107 

Fax: (256) 313-4726 

Erick.ChomskisO)us .at’my.m11 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 10:39 PM 

Chomskis, Erick <Erick.Chomskis@PeoAvn.Army.Mil> 

Re: Bleep Tes~t 

Ca]l me if you need some detail. 

Ses~f.~"om my Verizor~ II~ireie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

"Chomskis, Erick" <Erick.Chomskis@PeoAvn.Army.Mil> wrote: 

I will look into it for sure. Tr~ey are all frestwaan next season so 
perfect time to start going to the college camps. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson(~email.anc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, Septeraber 18, 2013 3:07 PM 
To: Chomskis, Erick; Natalie 
Subject: Re: Bleep Test 

Erick, corue with your tearu to Team Camp, we discuss all this smf£ 
Check it out W~\’~.tlcgsc.com 

Sent froru ray Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

"Chomskis, Erick" <Erick.Choruskis@PeoAvn.Array.Mil> wrote: 

Coach, 

I have my u14 girls taking the Bleep Test so we can measure their 
fitness. A couple of my girls went to your summer camp and would be 
interested to know what level the girls are required to reach 

Thank you for your time, 

Erick Chomskis 

Business \~gmt Div 

Cargo Helicopters PM, PEO Aviation 

Ph: (256) 313-5107; DSN 897-5107 

Fax: (256) 313-4726 

Erick. Chomskis@us.army mil 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 11:02 PM 

Vicki Linton ~hotmail.com> 

Re: Physical Analysis 

Vicki ][.into: @hotmail.com> wrote: 

tit Anson 

Hope all is going well down in Florida in prepmation for your match tonight. 

After our discussions last week, I came up with all idea Ibr tile Pro-Licence Dissertation that I need to complete this year - a Comparison of Physical Analysis Dam 

between the WWC 2011, UNC and an NWSL team (possibly Portland). 

The analysis from the World Cup looks atthe follomng: 

¯ Total overall distance covered 
¯ Analysis of sprints aa~d high speed runs 

o broken down by speeds and distance covered at that speed in 15min time periods throughout the gmne 

¯ Dista~aces covered with and without the ball 

¯ Analysis of distances/speeds by position 
¯ When goals were scored during a match (and how this correlates to speeds during the match) 

I am not sure if it’s even possible to do but thought it would be interesting to see the difl}rences from college to professional to world cup teams / players. 

What do you think’? Would you be interested? 

Vicki 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 11 : 10 PM 

sean.echotx~intbooks @gmaJl.com>; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com>; tim nash <tim.nash@teamtalk.com> 

Re: Republishing Training Soccer Chaa~pions 

"sean.echopointbooks" ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Glad ~:o hear it Anson. VII attach a copy of our s~:andard con~:ract for you guys to review while you’re looking for the other one Elopeful~y we can finafize ~:hmgs early 

next week (make any necessary changes, get a copy to T~m, etc.) when Marshall, our owner and puM~sher (who ~s the final word on such mat,:era) returns from 

bus~ness. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 2:28 PM 

To:                     tim nash; Jason Sisneros 
Subject: Re: Republishing Training Soccer Champions 

Still interested... Tim, can you find ~e original contract? 

Sen@’om my I~ri:o~ l~2reles,s’ d~ LTE DRO/D 

(~ g__r_~L~_~j_Lc___o__r__n_ ? - wrote: 

Eli Anson, 

I’m glad to hear back from you and that you’re interested in learning more about republishing Training Soccer Champions with us. As noted b~ our first emaH, Echo 

Point Books & Med~a ~s one of the largest online booksellers in the country and been in bus~ness since 2002~ In 20:1.0, we started pubHsNng our own books, 

leveragh~g our resources, and mos~: knportandy our insight and knowk~dge of onime bookse~img ~:o bring back vakmble books tha~: have gone out of print. We see 

puMisMng as our future and are growing quickly; our approach to rev~:aHz~n~ l:~tk~s [hat are fm[ currently active ~s worMn~ well. 

To review our punished tit~es p~ease go to: b33#LZ/AAA:_#S_b_9#_£J_B3_b_£_£_~:_£9_~/_£M£:~$]_#~Z (note: we have dries more in the production than fisLed on the website) 

and for more a Mt more background on us, p~ease dick ~PS/Z_~_~_~_:AEb££A~_~$~£A~2:~_£_~_{A~AA#_~_EA/, or of course feel free ~ve us s call (802-257--6900) after 

reading the details below. One tMng youq~ Hke~y notice ~s that we have something of an eclectic ]~st of t~t]es----that ~s we puMish academic books as well as how-to; 

chiMren’s books as well as titles on eastern spirituality. That variety ~s the result of us relying on finding quality works that are no ~onger ~n print; s~nce quality is 

[:he crucial e~ement ~:o us, we don’t: rest:dot ourselves to one subject area Our expertise and w~lue then comes ~n by worMng to bring new audiences to these 

overlooked ~ems. We work espedal~y well w~th books ~:hat ha~e n~che audiences. 

To g~ve your book the sLtent~on ~ deserves, we p~an to promoLe ~t us~n~ our consMeraMe existing customer database, promot~onai flyers senL with new book sa~es 

(we amp 5,000+ books a week), and espeda~y ush~g our know~edge of online bookse~Hng and marketing to bL~i~d ~nterest h~ yo~Jr book. 

A~ that sa~d, it’s important for us be honest and realistic aboL~t sales expectations~ As m~ch as we’d ~ove to rocket Training Soccer Champions to the New York 

T~mes besb-seHer ]~sl:, we’re shooting more for steady sales of hundreds ~:o (~[ ~:h~ngs really break our way} thousands of cop~es sold a year. Currendy, our 

bestse]Hn8 til:k~s sell 1,200-.I,500 copies a year. 

The ~ood news ~s Lhat sb~ce we offer a much h~gher royaity rate (20%) than Lrad~tiona~ publishers, even modest saies can translate ~nLo a notaMe s~de ~ncome, 

especially over t~me. For example, if we sel~ 300 copies per year of a S~9.95 book, that translates into a~mosL ~1000 ~n author royaities earned a year. 

Assumin~ you’re stH~ ~nterested in working with us, the next steps are: 

~ P~ease confirm that yo~J and T~m are now the c~rrent copyright owner of the book. Typically th~s means either a ~etter of rNease from the odg~na~ puM~sher or ~f 

you don’t have thai, you need to check your con~:ract and see ~f the terms of the contract: ~ndh::ate the rights automatk:a]~y reverted to you (typically, af[er a certain 

number o~: months of a book being ouL o~: pHnL, the r~hLs automatically revert to Lhe author). ~f you don’t have such a release, we can send you s s~mple 

letter/template ~o use for you to send or e--mai~ to your ~:ormer pu~Hsher. 

~ Once copyright ~s estaMished and you let L~s know you want to move forward~ we’d send you a contract. Upon s~gn~ng we’d send you an advm~ce against royalties 

of S250 (detailed f~rther in contract). As the contract outlines, frequency of royalty payments w~l] depend upon sales of the book, but at the very least yoL~ wou~d 

be paid once a year (assum~n~ we w~H owe over and above ~:he ~250~which we cer~ain~y hope ~s so~) 

~ Once the contract is s~gned, Echo Point wH~ responsible [or a]~ costs assodated w~th bringing your book back into print 

We"re very nmch IooMng forward to working w~th you. Please don’t hesitate to contact us w~th questions or ~et me know ~: you’d iH<e ~o discuss details over the 

phone w~Lh our owner and puMisher, Marshall 

Best, 

Sean 

~rom; Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.eduj 
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2013 7:08 PM 

To= Sean Starcher; Jason Sisneros; tim hash 

Subject= Re: Republishing Training Soccer Champions 

I am interested... (Tim, ca]l me) 

Sean Starcher < .(~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Mr. Dorrance, 
My name is Sem~ Starcher from Echo Point Books & Media, LLC one of the la~:gest online book sellers in the United States and I suppose the world [lover 750,000 

books sold online]. We’ve also been quite successful publishing high quaJity books that have gone out of print. By using our extensive customer base m~d online 



maxketing ~-~y, we’ve been able to breathe t?esh litb into worthwhile books that are no longer being actively published. We were excited to discover Training Soccer 

Champions as it fits ve~ well with the tx~oks we axe publishing and promoting. 

The broad basics of how we work is that we oiler a modest initM advance against royal~fes, a much higher royalt.5~ rate than traditionaJ publishers, and of course we 

assume aJl the financial risks, costs, and responsibilities associated with publishing and promoting your work. In fact, it is our experience with marketing books, 

especially those ruth speci~J interest audiences that sets us almrt from even the largest publishers. If you’re interested in learning mo~e, I’d be happy to put you in touch 

with Marshall, our owner m~d publishe~; who could fill you in on the finer details. If you’re interested in reading more about us please feel fiee to visit 

www.Echot)ointBooks.com. ............................................................... 

I look forward to hearing fio,n you. 

Sincereb; 
Sean 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=I~qC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Wednesday, September lg, 2013 11:14 PM 

~messaging.sprintpcs.com 

Re: 2/’3 

~messaging.sprintpcs.com wrote: 

ay as I hax~e both of my girls teams watching and doing game analysis of your girls. Good for them to see that level of play. 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 11:29 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: College ID Camp 

id-cmnp- flyer-082813gFINAL.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: College ID Camp 

From: tlue Me~ies < ~gmail.com> 

To: Hue Menzies < ~gmail.co~w- 

CC: 

Hello Coach: 

Florida Krush Soccer Club would like to invite you all to our first ID Team Camp for girls here in the Central Florida Area sponsored by Gatorade and 
BB&TBank, It will be held at the Central Winds Soccer Complex, Narch 1&2,2014in Winter Springs, Florida. We will provide all the hotel and meals 
accommodations for all the coaches, 

You will get the opportunity to work with some of the top talent in the southeast. We have invited the top U15-U18 female players in Florida and 
Georgia to attend this event. There will be 6 training groups in each age group. 

The training groups will be rotated throughout the college staff for training. There will be two training sessions and two games throughout the 
weekend. We will rotate the groups every 30 minutes in each training session to have different coaches. This will be a great opportunity to interact 
with the players and the coaches. The schedule is located on the attached camp flyer. 

You will be responsible for your travel into Orlando. If you are flying, you can use either the Sanford Airport or the Orlando Airport. We will provide 
transportation for you all throughout the weekend. 

Please confirm with me ASAP if you or one of your staff will be attending, I would prefer your response no later than Dec 15th by email or phone call. 
This will give you time to notify your compliance. Please notify your coaching status: a field coach or a goalkeeper coach. We will be looking forward 
in hearing flom you on your confirmation. 

Sincerely 

Hue Nenzies 
FKK Executive Director 

407- 542- 4939 
Florida KrazeKrush.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 11:31 PM 

ttue Menzies ,~gmail.com>; Ducay, Chris ~ducar@unc.edtv~ 

Re: College ID Cmnp 

Thin,ks Hue ... I will copy Chris on this and we roll t~y to get you on the calendar’. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizon tFireie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

Hue Menzies < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hello Coach: 

Florida Krush Soccer Ck~b would like to invite you all to our first ID Team Camp for girls here in the Central Florida Area sponsored by Gatorade and 
BB&TBank. It will be held at the Central Winds Soccer Complex, March 1 &2,2014in Winter Springs, Florida~ We will provide all the hotel and meals 
accommodations for all the coaches. 

You will get the opportunity to work with some of the top talent in the southeast. We have invited the top U15-U18 female players in Florida and 
Georgia to attend this event. There will be 6 training groups in each age group. 

The training groups will be rotated throughout the college staff for training. There will be two training sessions and two games throughout the 
weekend. We will rotate the groups every 30 minutes in each training session to have different coaches. This will be a great opportunity to interact 
with the players and the coaches~ The schedule is located on the attached camp flyer. 

You will be responsible for your travel into Orlando. If you are flying, you can use either the Sanford Airport or the Orlando Airport. We will provide 
transportation for you all throughout the weekend. 

Please confirm with me ASAP if you or one of your staff will be attending. I would prefer your response no later than Dec 15th by email or phone call. 
This will give you time to notify your compliance, Please notify your coaching status: a field coach or a goalkeeper coach, We will be looking forward 
in hearing from you on your confirmation, 

Sincerely 

Hue Menzies 
FKK Executive Director 

407- 542- 4939 
Florida KrazeKrush,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 9:27 AM 

Gary Ireland < ~yahoo.com>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu-~; bill palladino ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 
~gmal.com>; ~msn.com> 

Re: ~ 

Gary, there is an unders~nding in those cultures atx~ut patience and work ethic that is missing in ours. We are into instant gratification and are rarely in it for the long 
haul. This cripples our teclmical development. 

Gary IrelaJ~d~ ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

hi anson and chris- 
thought youd like to see this. 
best wishes 
gary 

Gary Ireland 
Find me on Pass2Me.com: garyjireland 
Join my personal blog on Pass2Me.com: The Technician 
PSV Union FC: ~vww.psvunion.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 9:33 AM 

Walter Mack ~gmafil.com> 

Re: Invitation to UNC GlobaJ Initiative Premier of Soccer Docmnentmy 

Walter, we are on a road trip to Florida. We get back Sunday night. I am so sorry we cannot be there to contribute. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Walter Mack < ~gmaJl.com> wrote: 

Dear Anson: 

The [INC Center for Global Initiatives is premiering its student produced documentary, "Without A Fight," at the Seymour Senior Center at 10:30 a.m. Friday, 
September 20, and you and members of your wo~nen’s soccer team are cordially Invited. 

The documentary was two years in the malting and deaJs with the humm~ drama ofm, o Nigefim~ soccer texans frown the poorefft of slums of Eas~t Africa pitted against 

each other for the coveted cha~npionship of Kenya. 

Also, we would like to present a soccer ball signed by you and members of your soccer team to the Producer of the fihn, Maxy Beth Kutch~na of UNC for her 

dedicated eflbrts in tackling this very difficult documentao~ project. 
Please let me know if you and members of your team roll be able to attend m~d if you would be able to accommodate our request. With all good wishes... 

Sincerely, 

Walt Mack 

President, 
Village Elders 

Seymour Senior Center 

2551 ttomestead Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 9:35 AM 

Walter Mack ~gmafil.com> 

Re: Invitation to UNC GlobaJ Initiative Premier of Soccer Docmnentmy 

I do have a question though: what aye Nigerian reruns doing in East Africa’? 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Walter Mack ~gmaJl.com> wrote: 

Dear Anson: 

The [INC Center for Global Initiatives is premiering its student produced documentary, "Without A Fight," at the Seymour Senior Center at 10:30 a.m. Friday, 
September 20, and you and members of your wo~nen’s soccer team are cordially Invited. 

The documentary was two years in the malting and deaJs with the humm~ drama ofm, o Nigefim~ soccer texans frown the poorefft of slums of Eas~t Africa pitted against 

each other for the coveted cha~npionship of Kenya. 

Also, we would like to present a soccer ball signed by you and members of your soccer team to the Producer of the fihn, Maxy Beth Kutch~na of UNC for her 

dedicated eflbrts in tackling this very difficult documentao~ project. 

Please let me know if you and members of your team roll be able to attend m~d if you would be able to accommodate our request. With all good wishes... 

Sincerely, 

Walt Mack 

President, 
Village Elders 

Seymour Senior Center 

2551 ttomestead Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 3:33 PM 

Ga~ Ireland, ~yahoo.com> 

Re: ~ 

I arn with you bro! And I love what you do. 

Se,~t.f!°om my VeHzou Wireless 4G L2’K L)?tOIL) 

Gary Ireland ~ ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

hi anson, i wholeheartedly agree! i think weve made a minor dent over here but still fighting the ’microwave’ culture. 
on tuesday night we spent an entire session on clipping the ball and yesterday bending, turning, juggling, dribbling, 
volleying, half volley, chipping with the outside of the foot which was extremely difficult for many of course, i told the kids 
that many coaches prefer not to see their players fail miserably at something for fear of becoming unpopular (you have 
to have happy kids and parents right ;) or simply dont see any value in not being able to translate the skill into next 
weekends game so they dont bother and tell the kids to go home and practice it. if i can get a player to drive, bend, chip, 
half volley or bring it down with the chest or use the head to cushion passes etc or receive with the laces and turn in one 
motion and deliver a 30 yard diagonal ball then i know weve actually done some work. 

btw, we played a socal team which has 2 japanese national team players on each wing/flank who were clearly technical. 
they went 10-15 mins at a time without touching the ball, played so far away from support (isolated) - teammates couldnt 
reach them with a precise pass. i respectfully asked the coach if he thought that they enjoyed the game playing that 
way? all i know is that if we went down to the local park to play we wouldnt spend 15 mins without touching the 
ball ..... when coaches get too far ahead of the technical level/capabilities it becomes a lost cause. 

ill spare the rant! 
Gary Ireland 
Find me on Pass2Me. com: garyjireland 
Join my personal blog on Pass2Me.com: The Technician 
PSV Union FC: ~vww.psvunion.org 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: Gary Ireland ¯           ~yahoo.com>; "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino 

@msn.com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 6:27 AM 
Subject: Re: fyi 

~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros ~grnail.com>; 

Gary, there is an understanding in those cultures about patience and work ethic that is missing in ours. We are into instant gratification and are 
rarely in it for the long haul. This cripples our technical development. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROiD 

Gary Ireland < ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

hi anson and chris- 
thought youd like to see this. 
best wishes 
gary 

A former ©ueenslsnd Mei-~s 8tste team teammate of m}i-~e M}c~iaei M:.ilvey ~o’~v s professional cosch i~ ti~e i~ens i~ustiaiis~ {-"rofessional ’A’ Lesgue ’w}t~i K,i-isbs~e used to be the U! ~) 

Gary Ireland 
Find me on Pass2Me.com: garyjireland 
Join my personal blog on Pass2Me.com: The Technician 
PSV Union FC: ~vww.psvunion.org 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON):- 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 3:34 PM 

bill palladino @aol.com>; Ducar, Chris <duca~@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu>; ~msn.com>; ~duke.edu> 

Fwd: [FOIKMAL NOTICE] Minors on Cmnpus 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: [FORMAl, NOTICE] Minors on Campus 

From: no reply@email.unc.edu 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

To: All Employees 
From: Chancellor Carol L Folt 
Date: September 19, 2013 
Re: Minors on Campus 

UN-C -Chapel Hill welcomes many visitors to campus during the stammer, including young people who attend day and overnight camps that are sponsored by our employees, schools arid 
units. We ask that you review the infolrnation in this memorandum because we all have a responsibility to provide a safe and secure 
envirol~aent for these children. 

REPORTING: 
If any employee reasonably suspects a child has been abused or neglected by a parent, guardian or careg~ver, under North Carolina law, there is an obligation to report that suspicion to a 
county department of social 
services The telephone number of the Orange County Department of Social Services is 
919-249-2800 or919-968-2000. Its web address is 
http://w;vwcooran~e.nc.us/socsvcs/child pr otective services.asp. 

According to Orange County’s website, 
"[r]eports of abuse and neglect are accepted 24 hours a day including weekends and holidays. If you are reporting a suspected case of abuse after hours, please call 911 and ask for the on- 
call social worker" 

If there is a suspicion or ubservation uf a child being harmed by anyune, Public Safety shuu]d be cuntacted by dialing 911 ]n additiun, if an emp]uyee’s report involves another University 
empluyee, a repurt should alsu be made tu the University’s Interim Equal Oppurtunity/ADA Officer, Brenda Ma]une (919-905-3576) 

’]?RAINING: L’nits that sponsor or have residential/uvernight programs that involve minors are required to train staffwhu stay with minurs in the overnight facility un the 
mandatury repurting requirement and to review the program’s safety and security pulicies and procedures. A brief descriptiun ofhuw to recugmze signs of putential child abuse and neglect 
and the repurting requirements may be found at this website sponsored by the Nurth Carulina Department uf Sucial Services; 
see http://www ncdhhs.govidss/cpsiabuut.htm. 

In additiun: 
* One organizatiun that offers training resuurces is Prevent Child Abuse North 
Carulina; seehttp://www.preventchi]dabusenc.or~/index.cfin?fuseaction cms.pa~e&id 1047. 

* The American Camp Assuciatioffs webs]re cuntains recummendatiuns un 
variuus topics related to uperatlng yo 
uth programs; see 
http://v, as’w acacamps urn/knowledge. 

NO RETALIATION: 
Under North Carolina law, persons who make reports to the cuunty department uf sucial services in goud faith are immune from civil or 
criminal liability Additionally, the University’s policy against retaliatiun a]su applies tu this repurting. 

Recent events that are being repurted in the national media remind us that guod faith repurting uf suspected child abuse and neglect is evewone’s responsibility. Please take some time to 
visit the websites and learn about this important issue and how to make the University’s campus a welcoming and safe place for children. 
This email is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday 3:42 PM 

Vicki Linton ~hi/~nail.com>; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com>; 

<ducar@unc.edu-~; bill palladino < ~aol.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edtr~; 

Re: Physical Analysis 

~live.unc.edu>; Ducat, Chris 
~msn.com> 

Yes, indirectly Jason Sisneros, directly 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ II%ele,~s 4G LTE L)ROJL) 

Vicki Linton ~hotmail.com> wrote: 

Ok, great. 

Is there someone who looks a£ter your GPS stuffthat I could talk with? 

at 8:02 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <mason(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sure 

Se~t~.f!~ortt t~’ ~rizon ~Virefess 4( ~ LYE DRO~D 

Vicki Limon < ~hotmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson 

Hope all is going well down in Florida in preparation for your ,natch tonight. 

After our discussions last week, I came up ruth an idea for the Pro-Licence Dissertation that I need to complete this year - a Comparison of Physical 

Analysis Data between the ~%VC     , UNC and an NWSL team (possibly Portland). 

The analysis from the World Cup looks at "the tbllowing: 

¯ Total overall distance covered 

¯ Analysis of sprints and high speed runs 

o broken down by speeds and distance covered at that speed in 15min time periods throughout the gmne 

¯ Distaaaces covered ruth and without file ball 

¯ Analysis of distances / speeds by position 

¯ When goals were scored during a match (and how this correlates to speeds during tl~e match) 

I am not sure if it’s even possible to do but thought it would be interesting to see the differences from college to professional to wotld cup teams / players. 

What do you think? Would you be interested? 

Vicki 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday 3:47 PM 

Kfistine Heavey~ ~verizon.net> 

Re: loss 

Thank you Kfistine ... you axe so thoughtfu!! 

Ses~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl~ireie,~s 4G L)’~ LLDtOIL) 

Krisfine tleavey < ~verizon.net> wrote: 

Hey Anson 
Sorly about the loss last night. I saw the last 30 minutes of the game. You almost got a goal there at the end. 

is a stud and she is a competitor... 
Hope the team is holding up ok and let them know- they are the best and everyone wants to beat them b/c of that... So keep kicking ass! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, 3:48 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducay@unc.edu>; bill paJladino ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu-~; ~msn.com> 

Fwd: loss 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: loss 

From: Krisiine Heavey ~vefizon.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Alber~t A IV" <an~n@email.unc.edu>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hey Anson 
Sorrs~ about the loss last night I saw the last 30 minutes of the game. You almost got a goal there at the end 

is a stud and she is a competitor.. 
Hope the team is holding up ok and let them know- they are the best and evewone wants to beat them b/c of that.. So keep kicking ass! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 3:51 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducay@unc.edu>; bill palladino~ 

~gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacmm~@unc.edu>;                      ~msn.com>; 
~unc.edu>;                              @yahoo.co~n> 

Re: Non-travelers update 

~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 

you are a good kid to send something so positive. I am proud of you gws. I know it is not easy! 

Se~t.f!"om my Verizor~ tl~ireie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Anson, 
Hope you’re doing well, I’m sorlT about the lost yesterday... But I thir~ the tearu will respond with a new- type of fury. 

Just wanted to update you on the non-travelers,    is doing a superb job leading, you can tell the girls all have a high level of respect for her. We decided to play 3 v 3 plus 1 on Monday-, 
run and do some technical yesterday and lift and play today. Our plus players in the 3 v 3 plus 1 were      and             so the level was vely good.       continues to work her but 
off in the fitness and is really impressive. You can tell she wants to continue to improve. Also, as you probably could have guessed, i     has been xvorking extremely hard, she is a great 
influence on everyone including myself. I could say- something positive about eveuone that stayed here as the?" have all been working hard so far but that xvould get monotonous. Just 
wanted to update you 

Also, if you have awone that needs help in an)’ classes please let me know-, I oddly have veW little work so far this semester and would love to take on a little more responsibility with the 
team 

Good luck against Miami! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 3:53 PM 

@earthlink.net; Ducar, Chris <ducar~unc.edu>; bill palladino < ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 
Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; ~msn.com> 

Re: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

~gmafil.com>; 

Patti, I like what you are saying! ! ! 

Ses~t f!°om my Verizon fFireIess 4G L)"E DROLL) 

Paul Connell ~earthlink.net> wrote: 

Good Morning Anson - 

Hoping sorne of th~:_~se shots start finding the net in M~arn~ & Pittsburgh .. we’re ~ookmg forward to having the team back @ Fetzer against Maryh~nd, 

Regarding the soccer campaign; prior to the spring, if there’s an oppor~urfity to be a part of the strategic ~eam charged w~th funding and bkd~d~ng, please throw me 

into the mix. [n the meantime, ~’[~ ab~de by St. Augustine ("patience ~s the companion o[: w~sdom") .,, but having stockpiled creative energy for the past three years, 

~ am anxious to engage. 

The strategy for sealing game t~ckets sl~ou]d be simple ---tl~ere wi]~ be none availaMe. Every seat h~ tl~at stadhJm can be sold before tl~e first game is p~ayed tl~ere. 

We will have a vibrant stude~?[: sectkm, unique med~a capab~Ry, and a qab" section where coaches can bring entire teamsi~eagues to teach ~:hem the game in rea~ 

time. 

Won’t get any [:urther ahead of myself 

Safe travels--see you back ~n Chape~ I-til~ for an ~n~erview prior to the MD broadcast. 

Thanks, 

Managing Partner 

PMC Brand Management 

Direct: 704.995.23_1.0 

.,~earthlmk.net 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email,unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 :t1:28 PM 

@earthlink.net 
Subject: Re: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Paul, let’s get you in the spring co~mected to our marketing group. We will be building a new s ’radium soon and a pa~ of my ambition is to sell it out. 

SenL/?om my I/erizou 14~reless 4G LT’k I)ROID 

"Paul M. ComMl" < ~2~__e.’.a__g_h_!jl~):_r_Lel2> wrote: 

I’ll accommodate yonr schedule; please s~t the meeting. 

Paul M. Connell 

Managing Partner 

PMC Bra~d Management 

Direct: 704.995.2110 

From: "Dormnce, Albert A IV" <an~m~{email.unc.edu> 
Date: Tue, 17 Sep2013 23:0g:36 +0000 

To: "i~earthlmk.net> 
Subject: Re: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Yes, let’s chat 

Sara.from ~rO~ Ver~zon IVireless 4G LI~’ I)ROID 

Paul Connell < ,@~ear thlink.net> wrote: 

Good Morning Anson, 

Hoping the squad can shake off the disappointing loss to ND. Certainly the no-call on the goal was stunning; however, a couple of strong finishes would have made 

it a non-issue. The scratch/claw effort from the Irish is a pretty good harbinger of the strategy that’ll be employed by opponents the rest of the way. 

Thanks again for taking the time to speak with me about my intense interest in working with you to drive the legacy campaign for UNC Soccer. I’ve not stopped 

thinking about the infrastructure necessary to pre-sell seats, and the outside-the-box partnership concepts that can only be created in this environment. 

With three straight ACC games on the road, I’m sure your dance card is punched for the next week; however, I look forward to continuing our discussion at your 

earliest convenience. 

All the best, 

Paul 



PMC Brand Managemen~ 

Direct: 704,995,2110 

@earthlink.net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 3:55 PM 

Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaJtney@unc.edu>; bill paJladino ,~aol.com>; Duca~, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros 

~gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: 2014-15 Nike Allotment 

Thanks Clint. I roll share this ruth the s~fl: 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tI~ireIe,~s 4G L)"E LL~tOIL) 

"GwaJtney, Clint" <cgwaJtney@unc.edu> wrote: 

Please see the following dollar allotments for Nike product for ordering for the 2014-15 season. 

Base Allotment which includes Camp Allotraent - $287,000.00 

Carry-over from last year - $0.00 

Total Retail Allotment - $287,000.00 

Total in V~nolesale Dollars - $143,500.00 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Clint 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 5:54 PM 

bill palladino ~aol.com>; Ducar, Chris <ducax@uuc.edu>; Jasou Sisneros ~ ~gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 2014-15 Nike Allotmeut 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: 2014-15 Nike Allotment 

From: "Gwa]tney, Clint" <cgwaltney@unc.edu> 

To: "Dorrance, Albe~t A IV" <an~n@email.unc.edu>,bill palladino~ 
~gmaJ&com>,"Sm~der~ Thomas J" <l~cmau@unc.edu> 

CC: 

~aol.com>,"Ducar, Chris" -~ducar@unc.edu>,Jason Sisneros 

I forgot to include the Soccer" Classic money in my total. That amount is 513,000 which takes you to an even ~300,000, 

My apologies, 

Please see the fNIowing dollar allotments for Nike product for ordering for the 2014-15 season. 

Base Allotment which ~ncludes Camp Allotment - $3~,0~.00 

Carryover from last year - 50.~ 

Total Retail Allotment - $3~,0~.00 

Total in Wholesale Dollars - 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Cfint 

F~m= Dorrance, AIbe~ A ~ 
Nent= Thursday, September 19, 2013 3:55 PM 
To= GwaJtney, CJint; bill palladino; Ducar, Chris; Jason SJsneros; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject= Re: 201+15 Nike Allotment 

Thanks Clin~ I will share tiffs with the 

Sen@’om my I~rizo~ l,~reles,~’ zig LTE DRO/D 

"Gwa]tney, Clint" <:_c_gk~_~_!_t__n__e_5_~Lu__~Lc_:__e__d_t_~- wrote: 

Please see the following dollar allotments for Nike product t;ar ordering for the 2014-15 season. 

Base Allotment which includes Camp Allotment - $287,000.00 

Carp),over from last year - $0.00 

Total Retail Allotment - $287,000.00 

Total in Wholesale Dollars - $143,500.00 

Please let me know if you have any quesnons 

Thanks, 
(;lint 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, ~:49 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; Ducar, Clms ~ducar@unc.edtv~; bill palladino ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 

~gmail.com>; Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: Weeldy 

Tony, this is excellent! Thank you. I know this took some lime. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

"Yount, Tow" <ton>yoan@unc.edu> wrote: 

Coaches, 

I compiled everything this afternoon, leaving early in the raorning for Colorado, so Thursday’s tutor and study hall inforruation are not in there and the hours listed don’t represent the whole 
week. Didn’t see a way arom~d that but I did want you to have the updates on the grades, as midterms are started to come in. I’ll be back in the office Tuesday- tnoming. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIP1ENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday,                  9:49 PM 

Ducat, Chris <duc~@unc.e&~; bill p~]ladino < ~aol.com~; Jason Sisneros < 

<pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Weeldy 

0919soc.pdf 

~gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Weekly 

Frown: "Yount, Ton3?’ --~tonyyount,~unc.edtt> 
To: "Stander, Thomas J" -~pacman@unc.edu>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~anson@email.unc edu>,"PallMino George W <bpallad~no@nnc.edu , Dncax, Chn 

<ducar@unc.edu> 

CC: 

Coaches, 

I compiled evep)~thing this afternoon, leaving early in the morning for Colorado, so Thursday’s tutor and study hall information are not in there and the hours listed don’t represent the whole 
week Didfft see a way around that but I did want you to have the updates on the grades, as midterms are started to come in I’ll be back in the office Tuesday morning. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

9/20/2013 1:55:13 AM 

Palladino, Bill [Bill.Palladino@espn.com] 

Declined: FW: UNC Coach Dorrance Call 

9/16/2013 3:00:00 PM 

9/16/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

when: ll:00am ll:30am, september 16 

Anson : 

Your conference call information for Monday morning is below. The call is at 11 a.m. 

call in number: 1-877-290-0784 
Passcode: 

If you can just email me back and let me know you got this I would appreciate it. 

Thanks Anson, 

Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

"Gotta Find My Corner of The sky" 

From: 
Date: 
To: 

"Palladino@espn. com" <Bill.Palladino@espn.com<mailto:Bill.Palladino@espn.com>> 
sunday, september 15, 2013 8:48 PM 

_%wbell. net<mailto: 
_~gmai I. com<mai I to : 
_~gmai I. com<mai I to : 

_~att. net<mai I to :, 
~att. net<mai I to : 

_~aol. com<mai I to 
~aol. com<mai I to: 

~@aol. com<mai I to : 

@swbell.net>" < ~swbell.net<mailto: 
~gmail.com>" 
~gmail.com>>, 

~att.net>" 
~att.net>>, Benjamin Powers 

~aol.com>>, "Bill Herbstman 
~aol.com>) ~aol.com<mailto: 
~aol.com>>, Dave Lohse 

<davelohse@unc.edu<mailto:davelohse@unc.edu>>, "Palladino@espn. com" 
<Bill.Palladino@espn.com<mailto:Bill.Palladino@espn.com>> 
subject: UNC coach Dorrance call 

@swbell.net>>, 

~aol.com>)" 

call in number: 1-877-290-0784 
Passcode: 

This will take 30 minutes or so to talk a few storylines heading into wednesday’ s game. Thanks 

Bill 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  9:58 PM 

~unc.edtt> 

Proud of you 

thm~k you for continuing to lead my deep reserves. Call me. Let’s talk about the next step. 

Se~t.f!°om my Verfzon 1471regess 4(5 L)"E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, September 20, 2013 12:59 PM 

@aol.com 

Re: Special Reques~t From Kutztowu, PA 

No problem Sharif! Good luck to you and your team! 

Ses~t.~"om my Ver’izon tFireie,~s 4G L2~ LLDtOIL) 

~aol.com wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, 
I apologize for the delayed ~sponse to your email. Over the last two weeks vve have had to deal with a wide range of issues (including one of our captains tearing her ACL in 
her senior year) so I have unfortunately not been able to sit down to provide an adequate response to your kindness. 

Due to everything it was not until yesterday at training that I was able to tell my girls about our communications back and forth. Initially they did not believe me because they 
felt a coach such as yourself did not have the time to send email during the season. However, when I showed them our communications their eyes lit up. Just the thought that 
you were attempting to take time out your schedule to send them a video of support meant the world to them. After the initial shock wore off they wanted me to make sure I 
sat down today to say THANK YOU from the Kutztown girls soccer team. They truly appreciated you thinking about them enough to want to reach out to help. 

Thank you once again for your time. Good luck this season. 

Sharif 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu> 
To: @aol.com> 
Cc: @msn.com>; Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; 
Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 
Sent: Tue, Sep 3, 2013 5:47 pm 
Subject: FW: Special Request From Kutztown, PA 

@aol.com>; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com), ~gmail.com>; 

Sharif, 
Apparently I am not allowed to help you. I am sorry, my friend!! (See compliance response below.) 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 3:40 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Special Request From Kutztown, PA 
I’m having a tough time getting there on this one. VVhile it’s not created for recruiting purposes, it’s also not of interest to the general public so not sure we 
can get there on 13.4.1.5.2. We’d also run in to the kids who aren’t yet juniors issue which we can’t circumvent by sending to the coach, even if it was a 
permissible material 
Lance 

13.4.1.5.2 Material Not Created for Recruiting Purposes. 

An institution may produce video or audio material to show to, play for or provide to a prospective student-athlete, provided such material includes only 

general information related to an institution or its athletics programs and is not created for recruiting purposes. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 9:54 AM 

To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: FW: Special Request From Kutztown, PA 

Lance, 
Can I SEND a video message to a HS team? 

From:       ,~,aoi.com [mailto        ~,aoi.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 8:29 AM 

To: Dormnce, Albert A IV 
Cc:            ~hotmail.com      ~aol.com 
Subject: Re: Special Request From Kutztown, PA 

Coach Dorrance, 
Unfortunately, as much as we would love to bring our girls to UNC for your camp (I have heard nothing, but fantastic things by the way) we are in no financial position to do so. 
I have read your books and we installed a small-school version of the Competitive Cauldron here as well. The level of competitiveness, and team chemistry, has greatly 
improved over the seasons due in large part to your, and Coach Diciccos, books/dvds. 
Thank you for taking the time to reply to my note. Good luck this season. 
Sharif 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu> 
To: cssaber ~,,aol.com> 
Cc ~,hotmail.com) 
Sent: Thu, Aug 29, 2013 5:20 pm 
Subject: RE: Special Request From Kutztown, PA 

@hotmail.com> @aoi.com> 

Coach Saber, 
A personalized message on video will not do it for them but what I am going to suggest will: bring them all down to my Team Camp next summer. 
What we do in this camp is train all the teams to be winners. We teach them our systems (the semi flat back 1-3-4-3 and the 1-4-2-3-1). We train them in our practices (you 
get to watch every practice we run coached by one of our experts). This expert (and some of them are my national championship players) trains your player while you watch 



and take notes. We teach you (and the staff you bring) in our methodology in EVERYTHING we do: fitness, ball possession, technical training, the psychology ef winning (the 
"Competitive Caldron’). We give you books we have written, videos we have appeared in, coaches manuals. I personally give six out of the seven lectures we have for you and 
the other coaches. The amount of information we share is so much, teams usually come back year after year because it is detailed and dense. The teams we train improve 
dramatically. Even with just one camp. 
We have trained national club champions, high school state champions, teams like yours that went from last place in their leagues to first in just one camp experience. 
Please check it out: vww~.ncgsc.com and then call me sometime ._ 

From:        ~,aol.com [mailtc        ~,aol.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 29, 2013 11:56 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Special Request From Kutztown, PA 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
I am writing you this letter as a coach in search of something special for his high school girls team. This is my fourth season as the Kutztown High School girls soccer head 
coach. We are the second smallest school in Berks County (PA). I have the privilege this season of working with a fantastic group of twenty-seven young ladies. Since the 
girls soccer program began over twenty-five years ago we have only ever won one district match (my first season in 2011). This year my girls want to achieve more; they want 
to go to states. 
To do this we first need to overcome the inferiority complex our team (and to be honest our school) has ingrained in its collective psyche. This mind-set has dug its vicious 
roots into the heart of the school and it will take a truly unique tool to get rid of it. For years we have tried team talks, motivational videos, team building nights, goal setting, 
community service, etc. These activities have been very successful in helping us become closer as a team, but there is still this lingering doubt that is holding us back from 
fearlessly pursuing our goals. About three days ago, I asked a few of the girls on the team why it is we still fear going after our goals. One of my players pulled me aside 
toward the end of practice and said, "Coach this is Kutztown, nothing special happens to us." This response devastated me because these young ladies have worked too hard 
to give up on their dreams. When they have even a little belief in them they play with a competitive fire, a desperate relentlessness that is amazing to watch. Ever since that 
conversation I have lost sleep racking my brain trying to think of ways to help my girls realize how much potential they have as a unit if they believe they can do it. To be 
honest, my biggest fear as their coach has nothing to do with soccer. Instead it has to do with life. I am afraid that unless something unique happens for them the vast 
majority will go through life always clinging on to the notion of "nothing special happens to me". 
That is why you are receiving this letter today. This is my attempt to show my girls that special things can happen to them in spite of the odds. What I truly believe they need 
now is a personalized message (ex: a video message) of support from people who have reached the highest levels of our beautiful game. Fearless coaches, players, and 
teams who regardless of the challenges laid before them believed that they could conquer any obstacle in their way; stories about having the internal fortitude to pursue one’s 
dreams. My hope is that a personalized message of inspiration from you (and/or your team) may help us coaches show the girls that dreams do happen. That you never know 
what amazing things may transpire in life unless you reach out and believe that it can. 
I am not going to pretend what I am asking for is a simple thing, especially given how hectic and busy your schedule must be. However, these are my girls; my family. I would 
go to the end of the world and back for them if it meant they finally believed in themselves and their dreams. That is why if you find the time to do this I would be eternally 
grateful. Thank you very much for taking the time to read this. 
Sharif Saber 
Kutztown HS Girls Varsity Head Coach 
50 Trexler Avenue 

Kutztown, PA 19530 
Email:        ~.aol.com; Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, September 20, 2013 12:59 PM 

Richard Fenimore ~me.com> 

Re: Bucky 

’I’hat~k you Feni’. You am a good mm~ to keep me in the loop. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Richard Fenimore <    ~me.com> wrote: 

tii Anson 

FYI...Bucl~. Buckley is being inducted into the EA Athletic Hall of Fame this thll. Thought yoffd like to know. Hem’s his write up below. 

Hope you’re tied up for Asheville ruth your day job ;) 

FeilJ 

Walter W. Bucldey III ’78 was a certified all-star and captain of the varsity soccer and baseball teams in his senior year at Episcopal In baseball, he was a three-year starter, earning first team 
All Inter-Ac and All-Main Line honors in 1977 

It was on the soccer pitch, however, that Buck truly excelled. Playing on some of Coach Curt Lauber’s ’63 most accom- plished teams (high praise, indeed), Buck was a four-year starter. Two 
of these teams went on to win Inter-Ac (;ham- pionships (1976 and 1977), the latter accumulating a 15-1-1 record, the best in EA soccer history Buck led his team in assists his junior and 
senior years As recorded in the 1978 Tabula, "He was the team’s playmaker, and many times served as a stea~dying influence for the whole team." Coach Lauber labeled the 1977 team 
"special" Indeed it was, as 

it scored 61 goals and allowed its 17 opponents only seven goals. It had 10 shutouts and seven other games with one goal against. Buck earned first-team All-Inter-Ac honors in 1975 and 
1976 and first team All-Main Line 1975, 1976, and 1977. In his senior year, the accolades poured in: All-inter- Ac and League MVP, first team AH-City and A If-State, and regional All- 
American. 

Moving on to the University of North Carolina, Buck contin- ued his araazing run in soccer, starting in each of his last three 

years, and was named defensive M\rP in 1979 and 1980. He garnered an honorable mention All-ACC berth in 1979, then first team All-ACC and All-South honors in 1980. He was named to 
the Mayor’s Cup All-Tottrnament Team tbaee years at UNC. Buck capped his illustrious career with a prestigious invitation to participate in the Olympic trials in 1981. 

EA has continued to benefit from "Buckley" athleticism as both daughter, Alexa ’10, captain girls lacrosse in 2010, and son, Dutch ’14, captain of boys soccer in 2013, have each excelled in 
their respective sports. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 9:16 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducay@unc.edu>; bill paJladino ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Catapult Team Peflbnnance thru FSU 

Catapult Team Performance thru FSU.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Catapult TeaJn PerIbmJance thru FSU 

Frown:                      ~live.unc.edu> 

To: "Galz, Gregory" <ggg@unc.edU>,"DormJ~ce, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>, 

<pacmm~@unc.edu>,Jason Sisnems ~g~nail.com> 

CC: 

~z)aol.cotn,"Ducar, Chris" <duca@unc.edu>,"Sande~; Thomas J" 

Hey team, 

Attached is the Catapult Team Performance through the FSU game. It includes graphs and tables for the season and for individual games. A table of contents is 

included on the first page. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Anson, this new version should include the changes you wanted to the previous version. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 9:17 PM 

~live.nnc.edu-~; Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino ~aol.com>; Ja~n Sisneros 

~gmail.com>; Stander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: Catapult Team Pefl’onnm~ce thru FSU 

Excellent dofft share this with the team yet. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ IFire[e,~s 4G L)"E DROLL) 

~live.unc.edn> wrote: 

Hey team, 

Attached is the Catapult Team Performance through the FSU game. It includes graphs and tables for the season and for individual games. A table of contents is 

included on the first page. Let me know if you have an,i questions. 

Anson, this new version should include the changes you wanted to the previous version. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 9:21 PM 

Ga~’ Irela~d < ~yahoo.com>; Ducar, Chris <duca~@unc.edu> 

Re: 

Sure ... Chris and I are in Florida and we just saw the U- 17’s scmnmage. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tlqreie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

was excellent. She gets better ever,:" time I see her. Good job, tny friend’. 

Gary IrelaJ~d < ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

hi anson 
we had a pass2me.com meeting and noticed that you have an account with pass2me.com 
as a regular member- can we change you to a college coach? this way you have access to player information, 
video and evals. 
best wishes 
gary 
Gary Ireland 
Find me on Pass2Me. com: garyjireland 
Join my personal blog on Pass2Me.com: The Technician 
PSV Union FC: www.psvunion.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 9:23 PM 

~live.unc.edn>; Ducar, Chris ~ducay@~mc.edu-~; bill palladino 

,~gmail.com>; Stander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Fo~m.docx 

~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Frown: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

To: ’                                 ~live.unc.edt~- 

CC: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Yount, Tony" <tonwount@unc.edu> 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your CIVIN. tutoring session on 

infraction and shall be considered your first warning. 

~t 6i~OP~. This is your [i~ documented 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st infraction = Warning 

2nd infraction = Strike one 

3rd infrac[ion = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 
A. ith Strike three, all tu[orial services will be suspended un[il a manda[ory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have ~ business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal form) to the 

Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state 

all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your 

responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (A~~~A..=r~.: edu) within the timeline listed 

below. 
For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Be,,:, Sh~u 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, September 20, 20~_3 9:26 PM 

bill palladino ~aol.com> 

Fwd: Scheduling: game with Arizona State University 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Scheduling: game with Arizona State University 

From: Paige Carmichael <Paige.Carmichael@asu.edu> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Palladino, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu>," Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> 

CC: 

Hi Anson, 

I hope this email finds you well. I know we are all busy in the middle of season, but Kevin and I were doing the scheduling and I wanted to reach out to you about a potential series 

with you. 

We are looking for a home game August 22nd 20:[4 or a home game August 28th 

We would then do a return in 20:1_6, hoping to be in your tournament if you host one? We have available August 19th weekend or August 26th weekend in 2016. 

We can do a $4,000 guarantee for you coming here and would just expect that on our end of the trip. 

Please let me know if a ny of these dates work for you! 

Good luck the rest of the way! 

Paige Carmichael 

GO DEVILS! 

Arizona State University 

Women’s Soccer Assistant Coach 

Work: 480-965-2439 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, September 20, 20:~3 9:28 PM 

Paige Carmichael <Paige.Carmichael@asu.edu>; bill palladino _~aol.com> 

Re: Scheduling: game with Arizona State University 

Thanks Paige. Bill Palladino does our scheduling. I will copy him. 

~ent from my Verizon ~l/ireless 4G L72 DRO/D 

Paige Carmichael <Paige.Carmichael@asu.edu> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

[ hope this email finds you well. I know we are all busy in the middle of season, but Kevin and I were doing the scheduling and I wanted to reach out to you about a potential series 
with you. 

We are looking for a home game August 22nd 2014 or a home game August 28th 2015. 

We would then do a return in 2016, hoping to be in your tournament if you host one? We have available August 19th weekend or August 26th weekend in 2016. 

We can do a .~4,000 guarantee for you coming here and would just expect that on our end of the trip. 

Please let me know if any of these dates work for you! 

Good luck the rest of the way[ 

Paige Carmichael 

GO DEVILS[ 

Arizona State University 

Women’s Soccer Assistant Coach 

Work: 480-965-2439 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, i 9:41 PM 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Weekly Infmclion Notice 

~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sorry Anson I tbrgot to email them to cancel my appoin~onent yes"terday since we were traveling! Won’t happen again 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On at 9:23 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~);f~g~!~?.~#!::~!~t.2~):~?~ wrote: 

Se#t.fi°om my Verizo.~ ~f’ireies~’ 4G LT~’DRO1D 

........ OriginaJ Message ........ 

S ubj ect: Weekly Infraction Notice 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 

CC: "Donance, Nbe~ A IV" 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your CMD~ ~utoring session on 

documented infraction and shall be considered your first warning. 

at 6!~PN. This is your ~i~ 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their 

tutoring privileges. 
1st infraction = Warning 

2nd infraction = Strike one 

3rd infraction = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 
Wi~h Strike three, all tutorial services will be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the s~udent, head coach, academic counsebr, associate 

d~rector of academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business doys from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal 

form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor 

Coordinator. The appeal must state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibifity to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, 
it is your responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to travefing and email the tutor coordinators (~.~.~%~:~7~[.~])A~.9.0.t~i~.~[~) within 

the timeline fisted below. 
For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no ~ater than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 9~9-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

~en 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 929-843-2328 

<Infraction Appeal Form.docx~ 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 9:47 PM 

Jonathm~ Kaui~m~ ’,~)bellsouth.net~; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino < 

<pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: Note about Mia~ni game 

@aol.com>; SaJ~der, Thomas J 

Jonathan, you are vmy kind! I will copy my Director of Operations. This year is out but don’t give up on us. 

Seniti’ore my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

Jonathan Kaufman ~bell~uth.net> wrote: 

I reaJize that you probably wofft read this email in time but I just noticed that you will be playing U. of Miami, which is only 45 minutes away from u~ on Sunday. 

Isabelle and I will definitely come root for you guys but let me know if my wife and I cm~ host the team for a ,neal at our house in Weston on Saturday or Sm~day. It 

would be an honor and a real thrill for us.                    on Saturday ends at 1:30pm but we could host dinner on Sat or any meal on Sunday) 

If it doesfft work out this time, please keep us in mind for ne~ yeaac. We have some great soccer fields here and one of your former players, Staci, lives nearby (she 
will appareutly be coaching a couple hours away on Sunday). 

Watching ESPNU last night was quite dimppointing but we all know who the better team was! 

Awway, take care and best of luck on Sunday! 

Best Regards 

Jonathm~ 

UNC 1984-BA; 1988-MBA 

On Ju129, 2013, at 3:52 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

You are very kind[! 

I remember our conversation. It is a pleasure to engage with someone else whose =ore of this great University rivals m~ne. All the bestU 

F~m= Jonathan Kaufman [mailto: }bellsouth.net] 
Sent-" Saturday, July 27, 20~3 ~0:56 PN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Cc: Jonathan Kaufman 
Subject= ~ank You (Note to Anson) -NC Girl’s Soccer Camp 

De~ ~son: 
Thank you so much tbr making summer by going R~ watch her dufng the shooting drills yes~er&y morning. She was even morn t~lled titan she 
was nervou~ which is raying a lot~ 
Them is abmlumly no mason that you should mmem~r our fmnily, but we t}el that we have ~own you since our visit ~ ~e McCasMll Building in 
August 2009, when . You signed some posters for hm; o~}md us a free copy of Vision of a Champion (a po~ion of which I 
quoted at ~, helped us to find her coach Staci Wilmn’s fiamed profile and ~t~ently listened ~ me gush a~ut my love for 
Carolina (as a 2-tune UNC graduate) and about your program. Now a ~                  has been to tbur consecutive NCGS camps and I have had 
the pleasure of siNng in your office 2 years ago discussing, of all things, where you might gavel to on your uNoming 60th N~hday~ (I mn an adventure 
tour comNny) Ho~ you had fun’. 
Needless m sw, like a million other soccer-playing girls:        dreams of playing for you one &y. Though that mW still be a long- shot, we will Nways 
be thanMhl for your veU gracious and thoughffifl action yester&y. I ho~/~at you e~oy the rest of your summer 
Best Regards 
Jona~a~ KaulNa~ 
UNC 1984-BA, 1988-N~A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, September 21, 2013 2:04 PM 

Jonathan KauIinan < ~bellsouth.net> 

Re: Note about Mia~ni game 

Thank you!! 

Se~t f!’om my Ver’izor~ tI~ire[e,~s 4G LTE DROLL) 

Jonathan Kaufman ~bell~uth.net> wrote: 

Thanks Anson. My wife being Venezuelan, we might be able to serve a tas~ pabellon criollo (although I’m not sure it would meet the nutritional requirements of your 

pre- or post game meals!). Good luck tomorrow’. 

Jonathan 

On Sep 20, 2013, at 9:47 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

Jonathan, you are very kind! I will copy my Director of Operations. This year is out but don’t give up on us. 

Se~tt f!~ortt n~’ ~rizon ~Virefess 4G LYE DRO~D 

Jonathan Kaufman ~bellsouth.net> wrote: 

Hi Anson: 

I realize that you probably won’t mad this emml in time but I jufft noticed that you will be playing U. of Miami, which is only 45 minutes away from us, on 

Sunday. Isabelle and I will definitely come root for you guys but let me know if my wife and I can host the team for a meal at our house in Wesion on 

Saturday or Sunday. It would be an honor and a real tlmll for us. (My son’s ACT testing on Saturday ends at 1:30pro but we could host dinner on Sat or 

any meal on Sunday) 

If it doesn’t work out this time, please keep us in mind for next year. We have some groat soccer fields here and one of your tbrmer players, Staci, lives 

neaacby (she will apparently be coaching a couple hours away on Sanday). 

Watching ESPNU last night was quite disappointing but we all know who the better team was! 

Anyway, take care and best of luck on Sunday’. 

Best Regards 
Jonathan 

UNC 1984-BA; 1988-MBA 

On Jul 29, 2013, at 3:52 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

I ~emembe~ our conversation. It ~s a pleasure to engage with someone e~se whose love of th~s grea[ Onbsers~ty rFaals mine. All the bestH 

F~m= Jonathan Kaufman [mailto }bellsouth,net] 
Sent= Saturday, July 27, 2013 10:56 PH 
Toa Dorrance, Albe~ A ~; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
C~= Jonathan Kaufman 
Subject= ~ank You (Note to Anson) -NC Girl’s Soccer Camp 
Dea~ ~son: 

Tha~ you m much for ma~ng I~lle’s summer by going ~ watch her during the shooting drills yeste~y morning. She was even morn 

tlmlled than she was ne~ous, Milch is swing a loft 

Them is absolutely no mason th* you should remember our Famil> but we t}el ~at we have ~own you since our visit m the McCasMll 

Building in August 2009, when Isabelle was 10 >~ars old. You signed rome posters for her, o~}md us a fiee copy of Vision of a 

Champion (a ~ion ofwNch I quoted at Issy’s Bat Mim~ah last yea0, helped us to find her coach Smci Wilson’s ~amed profile and 

patiently listened to me gush abom my love for Caolina (as a 2-time ~C graduate) and about your program. Now a 14 year old, Isabelle 

has been to four consecutive NCGS camps and I have had the pleasure of siring in your office 2 >~aB ago discussing, of all tNngs, where 

you might travel to on your upcoming 60th bi~hdw~ (I run an atveutum lour com~ny) Hope you had fun[ 

Needless to say, like a million other mccer-pla~ing girls, Isabdle dreams ofplwing tbr you one &y. Though that mW still ~ a long-shot, 

we will alwws be thanklhl for your veU gracious and ~oughtlhl action yes~te~w. I ho~ ~at you enjoy the rest of your summer’. 

Best Regards 

Jona~an Kau~an 

UNC 1984-BA, 1988-MBA 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 3:52 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

Re: Way to Go! 

"Gallo, Jr., Lain.~ A." -~fl~gallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Well clone and enjoy this 4-0 win.       is certainly a very special player, m~d I fl~ought all of your players did a very good job today! 
Know you have some time to kill before your flight back home. Be safe and relax. See you soon and proud of you. 
Be well~ CONG~ATS~ 

~ Larry GaR~ 3r~ 

Executive Assocm~e Dic~ctor of Athletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, September 22, 2013 6:22 PM 

Joshua MedcaJf              ~gmail.com>; Ducar, Chris <duca~unc.edu>; bill palladino       ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 
~gma~l.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@~mc.edtr~; ~msn.com> 

Re: 3 tools for the girls! 

Joshua, absolutely brilliant. This is going out to my team. I agree with EVERYTHING you have written. Were we separated at birth? Good job. nay friend! 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Joshua Medcalf < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Anson- 

I hope you and tl~e girls are doing very well’. I’ve attached 3 tools I think roll be ve~ helpful for them :) 

Wam~est Regards, 

Joshua 

Dream Sports Academy 
Executive Director & Founder 

Cell 

Watch our Videos 

w~,~v.misetheratio.com 

www.dreamsportsacademv.com 

T2BC 
President & Head Trainer 

w~v.tmintobeclutch.com 

Changing the world...One person at a time 

Facebook Follow me on Twitter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

9/22/2013 10:22:09 PM 

Ducar, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Chris Ducar (ducar)]; bill palladino ~aol.com]; Jason Sisneros 

@gmail.com]; Sander, Thomas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tjsander]; @msn.com] 

Fwd: 3 tools for the girls! 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

Sent from my Verizon Wireiess 4G LTE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 3 tools for the girls! 

From: Joshua Medcalf _~gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Anson- 

I hope you and the girls are doing very well! I’ve attached 3 tools I think will be very helpful for them :) 

Warmest Regards, 

Joshua 

Dream Sports Academy 
Executive Director & Founder 

Watch our Videos 

www.raisetheratio,com 

wwwodreamsportsacademv.com 

T2BC 



President & Head Trainer 

www.traintobed utch.com 

Changing the world...One person at a time 

Facebook Follow me on Twitter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, September 22, 2013 6:24 PM 

Walter Mack ~gmafil.com> 

Re: Invitation to UNC GlobaJ Initiative Premier of Soccer Docmnentmy 

Don’t give me too tnuch credit. I lived in Nairobi as a boy. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Walter Mack~ ~gmaJl.com> wrote: 

Hi, Anson: 

You really know your geograph!! I goofed! I said the documentary was filmed in Nigeria, and it was actually shot in Nairobi, Kenya which i s located in East AfiJca. 

UNC photojoumalism students did a great job producing the 60-minute documentaay under extremely adverse conditions. It was screened on Friday at the S eytnour 

Center and was highly praised by everyone who saw it. 

Perhaps sometime in the fi~ture we can have you make a presentation. 
With all good wishes... 

Sincerely, 

Walt Mack 

President, 
Seymour Center Village Elders 

2551 ttomestead Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

919-797-2246 

~m aS~l .com 

On Thu, Sep 19, 2013 at 9:34 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~)emafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

I do have a question though: what me Nigerian teams doing in East Africa? 

Walter Mack ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Dear Anson: 

The UNC Center tbr Global Initiatives is premiering its stadent produced documentary, "Without A Fight," at the Seymour Senior Center at 10:30 a.m. Friday, 
September 20, and you and members of your women’s soccer team are cordially Invited. 

The documentary was two years in the making aaad deaJs with the human drama of two Nigerian soccer teams from the poorest of slums of East Africa pitted against 

each other for the coveted championship of Kenya. 

Also, we would like to present a soccer ball signed by you and members of your soccer team to the Producer of the film, Maay Beth Kutchma of UNC for her 

dedicated eflbrts in tackling this very difficult documentary project. 

Please let me know if you and members of your team will be able to attend and if you would be able to accommodate our request. With all good wishes... 

Sincereb; 
Walt Mack 

President, 
Village Elders 

Seymour Senior Center 

2551 Homestead Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

919-797-2246 

~gmafil.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT),,CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Sunday, September 22, 2013 6:27 PM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com> 

Re: Beijing 

Tom Byer <tom@tomsa~.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

Yes~terday I had Coach Zhu visit my Event here in Beijing. Coach Zlm is the most respected Chinese Coach in China’s histo~y having ~en Head Coach of China’s 

Men’s National Team during what is charactefised as the Golden Generation of Players during the eaxly 90’s. He is co,ning to Toluo ~ visit my Academy for one 

week in Octo~r. rm maMng very meaNng~l relationships tbr the fu~re~ 

Check out the website the Pro Club has created. 

h~:i/~v.lians~pi~.co~fivi~index 

I saw the result of the Flo6da S~te game. Best of luck going forward[ 

Regards, 

Tom 

Tom Byer 
E-Mail: tom@tomsan.com 
Mobile: 

K.K. T3 
The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 
http:/iwww.tomsan .corn 

Minato Ku, Minami Aoyama 6-6-22 
Luna Rossa Minami Aoyama 2F 
Tel: 03-4590-6658 / Fax: 03-3498-8877 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, September 22, 2013 6:44 PM 

Joshua Medcalf ~gmail.com> 

Re: 3 tools for the gifts! 

You are doing it. At a minimum come once eveu tbur years so ALL my gifts can hem you. You axe superb. 

Sem.~"om my Verizon tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Joshua Medcalf ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Tha~k YOU! Glad to know aJl our hard work is paying ofl~ As always let me know if there is anything we ca~ do ti~r you and the progr!m! 

On Sun, Sep 22, 2013 at 3:21 PM, Dorrance, Albe~nt A IV <anson(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Joshua, absolutely brilliant. This is going out to my team. I agree with EVERYTHING you have written. Were we separated at birth? Good job, my friend! 

Joshua Medcalf ~gmaiLcom> wrote: 

Anson- 

I hope you mad the gifts are doing very well! I’ve attached 3 tools I fl~ink will be ve~ helpful tbr them :) 

Warmest Regards, 

Joshua 

Dream Sports Academy 
Executive Director & Founder 

2ell 

Watch our Videos 

w~-~v.raisetheratio.com 

www.dreamsportsacademv.com 

T2BC 
President & Head Trainer 

www.traintobeclutch.com 

Changing the wofld...One person at a time 

Facebook Follow me on Twitter 

Dream Sports Academy 
Executive Director & Founder 

Watch our Videos 
www.misetheratio.com 

www.dreamsportsacademv.com 

T2BC 
President & Head Trainer 

www.tramtobeclutch.com 

Changing the wofld...One person at a time 



Facebook Follow me on Twitter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, September 22, 2013 8:40 PM 

Joshua ~             ~gmafil.com>; Jason Sisneros          ~gmafil.com> 

Re: Perfom~ance Cue Cards 

Joshua ~gmail.com> wrote: 

These cards have been making a big irupact for players across the country! Let me know if you want to get on the phone and explain it further at some point this week. 

Having the girls fill them out and having a laminated card is very helpful, and then if they create a card before every practice and game it becomes oven more beneficial for the specifics of 
each game/practice. 

I think we need to try and get another workshop setup so you can see how much we’ve incorporated since the last timer If last time was a 5, we are now at a 91 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 11:29 PM 

White, James W <j wwhite@email.unc.edw- 

Re: Mi~xni gaa~e 

I would not lmow what to do about her. 

Se~t f!’om my Verizor~ tI~irele,~s 4G L2’E 

James White <jwMaite@email.unc.edw~ wrote: 

Sure; why not? I mean, what is Miami supposed to do atx~ut someone like 

Jim 
P.S. 

On 6:28 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

Before the game I would have settled for a 1-0 victoo,. Does that count for m~Uthing? 

Se~.t.fi°om my verizo,~ ~Vireies~’ 4G LT~’DRO1D 

James White 2i wwhi te@email.unc .edu> wrote: 

Anson: 
If yo~. kick the sh*t out of Miami tomorrow, rm gotma be reatly pissed. 
They’re just tlying to survive in the ACC. I realize that "mercy" is 
not a word commonly found in your vocabulaly, but remernber: you don’t 
necessarily have to give your troops the smell of napalm in the morning 
to keep them happy. 
Cheers (but not best wishes), 
Jim 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~/O~UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 l l: 56 AM 

Gregg@BennettRa~k.com 

~msn.com; ducm,~@uncaa,unc,edu; - ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros, ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I love your stuff 

Gregg, 
First off I love what you are doing. I think your rankings are the best. But help me with this (even though I agree with where we are ranked) how can FSU women be 

ranked ahead of us in every category you list (SOS, O&D) and be ranked behind us and drop after winning two this past week (including beating us) and have us 

ascend when splitting? 
I am a big data guy; the Competitive Cauldron has been driving performance here at UNC from the beginning of my collegiate coaching career, so I study your 

rankings in earnest and yours are absolutely the best. So I am curious about how the rankings are arrived at when the "input" indicates a different rank? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 23, 2013 4:31 PM 

Gregg Bennett <gregg@Be~mettRank.com-~ 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: I love your stuff" 

Gregg, 

Got it!! And I do love the fact th~,t you gL~¥s do coLmt the goals ~,nd use that ~,s ~, me~,sL~re beyond jL~st the W,L, T ,,. home or away. BUT, how do Vot~ reconcile the fsct 

that in ~ your measures FSU ~s b~tter th~n ~s ( BR SoS, g£ off, BR ~ef) ~d yet we are st~l~ ~bove them? Wh~t h~d~en meas~r~s are ther~ that "skew" the rankh~gs 

From:           :@gmail.com                 ~@gmail.com] On Behalf ~ Gregg Benne~ 
Sent; Nonday, September 23, 20~3 3:06 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Re: I love your stuff 

Anson.. thanks for writing., appreciate fl~e interest and the snppoCt.. 

Yes.. Florida State.. did beat you.., in a l goal game., and you both are very. close in rank .... Goal differential is important (to a point)., a~d as this was a very close 

game., neither team was going to move much up or down in a one goal game.. Left on ills own FSU would have stayed above yon... 
but then., they went to NC State.. a much worse ranked team (71).. and had a narrow win..., our spread on that game for them was_ 3+_ and they didn’t cover.. (the 

quali~’ of the win wasn’t good) .... 

You also had a much higher qnaliU win on S unday v. Miami.... a BR43.. and beat them 4 nil.. a -2 spread., that you well covered.. 

Hope this helps.. 

I enjoy the discussion., as it keeps ns honest...and ideas always pop up for fine tuning and other stats.. 

On Mon, Sep 23, 2013 at 8:55 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <_a_a_~£_r!(_a2__ej__r_tj_a_i~:__u__r_Lc_:_e_$t___u_> wrote: 

Gregg, 

First offI love what yon are doing. I thi~& your mnldngs are the best. But help me with this (even though I agree with where we are ranked) how can FSU women be 

ranked ahead ofns in every categoo~ you list (SOS, O&D) and be ranked behind ns and drop after winning two this past week (including beating us) and have us 

ascend when splitting? 

I am a big data guy; the Competitive Cauldron has been driving performance here at LINC from the beginning of my collegiate coaching career, so I study your 

mnkings in earnest and yours are absolutely the best. So I am curious about how the mnldngs are arrived at when the "input" indicates a difl}rent rm~k? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:49 PM 

White, James W <jwwhite@email.unc.edu> 

1~3~,: Mia~i game 

Yharlks Jinl .._ Yes, career is takirlg off. 

From: James White [mailto:jwwhite@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 8:11 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Miami game 

Oops: Arts and Leisure section, pages 1 and 8. 

On 11:28 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

I would not know what to do about her. 

Som~.f!~om t~’ ~rizo~ ~V~ref~ss ,iJ( ~ LYE DRO~D 

James White _~:jj~?_~i~j_N2~)__e_Ln_~i]_:_~!_n__c_’_:_e_d_~:i wrote: 

Sure; why not? I mean, what is Miami supposed to do about someone like 

Jinl 

On 6:28 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

BeIi~re the game I wonld have settled tbr a 1-0 victor. Does that count tbr m~Mhing? 

Jmnes White 5_~_w_D_:]!it__e__~_e__n__!_a_~!:_u__Ec__:_e_d__t_t_Z~ wrote: 

Anson : 
If you kick the sh*t out of Miami tomorrow, I’m gonna be really pissed 
They’re just trying to survive in the ACC. I realize that "mercy" is 
not a word commonly found in your vocabulary, but remember: you don’t 
necessarily have to give your troops the smell of napalm in the morning 
to keep them happy. 
Cheers (but not best wishes), 
Jim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 23, 2013 5:22 PM 

@duke.edu) 

EW: schedule for week of Sept 23 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 12:24 PM 
Subject: schedule for week of Sept 23 

Team, 

Here’s this week’s schedule. Sophomores, your meeting is tonight, not Tuesday as my email previously stated. 

Mon: 

1:30 pm indoor pool workout 

2:00 pm treatments 

4:00 pm (Make up) pool workout 

7:00 pm MANDATORY financial education meeting for SOPHOMORES - koudermilk 3rd Floor 

Tues: 

Weights in groups between classes before :i:00 pm 

i:00 pm treatments 

2:30 pm practice Finley 

Wed: 

Contact Nicole for treatment times 

2:30 pm non-travelers weights 

Thurs: 

Contact Nicole for treatment times 

2:30 pm Non-travelers fitness with Grey 

Fri: 

J.:l_:30 am travelers arrive back in Chapel Hill (flight lands at J.O:30) 

1:00 pm treatments 

2:30 pm indoor pool workout 

Sat: (football vs ECU 12:30 pro) 

Treatments TBD 

Practice TBD 

Sun: 

Treatments TBD 

Practice TBD 

-Tom 

Tom Sa~der 

Director of Operations 

WoIllen’s Soccer 

University of Nortk~ Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, ’, ,2013 5:29 PM 

Ga’~, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu> 

I~E: GPS Team report vs Miami 

Thanks Greg ..,. I love this 

F~om: Gatz, Gregory 

Sent: Monday, : 1:z16 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV;, @aol,com; 
Subject: GPS Team report vs Miami 

Attached. 

Jason Sisneros; Sander, Thomas J; Ducat, Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 23, 2013 5:34 PM 

Joshua Medcalf @gmail.com> 

l~L: Performance Cue Cards 

9:19-.6:16-5679 

From: Joshua Medcalf =@gmail.com] 
Sent; Monday, September 23, 20:[3 4:03 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
S,,bject; Re: Performance Cue Cards 

What is the best number for me to c~Jl you at? 

On Snn, Sep 22, 2013 at 5:39 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(~)emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

I am interested ... 

S~:ttt from it~, ~rizon tVireless ,l( ; L TtT DROID 

Joshua ~ ~g!nail.co!n> wrote: 

These cards have been making a big impact for players across the country! Let me know if you ;vant to get on the phone and explain it further at some point this week. 

Having the girls fill them out and having a laminated card is veW helpful, and then if they create a card before every practice and game it becomes even more beneficial for the specifics of 
each game/practice. 

I think we need to try and get another workshop setup so you can see ho;v much we’ve incorporated since the last time{ If last time was a 5, we are no;v at a 9{ 

Dr eam Sports Academy 
Execntive Director & Founder 

Cell 

Watch our Videos 

www.rai~theratio.com 

www.dreamsportsacademv.com 

T2BC 
President & Head Trainer 

www.tmmtobeclutch.com 

Chm]ging the wofld...One person at a time 

Facebook Follow me on Twitter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:42 AM 

Raymond Cieplik @cox.net> 

Honor Aw~d Fing~ Ballot 

Ray, 

The six in order are: 

2) 

4) 

All th~-’_~ best, my 

Frera: Raymond Cieplik ~@cox.net] 
Seat: Thursday, $2:40 PM 
To: Schum Tim; Robinson Robby; Martin .lay; Engeln .lay; Holleman Bill; Jackson Terry; Carr Russ; Bugliari Miller; Gordon Roy; IVlorrone Joe; Bean Joe; Rayfield Janet; 
McCrath Cliff; Steinbrecher Hank; Berling Clay; Cieplik Ray; Gooding Peter; Albert AI; Dorrance, Albert A [V; Vermeil .left 
Subject:     Honor Award Final Ballot 

To: Members of the NSC.A~\ Honor Award Voting Committee 

Enclosed are two documents: 1) the Final Ballot, and 2) Bios of the Finalists. Please take the time to once again read through the bios of the six individuals you all have 

selected as the finalis~ts for the     Honor Award. Then list them in priorib~ order on the enclosed ballot, and remm to me by Thanks for the 

continued eflbrts. We have had full cooperation from aJl of the voters on our panel again this year (to date). 

Ray 
Ray’ Cieplik 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday 12:19 PM 

Raymond Cieplik @cox.net> 

Re: Honor Aw~rd Final Ballot 

’I’hmik you Ray for taking care of me. 

Sent.~"om my Verizon tl~irele,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

Raymond Cieplik ~cox.neP wrote: 

Thanks, Anson. BaJlot received and recorded. Good luck with the ongoing sea,m! 

Ray 

On , at 10:42 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

The sixin order are: 

2) 
:~) 
4) 
s) 

All the besL my friend!! 

From: Raymond Cieplik ,@cox.net] 
Sent-" Thursday, :t2:40 PM 
To: Schum 33m; Robinson Robby; lvlartin Jay; Engeln Jay; Holleman Bill; Jackson Terry; Cart Russ; Bugliari Miller; Gordon Roy; Morrone Joe; Bean Joe; Rayfield 
Janet; McCrath Cliff; Steinbrecher Hank; Berling Clay; Cieplik Ray; Gooding Peter; Albert AI; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Vennell Jeff 

Honor Award Final Ballot 

To: Members of the NSCAA Honor Award Voting Committee 

Enclosed are two documems: 1) the Final Ballot, and 2) Bios of the Finalists. Please take the time to once again read through the bios of the six 

individuals you all have selected as the finalists for th~     Honor Award. Then list them in prioriS, order on the enclosed ballot, and remm to me by 
Thanks for the conlinued et][brts. We have had full cooperation ti~om all of the voters on our panel again this year (to date). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 5:05 PM 

@aol.com 

I~’W: Anson, 718 new athletes are interested in playing tbr yon’. 

From= Tanner Highlen [mailto:tanner@captainu.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, September 17, 2013 1:03 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Anson, 7:t8 new athletes are interested in playing for you! 

Hi Anson, 

There axe 718 new soccer players interested in your program. 

Summer ca~np season has j ust ended, but connecting with these athletes i s a great chance to begin maxketing tbr your next camp. 

Sta~t using CaptainU’s fiee cmnpm~magement tools ~oday to engage these athletes and get a jump on tn~xkeling your cmnps. 

Let me h~ow about your plans for camp ne:q year mid I cm~ suggest the best way to get stmnted. 

Looking fom-ard to hearing from you, 

Tmaner 

Ta~mer ttighlen- Business Development- 415.625.9116 - tanne@captainu.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}’- 

Tuesday, 5:07 PM 

White, Christopher Donald <clms.white@miami.edtr’~ 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

RE: NSCAA Premier Application 

Chris, 

We love your company too!! 

Yo J are a good man. 8TW, whom do I call to push your Premier Course application through? 

From: White, Christopher Donald [mailto:chris.white@miami.edu] 

Sent: Monday, : 6:32 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: NSCAA Premier Application 

Dear Anson, 

It was great seeing you, your staff, and your wonderful players his weekend (for all but 90 minutes! !) and I hope you all had a safe and fun trip home. I had a great time with you 

and       traveling to the gradenton event. I love you guys’ sense of humor and I so enjoy being around the Carolina family. Thanks for the ride! 

I am sure that the game made us a better team as it exposed weaknesses and showed us the standard that we need to scratch and claw and fight toward. Besides      . I was so 

impressed with    in the air and     made a great save on that through ball! 

Anyway, I wanted to follow-up after speaking to you and    about how selective the Premier Course is and how I should get my application in asap. I sent it in this afternoon and 

let them know that you would be calling to support it. Thank you! 

I am reading "How to Win friends and Influence People" by Dale Carnegie and the part I read today on the elliptical was about showing sincere appreciation and encouragement, 

and how this motivates and gets people to be so much more effective. Great stuff and I just keeping thinking of you and how supportive and encouraging you always are! 

Thank you and great luck to you all this season! I smell some payback for ND and FSU coming! 

Chris 

Chris White 

University of Miami 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:12 PM 

msn.com> 

l@~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros I @gmail.co~n); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Thm~k You 

I enjoyed chatting with you. 

’called me and we chatted , may have sprained her in training today, If so we will take .Yes, she is a good finisher and we need that. 

From: .’@msn.com] 
Sent: Monday, 7:38 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Thank You 

Anson: 

Thank you for taking the time to speak with me. I must call you more often as I always feel better after we have spoken. As I had mentioned to you, was 

disappointed not to go tc       but was especially disquieted by the Pittsburg omission. She has never travelled with the team by plane, and she hoped the 

Panthers would be an easier opponent and therefore get more playing time. I share your concern that the team needs scorers other than ~ We’ve seen 

what happens when opponents shut them down. 

I know I am unabashedly biased, but     can score! She has scored more goals than                        You told my     after the Virginia game, that 

has improved tremendously and was consistently one of the top 3 scorers!finishers in every shooting drill this . Unfortunately she has been averaging less 

than 10 minutes per game and as of yet she has had little chance to prove herself in a game situation. 

We know when she arrived at UNC she was out of shape. Since        she has worked extremely hard on her fitness, stamina and technical skills. We believe she 

has made significant progress (including losing     I but still has a ways to go. She will never be the fastest player but I’m confident with her vision and technical 

skills she can make a positive difference on offense. Forgive my presumption in extolling my daughter’s prowess but I realize you have a boatload of amazing 

soccer players and might need a little reminding about 

loves UNC and her teammates but can occasionally get down on herself. We have encouraged her to stay positive and motivated despite these recent 

setbacks. We have also suggested she communicate with you and the other coaches on a more frequent basis to get constant feedback on her progress and have 

fewer negative surprises. 

Hope to see you soon and good luck in 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday,, ,5:50 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@ uncaa.unc.edu; 
@live.unc.edu); 

,~!live.anc.edu); 
@gmail.com); 

@gmail.com; 

@live.unc.edu); 
@live.unc.e&0; 

~live.unc.edu); 
@live.unc.edu); 

" @live.unc.edu); 

@rocketmaJl.com; @gmail.com; 

@live. unc.edu; @emaJl. unc.edu; 
~email.unc.e&~ ~emaJl.unc.edu; 

’@gmail.com; ~gmaJl.com; 
~z~ gmail .com; :@yahoo .com; 

[(~:aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gma~l.com); pacman@ uncaa.unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu>; @aol.com); 
@live.unc.edu); ,~!live.anc.edu); 

~live.unc.eda>;: " " ~ 
@live.unc.edu); 

@gmail.com); ~@live.anc.edu); 
@uncaa.unc.eda); g@live.anc.edu); 

@icloud.com) @live.unc.edu>; 

\@live.unc.edu);                      @live.unc.edu); 
@live.unc.e&0;                @live.unc.edu); @gma~l.com); 

@yahoo.corn); @live.unc.edu); ~gmail.com; 

@live.unc.edu; @yaJ~oo.com; ~ymail.com; 

~@gmail.com @comcasl.net; ~gmaJl.com; 

@hotmail.com; @live.unc.edu; i@live.unc.edu; 
@live. unc.edu);          @aol.com; 

@gmail.com 

I know some of us will be out of town but it:you are no[ tied up with studying this might be a nice way to spend you~ evening. 

From: Sagula, ~oseph A 

$~nt~ Tuesday, 7:47 AM 

To~ UNC~-Eve~one 

Subject~ 

Good morning UNC athletics ! 

The Carolina Volleyball team is off to a great 11-0 sta~, and we’re excited to kick off our ACC season this Wedaesday,        with a big conference match againsl 

The match will be live oB ~SPNU. and we’re hoping to fill the bleachers and stands with Carolina Blue. Thanks for all your suppo~ so far - we’ve had a great turnout this past weekend 

with so many student-athletes, coaches, and depa~ment personnel in attendance! THANK YOU. 

We hope to continue that by filling Carmichael Arena on Wednesday, (especially we are asking all to sit in the lower level), so come out ~’~J~’~ ~ ~[.L}~} (and make sure we den2 

ar~yone see an’¢ red ~ ~:he h( L:~ e) and cheer on your Tar Heels on and help us 

beat NC 

Go Heels! 

Coach JS 

O~’~:~CE.: 91.9 }~:i2--522g Y.4.:<: !-)1.}:~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 5:56 PM 

Fava, Nicole M <fava@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: flu shots 

Nicole, 

What a great service ... love to!! We will fly in at :[1:30 al~n. 

From-" Fava, Nicole M 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 20:t3 9:28 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV~ Ducar, Chris~ @aol.com; Sander, Thomas J 
$,,bject-" flu shots 
Coaches- 
The team is set up on I=riday from :t2-2 in Stallings to get their flu shots. If you would like to receive your flu shot during this time please let me know. The only thing you will 
need to do ahead of time is make sure sports medicine has a copy of your insurance information. If you would like to make a copy of the front and back of your card I will get it 
to the appropriate people. 
Tom- this includes our student managers as well. 
Thanks! 
Nicole 
Nicole M. Fava MA, ATC, LAT, CSCS 
Staff Athletic Trainer Womens Soccer/Womens Rowing 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Stallings-Evans Sports Medicine Center 

919-962-2067 (office) 
9:1.9-843-4982 (fax) 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:20 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; [@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: UNC Men’s Soccer Update 

Chris, 

I am tapping you to do this for our alumnae and our donors ._. not that you need any advice but Grant’s stuff is good, it is short and I love getting them. 

From= Grant Porter [mailto:gtporter@email.unc.edu] 

Sent= Tuesday, :t0::t8 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject= UNC Men’s Soccer Update 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CL.[CK HERE. 

This message includes the followina attachments: 

Download AVmchment: 12thman      docl 

Download Attachment: CAROLITNACENTERCIRCLE 

d bysender 

Dear Alumni and Friends. 

Zero goals allowed described the week behind us as your Tar 

Heels went on the road and posted two shutouts. A 1-0 win at Campbell and a 0-0 

draw at Virginia Tech puts the Heels at 3-0-3 on the season. A tough week ahead 

as Willimn & Mary comes to Fe~er Field tonight m~d another ACC road gmne 

awaits on Saturday at Wake Forest. Both games are set to kickoffat 7pro. A live 

feed for tonight’s game roll be available at gobeels.cotn. The tnatch at Wake 

Forest is one of two games this year without a feed. 

Before recapping last week’s games, a reminder that Alumni 

Weekend is less than two weeks away! Please let me know if you plan on being in 

town so we can plan appropriately as we prepare for the weekend. Here is a 

brief outline of the weekend to date: 

Friday, 
6:15-6:45pm: Alumra reception in ’°new look" McCaskill Soccer Center with ~me 

appetizers and refreshmenks 

7pm: Kickoffvs Duke 

9pro: Post gan~e food/gathering at McCaskill Soccer Center 

Saturday. 
10am: Alnmni game atFinley Fields 

11 am: Watch current team practice at Finley Fields 

12:30pm: BBQ for all alunmi, friends, players, and parents at Finley Fields 

(Saturday afternoon and dinner gives you freedom to explore Chapel Hill on your 

own and visit your thvorite stx~ts) 

8-10pm: SociaJ gathering on Franklin Street at location TBA 

Similar to opening weekend vs Monmouth, the Heels faced a 

defensive minded Campbell in a tough midweek road contest. The Heels got the 

goal they needed when struck in overti~ne. For a full 

recap: 

Winning in the ACC is never an easy task, and winning on the road in the ACC is 

even more difficult. The Heels knocked on the door ruth chances throughout the 

night in Blacksburg, VA. However, it was not to be as a 0-0 draw- was the final 

result at Virginia Tech. With the two shutouts, the team and 

has tbur shutouts in six gmnes. For a complete recap on the game: 

Attached are our two fundmising cmnpaigns as we seek to 

supplement our recruiting and operating budgets as well as help with special 

projects similar to the McCaskill Soccer Center upgrade. Feel free to reach out to 
me ruth any fundraising questions at ~t_I~?~_l__e_r~__tLn__c_’_:_e_~t___u- 



A couple Daily Tar Heel clippings from the week in Men’s Soccer: 

Follow us at: 

Facebook: www.facebook.com!ca rolinasoccer 

Twitter: @uncmenssoccer 

Web: h t t[3 L!~!www.goheel s .comi 

Go Heels! 

Grant Porter 

Assistant Men’s Soccer Coach 
University of North Cmolina at Chapel Hill 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 6:20 PM 

Bill SteIt~n, ~yahoo.com> 

ILE: The Coach Wooden Citizenship Cup 

Thanks Bill! 

From: Bill Steffen @yahoo.corn] 

Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 20:[3 :[2:56 PM 

To: bill steffen 
Subject: The Coach Wooden Citizenship Cup 

Hello, 

Here’s an opportunity to honor a worthy student-athlete. If you have already received this, please pass it on. 

Good luck. Take care. 
Bill Steffen, Ed.D. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 6:21 PM 

Ward, Tim <Tim.Ward@pepperdine.edu> 

@msn.com; ducm’@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman~)uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: l?epperdine hosting Nortk~ Carolina in 2014’. 

You are very thoughtful ._. Thank you!!! 

From; Ward, Tim [mailto:Tim.Ward@pepperdine.edu] 

Sent; Tuesday, September 24, 2013 :t:.t7 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

(::c; Ducar, Chris 

Subject; Pepperdine hosting North Carolina in 2014! 

Anson and Chris, 

Hey there fellas! 

First and foremost, well done thus far on the job you continue to do with the Carolina soccer prograrn._impressive is the word that always comes to mind! 

Just wanted to touch base with you as I heard that whilst you are out in Southern California playing the Bruins next fall, that we will have the opportunity to host you guys! 

The date I have is Sunday, August 31st up here in Malibu and kick off time is set for i pro. 

Wanted to simply confirm that as I would love to send the contract out asap...also...see if there is anything you folks require from us over here at Pepperdine:) I hear that you are 

fans of the GOLF._and if you were interested, I could work on getting you guys a foursome at a nearby country club in Westlake Village (North Ranch CC) that our team here is 

affiliated with! 

Also, l’m still looking for a Friday August 29th match and am hoping to secure something shortly...either way, will always keep you in the loop on that.. 

Ok...let me know if this is a GO and know that we look forward to the opportunity to host you! 

Peace be with you and your families! 

Tim 

TI[M WARD 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 6:28 PM 

Lohse, Dave Clark (davelohse@~mc.edu) 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros i         @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~W: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Urgent:College Soccer Promotion-Please Read Completely 

;kre we doing all this? 

From: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf Of Robert Kehoe 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 1:42 PM 
To: division-i-mens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com; division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com; division-iii-mens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com~ 
division-ii-mens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com; Division Ill Women’s Soccer Coaches 
Subject: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Urgent:College Soccer Promotion-Please Read Completely 
Dear Coaches. 

In "the college athletic cnltare, soccer is still considered by many as a "johnny come lately" sport, ruth this being most evident when considering media coverage given to 

other sports compared to soccer. As such, the reality is that to increase the promotion, visibility, and popularity of our sporl, we must generate our own "spayks" by 
maxitnizing the use of ava~lable media platforms such as the incomparable NSCAA Scoreboard managed by f__9__p_D___r_:a_w_e__r_S_9_c___c__~_r_:_c___o__r___n_.. 

The Scoreboard is specifically designed to D~ovide extensive exposure for the college game, and tbr this to be accomplished, parlidpafion of eve~~ team is 

essential. Most importantly is for scores and game reports to be submitted, which presently, tbr the most part, is not happening. 

How to remedy the si~alion? Make sure to have a representative submit your game scores and statistics a£ter each game. All Sports Infom~ation Depa:rtments have 

received the instruction on how to submit to the Scoreboard, but many don’t because they’re only required to submit to the NCAA, and either forget or neglect to 

submit to our Scoreboard. 

\gho can be your representative? Sports Information sta~ head or assis~nt coaches, managers, players, parents, or fans. We simply need someone who will value 

the importance of submitting the intbrmation so that your team’s intbrmation is up to date and accurate. The process is simple as is indicted by the tutoriaJ accessed 

throughthe lbllowing link - http://www.topdrawersoccer.com/scoreboard-xml-scores-stats-upload vid3650 

Steps 
1. If you don’t have ~meone submitting your intbrmafion, identify a representative who will submit reports lbr your team. 
2. If they have access have them sign in on TopDrawerSoccer.com (top right comer of home page), and if they need access have them Register at the same 

location. For those registering or in need of assistance, follow up with an etnail to ~_U_p_p~?!~.~@_t~?p_djL~_L~__e_!2~__o__c:__c__e_r_:%~_Lr~. to be set-up for reporting. 

3. At the conclusion of each gan~e have score and statistics inputted into the systetn. These can be done via an XML file or manually, ruth the XML file being most 

expedient. 

Smnmal~~ 

To grow our sport we must accept the responsibili~, as mentioned above, to generate our own "sparks". One simple way to do this is to make sure that someone 

associated with your team takes but a few minutes p/game to submit your scores and game reports to TopDrawerSoccer.com. 

For any questions have your representative go to suppo~.~{~topdrawersoccer.com as assistance is readily available. 

Thank you tbr your cooperation on this important matter as the exposure tbr our sport will be in proportion to each team’s eflbrt to do their part. 

All the best. 

Rob 
Rob Kehoe 
DireCtOF oF College PFograrns I National Soccer Coaches Association oF AmeFiCa 
800 Arm Ave, Kansas City, KS 66101 i 913 ~62 1747 x 1015 1913 362 34~9 
Wisconsin Office: 920 674 4391 I Cell: 
NSCAA.com I [witteF: ~)NSCAA I Facebook 
Discover NSCAATV.¢om! 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at ~wwv.nscaa.comicollege. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubscfibe from this group and stop receiving emails frown it, send an email to ~:i.~i~n..~i~:~.~9.~rJ~e~n..~9~c~c.~e..!~.c..92a~c.~.e.~!~.u..r.L~k£~E~@g~9g~g1~1[?~%~g~. 

To post to this group, send e~nail to divi~on-i-womens- soccer-coaches.~9~?g!__e_g_rig__u_p_~:_c_R_r_~. 

For more options, visit https://~z~roups:goo~!e:com/~roup~ol:~t out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, ; 6:51 PM 

John Kennedy ~ohn@combatbraintraining.com> 

@e~naJl.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 
~gm~l.com; @em~l.unc.edu; 

l@msn.com; ducea@uncaa.unc.edu; 

RE: One more wayto help 

~@gmail.com; @live.unc.edu) @comcast.net; 

@live.unc.edu; @emaJl.unc.edu; @hot~naJl.co~n; 

- @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

John, 

[ always run this by my Council (Here goes[!) 

Frem= John Kennedy [mailto:iohn@combatbralntraining.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, 3:48 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= One more way to help 

Hi Anson, 

Sorry to bother you again but I just had another idea that might help the team without my being a distraction. 

I’m committed to helping the team in any way I can and I think I can help from here. At this point, the Arrows are the most important exercise for now and the 

easiest for someone new to learn. Each Arrow is a decision (about ~00 per minute). When we start with the Arrows we focus on accuracy, but then speed -if you 

make a mistake, you note it mentally but continue on to the next Arrow immediately, which is why the exercise is so good for self-confidence. I think this is critical 

to success on the soccer field especially for your younger players. The quicker they can move past a mistake and make the next decision faster, the more successful 

they will be. I remember one of your girls telling me after the game right after CBT that even though she played soccer her whole life, every time the ball came to 

her she felt tension, that was gone after CBT. 

I could send you down as many as you need and then work with one of your coaches via phone and Skype-I think Jason would be eager to do this-to empower 

them to lead the girls in increasingly more difficult variations of Arrows for 10-15 minutes before every practice and games. I really believe this will help as well as 

create another bonding experience that is unique to the Tar Heels. This would be relatively easy to do and free. I’m willing if you and Jason (or another 

coach/trainer) are] 

Best, 

John 

Joh~ Kennedy 

The Brain Comch 

Chicz~{?o Innovation Awards F#~o/ist 

~022 Green~eaf 

Evanston, IL 60202 

847-79:[-t825 

]ohn@cornbatbrointroininq.corn 

www.combatbraintraininq.¢om 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 7:17 PM 

UIi~owski, Amy ~auIi~owski@theacc.org> 

l~L: @ACCWSoccer Release - Sept. 24 

Thanks Amy!! 

F~om: Ufnowski, Amy [mailto:aufnowski@theacc.org] 
Sent-" Tuesday, September 24, 2013 6:10 PM 
To: Ufnowski, Amy 
Subject-" @ACCWSoccer Release - Sept. 24 

All, 

This week’s @ACCWSoccer release is attached! 

It can also be found here: http:!itheacc.co!WSOCI.3release 

Have a great day! 

Amy 

AMY UFNOW$ KI 
Associate Director, Communications 

O: 336369.1003 IG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 8:45 PM 

UIi~owski, Amy ~auIi~owski@theacc.org> 

Re: @ACCWSoccer Release - Sept. 24 

So~D" to disappoint. Fmnily name, tragically I hate Albert. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izon tl#reie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

"Ufi3owski, Amy" ~auti3owski@theacc.org> wrote: 

You ~r~-’_~ so welcom~:_~. When t saw your ernail, I thought th~:_~ king of dash#~g prm(:e of some foreign land h~d sent me a note. [ was filled w~th wonder o~ who A~ber~: 

g. Dorrance IV was._. ~ guess I w~H sett~e for the g~Rg of Chapel HHL 

[ hope you are doing well 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
SeBt= Tuesday, September 24, 20~3 7:~7 PN 
To= Ufnowski, Amy 
Subject: RE: @ACCWSoccer Release - Sept. 24 

Thanks Arny[! 

F~m= Ufnowski, Amy [mail~:aufnowski@theacc.orq] 
Sent= Tuesday, September 24, 20~3 6:~0 PN 
Te; Ufnowski, Amy 
Subject= @ACCWSoccer Release - Sept. 24 

All, 

This week’s @ACCWSoccer release is attached! 

It can also be found here: 

Have a great dayl 

Amy 

AMY UFNOWSKI 
Associate Director, Communications 

O: 336369.1003 IC 

[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 8:47 PM 

[@live. unc.edu> 

Re: One more way to help 

Thin,ks i .... you always respond. 

Seniti’ore my Verizor~ tYire[e,~s 4G L2’E 

@live.unc.edtr> wrote: 

I’m fine with trying it again, just in a really short block before a practice or something, because I think it’s an interesting idea, but whatever the rest of 
Leadership wants is fine with me. I’m not sure if everyone on the team takes it seriously enough for it to be effective. I know have talked 
about it before so they can decide what they want to do! 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 6:51 PM 

To: John Kennedy 

Cc: @gmail.com; @comcast.net @gmail.com; 

@hotmail.com; @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

~gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: RE: One more way to help 

John, 

I always run this by my Council. (Here goes!!) 

Frem: John Kennedy [mailto:john@combatbraintraining.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, ~ 3:~ AH 

Te= Dorrance, A~beR A ~ 
$~bje~t= One more way to he~p 

Hi Anson, 

Sorry to bother you again but I just had another ~dea that m~ght help the team w~thout my being a Nstr~ct~on. 

Vm committed to he~p~ngthe team in any way ~ can and ~ tNnk I can he~p from here. At th~s point, the Arrows are the most ~mportant exerdse for now and the 

easiest for someone new ~o learn. Each Arrow is a decision (about 100 per m~nute). When we s[art wkh the Arrows we focus on accuracy, bu[ [hen speed -Jf you 

make a mistake, you note it men~ally but continue on to the next Arrow immediately, wNch ~s why the exerdse ~s so ~ood for se~F-confidence. ~ [hink tNs is cr~t~ca~ 

to success on the soccer field espedal~y for your younger p~ayers. The quicker they can move psst s m~stake and mske the next decision fastec the more successful 

they will be. I remember one of your gMs te~fing me sfter the game right after C£T that even though she played soccer her who~e life, every time the bal~ came to 

her she felt tension, that was gone after CBT. 

~ could send you down as manyasyou need and then work w~h one of your coaches via phone and Skype-I ~Nnk Jason would be eager to do thB-to empower 

~hem to ~esd the girls in increasingly more difficult variations of Arrows for 10-15 rninu~es before every practice and games. I reN~y befieve ~hB wil~ he~p as we~l as 

create another bonding experience that is unique to the Tar Heels. TNs would be relatively easy to do snd free. Fm willing if you and Jaso~ (or snother 

coschitra~ner) are~ 

~est, 

John 

John Kennedy 

Comba~ 8ra~n Training"~’ 

Chic~go Innovation Awards Finolist 

:1022 Green~eaf 

Evanston, IL 60202 

847-.79~ - 1.825 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LrNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday,                 ’, 1:48 PM 

l@gma~l.com> 

Re: Nike Contact 

I am so sorry, t!’. [ will get on it for you. 

Se~It.f!°om my Yerizon ~fTirefe,;s 4(5 Li"k L)~OIL) 

@gma~l.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson! 

Hope you’re doiug well! Have you had a chance to get that Nike contact? I would love to reach out to him/her and see what the possibilities might be! 

Thanks again for your help! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 4:54 PM 

John Bishop         @gmail.com> 

Re: Ferguson’s Formula 

Thm~k you JJ! ’. ! How are you doing’? 

Se~t.~"om my Verizon g~irele,~s dG L~ 

John Bishop ~gmaJl.com> wrote: 

Hey Coach, 

You may have ahead~v seen it, but the H~xv~xd Business Review did an excellent article on the core tnanagement principles Sir Alex Ferguson used at United. Thought I 

would pass it on. 

http:/ihbr.or~/2013ilOifer~usons-fom~ula/ar/pr?utm content buflbrbb828&utm source=buffbr&utm medium twitter&utm c~znpai~n=Buffer 

Sincerely, 

J.J. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 8:20 AM 

Vicki Linton <vickilinton@bayareabreeze.com> 

@live.unc.edtf>; Jason Sisneros < ~g~n~l.com> 

Re: PhysicaJ An~Jysis 

Boys, can you please help Vicki out? 

Sent from ~v ~ ~rizon t~ireles’,v 4G LIE’ DROID 

Vicki Linmn <vickilinton@bayamabmeze.com> wrote: 

Hi and Jason 

Just wanted to touch base with you again to see if you me able to extract that sort ofinfom~ation and if you had any other queslions. 

Thanks 

O11 ,, at 1:12 PM, Vicki Liuton <vickilinton@bayamabmeze.com> wrote: 

Hi Jason and 

I am looking at compm-ing tl~e physical analysis &ta between players from the World Cup 
Please see below the data collected from the World Cup. 

, UNC and an NWSL tea~. 

The ana]ysis from the ~Vorld Cup looks at tim follomng: 

Total overall distance covered 
AnaJysis of sprints and high speed runs 

o broken down by speeds and distaalce covered at that speed in 15rain time periods tl~roughout "the gmne 
Distances covered with and without the ball 
Analysis of distances / speeds by position 
When goals were scored &ring a match (and how this correlates to speeds during the match) 

¯ range and average age and height of players from whom the data is collected 

Is it V)ssible to obtaJm similar data t?om your program? If so, I cml provide you with specifics on speed categories etc. 

Let me know if you need any more intbrmation or would like to discuss furl~her. My number is 

On at 12:41 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, indirectly Jason Sisneros, directly            :. 

Sera fi~om my ~erizon ~iirel.~’.~’ 4G LI7"2 IDRO]]) 

Vicld Linton < ~hotma~l.com> wrote: 



Ok, great. 

Is there someone who looks a2fter your GPS stuff’that I could talk with? 

On , at 8:02 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a~son@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sure 

Se.~tj)’o~r~ my Veri~o~,. t~’i~’~[es’.s" 4G LIk" DROID 

Vicki I ~inton @hotmaJl.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson 

Hope all is going well down in Flori& in pmtmration for your match tonight. 

After our discussions laser week I came up with an idea for the Pm-Licence Dissertation that I need to complete this yeaar - a 
Comparison of Physical Analysis Data belween the WWC UNC and an NWSL team (possibly Portland). 

The analysis fiom the World Cup looks at the following: 

¯ Total overall distaa~ce covered 
¯ Analysis of sprints and high speed runs 

o broken down by speeds aa~d distm~ce covered at that speed in 15min "time periods throughout the game 
¯ Distances covered with and without the ball 
° Analysis of distmmes / speeds by position 
° When goals were scored during a match (and how this co~relates to speeds during the match) 

I mn not sure if it’s even possible to do but thought it would be interesting to see the differences from college to professional to 
world cup teams / plwers. 

What do you think? Would you be interested? 

Vicki 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, September 27, 2013 11:07 AM 

John Bishop. @gmail.com> 

Re: Ferguson’s Formula 

J J, good stuff..., please send me a~yhing you have on player development that you think will have value for us’. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

John Bishop @gmaJl.com> wrote: 

I am doing well Anson. I’ve moved to KaJmn~oo, Michiga~ a~d am currently working with Chris Keenan and his KaJmn~oo Kingdom club. I am coaching youth 

soccer a~d running technical sessions with bx~ys and girls ages 3-18. They have a partnership with a Dutchman named Rene Meulensteen who was a first team coach 

and technical skills development officer under Alex Ferguson for several years. We coach his philosophy of player and skill development and I am learning a ton. 

Congratulations on the win last night. Not sure I’ve heard of a game with with so mm~y shot~ so that must have been exciting. I suspect that your team is more than 

prepared to meet the challenges that are ahead of them, but good luck on the rest of the season anyway. 

On Thu, Sep 26, 2013 at 4:54 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tha~k you .!.!! ’. ! How are you doing? 

Se~tt from ~ }~rizon tVireless 4G LFE DROI1) 

John Bishop @gma~l.com> wrote: 

Hey Coach, 

You may have already seen it, but the Harvard Business Review did an excellent article on the core management principles Sir Alex Ferguson used at United. 

Thought I would pass it on. 

http:i/hbr.org/2013/10/t~rgusons-formula/ar/pr?utm content bufl~rbb828&utm souree bufl~r&u~n medium lwitter&utm campaig~Bufl~r 

Sincereb; 
J.J. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, September 27, 2013 11:11 AM 

Richard Fenimore i@me.com> 

Re: NASL Soccer No~th A~nericm~ Soccer League Players 

Richard Fenimore ~me.com> wrote: 

Still not sure about Baumarm, but I’m working on this guy who has interest: 

http :i/www.naslierseys. com/Plav ersiSiSmallwood. Chip.htrn 

Feni 



Sent: 

To; 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=k~’,lC EXCHANGE!OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday                  7:07 PM 

@unc.edu> 

Re: Practice 

understand! You are a Wonderful Kid!!! 

Se,~t.f!~om my Verizou II~ireiess 4(5 L]’E DROLL) 

@unc.edu~- wrote: 

Anson, 

I told leadership and Tom this before the time was decided but I have work toraorrow flom 10:30 to 2:00 at 411. Since practice time wasn’t decided upon until now, I’ve been scrambling to find 
someone to cover for me. I will keep t~ing because I want to be at practice (I’ve been working really hard) bnt I may not find someone in time. IfI can’t, I will get boys together tomorrow 

afternoon to play pickup. I’m sorly for the inconvenience. 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 7:13 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~Toun~unc.edu> 

Re: Weeldy 

Very good 

Ses~t.f!"om my Verizor~ tl~ireie,~s 4G L2~ LLDtOIL) 

"Yount, Tow" <ton>yotm@unc.edu> wrote: 

moved report over to for the    and will put her back in for the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Monday, September 30, 2013 10:30 AM 

Tom Nugent <nugent.@elderbs.org> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; [@aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Practice October 7th and 8th 

Yok~ ~,re welcome bt~t we will not train on the 7~-h ._. Yes, the competitive cak~ldron works, gl~,d you ca~ see it with what yot~ are doing. 

From: Tom Nugent [mailto:nugent.t@elderhs.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 20J.3 10:03 AM 

Te: Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A TV 
Subject: Practice October 7th and 8th 

Hi Anson and Tom, 

Good luck tomorrow night versus the Panthers! 

I and a couple of members of the coaching staff will be in town for the October 6th game versus Maryland through the 8th. If possible we would like to watch 

practice on the 7th and 8th? 

We have implemented an off season competitive matrix, it has been great to watch the motivation change from extrinsic to intrinsic as the players equate their 

effort to their placement within the matrix. 

We have begun to implement a multitude of the other facets we spoke about this summer, I know there is much for me to learn, I look forward to observing and 

growing from my time in Chapel Hill. 

Thank You! 

Tom Nugent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 10:42 AM 

Manaili. Lauren M <lmangili@email.unc.edu> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu: ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Thank You! 

Lauren, 

Glad to help[[ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Mangili, Lauren M 
Sent: Thursday, 

To: 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A [V 
Subject: Thank You! 

10:10 PM 

Dear Women’s Soccer, 

Kid’s ROCK day on               was a huge success and it’s all thanks to you[ You were so kind to share some of your weekend to make a fun day for many kids. We know they had a 
blast getting to play soccer with Carolina’s very own! 
We really appreciate you working with us again this year We enjoy being able to offer such a great opportum~ to the families of those who work hard here at Carolina, and we couldn’t do it 
without you[ 

Thank you and have a great day! 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science Exercise Physiology Master’s Student - c/c 

Lauren Mangili, Associate Director 
Campus Recreation, CB 8610 
201 Student Recreation Center 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8610 

(T) 919-%2-7348, ,OF) 919-%2-3621 

Employee Wellness Graduate Assistant - Campus Recreation 

From: Mangili, Laden M 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:20 PM 
To: 
Cc: Dot~ance, Albert A IV; 
Subject: RE: Campus kids rock confirmation 

Hi, 
Thanks so much for getting back to me. We are looking forward to it! I xvill be in touch the week before the program to let you know about #’s and to conl’imx the details. 
Thanks again, 
Laden 
Lattren Mangili, Associate Director 
Campus Recreation, CB 8610 
201 Student Recreation Center 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8610 

(T) 919-%2-7348, ,OF) 919-%2-3621 

Sent: Tuesday 6:53 PM 
To: Mangili, Lauren M 
Cc: Don-ance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Campus kids rock confirmation 

Lauren, 
My name is 
My email i 

, a senior on the Womens soccer team I simply wanted to email you and confirm that we will do that event. \~z teammate i 
@llve.m~c.edu and number is                is CUl~cently at work so I ;vill have her contact you later. Thank you so much! We are exmtect! 

~nd I ~vill be your contacts 

Looking forward to it, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ,~O=L~I’,IC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday,                  10:44 AM 

t@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Michael Stral~an video 

From: 

Senti Thursday, 4:28 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Michael Strahan video 

Hey Anson, 

Good luck to you and the team today against Pittsburgh! I know the girls will play well. 

Just wanted to send this short (59 second) snippet from an interview Michael Strahan did for ESPNW. The interviewer, Robin Roberts asks Strahan for his 

advice to young people with big goals, and I really enjoyed hearing his response: http:i/www.youtube.comiwatch?v=TIDrkOrc9TU 

See yousoon, 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday,                  11:09 AM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @a~l.com; Jas~n Sisneros ~ @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edn 

I~’W: new Catapult tbmaula 

new Catapult table tlm~ Pitt.JPG 

Boys, 

’,~dhat do you thhqk? Will this have value in a player conference? 

Sent: Sunday, i:27 PM 

1"~: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" new Catapult formula 

Hi Anson, 
I finally got a chance to run the new numbers for Catapult (I’ve been busy with                   and a "     coming up tomorrow and Tuesday). As we 

discussed, the two metrics now are Meters per Minute (ground covered) and Player Load per Meter (effort!impact of runs).The hybrid score weights the 

effort!impact component a bit more than ground covered. 
Give me your thoughts, but after seeing the new hybrid rankings, I really like this new data. For example, it statistically shows why          is such an impactful 

player, whereas the previous data did not. Let me know what you think and once we decide on something, I can create a larger pdf document that looks much 

nicer. 

See you at practice, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:44 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: NCAA Stafl’Inte~pretation: Contact w/a PSA who Repeats JR. Year 

WOW!!! This could help us!!! 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Monday, 2013 8:37 AlVl 
To: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
(::c; Markos, Lance M; limmermans, Tom; Ballen, Martina K; Beale, Michael; Best, Kevin S.; Bitting, Angelyn S; Brunner, John F; Bunting, Mike; Cleary, 
Kenneth Eugene; Creech, Karlton W; Culler, Ellen 13; Cunningham, Bubba; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Gwaltney, Clint; llle, Vince; Johnson, Shelley H; Kirschner, Steve; Lane, Cricket; 
Miller, Beth; Perkins, Michael; Pogge, Paul; Robinson, Kevin T; Sabo, Tim; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: NCAA Staff Interpretation: Contact w! a PSA who Repeats JR. Year 
Good Morning- 

We received an NCAA Staff determination on Friday which confirmed that, in sports other than basketball, off-campus, in-person contact may be made with a 

prospective student-athlete beginning July :1 (subject to recruiting calendar restrictions) following completion of his or her junior year (or the applicable date 

within the sport) even if he or she will repeat the junior year; however, once the prospective student-athlete begins classes as a junior for the following academic 

year, no further contact may occur until July i following the academic year (or the applicable date within the sport) or the first day of classes of his or her senior 

year, whichever is earlier. 

Please let us know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:19) 962-7853 

Fax: (9:19) 962-6002 

rnvangelder@unc.edu 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 30, 2013 11:46 AM 

pacman@nncaa.unc.edu 

EW: SpringHill Suites by Mamott Bakery Square 

From: Lauren Bollack [mailto:lauren.bollack@concordhotels.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 20!3 9:20 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; SpringHill Suites by Marriott Bakery Square 

Good Morning Anson, 

My name is Lauren Bollack and I am the Sales Coordinator at the SpringHill Suites by Marriott in Pittsburgh Bakery Square. Recently your soccer team traveled to 

Pittsburgh to play at the University of Pittsburgh, which is less than 2 miles from our hotel. If your team has plans to return to Pittsburgh for the 2014-2015 calendar 

year I would like the chance to offer discounted pricing for your group. 

We offer free bus parking, free breakfast, free WIFI, and free access to the LA Fitness Center connected to our hotel. If you do not handle travel arrangements for 

your team I would greatly appreciate the contact information of the person who does so I can send them a quote. 

Thank you for your time and I look forward to hearing from you soon! 

Lauren 

Springhill Suites by Marriott Pittsburgh Bakery Square 

OPENIN~ HOTEL OF THE YEAR[I. 

~34 Bakery Sq~aare Drive 

Pittsburgh PA iS2B6 
Phoae: 43.2 392 8600 
Fa~: 412 362 

Direct: 

Emaih La u rer~.Bollack~Co ncord H otels.corn 

Concord Hospitality En~Lerprises Company _~_~__#_p__.__/_~:__c’__o___n__c___o__ri_d__h___o_!_e__/__s_.__c_’__o_[__n_ 

Celebrating mote than 25 years of service to our associates, guests and partners across North America! 

Interested in joining the greatest company in the world? Check out our career opportanities via ~__w~__&_O_L~_c_Lq__~_~_L_o_tALs_=_c_o__n__g_c_a_r_#N£~ 

"~hi~ Gre~n~ Pl~s~ cor~si~ th~ ~r~vi~or~r~nt be~o~ p~ir~tir~ this ~m~iL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:54 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

I~E: new Catapult formula 

I am with you, I don’t totatly get iL yet!! 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Monday, 11:10 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: new Catapult formula 

I’m sure it will, I personally will need to have a tutoring session to give me a better understanding ot: it and how to properly explain it to the girls... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent; Monday,                 $1:09 AM 

To:        @msn.com; Ducar, Chris;      @. aol.com; Jason Sisneros         @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: FW: new Ca~pult formula 

Wh~t do you thkH~? WH~ this have v~flue ~t~ a player conference? 

~Bt~ Sunday, 1:27 PM 
T~ Dorran~e, Albe~ A ~ 
~j~t~ new Catapult Brmula 

Hi Anson, 

I finally got a chance to run the new numbers for Catapult (I’ve been busy with mMterms last week, and a midterm coming up tomorrow and Tuesday). As we 

discussed, the two metrics now are Meters per Minute (ground covered) and Player Load per Meter (effort/impact of runs).The hybrid score weights the 

effort/impact component a bit more than ground covered. 

Give me your thoughts, but after seeing the new hybrid ranMngs, I really like this new data. For example, it statistically shows why          is such an impa~tful 

player, whereas the previous data did not. Let me know what you think and once we decide on something, I can create a larger pdf document that looks much 

nicer. 

See you at practice, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:55 AM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@nnc.edu> 

ILE: Long term soccer goals from middle school :) 

Funny!! 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Monday, 11:15 AIv] 
To: 
Co: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; @aol.com; Sander, Thomas 
Subject: RE: Long term soccer goals from middle school 

Way to s~:_d: the bar as kbw as pos~,;ible,,,nowher~:_~ t.:_~ go but up fiom there[ A lesson m goal settirlg for the young g#is of America.. 

~ found the other post collegiate goa~s you Lalked about ~n our p~ayer meetings: 

"l’m not sure what I wart to do afLer college but H: anyone hk’es me, ~t won’t be at any place cool Hke Google or 
gh-d 

Sent: Sunday,                 2:32 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; bill palladino; Ducat, Chris; Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: Long term soccer goals from middle school     :) 

My pa~ents am doing cons~ction a~d cleamng out the hou~ m~d found ~is from my middle school club team’s yon woNsheet: 

"What me your long te~m goaJs (5-10 years)’? 

for soccer: 

~N~ Inline image 1 

hahahaha how wrong I was. Ended up playing m UNC and having way mo~v fun than I thought was possible. 

Hope you all are doing well! 

Cheers, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 30, 2013 11:55 AM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

kW: Scheduling for Wake Forest Spry Stadium 

From: Operations, Event [mailto:eventops@wfu.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 11:19 AH 

Subject-" Scheduling for Wake Forest Spry Stadium 
Good morning, 
I will be the contact person for any and all practice times and walk through scheduling for Spry Stadium. Contacting me early will help ensure that you may receive a time that 
works well for your team. 
Thank you, 

Melissa Sexton 

Event Management Assistant 

Wake Forest Athletics 

PO Box 7348 
203 Manchester Athletic Center 
Winston-Salem, NC 27109 

(office) 336-758-3547 
(cell) 
(fax) 336-758-4704 

removed by 
sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 11:57 AM 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

1),22: Co~fference Call Iatb On Thursday 

Thanks!! 

I=rora: Lohse, Dave Clark 
Sent-" Monday, September 30, 2013 1..t:27 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sul}ject-" Conference Call Tnfo On Thursday 
Anson: 
They would prefer that you call into a conference call number on Thursday afternoon rather than have them call you. 
So that will be at 5 p.m. And I will text you Thursday afternoon to remind you. 

Here is the information. 

Dial-in ~: 

Passcode: 

Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 
cell 

"Gotta Find My Corner Of The Sky" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 12:01 PM 

Jane Seegmiller ~ane.seegmille@ti~anklincovey.com:~ 

@duke.edn);        @msn.com; ducar(~)uncaa.nnc.edu;      ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Approval tbr Endorsement for The 7 Habits of Highly Effective Teens 

This will work~ 

Name and title? Anson Dorrance, Women’s Soccer Coach North Carolina, 22 Til’ne National Collegiate Champion 
Frem; .lane Seegmiller [mailto:jane.seegmiller@franklincovey.com] 
Sent: Mlonday, :t1:34 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
C¢-" Debra Lund; IVlichal Savage 
S,,bject: Approval for Endorsement for The 7 Habits of Highly Effective Teens 

Dear Ans~n, 

It was so great to connect with you over the phone. We are so honored to receive an endorsement from you because of your profound influence on teens. We have 

edited and highlighted the changes we made to the endorsement we received. Please find below the endorsement for your approval. 

"l have long been a fan of Stephen Covey and his book, The 7Habit qt’Highly ~?~ctive People ]n fact, l liked his principles so much that we teach it to our players in the off-season as 
leadership ~i~i~!~. When I saw S ean’s book on ~ ~’a~b~t,~o,~ig~ty Ef~ct~ ~ eens, I was exc ted t ) h ~ve mother weapon ~o take our players and culture to a higher ]eveb 

Could you please let us know the name and title you would like ns to nse in &e book as we want to be appropriate in eve~ way. Plea~ let ns know if we can sere 

you in any way. Agm& we appreciate the time yon took in endoming The 7 tlabits of tlighly EIt~ctive Teens. 

Bes~ wishes, 

Jane Seegmiller 

::N:: r3escdption: ~c Io9o color 

Jane Seegmiller 

FranklinCovey Corporate 

O. 801 817 5377 

i :me. see~.~i]]e r@; £r:mklir~eove y.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 6:29 PM 

@live.unc.edn> 

l~E: One more way to help 

Thank you 

From= 
Sent= Tuesday, :t0:07 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Subject= Re: One more way to help 

Anson, 

If we were to use his techniques this upcoming break from games would be a good time, but I know this is also a heavy time for mid terms and many people are 

trying to catch up on school so I don’t know if adding another thing would be ideal right now. In the spring for sure though! 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 6:51 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I always run this by my Council. (Here goes!!) 

From= John Kennedy [mailto:john@combatbraintraining.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, 3:48 AN 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= One more way to help 

Hi Anson, 

Sorry to bother you again but I just had another idea that might help the team without my being a distraction. 

I’m committed to helping the team in any way I can and I think I can help from here. At this point, the Arrows are the most important exercise for now 

and the easiest for someone new to learn. Each Arrow is a decision (about 100 per minute). When we start with the Arrows we focus on accuracy, but 

then speed - if you make a mistake, you note it mentally but continue on to the next Arrow immediately, which is why the exercise is so good for 

self-confidence. I think this is critical to success on the soccer field especially for your younger players. The quicker they can move past a mistake and 

make the next decision faster, the more successful they will be. I remember one of your girls telling me after the game right after CBT that even 

though she played soccer her whole life, every time the ball came to her she felt tension, that was gone after CBT. 

I could send you down as many as you need and then work with one of your coaches via phone and Skype - I think Jason would be eager to do this - to 

empower them to lead the girls in increasingly more difficult variations of Arrows for 10-15 minutes before every practice and games. I really believe 

this will help as well as create another bonding experience that is unique to the Tar Heels. This would be relatively easy to do and free. I’m willing if 

you and Jason (or another coach/trainer) are! 

Best, 

John 

John Kennedy 

The grain Coach 

Chicago b?novation Awards 

t022 Greenleaf 

~}va nston, ~[. 

www.combatbraintraininq.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 6:33 PM 

Thomas A. Nugent <nugentta@elderhs.net> 

l~L: Practice 

No problem. 

From: Thomas A. Nugent [mailto:nugentta@elderhs.net] 
Sent: Monday,                 2:25 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Tom Nugent 

@msn.com; Ducar, Chris;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
Subject: RE: Practice 

~nsotl, 

We look forward to watching the team comp~:A:e ot~ Sunday: beat the rERPS!! 

@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

ff we could steal a couple of moments on Monday or Tuesday before practice to talk through a couple of items we have been wrestling with in regards to the 

cauldron it would be much appreciated. 

Hope you have a great week of ~ract~ce~ 

Fh~shed the book Bounce: thanks for the rec, ~t was a great re~d, 

Tom 

Sent: Monday, 10:30 AM 
To: Tom Nugent 

@msn.com; Ducar, Chris;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros         @qma~Lcom); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: Practice 

Tom, 

You are welcome but we w~l[ not train on the ... Yes, the competitive cauldro~ works, glad you can see ~L with what you are doi~A. 

F~m: Tom Nugent 
Sent: Wednesday,                 ~0:03 AM 

Tot Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Subject= Practice 

Hi Anson and Tom, 

Good luck tomorrow night versus the Panthers[ 

I and a couple of members of the coaching staff will be in town for the game versus Maryland through If possible we would like to watch 

practice on the 

We have implemented an off season competitive matrix, it has been great to watch the motivation change from extrinsic to intrinsic as the players equate their 

effort to their placement within the matrix. 

We have begun to implement a multitude of the other facets we spoke about this summer, I know there is much for me to learn, I look forward to observing and 

growing from my time in Chapel Hill. 

Thank You~ 

Tom Nugent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 2:21 PM 

.la~n Sisneros ,@gmail.com> 

Fwd: New post on Gary Irelm~d’s page 

Jason, show me how to work this when you get back. 

Ses~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ II~ireie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: New post on Gary Ireland’s page 

From: Pass2Me <customerservices@pass2me.com> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

To view fi;is ~¢ and repl}; click on ~b~: ~{nk: Gary Ireland’s page. 

Bes~ Regards. 

www.Nss2me.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE 1V (ANSON); 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 2:22 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: N orth C~xolina Women’s Soccer Practice Confirmation 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: North Carolina Women’s Soccer Practice Confirmation 

From: Michael Morris <ndchael.moms.5@bc.edu> 
To: "Dorrance, AlbertA IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Palladino, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu>,"Ducar, Chris" ~ducar@unc.edtr~,"Sm~der, Thomas J" 

<pacman@unc.edu> 

CC: Williaa~l Flutie ~villiam.flulie@bc.edu>,Matthew Conway < matthew.conway@be.edu>,Amy Lampe <aany.lampe@bc.edu>,Donna Bennett 

<donna.bennett@bc.edn ,,Kelly Kenny <kelly kenny 2@bc edu>,Matthew Hayes <matt.hayes@bc edu>,Thomas Peters <thomas peters@bc.edn>,wotnens soccer 

<wotnens.socce@bc.edu>,Mark McDevitt <mark.mcdevitt(~)bc.edu> 

Good Afternoon Coach Dorrance, 

Please accept this email as confirmation of your practice on: 

Saturday, Oct. 12th 

2:30-4:30pm 

Newton Campus Soccer Field 

Please let me know if you have any questions about your practice time. 

Mike Morris 

Athletic Operations Intern 

Boston Colle~e Athletics 

Tel: 617-552-2628 

Cell: 

ii.~.iI cid ima~-~O0 p~;~@0 CF3::05C.223[~73~0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 2:26 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Oct 24 - Game vs Clemson - Idea 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: Oct 24 - Game vs Clemson - Idea 

From: Pete Sadin <PSadin@sportsendeavors.com> 

To: "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu-~ 

CC: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edw~ 

Tom .... 

Please let me know what I need to do to get all this set up, With a 7:00 game kickoff, we’d like to train from 5:~,0-~5:45 (really only need 1 field) and how will the 

tick~-:d:s world? Usually I get a head count for the players i~nd pay by credit card ~f i~t s;~[ possible. ]het~ csm the parent:s just purchase on site?? 

We’re wanting to get this out to our’ teams as soon as possible so the parents can plan accordingly s[Rce we’ve got some kids that tr’avei fr’orn Wi[mington, 

Gr’eensboro, Southern Pines and Fayet[evH~e [o play for our tearns. Thanks so much and we ~ook forward [o the opportunity. 

Pete Sadin 

NC A]Ji~nce 

Trh~ngJe FC 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 20:t3 5:27 PM 
To-" Pete Sadin; Sander, Thomas _I 
Subject-" Re: Oct 24 - Game vs Clemson - Idea 

Sure Pete .... love the idea! Tom S~der will contact you to coordinate eve,thing. 

Hope you’re well I’d like to throw out an idea to you. On October 24th you’re hosting Clemson and we’d like to bring all 5 NC Alliance Girls teams to the game What we’d like to be able to do 
before kickoffthough is train at the UNC fields (even for an hour) and then have the girls all sit together and watch. 

Would it be possible to help me set this up to train at UNC? 

Would it also be possible :[’or tickets for me to work with someone to get a group discount (our club will pay the entpi fee ~2~r the players and coaches)?? 

Let me know your thoughts and this would be a great experience for our players Thanks!! 

Pete Sadin 
NC Alliance 
Triangle FC 

Sent on the Sprint® Now Network from my BlackBerry® 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 2:26 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> 

Fwd: 2014 CASL Girls College Combine 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 2014 CASL Girls College Combine 

From: Sem~ Nahas <sean.nahas@caslnc.com> 
To: "Dowance, Albert A IV" ~anson@email.unc.edu>,"Ducar, Chris" ~<tucar@unc.edu>,bill palladino ~aol.com>,Tony Daluz 

<dal~@wth.edu>,mbbie.church@duke.edu,lesesne@duaa.duke.edu, Andrew Burr <Andrew.Burr@thnnan.edtr~,"Do~menwirth, Rob" 
<DONNENWIRTHR@ecu.edu>,stgeorges@ecu.ed~lipshera@ecu.edu, Steve Nugent <smnugent@uncg.edu>,"Caimey, Paul" 

<caimeyp@uncw.edu>,jcu~en@uncc.edu,jw~die@~chm~nd.edu,Im~brigh@richm~nd.edu,gcumeen@mngate.edu,mhis~e@m~c.edu,mi~erc@email.wcu.edu,adai@v 

Ne~J <cne~B@el~n.edu>,sh~me@e~n.ed~miche~emyne@uk~.edu,~ars.anderss~n@uncp.eduJ~mbardm@jmu.edu,c~ibert‘~)cfcc.edu,"F~nta~ne, Bmndi" 

<btbntain@highpoint.edu>,dmuns@coker.edu~Steve Swanson 
<ss4ub@ivginia.edu>,pososki@vt.edu.jlowe@ia.ua.edu          @aol.com, kj bienias@barton.edu, Tony Daluz <daluz@~vfu.edu>,"Ashton, Greg" 

<grashton@davidson.edu>,"Greene, Derek T" <derek.greene@Vanderbilt.Edu--        @gmail.com, krmounce@gardner- 

webb.edu, libold~}davidson.edu, chaots@cofc.edu, kjbienias@barton.edu,"Lane, Robert" <RobertLane@uncc.edu> 

CC: 
spatbe@emory.edu, aehar~georgiasouthem.edu, athdmn@langate.gsu.edu, serafy gw@mercer.edu, pbohn@wesleya~college.edu~ @aol.com, krvettori@loyol~ 

kyze@utc.edu,bm~naghn@memphis.edu,zunde~@duq.edu,stricHandsc@appstate.edu,~ars.andersson@uncp.edu,sh~eman@sp~rts.uga.edu,rc~nI}r@sports.uga.edu,t~ 

Todd" <todd.plourde@yale.edu>,philApincince@bmwn.edu, Siri Mullinix 

<sirim@clemson.edu>,gcp212@lehigh.edu, chaots@cofc.edu,dmn@geo~getown.edu,ti,n santoro@ncsu.ed~mike lmrroqueiro@ncsu.edu,bpenskyl@utk.edu,jkirt,~utl 

Kennedy <~akemmde@gmu.edu>,EBASSETT@mailbox.sc.edu, saylor gb(&!mercer.edu,"Lipsher, Allison Lipsher" 

<LIPSHERA@ECU. E DU>, ke ith ~ e nldn s@towno fc axy. o rg, co rtij l@vc u. e du, rhr2 n@vi ~gini a. e du, N c9 b ,a~vi rgi ni a. e du,j e haxvey@ uncg. e du~ C al ly. M orrill@l r. e du, Kathryn 

J Blankenship <kate~@uab.edu>,trsahaydak‘~ath~etics.ucf.edu,tsahaydak@ath~etics.ucf.edu,’’Jamie Corti (jcorli@athletics.uc£edu)" <jcorti@athletics.ucf.edu> 

All 
I hope this email finds you doing well. I wanted to send you this letter (please see attached) in regards to our CASL Girls College Combine which we are looking to hold on 

We are looking this year as we did last year break the day into age groups. We want to maximize the amount of players we can showcase for you 

all and are looking to hold 2 different sessions, one being the 16s and 18s in the morning and the other being 15s and 17s in the afternoon (or vice versa). I want to be able to 
make this combine as easy as possible for you all but definitely would like some of your input. This year we have opened 2 new turf fields with lights that are next to Baker 
Roofing which puts 5 turf fields within 100 yards of each other. This will allow us to open the combine to more players and limit the amount of movement you as coaches will 
have to endure during the day. Each year we have wanted to improve on this event and feel that this is the next step in doing so. We are excited once again about this year’s 
combine and hope that you will be able to attend. 

I would like to go with the same schedule as last year with age groups broken up and if we follow that plan we will be able to have age groups on certain fields so that you do 
not have to go and search for who you are looking to recruit. Having you all at this combine makes it what it is and we would love your attendance again this year. If you could 
please let me know if your program will be in attendance it would be GREATLY appreciated so that we can start to post college lists in the next week or so.. 
Please if you have any suggestions as to how we can improve on last year’s event, please let me know and if we can implement it we definitely will.. 
Thanks again and I look forward to hearing from you soon... Should anything change I will of course let you know but wanted you to get this on your schedule 

Sean Nahas I ECNL Director 

Capital Area Soccer League 

3300 Womans Club Drive Suite 1 Raleigh NC 27612 

I F: 919.834.4369 
sean.nahas@caslnc.com J www.facebook.com/caslnc 

www.caslnc.com I www.twitter.comicaslnc 

PLEASE NOTE NIY NEW EMAIL ADDRESS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 4:08 PM 

Ducar, Chris <dncar@unc.edu-~; Sa~der, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; @aol.com 

l~L: Maybe the Bow and Arrow isn’t so crazy after all... 

Yes, I have to get back to practicing again 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent-" Tuesday, October 0.t, 20:[3 3:09 Plv~ 

To: Dorrance, Albert A ~V; Sander, Thomas .1; @aol.com 
S~bject-" Maybe the Bow and Arrow isn’t so crazy after all... 

http:/ibea ringarms.com/en-~a rde-sword-w!e!d~ng-fencing-coach-stops-a rm ed-robberyi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday,               4:10 PM 

~live.unc.edu~ 

~!ema~l.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; ~,~bgmail.com @live.unc.edu; ~comcast.net; 

~gmail.com; ~email.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; ~emaiLunc.edu: @hotmml.com; 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu;      igt~aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros ~         @gmmLco~n); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: ~Vomen’s SIx~Nng Events Program 

What a wonderful idea!!! Thank you .._ I vA~ copy ~x~y ~esde~s t:o~ some input[ 

Sent: Tuesday,               10:44 AM 
To: Hatchell, Sylvia R~ Calder, Andrew G; High, Jane Start; Wigger, Leah Marie; Mann, Jan M4 Dowd, Katrina M; Barnes, Philip E~ LeW, Jennifer S~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~; 

Palladino, George W; Kalbas, Brian 3~ Sagula, Joseph A; Papa, Donna J; Galvin, Derek P 

Subject: Women’s Sporing Events Program 

Dear Coach 
The Carolina Women’s Center is interested in creating a program that encourages more students to attend women’s sporting events. We are planning on 

having the students pledge to go to two games or more each semester and share their experience on our Facebook page. We want to show our support for 

the women athletes on our campus by being at the home games and creating posters for them. If you have any suggestions as to how we can better 

support your team and encourage others to do so, please let us know. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:41 PM 

Brian Fisher <brian fishe@wa~tpa.org> 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.nnc.edu>; ~msn.co~n; dnca~r(~)uncaa.nnc.edu; 
~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

@hotmaJl.com) 

Thank you Brian and good luck!! 

,~!aol.cotn; Jason Sisneros 

I would love to but the NCAA always has something to say when you get involved with "prospects". I wilt copy compliance but don’t be surprised if I am not 

a~lowed to do any[Mng. 
i can do this: ~ can te~ you that ~ am very proud of your success and your willingness to share that some of ~t came from a th~ng or two you guys learned ~t our camp~ 

And tMs woMd mean the world to me: come back, bring your kids. Allow us to try our best to help you keep climbing to higher and Ngher ~eue~s!! 

A~so, please share bow you do We w~l~ always be wh:h you through the good and ~:he bad. And remember the challenge ~n coaching is to ~iw~ on a "never ending 

ascension’~ and to inspire your players [o INn on this "ascens~o~Y" with you. 

All the best Brian!! 
F~m~ Brian Fisher [mailto:brian_fisher@wasdpa.org] 
Sent~ Tuesday, 12:30 AM 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Su~ject~ Upcoming Game 

Hey ~son, 

My team from Waynesboro, PA a~ended your team camp in Guilford College fl~is l~st July. It was our first time and it w~ am~ing expefience~ 

We ~e doing awe~)me this season in tbe 4-2-3-1 and 3-4-3~ Both learned at your camp (obviously). 

Tomorrow we are playing our ~vals, ~eencastle ~fi~m High School, &vision champions @ore last }~a#. we ge both si~ing at 7- l in tbe division. This ga~ne is for ~e 

conference championship. We have not Nat fl]is tean] in 6 years + on fl]eir home tud: 

Can yon provide me a couple of wo~ts of enconragement tbr my girls tomom)w? Any words of advice [br them [br motivation that I can share with them? I know they 

res~ct you tremendously, and would be inspired by a few wo~ts tYom you. Thanks tbr your consideration. Thanks. 

Brian Fisher 

Waynesboro High School Varsib’ Soccer Coach 

Cell - 

PuBuant to Waynes~ro Area School DisNct (WASD) policy and admimstJ’ative procedures, tNs e-mail system is to be used for o~cia] WASD business oNy. All 

u~rs a#e cautioned that messages sent and ~ceived t~ough tiffs system aze subject to the F~edom of I~o~mation Ack and Pe~msylvaNa public di~losm~ laws, and 

may ~ reviewed at an)~ime by WASD. Them should be no expec~tion of privacy. 

Please consider the cost and the envi~onment before printing this email or any attachments. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:46 PM 

.~live.unc.edu:~ 

l~g: introversion book 

From; 
Sent: Monday, 9:01 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; introversion book 

Hi Anson, 

Have you read Susan Cain’s book on Introverts? l’m thinking of buying it, and can share it with you after l’m done if you haven’t yet read iL I know we were 

discussing while on the beach trip how you read that Time article on introverts. 

Here’s the link to her book: http:l’/Www.amazon.com/O.uiet-Power-lntroverts-World-Talkingidp/0307352153 

Here’s the link to hefted Tall<: http://www.ted.comitalksisusan cain the power of introverts.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, 5:20 PM 

B.J. Snow <BSnow@ussoccer.org> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~z)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Pefiodisation 

BL 

I finally had a chance to look at what you sent. Thank you, you are right they are excellent presentations! 

BTW, good to see you in FI.A .., I am excited VoL~ have one of the teams .,,. ~ know we are now ~n good hands, espeda~v between you and 

F~m; B J, Snow [mailto:BSnow@ussoccer,org] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:57 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A W 
Subject: RE: Periodisation 

Anson~ 

Thanks a ton for passing a~ong the presentation! We are h~ the rn~dd~e of twh~g to put together a per~od~zat~on cycle of our own w~th the U:].7s but ate finding it very 

difficuff to monitor what the clubs are doing with the g~rls when we only have them for a week every 5 weeks. 

Cot~grats to you and your team for such a fantastic s~:art to the (:arnpaign~         and [ are 1:tying to 5rid a way to get down ~:o see you guVs ~:~hay so[T~el:h~e this 

] wou~d i~h;o ~ke to ~:al:~:h up w~th you sornetffne soon so we can chat about the article that you sent me. 

~ have attached a couple of good presenLat~ons Lhat ~ thought you rn~ghL enjoy. You may already have them but ~]: not, definitely worth a look. 

Talk with you soon, 

BJ 

~.~.~ [~1 -Sn owEm a[lSig n at u~’e 

From: Dorrance, Albert A 11/[mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, :t: 54 PM 
To: ._@___m___s__n__=_c___o_t_n_j Ducat, Chris; ~__a___oJ=c__o____m_j Jason Sisneros, .~_gt_n___ajJ_&___o___m_); Sander, Thomas J 

Cc: ;~hotma!]~com) 
Subject: FW: Periodisation 
Boys~ 

Look at this!! It is a wonder[:uf summary of his (Raymond Verhei~en’s} entire course[! Tom/Jason, this wilt be a lecture in Team Camp next summer. 

save this so I don’[ forgeL 

From: Vicki Linton [tnailto @hotmail,com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:23 PN 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Periodisation 

’]7his might be useful! 

please 

Vicki 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday,               5:45 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: IC 

How can be in file full and liInited at fire same tiIne? 

Se~t.f!vm my YeHzou Ilqre[e,~s 4(5 L2’E L)ROIL) 

@live. unc.edu> wrote: 

Coaches, 

Here is the IR from today. Let us know if you have any questions, 

LAT, ATC 
University Of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Graduate Assistant Athletic Trainer 
Women’s Soccer 
Men’s and Women’s Tennis 

.. @live,unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, 

or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wedne sday, 5: 52 PM 

Loti Henry <loft.hen~@shorelineschools.org>; DucaJc, Chris <ducar@unc.edtr~; bill palladino @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 

@gmaJl.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@~mc.edtr~; @msn.com> 

Re: Go Heels 

Thank you Loft,.., you guys built this, we are just t~ying to keep it going. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizon tFireie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

Loft Henry <loft.henry@shorelineschools.org> wrote: 

tii Anson & Dino, 
Always thinldng about my Heels and wanted to wish you luck tiffs season. 

~-Loft Hetuy 

Loft Henry 
Health and Fitness 
Co-Department Head 
Key Master of the Gym 
Kellogg Middle School 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wedne sday, 5: 56 PM 

ttumphrie~ Sarah <shumphries@unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edn>; bill palladino ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 

@gmaJd.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@~mc.edtr~; ~msn.com> 

Re: Season Update 

Sarah, thank you for this very thoughtthl email and eve~srthing yon did for ns. You roll be missed. Good luck at Navy ... one of my aJl time favorites coaches there. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

"ttumplmes, Sarah" <shumphfies@unc.edu> wrote: 

Anson, 

I wanted to let you know that I have recently accepted a new position with the Navy Athletic Department and will be leavin~ to start that position in Annapolis on 

It is a unique opportunity and one that I believe will allow me to expand my skill set while capitalizin~ on that which I have developed durin~ my 6 

years here in the marketin~ office at Carolina. I cannot put into words how much I have learned and how much I have enjoyed my time at Carolina, both as a 

student and an athletic department staff member. One of the ~reatest experiences I will take with me is havin~ had the chance to work with your program over the 

last five years. It has meant a ~reat deal to me to have the opportunity to work with a program that produced so many of my own childhood role models. I am 

incredibly thankful to have had the chance to work with you and everyone associated with Carolina Women’s Soccer. 

The majority of the plannin~ from a marketing standpoint for the remainder of this season is in place however should you or anyone on your staff need to contact 

someone in marketin~ after , feel free to contact Scott Palanjian, Assistant Director of Marketin~ (scottp@unc~edu). Scott has been workin~ with the 

Men’s Soccer team this season and worked alongside me with Women’s Soccer two years ago as a graduate assistant. Scott is well versed in the current marketing 

plan and will be available to assist you in any way possible. 

Please let me know if I can provide any additional information at any point and thank you again for allowing me to work with Carolina Women’s Soccer over the 

last five years, it has been an absolute privilege and I look forward to working my final home matches over the next two weeks. 

Sarah 
Sarah Humphdes 
Director of Marketing 
Department of Athletics 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919)962-5218 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wedne sday, 5: 59 PM 

Ducar, Chris <duca~@unc.edu>; bill paJladino @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros          @gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu>; @msn.com>; @duke.edu> 

Re: Tom, Will you send this out to the alumni and friends of the program liszt. Dino will you em~fil me the newsletter template’? Thanks! 

Chris. excellent, my friend..., excellent!! 

Se~t.~°om my Verizou IVire[ess 4G LT’E DROLL) 

"Ducar, Chris" <dncaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

i ~:*:; i https://incontrolacsathleticscom/media1386/imageslUNC%20Soccer2/UNC~.qoccer.png 

Dear Alumni and Friends of UNC Women’s Soccer, 

We are incredibly proud of everything that has transpired in the last year. were all starters on the 

DURING our season and proceeded to help us to the and our 

Championship. The link below is to a Highlight video produced by our 

._h~pUL_w____w____w_:_y__o__u~b___e__:_�__o___m__J_w__gt___�_h__7___v__-_- 
Speaking of            , based on the season she had last year she won almost every              imaginable! 

http:!iwww.g£heels.comiViewArtid e.dbml?ATCl_lD=: 

Not too long after our she was called into the 

starting position in the back. 

.h..~pU~...~....~..~.w..~:~s...s..~..~.me..r.:~.~....m..j..t...e..~.m..~U...w...~.W.. ............................................ 
Recently, the 

Heels on the Roster! 

http://www, 

Our     season is off to a great start! Here is a link to a fabulous article on ESPNW chronicling our preseason and what it takes to play for the Tar Heels. 

._h ~ ~ p__..J_ J___e___s_p_o_:~_o__:_�__o__m Le__s_~_~ ~/~__t _h__L_e__t _e__~:{Lf__e_. 
In order to stay up to date with all things UNC Soccer, go to our official website: 

http:Uwww.goheels.com/SportSelect.dbml?DIg...OE M.. 
We also have the most followed Twitter account in Collegiate Women’s Soccer! @UNCWomensSoccer 

We hope you will be able to follow our game this Sunday versus Maryland either in person or live on ESPN# 

Go Heels! 

i~i httPs:~inc~ntr~acsath~ticsc~m~m~dia~386~ima9~s~UNC%2~$~cc~r2~uncs~cc~rF~t~r~n9 

Enjoy! 

and has earned herself a solid 

won the    Women’s Soccer National Championship! There were I    Tar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <iO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS!CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 6:00 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Provide Feedback on Using NCSA 

Sen~ #ore my Verizo~! Wireless 4G L TE DRO/D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Provide Feedback on Using NCSA 

From: jhill@ncsasports org 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email unc.edu> 

CC: 

Hey Coach Dorrance, 

Please take a minute to give us some feedback about your experience with 
NCSA by answering our short survey here. 

Your feedback improves the service we offer coaches. 

Thanks! 

Jai Hill 
Basketball Coach Relations 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 
1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor I Chicago, I L 60642 
Office: 888-333-6846I Cell:             I Fax: 312-624-7401 
jhill@ncsasports=org I http://www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA BIog: http://blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT ~ SUCCEED ~ LEAD 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 7:06 PM 

Brian Fisher <brian fishe@wa~tpa.org> 

Re: Thmflc you Brian and good luck!’. 

Bmnmer! ! ’. Get’em next year and good luck the rest of the way. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tYireie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

Brian Fisher <brian fisher@wasdpa.org> wrote: 

Thanks so much Anson! I understand! We ended up losing, it was not our night, but we did not quit mad fought hard until the end. We have 5 games left, plus playoffs, 

one game at a time, bring our A gmne and keep heading toward our "never ending ascension"! 

On Tue, Oct 1, 2013 at 4:41 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson,@~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Brian, 

I would love to but the NCAA always has something to say when you get invoNed with "prospects". ~ w~l] copy compliance but don’t be surprised if ] am not 

a~lowed to do anytMng. 

i can do this: ~ can te]~ you that ~ am very proud of gout success and gout w~lfingness to share that some of it came from a tMng or two you guys ~earned at our 

camp. And this would mean ~:he world ~:o me: come back, bring your k~ds. A~h:~w us ~:o ~:ry our best to he~p you keep climbing to h~gher and higher ~ew~ls~ 

A~so, please share bow you do We w~l~ always be wh:h you through the good and ~:he bad. And remember the challenge ~n coaching is to fiw~ on a "never ending 

ascension" and to inspire your players [o INe on this "ascension" with you. 

AI~ the best Brian!! 

F~m~ Brian Fisher [mailto:brian fisher@wasdpa.orq] 
Sent~ Tuesday, Oc~ber 0~, 2013 12:30 AN 

Te~ Dorrance, AIbe~ A N 
Subject~ Upcoming Game 

Hey Anson, 

My team from Waynesboro, PA attended your team camp in Gnillbrd College this l~t July. It was our first time and it ~vas atoning expefience~ 

We are doing awe~me this ~ason in tbe 4-2-3-1 and 3-4-3~ Both learned at your camp (obviously). 

To,nohow we are pla),ing our fivaJs, ~encastle ~fifi~n High School, division champions fiom last yeaz, we me both si~ing at 7-1 in the division. This game is for 

the conference cha~npionsNp. We have not ~at this team in 6 yeazs ~ on their home ~. 

Can you provide me a couple of words of encour~e~nent for ~ny gifts tomo~w? ~y woNs of advice for ~em for ~notivation that I can sham ~vith them? I lmow 

they res~ct you tremendously, and would be inspired by a few woNs from you. Than~ for your consideration. Th~ks. 

Brian Fisher 

Waynesboro High School Varsity Soccer Coach 

Cell - 

l~rs~nt ~ Waynesbom ~ea School District (WASD) plicy and administrative pmcedure~ this e-mail ~’stem is ~ ~ used tbr officia] WASD business only. N1 

users are cautioned ~at messages sent ~d received through tiffs system are subject to the Freedom of Info~ation Ac~ and Pennsylvania public Nsclosure laws, and 

may be reviewed at anyone by WASD. There should ~ no ex~ctation of privacy. 

Please consider the cost ~d tbe environment ~fore printing this email or any a~chments. 

Pursuant to Waynestx~ro Area School Distfct (WASD) policy mad administrative procedures, this e-ma~l system is to be used for official WASD business only. All 

users axe cautioned that messages sent and received through this system axe subject to the Freedom of Information Act, and Pennsylvania public disclosure laws, and 

may be reviewed at anytime by WASD. There should be no expectation of privacy. 

Please consider the cost and file environment betbre printing this email or any attaclnnents. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 7:11 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: introversion book 

Sorry ... I have not read it! 

Sent.~"om my Verizon IFireie,~s 4G L2~ LL~tOIL) 

~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Any chance I could borrow it? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:45 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: introversion book 

Sent; Monday, 9:01 PM 

To; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Su#ject; introversion book 

Hi Anson, 

Have you read Susan Cain’s book on Introverts? I’m thinking of buying it, and can share it with you after I’m done if you haven’t yet read it. I know we were 

discussing while on the beach trip how you read that Time article on introverts. 

Here’s the link to her book: http;//www.amazon.com/Quiet-Power-lntroverts-World-ralkingj’dp!0307352153 

Here’s the link to herTed Talk: http://www,ted.comitalksisusan cain the power of introverts.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 7:14 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: Periodisalion 

"Ducar, Chris" ~ducaac@unc.edu> wrote: 

Ask him about         .. 

On , at 5:19 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~_._n_~_o__r_~(_a~.e_g_t@_:_u__r_~c_:e_.~_t_ .u:_> wrote: 

1 finally had a chance to look at what you sent. Thank you, you are right they are excellent presentations! 

BTW, good to see you in FLA .. ~ am exalted you have one of the teams .... I know we are now ~n good hands, especially between you and 

Sent= Wednesday, 4:57 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= RE: Periodisat~on 

Thanks a ton for passh~g a~ong the presentation! We are in the m~dd~e of trying to put together a periodization cycle of our own with the U:I.7s but are 

finding ~t very diffh::ul~: to monitor what the dubs are doh~g w~:h ~:he girls when we oNV have them fora week every 5 weeks. 

Congrats to you and your team for such a fantastic start ~o d~e carnpaign!        and ~ are t@ng to find a way to get down to see you guys play 

sometime th~s     I wouid also l~ke to catch up with you sometime soon so we can chat about [he article that you sent me. 

] have attached a couple of good presentations that ~ thought you might enjoy. You may already have them but if not, definkely worth a look. 

Talk wkh you soon, 

<image001.jpg> 

F~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mailto:anson~email.unc.edu] 
Se~t: Wednesday, ~: 54 PN 
To~ ~msn.com; Ducar, Chris; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~@gmail,com); Sander, Thomas ~ 
¢c~ @hotma~l.com) 
Subject= ~: Periodisation 

8oys, 

Look at th~sl! ]t is a wonderful summary of his (Raymond Verheijen’s) entire coursel] Tom/Jason, this will be a ~ecture ~n Team Camp next summer. 

pleas,-_~ save [:his so I don’t [orget 

From= Vicki Linton [mailto ~_h__Q_t__m__a_jJ_&9_Ln_] 
Sent= Tuesday, 8:23 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sul~ject= Periodisation 
Anson 

This might be useful! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 7:46 PM 

Kathleen.ODell@nike.com 

Can you call me 

Kathleen, can you call when you get a sec? (c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 7:59 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Ducay, Chris <ducal~a)unc.edu>; bill paJladino       ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edw~; @msn.com> 

Re: Trm~scfipt Reviews - Women’s Soccer 

@gmail.com>; 

Thanks Vince’, 

Seniti’ore my Verizor~ II~ire[e,~s 4G L2’E LL~tOIL) 

"Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

Coach, 

OK to pursue mid-year enrollment if still prefmred. Thin,ks. 

Vince 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent; Wednesday,.               4:32 PH 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com 
Cc; Ille, Vince; Polk, Barbara .lo; Yount, Tony 
Subject-" Transcript Reviews - Women’s Soccer 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Anson Dorrance/Chris Ducat!Bill Palladino 

FROM: Lance Markos 

DATE: 

RE:    NCAA Core Course Evaluation of Prospective Student Athlete’s High School Transcript 

Attached is my evaluation of the prospective student athlete transcripts that you sent to me. If you have any questions feel free to give me a call at 843 7259. 

These documents have now been sent to Admissions for review. 

Thank you for your attention to this important matter for your prospective student athletes. 

cc: Vince Ille 

Barbara Polk 

Tony Yount 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 8:06 PM 

B.J. Snow <BSnow@ussoccer.org>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: Depth perception in women 

image001 .j pg 

B J. What do you think of 

"B.J. Snow" <BSnow@ussoccer.org> wrote: 

Great se,-:~ing you in        too. it was a very mter*:_~.d:ing game that you saw. We were looking for very specific thk~gs from the group that u~tknate~y sacrificed a b~t 

of the quaHtY ~r~ the end‘ ~t was very knportant [or us to put the ph~ers ~t~ situath:ms that they had to tMnk. U~t~rnately, ~t aHowed us to make our selectkms for 

qualifying, mbms a goalkeeper wMch we still need to 

~ have attached another article ~n regards to "depth perception ~n women". ]L ~s a stash study but ] have actually fie~d tested this rnyseff. S£ecH:icsHy analyzing backs 

and goalkeepers aNHty to read the fl~ght of balls h~t over d~stance. 

am looMng for. I then take them out to the field and ~ h~t baHs into the a~r, HkeaounterinfootbaH. Theo~ayersarerespons~b]eforpos~oningthemse~ves 

underneath the ~ght of the bah and tryk~g to catch ~t up by their face. There has been a s~g[lifk:ant corre]ath:~n to thek finger kmgth and thek aMHty to judge the 

flight of the ball We are then able to eva~uate whether s player simply needs to work oR technique (repetition w~th heading) or whether they really d{~d~ave 

Lhe depth perception to be sNe to do 

Best of h~ck in the upcomh~g weeks~ 

~1~1~ ~l-Sno~Err;aiJSignat ure 

From: Dorrance, Albert A 111 [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:20 PM 
To: B.J. Snow 
Cc:        @msn.com; Ducar, Chris;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: Periodisation 

I finally had a chance to took at wha~ you sent. Thank you, you are right they are excellent presentations! 

BTW, good to see you in    .., I arn exd[ed you have one of the teams ...~ ~ know we are now ~n good hands, espeda~y between you and 

F~m= B.J. Snow [maH~:BSnow@ussoccer.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:57 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
subject= RE: Periodisation 

Anson~ 

Thanks a ton for passing a~ong the presentation~ We are k~ d~e rn~dd~e of tryb~g to put together s peHod~zsdon cycle of our own with the U17s but are finding it very 

difficult to monitor what the clubs are doing with the g~rls when we only have them for a week every 5 weeks. 

Congrats to you and your team for such a fantastic start to the campa~gn~         and ~ are trying to find a way to get down to see you guys p~ay sometime th~s 

~ woukJ also ~l<e to catch u~) w~th you sornetffne soon so we can chat about the article that you sent me. 

~ have attached a coupk? of good presem:atkms thal: f thought you m~ght enjoy, You may already have them but ~f nob definitely worth a look. 

Talk with you soon, 

~,~,~ [~l-SnowEma~lSignat ure 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, l: 54 PM 
Te: ._@_m_s__n__&___o_t_n_j Ducat, Chris; .~__a___oJ=c__o____m_j Jason Sisneros .@_gt_n___ajJ_&_o_m_); Sander, Thomas J 

(~c: (.@hotmail.com) 
Subject: RN: Periodisation 

Boys, 

Look at this!! it is a wonderful summary of his (Raymond V~-:~rheii~:_m’s} entir~:_~ course[! Tom/Jason, this wiil be a lectur~:_~ in Team Cam~ next summer. 

save this so I don’L forgeL 

From: Vicki Linton [mailto: @hotmail,com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:23 PM 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Pedodisation 
Anson 

This might be useful! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, 10:24 PM 

@live. unc.edu-~ 

Re: IR 

pmlicipated and did not seem limited. ???? 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tI’irele,~s 4(3 LTE ]DROI£) 

’ ~ilive.unc.edtr"~ wrote: 

Coaches, 

Attached is the IR from tonight. Let us know if you have any questions. Thanks! 

University of North Carolina at Chape~ Hill 
~3raduate Assistant Athletic Trainer 

Women’s Soccer & Softball 
~live,unc,eclu 

Confidentiaiity Notice: -this e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the soie use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact ti~e sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~&LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, 10:41 PM 

Christian Layers <clavers@usclubsoccer.org>; Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 
@gmaJl.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edw~;                      @msn.com> 

Re: Arlicle 

Christian, thank you. Yes, ESPN spent the first week of preseason with us. This guy writes abont us at least once a year. He "gets" us. Always does a good job. And I 

love your stuff... I always have. 

Christian Layers <clavers@usclubsoccer.org> wrote: 

Loved the ESPN article on your program (http:i!espn.go.com/espnw/athlet es-lifeiartid ei9587807!total-access-north-carolina-tar-h eels-tom p etitive-culture- 
leads-success). I am going to send it to all our players, with some of the best quotes highlighted. Great example to all on winning mentality, and I love these 
especially: 

¯ "If you can defend, you will play. If you can defend for five minutes, you will play five minutes?’ 
¯ "Is this going to be painful? Absolutely." 
¯ "No players compete harder against each other. None play harder for each other." 
¯ "Sometimes it’s tricky. Sometimes people may be pissed about something a little bit after practice. But it’s just the way our culture is set up. 

Everybody is going hard to make each other better. At the end of the day, we want our practices to be hard, and we want to put pressure on each 
other in practice so we’re ready for games. Everybody respects that." 
"it is harder to nurse a grudge when you know you ultimately control your own fate. Every player is on equal footing just before she gets knocked on 
her rear end." 
"it does not matter how great you are technically or goal-scoring-wise, you have to lay your body on the line. And if you don"t, you won"t play. And I 
think it"s all about finding that within yourself and you have to kind of dig that out of you. It’s something inside of you that you have to find in order to 
play." 

My recent article focuses a lot on the same accountability and drive issues: http://www~s~ccernati~n.c~m/christian..~avers..~n.be..~ur..~wn..driving.f~rce..cms. 
4.74.3. 
Talk soon. 

CL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:46 PM 

@erizon.net; bill palladino ~aol.com>; ~hotmail.com> 

Re: UNC vs Santa Clara game 

Daniel, cougrats on all your success. I hope you guys cm~ join us next smnmer. All the best, good luck the rest of the way. 

Se~t.#’om my Verizon tFireie,~s 4G L2~ LL~tOIL) 

verizon.net wrote: 

Anson, 
I wanted to pass these photo’s along to 
Just wanted to let you know we have been playing the 3-4-3 and we are undefeated at the U-14G level, We dominated possession and won 4-0 last week, 
Daniel Leaverton 
ODSC Breakers Coach 

On , Dorrance, Albert A IV<anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Daniel, 

Thank you, you are w?ry kind, We k)ok forward to worMng with you and your Learn this summer And you can call me anytime l.)urin~ the day the besL #! Lo use 

would b~-_~ my ceil:             @ ... at nigh[: my home # is better because rny (:ell does not work well at home, My home ~! is 

I will copy this, She ruins r~]y "l’*-:~am Camp arid will help you with ally admitlisl:ratiw-:~ questio]~s you or your paretlLs might have, 

All the best and I took forward Lo speaking with you on Lhe phone, 

From: @verizon.net 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:14 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Re: RE: UNC vs Santa Clara game 

Anson Dorrance, 

@verizon.net] 

Your fitness and summer program has helped us so much and by your players using it mine want to use it. They think it’s cool if it comes from UNC. 

We look fonz,,ard to watching you this Friday at the Carolina Classic. 

Thank you for your time and I would love to discuss the team camp with you. 

Daniel Leaverton 

ODSC Breakers U-14 Girls 

On Dorrance, Albert AIV<anson(~,email unc.edu> wrote: 

Daniel, 

Thank you for sharing someLhing so positive about my players. I am going to copy my roster on this so they know how much these simple gestures of kindness 

mean. 

If you play the 3-,’~3, please consider bringing your team or a collection of players from several teams to our Team Camp in the summer. It will be a coaching school 

For you in our methodology and a soccer camp for your play~:_~rs. Check it out: www.ncgsc.com 

Call me if you would lik~-’_~ to discuss this Thank 

From: @verizon.net [rnailto: 
Sent: Saturday, 12:51 AM 
To:Dorrance, Albe~ A ~V 
Subject:UNC vs Santa Clara game 

@verizon,net] 

Anson Dorrance, 

I would like to say thank you to 2 of your players after the Santa Clara game tonight for taking the time to talk and sign shirts and hats for mv ODSC U-14 uirls travel team. We drove all the 

way from Virginia Beach to see your team in action,            was so nice to sign autographs and 

took the time to chat my girls after the game. My players enjoyed the game so much and look forward to seeing them in action again very soon. 

We use the 3-4-3 formation and love it. I also run a small version of your terrible Tuesday. 

You spoke to my wife during the summer camp about the team camp and I have already passed the information on to my team. We plan on attending the team camp next summer and 

have passed the information to some of the other teams around the Virginia Beach area. My players are sold on the 3-4-3 and they love to play it. They are also sold on your training and 

fitness program. I use some of your ideas from your books and what you have shared on youtube. When we played 8v8 we used the 2-3-2 and had great success, so the ladies were 

familiar with the concept when we went to 1 lvl 1 



Thank you again, 

Daniel Leaverton 

Coach ODSC U-14 Girls Travel Soccer Team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 10:21 AM 

~reveraliving.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: header pic 

Great pic .. wow, she is offthe ground!!’. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: }:riday, 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~iect: Fw: header pic 

7:52 AM 

~reveraliving.com] 

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Verizon Wireless 4G L’I~; network. 
From: 
Sent: t:riday, 5:50 AM 
To: 8)comcast.net 
Cc: 
Subject: header pic 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, October 4, 2013 10:27 AM 

Bob Kepner < @hpw.com> 

PJ~: Voting for this year’s nominees for the North Carolina Soccer Hall of Fame 

I wilt hur~t for it!!! Prob~bly buried on r~?y desk sor~?ewhere. 

From; Bob Kepner [mailto         ~hpw,com] 
Sent; Tuesday, October 0:[, 20:[3 8::[:[ PN 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Voting for this year’s nominees for the Noah Carolina Soccer Hall of Fame 

Good evening, Anson~ I trust that life is f~ing well for you. 

We’re well into the voting for this year’s North Carolina Soccer Hall of Fame inductees. Ballots and statements about the 

nominees were mailed on September 17th. This is just a friendly reminder that we ~vant everyone to participate in our 

selection, so if you haven’t done so, please mail your ballot and postcard today! If my email to you has "crossed paths" with 

your ballot, I apologize. 

Thank you for your service to soccer! 

Bob Kepner 

Chairman, 

NC Soccer Hall of Fame 

Cellular: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, October 4, 2013 10:44 AM 

Andrew Nichols ~gma~l.com:~ 

ILS: Phone Interview AvailabiliF 

Call Sat during the day ~} 
From: Andrew Nichols [mailto @gmail.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, October 02, 20:t3 :t0:00 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Phone Interview Availability 
Hey Coach Dorrance, 

My naa~e is Andrew Nichols~ a student journalist at UNF working for the school tnagazine. We axe doing a profile axticle on Coach Linda Haanilto~ former player of 
yonrs both collegiate and national. 

I’m hoping to find out if you would be available for an interview over the phone to talk about the player she was and your experience around her during the 91 World 

Cup and UNC. 

I understand it is mid season mad conference time so I know your time is limited and would keep the interview brief. 

Tha~ks lbr your time and have a great day. 

Andrew Nichols 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, October 4, 2013 10:46 AM 

Mascot Books ~gmail.com> 

@duke.edu) 

RE: UNC Cookbook participation 

I will copy my wife ._ I would be ot: no help 
From: Mascot Books [mailto:           ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 1~):10 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
C¢; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sul~jeet; UNC Cookbook participation 

Dear Goach Dorrance, 

We are very excited to announce that production for a UNC Gookbook is underway. My partners and I have teamed up with Mascot Books to 

publish "The Meal Plan: UNG Ghapel Hill." This 80-100 page cookbook will feature recipes from popular local restaurants and campus eateries, 

as well as a unique section featuring notable figures of UNG. 

After successfully gaining support from Mary Ellen Bingham as head UNC Nutritionist, we thought a UNC coach such as yourself would make the 
perfect addition to our product. Because of the popularity and legacy of Women’s Soccer at UNC, we would love to be able to feature a recipe that 
you might be willing to share with us. This can be one of your personal favorites, a favorite of the team either before or after a game, or any other 
that you think readers might enjoy! The recipe will be accompanied by a short synopsis of what the recipe is, what it means to U NC or the history 
behind it. 

The book should be completed in March and available for sale on Amazon, Mascot’s website, and popular bookstores both locally and statewide. 
There have been two collegiate cookbooks already published, Virginia Tech & Auburn. (The Va. Tech book has already sold 10,000 copies, with 
Auburn closing in on those numbers.) 

If you would like to learn more about Mascot orthe books already produced, their website is http:i/www.mascotbooks.com/ 

Please feel free to contact me with any questions or to get more information. Otherwise, I will follow up with you sometime next week. 

Courtney Matinata 
@gm_a__iL__c__o_____m__ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 10:51 AM 

B.J. Snow <BSnow@ussoccer.org> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); 
@gm~Jl.com); 

@gmail.com; 

RE: Depth perception in women 

~aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros          ~gmaJl.com); pacman~)uncaa.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu>;                     @aol.com); 

~live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu); 
@gmail.com) 

Fascinal:ing .._ whh:h finger do ¥ot~ use? (Jason; , do a qt~k:]~ revk~w of our team, then mat~:h ~t up wRh our heading ladder.) 

F~m: B J, Snow [mail~:BSnow@ussoccer,org] 
Sent= Wednesday, ~0:~ AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subje~t= Depth perception in women 

Great seeing you ~n gk~rk~a too. it was a very k~terestmg game that you saw. We were IooMng for very specific: things from t:he group that 

~fthequ~ityb~theend,~twasvery~mp~rt~ntforus~pu~thep~yer~nsituationsth~theyhadt~h~nk. UkJmately, iL al~owed us to make our selecdons for 

qua]ffy~ng, rn~Rus a goalkeeper which we still need to fi~L 

~ have attached another article h~ regards to "depth perception ~n women". ~t ~s a small study but ~ h~ve actually fie~d tested this myself. SpedficaHy ana~yzh~g backs 

and goaH<eepers aMHty to 

am IooMng for. I ~:hen [a]~e ~:hem out to the field and f h~t balls ~nto the ak, ~ike a punter in football. The ph~yers are respons~Me for pos~tkming themselves 

underneath the fl~ght of the bah and tryb~g to catch ~t ~p by their face. There has been a significant correlation to their finger ~ength and their ability toj~dge the 

[ligh[ of the ball We are then able [o evak~ate whe[her a player s~T~p~y needs [o work on technique (repetition with heading) or whether they really dArhsve 

the depth perception to be 

Best of k~ck in the upcoming weeks~ 

~ Bd-SnowEmailSign~[u~e 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:20 PM 
To: B.J. Snow 
Co:        @.m_ _s._n_:._c_o__n__~; Ducar, Chris;      ~..a_0_[:.c__o_._m_; Jason Sisneros,         ~_g__n__~_a__!Lc__o____m_); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: Periodisation 

B J, 

I finally had a chance to look at what you senL Thank yo~, yo~ are right they are excellent presentations! 

BTW, good to see you in FLA .,. I am excited you have one of the teams .._ I know we are now in good hands, especially between you and 

From: B.J. Snow [mailto:BSnow@ ussoccer.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:57 PM 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Periodisation 

Thanks a ton for passing along the presentation! We are in the middle of trying to pvt together a periodization cycle of our owi~ with the U:~Ts but are finding it very 

difficult to monitor what the clubs are doing with the girls when we only have them for a week every 5 weeks, 

Congrats I:o you a]ld your team for such a fa~tastic star[: to the campaig~!         and f are trying to fi]ld a way to get dow]l to se~-_~ you guys play sometime=~ this 

t would also lik~-_~ to catch ui:~ with you soma?time soo~ so we can chat about [:he article that you se~[: me, 

~ have s[tached a cou[Ae of good presentations that ~ thought you m~ght enjoy, You may already have them but ff noL definitely worth a Iook~ 

Talk with you soon~ 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                 1:54 PM 
To: ~___m___s__n_:__c__o___n__~; Ducar, Chris; _ _ _@_a_9_Lc___o___m__; Jason Sisneros, ~_g__n__~_a__!Lc__o____m_); Sander, Thomas J 
Cc: _ _ ~hotmail.com) 
Subject: FW: Periodisation 
Boys., 

Look at this1! It is a wonderful summary ot: his (Raymond Verheijen’s) entire course!! Torn/Jason, this will be a lecture in Tearn Camp next summer. 

save this so I don’t forget. 

From: Vicki Linton [mailtc @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:23 plvl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Periodisation 
A~son 



This m ght be useful! 

Vicki 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 10:51 AM 

~msn.com; ducar@ uncaa.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu); 

.~)live.unc.edu); 
@gmail.com); 

@gmail.com; 

FW: Depth perception in women 

Depth Perception in Women.docx 

(~aol.com; Jason Sisneros          @gmaJl.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

,@email.unc.edu>                      @aol.com); 

@live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu); 
@gmail.com) 

From: BJ. Snow [mailto:BSnow@ussoccer.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:44 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Depth perception in women 

Anson, 

Great seeing you in Florida too. It was a very interesting game that you saw. We were looking for very specific things from the group that ultimately sacrificed a b~t 

of the quality ~t~ the et~d. It wa~ w~ry ~mportant for us to put the players ~r~ sH:uat~ons that they had to think. U~matelv, ~: alk~wed us to make our selections for 

qualifying, mkws a goalkeeper whk:h we still need to fill 

~ have attached another article ~n regards to "depth £erception ~n women". ~t is s small study buL ~ have acLual~y fie~d Lested this myself. SpedficaHy analyzing backs 

and gosH<eepers aMHty Lo read the flight of balls h~t over’ d~stsnce. ] ~ook sL the ~ength of their lingers to make my init~s~ assessment w~thout teHb~g them what ~ 

am looMng for. I then take them out to the field and ~ hk baHs h~to the ah~ Hke~punterinfootbaH. Thep~ayersarerespons~Meforpos~oningthernse~ves 

underneath the flight of the bah and trying to catch ~t up by theh~ face. There has been a s~gnificant corre~a~on to their finger ~ength and their ~bi~ity to judge the 

~ight of the balL We are then able t~ evah~Eate whether a player s~mp~y needs t~ work on technh~ue ~repeti~on wRh head~ng~ or whether they reaHy ~&d~aw~ 

the depth perception to be aMe to do ~t. 

Best of tuck in the upcom~Rg weeks~ 
gJ 

:: ::*;: :: ~JJ-,Sn owEm a~lSi9 n at u re 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:20 PIv] 
To: B.J. Snow 

@msn corn; Ducar, Chris;      @ao corn; Jason Sisneros         @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: Periodisation 

I finally had a chance to k)ok at what you senL Thank Vou, Vou are right they are ex~:ellent ~)resentations[ 

BTW, good to see you in FLA _. I am excited you have one of the teams ._. ] know we are now it~ good hands, espeda]~y between you and 

F~m~ B J. Snow [mail~:BSnow@ussoccer.orq] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 4:B7 PN 
T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Su~je~t~ RE: Periodisation 

Anson~ 

Thanks a Lon for passing along the presentatiorfi We are h~ the m~dd~e o[: trying to puL Logether a pedod~zatio~ cycle o[: our own w~Lh Lhe Ll17s but are finding it very 

difficWL to monitor what the clubs are doin~ with the ~rls when we only have Lhern for a week every 5 weeks. 

Congrats to you and your team for such a fantastic start to the campa[gn~         and ~ are t@ng to find a way to get down to see you guys p~ay sometime this fa]l. 

~ wouM also ]H<e to catch up w~th you sometime soon so we can chat about the article that you sent 

f haw~ atta~:hed a ~:oupk~ of ~ood presentations that [ thought you m~ght enjoy. You rnay already haw~ them but ~f not, definitely worth a look, 

Talk with you soon 

BJ 

~ ~..SnowEma[lS~gnat ure 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, l: 54 PM 
To: ~. msn.c~m; Ducar, ~hris; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Co: ,@hotmafl.com) 
Subject: PW: Periodisation 
Boys, 

Look at this!! It is a wonderful summary of his (Raymond Verhei~en~s} entire course!! Tom/Jason~ this will be a lecture in Team Camp next summer. 

save this so t don’t forget, 

Froth: Vicki Linton [[~_aj!_t__o__ ..................... _@_b__o__t_[~_ajLc__o____m_.] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:23 PM 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: PeriodisaUon 
A~son 

This might be useful! 

please 



Vicki 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:15 AM 

B.J. Snow <BSnow@ussoccer.org> 

1~: Depth perception in women 

I just read the attachment._, you do not have to tell me the finger, 

From: B,J, Snow [mailto:BSnow@ussoccer.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, .t0:44 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Depth perception in women 

~nson, 

Great seeb~g you in Florida too. it was a very interestb~g game that you saw. We were IooMng for very specific tNngs from d~e group that u~dmate~y sacrificed a bit 

of the quality h3 the end. It was very important for us to put the players ~n situa~ons that they had to think. U~mately, ~t allowed us to make our selec~ons for 

quai~fy~ng, m~nus a goalkeeper which we still need to 

~ have attached another artk:le ~n regards to "depth percep~:~on ~n women", t~: ~s a smMI study but ~ have actually fiehJ tested this rnysel[, Spedfica~ly ana~y~ng backs 

and goalkeepers ability to read the fl~gh~: o[ balls h~: over d~stance, 

am looMng for, I[hentake[hernouttothefieldand~h~tba~ls~ntothea~r,~ikespunterinfootba~l. The p~ayers are responsibie for pos~t~oningthemse~ves 

underneath the fl~ght of the ba~l and tryb~g to catch ~t up by the~r face. There has beenasignificantcorreiationtotheirfinger~engthandtheirsbi~itytojudgethe 

flight of the ball We are then able to evaluate whether a player s~mp~y needs to work on technique (repefl~on with headh~g) or whether they realiy d/l~fiave 

[:he depth perception to be abk? to do R, 

Best of luck in the upcoming wee]~s] 

~ Bd-SnowEmailSignabJ~e 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:20 PM 
To: B.J. Snow 

@msn.com; Ducar, Chris;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros         @qmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: Periodisation 
gJ, 

I finally had a chance to look at what you sent. Thank you, you are right they are excellent presentations! 

BTW, good to see you in FLA .,, I am e’,<d~:ed you have one of the ~:eams ..,, ~ know we are now ~r~ good hands, e%~eda~ly between you and 

Sent~ Wednesday, :4:57 PM 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ ~E: Periodisation 

Thanks; a ton for passing along the presentation~ We are in ~:he mh~dh~ of tryh~g to put together a pedod~za[:~ot~ cych~ of our own w~th the UTTs but are finding it yew 

difScu[t to monitor what the clubs are doing with the g~rls when we ordy have them for a week every 5 weeks, 

Congrats Lo you and your team for such a fantastic starL to the campa~gn!         and [ are trying to find a way to get down to see you guys play sornetime th~s fail 

] would also like to catch up wkh you sometime soon so we can chat about Lhe article that you senL me. 

[ have attached a couple of good presentations that ~ thought you m~ght enjoy. You may already have them but ~f not, definitely worth a look. 

Talk with you soon, 

~ ~d-SnowEma~lSigns[u~e 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [__m___a_!J_t__o_2_a__[)_s___o__n___@_e____m___a_!!_,__u__n___c_=e__d___u_] 
Sent: Wednesday, l: 54 PM 
To: @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @~mail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Co: _@__h___o__t_m___ajJ_&o__t_n_) 

Subject: FW: Periodisation 
Boys, 

Look at this!! It is a wonderful summary ot: his (Raymond Verhei~er/s) entire course!! Torn/Jason, this will be a tecture in Team Camp next summer. 

save this so I don’t forget. 

From: Vicki Linton [mailto: @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, : 8:23 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Pedodisation 
Anson 

This might be useful! 

please 

Vicki 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, October 4, 2013 11:23 AM 

Matt Terrell <mat@ramsclub.com> 

I~E: SMI - June 2014 

Wh~t is the quid pro quo? 

From: Matt Terrell [mailto:matt@ramsclub.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2023 22:19 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: SMI = June 2014 

Anson -- Hope this message finds you well. I write you to gauge your interest in a potential speaking engagement in Chapel Hill in June 203-4. Would you be interested and available to 

spend 90 minutes with the next class of the Sport Management Institute (SMI) speaking on a coach’s perspective in working with athletic administrators? You spoke to participants 

with this institute in 2008 to rave reviews, gubba Cunningham and I agree that you would be an outstanding addition to our curriculum in 203-4. 

The institute runs June 3-5-20, and we are looking for your availability June 3-7, 3.8, 3-9 or 20. We are juggling all speakers involved, and will get back to you with a firm date and time 

soon (if you are available). We will work with you to find a mutually convenient time slot. 

I am serving as Carolina Athletics’ liaison to SMI. As a refresher, SMI is an executive development program for athletics administrators sponsored by the Universities of North 

Carolina, Southern California, Michigan, Texas, Notre Dame and Georgia. 

Thanks for the consideration, Anson! 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

Associate Executive Director l The Rams Club 

The University of North Carolina 

matt~ramsclub.com 

W 93-9.843.643-2 l M 

We educate and inspire through Athletics. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, 12:12 PM 

B.J. Snow <BSnow@ussoccer.org> 

1~:;: Depth perception in women 

’,-lnytime brother ._. your’ call will never be screened. I have some recruits in town today but tonight or tomorrow would be wonderful, 

All the best my friend!! 

From; B.J. Snow [mailto:BSnow@ussoccer.org] 
Sent; Wednesday, 8:32 PN 
To; Dorrance, Albert A ~V 
Co; Ducar, Chris 
Subject; Re: Depth perception in women 

Wi]l caJl n to chat abont her. What is a good time’? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 7:05 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

BJ. What do you think of 

SeuU?om ~e¢ Verizon I~/ ire/e.s:~" 4G LI~’DROID 

B.J. Snow <-BS ~o~vla+ussoccer.org~- wrote: 

A 3SOn, 

Great se~-Ang you in too, it was a v~-:~ry m[:erest~ng game that you ~;aw. We were h:~okmg for w?ry spedfic th~ng~; flom the group fl~at ult~ma[:ely 

sacrificed a bit of the qualRy ~n t:he end, It was very knportant for us to put the players m situath:ms that they had to t:hmk, UIt#r~ateiy, ~t allowed us to 

make our selections for qualifying, rn~nus a goaikeeper which we still need to fill. 

[ have attached another art~cie in regards to "depth perception in women". It ~s a small study but [ have actually field tested this myseff. Specifically 

analyzing backs and goalkeepers ability to read the flight of bails hit over d~stance, I took at the ~ength of their fingers to make my ini~a~ assessment 

w~thout teflh~gthem what ~ am ~ooking for, Ithen take them out to the fieid and I hit bails into the air, like a punter h~ football, The players are 

respons~bk~ [or positioning themselves underneath the fl~ght: of the bail and trying t:o catch ~t: up by t:he~r face, There has been a signffk:ant 

correlation ~:o their finger ~ength and their ab~H~:y to judge the fl~ght of the ball, We are then able to evaluate whether a player si~r~p]y needs to work 

on technique (repetition w~th heading} or whether they really don’t have the depth perception to be able [o do ~t. 

Best of luck ~n the upcoming weeks! 

<imageOOl,jpg> 

Sent= Tuesday, 4:20 PM 
To~ B.J. Snow 

_~_tg_tB~_~9_~J I                ~_~[=£~E35 Jason Sisneros          @_g.~.¢~J~_~P_tg); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject~ RE: Periodisation 

~ finally had a chance to look at what you sent, Thank you, you are r~ght they are excellent presentat~ons! 

BTW, good to see you h~     .. ~ am excited you have one of the teams ._, I know we are now h~ good hands, especially between you and 

Fmm~ BJ. Snow [ma~l~:BSnow@ussoccer.org] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 4:S7 PM 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ ~ N 
Subject~ RE: Periodisation 

Anson, 

Th~nks a ton for passh~ Non~ the presentationl We are ~n the m~dd~e of tryin~ to put toAether a period~zation cycle of our own with the U:17s but 

findinA ~t very difficuff to monitor what the dubs are do~n~ w~Lh the ~ids when we only have them for ~ week every 5 weeks, 

Congrats to you and your team for such a fi~n~:astic start ~:o ~:he carnpa~gn~         and ~ are tryh~g to find a way to get down to see you guy~; play 

~;ornetime th~s fa~L I woukt also ~ke to catch up with you sometkne ~;o.:?n so we can chat about [:[~e article that you ser~t me. 

I have attached a couple of good presentations that ~ thought you nlight enjoy. You may skeady have them but if not, definitely worth s ~ook~ 

Talk w~th you soon, 

<imageOOl,.jpg> 

Sent= Wednesday, $: 54 PN 
To= @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @qmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Subject= N: Periodisation 
Boys, 

Look at thisH it ~s ~ wonderful summary of his (R~ymond Verheijen’s) entire courseH Tom/Jason, this wH] be a ~ecture in Team Camp next summer, 

please save this so I dol~’t forget~ 

From; Vicki Linton [[nailto #hotmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, 8:23 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Periodisation 
Anson 

This might be useful! 



Vicki 

<imageO01 .j pg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 12:13 PM 

Brian Fisher <brian fishe@wa~tpa.org> 

@hotmail.com); @aol.com 

RE: Thank you Brian mad good luck!! 

And Brian, let’s connect after d-~e season .... I want to help you guys get better and better. 
Frera: Brian Fisher [mailto:brian_fisher@wasdpa.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 8:47 PN 

Te; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject; Re: Thank you Brian and good luck!! 

Thanlcs! 

On Thu, Oct 3, 2013 at 7:05 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n(i~email.tmc.edu> wrote: 
B ummer! ! ! Get’em next year and good lnck the rest of the way. 

Scruff’ore my lL~ri.:o~ l~Virel~:s,~’ 4gG LTE DRO/D 

Brian Fisher <_l?___n___Lm_____fiE_h__e__r__’~)_~f_a_~p__a_:££g> wrote: 

Thanks so much Anson! I understand’. We ended up losing, it was not our night, but we did not quit and fought hard until the end. We have 5 games left, plus playoffs, 

one gan~e at a time, bring onr A game and keep heading toward our "never ending ascension"! 

On Tue, Oct 1, 2013 at 4:41 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(e~en~ail.m~c.edu> wrote: 
Brian, 

[ would love to but the N(:AA always has sometMng to say when you get hlvo~ved wkh "0ros0ects". f w~ll copy comp~h~nce but don’t be 5urprbed i[ I am not 
allowed to do anything 
~ can do this: ] can te]~ you that ~ am very proud of your’ success and your’ w~Hngness to share that some o[: ~t came from a th~ng or two you guys learned st our camp. 
And this wouM mean the world to me: come back, bring your kids. AHow us to try our best to help you keep climbing to higher’ and Ngher ~eve]sH 
A~so, p~ease share how you do~ We w~l~ always be w~th you through the good and the bad. And remember the challenge h~ coaching is to live on a "never ending 
ascension" and to inspire your players to I~ve on this %scens~on" with you. 
A~ the best Brian~ 
F~m= Brian Fisher [mailto:brian fisher@wasdpa.orq] 
Sent= Tuesday, Oc~ber 0~, 20~3 ~2:30 AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Upcoming Game 
Hey ~]son, 
My team from Waynesboro, PA attended your team camp in Gnillbrd College this l~t July. It was our first time and it was atoning expefience~ 

We aze doing awe~me this season in the 4-2-3-1 and 3-4-3~ Both learned at your camp (obviously). 
Tomom)w we aze pla),ing our fivM s, Greencastle Anfifim High School, division champions l}om last year, we aze both sitting at 7-1 in the division. This game is lbr the 
cw~brence chmnpionsNp. We have not ~at this te~m in 6 years ~ on their home raft. 
Can you provide me a couple of woNs of encour~mnent for ~ny gifts tomo~ow? ~y words of advice for them for motivation that I c~ share with &em? I ~ow they 
resNct ~u ~emendousb; and would be inspired by a tbw woNs ~om you. Than~ for your consideration. ThaWs. 

Brian Fisher 
Waynesboro High School Varsib’ Soccer Coach 

Cell - 
PuBuant to Waynes~ro Area School Dis~ict (WASD) policy and admiNstrative procedures, tNs e-mail system is to be nsed for o~ciM WASD business oNy. All 

u~rs ~e cautioned that messages sent and received tNough this ~stem ~e subject to the Freedom of I~o~ation Act, and Pe~sylvania B~blic di~losure laws, and 
may ~ reviewed at anytime by WASD. Thew should be no expectation of privacy. 

Plea~ consider the cost and the environment before printing this email or any attachments. 
Pnrsuant to Waynestx~ro Area School Distdct (WASD) policy mad administrative procednres, this e-mail system is to be nsed for otficial WASD business only. All 

users me cautioned that messages sent and received through this system axe subject to the Freedom of Information Act, and Pennsylvania public disclosure laws, and 
may be reviewed at anytime by WASD. There should be no expectation of privacy. 

Please consider the cost and the environment betbre printing this email or any atlaclmaents. 

Pm~uant to Waynesboro Area School District (WASD) policy and administrative procedures, this e-ma~l system is to be used for oMcial WASD business only. All 

users axe cautioned that messages sent and received through this system are subject to the Freedom of hfformation Act, mad Pem~sylvania public disclosnre laws, and 

may be reviewed at anytime by WASD. There should be no expectation of privacy. 

Please consider the cost and the environment betbre printing this email or any attachmems. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 1:11 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: IR 

Just so you know I do read what you guys send .._ It is a wondert:uf service. 

Sent; Thursday, 10:44 PH 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: IR 

Anson, 

That is correct. I forgot to change          status to limited and 

to be changed, I apologize for my mistake, Thanks for understanding, 

to full. I did denote their participation in the individual note but the heading needs 

University of North Carolina at Chape~ Hill 

Graduate Assistant Athletic Trainer 

Women’s Soccer & Softball 

_@_!!.~ ~_:._u__.n__c__._~d__u_ 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any a[taci~ments, is for the sole use of intended recipient[s) arid may contain confidential and privileged informaJon. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not tr,,e inter,,ded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent; Thursday, 10:24 PM 

To: 

Subject; Re: IR 

participated and     did not seem limited. ???? 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DRO~.D 

i@live.unc,edu> wrote: 

Coaches, 

Attached is the IR from tonight. Let us know if you have any questions. Thanks! 

University of North Carolina at Chape~ Hill 

Graduate Assistant Athletic Trainer 

Women’s Soccer & Softball 

@live.unc,edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any atb~chments, is for the sole use of inter,,ded recipient(s) ar,,d may contain confidential and privileged informatior,’. Any unauthorized review, use, 

dis Josure or distribution is prohibite~. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, October 4, 2013 5:35 PM 

Mann, J~ M. <ja~mann@unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Ruth’s Chris Tar Heel Invitationa~ 

I would love to .,,. Let’s see closer’ to the event (I don’t know my recruiting responsibifities yet), 

From: Mann, Jan M. 
Sent-" Friday, October 04, 20:t3 :t0:22 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Ruth’s Chris Tar Heel Invitational 

Anson, 

I w~nted to double check with you to see if you would by any chance be ~v~ilable to announce the players on the j.st tee ~t the Ruth’s Chris T~r Heel Invitational. I 

know you are in your season ~nd super busy so I understand if you are not ~v~ilable. Either Friday, October ~th or S~[urd~y, Oc[ober ~2~h wou~d work. The 
~imes run from ~:0~ [o ~]:~ e~ch d~y so you would need ~o be ~[ [he ~ee ~pproxim~[ely 20 minu[es before [he firs~ ~ime. You would be [hrou~h ~s soon ~s the I~s[ 

group ~oes off ~ ~:~. 

A~in, I know you ~re in season so don’~ worry if you c~n’~ do i~. 

Go Heels, 

J~n 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 5:48 PM 

Dave Newbe~ <dnewbery@nscaa.com> 

~msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; ~z)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~g~nail.com) 

RE: NSCAA Invitation to Present a Special Topics Diploma Webinar 

[)ave, 

You are very kind to invite me to participate~ Thank you. 

Right now I would like to just step back a bit. to my collegiate team and to raising S for a stadium we 

plan to build. 

Please thank bn for me. I kno~v the ~vonderful oppoFtum~:y and respons~bilil:y he has to keep pushing our game [orward and appredal:e that he st~l~ [eeB I have 

something to contribute. Based on h~s needs ~ know that Lauren GFegg ~s abvays will,rig to jump ~nto sessions for US Soccer (there are few~ myseK ~ncluded ~:hat 

have her acumen). I a~so have a young apprentice that is w~l~ng to grind for the good of the game: Jason S~sneros (knowledgeable and high energy). 

A~ the best[! 

F~m~ Dave Newbe~ [mailto:dnewbery@nscaa.com] 
Sent~ Friday, October 04, 2013 1~:24 AN 

Te~ Dorrance, AIbe~ A N 
6¢~ ’Ian Barker’ 
Su~ject~ NSC~ Invitation to Present a Special Topics Diploma Webinar 

A~so~, 

On behalf of NSCAA, I’m delighted to invite you to participate in the inaugural Special Topics Diplomas delivered via Webinar. lan Barker and I have selected a 

group of presenters to deliver a series of workshop topics focusing on Youth Soccer. 

We will deliver 4 Special Topics Diplomas between November 2013 and May 2014: 

~. Attacking Principles 

2. Coaching U6, U8 and Ul0 players 

3. Defending Principles 

4. Key Momentsin the Game 

We would like you to participate in the Ne~ Mements in the 6ame series. Each topic will consist of 5 webinars. 

Please read the invitation and please respond to lan and I with your interest by Friday October 1lth, as indicated in the letter. 

Please don’t hesitate to contact me with questions. 

Kind Regards 

Dave 

David Newbery 

NSCAA Club Standards Coordinator I Nat~onai Soccer Coaches Associat~oq of America 

PO Box :1.586, Westerly, RI 02891_ I 850o501-i[i[65 I SKYPE: 

NSO-%a,.com I Twitter: @NSCAA I Facebook 

#:re yo~ ready for Soccer’s g[ggest Party? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, October 4, 2013 5:50 PM 

Dana Logan <&na.logan@championshipproductions.com> 

Jason Sisneros          @gmaJ.com) 

RE: Royalty Payment Forms -- Championship Productions 

I want this ~ to go to Jason Sisnerog, what should I do? 

From: Dana Logan [mailto:dana.logan@championshipproductions.com] 
Sent; Friday, October 04, 20:~3 :D:59 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Royalty Payment Forms -- Championship Productions 

Coach Dorrance, 

I mn following up with you regarding your agreement with Championship Productions. To ensure you receive a royalty payment as stated in your agreement, please 

complete and sign the attached forms. We will process your forms immediately upon receipL 

At "~chments: 

1. W-9 Form (fill out) 
2. Roya]ty Payment Foma (fill out) 

Please return your documents via ~n~fil, emaJ or fax to _5__!_5__-_.2_3__2_.-_3__7_._3_..0_. If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to give Thom or myself a ca]l’. 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50023 
Thank you, 

Dana 

removed by 
sender, logo 

removed by 
sender. 

www.ChampionshipProductions.com 

Image Image 
rernoved by        remeved by removed by 
sender sender, sender. 

World Leader in Spods Instruction - Since 1976! 
CONFIDENTIALI 2r~tr NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended only for the use of the individu al or entity to which it is addressed mid may contain infom]arion that is privileged, confidential mid exempt #ore disclosure under applicable law If you 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, October 4, 2013 5:50 PM 

.la~)n Sisnems @gmaJl.com) 

EW: Royal .ty Payment Fom~s -- Championship Productions 

W-9 to be signed.pdf; Royal~ Payment Information.pdf 

From: Dana Logan [mailto:dana.logan@championshipproducUons.com] 
Sent-" Friday, October 04, 20:~3 :Lk59 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Royalty Payment Forms -- Championship Productions 

Coach Dorrance, 

I am tbllowing up with you regaJcding your agreement with Championship Productions. To ensure you receive a royalty payment as stated in your agreement, please 

complete and sign the attached tbrms. We roll process your forms immediately upon receipt. 

Attachments: 

1. W-9 Fom~ (fill out) 

2. Roya2lty Pay,nent Fom~ (fill out) 
Please ~eturn your documents via mail, emaJJ or fax ~o 515-232-3739. If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to give Thom or myself a call! 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50023 
Thank you, 

Dana 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, October 4, 2013 5:51 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: Women’s Soccer Reco~nmendations at ACC Fall Meetings 

From: DiAmico, Cecelia [mailto:cdiamico@theacc.org] 
Sent: Friday, October 04-, 20J.3 12:30 PM 

To; conwayml@bc.edu; kbruce@athletics.pitt.edu; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu); Eddie Radwanski 
(eradwan@clemson.edu); Greg Miller (gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu); Jonathan Morgan (jmo1119@umd.edu); Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com); Mark Krikorian 
(mkrikodan@admin.fsu.edu); Mary-Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.:l@nd.edu); RobNe 
Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); Tim Santoro (tfsantor@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@wfu.edu) 
Cc; Pierce, Kris; Barbara Kennedy-Dixon (kbarbar@clemson.edu); Barbara Walker (walkerbg@wfu.edu); Miller, Beth; Christine Krellwitz (Christine@gocards.com); Donna 
Sanft (dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu); Jaclyn "Jacki" Silar (jsilar@duaa.duke.edu); Jane Miller (jm2y@virginia.edu); Jennifer Strawley (j.strawley@miami.edu); Jody Mooradian 
(mooradjo@bc.edu); Lisa Rudd (Irudd@vt.edu); Lori Ebihara (lebihara@umd.edu); Michelle Lee (michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); Missy Conboy (conboy.:t@nd.edu); Renee M. 
Baumgartner (rmbaumga@syr.edu); Sharon McCIoskey (smcclosk@vt.edu); Theresa Wenzel (twenzel@athletics.gatech.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu) 
Subject; Women’s Soccer Recommendations at ACC Fall Meetings 

Sent on behalf of Ace Commissioner John Swofford: 

As a follow up to Wednesday’s conclusion of the ACC October Meeting Business Session, I share with you that the following action items surrounding your 

sport that were voted on by our conference membership. We continue to appreciate all of the hard work and efforts by you as a sport committee and our 

governance structure. It was evident that you had shared your thoughts with your SWA, AD and FAR and we appreciate those efforts to ensure that all 

views are heard during the discussion. 

Women’s Soccer Championship Format 

Beginning in 2014, the membership approved a lO-team championship format played over two weekends~ The groups requested that the women’s soccer 

committee discuss the dates in which the championship will be played at their January committee meeting. 

Women’s Soccer Regular Season Format 

Beginning in 20:14, the membership approved a regular season format of :lO-games to be played in pods determined by RPI. The group approved this 

format for the length of the rotation (four years). 

Kris Pierce continues to do an excellent job in representing each of you and will follow up with any additional information necessary. 

Best regards. 

CECELfA DtAMICO 
Executive Assis:~ nt ~e the Commissioner 
45!2 Weybridge Lane 
Greensboro. NC 27407 

©: 336 ,-°,54.8787 I D 
cdiarnico@theacc,org 
I:heACC cer~! ¯ (~theAC.C- 

i~i ACC 2013-14 ESi,,’~nature July1 (2) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 6:00 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Weekly 

So it sounds like could be in trouble and 
women’s soccer and for the thorough reports. 

and need to be more responsible. Thank you Tony ... I know this will not be easy but thank you for jumping into the breach with 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday 12:58 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J; I)orrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Weekly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 6:01 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @a~)l.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

l~W: Weekly 

1007soc.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, 12:58 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris 
Sut~ject: Weekly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, October 4, 2013 6:02 PM 

@duke.edu> 

@aol.com; @chapelhillre stauraaatgroup.com> 

RE: UNC Cookbook participation 

Good idea!! goys?!? 

From: @duke.edu] 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 1:28 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Re: UNC Cookbook participation 

Well... Maybe you should let Chef Dino a~d Chef share "their grilling secrek~. 

Otherwise we could share you Mom’s Mulligatawny recipe... 

On Oct 4, 2013, at 10:45 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

[ will copy my wife ._ [ would be of no help 

From: Mascot Books [mailto:           ~g_r_[)_a__!!:__c__o__r_[)] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 i0:i0 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
~c: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: UNC Cookbook participation 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

We are very excited to announce that production for a UNC Cookbook is underway. My partners and I have teamed up with Mascot Books to 

publish "The Meal Plan: UNC Chapel Hill." This 80-100 page cookbook will feature recipes from popular local restaurants and campus eateries, 

as well as a unique section featuring notable figures of UNC. 

After successfully gaining support from Mary Ellen Bingham as head UNC Nutritionist, we thought a UNC coach such as yourself would make the 
perfect addition to our product. Because of the popularity and legacy of Women’s Soccer at UNC, we would love to be able to feature a recipe that 
you might be willing to share with us. This can be one of your personal favorites, a favorite of the team either before or after a game, or any other 
that you think readers might enjoy! The recipe will be accompanied by a short synopsis of what the recipe is, what it means to U NC or the history 
behind it. 

The book should be completed in March and available for sale on Amazon, Mascot’s website, and popular bookstores both locally and statewide. 
There have been two collegiate cookbooks already published, Virginia Tech & Auburn. (The Va. Tech book has already sold 10,000 copies, with 
Auburn closing in on those numbers.) 

If you would like to learn more about Mascot or the books already produced, their website is http:/i~^~zw.mascotbooks.comi 

Please feel free to contact me with any questions or to get more information. Otherwise, I will follow up with you sometime next week. 

Courtney Matinata 
@.qmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 6:06 PM 

Sapp, Andrew <masapp@unc.edu> 

ILE: Devon Brouse 

No problem 

From: Sapp, Andrew 
Sent-" Friday, October 04, 20:1.3 2:03 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
C¢; Streett, Shelly 
Subject: Devon Brouse 

Hey Anson, 

We are inducting Devon grouse into the Carolina Golf Order of Merit and we are doing a video for the Executive Cup Dinner. 

I wanted to see if you would do a quick congratulations by video. We could Jeff to do it or someone could do it with their iphone (held horizontally). I am trying to 

get a few short videos from coaches who knew him when he was here. 

I have attached an example of one by Tee Burton who played for Devon in the early 90s. We are incorporating a bunch of videos and pictures into a video for the 

award ceremony. 

We do want to get this video going soon so that Bob Ellis can hopefully get it done well before the Nov 2nd Executive Cup. 

I know you are busy getting ready for the Terps, but would love it if you could do this for Devon. If you have any questions let me know. 

Thanks so much, 

Andrew 

Andrew Sapp 

Head Men’s Golf Coach 

University of North Carolina 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

masapp@unc.edu 
office: 919 962 0753 

cell: 

fax: 919 843 4062 

www.goheels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIP1ENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 6:31 PM 

Dawn Scott <DScott@ussoccer.org> 

~gtnail.com>; Gatz, Gregory <ggg@unc.edu>; @msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Jason Sisneros {~bgmail.com); pacman,~)uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Online Training Di~~ 

@aol.com; 

No[ a problem for us. Thank you [:or asking. 

From: Dawn Scott [mailto:DScott@ussoccer.org] 
Sent-" Friday, 4:04 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Online Training Diary 

Hi Anson 

I hope you are well. With the WNT I am introducing an on-line training diary and program system (visualcoaching). Where I can send players programs through the 

system, and the players can complete a daily diary linked to the training they complete (duration and RPE), subjective feelings (muscle soreness, tiredness, sleep 

hours etc) and HR information (resting, time in training zones). As       has been a key member of the WNT squad this year, I wanted to include her in that group 

(not for programming, but for the daily diary input) so I can see her training load coming in to WNT camps etc, so that we can then adjust her load as necessary 

when she does come in to camp with us. Equally if you want any feedback when she has been with us and returning to you at UNC then ~ can share anything that 

you feel would be of benefit. 

I wanted to check that you are ok with me setting 

you and I can get her set up with that. 

Best wishes for your game this weekend. 

Thanks again 

Dawn 

up on this training diary, so she can start inputting that next week. Please let me know if that is ok with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday,               10:44 PM 

@unc.edu> 

Re: Tomorrow 

no problem. Thm~k you for reminding 

Se~t.~’om ~y Verizon g~irele,ss 4G L2’E 

@unc.edu> wrote: 

Anson, 

Just a reminder that I will not be at practice tomorrow because I have work from 1030-2. However, this shouldn’t be an issue for the upcoming two weeks 

since ~ work at 1:00. 

Thank you again! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 10:46 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Weeldy Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Fo~m.docx 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Frown: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

To:                              ~)live.unc.edu> 

CC: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your PO~I tutoring session on 

infraction and shall be considered your warning. 

at 7~P~- This is your f!~t documented 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st infraction = Warning 

2nd infraction = Strike one 

3rd infraction = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 
With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have ~ business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal form) to the 

Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state 

all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your 

responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (~u~:~du) within the timeline listed 

below. 
For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben Sh~u 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

~:~h~.~ ~.~ ~.!!.:~.~.~.~. 
Office: 919-84~-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 10:47 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~vyount@unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Infraction Notice 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your PO~I tutoring session on 

infraction and shall be considered your warning. 

at 6i~PN. This is your f!~t documented 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st infraction = Warning 

2nd infraction = Strike one 

3rd infraction = Strike two 

4[h infraction = Strike three 
With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal form) to the 

Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state 

all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

it is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your 

responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (~.~..P..~[!’.,.~.~[I!!3~.!.J.~.~:.~.@.) within the timeline listed 

below. 
For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

B~?n Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 929-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, 10:47 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Infraction Notice 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your ECON tutoring session on 

infraction and shall be considered your warning. 

at ~iO~. This is your ~i~[ documented 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

].st infraction = Warning 

2rid infraction = Strike one 

3rd infraction = Strike two 

4[h in[raction = Strike three 
With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, assodate director of 

acaderrfic support, and [utor~al coordinator has been H/~D. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have ~ business days from the date of the email to appeal ~n writing (see Appeal form) to the 

Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state 

all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule, ff you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your 
responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (~.~.~;~).~.~[~3~.~L~.~:.~.~.) within the timeline listed 

below. 
For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 929-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, October 4, 2013 10:50 PM 

~mindspring.com 

Re: Hydro drinks. 

Right after I speak with the press come to the comer of the fence and yell at ~ne 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

@mindspring.com wrote: 

Anson. 

told you a fan of yours want to hand you the 2 boxes of Hydro drinks I picked up from Sammy at the last Asheville Beer City Cup. 

We plan to come to watch your 1PM game on Sunday, so where is it best we meet up to hand this over - if you have time - before or after the game. 

Kim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 11:50 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu~; @live.unc.edu-~ 

Yount, Tony <~onyyoun@unc.edu>;        ~)msn.com; ducar@nncaa.unc.edu; 

~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~,~gm~l.com; 

.~!live.unc.edn);        @live.unc.edu 

RE: ~Veeldy Infraction Notice 

,~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

~!live.unc.edu); ~email.unc.edn; 

Please do be crazy, ge responsible, work hard, gradu~t:e .... D.:_~ not burn your bridges!! 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Friday, 5:41 PM 
To: 
C¢: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Yount, Tony 

Subject: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received infractions for not showing up in your E~ON 

tutoring session on          at 9!DDPN, and for not showing up in your POE! tutoring session on 

documented infractions and shall be considered your warning, Strike one, and Strike two. 

tutoring session on at 8iOOp~, not showing up in your MATH 

at 6i~OP~. These are your 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st infraction = Warning 

2rid in[raction = Strike one 
3rd infraction = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HEkD, 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have .~ business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal form) to the 

Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state 

all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your 
responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (~,~.!~..~.~.~.!~!.~:~!.~!~:.~.~!) within the timeline listed 

below. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday,              12:10 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

~msn.com; ducea@uncaa.unc.eclu; 

~gmail.com; 

~!live.unc.edu 

RE: Weekly 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros, @gmail,com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~live.unc.edu); @ema~l.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu); 

Tony, 

I just met with our Academic Captains and then with 
All the meetings went well. The Academic Captains are committed to saving the struggling scholars. 

know they need to cowanit more time and resources to their academics and they are good kids I know they will. 

We will have less travel now, so I feel we can grind our way back into academic respectability 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, 12:58 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J; I)orrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris 

subject: Weekly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 12:10 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@ uncaa.unc.edu; 
~gmail.com;, 

@live.unc.edu 

l~W: Weekly 

1007soc.pdf 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gma~l.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu); @emafil .unc.edu; @live.unc.edu); 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, 12:58 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Weekly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, 12:11 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

RE: Weekly hffraclion Notice 

So you are OK? 

From: 
Sent-" Friday, 11:53 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Re: Weekly Infraction Notice 
Hi Ans I took care of this with Ben but I dropped that class the second week of school. They forgot to take me out of the tutor group! Sorry for the confusion 

Sent from my iPhone 

On 

Seut, l?om ~r# Verizon ~f ireles:v 4G Li~’ DROID 

........ Origina] Message ........ 

Subject: Weekly Infraction Notice 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 

To: ’ 

CC: "Do~ance, ~be~ A IV" 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your POLl tutoring session on 

documented infraction and shall be considered your warning. 

at ~iOOp~. This is your fi{~t 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their 

tutoring privileges. 

1st infraction = Warning 

2nd infraction = Strike one 
3rd infraction = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 
With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meetMg with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate 

director of academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal 

form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor 

Coordinator. The appeal must state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, 

it is your responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (~du) within 

the timeline listed below. 

For Appointments 5prn or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5prn - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointrnents - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 9~9-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9:19-843-2328 

Cell: 

<Infraction Appeal Form.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Saturday, October 5, 2013 12:16 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.e&~> 

I~E: Beat Ma@and! 

Thank you Larry .... See you Lomorr’ow![ 

From= Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Sent= Saturday, October 05, 20:1.3 8:12 AJVl 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV; @msn.com’; Ducat, Chris; @aol.com’; ’Jason Sisneros 

Subject= Beat Maryland! 
Importance= High 
IIope you have had a good period of "rest." Looking l’orward to seeing you play tomorrow vs. The Terps! 

Take caxe, and all the best tomorrow ~- we are playing at home, and that has to mean something! 

GO HEELS! Proud of yo!! 

Be well, 
Larry 

Lxecutive Associmc Director of Athletics 

[h~is e~sily of North Carolina at 

@gmail.com)’; Sander, Thomas 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, October 5, 2013 12:20 PM 

Kim Be~en~r @mindspring.com> 

I~E: Hydro drinks. 

Cheering is optional. Yes, after the garne. And thank you! 

From: Kim Bergenser [mailto: @mindspring.com] 
Sent: Saturday, October 05, 20:1.3 9:35 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Hydro drinks. 

Anson. 

I assume that is after the game. We shall be in the corner where the team enters/exit after the game and cheer for them (and you). 

Kim 

Sent from my iPad 

On Oct 4, 2013, at 10:49 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <.a_ .n__s_..o_ .n__ .@._ .e__ .m__a_jJ_:._u_..n_c_.._@_.u_.> wrote: 

Right after I speak with the press come to the comer of the fence and yell at me 

Ser& /~om <e¢ Verizon ~fZ ire/e.s:~" 4G LI~£’ DROID 

~a~mmdspnng.cc m wrote: 

Anson. 

I told you a fan of yours want to hand you the 2 boxes of Hydro drinks I picked up from Sammy at the last Asheville Beer City Cup. 

We plan to come to watch your IPM game on Sunday, so where is it best we meet up to hand this over - if you have time - before or after the game. 

Kim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, October 5, 2013 12:22 PM 

Walter Mack < ~gmail.com> 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Special Request fiom Seymour Center 

Love to help Walt .... I witl copy Tom Sander on this to help make it happen. 
From: Walter Mack [mailto      @gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, October 05, 2013 :t1:44 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject; Special Request from Seymour Center 
Hi, Anson: 
I wonder if you wonld be so kind as to autograph two soccer bails which will be used in a silent anction to raise fi~nds for the Seymonr Senior Center Wellness 

program. If you could get some of the gifts to sign as well that would be frosting on the cake! I would be hapw to drop off the balls at a place most convenient to 

you and pick them up afterward. 

Thank you so very much, Anson, a~d good luck to you and your UNC team for aJ~other successful soccer season! 

Kind Regards, 

Walt Mack 

Director 
Friends of the Seymour Center 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, 6:16 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@nnc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Infmclion Notice 

"Ducat, Chris" <dncaar@unc.edu> wrote: 

I think youjnst gave her permission to be cr~y... 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 11:49 AM, "Donance, Albml A IV" <;~!~i~2~}~.i.’.’~g!~)~!.:~!~}#.:~(~.SJ) wrote: 

Pleas,-:~ do b,-_~ crazy. {~e responsible, work hard, graduat,-:~ .... Do no[: burn your bddges[~ 

F~m= ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Friday,               5:41 PM 

¢~= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Yount, Tony 
Subje~t= Weekly Infraction Notice 

Dear 
Our records indicate that you received infractions for not showing up in your E~0N tutoring session on          at 8{0OP~, not showing up in 

your MATH tutoring session on at 9~0~P~, and for not showing up in your PQ[i tutoring session on at ~00~. These are 

your documented infractions and shall be considered your warning, Strike one, and Strike two. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their 

tutoring privileges. 

1st infraction = Warning 

2nd infraction = Strike one 

3rd infraction = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 
With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate 

direc[or of academic support, and [utorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal 

form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor 

Coordinator. The appeal must state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, 

it is your responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (,.’!!~..P.:.S.~!).:Lo...~!.!~.~;~.!!2~.:~:.~!.) within 

the timeline fisted below. 
For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before Spin - Appointments must be cancelled no ~ater than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 929-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ber~ Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Prosram for Student-AtMetes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, 6:18 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Infmclion Notice 

~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, here is an emaJl l}om Ben that confirms I am removed from the tutor session! 

Sent fro,n my iPhone 

Begin forwarded ,nessage: 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATmodng~&mc.e&l> 

Date: at 6:00:44 PM EDT 

To: ~l{~,e.~mc edu> 

Cc: "Do~rance, Nbe~ A IV" <an;~cnm~Lu~c.e&~>, "Yount, Tony" 
Subject: RE: WeeNy Infraction Notice 

Thank you 

We have removed you from your tutor session. The only tutoring you have now is with 

Let me I~now if you have any further questh:ms. 

B~n .5h eu 
Ass;lstant Tutorial CoordinatorlAcademic Counsekxr 

U NC Academic Support Program for S~udent-Athletes 

Office: 9:].9-843-2328 

Celh 

From: 

Sent: Frid~y~                ~:~8 

To: A~A Tu~orin~ 

Cc: Dorr~.c~, Al~er~ A IV; Youn~ Tony 

Subject: ~e: Weekly Infr~c~ion 

Hi Ben, 
I dropped this class at the end of Ausust. Could you please remove me from this tutor session? 

Thank you so much. Sorry for the confusion] 

on Mondays @ 7pro for PORT 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:41 PM, "ASPSA Tutoring" <ASPSATutorin~@unc, edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your PON tutoring session on 

your first documented infraction and shall be considered your warning. 

at ~i~OO~. This is 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions rnay 

lose their tutoring privileges. 

:].st infraction = Warning 

2nd infraction = Strike one 
3rd infraction = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, 

associate director of academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing 

(see Appeal form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then 

brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s 

position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your 

appointment, it is your responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators 

(~.~.".’:’~.~.9.(.!D.g.~:~.~!~:~/~.:~.~)5).) within the timeline listed below. 
For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962- 



9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9~9-843-2328 

Cell: 

<Infraction Appe~ Fonn~docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~0 LFNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday,              6:20 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: IR 

@live. unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Coaches, 

Here is the IR from today. Let us know if you have any questions. 

University Of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@live.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, 

or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, 9:12 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Infmclion Notice 

CaJ1 hi,n m~d ask him. He is a great gw. 

Sent.f!°om my Verizou IFirele.ss 4(5 L)"E L)ROIL) 

@live.unc.edu>wrote: 

Ans, 

I have been confused for weeks now. I asked Tony for a tutor months ago and he never told me when/where/who with/if I could even get one. He made it 

seem like there were tutors available at the AC for drop-in hours. I was under the impression I was on my own so I’ve been getting help from a high school 
friend every Monday and Wednesday night, I have no idea/had no idea I had a tutoring session/if I have any in the future, I’m so beyond confused. Please 

help! How do I find out ill have one? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 10:46 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Cc: Yount, Tony 

Subject: Re: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Sent~rom my Vcrizon Wireless 4G LTE DRO!D 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@ unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your ECON tutoring session on 

infraction and shall be considered your warning. 

at 6i0OP~. This is your fi~t documented 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class}, Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st infraction = Warning 

2nd infraction = Strike one 
3rd infraction = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 
With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and [utorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal form) to the 

Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state 

all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your 
responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (..".~.[~.-.g..,’!~.~.£~2[!!ig.@.!LO.£:.~£4!).) within the timeline listed 

below. 
For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day, 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointrnents must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments o Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben .Shcu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~:/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 11:56 AM 

.la~n Sisneros. @gmail.com> 

Re: Marylm~d Goal Agains~t 

I cafft pull it up... 

Se~t.~om my Verizon ~Vireless qG L~ ~ DROID 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> wrote: 

Here’s the Goal Against ficom yesterday. 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match AnaJysis ] Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 12:10 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Hydro drinks. 

Who is ? 

Sent.~"om my Verizor~ tYireie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: Hydro drinks. 

From:         @mindspring.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

ArlSOI’~. 

Good win yesterday, I love the play of course of 

into a very smart defender. 

Enjoy the he~lth dr~nks. 

Kim 

F~ Dorrance, Aibe~ A ~ [mail~:ansan@email.unc.edu] 
~eBt~ Friday, %0:SO PM 
T~ Bmindspring.com 
S~bje~t~ Re: Hydro drink. 

Right after I s~ak with the press come to ~e comer of the tbnce and yell at me 

Se~tt from ~, ~rizon tVireless 4(; LTE DROID 

but your reminds rne of - she dominated that midfield, and has really grown 

wrote: 

Anson. 

told you a fan of yours want to hand you the 2 boxes of Hydro drinks I picked up from Sammy at the last Asheville Beer City Cup. 

We plan to come to watch your :~PM ~ame on Sunday, so where is it best we meet up to hand this over- if you have time- before or after the ~ame. 

Kim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 12:35 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

,~!live.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~vyount@unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Infraclion Notice 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATntoring@nnc.edu-* wrote: 

After’ speaking with Tony, we have removed your infraction on 

You currently haw:~ 0 infraci:i.:)ns. 

Please leL me know ff you have any further questions. 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutorim~ Coord~nm~or/Acmdern~c Comnse~or 

U NC Academic Support Progrmm for ,~tudent-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

C 

~rom: ASPSA Tutoring 

Sent: Friday, 5:27 PM 

~¢: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Yount, Tony 

Subject: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your POe1 tutoring session on 

infraction and shall be considered your warning. 

at 6i~P~. This is your f!~t documented 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class}. Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1.st infraction = Warning 

2nd infraction = Strike one 
3rd infraction = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and [utorial coordinator has been 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal form) to the 

Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state 

all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

it is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your 
responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (.[:~.[~.~.(~.~.£~2[!!~.@.!~.~.£:.~£4!).) within the timeline listed 

below. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

B~n Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 12:37 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~Tonn~unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Infraction Notice 

"Yount, Tow" <ton>yotm@nnc.edu> wrote: 

Anson, 

Its my fault. The emaJl that had the information was not sent to 

Tony 

¯ That is on me entirely¯ I didn’t add her names to the address list¯ 

On , at 10:46 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ans~n(&email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Sent fiom my Ve~Szon Wireless 4G LTE DRO/D 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSAY~tori~(mc,edu> wrote: 

Dear 
Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your £0~! tutoring session on 

documented infraction and shall be considered your warning. 

at 6i00#~. This is your 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their 

tutoring privileges. 

1st infraction = Warning 

2rid infraction = Strike one 

3rd infraction = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate 

director of academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business do)Is from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal 

form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor 

Coordinator. The appeal must state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, 
it is your responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (~}.~.!~.~).}.t~L![?.g.@~!~).~.::’-~.~.~!.) within 

the timeline listed below. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before Spin - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, p~ease file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 929-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ber~ Sh~u 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, 12:38 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: Hydro drinks. 

"Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Sent: Monday, 12:10 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Fwd: Hydro drinks. 

Who is 

Sentjkom t;~ ~ ~’r~zo~ IfYireless 4( ~ L/W I)ROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Snbject: RE: Hydro drinks. 

From:        ~i~mindspring.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~n(tbemail.unc.e&~> 

CC: 

Good win yesterday. I love the play of course of 

hlto a very smart defender. 

En]oy the health drinks 

Kim 

F~I Dorrance, &lbe~ & N [maJlto:anson@emaJLunc.edul 
Sent: Friday, 10:50 PM 
T~: @mindsprJng~com 
Subj~ti Re: Hydro drinB. 

Right after I s~ak with the press come to the comer oftbe I~nce and yell at me 

Sen@’om my l~;rizo~ ff~reless 4G LT~ DROhD 

but your reminds me of - she dominated that midfield, and has really grown 

Anson. 

told you a fan of yours want to hand you the 2 boxes of Hydro drinks I picked up from Sammy at the last Asheville Beer City Cup. 

We plan to come to watch your 1PM game on Sunday, so where is it best we meet up to hand this over - if you have time - before or after the game. 

Kim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, October 7, 2013 12:43 PM 

.la~n Sisneros @gmaJ~l.com> 

Re: Maryland Goal Agains~t 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> wrote: 

If you have any trouble view it here 

Jason 

(it’d on YouTnbe bnt only people with this link cm~ see the video) 

University of North Carolina ~Vomen’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Volnnteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Mon, Oct 7, 2013 at 11:55 AM, Dorrance, Albe~l A IV <~son((~ema~l.unc.edn> wrote: 
I cafft pull it up... 

Senti’tom my ~ k’rizon Igireless 4( ~ LT~’ DROID 

Jason Sisneros, ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Here’s the Goal Against from yesterday. 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Volunteer Assista~t Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:27 PM 

@gma~l .com> 

Re: 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Arts, 

I was going to stop by today to chat but I have a pretty hectic schedule on Mondays. I have smffall morning tomo~w but I should be done by lish. I’m guessing you 

will be on a lunch break so could I meet with yon after practice or quickly before practice? 

Thank~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 9:56 PM 

@gmaSd .com> 

Re: 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

what time works best tbr you? 

On Mon, 

Sure 

at 5:26 PM, Dmrance, Albert A IV <oaason(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ses~f.~"om ~v Verizor~ lI~ireie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

(~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Ans, 

I was going to stop by today to chat but I have a pretly hectic schednle on Mondays. I have stuffall morning tomorrow but I should be done by l ish. I’m guessing 

you will be on a lunch break so could I meet with you ~er practice or quickly before practice? 

Thanks~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 2:16 PM 

psadin@sportsendeavors.com 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Thm~k You 

Hey, if we got our recruiung right 100% I would tell you, but we don’t (our bench is littered with recruiting errors) So, we certainly respect your opinion and judgment. Heck, you see the 
players a lot more than we do, so my guess is you are going to be right a lot more than I wilh 

All the best and thank you. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: psadin@sportsendeavors.com [mailto:psadin(@sportsendeavors coral 
Sent: Monday, 8:38 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Thank You 

Anson - 

Just a quick thanks :[’or chatting a bit tonight I appreciate your willingness to listen to me, even when I question recruiting! [ Haha. I will speak with both the players I mentioned and make 
sure they reach out with their interest in UNC. Take care! 

Pete Sadin 
NC Alliance 
Triangle FC 

Sent on the SprintC_r¢ NOw Net*york fi-om my BlackBerp),(~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~/O L~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Tuesday,               2:25 PM 

~gmail.com> 

nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu); ~)msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; .~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

~gmail.com); pacman~uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: 

Rest assured we (as a soccer coaching staff) do not get involved in any of these decisions. It is left up to our medical staff. We (UNC) invented this protocol so I 

know we do a wonderful job protecting o~r kids. Our game is a~wavs fra~ght wkh th~s k~nd of concussion risk (we are a contact sport) but ~ fee~ co~fident our 

med~ca] staff wH~ make derisions to protect       ~ trust N~co~e and her care and concern for o~r k~ds~ We are on the ~ob too and we ~eave ~t up to the people who 

assess these conditions pro[ess~onaHy, ~ wo~kt say our his~:ory is very conserw~tive and our kids s~t more games for ~:h~s kind of tra~m~a than any other. We try to 

F~m: @gmail.com] 

Sent~ Tue~ag, t:03 AN 

To; Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject; 

Coach, 
third concussion in a yem h~ got us all conc~ed. ~er the fi~t one last ye~z she at least had a chance to heal iroNcally, ~cau~ of her m~e injmT. The 

spring ga~e concus~on against Duke was the end of the sea~n and she could hea] from that. But tNs one is fight in the middle offl~is inten~ ~a~n and she’s going to 

want to play. I t~ed to warn her about fl~is possibility lasl summer. It’s the cumulative e[l~ct of these concussions "that’s got us a]l womed. And while sl~e isn’t needed for 

NCSU, [ thi~ she ought to miss the BC trip as well--at a minimum (and no heaters lbr a week or so’.). 

She loves her team and doesn’t want to let you, or Bill or Chris down. ~ told her fl~at her team may need her now, but~ like last year, fl~ey may need her a lot more later. 

I shared with her a recent a~icle a~ut Etnily OEver from S~oN having ~ "retire" medically ~om soccer ~cause of 4 concussions. Teni[~ing s~ff~ ~ happening to 

a 22-?~az-old. I hope you’ll mJk with She refers to me as her "risk management sNcialist" and offici~ wo~’ wo~. rm on the job. 

I hope you and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 5:10 PM 

daniel@tricolorauto.com 

Johnson, Shelley H (shelljo@nnc.edu); ~msn.com; duca~r,~)uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Excellent!! 

Daniel, 

Loved your presentation. Can you send me the Power Point? 

Also can you connect me with your Dallas analytics buddy .... I would love to see what he can do with predicting future soccer stars with this kind of testing. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 9:08 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

Re: Spring Season Women’s Soccer 

Are you playing on the UNC club? 

Ses~t.~"om my Ver’izon tl~ireie,~s 4G L2~ LLDtOIL) 

~live.nnc.edw~ wrote: 

Good Evening, 

My name is             and I am a First-Year Econ major here at Carolina. I contacted you over the summer with hopes of trying out for the team, but it 
was already full. I was wondering if you were hosting any tryouts before the spring season starts. If so, what are the dates and locations? 

Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 10:15 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu-~; @msn.com> 

Fwd: UNC Men’s Soccer Update 

We have to get back into the reunion business. The men had a great time. I know are women would as well. Dino used to do this, now we need volunteer for the 

future. 

........ Original Mes~ge ........ 

S ubject: {INC Men’s Soccer Update 

From: Carlos Somoano <csoInoano@unc.edu> 

To: "Dorra~ce, Albert A IV" <anson@emal.unc.edu> 
CC: 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina, 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CL:[CK HERE. 

Dear Almnni a~d Friends, 

I would firs~t like to thank all of you who mMe the eflbrt 

to get back to Chapel Hill to support om     team and program for what was a 

great weekend with over 50 returning players in attendance. In additior~ 

we had man5, cunent players’ families come in as well. To see that support 

first hand is indescribable as we continue the effort to create the ultimate 

fumily atmosphere. Great weather, great company, mad a lot of stories and 

laughs made it t~el like the best alumni weekend to date. In my only 

regret of the weekend, I wish we could have tbund the back of the net in the 

scoreless, intense rivalry gmne with Duke on Friday night. With that sad, the 
tie puts us at 7-0-2 in our last nine gables vs the Dooldes. 

The Saturday blue/Mfite alumni ga~e was fun seeing all the 

generation of players geared up in UNC uniforms. No surprise that the game 
ended in atie (2-2)’. With no injuries to report, we were then able to 

catch up with old and new friends over the BBQ lunch. I know many were then able 

to get some down time and revisit favorite spots like 411 and Spaaky’s for 
diviner before meeting as a group at The Crunkleton. We thought the sequence of 

events went great, but are also open to any suggestions that you think could 

make the weekend even better. 

I would like to recognize and thank our staffhere at [INC, 

especially coaches Grm~t Porter~ Jeff Negalha m~d our adminis~trative assistant 

Shelly Street for putting this weekend together and helping manage all of the 

moving pm~ts. I would also like to thank           and mm~y of the 

parents for providing the incredible barbeque on Saturday after the alumni game 

and current team training,     and his crew of parents ( 
) were at Finley Fields at 7am Saturday 

preparing the special meal. 

Our goal as a s~tafl’is to have a~ alumni weekend that is 

centered aro~md our tbrmer m~d current players and to demonstrate our 

appreciation for all that you have done and continue to do. But this 

weekend, you also made us feel appreciated and for that, thank you. It 

means the world to us to have your continued support of our s~fl’, players and 

progra~. This will provide us the push we need to drive onwad for the 

eight regular season games left. We will continue to represent UNC men’s 

soccer in the best possible way on Felzer and in the classroom. 

We are s~till in the process of assembling some pictures on 

the weekend and will try to get that out soon. In the meantime, the focus is on 



Clemson tonight here at Fetzer Field and a road trip to l?ace Boston College 

Saturday. Both games are set to kickoffat 7pm with ESPN 3 coverage for 

tonight’s gmne vs Clemson. 

Please continue to stay in touch, and as always, Go Heels! 

Carlos Somoano 

Head Men’s Soccer Coach 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

If you did not wish to receive this, please urlsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, 9:18 AM 

~mindspring.com 

IL!:;: Hydro drinks. 

Thank you Kim!! 

From: ~mindspring.com [mailto: @mindspring.com] 
Sent-" Monday, 9:14 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: Hydro drinks. 

’~nson. 

Good win yesterday. I love the play of course 

into a very smart defender. 

Enjoy the health drinks~ 

K i m 

From-" Dorrance, Albert A IV [.__m___a_!J_t__o_2_a__[)_s__9_E@_e____m___a_!Lu__n___c_~__e__d___u_] 
Sent; Friday, 10:[;0 PM 
To: @mindsprinq.com 
Subject; Re: Hydro drinks. 

Right after I s~eak with the press come to the comer of the fence and ye]] at ~ne 

Se~@~orn my V~’.rizou 14~re/~.~’s 4G L)"h" 

but your’ reminds me of -- she dominated that midfield, and has really grown 

~?~mindspring.com wrote: 

Anson. 

told you a fan of yours want to hand you the 2 boxes of Hydro drinks I picked up from Sammy at the last Asheville Beer City Cup. 

We plan to come to watch your IPM game on Sunday, so where is it best we meet up to hand this over - if you have time - before or after the game. 

Kim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 9:54 AM 

Fernandez, Claudia S.P. <claudia tbrnandez@unc.edu-* 

Tim Crothers <        ~baol.com > 

RE: Invitation to speak at UNC ACOG Leadership Institute 

Claudia, 

You are very kind. ls that date during our spring break? If it is not I will certainly consider ioining you. 

From: Fernandez, Claudia S.P. 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 4:33 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Tnvitation to speak at UNC ACOG Leadership Institute 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

You have now three times been a highlight of the ACOG National Leadership Institute--and we want you back (by popular demandS) Your motivational session at 

the program is something our Fellows have contacted me about YEARS afterwards, continuing to remark on your insights into the differences between motivating 

men and women. I know I have personally found your session to be delightful--and very in sync with our teachings in the leadership program. 

We will be holding the ACOG National Leadership Institute again in Chapel Hill, at The Rizzo Center, on Thursday ~arch 27th. We would love for you to once again 

join our faculty. The session is over lunch, 11:30-~:00. We are more than happy to purchase copies of The ~an Watchin~ for our Fellows (please direct us if you’d 

like us to give them a different book). If you would like to end your session with a book signing, the Fellows always appreciate that (if you are weary of those we 

can also structure the session to not burden you). We plan to have between 39-4~ participants, who are all women’s health physicians (hence their interest in 

strategies to motivate women]), and come from across the country. 

I do hope your schedule and interest will permit you to join us this year. We offer an honorarium for this session of ~450, paid by UNC overload (so benefits are 

paid in addition to the honorarium). 

I look forward to your response and will keep my fin~ers crossed that we will see you once a~ain at the ACOG program] 

All the best, 

Claudia 

Claudia S. P. Fernandez, DrPH, ~S, RD, LDN 

Research Assistant Professor, Department of ~aternal and Child Health 

PI and Director, ~CH-Public Health Leadership Institute (~CHPHLI.ORG) 

Program Director, ACOG Leadership Institute (www.ACOGLeadersNplnstitute.or~) 

Director, Leadership Core, Food Systems Leadership Institute (www.FSILorg) 

The UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 7445 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7~5 

(919) 843-5560 

(9~9) 966-0458 (fax) 

for ground deliveries: 

The UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 

The Department of ~aternal and Child Health 

Room 40~ Rosenau Hall, 4th Floor 

421 Pittsboro Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8~65 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 9:57 AM 

@live.unc.edu>;      @aol.com; Ducar, Clms <ducag@ unc.edu>; 

<ggg@unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacmma@unc.edu>; Fava, Nicole M <lhv@email.unc.edu>; 

~,@ive.unc.edu>; ,~!live.unc.edu> 

@gmail.com> 

RE: IR 

@gmaJl.com; Ga~, Grego~ 

Please be respectful ot: ~hese t:ir~e people who’s life missio~ is to keep Vou healthV. Thank you~ 

Sent: Monday, 5:10 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; @aol.com; Ducar, Chris; @gmail.com; Gatz, Gregory; Sander, Thomas J; Fava, Nicole M; 
Subject: IR 

Coaches, 

Here is the IR from today. Please note that slept throush treatments asain today; this is now 2 Mondays in a row. 

Let us know if you have any questions, 

~live~unc~edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This emaii messagr,, including any a’iachments, is for the solr, use of intr, nded recipient(s) and may contain confidr, ntial and 9rivileged information. Any unauthorisr, d review, use, 
disclus ~re, or dJstributiun is prohibited. If yo~ are not tile intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e mail and destroy al] copies uf the original ~essage. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 11:15 AM 

Daniel Chu <dchu@’mcolorauto.com> 

Johnson, Shelley H (shelljo@unc.edu) 

RE: Excellent!! 

Thank you and again superb [?resentation! 

From: Daniel Chu [mailto:dchu@tricolorauto.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 20:[3 :[0::[:[ PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Cc: Johnson, Shelley H; @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros i 
Subject: RE: Excellent!! 

Coach Dorrance- 
Thank you for taking the time to attend today, i’ve attached the presentation. 
I’ll catalyze the connection to Dr. Robert Smith and look forward to staying in touch. 

Best, 
Daniel Chu 
President & CEO I Tricolor Auto Group, LLC 
545 E John Carpenter Fwy. I Suite 1900 I Irving TX 75062 

O: 214.271.0637 I E: 10101 I F: 214.271 ~0638 

dchu@tricolorauto.com [ vw~w.tricolot~uto.com 

~gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

removed by 

sender 

remov~ by 
sender. 

Disclaimer: The content of this e-mail is intended solely for the use of the Individual or entity to whom it is addressed If you have received this communication in error, be aware that forwarding it, copying it, or in 

any way disclosing its content to any other person, is strictly prohibited, if you have received this communication in error, please notify the author by replying to this e-mail immediately. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, October 08, 20:[3 4-::[0 PM 
To: Daniel Chu 
Cc: Johnson, Shelley H; @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; 
Subject: Excellent!! 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Daniel~ 

Loved your presentation. Can you send me the Power Point? 

Also can you connect me with your Dallas analytics buddy ._. I would love to see what he can do with predicting future soccer stars with this kind of testing. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

10/9/2013 3:23:19 PM 

B.J. Snow [BSnow@ussoccer.org]; damon.nahas@caslnc.com; Matthew J Robinson (mjrobins@udel.edu) 

[mjrobins@udel.edu] 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) 

@gmail.com]; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Excellent!! 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

Just heard this excellent presentation yesterday. I love the tools this guy introduced me to: "Clear Directk:m" and "Zero 

Risk" (check it out). We took one of the tests and it spat out some very good information, l think it has more potential 

that Exact Sports (1 think Exact can be "gamed".) [ couJd not: "game" this and what: Js produced was superb. What we are 

all looking for is a "leading indicator" for the elite player and this is one of the best tools I have seen. Daniel is connecting 

me to the "prime mover" in this analytic and I will see if he can develop us a tool to use. 

All the best, my brothers in player development!! 

From: Daniel Chu [mailto:dchu@tricolorauto.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, October 08, 2013 10:11 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Cc: Johnson, Shelley H; @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; 

Sander, Thomas 3 
Subject= RE: Excellent!! 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~ 

Coach Dorrance- 

Thank you for taking the time to attend today. I’ve attached the presentation. 

I’ll catalyze the connection to Dr. Robert Smith and look forward to staying in touch. 

Best, 

Daniel Chu 
President & CEO I Tricolor Auto Group, LLC 
545 E John Carpenter Fwy. I Suite 1900 I Irving TX 75062 
O: 214.271.0637 I E: 10101 I F: 214.271.0638 
dch u@tricolorauto.com I www.tricolorauto.com 

@gmail.com); 



Disclaimer: The content of this e-mail is intended solely for the use of the Individual or entity to whom it is addressed. If you have received this communication in 

error, be aware that forwarding it, copying it, or in any way disclosing its content to any other person, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication 

in error, please notify the author by replying to this e-mail immediately. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 4:10 PM 

To: Daniel Chu 

Cc: 3ohnson, Shelley H; 

Sander, Thomas 3 
Subject: Excellent!! 

Daniel, 

@msn.com; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); 

Loved your presentation. Can you send me the Power Point? 

Also can you connect me with your Dallas analytics buddy .... I would love to see what he can do with predicting future 

soccer stars with this kind of testing. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 2:33 PM 

Thomas A. Nugent @elderhs.net> 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.uuc.edu> 

RE: Core Values 

Enjoyed spending time with Vot~ guys ._. Good luck to Vot~ ~,nd yo~r team, Shelly, c~n we send them our "Core V~lues’? 

Froml Thomas A. Nugent [mailto: @elderhs.net] 
Senti Wednesday, October 09, 2013 .t0:01 AN 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subjectl Core Values 

Anson~ 

Thanks for allowing us to observe practice and spending time with us afterwards its was greatly appreciated. 

I appreciate the offer to share the Core Values and look forward to using them moving forward. 

Good Luck against NC state: the ladies seemed focused and eager to get the job done, no doubt it will turn out in your favor. 

Thanks, 

Tom Nugent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 4:38 PM 

Tim Crothers ~aol.com> 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Invitation to speak at UNC ACOG Leadership Institute 

Shell? 

From: Tim Crothers [mailto @aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 20:1.3 I0:09 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Invitation to speak at UN¢ A¢OG Leadership Institute 

Ans, 

Let’s sell some books! Do you have copies to sell them or would you like me to help out with this? 

Thanks. 

Tim 
.... Original Message .... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: Fernandez, Claudia S.P. <claudia femande2;@__u__r_~_#:_&_d__u_.> 
Cc: Tim Crothers,        @aol.com> 
Sent: Wed, Oct 9, 2013 9:53 am 
Subject: RE: Invitation to speak at UNC ACOG Leadership Institute 

Claudia, 
You are very kin& Is tha~ date during our sprin~q break? If it is net I will certainly consider joinin9 you. 

From: Fernandez, Claudia S.P. 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 4:33 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Invitation to speak at UNC ACOG Leadership Institute 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 
You have now three times been a highlight of the ACOG National Leadership Institute--and we want you back (by popular demand!) Your motivational session at the program 
is something our Fellows have contacted me about YEARS afterwards, continuing to remark on your insights into the differences between motivating men and women. I know 

I have personally found your session to be delightful--and very in sync with our teachings in the leadership program. 

We will be holding the ACOG National Leadership Institute again in Chapel Hill, at The Rizzo Center, on Thursday March 27th, We would love for you to once again join our 

faculty. The session is over lunch, 11:30-1:00. We are more than happy to purchase copies of The Man Watching for our Fellows (please direct us if you’d like us to give them 
a different book). If you would like to end your session with a book signing, the Fellows always appreciate that (if you are weary of those we can also structure the session to 
not burden you). We plan to have between 39-41 participants, who are all women’s health physicians (hence their interest in strategies to motivate women!), and come from 
across the country. 
I do hope your schedule and interest will permit you to join us this year. We ofter an honorarium for this session of $450, paid by UNC overload (so benefits are paid in addition 

to the honorarium). 
I look forward to your response and will keep my fingers crossed that we will see you once again at the ACOG program! 

All the best, 
Claudia 
Claudia S. P. Fernandez, DrPH, MS, RD, LDN 
Research Assistant Professor, Department of Maternal and Child Health 
PI and Director, MCH-Public Health Leadership Institute (MCHPHLI.ORG) 
Program Director, ACOG Leadership Institute (~v.ACOGLeadershiplnstitute.org) 

Director, Leadership Core, Food Systems Leadership Institute (vw’zw.FSLI.or,q) 
The UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 7445 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7445 

(919) 843-5560 
(919) 966-0458 (fax) 
for ground deliveries: 
The UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 
The Department of Maternal and Child Health 

Room 401 Rosenau Hall, 4th Floor 
421 Pittsboro Street 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8165 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 5:01 PM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu> 

~nsn.com; ducoa@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros @gmail.co~n); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Nike Graphics Identity Group (GIG) Visit 

You are in the book .... Who else can come? 

From: Beale, Michael 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 4:58 PN 

To: UHC~A-Head Coaches 

Subject: Nike Graphics Identity Group (GIG) Visit 

Head Coaches, 

As Rick mentioned in your last Head Coaches meeting the Athletic Department has begun a branding initiative with Nike and their Graphics Identity Group (GIG). 

Nike will be making their initial visit to Chapel Hill next Thursday and Friday to begin this process. I would like to invite you and one of your assistant coaches to 

attend an informational meeting with the Nike GIG folks next Friday, October j.gth from 9-:lOam in the EWAC board room. The purpose of this very casual, open 
discussion is for Nike to outline the goals and objectives of this program and to hear from you what it means to be a coach at Carolina. 

Please let me know who from your staff will be able to attend. 

Thanks, 

Michael 

Michael Beale 

Assistant Athletic Director 

The University of North Carolina 

919-962-5193 (W) 

(c) 
..m__Lc_h a_ _ _e_ Lb_ .e_ .a_!_.e__ .@.._ .u__n_.c__:._e_~_ V. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 5:07 PM 

Christian Layers <clavers@u~lubsoccer.org> 

@msn.com; ducea@uncaa.unc.edu; ))aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Visit to Chapel Hill 

Christian, 
I wotdd love to serve on your pa ~e and see you whe~ ¥ot~ are n town, I might be chewed t~p Monday blot ~ am st~re we can pt~l~ some time together. 

From= Christian Layers [mailto:clavers@usclubsoccer.org] 
Sent= Wednesday, October 09, 2013 l:00 PM 

To= Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject= Visit to Chapel Hill 

Anson - 

I am coming in to Chapel Hill on Monday night, staying till Wednesday afternoon. 

Are you availaNe for coffee on Monday morning? No worries if not. ~ am staying somewhere "downtown" I believe, 

Also, I am putting together a panel discussion on female player development from youth through professional for the NSCAA Convention. We are looking for a top 

youth coach, a college coach, a YNT coach, and a pro coach. Would you be interested in participating as a college coach? 

Talk soon. 

Christian 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:27 PM 

Fava, Nicole M <fava@email.unc.edu> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: 

Thank you Nicofe .,_ one [hing I do like abou[ the new protocol is it wilt treat the pa~’ents who want their daughter’s to stop playing out of their legitimate conce~n 

with the same standards as the coaches (like me) who want them back on the find as soon as safely possible, 

From: Fava, Nicole M 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:34 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: IqN: 
Anson- 
T just wanted you to be aware of my response to email to me, which is below. 
Thanks! 
Nicole 
Nicole M. Fava MA, ATC, LAT, CSCS 
Staff Athletic Trainer Womens Soccer! Womens Rowing 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Stallings-Evans Sports Medicine Center 
919-962-2067 (office) 
919-843-4982 (fax) 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. Tf you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original message. 

From: Fava, Nicole M 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: 
~c: Brickner, Thomas E 
Subject: RE: 

4:30 PM 

I understand your concern about       recent head trauma. We ( the sport medicine staff, the coaches and you her family)all want     to be safe and healthy long after 
her soccer career has finished. Every individual concussion is different. These injuries usually follow a different sequale despite happening to the same person,      will not 
be cleared by Dr Bdckner for tomorrows game against NC State and we as a sports medicine staff have not given her a time frame at which she will return to play. The length 
of time that will be out of practice/competition is completely based on her recovery process. I have copied Dr Brickner on this email as well so that he is fully aware of 
your wishes for 
As we discussed in the summer we have a process in place for return to activity following a head trauma and will not deviate from that protocol. Our process of evaluating a 
concussion actually starts long before the injury occurs. First, at the beginning of every season, the athletes read a concussion awareness statement that has been provided by 
the NCAA ( it is an NCAA requirement) that covers what a head injury is, the symptoms associated with it as well as its effects. Each athlete then has to sign a statement that 
they have read this policy and that if they experience an insult that could cause this type of injury that they will report it to the medical staff immediately. I have attached this 
form for you.      has read and signed this form. Second, each athlete undergoes baseline testing in the Matthew Gfellar Sport-Related Traumatic Brain injury Research 
Center, which is located a floor up from the main athletic training room. Dr Kevin Guskiewicz who runs our Matthew Gfellar center for sport related traumatic brain injury 
(which runs all of our testing) is a world renown neuroscientist and has spent years developing these protocols and procedures and is the leading expert in the field of 
concussion. Professional organizations including the NCAA, NFL, NHL etc. rely on his expertise in creating procedures and polices to protect and return their athletes to play. 
During the baseline screening, each athlete is tested with very specific measures with computer based testing to assess their cognitive function, as well as on a neurocom that 
will test the athletes sense of balance under varying conditions,      underwent testing prior to the start of this fall so that we would have an accurate measure of how her 
brain was functioning prior to the start of this season,      must be completely symptom free before beginning the return to play testing in our lab. Once her scores on this 
testing are returning to her baseline, Dr Brickner may clear her to start the next step in the return process, which is exertional testing. This is not return to practice!play. This 
is simply a progressive exercise stress that allows the brain and body to deal with changes in heart rate, blood pressure and changes associated with exercise. There are 
several steps to this process that      must go through symptom free prior to clearance to return to play. We rely on this testing as well as the athletes feedback as to how 
they are feeling during and following these exertinal tasks as a clinical indicator as to whether someone is ready to return to play. These tests have been documented as the 
best way to assess healing and readiness to return after this type of injury. I fully trust in our system. We do not want to return to sport before her brain is ready to 
handle the demands of soccer. 
To address your concern about     continuing to play on Sunday, we do have sideline procedures in place but a part of that process hinges on the athlete being honest with 
the medical staff. If the athlete is not truthful in answering the questions asked, it does not provide the medical staff with all the information to assess the status of an injury. 
Unfortunately, there are not objective findings like swelling or lack of motion that you can see associated with an ankle sprain with a concussion. We have to rely on what the 
athlete is feeling as our daily objective measures and this includes how they are feeling at the time of evaluation, was examined by myself on the field and by Dr 
Brickner at half time. I performed a cranial nerve assesmment as well as cognitive and balance test on the field, passed all of these objective tests. If she had indicated 
any symptoms of a concussion or failed one of these test, we would not have allowed her to return to play. She had a normal exam and denied any!all symptoms of a head 
injury during these exams and post game. I even spoke with her at half time prior to her being evaluated by Dr Brickner and appealed to her to be honest with me, as well as 
pointed out that if she was not honest that she most likely would be setting herself up for a much prolonged recovery. She assured both Dr Brickner and I numerous times that 
she did not have any symptoms. To her own admission the following day, she was not honest with us in any of these evaluations. 
I only want what is best for and I do fully support rest until she is ready to return to sport. Please know that we all have best interest in mind. 
Thank you, 
Nicole 
Nicole M. Fava MA, ATC, LAT, CSCS 
Staff Athletic Trainer Womens Soccer! Womens Rowing 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Stallings-Evans Sports Medicine Center 
9:t9-962-2067 (office) 
919-843-4982 (fax) 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original message. 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:25 PM 



To: Fava, Nicole M 
Subject; 

Nicole, 

As you no doubt read, I expressed to Coach Dorrance how concerned we are about third concussion in a year. At the minimum I hope you’ll support ; 
missing the NC State game and the BC "trip "this weekend so she can begin to heal. I think it would be even better tbr her not to play--or head the ball in practice--until 

near the UVA gan~e on         They can pound Syracuse mthout her. The problem is no one knows how long it takes to heal. This is more important to her future 

health of course than her ankle inj ury last year, and she was out tbr six weeks! --would have been the whole ~a~n witho ut your treatment. 

I think she should have come offthe field on Sunday after her collision, and I blame myself tbr not making sure she did--I could heaJ; their heads hit from the top of the 
stadiarn and it looked like the Ma .ryland player was unconscious. As I wrote to you last sarnmer-- a£er a collision- -after all thiee of her concussions--has said to 

me that she thought she was okay. And she looked okay to me on Sunday. Therefore, in case, as I argued last summe~; you can’t go by that and leave her in 

the game. And yet that’s what happened. Apparently the other protocols that are used on the fiel& or used last year before the Montreal game, arerit reliable. 

If she’s to play anymore this season, she has to be allowed to fully heal. This is the third event, and these of course are cumulative injuries, malting healing all the more 
imperative. She’s going to want to play, and we’ll support that. but she needs time. 

Nicole, all the girls, including      especially, love and respect you, and I’m appealing to you to support us. She needed six weeks to get over her ankle injuw ruth 

your treatment. This inju~ is for the rest of her life and there’s only one treatment. 

Below is a link to Stanfo~t all-Ameriican Emily Olivefs recent "medical retirement" fi~om soccer and the agony she’s had to deal with. Temfying. 

Obviously we dofft want       to go through this. 
Respectfally, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:35 AM 

~live. unc.edu> 

Lars Van Dan t ~yahoo.com); ~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edn; @aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros 
@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Spring Season Women’s Soccer 

I am sure they would at least look at you ._. are you sure you do noL have a shot Lo at feaat be seen? We don’t have spring ~ryouts and we are still full but we have 

accepted some outstanding dub players when our spring #’s are short. I have cc’d the coach of the dub. See if he will look at you. 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:46 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: RE: Spring Season Women’s Soccer 

I missed the tryouts for UNC club, so I joined a Women’s intramural team. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, :[0:08 PM 

To; 

Subject: Re: Sprin~ Season Women’s Soccer 

Are you playin8 on the UNC club? 

,Senti?ore my Verizon Wire/ess 4G L TE ORO/D 

@live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good Evening, 

My name is             and I am a First-Year Econ major here at Carolina. I contacted you over the summer with hopes of tryin8 out for the team, but it 

was already full. I was wonderin8 if you were hostin8 any tryouts before the sprin8 season starts. If so, what are the dates and locations? 

Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 9:45 PM 

Lars Van Dan ~yaJ~oo.com> 

ILE: Spring Season Women’s Soccer 

Thank you Lars .... don’t feel obligated to keep her if she can’t play. Please tell me what you think. 

says you have some competition this weekend. Good luck, my friend!! 

From: Lars Van Dan @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:4:t PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: Re: Spring Season Women’s Soccer 

Hi 

It’d be great k~ have you tryout this thll with the clnb program. I’ll reach ont later tonight or tomorrow morning with a couple of day,times that would work well for you 

to tryout. 

Talk to you soon, 

Lms 

On at 10:35, "Do~rance, Albert A IV" <~_r!g%n_~_e_.r_n__~_UJ: .u_!!.c::..e_ .d__kp wrote: 

] am sure they would at least look aL you .... are you sure you do not have a shoL to at least be seen? We don’t have spring tryouts and we are still 

but we have accepted some outstanding club players when our s~ring fY’s are short. I have cc’d the coach of the dub. See if he will look at you. 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:~6 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Spring Season Women’s Soccer 

I missed the tryouts for UNC club, so I joined a Women’s intramural team. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, :10:08 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Spring Season Women’s Soccer 

Are you playing on the UNC ciub? 

.~ent J~om my Verizon Wir~/ess 4G L TE DRO;D 

@live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good Evening, 

My name is             and I am a First-Year Econ major here at Carolina. I contacted you over the summer with hopes of trying out for the 

team, but it was already full. I was wondering if you were hosting any tryouts before the spring season starts. If so, what are the dates and 

locations? 

Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A 1V </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 1:35 PM 

,~live.unc.edu) 

@msn.com; ducea@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Updated Catapult Repot1 

UNC WSoc     Catapult thru Ma~land.pdf 

T~is is excellent[ That~k you!!! Tell me what the captains think. 

From: 

Sent: Thursday,               1:29 AM 

To: Gatz, Gregory; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Updated Catapult Report 

Hi Anson/Gre~, 
I’ve already sent this report to the 4 captains (per Anson’s request) to see whether or not they think it has value, but I figured I would also send it to you two. 

Attached is a 20 pa~e pdf document that is pretty explanatory but uses three measures throughout. The first is meters per minute, the second is player load per 

meter ("effort" of runs), and the third is a hybrid score of the previous two. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, October 11, 2013 2:04 PM 

Mann, Ja~ M. <ja~mann@unc.edu-~ 

l~E: Ruth’s Chris Tar Heel Invitational 

I am so sorry. 1 am tied up in meetings today and I fly up to Boston Sat leaving campus at 7 am!!! Bummer!!! Don’t give up on 

From: Mann, Jan M. 
Sent; Thursday, October 20, 2023 7:59 AM 
T~; Oorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Re: Ruth’s Chris Tar Heel Invitational 
Any word yet on whether you can make it Friday or Saturday? 

Coach Jan Mann 

U NC Women’s Golf 

janmann@unc.edu 

Cell 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 4, 2013, at 5:34 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc~edu> wrote: 

I would love to ..,. Let’s see closer to the event (I don’t know my recruiting responsibilities yet), 

From: Mann, Jan M. 
Sent; Friday, October 04, 2023 20:22 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject; Ruth’s Chris Tar Heel Invitational 

Anson, 

I wanted to double check with you to see if you would by any chance be available to announce the players on the ist tee at the Ruth’s Chris Tar Heel 

Invitational. I know you are in your season and super busy so I understand if you are not available. Either Friday, October 11th or Saturday, October 

12th would work. The tee times run from 9:09 to 11:15 each day so you would need to be at the tee approximately 20 minutes before the first time. 

You would be through as soon as the last group goes off at 11:15. 

Again, I know you are in season so don’t worry if you can’t do it. 

Go Heels, 

Jan 

(bhc~ls.mm ........................... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 3:05 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.e&~> 

1~1: Beat State! 

We played welt Larry, I could not be happier’![ 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 9:08 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; @msn.com’; Ducar, Chris; ~aol.com’; ’Jason Sisneros 
Subject: Beat State! 
All the very best tonight! Hopeful the weather cooperates. Let’s continue to press on and get it done! 

Be well mid get ’e~n early and get °em ofte!! Go Heels! 

Be well, 

Earrv 

Execttti~ e Associate Director ~fAthletics 

Lf~lis e~sity’ of North Carolina at Cha~[ } ]Jl] 

@gmail.com)’; Sander, Thomas J 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 8:18 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; ~msn.com’; Ducat, Chris; ~aol.com’; ’Jason Sisneros ~mail.com)’; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Way to Go! 
Importance: High 
Good stuff yesterday over Maryland. We got the needed result given what occurred in the other games throughout the Cmd’erence. 

Get so~ne rest as you get prepared for this Thursday vs. STATE -~ be well m~d all the best! 

GO HEELS! Proud of you! 

Larry 

~Larry Ga~k~ Jro 

Executive Ass~ ~ciatc lNmctor of AtMetics 

Umversity ofNorfl~ C~’olina at Chapel }51l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 3:42 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

1~9;: Homeco~ning 

What if Iwon’t be there? 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 12:24 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: FW: Homecoming 

Hello, 

I hope this email finds you well, My name is 

campaign themes this year is ~,/b~s ~ereo,~ ~ti,iLi ~e~?~ 

and I am the Public Relations Chair for the     Homecoming Committee. One of our 

We are planning to create a video with key figures on campus simply saying, ’~ be ~er~,o, ~o~ y~?" These videos will be played on several social 

media websites and other hopefully other campus locations. 

The recording of this phrase being said would only take about :lO minutes max, and we would really appreciate your participation! 

We are planning to film between the          and the          We could work around your schedule, for whatever dates and times work best for you. 

Please consider participating and showing your homecoming spirit! 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best Wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, October 11, 2013 3:49 PM 

Bill Palladino < ~aol.com> 

l~g: Mike Graphics Identity Group (G1G) Visit 

Very good 

From: Bill Palladino [mailto: ~aol.com] 
Sent; Thursday, October :10, 20:13:12:55 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject-" Re: Nike Graphics Identity Group (GIG) Visit 

I’ll join you .... 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 9, 2013, at 5:01 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

You are in the book ,.., Who else can come? 

From: Beale, Michael 
Sent-" Wednesday, October 09, 20:t3 4:58 PM 
To-" UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Subject; Nike Graphics Identity Group (GIG) Visit 

Head Coaches, 

As Rick mentioned in your last Head Coaches meeting the Athletic Department has begun a branding initiative with Mike and their Graphics Identity 

Group (GIG). Mike will be making their initial visit to Chapel Hill next Thursday and Friday to begin this process. I would like to invite you and one of 

your assistant coaches to attend an informational meeting with the Mike GIG folks next Friday, October 1Bth from 9-10am in the EWAC board room. 

The purpose of this very casual, open discussion is for Mike to outline the goals and objectives of this program and to hear from you what it means to 

be a coach at Carolina. 
Please let me know who from your staff will be able to attend. 

Thanks, 
Michael 

Michael Beale 

Assistant Athletic Director 

The University of North Carolina 

919-962-5193 (W) 

(c) 
michaelbeale@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, October 11, 2013 4:02 PM 

.la~n Sisneros < .~gma~l.com> 

ILE: Goals vs NC State 

Thank you Jason!!! 

From: 3ason Sisneros [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent; Friday, October ll, 20:~3 4:52 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
$..bject; Goals vs NC State 

Here are the goals! 

Universi~ of North Carolina V¢om en’s Soccer 
Chapel ttill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match AnaJysis ] Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O-UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday,                4:29 PM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 
~msn.com; ducea@uncaa.unc .edu; ,~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

Subject: FW: Goals vs NC State 

f love so many o[ th~-_~ things we ~re doing: our Iv:]. confidence, o~r domination (~-_wen against [:he great t~-_~ms), o~r 13. p~ss sequence coming out o[ the b~c]~ with 

thrusting forward to dr~ve one across w~th      on a near post run ~o dose out the defender for       to finish beautifully. I a~so fiked the response to the 

challenge for us to get the entire [:ront s~x to ~e more productive ~eyond the finishing triumvirate (and 3 fo~ 3 from the penalty 

stripe). I loved seeing and show up in the score sheet addh~g on to the goals and assists of and our consistent contributors. 

For the e]~te p~a~,er, ~t is al~ about production: goals and assists. And I tNnk we a[[ know now when we m~ss what we should have done (h~side the box 

th~.frr2m~ end b~ when po~;~;~b/~., outside the box powder ~d on frame), g~t now the ne>:t ~ew~ ~s ge~:t~ng ~: done in the cauh~ron of compet~t~ot~, 5o, o~r (:haHenge 

[or the rest of the season? Producth:m from the frot~t sb: i]~ the I- 3-.4-3 and fror~l the [rom [oL~r and ou[:side backs ~n the 1.-4-2-.3-1 ... ~nd o[ course the 

wonder’ pass from one of our defensive m~dfie]ders and set piece finishes from one of our backs going up to challenge on corner kicks and medium range free kicks 

and throw ins. 

F~m= Jason Sisneros [mailto: @gmail,com] 
Sent= Friday, 4:52 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject; Goals vs NC State 

Here are the goals~ 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Ang~ysis I Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 4:32 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

ILE: Well Done ,- GOOD LUCK! 

Larry, I am glad you we~’e there ._. Yes, we have some pote~tial!! 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent-" Friday, 6:17 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; @rash.corn’! Ducar, Chris; ~aol.com’; ’Jason Sisneros @gmail.com)’; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject-" Well Done ~ GOOD LUCK! 
Importance-" High 
~Vell done last ni~lt in shutting out State 3-0 ~ is a very special player’. Thonght our game in the second half was really elevated. 
Let’s keep it going, amd safe travels tomorrow morning to Boston. All the best on Sunday vs. Boston College ~ it will be a challenging match, but I know- we axe ready for 
the challenge ~ ’qNO BRAG, ,lUST FACT!" 
Proud of you, and GO HEELS! 
Larry 

Lxecutive Associmc Director of Athletics 
U~fis e~sity of North Carolina at Char~[ } Jill 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 4:44 PM 

pacman@tmcaa.unc.edu 

@emaJl.unc.edu; ~gmail.com; ~co~ncast.net; ~!gmaJl.com; 

(@email.unc.edu;           ~hotmaJl.com 

FW: BC vs. UNC - Women’s Soccer Timeline for 

WS - BC vs North Carolina (Senior Day).pdf 

~email.unc.edu; 

From: Amy Lampe [mailto:amy.lampe@bc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,               10:30 AM 
To: Stephanie Tunnera; Donna Bennett; Matthew Hayes; Norman Reid; Thomas Walsh; Alison Foley; Mark McDevitt; Michael McKenzie; Laurel Carter; Dorrance, Albert A IV; 

Ducal Chris; Sander, Thomas 3; Palladino, George W 
C¢: Matthew Conway; Michael Morris; William Flutie; Thomas Peters; Stephen Remick; Maria Knoerr 
Subject: BC vs. UNC - Women’s Soccer Timeline for 

Hello everyone, 

Attached please find the timeline for the upcoming Boston College vs. University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer game on Sunday, at 1:00 PM at 

the Newton Soccer Complex. Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you, 

Amy 

AMY LAMPE 

Assistant Director; Event Operations 

BOSTON COLLE~£ ATHLETICS 

140 Commonwealth Ave. 

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467 

T: 627-552-2286 I F: 627-552-4335 

cid:irnageO01 png(~, 01CBF05C 223B73 !0 ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:05 PM 

@gma54.com 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

~msn.com ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 
pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Women Athletes and Leadership 

From Athletics to Leadership - .docx 

~aol.com Jason Sisneros 

rh~s is exce~tent,~ Thank you for sharing it with me. I will certainly se~d this to my Leadership Council ~d my recruiting classes. 

h~s done some excellent th~ngs in ~racti(:e amt has earned the dght 

A~ the bestS] 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 

Sent," Friday, ~:25 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
SubjeCt~ Women Athletes and Leadership 

Hi Anson - good game last night despite the bad weather and field conditions. Nice to see 
especially after coming back from her mouth injury~ 
A friend of mine is an executive recruiter and specializes in placing women. She also writes a monthly newsletter and 
biog. The attached article entitled From Athletes to Leadership discusses women and leadership and states that the 
evidence for women athletes taking on ~eadership ro~es ~s overwhehqq~ng, I thought you would enjoy the brief article 
(only 2 pages) and may want to share ~t or the statistics with your young female players, 

is exalted about travelhqg with the team to Boston th~s weekend. 
Good ~uck. Go Hee~s~ 

get an assist and goal 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, October 11, 2013 5:09 PM 

Va~gekter, MarMle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

@msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; ~z)aol.com; Jason Sisnero @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: November Rules Education Meetings 

Mariefle, 

How about Nov :18~h at :[1 AM in our conference room at McCaskill? 

Frem: Vangelder, Marielle A 

Sent: Friday, October :t~., 20J.3 1:35 PN 
To: Breschi, Joel DeSelm, Rich L; Dorrance, Albert A IVl Fedora, H. Larryl Fox, Mikel Galvin, Derek P; Haney, Sarah K; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Kalbas, Brian J; Levy, Jennifer S; 
Lynch, Nadia Suzanne; Nann, Jan N.i Meaders, Harlis James; Miller, Ron C.; Mock, Conrad D Jrl Papa, Donna J; Paul, Sampson L; Sagula, Joseph A; Sapp, Andrew; Shelton, 
Karen C; Somoano, Carlos M; Williams, Roy A 
6¢; Frederick, Brad; Holliday, Corey L; Law, Greg A 
Subject; November Rules Education Meetings 

Good Afternoon - 

I would like to schedule our rules education meeting for November 20:13 to discuss Awards and Benefits legislation including the recent changes to the legislation 

made as a result of the adoption of several NCAA Rules Working Group proposals. We will cover travel for practice and competition, equipment, entertainment 

and other now permissible benefits. We will need approximately 45 minutes of your time and I would ask that all members of the coaching staff, including 

Volunteer Assistant coaches (when applicable) and Directors of Operations to be present. I am available during the following blocks of time. 

Thursday November 14, 2013 - 11:00am to 5:00pro 

Friday November 15, 2013 - 8:00am to 5:00pm 

Monday November 18, 2013 -8:00am to 11:00am and 2:00pro to 5:00pro 

Wednesday November 20, 2013 - 11:00am to 5:00pro 

Thursday November 21, 20:13 -8:00am to 5:00pro 

Friday November 22, 20:12 - 8:00am to 5:00pro 

Monday November 25, 20:13 -8:00am to :1:1:00am and 2:00pro to 5:00pro 

At your earliest convenience, please let me know what will work for you and your staff. I will come to whatever location is convenient for you or I can make space 

available here in EWAC dependent on the date/time. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:19) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:10 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Guest on Sports Xtra 

sure 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 1:44 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Guest on Sports Xtra 

Anson, 

I had a great time at yesterday’s game. I am the brunette reporter at all the home games. 

Since the team is at Boston College this weekend, I was ~vondering if you would be able to be on our show-, "Sports Xtra," next Monday. It is UNC’s student-produced sports show through 
the j oumalism school. We are live at 5 on Mondays, but we can also pre-tape interviews from 2-4pm Let me know. 

’]?hanks, 

Journalism and Mass Communications Senior 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 5:22 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

I~E: Beat State! 

Thank 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Friday, October 11, 2013 4:25 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Seat State! 
Agree on both counts, Coach’. Enjoyed the game amd be saJ’e tomorrow ~-let’s do it agaha on Sunday! 

~Larry 

Executive A~socia~e Dhvctor of Aft-clerics 

University of Norfl~ Carolina at Cha~x:l 

From= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent; Friday, October 11, 2013 3:05 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject-" RE: Seat State! 

F~m: Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
Sent= Thursday, October 10, 2013 9:08 AN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; @msn.com’; Ducat, Chris; ~aol.com’; ’Jason Sisneros ~gmaiLcom)’; Sander, ~omas J 
Subject= Seat Sta~[ 
All the vew best toni~t~ HopetM the ~,eather cooperates. Let’s conthme to press on and get it done[ 

Be well amd get ~em eaJ’ly and get ~em o~en[ Go Heels[ 

Be ~,ell, 

La~v 

E-xcc~tive Associate Director of Athletics 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Sent= Monday, October 07, 2013 8:18 AN 
T~= Dorrance, Albert A IV; @msn.com’; Ducat, Chris; @aol.com’; ’Jason Sisneros (~gma!!.com)’; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject; Way to Go! 
Importance: High 
Good stuff yesterday over Maryland. We got the needed result given what occurred in the other games tba’oughout the ConI~rence. 

Get some rest as you get prepaaced for this Thursday vs. STATE -~ be well m~d all the best! 

GO HEELS! Proud of yo!! 

Larry 

~Larry Ga~h~ 

Executive A~socia~e Dhvctor of Athletics 

University ofNorfl~ Cam~ma at Cha~x:l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:22 PM 

@live u ~c edu> 

1~:;: Homeco~ning 

Then, not a problem!! 

From: 
Sent= Friday, 4:31 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= RE: Homecoming 

Coach Dorrance, 

it is okay if you will not be there. The video is just in promotion of our entire week of homecoming events that will take place in the pit, and just 

homecoming in general. We are only hoping that the school spirit of familiar campus faces will in turn spark more school spirit amongst the student body. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 7:41 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Homecoming 

What it I won’t be 

Sent= Thursday, 12:24 PPI 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sul~ject= FW: Homecoming 

Hello, 

I hope this email finds you well. My name is 

campaign themes this year is 

and I am the Public Relations Chair for the Homecoming Committee. One of our 

We are planning to create a video with key figures on campus simply saying, ’~7~ b~ ~,’Se~,eo_ wfJ~ ~,~ou?’’ These videos will be played on several social 

media websites and other hopefully other campus locations. 

The recording of this phrase being said would only take about 10 minutes max, and we would really appreciate your participation! 

We are planning to film between the          and the         . We could work around your schedule, for whatever dates and times work best for you. 

Please consider participating and showing your homecoming spirit! 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best Wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 5:23 PM 

.~aol.com) 

FW: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Fo~m.docx 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Friday, 4:50 PM 
To: 
Co: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your MATH    tutoring session on at gi00p~. This is your fi~t documented 

infraction and shall be considered your warning. 

All in[ractions will be recorded cumulatively for [he semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history or infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st infraction = Warning 

2nd infraction = Strike one 

3rd infraction = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 
With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal form) to the 

Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state 

all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s positiom 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your 

responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (~;~edu) within the timeline listed 

below. 
For Appointrnents 5prn or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5prn - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

~:~en ,~:h ~u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:29 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Guest on Sports Xtra 

3pm will work 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Friday, 5:14 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Guest on Sports Xtra 

Great ;Vhat is your availability on Monday? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:09 PN{ "Dorrance, Albert A FV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> sure 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: 
> Sent: Friday, 1:44 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Guest on Sports Xtra 
> 

> Anson, 
> 

> l had a great time at yesterday’s game. I am the brunette reporter at all the home games. 
> 

> Since the team is at Boston College this weekend, I was wondering if you would be able to be on our show, "Sports Xtra," next Monday It is UNC’s student-produced sports show 
through the journalism school We are live at 5 on Mondays, but we can also pre-tape interviews from 2-4pro Let me know. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> Journalism and Mass Communications Senior 
> 

> Sent fi-om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 5:31 PM 

Gaol.com> 

ILE: Weeldy Infraction Notice 

Very good!! 

From: [mailto: ~aol.com] 
Sent-" FrMay, 5:30 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Anson, 
I completely forgot about my 8:00 math tutoring season. Won’t happen again. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On 

??? 

From; ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent= Friday, 4:50 PM 
To-" 
C¢-" Dorrance,’ Albert A IV; Yount, Tony 

Subject-" Weekly Infraction Notice 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your 

documented infraction and shall be considered your warning. 

tutoring session on at 8i00p~. This is your 

All infractions will be recorded c mmlatiwly for the semester (not by individual class). Studen[s who have a history of infracLions rnay lose [heir 

tutoring privileges. 

1st infraction = Warning 

2rid infraction = Strike one 

3rd infraction = Strike two 

4th infraction : Strike three 
With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate 

director of academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been H._E_.L_D_: 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal 

form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor 

Coordinator. The appeal must state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, 

it is your responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (~du) within 

the tirneline listed below. 
For Appointments Spin or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 9:[9-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9:[9-843-2328 

Cell: 

<Infraction Appeal Form.docx:~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 6:50 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Homecoming 

With them 

Se~t f!"om my Verizon IFirele,~s 4G L2’E DROLL) 

~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Great! I’m so excited to hear that! What does your availability look like for the         ? 

Also, I have spoken with 3 of the girls on your team who were interested in participating in the video. Would you like to complete your video-spot with 

them, or would you prefer to do so separately? 

Best Regards, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent; Friday, 9:21 PM 

To; 

Subject; RE: Homecoming 

Then, not a problem!! 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 4:31 PN 

To: Dorrance, Nber~ A IV 
Subject: RE: Homecoming 

Coach Dorrance, 

~t is okay if you will not be there. The video is just in promotion of our entire week of homecoming events that will take place in the pit, and just 

homecoming in general. We are only hoping that the school spirit of familiar campus faces will in turn spark more school spirit amongst the student body. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 7:41 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Homecoming 

What i~ I w.:_~’t be th~:_~re? 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 12:24 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sul~ject: FW: Homecoming 

Hello, 

~ hope this email finds you well. My nameis 

campaign themes this year is ,~,j~ #e ~h~:~~:_Az~*~J~ you?" 

and I am the Public Relations Chair for the Homecoming Committee. One of our 

We are planning to create a video with key figures on campus simply saying, "~7~ b~: ~he~,eo_ w~ ~,~ou?" These videos will be played on several social 

media websites and other hopefully other campus locations. 

The recording of this phrase being said would only take about 10 minutes max, and we would really appreciate your participation! 

We are planning to film between the          and the          We could work around your schedule, for whatever dates and times work best for you. 

Please consider participating and showing your homecoming spirit! 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best Wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 9:13 PM 

.~live.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Two 10~ Goal Scoring Sequences vs. NC State 

Excellent 

Ses~f.#"om my Verizon tFireie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

@live u~c e&> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 
As l’m doing the updated match analysis, I noticed we had two goal scoring sequences in the NC State game of over 10 passes! And in those two sequences, 
was involved four times and five times! 
Here are those sequences: 

Second Goal 

2. 

3. 

4. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Best, 

Goal 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, October 12, 2013 8:17 AM 

Mann, Ja~ M. <ja~mann@unc.edu-> 

Re: Ruth’s Chris ’Far Heel Iuvitalional 

Thank you for your understandiug, I aa~ sitliug right now at RDU wa~ting tbr a Jet Blue flight to Boston. 

Sent.~"om my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

"Mann, Ja~ M." <janmann@unc.edu> wrote: 

No problem. ~:new it: would be a ~.;tretch with your busy schedule Good k~c[~ to you and the tearn, 

F~m~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent~ Friday, October ll, 2013 2:04 PN 

T~ Mann, Jan N. 
Subjeet~ RE: Ruth’s Chris Tar Heel Invi~tlonal 

I arn so sorry, ] am t~ed up in meetings today and l fly up to Boston Sat leaving campus at 7 am!l~ gummerl!~ Don’t give up on 

Seat= Thursday, October ~0, 2053 7:59 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
$~bje~t= Re: Ruth’s Chris Tar Heel [nvi~tional 

Any word yet on whether you can make it Friday or Saturday? 

Coach Jan Mann 

UNC Women’s Golf 

ianmann@unc.edu 

Cell 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 4, 2013, at 5:34 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I would love to .,,. Let’s see closer to the event (I don’t know my recruiting responsibilities yet). 

From: Mann, Jan M. 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 20:t3 :t0:22 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Ruth’s Chris Tar Heel Invitational 

Anson, 

I wanted to double check with you to see if you would by any chance be available to announce the players on the ist tee at the Ruth’s Chris Tar Heel 

Invitational. I know you are in your season and super busy so I understand if you are not available. Either Friday, October 11th or Saturday, October 

12th would work. The tee times run from 9:09 to 11:15 each day so you would need to be at the tee approximately 20 minutes before the first time. 

You would be through as soon as the last group ~oes off at 11:15. 

A~ain, I know you are in season so don’t worry if you can’t do it. 

Go Heels, 

Jan 

(k~hc~ls.~m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 1:20 PM 

Sue WaJsh <sue@ramsclub.com> 

Re: QQ 

Neither can I .... Mike Fox roll know. 

Se~tt.~"om my Verizon tlqrele,~s 4G L2’E 

Sue WaJsh <sue@ramsclub.com> wrote: 

Can you remind me who won the McCaskill Awards last year? from .... and_.a player, but can’t remember his name! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 5:56 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

Re: Congmts! 

’I’hm~ you Lany. Yes, vmy good win a£ter a poor first half. 

Sent f!"om my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

played superbly. Nice to get an ACC shutout witl~ two sta~ing defendms out. 

"Gallo, Jr., Lain., A." -~flagallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Very good win today at BC ,-, great to see get the game wi~mer! 
Know you played today without , a~qd I am hopeful is OK. 
Travel safely back to Chapel Hill, and get some rest- let’s get healed up! 
Be well ~-proud of yo!! 
Larry 

Lxccutive Associate Director of AthJelics 
U~fis e~siU of North Carolina 

came up big a couple oftitnes and that is great! 
got back in and that is good for her aaad us. 

From: Gallo, Jr., Lain/A. 
Sent: Friday, 6::t7 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; ~msn.com’; Ducat, Chris; ~aol.com’; ’Jason Sisneros %~qmail.com)’; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Well Done ~ GOOD LUCK! 
Importance: High 
Well done last night in shutting ont State 3-0 ~ is a very special player! ’Ihought our game in the second half was really elevated. 
Let’s keep it going, and sale travels tomorrow- ~noming to Boston. All the best on Sunday vs. Boston College ~ it will be a challenging tnatch, but I know- we axe read?" for 
the challenge ~ ’~O BRAG, JUST FACT!" 
Proud of yon, and GO HEELS! 
Larry 

~Larry Ga~, 2r~ 

E-xect~tive Assocm~e Dw~ctor of Atlflefics 
Linivet,q>i ofNoNa Caroli,m at Ctmlx:l Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 6:41 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

Re: Congmts! 

"Gallo, Jr., Lain.~ A." -~fl~gallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Get so~ne rest, Coach ~- smother challenging week ahead of us, but we will be OK!! 

Lxecutive Associate Director of Athletics 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Sunday, ~ 5:56 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Re: Congrats! 

Thank you La~’. Yes, ve~’ good win a~ter a poor tirst hal~ 

Sera from ~;~ ~ ~’r~zo~ I~;iire/ess 4G L?;{~’ DROID 

and played superbly. Nice to get m~ ACC shutout with two staxting detbnders out. 

"Gallo, Jr., Lany A." <athgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Very good win today at BC ~- great to see get the game winner! 
Know- you played today vdthout wad I am hopeful is OK. 
Travel sa£ely back to Chapel Itill, and get some rest ~- let’s get healed up! 
Be well ~ proud of yo!! 
LanT 

~Larry Ga~ Jr. 

ExecutNe Associu~e Dh~clor of Athletics 
Unive~i~y ofNoN~ Car~lina at Chat~l }till 

came up big a couple of times mad that is great! 
got back in and that is good for her a~’qd us. 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Friday, 6:17 AM 
T~: Dorrance, Albert A IV; ~msn.com’; Ducat, Chris; @aol.com’~ ’Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com)’~ Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Well Done ~ GOOD LUCK! 
Importance: High 
Well done last night in shutting out State 3-0 ~ is a very special player’. ~l~ou~t our ga~e in the second half w~s really elevated. 
Let’s keep it going, amd saYe travels tomo~ow morning to Boston. All the best on Sunday vs. Boston College ~ it will be a challenging match, but I lmow we axe ready for 
the challenge ~- "NO BRAG, JUST FACT’." 
Proud of you, and ~3 HEELS[ 
Larry 

~Larry 

Execntive Associate Dh~ctor of All-clerics 

University of Norfl~ Carolina at Cha~x:l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:15 AM 

.~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Guest on Sports Xtra 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: IVIonday, 7:15 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Guest on Sports Xtra 

I hope you had a good time in Boston. I am looking for~vard to meeting with you at 3pm today Can we meet at fetzer field? 

Thanks, 

Sent l~om my iPhone 

On at 5:29 PM; "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email uric edu> wrote: 

3pro will work 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 5:14 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Re: Guest on Sports Xtra 

Great. What is your availabili~ on Monday? 

Sent from my ~hone 

On at 5:09 PM, "Do~ance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> 

>> ..... Ori~ina[ Message ..... 

>> Sent: Fri&ly, 1 :~ PM 

>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

>> S~bject: Guest on Sports Xtra 

>> I had a great time at yesterday’s game. I am the brm~ette repolter at all the home games. 

>> Since the team is at Boston College this weekend, I was wondering if you would be able to be on ore show, "Sports Xtra," next Monday. k is ~-C’s student-produced sports show 

tNough the jo~nalism school. We are live at 5 on Mondays, but we can also pre-tape interviews from 2-4pm. Let me ~ow-. 

>> That,s, 

>> Jo~nalism and Mass Co~n~ications Senior 

>> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:30 AM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

ILE: schedule a player conference with your coach 

Than ks Tom !! 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Monday, :H::t6 AlVl 
Subject: schedule a player conference with your coach 

Players, 

Please contact your coach to schedule your fall player conference. No classes or 

Anson: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

Dino: @aol.com 

Chris: ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 

Jason: @gmail.com 

-Tom 
Tom SaJ~der 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

Universi~ of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, October 14, 2013 11:43 AM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @sol.corn; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edn 

I~W: BC post ga~e sprints 

13 post game sprints BC.pdf 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2013 11:28 AM 
Subject: BC post game sprints 
Post game sprints for BC 

Tom SaJ~der 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 
University ofNort~ CaJcolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, October 14, 2013 5:28 PM 

Weight, Efianne A. <eweigh@email.unc.e&~ 

~duke.edu) 

RE: To~norrow! 

Eriarme, 

I am looking forward to my Q&A and I would love a drink and something to eat (I will be coming from a shower after my :1.I an] to :1.2 noon workout with one of our 

strength coaches), 

Se~:_~ you soo[~ ~] 

F~m= Weight, Erianne A, 

Sent= Monday, October 14, 2013 4:58 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Tomorrow~ 

Hi Anson, 

My students are giddy with excitement about your guest lecture tomorrow. I told them to come prepared with questions for a Q&A and they will be ready. As a 

reminder, our conference room is on the 2nd floor of Woollen just off of the lobby on the Fetzer side of the building. If you’d like a lunch from Lenoir, a special 

drink, or anything, please let me know and I’1~ have it ready for you before or after class. It’s tough with this class during lunch time (22:30 - 2:45). Feel free to take 

as little or as much time as you’d like. 

Also, if something comes up, that is fine -we can adjust~ 

Hope you’re having a great week thus far] 

-Erianne 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O~UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 5:58 PM 

pacman@nncaa.unc.edu 

EW: 2013 ACC Women’s Soccer Championship Manuals 

2013 ACC Women’s Soccer Quarterfinal Round Cha~n~pionship Mmmal.lxtf; 2013 ACC Women’s Soccer Semifinal and Final 

Chaanpionship Manual.lxtf 

From: Pierce, Kris [mailto:kpierce@theacc.org] 
Sent; Monday, October :14, 20:t3 S:42 PM 
Subject-" 20:t3 ACe Women’s Soccer Championship Manuals 
Importance; High 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: ACC Women’s Soccer Committee 

Sport Supervisors for Women’s Soccer 

Sports Information Directors for Womeb~ Soccer 

Head Athletic Trainers 

Equipment Managers 

Compliance Coordinators 

Senior Woman Administrators 

FROM: Kds Pierce 

Donald Moore 

RE: 2013 ACC Women’s Soccer Championship Manuals 

DATE: October :14, 20:13 

Attached, you will find the 20:13 ACC Women’s Soccer Championship Manuals for your use as you prepare for the upcoming Championships on Sunday, November 

3, 2013 on campus sites and on Friday, November 8, 2013 and Sunday, November 10, 2013, at WakeMed Soccer Park in Cary, North Carolina. If you have any 

questions, please let us know. 

Best wishes as you complete the remainder of your regular season! 

Thank you. 

KRIS PIERCE 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Championships & SWA 

©: 336,369,4652 ] C: 
kpierce~theacc,orq 
the~CC corn ¯ @theA~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=I~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDlBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS!CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday,                10:25 AM 

@ear~Nink.net> 

[LE: Meetings 

How about today after practice? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: mailto: ~earthlink.net] 

Sent: Monday, 7:55 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Meetings 

Hey Anson, 
"v~qaat time ~vill work best for you for our meeting?? 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:45 AM 

@msu.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gma~l.com); pacman@uncaa.uuc.edu; 

Subject: Remember to brush up on your Co~e Values before your Player Conference 

Ladies, 

Please bring your Champions Almanac with you to your Player Conference. I know the "Core Values" memorization has probably suffered from the summer. 

Please don’t let that stress you and cause you to delay setting up your player conference. As all of you know who meet with me, I will give you time right in front of 

me to get it done. What is most important is to understand what the principle is behind the "Core Value" and if you believe it, to try to live it. 

Some good news on the "losing    to the Nat’l Team front": we have negotiated with         to have her for the Syracuse game but I will only play her 22 and 

a half minutes a half. So we will use Pi of the Syracuse game to "practice" our line up for the UVA game. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 11:02 AM 

@hotmail.com>; ~live.unc.edu); ~kenan- flagler, unc.edu); 

@gmail.com> 

@live.unc.edu); G~eg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>;        @msn.com; ducax@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; 

Jason Sisneros,         ,~bgmail.com); pacman,~)uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Updated Catapnlt Report thin BC 

UNC WSoc Catapult thin BC.pdf 

I~’lV captains, 

We are trying Lo learn the value of this data for you and want to know it:we should send this to everyone or not The two things we have setected to highlight are 

how much of the fie~d each p~ayer covers {meters per minute) and how many rad~ca~ changes of d~rection each p~ayer makes when they p~ay (p~ayer load). Both 

reflect a comMnat~on of workrate, fitness, maMng adjustments based o~ the movement of the bal~ and read,rig the game. Obviously p~aver position will skew 

these "ra~k~ngs" and certain posit~ons require more work than others so to some extent this is an ’%pp~es and oranges" compar~so~ but ~t st~l~ has the potent~a~ to 

Way back in the day Ni~e came ~n wi~h a prototype for this one season and we ~earned that for us ~o consistendy "press" (pressure} we had to rob:ate our focwards 

because they"sprint~’the most ~n our system snd if we d~d not we wou~d be dead les~ed at the end of the same and wouM be hard pressed to score late ~n the 

8anle to wb~ ~t. So science ~u~ded us to our current substitution pattern. We are ~ry~n~ to continue to learn. 

B~Jt 8i~,e me yo~Jr thoushts ~,. I respect them. (~ also need some feedback o~ the 8C same. D~d we work too hacdishoot too much dur~n8 the week?) 

Se~t~ Nonday,              [ ~: 2~ PN 
To~ 6a~, 6rego~; Dorrance, Albe~ A ~; }aol.com; Ducar, Chris; Sander, ~omas J; Jason Sisneros 
$~ject~ Updated Catapult Repo~ thru BC 

Hi team, 

Attached is the updated Catapult report thru BC. 

Tom -this is one of the two documents I am sendin8 you for player conferences. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday,                10:11 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: Player conference 

I would love to meet with you Wednesday 

class "Core Values" ... see you tomorrow. 

at 10 a.m. In the McCasldll soccer center for a player conference. Make sure you review the jumor 

~live.nnc.edu~> wrote: 

Top o’ the morning Ans! 

Would you be available around 1 O, 10:10 tomolwoxv morning for our player conference? 
I have class froru 9-950 and could just head over after. If not, I don’t have anything else all day so just let me know! 

Sent from ruy iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:13 PM 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweigh@em~Jl.unc.edu-~; @duke.edw~ 

Re: Tomorrow! 

Erianne, loved your class.., th~c you for inviting me! 

Sent.~"om my Verizon tFireie,~s 4G L)’~ L)ROIL) 

"Weight, Erianne A." <eweigh@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sounds great - I’ll get the perfect blend of protein and carbs to help you recover. This is perfect because the students generally eat right betbre mad during the beginning 

of class because "they have back to back clasps and then teach LFIT. They will appreciate you joining them! 

See you soon, 

- Eriaame 

Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Sport Administration 

The Universily of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Monday, 5:27 PM 
To: Weight, Erianne A. 
Co: ~duke.edu) 
Subject: RE: Tomorrow! 

Eriarme, 

I am looking t:orward [o my Q&A and ] would love a drink and something [o eat (I wiil be coming from a shower after my ~I am [o ~2 noon workout with one of our 

strength coaches). 

See you soonH 

F~m~ WeNht, Erianne A, 
sent: Monday, 4:58 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Tomorrow~ 

Hi Anson, 

My students are giddy with excitement about your guest lecture tomorrow. I told them to come prepared with questions for a Q&A and they will be ready. As a 

reminder, our conference room is on the 2nd floor of Woollen just off of the lobby on the Fetzer side of the building. If you’d like a lunch from Lenoir, a special 

drink, or anything, please let me know and VII have it ready for you before or after class. It’s tough with this class during lunch time (~2:30 - ~:45). Feel free to take 

as little or as much time as you’d like. 

Also, if something comes up, that is fine -we can adjust! 

Hope you’re having a great week thus far! 

-Erianne 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 10:20 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 2013 ACC Women’s Soccer Championship Manuals 

2013 ACC Women’ s Soccer Quarterfinal Round Cha~pionship Mmmal.lxtf; 2013 ACC Women’ s Soccer Semifinal and Final 

Ch~znpionship Manual.lxtf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: FW: 2013 ACC Women’s Soccer Championship Manuals 

Frotn: "G~Jlo, Jr., La~cry A." <athgallo@unc.edu> 

To: "Vm~gelder, Marielle A" <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>,"Sm~der, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu>,"Do~rance, Albert A IV" <anson@e~nail.unc.edu> 

CC: "Culler, Ellen B" <eculle@unc.edu>,"Bmnner, John F" <John Bmrme@unc.edu> 

Folks: 
Wanted to be certain yon all had a copy of this. If you have alrea@ received, sorry to clutter your inbox. 
Have a good day-. 
Larry 

Lxecmive Associmc I)irector of AthJedcs 

U~is e~sib’ of North Carolina a~ 

From: Pierce, Kris [mailto:kpierce@theacc,org] 
Sent-" Monday, October 14, 2013 5:4-2 PN 
Subject-" 2013 ACC Women’s Soccer Championship Nanuals 
Importance-" High 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: ACC Women’s Soccer Committee 

Sport Supervisors for Women’s Soccer 

Sports Information Directors for Women Soccer 

Head Athletic Trainers 

Equipment Managers 

Compliance Coordinators 

Senior Woman Administrators 

FROM: Kris Pierce 

Donald Moore 

RE: 2013 ACC Women’s Soccer Championship Manuals 
DATE: October 14, 2013 

Attached, you will find the 2013 ACC Women’s Soccer Championship Manuals for your use as you prepare for the upcoming Championships on Sunday, November 
3, 2013 on campus sites and on Friday, November 8, 2013 and Sunday, November 10, 2013, at WakeMed Soccer Park in Cary, North Carolina. if you have any 
questions, please let us know. 
Best wishes as you complete the remainder of your regular season! 
Thank you. 
KRIS PIERCE 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Championships & SWA 

O: 336.369.4652 I C: 

kpie rce(~b, theacc.orfl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 10:20 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga]lo@unc.edn> 

Re: 2013 ACC Women’s Soccer Chatnpionship Manuals 

image001 ~iPg; image002.png 

"Gallo, Jr., La~ A." <athgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

FoiLs: 

Wanted to be certah~ you all had a copy of this. If you have alrea@ received, sorry to clutter your inbox. 

Have a good day. 

Larry 

From-" Pierce, Kris [mailto:kpierce@theacc.org] 
Sent; Monday, October :[4, 20:[3 5:42 PM 
Subject-" 20:[3 ACC Women’s Soccer Championship Manuals 
Importance: High 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: ACC Women’s Soccer Committee 

Sport Supervisors for Women’s Soccer 

Sports Information Directors for Women Soccer 

Head Athletic Trainers 

Equipment Managers 

Compliance Coordinators 

Senior Woman Administrators 

FROM: Kris Pierce 

Donald Moore 

RE: 2013 ACC Women’s Soccer Championship Manuals 

DATE: October 14, 2013 

Attached, you will find the 2013 ACC Women’s Soccer Championship Manuals for your use as you prepare for the upcoming Championships on Sunday, November 

3, 2013 on campus sites and on Friday, November 8, 2013 and Sunday, November 10, 2013, at WakeMed Soccer Park in Caw, North Carolina. If you have any 

questions, please let us know. 

Best wishes as you complete the remainder of your regular season! 

Thank you. 

KRIS PIERCE 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Championships & SWA 

©: 336,369,4652 I C: 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

D~rrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday,                11:29 PM 

))live.unc.edw> 

Re: Meeting! 

Let’s meet at 3 pm Fri ... 

@live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Ansor~! Do you have any time Friday morning I could meet with you? Maybe arom~d 10? If not just let me know!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 1:55 PM 

Weight, Efianne A. <eweigh@email.unc.edu> 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

RE: To~norrow! 

Erianne, 

I have a couple of books that your dad might enjoy. Come by and get them from my secretary (Training .Soccer Choral)ions and The ,~lon d~tch[ng). The first book 

talks about the "Competitive Cauldron" and the challenge h~ developing female atMetes. The second book ta~ks about our culture ("R" rated ._ ~ots of cussh~g)~ 

Come get t h em from Sh el~y~ my seer eta ry i [ you wa~[:. 

And ~et Matt know we have to gee:back into hockey[H 

F~m= Weight, Erianne A. 
Sent= Wednesday, Oc~ber 16, 2013 9:23 AN 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N; 
Su~ject~ ~E: Tomorrow[ 

Oh I’m so glad you enjoyed it. This group is a li~le bit more timid than a l~w l’ve had in the ~st. but they have Nen roving aNut how "awesomdcool/am~ing" it was 

to be able to learn Eom you ever since. Thank you so much for ~ng the fi~ne to sham your wisdom and advice with us[ I lmow we am all be~er becau~ ofifi I 

ac~lly cNled my dad shoNy a~er who is coacNng a wo~nen’s ~sket~ll team and I told him ~veral of the tNngs I had lea~ed...a~d fl~en I was pondering a~ut 

die, rent thoughts I had during dinner and shazed a lot wi~ Ma~. Both of them were ve~ grateful...~ ~ I~ 

I’m also grateful that you shared with the class how physically dominating Matt is. It’s good for them to have a healthy fear of my husband :). 

I hope you have a wonderful rest of the week! Thank you so much!! 

Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Prot~ssor, Sport ANninistration 

The Universi~ of North Coaolina - Chapel Hill 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, October !5, 20J.3 !0:13 PM 
To: Weight, Erianne A.; 
Subject: Re: Tomorrow! 

Erianne, loved your class.., thank you tbr inviting me! 

Senile’ore n~y I~rizo~ l, Virel~:s,,~’ ~7(~ LTF. DROID 

"Weight, Eria~ne A." <_e_5~Le_ig_l!_~’£~_e___n_)__@_=_u_!)__c_:__e__@_> wrote: 

Sounds great - I’ll get the perfect blend of protein m~d carbs to help you recover. This is perfect because the s~adents generally eat right befo~v and during the beginning 

of class because they have back to back classes and then teach LFIT. They roll appreciate you joining them! 

See you soon, 

Erimme A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistaaat Professor~ Sport Administjation 

The Unive~sil, i ofNortfi Caxolina - Chapel Hill 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2013 5:27 PM 
To: Weight, Erianne A. 
(:c: @duke.edu) 
Subject: RE: Tomorrow! 

Erianne~ 

I am looking forward to my O.&A and I would love a drink and something to eat (I will be coming from a shower after my :1.I am to :1.2 noon workout with one of our 

strength coaches). 

Se~-_~ you soo[~ ~ 

F~m= Weight, Erianne A. 
$ent~ Monday, October 1% 2013 4:~8 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Tomorrow~ 

Hi Anson, 

My students are Biddy with excitement about your ~uest lecture tomorrow. ~ told them to come prepared with questions for a Q&A and they will be ready. As a 

reminder, our conference room is on the 2nd floor of Woollen just off of the lobby on the Fetzer side of the building. If you’d ~Jke a ~unch from Lenoir, a special 

drink, or anything, Nease ~et me know and FI~ have it ready for you before or after class. It’s tou~h with this class durJn~ lunch time (~2:30 - ~:45). Feel free to take 

as little or as much time as you’d like. 



Also, if something comes up, that is fine -we can adjust! 

Hope you’re having a great week thus far! 

-Erianne 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 3:45 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu> 

I~E: He We Go --, Beat The Orange! 

Thank you Larry!U I know the stress you must be under but you always seem to carry it 

F~m: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 2:21 PM 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A IV;         ~msn.com’; Ducat, Chris;      Naol.com’; ’Jason Sisneros         ~gmail.com)’; Sander, Thomas 
Subject: He We Go ~ Beat The Orange~ 
Zmpo~ance= High 
All the best tomo~ow ~emoon vs. Syracuse -~ we axe at home mad that meatus something. ~ow we axe a little bm]ged up, but our relentless passion will never be 
compromised~ 
Take c~e, and GO HEELS 
Be well ~-proud ofyou~ 
La~ 

l,xccutive Associmc Director of Athletics 
[hfis e~si~y of North CaroEna at 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 3:47 PM 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweigh@email.unc.edu> 

IL!:;: Tomon~w! 

Don’t send him the book titles come by and send him the books![ We have them right here in the McCaskill Soccer Center. 

From; Weight, Erianne A, 
Sent; Wednesday, October 16, 2013 2:09 PN 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
(:c; Streett, Shelly 
Subject; RE: Tomorrow[ 

Wonderful[ I will send "the book titles along to my dad. I imagine he will be tremendously interested in them. 

I roll also pass along the cdll for Hockey to the Matts, so they should mobilize soon! 

Thanks, ag~J,n! 

- Erianlle 

Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Sport Administration 

The Universily of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent; Wednesday, October 16, 2013 1:54 PM 
To; Weight, Erianne A. 
~c; Streett, Shelly 
Subject; RE: Tomorrow! 

I have a couple of books that your dad might enjoy. Come by and get them from my secretary (Training Soccer Champions and The Man Wotd~ing). The first book 

Lalks abouL the "Competitive Cauldron" and Lhe challenge it~ developing female atMetes. The second book ta~ks abouL our culture (~R" rated ._ ~ots o[: cussb~g). 

Come get them from Shel~y, my secretary ~f you want, 

And let Matt know we have to get back ~nto hockeyH~ 

~: Weight, Erianne A. 
Seat: Wednesday, October ~6, 20~3 9:23 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~; 
Subject; RE: Tomorrow[ 

Oh I’m so glad you enjoyed it. This group is a li~le bit more timid th~ a few I’ve had in the ~sl, but they have ~en roving a~ut how "awesomdcool/a~n~ing" it was 

m be able to learn ~om you ever since. Thank you so much for m~ng the time to sha~ your msdom and advice with us~ I D~ow we are all be,or becau~ ofifi I 

ac~lly called my dad shoNy after who is coacNng a women’s ~sket~ll team and I mid him ~veml of the tNngs I had learned...~d then I was pondering a~ut 

diflbrent thougNs I had during dimmer and sh~ed a lot with Ma,. Both of them were very gratefifl...as mn I~ 

I’m also grateful that you shared with the class how physically dominating Matt is. It’s good tbr them to have a health? lear of my husband :). 

I hope you have a wonderful rest of the week! Thank you so much!! 

Erianne A. WeighL Ph.D., M.B.A. 

AssistaJ~t Professor, Sport Adtninistration 

’][’he Universi .ty of North Cmolina - Chapel Hill 

From; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent; Tuesday, October 15, 2013 10:13 PM 
To; Weight, Erianne A.; 
Subject-" Re: Tomorrow! 

Erianne, loved your class.., th~c you for inviting me! 

Sen@~orn my V~.’.rizou 14~rele~.s 4G L]7: 

"Weight, Erianne A." <ewci~ht(r-~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sounds great - I’ll get the perfect blend of protein and carbs to help you recover. This is perfect because the students generally eat right betbre mad during the beginning 

of class because "they have back to back clasps and then teach LFIT. They will appreciate you joining them! 

See you soon, 

- Eria2me 

Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 



Assistant ProI~ssor, Sport Administration 

The Universi~ of North C~xolma - Chapel ]~ill 

From: Dorrance, Albert A ZV 
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2013 5:27 PM 
To: Weight, Erianne A. 

cc: ~_d___u___k__e_~__e_~_u_) 
Subject: RE: Tomorrow! 

f am looking ~orwar{J I:o my Q&A and t would love a drink an{J something t:o eat ([ wH[ be cornh~g from a shower afl:er my 11 am t:o 12 noon wod~out w~th one of our 

strength coaches). 

See you soonH 

Emm= Weight, Erianne A. 
Sent: Monday, October $4, 2053 4:58 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Tomorrow~ 

Hi Anson, 

My students are giddy with excitement about your 8uest lecture tomorrow. I told them to come prepared with questions for a Q&A and they will be ready. As a 

reminder, our conference room is on the 2nd floor of Woollen just off of the lobby on the Fetzer side of the building. If you’d like a lunch from Lenoir, a special 

drink, or anything, please let me know and VII have it ready for you before or after class. It’s tough with this class during lunch time (~2:30 - ~:45). Feel free to take 

as little or as much time as you’d like. 

Also, if something comes up, that is fine -we can adjust] 

Hope you’re having a 8rent week thus far] 

-Erianne 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:21 PM 

.~live.unc.edu-~ 

ILE: Co~fference 

Right now-, you and I are chatting!!!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wechaesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Conference 

8:06 AM 

He?’ Anson, when’s your next availabili~z for a conference ? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:23 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: UNC Men’s Soccer Update 

Can we get this going for Alumnae and domors? 

Frem: Grant Porter [mailto:gtporter@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, :tl::t7 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" UNC Men’s Soccer Update 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CL.]:CK HERE. 

This message includes the following attachments: 

Download Attachment: 12thman      .docl 

Download Attachment: CAROLINACENTERCIRCLE 

d bysender 

Dear Alumni and Friends. 

Last week’s 2-1 overtime loss to nationally ranked Clemson 

and 2-1 win at Boston College puts the Heels at 4-2- 5 on the year. In two 

interesting s~tistics that sums up the bruta] ACC, 8 of the 12 ACC men’s 

soccer programs have at least 4 ties on the year. Including your Tar Heels, six 

teams axe ranked in the Top 25 national raw,kings. With that said, a lot to play 

for in the remafining six regulax season ga~es including this week’s home game 

vs Syracuse. Kickoffvs the Orange is this Friday, at 
6:30pm here at Fetzer Field. We hope to see many of you at the game. For those 

unable to attend, the match can be seen on ESPN3 or the Regional Sports Nem, ork 

(RSN). 

After a controversial penalty- kick was awarded to Clemsonjust one minute into 

the match, JuNor              scored his first goal of year to knot the 

score at one midway through the second ha~£ Despite knocking on the door 

several times tbr a win, Clemson scored in oveNme resulting in the first ACC 

loss of the year tbr the Heels. For a full sto~: 

A weekend trip up to Boston was a positive one. Two quick goals in the opening 

haJf from Senior        a~d Junior          was a]l the Heels needed to 

defeat Boston College. A late goal from BC made the last ten minutes 

interesting, but and the backline helped preserve the victor. For 

a full sto~: 

Attached are our two fundmising campaigns as we seek to supplement our 

recruiting and operating budgets as well &s helping with special projects 

similar to the McCaskill Soccer Center upgrade. Feel t?ee to reach out to me 

with a~y fundraJsing questions atgtpoder(a)Amc.edu 

A couple Daily Tar Heel clippings from the week in UNC Men’s Soccer including 

of the US National Team honoring Kirk Urso in a World Cup Qualifying match: 

Follow us at: 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/ca rolinasoccer 

Twitter: @uncmenssoccer 

Web: htt P:iiwww.goh eels.corn/ 

Go Heels! 

Grant Porter 
Assistant Men’s Soccer Coach 

University of North Carolina at Chapel t till 

If you did not wish to receive this, please _u__rz_s__u__L3__s_££L~2__e_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 5:58 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga]lo@unc.edu> 

I~E: He We Go --, Beat The Orange! 

Will do Larry!I! 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 5:48 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: He We Go N Beat The Orange! 
Coach -- it is what it is -- m~d it will pass it good time ~ have fun tomorrow m~d get it done ~ with 

Be well, my friend. Thaztk you. 
Larry 

~Larry Ga~o, 2r, 

E-xccutive Associate Dw~ctor of Atlfledcs 

University of NoN~ Catalina at Chat~l }{il~ 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 3:45 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject; RE: He We Go ~ Beat The Orange! 
rh~mk you Larry!!! I know the stress ~,o~ must b~-_~ u~der bt4 you i~Jw~Ws seem to c~r’r’y it: well. 

From: ~allo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 2:21 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A IV;        @raSh.COrn’; Ducat, Chris;      @aol.com’; ’3ason Sisneros -        ~gmail.com)’; Sander, ~omas 3 
Subject: He We Go ~ Beat The Orange~ 
Imoo~ance: High 
All the best tomo~ow a~ernoon vs. Syracuse ~ we a~e at home a~d that mea~s something. ~ow we m’e a li~le ba~ged up, but our relentless passion will never be 

compromised~ 

’I’a~e care, and GO HEELS [ 

Be well --proud ofyotfi 

~Larry Ga~h~ 

Execulive A~socia~e Dh~ctor of Aflflefics 

U~fiversity of North Cam[ma at Cha~x~l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 8:39 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: Virgi~fia Gmne 

Sure 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Ansont 

I xvas wondering ifI could come do the pre-game and halftirae again for this Sunday’s game against Virginia? 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:23 AM 

~msu.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisueros ~gmaJl.com); pacman@uncaa.uuc.edu; 

Subject: FW: UNC 

For those who aspire to play pro, the Chicago Fire is in the house. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Chris Andrew [maiIto:candrew(@chicago-fire com] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:44 AM 

To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: UNC 

Good morning Anson, 

I amve in Chapel tli[l this morning and I am very much looking forward to watching the game this afternoon. 

All the best [’or the game. 

Kind regards, 

Chris 

Sent from the iPhone of Chris Andrew. 

D. B. W H 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:27 AM 

Ducar. Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: UNC Men’s Soccer Update 

Excellent Chris let’s get d~is out to alumnae and donors, And let’s work to make sure EVERY ALUMNAE and DONOR are on our lists. Tom can you compile the 
Alumnae ernail list and Chris the donor ~ist? ~ am sure both Jists have some ho~es, 

F~m: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Thursday, 9:57 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject: RE: UNC Men’s Soccer Update 
Proofread ~nd ~et me know what you th~nk, 
The Heels are now 12-2 on the season and 6-2 in the ACC. We just came off a 3-0 win versus NC S~te at home last ThuBday night at Fe~er Field ~d then flew up 

to Boston and m~rned with a 1-0 win. 
[~C Dismantles NC S~te: 
Gmne wining BC GoaJ by 
We have a game today versus new ACC me~7 Syrac~ at ~pm: Why 2pm on ~ Th~;~ay~ell, tonight is "Zero Dazk Thurs~y" for Carolina Football who aze 

hosting Miami at 7:45pm in a nationaJly televi~d game on ESPN. Go Heels’. 

You can catch us TODAY on C~HEELS TV: http://www.goheels.con~liveEven~s,liveEvents.dbml? 
SPID=I2982&SITE=:[NC&DB OEM ID=3350&db oem id=:3350 

NAMgB SgN IOR C~ASS 1W1~ FINALIST: Senior tb~vard           was na~ned Wednesday as a finalist for the     Senior CLASS Award. 
is the si:dh Tar Heel finalist for the awmd since     In fack UNC has had a finalist [br the Senior CLASS Awazd in six of the seven years of the award’s 

e~stence. Read more about the award on ~9:~J~:.~9.[~.!. A ~ign~cant part of the s~lection procesx incl, de~fan voting. UNC fans can vote for at the 
Senior CLASS Award website or on Facebook. ............................................................................................. 

Let’s bomb both of~ese websites with votes. Cu~ently she is in 4th place out of 10 so let’s show the nation what COMPETITIVE FI~ and THE GIFT OF FURY 

are and help rocket      into first place’. 
Here is a great video feature on our s~rting center back           ~om ChaNl Hill. She is a pure walk on and I ~ow you will enjoy her stoE. 

For those of you in the ayea, you do not want to miss Sunday’s game versus top ranked Virginia. We will be without             due to National Team obligations 

but UVA will be without their superslar, Mo~an Bria~ as well. TNs is sure to ~ a classic so please get out a~d cheer lbr your Heels~ 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Sent: Wednesday,              5:23 PM 

To: ~D_~ Ducar, Chris; ~_~1~_~9_~ Jason Sisneros ~g~jJ_~); Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: ~: UNC Men’s Soccer Update 
Can we get this going for Akinmac and domors? 

~: Grant Porter [ma~to:qtpo~er@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~: ~7 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: UNC Men’s Soccer Update 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLi[CK HERE. 

This message includes the following attachments: 

Download Attachment: 12thman 

Do~ nload Attachment: CAROI.INACENTERCIRCI ,E 

Image removed by sender. 

Dear Alumni and Friends, 

Last week’s 2-1 overtime loss to nationally ranked Clemson 

and 2-1 win at Boston College puts the Heels at 4-2- 5 on the year. In t~vo 

interesting statistics that sums up the brutal ACC, 8 of the 12 ACC men’s 

soccer programs have at least 4 ties on the year. Including your Tar Heels, six 

teams axe ranked in the ’Fop 25 national ra~ldngs. With that said, a lot to play 

for in the remaining six regulm season games including this week’s home game 

vs Syracuse. Kickoffvs the Orange is this Friday,           at 
6:30pm here at Felzer Field. We hope to see many of you at the game. For those 

unable to attend, the match can be seen on ESPN3 or the Regional Sports Network 

(RSN). 

After a controversial penalb~ kick was a~varded to Clemsonj ust one minute into 

the match, Junior scored his firs1 goal of year to knot the 

score at one midway through the second halt~ Despite knocking on the door 

several times for a win, Clemson ~ored in overtime resulting in the first ACC 
loss of the year Ibr the Heels. For a full stow: 



A weekend trip up to Boston was a positive one. Two quick goals in the opening 

half from Senior        mid Junior          was all the Heels needed k~ 

defeat Boston College. A late goal from BC made the last ten minutes 

interesting, but and the bacldine helped preserve the victoD~. For 

a full slurry: 

Attached are our two fundmising campaigns as we seek to supplement our 

recruiting and operating budgets &s well as helping with special projects 

similar to the McCaskill Soccer Center upgrade. Feel free to reach out to me 

with ~ay fundra~sing queslions atg_t_R£__rt_e_!2@__u_!)__c_:__e_d__t_[ 

A couple Daily Tar Heel clippings from the week in UNC Men’s Soccer including 

of the US National Team honoring         in a World Cup Qualifying match: 

Follow us at: 

Facebook: www.facebook.com!ca rolinasoccer 

Twitter: @uncmenssoccer 

Web: htt p:!/www.goh eels.corn/ 

Go Heels! 

Grant Porter 
Assistant Men’s Soccer Coach 

University of North CaJcolina at Chapel Hill 

If you did noL wish Lo receive this, please .u___n__s_’_c_L_b__s_’__c__r_~__b__e_.. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <!O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE 1V (ANSON)> 

Thursday,                5:30 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Mee~ngt 

Yes, l~ow about 2 pro? A, ad you are really getting better, t love it!!! 

Sent-" Thursday, 5:26 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject; Re: Meeting! 
He>, Anson softy is there anyway we could move the meelmg? We have a temn lift session at 3 uow.. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Ou . at 11:28 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ansou(a),email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey .amson! Do you have anv time Friday morning I could meet with you? Maybe around 10? If not just let me knoxv!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 5:37 PM 

pacma~@uncaa.unc.edu; Yount, Tony <ton~,onn@unc.edu> 

~nsn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~)aol.com;                       !)gmail.com) 

l~V: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Reminder:Team Academic Aw~acd Nominations 

Tor~?iTony, 
I can’t remember who does this for us? Can you help me? 

From: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf Of Robert Kehoe 
Sent-" Thursday, October 17, 2013 1:16 PM 
To: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com 
Subject-" {Division T Womens Soccer Coaches~ Reminder:Team Academic Award Nominations 
Good Day Coaches. 

For those qnali~ing for the NSCAA Team Academic Award please make sure to complete and submit your nomination form by November 1. Below is a list oftemns 

who have submitted their nominations. Here is a link to the nomination lbrm. http:/,’www.nscaa.comiawards’collegeitean>academic 

All the best as the season continues. 

Rob 

Alabama State University 

Behnont Unive~siF 
Binghmnton University 

B .ryant UniversW 

Buclmell Universiw 

Universi~ of California Davis 

Universi~ of Central Florida 
Dartmouth College 

Drexel UniversW 
Eats’tern Michiga~ University 

Eats’tern WasNngton University 

University of Evansville 

Florida State University 

Gardner- Webb Universi~ 
H arv a~cd University 

Universi~ of Hawaii 
Univelsiw of Ilhnois 

IUPUI 

La Salle Universib’ 
LIU Brooklyn 

Louisim~a Tech UnNersiD- 
Manhattm~ College 

Middle Tennes~e State University 

Moi~mouth University 

Mount St. Ma~’s University 
Murray State Universi~ 

Universi .ty of Nebraska 

Northern Illinois Universi~ 
Northwestern Univemity 

Universi~ of the Pacific 

Portland State Universi~’ 

Rutgers University 

St. John’s UniversiW 
Sam Houston State University 

Seton Ha]l University 

Siena College 

Southea,st Missouri State University 

Stanford Unive~si~ 

Stephen F. Austin University 

U niversi~ of Tennessee 
Utah State Universi~ 

Vanderbilt Univm~i~ 
University- of Vermont 

Villanova University 

Universi~ of Virginia 

Wagner College 

West Vi~inia University 

Western Kentncky University 

Universi~ of Wyoming 
Rob Kehoe 
Director of Coilege Prograrns I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Arm Ave, Kansas City, KS 662,’05 i 9J_3 362 J_747 x J_0iL5 I 9J_3 362 3439 



Wisconsin Office: 920 674,1391_ I Cell: 
I~J_~.C_A__A_:._co__r!__~. I Twitter: @NSCAA I _Fa__c_e__b_.o__o__k. 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at 2v_2v_!~i:_n___s__c__a_~:_c_’_~_?_~__r_~:!_c_’9!_l__e_g__e_. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubseribe from this group and stop receiving emails fi~om it, send an email to division-i-womens-soccet:coaches ~ tmsubscribe({~googlegroups.com. 

To post to this group, send email to divis~on-i-womens-soccer-coaches~google~roups.com. 

Visit this group at http:i,’grot~ps.google.con~,’groupidivision-i-womens-soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit https:/ig~ot~ps.goo~le~com/~roups,’opt out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 5:38 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); @gmail.com) 

FW: CASL Gifts College Combine 

Chris, 

Please respond!! 

From: Sean Nahas [mailto:sean.nahas@caslnc.com] 
Sent: Thursday,               12:10 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; bill palladino; Tony Daluz; robbie.church@duke.edu; lesesne@duaa.duke.edu; Andrew Burr; Donnenwirth, Rob; stgeorges@ecu.edu; 
lipshera@ecu.edu; Steve Nugent; Cairney, Paul;      ~uncc.edu; jwoodie@richmond.edu; palbrigh@richmond.edu; gcurneen@wingate.edu; mhisler@moc.edu; 
millerc@email.wcu.edu; adair@vt.edu; ian.spooner@greensboro.edu; Chris Neal; shorne@elon.edu; michellerayner@uky.edu; ~uncp.edu; 
Iombardm@jmu.edu; clibert@cfcc.edu; Fontaine, Brandi; dmuns@coker.edu; Steve Swanson; pososki@vt.edu; jlowe@ia.ua.edu; " ~aol.com; kjbienias@barton.edu; 
Tony Daluz; Ashton, Greg; Greene, Derek T; @gmail.com; krmounce@gardner-webb.edu; liboldt@davidson.edu; chaots@cofc.edu; kjbienias@bartomedu; Lane, 
Robert; mbeall@highpoint.edu 

Co: spatber@emory.edu; aehart@georgiasouthern.edu; athdam@langate.gsu.edu; serafy_gw@mercer.edu; pbohn@wesleyancollege.edu;        ~aol.com; 
krvettori@loyola.edu; gosselin@msmary.edu; jpnester@salisbury.edu; gpaynter@townson.edu; ddrake3@gmu.edu; lombardm@jmu.edu; jceli@liberty.edu; 
dybert@longwood.edu; jpereira@odu.edu; bsohraN@radford.edu; jbdaly@wm.edu; palbigh@dchmond.edu; ss4ub@virginia.edu; jbowers@vwc.edu; cunninghamn@wlu.edu; 
eterdll@csuniv.edu; jdowiak@andersonuniversibl.edu; bgrass@coker.edu; dempseyk@cofc.edu; winchester@erskine.edu; Andrew.Burr@furman.edu; 
smithsa7@mailbox.sc.edu; kiahab@wofford.edu; akelly@utk.edu; jd-kyzer@utc.edu; bmonaghn@memphis.edu; zundelt@duq.edu; stricklandsc@appstate.edu; 

~uncp.edu; sholeman@sports.uga.edu; rconfer@sports.uga.edu; talbertk@queens.edu; decesaret@queens.edu; smithjrS@mailbox.sc.edu; Plourde, Todd; 
phil_pindnce@brown.edu; Ski Mullinix; gcp212@lehigh.edu; chaots@cofc.edu; dmn@georgetown.edu; tim_santoro@ncsu.edu; mike_barroqueiro@ncsu.edu; 
bpenskyl@utk.edu; jkirt@utk.edu; jmo1119@umd.edu; egolz@umd.edu; MorganLL@appstate.edu; dikraniana@usf.edu; clarkt@campbell.edu; nocerod@campbell.edu; 
chamim@campbell.edu; grashton@davidson.edu; liboldt@davidson.edu;      ~uncc.edu;      @uncc.edu;        Nuncc.edu; atyelton@samford.edu; 
jayelton@samford.edu; astoots@samford.edu; Ashly Kennedy; EBASSETT@mailbox.sc.edu; saylor_gb@mercer.edu; Lipsher, Allison Lipsher; keith.jenkins@townofcarl.org; 
cortijl@vcu.edu; rhr2n@virginia.edu; gjcgb@virginia.edu;       @uncg.edu; Cally.Mordll@Ir.edu; Kathryn _I Blankenship; trsahaydak@athletics.ucf.edu; 
tsahaydak@athletics.ucf.edu; Jamie Corti (jcorti@athletics.ucf.edu) 
Subject: CASL Girls College Combine 

All 

PLEASE LET ME KNOW YOUR A VA~LAB~LITY ASAP SO THA T WE CAN START TO MAKE TH~5 PUBLIC. 
I hope this email finds you doing well. I wanted to send you this letter (please see attached) in regards to our CASL Girls College Combine which we are looking to hold on 

Saturda~               We are looking this year as we did last year break the day into age groups. We want to maximize the amount of players we can showcase for you 

all and are looking to hold 2 different sessions, one being the 16s and 18s in the morning and the other being 15s and 17s in the afternoon (or vice versa). I want to be able to 
make this combine as easy as possible for you all but definitely would like some of your input. This year we have opened 2 new turf fields with lights that are next to Baker 
Roofing which puts 5 turf fields within 100 yards of each other. This will allow us to open the combine to more players and limit the amount of movement you as coaches will 
have to endure during the day. Each year we have wanted to improve on this event and feel that this is the next step in doing so. We are excited once again about this year’s 
combine and hope that you will be able to attend. 

I would like to go with the same schedule as last year with age groups broken up and if we follow that plan we will be able to have age groups on certain fields so that you do 
not have to go and search for who you are looking to recruit. Having you all at this combine makes it what it is and we would love your attendance again this year. If you could 
please let me know if your program will be in attendance it would be GREATLY appreciated so that we can start to post college lists in the next week or so.. 
Please if you have any suggestions as to how we can improve on last year’s event, please let me know and if we can implement it we definitely will_ 

High Point 

Elon 

UNCG 
William Peace University 

Thanks again and I look forward to hearing from you soon.,. Should anything change I will of course let you know but wanted you to get this on your schedule 

Sean Nahas I ECNL Director 

Capital Area Soccer League 

3300 Womans Club Drive Suite 1 Raleigh NC 27612 

P: 919.532.2014 ] F: 919.834.4369 

sean.nahas@caslnc.com J www.facebook.comicaslnc 

www.caslnc.com I www.twitter.com/caslnc 

*PLEASE NOTE MY NEW EDAA~L ADDRESS~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 8:02 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Reminder:Team Academic Award Nominations 

........ OriginaJ Mes~ge ........ 

Subject: Re: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Reminder:Teach Academic Awayd Nominations 

From: "Yount, Tony" <towyount@unc.edu> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaS~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

I wasn’t with you last yem so I haven’t done this before, but I’m happy to do it. I might need help with the official roster for last fall but I have all the academic 

information. 

Ton?, 

On Oct 17, 2013, at 5:37 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~a)emafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tom/Tony, 
I can’t: ~emembe~ who does thi~.~ for us? Qm you he~p me? 

From: ~J2[~[g_~:~r_~_~_a~z~_~g£_~Ez_~g_agb_~i@_g~ggJ~g£~,9_~_E] [mailto: division-~:~g_~_~_~r_~g_~_/:g~9_b~gg_~g[~gE~tp~_~g~] On Behalf ~ Robe~ Kehoe 
Sent: Thursday, October ~7, 20~3 ~:~6 PM 
To: d~visbn+womens-soccer-coaches(~googlegroups.com 
S~bject= {Division ~ Womens Soccer Coaches} Reminder:Team Academic Award Nominations 
Good Day ~oa~hes. 
For those qua]i~dn~ £or ~e NSG~ Team Aoadomio Award 

a ]is¢ o£teams who have subnfi~ed thoir nominations. He~ 
All ~e ~st ~ the se~on ~on~nues. 
Rob 
Ala[~ma S~te Umve~i~ 

Belmont UNve~i~ 
Bingh~ton Umversi~ 

B~’~t UNversi~ 
Bucknell Unive~ity 

Unive~ity of California Davis 

UNversity of Central 

Da~mouth College 

Drexel Umversi~ 
Eastern MicNgm~ Utfive~si~ 

E~em W~lfingmn Umversi~~ 

U~five~i~ of Ewx~sville 

Florida State UniversiD- 

Gardner-Webb Unive~i~ 

HmwaN UNversi~’ 
Umve~ity of Hawaii 

Umve~ity of Illinois 

IUPUI 

La Salle Unive~ity 

LIU Broo~yn 

Louisiana Tech Umve~i~ 
MatNa~a~ College 

Middle Tennessee S~te Universi~ 

Monmouth Umve~i~- 

Mount St. Ma~’s Unive~i~ 
Mu~ay S~te UNversi~ 

Umversi~’ of Nebraska 
No,hem Illinois Umversity 

NoN~wes~m Unive~ity 

University of the P~ific 

PoNmad State Unive~ity 

Rutge~ Umversi~ 

St. Jolm’s Universi~" 



Sawn Houston Slate Universi~ 
Seton Hall University 

Siena College 

Southeast Mis~uri State University 

St~ford Umve~i~ 
Stephen F. Austin U~five~ib, 

Unive~si~ of Tem~essee 

Utah State UNve~si~ 

Vanderbilt UNve~i~ 

Universi~’ of Vermont 

Villm~ova U~versi~ 

UNve~ib~ of Vi~i~a 
Wagner College 

Wes~ Vi~inia Umve~it3~ 
Wes~m Kentucky University 

UmveNty of Wyoming 

g)irector of College Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Anr~ Ave, Kansas City, I(S 6610~ I 9~3 362 ~747 x ~0~5 I 9~3 362 3439 

Wisconsin Office: 920 674 439~ I Cell: 

NSCAA.com I Jwitte~-: @NSCAA I Facebook 

Are y~u ready f~r Soccer’s Biggest Party? 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at www.nscaa.com,’college. 

You received "this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubscfibe ti-om this group and stop receiving emails from it, ~nd an email to di~,ision-i-womens-soccer-coaches+u~subscribe,~;~oogle~roups.com. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 10:16 AM 

ttue Me~ies @gmail.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~z)aol.com; ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Florida Krush 

I will follow up with for’ your dub chat in Novernber and with for’ better placement at the Cast Tournaments. Yes, I also enjoy chatting with 
you and I am excited your kids ~ are kicking ass. 
Fr~ra: Hue Nenzies [mailto @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday,, ~.0:40 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Florida Krush 
It was good to talk to yoa as asaal. Always positive vibes when we talk. I see you axe on a roll with your team. I am sure is hasn’t been easy, but you probably would 

want it to be. 
Here are my favors... 

1) The nationaJ team roll be coming to Orlando to play Brazil on 

I would like to have one or m-o of your UNC players come out to our club. Not sure what their schedule is for the week, but if they come in early during the week, I 

would like them to come out at 6:30 on Thursday       to speak ruth onr kids. 

Let me kmow. 

2) All my temns have been accepted to the CASL tourna~nents. They have place all of them in the lower brackets. You are thmiliar with our teams. 

15s - UI 8s aJl should be in the top flights... 
15s just beat Paul Riley’s Albertson team last weekend in DC. They are in the top bracket at CASL. 

16s Have gotten 10 titnes better this year. Have a player for you on that team. Payton Cqewal. Extremely athletic. Still needs to be more tactic~£ 

team. We have beaten most of those teams in the top bracket including the CASL team. 

team. We beat CASL re, ice last year. 

Spoke to Rusty...but he doesn’t ki~ow our groups. 

Thank yon for your support. 

Hne Menzies 

Executive Director 

Florida Kraze Krush 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 10:17 AM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~W: Florida Kmsh 

do you want to be the point person to chat with to see if this PR is possible? Chris, can you l:otlow up with CASL [:or Hue’s teams? 
From: Hue Nenzies [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent; Thursday, 10:40 PN 
To: Dorrance, Nbert A IV; Dorrance, A~be~ A IV 
Subject~ Florida Krush 
It was good to talk to you as usual. Always ~sitive vibes when we talk. I see you axe on a roll with your team. I am sure is hasn’t been e~y, but you pro~bly would 

want it to ~. 
Here am my favors... 

1) The nationaJ team roll be coming to Orlando to play Broil on 

I would like to have one or m-o of your ~C players come out to our club. Not sure what their schedule is for the week but if they come in early during the week I 

would like them to come out at 6:30 on Thurs~y       to speak ruth onr ~ds. 

Let me kmow. 

2) All my temns have been accepted to the CASL tourna~nents. They have place all of them in the lower brackets. You are thmiliar with our teams. 

15s - UI 8s aJl should be in the top flights... 
15s just beat Paul Riley’s Albertson team last weekend in DC. They are in the top bracket at CASL. 

16s Have gotten 10 titnes better this year. Have a player for you on that team. Payton (hewal. Extremely athletic. Still needs to be more tactical. 

We have beaten most of those teams in the top bracket including the CASL team. 

We beat CASL re, ice last year. 

Spoke to Rusb~...but he doesn’t know our groups. 

Thank yon for your support. 

Hne Menzies 

Executive Director 

Florida Kraze Krush 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, October 19, 2013 9:06 AM 

Walter Mack ~gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: Special Request for Autographing Soccer Balls 

If you just need my signature, bring fl~em by McCasldll. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Walter Mack ~ ~gmail.com> wrote: 

tIi, Anson: 

I have not yet heard from Tom Sander regarding autographing two soccer balls to be used in the Seymour Center Chaadty thnd-raiser coming up in November. 

I would be most happy to deliver them personaJly to you for signature. It would only take a minute of your time, and it’s for a worthy cause. Thm~s so much, Anson! 

Kind Regards, 

Walt Mack 

Director 

Friends of the Robert & Pearl 

Seymour Center, Chapel Hill 

2551 Homestead Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

~gmafil.com 
www.friends~vmourcenter.org 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, 1:47 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu                                      @gmoil.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~live.unc.edu); ~email.unc,edu>;, ~aol.com); 

@live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 

,~@gma~l.com); ,~!live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu) 

@gmaikcom; ~@gmaiLcom); " ~live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc,edu); @uncaa.unc,edu); ,@live.unc.edu); 
¯ 

@live unc.edu); @icloud.com) ~@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu) ~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); ....... ~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); ~yaJaoo.com): @live.unc.edu) 

@rocketmaJl.com @gmail.com; @live.unc.edu; @yahoo.com: 

~live.unc.edu; ’@emaJl.unc.edu; ~gmail.com ~comcast.net; 

@e~nail unc.edu; " " @ema~l.unc.edu; ,~!hotmail.com; @live.unc.edu; 

@gmail.com; )!gma~l.com; .......... ,~@ive.unc.edu ); 

@gmafil.com; ~yahoo.cotn; ~gmail.com 

RE: Game this Sunday 

~aol.com, 

~gmafil.com); 

@gmail.com; 

@ymml.com; 

@gmail.com; 

@live.unc.edu; 

~aol.com; 

That is great!H 
How is it being one of the to~ : in the world? How do ~,ou like the ? How is life in the f~st lane? 

We can’t wait to see you!! 

From: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent-" Friday, 8:47 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~’ 
Subject: Game this Sunday 

Hi Ans, 
Hope you are doing well. I will be visiting you guys thi~ ~unday. I work tomorrow and I derided to drive up after work and stay 

for the game on ~unday. I am excited. :-) 

I will see you out there. 

All the best, 



FI~OlIL" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O~UNC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)9 

Saturday, 1:50 PM 

pacmau@~mcaa.unc.edu 

~msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; " ~!aol.com; ~!gmail.com) 

~: Go~n~e this Sunday 

Tom/Chris, 

Have we done a good lob collecting all the emai[ addresses of 

(with assembling the donor’s list}? She is dying to see ~,hat 

From: @yahoo,com] 

Sent: Friday. 5:47 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Game this Sunday 

Hi Arts, 
Hope you are doing well. I will be visiting you guys this Sunday. I work tomorrow and I decided to drive up after work and stay 

for the game on Sunday. I am excited. :-) 
I will see you out there. 
All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 1:50 PM 

)@gmail.com> 

@msn.com; ducea@uncaa.unc.edu; ~z)aol.com; ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Good Luck 

Thank you 
From: ~gmail,com] 
Sent-" Friday, 8:15 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Good Luck 
Ansor~ 
Good luck to you and the girls this weekend agaJnfft Virginia. I know you guys can beat them. 

Unfortunately, I won’t be able to watch the game becuse we roll be in San AntoNo watching the US National Team play Australia. 

We are driving down there tonight because there is supposed to be a public training session tomorrow that we can go and watch. 
I hope I can say HI to            I doubt that she remembers me from cmnp even though we had a chance to play together at camp. 

I look tbrwa~-d to seeing the girls getting anofl~er win by beating Virginia. 

GO HEELS!!’.!!!!!!!!! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 1:51 PM 

@hotmaJl.com>; Dino Palladino ~aoLcom> 

RE: UNC Soccer Camp 

Good for me .... 

From: _~hotmail.com] 
Sent-" Friday, 7:55 PM 
To: Dino Palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" FW: UNC Soccer Camp 

Hey Guys, 

Looks like        will work best housing wise. This good with everyone? Should I confirm with Guilford? 

Date: Fri,            19:30:55-0400 
Subject: Re: UNC Soccer Camp 
From: garrisoni@guilford,edu 

To:            ~hotmail,com 

Good evening, Gerald has been outsick butlspoketo Brian and the 

givesthem 3 daysto get everything ready. 

Thanks, 

John 

On Friday, wrote: 

Hey John, 

I just wanted to follow back up and see which would work better - 

Thanks. 

would work best. Housekeeping was the biggest concern and that extra day 

Let me know when you get a chance! 

Date: Wed 13:20:11-0400 

Subject: Re: UNC Soccer Camp 

From: garrisonj@guilford,edu 

To:            @hotmail,com 

Good afternoon, the housekeeping staff leaves at noon each day, I will sit down with Gerald in the morning and make sure he can pull this off be fore we 

commit. The lounge I am not worried about, it will be the other spaces. 

Best, 
John 

On Wed, at 12:58 PM, 

Hi John, 
I think we are leaning towards 

arrivals on 

t@hotmail.com> wrote: 

Would we be able to get into Bryan lounge on the ? And into Bryan/S. apartment dorms for early 

Date: Tue, 16:16:07 -0400 

Subject: Re: UNC Soccer Camp 

From: garrisonj@guilford.edu 

To:            @hotmail.com 

Good afternoon, unfortunately with it ending on the     it doesn’t allow us enough time to turn around the dorm space. If you were planning on just 

using Bryan those dates would work. If we use Shore as well the would be the latest. I will check with Mike as well to make sure the fields are 
available. 

Best, 
John 

On Tue, at 3:06 PM, 

And how abut 

!. _@__h_. _o_ Lm_aj_[:. _c_ .o_ m_. > wrote: 

Date: Tue, 14:17:15 -0400 



Subject: Re: UNC Soccer Camp 

From: garrisonj@guilford,edu 

To:            ~hotmail.com 

Good afternoon, I hope you’re well. I spoke with Mike Merkal and the    or the      are both good as far as the fields are concerned. Either dates 
should give housekeeping enough time to clean Bryan and Shore before you arrive, I know the will. 

Best, 
John 

On Tue, at 1:39 PM, @hotmail.com> wrote: 
Hey John, 
I am still waiting to hear back from Dino about what dates he wants to try for next. We are considering . Are 
there any conflicts with any of those dates dorms or field wise? We are working around a soccer tournament that will be playing in 
Normally his tournament is at the end of June, but next summer it is during our normal team camp week. Thus the need to change our normal week. 
Let me know if any of those weeks don’t work (I guess it looks like will work for sure). 
Thanks, 

Date: Tue,            11:37:39 -0400 

Subject: Re: UNC Soccer Camp 

From: garrisonj@p, uilford.edu 

To:            _~hotmail.com 

Good morning, would work for      I wish I would have known you were thinking about going earlier before we sign contract with 
Dave Davis, we would have tried to work something out to accommodate everyone. 

Best, 
John 

On Mort, at 11:11 AM, John A Garrison < 

John Garrison 
Guilford College 
Coordinator of Conferences & Events 
Facilities Building 

(336) 316-2109 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -~/O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REC1PIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, 1:53 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

~msn.com ducea@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; ~gmail.com) pacman@uncaa unc edu 

RE: Kobe Blyalg article 

Thank you .,,. 1 am madly trVi~g to catch up o~ rny email, I will read this soon, And I love having you back in training. 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 1:46 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Kobe BPlant article 
Hey Ans! 
A friend jus~ sent me this article and I thought vou~ might enjov~ it. It takes a while to read, but it’s well worth it. Over all it’s just an amazing sto~, but I really like the 
paragraph on him discussing self doubt. "We all have self doubt, you don’t deny it but you also don’t capitulate to it. You embrace ~t, ? ou r~se above ~t I love that part. 

h_~p:i/m.si.com/3482123/kobe-b~’ant-reflectlons- on-a-cold- blooded-career/ 

This article left me in tears. ENoy! 

Sent tiom my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 2:52 PM 

@s-sin.orB);                        ~gmail.com);                      ~gmail.com); 

@glna~l.com);          @gm~l.com;                              @gmail.com); 

,~!gmail.com); @gmo~l.coin); @ydtioo.com); ,~!gmail.com); 

~!gmail.com); ~!comcas~t.net); @att.net); 

~gmail.com);                      ~gmail.coln);                        ~gmail.com); 

?}gmail.com); @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.tmc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmaAl.com); 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; "@live.unc.edu); ~@email.unc.edu~; 

@aol.com); ~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 
@gmail.com);                      ,~live.unc.edu>;                 ~live.unc.edu); 

~gmail.com; @gmail.com); .... ~live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); nicole fava (nfav@uncaa.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); ~icloud.com) @live.unc.edu>; 

7z) live.unc.edu); ~)live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu)i ~!live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); @gmail.com); 

@live.unc.edu); ~@~lioo.com); @live.unc.edu); ~gmail.com; 

~rocketma~l.com; ~g~nail.com; @live.unc.edu; ,~!yoJaoo.com; @mail.corn; 

@live.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu; @gmail.com; )@comcast.ner, ~gmail.com; 

~(~email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; 7(~hotmail.com; ~live.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 

@gmail.com; ~gmail.com: @live.unc.edu); ~aol.com; 

~gmail.com; ~yahoo.com; .@gmail.com 

What it takes to be the best 

Ladies, 

I just got this from .. It is long but worth the read for those of you interested in what it takes to be the best. BTW, excellent practice today ._. we just got a bit 

better. 

http:i:m.si.com/3482123:kobe-brvant-reflections- on-a-cold- blooded-cartel;/ 

Also,     just showed me her latest creation. She took clips from the session we had in Boston before we played BC and the session we did pre Syracuse (for the 

recruits watching this wondering why we are in Orange, we always dress in our opponents colors when we are at home the day before the game),     did it to 

"Top of the World" (Imagine Dragons??). In case I don’t tell you enough, I love coaching you guys. We have to have fun even in this tough ACC stretch run and it is 

clear we do. I appreciate you guys for it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, October 19, 2013 3:14 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com;                      @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

bsnow@ussoccer.org; Matthew J Robinson (mjrobins@udel.edu); damon.nahas@caslnc.corn; Christian Lavers 

(clavers@usclubsoccer.org) 

The Klinsmann ma~tm takes hold 

Some very good stuff in this piece. I remember the evening we had him over for dinner and r~’~y home ~n Chapel t-t~l[ and this was r~ght after he was rejected as the 

US coach the first time (he wanted control) and he was ta[Mng about building the US Team on the back of competition which is what the environment is like 

native Germany. 

I hope he dps~t upin the 

~= Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent~ Friday, October ~8, 2013 9:05 AN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Soccer America Confidential: The Klinsmann mantra ~kes hold 

::X:: Image 

....... removed by 

sender¯ 

removed by 

sender. 

Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

:riday, Oct. 18, 2013 [~i:: Image 
removed by 

sender 

The Klinsmann mantra takes hold 
tweet This 

removed by 

sender¯ 

~hare Thi~ 

By Ridge Mahoney 

His final proving ground is still in the future, yet the just-concluded campaign managed by durgen 

Klinsmann may be the most productive yet attained by the U.S. men. 

removed by 
sender 

The 7-2-1 Hexagonal record and 22 points coupled with a Gold Cup title matches the 2005 

accomplishments managed by Bruce Arena. Yet it should be noted that as impressive as those results 

were, still the Americans dropped out of the 2006 World Cup after group play concluded. It won the 2009 Hexagonal with a 6- 

2-2 record (20 points) and reached the World Cup round-of-16, where it lost to Ghana, 2-1, in overtime. 

Klinsmann is tasked with bettering that 2010 performance, which would at least match the 2002 team’s advancement to the 

quarterfinals. During the 27 months he’s been in charge, he’s navigated a steep learning curve regarding the American soccer 

culture and characteristics unique to Concacaf. His growth as coach of the U=S. team has been severe when compared to his 

handing of Germany from 2004 to 2006= 

’q-his experience, more so than the German experience to be quite honest, will inform Jurgen going forward," says former U.S. 

defender and ESPN analyst Alexi Lalas. "When he looks back years from now, he will see that this really helped him evolve 

and improve. He’s gone through some things that he’s never experienced before=" 

While absences and enforced changes are elements of any such qualification process, the U.S. ovemame difficulties and 

complications unmatched in its six previous Hexagonal competitions since the six-team format was adopted in 1989. (As 

1994 World Cup host, the U.S. did not participate in the 1993 qualifiers staged under a different format from which only Mexico 

emerged.) 

A few conditions were imposed by Klinsmann himself= He dropped former captain Carlos Bocanegra, 33, after the Hexagonal 

opener, a 2-1 loss in Honduras, and has gone with younger players. After Landon Donovan returned from a lengthy 

sabbatical, Klinsmann kept him waiting until the Gold Cup before issuing a recall. He stood tough on the whimsical behavior of 

Timothy Chandler, and like Bocanegra, neglected him after the Honduras defeat. 



Klinsmann’s mantra centers on a theme that every player must be ready to fill a position and believe - truly believe, not just 

hope - they can perform at the level required. If there’s a central storyline to the national team’s performance of 2013, in 

addition to a sensational 12-game winning streak, it’s getting results regardless of opposition or circumstance. There’s a 

sense that no matter what the team encounters, someone will step foPc~ard. There’s more to this team than Donovan, Ciint 

Dempsey, Michael Bradley and Tim Howard. 

’We have unbelievable resources of guys not just coming in because they’re talented, they’re coming in because they’r~ ready 

and they actually believe they’ve got a chance," says former U.S. international and TV pundit Eric Wynalda. 

A few examples from the past eight months: 

Howard can’t play in the second and third Hexagonal games, so the back line mans up and Brad Guzan posts two shutouts. 

Donovan is in the doghouse and Hercuiez Gomez needs a break, so Jozy Aitidore tallies in four straight games. 

Brad Evans takes up the cause at right back and collects a ball to score the winner in Kingston. 

Brek Shea plays the super-sub role twice in the Gold Cup, scoring in a 1-0 defeat of Costa Rica in group play and downing 

Panama by similar means in the final. 

Graham Zusi’s entry against Jamaica is saluted by fans in his home MLS stadium and he smacks home the winning goal. 

Brad Davis comes offthe bench and chalks up two stoppage-time assists as the Americans rally for a stunning victory in 

their Panama City finale, with the clincher coming from a sub, Aron Johannsson, who might well have opted to play for 

Iceland if Klinsmann wasn’t in charge of the U.S. 

So what’s been going on here? Wynalda calls up this quote: ’"Good leaders will inspire others to believe in the leader. Great 

leaders inspire others to believe in themselves,’" says Wynalda. "Eleanor Roosevelt said that, and she was onto something. 

’q-hat’s what’s happening. There have been some bumps in the road but Jurgen’s doing a great job." 

This attitude transcends confidence and determination. American players have such qualities in abundance. What many of 

them are showing now is fearlessness, an absolute assurance that they as individuals and the team as a collective will not 

fail. They still might lose a game here or there, of course, but whether they are told to start, come on as a sub, play out of 

position, or watch from the bench, they are essential pieces of the process. 

1 think that’s why everyone enjoys playing for the U.S. and playing for Jurgen," says Geoff Cameron, who during the 

Hexagonal played right back, central midfield, and centerback. "He’s so positive and he instills confidence and he believes in 

your ability." 

Rightly or wrongly, many players in past U.S. head coaching regimes were convinced they had little or no shot at Iong4erm 

selection. That might have been a function of their own limitations as much as coaching prejudices, but that’s how it works. 

The head coach has final say, so Davis gets the call and Benny Feilhaber doesn’t. Juan Agudelo might be the young 

forward of the future, but Terrence Boyd and Johannsson are the present. 

Yet a player like Sacha Kljestan, who’s been on and off the national team since his debut in 2007, is still in the chase for a 

World Cup roster spot. The way Klinsmann works, the player - like Chandler - shuts the door, not the head coach. 

"A prime example for me is Sacha Kljestan," says Revs keeper Matt Reis, a veteran of 16 MLS seasons who earned two caps 

in 2006 and 2007. "He played in the MLS for a number of years and then moved over to a Champions League team with 

[Belgian club] Andedecht. Obviously, it’s not one of the greatest leagues but he’s playing week-in, week-out, and he’s a big 

member of that team. He has to turn it on every week in an intense, high level. 

"He comes into the national team with guys like [Alejandro] Bedoya, who’s now playing in France. The more good players 

you have the better the group is. Jurgen’s done a fantastic job of encouraging guys to go out and do more." 

Intense competition within the squad is a vital element of successful teams and for probably the first time in its history, the 

U.S. is at least two deep in every position. Now one may quibble with the insertion of DaMarcus Beasley as first-choice left 

back, but he’s seldom been disgraced in that assignment. And stiff competition in midfield has generated solid performances 

by second and third choices. Klinsmann has occasionally criticized the will of his stars. He challenged Dempsey’s 

accomplishments in the Premier League and kept Donovan off the squad following a long sabbatical. He also arrived with 

promises of sparking play that were scaled back as the arduous process of Concacaf qualification unfolded, but there’s no 

question he’s sought out players with flair = Mix Diskerud, Zusi, Bedoya, Shea, etc. - and wants defenders as well as 

everybody else to be good on the ball. 

Not every player has flourished in forbidding conditions. Some players have stagnated overseas: Maurice Edu and Shea are 

stuck on the Stoke City bench as Cameron starts on a weekly basis, and one cringes at the checkered international fortunes 

of Oguchi Onyewu and Freddy Adu. 

Donovan has steadfastly maintained his Galaxy status, Dempsey left Tottenham for Seattle. These are not avenues 

Klinsmann would recommend yet now has enough talented candidates to push every member of the first team to some 

degree. If they are fit and sharp, they will start, but if not, their places in the first Xl are not automatically rubber-stamped. 

Cameron believes Klinsmann shares some of the same characteristics, as well as demands, of his manager, former Welsh 

international Mark Hughes. Like Klinsmann, Hughes played as a forward, but though he’s noticeably less effervescent than 



the U.S. coach, there are similar objectives. 

"He wants mental toughness, an attitude of no fear, and confidence in our ability," says Cameron. "They want to put the ball on 

the pitch and possess it and create things offensively and play good football." 

What will the U.S. look like and how will it do in Brazil? Along with a talent pool at its deepest point, it will also be led by a 

man whose experience and background are unique in national-team history. Playing for a World Cup-winning West German 

team in 1990 and coaching Germany to third place in 2006 instills a perspective from which to teach his players the methods 

to cope with demanding expectations, intense pressure, and zealous opposition. 

Says Lalas, "Ultimately, what he’s got in his back pocket is that he can go into that locker room next summer and say, ’You 

know what boys? This is my world, this is the World Cup. I know what it’s like to win one of these, I know what it’s like to 

coach in one of these, and I know what it’s like to hit a ball with the outside of the right foot in a World Cup and split 

defenders’ ... or something like that. 

’We’ve never had that in the past. I hope that there is some power to that and that he can harness that power, and he can 

translate it into good things for the team next summer." 

Post your response to the public Soccer America Confidential bloq. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer America Confidential blo.cj. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 3:35 PM 

bsnow@ussoccer.org; Matthew J Robinson (mjrobins@udel.edu); damon.nahas@caslnc.coln; Christian Lavers 

(clavers@usclubsoccer.org); ......... ~s- sm.olg); (~bgma~l.coln);. 

@gmail.com); ~gmail.com); ~z)gmail.com; 

@gmail.coin); ,~)gmail.com); " ,~a) o, mail.com); " 

~yahoo.com); @gmail.com); ~gmail.com); 

~comcast.net); ..... @att.net); ~gmail.com); 

@gmail.com); ~ ~gmail.com); @gmail.com); ~msn.com; 

ducar~uncaa.unc.edu; _c~aol.com; ~gmaAl.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu>; ~aol.com); 

~live.unc.edu);. ~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 

( ~gmml.com); ,~live.unc.edu>: ,@live u ~c edt ); 

~gmail.com;                     ~gmail.com);                     ~live.unc.edu); i 

@live.unc.edu); a)m~caa.unc.edu); ,b!live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); @icloud.com) ~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu); ~)live.unc.edu); ~ ~live.unc.edu); 

I @live.unc.edu)i @live.unc.edu); ~live.m~c.edu); ~amail.com); 

@live.unc.edu); ~,yahoo.com); ~live.unc.edu); ~gmail.com; 

~rocketmail.com: @gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu; _ ~ ~yahoo.com; ~yma~l.com; 

~live .unc.edu; ~email.unc .edu; ~gmail.com;, (a~comcast.ne~, ~gmail.com; 

?(~email.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu; ’@hotmo~l.com; ~live.unc.edu: @live.unc.edu; 

’@gmail.com; 1 ~gmaJd.com; @live. unc.edu); t@aol.com; 

~gmml.com; ~yahoo.com; ~gmail.com 

This is 11 minutes and 36 seconds, get through the tirst two minutes a~M it will grab you 

Ladies, 

I know we are already half way through our player conferences but please look at this when you can. The real key for your evolution is to know you have not 

maxed out on your potential. Once you hold yourself accountable and say "1 can get better" comes the difficult decision of choosing to see how good you could be 

as a priority. Most of us waste our time and lives on frivolous things because we still have not make our final choice. Please know that I understand that becoming 

extraordinary at this game does not have to be your life choice and there are so many more noble choices starting with fighting to achieve world peace or curing 

cancer. Still, most of us suffer the illusion we have made a choice when it is so clear to those who have or know, that we haven’t. 

https:/iw~,v.voutube.com/watch?v=Vf,qmlEBZG3A&feature=plaverembedded#at=633 

a friend of mine and one of the all-time greats in world soccer history came to see me two weeks ago with the intention of speaking to you 

guys but suffered from            and was unable to speak. She is one of the people that understands about becoming the best in the world at this and 

I will start to share with you (through her) what she did. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturda5 4:03 PM 

~duke.edu) 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; @s-sm.org); @gmaJl.com); 

@gmaJl.com); @gln~l.com); @gma~l.com; : 

~gmail.com); ~!gmail.com) ~)gmail.com); 

@ahoo.com); ~gm~l.com); ~ ~., @glnail.com); 

@comcast.net); ~att.net); ~gmail.com); 

~}gmail.com); ~gmail.com); @gmail.com); ~msn.com; 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; @gma~l.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~live.unc .edu); ~email .unc .edu~; @aol .corn); 

~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 
~@gmml.com); ,~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu); 

~gmail.com; ;@gmail.com); ~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); ~uncaa.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); @icloud.com) @live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); ~)live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); ~!live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); ~gmail.com); 

~live.unc.edu); @y~l~oo.com); ~live.unc.edu); ~gmail.com; 

~rocketmail.com; ~gmail.com; @live.unc.edu; "_c}yahoo.com; ~ymafil.com; 

~live.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; @gmail.com; ~comcast.net, ~gmail.com; 

~email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; ?}hotmafil.com @live.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; 
@gmail.com; ?(~gmail.com; ~Ilve.unc.edu); ~@aol.com; 
@gmml.com; @yahoo.corn; ~gmail.com 

Subject: 

Attach: tennyson quote.psf.pdf 

Ladies, 

A part of visit was going to be spent with i because like has fought through some incredibly challenging Nnesses 

and knows MI about challenge ~and adversity, When : had to ~?:~ home wi~:h ~:he she sent me the erm;i~ below ~v~th the Tennyson quote tot 

you guys 

hey ans. had this when ! came up last week. was going to read it to your girls and give to she’s tough as shit, but f used to get tired as shit too. this quote reminds me to tune out 
present circumstances ie injury, illness, etc. and focus on my will which only strengthens over time. it’s a great testament to the ones who are meant to do more than just sit on the fucking 
couch, go      you are in my thoughts o#en. 

She ~:hen [o]lowed up w~:h th~s ne>:t emaH to he~p driw? ~myone that wants to know the real ~)ro(:ess of becoming the best ~n the world A ~)art of what ~ liked about: 

her ew)lul:k~n wMle I w~s coaching her on the Natkm~ Team w~s to see her go [torn a playmaking mk~fieMer to ~ goal scoring center forward. She transformed her 

training when ~ asked her to make the sw~tch to work on finis[ring EVERY DAY. ~ hope th~s has value for you. Here is what I ernaHed her [hat she is responding to ~n 

[he ema i~ below: ~ i~ you could just pu~ h’~ wH~ing ~ bHef sy~’~opsis ~o help ~ff/ these kids wl~o need ~o k~’~ow d~e price,or grea~ness f: om someone who has 

done 

~ey A~so~. O~. Not sure whm they need to s~...but will ~e a shot. For ~e the be~iu~u~ w~ lea~i~ the meutali~. Understandin~ that I wm the ~a~e a~d ~at 
~y de/e~der by ~n~n~ at them...exposin~ ~em...pu~ them uuder p~ssure...and lea~in~ to li~e fl~e directness oY Iayiu~ it all out ~e~ oY eider ~aflu~ the pIayer...or 
uot. That is a hind thiu~ to come to ~i~e...the s~rl~ess o[ success or ~hilure. I ~i~k most people pre~r to play it sale but a ~oal scorer has to ~o all out. The~ is no 
be~,eeu...i[they wm~a be ~ood. They ~ust be ~az~ess. Cow,deut. Iutense. ~deutless. A ~s~ ~er. ~d wiIliu~ to ma~e or miss fl~e last shot iu the ~ost i~t 
~a~e oYtheir liYe...a~d li~e Yor ~e chance to do it. 
A~er t~at pa~ Yor ~e it bec~e a~ut pIayi~ a~aiust eve~o~e that ~at ~e or w~s [~er thau me iu so~e way a~d ~oiu~ a~nst the~ o~er ~d o~er a~aiu uutil that 
pa~icular quali~ about the~ uo ~o~er phased ~e. I sought out ~uys ~osfly de[euders a~d ~s aud whe~ I beat the~ I~I I ~ded another de[ender ~ ~e it 
Aud ~ea~ed to beat them di~reut ways i~ di~re~t a~as o[the ~eld a~d with the [~ll co~iu~ to me iu di~reut way~a~es. I’d ~ at fl~e~. Do bac~ ~ ~oal. 
I also too~ a die, rein approach to shooti~ a~d ~oal sc<mn~. ~t became a study o[ an~le~ power, finesse, psychology, tec~ique, etc. a~d the~ I would pIu~ 
strengths a~d weak~es~s...work o~ those eve~ day (as you km~w)...with cliff,rein bails into me... I touch 2 "~uch etc...m the air on the ~rou~d...[ro~ the wi~, 
li~e, ~idfidd etc etc. Tu~s. Touches. I~slep. I~side outside of the ibot. Left and ~ht loot. ~e~t ~]Is. D~ve~ ~Ils. Volleys, half volley~ side ~oIley~ 
So that is ~e short s~o~ of the longer answer to your question~ H ~ It was all those things over and over again with ~e intensity and tbcus of a world championship 

game. Let me ~ow if that gets your girls something they cmi use....and ifI can help ftm~er. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

12:09:58 AM 

Ducat, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chris Ducat (ducat)]; bill palladino ~aol.com]; 

@gmail.com]; Sander, Thomas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tjsander] 

Fwd: Functional Rondo Variations 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subj ect: Functional Rondo Variations 

From: Christian Lavers <clavers@usclub soccer.org> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 
Anson - 

Thanks for letting me watch training last week - I enjoyed it. Attached are some of the "rondo" possession games that I 

was talking about; you have probably done and seen a thousand variations of them. These few have worked very well 

for me, and I really like the ease at which they translate directly to the game. 

1) Functional Back 7 Shape-training both teams 

a. This game is 7 vs. 7 (+3). In this particular set-up, the system mirrors a 4-2-3-1, so each team has 4 backs, 2 holding 

mids, and I target. The neutral players are the wingers and the attacking midfielder. 

b. In possession, the back four drop out and expand, into an attacking shape. (The red team in the diagram). This 

pushes the neutral wingers high (and maybe eventually inside into an interior space allowing backs to get higher.) 

c. In defense, the back four must step back into the field and win the ball back out of a functional shape. 

d. Scoring is done by number of passes. 

2) Switch Out of Back- training the red team primarily 

a. Similar concept, except the teams are in different shapes now. Red is a back four, 2 CM, and I target. Yellow is 4 

midfielders and a target. 

b. Red tries to connect passes in what replicates a back four shape - so the emphasis is on switch of play out of the 

back (with the ability to play a penetrating ball to the target). 

c. When yellow wins the ball, they expand into a more attacking midfield shape, with again the emphasis on keeping 

possession. The red backs step into the field and try to win it back out of a functional defensive shape. 

3) Switch Through Midfield - training both teams 

a. The two center midfielders are neutral "all-time" players, always in the middle. 

b. In possession, the team of four steps out of the grid to expand in an attacking shape ... the two CMS are the "links" 

from front to back and left to right. 

c. In defense, the team of four collapses into a defending midfield diamond and tries to win it back. 



I love all of these games because they are very possession-based, but have a huge functional shape component, and very 

quickly translate into the game. I have played them initially in pretty small spaces for speed of play emphasis, and have 

expanded gradually into bigger more realistic game spaces for a fitness component and to assist in the "translation" to 

the game. 

Forgive all the detail if you do these and have seen these - but the diagram alone isn’t exactly clear. 

Talk soon, and thanks again for sharing the other stuff. I love it! 

CL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 8:12 PM 

Christian Lavers <clavers@u~lubsoccer.org> 

Re: This is 11 Ininutes mid 36 seconds, get through the first two minutes a~d it will grab yon 

Getting the Daniel Coyle "ignition" is the hmdest part of our jobs! ’. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tVireie,~s 4G LT~ L)ROIL) 

Christian Layers <clavers@usclubsoccer.org> wrote: 

love [:his rnessage! Such a powerful statement: "most of us suffer the illusion we have mi~de a choice when it is so cle~?r to those how have or know, that we 

That is fantas~.ic and so true in understanding bow and why some really excel and some don’t---in any fiel!! 

Thanks for sharing! 

Chris[iarl 

I:r~m: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 2:35 PN 
T~: undisclosed-recipients: 
Subject: This is :l:t minutes and 36 seconds, get through the first two minutes and it will grab you 

Ladies, 

I know we are already half way through our player conferences but please look at this when you can. The real key for your evolution is to know you have not 

maxed out on your potential. Once you hold yourself accountable and say "1 can get better" comes the difficult decision of choosing to see how good you could be 

as a priority. Most of us waste our time and lives on frivolous things because we still have not make our final choice. Please know that I understand that becoming 

extraordinary at this game does not have to be your life choice and there are so many more noble choices starting with fighting to achieve world peace or curing 

cancer. Still, most of us suffer the illusion we have made a choice when it is so clear to those who have or know, that we haven’t. 

~.t.t..~:7~<~.~..~u...t..u..b.e.~.~...~..mLw..~.t.~2y.~=..y..fgm~.B..~.z..~..A..~~-~mb~~ 
a friend of mine and one of the all-time greats in world soccer history came to see me two weeks ago with the intention of speaking to you 

guys but suffered from            and was unable to speak. She is one of the people that understands about becoming the best in the world at this and 

I will start to share with you (through her) what she did, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, October 20, 2013 10:00 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

ILE: Here We Go! 

Thank you Larry!I! 

F~om= Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent= Sunday, October 20, 2013 6:55 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV; ’ )@msn.com’; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com’; ’Jason Sisneros ~@gmail.com)’; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject= Here We Go! 
Importance= High 
All the best today vs. Virginia ~- know we will be ready and display relentless ~ssion~ These are our type of games. 
Know ~,e cam and we will~ 
Take care, have fun, a~d GO HEELS ~ 
Be well ~-~ PROUD OF YOU 

La~ 

U~fis e~sity of North Carolina at Cha~[ } ]Jl] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday 10:02 AM 

@live u ~c.edu~ 

ILE: Homeco~ning 

Monday afternoon ..., 4 PM 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 9:49 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; RE: Homecoming 

Coach Dorrance, 

When would be the best times for us to shoot this week? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday. 10:50 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Homecoming 

With them 

Sent from my V~rizon Wire!ess 4G LTE DROiD 

~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Great! I’m so excited to hear that! What does your availability look like for the         ? 
Also, I have spoken with 3 of the girls on your team who were interested in participating in the video. Would you like to complete your video-spot with 
them, or would you prefer to do so separately? 
Best Regards, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 9:21 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Homecoming 

Then, not a problemH 

Sent." Friday,, 4:31 PH 
To." Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; RE: Homecoming 

Coach Dorrance, 

It is okay if you will not be there. The video is just in promotion of our entire week of homecoming events that will take place in the pit, and just 

homecoming in general. We are only hoping that the school spirit of familiar campus faces will in turn spark more school spirit amongst the student body. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <.a_._qs__o__q ._@__e_m__~_!]_._u__n_.c_._e_d__u_.> 

Sent: Friday, 7:41 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Homecoming 

What if I won’t be there? 

Sent." Thursday, 12:24 PN 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; FW: Homecoming 

Hello, 

I hope this email finds you well. My name is 

campaign themes this gear is ’T.q b~ there_,WLq yot~?°’ 

and I am the Public Relations Chair for the Homecoming Committee. One of our 

We are planning to create a video with key figures on campus simply saying, "~7~ be ~t?~ra~.o, ~*.,q[~ yo~.~?" These videos will be played on several social 
media websites and other hopefully other campus locations. 
The recording of this phrase being said would only take about 10 minutes max, and we would really appreciate your participation! 
We are planning to film between the           and the         . We could work around your schedule, for whatever dates and times work best for you. 
Please consider participating and showing your homecoming spirit! 
I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best Wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, l 0:25 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Prig: Homeco~nin~ 

McCaskill Soccer Center 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 12:38 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Homecoming 

Where would you like to meet? Unfortunately, our videographer will be the one meeting you, as I mn scheduled to work at the Carolina Club. Her nmne is 

O11 at 10:02 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an.~n(~emaiLnnc.edu> wrote: 

Monday afternoon .,.. 4 PM 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 9:49 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Homecoming 

Coach Dorrance, 

When would be the best times for us to shoot this week? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, $0:50 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Homecoming 

With them 

5~nt from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

wrote: 

Great! I’m so excited to hear that! What does your availability look like for the 
Also, I have spoken with 3 of the girls on your team who were interested in participating in the video. Would you like to complete your video- 
spot with them, or would you prefer to do so separately? 
Best Regards, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 9:21 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Homecoming 

Then, not a probfem!! 

Sent-° Friday, 4:3~. PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Homecoming 

Coach Dorrance, 

It is okay if you will not be there. The video is just in promotion of our entire week of homecoming events that will take place in the pit, and 

just homecoming in general. We are only hoping that the school spirit of familiar campus faces will in turn spark more school spirit amongst 

the student body. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <.a_._n_.s__o_._n_.@._e_..m__..a_!.[: .u__n_.c_._.e__.d__u_.> 
Sent: Friday, 7:41 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Homecoming 

What if I won’t be there? 

Sent: Thursday, 3 :t2:24 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-° P-W: Homecoming 

Hello, 

I hope this email finds you well. My name is and I am the Public Relations Chair for the Homecoming Committee. One 
of our campaign themes this year is °’Pfi be ~th¢~’~_,W)fi }~ou?" 
We are planning to create a video with key figures on campus simply saying, °’Pfi be ~he~’~,,, ~,~fi~ yo~.~?" These videos will be played on several 
social media websites and other hopefully other campus locations. 
The recording of this phrase being said would only take about 10 minutes max, and we would really appreciate your participation! 
We are planning to film between the          and the          We could work around your schedule, for whatever dates and times work 



best for you. 

Please consider participating and showing your homecoming spirit! 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best Wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, October 21, 2013 11:44 AM 

~duke.edu) 

EW: schedule for week of Oct 21 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Sunday, October 20, 2013 4:34 PM 
Subject: schedule for week of Oct 21 

This week’s schedule (Oct 21-27) 

Mon: 

:1:30 pm Indoor pool workout 

2:00 pm treatments 

4:00 pm (Make up) pool workout 

Tues: 

Weights in groups between classes before :1:00 pm 

:1:00 pm treatments 

2:30 pm practice Finley 

Wed: 

:1:00 pm treatments 

2:30 pm practice Fetzer 

Thurs: 

3:00 pm Panera 

4:00 pm treatments 

5:15 pm pregame 

7:00 pm game vs Clemson 

Fri: 

:1:00 pm treatments 

2:30 pm pool workout 

Sat: (3:30 pm HOME FOOTBALL GAME) 

:10:00 am treatments 

:1:1:00 am practice Finley 

Sun: 

9:00 am Spankys 

9:45 am leave on bus from Finley 

:1:1::15 am pregame 

:1:00 pm game vs Wake Forest 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 
Director of Operations 

WoIllen’s Soccer 

University of North Coaolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:51 AM 

~aol.com) 

@msn.com; ducea@m~caa.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu); 

~live.m~c.edu); 
~g~nail.com); 

~gmail.com; 

~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edn); 

~live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); 

~live.tmc.edu); 

~rocketma~l.com; 

@live.tmc.edu; 

a!e~nail.unc.edu; 
@gmail.com; 

,@gtn~Jl.com; 

FW: for your goal scorers 

pdf 

@aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros          ~gmaJl.com); pacman~!uncaa.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu>;                      ~aol.com); 

~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 

~)live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu); 
~gmail.com); @live.unc.edu); 

~tmcaa.nnc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 

~icloud.coml ~live.nnc.edu~; 

~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edn); 

@live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); ~gmaJl.com); 

~yaJaoo.com); ~live.unc.edu); ~gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu; @yahoo.com; : ~ymaJl.com; 

~@ema~l.nnc.edu; ~gmail.com; ~)comcasl.net; ~gmaJl.com; 

~email.unc.edu; @hotmail.com; (@ive.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; 

~!gm~l.com; ~live.unc.edu); @aol.com; 

~yahoo.com; @gmail.com 

This is excellent!!! I will send it out to ray tean~, I wilt be calling you tonight to catch ~p. 

From: @aol.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 5:35 PN 
To: Dorrance~ Albert A ~V~ Dorrance, AIbe~ A ~V 
Subject~ for your ~oal scorers 

hey ans. here is one of the articles I mentioned las~ time we ~mJked. have them go to 

it is at the top offlae home ~ge. they cma aJso look at flae men~lity page under 

[ to listen to the one youtube video I told you about as well. 

if they are interested tbr more. look tbrward to speaJaing with them. 

@aol.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT),,’CN=RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday,                4:03 PM 

Daniel Bradlbrd, M.D. <daniel.bradtbrd@dnke.edu> 

RE: Tough game 

Thanks Dan ._ yes, they are legit!! 

From: Daniel Bradford, M.D. [mailto:daniel.bradford@duke.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 7:49 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Tough game 
Uva is reaJly good. The third game against them in December is what counts and I think you all will win that one. Its nice seeing 

drew a pk bnt no call, Good luck Thursday 

develop. I thought 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:17 PM 

@hotmail.com>; ~live.nnc.edu); 

~kena~- flagler.unc.edu) 

I j us~t met ruth 

;@gmail.com> 

My     Captains, 

I just met with              They said they were very upset with the loss and were trying to deal with it in their own ways     admitted she did not play to her 

potential and was angry with herself). And because they did not feel they should be around the team, they separated to vent on their own. I asked them what we 

should do about it. They suggested your guys should all meet to try to talk this out. I liked this idea so we can all get back on the same page.      came over just 

before I met with them and asked me not to be heavy handed. She said that might cause irreparable damage so respecting her I have hit the ball back into your 

court to sit down with them. 

What do you guys think? We can still decide to clip their starting opportunity against (again this would not clip playing time) but I will wait to see what 

you guys think. 

Thank you for jumping on this potentially dividing issue so quickly. Every season has challenging moments, we will be better for confronting this head on like we 

are doing. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN~RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Monday, October 21, 2013 4:22 PM 

McCarty, Kati <Katilyn.A.McCarty@hsutx.ed~> 

I~E: Interview 

Tonight before 10:30 pro. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: McCarty, Kat~ [mailto:Katil,~n A.McCart’~-,@hsutx.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, October 20, 2013 10:10 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Interview 
Importance: High 

Coach Dorrance, 

My name is Kati McCar~" I am a Senior at Hardin-Simmons University in Abilene, TX. ! am currently in a Sports Psychology class for aspiring coaches. I have a short interview assigmnem 
ol~about 10 questions I would truly appreciate the opportunity to nterview you on the phone as soon as you are available I look forward to speaking with you! Thank you for your time! 

Kati McCar~" 
Senior 
Fitness Recreation and Spnrts Management Hardin-Sirmnons Uni,~ersit~, Katih~n A McCarty@hsutx.edu James 1:2-4 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A 1V </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, October 2l 2013 4:24 PM 

Dem~ Linke <dlinke@nscaa.com> 

I~E: October 22 Show Format!’.! 

~ have a coaches meeting at 8:30 AM (at the EWAC next door) so I hope we can get my stuff done as dose to 8 

F~m~ Dean Linke [mail~:dlinke@nscaa,com] 
Sent~ Sunday, October 20, 20~3 10:~0 PN 
T~ wrigh~@~u.edu; Lohse, Dave Clark; . _ }gmail.com~ Monique Bowman; Kathleen Hermesch~ Kristine Ma~n~ Robe~ Kehoe; Chris Bu~; Taylor Hoggard; 

Dorrance, Albert A N 
Subject= October 22 Show FormatU~ 

Hello to ALL including Steven ~Vfight. Dave Loh~ ~d ~son Dowa~ce, 

A~ched is the Fo~at for this week’s College Soccer Review Show. 

It roll feature Anon Do~ance (confi~ed) and Jay Vidovich (waiting on confi~afion). 

Sail and Chaxlie roll not be in this week’s show. 

Shonld ~ a great great show with Anson and Jay breaking down men and women. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 4:25 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~.5~onn~unc.edu-~ 

ILl:;: Weekly 

I love it Ton?’, you are the eternal optimist like me .. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Sunday 10:15 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Weekly 

Coaches, 

A difi?rent format this week. I did not meet ;vith all the frosh last ;veek due to break. Instead I have the short grade report for you on the kids that I am tracking. The prqjected grade is on the 
right side of the form. If there is an asterisk by the grade, it is from a progress report from the proi~ssor in that class If there is no asterisk, then it represents my best guess based on 
information self-reported by the student The OPAs listed below are what it would be if grades were issued today 

It is important to remember two things when looking at the GPA prqjections. X/inst GPAs rise from this point in the semester until the end, and most of the projected grades are based on less 
than half of the require work in the class. In other words, the kids have time to get better. The drop deadline has passed and there will be no more dropped classes. 

has an F on a progress report, but in her other 3 classes, she simply has no grades yet. She says that she’s good in all 3 of them and I’m not worried about her as much as I am about 

reported her 2nd PSYC exam to me on Friday, and she did better than the first, but still failing. We dropped one of her troubled classes but she just hasn’t accepted that this place is 
hard and she has to reach a new level of understanding the material from her classes. She’s trying, but needs some help from her teammates to help her ’get’ the idea that success in the 
classroom requires much more commitment than in high school. She’s frustrated and embarrassed Her 6 hours credit from summer school may save her from an eligibility situation. 

started poorly, but just this evening reported two grades that represented significant improvement in 2 of her classes. Nnt worried about her eligibiliW 

is struggling, but will likely pick it up at the end as she did last semester Her schedule is much more difficult than last year She is adjusting. ! think she will make it. 
both have a little cushion      can alti~rd a 15 semester and still be eligible ~k~r spring. 

cushion is about the same. She could afli~rd a 14 this fall and still be eligible for spring, as hmg as she passed 6 hours. 

is :fine, and will leave in Dec and will not cost us an APR point since she will leave eligible to return. 

is not and wi ll cost us and APR point, and maybe 2 points, if she doesn’t get to a 20. She has no GPA cushion to waft; with at alh 

2.825 

-3.33 

- 1.433 

~ - 3.0 

- 2.425 

- 2.5 

-3.14 

- 1.1~5 

,~ - 3.4 

- 0.75 

-1.6 

- 0.5 

- 3.335 

- 3.433 

-3.0 

-0 

- 2.75 

- 2.325 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:53 PM 

~kenan- flagler.unc .edn); ~live.nnc.edu> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edn; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

VW: info~:mation 

l t~is is excellent. Keep following up. Werder Bremen is a big club (like Bayer Munich) so do not ignore them~ And 

excellent for you (to play on either team, I know you do not need a degree). 

From: Lapenna, Michele [mailto:m,lapenna@jacobs-university,de] 
Sent: Mondav. 7:52 AM 
To: 
Co: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: RE: information 

please follow up ... this would be 

perfecL, this is what we are looking for. 

I am happy to hearing that you like Jacobs IJniversity, 

If you know Scott Goodwin ( the former UNC males GK), he couM tell you sAh, about my University, He was here in May 2012 to get an impression of this place and 

to make some trial practk:e with local teams. Unfortunately he didn’t get a contract, 

Currently the former Northeastern GK ( male team) ~s studying at Jacobs University and playing for a k)cM dub. You can ask b~m as we~ ( ()~iver Bh.lm: 

9_:~_M_~_@]a co bs- u n iv e rsit g_:~). 

As i[ seems you can be in the lucky position to choose where you want to play, 

:1 club: BV Cloppenburg, They play in the first German division 

dub in England that’s why she is leaving by the end of th~s year, They pay some good money you couM ~ife with. 

~ will meet the coach on Wednesday and tell her about you 

htt R;~[www.bvc-kicker.de~n~ex:~hR~ ~age=3OB&PH PSESSID=798f3ca 17837111119f4cOeGba428112 (homepage) 

~R~ZZ~-~-~-:-~-~:k~-~k~:~-~Z-[B-~-@~-b~-~@:z}-~-~AP-B-P-~-g-~-[~:zZ-~-~-~-~Z-~-~Z~-~-~:~-~1~:~-@-~-~-~g- (standings) 
http]lwww,bvc-kicker,deZ~ndex~hp?~age=289& PH PSESSID=798f3ca:178371].:H Igf4cOeGba4281:12 (Team) 

htt p:i!www.bvc-kicker,deiindex,php?page=297&PH PSESSID=798f3ca ~783711 ~ ].:19f4cOeGba428112 (player) 

2 club: Werder Bremen, They playin the second division and want to go up in the [irst,Werder isone of the most famous dubs in Europe ( the men’s team was 

prel:[:y good, Mesut OziJ or Mkoslav Kk)se played for them}, 

My University and Werder are co--operating and they are planning to pay 2 scholarships for female soccer players, 

They need a GKas well, 

The president of the club knows about 

http:!iwww,werder,de!de!frauen!index.php (homepage women’s teams) 

http:i!www.werder.de/de/frauenibundesligmphp {team and standings) 

~ am planning to come to CH [or the ACC tournament, maybe we find some tome to talk, We are planning to give a presental:k)n about the Jacobs University to 

some UNC teams, 

let me know what you are tNnking, 

Best 

Mk:hele 

P.S, f arn the guy who traveled a couple of days wRh you across Germany! 
.......................................................................... 

Miche~e Lapenna 

Sports Coordinator 

Jacobs University Bremen gGmbH 

Campus k~fe 

Phone: +49 421200 -43 I8 

Fax: +49 421200 -- 49 4318 

Emaik mJapenna @jacobs-uNvers~t%de 

www,jacobs-uNvers~ty.de 
......................................................................... 

Commercial registry: Amts~ericht Bremen, HRB i8 i i7 

President & Geschmftsfahrer Prof. Dr. Heinz-Otto Peit~en 
Provost ~ Gesch~ffsfahrerin Prof. Dr.-InK Katja Windt 
Chair Board of Governors: Prof. Dr. Karin Lochte 

From: ~kenan-flaglehunc.edu] 
Sent: Mon~g, 03:20 
To: Lapenna, Michele 

Cc: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: informatbn 

Hi Michele[ 
Hope this email finds you well. My name is at UNC. He passed the information about your school and team on to me. What an 
incredible oppo~uniN[ I researched ]acobs UniversiN and team and really like eve~hing they have to offed 
I have a~ched my resume to this emall, outlining both my academic and soccer acNevemenN. I am also pu~ing a highlight film together and will send that your way when 
finished. Please let me know if you need anything else from me. ~an~ so much I look fo~ard to speaking with you. All the best, 



¢~o~live~unc,edu 

From: Dorrance, Albert A ~[V ranson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:23 AM 
To: Lapenna, Michele 
Cc: 

~hotmail.com 
Subject: RE: information 

@gmail.com; @comcast.net; ~qmail.com; 

"~’~r~a~’ll~ yOLE ~ilichele!! t will send this I:o all my seniors!! 

_. This Linive~sity, connected to a first division dub, is looking t:or a goalkeeper and defendeH Thb ~s the same d~v~s~on. 

T~ey ~ust ~ost their’ goalkeepe~ and star’dng defender and are ~ookb~g to replace them both ~n January~ 

F~m; Lapenna, Nichele [mailto: m.lapenna@iacobs-universi~.de] 
Sent= Thursday, 11:15 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Subject= information 

Hello Anson, 

as we talked on the phone, here are some information about my University and the club, lookin~ for players: 

Jacobs University Bremen (wwwJacobs-university.de) 

And the first league club here in Germany 

http://www.bvc-kicker.de/index~php?pa~e=3~5&PHPSESS~D=798f3ca178371~1~9f4c~e6ba428112 (homepage) 

h t ~p://www.bvo-kicker.de/index.php?pa~e=306&PH PSESSID=798~3ca ~78371~ ~19 f4c0e6ba428112 (standings) 

I would be happy to have some of your players here in Germany] 

Talk to you in a couple of minutes. 

Michele 

Michele Lapenna 

Sports Coordi~lator 

Jacobs University Bremen gGmbH 

Campus Life 

Phone: +49 42:[ 200 - 43 :[8 

Fax: +49 42~ 200 -- 49 43 ~8 

Enla~k m.lapenna@jacobs-u n~vers~ty.d e 

www.jacobs-un~vers~ty.de 

{Lou Hernandez) 

Commercial registry: Amtsgericht Bremen, HRB 18 117 
President & GeschSftsf~hrer Prof, Dr, Heinz-Otto Peitgen 
Provost & Gesch~sf~hrerin Prof, Dr,-Ing Katja Windt 
Chair Board of Governors: Prof Dr Karin Lochte 

plays 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, October 21, 2013 4:55 PM 

Jason Sisneros .~gmail.com); Ducar, Chris (ducay@~mc.edu); @aol.com 

l~W: UNC vs Virginia 

From: Campanozzi, Craig [rnailto:ccampanozzi@admin.fsu.edu] 
Sent: Monday,              3:36 PM 

To; Moore, Donald; mark.mcdevitt@bc.edu; jeferyr@clemson.edu; Lesesne@duaa.duke.edu; jpazorni@umd.edu; K.dylag@miami.edu; g.rivera4@miami.edu; 
~gmail.com; Nelson, Curran Blair; krkernOncsu.edu; adakin@nd.edu; mbakerOathletics.pitt.edu; nrbhatta@syr.edu; jef7r@virginia.edu; drewk@vt.edu; 

jesseem@wfu.edu 
C¢: Pierce, Kris; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Greg Miller 
(gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu); Jonathan Morgan (jmo:!A.J.9@umd.edu); Krikorian, Mark; Mary-Frances Monroe (m.monroe@rniami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); 
Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.i@nd.edu); Robbie Church (robNe.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virgiNa.edu); Tim Santoro (~santor@ncsu.edu); Tony 

Da Luz (daluz@wfu.edu) 
Subject: UNC vs Virginia 

All- 
Can anyone help us get a copy of iNs game? It is still not posted. 
Coach Swanson- 
Is it out of the realm of possibility to have UVa send it? Our team travels this week and we are in a time crunch. 
Thanks, 
C- 
P.S. Please see the attachment if there are any questions: 
http:iiwww.¥outube.com/wa tch : v=WiO, m O, hA-OrM 

Camp@ 
FSU Athletics Video 
403 Stadium Road Rm D2404 
Tallahassee, FL 32306 
(850) 644-9127 

:: ::*:; :: FSUSpear straight 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV o</O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 4:59 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga]lo@unc.edu> 

I~E: BUMMER! 

I am with you, bur,?met indeed and yes, UVA is legit![ They are the only team we have noL dominated Lhis year. 

Frem: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Monday, 6:20 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; ~msn.com’; Ducar, Chris; ~aol.com’; ’Jason Sisneros ~- @gmail.com)’; Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: BUMMER! 
Importance: High 
Just one of those days yesterday ~ UVA is a very good reran, ~d we just couldn’t get m~y real good shots on goal. A bummer of a day, but life goes on! 

We will be OK and get it done on ’Ihnrsday vs. Clemson. (Jet some rest a~nd have a good day a~d a few days of practice. 

Be well ,-, PROUD OF YOU! 

Larry 

~Lar*T Ga~o, Jro 
Lxecutive Associate Director of Athletics 

[h~is e~siU of North Catalina at Cha~[ t ]fl] 



Frolrl: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:32 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

@hotmail.com> ~gmaJ, l.com>; [’@kenan- flagler.unc .edu) 

~)msn.com; duc~Jc@uncaa.nnc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~@gmail.com); pacman@nncaa.unc.edu 

The las~ of the human ~eedoms 

Trust me, I can make it very clear they were not right in their behavior. I even think I can get them to agree with me. 

.o.&~.~:. ~t wH~ not be a difficult argument to make and the proof w~l~ be h~ how the "psycos" behave ~n response to ~t. ~ think the easy question to address with the 

team is to ask how we should all dea~ w~th th~s kind of adversity. And I don’t think we accept that "well, the psycos should al~ go off screaming ~nto the d~stance, 

~:he alcoholk:s shouM sLart drinMng ~rnmedh~te~y, the New Zea~ander~; shoukt ~;l:art hugging ew~ryone etc 

Yes, we a re all different but "... everythinO con be t~ken from ~ mort but one thino: the I~st of the human freedoms - to choose one’s ~ttitude 

circumstances, to choose one’s own w~y. And there were ~lw~ys choices to m~ke. Every d~y, every hou6 o~fered the opportunity to m~ke ~ decision, ~ decision which 

determined whether you would or would not submit to those powers which threatened to rob you of your very sel~ your inner freedom; which determined whether or 

not you would become the playthin~ of circumstance.., in the fin~l on~lysis it becomes clear that the sort of person (you ore is) the result of ~n inner decision... 

therefore, ony m~n c~n . . . decide.., that (this) last inner freedom connot be lost. " Vikto~ ~. Fr~nkl Mon’s Search 1o~ 

Hum~n beings are wonderK4~y interesting creatures. Most of the humor ~s looking back on these events from the fuLure. At the thole the event ~s cathartic, but 

with t~me even the perpetrators retell the stoW with a smi~e on their face. It ~s hard to remain self--righteous when ~[ ~s so dear the t~mes you have acted Hke an 

idioL This was a "temgest #~ a teapot" and again it ~s good to hold people to the highest standard because as every 

what your five closest friends w~]~ embrace ~s ~ccept~Ne behavior that will determine what your character will be’~, The mora~ of that ~s to choose your friends 

carefully. 

You guys are wonderh.EI         and you ~re ~:eHk~g everyone what: you w~l] embrace. 

(And yes     Jet’s meet after practR:e tomorrow.) 

Sent; Monday, 5:02 PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= RE: I just met with 

Hi Anson, 

That’s fine with me. I agree that it can’t be dealt with harshly because of how they would react, I’m just frustrated because it seems as though they think 

they are right and they don’t understand how it came across to the rest of the team. I understand that they wanted to be alone because they were upset or 

frustrated however they are viewed as leaders on the team by a lot of people and I think it sets a bad example to everyone else. I’m definitely willing to 

have a meeting with all of us,     is going to see if we can get everybody together tonight. 

I also need to set up my player conference meeting with you, I’m sorry I haven’t done that yet. I am free after practice tomorrow, Wednesday ~2-2, 

Thursday after ~2:30, or sometime Saturday before or after practice. If none of those times work just let me know what is best for you! 

Thanks, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent; Monday, 4::16 PM 

To: ~kenan-flagzler:unc.edu) 

Subject: I just met with 

My     Captains, 

I lust met with              They said they were very upset with the loss and were trying to deal with it in their own ways (    admitted she did not play to her 

potential and was angry with herself). And because they did not feel they should be around the team, they separated to vent on their own. I asked them what we 

should do about it. They suggested your guys should all meet to try to talk this out. I liked this idea so we can all get back on the same page.      came over just 

before I met wi[h [hem and asked me not to be heavy handed~ She said that might cause irreparable damage so respecting her I have hit the ball back into your 

court to sit down with them. 

What do you guys think? We can still decide to clip their starting opportunity against Clemson (again this would not clip playing time) but I will wait to see what 

you guys think. 

Thank you for jumping on this potentially dividing issue so quickly. Every season has challenging moments, we will be better for confronting this head on like we 

are doing. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, October 21, 2013 5:36 PM 

Walter Mack ~gmafil.com> 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Convenient Time for Stopping By? 

If I arn not he~’e when you cor~?e by, leave them with my sec and leave a number, she will call you when I have signed therm Unfortunately, a coaches H[:e ~s one 

cr~s~s after another so ~ am in and out aH day~ someth~es at the ~ast mh~ute, 

F~m~ Walter Mack [mailto:      ~gmail,com] 
Sent~ Monday, October 21, 2013 9:23 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Convenient ~me for Stopping By? 

Hi, ~a~n: 

What would be a convenient ti~ne to stop by your office in McCas~ll for you to autograph the soccer bo~ls? I dropped by yesterday morning, but it may have been too 

early. 

Kind Regal~s, 

Walt Mack 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:40 PM 

Matt Terrell <mat@ramsclnb.com> 

PJL: SMI- 

I liked the: "                        on a ]:utl for her final non counter semester" (this is only a             ,). I would rather help one of rny kids than line my 

pockets (a b~d for nob~l~ty!~). Trust me you do not want to pay my speaking fee. 

F~m= Ma~ Terrell [mailto:ma~@ramsdub.com] 

Sent~ Monday, 9:35 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 

Subject: RE: SMI- 

l’m checking. I think we paid you a speaking fee last time, and bought your book for distribution. Interested in the same? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [m~to anson@ema~Lunc.eduj 

Sent: Friday, 11:23 AM 

To: Matt Terrell 

Subject: RE: SMI - 

What isthe quid pro quo? 

From: Ha@ Terrell [~~~:om] 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:19 AM 

To: Dorrance, AlbeR A ~ 

Subject: SMI - 

Anson -- Hope this message finds you well. I write you to gauge your interest in a potential speaking engagement in Chapel Hill in June      Would you be interested and available to 

spend 90 minutes with the next class of the Sport Management Institute (SMI) speaking on a coach’s perspective in working with athletic administrators? You spoke to participants 

with this institute in 2008 to rave reviews. Bubba Cunnin~ham and I agree that you would be an outstanding addition to our curriculum in 

The institute runs           , and we are looking for your availability                       We are juggling all speakers involved, and will get back to you with a firm date and time 

soon (if you are available). We will work with you to find a mutually convenient time slot. 

I am serving as Carolina Athletics’ liaison to SMI. As a refresher, SMI is an executive development program for athletics administrators sponsored by the Universities of North 

Carolina, Southern California, Michigan, Texas, Notre Dame and Georgia. 

Thanks for the consideration, Anson~ 

- Ma~ 

Matt Terrell 

Associate Executive Director I The Rams Club 

The University of North Carolina 

matt(~) ramsd u b.com 

W 919.84~.6412 I M 

We educate and inspire through Athletics. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN~RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday: 6:02 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edn;       ~aol.com; ~gmaJl.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~live.unc.edn); @email.unc.edu>; @aol.com);, 

~)live.nnc.edu); @live.unc.edu): ,~!live.unc.edu); 

@gmail.com); @live.unc.edn>; ~live.unc.edu); 

@gmail.com; ~gmail.co~n); ~.@ive.nnc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); ~)uncaa.unc.edu); ;@live.unc.edu); 

. ~live.unc.edu); @icloud.com) i@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc .edu); ~live .unc.edu);, ~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 1 @gmaJl.com); ~ 

~live.unc.edn); )~yahoo.com); ~live.nnc.edu); ~gmail.com; 

@rocketmaJl.com; ~gmail.com; ~)live.unc.edu; @yahoo.com; ~ymail.com; 

~live.unc.edu; ~emaJl.unc.edu; ~gmail.com; (a) comcasl.net; ~gmaJd.com; 

,~email.unc.e&~; @emaJl.unc.edu; ’@hotmail.com; @live.unc.edu; 1 @live.tmc.edu; 

’@gmail.com; ~gmaJd.com; ~live. unc.edu); @aol.com; 

@gmail.com; ~!yahoo.com; @gmail.com 

~W: UVA Goals Agafinst 

Ladies, 

Study this ..... I think we ca~ play better. If you feel you wer’e partially responsible t:or either goat, ~,,hat could you have done to prevent either goal? 

Now please don’t feel the only tMng we need to work on ~s our defensive presence (they only had s~x shots and one comer kick so w~th the exception of these 

brea~downs ~ve d~d pretty wel~). We do need to wor~ on our attack ~s we~l cer~:ainly, And ~lso Iast year ~vhen we Iost to UVA ~n [he corderence tot~rnament they 

dominated us the whole g~;me {~:hen of (:ot~rse ~ve ~vent on to ~,~n the Nat’l Champkmshi~)) .. th~s year they domk~ated the first h~lf, we dominated the second, 

~ want to see if you guys thk~k these sr’e pr’eventaMe 

~re~ Jason Sisneros [mailto:. @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, ~0:34 AM 
To= Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= UVA Goals Against 

~:: Image 

removed by 
sender 

UVAga.mov 

University of North Carolina SVomen’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Dissector of Match Analysis I Volnnteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, October 21, 2013 6:08 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros @gmaJl.com) 

EW: Amend~nent to Vehicle Use Policy 

Vehicle U se Policy.docx 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 10:56 AM 

To: UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Senior Staff 
C:¢: Parnell, Trey 
Subject: Amendment to Vehicle Use Policy 

All, 

Please be advised that the Vehicle Use Policy has been amended to include the additional language below pertaining to volunteer coaches: 
An oi~!’icial Volunteer Coach of a krNC’ varsi~" athletic team may be approved as a Vehicle Operator ~mder this Policy if the individual: is at least 25 years of age; has a minimum of five years 
of experience operating automobiles; demonstrates that their driving histoly constitutes a Safe Driving Record under this Policy; executes the Designation of Agent form and submits the 
signed fo~m and additional required documentation to the Fleet Management Coordinator; and completes the Van Training Educational Program within a tirue period established by the 
Department of Athletics. 

The updated Policy is attached. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday 6:29 PM 

Becky Burleigh <Beck.~,B@gators.uIl.edu> 

bsnow@ussoccer.org; dmnon.nahas@caslnc.com; Matthew J Robinson (mjrobin@udel.edu); ~)msn.com; 

ducar@nncaa.unc.edu; .~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: videos 

Becky, 

This is really good stuff!!! 

J enjoyed our conversation and Vou are right this gets to the "core" of driving performance. 

From: Becky Burleigh [mailto:BeckyB@gators.ufl.edu] 
Sent: Monday, >_:02 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: videos 

Here is a video that the basketball guy and I talked about today. His name is grett Ledbetter. He lectures with these videos, so it will seem strange without the 

accompanying lecture, but he is making the point that people always ask a basketball player, did you win and how many did you score? But in fact, there are so 

many other ways to impact winning. So why don’t players do that? In my opinion, this is why we need the player load score for your team or the availability index 

for my team. If we had those, they would want to do it to increase their scores and be celebrated for those contributions. 

Watch from :38 until the end. 

_h_t__t_p__;//__v!__m__~_o__:_c___o___m__]__Z_Z__3__a4_Z__4__4_. 
The second video is about engagement. Jim Loehr’s other book is called "The Power of Full Engagement". Seems like the emotional level of threat versus 

opportunity is where your team last year looked at missing those players and even losing some games was from a positive place (opportunity) instead of a threat. 

Kind of like talking about gratefulness and resiliency like in that Jack Clark article. 

http://vimeo.corn/77380900 

Let me know what you think. 

 ecky tTurlei h 

/, e 

k 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 6:31 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

1~:;: Homeco~ning 

I must have missed her ~,.. I am only reading Lhis now. 

Sent: Monday, : 2:49 PM 
To; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject; RE: Homecoming 

Coach Dorrance, 

I have relayed the information to 

number is i 

Thank you, 

Will she be meeting you in the lobby. If you need to get in touch with her, or can not find her for any reason her 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, ~ 2:24 PM 

To:I ~ 

Subject: RE: Homecoming 

McCaskill ,Socc~-’_~r Center 

Sent; Sunday, 12:38 PM 

To; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject; Re: Homecoming 

WheT’e would you Eke to meet? Unib~lunately, our videogTapher wfl! be the one meeting you, as I ~r~ ~heduled to work at the Carolina Club¯ t ter n~r~e is ] 

On ¯ at 10:02 AM, "Dorrance. Albert A IV" <a~son(~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Mondi~y afl:emoon ,.. 4 PM 

Sent; Sunday, 9:~9 AM 
To; Dorrance, AIber~ A IV 
Subject; RE: Homecoming 

Coach Dorrance, 

When would be the best times for us to shoot this week? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <.a_._n_.s__o_._n_.@._e_..m__..a_!.[: .u__n_.c_._.e__.d__u_.> 

Sent: Fridav,, ; 10:50 PM 

To:l 

Subject: Re: Homecoming 

With them 

Sent from my Verizon Wire/ess 4G LrE DROiD 

@live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Great! I’m so excited to hear that! What does your availability look like for the         ? 
Also, I have spoken with 3 of the girls on your team who were interested in participating in the video. Would you like to complete your video- 
spot with them, or would you prefer to do so separately? 
Best Regards, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <.a_._n_.s__o_._n_.~._e_..m__..a_!.[: .u__n_.c_._.e__.d__u_.> 
Sent: Friday, 9:21 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Homecoming 

Then, not a problem!! 

Sent; Friday, ~ 4:31 PM 

To; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject; RE: Homecomin~j    ’, 

Coach Dorrance, 

It is okay if you will not be there. The video is just in promotion of our entire week of homecoming events that will take place in the pit, and 

just homecoming in general. We are only hoping that the school spirit of familiar campus faces will in turn spark more school spirit amongst 

the student body. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 



Sent: Friday, 7:41 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Homecominl~ 

\&’h~t if I won’t be there? 

From," 
$~nt-" Thursday, ~2:24 PH 
To= Dorrance, Aibe~ A ~ 
S~bj~ct~ ~’~: Homecoming 

Hello, 

I hope this email finds you well. My name is landlamthe Chair for the : Homecominl~ Committee. One 
of our campaisn themes this year is "~2,~/b~,~ Zhe~-~-:o_, ~’W,~i y~u:-,~’~ 
We are plannin8 to create a video with key fisures on campus simply sayins, "~2,~ b~,~ ~h~~-:o,,, ~4~,~ ~ou?" These videos will be played on several 
social media websites and other hopefully other campus locations. 
The recordin8 of this phrase bein8 said would only take about 10 minutes max, and we would really appreciate your participation! 

We are plannin~ to film between the We could work around your schedule, for whatever dates and times work 
best for you. 
Please consider participatin8 and showinl] your homecomin8 spirit! 

I look forward to hearinl] from you. 

Best Wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, ; 6:52 PM 

.la~n Sisneros < ;@gmaJl.com> 

ILE: FW: : Power Ranldngs and a New RMS Feature’. 

YupH 

From: Jason Sisneros [mailto: #gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 2it, 20:t3 6:20 PM 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: FVV:     Power Rankings and a New RMS Feature! 

Looks like the power rankings a~e a combo of factors: 

The Collegiate Power Ranldngs from NCSA are calculated for each college/university at the NCAA Division I, II mad III levels by averaging the Learfield Sports 

Directors’ Cup ranking, the NCAA student-athlete graduation rate of each college, university m~d the U.S. News & V~ orld Report ranking. 

That’s the best I can tell. 

Universi~ of North Carolina V¢om en’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Mon, at 6:06 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <ansou~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 
What is this? 

From: Mike Boland [ma~t~.c-~-~-~--e-g~-e--r--e-~--a--t-L~--n-~-s-@--n--c--s--a-~-s-p-~-~-~-s-~[~] 
Sent: Monday, :10:52 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject:     Power Rankings and a New RMS Feature! 

Having trouble seeing this email? _C]j_c_.k__h_.e__r.#. to see the full version online 

i i~i Image removed by sender. 

NCSA Power Rankings 

Image r ...... d by sender 

The ",ICSA Power Rankings have officially 

been released! The Power Rankings are calculated 

for each college/university at the DI, II and III levels 

by averaging the Learfield Sports Directors’ Cup 

ranking, the NCAA student-athlete graduation rate 

and the U.S. News & World Report ranking. 

&/_Le_~’__t__h___e___f_~_[jj_A_o_~/__e__r___r__a__n___k_Ln_.r:Ls__Jj_s__t., filter by division or 

compare to previous years. 

What To Do With Non-Responsive 

New Coach RMS Feature: 
Recruit Map 



Social Media: The Gift & Curse 
to College Recruiting 

Image removed by 
sender. 

One of the biggest buzz words in college recruiting 

over the past few years has been ’social media’ Due 

to the misuse of social media, student-athletes have 

hurt their team and forgone NCAA eligibility, but as a 

coach, there are ways your staff can use social 

media to your advantage. 

Image removed by sender. 

We’re excited to announce the recent launch of a 

brand new tool in your Coach RMS called the 

Recruit Map! The Recruit Map allows you to identify 

your competitors’ recruiting patterns and find 

which high schools across the nation are 

producing college talent by college, conference, 

division and morel 

[_o~!in to your RMS to give it a try or click here to 

learn morel 

Join the NCSA Network. With a free account you have access to the entire 

network including thousands of qualified athletes, other coaches across the 

nation, our team of 300+ former college athletes and coaches, and much more! 

% Image 

..... removed by 

sender 

This email was sent to anson@uncaa.unc edu. To unsubscribe from similar emails, click here. 

If you don’t want to receive anything from us, c_[Lc~__h__e_[.e_. 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 
1415 N. Dayton St, 4th Floor Chicago, IL 60642 

Phone: 866-579-6272 I Email: [_e__c_[_u_u_!!!_n_g@[!_c__s_’_a__s~2__o_[!_s_~_o__rr2 

..P__r!Z a_.c_ y__P_.o_[Lc_y_ 



FFOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 10:12 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

Re: U VA GoaJs AgaJns~t 

Excellent ... you are honest and accountable. And having a brilliant season. 

Se~t.~"om ~3’ Ver’izor~ tUirele,~s’ 4G L2~ L%~OIL) 

~live.unc.edtr~ wrote: 

Hey Anson, 

I think I played a role in both the goals yesterday. In the first goal I was defending the girl who received the throw in. I won the initial ball but then I 
assumed      was going to be there for the second ball and I should have gone after it myself to prevent the cross. On the second goal I stepped in to 
challenge the defender who was dribbling forward with the ball, but I dove in and really didn’t defend her like ~ should. If I had stayed engaged in the play 
and delayed her she likely wouldn’t have been able to play the through ball to the forward that she did. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday,                15:02 PM 

To: @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; _ . ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

_~aol.com); 

_~gmail.com; ~gmail.com); 

~gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J; 

@gmail.com); 

_~gmail.com); @yahoo.corn); 

.ggmail.com; ~rocketmail.com; ~gmail.com; ~vahoo.com: 9vmail.com; 

@gmail.com; @comcast.net; ~gmail.com; ~hotmail.com; 

@gmail.com; pgmail.com; ;I ~aol.com; @gmail.com; 

~@yahoo.com; @gmail.com 

Subject: FW:    , Goals Against 

Ladies, 

Study Lhis .... I thit~k we can ~)lay b~-:d:Ler If you feel ~/ou were-’_! ~H~f’Lia~[y responsibh~ for ell:her goal what couh~ you have done to prevenL either goal? 

Now p~esse don’t feel the only thing we need to work on is our de~:er~s~ve presence (they only hs~ s~x shots and one corner ~<icR so w~th the exception of these 

breakdowr~s we d~d pretty well). We do need to work on our attacR ss well cerLain~y. And also        wher~ we ~ost to     ~r~ the conference tournament they 

dominated tJs the who~e game (then of course we went on to ._ th~s year they domh~ated the f~rst half, we dominated the second. So, 

[ want to see if you guys think these are prevel]table goals, 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent; Monday,, &0:34 AM 

To: Ducar, Chris; Dorrancel Albert A IV 

| rse,:2cc,::d by 

. n"~o~2 

UniverM~ of Norfl~ Carolh~a ~Vo~n en’s Soccer 

Chapel t{ill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis Volunteer Assi stant Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, October 21, 2013 10:15 PM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com> 

Re: Episode: ’][’he Jewel of Southeast Asia Moves Into Grass Roots ruth ’I’3 Indonesia 

Sunil knows of my respect for you. And your achievements speak for themselves. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tYireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Tom Byer <tom@tomsaJ~.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

Okay, got it. It’s probably best we request this soon after the new year. As mentioned, I’ve already discussed it with my friend who says it roll be no problem to 

arrange. He’s asked me for some into regarding yourself which he will present to Arsene. Leave that to me! 

Of note, the English FA has invited me to ~neet with them at their Office at We~nbley Stadium. This has been arranged through Paul Mariner a~d Glem~ Hoddle on or 

about 12/10. And I’m flying down to Sydney by invitation of Fox Sports to participate in their TV Special Roundtable discussion regarding Youth Development they 

are doing. So there is lots ofinteresl these days about onr work with small Kids. 

Also, finally, Nike has made contact with me out here in Asia. Not sure where it roll all go but we’ll see. Would be great to have something going on mfl~ Nike in the 

U.S. since this could be the lead in to doing something with US Soccer. It’s a massive orgmaisation like adidas and takes time to navigate through the different layers! 

Unless there is a champion of the idea to bring me in it roll take time to convince maJ~y. 

Tom Byer 
E-Mail: tom@tomsan.com 
Mobile: 

K.K. T3 
The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 
http:/iwww.tomsan .corn 

Minato Ku, Minami Aoyama 6-6-22 
Luna Rossa Minami Aoyama 2F 
Tel: 03-4590-6658 / Fax: 03-3498-8877 

On Oct 22, 2013, at 7:51 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu~ wrote: 

March 7~ ~hrough the i[6th 20:14.._. And all I want to be able to do is watch 1st team training and speak to the academy people. ~ do not need tickets to 
any games, I do not need V~P treatment, I do not need to even talk ~o d~e man. ~just fee~ he ~s d~e best coach ~n the world for p~ayer development. 
Even elite professionals develop under Wenger at a rate you see nowhere else AND do so quickly (Ramsey is this year’s best example), ] (like you) 
a~e ~n the p~ayer development bush~ess, He is the best._. ~ want to learn so ~ can get better at what I do. 
At~d [:ha]~]~ you for e~/e]~ try~[~g ..., ~ aR1 t~o[ expecting anything ~:o happen (so no pressure) I just hope he wdl:es a book or something before I d~e. 

Fmm~ Tom Byer [mailto:~m@~Rfft~_~_¢gE?] 
Sent~ Nonday, Oc~ber 21, 2013 6:16 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ Re: Episode: The Jewel of Southeast Asia Noves In~ Grass Roots with T3 Indonesia 
Anso~ I have s~ken wi~ my good friend who was ~sene Wenge~s Agent a~d still clo~ ~sociate a~ut you visiting ~na]. He will speak wi~ Nm 

regaNing you visiting the Club ~ we di~ussed. He wa~ts m ~ow when ~u could have time for a visit’? 

Best Regards 

Tom Byer 

Director 

T3 Group 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 22, 2013, at 5:29 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~-?~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

You are very kind!!! 



From: Tom Byer [mailto:tom@tomsan,com] 
Sent: Sunday, October 20, 2013 10:32 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Episode: The Jewel of Southeast Asia Moves Into Grass Roots with T3 Indonesia 
There is a nice discussion in hem about your great achievements! 

http :i,’x~’. be~-ondihepi lch. ne~’la~&a~l s’edi tiordndex.c fmibe’~ond- the - pi tch,’ 2013/10/] 7/tom - bvev 

Best Regards 
Tom Byer 
Director 

T3 Group 
Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 10:16 PM 

Matt Terrell <mat@ramsclnb.com> 

Re: SMI - June 

OK, I’m in ... 

Se*~t.f!°om my Verizon Wireless 4(5 L)"k" 

Matt Terrell <mat~ramsclub.com> wrote: 

Regretfully, these are two separate endeavors. SMI is something with which we axe a sponsoring school (with five others), and is run on its own independent budget. 

We send one or two participants each year. 

As for the scholarship question, ’][’he Rams Club doesn’t make any of the value decisions; we sitnply get a to’m] bill annually. Otherwise, I like the quid pro quo you were 
sugges{ng. 

And as for yonr speaking fee, I’m confident we couldn’t aft’oN the rcgnlar rate. You’ve certainly earned that. I understand your situation, and am sore/I conldn’t help 

make it happen for your athlete. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The Rams Club - The University of North Carolina 

Sent ti~m my iPad 

at 5:40 PM, "Do~rance. Albert A IV ans: ~,~,~c:em~a ,u~v .edna" wrote. 

I liked the:                                 for her final non counter semester" {this is only a             ,. I would rather help one of my kids 

than line my pockets (a bid for nobil[tv~[). Trust me you do not want to pay my speaMng fee. 

F~m: Ma~ Terrell [ma~:ma~ramsdub,cem] 

Sent: Monday, 9:35 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 

Subject= RE: SMI - 3une 

I’m checking. I think we paid you a speakin~ fee last time, and bought your book for distribution. Interested in the same? 

- Ma~ 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sent: Friday, ~:23 AM 

To: Matt Terrell 

Subject: RE: SMI - Jun~ 

What ~ the quid pro quo? 

F~m= Ma~ Terrell [~ lub.com 

Sent= Wednesday, 2~: 29 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 

Subject= SMI - 3une 

Anson -- Hope this message finds you well. I write you to ~au~e your interest in a potential speakin~ engagement in Chapel Hill i~           . Would you be interested 

and available to spend 90 minutes with the next class of the Sport Management Institute (SMI) speakin~ on a coach’s perspective in workin~ with athletic 

administrators? You spoke to participants with this institute in 2008 to rave reviews. Bubba Cunnin~ham and I a~ree that you would be an outstandin~ addition to our 

curriculum in 

The institute runs and we are Iookin~ for your availaNlity We are ju~lin~ all speakers involved, and will ~et back to you with a firm 

date and time soon (if you are available). We will work with you to find a mutually convenient time slot. 

~ am servin~ as Carolina Athletics’ liaison to SML As a refresher, SMI is an executive development program for athletics administrators sponsored by the Universities of 

North Carolina, Southern California, Michigan, Texas, Notre Dame and Georgia. 

Thanks for the consideration, Anson[ 

- Ma~ 

Matt Terrell 

Associate Executive Director ~ The Rams Club 
The University of North Carolina 

matt~ramsclub.com 

W 9~9.843.64~2 ~ M 

We educate ~nd inspire through Athletics. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday 10:55 AM 

~gmail.com> 

@msn.com; duce¢@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.e&) 
~,~bgmail.com); 

~gmail.com; 

~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu/; 

~live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); 

~ ~live.tmc.edu); 

~rocketmail .corn; 

~@email.unc.e&~; 

~email.uuc.edu; : 
"@gmail.com; 

@yahoo.com; 

RE: FW: Goals Against 

@aol.co~n; ~gmail.com); pacman~!uncaa.unc.edu; 

,@,email .unc .edu>;, ~z~ aol .corn); 

~live.unc.edu); ~live.uuc.edu); 

,~!live.unc.edu>: ~live.unc.edu); 
@gmaiLcom); " @live.unc.edu); 

@tmcaa.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 
" " ~icloud.com) ~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu) @live.unc.edu); [@gmail.com); 

~yaJ~oo.com); @live.unc.edu); ~gmail.com; 

@live.unc.edu; ibyahoo.com: @vmail.com; ~live.uuc.edu; 

@gmail.com; ~@comcast.net; @gmail .corn; @email .unc.edu; 

~hot~nail.co~n; @live.uuc.edu; i li@live.unc.edu; @gmail.com; 

~@live.uuc.edu);          @aol.com;         @g~nail.co~n; 

@gmail.com 

Very good        ... you are a wonct~-:~rful player and your willmgm:~ss [o [:ake responsibili[y is why you bare beet~ ~;ucb an impor[:ant player for us skH::e your 

[:reshman year. Yes, ~ook forward to training as 

F~m: #gmail.com] 
Sent: Honday, 10:57 PH 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Re: ~:    Goals Against 

In both goals, I got split. On the first, during the build-up before the thrown-in m~d on the second goal on the final pass. Getfiug split can happen for a uumber of 

reasons...I think part of it was our lack of compaction--the reason they were able to mn at us dribbling is because our back line wasn’t high enough in the tirst place. 

We were al~ fairly spread out mdth-wise, which is jus~t a lack of diseipline more than maything. I need to talk more!! And take better charge of the back liue. Even if 
know when we need to step, it’s useless if the whole backliue doesfft step with me. I’ve got to get more assertive. 

See you tomorrow! Looking forward to trainin!! 

On Mon, at 6:02 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <~.gt__s_~?!)~_e__n__!_a_~!:_u_j2c__:_e_d__t__~’, wrote: 

ladies, 
Study this ..... I think we can 0lay better, If you feel you were partially responsible for either goal, what could you have done to prevent either goal? 
Now i:deas~:" don’t h-:~:,l tb~:, only thing we need to work on is our ch-:~fensiw-:~ pr~-:~s~:,nc~-:~ (they only had six shots and ore:, corn~-:~r kick so with the exc~-:~pti.:_~n of these 
breal~downs we did pretty w~:,ll). We do t~eed to worl~ ot~ our attack as w~:,ll c~:,rt:ai~ly, And also last y~:,ar when we lost to in the tournament th~:,y 

dominated us the who~e game {Lhen 
~ want to see if you guys tNnk these are preventable goals, 

Sent= Monday,               10:34 AN 
To= Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A 
Subject: Goals Against 

- 
r~m~d by 
sender 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match AnaJysis I Volunteer Assistant Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 10:58 AM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com> 

l~E: Catch Up 

Yes, I think IJS Soccer shoufd get involve& I wilf start that ball roiling. 

Ftem: Tom Byer [mailto:tom@tomsan.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 1:46 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Fwd: Catch Up 

Confidentially. please read below. Joe needs to understand better what I would bring to U.S. Soccer~ And perhaps if Sunil or yonrselfwere to tell him that ifNike 

signed a dea1 together that U.S. Wonld welcome it and Nike could be funding anything I do ruth you! 

Best Regards 

Tom Byer 

Director 

T3 Group 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

Frown: "Elsmore, Joe" <Joe.Elsmore@nike.com> 

Date: October 22, 2013 at 1:20:31 PM GMT ~9 

To: To~n Byer < _t£_~_g(~_t£Ln___si4!)_:££Lr_~~, 

Subject: l/E: Catch Up 

Good evening, 

You should set up a chat with Michael and see what his Point of View is on your programs, 

As for the United States it will be a stretch for us to get involved unless vour programs were accepted by US Soccer Federation as part of their offic~a~ 

progra mining. 

Are you in conversatkms w~:h anyone at US Soccer at any Jeve~ 

S~ncerety, 

Joe Elsmore 

From= Tom Byer [mailto:tom@tomsan.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 2~, 20~3 ~:40 AM 
To= Elsmore, Joe 
Subject= Fwd: Catch Up 

Joe, 

I j ust received the ~low message. Not sure if’this is a direc~e from HQ or somewhere else? Should ~ have a chat with this guy or wat fnnher 

instructions? I have not replied yet. 

Also, I believe there is lots that can be done in the U.S. ~ well. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Thomson, Michael" <...M..Lc...h....a....eJ.....T....h..~.....m...s....~...n..@..nJ...k...e......c....~....m..> 
Subject: Catch Up 
Date: October 21,2013 5:27:07 PM GMT+09:00 
To: "tom@tomsan.com" <tom@tomsan.com> 
Cc: "Masback, Craig" <Cra(q.Masback@nike.com> 
Hi Tom 

My name is Michael Thomson, I am the Sports Marketing Director for Nike Greater China. Your details were passed on to me recently. I would be more 

than happy to meet with you to discuss your program. Can you advise when you might next be in Shanghai and we can arrange a time to catch up. 

Kind regards 

Michael 
Michacl 1hoi~son 

Of[ice (~86) (121 $28gS558 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:59 AM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu) 

FW: information 

Good idea 

Frem: kapenna, Michele [mailto:m.lapenna@jacobs-university.de] 

Sent: Tuesday,              4:45 AM 

C:c; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: information 

maybe you should starl: collecting ail required documents and start applying for Jacobs Uniw~rs~tv. 

As the President of my University to~d me yesLerday, UNC applicants have Lop priority ~n the application process. 

Best 

M~che]e 

M~cheh~ Lapet~t~a 

Sports Coordk~ator 

Jacobs University Bremen gGmbH 

Campus L~fe 

Phone: +49 42I 200 - 4~ I8 

Fax: +49 42] 200 .- 4[-) 43 ]8 

Ema~l: m.lapenna ~jacobs-uNvers~ty~de 

Commercial registry: AmtsgerJcht Bremen. HRB 18 117 
President & Gesch~ftsfehrer Prof. Dr Heinz-Otto PeJtgen 
Provost & Gesch~sf~hrerin Prof. Dr-lng. Katja Windt 
Chair Board of Governors: Prof. Dr. Karin Lochte 

Se~t~ ~on~g, 03:20 
To~ Lapenna, ~ichele 

¢¢~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
8~bject~ RE: information 
Hi ~ichele~ 
Hope this email finds you well. ~y name is,                                 at UNC. He passed the information about your school and team on to me. What an 
incredible oppo~unl~ I researched Jacobs Universi~ and team and really like eve~hing they have to offed 
I have a~ched my resume to this emall, outlining both my academic and soccer acNevemen~. I am also pu~ing a highlight film together and will send that your way when i~s 
finished. Please let me know Jf you need anything else from me. ~an~ so much ~ look fo~ard to speaking with you. All the best, 

F~om: Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:23 AM 
To: Lapenna, Michele 
(::c -" 

~hotmail.com 
Subject: RE: information 

;@gmail.coml ~ .@comcast.net; @gmail.com; 

Thank you Michele!! I will send Lhis to all my seniors!! 

.. This University, connected to a first division dub, is looking for a goalkeeper and defender! This is the same division 

They iust lost their goalkeeper and starting defender and are ~ooMng to replace them both in JanumryH 

F~m= Lapenna, Nichele [mailto: m.lapenna@jacobs-universi~de] 
Sent~ Thursday, 11:15 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: information 

Hello Anson, 

as we talked on the phone, here are some information about my University and the club, looking for players: 

Jacobs University Bremen (www.Jacobs-university.de) 

And the first league club here in Germany 

htt~i//www.bvc-kicker.de/index.phE?pa~e=305&PH PSESSID=798f3ca 17837121119f4cOe6ba428112 (homepage) 

~_~_~_;//w w w. b v c- k i c k e r. d e~-~-~]~R~g~-}-~-~-~-~g-~-[~-~}-~-~Z~-~Z~-~-~-~-[~-~-~2~-~ (standings) 

http://www.bvc-kicker.de/index~php?page=289&PHPSESS~D=798f3ca178371~1~2[9f4c~e6ba428~12 (Team) 

hit p:/!www.bvc-kicker.de/index.php?page=297& PH PSESSID=798f3ca:[7837 I].:H 19f4cOe6ba4281:[2 (player) 

I would be happy to have some of your players here in Germany~ 

Talk to you in a couple of minutes. 

Michele 



Sports Coordk~ator 

Jacobs University Bremen gGmbH 

Campus Life 

Phone: +49 42;l 200 - 43 

Fi~’,<: +49 42~ 200 .- 4[-) 4:~ 

Ema]k m_~a p enna@ja cobs-un~ve rs~t~:de 

{Lou ~ernandez) 

Commercial registry: Amtsgericht Bremen, HRB 18 117 

President & GeschSftsfOhrer Prof. Dr. Heinz-Otto Peitgen 

Provost & Gesch~sfehrerin Prof. Dr.-Ing. Katja Windt 

Chair Board of Governors: Prof. Dr. Karin Lochte 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:44 PM 

@live.unc.edu~ 

1~:    ¯ GoaJs Against 

Excellent 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:36 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Goals Against 

Anson, 

After watching the first goal over and over I think that I could have somehow organized the mess outside of the box to where the ball wouldn’t have been 

served in. I could have done this by letting     know to just clear anything that came her way. I did organize the box and       was goal side and tight 

on her mark, but not necessarily tight enough. I think might have been a step behind her mark. Specifically I was reading the shot as it was going 

far post and was prepared to dive to my left when it hit foot and was redirected near post. I dove to my right and I would have been better off if I 

wouldn’t have dove at all because the ball bounced off the post and hit me and went in. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday,                6:02 PM 

To: @msn.com; Ducat, Chris; paol.com; Jason Sisneros I 

@aol,com); 

~gmail,com; ~gmail.com); 

@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J; 

@gmail.corn); 

~g__m____a_fl:_£9__n_! ); ~_Y_a___h__9__9_:_£ 9_m__ ); 

#gmail.com_ ~rocketmail.com; @gmail.com; #yahoo,com; @ymail.com; ~ 

pgmail.com; ~comcast.netj ~)gmail.com; @hotmail.comj 

’@gmail.com; ~gmail.com; I ; @aol.cornj @grnail.com; 

~yahoo:com; ~gmail,com 

Subject: gw: Goals Against 

Ladies, 

Study this ..... I think we can play better. If you feel you were partially responsible for either’ goal, what could you have done to prevent either goal? 

Now ~lease don’t feel the only thing we need to work on is our defensive presence (they only h~d s~x shots and one corner kick so w~th the exception of these 

breakdowns we d~d pretty well), We do need to work on our attack ~s well certain~v. And ~lso ~ast year when we ~ost to     h~ the           tournament they 

domk~ated us the who~e game (then of course we wen~: on to w~n the ... ~:h~s year they domk~;~:ed the first half, we dominated the second. 

I want to see if you guys think these are preventable 

From: ;@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 10:34 AM 

To: Ducat, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sub~ect:    Goals Against 

,,%o - 
..... removed by 

sender. 

Universi~, of North CarolLh~a Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, NoVih Carolina USA 

Director of Match zMmlysis i Volunteer Assist~a~t Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:55 PM 

~gm~l.com> 

~msn.com; duce¢@uncaa.unc.edu; ~z)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~ @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Come on by McCasldll’. ! ! 

We are not training Friday but you and the kids are welcome to come "tour" McCaskill, We have done some nice things to it that I think your kids will enioV, And 

Chris or Tom could show a fun h~gNight for you with you h~ ~t~ 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, 9:~9 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: 

Anson~ 

I ho~ tl~s ~m~l finds you doh~ wall. 

I lmv~ ~ ~roup of 40 honors students ofmm~ ~omm~ to tour ~C THIS F~d~y            As of now they h~ve ~ pr~~ ~d trip planned I’ll be honest. I would 

low to m~k~ this ~ trip for th~ ~ds ~ r~m~mb~r. As of now ~ h~v~ ~ show plm~d ~t th~ plm~fium 11:30-12:1 ~ ~nd will ~ ~fin~ h~ R~m’s H~d for lunch. If 

you hav~ any M~as for tours~ ~l~s~s~ pm~t~s~ e~t. that they ~ould s~e pleas~ pl~ l~t m~ ~ow~ I am hopin~ to b~ there ~s w~ll~ I haw to ~t it approwd by my 

pfin~i~l but let’s assume I will b~ th~r~ to l~ad th~ ~roup~ 

B~st~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:50 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: The lasl of the human fieedoms 

I think it went welt, 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:58 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
C:c: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu) 
Subject: RE: The last of the human freedoms 

Hi Anson, 

We met with them last night and I think it went okay overall. They explained to us how they were feeling and why they went off on their own and we 

explained to them how it came across to the team. They were mad at us because they felt like we called them out in front of the team which I understand. 

I think we are all okay now, but it may still be helpful for you to talk to them and make it clear that they can’t act that way, I also think is still not in a 

great place with it all. But if we think it’s better to drop it and move on at this point that is fine with me as well. 

Also, a few other people on the team have asked me about it since they all witnessed it, so l’m wondering if something should be said before practice 

today, nothing specific just in general about dealing with a loss and sticking together as a team. l’m not sure if you were plannin~ on sayin~ somethin~ 

al~eady Anson o~ if we need to bdn~ the team to~ethe~ before p~actice briefly? What do you all think is best? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 5:31 PM 

To: 

Cc:l 

Subject: The last of the human freedoms 

Trust me, I can make it very clear they were not right in their behavior. I even think I can get them to agree with me...B...e../..n.~..~.p...s.y..[~../.s..Z.~..~.~...e...n....e.~.~.~L~.e...[.~....b...e.~.~ 

one, tt will not be a difScult argument Lo make and the proo~ will be in how the "psvcos" b~:_~haw:, in respons~:_~ to iL. f think Lhe easy question to address with the 

Learn is ta ask how we shouR~ al~ deal w~tb tb~s kind of adversely. And I don’t think we accept thaL "well, the psy(:os shouR~ all go o[f screaming ~nto the d~stance, 

the alcoholics should star[ drinkb~g ~mmed~ately, the New Zealanders should start hugging everyone etc" 

Yes, we are aft different but 

cimumstances, to choose one’s own way. And there were always choices to make. Every day, every houc q~ered the opportunity to make o decision, o decision which 

determined whether you would or would not submit to those power~ which threatened to rob you of your very sei~ your inner freedom; which determined whether or 

not you would become the p/oything of c)rcumstonc~ . 

ther~fore~ ~ny men con. 

Human beings are wonderfully interesting creatures. Most of the humor ~s IooMng back on Lhese events [:ram the [:uture. At Lhe tkne the evenL ~s cathartic, but 

with thee even the perpetrators retell the story with a smi~e on their fsce~ It ~s hard to remah~ self-righteous when ~t ~s so dear the th~es you have acted I~ke an 

idiot. This was a "tempest 

what your five closest friends w~ embrace as accepLaMe behavior that will determine whaL yaur d~aracter w~ll be". ?he mora~ of thaL ~s ta choose your friends 

ca r efu~ly. 

You guys are wonderful captNns and you are te~b~g everyone what you wil~ embrace. 

(And yes     ~et’s meet after’ practice tomorrow.) 

Sent~ Nonday, 5:02 PN 
Te~ Dorrance, Nbe~ A IV 
Subject= RE: I just met 

Hi Anson, 

That’s fine with me. I agree that it can’t be dealt with harshly because of how they would react, I’m just frustrated because it seems as though they think 

they are right and they don’t understand how it came across to the rest of the team. I understand that they wanted to be alone because they were upset or 

frustrated however they are viewed as leaders on the team by a lot of people and I think it sets a bad example to everyone else. I’m definitely willing to 

have a meeting with all of us,      s going to see if we can get everybody together tonight. 

I also need to set up my player conference meeting with you, I’m sorry I haven’t done that yet. I am free after practice tomorrow, Wednesday ~2-2, 

Thursday after $2:30, or sometime Saturday before or after practice. If none of those times work just let me know what is best for you! 

Thanks, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 4:16 PM 

To: @ kenap-flag!er.pnc~edu) 

Subject: I just met with 

My     Captains, 

I just met with              They said they were very upset with the loss and were trying to deal with it in their own ways I     admitted she did not play to her 

po[ential and was angry with herself). And because they did not feel they should be around the team, they separated to vent on their own. I asked them what we 

should do about it. They suggested your guys should all mee[ [o try to tall< this out. I liked this idea so we can all get back on [he same page.      came over just 

before I met with them and asked me not to be heavy handed. She said that might cause irreparable damage so respecting her I have hit the ball back into your 

court to sit down with them. 

What do you guys think? We can still decide to clip their starting opportunity against (again this would not clip playing time) but I will wait to see what 

you guys think. 

Thank you for jumping on [his poten[ially dividing issue so quickly. Every season has challenging moments, we will be better for confronting this head on like we 

are doing. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 5:52 PM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com> 

l~B: Catch Up 

Gr’eat stuff!! 

From: Tom Byer [mailto:tom@tomsan.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2023 1:k28 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Catch Up 

I’ve been invited to meet with Glenn Hoddle and the English FA at their Offices at Wembley Stadium Dec. 18th to present my ideas on how they can develop better 

Technical Players from a young age. 

Best Regards 

Tom Byer 

Director 

T3 Group 
Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Oct 22, 2013, at 11:58 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~)email.unc~edu> wrote: 

Y*-’_~s, I think US Soccer should get row:dyed, f wili sts~rl: ~:hat ball r’olling. 

From: Tom Byer [.t_n___a_jJ_t_9__:__t__o__rj_)_@t_o_Ln_s__a___n_:__c__o___r!)] 

Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 J.:46 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Fwd: Catch Up 

Confidentially, please read below. Joe needs to understand better what I would bring to U.S. Soccer. And perhaps if Sunil or yourself were to tell him 

that if Nike signed a des] together that U.S. Would welcolne it and Nike could be funding an?/thing I do ruth you! 

Best Regards 

Tom Byer 

Director 

T3 Group 
Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Elsmol~, Joe" <Joe.Elsmot~@nike.com> 

Date: October 22, 2013 at 1:20:31 PM GMT+9 
To: Tom Byer <Iom~;tomsan~com> 

Subject: RE: Catch Up 

Tom, 

Good evening, 

You should s~-_d: up ~ chat with IVlichae[ and see what h~s Point of V~ew is on your programs. 

As for the Urfited S~:al:es ~t wil~ be a stretch for us to ge~: invoJved unless your pr’ogr~ms were ~ccepl:ed by US Soccer FederatRm as part of 

their official pr’ogramming. 

Ar’e you in conversations w~th anyone at US Soccer at any fevei? 

Sincerely, 

F~= Tom Byer 
Seat= Monday, October 2~, 2053 ~:40 AN 

Te= Elsmore, 
Sabject= Fwd: Catch Up 

Joe, 

I just received the ~low message. Not sure iftNs is a directive ~om HQ or somewhere el~? Should I have a chat ruth this guy or wait 

fu~her instructions? I have not replied yet. 

Also, I bdieve there is lots that can be done in the U.S. as well. 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

From: "Thomson, Michael" <MichaeI.Thomson@nike.com> 
Subject: Catch Up 
Date: October 21,2013 5:27:07 PM GMT+09:00 
To: "tom@tomsan.com" <tom@tomsan.com> 



Cc: "Masback, Craig" <.__C____r__a__!~q_.__M____a__s___b__a___c__k_@_nike.com> 
Hi Tom 

My name is Michael Thomson, I am the Sports Marketing Director for Nike Greater China. Your details were passed on to me recently. 

would be more than happy to meet with you to discuss your program. Can you advise when you might next be in Shanghai and we can 

arrange a time to catch up. 

Kind regards 

Michael 

SrTol-t!~ M~rk~.tir!~ Oir~.’ctor {~r~.~t~Tr Chh~ 

C~.Ii 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 5:56 PM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com> 

l~E: Catch Up 

Very good .,., This way Sunil will be hearing it from more than one source[! 

From: Tom Byer [mailto:tom@tomsan.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 1:11 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Fwd: Catch Up 

Anson, 

Please see Joe’s message below re Sunil......TB 

Best Regards 

Tom Byer 

Director 

T3 Group 
Sent fi~om my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

Frnm: "Elsmore, Joe" <Joe.Elsmore(~nike.com> 

Date: October 23, 2013 at 1:18:29 AM GMT+9 
To: To~n Byer < _t!?_~_g(~_t~!i_n___s:4!!:_c_’~_Lr_~? 

Subject: RE: Catch Up 

Thanks for your note, 
From my review and from testimonials you have received from the Global Football Market I believe you have an effective / e×citing program to help 
our beautiful sport. 
The question b~-_~cornes, what is N~ke"s bus~ness ro~e ~n your efforts? 
At tMs dine, we have no[ convinced anyone at Nike that INs is a space we should be investing additional resources at INs t~rne. 
Next steps are ._ 
~or you to convince M~chae~ that this is something N~ke should be invested in in Asia. 
~ will try to speak to SunH ~n Cavman ~s~ands this week to get Ms point of v~ew~ 
Stay tuned. 

Joe E~smore 

F~m: Tom Byer [mailto:tom@tomsan.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 9:~ PN 
Te: Elsmore, Joe 
Subjeet: Re: Catch Up 
Joe, 
Thanks lbr the mes~ge I am wNfing tbr a reply from Michael t~)m the message I Bc’d you on. 

Regarding the U.S.. I am in close contact with Anson m~d he’s emNled me twice alma@ m&y. He has ~en pressing Sunil m engage with me so let’s see 

when it N1 goes. Pa~ ofd~e pmNem is that noddy at Nike yet has ever met md~ me. If you had rime m listen to the ~low inte~’iew’s by "Beyond &e 
Pitch," and mad all of the com~nents from most Amedca~’s, you woNd have a ~nuch ~er unders~nding. I Nso write a column for g!?A~:£9_£! in Asia 

wlfich is translated m~d token in all ~najor Commies in the region. This lays out &e philo~phy in developing young players. ~n to~ly gem it a~d riffs is 

the mason he has been advocating so ha~d. ~son believes that by geeing Nike involved woNd make it e~ier a~d morn beneficial m Nike to ~ the one 

to deliver my~lfm US Soccer: As you ~ow, I’ve been with adidas for many years ma~ng it im~ssible for anyone from US Soccer m approach me. 

But them is no doubt, what we have done in Japan and now doing in China, Indonesia and soon Indi& is applicable to the US Market and any other 

Market in d~e world: It’s all about empowering the Players with the Tools to practice on their own and much more. We developed the oNy Multi-Media 

platform in the ~Vodd to do ~ by &livedng our TecMicN Content t~ough many di~mnt Chmmels: This is the ma~n I have jns~ ~en invited down 

Australia by Fox Sports TV m paNcipate in their Ro[mdmble discussion on Youth Development. I have Nso just been ~ked by PaN Manner m meet 

with Glenn Hoddle and fl~e English FA at fl~eir ONces at Wembley to pm~nt our ideas. I roll do "this in the second week of Dec. What mNly needs to be 

done is I sit down with you and show you ex~@ what it is we are doing. Them is no douN if we s~M some time together you roll complemly get it 

sup~¢t fl~e idea. Below, download a couple of these podcasts a~d you roll hea~ exactly the philosoplg. Also check out the comments. Below that 

some of the goN.com columns. I have s~mNed u~n sometNng with Development wNch I ~lieve is a major breaNhmugh. Most believe &at SNll 

acquisNon begins at age 8,9,10. The Austmlim~ Federation just put out d~eir Nat Cumculum s~ti~N &at be~veen the ages of 5-9, Discoveo" Phase, that 

no Coaching shoNd rake place, only fun games. From 10-13, tNs is the Sldll Acquisition Ph~e. They have completely go~en it wrong. I have done won 

now d~at proves that Sldll acqmsifion cm~ sm~ as early as 2,3,4 yea~ old. This is a huge game chm~ger and I have documented dfis through video with ~ny 

own ~ds. My Son who is 7yrs old has the techNcal abilib~ of most seNor Nayers. So them is a method for developing young ~ds and when ~n ~w 

the pre~nmdon he was completely convinced: Let me ~ow when you would have rime and I woNd be rolling m fly over for a sho~ visit. Everyone 

mNises that ~edcan ~ds ~e not good enough TeclmicNly: Them is Coen~er and many other programs and Co~hes who teach TechmcN S~lls. But 

this is a breakXhrough in development: AM by the way, the Coe~er folks will announce soon a de up ruth FIFA t~ough the adios mlationsNp: TNs is 

pro~bly even better m~on tbr Nike m mtNnk Technical Dev ..... 

http:i/w~.beyondthcpitch.net/~am~#?q=:Tom+Byer 

http://www.goN.com/en- m y/~ews/3986iedimfia]/2013/’05/’28;~009399itom- bver- Inking- grassroots- deve~opmem- wi~h- 

http://www.goN.com/en-india/~ew#2292ieN mfia]s’2013/O5iOg’3957681 igrassroots-special-why-not-m-let-kids-jusl-kick-the-IMl 



Tom Byer 
E-Mail: tom@tomsan.com 
Mobile: 

K.K. T3 
The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 
http://www.tomsan .corn 

Minato Ku, Minami Aoyama 6-6-22 
Luna Rossa Minami Aoyama 2F 
Tel: 03-4590-6658 / Fax: 03-3498-8877 

On Oct 22, 2013, at 1:20 PM, "Elsmore, Joe" <Joe.Elsmore(i~nike.cora> wrote: 

Good evening, 
You shouh:~ set Lap a chat with Michael and see what: his Point of V~ew ~s on your programs, 

As for the IJn~Led States Jt wH~ be a stretch for us to get ~nvo~ved unless your programs were accepLed ~y US Soccer Federation 

pro~rarnmin£. 

Are you ~n conversations w~th anyone at US Soccer at any leve~? 

Sh~cere]y, 

Joe E~srnore 

~= Tom Byer [mailto:~m@t£[[[~#_£~_£9£[)] 
SeBt= Monday, October 25, 2053 $:40 AN 

Te= Elsmore, Joe 
S~bje~t= Fwd: Catch Up 

Joe, 

I just ~eceived the ~low message. Not sure iftNs is a directive from HQ or somewhere else? Should I have a chat with this guy or w~fit fu~her 

instructions? I have not ~eplied Set. 

Also, I believe fl~e~e is lots that can be done in the U.S. ~ well. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Thomson, Michael" <Michael.Thomson@hike.corn> 
Subject: Catch Up 
Date: October 21,2013 5:27:07 PM GMT+09:00 
To: "tom@tomsan.com" <tom@tomsan.com> 
Cc: "Masback, Craig" <~~C~~~~r~~~a~!~g;~~~M~~~~~a~~~s~~~b~~~~a~~~~c~~~k~~@~~n~~!~~k~~~e~~;~~~c~~~~~~~~~m~~~> 
Hi Tom 

My name is Michael Thomson, I am the Sports Marketing Director for Nike Greater China. Your details were passed on to me recently. I would be more 

than happy to meet with you to discuss your program. Can you advise when you might next be in Shanghai and we can arrange a time to catch up. 

Kind regards 

Michael 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:02 PM 

Orringer, Eugeue P <eugene orringe@med.uuc.edu> 

~msn.com; ducm@uucaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

@duke.edu) 

RE: UNC CTSA Program 

Love to jump in. What might work best is for me to give rny"canned speech" and then be guided by a Q&A in the dkecdons you would like. Th~s way I don’t have to 

pretend to k~ow anything and ~ w~ not have to prepare anytNng. ~ am a~ways rehJcta~t to act I~ke ~ know someone else’s bus~ness. 

F~m= Orringer, Eugene P 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:23 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Cc= Weinberger, Morris; Pusek, Susan N 
Subject-" UNC ~SA Program 

Anson: 

I hope this email finds you well. I wanted to ask a favor. The Clinical & Translational Science Awards (CTSA) Program, 
supported by one of the largest grants (> $10 M/year) that UNC has ever received from the NIH, was just renewed for second 
five year period. The overarching goal of this grant is to accelerate the process by which scientific discoveries ultimately 
impact human health. One of the strategies to accomplish this is through working together on interdisciplinary teams. A key 
component of the CTSA is our Education Program, which is intended to provide junior faculty with the training and resources 
required to lead and work together on teams of this type. 

I (along with the two other individuals copied here) direct this Program. A very successful component of our curriculum is a 
course that we teach to 60 or so junior faculty members focusing on professional development skills. I was hoping that 
sometime in the winter or early spring you would be willing to speak with this group about leadership and working on teams. 
We thought the sports analogy would be particularly appropriate. Some of the topics that we thought would be very relevant 
for you to address are: 

¯ Virtually all of the junior faculty have excelled individually in academics. What advice do you have as a coach on 
teaching your athletes to form a new team at UNC in which they may not be the leader and/or may have to alter their 
usual role? How do you determine the leaders? 

¯ Most of these individuals have been extraordinarily successful to date. But, with increased competition, they may 
experience failure for the first time (grants that are not funded, articles that are rejected, etc). VVhat kinds of strategies do 
you use to deal with the failure that inevitably occurs at the highest level of competition? 

These are some of our initial thoughts but given your remarkable success in developing teams and leaders, we are sure you 
will have numerous other topics in mind. If you are willing to talk to these faculty, the course is held at lunchtime on Fridays. 
The dates & times that we currently have available include the following: 

° .12-1 pm 
° : 1 hour either 12-1 or 1-2 pm 
¯ 1 hour either 12-1 or 1-2 pm 
° 12-1 pm 

Please let us know if you would be willing to speak with our group and, if so, whether any of these dates work for you? If these 
dates do not work with your schedule, we could almost certainly find others that would. 
In closing, we wish you much success throughout the rest of the ACC regular season, the ACC tournament, and the NCAA 
tournament. We hope to root you on in person, here and in Cary. 
GENE 

Et~gene P Orrmg~:’r, MD 

Professor of Medicine 

Director, UNC MD--PhD Program and 

Director, Education/Training!Career Development Core 

NC "[’raCS Institute 

130A MacNider gt~ld~ng 

Campus Box 7005 

Chapel H~, NC 27599--70~5 

epo@med.unc.edu 

TEL: 919:843.9485 

PAGER: 

FAX: 9~9:843,5945 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 6:03 PM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

l~g: The las~ of the human fieedoms 

Excellent _. And thank you!! Hopet:ufly what I shared had the right tone and balance. 

From’. ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:55 PM 
To: . : Dorrance, Albert A ~V 

Subject: RE: The last of the human freedoms 
1 agree with everything    ’ has said. Anson should make a general statement about how to act as a team after a loss. Additionally, I think he should reiterate that we are 
fine. I think this spur of events have put people into "panic mode" when we don’t need to be. 

I don’t know how to address this but I think talking back, especially to staff(coaches, tom, and trainers) is becoming an issue. If the team sees certain people get a away with 
it, then everyone will begin to think its okay. Maybe that is something that also needs to be addressed to the team in a general statemenL I think people are forgetting to show 
respect... Thanks, 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 
University of: North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:57 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: RE: The last of the human freedoms 

Hi Anson, 

We met with them last night and I think it went okay overall. They explained to us how they were feeling and why they went off on their own and we 

explained to them how it came across to the team. They were mad at us because they felt like we called them out in front of the team which I understand. 

I think we are all okay now, but it may still be helpful for you to talk to them and make it clear that they can’t act that way, I also think is still not in a 

great place with it all. But if we think it’s better to drop it and move on at this point that is fine with me as well. 

Also, a few other people on the team have asked me about it since they all witnessed it, so I’m wondering if something should be said before practice 

today, nothing specific just in general about dealing with a loss and sticking together as a team. I’m not sure if you were planning on saying something 

already Anson or if we need to bring the team together before practice briefly? What do you all think is best? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 5:3:1 PM 

To; 

Cc: 

Subject: The last of the human freedoms 

Trust me, I can make it very clear they were not right in their behavior. I even think I can get them to agree with me. 
.o_ . _n_ ~_ _,_ It will not be a difficult argument to make and the proof will be in how the "psycos" behave in response to it. I think the easy question to address with the 

~:eam is ta ask how we should all deal with this kind o~ adversi~:y. And I don’t think we accept tha~: "well, the psycos should all go oil screaming into the d~stance, 

the alcahoHcs shoukJ atart: drinking ~mrned~ate]y, the New Zeak~nders shouM start hugging everyone etc" 

Yes, we are all different but %.. everything can be token f~om ~ man but one thing: the last of the human ,~?eedoms .-- 

circumstonces, to choose one’s own way. And there were always choices to make. Every dok; every hou8 oj}~ered the opportunity to make o decision, o decision wbicfl 

determined whether you would or would not submit to those powers which threatened to rob you of your ve,,y sei~ your inner freedom; which determined whether or 

not you would become the p/a~thing of circumstance, in the final analysis it becomes clear that the sort of person (you are is) the result of on inr, er decisior, 

therefore, any man can,., decide. ~ . that (this) last inner freedom cannot be last." Viktor E. Frank! Man’s Search lot Meenin~ 

Human be~n~s are wonderfuD¢ interestin8 c~eatures, Most of the humor ~s IooMn~ back on d~ese events ~:rom the ~:utu~e. At d~e tkne the even~ ~s cathartic, but 

with t~me even the perpetrators retell the sto~y with a smi~e on their face. It ~s hard to rernab~ self-Hshteous when ~t ~s so dear d~e t~mes you have acted I~ke an 

idiot, This was a "tempest ~n a teapot" and asain it ~s 8ood to hold people to the hi~hest standard because as every psycholos~st worth 

what your five closest friends wN embrace ~s ~ccept~Me behavio~ that will dete~mh~e what your character wN be". The mo~a~ of that ~s to choose your friends 

ca r efu~ly, 

You guys are wonderful capl:am~ and you are te~mg evewone what you w~H embrace. 

(And yes ~et’s meet after practice tomorrow.) 

F~m~ 
Sent: Monday, 5:02 PM 

To: borrance, Albe~ A IV 
Subject: RE: I just met witl~ 

Hi Anson, 

That’s fine with me. I agree that it can’t be dealt with harshly because of how they would react, I’m just frustrated because it seems as though they think 

they are right and they don’t understand how it came across to the rest of the team. I understand that they wanted to be alone because they were upset or 

frustrated however they are viewed as leaders on the team by a lot of people and I think it sets a bad example to everyone else. I’m definitely willing to 

have a meeting with all of us, Anna is going to see if we can get everybody together tonight. 

I also need to set up my player conference meeting with you, I’m sorry I haven’t done that yet. I am free after practice tomorrow, Wednesday 12-2, 

Thursday after 22:30, or sometime Saturday before or after practice. If none of those times work just let me know what is best for you! 

Thanks, 



From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, ~ 4:16 PM 

To: @kenan--flagler.unc~edu) 

Subject: I just met with 

My     Zaptains, 

I just met with They said they were very upset with the loss and were trying to deal with it in their own ways I admitted she did not play to her 

potential and was angry with herself). And because they did not feel they should be around the team, they separated to vent on their own. I asked them what we 

should do about it, They suggested your guys should all meet to try to talk this out. I liked this idea so we can all get back on the same page      came over just 

before I met with them and asked me not [o be heavy handed. She said that might cause irreparable damage so respecting her I have hit the ball back into your 

court to sit down with them, 

What do you guys think? We can still decide to clip their starting opportunity against (again this would not clip playing time) but I will wait to see what 

you guys think~ 

Thank you for jumping on this potentially dividing issue so quickly. Every season has challenging moments, we will be better for confronting this head on like we 

are doing, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 6:04 PM 

Davis, Michael <davism@uwgb.edu> 

@aol.com 

RE: UNC summer ca~ps employment 

Mike, 

Bill Palladino does our Camp Directing. I am going to copy him on this. 

From: Davis, Michael [mailto:davism@uwgb.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, October 22, 2013 2:06 Plvl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" UNC summer camps employment 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

My name is Mike Davis and I am the Assistant Coach at the University of Wisconsin - Green Bay. I am writing expressing a sincere interest 

in working at your summer camp in 2014. I understand you are extremely busy as we all are with post season approaching, but it would be 

fantastic to hear back from you in regards to this opportunity for me. 

I have attached my resume for you to see my coaching history. 

Thank you and good luck with the rest of you season. 

Mike Davis 
Women’s Soccer Assistant Coach 

Green Bay Phoenix AtMetic~ 

Green Bay Phoenix Athletics I 2420 Nicolet Drive I Green Bay, Wl 54311 

p: (920) 465-2853 I c:              i f: (920) 465-2652 

davism(@uw.qb.edu ] @GBPhoenixWSOC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:28 PM 

~live.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; ~gmail.com;             ~gmaiLcom; ~live.unc.edu); 

@aol.com; @gmail.com; ~yahoo.com; @gmaiLcom 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~z)aol.com; Jason Sisneros I ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Finm~ciaJ Education Workshop Attendance 

From-" 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:27 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: FW: Financial Education Workshop Attendance 

Coach, 

Below is attendance ’~or the first two Financial Education workshops (we have one rnore ~n November). AB could rTean that student athlete had class or tutonng 

btJt failed to contact me. Alter the third worksi~op, we will post all the in;~,~rrnation on the website. 

lhanks 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: RE: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:32 PM 

.~ymml.com 

)@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); 

~gm~Jl.com); 

~gmail.com; 

~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu): 

~live.unc.edu) 

;?live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu): 

~rocketmaJl .corn; 

@email.unc.e&t; 

@emaAl.unc.edu; 

@gmail.com: 

.@yahoo.com; 

Goals Against 

@aol.coIn; Jason Sisneros           aD~mail.com): nacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu>;                     @aol.com); 

@live.unc.edu);               @live.unc.edu); 

~)live.unc.edu>;               as@live.unc.edu); 
~gmail.com); @live.unc.edu); 

~@,,nc,~ ,no edu); ;@live.unc.edu~: 

"@icloud.com) < ~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); ~s@live.unc.edu); @gmml.com); 

~ya~oo.com); !live.unc.edu); ~gmail.com; 

~gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu; @yahoo.corn; @live.unc.edu; 

@gmail.com; &comcast.net; ,~gmaJl .com; i ~email .unc.edu; 

~hotInail.coIn;, ~       ~live.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; @gmail.com; 

~live.unc.edu);          @aol.com;         ~glnail.coIn; 

@gma~l.com 

Very Good 

From: @vmail.com [mailto _~ymail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, ’, 4:56 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Goals Against 

Hi Arts, 

Sorry for the delay in the response, I needed to get to my laptop in order to view the video properly. 

For the first goal, I definitely should’ve stepped to the girl who served it into the box. I remember tellin~ me to step durin~ the play, but for some 

reason I was extremely reluctant to doin~ it, and now Iookin~ back at the film, I completely regret it. she was the player I was markin~ on the throw in, and 

she was ultimately the player who served it across the box. In situations like that, I think my best bet it to always step, because usually is already 

dealin~ with one player, and it would be completely ridiculous to pass the responsibility over to her, she already does enough as it is. 

As for the second ~oal, Dino brought up a very important thin~ durin8 practice today, and that was the backline, (whether we were in the 3 or 4 back) we 

were very spread out and there just wasn’t any compaction. Dino even told us in the pre ~ame practice before the       ~ame that they were known for 

splittin~ defenses and that is exactly what happened with us. I didn’t have any cover on      so it was an easy split for either side and that is exactly 

what happened. I think the communication between the defense could be a lot better. As I was readin~        analysis she included that she needed to 

speak more. Talkin~ shouldn’t just be her responsibility, it should be all of our responsibilities. There will be thin~s that we may see that she may not, and 

the only way for everyone to be on the same pa~e is if we communicated a little bit more. 

Thanks Ans~ 

Sent from Windows Mail 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:54 AM 

To: 

Cc: @msn.comj Ducar, Chris; ~aol.con!; Jason Sisneros 

@aol.com); 

~gmail.corn; 

@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J; 

@grnail.com); 

@gmail.com); 

~_~_n_~_a_jh__c__o____m__. ); @_y__a___h___o___o__:_c___o____m__); 
~mail.com: ~_r___q_c__[(___e__t___m____a_!_L.__c___q__m__.; . _@_._ _ y_ _a_ _ _h_ _ _o_ _ _o_ _._ _c_ _ _q _ _m_ _ . ; : .__@___y___m____a__[!_.__c___o____m_~ 

_~gmail.com; ~comcast.netj _~)gmail.com; 

@hotmail.com; @gmail.com; 

@aol.com; @gmail.com; : ~yahoo.com; pgrnail.com 

Very good .... you are a wonderful player and your wiflingness to take responsibifity is why you have been such an importan[ player for us since your 

year. Yes, I fook forward to training as well!!! 

From: (a)gmail.com] 
Sent; Monday, :L0:57 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: FVV: Goals Against 

Anson, 

In both goals, I got split. On the first, during the build- up betbre the thrown-in and on the second goal on the final pass. Getting split can happen tbr a number of 

reasons...I think part of it was our lack of compaction--the reason they were able to mn at us dribbling is becau~ our back line wasn’t high enough in the first place. 

We were also thJfly spread out width-wi~, which is just a lack of discipline more thm~ anything. I need to talk more!! And take betler charge of the back line. Even ifI 

know when we need to step, it’s useless if the whole backline doesn’t step with me. I’ve got to get more assertive. 

See you tolnolTow’. Looking fom,aJcd to trainin!! 

On Mon, at 6:02 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV < ’_aJ~9__r_@__ejLnj_a_i_l_:_t_Lr_Lc_:_e_$t____~ wrote: 



Study this ..... ~ think we can p~ay better, ff yoL~ [eel you were partia~fy responsibfe for either goat, what couf4 yoL~ have done to prevent either goaf? 

Now please don’t feel the only thin~ we need to work on ~s o~r defensive presence (they only had six shots ~nd one corner kick so w~th the exception of these 

breakdowns we d~d pretty well). We do need to work on our attack as well certainly. And also last year when we lost to     ~n the ~                     they 

dominated us the whole game (then of course we went on to w~n the ~.. tNs year they dominated the first half, we dominated the second. 

[ want to see if you guys thk~k these are preventaMe 

~= 3ason Sisneros [mailto ;@qmail.com] 
8ent~ ~onday, ~ ~0:34 AN 
To= Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject~ , Goals Against 

r~mov~d b~ 
sender 

~gaumOV 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysi s I Vol unteer Assistant Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 9:53 AM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

,~nsn.com; ducos@uncaa.unc.edu;     ’@aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros          ~gmaJl.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Subject: RE: 

Very good!! 

Sent: Tuesday, 6:45 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: RE:    Goals Against 

@live.unc .edu);                        ~email .unc .edu>;                      ~z) aol .corn); 

~hve.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 
~gmaJl.com); ~!live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu); 

@gmail.com; )((¢gmail.com); @live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); @tmcaa.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); ~icloud.com) @live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); a@live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); ~gmml.com); 

@live.unc.edu); ~y~J~oo.com); ~live.unc.edu); ~gmail.com; 

~rocketmail.com; ~gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu: ~yahoo.com; @mail.com; 

~live.~mc.edu; @emaJl.unc.edu; ~gmail.com; ~comcast.net; @gmaJl.com; 

!~!e~nail.unc.edu; ~emaJl.unc.edu; b!hotmail.com: @live.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 

’@small.corn; 3!gm~il.com; @live.unc.edu); @aol.com; 

i@g~nail.com; : @yahoo.co~n; ~gmail.com 

Goals Against 

hey ans, sorry for the late reply, i rushed to watch the goals and didnt thoroughly read the email. 
as for the second goal, the breakdown starts with what we worked on in practice today and not letting the defender step in front to win the ball in back to 
pressure scenarios, i was caught off guard and had no idea she was pacing in, (although in this situation i should check my shoulder more often/assume 
there will be a defender up my butt in the middle of the field) and be more ready to receive the ball so they arent given such an easy counter attack. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday,                6:32 PM 

To: @ymail.com 

Co: @msn.com5 Ducar, Chris; @aol.com; 

~aoi,com); 

@small,corn; pgmail.com); 

@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J; I 

pgmail.com); 

_@_g__m____aj_[:_£9__n_!); 

@gmail.com; @rocketmail.com; ~gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; #)comcast.net; :@gmail.com; 

.. ~gmail,com; ] @gmail.com; i 

$#vahoo.com: 

~hotmail.com; 

@aN.com.;    " ~gmail.com; ;@yahoo.com; 

Subject: RE: Goals Against 

Very Good 

IFrom:        ~vrnail.corn [ mailto_ 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:56 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re:    Goals Against 

@ymail.com] 

Hi Ans, 

Sorry for the delay in the response, I needed to get to my iaptop in order to view the video properiy. 

For the first goal, I definitely shouid’ve stepped to [he giri who served i[ into [he box. I remember     telling me to step during the play, but for some 

reason I was extremely reiuctan[ to doing it, and now iooking back at the film, I comple[eiy regret it. she was the player I was marking on the throw in, and 

she was ul[i.ma[eiy the player who served it across [he box. In situations like that, I think my best bet it to always step, because usuaily is already 

dealing with one piayer, and it wouid be comple[eiy ridiculous to pass [he responsibility over to her, she already does enough as it is. 

As for the second goal, Dino brought up a very important thing during practice today, and that was the backline, (whether we were in the 3 or 4 back) we 

were very spread out and there just wasn’t any compaction. Dino even told us in the pre game practice before the        game that they were known for 

spiittSng defenses and that is exactly what happened with us~ Ididtqhaveanycoveron{      so it was an easy split for either side and that is exactly 

what happened. I think the communication between the defense could be a lot better. As I was reading        anaiysis she inciuded that she needed to 

speak more. Talking shouldn’t just be her responsibility, it should be all of our responsibilities. There wiil be things that we may see that she may not, and 



the only way for everyone to be on the same page is if we communicated a little bit more. 

Thanks Ans! 

Sent from Windows Mail 

~:rom: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Tuesday, 10:54 AM 

.@__m____s__n___._£_o____m__j Ducar, Chris; .__@___a___o__[_._£__o___m__.; Jason Sisneros __@_g___m___a__[]_.__c___o____m__); Sander, Thomas J; 

@aol.com); 

@gmail.com;                       @gmaiLcom); 

@gmafl.com}; ~yahoo:com); 

~K_m___a__L[.__c___o____m__~ ~ ro c I{ e t m a ,I. co m; __@__~L_a___h___o___o__.__c___q__m__.; ~_Y___m____a__[!_.__c__9____m_ J 
~maiLcom; @comcast.net: _~gmail.com; 

_~hotmail.com; ~gmail.com; ! @small.corn: 

@aol~com; ~@gmail.com @yahoo.corn; ~grnail.com 

Very good you a r~-_~ ~ wonderful player and your willingness to ta k~-_~ r~:_~sponsibility is why you have been such an important: play~:_~r for us since your 

fear. Yes, I fook forward to training as well!!! 

From: ,,~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, $0:57 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject: Re: FW:    Goals Against 

In both goals, I got split. On fl-~e t?rst, &uing the N~ild-up before the throw~>in m-~d on the second goal o~ the final pass. Getting split can ha.ppen tbr a number of 
masons._I think part of it was our la.ck of compaction--the reason [he.y were a.Ne to mn at us dribbling is becm~se our back line wasn’t high enough in the first place. 
We were also faidy spread out wi&h-wi,~, which is just a lack ofdi~ipline morn than mgthing. I need m talk mor!! ’. And rake better c]mrge of" [he bark line. Even if I 
know when we need to step, it’s u~less if the whole backline doesn’t step with me. I’ve got to get more assertive. 

See you tomorrow! Lookiug fbrward to training! 

On Mon, 
Ladies, 

at 6:02 PM, Dorrance, Albeit A IV v9!:Ls.£!.!@e__n_!a_j_l_:._u_!.!c_:_e_.d_ _k[> wrote: 

Study this ..... I think we can play better, If you [e~-A you were partially responsible for either goal, what could you have done to prevent eit:her goal? 

Now please don’t [eel the only thing we need to work on is our defensive presence (they only had six shots and one corner kick so with the exception of these 

breakdowns we did pretty well}. We do need to work on our attack as well certainly. And also fast year when we lost to     in the                      they 

dominated us the whole game (then of course we went on to win the } ._ this year they dominated the first half, we dominated the second. So, 

I want to see if you guys think these are preventable goals, 

From: @qmail.coml 
Sent: Monday, 10:34 AM 
To: Oucar, Chris; Oorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject:    Goals Against 

removed by 

sender 

~aur~Ov 

[TniversJ~- of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Ca.rolina USA 

Director of Match AnaJ~y si s [ Vol unteer Assistaa~t Coach 

~c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 9:53 AM 

~gmail.com> 

I~E: FW: FinanciaJ Education Workshop AttendaJace 

From: _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:42 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Re: FVV: Financial Education Workshop Attendance 

I was absent for the first one because I had class. I did tell Tom that. I went to he one last night though. 

On Tue, at 6:27 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(c-~email.unc.edu> w~me: 

From-" Lane, Cricket 
Sent; Tuesday, 2:27 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; FW: Financial Education Workshop Attendance 

Coach, 

Below is attendance for the first two Financial Education workshops (we have one more in ). AB could mean that student athlete had class or 

tutoring but failed to contact me. After the third workshop, we will post all the information on the website. 

Thanks 

iiiii iiii 
ab 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Wednesday 9:55 AM 

~gmaJl.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu 

~live.unc.edu); 

~,@live.unc.edn); 

;@gmaJl.com); 

: @gmail.com; 

@live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); 

~live,unc.edn); 

@live.unc.edu); 

@live.~mc.edu); 

@rocketma~l.com; 
g@live.~mc.edu; 

~!email.unc.edu; 
@gmail.com; 

~!yahoo.com; @gmafil.com 

RE: FW: Goals Against 

~aol.cotn; Jason Sisneros 

~email.unc.edu>; 

~gmaJl.com); pacman~!uncaa.unc.edu; 
@aol.com); 

~@live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edn); 

@live.unc.edu>; ~@ive.unc.edu) 
@gmaiLcom); ~live.unc.edu); 

~tmcaa.nnc.edu); @live.unc.edu): 

@icloud.com’. t(~live.nnc.edu~; 

~live.unc.edn): a~live.unc.edn); 

@live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); @gmafil.com); 

@yaJ~oo.com); ~live.unc.edu); ~gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu; . ~yahoo.com; ~ymail.com; 

@emaJJ.unc.edu; ~gmai com; ~comcasl.net; t@gmaJl.com; 

@emaJl.unc.edu; 7@hotmail.com; ~,@ive.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu); @aol.com; @g~nail.co~n; 

Very good analysis; 
From: @gmaJl.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:50 Plv~ 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: FW: Goals Against 
Hi Ans, 

The first goal I had stepped up to try and mark the a~cker at the top of the [~x when I should have read the gift on the ball be~er and seen she w~ going to cross it. 

IfI had done fl~is I could’re slid &eper towards goal and could have prevented the cross t?om going behind me to ~e far tb~vard. 

On the second goal our firs1 mistake ~ a whole ~ck line was that we weren’t step~d up when we still had the ball offensively. If we had alre~ty ~en stepped up ~ 

the mid line then we would’ve been higher positioned ready tbr the counter. The next miska~e is that I w~s not pinched in enough at all, which m~e it easy lbr them ~ 

split me and       If I h~t been pinched in originally I could’ve prevented the split and tbrced them rode. I also kept her onsi& because I dropped thsler tha~ 
Finally, I should’ve gone to the ground on tl~e ~c~e instead of wNting until I had position ~ step reside of her. Over~l I need to work on staying pinched in - 

esNcially when smtcNng ~ck m a fl~me-back - and staying connected ruth Ne line, and decision malting with tackles when a fox,vaN is in shooting range. 

Thanks Ans, 

On Mon. at 6:02 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson,~;,email.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Study this ..... I think we can play better. If you feel you were partially responsible [:or ekher goa~, what could you have done to prevent either goa~? 
Now please don’t feel the only thb~g we need to work on ~s our defensive presence (they only had s~x shots and one comer kick so w~th the exception of these 
breakdowns we d~d pretty well). We do need to work on o~Jr attack as we~l certainly, And also last year when we lost to     ~n the                      they 
dominated us the whole game (then of co[Jtse we went on to w~n the ~.. tNs year they dominated the first half, we dominated the second, 
~ want to see i[ you gt~ys th~nk these are preventaMe 
F~m: ~qmail.com] 
Sent~ Monday, . ~0:34 AM 
Te~ Ducar, Chris~ Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Goals ~ainst 

~ Image 

removed ed 

sender 

Universi~- of North Carolina ~Vomen’s Soccer 
Chapel tlill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match AnaJ, ysi s I Vol unteer Assistant Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:02 AM 

Orringer, Eugeue P <eugene orringe@med.uuc.edu> 

I~E: UNC CTSA Program 

Feb I4th noon ~,.. Where? 

From: Orringer, Eugene P 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:02 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
(::c: Pusek, Susan N; Weinberger, Morris 
Subject: RE: UNC CTSA Program 

Anson: 

This is terrific - I am sure you will really enjoy these young people. They are very special. 

The dates that we currently have available are as follows: 

¯ 12-1 pm 
¯ 1 hour either 12-1 or 1-2 pm 
¯ : I hour either 12-1 or 1-2 pm 
° : 12-1 pm 

If one of them works best with your schedule, pick it out & we will hold it for you. We very much look forward to having you 
speak to the Scholars in our program. 
GENE 

Frem: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Sent; Tuesday, 6:0:[ PM 
To: Ordnger, Eugene P 

@msn.com; Ducar, Chris; 
Subject: RE: UNC CTSA Program 

@aol~com; Jason Sisneros }gma!!.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Ge~e~ 

L.:_we to jump in What might: work b~-’_~st is for me to give my "csnned speech" and then be g~ided by a Q&A in ~:he d~re(:~:ions Vo~ wo~d ~ike. 1Ms way I don’t have to 

pretend to know anything and ~ wi]~ not have to prepare anytNng. ~ am a~ways reluctant to act like ~ know someone else’s bus~ness. 

F~m= Orringer, Eugene P 
Sent: Tuesday, ~:23 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Co= Weinbe~ger, Morris; Pusek, Susan N 
Subject= UNC ~SA Program 

Anson: 

I hope this email finds you well. I wanted to ask a favor. The Clinical & Translational Science Awards (CTSA) Program, 
supported by one of the largest grants (> $10 M/year) that UNC has ever received from the NIH, was just renewed for second 
five year period. The overarching goal of this grant is to accelerate the process by which scientific discoveries ultimately 
impact human health. One of the strategies to accomplish this is through working together on interdisciplinary teams. A key 
component of the CTSA is our Education Program, which is intended to provide junior faculty with the training and resources 
required to lead and work together on teams of this type. 

I (along with the two other individuals copied here) direct this Program. A very successful component of our curriculum is a 
course that we teach to 60 or so junior faculty members focusing on professional development skills. I was hoping that 
sometime in the winter or early spring you would be willing to speak with this group about leadership and working on teams. 
We thought the sports analogy would be particularly appropriate. Some of the topics that we thought would be very relevant 
for you to address are: 

° Virtually all of the junior faculty have excelled individually in academics. What advice do you have as a coach on 
teaching your athletes to form a new team at UNC in which they may not be the leader and/or may have to alter their 
usual role? How do you determine the leaders? 

° Most of these individuals have been extraordinarily successful to date. But, with increased competition, they may 
experience failure for the first time (grants that are not funded, articles that are rejected, etc). What kinds of strategies do 
you use to deal with the failure that inevitably occurs at the highest level of competition? 

These are some of our initial thoughts but given your remarkable success in developing teams and leaders, we are sure you 
will have numerous other topics in mind. If you are willing to talk to these faculty, the course is held at lunchtime on Fridays. 
The dates & times that we currently have available include the following: 

¯ 12-1 pm 



¯ , 1 hour either 12-1 or 1-2 pm 
o i : 1 hour either 12-1 or 1-2 pm 
¯ : 12-1 pm 

Please let us know if you would be willing to speak with our group and, if so, whether any of these dates work for you? If these 
dates do not work with your schedule, we could almost certainly find others that would. 
In closing, we wish you much success throughout the rest of the ACC regular season, the ACC tournament, and the NCAA 
tournament. We hope to root you on in person, here and in Cary. 
GENE 

Eugene P. E)rdnger, MD 

Prot~-:~ssor of M~-:~dk:ine 

Director, UNC MD-PX~D Pr’o~ram and 

Director, Education/Trs~n~iCsr’eer Development Co~e 

NC TraCS Instkute 

130A MacNider Bu~ld~ng 

{::arn~x~s gox 7005 
(:h~pel H~H, NC 27S99- 7~E, 

~po@med.unc.edu 
TEL: 9:].9:g4g~9485 

PAGER: 

FAX: 919:843.5945 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Wednesday,                10:08 AM 

@emaJl.unc.edul        ~live.unc.edu; 
~gmail.com; ~email.unc.edu: 

~!msn.com; @uncaa.unc.edu; 

FW: Live This Week On GoHeels TV! 

@gmail.com; @live.unc.edu); ~comcast.net; 

@live unc edu; (~&email.unc.edu; ~hotmail.com; 
~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ,.        ,~]gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Are we all pi~nnir~g on going to this? 

From-" UNC Athletics [mailto:UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, 5: 2:t AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Live This Week On GoHeels TV! 

Don’t Miss Late ~ on 

Image rerr, oved by ser, der. Live This Week or, OoHeels TV 

NeuJ,ion. All rights reserved To no longer receive these messages, please unsubsc~Jbe. 

removed by 

sender 















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 10:11 AM 

~gm~Jl.com> 

ILS: Co~ne on by McCasldll’. ! ! 

I like it: !!! We all hope to see you!I! 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:50 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Come on by McCaskill!!! 

Okay! I am still worldng to get on this trip, but I will let you know’. Thank you for the offer and hopefully I make it over your way Friday! 

Best, 

O11 Tue, at 4:55 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~{email.unc.edu> wrote: 

We a r,-_~ not trait}i~g Fridi~y but you at},’t Lhe kh~s are welcome to come "tour" IVk:Ci~s~ We haw? d.:?~e >:?me nice things to ~t thi~t ~ Lhk}k your kids w~l~ e@:~v. ~nd 
Chris or Tor~ coLdd show a fun h~gh~ight for you with you ~n ~L~! 
F~m: @gmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, 9:~9 AN 
To: Dorrance, AIbe~ A N 
Subject: 
A.so.~ 
~ ho~ tNs ~ma~l ~.ds you doi.~ wall 
~ M~ a ~roup o£40 ho.ors s~d~.ts o£mhm comin~ to tour ~ TH~S ~day            As o£now they ba~ a pre~ ~d t~p plan.~d NI b~ honest. ~ would 
love to make this a "trip tbr the kids to remember. As of now ~ey have a show planned at the planetarium 11:30-12:15 and will ~ eating in Ram’s ttead for lunch. If 

you have may i&as lbr tours, clasps, practices, ect. that they could see please please let me know’. I mn hoping to be there as well, I have to get it approved by my 

pmmiN1 bm let’s assume I will be there R~ lead the group. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:16 AM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

~gmaJl.com> 

co~ne on by! 

Excellent .... I will cop~ 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:38 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Game this Sunday 
I’m s{lre Tom is on toI:~ of the akmlnae. I am working on the donors and since Megalot~d~s never ~o[: me the Ram’s club l~st of names, ~ have schedt~led a lunch wi[h 

Gary Burns to get them ~:rom him and work on some strategies together to make d~b~gs happen. 

~ wou~d ~ove to he~p ~:she has t~me~ 

B~rd 

F~= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Sent= Saturday, ~:50 PM 
Te= Sander, Thomas 3 

~msn.com; Ducar, Chris;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com) 
Subject: ~: Game this Sunday 

Tomi(~hr~s, 

Have we done a good ~ob colfecdng all the ernall addr’esses of all our alumnae? Do we have       on the list? Do you want to bring           in to do this for us 

(with assembling the donoCs list)? She is dying to see what                     is like. 

F~m ~yahoo.com] 
Sent= Friday, 8:47 PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Game this Sunday 

Hi Arts, 
Hope you are doing well. I will be visiting you guys this Sunday. I work tomorrow and I decided to drive up a~er work and stay 
for the game on Sunday. I am excited. :-) 
I will see you out there. 
All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:18 AM 

Pete Sadin <PSadin@sportsendeavors.com> 

" " " @msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ;@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Game vs Clemson 

Thank you .... rest assured we would love to give you a show but the conference is a nifiht~nare to navigate ..... 1 would settle for a nail-biting 90 ~ninutes where we 

steal the 3 points on an own goaH~! 

gram: Pete Sadin [mailto:PSadin@spoRsendeavors.com] 
SeBt: Wednesday,              9:47 AM 

To: Dorrance, AlbeR A IV; Ducar, Chris 
$u~jeCt: Game vs Clemson 

100 tickets purchased for the game tomorrow night for our older Girls program. I’m expecting a showH Haha. Best of luck tomorrowH 

Pete Sadin 

DOC U15-U18 Girls 

Director of Operations 

Triangle Futbol Club 

North Carolina Alliance 

www~tr~an~lefc~or~ 

www.ncal~ia ncesoccer.com 

Ad~d~s, Soccer.corn 

Proud members of USYS, NCYSA, US Club, Super Y, NSCAA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:19 AM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

l~g: Financial Education Workshop Attendance 

Tt~anks Tom!! 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:55 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Financial Education Workshop Attendance 

told me ahead of time she had a tt~toring session she had to go to.. ~ nothing from 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:28 PM 
To-" 

@_g_m_a_iL_c_o_m; L~ y_ _a_ b_ _o_ _ _o_ ~ _ _c_ _o_ m ; ~_g_m__ajL_c_o_m 
~msn,com; Ducar, Chris;      ~aol~com; 

Subject-" FW: Financial Education Workshop Attendance 

.~qmail.com; @qmail.com; 

~gma!!.com); Sander, Thomas J 

~aol.com; 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent-" Tuesday, 2:27 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" FW: Financial Education Workshop Attendance 

Coach, 

Below is attendance ’~or the first two Financial Education workshops (we have one more ~n November). AB could rTean that student athlete had class or tutonng 

but failed to contact me. Alter the third worksi~op, we will post all the in;~orrnation on the website. 

[hanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE 1V (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:38 AM 

Mann, J~ M. <ja~mann@unc.edu-~ 

pacra~@uncaa.unc.edu;        ~msn.com; duc~x@uncaa.unc.edu;       ))aol.com; 

Tom, please send and autographed ball to Jan Mann ... thank you! ! 

@gmail.com) 

The meeting was getting too morose .._ I wanted to liven it up a bit, I wanted everyone to know that ’~doing the right thi~g~’ could be fun. 

Love to jump into the "Q~p" ._. ~lthough this is always b~sed or~ ~ so please have a backup for me. 

F~m: Mann, Jan M. 
Sent: Wednesday, 20:22 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Men’s and Women’s Golf Executive Cup 

Anson, 

Loved your story yesterday in the coaches meeting! You are an inspiration to all of us. Wanted to personal~y invite you to participate in our Executive Cup goff 

tournament on November 2nd and to ask you if you would be able to donate an autographed soccer ball by you and team. (I can drop by and pick it up) I haven’t 

even checked to see if your team will be competing on the 2nd but if not would love to have you p~ay if you are available. 

Go Heels, 

Jan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:39 AM 

Orringer, Eugeue P <eugene orringe@med.uuc.edu> 

O)duke.edu); ~msn.com; ducar,~)uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; 
@gm~l.com); pacmau@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: UNC CTSA Program 

Very good! 

From: Orringer, Eugene P 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:25 AM 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co: Pusek, Susan N; Weinberger, Morris 
Subject: RE: UNC CTSA Program 

Anson: 

at noon it is. Thee sessions are generally held in the Clinic Auditorium that is located on the 4th floor of the Old Clinic Building. However, Susan Pusek will be in touch 

with you to provide you with all of the details. Also, I am sure that she will arrange for someone to meet you in the front of the Main Entrance of UNC Hospitals and escort you 
to the Auditorium. 

We are very much looking forward to your talk. 

GENE 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Orringer, Eugene P 
Subject: RE: UNC CTSA Program 

: 10:02 AM 

noon ._, Where? 

From: Orringer, Eugene P 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:02 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co: Pusek, Susan N; Weinberger, Morris 
Subject: RE: UNC CTSA Program 

Anson: 

This is terrific - I am sure you will really enjoy these young people. They are very special. 

The dates that we currently have available are as follows: 

¯ . : 12-1 pm 
¯ I hour either 12-1 or 1-2 pm 
° I hour either 12-1 or 1-2 pm 
° 12-1 prn 

If one of them works best with your schedule, pick it out & we will hold it for you. We very much look forward to having you 
speak to the Scholars in our program. 
GENE 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:01 PM 
To: Orringer, Eugene P 

_@__m__s_n__:_c__o_[~ Ducar, Chris; 
Subject; RE: UNC CTSA Program 

~gt.n_a_jJ_&_q_m_); Sander, Thomas J 

Low:~ to jurng~ in. What might work best V,; for me to give my "canned speech" and then be guk~ed by a (:~&A in the dhectkms you w.:)u[d Hke, Thi~; way I don’t have 

pretend to know anyLNng aRd I w~ noL have to prepare anything. ] am a~ways reluctant to act IH<e ~ know someone else’s bus~ness. 

F~= Orringer, Eugene P 
Seat; Tuesday. ~:23 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
C¢= Weinberger, Morris; Pusek, Susan N 
$~bject= UNC ~SA Program 

Anson: 

I hope this email finds you well. I wanted to ask a favor. The Clinical & Translational Science Awards (CTSA) Program, 
supported by one of the largest grants (> $10 M/year) that UNC has ever received from the NIH, was just renewed for second 
five year period. The overarching goal of this grant is to accelerate the process by which scientific discoveries ultimately 



impact human health. One of the strategies to accomplish this is through working together on interdisciplinary teams. A key 
component of the CTSA is our Education Program, which is intended to provide junior faculty with the training and resources 
required to lead and work together on teams of this type. 

I (along with the two other individuals copied here) direct this Program. A very successful component of our curriculum is a 
course that we teach to 60 or so junior faculty members focusing on professional development skills. I was hoping that 
sometime in the winter or early spring you would be willing to speak with this group about leadership and working on teams. 
We thought the sports analogy would be particularly appropriate. Some of the topics that we thought would be very relevant 
for you to address are: 

¯ Virtually all of the junior faculty have excelled individually in academics. What advice do you have as a coach on 
teaching your athletes to form a new team at UNC in which they may not be the leader and/or may have to alter their 
usual role? How do you determine the leaders? 

¯ Most of these individuals have been extraordinarily successful to date. But, with increased competition, they may 
experience failure for the first time (grants that are not funded, articles that are rejected, etc). What kinds of strategies do 
you use to deal with the failure that inevitably occurs at the highest level of competition? 

These are some of our initial thoughts but given your remarkable success in developing teams and leaders, we are sure you 
will have numerous other topics in mind. If you are willing to talk to these faculty, the course is held at lunchtime on Fridays. 
The dates & times that we currently have available include the following: 

¯ 12-1 pm 
¯ : 1 hour either 12-1 or 1-2 pm 
¯ : 1 hour either 12-1 or 1-2 pm 
° 12-1 pm 

Please let us know if you would be willing to speak with our group and, if so, whether any of these dates work for you? If these 
dates do not work with your schedule, we could almost certainly find others that would. 
In closing, we wish you much success throughout the rest of the ACC regular season, the ACC tournament, and the NCAA 
tournament. We hope to root you on in person, here and in Cary. 
GENE 

Eugene P. Orringer, MD 

Professor of Medicine 

Director, UNC MD-PhD Program and 

Director, Education!Training/Career Development Core 

3130A MacNider BlI~l~J~[~ 

Campus Box 7005 

Chspel H~H, NC 27599-7~5 

epo@med.unc.edu 
TEL: 9:].9:g43~9485 

PAGER: 

FAX: 9~.9:843.5945 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:41 AM 

Weinbe~er, Morris <mweinbe@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

~)live.unc.edu) 

RE: UNC CTSA Program 

Morris, 

Thank you!! 

From: Weinberger, Norris 
Sent: Wednesday, .tO: 56 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 111 
Subject: RE: UNC CTSA Program 

Ansotl, 

Thanks so much for agreeing to do this. 

tournament at Duke)~ I have thoroughly enjoyed watcNng your team, and my attendance will conth~ue beyond 

of the way, and I look forward to making the long road tr~p to Cary~ 

Morrb 

Morris We~nberger, PhD 

Vergit N. S~ee Distinguished Pro[:essor o[: Heatthcsre Quality Management 

Department of Health Policy and Management 

GiIHngs School of Globa~ Public Hea~th 

Uniw~rs~tv o[ North Carolina 

5emor Research Career S(:ient~st, Durharn VAMC Cen~:er h:~r HeMth 5ervk:es Research 

1IO5b McGavrsn--Greenber~ Hall, CB# 74,~ 

Chspel H~H, NC 27599-7411 

Phone: 9:[9-966-7385 

Fax: 9:1.9-966-3671 

F~m: Orringer, Eugene P 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:25 
Te: Dorrance, Nbe~ A 
~: Pusek, Susan N; Weinberger, Norris 

Subject: RE: UNC ~SA Program 

is in our Department, which has fed to my going to mos[ ot: your home games this year (as well as [o the 

graduation. I wish you mud1 success the rest 

Anson: 

at noon it is. Thee sessions are generally held in the Clinic Auditorium that is located on the 4th floor of the Old Clinic Building. However, Susan Pusek will be in touch 

with you to provide you with all of the details. Also, I am sure that she will arrange for someone to meet you in the front of the Main Entrance of UNC Hospitals and escort you 
to the Auditorium. 

We are very much looking forward to your talk. 

GENE 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Orringer, Eugene P 
Subject: RE: UNC CTSA Program 

.t0:02 AM 

; tloon .,., Where?’ 

From: Orringer, Eugene P 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:02 PN 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
C¢: Pusek, Susan N; Weinberger, Norris 
S~bject: RE: UNC CTSA Program 

Anson: 

This is terrific - I am sure you will really enjoy these young people. They are very special. 

The dates that we currently have available are as follows: 

¯ , : 12-1 pm 
° , r I hour either 12-1 or 1-2 pm 
¯ : 1 hour either 12-1 or 1-2 pm 
¯ : 12-1 prn 

if one of them works best with your schedule, pick it out & we will hold it for you. We very much look forward to having you 
speak to the Scholars in our program. 
GENE 

From: Dorrance, Albert A 131 



Sent-" Tuesday, 6:0:~ PM 
To: Orringer, Eugene P 

Cc;        @msn.com~ Ducar, Chris~ 
Subject-" RE: UN¢ CTSA Program 

@ao corn; @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas 

L.:_~ve ~o jump in What mi~hl: work b~-_~.d: is for me to g~ve my "c~nned speech~ and then be g~ded by a Q&A in ~:he d~rec:~:~ons Vo~ wo~ld like. ]Ms way I don’t have to 

pretend to k~l.:)w a~yth~n~ a~d ~ w~ r~ot have to prepare anything,, ~ arn a~ways reh.Eda~lt to 8c1: ~ke ~ know someone else’s business. 

E~m= Orringer, Eugene P 
$e~t= Tuesday, $:23 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
~c= Weinberger, Morris; Pusek, Susan N 
Subject= UNC ~SA Program 

Anson: 

I hope this email finds you well. I wanted to ask a favor. The Clinical & Translational Science Awards (CTSA) Program, 
supported by one of the largest grants (> $10 M/year) that UNC has ever received from the NIH, was just renewed for second 
five year period. The overarching goal of this grant is to accelerate the process by which scientific discoveries ultimately 
impact human health. One of the strategies to accomplish this is through working together on interdisciplinary teams. A key 
component of the CTSA is our Education Program, which is intended to provide junior faculty with the training and resources 
required to lead and work together on teams of this type. 

I (along with the two other individuals copied here) direct this Program. A very successful component of our curriculum is a 
course that we teach to 60 or so junior faculty members focusing on professional development skills. I was hoping that 
sometime in the winter or early spring you would be willing to speak with this group about leadership and working on teams. 
We thought the sports analogy would be particularly appropriate. Some of the topics that we thought would be very relevant 
for you to address are: 

¯ Virtually all of the junior faculty have excelled individually in academics. What advice do you have as a coach on 
teaching your athletes to form a new team at UNC in which they may not be the leader and/or may have to alter their 
usual role? How do you determine the leaders? 

° Most of these individuals have been extraordinarily successful to date. But, with increased competition, they may 
experience failure for the first time (grants that are not funded, articles that are rejected, etc). What kinds of strategies do 
you use to deal with the failure that inevitably occurs at the highest level of competition? 

These are some of our initial thoughts but given your remarkable success in developing teams and leaders, we are sure you 
will have numerous other topics in mind. If you are willing to talk to these faculty, the course is held at lunchtime on Fridays. 
The dates & times that we currently have available include the following: 

° 12-1 pm 
¯ 1 hour either 12-1 or 1-2 pm 
¯ I hour either 12-I or I-2 pm 
° 12-1 pm 

Please let us know if you would be willing to speak with our group and, if so, whether any of these dates work for you? If these 
dates do not work with your schedule, we could almost certainly find others that would. 
In closing, we wish you much success throughout the rest of the ACC regular season, the ACC tournament, and the NCAA 
tournament. We hope to root you on in person, here and in Cary. 
GENE 

Eu~,ene P. Orringer, MD 

Professor of Medicine 

Director, UNC MD-PhD Program and 

Director, EducationiTrainins!Career Development Core 

NC TraCS 

_’[ 30A M~cNider 

Campus Box 7005 

Chapel H~[[, NC 27599--70~5 

epo@med.unc.edu 

TEt.: 9~9:843.9485 

FAX: 9Z9:843.5945 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 11:42 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Live This Week On GoHeels TV! 

Thank 

From: 
Sent-" Wednesday, 11:05 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Live This Week On GoHeels TV! 

Yes! All the freshmen wmv planning on going before we knew we would even get to be in it-- we are ve~ excited! 

Looking forward to getting a~er it again in practice today’. 

Thank~ 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 10:08 AM, "Do~ance, Albert A IV" <&r!~?n_~) _e._r_n_p_i_!:_km__c_:_e_ .d__t[> wrote: 

Ladies, 

Are we all ptarming on going to this? 

From: UNC Athletics [mailto:UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 5:21 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Live This Week On GoHeels TV! 

Don’t Miss Late Niqht With Roy on, 

<image001 .png>l<imag eOO2,j pg >1 

NeaLion. All rights reserved. To no longer 
receive these messages, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: I~E: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O-UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN-ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:43 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; _ _ " @aol.com;                       ~gmaJl.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~live.unc.edu); @email.unc.edu>: @aol.com); 

~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 

~b g mall .cam); @live .unc.edu>; @live.unc .edu); 

~gmail.com; ~gmaiLcom); @live.unc.edu); 

.@live.unc.edu); ~tmcaa.nnc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); @live.nnc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); ~q!hve.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edn); ~live.tmc.edu); 

~gmail.com);                  @live.unc.edu);                    @yahoo.cam); 

~live.unc.edu); ~gmail.com; @rocketmml.com; )b~gmml .cam; ~live.tmc.edu; 

@yahoo.cam; ~ymail.com: @live.unc.edu; ~email.tmc.edu; @gmml.com; 

,~comcast.net; ~gmail.com; ~email.nnc.edu; @emml .nnc.edu; ~)hotrnail.com; 

@live.unc.edu; @ive.unc.edu; ~gmail.com; ~gmaJl.com; ~live.unc.edu); 

)!aol.com; : ~gmail.com;- O!yahoo.com; Ng,nail.com 

3oals Against 

,Very good 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, ~:~: ~5 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: UVA Goals Against 

Hey Ans, tbr the first goal I could have tried to maybe step in front of her and beat her to the ball. 

On at 6:02 PM, "Dorrance, Albeit A IV" <.a_a_!ORr__l.(a_~_e_g@.l_:u__n_.c__:.e_d__u_> wrote: 

Ladies, 

Study this ..... I think we can play better. If you fen you were partially responsible for either goal, what could you have done to prevent either goal? 

Now please don’t feel the only thing we need to work on is our defensive presence (they only had six shots and one corner kick so w~th the exception 

of these breakdowns we did pret:t:y we~l), We do need to work on our att:ack as wel~ certa#~lv, And a~so k~st year when we lost to     ~n the 

they dom#~ated us the whok~ game (~:hen of (:o~rse we went on to w~n the .. l:h~s year ~:hey dominated 

the first hail, we dominated Lhe second. So, ] want Lo see if yot~ guys tNnk these are preventsNe goals. 

From: ~gma]l.co~] 
Sent= Monday, ~0:34 AM 

To~ Ducat, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Goals Against 

] <-WRDOOO.jpg>    ,mov                                                                         ] 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, Nol~h Carolina USA 

Diiector of Match AnaJysis ] Volunteer Assistant Coach 

’(c) 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday,                1:42 PM 

Street~, Shelly <sjgreen@emafl.nnc.ed ~ 

this will be in my ~cmiting letter after the *** 

"We have different players who are so comfortable on the ball and I think with the evolution of the game you can’t have just defenders who go in for tackles you can’t 

have defenders who don’t want the ball you need to be able to play out of the lx~x. You have players like            like                   not ve~ much 

experience but they wont the ball at their feet and they will connect passes, five yard passes they don’t jus~ get the ball and bang it. It shows what kind of style of 

defense he vvo~s by bringing in the particu|ar players." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 1:43 PM 

Mann, J~ M. <ja~mann@nnc.edu-~ 

l~E: Tom, please send and autographed ball to Jan Mm~n ... thank you!! 

From: Mann, .]an M. 
Sent: Wednesday, .tI:48 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Tom, please send and autographed ball to .]an Mann ... thank you!! 

You make me smile!!!Sounds g~eat on the 

Thanks for the soccer ball! 

From= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent: Wednesday. 11:38 AM 

To: Mann, Jan M. 

~¢~ Sander, Thomas J; ~msn.com; Ducat, Chris; @aol.com; 
Subject: Tom, please send and autographed ball to Jan Nann ... thankyouH 

By the way, did you know about 

Go Heels, 

Jan 

The nleeting was getting too nloros,:_~ ,.. t wanted to liven it uO a b~t. t wanted everyone to know that "doing ~:he right thing" could be fun. 

L.:~ve to jump ~nto the "Cup" .., a~:hough l:h~s ~s a~ways based on the so please haw~ a bad, up for me. 

F~m= Mann, Jan M. 
Sent: Wednesday, i0:22 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Men’s and Women’s Golf Executive Cup 

ARsoR~ 

Loved your story yesterday in the coaches meeting~ You are an inspiration to all of us. Wanted to personally invite you to participate in our Executive Cup golf 

tournament on November 2nd and to ask you if you would be able to donate an autographed soccer ball by you and team. (I can drop by and pick it up) I haven’t 

even checked to see if your team will be competing on the 2nd but if not would love to have you play if you are available. 

@gmail.com) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:39 PM 

@duke.edu) 

@~nsn.com; ducoa@uncaa.unc.edu; _~)aol.co~n; @gmail.co~n); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~NV: Miffs visit 

Hamm letter docx 

From-" Lensing, George 
Sent; Wednesday, 3:55 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Mia’s visit 

Anson, 

Attached is the let~mlsending Mia. Just want to keep you informed. We’re so grateful for all your help in persuading her to be our speaker for the 

Golden Fleece reunion in April. 

George 



Mia Hamm 

Dear Mia, 

Just a quick note to fill you in on some questions that may be occurring to you in anticipation of 

your visit to our Fleece reunion in April. 

First, Chuck Lovelace, Director of the Morehead-Cain Scholars program on campus, wants to 

invite you to stay on the nights of April 11 and 12 at Morehead House which is located in the Morehead 

Building. These are probably the best accommodations on campus. I wanted you to know about that. 

This will be at no cost to anyone. However, because of your having lived around here, you may prefer to 

stay with friends--or perhaps you haven’t yet even given this the first thought. But I wanted you to know 

about the possibility of Morehead House, and, if you do choose to accept that invitation, at some time 

you could let me know. 

Also, the Order has funds to pay for your airline ticket from your home to Chapel Hill and back. 

The Frank Porter Graham Lecture on Excellence is an opportunity for the speaker to present her 

own definition of excellence as--in this case-- you have understood it and sought it in your own life and 

experience. I know that’s a very broad range, but we intend it give the speaker plenty of space to 

develop whatever approach you choose. For example, I could imagine your saying something about your 

own Foundation and what it’s doing. Or you could talk about athletics. Or anything else you prefer. 

Ordinarily, the lecture is more or less addressed to the students who are being tapped and who have 

already attained a measure of excellence in their time at UNC. Our audience next April will have a wider 

and more diverse audience with all of our special guests. In any case, your remarks can run from 20 to 

30 minutes. If you do not wish to take questions, that will be fine and we can announce that from the 

beginning ("in the interests of time.., etc. etc.") or if you would like to take a small number of questions 

of course we can accommodate that. It’s entirely up to you. One other thing, do you think you could 

come up with a title--however tentative and temporary--that we might use in advertising the event? 

No immediate hurry on this. 

Mia, please feel free to contact me. My email address comes out in color and can’t be 

reproduced on my printer. I’ll write it out in hand. My cell phone number is:              If you don’t 

mind I want to send a copy of this to Anson. Once again, we’re deeply honored that you have agreed to 

give this lecture. You were the first choice of the planning committee. We want to make your time in 

Chapel Hill as relaxed and pleasant for you as we can. All the best. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 6:40 PM 

Chris Andrew <candrew@chicago-fire.com> 

I~E: Thank You 

Chris, 

Tell me what I can do. 

..... Original blessage ..... 
From: Chris Andrew [mailto:candre~v@chicago-fire.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 4:05 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Thank You 

Thank you Anson, coming from you that means a lot. I believe you are changing lives, not just coaching soccer. 

I have spent some time over the past few- years laying out my goals and plans for my career and meeting you and listening to your perspectives has helped me crystalize things. I believe my 
next step is to work into a collegiate program where I can help create better people, not just teach soccer skills. Having said that, I have a dilewana that I am hoping you may be able to help 
with [ don’t normally ask for support like this, but I need help moving 
ahmg my path. 

I look foP~,ard to your guidance, it would be invaluable. 

Kind regards, 

Chris 

Chris Andrew 

Sent from my IPad 

D. B. W H. 

> On Oct 21, 2013, at 3:20 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Chris, 
> 

> You are very kind. I also enjoyed meeting with you and love the foundation of what you are trying to do. Your ideas are the future, I am convinced All the best!! 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Chris Andrew [mailto:candrew@chicago-fire.com] 
> Sent: Sunday, October 20, 2013 8:30 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Thank You 
> 

> Anson, 
> 

> Thank you for making ray trip to L~C such a memorable and educational experience. 
> 

> You ask me today if there was anything else you could do for me - I had about 100 questions, but the opportunity to meet with you for 40 minutes on Saturday was beyond my 
expectations of this trip. 
> 

> I would also like to thank you for adding to my reading list, A Man Watching and How Kids Succeed are already on their way from Amazon. 
> 

> You have a phenomenal program and a great history, to be part of that for a few days was an honor. 
> 

> All the best for the rest of the season, rest assured I will be following it as an avid fan. 
> 

> Go Tar Heels. 
> 

> Kind regards, 
> 

> Chris 
> 
> 

> Chris Andrew 
> 
> Director - Camps & Training 
> Chicago Fire Camps & Training 
> Powered by YES Soccer 
> 

> Sent from my IPad 
> 

>D.B.W.H. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 6:44 PM 

Bill SteIt~n @yahoo.corn> 

l~Jg: 

Thank you Bill .... I will read i[ when I can steal a minute!I! 

From: Bill Steffen [mailto: ~yahoo,com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 4:15 pIvl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Hi Anson, 
I was sent this article by the 2nd Commander for the Pensacola Naval Base. I thought you would appreciate the Warrior mentality. The diagram on page 17 may be useful for 
your players. 
Good luck as you head into post-season! 
Bill Steffen, Ed.D. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday 6:57 PM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

@msn.com; ducal@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~)aol.com;                       b)gmail.com) 

I~W: Nomination Process tbr All-ACC Soccer Awards 

Tom I will need the #’s of the player’s so I can complete this. Boys, give me any input you need to ._ 

Frera: Ufnowski, Amy [rnailto:aufnowski@theacc,org] 
Sent: Wednesday,              5:04 PM 

To: Alison Foley; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski; Grey Miller; Jonathan Morgan; Mark Krikorian; Mary-Frances Monroe; Phil Wheddon; Randy 

Waldrurn; Robbie Church; Steve Swanson; Tim Santoro; Tony da Luz 

C¢: Pierce, Kris; Alex Botornan; Brett Cornpton (bacornpto@ncsu.edu); Carnron Ghorbi; Chris Masters; Lohse, Dave Clark; Grey Hotchkiss; 3ason Krech; Jason Leturrny; Libby 

Kehn; Lindy Brown; Patrick Fischer; Stephanie Tunnera; Steve Kirkland; Susie Mehringer 

Subject: Nomination Process for AII-ACC Soccer Awards 

Good afternoon, 

With the regular-season hitting the stretch run, we are beginning the nomination process for the AII-ACC Women’s Soccer Team and individual postseason awards. 

Please access the link below to enter nominations from your school into the system. Please enter your information, then access your school and sport (Women’s Soccer) via the drop 

down boxes. You may enter the nominations directly yourself or have your sports information director submit it on your behalf, but we ask that only one form be submitted from each 

school¯ The deadline for submitting nominations is noon on Monday, 

The set-up asks for a lot of information on each nominee, but for our purposes we need only each player’s name, position, year in school and uniform number. Season highlight, 

academic major or weight info DO NOT need to be specified. 

Each coach may nominate a maximum often (10) players from his/her squad ranked in preferential order and for only one position for the AII-ACC team¯ Each coach may also 

nominate a maximum of five (5) true freshmen for the AII-ACC Freshman team ranked in preferential order and at only one position. 

In addition, coaches may nominate one ($) student-athlete from his/her team for each of the following awards: ACC Offensive Player of the Year, ACC Defensive Player of the Year and 

ACC Freshman of the Year¯ Again, only true freshmen are eligible for the latter honor¯ Also, please be sure to list yourself as a nominee for ACC Coach of the Year, since all 11 coaches 

will be on the ballot for that award. 

Again, please complete the nomination form by Monday,         On-line voting will begin no later than Friday,        and the deadline for coaches’ voting will be 5 p.m. on Tuesday, 

¯ The AII-ACC Team, AII-ACC Freshman Team, Offensive Player of the Year, Defensive Player of the Year and Coach of the Year will be released to media on Thursday, the day 

prior to the ACC Championship semifinals at Cary, N.C. 

Thanks again for your help with AII-ACC voting and throughout the season. Please see below for the AII-ACC nomination link: 

Please don’t hesitate to reach out should you have any questions or issues with the system¯ 

Take care, 

Arny 

AMY 

Associate Director, Communications 

©: 336.369.1003 IC: 
a ufnows ki(~,theacc.o rfl 
tL~_~_4___C___C__~p,_] , 

[ 
iNi ACC ESi~nature Julyl 12) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:12 PM 

@live.nnc.edu-~; Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino < ~aol.com>; 
~gmaJl.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@~mc.edtr~ @msn.com> 

Re: Stat Report vs 

this is excellent, thank yon! 

Ses~f.~"om my Verizor~ II~ireie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

@live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Mr Dorrance, 
My name is I am one of the ruanagers for your team and I have been working closely with this year perfecting our sports code reports. I will be coding and compiling 
the stat sheets for most of the garues frora now on. Sorry for the delay, I will typically have our games coded and stat reports completed after each game or the next day, at the latest. 
Speaking of which, I have compiled the general game report for the game beneath. If you have any questions or if you would like me to focus on recording certain aspects for the girls 
please let me know. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 10:59 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.e&~> 

1~: Tonight We Get "De-Bummered!" 

Thank you Larry .... BTW, I asked if you could look into getdng Tom Sander a raise out el: our $25,000 budget increase for [his year. is there sornetbing ~ need 

to do to help push that through? 

F~m~ Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
Sent: Thursday 7:3t AH 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; ~msn.com’; Ducar, Chris; ~aol.com’; @gmail.com)’; Sander, Thomas 3 

Subject: Tonight We Get "De-Bummered~" 
~moo~ance: High 
All ~e best toni~t vs. Clemson. Know we will get back on the plus side of things as we head into our final stretch of ACC ga~es. Play well m~d have fun~ ~ tIEELS~ 

Be well-~ PROUD OF YOU~ 

Larry 

~Larry Ga~k~, Jro 

Executive Associate Director of AtMetics 

Umversity ofNorfl~ C~’olina at Chapel }51l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursdav_ 11:00 AM 

~@yahoo.com> 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: FW: Financia2l Education Workshop Attendm~ce 

No problem . Thank you t:or w_~ur response[ 

From-" @yahoo.corn] 
Sent-" Thursday, 8:02 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
S,,bject; RE: FW: Financial Education Workshop Attendance 

Hey Ans, 

and I both talked to Tom abont it before we missed. We were unaware that we had to go directly to her. I had a tutor during the second financial meeting that I 

couldn’t miss. Sore/. 

Sent t~m Yakoo! Mail tbr iPad 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.ed~_~>; 
@live.unc,edu>; 

~rnail.com>i ~gmail.com < 
~_a__o_.[:c_.p_.n_!> }_@K_m___a__!J:__c__o__m__., ;@gma i l.co m > 

@gmail.com>; 
Cc: @msn.com @msn.com>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; 

@grnail.com> Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; 
Subject: FW: Financial Education Workshop Attendance 
Sent: Tue,           10:27:39 PM 

? ? 

From: Lane, (~.rieket 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:27 PM 
T~: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: FW: Financial Education Workshop Attendance 

Coach, 

@Eve.unc.edu." @gmail.com 

@gmail.com>; ~live.unc.edu>; paol.com 
L_@_.___y__a___h___o___o_:_£9__n_!’        ~_y_.a__h___9__o__:_c___o___m___>;     ~K .m__a_j]_._.c_ .o__m_. 

@aol.com @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) 

Below is attendance tbr the first two Finaa~cial Education workshops (we have one more in November). AB could mea~ that student-athlete had class or tutoring but 

failed to contact me. Alter the third workshop, we will post all the inIbnnation on the website. 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 11:10 AM 

moorea6@sage.edu 

I@msn.com; ducm@uucaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Congratulations!!! 

Ashley, 

Well doneHH Welcome to the terrifying!exhilarating!maddening coaching professionH! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday 2:39 PM 

Ashley Moore <moorea6@sage.edu> 

Re: Congmtulalions! ’. ! 

You got that right but wifli the right kid~ fuu! 

Sem ffom my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)"K DROLL) 

Ashley Moore <moorea6@sage.edu-~ wrote: 

Au~3n~ 
Thank you. What a whirl wind dealing with these daxn kids! 

Ashley M~ore 

Head W~men’s ~occer C~ach 

The Sage Co]~eges 

518-244-2415 once 

moorea6~sage.edu 

Ofigina] E-mail 

From : "Dom~nce, Albert A IV" [anson@email.m~c edu] 

Date : 11:09 AM 

To : "moorea6@sage.eda" [moore~6@sage.eda] 

CC : ~msn.com" ~msn.com], "Ducm; Ctais" [dnca-@m~c.edn], 

Thomas J" [pacm~n@anc.edu] 

Subject : Cm~gra~miations!!! 

~aol.com], 

Ashley, 

Well done!!!! Welcome to the terrifying/exhilarating/maddening coaching profession!!! 

~gmail.com], "SandeL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV 40 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, October 25, 2013 12:11 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu"~ 

l~J~: Window Clewing 

Yup!! Keep them out!! 

From: Streett, Shelly 
Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2023 3:24 PN 
To: Negalha, Jeff; Porter, Grant; Somoano, Carlos N; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, Bill; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: FVV: Window Cleaning 
Importance: High 

F~m: Du~, Kathy B. 
Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2023 ~:09 
To~ Street, Shelly; Field, 3ad; Gaines, ~mothy N; Congelli, Aj; Warner, Stacey Harris; Narsh, Patrick 

Cc: Keith Ward (Keith.WardC@sco~iesl.com) 
Subject: ~: Window Cleaning 
Impo~ance: High 
Hello Everyone, 

Just want to give you a heads up that the window cleaners wile be at your faci[~ on Wednesday the 30th. 

As the company wile be cleaning the interior windows also, please ask eye.one in your fad[ity to dear the areas around the windows so there is nothing in the way for the 
window cleaners doing the work. 

~ do not have a specific time allotted for the se~ke...just Wednesday. 
Please let me know if anyone has any concerns or questions. 
Thank you, 

Kathy Dully 
919-962~0 o£fice 

mobile 
919-g43-5972 fax 

kduffy@unc.edu 

F~m: Keith Ward [ma~l~:Keith.Ward@sco~esLcom] 
Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2023 22:58 PN 

To: Du~, Kathy B. 

Subject: Window Cleaning 

Imoo~ance: High 
th Hi Kathy! ~ have scheduled the interior and exterior window cleaning for next Wednesday, October 30 for the fNIowing: 

Carmichael Gym 

McCaskel Soccer Center 

Eddie Smith Field House 

Henry Stadium 

Please let me know if this date is not good. Thank you Kathy. 

~d~h Ward 

Division MoreoVer I Scotties 

81:[ Center St. ~ Apex ~ NC 27502 

T, 919-303--8900 x121. ~ NL 

Follow us: Webs~te I Facebook ] Twitter ~Linkedk~ 

ngseP,~ces com/u p~os ds/ 

So31tiesl 

%iio’.~’ us o~’: i’wit!~: https://twitter.com/SBSUpdates 

i:r:,ik:,.,, u.~ ~::.~ L~!~i~edln httj3://www.linkedin.com/com[:)an~t/scotties-building-servlces 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 9:50 PM 

Mike McCall @gmaJl.com>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill paJladino ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 

~gmail.com>; Stander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: article 

Mike McCall @gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey coach, 

Thanks again for your help last week on the article about It is now posted he~e: 

I also checked out the TED talk you mentioned about talent goldmines. Interesting stufl~ 

And thank you Dave for helping me get in touch ruth everyone. You made the process really quick and easy. 

Have a great weekend and best of luck this season! 

-Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <70=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday,                9:51 PM 

@unc.edu> 

Re: Tomorrow 

thank you for the ~eminder and notice. 

Sem.f!oom my Verizou tVire[ess 4G 

@unc.edu> wrote: 

Anson, 
I won’t be at practice tomorrow because I have xvork but I plan to do some technical work with 

Thank you, 

in the afternoon. 

Sent frora ray iPhone 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=I~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}-~ 

Saturday,                 8:57 PM 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Re: Stats vs Clemson 

,~live.unc.edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, October 26, 2013 9:17 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducay@unc.edu>; bill paJladino @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Weeldy 

1025soc.pdf; 1025socgr.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Weekly 

Frown: "Yount, Tony" <tonD,ount,~)unc.edu> 

To: "Sm~de~; Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu:>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <mason@email.unc.edu>,"Palladino, George W" <bpaJladino@unc.edu:>,"Duca:r, Chris" 

<ducar@unc.edu> 

CC: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 9:25 PM 

@live uric edu> 

Re: Weekly Infraction Notice 

keep grinding acadetnicaJ155 this is a tough school and I waut you here in the spring!!! 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)~ LL~tOIL) 

~live.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Hi, 

I am no longer enrolled in POLl class. I do not need a tutor for that class any longer, Thank you. 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutodng@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 4:09 PM 

To: 

Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Yount, Tony 

Subject: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your POLl tutoring session on 

infraction and shall be considered your warning. 

at ~iQ~O~. This is your f!~t documented 

All in[ractions will be recorded cumulatively for [he semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history o[ infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

~[st infraction = Warning 

2rid infraction = Strike one 

3rd infraction = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting w~th the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate d~rector of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal form) to the 

Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state 

all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your 

responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (~.~.~}.(~?~}~.9~C].{?gj~{.~?.5:.~.~j~) within the timeline listed 

below. 

For Appointments 5pm or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For AppNntments before 5pro - Appointments must be cm~cel~ed no Rater than noon ~he previous day. 

For Sunda~ Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 9~9-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 9:28 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

Fwd: Weeldy Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Fo~m.docx 

Is this the class yon are dropping? 

Sentj’rom my Veri~o~,, Wireles, v 4G LIE’ DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Frown: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

To:                            ~)live.unc.edu> 

CC: "Dormnce, Albert A IV" <anson@ema~l.unc.edu>,"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your PO~I tutoring session on at ~ Q~. This is your ~i~[ documented 

infraction and shall be considered your warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st infraction = Warning 

2nd infraction = Strike one 

3rd infraction = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 
With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been N£LD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have ~ business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal form) to the 

Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state 

all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your 

responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (~u~:~du) within the timeline listed 

below. 
For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell:’ 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ;:/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP1ENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~; 

Saturday October 26, 2013 9:47 PM 

@triad.rr.com; tim crothers @aol.com> 

Re: UNC v WFU 

Love to sign it! Find me adter the gable. 

Se~t.f!°om my Verizon I~irele,ss gG L)’k L)ROIL) 

~ad.rr.com wrote: 

Hello Coach Dorrance: 

I am planning to attend the women’s soccer match on S~mday against WFU. I live in Winston Salem, and as a L2xIC alum (class of 1977), I want to support our Heels! 
Several years ago I read the great book written by- Tim Crothers about you and your rise to success at UNC as out women’s soccer coach., so I could add it to tW UNC collection. I recently 

purchased the book,so I could add it to my UNC collection.. 
I really enjoyed the book and routed it especially familiar, 

I am really writing to ask if, at some point perhaps before (&tring warm ups or after), it wurfid be possible to bring my book to you to get it signed? It is a part of my UNC book collection now 
and it wo~ld mean alot to have you sign the book. I would also like to have Mr. Crothers sign it as well, if an opportutfi~" arises. 
I aru so proud to be associated with a university and a women’s program that has been as successful and positive as our women’s soccer team[ 
If your away visit to \:~’FU does not allow for my visiting with you to sign my book, I completely ut~derstand. 

I just wanted to ~vrite and ask’. 
Thank you for considering my request and for the prie you bring to UNC! Here’s hoping our girls bring horue a "W" for the Heelst 

Tha~k you, Coach Dol~ancet 
Susan Dillingham 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, ~: 59 PM 

psadin@sportsendeavors.com; Ducar, Chris ~ducaac@unc.edtr>; bill palladino @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 
@gmaJl.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@~mc.edtr>; ~msn.com> 

Re: ’I’h~k You 

Pete, we win with yonr kids. And I appreciate you sending kids to our game. Let’s keep doing this ... we love the support. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

psadin@sportsendeavors.com wrote: 

Guys - 

Just ~vanted to tharf~ you for the opport~mity to have o~tr teams train at Finley prior to the garue last night. Also thaJaks for letting 
They loved it. Great win and best of luck in the last few garues before the tournament. 

Pete 

be a part of pre-garae/halftirae activities. 

Sent on the Sprint® Now Nelwork from my BlackBerry® 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday,                10:04 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Kid Coming to Practice 

~live.unc.edtr~ wrote: 

Hi Anson and Tom, 

There is a yotmg boy we met at the cancer hospital a few weeks ago who is a big soccer ~an and I told his morn if they ever felt up for it they could come to a game o1 practice and they asked 

about practice this Saturday. Would it be okay if they come to practice and watch? 

Tom do ~’ou know if there is an ad&ess for Finley Fields I can give them? 

I would love to show them the locker room before o1 after practice but I don’t think we’ll be able to get on campus because of the football game, do you think there is any chance? 

Thanks, 



Fr~ln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O~L~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP1ENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday                10:06 PM 

Daniel Brad[brd, M.D. <daniel.bradtbrd@duke.edu> 

Re: nice win 

Dan. Good eye! Yes, we were sharper. 

Sem.f!oom my Verizon ~Vire~ess 4(5 L2E DROLL;’ 

"Daniel Bradford, M.D." <daniel.bradli~rd@duke.edu> wrote: 

great win, Coach. just seems to get better and better. Seems like they played faster tonight and moved the ball very well. We are making the trip to Wake Forest. 

Best of luck. Dan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 10:12 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducay@unc.edu>; bill paJladino ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 

<pacman@unc.edu>; @hotmail .corn>; 

@gmaJl.com>; ~gtn~fil.cotn> 

Fwd: ACC Spo~ntstnanship Week - 

Sportsmanship Weeks One Sheeter.pdf 

@gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 
~live.unc.edu>; 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: ACC Sportsmanship Week - 

From: "Pierce, Ka’is" <kpierce@theacc.org> 

CC: 

MEMORANDUM 
TO: Women’s Soccer Coaches 

Senior Woman Administrators 
Sport Supervisors for Women’s Soccer 
Game Day Managers for Women’s Soccer 
Kris Pierce, Sr. Associate Commissioner 
ACC Sportsmanship Week 

FROM: 

RE: 

DATE: 

The ACC will once again sponsor, "ACC Sportsmanship Week,"                       In honor of sportsmanship, the Conference is requesting that each team 
shake hands with the opposing teams either prior to each event or prior to the start of the meet. Please see more information below and attached. Should you 
have any questions, please let me know. Thank you for your assistance in this initiative. 
~ urpose: 
The. Atlarltk¢ Q)a£ Q)rlference will Ng4nliglt all of ils spots ~o1~ th-ee )~CC Sportsmmkship AwarenexsWeeks schedtJed for ~e fall, w~lleF atJ spring. 

TIN ~tiative began hi ~ Nll of Tt~ ACC Spor~mansNp Awa-ene~ Vd~eks ~e a campa~] to empha~ze and promote s?or~mm]stip as ~ rela~s to 

mr ~ams, colfference a~d Nns. "i~m@~ releams, ~cial meda, video asd web £~s, fl~ co~£erence asd member ~b~ls will showcam i~ conthuuas 

co~tment to ~ rakes of s?or~mmship. 

Team Initiatives: 

~N ~ weeks of (Fall), ~ch ~am ~411 ~rtici~to h a pregame ha]d~e. ~]ders~d~N ~at each sporbS~ ~ti~ion 

follows a dNerent pregame roche, an ct~tlhe of ,~aen 6e hand~e will occ~ m~ be reflec~d h ~ ~m~ ~neet ~at b ~ared wi~ fl~ appropriate 

c~ches, ad~sis~a~rs, officials asd any ~levi£on ~rmer. ~ ha~dsh~e may be hco@ora~d any t~ne prior to ~e s~ of ~ game. 

Messa£in£ Platforms: 

* Web graphics (distributed to digital contacts today/Friday, 

* In-Stadium graphics & PA read (distributed to marketing contacts today/Friday, ) 

* Sportsmanship video spot (distributed to marketing and video contacts during the fall and referenced again on Thursday, ) 

* Release (will be posted and distributed to various outlets on Monday, 

KR~S P~ERCE 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Championshi~ & SWA 

O: 336.369.4652 ~ C 

kpierce~theacc.or9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, October 26, 2013 10:17 PM 

Perkins, Michael <mperkin@nnc.edu>; Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 
@gmail.com>; Smader, Thomas J <pacman@nnc.edu>; Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Re: Women’s Soccer Final 12-13 budget Sumamry 

image003.jpg 

Thanks Mike! 

"Perkins, Michael" <mperkins@nnc.edu> wrote: 

Coach, 

I am attaching the final numbers for the :l-:a3 year. If you were over budget for the year, the amount that will be reduced from your special is highlighted on the 

bottom of the summary sheet. I will be making these adjustments to the special account balances in November. I hope all is well, and please do not hesitate to 

contact me if you have any questions. 

Mike 

Michael Perkins 

Assistant Athletic Director for Business Operations 

Department of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Office: (919) 962 5~55 
Cell: 

Fax : (9~9) 962 0:]_25 

mperkins@uncaa.unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 7:04 PM 

Vicki Linton <vickilinton@bayareabreeze.com> 

Re: Example Catapult Report 

What is S m~d C? 

Ses~t.~"om my Verizon tYireie,~s 4G L2~ LLDtOIL) 

Vicki Linton <vickilimon@bayareabreeze.com> wrote: 

tIi Anson 

Hope you are well. I am out at the US game today in SF. All is abuzz as this is the fi~st time they have played here. 

Please see e,nail from below. 

Is it possible to get in touch directly ruth someone from the S+C department? 

Good luck for your last regular season game and for the ACC and NCAA tournament. I am plam~ing to come across for the final 4. 

Vicki Linton 

tlead Coach 

Bay Area Breeze 

Begin tbm,aJrded message: 

Fr~n: ~live.unc.edu> 
Date: at 10:21:45 PM PDT 

To: Vicld Linton <vickilinton~ba;~areabreeze.com> 

Subject: RE: Exnmple Catnpult Report 

HI Vicki, 

Sorry for the lack of response -- I was in the midst of a couple tests, and have a couple more upcoming this week. 

I realized that I don’t think I’ll be able to directly help you with this project. The problem is two fold -- one, I don’t actually have access to the 

system that processes all these data reports. Someone within our strengths & conditioning department processes everything and then sends 

the reports to me. Second, I’m a student, and on top of I have other commitments, so it’s hard to go and get all 

these extra reports done. 

To get the data you need, what I would suggest is to contact Anson and ask if he can put you in contact with someone from strengths & 

conditioning. They have direct access to the computer systems that house all the data and would be of much greater help. 

Thanks for understanding, 

From: Vicki Linton <vickilinton@bayareabreeze.com> 

Sent: Friday,                6:41 PM 

Subject: Re: Example Catapult Report 

Hi 

Could you please elaborate on the units of measurement for each category 

i.e, Odometer - its that in miles? 

What is the velocity measured in? 

etc .... 

What is [t~e high intensity running defined as? Can you get [t~e distance data as well as % {considering a % is calculated it must have 

measured distance of HI running first)? 

Also, is there a way to get data for other running speeds? 

Thanks 

Vicki 



, at 2:21 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Vicki, 

Nice talking with you--attached is an example Catapult report, 

<Team Report vs Maryland ,pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Sunday, 7:06 PM 

Daniel BradIbrd, M.D. <daniel.bradtbrd@duke.edu-* 

Re: nice mn 

"Daniel Bradford, M.D." <daniel.bradli~rd@duke.edu> wrote: 

Beautiful game today. The passing is a real joy to watch.hoping    is ok. 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date:          10:06 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Daniel Bradfoi~t, M.D." <daniel.bmdford@dm.duke.edu~ 
Subject: Re: nice win 

Dan. Good eye! Yes, we were sharper. 

Senti’tom my ~ k’rlzon IVireles’s 4( ~ L T~’ DROID 

"Daniel Bradford. M.D." <daniel.bradford@duke.edu> wrote: 

great win, Coach. just seems to get better and better. Seems like they played faster tonight and moved the ball very well. We are making the trip to Wake Forest. 
Best of luck. Dan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~&LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Sunday, October 27, 2013 10:39 PM 

@duke.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: "Sa~der, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edw~ 

To: 

CC: 

This week’s schedule: 
Non: 
1:30 pm Indoor pool workout 
2:00 pm treatments 
4:00 pm (Make up) pool workout 
Tues: 

Weights in groups between classes before 1:00 pm 
1:00 pm treatments 
2:30 pm practice Finley 
Wed: 
1:00 pm treatments 
2:30 pm practice Fetzer 

Thurs: 
3:30 pm Panera 
4:00 pm treatments 
5:15 pm pregame 
7:00 pm game vs Dook 
Fri: 
1:00 pm treatments 
2:30 pm pool workout 
Sat and Sun are if we host the ACC quarterfinal game as at top 4 seed. If not, we will be on the road Sat and Sun. 

Sat: 
10:00 am treatments 
11:00 am practice Fetzer 

Sun: 
9:30 am Spankys 
10:00 am treatments 
11:15 am pregame 
1:00 pm game vs TBD 

-Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 10:42 AM 

Steve Scott <sscott@jimmyv.org> 

@msn.com; ducea@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmaJl.com); pacman~!uncaa.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu); @email.unc.edu>; @aol.com); 

@live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 

~gma~l.com); @live.unc.edu>; ~@ive.unc.edu); 

@gmail.com; @gmaiLcom); @live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); nicole fava (nfava@tmcaa.nnc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc .edu); ~icloud.com) @live.nnc.edu~; 

~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); ~gmaJl.com); 

@live.tmc.edu); @yaJaoo.com); @live.unc.edu); ~gmail.com; 

@rocketmaJl.com; ~gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu; ~yahoo.com; ~ymail.com; 

@live.unc.edu: ~email.unc.edu; ~gmail.com; ~comcast.net; ~gmaJl.com; 

,~!ernail.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edn; @hotmail.com;, (@ive.unc.edn; ~live.unc.edu; 

@gmail.com; ,~!gma~l.com; @live.unc.edu); ~aol.com; 

@grna~l.com; ~yahoo.corn; @gmail.com 

RE: Trick corner 

No, the girls called it ..... they were also smart ,-:mough to alert t h,-_~ n-:~feree! 

From: Steve Scott [mailto:sscott@jimmyv,org] 
Sent: Friday, 10:28 AM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Trick corner 

Ans, 
Loved you guys using the Wayne Rooney corner last night! Almost scored on it... 
Did you call that? Is it something you work on? 
I was sitting in front of a group of TFC girls and they were all saying "what just happened?" 

Congrats on the win! 

Steve 

Steve Scott 
Senior Development Officer 
The V Foundation for Cancer Research 
106 Towerview Court 
Cary, NC 27513 

919.380.9505 I 919.380.0035 (FAX) 
www,iimmyv.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

3:18:25 PM 

@gmail.com] 

FW: Your players are kind and gracious 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

From: Daniel Bradford, M.D. [mailto:daniel.bradford@duke.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 8:37 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Your players are kind and gracious 

This pic is my daughter getting her ball signed by her hero. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:21 AM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edn;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmaJl.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~live.unc.edn); @email.unc.edu>; ~aol.com); 

@live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); ,~!live.unc.edu); 
~gmail.com);                     ~live.unc.edu>;                 ~live.unc.edu); 

@gmail.com;                     ~gmail.com);                    ~@ive.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edn); nicole fava (athva,~!uncaa.unc.edu); ,~!live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); "_c}icloud.com) ~live.unc.edu>; 

" @live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); ~(}live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); ~gmaJl.com); 

~live.unc.edn); ~yahoo.com); ~live.nnc.edu); ~gmail.com; 

~rocketmaJl.com; ~gmail.com; [@live.unc.edu; ~yahoo.com; @ymad.com; 

@live.unc.edu; @emaJl.unc.edu; @gmail.com; @comcasl.net; ~gmail.com; 

~email.unc.e&~; @emaJl.unc.edu; @hotmail.com; ~live.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 
@gmail.com; ~gmail.com; @live. unc.edu); ~aol.com; 
~gmail.com; ,~!yahoo.com; ,~bgmail.com 

Subject: I~NV: Department newsletter for October 

Ladies, 

Check this out: our’ very own Tom Sar@er wires the ~rnie Wifliamson Award!!! 

Ftem: Gelin, Dana E 
Sent= Monday, ~0:17 AM 

To: UNC~-Eve~one 
Subject: Depa~ment newsle~er for October 

Here’s the department newsletter for October: If 

http://newsletters athletics.u nc.edu/DeptNewsletter 
If you have anything to share for future newsletters, please send it my way. 

Thanks and have a great weeM 

Best, 

Dana 
Dono Gelin ¯ University of North Corolino 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:23 AM 

Dawn Crow <dawn.crow@pisd.edu> 

@msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Thought of yon with this 

Excellent! 

Yes, I hope we are there and if we are golf will probably be out. Still, love to see you!! 

From: Dawn Crow [mailto:dawn.crow@pisd.edu] 

Seat: IVlonday, 10:22 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Thought of you with this 

::~i Picture 

Saw this before and I thought this was up your alley. Coming in for the final four showcase, as well was wondering if you might be able to get away to maybe play 

some golf. Hopefully you will still be playing! I am loving how everything is playing out. Could be best final four ever. 

Dawn 

Dawn Crow 

U,S. History Team Lead 

Plano East Senior High 

NSCAA (soccer) All-America State Chair 

469-753-92:~3 
" Admire Talent, Respect Courage" 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, October 28, 2013 11:27 AM 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

l~g: Interview Request: Anson Dorrance 

Tonight before iO l?m ~nd at:ter 7pro .... (rny home #)~ 

From: Lohse, Dave Clark 
Sent: Monday, October 28, 2013 11:06 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: FW: Interview Request: Anson Dorrance 
Anson: Would you be available for a phone interview with WCHL on Tuesday before 3:30 p.m. Let me know what a good time would be for you and I will have the WCHL reporter 

call you at that time. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

cell 
"Gotta Find My Corner Of The Sky" 

From: <Oakes>, Matt <._m_.o__a_~._e_s__ .@._ .w._c_._h_[._c__o_..m__.> 

Date: Monday, October 28, 20:13 J.:l:O:l AM 

To: Dave Lohse <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Subject: Interview Request: Anson Dorrance 

Dave, 

We would like to get Coach Dorrance for a quick phone interview for a story that will run on the game day on Thursday. When would he be 

available either Tuesday afternoon before 3:30 or really pretty much anytime on Wednesday? 

Looking forward to hearing from you. 

Than k you, 

Matt 
Matt Oakes 
Sports Reporter, Columnist and Radio Personality 

97.9-FM!1360-AM WCHL 
News, Talk & Tar Heel Station 
Chapelboro.com 
Newsroom: (919) 967-8363 

Mobile: 

Email: moakes@wchl,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-; 

Monday, 2:55 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Homecoming 

I am tree after 4:15 pm Tues and Wed .... 

Sem.~°om my VeHzou IFire[ess 4G L2’E L)PtOIL) 

@live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, 

Somehow in my scuffle last week, I missed your email as well. 

If you are still interested in participating in the video, do you have a recording staff who could record you saying the phrase? Or any free time Tuesday or 

Wednesday afternoon. We would still love to have you in the video. 

Best Wishes, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent= Monday, 10:31 PM 

To; 

Subject= RE: Homecoming 

I must have missed her ._, I am o~ly reading this now, 

Sent: Nonday, 2:49 PH 
To: Dorrance, Nber~ A IV 
Subject: RE: Homecoming 

Coach Dorrance, 

I have relayed the information to 

number is, 

Thank you, 

Will she be meeting you in the lobby. If you need to get in touch with her, or can not find her for any reason her 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 2:24 PM 

To; 

Subject: RE: Homecoming 

McCaskill Socc~:_~r Cent:or 

Sent: Sunday, 12:38 PH 
To: Dorrance, Nber~ A ~ 
Subject: Re: Homecoming 

Wherc would you fikc to meet? Untbrtunatcly, our videographer w~l~ 1~ the one meeting yot~ as I am ~heduled to work at the Carolina Club. Her name 

On at 10:(:12 AM, " )orra ice, Albert A IV" <:,m~ l@gm~Jl uric edu> wrote 

Monday afternooll ,,,. 4 PM 

Sent: Sunday, 9:~9 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Homecoming 

Coach Dorrance, 

When would be the best times for us to shoot this week? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <_a_..qs_9_..q .@_..e_m._ .a_![:_u__q.c_:_#_d___u_.> 

Sent: Friday, ::[0:50 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Homecoming 

With them 

Sent from my Verizon Wire/ess 4G Lr~ DROiD 

@_[[X.e_’_._._u__r3 .c_._ e__d_ _u_ > wrote: 

Great! I’m so excited to hear that! What does your availability look like for the 
Also, I have spoken with ~ of the girls on your team who were interested in participating in the video. Would you like to complete your video- 
spot with them, or would you prefer to do so separately? 



Best Regards, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 9:21 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Homecoming 

Then, nol: a problem!! 

Sent: Friday, 4:31 PM 

To." Dorrance, Albert A [V 
Sui~ject: RE: Homecoming 

Coach Dorrance, 

It is okay if you will not be there. The video is just in promotion of our entire week of homecoming events that will take place in the pit, and 

just homecoming in general. We are only hoping that the school spirit of familiar campus faces will in turn spark more school spirit amongst 

the student body. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 7:41 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Homecoming 

What if I won’t be there? 

From; 
Sent." Thursday, 12: 24. 
To; Dorrance, Albert A ~’ 
Subject: FW: Homecoming 

Hello, 

I hope this email finds you well. My name is and I am the One 

of our campaign themes this year is 
We are planning to create a video with key figures on campus simply saying, ’W,~ b~: th<,~re,,, t,~Lfl y~?" These videos will be played on several 
social media websites and other hopefully other campus locations. 
The recording of this phrase being said would only take about 10 minutes max, and we would really appreciate your participation! 
We are planning to film between the We could work around your schedule, for whatever dates and times work 
best for you. 
Please consider participating and showing your homecoming spirit! 
I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best Wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 3:35 PM 

Becky Burleigh <BeckyB@gators.uIl.edu> 

I~E: videos 

Congrats on A&M ..... I am going to catl now! 

From: Becky Burleigh [mailto:BeckyB@gators.ufl.edu] 

Sent; Monday, 3:18 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= RE: videos 

Have another topic Lo discuss if you have Lhe t~melenergy. Let rne know when might be a good opportunity. 

 urleiqh 

~ t~i~r 

Sent: Monday, 6:29 PH 
Te= Bec~ Burleigh 
C¢= ~_e~_~R~g~_r_:9zg ~_~gNt?_:~_~h~}_@_~}_[t!g_:gRtN Naghew J Robinson 

@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject= RE: videos 

Beck% 

This is really good 

~ enjoyed our conversation and you are right this ge~s to the "core" of dr~ving performance. 

F~m= Bec~ Burleigh [mailto:Bec~g@qators.ufl.edu] 

Sent; Monday, 2:02 PH 
ge= Dorrance, Nbe~ A N 

Subject= videos 

.@._rn_.s_.n_,c_._o_.~_; Ducar, Chris; .(~_a_.o_[&_..O_D3; Jason Sisneros 

Here is a video that the basketball guy and I talked about today. His name is Brett Ledbetter. He lectures with these videos, so it will seem strange without the 

accompanying lecture, but he is making the point that people always ask a basketball player, did you win and how many did you score? But in fact, there are so 

many other ways to impact winning. So why don’t players do that? In my opinion, this is why we need the player load score for your team or the availability index 

for my team. If we had those, they would want to do it to increase their scores and be celebrated for those contributions. 

Watch from :38 until the end. 

http://vimeo.corni77381744 

The second video is about engagement. Jim Loehr’s other book is called "The Power of Full Engagement". Seems like the emotional level of threat versus 

opportunity is where your team last year looked at missing those players and even losing some games was from a positive place (opportunity) instead of a threat. 

Kind of like talking about gratefulness and resiliency like in that Jack Clark article. 

http:!!vimeo.com!77380900 

Let me know what you think. 

 ,ecky Burleigh 
(m) 

becky b   aeors" ur’7" edu 

This ,nessage comes fiom outside the UAA. If you believe this ,nessage is spam, please Click _h_e__r__e_ to report this e,naJl. 

Reporting spam messages will help to strengthen the UAA’s filters and improve our abili~ to keep these ~pes of messages ont of your mailbox. 

Please contact helpdesk(a)gators.ufl.edu or call us at x6499 if yon have any qnestions. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 7:02 PM 

Lars Van Dam @aJ~oo.com> 

Re: south region - toumaa~ent mvp 

Thanks Lars ... I will shine this with the reran. 

Se~t.f!’om my Verizon tI~ire[e,~s 4G L2’E LL~tOIL) 

Lars Van Dam 

Anson, 

gets the MVP award at the 

Lars 

Lars ~+~’~.-’~t~ Dam 

@yahoo.com> wrote: 

tournament :-). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 9:27 PM 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Re: DTH Interview Re 

OK 

Sent.from my Verizon #l/ire/ess 4G LT2 D.P, OID 

"Lohse, Dave Clark" <davelohse@unc.edu> wrote: 

Anson: 

The Daily Tar Heel is doing a story on 

questions. The reporter’s name is 

Thanks for your help. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

9:~9-962-7257 office 

cell 

"Gotta Find My Corner Of The Sky" 

as a two-sport athlete. They will be at practice Tuesday to interview her and will probably want to ask you a couple of quick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

BEE; 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIP1ENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

T uesday, 9:46 AM 

@ema]l.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 

~gmail.com; @email.unc.edu; 

@msn.com; duca~@uncaa.nnc.edu; 

Lane, Cricket ~-~cricke@unc.edu> 

What do you tlfink’? 

~gmail.com; @live.unc.edu); ~comcast.net; 

@live. unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu; @hotma]l.com; 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~!gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Ladies, 
It is easy to be a "leader" if the issues are simple and universally accepted. What if they are not? What would you do? 

Here is what UCONN women’s basketball is doing: ~:iiv,;ww.bt%tour(’~"’lam~o~ls.o:q/l~©rt~cflic:/uc©nn/ 

Would you guys like to suppor! this? 
("Not long ago, to ’believe in yourself" meant taking a principled, and often lonely, stand when it appeared difficult or dangerous to do so. Now it means accepting 

one’s own desires and inclinations, whatever they may be, and taking whatever steps that may be necessary to advance them." William Damon Greater 

Expectations), 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday,                10:18 AM 

Brown, Sharon Pratt <spbrownl @email.unc.edu> 

@msn.com; ducm-@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Wake game 

We loved seeing you guys as 

From: Brown, Sharon Pratt 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:32 AM 

To: Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A IV; @aol.com 

Subject: Wake game 
Just a quick note to tell you guys that it was great seeing you all together [and in victory!] this past Sunday. 
You gave      a great afternoon in the stands watching that special chemistry again. It was particularly special as I heard her explaining the game action to    - priceless! 

Thanks for the tics, Tom! 
Best regards, 
Sharon 

Dr. Sharon P. Brown, MPH, MN 

E~;s~:ern Regi.:_~nal Child Car~-_~ Health C(_)r~suIti~r~[: Coach 

Northeastern NC Trar~sformation Zone 

NC Child Care Heakh and SafeLy Resource Center 

LJNC Gi[lillgs Scllool of Global Public Health 

University of North Caro~h~a - Chape~ H~I~ 

sharon brown@unc.edu 

www.healthycNIdcarenc.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 10:43 AM 

~msn.com; ducar@ uncaa.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu); 

,~!live.unc.edu); 
@gmail.com); 

~gmail.com; 

(~aol.com; Jason Sisneros          @gmaJl.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu>;                       @aol.com); 

~live.unc.edu); ,~!live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu); 

@gmail.com); ~@ive.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); nicole fava (aDva,~!uncaa.unc.edu); ,~!live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); ~@cloud.com) ~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); "@ive.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); @gmaJl.com); 

@live.unc.edu); ~yahoo.com); ~live.unc.edu); ~gmail.com; 

~rocketmaJl.com; ~gmail.com; @live.unc.edu; ~yahoo.com; @ymail.com; 

@live.unc.edu; ~emaJl.unc.edu; ~gmail.com; ~comcasl.net; ~gmaJd.com; 

2~email.unc.edu; @emaJl.unc.edu; @hotmail.com; ~live.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; 

@gmail.com; ~gmaJd.com; @live.unc.edu); " " @aol.com; 

~gmail.com; ,~!yahoo.com; ~bgmail.com 

FW: Nmned @ACCWSoccer Co-Players of the Week 

Congra[s 

From: Ufnowski, Amy [mailto:aufnowski@theacc.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:30 AM 
To; Ufnowski, Amy 
S~ibje~t: Named @ACCWSoccer Co-Players of the Week 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE -Tuesday, 

Complete Release: 

Named @ACCWSoccer Co-Players of the Week 
GREENSBORO, N.C. - North Carolina senior forward and Virginia sophomore defender have been named the ACC Women’s Soccer Co- 

Players of the Week, as announced Tuesday by the league office. The honor is the first in both careers. 

led top-ranked Virginia to a pair of wins over Miami and No. 3/3 Florida State, which gave the Cavaliers the No. 1seed in the ACC Women’s Soccer 

Championship. The Marietta, Ga., native anchored a defense that posted back-to-back shutouts and allowed just four total shots, tallied a career-high two 

assists in a 4-0 win over the Hurricanes on        Three days later,        led the Cavalier defense that held FSU, which entered the game averaging 15.72 shots 

per game, to just one shot for the 91-minute contest. 

scored a goal in each game last week for the Tar Heels, who secured a     seed in the upcoming ACC Women’s Soccer Championship.     provided the 

insurance goal in a 2-0 defeat of Clemson, and struck for the game-winner the 97:14 mark in North Carolina’s win at No. 19/22 Wake Forest. The win over the 

Demon Deacons marked the first for UNC since the     season. 

All 14 ACC teams will wrap up regular-season play on Thursday,        with the top eight finishers earning spots in the     ACC Women’s Soccer Championship, 

which begins on Sunday,       at campus sites. The semifinals and championship matches will be played at WakeMed Soccer Park at Cary, N.C. Don’t delay, get 

your tickets today. Click here for ticket information: 

AMY UFNOWSNI 
Associate Director, Communications 

©: 336369.1003 IC 

a u fnows ki@~heacc.o r,q 
1:he,CO com¯ (~theAO0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:45 AM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmaJl.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~live.unc.edu); @email.unc.edu>; @aol.com); 

~)live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 

~gmail.com); ~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu); 

~gmail.com; @gmail.co~n); ~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); nicole fava (athv@uncaa.unc.edu); ,~)live.unc.edu); 

’@live.unc.edu); ~(}icloud.com) ~live.unc.edu>; 

~)live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); " " 

~live.unc.edu); "@ive.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); ~gmaAl.com); 

@live.unc.edu); ~yahoo.com); ~live.unc.edu); ~gmail.com; 

@rocketmaJl.com; ~gmail.com; @live.unc.edu; ~yahoo.com; ~)ymail.com; 

@live.unc.edu; ~emaJl.unc.edu; @gmail.com; @comcas~t.net; ~gmail.com; 

~email.unc.e&~; ~emaJl.unc.edu; ~hotmail.com; ~live.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; 

~gmail.com; ~gmaJd.com; ~live. unc.edu); ~aol.com; 

~gmail.com; ,~!yahoo.com; ,~bgmaiLcom 

l~Ng: EXACT tesling 

Ladies, 

Even it: your player cont:erence is over, please do Lbis. It hell~s us (and you) get insights inLo how to get better. IL has huge vafue~ 

A~I the best and thankyou~ 

F~m= Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Tuesday, :1.0:36 AN 

Subject: E~ ~sting 
Players, 

Your invitations to take the EXACT testin~ MAP (mental assessment prosram) test have been sent out. Please use the ~ink to take this assessment so your coach can 

use it in your player conference. 

-Tom 

Tom S~dcr 

Director o£ Oporafions 

~o~o~s ~oo6or 

U~ve~ib~ of No~ Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 10:46 AM 

~duke.edu) 

EW: Sat and Sunday schedules 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 10:41 AM 
Subject: Sat and Sunday schedules 
Team, 

Here’s Sat and Sun: 
Sat: 
10:00 am treatments 
11:00 am practice Fetzer 
Sun: 

9:30 am Spankys 
10:00 am treatments 
11:15 am pregame 
1:00 pm game vsTBD 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 
University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 11:02 AM 

@unc.edu> 

ILE: What do you think’? 

Excellent! 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:51 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: What do you think? 

Anson, 

YES] I fully support this Anson and am deeply involved in this issue already. I am a member of the Human Rights Campaign and actually received an internship to 

work with them over summer in DC. I believe fully in human rights FOR ALL-- something that should inalienable. Thank you for sending this and I hope our team 

can support this cause. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:45 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

It is easy to be a "leader" if the issues are simple and universally accepted. What if they are not? What would you do? 

Here is what UCONN women’s basketball is doing: 

Would you guys like to suppo,t this? 

("Not long ago, to ’believe in yourself" meant taking a principled, and often lonely, stand when it appeared difficult or dangerous to do so. Now it means 

accepting one’s own desires and inclinations, whatever they may be, and taking whatever steps that may be necessary to advance them." William 

Damon Greater Expectations). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 11:02 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

h)e~naJl.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; ~bgmail.com; @live.unc.edu); @comcast.net; 
~}gmaJl.com; ~emaJl.unc.edu; {@ive.unc.edu; ~emaJl.unc.edu; ~hot~naJl.co~n; 

@msn.com; ducea@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~}aol.com; Jason Sisneros i         ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: What do you think? 

Very good 

From-" 
Sent-" Tuesday, 11:00 AM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: What do you think? 

Anson, 

Fm just going to say hell yes. We are a team made of many people, all of different backgrounds and upbringings._but I think we can all agree that our team has 

always been one of inclusion_.we celebrate our differences on and off the field. It is distressing to me that any of my teammates or fellow athletes feel excluded, 

and something like this would maybe not be popular as you said, but I strongly strongly believe it is the right thing to do, and history will reflect well on these acts. 

Ps is a boss so proud of her! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:45 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

It is easy to be a "leader" if the issues are simple and universally accepted. What if they are not? What would you do? 

Here is what UCONN women’s basketball is doing: ~.~.t..r~I.)~/.‘./.&~2~£L~.t.kL.i~L~L~.~!~‘~£L:C~£~2.r.‘~2.r.‘J.//~£~4)=2~!£9~2~! 

Would you guys like to suppo,t this? 

("Not long ago, to ’believe in yourself" meant taking a principled, and often lonely, stand when it appeared difficult or dangerous to do so. Now it means 

accepting one’s own desires and inclinations, whatever they may be, and taking whatever steps that may be necessary to advance them." William 

Damon Greater Expectations). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 11:03 AM 

@unc.edu> 

~)e~na~l.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 
~)gm~l.com; @em~l.unc.edu; 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; 

RE: ~Vhat do you think? 

@g~nail.com; @live.unc.edu); @co~ncast.net; 

@live.unc.edu; @ema~l.unc.edu; ~hot~nafil.co~n; 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, :t0:5:t AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: What do you think? 

Anson, 

YES! I fully support this Anson and am deeply involved in this issue already. I am a member of the Human Rights Campaign and actually received an internship to 

work with them over summer in DC. I believe fully in human rights FOR ALL-- something that should inalienable. Thank you for sending this and I hope our team 

can support this cause. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:45 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a__q.s_o__q._@__e__m_._a_!.[: .u_q_c_.__e_.d__u_.> wrote: 

Ladies, 

It is easy to be a "leader" if the issues are simple and universally accepted. What if they are not? What would you do? 

Here is what UCONN women’s basketball is doing: http:/’/’www.bts~c:urofch~nql~i©rqs.©rq/’pc:r~foio/uconq/ 

\~,’VokJId y©u guys like to SkJppO~t this? 

("Not long ago, to ’believe in yourself" meant taking a principled, and often lonely, stand when it appeared difficult or dangerous to do so. Now it means 

accepting one’s own desires and inclinations, whatever they may be, and taking whatever steps that may be necessary to advance them." William 

Damon Greater Expectations). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:22 PM 

Shane McGregor @gmaJl.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~!e~naJl.unc.edu; ~)live.nnc.edu; 
~)gmail.com; ~email.unc.edu; 

RE: A hello from PSU 

@aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros @gmaJl.com); pacman~!uncaa.unc.edu; 

@gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu); @comcastnet; 

@live.unc.edu; ~emaJJ.unc.edu; @hotmaJl.com 

I wilt bounce it off my staff and Leadership Council. Boys/girls? 
From: Shane McGregor @gmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, 20:40 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
S,,bject; Re: A hello from PSU 
Hope this finds you well, Coach. And hope resurrecting this old thread jogs your memoD,, too -- I’m the kid from PSU who emailed yon after the College Cup, 

wanting to talk writing and soccer. 

Let me apologize for Nanking on that and never follomng through -- BUT I have reason to believe it was for the better, as I come back now with a better idea and 

increased vigor. In a beautiful stroke of coincidence, earlier this fall Malcohn Gladwell released the book version of the "David and Goliath" article that I mentioned 

back in December. He didn’t tell the story of the [INC women’s soccer @nasty, but he veD’ well could have. It’s a golden example of the "David" strategy at work, 

and I want to tell the sto~ of it. 
Yes, I know thousands of stories have been written about your program over the years, but I highly doubt there’s ever been one as unique as what I’m envisioning. 

Now I don’t know what your t~elings toward sports writers are so go aJaead and shoot this down if you t~el the need, but Id love the chance to come down mad spend 

some titne around your statt; players and program mid write a solid feature (or longe0 on not just the progra:m’s success but the science behind HOW that success 

was% engineered (sotnething many of the allicles I’ve seen about yon guys t:a~l to adequately address). 

I’m not gonna say I m a future t ulitzer winner or anything, but I’m not sotne joe schmo writer, either (I tn currently freelance writing, finishing tny first book and 

volunteer coaching some HS futbol anlericano as well). Plus, I’ve got some experience with wo~nen’s college soccer as well, as the reason I was in San Diego in the 

first place was a novella-length feature I ended np writing about our PSU WSoc team’s     season (a porlion of which I roll attach, should you want to check it out). 

Plus plus, your regular season is winding down and the most dramatic time of the year (Tourney Time) is right around the comer. The ~ming would be golden ifi conld 

venture down to Chapel Hill or whichever playoff site at which you guys were playing to get a feel for how yon guys operate and how I could best tell the stoD,. Id take 

as much access as youd allow, and I’ll be neither a distraction nor in the way, I promise!! 

Thoughts? If you can’t do it tbr some mason or simply don’t like the idea, just say so -- it’s not a big deal. I just had this vision tbr a killer story and had to throw it out 

them. I’d be glad to talk more to ya on the phone (tbr real this time) if you want a better sense of my vision for this -- didn’t warmajust call ya up out of the blue so I 

opted to email. TaJk to ya soon mad good luck ruth your upcoming matches’.! 

Shane 

On Friday, 

no problem 

Alison DolTance wrote: 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
>>> Shane McGregor @gmail,com> 5:01 PM >>> 

The busy ness of the holidays and some other things kept rne frorn calling a while back, sorry about that. I’ll give you a ring over the next few days if that’s cool. 

On Sat, at 9:03 PM, Shane McGregor _@_~q_E!__a_iLc___o__r_[!> wrote: 

Will do. Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:36 PM, "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Excellent email and analysis. Call me next week let’s chat. in the evenings and 

Sent from n!y Ver#zon W,.retess 4G LTE L)ROD 

during the day. 

"Shane McGregor @gmail.com>" @gmail.com> wrote: 

> > > T16:00:10.163118 > > > 
Hey Coach, 

Hope this message finds you well, As you can see, my name is Shane McGregor. I’m a seniorjournalisrn and English major at Penn State, and part of my 
recent writing endeavors had me following our women’s soccer team this season. I made the trip to San Diego and had the unfortunate opportunity to watch 

those pesky Tar Heels win yet another national title. 

All joking aside, what I saw in that game really struck a chord with me. Aside from writing, I’m also an athlete (though with the American version of "football"), 

and I love the artistry of sport almost as much as playing it. That’s why I got so interested in soccer once I started spending time with Coach Walsh and the 

gang. 

Anyways, I knew about the decades long dynasty that was UNC Women’s Soccer, but I never knew how you did it. It wasn’t until a conversation on the 

Saturday afternoon before the title game that I heard of the style of play you guys employ. Immediately I thought of one of my favorite articles of all time, It’s 



a piece Malcolm Gladwell wrote for The New Yorker called "How David Beats Goliath." Perhaps you’ve heard of it. 

Your passion for your team and your ability to speak eloquently about the game (thought that story about how that old wise friend of yours illuminated you 
to the goals of actual college soccer was pretty cool) got me thinking that maybe you’d enjoy checking the article out. it’s all about the science behind the 

underdog. Gladwell touches on things like "Goliath only wins because we play Goliath’s game" and "in a society where innate talent is worshiped, we should 

actually cherish relentless effort even more, because relentless effort is actually rarer than innate talent." And many more cool points and insights. 

Sure enough, I watched on that bright Sunday afternoon as the UNC style of play proved to be too much for my beloved Nittany Lions, and I couldn’t help 

but draw the connection between what Gladwell wrote about how Davids can upset Goliaths by changing time way the game is played. It’s not that you guys 

were a heavy underdog by any means, it’s just that you played like you were, "Goliath" tearns aren’t used to facing the atypical, non traditional style of play 

therefore, making them vulnerable, and allowing the "David" team to unexpectedly win a game.,,, or in a special case, 21 national championships, 

I’m not sure if you’ll ever get this email (this is the address I found online), but here’s hoping that you do. If you’d be up for it, I’d love to talk soccer with you 

sometime, maybe even write a little feature about the connection between you guys and Gladwell’s article (if you wouldn’t mind), But I know you’re a busy 

guy, so don’t sweat it if you can’t. 

Hope to hear from you soon. Until then, have a Merry Christmas and congrats on another great season. 

Shane 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:26 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmaJl.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@emaJl.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; ~gmail.com; @live.unc.edu); @comcast.net; 
~gmafil.co~n; ~@email.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; (@emaJl.unc.edu; ,~@hotmaJl.com 

EW: A hello from PSU 

From: Shane McGregor @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:41 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject; Re: A hello from PSU 

Oh, and the excemt from the PSU WSOC storv: 

On Friday, 

no problem 

Anson Dolrance wrote: 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

>>> Shane McGregor ~gmail,com> 5:01 PM >>> 

The busy ness of the holidays and some other things kept rne frorn calling a while back, sorry about that. I’ll give you a ring over the next few days if that’s cool. 

On Sat, at 9:03 PM, Shane McGregor @_.g__n_!__a_ij~_c___o___m__.> wrote: 

Will do. Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:36 PM, "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Excellent email and analysis. Call me next week let’s chat, in the evenings and 

~ent from n!y VerPzon W,.retess 4G L TL- L)RO~.D 

during the day. 

"Shane McGregor @gmail.com>" @gmail.com> wrote: 

>>> "Shane McGregor" 

Hey Coach, 

T16:00:I0.163118 > > > 

Hope this message finds you well, As you can see, my name is Shane McGregor. I’m a senior journalism and English major at Penn State, and part of my 

recent writing endeavors had me following our women’s soccer team this season, I made the trip to San Diego and had the unfortunate opportunity to watch 

those pesky Tar Heels win yet another national title. 

All joking aside, what I saw in that game really struck a chord with me, Aside from writing, I’m also an athlete (though with the American version of "football"), 

and I love the artistry of sport almost as much as playing it. That’s why I got so interested in soccer once I started spending time with Coach Walsh and the 

gang. 

Anyways, I knew about the decades long dynasty that was UNC Women’s Soccer, but I never knew how you did it. It wasn’t until a conversation on the 

Saturday afternoon before the title game that I heard of the style of play you guys employ. Immediately I thought of one of my favorite articles of all time. It’s 

a piece Malcolm Gladwell wrote for The New Yorker called "How David Beats Goliath," Perhaps you’ve heard of it. 

Your passion for your team and your ability to speak eloquently about the game (thought that story about how that old wise friend of yours illuminated you 

to the goals of actual college soccer was pretty cool) got me thinking that maybe you’d enjoy checking the article out. It’s all about the science behind the 

underdog. Gladwell touches on things like "Goliath only wins because we play Goliath’s game" and "in a society where innate talent is worshiped, we should 

actually cherish relentless effort even more, because relentless effort is actually rarer than innate talent." And many more cool points and insights. 

Sure enough, I watched on that bright Sunday afternoon as the UNC style of play proved to be too much for my beloved Nittany Lions, and I couldn’t help 

but draw the connection between what Gladwell wrote about how Davids can upset Goliaths by changing the way the game is played. It’s not that you guys 

were a heavy underdog by any means, it’s just that you played like you were. "Goliath" teams aren’t used to facing the atypical, non traditional style of play 
therefore, making them vulnerable, and allowing the "David" team to unexpectedly win a game,,,, or in a special case, 21 national championships, 

I’m not sure if you’ll ever get this email (this is the address I found online), but here’s hoping that you do. If you’d be up for it, I’d love to tall< soccer with you 

sometime, maybe even write a little feature about the connection between you guys and Gladwell’s article (if you wouldn’t mind). But I know you’re a busy 

guy, so don’t sweat it if you can’t. 

Hope to hear from you soon. Until then, have a Merry Christmas and congrats on another great season. 

Shane 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 5:28 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

1~: Homeco~ning 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:44 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Homecoming 

Would 5 work tomorrow afternoon? 

On at 2:55 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~m(a~ernail.unc.edu> wrote: 

I an free after 4:15 pm Tues and Wed .... 

Sen@~om my VeHzo~ ~,Fire~e~s 4G L7~2 DROll) 

,~{flive.unc.edu> wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, 

Somehow in my scuffle last week, I missed your email as well. 

If you are still interested in participating: in the video, do you have a recording: staff who could record you saying: the phrase? Or any free time 

Tuesday or Wednesday afternoon. We would still love to have you in the video. 

Best Wishes, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:31 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Homecoming 

I must have missed her._. I am only reading this now. 

Sent: Monday, 2:49 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
S~bjeet: RE: Homecoming 

Coach Dorrance, 

I have relayed the information to 

reason her number is 

Thank you, 

Will she be meeting: you in the lobby. If you need to g:et in touch with her, or can not find her for any 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 2:24 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Homecoming 

McCaskill Soccer Center 

Sent: Sunday, 12:38 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S~bject: Re: Homecoming 

Where wotdd you like to meet? Unfortunately, our vJdeographer will be the one meeting ?rn~ as I am scheduled lo work at the Carolina Club. Her name 

On at 10:02 AM, Do~rance, Albert A :IV" <~!~..~_~!!(f~.e_.~_!~l_:_u_!).c_:.e__d_..u_.> wrote: 

Monday afternoon ...4PM 

Sent: Sunday, 9:49 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Homecoming 

Coach Dorrance, 

When would be the best times for us to shoot this week? 

From: Dorra nce, AI bert A IV <a_._n_.s__o_._n__~._e_..m__..a_j_[: .u__n_c__._e__~_q.> 

Sent: Friday, 10:50 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Homecoming 

With them 



Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

@live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Great! I’m so excited to hear that! What does your availability look like for the         ? 

Also, I have spoken with 3 of the girls on your team who were interested in participating in the video. Would you like to complete 

your video-spot with them, or would you prefer to do so separately? 

Best Regards, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 9:21 PM 

To; 

Subject: RE: Homecoming 

Then, not a problem!! 

Froth: 
Sent; Friday, 4:3.t PN 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; P,E: Homecoming 

Coach Dorrance, 

It is okay if you will not be there. The video is just in promotion of our entire week of homecoming events that will take place in 

the pit, and just homecoming in general. We are only hoping that the school spirit of familiar campus faces will in turn spark more 

school spirit amongst the student body. 

From: Dorra nce, Albert A IV <a__n_s_o__n__~_e_._m_._a_!_[_..u_q_c_.__e_.d__~.> 
Sent: Friday, 7:41 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Homecoming 

What if I won’t be there? 

Sent; Thursday, 12: 24, PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; P,~/: Homecorning 

Hello, 

I hope this email finds you well. My name is                 and I am the 

Committee. One of our campaign themes this year is "f’,# be d~ereo,,Wi,~ yo~?~’ 

We are planning to create a video with key figures on campus simply saying, "H~ b~~ ~here,,, w~ y~?°’ These videos will be 

played on several social media websites and other hopefully other campus locations. 

The recording of this phrase being said would only take about $0 minutes max, and we would really appreciate your participation! 

We are planning to film between the We could work around your schedule, for whatever dates and 

times work best for you. 

Please consider participating and showing your homecoming spirit! 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best Wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~&LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, 5:40 PM 

Alain Leistikow @hotma~l.com> 

~)aol.co~n; nataJie dorrance ~)hotmafil.co~n) 

RE: Advice for ~ aspiring young coach 

They boLh have value. I would alternate between the two. I have taught in both. The lectures I give in the Team Camp are Lhe same lectures ~ gave when I was 

teach~ng ~n the two 

Congrat~ on al~ gout success, We can make you even better, Please 

F~m: Alain Leistikow @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:23 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Cc: natalie dorrance @hotmaiLcom); ~aol.com 
Subject: RE: Advice for an aspiring young coach 

Good afternoon, 

Which license or organization is better fo~ coachin~ development, NSCAA or USSF? 

Also, I am the head coach for a U25 gids team this fall and at the beginning of the season they were ranked ~06th in the state of Florida, but now after the 

season and 2 tournament the team is ranked 57th in the state. Huge improvement. 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 

To: @hotmail.com 

CC: @hotmail.com; @aol.com 

Subject: RE: Advice for an aspiring young coach 

Date: Wed,            18:12:11 +0000 

You will not regret it. The Team Carnp is the best thing we do, 

From: Alain Leistikow ~hotmail,com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:~4 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

@aol.com; natalie dorrance           ,@hotmail.com) 
Subject: RE: Advice for an aspiring young coach 

That is completely understandable. I will definitely start putting together a group for next summer. Thank you again. 

From: a n s o n @..e_ ~!#_[j.:~__n_.c_ :.e__£[L! 

TO: @hotmail.com 

CC: @aol.com.; @hotmail.com 

Subject: RE: Advice for an aspiring young coach 

Date: Wed, 15:39:21 +0000 

Ah~in 

Our s~afl: is made up of people that have been with me for years pk~s fom~er Team Camp coaches that hav-~ brought d~eir team for years and ~earned our system 

and our methodo~osy. Br#~8 a team k~, ~earn o~r system and d~en (~ike we have done with so many others) we wou~d encourase you to come back and teach 

A~d what many DOCks do ~s not bdn8 ~ team b~t bfin~ th~ k~ds that can afford ~t from s~ve~ teams~Th~v a~so try to bdn8 theh-Vou~8 coaches that want to 

conth~ue to ~earn somethh~g about the game. Try it, you m~ght ~ike ~t. 

From: Alain Leistikow [.[#_~JJ~_L 
Sent; Wednesday, 8:58 AN 
To= Dorrance, AJbe~ A ~ 
C¢= natalie dorrance @.b_q~eJ)_,~¢[9); @E)~#_,~£~; Ducar, Chris; ~##]~_££_[#; 3ason SJsneros ~)_[,~£E)); Sander, Thomas 3 
SubjeCt= RE: Advice for an aspiring young coach 

Good mornin8 Coach Dorrance, 

Thank you for such a quick reply. If I couldn’t set a team out would it be possible if I came up to work at your camp? 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 

To: @ !! o__[_ .m_ _.a_ ~_[_. c__o_. _m. 

cc: _@_t’tQ~_r£a_iJ_.__c_.o_r:r!; .@._m_s_p_:£Q_E_nJ d__u_._c_a___q:~__kLn_c_:e__d_._u_; @a__q[:.c_o__m.; @g_r~_a_j_[.:c_._o_.r[_!; .p_a__c_.m__.a__n__@_~_n__c_:._e_.d_u_. 

Subject: RE: Advice for an aspiring young coach 

Date: Tue, 22:52:06 +0000 

Alain, 

Bring a team to our Team Camp this summer and 1 will share with you EVER~%HING I know. It will be a coaching school for you and your staff and a soccer camp for 

your kids. Check it out; www.ncgsc.com Call me if you need to: 

All the best!! 

From: Alain Leistikow [.Ln___a_jkt#__ _@h_.o_t_._n!a__[!=_c._o_.n_)] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:11 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Advice for an aspiring young coach 

Good afternoon Coach Dorrance, 

Hi my name is Coach Alain Leistikow, and I am the Director of Coaching for Clermont FC which is a nonprofit youth soccer organization located in 

Clermont, Florida 45 minutes west of University of Central Florida. I have been a soccer player since I was 3 years old. Growing up I played select soccer in 

the suburbs of Dallas, Texas. My love for the game lead me to the University of Central Florida wherein I received the Bachelor’s of Science degree in 

Sports and Fitness specializing in Coaching. During my time at UCF I was mentored by Dr. Jeff Duke and former head coach of the women’s soccer program 



Amanda Cromwell. As I learned about the different facets of coaching I grew a deep passion for the industry. I remember day dreaming about the many 

successes and failures I would have in my future career. As a young coach I believe in constant growth and advancement through education, and from 

individuals like yourself. 

Now I am not much for records or stats as a coach. I believe that both of those come as a by product of good coaching not a direct result. So after 

reviewing your impressive resume on the athletics webpage for UNC, I am curious what sort of advice could you pass along to a young coach to generate 

your level of success and excellence? Also, on a some what related topic what is the best way to write a resume that focuses on coaching? I have 

attached my resume for your critique. 

I appreciate your time in reading this email, and thank you a head of time for any guidance and wisdom you can pass along to me. I wish you the best of 

luck in this up coming season. 

Sincerely, 

Coach Alain Leistikow 

Director of Coaching 

Clermont FC 

www.clermontfc.com 

@hotmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:41 PM 

Daniel Chu <dchu@’mcolorauto.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Excellent!! 

I am very interested!!! Chris/Jason who wants to take this? 

From: Daniel Chu [mailto:dchu@tdcolorauto.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:07 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: FW: Excellent!! 

Hi Coach Do~rance- 

Just thought I’d follow up to see ~f you have any interest ~n pursu#~g the ~dea described below~ ~ th~nk it could be very impactfuL and I’rn curious to get your 

reactions on the ~nsights which the ana~ytics couk~ provide, 

Hope you’re well. 

Dan~e~ Chu 

Presiden~ & CEO ~ Trbebr Auto Group, LLC 

545 E John Carpenter Fwy, ~ Suite 1900 ~ ]~ing TX 75062 

O: 214,271~0637 ~ E: 10101 ~ F: 214,271.0638 
dchu@tdcolorauto.com ~ ~’~.tdcolorauto.com 

Disclaimer: The content of this e-maii is intended solely for the use of the Individual or entity to whom it is addressed. If you have received this communication in error, be aware that forwarding 

any way disclosing its content lo any other person, is strictly pro!libited If you have received this comr!lu!licalion in error, please notify the aulhor by replwlg to 

From: Daniel Chu 
Sent: Sunday, 5:29 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
~c: Johnson, Shelley H; @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: RE: Excellent!! 

Coach Dorrance- 
I wanted to follow up with you regarding your interest in the potential application of anMytics as a tool to better understand the personality characteristics, decision making, 
and behavioral choices of current or future student athletes in your program. 
I spoke to Dr. Robert Smith in some detail about this opportunity, and he was very enthusiastic about the tool’s relevance to both recruiting and team development. 
We both agreed it might be both extremely beneficial and interesting to give the assessment to your current team as a starting point to better understanding the product. This 
would also collect the necessary data to generate a report which is referred to as the "team directory", which provides a great deal of insight into the overall composition of 
your current team. I believe you will be positively impressed with the feedback which can be produced, and the information will illuminate on other ways to utilize the 
application. Dr. Smith would be willing to comp all of this work for your program, so there would be no financial investment. Additionally, he is willing to develop a specific 
soccer profile which would constitute an additional fifth task to the four which I shared in my presentation. 
I think this trial experiment would be compelling with respect to informing you and other coaches of the viability of this approach for both recruiting and optimization of team 
performance. 
Please let me know if you have an interest in puBuing. 
Regards, 

Daniel Chu 
President & CEO I Tricolor Auto Group, LLC 
545 E John Carpenter Fwy. I Suite 1900 I Irving TX 75062 

O: 214.271.0637 I E: 10101 I F: 214.271.0638 
dchu@tricolorauto.com I v, evw.tricolorauto.com 

removed by 
sender 

i~iilmage 

~moved by 

sender. 

Disclaimer: The content of this e-mail is intended solely for the use of the Individual or entity to whom it is addressed If you have received this communication in error, be aware that forwarding it, copying it, or in 

any way disclosing its content to any other person, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the author by replying to this e-mail immediately. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:10 PM 
To: Daniel Chu 
(::c: Johnson, Shelley H; @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; 
Subject: Excellent!! 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Daniel, 

Loved your presentation. Can you send me the Power Point? 

Also can you connect me with your Dallas analytics buddy .... I would love to see what he can do with predictin~ future soccer stars with this kind of testing. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Tuesday,                6:02 PM 

Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu>; Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu~ 
~@msn.com; dncar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.coln; Jason Sisnero~ @gmaJl.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@e~nail.unc.edu @live.nnc.edu; ~.@gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu); @comcast.net; 

"@gmail.com; @email.unc.edu; ,@ive.unc.edn; : ~emall.unc.extu; @hotmail.com 

Beth, we t~ to live principled centered lives by follomng our "Core Values" ... no team policies or additional drug testing policies 

Shelly, 

Will you send Lo Beth our "Core Vatues’?Thank you! !! 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Tuesday,               4:40 PM 
To: Breschi, Joe; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Fox, Mike; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Kalbas, Brian J; Levy, Jennifer S; Mann, Jan M.; Headers, Harlis James; Hiller, Ran C.; Hock, Conrad D 

Jr; Paul, Sampson L; Sagula, Joseph A; Sapp, Andrew; Somoano, Carlos M 
¢¢= Frederick, Brad; Hoots, Eric M; Holliday, Corey L; Calder, Andrew G; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Subject: Team rules/policies 

Coaches, 
As I mentioned in our coaches’ meeting on       , please send me a copy of your team policies and additional Drug Testing Policy, if you have one. Larry Gallo 

and I will compile these and make copies for appropriate Sport Administrators and Bubba. If you do not have written team policies, please let us know that, also. 

We need to get these policies to Bubba as soon as possible, so please send them to me by Friday, 

Thanks, 

~Beth and Larry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Wednesday, 1 1:01 AM 

@live. unc.edu> 

@e~naJl.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 

,£z)gm~l.com; ~emml.unc.edu; 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; 

RE: ~Vhat do you think? 

~@gmail.com; @live.unc.edu); @comcast.net; 

@live.unc.edu; ~ema~l.unc.edu; @hot~nafil.co~n; 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Very good! 

From-" 
Sent-" Tuesday, 

To= Dorrance, AlberL A IV 
Subject-" RE: What do you think? 

l’m in! 

7:13 PM 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <_a___n__s___o___n____@____e___m___a__!!_,___u__n___c_:__e___d___u_.> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:45 AM 

To: @gmail.com; 

@hotrnail.com; @rnsn.cornj Ducar, Chris; 

@comcast.ne~i; 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

@gmail.com; 

~gma!l:com); Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: What do you think? 

Ladies, 

It is easy to be a ’qeader" if the issues are simple and universally accepted. What if they are not? What would you do? 

Here is wha[ UCONN women’s basketball is doing: 

("Not tong og¢ to gelieve in you~seiff meant taking a principle4 and often lonely, stand when it appeared d~icult or dangerous to do so. Now it means accepting 

one’s own desires end incfinotion$ whatever they rnoy be, ~nd taking whctew, r steps that may be necessary ~o advance them." William Damon Greeter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 11:10 AM 

Ducal Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> 

Dm~iel Chu <dchu@tricolorauto.com>; ~msn.co~n; ~,~baol.com; Sande~; Thomas J <pacmm~@unc.edu> 

RE: Excellent!! 

By all means, Chris ._. I like this stuff and we should always be looking to see who is on the cutting edge. This might be it. 

Frora: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:01 PM 
To: Jason Sisneros 
~c-" Dorrance, Albert A IV; Daniel Chu; @msn.com; Ducat, Chris; @aol.com; Sander, Thomas J 
S~bject-" Re: Excellent!! 

Love to be a part of this as well... 

On , at 6:51 PM, "Jason Sisneros" 

Daniel, 

We’re on board, how do we proceed? I can be you primary point of contact to thcilitate this, just let me know what we need to do and I’ll make it 

happen. 

Thaik you! 

Jason Sisnems 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Volunteer Assistm]t Coach 

(c) 

On Tue,             at 5:40 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <~_r_~_~_~@_e___n_L@_:__ujLc_:__e__d_Lff- wrote: 

I am very interested!! ! Chr~sJa~m who wrests to take this’? 

From: Daniel Chu [mailt~:dchu@tricolorauto.com] 
Sent." Tuesday,              4:07 PM 

To: Dolrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: l~V: Excellent!’. 

Hi Coach Doprat~ce- 

Just ~aot@at I’d follow up to see Jfyot~ hm~e a~y haterest m put~uJt~g flae idea described ~low. I think k co~fld Ix: ve~’ impactful, and I ’m curious to get 

yot~r reactions ot~ ~hc msight.s ~bich the atmlytics co~fld provide. 

HoW you’re wall. 

Dan~e~ Chu 

President & CEO ~ Tdcolor Auto Group, LLC 

545 E John Carpente~ Fwy. ~ Suite 1900 I If’ring ~X 75062 

O: 214.271.0637 ~ E: 10101 I F: 214.271.0638 

dchu@tricolorauto.com ~ ~.tricolorauto.com 

<image001 ~jpg> <image002.jpg> 

From." Daniel Chu 
Sent." Sunday, 5:29 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe(t A IV 
Cc: Johnson, Shelley H; 

Subject: RE: Excellent’.! 

~Ln___s__n_:__c_9__nj_; Ducar, Chris; ~_~_E?!_:_c_t~Ln_.; Jason Sisneros ~.gjLn__g_i!_:_c_R_r_~ ); Sa~der, Thomas J 

Coach Dorrance- 

I wanted to follow up with you regarding your interest in the potential application of analytics as a tool to better understand the personality characteristics, 
decision making, and behavioral choices of current or future student athletes in your program. 

I spoke to Dr. Robert Smith in some detail about this opportunity, and he was very enthusiastic about the tool’s relevance to both recruiting and team 
development. 

We both agreed it might be both extremely beneficial and interesting to give the assessment to your current team as a starting point to better understanding the 
product. This would also collect the necessary data to generate a report which is referred to as the "team directory", which provides a great deal of insight into 
the overall composition of your current team. I believe you will be positively impressed with the feedback which can be produced, and the information will 
illuminate on other ways to utilize the application. Dr. Smith would be willing to comp all of this work for your progrsm, so there would be no financial investment. 
Additionally, he is willing to develop a specific soccer profile which would constitute an additional fifth task to the four which I shared in my presentation. 



I think this trial experiment would be compelling with respect to informing you and other coaches of the viability of this approach for both recruiting and 
optimization of team performance. 

Please let me know if you have an interest in pursuing. 

Regards, 

Daniel Chu 

President & CEO Tricolor Auto Group, LLC 

545 E John Carpenter Ewy. ] Suite 1900 ] Irving TX 75062 

o: .2__L4_:.2_7_Lo_~,3__7. i E: 101011 F: 
d__c__l_m_La~ itji c_’p.{q _r &~_q_o_:_c_’p s_! I ~_:~_3:~_3:~_2t_r_~_c_p!9_r’_a__t_~__t_£:_c_pg~. 

[<:.-WRD000.jpgq [<~-WRD000.j pgq 
Disclaimer: The content of this e-mail is intended solely for the use of the Individual or entity to whom it is addressed. If you have received this 

communication in error, be aware that tbrwaJcding it, copying it, or in any way disclosing its content to any other per~ is strictly prohibited. If you have 

received this communication in error, please notil}’ the author by replying to this e-ma~l immediately. 

From-. Dorrance, Albert A lV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-. Tuesday, 4:10 PM 
To,, Daniel Chu 
Co-" Johnson, Shelley H; L_@____r[_)_s__n__,_c___o___m__; Ducar, Chris; 
Subject-. Excellent!! 

Jason Sisneros .,@g.m__a_j_[d.o_r[)); Sander, Thomas J 

Daniel, 

Loved your presentation. Can you send me the Power Point? 

Also can you com~ect me ruth your Dallas anaJytics buddy .... I would love to see what he can do with predicting future soccer sta~s with this kind of 

testing. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 11:10 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Pal:;: A hello from PSU 

I agree with you ... so bring him down? 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent; Tuesday, October 29, 2013 11:17 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: A hello from PSU 

I’ve got some ideas how we can spin this In our favor_. 

On Oct 29, 2013, at 5:22 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

ghane, 
t will bounc~:_~ it off my st:aft and Leadershig) Council ~3oysigirls? 
From: Shane McGregor @qmail.com] 
Sent." Tuesday, October 29, 2013 10:40 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: A hello from PSU 
Hope this finds you well, Coach. And hope resurrecting this old thread jogs your memory, too -- rm the kid t~m PSU who emailed you after the College 

Cup, wanting to taJk writing and soccer. 

Let me apologize tbr bla~ldng on that a~d never following through -- BUT I have reason to believe it was for the bette~; as I come back now with a better 

idea a~d increased vigor. In a beautiful stroke of coincidence, eMier this ~all Malcohn Gladwell released the book version of the "David a~d Goliath" 

article that I mentioned back in December. He didn’t tell the s¢ory of the UNC women’s soccer dynast, but he veD~ well could have. It’s a golden 

exa~ple of the "David" strategy at work, and I want to tell the sto.w of it. 

Yes, I kmow thousands of stories have been written about your program over the years, bnt I highly douN there’s ever been one as unique as what I’m 

envisioning. Now I don’t know what your feelings toward sports writers are so go ahead and shoot this down if yon feel the need, but ld love the chance 

to come down mid spend some time aJronnd your staff; players and program and write a solid feature (or longer) on not jus¢ the p~ogram’s snccess but the 

science behind HO~V that success was/is engineered (something many of the articles I’ve seen about you guys fail to adequately address). 

I’m not gonna say I’m a [hture Puli~er wirmer or anything, but I’m not some joe schmo writer, either (I’m currently freelm~ce writing, fiNshing my first book 

mad volunteer coaching some ItS futbol americano as well). Plus, I’ve got some experience with women’s college soccer as well, as the reason I was in 

San Diego in the first place was a novella-length feature I ended up writing about our PSU WSoc temn’s 2012 season (a portion of which I will attach, 

should you wa~at m check it out). Plus plus, your regulax season is winding down and the most dra~natic time of the year (Tourney Time) is right around the 

comer. The timing would be golden ifi could venture down to Chapel Hill or whichever playoff site at which you guys were playing to get a feel for how 

you guys operate m~d how I could best tell the stou. Id take as much access as youd allow, and I’ll be neither a dislraction nor in the way, I promise’.! 

Thoughts? If you can’t do it for sotne reason or simply don’t like the idea, just say so -- it’s not a big deal. I just had this vision for a killer sloD, and had to 

throw it out there. I’d be glad to taJk more to ya on the phone (for re~l tiffs time) if you want a better sense of my vision for this -- didn’t wanna jusl caJl ya 
up out of the blne so I opted to email. Talk to ya soon and good luck with your upcoming matches!! 

Shane 

On Friday, January 25, 2013, Anson Dorrance wrote: 

no problem 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

vv) 919 962 4100 
> > > Shane McGregor _@__q_ELa_[Lc___o__r_L!> 1/24/2013 5:01 PM > > > 

The busy ness of the holidays and some other things kept me from calling a while back, sorry about that. I’ll give you a ring over the next few days if that’s 

cool. 

On Sat, Dec 22, 2012 at 9:03 PM, Shane McGregor 

Will do. Thanks 

~_g _r_~_ ? ~_i L _c__o__r_:n_. > wrote: 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 20, 2012, at 10:36 PM, "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Excellent email and analysis. Call me next week let’s chat. in the evenings and 

Se~t from my Verizo~ W~reless 4G LIE DROID 

during the day. 

"Shane McGregor ~cjmail.com>" @qmail.com> wrote: 

>>> "Shane McGregor" 2012 12 20T16:00:10.163118 >>> 

Hey Coach, 

Hope this message finds you well. As you can see, my name is Shane McGregor. I’rn a seniorjournalisrn and English major at Penn State, and 
part of my recent writing endeavors had me following our women’s soccer team this season. I made the trip to San Diego and had the 

unfortunate opportunity to watch those pesky Tar Heels win yet another national title. 



All joking aside, what [ saw in that game really struck a chord with me. Aside from writing, I’m also an athlete (though with the American version 

of "football"), and I love the artistry of sport almost as much as playing it. That’s why I got so interested in soccer once I started spending time 
with Coach Walsh and the gang. 

Anyways, [ knew about the decades long dynasty that was UNC Women’s Soccer, but [ never knew how you did it. It wasn’t until a conversation 

on the Saturday afternoon before the title game that I heard of the style of play you guys employ. Immediately I thought of one of my favorite 

articles of all time. It’s a piece Malcolm Gladwell wrote for The New Yorker called "How David Beats Goliath." Perhaps you’ve heard of it. 

http:/iwww.newvorker.com/reportinq/2009/O5/11/ogo511fa..fact..gladwell 

Your passion for your team and your ability to speak eloquently about the game (thought that story about how that old wise friend of yours 

illuminated you to the goals of actual college soccer was pretty cool) got me thinking that maybe you’d enjoy checking the article out. It’s all 

about the science behind the underdog. Gladwell touches on things like "Goliath only wins because we play Goliath’s game" and "in a society 

where innate talent is worshiped, we should actually cherish relentless effort even more, because relentless effort is actually rarer than innate 

talent." And many more cool points and insights. 

Sure enough, Iwatched on that bright Sunday afternoon as the UNC style of play proved to be too much for my beloved Nittany Lions, and I 

couldn’t help but draw the connection between what Gladwell wrote about how Davids can upset Goliaths by changing the way the game is 

played. It’s not that you guys were a hea\~/underdog by any means, it’s just that you played like you were. "Goliath" teams aren’t used to facing 

the atypical, non traditional style of play therefore, making them vulnerable, and allowing the "David" team to unexpectedly win a game..., or 

in a special case, 21 national championships. 

I’m not sure if you’ll ever get this email (this is the address I found online), but here’s hoping that you do. If you’d be up for it, I’d love to talk 

soccer with you sometime, maybe even write a little feature about the connection between you guys and Gladwell’s article (if you wouldn’t 

mind). But I know you’re a busy guy, so don’t sweat it if you can’t. 

Hope to hear from you soon. Until then, have a Merry Christmas and congrats on another great season. 

Shone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:32 AM 

@live.unc.edu:~ 

@msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Updated Catapult Report thin Wake 

This is excellent! Please call me, I have some ideas on how we c~,n rename some of o~r categories to be more clear on wh~,t they are telling us. Please be able to 

look at this while we are talking. Come by if you like. 

I=rera_¯ 

Sent-’ Wednesday, :12:57 AM 
To,, Gatz, Gregory; Dorrance, Albert A IV;      ~aol.com; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas J; Jason Sisneros 

@gmail.com;         ~gmail.com; McFarlane, Kelly;          @hotmail.com 
Subje¢t,, Updated Catapult Report thru Wake 
Attached is the updated Catapult report thru Sunday’s game against Wake Forest. As always, let me know if you have any questions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:34 AM 

ttue Me~ies @gmail.com> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

RE: Florida Krush 

Yes, I U~ink 
From: Hue Menzies 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Florida Krush 

Following up... any word from 

CASL??? 

Thmtks 

Hne 

will do it if Torn witl let her. Casl? I have not made the call yet. I will try now. 

@gmail,com] 
5:07 AM 

On Fri, at 10:15 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <~m~n(~ernaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

I will follow up with for gout dub chat in and with Rusty for better placement at the Cas~ Tournaments. ges~ I also enjoy chatting with 

yot~ and I am exalted your kMs ~re kicking ass, 

F~m= Hue Menzies @qmail,com] 
Sent= Thursday, lO:~ PM 
Te~ Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Subject~ Florida Krush 

It was good to "talk to you as usual. Always ~sitive vibes when we ~lk. I see you are on a roll with your team. ~ am sure is hasn’t been e~y, but you pro~bly would 

want it to 

Here am my 

1 ) The nationaJ team will be coming to Orlando to play B~il on 

I would Eke to have one or ~vo of your UNC players come out to our club. Not sure what their schedule is [Sr the u, eek but if they come in early during the wee~ I 

would like them to come out at 6:30 on Thurs~y to speak with our ~ds. 

(?).~. 
Let me ~ow. 

2) ~ my teams have been ~cepted to the CASL toum~ents. They have place all of them in the lower brackets. You am familiar with onr teams. 

15s - U18s aJl should [~ in the ~p flight... 

15s just beat Paul Riley’s Albe~son team last weekend in DC. They are in the top bracket at CASL. 

16s Have gotten ~0 times ~tter this year. Have a player for you on that team.               F~remely athletic. Still needs to ~ more ~ticaJ. 

17s is team. We have beaten most of those teams in the top bracket including ~e CASL team. 

18s team. We beat CASL twice ~ast year. 

Spoke to Rus~...but he doesn’t know our groups. 

’I’hm~k you for your support. 

Hue Menzies 

Executive Director 

Florida Kraze Krush 

Hue Menzies 

Executive Director 

Florida Kraze Kmsh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, 11:37 AM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: Players 

I don’t think I am going to support this one. 

From-" Tom and Alison Sermanni @hotmail.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday,               11:17 AM 

To-" Steve Swanson; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: 3qm Ryder (US Soccer) 
Subject; Players 

Hi Steve/Anson 

Hope youYe both well. 

As you may be awa~e we have a ~ame a~ainst B~azil on in OHando and I’d like to call in loathe match. This would mean 

missin~ the semi final of the ACC tournament as I’d need to bdn~ them in at least a couple of days before the ~ame. The ~est of the squad comes into 

camp on      but if                  have study commitments it would be possible fo~ them to come in a couple of days afte~ this. 

We would then ~et them back as soon as possible after the ~ame so they could be involved in the final of the ACCToumament. 

Playin~ B~azil is obviously a bi~ ~ame fo~ us to finish the yea~ on and with the quality of thei~ players and the ~ivalry between the countries it would be a 

fantastic ~ame fo~ to be pa~t of. I also think it would be a ~eat ~ewa~d fo~ them ~iven thei~ performances and efforts with the National 

Team this year. 

Thanks for your consideration of this ~equest and look forward to headn~ from you. 

Re~ards 

Tom 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:42 AM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacmma@uncaa.unc.edu 

~)e~naJl.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; ~bgmail.com; @live.unc.edu); ~ )@comcast.net; 
~z)gmaJl.com; ~email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; ~ema~l.unc.edu; : ~hotmaJl.com 

F~V: new kick offplay’. 

W[~at do you tNnk? 

From= Sander, Thomas J 
Sent= Wednesday, 10:09 All 
Subject= FW: new kick off play! 

From= Bill Steffen [t_n___a_j!_t_9_:_ ......................... ~y__a__h___o__o__=_c___o___m__] 
Sent= Wednesday, 9:4:t All 
To= bill steffen 
Subject: 

Bili Steffen Ed.D. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 11:43 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

~!e~naJl.unc.edul ~)live.unc.edu; 
~)gmail.com; ~email.unc.edu; 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; 

RE: A hello from PSU 

@gmail.com;                      @live.unc.edu);        @comcast.net; 

@live.unc.edu;         @emal.unc.edu;          ’@hot~naJl.co~n; 
~)aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros I         @gmail.co~n); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Well.-r~-_~asoned i , thank you! 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:25 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A ~V 
Subject: Re: A hello from PSU 
Hey Anson 

I don’t ~e why nofi He seems really passionate about this and also seems like he really resNcts our program. I don’t think his presence in Cha~l Hill tbr a l~w weeks 

could hu~ us in ~y way or ~ distracting, it’s not like no one has ever wfi~en about the tea~ ~fo~e~ Could al~ be a cool way for the ~niors to have something like 

this wfi~en about their las~ post season... 

Tha~s, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:22 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(r-~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Shane, 
t will bounc~-_~ it off my staff m~d [.eadershi~) Council I3oysigirls? 
F~m: Shane McGregor [mailto: . . @qmail.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, ~0:40 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Re: A hello from PSU 
}tope dais finds you well, Coach. ~d ho~ resu~ecfing this old thread jogs your memoo~, too -- rm the kid t~m PSU who emailed you aPar flae College 

Cup, wanting k~ Mk writing and a~ccer. 

Let me a~log~e for blanking on that and never follomng fl~mugh -- BUT I have reason to believe it was tbr the better, as I come back now ruth a better 
idea a~d inc~=a~d vigor. In a beauti~l stroke of coincidence, eaxlier this ~all Malcohn Gladwell rele~ed ~e book version of the "David a~d Goliath" 

aNcle that I mentioned back in December. He didn’t tell the s¢o~~ of the UNC women’s ~ccer @nasa, but he ve~T well could have. It’s a golden 

exa~ple of the "David" sqxategy at work and I want to tell the stou of it. 

Yes, I lmow thousands of stories have been wfi~en a~ut your program over fl~e years, but I higNy douN there’s ever ~en one as unique as what I’m 

envisioning. Now I don’t ~ow what your feelings tow-ard sports writers am so go ahead and shoot this down if yon feel the need, but Id love the chance 

to come down aid s~nd some time axonnd your s~fl; players and program and write a solid feature (or longer) on not jus¢ the program’s snccess but the 

science beNnd HO~V that success wadis engineered (something many of the a~icles I’ve seen a~ut you guys fail to adeq~tely address). 

I’m not gonna say I’m a furore ~li~er wi~mer or aa~Nng, but I’m not some joe ~o writer, either (I’m cnnvntly freelance w-fiting, fimsNng my fi~t book 

mad volunteer coacNng some ItS fntbol ameficano as well). Plus, I’ve got ~me ex~fience with women’s college soccer as well, ~ the re,on I was in 

Saa Diego in the first pl~e w~ a novella-length feature I en&d up writing aN~ut our PSU WSoc temn’s     season (a ~rtion of which I will almch, 

should you wa~t to check it ont). Plus plus, your regulax seaa~n is winding down and flae most dranatic time of the year (Tourney Time) is right around ~e 

comer. The timing would be golden ifi could venture down to Chapel Hill or wNchever playoff site at which you guys were playing to get a l~el ~r how 

you guys operate m~d how I could best tell the s~u. Id take ~ much access as youd allow, and I’ll be neither a distraction nor in the way, I promise’. ~ 

Thoughts? If you can’t do it for some reason or simply don’t like the idea, just say so -- it’s not a big deal. I just had tNs vision for a ~ller s~o~T and had to 

throw it out there. I’d be glad to ~Jk mo~= to ya on the phone (for ~vaJ fl~s time) if you want a be~er sense of my vision ibr this -- didn’t wam~a jus~ caJl ya 

up out office blue so I opted m emml. Talk to ya soon a~d good luck wi~ your upcoming tnatches~ ~ 

Shane 

On Friday, 

no problem 

, Anson Dorrance wrote: 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > Shane McGregor < .................................. ~_q_E)__a_[Lc___o__r_L!: 5:01 PM > > > 

The busy ness of the holidays and some other things kept me from calling a while back, sorry about that. 1’11 give you a ring over the next few days if that’s 

cool. 

On Sat, 

Will do. Thanks 

at 9:03 PM, Shane McGregor < ................................ _,"~_g_r_L~2[iLc__o__r_’_n_.> wrote: 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:36 PM, "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Excellent email and analysis, Call me next week let’s chat. [ in the evenings and : 
Se~t from my Verizo~ W~reless 4G LIE DROID 

during the day. 



"Shane McGregor @gmail.com>" ¯ @gmail.com> wrote: 

>>> "Shane McGregor", 

Hey Coach, 

T16:00:I0.163118 > > > 

Hope this message finds you well. As you can see, my name is Shane McGregor. I’rn a seniorjournalisrn and English major at Penn State, and 

part of my recent writing endeavors had me following our womeffs soccer team this season. I made the trip to San Diego and had the 

unfortunate opportunity to watch those pesky Tar Heels win yet another national title. 

All joking aside, what I saw in that game really struck a chord with rne, Aside frorn writing, I’rn also an athlete (though with the American version 

of "football"), and I love the artistry of sport almost as much as playin9 it, That’s why I got so interested in soccer once I started spending time 
with Coach Walsh and the gang, 

Anyways, I knew about the decades long dynasty that was UNC Women’s Soccer, but I never knew how you did it. It wasfft until a conversation 

on the Saturday afternoon before the title game that I heard of the style of play you guys employ. Immediately I thought of one of my favorite 

articles of all time. It’s a piece Malcolm Gladwell wrote for The New Yorker called "How David Beats Goliath." Perhaps you’ve heard of it. 

Your passion for your team and your ability to speak eloquently about the game (thought that story about how that old wise friend of yours 

illuminated you to the goals of actual college soccer was pretty cool) got me thinking that maybe you’d enjoy checking the article out. It’s all 

about the science behind the underdog. Gladwell touches on things like "Goliath only wins because we play Goliath’s game" and "in a society 

where innate talent is worshiped, we should actually cherish relentless effort even more, because relentless effort is actually rarer than innate 

talent." And many more cool points and insights. 

Sure enough, Iwatched on that bright Sunday afternoon as the UNC style of play proved to be too much for my beloved Nittany Lions, and I 

couldn’t help but draw the connection between what Gladwell wrote about how Davids can upset Goliaths by changing the way the game is 

played. It’s not that you guys were a heaW underdog by any rneans, it’s just that you played like you were. "Goliath" teams aren’t used to facing 

the atypical, non traditional style of play therefore, making them vulnerable, and allowing the "David" team to unexpectedly win a game..., or 

in a special case, 21 national championships. 

I’m not sure if you’ll ever get this email (this is the address I found online), but here’s hoping that you do. If you’d be up for it, I’d love to talk 

soccer with you sometime, maybe even write a little feature about the connection between you guys and Gladwell’s article (if you wouldn’t 

mind). But I know you’re a busy guy, so don’t sweat it if you can’t 

Hope to hear from you soon. Until then, have a Merry Christmas and congrats on another great season. 

Shane 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSONp- 

Wednesday, 11:49 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

~)e~naJl.unc.edu; ~)live.unc.edu; 

~gmail.com; ~email.unc.edu; 

@msn.com; ducm’@uncaa.unc.edu; 

RE: ~Vhat do you think? 

~@g~nail.com; (~live.unc.edu); @co~ncast.net; 

@live.unc.edu; _         @ema~l.unc.edu; : @hot~nafil.co~n; 

.~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros (         @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, :t0:37 AM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject-" Re: What do you think? 

Hey Anson, 
i definitely think we should support this. It’s been cool for me to see how many young girls look up to our team and I think it would be really powerful to support 

something like this. I think we often forget the impact we can have, but then i remember how much I looked up to this team when i was younger and think it 

would be cool to support a message that can positively influence women’s sports. Our team is very inclusive and I know that there are lots of girls who don’t have 

an environment as inclusive as ours who would benefit from this message. It’s important for leaders to address controversial issues-- issues that others may avoid. 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:45 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 
It is easy to be a "leader" if the issues are simple and universally accepted. What if they are not? What wouid you do? 

Here is what UCONN women’s basketball is doing: 

Would you guys like to support this? 
("Not long ago, to ’believe in yourself" meant taking a principled, and often lonely, stand when it appeared difficult or dangerous to do so, Now it means 

accepting one’s own desires and inclinations, whatever they may be, and taking whatever steps that may be necessary to advance them." William 

Damon Greater Expectations_). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:57 AM 

~nsn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; 

keeps getting better! 

~aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros @small.corn); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I agree with you about       It isjust so sad!! When we met she wanted to remain with us in an undergraduate coaching capacity, like             so we are 

excited she will still be with us, just not on the field during games. 

And your daughter ~s k~prov~ng e~erv year and ~:h~s fa~ we ha~e see~ the b~ggest jump and we k)ve it. if she ~eeps ~mpro~ng at th~s rate she can p~ay for England. t 

am going to lobby for her to sign with an English Chub in January of her senior year and then come bad~ to finish her degree the fo~lowk~g fall Do you have any 

issues wiLh Lhat? She is s force out Lhere and brimming w~th confidence. It will be eas~er for her to p~ay pro abroad and I will Larger Er@and for obvious reasons. 

A]~ the best        I love your kidH~ 

Sent= Wednesday, ~:22 AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= re: Great Article - 
Good Morning Anson, 
Just heard the news about from and I can only imagine how upset the girls are. I know Br a fact that was just beside herself when she texted me 

with the news about her. I plan on reaching out to her parents sho~ly to offer my suppod. 
I’m attaching a great a~icle that coincidentally I Bund yesterday in a Technology/Engineering magazine called SXSWorld. It talks about how Technology could provide better 
solutions to the "Concussion problems" so often related to contact spots. 

has a ve~ 9cod friend -           who played for the Houston Challenge team. This kid sustained multiple Concussions during Club play, that her shofl term 
memo~ is completely gone. She can’t remember whether or not she ate BreaMast this morning and has to be monitored constantly. She went onto make it onto the Texas 
roster, but              would play her. The danger was too great. The irony of it all is that      lifelong dream was to play Collegiate Soccer. 
I juM got back from Chapel Hill this past Saturday, and was able to spend a very pleasant week with my daughter. I am so very proud of her, and I can see the improvements 
as time goes on. Thank you so much Br believing ~n her. 
I would love to see her don the English uniBrm and play Br Good Olde England -               [ That’s just a selfish hope Anson. 
All the best to      and the rest of the Tarheel Family, 

Warmest wishes from Austin, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 4:30 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: A hello from PSU 

Thanks 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:17 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: A hello from PSU 

He seems to be a passionate guy, I think we should do it! 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:22 PM 

To: Shane McGregor 

Cc: ~_m_s___n_:__c_o__m_j Ducar, Chris; 

~gma!Lcom; 

@hotmail.com 

Subject: RE: A hello from PSU 

Shane, 

f will b.:_~unce it off my staff and Leadership Council, Boys/girls? 

Frem: Shane McGregor [mailto: @qmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:40 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: A hello from PSU 

~__a___o_J_:_c___o____m__; Jason sisneros 

@comcast.net; 

~g__m___a__!!_.__c___o___m__.); Sander, Thomas J; 

@gmai!.com; 

Hope this finds you well. Coach. And hope resurrecting this old thread jogs your memory, too -- I’m the kid fiom PSU who emailcd you after the College Cup, 

wandng to talk wridng and ~ccer. 

Let me apologize tbr Nanking on that and never tbllowing through -- BUT I have reason to believe it was fl~r the better, as [ come back now with a bet~.er idea and 

increased vigor. In a beautiful stroke of coincidence, earlier this tall Malcolm Gladwell ~leased the tx)ok version of the "David and Goliath" article that I mentioned 

back in December. He didn’t tell the sto~y of the UNC women’s soccer @nasU, but he very, well conld have. [t’s a golden e×ample of the "Dm4d" strategy at work, 

and [ want to tell the story of it. 

Yes, [ know thoasands of stories have been written about yonr program over the year~ but I highly doubt there’s ever been one as urfique as what I’m em4sionmg. 

Now I don’t l,~ow what your f~elings toward sp~rts writers arc so go ahead and shoot fl,ds down if you feel "(he need, N~t ld love the chance to come down and spend 

some time around your staff: players and program m~d write a s~qid feature (or longer) on not just the program’s success but the science behiud HOW that success 

was’is eugiueered (something mm~y of the ad.icles I’ve ~en about you guys lhil "u) adequately address). 

I’m uot gonna say I’m a future Puli~zer wiuner or m~?,fl,dng~ but I’m not some joe ~tuno writer, eNmr (rm currently fieelance wdting~ finishiug my first book and 

vohmteer coaching some HS futbol americano as well). Plus, rye got some experience with women’s college soccer as well, as the reason I was in San Diego in the 

first place was a novella-length [batum [ ended up wdting about our PSU WSoc team’s     season (a portion of which ][ roll atlach, should you want to check it out). 

Plus plus, your regular season is winding down and the most dramatic dme of the year (Tourney Time) is right around the comer. The timing would be golden if i cotdd 

ve~mre down to Chapel Hill or whichever playoff site at which you guys were playing to ge~. a feel tier how you guys operate and ]-tow I could bcsl tell the story, ld lake 
as ranch access as youd aJlow, and I’ll be nekher a distraction nor in the was,. I promise!’. 

Thoughts? If you can’t do it for some rea~m or simply don’t like the idea, just say so -- it’s not a big deal. I jnst had lhis vision tbr a killer stoU and had to throw it out 

there. I’d be glad m lalk more to ya on the phone (tbr real rids t~me) if you ,,Yam a better sense of my vision [’or rids -- didfft warms just call ya up Grit of the blue so [ 

opted to email. TaJk to ya soon and good luck mlh yonr npcoming matche£. ! 

Shanc 

On Friday, 

no problem 

Auson Dorrauce wrote: 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > Shane McGregor < :.#__g~!_a_j_[:_c__9__E!> : 5:01 PM >> > 

]-he busy hess of the hoNdays and some other things kept me from calNng a wt:ile back, sorry about tt:at. I11 give you a ring over tt:e new few days if that’s cool. 

On Sat, at 9:03 PM, Shane McGregor < ~gmail.com> wrote: 
Will do. [hanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On . at 10:36 PM, "Anson Dorrance" <.a__r_)_s__Q_n__@_c_Ln___c__a___a_:_u__r_)_c_:__e__d___u_.> wrote: 

ExceNent email and analysis. CaN rne next week iet’s chat. in the evenings and 

Sent ,from my Verizon Wi, n?less 4G L TE DROh9 

during the day. 

"Shane McGregor ¯ ;’~glnailicoln>" < ~grnailicorn> wrote: 

> > > "Shane McGregor" T16:00:10.163118 > > > 



Hey Coach, 

Hope this message finds you well. As you can see, my name is Shone McGregor i’m a senior journalism and English major at Penn State, and part of my 

recent writing endeavors had me following our women’s soccer team this season. I made time trip to San Diego and had the unfortunate opportunity to watch 

those pesky Tar Heels win yet another national title, 

All joking asicie, what [ saw in that game really struck a chord with me. Aside florn writing, i’m also an athlete (though with the American version of "football"), 

and i love the artistry of sport almost as much as playing it. That’s why I got so interested in soccer once i started spending time with Coach Walsh and the 

gang. 

An},n/~’ays, i knew about the decades long dynasty that was UNC Wornen’s Soccer, but I never knew how you did it, It wasn’t until a conversation on the 

Saturday afternoon before the title game that i heard of the styie of play you guys employ. Immediately ]~ thought of one of my favorite articles of ali time. It’s 

a piece Malcolm Giadweil wrote for The New Yorker called "How David Beats Goliath." Perhaps you’ve imeard of it. 

Your passion for your team and your ability to speak eioquently about the game (thought that story about how that old wise friend of yours iliuminated you 
to the goais of actual college soccer was pretty cool) got me thinking that maybe you’d er~oy checking the article out it’s ali about time science behinci the 

underdog. Giadweil touches on things like "Goliath only wins because we play Goliath’s game" and "in a society where innate talent is worshiped, we should 
actually cherish relentless effort even more, because reientless effort is actually rare!" than innate talent." And many more cool points and insights 

Sure enough, I watched on that bright Sunday afternoon as the UNC style of play proveci to be too much for my beloveci Nittany Lions, and i couldn’t help 

but draw the connection between wha~ Gladwell wrote about how Davids carl upset Goliaths by changing the way the game is played. ]~’s not that you guys 

were a heaW underdog by any means, it’s just that you played like you were. "Goliath" teams aren’t used to facing time atypicai, non traditional style of play 

therefore, making ~hem wiinerabie, and allowing the "David" team to unexpec~ediy win a game..., or in a special case, 2]_ national championships. 

i’rn not sure if you’li ever get this emaii (this is the address i found online), but here’s hoping that you do, if you’ci be up for it, i’d love to talk soccer with you 

sometime, maybe even write a little feature about the connection between you guys and Gladweli’s article (if you wouldn’t mind). But i know you’re a busy 

guy, so don’t sweat it if you can’t. 

Hope to hear from you soon. Until then, have a Merry Christmas anti congrats on another great season. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O~UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday,                4:38 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Soccer Mm~ager 

I will forward this to Tom Sander wh ~ d rects the managerial corps Thank you for your interest[! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Sander, Thomas J 
SubJect: Soccer Manager 

1:09 PM 

Hello Anson, 

My name is 

team, and my friend 

tomorrow. Good Luckt 

! am a Freshman at UNC, and wanted to let you lmow if you are looking for a manager I would be more than happy to help out I am on the White club soccer 
is a manager for ynu I cnuld begin as soon as possible or even next year P ease let me know what you think. [ will be at your game against Duke 

Thanks, 

(;ell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 4:40 PM 

Tasha Flynn <tflymd @uca.edw~ 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: observing practice 

No problem. 

From: Tasha Flynn [mailto:tflynnl@uca.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 2:28 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; observing practice 
Coach Dorrance, 

I am currently the graduate assistant for women’s soccer at the University of Central Arkansas. I will be in Chapel Hill for 2 weeks staying with my sister, from Nov. 21-Dec. 2, 
and was wondering if it was possible to observe practice at UNC? I have read a lot about the program and believe there is a lot to be learned and good things that can be seen 
during practice as I look to build my philosophy as a coach. I did not know if practices were open or if it would possible to watch while I was in the area. Please let me know if 
observing would fit into the UNC schedule. Thank you for your time. 

Tasha Flynn 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LFNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday,                4:40 PM 

,~@ive.unc.edu> 

I~E: 

Today at 5 PM? Yes. 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:38 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Coach Dorrance, 

Are we still meeting at the soccer center? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 12:31 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: Hey Anson! 

@gma]l.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

Can I stop by your office for a few rainutes to talk today-? Let rae l~ow what tirae works for your 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, 2:46 PM 

Tom a~d Alison Sermanni ~hotma~l.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uucaa.unc.edu; ~z)aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Steve Swanson <ss4ub@irgiuia.edu> 

RE: Dates 

Honestly, I am a bit nervous. These games for us not only efl:ect the "ACC Championship" (unlike the EPL, the ACC Champion is the tournament champion, not the 

regular season champion), but they will also be uital for our NCAA seeding. Right now we are     in the national RP[ out of the 320 Division 1 teams (the top four 

usually get a f~$ NCAA seed). All of our upcoming ACC Tournament games will impact our NCAA seed and a loss could put us in sol’he "group of death" NCAA bracket 

ot~ a~ away field. 

Now, if we k)se in tl~u-’_~ first round of the ACC i.:_~urt~ament, we would be e’.<ci~:ed for you to have     for Brazil (arid ~:rust m,-_~ that c.:_~uld easily happen givet~ the 

caliber of our com£etition); but right now ] am jusL a bit concerned about going off the rails as a team wiLhout her {beck, she is my leading goat scorer from 

attacking center hall:!!). Can you give rne a couple of more days to decide if season suicic[e is in our best interest? 

From: Tom and Alison Sermanni [mailto @hotmail.com] 
Senti Wednesday,               :1.2:00 PM 
To: Steve Swanson; Dorrance, Albert A 1!/; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Tim Ryder (US Soccer) 
Subject: Dates 

Hi Anson/Steve 

I read the dates of the ACC final wrongly so I now realise the final is on 

Despite this I’d still like to ask of would be able to play in the Brazil game. 

Sorry about my inability to read a calendar properly 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 10:04 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.e&~ 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: 

Thanks Paul .... It was a very good win for us. I appreciate your support!! 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 20:13 4::17 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Anson, 

Good luck in the game against Duke tonight. I’ll be out there pulling for you guys. 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 10:14 PM 

Fearless Mind <fearlessmin@worldsportspar’mers.com> 

Jason Sisneros @gmaJl.com) 

RE: Feaxless Mind! 

Joseph, 
Thank you for your kind words! 
I am going to copy ,Jason Sisneros on this~ He is a member of my stafL He will check it out for me. 
T~a~k you for se~d ~:~s t.:) ~.ES, 

F~m: Fearless Mind [mailto:fearlessmind@worldsporNpa~ners.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 6:08 PN 
Te: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Fearless Mind~ 
Hey Coach, 

My name is Joseph Patino. I am from U~h. My brother and I am trainers out here a~d have read your books and love what yon hmze written down tbr us. Coach, I 

am the Dimc~r of a ment~J tmimng program for my cotnpa~y and I wanted to make you awa~e of it m~d hopefully add tNs to your coacNng cumculum. 

~.~.~ Inlin~ imag~ ] 

Anson, I hm~e a lot of respect for you and if you are interested in learning more about this program, please give me a call at 

Thank you, 

Joseph Patino 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 10:25 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

I~E: BEAT DUKE! 

La try, 

We played weIH!! I cotHd not be prouder!!! 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 6:25 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; @msn.com’; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com’; ’Jason Sisneros @gmail.com)’; Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: BEAT DUKE! 
l"mportance: High 
Have a 8Teat day and let’s get ready for a game of re]ont|ess p|ay ~-~ ’%-O ££AG, AIST EACT." We w{]] persevere~ 

Be wd], a~d GO HEELS-~ proud o£you~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 10:39 PM 

Matt Terrell <mat@ramsclub.com> 

Jason Sisnems @gmail.com); @duke.edu); Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

RE: SMI- 

Matt, 

What thee? I work out Tues!Th at 1:1. am ..... if it does not hlterfere with this either day is fine. 

Order the books through Jason Sisneros ...~ I will copy him on this (he is on my staff). 

From: Matt Terrell [mailto:matt@ramsclub.com] 
Sent: Thursday, :t0:31t AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: SMI - 
Great! Do you have a preference for the morning of 
Also, please let me know if you want to have your book distributed to the class ... and if so, the best way to order it. 
Thanks, Anson. 
- Matt 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [nm, ilto ar~son@ernail.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 10:16 PM 

To: Matt Terrell 

Subject: Re: SMI. 

OK, I’m in ... 

~nt fmrn my V~,r~zon Wireless 4G LTE OROiD 

Matt Terrell <.~TL~.,:.~4p..r.~..~T.~.sL:i!.£! .b.:,.:L:Lr~!> wrote: 

Regretfully, these are two separate endeavors. SMI is something with which we are a sponsoring school (with five others), and is run on its own independent 

budget. We send one or two participants each year. 

As for the scholarship question, The Rams Club doesn’t make any of the value decisions; we simply get a total bill annually. Otherwise, I like the quid pro quo you 

were suggesting. 

And as for your speaking fee, I’m confident we couldn’t afford the regular rate. You’ve certainly earned that. I understand your situation, and am sorry I couldn’t 

help make it happen for your athlete. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The Rams Club - The University of North Carolina 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 5:40 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <.a.!i:}gn.:,!~!-Q:~.!..:.M!11:~.~!.> wrote: 

liked the: "put my tuition gM        on a full for he~ final non counter semester" {this is only a .16 difference). I would rather help one o1: my kids 

than line my pockets (a bid for nobility!!). Trust me you do not want to pay my speaking fee. 

From: Matt Terrell [~msdub,com 

Sent: Monday, 9:35 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: RE: SMI - 

I’m checking. I think we paid you a speaking fee last time, and bought your book for distribution. Interested in the same? 

- Matt 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:ar~aor~@em;~il.um: edu] 

Sent: Friday, 11:23 AM 

To: Matt Terrell 

Subject: RE: SMI - 

What is the quid pro quo? 

From: Matt Terrell [~ lub,com 

Sent: Wednesday, ~J.:’19 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: SMI - 

Anson -- Hope this message finds you well. I write you to gauge your interest in a potential speaking engagement in Chapel Hill in          . Would you be interested 

and available to spend 90 minutes with the next class of the Sport Management lnstitute (S~Vl0 speaking on a coach’s perspective in working with athletic 

administrators? You spoke to participants with this institute in to rave reviews. Bubba Cunningham and I agree that you would be an outstanding addition to our 

curriculum in 

The institute runs. , and we are looking for your availability . We are juggling all speakers involved, and will get back to you with a firm 

date and time soon (if you are available). We will work with you to find a mutually convenient time slot. 

~ am serving as Carolina Athletics’ liaison to SML As a refresher, S~Vll is an executive development program for athletics administrators sponsored by the Universities of 

North Carolina, Southern California, Michigan, Texas, Notre Dame and Georgia. 

Thanks for the consideration, Anson! 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

Associate Executive Director I The Rams Club 

The University of North Carolina 

mattGOramsdub.com 

W 919.843.64/~2 I M 

We educate and inspire through Athletics. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 10:48 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

I~E: BEAT DUKE! 

Proud of there? ... AND so am I!!! 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 10:31 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: BEAT DUKE! 
Importance: High 
Coach -- you should be proud ~- boy did we play well, and at the begiiming of the g~zne we were as relentless as I have seen us all year! Well done and rest well my friend. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A 13/ 
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 10:25 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: RE: BEAT DUKE! 

La try, 

We played weIH!! I could not be prouder1![ 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 6:25 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; @msn.com’; Ducat, Chris; @aol.com’; ’Jason Sisneros 
Subject: BEAT DUKE! 
Importance: High 
Have a ~’eat day and let’s get ready tBr a gmne of relentless play ~ ’%-O BRAG, ~ST FACT." We will persevere~ 

Be well, and GO HEELS-~ proud ofyou~ 

~_g__n_}_a__[!,__c_p____m_)’; Sander, Thomas J 

Larry 

~Larry Galh}~ 

Executive Associate Dh~ctor of Atl-defics 

University ofNord~ Cam~ma at Cha~x:l HN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 1, 2013 11:02 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

I~E: Terrific Display’. 

Thank you Larry!! 

F~om-¯ Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent; Friday, November 01, 2013 5:59 AM 
To; Dorrance, AlbeCc A IV; @msn.com’; Ducar, Chris; ’ ~aol.com’; ’Jason Sisneros @gmail.com)’; Sander, Thomas J 

Subject-" Terrific Display! 
Importance-" High 
A very good w~ last ni~t ~ never seen a bad one~ We were special and played our bac~ides off’in totally dominating Duke. 

~l~ings are coming together nicely for us ~is time office season, which is OUR time of the season. 

Get some rest and let’s get reaxty for the ACC Tournament ~ first up Boston College on Sundayt 

Be well, a~d GO HEELS-~ proud of you[ 

Larry 

~Larry 

f-,xecutiw~ Associate Dhvctor of.AtJfl~fics 

University ofNorfl~ Cam~ma at 



Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE 1V (ANSON)~"~ 

Friday,                 2:17 PM 

Ga’~, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu> 
~msn.com; ducoa-@uncaa.unc.edu @aol.com; Jason Sisneros .~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

[LE: GPS vs DOOK 

Thanks Greg .... From thi~ 

From: Gatz, Gregory 

Sent: Friday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A TV; 
Subject: GPS vs DOOK 

attached 

worked hard e~? 

2:03 PN 

Cc~aN.com; Ducat, Chris; Jason Sisneros; Sander, Thomas 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O~LFNC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANOE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)9 

Friday, November 1, 2013 2:53 PM 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

ILE: Updated ACC Stats 

Thank you Dave! 

From: Lohse, Dave Clark 
Sent-" Friday, November 0.t, 2013 12:06 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A DJ 
Subject-" Updated ACC Stats 
Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

cell 
"Gotta Find My Corner Of The Sky" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 1, 2013 2:53 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Updated ACC Stats 

ACCStats1101 .pdf; FINAL Conference ONLY stats.pdf 

From: Lohse, Dave Clark 
Sent; Friday, November 01, 2013 12:06 PM 
To; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject-" Updated ACC Stats 
Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

cell 
"Gotta Find My Corner Of The Sky" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 2:59 PM 

,@gmaJl.com> 

l~E: What if natural born talent was a m~h? 

E×cellent ,,.. Thank you for sharing!! 
From: @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Friday, J.:44 PN 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Fwd: What if natural born talent was a myth? 
Coach, 
I’m working as an assistant coach for Chapel Hill High School’s men’s ~sketball team this year. Our head coach, Coach Perkins, send ~ne this artcile and I thought you 

would enjoy reading it. 

The part fl~at stood out to me will likely resonate with many of your teachings. 

"The people who achieve sustained excellence tend to have relentless work ethic and a willingness to delay satisfaction for long periods of time. They have fallen in love 

with the process, and are constantly seeking out better strategies to continue to get better. In essence you find they have a st~ong belief in constant m~d never-ending 

improvement." 

Great game yesterday. Looking forward to getting better this weekend, 

"Dream Big. Live Bigger." 

What if born 
ta ÷ t was a MYTH? 

My hunch is that if you told Tiger Woods he was 

talented, I think he would; and I wouid argue, he 

potentialiy should, take offense to that statement. 

Hidden beneath, staternen[s iike [hose is ti~e idea in 

which certai¢., people are born with, someth, ing the rest 

of us iust weren’t born with, AND the preposteroas idea 

that they didn’t have to acquire tens of thousands of 

hours of hard, and often painful hours of deliberate 

practice to develop their skiils, in essence, the idea 

being articulated is that, a taiented person didn’t have to 

work very hard to go[ where [hey are 

Oaite frankly, I think that is a reaily convenient excuse 

for most peopie to believe. 

Earl Woods started doing purposefui visuaiization with 

Tiger belbre baby Tige,," was abie to v,;alk. Earl wo~Id 

p~,~[ Tiger in a baby swing and have Mm w~tch Ead hit 

ba~s h~to a net for hours ~n their garage. Ear~ also 

happened to be a pretty good go~fer; w~th a good swh~g. 

He understood T~ger wou~d star to devebp the 

neuro~og~ca~ pathways for a golf sw~ng by watcNng a~ 



ihose hours el Eari swinging a dub. Remember, 

muscle memo;y is¢..’l aotualiy wrapped i¢.. your muscies: 

it is wrapped in your brain, By the time Tiger was ten 

years old~ and at the ver~i latest by 13, he had iikely 

acquired over ten thousand hours of deliberate pradice. 

Deliberaie praotice is a lbreign concept to most of 

and nol very similar io what we engage in when we 

~practice’, It is painfui and not verdi fun. Unbss you 

consider h~tt~ng ba~s unt~ your fingers bbed, or running 

und~ you vom~ enjoyable, De~berate p~sd~ce ~s a 

constant stretching of one’s ab~t~es and the a~tempdng 

of featsjus[ ou[s~de your aMl~ty. ~[ ~s hard, o~[en ~o~e~y, 

a~d inte~se~y Oa~n~ng, which ~s why so few people 

acqa~re enough of ~t to make a d~fference, One th~ng 

becomes ve~}~ c~ear thoagh ~n regards to de~berate 

practice, some of ~t makes you good, but tens of 

thousands of hours of ~t pushes you towards wodd 

c~sss. ]he coo~ part ~s ~t doesn’t ma[te~ ~f we are 

sports, music, or bushiness 

Ail skills can be deveioped, and the earlier you star 

geeing deliberate practice under your belt, the better off 

you will be. Studies have shown human capacib/for 

wrapping muscle memory (mye~ks) is g~ea~er when you 

are under s~xteen years oM, bu{ {hat ~t is poss~Me at any 

age. 

One thing is clear when it comes to taient, whether it is 

Kobe Bpyant, Tiger Woods= Lebron James= or the best 

in any business, when you get behind the scenes it 

becomes very obvious why they became the besi ~ the 

wodd. People who have %~ed to make their dreams 

come true bye to pontificate about the b~po~ta~ce of 

talent and warn anyone within earshot about s~l the 

factors outside of their centro~ that are necessa~ to 

achieve excellence, 

However, when you study the greats: a very difterenl 

picture presenls itself. The people who achieve 

sastained excellence tend to have relentless work ethic 

and a wiliingness to deiay satisfaction for iong periods 

of time They have fallen in love with the process, and 

are constantJy seeking out better strategies to continue 

io gel betier. Ir~ essence you find they have a 

beJiel it’.. cor’..star’..t and never-ending improveme~% 

1 o.ffen have people toil me about my "gi~" and "talent" 

for pubiic speaking and it really bothers me, Do i have 

an anointing when i speak: I would say without a doubt, 

but a gift? I would argue with that, 

Let me give you a li{tle background about the real me 

1 sm extremeiy introverted, and LIp until the last couple 

of months, I have been extremely fearful of public 

speaking, This is a~er receiving a communications 

degree from Vanderbilt University, where ~ was traipsed 



by oP.e of the besi epeeoh feache~s 

comparing in msny preaching competitions as a kid, 

and havin~ ~an a network market~ng company where 

was presenting in fiont of groaps every week D~ s~x 

months, Le~ me sh~re ~ seoret w~th you, I ST~LL GET 

EXTREMELY NERVOUS about ta~k~ng ~n greups when 

~’~ not m control! ~ give keynotes in front of thousands 

of people, yet my p@~s start swes[ing and I have 

but[er~ly~s m my stomach wi~en I’m supposed to share 

my name, where ~;n~ fiom, and where I’d l~ke to l~ve one 

day ~n a groap. YVlsy does that make me nebulous? 

DON’T KNOW} But 

not a girl of mine. I~ is a skill tha~ have developed ove~ 

many yea~s o~ de~be~ate practice and pu[fing myself ~n 

s~[uations to s[re{ch and grow 

One of the other reasons it looks like i have a gift of 

public speakiag is because of how well i know the 

iaformatioa and stories i am taiking about, i have toid 

of lhem huP, dreds, il not thousands o~ fimes~ and i study 

certain books ove~ and over again. The same 

phenomenon i’m desc~Mng p~esents itself in o~her 

fie~ds. Take Grand Chess blasteos for example. They 

are aMe to reproduce every p~ece on s chessboard, 

and know thousands of potenfia~ outcomes for the 

game, which makes ~t appear they leave s near 

pho[ograpMc memory. However ~f they aren’[ boking at 

a c~essboard their memory scores back s[ s norma~ 

~eveL Our expertise makes us appear ~ke superher~es 

with sk~s that are unatta~naMe by mere moRa~s, but ~t 

couldn’t be fu~her from the truth. V~th a Io~ of hard work 

v~s deliberate prsdice, most skills are available to all of 

Mozart is one of my favorite examples of th, e taier’.,t 

myth. Ne didn;t create Isis first masterpiece until he was 

21 years old, and his father had started him on a 

deiiberate practice training regimea when he was 3 

years old. EIGHTEEN YEARS of deliberate practice 

befo,’e he p~educed his fimt maste,,"piece! Was it talenl, 

o,," tens oithousands of houm ol delibe,’ate praciice? 

blicheiangeio said "if yell knew what went into my 

mastery you wouldn’t think it was so wonderful". JerlT 

Rice’s workouts were so chalienping Isis strength 

coach wo~Idn~i sI’.,are [hem because he though[ other 

people would get hurt i~ [hey t~ied {hem He was a~ways 

~he ~irs~ pemon ~ practice and the last ~o have W~ren 

Buffett offered to work for free for his famous finance 

professor at Columbb University, Benjamin Graham, 

bu~ s~er doing a cost benefit ana~ys~s Graham ~umed 

down Buffett% offer. Walt Disney was fired from s local 

Kansas City newspaper ~or appare~s{~y 

cres[Mty’. Quite possibly {he g~eatest baske[ba~l playe~ 

ever was cut from h~s h~ph school team. 

Another player many people doa’t know about is Swan 

Nater. Swan is the oaiy player ever to be drafted ia rise 

fi,,"st rou,,’~d of the NBA draf[ alter never starti,"~g a game 



in college. Swen had ti~e ,uitimate deiiberate pracSce for 

four years at UCLA. H~s lob everyday compete aga~ns~ 

the great B~ Wa~ton. Swen ~s the on~y player to have 

led the ABA and NBA ~n rebounding, 

("Success is not an accident" video about Stephen 

Cur,,"y by @aiar’.,stein b.t..t#.~/./...w..~y..~...q.t~.u.~.b.~.e.~=..c..~.~..m.../...w...a..t..c..h...?.. 

._v___=__r_iy__5___9_~!__b___G___J_LU__ } 

One side note for coaches and teachers is to remove 

the word taient from your vocabuiary, Carol Dweck’s 

research on mindsets has shown when you ~e~ people 

~hey are talented, or praise their results ~nstesd of offer= 

you push them {owards the s~ifi~ng "fixed m~ndset" and 

you c~n reh~lbrce m~ny of[he very probbms in those 

p~ayers you are fiustrated w~th~ VVe 

a future 

Vvlsen researchers try to find talent it is often 

cI’.,allengi,,’~g, ar’.,d they oRen come up empt~ 

iooking iBr early signs of it. Ask@ from some pI’.,ysical 

difie,,"ences they car% ,,"eally lind lalent, at ieast ihe lalent 

most of us refer to when we use the word: a 9enetic 

predisposition to be great at something. Tise picture that 

tends to emerge is always similar: the most skiJied are 

the ones who have devoted the most time to deliberate 

p,,"aefice WMch is wI’.,y always say ..... 

The guy at the top of the mountain didn’t fall there, 

Saccess aiways iooks easy to those who weren’t 

around while all the training happened. 

fmrn the book, "Taier?t is Overrated" By 

-Joshua 

@ioshuamedcaif 

www.traintobeclutch.com 

Email rne fern free copy oia brand new audio track 

a,,’~d our I 0 CkJtch Tips! 

Trair~ b be CLUTCH 

7225 Crescent park ,,~,est, ~;-=8! 

Los Angeles, OA 9009,1 

Ti;is ernaii was sent to Iperklns@chccs k12.nc.us 

why didt get th~s? unsubscribe from this list update subscription p;efe;ences 

Trait~ to be OLiJTCH 7225 C;esce!;t park west, #181 Los Angeles, CA 90094 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 3:07 PM 

@unc.edu> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: 

Thank you     ... and thank you for keeping such a positive attitude. I kno~v it is hard not to play especially in light of your contributions on the field last fall Please know I value you and if 
I selected players based on my affection tbr them or their character you would start and play 90 minutes a game. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

2:53 PM 

Anson, 

I work tomorrow at 1030 just letting ya know[ Have a great day 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 3:22 PM 

~live.unc.edu) 

FW: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Fo~m.docx 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Friday, 3:20 PM 
To: 
Co: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Yount, Tony 
Subject-" Weekly Infraction Notice 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your HIS~ tutoring session on 

infraction and shall be considered your warning. 

at 6iQOP~. This is your [i~ documented 

All in[ractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history o[ infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st infraction = Warning 

2nd infraction = Strike one 

3rd infraction = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 
With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

if the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal form) to the 

Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state 

all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your 

responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (~mn~edu) within the timeline listed 

below. 
For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

~en 5:h~u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 3:22 PM 

@live.unc.edu) 

FW: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Fo~m.docx 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Friday, 3:21 PM 
To: 
Co: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your PH¥S tutoring session on at ~iOQ~. This is your [i~ documented 

infraction and shall be considered your warning. 

All in[ractions will be recorded cumulatively for [he semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history or infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st infraction = Warning 

2nd infraction = Strike one 

3rd infraction = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 
With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal form) to the 

Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state 

all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s positiom 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your 

responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (~;~edu) within the timeline listed 

below. 
For Appointrnents 5prn or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5prn - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

~:~en ,~:h ~u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 3:28 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Weeldy Infraction Notice 

OK 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 3:26 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Weekly Infraction Notice 
Hey Anson, I missed a tutoring session because of some mandatory meeting we had to go to. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:22 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <#.!?~..o..!?.@..&q!&!!:.~.!.?.£:~.d.!.~.> wrote: 

???? 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 

Sent: Friday, 3:21 PM 
To: 
¢:c: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your PHYS 

documented infraction and shall be considered your warning. 

tutoring session on at 7iQOP~. This is your first 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their 

tutoring privileges. 

1st infraction = Warning 

2rid infraction = Strike one 

3rd infraction = Strike two 

4th infraction : Strike three 

Wi[h Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting w~th the student, head coach, academic counselor, assodate 

d~rector of academic support, and tutoda~ coordinator has been ~ 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have ~ business #~ys from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal 

form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor 

Coordinator. The appeal must state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, 

it is your responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (~~: .edu) within 

the timeline listed below. 

For Appointments Spin or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

B~’n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

<Infraction Appeal Form.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 3:34 PM 

Ga’~, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu> 

I~E: GPS vs DOOK 

I agree! 

From: Gatz, Gregory 
Sent: Friday, 3:29 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: RE: GPS vs DOOK 

Yes, noticed that as weft ......... thought ~11 the kids had good energy last night! 

From: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent= Friday, 2:$7 PN 
To: Ga~, Grego~ 

~msmcom; Ducar, Chris~     ~aoLcom; ~ason Sisneros 
Subject: RE: GPS vs DOOK 
Tha~k~ Gre~ ._, ~rom this     worke~ bard eh? 

F~m: Ga~, Grego~ 
Sent: Friday, 2:03 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; 
Subject: GPS vs D~K 
attached 

@qmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

@__a__o__[~_c___o_~; Ducat, Chris; Jason Sisneros; Sander, Thomas 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 1, 2013 5:56 PM 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

1),22: ACC Women’s Soccer All-Coat’erence Ballot 

Done!! 

From: Lohse, Dave Clark 
Sent." Friday, November 01, 2013 4:11 Plv~ 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" FW: ACC Women’s Soccer All-Conference Ballot 
Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

cell 
"Gotta Find My Corner Of The Sky" 

From: "<Amy Ufnowski>", Amy Ufnowksi <aufnowski@theacc.org> 

Date: Friday, November i, 2013 4:04 PM 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: Dave Lohse <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Subject: ACC Women’s Soccer All-Conference Ballot 

Dear Anson Dorrance, 

Thank you again for voting on the 2013 AII-ACC Women’s Soccer Team. 

Three 11-member all-conference teams (first, second and third) will be selected by a 
vote of the head coaches. The teams will consist of the top vote recipient field 
players, the top three goalkeepers and at least six defenders (the 8 top field players, 
2 defenders and top goalie on the first team, the next 8 field players, 2 defenders and 
goalie on the second team, and the next 8 field players, 2 defenders and other goalie 

on the third team). 

One 11-member All-Freshmen team will also be determined by a vote of the head 
coaches and will consist of the top 11 true freshmen, regardless of position. 

Please note; The online voting system shows nominees in the order nominated by the 
head coaches. Also note that at the end of the process, you will have the option to 
print a PDF of your selections. Please click this link and save!print the PDF file for your 
reference. Please be sure to complete all of the voting steps at the end and see the 
link to print your recap. Your votes will not be registered until you hit the red Finish 
button to close your ballot. 

Your SID is being copied on this email. Only one individual is allowed to vote for 
your school. 

The following are the procedures to be used in voting for AII-ACC this year: 

]. You MAY NOT vote for players from your school for any accolade (AII-ACC, All- 

Freshmen Team, Offensive and Defensive Player of the Year and Freshman of 
the Year). On the ballot, your school’s individuals will not be shown. 

2. You may only vote for players that have been nominated. It is imperative that 

you complete your ballot and RANK your top choices (via the "drag and drop" 
system that will be explained on the electronic ballot). 

3. In voting for the Offensive and Defensive Player of the Year and Freshman of 

the Year, please rank the top five players. Your top selection should "dragged 
and dropped" first on your ballot, followed by your second choice and so forth. 

4. In voting for Coach of the Year, RANK five coaches 1 through 5, with the first 

"dragged and dropped" being your top choice, followed by your second choice, 
etc. 

5. Ballots must be returned by 11:59 p.m. on Tuesday, November 5, and must be 

completed by yourself or an STD votincj on your behalf. You will be unable to 
vote after the 11:59 p.m. deadline on November 5. 

The 33-member AII-ACC team (announced as a first, second and third team), the 11 
member All-Freshmen team, and the Offensive and Defensive Player, Freshman and 
Coach of the Year recipients will be announced to the media on Thursday, November 

8. 

Thank you for your cooperation. Feel free to contact me with any questions at 336- 
369-1003 or at aufnowski@theacc, orq. 



Amy Ufnowski 
ACC Communications 

Please click on the following link to proceed to the ballot: Click here to vote 

htt~s://secure~sp~rtss~steI-ns~c~m/events2/!ndex~cfI‘~?uL[!d=D4A43D59::2219::31E1:: 
14FCF3AC26ECE034 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 6:05 PM 

@live.unc.edu~~ 

Regular Season Match Analysis 

Your work is excellent as usual!!! 

From: 
Sent: Friday,                5:29 PH 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Jason Sisneros         @gmail.com);        @msn.com; Ducat, Chris;      @aol.com; Sander, Thomas J; Gatz, Gregory 
Subject: Regular Season Match Analysis 

Hi everyone, 

Attached is the updated Excel document that includes stats from our entire regular season (the :19 games thru Duke) and compiles a host of rankings developed by 

Jason last yea r. If you go to the season stats part of the Excel document, you will find that I have ranked all the players by "total production," which factors in goals, 

assists, shots, shots on goal, goal sequences involved in, and minutes played. 

To navigate this document -on the home page, you will see lots of buttons with "season stats", individual games, and player names as options. Clicking on any one 

of these buttons will bring you to that specific set of data. By far the most useful page is "season stats" as it includes the most data and has rankings for the entire 

season, if you are on any page and need to return to either the home page or season stats, I have included buttons to go to home/season stats on the top of every 

Excel sheet. 

Just a couple notes 

For ~ames in which we did not score (ND, FSU, UVA) the only stats that were entered were minutes (which brin~s down the players’ ratings). The thought is 

that we had no "production," so shots, shots on ~oal, etc. should not increase a player’s production level for those ~ames. 

2. ~oals may seem off by four, and this is because Jason and I decided not to count PK’s in this particular document. 

As always, let me know if you have any questions, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 9:20 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: Stats at W~ke Forest (Team sum~nary) 

fl~ere were two goals! Can you conect it? 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tI~ireIe,~s 4G L)"E DROLL) 

~live.unc.edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 9:25 PM 

@gmail.com>; Ducat, Chris <ducar@anc.edu>; bill palladino @aol.com>; Ja~n Sisneros 
~gmafil.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edw~;                      ~msn.com> 

Re: 

she is a great kid! I will to~ to make her feel valued. She knows what I think of her as a person. I want her involved. I roll keep thinking. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

@gmafil.com> wrote: 

Coach! 

Congratulations on your g~eat texan win yesterday! Having grown up in Durhan~ with paxents who were UNC grads, beating Duke is edways sweet. 

is re~2tly having a tough titne ruth not playing. I’ve been watching her play since she was six--and I’m in shock too. What a season to miss the ending off 

While I’m relieved she’s sort of out of danger, i~s a sad lime for us all. I hope you and Dino and Kris can find her something to do for this last month or so. I’m tlainldng 

that she wants to feel useful to her siffters. 

She’s an excellent writer/reporter if that gives you any ideas. 

Thanks many times over tbr the confidence you’ve shown in her. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 12:27 PM 

.la~n Sisneros @gmaJ4.com> 

ILE: Production By the Numbers 

Excellent Jasot~ .._ Let’s ser~d it out Mor~day. We are o~ a roll and I do not wat~t to interfere with how everyone is feefi~g. I love 

From: Jason Sisneros @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, :tJ.:57 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Bill Palladino; Sander, Thomas J; 
Subject: Re: Production By the Numbers 

Slightly more visu~Jly appeaJing version... 

Universi~ of North Carolhm \Vomen’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Fri, at 11:44 PM, Jason Sisneros ~!._aji_n_~i!_:_c_£_r_~ > wrote: 

Guys, 

Attached is a combo of what      and I have through various data sets about our goal production up to this point.., presented in a compelling scoreboard. I am 

planning on emailing to the players tomorrow, let me know what you think. 

Jason 

Universi~ of North Carolina ~Vomen’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Volunteer Assistaaat Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 4:15 PM 

Tom and Alison Sermanni @ ~otmaJ com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros i @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Steve Swanson (sswanson@vi~ginia.edu) 

RE: Dates 

We won today :1-.0 over BC. Who scored? Yes, ~ 

If you don’t mind I would like to keep her. I don’t think we can win without her. i know Brazil would be an excellent experience for her and i appreciate your 

willingness to invest ~n her at every opportunity, but she is one month away from her ~st college g~me ~nd very soon you w~H have her full t~me without any 

h~ter~erer~ce frorT~ us. 

She is certainly comm~:~:ed to you and the US Team (her lifetime dream obviously). Please fo@ve me ~f ~ ~eep her for her h~d: run of collegiate games w~th me and 

a ~:uH team that reiies on her. 

AI~ the bestH 

~ Tom and Alison Sermanni ~hotmail.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, 9:2~ PN 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject~ RE: Dates 

Hi Anson 

Thanks for getting back to me. I did realise that releasing could be disruptive to the ACCTournament and had our game been against 

a lesser opponent I wouldn’t ask to have them released. 

Just thought as                    are getting close to being starters in the team that playing against Brazil would be a greatly beneficial experience for 

them. They haven’t had the chance to play against this level of quality opponent. 

However I do understand your situation and importance to UNC and I’m completely comfortable with whatever decision you make. 

Look forward to hearing from you. 

Thanks 

Tom 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 

To: @hotmail.com 

CC: @___m___~ 9_:__C_Q__r__n_; ._d__y __c__a___r__~S~ __L_Ln___c_:__e_d__y; 

Subject: RE: Dates 

Date: Thu, 7~B:4S:4B ÷0000 

Honestly, I am a bit nervous. These games for us not orfly effec[ [f~e "ACC Championship" (unfike the El)L, the ACC Champion ~s the tournament champion, 

regular season champion), but they w~ll also be v~tal for our NCAA seeding. R~ght now we are     in the national RP~ out of the 320 Division l teams (the top four 

usually get a #t NCAA seed). MI of our upcoming ACC Tournament games will h~pact our NCAA seed m~d a loss could put us in some "group of death" NCAA bracket 

on an away fie~d. 

bJow, ff we k)se ~n the first round of the ACC T.:~urnarnent, we wou~d be e’,<d~:ed [or you to haw?     for Brazil (and ~:rust me that couh~ easily happen given the 

caliber of our competition); but right now ] am jus[ a bit concerned about going off the rsi~s as a team wi[hout her {hock, she ~s my leadk~g goai scorer from 

attacking center hslfH). Can you give rne a couple of more days to deride if season suidde is ~n our best interest? 

F~m~ Tom and Alison Sermanni ;@hotmail.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 12:00 PH 

To= Steve Swanson; Dorrance, Albe~ A ~; Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
~= ~m Ryder (US Soccer) 
Subject= Da~s 

Hi Anson/Steve 

I read the dates of the ACC final wrongly so I now realise the final is on 

Despite this I’d still like to ask of would be able to play in the Brazil game. 

Sorry about my inability to read a calendar properly 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, November 3, 2013 5:16 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: weekly 

Thank you Tony ._. It: we survive we are going Lo give you a medal!!! Thank you t:or working so hard to Lake care of rny kids! 

I=re~: Yount, Tony 
Seat: Saturday, November 02, 20:[3 5:20 PM 

To: Sander, Thomas 3; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: weekly 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 6:00 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Stats at Wake Forest (Team sum~nary) 

@live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sorry about that! I missed marking last goal. Eve~thing should be set right. Ill have the BC game, without errors, to you shortly. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Sunday, November 3, 2013 7:56 PM 

Ducar, Chris <duca~@unc.edu>; bill pa]ladino ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu-*; @msn.com> 

Fwd: Updated ACC Women’s Soccer Championship Bracket 

13 Championship Bracket.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Updated ACC Women’s Soccer Championship Bracket 

Frotn: "Ufi~owski, Amy" <aufnowsld@theacc.org > 

To: matthew.conway, l@bc.edu, Vanessa Fuchs <vfuchs@adtnin.fsu.edu>,kbmce@athletics.pitt.edu,Alex Bototnan <botomaam@w[u.edu>,"Brett Compton 
(bacompto@ncsu.edu)" <bacompto@ncsu.edu>,Camron Ghorbi <c.ghorbi@miami.edu:>,Chfis Masters <Christopher.Masters.5@nd.edu>,"Lohse, Dave Clark" 

<davelohse@unc.edu:>,Greg Hotchkiss ~ghotcNdss@athletics.pitt.edu>,Jason Krech <jkrech@vt.e&~-,Jason Leturmy <jletum~y@fsu.edu:>,Libby Kehn 
<elizabk@clemson.edu>,Lindy Brown <lbrown@duaa.duke.edu:,Patrick Fischer <pfischer@umd.edu;,,Stephanie Tnnnera <tunner~bc.edtc- Steve Kirkl~ad 

<sk5z~Adrginia.edu>,Susie Mehringer <skmehfin@wr.edu>,Alison Foley <foleyae@bc.edu>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" --~ans~n@email.unc.edu~-,Charles Chugger 

Adair <adai@vt.edu~,Eddie Radwansld <~eradwma@clemson.edu~.Greg Miller <~gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu>,Jonathan Morgan ~mol 119@umd.edu~,Mark 

Kfikorian <mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu~,Maw-Frances Monroe <m.mornoe@miami.edu>,Phil Wheddon <pswheddo@syr.edu~,Randy Waldrum 
<Randy.Waldrum.l@nd.edu>,Robbie Church <robbie.church@duke.edu>,Steve Swan~n <sswm~m@virginia.edu;’,Tim Sm~toro <tl;m~to@ncsu.edu>,Tony da 

L~ <dal~@wfu.edu> 
CC: "Pierce, Kris" <kpierce@theacc.o~>,"Moore, Donald" <dmoore@theacc.org>,"Yakola, Amy" <ayaJ~ol@theacc.org> 

Please find the updated 20:13 ACC Women’s Soccer Championship bracket through today’s quarterfinal matches attached. 
Let me know if you need anything else. 
Amy 
AMY UFNOWSKI 
Associate Director, Communications 

©: 336.369.1003 IC: 
"_aufr owsk (o~theacc org 

i.~.i ACC 20" 3- 4 ESignat~re July1 (2) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday,                 7:57 PM 

Daniel Brad[brd, M.D. <daniel.bradtbrd@duke.edu> 

Re: Way to go, Heels! 

"Daniel Bradford, M.D." <dal~el.bradli)rd@duke edu> wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, 

Congrats on the win over BC. They a~ways give y’all a tough game. They seem to always play honorably without all the chippy play and jersey pulling you face sometimes 
against other teams. Looked like there were no injuries, so that’s good. Maybe there’s an NCAA loophole to get          another 4 years. We miss seeing    play, but 

health comes first! Looking forward to the weekend. 

Allthe best, 

Dan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 8:16 PM 

Swanson, Stephen (sNub) <sNub@eservices.virginia.edu> 

Re: Dates 

6-1 !!! I pity anyone in your bracket’. Yes, I just received a kind text from Tom telling me he understood. I also appreciated your opinion and council. See you soon, 
my friend. All the best’. 

"Swanson, Stephen (sNub)" ~<sNub@eservices.virginia.edu> wrote: 

Anson: 

Congrats on the win today and thanks for sharing your e-mail to Tom. I spoke to him last night m~d do feel he understands ~d appreciates our situation. Like you said 

he would. Will look tbrward to seeing you on Friday but thin,ks again for taking the time to offer ~ne your thoughts on this matter. 

All the best, 

Sw 

On at 4:15 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anmn@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

We won today 1--0 over BC Who scored ? Yes, 

tf %~u don’t mind { wouM ~ke [:o keep her. ~ don’t tMnkwe can win without her 

appredate your’ wi~fingness ~o invest ~n her at every opportunity, but she b one month away from her ~ast college game and very soon you wi~f have 

her fuji time without any ~nterference from 

She ~s certain~y committed to you and the US Team (her lifetime dream obviously). P~ease forg~ve me ~f ~ keep her for her last run of collegiate games 

w~th me and a full [:earn [:hat re~ies on her 

All ~:he besd~ 

F~m= Tom and Alison Sermanni 
Sent= Thursday, 9:2~ PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= RE: Da~s 

Hi Anson 

Thanks for getting back to me, I did realise that releasing could be disruptive to the ACC Tournament and had our game 

been against a lesser opponent I wouldn’t ask to have them released, 

Just thought as                    are getting close to being starters in the team that playing against Brazil would be a greatly beneficial 

experience for them. They haven’t had the chance to play against this level of quality opponent, 

However I do understand your situation and importance to UNC and I’m completely comfortable with whatever decision you make. 

Look forward to hearing from you, 

Thanks 

Tom 

From: ~_!_n_s__o_. _n_ (~__e_g!.a__[j_: ’.q ,n__c_:_e_d__ q_ 

To: ~hotmail,com 

CC: ~msn.corrg ducar@unc.edq; 

Subject: RE: Dates 

Date: Thu, 18:45:48 +0000 

@aol.con!; @gmaii.com; pacman@unc.edu 

Hom:_~stly, t am a bit nervous, These games [or us not only effect: the "ACC Championship" {utfl~ke t:he EPI. the ACC (:hampk~n ~s the tournament 

champion, not the regular season champ~on)~ bu[: [:hey w~H also be vil:a~ for our NCAA seeding R~ght now we are     ~n the nationa~ £Pf out: o~ t:he 

320 DMsion I teams (the top four usually get a #1 NCAA seed}. ~fl of our upcomb~g ACC TournamenL games w~l~ impact our NCAA seed and a loss 

could put us in some "group of death" NCAA bracket on an away fie~d. 

Now, ~f we lose ~n the first round of the ACC Tournament, we would be exalted for you to have     for Brazil (and trust me that could easily happen 

g~ven the caliber of our cornpe~i~:~on); but dgh~ now ~ am just a Mt concerned about: going off the raHs as a team wRhout her (beck, she is rny ~eading 

goa~ scorer from attaddng cen~er haff~ ]). Can you ~ve me a coupk~ of rnore days to deride if season suidde is ~r~ our best interest? 

Se~t= Wednesday,               $2:00 PN 

Te= Steve Swanson; Dorrance, Albe~ A [V; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
¢¢= Tim Ryder (US SocceO 
Subject: Dates 

Hi Anson/Steve 

I read the dates of the ACC final wronglyso I now realisethe final is on 

Despite this I’d still like to ask of                  would be able to play in the Brazil game. 



Sorry about my inability to read a calendar properly 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 11:01 PM 

@gmail.com>; Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edw~; bill paJladino 

@gmail.com>; Stander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: Congmts! 

@aol.com>: Ja~n Sisneros 

Thanks                is amazing but there is another one that is also playing out of her mind: your daughter      What grit and compelitive fire (and 

extraordinary improvement in the past year). And I know      is made of similar stuff..., can’t wait to ,see where her game goes. 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

Nice mn today, Anson! So so happy to see us get to Friday night, mid hopefully Sunday in this ridiculously competitive conference tournament, goal was 

freakish.., she is like the mother on The Invisibles, remember her? Her limbs and body just stretched m~djumped to achieve whatever she wanted to do. - we 

are watching inagic talent right there. 

Here all week, looking forwaxd to ne~ weekend! Nice to see 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 11:03 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: Congrats! 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

Nice win today, Anson! So so happy to see us get to Friday night, aJ~d hopefully Sunday in this ridiculously competitive conference tournament, goal was 

freaJ~ish.., she is like the mother on The Invisibles, remember her? tter limbs m~d body jus+t stretched and jumped to achieve whatever she wanted to do. - we 

are watching inagic talent right there. 

Here all week, looking forwmd to ne:~ weekend! Nice to see 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 11:05 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~; Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino ~ @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 
~gmaJd.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@~mc.edw~; @msn.com> 

Re: Stats vs BC 

@live.unc.edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 4, 2013 9:55 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga]lo@unc.e&~> 

1~:;: Advm~ce! 

Yes, this is a very mffair game. 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 4:55 AM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; @msn.com’; Ducar, Chris; ~aol.com’; ’Jason Sisneros @gmail.com)’; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Advance! 
Importance: High 
A solid win for us yesterday over B.C. ~-the ga~ne of soccer continues to ~rnaze me ~-we can dominate play and still the ga~ne hangs in the balance. 

Have a great week of practice and get some rest ~- looking forwaJ~d to Friday evening at Wake Med PaJ’k! 

Be well, and GO HEELS ,-, proud of yo!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 10:47 AM 

Ja~)n Sisneros @gmaJl.com) 

FW: WSOC Quarterfinals - Dragonl?ly 

Have we done this? 

From: Moore, Donald [mailto:dmoore@theacc.org] 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 9:56 AM 

To-" ccampanozzi@fsu.edu;         @gmail.com; jef7r@virginia.edu; drewk@vt.edu 
I::¢; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu); Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu) 

Subject; WSOC Quarterfinals - DragonFly 

DragonFly Contacts, 

Please post your respective quarterfinal game to DragonFly. 

Thanks. 

DONALD MOORE, JR. 
Director of Championships 

O: 336.369.4655 ] C: 
dmoore(d~theacc.orfl 
the~OO corn ¯ ~d)theACC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:33 AM 

~gmail.com> 

ILE: Cougrats! 

She was not ot:fsides, we looked at the tape .... 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 10:37 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Congrats! 

Also, psyched to see having the season of her life! Too bad he~ goal was called offyes~terday, she is putting those long legs to good use! 

On . at 11:02 PM, "Do~rance, Albert A IV" <g!:_Ls.~_?p_~e_.n_!a_j_l__._u_!!c___e_.d_ t_.> wrote 

(a;gmail.com> wrote: 

Nice win today, Ansou! So so happy to see us get to Friday night, a~ad hopefiflly Sunday in this ridiculously compelitive conference toummnent. 

fregdsh.., she is like the mother on The Invisibles, remember her’? Her limbs and bod~v jus~t stretched and jumped to achieve whatever she wauted to do. 

are watching magic talent right there. 

Here all week, looking forward to next weekend! Nice to see          .                                                               _ 

goal was 

- we 



From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

Sent: 11/4/2013 4:34:35 PM 

To: 9msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) 

@gmail.com]; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: ACC Women’s Soccer Conference Call and Reminders 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Importance: High 

All are welcome to join me .... 

From-" Pierce, Kris [mailto: kpierce@theacc.org] 

Sent== Monday, November 04, 2013 10:42 AM 

To== Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles 

Adair (adair@vt.edu) 

Cc; Moore, Donald; Fraser, Alex; David Mills ~         @me.corn); Keith 3enkins; david.crotts@townofcary.org; 

’linda.smith@townofcary.org’; william.davis@townofcary.org; Matt Conway (BC) (conwayml@bc.edu); Kirk Bruce 

(kbruce@athletics.pitt.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu); Scott Dupree (sdupree@raleighsports.org); 

Ufnowski, Amy; Paul Tamberino          @aol.com); 3ane Miller 0m2y@virginia.edu); Bonasorte, Monk; Gallo, 3r., 

Larry A.; Sharon McCloskey (smcclosk@vt.edu); skirkland@virginia.edu; Leturmy, 3ason; Lohse, Dave Clark; 

jkrech@vLedu; Yakola, Amy 

Subject== ACC Women’s Soccer Conference Call and Reminders 

:Importance; High 

Congratulations on advancing to the ACC Women’s Soccer Championship Semifinals! We are excited to host each of you 

in Cary this weekend. As you prepare for this weekend’s matches, please note the following reminders: 

Pre-Championship Conference Call 

We will convene via conference call tomorrow (Tuesday, November 5) at 9 a.m. for the Pre-Championship Conference 

Call to review logistics for the weekend. It is mandatory for each head coach to participate on this call. We will also 

have representatives from the Host Community Partners as well as the ACC Staff on the call. Conference call 

information is listed below as well as on the attached agenda. 

Tuesday, November S- 9 a.m. 

Call-In Number: 1.866.244.8528 

Passcode: 

2. Forms 
Please submit your coaches’ locator form by Wednesday, and your complimentary admissions list by Thursday. Copies 

of those forms are attached to this email. 



3. Practice 

If you wish to schedule practice time, please contact Keith Jenkins at ke!th.jenkins@townofcary.or~;. Per Cary’s policy, 

we are unable to have walk-thrus or practices on the game field, but will schedule you time on field 3. 

Community Connections 

We will once again sponsor an outreach event for participating teams at the local elementary school, Kingswood 

Elementary. Please be prepared on tomorrow’s conference call to let us know if you plan to participate and how many 

you plan to bring so we can ensure that appropriate transportation is planned. 

Thank you! 

Kris 

Senior Associate Commissioner, Championships & SWA 

O: 336.369,4652 I C: 

kpierce~theacc,org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE 1V (ANSON)> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 11:36 AM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Sent on behalf of Donald Moore, Jr. - 2013 ACC Womeu’s Soccer Quarterfinals Round Post-Championship Student-Athletes 

EvaJualion 

Can you send this to the team? 

From: Barrett, ,1ennie [mailto:jbarrett@theacc.org] 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 Ii:10 AM 
To; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu); Jonathan Morgan (jmo1119@umd.edu); Randy Waldrum 
(Randy.Waldrum.l@nd.edu); Robbie Church (robNe.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Miller, Beth; 
-1aclyn ",1acki" Silar (jsilar@duaa.duke.edu); Jane Miller (jm2y@virginia.edu); ,1ody Mooradian (mooradjo@bc.edu); Lori Ebihara (lebihara@umd.edu); Missy Conboy 
(conboy.l@nd.edu); Sharon IVlcCloskey (smcclosk@vt.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu); Nathan Alan Pine; mbonasorte@admin.fsu.edu; Christopher B. Kennedy 
(ckennedy@duaa.duke.edu); Gallo, ,1r., Larry A.; peterste@bc.edu; mharrity@nd.edu 
Cc; Pierce, Kris; Moore, Donald 
Subject: Sent on behalf of Donald Moore, ,1r. - 2013 ACC Women’s Soccer Quarterfinals Round Post-Championship Student-Athletes Evaluation 
Importance: High 

MEMORANDUM 
TO: Head Women’s Soccer Coaches 

Senior Woman Administrators 

Sport Supervisors for Women’s Soccer 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Donald Moore, Jr., Director of Championships 

November 4, 2013 

RE: 2013 ACC Women’s Soccer Quarterfinals Round Post-Championship Student-Athletes Evaluation 

Please forward the following post-championship evaluation link to your student-athletes that participated in the 2013 Atlantic Coast Conference Women’s Soccer 

Quarterfinal Round. 

htt ps:!!www.su rveymonkey.comis!S8 KCLYV 

This link will be active until December 15, 2013. 

This feedback is important as we strive to continually make ACC Championships an outstanding experience for our student-athletes. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

DONALD MOORE~ JR. 
Director of Championships 

©: 336369.4655 ] C 
d moore(~.theacc.o r.q 
theACC cem ¯ (cS,,theAO0 

)~i ACC 2’,’)13-14 ESi,,,~r;ature 3ulyl {2) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 11:41 AM 

@gmail.com> 

I~E: Congrats! 

yes 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, :1.1:39 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Congrats! 

I know I saw the tape too.., too bad the AR called it off] 

Do you feel soccer re£s shotfld have the benefit of instant replay? 

On at 11 :_ 2 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV" <-anmn~ernaJl.anc.edu> wrote: 

She was not off:sides, we looked at the tape 

From: ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 10:37 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Congrats! 

Also, psyched to see having the season of her life! Too bad her goal was called off’yesterday, she is putting those long legs to good use~ 

On at 11:02 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" < anson(a;!email .onc.edu > wrote: 

~graail.com> wrote: 

Nice mn today, Anson! So so happy to see us get to Friday night, and hopefully Sunday in this ridiculously competitive co~ffemnce tournament, goal was 
freakish.., she is like the mother on The Invisibles, remember her? Her limbs and body just stretched and jumped to achieve whatever she wanted to do. - we 
am watching magic talent right them. 
Hem all week, looking forwaacd to ne~ weekend! Nice to see 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 4, 2013 11:51 AM 

.la~n Sisneros ~ ~gmaJl.com> 

ILE: FW: WSOC QuaxterfinaJs - DragonFly 

Thanks 

From-" Jason Sisneros @gmail.com] 
Sent; Monday, November 04, 2023 22:48 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Re: FVV: WSOC Quarterfinals - DragonFly 

Yes. Did it last night. 

Universi~ of North Carolhm \Vomen’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Mon, Nov 4, 2013 at 10:47 AM, Dorrance, Albe~l A I V <~_r!~9__n_~2__e__r_~_~_~_i_!_.__kLn__c_2_e___d__~!> wrote: 

Jasor~, 

Have we do~e 

From-" Moore, Donald [mailto:dmooreCc~theacc.orq] 
Sent; Monday, November 04, 2023 9:56 AM 
To; ccampanozzi@fsu.e~         ~gmaiLcom; jef7r@virqinia.edu; drewk@vt.edu 
1::¢-" Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles Adair (adairCc~vt.edu); Mark Krikorian (mkrikorianCc~admin.fsu.edu); Steve Swanson (sswansonCc~virginia.edu) 
Subject: WSOC Quarterfinals - DragonFly 
DragonHy Contacts, 

Please post your respective quarte~£naJ ga~e to DragonFly. 
Thanks. 
DONALD MOOR~, JR, 
Director of Championships 

dmoore@theacc.orR 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 1:51 PM 

Tom a~d Alison Sermanni ~ @hotmaJl.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~z)aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

@gmaJl.com 

RE: Dates 

Thank you, my friend!! 

From: Tom and Alison Sermanni ~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 12:21 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

@msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Bill Palladino; Jason Sisneros         @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: Dates 

Now that she’s scoring with the head I assume she’ll be up for a hat-trick in the semis- Lffoot. rt foot anf head! 

Good luck Friday. 

From: anson@email,unc,edu 

To: @hotmail.com 

CC: @ msn.com~ ducar@unc.edu_; 

Subject: RE: Dates 

Date: Sun, 21:15:22 +0000 

@aol.corrt; @gmail.com; pacman@unc.edu 

We won today :[-0 over BC. Who scored? Yes, 

If you don’t mind I would like to keep her. I don’t think we can win without her. i know Brazil would be an excellent experience for her and i appreciate your 

willingness to inw:,st in her at every opportunRy, but she is one month away from her h~st coIlege g~me ~md very soon you ~,¢~1 have her fuII tkne without: any 

h~ter[ere[~ce fro[T~ 

She is certainly comm~ed to you and the US Team (her lifetime dream obviously). Please [:orgive me if ~ keep her for her last run of collegiate games with rne and 

a [:uH team that relies on her. 

A~I the bestH 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 1:55 PM 

@live.~mc.edu> 

Ducm, Chris (duca@unc.edu); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Prega~me 

Thank you     Actually, I did see y ou there I know this is hard. Please lmow I value you and appreciate how difficult this would be for every competitor. I have no ~ssue with the time you 
took to compose yourself. I kno~v this ~vill not change yore- ambition to be the best. It will also not change our ambition to try to help you get there. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 12:27 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dun-ance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Pregame 

Hey Ans, 

Turn mentiuned tu me that yuu were wundering when I came in for pregarne I needed a minute tu cumpose myself outside and was abuut 5 minutes late I heard everything that you usually 
say except for the starting lineup I sit right in frunt. 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 10:59 AM 

Graham.Hays@espn.com 

@rnsn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~)aol.corn; Jason Sisneros (         ~gmail.corn); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FNV: Paul Gardner: Excusing the inexcusable: ’don’t gues~ don’t allow the go~J’ 

ra h~!rfl, 

lot of stuff to work with right now .,_ "ref in the TV truck" ..,~ time to solve the world’s soccer problems!H 

Frem: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, November 05, 2013 12:47 AN 

To= Dorrance, AlbeR A ~ 
Subject= Paul Gardner: ~cusing ~e inexcusable: ’don’t guess, don’t allow ~e goal’ 

...... 

removed by 

sender. 

~m.~ 
rem~ed by 

sender. 

tuesday, Nov 5, 2013 
[~i Image Image 

removed by 

sender. 

tweet This ~hare Thi~ 

Excusing the inexcusable: ’don’t guess, don’t allow 
the goal’ 
By Paul Gardner 

To his credit, PRO’s Paul Rejer has not refused to deal with referee mistakes in his "Play of the Week" 

feature on PRO’s website. They make up a minority of his cases - for the simple reason that referees, by 

and large, get things right. 

removed by 

sender 

Rejer has not sought to make excuses for refereeing errors. Not until now, when he confronts a colossal 

gaffe in the Seattle Sounders x L.A.Galaxy game - the disallowing of a headed goal by the Galaxy’s Omar Gonzalez. This 

time he is intent on making excuses for AR Greg Barkey. Excuses which simply do not add up. 

First there is the general argument that the ref has a difficult task and that he has to react to a situation instantly, without 

benefit of slo-mo replays etc. Agreed. That is a good argument - when the play is not clear, when it needs repeated runs of 

the replay to see what really happened. 

But can that argument be credibly advanced in the case of the Gonzalez goal? An incident in which the ball was at least two 

feet over the goal line and was then kicked out by a player (Seattle’s Osvaldo Alonso) standing even further inside the goal 

net. 

Rejer - correctly, I think - defends Barkey’s positioning, and admits that it was not ideal: "From the angle he [Barkey] is at, 

he has the post in his line of vision to the ball and it would have been difficult to see ’daylight’ between the post and the ball." 

Which is where, for me, the problems begin. This business of "seeing daylight" is totally unpractical. I think Rejer knows this - 

else why did he put the phrase in inverted commas? 

How much daylight? Technically, it need only be unmeasurably small - certainly too slight for the human brain to register it. 

So Barkey - and the whole AR tribe = are being asked to do something that is impossible. It is physically out of the question 

for them to make that judgment - they would need wondrously exceptional visual acuity. 

That is the main reason why we now have GDS (Goal Decision System), which presumably can make the call accurately, 

though Fm not at all sure how we know that. 

But the problem with Barkey’s non-call gets a lot worse as Rejer continues, as he spells out what is standard referee 

reasoning: ’Vqe advise ARs never to guess in these goal line situations. They can only act on what they see. We say, if you 

have seen the whole of the ball over the goal line then signal the goal. If you haven’t, don’t guess something that may not have 

happened." 

Reasoning that is faulty - to say the least - from start to finish. Because the AR is guessing either way -- whether he allows 



or disallows the goal. He did not see the scientific minutiae of the play - that is not his fault, how could he? But he is then told 

by his mentors to, in effect, guess that the ball did not enter the net. Rejer’s "don’t guess something that may not have 

happened" is meant to avoid the AR awarding a goal that didn’t happen. But it is just as likely, as here, to result in a decision 

not to award a goal that did happen - where the referee or AR is equally guessing "something that may not have happened" - 

i.e. he is guessing that the ball, all of it, did notenterthe goal. 

If I assume that everything Rejer says about the difficulty of Barkey’s sight lines is correct (I have major doubts about that), 

that means that Barkey must have been guessing where the ball was. In this case, he made an terrible guess. (The alternative 

is that Barkey could see the position of the ball, and therefore made an even worse error). 

I’ll go with the lesser error. Barkey did not get a clear view. What he did next was hardly his own fault. He was following 

instructions: Don’t guess, don’t allow the goal. 

If the AR didn’t see the play clearly, any decision he makes is going to be a guess - so the advice "not to guess" is 

worthless. 

Any argument that Barkey, by not doing anything, did not make a decision is a non-starter. Opting not to do anything is a 

decision. 

PRO - and refereeing in general - would do well to face up to the fact that there is quite a lot of guesswork involved in 

refereeing~ But it is intelligent, informed, guesswork. The experienced referee or AIR, working with that experience and his 

instincts will be right far more often than he is wrong on such calls. 

When referees and ARs do screw up - as here - I suggest that the majority of wrong calls come because the referee’s 

guesswork is, quite unreasonably, supporting the defensive side of the game. A very good example can be seen in the case of 

diving calls - the majority of which are flat out wrong, or questionable. Guesswork is at work big time in these calls - but the 

guess usually goes against the attacking player. 

Why? The phrase "benefit of the doubt" crops up often in referee discussions. It refers to those situations where the referee 

has to make a decision on less than perfect evidence - where he has to guess. And in most - nearly all - cases that benefit 

is awarded to the defense. 

There is absolutely no logical reason for this bias. I do not see how it can be justified by reference to the rule book, which has 

nothing to say on the matter, dealing as it does only with certitudes. 

The Gonzalez case then did not show refereeing at its best. Firstly - whatever excuses can be made for AR Barkey cannot 

wipe out the enormity of his error. But secondly - the advice he is given about "not guessing," which Rejer repeats with almost 

religious respect, is impractical. That is clearly not Barkey’s fault. 

The biggest error here lies with the ingrained referee bias in favor of defensive play. Let us turn that bias around and suppose 

that referees are to be told, tomorrow, that in future the benefit of doubt must always go to the attacking team. 

What do referees imagine would happen? What are they afraid of? Are we asked to believe that would be the end of soccer? 

Quite the contrary - it would likely invigorate a game where defensive play is far too dominant. It would also mean that honest 

men like Paul Rejer would not find themselves trapped into excusing the inexcusable. 

Post your response to the public SoccerTalk biog. 

See what others are sayin.q on the SoccerTalk bloq. 

Tuesday, Nov. 5, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters(~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 5:14 PM 

Dan Davies ~<tdavies@naceos.com> 

@msn.com; ducar(a)uncaa.unc.edu; ~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: An oppo~nity for you and the soccer program 

Thank you[ And thank you for putting us two old goals on your cover. 

Let Paula know if I arn available I would love to speak for her, 

From-" Dan Davies [mailto:ddavies@naceos.com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, November 05, 2013 11:01 AM 

To= Dorrance, AlbeR A ~ 
~bject= An oppoRuni~ for you and the soccer program 

An~ 

Paula Foqand, the Triangle senior executive for PNC Bank, was in the audience when you spoke to the NACEO group last spring. She was so impressed by your talk 

that she has asked me to reach out to you to see if you are available to speak at a PNC event in Janua~ 28 or 29. Representing you well, I told her flaere would be an 

appropriate speaker fee involved since she has no mag~ine cover available. See agrees! 

Paula is a great gal and has made a ve~ positive impact on the Triangle business communi~ since PNC bought out RBC two years ago. If you can swing it, I think it 

would be good for you and your program to have a relationship wifl~ her. Let me know if you a~:e available and what you fee is as soon as you can. 

I know the ACC and NCAA tournan~ents a~re upon you so just a short note is fine. 

Keep on running. 

Dan 

Dan, 

PNC is hosting a Business Topics Forum at the Umstead Hotel on January 28 or 29. We will firm up the date within the next week. It will consist of 4 sessions covering: 
Impact of the Affordable Care Act on your business, 401K and Fiduciary Responsibility, Developing a Foreign Currency Risk Program, and Optimizing your Payments 

Program. We expect about 75 of our corporate clients to attend. Participants will receive continuing education credits for the sessions. 

We would like to end the program with an engaging and informative luncheon speaker. Would you be willing to reach out to Anson Dorrance or to put me in touch with him to 

see if he might be available to speak at our event? 

Paula K. Fryland 
Regional President - Eastern Carolinas 

PNC Bank 

301 Fayetteville Street, Suite 2100 

Raleigh, NC 27601 

919 835 0135 (office) 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 5:46 PM 

Sapp, Andrew <masapp@nnc.edu> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros, @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Devon Brouse Video 

Arldrew, 

This is awesorne[[ What a great job Vou did with this ~,.. I hope this touched Devon. 

From: Sapp, Andrew 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2013:11:26 AM 
To: Sapp, Andrew 
Subject: Devon Brouse Video 

Thanks so much for being a part of our Devon Brouse Order of Merit video. He and his family were very touched by it. It was a great event at the Executive Cup on 

Saturday. 

Here is the you tube link for you to see the finished product. 

Thanks again, it meant a lot to Coach. 

Andrew 

Andrew Sapp 

Head Men’s Golf Coach 

University of North Carolina 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

masa~p@unc.edu 

office: 919 962 0753 

cell 

fax: 919 843 4062 

www.c]ol’leels.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 5:54 PM 

@aol.com 

EW: 2014 Summer Cmnp Meeting: Thursday, November, 13 10:00 A.M. 

From: Field, Jad 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2013 2:21 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Jenkins, Karen E; Markos, Lance M; Boyd, Stephen L; Haney, Sarah K; Miller, Ron C.; Hinton, Reggie; Rucinski, Terri Jo; Hays, Sally D; Rhody, Susan M; 
Bradley, Richard A; Myers, Scott Charles; LeTendre, Zoey; Potter, Joshua Ryan; Eckmeder, Bruce Johnson; Goa, Bill C; Calder, Andrew G; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Kalbas, Brian 
J;       @aol.com ; Palladino, George W; Breschi, Joe; Mock, Conrad D Jr; McGrath, Colin B; Somoano, Carlos M; Galvin, Derek P; Papa, Donna J; Morelli, David Dominic; 
Parker, Andrew F; Stefanski, Eric Edward; Gatz, Gregory;,     ~aol.com; Mann, Jan M.; Langley, Raymond Joshua; Sagula, Joseph A; Shelton, Karen C; Law, Greg A; 

@aol.com; Sapp, Andrew; Headers, Harlis James; Fox, Mike; Hudson, Nicole; DeSelm, Rich L; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Paul, Sampson L; Levy, Jennifer S 
�::¢: Bitting, Angelyn S; Grimsley, Richie; Bunting, Mike; Hiller, Beth; Hilton, Nathan Scott; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Scroggs, William E; Warner, Stacey Harris 
Subject: RE: 2014 Summer Camp Meeting: Thursday, November, 13 10:00 A.M. 

I apologize for the confession --- the meeting is Thursday, the :L~,th at I0 a.m. on the 3rd floor of the Loudercnilk Center. 

Th a n k You 

Jaci 

From: Field, Jaci 
Sent: Tuesday, November 0S, 2013 2:10 PM 

To: Pogge, Paul; Cheek, Karen (Public Safeb/) (ienkinsc@psafeb/.unc.edu); Markos, Lance M; Boyd, Stephen L; Haney, Sarah K; Miller, Ron C.; Hinton, Reggie 
(hinton@email.unc.edu); Rucinski, Terri Jo; Maya, Sally D; Rhody, Susan M; Bradley, Richard A; Myers, Scott Charles; LeTendre, Zoey; Potter, Joshua Ryan; Eckmeder, Bruce 

Johnson; Goa, Bill C; ’acalder@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’anson@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu’;       @aN.corn ’; ’bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu’; 

’breschi@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’cd@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’derekg@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’djp@uncaa.unc.edu’; 
’dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’drewp@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’ggg@uncaa.unc.edu’; @aN.corn’; ’janmann@uncaa.unc.edu’; 

’jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’kcs@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu’; ~aol.com’; ’masapp@uncaa.unc.edu’; 

’meaders@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’mfox@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’spaul@uncaa.unc.edu’; 

’uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu’ 
Ce: Angie Bitting (abittinqCc~uncaa.unc.edu); ’Richie Grimsley’; Bunting, Mike; Miller, Beth; Hilton, Nathan Scott; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Scroggs, William E; Stacey Harris 

(_s_b__a_r_rLs_~__u___n__c___a__a__.__u___n__c__&d__u_.) 
Subject: 2014 Summer Camp Meeting: Thursday, November, 13 10:00 A.M. 

I am pleased to announce the start of the 2014 Summer Camp season with our meeting. It is scheduled for Thursday, November ;13th at 10:00 A.M. on the 3rd floor 

of the Loudermilk Center. We will use this time to review processes and procedures new and old. We will also take time at the end to work toward a resolution 

regarding the schedule conflicts. Please be sure to attend as there is new information. 

Attached is the request schedule that includes all submitted schedules to this point. Please review this schedule prior to the meeting. Please submit an,/changes 

to me 

If ,/ou would like to be included on the agenda, please confirm with me directl,/. 

Jaci Field 

UNC Athletic Facilities Plaxming & Management 

Eddie Smith Field House 

C, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 10:03 AM 

ttays, GraJ~am <Gmham.Itays@espn.com> 

I~F2: Paul Gardner: Excusing the inexcusable: ’don’t guess, do,it ~Jlow the goaJ’ 

Very good[!! 

From: Hays, Graham [mailto:Graham.Hays@espn.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 20:13 :t2:57 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Paul Gardner: Excusing the inexcusable: ’don’t guess, don’t allow the goal’ 
Absolutely, this is still very much on my agenda. Trying to track down referees who will talk on the record. Looking at the tournament as a time when it could get the most 
exposure. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 20:t3:10:59 AM 
To: Hays, Graham 

Co’.        @msn.com; Ducar, Chris;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros,         .~clmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: FW: Paul Gardner: Excusing the inexcusable: ’don’t guess, don’t allow the goal’ 

A lot of stLfff to work wit:h right now ... "re[ ~n the TV t:rL~c:k" ... t:~me to soh/e the world’5; soccer problems~} ~ 

F~m: Soccer Amedca [mailto: news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2013 12:47 AN 

To: Dorrance, A[be~ A N 
Subject: Paul Gardner: Excusing the inexcusable: ’don’t guess, don’t allow the goal’ 

Image 

sender, 

Fuesday, Nov. 5, 2013 tweet This Share Thi 

Excusing the inexcusable: ’don’t guess, don’t allow 
the goal’ 
By Paul Gardner 

To his credit, PRO’s Paul Rejer has not refused to deal with referee mistakes in his "Play of the Week" feature on PRO’s 

website. They make up a minority of his cases - for the simple reason that referees, by and large, get things right. 

Rejer has not sought to make excuses for refereeing errors. Not until now, when he confronts a colossal gaffe in the Seattle 

Sounders x hA.Galaxy game - the disallowing of a headed goal by the Galaxy’s Omar Gonzalez. This time he is intent on 

making excuses for AR Greg Barkey. Excuses which simply do not add up. 

First there is the general argument that the ref has a difficult task and that he has to react to a situation instantly, without 

benefit of slo-mo replays etc. Agreed. That is a good argument - when the play is not clear, when it needs repeated runs of 

the replay to see what really happened. 

But can that argument be credibly advanced in the case of the Gonzalez goal? An incident in which the ball was at least two 

feet over the goal line and was then kicked out by a player (Seattle’s Osvaldo Alonso) standing even further inside the goal 

net. 

Rejer - correctly, I think - defends Barkey’s positioning, and admits that it was not ideal: "From the angle he [Barkey] is at, 

he has the post in his line of vision to the ball and it would have been difficult to see ’daylight’ between the post and the ball." 

Which is where, for me, the problems begin. This business of "seeing daylight" is totally unpractical. I think Rejer knows this - 

else why did he put the phrase in inverted commas? 

How much daylight? Technically, it need only be unmeasurably small - certainly too slight for the human brain to register it. 

So Barkey - and the whole AR tribe - are being asked to do something that is impossible. It is physically out of the question 

for them to make that judgment - they would need wondrously exceptional visual acuity. 

That is the main reason why we now have GDS (Goal Decision System), which presumably can make the call accurately, 

though rm not at all sure how we know that. 

But the problem with Barkey’s non-call gets a lot worse as Rejer continues, as he spells out what is standard referee 

reasoning: ’~Ve advise ARs never to guess in these goal line situations. They can only act on what they see. We say, if you 

have seen the whole of the ball over the goal line then signal the goal. If you haven’t, don’t guess something that may not have 

happened." 



Reasoning that is faulty - to say the least - from start to finish. Because the AR is guessing either way -- whether he allows 

or disallows the goal. He did not see the scientific minutiae of the play - that is not his fault, how could he? But he is then told 

by his mentors to, in effect, guess that the ball did not enter the net. Rejer’s "don’t guess something that may not have 

happened" is meant to avoid the AR awarding a goal that didn’t happen. But it is just as likely, as here, to result in a decision 

not to award a goal that did happen - where the referee or AR is equally guessing "something that may not have happened" - 

i.e. he is guessing that the ball, all of it, did notenterthe goal. 

If I assume that everything Rejer says about the difficulty of Barkey’s sight lines is correct (I have major doubts about that), 

that means that Barkey must have been guessing where the ball was. In this case, he made an terrible guess. (The alternative 

is that Barkey could see the position of the ball, and therefore made an even worse error). 

I’ll go with the lesser error. Barkey did not get a clear view. What he did next was hardly his own fault. He was following 

instructions: Don’t guess, don’t allow the goal. 

If the AR didn’t see the play clearly, any decision he makes is going to be a guess - so the advice "not to guess" is 

worthless. 

Any argument that Barkey, by not doing anything, did not make a decision is a non-starter. Opting not to do anything is a 

decision. 

PRO - and refereeing in general - would do well to face up to the fact that there is quite a lot of guesswork involved in 

refereeing. But it is intelligent, informed, guesswork. The experienced referee or AR, working with that experience and his 

instincts will be right far more often than he is wrong on such calls. 

When referees and ARs do screw up - as here - I suggest that the majority of wrong calls come because the referee’s 

guesswork is, quite unreasonably, supporting the defensive side of the game. A very good example can be seen in the case of 

diving calls - the majority of which are flat out wrong, or questionable. Guesswork is at work big time in these calls - but the 

guess usually goes against the attacking player. 

Why? The phrase "benefit of the doubt" crops up often in referee discussions. It refers to those situations where the referee 

has to make a decision on less than perfect evidence - where he has to guess. And in most - nearly all - cases that benefit 

is awarded to the defense. 

There is absolutely no logical reason for this bias. I do not see how it can be justified by reference to the rule book, which has 

nothing to say on the matter, dealing as it does only with certitudes. 

The Gonzalez case then did not show refereeing at its best. Firstly - whatever excuses can be made for AR Barkey cannot 

wipe out the enormity of his error. But secondly - the advice he is given about "not guessing," which Rejer repeats with almost 

religious respect, is impractical. That is clearly not Barkey’s fault. 

The biggest error here lies with the ingrained referee bias in favor of defensive play. Let us turn that bias around and suppose 

that referees are to be told, tomorrow, that in future the benefit of doubt must always go to the attacking team. 

What do referees imagine would happen? What are they afraid of? Are we asked to believe that would be the end of soccer? 

Quite the contrary - it would likely invigorate a game where defensive play is far too dominant. It would also mean that honest 

men like Paul Rejer would not find themselves trapped into excusing the inexcusable. 

Post your response to the public SoccerTalk biog. 

See what others are saying on the SoccerTalk blog. 
Tuesday, Nov 5, 2013 

FI~EDI~I4:: Send comments to letters~,,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson~uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 10:07 AM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

@duke.edu) 

I~W: DeaJer car submission deadline is today 

What do we need to do? 

From: York, Aaron 
Sent; Wednesday, November 06, 20:~3 8:50 AM 

To-" York, Aaron 
Co-" Ballen, Mar~ina K; Dalgleish, _loyce L 
$~bject-" Dealer car submission deadline is today 

Dealer car users, 

The dealer car deadline is today, Wednesday, November 6th. For those of you who have already returned your forms, thank you for your prompt response. If you have not 

submitted your dealer car forms to the Athletic Business Office yet, please respond no later than Thursday morning, to allow us time to process the forms and get them 

submitted to Payroll by the end of the week. We need all forms in ASAP or else we will be forced to report 100% personal mileage use for anyone who hasn’t 

returned theirs by our payroll deadline (this Thursday, the 7th). I realize some of you may still be waiting to hear back from your dealers regarding fair market value 

figures, but please contact me if that is the case, we can work something out for you if you have everything ready to be turned in other than the fair market value of your 

vehicle, If you have any other questions or concerns, please don’t hesitate to call or email me. Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter. 

Aaron York 

Athletic Business Office 

962 5196 

ayork@uncaa,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 10:25 AM 

Street~, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

~duke.edu) 

RE: De~]er car submission deadline is today 

How do I get you a raise? 

From: Street-t, Shelly 
Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2013 i0:19 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Dealer car submission deadline is today 
Did it. You are set. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2013 I0:06 AN 
To: Street’t, Shelly 

Cc:                      ~duke,edu) 
Subject: FW: Dealer car submission deadline is today 

What do we need to do? 

From: York, Aaron 
Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2013 8:50 AM 

To: York, Aaron 
I:::c: Ballen, Martina K; Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Subject: Dealer car submission deadline is today 

Dealer car users, 
The dealer car deadline is today, Wednesday, November 6th. For those of you who have already returned your forms, thank you for your prompt response. If you have not 

submitted your dealer car forms to the Athletic Business Office yet, please respond no later than Thursday morning, to allow us time to process the forms and get them 

submitted to Payroll by the end of the week. We need all forms in ASAP or else we will be forced to report 100% personal mileage use for anyone who hasn’t 
returned theirs by our payroll deadline (this Thursday, the 7th). I realize some of you may still be waiting to hear back from your dealers regarding fair market value 

figures, but please contact me if that is the case, we can work something out for you if you have everything ready to be turned in other than the fair market value of your 

vehicle. If you have any other questions or concerns, please don’t hesitate to call or email me. Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter, 

Aaron York 

Athletic Business Office 

962 5196 
ayork@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 11:51 AM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

l~L: Dealer car submission deadline is today 

From: Streett, Shelly 
Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2023 20:48 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Dealer car submission deadline is today 
I would rather have the ability to work out twice a week. 

I’m at the tennis center, rll be in the office in a bit. 

-SS 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2023 10:24 AlVl 
To: Streett, Shelly 

Cc:                     @duke.edu) 
Subject: RE: Dealer car submission deadline is today 

How do I get you a raise? 

From: Streett, Shelly 
Sent= Wednesday, November 06, 2023 20:29 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= RE: Dealer car submission deadline is today 

Did it. You are set. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2023 20:06 AM 
To: Streett, Shelly 
co: 
Subject: FW: Dealer car submission deadline is today 

WI’u;L do we t~eed to 

From: York, Aaron 
Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2023 8:50 AM 

Te: York, Aaron 
¢c: Ballen, Martina K; Dalgleish, 3oyce L 
Subject: Dealer car submission deadline is today 

Dealer car users, 

The dealer car deadline is today, Wednesday, November 6th. For those of you who have already returned your forms, thank you for your prompt response. If you have not 

submitted your dealer car forms to the Athletic Business Office yet, please respond no later than Thursday morning, to allow us time to process the forms and get them 

submitted to Payroll by the end of the week. We need all forms in ASAP or else we will be forced to report 100% personal mileage use for anyone who hasn’t 

returned theirs by our payroll deadline (this Thursday, the 7th). I realize some of you may still be waiting to hear back from your dealers regarding fair market value 

figures, but please contact me if that is the case, we can work something out for you if you have everything ready to be turned in other than the fair market value of your 

vehicle. If you have any other questions or concerns, please don’t hesitate to call or email me. Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter. 

Aaron York 

Athletic Business Office 

962 5196 

avork@uncaa.unc.edu 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ,~O~UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 1:36 PM 

NCGSC Administrator < ~gmail.com>; Bill Palladino < ~aol.com~ 

1~: Auditors 

From: NCGSC Administrator [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, November 06, 20:13 :[:28 PM 
To: Dorrance, Nbert A IV; Bill Palladino 
Subject: Auditors 
Hey guys, 
I have two coaches who want to audit the tea~n camp. I told them the fee of $1000 and they are still interested. They have a place to stay in the area. Is there a 

discount we can offer them for being commuters? 

Thanks, 

Natalie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 2:16 PM 

Forneris, Catherine A <CatherineForneris@med.unc.edu-~ 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Donation to 2014 UNC HospitaJs Event 

Shelly? 

From: Forneris, Catherine A 
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2013 11:42 All 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Donation to 2014- UNC Hospitals Event 

Hi Anson, 

Now can I get the copy(ies) of the book(s) you are donating for the auction? We’d like to get them soon so we can take pictures to post on the website. 

Thanks, 

Cathy 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 4:52 PM 

To: Forneris, Catherine A 
Subject: Re: Donation to 2014 UNC Hospitals Event 

Cathy, we can go with that again. 

Sent.~"om my Verizor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)~ DROLL) 

"Fornefis, Catherine A" <Catherine Fornefis(tbmed.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

I hope you had a happy, safe, and fun summer, and that so far, fall has been nice for you too. 

I am writing to ask if you would be willing to make a donation of a piece of jewelry to the Silent (No A/lore!) Auction to benefit the UNC Hospitals’ Beacon Child and 
th Family Program. Once again I am chairing the planning committee for this year’s auction - our 9 - which will take place from 5:30-8 pm on Thursday February B, 

20~L4 at the Carolina Club. Please mark your calendar and plan to join us. 

The signed books and lunch for 4 with you that you have donated over the past few years always bid very well, and we would love to offer that or something 

similar again. Dr. Brian Goldstein, Executive VP and CO0 of UNC Hospitals, and             are our honorary co-hosts. 

If you are able to make a donation, that would be fantastic. Just let me know what other information you would need from me. 

Thank you again for considering my donation request. 

Cathy 

Catherine A. Forneris, Ph.D., ABPP 

Professor 

Licensed Psychologist 

UNC Department of Psychiatry 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7160 

"This electronic message may contain information that is confidential and!or legally privileged. It is intended only for the use of the individual(s) and entity named 

as recipients in the message. If you are not an intended recipient of this message, please notify the sender immediately and delete the material from any 

computer. Do not deliver, distribute or copy this message, and do not disclose its contents. Thank you." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 6:45 PM 

~earthlink.net> 

Re: All ACC Selections 

my ACC colleagues made a mistake. She has been stellar. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

@earthlink.neV~ wrote: 

Anson: I hope you are doing well. 
Throughout my daughters soccer careers, I have worked at not being "that parent", the one that is always asking the coach about their daughter’s playing tirue, skills, etc. 
However, at the risk of being "that t~arent". I am comr~elled at this time to question the ’ 
In the broader view, how is it that                  were chosen and more specifically, how is it that ~’as passed over’.’ 
It would seeru that her play- at holding mid has been stellar. And she has been a dominant force against virtually evel~/ACC team (maybe even a couple of "player of the ruatch" games). 
I would welcome any cotmncnts or insight you might be able to offer. 
Good luck tomorrow. 
Go Heels! 

~earthlink.net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 8, 2013 10:22 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.e&~> 

I~E: Good Luck!! 

Thank you Larry .... I can’t wait[! 

F~om: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 20:t3 6:27 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; ~msn.com’; Ducar, Chris; ~aol.com’; ’Jason Sisneros ( 
Subject: Good Luck!! 
Importance: High 

Good luck tonight vs. The Noles - a tough game, yes - our type of game, yes! 
"No brag, just fact!" Be well and GO HEELS - PROUD OF YOU! 

_~gmail.com)’; Sander, Thomas 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 11:20 AM 

Lmm, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

1>,22: Tour of Champions 

What do we ~eed to do it~ pr’eparation ? 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Friday,                 L0:54 AM 
To: Levy, Jennifer S; Dorrar~ce, Albert A IV; Clean/, Kenneth Eugene 

Subject: Fwd: Tour of Champions 

Hi t~lks 

Ken said he would be able m video this project in early December. Does that work tbr eveuone? 

Sent fm,n my iPhone 

Begin forwaarded ,nessage: 

From: Nevin Caple <nevinCf~)fmedomsouMs~org> 

Date:                 at 10:46:05 AM EST 

To: Cricket Lane <cricket@A~nc.edu> 

Subject: Tour of Ch~npions 

Hi Cricket, 

I hope all is well. I wanted to follow up ruth Tonr of Champions launch dates for women’s lacrosse and women’s soccer. 

We would like to latmch the UNC women’s lacrosse video on Monday               ; m~d women’s soccer on either 

me kmow if these dates a~-e feasible and if not, M~at dates may work best for you and the teams. 

We try to launch our initiatives on Monday’s, and can work around your sche&de. Thanks for your help’. 

All my best, 

Nevin Caple 
Diversi~ Consultant 
Co-founder & Executive Director 
Br{ache the Silence Campaign 
ww~v~t~eedomsounds~org 
ncvin~frcedomsounds.org 
New York, NY 

"In the end, we will remember not the words of our enemies but the silence of our fi-iends." -MLK 

Please let 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:28 AM 

Lmle, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu-~ 

~¯              ~                 ,~unc.edu>;                        _               fz~email.unc.edu>        ~email.unc.edul        ~live.unc.edu; 
~gmail.co~n;                      ~live.unc.edu);         )!comcasl.net,          ~gmail.com;     ~ema~l.unc.edu; 

~live.unc.edu;         ~email.unc.edu;           ~hot~na~l.com;         ~msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; 
’@aol.com; Jason Sisneros I          ))gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Tour of Champions 

Perfect then I will copy Lhem on this ..., Something like what UCONN baskeLball d~d? Link, Lhis is up your alley, c~m you raise Lhe Iead? 

F~: Lane, 
Sent: Friday, ~E:24 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A 

Subject: Re: Tour of Champions 

~son 

Just work in a script...I can have my gr~ assist~ts get in touch ruth your leademhip group ~ work on, if you want. 

Th~s 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 11:19 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

What do we need to do in preparation? 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Friday,                20:54 AN 
To: Levy, Jennifer S; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene 

Subject: Fwd: Tour of Champions 

Hi lblks 

Ken said he would be able to video this project in ea~ty December. Does that work tbr everyone? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Nevin Caple <nevin(~)fieedomsounds.org> 

Date:                 at 10:46:05 AM EST 

To: Cricket Lane <criclceVc-~unc.edu> 
Subject: Tour of Champions 

Hi Cricket, 

I hope a~l is well. I wanted to follow up with Tour of Champions launch dates for women’s lacrosse m~d wotnen’s soccer. 

We would like to launch the UNC women’s lacrosse video on Monday,               and women’s soccer on either 

Please let me l~ow if these dates are feasible m~d if not, what dates may work best for you and the teams. 

We try to launch our initiatives on Monday’s, and ca~ work around your schedule. Thanks for your help! 

All my best, 

Nevin Caple 

Diversity Consultaaat 

Co-founder & Executive Director 

Br{ache the Silence Campaign 

w~v.freedo~n sound s.org~ 

ncvin~t~edomsounds.or~ 

New York, NY 

"In the end, we will remember not the words of our enemies but the silence of our friends." -MLK 

or 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 8, 2013 2:20 PM 

LarO’ Gallo (athgaJlo@uncaa.unc.edn) 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu>; Chris Burt <cburt@nscaa.com>; Dean Linke <dlinke@nscaa.com >; Do~rm~ce, Albert A IV 
<m~son@email.unc.edt~; Kyle Lang <         @gmail.com>; Eric Stratmaaa <efic@qhssoccer.net>; Bm~mer, John F 

<John Brunne@unc.edu>; Robinson, Kevin T <krob@nnc.edu>; Krisline Mason <k~nason,~)nscaa.com>;         ))msn.com; 
ducar@nncaa.unc.edu;       ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros (          ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: 2013 NSCAA High School Gift’s All-American Showcase 

I would love for us to host this, what do I need to do? 

From: Chris Burr [mailto:cburt@nscaa.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 J.1:39 AN 
To: Dean Linke; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Kyle Lang; Eric Stratman; Brunner, John F; Robinson, Kevin T; Kristine Mason 

~:e: cburt@nscaa.com 
Subject: 2013 NSCAA High School Girl’s All-American Showcase 
Anson, g, evin, .Iohn 

Thank you flbr cor~sidering allowing us to use th~-_~ facilib/for this game. We ha~e been proud ~:o ~)art~er with Eric h:~r the pasL Lwo y~-:~ars on the boys game at~d 

~-:~>:cil:ed to get the girls game going, Additionally, and the reason for this ernaiL we’re k)oking fl)rward to broadcasting ~:he games fl)r the 5rs~: time on NSCAATV to 

enhance the games v~s~biHty and provide promotional benefits for your program for allowing us access to the ]:ad~ty for the game. 

The game ~s on Saturday, December 7th a[?d ~s Dean has mentioned we can be flexible w~th the game start time to accommodate other events goh~g on. The 

broadcast crew would need to be in a few hours early to set-up for the game. 

Any expenses assoc~al:ed w~th the broadcas[ seb-up wouk] be [he respons~biHl:y o[ NSCAA so that there ~s no cos~: to UNC fo~ the game, 

For the broadcast, whs[ we’re ~desl~y ~ooldng for ~n terms of facility capaNHties: 

, 4 camera k)ca~:k)ns- 2 h~gh at mid,-fieM, I h~gh near each 18 yard ~ine (flexible on the h:~catkms if needed and can rent hits if needed} 

, Press bo>: with ~nternet and elec~:dca~ plug--~ns 

NSCAA wou~d provide UNC w~tNn broadcast: 

~ 2+ con~frH~rc~a~ s~x)ts ~t~ the broadcas[: 

~ Lower [hird read ~r~ each half 

~ ~n[:ervk~w Guest w~thin the broadcast 

~ A separate ~eature on NSCAATV for the 

~ (5 month banner ad run on NSCAA.com for North Caroima G~rls Soccer {::am~) or skmlar program 

Please ~e~: me know ~f you haw? any questh:ms, ~f this ~s potenthaHy doable, let me ]~now what else you wouM need flom us to try and move forward, 

Thanks, 

Chris 

Chie[Market~ngOfficer IN~t-~onMSoccerCoachesAssodationofAmer~ca 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas C~ty, KS 6610~ 1913-362.-1747 x 1013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 8, 2013 2:21 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Jufft saying hello 

From: karisma.carmichael@ncsasports.org [mailto:karisma.carmichael@ncsasports.org] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 20:~3 !2:12 Plv] 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Just saying hello 

Hoping you are enjoying another great ,season and rushing you good lnck for the vest ofiL 

~yahoo.com 

Click }~NE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 2:25 PM 

Yount. Tony <ton~yonn~unc.edu-~ 

I~E: 

Thank you Tony!!! 1 will ca~l these kids!! 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday,                1:25 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert: A IV; Rolman, Laurie J 
Subject’, 
Coaches, 
Just got an email from        ENGL professor. The two most dmnning sentences from that email are these: 

"tter attendance has lately been sporadic at best; she has not been working with or swing in contact ruth her assigned group; and she is now missing multiple 

assignments." 

AND 

"we axe approaching a point at which it would be very difficult tbr her to pass the course." 

And tbr Anson abort , another email fio~n a prof 

She attends class. She is completely disengaged and has fhllen behind in the reading. She answers either ruth an "I don’t 

know" or with silence. She earned a C on the first written assignment; I have not yet graded her second assignment. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Friday,                 2:29 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

1~: 

Thank you .... If you don’t mind connect wi[h Steve Kkshner and Michelte Brown before you wri[e it. I like your instincts to p~’otect our culture. 

Senti Friday, L:27 PN 

To; Sander, Thomas .] 
(:c; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" 

Tom~ 
I am currently writing a (respectful) letter to the editor of the Daily Tar Heel about the article written about our team, Would you be able to tell me how 

ma~y o~ ou~ playe~ since     have go~e ~ro ~nd how mar!! have simply dro~ped o~t? ~f this is too much work don’t worry at all, b~t the artcile is very 

poody written and make it seem as if our forme~ teammates just dropped ou~ instead of pursued other dreams for a few years (Such as being an 

Olympian) before graduating. We should celebrate that women’s athletics is advancing. Thanks Tom. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 2:33 PM 

~live.~mc.edu> 

~ Profile 

Next week .,_ Monday st:ternoonievening wilt work 1:or me 

Frem: 
Sent: Friday~ 2:05 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Blue & White Profile 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

My name is            , I’m a writer for                      and we would like to do a p~ofile on you fo~ ou~               I realize you a~e very 

busy, so I just need a small amount of you~ time fo~ a face-to-face interview. I assume it will be afte~ the tournament this weekend, so almost any time 

that is convenient fo~ you, p~efe~ably in the afternoon o~ evening, I can make wod<. Please let me know when works best fo~ you. You can ~each me here 

via email, o~ by phone at 

Thank you fo~ you~ time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 2:35 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.e&~> 

I~E: 2013 NSC?~k High School Gift’s All-American Showcase 

Thank you[ 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 2:32 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: 2013 NSCAA High School Girl’s All-American Showcase 
I shall discuss %vith the powers that be," Anson! 

~Larry Ga~h~ 

Executive Aasociatc Dh~ctor of.Atl-defics 

Univeraity ofNorfl~ Cam[ma at Cha~x4 HN 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent-" Friday, November 08, 2013 2:20 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Cc: Somoano, Carlos M; Chris Burt; Dean Linke; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Kyle Lang; Eric Stratman; Brunner, John F; Robinson, Kevin T; Kristine Mason; ~msn.com; 
Ducat, Chris;      }aol.com; Jason Sisneros.          )qmail.com); Sander, Thomas .I 
Subject: FW: 2013 NSCAA High School Girl’s All-American Showcase 

La 

I would love for us to host this, what do I need to do? 

From: Chris Burt [mailto:cburt@nscaa.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 11:39 AM 
T~: Dean Linke; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Kyle Lung; Eric Stratman; Brunner, John F; Robinson, Kevin T; Kristine Mason 

Co: .c___b_u__t%@ __n_s_c_a___a_ :__c_ 9_ _m_. 
Subject: 2013 NSCAA High School Girl’s All-American Showcase 

Anson, Kevin, .Iohn, 

Thank you for’ considering allowing us to use the facility for this game. We have been proud to partner with Eric for the past two years on the boys game and 

excited to get the girls game going. Additionally, and the reason for this email, we’re looking forward to broadcasting the games for the first time on NSCAATV to 

enhance the games visibility and provide promotional benefits for your program for allowing us access to the facility for the game. 

~he game is on %t:urday, Lecember 7 ~ and ~s Dean has mentioned we can be flexible w~t:h t:he g~me stuart: time to accommodate or:her events going .:)[~. The 

broadcas[ crew would need [o be ~n a few hours early to set-up for the game. 

Any expenses assodated w~th the broadcast set-up wou~d be the responsibility of NSCAA so that there ~s no cos[ to UNC for the game. 

For the broadcast, what we’re ideaffy ~ooldng for in terms of facNtv capabilities: 

~ 4camera locations--2 Mgh at mid-fie~d, t high near each 18 yard ~ine (flex~Me on the ~ocations if needed and can rent ~fts if needed) 

~ Press box with ~nternet and elec[r~ca[ p~ug--~ns 

NSCAA wou~d provide UNC w~th~n broadcast: 

. 2+ commerda~ spots h~ the broadcast 

, Lower third read in each hail 

e ]n[erv~ew Guest w~thin the broadcast 

e A separate [:eature on NSCAATV for the program 

Additional: 

6 month banner ad run on NSCAA.com for North Carolina Girls Soccer Camp or s~m~lar program 

Please let me know if you have any questions. {f this is potentially doable, ~et me know what else you wou~d need from us to try and move forward. 

Thanks, 

Chris 

Chris Butt 

Ch~efMarketingO~cer l NaflonM Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas C~ty, KS 661.01 19:[3-362-:[747 x 10:[3 ~ 913-362-3439 (f) 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAA ~ Facebook 

Are you ready for SocceVs Biggest Party? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday,                 2:41 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Steve girshner 919-962-7258 Michelle grow~ 919-962-9533 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 1:27 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Tom, 
I am currently writing a (respectful) letter to the editor of the Daily Tar Heel about the article written about our team. Would you be able to tell me how 
many of our player since     have gone pro and how many have simply dropped out? If this is too much work don’t worry at all, but the artcile is very 
poorly written and make it seem as if our former teammates just dropped out instead of pursued other dreams for a few years (Such as being an 

Olympian) before graduating. We should celebrate that women’s athletics is advancing. Thanks Tom. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, ~.:52 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Profile 

Sure k/IcCaskill .Soccer center 2nd floor 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 2:46 PN 
To: Dorrance, Nber~ A IV 
Subject: RE: Profile 

Coach, 

Sounds good. Should we say around 5? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 2:32 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Profile 

Next week ~,.. rvlonday afternoon/evening will work for me 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 2:05 PN 

To~ Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject:           Profile 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

My name is I’m a and we would liketo do a profile on you for our issue. I realize you areverg 

busy, so I just need a small amount of your time for a face-to-face interview. I assume it will be after the tournament this weekend, so almost any time 

that is convenient for you, preferably in the afternoon or evening, I can make work. Please let me know when works best for you. You can reach me here 

via email, or bv phone at 

Thank you for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 3:37 PM 

Lisa Wardle <Lisa.Wardle@dukece.com> 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Nike program 

Thank you Lisa .... I will copy Shelley on this to get you three different lengths ot: the same speech, 

From: Lisa Wardle [mailto:Lisa,Wardle@dukece,com] 
Sent-" Friday, November 08, 20:[3 3:29 PN 

To," Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject: Nike program 

Hi Anson, 

Thank you for the quick chat. 

My contact information is below. Mobile number is the best one to reach me on. 

Dates of the program are January 26-3:L 

Thanks again, 

Lisa 
Lisa Wardle 

Managing Director 
Duke Corporate Education I 310 Blackwell StreetI Durham, NC 27713 
phone: +:[ 9:[9 680 5685 I mobile: -                 I fax: +:[ 9:[9 680 5602 

;r)uke CE Privacy Statement 
Please be advised that this e-mad and any :files tra]~smitted with iL are confidential comrounication or may otherwise be privileged or con fidentia] and are i~tended solely ~1)r the individual or 
entity to whom ~hey are ad&essed. ]£you are not the i~tended recipient you may no~ rely on the contents o[’this email or any attachments, and we ask that you please not read, copy or 
retransmit t~is communication, but reply to the sender and destroy the email, its contents, and all copies thereof immediately. Any tmau~horized dissemination, distribution or copying of 
this communicatio~ is strictly prohibited 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 3:54 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu>; Lisa Wardle <I,isa.Wardle@dukece.com> 

I~E: Nike progra~ 

kiss, 

What seems to work best i5 the 35 minute version followed by a O.&;k if you need to fill up an hour. 1 am very comfortable in a Q&A and can chase any direction, 

F~m: Street, Shelly 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 20~3 3:48 PM 

To: Lisa Wardle~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: Nike program 

Lisa, 

Here are three sim~l~r speeches of d~fferent ~engths. Some of the ~nform~tk~n ~s potentially a bit dated as they h~ve not been updated since 2012~ Will one of 

these work? 

Shelly S[ree~[ 
O] ympic Sports 

Ordv~rsib~ of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Office 919.962.5220 
Fax 9~ 9.962.4038 

Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 3:44 PN 

To: Oorrance, Albe~ A N 
Ce: Street, Shelly 
Subjett: RE: N[ke program 

Thanks m you both! 

Have a terrific weekend. 

Lisa Ward~c 
phone: 

F~: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [ma[Ito:anson@ema[[.unc.edu] 
$~t: Friday, ~ovember 08, 2013 3:37 PM 

To: Lisa Wardle 
~t: Street, Shelly 
~ubj~tt: RE: N[ke program 

Thank you [.[sa .... ~ w[~[ copy Shelley o~ this to get you th[ee different ~e~gths of the same speech. 

From: Lisa Wardle [mail~:Lisa.Wardle@dukece.co~fl 
Sent= Friday, November 08, 2013 3:29 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Nike program 

Hi Anson, 

Thank you for the quick chat. 

My contact information is below. Mobile number is the best one to reach me on. 

Dates of the program are January 26-31. 

Thanks again, 

Lisa 
Lisa Wardle 
Managing Director 
Duke Corporate Education j 310 Blackwell Street[ Durham, NC 27713 
phone: +i 919 680 5685 [ mobile: ~ [ fax: +i 919 680 5602 
www.duk~ce.com 

Duke CE Privacy Statement 
Please be advised that this e-mail and any files transmitted with it are corKidential comrntmication or may otherwise be privileged or confidential and are intended solely for the individual or 
entity to whom they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient you may not rely on the contents of this email or any attachments, and we ask that you please not read, copy or 
retransmit this co~rm~unication, but reply to the sender and destroy the email, its contents, and all copies thereof irmnediately. Any unauthorized dissemination, distribution or copying of 
this conmatmication is strictly prohibited 

Duke CE Priva cy Statement 
Please be advised that this e-mail and a~y fi]es transroitted with it are confidential communk:ation or may otherwise be privileged or confidential a~d are intended solely for the indwidual or 
entib’ to whom they are addressed. If’you are not the intended recipient you may not rely on Ihe contents oflhis email or any attachrnenls, and we ask that you please not read, copy or 
re~ransmit this comrounica~ion, but reply to the sender and destroy the email, i~s conte~ts, and all copies ~hereof immediately. Any unauthorized dissemination, distribution or copying of 
this communk:ation is strictly prohibited. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 8, 2013 3:55 PM 

Lisa Wardle <Lisa.Wardle@dukece.com>; Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

l~E: Nike progra~ 

Shelly, 

Do we have that one page thing? 

From= Lisa Wardle [mailto:Lisa.Wardle@dukece.com] 
Sent= Friday, November 08, 20:13 3:53 PM 
To= Streett, Shelly; Dorrance, Albert A 
Subject= RE: Nike program 
Perfect! Thank you~ 

Can I ask one more thing? Do you have a biography that you would like me to use? 1 would like to get you in front of the design team~ 

Thanks, 

Usa 
Lisa Ward~e 
£hone: - 

F~= Street, Shelly [ma[Ito:sigreen@email.unc.edu] 
Seat= Friday, November 08, 2053 3:48 
To= Lisa Wardle; Dorrance, Albe~ A 
SubjeCt: RE: Nike program 

[.isa~ 

Nere are three similar speeches of dHTerent lengths. Some of the h~formadon b potentially a Nt dated as they have not been updated since 20~2. Will one of 

these work? 
Shelly Street[ 
Olympic Sports 
Un~versi[y o[ North Caro~h:~a 
Department ol Athletics 

Office 919.962,5220 
Fax 9] 9.962,4038 

F~m= Lisa Wardle 
Sent= Friday, November 08, 2013 3:44 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A 
6¢= Street, Shelly 
SubjeCt= RE: Nike program 

Thanks Lo you both! 

Nave s terrific weekend, 

phone: ~ 

~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mailto:anson@email.unc.edul 
5e~t~ Friday, November 08, 20~3 3:37 PN 
T~ Lisa Wardle 
6e~ Street, Shelly 
S~bje~ RE: Nike program 

Thank you Usa .... ~ wH~ copy Shelley on ~h~s to ~e~ you three d~ffe~ent ~en~ths of the aame speech~ 

~ Lisa Wardle [mail~:Lisa.Wardle@dukece.com] 
5e~ Friday, November 08, 20~3 3:29 PP1 
T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A 
5~bjee~ Nike program 

Hi Anson, 

Thank you for the quick chaL 

My contact information is below. Mobile number is the best one to reach me on. 

Dates of the program are January 26-3~. 

Thanks a~ain, 

Lisa 
Lisa Wardle 
Mana~in~ Director 
Duke Corporate Education I 3~0 Blackwell StreetI Durham~ NC 277~3 
phone: +~ 9£9 680 5685 I mobile: I fax: a£ 9~9 680 5602 
www.dukece.com 

Duke CE Privacy Statement 
Please be advised that this e-mail and any files transmitted with it are cor~’idential comm~mication or may otherwise be privileged or confidential and are intended solely for the individual or 
entib, to whom they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient you may not rely on the contents of this email or any attachments, and we ask that you please not read, copy or 
retransmit this co~rm~unication, but reply to the sender and destroy the email, its contents, and all copies thereof invnediately. Any unauthorized dissemination, distribntion or copying of 
this conma~tnication is strictly prohibited 

[)Eke CE Priva cy Stalement 
Please be advised that Ibis e-mail and asy files transroitted wilh it are con[’~de~tial communication or may otherwise be privileged or confidential asd are intended solely :[br the in&vidual or 
entil7 to whom they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient you may not rely on Ihe contents oflhis email or any attachrnenls, and we ask that you please not read, copy or 
re~ransmit this comrounicaHon, but reply to the sender and destroy the email, i~s conte~ts, and all copies ~hereof immediately, i\ny unauthorized dissemination, distribution or copying of 
this communication is strictly prohibi;ed. 

Dake CE Privacy Statement 
Please be advised [hal this e-.mai[ and any :files; [ransraitted with it are confidential commumcation ot may otherwise be privileged or confidential and ale intended solely for the individual 
enL~ty to whom they ate addressed. 1£ you ate not the intended recipient you may not rely on the coments of this email or any attachments, and we ask that you p]ease not read, copy or 
rettansmit this commurdcation, but reply to the sender and destroy [he cmail, its conteras, and all copies thereof itmnediately. Any ~mauthorized dissemination, distribution or copying of 



this communicatio~ is strictly proi~ibited 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 12:27 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: Team Summasy vs FSU 

~live.unc.edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 10:29 AM 

~gmaJl.com 

FW: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Fo~m.docx 

From; ASPSA Tutoring 

Sent; Friday, 5:36 PM 
To-" 
Co-" Dorrance, Albert A IV; Yount, Tony 
Subject; Weekly Infraction Notice 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your PHIE 

infraction and shall be considered your warning. 

:utoring session on ~t 8i0QPN. This is your f!~ documented 

All in[ractions will be recorded cumulatively for t_he semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history or infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st infraction = Warning 

2rid infraction = Strike one 
3rd infraction = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 
With Strike three, all tutorial services mav be suspended until a mandatory meeting w~th the student, head coach, academic counselor, assodate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have N business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal form) to the 

Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state 

all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your 

responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (~~edu) within the timeline listed 

below. 
For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

~en Sheu 
AssBtant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 10:33 AM 

~live. unc.edu) 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~NV: Weeldy Infiaction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Fonn.docx 

? ?? ?? 

F~m: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent-" Friday, 5:39 PM 
To; 
Cc-" Dorrance, AlbeCc A IV; Yount, Tony 
Subject-" Weekly Infraction Notice 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your GEQL 

infraction and shall be considered Strike one. 

:utoring session or This is your ]6e6~d documented 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (no[ by individual class}. Students who have a his[ory of infractions may lose their tu[oring 

privileges. 

:1st infraction = WarNn~ 

2nd infraction = Strike one 

3rd infraction = Strike two 

4[h infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and [utorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal form) to the 

Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state 

all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

it is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your 
responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (~.[~.~.,’!~.~.~2[!!]~.~.!ZO.~:.~[~!).) within the timeline listed 

below. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 9:19-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9:19-843-2328 

Cell: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 10:33 AM 

~ya]~oo.com) 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros, ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~NV: Weeldy Infiaction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Fonn.docx 

? ?? ?? 

F~m: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent-" Friday, 5:41 PH 
To; 
Cc-" Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; Yount, Tony 
Subject-" Weekly Infraction Notice 

Dear i 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your POLl tutoring session on 

infraction and shall be considered your warning. 

at 7i00Pm. This is your fi~ documented 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class}. Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

~.st infraction = WarNn~ 

2nd infraction = Strike one 

3rd infraction = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal form) to the 

Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state 

all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your 
responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (~?~}.[~.~.,’!~.~.£~2[!}3g.@.!Z{?.£:.~£4!).) within the timeline listed 

below. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 9:19-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben .Sh~.?u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 10:35 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Paperwork Reminder 

’~re we dear? 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent-" Friday, 6:10 PM 
To: UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches 
Cc; Vangelder, Marielle A; Timmermans, Tom; 
Subject: Paperwork Reminder 
Importance-" High 

Coaches, 

Monday is the deadline for October paperwork. All contacts and evaluations must be logged in to ACS. If you don’t have any contacts or evaluations, you must still notify 
the Compliance Office. 

For those sports that held official visits in October, we must have both post visit forms (Student Host and Guidelines) on file for all visits through the weekend of 

In addition, we also need all countable hours and participation logs for October submitted by Monday. 

Contact for ALL SPORTS              at               R?,~email.unc.edu. 

Holds will be placed on Tuesday. Thanks. 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ email.unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~:/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday,                  10:48 AM 

Daniel Bradtbrd, M.D. <daniel.bradtbrd@duke.edu> 

;.~)live.unc.edu) 

RE: Ncaa cha~mps 

Yes~,     is star’ting to hit st" de, just in time for the NCA’g’s and the pro 

I=rera: Daniel Bradford, M.D. [mailto:daNel.bradford@duke.edu] 
Sent~ Friday, 10:23 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Ncaa champs 
I liked ~ei ~g the freshmen play. Ve~ promising, t tu~y tbr     too~ Beautiful shot. A ]itfle extra Rest and healing sure paid ofl’las~t yea~ All the best. Dan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, 10:55 AM 

Gallo, Jr., l,arry A. <athgaJlo@unc.e&~> 

1~:;: Be Well ~-Rest Well! 

Thank you La~’w, I am disappointed, we had them, even without and 1![ gummer!! 

From= Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
Sent~ Saturday, 8:02 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; ’ @msn.com’; Ducar, Chris; ~aol.com’; ’3ason Sisneros @gmail.com)’; Sander, Thomas 3 
Subject= Be Well ~ Rest Well~ 
~mpo~ance= High 

Bummer last night~ We were missing a couple of pieces, but I thought our team played well and fought hard. Just a tough 
way to lose. 
Get some rest and let’s get healed up ~ we will be OK and make a ~n. Confident we will, and that is NO B~G, JUST 
FACT~ 
PROUD OF YOU AND ENJOY THE WEEKEND! 
Lan~ 

Executive Aasociate Dhvctor of.Aft-clerics 
Univeraity of Norfl~ Carolina at Chr~x:l Hill 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11 : 11 AM 

~live.tmc.edtr~ 

@emaJl.unc.edu; @gmail.com; ~co~ncast.uet; ~!gmaJl.com; @email.uuc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; ~hotmaJl.com; ~gmail.co~n; " " @rocketmaJl.com; @gmaJl.co~n; 

@live.uuc.edu; ~y~hoo.com; @ymail.com; ~live.uuc.edu 

RE: Blue & White Profile 

Let me see who we can get ._. I will copy the juniors and seniors. 

kadies, please let me know who can come to McCaskill at 5 pin? 

Frera: 
Sent: Saturday, 3::1.1 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: RE: Blue & White Profile 

Hey Coach, 

Is there any chance you could arrange to have one of the players meet us on Monday as well? Preferably a senior or junior who has a few years of 

experience playing under you? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 2:51 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Blue & White Profile 

Sure McCaskill Soccer center 2nd floor 

Sent; Friday,~ 2:46 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Blue & White Profile 

Coach, 

Sounds good. Should we say around 5? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 2:~2 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Blue & White Profile 

Next: week ... Monday afl:ernoonievenit~g will work for rne 

Sent; Friday, I Z:05 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
SuBject: Blue & White Profile 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

My name is             I’m a writer for Blue & White Magazine and we would like to do a profile on you for our          issue. I realize you are very 

busy, so I just need a small amount of your time for a face-to-face interview. I assume it will be after the tournament this weekend, so almost any time 

that is convenient for you, preferably in the afternoon or evening, I can make work. Please let me know when works best for you. You can reach me here 

via email, or by phone at 

Thank vou for your time, 

Writer, Blue & White Magazine 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:33 AM 

@live.unc.edu) 

check at the bottotn of the release! 

Congratulations on being selected for the ACC All Tournament Team 

From: Ufnowski, Amy [mailto:aufnowski@theacc.org] 
Sent: Sunday, 7:40 PM 
To-" Ufnowski, Amy 
Subject: ACC Women’s Soccer: Florida State Takes Home Title 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Sunday, 

@ACCWboccer 

ACC Women’s Soccer: Florida State Takes Home Title 
Semfnoles get defensfve fn 1-0 victory over Virgfnfa Tech 

CARY, N.C. - A stout defense has paid offbig for Florida State throughout the season, and it delivered the ul~mate prize on Sunday af~rnoon. 
Bagny BD, njarsdoRigs first-half goal proved enough for the second-seeded Seminoles, who shut down fourth-seeded Virginia Tech for a 1-0 win in tl~e ~tle game of the Atlantic Coast 
Conference Women’s Soccer Championship at WakeMed Soccer Park 
Nationally third-ranked FSU (18-1-3) claimed its second ACC Championship aRer first w~nn~ng here in 2011. Head coach Mark Krikorian’s team is expected to he a No. 1 regional seed 
when NC~X Tournament pairings are announced Monday at 4:30 p.m. 
"Evew yeaL we go ~nto the Ace Tournament hoping we can w~n a championship," said Florida State defender Kassey Kaflman, who was void the ChampionsMp M~. "6e~ng another 
championship under our belt felt good. It felt good to be back in the finals." 
V~rgin~a Tech (16-4-2), which en~red the ACC Championship ranked as Mgh as No. 5 nationally, is also hopeful of a high NC~X seeding, and FSU’s Krikorian sa~d the HoMes dese~we it. 
"1 thought R was a heck of a final - ~vo ve~ good ~ams going out there and compe~ng at a pret~ high level," Krikorian said. "1 think both ~ams were probably canying a 1Rtle bit of 
fa~gue in~ the game from Friday (n~ght’s semifinals), but ~br the most part you couldn’t see it. 
"CredR to V~rg~n~a Tech. They are a beck of a team and competi~ve as can be." 
Kallman, who last week was named the ACC Befensive Player of the YeaL p~cked up another honor urith her tournament MVP. Florida Sta~’ s defensive prowess was reflected on the 
11-member afl-toumament team, where Kallman was joined by fellow FSU defenders KNst~n Grub~ and lsabella Schmid, as well as goalkeeper Kelsey Wys and B~n~arsdottir. 
"All season long, 1 th~nk Kassey (Kallman) and Grubhs (Kristin Gmb~) have led the triangle from the hacMine," Krikorian said. "They have done a ve~ good job collectively. For us, 
we are success~l when we work as a collec~ve group." 

th Sunday’s shu~ut was the 12 of the season for Wys and the Sem~noles, who have allowed multiple goals in only one of their 22 matches. 

"Their defense is ve~ organized," Virginia Tech fo~ard ]azmine Reeves said of tim Seminoles. "Their back line is ve~ ~ugh and physical. We didn’t bring our best game ~day and 
we didn’t attack as well as we could, but I have ~ give credit ~ tlmm. Their back line did a good job today, and unfoAunately it wasn’t our day." 

BD’njarsdoRir, an Iceland native, broke the ice at the 9:03 mark of the first half when she slammed an unassis~d goal ink~ the back of the net Dora 15 yards out. The goal was the ~0th 

of the season for B~Tnjarsdot~L whose aRempt ~om just outside the box a little over ~o minutes earlier had sailed high. 
th The score provided a paiuful flashback for the HoMes, who had seen B~niarsdot~r regis~r the first g~o-goal game of her career - including the game-winner in tim 87 minute - to 

lift Florida State ~ a 2-1 win when the ~ams met at Blacksburg, Va., on Oct. 24. 
"Sometimes you have good games, sonm~mes you have average games and sonm~mes you have bad games" B~niarsdoRir said. "Pve had ~o good games against them." 
Florida Sta~’s Berglind Thowalsdottir also got ~o good looks in the early going, but her first attempt was snufl~d out by Virginia Tech keeper Dayle ColpRts and her second shot 
missed high. 
The second half evolved into a defensive stalema~, w~th neRher skle getting many prime chances to score. 
Virginia Tech’s first opportunity at a tying goal came with just under 23 minutes to play in the mateh. Fo~ard Nicolette Young slipped inside wRh a header, but her attempt from 6 
yards out cleared the crossbar. The HoNes also saw a corner Nck go for naught w~th 13:25 leR ~n the mateh 
B~mjarsdott~r tried ~ give FSU a two-goal cushMn less than a minu~ lair, but Colp~tts made a di~ng stop on her running 15-yard at~mpt I?om the leR s~de. Thowalsdottir’s header 
with 6:45 to play was h~gh. 
W~th 4:20 ~ play, Virginia Tech’s Ashley Meier pushed the ball in~ the open field and passed to Reeves on the right side. Reeves, who scored two goals in Friday night’s first-round 
win over ~p-ranked and top-seeded Virginia, had a great look from 12 yards out. But her s trong ~ck was deflected by Wys. 
"l thought the girls played hard," Virginia Tech coach Chugger Adair said. "ln the first half, we weren’t as sharp or intense as we wanted to be. In the second half we were a better team, 
we just d~dn’t come out of the chute as strong as we would like. Florida S tare was a ve~ good side. They showed some of the experience in the final tonight." 
Florida State made Rs seventh all-time appearance in the ACC Championship finals and its fifth ~n tim last e~ght years. It marked the second title game appearance for Virginia Tech and 
the first since 200~. 

ACC Women’s Soccer Championship Afi-Tournament Team: 
Kassey Kallman, Florida State 
Kelsey Wys, Florida State 
Kristin Grubka, Florida Sta~ 
Dagny Bryjarsdot~ir, Florida State 
Isabella Schmid, Florida Sta~ 
Jazmine Reeves, Virginia Tech 
Kelsey Loupee, Virginia Tech 
Muriefie Tiernan, Virginia Tech 
Katie Yensen, Virginia Tech 
Morgan Brian, Virginia 

North Carolina 

AMY UFNOWSKI 
Associate Director, Communications 

O: 336.369.1003 ~C 
a ufnows ki(~thea cc:o[~ 

[ ~ ACC ESignat ..... lulyl (2) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 11, 2013 12:17 PM 

Thorn McDonald <thom.mcdonal~chaJnpionshipproductions.com>; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> 

~msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; pacman@uncaa.nnc.edu 

RE: UNC Soccer ads 

The only thing [ would correct is the "22 NCAA championships" which is scattered through[?ut the prorno .,_ It should read 22 Na{~ot~a[ Collegiate Championships 
(the rea~ breakdo~n ~s 21 NCAA Chem~onsh~p~ ~d o~e A~AW Championship because back ~ the day, the NCAA d~d not ~ponsor wome~’s championships). Can 
you boys see anytN~g e~se we should correct? 
F~m: Thorn NcDonald [mailto:thom.mcdonald@championshipproductions.com] 
Sent= Nonday, November l~, 2013 9:05 AN 
Te= Jason Sisneros; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Subject~ Fwd: UNC Soccer ads 
Coach, 
Please read the ads and see what thi~. If you see an~Nng let me know. You have to~ creative t~edom. Than~ again for wor~ng with us[[ ’. 

Thorn 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Chad Bamnan <chad.banman~chan~pionshipproductions.com> 

Date: Fri, Nov 8, 2013 at 2:15 PM 
Snbject: IYNC Soccer ads 

To: Thom McDonald <thom~mcdonald(~championshippmductions.com> 

Here are the drafts for the Anson Dorrance project - did you want to send them to the coaches to see/approve? Any suggestions would be helpful. There a~ce title 

suggestion in bold at the top of each ad, they could give us their preference, or even send along a better one if they see fit.. 

Let tne know if you have an?’ questions - thanks. 

Chad Bauman 
Graphic Design 

Championship Productions, Inc. 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 

Phone: (515) 232-3687 

Fax: (515) 232-3739 

w~x~x’.ChampionshipProdnctions.com 
CONFIDENTIALIfW NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is adch-essed and may contain infom~ation tbat is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure undo applicable law If you 

are not tile intended recipient, m~y dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. Please notify the sender by e-mail at tbe adch-ess shown and delete or destroy tbe original message and any attachments Thank 

you. 

Thorn McDonald 

Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 

800-873-2730 (office) 

(cell) 

515-232-3739 (fax) 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail mes~ge is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addres~d and may contain information that is 

privileged, confidential and exempt ficom di~losure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, any dis~mination, distribution or copying of this 

communication is s~rictly prohibited. Please notify the sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy the original message mad any altaclmaents. Thank 

you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 11, 2013 12:17 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edn 

FW: UNC Soccer ads 

UNC Soccer ads.doc 

From: Thom McDonald [mailto:thom.mcdonald@championshipproductions.com] 
Sent-" Monday, November :~1, 2013 9:05 AM 

To; Jason Sisneros; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Fwd: UNC Soccer ads 

Coach, 

Please read the ads and see what think. If you see anything let me know. You have total creative freedom. Thanks again for working with us’.!! 

Thom 

.......... Fo~-vvarded message .......... 

From: Chad Bauman < .c.!~..d.....b.~..u.~1~A~@9..h..‘.a..r.~p..i~!).~.I1ip..~.r~..d..t.Lc..t.i.R.r.~.~:.c~.!i.n.2, 

Date: Fri, Nov 8, 2013 at2:15 PM 
Subject: UNC Soccer ads 

To: Thom McDonald <thom~mcdonald~championshipproductions.com> 

Here are the drafts for the Anson Dorrance project - did you want to send them to the coaches to see/approve? Any suggestions would be helpful. There are title 

suggestion in bold at the top of each ad, they could give us their preference, or even send along a better one if they see [it.. 

Let me know if yon have any questions - tlmnks. 

Chad Bauman 

Graphic Design 

Championship Productions~ Inc. 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 

Phone: (515) 232-3687 

Fax: (515) 232-3739 

w~v.Chan~ pionshipProductions~com 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain infom~ation that is privileged, confidential ~aad exempt fiom disclosure under applicable law. If you 
are not the intended recipient, ~y dissemination, distribution or copying of tiffs communication is slfic~ly prohibited. Please notify lt~e sender by e-mail at the address sho~vn and delete or destroy the original message and any attachments Thank 
you 

Thom McDonald 
Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 

800-873-2730 (office) 

(cell) 

515-232-3739 (fax) 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended only- for the use oftl~e individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is 

privileged, confidential and exempt from diselosnre under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, any disseminatior~ distribution or cowing of this 

communication is strictly prohibited. Please notify the sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy the original message and any, attachments. Thank 

yon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 12:19 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edtP4 @gmail.com; O!live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu 

RE: Weekly hffracfion Notice 

~email.unc.edu; i 

Please let Tony know, we must be responsible .... 

From-" 
Sent; Monday, I :t0:SJ. AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: Weekly Infraction Notice 

I went to the geology tutor session Monday night with with the same tutor and forgot to cancel it for Tuesday when I canceled my medieval history tutor. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <~.~..9.~.~.RD?.~!.!:.~!~;~:.R:.’.~!?.> 
Sent: Monday, ~):32:4g AM 

To: 

Cc: @.m~n. ::ore_; Ducar, Chris; ~:~oi corn; Jason Sisneros I 

Subject: FW: Weekly Infraction Notice 

? ?? ?? 

From; ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent; Friday, ’, 5:39 PM 
To’. 
Cc; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Yount, Tony 
Subject; Weekly Infraction Notice 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your 

infraction and shall be considered Strike one. 

~); Sander, Thomas J 

tutoring session on it 6iO0P~. This is your ~#d documented 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class}. Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st infraction = Warning 

2nd infraction = Strike one 

3rd infraction = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 
With Str~ke three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, assodate director of 

acaderrdc support, and [utor~al coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have ~ ~usiness days from the date of the email to appeal in writin~ (see Appeal form) to the 

Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state 

all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your 

responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (~.~.~.~.~3~.~.~?.~.~:.~.) within the timeline listed 

below. 
For Appointments Spin or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before Spin - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan ~aloy or direct questions to 9~9-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

B~n .Shcu 
~Btant Tutodal Coo~dinato~ 

UNC ~cademic Support P~o~am ~o~ Student-~tMete~ 

~.~b.e~.~,~.~. ~.~.~L ~,~.r~x,x.~.~ 
Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 12:20 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.e&~> 

1~:;: Be Well ~-Res~ Well! 

I arn with you!! 

From= Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent= Monday, 11:09 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= RE: Be Well ~ Rest Well! 
Understm~d ..... I think we will get mlother chance ..... all he best with the NCAA amlonncement this afternoon. 

Be well my fiJend~ 

La~y 

Had a n~ce bfie~ chat with on Friday evening. She looked wall ~d sounded 

~Larry Ga~h~ 

Execmi~ e Assocmte I)~ector ~ #Athletics 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Monday, 10:55 AM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject= RE: Be Well ~ Rest Well! 

Thank you Larry, I am disappointed, we had them, even withotR 

From= Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
Sent: Saturday, 3:02 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; @msn.com’; Ducat, Chris; 
Subject= Be Well ~ Rest Well[ 
Impo~ance= High 

and !! Bummer!! 

@aol.com’; ’Jason Sisneros I ~_g__t!]_a__[Lc_o___m_)’; Sander, Thomas J 

Bummer last night! We were missing a couple of pieces, but I thought our team played well and fought hard. Just a tough 
way to lose. 
Get some rest and let’s get healed up - we will be OK and make a run. Confident we will, and that is NO BRAG, JUST 
FACT! 

PROUD OF YOU AND ENJOY THE WEEKEND! 
LarD, 

~Larry Ga~, 

E-xect~tive Assocmtc Dic~ctor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}’- 

Monday, 12:22 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

~)emaJl.unc.edu; ~gmail.com; @co~ncast.net; 

@email.unc.edu; @hotmaJl.com; @gmail.co~n; 

~live.unc.edu; @yahoo.corn; @ymail.com; 

RE: Blue & White Profile 

O!gmafil.com;     ~email.unc.edu; 

@rocketmafil.com; @gmafil.co~n; 

i@live.unc.edu 

Excellent, one is all we need ._ Thank you for replying so qa~cldV! 

Sent~ Nonday, 11:48 AN 
To= Dorrance, Aibe~ A N 
Subject~ RE: Blue & Whi~ Profile 
Hi Anson, I can come if you’d like, 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Gillings School of Global Public Health 

BSPH Candidate, Health Policy & Management 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@ernail.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 11:10 AM 

To: 

Co: ._@.__g___m___a_]_[:_c___o____mj ._@__c___o____m___c__a___s__t_:__n__e___tj ~ g__m___a__!]_:_c__9____m_.; 

@hotmail.com; @gmail.coml ~)rocketmafl.comj @gmail.com; ~yahoo.com; ~ymail.com; 

Subject: RE: Blue & White Profile 

Let me see who we can get .._ I will copy [he juniors and seniors. 
Ladies, please let me know who can come to McCaskill at 5 pro? 

From: 
Sent: Saturday, 3:11 PM 
To: Dorrance, Nbe~ A IV 
Subject= RE: Blue ~ WN~ Profile 
Hey Coach, 

Is there any chance you could arrangeto have one of the players meet us on Monday as well? Preferably a senior or junior who has a few years of 

experience playing under you? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 2:51 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Blue & White Profile 

Sure McCaskitl Soccer center 2nd floor 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 2:46 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Blue & White Profile 

Coach, 

Sounds good. Should we say around 5? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <.a_._qs__o__q ._@__e_ .m__~_!J_._u__n_.c_._e_d__u_.> 

Sent: Friday, 2:32 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Blue & White Profile 

Next we~-A~ .,,, Monday aRernooniev~:_ming wiil worl~ for me 

Sent: Friday, 2:05 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1~’ 
Subjeet: Blue & White Profile 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

My name is             I’m a writer for Blue & White Magazine and we would like to do a profile on you for our          issue. I realize you are very 

busy, so I just need a small amount of your time for a face-to-face interview. I assume it will be after the tournament this weekend, so almost any time 

that is convenient for you, preferably in the afternoon or evening, I can make work. Please let me know when works best for you. You can reach me here 

via email, or by phone at 

Thank you for your time, 

Writer, Blue & White Magazine 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (AN SON)> 

Monday,                  3:15 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; (~@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~W: Letter to the editor 

Dear Editor new.docx 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 2:22 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject~ Letter to the editor 

Hello Anson, 
I have attached the letter to the editor. I realized today that the DTH imposes a 250 word limit on these letters, so I did some severe editing and it is not 

quite as good as it was before. I also toned down my anger a bit in the second draft. I am struggling to get everything I wanna say within this word count, 

so please make any corrections you would like. For example should I say    and        lowered our GSR (as this is more powerful) or should I simply 

say they did not graduate within the six year window. 

Thank you, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 11, 2013 6:15 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edn 

I~W: CONGIL~TULATIONS: DI Women’s Soccer theliminary Round Host 

MEMO 2013 Host Tournament Mgrs 1st ronnd.pdf; Weather Inforn~ation.pdf; PA Scripts.pdf; MEMO 2013 Participant 1st round.pdf; 

ATT00001 .c 

From: Peterson, Laura [mailto:Ipeterson@ncaa.org] 
Sent; Monday, November :t:t, 2013 4-:50 PM 
Ce; Cessna, Sharon; Drew Marrochello; Janet Oberle; Julie Berg; Karen Hancock; Kelly McGrath Noonan (kemnoona@indiana.edu); Kurt Esser; Mick D’Arcy; Shawn Farrel; 
Stephanie Ransom; Todd Yelton 
S,,bject: CONGRATULATIONS: DI Women’s Soccer Preliminary Round Host 
Importance: High 

6ood evening, 

Congratulations on your selection as a host institution for the 2013 NCAA Division I Women’s Soccer Championship. 

You will receive e-mail notification regarding your proposed budget has been approved. Your institution must adhere to the approved budget. If any changes to 

your proposed budget were necessary, these changes will be indicated as "Selected w! modifications." Within 60 days after the completion of competition, the 

host institution shall complete and submit the financial report via the online system. Failure to submit the report within 60 days may result in a financial penalty. 

In preparation for the competitions being held November 15-:17, please review the attached information that includes the following documents: 

Tournament Host Memo. 

Site Rep/Tournament Director Information -coming ASAP. 

Officials-- assignments will be emailed not later than Wednesday, November :13. 

Weather Information. 

Officials patches (4)--overnight delivery. 

PA Announcements. 

Thank you for agreeing to host NCAA championships. If you have questions regarding these materials or any of the other instructions that you have received, 

please call me or Sharon Cessna at 3:17/9:17-65:19. 

[,aura Peterson-Mlyr~ski 

Assistant Coordinator, Championships m~d Alliances 

NCAA 

P.O. Box 6222 

Indim~apolis, Indiana 46206-6222 

(w): 317/917-6477 

(f): 317-917-6210 

lpeterson([~ncaa.org 

e002 pn 
g@01C 
D285F.6 
E71371 



VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

MEMORANDUM 

November 11, 2013 

TO: Tournament Director of the Host Institution for the 2013 NCAA Divi sion I 
Women’s Soccer Championship. 

FROM: SharonK. Cessna 
Director, Championships and Alliances. 

SUBJECT: Materials for the Conduct of a Tournament Session. 

Congratulations on your selection as a host institution for the 2013 NCAA 
Division I Women’s Soccer Championship. 

You will receive e-mail notification that your proposed budget has been approved. 
Your institution must adhere to the approved budget. Officials’ fees and expenses 
and committee representatives’ expenses will be paid directly by the NCAA. 
Hosts will pay for officials and committee lodging and will be reimbursed via the 

budget system. If any changes to your proposed budget were necessary, these 
changes will be indicated as "Selected wi modifications." After the completion of 
competition, the host institution shall complete and submit the financial report via 
the online system within 60 days. Failure to submit the report within 60 days may 
result in a financial penalty. 

In preparation for the competition, please review the 2013 NCAA Division I 
Preliminary Round Host Operations Manual and Bylaw 31 of the 2013-14 NCAA 
Division I Manual (ncaa.orgiLegislation & Governance/Rules and Bylaws.) 
NOTE: You must log-in to the member site of ncaa.org to access the above 
referenced materials. 

Officiatin~nments. Assignments will be emailed from Sharon Cessna, 
scessna@ncaa.org. Please check your email as it will contain the names, 
assignments and contact information for the officiating crew assigned to your site. 

Officials’ Patches. The officials’ patches will be sent via overnight deliver5, 
November 12. The patches are to be worn on the upper chest of each official’s 
uniform. 

N a t i o n a t C o i ! e £ i a t e A t h I e t i c A s s o 

An associa,tio~ of over t,200 members servin,q fl~e stuflen~-athleto 



NCAA MEMORANDUM 
November 11, 2013 
Page No. 2 

Game Balls. Six Wilson soccer balls should arrive on your campus prior to the start of 
competition. If you do not receive your game balls by Thursday, November 14, please contact 
Laura Peterson at the national office (!peterson@ncaa.org or 317/917-6477). 

Participant Awards. As a reminder, MTM Recognition is shipping participant awards 
(medallions) to each of the first-round site. These are to be distributed to the non-advancing 
team (22 per team) upon their elimination from the tournament. 

If you have questions regarding these materials or any of the other instructions that you have 
received, please call me at 317/917-6519 or cell 

SKC:lpm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 11, 2013 6:18 PM 

~duke.edu) 

~chapelhillrestaurantgronp.com> 

I~NV: NCAA games m~d Thanksgiving 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Monday, November 11, 2013 5:02 PM 
Subject: NCAA games and Thanksgiving 

Parents/Team, 

Now that we know we’re a #1 seed, we will continue to host games here in Chapel Hill through Thanksgiving weekend, Below are the tentative dates and times, 

http~!www.ncaa.comiinteractive-bracketisoccer-wom en~!d 1~ 

First round Sat Nov :16, 2:00 pm vs Liberty 

Second round Fri Nov 22, 5:00 or more likely 7:00 pm 

Third round Sun Nov 24, 1:00 pm 

Quarterfinal Sat Nov 30, time TBD based on home football game vs Duke that day 

For Thanksgiving we traditionally host the team and family members at 411 West restaurant              closes the place down for us and they cook up a lot of 

turkeys, beef tenderloin, hams, veggies, and baked goods. Everyone is invited! We typically have around :120 people attend. Team members will be covered by the 

team. Parents!friends! family members will have to pay a nominal fee of around $:10. Appetizers start around :l:O0 pm on Thursday and the buffet line opens up 

around 2:00. You are welcome to stay as long as you like. 

Even in the years that we do not advance to the quarterfinals, we still have this meal since a lot of players and staff members are in town anyway, so we will be 

celebrating together win or lose! 

I will ask for numbers as we get closer to that date so that we can make sure to have enough food. 

-Tom 

Tom S~der 

Director of Operations 

WoiIlen’s Soccer 

U~fiversi~ ofNortfi C~colina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 11, 2013 6:56 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: ACC Wotnetfs Soccer: Eight Teams Selected for the NCAA Championship 

This says UVA is the #:l.#:[ seed!?! 

From: Ufnowski, Amy [mailto:aufnowski@theacc.org] 
Sent: Mlonday, November 11, 2013 6:50 plVl 
To-" Ufnowski, Amy 
Subject: ACC Women’s Soccer: Eight Teams Selected for the NCAA Championship 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Monday, Nov. 11, 2013 
@ACCWSoccer 
NCAA Championship Bracket: .h_t_t__p__;iLt__h_e_a__c_c_:_c_o__[__W___S___O_C_l___3___N_C__~_~£~_~_~! 

ACC Women’s Soccer: Eight Teams Selected for the NCAA Ehampionship 

Conference teams earn all four No. 1 seeds 
GREENSBORO, N.C (theACC.com) - ttighlighted by a sweep of all four number one seeds, the Atlantic Coast Conference placed eight teams in the 2013 NCAA Division 
1 Women’s Soccer Championship field announced Monday afternoon. The ACe’s tbur number one seeds mark the first time in NCAA history all four number one seeds 
have come from the same conference. 
ACe regular-champion Virginia (20-1-0) was awarded the overall No. 1 national seed, while ACe Champion Florida State (1~-1-3), 2013 Ace Championship runner- 
up Virginia Tech (16-4-2) and 2012 NCAA Champion North Carolina (17-4-0) also received No. ~ seeds. It ~s third straight year the Seminoles have earned a No. 

seed (fourth overall), while the Tar Heels earned a No. 1 seed for the 22nd time in program history. The No. 1 seeds for Virginia and Virginia Tech are program firsts 

for the Cavaliers and the Hokies. 
Boston College (10-9-1), Duke (8-~-4), Notre Dame (~ 1-7-1) and Wake Forest (10-6-2) ioin those four schools in the field of 64, with the Eagles, Fighting hish and 
Demon Deacons serving as hosts for first round games. 

The e~ght Ace teams selected to the 2013 NCAA Championship field ties for the most of any conference with the Big Ten. This is the 11th straight year that at least 

seven ACe teams have made the NCAA Tournament field, and the 15th straight year that at least six have been selected. Play begins for all eight Ace teams this 

weekend (Nov. 15-16). 
North Carolina will be seeking its 22nd NCAA Championship and 23rd national title overall. The Tar Heels are the only Division l program that has earned a spot in the 
NCAA Championship each of the last 32 years since its inception in 1982 and owns a 115-8-3 record in the event. 
Several other Ace teams will extend notable streaks with this year’s NCAA appearances. Notre Dame will play in its 21st NCAA Tournament and is in search of its 

fourth title. Virginia is in the field for the 20th straight year and 26th overall. Wake Forest is competing for its 18th straight year. Florida State has been part of the 
tournament every year since 2000 (~4 straight appearances), and has reached the College Cup six times during that run, including each of the past two seasons. 

It marks the 11th straight tournament appearance for Duke and the Blue Devils’ 20th overall. Boston College is also appearing for the 11th straight year (17th overall), 
and Virginia Tech made the field for the sixth straight year (seventh overall). 
First-round matches will be played at campus sites Nov. 15 and 16. First round matches include Virginia hosting Saint Frands (PA) (~ 3-7-1), Florida State hosting 
South Alabama (13-5-2), North Carolina hosting Liberty (16-5-1), Virginia Tech hosting UMBC (13-5-2), Wake Forest hosting Morehead St (10-10-1), Notre Dame 
hosting Iowa (15-6-1) and Boston College hosting Northeastern (6-8-6). Duke will play its first round match in Colorado Springs, Colo., at Colorado College 
Second round matches will be played Friday, Nov. 22, at campus sites, and third-round matches will be played Sunday, Nov. 24, at the same campus sites. Quarterfinal 
matches will be played Nov. 29 and 30 also on campus sites. 
The 32nd annual NCAA Women’s College Cup will be played Dec. 6 and Dec. 8 at WakeMed Soccer Park in Cary, N.C. The first national semifinal will be played and 
shown live on ESPN1J at 5 p.m., and the second semifinal will begin at approximately 7:30 p.m. and air live on ESPNU. The national championship match will take 
place Sunday, Dec. 8 at 3 p.m., and will also broadcast INe on ESPN1J. 

Associate Director, Communications 

©: 336,369,1003 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 11:00 AM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      [@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmaJl.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu); ~email.unc.edu>;, @aol.com); 

@live.unc.edu); ~)live.unc.edu); ,~!live.unc.edu); 
~gmail.com);                      @live.unc.edu>;                 @live.unc.edu); 

~@gmail.com; _ _ @gmail.co~n); ~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); nicole fava (athva,~!uncaa.unc.edu); ;@live.unc.edu); 

’@live.unc .edu); "(}icloud.com) ~ @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); ~ ~live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); @gmaJl.com); 

~live.unc.edu); @ahoo.com); @live.unc.edu); ~gmail.com; 

@rocketmaJl.com; ~gmail.com; @live.unc.edu; .@yahoo.com; @ymail.com; 

@live.unc.edu; @emaJl.unc.edu; @gmail.com; @comcas~t.net; ~gmaJl.com; 

~email.unc.e&t; @emaJl.unc.edu; ~hotmail.com; ~live.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 

@gmail.com; .~gmaJl.com; @live. unc.edu); @aol.com; 

@gmail.com; )!yahoo.com; ~gmail.com 

I~NV: Sent on behalf of Kris Pierce - ACC Women’s Soccer Cha,npionship Student-Athlete PosE-Championship Evaluation 

Ladies, 

Please take a couple of seconds to do Lhis for’ the conference!!! Thank you, 

From: Barrett, Jennie [mailto:jbarrett@theacc.org] 
Sent-" Monday,                7:21 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; charles Adair (adair@vt.edu); Mark Krikodan (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); Miller, Beth; Jane Miller 

(jm2y@virginia.edu); Sharon McCloskey (smcclosk@vt.edu); mbonasorte@admin.fsu.edu; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
C¢-" Pierce, Kris 
Subject: Sent on behalf of Kris Pierce - ACC Women’s Soccer Championship Student-Athlete Post-Championship Evaluation 
Importance: High 

MEMORANDUM 
TO: Head Women’s Soccer Coaches 

Senior Woman Administrators 

Sport Supervisors for Women’s Soccer 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Kris Pierce, Senior Associate Commissioner 

RE: ACC Women’s Soccer Championship Student-Athlete Post-Championship Evaluation 

Please forward the following post-championship evaluation link to your student-athletes that participated in the Atlantic Coast Conference Women’s Soccer 

Championship. 

............ ___w____o___m____e___q ’__s____s__o___c__£_e_r____P___o__s%_c___h_a____m__p_!_o___q_s___h!p____s_~_E ~ z 
This link will be active until 

This feedback is important as we strive to continually make ACC Championships an outstanding experience for our student-athletes. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

KRIS PIERCE 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Championships & SWA 

©: 336.369.4652 ] C: 
kpierce~theacc.org 
[ileACC corn ¯ ~’~theACC 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 6:32 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

l~W: Johtl Donnelly 

Photos of Flagged InNviduals.docx 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2013 11:30 AM 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject: John Donnelly 

All, 

As some of you know, John Donnelly formally appealed the Trespass Order he was issued that prevents him from being present in any UNC Athletics facility. After 

hearing arguments from both sides, the judge validated our actions by upholding the Trespass Order. Many of you provided information that was critically 

important in these efforts and we sincerely appreciate your assistance. 

If you see Mr. Donnelly in any UNC Athletics facility, please notify DPS immediately so that he may be arrested. As always, thank you for your help in fostering an 

environment conducive to protecting our student-athletes, staff, and guests. 

Best, 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 275~4 

(9~9) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 6:34 PM 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

l~L: WCHL Morning Show Wednesday or Thursday 

Wed 8:20 am 

From: kohse, Dave Clark 

Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2013 11:58 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject-" WCHL Morning Show Wednesday or Thursday 

Anson: WCHL is looking to have you on their morning show with Ron Stuffs sometime in the next couple of days, either Wednesday or Thursday, your choice. 

Options to call in are 7:20 a.m. Or 8:20 a.m. 

Let me know if you can do any of those. 

Thanks. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

cell 

"Gotta Find My Corner Of The Sky" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 6:37 PM 

Thorn McDonald qhom.mcdonald@championshipproductions.com> 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Fitness title (Dorrance) 

I fike #4 as welf .._ Thorn, you stitl have not corrected the "22 NCAA Championships~" vet remember it is: 22 Nationat Championships ... 
From: Thom McDonald [mailto:thom.mcdonald@championshipproductions.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2013 12:36 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV; Jason Sisneros 
Subject: Fwd: Fitness title (Dorrance) 
These titles are due today-FYI. I like #4. 

Fitness Testing & Evaluation Drills for Soccer Players 

Testing & Evaluation for Soccer Players 

Soccer Pre-Season Preparation 
TechnicaJ & Fitness Testing tbr Soccer Players 

with Anson Dorrance, Universi~ of North Carolina Head Women’s Soccer Coach, 22 NCAA Chmnpionships, 20 ACC Tournament Championships; Most Wins in 

college soccer histo~S Distinguished mem~r of the NationaJ Soccer tlall of Fame (2008) 

¯ Develop a top- performing team while leanffng your players’ cal~bilities 

¯ Incorporate fitness evaluations to tes~t the speed, endurance, agili~~, and veNcal of your players 

¯ Use technical exercises to measure your players’ shot power, dribbling abili~, passing accuracy, and firs~t touch 

In the right setting, coaches can develop a culture that will force players to push each other witlffn a naturally cotnpetitive attnosphere. Here is your chance to gain 

insight from Hall of Fame coach Anson Dorrance, who lets you into the Tar Heels’ preseason training pitch to see the evalnation process that helps the Tar Heel 

coaching staff develop a top-performing team each and every year. 

Coach Dormnce begins by explaining the pnrpose and rationale for evalnating skills and abilities through specific tests and evaluations. Once all of the tests and 

exercises are demonstrated on the video, Coach Dorrance uses the closing segment to summarize the overall value of employing an evaluation system, which include: 

Guiding players to stay at a high physical and technical level during the off’-season 

Establishing a set group of test for physica] abilities and technical skills 

Instilling a set of guiding core values and expectations meant to maximize temn pertbnnance 

Lean~ how to using a seoring and ranking system to assess your players. Make it plain to tbr them to see their own ~rfonnance data that breaks down their skill set 
and help them improve their gmne for the betterment of the tean~. 

Wa~n-Ups 

You will see a vm-ie~ of warm-up exercises that will prep your players to perform at their highes~ level when going through the tes~ting and evaJ~uation exercises. These 

wa~m-up drills will also be great additions to your normaJ~ wam~- up before every practice and every game. 

Fitness Evalnations 

Get a first hand view of how a top notch college s~ccer program runs their fitness testing. In the weight room, you will see the team go through veNcal jump testing and 

speed testing with short distance sprint timing. Outside, you have the chance to pickup concepts of an endurance testing exercise that can be fine tuned to each played s 

abilities. 

Teclmical Evaluations 

In the technical portion of this video, you will get a look at a shooting activity that provides the shot speed to players. The power of each player’s tbot helps Coach 
Dorrance know M~ich of his players have the ability to take long range shots outside of the 18 yard box. This can help players work on their shooting techniques as 

well as help coaches know who axe their long distance shooters. 

Another pa~ to the technical evaluations are cross field aerial passes that are based on the distance and accuracy of the kicker, as well as the receiveds abili~~ to settle 

the baJd with their first touch. Tiffs will help players improve on their techniques and help coaches ki~ow what aspects they need their players to work on in the future. 

Understand the strengths of your players with these testing and evaluation drills featnring world class soccer coach, Anson Dorrance! Athletes and coaches will be able 

to learn what areas they still need to develop and work on more at practice. 

2014. 

Thom McDonald 

Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Prodnctions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 

800-873-2730 (office) 

(cell) 

515-232-3739 (fax) 

CONFIDENTIALrFY NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended only for the use of the individual or enti~ to which it is addressed and may contain information that is 

privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipien~ any disseminatio~ dis~mbution or cowing of this 

cotnmunication is strictly prohibited. Please noti~ the sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy the origin~2l message and an?’ attaclm~ents. Thank 

yon. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 6:38 PM 

Thorn McDonald qhom.mcdonald@championsltipproductions.com> 

ILE: Do~rance practice drills tire 

From: Thorn NcDonald [mailto:thom.mcdonaldC~c~championshipproductions.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2013 12:37 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Jason $isneros 
Subject; Fwd: Dorrance practice drills title 
Wha~ do yo~ th~nk? 

Anson Dorrance: Train Like a Chmnpion 

Competitive Practice Drills for Improving Play 

Soccer Drills to E~hance Your Practice Time 

Soccer Drills to Enhance Your Practices 

Making the Most of Your Soccer Practices 

Thom McDonald 

Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 

800-873-2730 (office) 

(cell) 

515-232-3739 (fax) 

CONFIDENTIALrFY NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended only for the use of the individual or enti~ to which it is addressed and may contain information that is 

privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipien~ any disseminatio~ dis~mbution or cowing of this 

communication is strictly prohibited. Please notify the sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy the original message and an?, attachments. Thank 

you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 6:42 PM 

.la~n Sisneros @gmaJd.com> 

ILE: Fitness rifle (Do~rance) 

Thanks Jason .... This is your business ~ow, thank you for taki~g ca~’e of it![ 

From: Jason Sisneros [mailto:        @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November ~2, 20~3 ~:07 PN 
Te= Thom McDonald 
Cc~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject~ Re: Fitness title (Dorrance) 

I like #4 too- We just need the with Anson Dorrance, Universi~ of North Carolina Head Women’s Soccer Coach, 2~ NatiOnal Cgampk, figh~Dg (~ ~ N~A~x~ 

AL&W), 20 ACC Tournament ChampionsNps; Most Wins in college soccer Nstou, Distinguished member of the National Soccer HN1 of F~e (2008) 

Universi~ of North Carolina \Vom en’s Soccer 
Chapel tIill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Ana2lysis ] Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Tue, Nov 12, 2013 at 12:35 PM, Thom McDonald <fhom.mcdonald(/gchampionshipproductions.com> wrote: 

These rifles are due today-FYI. I like #4. 

Fitness Testing & Evaluation Drills for Soccer Players 

Testing & Evaluation for Soccer Players 

Soccer Pre-Season Preparation 

Technical & Fitness Testing tbr Soccer Players 

with Anson Dorrance, Universi~ of North Caroliua Head Women’s Soccer Coach, 22 NCAA Chmnpionships, 20 ACC Tournament Championships; Most Wins in 

college soccer history, Distinguished member of the NarionaJ Soccer Hall of Fame (2008) 

¯ Develop a top- performing team while learning your players’ capabiliries 

¯ Incorporate fitness evaluations to tesl the speed, endurance, agility, and veNcal of your players 

¯ Use technicaJ exercises to measure your players’ shot powec dribbling abiliPy, passing accuracy, and first touch 

In the right selling, coaches can develop a culture that will force players to push each other within a naturally competitive atmosphere. Here is your chance to gain 

insight ri’om Hall of Fame coach Anson Dorrmace, who lets you into the Tar Heels’ preseason training pitch to see the evaluarion process that helps the Tar Heel 

coaching staff develop a top-performing team each and every year. 

Coach Dorrance begins by explaining the purl~se and ratiouale for evaJuaring skills and abilities through specitic tests and evaluations. Once a]l of the tests and 

exercises are demonstrated on the video, Coach Dorrance uses the closing segment m summarize the overall value of employing an evaluation system, which include: 

Guiding players to stay at a high physical and technical level during the off’-season 

Establishing a set group of test for physical abilities and technical skills 

Instilling a set of gniding core vaJ~ues and expectations meant to maximize team perfom~ance 

Learn how to using a scoring and rar~fing system to assess your players. Make it plain to for them to see their own performance data that breaks down their skill set 

and help them improve their gmne for the betterment of the tea~. 

Wa~n-Ups 

You will see a wriety of warm-up exercises that roll prep your players to perform at their highest level when going through the testing mad evaluarion exercises. These 

warm-up drills will also be great additions to your normal warm-up before ever?- practice and eve~ game. 

Fitness Evaluations 

Get a first hand view of how a top notch college s~ccer program runs their fitness testing. In the weight room, you will see the team go through veNcal jump testing and 

speed testing with short distance sprint timing. Outside, you have the chance to pickup concepts of an endurance testing exercise that can be fine tuned to each playeds 

abilities. 

Teclmical Evaluations 

In the technical portion of this video, you will get a look at a shooting activity that provides the shot speed to players. The power of each player’s tbot helps Coach 

Do~rance know which of his players have the ability to take long range shots outside of the 18 yard box. This can help players work on their shooring techniques as 

well as help coaches know who are fl~eir long distance shooters. 

Another part to the technical evaluations are cross field aerial passes that are based on the distance and accuracy of the kicker, as well as the receiveds ability to settle 

the baJd with their first touch. This will help players improve on fl~eir techniques and help coaches know what aspects they need their players to work on in the future. 
Understand the strengths of your players with these testing and evaluation drills featuring world class soccer coach, Anson Dorrance! Athletes mad coaches will be able 

to learn what areas they still need to develop and work on more at pracrice. 

2014. 

Thom McDonald 

Recmiring Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 



Ames, IA 50010 

800-873-2730 (ol~ice) 

(cell) 

515-232-3739 (fax) 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: ’][’his e-mail message is inten&d only tbr the use of the individual or enti~ to M~ich it is addressed and may contain mt’onnation that is 

privilege& confidenlial and exempt fiom disclosure under applicable law-. If you a~e not the intended recipient, any disseminalion, dis~tribution or copying of this 

comtnunication is strictly prohibited. Please notify the sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy the originaJ~ message and any attachments. Thank 

yOU. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 6:42 PM 

.la~n Sisneros @gmaJd.com> 

ILE: Do~rance practice drills rifle 

That is good too (better tha~ what I said)! 

From: Jason Sisneros [mailto:         ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November ~.2, 2013 :t:08 PM 
To: Thom NcDonald 
Co: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Dorrance practice drills title 

How atx~ut: Championship Training IVlethods with Anson Donance? 

Universi~ of North Carolina \Vom en’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Tue, Nov 12, 2013 at 12:36 PM, Thom McDonald <fhom.mcdonald(/~championshipproducfions.com> wrote: 

%%at do y~u thh~k? 

Anson Dorrm~ce: Train Like a Champion 

Competitive Practice Drills tbr Improving Play 

Soccer Drills to Enhance Your Practice Time 

Soccer Drills to Enhance Your Practices 

Making the Most of Your Soccer Practices 

Thom McDonald 

Recrniting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 

800-873-2730 (office) 

{cell) 

515-232-3739 (fax) 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail mes~ge is intended only tbr the use of the individual or enti~ to which it is addressed a~d may contain intbrmation that is 

privileged, confidential and exempt th)m disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, a~y dissemination, distribution or cowing of this 

communication is strictly prohibited. Please notit~ the sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy the original message and any attachments. Thank 

you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 6:49 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      l@aol.com; Jason Sisneros i         @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

I:W: Spring ACC Event and Twin City Showcase April 5-6, 2104 

Pro gar~?e or this boys? 

From: Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz@wfu.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, November :t2, 2013 3:36 PM 
To: Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Anthony Daluz; Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clernson.edu); gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu; 
Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Krikorian (rnkrikorian@adrnin.fsu.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrurn; Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve 
Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); tim santoro 

Subject-" Spring ACC Event and Twin City Showcase April 5-6, 2104 

Just wanted to get a reminder out to eveD~one interested in the participating in this event this spring. It will be held on April 5-6 weekend in conjunction with the Twin 

City Showcase event which is projected at 150 teams this spring. 

Our teams cm~ play on either saturday or sunday at BB&T Soccer Complex a~d we are flexible with regard to number of games, lenTth of games and match-ups. 

Hoping that our usual attendees, UNC, Duke, NCST, WF, VT will be there m~d we can add more nearby teams like UVA, Louisville, Clemson. 

Please confirm your interest, our participation reaJly helps this Showcase draw more high quality teams from both National League a~nd ECNL. 

Thanks~ 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 once 

(336) 758-4565 fax 
cell 

...... removed by 
sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:51 PM 

~ema~l.unc.edu; ,~;gmail.com;, ~comcast.net; ~@gma~l .com; 

~email.unc.e&~; ~hotmaJl.com 

FW: NWSL 

~email .unc.edu; 

From: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf Of Erica Walsh 
Sent: Tuesday,               ~ 3:43 PM 
To-" division-i-womens-soccer2coaches@googlegroups.corn 

Subject-" {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} NWSL 

Coaches, 
On behalf of the NSCAA Women’s Committee I want to share with you some great news regarding our pro league. The NWSL is pleased to announce that this year’s draft will 
be open to the public on Fri.        at the NSCAA convention in Philadelphia. As many of you know the draft was closed door last year and as a result there was very little 
hype and recognition for those players drafted in the first year. Let’s all plan to attend and make this a very special event for the players entering our league. It’s our 
responsibility to support women’s professional soccer for all of our past, present and future players. 
Here is a link to pass along to all of your interested players: 

https://www.su rveymon key.corn/st    NWSLCollegePlayerlnterestSu rvey 
Your players MUST fill out this survey in order to be included on the draft list. 
Best of luck to all of the teams participating in the NCAA Tournament! 
Sincerely, 
Erica 

~ric~ Wal~h / Pen~ St~t~ 

2012 Nl~’ionol 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services ~t www.nseaa.¢om/¢olle~e. 

You r~c~iv~d t~s m~ssag~ b~caus~ you ar~ subscribed to d~¢ Googl~ ~oups "DJ~JsJo~ I Wom~ns So¢¢~r Coacl~¢s" group. 

To unsub~fibe fi’oln rids group and stop l~ceiving emails from ik ~nd 

To post to tiffs group, send emml m 

Visit ~is group at hN~:i/~mups.go%gle:col~group,’di~ision-i-womens- soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit h~ps://~mups.google.com/group~opt out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 6:54 PM 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

ILE: WCHL Morning Show Wednesday or Thursday 

Thanks!! 

From: Lohse, Dave Clark 
Sent-" Tuesday, November 12, 2013 6:35 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject-" Re: WCHL Morning Show Wednesday or Thursday 
Sounds good. I will text you to number to call shortly. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

cell 

"Gotta Find My Corner Of The Sky" 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc~edu> 

Date: Tuesday, November 12, 2013 6:33 PM 

To; Dave Lohse <.d__a__v_#_[.o._b__s_..e_ . .@_._ _ 9_ n_ _c_ _._ _e_ . .d_ .u_> 

Subject= RE: WCHL Morning Show Wednesday or Thursday 

Wed 8:20 am 

I~r~r~; Lohse, Dave Clark 
Sent-" Tuesday, November 12, 2013 11:58 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject: WCHL Morning Show Wednesday or Thursday 
Anson: WCHL is looking to have you on their morning show with Ron Stutts sometime in the next couple of days, either Wednesday or Thursday, your choice. 

Options to call in are 7:20 a.m. Or 8:20 a.m. 

Let me know if you can do any of those. 

Thanks. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

cell 
"Gotta Find My Corner Of The Sky" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV o</O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 11:19 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga]lo@unc.e&~> 

PdL: G~eat Smfl~ 

Thank you Larry ..., yes, I am very proud of the team: #:1 wiLh all our injury issues is formidaNe. 

From: Guile, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Wednesday, November $3, 2053 $0:32 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; ’ @msn.com’; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com’; ’Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com)’; Sander, Thomas 
Subject: Great Stuff~ 
lmpo~ance= High 
I ~ a little late, but CONGRATULATIONS ON BEING AWARDED A #1 SEED IN THE NCAA TOURNAMENT~ 
A well-dese~wed rewaxd tbr both you and your team. 
Have a ~st~l week in preparing for Saturday vs. Libe~y ~ loo~ng tb~v~d to seeing you play. 
Be well and (K) HEELS[ Proud of you’. 
La~ 

Lxccutive Associate Director of Athletics 
U~fis e~si~y of North Carolina at 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 11:45 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

I~E: Groat Stufl~ 

Yes~ sir! 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 11:44 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Great Stuf!! 
"NO BRAG .... JUST FACT!!! !" Take care, Coach. 

~Larry 

Execulive Aasociatc Dhvctor of Aft-clerics 

University of North Cam[ma at Cha~x~l 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 11:19 AM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: RE: Great Stuf!! 
Thank yot~ l_~’ry ... yes, t ~m ve~’y proud of the team: #1 wRh 

F~m; Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
Sent: Wednesday, November ~3, 2013 i0:32 AN 

To= Dorrance, Albert A N; ~@msn.com’; Ducat, Chris; ~aol.com’; ’Jason Sisneros, 
Subject= Great Stuff~ 
Impo~ance: High 
I am a ]i~]e late, but CONGRATULATIONS ON BEING AWARDED A #I SEED IN THE NC~ TOURNAMENT~ 

A well-deserved reward for both you and your te~. 

Have a restful week in prepaxNg for Saturday vs. Libe~y ~- look~g I~-ard to seeing you play. 

Be well and GO HEELS[ Proud of you[ 

~Larr), G~h~, 

Exec~ltivre Associam Dh’cctor of Afla]efics 

g mversity ofNorO~ Cm~lina at Chapd 

@gmail.com)’; Sander, Thomas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, ~ 4:34 PM 

~msu.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros "        ~gmml.com); pacman@uncaa.uuc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu); @email.unc.edu>;. I @aol.com); 

@live.unc.edu); ~z)live.unc.edu); ~!live.unc.edu); 
@gmail.com);                      @live.uuc.edu>;                 @live.uuc.edu); 

@gmail.com;                     @gmail.cotn);                     ~live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); uicole fava 0tt:ava,~!uucaa.unc.edu); ,~!live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); "@icloud.com) @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc .edu); @live .unc.edu); @live.unc.edu);, 

@live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); l @gmafil.com); 

@live.unc.edu); , @ahoo.com); @live.unc.edu); @gmail.com; 

@rocketmaJl.com; @gmail.com; @live.unc.edu; ~ @yak~oo.com; @ymail.com; 

@live.unc.edu; @emaJl.uuc.edu; @gmail.com; ~comcas~t.net; ~gmaJd.com; 

~email.unc.edu; ~emaJl.unc.edu; ,~hotmail.com; ~live.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 
@gmail.com; ~gmaJd.com; @live. unc.edu); @aol.com; 
@gmail.com; ,~)5~ahoo.com; @gmail.com 

FW: Updated Catapult Report thru FSU (ACC) 

UNC Catapult thru FSU (ACC).pdf 

ihanks~ .., I liked our en~-_~rgy as well!! 

Sent: Wednesday,                 12:31 PM 
To: Gatz, Gregory; Dorrance, Albert A IV; @aol.com; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas J; Jason Sisneros 
Subject: Updated Catapult Report thru FSu 

Hi coaches, 

Attached is the updated Catapult report through our ACC game against Florida State. Apologies for the delay -the last couple days have been filled with interviews 

and classes. 

Although we lost the game, our fitness numbers against FSU were outstanding. Nearly all of the girls’ numbers were great, but here were some highlights: 

* had a very high hybrid score, meaning she ran very fast while maintaining very high effort/engagement 

~ and each ran one of their fastest games of the entire season 

As always, let me know if any questions arise. See you all at practice. 

~est, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 4:35 PM 

Paul Tmnbefino ~@aoLcom> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros I ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: NCAA 

T~-~a nks Paul!! 

From: Paul Tamberino [mailto:. ,@aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 20:t3 :[:28 PM 
To: Steve Swanson; ’Tony Daluz’; Randy Waldrum; ’Charles Adair’; Robbie Church; Dorrance, Albert A IV; ’Alison Foley’; ’Mark Krikorian’ 
Cc: ’Pierce, Kris’ 
Subject: NCAA 

Lady and gentlemen, 

Congratulations on your selection to the NCAA tournament. I wish you all the best and if there is anything you need in regards to officiating, do not 

hesitate to call upon me. I will do my best to assist in any way. 

Paul 

Paul Tamberino 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 8:19 PM 

~live.unc.edtr> 

Re: Advice on Goals/Careers 

Love to help, uever too busy tbr you! 

Se~t.#"om my Verizor~ tFire[e,~s 4G 

~live.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 
Prior to becoming a manager for this team, I knew you were a great coach as evidenced by your immense success over the past 30+ years. However, in my three 
months with the team it has become evident that you are also an amazing life coach for the girls. The values and lessons you teach are invaluable. 
As a 3unior who is currently applying to internships, the "what do I want to do with my life?" question has been in the forefront of my mind. In the long-run, I want 
to pursue something that I am good at and where I can make an impact. And that is why strategy consulting, especially for a firm such as Bain, BCG, or McKinsey, is 
what I want to do in the short-term. I am confident that I will be good at it, and the variety of work within strategy consulting will allow me to later find a job where 

I can make an impact. But I am of course open to other options. 

I understand that you are very busy, but I was hoping we could at some point (perhaps over lunch) discuss both life goals and career options. I value your opinion 

very highly and would be very thankful for our conversation. Would you be up for this? If you want, we could also meet after the season comes to an end. Let me 

know, and in any case, I will see you tomorrow at practice. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)’- 

Wednesday, 10:20 PM 

~@live.unc.edtr"~ 

Re: Advice on Goals/Careers 

Post Saturday 

Sent.~"om my Ver’izort tFirele,~s 4G LTE DROLL) 

~live.m~c.edu> wrote: 

Thanks! Does sometime Friday (perhaps morning) work for you or are you thinking we should do after Saturdays game? 

Sent from my Windows Phone 

From: Dorrance, Albert A ~V 

Sent: ]:18 PM 

To 

Subject: Re: Advice on Goals/Careers 

Love to help, never too busy for you! 

Se~tt front ~, }~rizon tVireless ,K I L TE DROI1) 

~live.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

Prior to becoming a manager for this team, I knew you were a great coach as evidenced by your immense success over the past 30+ years. However, in my three 

months with the team it has become evident that you are also an amazing life coach for the girls. The values and lessons you teach are invaluable. 

As a Junior who is currently applying to internships, the "what do I want to do with my life?" question has been in the forefront of my mind. In the long-run, I want 

to pursue something that I am good at and where I can make an impact. And that is why strategy consulting, especially for a firm such as Bain, BCG, or McKinsey, is 

what I want to do in the short-term. I am confident that I will be good at it, and the variety of work within strategy consulting will allow me to later find a job where 

I can make an impact. But I am of course open to other options. 

I understand that you are very busy, but I was hoping we could at some point (perhaps over lunch) discuss both life goals and career options. I value your opinion 

very highly and would be very thankful for our conversation. Would you be up for this? If you want, we could also meet after the season comes to an end. Let me 

know, and in any case, I will see you tomorrow at practice. 

Thank you, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 1:59 PM 

Billy Lesesne <lesesne@duaa.duke.edu> 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: NSCAA ALL AMERICA NOMINATIONS CLOSES TOMORROW!!! 

Thank you gitly ..,. Good luck to you as welt!!! 

From: Billy Lesesne [mailto:lesesne@duaa.duke.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, November 14, 2013 9:25 AN 

T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sub]eet~ RE: NSC~ ALL ANERICA NONINA~ONS CLOSES TONORROW[[[ 

A~son~ 

Your nominations have been recorded according the spreadsheet that ~ receive from the NSCAA. Best of ~uck th~s weekend and congratulations on such 

season so far. 

g~l~y kesesne 

Assodate Coach 

[)~.l~ e ~¢omen’s Soccer 

lesesne@duaa.duke.edu 

O: 919.681.3456 

C 

F: 9:[9.68t.2378 

www.goduke.corn 

Camps: www.du kesoccerschool.com 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [~j_[t~;_@D_~_Q@_¢~jJ_~_ag_~@_Q~] 
Sent~ Wednesday, November 13, 2013 7:05 PN 
Tel Billy Lesesne 
Su~ject~ Re: NSCM ALL A~ERICA NONINA~ONS CLOSES TO~ORROW[~[ 

Billy, I fl~ink we did it but I am never sure. I am a bit ofa Luddite. Plea~ let me know if we screwed something up. 

S~r~Ll~om ~ ~ t’rizon If~ireless" 4( ~ L~’ DROID 

Billy Lesesne <lesesne~duaa.duke.edu> wrote: 

Greetings Southeast Region Coaches, 

NSCAA ALL AMERICA NOMINATIONS CLOSE TOMORROW!!!!~ 

Please nominate your players by going to the following link: 

htt p:/!www.nscaa.com!Iogin.php?action =college 

You will need to log into your College Service membership portal to nominate your players. At the College Service membership portal, you will need your college 

service ID# and password. If you do not have your College Service ID, please contact the NSCAA and they can get that information to you. Once you are logged in to 

the College Service Portal, click on "My nominations and voting" to find the College All-Region/America "nominate" button. Instructions are also available for 

download before clicking "nominate". 

NSCAA Southeast Region Chair 

Billy Lesesne 

Associate Coach 

Duke Women’s Soccer 

!_e__s_.e_ .s_ _n_ .e_ _ @_ .d_ .u__a_.a__:.~..u_ .k_ _e_._ _e_ .d_ _ ~. 
O: 919.681.3456 

( 

F: 9 J~9.68:t.2378 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursda5, 2:01 PM 

~(~:yahoo.com> 

~)live.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Call at~ytims © 

From _~yahoo.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, 10:50 AM 
To; Dorrance, Alber~ A 1V 
Subject: 

Good morning, 

My name is and I’m a reporter for the Daily Tar Heel. I’ve called your office a couple times already with this, but I’m looking to write a 
feature story or~    I was hoping to interview both you and her, either in person or by phone, between now and early next week. Please let me 

know what times are convenient for you. 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 2:02 PM 

~aol .corn 

l~L: Interview request from NC Sports HOF 

Call anytim~ ~~ 

From: ! .~aol.com [mailto:,_ . .~aol.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2023 22:28 AM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Interview request from NC Sports HOF 

Coach Anson, 
My name is Bill Hass and I’m working on a segment of a project for the North Carolina Sports Hall of Fame. It is producing a book on the history of sports in North 

Carolina and my topic is collegiate national champions from the state. 
I’m going to break out a few stories and, given the magnificent history of your program, yours will be one of them. I know you are focused on the NCAA playofls and 

finding time to talk to me might be difficult. I would need about 15-20 minutes of your time to talk about building the program over the years, with an emphasis on the first 
national title that your team won when you were part of the AIAW. 

Let me know if there is any time you can spare this week or next week to talk. 

My thanks in advance, 
Bill Hass 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 10:46 PM 

bill palladino < ~aol.com> 

Fwd: Scouting Repo~t on Liberty UniversiW 

Elon University Women s Soccer Scouting Report - Liberty Unive~siW.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Scouting Report on Liberty Universi~ 

From: John Pardini         @gmail.com> 

To: "Do~rm~ce, AlbertA IV" <mason@email.unc.edu>,Bill P~Jladino ~ 
CC: 

O!aol.com> 

Anson, 

Attached is the scouting report that you requested. This is the information I provided for our team prior to us playing Liberty on 9/20. Best of luck to you this Saturday! 

Sincereb; 

John Pardini 

Asst. Women’s Soccer Coach 

Elon University 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 15, 2013 10:30 AM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~W: Inflatable Images 

From: Mac Yates [mailto:M.Yates@scherba.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 24,, 2023 2:36 PM 

To: Mac Yates 
Subject: Inflatable Images 
Thought you might like to see this custom tunnel created for the Women’s Soccer Program at Missouri. Good luck in the NCAA Tournament. Give me a call if 
’ou have further interest. Thanks. 



Mac Yates 
Director of Sports Marketing 
inflatable images 
2880 interstate Parkway 

Brunswick, OH 44212 
800=783-5717 ext. 134 

330-273-3212 fax 

m.yates@scherba.com 
~,_i__n___r_l__a___t__a___b__l__e__i___m____a_g_e___s__~_c___o____m__ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 15, 2013 11:41 AM 

Fava, Nicole M <fava@email.unc.edu> 

1~: Phone call 

No problem Nicole’. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Fava, Nicole M 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:34 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Phone call 

Anson 

I wanted to apologize for not getting back to you today regarding practice You left a message on my personal phone and I don’t carl-?’ it with me during the day most of the time which is 
why I didn’t get your message until late this evening. I wanted to make sure you had my ;vork cell number as ;vell, It’s 

Again I am sorry. 

Thanks 
Nicole 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
Sent fi’om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, 11:42 AM 

Steve Muldoon < @aol.com> 

I~E: 2-0, we won!!! 

Thank you Steve!! 

From: Steve Muldoon [mailto @aol.com] 
Sent= Thursday, 8:46 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Re: 2-0, we won[[[ 

The post season begins this weekend! Been watching all year! Four # 1 seeds from tl~e ACC! God luck! Go Heels! See you in early December! Love you all! Steve 
Steve Muldoon 
Universal Business Systems,Inc. 
813-290-9206 

813-290-9406 (fax) 
800-522-9466 (toll free) 
..... Original Message ..... 

From: ARson Dorrance <anson,~;uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Sieve Mnldonn < ~))aol.com> 

Cc 
~ernail.unc.ed~-; 

Sent: Mort,             5:42 pm 

Subject: Re: 2-0, we won!!’. 

~bemail.unc.edu>; ~email amc.edu>; 

Thank you Steve! You are always so kind to us which is why our TOP AWARD at the Univrsity of North Carolina is the Kelly Muldoon Award. Our award is a 

character award and you and Kelly are motivational examples to us about how to act and treat people. 

So thank you, my friend for being who you are!!! 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
>>> Steve Muldoon , @__a_£4j=c__o_r_[?.> 10:22 AM >>> 
Keep it going, just wanted to let you know I go on all the time to keep up with you all and the team. I know you will have them ready for the tournament run as always! It has 
been over 5 years now for Kelly, I just keep going every day, and smile when I think of the times we were able to spend you you and the girls back then, and I treasure the 
memories and friendships I have made from those teams, and when I go on line and read about the Heels, a smile always comes to my face. 

Your team may not know it but they inspire so many people, they continue to touch many lived and are loved by so many fans. When they take the field they have many 
peoples around the country pulling for them and supporting them! 
May you all have a wonderful Thanksgiving, God bless you all, the staff, your famolies and the players, I cant wait to keep reading about your success. Go Heels ! 

Steve and Kelly 

Steve Muldoon 
Universal Business Systems,Inc. 
813-290-9206 

813-290-9406 (fax) 
800-522-9466 (toll free) 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Anson Dorrance <a!~q_o__r_L@_u__r_Lc_#__a__=_u__[!£=#__d___u_> 
To: Steve Muldoon ~aN.com> 
Sent: Sat z:46 pm 
Subject: 2-0, vve won!!! 

Thank you Steve!! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 
>>> Steve Muldoon, ~aol.com> ’. 8:08 AM >>> 
Good luck today! Play well, We are watching ! Go Heels! Love you guys! 

Steve Muldoon 
Universal Business Systems,Inc. 
813-290-9206 

813-290-9406 (fax) 
800-522-9466 (toll free) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 15, 2013 11:45 AM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

,~)aol.com 

I~: Inte~ziew request from NC Sports HOF 

This gentleman (Bill Hass) is writh~g a book for the NC Hall of game on the states ngt championship teams~ He interviewed me today and wants to talk to Catilin 

Ball, Dianne Beatty (ahJmnae from the first natq championship team), Mia Harem and Kristh~e [~l]y. Can you get him their contact info (Dino m~ght have some of the 

info}. 

From:        @aol.com [mailto        @aol.com] 
Seat; "~ nursuay, November $4, 20~3 9:$$ PM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bjeCt= Re: Interview request from NC Spo~ HOF 
Thank you. Would Friday morning about 9:30 work for you? 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To:                     ~#_o__[:~__o_E~_ > 
Sent: Thu, Nov 14, 2013 4:07 pm 
Subject: RE: Interview request from NC Sports HOF 

Call anytime © 
From: ~,aol.com [mailto:g ~,aol.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 11:28 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Interview request from NC Sports HOF 

Coach Anson, 
My name is Bill Hass and I’m working on a segment of a project for the North Carolina Sports Hall of Fame. It is producing a book on the history of sports in North 

Carolina and my topic is collegiate national champions from the state. 
I’m going to break out a few stories and, given the magnificent history of your program, yours will be one of them. I know you are focused on the NCAA playoffs and 

finding time to talk to me might be difficult. I would need about 15-20 minutes of your time to talk about building the program over the years, with an emphasis on the first 
national title that your team won when you wet~ part of the AIAW. 

Let me know if thet~ is any time you can spat~ this week or next week to talk. 

My thanks in advance, 
Bill Hass 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:59 AM 

Warner, Stacey Harris <staceywarne@unc.edu> 

I~E: ring 

sure 

From: Warner, Stacey Harris 
Sent: Friday, 9:25 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A ~/ 
Subject: ring 

Hey Anson, 

I have a who won an individual national championship, is there any way I could borrow your ring from this past year to show her at a 9am meeting on 

Monday morning? 

~S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 4:33 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

1),22: I wm~t to play her 

liust sat down with             She struggled in practice today so I asked her for her s~pport to pick      to dress tomorrow. There were tears in her eyes but 

she ~.;upported rny decisi.:_~n. We talked about this being i~ meritocracy i~nd      had a gr~:,at session. She agr~:,ed I will be c~;lling      soon. 

$~nt: Friday, I 10:54 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
$,,bj~¢t: RE: I want to play her 

Hi Anson, 
Thanks for the reply. I completely understand and respect your decisions, I was just hoping I might get a chance to play on the field with her for a few minutes. 
See you at practice, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, I 110:46 AM 

To: 

Co: .staSh.COrn; Ducat, Chris; ~)aoLcom; Jason Sisnero.~ 

Subie~t: I want to play her 

@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

IL is never inappropriate Lo lobby for your’      She is incredibly tough. I like her. I would have played her" against FSU but I was studyk~g her in Lhe warm up 

before that game and she was too nervousH~ ~ ~ook st her every day. ~ want to p~ay her, ~ th~nk she has the potential to improve Hke you every year~ 

From: 
$ent~ Tuesday, 11:38 PM 

T~ Dorrance, Albert A N 
Subject~ 

Hi Anson, 
TNs may be inappropriate or out of line so if it ~s feel fl~e to ignore ~[ 

I juN wanted to ask about the dressing toner for Saturday. You mentioned laN week lhat you might be able to put in with me for a few minutes at some point, and I 

wouldn’t bring it up if you hadn’t mentioned it, but do you think there is any chance she can dress on SatuNay and if we are winning at the end of the game could you possibly 

put her in with me for a few minutes? I know the tuner is based on pegormance and what we need and theres lots of desexing playem on our team, and if you don’t think she 

deseNes it or lNnk its unfair I completely undemtand. If this is an inappropriate requeN ~ apologize, juN thought it couldn’t hurt to ask[ 

I enjoyed practice today~ 

See you tomorrow, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LFi’,IC EXCHANGE/OU-EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN:ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSONp 

Friday, 4:35 PM 

@email.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; ~gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu); ~comcast.net; 

~gmail.com; fjemail.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; ~ ~email.unc.edu; ~hotmail.com; 

~?msn.com; ducax~uncaa.unc.edu;       ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros t         ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

One chaage in the dressing roster for tomorrow! 

Ladies, 

I jus~ sa~ c~own with She s~ugg~ed i~ f~ractice today so I asked her for her support to pick 
~o dress tomorrow. There were tears i~ her eyes but 

she supported m#’ decision. We talked about this being ,~ me" tocrac}, and had a. great sessior~. She agreed~ I will be calling right now. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 15, 2013 4:38 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: Follo~vup to interview 

From:        @aol.com [mailto:        @aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 11:19 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Followup to interview 

Coach Dorrance, 
Thanks very much for your time on the phone. I appreciate it immensely. 
When you can, please send me the contact information for Diane Beatty, Caitlin Ball, Kristine Lilly and Mia Harem. 
Best of luck in this year’s playoffs. 

Bill Hass 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday 4:40 PM 

@duke.edu) 

EW: Tickets for this Weekend! 

Make out your :1.2 person list!! 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Sent: Friday, 11:33 AM 
To;         ; Shelton, Karen C; Cathro, Guy; Fulton, Grant; Capper, Rory Edward Adam; Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducat, Chris; 
Jason Sisneros (         ~gmail.com) _        ~gmail.com); ’        ~msn.com’ 

Cc-" Gwaltney, Clint; Touloupas, Mary Alyson; Plunkett, Mary Rob; Culler, Ellen B; Brunner, John F; Lancaster, Elizabeth; Oliaro, Scott M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance 
M;             Sabo, Tim; Timmermans, Tom; Steinberg, Jason; Miller, Beth 
Subject; Tickets for this Weekend! 
Importance; High 

All: 

’Ihe following is the NC.a2k Post-Season Tournament Ticket Policy f~r competition hosted at a~d hy ("e.g., home games") the University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Hill. The ticket allotinent is per game 

A. Coaches!Director of Operations/Other Staff Members Associated With the Team -~ these people cam use their tickets for anyone they wish EXCEPT f~r 

prospects and/or an~ Ipresent student-.atMetes from any team at CaroRna~ 

*Head Coach ~ up to 12 tickets 

*Assistant Coaches ~ up to 6 tickets each 

*Volunteer Coach-~ up to 2 tickets ONLY per NC~Ma. Rules (and these tickets can only be in the sport VOLUNTEER coaches ~- FH!) 

* Director of Operations ~ up to 4 tickets 

* Other Team Sta£f as determined by fl~e sports administrator ~up to 2 tickets each 

B. Stndent-Athletes (and nndergraduate assistant coaches per NCAA Guidelh~es) 

*UP TO 4 TICKETS PER STUDENT-ATItLETE 

*AVAILABLE TO ALL STUDENT-ATHLETES ON THE CURRENT TEAM’S SQUAD LIST EVEN IF A STUDENT-ATHLETE "IS NOT DRESSING 

FOR THE CONTEST" 

*TICKETS ARE ONLY FOR USE BY AN IMMEDIATE FAMILY MEMBER 

*A STUDENT-ATHLETE _MAY NOT USE!RECEIVE ANY UNUSED TICKET(S) FROM A FELLOW STUDENT-ATHLETE ~ NO EXCHANGES! 

(Nute: If a sport ira)gram chooses to allm~" its student-a~hletes to have access to the maximum of~p tu 6 cump~h~enta~" tickets (per NCAA ~les), the 

simrt budget will be respo~iMe ~i)r paying ~i)r the 5t~ and 6t~ ticket) 

~a~ you for your attention amd cooperation ~ any questions, plebe con~ct me. 

All the best this weekend and GO HEELS~ 

La~ 

~Lar~w G-a~o~ 

Lxccutive Associmc Director of AthJefics 

l Jnivemit3 of NorN Carolina a~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 15, 2013 4:41 PM 

~msn.com 

ILE: Inflatable Images 

You are creative!! 

..... Original NIessage ..... 

From:        ~@msn.com [_mailto 
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 11:43 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Inflatable Images 

I thil~ we should get one ofMia Hamm and all come running out of her mouth before every game.... Yes? no? Bahaha 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Nov 15, 2013, at 10:30 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email uric edu> wrobe: 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Mac Yates [mailto:M.Yates(a)scherba.com] 

> Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 2:36 PM 

> To: Mac Yates 

> Subject: Inflatable Images 

> 

> Thought you might like to see this custom tunnel created for the Women’s Soccer Program at Missouri. Good luck in the NC2~k Tournament. Give me a call if you have further interest 

Thanks 

> 

> [cid:image001 .gff@)01CEE 146.C5][~;51C90] 

> 

> Mac Yates 

> Director of Sports Marketing 

> Ir~tlatable Images 

> 2880 Interstate Parkway 

> Brunswick, OH 44212 

> 800-783-5717 ext 134 

: cell 

> 330-273-3212 

> m yates@scherba.com<mailto:m.yates@scherba corn> 

> www.inf[atabIeimages, c om<http://wv,~,.inflatableimages corn> 

> 

> 

> <iraage001 .gif> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 4:41 PM 

~aol.com 

PJE: 2-0, we won!!! 

Witl do!! 

From: ~aol.com [mailto @aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, 11:44 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 2-0, we won!!! 

Keep it going’.! We have to best Florida state!!!! Go heels. 

Thanks’. 

Steve Muldoon 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:41 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <_~._m_~ .o__r_~.(~_e_Lr_La_i.{:U__r_Lc_:.e__£~._u_> wrote: 

Tha tlk you Steve !! 

From: Steve Muldoon [mailto: ~ao .~ 
Sent: Thursday, 3:46 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A ZV 
Subject: Re: 2-0, we won!!! 

The post season begins this weekend! Been watching all year! Four # ] seeds from the ACC! God luck! Go Heels’~ See you in early December! Love 

yon aJl! Steve 

Steve Muldoon 
Universal Business Systems,Inc. 
813-290-9206 

813-290-9406 (fax) 
800-522-9466 (toll free) 

..... OriginaJ Message ..... 

From: Anson Dolrance <~_~_!~gr_(.q~p__n_.c_’.~__:gp_c_:e_.c_~_~> 

To: Steve Muldoon < ~)aol.com> 

Cc: ~ a__c_p u__b_:.d_. _qk__e_:_e_.d___~_p; ................. !@__e__r_~ ~iL~!_r_Lc_:_e___~_t__u_:>; ................. ~2._e__r._n_g_i_!_:unc. edu > 
2)emai 1. unc .edu> )2_g__n_!_~__U_!:__c_R_r_~!: >: ~2~_li_5,_e_: u_!!.c_: .e_d_._u~- 

bent: Mon,             5:42 pm 

Subject: Re: 2-0, we won!!! 

Thank you Steve! You are always so kind to us which is why our TOP AWARD at the Univrsity of North Carolina is the Kelly Muldoon Award. Our 

award is a character award and you and Kelly are motivational examples to us about how to act and treat people. 

$o thank you, my friend for being who you are!!! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
>>> Steve Muldoon @aol.com> 10:22 AM >>> 
Keep it going, just wanted to let you know I go on all the time to keep up with you all and the team. I know you will have them ready for the tournament run as 
always! It has been over 5 years now for Kelly, I just keep going every day, and smile when I think of the times we were able to spend you you and the girls 
back then, and I treasure the memories and friendships I have made from those teams, and when I go on line and read about the Heels, a smile always comes 
to my face. 

Your team may not know it but they inspire so many people, they continue to touch many lived and are loved by so many fans. When they take the field they 
have many peoples around the country pulling for them and supporting them! 
May you all have a wonderful Thanksgiving, God bless you all, the staff, your famolies and the players, I cant wait to keep reading about your success. Go 
Heels ! 

Steve and Kelly 

Steve Muldoon 
Universal Business Systems,Inc. 
813-290-9206 

813-290-9406 (fax) 
800-522-9466 (toll fi~e) 

.... Original Message--- 

From: Anson Dorrance < _a_ _ _n_ _s_ _ _o_ _n_ _ @_ _u_ _n_ _ _c_ _a_ _ _a_ _, _u_ _0_ _c_ ,_ _e_ _ _d_ _u_ . > 
To: Steve Muldoon ~aol.com> 
Sent: Sat, Nov 10, 2012 7:46 pm 
Subject: 2-0, we won!!! 

Thank you Steve[! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 



w) 919-962-4100 
>>> Steve Muldoon ~#__o__[=_c___o_E)> 8:08 AM >>> 
Good luck today! Play well, We are watching ! Go Heels! Love you guys! 

Steve Muldoon 
Universal Business Systems,Inc. 
813-290-9206 

813-290-9406 (fax) 
800-522-9466 (toll free) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, .4:43 PM 

Warner, Stacey Harris <staceywarne@unc.edu> 

I~E: ring 

Get it after’ the game on Sat 

From: Warner, Stacey Harris 
Sent: Friday, 12:08 PP1 

To: Dorrance, Alt)er~ A 
Subject: Re: ring 

Thanks so much! 

Should I get it today or will you be in before 9 on monday? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:58 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Warner, Stacey Harris 
Sent: Friday, 9:25 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: ring 

Hey Anson, 

I have a         who won an individual national championship, is there any way I could borrow your ring from this past year to show her at a 9am 

meeting on Monday morning? 

~S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 4:46 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

I~E: Interview request from NC Sports HOF 

Than ks Torn !! 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent; Friday, November 15, 2013 12:20 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV;         ~aol.com 

.~aol.com 
Subje¢l:: RE: Interview request from NC Sports HOF 

Diane Beatl:y can be reached at diane.beatty@lanemcvicker.com 

Caitlin car] be reached at       ~_g___m___a_j_[:__c__o____m__ 

Please send your reques~ for Kdstine to 

Scott Lilly 

._s_l_i_]_!.~!@! ~ea&~ shcreativ e .com 

And Justine Rapoport 

irapoport(~he~lrushcreative.com 

Mia’s request can be sent to 

Dan Levy at d!evy@wmgllc.com 

Thanks! 

--’[’on’~ 

From; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Friday, November :[5, 20:[3 :[~:45 AM 

To; Sander, Thomas J 

S~il)ject: FW: Tnterview request from NC Sports HOF 

Torn, 
This gentleman (Bill Haas) is writing a book for the NC Hall of Fame on the states nat’f championship Leams~ Ne interviewed me today and wanLs to talk to Catifin 

Ball, Dianne 8eatty (ahJmnae from the first nat’l championship team}, Mia Harem and ~(ristine lilly. (:an you get him their contact info (Dino might have some of the 

info). 
Frora: [mailto:        @aol.com] 
$eat-" Thursday, November :[4, 20:[3 9::[:[ PN 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
$~bject-" Re: Interview request from NC Sports HOF 
Thank you. Would Friday morning about 9:30 work for you? 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To:                    @_aol.com> 
Sent: Thu, Nov 14, 2013 4:07 pm 
Subject: RE: Interview request from NC Sports HOF 

Call anytime © 
From: ,~,aol.com [mailto @aN.corn] 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 11:28 AM 

To: Dorrsnce, Albert A IV 
Subject: Interview request from NC Sports HOF 

Coach Anson, 
My name is Bill Hass and I’m working on a segment of a project for the North Carolina Sports Hall of Fame. It is producing a book on the history of sports in North 

Carolina and my topic is collegiate national champions from the state. 
I’m going to break out a few stories and, given the magnificent history of your program, yours will be one of them. I know you are focused on the NCAA playoffs and 

finding time to talk to me might be difficult. I would need about 15-20 minutes of your time to talk about building the program over the years, with an emphasis on the first 
national title that your team won when you wet~ part of the AIAW. 

Let me know if there is any time you can spare this week or next week to talk. 

My thanks in advance, 
Bill Hass 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donance, Albert A IV -~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSONy> 

Friday, ~:58 PM 

~esdallas.org> 

.~msn.com; ducaJc@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ! ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: The Tournament 

Mike, 

love your kid and 1 think you are right,     is an e×cellent finisher and [ suspect if she had all these chances that some of rm/other players are missing she might 

b~-’_~ firdshmg them. Still, a part: o~ why we get: so many chances (atilt are a #3. seed) ~s because the kids we play up top a[~ ~tefen~t we~[ (wRh the possible exceptkm of 

and some #ayers that can’t seem to finish right t~ow create their chances a b~: better than 

But I have the same frustration with our strike force you do. We are not scoring at a rate our domination would indicate~ I am pulling what remains of my hair out! 

This aprin~     will get her chance. We keep score in everything and     has a chance to compeLe head to head with 

attacking players ahead of her on the playing time list). Email me mid spring and I will send you the goal scoring lists. 

{the 

Thank you for your support, I know that is hard to do when you kid is not ge~ng time. All the best!! 

From: _~esdallas.org] 
Sent: Friday, I :1.2:35 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: The Tournament 

Anson, 
I trust this note finds you well and as excited as ever about the NCAA Tournament. All four #1 seeds from the ACC..?? pretty amazing. Good luck and may the bounces 

go your way. 
As you can imagine is bitterly disappointed at not being included in the Tournament roster. As she is a real ’team player’ I know she will fully support the girls and keep 
this disappointment to herself. 
You may remember I sent you an email in February r~garding ~ the day after she had signed her letter to attend UNC on a soccer scholarship and in turn received a funny 
and well thought out reply from you. 
Having watched a few of your games on t.v. this season I couldn’t help but notice the total domination in shots in almost all your games and feel certain that     would have 

scored if given some of the chances that went begging. As I mentioned in the February note,     is a BIG game player and ’BIG’ players play ’Big’ in Big games. It sure 
wouldn’t hurt to throw her in for the last 15 mins of a tight game should you need a goal. The girl WILL deliver. 
Anyway, good luck, all the varsity girls at ESD are now huge UNC fans and we are all routing for you to win another one. 
Take Care. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 15, 2013 4:59 PM 

Thorn McDonald <thom.mcdonal~chaJnpionshipproductions.com:~; Jason Sisneros ~ ~gmail.com> 

1~9;: New Practice Planning App fiom Championship Productions 

From: Thorn McDonald [mailto:thom.mcdonaldCo?championshipproductions.com] 
Sent: Friday, November IS, 20J.3 1:02 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Jason Sisneros 
Subject: New Practice Plannin9 App from Championship Productions 
Coach Dorrance, 

You may want to look at this product as sometlfing you lnight want to promote. We are involved with thein providing video content, call me if you have 

any questions. 

Help the coaches you serve to simplify the process of building their practice plans’. 

Championship Productions has partnered with iPracticeBuilder to create a practice planning app for iPad. In short, the app allows coaches to drag-m~d-dmp drills fi’om 

their drill library right into their practice schedule. Coaches can use pre-packed drills featuring Championship Productions video or quickly add their own drills all Ii~r 

only $9.99 without any subscription, iPracticeBuilder currently has a 5- sIar rating in Apple’s app store and is regularly tanked in the Top 20 in the world in sports iPad 

apps. 

Take a look at iPmcticeB uilder for your~lf: iPracticeB~iilder i)emo Vide~~. 

Please let Ine know if you are interested in testing out the app and I will send you a code to download a full version for tree! 

Thank you for your time! 

Thom McDonald 

Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 

800-873-2730 (office) 

,cell) 

515-232-3739 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended only ibr the use of the individual or entity, to Milch it is addressed ~ld may contain iat’onnation that is 

privilege& confidential and exempt fiom disclosure under applicable law-. If you me not the intended recipient, aa~5, dissemination, distribution or copying of this 

communication is s~rictly prohibited. Please notify the sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy the original message and any attachments. Thank 

yOU. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:12 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~ @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Weekly 

Thanks Tony for all your help. I know some of these kid are at or below the waLerli~e. Let’s keep grinding. I met with 

grinding~ I will meet with and next week, 

I=rem: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, 3:44 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas ~; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Weekly 

today to encourage her to keep 

Good luck this weekend 

Please find attached the regular weeldy report, the grade report, and an early run :[’or spring schedules. Spring schedules will continue to evolve with more classes opening at midnight 
Sunday :[’or freshmen and midnight Monday for COMM classes. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 15, 2013 5:12 PM 

GwaJtney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu> 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu>;        @msn.com; duca ,~)uncaa.unc.edu;     l@aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Nike Tournament Allotment 

’]?hank you Clint[ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: G~valtney, (;lint 
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 4:00 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Sander, ’l’homas J; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Vangelder, N/larielle A; Perkins, Michael 
Subject: Nike Tournament Allotment 

Anson, 

This email is to let you know that we will be depositing $10,000.00 into your account to help o]t~et the costs of your 2013 Nike Classic Soccer Tournament 

Please let me know if you have any questions 

Thanks, 
(;lint 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, 5:14 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

EW: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Fo~m.docx 

? ?? ? 

From: ASPSA Tutorin~l 
Sent: Friday, 4:54 PM 
To; 
Cc-" Yount, Tony; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Weekly Infraction Notice 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an i,ffraction [’or not showing up in your 

infiaction and shall be considered your wresting. 

tutoring session on at 9i00pm. This is your firs~ docmnented 

All infl~tions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individuoJ class). Studeuts who have a history ofi~actions may lose their mtofiug vivileges. 

1 st i~mctiou W~g 

2ud infraction Strike oue 

3N i~racfion S~’ike 

~lfl-~ infiaction ::: Strike three 

Wifl~ Strike Nree, N] tuk~riN ~ndcea may be suspended tmti] a mandak~D’ meeting wifl~ the att~&nC head coach, academic counse~oc associate director of academic 

aupport, and tutorial coordinmor has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 
If the you ~lieve a mcoNed missed session is not accurate, ~u have 5 b,siness days from tbe date of the emml m appeN in writing (see AppeN tbnn) m the Tutor 

Coordinator. The appeal fom~ must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach aM then brought to the Tutor CooNinator. The appeN muse s~te 

peNnent [:acts and provide any other proof to suppo~ the s~dent-atNete’s position. 

It is your msponsiNlib" to keep track of your ~tor appointmenN and your schedule. If you am traveling and lmow you cabot keep your ap~intment, 

msponsiNlib~ to info~ your rotor &ring yonr ~ssion prior to traveling ~d emNl the rotor coordinators (ASPS N~’u~:~rm~?4~;~a~c.ed a) mtNn the fimeline listed below. 

For Appo~enN 5pm or later - Ap~intments must ~ cancelled no later ~an noon that day. 

For Appo~enN before 5pm - AppointmeNs muse be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For S~day Appo~enN - Appoin~ents must ~ cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeN tNs iN?actio~ please file fl~e attached appeN ~ in ~rson to Su~n MMoy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Assistant TntofiN Coordinator 

~C Academic Snppo~ Program for S~dent-AtNetes 

O~]ce: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 15, 2013 5:15 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; i ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~ ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Nike Tournament Allotment 

Yes, it does!! V~y are ~ve getting this? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A 
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 5:01 PM 
To: Gwaltney, Clint; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Sander, Thomas J; Vangelder, Marielle A; Perkins, Michael 
Subject: RE: N~ke Tournament Allotment 

Great stuff~ CG -, thank you for your assistance Know it means a lot to the coaches[ 

Larry Gallo Jr 
Executive Associate Director of Athletics Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel tlill Responsibility Irmovation Service Excellence 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gwalmey, Clint 
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 4:00 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Sander, ’]2aomas J; Gallo, Jr., Larry A; Vangelder, Marielle A; 
Perkins, ),/hchael 
Subject: Nike Tournament Allotment 

Anson, 

This email is to let you know that we will be depositing $10,000.00 
into your account to help offset the costs of your 2013 Nike Classic Soccer Toumarnent. 

Please let rue kmow if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Clint 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 15, 2013 5:15 PM 

Thorn McDouald qhom.mcdonakt@championshipproductions.com> 

ILg;: New Practice Planning App fiom Championship l?roductions 

I agree! 

From: Thorn McDonald [mailto:thom.mcdonaldC_c~championshipproductions.com] 
Sent; Friday, November :LS, 20:t3 5:07 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 131; Jason Sisneros 
Subject; Re: New Practice Planning App from Championship Productions 

I thought :!_L~)~_)_~k~i_’.~_r_g~_~_t2:~_i would like see this product. 

On Fri, Nov 15, 2013 at 12:01 PM, Thorn McDonald <thom.mcdonald(~)championshipproductions~com> wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, 

You may want tu look at this product as something you might want tu promote. "vVe are involved with them providing video cuntent, call me if you have 
any questions. 

tlelp the coaches you serve k~ fimplit~ the process of building their practice plans’. 

Championship Productions has partnered with iPracticeBuilder to create a practice planning app for iPad. In sho~t, the app allows coaches to drag-and-drop drills from 

their drill librmy right into their practice schedule. Coaches can use pre-packed drills featuring Championship Productions video or quickly add their own drills all for 

only $9.99 without any subscription, iPracticeBuilder currently has a 5- s~tar rating in Apple’s app store and is regulmly ranked in the Top 20 in the world in sports iPad 

apps. 

Take a look at iPracticeBnilder for yonrselt? iP~:~iceB~filder D~tn~, Vid~o 
Please let me know if yon are intereffted in testing out the app and I will send you a code to download a full version for free! 

Thank you for your time! 

Thom McDonald 

Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 

800-873-2730 (office) 

icell) 

515-232-3739 (fax) 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended only for the use of the individual or enti~ to which it is addressed and may contain information that is 
privileged, confidential and exempt them disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, any disseminations, distribution or cowing of this 

communication is strictly prohibited. Please notit~ the sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy the original message and any attachments. Thank 

you. 

Thorn McDonald 
Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 

800-873-2730 (off[ice) 

(cell) 

515-232-3739 (fa~-;) 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended only tbr the use of the individual or enti~ to Milch it is addressed ~a~d may contain inlbnnation that is 

privileget~ confidential and exempt fiom disclosure under applicable law-. If you are not the intended recipient, any dissemination, dis~tribution or copying of this 

comtnunication is strictly prohibited. Please notify the sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy the origina] message and any attachinents. Thank 

you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 15, 2013 6:05 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Nike Tournament Allotment 

Yesss!!! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A 

Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 6:03 PM 

To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: RE: Nike Tournament Allotment 

To help with the expenses for your Nike Tournament this 2(i13 season ~- make sense? And another answer to why -, you guys deserve it! 

Larry Gallo, Jr. 

Executive Associate Director of Athletics University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Responsibility Innovation Set-vice Excellence 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: t"riday, November 15, 2013 5:15 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Cc:         @msn corn; Ducar, Chris;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
@gmail.com); Sander, ’]2aomas J 

Subject: RE: NJke Tournament AHotment 

Yes, it does[[ Why are we getting this? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: GaHo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 5:01 PM 
To: Gwaltney, Clint; Dol~cance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Sander, Thomas J; Vangelder, Marielle A; Perkins, Michael 
Subject: RE: Nike Tournament Allotraent 

Great stuff; CG ~ thank you for your assistance. Kno~v it raeans a lot to the coaches[ 

Larry Gallo, Jr. 
Executive Associate Director of Athletics Universi~ of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill Responsibility Innovation Sel~’ice Excellence 

> > ..... Original Message ..... 
> > From: Gwaltney, Clint 
> > Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 4:00 PM 
> > To: Dot~cance, Albert A IV 
> > Cc: Sander, Thomas J; Gallo, Jr., LaiTy A.; Vangelder, Marielle A; 
> > Perkins, 2vSchael 
> > Subject: Nike Tournament Allotraent 
>> 

> > Anson, 
>> 

> > This email is to let you know that we will be depositing $10,000.00 
> > into your account to help offset the costs of your 2013 Nike Classic 
> > Soccer 
> Tournament. 
>> 

> > Please let me know if you have any questions. 
>> 

> > Thanks, 
> > Clint 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Frida? 10:19 PM 

~xtra.co.nz> 

Re: Rugby 

Thm~k you I played rugby and soccer for UNC. I will t~y to find the game. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

~xtra.co.nz> wrote: 

Hi Anson ................... aere       Dad. I seem to remember you telling me that you were a rugby fan. Well Englmad play the All Blacks at Tmckenham 

tomorrow kick off9.30am. I dont know if the US stx~rts channels cover rugby or not but just thought you might be interes~ted. I know tomom~w roll be a busy day 

for you but it might wet your appetite. 

COME ON ENGLAND ..................................... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 10:03 AM 

t@live.unc.edu> 

Advice on GoaJs/Cmeers 

Any day after practice 

From~ 

Sent: Friday, i0:24 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Advice on Goals!Careers 

Monday or Wednesday I am free before 10 am, or I can do after practice, if any of those times work for you... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson~a)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:20 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Advice on Goals!Careers 

Post Saturday 

([~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks! Does sometime Friday (perhaps morning) work for you or are you thinking we should do after Saturdays game? 

Sent from my Windows Phone 

From: Dorrance,__Albert A IV 

Sent: 8:18 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Advice on Goals/Careers 

Love to help, never too busy tbr you! 

Se~tt from ~7,, }~rizon tVireless ,I( i L TE DROI1) 

~!_i_~t_e_:__u__r!_c_:_e___@_> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

Prior to becoming a manager for this team, I knew you were a great coach as evidenced by your immense success over the past 30+ years. However, in my three 

months with the team it has become evident that you are also an amazing life coach for the girls. The values and lessons you teach are invaluable. 

As a Junior who is currently applying to internships, the "what do I want to do with my life?" question has been in the forefront of my mind. In the long-run, I want 

to pursue something that I am good at and where I can make an impact. And that is why strategy consulting, especially for a firm such as Bain, BCG, or McKinsey, is 

what I want to do in the short-term. I am confident that I will be good at it, and the variety of work within strategy consulting will allow me to later find a job where 

I can make an impact. But I am of course open to other options. 

I understand that you are very busy, but I was hoping we could at some point (perhaps over lunch) discuss both life goals and career options. I value your opinion 

very highly and would be very thankful for our conversation. Would you be up for this? If you want, we could also meet after the season comes to an end. Let me 

know, and in any case, I will see you tomorrow at practice. 

Thank you, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT),CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Saturday, November 16, 2013 4:48 PM 

Davidhsoccer ~ @aol.com> 

I~E: Michigan Coaches Associatioin 

David, 

We play a fail season ._ I do not think this will work, 

Frera-" Davidhsoccer [mailto: ~aol.com] 
Sent-. Saturday, November $6, 2013 2:37 PM 
To,, Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject,, Michigan Coaches Associatioin 
Coach Dorrance, 

You may or may note remember me but I am the Executive Director of the Michigan High School Coaches Association. In the past we have had so much success with 

you as a speaker at our annual clinic, we would like to extend the invite once again. 

Our clinic is going to be held on Saturday, October 22, in Bloomfield Hills, at Detroit Counto~ Day High School. 
I realize your schedule is packed. But, we would be honored to have you once again to inspire and instruct our state’s coaches. 

David 

David J tlulings 

Motivational Trax~sfiion Coach 

231-865-1455 

Author: Just Middle Manager 

Executive Director. MHSSCA 

w~v.mihssca.com 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Saturday, 4:53 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.e&~> 

1~: IT BEGINS TODAY! 

La try, 

We played well ... especially 

From-" Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Saturday, 7:55 AN 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV; @msn.com’; Ducar, Chris; ~aol.com’; ’Jason Sisneros @gmail.com)’; Sander, Thomas J 

S,,bject: IT BEGINS TODAY! 
Importance: High 
TItE PASSION, RELENTLESS PLAY BEGINS IN EARNEST TODAY ~ GET IT DONE AND BEAT LIBERTY!! 

"no brag just fact!" 
Be well and see you this afternoon ,-, GO HEELS! 

PROUD OF YOU! 

Lan3~ 

~Larry Ga~(~, 

Exocutive Ass~ciatc Dh~ctor of Athletics 

U~iversity of North C~olina at Chapel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, November 17, 2013 6:40 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Thank from the Bfit 

Follow up? 

Se,~t.f!°om my Verizon Wireless 4(5 L)"k LLI~OIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Thank from the Brit 

From: Neil Hope ~gmail.com> 

To: Bill Palladino~ b~aol.com>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Gentlemen 

Hope all is well ~vith the both of you. Our teams have been following you through the season and we ~vish you all the best going into the second round of the tournament 

I am bringing our 97/98 and 98/99 teams to CASL showcase December 6-8 Hope fully by then you will be still playing and going to another national title 

During our stay would it be possible to get a tour of campus? It would be great Ibr our girls to be exposed to the UNC tradition and experience the facilities. 

I can send you our schedules so we could al~ange an ideal time to do this 

Thanks so much 

Neil Hope 
Omaha FC 

Sent Ii’om my iPad 

On Jul 15, 2013, at 1:29 PM. Neil Hope ~ ~gTnail.com> wrote: 

Coach 

I would like tu extend my thanks to the both uf you fur inviting myseff down tu camp. Mike Dean and I had a non stop chat un uur 19 huur drive about huw much informatiun and 
educatiun we can now take back to our uwn team and tu the club who are striving for fresh and new ideas to push our players 

We thought the week was brilliant demos and lectures gave us a great insight to the modern game. I can nuw tweak and adjust to uwn coaching arsenal 

I will definitely leave my calendar upen again for next year ~1" I’m lucky enuugh tu come back 

All the best in your upcuming seasun and hopefully anuther national championship 

Yours in spurt 

Nell Hupe 
Omaha Foutball Club 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN REC1PIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, November 17, 2013 9:27 PM 

Caroline Bonepaxth <cboneparth@welshcarson.com> 

Re: Hi! 

Thin,ks Cmoline but the UNC women’s soccer team mission statement in a Hm-vmd business class is coat’using. 

Se~t.~°om my Verizor~ Wireless 4(5 

Caroline Boneparth <cboneparth@welshcarson.com> wrote: 

Congrats on the win! Funny note below that I think you would appreciate frora a friend of mine who was at HBS last Friday for an intet’.~iew and sat in on a class... 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Morgan Breck [mailto: 
Sent: Sunday-, November 17, 2013 6:43 PM 
To: Caroline Boneparth 
Subject: Hi! 

~mail.com] 

Hey girl! Thamks again for seading o,~-er you~ intec,~iew Q’s- of comse I wasn’t asked any of those, but great brainstorming! was in my same interview time slot!t Was so fun to see her up 

there, and nice to have a fiiend to brave the anxiety with for those 15 means leading up! 

And thought of you that morning - sat in on a class and the prof at the end read the L~!C womens soccer team mission statement, in parallel to our lesson on Jack Welch! So I think you’re in 

good leadership hands alrea@. :) 

Hope you had a good weekend! See you soon 

Morgan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 18, 2013 10:32 AM 

David Hulings ~aol.com> 

Jason Sisneros, ~gma~,l.com) 

RE: Michigm~ Coaches Associatioin 

David, 

1 am trying to cut back on my clinics and speeches, i I do have an exceptional assistmlt that is m~ e×cellent 

clinician and presenter if you guys are interested, His name is Jason Sisneros. Please let me know if you would like Mm to join you, ~ wN copy h~m on th~s emaH for 

yOLE. VOL~ can design what you would ~ike from what: we do or you can ask Mm to present our newest stuff which ~s very good ~f you like, He ~s des~gmng most of olJF 

F~m: David Hulings [mail~:           ~aol.com] 

Sent: Saturdag, November 16, 20~3 5:33 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Re: Nlchlgan Coaches Associatioln 

I meant Febma~ 22, 2014. Not even sum how I did that. Long week I suppose. Big win today. 

David J Hulings 

Execntive Director, MHSSCA 

@aol.com 
w~v.mihissca~com 
Sent ti~om my iPhone 

On Nov 16, 2013, at 4:48 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(a)~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

David, 

We play a fall season .,, I do not think this will work. 

I=re~: Davidhsoccer [~nailto ~aol,com] 
Sent: Saturday, November 16, 2013 2:37 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Michigan Coaches Assodatioin 
Coach Dorrance, 

You may or may note remember me but I am the Executive Director of the Michigan High School Coaches Association. In the past we have had so much 

success with yon as a speaker at our annual clinic, we wonld like to extend the invite once again. 

Our clinic is going to be held on Saturday, October 22, in Bloomfield Hills, at Detroit Country Day High School. 
I realize your ~hedule is packed. But, we would be honored to have you once again to inspire m~d instruct our state’s coaches. 

David 

David J Hulings 

Motivational Traaasilion Coach 

231-865-1455 

Author: Just Middle Manager 

Executive Director, MHSSCA 

Sent fi~om my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 18, 2013 10:41 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga]lo@unc.e&~> 

I~E: WELL DONE! 

Thank you Larry .... Yes, we played well!! 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Sunday, November :[7, 20:[3 7:24 AN 
To: Dorrance, Alber[ A IV; ~msn.com’; Ducar, Chris; ’ @aol.com’; ’Jason Sisneros 
Subject: WELL ~NE~ 
Impo~ance= High 
A te~ific peffo~ance yesterday vs. Liberty. A total te~n efl~ on the offensive and defensive ends~ 
Watching the game yesterday it w~ quite evident fl~at ~is time of the year is our fime~ 
Have a great Sunday and enjoy the rest of the week. Train well ~ we prepare tbr IU on Friday. 

Take care and be well~ 
PROUD OF YOU~ 
Ca~v 

~Larry Ga~h~ 
g-xec~five A ssocial~: Dir~:ctor 

Uni~rersi~~ of No~h Ca s:~li[m at Chapel 

@gmail.com)’; Sander, Thomas .] 



Site City, State Region Round Date Time Home Team Visiting Team 

2nd 21=Nov 4:30PM BYU Colorado 

Florida State Tallahasee, FL 5 2nd 2:]_-Nov 7:00 PM FSU Ole Miss 

3rd 23-Nov ~L2:00 PM 

! ! ! ! ~ N~ 
2nd 22-Nov ~_3L:O0 AM Portland Illinois 

Nebraska Lincoln, NE 4 2nd 22-Nov 2:00 PM Nebraska Boston College 

3rd 24-Nov 1:00 PM 

Tournament Manager 

Ryan Zornes 

rzornes@fsu.edu 

NCAA Site Representative 

TBA 

Katie Pfannenstiel Tony Wirkus 

kpfa nnenstiel@ huskers,corn wirkusa@missouri,edu 

2nd 22-Nov 5:00 PM South Carolina Stanford Gavin Crew TBA 

5 UCLA Los Angeles, CA 6 2nd 22-Nov 7:30 PM UCLA Kentucky i~__c__r__e____w___@_a___t__l’_~_[__e__t_[_£_s__._y__c_[_a___.__e___d___u_ 

3rd 24-Nov 4:00 PM 

¯ 
~ ~.. .................................. 

Charlottesville, VA Virginia 

2nd 

2nd 

3rd 

2~d 

22-Nov 

22-Nov 

24-Nov 

4:00 PM 

7:00 PM 

2:00 PM 

~:00 PM 

Penn State 

Virginia 

Wake Forest Kate Martin 

Georgetown kjm6ga@virginia.edu 

Robert Goodman 

rgoodman@caasports,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 18, 2013 10:45 AM 

Mike Keating @gmail.com> 

l~L: Development question 

Basically, our core principles are in Training Soccer Champions!’. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Mike Keating [mailto ~gmail com] 
Sent: Sunday, November 17, 2013 8:56 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Development question 

Anson, 
Saw Ducar last two days in Phoenix. Been a great showcase so far getting 

Questions on development: 

acclimated to higher level of play. Saw you crushed Liber~ as well! 

1 ) her ECNL coach treats the girls like boys because that is what he knows          likes it because that is how I trained her, but many girls do not respond well We are a good team that 
could be really great if they pull together. Do you have any papers, chapters, or books you can recommend I pass on to her coach? 

Training Soccer Champions 

2) I love how your girls drive each other in training ("not good enough! "). I spoke to several parents whose kids form the core of the team to t~ to create a culture of accountabili~’.. Kind 
of give the girls permission to drive each other very hard. Do you have any papers or chapters you can point to on this’? 

Same book: Training Soccer Champions 

Thanks Anson Will keep tracking data, video etc to share 

Mike Keating 
(m) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday 10:54 AM 

~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; 

RE: a grandpa note 

~aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.cotn); pacraan@uncaa.unc.edu 

You have a wonderful faraily and ray favorite quality is their grit. I think        had something to do with that ._ 

I Io~,ed seeing them together as well!! (And thanks for the book, ~ have not started it yet but I look forward to 

Sent; Sunday, 10:59 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= a grandpa note 

Anso~ ~ood momin~, 

A]on~ th~ way, I haw como to th~ b~li~fthat th~ host us~ o£th~        is to s~y £ar out ofth~ way oxc~pt to dote and 

In this moraent. b~causo you and I do havo a ~sto~- that predates my ~r~d~ds, I’ra ~oin~ to put that hat on to say that it was n~ithor unnoticod not unapprociat~d that 

you lot the           ~iste~ haw a low rainutes on the field simul~neously as Tar Heo]s yostorday, w~ch might not haw be~n the ~st ~cdca] strategy in the ma~h at 

that point. Bm in m~ rain& it is just one morn ~xu~nple of how you ma3]a~ to blend that tou~h ]ov~ with touchin~ the other ~s~s. And it is how you touch those bases 

that raakes thos~ ~ifls want to die ~or you. 

As ~ou know, I hav~ always respected how you have mas~r~d your crutt. In these firs~ fi~ur y~am o£havin~ th~ni]~ in your wstem, I haw ~njoy~d a closer-up view 

t~om wNch ] have ]earaed a lot. 

It would p~bably b~ just as wall if you don’t sha~e with ~ ~ds fl~m ~ shazed t~s ~ratimde with you. I a~ a s~on~ willed and they 

too rauch. ~ Good luck down tho road. Frora all I ca~ tell, 3~u raay have had our ]~t oasy raatch. Hop~ we ~et ~ack m dm~. 

[ii~iI cid:imageOOljpg@01C I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday 11:33 AM 

~live.unc.edtr~ 

I~E: Advice on Goa2ls/Cmeers 

From~ 

Sent: bun0ay, L08 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Advice on Goals!Careers 

How about tomorrow (Monday)? 

Do you want to talk back in your office? 

Sent from my Windows Phone 

From: Dorrance~ Albert A IV 

Sent 10:03 AM 

T~ 

Subje~: RE: Advice on Goals!Careers 

Any day after’ practice 

From 

Sent: Friday, :[0:24 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Advice on Goals/Careers 

Monday or Wednesday I am free before :[0 am, or I can do after practice, if any of those times work for you~.. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, :[0:20 PM 
To 
Subject: Re: Advice on Goals/Careers 

Post Saturday 

~live~unc.edu~ wrote: 

Thanks! Does sometime Friday (perhaps morning) work for you or are you thinking we should do after Saturdays game? 

Sent from my Windows Phone 

From: Dorrance~.Albert A IV 

Sent: 8:1g PM 

To: " " 
Subject: Re: Advice on Goals/Careers 

Love to help, never too busy for you! 

~).[i.~_ie_:__kLn_c.’_..e__d__t_~2, wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

Prior to becoming a manager for this team, I knew you were a great coach as evidenced by your immense success over the past 30+ years. However, in my three 

months with the team it has become evident that you are also an amazing life coach for the girls. The values and lessons you teach are invaluable. 

As a Junior who is currently applying to internships, the "what do I want to do with my life?" question has been in the forefront of my mind. In the long-run, I want 

to pursue something that I am good at and where I can make an impact. And that is why strategy consulting, especially for a firm such as Bain, BCG, or McKinsey, is 

what I want to do in the short-term. I am confident that I will be good at it, and the variety of work within strategy consulting will allow me to later find a job where 

I can make an impact. But I am of course open to other options. 

understand that you are very busy, but I was hoping we could at some point (perhaps over lunch) discuss both life goals and career options. I value your opinion 



very highly and would be very thankful for our conversation. Would you be up for this? If you want, we could also meet after the season comes to an end. Let me 

know, and in any case, I will see you tomorrow at practice. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:37 AM 

Markos, Lance M <mayko@email.unc.edtr~; ~gmail.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ?)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~ ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Operation Gold - USOC 

Congrats Well deserved!![ 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Sunday 8:56 PM 
To: 
Co: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: RE: Operation Gold - USOC 

That’s awesom,:_~-- you can definiLely accept the Operation Gold Grant from the USOC per Lhe bylaw bek)w. 

Can’t wai~ for you to get bad( out there for us - we’re busy going to get another tide!! 

La n c e 

12.1.2.1.5.1 Operation Gold Grant. 

An individual (prospective student-athlete or student-athlete) may accept funds that are administered by the U.S. Olympic Committee pursuant to its Operation 

Gold program. 

From: @qma&com] 
Sent: Sunday, I ~:15 PM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: Fwd: Operation Gold - USOC 

Hi Lance, 

I received a tbrm firom the manager of the U.S women’s national team saying that NCAA has cleared me m fill out the Operation Gold fonn. This is obviously what i 

heard m~d i wa~ted m double check with you to make sure i wasn’t breaking any rules, if you could check to ~e if this is ok that would be great’. Thmaks 

.......... r orwarded message 

From: 

Date: Thu, at 11:16 AM 
Subject: Fwd: Operation Gold - USOC 

To: vdu~m(~)chadboume.cona 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin tbm’a~ded message: 

From: Tim Ryder <Tl,~vder(~)ussoccer.org> 

Date: 10:46:26 AM EST 

To: ~gmail.com)" 

Cc: Hughie O’Malley <homallcy(i~ussoccer.org> 

Subject: FW: Operation Cold - USOC 

bgmail .corn> 

Ihm~ks fi:~r fl~e quick call. 

As discussed, the filnds provided by lhe U SOC fi:~r [be Operatio~a Gold Award are appRwed fbr NCAA aflalel(:s. For yot~r besl ink:rest, please confirm 

this with yo~r compliaace ott~cer a{ UNC to confirm. 

SpecLfic questions alx~ut fl~: .{m~ds From >~u or [ JNC ca~a be directed to Haghie O’MNley His co~{~ct irdbm]a~on 

}5~ghie O’Mallcy 

homal]ey(a)ussoccer.o~ 

Please hole we will ~teed fl~ese J[brms returaed 1U fl~e end of~c mon~. 
Thar~ 

From: Tim Ryder 
Sent: Saturday, ~0:~ AM 
To: Tim Ryder 
~c: Hughie O’Malley 
Subject: Operation Gold - USOC 
Zmpo~ance: High 

I have a~ched the Operation Gold application from the USOC. The money from the USOC is awaited to the tnem~rs of the 

You axe able to fill out. sign and send back wifl~out having m print. 

Please send back so we can submit for payment from the USOC to you. 

If~u have not received payment from ~e USOC in the past, you will need to ream the W-9 form as well. 

ThaWs. 

Algarve Cup roster. 



Tim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 18, 2013 11:39 AM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

l~W: Thank from the Brit 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nell Hope [mailto (~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 12:34 AM 
To: Bill Palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Thank fi-om the Brit 

Just realized that would be NCAA violation. So that would probably not be a good thing ]n any case good luck the rest of the tournament and hopefully we will be able to see you I’m action 
come semi finals and finals time As we have tickets for the event whilst in town 

Be good to catch up with you 

Nei[ 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 

> On Nov 17, 2013, at 4:16 PM; Nell Hope ~)gmail.com> wrote: 

> 

> Gentlemen 

> 

> Hope all is well with the both of you. Our teams have been following you through the season and we wish you all the best going into the second round of the tournament 

> 

> I am bringing our 97/98 and 98/99 teams to CASL showcase December 6-8. Hope fully by then you will be still playing and going to another national title. 

> 

> [)wing our stay would it be possible to get a tour of campus? It would be great for our girls to be exposed to the UNC tradition and experience the facilities 

> 

> I can send you our schedules so we could arrange an ideal tirue to do this 

> 

> That,s so ruuch 

> 

> Neil Hope 

> Omaha FC 

> Sent from nry iPad 

> 

>> On Jul 15, 2013, at 1:29 PM, Neil Hope ~gruail.com> wrote: 

>> 

>> Coach 

>> 

>> I would like to extend my that, s to the both of you for inviting rayself down to canrp. Mike Dean and I had a non stop chat on our 19 hour drive about how much itfformation and 

education we can now take back to our own team and to the club who are striving for fresh and new ideas to push our players 

>> 

>> We thought the week was brilliant demos and lectures gave us a great insight to the modem ganre. I can now tweak and adjust to own coaching arsenal 

>> 

>> I will definitely leave ray calendar open again for next year if I’m lucky- enough to come back. 

>> 

>> All the best in your upcoming season and hopefully another national charupionship 

>> 

>> Yours in sport 
>> 

>> Neil Hope 
>> Omaha Football Club 
>> wv,~v.omaha fc.com 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 12:19 PM 

Owen Spence @gmail.com> 

Anson Do~rance ~-~anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~duke.edu); @email.unc.edu; 
@gmail.com; @live.unc.edu); @comcasl.net, ~gmail.com; 

~live.unc.edn; @email.unc.edu; @hot~naJl.com; 
@aol.com; Jason Sisneros i         ~)gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Chmnpionship 

~live.unc.edn; 

~em~JJ.unc.edu; 

@msn.com; duca@uncaa.nnc.edu; 

Owen~ 

Thank you! 

Honestly, the best motivation risbt now is the desire to play for each other. For the strong to carry the weak, for the enersetic to work and cover for d~e ~ist~ess, for 

the couraseous to protect the meek, for the competitors to p~otect the affNato~s. Every team has aH s~x khsds of p~ayers and the champions a~l make sacrifices 

make sure they carry the people around them. ~ was a £reat header and tack~er h~ coHese and my favorke expression on every defensN, e corner was: ’q%e 

~:hese ~:hree~" f a~so lowed contact and whenever someone k~d~ed me ~ always asked them ~f they were a~right, "f do not want you to injure yourself ~dcldng 

And when ~ was beb~g ma~ked man to man, I knew ~ was fitter than snyopponent I faced and ~ would say early ~n the match: "Do you Hke to run?" and then ss my 

opponent stsr[ed to ~e[ tired ~ would say "now don’t le[ them sub you out, don’t ~et them sub you out, stay w~[b me~ p~ease stay with nle~" VitroW is s battle of 

wi]~s, of confidence, of dea~ng with the adversity that will ~lw~vs rea~ its ug~v head, It will always come down to grit (never quitting ._ everY}. 

Confidence has never been a persona~ problem for me and ] have always believed h~ the star system (to recruit the confident on my roster to win the 

encouraging ~:he great ~)layers to show the world wha~ d~ev can do. My favorite I~ne in ~as~: year’s natq champkmshi~) [mal when we were ~:~ed I-1 w~:h an excellent 

Penn State Team was "1 wan~: people ~:o write poetry about you ~" ~ low~ seeing a~hletic character demonstrated ... and boy, have I been spoiled ~:he las~ 

Good luck Owen to you and your k~dsH~ 

~= Owen Spence [mailto: .@gmail.com] 
Se~t~ Monday, [:57 AM 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject~ Championship 

Hello sir! My name is Owen Spence. I’m a student assislant for the Iowa Western Communi~ College women’s soccer program. We are at nationals ourselves, ranked 

#1, and I know you’re a busy man right now, but I wasjusl wondering ifI conld get a few words of inspiration/insight to pass on to my team. Would mean a lot to 
them, and me, coming t?om snch a decorated and respected man as yourself. Like I said, I know you’re busy. Had to ask though. 

Best of luck to you all! DefiNtely cheering tbr you guys! 

God Bless, 

Owen Spence 

Iowa Western Communib’ College Women’s Soccer-Assistant Coach ~2g_~__r_La_~_l_:_c_’~?~! ~b.a._r_n_gi_!_:c__o__r_n_. mobile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 18, 2013 4:48 PM 

~duke.edu) 

I~W: schedule for week of Mon Nov 18 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 9:55 AM 
Subject: schedule for week of Mon Nov 18 

This week’s schedule! 

Mon: 

1:00 pm treatments 

2:30 pm practice Finley 

7:00 pm sophomores MANDATORY financial education workshop 6 pm Loudermilk 

Tues: 

Weights in groups between classes before I:O0 pm 

1:00 pm treatments 

2:30 pm practice Finley 

Wed: 

1:00 pm treatments 

2:30 pm practice Finley 

Thurs: 

Weights in groups between classes before 1:00 pm 

1:00 pm treatments 

2:30 pm practice Fetzer 

3:45 pm pool workout 

Fri: 

2:30 pm Panera 

3:00 pm treatments 

4:15 pm pregame 

6:00 pm game vs Indiana 

Sat: (home football game 12:00 noon) 

12:30 treatments 

Recovery massages throughout the day 

Sun: 

9:30 am Spankys 

10:00 am treatments 

11:15 am pregame 

1:00 pm game vsTBD 

-Tom 

Tom Sa~der 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

U~fiversi~ ofNortfi Caxolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 4:49 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

I~E: IT BEGINS TODAY! 

Thank you Larry! 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Monday, 10:40 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: IT BEGINS TODAY! 
tlave a good day, my friend. Train well and rest up. It will be a great %veekend" for us~ 

~Larry Ga~h~ 

Exccntive Associatc Dhvctor of Athletics 

University ofNorfl~ Camlma at Cha~x4 HN 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Monday, 10:38 AM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Cc: @, duke.edu) 
Subject: RE: IT BEGINS TODAY[ 

Thanks Larry ...~ Yes, can be VERY good!! I do love .... Must have been slow news week for the CH Mag! 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Sunday, 6:50 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: IT BEGINS TODAY! 
Agree, Coach-~ also,         is quickly emerging &s a premier player. She is fun to watch! 

BTW, a wonderful a~rticle ha the Chapel Itill Magazine about you a~d -~ ahvays knew you had a flair for the drmnatic....now we all know you have a flair for the 

romaaatic! 

Have a great Sunday! 

I ,aJ’ry 

~Larr), G~h~, Jro 

I;xecntivre Associam Dhcctor of Aflalefics 

lj mversity ofNorO~ Cmx~lina at Chapd Hill 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Saturday, 4:53 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: RE: IT BEGINS TODAY! 

Larry, 

We played well .,. especiatl~ 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Saturday, 7:55 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; @msn.com’; Ducar, Chris; 
Subject: IT BEGINS TODAY! 
lmportance: High 

~aol.com’; ’Jason Sisneros I )g__m___a_j_[=_c_9_g))’; Sander, Thomas 

THE PASSION, RELENTLESS PLAY BEGINS IN EARNEST TODAY ,-, GET IT DONE AND BEAT LIBERTY!! 

’°no brag just fact!" 
Be well aaad see you this aflemoon ~ GO HEELS! 

PROUD OF YOU! 
Larry 

]!!xect~tive As~)cJak~ Diz~ctor of Ath]otics 

Universib of North Cardhm at Cha~[ Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYD1BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday 4:50 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

@msn.com; ducm-~[~uncaa.unc.edu:~                     ygz~ aol . co~n, Jason Sisneros           !gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Potential Walk-On 

C[IFiS, 

Your call ._ 

Sent; Monday, :tO:~5 AM 

To: Dorrance, ~u~lu ~ ~v 
Subject; Potential Walk-On 
Hello Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I am a first-year for the Women’s White Club Soccer Team. I really want to play for the varsiW team, and was 

wondering if I could try out to possibly join the team as a walk on this spring.:) I look forward to hearing from you. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 18, 2013 4:52 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.nnc.edtr~ 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~NV: Your Convention Experience 

Shelly, Am I all set? 

From: NSCAA [mailto:list@nscaa.com] 
Sent: Monday, November :18, 20:13:1:1:02 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Your Convention Experience 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:59 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu> 

FW: a note 

liust got this from your , it is e×cellent, With your permission, I want to share it with the team. It is very similar to our overbred dog core vNue~ What do 
you g~ws say’? 

Sent-" Nonday, 11:24 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= RE: a grandpa note 
~nsoH, 
Speaking orbit: There ~as an extraordinary presentation last week at t~e business school by Ping Fu that ~ould have been a real 

inspiration.for our ~rls. She ~ew up m China, ~as separated¢bom her parents, ~as imprisoned for what she wrote, dropped out of school, 

made her way to the ~ S., where she ~ent on to get a ~eat education. S~e struggled with English, but computer code had no "native" 

language and she learned that. 

She ma2 have discovered ~er genius. Or ~er passion. ]t’s hard to tell. She was a pioneer in the development of 3-D printing, started a 

company/hat she based in/he Research 72iangle that she sold./br many millions. 

http:/~/en, wikipedia.or~,iki/Pin~ 
When she ~poke, e~e~thing she was wearing ~hoes, belt, dress, jewelry ~was all created in a 3-D printer. Remarkable. 

z~[ter her ~peech, recalling ~hat we have come to believe about the relationship of ear!y l~/~ adversi~ to later success (in T~e Talent Code 

among other place~), I asked her ~she believed her own adversity had contributed to her determination that led to success. ~Vhat follo~ed 

~as a somewhat indirect, but more valuable, answer. 

She said that it is not the adversi~ t~at makes a d¢]brence. It is how one sees adversiO,. 
She t~en said, "Some people experience t~is much adversiO, (~olding her.finger and thumb about an inch aparO and have t~is much reaction 

(holding her arms aparO. Ot~ers experience just t~e opposite, having huge adversi~ (arms aparO and t~is much reaction (thumb 

close). So, it is not t~e adversi~. It’s the person. " 
Pretty good huh? 

Maybe we couM get her to ~7)eak to the team sometime. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday 4:59 PM 

ILE: a note 

This is excellent![ 

From: 
Sent: Monday, t1:24 AM 
To: Dorrance, A~bert A IV 
Subject: RE: a ~ ~ote 

Speaking of grit: There was an extraordinary presentation last week at the business school by Ping Fu that would have been a reed 
in~spiration for our ~rls. She ~ew up m China, was separated from her parents, was imprisoned for what she wrote, dropped out of school, 

made her wqv to the Ui S., where she went on to get a ~eat education. She struggled with English, but computer code had no ’)mtive" 

language and she learned that. 

She may have discovered her genius. Or her passion. It’s hard to tell. She was a pioneer in the development (f 3-l) printing, started a 

compaEy that she based in the Research Triangle that she sold for many millions. 

When she ~oke, everything she was wearin9 shoes, belt, dress, jewelry was all created in a 3-D printer. Remarkable. 

Aider her ~peech, recalling what we have come to believe about the relationsh& of early l~ adversity to later success (in The Talent Code 

among other place,sg, I asked her (!she believed her own adversity had contributed to her determination that led to success, l~atJbllowed 

was a somewhat indirect, but more valuable, answer. 

She said that it is not the adversi& that makes a d(ff~rence. It is how one sees adversi&. 
She then said, "Some people experience this much adversi& (holding her fnger and thumb about an inch aparO and have this much reaction 

(holding her arms aparO. Others experience just the opposite, having huge adversity (arms apar0 and this much reaction (thumb and finger 

close). So, it is not the adversi&. It’s the person. " 

Pret& good, huh? 

Maybe we couM get her to s~eak to the team sometime. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:ansonCc0. email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, I 10:54 AM 
To 

~msn.com; Ducar, Chris      ,.~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
Subiect: RE: a grandpa note 

~gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

You haw? ~ wonderful fi~mily and rny fi~w:~rite quality is th~:_~ir grit. ~ tMnl,         had something to do w[~:b ~:bat ,. 

~ ~oved seeing them together’ as wel~ (And thanks for the book, ~ have not sLarted ~t yeL but ~ ~ook forward to 

Sent: Sunday, 10:59 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: a        ~ote 

Anso~ ~ood momin~, 

A]on~ the way, I have come to the bdie[that the best use of the is to s~y ~az out of the way except to dote and cheer. 

In this momenL becanse you and ] do have a Nsto~ that weda’~s my ~ I’m ~oin~ to pnt that bat on "~ say that it w~s neither unnoticed not unappredated that 

you let file               ~ave a ~w minutes on the ~e]d sJmu]~]eous]y as Taz Heels yesterday, w~ch might not have been the ~st ~ctica] strategy in the match at 

that point. But in my rain& it Js just one morn exam]pie o[bow you ma~m~e to blend that tou~b low with toucl~n~ the other ~ses. ~]d Jt is how you touch those b~es 

that makes ~ose ~ifls want to die [or you. 

As you ]~ow~ ] have ahYays respected how you have maste~vd your cra~. ]n these first ~Sur yea~ o[havJn~ £a~fi]y in your system, I haw enjoyed a closer-up view 

[rom w~cb ~ haw learned a lot. 

It would probably be jns~ as well if you don’t shoe with the ~ds t~at I shared tNs grati~de with yon. I ~ a s~ong willed , and they likely already thi~ I bu~ in 

too much. @ Good luck down the road. From all I can tell, yon may have had our last easy match. Hope we get back in time. 

[ :i’~’i: cid:irr, age001.jpg@01C ] DED75 8CA51C00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=kEqC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTYCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday 5:05 PM 

@card, blink.net> 

I always en oy it .... sure’.! 

..... Ori;inal Message ..... 

Frorr ~9~ear thlink~ 

Sent: Monday, 11:57 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Film 

Hi Anson, 
due and tomorrow to have done be for 

I was wondering if we could meet after practice tomorrow to watch film I ha’~’e a ver,~ important history essay                                , my anays,s ~re~are_. 

discussion. 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 18, 2013 5:10 PM 

Owen Spence ~gmail.com) 

EW: Great artficle 

From @gmail,com] 
Sent: Monday, t1:49 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Great article 

http:,’/m,hnffpost.con~/us’entry/4269161 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, 5:16 PM 

Peru.’ McIntyre <perry.mcintyre@lovett.org> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

~)msn.com; duc~@uncaa.nnc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~)gmail.com); pacman@nncaa.unc.edu 

RE - Walk- on 

Thank you for taking the time to recommend her. I will copy Chris Ducat on this and leave the decision with him. She seems like a greaL k~d. 

A~ the best! 
F~m= Per~ NcInNre [ma~lto:perry.mcin~re@love~.org] 
Sent= Nonday, I:10 PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: - Walbor 

An~ 

Hope you’re well and am in good shape to make a mn [Br yet another rifle. 

One of my fom~e~    ~ hem at                        is a        t at ~C. I began ~aining her as a middle ~hooler, m~d conrim~ed ~ do so, even a~er my 

movin~ over to the boys programs here. 

has indicated to me she Ms e-mailed you regarding a t~ont in Jan~, so I wanted ~ pass along my %vo cents’ womb. She is ave~~ nice ~d, who would 

an exceptional trNning     always pushing those in front of her, with her tremendous work rote and ~sirive a~imde. Offthe field, she is also ~meone who always 

wonld ~ willing k~ go the extra mile tbr your program, mpre~nring it in the best possible way. 

She h~s continued to play, and she a~xd her club in Chapel Hill did quite well flxis I~IL Whenever she is in Atla~ I can al~ always comet on a te~ ~o set up an e~a 

~aining season. She loves fl~e game and gives it her all She is a bit shoA , but quick and fearless. In many way~ she reminds me of Ronnie those many yea~ ago 

at Duke. 

Agai~ for what it’s woah, I would wholeheaaedly recommend your giving her a shot at t~Mng some shots. 

TM~, and ~e ~u in PNlly in Jan~. 

(404) 262-3032, x- 1971 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDI,TVCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monda? 5:19 PM 

,~live.unc.edu;~ 

l~g: Advice on GoaJs/Cmeers 

our chat] 

From 

Sent: Monday, L:48 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Advice on Goals/Careers 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edul 
Sent: Monday, 11:33 AM 
To’, 
Subject: RE: Advice on Goals/Careers 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Sunday, Z:08 PM 

To: Dorrance, A~oer~ ~ zv 
Subject: RE: Advice on Goals/Careers 

How about tomorrow (Monday)? 

Do you want to talk back in your office? 

Sent from my Windows Phone 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sent: :I0:03 AM 

T~ 

Subject: RE: Advice on Goals/Careers 

£ny day after practice ..... 

Frol~ 

Sent: rrlaay, 10:24 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Advice on Goals/Careers 

Monday or Wednesday I am free before 10 am, or f cat~ do alter prac:Lice, i~ any o~ Lhose times work for you .... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, 10:20 PM 
To’, 
Subject; Re: Advice on Goals!Careers 

Post Saturday 

~live. unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks! Does sometime Friday (perhaps morning) work for you or are you thinking we should do after Saturdays game? 

Sent from my Windows Phone 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sent 8:18 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Advice on Goals!Careers 

Love to help, never too busy for you[ 



~liveamc,edu> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

Prior to becoming a manager for this team, I knew you were a great coach as evidenced by your immense success over the past 30+ years. However, in my three 

months with the team it has become evident that you are also an amazing life coach for the girls. The values and lessons you teach are invaluable. 

As a Junior who is currently applying to internships, the "what do I want to do with my life?" question has been in the forefront of my mind. In the long-run, I want 

to pursue something that I am good at and where I can make an impact. And that is why strategy consulting, especially for a firm such as Bain, BCG, or McKinsey, is 

what I want to do in the short-term. I am confident that I will be good at it, and the variety of work within strategy consulting will allow me to later find a job where 

I can make an impact. But I am of course open to other options. 

I understand that you are very busy, but I was hoping we could at some point (perhaps over lunch) discuss both life goals and career options. I value your opinion 

very highly and would be very thankful for our conversation. Would you be up for this? If you want, we could also meet after the season comes to an end. Let me 

know, and in any case, I will see you tomorrow at practice. 

Thank vou. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 18, 2013 5:25 PM 

michelle akers < ~aol.com> 

Lance Markos 0narkos@uncaa.unc.edu)                         ~duke.edu) 

~)msn.com; duc~±@uncaa.nnc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros t ~)gmail.com); pacman@nncaa.unc.edu 

RE: checking in 

Michelle, 

Thank you!! 

Lance k4arkos my compliance guy is still sorting out whether you are allowed to do this for our kids ... the NCAA rules are a scary 

And we would love to have you here! 

Frera-" michelle akers [mailto:~ .~aol.com] 
Sent-’ Monday, November 18, 2013 2:03 PM 

To,, Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albert A fV 
Subject: checking in 

hi anson, what’s up? saw you guys are in the second round. I ~night try to m~J~e it up there for the ga~ne, have to see what my schedule has going on. wanted to say" 

congrats and rash you luck in the upcoming games, will keep in touch. 

Michelle 2kkers 

~aol.com 
www.michelleakers.oN 
www.michelleakershorserescue.or.q 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, November 18, 2013 5:25 PM 

David Hulings @aol.com> 

Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com) 

RE: Michigm~ Coaches Associatioin 

This guy is good David[! 

From: David Hulings [mailto .~aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 2:19 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Cc: Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com) 
Subject: Re: Michigan Coaches Associatioin 

Anson 

Let tne mn by the boayd yon thoughts. We were hoping to bring in a recognized name for this clinic but I certainly understand your decision. We will get back to you. 

David J Hulings 

Executive Director. MHSSCA 

&aoLcom 

w~a~’.mihissca.com 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Nov 18, 2013, at 10:31 AM, "Dorrm~ce, Albert A IV" <~mson(~mail.unc.edu> wrote: 

David, 

1 am trying to cut back on my clinics and speeches, and I need to take care of her. I do have an exceptional assistant that is an 

excellent clinician and presenter if you guys are interested. His name is Jason Sisneros. Please let me know if you would ~ike h~m to jo~n you~ I wilJ 

copy him on tMs erna~l for you You can design what you wou~d ~ike from whaL we do or you can ask h~n~ to present our newest stuff wMch is very 

good ~f you ~ke He is designing rnosL of our new stuff, 

F~m~ David Hulings [mailto: ~ao!.com] 
Sent~ Saturday, November 16, 2013 5:33 PN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ Re: Michigan Coaches Associatioin 

I meant Februa~ 22, 2014. Not even snre how I did that. Long week I suppose. Big win today. 

David J Hulings 

Executive Director, MHSSCA 

~aol.com 
~v.mihissca.com 
Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 16, 2013, at 4:48 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <mason(~emailamc.edn> wrote: 

David, 
We play a fall season ._ I do not think this will work. 

From: Davidhsoccer [!nailto: .@aol,com] 
Sent: Saturday, November :t6, 20:t3 2:37 plVl 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Michigan Coaches Associatioin 
Coach Dorrance, 
Yon may or may note remember me but I mn the Executive Director of the Michigan High School Coaches Association. In the past we have 

had so much success with you as a speaker at our annual clinic, we would like to extend the invite once again. 

Our clinic is going to be held on Saturday, October 22, in Bloomfield Hills, at Detroit Country Day High School. 

I realize your schedule is packed. But, we would be honored to have you once again to inspire and instruct our state’s coaches. 

David 

David J tlulings 

Motivational Transition Coach 

www.hulin~s~md~ssociates.com ................................ 

Author: Just Middle Manager 

Executive Director, MHSSCA 
w~xw.mihssca.conl 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 18, 2013 5:34 PM 

David Friedman <david@dj friedman.corn> 

ILE: Book 

Thank you David ._. I think it was an excellent trade!! 

From: David Friedman [mailto:david@djfriedman.com] 
Sent; Monday, November :tS, 20.t3 3:48 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Book 
Thanks for the book, Anson. Got it today. Eager to begin it tonight! 
Warmly, 

David J. Friedman 
Author ~ Speaker i Consultant 

Phone: 

Ernail: d avid ~’~dif tied ma n .co m 

Facebook: .h__t__t ~?-L//---w~--~N~-f--a--c--e-~-b--~-~-~---k~-c--~-~-m--~-~-.~D--d---a---m-~-e--n--t--a- j j_y D i ff e r e n t B o o k 

W eb~ite: http:fldifriedman.com 

Twitter:        http://twitter.com!DavidFriedman4 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 18, 2013 5:34 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edn 

FW: UNC-Duke: Six-Day Hold 

From: Best, Kevin S. 
Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 3:49 PM 

To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject: UNC-Duke: Six-Day Hold 
ESPN has declared a six-day option for Carolina’s game vs. Duke on Saturday, Nov. 30. The game will be either noon or 3:30 p.m. The networks and game times will be 
announced no later than Nov. 24. 

ACC Announces Game Times & TV for Nov. 30 

GREENSBORO, NC -The Atlantic Coast Conference Monday announced the game times and networks for the games of Nov. 29-30. ESPN has declared a six-day option for 
Nov. 30 and is holding the Virginia Tech at Virginia and Duke at North Carolina games. The networks and game times for those games will be announced no later than by Nov. 
24. 

Friday, Nov. 29 

Miami at Pi~, ABe (full national), 3:30 p.m. (previously announced) 

Saturday, Nov. 30 

ESPN has declared a six-day option for Nov. 30 holding the following games: 

*Virginia Tech at Virginia, Six-Day Hold, ESPN2 or ESPNU, Noon or 3:30 p.m. 

*Duke at North Carolina, Six-Day Hold, ESPN2 or ESPNU, Noon or 3:30 p.m. 

The following game times have been set: 

Florida State at Florida, ESPN, Noon 

Wake Forest at Vanderbilt, SEC TV, 12:21 p.m. 

Maryland at NC State, ACe Network, 12:30 p.m. 

Boston College at Syracuse, RSN, 3:30 p.m. 

Georgia at Georgia Tech, *ABe, ESPN or ESPN2, 3:30 p.m. 

Clemson at South Carolina, ESPN2, 7 p.m. 

All times are Eastern 

*Game times and/or networks will be announced no later than Nov. 24. 

--ACC-- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday 5:41 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Gatz, Gregory <ggg@unc.edu>; Jason Sisnero~ ~gmail.com) 

RE: Advice on GoaJs/CaJceers 

GregiJason, 

Do you want to go to this? 1 want to send (I will see if compliance well allow me to "sponsor" him) and possibly go myself. 

From 

Sent: Monday, I ‘5:28 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject: RE: Advice on Goals/Careers 

Anson, 

also ~:_!ni.:_~velJ our chat! THanks so mutt1 foF me~-’_!thlg with me -wtla[ you said was very 

A couple notes 

1) The MtT sports analytics confen:_mce is Fri,           to Sat, 

~ Cost of attendance is $.575 for general admission, S200 for a student 

~ The speakers look incredible: 

2) I%~-:~ attached my resume for your reference. This is th~:_~ one I plan to send out to BainiBCGilVlcKins~:_W. 

Can’t wait to see where all of our sta[s works leads the team. 

Thanks for everything and see you tomorrow, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A 1!/[__m___a_!J_t__o_2_a__t)_s___o__n__~_e____m___a_!Lu__n___c_=e__d___u_] 
Sent: Monday, : 5:~9 PM 

To: ~ ....... 
Subject: RE: Advice on Goals/Careers 

enjoyed our chat! 

From: F 
Sent: Monday, :k48 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 111 
Subject: RE: Advice on Goals!Careers 

Great, tall< to you af[er practice~ 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:33 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Advice on Goals!Careers 

From 

Sent: Sunday, 2:08 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 111 
Subject: RE: Advice on Goals!Careers 

How about tomorrow (Monday)? 

Do you want to talk back in your office? 

Sent from my Windows Phone 

From: Dorrance, Albert A iV 

Sent lO:03 AM 

To 

Sul~lect: ~e: Advice on Goals!Careers 

Any day after practice 

From: 



Sent: Friday, 10:24 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: RE: Advice on Goals/Careers 

Monday or Wednesday I am free before :10 am, or l can do after practice, if any of those times work for you... 

From: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:20 PM 
To 
Subject: Re: Advice on Goals/Careers 

Post Saturday 

/?~livea mc,e&~> wrote: 

Thanks! Does sometime Friday (perhaps morning) work for you or are you thinking we should do after Saturdays game? 

Sent from my Windows Phone 

From: ._D___o__r_r_a___n___c__e_z__A_ L_b_e___r_t__A__ J__V_. 

Sent t:18 PM 

To 

Subject: Re: Advice on Goals/Careers 

Love to help, never too busy for you! 

Sent f!~om my VeHzou ~reless 4G LI’h DROID 

({~Iive.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

Prior to becoming a manager for this team, I knew you were a great coach as evidenced by your immense success over the past 30+ years. However, in my three 

months with the team it has become evident that you are also an amazing life coach for the girls. The values and lessons you teach are invaluable. 

As a Junior who is currently applying to internships, the "what do I want to do with my life?" question has been in the forefront of my mind. In the long-run, I want 

to pursue something that I am good at and where I can make an impact. And that is why strategy consulting, especially for a firm such as Bain, BCG, or McKinsey, is 

what I want to do in the short-term. I am confident that I will be good at it, and the variety of work within strategy consulting will allow me to later find a job where 

I can make an impact. But I am of course open to other options. 

I understand that you are very busy, but I was hoping we could at some point (perhaps over lunch) discuss both life goals and career options. I value your opinion 

very highly and would be very thankful for our conversation. Would you be up for this? If you want, we could also meet after the season comes to an end. Let me 

know, and in any case, I will see you tomorrow at practice. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 18, 2013 6:29 PM 

David Hulings ~aol.com> 

Jason Sisneros @gma~,l.com) 

RE: Michigm~ Coaches Associatioin 

Thanks David! 

From: David Hulings [mailh .~aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 5:4-9 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Michigan Coaches Associatioin 

I trust you so let me see what I can do. Thanks. 

I’ll be pulling tbr you this weekend. 

David J Hnlings 

Executive Director; MHSSCA 
~aoLcom 

w~v.mihissca.com 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 18, 2013, at 5:37 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(i~email.unc.edn> wrote: 

I understand, my friend. When I was young and uncredentialed, it was in clinics like yours that I made my mark. Sometimes you have to give the 
young guys a chance~ I trust this guy. 

From: Davidhsoccer [mailto ~aoLcom] 
Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 5:27 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Michigan Coaches Associatioin 

:))) 
I will send that to the bom’d. It is there decision. I was inclined jus¢ to tell them if you said so that w-as good enough for me. But, they me young guns and I 

work for them. :)) 

David J Hulings 

Motivational Transition Coach 
www.hnlin~sandassociates.com 

Author: Jnst Middle Manager 

Execntive Director, MHSSCA 
www.mihssca.com ........................................... 

Sent fiom my iPad 

On Nov 18, 2013, at 5:25 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~mson(~email.unc.edu > wrote: 

rhis guy iS good l)i~id!! 

From: David Hulings [__m___a_j_[t___Q;__d__a___v_j_d___h___s_g_c__c___e__r_~__a__gLc__o____m_] 

Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 2:19 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
~c: Jason Sisneros          }~mail.com) 
Subject: Re: Michigan Coaches Assodatioin 

Let me mn by the boa~rd you thoughts. We were hoping to bring in a recognized name for this clinic but I certainly understand your decision. 
We will get back to you. 

David J Hnlings 

Executive Director, MHSSCA 

,~aol.com 
www.nlihissca.conl 
Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 18, 2013, at 10:31 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~:ansou~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Di~vid, 

I am trying to cut back on my clinics and speeches. I do have an 

exceptional assisLant thaL is an excellent clinician and presenter’ if you guys are ~nteresLed. H~s name is Jasorl Sisneros. 

P~ease ~et me know if you would like Nm to join you. ] will copy h~m on th~s emaH for you. You can design what you would 

Hke from what we do or you can ask h~m to present our newest stuff which ~s very good ~f you IH<e. He is designing most of 

From: David Hulings [.tg__ajJ_t__c_ ~__a___qLc__o__E!] 



Sent= Saturday, November .16, 2013 5:33 plVl 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Re: Michigan Coaches Associatioin 

I meant February 22, 2014. Not even sure how I did that. Long week I suppose. Big win today. 

David J tlulings 

Executive Director, MtlSSCA 

................................ )i:a__~Lc__~r__n__ 
www.mi~dssca.com ........................................... 

Sent fiom my iPhone 

On Nov 16, 2013, at 4:48 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

David, 
We pk~y a fi;ll sea,;on ,, I do no~: ~:hink this will world, 

From= Davidhsoccer [mailtc ~aol~com] 
Sent= Saturday, November "16, 20"13 2:37 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Michigan Coaches Assodatioin 
Coach Dorrance, 
You may or may note re~nember me but I am the Executive Director of the Michigan High School Coaches 

Association. In the pas~ we have had so much success with you as a speaker at our ammal clinic, we would like to 

extend the invite once ag~J,n. 

Our clinic is going to be held on Saturday, October 22, in Bloomfield HIll~ at Detroit CountD, Day High School. 

I realize your schedule is packed. But, we would be honored to have you once again to inspire and instruct our 

state’s coaches. 

David 

David J Hulings 

Motivational Transition Coach 

~a~a~’.h ulingsan&~s~ciat es.com 

Author: Just Middle Manager 

Executive Director, MHSSCA 

~a~a~’.rnihssca.com .......................................... 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, 10:35 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: a note 

Thank you , I will wait for response before I send it out. 

Sent: ~vlonaay, 9:44 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re         note 

Sure!     and I attended the speaker as well and it was very cool, you would have enjoyed it. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:58 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I just got l:his from your t it is ~-_~xc:ellet~t With your permission, I want to share it with the team. H: ~s very sh~[ar to our overbred dog core 
vak~e What do you guys say? 

Fmm: 
Sent; Monday, I 1~:24 AM 
To: Dorrance, AlbeR A N 
Subject~ RE: a       note 

Speaking of grit: There was an extraordinary presentation last week at the business school ~v Ping Fu that would have been a 

real inspiration for our girls’. She grew up in China, was separated from her parents, was imprisoned for what she wrote, 

dropped out of schooL made her way to the L~ S., where she went on to get a great education. She struggled with English, but 

computer code had no "native" lan~age and she learned that. 

She may have dis’covered her genius’. Or her passion. It’s hard to tell. She was a pioneer in the development of 3-D printing, 

started a company that she based in the Research Triangle that she soldJbr many millions. 

h t&:~en~ wikipedia, or~g/wiki/T’inK Fu 
When she si)oke, everything she was wearin~shoes, belt, dress, jewelry was all created in a 3-D printer. Remarkable. 

After her s7)eech, recalling what we have come to believe about the relationship of early l~e adversi& to later success (in The 

Talent Code among other placesg, 1 asked her ~she believed her own adversi& had contributed to her determination that led to 

success. IVhat~)llowed was a somewhat indirect, but more valuable, answer. 
She said that it is not the adversi& that makes a d~jbrence. It is how one sees adversity. 

She then said, "Some people experience this much adversi& (holding her finger and thumb about an inch apar0 and have this 

much reaction (holding her arms aparO. Others e~erience just the opposite, having huge adversiO, (arms apar0 and this much 

reaction (thumb and finger close). So, it is not the adversity. It’s the person. " 

PretO, good, huh ? 

~aybe we could get her to s~eak to the team sometime. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, ; 10:38 AM 

~live. unc.edu> 

I{E: a note 

Very good!! 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, J.: 59 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: a       note 
Yep that’s fine with me, we attended the speaker with our grandparents, ehe had some great insights. Another quote 
interested" 

and I liked was "Don’t try to be interesting, be 

,~,unc.edu I 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
BSPH Health Policy & Management, expected May 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Monday, 1:58 PM 

To; 

Subject: FW: a note 

I )~st got this from yo~r it is excellent, With ¥o~r ~ermissioe, I want to sh~re i1: w~th the team. t~: ~s very similar ~:o o~r overbred dog core vak~e What do 
you guys say? 

T~: Dorrance, Albert A N 
Subject= RE: a       note 

5~)eaking ~f ~it: There was an extraordinary presentation last week at the business school [Tv t~ing ten that would have been a real 

in,v~irationj)~r ore" ~r/s. She ~ew up in China, was separated.from her parenLs; was imprisonedj)~r what she wrote, dropped out 

made her w~v to the U. S., where she went on to get a ge~eat e~hmadon. She slrug~led wi~h ~;ng/ish, but computer code had no ~)mdve 

language and she learned lhaL 

She may have discovered her genius. Or her passion. R’s hard ~o tell. She was a pioneer in lhe development r~f 3-D priming, started a 

compa~, that she based in the Research 7 ?iangle ~hat she sold for ma~{v millions. 

http:,d’en, wikipedia, or~ wikFPinK Fu 
~’hen she ~poke, everything she was wearing shoes, belt, dress, jeweh’y was" all created in a 3-D printen Remar~able~ 

~/~er her ~peech, recalling what we have come ~o believe about the relationship of early l~t~ adversity to later success (in The Talent Code 

among other phtces~, ~ asked her (/she believed her own adversity had contributed to her determination that led to success. ~ihatJ~[lowed 

was a somewhat imlirec& but more valuable, answer. 

She said that H is not N~e adver,w& that makes a d~ff2~rence. ]t is how one sees adversi&. 
She then said, "Some people experience this much adversi& (holding her fnger and ghumb about an inch aparO and have this much reaction 

(holding her arms apart). Others experience.just the oppo,wte, having huge adver,WO, (arms apar0 and thi,~’ much reaction (~humb and.finger 

c[ose). So, it is not lhe a#versiO,. ]t’s ~he person. " 

Pretty good, hnh? 

)~aybe we could get her ~o ,sTreak to the team ~s~ometime. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 6:07 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: 2014 CASL Gifts College Combine 

From: Sean Nahas [mailto:sean.nahas@caslnc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November :tg, 2013 :t:44 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; bill palladino; Tony Daluz; robbie.church@duke.edu; lesesne@duaa.duke.edu; Andrew Burr; Donnenwirth, Rob; stgeorges@ecu.edu; 
lipshera@ecu.edu; Steve Nugent; Cairney, Paul; jcullen@uncc.edu; jwoodie@richmond.edu; palbrigh@richmond.edu; gcurneen@wingate.edu; mhisler@moc.edu; 
millerc@email.wcu.edu; adair@vt.edu; ian.spooner@greensboro.edu; Chris Neal; shorne@elon.edu; michellerayner@uky.edu; lars.andersson@uncp.edu; 
lombardm@jmu.edu; clibert@cfcc.edu; Fontaine, Brandi; dmuns@coker.edu; Steve Swanson; pososki@vt.edu; jlowe@ia.ua.edu;         @aoLcom; kjbienias@barton.edu; 
Tony Daluz; Ashton, Greg; Greene, Derek T; @gmail.com; krmounce@gardner-webb.edu; liboldt@davidson.edu; chaots@cofc.edu; kjbienias@barton.edu; Lane, 
Robert; mbeall@highpoint.edu; m.monroe@miami.edu 
l:::c: spatber@emory.edu; aehart@georgiasouthern.edu; athdam@langate.gsu.edu; serafy_gw@mercer.edu; pbohn@wesleyancollege.edu;        @aol.com; 
krvettori@loyola.edu; gosselin@msmary.edu; jpnester@salisbury.edu; gpaynter@townson.edu; ddrake3@gmu.edu; lombardm@jmu.edu; jceli@liberty.edu; 
dybert@longwood.edu; jpereiraOodu.edu; bsohraN@radford.edu; jbdaly@wm.edu; palbigh@richmond.edu; ss4ub@virginia.edu; jbowers@vwc.edu; cunninghamn@wlu.edu; 
eterrill@csuniv.edu; jdowiak@andersonuniversity.edu; bgrass@coker.edu; dempseyk@cofc.edu; winchesterOerskine.edu; Andrew.BurrOfurman.edu; 
smithsa7@mailbox.sc.edu; kiahab@wofford.edu; akelly@utk.edu; jd-kyzer@utc.edu; bmonaghn@memphis.edu; zundelt@duq.edu; stricklandsc@appstate.edu; 
lars.andersson@uncp.edu; sholeman@sports.uga.edu; rconfer@sports.uga.edu; talbertk@queens.edu; decesaret@queens.edu; smithjrS@mailbox.sc.edu; Plourde, Todd; 
phil_pincince@brown.edu; Siri Mullinix; gcp2:t2@lehigh.edu; chaots@cofc.edu; dmn@georgetown.edu; tim_santoro@ncsu.edu; mike_barroqueiro@ncsu.edu; 
bpensky:t@utk.edu; jkirtOutk.edu; jmo:t:I:tg@umd.edu; egolz@umd.edu; IVlorganLL@appstate.edu; dikranianaOusf.edu; clarkt@campbell.edu; nocerod@campbell.edu; 
chamim@campbell.edu; grashton@davidson.edu; liboldt@davidson.edu; jcullen@uncc.edu; rlane:t3@uncc.edu; calexa49@uncc.edu; atyelton@samford.edu; 
jayelton@samford.edu; astoots@samford.edu; Ashly Kennedy; EBASSETT@mailbox.sc.edu; saylor_gb@mercer.edu; Lipsher, Allison Lipsher; keith.jenkins@townofcary.org; 
cortijl@vcu.edu; rhr2n@virginia.edu; gjcgb@virginia.edu; jeharvey@uncg.edu; Cally.Morrill@Ir.edu; Kathryn ,I Blankenship; trsahaydak@athletics.ucf.edu; 
tsahaydak@athletics.ucf.edu; Jamie Corti (jcorti@athletics.ucf.edu) 
Subject: 20:t4 CASL Girls College Combine 
All 

**IN JUST 24 HOURS OF REGISTRATION E~EING OPEN WE HAD J.20 REGISTRANTS and ARE NOW AT J=76 

REGISTERED PLAYERS** 
PLEASE LET ME KNOW YOUR AVAILABILITY ASAP SO THAT WE CAN START TO MAKE the PROGRAM NAMES PUBLIC 

I hope this email finds you doing well. I wanted to send you this letter (please see attached) in regards to our CASL Girls College Combine which we are looking to hold on 

We are looking this year as we did last year break the day into age groups. We want to maximize the amount of players we can showcase for you 

all and are looking to hold 2 different sessions, one being the 1Bs and 18s in the morning and the other being 15s and 17s in the afternoon (or vice versa). I want to be able to 
make this combine as easy as possible for you all but definitely would like some of your input. This year we have opened 2 new turf fields with lights that are next to Baker 
Roofing which puts 5 tuff fields within 100 yards of each other. This will allow us to open the combine to more players and limit the amount of movement you as coaches will 
have to endure during the day. Each year we have wanted to improve on this event and feel that this is the next step in doing so. We are excited once again about this year’s 
combine and hope that you will be able to attend. 

I would like to go with the same schedule as last year with age groups broken up and if we follow that plan we will be able to have age groups on certain fields so that you do 
not have to go and search for who you are looking to recruit. Having you all at this combine makes it what it is and we would love your attendance again this year. If you could 
please let me know if your program will be in attendance it would be GREATLY appreciated so that we can start to post college lists in the next week or so.. 
Please if you have any suggestions as to how we can improve on last year’s event, please let me know and if we can implement it we definitely will.. 

UNC-CH 

NC STATE 

Furman University 

App State 

Campbell University 

University of Miami 

High Point 

Elon 

UNCG 

William Peace University 

Thanks again and I look fo~vard to hearing from you soon... Should anything change I will of course let you know but wanted you to get this on your schedule 

Sean Nahas I ECNL Director 

Capital Area Soccer League 

3300 Womans Club Drive Suite 3_ Raleigh NC 2763_2 

P: 93_9,532,203.4 I F: 93_9.834.4359 

sean,nahas~~caslnc,com I www,facebook,com/caslnc 

www,caslnc,com I www,twitter.corn/caslnc 

’P~,EASE NOTE MY NEW EMA~L ADDRESS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, 6:15 PM 

Ga’~, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu> 

I~B: Advice on GoaJ, s/Cmeers 

From: Gatz, Gregory 
Sent; Tuesday, 1:59 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; RE: Advice on Goals!Careers 

Would be interested in attending ....... let me know~ 

Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Monday, 5:4:t PM 

Gatz, Gregory; Jason Sisneros ( 
Subject; RE: Advice on Goals!Careers 

Grey/Jason, 

Do you want to go to this? I want to send 

.@_g___m___a_jb__c__o__Ln_) 

(I will see if compliance will allow me to "sponsor~’ him) and possibly go myself, 

From; 

Sent; Monday, £28 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; RE: Advice on Goals/Careers 

also enjoyed our’ chat! Thanks so much t:or meeting with me --.what you said was very helpful. 

A couple notes 

:].) rhe M IT spr_’trts smaly~:ics confi:,rence is Fri, 

~ Cost of att:endance is 5575 for genen~l admbsion, 5200 for ~ student 

The speakers ~ook h~crediMe: 

2) t’ve attached my resume for vour reference, Th~s is the one I p~an to send out to BainiBCGiMcl(insey. 

Can’t wait to see where all of: our stats works leads the tearn. 

Thanks for everything and see you tomorrow, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [__m_a_j_[LqL_a__n___s__o___n__@__e_m_a_jJ_:_u__[)£:_e_$!_u_] 
Sent: Monday,                5::I.9 PM 

Subject; RE: Advice on Goals/Careers 

enjoyed our chat! 

From; 

Sent; Monday, 1:48 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; RE: Advice on Goals/Careers 

Great, talk to you after practice. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday,                11:33 AM 

Subject= RE: Advice on Goals/Careers 

From; 

Sent; Sunday, 2:08 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; RE: Advice on Goals/Careers 



How about tomorrow (Monday)? 

Do you want to talk back in your office? 

Sent from my Windows Phone 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sent: 10:03 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Advice on Goals!Careers 

Any day after practice 

From: 

Sent: Friday, i0:24 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Advice on Goals!Careers 

Monday or Wednesday I arn free before :].0 am, or I can do after practice, if any of those times work for you._ 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                ~.0:20 PM 

Subject: Re: Advice on Goals!Careers 

Post Saturday 

~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks] Does sometime Friday (perhaps morning) work for you or are you thinking we should do after Saturdays game? 

Sent from my Windows Phone 

From: Dorrancej Albert A IV 

Sent: 8:18 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Advice on Goals/Careers 

Love to help, never too busy tbr you! 

Se~tt from ~7,’ }~rizon tVireless ,I( i L T~E DROI1) 

~!jS:. _e_:. _u__r!c_:_e_ £t t~ > wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

Prior to becoming a manager for this team, I knew you were a great coach as evidenced by your immense success over the past 30+ years. However, in my three 

months with the team it has become evident that you are also an amazing life coach for the girls. The values and lessons you teach are invaluable. 

As a Junior who is currently applying to internships, the "what do I want to do with my life?" question has been in the forefront of my mind. In the long-run, I want 

to pursue something that I am good at and where I can make an impact. And that is why strategy consulting, especially for a firm such as Bain, BCG, or McKinsey, is 

what I want to do in the short-term. I am confident that I will be good at it, and the variety of work within strategy consulting will allow me to later find a job where 

I can make an impact. But I am of course open to other options. 

I understand that you are very busy, but I was hoping we could at some point (perhaps over lunch) discuss both life goals and career options. I value your opinion 

very highly and would be very thankful for our conversation. Would you be up for this? If you want, we could also meet after the season comes to an end. Let me 

know, and in any case, I will see you tomorrow at practice. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 10:46 AM 

Lesle Gallimore <lesleg@uw.edu>; Adele Dolansky       @cox.net>; April Hei~mchs (aheinrich@nssoccer.org); Colleen ttacker 

<hackercm@plu.edu>;            @aol.com; John Daly <jbdaly@wm.edu>; Lauren Greg         ~aol.com>;       ~verizon.net; 

Lytm Berling-Manuel <lyrmbefling-tnanuel@ayso.org>; Michelle Morga~ qncmorgan@amherst.edu>; ’Sue Rymf 

<so~an@notes.cc.sunysb.edu>; Tony DiCicco (tony@soccerplns.org) 

lisa cole ~msn.co~n> 

RE: And the winner is... 

I think Mia will WANT to be the speaker but I will cerLairfly encourage her. It witl be tough to top last years; buL Lhese are truly wonderful events with the 

entertainmenL vak~e of a roasL and the heartstrk~g pull o]: a eulogy. 

See you guys soonH~ 

F~m= Lesle Gallimore [mailto:lesleg@uw.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, November ~9, 2013 ll:13 PN 
To= Adele Do,ansi; Dorrance, Albe~ A N; April Heinrichs (aheinrichs@ussoccer.org); Colleen Hacker; ~aoLcom; John Daly; Lauren @egg; ~ver~zon.net; 
Lynn BeNng-Nanuel; N~chel~e Norgan; ’Sue Ryan’; Tony D~Qcco (tony@soccerplus.org) 
Cc= lisa cole 
S~bje~t= And the winner is... 

Hello Fellow "Major Award" Winners (I like to reference Christmas Story because it makes me giggle). 

Thank you all for taking the time to submit your thoughts and votes for this years’ award winner. I am in ~00% agreement with all of you, they are all deserving and 

it was a very tough choice. 

(Two thoughts: How the hell did I ever win it and I don’t think we should take more nominations until each one of these people gets it...basically in order of when 

their nomination came in....HONESTLY, it’s an amazing and deserving group of people). 

Anyway, it was close, but ~(i$~i~ ~i!!Y has been selected as this years’ winner and Lisa has informed her of the honor. 

She is scheduled to be at the convention anyway which is great. 

I have been in communication with Mia about introducing her and being the keynote as well (or involving Carin G. somehow because I know she and Lil are tight) 

and Mia is working on it (ANSON....this is where you come in....make Mia come and be the speaker). 

You may not laugh as hard as you did last year, but you may cry : ) 

Anyway...thank you all again. Humble and honored to be amongst you all. 

Lesle 

Lesle D. Gallimore 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

University of Washington 

Office: 206-685-3966 

Camp: www.wa shingtongirlssoccer.com 

Web: www.gohuskies.com Facebook: 
--w----w----w--~-f-.-a-~£-e-~-b-~-~-~-~-~£~-n-1/-~-U-~--w--~--W--~-~-~--m-~-e-~-n---s~-S-£-c-~£-e-~-r" 

Twitter: 
._w____w____w__:__t___w__[_t__t__e___r:__c_£__m__ J___C__g__a__c___h___G___a__[]L__m____o__r___e" 



Fl’Olll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ,~O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday,                  10:47 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILE: rI’eaa~ Stats for Liberty 

Thank you, this is excellent!! ! I will send it out!’. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:33 PM 

To Dorrance, Albert A IV; .~aol cam; Ducar, Chris 

Subject: Team Stats for Liberty 

Fantastic defenstve elt’,artt 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance0 Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 
Wednesday,                  10:52 AM 

~live.unc.edu:~ 

ILE: Updated Catapult Report thru Liberty. (NCAA) 

E×cellent, I will send it out!! 

From-" 

Sent: Tuesday, :t:I:36 plVl 

To; Gatz, Gregory; Dorrance, Albert A IV;,     _~aol.com; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas -~; .~ason Sisneros 

Subject: Updated Catapult Report thru Liberty (NCAA) 

Hi Coaches, 
Attached is the updated Catapult report through Saturday’s game against Liberty. As always, let me know if you have any questions. 

Best, 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance. Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, ~                 l 1:03 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

IL!:;: Updated Match Analysis thru Liberty (NCAA) 

Thar~k you 

Sent: Wednesday,                12:55 AM 
To: Gatz, Gregory; Dorrance, Albert A [~I;      .~aol.com; Ducat, Chris; Sander, Thomas J; Jason Sisneros 

Subject: Updated Match Analysis thru Liberty (NCAA) 

Hi coaches, 
Attached is the updated match analysis spreadsheet with formulas that Jason created last year. Sorry that it’s been a few games since l’ve sent this one out. 

As always, let me know if you have any questions. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 11:08 AM 

Daly, John B <jbdaly@wm.edu-~ 

ILE: And the winner is... 

Albert Anson Dorrance, IV ._ t:amily name, can’L get rid ot: it while my mother is afive!H 

From: Daly, John B [mailto:jbdaly@wm.edu] 
Seat= Wednesday, November 20, 2053 ~0:57 AN 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject~ Re: And the winner is... 

Albert? I prefer Anson, Anson~ 

JD 

Jbdaly@wm. 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, November 20, 20:13:1:1:45 AM 

To: Lesle Gallimore <lesleg@uw.edu>, Adele Dolansky < $-)cox.net>, April Heinrichs <aheinrichs@ussoccer.org>, Colleen Hacker <hackercm@pkLedu>, 

~aol.com"              ~aol.com>, John Daly <jbdaly~wrn.edu>, Lauren Gregg.        ~aol.com>,        @verizon.net" 

~ver~zonmet>, Lynn Berling-Manuel <~nn~r~ng-man~@~ys~:~[g>, Michelle Morgan <m~morgan@~m~[~:~>, Sue Ryan 

<sr~an@notes.cc.sun~sb.edu> "Tony DiCicco (tony~soccer~lus.org)" <~2B_y_@~_~_~)_~_~:~[g> 

Cc: lisa cole        ~msn.com> 

Subje~: RE: And the winner is... 

f think M~a ~,~1 WANT to be the speaker but I ~,¢~1 cer~:air~y erH::ouri~ge her. It will be tough to top last year~;; bu~: ~:hese are truly wot~derfu~ events w~th the 

entertai~men[ vak~e of s roas[ and the heartstring pull of a eulogy. 

See you guys soonIH 

Fmm~ Lesle Gallimore [mail~:lesleg~ uw.edu] 
$entl Tuesday, November ~9, 20~3 ~:13 PM 
To~ Adele Dolans~; Dorrance, Albe~ A N; April Heinrichs ~@_[?_¢~Ni[¢[?}_~_~99_~gL_9£g); Colleen Hacker; ~.gJ.~qg~J John Daly; Lauren Gregg 
Lynn Berling-Manuel; Michelle Morgan; ’Sue Ryan’; Tony DiCicco (~ny@soccerplus.org) 
¢¢~ lisa cole 
SubjeCt~ And the winner is... 

Hello Fellow "Major Award" Winners (I like to reference Christmas Story because it makes me giggle). 

Thank you all for taking the time to submit your thoughts and votes for this years’ award winner. I am in 100% agreement with all of you, they are all deserving and 

it was a very tough choice. 

(Two thoughts: How the hell did I ever win it and I don’t think we should take more nominations until each one of these people gets it._basically in order of when 

their nomination came in....HONESTLY, it’s an amazing and deserving group of people). 

Anyway, it was close, but ~i$~i~ ~i!!Y has been selected as this years’ winner and Lisa has informed her of the honor. 

She is scheduled to be at the convention anyway which is great. 

I have been in communication with Mia about introducing her and being the keynote as well (or involving Carin G. somehow because I know she and Lil are tight) 

and Mia is working on it (ANSON._.tNs is where you come in....make Mia come and be the speaker). 

You may not laugh as hard as you did last year, but you may cry : ) 

Anyway...thank you all again. Humble and honored to be amongst you all. 

Lesle 

Lesle D. Gallimore 



Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

University of Washington 

Office: 206-685-3966 

Camp: www.wa shin~ton~irlssoccer.com 

Web: www.~ohuskies,com 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/U WWomensSoccer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 11:09 AM 

Michelle Morgan <mcmorgan@amhersl.edtr~ 

I~E: And the winner is... 

Michetle, 

You were easy to spot!!! 

From: Michelle Morgan [mailto:mcmorgan@amherst.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 1:1.:04 AM 

To; ’Lesle Gallimore’; Adele Dolansky; Dorrance, Albert A IV; April Heinrichs (aheinrichs@ussoccer.org); Colleen Hacker; 
~verizon.net; Lynn Berling-Manuel; ’Sue Ryan’; Tony DiCicco (tony@soccerplus.org) 

C¢: lisa cole 
Subject; RE: And the winner is... 

Great choice! I still wonder how I ever got into this group of the "Flite!" 

Mk:helle 

From: Lesle Gallimore [._tAa__[Lt_qzLe__s_[_e_g_~_u___w__:_e_~!_u_] 

sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 11:13 PM 

To: Adele DNansky; Anson Dorrance (anson@uncaa.unc.edu); April Heinrichs (aheinrichs@ussoccer.org); Colleen Hacke 
Nverizon.net; Lynn Berling-Manuel; Michelle Morgan; ’Sue Ryan’; Tony DiCicco (t~n¥@soccerNus~orq) 

12¢: lisa cole 

Subject: And the winner is... 

Hello Fellow "Major Award" Winners 0 like to reference Christmas Story because it makes me giggle). 

~aol.com; John Daly; Lauren Gregg; 

@aoLcom; John Daly; Lauren Gregg; 

Thank you all for taking the time to submit your thoughts and votes for this years’ award winner. I am in 100% agreement with all of you, they are all deserving and 

it was a very tough choice. 

(Two thoughts: How the hell did I ever win it and I don’t think we should take more nominations until each one of these people gets it...basically in order of when 

their nomination came in....HONESTtY, it’s an amazing and deserving group of people). 

Anyway, it was close, but ~i~[i~ [i!i# has been selected as this years’ winner and Lisa has informed her of the honor. 

She is scheduled to be at the convention anyway which is great. 

I have been in communication with Mia about introducing her and being the keynote as well (or involving Carin G. somehow because I know she and Lil are tight) 

and Mia is working on it (ANSON....this is where you come in....make Mia come and be the speaker). 

You may not laugh as hard as you did last year, but you may cry : ) 

Anyway...thank you all again. Humble and honored to be amongst you all. 

Lesle 

Lesle D. Gallimore 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

University of Washington 

Office: 206-685-3966 

Camp: ..w.~..w.~..w.~:~.a...s..h..Ln.~.t~9.~.n.~!£]~.s..s..~...c..c.~.e.~.~.c...~...m.. 

Web: www.Kohuskies.com 

Facebook: www.facebook.comiU WWomensSoccer 

Twitter: www.twitter.com/CoachGallimore 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 11:10 AM 

Lesle GaJlimore <lesleg@uw.edu-~ 

I~E: And the winner is... 

Oh yeah, you can’t miss U~ose Elec~.dc Chee~.ahs[!!! 

From: kesle Gallimore [mailto:lesleg@uw.edu] 

Sent~ Wednesday, November 20, 2013 10:59 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= RE: And the winner is... 

Ha~ We~ put. 

~ think M~a ~s cheddng to see H: her twins team (the E~ectric Cheetahs) have a match~ 

Good ~uck [h~s weekend Ansom 

EG 

[.esk~ D. GaH~more 

Head WomerF’s Soccer Coach 

University of WasNn~ton 

Office: 206-685-3966 

Camp: www,wa shingtongMssoccer.com 

W ~-_~b: www,gohuskies.com Facebook: 
-w~~~~w~~~~w~~:~~f~~a~~c~~~e~~~b~~~q~~~~~k~:~~c~~~o~~~m~~/~~~U~~~~~W~~~~~W~~~~~~~~m~~~~e~~~n~~s~~S~~9~~c~~c~~~e~~r- 

Twitter: 
__w____w____w__:_t_, j_t__t___e__r_:_c___o___n_! LC___o__a___c___h___G___a_!_[ Lm____o___r__e- 

From: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 7:46 AM 
Te: Lesle Gallimore; Adele DNansky; April Heinrichs (,_a__h___e_Ln__r_[_c__h___s__@__u___s__s__o__£_c__e_£&r_~; Colleen Hacker; 
Berling-Manuel; Michelle Morgan; ’Sue Ryan’; Tony DiCicco (tony@soccerplus.org) 
C¢-" lisa cole 
Subject: RE: And the winner is.., 

t.esle, 

~__a___o_J_&o____m_j John Daly; Lauren Gregg ._@__v__e_._t_i__z__o__n__:__n__e__t_; Lynn 

I think Mia will WANT to be the speaker but I will certainly encourage her. It will be tough to top last years; but these are truly wonderful events with the 

~-:mtertainmer~t vak~e o~ a roaat and the heartsbing pull of a euh:~gy. 

See you guys; soon]H 

F~m= Lesle Gallimore [majlto;les!eq@uw,edu] 
Nentl Tuesday, November 19, 20~3 ~:~3 PN 
To: Adele Dolans~; Dorrance, Albe~ A ~; April Heinrichs (aheindchs@ussoccer.org); Colleen Hacker; @aol.com; John Daly; Lauren Gregg; ~verizon.net; 
Lynn Berling-Manuel; Michelle Morgan; ’Sue Ryan’; Tony DiCicco (tony@soccerplus.orq) 
~; lisa cole 
Subject= And the winner is... 

Hello Fellow "Major Award" Winners (I like to reference Christmas Story because it makes me giggle). 

Thank you all for taking the time to submit your thoughts and votes for this years’ award winner. I am in ~00% agreement with all of you, they are all deserving and 

it was a very tough choice. 

(Two thoughts: How the hell did I ever win it and I don’t think we should take more nominations until each one of these people gets it...basically in order of when 

their nomination came in....HONESTLY, it’s an amazing and deserving group of people). 

Anyway, it was close, but ~ri~[i~e ~illy has been selected as this years’ winner and Lisa has informed her of the honor. 

She is scheduled to be at the convention anyway which is great. 

I have been in communication with Mia about introducing her and being the keynote as well (or involving Carin G. somehow because I know she and Lil are tight) 

and Mia is working on it (ANSON....this is where you come in....make Mia come and be the speaker). 

You may not laugh as hard as you did last year, but you may cry : ) 

Anyway...thank you all again. Humble and honored to be amongst you all. 

Lesle 

Lesle D. Gallimore 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

University of Washington 

Mobile: 206-459-5456 

Camp: ._w__w__~:___w___a__s___h_j__n_KLg__n__g_i r I s s o c c e r. c o m 

Web: www.gohuskies.com 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/U WWomensSoccer 

Twitter: www.twitter.comiCoachGallimore 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, ; 11:15 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

photo.JPG; ATT00001 .c 

..... Original Message ..... 
From @beHsouth.net [mailto i~bellsouth.net] 
Sent: Wednesday,                    10:20 AM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Nice display by one of your future Tar Heel players. Not very classy and a detriment to team play. Wow. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN REC1PIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, l 1:23 AM 

~live.unc.e&~> 

ILE: Holocaust Speakers 

Thank ,/ol~ for sharing this with me. You are so aware. Uke VoL~ are goi~g to make ,iot~r mark on this world. 

Sent== Wednesday,                ~0:52 AN 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Subject~ Holocaust Speakers 

Hey ARSOn, 

The Holocaust survivors I told you about are speaking tonight at 5:30pm in the Stone Center and tomorrow at 7pm in Chapman~ ~t will be cool to check out 

after having read a Man’s Search for Meaning and is definitely worth going to since there are so few survivors still alive today~ 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 11:24 AM 

Daly, John B <jbdaly@wm.edu-~ 

l~g: And the winner is... 

Hey, me too!! 

From: Daly, John B [mailto:jbdaly@wm.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, November 20, 2013 10:57 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: And the winner is... 

Albert? I prefer Anson, Anson! 

JD 

757,,22!.<~3~!~7 (%}/ 757.,22%,2989 
dbdalg@wm.edu 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, November 20, 20:13:1:1:45 AM 

To: Lesle Gallimore <lesleg@uw.edu>, Adele Dolansky ~cox.net>, April Heinrichs <aheinrichs@ussoccer.org>, C:olleen Hacker <hackercm@plu.edu>, 

@aol.com" @aol.com>, John Daly <jbdaly@wrn.edu>, Lauren Gregg ~aol.com>, ~verizon.net" 

<       @verizonme[>, Lynn Berling-Manuel <!yr~nberl!ng-.manM~!@~¥so:oEg>, Michelle Morgan <rncmorgan~m~[~:~du>, Sue Ryan 

<srLian@notes.cc.sumLsb.edu> "Tony DiCicco (tony@._soccerp_lus.org)" <_t__o___n__y____@___s___o__c__£_e___r£!__u___s_:__o__r_g> 

Cc: lisa cole.        ~msn.com> 

Subject: RE: And the winner is... 

f think Mia ~,ill WANT to b~-’_~ the sp~:_~aker but I will cer~:ainly erH:ourage her. It will be tough to top last yeaP.;; bu~: ~:hese are truly wonderful events ~,ith the 

entertainmen[ vak~e of a roas[ and the heartstring pull of a eulogy. 

See you guys soon!!! 

From: Lesle Gallimore [mailto:lesleg@ uw.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, November 19, 2013 11:13 PM 
To: Adele Dolansky; Dorrance, Albert A IV; April Heinrichs (La__[)__ej_n__ELc_[)_s_@_u___s_s_9_c__c_e_L__o_£g); Colleen Hacker; ~a_._oJ.c_.o_ ..m_j John Daly; Lauren Gregg; }..v_e_.r_j.z__o_D_:.n__.e__tj 
Lynn Berling-Manuel; Michelle Morgan; ’Sue Ryan’; Tony DiCicco (tony@soccerplus.org) 
~c; lisa cole 
Subject; And the winner is... 

Hello Fellow "Major Award" Winners (I like to reference Christmas Story because it makes me giggle). 

Thank you all for taking the time to submit your thoughts and votes for this years’ award winner. I am in :100% agreement with all of you, they are all deserving and 

it was a very tough choice. 

(Two thoughts: How the hell did I ever win it and I don’t think we should take more nominations until each one of these people gets it._basically in order of when 

their nomination came in....HONESTLY, it’s an amazing and deserving group of people). 

Anyway, it was close, but ~i$~i~ ~i!!Y has been selected as this years’ winner and Lisa has informed her of the honor. 

She is scheduled to be at the convention anyway which is great. 

I have been in communication with Mia about introducing her and being the keynote as well (or involving C:arin G. somehow because I know she and Lil are tight) 

and Mia is working on it (ANSON._.this is where you come in....make Mia come and be the speaker). 

You may not laugh as hard as you did last year, but you may cry : ) 

Anyway...thank you all again. Humble and honored to be amongst you all. 

Lesle 

Lesle D. Gallimore 



Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

University of Washington 

Office: 206-685-3966 

Camp: www.wa shin~ton~irlssoccer.com 

Web: www.~ohuskies,com 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/U WWomensSoccer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 11: 52 AM 

Sfillman, [,aura <I ~stillma~@wra£com> 

John Montgo~nery (john@ra~sclub.com);         ~!msn.com; duca~r@nncaa.unc.edu;      ~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: An invitation to speak at our Capitol Broadcasting Company Salesperson of the Year event on Thursday, 1/23/14 

Thanks Laura for your gracious invitation, I know Jim Goodman is a very generous man buL I just don’t think he would be interesLed in our soccer stadium w~th the 

many charities he already supports. Still thank you ~:or thinMng of me, 

And thank you Laura for supporting our teamH 

F~m= Stillman, Laura [mailto:Lstillman@wral,com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, November 20, 2013 9:48 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= An invitation ~ speak at our Capi~l Broadcasting Company Salesperson of the Year event on Thursday, 1/23/14 

Coach Dorrance, I would like to invite you again to speak to our Capitol Broadcasting Company group for a very special event in January. It is our company’s 

Salesperson of the Year luncheon, and will be held on Thursday, ~/23/~4, at the NC State Club in Raleigh! (Please don’t hold that choice of location against us ........ ). 

The Salesperson of the Year event recognizes salespeople from each division of Capitol Broadcasting (WRAL-TV, WRAZ, WRAL-FM, WRAI_.COM, the Durham Bulls, 

American Tobacco Campus, Microspace) who have exceeded individual criteria for being the best on their staffs during the previous year. 

You will of course be the featured speaker, and will have ~5-20 minutes to talk with the winners and sales staffs about your keys to success and what you have 

accomplished with your UNC womens’ soccer teams over these last many years. You obviously have quite a story to tell, and we can all benefit from hearing how 

you’ve done it! There are no doubt many life lessons that will be very valuable for our salespeople to learn from one of the most successful coaches in the country~ 

We would be so honored to have you if you’re available and interested. Last year, you menfioned that you would be heavily involved in fundraising for a new 

soccer stadium for the next few years. You have probably already met with Jim Goodmon, the owner of Capitol Broadcasting Company. But, if you haven’t, I would 

highly recommend that you do so. He has the vision and the passion for sports to be a serious prospect for you. I am not speaking on his behalf, but simply as one 

of his long-time employees who knows the history of the company and where Jim likes to direct his energies~ 

Thanks for your consideration, Coach. And good luck in the NCAA’s this weekend~ I do hope is back. I went to last Sunday’s game, and hope to be 

there again this weekend. Wishing you the best .................. 

Take care, and I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Laura Stillman 
Sales Manager 
WRAL-W 
919~21~791 

fax 919-821 ~554 

Click here to learn more about the power of ~AL. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 11:53 AM 

Michelle Morgan <mcmorgan@amherst.edtr~ 

ILE: And the winner is... 

Michelle, 

I loved the pioneer days of old and you were a VERY important part of that .... [ miss the excitement of that period, I really do!!! 

Frora: Michelle Morgan [mailto:mcmorgan@amherst.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 1:1.:37 AM 

Te; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject: Re: And the winner is... 

Anson you are too kind!!! Hope you are well! I think of you often! 

Michelle Morgan 

Women’s Golf Coach 

Senior Woman Administrator 

Amherst College 

On Nov 20, 2013, at 11:35 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Michelle, 

You were easy to spot!!! 

From: Michelle Morgan [mailto:mcmorgan@amherst.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 1:1:04 AM 
Te: ’Lesle Gallimore’; Adele Dolansky; Dorrance, Albert A IV; April Heinrichs (aheinrichs@ussoccer.orq); Colleen Hacker; ))aol.com; John Da[y; 
Lauren @egg; }_y_ .e_r_Lz_q_t),g._e_t; Lynn Berling-Manuel; ’Sue Ryan’; Tony DiCicco (.t_o_gy_@_s_o_£_c_e_._tp_[_u___s_:_o_Eg) 
Co: lisa cole 
Subject: RE: And the winner is... 

Great choice! I sLill wond,:_~r how f ew:,r got into this group o[ the 

l=rom: Lesle Gallimore 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 11:13 PM 
Te: Adele Dolansky; Anson Dorrance (anson@uncaa.unc.edu); April Heinrichs (aheinrichs@ ussoccer.org); Colleen Hacker; #ao con; John Daly; 
Lauren @egg; .~verizon.net; Lynn Berling-Manuel; Michelle [viorgan; ’Sue P, yan’; Tony DiCicco (tony@soccerplus.org) 
C¢: lisa cole 
Subject: And the winner is... 

Hello Fellow "Major Award" Winners (I like to reference Christmas Story because it makes me giggle). 

Thank you all for taking the time to submit your thoughts and votes for this years’ award winner. I am in 100% agreement with all of you, they are all 

deserving and it was a very tough choice. 

(Two thoughts: How the hell did I ever win it and I don’t think we should take more nominations until each one of these people gets it.basically in 

order of when their nomination came in....HONESTLY, it’s an amazing and deserving group of people). 

Anyway, it was close, but ~i~tiS~ [i!!) has been selected as this years’ winner and Lisa has informed her of the honor. 

She is scheduled to be at the convention anyway which is great. 

I have been in communication with Mia about introducing her and being the keynote as well (or involving Carin G. somehow because I know she and 

Lil are tight) and Mia is working on it (ANSON....this is where you come in....make Mia come and be the speaker). 

You may not laugh as hard as you did last year, but you may cry : ) 

Anyway...thank you all again. Humble and honored to be amongst you all. 

Lesle 

Lesle D. Gallimore 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

University of Washington 

Office: 206-685-3966 

Camp: ._w__w__w_:__w___a_s___hj__n_g_t__o__n_~[i r I s s o c c e r. c o m 

Web: www.gohuskies.com 

Facebook: www.facebook.com!UWWomensSoccer 

Twitter: www.twitter.corn/CoachGallimore 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 4:17 PM 

Carrie Serwemyk < @gmail.com> 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: necldace 

Carrie, 
I just pulled it up. Yes, 1 will ask Tom to send it out to our alumnae!! 
Frera: Carrie Serwetnyk [mailto:          }gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 11:41 AN 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: necklace 

Here is the link. And the photo. 

The photo is slightly blu~ and being revised. It went into production immediately mthout us knomng it but it slill looks great. 

We are starting to get press on it. I think it is going to be a big hit. I wonld love it if you could share it ruth our network. We aye promoting it as a great Christmas 

present with proceeds going to our projects. 

Corrine Hunt is a very famous First Nations artist here especially having designed the Olympic Medals. 

Cheers for now, 

Carrie : ) 

On Wed, Nov 20, 2013 at 7:34 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <.a_4~_O9_u_.(q~_email.anc.edu> wrote: 
I could not pull it up ~... Sorry! 
Frem: Carrie Serwetnyk [mailto ~_g[_n___a_!J_:_c___o_[_r_~ 
Sent-" Tuesday, November 19, 2013 7:28 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: necklace 
Did you all see the necldace I sent in the last e~nail? 

:) 

Carrie Serwetnyk 

Founder 
VVhy the Women’s World Cup Matters 

C8 m e(d) wwcmat [ors.corn 

www.facebook.comiWhyThe~Vomen s~VorktC upMat ters 
Twitter: WhyWWCupMatters 

WWCMatters.co~n 

604-551-7006 .................................. 

PO Box 128 

1917 West 4th Avenue 

Vancouver. BC V6J 1M7 

Creating Change for Girl~ & Women On and Off the Field 

Carrie Serwetnyk 

Founder 

~Vhy the Women’s World Cup Matters 

~_~:~:_c__tr_iLa__t_~__r__s_&o_!:_n_. 
__w__~%_t__"_a__c__e___b_££__k_:_c_’~?__n_:~_!A/ 
Trotter: Wh~%V~VCupMatters 

VvS~VCMatters.com 

604-551-7006 

PO Box 128 

1917 West 4th Avenue 

Vm~couver, BC V6J l M7 

Creating ChangeJbr GirL~ & g/bmen On and Off the Field 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 4:18 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: necldace 

Conine Hnnt.jpg 

From: Carrie Serwetnyk [mailto          @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 11:41 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Re: necklace 

Hem is the link. And the photo. 

The photo is slightly blnrry and being revi~d. It went into production immediately without us knomng it but it still looks great. 

We are starting to get press on it. I think it is going to be a big hit. I would love it if you could share it with onr network. We are promoting it as a great Christmas 

present with proceeds going to our projects. 

Corrine Hunt is a veU fiamous Firs~t Nations axtist here especially having designed the Olympic Medals. 

Cheers for now, 

Carrie : ) 

On Wed, Nov 20, 2013 at 7:34 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <m~n(~)emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 
I could not pull i~: up .,.. Sorry! 
From: Carrie Se~etnyk [maJlto: ~gmaH.com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, November 19, 2013 7:28 PN 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N; Sander, ~omas J 
Subject: necklace 
Did yon all see tke nec~ace I sent in the l~t email? 

:) 

Carrie Senvetnyk 

Founder 
Why the Women’s World Cup Matters 

._c__a_!Jj__e_@ 2v_~Lc__r_~! ~t_!_ej~:__c_9__n_! 

’][’wiRer: WhyWWCupMatters 
WWCMatters.com 

604-551-7006 

PO Box 128 

1917 West 4th Avenue 

Vanconver, BC V6J 1M7 

Creating Change for Girls & Women On and OJf the Field 

== 

Carrie Serwemyk 

Founder 
\Vhy the Women’s World Cup Matters 
c ame(/~),o,,~,,cmatters.com 

www.face book~com/Wh’i][heWomensWorldCupMatters 
Twitter: Why~CnpMa~ers 
g~CMatters.com 

604-551-7006 
PO Box 128 
1917 West 4th Avenue 
Vancouvm; BC V6J 1M7 

Creating Change for Girls & Women On and Q[f the P~eld 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 4:20 PM 

Sfillman, [,aura <I ~stillma~@wraJ.com> 

ILE: An invitation to speak at our Capitol Broadcasting Company Salesperson of the Year event on Thursday, 1/23/14 

When our stadium is under construction calf me]! 

From; Stillman, Laura [mailto:Lstillman@wral.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, November 20, 2013 12::17 PM 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: An invitation to speak at our Capitol Broadcasting Company Salesperson of the Year event on Thursday, :i[/23/14 

I appreciate your quick response. One day, I’ll definitely manage to snag you as a speaker! Take care and go Heels ..... 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 20, 2013, at 11:54 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaikunc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Laura for your gracious invitation, I know .Jim Goodman is a very generous man but I just don’t think he would be interested in our soccer 

stadium with the many ch~;rities fu:_~ i~lready supports. Still, thank you for thinking o[ me. 

,And thank you Laura for’ supportin~ our tearn!! 

l:ro~: Stillman, Laura [mailto:Lstillman@wral.com1 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 9:48 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S~bjeet: An invitation to speak at our Capitol Broadcasting Company Salesperson of the Year event on Thursday, 1/23/14 

Coach Dorrance, I would like to invite you again to speak to our Capitol Broadcasting Company group for a very special event in January. It is our 

company’s Salesperson of the Year luncheon, and will be held on Thursday, 1/23/14, at the NC State Club in Raleigh! (Please don’t hold that choice of 

location against us ........ ). 

The Salesperson of the Year event recognizes salespeople from each division of Capitol Broadcasting (WRAL-TV, WRAZ, WRAL-FM, __W____R___A___L_:__C___O____M__, the 

Durham Bulls, American Tobacco Campus, Microspace) who have exceeded individual criteria for being the best on their staffs during the previous 

year. 

You will of course be the featured speaker, and will have 15-20 minutes to talk with the winners and sales staffs about your keys to success and what 

you have accomplished with your UNC womens’ soccer teams over these last many years. You obviously have quite a story to tell, and we can all 

benefit from hearing how you’ve done it! There are no doubt many life lessons that will be very valuable for our salespeople to learn from one of the 

most successful coaches in the country] 

We would be so honored to have you if you’re available and interested. Last year, you mentioned that you would be heavily involved in fundraising 

for a new soccer stadium for the next few years. You have probably already met with Jim Goodmon, the owner of Capitol Broadcasting Company. But, 

if you haven’t, I would highly recommend that you do so. He has the vision and the passion for sports to be a serious prospect for you. I am not 

speaking on his behalf, but simply as one of his long-time employees who knows the history of the company and where Jim likes to direct his 

energies! 

Thanks for your consideration, Coach. And good luck in the NCAA’s this weekend! I do hope is back. I went to last Sunday’s game, and 

hope to be there again this weekend. Wishing you the best .................. 

Take care, and I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Laura Stillman 
Sales Manager 
WRAL-TV 
919-821-8791 
Istilhnan@wral.com 
fax 919-821-8554 

Click here to learn more about the power of VVRAL. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 4:22 PM 

Michelle Morgan <mcmorgan@amherst.edtr~ 

ILE: And the winner is... 

Michelle, 

Yes, it was a simpler time. 

From: Michelle Morgan [mailto:mcmorgan@amherst.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013:12:26 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; P,E: And the winner is... 

No turning bad( the clock! It was a wonderful time [:or the evolution o[: women in sport. I wish the young kids could know some of the early history to increase their 

appreciation for what they have. I was just listening to my office mate, now the women’s soccer coach, on some of her NCAA reg~ona] soccer committee ca[]s and 

the sophistication that they have a computer programs to make their selections more empirical ~ am not sure that that soph~st[cat~on he]ps them any more than 

~:he w~y we stLEd~ed se~e(:~:io[~ 

Be 

M~chel~e 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [ma~lto:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 
8ent~ Wednesday, November 20, 2013 11:53 AN 
Te= Nichel~e Morgan 
$ubjeet~ ~E: And the winner is... 

M~chel~e, 

~ ~oved the p~oneer days of o~d and you were a VERY important part of that .... I miss d~e exdtement of that period, 

F~m= Nichelle Morgan [ma~to:mcmorqan@amherst.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, November 20, 2013 11:37 AN 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Su~jeet~ ~e: And the winner is... 

Anson you are too kind!H Hope you are well! I thinkof you often! 

Michelle Morgan 

Women’s Golf Coach 

Senior Woman Administrator 

Amherst College 

On Nov 20, 2013, at 11:35 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a__n_s_o__n_._@__e__m_._a_!.!: .u_n__c_.__e_.d__u_.> wrote: 

Michelle 

You were easy ~o spot!!! 

From; Michelle Morgan [mailto:mcmorqan@amherst.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 20:t3 J.l:04 AM 

To." ’Lesle Gallimore’; Adele Dolansky; Dorrance, Albert A IV; April Heinrichs (aheinrichsCc~ussoccer.org); Colleen Hacke            @ao corn; John Daly; 
Lauren Gregc. }verizon.net; Lynn Berling-Manuel; ’Sue Ryan’; Tony DiCicco (tony@soccerplus.org) 
~e: lisa cole 
$,,bjeet." RE: And the winner is... 

Great choice! I sdll wonder how I ever got into this~,,~roup ot: thr-~_ 

Michelle 

From: Lesle Gallimore [mailto:lesleg@uw.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November :tg, 20.t3 11:13 PM 

To; Adele Dolansky; Anson Dorrance (.a___n_s___o_n__~_u___n_c___a_a__~_u___n_c_~__e_d___u_); April Heinrichs (_a___h_e__[_n_r_j_c___h_s__@__u_s__s__o_c___c__e_r_~_q_r_g); Colleen Hacker; ~_a_._o_!=c..o_N; John Daly; 
Lauren Gregg; ~ver zon net; Lynn Berling-Manuel; Michelle Morgan; ’Sue Ryan’; Tony DiCicco (~ony@~oc~erp!~r~ 
¢¢: lisa cole 
Subject." And the winner is... 

Hello Fellow "Major Award" Winners (I like to reference Christmas Story because it makes me giggle). 

Thank you all for taking the time to submit your thoughts and votes for this years’ award winner. I am in 100% agreement with all of you, they are all 

deserving and it was a very tough choice. 

(Two thoughts: How the hell did I ever win it and I don’t think we should take more nominations until each one of these people gets it...basically in 

order of when their nomination came in....HONESTLY, it’s an amazing and deserving group of people). 

Anyway, it was close, but ~i~i~ ~i!!) has been selected as this years’ winner and Lisa has informed her of the honor. 

She is scheduled to be at the convention anyway which is great. 

I have been in communication with Mia about introducing her and being the keynote as well (or involving Carin G. somehow because I know she and 

Lil are tight) and Mia is working on it (ANSON....this is where you come in....make Mia come and be the speaker). 

You may not laugh as hard as you did last year, but you may cry : 

Anyway...thank you all again. Humble and honored to be amongst you all. 

Lesle 

Lesle D. Gallimore 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

University of Washington 

Office: 206-685-3966 

Camp: www.washingtongirlssoccer.com 

Web: www.gohuskies.com 

Facebook: --w-~--w-~--w-:~-f--a--c-~-e-~-b---~---~--k-~~-c---~-~-m--~U----w-----w----~---m--~-e-~-n--s---S-9~-c--c-.-e-£ 

Twitter: ~--w----w--~-t---w--j~-t-t---e--r-~-c--~-~--m--/-~-~---~--a-~-c-~-h---G-~-a-~[!~-m--~-~---r--e-. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~O-LPNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)v 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 4:23 PM 

nc.rr.com 

~duke.edu) 

RE: Mini-note 

Thank you David’.!! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From        ~)nc.rr.com [mailtt        fr?nc.rr.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 1:43 PM 

To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 

Sut~iect: Mini-note 

Anson, 

Meant to drop you a note sooner 
That was quite a barrage the girls put on Liberty in the 2nd hal:l" last Saturday 
Looking forward to see mnre ~f the same this Friday. 

Good Luck, 
D- 

P S. Jane & I enjoyed the nice article about you and in the Chapel Hill magazine[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:00 PM 

Mark Paysons <mparson@washingtonspirit.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros I ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Spirit Game with UNC in Spring 

We would love to play and all those dates seem good right now with the exception of the 5th of April Give me one more day and we will try to jump in on the like you have requested 

Also, the last time we went up there we had to play FIFA substitution rules and we would rather play the college rules, especially since all of our top players like              will have 
graduated. I l~ow the league did not allow you to allow us to play our rules but can to talk some sense into your Director of Referees (s)he is not doing anyone any favors Heck, we are 
travelling to you at our expense surely we can have one minor exception to league protocol ... we are amateurs after all. 

All the best!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Mark Parsons [mailto:mparsons~washin~tonspirit com] 
Sent: Wednesd~ 4:18 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Spirit Game with UNC in Spring 

Hi Anson, 

I know you in full prep ]2~r the tournament and wishing you all the best over the next few weeks. 

I wanted to get this over to you guys to get it on your radar. I would love to set up a game this spring and invite you guys up to the Soccerplex like last year. 

Here are the dates we are currently looking at - they are not concrete yet 
All dates would be played at the soccerple×. 

Saturday 
Saturday (would prefer to play you guys here) Saturday (Behind Closed Doors) Saturday 

Many thanks 

Mark 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 5:28 PM 

~aol.com 

EW: Game there 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Kai [mailto:kie4(a)stmar~’s-ca.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 5:18 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Game there 

Any openingsin 2015? 

Kai Edwards 

Sent from my iPhone 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)’- 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 5:29 PM 

Kai <kj e4@stmarys- ca.edu-~ 

.~)aol.com 

RE: Game there 

Kai, 

Dino does the scheduling. I will copy him. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Kai [mailto:kie4(@stmal~s-ca.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 5:18 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Game there 

Any openings in 2015? 

Kai Edwards 
Cell 
Sent fi’om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5: 50 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edn 

EW: Spirit Game with UNC in Spring 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Mark Parsons [mailto:mparsons(~washingtonspirit.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:34 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc:         ~?)msn corn; Ducar, Chris       ~aol corn; Jason Sisneros 
Subject: Re: Spirit Game with UNC in Spring 

@gmail corn); Sander, Thomas J 

tIi Anson, 

Sounds good and look forward to hear if that date works. With the rules i agree 100% with you and will speak with the league tomorrow on making sure we can do that 

Appreciate you are willing to travel up to us and make this possible 

All the best 

Mark 

Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 
> Mark, 
> 

> We would love to play and all those dates seem good right now with the exception of the Give me one more day and we will try to jump in on the like you have 
requested 
> 

> Also, the last time we went up there we had to play FIFA substitution rules and we would rather play the college rules, especially since all of our top players like and will have 
graduated. I l~ow the league did not allow you to allow us to play our rules but can to talk some sense into your Director of Referees (s)he is not doing anyone any favors Heck, we are 
travelling to you at our expense surely we can have one ruinor exception to league protocol .... we are amateurs after all. 
> 

> Allthe best!t 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Mark Parsons [mailto:mparsons(~,washingtonspirit.com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 4:18 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Spirit Game with UNC in Spring 
> 

> Hi Anson, 
> 

> I know you in full prep for the tournament and wishing you all the best over the next few- weeks. 
> 

> I wanted to get this over to you guys to get it on your radar. I would love to set up a game this spring and invite you guys up to the Soccerplex like last year. 
> 

> Here are the dates we are currently looking at - they are not concrete yet. 
> All dates would be played at the soccerplex. 
> 

> Saturday 
> Saturday (would prefer to play- you guys here) Saturday 
> (Behind Closed Doors) Saturday 
> 

> Many thanks 
> 

> Mark 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 5:03 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: UT - Pan American Assistant Soccer Coach 

From; Tudor Bugariu [mailto:bugariutg@utpa.edu] 

Sent; Thursday, November 21, 20"13 "1"1:43 AM 
To; d"1wsoc@socce rlists.org 
Subject; {D"1WSOC} UT - Pan American Assistant Soccer Coach 

Coaches, 
The University of Texas - Pan American, located in Edinburg, TX, is currently looking for an assistant women’s soccer coach to join our staff. 
We are a first year NCAA Division 1 program that will begin in the Fall 2014 and compete in the Western Athletic Conference (WAC). The 
salary is $32,000 per year; additional income opportunities are available through camps and clubs. This position has been posted on the 
NCAA and NSCAA websites already, but if you have anyone that may be interested, let them know they can contact me directly and I will 
explain the application process through the UT system. 
Female candidates are minority candidates are encouraged to apply. 
Thanks and good luck this weekend if you are still playing! 
Yours in Soccer, 
Glad Tudor Bugariu 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
University of Texas - Pan American 
(956) 665 - 3296 (o) 

(956) 665 - 2261 
buqariutq@utpa.edu 
www.qladbuqariu.com 

https://www.facebook.com/UtpaWomensSocce r 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, November 21,2013 5:14 PM 

Felts A~me C. <afelks@uiwtx.edu> 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edr ))aol.com; Jason Sisnero ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: UIW Needing 2014 Gatnes 

Hey Anne!!! How are you doing??? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups corn [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches(@~ooglegroups.com] On Behalf Of Felts, Arme C 
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2013 2:09 PM 
To: division-i-womens-socc er-c oaches@googlegr oups corn 
Sutziect: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} UPA; Needing 2014 Games 

Umversity of the Incarnate Word in San Antonio needs a few games for 2014: 

I need one team to come to San Antonio to play ACU on 9/12 and UIW on 9/14 

I am also looking for games on 8,’22 and 8/24 and 9/5 and 9/7. 

Thanks! 

Anne Felts 
Interim Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
University of the Incarnate Word 
4301 Broadway 
San Antonio, Texas 78209 
(573) 201-7770 

This email and an?" files transmitted with it may be confidential or contain privileged information and are intended solely for the use of the individual or entity’ to which they are addressed. If 
you are not the intended recipient, please be advised that you have received this email in error and that any use, dissemination, forwarding, printing, or copying of this email and any 
attachments is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please immediately delete the email and any attachments from your system and notify the sender. Any other use of 
this e-mail is prohibited. Thartk you for your compliance. 

Find out more about NSCAA College Set’,~ices at www.nscaa.comicollege. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 
To ~xsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com 
To post to this group, send email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com. 
Visit this group at http:i/groups.google.com,’groupidivision-i-womens-soccer-coaches. 
For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/groups/opt out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday 5:15 PM 

?~emaJl.unc.edu; ~gmail.com; ~comcast.net; 

@email.unc.edu; ~hotmaJl.com 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~z)aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

VW: Follow up - NWSL 

N~VSL College Dra£t Coaches Letter.pdf 

.~gmaJl .com; ~email .unc.edu; 

~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Ladies, 
All the seNors ir~Lerested in playing professionally pte~se took ~t this!!! 

From; division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf Of Erica Walsh 
Sent; Wednesday,                J.l: 11 AM 
T~; CBailey@ussoccer.org; .lVanaman@nwslsoccer.com; division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com 
Subject; {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Follow up - NWSL 

Coaches, 
As a follow-up to the     :ollege Draft information that I provided last week I have attached a letter from NWSL 

Executive Director, Cheryl Bailey, with important information on the Draft. 

Eric~ Wals~ / Penn Sf~fe 5occ~ 

Find out more about NSC~ College Se~ices at ~v.nsc&a.com/colle~e. 

You received tNs message because you are subscribed to &e Google Cm~ups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsub~fibe l}om fl]is group and stop receiving emails {h)m i’£ ~nd a~ email to division-i-womens-soccebcoaches+unsubscfibe(a~googlegroups.com. 

To post to this group, send email to division-i-womens-soccer-coache~gooAlegroups.com. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:17 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

~msn.com; duca~@uucaa.uuc.ed~ O)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~)gmail.com) 

1~¢: Follow up - NWSL 

N~VSL College Drab Coaches Lelter.pdf 

["lease fotlow up ... the weavers and bobbers might just delete this when Lhey actually want to play. 

From: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf Of Erica Walsh 
Sent: Wednesday,                 11:11 AN 
To: CBailey@ussoccer.org; 3Vanaman@nwslsoccer.corn; division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.corn 
Subject; {Division 3[ Womens Soccer Coaches} Follow up - NWSL 

Coaches, 
As a follow-up to the College Draft information that I provided last week I have attached a letter from NWSL 

Executive Director, Cheryl Bailey, with important information on the Draft. 

Eric~ Wal~ / Penn S~e .%cc~e 

Find out more about NSC~ College Se~ices at ~v.nscma.com/colle~e. 

You received tNs message because you are subscribed to the Google Cm~ups "Division I Womeus Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsub~fibe I}om fl~is group and stop receiving emails t?om i~ ~nd an email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches+tmsubscribe(a;googlegroups.com. 

To post to this group, seud emml to Nvision-i-womeas-soccer-coache~googlegroups.com. 

Visit fl~is group at ht~p:/,’~roups.~oo~le.conr’~roup/divi sioa- i- womens- soccer- coaches. 

For more options, visit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, November 21,2013 5:17 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: UNCW 2014 

D inoiTorn, 
Are we interested? 

From: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division+womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf Of Cairney, Paul 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 3:33 plVl 
To-" division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com 
Subject: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} UNCW 2014 
We would like to add in a pre-season scrimmage for fall 2014. We have one set for Saturday August 16th, SO August 8th-loth may work best. 
If we are unable to play in a scrimmage, then we have a regular season Sunday game available: Sunday September 2~, 20~4. 
Thanks in advance, 
Paul 

Descrimia 

O: 910.962.3932 

F: 910,962,3608 

_w_ _w_w_ :__u_ E _c_w__’_4 P_ 9 _r_t_’_4 :__c_9__r_n_. 
601 S. College 

Wiimington, NC 28403 

2013 UNCW Soccer Guide 

CH[.CK OU°[ OUR I.iV~ ~.51- CAMPS: 

vlf.w ouP, 2ol.2 ~,,sf.r>l,~ ~su~ef~: 2012 UNCW Soccer Medk.~ 

Find out ~nore about NSCAA College Services at ~,_~,_~,_:!)_~9~=_c_R_r_~!{_c_R[!__e_£e_.. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Woinens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send a~ entail to dMsion-i-woinens-soccer-coaches~ uusubscribe~,gpogJeg!oups.com. 

To post to this group, send email to divis~ion-i-womens- soccer-coaches.’/~googlegroups.coin. 

Visit this group at httixiigroups.google.coin/~roup,’division-i-womens- soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit https:,//~roups.google.com/groups/opt out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, November 21,2013 5:18 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: Coaching Education Scholaacship Opportuni~ 

From: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf Of Melissa Price 

Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 20:~3 8:19 PN 

To: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com 

Subject: ~Division T Womens Soccer Coaches} Coaching Education Scholarship Opportunity 

Coaches, 

On behalf of the NSCAA Women’s Committee, I would like to inform you about a scholarship opportunity for NSCAA coaching education courses or events. Please sha re this 

information with anyone you think would benefit from the funding available through the Charlotte Moran Memorial Scholarship. Charlotte Moran was a pioneer, mentor, friend, 

advocate and pretty much a super hero for women’s soccer. Her legacy lives on through all of us she impacted and through the Charlotte Moran Foundation and this scholarship. 

We are proud to be able to provide assistance for educational opportunities and carry out Charlottes wishes through this scholarship~ 

As you can see from the brief description below, the scholarship is open to applicants who may be coaches, administrators, or p~ayers. The deadline to apply ~s December 

~, 2013. 

Fhe )J}~L}~2~R~_~_~.~j~j~j~)~R ia proud to offer the Chadott~ Moran Memodal ScholarsNp to h~d~vidua~s dedicated to the growth and development of gM5 and women ~n soccer. 

The committee ~s seeking scholarship applicants from co~ches, ~dm~nistrators ~nd players currently ~nvolved ~ the g~me to be used to ~ttend an NSC~A e~tuc;~k~nal course or 

event~ followed by a plan to "give back" w~th a program to enhance gMs and/or women’s soccer. The acho~arship is a maximum of 3~,000 aupported by the Charlotte Moran 

Memorial Fund. Up to two (2) scholarships may be awarded each year. 

Candidates must: 

Be currently involved in the girls or women’s game 

Be an NSCAA member 

Submit a current soccer resume, along with a proposal outlining the intended use for the scholarship and plan for a follow-up program 

r~ecipie~ts n~st provide a written summary following tl-~eir e×perience for p~blicatior~ i~ the NSC,~A ~omen~s Cor~°nittee Newsletter arid posted on the web page 

Please see the following link for complete details on how to apply: http://www.nscaa.com/news/2013/O9/charlotte-moran-scholarship 

You can read more about Charlotte Moran and the scho arsh p at http iiwww nscaa cominews/2013!O6icharlotte-moran-memoriaPscholarship 

Please spread the word to any and all in the coaching world[ 

Thank you, 

Missy 

Melissa Price, Ph.D. 

Head Coach 

University of Nevada Soccer 

Legacy Ha11/264 

Reno, Nevada 89557-0231 

Office: (775) 582-6935 

Fax: (775) 784-4508 

www.nevadawolfpack,com 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at w~,~,~nscaa.comicollege. 

You received lhis message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsub~ribe th~m this group and stop receiving emails from it, ~nd an email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches+uusnbscribe(~googlegroups.com. 

To post to this group, send email to divis~on-i-womens-soccer-coaches,%googlegroups.com. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:25 PM 

Ted Williams ~Cem~flow.com> 

ILE: interview on Saturday 

That is it!’.! Her improvement in that one year was DRX!BF~LIEVABLE! ’. ! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ted ;Vllliams [mailto h)Cerroflo;v.col~] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:12 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: interview on Saturday 

Thank you sir. 

That is too ftmny. I was just making notes and I fotmd this quote in the media guide... 

is a coach’s dream. Here’s a kid who does absolutely- everything you ask her to do in training. She was our 10th best player her freshman year and she was the national 
player of the year her           year" 

’]?ell Mr. Ducar I said hello! 

Ted 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson(f~!emaikunc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:11 PM 
To: Ted Williams 
Sutzject: RE: interview on Saturday 

Ask her what were the elements in why she ascended to an entirely different level her sophomore year in college It was one of the greatest years of improvement I have seen in any player I 
have ever coached Was it her training? Her mentality? Her confidence? I was an absolutely extraordinary year 

..... Original Message ..... 
From:Ted Williams [maitto: ~Cerroflow.com] 
Sent: ~Ihursday, 2:17 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject:               intep~iew on Saturday 

I made a request to intep~iew              on a two hour local Soccer radio show here in St. Louis Press Officer Aaron Heifetz of the U.S. Women’s National Soccer Teams was kind 
enough to make her available this Saturday morning. 

I would love to surprise with a question from her college Head Coach. 

Would you be so kind to think of a question that I might ask her on Saturday morning that might only- come from Anson Dorrance? 

Anything you could offer would be appreciated. 

Through ray re-kindled friendship with Ctnis Ducar the last 5-6 years, and coaching nry          youth teanr here in St. Louis, I have become a huge fan of the wonren’s game.     is one 
of many former UNC players that I have conre to admire for their performance on and off the field. I am so glad that Tom Sermanni has re-opened the U.S. Womens roster pool to players like 

and nrany others who could not seem to get an invite the last four years. 

Best of luck this weekend in the NCAA tourney. It is a pleasure to watch your teara compete. 

I hoped that you and your family have a happy and healthy holiday season, 

Ted Williams 
St. Louis, MO 

cell 
COiX~FIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 

This nressage may contain confidential imfotmation and is intended only for the individual(s) named above. If you are not a nanred addressee, you should not disseminate, distribute or copy 
this e-maih Please notify the sender irmnndiately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail front your systenr. E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be 
secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. The sender does not accept liability for any errors or 
onrissions in the contents of this message. If verification is required, please request a hard-copy version. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, November 21,2013 9:19 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducay@unc.edu>; bill paJladino ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu> ~msn.com> 

Fwd: Substitutions 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Fwd: Subslitutions 

From: Mark Parsons <mparsons@washingtonspirit.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

HiAn~n, 

I checked ruth the league on the subs rules requesting permission for us to use unlimited or college rules subs. 

The email below explains we can only’ do that if the game is behind closed doo~. ~Ve would not be willing to do that as we use the pre season games for fm~s to come 

for free and help build interest in the team and women’s soccer. 

Would you consider playing us with the rules explained below tbr an Exhibition game (6 subs - no re entry) ? 

Many 

Mark 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Substitutions 

Date:Thu, 21 Nov 2013 20:34:20 +0000 
From:Cheryl Bailey- -~CBaileg,@x~ssoccer.org> 

All, 

As you are preparing for the 2014 season I want to bring to your attention a modification regarding substitutions that will be outlined in the ops. manual regarding 

scrimmages and exhibition games. 

Teams will continue to be allowed THREE (3) substitutions per game, with the following exceptions: 

Practice Game Practice Game shall mean a game that is essentially an unadvertised scrimn’~a#e, closed door or otherwise, at which no admission is charged or 

monies collected. Scrimmage substitution - UNLIMITED. 

2.9 EXHIBITION GAME Any non-League season Game between two NWSL Teams, or between a NWSL Team and a non-NWSL Team, which is promoted and/or which 

generates revenue is classified as an Exhibition Game. All Exhibition Games require League approval and submittal of a letter to NWSL requesting approval at least 

TWO (2) weeks prior to the Game. Exhibition game substitution: SIX (6) no re-entry. 

Any questions please do not hesitate to let me know. 

Cheryl 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, November 22, 2013 10:56 AM 

Mark Paysons <mparson@washingtonspirit.com> 

~msn.com; ducea@uncaa.unc.edu ~aol.com; Jason Sisnero @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Subs~tulions 

Mark, 

I think you had a closed door day, Can we play you then? 

From; IVlark Parsons [mailto:mparsons@washingtonspirit.com] 

Sent; Thursday, November 21, 2013 8:/0 PH 
Te; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Fwd: Substitutions 

Hi Anson, 

I checked with the league on "the snbs rules requesting pennission for us to u~ unlimited or college rules subs. 

The email below explains we can only do that if the game is behind closed doors. We would not be willing to do fl~at as we u~ flae pre season games tbr thns to come 
for ficee and help build interest in the team and women’s soccer. 

Would you consider playing us with the rules explained below for an Exhibition game (6 subs - no re entw) ? 

Many thanks 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: S ubs~6 tutions 

Date:Thu, 21 Nov 2013 20:34:20 +0000 

From :Cheu1 Bailey <CBailey((bussoccer.og> 

All, 

As you are preparing for the 2014 season I want to bring to your attention a modification regarding substitutions that will be outlined in the ops. manual regarding 

scrimmages and exhibition games. 

Teams will continue to be allowed THREE (3) substitutions per game, with the following exceptions: 

Practice 6ame Practice Game shall mean a game that is essentially an unadvertised scrimmage, closed door or otherwise, at which no admission is charged or 

monies collected. Scrimmage substitution - UNLIMITED. 

:7.9 EXHIBITION GAME Any non-League season Game between two NWSL Teams, or between a NWSL Team and a non-NWSL Team, which is promoted and/or which 

generates revenue is classified as an Exhibition Game. All Exhibition Games require League approval and submittal of a letter to NWSL requesting approval at least 

TWO (2) weeks prior to the Game. Exhibition game substitution: SIX (6) no re-entry. 

Any questions please do not hesitate to let me know. 

Cheryl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, l 1:03 AM 

Steve Nelson <steve@wakefieldgroup.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@e~naJl.unc.edu: ~z)live.nnc.edu; 

~gmail.com; ~email.unc.edu; 

RE: follow up! 

~aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros ~gmaJl.com); pacman(~?uncaa.unc.edu; 

~gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu); ~comcast.net; 

~live.unc.edu; ~ema~l.unc.edu; @hotmail.com 

Steve, 

WhaL I love is atl our kids trust you because ot: what you deliver on a consisten[ basis. Thank you, my good friendH[ 

Fresh; Steve Nelson [mailto:steve@wakefieldgroup,com] 
Sent; Thursday, :t:[:05 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Fwd: follow up! 
What a great person, Anson. Real tribute to yon, yonr "teachings and core values. 

Steve 

Sent farm my iPad 

Begin forw~rded tnessage: 

From: Nikki Washington- ~gmail.com> 

Date: ] 11:03:11 AM EST 

To: Steve Nelson <steve(c-~wakefieldgroup.com> 
Subject: Re: follow up! 

You are the absolute best. I would love to have a sho~l phone conversation tomorrow. You pick the time, give tne a ring, and I roll answer. 

Yon have been all over tiffs count~7 this week. Have a great trip to NYC! Good luck! 

-Nikki 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 22, 2013 11:26 AM 

Carrie Serwetnyk ~ ~gmail.com> 

l~E: necklace 

Awesom e ! ! 

From: Carrie Serwetnyk [mailto: _~gmail,com] 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2013 2:15 AM 

Subject: Re: necklace 
TNs will be in the Vancouver Sun tomorrow. : ) 

http://www.vancouversm~.com/opinio~r’col urnnists/Daphne ~ Bramhm n ~ m~e ~ equality ~:legacv~ 2015 ~ HFA ~Women/9196861 is~ry.html 

On Wed, Nov 20, 2013 at 2:34 PM, Carrie Serwetnyk <           kbgmaiLcom> wrote: 

Tha~ks. The secreta~ for tbrmer Prone Minister Kim Campbell ~id she is getting one tbr her tbr Christmas. Cool eh. Kim wants to meet me in December. 

On Wed, Nov 20, 2013 at 1:17 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <#_%n_}£!i~.~_e_~!’_a_i_l_=_u_!)__c_=_e__d___u_.> wrote: 

Carrie, 

I)~st pulled it up. Yes, 1 will ask Tom to send it out to our alumnae!! 

From: Carrie Serwetnyk [mailto:          ~_g_E)_a__[!:__c__o__E)] 
Sent; Wednesday, November 20, 20:t3 l:t:4St AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: necklace 

th~mm~n 

Here is the link. And the photo. 

The photo is slightly blurry, and being revi~d. It went into production immediately mthout us knomng it but it still looks great. 

We are starting to get press on it. I think it is going to be a big hit. I would love it if you could share it ruth our network. We me promoting it as a great Christmas 

present with proceeds going to our projects. 

Corrine Hunt is a very famous First Nations axfist here especially having designed the Olympic Medals. 

Cheers for now, 

Carrie:) 

On Wed, Nov 20, 2013 at 7:34 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~)n(a)emaiLuuc.edu> wrote: 
f could not pull it up ,.. Sorry~ 
From= Carrie Se~etnyk [mailto }qmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, November ~9, 2053 7:28 PN 
To; Dorrance, Albe~ A N; Sander, ~omas J 
Subject= necklace 
Did you all see ~e necklace I sent in the l~t email? 

:) 

Carrie Serwetnyk 

Founder 

~Vhy the Women’s World Cup Matters 

carrie’,~!ww cmatters.com 

www.face book~com/Wh’iIheWomensWorldCupMatters 
Trotter: Wh~%V~VCupMatters 

Vv~VCMatters.com 

604-551-7006 

PO Box 128 

1917 West 4th Avenue 

Vm~couver, BC V6J 1 M7 

Creating Change for Girls & I~’omen On and Qf.f tke l~eld 

Carrie Serwetnyk 

Founder 

~y the Women’s World Cup Matters 

camie,~; wwcma tiers.corn 

www.thcebook.com/WhyTheWomens~,’od dCupMatters 
Twitter: Why%~WC upMatters 
Wg~CMatters.com 

604-551-7006 .................................. 

PO Box 128 



1917 West 4th Avenue 

Vmacouver, BC V6J 1 M7 

Creating ChangeJbr Girls & Women On and Off the Field 

Carrie Senvetnyk 

Founder 

Why the Women’s World Cup Matters 

carrie@~wcmatters.cor~l 

www.I~acebook.com/WhyTheWomens~,~ofl dCupMatlers 
Twitter: Why~%VC upMatters 

WWCMatters.com 

604-551-7006 

PO Box 128 

1917 West 4th Avenue 

Vancouver, BC V6J 1M7 

Creating Change for Girls & Women On and Off the Field 

Carrie Senvetnyk 

Founder 

\Vhy the Women’s World Cup Matters 

5~5Y__~’_ f__a_c__e_b_R~_?_l_!:__c_o_!N _W__!3Z] ]Le__W_~_?__r_~Le___n_s_W_~_?_[t ~g_upM at~e r s 

Twitter: WhyWWCupMatters 

WWCMatters.co~n 

604-551-7006 

PO Box 128 

1917 West 4th Avenue 

Vancouver. BC V6J 1M7 

Creating Change for Girls & Women On and OJf the Field 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 22, 2013 11:28 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

l~E: Step Two Tonight! 

La try, 

We will do our best!! 

Frera: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2013 S:3:t AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; .~msn.com’; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Step Two Tonight! 
Importance: High 
Good morning m~d ] ~ust you ~e 

_~aol,com’; ’Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com)’; Sander, Thomas J 

Best of luck tonight vs. Indiana ~ let’s continue to show another opponent why this time of the yeas is Casolina’s time of the year ~ relentless passion fi’om the opening 
whistle. 
Have fun and let’s kick their bu~s ~- all fl~e best a~d proud of you[ 
GO ttEELS~ Be well. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 22, 2013 12:03 PM 

@ar)l.com; Sander, Thomas J <pacma~@unc.edu-~ 

RE: UNCW 2014 

Maybe the :[0th when we get there? What do you think? 

From-"     @aol.com [mailto     @aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 20:L3 i:k02 AM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject-" Re: UNCW 20:I.4 
Sure, lets play. Tom, do the dates work? 
.... Original Message .... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To:                   ~_r_[_~r_!:_~_O__Ln_>; Ducal Chris <._d__u___q_a__E@_u_#__q_:&_d__u_.>; gwpall ~ 
Sander, Thomas d <pacm~n@unc.edu> 
Sent: Thu, Nov 21,2013 5:17 pm 
Subject: FW: UNCW2014 

~__a__o_J_=_c_’__o___n:_~_>; Jason Sisneros ~_N_r_!)#_j Lc_’_o__ Ln_. >; 

Dino/Tom, 
Are we interested? 

From: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [rnailto:division-i-wornens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf Of Cairney, Paul 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 3:33 PM 

To: div~sionq-womens-soccer~oaches@#oo#le# rou ps.com 
Subject: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} UNCW 2014 

We would like to add in a pre~eason scrimmage for fall 2014. We have one set for Saturday August 16th, so August 8th-10th may work best. 

If we are unable to play in a scrimmage, then we have a regular season Sunday game available: Sunday September 21, 2014. 

Thanks in advance, 
Paul 

Pa~l Caimey 

~ Descriptio 

Descriptio 

O: 9109~2.3932 

F: 910.962.3~08 

www.uncwsports.com 

~01 S. Coftege Rd. 

~ 
, NC 28403 

2013 UNCW Soccer Guide 

COM[:’LRTE ObR QUEST~ONN~JRE. UNOW Soccer Q~est~onr~a~re 
V~EVVOUR 2012 MED~A GUIDE: 2012 UNCW Soccer Med~a Guide 

Find out more about NSC~ College Se~ices at ~.nscaa.com/college. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to division-i-womens-soccer- 

To post to this group, send email to div~sion-i-womens-soccer-coaches~_~ooA~egroups.com. 

Visit this group at h~p://groups.google.com/~roup/d~vision-i-womens-soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit h~ps:/igroups.goog~e.comigroupsiop~out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 22, 2013 12:57 PM 

Mark Paysons <mparson@washingtonspirit.com> 

~msn.com; ducoa@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Subs~itulions 

O~( then we will stay with the March 22nd date mid play with 6 subs no re entry. 

From-" Mark Parsons [mailto:mparsons@washingtonspirit.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 20:13 :t:k02 AM 
To." Dorrance, Albert A IV 

@msn.com; Ducar, Chris;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros I 
Subject; Re: Substitutions 

Hi Anson, 

~gmail.com); Sander, Thomas 

We are using that date to play a local boys team or a team that we could cancel if needed at extreme short notice (injuries etc) We would not be willing to to invite 

you up under those conditions. 

Mark 

Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

Mark, 

I think you had a closed door day. Can we play you then? 

From-" Mark Parsons [mailto:mparsons@washinc~tonspirit.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 2:1, 20:t3 8::t0 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Fwd: Substitutions 

Hi Anson, 

I checked with the league on the subs rules requesting permission for us to use unlimited or college rules subs. 

The email below explains we can only do that if the game is behind closed doors. We would not be willing to do that as we use the pre 
season games for fans to come for free and help build interest in the team and women’s soccer. 

Would you consider playing us with the rules explained below for an Exhibition game (6 subs - no re entry) ? 

Many thanks 

Mark 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Substitutions 

Date:Thu, 21 b:ov 2013 20:34:20 + 0000 
Fro m :Cheryl Bailey <CBailey@ussoccer.org> 

All, 

As you are preparing for the 20:14 season I want to bring to your attention a modification regarding substitutions that will be outlined in the ops. manual regarding 

scrimmages and exhibition games. 

Teams will continue to be allowed THREE (3) substitutions per game, with the following exceptions: 

Practice Game Practice Game shall mean a game that is essentially an unadvertised scrimmage, closed door or otherwise, at which no admission is charged or 

monies collected. Scrimmage substitution - UNLIMITED~ 

2.9 EXHIBITION GAME Any non-League season Game between two NWSL Teams, or between a NWSLTeam and a non-NWSLTeam, which is promoted and/or which 

generates revenue is classified as an Exhibition Game. All Exhibition Games require League approval and submittal of a letter to NWSL requesting approval at least 

TWO (2) weeks prior to the Game. Exhibition game substitution: SIX (6) no re-entry. 

Any questions please do not hesitate to let me know. 

Cheryl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 22, 2013 2:10 PM 

Becky Burleigh <BeckyB@gak~rs.ufl.edu> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Videos 

Becky, 

I enjoyed the meeting as well! Your ideas are fantastic. 

Just finished the video ... excellent stuff!! Yes, I would love to connect with him~ 

Thank you for the book, I have alre~dy sMmmed it~ 

~= Bec~ Burleigh [mailto:Bec~B@ga~rs.ufi.edu] 
Se~t~ Friday, November 22, 20~3 [2:45 PM 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= ~: Videos 
Thanks for meeting this morning. Our ~Ik has inspired me to get busy on geeing this stuff organized~ 
Check out the first video on building the inner coach. The link will expire so try to see it today and he would prefer it not be shared because he hasn’t released it yet. I would 
love your feedback. 
At some point, Bre~ would like to get the ~o of us on his film room and do a sho~ video like the ones you saw with all the other coaches (filmroom~.com), as he would like 
to expand out of just basketball. I think this guy is a visionaw and wan~ to change the way people coach and 1 am willing to help spread that message in any way I can and 
hope you can help, too. rll have ~ figure out how I can get you ~o to meet in person. ~an~ agaln~ 

From: Brett Ledbetter [Brett@Ledbetterbasketball.com] 
Sent-" Friday, November 22, 2013 3:~6 AM 
To-" Becky Burleigh 
¢¢; SoccerVideo 
Subject: Videos 

Hey Becky - Hope you are doing well! 

Here are 3 suggested videos for Anson: 

1 .) Most recent TEDx Youth Talk: (Building Your Ironer Coach) 

Password: 

2.) Become One Feat. Coach K 

http:/,’www.filmmomtv ~com,’vid eo,’become - l- ~bat-coach-L,’ 
(This roll give him an idea of how he roll be featured) 

3.) TEDx Talk: (Our Philosophy in 6 min - What Drives Winning) 

http:/,’w~v.voutube.com/watch?v QdiqE][sCVI8 
Look forward to hearing hi~w things go with Anson...and of course, the gan~e! ’. 

Best of luck’. ! 

Brett 

Brett Ledbetter 

This message comes firom outside the UAA. If you believe this message is spam, please Click here to report this email. 

Retx~rting spam mes~ges will help to slrengthen the UAA’s filters and improve our abiliLv to keep these types of messages out of your mailbox. 

Please contact ~._ell~xlesk(a2gators.ufl.edu or call us at x6499 if you have any questions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, November 22, 2013 2:12 PM 

Bill Palladino ~aol.com> 

RE: UNCW 2014 

Check with them 

From: Bill Palladino [mailto: @aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2013 1:13 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: UNCW 2014 

Most likely the 12th... IfUNC-W can play then_. 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Nov 22, 2013, at 12:03 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(tbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Maybe the :lOti~ when we get there? What do you think? 

From:     ~__a__o__Lc___o_E~_ [.__m__~!!_t__c.     _@_a___qLc__o____m_] 

Sent: Friday, November 22, 2013 11:02 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Re: UNCW 2014 
Sure, lets play. Tom, do the dates work? 
.... Original Message .... 

From: Dorrance. Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: ~___m___%n__&o____m__>; Ducar, Chris <._d__u___c__a___r@_u__B__c_:_e___d__u_.>; gwpall 
< !@grna!Lcom>; Sander, Thomas J <pacrr!ar!@unc.edu> 
Sent: Thu, Nov 21,2013 5:17 pm 
Subject: FW: UNCW2014 

~__a_o_Lc__Q_m_>; Jason Sisnems ~m_a_iLc___o__m__) 

Oinof’Fom, 

Are we interested? 

From: division-i-wornens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-wornens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf Of Cairney, Paul 

Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 3:33 PM 

To: d Msion-i-womens-soccer-coaches@.qoo.qle.q mu ps.com 
Subject: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} UNCW 2014 

We would like to add in a pre-season scrimmage for fall 2014. We have one set for Saturday August 16th, so August 8th-10th may work best. 

If we are unable to play in a scrimmage, then we have a regular season Sunday game available: Sunday September 21, 2014. 

Thanks in advance, 
Paul 

Pa~ Cairney 
<image001 .jpg> 

Head Wome~s Soccer 
O: 910962.3932 

F: 910.962.3608 

www.uncwsports.com 

601 S. College Rd. 

Vqlmington, NC 28403 
<image002.jpg><image003.jpg> 

2013 UNCW Soccer Guide 
¢t.~ECK OUT OUR [.£1EST CAMPS www,Seabs~askSocce~cs¢sps,com 
COMPLETE OUR QUE~T~ONNA~RE: UNCVV,.,occe~"~      (i}L~@St~OF~[]8~"~ 

V~EWOUR 2012 MED~A GUIDE: 2012 UNCW Socce~ Med~a Gu{de 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at ~,_D__S___c___a___a__:__c___o____m__Lc___o__[Le_g__e_.. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to division-i-womens-soccer- 

coaches+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com. 

To post to this group, send email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@goog!egroups.com. 

Visit this group at ..h.~p.~L//.g.r...~.~.u.9..s..~g..~.~.~.~qLe.=c.~..~-m..~./g~.r..~.~y~p../..d.~.v..[.s..[..~.~.n.~-.L.w...~-m..~.e.~.n...s..~.s...~.~.c.~..c...e...r.:.c...~.~.a-c...h...e.~.s... 

For more options, visit https://,qroups.google.com/groups/opt out. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 12:42 PM 

Steve Muldoon < @aol.com> 

Re: 2-0, we won!’.! 

Thm~k you Steve’. ! 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tlqreIe,~s 4G L)"I~ DROLL) 

Steve Muldoon ~aol.com> wrote: 

Nice game last night coach! Keep it up! Go Heels! Play well Sunday! You guys have the girls peaking again! I would love to be in Cary in a few weeks where it sJl 

started’..~ Love you all! Steve 

Steve Muldoon 
Universal Business Systems,Inc. 
813-290-9206 

813-290-9406 (fax) 
800--522-9466 (toll free) 

..... Origins] Message ..... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <a~son@email.unc.edu> 
To: ubstpa ~aol.com> 
Sent: Fri, 4:41 pm 

Subject: RE: 2-0, we won!!! 

Will do’.! 

From ~aol.com [mmltc ~aol corn] 
Sent: Friday, 11:44 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 2-0. we won!!! 

Keep it going!! We have to best Florida state!’.!! Go heels. 

Thanks! 

Steve Muldoon 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On at 11:41 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~email.~mc.edu> wrote: 

Tharkk you Steve 

From: Steve Muldoon [mailto (~aol com] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:46 PM 
Tn: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 2-0, we won!l! 

The tx~st season begins this weekend! Been watching all year! Four # 1 ,seeds fiom the ACC! God luck! Go Heels’. See you in early December! Love 

you all! Steve 

Steve Muldoon 
Universal Business Systems,Inc. 
813-290-9206 
813-290-9/4)6 
800-522-9466 (toll free) 

..... Origins] Message ..... 

From: Anson Dolrance <mlson(~uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Steve Muldoon ~ ~aol.com> 

Cc: ~acpub.duke.edu> ~email.unc.edu> ~email.unc.edu > 

~z) email.unc.edu>; ~mail.com:~" ??,live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Mon,            5:42 pm 

Subject: Re: 2-0, we won!!! 

Thank you Steve! You are always so kind to us which is why our TOP AWARD at the L-nivrsity of North Carolina is the Kelly Muldonn Award. Our award is a character 

award and you and Kelly are mntivational examples to us about hnw to act and treat people. 

So thank you, my friend for being who you are!!! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-962-41 (X) 
>>> Steve Muldoon < ~ao[.com> 10:22 AM >>> 
Keep it going, just wanted to let you know I go on a[] the time to keep up with you all and the team I know you wi]l have them ready for the tournament run as always! It has 
been over 5 years now :[’or Kelly, ] just keep going every day, and smi]e when I think of the times we were able to spend you you and the girls back then, and I treasure the 
memories and friendships I have made from those teams, and when I go on line and read about the Heels, a smile ahvays comes to my face. 

Your team may not know it but the?’ ~nspire so man?’ people, the?" continue to touch many lived and are loved by so many fans When the?’ take the field the?" have many 
peoples around the country pulling for them and supporting them! 



May you all have a wonderful Thanksgiving, God bless you all, the staff, your famolies and the players, I cant ~wiit to keep reading about your success. Go Heels 

Steve and Kelly 

Steve Muldoon 
Universal Business Systems,Inc. 
813-290-9206 
813-290-9/496 (i?x) 
800-522-9466 (toll free) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@unca a.unc edu> 
To: Steve Muldoon h)aol.com> 
Sent: Sat. 7:46 pm 
Subject: 2-0, we won!!! 

Thank you Steve!! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
LrN(2 Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 
>>> Steve Muldoon ~aol. cora> 8:08 ~a~X~i >>> 
Good luck todayt Play- well, We are watching t Go Heels! Love you guyst 

Steve Muldoon 
Universal Business Systems,Inc 
813-290-9206 
813-290-9406 (I~x) 
800-522-9466 (toll free) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 1:13 PM 

Daniel BradIbrd, M.D. <daniel.bradtbrd@duke.edu-~ 

Re: Congrats 

Yes!! Still A&M roll be tough! 

Ses~f.~"om my Verizor~ tl~ireie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

"Daniel Bradford, M.D." <daniel.bradli)rd@duke.edu> wrote: 

The passing is just brilliant,              seem to be at fl~eir top tbrm. Great to see 

notch. Feeling ve~ optimistic. Oh, and you have      back on the field 

aking people on 1 vl. is a rock in the back. also up another 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 1:15 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: Texas A&M Pen~Jty Kicks vs. Texas Tech 

~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Coaches, 

Below is the Dropgox link for the Texas A&M (in the white jerseys) Penalty Kicks vs. Texas Tech (from today). Hopefully it’s decent quality and let me 
know if you have any questions. Great win today! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 1:21 PM 

michelle akers < ~aol.com> 

Re: checking in 

Will do Mish’. Yes, all fl~ese NCAA rules drive me nuts! 

Sent.~"om my Verizon tFirele,~s 4G LS’E L)?tOID 

michelle a]~ers < ~aol.com> wrote: 

Hey Anson. I will do whatever you want to work with your girls. Ad hoc seems the best way but am open to suggestions. As lbr charging the girls, I was going to do it 

for free...as part of our project together. However if they need to pay for NCAA purposes, maybe you can suggest a number. Let’s ta]k about it. (~ive me a call over 
the weekend if you have time. 

Michelle Akers 

Begin fom-arded message: 

Frown: "Markos, Lance M" <markos~;email.unc.edu> 

Date:                  at 2:45:22 PM EST 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(a)~email.unc.edu>, michelle akers 
Cc: ~duke.edu)" ~duke.edu> 
Subject: RE: checldng in 

~aol.com> 

Hey Guys, 

I think we’re starting to get our arms around what Anson is looking to do with our forwards and getting Michelle involved. First thought is on 

can we just wait a few weeks ku~til she~s ~-:~xhausted her e~igib~l~Ly a~d thet~ M~che~e am~ she can do whatew~r they waist to do? ff she needs to starL 

[~OW, the]l we’l~ ]iced Lo apply the info beh:~w that I spel~ out for 

For         ~ think we need a ]~tt~e Rlore Jf~:o on our end. Spedficsl~y, we’re sure that        wouk~ need to pay M~cheHe for any sssbtance thsL 

she receives. TNs w~l be necessary to make sure we’re clean on Extra Benefits, Coaching Limits, e[c. goin~ forward. Miche~le - can ~ ask ff you’ve done 

sometNng Hke this before~ mentorh~g youth soccer players? Spoken/taught at dh~cs? If so, can ] ask what the standard rate would be for your 

~nvo]vement? Reason beh~g ~s that we wo~]d need to be consistent with what you typically do ~n s~mi]ar setth~gs for        to work w~th you. 

Also, do we haw~ any sort o[ h:~rma~ ~)hm h:~r tNs arrangernent m terms of types of k~teracl:h:m, [requency, etc. that we can maybe ~)]an on? Or w~l] R be 

on a more ad hoc bas~s? E~Lher way works but am wondering how you guys see ~t go~ng forward (pun intended)~ 

Anyway, Anson is right - we Wahl to make sure we’re good on the rules for both IJNC and sake going forward so thanks Lo everyone for 

he~ph~g come uo with ~ p~an. 

Lance 

D~rector of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

~narkos(_~)e~na fl.unc.edu 

From: Dorrance, Albert: A IV 
Sent: Monday, 5:25 PM 
To= michelle akers 
Cc: Markos, Lance M; }duke.edu) 
Subject: RE: checking in 

Mi(:helle~ 

Th a n k yo u ! ! 

Lance Markos my compliance guy is still sorLing out whether you are atlowed to do this for our kids ._ the NCAA rules are a scary place, 

And we would love to have you here! 

From: michelle akers [mailtoh .~aol.com] 
Sent= Monday, 2:03 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: checking in 

hi anson, what’s up? saw you guys are in the second round. I might tly to make it up there for the game. have to see what my schedule has going on. 

wanted to say congrats and rash you luck in the upcoming games, roll keep in touch. 

Michelle Akcnrs 

www.michelleakers.org 
www.michelleakershorserescue.orq 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, November 23, 2013 5:17 PM 

Leone, Tracey <T.Leone@neu.edu> 

Re: {Division I Wotnens Soccer Coaches} 1 more spring date 

is having a good week!! Proud of you ... time to schedule Harvard. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

"Leone, Tmcey" --~F.Leone@neu.edu-> wrote: 

Anson! ! ’. Thank you! You too! Good luck tomorrow vs. A&M! 

Go Heels’.!! 

Tmcey Leone 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Northeafftem Universib~ 

2013 CAA Champions 

2013 NCAA Tournament 

On Nov 23, 2013, at 1:31 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(a)~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Tracey Bates!!!!! Congrats on your wonderful season!!! 

"Leone, Tracey" <T.Leoue(?~neu.edu> wrote: 

Hi all, 

Good luck to all of those who are still playing in the NCAA’s and for everyone, I hope you and your families have a wonderful Thanksgiving. 

I am in search of one more spring date on March 22 or 23. I need either a home game or an opponent close by to travel and play. 

Thank you, 

Tracey Leone 

Northeastern University 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

617-373-4465 office 

617-373-8988 fax 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at ~:!~_c2~k_c_o__r__n_,_/__c_o_!_l__e_g_e_. 

Yon received this message because yon are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 
To unsubscribe fiom this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to divisiou-i-womens- soccer- coaches~ unsubscribe,@~oogle~roups.com. 

To post to this group, send email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches!T~googlegroups~com. 

Visit this gl~onp at http:/igroups.google.com,’groupidivision-i-womens-soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit https://groups.google.com,wonps/opt out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, November 23, 2013 7:56 PM 

Leone, Tracey <T.Leone@neu.edu> 

Re: {Division I Wotnens Soccer Coaches 1 more spring date 

Good plan! 

Ses~t.~"om my Ver’izon IFireie,~s 4G L2’E DROLL) 

"Leone, Tmcey" --~F.Leone@neu.edu-~ wrote: 

I’m hapw to hear that! 

Croft schedule Ha~ayd until Midge graduates haha! 

Tracey Leone 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Northeafftem UNversib~ 

2013 CAA Champions 

2013 NCAA Tournament 

On Nov 23, 2013, at 5:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(a)~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

is having a good week!! Proud of you ... time to schedule Harvard. 

Seu~./kom ~r(v ~ ~erizort f~re&,ss 4G L TA’ DR()~D 

Last time we emailed you had said I think she had?? 

"Leone, Trace5 <~Ii:~::~£u~@neu.edu wrote: 

Anson’. ! ! Thank you! You too’. Good luck tomorrow vs. A&M! 

Go Heels!!! 

Tracey Leone 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

No~t~heastern Unive~si~ 
2013 CAA Champions 

2013 NCAA Tournament 

On Nov 23, 2013, at 1:31 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Tracey Bates!!!’.! Congrats on your wonderful season!!! 

"Leone, Tracey" <iLI__~__e_R_r!_e_@_&e___u_:__e__d_t_~5, wrote: 

Hi all, 

Good luck to all of those who are still playing in the NCAA’s and for everyone, I hope you and your families have a wonderful 

Thanksgiving. 

I am in search of one more spring date on March 22 or 23. I need either a home game or an opponent close by to travel and play. 

Thank you, 

Tracey Leone 

Northeastern University 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

617-373-4465 office 

617-373-8988 fax 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at w~v.nscaa.com,’college. 

You received this message because you are subscribed m the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To ~msubsc6be from this group and stop receiving emails t~om it, ~nd an email to c~ivision-i-womens- soccer- 



coaches+unsubseribe(a~googlegroups.com. 

To post to this group, send email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches(i~googlegroups.com. 

Visit this group at htlp:/igroups.google.com/group/division-i-womens-soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit hltps:i/groups.google.com,’group~opt out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, November 23, 2013 7:57 PM 

Leone, Tracey <T.Leone@neu.edu> 

Re: {Division I Wotnens Soccer Coaches 1 more spring date 

.... we are OK! 

Ses~f.~"om my Ver’izon IFireie,~s 4G L2’E DROLL) 

"Leone, Tmcey" --~F.Leone@neu.edu-~ wrote: 

I’m hapw to hear that 

Croft schedule Ha~ayd until Midge graduates haha! 

Tracey Leone 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Northeafftem UNversib~ 

2013 CAA Champions 

2013 NCAA Tournament 

On Nov 23, 2013, at 5:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(a)~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

is having a good week!! Proud of you ... time to schedule Harvard. 

Seu~./kom ~r(v ~ ~erizort f~re&,ss 4G L TA’ DR()~D 

Last time we emailed you had said I think she had?? 

"Leone, Trace5 <~Ii:~::~£u~@neu.edu wrote: 

Anson’. ! ! Thank you! You too’. Good luck tomorrow vs. A&M! 

Go Heels!!! 

Tracey Leone 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

No~t~heastern Unive~si~ 
2013 CAA Champions 

2013 NCAA Tournament 

On Nov 23, 2013, at 1:31 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Tracey Bates!!!’.! Congrats on your wonderful season!!! 

"Leone, Tracey" <iLI__~__e_R_r!_e_@_&e___u_:__e__d_t_~5, wrote: 

Hi all, 

Good luck to all of those who are still playing in the NCAA’s and for everyone, I hope you and your families have a wonderful 

Thanksgiving. 

I am in search of one more spring date on March 22 or 23. I need either a home game or an opponent close by to travel and play. 

Thank you, 

Tracey Leone 

Northeastern University 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

617-373-4465 office 

617-373-8988 fax 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at w~v.nscaa.com,’college. 

You received this message because you are subscribed m the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To ~msubsc6be from this group and stop receiving emails t~om it, ~nd an email to c~ivision-i-womens- soccer- 



coaches+unsubseribe(a~googlegroups.com. 

To post to this group, send email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches(i~googlegroups.com. 

Visit this group at htlp:/igroups.google.com/group/division-i-womens-soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit hltps:i/groups.google.com,’group~opt out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, November 23, 2013 9:03 PM 

Leone, Tracey <T.Leone@neu.edu> 

Re: {Division I Wotnens Soccer Coaches} 1 more spring date 

"Leone, Tmcey" --~F.Leone@neu.edu> wrote: 

Tracey Leone 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Nort~eas~tern University 

2013 CA.A_ Champions 

2013 NCAA Tournament 

On Nov 23, 2013, at 7:56 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ansouC{~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

... we are OK! 

Se~tt.f!~om **~, }~rizon ~Vireiess 4G L TE DRO[D 

"Leone, Trace? <~l_i:_[:~_e£E_e_~i__rLe_E:_e_d_u_ wrote: 

I’m happy to hear that! 

Cma’t schedule Harvard until Midge graduates haha! 

Tracey Leone 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Norlkeas~tern University 

2013 CAA Champions 

2013 NCAA Tournament 

On Nov 23, 2013, at 5:17 PM, "Dorrance Albert A IV" < ~mson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

is having a good week!! Proud of you ... time to schedule Harvard. 

Se..,~t from ~v Yerizo.u gqrele.v~ 4G LTk’ DROLL) 

Last time we emafiled you had said I think she had?? 

"Leone, Tracey" <T.Leone(i~neu.e&~> wrote: 

An~)n! ’. ! Thank you’. You too! Good luck tomorrow vs. A&M! 

Go Heels!!! 

Tracey Leone 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Northeastern University 

2013 CAA Champions 

2013 NCAA Tournament 

On Nov 23, 2013, at 1:31 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Tracey Bates!!!!! Congrats on your wonderful season!!’. 

Senl./:rom my ~ 2"rizon Igirele~s~ 4G LIE" DROID 

"Leone, Tracey" <T.Leone({gneu.edu> w~ote: 



Hi all, 

Good luck to all of those who are still playing in the NCAA’s and for everyone, I hope you and your families have a 

wonderful Thanksgiving. 

I am in search of one more spring date on March 22 or 23. I need either a home game or an opponent close by to travel and 

play. 

Thank you, 

Tracey Leone 

Northeastern University 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

617-373-4465 office 

617-373-8988 fax 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at www.n~aa,com/college. 

You received this message because you axe subscribed to "the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubscfi~ flom this group m~d stop l~ceiving elna~ls ~om it, send an ema~l to ~S!~J~i~r_~5~i~i~[~_~_~R~_~£z. 

Visit tliis group at http://~roups.~oo~le.com/gr~up/Nvision-i-womens- soccel~coaches. 

For morn option~ visit h~ps://~roups.google.com/gmup~opt out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, November 24, 2013 4:10 PM 

Amber Brooks ~gmail.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Sennanni’s thoughts... 

Amber, 

His direction is clear~ Even though I still feel gavern is the best place for your player development, this message below is basically saying: "Amber, your best shot at 

makh~g the US Nat~on~ Team for the World C~p ~s p~ay~ng ~n the NWSL". Do[~’t burn a[~y bridges at Bayern, they are certainly m~king you better but get the best 

#e~d you can i~t Port:~ar~d (i~# m~ke sure you w[l~ start [:here). 

~ ~;h;.:? re~;l~y hked what Serm~m~ sa~d bek)w: you ARE so d~fferet~: from es~ervor~e else he 

convit~ce higl Lha?t you are his ~wrecking ba~l" in Lhe middle of rnidfield. He wil~ be impressed by your pace as soon as you show it to him and also your ability to 

strike bsl~s over d~stance (~ know you were pl~ying t~ot Lo make a mistake in your first cap [good ~dea}}. 

Th~s is VERY pos~tive!l! ~ hope you feel the same way. 

A~I the best, my proud warrior, I could not be h~ppier for 

F~m: Amber Brooks [mai~to: Ngmail.com] 
Sent= Sunday, November 24, 2013 3:~ PN 

Te= Dorrance, NbeR A N 
Subject= Sermanni’s thoughts... 

Hey ~son, 

CONG~TS ON THE ELITE 

Below is the emNl from Se~m~m with Ns thougNs on my s~ying at Bayem orjoiNng NWSL...has your opimon changed at all aAer reading his._ 

Hi ~ber 

I had started a reply then got distracted as i do, so I appreciate your email to get me focussed again. 

We are looking [br an orthodox central del~nsive midfield player, especially given Box~’o. ?s current situatio~, and we’ve been assessing several players tbr 

this position during the year. Essentially we’re looking for a point of difference between tho~ players; someone who can be a ball runner and dictate the 

play l~om that 1;’osition. 

In the Brazil game you displayed good bad1 winning qualities, discipline and the abiliU to keep possession. So overall I thought you had a very solid gmne 

in Orlando. 

The qualities I still need to see more ofme deaJing ruth a higher tempo game and your pace and tnobiliU to cope with that. Secondly is your abilib" to 
expand your range of passing, especially longer passing. 

Whereas I can’t give any definitive answers or make promises to any players, I do believe playing in the NWSL where you’re seen by club and national 

team coaches on a week to week basis, would be beneficial. Directly comparing your performances against National Team players and others ~ying for 
Nationa] Team spots would give ~th you and the coaching s~fl’a be~er oppo~m~ty to assess your capabilities.Pod,]and are also a very good c~ub. with a 

q~]ky :~quad and training ~t ~p. 

You’re sti~ a young player in fl~e systen~ so ifthh~gs don’~ work ot~t hm~ediately wi~h fl~e Na~onN ’1’earn ~he~ yot~ still have the opportt~nity to go g, ck ~o t~;~ ifyot~ 

t~l[ fl~at woNd best &vc~op your VanCe goi~8 ~b~¥ai. 

In s~mmmy I bc[ie~e coming back to the NWS[, would be a good oplio~ but u]tin~aml3, ] wil] always pick ~he best sq~’~d ] ca~ regard]ess of whom players decide to 

play. 

Le~ me k~o~ if you’d like t~her [;:.edback or dentils. Hope fl~e German ~,in~(:~ is~’t too bad so the. 

Regards 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Sunday, 4:17 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

michelle ~kers < ))aol.com> 

~)msn.com; duc~y@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~)gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: checking in 

Good idea on       ,_ I want to connect the two as soon as she is done (one week or two weeks from now), 

could be amazing and Michelle isjust what she needs, so Lance, you tell me. ~ am th~nking an ema~ relationship; a phone relationship; and then whenever 

M~che~le ~s up here an ~nd~v~dual training session (th~s k~d LOVES to trah~). 

F~= Markos, Lance M 
Sent~ Friday,                2:45 PM 
To~ Dorrance, Albert A IV; michelle akers 
Co: ~duke.edu) 
SubjeCt: RE: checking in 

~ think we’re sta~fin~ to set our am~s around whs~ Anson ~s Iookk~8 to do wkh our forwards and 8ettin8 M~chel~e involved. F~rs~ thought ~s on     -- can we jus~ wak 

a few weeks unt~ she’s exhausted her el~8~bi~ity and then M~chel~e and she can do whatever they want to do? ~f she needs to start now, then we’l~ need to apply 

the ~nfo below that ~ spell out for        ~o 

For          I tMnk we need a ~1:1:h~ more ~n[o on our end. S~x~d[~cal~y, we’re sure ~hat         wouk~ need to pay Miche~h~ for any assistance ~hat she receNes. 

Th~s w~l~ be necessary ~o make sure we’re dean on Extra Bene[h:s, CoacMng k~mi~s, etc. 8o~ng forward Miche~le - can ~ ask i~ you’ve done something li~e ~his 

before, mentodn8 youth soccer p~ayers? Spoken/tausht at clinics? If so, can ~ ask what the standard rate would be for you~ invo~vernent ? Reason beb~8 ~s that we 

wou~d need ~o be consistent w~th what you Wp~cal~y do in s~m~ar settings fo~        to work w~th you. 

A~so, do we have any sort of formal plan for this arransement h~ terms of types of h~teract~on, frequency, etc. that we can maybe p~an on? Or wN ~t be on a more ad 

hoc bas~s~ E~ther way works but am wonder, n8 how you Buys see it ~o~n8 forward (pun ~ntended). 

Anywav, Anson ~s right-- we wan~ ~:o make sure we’re 8ood on ~he ru~es h:~r both UNC and sake 8oing forward so ~:han~s to ew~ryone for he,pin8 come up 

with a p~an. 

L8 n c e 

Lence Merges 

Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@ email.unc.edu 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Monday, 5:25 PM 
To: michelle akers 
Cc: Markos, Lance M; i ~duke.edu) 
Subject: RE: checking in 

Michelle, 
Thank you!! 

f_ance Markos my c.:)mpliance guy is s{:ill sor{:ing out wh~-:d:her you are allowed [:o do [:his fl)r our kids ... [:he NCAA rules a r~-_~ a scary place. 

And we would low-_~ to have you here! 

From: michelle akers [.mailto: 
Sent: Monday,                2:03 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: checking in 

hi anson, what’s up? saw you guys are m the ~cond round. I might try to maJ~e it up there tbr the game. have to see what my schedule has going on. wanted to say 

congrats and rash you kick in the upcoming gaines, roll keep in touch. 

Michelle Akers 

~aol.com 

www.michellea kershorserescue.or,q 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 4:18 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu> 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

RE: Weekly hffraclion Notice 

???? 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent-" Friday, 2:54 Plvl 
To; 
Cc; Dorrance, Albert A TV; Yount, Tony 
Subject-" Weekly Tnfraction Notice 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an inI?action tbr not showing up in your 

inIi-action mad shall be considered Strike one. 

am~ring session on at 8i00Pm. This is your ~o~d documented 

All infiactions will be recorded cumulatively lbr lhe semester (not by indivi&~al class). Students who have a histoD’ ofir~iacfions may lose ~eir tutonng p~{vileges. 

1 sl miPaction Wa~dng 

2nd iafl~on Stdke one 

3rd i~r~fion S~ike m~o 

4N i~mction Strike three 

With StNke three, all ~tofiN ~’ices may ~ suspended until a maMa~og~~ meeting with fl~e s~&n~ head coactk academic counseloc associate director of academic 

suppo~, and mtodN cooNiaator has beea HELD. 

Appeal Process: 
If the you ~lieve a recoNed missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days t?om the &re office email m appeal in writing (see Appeal ibm) m the Tutor 

Coordinator. The appeal lb~ must first be signed offon and approved by the Head Co~h m~d then brought to the Tutor CooNinator. The apped must s~te all 

peNnent facts and provide m~y other proof to suppo~ the s~&nt-atNete’s position. 

It is your msponsiNli~ to keep track of>~ur ~tor appointments and your schedule. If you am traveling m~d ~ow you cannot keep your ap~int,nent, it is your 
~sponsiNli~ to intb~m your rotor during your ~ssion prior to traveling ~d emml the rotor coordinators (Z~[~£~J.~g:i~;.~J~:~J~) mflfin the fimeline listed ~low. 

For Appoh~Rnents 5pm or later - Ap~intments must ~ cm~celled no later ~an noon ~at day. 

For Appo~ents before 5pm - Appointments mus~ be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For S~day Appoh~ents - Appoin~ents must ~ cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal tNs i~ractio~ please file ~e a~ched appeal form in ~rson to Sumn Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincemb; 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
[~C Academic Suppo~ Progrmn for S~dent-AtNetes 

Office: 919-843-2328 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -~)~O~L~:,IC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)v 

Sunday, 4:20 PM 

pacman@tmcaa.unc.edu 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Nationa~ Collegiate Ra~kings 

Can you print this out for me for tomorrow {for my meet ng with         P~us let’s rework "the packet" tomorrow morning for my "closing". Chris, what time does 

she depart tomorrow? 

Frora: Ducat, Chris 
Sent~ Saturday, 8:22 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subje~: National Collegiate Rankings 
Look this over and see if we want to use it or if we need to ~ook at major specific rankinss. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, November 24, 2013 4:23 PM 

Ted Williams ~Cem~flow.com> 

1~: MP3 of the Yael Averbuch inte~wiew this A.M. on STLUNITED FC Soccer Saturday 

Pleasure Ted!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ted ;Vllliams [mailto: %Cerroflo;v.com] 
Sent: Saturday, November 23, 2013 2:06 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Cc: Aaron Heifetz (AHeifetz@ussoccer.org) 
Subject: MY’3 of the Yael Averbuch intervie;v this AM. on STLLrNITED FC Soccer Saturday 

Thanks to all for your participation and cooperation in making the interview- with Yael happen this A.M 

Ted Williams 
St. Louis 

cell 
CON~IqDENTIALrFY NOTICE: 

This message may cuntain confidential informatiun and is intended unly [’or the individual(s) named abuve. Ifyuu are nut a named addressee, yuu should nut disseminate, distribute ur copy 
this e-mail. Please nutify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from yuur system E-mail transm~ssiun carmut be guaranteed tu be 
secure or errur-free as infurmation cuuld be intercepted, corrupted, lust, destroyed, arrive late ur incumplete, ur contain viruses The sender dues not accept liability fur any errors ur 
omissiuns in the contents uf this message. If verification is required, please request a hard-cupy version 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 4:23 PM 

Daniel BradIbrd, M.D. <daniel.bradtbrd@duke.edu-~ 

I~E: Congrats 

From: Daniel Bradford, M.D. [mailto:daniel.bradford@duke.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 2:34 PN 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Re: Congrats 

They always are! 

........ Original message ........ 

Frown: "Do,vance, Albe~t A IV" <an~n(~ernaJl.unc.edu~> 

Date:          1:13 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Daniel Bradford. M.D." <daniel.bradford;~?dm duke edu> ................................... ._.____,___,________,__, ......... 

Subject: Re: Congrats 

Yes!! Still A&M roll be tough! 

Se~t.,h"om my VeHzon IFireie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

"Daniel Bradford, M.D." <danieLbradford,@duke.edu> wrote: 

The passing is just brillim~t,              seem to be at their top form. Great to see ohai taking people on 1 vl. 

notch. Feeling veu optimistic. Oh, and you have      back on the field 

is a rock in tfie back. also up another 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Sunday, November 24, 2013 4:30 PM 

Bill SteIt~rl ~yahoo.com> 

1737,: 

Thank you ._ nice piece!! 

From: Bill Steffen [mailto: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Saturday, November 23, 2013:11:20 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert: A IV 
Subject: 
FYI: 
h1t.~..:./L~p..r..e.mj.e..rJ~.e..a.gu.e.~.c...~.m./..e..n~..:ct.b.L.n.e....w...a.~.n~.e...w...s../..2..~.~.1~.-~.4.L.n..~..v../.f.9...~.t...b..a.~!~b..~..d.~Le...a.-..u.~_nI!.e.~t..~...-p..r..~.m.o2.e..-.~..e...m...a.~..e.~.r..a...a..s..r.9...~.La..-.f.9..~..t...b.-a-JJ~h1m! 

Good luck versus A&M! 
Bill Steffen, Ed.D. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, November 24, 2013 4:31 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

Interesting 

From: Bill Steffen [mailto:         @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Saturday, November 23, 2013 11:20 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
FYI: 
b!t ~_;_/_ _/~_ __w__, p__r_ _e__t _n__t~ _r_!n_:a_ ~ _u___e,__c_ _o_ _m L ~ _0_N ~! _n__~ __w___ _s_" 2_0_n__v_~_ ~ L 7 __0_ _’!_ __3__.: 7 __4_ _/_n___o_ _v_ _/_!_o__ _o__t_b_ _a__!t _-__h_ _o_d_i_e__ _s_" _--_ _u_ _0i! __e_:_t__o_ _.:_ p__r_ _o__t _n___o_ Led_ ~ _m_a__!~_.~ _r_ _a___s_’_,o_’_r_ _o__ _o_ _t _s_" _.:_f_ _o___o_ _t__b_ __a_ !L_h_ !_r_~_ _~!. 
Good luck versus A&M! 
Bill Steffen, Ed.D. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, November 24, 2013 4:36 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: 8 Tips For Parents About Recruiting 

From: Coach Taylor [mailto: recruiting@ncsasports.org] 
Sent; Sunday, November 24, 2013 2::~8 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; 8 Tips For Parents About Recruiting 

Having trouble seeing this email? Click here to see the full version online. 

.~.i Image removed by sender 

8 Tips For Parents About Recruiting 

1. Recruiting has changed over the years 

Recruiting is not the same game it was when you 

were in high school. Offers are being made sooner 

each year which means many student-athletes are 

starting the recruiting process early in their high 

school career They are also getting proactive and 

getting online. More coaches are evaluating 

prospects through online profiles and highlight 

videos. If your child doesn’t have an online profile... 

Image removed by sender. 

The Washington Football Story From The Recruiting Vault: 

Goal Setting t0t 

Image removed by sender. 

Focusing on the positive news that comes 

out of athletics isn’t always easy But one of 

the most uplifting sports stories of the year 

evolved out of the tragedy of the tornado 

that hit Washington, Illinois last Sunday. 

l ii:~:il Imag, ....... d by           /ii~:~ii Imag ...... ed [-d sender. 

Advice From Committed Baseball Athletes 

Benefits of goal setting, S.M.A.R.T. 

goals, and academic, athletic, and 

recruiting goals 

This week Spencer Sundahl signed his 

National Letter of Intent with the University 

of California, Davis and he had some 

thoughts on howto help recruits in the 

future 

ii~ii Image removed by 

..... sender 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, November 24, 2013 4:47 PM 

Annie Walker ~yahoo.com> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

RE: Indiana Tonight! 

Chris is headed your way!!! 

From: Annie Walker [mailto ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Sunday, November 24, 20:t3 9:34 AN 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject; Re: Indiana Tonight! 
tIi~ 

Congrats on the 4-0 win! Great win, good luck against Texas A&M tonight’, rm down in Florida tbr the ODP Regional Event, so I don’t know if I’ll be able to watch 

the game. But I definitely will be keeping myself up to date wifl~ the [INC Women’s Soccer twitter updates’. Good luck! 

Sincerely, 

Am~ie WaJker 

On Nov 23, 2013, at 1:30 PM, "Dorrance Albert A IV" <a~son(q~email.anc.edu > wrote: 

Thanlcs Annie! 

Sen~j~’om my ~5~ri.zo~ ~ire/e,~:~’ 4G [,TE DRO~D 

Annie Walker < 

Good luck against Indiana tonight! Cheering you guys on from up here’. 

Sincerely, 

Am~ie Walker 

On Nov 22, 2013, at 11:17 AM, "Chris Ducar" <duca(d;email.unc.edu> wrote: 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, ._P_L__E_.A_~_E____C_I:_~_.C_!(__H__E_.R_~. 

.~.i Image removed by sender 

Annie, 

Here’s a good article on the game. I love quote at the end! 



Image removed by, sender 

you did not wish to receive this, please urlsubscribe. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 4:53 PM 

Daniel BradIbrd, M.D. <daniel.bradtbrd@duke.edu-~ 

O) live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu> 

,~)msn.com; duc~x@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

RE: Brilliant game 

,~)gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Yes, [)arliel all three 1            arl(:        ) have got~e [:o a diFfererlt level a]~d I was very g)rot~d at how our Mds rnHke{~ the dock from 14 r~h~utes ut~[:~ the 

My wife { ) has ever seen it: she tsH(s sbo~t their body lang~age confidently dominating the fie~d the way a brilliant artist projects ouL and owns the 

stage[!! 

F~m= Daniel BradBrd, N.D. [mailto:daniel.bradford@duke.edu] 
Senti Sunday, 3:08 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Brilliant game 

~t’s b~n ~asy to calculate your G~ this tou~m~nfi ~ am su~ the list is longer than 3~ but at the l~ast             and    ~c~m to bc playing their w~y [~st 

soccer. ~d ifl an] not mis~mkan~ they ~tuaJly milked th~ clock w~ skilll~lly at th~ ~nd. This t~a~ is ~aJly ~ally clicking. Looks lik~ a ~ssing clh~c. B~anti~u] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:57 AM 

~gmail.com> 

I~E: Today & This week 

Nice tribute[ 

Yes, we will train Wed .... 2:30 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 5:06 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Today & This week 

Anson, 

Round of EIGHT!! I loved seeing get on the board, big time. I think she way underestimates herself! 

Check out      tribute to her team... Went to             national last weekend. 

Would love to come see you if you are training WEDNESDAY. Let us know, please! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 25, 2013 6:26 PM 

Pard Tmnbefino <1 ~aoLcom> 

l~L: Congratulations 

Th~nk you, mv friend!!! 

From: Paul Tamberino [mailto:l @aol.com] 
Sent-" Monday, November 25, 20:13 8:08 AM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject; Congratulations 

Anson, 

I have been following the postseason. Wishing you the best of luck. 

Paul 

Paul Tamberino 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 25, 2013 6:37 PM 

Ducar, Chri s <ducar@ unc.edu>; ~cox.net 

PaJladino Dino < .~)aol.com> 

RE: UCLA tapes 

Thank you Keith! ! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 6:36 PM 
To:           ~)cox net 
Cc: Palladino Dino; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: UCLA tapes 

Thanks K 2. Stay warm my :frien!! 

Sent fi-om my iPad 

> On Nov 25, 2013, at 6:34 PN{ " ~)cox.net" < ~cox.net> wrote: 
> 

> Chris, 

> 

> Monday morning I sent you a packet with two DVDs of UCLA games from mid-October: versus Stanlk~rd (10/10) and Cal (10/13). With luck, you should have them by Wednesday. I 

realize both games are a bit dated, but maybe there is something in there that you can use. 

> 

> We’re about to get hit with a winter blitz (ice, snow) the next two days Should clear by ’l’hanksgiving. Hope you guys stay warm and dry. Here’s praying all the Tar Heel i~iuries are fully 

healed by Saturday!! 

> 

>K~ 

> 

> Keith Keener 

> Tel: 703-960-3864 

> Cell: 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 25, 2013 6:41 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Space Coast U 17 Girls - UNC ’Four 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dean Flexton [rnailto: I)aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 2:32 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Space Coast U17 Girls - UNC Tour 

Hi Mr I)orrance, 

My name is Dean Fle×ton and I am the }lead coach of*the Space Coast Utd U17 girls, from Melbourne FL. We are traveling to the CASL showcase in earl?’ December and was wondering if*it 
~s at all possible to have a tour of UNC and the soccer program. 
We are currently ranked 9th in the state of*Florida and I have a large number of*girls who wish to play at the college level. ~Ilney would all love a chance to see, and find out more, about such 
a a great women’s college soccer program. 

Best regards, 

Dean Flexton 

SCU U17 Girls head Coach 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 
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During the 2013-14 academic year, the Association will sponsor 89 national championships -- 42 for men, 44 for women, 
and three for both men and women. Among the men’s championships, three are national collegiate championships, 
13 are Division I championships, 12 are Division II championships and 14 are Division Ill championships. Among the 
women’s championships, five are National Collegiate Championships, 12 are Division I championships, 13 are Division 
II championships and 14 are Division Ill championships. The combined men’s and women’s championships are national 
collegiate championships. 

The Pre-Championships Manual has been revised and will serve as a resource for institutions to prepare for the 
championship(s). This manual is divided into three sections: General Administrative Guidelines, Sport-Specific Information 
and Appendixes. 

The first section applies to policies applicable to all 89 championships, while the other two sections are sport specific. 

Pre=Championship Manual Resource for institutions to prepare for the championship. 

Administrative Meeting. Pre-championship meeting for coaches and administrators. 

Appendixes. Any supplemental documents to be provided and distributed through the various resources. 

Championship Administrator. The NCAA staff member responsible for the operational oversight of the championship. 

NCAA National Committee. The sport committee with direct oversight responsibilities for the championship. 

Playing Rules. The rules under which the competition will be played. 

Predetermined Sites. Those sites that are selected to host prior to the bracket being announced. 

Preliminary Rounds~ The rounds of the championship prior to the final or championship round. 

Regional Alignment. The geographic location of institutions or regional advisoi¥ committees. 

Schedule of Events. Official event schedule -- includes all required activities (e.g., practices, banquets). 

Selection Criteria. Policies and procedures in place to guide the selection process. 

Site Selection. Policies and procedures in place to guide the site selection process. 

Squad Size. Number of student-athletes allowed to participate in competition per team at the championship. 

Tournament Physician. The physician designated by the host institution/conference to serve as the chief medical advisor 
for the championship. 

The Championships and Alliances staff strives to administer competition in a fair, safe, equitable and sportsmanlike manner 
so that the experience of the student-athlete is paramount. 

This is attained by: 

Ensuring student-athletes’ optimal experience. 

Executing championship events reflecting appropriate quality and values to/for stakeholders--student-athletes, administrators, 
member institutions, coaches, sport committees, fans, broadcast partners and corporate champions/partners. 

Coordinating all aspects of championships in an efficient, effective manner through common operating policies and 
practices, using internal and external resources= 

Integrating championships with broadcast and corporate relationships in a manner that maintains the integrity of the championship. 

NCAA PRE-CHAMPIONSHIP MANUAL 



GENERAL ADH~NISTi~AT~VE GUiDELiNES 

Assuring effective management of the business aspects of the operation. 

Enhancing the assets of the NCAA and their value by collaborating with internal and external expe[tise to achieve heightened 
exposure (e.g. community programs, fan events, banquets, anniversaries, etc.) 

The NCAA has adopted legislation that requires all active member institutions to have a concussion management plan for 
their student-athletes. Participating institutions shall follow their concussion management plan while participating in NCAA 
championships. If a participating team lacks appropriate medical staffto activate its concussion management plan, the host 
championship concussion management plan will be activated. 

The legislation notes, in part, that a student-athlete who exhibits signs, symptoms or behaviors consistent with a concussion 
shall be removed from athletics activities (e.g., competition, practice, conditioning sessions) and evaluated by a medical staff 
member (e.g., sports medicine staff, team physician) with experience in the evaluation and management of concussions; 
a student-athlete diagnosed with a concussion is precluded from returning to athletics activity for at least the remainder of 
that calendar day; and medical clearance for return to athletics activity shall be determined by the team physician or the 
physician’s designee from the student-athlete’s institution. In the absence of a team physician or their designee, the NCAA 
tournament physician will examine the student-athlete and will determine medical clearance. Within the rules of the spo[t 
and policies established for the championships, medical staff should have access to the injured student-athlete without 
interference (e.g., coach). 

A concussion is a brain injury that may be caused by a blow to the head, face, neck or elsewhere on the body with an 
"impulsive" force transmitted to the head. Concussions can occur without loss of consciousness or other obvious signs. A 
repeat concussion that occurs before the brain recovers from the previous one (hours, days or weeks) can slow recovery 
or increase the likelihood of having long-term problems. In rare cases, repeat concussions can result in brain swelling, 
permanent brain damage and even death. 

[Reference. Certification of Eligibility/Availability in Bylaws 3.2.4, I2, 13, 14, 15, 16, 
31.2.1.7.1, 31.2.1.7.1.2 and 31.2.2 in the NCAA ManuaL] 

Only student-athletes eligible under Bylaws 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 may compete in NCAA championships. In accordance with 
Bylaw 3.2.4, member institutions are required to certify the eligibility of their student-athletes before the beginning of each 
academic year and to withhold ineligible student-athletes from all intercollegiate competition. 

Member institutions are reminded to notify the NCAA national office before the selection date for each championship of any 
student-athlete who may have participated in regular-season competition but subsequently is determined to be ineligible or 
unavailable for NCAA championship competition. 

If an institution fails to report an ineligible student-athlete and the omission is not discovered until after the institution is 
selected to participate in the championship, necessitating the institution’s withdrawal from the championship, that withdrawal 
shall be considered as one of the years of ineligibility, provided another institution participates in the championship in place of 
the disqualified institution. If the discovery of the ineligible student-athlete occurs so near the beginning of the championship 
that the governing sports committee does not have a reasonable period of time to replace the disqualified institution in the 
bracket, that fact shall be taken into consideration in determining the number of years the disqualified institution shall be 
ineligible to participate. 

NCAA PRE-CHAMPIONSHIP MANUAL 



[Reference: Bylaws 18.4.1.5 and 31.2.3 in the NCAA Manual.] 

Student-athletes who compete in NCAA championships may be subjected to drug tests in accordance with Bylaws 18.4.1.5 
and 31.2.3, and may be determined to be ineligible as a result thereof. Only student-athletes who have consented in writing 
to such testing are initially eligible for these championships; and thereafter, student-athletes who are tested shall remain 
eligible only if they test negative. 

Section Honesty and Sportsr anship 

Individuals employed by (or associated with) a member institution to administer, conduct or coach intercollegiate athletics 
and all participating student-athletes shall act with honesty and sportsmanship at all times so that intercollegiate athletics 
as a whole, their institutions and they, as individuals, shall represent the honor and dignity of fair play and the generally 
recognized high standards associated with wholesome competitive sports, 

MISCONDUCT 

Misconduct in an NCAA championship is any act of dishonesty, unsportsmanlike conduct, unprofessional behavior or breach 
of law, occurring from the time the championship field is announced through the end of the championship, that discredits 
the event or intercollegiate athletics. Each games committee shall hold an administrative meeting with the coaches of 
participating institutions to review and explain the policies related to misconduct. 

FAILURE TO ADHERE TO POLiCiES 
A governing sports committee may assess a financial penalty against an institution for failure of any of its representatives 
to adhere to the policies and procedures governing the administration of the competition. This includes, but is not limited 
to, failure to comply with the procedures and deadlines for submitting scores, score sheets, schedules, rosters and entry/ 
march-in forms for qualification and other materials necessary for the efficient administration of the competition. Visit 
h ttp://www.nca~rg/wps/myp~rta~/ncaah~me?WCM-GL~BAL-~NTEXT=/ncaa~ncaaIsp~r~s+and+champi~nship/ 
genera~+informati~n/champi~nships+administrati~n/fai~ure+t~+adhere+t~+p~I~cies+and+pr~cedures to see the full 
misconducttfailure to adhere policy and procedure and fines, 

Section Sports Wagering Policy 

Sports wagering includes placing, accepting or soliciting a wager (on a staff member’s or student-athlete’s own behalf or on 
the behalf of others) of any type with any individual or organization on any intercollegiate, amateur or professional team or 
contest. Examples of sports wagering include, but are not limited to, the use of a bookmaker or parlay card; Internet sports 
wagering; auctions in which bids are placed on teams, individuals or contests; and pools or fantasy leagues in which an entry 
fee is required and there is an opportunity to win a prize. 

The prohibition against sports wagering applies to any institutional practice or any competition (intercollegiate, amateur or 
professional) in a sport in which the Association conducts championship competition, in bowl subdivision football and in 
emerging sports for women. 

A wager is any agreement in which an individual or entity agrees to give up an item of value (e.g., cash, shirt, dinner) in 
exchange for the possibility of gaining another item of value. 

A student-athlete involved in sports wagering on the student-athlete’s institution permanently loses all remaining regular- 
season and postseason eligibility in all sports. A student-athlete who is involved in any sports wagering activity that involves 
college sports or professional athletics, through Internet gambling, a bookmaker, a parlay card or any other method 
employed by organized gambling, will be ineligible for all regular-season and postseason competition for at least one year. 
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GENERAL ADH~NISTi~AT~VE GUiDELiNES 

~OSTSBA$ON 

In championships in which a bracket format is used, student-athletes, coaches and administrators may not participate 
in bracket competitions where there is both a required entry fee and an opportunity to win a prize. Student=athletes and 
administrators may participate under current NCAA rules in bracket contests where there is no entry fee but a possibility of 
winning a prize. Some NCAA member schools, however, have chosen to ban student-athletes from participating in these 
types of bracket contests. 

HOSTING OPPOrTUniTIeS 

No predetermined or non=predetermined session of an NCAA championship may be conducted in a state with legal wagering 
that is based on single-game betting on the outcome of any event (i.e., high school, college or professional) in a sport in 
which the NCAA conducts a championship. 

After each championship, student=athletes will be asked to participate in a post-event survey intended to capture feedback 
on their recent championship experience. Institutional administrators will be copied on the email and asked to ensure 
participation from all student-athletes. 

The Elite 89 award was created to recognize the true essence of the student-athlete by honoring the individual who has 
reached the pinnacle of competition at the national championship level in his or her sport, while also achieving the highest 
academic standard among his or her peers. The award is presented in every sport, every division, and goes to the student- 
athlete who has the highest cumulative grade-point average of all student-athletes on all teams competing at the finals site. 
Each institution which has at least one student=athlete qualify for the final round/site is eligible to nominate a student-athbte 
for the award. One student-athlete per championship will receive the award, and the announcement of the winner will be made 
at the final site. 

institutions that wish to nominate a student-athlete must do so through an online nomination process. To receive more 
information or access the online form and submit a nomination, go to the NCAA website at http:,iwww.ncaa.orgiwps, 
mypo rtalin ca a h o m e?WC M_G LOBAL_C O NTEXT=in ca ain ca aimed i a+a n d +eve ntsiawa rdsielite+ 89+awa rd + p rog ra m~ 

NCAA Travel provides an easy and affordable way for family and fans to follow their favorite student-athletes and team as 
they participate in NCAA championships competition. Travel arrangements completed through NCAA Travel help support 
NCAA student-athletes. Please direct your fans to NCAA.com/travel to search and book online hotel, car and air travel all in 
one easy transaction. 

[Reference: Bylaws 12.5.4 and 31.1.7 in the NCAA Division i, B~vlaw 12.5.4 in the NCAA 
Division ff Manual and Bylaw 12.5.3 in fl~e NCAA Division Ill Manual.] 

A student=athlete may use athletics equipment or wear athletics apparel that bears the trademark or logo of an athletics 
equipment or apparel manufacturer or distributor in athletics competition and pre- and postgame activities (e.g., celebrations 
on the court, pre- or postgame press conferences), provided the following criteria are met: 

(1) Athletics equipment (e.g., shoes, helmets, baseball bats and gloves, batting or golf gloves, hockey and lacrosse 
sticks, goggles and skis) shall bear only the manufacturer’s normal label or trademark, as it is used on all such items 
for sale to the general public; and 
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(2) The student=athlete’s institution’s official uniform (including numbered racing bibs and warm-ups) and all other items 

of apparel (e.g., socks, head bands, T-shirts, wrist bands, visors or hats, swim caps and towels) shall bear only a 

single manufacturer’s or distributor’s normal label or trademark (regardless of the visibilib] of the label or trademark), 

not to exceed 2 1/4 square inches in area (rectangle, square, parallelogram) including any additional material (e.g., 

patch) surrounding the normal trademark or logo. The student-athlete’s institution’s official uniform and all other items 

of apparel shall not bear a design element similar to the manufacturer’s trademark/logo that is in addition to another 

trademark/logo that is contrary to the size restriction. 
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Sharon Cessna 
Director, Championships and Alliances 
P.O. Box 6222 / Indianapolis, Indiana 46206 
3171917-6519 / scessna@ ncaa.org 

Laura Peterson-Mlynski 
Assistant Coordinator, Championships and Alliances 
P.O. Box 6222 f Indianapolis, Indiana 46206 
317/917-6477 1 Ipeterson@ncaa.org 

Current members of the committee are: 

Julie Berg 
Senior Woman Administrator 
Florida International University 

GREAT LAKESREGION 

Kelly McGrath Noonan 
Associate Director of Athletics 
indiana University, Bloomington 

M ID~AT~N ~lC REGION 

Janet Oberle 
Associate Director of Athletics/Compliance & Student 
ServicesiSVVA 
Saint Louis University 

Karen Hancock 
Assistant VVomen’s Soccer Coach 
Oklahoma State University" 

MID~A~AN~I REGION 

Drew Marroche~lo 
Deputy Director of Athletics 
Boston University 

O RT HE A ST REGI ON 

Mick b’Atcy 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Centra~ Connecticut State Universi~ 

Stephanie Ransom 
Assistant Director of Athletics 
University of Georgia 

Todd Yelton Shawn Farrell 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach Associate Director of AtMetics 
Samford University Seattle University 

For additional information about the Division I Women’s Soccer Championship, contact: 

Sharon Cessna 
Director, Championships and Alliances 
National Collegiate Athletic Association 
317/917-6519 1 scessna@ncaa.org 
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Chris Petrucelli SMU American Athletic 

Denise Schilte-Brown South Florida American Athletic 

Tom Stone Texas Tech Big 12 

Karen Hancock Oklahoma State Big 12 

Julie Berg, chair FlU Conference USA 

Nicky Adams Rice Conference USA 

Orlando Cervantes Lamar Southland 

Ronald Savoie McNeese State Southland 

Sonia Curvelo Mississippi Valley SWAC 

SWAC 

Kelly McGrath Noonan, chair Indiana Big Ten 

Janet Rayfield Illinois Big Ten 

John Marovich Valparaiso Horizon 

Chadie Gross Milwaukee Horizon 

Nate Norman Western Michigan MAC 

Lindsay Basalyga Bowling Green MAC 

Krista Board Evansville Missouri Valley 

Erika True Indiana State Missouri Valley 

Ted Flogaites Western Illinois Summit 

Chris Johnson IUPUI Summit 

Janet Oberle, co-chair Saint Louis Atlantic 10 

Atlantic 10 

Amanda Braun Northeastern Colonial 

Greg Paynter Towson Colonial 

Jacquie Blackett Columbia Ivy 

Ivy 

Drew Marrochel~o, co-chair Boston University Patriot 

Eric Lambinus LeHigh Patriot 

NOR~HEAS REGION 

~Aick D’Arcy, chair Centra~ Connecticut State Northeast 

Chris Flint Bryant Northeast 

Mary Mulvenna America East America East 

Mary Frances Monroe Albany (New York) America East 

Erin Chastain DePaul Big East 

Big East 

Jim O’Brien Fairfield Metro Atlantic 

Kristine Turner Monmouth Metro Atlantic 
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NAME iNSTiTUTiON CONFERENCE 

Mountain West 

Melissa Price Wyoming Mountain West 

Kevin Boyd Arizona State Pac=l 2 

Pac-i 2 

Laura Shott Portland State Big Sky 

George Hageage Eastern Washington Big Sky 

SOU REGION 

Stephanie Ransom, chair Georgia SEC 

Laura Guerrieri Texas A&M SEC 

Chris Bentley Troy Sun Belt 

Kat Connor Texas State Sun Belt 

Julie Davis Carlson Jacksonville State Ohio Valley 

Warren Lipka Morehead State Ohio Valley 

SO~HEAS REGION 

Todd Yelton, chair Samford Southern 

Greg Ashton Davidson Southern 

Kevin O’Brien Lipscomb Atlantic Sun 

Jim Blankenship FIodda Gulf Coast Atlantic Sun 

Alison Fo~ey Bosto~ College ACC 

Robbie Church Duke ACC 

Matin ~ea~l H~gh Point Big South 

Kevin Mounce Gard~er-Webb Big South 

Shawn Farre~, chair Seattle WAC 

Blair Quinn New Mexico State WAC 

Mauricio Ingrassia Long Beach State Big West 

Maryclaire Robinson UC Davis Big West 

Amy Edwards Gonzaga VVest Coast 

Jennifer Rockwood BYU West Coast 

Monday, September 9 First statistics report due~ Rosters must be completed before each team’s first contesL 

Monday, September 23 First Published RPI (weekly through selections) 

Monday, October 7 Preliminary-round bid materials available on NCAA.org. 

Monday, October 25 Deadline for preliminary-round bid materials to NCAA national office (submitted online). 

Monday, November 11 Selection announcement. 

Sunday, November 17 Deadline for completion of first-round games. 

Friday, November 22 Second-round games. 

Sunday, November 24 Third=round games. 

Saturday, November 30 Deadline for completion of qua~e~na~ games. 

Friday, December 6 Nationa~ semifinals, Ca~, Noah Carolina. 

Sunday, December 8 Nationa~ championship, Ca~, Noah Carolina 
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(Note: If an institution that has a policy against competing on Sunday or another religious day advances to the semifinals, 
pending the outcome of the semifinal games, the championship game may be contested on Monday, December 9. (The 
second and third rounds may also be contested on Thursday and Saturday if institutional policies prohibit Sunday play.) 

First Round November 15, 16 or 17 

SecondlThird Round November 22 and 24 

Quarterfinals November 29 and 30 

Women’s College Cup December 6 and 8 

DATE 
First Rounds (32} Three weeks prior to finals (Friday, Saturday or Sunday) 

SecondlThird Rounds (t6) Two weeks prior to finals (Friday and Sunday) 

Quarterfinals (4) One week prior to finals (Friday or Saturday) 

College Cup First full weekend in December (Friday and Sunday). If December 1 falls on 
Saturday, that will count as the first weekend. 

DATES 

2014 
First Round November 14, 15 or 16 

Second!Third Round November 21 and 23 

Quarterfinals November 28 or 29 

Women’s College Cup December 5 and 7 

2015 
First Round November 13, 14 or 15 

Second!Third Round November 20 and 22 

Quarterfinals November 27 or 28 

Women’s College Cup December 4 and 6 

BALL 
The Wilson FORTE Fybfid soccer ball will be used in all NCAAtournament games. These balls will be sent by the manufacturer 
to the tournament manager at the host institution for each round of competition. The host institution is responsible for 
"breaking in" the game balls before each tournament game. The game balls may be distributed after the games by giving 
them to the participating schools or by donating them to a local youth group. 

BALL IPE~SONS AND ROTATION 
The host institution must arrange for a minimum of four ball persons (preferably six). These ball persons must be at least 10 
years of age. A four-ball rotation will be used for all rounds of the championship. One ball will be in play. One ball will be on 
each sideline of the field and one ball will be at the scorer’s table. 

FIELD D~MENSIONS 

The Division I Women’s Soccer Committee prefers for games to be played on grass fields 75 yards x 120 yards. Grass will be 
required for the Women’s College Cup but will not preclude artifical turn (if approved by FIFA) for preliminary rounds. 

Per NCAA Bylaw 17.29, member institutions shall conduct all of their intercollegiate competition in accordance with the 
playing rules of the Association in all sports for which the NCAA develops playing rules. For those sports in which the 
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Association follows rules that are developed by other governing bodies and modified by the governing sports committee, the 
adopted playing rules shall be used. The governing sports committee will not consider any results for selection purposes that 
are not played in accordance with the NCAA rules books, or those rules adopted by an outside organization. 

The NCAA Men’s and Women’s Soccer Rules shall be followed to the letter. 

In the case of inclement weather or other factors leading the referee to suspend a game, the officials, games 
committee and coaches shall refer to NCAA Men’s and Women’s Soccer Rules. If a game is suspended during 
NCAA postseason competition, it will be the decision of the games committee and the referee to determine if the game can 
be continued that day. If conditions dictate that the game cannot be completed, the NCAA representative and tournament 
manager shall contact Sharon Cessna (office: 3171917-6519; cell:            ). Please leave a message if Ms. Cessna is 
not available. Only after speaking with Ms. Cessna may a game be suspended until the following day. 

Competing teams shall have both light- and dark-colored jerseys, and light- and dark-colored stockings available. In 
preliminary-round competition, the home team must wear a uniform in clear contrast with the visiting team. In case of 
conflict, the home team must wear white- or light-colored uniforms. For the semifinals and final, the games committee will 
determine the home teams. Student-athletes competing in the championship shall wear the official uniform of their institution 
in competition and related ceremonies. This applies to warm-ups and competitive uniforms. 

The logo restriction on student-athletes’ apparel set forth in 12.5.4 shall apply during NCAA championships to all personnel 
(e.g., coaches, trainers, managers) who are on the team bench or in the competition area for practices and games or 
who participate in news conferences. Please note that those contracts between institutions and apparel manufacturers or 
distributors that include logo specifications may be honored, provided such contracts were in effect before August 11, 1998. 
Also, the logo restriction on student-athletes’ apparel as set forth in 12.5.4 shall apply to commercial Iogos on uniforms worn 
by band members, cheerleaders, dance team members and the institution’s mascot during NCAA championship events. 

COnTrASTinG COLORS 

All players of a team shall wear matching uniforms. The home team (highest seed) shall wear light uniforms and the visitor 
shall wear dark uniforms. It is the responsibility of the home team to wear jerseys and stockings in clear contrast to those 
worn by the visiting team. 

Goalkeepers shall wear jerseys that distinguish them from all field players and socks that distinguish them from their opponents. 

Shorts may differ in color from that of the stockings and jerseys but shall be matching in color and uniform in style. 

It is recommended that any visible garment worn under the jersey or shorts shall be a solid color that matches the dominant 
color of the respective garment. 

it is recommended that players warming up outside the coaching and team areas wear colored jerseys/vests that distinguish 
them from all other field players. 

Numerals at least eight inches (20.32 cm) in height that are easily distinguishable from the predominant background color(s) 
and pattern shall be worn on the back of each player’s (including goalkeeper’s) jersey. 

Numerals at least four inches (10.16 cm) in height that are easily distinguishable from the predominant background color(s) 
and pattern shall be worn on the front of each player’s (including goalkeeper’s) jersey. The same number shall be displayed 
on both the front and back of the jersey, and no two teammates may wear the same number. 

LOGOS 

Refer to General Administrative Guidelines, Section 7. 
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The NCAA Division I Women’s Soccer Championship provides for a 64-team, single-elimination tournament. Thirty-one 
conferences will receive automatic qualification for the 2013 championship. The remaining teams will be selected on an at- 
large basis. A championship bracket can be found in Appendix A. 

The top 16 teams identified by the committee will be seeded in the bracket. The seeded teams will compete at separate first- 
round sites. The committee has been given approval by the NCAA Championships/Sports Management Cabinet to place the 
top 16 seeds in pods of four. There will be four number ones, four number twos, four number threes and four number fours. The 
remaining 48 teams will be paired geographically. First- and second-round conference matchups will be avoided. 

SCHEDULE ©F [~V~NTS 

First Round November 15, 16 or 17 

Second/Third Round November 22 and 24 

Quartedinals November 29 and 30 

Women’s College Cup December 6 and 8 

START TIMES 

All site and game times will be determined by the NCAA Division I Women’s Soccer Committee. All rounds ofthe championship 
(except the semifinals and final) will be conducted on the campus of one of the participating institutions~ 

For the preliminary rounds, first-round games may be scheduled from 2 p.m. Friday, November 15 through the weekend with 
a completion time of not later than 4 p.m. Sunday, November 17~ (Saturday and Sunday competition may not start before 
noon local time.) Second-round games shall be played Friday, November 22 (not before 2 p.m.). Third-round games shall 
be played Sunday, November 24 (not before noon). Quarterfinal games may be scheduled from 2 p.m. Friday, November 
29 through the weekend with a completion time of not later than 4 Fm. Saturday, November 30. (Saturday competition may 
not start before noon local time.) The game time shall be established by the host institution (during the bid process) and 
approved by the Women’s Soccer Committee. At the discretion of the games committee, there will be a maximum 30-minute 
break between games of a doubleheader. Institutions without lighted facilities are required to schedule the start time to allow 
a four-hour window for a daylight opportunity to play the game. 

TRAVEL PARTY 

Please refer to the NCAA travel policies for all information regarding transportation and per diem expenses. Travel 
policies can be found online at http:ffwww.ncaa.org/wps/mypo~taYncaahome?WCM_GLOBAL_CONTEXT=/ncaai ncaai 
sports+and+championshipigeneraFinfom~ationttravel/index.html. The official traveling party is 28. 

Squad Size/Bench Size. Each team is limited to a maximum of 22 players in uniform and a maximum of 30 persons in 
the bench area. Each team must comply with the bench limit of 30, and do so 20 minutes before game time. 

Pregame Warm-up. Teams shall warm up with a maximum of 22 players. Nonparticipating players (those above the 
maximum) shall not participate in the pregame warm-up. 

The sports information director of the host institution, or an appointed representative, is responsible for reporting 
tournament results. 

RATING PERC[~NTAGE IND[~X (RP~) 

RPI information will be released on www, NCAA.com weekly beginning September 23 to October 28. In addition, the RPI will 
be released after the conclusion of the championship, 
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$~LBCT~O~ ANNOL~NC~T 

The Division I Women’s Soccer Committee will select teams for the championship. The committee will announce the teams 
selected, first-round pairings and game sites Monday, November 11~ The selection announcement time will be provided at a 
later date. Teams will be notified of their selection as soon as possible thereafter. 

CF~A~IPIONSH~P ~NFO~HATION 

Championship information, including the complete bracket, will be available at NCAA.com subsequent to the official 
announcement. Updates can be found at this site throughout the championship. 

BYLAW 31,:~o3,1 - COUNTABL~ COMPET~TIO~ 

For NCAAteam-championship selection purposes, competition is countable only when the teams played are vaisity intercollegiate 
teams of four-year, degree-granting institutions that conduct a majority of their competition in that team sport against varsity 
intercollegiate teams (see Constitution 3.2.4.5) of United States four-year, degree-granting institutions. Competition against 
seivice teams, professional teams, semiprofessional teams, amateur teams, two-year colleges and clu b teams shall be excluded. 
Regular-season games decided by the penalty-kick tiebreaker procedure shall be considered as ties for selection purposes. The 
scheduling of additional games not listed on the institution’s published schedule as an aid for selection shall not be considered. 

ALLOCATION OF BERTNS 

Thirty-one conferences will receive automatic qualification for the 2013 championship. The remaining teams (33) will be 
selected on an at-large basis. 

AL~TOMAT~C @L~AL~F~CATION 
Conferences granted automatic qualification for the 2013 championship are: 

American Athletic Conference Mid-American Conference 

......... 6~.~.~!£~..~L9.~.~.~.,:~.~£~ .................................................................... ~.!~.~.[!..}£a.!.!.~.~...~£~.[~.[~.~ ...................................................... 
Atlantic Coast Conference Mountain West Conference 
At!antic Sun Conference Northeast Conference 

......... ..At.!.a.~.~!.~.!~.....C.£~.~..r.£n£~ ..................................................................................... 0.~.!.£.V~!!..~Z.~.0...~.~..~.~..n..~ ........................................................................ 

......... ~.!£~.~L~.~.!~.~.~£~ ................................................................................... (’.~ ~d.?..~.£~.!~.~.~ ................................................................................ 

......... ~!.~..~.~Z..~£~t~.~.~ ......................................................................................... ~h~.~.~.~.~....~.£~.~.q£~ ........................................................... 

.......... ~.!.~_~.~h..~.~.~.~.~n.~ ........................................................................................ S.~b.~.[~...~.~.~.~.~.~.~ .................................................................................. 

.......... ~.!.~..T~.~...�.e.~.!~.~.~.~.~ ............................................................................................... S.~b.!.~.n.~..�.~.d~.~.~.~.~. ........................................................................... 

........ #.!.#..!~.. ~£n~[.~.£.£~. ..................................................................................... S.£~!?.~.~.6~h.!~!£..�~£.d~.[~.n.£.~ ........................ 

......... ~.e.n.~e.[~n.~£Y.S6 ...................................................................................................... Xh.e...9~.m.m.!.t.~.~.~.~.~ .................................................................................. 

.......... ..H..o.d~.o.,:L~:.~.~.g.~ .............................................................................................................. ~....c..£.~.!.,.~.£.n.f~.[~.~.~ ..................................................................... 

......... :h~...!.Y’&~.?.:~.SY.~ .................................................................................................................. ~:(~:~:.~..~:~h.!~:~!£.~£:@.:~.~.~? .................................................... 
Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference 

AT~LARGE SBL~CT~ON 

To be considered during the at-large selection process, a team must have an overall won-lost record of .500 or better. 
Thirty-three teams will be selected at large. 

IPART~C~PAT~ON PROC~BL~R~<J 

[Reference: Certification of Efigibifity/Availability in the DMsion I General Section Championships 
lnfor.madon I2 13 and Bylaws 3.2.4, I2, 13, 14, I5 and I6 in the NCAA Division I Manual.] 

Only student-athletes eligible under Bylaws 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 may compete in NCAA championships. In accordance with 
Bylaw 3.2.4, member institutions are required to certify the eligibility" of their student-athletes before the beginning of each 
academic year and to withhold ineligible student-athletes from all intercollegiate competition. 

Member institutions are reminded to notify the NCAA national office before the selection date for each championship of any 
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student-athlete who may have participated in regular-season competition but subsequently is determined to be ineligible or 
unavailable for NCAA championship competition. The championship liaison must be notified before November 10. 

TRAVEL ~NFORMATION 

Air Travel. If you are located more than 400 miles from the host site, please contact Short’s Travel Management at 866/655- 
g215 as soon as possible to arrange your air travel. Be prepared to provide the names of the members of the travel party of 28. 

Ground Travel° If you are within 400 miles from the host site, you will travel via bus and must make your arrangements 
via Go Ground at 8661386-4951. The ground transportation portal may be accessed at www~gochampionships.com 
(same usemamefpassword used for Short’s Travel expenses). 

Transportation expenses and per diem will be provided for an official travel party of 28. Please refer to the NCAA travel 
policies for all information regarding transportation and per diem expenses. Travel policies may be found online at www. 
ncaa~org. Registration with an institutional email address is required to access the information located on www~ncaa.org. 
The NCAA travel department may be reached at 317/917-6757, or by email at travel@ncaa.org. 

[Reference: Misconduct in the Division i General Section, and Bylaws 31.2.3 and 31. I. I0 in the NCAA Division I ManuaL] 

A mandatory meeting of the head coaches of the competing teams and NCAA site representatives shall be held before each 
tournament session to review playing rules, pregame meeting agenda and any other administrative matters that may be necessary. 
The NCAA site representative shall conduct a pregame meeting to acquaint the head coaches of the competing teams with the 
provisions of Bylaw 31.1.10, which prescribes conditions under which a student-athlete or representative of an institution may 
be disqualified from further participation in the competition for reasons of misconduct. At the semifinals and final, attendance by 
the head coach and an institution’s designated administrative representative at the coaches meeting is mandatory, subject to the 
assessment of a financial penalty andlor other sanctions as defined under NCAA misconduct provisions. 

A representative of the host institution (other than a competing coach) must be present at all meetings (including those at 
preliminary-round games); in the absence of a member or representative of the Women’s Soccer Committee, the NCAA site 
representative shall conduct the meetings. The host institution shall advise competing teams of the time and site for each 
meeting in advance by email correspondence. 

The following criteria shall be employed by a governing sports committee in selecting participants for NCAA championships 
co mpetitio n [Bylaw 31.3.3; Criteria for Selection of Participants]: 

Won-lost record; 

Strength of schedule; and 

Eligibility and availability of student-athletes for NCAA championships. 

In addition to Bylaw 31.3.3, the Women’s Soccer Committee has received approval from the NCAA Division I Championships/ 
Sports Management Cabinet to consider the following criteria in the selection of at-large teams for the soccer championship 
(not necessarily in priority order): 

~RI~A~¥ C~T~A 

~ Results of theAdjusted Rating Percentage Index (RPI); 
e Results versus common opponents; and 
~ Head-to-head competition. 

$~CONDA~Y C~T~A 

If the evaluation of the prJma~ oriteria does not result Jn 8 derision, the seoond~ry or~teri~ will be reviewed. All the or~teri~ 
listed will be evaluated. 

~ Results versus te~ms already selected to p~ioipate in the field (inoluding ~utomatio qualifiers with RPI of 1~75) 

~ L~te-se~son pefform~noe ~ defined ~s the I~st eight g~mes inoiuding oonferenoe tournaments (strength ~nd results). 

Recommendations are provided by regional advisory committees for considerat,;on by the Women’s Soccer 
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Committee. Coaches’ polls and/or any other outside polls or rankings are not used as a criterion by the Women’s 
Soccer Committee for selection purposes. 

RPL The committee uses the RPI (Rating Percentage Index), a computer program that calculates the institutions’ 
Division I winning percentage (25 percent), opponents’ success (50 percent), opponents’ strength of schedule (25 
percent) plus a bonus/penalty system. When evaluating the RPI, the committee may consider comparing data of 
individual teams, including, but not limited to, overall record, Division I record, overall RPI rank, non-conference 
record and RPI rank, conference regular-season record and conference tournament results. The RPI shall be used as 
a selection tool. The bonus/penalty structure for the RPI includes a bonus for non-conference wins or ties against the 
top 80 teams in the RPI and a penalty for a non-conference loss against the bottom 80 teams in the RPI. 

Section 

For non-revenue generating championships that seed a quarter of the bracket, sites will be awarded to the seeded teams 
that submit a bid that meets the requirements for hosting. In the event that a seeded team does not submit a bid that meets 
the requirements, the sports committee will maintain the current policy of geographic consideration when assigning those 
host sites. The committees will use the geographic considerations to help maintain the balance and integrity of the bracket. 
The committees will also separate first- and second-round conference opponents when assigning teams to sites. 

Any institution interested in hosting preliminary-round competition ofthe 2013 NCAA Division I Women’s Soccer Championship 
must submit a proposed budget, respond to sport-specific questions, and ensure the institution’s key contact and facility 
information are up to date via the Championships Bid and Host Profile portal. To submit a bid, first search for the desired 
championship under "championships available bid" and select "add bid." 

Please note the change in process that allows all member institutions to regularly and easily access their profiles by visiting 
championships.ncaa.org. For profile issues, user access or to reset a password, please email champioshipbid@nca&org or 
contact the respective championship manager. 

CHA~P~ONSN~PS B~ID AND NOST PROF~L~ PORTAL 

The Championships Bid and Host Profile portal can be accessed at championships.ncaa,org. The deadline to submit all bid 
materials for this championship is Monday, October 25, 

As a reminder, prospective hosts’ budgets should include committee/site representative’s lodging expense, game officials’ 
lodging expense, state and city taxes/fees if applicable, and any ticket fees. Committee/site representative’s per diem, 
mileage and luggage will now be paid by the NCAA instead of the host institution. Game officials will be reimbursed via the 
RefPay system for their game gees, per diem, mileage and luggage fees. 

FACILITY 

Institutions interested in hosting preliminary-round competition of the 2013 NCAA Division I Women’s Soccer Championship must 
add (or ensure accuracy of) facility information for the applicable competition venue. This information is located at championships. 
ncaa.org. Any supporting information -- e.g., facility diagram, pictures -- may be uploaded and attached to that facility’s profile. 
This information will be made available to the sport committee to aid in their deliberations of prospective host sites. 

KEY CONTACTS 

Each institution should list and then maintain its key contacts associated with each sport and the institution, Individuals can 
be added via the Championships Bid and Host Profile portal at championships.ncaa.org. 

SAFETY AND S~CURITY PLAN 

Each facility profile should include the safety and security plan for the facility. This information can be uploaded and attached 
to the profile by visiting championships.ncaa.org. 

F~NAL F~NANC~AL R~PORT 

A final financial report from each championship site must be submitted via the Championship Bid and Host Profile portal 
under the "budget" tab not later than 60 days after the event 
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CO~TACT INFOrmATiON 

If you have any questions regarding the bid process, please contact the championship manager at 3~ 7ig~ 7-~1g or email 
us at championshipbid@ncaa.org. 
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First Round 

November 15, 16 and 17 

4 

3 

SecondlThird Round 

Novmber 22 & 24 

Quarterfinals 

November 

29&30 

2013 NCAA Division I Women’s 
SOCCER CHAMPIONSHIP 

Semifinals Final Semifinals 

December 6 December 8 December 6 

Quarterfinals 

November 

29 & 30 

Semifinals 

WakeMed Soccer Park 
Cary, North Carolina 

TBD 

Final 

WakeMed Soccer Park 

CaW, North Carolina 

TBD 

NATIONAL 
CHAMPION 

Semifinals 

WakeMed Soccer Park 
Cary, North Carolina 

TBD 

*Host institution for preliminary round games 

Order of semifinal games will be determined after quarterfinal round games are completed. 

Second semifinal game will begin play 45 minutes after the conclusion of the first game. 

Second/Third Round 

November 22 & 24 

First Round 

November 15, 16 and 17 

4 

3 

2 

3 

4 



App÷  i× Spor  Sponsorship 

American Athletic Conference (10) 
University of Central Florida 
University of Cincinnati 

University of Connecticut 
University of Houston 
University of Louisville 

University of Memphis 

Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey, New Brunswick 
University of South Florida 

Southern Methodist University 
Temple University 

AQ -- Tournament 

Conference USA (16) 
Colorado College 
East Carolina University, 
Florida Atlantic University 
Florida International University 
Louisiana Tech University 
Marshall University 
Middle Tennessee State University 
Old Dominion University 

Rice University, 
University, of Alabama at Birmingham 

University, of Southern Mississippi 
University, of North Carolina, Charlotte 
University, of North Texas 
University, of Texas at El Paso 
University of Texas at San Antonio 
University of Tulsa 

AQ - Tournament 

Big 12 Conference (9) 
Baylor University 
Iowa State University 
University of Kansas 
University of Oklahoma 

Oklahoma State University 

Texas Christian University 
Texas Tech University 
University of Texas at Austin 
West Virginia University 

AQ -Tournament 

Southland Conference (11) 
Houston Baptist University 
Lamar University 
McNeese State University 
Nicholls State University 
Northwestern State University 

Oral Roberts University 

Sam Houston State University 
Southeastern Louisiana University 
Stephen F, Austin State University 
Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi 
University of Central Arkansas 

AQ -Tournament 

Southwestern Athletic Conference (10) 
Alabama A&M University 
Alabama State University 
AIcorn State University 
University of Arkansas, Pine Bluff 

Grambling State University 

Jackson State University 
Mississippi Valley State University 
Prairie View A&M University 
Southern University, Baton Rouge 
Texas Southern University 

AQ - Tournament 
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Big Ten Conference (12) 
University of Illinois, Champaign 

Indiana University, Bloomington 
University of Iowa 
University of Michigan 
Michigan State University 
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities 

University of Nebraska, Lincoln 

Northwestern University 
The Ohio State University 
Pennsylvania State University 
Purdue University 
University of Wisconsin, Madison 

AQ - Tournament 

Horizon League (8) 
Cleveland State University 
Oakland University 
University of Detroit Mercy 
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee 

University of Wisconsin-Green Bay 

Valparaiso University 
Wright State University 
Youngstown State University 

AQ - Tournament 

Mid-American Conference (12) 
Ball State University 
Bowling Green State University 
Central Michigan University 
Eastern Michigan University 
Kent State University 
Miami University (Ohio) 

Northern Illinois University 
Ohio University 
University at Buffalo, the State University of New York 
University of Akron 
University of Toledo 

Western Michigan University 

AQ -To u rn a me nt 

Missouri Valley Conference (7) 
Drake University 
Illinois State University 
Indiana State University 
Loyola University Chicago 

Missouri State University 
University of Evansville 
University of Northern 

AQ -To u rn a me nt 

The Summit League (8) 

Indiana University-Purdue University at Indianapolis 
Indiana University-Purdue University, Fort Wayne 
North Dakota State University 
South Dakota State University 

University of Denver 
University of Nebraska Omaha* 
University of South Dakota 
Western Illinois University 

AQ -To u rn a me nt 

Atlantic 10 Conference (13) 
Duquesne University 
Fordham University 
George Mason University 
George Washington University 
La Salle University 
Saint Joseph’s University 
Saint Louis University 

St, Bonaventure University 
University of Dayton 
University of Massachusetts, Amherst 
University of Rhode Island 
University of Richmond 

Virginia Commonwealth University 

AQ -Tournament 
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Colonial Athletic Association (9) 
College of Charleston (South Carolina) 
College of William and Mary 
Drexel University 
Hofstra University 
James Madison University 

Northeastern University 

Towson University 
University of Delaware 
University of North Carolina, Wilmington 

AQ -Tournament 

The Ivy League (8) 
Brown University 
Columbia University-Barnard College 
Cornell University 
Dartmouth College 

Harvard University 

Princeton University 
University of Pennsylvania 

Yale University 

AQ -Tournament 

Patriot League (1 O) 

American University 
Boston University 
Bucknell University 
Colgate University 
College of the Holy Cross 

Lafayette College 

Lehigh University 
Loyola University Maryland 
U.S. Military Academy 
U.S. Naval Academy 

AQ - Tournament 

Independent (4) 
Delaware State University 
Francis Marion University 

Howard University 
New Jersey Institute of Technology 

America East Conference (8) 
Binghamton University 
Stony Brook University 
University at Albany 
University of Hartford 

University of Maine, Orono 
University of Maryland, Baltimore County 
University of New Hampshire 
University of Vermont 

AQ - Tournament 

Big East Conference (10) 
Butler University 
Creighton University 
DePaul University 
Georgetown University 
Marquette University 

Providence College 
Seton Hall University 
St, John’s University (New York) 
Villanova University 
Xavier University 

AQ - Tournament 

Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference (11) 
Canisius College 
Fairfield University 
Iona College 
Manhattan College 
Marist College 
Monmouth University, 

Niagara University 
Quinnipiac University 
Rider University 
Siena College 
Saint Peter’s University 

AQ - Tournament 
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Northeast Conference (9) 
Bryant University 
Central Connecticut State University 
Fairleigh Dickinson University, Metropolitan Campus 
Long Island University-Brooklyn Campus 
Mount St. Mary’s University 

Robert Morris University 

Sacred Heart University 
Saint Francis University (Pennsylvania) 
Wagner College 

AQ - Tournament 

Big Sky Conference (10) 
California State University, Sacramento 
Eastern Washington University 
Idaho State University 
Northern Arizona University 

Portland State University 

Southern Utah University 
University of Montana 
University of North Dakota 
University of Northern Colorado 
Weber State University 

AQ - Tournament 

Mountain West Conference (11) 
Boise State University 
California State University, Fresno 
Colorado State University 
San Diego State University 
San Jose State University 
U.S. Air Force Academy 

University of Nevada, Reno 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
University of New Mexico 
University of Wyoming 
Utah State University 

AQ -Tournament 

Pat-12 Conference (12) 
Arizona State University 
Oregon State University 
Stanford University 
University of Arizona 
University of California, Berkeley 
University of California, Los Angeles 

University of Colorado, Boulder 
University of Oregon 
University of Southern California 
University of Utah 
University of Washington 
Washington State University 

AQ - Regular Season 

Ohio Valley Conference (11) 
Austin Peay State University 
Belmont University 
Eastern Illinois University 
Eastern Kentucky University 
Jacksonville State University 
Morehead State University 

Murray State University 
Southeast Missouri State University 
Southern illinois University Edwardsville 
Tennessee Technological University 
University of Tennessee at Martin 

AQ - Tournament 

Southeastern Conference (14) 
Auburn University 
Louisiana State University 
Mississippi State University 
Texas A&M University, College Station 
University of Alabama 
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville 
University of Florida 

University of Georgia 
University of Kentucky 
University of Mississippi 
University of Missouri, Coiumbia 
University of South Carolina, Coiumbia 
University of Tennessee, Knoxville 
Vanderbiit University 

AQ -Tournament 
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Sun Belt Conference (9) 

Arkansas State University 
Georgia State University 
Texas State University-San Marcos 
Troy University 
University of Arkansas, Little Rock 

University of Louisiana at Lafayette 
University of Louisiana at Monroe 
University of South Alabama 
Western Kentucky University 

AQ - Tournament 

Independent (1) 
South Carolina State University 

Atlantic Coast Conference (14) 
Boston College 
Clemson University 
Duke University 
Florida State University 
North Carolina State University 
Syracuse University 
University of Maryland, College Park 

University of Miami (Florida) 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
University of Notre Dame 
University of Pittsburgh 
University of Virginia 

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
Wake Forest University 

AQ - Tournament 

Big South Conference (12) 
Campbell University 
Charleston Southern University 
Coastal Carolina University 
Gardner-Webb University 

High Point University 
Liberty University 

Longwood University 
Presbyterian College 
Radford University 
University of North Carolina, Asheville 

Virginia Military Institute 
Winthrop University 

AQ -Tournament 

Atlantic Sun Conference (10) 
East Tennessee State University 
Florida Gulf Coast University 
Jacksonville University 
Kennesaw State University 
Lipscomb University 

Northern Kentucky University* 
Mercer University 
Stetson University 
University of North Florida 
University of South Carolina Upstate 

AQ - Tournament 

Southern Conference (11) 
Appalachian State University 
Davidson College 
Elon University 
Furman University 
Georgia Southern University 
Samford University 

The Citadel 
University of North Carolina at Greensboro 
University of Tennessee at Chattanooga 
Western Carolina University 
Wofford College 

AQ -Tournament 
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Big VVest Conference (9) 
California Polytechnic State University 
California State University, Fullerton 
California State University, Northridge 
Long Beach State University 
University of California, Davis 

University of California, Irvine 
University of California, Riverside 
University of California, Santa Barbara 
University of Hawaii, Manoa 

AQ - Tournament 

Western Athletic Conference (7} 
California State University, Bakersfield 
Grand Canyon University* 
New Mexico State University 
Seattle University 

University of Idaho 
University of Missouri-Kansas City 
Utah Valley University 

AQ -Tournament 

West Coast Conference (10} 
Brigham Young University 
Gonzaga University 
Loyola Marymount University 
Pepperdine University 
Santa Clara University 

St, Mary’s College of California 
University of Portland 
University of San Diego 
University of San Francisco 
University of the Pacific 

AQ - Regular Season 

* Not eligible for championship, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, 4:35 PM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edn); ~live.~mc.edu> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros I @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

1~¢: No~th Carolina has been featured. 

CongraLs Ladies Top Drawer’ Players of the Week!I! 
From-" TopDrawerSoccer.com [mailto:support@topdrawersoccer.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:06 AN 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: North Carolina has been featured. 

Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

North Carolina has been featured on TopDrawerSoccer.com, the #1 Destination for College & Club Soccer in America. 

Please click here to read the m-~icle~ 

Send this email to teammates, alumni, a~d t?~nily to sha~e the news. 

If yon have any qnestions~ please contact us at ~_t_[[?I?£!~.~_tgp_dj2&_~y___e_!2s_’£££_e_r_:_c_£_~_r~.. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 12:03 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga]lo@unc.edu> 

ILE: NCAA Quarterfinal!! 

Actually, I copied you on Dwight because he is a hedge fund guy that wilt get behind our sLadiurn. I liked one of our stadium options when I met with Bubba 

recently and I)~st want to make sure we are getting after ~t qu~cMy while I am still a~ive m~d while a~ my donors (Hke Dwight ) are stfl~ interested and flush!! Th~s 

was to demonstra~:e he ~s st~l~ interested. 

F~m= Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
Sent~ Tuesday, November 26, 2013 11:28 AN 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= RE: NC~ Qua~edinals~ 
A great exchange, Anson ~ 

We could pm l~t year’s BYU-L~C women’s soccer game N this competitive mix ~ 

Take care my friend~ 

La~" 

~LarD, Ga~o~ 

Lxccudve Associmc Director of Ad~Jedcs 

From; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2023 20:33 AM 
To-" Dwight A 
Subject; RE: NCAA Quarterfinals! 
Dwight, 

t love i1:!! You are such a conlp~:_d:itor and so loyal I know where your spiriL lives!!! 

All the best, my [:riend[! 

Fro~; Dwight Anderson [mailto:dwiqht.anderson@ospraie.com] O~ Behalf Of Dwight A 
Seat; Monday, November 25, 2023 7:45 PM 

Te-" ’Adam Krikorian’; Dorrance, Albert A [V 
Subject; RE: NCAA ~uarterfinals! 

Anson, I’m not torn at ali.. Whih:" Adam is a good frkmd and an ~-’_~qually good sport, please look up [:he 2008 BYU - UCLA foo~:ball garne for inspiration... (or if you 

wan~: a dvaky game, either the 1929 or ~:he 1930 USCiUCLA [ool:baH garnes...) 

F~m= Adam Krikorian 
Sent= Monday, November 25, 20~3 7:36 PN 

Te= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
6¢= Dwight A 
Subje¢t= Re: NC~ qua~effinals~ 

Just happy they ~cked S~nfoN’s ass’. 

Sent fiom my iPhone 

On Nov 25, 2013, at 4:27 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ansou(r-Semail.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Hey!!! They are awesome!! 

And Adam, you a r~-_~ very kind! Heck, t rec.:_~mrnend~:_~d Amanda Cromwell [:o your AD ... She is excelkmt]~[ t coached her on the U5 Nat’l Tearn back 

the day[!~ 

F~= Adam Krikorian [ma[[~:akrikor[an@usawaterpo[o.org] 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2023 6:57 PH 

To= Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
~c= Dwight Anderson 
Sabject= NCAA Qua~erfinals~ 

Ansou....have to be honest, I’m tom on this one. UCLA @ [~C on Saturday. Take it easy on my Bmius. 

Hope you are well a]]d wish you the best. 

A~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 12:29 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

John Moutgomery (john@ramsclub.com) 

@msn.com; duc~Jc@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jasou Sisneros .~)gmail.com); pacmau@uncaa.uuc.edu 

RE: NCAA Quarte~:finals! 

Bubba, 

I sent this [o you because this is a hedge fund guy who along wiLh Gary Loveman and ducky guckley could jump in w~Lh some eariy cash for the stadium. I know you 

have 60 m~l[[on tNngs on your "to do I~st" and I just want to do everything ~ can to keep throwing our stadhJm to the front of your Hat. We have lost 5 of our last 6 

head to heads w~th Duke ~n recru[th~g (th~s does not even bring in Stanford, Notre Dame, Vkgin[a and UCt.A). Now, we are stHI beating them but out coaching 

people w~th superior talent ~s not easy, espedaHy in my game where 50 %of the time m the t:o~ soccer ~eague in the world (the EPL) the team higher on the table 

does not win. 

[ want to get back to out recruiting people, not just healing [hem on the field. [ want a weapon I have NEVER had. What you showed me was magnff:icenL 

Quid pro quo. 

F~m~ Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent~ Tuesday, November 26, 2013 2:17 PN 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Subject~ Re: NC~ Qua~erfinals~ 
Awesome--good luck Saturday. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu> 

Bate: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 10:32 AM 

Tm Dwight A 

5ubje~: RE: NCAA Quarterfinals! 

Dwight, 

A~ the besL rny ~:riendH 

Fmm~ Dwight Anderson [mai~to:dwiqht.anderson@ospra~e.com] On Behalf Of Dwight A 
S~nt; Monday, November 25, 20~3 7:45 PN 

To~ ’Adam Krikorian’; Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Subj,=t= RE: NC~ Qua~effinals~ 

Anson, ~"m not tom at all.. While Adam is a good frh?nd and an equally good sport, please h:~ok u~) ~:he 2008 BYU - UCLA foo[ba]l game [or mspirat~on... (or if you 

wan~: a dvah’y game, eRher the 1929 or ~:he 1930 USCiUCL~ ~ootbaH games..} 

Fmm~ Adam Kdkorian [mailto:akr~korian~usawaterpolo~orq] 
Senti Monday, November 25, 2013 7:36 PN 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Ce~ Dwight A 
Subject; Re: NC~ Qua~rfinals[ 

Just happy they ~cked S~]~ford’s ass~ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 25, 2013, at 4:27 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ansou(r-~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Hey!H They are awesome!! 

And Adan’~, you are very kited! Heck, f recon’~mended Amanda Cromwell ~:o your AD ... She is ex(:elkmt][[ t coached her on the LJ5 Natal Team back in ~:he 

dayH! 

F~m: Adam Krikorian [mail~:akrikorian@usawaterpolo.org] 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 20~3 6:57 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
~c: Dwight Anderson 
Subject: NC~ Qua~effinals~ 

A~sou....h~ve to ~ honesL I’m tom ou this o~e. UCLA ~ [~C oB S~tur~y. T~[e it e~sy o~ my B~dus. 

Ho~ you ~re well mid wish you the ~st. 

A~n 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 1:56 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

1),£: NCAA Quarterfinal!! 

Thank you. 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, November 27, 2013 2:22 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: NCAA Quarterfinals! 

Thanks. I get it. Facilities my the priorib~ on the next Ram’s club board meeting. Texted Loveman today about meeling when he is on campus. It is my priority. 

Beat UCLA. 

Bubba 
Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 27, 2013, at 12:28 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <g!:_t_s£!)_@e__n_!@_:._uj)_c_:_e_.d_ _t.p wrote: 

gubba, 

1 sent this to you because this is a hedge fund guy who along with Gary I.oveman and guckv Buckley could jump in with some emty cash for the 

stadium. ~ know you have 60 mHHon tMngs on your "to do I~st" and ~just want to do everytNng ~ can to keep throwing our stadium to the front of your 

Hst, We have k)st 5 of .:)ur last 6 head ~:o heads with Duke m recruiting (this does no~: ew~n bMng ~r~ Stanford, No~:re Dame, V#g~ma and UCLA), Now, we 

are s~:~H beatk~g them but out ~:oaching people w~th superior takmt ~s not easy, especially m my game where 50 % of th ~ tkne in the top s.:x:c:er league 

b~ the woHd (Lhe El>L} the team h~gher on Lhe tame does Rot win. 

J wart to get back to out recruiting people, not just besdng them on the field. I wart ~ weapon ] have NEVER had. What you showed me was 

magnificent. 

Quid pro quo, 

F~ Cunningham, Bubba 
~t~ Tuesday, November 26, 20~3 2;~7 PM 

To~ Dorrance, AlbeR A ~ 
Subject: Re: NC~ Quar~rfina~s~ 
Awesome--good luck Saturday. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <p_~_~_@_#_£~_[]:~£:~£> 

Date: Tuesday, November 26, 2023 20:32 AM 

To: Dwight A <dwighta@ospraie.com> 

Subje~: RE: NCAA Quarterfinals] 

Dw~ghL 

] bye k[! You are such a cornpetkor and so loya~ ~ know where your spirit Hves[X 

AM the best, my fdendH 

F~m: Dwight Anderson [ma~lto:dwight.anderson@ospraie.com] On Behalf ~ Dwight A 
Sent: Nonday, November 25, 2013 7:45 PN 

To: ’Adam Krikorian’; Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: NC~ Qua~effinals~ 

Anson, Fm not ~orn at NL. WM~e Adam b a good friend and an equally good sport, p~ease bok up the 2008 BYU --. UCLA [:ootbsM game for ]nspkat]on._ 

(or if you wan~ a Hvaky game, either the 1929 or the 1930 USCiUCLA footbN~ games._) 

F~m: Adam Krikorian [mai~to:akrikorian@usawaterpob.org] 
Sent: Nonday, November 25, 2013 7:36 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Ce: Dwight A 
Subject: Re: NC~ Quarterfinals~ 

Just happy they kicked S~nlbrd’s ass’. 

Sent from my it hone 

On Nov 25, 2013, at 4:27 PM, "Dorrance Albert A IV" <anson@emaiLanc.edu> wrote: 

Hey!H They are awesome!! 

And Adam, you are very kind! Neck, I recommended Amanda Crornwefl to your AD_.. She is excellent[!! I coached her on Lhe US Nat9 

Team back in the dayH~ 

F~m: Adam KrikoMan 
Sent-" Nonday, November 25, 2013 6:57 PN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Co= Dwight Anderson 
Subject: NCM Qua~effinals! 

Anso~_..haw to ~ ho~cs¢, rm tom on this ono. UC£A ~ L~C on Sa~r&y. Tako it easy on 

Hope you am wall and wish you the bcst. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)9 

Wednesday,                  2:00 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonx%,oun~unc.edu-~ 

@msn.com; ducm-@uucaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~ ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Weekly and more 

Very helpful TonyH Thank you, my friet~d!!! 

I:rem: Yount, Tony 
Seal:: Wednesday,                10:20 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas J 
Sabject: Weekly and more 

Coaches, 

3 things this week. First a chart that shows each students degree progress by giving you the number of credit hours they have earned, and then whether they are ahead 

of graduation pace, on pace for on time graduation, or behind the required pace.       and         have officially graduated,                         should 

graduate in December.       is a bit iit~ for a May grMuation and is not yet scheduled for spring, or certmn of her plans. 

DfLAJVI    has been, ever since I strutted workiug here, a reliable good grade for our kids. Not so this semes~ter as Dr. NavaJinsky has toughened things quite a bit. 

The paper that uom~ally li~s didfft do that so much ~is year. So that development is going to hurt us a bit. 
Among the freshmen,           is the oue I mn most womed about at this point,         seems to have stabilized and should be eligible,      is making some 

progress though fl~e fall GPA roll be ugly. ts not performing as well as and could put herself in a bad situation and IX~ssibly drop below a 2.0 and need 

a semester of probation to repair her GPA. 

I hope you each have wonderful holidays. 

Tony 

Hours Ahead On Pace Behind 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, .5:23 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

ILE: Do you mind giving Anson a call’? 

Thanks Chris!! 

From: Ducat, Chris 
Sent; Friday, 1:58 PN 
To: neilp@realcolorado.net 

Cc; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Do you mind giving Anson a call? 

Neil, 

As always it was great seeing you team play recently. We play UCLA tomorrow in the Quarters but I was hoping you could call Anson regarding 

time today or tomorrow. 

His Ce~l is and his home phone is 

Thank you! 

Chris 

if you have some 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT),,CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~> 

Friday, 5:24 PM 

Ja~n Sisneros < @gm~l.com> 

I~E: UVA vs Michigan Online 

Thanks Jasot~!! 

From: Jason Sisneros [mailto: @gmail.com] 

Sent; Friday, 3:57 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Bill Palladino; ; Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: UVA vs Michigan Online 

Here’s fl~e link to the webcast of the game - 7pro Kickoff‘.h.J.t.~.i:~:!~u..!~-e..~.c.:b~s.~s.~~.‘.x..-.~r.1c..~-..~.g.[~‘~!g~i~2~%~ 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Wom en’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match An~]ysis I Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday,                  9:55 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: 

you have raised a wonderful and yet humble high achiever. She deserves eve~ posilive thing she gets. 

4(5 L2’E L)ROIL) 

" @gm~Jl.com> wrote: 

Coach, 

When I read about       award. I couldfft help but think that the long ann ofAnson Donance- -like the Black Hand--must have been behind it. If you were, 

thanks--mid if you werefft, thanks anyway ibr all the confidence yoffve shown in her over the years. It’s been a life-changing experience. We’re very proud of 

and all the girls this yeax. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, 11:19 AM 

Elsmore, Joe <!oe.Elsmore@nike.com> 

Re: Good Luck Today’. 

Thin,ks Joe, we ,hill do our best!!! It would have been easier wifl~ a heaJthy 

Se~t.f!"om my Verizor~ tlqreie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

We love flying the Nike flag’. 

"Elsmore, Joe" <!oe.Elsmore@nike.com> wrote: 

Joe Elsmore 
Director North America Soccer Sports Marketing 

ioe.elsmore@nike.com 
503.671.4546 
This communication may contain personal and confidential information. Access to this information should be restricted to safeguard any sensitive information. If you are not the intended recipient, any dissemination, 
distribution, or copying is stdctly prohibited If you think you have received this e-mail message in error, please e-mail the sender 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 9:58 PM 

Kim Be~en~r < @mindspring.com> 

Re: NC state Cup. 

Kim Be~enser < @mindspring.com> wrote: 

OK let me know how u did. 

Sent frown my iPad 

On , at 9:57 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(r-~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Kim, I will jump on it, mn or lose tomorrow. The finals are in Cary. 

Se~tt ffortt t~’ ~rizon ~Virefess 4( ~ LYE DRO~D 

~i~mi!adspring:com wrote: 

I know your girls won both their games this weekend, and now you face UCI.A next Sunday at home, but without 

5o go ahead and register with NCASA as already suggested and attach~?d a ~’qug sho[: for th~-_~ card. 

The below should be your old (and new) registration number~ You will need this card 1:or nexL year"s tournaRaenLs in any evenL so better’ 

get it done. 

And good k~ck on Saturday. I hope you get in the final, but you never know. (Where are they played?). 

anson~uncaa,unc.edu 

All you will need is to have or get a valid           Fifa Year USASA player card (see below} 
To apply or renew your player ca~’d now Nease follow these directions- 

https:i,, www.yo uthl eag ue susa.com,’ nca~!live/Pl ayer.html 
Choose reg~Ner w~th NCASA 
Next screen takes you to a page to select GYS/V~L (Greensboro United Soccer Assodaflon) as a league for the 
~nte~:/Spdng 
En[er their first name, last name, dob, and ~as[ 4 dig~ts of thek phone number 
Choose the ver~N ~nformation option 
Choose the register as a new player option. 
Complete the rest of the form. 
Pay $25 by credit card. 
Keep your e.-ma~l receipt and make note of your player ID~ for the roster (and send copy to K~m Bergenser). 
For new p~ayers ~ also need a lxi -I/2" mug shot for th~s card, which you can scan to me w~th NCASA confirmation 
~ can coordinate w~th NCASA that they ma~ me the passes, and I can bring them to the tournaments. 
Kim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 10:03 PM 

@live.com> 

Re: Praying for 

@live.com> wrote: 

Anson - 

Please know that we are keeping 

Sent from ray iPad 

and o~tr Tar Heel family in our prayers. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 10:09 PM 

Blackburn, Dean <blackbum@unc.edtr~ 

Re: and Dean of Students assistance 

Thm~ you Deaaa ... this is veu considerate. I appreciate your concern. Rest assured our professionals roll make every, correct choice. Thank you for your support. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

"Blackburn, Dean" <blackbum@unc.edu> wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, 

On behalf of Vice Chancellor Winston Crisp and all of Student Aflhirs, we so ~eg~etted seeing       accident on the field this evening. I am on-call tbr the University 
this week, a~d if there is an.vthing the Deaffs office can do to assist you all,     , or her family, please do not hesitate to let us know. 

In the meantime, we are a~l wishing her well and sending our warmest thoughts to each of you. 

Sincerely, Dean 

DEAN BLACKBURN 
ASSOCIATE DEAN OF STUDENTS, & 
DIRECTOR OF STUDENT WELLNESS 
CB 7470, Suite 231 Taylor Campus Health Building 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919-962-9355 [ f. 919.843.9778 [ 711 (NC-RELAY) 

Fostering Student Learning and Success 

PRIVACY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including any attactmaems, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain private 
and privileged information. An)" unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:27 PM 

Kim Be~enser < @mindspring.com> 

NC state Cup. 

Kirk, 

I think [ have done everything properly in registering ([ have printed the verificafion).,~ Please let rne know what else I need to do. ,,\1[ the best! 
Where do you recommend ~ try to get a room? 

F~m= Kim Bergenser [mailto: @mindspring,com] 
Nent= Saturday, 4:27 PM 
Te: Dorrance, AlbeR A N 
Subject: Re:         NC sN~ Cup. 
OK let me ~ow how u did. 

Sent from my iPad 

On , at 9:57 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <aason(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Kim, I will jump on i’~ mn or lose tomorrow. The tinals are in Ca~. 

Se~l fi~om my VeH:o~ ~¢’irHe.~s 4G ~ Z7~2 DROll) 

~q)mindspri!~g:com wrote: 

I know your girls won both their games Lhis weekend, and now you face UCLA next Sunday at home, but wiLhout 

So go ahead and register’ with NCAS’A as already suggested and attached a mug shoL ]:or the card. 

The below should be your old (and new} registration number. You will need this card for next year’s tournaments in ~ny event, so better 

get it done. 

And good k~ck on S~turday. t h.:_~pe you ge~: in the fim~l, but you never know. (Where are they played?}. 

anson@uncaa,unc.edu 

All you will need is to have or get a valid           Fifi; Year USASA player card (se~-_~ below) 
To apply or renew your player card now Nease folk)w these directions- 

h~ps:/,’~v.youtNeague susa.com,’nca~’]iveiPlayer.html 
Choose register w~th NCASA 
Next screen takes you to a page to select GYS~L (Greensboro United Soccer Assodafion) as a league for the 
~#~nter,,’Sprk~g 
Enter their first name. last name, dob, and ~ast 4 dig~ts of thNr phone number 
Choose the ved~ k~formation option 
Choose the register as a new p~ayer option. 
Comple[e the rest of the form. 
Pay $25 by credit card. 
Keep your e-mall receip[ and make no[e o[your p~ayer ID# for [he roster (and send copy ~o Kk# Bergenser). 
For new p~ayers ~ also need a lxl -1/2" mug shot for th~s card, wNch you can scan to me w~th NCASA confirmation. 
~ can coo~#~ate wN~ NCASA that they mN~ me the passes, and I can bring them to the toumaments~ 
Kim 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 3:45 PM 

@gmail.com> 

I~E: Tonighfs game 

I am sorry we keep r~?issit~g. Keep trying1! 

F~om: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent= Saturday, :10:52 PM 
To= Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject= Re: Tonight’s game 

Yes sounds good! Talk to you then 

O11 , at 10:26 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(tbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you    . Yes, let’s catch up. Tomorrow afternoon? 

Set~ fi~om my VeHzo~ ~¢’ire~e~s 4G ~ 7~2 DROll) 
(h) 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey coaches 

Tough loss tonight... But this game will be used as fuel to ~vin a national title next year. I hope             is healthy and well. I sa~v that she was 
down. rll give you a call tomorrow to talk about this upcoming weekend and my knee. ;\~at time would be best? 

Thanks 

after she went 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 3:50 PM 

Patrick Tumil~ <patrick.tumilty@righ~drea~n.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

,~@duke.edu) 

RE: Getting the bes~t out of my Girls team 

Patrick, 

love what you are doing .. keep it up Feel free to connect with me and ask about anything we do We are all in this together!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Patrick Tumilty [mailto:patrick tumilty(@righttodream.com] 
Sent: Sunday, December 01,2013 3:45 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Getting the best out of my Girls team 

Dear Anson, 

hope this message finds you well. 

I’m currently coaching the Girls football team at the Right to Dream academy in Ghana, West Africa. As part of Afi-ica’s first ever residential girls programme, we currently have 9 girls at the 
moruent, ranging fiom about 10 through to 14 years old. 

Please see this page to get an idea of what our programme’s aims are: 
http:i/academv.righttodrearu, com,’Girls, aspx 

You may- have heard of RTD before and seen some of out boys playing college football in the States (e.g. Ema Boateng - 2012 Big West Corfference Frestm~an of the Year). Over 30 of our 
graduates have gone on to study in the USA and L~,2 on sports scholarships, and we now have about 20 boys playing professionally across Europe at clubs including Helsingborgs, 
Spartak Moscow and Manchester City. 

I’ve recently been reading "Focused for Soccer" by Bill Beswick where he talks about how you’ve integrated psychology and the mental aspects of soccer into your successful training 
programme at L~!C. I would love to have a chat to you soruetime and get some ideas on where to start with creating training sessions that fully cormbine physical, tactical and techr~ical 
elements with a strong focus on the mental aspects of competition. To use your own words, I would love to steal some of your best practice[ 

Thartks for your time, hope to hear from you soon. 

Warmregards, 

Patrick T~trailt; 

*Patrick Tutnilty* 
Finance Director 

*Right to Dream * 
*Email:* patrick.tutnilty@righttodream corn *Mobile (Ghana):* 

www righttodream.com 1 Follow us on Twitter < http://ww~,twitter.com/right2dream> 
1 Like us on Facebook <http://w~,;v.facebook.co~r~righttodream> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, 3:55 PM 

Daly, John B <jbdaly@wm.edu-* 

@gmail.com) 

RE: And the winner is... 

JohrL 
You are always so kind .... Thank youJ 

From: Daly, John B [mailto:jbdaly@wm.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 9:15 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: And the winner is... 

She is a tremendous player, Anson. I could not see UCLA scoring with her on the field. You certainly could have done with her on the breakaway that led to the 

goal. 

I was sure it was going to penalty kicks. 

JD 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:04 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

MRI?                       ... her head hit something! 

Sent from my ~/erizon ~’~/ire!ess 46’ LTE DRO/D 

"Daly, John B" <jbdaly@wm:edu> wrote: 

Anson, 

I hope and pray 

John 

is not too seriously injured, It looked pretty bad. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:08 PM 

@gmail .com> 

is OK!! 

Thank you .... Yes, is OK. 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 12:36 PN 
To: Dorrance, Nber~ A IV 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Anson, 

And I know you made the besL use ot:your time in the Interregional event. 

I watched your game last night against UCLA. It was a ve~ intense match and good fight. I hope recovers soon as her injury was heart breaking. 

Just got back from the Interregional tournament on Friday. We won two out of three matches. Although I did not get as much playing time as I would have wished, I 

took the fime given and made the tnost out of it to benefit the team. I played both outside back and center back throughout the week. 

Talk to you soon, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:16 PM 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Dad 

That whole family is class!! 

From: Lohse, Dave Clark 
Sent: Sunday, 4:17 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject:       Dad 
Anson: I got a very nice email today from           dad thanking me for helping her make academic all-america. 
It meant a lot to hear something positive. Usually I get fussed at my the parents for something I didn’t do (part of the the business I have gotten used to.) 

On to next year. Hopefully we have a great spring of training and get the young ones ready for 

Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 
cell 

"Gotta Find My Corner Of The Sky" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:17 PM 

@yahoo.corn> 

I~E: 

You are very kind ... thank you! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: ~d)yahoo.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 5:11 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: 

Hi! 

I’m sorr,v about the tough loss to UCLA last night. I really eRioyed watching you guys play this season, and I actually learned a lot about how to play. Please send 
She has our prayers frum up here! 

Sincerely, 

my best! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:00 PM 

Rob Sibiga~ @verizon.nel~~ 

@gmaJd.co~n); @msn.com; duc~J:@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Saturday Game. 

Robert, 

You ar’e ver’y kind to ask. She is fine. She has a . At~d good job durit~g the garne as wefl. t know you guys are asked to do an 

impossible job, 

And if you have a moment please c~ll me ~ have an idea that can m~ke your job eas~er and an ESPN reporter wakh~g to write the ~torg if you ~gree wkh 

BTW, I wouk~ kwe t:o get in t:ouch with AI K[en[l:as {sp?} an ok[ nal:km~l referee f respecL fs there someone who has all the phone ~’s of the HO}: reh~rees? f want to 

have the same discussion w~th him d~at [ am ~oi~g ~o have with you. 

F~m: Rob Sibiga [mailto: @verizon.net] 
Sent: Honday, 8:22 A~ 
Te~ Dorrance, A[be~ A ~ 
Subject: Saturday Game. 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

this is Robert Sibiga, I was a center referee for you game this Saturday. [ hope this isn’t an inconvenience, but I was hoping you could let me know about the status 

of the player who got injured and was taken to the hospital I feel really bad about it, it is never a comfortable situation for the referee when something like this 

happen in the game. I don’t think I could have done anything to prevent it but nonetheless it did happen in my game. Please let me know how she is doing. And 

also please send her my regards and wishes for quick recovery. 

It was a privilege to meet you coach and to referee this game, 

~ebert Sibiga 

PRO referee 

USSF & NISOA referee 

Houlihen& Lewrence 

Reel £stete Assodete Broker 

C: 

:: "~ :: Description: 

1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:12 PM 

Myer, Randy <Ranc~ Myer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

@msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Great seniors 

Randy, 

She is fine: a bit with a but ultimately OK. Thank you for asking and sending this very thoughtful message!! 

Frem: Myer, Randy [mailto:Randy_Myer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:1:09 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A rg 
Subject: Great seniors 
Always sad when you say goodbye to a great senior class before the final championship game. But they leave as a NCCA champion which is in some measure why they 
decided on UNC. And they leave a legacy of class and competitive spirit that is the hallmark of the program. We will miss them. 
How is doing? That was a scary moment and seemed to drain the energy from the crowd. 
Randy Myer 

Entrepreneurial Professor of the Practice 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
University of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 

Office Phone 9:19-843-6:124 
Email: _r__a__n___d_ ~v_rj__~£e__r__@__u__ LLc_ &c_!_u__ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 5:16 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

FW: Athletic Field Schedule for 

Schedule by Facili .ty for pdf; EXCEL SCHEDULE for 

Ehaus Field Schedule pdf; Hookel2 Fields Schedule .pdf 

.pdf; 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 12:02 PM 
To: Aguilar, Alain J; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.;                L; Klomparens, Bonnie Ledford; Miller, Beth; Breschi, Joe; Cathro, Guy; 
clanigan@townofchapelhill.org; Clayton, Daniel George; Somoano, Carlos lv]; Suits, Christy H4 Arendas, Dave; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn; Papa, Donna J; 
fiona@bridge2sports.org; Fulton, Grant; Grimsley, Richie; Porter, Grant;     @aol.com; Field, Jaci; Fuchs, Jeffrey W; Halsey, Jason; Langley, Raymond Joshua; Negalha, 
Jeff; Brunner, John F; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Shelton, Karen C; Duffy, Kathy B.; Robinson, Kevin T; Creech, Karlton W; Lancaster, Elizabeth; Bunting, Mike; Crowe, Michael; 
Headers, Harlis James; meredith@bolons.com; Terrell, Matt; Fava, Nicole M; Hilton, Nathan Scott; Walker, Nina; Sander, Thomas J; Plunkett, lvlary Rob; lvlyers, Patrick Jacob; 

Pogge, Paul; Halverson, Doug; Oliaro, Scott M; Stewart, Robert House; Levy, Jennifer S; VanAIstyne, Mark; Vangelder, Marielle A; Scroggs, William E 
Co: Robinson, Kevin T 
Subject: Athletic Field Schedule for 

Hi All, 

Attached is the Athletic Field Schedule for this week (Week of 

Facility Schedules for Fetzer Stadium, Finley Athletic Fields, Cross Country, Navy Fields and Henry Astroturf may also be viewed anytime on Outlook Calendars 

found in the Open Calendar from Room List under UNCAA. 

Facility schedules for Ehaus and Hooker are attached or online at http:/icampusrec.unc.eduifacilities-schedules-reservations. Changes to normal 

Campus Recreation Facility are listed below. 

¯ : Resume normal facility hours 

¯ All facility reservations (student org. and Sports Clubs) end 

¯ Begin finals hours 

Have a great week! 

GO HEELS! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 5:17 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisnero! ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Be Connected-NSCAA Division I Listserv Group 

ATT0000 l .c; ATT00002.httn; ListservGuide-D I Women-Sept. 10 2013.docx 

From: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf O~ Robert Kehoe 
Sent; Monday, December 02, 2013 2:07 PM 
To; division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups,com 
Subject= {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Be Connected-NSCAA Division I Listserv Group 
Good Day Coaches. 
As mentioned to you eaylier in the l~all the NSCAA Division I liskserv is in operation to enhm~ce communication of the D I coaching community. If you received this note 

you are subscribed to the listserv group. To add assistant coaches to the listserv group, please use the following link to submit emafil addresses, and select All Mail from 

the subscription options. 

Also, attached is a Listserv Guide that provides information on the service, l?lease attend to this detail to ensure that your coaching staff is connected to i~nportant 

Division I communication. 

All the best 

Rob 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Tuesday,                5:19 PM 

nc.rr.com 

I~E: Saturday 

Thank you David .. yes, we are gutted!’. I think most of them will make it some~vhere! ! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @nc rr corn [mailto: (~a~nc rr com~ 

Sent: Monday, 3:32 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sub3ect: Saturday 

Anson, 
I wish I had some great words or a wand to offset the match this past Saturday. 
It was a bear to watch for all of us. We certaiMy hope      ;vill be OK soon. 
From Camp experience I kno;v you ;vill miss the Seniors terribly I had grown especially fond of them and tried to give one or two of them a word of encourgement after the matches. 

Hopefully, some will get a chance to play again in the league. I’m sure all will do ;vell as people in general 
Best wishes for you and she family durmg th~ Holiday!! 
Hope to see you in PhiHy. 
Regards, 
David 

the matches 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:21 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Gutted!! 

Thank you Paul ~._ We are gutted. This team was better than fast years but being ’ does not make it easy to advance. We are deep but 

not that deep!! 

Fr~ra: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday,                3:53 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducat, Chris 
Subject: 

Guys, 

Congrats on a good year. I know you had some significant challenges and would’re preferred a different ending to the season, but the future certainly looks bright. 

I hope you all had a nice Thanksgiving holiday. 

Best, 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 5:27 PM 

.la~)n Sisnems ( @gmaJl.com) 

FW: Soccer in the Netherlands versus USA! 

This one is for you to answer._ thank you! 

From: @hotmail.com [mailto: @hotmail.com] On Behalf Of Dieuwke van Buren 
Sent; Monday, December 02, 2013 4:50 PM 
Subject: Soccer in the Netherlands versus USA! 

I am a Sports, Mana{ting and ~us~ness student the University or" Amsterdam of Applied Sciences. For one of our c~asses, we ate doing a research about training camps 

abroad a~ the universities in the USA ~n the Nether’lands we don’t haw~ soccer teams at our uniwm~itios but everyone p~aya soccer outsido of school Tha~ means that i~ we 

want to go abroad w~[h our team, i[ has to be ~n the period thai we are not havh~g c~asses, 

For my rosoarch abou~ training carnpa abroad, I have a few quk:k questions abou~ your team which ~ wouM rea~y appreciate you coukt mapond. 

Do yo~ go wN~ your team abroad for trNn~ng camps and friendly matches agNnst other professiona~ teams? 

How o~en do you 9o abroad? ~&~)ich perk)d? 

~M~ch places you have akeady been to wN~ your team? 

~(~?~a[ ~s tho main reason to 

I hope you have some time 1o answer lhese questions and he~p me w~lh my research. 

Thank you ~n advance~ 

W~t[~ kind regards, 

Dieuwke wm Bumn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 5:32 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros (         @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Re: D1 liszt 

From: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.corn] On Behalf Of Robert Kehoe 
Sent: Monday, December 02, 20:t3 9:34 PM 
To; Scott Juniper 
Cc-" division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.corn 
Subject; {Division I Wornens Soccer Coaches} Re: DI~ list 
Scott. 

Are you using the following address? ~.i.~2..n..-..i..-~..w~9~.n.)..e..~.-.~.s~?..c..c.~.eJ2-..c.‘~?~.c~h.~9~?g!~i9~9.~1~ 

Rob 
Rob Kehoe 

Director of College Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 66]01 i 913 362 1747 x 10J.5 191.3 362 3439 (f) 
Wisconsin O,q:ice: 920 t574 439J_ I Cell: 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: ~INSCAA I Facebook 

On Dec 2, 2013, at 7:51 PM, Scott Juniper <siunipe~exchange.uci.edu> wrote: 

tIi Rob, 

I don’t seem to be able to send a group ~nessage to the D1 listserve. I thought I was using the new- email address but it doesn’t seetn to work. 

Any suggestions? 

Thanks, 

Scott 

Find out more abont NSCAA College Sendces at w~,~,~nscaa.comicollege. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Choups "Division I ~Vomens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsnbscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send m~ email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches~ u~subscribe~googlegroups.com. 

To post to this group, send email to divis~on-i-womens-soccer-coaches,%googlegroups.com. 

Visit this group at http:i/groups.google.com/groupidivision-i-womens-soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit ht~ps://gwmps.google.com/group~opt out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 5:35 PM 

Vicki Linton <vickilinton@bayareabreeze.com> 

@live.unc.edu>; @~nsn.com; ducal@uncaa.unc.edu; 
@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Bay Area Breeze 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

Vicki, 

is fine, thank you :[’or your concern I like 

I will copy her on this for her to follow up!! 

All the best and thank you for your interest in one of our kids¯ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Vicki Linton [mailto:vickilinton~bayareabreeze.com] 
Sent: Monday, 11:06 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sutzject: Bay Area Breeze 

Hi Anson 

on Saturday. It was a shame to see the game end as it did I hope is doing *veil. 

I just wanted to touch base regarding next summer I presume a nmnber of your seniors *vill nominate fi~r the NWSL draft and will be under high consideration. 
However, I want to express an interest, particularly in               . What are your thoughts on her? 
Would you mind letting her knmv that I xvould be interested in having her at the Breeze if that would be an option that would suit her? 

We start training in      and the season runs     through to     . 
We provide housing (including utilities) in apartments and pay our players (minimum wage last year was $1000 per month). 
Northern California is also a great place to live! 

SotW to bother you this week but I ant starting to get enquires from others and want to know where I might stand with certain players that I have scouted. 

Let me know- if you have any other questions. Also, I xvill be over in Cary for the College Cup this weekend. 

Thanks 

Vicki 

¯ You will be shocked at how fiist she is{!! She also ended up our assist leader going lbr*vard out of our 1-4-2-3-1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 10:40 AM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros         ;@gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: A Sitnple Question That Gets a Better Response 

From: Dan Tudor [mailto:dan@sellingforcoaches.ccsend.com] On Behalf O~ Dan Tudor 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 9:55 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; A Simple Question That Gets a Better Response 

Image removed bysender Newsletter Banner 

A Simple Question That Gets a 
Better Response 
Most college recruiters make great efforts to tell their recruits to commit to them. 
Today, I’m going to show you that you might be taking the wrong approach with your prospects by 
doing that. 
And there’s science to back-up what I’m about to reveal to you. 
It has to do with the very subtle difference between telling your prospect to commit to your program, 
versus asking them if they will commit to your program. 
And the research that’s been done on the topic tells us that it’s smarter to ask - and get them to 
predict or visualize that commitment - if you really want that prospect in your program. 
Here’s how it works: 
When you get your prospect to make a verbal statement about their intent on a future action - such 
as whether or not they see themselves living in your dorms, playing on your team, and coming to 
your college - they are far more inclined to... 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 



.~i Image removed by sender. NCSA Athletic Recruitirlg 

IS COLLEGE ADlvIISSIOINS GETTING EASIER FOR CLASS OF 2014? 
An interesting dip in the number of high school Seniors this year may be resulting in easier admissions 

qualifications for many incoming college Freshmen, as enrollment offices on university campuses around 

the country try to figure out hew to meet their enrollment targets in the most competitive environment in 

recent memory. 

What does this anomaly mean for college coaches? Find out .... 

C__L_!_C__K___H__E_._R_ .E__ T_ 0__ .C__ .O_ N._T_!N__q_E 

~i Image removed by sender. Story separator 

Every day, Dan Tudor and the staff at Tudor Collegiate Strategies scours the world of college 



athletics for the best recruiting news for our followers on Twitter. 
Don’t miss out on the news, views and advice you need to know about this Winter as you try to 
wrap-up this year’s recruiting class using the best advice and techniques. Follow us on Twitter! 

CLICK HERE TO READ MORE AND FOLLOW DAN TUDOR ON TWITTER 

Why Coaches Are Calling This Technology 
a Recruiting "Game Changer" 
by Sean Devlin, Front Rush 
Imagine being able to watch anyvideo from any recruiting event. 
Or, picture being able to send one coach (instead of two) to the event in order to save budget dollars 
because you know that all of the video will be available afterwords= 
Now imagine being able to confirm the athletes you saw on the field or discover new athletes 
because you can click on any game and watch it in its entirety or rewind at key points. 
We normally don’t push our own stuff when advising coaches on Dan Tudor’s blog, but the ability to 
watch EVERY game and EVERY athlete from an event is game changing when it comes to 
recruiting at the college level. We send professional video crews to the events and put a camera on 
every field. As coaches watch athletes, parents watch their children and recruits participate, every 
second of the action is being recorded so these athletes will be viewable later on by coaches all 
around the country. 
Here’s how it works: 
First, coaches download our iPad app at _c_ _ _o_ _ _a_ _c_ _ _h_ D_ _ _a_ _ _c_ _k_ _ _e_ _t_ ,_ _c_ _ _o_ _ _n_ _~. = Then before the event, coaches can 
set their schedule on the app or on the website so they don’t have to..= 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Recruiting History: 
D:[ Football Coach Comments Publicly on 
"Signed" Prospect Who is Uncommitted 
by Michael Carvell 
A tlanta Journal Constitution 
University of Georgia’s Mark Richt has taken advantage of the new NCAA rule that allows coaches 
to publicly comment on recruits, even one who isn’t committed to the school. 
On Tuesday, Richt answered media questions about Josh Malone, a 4=star wide receiver from 
Gallatin, Tenn., who signed a financial aid agreement with UGA last week. 
Malone is undecided between the Bulldogs, Tennessee and Clemson, among others. Malone will 
announce his college decision on December 4th (tomorrow)= 
"1 think the guy is a dynamic player. I really do," Richt told reporters. "1 think he’s a guy that could 
come in as a freshman and make a difference, especially if he comes in at the mid-year, which I 
think is his plan for wherever he goes. With the knowledge that he’d gain in the spring and the 
summer, and to have a guy like Chris Conley to mentor him, he could take advantage of his 
skillsets, which I think are outstanding. He has great speed and great height. He’s a very sharp kid, 
and comes from a great family. We’d love to have him." 
Other college coaches, including ~L~S~U~s~L~e~s~M~!~i~e~s~‘~h~a~v~e~u~b~!~i~c~i~y~c~m~e~t~e~d~D~ who 
have both signed financial aid agreements and are committed to their schools. But Richt is believed 
to be the first head coach who has publicly talked about a kid who has "signed" with his school and 
is not committed... 
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The Trust Factor: 
What You Need to Know to Win 
Coming up later this week for our ._T___R___S_____C__!!__e__0__t__s_ and _P___r__e____m__!__u____m_____M____e___r[_)__b___e__r_~, we want to dig deeper into 
how to build trust with your recruit. And not only on how to build it - but how to use that knowledge 
to beat your less prepared competition in the battle for the best prospects. 
Now’s the time to become a Premium Member, Coach...don’t miss out on our expanded training 
sessions! Click one of the options below: 
Not a TRS Client? Click here. 
Want to become a Premium Member? Click here. 
Have questions? Email Dan directly at ._d__a___n__@_d___a___q_t__u___d___o___r_~_c___o____m__ 



.~i Image removed by sender E~ecome a Client 

Young D:t Coach Builds Brand as Tireless 
Recruiter- Surprising Success Follows 
Many Division I men’s basketball coaches didn’t know if Josh Pastner was wise in choosing to take 
over the Memphis program built by John Calipari, who is now a recruiting and coaching legend at the 
University of Kentucky. 
However, the 36-year old coach enters his fifth season at the helm of the program holding his own 
against the more established peers in the sport. 
And, he’s achieved success thanks in large part to his relentless recruiting efforts. 
During his first month as head coach, Pastner worked himself so tirelessly, sacrificing adequate 
sleep and food, he questioned the profession, feared for his health and nearly fell asleep on a couch 
at The Peabody during a live television interview. He worked the recruiting trail so hard that he talked 
basketball on the phone to the mother of a recruit while driving his pregnant wife to the hospital while 
she was having contractions... 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:16 AM 

Peter Boneparth ~gmaJl.com> 

Thank you Peter BUT .... 

Peter, at the end we had out ( ) .,,. we were a train wreck of a roster. That game had the greatest # of starters out in 

our history. 

Tha~k you for the go~[ ~t~vitatk~, ~ease continue to e>:tend them, url[ortut~ate~y ~ N~ UST recruit w~:h Dino and Ducat Friday (a~i the youth teams ~re m town for the 

college cup this weekend). 



From: Peter Boneparth [mailto ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:06 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Bill Palladino 
Subject: Re: 

Boys, 

My condolences on the loss but I am sure you roll"choose lit~" in the end. Listened but did not ~e, but my guess is a healthy could have been the dilt~rence. 

On Mon, at 8:16 PM, Peter Boneparth ~gmail.com> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 11:21 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: team christ~nast party sat 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 12:15 PM 
Subject: team christmast party sat 
Team, 
The annual team Christmas party will be Saturday at 6:30 pm at the Palladinos. We’ll be doing a secret santa grab bag for the gifts where we draw numbers and 
then pull gifts out of the bag in that order. In order to draw a number, you need to contribute a gift. Nothing over ~;5. See you there! 
-Tom 
Tom S~der 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 11:38 AM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

l~L: Rising Sta~s: January. 27 or February 10 

Either day witl work for me .... 

F~om: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent; Tuesday, December 03, 20:[3 :[:40 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Rising Stars: January 27 or February :[0 

My apologies if this is a repeat, but rny previous emaif bounced back. 

[=rein: Johnson, Shelley H 
Seat: Tuesday, December 03, 2053 :[:38 PM 
To: Anson Dorrance 0;       .~nc.rr.com’ 
Subject: Rising Stars: January 27 or February :[0 

Anson and Carla, 

It is that time of year again ! We hope that you might be willing and able to reprise your act for a return engagement to a Rising Stars Workshop this spring - either 

Monday, January 27 or Monday, February 10. Would either of these dates work for you? 

Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, December 4, 20 l 3 11:52 AM 

@mindspring.com 

RE: Photo ofAnson Dol~nce. 

Thank you Kim, you are always working hard ]:or all o1: us!! guL rernember, I can’t make it this weekend because I have to stay and recruit 

From         @mindspring.com [mailto: 
Sent-" Tuesday, December 03, 2013 3:56 PM 

To." Frankie Nartinez 
1:::¢-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject." Photo of Anson Dorrance. 

@mindspring.com] 

That should 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 5: 55 PM 

Rob Sibiga < @verizon.nel~~ 

Graham.Hays@espn.com 

RE: Saturday Gmne. 

Rob, 

Thank you for your call back. Your points were well reasoned, liust think we can do things to help the referee. I want to start a public dialogue and need someone 

with credibility from the referee profession to speak with ~SPN, 

[ wH] (:all my good friend Alfred, one of the most reasonable men I have ew?r metH rhank you for connecting me with Mrn and your time last rdght. 

A~ the bestH 

F~m= Rob Sibiga [mailto:t @verizon.net] 
Sent= Tuesday, 5:24 PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= RE: Saturday Game. 

A%~’ed Kleinalds (grea~ assessor; and, more importantl}; person) s~i[l works rot US Soccer: 

His phone #: 

t am hwob’ed i~ both so maybe I ca~ offer 
~ ~dll call you shoddy: 

Nfl the best, 

PRO refer~e 

US"SF & N!SOA r~tfe~ee 

t-loulihanN Lawrence 

Reol E~tate Associote Broker 

:: ::*:; :: Description 
1 

From= Dorrance, Albert A 
Sent= Tuesday, 5:00 plVl 
To: Rob Sibiga 

Co: .~!g.~?~i!,:~.#ZL’,); .~!!:~.’~!.’,.:~!:~.; Ducar, Chris; 
Subject= RE: Saturday Game, 

Robert, 

You are very kind to ask, She is fine. 

impossible job, 

And i[ w:~u haw-:~ a rnoment pleas~-_~ call me t haw? an idea ~:hat can rnake your job eask~r and an ESPN reporter waiting to write the stow if you agree with ~t 

~!~.~!,:c.~}&’,; Jason Sisneros ( @~l!:~.~i!.~!ZO; Sander, Thomas J 

And good ~ob during the game as well. I know you guys are asked to do an 

BTW, I would love to get in touch with AI Kferfitas (sp?) an old national referee I respect, Is there someone who has all the phone #’s ot: the HOF referees? I want to 

have the sarne discussion with him that I am going to have with you, 

From= Rob Sibiga [p]ailto: ~ 
Sent= Mtonday, 8:22 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject= Saturday Game. 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

this is Robert Sibiga, I was a center referee for you game this Saturday. I hope this isn’t an inconvenience, but I was hoping you could let me know about the status 

of the player                                           I feel really bad about it, it is never a comfortable situation for the referee when something like this 

happen in the game. I don’t think I could have done anything to prevent it but nonetheless it did happen in my game. Please let me know how she is doing. And 

also please send her my regards and wishes for quick recovery. 

it was a privilege to meet you coach and to referee this game, 

Robert Sibiga 

PRO referee 

USSF & NISOA referee 

Houfihan& Lawrence 

Real Estate Associate Broker 

C 

l- 
iNi Description: 

1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTVCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:09 PM 

Graham.Hays@espn.com 

FW: Saturday Game. 

ljust got off the phone with Alfred. He will tall< to you. This man is one of our best (as are you)~ I am so sorry I will not be in Cary to screw up the brackets but all the 

besL, rny friend!! 

Frera: Rob Sibiga [mailto: ~verizon.net] 
Se~t= Tuesday, December u~, zuz3 5:24 PN 
Te: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~ject= RE: Saturday Game. 
Coach, 
Thanks for your ~espo~se. 
~ am tea@’ g~ad your p~ayer is fine. 
A~fn~,d Kk~,ina#is (gn~at assessor; and, mon~ impo~tantl}~ person) sti~ works for US Soccer: 

H~s phone # 

rhen~ is 2 ’iamgbs" of soccer otYlc~atin~ --. USSF (F~FA) and Collegiae) (N~SOA). 
I am invoA, ed in bo#~ so maybe I can offer assistance. 
I wilt ca~ you shoddy: 

USSF N NISOA referee 

Real ~ote Associote Breker 

~N~ Description: 

1 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [!;~ail~o:anson@emaii,unc,edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, S:00 PN 
To= Rob Sibi~a 

Subject= RE: Saturday Game. 

Robert, 

You are very kind to ask. And good ~ob during the garne as wefl. I know you guys are asked to do an 

impossible job. 

And ~f you have a moment please call me I have an ~dea that can make your job eas~er and an ESPN reporter wakh~towrke the storyifyou aeree wkh 

BTW, I would kwe ~:o set in ~:ouch w~th AJ Kh~rql:as (sp?} an ok~ natRmal referee ~ respecL Is there someone who has all the phone #~’s of the HOF referees? ~ want ~o 

have the same discussion with him Lhat ~ am ~oin8 Lo have with you. 

Sent= Nonday 8:22 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Saturday Game, 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

this is Robert Sibiga, I was a center referee for you game this Saturday. I hope this isn’t an inconvenience, but I was hoping you could ~et me know about the status 

of the                                                 I feel really bad about it, it is never a comfortable situation for the referee when something like this 

happen in the game. I don’t think I could have done anything to prevent it but nonetheless it did happen in my game. Please let me know how she is doing. And 

also please send her my regards and wishes for quick recovery. 

It was a privilege to meet you coach and to referee this game, 

Robert SiNga 

PRO referee 

USgF & NISOA referee 

Houlih~n& L~wrence 

Reol Estate Assodote Broker 

C:. 

~ Description: 
1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:10 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.e&~ 

Gutted!! 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Gutted!! 

Next year! 

5:36 PM 

Sent from nay iPhone 

O11 , at 5:21 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~)n~;email.~mc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you Prod .... We a~e gutted, This team was betler thm~ last years but being 

deep bu~ no~ ~hat deeper 

F~m: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday. ~:53 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; P~lladino, George W; Ducat, Chris 

Subject: 

Guys, 

Congmts on a good year. I know you had A)me s{g~cant chaJlenges and wou]d’w pre£ewed a di~mnt ending to the season, but the [hture ce~i~7 

]oo]~ bright. I ho~ you all had a ~ce Tha~sgiving holkNy. 

B~st, 

Paul 

<imageOOSjpg > 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

Universi~ of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(9~9) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire though athletics." 

does n~t make it eas5, ~o advance. We are 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

12/4/2013 11:10:54 PM 

@raSh.COrn; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( 

i@gmail.com]; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: NCAA CUP THIS WEEKEND_DINING OPTION, BURGERFI! 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

@gmail.com) 

Bummer boys!! 

From: janruff@burgerficarolinas.com [mailto:janruff@burgerficarolinas.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 5:40 PM 

To-" cary@burgerficarolinas.com 

Subject: NCAA CUP THIS WEEKEND_DINING OPTION, BURGERFI! 

Hi Coaches, 

I’m with BurgerFi, a nationally growing restaurant that’s new and becoming very popular in North Carolina, you 

very well might have heard of us, burgerfi.com. We will happily be supporting this year’s NCAA College Cup 

in Cary, North Carolina. We’re a burger joint with all natural burgers (no hormones and antibiotics) in a high 

energy, hip and urban atmosphere great for families, business professionals, young adults and teens 

alike. We’re famous for the mentioned all natural burgers, as well as our vegeFi burger (made with quinoa and 
lentils), crispy, hand-cut fries, gigantic onion rings, custards, craft beer and wine! 

I know teams are always looking for places to eat (having been in sports myself). So, I wanted to extend the 
friendly invitation to your team, and families, to come in and eat in one of our concepts. Our Cary store is only 

6 minutes away from WakeMed Soccer Park where the cup is being played this coming weekend. BurgerFi 
could be a very convenient destination vs. searching around for food in an atmosphere that can accommodate 



larger parties (which we can typically provide), plus we have great, quality food! Off-peak hours are best for 

accommodating larger groups, Fyi. We are open Sun.-Thurs., 11AM-10PM and Fri./Sat., 11AM-11PM. 

Many of your hotels are minutes away (some even walking distance, like Embassy Suites in Cary) from our two 

locations. Again, the Cary location is only 6 minutes from the cup and the Raleigh location is close to many 
hotels as well. Our two BurgerFi store addresses are below in the signature. Attached our menu with prices. 

Good luck in the tournament! 

Best, 

Jan Ruff 

Director of Marketing 

ianruff@bur,qerficarolinas.com 

CARY 

2052 Renaissance Park Place 
Cary, NC 27513 

919.659.8700 

RALEIGH 

3004 Wake Forest Road, Suite 100 
Raleigh, NC 27609 

919.999.3700 

www.burqerfi.com 
"All Natural Tastes Better" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:17 PM 

Vicki Linton <vickilinton@bayareabreeze.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: Bay Area Breeze 

VickJ, 

Would you be interested in           ’ Similar speed witl~         could play outside back or flank mid:field,                                                      tIas been 
plagued with inj cries in college but th~s year she has been injury t~ee :tier the first time in three years. I think this kid is a sleeper tier best soccer is ahead of her. She was a four year starter 
for me, mostly at :tlank mid.field m a 1-34-3. She knows the game and will be a coach one day 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Vicki Linton [mai[to:vickilinton(h?bayareabreeze.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:15 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Bay Area Breeze 

Thanks Anson 

Vicki I.inton 
Head Coach 
Bay Area Breeze 

On 

Vicki, 

I will copy her on this for her to follow up!! 

All the best and thank you for your interest in one of our kids. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Vicki Linton [mailto :vickilintonfd~,,bayareabreeze.com] 
Sent: Monday: 11:06 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Bay Area Breeze 

Hi Anson 

at 2:35 PM, "Dot~ance, Albert A I\ " <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

thank you for your concern. I like You will be shocked at how- fast she is!t! She also ended up our going forward out of our 1-4-2-3-1. 

Tough loss on Saturday. It was a shame to see the game end as it did. I hope is doing well. 

I just wanted to touch base regarding next sunm~er. I presume a natnbcr of your seniors will norainate for the iNnJ~rSL draft and will be under high consideration. 
However, I want to express an interest, particularly in                \Vhat are your thoughts on her? 
Would you mind letting her kno;v that I would be interestect in i~avlng i~er at the Breeze if that would be an option that would suit her? 

We start training in April and the season runs May through to July 

Northern Calilbrnia is also a great place to hve[ 

Sor~z to bother you this week but I am starting to get enquires from others and want to know where I might stand with certain players that I have scouted. 

Let me know if you have any other questions. Also, I ;vill be over in CaiN for the College Cup this weekend. 

Thanks 

Vicki 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:19 PM 

Richard Broad <rbroad@american~ccerprograms.com> 

I~E: UCLA 

Dick. 

From: Richard Broad [mailto:rbroad@americansoccerprograms.com] 
Sent: Tuesday. ’:25 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: UCLA 

A win over UCLA would have been a lot better than seeing me~ 

Richard Broad 

AMERICAN SOCCER PROGRAMS 

2[0550 Arrowood Street 

Fairfax, VA 220.32 

703 764-0954 w 

703 764<[28_l f 

c 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:ansonC@email,unc,edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4-:27 PM 
To: Richard Broad 
Subject: RE: UCLA 

Dick, 

As usual, you are very kind. It was good to see you!!! 

Frora: Richard Broad [mailto:rbroad@americansoccerprograms.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 9:4~. PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; p_ _a_ _ _c_ _ _m_ _ _a_ _n_ _ _@_ _U_ _ ELc_ _a_ _a_ _ _a_ :_ _u_ _n_ _ _c_ = _e_ _d_ _ _u- 
Subject: UCLA 

Anson, 

Disappointed for you. 

Thanks for allowing me to sit in on the most thorough, detailed, and informative pre-game preparation I have ever observed. (Letting me do so was probably the 

only thing you got wrong. I feel as if I was some kind of jinx.) Everything you presented about UCLA was spot-on. The ladies could not have been any more ready. 

With a healthy squad the result would have been reversed, and your seniors would be playing two more games in Cary this week-end. 

The Tar Heels won’t be the NCAA Champions this far, but UNC Women’s Soccer are CHAMPIONS in every respect. 

Best, 

Dick 

Richard Broad 

AMERICAN SOCCER PROGRAMS 

~L0510 Arrowood Street 

Fairfax, VA 22032 

703 764-0964 w 

703 764-~L281 f 

C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:21 PM 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~z)aol.com; Jason Sisneros          @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: extraordina~~ article in Forbes: Mentally Strong People: The 13 Things They AVOID 

Thank you ._ Yes, this is VERY good!!! 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:29 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: extraordinary article in Forbes: Mentally Strong People: The 13 Things They AVOID 

Any time you don’t win it all, it’s a tough way to end a season. As you well know, yon cannot control your li[~ ~d its circnms~ances, but as you also know, you can 

exert a powerfnl influence over it. 
And this year’s group stared down its share of adversity and, on balm~ce, there will be a lot of reasons for satisfaction after the sting of the loss has thded. I fl~onght that 

your core leaders exhibited great mental strength. That leads ~ne to this. 

Bob Woodruff sent me this axticle in Forbes today and, when I read iL I thought about you and your gifts. This is a great presentation of some core values that I think 

yon espouse as well as anyone I have known. 

And click, too, to the link to the writer’s ways to create even g~eater tnental s~trength. Really good. 

http://w~a~.forbes.conr’sites/che~Msnappconner, /mentally- s~:ron~- people-the- 13-things-they-avoid/ 
If we don’t cross paths before Christmas, I hope you and have a good one. 

Thanks for all the memories of a memorable year and aJl that you have contributed to gro~vth. Her experience in playing for yon has been for her. as I am snre it 

is for minaS; a gift that roll give for a lifetime. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, ~:25 PM 

Daniel Chu <dchu@tficolomuto.com>; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

RE: Excellent!! 

Daniel, 

They just did it today!! Jason will [:oilow Lip. 

From: Daniel Chu [mailto:dchu@tricolorauto.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, .tl:07 PM 
To: Jason Sisnetos 
~:c; Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Excellent!! 

Any update on this? 

Hope you’re well! 

Daniel Chu 
President & CEO I Tricolor Auto Group 

545 E. John Cmpenter Freeway I Suite 1900 ] Irving TX 75062 

W: 214.271.0637 i C: 
dclm~tricolorauto.com 

www.tricolorauto.coin 

On , at 12:41 PM, "Jason Sisneros" 

Daniel, 

))~gmail.com> wrote: 

Thanks for checking in’. I’ll check with the team and see if we can have those done over the week. It’s a matter of finding the right titne a~d setting, so I’ll 

check with our coaches ~d captains to see what they think is best in the regard. Let’s touch base next Monday ifI haven’t sub~nitted them by then. I look 
forward to seeing what these tell us - thank you again for doing this! 

Have a good 

Jason 

UniversiD- of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Volunteer Assista~t Coach 

(c) 

On Sun. at 9:54 AM, Daniel Chu <dchu@tricolorauto.com> wrote: 
Jason- 
Jus~t checking in to see how you’re doing with having your team complete the assessments. 

Daniel Clm 
President & CEO I Tricolor Auto Group 
545 E. John Carpenter Freeway I Suite 19001 Irving TX 75062 
W: 214~271.0637 i C: 
dchu ~tricolorauto.con~ 
www.tricolorauto.coln 

On at 11:07 AM, "Jason Sisneros" 

Daafiel, 

(tbgmail.com> wrote: 

Sounds good. We’ll get on this. Chris and I will make sum we have these done soon. We are all curious abom what we’ll find out! 

Tlm~k you again! 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis i Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Wed, at 11:10 AM, Daniel Chu <dchu@)tricolorauto.corn> wrote: 



Jason~ 

Thanks for ’�our message~ 

Dr Smith cr~-:~ated a "cusl:omi~_ed" ~)rofi~e tot an al:h~ete k~corpon~:ing ~:wo %~ec~a]~y designed tasks, 

For that reason, he ~s s~gesting th~: ~:he best way ~:o administer the assessment ~s on paper rag:her than onNne as we did during my 

presentation~ 

I’ve attached the four pa~e profile, so aH you w~N need to do is print out enough hard copies [:or a~[ players and coaches. [t should Lake 

about 20-25 minutes to complete, and [ wouM do ~t together in a classroom setth~g~ 

You c~m then scum and ernaii ~[ the p~ges to me and ~ wH~ forward thefT~ to Dr, SfT~[th. 

Vm opl:knistk: that there w~N be some h~l:erestmg and L~sefu[ ms[ght:s ~n h~s report: and feedback, 

Let rne know ~[: you have any questions. 

Best, 

Daniel Chu 

P~es~dent & CEO I Tdcolor Auto G~oup, LLC 

545 E John Carpenter Fv~. I Suite 1900 ~ ~Edn9 ~ 75062 

O: 214.271.0637 ~ E: 10101 ~ F: 214.271.0638 

<by,age001 .]pg> <hnage.OO2.jpg> 

Disclaimer: The content of tMs e-mail is intended solely for the use of the in{!ividual or entity to whom it is addresse{!. If you have receive{! this communication in error, be r~ware 

[!lat forwarding it, cop:7~ng it or i!l any way disclosing its con[ent to a!l,y other person, ~:~ :~t!ictl,y prohibited I[ you have received this communication in error, please no[~f:7 the 

From: Jason Sisneros [mailto: ~gmail.¢orn] 
Sent: Tuesday, ;:51 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Cc: Daniel Chu; ~i__n_!~!!:_c:~2_Lr_t; Ducm; Chris: 
Subject: Re: Excellent!! 

Daniel, 

(q~aol.com Sa~der, Thomas J 

We’re on board, how do we proceed? I can be you primary point of contact to thcilitate thi~ just let me know what we need to do and I’ll 
ma]~e it happen. 
Thank you! 

Jason Sisneros 

University of North Carolina Wonien’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, Norfla Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis i Volunteer Assistant Coach 

On Tue, at 5:40 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n(/ZemaJl.tmc.e&t> wrote: 

F~m: Daniel Chu [mailto:dchu@tricolorauto,com] 
Se~t: Tuesday               4:07 PM 

To: Do~Tance, Albert A IV 

Subject: FW: Excellent!! 

[ 1{ Coach I)o~~ce- 

.kBt flaought I’d .{bllow np to see if you have a[~? irtlc[vst {n pu[sning the {dea desc~:ibed {~l(a~. I fla{nk it cotfld be ~’e~" hnpacl.{]~l, and I’m 

curiot~s to get yotu: reaction, s o~ the insights ~Dich the a~aly~ics could pro~ride. 

Hope ?ouhv well. 

Daniel Chu 

President & CEO I Tricolor At~to Group, LLC 

545 E John Carpenter Ft,W, I Su]le 1900 i Irving ~ 75062 

dchu@tricolorauto.com ~ ~v.tricolorauto.com 

<imageO01 .ipg> <imageOO2.jpg> 

From: Daniel Chu 
Sent: Sunday, 5:29 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Johnson, Shelley H; 

J 
Subject: RE: Excellent’.! 

,(i~msn.com; Ducar, Chris; ~i~aol.com: Jason Sisneros ,~,g na I.c(n) Sander, Thomas 

Coach Dorrance- 

I wanted to follow up with you regarding your interest in the potential application of analytics as a tool to better understand the personality 
characteristics, decision making, and behavioral choices of current or future student athletes in your program. 



I spoke to Dr. Robert Smith in some detail about this opportunity, and he was very enthusiastic about the tool’s relevance to both recruiting and 
team development. 

We both agreed it might be both extremely beneficial and interesting to give the assessment to your current team as a starting point to better 
understanding the product. This would also collect the necessary data to generate a report which is referred to as the "team directory", which 
provides a great deal of insight into the overall composition of your cun~nt team. I believe you will be positively impressed with the feedback 
which can be produced, and the information will illuminate on other ways to utilize the application. Dr. Smith would be willing to comp all of this 
work for your program, so there would be no financial investment. Additionally, he is willing to develop a specific soccer profile which would 
constitute an additional fifth task to the four which I shared in my presentation. 

I think this trial experiment would be compelling with respect to informing you and other coaches of the viability of this approach for both 
recruiting and optimization of team performance. 

Please let me know if you have an interest in pursuing. 

Regards, 

Daniel Chu 

President & CEO [ Tricolor Auto Group, LLC 

545 E John Carpenter Fwy. i Suite 1900 i Irving TX 75062 

O: 214.271.0637 [ E: 10101 i F: 214.271.0638 
dchu(g~tricolorauto.com [ www.tricolorauto.com 

<image003:ipg>] [<image003.j pg~t 
Disclaimer: The content of this e-maJd is intended solely for the use of the IndividuaJ or enlib" to who~n it is addressed. If you have received 

this communication in en~or, be aware that forwmding it, copying it, or in any way disclosing its content to any other perso~, is fftrictly 

prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please noti~ the anthor by replying to this e-mail immediately. 

F~orn: Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday 4:10 PM 
To= Daniel Chu 
Cc= Johnson, Shelley H; @msn.com; Ducat, Chds; 
Subject= Excellent!! 

@aN.corn; Jason Sisneros ;@qmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Loved your presentation. Can yon send me the Power Point? 

Also can you connect me ruth your DaJlas analytics buddy .... I would love to see what he can do ruth predicting futare soccer stars ruth 

this kind of testing. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday 6:43 PM 

~live.unc.edtv~ 

Season Catapult & Match Analysis Repo~ts 

Excellent!! Thanks 

From= 
Sent= Wednesday, 2:55 AM 
To= Gatz, Grec~ory; Dorrance, Albert A IV;     @aol.com; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas J; Jason Sisneros 
Subject= : : Season Catapult & Match Analysis Reports 

Hi coaches, 

Attached are the updated catapult & match analysis reports for the entire season. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

11:44:34 PM 

@raSh.COrn; ducarOuncaa.unc.edu @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) 

@gmail.com]; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu) 

@live.unc.edu]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=                              .@aol.com) 

_~live.unc.edul @live.unc.edu]; @live.unc.edu) 

@live.unc.edu]; @live.unc.edu) @live.unc.edu]; 

~ @gmail.com) I @gmail.com]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

@live.unc.edu ;@live.unc.edu]; 

@gmail.com) @gmail.com]; 

@live.unc.edu]; @live.unc.edu) [ 

(nfava@uncaa.unc.edu) [nfava@uncaa.unc.edu]; 

@live.unc.edu) @live.unc.edu] 

@gmail.com; 

_~live.unc.edu) 

@live.unc.edu]; 

@live.unc.edu) 

.@aol.com]; 

@live.unc.edu]; 

@icloud.com) 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= 

09ea]; @live.unc.edu) @live.unc.edu]; 

@live.unc.edu) @live.unc.edu]~ ~@live.unc.edu) 

@live.unc.edu]; @live.unc.edu) @live.unc.edu] 

@live.unc.edu) @live.unc.edu]; @live.unc.edu) @live.unc.edu]; 

~@gmail.com]; 

~@yahoo.com] 

@rocketmail.com; 

~@ymail.com; 

@comcast.net; 

~hotmail.com; 

:@gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; 

@gmail.com) 

)@yahoo.coml 

@live.unc.edu] @gmail.com; 

@live.unc.edu; @yahoo.com; 

,@email.unc.edu; @gmail.com; 

@email.unc.edu @email.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu; ~gmail.com; 

@live.unc.edu]; @aol.com; 

~@gmail.com 

@live.unc.edu) @live.unc.edu]; 

@live.unc.edu) 

@gmail.com; 

@live.unc.edu; 

~gmail.com; 

@live.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu) 

~yahoo.com; 

FW: Season Catapult & Match Analysis Reports 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Ladies, 

Impact players!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday 6:48 PM 

Courtney Jones ~gmaJl.com> 

@duke.edu) 

)@msn.com; duc~x@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~)live.unc.edu); 
¯ " ~live.tmc.edu);, 

@gmail.com);                       @live.unc.edu>; 

~baol.com; Jason Sisneros          O)gmaJl.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~)e~n~l.unc.edt~;                      ~aol.com); 
~live.unc,edu); ....... @live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); 

@gmail.com; @gmail.com); ~hve.unc.edu); 

’,@live.unc.edu); 7(}uncaa.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); @ cloud co n) ~ajl~ve.unc.edu>; 

" ~live.unc.edu) ~l~ve.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); ~)live.unc.edu): ~(a)gmail.com); 

@live.unc.edu); ........... @yal~oo.com); @live.unc.edu); ~gmail.com; 

~@rocketm~J,l.com; l@gmail.coml @live.unc.edu: @yalloo.com; : @y~nafl.com; 

@live.unc.edu " " @em~J,l.unc.edu; @gmail.com; ~comcast.ner, ~gma~l.com; 

"@email.unc.edu; @em~J,l.unc.edu; @hotma~l.co~n; ~live.unc.edu; .~!live.unc.edu; 

@gmail.com; ~@gmafil.com; ~nve.unc.edu); " " ~(~aol.com; 

~gma~l.com; @yahoo.com; _~,gmail.com 

Thank you, yes, 

(;ourt, 

You are very thoughtful. I loved these kids toot I was gutted for my seniors. 

Yes, please come by as I am experiencing losing another set of seniors all over again, I miss you guys when you graduate and absolutely love it when you conre back! !t 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Courtney Jones [mailto: .(~,gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, ; 3:00 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Checking in! 

Hey Ans! 
First, I want to say I’m sorly for how- the season ended. That group of girls was amazing to watch this season and they deserved to win. As we all know, sometirr~es the season ends 
unexpectedly. But we also know that life moves on. From what I’ve heard, I kmow they are all soaking up the last bit of time they- have together! 
I’ve been all over the place lately, but I am finally come back to chapel hill for a few days next week! rll come in so we can catch up :) can’t wait to see you guys! 
Give i ~ See you soon! 
- Court 

Sent from nry iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 6:50 PM 

Patrick Tumil~ <patrick.tamilty@righ~drean~.com> 

IU:;: Getling the best out of my Girls temn 

From: Patrick Tumilty [mailto:patrick.tumilty@righttodream.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, December 04, 20:~3 5::~2 AM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 

@msn.com; Ducar, Chris;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros (        @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
S~bject-" Re: Getting the best out of my ~ms ~eam 
Awesome, thank you Anson - I’m pretty snowed this week but hopefully we could find a time next week to have a chat whenever’s convenient for you (bearing in mind 

we’re 5 hours ahead here!). 
What would be a good number to reach you on? 

Have a great day, look tbrward to speaking - 

Patrick 

*Patrick Tmnilty* 

Finance Director 

*Right to Dream * 

*Em~l:* patfick.t~mfilty(e-~righttodream .corn 

*Mobile (Ghana):* 

www.right~x~dream.com I Follow us on Twitter <http://~a~a¥.twitter.com/right2dream> 

1 Like us on Facebook <http:/,’~w.thcebook.comiright~x~dream> 

On 3 December 2013 20:49, Dorrance, Albert A IV < _~__m__~!!.~_e_E!~_l_:__u__r!_c_:__e__kl__u_.> wrote: 
Patrick~ 

I love what you are doing ... keep it up. Feel free to connect with me and ask about anything we do. We are all in this together!! 

..... OfiginaJ Message ..... 

From: Patrick Tumilty [maJlto:iaatrick.tumilD~i~righttodream.com] 

Sent: Sunday, December 01, 2013 3:45 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Getting the best out of my Girls team 

Dear Anson, 

I hope this message finds you well. 

I’m currently coaching the Girls football team at the Right to Dream academy in Ghana, West Africa. As past of Africa’s first ever residential girls prognnnme, we 

currently have 9 girls atthe moment, ranging ~om about 10 through to 14 years old. 

Plea~ see this page to get an idea of M~at our programme’s afims axe: 

http:/iacaden~y.righttodream.conr’Girls.aspx 

You may have heaxd of RTD before and seen some of our boys playing college football in the States (e.g. Ema Boateng - 2012 Big West Conference Freshman of the 

Year). Over 30 of our graduates have gone on to study in the USA and UK on sports schola~cships, and we now have about 20 boys playing professionally across 

Europe at clubs including Helsingborgs, Spea~k Moscow and Manchester City. 

I’ve recently been reading "Focused for Soccer" by Bill Beswick where he talks about how you’ve integrated psychology and the mental aspects of s~ccer into your 

successful traiNng programme at UNC. I would love to have a chat to you sometime and get some ideas on where to start ruth creating traiNng sessions that fully 

combine physical, tactical and technical elements ruth a strong focus on the mental aspects of competition. To use your own words, I would love to steal some of your 

best practice! 

Thanks tbr your time, hi~pe to hear ficom you soon. 

Warm regards, 

Patrick Tumilty 



*Patrick Tumilty* 

Finance Director 
** 

*Right to Dream * 

* Em~l:* __~_t__n___c_k_:_t__u__~__r_~_i_! ~q~ g__h__t_t_o__d_r__e_~_ A:_c_ ~ _r__n_. * Mobil e ( Ghana ): * 

~i_~__~_:_r_i_~_~_~_t__~?__d__ri_e__~_~__n_)_:_c_’~?_~__r_~. 1 Follow us on Twitter 

1 Like us on Facebook <http:/i~x~vw.facebook.comirig~httodream> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 7:15 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu-~ 

@msn.com; ducoa@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: the season 

You are very ki~d!! 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent-" Wednesday, 8:07 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" the season 

Hello Anson, 

Although the season may not have ended as you may have wanted, I wanted to congratulation you and the young ladies on a great season. My family and I enjoyed 

coming to the games and watching the team. It was a great way to get introduced in the Tar Heel spirit. We look forward to next year. 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown @unc.edu 

office: (9:19) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3:107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 7:27 PM 

Ja~n Sisneros ~ @gmaJd.com> 

1~3~;: Excellent!’. 

Didn’t we just do this? 

From: Jason Sisneros [mailto_ @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, :t:t:32 AN 
To: Daniel Chu 
Co; Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Excellent!! 

Sony Dmaiel, 

I never really worked out a good time to do this during our NCAA tournament run. I’ll talk to the other coaches and ~e how we cm~ do this either betbre the holiday 

break, or at the staxt of our winter/spring season. 

Tha~k you liar your patience. 

Have a great day! 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Ana]ysis ] Volunteer Assistaa~t Coach 

(c) 

On Tue, g at 11:07 PM, Daniel Chu <dchu(r-~tricolomuto.com> wrote: 

Any update on this? 

ttope you’re well! 

Daniel Chu 
President & CEO I Tricolor Auto Group 

545 E. John Cmpenter Freeway I Suite 1900 i Irving TX 75062 
w: ~_L_4__:gZLN!~_LT_ I c 
_d__~!_,__~::f¢_t~_~_~ a!__o_::~_~_ts~_:_~ at:_,_ 
w~v.tricolorauto.com 

at 12:41 PM, "Jason Sisneros" ~ ~}~mail.com> wrote: 

Thanks for checking in’. I’ll check with the team and see if we can have those done over the week. It’s a matter of finding the right titne a~d setting, so I’ll 

check with our coaches a~d captains to see what they think is best in the regard. Let’s touch base next Monday ifI haven’t sub~nitted them by then. I look 
forward to seeing what these tell us - thane you aga~n for doing this! 

Have a good day! 

Jason 

Urdversi~- of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, No~h Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Volunteer Assista~t Coach 

(c) 

On Sun, at 9:54 AM, Daniel Chu <dchu(~tricolorauto.com> wrote: 
Jason- 
Jusl checking in to see how yon’re doing ruth having your team complete the assesstnents. 

Daniel Clm 
President & CEO I Tricolor Auto Group 

545 E. John Carpenter FreewayI Suite 19001 Irving TX 75062 

W: 214~271.0637 i C: 

dcN~tricolorauto.com 

w~v.tricolorauto~com 

Or , at 11:07 AM, "Jason Sisneros" ~ (tbgmail.com> wrote: 



Sounds good. We’ll get on this. Chris and I will make sure we have thes~ done soon. We are all curious about what we’ll find out! 

ThaJ~k you again! 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis i Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Wed, at 11:10 AM, Daniel Chu <dchu~;tricolorm~to.com> wrote: 

Tl’H~?ks [or },o~1~" ~TK~ssage 

Dr Smith cn-’_~ated ~ ~cus~:om~zed" profile k~r an athlete k~corpon~:ing ~:wo %~eda~ly designed tasks, 

For that reason, he ~s suggesting that the best way to adrnin~ster the assessment b on paper rather than online as we did duNng rny 

presentation~ 

I’ve attached the four p~ge profile, so ~11 you wN need to do ~s print out enough hard copies for ~ pJayers and coaches. ~t should t~ke 

about 20-25 minutes to complete, and ~ wouM do ~t together in ~ classroom sett~ng~ 

You cam then scsm and emaiJ s~ the ps~ges to me and t w~H fors~,ard thefTi to Dr. SfTdth. 

I"m optknistk: that there w~Jl be some h~teresting and usefu~ ins~gh~:s ~n his reporl: and feedback, 

Let rne know i~: you have any questions, 

Best, 
Daniel Chu 

President g CEO I Tricolor Auto Gtou~, LLC 

545 E John Carpenter FvW. I Suffe 1900 ~ I~dn9 ~ 75062 

O: 214.271.0637 ~ E: 10101 ~ F: 214.271.0638 
dchq~tricolorauto.com ~ ~.tricolorauto.com 

<image001 .]pg:,    <image.OO2.jpg:, 

From-" 3ason Sisneros [mailtc @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5: 5:t plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Daniel Chu ~i__n!KL%2_tr_~.; Ducm; Chris: 
Subject: Re: Excellent!! 

Da~el, 

~aol.com Sander, Thomas J 

We’re on board, how do we proceed? I can be you primaU point of contact to facilitate this, just let me know what we need to do and I’ll 

maJ~e it happen. 

TlmJ~k you! 

Jason Sisneros 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis i Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Tue,            at 5:40 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~3n(/~emal.tmc.e&l> wrote: 
I am very imerestcd! ’. ! Chris,,’Je~o~ who wan~s to take this? 

F~m= Daniel Chu [mailto:dchu(@tricolorauto.com] 
Sent= Tuesday,              4:07 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: FW: Excellent!! 

[ {i Coach I)o~Ta~ce- 

Jt~st tho ughi I’ d follo w up m see if" yo u hm, e mU, i nte~ st m puts u] ~g the idea desc ~ bed ~l o w. I fl~irflc it co t~ ~d Ix: veW i mp~ till, and F m 

curio~s to get 5,o~r reaction, s o~ the insights which the a~dytics could 

Hope ?onhe well. 
Daniel Chu 
President & CEO ~ Tricolo~ A~to Group, LLC 
545 E Jehn Caq)en[e~ Fwy. ~ Su~e 1900 ~ irving TX 75062 

dchu@tricolorauto.corn ] ~w.tricolorauto.com 
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From: Daniel Chu 
Sent: Sunday, 5:29 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Johnsoll, Shelley H; 

J 
Subjea: RE: Excellent’.! 

!~2~_Lr_t_~_r_L_c_R_r_~; Ducax, Chffs; ~aol.com Jason Sisneros ...................... 2~)gLn__@_:_c___o__r__n_); Sander, Thomas 

Coach Dorrance- 

I wanted to follow up with you regarding your interest in the potential application of analytics as a tool to better understand the personality 
characteristics, decision making, and behavioral choices of cun~nt or future student athletes in your program. 

I spoke to Dr. Robert Smith in some detail about this opportunity, and he was very enthusiastic about the tool’s relevance to both recruiting and 
team development. 

We both agreed it might be both extremely beneficial and interesting to give the assessment to your current team as a starting point to better 

understanding the product. This would also collect the necessary data to generate a report which is referred to as the "team directory", which 
provides a great deal of insight into the overall composition of your current team. I believe you will be positively impressed with the feedback 
which can be produced, and the information will illuminate on other ways to utilize the application. Dr. Smith would be willing to comp all of this 
work for your program, so there would be no financial investment. Additionally, he is willing to develop a specific soccer profile which would 
constitute an additional fifth task to the four which I shared in my presentation. 

I think this trial experiment would be compelling with respect to informing you and other coaches of the viability of this approach for both 
recruiting and optimization of team performance. 

Please let me know if you have an interest in pursuing. 

Regards, 

Daniel Chu 

President & CEO ] Tricolor Auto Group, LLC 

545 E John Carpenter F~-. i Suite 1900 i Irving TX 75062 

O: 214.271.0637 ] E: 10101 i F: 214.271.0638 
dchu(g~tricolorauto.com l www.tricolorauto.com 

<image003,ipg>] [<image003.j pg~’j 

Disclaimer: The content of this e-maid is intended solely for the use of the IndividuaJ or entity" to who~n it is addressed. If you have received 

this communication in error, be aware that for~varding it, cowing it, or in any way disclosing its content to any other person, is slrictly 

prohibited. If you have received this co~nmunication in error; please noti~ the author by replying to this e-maJl i~r~nediately. 

F~rn: Dorrance, Albert A ~V [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4::t0 PM 
To: Daniel Chu 
Cc: Johnson, Shelley H; ~@msn.com; Ducat, Chris; 
Subject: Excellent!! 

@aN.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas 

Loved your presentation. Can you send me the Power Point? 

Also can you connect me ruth your DaJlas analytics buddy .... I would love to see what he can do ruth predicting futare soccer stars with 

this kind oftesling. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O~LINC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDlBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS!CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Wednesday,                 7:30 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

Streetl; Shelly <sjgreen@email.uuc.edu-~ 

ILk;: Autographed soccer baJ1 

I think we have all kinds of stuff yot~ could get here. But practice is over and no girls will be around to sign anything~ Come on by the McCaskill Soccer Center during 

office hours ~,nd find Shelly Street, my secretary. 

From-" 

Sent-" Wednesday, 21:52 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Autographed soccer ball 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

My name is             and I am a sophomore here at Carolina. 

club soccer and her biggest dream is to be a Tar Heel one day. 

is a huge fan of the women’s soccer team. She plays 

Thank you so much in advance, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 7:30 PM 

Daniel BradIbrd, M.D. <daniel.bradtbrd@duke.edu-~ 

I~E: Congratulations on a fine season 

Welcorne aboard! 

Frem: Daniel Bradford, M.D. [mailto:daniel.bradford@duke.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:00 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert ~ sv 
Subject: RE: Congratulations on a fine season 

Ha! ~Ve’ll adopt your slrategy. ~hing for the Heels~ 

........ Original message ........ 

Frown: "Do,vance, Albe~l A IV" <anson(~emaJl.anc.edu> 

Date:           l 1:51 AM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Daniel Bradford. M.D." <daniel.bradford~?dm duke edu> ................................... ._.____,___,________,__, ......... 

Subject: RE: Congmtulafions on a fine season 

I like what you are [hinking. I am doing something similar. I am roodng for Va Tech and UCLA to meet in the fina~ (since we beat both o[: [hem) and then for Va Tech 

to w~n 6-0 since it ~s easier for us to recruit agak~st VA Tech. 

F~m= Daniel Bradford. N.D, [mailto:daniel.bradBrd@duke.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, 3:54 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= RE: Congratulations on a fine season 

Thanks Coach. We ~e having trouble figuring out who to root for t~s weekend. ~Ve may go with ucla since the coloB are closes~ to Carolina Blue’. ~d then it would 

also be clear just how close unc was to the championship. I heard that       is ok. That’s a great Nessing. 

........ OriginaJ message ........ 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~!!~?.n_[~)ernaJl.unc.edu> 

Date:          3:44 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Daniel BmdfoM, M.D." %@j!i_e__l_:__bj:~_t__t_’__oji_df~_d___r_~L__d___u_k__e_:__e_~p.> 

Subject: RE: Congratulations on a fine season 

Thank you Dan! f am sharing this with my team, I k)w:_~ these kids as well Yes, it was tough at ~:he end with five sl:art~ng caliber kids out Rest assured if UCLA HAD 

F~VE OUT AND WE WERE HEALTHY ]T WOULD NOT HAVE GONE INTO GOLDEN GOAL. AH the bestH 

F~= Daniel Bradford, N.D. [ma~lto:daniel.bradford@duke.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, .0:26 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Re: Congratulations on a fine season 

Seeing the team ptdl toge~er "~ win against ~nu after went out was pro~bly the ~on highlight for me. That ~or class is ce~inly a fine group of human 

beings. They ~em so kind and humble. Several ~niors were supee nice m my daughte~ in au’~gmph sessions, in paOicular seems as nice as she is talented. 

Look ~rward to several in this group playing in the nwsl. Loom lb~¥a~t as well to seeing . ~ record lbr caps on the us wnt. ThaWs agaJn ~r 
ano~er wonde~l ~ear of ganges and an enNess nmnber of &monstmtions of fine chaxacter by your players. As I have said m ~gu before, your team is a treasure in 

many way~ including ~ing a wonde~l inslim~on for ~e children of chaN1 lfill, Ac~lly, we have a ~ying,~oke in our hour. If so~neone 

does ~metNng really well, s~ related or not, that pe~on sometitnes says "I’m ’ in a playfid, jo~ul, and Nutnph~t way. N1 ~e best ~ you, Coach. 

You are your temn are pure class. 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Dormnce, Albert A IV" <an.~n(L)emailamc.edtr’~ 

Date:          10:03 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Daniel Bmdtbrd, M.D." <daniel.bradtbrd(a;dm.duke.edn> 
Subject: Re: Congratulations on a fine season 

"Daniel Bradibrd, M.D." <daniel.bradford~duke.edu> wrote: 

Coach Do~Tance, My prayers are with 

Best regards, Dan 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 7:32 PM 

@unc.edu> 

I~E: You Can Play 

sure 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:08 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: You Can Play 

Hey Coach Dorrance, 

Hope you are doing well. 

This is        working for Cricket Lane at UNC Student-Athlete Development office. I want to invite you to join the You Can Play video project. 

Recently, our student-athletes decided to join a national video campaign, You Can Play (http:/!youcanplayproject.org!). It shares a message of acceptance for LGBT 

student-athletes. A lot of schools, such as Stanford, Duke, UCLA and etc., already joined in this video campaign (http:/!youcanplayproject.org/videos!entry/you- 

can-play-duke-university). 

Here at Carolina, we also want to express our support for an open environment for LGBT student-athletes on our campus~ We already had student-athletes from 

different teams (including women’s soccer) and administrators to help with the video. So it will be really great, if coaches can also show some supports. 

We already set up a time to video tape everyone, which will be on Thursday              from 9pm to 10:30pm at 2rid floor Loudermilk. So if you feel 

comfortable to help with this video and have ten minutes during this time slot, please let me know. If this doesn’t work, we can schedule another time to film. 

Looking forward to your response. Thank you. Go Heels. 

Best, 

Student-Athlete Development 
The Univens’ity of North Carolina at Chapel [Jill 
(o) 919~43-2306 

l iNi htt p://2, bp. blogspot.com/- 
TgZH5JIs8RE/TxmyH eia 

Carolina Outreach ......................................... 

._U___N___C_:_S__t__u___d___e__n_t_:__A__t__h_Le_t_£: _D___e_v__e__[9_ p m e n t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 7:40 PM 

S.Kate Noftsinger <skate@eliteclubsnationaJl eag ue.com> 

ILE: ECNL is Hiring! [ Job Descriptions 

Thank you Skate ._. Love to catch up, a ways et~]oy chart ng with you. 
From: S.Kate Noftsinger [mailto:skate@eliteclubsnationalleague.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, December 04, 20:13:1:23 PM 
Subject; ECNL is Hiring! I .lob Descriptions 
ttope you are doing well and had a nice Thanksgiving! I thonght I wonld pass fl~ese two job descriptions along, we (ECNL) are finally hiring! 

Feel free to pass it along to anyone you think may be interested! 

Catch up soon? 

Sarah Kate Noftsinger 

Commissioner 

Elite Clubs National League 

m 

w. vcww:~jj~#~J#bsn~[o~aljea~qM~om I t. ~ ) heECNL .~.ECNLComm sh I f./eliteclubsnationalleacjue 

% Image removed bysender, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 7:41 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

EW: ECNL is Hiring! ] Job Descriptions 

Job Description - ECNL Program Manager PUBLIC .pdf; Job Description - ECNL Member Services Mm~ager PUBLIC 

Do yo~ have any inte~’est in this? 
From: S.Kate Noftsinger [mailto:skate@eliteclubsnationalleague.com] 
Sent; Wednesday,                1:23 PM 
Subject-" ECNL is Hiring! I Job Descriptions 
Hope you axe doing well and had a nice Thanksgivin!! I thought I would pass these two iob descriptions along we (ECNL) are finally hiring! 

Feel free to pass it along to anyone you think may be interested! 

Catch up soon? 

Sarah Kate Noftsinger 

Commissioner 

Elite Clubs National League 

m 

% Image removed bysender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

~ubject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~:/O LFI’,iC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS!CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday,                 8:00 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Leadership.docx 

I love it .... yes, let’s go for it’.! 

..... Original iViessage ..... 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:31 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A iv 
Subject: FW        Leadership.docx 

Hey Anson, 

If you think you can chat about this before the break I would love to come by the castle, so .just et me cn ~w what works [’or you. 

’]?hanks so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 11:19 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Region IV Championships Registration 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Region IV Championships Registration 

From: Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@nscaa.com> 
To: division-i-mens-soccer-coache@googlegroups.com,division-i-womens-soccer-coache@googlegroups.com, division-i-mens-soccer- 

c o ac he @ go ogle groups, co m, di v isi on- i- w omens- s o c c e r-c o ache s@g o o g le groups, co m, di v i s io n- iii- me ns- so c c e r-c o ache s@g o o g leg roups.c o m,divi si o n-iii- women s- 

s o c c e r-co ache @ g o o gle g rou p s. c o In, naia-woinens- so c c e r-c o ac he s@g o o gleg ro up s.c oIn, n~] a-mens-s o c c e r-c o ache s@g o ogle gro u p s. c oin 

CC: 

Coaches. 

Here is a link for registering for the Region IV ODP Championships event in January. 

htlp:/ievents.gotsport conr’(X(1 )S(nncztkq5xuufy31m0mmmmvs))/events/collegecoachlogin.aspx?EventID@ 5565 

All the best. 

Rob 

Rob Kehoe 
Director of College Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas City, I<S 6610i i 913 362 1747 x 10iS I 913 362 3439 ([} 

Wisconsin Office!: 920 674 4391 I Cell 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAA I Facebook 

Find out more about N SC,A~\ College Sel~ices at ~vw.nscaa.comicollege. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google (2houps "Division I ~Vomens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubscribe l~om this group and stop receiving ema~ls from it, send an email to division-i-womens-soccer- coaches+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com. 

To post to this group, ,send email to division-i-womens- soccer-coaches@googlegronps.com. 
Visit this group at http:i/groups.google.com/groupidivision-i-womens- soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/group~opt out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 9:54 AM 

ttays, GraJ~am <Graham.Hays@espn.com> 

l~E: Saturday Ga~me. 

Alfred is a good man, I think you will enjoy talking to him. 

I am gutted: this team is better than last years but not withou! (like at the end of the UCI.A game). For recruiting purposes (off the record) 

All the best! 

From: Hays, Graham [mailto:@aham.Hays@espn.com] 
Sent: Thursday, t: 13 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Saturday Game. 
Excellent, thank you for reaching out to him. I will try and make contact this weekend. 

Off the record, 
without you there. 

Thanks, 
Graham 

On the record, I will say the press conferences won’t be nearly as entertaining (or useful) 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV ranson(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday 5:09 PM 
To: Hays, Graham 
Subject: FW: Saturday Game. 

~raham, 

I )~st got off the phone with Alfred. He will talk to you, This man is one of our best (as are you). I am so sorry I wH~ not be h~ Cary to screw up the brackets but al~ the 

Sent= Tuesday, December 03, 2013 5:24 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Subject= RE: Saturday Game. 

Thanks [or your response. 

~ am ~a~}, g~ad yourp~ayer is fine. 

His ema]l address is: 

His phone # 
I may be able ~t~ d~rect you to proper people once I learn about your idea. 
There is 2 ’~m~des" of soccer ott}Ciatin(1- USSF (F~F,4) and Co~k~,giate (NISOA) 
t am in~oived~ ~ io both so maybe ~ cao offer assistance. 

A9 the best, 
Robert Sibiga 

PRO referee 

USSF & N!SOA 

/-/ou/ihoo~: 

Reol EState Associote Broker 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [m,~ilto:anson~.~em,~ii,unc,edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:00 plVl 
To: Rob Sibiga 
Co: ~.g!7!~!!:.,’.19~?.); ~.!)!%’..~.c..2!)?j Ducar, Chris; ~.~!!:.,’.i.e.4!!; Jason Sisneros !~!~!)!,3!!.~.c..2E!); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: Saturday Game. 

Robert, 

You are very kind ~o ask. And good ~ob during the game as well. I know you guys are asked to do an 

impossible job. 

And if you have a moment please call me I have an idea that can make your job easier and an ESPN reporter waiting to write the story if you agree with it. 

) 

BTW, I would low:_~ to ge~: in touch wi~:h AI Klenitas (sp?) an old m;tional reh:_~ree ~ respect. ~s ~:here sorneone who has aH ~:he phone #"s o[ ~:he HOF referees? ~ want to 

have the sarne discussion w~th him that ~ am going to have with you. 

F~m= Rob Sibiga [E?~.[[~.% 
Sent~ Nonday, 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Subject~ Saturday Game. 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

this is Robert Sibiga, I was a center referee for you game this Saturday. I hope tNs isn’t an inconvenience, but I was hoping you could let me know about the status 

of the                                                 I feel really bad about it, it is never a comfortable situation for the referee when something like this 



happen in the game. I don’t think I could have done anything to prevent it but nonetheless it did happen in my game. Please let me know how she is doing. And 

also please send her my regards and wishes for quick recovery. 

It was a privilege to meet you coach and to referee this game, 

Robert Sibiga 

PRO referee 

U55F & NISOA referee 
Houfihan& Lawrence 

Real Estate Associate Broker 

~..: ~:+:: i1 1Description: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 10:20 AM 

Bamnger, Tamara Patterson <q~amara Bamnge@kenan-flagler.~mc.edu> 

I~E: Speaking to MAC pmgraa~ 

From: Barringer, Tamara [mailto:Tamara_Barringer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, i: 52 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
C¢: Streett, Shelly 
Subject-" Re: Speaking to MAC program 

Hello Anson: 

You are undeniably the most interesting and thought provoking speaker that has presented to the IJNC Master of Accounting Class. I am hopeful that you roll return 

once again m~d shaxe your reflections on fire differences in coaching men and women. Would you be available any of the tbllomng Fridays: 

As last year, fl~e class begins at 8:30 A.M.. , my former student and your former player, may be in the audience that day. :) 

I an hopeful that one of these dates will work for you. Kmore thaa one date will work, please let me lmow. Sh~ce I ~rn working on the syllabus, I look forward to hearing 
frown you very soon. 

With wann regards, 

Tamapa Bamnger 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 10:22 AM 

@msn.com; ducar@ uncaa.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu); 
(a?iive.unc.edu); 

~gmafl.com); 

~gmail.com; 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros          @gmml.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu>;                       @aol.com); 

~)live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 

~@live.unc.edu>; .... @live.unc.edu); 

~gmail.com)                     @live.unc.edu); 

@hve.unc.edu); nicole fava (athva,~!uncaa.unc.edu); ,~!live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); @icloud.com)~ @live.unc.edu>; 

" @live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); ........ @live.unc.edu); : @gma~l.com); 

@live.unc.edu); ~yanoo.com); @live.unc.edu); ~gmail.com; 

~rocketmaJl.com ~gmail.com; @live.unc.edu; i@ahoo.com; ~ymau.com; 

@live.unc.edu; @emaJl.unc.edu; ;@gmail.com; ~comcas~t.net; ~gma~l.com; 

(~email.unc.edu ~emaJl.unc.edu; ,~hotmail.com; @live.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; 

~gmail.com; ~gma~l.com; @live. unc.edu); @aol.com; 

@gmail.com; i(~!yahoo.com; @gmail.com 

FW: REMINDER ~-PANCAKE DINNER TONIGHT 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Thursday, 7:44 AM 
To: UNCAA-Asst Head Coache~; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Cc: UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject: REMINDER ~ PANCAKE DINNER TONIGHT 
Importance: High 

PLEASE REMIND YOUR STUDENTS ABOUT THE PANCAKE DINNER TONIGHT (Thursday~ 
WE ARE tIOPEFUL OF A GREAT TURNOUT ~ TttANK YOU FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE. 
Take care and have a good day. 
Larry 

~Larry 

Executive Assocm{c Dic~ctor 
Unive~i~y of NoN~ 

frotn 10:00 to MIDNIGHT! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 10:22 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga31o@unc.edu> 

ILE: I~EMINDER ~-PANCAKE DINNER TONIGHT 

From: G~llo, Jr., Larry A. 
Se~t; Thursday, 7:~ AIvl 

To: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Cc: UNC~-ExeS~ff 
Subject: RENINDER ~ PAN~KE DZNNER TONIG~ 
Imoo~ance: High 

PLEASE REMIND YOUR S~-DENTS ABOUT TIlE PANCAKE DINNER TONIGIIT (~ursday, 

WE ARE HOPEFUL OF A GREAT ’I1~RNOUT ~ THANK YOU FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE. 

Ta~;e care and have a good day. 

~Larry Galh~ 

from 10:00 to MIDNIGIIT! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:23 AM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu"~ 

l~g: Autographed soccer bail 

Thank you Shelly t:or t:oltowing up. 

From: Streett, Shelly 
Sent; Thursday, 7:53 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; 
Subject: RE: Autographed soccer ball 

We have a few items that are free to the public--- current schedule poster and pocket schedules, 

We also have it~:_m~s available for purchase - books, r~ational ch~m~)iot~ship posters, jerseys and a signed team ball, Pric~:_~s can be h:~und here - 

http:iiwsoccer.athletics,unc.edu/shop/shop,htrn 

I arn in the office M-F from 8 arn ---4prn. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

S}lellg Str~_~ett 

()lymD~C Sports 
University of North Caro~rta 

I)epar[me[~t of At[l~et[(:s 
Office 9:~9,962.5220 
l:ax 919,952,4038 

F~m~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
N~Btl Wednesday, 7:30 PN 
T~ 
~e~ Street, Shelly 
Subje~t~ RE: Autographed soccer ball 

I think we have all kinds of sLuff you could get here. But practice is over and no girls will be around Lo sign anything. Come on by the McCaskN Soccer Center during 

office hours and find Shel~y Street, my secretary, 

F~m= 
Sent= Wednesday, 11:52 AM 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject~ Autographed soccer ball 

Hi Coach Dorrance~ 

My name is and I am a sophomore here at Carolina, 

¯ If possible, could I come by your office or practice and have some of the players autograph the ball? Please let me know 
what would be most convenient for you and the team, 
Thank you so much in advance, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:54 AM 

@gmaJl.com> 

I~E: ECNL is Hiring! [ Job Descriptions 

Sarah Kate Noftsinger (see below) 

From: i @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, t0:21 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: ECNL is Hiring! 1 3ob Descriptions 

YeaJ~ I definitely would be! My club team played in the ecnl for as long as I can remember. Do yon know who I should send a rdsum6 to? 

Thanks Ans :) 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 7:40 PM, "Donance, Albe~t A IV" <~A!~_~..n_2;~2..e__r..n_g.i!_:_~_Ln_9_:e_._d_..q> wrote: 

Do you have any interest in this? 
From: S.Kate Noftsinger [!3-a-j~--t9-~Ls-~-k--a-~-e-~j-t--e-~-c~!-u---b--s--D--a--t-!9--n-~-!Le--a-~g~-u--e-.-~-c---~-Lr-~ 
Sent-" Wednesday                 1:23 PM 
Subject-" ECNL is Hiring! I Job Descriptions 
Hope you ~Jce doing well and had a nice Thanksgiving’. I thought I would pass these two job de~riptions along, we (ECNL) are tinally hiring! 

Feel tree to pass it along to anyone you think may be interested! 

Catch up soon’? 

Sarah Kate Noftsinger 

Commissioner 

Elite Clubs National League 

w. www.eliteclubsnationallea~ue corn I t. ~.theECNL t.@ECNLCommish I f./eliteclubsnationalleague 

[<image001 ~pg >] 

<Job Description - ECNL Program Manager PUBLIC ~df> 

<Job Description - ECNL Member Services Manager PUBLIC )df> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 2:26 PM 

@gmail.com:~ 

~live.unc.edu); ~)rocketmail.com; 
~aol.co~n;               @y~it~oo.com; :       ~ymaJl.co~n; ~ 

~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~ao~.co~n; Jason Sisneros ( 

RE: SPRING SQUAD 

~gmail.com; ~!gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu; 
~)’ialaoo.com; ~live.unc.edu; 

@gmail.cotn); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Exc,-:~llent       [ You were Lhe first Lo send som,-:d:hing ot~t and f ~ike vour drive to domh~ate and be Lhe best. ~ am going to co0y yot~r Leammates on this to hold 

them accountaMe and a~so to inspire them. 

ladies, we are al~ h~ this together so ~f you have not sent anytMng out, p~ease do so and blh~d copy me~ TMs is a~ a test (and a practice platform) of/for your 

leadership. And remember I need this "leadersMp~ ema~led. Heck, ~f you Hke, emai~ ~t and then text them to look at k. { sent a text BUT just so ] know who 

has sent stuff out t want you to ~]MAIL H:~ ~) 

From: [@omail.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, 9:55 PN 
To= @yahoo.corn; @gmail.com; 
Subject= SPRING SOUAD 

Hey 
WELCOME TO THE SQUAD~ 
I know this past season didn’t end with the result we were looking for, but that doesn’t mean we don’ t have another shot at 
bringing the title of "NATIONAL CHAMPION" back home where it belongs. The season sta~s NOW and I couldn’t think of any 
be~er group of people to sta~ it with than you guys right here. I mean just look at our diversi~, we have a ve~ talented 

(who can still manage to focus on the game even when I am a~empting to hold a conversation with him), we have a 

I know this seems corny and maybe even just plain odd, but I really want to get you guys hyped for this 
upcoming Spnng. 
Spring is going to be a bit different this year, so this four-some will only be together for around 2 weeks. As we focus on 
different pa~s of the game, teams will change, so I don’t know if I’ll be your senior companion again, but i have my fingers 
crossed. But hey, regardless of the time we will spend together we have to get the job done. You all bring something special to 
the table and for us to be a winning 4 v 4 squad we have to bring all of our talents to bear. We have some big shoes to fill for 
next year and the only way we are going to fill them is to staA preparing from this moment on...Another new addition is a 
workout regime that will be distributed for you guys over the break. It’s the perfect oppo~uni~ to sta~ preparing for athletic and 
technical testing. And as Anson says repeatedly, spring is the oppo~uni~ for players to develop and I think each one of us 
needs to take advantage of eve~ moment. 
I hope you guys are as excited as I am and I have eve~ bit of faith that we are going to KICK ASS when spring sta~s, but I just 
wanted to let you guys know how this year was going, who’s team you’re on, how the break will go, and get you psyched for 
what lies ahead. I hope you guys have a great break and holidays~ Katie please get be~er, protect that head of yours because 
we sincerely need you.      I hope you and your hernia/groin/back/not really sure what heals as well~H We need to come 
into the spring with fury and aggression and we will easily walk all over these other teams. 
LOVE YOU GUYS[ SEE YOU SOON[ and remember study hard for finals, i’m not just saying this because but 
school and education will last a lifetime so don’t take advantage of it. It may suck now, but that diploma will show you how 
wo~h all the hard work it really wast If you need any help studying call me :) I’m happy to help[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 2:27 PM 

~gmall.com> 

@live.unc.edu); ~)gmail.com; ~)rocketmail.com; 

~ao~.co~n; ~ahoo.com; @ymafl.com; :@yahoo.com; 

RE: Spring Team!! 

~.~bgm~il.com;      @live.unc.edu; 

~live.unc.edu 

Good stut:f! You are the secot~d to set~d something out (yes, everything is a competition here)![ 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: vveeneseay, 10:43 PM 
Tol 
Subject: Spring TeamH 

Hey guys, what’s up?~ 

Congratulafions, you are officially on the best spring team EVER! Aka the temn of: 

(ha). Best team ever. 

Okay, but really, we’re plamling on wimfing everything this spring. So, in order to do that we’ve got to focus on a t~w things: 

-technical tesaing--we have all the same tests during the first few weeks of       that we had in        -long balls, power shooting and figure eights. 

rm not really sure what you have to do for goalkeeper testing, bnt considering yon were # 1 in stats for the fall, just keep doing what you’re doing! 

-4v4--we’ll be playing 4v4 (including a keeper) for the first two weeks of spring practice. The technical tests will help us a good bit on improving lbr 4v4, but getting as 
many touches as possible over winter break will definitely be beneficial for our small-sided games...play pick-up, do coe~ver~ etc. Jus~t stay comfortable with the ball. 

An?~vays, we’re PUMPED abom our team and can’t wait to dominate this spring!’. 

Good luck on your exams a~d if anyone wants to practice a~ay of this stuffbetbre you go home, just let us know! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 2:28 PM 

~rocketmail.com> 

~live.unc.edu); ~gm~fil.com; ~g~nafil.co~n; ~gmail.co~n; 

¯ " ~aol.co~n; _ ~ahoo.com; @ymail.com; ;@yahoo.com; 

RE: SPRING TEAM 

~,@live.unc.edu; 

~)live.unc.edu 

Well done { I liked the quote at the end as weft)!! You are the thi~d to send something out! 

From: @rocketmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, ~0:26 AM 
To~ @icloud.com; 
Subject: SPRIN~ I ~AN 
Hey guys~ 
This is and I am emailing you because I drafted you all yesterday as my spring team for the first 2 week block of the spring season~ 

So bas~calIy for the first 2 week block the competition will pretty much be 4v4 but when we do athletic testing and technical testing when 
we get back from break we will have our individual scores but those will also go towards our team’s scores and there will be a team that 
wins athletic and technical testing. So make sure you work hard over break on your fitness and technical abilities’. Even start now when 
you’re not studying if you feel you have the time. 
The four technical tests will be figure 8’s, long balls (like we did in the fall testing on accuracy and distance), power shooting, and 

heading (a machine will shoot a ball out and you head it as far as you can). A good way to practice power shooting is to kick on a wall 
everyday to increase the power of your shot. Even though I can’t start practicing these things yet with my knee, if you ever need 
someone supporting you while you run or need a timer, or just need someone to shag balls for you or throw you the ball you can call me 
and I will be more than happy to come help :) 
I am so excited to have you all on my team and can’t wait to see the damage we can do together on the field when we get back. Let’s 
work hard over break, and aim to dominate every competition when we arrive back in Chapel I{ill~ Good luck studying for finals’, and if 
you have any questions or need anything let me know~ 
’~If you do what evewone else does, you will get what eve~,one else gets." This elieh6d quotation has become my truth. None of the situations l’ve 
faced have correct answers. And I don’t live by logic because passion has the power to tromp logic. 
Logic tells me what I’m supposed to do. Logic tells me to put a timdine on my goals. Logic tells me to compare myself to other players. But I say that 

logic is for those bound by fear. It explains the world if you don’t have the guts to explain it your own way. Everything e~raordinaW -- passion, faith, 

love -- goes against logic. 

Sometimes you need to let yourself believe in the possibilities rather than protect yourself with the realities or patterns that have come before. If you 

buy into what’s logical you’ll only prove those previous patterns right. It’s when you step outside the norm that the most extraordinaW things can 

happen." -Yael Averbueh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 4:04 PM 

Beale, Michael <michadbeale@unc.edu> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ;@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Nike GIG Update 

This is excelkent!! 

From: Beale, Michael 
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2013 11:26 AM 

To: Beale, Michael 
Subject: Nike GIG Update 

I want to again thank you for taking time out of your schedule to spend time with the Nike GIG (Graphic Identity Group) folks during their visit to Chapel Hill. This 

was Phase I (Research & Analysis) of the branding exercise we are going through with them. 

Their initial visit which included discussions with administrators, coaches and student-athletes allowed them to develop a set of Brand Attributes. These Brand 

Attributes are a set of characteristics that represent the essence of The Carolina Athletics brand. They identify personality traits and help create the brand 

strategy,lidentity which is Phase II of this process. 

Nike has asked that we to take a look at the Brand Attributes they created below and report back to them with our feedback. Please take a minute to look these 

over and let me know by the end of day tomorrow if any do not belong in your opinion or if there is an attribute(s) that is not represented. 

Thanks and please let me know if you have any questions. 

Michael 

Carolina Athletics Brand Attributes 

¯ Excellence 

¯ Family 

¯ Pride 

¯ Tradition 

¯ Responsibility 

¯ Innovation 

¯ Service 

Michael Beale 

Assistant Athletic Director 

The University of North Carolina 

919-962-5193 (W) 

._mj_c_b_a__e! b__e_~!_.e_ .@__ .u_n_q:_e_.d__v. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 4:15 PM 

Bamnger, Tamara Patterson ~amara Bamnge@kenan-flagler.~mc.edu> 

I~E: Speaking to MAC pmgraa~ 

From: Barringer, Tamara [mailto:Tamara_Barringer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday. :t:t:39 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Speaking to MAC program 

Is that a finn 

Tama:ra Bamnger 

Sent frotn my iPhone 

On at 10:19 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson¢~)email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

From: Barringer, Tamara [mailto:Tamara Barrinqer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, :I: 52 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Streett, Shelly 
Subject: Re: Speaking to MAC program 

Hello Anson: 

You are undeniably the most interes~ting and thought provoking speaker that has presented to the UNC Master of Accounting Class. I am hopeful that you 

will remm once ag~fin ~d sh~xe your reflections on the differences in coaching men m~d women. Would you be available ~:ay of the follomng Fridays: 

As last year, the class begins at 8:30 A.M .... my former student and your former player, may be in the audience that day. :) 

I ~rn hopeful that one of these dates will work for you. If’more thma one date will work, please let me lmow. Since I am working on the syllabus, I look 
forward to hearing from you vew soon. 

With warm regaM~ 

Tamara Ban-inger 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 4:17 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros i         @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edn 

VW: Save-the- Date: Cmolina Athletics Spring Semester Kickoff on JmmaQ" 7, 2014 

From-" Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2023 22:04 PM 

To; UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject; Save-the-Date: Carolina Athletics Spring Semester Kickoff on January 7, 2024 

Please save the date for the Carolina Athletics Spring Semester Kickoff meeting on Tuesday, January 7, 203L4 at 8:30am. The meeting will take place in the 

Blue Zone and breakfast will be served beginning at 8:00am. Please share this information with anyone in your unit who doesn’t have access to email. 

Go Heels! 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:24 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

ILE: ECNL is Hiring! [ Job Descriptions 

You got it![ 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: T~ursday, : 12:21 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: ECNL is Hiring! I Job Descriptions 
Okay thralL you. I swear I am going to make it into your office before Christmas break. I ended up having to leave earlier thm~ I originally planned for thanksgiving 

because I was driving home and didn’t want to have to drive in the terrible weather so that’s why I didn’t make it to see you a week ago. Once my exams are done 

early next week I’m going to come by just to chat and get some of your thoughts on what some of my options might be once I graduate. 

Thank you ~ much Ans for tbrwa~-cting me all of these opportunities :) 

See in a few days! 

Sent fl~om my iPhone 

On at 10:53 AM, "Donance, Albert A IV" <anson¢~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sarah Kate No~tsit~ger (see bek_~w) 

From: @__g__n_a__a__[Lc__Q__n_3_] 
Sent: Thursday 10:21 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: ECNL is Hiring! I Job Descriptions 

Yea]~ I definitely would be! My club team played in the ecnl for as long as I can remember. Do you know who I should send a r~sum6 to? 

Thanks Ans :) 

Sent frotn my iPhone 

On , at 7:40 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a~son@)email.uncuedu> wrote 

Do you have any interest it~ this? 
From: S.Kate Noftsin~er [mailto:skate(SeliteclubsnationalleaQue.com] 
Sent: Wednesday,                1:23 PM 
Subject: ECNL is Hiring~ I ~ob Descriptions 
Hope you am doing well oJld had a ~fice Thm~sgiving~ I thought I would p~s the~ ~vo job de~fiptions aJong, we (ECNL) am finally 

Feel free m pass it along to anyone you tNnk may be intemsted~ 

Catch up soon? 

aarah Kate Notts~nger 
Commissioner 
Elite Clubs National kea9ue 
m. 
w www e eclubsnat~onalleaflue.com ] ~ ~eECN ~ECNl_Comm]sh ] t/elffeclubsnat]onalleaque 

qlob Description - ECNL Program Manager PUBLIC 

~Job Description - ECNL Member Se~ices Manager PUBLIC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:26 PM 

@llve.unc.edu; 

,~!live.unc.edu 

RE: 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

@live.unc.edu)i ~)gmaJl.com; ~)rocketmail.com; 

¯ " ,~!aol.com; ~yahoo.com; ~!ymail.com; 

~gtn~Jl.com; 
~yahoo.co~n; 

@gm~Jl.com; 

’]?hanks I have lost count, who is left? 

..... Original Messa~ze ..... 

From: 
Sent: Thursday 
To: 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject 

3:36 PM 

a@ymaihcom 

Hey Youngbloodz, 

know you already got a text from sat~ last night (so [’or technicalities sake we were :first) but this is our spring team and now every’one can lmow it. 
So you know the drill but knowing it isn’t it enough lets do our work over Christmas and come in with a good if not great start for our new natty year And more importantly so we start 
of winning shit bc that’s what we do and are going to do. All spring. Get your minds right. Sweet dreams at night of goals and 

Stay classy, don’t be lazy or ill hit you with ray crutch, 

Sent froru ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 2013 5:33 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

;@live.unc.edu); @gmml.com; ~)rocketmail.com; 

@live.unc.edu ~@aol.com; [0)5~nail.com; :@~hoo.com; 

RE: Spnng 

~bg,nafil.com; @gmafil.com; 

~@live.unc.edu 

Excellent stuff:!! Thank you1! Who is left? 

From: [mailto: i@yahoo.com] 
Sent-" Th~Jrsday, . 2013 3:48 PH 
To;      ~@llive.unc.edu;          @yahoo.corn; 
Cc; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject-" Spring Team 

I hope this email finds you all well and that you are all getting after it for finals’. 
I am emailing you because you are the highest quality of players that I am privileged enough to call my SPRING SQUAD. You all bring a 
great quality to the table and an unmatchable diversity that I believe will make us winners. I am so excited about this upcoming spring 
season! I know that this is your first spring season,              , so let me give you a little background of what your spring season is 
all about. Its a time devoted to the improvement of your game in all areas. This is also the time where we get back on track to winning 
another National Championship’. During the spring we compete in various competitions and we play 5v2 and 3v3 + 1 ever>" morning and it 
is so much fun. 
Our first competition as a team is our athletic and technical testing. So as Anson mentioned we will be given the same athletic test which 
is comprised of agility, vertical, 30 yrd sprints, and the beep test. Out- technical test is the same as the fall with one addition, heading. 
So in total we have the long ball service and reception (graded on accuracy and depth), figure 8’s, shooting with power, and heading. Our 
second competition is a 4v4 tournament ~vhere we are competing against the other teams that have been drafted. 
What I would love to see you guys do is work on all of these aspects over break. Grab a ball and if you don’t have a partner just shoot it 
up against a wall just to get touches. Throw some cones out there and work on your figure 8% (whic~h are an awesome way to get 
touches while deepening yot~- fitness base). 
Guys this is the time where we all get better and I am all about that, but I want more than just to get better. I want to finish this Spring 
season saying I NOT ONLY got better but I kicked everyone’s ass while doing so. This is a time were we make a name for our selves. 
We did not play as much as we would like and quite frankly I’m pissed about that and you should be too. I picked you guys for a reason 
because I know that we can all help each other win. 

[ want to see you grow as an attacking player and develop the confidence of a world class goal scorer because that’s the potential 
that I see in you. 

I want you to build your inner confidence and let it shine because I know that there is a Super Star inside of you screaming to break 
out. 

I want you to stay on top of your game over the break and come in as sharp as ever. You are one of the best boy-s we have on our 
roster and this Spring I want you to make the jump to the indisputable fact that you are the best boy we have on our roster. 
Guys this is our time to make some noise and I am so excited to have you all on my team, but winning this Spring doesn’t start the first 
day of practice. Winning the spring competition starts now’. Just as the old cliche goes " Rome wasn’t built in a day." So we car] expect to 
show up on the first day without putting in work to get there. So lets grind over break and go out there and make sure they all know who 
the fuck w,e are! 
I’ll Leave you with one of my favorite quotes. 
"I hated every minute of training, but i said ’Don’t quite. Suffer now- and live the rest of your life as a champion!" - Muhammad All 
Love you all! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 5:35 PM 

Masilou McFarlane @gmail.com> 

ILE: Sue Enqnist and Brad Black 

I love Sue too!! 

From: IVlarilou McFarlane [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent; Thursday, December 05, 20:[3 :[2:52 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A ~/ 
Subject: Sue Enquist and Brad Black 
Here at NFCA with Sue Enquist. who we are partnering with to create a complete digital dashboard for coaches and players. She is one of my new favorite people on 

the planet. 

Our plan includes the mentaJ component, that we know matters ~ much to reaching any kind of success. The team culture, the players’ individual lhmily culture, their 

own individuaJ internal drive and commitment.., enjoying talking aIx~ut and exploring all of it ruth Brad. 

TNnking of you... I know you’ve met them tx~th. 

Just wanted to ~y hi... glad my girls get to play in your culture, under your leadership... 

ML 

Marilou McFarlane 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:37 PM 

_ _ @aol.com> 

~live.unc.edu); @gmail.com; @rocketmail.com: 

@live.unc.edu;         ,    ~@~l~oo.com;       ~ymaJl.com;        _,~yahoo.com; " 

RE: Spring     Team 

@gtn~Jl.com; @gm~il.com; 

g@live.nnc.edu 

Very good .... Thank you! 1[ Yours is actually ahead of the last two!! 

From: [mailto @aol.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, , 12:55 PM 
To; 3@gmail.com 
Subject; Spring Team 
Dear. 
Gongratulation~ for you two have been aelected to be on the be~t team for Spring      I am ~onvin~ed that we will be the reigning ~hamp~ if we ~ontinue to improve from thi~ 
point on~ We have the smalls, ) and the ~peed ) to out Nay anyone if we just put in lhe work~ And gue~ what? We ~an all ~ore, and how do you win games? BY 
SGORING~ 
My hope i~ that thi~ team will be the beginning of thi~ never ending a~en~ion that we work toward~ in the Spring, again only if we are determined to improve and live out the 
~ore value~: ~elf-dis~iplined, tough, focused, relentless, positive, ~la~sy, ~aring, home, ~elfles~, galvanizing, and grateful 
But ladies, it sta~ today~ So be prepared to never ~top working and ki~k ~ome major a~s lhi~ ~pring because we have the poiential to be out~tanding~ Hopefully thi~ will 
transcend to next season and win another freaking national ~hampionship~ 
Our boy~ are            , I don’t know who     i~ but we will get them on our never ending a~en~ion train a~ 

"The pain of ~elf-di~dpline hu~ far le~ than the pain of regret." 
One of my favorite quote~, ~o let~ get after ifi 

P.S, If you have a cool name for our team I’m open to suggestions 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 9:05 PM 

.la~n Sisneros < ~@gmaJl.com> 

Fwd: Coach Dorrance 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Coach Dorrance 

From: VidSwap Soccer <socce@vidswap.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

We Are Your Soccer Video Assistant 

Hi Anson, 

No time to break down and analyze all 
your game footage? Let VidSwap do it 
for you. We edit and break down 
your game video and mark all 
soccer situations within 12-24 
hours. 

Check out our soccer screencast video 
on the right and then sign up for 
personalized demo to see why 
VidSwap is the best video assistant 
you’ll ever hire! 

"VidSwap, com is awesome, we were able to get everything we needed, The turn around 
time was amazing,,, we love VidSwap!" 

Zach Feldrnan, Assistant Coach Cal St Northridge Hens Soccer 

If you have any questions, or want to schedule a one-on-one consultation, contact 
me today. 

Sincerely, 

Alex Neist 
Founder, VidSwap 

www.vidswap.com 

alex@vidswap.com 
612.281.6708 

Click herei::.. ~!.ib!.-:~i- ::: ! v ::-." !.. ~:...- ’,.-v~?ti;~! ~, m :: ig View it in your browser 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:08 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

)@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; [@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: weekly 

Thank you Tony! I chatted with       . and I think you guys have solved it. Jenny has been in the loop and knows what       has been going through. I have 

chatted w~th aH the others on the border of se~f-destruction and hopefully they can pul~ themseN, es out of the fire. The one none of us have any handle on is 

She has been ~ handfu~ since d~y one her freshm~n year. got ~1] we know she may have given up already (a~though she assures me otherwise), 

You have kHk~d voursei~ ~or these Mds so thank you 

F~m: Younb Tony 
Sent~ Thursday,                2:00 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducat, Chris; Sander, Thomas J 
$ubjeet= weekly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, December 7, 2013 11:27 AM 

Street~, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edw~ 

Fwd: Hello 

Shelly? 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl~irele,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Hello 

From: Adam Evertsen @gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaS~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Anson, 

How are you           toing, I hope all is well. We miss Chapel Hill but we me enjoying Charlotte. I was wondering if your basketball tickets for Satu~lay 

December 14th are available? Katie and I haven’t been back to CH since the move and what better way to come back than to see our mighty heels play. If that night 

isn’t available what about the 21 st? You always said your tickets were available so I thought I should ask. I hear your soccer team has done well this season, how is it 

going? Look forward to hearing from you. 

Cheers, 

Adam 

Cheers, 

Adam Evertsen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

3:41:37 PM 

~hotmail.com] 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; _~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

@gmail.com]; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Brazilian Soccer Course Revised 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

~gmail.com) 

Send this out to our Team Camp coaching lists ASAP ..... this "coaching course" might interest them. 

From: Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:54 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Brazilian Soccer Course Revised 

Hi Ansen, 

Attached you will find the revised version of the advertisement material for the course as you suggested. 

Please let me know if this is ok with you. 

Thanks again for everything. 

Have a great evening, 

Claudio 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Email: claudio@email,unc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@emailounc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, at 8:04 PM 

To: Claudio Battaglini <claudio@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Brazilian Soccer Course 



think that has a better chance!! 

From: Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Brazilian Soccer Course 

7:22 PM 

Sounds great my friend. What do you think about changing it to a three day course (Tuesday/Wednesday/Thursday) and drop 

the price to a $100-150? If you agree I can revise the program tonight and send you the updated version of the plan. We can 

even open for more people, instead of just 30. How does that sound? 

Please let me know and I will follow your recommendations. 

Thanks again for all your help with this initiative. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Claudio 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Email: claudio@email.unc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, at 7:14 PM 

To: Claudio Battaglini <claudio@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Brazilian Soccer Course 

Claudio, 

t will send this to my colleagues in the ACC and in the local clubs and the coaches that come to my team camp. t think it 

would be better as a two or a three day camp at a lower price, For the average American coach time is the bi~.~ issue at 

this time of year (plus the short notice). 

From: Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Brazilian Soccer Course 

7:56 AM 

Good morning my friend, 



How are you doing? It was great seeing you yesterday as usual. As promised, attached to this email is the soccer course 

information I showed you in your office yesterday. If you could please send this to all of your friends and colleagues who you 

feel would appreciate and benefit from participating in this course, that would be great. I look forward to learning more about 

this game with Sergio and hang out with you and your colleagues during the week of . Please let me know if 

you have any questions. 

Thanks again for all your support and I look forward to a great time hanging out and participating in this course with you. 

Have a wonderful day. 

Your friend, 

Claudio 

P.S. I mentioned this course to coach Carlos but l never follow up with him. If you could please invite him to participate in the 

course with us, that would be great. 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Email: claudio@email.unc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O-kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday,                 11:38 AM 

’@gmaJl.com> 

;@live.unc.edu); ~)gmail.com; @ocketmail.com; ~gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu; 

@aol.co~n; @~ahoo.com; @ymail.com; ~ @yahoo.com; @live.unc.edu 

RE: squad 

From: @gmail.com] 

Sent: Thursday, 7:57 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: squad 

I know you guys already know through our vegr’ exclusive group chat, but we are on the same team this      . Because of my insanely talented tactical drafting 
techniques, I was able to get you all on my team. I’m morn than pretty hyped about this, and I hope you gws are too. 
We have some still’competition, so maI:e sure to do work this     c bma$: in prepa~-atiou. Technical testing and athletic testing axe our first competitions. They axe also 
adding heading to our technical tests of the , so be prepared for this. I know you gws will Put in the w°rk this break, and I will maI:e sum to put in the w°rk I need 

as well. 
, I know you won’t let us down. I know 

you’ll keep fit and toned and in top soccer condition, but maybe get a tan sometime for aJl of our sakes. 
There’s not much else I have to say except get ready to domiuate in the . Google some cheesy, inspiralioual quotes if you really need more iuspiratiou thau this. 

Love you fools, 



Frorll~ 

Sent: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday,                 11 : 52 AM 

~live.com> 

@live.unc.edt~" 

RE: Congratulations to 

Wi~ ,3o!! 

From: L@live.com] 

Sent: Saturday, 7:01 AM 

~’o; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Congratulations to 

Dear Anson- 

We are so proud of and pleased that she won the 
award. When we click to vote each day, we never know if it makes an impact, but it 

is a small way to show our support. Please give her our sincere congratulations! 

On a separate note, how is since the last game? She remains in our thoughts and prayers. 

Warm regards to you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 2:05 PM 

@gmail.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Get well soon! 

You are sweet[ 

And I loved watching you play this past weekend You are an ass kicker. If you work hard between now and 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Sunday: 11:15 AM 

To:      @aol corn 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducker, Chris 
Subject: Get well soon! 

Hey Dino, 

I heard about your and I hope you’re okay! Some of the girls told me tha your 

can do to help just let me know! 

you have the chance to impact, even as a 

Get well soon and if there is anything I 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kgi’4C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Monday, 2:36 PM 

Dolly H~mter @bell~)uth.net> 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

@msn.com; duc~y@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros, ~)gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: letter 

"i’het~ that is ,-:~>:actly what I will do. Shelly? 

From: Dolly Hunter [mailto: @bellsouth,net] 

Sent: Sunday, 3:59 PN 

To; Dorrance, Alber[ A IV 
Subject:             letter 

would cherished most getting a letter on UNC Women’s Soccer stationary by mail from you rather than an attachment in an email. 

Thank for your understanding and your gift of writing a note to him. 

Dolly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, 2:43 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

~tnsn.com; ducm@m~caa.unc.edu;      ~aol.cotn; Jason Sisneros          @gmail.cotn); pacman@unc~a.unc.edu 

So~noano, Cmlos M <csomoano@unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano (csomom~o@uncaa.unc.edu) 

RE: 

W*-’_~ are working .:_~ it. For i[: to be possibl,:_~ w,-_~ need                (one .:_~f our        to go    (so we (:an have a :      scholarship for 

made up her mind yeL Last week ~ was go~ng to call Lo leL you know we d~d not need the midyear anymore, now I am noL so sure. I spoke with 
weekend and she ~s thhskh~g about goh~g agah~ (she has been back and ~orth 

From= Ille, Vince 
Sent; Monday, 2:34 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: 
Coach, 

Is still planmng to e~oll and [~gin a~ending ~C in Than~, 

Vince Ille 

Se~fior Associate AtNetic Director 

Unive~ity of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

~qEMKZ. 
IMAGE 27 

.JP9 

over the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 2:47 PM 

@bogaertconstruction.com ); * @tdesignsource.com; 

~comcast.net);                        ,~greenhosp.org);         @gmail.com; : 

@hot~nofil.com);    ~)chapelhillre s~urantgroup.com 

EW: Belk Bowl 

@live.unc.edu>; ] 

~acpub.duke.edu; 

’,~nyot~e w~mt to go? 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Sunday, 8:58 PM 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject: Belk Bowl 
Congratulations to our tbotboJl team! We have accepted an invitation to play in the Belk Bowl on Saturday,              at 3:20 p.m. This is an excellent 

opportunity for our footbo]l program, m~d as a member of the Athletic Department stall; we would like to offer you tickets. You are eligible for the stone number of 

complimentaD’ tickets you received tbr the football ~ason. 

Please contact the Ticket Office at 962-2296 (press 4) m request tickets by Friday,             . Additional tickets are available for purchase. 

All tickets tnust be picked up in person in Choarlotte at the UNC Will Call located at Bm~k of Atnerica Stadium. Please note that these tickets have a direct cost to the 

department and should not be requested and go unused. 

I hope you conjoin us at the Belk Bowl in Charlotte. Go Heels! 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

gubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
The University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 2:49 PM 

lille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Will do!! 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 2:46 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: 

OK, if decides to go, can you please let me know? Thanks !;Jr your help. 

From: Oorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Monday, 2:43 PM 
To: 111e, Vince 
Cc: ._@__m_s_n_~c_._O_Ln_j Ducar, Chris; ~_a_..o_].&o__m_; Jason Sisneros ~gt.n__a_j.l_~.c__o_._m_); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: 

We are working on it. For it to be po~siNe we need {one of our } to go , {so we can have a ~cbolarship for 

made up her mind yet. Last week [ was going to call to Iiet you know we did not need the midyear anymore, now I am not so sure. I spoke with 

weekend and she is thinking about going    again (she has been back and forth about this), 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 2:34 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Coach, 

Is still planning to enroll and begin attending UNC in 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North CaJcolina 

(919) 962-4631 

::X:: cid:JLSGB 
....... XVlEMKZ. 

IMAGE 27 
.JPg 

Thanks. 

and she has not 

oveF the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 4:33 PM 

@tnsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu); 

@iive.unc.edu); o 
@gm~fil.com); 

@gmail.com; 

@live.unc.edu); 

’@live.unc.edu); 
@live.unc.edu); 

,~live.unc.edu); 

@live.~mc.edu); 

@rocketma~l.com; 

@live.~mc.edu; 

~!email.unc.edu; 
@gmail.com; 

~gtn~fil.com; 

FW: Daily Impact Journey for Monday, 

@aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros          @gmafil.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu>;                      @aol.com); 

,~live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 

~)live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu); 
@gmaiLcom); @live.unc.edu); 

@tmcaa.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 

@icloud.com) @live.unc.edu~; " " 

@live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); ~gmafil.com); 

@yaJ~oo.com); @live.unc.edu); @gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu; ~yahoo.com; @mail.com; 

~ema~l .unc.edu; @gmail .com; ,~) comcas~t.net; @gmaJl.com; 

[@emaJd.unc.edu; @hotmail.com; [@live.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 
~D!gm~fil.com; [@live.unc.edu ); @aol.com; 

@yahoo.com; ~gmail.com 

For those o~ you wllo sw~ted through the 5t~l sem~:,~.;ter m~:_~:’[:mg a litth-:~ quote [:o remind yot~ ot~ how to ~:onduct your 

This message h~ been scanned for 

malware by ~ ebsense. 

~Nw.websense.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

12/9/2013 9:53:29 PM 

Mike Keating @gmail.com] 

FW: Brazilian Soccer Course Revised 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

Mike, 

How about coming to this? 

From: Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 

Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 9:54 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Brazilian Soccer Course Revised 

Hi Ansen, 

Attached you will find the revised version of the advertisement material for the course as you suggested. 

Please let me know if this is ok with you. 

Thanks again for everything. 

Have a great evening, 

Claudio 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Email: claudio@email.unc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December 4, 2013 at 8:04 PM 

To: Claudio Battaglini <claudio@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Brazilian Soccer Course 

think that has a better chance!! 



From: Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 

Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 7:22 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Brazilian Soccer Course 

Sounds great my friend. What do you think about changing it to a three day course (Tuesday/Wednesday/Thursday) and drop 

the price to a $100-1507 If you agree I can revise the program tonight and send you the updated version of the plan. We can 

even open for more people, instead of just 30. How does that sound? 

Please let me know and I will follow your recommendations. 

Thanks again for all your help with this initiative. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Claudio 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Email: claudio@email.unc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December 4, 2013 at 7:14 PM 

To: Claudio Battaglini <claudio@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Brazilian Soccer Course 

Claudio, 

I will send this to my colleagues in the ACC and in the local clubs and the coaches that corr~e to my team camp° I think it 

would be better as a two or a three day camp at a lower price. For the average American coach time is the big issue at 

this time of year (plus the short notice). 

From: Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 

Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 7:56 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Brazilian Soccer Course 

Good morning my friend, 



How are you doing? It was great seeing you yesterday as usual. As promised, attached to this email is the soccer course 

information I showed you in your office yesterday. If you could please send this to all of your friends and colleagues who you 

feel would appreciate and benefit from participating in this course, that would be great. I look forward to learning more about 

this game with Sergio and hang out with you and your colleagues during the week of December 16th. Please let me know if 

you have any questions. 

Thanks again for all your support and I look forward to a great time hanging out and participating in this course with you. 

Have a wonderful day. 

Your friend, 

Claudio 

P.S. I mentioned this course to coach Carlos but I never follow up with him. If you could please invite him to participate in the 

course with us, that would be great. 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Email: claudio@email.unc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:58 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~W: Mamott VIP Athletic Cmd 

I.et’s get this ..... 

From: Atwater, Cindi 
Sent: Monday, 2:02 PM 
To-" Cunningham, Bubba; UN~AA-Everyone 

C¢: cindiatwater@anthonytravel.com 
Subject: Marriott VTP Athletic Card 
Importance: High 
It was my understanding that most of the department was aware of the Marriott VIP Athletic program & membership card to obtain special rates when available at Marriott 
brand hotel properties. Recently, T’ve spoken to a few coaches that do not have this card or are not aware of the program. 
Please see below the link to sign up for a Marriott VIP Athletic card. You must present this card upon check-in when we book VTP rates for you. The link is listed below. You 
must already have a Marriott Rewards number to sign up. 
Please let me know if you have any questions. 
Thank you. 
Cindi Atwater 
Anthony Travel, Inc. 

http://mardottathleticvipprogram.netNnkrg.com/ 

Marriott VlP Program 

The Marriott Athletic VlP Card Program is an exclusive discounted rate program created to allow key decision-making sports 

executives exposure to Marriott and Renaissance Hotels, as well as to certain select service brands (Courtyard, Fairfield Inn, 

Residence Inn, SpringHill Suites and TownePlace Suites) while being sensitive to the constraints of limited travel budgets. 

The VlP card is offered to the athletic staff of collegiate and professional teams for their front office personnel, coaches, 

referees, and scouts. Administrative office support and media are also now eligible for membership in the program. 

Ma rriott Athletic 

Membership in the Marriott Athletic VlP Card Program entitles you to the benefit of a 25-50% discount off of the regular 

room rate, based upon availability at participating U.S., Canadian, and participating International Marriott Hotels and 

Resorts, Renaissance Hotels, Resorts, and Suites, and certain select service brands (Courtyard, Fairfield Inn, Residence 

Inn, SpringHill Suites, and TownePlace Suites). Participating hotels do not include ExecuStay by Marriott, Ramada 

International Hotels and Resorts, Ritz-Carlton, New World Hotels International, or Conference Centers. 

If the hotel is sold out or anticipates being so, the Athletic Rate may not be extended. 

Eligibility requirements were designed and targeted towards "pre-qualified" key members of the coaching, scouting, 

front office and administrative staff who travel frequently and have direct input into team travel decisions. Unauthorized 

use of this card may result in privileges being discontinued for the entire sports organization represented. 

Membership is administered and issued from the Sports Marketing Department at Marriott International, Inc. Corporate 

Headquarters. 

The client has to have a Marriott rewards number. Once they do you or the individual can go to the following link: 

.~-t--t-p-;~s~r~rL~-~t-~t-:~h~e--~j~-y-j~p-~p-~r~-~-.~-v-:~s~.-s~[j~L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:00 PM 

Daniel BradIbrd, M.D. <daniel.bradtbrd@duke.edu-~ 

I~E: Who are you rooting for? 

This is being shared! You are very kind and the Tar Heels healthy? I agree with you, we could have had another wi~d run through the tournament~! 

F~m= Daniel Bradford, M.D. [mailto:daniel.bradford@duke.edu] 
Sent~ Monday, : 2:24 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= RE: Who are you rooting for? 

Coach Dorrance, 
A~er watching the 3 games this weekend, I am even more convinced that a UNC team that even had had SLIGH~Y be~r luck with injuries could have run the table. With ~o 
ove~ime loses to the                     in the past month, one completely without     and the other with her for                         , i~s clear that by the 
end of the season, this team was playing at a NC~ champion level There was no one on the field this weekend, in my novice opinion, who could hold a candle to 

talent. Ny         and I are just a bit sad that we have seen                                             at Fe~er for the last time. What a great group 
of people. We agreed that we’ll have a greater incentive to follow the NWSL now, in addition obviously continuing to pull for the Heels[ It would be nice if the Triangle area 
could get an NWSL team and have all of the former UNC players join it. What an All-Star line up that would be[ 
Than~ again for another wonderful season for the Tar Heel die hards. The picture shows my with the trophy. The picture can’t show that they were saying "Go 
HeelsF’ 
All the best to you and your wonderful team... 
Dan 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:05 PM 
To: Daniel Bradford, M.D. 
Subject: RE: Who are you rooting for? 

From: Daniel Bradford, M.D. [mailto:daniel.bradford@duke.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 1:59 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Who are you rooting for? 

We are still thinking ucla, so unc los1 to the w-inner 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, December 9, 2013 5:02 PM 

Cleary, Mary A <clearym@unc.edu-~ 

PJL: NCCCHCA Annual Meeting 

Very good[ 

P~om-¯ Cleary, Mary A 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 2:59 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; NCCCHCA Annual Meeting 
Deal" Mr. Dorrance, 

I am writing in reference to your participation in the North Cea-olina Child Co~-e Health Consultemts Association (NCCCHCA) annual 

conference as the presenter of the keynote address. We are very pleased that you will be able to join us and provide an address 

focusing on issues of coaehing. It was a pleasure to speak with you just now, and I am including some background information about 

the organization which I hope will prove helpfl~l as you complete the forms and prepare your remarks. 

The NCCCHCA is a group of about 85 consultants, usually nurses or health educators, who are employed across NoI~h Carolina by 

either loc~ health departments or Smart Stm’t pm’tnerships. They provide consultation mad tr~ning to child co~-e providers on 

health, safety and quality of care issues in the child care setting. My office, The North Carolina Child Care ttealth and Safety 

Resource Center, works with the Association to present their annual conference, which ~vill be held March 25 mad 26 at the William 

and Ida ]Vridav Continuing Education Center in Chapel Hill. 

The keynote is scheduled lbr a 50 minute block of time from 8:40-9:30 AM on the moiaaing of Wednesday Mea-ch 26, 2014. The lbrms 

that Sharon Brown gave you ask you to list any AV needs mad the general outline of your remea-ks, which ~ve must have to plan our 

brochure mad apply lbr CEUs. I would be rely appreciative if you coaa retuiaa those forms, along with the W-9, in the stamped mad 
addressed envelope she provided by ~riday, December ~O. 

We are prepared to pay half the fee before the conference and tile other half on the day of tile presentation. 

Please let me know if you have ally other quesfions. I look forward to working with you! 

Maiy 
Mary Cleary, MPH 
Training Specialist 
NC Child Care Health and Safety Resource Center 
UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 

direct line 
clearym@unc.edu 
www.healthychildcarenc.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 10:34 AM 

Mike Keating ~gmail.com> 

1~:;: Brazilian Soccer Course Revised 

Yes, I will be at[ending it and we can chat about everything. 

From: Mike Keating [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 20.t3 5::t6 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Brazilian Soccer Course Revised 

Anson, 

Sounds ve~ interesting! There are no times, just dates. I roll contact Claudio. I assume you kmow the quality of his work and feel this will be a valuable session. The 

time is tough, however, if you are attending and we ca~ a little time together, I’ll get to as much of it &s I can. 

Thoughts? 

Sent farm my iPad 

On Dec 9, 2013, at 4:53 PM, "Donance, Albe~l A IV" <~_~_~?._n_2;~i._e__r._n_g_i_!_:_t_Ln_9_:e__d_._q> wrote: 

Mike, 

How abou~ coming to this? 

From: Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 

Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 9:54 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Brazilian Soccer Course Revised 

Hi Arisen, 

Attached you will find the revised version of the advertisement material for the course as you suggested. 

Please let me know if this is ok with you. 

Thanks again for everything. 

Have a great evening, 

Claudio 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Email: claudio(’@email.unc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (9:19) 962-0489 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December 4, 20~3 at 8:04 PM 

To: Claudio gattaglini 

Subje~: RE: Brazilian Soccer Course 

~ think that has a better chanceH 

F~m: Ba~glini, Claudio Luiz 

Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 7:22 PM 

To: Dorrance, AlbeR A N 

Subject: Re: Brazilian Soccer Course 

Sounds great my friend. What do you think about changing it to a three day course (Tuesday/Wednesday~hursday) and drop the price to a ~100-150? If you agree I 

can revise the program tonight and send you the updated version of the plato We can even open for more people, instead of just 30. How does that sound? 

Please let me know and I will follow your recommendations. 

Thanks again for all your help with this initiative. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Claudio 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December 4, 20~3 at 7:~4 PM 

To: Claudio gattaglini <daudio@emaiLunc.edu> 



Subject; RE: Brazilian Soccer Course 

Claudio, 

I wilt send this to r~y colleagues in Lhe ACC and in Lhe local clubs and the coaches that come to my Learn camp. I think it would be beLter as a two or a 

three day cm’n~ at a lower price, For the average Americm~ coach time is the big issue at this time of year (~kJs the short notice), 

From= Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 

Sent= Wednesday, December 04, 2013 7:56 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A i"V 

Subject= Brazilian Soccer Course 

Good morning my friend, 

How are you doing? It was great seeing you yesterday as usual. As promised, attached to this email is the soccer course information I showed you in your office 

yesterday. If you could please send this to all of your friends and colleagues who you feel would appreciate and benefit from participating in this course, that would 

be great. I look forward to learning more about this game with Sergio and hang out with you and your colleagues during the week of December 16th. Please let me 

know if you have any questions. 

Thanks again for all your support and I look forward to a great time hanging out and participating in this course with you. 

Have a wonderful day. 

Your friend, 

Claudio 

P.S. I mentioned this course to coach Carlos but I never follow up with him. If you could please invite him to participate in the course with us, that would be great. 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

12S Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Email: claudio~, email.unc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 

<Brazilian Soccer Course Information-UNC 2013 updated.docx> 

<Course Logo 1 .jpg> 



FFOIll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 10:34 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Showcase Atlanta 

From: no-reply@e.sincsports.com [mailto:no-reply@e.sincsports.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 20:t3 £24 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Showcase Atlanta 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 4:01 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com 

damon.nahas@caslnc.com 

F~V: EvaJualing the Impact of Your Recruiting Stmte~- 

Starting tomorrow, we are going to meet every Wed to chat about recruiting. This will be t~-~e outline of our discussion. Meeting time? Z~Z am. Just the recruiters 

will meet: Anson, Chris and Jason~ 

From: Dan Tudor [mailto:dan@sellingforcoaches.ccsend.com] O~ Behalf ~ Dan Tudor 
Sent-" Tuesday, December 10, 20:1.3 11:44 AM 

T~-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subjemt-" Evaluating the Impact of Your Recruiting Strategy 

Image removed by sender. Newsletter Banner 

Evaluating the Impact of Your 
Recruiting Strategy 
At some point each year, coaching staffs sit down and evaluate the effectiveness of their recruiting 
campaigns that they are either in the midst of, or have just completed. 
At the core of the questions most staffs ending up asking themselves is this: "How can our 
recruiting campaigns be more effective?" 
The Fortune 500 business world asks the very same question when evaluating the effectiveness of 
their marketing campaigns, and gauging what they should do next to grow their respective 
businesses. 
One of the ways to evaluate the way you and your college coaching staff manage the process of 
recruiting a class of prospects - and the overall "impact" of your message and approach to your 
prospects - is to use the seven point evaluation method... 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 



.~i Image remo~’ed by sender From Rush 

WATCH NOW: 
Using Social Hedia to Recruit Prospects 
Hundreds of you have downloaded our free national research study on how teenage recruits want 
to be communicated with through social media, and are now using that data to be more effective 
recruiters. 
Today, we want to bring you additional information and insights from Dan Tudor. He sat down and 
offered his thoughts and opinions on what coaches should do as they contact their prospects 
using Facebook, Twitter and the array of other platforms that are available to coaches= 
Take 17-minutes of your day and become a more knowledgable social media recruiter with this new 
training video webinar... 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 



.~i Image lemov’ed by sender E~ecome a Client 

Getting a Jump on Your Nex’c 
Recruiting Class 
Many coaches are wrapping-up their current recruiting class, and trying to figure out how to get a jump on 
the next one 
Enter NCSA Athletic Recruiting: 
This team of 3004 former college athletes and coaches spend each day helping college coaches who contact 
them find the beginnings of their next recruiting class. 
It’s simple - a coach emails or calls one of the experts at NCSA and tells them what they are 
looking for, and then the coach sits back and lets a team of professionals put together a custom list 
of prospects to review. 
"That actually surprised me," said one coach who we talked to last week. "1 had always received the 
emails from NCSA, but had never talked to their staff and actually had them do work for me based 
on what my needs were." 
Do you need help putting together a list that will let you get the jump on your competition for this 
next recruiting class? More than 30,000 verified prospects are waiting - with thousands of new 
athlete prospects being added each month!... 
C__L_!_C_K_H__E_B .E__!O__ .C__ .O_N!!Np__E. 



.~i Image rernoved by sender. NCSA Athletic Recruitirlg 

Image removed by sender Client Insider Preview 

Creating a Better Impact with Your 
Next Recruiting Class 
Coming up later this week for our ._T___R___S_____C__!!__e_~_t__s_ and _P___r__e____m__Lu____m____~__e_E~__b___e__r_~, we want to dig deeper into 
how to evaluate your recruiting message and strategy impact. We will go into more detail about what 
we see working, and teach our clients and members how to do it all betterthan their competition. 
Now’s the time to become a Premium Member, Coach...don’t miss out on our expanded training 
sessions! Click one of the options below: 
Not a TRS Client? Click here. 
Want to become a Premium Member? Click here. 
Have questions? Email Dan directly at ._d_#_D_@_d___a___q_t__u___d___o___r_,_c___o__m 

Need a New Coach? 
There’s a Firm for That 
by Dana O’Neil 

ESPN.com 
The room many college athletics insiders consider to be the most powerful secret lair in the 
business essentially boils down to two tables, a handful of chairs and a sofa that faces what looks 
like a fancy entertainment unit complete with a flat-screen television. 
Looks, as we all well know, can be deceiving. This nondescript conference room, housed in a 
traditional-looking office on the 29th floor of a high-rise building in Atlanta, is where college search 
committees gather to find athletic directors and athletic directors meet to find their next coaches. 
And that ordinary television is actually a display window for a database that essentially serves as 
college athletics’ biggest dating service... 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

SHOULD COLLEGE ATHLET¥CS GO CORPORATE? 
Corporate money has taken a foothold in college athletics, and has for years So asking the question 
"should college athletics go corporate" seems a little late. 
But the author of a recent opinion piece looks at college athletics - and it’s relationship with the corporate 
world - in a newway. It’s interesting...take a look, coach! 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 



.~i Image removed by sender Sto[y sepaPator 

Every day, Dan Tudor and the staff at Tudor Collegiate Strategies scours the world of college 
athletics for the best recruiting news for our followers on Twitter. 
Don’t miss out on the news, views and advice you need to know about this W~nter as you try to 
wrap-up this year’s recruiting class using the best advice and techniques. Follow us on Twitter! 
CLICK HERE TO READ MORE AND FOLLOW DAN TUDOR ON TWITTER 

.~i Image removed by sender On-Campus Workshop 

Did the NCAA Screw-Up Another Player 
Health Decision? 
by Matt McCarthy 



Deadspin.com 

As a near universal rule, the NCAA makes bad decisions. So when I heard that the NCAA had 
recently made a controversial decision pertaining to student-athlete health, a decision that incited 
the ire of the American Society of Hematology, I reflexively assumed the NCAA had once again 
screwed up. Now I’m not so sure. 
Here’s what went down. Earlier this year, NCAA delegates voted 254 to 200 in favor of a measure to 
require sickle cell genetic screening of all student athletes by the 2014-2015 academic year. As of 

2008, all fifty states mandate newborn screening for sickle cell disease but this wasn’t always the 
case, which means that some people may not know they have the mutation. 
This is important because a number of new treatment options have turned the disease from a death 
sentence (a decade ago, patients died in their forties) into a manageable, chronic condition like 
diabetes with an almost-normal life expectancy. Given the remarkable therapies available, you’d 
certainly want your newborn child screened for sickle cell disease, so why is the NCAA’s decision to 

screen athletes controversial?... 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 4:35 PM 

Street~, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

letter 

Just a short note to tell you how much we have appreciated your loyalty and support over the years. I have loved coaching this team and representing this 

wonderful Uni~ersity. I am a proud son of the University .:?f North CarolkH~ and ~ am so impressed w~:h your passion of our team and your unconditional k)ve for 

what We have d.:Nle. 

Thank you Lowell~ we cherish you and jus~ wanted you ~o know. 

S~ncere~y, 

Anson Dorrm~ce, Socce~ Coach, NoFth Carolina 

F~= Street, Shelly 
Se~t~ Tuesday, December ~0, 20~3 2:0~ PM 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject~ RE:             le~r 
Write the note and I wilf type it up. 

F~= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
8e~t~ Monday, December 09, 20%3 2:36 PM 
Te= Dolly Hun~r 
C¢~ Street, Shelly 
S~bject~ RE:             le~er 
Then that ~s exactly what I will do .. Shei~y~ 

F~= Dolly Hun~r [mallto . ~bellsouth.net] 
$e~t~ Sunday, December 08, 20~3 3:59 PM 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject:             ~ le~er 

would cherished most ~ettin8 a letter on UNC Women’s Soccer stationary by mail from you rather than an attachment in an email. 

Thank for your understanding and your gift of writing a note to him. 

Dolly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 4:44 PM 

Krikorian, Mark <mkrikoria~@admin.fi~u.edu>; Miller, Greg S <gmille@athletics.pitt.edtm; Edward Radwanski <eradwan@clemson.edu> 

Daluz, Anthony <daluz@wfu.edu>; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Charles Chugger Adair <adai@vt.edu>; Karen Elizabeth Dayes 

<ld’erguson@louisville.edu>; Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy WaJdm~n <randy.waJdrum.1 @nd.edt~-; Robbie Church 

(robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswaaason@virginia.edu); tim santoro <finn santoro@ncsu.edtc>; Pierce, Kris 

<kpierce@tfieacc.org> 

~aol.com 

RE: 2014 ACC Regular Season Start Date? 

Hear, hear!! 

From: Krikorian, Mark [mailto:mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 3:31 PM 
To: Miller, Greg S; Edward Radwanski 
Cc: Daluz, Anthony; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles Chugger Adair; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy 
Waldrum; Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); tim santoro; Pierce, Kris 
Subject: RE: 2014 ACC Regular Season Start Date? 

We have the star~ of the ACC as the 18~. 

Does anyone know if we will have an ACC Coaches Meeting in early January? I remember that we al~ agreed ~t would be best to have it ~n San~:ord s~nce we w~il a~l 

be there~ ~f that does not work, I would like to recommend that we have a tNephone conference call - ~ think we have a[[ travelled enough. 

Mark Krikorian 
FSU Women’s Soccer 
1119 SpMt Way 
’l’affaha:_-sse~:., F’I 32306 
(0) 850-644-7724 
(C) 
(F) 850.4~45.-8978 
Skype: rnlak1231 
~.seminoles.com 

FOR SUMMER CAMP INFORMATION PLEASE V~SIT 

F~m~ Hiller, Gre9 S [mailto:qmiller@athletics.pi~.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesdag, Oecember 10, 2013 3:01 PN 
T~ Edward Radwanski 
~¢~ Oaluz, Anthony; ~lison ~le7 (foleTae~bc.edu)¢ Anson Dorrance (anson@uncaa.unc.edu)/Charles Chu99er Adair; Hiller, Gre9 S; eaten Elizabeth Oages; crikorian, Hark; 
Phil Wheddon (~swheddo~sgr.edu); Rand7 Waldmm; Robbie Church (robbie.church~duke~edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson~viNinia<edu); tim santoro; Pierce, ~ris 
Subject: Re: 2014 ACC Regular Season Sta~ Date? 
~ was to]d the ~ 8tb as wvl] by ~s but this [~ck m September, 

Crreg Miller 

HEAD WOMEN’S SOCCER COACH 

University of PittsburghI DepaJ~nent of Atfiletics 

Fi~gera]d Field House I Allequippa / Darragh St. i Pitlsbnrgh0 PA 1~5261 

office [J__l___2__)__~J_~__-__8___7__(_!__]_. ]mobile . I l~ax L4__l_3_)__(_~__4_S__-___S_£4___0__ 
website]vCardimap 1~1%1 

INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN MAY INCLUDE PERSONALLY IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION SUBJECT TO PROTECTION [INDER 

FEDERAL LAW. THIS INFORMATION SHOULD BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL. RE-DISCLOSURE OF THIS INFORMATION IS PROHIBITED ABSENT 
SPECIFIC WRITTEN CONSENT OR AS OTHERV~qSE PERMITTED BY LAW OR REGULATION. 

On Dec 10, 2013, at 2:48 PM, "Edward Radwansld" <e__[a__d__~_~9r_~2<~i,c_!e_!n__s~?n_:e__d_ _t!> wrote: 

Believe it is September :1.8~h. That is what Kris shared with me~ 
From: Daluz, Anthony [g)_a__[[_~_9_Ld__a__[g__z__@k~_u__=_e_.__d___u_] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 2:45 PM 
To: Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Anson Dorrance (anson@uncaa.unc.edu); Anthony Daluz; Charles Chugger Adair; Edward Radwanski; 
g~j!Le__r_~__a__l;__h__Le__t_Lc__%9_j~_&_d__u_.; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Krikorian (__m___k__r_Lk__o_rj__a_D_~__a___d_~j_n__,_f__s__u__~_e___d__u_.); Phil Wheddon (p__s___w___h___e__d___d__g_@_s_~__r_~_e___d__u_.); Randy Waldrum; Robbie 
Church (robb!e.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanso!~@virginia,edu); tim santoro; Pierce, Kris 
Subject: 2014 ACC Regular Season Start Date? 
Does anyone know exactly what our 2014 ACC Regular season start date is? Assuming a 10 team acc touma~nent. 

td 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest Universi~ Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 



(336) 758-4375 once 

(336) 758-4565 thx 

cell 

]~-WRDOOO.jpg~ 

www.wakeforestspo~s.com 
~_kv_ !~:~ 2a___k__e__t_’__oj2e_ ~_t~g! _~!__s_~?__c__c__e___r__c__~_~! R:~ ~ g~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 4:46 PM 

@aol.com 

FW: 2014 ACC Regular Season Start Date’? 

Call Tony Daluz, he wants to try to play us .... thin, ks. 

Frera: Pierce, Kris [mailto:kpierce@theacc.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 3:50 PH 
Te; Krikorian, Hark; Hiller, Grey S; Edward Radwanski 
¢c: Daluz, Anthony; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A 11/; Charles Chugger Adair; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy 
Waldrum; Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); tim santoro; Honroe, Hary Frances (m.monroe@miami.edu); Hart Conway 
(BC) (conwayml@bc.edu); Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.pi~.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (~uchs@admin.fsu.edu) 
Subject: RE: 2014 ACC Regular Season S~rt Date? 

~ome~’5 Soccer Coaches --- 
~ apologize for just now being aMe to respond to your questions. I was in a F~eM Hockey Committee Meeth~g today. Here are your answers: 

1, Schedub~ SLart Date - September ~8th ~s correct. Randy - f apok)gize for sending you the wrong date yesterday. When I referenced my flies from July, t 

forgot to ~ndude a 2-week championship for ~0 teams~ In rea~ky, we’l~ use ~ weeks for your schedule, 2 weeks for your charnp~onsMp and that leaves 4 

we~ks ]:Or not~-cot~:erenco. 

z Annua~ Meeting - L.Ommunlcatlon regarding th~s meehng on January 9- is actually coming out: today, Mark is correct that ~t: was voted 1:o have [:he meeting 

at Dbney, but the request was denied by the SWAs. The meeting will take place in Greensboro on January 9th. This ~Rforrnat~on was sent to you in the End 

of Year memo in June. 

20:1.4 Schedule - As ~ have relayed to some of you, the first step is to have opponents d~stributed and that should occur prior to the holiday break. The 

week-by-week breakdown will come in the New Yem~. As a reminder, you d~d vote in August to use a (2-2-1-2-2-1) format. 

[f you haw~ further questkms, pk~ase k~t rne know. 

Thaqks, 

Kris 

F~= KHkorian, Hark [mai[to:mkr~korian@admin.fsu.edu] 
Se~t: Tuesday, December ~0, 20~3 3:3~ PM 
Te: Miller, Grey S; Edward Radwansk~ 
¢¢t Daluz, Anthony; Alison ~ley ffoleyae~ bc.edu); Anson Dorrance (anson@uncaa.unc.edu); Charles Chugger Adair; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Phil Wheddon 
(pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virqiNa.edu); tim santoro; Pierce, Kris 
Subject= RE: 20~ ACC Regular Season S~rt Date? 

We have the start of the ACC as the ]8th, 

Does anyone know ffwe w~l] have an ACC Coaches Meet~n~n early JanuaryP ~ remember that we aH agreed [t would be best to have it ~n %n[ord since we w~H aH 

be t:here. [f that does not work, I wouM Hke to recommend thaL we have a telephone conference cal]- [ think we have a][ l:rave[k~d enough. 

Mark Krikorian 
FSU Women’s Socc~.~r 
’1119 SpMt 

Tallahassee, FI 32306 
(O) 850-.644-.7724 
(c) 
(F) 850~645o8978 
Skype: m~ak1231 

FOR SUMMER CAMP ~NFORMAT~ON PLEASE VISIT 

htt p://~’~.seminolesoccerca mps.com 

F~m= Miller, Greg S [mai~to:gm~ller@atNetics,pi~,edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, December 10, 2013 3:01 PN 
To= Edward Radwanski 
~= Daluz, Anthony; Alison ~ley ffg[¢Y~_&@~£:~); Anson Dorrance (~_E~_gD_~_E£~_=~_t~£=~); Charles Chugger Adair; Hiller, Greg S; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Krikorian, Hark; 
Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); tim santoro; Pierce, Kris 
Subje¢t= Re: 2014 ACC Regular Season Sta~ Date? 

I was told the 18th as well by kfis but this ~ck in September. 

C~eg Miller 

HEAD WOMEN’S SOCCER COACH 

Universib, of PittsburghI Depaztment of Athletics 

Fitzgerald Field House I Allequippa / Darragh St. i Pittsburgh, PA 15261 

gmiller~atNetics.pitt.edu 

once (412) 648-8701 I mobile I thx (4.12) 648-8940 

websitelvCardimap ]xlxl 

INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN MAY INCLUDE t ERSONALLY IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION SUBJECT TO t ROTECTION UNDER 

FEDERAL LAW. THIS INFORMATION SHOULD BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL. RE-DISCLOSURE OF THIS INFORMATION IS PROHIBITED ABSENT 

SPECIFIC WRITTEN CONSENT OR AS OTHERWISE PERMITTED BY LAW OR REGULATION. 

On Dec 10, 2013, at 2:48 PM, "Edward Radwanski" <eradwan(FJMemson.edu> wrote: 



Believe it is Sep[ember :18~h~ That is what Kris sha~’ed with 

From: Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz@wfu.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, December 10, 2013 2:45 PM 
To: Alison Foley (.f__o__[_e_y__a_e__@__b__c_~_e___d_u_); Anson Dorrance (._a_n___s_o___n_@~Ln___c_a_a__N___n__c_~_e___d_u_); Anthony Daluz; Charles Chugger Adair; Edward Radwanski; 
gm!lle!~@athletics.pitt.edu; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Krikorian (tnkr!ko!ian~@adm!n~fsu.edu); Phil Wheddon (~¢heddo(@sy!.edu); Randy Waldrum; Robbie 

Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); tim santoro; Pierce, Kris 
$~l~ject: 20:[4 ACC Regular Season Start Date? 

Does anyone know exactly what our 2014 ACC Regular season start date is? Assuming a l0 team acc tonrnaJnent. 

td 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

cell 

[< ~’aq~D000.jpg-~ 
www.wake[brestsports.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:51 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: : Profile 

Let’s recruit with this 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:09 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert: A IV 
Subject: Profile 

Hey Coach Dorrance, 

J ust wanted to let you know that the profile I wrote about you for             Magazine is now online. It was just put up earlier today and they’re still 

having some issues with the pictures, so that should be fixed soon enough, but the article is there. 

Hope you like it and I’ll let you know when the print issue comes out. Thanks again for all your time, help and cooperation, I really appreciate it. 

htt~;//! 

Staff Writer,             Magazine 

B.A.-Journalism and Mass Communication, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, December :10, 20:13 8:47 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc,edu> 

Fwd: Elon Spring game 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Elon Spring game 

From: Chris Neal <cneal3@elon.edu> 

To: "Palladino, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Let me know what dates you were looking at in April to play here at Elon and I will get us on the calendar. Talk to you soon - 

Chris Neal 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Elon University 

2500 Campus Box, Elon, NC 27244 

ELON ATHLETICS: www.elonphoenix.com 

CAMP INFO: www.elonsoccercamps.com 

Follow us on FACEBOOK 

Follow us on TWITTER 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O-UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday,                  12:48 PM 

Vicki Linton <vickilinton@bayareabreeze.com~ 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu) 

@msn.com; duc~x@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros          @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: 

Vicki, 
No issue with you contacting them now that they have completed e~igibility. I wifl copy both of them on Lhis (they r~ay be in exams and not clearing er~ail for a 

while). Good ~uckH               had a great experience under your ]eadersNp so ~ wou~d ~ove it ~f both of them ended up p~ay~ng for vo~H~! 

F~m= Vicki Linton [mailto:vickilinton@bayareabreeze.com] 
$ent~ Tuesday, 9:19 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Re: 

No. I haven’t he~d from them. 

I am not sure that I c~ inflate contact until       . If they are interested can you Nss on my email address and ask them to email me? 

Vicki Linton 

Head Coach 

Bay Area Breeze 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 12:58 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Strike FC U17G CASL Update 

SFCW U 17 biosheets.pdf 

From: Tyson Mundt [mailto:tyson@adaugio.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 i0:06 PM 
Subject: Strike FC UI7G CASL Update 

Hello, 

My name is Tyson Mundt and I am the manager for the Strike FC WI UI7G Soccer team. I am emailing all of the schools to which we handed out team profile sheets 

this past weekend at the CASL Showcase. Primarily to say thanks for taking the time to take a look at our team. We have a lot of elite level players who are all 

interested in playing soccer at the next level. 

Additionally, I wanted to correct a typo in our profile sheet in regards to our coaches contact information. The team profiles shows an incorrect phone number, l’ve 

attached an updated team profile sheet to this message and included the correct contact information below. 

Thanks again for your interest. 

Coach Rob Lestina 

Tyson Mundt 

Manager 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 1:00 PM 

~aol.com 

FW: 2014 ACC Regular Season Start Date’? 

From: Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz@wfu.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 12:38 AM 
To: Edward Radwanski; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Anthony Daluz; Charles Chugger Adair; gmiller@athletics.pitt,edu; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark 
Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson 
(sswanson@virginia.edu); tim santoro 
Subject: Re: 2014 ACC Regular Season Start Date? 
Why dont we start ACC Regular season play Sep 25th, go tbr 5 straight (Ilk/sun) weekends so that we have Sep 18-21 weekend for additional non-conference play. 

Going hard for 5 weekends is great prepa:ration for post-season run (ncaa 5 weekend tournament), also eliminates some of the competitive inequities associated bye 

weekends (i.e. one temn plays two games/one temn plays one game) 

The Sep 18-21 weekend can be used to attend/host a tournament which may involve a fellow ACC team or we can schedule each other withoat the availability 
restrictions of the late season acc bye-weekends. 

I dont know about you guys, but with a season start date of Aug 22nd, and a 10 team/two weekend acc tournament, I’m having a really hard time getting 10 quality 

non conference games scheduled. Impossible. I am not a Ng fan of scrimmages as I feel it wastes games/results. 

With 10 ACC regular season games in 2014, we will all need to emphasize playing a challenging and diverse non conference schedule to maintain our st~ong ACC 

conference RPI and contim~e to separate ourselves from the rest of the field. 

We should not play sott teams out ofcont~rence because it will drag the entire coat, fence down from an RPI standpoint. If we sehedule with RPI as a priority, our 

conference will continue to dominate the ncaa tournament seeding and we will likely get 10-11 teams into the ncaa field. 

your thoughts are welcome, 

td 

On Tue, Dec 10, 2013 at 3:00 PM, Edward Radwanski <emdwan~clemson.edu> wrote: 

With a Sept :1.8th start date 

2 weekends ~sed for ACC :1.0 team to~rney (Oct 3~.stiNov 2nd; and Nov 7 & 9th sem~i[ina~) 

That provides 3.2 play dates for I(} games (they are building it~ ~:he bye op~:~ons, no 2 games per week a~l season) 6 weeks 

F~m: Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz@~u.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December ~0, 20~3 2:51 PN 
To: Edward Radwanski 
Subject: ~e: 20~4 ACC Regular Season Sta~ Date? 

ok so when does 10 team ACC tournament s~? Assuming we play 5 weeks of%vo ACC games ~r wee~ that puts us at oct 23rd acc tournament s~g? or is there 

a breaX built 

On Tee, Dec 10, 2013 at 2:46 PM, Edward Radwanski <_e__L~_@~-a__r_~(~_c_l__e_Ln_.s_9._n_:._e_ .d__t[> wrote: 

Believe it is September :[8i, That is what gris shared with me. 
From: Daluz, Anthony [mailto:d~!~!Z@wfu~] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 2:45 PM 
To: Alison Foley (fNeyae@ bc.edu); Anson Dorrance (anson@uncaa.unc.edu); Anthony Daluz; Charles Chugger Adair; Edward Radwanski; gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu; Karen 
Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; RobNe Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve 
Swanson (~s__s__w__a___n_s__o_n__@__v_j_r_g[[)j__a_:__e_d___u_); tim santoro; Pierce, Kris 
Subject: 2014 ACC Regular Season Start Date? 
Does anyone know exactly what our 2014 ACC Regular season start date is? Assuming a 10 team acc tournament. 

td 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 
V~ ake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(__3_~__d_) 758-4375 once 

(__3_~__d_) 758-4565 fax 

cell 

N Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest Universi~ Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 



(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 t~’{ 

cell 

N Image 

...... removed by 

sender. 

ww~ .wakeforestsports.com 

www.wakefmestgirl s~ccercamp.com 

Tony da Lv, z 

Head Coach 
Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 li~x 

cell 

removed by 

sender 

www.wakeforestsports.com 

w~a~’.wakeIbrestgirls~ccercamp.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 2:09 PM 

Pete Sadin <PSadin@sportsendeavors.com> 

l~L: Dec 17th - U17 NC Alliance vs U16 NC Alliance - Recruiting Opportunity 

Thanks Pete!! 

From: Pete Sadin [mailto:PSadin@sportsendeavors.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, December ll, 2013 9:53 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducat, Chris; Palladino, George W 

Subject: Dec 17th - U17 NC Alliance vs U:~6 NC Alliance - Recruiting Opportunity 

Guys - 
We’ve set up another game with our U17 NC Alliance team vs our U16 NC Alliance team and would like to invite you to attend to watch the top 2015 and 2016 players in No[th 
Carolina. 

December 17m 

6:00 pm Kickoff 
Meredith College Turf Field 
3800 Hillsborough St, Raleigh 
96 NC Alliance 
2013 NC State Cup Finalists 
2012 NC State Cup Champions 
2011 NC State Cup Champions 
97 NC Alliance 
2013 NC Premier Division Champions 
I hope you’re able to make it out. Thanks!! 
Pete Sadin 
DOC U14-U18 Girls 
North Carolina Alliance 
Triangle Futbol Club 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 2:12 PM 

@aol.com 

FW: 2014 ACC Regular Season Start Date’? 

From: Charles "Chugger" Adair [mailto:adair@vt.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 20:t3 10:27 AH 

To: Daluz, Anthony; Edward Radwanski; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Hark Krikorian 

(mkdkorian@admin.fsu.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); tim 

santoro 

Subject: Re: 2014 ACC Regular Season Start Date? 

Tony, 

I think this is something I would like to consider for sure, I know we have one game left to fill in for 2014 and I had to already take a poor RPI game just to get another date filled. I 

may need to take another one somewhere in the middle of our ACC season which might not be the best for us or the conference RPI. 

Charles "Chugger" Adair 

Head Coach 

Virginia Tech Women’s Soccer 

Office: 540-231-6660 

Cell 

adair@vt.edu 

2009 & 2011 Sweet Sixteen 

Www.wsoccerca mpsatvt.com 

Camp Dates: 

ID Camp: Dec. 8-9, 2012 

Day Camp: June 17-22, 2013 

Overnight Advanced Camp: July 11-14, 2013 

Overnight Elite Camp: July 14-17, 2013 

From: "Daluz, Anthony" <._d__a__L_u__z____@____w___f__u__:__e___d___u_> 

Date: Wednesday, December :1:1, 20:13:12:38 AM 

To: Edward Radwanski <eradwan@demson.edu>, "Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu)" <foleyae@bc.edu>, "Anson Dorrance (anson@uncaa.unc.edu)" 

<anson@uncaa.unc.edu>, Anthony Daluz <daluz@w[u.edu>, VT Athletics Computer Svcs <adair@vLedu>, "gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu" 

<gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu>, Karen Elizabeth Dayes <kferguson@louisville.edu>, "Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu.)" 

<--m----k--r-!-k---~---r-[-a---n----@----a---d---m---[-n--~-~-.-s---u-:--e---d---u->~ "Phil Wheddon (p___s___w___h___e___d___d___o____@___s__y__r_:__e___d___u_)" <p___s___w___h___e___d___d___o____@____s_y__r_:__e___d___u_>, Randy Waldrum <_r__a___n___d__y_:~_a__L_d__r__u____m___.__:l=___@____n___d_:__e___d___u_>, "Robbie Church 

(-r--~---b---b-!--e-:--c---h---u--r--c---h----@----d---u---k--e--~-e---d---u-.)’’ <.r---~---b---b-!--e-:--c--h---u---r--c---h---@---d---u--~-<---e-:--e---d---u->~ "Steve Swanson (._s__s___w___a___n___s__o___n____@____v_!_r_~l!__n_!__a_:__e___d___u_)" <_s__s___w___a___n___s___o___n____@___v__[_r_g!__n__La__:__e__d___u_.>, tim santoro 

<tim santoro@ncsu.edu> 

Subject: Re: 20:14 ACC Regular Season Start Date? 

Why dont we start ACC Regular season play Sep 25th, go for 5 straight (thisun) weekends so that we have Sep 18-21 weekend for additional non-conference play. Going hard for 5 

weekends is great preparation for post-season run (ncaa 5 weekend tournament), also eliminates some of the competitive inequities associated bye weekends {i.e. one team plays 

two games/one team plays one game) 

The Sep 18-21 weekend can be used to attend/host a tournament which may involve a fellow ACC team or we can schedule each other without the availability restrictions of the 

late season acc bye-weekends. 

I dont know about you guys, but with a season start date of Aug 22nd, and a 10 team/two weekend acc tournament, I’m having a really hard time getting 10 quality non 

conference games scheduled. Impossible. I am not a big fan of scrimmages as I feel it wastes games/results. 

With 10 ACC regular season games in 2014, we will all need to emphasize playing a challenging and diverse non conference schedule to maintain our strong ACC conference RPI 

and continue to separate ourselves from the rest of the field. 

We should not play soft teams out of conference because it will drag the entire conference down from an RPI standpoint. If we schedule with RPI as a priority, our conference will 

continue to dominate the ncaa tournament seeding and we will likely get 10-11 teams into the ncaa field. 

your thoughts are welcome, 

td 

On Tue, Dec 10, 2013 at 3:00 PM, Edward Radwanski <eradwan@ck.~mson.edu> wrote: 

With a Sept :18th start da~e 

st ~d 2 weekends used for ACC :[0 team tourney (Oct 3:1/Nov 2~ ; and Nov 7 & 9th semi/final) 

That provides :[2 play dates for :10 games (they are building in the bye options, no 2 games per week all season} 6 weeks 

From: Daluz, Anthony [mailto:da!uz@wfu,edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 2:51 PH 

To: Edward Radwanski 

Subject: Re: 2014 ACC Regular Season Start Date? 

ok so when does 10 team ACC tourna~nent start? Assuming we play 5 weeks of two ACC games per week, that puts us at oct 23rd acc tournament start? or is there 

a breaJc built in? 

On Tue, Dec 10, 2013 at 2:46 PM, Edward Radwanski <emdwan(c))clemson~edu> wrote: 

Believe it is September :18~. That is what I<ris shared wid~ me. 

~= Daluz, Anthony [mailto:~_~_~_=~5~J 

Se~t~ Tuesday, December ~0, 2013 2:45 P~ 

To~ Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Anson Dorrance (anson@uncaa.unc.edu); Anthony Daluz; Charles Chugger Adair; Edward Radwanski; qmil~er@athletics.pi~.edu; Karen 

Elizabeth Dayes; Hark Krikorian ([~_~E[~t~_~D_~D_=[~_=~); Phil Wheddon ~b_¢~_~12~); Randy Waldrum; Robbie Church ~[~_~_[¢:£_t:1~E~[)_@_~_~¢~_~); Steve 

Swanson (sswanson@virgiNa.edu); tim santoro; Pierce, Kris 

Subject: 2014 ACC Regular Season S~rt Date? 

Does anyone know ex~tly what our 2014 ACC Regular sea~m s~ ~te is? Assuming a l 0 team acc tournament. 

td 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 



Wake Forest UniversiLy Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

cell 

;~ Image 
removed by 
sender. 

www.wakeforestsports.com 

w~v.wakeforest~irlssoccercamp.com 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest Universib" Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem~ NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

cell 

removed by 
sender 

www.wakefbrestspo~s~com 

w~¥.wakefo~estairls~ccercam Fcom 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 
Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 
P.O. Box 7346 
Winston Salem, NC. 27~09 
(336) 758--4375 office 
(~6] 758-4565 fax 

cell 

:~ Image 
removed by 
sender. 

www.wa keforests 3orts.com 
www.wakeforest~irlssoccerca m p.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 2:12 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: NC Fusion ECNL Games - This Weekend @ B~yan Park 

From: Andrew Butler [mailto          @outlook.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December if, 2013 i0:32 AM 
To: daluz@wfu.edu; tim_santoro@ncsu.edu; eradwan@clemson.edu; church@duaa.duke.edu; Dorrance, Albert A IV; adair@vt.edu; sswanson@virginia.edu; 
cneal3@elon.edu; stricklandsc@appstate.edu; Andrew.Burr@Furman.edu; smnugent@uncg.edu; Kiahab@wofford.edu; grashton@davidson.edu; 
bdunleaw@georgiasouthern.edu; millerc@email.wcu.edu; JD-Kyzer@utc.edu; jbdaly@wm.edu; lombardm@jmu.edu; cairneyp@uncw.edu; michnercm@cofc.edu; 
jcullen@uncc.edu; mdemko@unca.edu; clarkt@campbell.edu; phogan@coastal.edu; krmounce@gardner-webb.edu; mbeall@highpoint.edu; jjceli@liberbl.edu; 
dyerbt@longwood.edu; bpurcell@presby.edu; bsohrabi@radford.edu; smithsl@winthrop.edu; vanderspiegel@vcu.edu; palbrigh@richmond.edu; ddrake3@gmu.edu; 
jonlipsitz@uky.edu; smithsa7@mailbox.sc.edu; ian.spooner@greensborocollege.edu; cally.morrill@Ir.edu; whitingn@Imc.edu; mdswan@catawba.edu; 
c.wiggins@wingate.edu; fpitt@fmarion.edu; calabrm@wfu.edu; mike_barroqueiro@ncsu.edu; jeferyr@clemson.edu; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; lycan@vt.edu; 
rhr2n@virginia.edu; shorne@elon.edu; morganll@appstate.edu; Brian.Harper@Furman.edu; jeharvey@uncg.edu; FerrellHJ@wofford.edu; addenton@davidson.edu; 
kfarrell@georgiasouthern.edu; tcherman@email.wcu.edu; sam-stroud@utc.edu; mlrodriguezsmi@wm.edu; chupeirl@jmu.edu; adamsjn@uncw.edu; chaots@cofc.edu; 
rlane13@uncc.edu; jsasvari@unca.edu; cgnehm@coastal.edu; bfontain@highpoint.edu; stonemanrn@longwood.edu; saanderso@presby.edu; cbarrett@radford.edu; 
brabsonj@winthrop.edu; sdletts@vcu.edu; pnash@richmond.edu; shanks2@gmu.edu; mrayn2@uky.edu; smithjrS@mailbox.sc.edu; scosby@fmarion.edu; ian spooner 
Subject: NC Fusion ECNL Games - This Weekend @ Bryan Park 

Hello Coaches, 

I hope you are all well. 

This weekend our ECNL U15- U18 Teams are hosting Carmel United and Ohio Elite at Bryan Park in Greensboro. We would love to see you out there at the 

games. 

Here is the schedule: 

160646 Sat Dec 14 11:45 am NC Fusion ECNL U16 vs. Ohio Elite Soccer Academy ECNL U16 Bryan Park Field 1 Ul~6 

180646 Sat Dec 14 3:30 prn NC Fusion ECNL U18 vs. Ohio Elite Soccer Academy ECNL U18 Bryan Park Field 1 U1~8 

1706S2 Sun Dec 15 12:00 pm ~_e___E_u_s_!o__n____E_~_N___L__._U_LT_ vs. _C_a__[.n_!e__I__._U_n__Lt._e_d___E__C_.N__L___U__I_._7. Bryan Park Field 2 _U_.1__7_ 

~i~ ~ 0 C a~ U nit~dE U15 

180652 Sun Dec 15 12:00 pm NC Fusion ECNL U18 vs, Carmel United ECNL U18 Bryan Park Field 3 U1~8 

The address for the fields is: 61o5 Townsend Rd, Browns Summit, NC 

Please let me know if you would like any further information 

thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:16 PM 

Ducar, Clms (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); @msn.com 

EW: Applying Results: Using Social Media to Recruit Your l?rospects 

From: Randy Taylor [mailto:collegerelations@ncsasports.org] 

Sent: Wednesday, l:t: 18 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Applying Results: Using Social Media to Recruit Your Prospects 

Having trouble seeing this email? Click here to see the full version online. 

Using Social Media to Recruit Your 
Prospects Part II 

removed by sender. 

Last week on Recruiting Education OnDemand, Dan Tuder highlighted key findings from the 

new study ’How High School Prospects Use Social Media in Recruiting’. Today, Dan provides you 

with 8 ways to implement an effective social media strategy, based on the findings discussed 

last week. 

Click here to watch todm![~ ~[[ #~w~pisode! To download your free copy of the social media 

study highlighted in these episodes, click here 

...... removed by 

sender. 

l i×i Image removed by sender. Want direct access to student-athletes that fit your needs? 

LogJn to your free NCSA ReruJtin~l Manaciernent System 

to start connecting with recruits today! 

This email was sent to anson@uncaa.unc.edu To unsubscribe from similar emails click here. 

If you don’t want to receive anything from us, c_~!!.c__k__.h_e__r_e.. 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 
1415 N. Day, on St., 4th Floor Chicago, IL 60642 

Phone: 866-579-6272 I Email: recruiting@ncsasports.org 

_P_.r_Lv_.a_c_Lp_2jj_c_.Z 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O L~C EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 2:20 PM 

Scott Dyreng~ @gmaJl.com> 

@duke.edu) 

RE: Asking a favor... 

I would love to, 

What dates are good for you? 

From: Scott Dyreng [mailto          i@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 11:35 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Asking a favor... 

I hope all is w~-’AI, fiust le~t you a voicemail If you get this email, you can safely ignore the message. As I have talked ~:o you about: briefly ~n the past, I ~:each a unit in 

my class on performance measurement aRd evaluation. [ have a~ways thought it would be extremely va[uaNe and interesting for my studen[s to hear how you 

measure your players’ performances in practices and games to he~p them improve an8 Lo he~p you make coaching decisions an8 ~ea8 them. Ym wonSering if you 

m~ght be wH~ing to speak to my students in mid-february. There are two or three dates that m~ght work well ~’~ thinking about an hour in ~ength, but could be more 

or less at your d~scret~on. The audience would be somewhere between I~0 and 190 b-school students, most of whom probaNy aspire to manage people on one 

d~menskm or another. You couM bas~<:a~[y ssy whatew~r you want., but hopefully would be able to spesk to how you measure 8t~d evsluate performm~ce. 

G~ve me a call and we can chat ~n more detsik 

Scott 

Ps I know you are very busy, and this is one of those thankless things that you are probably asked to do all the time, so if you can’t do it, or just don’t want to, no hard 

[e~-’_~lings at all. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 2:20 PM 

@aol.com 

FW: 2014 ACC Regular Season Start Date’? 

From: Miller, Greg S [mailto:gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 11:54 AM 
To: ’Daluz, Anthony’; Edward Radwanski; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles Chugger Adair; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Krikodan 
(mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); tim 
santoro 
Subject: RE: 2014 ACC Regular Season Start Date? 

To,W-. 
Fm all for extending the conference start date until the 2F~th to get in another weekend of games. Although mv s~tuation ~s a I~tt~e d~fferent right now w~th 

bafandng potent~a~ "wins" versus RP~ games, it’s reafly dght fitting in ~0 games before the Sept. ~8th s~art date. 

Greg 

Greg Miller 

HEAD WOMEN% SOCCER COACH 

Univers~:y of PRtsburgh ~ Department of Athletics 

FR~gera~d F~eld House ~ A]lequ~ppa / Darragh St, I Pittsburgh, PA 152{~1 

gmHler@athletics.pitt.edu 

o~f~ce (412) 648--8701 I mobile ~ fax (412) 648-89-~3 

webs~t:e [ v{::ard ~ map ~1 

INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN MAY INCLUDE PERSONALLY IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION SUBJECTTO PROTECTION UNDER FEDERAL LAW. THIS INFORMATION 

SHOULD BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAl.. RE-DISCLOSURE OF THIS INFORMATION IS PROHIBITED ABSENT SPECIFIC WRITTEN CONSENT OR AS OTHERWISE PERMITTED BY LAW 

OR REG U[J~TION. 

From: Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz@wfu.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 12:38 AM 
To: Edward Radwanski; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Anson Dorrance (anson@uncaa.unc.edu); Anthony Daluz; Charles Chugger Adair; Miller, Greg S; Karen Elizabeth 
Dayes; Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson 
(sswanson@virginia,edu); tim santoro 
Subject: Re: 2014 ACC Regular Season Start Date? 

Why dont we start ACC Regular season play Sep 25th, go for 5 straight (tk,’sun) weekends so that we have Sep 18-21 weekend for additional non-confelvnce play. 

Going hard for 5 weekends is great preparation for post-season nm (ncaa 5 weekend tournament), also eliminates some of the competitive inequifies associated bye 

weekends (i.e. one team plays two gameffone team plays one ganre) 

The Sep 18-21 weekend can be u~d to attend/host a tournament which may involve a fellow ACC team or we can schedule each other without the availability 

restrictions of the late season acc bye-weekends. 

I dont know about you guys, but with a season staxt date of Aug 22nd, and a 10 team/two weekend acc tournament, I’m having a really hard time getting 10 quality 

non conference games scheduled, hnpossible. I am not a big fan of scrimmages as I feel it wastes games/results. 

With 10 ACC regul~:r season games in 2014, we will aJ1 need to emphasize playing a chaJlenging and diverse non conference schedule to maintain our strong ACC 

conference RPI and continue to separate ouBelves frotn the rest of the field. 

We should not play soft teams out ofcotfference because it roll drag the entire conference down from an RPI standpoint. If we schedule with RPI as a priority, our 

conference roll continue to dominate the ncaa tournament seeding and we roll likely get 10-11 teams into the ncaa field. 

your tJaoughts are welcome, 

td 

On Tue, Dec 10, 2013 at 3:00 PM, Edward Radwanski <eradwan(aMemson.edn> wrote: 

With a Sept :J.8th start da~:e 

2 weekends used for ACC 10 team tourney (Oct 31St/Nov 2nd; and Nov 7 & 9th sern~/fina~) 

That provides :[2 play dates for tO games (they are buHdh~g h~ the bye options, no 2 games per week al~ season} 6 weeks 

F~m= Daluz, Anthony [mailto:~_[M~_~k~_=9~9] 
Sent~ Tuesday, December 10, 2013 2:51 PN 
To~ Edward Radwanski 
Subject: Re: 2014 ACC Regular Season Sta~ Date? 

ok so when do¢s ]0 team ACC tou~an]¢nt s~rt? Assuming we play 5 w¢eks o~-o ACC samos ~r we¢]g that puts us at oct 23rd acc tournament s~ff? or is there 

a breaJ~ built 

On Tue, Dec 10, 2013 at 2:46 PM, Edward Radwanski <emdwan(c-~clemson~edu> wrote: 

Believe it is September 18~h. That is what I<ris shared with 

From: Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz@wfu.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 2:45 PM 
To: Alison Foley (.f_oJ__e_y_a___e__@_b_c__&(_!_u_); Anson Dorrance (._a_n___s_o___n_@_u_!_~__c__a_a__=_u_!)_c__&(_!_u_); Anthony Daluz; Charles Chugger Adair; Edward Radwanski; gLn_[[!_e_r_~__a_t_[)J_e_tj__c__s_,p_[~=_e_d___u_; Karen 
Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Kdkorian (mkrikorian~@adm!n~fsu.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; Robbie Church (robbie.churc[~(.~duke~edu); Steve 
Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); tim santoro; Pierce, Kris 
Subject: 2014 ACC Regular Season Start Date? 

Does anyone know exactly what our 2014 ACC Regular season start date is? Assuming a l 0 team acc tournament. 

td 



Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(__3_~__d_) 758-4375 office 

(__3_~__6_) 758-4565 fax 

cell 

X Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Tony da Lez 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest Uni~ ersi~ V~ omens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

{336) 758-4375 office 

(:_3__?___6__)___7__~_~_:__4___5___6___5_. fax 

cell 

Image 
removed by 

sender. 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 
V~ ake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 once 

(__3_~__d_) 758-4565 fax 

cell 

Image 

...... removed by 
sender. 

www.wakeforestspo~l~s.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 2:22 PM 

.la~m Sisneros @gmaJl.com) 

EW: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Early Registlation Rate Deadline-NSCAA Convention 

From: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf Of Robert Kehoe 
Sent: Wednesday, December :Lt, 20:t3 i:09 PM 
To; division-i-mens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com; division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com 
Subject; {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Early Registration Rate Deadline-NSCAA Convention 
Good day Coaches. 

I’m writing to remind you of the NSCAA Convention early registration deadline - December 15. After the 15fl~ registration rates will increase. Following is a link 

tbr convention registration and below is inIbnnation on registration rates. Please note that there are also Student regisWation categories (member, non-member) for 

players or students fiotn your campuses interested in the convention experience. 

Additionally, new in the 2014 NSCAA Convention will be opportunities to learn more about Junior College players. 

Thursday (5:30-7 pin - CC 204 A) - Junior College Player Introduction Forum where JC coaches will be avafilable to present information on their players seeking tour 

year school playing opportunities. 

Friday (5:30-7 pm - CC Hall C) - Junior College Player Showcase - this will be on the field play in the demonstration area highlighting top JC players (All America 

selections and others recommended by JC leaders.) 

Looking forward to seeing you in Philadelphia. 

All the best. 

Rob 

Convention 
Summer Syrnpesitm~ 
Soccer Calendar 
Showcases 
Live Chats 
Past Events 
Photo Galleries 

Convention Registration and Housing 

Registration is open for the ~014 Convention in Philadelphia, Jan. 15-19! Join us for "Seccer’s Biggest Party" with 10,000 coaches, fans, players and industry professionals! 

See the information bek~w for pricing deadlines, hotel booking and other travel information. 

¯ Registration 

Registr atio~ Category 

Member 

*Non-Member 

Student Member 

(25 years ar.,d y )m3ger ~ 

*must be an active L~dli-tirne student 

Senior Member 

* Semor Non-Member 

Weekend Special 

Register 
Rate 

$129 

$17P 

On-Site Only 

$509 

$139 

$[89 

$325 

$425 

On-Site Only 

Rate 

(ou-site) 

$549 

$149 

$199 

$365 

$~g~5 

On-Site OpAv 



One-Day Pass ?’TA NA 
On- Site Only 

$150 

Group discounts available, please contact GeoffVanDeusen, ,qvandeusen@nscaa,com 

2. Book Your HoLlsh~g 

The NSCAA Housing bk~ck is only open to registered attendees, e×hibitors, All-America athletes and their families. Access to Housing Information can be found in your 

registration receipt and other information you will receive following completion of you[ regis[ration. For fur[her assistance in your hotel booking please contac~ us at 

info@nscaa.cem. 

3. Book Your Air Transportation 

Use NSCAATravel when booking a flight! Coaches can receive discounts and a personalized NSCAA seedce when making travel arrangements! 

To Begin: 

1. Click on the link NSC.AATravef.com 

2. Click on the Sign Up tab on the Main Menu Bar 

3. On the Re.gistration Page do the following: 

Click on the Individual Membership button 

Enter Use[’ Name - ~h[s is your six digi~ membemhip number 

Enter Password of your preference 

4, Complete the remaining fields and click R%gister 

Transportation information for the 2014 Convention in Philadelphia will be available soon. 

[+] Download the registration form here 

Rob Kehoe 
Director of Coilege Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 66202 i 923 362 2747 x 2025 1923 362 3439 

Wisconsin Office: 920 674 4392 I Cell: 

NSCAA,com I Twitter: ~)NSCAA I Facebook 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at 2v_2v_!x:_n___s__c__a_La_:££Lr_t:(££!_Le_g__e_. 

You received tiffs message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsub~ribe fromthis groupand stop receiving emailsfi~omit, send anemailto division-i-womens-soccer-coaches unsubscribe~3googJegroupscom 

To post to this group, send email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches(~googlegroups.com. 

Visit this group at http:i,’groups.google.con~,’groupidivision-i-womens-soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit https:/igmups.google.com/groups,’opt out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 2:33 PM 

Kendra Barat, @gmail.com> 

l~L: Fetnale Sports Psychology 

See below 

From: Kendra Barat [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December :!.l, 2013 :!.:43 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert: A IV 
Subject: Female Sport~ Psychology 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 
IVly name is Kendra Barat. I am a aenior at Rutgers Prep School in New Jeraey. 
l~m working on a magazine for a school dournalism project about women’s sporls psychology. I spoke with Dave Lohse earlier today, and he kindly directed me to you. Here 
are three questions that I had in mind that I feel would be beneficial: 

I. VVhat is the most common issue that cornea up in coaching women, and how have you responded to it? 

T~qe two ~re.~f.~:’,~t ~::~r’l~lller~es ~f’e ~o g~-’-~t the¢l~ t.:_3 £:o¢l~f)e~e ~lg.~ir’ls~ [:~r’leir [rierff]s ir~ i’_~r~c[:ic~:_~ tt’H:’, \,v~y they CO~T~-’-~te a~ir~t their ~-flos~ bit[:er 

them bond beyond their dyad (their best friend). 

2. Of all the athletes you’ve coached, which one had the best mental game, and why? 
Npril Heinrichs .... Nlways wanted to win. 

3. What is most rewarding about coaching female athletes? 
rhoy car~; about yeu N.~yond [he game. 
Thank you in advance Br your time and help. 
Best wishes Br a happy holiday season[ 
Sincerely, 
Kendra Barat 
Rutgem Preparato~ School 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:40 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Meeting 

No I?roblem! 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday,                1:54 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Meeting 

Hey Anson, 

It’s ,. Are you going to be in yonr office at all this week? I am graduating in 

you tbr a few minutes abx~ ut my plan for next year and get some advice. 

Look li~rward to hearing form you, 

, and I was wondering ifI could come by and talk to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 2:47 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: I am so sorry. I am not allowed to call back’.! 

Do you have something else,> 

From: System Administrator 
Sent; Wednesday, December l:t, 2013 2:45 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject-" Undeliverable: I am so SOml I am not allowed to call back!! 

Your message did not Peach some or all o# the intended recipients. 

Subject: T am so sorry T am not aiJLowed to call back!! 

Sent: 12/11/2013 2:45 PM 

The #ollowing recipient(s) cannot be reached: 

~yahoo.com ’ on 12/11/2013 2:45 PM 

None o~ your e-mail accounts could send to this recipient. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 3:14 PM 

Scort Dyreng @gmaJl.com> 

@duke.edu) 

RE: Asking a favor... 

Wed Feb :12 would work ... what time is good for you? 

From: Scott Dyreng [mailto          ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 2:52 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: RE: Asking a favor... 

Possible da t:esit:imes (m order of pre[erenc~:_~) 

1. Thursday, February 6 at 9:00 AM 

2. Monday, February :lO at 9:00 AM 

3. Wednesday February :12 --.could make aknost any time work. 

If those do not work, there are other’ possible dates later in the month thai might work. 

Thanks a million for considering! You have been so good to us over [he years, and we really appreciate it! 

Scott 

From: Dorrance, Albert A rg [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 2:20 PM 
To: Scott Dyreng 
Cc: @duke.edu) 
Subject: RE: Asking a favor._ 

I would love to, 

What da~ea ar~:~ good for you? 

From: Scott Dyreng [mailto:          @gmail,com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 12:35 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Asking a favor... 

Anson, 

I hope all is well. I just [eft you a voicemail. If you get this email, you can safely ignore the message. As I have talked to you about briefly h~ the past, I teach a unit in 

my class on performance measurement ~nd evaluation. ~ have a~ways thought it wou~d be extremely vakJaMe and interesting for my students to hear how you 

measure your pkwers’ performances ir~ practk:es and games to he]p them improve and to help you make coaching decisions and lead them. I’m wondering if you 

might be willing to speak to my sLudents i~l mid-february~ There are two or three dates that might work well I’m thinkk~g abouL an hour it~ length, but could be more 

or less at your d~scret[on. The audience would be somewhere between ~10 and ~90 b-school studenLs, most of whom probaMy aspire to manage people on one 

dh~ension or another. You could bas[ca]~y say whatever you want, but hopefufly wou~d be aMe to speak to how you measure and evaluate performance. 

G~ve me a ca][ and we can chat ~n more detail 

Scott 

Ps ] know you are very busy, arid this is one of those thankless things thai you are probably asked to do all the lime, so if you carl’t do it, or just don’t want to, no hard 

feelings at all. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:55 PM 

Francis, Neville R <nrfi~ci@em~Jl.unc.e&~> 

Markos, Lance M <~narkos@email.unc.edu> 

@msn.com; duc~y@uncaa.nnc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ,~)gmail.com); pacman@nncaa.unc.edu 

RE: HTIL Charity 

Professor Francis, 

Thank you for’ your thoughtful note~ What is the nature of the charity and how can I hNp? 

The NCAA has ru~es on what we can do for High Schoo~ aged kids so p~ease explain what the charity does, 

~= Francis, Neville R 
Sent~ Wednesday, 3:35 PN 
To; Dorrance, AIbe~ A ~ 
Subject-" ~L Chari~ 

Hi, I want to congratulate you on the season you had but given your track record for winning I’m reluctant to do so. Given your competitive spirit and the level of 

excellence you’ve achieved and expected to with this team I’m sure you understand. But as a professor of this fine institution I want to congratulate you on the 

wonderful job with our student athletes. 

I want to touch base with you again about possibly making contributions to the htil.org charity. One of our first recipient (.            ) of gears some years ago 

is a freshman at                   on both an academic and football scholarship. This is an individual whose life could have turned out differently had it not 

been for the structure and discipline of soccer. The program has supported many young men and women and we are happy to see them go onto college. 

Any support would be greatly appreciated. 

Neville Francis 

Economics Professor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, ,5:07 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros @gmaJl.com) 

@msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; pacm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

see if you can get           refit for "grit"’. 

Do you have any results for the test you gave? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 5:09 PM 

Scott Dyreng @gmaJl.com> 

~duke.edu) 

RE: Asking a favor... 

hate getting up and I always do everything last minute ._. Let’s say 3 pm on the I2ti~ of Feb[ 

From: Scott Dyreng [mailto .com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 3:56 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: RE: Asking a favor... 

Conveniently, all of our admin people who know about room schedules are off having a holiday party right now, so Fm not entirely sure on time of day. We could 

probably mal~e just about anything work, however. Do you have a preference? We could probaMy start as early as 9:00 AM, or as late as 4:00 PM. No more than one 

hour unless you want r[~ore [~frH~. 

Sco[t 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 3:14 PM 
To: Scott Dyreng 
Cc: ~duke,edu) 
Subject: P,E: Asking a favor,.. 

Wed Feb :12 would work ... what tirne is good for you? 

From: Scott Dyreng [mailto:          @small.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 2:52 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: Asking a favor... 

Possible da t:esit:imes (m order of pre[erenc~-:~} 

:1. Thursday, February 6 at 9:00 AM 

Z Monday, February 10 at 9:00 AM 

3. Wednesday February 12 --.could make aknost any time work. 

If those do not work, there are other possible dates later ~n the month that might work. 

Thanks a mHHon for consider~ng! You have been so good to us over the years, and we really appreciate it! 

Scott 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A N [maflto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, December li, 2013 2:20 PN 
Te: Sco~ Dyreng 
Co: ~#duke~edu) 
Subject: RE: Asking a Nvor... 

I wouk~ k~ve to, 

What dates are good for you? 

From: Sco~ Dyreng [E]~_[~; 
Sent= Wednesday, December ll, 2013 11:35 AN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Subject= Asking a favor... 

A~son, 

I hooe all ~s we~l. ~ )~st left you a voicemaiL If you get this ema~l, you can safely ignore the message. As I have tallied to you about briefly h~ the past, I teach a unit 

my class on performance measurement and evaluation, f have a~ways thought it wouh~ be extremely vaklaMe and interesting f(~r my students to hear how you 

measure your players’ performances ~n practices and games to he~p them improve and to he~p you make coaching decisions and ~ead them. Fm wondering if you 



mi~fht be willi~ to ~.;peak to my sLudents in mid-february. [here are two or three dates tha~ m~fht work well i’m thinkin~ abouL an hour in ~en~th, bu~ could be more 

less at your d~scret~on. The aud~e~ce would be somewhere between $~0 a~d ~90 b-school stude~Ls, most of whom probsMy aspire to mana~e people on one 

d#~e~s~on or another. You could basically ssy whatever you want, but hopefully wou~d be able to spesk to how you n~easure s~d evsluate performsnce. 

G~ve me a ca~ and we can chat ~n more detail 

S~:ott 

Ps I know you are very L~usy, and this is one of those thankless thin~s thai you fire probably asked to do f!ll the dine, so if you can’t do it, or just don"t waist to, no hard 

feelings at all, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 5:09 PM 

.~aol.com 

FW: 2014 ACC Regular Season Start Date’? 

What do you think? 

From; Timothy Santoro [mailto:tfsantor@ncsu.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, December 11, 2013 4:04 PM 
To; Daluz, Anthony 
Cc; Edward Radwanski; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles Chugger Adair; gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Krikorian 
(mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; RobNe Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); tim 
santoro 
Subject: Re: 2014 ACC Regular Season Start Date? 

I’m going against the previous three emails ..... I think everyone should have the single game 
weekends. 
1) Single game weekends are great for rest and injuries 
2) Single game weekends allow more training time in those weeks 

3) Single game weekends, with the match on Sunday, is less missed class. 
In addition, I’d prefer the 1-2-2-1-2-2 format if it’s up for debate. Having a "break" to start ACC 
season after 9-1o non-eonferenee games in four weeks and before the upcoming 
travel/demands of ACC would be nice. The second single weekend would fall in the first 
weekend of Oetober and before the long homestreteh for those in ACC and/or NCAA 
tournaments. Only two teams will play two games the first weekend of ACC Tournament so 
ending the regular season with two games is not a big deal. 
As far as RPI, I believe 18-19 matches, within the current format of ACC starting 18thi21st and 
against the right opposition, is still enough to build an RPI. Just going to a lo-game conference 
schedule from the 13 this past year and depending on how many scrimmages are needed, 2o14 
still gives everyone 3-4 more chances for wins that don’t have a "break even" effect on the RPI 
(playing another ACC team). If teams don’t want time off on single weekends, then once we get 
our 2o14 schedule, you can add games on those single weekends ...... a lot of midseason dates 
are open on the schedule emails from the list server, as well as, you can add an ACC non- 
conference match (but, beware of RPI with that ....... ). 
PS, if we had kept a smaller conference tournament (OR, none at all), then we eould’ve had 
more time for non-conference AND started the ACC later AND had single game weekends. 
Happy Holidays! 
Tim Santoro 
Head Coach, Women’s Soccer 
North Carolina State University 
._9_j___9___5_j__5___a___4Z~. (work) 

(cell) 
Skype: timothy.f, santoro 

Athletics website: gopack 
Camp website: wolfpacksoccerseries 

d bysender.                    I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 5:11 PM 

@gma~l.com 

I~E: Fwd: 

Hey, 

I am sending this out to the team right now!!! 
Fr~ra: Lowell Toreson [mailto       @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December :tJ., 20:13 4:42 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; @bellsouth.net 
Subject: Fwd: 
What a wonderful gif!! I’m sure my has told you of what fans the two of us have been of UNC Women’s Soccer over the years. We missed 

home games on tare occasions and always looked forward to the next game! 

To have the Carolina soccer shirt, signed by the team, is SO memfingful to me. 

I am enclosing a picture of me in the shirt. 

Please thank all the members of the team for me. 

Sincerely, 

Lowell Tores~n 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

Fro,n: <          !(a,~vzwpix.co!n> 

Date: Wed, Dec 11, 2013 at 3:17 PM 

Subiect: 
To:     ~i~:_r::ai!:~m,        !f~_~:_~_,_~-p_i~:~:_r:~ ............................. 

~¢~icmmsl.sun5.1ightsmf.uet 

UNC Soccer team signed this shirt for Dad at their banquet. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 5:11 PM 

@~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros, ~gmafil.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu); @email.unc.edu>; @aol.com); 

@live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu);_ ~live.unc.edu); 
@gm~fil.com);                      ,~!live.unc.edu>;                 @live.unc.edu); 

@gmail.com;                     @gmaiLcom);                    @live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu) @tmcaa.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); @icloud.com) @live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.e&0; @live.unc.e&0; @live.unc.e&0; 

~live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.e&0; ~gmal.com); 

~live.~mc.edu); @yaJ~oo.com); @live.unc.edu); @gmail.com; 

@rocketmal.com; @gmail.com; ,~?live.unc.edu; ~yahoo.com; ~ymail.com; 

@live.~mc.edu; @emal.unc.edu; ~gmail.com; ,(a) comcast.net; @gmaJl.com; 

.~!e~nail.unc.edu; @emal.unc.edu; .~!hotmail.com; @live.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 
~gmail.com; [~!gm~Jd.com; @live.unc.edu); @aol.com; 

@g~n~il.com; @yahoo.co~n; @gmail.com 

I~,V: Fwd: 

IMG .j pg 

From: Lowell Toreson [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:42 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; @bellsouth.net 
Subject: Fwd: 
What a wonderful gift! I’m sure my has told you of what fans the two of us have been ofl_INC Women’s Soccer over the years. We missed 

home gmnes on rare occasions and always looked tbrward to the next game’. 

To have the Carolina soccer shirt, signed by the team, is SO memfingful to me. 

I am enclosing a picture of me in the shirt. 

Please th~k all the members of the team for me. 

Sincerely, 

Lowell Toreson 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: ))vzwpix.com> 

Date: Wed, at 3:17 PM 
Subject: 

To: :~i~__rrai!:~m, ~.~_~:_~_,_~-p_i~:~_~_r_~ ............................. 
............................ 

UNC Soccer team signed this shirt for Dad at their banquet. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 9:51 AM 

.la~n Sisneros @gmaJd.com> 

ILE: see if you can get test for "grit"’. 

OK 

From-" Jason Sisneros [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, 6:20 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co: @raSh.COrn; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject-" Re: see if you can get test for "grit"! 

Not yet. Also, he asked the coaches to do it to - so I will get everyone those this week and email them to him. 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Ana2lysis I Volunteer Assistant Coach 

On Wed,             at 5:06 PM, Dorrance, AlbertA IV <an~)n(a)~email.anc.edu> wrote: 
Do you have any results for the test you graze? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:09 AM 

Ja~)n Sisneros ,@gmaJl.com> 

Duca~; Chris (duca~(~bunc.edn);      @aol.com; pacman@uncaa.nnc.edu 

RE: see if you can get Dncbvorth’s test tbr "grit"! 

This is good _.. so what test can we give them? And if the word gets out that at UN¢ you have to take a test to get a scholarship will that close us out? And how easy 

is it to game a psvchological test? 

And BTW, DuckworLh’s test was able to see belier that~ 

might have some vak~e for 

Fmm~ Jason Sisneros [mailto:         @gmail.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, December ll, 2013 7:18 PM 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ Re: see if you can get Duc~orth’s test for "grit"[ 

I tNnk tNs is k h~ps:/isasupenn.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID SV 06f6QSOS2pZW9qR al~, this page has va~ous other tests ~om her lab 

hltps:i/siles.sas.upena.eddduckwo~hiNges,’research 

I am not sold "that grit is a great indicator of future accomplishment tbr young kids, especially as it pertaJns to college athletics. The way Dnckworth defines grit; Grit is 

the tendency to sustain interest in mad eItbrt toward ve~ long-term goals (Duckworth, Peterson, Matthews, & Kelly, 2007). If you are looking tbr the player that is 
most likely to be as good or better a player in college and evaluating them when they aye 13 or 14 I’d think you’d have to consider that soccer success in relation to life 

is a sho~l term goal. Even if the 13 year old sees soccer as "long term" - they roll most likely realize that it is not a long term goal as they get older (and as they axe 

oldec they are slill immature), so I suppose it’s a matter of perspective and relativity on what exactly is "long term" and how valuable "long term" goals are as opposed 

to "short term" goals for athletes. Not to mention the "quality" of the goaJ. 

Grit in terms of resiliency and positive mental toughness would be missed in a context of being able to "lhil" and continue onto achievement. It’s not always what you 

achieve that detemfines your "success" - but in onr culture we aye brain washed t?om a young age abont veo~ particular values based on being "good workers" and 

"successIhl" - ~ the definition of grit, in this regard, lends itself to having more value. 

I would be more interested in motivation, in terms of what the athlete values and why (because motivation has ebbs and flows but can be measured at va~ous stages 

and results based on tnotivation can be observed over time tnore easily than "grit" and thus inferences can be tnade with more accuracy)... 

If I could determine what is the driving force behind the participation and then figure out a way to j udge that at a young age vs a mature viewpoint of a set of people 

with similar mentality (like so~neone that fits the kid’s profile but has grown up - players that have come through my program) and determine whether or not that fuel is 

enough to continue to bum to college and then whether or not my enviromnant would properly give the player more fuel/and how much, while they are in college. 

In practice it might go like this: 

Let’s say we rated a player’s Motivation Tank on a scale of 1-10 (1 at/near empty and 10 full) ... 

Thenj udged a 14 year old soccer player to be an 8 (where they are at today) then projected based on the quality of their fuel they would have enough fuel to get to 

college as a 6 (based on their fuel (M~at motivates them) and s~e of this tank - which would be a whole other set of thctors) .... 

Now we could compare such a player (still 13 years old) to a profile ofa sitnilar person at age 18, and how that profile responded to my environment in my program, 

and that would give her x fuel (so for example lelts say this girl would be judged to get 7 from our enviroranent).., now she is a 13. Her motivation through college will 

be roughly a 13. 

If we take another 14 year old girl who’s motivations and values are deemed to be an 8_. and that by the time she gets to college (again, compared to a profile of some 

similar person at age 18) she’ll be a 2 and my program environment would add 4.... now she’s a 6. 

This girl will be expected to fizzle out or completely under achieve..., and when most coaches see her at the younger ages (when her motivation toward short term goals 

and praise of others is HIGH) these coaches will love her, because at that moment she’s an ass kicker..., but because her Intrinsic Motivation Tank is limited based on 

"shallow fuel" - combined with maturi~ dilution and "the grind of competition, she won’t last when it comes to a higher level (at least not on par with her youth 

performance). 

No matter what you care about or the methodology - it appears the biggest hurdle is lack of sports psychological information.., and for that matter, any pwchological 

information about recruits during the process. It blows my mind that tens of thousands of dollars are spent on full scholarship athletes, but they do not have to take a 

psychological exam, along with the process of judging their athletic components. Ifs a hinge investment that is being reduced to a gamble. 
Just some thoughts’. 

Have a good night, 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Wed, Dec 11, 2013 at 6:20 PM, Jason Sisneros < ,%gmail.com> wrote: 



Not yet. Also, he asked the coaches to do it to - ~) I will get everyone tho~ this week aJ~d emaJl them to him. 

Jason 

Universi~ of North Carolina }Vomen’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match/M~alysis I Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Wed, Dec 11, 2013 at 5:06 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n(i~email.tmc.ed~> wrote: 
Do you have any results tbr the test you gave? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:11 AM 

Mat~t~hew Harloff ~me.com> 

I~E: Off Season Training 

Call in the evening. (c) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 2vlatthew Harloff [rnailto ~me.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 8:26 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Off Season Training 

Hi Mr Dorrance .. first of all congratulations on your season. Being a number 1 seed is a HUGE accomplishment especially in a sport that ha s come so far in a small amount of time. I am not 
sure ho~v the season went for you, I am stare there was some disappointment, but at the same time so much to celebrate. 

I owe you a phone call, and I actually have tried a couple of times. Our timing never worked out .. but following your schedule, I totally understood I teach during the school day and it was 
hard to find time to get away to give you a call If you recall, I am that crazy band guy that has been picking your brain about different approaches to coaching and I wanted to talk to you 
abuut huw to approach surviving success How du yuu fi~lluw a year in which you were perfect? 

One more thing I would love tu get your thuughts un .. uff-seasun training]]! I am actually writing a bouk for band directors abuut the impurtance of an off-season training program What is 
your favorite student stop)~ about how hard she/he wurked in the off" seasun and then came into traimng camp a different athlete? What is the must important aspects yuu get as a coach 
from your team having an off" season training prugram? 

’]?here are so man?’ similarities ]rum coaching and teaching. I saw an interview with Mike Krwzewski, and I knuw he is the enemy tu yuu, but he was saying that he luoked at himself as a 
teacher mure than a coach ] think teachers would be better at what they do if they had mure of a cuach in them. 

Not sure ifyuu have time to talk, I knuw we are getting cluse tu the hulidays .. email wuuld be :fine as well. I would love tu spend a day with you sometime, just tu learn. 

Once again thank you for yuur time, and congratulations on yuur year. 

Matt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:22 AM 

Scott Dyreng @gmail.com> 

@duke.edu) 

~gmail.com 

RE: Asking a favor... 

Once a year I speak Lo our UNC B-school kids abouL entrepreneurship (how to build a world class program with lust an ides), our MBA studenLs about the difference 

in leading men and women and our MAC studenLs (kids getting a Masters in Accounting degrees) .._ ~ g~ve the annua~ "etMcs" lecture Lo Lhe entire MAC school 

Because data is such a hot topic right now I bring some of our performance data h~to the b-school ~ecture. And as you know from teachh~g yourself: ~ ~earn 

sometMng every time ~ have to prepare for and give any Mnd of talk or ~ecture (and as we both know, tNs certa~n~y applies in church as wel~). 

From: Scott Dyreng [mailto          @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 8:54 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: :@duke.edu) 
Subject: Re: Asking a favor... 

I’ll confirm tomorrow morning that we can get the right room at that time (shouldn’t be a problem). Let’s plan on 3:00 on the 12th unless I let you know otherwise. 

You are AWESOME for doing this! 

Scott 

From: Albert Dorrance <anson@emaiLunc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December :1:1, 20:13 5:08 PM 

To: Scott Dyreng. _@_g._m_a__!]:_c__o_._m_.> 

Cc: @._d_..u_ k_ _e_ . : _e_ . .d_ .u_ > 

Subject: RE: Asking a favor... 

hate getting up and [ always do ev,-:~rything last minute .... Let’s say 3 pm on the 12th of Feb! 

From: Scott Dyreng [mailto: 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 3:56 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: RE: Asking a favor... 

Conveniently, all of our admin people who know about room schedules are ot:f having a holiday parW right now, so I’m not entirely sure on time of day. We could 

probably make just about anything work, however. Do you have a preference? We could probaNy sLart as early as 9:00 AM, or as IsLe as 4.:00 PM, No more than 

one hour unless you wrest more t~me. 

Scott 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 3:14 PM 
To: Scott Dyreng 
Co: @duke.edu) 
Subject: RE: Asking a favor... 

Wed Feb :[2 would work ... what time is good for you? 

From: Scott Dyreng [__m___a_j_[t___q;         ._@_g___m___a_!Lc__o__&~] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 2:52 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: RE: Asking a favor... 

Possible dates/times (in order of preference) 

]. Thursday, February 6 st 9:00 AM 



2. Monday, February Lt0 at 9:00 AM 

3. Wednesday February :].2 - could make almost any time work 

ff those do not work, there are other po~sible date~ later ~n the month that m~gbt wor~. 

Thanks a m~H~on for considering] You have been so good to us over the years, and we really appreciate ~t~ 

Scott 

From: Dorrance, Albert A ~I [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December :[:[, 20:[3 2:20 PM 
To: Scott Dyreng 

C~: ~duke.edu) 
Subject: RE: Asking a favor... 

would love to, 

What dates are good for you? 

Frem: Scott Dyreng [mailto:          @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 :[:[:35 AM 
Te: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Asking a favor... 

I hope all is well. I just tet:t you a voicemail. If you get this email, you can safely ignore the message~ As I have talked to you about briefly in the past, I teach a unit 

in my class on performance measurement and evak~ation. I have always thought it would be extremebi valuable and interesting for ray students to hear how you 

measure your players’ performances in practices and games to help them improve and to help you make coaching decisions and lead them. I’m wondering if you 

might be willing to speak to my students in mid-february. There are two or three dates tba~: might work well. I’m l:hinldng about an hour in length, bu~: could be 

more or tess at your discretion. The audience would be somewhere between :110 and I90 b-school students, most of whom probably aspire to manage people on 

one dimension or another. You could basically say whatever you want, but hopefully would be able to speak to how you measure and evaluate performance. 

Give me a call and we can chat in more detail. 

Scott 

Ps I know you are very busy, and [his is one of those thankless things [hat you are probably asked Lo do all the time, so if you can’t do it, or just don’t want to, no 

hard feelin~,s at all 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:33 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I:W: Invitation to 3rd AnnuaJ Triangle Elite Soccer Combine Hosted by Carolina Soccer Club March 29th 

Triangle Elite Soccer Combine letter to recmiters.pdf 

From: Coach Sloan [mailto:           "@nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11,2013 9:16 PM 
To:                 :@gmail.com; ’Coach Sloan’ 
Subject: Invitation to 3rd Annual Triangle Elite Soccer Combine Hosted by Carolina Soccer Club March 29th 

Coaches, 

I hope that you and your sta£f are looking forward to a restful Holiday Break. I wanted to personally invite you or a member of your staffthe opportuni~ to paxticipate 
rd and recruit the upcoming 3 ArmuaJ Triangle Elite Soccer Combine. Last yeea we were able to provide over 100 classic level mdte and female soccer players fi~m the 

Triangle and surrounding areas. Cm~olina Soccer Club in collaboration with The Heritage High School Husky Athletic Booster Club and the Heritage Husl~’ Soccer 

Program roll once again be hosting a four hour soccer combine for current sophomore, junior, and senior male and female prospective collegiate soccer players. The 

3rd Annual Trim~gle Elite Soccer Combine will take place on Saturday, March 29th on the outdoor athletic facilities on the campus of Heritage High School in beautiful 

Wake Forest, NC. The Women’s Combine will take place from 9:00 am until 12 noon and the Men’s Combine roll start at 1:00 pm and conclude at 5:00 pro. 

Here is what you and your s~fl" should expect l~om this event: 

Top Classic Levd Club and High School Players 

Wealth of Intbrmation including academic and athletic strengths 

Complete contact information of each player including cell phone and email address 

l~finilnal or No Parent Contact 

Majority of Players recommended by Club and ItS Coaches 

Combine Results Provided Same Day 

Coaches’ Hospitality Tent 

All games conducted at one facility 

Catered Lunch provided for college representatives on day of event 

Videotaped skill sessions and matches available upon request 

All combine fields are in tight proximity to allo~, coaches easy maneuverability among~st fields 

With maser collegiate coaches having restricted recruiting budgets, it is often difficult to scout prospective players and discover new players for your program. The 3rd 

A~mual Triangle Elite Soccer Combine roll assis~ you in evaluating players, by position, in some of the core skills desired by today’s collegiate coaches. Likemse, we 

will be able to group seniors together to assist recruitment ofincolning fleshman. This event will not only allow you the opportunity to obser~’e unknown players, it will 

provide you the opportuniis~ to continue tracking recruits that axe alrea@ on your radar. Players will be placed in both 8v8 and 1 lvl 1 games and in a variety of skill 

sets which will aJlow coaches and recruiters to recognize talented players for their program. The activities will be very- similar to those that a coach or recruiter might 

conduct when "working out" a player at an ID Camp. 

So, if you are still looking to add that "one" specific player, provide practice depth tbr next year’s roster, or start the process of tracking younger players, we would 

love to have you attend our event and recognize some of the elite level of ~ccer talent in the Triangle and surrounding areas. If you would like to either personally 

attend or send a recruiter please contact Combine Director Scott Sloan at             or Carolina Soccer Club President Scott Weiland at              If you 

would like to gather additional inlbrmation atx~ut the combine or view a list of fellow recruiters that plan on attending, you can visit http://husk~,soccer.i8.com/TESC% 

20/index.htnd. Thank you for the opportunity to support our programs as we continue to support yours. 

Yours in education on and offthe field, 

Scott Sloan 

Head Soccer Coach 
Heritage High School 

"(fJ) nCAT~COnl 

Scott ~Veiland 

Club President 

Carolina Soccer Club 

k~)gmail~com 
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TRIANGLE ELITE SOCCER COMBINE 

1150 FORESTVILLE ROAD 

WAKE FOREST, NORTH CAROLINA, 27587 

PHONE: 

Coach, 

If we could bring 100+ players to you for one day and give you nearly evely.’thing you would need to know about 
those players in order to supplement your out-of-season recruiting schedule, what would that be worth to you? 

Following up on last year’s extremely successful event... Carolina Soccer Club in collaboration with The Heritage 
High School Husky Athletic Booster Club and the Heritage Husky Soccer Program will once again be hosting a four 
hour soccer combine for current sophomore, junior, and senior male and female prospective collegiate soccer 
players. The 3*d Annual Triangle Elite Soccer Combine will take place on Salurdw March 29~1 from 9:00 am to 
12:00 noon for all female players and 1:00 pm until 5:00 pm for the parlicipating males. All activities will take 
place on the outdoor athletic facilities of Heritage High School in beautifid Wake Forest, NC. 

Here is what college coaches should expect from this event: 

Top Classic Level Club and High School Players 
Wealth of Information including academic and athletic strengths 
Complete contact information of each player including cell phone and email address 
Minimal or No Parent Contact 
Majority of Players recommended by Club and HS Coaches 
Combine Results Provided Same Day 
Coaches’ Hospitality Tent 
All games conducted at one facility 
Lunch provided for college representatives on day of event 
Videotaped skill sessions and matches available upon request 
All combine fields are in tight proxilnity to allow coaches easy maneuverability amongst fields 

With most collegiate coaches having restricted recruiting budgets, it is often difficult to scout prospective players 
and discover new players for your program. The 3~’~ A~mual Triangle Elite Soccer Combine will assist you in 
evaluating players, by position, in some of the core skills desired by today’s collegiate coaches. Players will be 
placed in both 8v8 and 1 lvl 1 games and in a variety of skill sets which will allow coaches and recruiters to 
recognize talented players for their program. The actMties will be veu similar to those that a coach or recruiter 
might conduct when "working out" a player at an ID Camp. 

We would love to have you attend our event and recognize some of the elite level of soccer talent in the Triangle 
and surrounding areas. If you would like to either personally attend or send a recruiter please contact Combine 
Director Scott Sloan, CRSC Club President Scott Wetland, or CRSC Director of Classic Soccer and Coaching 
Steven Curflnan. 

Yours in education on and off the field, 

Scott Sloan 

Head Varsity Coach 

Heritage High School 

Scott Wetland 

Club President 

Carolina Soccer Club 

Steven Curl’man 

Director of Classic & Coaching 

Carolina Soccer Club 

(d~ilc.rr.colIl @gmail.com @gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV 40 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}’- 

Thursday, 10:57 AM 

~live.~mc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu; @aol.com; 

:@live.unc.edu 

~)live.unc.edu>; ~)live.unc.edu>; 
~grnail.com); ~gmail.com> 

on NBC this Sat!!! See below for transmission times!!! 

@gmail.com; @rocketmail.com; @gmafil.com; @gmafil com; 

@yahoo.com; @ymai co n; @yahoo.corn; 

My ~-’_~lite      Captains ~md my t.e~d~-_~r~.;hip Council., 

Here is your chance with most of your exar~s behind to inspire your troops to beg~n watcNng the game {yes, you wi~ a~ be ~ested when yot~ get back). We have 

never been st~ccessful at th~s but ~L does not mean tNs ~s not ~mportant for our development as a soccer culture. We want Chapel Hiil to be the #~ p~ace ~n the 

worn for Women’s Soccer P~ayer Deve~opme~L If you look at the history of the players we have worked w~th over the years, we have a very good case for 

ourselves. And th~s ~s a very important p~ece. As ~,’o~ know, we want ~,’ou guys to have fun wkh the game wh~[e you are getting better. We also want %~oL~ to aspire 

t:o be hard working scholars wh~le yo~ devebp [~1:o e[ke hum~n be~n~s. We ~flso war~t you to u~derst:~nd leadership a~d use this platform to become great o~es. 

Every player you hspke to ascend in ANY area is a tribute to Vo~r ~eadersh[p. 

OK, here ~s your next leadership ass~nmenL: send me your plan for how you are go~ng to chan~e your srna~[ unit ~nLo a un~L Lhat are [:ans of the game (~f you are a 

captain). If you are on the leadership Council (every                         ) tel~ me what your p~a~ w~[I be and how ~t differs from the       Captah~s 

(a~d [ know some of you might wear both hats). I am also e~evat~ng            to one of our      Captains. ~ should have done this to begin with because she 

f~ot ~frakJ t:o b~r[~ o~t "orders" d~r~ng a match and ri~ ht now she m~ght be our sTep, test fan of the elite ~ame. W =~kome aboard 

~= Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Seat: Thursday, 4:09 AN 
Te= Dorrance, A[be~ A ~ 
Subject: Soccer On W: Thursday, 

::~:: Image 

...... rem~ed by 

sender. 

Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

Fhursday, 
%:: Image 

..... removed by 

sender 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Tweet This 

There’s Europa League action on Thursday and the first leg of the Mexican final. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive 

streaming programming listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming 

devices (online, tablets and mobile). Check your local listings and network programming listings. Soccer 

on TV is updded daily thtoughout the week. 

THURSDAY, 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Europa League ST GALLEN-SWANSEA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-ANZHI (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League MARIBOR-WIGAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FREIBURG-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League PSV EINDHOVEN-ODESA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-RAPID WIEN (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-KUBAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FREIBURG-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-RIJEKA (delay) 5 pm. 

:: ~:+:~ :: Image 

...... removed by 

sender. 
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....... removed by 
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TELEMUNDO 



Mexico LEON-CLUB AMERICA, Final, 1st leg (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League ZULTE WAREGEM-RUBIN KAZAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FRANKFURT-APOEL (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FIORENTINA-DNIPRO (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PSV EINDHOVEN-ODESA (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League To-rTENHAM-ANZHI (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-RIJEKA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-RAPID WlEN (live) 3 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-KUBAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League ST GALLEN-SWANSEA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MARIBOR-WIGAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MACABI TEL AVlV-BORDEAUX (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FRANKFURT-APOEL (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FIORENTINA-DNIPRO (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-TRABZONSPOR (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-RIJEKA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-ANZHI (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PAOK-AZ ALKMAAR (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MACABI HAIFA-SHAKHTAR (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League GUIMARES-LYON (live) 3 pm. 

BEiN SPORT 

FranceMONTPELLIER-ST. ETIENNE (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPNU 

Men’s College NEW MEXICO-NOTRE DAME, semifinal (live) 5 pm. 

Men’s College VIRGINIA-MARYLAND, semifinal (live) 7:30 pm. 

BEIN ESPANOL 

SpainLEVANTE-ELCHE (live) 3 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia MELBOURNE-PERTH (live) 3:30 am. 

Australia WELLINGTON-BRISBANE (live) 11:30 pm. 

USSOCCER,com 

U-17 Nike Friendlies PORTUGAL-ENGLAND (live) 2 pm. 

U-17 Nike Friendlies USA-BRAZIL (live) 5 pm. 

SATURDAY, 

BelN SPORT 

Spain OSASUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 10 am. 

France RENNAIS-PARIS SG (delay) noon. 

Spain BARCELONA-VlLLAREAL (live) 2 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-SASSUOLO (live) 4 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FIFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland HEARTS-INVERNESS (live) 10 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England MANCHESTER CITY-ARSENAL (live) 7 am. 

England CHELSEA-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 9:45 am. 

England HULL CITY-STOKE CITY (live) noon. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain OSASUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 10 am. 

Spain RAYO-GRANADA (live) noon. 

Spain BARCELONA-VlLLARREAL (live) 2 pm. 

Spain MALAGA-GETAFE (live) 4 pm= 

italy JUVENTUS-SASSUOLO (delay) 6 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FIFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pm. 



GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-HAMBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany WOLFSBURG-STUTTGART (live) 12:30 

Uruguay CERRO LARGO-PENAROL (live) 3 pro. 

BeIN SPORT PLAY 

England LEICESTER CITY-BURNLEY (live) 7:15 am. 

England BLACKPOOL-QPR (live) 10 am 

France RENNES-PARIS SG (live) 11 am. 
italy CATANIA-HELLAS VERONA (live) noon. 

France AJACCIO-LORIENT (live) 2 pm. 

Spain LAS PALMAS-REAL MADRID CASTILLA (live) 2 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia ADELAIDE-CENTRAL COAST (live) 1:30 am. 

Australia NEWCASTLE-WESTERN SYDNEY (live) 3:45 am. 

RFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pro. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

S~NDAY, 

BelN SPORT 

Italy FIORENTINA-BOLOGNA (live) 9 am. 

France LILLE-BASTIA (live) 11 am. 
Italy LAZIO-LIVORNO (delay) 1 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-INTER MILAN (live) 2:40 pm. 

France LYON-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England ASTON VILLA-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 8 am. 

England TOTTENHAM-LIVERPOOL (live) 10:30 am. 

ESPNU 

Men’s College NCAA DIVISION I final (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-BETIS (live) 11 am. 

Spain SEVILLA-ATHLETIC (live) 1 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-INTER MILAN (delay) 5 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands CAMBUUR-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands FEYENOORD-GRONINGEN (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany LEVERKUSEN-FRANKFURT (live) 11:30 am. 

Argentina VELEZ SARSFIELD-SAN LORENZO (live) 4 pro. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-FENIX (live) 6 pro. 

UNIViSION 

Mexico CLUB AMERICA-LEON, Final, 2nd leg (live) 6:48 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

Spain ALMERIA-ESPANYOL (live) 6 am. 

France BORDEAUX-VALENCIENNES (live) 8 am. 

Italy LAZIO-LIVORNO (live) 9 am. 

Italy UDINESE-TORINO (live) 9 am. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands CAMBUUR-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

NBC SPORTS L~VE EXTRA 

England NORWICH CITY-SWANSEA CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia SYDNEY-MELBOURNE (live) 1 am. 



BelN SPORT 

~taly AC MILAN-ROMA (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy AC MILAN-ROMA (live) 2:30 pro. 

Spain VALLADOLID-CELTA (delay) 5 pro. 

Soccer A~qerica on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Rid.qe Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Goo,_qle+: Soccer America 

FacebooR: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramericacom 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

~movedby 
sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 2:02 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: Featuring Vi&o :: Bail Striking Drill - Cone Progression - KendaJ1 Fletcher 

Hey! Kendall aL worM! 

From= The Soccer Coaches Insider [mailto:tci@coachesdirectory.com] 
Sent= Thursday, 7::12 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Featuring Video :: Ball Striking Drill- Cone Progression - Kendall Fletcher 

i:~i: 
Image removed bysender. The 

Coaches Insider [ 
i~i image removed by 

: : sencJer 
1.877386.4840 

~ 

I ii ~:~ ii Imag ....... d by sender. S .... Newsletter 

Image removed by sender. Ball ~riking Drill-- Watch it Here! 

removed by removed by removed by 

sender, sender, sender. 

Fa cebook Twitter More... 

Watch as Coach Kendall Fletcher explains and demonstrates a Earl 

Striking Drill using Cane Piogresskm 

Provided by Championship Productions 

i~i Image 

....... removed by 

sender. 

Facebook 

Image 

..... removed by 

sender. 

Twitter 

Jason Pendleton - NSO, AA 

removed by 
sender. 
More... 

Warm-Up Exercise: Organization I Instructions - In pairs players will 

3ass and move, On coach’s command player with ball (#1) will pass and 

close down the player with the ball (#2), Defender will emphasize quickly 

putting pressure on the ball. Angle of pressure (bent like a banana). 

Side on stance with low center of gravity. Part 2 of warm up: Player #1 

will play ball through #2’s legs... ~’.~:::::::d 

Image removed by 

sender. Holiday 

Drawing - Sign Up 2 

Associate Coaches! 

Image removed by 

sender. 

NSCAA 

Convention - Philiy 



~i Irnage removed by sender. Speed Warm-Ups - Watch it Here! 

...... rernoved by ...... rernoved by ..... rernoved by 

sender sender sender. 

Fa cebook Twitter More... 

Watch as Coach Dave BaBrett teaches his players a 

Speed ~Narm-up Drill. 

Provided by Championship PBod~ctior~s 

ML~ Academy~ C~!!e&l~ Cup Preview edition 

Ex-Stonehill College soccer coach Branco was one of a kh~d 

Women’s DU DU~ seasons end with a banq 

Seven ~ocal Mgh schoo~ boys, 9ids p~avers selected to National 

Soccer Coaches Association AU-Amedcs Teams 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 2:16 PM 

@gmail.com> 

l~E: Asking a favor... 

I wilt try to find that sent email I sent you for the book I wanted!H 

From: _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 2:03 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Asking a favor... 

On Dec 12, 2013, at 10:22 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(2~email.unc.edu~~ wrote: 

Hey, this will be fun for me, 

Once a year f speal~ t:o our UN(: B-school kids about: entrepreneurship (how to build a world class program w~th ~ust all idea), o~Jr MBA student:s about the difference 

in leading men and women and our IV1AC studen~:s (kids getl:k~g a Masters in Accounting degrees) .,.. f g~w~ the annua~ "ethics" lecture ~:o ~:he entire IV1AC school 

Because data is such a hot topic r~ght now I bring some of our per~:ormance data ~nLo Lhe b--school ~ecture. And as you know ~:rorn teach~ng yourself: ~ ~earn 

something every t~me ~ have to prepare for and give any kind of talk or lecture (and as we both know, tNs certa~n~y appi~es in church as well). 

~ look forward to 

F~= Sco~ Dyreng [mailto:          @gmail.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, December ~, 2053 8:54 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A 
co: .~_~_~_~) 
Subject: Re: Asking a favor... 
VII confirm tomorrow morning that we can get the right room at that time (shouldn’t be a problem). Let’s plan on 3:00 on the 12th unless ~ let you know otherwise. 

You are AWESOME for doing thM 

Scott 

From: Albert Dorrance <~so~@ern~iLunc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December ~, 20~3 5:08 PM 

To: Scott Dyreng. @~ma~Lcom> 

Cc: @duke.edu> 

Subject: RE: Asking a favor... 

~ hate ge~tb~g up and ~ a~ways do everything las~ mkmte ._. Let’s say 3 pm on the 12th o[: Feb~ 

F~= Sco~ Dyreng [ma~lto: @~maJLcom] 
Se~t~ Wednesday, December 11, 2013 3:56 PM 

To~ Dorrance, AlbeR A 

S~bject~ RE: Asking a favor... 
Conveniently, al~ of our admh~ people who know about room schedules are off hav~ng a holiday party right now, so [m not entkNy sure on thee of day. We could 

probably make just ~bout anytMng work, however. Do you have a preference? We could probaMy start as early as 9:00 AM, or as ~ate as 4:00 PM. No more than 

Scott 

F~= Dorrance, AlbeR A ~ [ma~lto:anson@emaiLunc.edu] 
Se~t~ Wednesday, December ~1, 2013 3:14 PM 
To~ Sco~ Dyreng 
Co: @duke.edu) 
Subject: RE: Asking a Nvor... 

Wed Feb I2 would work ._ what time ~s good for you? 

From: Scott Dyreng [mailto:          (~gma!!,corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 2:52 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: RE: Asking a favor... 

Possible dates/times (in order of preference) 

1. Thursday, February 6 at 9:00 AM 

2. Monday, February :10 at 9:00 AM 

3. Wednesday Februaw 1.2 - could make akr~ost any time work 

If those do not work, there are other possiMe ds~es Is~er ~n the month that rn~ght work. 

Thanks a m~Non for considerh~g! You have been so good to us over the years, and we rea~y appreciate ~t! 

Scott 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [ma~lto:anson(~emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, December ll, 2013 2:20 PN 
To: Sco~ Dyreng 



Cc: ~duke,edu) 
Subject: RE: Asking’a favor... 

I would Jove to, 

What dates are good for you? 

From: Scott Dyreng [mailto: 

Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 2023 12:35 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Asking a favor~.. 

I hope all is well. I just left you a voicemail. If you get this email, you can safely ignore the message. As I have talked to you about briefly in the past, I teach a unit 

in my class on performance measurement and evak~ation. I have always thought it wou~d be extremely valuable and interesting for my students to hear how you 

meas~Jre your players’ performa~ces ~r~ pray:rices a~d games ~o help ~:hem h~prove and to help you make coachh~g decb~o~s and ~ead them. ~’m wondering ~f you 

might be w~ll~r~ to speak to my students m m~d-~ebruary. ]here are two or three dates tha~: might work well. I’m l:hh~]d~g about a~ hour m k~ng~h, bu~: couM be 

mo~e or less s[ your discre[~on. The audience would ~e somewhere be[ween 1~0 and I90 b-.schoo~ s[udeRts~ [~ost of who~~ probably aspire to ma~age people on 

one d~mens~on or another. You could basically say whatever you want, but hopefully wou~d be able to speak to how you measure and evaluate performm~ce. 

Give me a cal~ and we can chat in more detail. 

S~::ott 

Ps I know you are very busy, and this is one of those thankless things that you are proba~fy asked [o do all the time, so if you can’t do i[, or just don’[ want 

hard feelin~,s at all 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 2:28 PM 

@gmail.com> 

on NBC this Sat!’.! See below for trausrnission times!!! 

I am so sorry .... Thank you for helping me try to correct this[! All the best! 

From: @gmail,com] 
Sent: Thursday, :[1:09 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject: Re: on NBC this Sat!!! See below for transmission times!!! 

I believe you have the wrong email. There are two of us on campus. I just want to make sure this message is delivered to the right person. 

Thanks, 

Ou 10:57 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV --auson;aemafl.unc.e& wrote 

My elite Captains and my I.eadership (:ouncil, 

H~-:~re is your chance with most of your exams behh~d to ins~#e your troops to beg#~ watching ~:he game (yes, you w~l~ aH be l:es~:ed when you get back). We have 

never been ~uc(:essKd at th~s buL ~t doe~; n.:)t mean l:hh; ~s n.:)t knportant for our developmenL as a ~.:)c(:er culture. We want Chapel Hill [:o be [:he 

world for Women’s Soccer Player Development. If you ~ook at the hisLory of the players we have worked w~Lh over the years, we have a very good case for 

ourselves. And tNs ~s a very important p~ece. As you know, we want you guys to have fun w~th the game wh~e you are getth~g better. We also want you to asph*e 

to be hard working scholars while you develop ~nto e~te human beings. We also want you to understand ~eadership and use this p~atform to become great ones. 

Every player you ~nsp~re ~:o ascend in ANY area is a tdbu~:e to your k~adersh~p. 

OK, here ~s your next leadership assignment: send me your ~la]~ for how you are going Lo change your small unit into a unit that are fans 

capLain}, ff you are on the LeadersNp Council (every ~ LeH me what your plan w~ll be and how it differs from Lhe Captains 

(and lknow some of you might wear both hats). I sin abo elevating to one of our CapLains. I should have done this to begin with because she is 

not afraid to bark out "orders" during a match and right now she m~ght be our greatest fan of the elite game. Welcome aboard 

From= Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:09 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject; Soccer On ~: Thursday, 
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There’s Europa League action on Thursday and the first leg of the Mexican final. 

Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive 

streaming programming listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming 

devices (online, tablets and mobile). Check your local listings and network programming listings. Soccer 

on TV is apdated daily threughout the week. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Europa League ST GALLEN-SWANSEA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTFENHAM-ANZHI (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League MARIBOR-WIGAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FREIBURG-SEVlLLA (live) 3 pm. 

Share This 

i~ilmage 

removed by 

sender. 



FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League PSV EINDHOVEN-ODESA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-RAPID WlEN (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-KUBAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FREIBURG-SEVlLLA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-RIJEKA (delay) 5 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico LEON-CLUB AMERICA, Final, 1st leg (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League ZULTE WAREGEM-RUBIN KAZAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FRANKFURT-APOEL (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FIORENTINA-DNIPRO (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PSV EINDHOVEN-ODESA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-ANZHI (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS=RIJEKA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-RAPID WIEN (live) 3 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-KUBAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League ST GALLEN-SWANSEA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MARIBOR-WIGAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MACABI TEL AVlV-BORDEAUX (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FRANKFURT-APOEL (live) 1 

UEFA Europa League FIORENTINA-DNIPRO (live) 1 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-TRABZONSPOR (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-RIJEKA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TO-rTENHAM-ANZHI (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PAOK-AZ ALKMAAR (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MACABI HAIFA-SHAKHTAR (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League GUIMARES-LYON (live) 3 pm. 

FRIDAY, 

BEIN SPORT 

FranceMONTPELLIER-ST. ETIENNE (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPNU 

Men’s College NEW MEXICO-NOTRE DAME, semifinal (live) 5 pm. 

Men’s College VIRGINIA-MARYLAND, semifinal (live) 7:30 pm. 

BEiN ESPANOL 

SpainLEVANTE-ELCHE (live) 3 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia MELBOURNE-PERTH (live) 3:30 am. 
Australia WELLINGTON-BRISBANE (live) 11:30 pm. 

USSOCCER.com 

U-17 Nike Friendlies PORTUGAL-ENGLAND (live) 2 pm. 

U-17 Nike Friendlies USA-BRAZIL (live) 5 pm. 

SATURDAY, 

BelN SPORT 

Spain OSASUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 10 am. 

France RENNAIS-PARIS SG (delay) noon. 

Spain BARCELONA-VlLLAREAL (live) 2 pm. 

italy JUVENTUS-SASSUOLO (live) 4 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FIFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland HEARTS-INVERNESS (live) 10 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England MANCHESTER CITY-ARSENAL (live) 7 am. 

England CHELSEA-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 9:45 am. 

England HULL CITY-STOKE CITY (live) noon. 



BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain OSASUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 10 am. 

Spain RAYO-GRANADA (live) noon. 

Spain BARCELONA-VlLLARREAL (live) 2 pm, 

Spain MALAGA-GETAFE (live) 4 pm= 

Italy JUVENTUS-SASSUOLO (delay) 6 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FIFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA C~ub World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-HAMBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany WOLFSBURG-STUTTGART (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay CERRO LARGO-PENAROL (live) 3 pro. 

BeIN SPORT PLAY 

England LEICESTER CITY-BURNLEY (live) 7:15 am. 

England BLACKPOOL-QPR (live) 10 am 

France RENNES-PARIS SG (live) 11 am. 
Italy CATANIA-HELLAS VERONA (live) noon. 

France AJACCIO-LORIENT (live) 2 pm. 

Spain LAS PALMAS-REAL MADRID CASTILLA (live) 2 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia ADELAIDE-CENTRAL COAST (live) 1:30 am. 

Australia NEWCASTLE-WESTERN SYDNEY (live) 3:45 am. 
FIFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am, 

England CARDIFF CITY-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy FIORENTINA-BOLOGNA (live) 9 am. 

France LILLE-BASTIA (live) 11 am. 

Italy LAZIO-LIVORNO (delay) 1 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-INTER MILAN (live) 2:40 pm. 

France LYON-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England ASTON VILLA-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 8 am. 

England TOTTENHAM-LIVERPOOL (live) 10:30 am. 

ESPNU 

Men’s College NCAA DIVISION I final (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-BETIS (live) 11 am. 

Spain SEVlLLA-ATHLETIC (live) 1 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-INTER MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands CAMBUUR-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands FEYENOORD-GRONINGEN (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany LEVERKUSEN-FRANKFURT (live) 11:30 am. 

Argentina VELEZ SARSFIELD-SAN LORENZO (live) 4 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-FENIX (live) 6 pm. 

UNIViSION 

Mexico CLUB AMERICA-LEON, Final, 2nd leg (live) 6:48 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

Spain ALMERIA-ESPANYOL (live) 6 am. 

France BORDEAUX-VALENCIENNES (live) 8 am. 
Italy LAZIO-LIVORNO (live) 9 am, 

Italy UDINESE-TORINO (live) 9 am. 



ESPN3.com 

Netherlands CAMBUUR-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

NBC SPORTS L~VE EXTRA 

England NORWICH CITY-SWANSEA CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia SYDNEY-MELBOURNE (live) 1 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy AC MILAN-ROMA (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy AC MILAN-ROMA (live) 2:30 pro. 

Spain VALLADOLID-CELTA (delay) 5 pro. 

Soccer A[~qerica er~ Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: .S_o__c_£e_L .A__ .n3~_[j.c_ a_. 

Facebook: .S__.o__c_’.u_" .e__r__. _A_..r [__~..e_ El. _c_" ~t 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@~occeramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at A_n_:_s__o___n_@_~_Ln___c__a___a_:_u___n__c__=_e___d__u_. as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,socc’eramerica.com 

M e m b e rs h i p C o n ta c t: .c__Lr _c__~_ &a__t_ Lo___n_ @.:_s__o___c_£ _e___r _a___m_____e__rLc__a_:__c__o__~ 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 0689997 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 2:31 PM 

@gmail.com> 

on NBC this Sat!’.! See below for transmission times!!! 

Excellent ., you are the first to respond![ OK now is a perfect dine to get them watching .,., No interference with academics!! 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:21 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject: Re: on NBC this SatH~ See below for transmission timesH~ 

An~ 

Wow, it’s m cr~ m ~ already planmng for the      when I s~ill feel like h~n’t ended, but I coul&ft be more excited for what lies ahead. My small unit consists 

of     (so I hope I don’t lose her since she is my mosl valuable player),               Obviously ~ you ~id     doesn’t need much motivation in becoming a 

fan ofthe game. That gift has so much soccer knowledge it’s c~, ~) honestly she will ~ the my exempla~ model. For      it’s really aNmt getting her more tbcu~d 

not only on the game physically, but also visually. She has come a long way since she has go~en to [~C, and I can see her progressing as an athlete in pick-up. 

actually already watches the gmne, not to the ex~nt of     and youmelI; but whenever a Mexicm~ National team is playing her twir~r is absolutely blomng up, so I 

~ow she’s definitely tuned-in. Maybe as some temn (small unit) bonding events we cm~ watch games together, because like my temnmates I need to become a fan 

mysel£ Dinner and a g~e could ~ not only a great bonding atmosphere, but also a g~at lea~ing attnosphe~. 

The leadership council’s plan may differ fm~n fl~at of the      Captains ~cau~ office leadersNp it demons~ates among ~e thrum leade~ of ilia te~m. Losing all of 

our cap~ns calls upon ~11 of the                   , to step-up and roach our potential on a leade~hip level. Our plan/tny plm~ roll be not only to get these girls to 

watch the game on a regular b~is (a couple times a week notNng too cr~y), but to help ~em develop into players ruth SOCCER B~S. The more gifts on the 

field we can get to think like a pro, the mo~ chances of success we roll have. The leadersNp council shouldn’t just be loo~ng ~) ~lfill the assignment you have given us, 

but we should be loo~ng to exp~d upon it for the be~efing of the team. It is our time to take this team over and the first step is to provide a plaffo~ of development 

tbr gift s that may seem resism~t (even fl~ough I tNnk my te~m roll ~ ve~ complim~t). I know       won’t be resistant,      is also Mhn of the game, and I tNnk 

is already taking steps in the fight Nmctio~ so really it is my responsiNliW to s~ep up ~s well a~d turn my~lfinto a thn while turning my u~t into one~ 

P.S. The picture I ~nt you shows yoffve ~en right all along, ma~ing rich has its perks[ 

On            , at 10:57 AM, Dorrance, NbegA IV wrote: 

My elite      Captains and my Leadership Council, 

Here is your chance with most of your exams behind to inspire your troops to begin watching the game (yes, you will all be tested when you get back). We have 

never been successful at 1:his but ~: does not mean th~s b not important for our development as a soccer culture. We want Chapel Hiil to be the #1 p~a(:e in the 

worm for Women’s Soccer P~aver Devek~pme]~l:. If you ~ook at the history of the players we have worked w~th over ~:he years, we haw~ a very good case for 

ourselves. And th~s ~s a very irnportant p~ece. As you know, we want you guys to have fun wi[h [he game wM~e you are getting better. We also want you to aspire 

to be hard working scholars wMle you develop into e~ke hurnan beings. We also wan[ you to understand leadership and use this pb[form to become great ones. 

Every p~ayer you h~sp~re to ascend in ANY area is a tribute to your ~eadersNp. 

OK, here ~s your next ~eadership assignment: send me your plan for how you are going to change your ;m~l~ u[?~t into a unit that are fans of the game 0f you are a 

ca ptain), f [ you a re on th e Lea d ersMp Co u n~::~ (ew~rv . tell m e wh a t go u r p] a n w~ll be a n d how ~1: d iffers fro m th e Ca p tams 

(and f know some of you might wear both hats) larn a~so elevating ~to one of our Captains. ~ should have done this to begin with because she 

not afraid to bark out "orders" during a match and right now she m~ght be our gres[est fan of the elite game. WNcome aboard 

F~m= Soccer America [mai~to: news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, 4:09 AM 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ Soccer On W: Thursday, 

<~WRD000~jpgq 

Fhursday, 

I~-~WRD000.jpgq 

<~WRD000dpo~>lTweet This I<~WRD000.,ip~>lShare Thi 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s Europa League action on Thursday and the first leg of the Mexican final. [<’~WRD000,j pgq 

Air times Eastern unless noted. TV ptogramming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming programming 

listed here, many networks make TV ptogtamming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). Check your 

local listings and network programming listings. Soccer on 73/is updated daily throughout the week. 

THURSDAY, 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Europa League ST GALLEN-SWANSEA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-ANZHI (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League MARIBOR-WIGAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FREIBURG-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League PSV EINDHOVEN-ODESA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-RAPID WlEN (live) 3 pm. 



ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-KUBAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FREIBURG-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-RIJEKA (delay) 5 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico LEON-CLUE AMERICA, Final, 1st leg (live) 8 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League ZULTE WAREGEM-RUBIN KAZAN (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League FRANKFURT-APOEL (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FIORENTINA-DNIPRO (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League PSV EINDHOVEN-ODESA (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-ANZHI (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-RIJEKA (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-RAPID WlEN (live) 3 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-KUBAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League ST GALLEN-SWANSEA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MARIBOR-WIGAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MACABI TEL AVIV-EORDEAUX (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FRANKFURT-APOEL (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League FIORENTINA-DNIPRO (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-TRABZONSPOR (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-RIJEKA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-ANZHI (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PAOK-AZ ALKMAAR (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MACABI HAIFA-SHAKHTAR (live) 3 pm= 

UEFA Europa League GUIMARES-LYON (live) 3 pro. 

BEIN SPORT 

FranceMONTPELLIER-ST. ETIENNE (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPNU 

Men’s College NEW MEXICO-NOTRE DAME, semifinal (live) 5 pm. 

Men’s College VIRGINIA-MARYLAND, semifinal (live) 7:30 pm. 

BEiN ESPANOL 

SpainLEVANTE-ELCHE (live) 3 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia MELBOURNE-PERTH (live) 3:30 am. 

Australia WELLINGTON-BRISBANE (live) 11:30 pro. 

u. _s__s_. _o_. _c_ .c__E. _R_, c__q.m_ 
U-17 Nike Friendlies PORTUGAL-ENGLAND (live) 2 pm. 

U-17 Nike Fdendlies USA-BRAZIL (live) 5 pm. 

SATURDAY, 

ReIN SPORT 

Spain OSASUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 10 am. 

France RENNAIS-PARIS SG (delay) noon. 

Spain BARCELONA-VlLLAREAL (live) 2 pm. 

italy JUVENTUS-SASSUOLO (live) 4 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FIFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland HEARTS-INVERNESS (live) 10 am. 

NBC SPORTS NET~NORK 

England MANCHESTER CITY-ARSENAL (live) 7 am. 

England CHELSEA-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 9:45 am. 

England HULL CITY-STOKE CITY (live) noon. 

EelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain OSASUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 10 am. 

Spain RAYO-GRANADA (live) noon. 

Spain BARCELONA-VlLLARREAL (live) 2 pm. 



Spain MALAGA-GETAFE (live) 4 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-SASSUOLO (delay) 6 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FIFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-HAMBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany WOLFSBURG-STUTTGART (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay CERRO LARGO-PENAROL (live) 3 pm. 

BeIN SPORT PLAY 

England LEICESTER CITY-BURNLEY (live) 7:15 am. 

England BLACKPOOL-QPR (live) 10 am 

France RENNES-PARIS SG (live) 11 am. 
italy CATANIA-HELLAS VERONA (live) noon. 

France AJACCIO-LORIENT (live) 2 pm. 

Spain LAS PALMAS-REAL MADRID CASTILLA (live) 2 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia ADELAIDE-CENTRAL COAST (live) 1:30 am. 

Australia NEWCASTLE-WESTERN SYDNEY (live) 3:45 am. 
FIFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy FIORENTINA-BOLOGNA (live) 9 am. 

France LILLE-BASTIA (live) 11 am. 

Italy LAZlO-LIVORNO (delay) 1 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-INTER MILAN (live) 2:40 pm. 

France LYON-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England ASTON VILLA-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 8 am. 

England TOTTENHAM-LIVERPOOL (live) 10:30 am. 

ESPNU 

Men’s College NCAA DIVISION I final (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-BETIS (live) 11 am. 

Spain SEVlLLA-ATHLETIC (live) 1 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

italy NAPOLI-INTER MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands CAMBUUR-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands FEYENOORD-GRONINGEN (live) 9:30 am. 
Germany LEVERKUSEN-FRANKFURT (live) 11:30 am. 

Argentina VELEZ SARSFIELD-SAN LORENZO (live) 4 pro. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-FENIX (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISlON 

Mexico CLUB AMERICA-LEON, Final, 2nd leg (live) 6:48 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

Spain ALMERIA-ESPANYOL (live) 6 am. 

France BORDEAUX-VALENCIENNES (live) 8 am. 
italy LAZIO-LIVORNO (live) 9 am. 

italy UDINESE-TORINO (live) 9 am. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands CAMBUUR-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 



NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England NORWICH CITY-SWANSEA CITY (live) 8:30 am, 

FOXSOCGER2GO.com 

Australia SYDNEY-MELBOURNE (live) 1 am. 

~ONDAY, 

BelN SPORT 

italy AC MILAN-ROMA (live) 2:30 pro. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy AC MILAN-ROMA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain VALLADOLID-CELTA (delay) 5 pm. 

~imageOOldpgq 

Soccer America on Twi~ter: 

Follow ._S___o_c__c__e_L_A__m_e___rj__c__a_. I ._P___a___u_hK___e__n__t_~__e__d__y I ._R__[_d_g_e_____M___a___h__o___n__e__y I ._M__i__k__e_____W____o_i_t__a_!!__a_ 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: __m__Lk__e_._@_s__o___c__c___e__r__a___m___e_._r_j_c___a_~_c__9__m__ 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 2:32 PM 

.la~)n Sisnems @gmaJl.com) 

EW: Introducing Seasonplm~ning.com 

From: Season Planning [mailto:info@seasonplanning.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December :12, 2013:1J.:32 AN 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Introducing Seasonplanning.com 

Imag ...... ’ed by sender 

Seasonplanning.com 

Anson, 

I would like to introduce you to Seasonplanning.com Coaches are finding this application to be a real plus as they 
plan for the growth and development of their programs. 

Seasonplanning.com is not designed to do the planning for you. Our goal is to help you plan your workouts and 
practices by making planning faster and easier for you! 

Seasonplanningcom was designed by college coaches to be a web based application which may be used by a 
single coach, by several staff, or your entire athletic program 

Specifically Seasonplanning.com was designed with the crazy lifestyles of Division I coaches in mind. Our coaches 
have found Seasonplanning.com makes their daily preparation easier, more productive and simply more fun! 

Here are a few of the key features from Seasonplanning.com: 

1 ) Seasonplanning.com can allow coaches to enhance the job of season and daily practice planning. 

2) Seasonplanning.com will speed the planning process. 

3) Seasonplanning.com was designed to improve collaboration between coaches, sport performance coaches, and 
trainers by allowing everyone to have an an insight and possibly an active role in the planning process. 

4) Seasonplanningcom will give staff members the opportunity to improve communication with athletes and parents 
by allowing them access to part or all of finalized weekly or daily plans. 

5) Finally, we all know that as coaches you enjoy sharing and learning from your peers. Seasonplanning.com will also 
give you the opportunity to mentor young coaches while developing yourself by sharing ideas and plans with peers. 

Click here to check us out: http:i/www.seasonplanning.com/ 

Sincerely, 

Josh D. 

info@seasonplanning.com 

To stop receiving messages from the SeasonPlannning.com, click .t_ke__r__e_. 
To pass a copy of this message on to a friend, click here. 

This email was sent to you by: removed 

SeasonPlanning com sender 

10211 Fairlane Drive 
South Lyon, M148178 

[msg-1386865903 1755 en-mail3] 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 2:32 PM 

.la~)n Sisnems ~gmaJl.com) 

FW: NCAA Spo~l Science Institute Newsletter, Vol 1, Issue 7 

From= Latrice Sales [mailto:Isales@ncaa.org] 
Sent= Thursday, December :t2, 20:t3 :t:t:30 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= NCAA Sport Science Institute Newsletter, Vol :t, Issue 7 

-to view an online ver:~iorl of this en’lail, click here, 

Volume 1 I Issue 7 I December 2013 

The hallmark of return-to-learn is cognitive rest immediately following concussion, just as the hallmark of return-to-play is 

physical rest For the collegiate student-athlete, cognitive rest following concussion means avoiding potential cognitive stressors 

such as school work, video games, reading, texting and watching television for at least one day. The rationale for cognitive rest is 

that the brain is experiencing an energy crisis, and providing both physical and cognitive rest allows the brain to heal more 

quickly. Re~d ~o;’e ... 

John Parsons, who has spent more than two decades studying, practicing and teaching sports medicine and athletic training, 

will join the NCAA as director of the Sport Science Institute. He will work alongside NCAA Chief Medical Officer Brian Hainline to 

address problems such as concussion, student-athlete mental health and improving systems that track sports injuries Read 

Pain is a universal signal that something is wrong. Yet, the source of the injury may not be at the point of pain. When I treat an 

injury, I don’t just see body parts; I see the whole person. I consider where the athlete comes from, where she is currently and 

where she wants to go. I care for athletes in terms of connection - balancing their body, mind and spirit. ,’~eadmo~’e 

Reducing the risk, severity and incidence of injury is the hallmark of a great athletic performance team. Athletic trainers and 

strength and conditioning coaches have the greatest influence on student-athlete well-being There is a distinct difference in the 

expertise and role of these two professions, yet the impact and significance of their coordinated work is paramount to student- 

athlete success Re;~d ~’~ .,. 

Image removed by sender 

Whether the focus is injury prevention or rehabilitation, getting adequate calories, carbohydrates, protein, fluids, vitamins and 

minerals are all important for the injured athlete. Poor food choices day after day can lead to a number of deficiencies resulting 

in chronic conditions, such as iron deficiency or low bone mineral density For nutrition to aid in injury prevention and 

rehabilitation, the injured athlete should focus on total dietary intake over the course of days, weeks and months..Read more 

Washing your hands, getting adequate rest, staying hydrated and 

eating a balanced diet are the key strategies for preventing the 

common cold. However, even with these efforts, the risk for 

infection is increased due to the high intensity training required for 

sport, academic demands and sharing close spaces with 

teammates who might unknowingly be ill. Click the image to learn 

how your diet can help support your immune system and prevent 

you from getting sick. 

d by sender 

In an efforL to educate students about the risks involved with 

the misuse of alcohol, the NCAA Sport Science Institute has, 

through the support of the NCAA Foundation and Anheuser- 

Busch Companies, Inc., developed NCAA CHOICES, a grant 



.~i Image removed by sender 

Foods to Promote Immune 

Function 

program for alcohol education. 

The NCAA CHOICES program provides funding for NCAA 

member institutions and conferences to integrate athletics 

into campus-wide efforts to reduce alcohol abuse. NCAA 

CHOICES projects must partner athletics with other campus 

departments in the development and implementation of 

effective alcohol-education projects Click here to learn 

more about 2014 grant guidelines. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 2:34 PM 

Scott Dyreng @gmail.com> 

l~g: Asking a favor... 

Scott, 

I would love if it were interactive the whole time _.. All the best! 

From: Scott Dyreng [mailto:          @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 11:34 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: RE: Asking a favor... 

Thanks again. W~-_~ are set for 3:00 ot~ l:he :12th of February. I’ll follow up with you a week before to remind you and make sure everythk~g is still a go. 

In terms of con[ent, I’m sure anything you say witl be valuable. Any combination of the things you mention below would be fan[astic. Bringing in your use of data 

at least to some extent wilt help me tie it to what I am teaching, but not crucial. As an accountant, Vm often trying to teach the students [hat stra[egic use ot: data 

can really help a manager, but it has to be done appropriately. Also, we can make it as interactive as you want, ranging from a speech to fully interactive. At a 

minimum, a little Q&A at the end might be great, but again, it is completely up to you. 

Let me know if you have any ques[:ions. 

St::O It 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [.__m___a_![t_p_2_a_!:1s_9__n___~__e____m___a_!Lu__n___c_=e__d___u_] 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:22 AM 
To: Scott Dyreng 

Cc: _@__d_~ Lk___e_~__e__d_~ 0 
Subject: RE: Asking a favor... 

Hey, this will be fun for me. 

Once a year I speak Lo our UNC B-school kids abouL entrepreneurship (how to build a world class program with just an idea), our MBA studenLs about the difference 

in leading men an~ women and our MAC students (kids getting a Masters in Accountk~g ~egrees) _.. ~ g~ve the annua~ "ethics" lecture to the entire MAC school 

Because data is such a hot topic right now I bring some of our ~erformance data h~to the b-school ~ecture. And as you know from teacNng yourself: ~ learn 

somethh~g ew~ry tffru~ f have to pre~are for and giw~ at~y Mnd of talk or k~cture (and as we both know, tNs certam~y apI:d~es in church as wel~). 

forward to it, 

From: Scott Dyreng [mailto: .......... @_g___m___a_]Lc__o___n__~] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 8:54 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
cc: @ _d_ _ _u_ _ _k_ _e_ ~_ _e_ _ _d_ _u_ ) 
Subject: Re: Asking a favor.., 

I’ll confirm tomorrow morning that we can get the right room at that time (shouldn’t be a problem). Let’s plan on 3:00 on the 12th unless I let you know otherwise. 

You are AWESOME for doing this! 

Scott 

From: Albert Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December :11, 20:13 5:08 PM 

To: Scott Dyreng ___@__g__m___a__!]:__c___o___m__.> 

Cc: @duke.edu> 

Subject: RE: Asking a favor... 

hate getting up at~d [ always do ev,-:~rything last nli]~ute ..,. Let’s say 3 p~’q o]~ the 12th of Feb! 

From: Scott Dyreng [.__m___a_][t__o_.          _,@g__m___ajJ_=_c___O_Lr_~ 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 3:56 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co: 
Subject: RE: Asking a favor... 

Conveniently, all o]: our’ adrnin people who know about room schedules are off having a holiday parW right now, so I’m not entirely sure on time of day. We could 



probably make just about anything work, however. Po you have a preferen~:e? We could probably start as early as 9:,30 AM, or as late as 4:00 PM. No more than 

one hour unless you want more time. 

Scott 

Fro~a; Dorrance, Albert A ~V [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, December :1.$, 20~.3 3:~4 PM 

Scott Dyreng 

@duke.edu) 
S~bject: RE: Asking a favor... 

Wed Feb t2 would work ... what time is good for you? 

Fro~a: Scott Dyreng [mailto          l@gmail.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, December 21, 2013 2:52 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

S~bject-" RE: Asking a favor... 

Possible dates/times (in order’ o1: pret:erence) 

]. Thursday, F~-’_~br’uary 6 at 9:00 AM 

2. Monday, February 3.0 at 9:00 AM 

3. Wednesday February ~2 --.could make ah~ost any thee work. 

If those do not work, there are other possiMe dat:es lat:er ~n the month that m~ght work. 

Thanks a rm[[~on R)r considedng~ You haw~ been so good t:o us over the years, and we really appreciate 

Scott 

From: Dorrance, Albert A ~V [.__m___a_!J_t__o_2_a___n__s___o__n___@_e__r_L~_a__!Lu__n___c_=__e__d___u_] 
Sent: Wednesday, December :[:~, 20:~3 2:20 PM 
To-" Scott Dyreng 
C¢: :@duke.edu) 
Subject; RE: Asking a favor... 

would love to, 

What dates are good for you? 

From: Scott Dyreng [mailto:          i@qmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December :~, 2013 :~:35 AlVl 
To; Dorrance, Albert A ]V 
Subject; Asking a favor... 

I hope all is well. I just left you a voicemail. II:you get this email, you can safely ignore the message. As I have talked to you about briefly in the past, I teach a unit 

in my class on performance measurement and eva~uat~on. ~ have always thought ~t wou~d be extremely valuable and interestk~g for my students to hear how you 

measure your players’ performm~ces ~n practices m~d games to help them ~mprove and to he~p you make coaching derisions and ~ead them. ~’m wonder~ng ~f you 

might be w~H~ng to speak to my students ~n raM-february. There are two or three dates that might work weH~ I’m th~nkh~g about an hour ~n ~ength, but could be 

more or k~ss at your discretkm. The audience would be somewhere between 110 and :[90 b-schoo~ students, mos~: o~ whom probaMy aspke to manage peopk~ on 

one d~mens~on or ano[her. Yo~.~ could ]}ask:ally say wha[ever you wahl b~.~t hope[ully wou~d be able ~:o %~eak to how you measure and evaluate performance, 

Give me a call and we can chat in more detail. 

Scott 

Ps I know you are very b~.~sy, and this is one of those t:hanldess things that you are probaMy asD-:~d to do all t:he time, so if you can’t: do it, or just don’t want to, no 

hard feelings at all. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kgiqC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Thursday,                 2:35 PM 

@gmail.com> 

ILE: Hey Coach...Question?? 

Calf me let’s chat .,_ I Lype too slowly: © call in the evenings or late mornings 

From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, :[::L:48 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albefl: h 2./ 
Subject: Hey Coach..,Question?? 
Ho~ you are doing well and getting ~ady for the upcoming :) I c~’t wait...we are being bomb~rded with snow right ~ow but I lov~ it...ye~h ] ~m ~ bit titd~od 

I guoss M. 
A~v~, I b~vo some questions ~or ~ou mga~i~ ¢ollege ~o~¢~g jobs ~d ~rh~ps r~o~i~emjobs~ M~ dream job w-ou]d be to ]~d ~ ro~itmo~t job but ] b~v~ ~o 

id~ wbor~ to sta~. 
Is ~is sometNng that you feel I can break into?? Is there an~Nng that would [~cr prep~e me for a job in fl~is field?’? I feel that ident@ing talent is a strong stdt for 

myself Nong ruth my ~ople s~lls’building rapids etc ruth ~th p~ents and players...apa~ fiom my ~oMedge of the game of course. 
I know that in order to break into fl~e world of college soccer, I may need to s~ at the ground floor m~d learn t?om others. I would be more tha~ hapw to do that. I 

figured you might have ~me good tips for me or may~ even know M~ere I migN sta~ my search at. 
I would love m ~ an ~sism~t to an accomplished coach that can help mentor me and shape me m my career. I know you probably know handmddthousands of 

co~hes but wasn’t sure if~is is something that you would consi&r helping me to achieve. Would you have any mcommen~tions lbr me by chance?? 

An~vay, ~y m~d all i~o~afion you can provi& would be much appreciated. Than~ so ~nuch for your consideration m~d fi~ne, Coach. It memos a great deaJ to me~ 

Hope you have an exceptional       ~d I wish you and your thmily aJl the ~s~[ :) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 2:48 PM 

@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu); ~)gmaJl.com; @mcketmail.com; 

@live.unc.edu; @aol.com; ~@yahoo.com; t@mail.com; 

@live.unc.edu 

RE: on NBC this Sat!!! See below for transmission times!’.! 

(@gtnaJl.com; ~@gma~l.com; 

~yahoo.co~n; 

This is VERY good because we have an opportunity now before the priority of your academic life takes over’ when you guys get back in to really spend some 

time watching the game and becoming fans!! 

Sent; Thursday, 
To; Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= RE: 

Arts, 

So fo~ mine and 

enjoyable. 

But dudn~ break when we a~en’t to~ethec we will ask fo~ "wdteups" throughout b~eak which asks ou~ team various questions about the ~ame (favorite 

playec who dominated, who was bette~ in possession and why, what did they do that can help you improve as a playe0. This will force ou~ team to 

critically analyze the ~ame and apply it to thei~ personal improvement. 

12:33 plVl 

on NBC this Sat!!! See below for transmission times!!! 

team we are going to make watching the game a group event so not only will it lead to accountability but it’ll make watching more 

* and maybe as a bonus, i will ask them to write a letter to 

season thus far. 

giving him advice for next season (Kidding).... I love Man U but it’s been a rough 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 9:57 AM 

To: @gmail.com; @rocketmail.com; @gmail.com; @gmail.com; ~aol.comj 

@yahoo.corn; @ymail.com; @yahoo.corn; 

Cc: @gmail.com); 

Subject: on NBC this Sat1!] See below for transmission times1!! 

My elite Captains and my I_eadersh~p Coundl, 

Here ~s your chance with most of your exams behind to ir~sp#’e your troops to beg#~ watching Lhe game (yes, you w~l~ al~ be tested when you get back). We have 

never been success[:ul at this but ~t does not mean th~s ~s not ~mportant for our development as a soccer culture. We want Chapel Hill 1o be the #1 p~ace b~ the 

world for Women’s Soccer Naver Development. If you ~ook at the history of the players we have worked with over the years, we have a very good case for 

ourselves. And th~s ~s a very important p~ece. As you k~ow, we want you guys to have fun w~th the game wh~e you are getth~g better. We also want you to asph~e 

to be h~rd working scholars while you devek~p ~nto el~te human beings. We also want you to ur~derstat~d leadership and use this pk~t[orrn to become great ones. 

Every ph~yer you ~nsp~re ~:o ascend in ANY arei~ is a tr~but:e to your [ei~dersh~p. 

OK, here ~s your next leadership assignment: send me your plan for how you are going Lo change your small urfit into a unit that are fans of the game (~f you are a 

captain}. ~f you are on the Leadership Cound[ (every . tel~ me what your p~an w~l be and how [t differs from the Captains 

(and ~ know some of you might wear both hats)~ I am a~so e~evat~ng to one of our Captains. [ should have done this to begin with because she 

not a[n~k~ to bark out "orders" during a m~tch ~nd right now she m~ght be our greaLest [~n of the e~ite game. Wek:ome aboard 

F~m= Soccer America [mailto: news@socceramerica.com] 
$e~t~ Thursday, 4:09 AH 
To= Dorrance, AIbe~ A ~’ 
Su#ject; Soccer On ~: Thursday, 
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There’s Europa League action on Thursday and the first leg of the Mexican final. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive 

streaming programming listed here, many networks make TV procJramming available on streaming 

devices (online, tablets and mobile). Check your local listings and network programming listings. Soccer 

on TV is ~pda~ed daily throughout the week. 

THURSDAY, 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Europa League ST GALLEN-SWANSEA (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-ANZHI (live) 3 pro. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League MARIBOR-WIGAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FREIBURG-SEVILLA (live) 3 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League PSV EINDHOVEN-ODESA (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-RAPID WlEN (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-KUBAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FREIBURG-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-RIJEKA (delay) 5 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico LEON-CLUB AMERICA, Final, 1st leg (live) 8 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League ZULTE WAREGEM-RUBIN KAZAN (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League FRANKFURT-APOEL (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League FIORENTINA-DNIPRO (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PSV EINDHOVEN-ODESA (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-ANZHI (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-RIJEKA (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-RAPID WIEN (live) 3 prn. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-KUBAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League ST GALLEN-SWANSEA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MARIBOR-WIGAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MACABI TEL AVIV-BORDEAUX (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FRANKFURT-APOEL (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FIORENTINA-DNIPRO (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-TRABZONSPOR (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-RIJEKA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-ANZHI (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League PAOK-AZ ALKMAAR (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MACABI HAIFA-SHAKHTAR (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League GUIMARES-LYON (live) 3 pro. 

FRIDAY, 

BEIN SPORT 

FranceMONTPELLIER-ST. ETIENNE (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPNU 

Men’s College NEW MEXICO-NOTRE DAME, semifinal (live) 5 pm. 

Men’s College VIRGINIA-MARYLAND, semifinal (live) 7:30 pro. 

BEIN ESPANOL 

SpainLEVANTE-ELCHE (live) 3 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia MELBOURNE-PERTH (live) 3:30 am. 

Australia WELLINGTON-BRISBANE (live) 11:30 pro. 

USSOCCER.com 

U-17 Nike Friendlies PORTUGAL-ENGLAND (live) 2 pm. 

U-17 Nike Friendlies USA-BRAZIL (live) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain OSASUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 10 am. 

France RENNAIS-PARIS SG (delay) noon. 

Spain BARCELONA-VILLAREAL (live) 2 pro. 

italy JUVENTUS-SASSUOLO (live) 4 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FIFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

iXilmage 
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Scotland HEARTS-INVERNESS (live) 10 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England MANCHESTER CITY-ARSENAL (live) 7 am. 

England CHELSEA-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 9:45 am. 

England HULL CITY-STOKE CITY (live) noon. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain OSASUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 10 am. 

Spain RAYO-GRANADA (live) noon. 

Spain BARCELONA-VlLLARREAL (live) 2 pm. 

Spain MALAGA-GETAFE (live) 4 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-SASSUOLO (delay) 6 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

RFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-HAMBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany WOLFSBURG-STUTTGART (live) 12:30 pm= 

Uruguay CERRO LARGO-PENAROL (live) 3 pm. 

Be~N SPORT PLAY 

England LEICESTER CITY-BURNLEY (live) 7:15 am. 

England BLACKPOOL-QPR (live) 10 am 

France RENNES-PARIS SG (live) 11 am. 
Italy CATANIA-HELLAS VERONA (live) noon. 

France AJACCIO-LORIENT (live) 2 pm. 

Spain LAS PALMAS-REAL MADRID CASTILLA (live) 2 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia ADELAIDE-CENTRAL COAST (live) 1:30 am. 

Australia NEWCASTLE-WESTERN SYDNEY (live) 3:45 am= 

RFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-FULHAM (live) 10 am= 

England NEWCASTLE-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

SUNDAY, 

BelN SPORT 

Italy FIORENTINA-BOLOGNA (live) 9 am. 

France LILLE-BASTIA (live) 11 am. 
Italy LAZIO-LIVORNO (delay) 1 

Italy NAPOLI-INTER MILAN (live) 2:40 pm. 

France LYON-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England ASTON VILLA-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 8 am. 

England TOTTENHAM-LIVERPOOL (live) 10:30 am. 

ESPNU 

Men’s College NCAA DIVISION I final (live) 3 pro. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-BETIS (live) 11 am. 

Spain SEVILLA-ATHLETIC (live) 1 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

italy NAPOLI-INTER MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands CAMBUUR-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands FEYENOORD-GRONINGEN (live) 9:30 am. 
Germany LEVERKUSEN-FRANKFURT (live) 11:30 am. 

Argentina VELEZ SARSFIELD-SAN LORENZO (live) 4 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-FENIX (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico CLUB AMERICA-LEON, Final, 2nd leg (live) 5:48 pm. 

BelN PLAY 
Spain ALMERIA-ESPANYOL (live) 6 am. 

France BORDEAUX-VALENCIENNES (live) 8 am. 

italy LAZIO-LIVORNO (live) 9 am. 



italy UDINESE-TORINO (live) 9 am. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands CAMBUUR-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

NBC SPORTS L~VE EXTRA 

England NORWICH CITY-SWANSEA CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia SYDNEY-MELBOURNE (live) 1 am. 

BelN SPORT 

italy AC MILAN-ROMA (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy AC MILAN-ROMA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain VALLADOLID-CELTA (delay) 5 pm. 

Soccer America on Twirler: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on "IV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Thursday 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate fo~/arding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 2:50 PM 

@unc.edu> 

;@live.unc.edu);      ~gm~l.com;    " "    ~rocketmail.com; _ 

@live.unc.edu; @aol.com; ~@yahoo.com; O!ymail.com; 

@live.unc.edu 

Thank you ._. this is what responsible people do. 

~.@gtn~fil.com; 
.,.@yahoo.co~n; 

@gm~Jl.com; 

You are the greatest kid .,_ even this notice is a wonderful example o[: taking responsibility in advance (real leadership}. 

Sent: Thursday, : 12:40 PN 

To= Dorrance, A]be~ A N 
Subject: 

A~SO~ 

Just a friendly email to let you know that I will be in Vermont from this                       I’m not sure if I will have internet access so if I do not 

reply to an email, this is why! I promise I’m not ignoring you! I will reply to any unanswered emails as soon as I return. 

I’m excited for the spring season and ready for us to work towards our National Championship goal for the fall. I hope you have a wonderful winter break 

and know I’m always thinking about you and your family. 

Love, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 2:51 PM 

@gma~l.com> 

ILE: Becoming ~5~s of the gaa~e Pla~ 

I love it .... Best plan, so ~:ar! 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:11 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Becoming fans of the game Plan 

Anson, 

HereL,    and I’s plan: 

Our whole spring team will choose the same team to follow (we’re leaning toward Man-U). When we get back ti~om break, we’re going to watch eve~ gmne together. 

Over break, we’re going to require a "writeup"--t~vorite player of Man-U that gmne? Which aspects of the game (possession, attack, det~nse) did each team dominate 

and why? One aspect of a player or a temn in the ganre that you want to emulate in your own play? And we’ll have them emaJd that to us each week. 

We think that’ll push us to dominate beco~ning fans of the game too!! 

Sound alright? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 2:55 PM 

Dana Logan <&na.logan@championshipproductions.com> 

Jason Sisneros         ~@gma~,l.com) 

RE: Complimentary Vi&os -- Chan~pionship Productions 

I have turned this part of my operation over to Jason Sisnerog ._, I will copy him on this and he will respond! 
Frera: Dana Logan [mailto:dana.logan@championshipproductions.com] 
Se~t: Thursday, December :t2, 20~.3 J.:48 PM 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Complimentary Videos -- Championship Productions 
Hello Coach Dorrance, 

We are prep~ing to send out your complimentary videos fmtn Chan~pionship Productions. As per 5’our contract you ~:re to receive 100 complimentmy copies. You 

have made 4 videos with us, would you like 25 of each? Oryou can dictate the number of each title equaling 100. Please let me know as soon as possible. Also, 

please provide the shipping address you’d like the 100 videos sent to. 

Thank you, 

Dana 

removed by 

sender, logo 

removed by 

sender. 

www.ChampionshipProductions.com 

remowd by removed by removed by 

sender sender, sender. 

VVorid Leader in Sports instruction - Since 1976! 
CONFIDENTIALI 2r~~ NOTICE: Tbis e-mail message is intended only for tile use ot’tbe individual or entity to wt/icb it is addressed and may contain int’omlation tbat is privileged, confidential aid exempt from disclosure under applicable law It’you 

are not tile intended recipient, a~y dissemination, dislributiou o copy ng of t ~ s comm an cat on s st ct y prob b ted P ease not fy t ~e sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or deslroy tbe original message and any attachments Thank 

you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 3:59 PM 

Ja~)n Sisnems @gmaJl.com) 

)@~nsn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      [@aol.com; pac~n~@uncaa.nnc.edu 

I~W: Women’s Soccer Video Exchange Policy & Plaffom~ 

This is your responsibility ~,., please follow up. Obviously, 1 trust your iudgment and let’s be as professional as possible with this~ 

Thank you! 

From: Pierce, Kris [mailto:kpierce@theacc.org] 
Sent-" Thursday, December 12, 2013 3:42 PM 
To-" Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; C:harles Adair (adair@vt.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Grey Miller (gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu); 
Jonathan Morgan 0molllg@umd.edu); Karen ~erguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com); Mark Krikodan (mkrikodan@admin.fsu.edu); Mary-Frances Monroe 
(m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.l@nd.edu); Robbie C:hurch (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson 
(sswanson@virginia.edu); Tim Santoro (tfsantor@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@wfu.edu) 
C¢: Matt C:onway (BC:) (conwayml@bc.edu); Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.pitt.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu) 
Subject-" Women’s Soccer Video Exchange Policy & Platform 
Importance: High 

Women’s ~occer C:oaches - 

As you know, we had several issues this past year with our conference video exchange for women’s soccer. We’ve identified two main issues that need to be 

discussed -the actual policy and the platform. In order for us to facilitate a more efficient meeting for you all in January, we need some additional information 

from your program. Please see our requests below: 

1. Video Exchange Policy 

We recommend having a conference call regarding the video exchange policy prior to our meeting in January. During this call, it is our goal to have the folks 

that directly work with video exchange to provide feedback and recommendations for future policies. Please ~et us know who should represent your 

program on this call It is not limited to one individual per program, but we do request that you give us a primary contact. The head coaches will receive this 

group’s recommendation and will vote on it at our January meeting. 

2. Video Exchange Platform 

Both the men’s and women’s coaches are currently evaluating options for an exchange platform, We have reserved a room during the NSC:AA convention 

for both sets of coaches to hear from various vendors. The vendors that we have currently planned to invite are TeamXtreme (formerly known as Film 

Exchange), ProZone and MatchAnalysis. if you have suggestions for another vendor for us to consider~ please let me know° AIso~ please let us know if 

anyone from your program wil~ be in attendance during this session. The tentative plan right now is for this to take place from 12-2 p.m. on January 16th. 

Once we know who is attending, more information will be sent to each group. For those of you not sending anyone to the convention, we will provide 

materials distributed following the convention. Because of the date of the convention, we will have to have a follow-up conference call as a women’s 

soccer committee to make a recommendation as to which platform you wish to use in the future. 

Thank you for your attention to these important details. We hope that these steps will help ensure a smoother season in 2014 with less confusion! 

Happy Holidays, 

Kris 

©: 336 369.4652 10 
kpierce@theacc.or~ 

I i:~i: ACC 2013-14 ESi9nature &llyl (2) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, ):34 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W:            as MAC Hermann Trophy Finalist 

Chris, 

Will you work on this for me? 

From: Lohse, Dave Clark 

Sent= Thursda~ 5:48 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV; Clean/, Kenneth Eugene; Sander, Thomas J;          ; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject’,           as MAC Hermann Trophy Finalist 

Grystal, Anson, Ken, Tom, Larry: 

As you probably know already, has been named a finalist for the , MAG Hermann Trophy. Kudos to you 

I have provided the Missouri Athle~io Glub with the stuffthey need from me. I do need some help on things from other areas. 

The event is sohedule for Friday night, 

I Iqe M~ssouri Athletic Club will be in touch to arrange airfare and hotels for you. They have your cell phone and email contact info. The MAC will 
also pay for a hotel room for your parents but not their transportation. They can contact Jim Wilson at the MAC regarding the room. 
Jim Wilson’s contact info is below: 
Phone 314-539-4488 
jwilson@mac-stl.org 
Anson: 
The Missouri Athletic Club will provide you with a hotel room but not transportation. If you are interested in attending please contact Jim Wilson at 
the MAC regarding the room. 
Jim Wilson’s contact info is below: 
Phone 314-539-4488 
jwilson@mac-stl.org 
Tom: 
The MAC wants a       jersey to display at the banquet. Last year it took forever for them to return it. Please let me know if that happens again. 
It can be sent via UP’b to Jim Wilson, Missouri Athletic Club, 405 Washington Avenue, St. Louis, MO 63102 
Please charge their UPS account for delivery. UPS number is Y491Y2. 
Ken: 
Since you folks in New Media have nothing else to do this time of the year (KI DDING) can someone put together a short video of highlights 
and send it to the MAC on DVD. 
It can be sent via UPS to Jim Wilson, Missouri Athletic Club, 405 Washington Avenue, St. Louis, MO 63102 
Please charge their UPS account for delivery. UPS number is Y491Y2. 
Larry and Anson: 
The MAC asks us if we would like to buy a congratulatory ad in the event program. Obviously Athletic Communications does not have a budget for 
this but if the women’s soccer budget or general athletic department budget would like to purchase one I will get it designed on my end and sent 
off. The cost is $700 for a half page or $1,000 for a full page. Please advise me on what you would like to do. 
CALL ME OR EMAIL ME BACKWiTH ANY QUESTIONS 
And congrats again to you are the very best! 
Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-7257 office 

cell 
"Gotta Find My Corner Of The Sky" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, December 13, 2013 11:02 AM 

Street~, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

ILS: Meals BasketbaJl vs. Kentucky - wItrFE OUT 

Thanks Shell[ 

From: Streett, Shelly 

Sent-" Friday, December 13, 2013 10:32 AM 
To:            @gmail.com 

Cc; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: FW: Men’s Basketball vs. Kentucky - WHITE OUT 

A d a m, 

Shelly S~reett 

::~i T-shir~s will greet eveQ/fa!l ~’,,ilen they a!rive at ~hei! seat on Sa~u!day 

h[tp:iiwww.goheels.comiViewArticle.dbml?SPSID=668156&SPlD=12965&DB LANG=C&SITE=UNC&DB OEM ID=29700&ATCLID=209339595 

Thanks to Brand Jordan (Nike) our Men’s Basketball game vs. Kentucky will be a white out game. Nike has sent us over 20,000 white t shirts (design and story link 

below) to distribute for tomorrow’s game against Kentucky in the Smith Center at 5:15 pro. 

We had hoped to have several hundred extra t-shirts to make sure that everyone in attendance could get one. Nike worked very hard to make this happen but has 

come up a little bit short. We will have about 20,500 shirts for the 21,750 seat arena. 

We will be placing the shirts 50% L / 50% XL in Smith Center seats throughout the day today. We will not be placing shirts in Athletic Department comp seats to help 

account for this slight shortage. We will order more t-shirts for distribution to the athletic department staff (hopefully at the January department wide meeting). 

if you are attending tomorrow’s game, please help us by wearing something WHITE, by understanding why there are no shirts in your comp seats, and also by 

encouraging fans not to take extra shirts from their fellow fans seats. 

We appreciate your understanding and support. 

Go Heels, Beat Kentucky!!! 

Rick Steinbacher 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

11:34 AM 

~ear~Nink.ne~> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~@live.unc.edu) 

@hve.unc.edu); 

@gmail.com); 

@gmaiLcom; 

@aol.cotn; Jason Sisneros I 
@email.unc.edu>; " 

@live.unc.edu);                @live.unc.edu); 

,~!live.unc.edu>; .... 
@gmail.com); ~_ 

@hve.unc.edu); nicole thva (ntiava(@tmcaa.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); ~icloud.com) 

" @live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 

" ~live.~mc.edu); ~ya]~oo.com); 

@rocketmail.com; ~gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu; 

~live.~mc.edu; @email.unc.edu; @gmail.co~r 

Friday, 

~(c)!e tnail .unc .edu; @emafil .unc .edu; 

@gmail.com; P(c)!gm~fil.com; 

@g~n~l.com; ~yahoo.co~n; 

And good question, I will send this out to eye,body-! ’. ! 

7@hotma~l.com;      i@live.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu); 
@gmail.com 

~gmafil.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 
~- -@aol.com); 

~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu~; 

~live.unc.e&O " " 

~live.unc.edu) @gmafil.com); 

@live.unc.edu); ~gmail.com; 

@yahoo.com; ~ym~l.com; 

~)comcasl.net; @gmaJl.com; 

@live.unc.edu; 

@aoLcom; 

Power of your strike (but not gate passing) ... basically that "change of point" thing where you are serving it as long and as accurately as you can with both feet while some one is receiving 
it (which is graded as well). 

..... Original Message ..... 
From ~earthlink.net] 
Sent: ~,’rlday, 11:28 ~M 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~iect: 

Hey Anson. Quick question. What exactly will we be tested on? On know heading, figure 8’s, long balls, gate passing. Anything else? 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, December 13, 2013 1:26 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: Linking to ChampionshipProductions.com 

From: Thom MtcDonald [mailto:thom.mcdonald@championshipproductions.com] 
Sent-" Friday, December 13, 20:~3 1:21 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A ~;           ~GMATL.COIVl 
Subject; Linking to ChampionshipProductions.com 

Dear Championship Produotions’ authors: 

At Championship Productions, we are constantly striving to improve coaching and athletic performance at all levels. This means putting your 
instructional video(s) in front of as many potential customers as possible. 

To assist us in assuring you the highest possible royalty and to meet the obligations of our contractual arrangement, we respectfully request 
that you link your personal website or team website directly to your product(s) on ChampionshipProductions.com. 

Below we have provided information for you to pass on to your webmaster. This information can quickly and easily be incorporated into 
your website. 

Many thanks! 

Sincerely, 

Thom McDonald &Trip Hedrick 

Championship Productions, Inc. 

Webmaster Instructions: 

1. Enter the following web address into your browser to find your coach’s name: 

http:llwvcw.cham~ionshipproductions.com/c~qj-bin/champ/author !inks.html 

For faster searching, click on the first letter of your coach’s last name or use the Previous!Next links at the bottom of the page. 

2. Click your coach’s name to see the HTML code for the link. 

3. Using the pop-up window, copy and paste the HTML into your web page. 

If you have any questions or would like us to send an electronic link, please contact Nate Landas. 

Phone: (515) 232-.3~87 
Email: 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended only for the use of the individual or entiby to which it is addressed and may contain iNbrmation that is privileged, conI)dential 
and exempt from disclosure under applicable law-. If you are not the intended recipient, any dissemination, distribution or copying of this cormnumcation is strictly prohibited Please noti~7 
the sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy the original message and an?’ attachments Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 4:19 PM 

Ted Williams <twilliams@Cem~flow.com> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

RE: t interview request Saturday 

IfI can make my flight I would love to be there for you I think my flight departs at 1:30 pm (is that right Chris?) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ted Williams [mailto:twilliams(&)Cerrnflow.com] 
Sent: Friday, 2:29 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~i ect: FW: lnter~dew request Saturday 

Anson, 

Chris Ducar tells me that you are planing to be in on Friday 

I had reached out to Aaron Heifetz and Dave Lohse about havin~        on ~he radio show ~hat 
MAC’s Media Communications liaison Jim Wilson. I have started that process¯ 

appeared on back in November. They both advised me to work through the 

My pal Chris has agreed to come in studio Saturday morning to appear on the Soccer Saturday show¯ I plan to pick him up that morning down at the ]VI~kC and drive him out to the 590AM 
studios for our live broadcast that morning. 

Tom Schwar~, host of Soccer Saturday, and I would love it if you would consider coming ahmg as well. I know you might alrea~dy have plans, but if it works out, it would be great to spend 
some time on the air with both of you talking about the beautiful game. I will be driving Chris up to the airport a[~terwards. 

Either way, I plan to be down at the MAC on Friday night ]k~r the dinner and ! am very much looking ]2~rward to finally meeting you in person¯ Here’s hoping that we are toasting a back to 
back 

All the best to you and your family this Christmas season, 

Ted Williarus 

Exec Producer Soccer Saturday 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ted Williams 
Sent: Thursday, ,3:07 PM 
To: Aaron Heifetz (AHeifetz@ussoccer. org); ’davelohse@unc.edu’ 

Cc: tom@stlunitedlh.net 
Subject:             inter, dew request Saturda? 

I heard today that an Friday 

I xvas interested in trying to alwange an interv-iew with on Saturday morning 

The Soccer Saturday radio show airs from 9:00AM to 11:00AM each Saturday on 590AM in 

We had a very enjoyable interview with 

if she is available¯ 

¯ htt’0 ://www. stlunitedfc, net/ 

(podcast attached) 

I have extended an invitation to my high school friend Chris Ducar, UNC Assistant Coach, as well¯ He plans on being in St. Louis for the a~vard cereruony Friday 

If would like to come into the studio, we could al~ange transportation froru the MAC to our studios on Saturday morning and then a ride to the St. Louis airport afterwards. 

Tom Schwarz, host of Soccer Saturday, and I appreciate your consideration to our request for this interview 

Ted Williams 
St. Louis, MO 
314-440-5657 

COiNTIDENTIA_MTY NOTICE: 

This message may contain confidential infornaation and is intended only for the individual(s) named above. If you are not a named addressee, you should not disseminate, distribute or copy 
this e-mail. Please notig~z the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system E-mail transmission calmot be guaranteed to be 
secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain vilqases The sender does not accept liabili~z for aW errors or 
omissions in the contents of this message. If verification is required, please request a hard-copy version 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday 3:50 PM 

~live.unc.e&t> 

Re: Click on: "There’s no stopping Chrisfia~ RenaJdo" 

Hey Anson, 

My team is Man U and my players are 

Thanks, 

~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent; Wednesday, ;:46 PM 

To; 

5ubject; RE: Click on: "There’s no stopping Christian Renaldo" 

Sure!! 

Sent; Wednesday, 2:29 PN 

To." Dorrance, Nber~ A IV 

Subject; Re: Click on: "There’s no stopping Christian RenMdo" 

Can Liverpool k~ fl~rown in the mix? Since they are higher than uPJted and Chelsea fight now... 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:32 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

I.adies~ 

During this break, Jet’s become fans of the game! I have forwarded this clio to get you excited about the Chamoions I.eague. 

As a part of the Ist biock "C}~yr~ph::s" whk:h w~l be a competitive caldron rank~eg of your team’s match play, your athletk: test#~g, and your l:echr~ica~ 

testing we are go~ng to give each of you a written tesL on the EPLTeam of your choice among these four: Arsenal, Chetsea, Man City and Man U. 

p~ck one of these four teams and wstch @very game they play between now and the test when you get backH~ 

~ w~ll gN’e you one of the questions right now: "who ~s your equN’alent on the team of your choice?" If you are the right back for UNC ~n the 

who ph~ys right back lot the team you are following? 

-  w D003 ip  l 
<image001 
~’ednesday, 

There’s no stopping Cristiano Ronaldo 

by Soccer America 
[UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE: Matchday 6] Cristiano Ronaido, who is 

looking to win the FIFA Balton d’Or for the first time~ has added this 

to his 2013 accomplishments: a record for the most goats in the 

UEFA Champions League group stage. His goat in Real Madrid’s 2-0 
w~n over FC Copenhagen was his ninth in five games~ setting the 

new mark~ and it gave him 36 goals in 26 competitive games since 

August....Read the whole story 

Thorns get their man 

by Soccer America 
[HWSL] HWSL champion Portland Thorns FC named two-time WPS 

Coach of the Year Paul Riley as the club’s head coach for the 2014 

season. The Liverpudiian has been a Iongtime fixture on the Long 
Island soccer scene and had turned the Phiiadetphia Independence 
into one of the best dubs in WPS~ making him a hot commodity as 

the NWSL moved into its second season .... Read the whole story 

From tears to cheers: Barcelona’s 11-year-olds 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] How to react a teammate distraught after 
he misses a penalty kick? Barcelona’s U-12 team does a fine job after 

their piaymakeCs mis-kick brings him to tears....Read the whole 
story 

What They’re Saying 

"We have to care about a soccer club’s socia| 

responsibility. We have expensive tickets~ in the 
lounge and business areas~ and thanks to those we 

can still sell standing tickets at around :510 per 

match~ cheaper than it costs to go to the dnema 

in Munich. A poor guy~ maybe without work~ we 
want him to be able to go and watch soccer. That 

is our obligation." 

-- Bayern Munich chairman Karl-Heinz 
Rummenigge. (The Guardian) 

FWRD00 . Pg4 

Good sport admits handball goal 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] Fto~an Tdnks of German 
second division Greuther Fuerth propelled the ball 

into Sandhausen’s goal with his hand -- and 

admitted so to the ref who missed it....More 



1o Sounders begin housecleaning 
2o Refs failure to red-card Coliin has major 
impact on MLS Cup 
3, U.S. under-17 men’s national team roster 
4, U.S. under-17 men’s national team roster 
5. U.S. under-18 women’s national team 
roster 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 3:53 PM 

;@live.unc.edu-> 

Re: Arsenal, Man Ci~, Chelsea on NBC tiffs Sat!!! See below tbr transmission times’.!! 

tiffs is wonderful! B’IW so was Liverpool. Suaxez might be the best player in the EPL this season! 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tYireie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

g@live.unc.edtr> wrote: 

Hi Ans, sorry "this has taken a few days finaJly got settled in, 

In order for ~W little team (and evmyone) to learn from the game I think like you sa~d it’s first imperative evmyone becomes fans of the game and marvels watching the 
way these gws can play. Once people first become fans of the game, then they will actually enjoy watching it and the learning will fbllow naturally fiom spending time 
invested in the matches. I ldnda see it as how reading for pleasure vs. reading a book for school goes. No one looks fora,ard to being fomed to mad and mw go in at 
first with a resentful mindset as they’re feeling obliged to mad. I want my team to be excited to watch and look fora,ard to the fixtures. To do this I’m just going to ask 
tim girls to watch one or two games jusl completely relaxed not worried about who’s playing or what position this player is etc. I just want them to sit down, and be 
amazed at the smaxts, skill, and speed exhibited. I have a feeling they- will do this as eveo~one will at some point be bored enough to turn a game on over break if they 
are not alma@ watching’. Once they see how groat and fun the game is played at this level, I will then ask for them to become invested with the individual players and 
start to see what they’ can learn in their respective Ix~sitions (if this hasnt happened already fiom simply watching). 

Hopefully from them we can start emulating morn and morn the way these gws play. 
I’m laying hem writing this content with Liverpool’s 2-0 result fight now, trying to channel as much inner suaxez as I can lbr next year! on the field that i~ we’ll leave his 
offthe field antics up to him haha 

Hope breaks started well for you! 

On at 10:57 AM, Dorrance, AlbertA IV wrote: 

My elite Spring Captains and my Leadership Council, 

Here is your chance with mos[ of your exanls behind to inspire your troops to begin watching the game {yes, you w~[ ai[ be tes[ed when you get 

back). We have never been successful at this but k does not mean this ~s not ~mportant for our development as a soccer cukure. We want Chape~ H~]~ 

to be the #:]. place ~n the world for Women’s Soccer Nayer Development. If you ~ook at the Mstory of the p~ayers we have worked w~th over the years, 

we have a very good case for ourseh~es. And th~s is a very import:ant p~ece. As you know, we want you guys to have [un wh:h [:he game wh~le you are 

getting bet:ter. We also want you to a%dre to be hard working scholars while you dew, lop into e]h:e human beings. We also want you to understand 

~eadership and use th~s p~atform to become grea[ ones. Every player you ~nspire to ascend k~ ANY area is a tribute to your leadership. 

OK, here is your next ~eadersMp assignment: send me your plan for how you are gok~g to change your small unit b~to a urfit [hat are [:ans of the game 

Of you are a sprh~g captain), ff you are on the Leadership Counci{ (every Junior 4 te{I me what your plan w~]~ be and how it differs 

from the Spring Captains (and ~ know some of you might wear both hats}, f am a~so elevating t:o one of our Spring Captains. ~ should have 

done t:h~s to beg~n with because she is not afraid [:o bark out: "orders" during a match and right now she might be our greatest fan o[ the efite game. 

Welcome aboard 

F~m= Soccer America [mailto: news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent," Thursday, 4:09 AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Soccer On ~: Thursday, 

i<~xN’~RDOOO.j pgq 

I-hursday, 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s Europa League action on Thursday and the first leg of the Mexican final. 
[<~WRD000.jpgq 

A# times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is atways subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming programming 

listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). Check your 

local listings and network programming listings. Soccer on TV is ufx~ated daily throughout the week. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Europa League ST GALLEN-SWANSEA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAMoANZHI (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League MARIBOR-WlGAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FREIBURG-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 



FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League PSV EINDHOVEN-ODESA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-RAPID WlEN (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-KUBAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FREIBURG-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-RIJEKA (delay) 5 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico LEON-CLUB AMERICA, Final, 1st leg (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League ZULTE WAREGEM-RUBIN KA_7AN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FRANKFURT-APOEL (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FIORENTINA-DNIPRO (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PSV EINDHOVEN-ODESA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-ANZHI (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-RIJEKA (live) 3 pm= 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-RAPID WIEN (live) 3 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-KUBAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League ST GALLEN=SWANSEA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MARIBOR-WIGAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MACABI TEL AVIV-BORDEAUX (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FRANKFURT-APOEL (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FIORENTINA-DNIPRO (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-TRABZONSPOR (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS=RIJEKA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-ANZHI (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PAOK-AZ ALKMAAR (live) 3 

UEFA Europa League MACABI HAIFA-SHAKHTAR (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League GUIMARES-LYON (live) 3 pm. 

BEIN SPORT 

FranceMONTPELLIER-ST. ETIENNE (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPNU 

Men’s College NEW MEXICO-NOTRE DAME, semifinal (live) 5 pm. 

Men’s College VIRGINIA-MARYLAND, semifinal (live) 7:30 pm= 

BEiN ESPANOL 

SpainLEVANTE-ELCHE (live) 3 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia MELBOURNE-PERTH (live) 3:30 am. 
Australia WELLINGTON-BRISBANE (live) 11:30 pm. 

USSOCCER.com 

U-t7 Nike Friendlies PORTUGAL-ENGLAND (live) 2 pm. 

U-17 Nike Friendlies USA-BRAZIL (live)5 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain OSASUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 10 am. 

France RENNAIS-PARIS SG (delay) noon. 

Spain BARCELONA-VILLAREAL (live) 2 pm. 

italy JUVENTUS-SASSUOLO (live) 4 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FIFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FiFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland HEARTS-INVERNESS (live) 10 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England MANCHESTER CITY-ARSENAL (live) 7 am. 

England CHELSEA-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 9:45 am. 

England HULL CITY-STOKE CITY (live) noon. 



BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain OSASUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 10 am. 

Spain RAYO-GRANADA (live) noon. 

Spain BARCELONA-VILLARREAL (live) 2 pm. 

Spain MALAGA-GETAFE (live) 4 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-SASSUOLO (delay) 6 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FIFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-HAMBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany WOLFSBURG-STUTTGART (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay CERRO LARGO-PENAROL (live) 3 pm. 

BeIN SPORT PLAY 

England LEICESTER CITY-BURNLEY (live) 7:15 am. 

England BLACKPOOL-QPR (live) 10 am 

France RENNES-PARIS SG (live) 11 am. 
Italy CATANIA-HELLAS VERONA (live) noon. 

France AJACCIO-LORIENT (live) 2 pm, 

Spain LAS PALMAS-REAL MADRID CASTILLA (live) 2 pm, 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia ADELAIDE-CENTRAL COAST (live) 1:30 am. 

Australia NEWCASTLE-WESTERN SYDNEY (live) 3:45 am. 
FIFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

SUNDAY 

BeIN SPORT 

Italy FIORENTINA-BOLOGNA (live) 9 am. 

France LILLE-BASTIA (live) 11 am, 

Italy LAZIO-LIVORNO (delay) 1 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-INTER MILAN (live) 2:40 pm. 

France LYON-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England ASTON VILLA-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 8 am. 

England TOT~NHAM-LIVERPOOL (live) 10:30 am. 

ESPNU 

Men’s College NCAA DIVISION I final (live) 3 pm. 

BeiN SPORT en Espanoi 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-BETIS (live) 11 am. 

Spain SEVILLA-ATHLETIC (live) 1 pro. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

italy NAPOLI-INTER MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands CAMBUUR-AJAX (live) 5:30 am. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands FEYENOORD-GRONINGEN (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany LEVERKUSEN-FRANKFURT (live) 11:30 am. 

Argentina VELEZ SARSFIELD-SAN LORENZO (live) 4 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-FENIX (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico CLUB AMERICA-LEON, Final, 2nd leg (live) 6:48 pm. 

Be~N PLAY 

Spain ALMERIA-ESPANYOL (live) 6 am. 

France BORDEAUX-VALENCIENNES (live) 8 am. 
italy LAZIO-LIVORNO (live) 9 am. 

Italy UDINESE-TORINO (live) 9 am. 



ESPN3.com 

Netherlands CAMBUUR-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England NORWICH CITY-SWANSEA CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.corn 

Australia SYDNEY-MELBOURNE (live) 1 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy AC MILAN-ROMA (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy AC MILAN-ROMA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain VALLADOLID-CELTA (delay) 5 pm. 
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Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Rid.qe Mahonev I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 
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You are receiving this newsletter at anson~,uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 
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Membership Contact: circulation~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 3:56 PM 

@ymaJl.com> 

Re: Spring Texan 

Wonderful I like what you are thinking’. Now, the more impo~x~t thing ... roll you be back in the spring academically? How did you do in your courses? 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

@ymaJl.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

Sorry it has taken me forever to respond. I was swamped with finals and I finally just made it home so now- I’m responding to all of my emails. 

I know a really- cool website that allows you to make your own quizzes. I was thinking about making short quizzes and sending them out to ray team. I think it will be a great way to help 
prepare them for the big test later on in the spring. It’ll also help me because I would have to make the questions, so I would have to know every little detail and it will help ray ~derstanding 
of the game. I think this would be beneficial and make all of us fans of the game. 

Thartks ans! I hope you have a wonderful break! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 3:58 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

Re: Arsenal, Man Ci% Chelsea on NBC this Sat!!! See below tbr transmission times’.!! 

Thm~s ’ ... good plan.... I hope your exams went well’.! 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tYireie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

@yahoo.corn> wrote: 

Hey Anson, 

Hope all is well. Sorry tbr the delayed response I was swamped with 3 finals I had to get through. 

As for rny team this spring we aJl decided to follow Arsenol, m~d yes we are making     watch ruth us too. So initia2lly our plan was to watch the game together and 

watch the vmious players in our position. Mainly watching their movement on an offthe ball and their decision making. But last night it did not work as well as we had 
hoped considering all the different time zones we are in. So now the new plan is to watch the game wether it is live or recorded and send your over view of the game 

but still following the criteria above. But I also want to add my teams opiNon of their specific position and what they thought their position did well to help contribute to 

the game/or didfft do well. I’m hoping this strategy roll be much more effective. 

An~¥ays have a great breaJ~ and I hope you get to relax ruth Tell eve~one I say hello! See you in January Anson. 

Sent from rny iPhone 

On , at 7:57 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~ernail.unc.edu > wrote: 

My eli~e Spring Captains and my Leadership Council, 

Here is your chance with most of your exams behind to inspire your troops to begin watching the game (yes, you will all be tested when you get back). 

We have never been successful at this but it does not mean this is not important for our devNopment as a soccer culture. We want Chapel H~ to be 

the ~1. piace ~t~ the world [or Women% Soccer Player Devek~pment. ff you b:>:~k at the his~:ory of the players we have worked with over the years, we 

have a very good case for ourseh~es. And th~s is a yew import:ant p~ece. As you know, we want you guys to have [un w~th the game wh~le you are 

getting be[ter. We also want you to aspire to be hard working scholars while you develop into e[i[e hurnan beings. We also want you to understand 

leadership and use th~s platform to becorne grea[ ones. Every player you h~spire to ascend k~ ANY area is a tribute to your leadership. 

OK, here is your next [eadersMp assignment: send me your p~an for how you are goh~g to change your small unit hlto ; u[?[t that are fans of the game 

0f you are a spdngcaptam), ffyou are on the Leadership Counci~ {ew?ryJunk~r + te~l me what your phm will be and how ~t differs 

from the Spring Captains (and [ know some of you might wear both hats}. ~ am also elevating t:o one of our Spring Captains. [ should have 

done [his to begk~ with because she is not afraid [o bark ou[ "orders" during a match and r~ght now she rnight be our greatest fan of the efite game. 

Welcome aboard 

F~mt Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Thursday, ~:09 AN 

TeE Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Soccer On ~: Thursday, 

1< ~WRD000,ipg>[ 

Fhursday, 

1<. ~WRD000.j pg>[ 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s Europa League action on Thursday and the first leg of the Mexican final. 
iv ~WRDOOO,jpgq 

A# times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive stteam#}g programming 

listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). Check your 

local listings and network programming listings. Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week. 

THURSDAY. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Europa League ST GALLEN-SWANSEA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-ANZHI (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League MARIBOR-WIGAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FREIBURG-SEVlLLA (live) 3 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League PSV EINDHOVEN-ODESA (live) 1 pm. 



UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-RAPID WIEN (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-KUBAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FREIBURG-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm= 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-RIJEKA (delay) 5 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico LEON-CLUB AMERICA, Final, 1st leg (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League ZULTE WAREGEM-RUBIN KAZAN (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League FRANKFURT-APOEL (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League FIORENTINA-DNIPRO (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League PSV EINDHOVEN-ODESA (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-ANZHI (live) 3 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-RIJEKA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-RAPID WIEN (live) 3 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-KUBAN (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League ST GALLEN-SWANSEA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MARIBOR-WIGAN (live) 1 pm= 

UEFA Europa League MACABI TEL AVIV-BORDEAUX (live) 1 pm= 

UEFA Europa League FRANKFURT-APOEL (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League FIORENTINA-DNIPRO (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-TRABZONSPOR (live) 3 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-RIJEKA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-ANZHI (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PAOK-AZ ALKMAAR (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MACABI HAIFA-SHAKHTAR (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League GUIMARES-LYON (live) 3 pm. 

BEIN SPORT 

FranceMONTPELLIER-ST. ETIENNE (live) 2:30 pm= 

ESPNU 

Men’s College NEW MEXICO-NOTRE DAME, semifinal (live) 5 pro. 

Men’s College VIRGINIA-MARYLAND, semifinal (live) 7:30 pm. 

BEIN ESPANOL 

SpainLEVANTE-ELCHE (live) 3 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia MELBOURNE-PERTH (live) 3:30 am. 
Australia WELLINGTON-BRISBANE (live) 11:30 pro. 

USSOCCER.com 

U-17 Nike Friendlies PORTUGAL-ENGLAND (live) 2 pm. 

U-t7 Nike Friendlies USA-BRAZIL (live) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain OSASUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 10 am. 

France RENNAIS-PARIS SG (delay) noon. 

Spain BARCELONA-VILLAREAL (live) 2 pm= 

Italy JUVENTUS-SASSUOLO (live) 4 pro. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FiFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FiFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland HEARTS-INVERNESS (live) 10 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England MANCHESTER CITY-ARSENAL (live) 7 arm. 

England CHELSEA-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 9:45 am= 

England HULL CITY-STOKE CITY (live) noon. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain OSASUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 10 am. 



Spain RAYO-GRANADA (live) noon. 

Spain BARCELONA-VlLLARREAL (live) 2 pm. 

Spain MALAGA-GETAFE (live) 4 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-SASSUOLO (delay) 6 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

RFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-HAMBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany WOLFSBURG-STUTTGART (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay CERRO LARGO-PENAROL (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT PLAY 

England LEICESTER CITY-BURNLEY (live) 7:15 am. 

England BLACKPOOL-QPR (live) 10 am 

France RENNES-PARIS SG (live) 11 am. 
Italy CATANIA-HELLAS VERONA (live) noon. 

France AJACCIO-LORIENT (live) 2 pm. 

Spain LAS PALMAS-REAL MADRID CASTILLA (live) 2 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia ADELAIDE-CENTRAL COAST (live) 1:30 am. 

Australia NEWCASTLE-WESTERN SYDNEY (live) 3:45 am. 
FiFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FiFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

BeIN SPORT 

Italy FIOREN]]NA-BOLOGNA (live) 9 am. 

France LILLE-BASTIA (live) 11 am. 

Italy LAZIO-LIVORNO (delay) 1 pm, 

Italy NAPOLI-INTER MILAN (live) 2:40 pm. 

France LYON-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England ASTON VILLA-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 8 am. 

England TOTTENHAM-LIVERPOOL (live) 10:30 am. 

ESPNU 

Men’s College NCAA DIVISION I final (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-BETIS (live) 11 am= 

Spain SEVlLLA-ATHLETIC (live) 1 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-INTER MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands CAMBUUR-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands FEYENOORD-GRONINGEN (live) 9:30 am. 
Germany LEVERKUSEN-FRANKFURT (live) 11:30 am. 

Argentina VELEZ SARSFIELD-SAN LORENZO (live) 4 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-FENIX (live) 6 pm. 

UNiViSION 

Mexico CLUB AMERICA-LEON, Final, 2nd leg (live) 6:48 pm. 

BelN PLAY 

Spain ALMERIA-ESPANYOL (live) 6 am. 

France BORDEAUX-VALENCIENNES (live) 8 am. 
Italy LAZlO-LIVORNO (live) 9 am. 

Italy UDINESE-TORINO (live) 9 am. 

ESPN3,com 



Netherlands CAMBUUR-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 
England NORWICH CITY-SWANSEA CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 
Australia SYDNEY-MELBOURNE (live) 1 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy AC MILAN-ROIVIA (live) 2:30 pro. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy AC MILAN-ROMA (live) 2:30 pm= 

Spain VALLADOLID-CELTA (delay) 5 pm. 
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Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America i Paul Kennedy I Rid.qe Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google-~ : Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 
Soccer on TV for Thursday, 

FEEDEK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson(~,uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate fopz,,arding of our new’sletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

Soccer America, 148 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 4:01 PM 

@live.unc.e&~> 

Re: Arsenal, Ma~ Ci~, Chelsea on NBC this Sat!!! See below tbr transmission times’.!! 

@live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Anson, 

Sorry for the delayed response. I am just getting things back in order after exams. 

I think the best way to encourage our team to watch the game is to make watching the games a social event that people don’t want to miss out on and 

make the games and the players part of our normal conversation like it is for so many of my guy friends who play. 

I plan on making watching the games something fun that both our spring team does together so that people are not watching out of a sense of obligation 

but because they genuinely want to. For our whole team in general it would be cool to make the downstairs meeting room in the Castle somewhere that 

people want to hang out to watch games. I know we don’t have quite the player lounge set up that baseball does but we could try to make it more of a 

hang out area to bring people together to watch the game. I don’t know if the men’s team does anything special as far as picking teams to follow, but if 

we made the meeting room into a place where all of us wanted to watch games it would bring more people together around the games and root it deeper 

in our culture. 

Over winter break since most of us can’t get together I’ll work with my spring captain, to send out Facebook messages about the up coming games. I 

would say emails but I think emails are sometimes too associated with work. If we want to integrate this into our culture it should be via ways people 

spend their free time and people are way more inclined to get on Facebook during the day then they are to check emails. 

Have a great break, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 11:57 AM 

To: @gmail.com; @rocketmail.com ~gmail.com ~gmail.com; ~@aol.com; 

@yahoo.corn; @ymail.com @yahoo.corn 

Cc: )@gmail.com); 

Subject: Arsenal, Man City, Chelsea on NBC this Sat]!! See below for transmission times]!] 

My elite Spring Captains and my I.eadership Council, 

Here is your chance with most of your exams behind to inspire your troops to begin watching the game (yes, you w~l~ al~ be tested when you get back}, We have 

never been ~uccess[ul at th~s but: ~t doe~ not mean l:hh; ~s not knportant for our dew~lopment: as a >:>ccer culture. We want Chapel Hill t:o be t:he #1 place m t:he 

world for Women’s Soccer P~ayer Deve~o~rnent. If you h:~o~ at the hist:ory of the ph~yer~ we have worked w~t:h over the year~b we have a w~ry good case for 

ourselves. And tNs b a very important p~ece. As you know, we want you guys to have fun w~th the game wh~[e you are geLtb~g better. We also want you to aspire 

to be hard working scholars while you develop into e~te human beings. We also want you to understand ~eadership and use this p~atform to become great ones. 

Every p~ayer you inspire to ascend in ANY area is a tribute to your leadership. 

OK, here ~s your next leadership ~s~;~gnment: send rne your plan for how vou are going Lo change your sm~l] unit into a umt that are fans o~ the game 0f you are a 

spring capt:ain}. ~f you are on the leadership Coundl (every Junb:>r + t:eH me what vour D~an w~l be and how }t differs from t:he Spring (:aptakts 

(and [ know some of you might wear ~oth hats). ] am also elevatk~;~ Lo o~le of our Spring Capta~ns~ I should have done this to begin w~th because she is 

not afraid Lo ~ark out "orders" during a match aRd right now she m~ght be our greatest fan of the elite game. Welcome a~oard      ~ 

From= Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramedca.com] 
$ea~= Thursday, k09 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Sabje~t; Soccer On W: Thursday, 

~ ~m~ge 
removed by 
sender. 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 



Fhursday, 

removed by 

sender. 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s Europa League action on Thursday and the first leg of the Mexican final. 

rweet This 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive 

streaming programming listed here, many networks make 73/programming available on streaming 

devices (online, tablets and mobile). Check your local listings and network programming listings. Soccer 

on TV is ulxiated dai~v throughout the week. 

THURSDAY~ 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Europa League ST GALLEN-SWANSEA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-ANZHI (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League MARIBOR-WIGAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FREIBURG-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League PSV EINDHOVEN-ODESA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV=RAPID WIEN (live) 3 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-KUBAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FREIBURG-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-RIJEKA (delay) 5 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico LEON-CLUB AMERICA, Final, 1st leg (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League ZULTE WAREGEM-RUBIN KAZAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FRANKFURT-APOEL (live) 1 pm= 

UEFA Europa League FIORENTINA-DNIPRO (live) 1 pm= 

UEFA Europa League PSV EINDHOVEN-ODESA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-ANZHI (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-RIJEKA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-RAPID WIEN (live) 3 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-KUBAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League ST GALLEN-SWANSEA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MARIBOR-WIGAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MACABI TEL AVIV-BORDEAUX (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FRANKFURT-APOEL (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FIORENTINA-DNIPRO (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-TRABZONSPOR (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-RIJEKA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-ANZHI (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League PAOK-AZ ALKMAAR (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MACABI HAIFA-SHAKHTAR (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League GUIMARES-LYON (live) 3 pm. 

FRIDAY, 

BEiN SPORT 

FranceMONTPELLIER-ST. ETIENNE (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPNU 

Men’s College NEW MEXICO-NOTRE DAME, semifinal (live) 5 pm. 

Men’s College VIRGINIA-MARYLAND, semifinal (live) 7:30 pm. 

BEIN ESPANOL 

SpainLEVANTE-ELCHE (live) 3 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia MELBOURNE-PERTH (live) 3:30 am. 

Australia WELLINGTON-BRISBANE (live) 11:30 pm. 

USSOCCER.com 

U-t7 Nike Friendlies PORTUGAL-ENGLAND (live) 2 pro. 

U-17 Nike Friendlies USA-BRAZIL (live) 5 pm. 

SATURDAY, 

BelN SPORT 

Spain OSASUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 10 am. 

France RENNAIS=PARIS SG (delay) noon. 

removed by 

sender. 
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Spain BARCELONA-VlLLAREAL (live) 2 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-SASSUOLO (live) 4 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FIFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland HEARTS-INVERNESS (live) 10 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England MANCHESTER CITY-ARSENAL (live) 7 am. 

England CHELSEA-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 9:45 am. 

England HULL CITY-STOKE CITY (live) noon. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain OSASUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 10 am. 

Spain RAYO-GRANADA (live) noon. 

Spain BARCELONA-VlLLARREAL (live) 2 pm. 

Spain MALAGA-GETAFE (live) 4 pm= 

italy JUVENTUS=SASSUOLO (delay) 6 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FIFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-HAMBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany WOLFSBURG-STUTTGART (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay CERRO LARGO-PENAROL (live) 3 pm. 

Be~N SPORT PLAY 

England LEICESTER CITY-BURNLEY (live) 7:15 am= 

England BLACKPOOL-QPR (live) 10 am 

France RENNES-PARIS SG (live) 11 am. 

Italy CATANIA-HELLAS VERONA (live) noon. 

France AJACCIO-LORIENT (live) 2 pm. 

Spain LAS PALMAS-REAL MADRID CASTILLA (live) 2 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia ADELAIDE-CENTRAL COAST (live) 1:30 am. 

Australia NEWCASTLE-WESTERN SYDNEY (live) 3:45 am. 
FIFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA C~ub World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

S~NDAY, 

BelN SPORT 

Italy FIORENTINA-BOLOGNA (live) 9 am. 

France LILLE-BASTIA (live) 11 am. 

Italy LAZIO-LIVORNO (delay) 1 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-INTER MILAN (live) 2:40 pm. 

France LYON-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England ASTON VILLA-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 8 am. 

England TOT~NHAM-LIVERPOOL (live) 10:30 am. 

ESPNU 

Men’s College NCAA DIVISION I final (live) 3 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-BETIS (live) 11 am. 

Spain SEVlLLA-ATHLETIC (live) 1 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-INTER MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands CAMBUUR-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands FEYENOORD-GRONINGEN (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany LEVERKUSEN-FRANKFURT (live) 11:30 am. 

Argentina VELEZ SARSFIELD-SAN LORENZO (live) 4 pm. 



Uruguay NACIONAL-FENIX (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico CLUB AMERICA-LEON, Final, 2nd leg (live) 6:48 pm. 

Be~N PLAY 
Spain ALMERIA-ESPANYOL (live) 6 am. 

France BORDEAUX-VALENCIENNES (live) 8 am. 
Italy LAZIO-LIVORNO (live) 9 am. 

Italy UDINESE-TORINO (live) 9 am. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands CAMBUUR-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England NORWICH CITY-SWANSEA CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

FOXSOCCER2GO,com 

Australia SYDNEY-MELBOURNE (live) 1 am= 

~ONDA¥ 

BelN SPORT 

~taly AC MILAN-ROMA (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy AC MILAN-ROMA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain VALLADOLID-CELTA (delay) 5 pm. 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America i Paul Kennedy I Ridqe Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Faceboek: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Thursday 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters(~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 
~i Image 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com removed by 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com sender. 

We welcome and appreciate fo~varding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 4:09 PM 

Jenna Pel~ @gmaJl.com> 

Re: AWK College Awards 

Je~ma Pel, @gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Coach, 

All White Kit is conducting our third m~nual AWK College Soccer Awards in m~ effort to recognize the outstanding players and coaches from the      gC?~k season. 

We greatly appreciated your participation i~      It was a big success and we sincerely could not have done it mthout you. 

Would you be up for receiving a ballot again this year’? 

Thm~ks mucl~ 

Jenna Pel 

Je~ma Pel, Founding Editor of http:/iallwhitekit.com 

Cell: 

Twitter: @jenna awk 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 4:18 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: Newtown Amfiversaxy 

Thank you for shasing! 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tFire[e,~s 4G L)"5 LL~tOIL) 

@live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 
Today marks the anniversary of the tragic school shooting in Newtown, Connecticut. It occurred minutes after my last final of the Fall semester - I was 
excited to have finished the semester, but after turning on the television all other thoughts quickly exited my head. I stared at the television for several hours. 
Newtown was a short drive away from my hometown and I knew several families, including those with young children, who lived there. As reports came in, it was 
clear that the shooting was tragic - 20 six and seven-year-olds dead, along with 6 of their teachers. The flight back to Connecticut the next day was the quietest 
flight I have ever taken. 
A year after the tragedy, many choose to remember Newtown through the special lives of the kids who died. One of those kids was six-year-old Jack Pinto. He had 
this this innate love for playing sports. The sight of a baseball or football would bring the biggest smile to his face. Coaches loved Jack - not only did he have 
natural ability, but he also listened. On                   Jack Pinto was killed in Sandy Hook Elementary School. The rest is history: Victor Cruz, Jack’s favorite 
player, wrote JACK PINTO "MY HERO" RiP on his cleats, two days after the tragedy. USA Wrestling changed the name of one of its major competitions to the Jack 

Pinto Cup. Jack’s life was greater than sports, but Jack loved sports and they allowed him to thrive. 

Although I know you’re not very fond of the author, I invite you to read this piece on Jack Pinto in Sports Illustrated: 

It reminds all of us who love sports that we were once Jack Pinto. 

Wishing you and your family a very happy holiday, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:19 AM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

l~L: Draft of pro letter (revision) 

Change: "Please let me know what you think,"to "1 hope the feeling is mutual". Also I have seen other areas that you can make better, call me 

F~om-¯ @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, :t:22 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Draft of pro letter (revision) 
Hey Svon, 
Hope this email finds you well. Attached to the following email are the clips from my UNC training. I do not have any footage from the U-20 National Team sessions. I am too 
old to be with the U-20’s now but am currently tPting to get in to the U-23 camps. 
Just to give you an idea, 7 out of the 8 team in the Elite 8 for the NCAA tournament came from the ACC. There is no question that the ACC is the toughest conference to play in 
for collegiate soccer. 

Due to time constraints, I am going to sign with the first team that offers me a contract. I am talking to a couple of teams in the Bundesliga as well as entering the NWSL (US 
pro league). Since this is such a major commitment, my parents want me to have my plans solidified. I would absolutely love to play for your club. Please let me know what 
you think, 
Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 11:35 AM 

.la~)n Sisnero~ ~gmaJl.com) 

FW: Tracking Stats 

Can you follow ~p with this below for me7 He might be coming to the futsal course "we" (actually Caludio Battaglini) are hosting for the next three days!! 

Frem-" Nike Keating [mailto ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 8:15 AM 
Te; Dorrance, Albert A ~V 
S,,bject; Tracking Stats 
Wanted you to see how we are setting up to track slats relative to the chart you sent me on the UNC & VvqblT Olympic ran. Jason was helpful in suggesting a 

free tool to use. The link shows what we’re doing, hrq~:/,’x~a~av.lear, iingfromlegends.com/ 

You also asked for video of drills / skills we teach the kids and then they master on their own. It is a small portion of the total series, but you will get a feel for what 

we’re doing. I am adding pendulum heading this ranter. Would like to get your feedback. I’ll send that later ,so we can discuss while I am in the course this week. 
Mike Keating 

(m) ~ 
Sent them my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:36 AM 

@live.unc.edu); @gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu; 

@rocketmaJd .com; ~gmail.coml @live.unc.edu; @yahoo.com; 

~live.unc.edu; @gmafil.com; " " @aol.com; s ,~byahoo.com; 

(a)uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros " ~,~bgmail.com); pac~n~@uncaa.unc.edu 

@bogaertconstrdction.com); ~tdesignsource.co~n; 

@comcast.ne(                        @greenhosp.org);        @gmail.com; 

,@hotma~l.com);    ~chapelhillre s~urantgroup.com 

FW: Daily Impact Journey for Monday, 

@live unc edu); 

~ymml.com; 

~,a2msn.com; 

~live.unc.edu> 
~(}acpub.duke.edu; 

From: dailyimpact~oumeT@humanexventures.com [mailto:dailyimpactjoumey@humanexventures.com] 
Sent: Monday, 1:01 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Daily Impact Journey for Monday, 

This message has been scanned for 

malware by Websense. 

w~-w.websense.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday 12:38 PM 

TONY YOUNT ~ ~gmail.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: FaJl grade update 

Thank you Tony Ibr hanging in there with this challenging fall for our soccer kids!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: TONY YOUN~ [!nailtc ~mail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 9:57 AM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; Sander, ’]2aomas J 
Sut~i ect: Fall grade update 

Coaches, 

’]?here are 32 grades not yet reported. 

are complete semesters. 

graduated,            is eligible with no probation by the skin of her teeth, i      ]finished below at 20 but passed everything and last summer’s work will keep her eligible and off 
probation, earned 9 more hours toward graduation but will leave ineligible due to a .8 GPA that knocked her cumulauve below a 2.0 

Of those that are incomplete, the biggest question mark is She needs some combination of 2 D grades and 1 C grade to remain off’prnbation. If she lands on probation, she would still 
be eligible to practice. That one is going to be close 

may finish below a 2.0 but her sutmner school will keep her eligible and offprobation 

will be eligible, worked so hard this semester and rm really proud of what she’s done. 

Among the freshmen, did well. ’]’he rest were disappointing and really hurt the team GPA. 

I hope the next 32 grades will improve things and allow for a happier report, but this is where we are right now, and there should be no academic casualties for spring practice. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 2:16 PM 

~gmaJl.com 

~msn.com; ducoa@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Congrats, you won the .... call tne! ’.! 

Can you call me? George Perry {c}, is trying to find you to see if you can come to the NSCAA Convention this January to accept your award. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 2:28 PM 

Jason Sisneros ,@gmaJd.com> 

12,2;: k~vr: Tracking Stats 

Thank you! 
From: Jason Sisneros [mailto 
Sent: Monday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: FW: Tracking Stats 

On it! 

@gmail.com] 
11:58 AM 

Universi~ of North Carolhm \Vomen’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Di~vctor of Match Analysis I Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Mon, at 11:34 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <.’_a_~_)_~?__n__"~)__e__r__n__’_a_i!_:_~_Ln__c_’_:_e_d_u_> wrote: 

Can you follow up with this below for me? He might be coming to the futsal course "we~’ (actually Caludio gattaglini} are hosting for the next three days!! 

From: Mike Keating [mailto ~@gma!!.com] 
Sent: Monday, ’, 8:15 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Tracking Stats 

Wanted you to see how we are settin~ up to track stats relative to the chart you sent me on the UNC & SAFNT Olympic ran. Jason was help[ul in su~geslin~ a 

[ree k~ol to use. The link shows what we’re doing, http:i/~vJem~ngf~bmlegends.com; 

You also asked [or video o[ drills / skills we teach fl~e kids and then they master on their own: It is a sma|l po~lion of the total series, but you will get a [eel [or what 

we’re doing. I am addin~ pendulum headin~ this winter. Would like to ~et your [eedback: I’ll send that later so we can discnss while I am in the coarse this week. 

Mike Keating 

(m) 2 

Sent farm my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, December 16, 2013 2:30 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros @gmaJl.com) 

FW: Holiday Practices 

From: Season Planning [mailto:info@seasonplanning.com] 
Sent: Monday, December :t6, 20:13 :[2::15 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Holiday Practices 

Imag ...... ’ed by sender 

Seasonplanning.com 

Anson, 

First let me wish you a Happy Holidays! 

Second, I wanted to tell you that the Holiday season is a great time to try 
Seasonplanning.com. Seasonplanning.com is designed so that you can easily 
communicated practice outlines, practice schedules and any other information to 
your athletes. For this reason our coaches love using Seaonplanning.com over the 
Holiday Season! They find it easy use while being able to work from anywhere. 
They also find it is an easy and quick way to stay in touch with their athletes. 

If you have not tried Seasonplanning.com now is a great times to use the 3o day 
free trial period. Try it now at : http:llwww.seasonplanning.coml 

Happy Holidays and Best Wishes from Seasonplanning.com, 

Rob, 

info@seasonplanning.com 

To stop receiving messages frora the SeasonPlalmning.com, click here. 

To pass a cop?’ of this message on to a friend, click here. 

This email was sent to you by: removed 

Sea SOl~Plam~ing corn sender. 

10211 Fairlane Drive 
South Lyon, MI 48 ] 78 

[msg-1387214116.909 en-mail3] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 2:45 PM 

George Perry <George@soccerindiana.org> 

~nsn.com; duce¢@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.co~n); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

@gma]l.com 

RE: 

(~ eorge, 

We [hink her emait address is: ..................... i_@__.__g_m___a__[!:_£__o_m__. I will send Lhis to her’ for her to check all the data!! 

What at3 honor for this extraordinary young woman _, thank you!!! 

From: George Perry [mailto:George@soccerindiana.org] 
Sent: Monday 12:42 PM 

To: Dorrance, AIber~ A IV 
Subject: 

Anson, 

Thank you so much for helping me connect witl"      , I thought I would send to you what I have already and certainly not sure what 

year or two. Please, if you see any corrections!additions, please let me know~ 

At the beginning, please see the summary of the award. 

Thank you and I look forward to seeing you in January, Have a tremendous holiday. 

George 

George Perry III 

NSCAA Vice Presiden~ for ~duca~ion 

P~o~e: 3~7,829,0560 ~xt ~08 

Ce]k 

Email: gperw@n scaa,com 

::X:: ISk%20Shield 

~ NSC~ 

~ Tom Roush header 1 

has been doing the past 

Description:workshoplogo final 528x62 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE : 

This email message and any accompanying data or files is confidential and may contain D~ivileged information intended only 

for tPe na’~’ed recipient(s). If you are not the intended recipient(s), you are Pereby notified that the dissemination, 

dist:Lib’~tion, and O:L oepying o~ this message is st~iotly prohibited. 

If you receive this message in error, or are not the named 

recipient(s), please notify the sender at the e’~’ail address above, @elete 

this emaJ] frMa yeur computgr, and desLiLoy any cepJes in any ferm JmneJiately. 
Reoeipt by anyone ether than the named :Leoipient:(s) is not a waiver of any 
attorney-client, work product, or other aDDlicable privilege. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, ] 2:46 PM 

@gmml.com 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

.docx 

From: George Perry [mailto:George@soccerindiana.org] 
Sent: Monday, 12:42 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Anson, 

Thank you so much for helping me connect with       I thought I would send to you what I have already and certainly not sure what 

year or two. Please, if you see any corrections/additions, please let me know. 

At the beginning, please see the summary of the award. 

Thank you and I look forward to seeing you in January. Have a tremendous holiday. 

George 

George Perry III 

Commissioner, hldiana Soccer Leayue 

NSEAA Vice President for Education 

Phone: 317.829.0560 Ext. 108 

Cell: 

Fax: 317-829-0555 

Emaih George@soccerin diana.org 

Email: g~ £_t _r~__@!_~_~ f__a__a__&q ~ 

Website: www.soccerin diana~org 

i.~.i ISL%20Shield 

Xi NSCAA 

.~i Tom Roush header 1 

has been doing the past 

i.~.i Description: workshoplogo final 528x62 

CONFTDENTIALITY NOTTCE : 
This emaJ] z~’ssage arzd any a.soemparzyJng data er files is .senfiderzLJal and may oonLain privileged informatierz intended en]y 
for the named reeipient(s). If you are not the intended reeipient(s), you are hereby notified that the dissemination, 
distzi~ution, and or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. 
If you receive this message in error, or are not the na’~’ed 
recipient(s), please netify the sender at the ez~ail address above, delete 
this email from your computer, and destroy any copies in any form irmr~ediateiy. 
Receipt by ar’yone other that’ the named recipient (s) is not a waiver of ar’y 
atterr~ey-cli}nt, werk produot, er eLher applioable privil}ge. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, December 16, 2013 2:49 PM 

~aol.com 

EW: ACC Scheduling 

From: Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz@wfu.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 1:17 PM 
To-" Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A 131; Anthony Daluz; Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson,edu); gmiller@athletics,pitt.edu; 
Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve 
Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); tim santoro 
Co: Pierce, Kris; Michael Buddie; Barbara Walker 
Subject: ACC Scheduling 
Not a ton of feedl~ack on tny last email regmding scheduling so I thought I wonld throw another factor our there. 
NCAA Start Dates will change back to 11 week seasons in 2015. We have had the luxn~ of 12 week seasons in 2012,2013,2014 but that changes back in 2015.12 

week have actually been an aberation over the past 15 - 16 years, there are only been fonr 12 week seasons between 1999- 2016. 

2015 Start Date Aug 28 Friday 

2016 Start Date Aug 26 Friday 

This means we lose a~other non- cont~rence weekend so if you think it is difficnlt to fit in (let alone physically ma~age) 9-10 Non-Conf games + ACC season + a two 

weekend 10 team ACC tournament now ruth 12 weeks, j ust wait until we tD’ to do it in 11 weeks. 

Pretb~ sure we are taking things in the wrong direction. We are the most dominant soccer conference in America. We need to continue to give our teams the best 

chance to succeed in the NCAA tournament a~d maintain onr place at the top. 

Condensing the ACC Regula~r Season by craanming in a 10 team ACC Tournament is not smart in the long rnn. We roll lose valuable non-conference games in m~ 11 

week season or we will have to cram things even tighter to fit them in. This will lead to the accumulation of more injuries in late season. 

The more yon think about it, the less sense it makes. The ACC Regular season with exl~nsion was incredibly tough this season and it will only get tougher. 

We need the opportunity to play 9-10 non-conference games to separate ourselves from the .500 ACC/2qCAA crowd. There were a few really good teams this yeast 
that were dangerously close to going sub-.500 and missing the NCAA Tournament antomatically. If we dont keep a wlid, non-conference schednle, the NCAA seeds 

wont come back to ns. 

Onr priorities are out sync with long term NCAA success. 

We are all at a 2014 scheduling s~ll right now because we dont have ACC schedules set yet. Lets think ve~ carefully before we move forward. We can still salvage 

th~s. 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

cell 

removed by 

sender 

www.wakefbrestsports~com 

w~v.wakeforest~irlssoccercam p~com 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)’CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday,                  3:35 PM 

Ducm:, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu~- 

~nsn.com; ducm-@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros (_ @gmail.co~n); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Here’s the book I was telling you about 

This is e×cellent .,,. Did that book really make a difference? If so why don’t you take all the sub 2.5 students and meet with them once a week (like I do with each 

class} and help them become better while they are going through that book’? 

From: Ducar, Chri~ 
Sent: Nonday, ~:53 PN 

To~ ~@yahoo.com 

Co= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Here’s the book ~ was telling you about 

I really enjoyed our conversation on the field yesterday. Your ambition really came through in all the topics of soccer, academics and leadership. Before I forget, 

here’s a link to the book that helped me back in college. I went from a 2.3 student to almost a 4.0 in my final two years. If you can make that shift NOW, the sky is 

the limit for you! 

http://www,amazon.com/Getting-Straight.-Gordor~-Green-Jr/dp/Og~84057?t6/ref=sr I i[?s=books&ie=UTF8&q d=i[397223016&sr=~.-~&keywords=08~84057~5 

Have an amazing break and I’ll see you in 

Bird 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, December 16, 2013 3:37 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: ACC Scheduling 

From: Pierce, Kris [mailto:kpierce@theacc.org] 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 20:t3 3:09 PM 

To; Daluz, Anthony; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu; 
Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve 
Swanson (sswansonOvirginia.edu); tim santoro; Monroe, Mary Frances (m.monroe@miami.edu) 
C¢: Michael Buddie; Barbara Walker; Matt Conway (Be) (conwayml@bc.edu); Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.pitt.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu); Burgemeister, 
Matt 
Subject: RE: ACe Scheduling 

[ checked with our compliance sLaff and theV confirmed that women’s soccer w~l have a 12--week season ~r~ R~ture vests. Here ~s Lhe e~cerpt ~rom the NCAA 

Msr~ua~: 

17.19.3 - First Contest or Date of Competition. 

~ institution shNl not play its fi~t contes~ or engage in i~ firs~ ~te of competition (g~e) with outside competition in soccer before the Friday ~fore the 12th 

weekend before the s~ of the applicable NC~ Division I Soccer Chmnpionship (see Figure 17-2), except that an alnnmi contest may be pla~d the previous 

weekend. (i~)pted: ~/20/99 e~bctive ~/1/99, Revised: 12/14/07, 1/14~0~ e~bctive 

So, ~’1~ ~eave the rest of the feedback for the coaches to discuss regarding ~umber of regular season games and Learns ~n the championship, but d~d want to clarify 

[hat we will have s M-week season in future years. 

Thanks, 

Kris 

F~m= Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz@~u.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 l:17 PM 
Te: Alison ~ley (foleyae@bc.edu); Anson Dorrance (anson@uncaa.unc.edu); Anthony Daluz; Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); 
gmiller@atNetics.pi~.edu; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; RobNe Church 
(robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); t~m santoro 

¢¢: Pierce, Kris; Michael Buddie; Barbara Walker 
Subject: ACC Scheduling 

Not a ton of feed~ck on my last email regazding scheduling ~) I thought I would t~ow another t~ctor our there. 

NC~ S~ Dates will cha]ge back to 11 week seasons in 2015. We have had the luxu~ of 12 week seasons in 2012,2013,2014 but that changes back in 2@ 5.12 

week have act~lly been an abemtion over the past 15-16 years, there are only been lbur 12 week seasons between 1999-201 d. 

2015 Start Date Aug 28 Fiday 

2016 Start Date Aug 26 Friday 

TNs means we lo~ ~]~other non-con~}~nce weekend so if you tli~t it is di~Scult to fit in (let Mone physically mintage) 9-10 Non-Conf games + ACC season ~ a ~,o 

weekend 10 team ACC tournament now with 12 wee~, just wait until we t~7 to do it in 11 weeks. 

Pre~ snre we are ta~ng things in the wrong direction. We are the most dominant soccer coherence in ~ne~ca. We need to continue to give onr teams the best 

chance to succeed in the NC~ tonrnament and main~in our place at the top. 

Condensing ti~e ACC Regu]az Scion by cramming in a 10 team ACC Tournament is not sma~ in the long ran. ~re will 1o~ valuable non-conference games in an 11 

week ~on or we will have to cram ~ings even tighter to fit them in. TNs will lead to t~e accumnlafion of more injuries in late sea~n. 

The more you think aN)ut ik fl~e less sense it ma~es. The ACC Regn]ar sea~)n wi~ exNnsion was incredibly tough this ~ason and it will @My get tougher. 

We need the oppo~unity to play 9-10 non-conI}rence games to separate ourselves I?om the .500 ACC~CAA crowd. There were a few really good teams this year 

that were dangerously close to going sub-.500 and missing the NC~ Tournament automatically. If we dont keep a vaii& non-contbrence schedule, the NC~ seeds 

wont come back to us. 

Our priorities a~ out sync wi~ long tem~ NCA& success. 

We are all at a 2014 scheduling s~ll right now becau~ we dont have ACC schedules set yet. Lets ~ink ve~ cazefully ~bm we move fo~}vard. We can still salvage 

tNs. 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 once 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

! cell 

Image 

...... removed by 
sender. 

www.wakeforestsports.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, December 16, 2013 3:38 PM 

~aol.com 

I~W: ACC Scheduling 

From: Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz@wfu.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 3:19 PM 

To-" Pierce, Kris 
Ce: Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@demson.edu); gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu; Karen Elizabeth 
Dayes; Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson 
(sswanson@virginia.edu); tim santoro; Monroe, Mary Frances (m.monroe@miami.edu); Michael Buddie; Barbara Walker; Matt Conway (BC) (conwayml@bc.edu); Kirk Bruce 
(kbruce@athletics.pitt.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu); Burgemeister, Matt 
Subject-" Re: ACC Scheduling 

Will it be 12 weeks for all years or fluctuate like in the past? I have a docnment that I think you (or maybe rob kehoe) sent us a while back, that gives the season start 

dates from 1999-2016. That is what I am using as my reference, 

On Mon, Dec 16, 2013 at 3:09 PM, Pierce, Kfis <kpiercef;theacc=o!:g:~ wrote: 

Hi Tony .... 
I checked with our compliar~ce s[:aff and they confirmed that womet~’s soccer w~ have a 12--week sei~.:?n ~n [uture vei~[~, Here ~s [:he excelp[ ~ronl the NCAA 

17.19.3 - ~’4rst Cow, test or Date of Cozapetqtion. 

An insfilution shall not play its ~t contes~ or engage in its firs~ ~te of competition (gmne) wi~ ou~ide competition in soccer before the Fiday ~tbre the 12th 

weekend betbre the s~rt of the applicable NC~ Division I Soccer Championship (see Figure 17-2), excepl that an alumni contest may be p~ayed the previons 

weekend. Ndopted: ~0/99 eff~clive 8/1/~9, Revised: 12/1~07, 1/1~/08 ef/~ctNe 8/1/O& ~/30/09 ef/bctNe 8/1/09, ~8/l l ~bctive 8/1/11~ 

So, ~’1~ ]e~;s~e the rest of the feedback for the co~ches to discuss regarding number of regular season ganges ~md [:earns h~ the ch~mpionshi~L but dht want to clarify 
Lhat wewiH have s M-week season in future years, 
Thanks, 
Kris 
F~m: Daluz, Anthony [maiI~:#N_M~M~_~#_M] 
Sent: Monday, December ~6, 20~3 ~:~7 PN 
To: Alison Foley (fNeyae@bc.edu); Anson Dorrance (anson@uncaa.unc.edu); Anthony Daluz; Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@demson.edu); 
g~J_[[#[@#_#_~!#$Jg}_,PJ_~=9_~M; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Krikorian (~gsJ~_£[[~_£@#_#_~J_£~!~[=A#_M); Phil Wheddon (£&#_~#_~#_#_@_&gLA#_M); Randy Waldrum; RobNe Church 
(robbie:church~#duke,edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson~@v~rfl~nia.edu); t~m santoro 
C~: Pierce, Kris; Michael Buddie; Barbara Walker 
Subjeet: ACC Scheduling 
Not a ton of feed~ck on my last email regarding scheduling ~) I thought I would t~ow another t~ctor our there. 
NC~X Sm~ Dates will change back to 11 week seasons in 2@ 5. We have had the luxu~ of 12 week seasons in 2012,2013,2014 but that changes back in 2015.12 
week have ac~lly been an abemtion over the past 15- ] 6 years, there are only been four 12 week seasons be~-een 1999-2016. 
2015 Start Date Aug 28 Friday 
2016 Start Date Aug 26 Friday 
TNs means we 1o~ ~other non-conference weekend so if you tN& k is diNcult to fit in (let alone physically m~age) 9-10 Non-Conf games + ACC season + a avo 
weekend 10 team ACC tonm~ent now with 12 wee~, just wait until we tE to do it in 1 ] weeks. 
Pre~ snre we are tawny things in the wrong direction. We are the most dominant soccer coherence in ~nedca. We need to continue to gNe onr teams the best 
chance to succeed in the NC~ tonrnament and maintain our place at the top. 
Condensing the ACC Regular Season by cra~nming in a ] 0 team ACC Tournament is not sma~ in the long ran. We will lo~ valuable non-conIbrence games in an 11 
week ~ason or we will have to cram things even tigh~r to fit them in. This will lead to the scumuladon of more injuries in late sea~n. 
The more you think a&)ut it, the less sense it maXes. The ACC Reg@ar sea~)n wi& exNnsion was incredibly tough this ~ason and it will oNy get tougher. 
We need the oppo~unity to play 9- ]0 non-conl~rence games to separate ourselves l?om the .500 ACC~CAA crowd. There were a few really good teams this year 
that were dangerously close to going sub-.500 and missing the NC~ Toummnent au~natically. If we dont keep a vMi& non-conference schedule, the NC~ seeds 

wont co[ne back to us. 
Our priorities are out sync wi& long tem~ NCA& success. 
We are all at a 2@4 scheduling s~ll fight now becau~ we dont have ACC schedNes set yet. Lets &ink ve~ carefully ~tbm we move fo~}vard. We can still salvage 
tlis. 

Tony da Luz 

tlead Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

£_3_~__d_) 758-4375 once 

£_3_~__6_) 758-4565 fax 

cell 

Error! Filename not specitied. 

www.wakefbrestsports~com 

wv~v.wakeforest~ifls,_~ccercam p~com 



Head Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 i~ax 

cell 

N Image 

removed by 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSONp 

Monday, December 16, 2013 3:40 PM 

.~aol.com 

EW: ACC Scheduling 

From: Pierce, Kris [mailto:kpierce@theacc.org] 
Sent: Monday, December :t6, 20:t3 3:20 PM 
To: Daluz, Anthony 
Cc: Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A TV; Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); gmiller@athletics.pittedu; Karen Elizabeth 
Dayes; Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson 
(sswanson@virginia.edu); tim santoro; Monroe, Mary Frances (m.monroe@miami.edu); Michael Buddie; Barbara Walker; Matt Conway (Be) (conwayml@bc.edu); Kirk Bruce 
(kbruce@athletics.pitt.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu); Burgemeister, Matt 
Subject: RE: ACC Scheduling 

fI: will be _1_2 weeks h:~r all years. It changed in 2010.-2011 (effectiw? in 2011) to haw:, a consistent I2 weel~s. You’re put~:ing my nlemory to ~ tes~:, but f believe the 

men went: with :1.2 weeks a year prior t:o t:he won~en, At that time, there was discussion about potent:iallV combining t:he College Cups as well. Then, after it ws~s 

decidec~ the Colfe~e Cups woukt not combine, the ACC proposed a 12-week season for the wornen~ One of the arguments, ~ believe, was that we needed an extra 

week for a 2--week ACC Championship. SomeoRe car certainty chime in and refute this h~story, but that’s how I remembered ~t corn[Rg about 

F~m: Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz@~u.edu] 
Scott Monday, December $6, 2053 3:$9 PN 

To= Pierce, Kris 
~ Alison Foley (foJeyae@bc.edu); Anson Dorrance (anson@uncaa.unc.edu); Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); gmJller@athletics.pi~.edu; 
Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve 
Swanson (sswanson@virgJnia.edu); tim santoro; Monroe, Na~ Frances (m.monroe@miami.edu); Michael Buddie; Barbara Walker; Na~ Conway (BC) (conwayml@bc.edu); 
Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athJetJcs.pi~.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (~uchs@admin.fsu.edu); BurgemeJster, 
$ubje~t= Re: ACC Scheduling 

Will it bc 12 w~cks for all ycaB or ~uc~te like in ~c p&st? ] have a docnment that ~ t~nk you (o~ maybe rob kehoc) sent us a while bac~ that gi~cs the sca~n sta~ 

dates from ]999-2016, That is what ] am using as my 

On Mon, Dec 16, 2013 at 3:09 PM, Pierce, Kdis <kpierce~;theacc.org> wrote: 

Hi Tony - 

[ checked with our compliance st:all and they confirmed that women’s soccer w~l have a 12--week season ~n future years. Here ~s [:he excerpt ~rorn the NCAA 

Manual: 

17.19.3 - ~lrst Contest or Date of Colapetltion. 

~ i~s~mtion shM] not p]~y its ~B~ contest or ~ng~g~ in iB ~rs~ ~ o~comp~tio~ (g~@ with o~sid~ 

So, ~’1~ ~eave the rest of the feedback for the coaches to discuss regarding number of regular season flames and Learns ~n the championship, but d~d want to clarify 

[hat wewiH have s M-week season in future years. 

Thanks, 

Kris 

F~m= Daluz, Anthony [mailto:~NM~M~_¢~_M] 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 l:17 PM 
To: Alison Foley (fNeyae@bc.edu); Anson Dorrance (anson@uncaa.unc.edu); Anthony Daluz; Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@demson.edu); 
~m~ller@atMetics.N~.edu; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@adm~n.fsu.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@s~r.edu); Randy Waldrum; RobNe Church 
(tie}_~J%g[N_tig_h@~M_~9_:9~M); Steve Swanson (~_~_~_t?}_eB_~JZg[B_[~_¢g_M); t~m santoro 

¢¢: Pierce, Kris; Michael Buddie; Barbara Walker 
Subject: ACC Scheduling 

Not a ton of feed~ck on my last email regazding scheduling ~) I thought I would t~ow another t~ctor our there. 

NC~ S~ Dates will cha]ge back to 11 week seasons in 2015. We have had the luxu~ of 12 week seasons in 2012,2013,2014 but that changes back in 2@ 5.12 

week have act~lly been an abemtion over the past 15-16 years, there are only been lbur 12 week seasons between 1999-201 d. 

2015 Start Date Aug 28 Fiday 

2016 Start Date Aug 26 Friday 

TNs means we lo~ ~]~other non-con~}~nce weekend so if you tli~t it is di~Scult to fit in (let Mone physically mintage) 9-10 Non-Conf games + ACC season ~ a ~,o 

weekend 10 team ACC tournament now with 12 wee~, just wait until we t~7 to do it in 11 weeks. 

Pre~ snre we are ta~ng things in the wrong direction. We are the most dominant soccer coherence in ~ne~ca. We need to continue to give onr teams the best 

chance to succeed in the NC~ tonrnament and main~in our place at the top. 

Condensing ti~e ACC Regu]az Se~on by cramming in a l0 team ACC Tournament is not sma~ in the long ran. ~re will 1o~ valuable non-conference games in an 11 

week ~on or we will have to cram ~ings even tighter to fit them in. TNs will lead to t~e accumnlafion of more injuries in late sea~n. 

The more you think aN)ut ik fl~e less sense it ma~es. The ACC Regn]ar sea~)n wi~ exNnsion was incredibly tough this ~ason and it will o@y get tougher. 

We need the oppo~unity to play 9-10 non-conI}rence games to separate ourselves I?om the .500 ACC~CAA crowd. There were a few really good teams this year 

that were dangerously close to going sub-.500 and missing the NC~ Tournament automatically. If we dont keep a vaii& non-contbrence schedule, the NC~ seeds 

wont co,no back to us. 

Our priorities a~ out sync wi~ long tem~ NCA& success. 

We are all at a 2014 scheduling s~ll dight now becau~ we dont have ACC schedules set yet. Lets ~ink ve~ cazefully ~bm we move fo~}vard. We can still salvage 

tNs. 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 



(336) 758-4375 

(336) 758-4565 

:ell 

www.wakeforeatsports.com 

www.wal~efo~estgifls~ccercamp.com 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 
Wake Forest Universily Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 flax 

cell 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, December 16, 2013 4:04 PM 

.~aol.com 

FW: ACC Scheduling 

From: Edward Radwanski [mailto:eradwan@clemson.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 4:01 PM 
To: Daluz, Anthony; Pierce, Kris 
Cc: Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles Chugger Adair; gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Krikorian 
(mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr~edu); Randy Waldrum; RobNe Church (robbie~church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia~edu); tim 
santoro; Monroe, Mary Frances (m.monroe@miami.edu); Michael Buddie; Barbara Walker; Matt Conway (BC) (conwayml@bc.edu); Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.pitt.edu); 
Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu); Burgemeister, Matt 
Subject: RE: ACC Scheduling 

Start da 

20:1.5 Augusl: 2:1st 

20:16 August :19~h 

All discussions have taken place and for now there is no reason to change anything (especially for 20:14)._S would prefer not to go around the merry-go-round 

again. Future years certainlV,..,,as it evolves. 

Fr~ra: Daluz, Anthony [mai~to:da~uz@~u.edu] 
Sent; Nonday, December ~6, 2053 3:~9 PN 

Te= Pierce, Kris 
C¢= Nison ~ley (foleyae@bc.edu); Anson Dorrance (anson@uncaa.unc.edu); Charles Chugger Adair; Edward Radwanski; gmiller@athletics.pi~.edu; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; 
Nark Krikorian (mkr~korian@admin.fsu.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; RobNe Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); S~ve Swanson 
(sswanson@virginia.edu); tim santoro; Nonroe, Na~ Frances (m.monroe@m~ami.edu); Nichael Buddie; Barbara Walker; Na~ Conway (BC) (conwayml@bc.edu); Kirk Bruce 
(kbruce@athletics.pi~.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu); Burgemeister, 
Subject: Re: ACC Scheduling 

Will Jt be 12 weeks [or all yea~s or fluc~te like Jn ~e past? I have a document that ] flfink you (or maybe rob kehoe) sent us a while bac~ that ~ives the sea~n s~ 

dates ~om 1999-2016. That is what I am usJn~ as my ~[e~vnce. 

On Mon, Dec 16, 2013 at 3:09 PM, Pierce, Kfis <kpierce~i~theacc.org> wrote: 

Hi Tony .... 
I checked with our compliance sta[:f and they confirrned d~at women"s soccer w@ have a ~2-week season ~n future years. Here is the excerpt from the NCAA 

Manuak 

17.19.3 - First Contest oz Date of Competitior:. 

~ insfi~tion sh~ll not play its fi~t contes~ or ensase in i~ firs~ ~te o~cempefition (~e) wi~ outside competition in soccer be~b~e the Friday ~ore the 12th 

weekend before the s~ o~the applicable NC~%k Division I Soccer Ch~mpienship (see Fi~me 17-2)~ except that an alumni contest may be played fl~e p~evious 

weekend. ~4 ~pted: ~/~0/99 ~ecfive ~/1/99, Revised: ~ 2g ~/~7, ~/~/0~ e~ctive 6~g/O8, ~/~0/09 e~cfive &Z~09, ~/2~/11 e~cfive 

So, gH ~eave the rest of the feedback for the coaches to discuss regarding number of regular season games and teams h~ the championship, but d~d want to clarify 

that we w~ have a 12-week season in futur~ years, 

Thanks, 

Kris 

F~m= Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz@v~u.edu] 
8ent~ Nonday, December 16, 2013 ~:17 PN 
Te= Alison Foley ([~g~G_¢~_~); Anson Dorrance (g_~Rt?_@~_~g~!N~_G_¢~_~); Anthony Daluz; Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski 
gmiller@atNetics.pi~.edu; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Nark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; Robbie Church 
(robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@v~rqinia.edu)~ tim santoro 

¢¢~ Pierce, Kris; Nichael Buddie; Barbara Walker 
Subject= ACC Scheduling 

Not a ton of feed[~ck on my last emaJl mgazding scheduling ~ I thought I would t~ow another f~tor onr there. 

NC~ Sta~ Dates will change back to 11 week seasons in 2015. We have had the luxnw of 12 week seasons in 2012,2013,2014 but that changes back in 2015.12 

week have ac~mlly been an aberation over the past 15 - 16 years, there are only been fonr 12 week seasons be%veen 1999- 2016. 

2015 Sta¢t Date Any 28 Friday 
2016 StaCt Date Any 26 Friday 
This means we lo~ re]other non- cont~mnce weekend so if you tN~ k is diflic@t to fit in (let alone physically mintage) 9-10 Non-Conf games + ACC season + a two 

weekend 10 team ACC tournament now wid~ 12 weeks, j ust wait un~ we t9’ to do it in 11 weeks. 

Pre~ sure we am ~ng flings in the wrong direction. We a~ the ~nost dominant soccer co~fference in ~efica. We need to continue to give our teams fl~e best 

chance to succeed in fl~e NC~ tournament m~d main~Jn our p~ace at the top. 

Condensing ~e ACC Regulaz Scion by craNming in a 10 team ACC Tournament is not sma~ in the long ran. We will lo~ valuable non-conference games in an 11 

week ~on or we will have to cram ~ings even tighter to fit them in. TNs will lead to ~e accum@afion of more injuries in late sea~n. 

The mo~ yon think a~ut ik the less sense it m~es. The ACC Reg@ar sea~n wit~ exNnsion was incredibly tough tNs ~son and it will ody get tougher. 

We need the oppo~nib- to play 9-10 non-conference games to separate onrselves from the .500 ACC/NC~ crowd. There were a few really good teams this year 

that were dangerously close to going sub-.500 and missing the NC~ Tournament an~matically. If we dont keep a va]i& non-conference schednle, the NC~ seeds 

wont come back to ns. 

Our priorities are out sync wi~ ~ong te~ NC~ success. 

We are all at a 2014 scheduling s~ll right now becau~ we dont have ACC schedules set yet. Lets d~ink ve~, cazet~lly ~tbre we move [onward. We can still salvage 

tNs. 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest Universib" Womens Soccer 



P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 t~’{ 
cell 

~)~_~’_:_~:_~:~l__<__e__f_~_?__r__e_~_t_~[?~?!~:_c_’~?__n_)_ 

Tony dn Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest Uni~zersi~ Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

cell 
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www.waketbrestsports.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:13 PM 

Battaglini, Claudio L uiz ~claudio@emaJl. unc.edu-~ 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); i @live.unc.edu>; @gma~l.com 

Jason Sisneros, attending the futsal comse meeting at 104 Fetzer at 8 AM tomorrow 

Claudio, 

Jason Sisneros will be representing the UNC Women’s Soccer Program (and me) for the next three days. I will also invite 

local players to participate with you. 

¯ two of our 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

9:17:20 PM 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) @gmail.com]; 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= 

@live.unc.edu) i@live.unc.edu]; 

@live.unc.edu) @live.unc.edu]; 

@gmail.com; @live.unc.edu; @yahoo.com; 

@live.unc.edu; @aol.com; @yahoo.com; 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Brazilian Soccer Course Revised 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

’@gmail.com 

@gmail,com; ~live.unc.edu; 

@rocketmail.com; 

@ymail.com; 

@msn.com; 

Jason. 

Do me a favor, please attend this futsal workshop for me. Obviously take great notes. This could have huge value for us. 

And ladies , this "pro" futsa[ coach has told me as many of our kids can go to this as we like (if you 

can think of anyone else that lives nearby by all means invite them). In tile afternoon you will have a chance to play if 

you like (a chance for you guys to learn some strategies your opponents will not have[![). 

From: Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:54 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Brazilian Soccer Course Revised 

Hi Arisen, 

Attached you will find the revised version of the advertisement material for the course as you suggested. 

Please let me know if this is ok with you. 

Thanks again for everything. 

Have a great evening, 

Claudio 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

:125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Email: claudio@email.unc.edu 

Office Tel: (9:19) 843-6045 



Fax: (919) 962-0489 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, at 8:04 PM 

To: Claudio Battaglini <claudio@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Brazilian Soccer Course 

think that has a better chance!! 

From: Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Brazilian Soccer Course 

7:22 PM 

Sounds great my friend. What do you think about changing it to a three day course (Tuesday/Wednesday/Thursday) and drop 

the price to a S100-150? If you agree I can revise the program tonight and send you the updated version of the plan. We can 

even open for more people, instead of just 30. How does that sound? 

Please let me know and I will follow your recommendations. 

Thanks again for all your help with this initiative. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Claudio 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Email: claudio@email.unc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, at 7::14 PM 

To: Claudio Battaglini <claudio@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Brazilian Soccer Course 

Claudio, 

1 will send this to my colleagues in the ACC and in the local clubs and the coaches that come to myteam camp. I think it: 

would be better as a two or a three day camp at a lower price. For the average American coach time is the big issue at 

this time of year (plus the short notice}, 



From: Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Brazilian Soccer Course 

7:56 AM 

Good morning my friend, 

How are you doing? It was great seeing you yesterday as usual. As promised, attached to this email is the soccer course 

information I showed you in your office yesterday. If you could please send this to all of your friends and colleagues who you 

feel would appreciate and benefit from participating in this course, that would be great. I look forward to learning more about 

this game with Sergio and hang out with you and your colleagues during the week of . Please let me know if 

you have any questions. 

Thanks again for all your support and I look forward to a great time hanging out and participating in this course with you. 

Have a wonderful day. 

Your friend, 

Claudio 

P.S. I mentioned this course to coach Carlos but l never follow up with him. If you could please invite him to participate in the 

course with us, that would be great. 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Email: claudio@email.unc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, December 16, 2013 4:18 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros @gmaJl.com) 

if you need a ride in that early tbr the futsal clinic, let me know .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, December 16, 2013 4:30 PM 

massimo mig[iorini < ~gmail.com:~ 

@msn.com; ducoa@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

@duke.edn) 

RE: aNcle 

You are very kind to take at~ interest in what we have done AND ~he wor~en’s game. I am not the least b~ concerned about at~ything you are ~ry~ng to do. ~ 

appreciate the interest you have and the diabgue your posting m~ght generate. 

A~I the best, and good ~uck!~ 

F~m~ massimo migliorini [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent~ Sunday, December IS, 2013 10:26 AN 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subjeet~ article 
Dear Anson 
How you doing? 
I am an italian pro coach; durin~ my offseason I wrote some articles for collea~ue’s website ( ~?~?:9_~J£~!9_£~_~Rt3 or ~?~:~[~_£?J~9_:~Rt3 ), usually I wrote tactical analysis of 

the famous european and south american learns; but I wrote somethin~ about women soccer. 
In llaly nobody cares about women soccer and also in Europe is not so popular, so l’m t~in~ to underline how ~reat it is. On ~.a~bniamo.com you could find the first one, 
now I am preparin~ one about you, the winnin~est coach of all time; I based it on some inteNiews and a~icles, some matches I saw, some videos on the web. Soon you 
would find it on ~.calciatorLcom ; l’m sor~ it is in ilalian, I would just be sure to wrile nothin~ wmn~, I am a coach too and I unde~tand how impo~ant is Io have our work 
not miaundemlood. 
Feel free to contact me if anythin~ is nol clear or wrong. 
I’ m searchin~ a new challen~e for myself and I hope to find somethin~ in women soccer, because I had a ~reat experience in NO~. So hope to meet you soon on the pitch, 
or at Phila convention. 

ciao, take care 

Maasimo Mi~liorini 
tel +393343233385 

twitter ~MassiMi~liorini 
akype 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, December 16, 2013 6:18 PM 

.la~n Sisneros ~@gmaJd.com> 

Re: B~azilian Soccer Course Revised 

Do you need a ride? 

Sent.f!"om my Verizor~ IYireie,~s 4G L)"E DROLL) 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> wrote: 

Great’. I’ll be there! 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Volnnteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Mon, Dec 16, 2013 at 4:17 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~)n(~emaJd.~mc.edu> wrote: 

Do me a favor, please attend this futsal workshop for me. Obviously take great notes. This could have hL~ge value for us. And ladies (                 , this 

"g~ro" h.d:sal coach has t:old m~-’_~ as many of our kids can go to this as we lille (if you can third< of anyone else that lives nearby by all means invit:e t:hern). In t h~-_~ 

afternoon you wiil have a chance to play if you like (a chance for you guys Lo learn some straLegies your opponents will not 

F~m: Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 9:54 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Brazilian Soccer Course Revised 

Hi Ansen, 

Attached you will find the revised version of the advertisement material for the course as you suggested. 

Please let me know if this is ok with you. 

Thanks again for everything. 

Have a great evening, 

Claudio 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Email: daudio@email.unc.edu 



Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December 4, 2013 at 8:04 PM 

To: Claudio Battaglini <claudio@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Brazilian Soccer Course 

think that has a b~:,Lter (:har~ce!! 

From: Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 
Sent= Wednesday, December 04, 2013 7:22 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Re: Brazilian Soccer Course 

Sounds great my friend. What do you think about changing it to a three day course (Tuesday/Wednesday/Thursday) and drop the price to a 5100-150? If you agree I can revise 

the program tonight and send you the updated version of the plan. We can even open for more people, instead of just 30. How does that sound? 

Please let me know and I will follow your recommendations. 

Thanks again for all your help with this initiative~ 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Claudio 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Email: claudio@email.unc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December 4, 2013 at 7:14 PM 

To: Claudio Battaglini <claudio@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Brazilian Soccer Course 

Claudio, 

[ will send this to my colleagues in the ACC and in the local clubs and the coaches that come to my team camp. I think it would be better as a two or a three day 

camp at a lower price. For the average American coach time is the big issue at this time of year (pk~s the short notice). 

From: Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 7:56 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Brazilian Soccer Course 

Good morning my friend, 

How are you doing? It was great seeing you yesterday as usual. As promised, attached to this email is the soccer course information I showed you in your office yesterday. If you 

could please send this to all of your friends and colleagues who you feel would appreciate and benefit from participating in this course, that would be great. I look forward to 

learning more about this game with Sergio and hang out with you and your colleagues during the week of December 16th. Please let me know if you have any questions. 



Thanks again for all your support and I look forward to a great time hanging out and participating in this course with you. 

Have a wonderful day. 

Your friend, 

Claudio 

P.S. I mentioned this course to coach Carlos but I never follow up with him. If you could please invite him to participate in the course with us, that would be great. 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Email: claudio@email.unc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 6:20 PM 

@ymaJl.com> 

Re: Spring Texan 

So tell me the lowest you will get on your umeported grades .... 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

@ymaJl.com> wrote: 

I felt ridiculously confident abont a]l of my exams. Actually, ToW told me that one of the classes I was falling, I passed. So now we’re just waiting for the other grades 

to come up. 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On , at 2:56 PM, "Donance, Albe~t A IV" <anson(~emaJd.unc.edu> wrote: 

Wonderful : I like what you are thinking’. Now, the more important thing.., will you be back in the spring academica]ly? How did you do in your 

courses? 

Se~L~om ~’ ~rizon ~Virefess 4( ~ L TE DRO~D 

~yma]l.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

Sorry it has taken me forever to respond. I ~vas swamped with finals and I finally just made it home so now I’m responding to all of my emails. 

I kno~v a really cool website that allo~vs you to make your own quizzes I was thinking about making short quizzes and sending them out to my team. I think it will be a great 
way to help prepare them for the big test later on in the spring It’ll also help me because I would have to make the questions, so I would have to know evew little detail and it 
~vill help my understanding of the game. I think this would be beneficial and make all of us fans of the game. 

Thanks art!! I hope you have a wonderful break! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 10:23 PM 

.la~n Sisneros @gmaJd.com> 

Re: B~azilian Soccer Course Revised 

OK I will be by at 7:40 am ... 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izort tFire[e,~s 4G L)"~ LL~tOIL) 

Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Yes, I conld use ride. Thanks! 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis [ Volnnteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Mon, at 6:17 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~)n(~emaJd.~mc.edu> wrote: 
Do you need a ride? 

Jason Sisneros < ~ama~l.com > wrote: 

Great! I’ll be there! 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Volunteer Assista~t Coach 

!(c) 

On Mon, at 4:17 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~email.unc.edu> w~me: 

JasotL 

Do me a favor, please atte~d this futsal workshop [:or me. Obviously take great ~o~es~ This could have huge vak~e for us, A~d ~adies                    this 
"pro" futsa~ coach has told me as many of our Mds ca~ go to th~s as we ~ike (~f you ca~ thh~k o[: anyone else ~hat fives nearby by al~ means ff~v~e them}. In the 
afternoon you w~li have a chance to play ~f you I~ke (a chalice for you guys to iearn some strategies your oppo[~ents 

From: BattagliN, Claudio Luiz 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:54 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Brazilian Soccer Course Revised 

Hi Ansen, 

Attached you will find the revised version of the advertisement material for the course as you suggested. 

Please let me know if this is ok with you. 

Thanks a~ain for everything. 

Have a ~reat evening, 

Claudio 



Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Email: claudio@email.unc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday,                ; at 8:04 PM 

To: Claudio Battaglini <claudio@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Brazilian Soccer Course 

think that has a better chance!! 

From: Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:22 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Brazilian Soccer Course 

Sounds great my friend. What do you think about changing it to a three day course (Tuesday/Wednesday/Thursday) and drop the price to a 5100-1507 If you agree I can revise 

the program tonight and send you the updated version of the plan. We can even open for more people, instead of just 30. How does that sound? 

Please let me know and I will follow your recommendations. 

Thanks again for all your help with this initiative. 

l look forward to hearing from you. 

Claudio 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Email: claudio@email.unc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email,unc.edu> 



Date: Wednesday,                 at 7:14 PM 

To: Claudio Battaglini <claudio@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Brazilian Soccer Course 

Claudio, 

I will send this to my colleagues in the ACC and in the local clubs and the coaches that come to my team camp. I think it would be better as a two or a three day 

camp at a lower price, For the average Am~-_~rican coach l:im~-_~ is the big issu~-_~ at this time ,:_~f year (pk~s the ~.~hort: not:ice), 

From: Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:56 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 13/ 

Subject: Brazilian Soccer Course 

Good morning my friend, 

How are you doing? It was great seeing you yesterday as usual. As promised, attached to this email is the soccer course information I showed you in your office yesterday. If 

you could please send this to all of your friends and colleagues who you feel would appreciate and benefit from participating in this course, that would be great. I look forward 

to learning more about this game with Sergio and hang out with you and your colleagues during the week of December 16th. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks again for all your support and I look forward to a great time hanging out and participating in this course with you. 

Have a wonderful day. 

Your friend, 

Claudio 

P.S. I mentioned this course to coach Carlos but I never follow up with him. If you could please invite him to participate in the course with us, that would be great. 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Emaih claudio@email.unc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~qC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday,                  11:07 PM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Re: draft #2 

Mention the # ofACC gatnes, they do not have to know you only played 1/2 .... this is much better’.!! 

Sem.f!°om my v e, :zor~ ~ ~reJes~ 4u L~ E L)ROIL, 

.~kenaJ~- tlagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 1:21 AN 

To: anson@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Draft of pro letter (revision) 

Hey Svon, 

Hope this email finds you well. Attached to the following email are the clips from my UNC training. I do not have any footage from the U-20 National Team sessions. However, I 

did 

Due to time constraints, I am going to sign with the first team that offers me a contract. I am talking to a couple of teams in the Bundesliga as well as entering the NWSL draft 
(US pro league). Since this is a major commitment, my parents want me to have my plans solidified. I would absolutely love to play for your club. I hope the feeling is mutual. 

Thanks 

:@live.unc.edul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 8:22 AM 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Cmyff Court Mont~’erde Academy Grand Opening 

Check this out for me .._ Do we want something like this in our new stadium? 

From; Soccer Institute at Montverde Academy [mailto:peter.davis=montverde.org@mail129.us2.mcsv.net] On Behalf Of Soccer Institute at Montverde Academy 
Sent: IVlonday, December 16, 2013 9:38 plVl 
To: Dorrance, Albert A [V 
Subject: Cruyff Court Nontverde Academy Grand Opening 

Court Gnand Opening in the United Sl:stes 

behalf of Moritve[de Academy in Orlando US.A. the Johan Crdyff Founda[ion arid Mr F[arfl~ Riikaa[d 

OouriintheUrfitedStatesonJanuaryIS 2014crithecan!pdsorMcritve[deAcadamy. 

ri;c-~ Joi;an Gruyff Founda[kx~ ~s an areamzaiion founded by Jahan Cruy~i himself ta halp ’ 9ivc-~ children 

underprlviieged ciqiidren so they m, ay iqave a iocation to caii florae, to play footbaii, and anioy rise game 

trley iove frle verlicla for this vision took siqape through smaii sided footbaii pitciqes called Cruyff 

Coud:% which are 6 vs 6 outdoor mini couP5 with an al¢iticiai tuff base; a fence on all sides to prevent 

trle baii from going out of bounds, and a safe location h°: the local neigrlborhood to have fun an,.<. play 

Jovian Cruyff Foundation and t~ie first ever Cruyff Corn1 h°: the LinRed States will be honored 1he Grand 

Opening of T~ie Cruyff CouR Monb/erde Academy will be I°:eid or: ,Jan:.iary 18t1°:; 2014 on t~ie campus of 

Montverde Academy m Orlando, Florida [he Academy’s soccer institute Ambassador, Mr Frank 

R~jkasrd has committed to opening the Cruyff CeuR on .Johan Cruyff~s behalf and w~d be present for a~ 

fesl:M~ies [hrodghou[ 1:he day. iq addS[ion 1o ~,~r qi~kaa[d:s p[eseqce will be Mr. Sal~[ D~ao, [ormerly o[ 

a[ld tha Joha~1 Crdyff Four~dafion’s [ifs[ pro~act if] [he Unffed States. 

Acadam, y~ 

Our mailir~g 8ddr~;ss is: 

8occai institute st Mon~;aide Ac,sdemy 

17235 :,th Street, Monl~,,erde, FL. United States 
M.sn~o/eb:~e. F:L $475g 

Marketir:9 Powe:ed 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday 11:22 AM 

lnag.com 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

:@duke.edu);       @ma~l.com 

Emma, 

Congratulations on your continued success!!! I was thrilled to see you running things at Chelsea. I am sure you are having the time of your life!! 

My right back is~         i and I think she might have the opportunity (and ability) to be a part of the England full team pool. She is very fast, brilliant in the air and 

surprisingly effective dribbling forward out of the back (I know this is a bizarre quality for a back). She is a four year starter for me and will be finished with her 

eligibility                 and would love to go pro. Every year I try to get her looks with the England youth teams but to no avail. Do you have any interest? If 

you do, and you like her, we could send her over to you right after her last exam in 

Obviously, I am very excited with the success of Whitney Engen and Lucy Bronze in England and I would love for more of our Idds to get opportunities. I was so 

excited to see Lucy get her first full team cap this year for England and Whitney is doing so well she is fighting to be a starter for the US Full Team for this next 

World Cup. My best connection in England is with you. Perhaps we can help each other. 

I don’t know if this is possible but I would also love to come study for a week at Chelsea this spring break,,                     If you could get me access to :1st 

team training sessions with the men and women and if I can learn about your Academy player development philosophy, I would love it. I do not need access to 

matches (US coverage of the EPL is extraordinary), just the training sessions. Would it be possible? 

All the best Emma!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 11:24 AM 

TONY YO[INT ~ ~gmail.com> 

ILE: 

Perhaps she should switch her maj or to survive .. what do you think? 

..... Original blessage ..... 
From: TONY YOUNg2 [mailto: ~gmail com] 
Sent: Tuesday: 10:35 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 

Yes, there is 

The reason for the recommendation is her total nunaber of hours I’m looking at the chart that Advising uses to compute academic eligibility. To begin a 6th semester, which she is doing in 
the spring, she must have 63 hours earned She currently has 64 To begin the 7th semester, next fall, she MUST be at 78 hours, so she must earn 14 in the spring to meet that number. Her 
spring schedule includes a Math    course, BIOL    , and PSYC     all 3 required for her Psychology major. That’s a tough load that I’m not COl~fident that she’ll be able to handle Failing 
any one uf thuse classes would mean required summer schuu[ just tu get the huurs she needs tu be eligible in the fall, in addition to maintaining a 20 in the spring because her current 2.01 
GPA is nut strung enuugh to carry her through another tuugh semester like the one she just had 

agree that right now it luuks like summer schoul cuuld be a risky call But after the spr~ng semester, it may very well be necessary, and I think we should be prepared for that. 

Tuny 

On at 10:23 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <ansun@email unc.edu> wrute: 

Su Tony, you recommend 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: TONY YOUNT [mailto:i (@~mail cum] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:09 AM 
To: Durrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, (ieurge W; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thumas J 
Subject: 

~ will be eligible in the spring with no prubation. 

t gu tu suwaner schoul this summer? Isn’t there the risk uf her flunking uut in summer schuol? 

>> 

>> Tony 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> Her semester was a pathetic 1 2 with 2 C’s, 2 D’s and 1 F in PSY(2     but her cumulative remained above a 2.0 at ;     and she passed 12 huurs to exceed the minimum nmnber required fur 
a student entering her 6th semester by 1 huur Any thought ufher guing anywhere this summer uther than summer schoul would be risky. 
> 

> Tuny 
> 

> 

> On at 9:57 AM, TONY YOL~T ~gmail.com> wrote: 
> 

>> Coaches, 
>> 

>> There are 32 grades not yet reported. 
>> 

>> are cornplete semesters. 
>> 

>> graduated, is eligible with no probation by the skin of her teeth, finished below at 2.0 but passed everything and last summer’s wurk will keep her eligible and 
ofl prot~anon, earned 9 more ho~trs to~vard graduation but will leave ineligible due to a. 8 GPA that knocked her cumulative below- a 2.0. 
>> 

>> Of those that are incomplete, the biggest question mark is . She needs some combination of 2 D grades and 1 C grade to remain off probation. If she lands on probation, she would 
still be eligible to practice. That one is going to be close. 
>> 

>> may finish below a 2.0 but her s~umner school will keep her eligible and offprobation. 
>> 

>> will be eligible. Summer worked so hard this semester and rm really- proud of what she’s done. 
>> 

>> Araong the frestwaen, did well. The rest were disappointing and really hurt the team GPA. 
>> 

>> I hope the next 32 grades will improve things and allow- for a happier repolt, but this is where we are right now, and there should be no academic casualties for spring practice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 1:49 PM 

~ymaJl.com> 

Yount, Tony <~onyyoun@unc.edu>; @msn.com; ducar@nncaa.unc.edu; ~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
;@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Spring Team 

You are eligible to retur’n bu[ [his fall academic performa~ce has not been good enough, What ar’e you goi~g [o do [his spring to change this? 

F~m: @ymail.com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, ~:38 AM 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject~ Re: Spring Team 

A C- would probably be my lowest grade 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 5:19 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <mason@email.nnc.edui~ wrote: 

So tell tne the lowest you will get on your unreported grades .... 
Se~,,t.fi°om my verizo.,~ ~Fireles~’ 4G LTE DRO1D 

(a~.¥maJl.com> wrote: 

I felt ridiculously co~dident about g,1 of my exams. Actually, Tony told me that one of the classes I was failing, I passed. So now we’re just wailing for the 

other grades to co~ne up. 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On , at 2:56 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~n~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Wonderful [ like what you are thinking! Now, the more importa~t firing ... will you be back in the spring academically? ttow did you 

do in your courses? 

Se.nt y~om n~’ ~&:rizo~ I, Fireles:s" ,.i’G L FE DRO{D 

@Z_r__n_~!:__c_R_r_~ > wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

Sorry it has taken me forever to respond l was swamped with finals and I finally just made it home so now I’m responding to al[ of my emai]s. 

I know a really coo[ website that al]ows you to make your own qoizy~s. I was thinking about making short quizzes and sending them out to my team I thi~ it 
wi]l be a great way to help prepare them ~2~r the big test later on in the spring Itll also help me because l wou]d have to make the questions, so I would have to 
know eveU little detail and it will help my understanding of the game. I think this would be beneficia[ and make all of us fans of ~e game. 

ThaWs anst I hope you have a wonderful breakt 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, [:54 PM 

TONY YO[INT @gmail.com> 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; -~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: 

She is a ve~ engaging speaker and surprisingly confident. Perhaps this could be a good direction for her 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: TONY YOUN~ [!nailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1 : 15 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 

’]?hat is possible. I just took a look at her worksheet and she hasn’t completed any of the required courses toward her PSYC degree. She could switch to COMM, but scheduling for the 
spring would be an ~ssue, as would getting the major declared in time to schedule She has time to do that The courses that she has completed lend themselves to a HIST degree, but that is 
a most challenging degree, though a subject that she likes. 

I will email her and see what she’s interested in doing. 

On at 11:23 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email unc.edu> wrote: 

Perhaps she should switch her major to survive .. what do you think? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: TONY YOUNT [mailto ~mail com] 
Sent: Tuesday 10:35 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re 

Yes, there is. 

> The reason for the recorrm~endation is her total number of hours, rm looking at the chart that Advising uses to compute academic eligibili~’. To begin a 6th semester, which she is doing in 
the spring, she must have 63 hottrs earned. She cttrrently has 64. To begin the 7th seraester, next fall, she MUST be at 78 hours, so she must earn 14 in the spring to meet that number. Her 
spring schedule includes a Math ~ course, BIOL    , and PSYC     all 3 required for her Psychology" major. That’s a tough load that rra not confident that she’ll be able to handle. Failing 
any one of those classes xvould mean required sttmmer school just to get the hours she needs to be eligible in the fall, in addition to maintaining a 2.0 in the spring because her current 
GPA is not strong enough to carry her through another tough semester like the one she just had 
> 

> I agree that right now it looks like surrm~er school could be a risky call. But after the spring semester, it may veW well be necessaly, and I think we should be prepared for that. 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

> On , at 10:23 A_’vL Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> So Tony, you recommend go to surrm~er school this su~wner? Isn’t there the risk of her flur~king out in suramer school? 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: TONY YOL~ [mailto: ~@gmail.com] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, 9:09 AM 
>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducat, Ctnis; Sander, Thomas J 
>> Subject: 
>> 

>> ~ill be eligible in the spring with no probation. 
>> 

>> Her semester was a pathetic    ~vith 2 C’s, 2 D’s and 1 F in PSYC but her cumulative remained above a 2.0 at md she passed 12 hours to exceed the rainimLtm nmnber required 
for a student entering her 6th semester by 1 hoLtr. Any thought of her going anywhere this summer other than summer school would be risky. 
>> 

>> Tony 
>> 

>> 

>> On , at 9:57 AM. TONY YOLrix~2 ~gmail corn> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Coaches, 
>>> 
>>> There are 32 grades not yet reported. 

>>> are complete semesters. 

>>>         graduated,            is eligible with no probation by the skin of her teeth,       finished below at 20 but passed evepzthing and last summer’s work ;vill keep her eligible 
and oLt probation.       ; earned 9 more hours toward graduation but will leave ineligible due to a. 8 GPA that knocked her cumulative belo;v a 2.0 

>>> Of those that are incomplete, the biggest question mark is She needs some combination of 2 D grades and 1 C grade to remain off probation If she lands on probation, she would 
still be eligible to practice That one is going to be close 
>>> 
>>> may finish below a 20 but her surmner school will keep her eligible and off probation. 
>>> 
>> will be eligible worked so hard this semester and rm really proud of what she’s done. 
>>> 

>>> Among the freshmen,                                did well. The rest were disappointing and really hult the team GPA. 
>>> 
>>> ! hope the next 32 grades will improve things and alloxv for a happier report, but this is where we are right now, and there should be no academic casualties for spring practice. 

>>> Tony 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV 40 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 3:12 PM 

~aol.com 

I~W: LAST CHANCE: Step Up Your Game with Onliue l).egistration Softwaye, SAVE 50% 

From: Member Solutions [mailto: Member_Solutions@mail.vresp.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 2, 20:t3 2:04 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; LAST CHANCE: Step Up Your Game with Online Registration Software, SAVE 50% 

Online Registration Software for Your Camps, Clinics & 
~:; ,,," ,, ~ ~?.’.’ ....... Tournaments. Sign On By Dec. 20th & 

Tired of juggling paper registration forms? Running to the bank to deposit checks? 
Spending time in the office and not on the field coaching? 

~ake Your Life a Whole Lot Easier in 2014! 

Event Manager online registration software takes all the tedious tasks out of your 
hands -- so you can focus on coaching and running your sports events. \N~th Event 
Manager, you’re able to: 

Accept registrations and payments instantly (no memhant account needed!) 
View player data and registrations anywhere, anytime online 
Instantly email players to enhance communication 
Easily manage waivers and rosters online 
Integrate custom registration pages with ANY website 

Step Up Your Game with Event Manager ... Sign on Today & Enjoy a Full Year at ~,,"ALg~ 
".,,’}£-~ PRl~.’,~-’."!~ Offer Ends This Friday, Dec. 20th 

or Call 888,277.4409 
*.Sign on by 12.20.2013 and receive 50% off the Event Manager f!censing tee for the f~?st year. 

Offer applies to net’s, clients only. 

if you no longer wish to receive these emaiis, piease reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simpiy click on the folio\~,ing link: }::.[I~:!~!!~:£!i~!~ 

:!...’~ he Ver ca Response marke ng po cy 

X image 

..... removed by 

sender 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 3:13 PM 

Lome Fair ~gmail.com> 

ILE: Congmts, you won file Yeagley .... caJl ~ne! ’.! 

Sure[!! I hope you are doing well AND don’t self yo~rself short, you are special!! 

From: Lorrie Fair [mailto        @gmaEcom] 
Sent; Tuesday, December 17, 2013 2:54 plVl 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
I:c; @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject; Re: Congrats, you won the Yeagley .... call me!!! 

Hey Ans, 

Wow...that’s tim news. I don’t think I did anything exceptional to deserve an award. I’m swamped at work right now but can I call you when I get out of work? Prob 

be just after 6pm Cali time. 

On Mon, Dec 16, 2013 at 11:15 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <a~n@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Lome, 

Can you call me? George Perry.                {c}, is trying to find you to see if you can come to the NSCAA Convention this Jannary to accept your award. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 3:17 PM 

Scott Dupree <sdupree@raleighsports.org> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: CASL contact info 

SCOtt, 

Thank you. 

John Dalpe introduced himself to me at the end of that dinner. Just so you know I appreciated being a part of the evening. What you guys have done collectively 

rot soccer d,:_welopment in this state is extraordinary So Lhanl~ you for that as well!!! 

All the besd 

Frem; Scott Dupree [mailto:sdupree@raleighsports.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2013 2:25 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: CASL contact info 

Coach Dorrance- 

It was a pleasure talking with you last night, and thanks again for taking the time to attend Charlie’s dinner. 

Following up on our conversation, the CASL board of directors is responsible for identifying and hiring Charlie’s replacement. 

The chairman of the board is Mr. John Dalpe. Here’s his contact info: 

John Dalpe 

Chairman 

Capital Area Soccer League 

(cell} 

Hope this helps ... 

Thanks. 

Scott 

Scott Dupree 
Executive Director 

Greater Raleigh Sports Alliance 

Scott Dupree "" Executive Director, GRSA 

421 Fayetteville St., Ste. 1505 :: Raleigh, NC 27601-2995 

A division of the Greater Raleigh Convention and Visitors Bureau 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 3:20 PM 

@ymaJl.com> 

TONY YOUNT ~gmail.co~n) 

@msn.com; duc~ac@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jasou Sisneros ( .~)gmail.com); pacmau@uncaa.uuc.edu 

RE: Spring Team 

I cap, not aftbrd to lose you. 

Please tell me, every single day in a very serious way, you will work on your academics. I am going to make something happen for you in and I want you to 

make something happen academically for yourselfi! You know your mother will not )Jst MI~ you, this will humiliate her. Your morn deserves better. 

From: @ymail.com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, 2:33 PM 
To: Dorrance, A~be~ A ~ 
Subject: Re: Spring Team 

Focus. Focus. Focus. Plaiu ~d simple, no excuse for that fall ~ffom~ance. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On at 12:48 PM, "Dorrauce, Albert A IV" <an~m~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

You a r~-_~ ~-Aigible to retur[) but this fsII acadefrdc per[ormar~ce has not beer1 good enough. What are you going to do l:h~s spdt~g to change this? 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, Ii:38 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Re: Spring Team 

A C- would probably ~ my lowes~ grade 

Seut from ~W iPhone 

On at 5:19 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ansou~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

So tell me the lowest you will get on your unreported grades .... 

wrote: 

I felt ridiculously confident about all of my e~ms. Actually, Tow told me that one of the clasps I was failing, I passed. So now we’re just 
waiting for the other grades to come up. 

Sent from my iPhoue 

On at 2:56 PM, "Dorrauce, Albert A IV" <an~m(a)~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Wouderful       I like what you are thinldng! Now-, the morn impo~x~t thiug ... will you be back iu the spriug academically? 

How did you do in your courses? 

Seniti’ore my Verizo~t t~’ireIes.s" 4G LIk" DROID 

):~ymail.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

Sorry it has taken me forever to respond. I was swamped with finals and I finally just made it home so noxv rm responding to all of ray emails. 

I know a really cool website that allows you to make your own quizzes I was thinking about making short quizzes and sending them out to my 
team I think it will be a great way to help prepare them for the big test later on in the spring. It’ll also help me because I would have to make the 
questions, so I would have to know every little detail and it will help my understanding of the game. I think this would be beneficial and make all 
of us fans of the game. 

Thanks ans! I hope you have a wonderihl break! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 5:08 PM 

Lorrie Fair @gmail.com> 

Re: Congrats, you won the Yeagley .... call me! ! ’. 

Home at night. Cell during the clay. 

Sent.#"om my Ver’izor~ tFire[e,~s 4G L)"l: LZ~tOIL) 

Lorrie Fair @gmail.com> wrote: 

Too kind as always. Should I call you at home or on your cell? 

On Dec 17, 2013 12:27 PM, "Donance, Albe~l A IV" <anson(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sure!!! I hope you are doing well AND don’t sell yourself short, you are special!! 

From: Lorrie Fair [mailto:       @gmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, December ±/, zux3 2:54 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
I::c: ,~. msn.com; Ducar, Chris; ~ ,~. aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
Subject-" Re: Congrats, you won the Yeagley .... call me!!! 

Hey Ans, 

;@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Wow...that’s tim news. I don’t think I did anything exceptional to desenze an award. I’m swamped at work right now but can I call you when I get out of work? Prob 

be just after 6pm Cali time. 

L 

On Mon, Dec 16, 2013 at 11:15 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <m~son@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Lorrie, 

Can you call me? George Perr~ {c}, is t~ing to find you to see if you can come to the NSCAA Convention this January to accept your award. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:21 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Hem’s the book I was telling yon about 

Love it, now the challenge is to light a fire under all the underachievers 

From: Ducat, Chris 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:58 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A J.V 
Subject-" Fwd: Here’s the book I was telling you about 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: ; at 4:42:33 PM EST 

To: "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>, .@yahoo.corn" 

Cc: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Here’s the book I was telling you about 

@yahoo,corn> 

Coach Ducar, 

I am so glad we got a chance to talk! You are so insightful, I feel extremely lucky to have gotten to hear your story. I really plan to learn from 
your experience and I have ordered the book which will hopefully guide me to that 4.0! I honestly needed that academic talk with you to step 
it up. 

I look forward to all of the learning and growing as a player that occurs in the Spring! I can’t tell you how proud I am to be a Tarheel! Can’t 

wait to make an impact soon! 

From: Ducar, Chris <_d__.u_ .c__a_._r_@ .u__q.c_._e_ .d__u_> 

Sent: Monday, 12:53 PM 

To: ( @yahoo.corn 

Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Here’s the book I was telling you about 

I really enjoyed our conversation on the field yesterday. Your ambition really came through in all the topics of soccer, academics and leadership. 

Before I forget, here’s a link to the book that helped me back in college. I went from a 2.3 student to almost a 4.0 in my final two years. If you can 

make that shift NOW, the sky is the limit for you! 

http:!/www.amazon.com/Getting-Straight-Gordon-Green-Jr/dp!Og$8405716/ref=sr :l l?s=books&ie=UTFB&qid=13872230:[6&sr=:1- 

~&keywords=08~84057~6 

Have an amazing break and I’ll see you in     ! 

Bird 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 2013 10:37 AM 

;@live.unc.edu); @gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu; 

" " @rocketmaJl.com; [@gmail.com; ~@live.unc.edu; @yahoo.corn 

;@live.unc.edu; _ ’@gmaJl.com; ~@aol.com: ~@yahoo.com; 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros I_        ;@gmail.com); pacrnan@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Soccer On TV: Wednesday, 

~live. unc.edu); 

~@yma~l.com; 

,~’!iIl an.coin; 

Leaders of the UNC Women’s Soccer Program, 

I have not sent this to everyone, just to you. Check it out and contact your charges wiLh recommer~dst~ons of what Lo watch. Yes, I know th~s ~eadership th~ng ~s 

one th~ng after another~ This ~s why there are so few rea~ ~eaders out there~ Most of us struggle to take care of ourselves. Sti~, th~s is your practice opportun~ty to 

see if your future is to work at McDona~ds for the rest of your I~fe or have a job whether you have respons~N~ity for something beyond yoursNf. 

Df course, some of you are go#~g to go on to do great things wRh your hfe and this challenge ~sjust another w?ry sma~ test. 

From= Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:~0 AN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Soccer On ~: Wednesday, 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

tweet This 

There’s FIFA Club World Cup, Spanish Cup and English League Cup action on Wednesday. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive 

streaming programming listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming 

devices (online, tablets and mobile). Check your local listings and network programming listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily thtoughout the week. 

WEDNESDAY~ 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Share Thi~ 

removed by 

sender. 

BelN SPORT 

Capital One Cup STOKE CITY-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:30 PM. 

Capital One Cup TOTTENHAM-WEST HAM (delay) 4:45 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-ATLETICO MINEIRO (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FIFA Club World Cup AL AHLY-MONTERREY, 5th Place Match (live) 11:20 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

FA Cup CRAWLEY TOWN-BRISTOL ROVERS (live) 2:40 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey ATLETICO MADRID-ST ANDREU (live) 1:30 pm. 

Copa Del Rey REAL MADRID-OLIMPIC DE XATIVA (live) 3:30 pm. 

Copa Del Rey REAL SOClEDAD-ALGECIRAS (delay) 5:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FIFA Club World Cup AL AHLY=MONTERREY, 5th Place Game (live) 11:20 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-ATLETICO MINEIRO (live) 2:30 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

Copa Del ReyREAL SOCIEDAD-ALGECIRAS (live) 1:30 pm. 



Capital One CupTOTTENHAM-WEST HAM (live) 2:45 pm. 

Italian Cup JUVENTUS-AVELLINO (live) 3 pm. 

Copa Del Rey SEVlLLA-RACING (live) 3:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

FIFA Club World Cup AL AHLY-MONTERREY, 5th Place Match (live) 11:20 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-ATLETICO MINEIRO (live) 2:30 pm. 

FA Cup CRAWLEY TOWN-BRISTOL ROVERS (live) 2:40 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey VALENCIA-NASTIC (live) 1:30 pm. 

Copa Del Rey ATHLETIC-CELTA (live) 3:30 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

Copa Del Rey ESPANYOL-JAEN (live) 1:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia CENTRAL COAST-WELLINGTON (live) 3:30 am. 

FRIDAY, 

BeIN SPORT Espanol 

Spain ELCHE-MALAGA (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia BRISBANE-NEWCASTLE (live) 4 am. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FIFA Club World Cup TBD-TBD, 3rd Place Match (live) 11:30 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup TBD-TBD, Final (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland CELTIC-HEARTS (live) 7 am. 

Scotland INVERNESS-ABERDEEN (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England LIVERPOOL-CARDIFF CITY (live) 7:45 am= 

England FULHAM-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 10 am= 

FOX DEPORTES 

FIFA Club World Cup TBD-TBD, 3rd Place Match (live) 11:30 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup TBD-TBD, Final (live) 2:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany DORTMUND-HERTHA BERLIN (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany NUREMBERG-SCHALKE (live) 12:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia MELBOURNE HEART-MELBOURNE VICTORY (live) 3:45 am. 

Scotland CELTIC-HEARTS (live) 7 am. 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-ROSS COUNTY (live) 10 am. 

Scotland INVERNESS-ABERDEEN (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-NEWCASTLE (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am. 

England WEST BROM-HULL CITY (live) 10 am. 

England SUNDERLAND-NORWiCH CITY (live) 10 am= 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England SOUTHAMPTON-TOTTENHAM (live) 8:30 am. 

England SWANSEA CITY-EVERTON (live) 11 am. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands RODAJC~JAX(liv~ 6:30am. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands MONCHENGLADBACH-WOLFSBURG (live) 9:30 am. 



Netherlands PSV EINDHOVEN-DEN HAAG (live) 11:30 am. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands RODA JC-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia WELLINGTON-SYDNEY (live) 1 am. 

Australia PERTH-ADELAIDE (live) 3 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England ARSENAL-CHELSEA (live) 3 

FOXSOCCER2GO=com 

Australia WESTERN SYDNEY-CENTRAL COAST (live) 3 am. 

Soccer America on Twitter: 
Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Rid,qe Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 
Soccer on TV for Wednesday, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation(~socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 11:35 AM 

Brian Oswald < ~gmaJl.com> 

l~E: Ladies/tna~agers, soccer coach needed 

Brian, 

Thank you for letting us know. was VERY excited when he he,~rd about this opportunity. Obviousl,¢ there are many people who can contribute so all of us would 

tmdersti~nd ~f he is not ~;eh~cted. Our fingers are cro~;sed ~ ~ 

~ the best, my fdend~ 

F~m= Brian OswaM [mailto:       @gmaiLcom] 
Senti Wednesday, December 18, 2013 8:28 AN 

To; Dorrance, AJbeR A N 
Subject= Re: Ladies!managers, soccer coach needed 

Hi Anson, 

Tha~ks lbr putting &e won out. I had a ve~ good meeting wi& and I know he met wi& Coach Andy Simmons, our AD. ~@ also said he had a productive ~lk 

with you yesterday. It is now up to Coach Simmons to make his finM decision. 

Have a great day~ 

On Wed, Dec 4, 2013 at 7:25 PM, Do~rance, Albe~n[ A IV <anson¢~)email.unc.e&~> wrote: 
Brisn, 
Thank you ._. you are very kind. Yes, I wiJJ send this out to my team and see ~f anyone is ~nterested. 
From: Brian Oswald [mailto: 
Sent~ Wednesday, December 04, 20~3 10:41 
To: Dorrance, Nbe~ A 
Subject~ soccer coach needed 
Hi ~n, 
I hope tNngs are going well for you m~d your family. So~~ m heax fl~at you los~ on Ffi~y, in ove~ime. Even fl~ough I like fl~e David and Goliafl~ s~ou, I would prefer 

seeing fl~e UNC woma~ mn eveu 

An?~vay, I was wondering if you had any players who were interested in coacNng High School soccec or if you ~ew of anyone loo~ng to be a head coach atthe 

High school level. I retired ~om coaching a~er the Spring girls ~a~n and Ce&r Ridge High is still loo~ng for ~meone to repine me. The season s~s in tl~e middle 

of Febma~; N~t they conld use someone now to do pre-season workouts. If~vu ~ow of anyone, they can con~ct me or our ~, Andy Simmons. His email is 

~(~orange.kI2.ncx~s ~d the school phone m~mber is 919-245-4000. 
Thanks tbr your consideration 

I hope you have a healthy happy holiday season. 

Brian S. OswaJd 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 11:36 AM 

Jen Sovacool- Smith ~gmail.com> 

ILE: Hey Coach...Question?? 

Later in the day is better 

From: Jen Sovacool-Smith [mailtc. :@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December J.8, 20:~3 9:05 AM 

T~: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Re: Hey Coach, ..Question?? 

Hey coach, I’m finally feeling up to par. Is there any chance you will be around tomorrow (thursday) late ~emoonish?? ... like 1130ran your timei1030am my time?? I 
just want to make snre yonr open. Let me know and thanks so mnch! ! :) 

Jen 

On Dec 16, 2013 5:39 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson,~;email nnc.edu> wrote: 
I roll be tied up at a dinner in 30 minutes 

S~:~tt front ~t~, ~rizon tVircde~’s ,l(~ [,TIT DROI£~ 

Jen Sovacool- Smith <. .................. :~2gLn_~i!_:_c___o_Ln_.> wrote: 

Thanks Coach, roll do!’. Our household has been hit pretb~ badly by the flu...I am hoping to feel better ,soon and give you a call. Just wanted you to know the 

status...just not feeling ve~ productive or fi~nctional at the moment ugh. Talk to you soon. 

Jen 

On Sun, Dec 15, 2013 at 3:26 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <~_rLs~?_~3~_e___n_)__a__i_[=_u__~Lc_:__e__d_t!> wrote: 
No problem ... call an~lime! 

SenL/Fom my V~.’.rizou 14~rele~.s 4G L)"h 

Jen Sovacool- Smith ;(~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Coach, sorry I haven’t gotten back to you yet today...I am not t~eling all that well today...think I have a bug ugh :( I hope to get some rest and give you a ca]l 
tomorrow. I just wanted you to know why I haven’t called yet. Are you tree totno~row?? Thanks so tnuch! ! 

Jen 

On Thu, Dec 12, 2013 at 1:35 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(~)email.unc~edu> wrote: 
Call rne let’s chat ,.. I type too slowly: ~) c~ll in the ev~-_~nings or iat~-_~ mornings 
From: Jen SovacooI-Smith [mailto, :@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 1.t:48 Alv~ 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Hey Coach...Question?? 
Hope you are doing well and getting ready for the upcoming holiday!! :) I can’t wait_.we are being bombarded with snow dght now but I love it...yeah I am a bit titched 

I guess 1ol. 

An~’ay, I have some questions tbr you regarding college coaching jobs and perhaps recruitment jobs. My dream job would be to land a recruitment job but I have no 

idea where to start. 

Is this something that yon feel I can brea)~ into?? Is there anything that would better prepaxe me for a job in this field?? I t~el that identiI}ving talent is a strong suit for 

myself aJong ruth my people skJlWbuilding rapports etc with bx~th parents and phiyers...apaxt from my knowledge of the game of course. 
I know that in order to break into the world of college soccer; I tnay need to start at the ground floor and learn from others. I would be more than happy to do that. I 

figured you tnight have some good lips for tne or tnaybe even know where I might start tny search at. 

I would love to be an assistant to an accomplished coach that can help mentor me and shape me in my career. I know you probably know hundreds/thousands of 

coaches but was~ft sure if this is so~nething that you would consider helping ~ne to achieve. Would you have any recommendations for me by chance?? 

An?~vay, any and all infom~alion you can provide would be much appreciated. Thanlcs so mnch for your consideration and time, Coach. It means a great deal to 

Hope you have an exceptional holiday and I wish you and your family all the besl! ! :) 

Jen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, ,2013 11:39 AM 

TONY YO[INT < @gmail.com> 

l@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: going forwa~rd 

Tony, 

Brilliantt ! And thank you ... hopefully she will follow your recommendation and switch. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: TONY YOUN~ [mailto 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: 
Cc: Do~ance, Albe~ A IV 
Subject: going fi~rward 

t~mai[, corn ] 
2013 10:12 AM 

You managed to do exactly the minimum that you needed in order to stay eligible and off probation That’s a good thing. The bad thing is that you cannot afford another semester like that 
one. You MIJST earn 14 more hours this spring in order to be eligible to return to Carolina in the fall, and you MIJST have a spring (IPA abnve a 20. 

I updated your PS YC - BA worksheet today with your fall grades, and took a look at your spring schedule. Here are 3 things that j umped out at me. 

1 ) Your general education requirements are complete with the exception of 2 MATH courses, and a lab science. 

2) You are registered for ANTH    in the spring You have already taken that course and earned a C grade. Taking ~t again would not count toward graduation and it would be a wasted 
class You absolutely need to change that course for spring. 

3). You have not completed any courses toward yore       major since PSYC    didn’t work out fi~r you this fall My question to you is this: Are you in the right major? Your spring 
schedule contains BIOL     MATH     and PSYC    - all required fi~r the PSYC major. We know that Math is a straggle fi~r you and MATtI    and PSYC    remain for you to complete 
BIOL    is known ve~ tough course. You haven’t yet taken a PS YC course above the 200 level and PS YC    is a dil!ficult course as welh 

From your worksheet, the nrajor that you could most efficiently switch to is History. You have already completed 3 of the 10 courses required to conrplete a History degree. The History 
worksheet relevant to you is here: http:/iadvising.unc.edu/filesi2012/11/HistBA-2010-2011.pall" 
You must complete 7 of the 10 History courses with grades of C or better. You have already accomplished that in HIST    and HIST i .. History does not require any specific MATH 
co~trses and you could take the two easiest MATH courses at Carolina to conrplete your requirements. I will not mislead you, the required HIST course at the    level is quite challenging 
and involves real historical research and writing under the guidance of a History professor, but it nray be an alternative to the PSYC degree with its heavy Math conrponent. 

Or, you could consider a CO~V2~I degree. It also does not require specific Math courses, and by reputation, is not as challenging as PSYC or HIST. You have completed 1 of the 10 courses 
needed for a COMM degree (last surmner online). 

It isn’t nry job to tell you what you should major in, and you may have a passion fol       and choose to stay with it. But it is nry job to give you options that can help move you along to 
graduation, and I believe that while you are home over the holidays, it would be wise for you to have conversations about the best path for you moving forward academically. The path you 
have chosen is difficult, and so far you have not met much success. Sonre evaluation on your part would be wise. 

A revision of your spring schedule nray be necessary. Some CO)~I and HIST courses are available. 

Have a great holiday, and do some good thinking about your direction when you corue back. The tirue to make this decision, if you are going to change directions, is now. Feel free to call if 
you want to talk about it. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday 11:42 AM 

)@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu); @gmail.con @live.unc.edu 

@rocketm~Jl.com; [@gmail.com; ~@live.unc.edu ~yaJ~oo.com 

@live.unc.edu; ~@gmaJd.com; i _ ~aol.com; _@yahoo.com; 

ducar@nncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros "" 

RE: Soccer On TV: Wednesday, 

@live.unc.edn); 

@ymail.com; 

I@IiIsn.coIll; 

~@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

You guys are way ah¢_~ad 

Sent-" Wednesday, 10:47 AN 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Subjeet~ Re: Soccer On ~: Wednesday, 

Ansom 

and I messaged our team to watch N~N U today at 230 and on Friday. 

Thatks’. 

Sent from my iPhone 

, at 10:37 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~email.unc.edu;, wrote: 

Leaders of the U NC Women’s Soccer Program, 

t haw? not sen~: this to ¢_weryone, just to you. Ched~ ~1: out and contact: your charges w~th recommenda~:~ons of what to watch. Yes, ~ know this 

~esdersh~p thing is one th~ng s~:ter another. TNs is why there are so few rea~ ieaders out there. Most of us struggle to Lake care o~: ourselves. Still, ins 

~s your practice opportunity to see ~f your ~:uture ~s to work at McDona~ds for the rest of your life or have a job whether you have responsibility for 

something beyond yourself. 

Of course, some of you are going to go on to do great tNngs with your Hfe and tMs challenge ~s just another very small test. 

E~m= Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Seat= Wednesday, 4:$0 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject= Soccer On ~: Wednesday, 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 
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There’s FIFA Club World Cup, Spanish Cup and English League Cup action on Wednesday. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming programming 

listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). Check your 

local listings and net~rk programming listings. Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week. 

BeIN SPORT 

Capital One Cup STOKE CITY-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:30 PM. 

Capital One Cup TOTTENHAM-WEST HAM (delay) 4:45 pm. 

FOX SPORTS t 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-ATLETICO MINEIRO (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FIFA Club World Cup AL AHLY-MONTERREY, 5th Place Match (live) 11:20 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

FA Cup CRAWLEY TOWN-BRISTOL ROVERS (live) 2:40 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Dei Rey ATLETICO MADRID-ST ANDREU (live) 1:30 pm. 

Copa Del Rey REAL MADRID-OLIMPIC DE XATIVA (live) 3:30 pro. 

Copa Dei Rey REAL SOCIEDAD-ALGECIRAS (delay) 5:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FiFA Club World Cup AL AHLY-MONTERREY, 5th Place Game (live) 11:20 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-ATLETICO MINEIRO (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN PLAY 



Copa [:)el ReyREAL SOCIEDAD-ALGECIRAS (live) 1:30 pm. 

Capital One CupTOTTENHAM-WEST HAM (live) 2:45 pm. 

Italian Cup JUVENTUS-AVELLINO (live) 3 pm. 

Copa Del Rey SEVILLA-RACING (live) 3:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

FIFA Club World Cup AL AHLY-MONTERREY, 5th Place Match (live) 11:20 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-ATLETICO MINEIRO (live) 2:30 pm. 

FA Cup CRAWLEY TOWN-BRISTOL ROVERS (live) 2:40 pm. 

THURSDAY, 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey VALENCIA-NASTIC (live) 1:30 pm. 

Copa Del Rey ATHLETIC-CELTA (live) 3:30 pm. 

BelN PLAY 

Copa Del Rey ESPANYOL-JAEN (live) 1:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia CENTRAL COAST-WELLINGTON (live) 3:30 am. 

FRIDAY, 

BelN SPORT Espanol 

Spain ELCHE-MALAGA (live) 2:30 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia BRISBANE-NEWCASTLE (live) 4 am. 

SATURDAY, 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FiFA Club World Cup TBD-TBD, 3rd Place Match (live) 11:30 am. 

FiFA Club World Cup TBD-TBD, Final (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland CELTIC-HEARTS (live) 7 am. 

Scotland INVERNESS-ABERDEEN (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England LIVERPOOL-CARDIFF CITY (live) 7:45 am. 

England FULHAM-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 10 am. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FiFA Club World Cup TBD-TBD, 3rd Place Match (live) 11:30 am. 

FiFA Club World Cup TBD-TBD, Final (live) 2:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany DORTMUND-HERTHA BERLIN (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany NUREMBERG-SCHALKE (live) 12:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia MELBOURNE HEART-MELBOURNE VICTORY (live) 3:45 am. 

Scotland CELTIC-HEARTS (live) 7 am. 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-ROSS COUNTY (live) 10 am. 
Scotland INVERNESS-ABERDEEN (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-NEWCASTLE (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am. 

England WEST BROM=HULL CITY (live) 10 am. 

England SUNDERLAND=NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

SUNDAY, 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England SOUTHAMPTON-TOTTENHAM (live) 8:30 am. 

England SWANSEA CITY-EVERTON (live) 11 am. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands RODAJC~JAX(live)6:30am. 

GOLTV 



Netherlands MONCHENGLADBACH-WOLFSBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Netherlands PSV EINDHOVEN-DEN HAAG (live) 11:30 am. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands RODA JC-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia WELLINGTON-SYDNEY (live) 1 am. 

Australia PERTH-ADELAIDE (live) 3 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England ARSENAL-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia WESTERN SYDNEY-CENTRAL COAST (live) 3 am. 

Soccer America on Twitter; 

Follow Soccer America ] Paul Kennedy ] Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

[<image001 j pg>] 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson(~uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~socceramerica com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 11:54 AM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Acade~nic Letter 

Chris~ 

Excellent!!!!! I Love it .... nice ass shot of Cuba at the end for the girls, perfect touch!!! 

From-" Ducar, Chris 
Sent; Wednesday, December 18, 2013 10:55 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Academic Letter 

Dear 

I hope everyone is having an amazing holiday! 

This spring is going to be a tremendous time for soccer development but we are going to throw in something that will help what will set the foundation for your 

future life of success and happiness...ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE! 

You are cordially invited (read MANDATORY) to attend a 30 minute weekly workshops led by a phenomenally charismatic and knowledgeable academic guru. This 

person will amaze you with the feats he accomplished in college by going from a boneheaded 2.3 student, to an almost 4.0 student in his final two years of study. 

There may even be guest speakers who will wow you with their academic transformations and ascensions into the land of 3.0 and above! You will be motivated, 

amused and amazed or you money back! (Well, the first three for sure!) 

In order to kick this off properly, it is respectfully suggested (read MANDATORY) that you ask your parent to purchase you the following book ASAP: 

Getting Straight A’s Paperback 
by Gordon W. Green Jr. 

http://www.amazon.com/Getting-Straight.-Gordon-Green-Jr/dp/OS18405716/ref=sr 1 l?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1387380086&sr=l.- 

;!&keywords=getti ng+stra ight+a %27s 

Please reflect on this Core Value...FOCUSED 

We want these foor yeaxs of college to be rich, valuable and deep. This is that focused individoal that is here for the "right reason" to get an education. She leads her life 

here with the proper bala~nce and am orientation towaxds her intellectual gro~vth, and against the highest pnblic sta~ndards a~nd most noble universal ideals, she makes good 

choices to best represent he~,~elf, her team, and her university. 

"College is about books’. And by the word books, the proposition means this: College is about the best available tools’ books, computers, lab 

equipment for broadening your mastery offone or more important subjects that will go on deepening your understanding of the world, yourselfand the 

people around you. 

This will almost certainO~ be the last time in your hfi~ when other people bear the expense of awarding you fi)ur years of financially unburdened time. If’ 

you use the years primarily.for mastering the skills of social l~i[’e as though those skills shouldn’t already have been acquired by the end of middle 

schoo~or if you use these years for testing the degree to which your vulnerable brain and body can bear the strains of the alcoholism with which a 

number of students depart campus, or the sexual excess that can seem so rewarding (to name only two of the lurking maelstroms’), then you may 

ultimately leave this vast table of nutriment as the one more prematurely burnt-out case." 

Reynol&’ Price. 

Once you receive this book, grab a chair, sit by a roaring fire and start your academic transformation while sipping on a mug of hot chocolate or maybe even some 

spiced apple cider. By committing to studying smarter, planning your day/week/month, and managing your time, you will free yourself of the stress of waiting for 

that report card to arrive. You can shed academic mediocrity and be proud of all the things you can accomplish with FOCUS, desire and commitment. 

Lastly, many of you would like to benefit from the massive and super powerful network community at your disposal from being associated with the University of 

North Carolina and more specifically Anson Dorrance. The doors he can open for you are endless and you will need his help at some point in your life. But he will 

not pull out the key and risk burning down his reputation or the reputation of others if you ask him for something and there is no credible evidence to support 

what you are asking for. You want to get into the business school? Don’t think that an "A" in your LFit class will balance out your "C-" in Econ 101. 

All we ask in return for reaching out on your behalf is this: "Help me, help YOU" 

http://www.youtube.comiwatch?v=llB1 jQnlFk 

With a little help from YOU, together we can get you to become the student we all know you can be. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Ducar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 12:00 PM 

@gmail.com> 

I@msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Gifts Prep Soccer:        gtar Signs On To Play for N. Carolina 

,~AII be required to live in the dorm (all freshmen are}. The advantage is, she will be much closer to everything. I will )imp on costs for you and get back to 

you right after lunch (we are hosting a BrazNan former world champion futsa~ coach who ~ust stepped into my office). 

From: , , [mailto , ~gmail.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, ~0:59 AM 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
SubjeCt~ Re: Girls Prep Soccer: ; Star Signs On To Play for N. Carolina 

woul~ be fo~ four classes? 

Than~s, 

On Wed, at 10:19 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <m~son~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

It: she is in school this spring then I would r’ecommend 2r~d summer session (so she gets a bit of a summer break), if things do not work out for the spring then 

recommend she enroll in both summer sessions so she can take advantage of our trah~ers, fitness coaches, weight room etc. Either way we wH~ Nre her for as 

many camp sessions as she wou~d Hke to work (you can check out the dates www.ncgsc.com)~ 

From: [mailto: ~@qma~l.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, 4:30 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Re: Gifts Prep Soccer: ; Star Signs On To Play for N. Carolina 

Question: Which summer session would! you ~ecommend that 

(which one are the camps i~?) 

Than~s, 

On Tue, at 10:14 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <m~son(~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

What a nice piece! I also love the smiling face. I can’t wail to see in Chapel Hill!! 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:34 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Fwd: Girls Prep Soccer: Star Signs On To Play for N. Carolina 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

Date: The,            at 7:18 AIYI 

Snbject: Girls Prep Soccer:      Star Signs On To Play for N. Carolina 

To:      , l~;gmail.com 



This is a~ aNcle t?om 

"thinks you might be interested in this. 

Link to the axtficle: 

A message to you from 

sigNng in th~      r 

Re~ards 

~gmail.com 

Attention’. This e-mail is generated by a webserver. If the user didn’t 

fill in an e-mail address, you can’t reply to this mail. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 12:01 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: NCSA Prospect List 

From: CoachBrown@ncsasports.org [mailto:CoachBrown@ncsasports.org] 
Sent-" Wednesday, December 18, 2013 11:26 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; NCSA Prospect List 

Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

=- 2016 Outside Midfielder, Forward, Attacking Central Midfielder 
High School: : High School, TX 

Height: 5’7" Weight: 120 NCSA Rating: 6 

GPA: 3.80/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Email: 3@gmail.com 

Notes: High School 3.8/4.0 

View Profile 

- 2015 Center Back, Defensive Midfielder, Outside Back 
High School: 

Height: 6’0" Weight: 145 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 4=00/4=00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Notes" is a 2015 Center Back from Very smart center back with great size and good athleticism 

View Profile 

- 2025 Center Back 
High School: 

Height: 5’8" Weight: 140 NCSA Rating: 5 

I Emaih =@yahoo.corn 

Notes: Toni is a 2015 Center Defender from 

View Profile 

........... - 2017 Forward, Attacking Central Midfielder, Forward 

!erri~#~ byI High School: ~ 

Height: 5’8" Weight: 130 NCSA Rating: 5 

13 PA: 4.00/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih , @gmail.com 

Notes: a 2017 Right Forward, CA. 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

re~ ~ 

Views: Views: 21 Views: Views: 4 

Last Viewed Last Viewed 

Number of 

Views: Views: 14 

Last Viewed 

Number of 

Views: Views: 21 

Last Viewed 



Date: Last Date: Last Date: Last Date: Last 
Viewed: Viewed: Viewed: Viewed: 

12/07/2013 12/11/2012 06/05/2013 11/20/2013 

View Profile View Profile View Profile View Profile 

Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

Not a match? Update your emai] preference,~ here, 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 
1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor I Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 312-624-7416 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown(.~.~ncsasports.org I http:iiwww.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:!!blo~.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprietary, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. Any use, 

copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, 

I~ 
iI Image 
removed by 
sender 

please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 12:01 PM 

Jen Sovacool-Smith < ~.@gmail.com> 

ILE: Hey Coach...Question?? 

slate 

From: ;en SovacoN-Smith [mailto @gmail,com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 20~_3 11:41 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A N 
Subject: RE: Hey Coach,..Question?? 

Ok ... 2 or 230ish?? Just let me know what works for you :) thanks’.! 

On Dec 18, 2013 10:36 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~)emailnnc~edu> wrote: 

Later in the day is be~ter 

From: Jen Sovacool-Smith [mailto       :@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December :tS, 20:t3 9:05 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Hey Coach...Question?? 

Hey coach, I’m finally feeling up to par. Is there any chance you will be around tomorrow (thursday) late aftemoonish?? ... like 1130am your time/1030am my time?? I 
just want to make sure your open. Let me know and thanks so much!! :) 

Jen 

On Dec 16, 2013 5:39 PM, "Dorrance, Albe~l A IV" <anson@iemail.unc.eda> wrote: 
I roll be tied up at a dinner in 30 minutes 

SenL/’rom ~;2~ Ver~zon If~ireless 4( ~ L]~’ DROID 

Jen Sovacool- Smith ((~gmail.com> wrote: 

Thanks Coach, will do!’. Our hou~hold has been hit pretty badly by the flu...I am hoping to feel better soon and give you a caJl. Just wanted you to know the 

status...just not feeling very productive or functional at the moment ugh. Talk to you soon. 

Jen 

On Sun, Dec 15, 2013 at 3:26 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(r-~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
No problem ._ caJl anUtime! 

Sent.~"om my Verizor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Jen Sovacool- Smith < ’,~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Coach, so~ry I haven’t gotten back to you yet today...I mn not feeling all that well today...think I have a bug ugh :( I hope to get some rest and give you a caJ1 
tomorrow. I just wanted you to know why I haven’t caJled yet. Am you tree to,norrow?? Thanks so ,nuch! ! 

Jen 

On Thu, Dec 12, 2013 at 1:35 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(i~email.unc.e&t> wrote: 
Call rne let’s chat ,., I type too slowly: I t ~) c~l~ ~n the evenings or iate rnornmgs 
F~m: 3en SovacooI-Smith [maJl~ ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December ~2, 2013 ~l:~ AN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject: Hey Coach...Question?? 
tto~ you are doing well and getting ready tbr the upcoming holi&y~ :) I can’t wait...we are being bombarded with snow fight now but I love it...yeah I am a bit titched 

I guess lol. 

An~vay, I have some questions for you mga~ing college coacNng jobs and Nrhaps recmi~nent jobs. My dremn job would be ~ land a ~ecmitment job but I have no 

idea M~ere to s~. 

Is fl~is sometNng that you t~el I can bmaJc into?? Is there an~lfing that would ~er prepaxe me tbr a job in ~is field?? I feel fl~at identi~ing talent is a strong suit tbr 

myself ~Jong mfl~ my Nople s~lls/building rap~ etc m~ ~th p~xents and players...apa~ ~om my knoMedge of the gan~e of coupe. 

I know that in order to break into the world of college soccer. I may need to s~ at the ground floor and learn from others. I would be more th~ happy to do that. I 

figured you might have ~me good tips for me or may~ even ~ow where I might start my search at. 

I would love m ~ an assistant to an accomplished coach that can help mentor me and shape me in my career. I ~ow you probably ~ow hundmd~thous~ds of 

coaches but wasn’t sure if this is something that ~u would consi&r helping me to acNeve. ~rould you have any mcommen&tions for me by chance?? 

Anyway, any and all info~ation you can provi& would be much appreciated. Thanks so much lbr your consi&ration and time, Coach. It means a great deaJ to me’.~ 

Hope you have an exceptional holiday and I wish you and your ~amily all the ~s~[ :) 

Jen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 2:09 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros ~gmaJl.com) 

VW: Video Analysis 

From: VidSwap Soccer [mailto:soccer@vidswap.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December :[8, 20:[3 :[2:25 PM 

To; Dorrance, Alber~ A iV 
Subject; Video Analysis 

We Are Your Soccer Video Assistant 

Image removed by sender 

Coach, 
I wanted to share a great blog post about HD camera equipment, in case you 
needed help upgrading. 

Check out our soccer screencast video and then sign up for personalized demo 
to see why VidSwap is the best video assistant you’ll ever hire! 

We edit and break down your game video and mark all soccer situations within 12- 
24 hours. 

"._V_i_d_S__~_~_a_p_:__c_._qz_n_ is awesome, we were able to get everything we needed. The turn around 

time was amazing.., we love VidSwap!" 

Zach Feldman, Assistant Coach Cal St Northridge Hens Soccer 

If you have any questions, or want to schedule a one-on-one consultation, contact 
me today. 

Sincerely, 

Alex Neist 
Founder, VidSwap 
_v4 _w_ 2_v__=_v_ Ld___s_w__a_p__=_qg_~. 

Nex@vidswap.com 
612.281.6708 

...... removed by 
sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:15 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Girls Prep Soccer: ’, Star Signs On To Play for N. Carolina 

From: [mailt? : 
~gmail.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:03 plVl 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Girls Prep Soccer: ; Star Signs On To Play for N. Carolina 

Thanks for clarifying that, I had mentioned that option in a phone 

conversation and didn’t realize it was not a possibility, Should I contact the 

Thanks for checking on cost of classes, 

Is there a deadline that we would know about the scholarship possibility? 

Thanks,,,and hosting futsal coach sounds fun! 

On Wed, at 12:00 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <a~lson(~)email.unc~edu> wrote: 

~ wilt be required to live in the dorm (all freshmen are}. The advantage is, she will be much closer to everything. I wifl jump on costs for you and get back to 

you right after hmch (we are hosting a Brazilian former world champion futsa~ coach who )Jst stepped ~nto my office), 

F~m: [ mailto: 
Sent: Wednesday, I0:59 AM 

To: Dorra~ce, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Girls Prep Soccer: Star Signs On To Play for N. Carolina 

Thanks for the information, We would like to move forward to plan for 

spring as it is getting so close! How can I find out what the academic cost 

would be for four classes? 

Also, did you have any luck finding out if a teammate has an opening in 

their house? I think room and board would be a lot less if she was in a 

house for spring but if not, do you know which dorm or who her roommate 

would be? If the scholarship comes up then it will be a happy bonus, 

I will check out the summer camp dates, 

Thanks, 

On Wed, at 10:19 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~:~n;{~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

If she is in school this spring then I would recommend 2nd summer session (so she gets a bit of a summer break}. If things do not work out for the spring then I 

recommend she enroll in both summer sessions so she can take advantage of our trainers, fitness coaches, weight room etc. Either way we will hire her for as 

many camp sessions as she wou~d ii~e to work (you can check out the dates www.ncgsc.com). 

F~m: [mailto @qmail.com] 
~ent: Tuesday, ~:30 P~ 

To: Do~rmlce, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Girls Prep Soccer: Star Signs On To Play for N. Carolina 

Thank you! She is excited and smiling! 

Question: Which summer session would you recommend that, 

{which one are the camps in?) 

Also, any information on whether 

player this Spring? 

would be in a dorm or with another 



Than~s, 

On Tue. at 10:14 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson({~email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

From: I [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent-" TuEsday, " 9:34 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject; Fwd: Girls Prep Soccer: ~ Star Signs On To Play for N. Carolina 
.......... Fo~-arded message .......... 

F~om: 

Date: Tue, at 7:18 AM 
Subject: Girls Prep Soccer:      ~ Star Signs On To Play for N. Carolina 

To:       ~(~bgmail.com 

This is an axficle frown 

thinks you might be interes~ted in this. 

Link to the aNcle: 

A message to you from 

signing in the 

Regards 

................... ~q2_g_n__)_~__U__!:_c__~m. 

Attention’. This e-mail is generated by a webserver. If the user didn’t 

fill in an e-mail address, you can’t reply to tiffs mail. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:35 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@nnc.edu> 

l~g: Girls Prep Soccer:       Star Signs On To Play tbrN. Carolina 

has already been admi[ted, did you mean the housing admission? 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:26 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber[ A 11/ 
Cc: @gmail.com 
Subject: RE: Girls Prep Soccer: ~ Star Signs On To Play for N, Carolina 

Anson wan[:ed me to s~:_md you the link [:o [:he cost of admissions. One area that they over estimate ~or an athlete is [ood. I bellow? that you would ordy need 

nlin~nlun~ nlea~ plan since nlany o]: our g~r’ls have max nlea~ plans and end Lip US~t~g their "swipes" ~:or their friends. They even take the staff out to lunch at the end 

o[: [he semester because if they don"t use them, they ~ose them[ 

As a team, we feed them as well but more so in the fall. 

http:i!studentaid.unc.edu/cost-of-attendanceiundergraduatei 

Here b ~:he lkd~ to housk~g, http:i!hous~ng.unc.eduifuture-residents 

~ dk~n"t see any[h~ng about m~d year move ~n but if you ca~ them they can give you the b~fo.     wants Carm~chseL.. Dr. geth Mi~er, our Assodate ~D to~d me that 

she would use one of our athletic rooms for     assurn~ng ~t ~s avaHaMe. ~ guess the ma~n tMng ~s to get [he application p~ocess started... 

~f you need he~p w~th anything, please let rne know and I wi]~ follow 

B~rd 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent~ Wednesday, 2:15 PN 
Te~ Ducar, Chris 
Subject~ N: Girls Prep Soccer: SNr Signs On To Play for N. Carolina 
F~m~ [ma~lto] 
Sent~ WeSnesda~, 2:03 PN 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ Re: Girls Prep Soccer:. Star Signs On To Play for N. Carolina 

Than~s for checki.~ o. cost of classes. 
Is there a ~eadline that we would know about the scholarship possibility? 

Than~s...and hosting funsal coach sounds 

On Wed, at 12:00 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(c-~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

will be required to five in the dorrn {atl freshmen are). The advantage is, she will be much closer to everything. I wilf lump on costs t:or you and get back to 

you right after ~unch (we are hosting a BrazNan former world champion futsa~ coach who ~ust stepped h~to my office). 

F~m: [ mailto .................. 
Sent: Wednesday, 20:59 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Re: Girls Prep Soccer Star Signs On To Play tbr N. Carolina 

Thanks for the information. We would like to move forward to plan for 
spring as it is @ettin@ so close! How can I find out what the academic cost 

would be for four classes? 

Also, did you have any luck finding out if a teammate has an opening in 

their house? I think room and board would be a lot less if she was in a 
house for spring but if not, do you know which dorm or who her roommate 

would be? If the scholarship comes up then it will be a happy bonus. 

I will check out the summer camp dates. 

Thanks, 



On Wed, at 10:19 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n(?~emaiLunc.edn> wrote: 

It:she is in school Lhis spring then I would r’ecommend 2r~d summer session (so she gets a bit of a summer break). ~f things do not work ouL for the spring then 

recommend she enroll in both summer sessions so she can t~ke advantage of our trainers, fitness coaches, weight room etc~ Either w~y we w~l~ Nre her for as 

many camp sessions as she wou~d ~ike to work (you can check out the dates www.ncgsc.com)~ 

F~: [mailto: @gma~l,coml 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:30 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Re: Gifts Prep Soccer: , Star Signs On To Play for N. Carolina 

Thank you! She is excited and smiling! 

Question: Which summer session would you recommend that 

attend? 

{which one are the camps in?) 

player this Sp~ing? 

Thanks, 

On Tue, at 10:14 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <m~son~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

What a nice piece! I also love the smiling face. I can’t wai~ to see, n Chapel ~ill!! 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:34 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Fwd: Girls Prep Soccer:       Star Signs On To Play for N, Carolina 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: 

Date: Tne~ ¯ at 7:18 AlVl 

Snbject: Girls Prep Soccer:       ~Star Signs On To Play ferN. Carolina 

To:        ~;gmail.com 

This is an aNcle i?om 

thinks you might be interested in this. 

Link to the aNcle: 

A message to you from 

~ signing in the 

Regards 

1, "~g!nail:corn 

Attention! This e-mail is generated by a webserver. If the user didn’t 

fill in an e-mail address, you can’t reply to this mafil. 





Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REC1PIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday,                  2:37 PM 

Smith, Samuel Claxk <~s1961@email.unc.edu> 

)@msn.com; ducoa-@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.cotn; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

@gmail.com > 

Thar~k you Clark .... Yes, she is a very special young womml! ?hm~k you for takir~g the ~me to share th{~ with me. ObvkmslV, ~,ot~ cm~ s~e why we are very pr~md {)[ 

F~ Smith, Samuel Clark 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:25 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: 

Anson, spoke to the Cha~l Hill Spots Club ~day and she was awesome as you said she would be, She reminds me a li~le bit of 

Clark 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

8:11:06 PM 

,@raSh.COrn; ducarOuncaa.unc.edu @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

@gmail.com]; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Nike GIG Findings Report 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

;@gmail.com) 

From: Beale, Michael 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Beale, Michael 
Subject: Nike GIG Findings Report 

3:00 PM 

Attached is the Nike GIG Findings Report from their initial visit to Chapel Hill. This report is part of the Research and 

Analysis Phase of the Identity Development Project we are working on. When you have a chance please take a few 

minutes to review this material and left me know if you have any questions, thoughts, suggestions, etc. 

Nike has asked that we keep this document confidential so please use it for internal purposes only. 

Thanks, 

Michael 

Michael Beale 

Assistant Athletic Director 

The University of North Carolina 

919-962-5193 (W) 

michaelbeale@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 3:23 PM 

Becky Burleigh <BeckyB@gators.uIl.edu> 

l~L: Worth a look’. 

Excetle~t gee!! And I thoroughly enjoyed our chat today! 

From= division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf Of Becky Burleigh 
Sent= Wednesday, December 18, 20:t3 2:53 PM 
Te= division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com 
Subject= {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Worth a look! 

Hey Everyone, 

I know that life is hectic around the holidays, but if you could do just one thing to make you a better coach, here it is! As you get ready to plan for your spring 

season, carve out :17 minutes to watch this talk. I promise that it will make you think about how we coach our players. If you can’t watch it now, save this email and 

watch it later. It’s worth the time! 

http:/iwww.filrnroomtv.cornitedx- talk--building-your-inner-coach/ 

 ec/ y E, urlei h 

bec yb& a or ’uB" edu 

Find out more about NSC~A College Se~’ices at 

You ~ceived tiffs message because you are subscribed m the Google ~oups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsub~fibe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, ~nd ~ email ~ division-i-womens-soccet~coaches ~ tmsubscfibe({~goog)~gmt~ps.com. 

To post to tNs group, send email to division-i-womens-soccer-coache~google~roups.com. 

Visit this group at h~p:i:grot~ps.google.conr’gmt~pidivision-i-womens-soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit h~ps:/igmt~ps.goo~le~com/~roups,’opt out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 3:25 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisnero.,          @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: { Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} NCAA Academic Standards Effective August 1, 2016 

From: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf Of Robert Kehoe 
Sent: Wednesday, December :[8, 20:[3 3::[9 PM 
To; division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com; division-i-mens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com 
Subject; {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} NCAA Academic Standards Effective August :[, 20:[6 

Hello Coaches. 

Following is intbm~ation sent to member institutions recently that I wanted to make sure you ,saw relating to academic standards that will be implemented August 1, 

2016. Al~, here is alink to the notice ti-om ncaa.org, htt~://c~ntent~ncaa.~rg/v~/?~i~eI~=ea8486~4-a2b2-42dba168~75d~4713c37&m=255ee%1-6979-4615-bcb4- 

768:[cd42f4fO&Mai[lD=27703934 

All the best. 

Rob 

::x:: 

VLA ELECTRONIC MA~L 

December 2, 2013 

TO: NCAA Division I Directors of Athletics 

FROiVI: Kevin Lelmon 
Vice President of Academic al’~d Membership .aA’fairs. 

SUBJECT: NCAA Division I Academic Standards¯ 

As you know, the NCAA Division I Board of Directors approved enhancements to the academic standards for 
incoming freshmen who wish to participate in NCAA Division 1 athletics, effective begirming August 1, 2016. 
’]?he intent of these changes is to ensure that all student-athletes who come to our campuses are academically 
prepared for the rigors of a college classroom. Collectively, our :focus is aimed at enabling student-athlete 
success on the field, in the classroom and in life¯ 
We must communicate the new standards and the importance of academic achievement to future student- 
athletes who will be entering college in 2016 and after These student-athletes are currently high school 
sophomores and are making academic decisions today that may impact their future eligibili~’. 
Your program will eventually feel the effects of these changes. And as with any change, many student-athletes 
may not be aware of how the new standards will impact their abili~" to compete at a Division I institution. It is 
our shared responsibility to assist these students in preparation for their collegiate careers¯ 
How can you help? 
First and foremost, we ask that you talk to your coaches and staff who engage with your local community; help 
them understand the changes and encourage them to actively spread the message to high school student- 
athletes with whom they interact 
They should emphasize the following to student-athletes planning to compete in their first year: 
1.        The academic standards were raised to ensure student-athletes are prepared to handle college-level 

academic work. 
2. Starting in August 2016, student-athletes must earn at least a 2.300 grade-point average in the required 

core courses and achieve a minimum standardized test score (ACT/SAT) according to the NCAA initial- 
eligibility sliding scale¯ Additionally, at least 10 of the required 16 core courses must be earned prior to 
the start of the senior year, and seven of those must be completed in English, math or science courses. 

3. All future student-athletes must tmderstand that acadernic success starts during their flestmmn year of 
high school and creates opportunities for success on the field and in life¯ 

You can also share more information with your staff through our Resource Index of educational documents and 
our downloadahle presentation that outlines the new academic requirements. And we have made educational 
resources, social messaging and promotional materials available in our cotnnmnications toolkit to help you 
spread the word. 
We must work together to help the next generation of student-athletes understand the increased academic 
expectations before tl-ley arrive on campus. 
That~ you for your support and assistance in this vitally important matter. 
KL:ldh 

Rob Kehoe 
Director of Coilege Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of Arnerica 
800 Ann Ave, Kansas City, I(S 6610i i 913 362 1747 x 10iS 1913 362 3439 
Wisconsin Office: 920 674 4391 I Cell 
NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAA I Faceb~;,~ 

Find out ,nore about NSCAA College Services at ~,~,~!:!~_~c_7_~_:c_91:_n_,_/_c_91_]_e_ge_.. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 
To unsubscfibe fiom this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to division-i-womens-soccer-coachesq unsubscfibe(~oogle~roups:~om. 



To post to this group, send email to divis~on-i-womens-socce -coaches,2~goog egroups com 

Visit this group at http:i/groups.google.com/group, division-i-~omens-soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit ht~ps:i/gwmps.google.com/group~opt out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT" JCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 3:30 PM 

TONY YO[INT~ @gmail.com> 

ILE: going fo~wmd 

Tony, 

Are all the grades in by no,v? lt’they are can you send it to me? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: TONY YOUNg2 [rnailto:l 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: 
Cc: Don-ance, Albert A IV 
Subject: going forward 

~gmail com] 
10:12 AM 

Yuu managed tu du exactly the minimum that yuu needed in urder tu stay eligible and off probation. ~I1nat’s a good thing The bad thing is that yuu cannut afford another semester like that 
une. You MUST earn 14 more huurs this spnng in order to be eligible to return tu Carolina in the fall, and you MUST have a spring GPA abuve a 2.0 

updated your PSYC - BA wurksheet tuday with yuur fall grades, and tuok a luok at your spring schedule Here are 3 things that jumped out at me 

1) Your general education requirements are cumplete with the exception of 2 MATtl cuurses, and a lab science 

2) You are registered lk~r ANTH    in the spring. Yuu have already taken that cuurse and earned a C grade Taking it again wuuld nut cuunt toward graduation and it wuuld be a wasted 
class. Yuu absolutely need to change that cuurse ]2)r spring. 

3). Yun have nut cumpleted any cuurses tuward you~ major since PSYC flidn’t work uut fur you this fall. [\/~y questiun tu yuu is this: Are yuu in the right major? Yuur spring 
schedule contains BIOL    , MATH    , and PSYC - all required fur the PSYC major. We knuw that Math is a struggle for yuu and MATfl and PSYC remain for yuu to cumplete. 
B[OL    is knuwn very tough course You haven’t yet taken a PSYC cuurse abuve the 200 level and PSYC    is a difficult course as well. 

From your worksheet, the major that you cuuld most efficiently switch to is History. Yuu have already completed 3 of the 10 cuurses required tu cumplete a Histury degree The History 
worksheet relevant to you is here: 
Yuu must complete 7 uf the 10 Histury courses with grades of C ur better. Yuu have already accumplished that in HIST    and HISS[     History does not require any specific MATtt 
cuurses and yuu could take the two easiest MATH courses at Carulina tu cumplete yuur reqmrements. I will not mislead yuu, the required HIST cuurse at the     level is quite challenging 
and invulves real histurical research and writing under the guidance uf a Histury professor, but it may be an alternative to the PSYC degree with its heaxqy Math cumponent. 

Or, you could consider a COMM degree It alsu dues nut require specific Math courses, and by reputation, is not as challenging as PSYC or HIST. Yuu have cumpleted 1 of the 10 cuurses 
needed for a COMM degree (last summer unline) 

It isn’t my jub to tell yuu what yuu should major in, and you may have a passion for      ’, and chouse tu stay with it. But it is my jub to give yuu uptiuns that can help move yuu along to 
graduation, and I believe that while yuu are hume over the hulidays, it wuuld be wise fur yuu to have conversations abuut the best path fur you mowng forward academically. The path you 
have chosen is difficult, and so far you have not met much success. Some evaluation on yo~tr part would be wise. 

A revision of your spring schedule may- be necessary. Some COMM and HIST courses are available. 

Have a great holiday, and do some good thinking about your direction when you come back. The time to make this decision, if you are going to change directions, is now. Feel free to call if 
you want to talk about it. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 4:06 PM 

Becky Burleigh <BeckyB@gators.uIl.edu> 

ILE: Worth a look’. 

Me too[ 

From= Becky Burleigh [mailto:BeckyB@gators.ufl.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, December 18, 2013 3:39 PM 
To= Dorrance, Nbert A IV 
Subject= RE: Worth a look[ 
So did Brett and I! Looking t:orwar’d to the convention. 

Becky £ urleiqh 

Sent~ Wednesday, December 18, 20~3 3:23 PN 
Te~ Bec~ Burleigh 
Subjeet~ RE: Wo~h a look[ 
Excellent 8ecH And I thoroughly enjoged our chat today! 

F~m~ div~sion-i-womens-soccer-coaches@goog~egroups.com [ma~to:dMsion-i-womens-soccer<oaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf ~ Bec~ Burleigh 
Sent~ Wednesday, December 18, 2013 2:53 PN 

Subjeet~ {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Wo~h a look[ 
Hey Everyone, 
I know that life is hectic around the holidays, but if you could do just one thing to make you a better coach, here it is! As Mou get ready to plan for your spring 
season, carve out 17 minutes to watch this talk. I promise that it will make you think about how we coach our players. If you can’t watch it now, save this email and 

watch it later. It’s worth the time! 
http:/iwww.fi~mroomtv.comitedx- talk--building-gout-inner-coach/ 

Beck  Burleigh 

Find out more about NSCAA College Se~ices at ~wwv.nscaa.comicollege. 

You received tlfis message because you are subscribed m the Google @oups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsub~fibe ~om ~is group and stop receiving emails fm~n 

To post to tNs group, send e~nail to divi~on-gwon~ens-soccer-co~hes]~google~roups~om. 
Visit this group at h~p:i/groups.google.conr’gmupidNision-i-womens-soccer-coacbes. 

For morn options, visit h~ps:/igmups.goo~le~com/~roups,’opt out. 

This message comes firom outside the UAA. If you believe this message is spam, please Click here to report this email. 

Relyorting spam mes~ges will help to strengthen the UAA’s filters and improve our ability to keep these types of messages out of your mailbox. 

Please 
contact !)__e_!_r~£~L(_a2)g£t£!2b:__u__{!::_e_d_u- or call us at x6499 if you have any questions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT" JCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:35 PM 

TONY YO[INT @gmail.com> 

I~E: going fo~wmd 

Tony, 

Tomorrow- is fine .. thank you, my friend!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: TONY YOUNg2 [rnailto @gmail corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:25 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: going forward 

Anson, 

last grade just posted so the team’s grades are complete, but I am at home and don’t have access to the grade file I will do it first thing in the morning, or after the game tonight if the 
morning isn’t soon enough, rm sorry 

Tony 

On , at 3:29 PM; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email uric edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

Are all the grades in by now? If they are can you send it to me? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: TONY YOUNT [mailto ~a)~mail.com] 
Sent: We~esday, 10:12 AM 
To: 
Cc: Do~ance, Albert A IV 
Subject: going forward 

> 

> You managed to do exactly the minimum that you needed in order to stay eligible and offprobation. That’s a good thing ][]he bad thing is that you cannot afford another semester like that 
one. You MUST earn 14 more hours this spnng in order to be eligible to return to Carolina in the fall, and you MUST have a spring GPA above a 2.0 
> 
> ] updated your PSYC - BA worksheet today with your ]’all grades, and took a look at your spring schedule. Here are 3 things that jumped out at me. 
> 
> 1) Your general education requirements are complete with the exception of 2 MATH courses, and a lab science. 
> 

> 2) You are registered for ANTH in the spring. You have already taken that course and earned a C grade. Taking it again would not count toward graduation and it would be a wasted 
class. You absolutely need to change that course for spring. 
> 

> 3). You have not completed any courses toward you~ major since PSYC didn’t work out for you this falh My question to you is this: Are you in the right major? Your spring 
schedule contains BIOL     MATH    ¯ and PSYC , - all required for the PSYC major. We know that Math is a struggle for you and 2~TH    and PSYC    :emain for you to complete. 
BIOL is known very tough course. You haven’t yet taken a PSYC course above the 200 level and PSYC is a difficult course as welh 
> 

> From your worksheet, the maj or that you could raost efficiently switch to is History. You have already completed 3 of the 10 courses required to complete a History degree. The History 
worksheet relevant to you is here: 
> You must complete 7 of the 10 Histo~ courses with grades of C or better. You have already accomplished that in HIST    and HIST ~. History does not require any specific MATH 
courses and you could take the two easiest MATH courses at Carolina to complete your requireraents. I will not raislead you, the required HIST course at the 390 level is quite challenging 
and involves real historical research and writing ~mder the guidance of a HistolN professor, but it may- be an alternative to the PSYC degree with its heavy Math component. 
> 

> Or, you could considcr a COMM degree. It also does not require specific Math courses, and by reputation, is not as challenging as PSYC or HIST. You have completed 1 of the 10 courses 
needed for a CO)~I degree (last sunm~er online). 
> 

> It isn’t tW job to tell you what you should major in, and you may have a passion for and choose to stay with it. But it is my j ob to give you options that can help move you along to 
graduation, and I believe that while you are home over the holidays, it would be wise for you to have conversations about the best path for you moving forward acaderaically. The path you 
have chosen is difficult, and so far you have not met much success. Some evaluation on your part would be wise. 
> 

> A revision of your spring schedule may be necessary. Some COi~vl and HIST courses are available. 
> 

> Have a great holiday, and do some good thinking about your direction when you come back. The time to make this decision, if you are going to change directions, is now-. Feel free to call 
if you ~vant to talk about it. 
> 

> Ton?- 
> 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:37 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

1~;: summer packet & class 

Chris, 

We are going to send as man?’ kids to summer school as we can ... if we (and admissions) decide to stay with her, I ~vill certainly try to get her some summer school $ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Wednesday 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: FW: summer packet & class 

4:29 PM 

What do you think? I’m assuming she would have to pay for it hersel£. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: [rnailto: ~mail coral 

Sent: Sunday, 11:49 ~M 

To: Ducal Chris 

Subject: summer packet & class 

hey coach Chris, how’s it going in chapel hill ? I have a few quick questions. Am I able to take a math class during the summer since I did not score so high on it for the sat and act. Because 
I believe that’s a class I have to pay for my mysel~ my parents and I want to know if I am able to get it over with quickly so it doesn’t interfere with my fall classes And may I also get the 
upcoming champions almanac because my coach wants to start traimng with me from it very soon. no rash on either accountants just wanted to know if they were accessible, thank 
you ! 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 8:11 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

~@live.unc.edu);    , @g~nail.co~n; @live.unc.edu; 

"" @ro~ketmaJl.com @gmail.com; _ @live.unc.edu; .@yahoo.com; 

,~@live.unc.edu, ~ *@gmaJl.com; @aol.com; @yahoo.com; 

duca;@nncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros i         @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Arsenal, Man City, Chelsea on NBC this Sat!!! See below for transmission times!’.! 

@live.unc.edn); 
:@y~na~l.com; 

Insn.conl; 

Very good " .... And yes, your unit: is t:he fre~.;hman class!! 

From: j 
Sent: WednesdaY/, 5:20 PN 
To: Dorrance, A[be~ A N 
Subject: RE: Arsenal, Nan Ci~, Chelsea on NBC this Sat[i[ See below for transmission times[H 

Hey Anson, 

If by elevating my small unit, you mean the freshmen class, then I know that by planning to watch these games together we will be able to increase our 

intake of the game at the most elite level in the EPL, while increasing our soccer IQ’s. We all love hanging out together in our down time, and it would be 

perfect to plan to do so during these games. I will work on this when we return from the break. 

is the captain of our spring team and along with           :, we have a pretty disciplined group that ~ know with some reminders will be able to 

watch these games. We are currently discussing which team we would like to follow, and I would like to follow Chelsea. 

If we do follow Chelsea, I will keep an eye on Mikel (ffI2) and Lampard (~8). They start in the 4-2-3-1, so it would be good for me to follow the center 

midfielder’s role in this formation. If we do not choose Chelsea ~ will follow the holding center raids of the team we choose and keep you posted. 

Thanks[ 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday 7:57 AM 

To: @gmail.com; @rocketmail.com; 

@yahoo.corn ~ @yahoo.com; 

Subject: Arsenal, Man City, Chelsea on NBC this Sat1!! See below for transmission times1!] 

My elite Spring Captains and rny Leadership Council, 

@gmail.com; 

._.ti)gma il.com); 

@gmail.com; : ~@aol.comj 

Here is your chance with most of your exams behind to inspire your troops to begin watching the game (yes, yoLa will all be tested when you get back}. We have 

never been ~;uccess[ul at [}~}s buL ~t doe~; not rnean l:hh; ~s not knportant for our dew~lopment: as a >:?ccer culture. We want Chapel Hill t:o be t:he #1 place m t:he 

world for Women’s Soccer Player Develop}merit. If you h:~o]~ at the hist:ory of the ph~yers we have worked w~t:h over the years, we have a w~ry good case for 

ourselves. And this b a very important p~ece. As you know, we want you guys to have fun w~th the game wN[e you are geLtb~g better. We also want you to aspire 

Lo be hard working scholars while you develop ~nto e[~te human beings. We also want you to understand leadership and use this platform to ~ecorne great ones. 

Every p~ayer you inspire to ascend in ANY area is a tribute to your leadership. 

O~, here ~s your next ~eadership ~ss~gnment: send me your plan for how yoL~ m*e going to change yoL~r sm~l] unit into a unit that are fans of the game 0f you are a 

spring cap[:ain). ~f you are on the leadership Coum:~ (every Junbm 4 ) [:eH me what vour pJan w~l be and how ~[ differs flom [:he Spring Captak~s 

0rod [ know some of you might wear both hats). {~m a~so e~ew~t:mg to one of our Spring Capt:ains. f should h~ve done this to begin with because she is 

not afraid Lo bark out "orders" during a match aRd right now she m~ght be our greatest fan of the elite game. We[come aboard 

From; Soccer America [mailto: news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent; Thursday, 4:09 AN 

To= Dorrance, Albert A N 
Subject; Soccer On ~: Thursday, 

~ ~m~ge 
removed by 
sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

Fhursday, 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

removed by 

sender 

tweet This 

removed by 

sender. 

~,hare Thi~ 



There’s Europa League action on Thursday and the first leg of the Mexican final. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive 

streaming programming listed here, many networks make TV procJramming available on streaming 

devices (online, tablets and mobile). Check your local listings and network programming listings. Soccer 

on TV is ~pda~ed daily throughout the week. 

THURSDAY, 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Europa League ST GALLEN-SWANSEA (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-ANZHI (live) 3 pro. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League MARIBOR-WIGAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FREIBURG-SEVILLA (live) 3 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League PSV EINDHOVEN-ODESA (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-RAPID WlEN (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-KUBAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FREIBURG-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-RIJEKA (delay) 5 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico LEON-CLUB AMERICA, Final, 1st leg (live) 8 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League ZULTE WAREGEM-RUBIN KAZAN (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League FRANKFURT-APOEL (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League FIORENTINA-DNIPRO (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PSV EINDHOVEN-ODESA (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-ANZHI (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-RIJEKA (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-RAPID WIEN (live) 3 prn. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-KUBAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League ST GALLEN-SWANSEA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MARIBOR-WIGAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MACABI TEL AVIV-BORDEAUX (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FRANKFURT-APOEL (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FIORENTINA-DNIPRO (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-TRABZONSPOR (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-RIJEKA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-ANZHI (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League PAOK-AZ ALKMAAR (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MACABI HAIFA-SHAKHTAR (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League GUIMARES-LYON (live) 3 pro. 

FRIDAY, 

BEIN SPORT 

FranceMONTPELLIER-ST. ETIENNE (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPNU 

Men’s College NEW MEXICO-NOTRE DAME, semifinal (live) 5 pm. 

Men’s College VIRGINIA-MARYLAND, semifinal (live) 7:30 pro. 

BEIN ESPANOL 

SpainLEVANTE-ELCHE (live) 3 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia MELBOURNE-PERTH (live) 3:30 am. 

Australia WELLINGTON-BRISBANE (live) 11:30 pro. 

USSOCCER.com 

U-17 Nike Friendlies PORTUGAL-ENGLAND (live) 2 pm. 

U-17 Nike Friendlies USA-BRAZIL (live) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain OSASUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 10 am. 

France RENNAIS-PARIS SG (delay) noon. 

Spain BARCELONA-VILLAREAL (live) 2 pro. 

italy JUVENTUS-SASSUOLO (live) 4 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FIFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

iXilmage 

....... removed by 

sender¯ 



Scotland HEARTS-INVERNESS (live) 10 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England MANCHESTER CITY-ARSENAL (live) 7 am. 

England CHELSEA-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 9:45 am. 

England HULL CITY-STOKE CITY (live) noon. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain OSASUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 10 am. 

Spain RAYO-GRANADA (live) noon. 

Spain BARCELONA-VlLLARREAL (live) 2 pm. 

Spain MALAGA-GETAFE (live) 4 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-SASSUOLO (delay) 6 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

RFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-HAMBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany WOLFSBURG-STUTTGART (live) 12:30 pm= 

Uruguay CERRO LARGO-PENAROL (live) 3 pm. 

Be~N SPORT PLAY 

England LEICESTER CITY-BURNLEY (live) 7:15 am. 

England BLACKPOOL-QPR (live) 10 am 

France RENNES-PARIS SG (live) 11 am. 
Italy CATANIA-HELLAS VERONA (live) noon. 

France AJACCIO-LORIENT (live) 2 pm. 

Spain LAS PALMAS-REAL MADRID CASTILLA (live) 2 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia ADELAIDE-CENTRAL COAST (live) 1:30 am. 

Australia NEWCASTLE-WESTERN SYDNEY (live) 3:45 am= 

RFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-FULHAM (live) 10 am= 

England NEWCASTLE-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

SUNDAY, 

BelN SPORT 

Italy FIORENTINA-BOLOGNA (live) 9 am. 

France LILLE-BASTIA (live) 11 am. 
Italy LAZIO-LIVORNO (delay) 1 

Italy NAPOLI-INTER MILAN (live) 2:40 pm. 

France LYON-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England ASTON VILLA-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 8 am. 

England TOTTENHAM-LIVERPOOL (live) 10:30 am. 

ESPNU 

Men’s College NCAA DIVISION I final (live) 3 pro. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-BETIS (live) 11 am. 

Spain SEVILLA-ATHLETIC (live) 1 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

italy NAPOLI-INTER MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands CAMBUUR-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands FEYENOORD-GRONINGEN (live) 9:30 am. 
Germany LEVERKUSEN-FRANKFURT (live) 11:30 am. 

Argentina VELEZ SARSFIELD-SAN LORENZO (live) 4 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-FENIX (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico CLUB AMERICA-LEON, Final, 2nd leg (live) 5:48 pm. 

BelN PLAY 
Spain ALMERIA-ESPANYOL (live) 6 am. 

France BORDEAUX-VALENCIENNES (live) 8 am. 

italy LAZIO-LIVORNO (live) 9 am. 



italy UDINESE-TORINO (live) 9 am. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands CAMBUUR-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

NBC SPORTS L~VE EXTRA 

England NORWICH CITY-SWANSEA CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia SYDNEY-MELBOURNE (live) 1 am. 

BelN SPORT 

italy AC MILAN-ROMA (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy AC MILAN-ROMA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain VALLADOLID-CELTA (delay) 5 pm. 

Soccer America on Twirler: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on "IV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate fo~/arding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

Image 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 8:31 AM 

msn.com 
ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Yes, to everythiug you waut to do’. 

I want you to be here for life running your sodal media accounts for us. I also want you to be able to finish your de~’ee. But, I know that your health 
has to be your priority. I do not think this is a compliance issue (Chris, please check on this.) But I do like the "internship" idea. 

_@__r_~_~:_c_’~?~!> 
Date: at 5:29:42 PM EST 

To: Chris Ducar <ducar({~uucaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: 

I will not be enrolling in classes tbr            and instead will be tbcusing on nay health as suggested by my doclx~rs and suptx~rt staff: I am under the impression that 
I will need morn than a semesters worth of classes m graduate but am also aware that anything beyond this spring will Pall outside of my 6 year athletic ~holarship 
window. Assuming I get my health situation under coutrol, I am curious as to what my options might be in the future regarding the pursuit ofa UNC degree, and what 
finatmial assistance might be available, if any? 

I will be around Chapel Hill this spring and was hoping to continue m nm my social media accounts on behalf of the temn, it; of course, it was not an NCAA violation. I 

think the accounts hold great value for the team on many ~onts and I would hate to stop updating them after taking them this far the pafft 4+ years. If compliance does 

not clear this my next thought would be a potential part-time "internship" opportuni~ with the new media department that would, in essence, gain me access to the team 

and allow me to continue to deliver my behind-the- scenes material. Would this be a possibili~’? Obviously getting my health under control is my number one concern 

this spring and I would not feel comlb(table taking on veU much, lbr the same reason I can not make an academic commitment this spring, but feel passiouate about 

staying involved via social media as much as I am able. I have so many behind-the- scenes ideas I’ve yet to pursue but haven’t since I have always been balancing 

academics. I think this spring would be a great opportunity to pursue those ideas on my own time aud take my accounts to the uext level, ifI was granted permission to 

do so. 

I am open to any thoughks you mw have. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 9:24 AM 

Tom Bver <tom@tom~n.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

skg21 @columbia.edu 

RE: inlb 

I am with you! It is inter’esting, the English have a player development history of "t:aited experiments" ._. but what I I~ke about them ~s when theg Mow something 
up, they do it in the most spectacular way! Remember the L~esha~l experiment? So don’t be so humble, ~ am sure they wou~d ~ove :[% of }’our P~aver De~,Nopment 
success. And Japan wou~d be a great paragON for them (geographically t~ght, sma~ player poo~, "modern"). 
Let me know how they ~re gok~g to try to k~p~ement: some of your ideas. 
A~ the best[~ 

F~m= Tom Byer [mailto:tom@~msan.com] 
Sent; Thursday, December ~9, 20~3 4:09 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= info 
An~ 
~n~ ~t ~en~ow ~ w~tin~ ~ fly ~k to To~o. Co~den~ll~ Fw 8peru 3 dn~8 ~n London h~v~n~ presented my ph~losoph~ m~d ~de~ ~ ~le~m ~oddle who 

8~ on ~he English FA~8 Commission [or Yonth Devdopment. ~ ~en met w~ D~vid Sheepsh~ pefl~p8 one o[~e mos~ i~uentin~ Men ~n English Foo~ll ~nd 

o~ ~. ~eo~e8 Pink ~n~on~3 Tr~nm~ Cen~er. They m~ ~o~11~ hooked on wh~ ~ presented ~d we wflJ work ~o~fl~er fiom 2014 ~mplemen~n~ 8ome of our ~de~ 

~on. The8 has been ~he most humblm~ ex~hen~e m m~ ~eer ~o h~ve ~mvel~ed to En~nd~ m~ Amed~m~ to ~onsu~t on Youth Development [or the ~ount~’ who~ 
h~vented the ~me~ These ~uys we~ 8ho~ked ~ ~he preseumtion ~ ~ve ~hem w~h included v~deo evidence o~wh~t 3~& year old K~d8 me developed 

nm~red ~o~e~fly. They bd~eve ~ h~ve u~o~ked the ~ode on developing m,o ~ooted players ~rom ~ ve~ ~un~ ~e’. 

Vew exciting times~ 

Tom Byer 
~-Mail: tom@tomsan.com 
MoNle: 

K.K. T3 
The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 
http://www.tomsan.com 

Minato Ku, Minami Aoyama 6-6-22 
Luna Rossa Minami Aoyama 2F 
Tel: 03-4590-6658 / Fax: 03-3498-8877 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 9:39 AM 

Matt Terrell <mat@ramsclub.com> 

l~E: SMI - June 2014 

Very good[! 

From: Matt Terrell [mailto:matt@ramsclub.com] 
Sent= Thursday, December 19, 2013 9:03 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= RE: SMI - June 2014 
Hi Anson. Cleaning up some old emails, and realize this one needs further response. I have you down for Wednesday, June 3-8, from 3-0:3-5 to 13.:45 a.m. The class will meet at the Rizzo 
Center. I will work with Jason to get the books. 
We are in no hurry, but I will eventually need a title to your discussion to share with the group. 
Thanks so much for doing this. I look forward to it[ 
- Matt 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 10:39 PM 

To: Matt Terrell 

Cc: Jason S~sneros ~:~g~3~.~.:~£~3.) :~.~[{~.~:.f4~); Streett, Shelly 

SuNect: RE: SMI - June 2014 

Matt, 

Wh~t time? t work out ruesiTh at J1 arn .... i[ it does not im:erfi~re w~th tMs e~ther day is fine. 

Order the books through Jason 5~sneros ... I w~il co~)y him on tMs (he ~s on my s~:aff) 

Sent~ Thursday, October 31, 2013 10:31 AM 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ RE: SMI - June 2014 
Great[ Do you have a preference for the morning of June ~8 or 197 
Also, please let me know if gou want to have your book distributed to the class ... and if so, the best way to order it. 

Thanks, Anson. 
- Ma~ 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 10:16 PM 

To: Matt Terrell 

SuNect: Re: SMI - June 2014 

OK, I’m in 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROiD 

Matt Terrell <m?,i:t~tJ)rsmsclub.o:m~;> wrote: 

Regretfully, these are two separate endeavors. SMI is something with which we are a sponsoring school (with five others), and is run on its own independent 

budget. We send one or two participants each year. 

As for the scholarship question, The Rams Club doesn’t make any of the value decisions; we simply get a total bill annually. Otherwise, I like the quid pro quo you 

were suggesting. 

And as for your speaking fee, I’m confident we couldn’t afford the regular rate. You’ve certainly earned that. I understand your situation, and am sorry I couldn’t 

help make it happen for your athlete. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The Rams Club - The University of North Carolina 

Sent from my iPad 

On Oct 21, 2013, at 5:40 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <?,~:son@emaii u~:c.edu> wrote: 

I liked the: "                                                                 (this is only a .16 difference). I woukd rather help one of my kids 

than line my pockets (~ bid for nob~l~:y~) rrus~: me you do not want to ~ay my speaMng fee 

Sent= Nonday, October 21, 2013 9:35 AN 

To= Dorrance, AlbeR A ~ 
Subject: RE: SMI - June 2014 
l’m checking. I think we paid you a speaking fee last time, and bought your book for distribution. Interested in the same? 
- Ma~ 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sent: Friday, October 4, 2013 ~1:23 AM 

To: Matt Terrell 

Subject: RE: SMI - June 2014 

What ~s the quk~ ~ro quo? 

Sent= Wednesday, Oc~ber 02, 2053 ll:19 AN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= SMI - June 
Anson -- Hope this message finds you well. I write you to gauge your interest in a potential speaking engagement in Chapel Hill in June 2014. Would you be interested 
and available to spend 90 minutes with the next class of the Sport Management Institute (SMI) speaking on a coach’s perspective in working with athletic 



administrators? You spoke to participants with this institute in 2008 to rave reviews. Bubba Cunningham and I agree that you would be an outstanding addition to our 

curriculum in 20:[4. 

The institute runs June :[5-20, and we are looking for your availability June :[7, :[8, :[9 or 20. We are juggling all speakers involved, and will get back to you with a firm 

date and time soon (if you are available). We will work with you to find a mutually convenient time slot. 

~ am serving as Carolina Athletics’ liaison to SMk As a refresher, SMI is an executive development program for athletics administrators sponsored by the Universities of 

North Carolina, Southern California, Michigan, Texas, Notre Dame and Georgia. 

Thanks for the consideration, Anson! 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

Associate Executive Director I The Rams Club 

The University of North Carolina 

~.~ ~.@.~.~ ~.~.~!~.~.~.~ 
W 919.843.6412 ~ M 

We educate ~nd ~nspire through Athletics. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 4:17 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: NCSA Prospect List 

From: CoachBrown@ncsasports.org [mailto:CoachBrown@ncsasports.org] 
Sent-" Thursday, December :~9, 2013 :Lk30 Alvl 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; NCSA Prospect List 

Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

- 2015 Forward, Attacking Central Midfielder 
H+gh School: 
Height: 5’3" Weight: 125 NCSA Rating: 5 

Emaih @yahoo.corn 

Notes; Varsity Starter (All-Conference 1st Team, All-County Honorable Mention, All Area 1st Team) 

View Profile 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

] 
.................. - 2015 Goalkeeper 
High School: 

Height: 5’10" Weight: 160 NCSA Rating: 5 

Email ’@verizon.net 

Notes: is a 2025 Goalkeeper from r 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

removed ~ 2016 Outside... remov#d ~ 2016 Goalkee... 2015 Attacki... 2016 Goalkee... 

NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 5 NCSA Rating: 5 NCSA Rating: 5 

Number of Number of Number of Number of 

Views: Views: 17 Views: Views: 21 Views: Views: 4 Views: Views: 21 

Last Viewed Last Viewed Last Viewed Last Viewed 

Date: Last Date: Last Date: Last Date: Last 

Viewed : Viewed : Viewed : Viewed : 

View Profile View Profile View Profile View Profile 

Not a match? Llpdate your emNI preferences _h_.e__.r__e_, 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor I Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 312-624-7416 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org I http://www.ncsasports.org 



NCSA Blog: http://blo~.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprietary, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. Any use, 

copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, 

removed by 
sender. 

please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -~’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday,                 4:18 PM 

@aol .corn> 

ILE: Meeting with L~:rs 

Very good, I also spoke to Lars so he knows that your route back to us is through him ... and BTW, what is your cumulative gpa? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From ~ [mailto~ _ ~l.coml 

Sent: Thursday 11:56 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Meeting w~th Lars 

Anson, 

Hey Anson I talked with Lars and he told me he has a very busy week coming up but that we are going to talk later this week and discuss everything about spring season. Just wanted to let 

you know and will let you know how it goes soon. Happy break’. 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 
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